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Gold Filled Locket
2560 Rose Finish

White Stone

Gold Filled Scarf Pin
629 Pearl Set

Rose and Green Finish

:old Filled Scarf Pin
• 676 Sapphire and Pearl
577 Topaz and Pearl

Gold Filled Locket 678 Ruby tind Pearl
2624 Rose Finish Border
and Head, ite Stones

Cold Filled Locket
2558 Rose Finish
Border, Bright
Engraved Centre

Link Button
641 Gold Filled, Rose Finish
649 Sterling, Gray Finish

Link Button
643 Gold Filled, Rose Finish
651 Sterling, Gray Finish

(tolt1 Filled Locket
2713 Satin Front
2720 Roman

Front
Pearl and White

Stone
•

The records
of the Weather Bureau

show a difference of 181 degrees
between the extremes of heat and cold

in the United States. A watch to be
adapted to the use of the traveler must be able

to maintain its accuracy under widely varying
conditions of temperature. One reason why the

Gold Filled Locke
2709 Satin Front

While Stories
2716 Homan

Front,
White Stories

Gold Filled Locket
2710 Satin Front

White Stones
2717 Roman Front

White Stones

is pre-eminently the traveler's watch is found in the fact
that Elgin watches are tested by oven heat and by

refrigeration before leaving the factory. Their won-
derful timekeeping qualities are undisturbed by

extremes of temperature, damp or drought,
jar or jolt, or by varying positions.
Send for illustrated history of the watch. Free.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
Elgin, Illinois.

shows
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one of the

50 Arguments

at the

LOW EST

UNITED STATES

TEMPERATURE

63 BE LOW

HIGHEST

UNITED STATES

TEMPERATURE

Ile ABOVE

disposal of

the Dealer

who sells

631
Gold Filled Scarf Pin,
White Stone „Wise and
Green Finirhr.,'

Gott • Locket
2707 Satin Front, White Stone

. 2714 Roman " White Stone

. Gold Filled
Scarf Pin

625 Sapphire
and Pearl

626 Topaz
and Pearl

627 Ruby
and Pearl

We illustrate here a few

of our new LOCKETS,
together with nyw
Scarf Pins, Link
Buttons, Neck=
laces with Pendants
and Book=Marks.

wellial(lcaSICAu7Z-riSEaarselEaster

and early spring trade.

We also have a very large
variety of WAIST SETS, BELT
PINS, HAT PINS, FOBS,
VEST CHAINS, DICKENS
CHAINS, I,0 NI!, I I F.
Cl 1:11 NS, BROOCHES, EAR-
R1\(;-, HAIR CHAIN
:\ )UNTIN GS and CROSSES.

586 Ster ing'Book Mark
Purple or White Ribbon

841 Sterling gook Mark
Purple or White Ribbon

628 Gold Filled
Scarf Pin

• Pearl Set
Rose and

Green Finish

Gold eke(
2757 Rose Finish

No Stone
2769 110se Finish

Stories

630
Gold Pilled Scarf Pin, White .
Stone, More and Green Finish

G,,Id Filled Locket
2748 Rose Finish

No Stone
2760 Rose Finish

with Stories

Cold Filled Locket
2751 -Rose Finish

No Stone
2763 Rose Finish

with Stones

are a new addition to our lines.
We have them in Sterling Silver
and Gold Filled, and in plain
and fancy designs.

Refer to our catalogue when
making up your orders for
Jewelry and Sterling Silver,
Toilet, Manicure, Desk, Sewing
and Shaving Sets, and useful
novelties.

Link Button
693 Gold Filled, flose Finish
705 Stelling, Gray Finish

Gold .ocket
2754 [lose Finish. No Stone
2766 Rose Finish, with Stones

Link Button
692 Gold Filled, hose Finish
704 Sterling, Gray Finish

Gold Filled Neck Chain. 194 Amethyst Pendants, 14 inch

See Jobber's List for prices or write the Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, " Timemakers

and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.•

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U.S.A.

General Offices, ;31 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Gold Filled Locket
2614 Rose Finish, White

Stone

Gold Filled Locket
2615 Rose Finish, White

Stone

Manufacturing Jewelers and
Silversmiths

NEW YORK OFFICE, II John Street.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.



THE ORIGINAL

BLUE BEADED LABEL
FRENCH WATCH GLASSES

We beg to call your attention to our large and complete stock of all sizes and kinds of BLUE LABEL

FRENCH WATCH GLASSES, as well as our line of GENUINE LATOIX RED and BLUE

LABEL GENEVA and BASSINE GLASSES, fOr which we are the Sole Agents

Sole U. S. Agents LATOIX Red and Blue Label Glasses

These celebrated Watch Glasses are the finest in the market. They excel all others in these

particulars, viz. : They are carefully annealed. Highly polished. The height is uniform.

They are accurately gaged.

There is less breakage in fitting, making them the best glasses to use for all purposes.

Every package has the label with the name 0. Latoix on it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

Try them. You will find them the best.

Prices of the Original
BLUE

BEADED LABEL
French

Watch Glasses

Genevas -
Miconcaves

extra thick
Flat Parallels
Lentilles -
Flat Concaves -

Ct Ci extra thick
Patent Genevas
Lunettes -

Gross

3.00

3.25
8.00
5.50

11.00

7.50

13.50

5.50

2.00

Careful attention given in selecting orders. No Disappointments. All orders have our prompt and careful

attention, and at lowest market prices. SEND FOR GLASS ORDER SHEETS.

Special Attention Given to Mail Orders

The Discerning Retailer
seems to have solved his doubts as to the Jobbing. Ilouse NVilich is best equipped

for his needs in

Railroad Watches
(hir trade

Veritas, No. 214,
IC No. 239,

" No. 274,

Raymond, NO. 240,

Father Time,

Raymond,

No. 270,

N. 280,

in this direction is constantly expanding rv us for

Elgin Waltham

23 J., 18 size, 0. F. Vanguard, 23J., IS size, 0. F. and Htg.
21 J., 

IC CC
CC II It If21 J., "

21 J., Htg. CCCrescent St., 21 J. "
19 J., 

IC 
0. F. CC 

19 J., " 14

21 J., 
CI 

" and Htg. Premier (AT. & Co.), 174 18 size, 0.F.and Mg,
.1.417 J., " Vanguard, 23 J., 16 size, 0. F.

21 J., 16 size, "

17 J., "

We believe it will profit you to give us your trade in Railroad \\-atche--
I ecause there is prolit to vou in our e.lira attention to this line of \Vatches.

The Non-Retailinc Co.
jobbers il'alchc.s- an«r Chains, i_,(11107..s./(7,

523

THE PRICE OF DALE CHUCKS REDUCED

On and -_1.f.ter April 1, i 905, WC will SCH ilI standard sizes -watchmakers' wiru
and wheel chucks, listed ii )ur No. 5 (atal )L t 70 cents, fi)r Co cents each, less

usual discount.our

Dale Chucks are the Standard of Excellence. Ask your jobber for them

EVERY CHUCK FULLY GUARANTEED

Hopkins
No, 1

Whitcomb
No, 15

Invott Moseley
la 2

Hopkin
8-4 2

Heartier Webster
Whitcomb

Stark Mosoley
No.!

Geneva

All other tools 1.(lvertised by us in the January and February KEYSTONE tt

reduced prices will be sold on and .Ifter April i , 1905, it our reg-ular catalog- prices.

Write for our No. 5 Catalog

Lincoln Ave.,1°34=1°36HARDINGE BROS., Chicago, Ill.



WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
for everything in Watchmakers', Jewelers', Opticians' and Engravers' Tools and Materials.

Our ample stock and very complete facilities enable us to make our service of the best, prompt-

ness and care in filling orders being our strong point.

Gummed Paper Clock I)ials
sizes AND PRICES

2 inch .......
3 o
31, •
3j,/ '
331 "
I
i' , "
p. "  
4% "  
5 o
5 II  1%
5.% II

......

Each
- .05

119

H5
05
05
10
10
10
10
.10

Per doz.
$ .25
.40
.40
.45
.45
.50
.50
.60
.60
.75
.75
.85

5' i inch
i; "
,;,,.; ::

7,/.2 "
3 ii
5 o
10 "
II "
12 "
10 " Calendar  
12 "

I:ach
- Hi

lo
.10
.10
10
15
15
.15
.20
29
.25
.25

Per doz.
8 .85
.90
.90
1.10
1.10
1.25
1.35
1.50
1.75
2.25
2.25
2.25

Assortment of 1 dozen, 3 to 10 WO, 75e. Prices include two dial washers with each dial.

Second Dial No.

Per doz., loc.

Second Dial No. 2
Per doz., loc.

Used for replacing dials on lever clocks

These Gummed Paper Clock Dials make the replacing of

defaced or soiled clock dials an easy matter. There are many

old clocks on dealers' shelves that would find a ready sale with

clean, bright faces, and these can be had at a trifling cost.

Our list of sizes is so complete that practically any size of dial

can be replaced. If you do not have these dials in your material

stock, try a sample dozen. All jobbers keep them in stock.

E. & J. S. Jewelers' Brushes
Watchmakers and jewelers that are particular about their brushes should try our 

E. & J: S. brand. They are the best

that money can buy, the bristles and make being of the highest grade. We c
arry them in hard, half hard, half soft and very

soft bristles. Try a sample brush and you will always use the E. & J. S.

Price each . . .  35 cents Per dozen $4  00

" " mail 40 " 0 4  15

Our Specialty
is the filling of small material orders, which is so large a part of the Tool and

Material business. We have competent watchmakers to select and match material parts

sent to be duplicated, and one of the largest general stocks of genuine Americ
an material

in the world. If you have trouble in getting your orders correctly filled, give us a trial.

E. & J. SWIGART, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Wightman Soldering Clamp
No. 19

The best and handiest soldering device for spectacle

frames, rings and a large variety of hard solder jobs. Its

quick adjustment saves much time and trouble in preparing to

solder as against the old method of fastening with pins or with

the use of clumsy screw devices.

Price ....
By mail . .

. $1.00 each
1.15 "

THE

HOLD FAST
LENS
WASHER

Holdfast Lens Washers
Per package ot 3 dozen, 15 cents

These lens washers are a practical remedy for loose lenses

in frames, many times saving the trouble and expense of

grinding a new lens or cutting the frame. They are furnished

in three sizes, which fit all frames. Order from us or your

Jobber. Ask for the " Holdfast."

ABS LUTE
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This one word embodies
practically the foundation and success

of our business. The universal and unqualified
satisfaction to our patrons is our proudest achieve-

ment. It has been the corner stone of our business, the
inspiration and basic principle of our methods, the secret

of our growth and the builder of our success. Why not
make us a trial consignment of

Old Gold, Silver, Sweeps
anything containing Gold, You run NO risks. We make
accurate valuations and hold consignments subject to your

acceptance. We stand the expense of re-shipment if valu-

ation is not satisfactory. Returns for old gold and silver

made same day as received. Returns for sweepings
within five days of receipt.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

Offices- 63 6 65 Washington St.
Works-Fifty-Eighth 6 Throop Sts. Chicago, Ill.

We are paying 50 cents an ounce
for Old Silver



pirillill
gum

Harp
Patent 

47.6.

11,10100, ,,,,„ 11111111

Optician
Plier No. 19

The various illustrations show some of the uses for which this plier is intended. Advantages

are w; fullowS :
Thin jaws to permit getting between narrow jaws when adjusting guards.
Hollowed out to clear the thickest concave lens when tightening strap.
Milled and countersunk jaws to hold stud and spring together while assembling.
When tilting a spectacle temple, pass temple through hole in jaw, no kinking or sharp bend

possible. Nickel plated.
Each $1.50

Grecian Eyeglass Spring Plier No. 72
For giving any ordinary eyeglass the well-knoWn " Grecian Bend." 1)esigned

by a practical optician, and does the work " quick as a wink." Nickel plated.

Price, $1.136 each

G-N

Order from your Jobber.
If he is -unable to supply you,
if pill Avill write us we will
inform you who can.

HAMMEL,
RIGLANDER & CO.

35 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

Patent
Soldering
Forceps No. 50

The four adjustable jaws are provided with asbestos pads so that the heaviest ring can readily be hard 
soldered. No wiring of job to charcoal

required. Will hold articles of all kinds of irregular shapes, also flat surfaced articles. Work can be drawn together by means of the adjusting clamp

with screw. It is an article well liked by all who have used it. Nickel plated. Each 65c.

The New Nilson's Patent Rivet Extractor
The most obstinate rivet will yield to this tool. Has two interchange-

able points. The handle in vise remains stationary, the center is held in

position by a stiff spring, and when struck with a hammer, permits only a

slight advance of rivet. Leaves both hands free to use.

Price, $1.00
Rivet extractors innumerable have been sold with varying success ;

this is the latest and appeals to the mechanic as something of merit..

Combination Pocket
Spectacle Screw Driver
with Tweezer No. 106
In Aluminum Case, each 75c.

The BestWatch Glass
For sale by all Jobbers at the following prices

GROSS DOZEN

Genevas - - - 3.00 .30
Miconcaves - - 3.25 .35
" extra thick - 8.00 .75

Flat Parallels - - 5.50 .50
Lentilles - - - 11.00 1.00
Flat Concaves - - - 7.50 .65
" " extra thick - 13.50 1.25
Patent Genevas - - - 5.50 .50
Lunettes - - 2.00 .20

NOTE More jobbers sell and more manufacturers use the

V. T. F. Watch Glasses than all other brands combined
•
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Perfection in Jewelers' Silversmiths' and Dental Noiseless Electric
Lathe Motors. Our Latest Improved 1905 and 1906 Models

Showing W. Green & Co.'s Tallest and Improved Model. 4 separate Speeds, 1-5 Horse Power, Direct-Current Lathe Motor. 
Type No. 4.

With Brush and Buffing Wheels on spindles in position ; also Drilling, Grindstone, Emery 
(Saud Paper) and Saw-Chucks ; also Spindles,

Single and 3-Cone Pulleys, Adjustable
Plug and Ceril-all used in connection
with our 1-5 Horse Power Motors.

a 1

'`. • . . .

1 --k
1

New ode. Type N. 4. 4 Separate Speeds

Showing:W. Green & Co.'s Latest and Improved Model, Single Speed,
1=5 Horse Power, Alternating=Current Lathe Motor. Self-starting.
Type No. 5. .‹ •

With new style Steel Switch and l'atent Key Attachment in front, n.,•,9
Grindstone and Buffing Chucks with Grim .tone and Spindle in position ;
also Drilling and Emery Chuck, Adjustable Plug, Cord, etc.

Eu .

..2,1zg
t.r.,,84.2

g
• 1.1.- g" a. a

‘,
•

p

• 1. 1" t'■

• VS' 4
2t5.i4.8

A
7.1 itm:sra
t-14,1e..1

-102 Etr,
„_-

$
6'04

VIIF"

Type No. 12

Almost every Mechanic, Manufacturer, Merchant,

Artisan, Dentist, Physician, and nearly e vei y trade

and device can receive valuable assistance front this

style of Electric Motor, Type No. 12 (see cut), which

is rapidly becoming an ahnost indispensable article.

Price-list and full particulars upon application.

Made front 1-10 to 5 Horse Power.

Showing W.
.
Green & Co.'s Latest

aud Improved Model. 6 Separate
E Zia" Speeds, Is Horse Power,' n depend-
244 666 ant Arbor, Alternating-Current
00W, 00244

.1 ‘". .
P-I

$.4 044
•C

674"4E4

New Model. Type No. S. Single Speed. Self-Starting

Lathe Motor. Type No. 9.
With new style Steel Switch and
Patent Key Attachment, and
Short Spindles In position ; also
Drill, Grindstone and Emery
(Saud Paper), c bucks, Single,
3-Cone and Flat Ptilleys,Adjust-
able Plug, Cord, etc.-

_

New Model. Type No. 9. 9 Separate Speeds. Self=Startbag War

Showing IV. Green & Co.'s Latest and Improved Model, 7 Speeds (Separate Attachment),

1-4 to 1 Horse Power, Direct-Current Lathe Motors. Type No. 6.

With Grindstone and Buffing Wheels on Spindles in position ; also Drill Chuck, Spindles,

Grindstone, Turning and various other attachments, etc., used in connection with all our

Type Nos. 6 and 7, Direct and Alternating-Current Motors.

' Showing W. Green & Co.'s Latest
and Improved Model, 1-4 to 1 Horse
Power, Alternating-Current Lathe
Motor. Self-starting. Type No. 7.

With Buffing Wheel and Grindstone
on Spindles, and Turning Attachment
in position. (For Drilling_ and other
Attachments, etc., see out, Type No. 6.)

IMPORTANT
NOTICE.

We make,
change

or rearrange
our

Electric Motors
to suit

all trades and
purposes.

New Model. Type Nu. G. 7 Separate Speeds New Model. Type No. 7.

NOTICE.-Ceneral description, full particulars, wholesale price-list, etc.

Single Speed. Self-Starting

See opposite page

W. GREEN 0 CO., Manufacturers and Exporters, 6 
MNE avviden LyORanKe, 

U.S.A.

PERFECTION
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in Jewelers', Silversmiths' and Dental,
Noiseless Electric Lathe Motors
 Our Latest Improved 1905 and 1906 Models 
The W. GREEN & CO.'S IMPROVED ADJUSTABLE COMBINATION " Polishing, Buffing, Grinding, Drilling, Sawing and Turning Electric

Lathe Motors. (Six Lathes in One, at Price of One.)
For Jewelers', Watchmakers, Opticians, Silversmiths, Dentists, Machinists, Electricians, Brass Workers, Glass and Diamond Cutters and

Polishers, Model and Cutlery Makers, Hotels, Restaurants, Laboratories, Hospitals, Institutions, Private Dwellings, Etc., and for All Trades
and Purposes.

Our Motors Save Time, Patience and Money, and Combine Simplicity, Economy and Strength

DON'T WAIT, be up to date and buy now 1 Money willingly re-
twitted it not as represented and found unsatisfactory

These Motors can be attached in one minute to any ordinary electric light socket
and are ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED, therefore do not hesitate to place your
order. They are always ready for immediate use, no further adjustment being
required.

or general use our Motors have no equal at any price

" Nothing better can be made ; absolutely dust-proof, air and

water-tight, and fully warranted"

With reasonable care these motors will last, in constant use, for

20 years. Speed soo to 3000 revolutions per minute, as desired

Net Wholesale Price-List of Latest Improved 1905=1906 Models

VOLTAG E
HORsE
POVVER OUR MOTOR COMBINATIONS INCLUDE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS

DIRECT-CURRENT
MOTORS

ALTERNATING
CURRENT MOTORS

NO. PRICE NO. PRICE

52 to 110 1=5 Including 5 new-style adjustable chucks  4 $ 33.50 5 $ 46.50
115 " 220 1-5 4 37.50 s 51.00
52 " 110 1-5 . II id ii 'I 9 60.00
115 " 220 1=5 ,, ,, It 41 41

Q 64.50
52 " 110 1-4 Iticluding.lon adjustable spindles, grinding, turning and tool-rest attachment 6 53.00 7 74.50
115 " 220 1=4 Same description  6 57.50 7 79.00
52 " 110 1-3 6 61.00 7 85.00
115 " 220 1=3 0 II 6 66.50 7 95.00
52 " 110 1-2 0 II 6 75.00 7 115.00
Its ,, 220 1-2 II 0 6 80.50 7 120.00
52 " 110 3-4 Id

6 85.00 7 130.00
115 " 220 3-4 II 6 90.50 7 135.00
52 " 110 1, u " 6 115.00 7 165.00
115 " 220 1, " 6 125.00 7 185.00

500 1-4 " 0 6 68.00
500 1-3 " 6 75.00
500 1-2 " 6 92.00
500 3-4 6 ' 98.00 . .
500 I, 0 It 6 130.00

STARTING BOXES AND AUTOMATIC SPEED CONTROLLERS FOR TYPE NO. 6 MOTORS
Automatic i"elerload release starting box No. 10 for Type No. 6, 1=4 to I Horse Power, Direct-Current Motors  Price, Moo
Latest atitomat ic uuderload release start leg box and controller No. I I for Type No. 6, 1-4 to 1 Horse Power, Direct-Current Motors, with combination speed regulator attacht•il

Price for 1-4 and 1-3 H. P. 10.00for Seven Variable Speeds, to enable the operator to quickly control and regulate the motor to any speed desired  

Our Alternating-Current Motors are Self-Starting and Do Not Require Starting Boxes Price for 1=2 to 1 H. P. 12.00

PRICE-LIST OF SEPARATE EXTRA ATTACHMENTS
FOR TYPE No. 4, 5, 9

1-5 H. P.
FOR TYPE No. 6 & 7

1-4 to 1 H. P.

PRICE

Special Adjustable Single Cone or Flat Motor Pulley with Lathe Attachment for connection
with Watch, optical, Drill or Dental Lathes, Dynamos, Fans, etc.  

Ditto, three (3) cone or Flat Pulley  
Adjustable Chuck with Lathe Attachment for cleaning, grinding and buffing inside Rings,

Tidies, and all classes of interior work, etc 
Adjustable Drill it Burr) Chuck, with Lathe Attachment  
Adjustable Saw Chuek with Lathe Attachment  
Circular Saws, high grade, made to fit Chucks
Spare Grindstone Cheeks, with Lathe Attachment  
Extra Tool Rest, cemplete  
Set of extra hangers and nuts for grindstone, etc.  
Taper or Flat Copper and Brass Laps to fit Motors, 2-inch diameter 

e " " g_hieh "
. . " " e " " " " " 3%-inch "

Small Circular File to fit our Nos. 4, 5 and it Motors  
Ext ra Adjustable Plug and Cord to tit our Nos. 4, 5 and 9 Motors ......... .  

( Outfit of best quality Brushes, Buffs, Polishing Powders, Pastes, etc., to fit Motors
-' Medium Size Set   5.00 . . .
(Large ,. "   . 4.00 . 6.50 . . .

{Special and extra long Spindle for our Nos. 4, 5 and 9 Motors of 1-5 Horse Power for deep interior polishing, such as Water
Pitchers, Coffee Urns, etc.   Price, $2.75

I NOTE-For use only when deep interior polishing is required. For general use this spindle, owing to its length, should not lie used
I for constant service, to avoid at the armature.

NOTE.-We Supply a specially prepared compound for use as a lubricator on the W. Oreen & Co.'s Nos, 4, 5 and 9 Motors. One
tilling of the grease cups will last for six months. Price per can, 50c. Also for Types 6 and 7 Motors a special lubricator, requiring only
one filling every three months. Price per can, 50c. Do not use vaseline or oil of any kind.

$1.75
3.50

1.50
.3.00
1.7 5

 35 to 50
1.50

...
75 .

. . . 1.25 .
2.00 .
.35 .• •

PRICE

$3.50
5.50

4.00
7.00
4.00
1.00
4.00
5.00
.75

•1.00
1.75
2.50

N Directions
For

Ordering

SPECIAL NOTE
We carry a large assortment of highest grade

finished Creigh-leith, Greystone and Bluestone
Grindstones, guaranteed perfectly trite, made
especially to IR our Motors, as follows:

Set of TWO GRINDSTONES
for Motors

1 Polishing and 1 Grinding

For Nos. 4
' 
5 and 9

44 it 46 44

46 it .6 44 46 di

it 41 46 44 44 61.

SIZE
In Inches

2 x1-4
23/ x 3-8
3 x1-2
33,1x 1-2

" " 6 and 7  5 x3-4
  6 x
7 x 1

44 tt it

64 ss

PRICE
Per set

$1.65
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.75
5.00
6.00

NOTE :-A 7-inch Grindstone sed on our Motors
will give more service, do better work, and last
longer than a 14-loch stm e in use on either
steam or foot lathes or run by belt attachment.
Other sizes In proportion.
We also keep a complete line of Emery, Car-

bortindum, Corundum anti Arkansas Stones to
tit our motors.

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING:

::):l:.!:: AND NUMBER OF MO roR-th ■itsE POWER-CURRENT (direct or alternating)-VOLTAGE-aud, if alternating, CYCLES or  FREQUENCY.
Ti I is information you can procure from the Central Power Station supplying the current in or near your place of business or residence,

Storage Batteries . . . . If operating from STORAGE BATITIES, for which au additional charge of 20T is made, it will be necessary for us to know the
TOTAL VOLTA( E, which welt Id be, roughlv, twice the number of cells.

Condition of Current Sup- Our motors are supplied for any DIRECT-CURRENT circuit front 52 to 250 VOLTS, or for A LTERNATTNI;-C11RRENT circuit
ply and Special Windings from 50 to 220 VOLTS ; and for frequencies as follows: 60 to 65 CYCLES ; 125 to 138 CYCLES.

The above are considered standard windings. We can also wind our motors to run on intervening voltages and frequencies by using special windings, for
which a slight additioual charge is made. It Is, of course, necessary for us to know the nature of the supply circuit. before we eats till special orders.

•

W. GREEN CO A Maiden Lane
4.9 Manufacturers and Exporters, V NEW YORK, U.S.A.



SWARTCHILD & COMPANY 
Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

, 134-138 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
J
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SWARTCHILD & CO., Jeweler's Supplies, Chicago II
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Watch Crystal Cabinet and Watch
Crystals. Combination Special

$30.00 Net

This combination consists of 8 gross

Genevas, I 1/3 gross Mi-Concaves and pat-

ented Cabinet as shown.

The assortment is of the best standard

sizes, but will send any numbers selected.

Our 700=page Catalogue sent
free upon application

Aluminum
Pcarl and
Stone Gauge
Gratis!

In every package
sent we will include

free of charge,
on e of these A I u mi=
num Pearl 111(1
Stone Gauges,
when desired or

ordered.

Do away with drudging foot-power and buy an Electric Polishing Lathe

‘, Our Perfect " Alternating-Current Polishing Lathe

No. 034. Price, $29.00

Base of Motor, Tx x 534 inches
SIZE / Height of Motor, OA filches

From end to end of -Mandrils, In Inches

ECONOMICAL

NOISELESS

POWERFUL

SPEEDY

s,OFttrit

HARD SOLDERING
*SOLUTION*

AN ANTI 01111111E11, A POLL
—„„—.

Will Solder Gold, Gold Filled
Silver, Brass, Iron, Steel.

Nickel, Alumnice or
Plated articles without the

Aid of Borax.
EUREMA will Flow Gold Solder

over an Alcohol Flame.
Can use 14 k. Solder on 8 k.

goods.
As a Pickle it will restore to

Original Color.
No Polishing Required.

Price
40c. per Bottle

FOR SALE 13Y

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Jewelers' Bldg.

134 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

tst-VmscrrVq,
Ill I [ail. • 

Cost of running
that of an
ordinary

Incandescent
lamp.

In ordering,
state voltage,

for which
current,
and if

alternating,
how many

alternations.

0 Our Perfect" Direct-Current Polishing Lathe

No. 635. Price, $29.00

Base of M.,b.r, 6x 534 inches
SIZE Height or Motor; i inches

From end to end of Mandrils, 19 inches

The only

GENUINE

111111111 I

"Eurema"
Reduced to

40 Cents
per Bottle

0111"11•14;

531

A FEW

NEW PATTERNS
We are continually adding new patterns to our enormous stock of Emblem Goods. If your jobber does not

handle our line, send direct to us for selection package

THE GUSTAVE PDX CO.
Western Ofiritzts

134 Sutter Street
San Vrancisuu,

14=16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

PLATINUM
Special Sheet and Wire for Jewelers

Seamless Tubing

Old Jewelry
and

Platinum Scrap Bought

BELAIS & COHN
Alefallurgists

13 Dutch St. NEW YORK

3099

SIGNET RINGS are the

RINGS OF KINGS and the KINGS

OF RINGS. \\"e manufacture one of

the most extensive and inexpensive lines

in the market, and solicit memorandum

orders.

Chicago

405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY
Factory
51-53 Maiden Lane

Write for Suggestion on Window Dressing

ltaatt
wet capiamkir.

t4N.

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK

For Refinishing Balance Pivots,
without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect-
ing th

e 
m while the pivot

s 
are

being polished.

THE GREATEST TIME-SAVER
EVER OFFERED TO A PRAC.
TICAL WATCHMAKER.

552 Chucks sold since the first
one was made only 8 months ago.
II u d reds of watch makers say they
don't see how they ever got along
without one. Time is money ; you
t.an save the price of this chuck in
one week's time if you only have a fair run of bench work, :Ind it is bound to improve your work
Remember I guarantee satisfaction or refund your money. Owing to the increased demand I have
added three more makes to my list : Moseley No. 1, Hopkins 3 x 4 and Stark E.

Order from your material Jobber or direct from the patentee and nutker,

C. OULNIAIST, 316 IN. Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Made for Webster-Whitcomb Moseley No. 2
the follow- Whitcomb 134'2  Moseley I x 2
ing Lathes 1, Stark E Moseley No. 1

Rivett
Geneva
Hopkins 3 x
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pepFECTION)
GOLD

COLOPINGSOLUTIONj,

'14. eitiossoirx:ING 11

OLDROSE•-.ROIOAN
FINIR1FROMSAMESOTTLE

DIRECTIONS. 9

Manufactured by
ThePerrectionttlfc e.1

.)es.fr-...9C4-4COC-745

The Perfection Manufacturing
Co. beg to an that they
have given the sole agency to
Henry Zimmerli & Co. This
$olution has been largely used
by the trade for years past and
has the unqualified endorse-
ment of all who have ever used
it. Put tip in pint and quart
bottles. $1.75 for pint and
$3.00 for quart bottle. The
solution is sold by all leading
jobbers. Ask for it and accept
no substitute.

Notice to the

Retail and

Jobbing Trade 

On and after January 1, 1905,

The Perfection Manufacturing

Co., of Newark, N. J., will not

fill any order either for retail

or jobbing trade for the Per-

fection Gold or Silver-Plating

Solutions. Exclusive arrange-

ments have been completed

with Henry Zimmern & Co.,

Inc., to supply the jobbing

trade. Retailers will please

order same from their respec-

tive jobbers in the future.

Henry Zimmern & Co.,
IMPORTERS OF WATCH MATERIAL

60 John Street, NEW YORK

Patent Hand-Made Tweezers
These patent tweezers are made from flexible

sheet steel bodies, curved so as to give them convex
and concave faces, thus making them stronger than
any other tweezer in the market. The concave faces
giye a better hold and prevent slipping.

No. 119. Hood R...:moving Tweezer

No. 122. .levvel Locking Tweezer

Net. 120. Collet Removing Tweezer

No. 111

. Li

No. 116

,flaeHile
11111.1:

1111111 1J

"BLISS"
High-Grade

JEWELERS'
MACHINERY
No. 16i Double Action

Press

Especially designed
for cutting and draw-
ing, in one operation,
small shells in the
manufacture of gold,
silver, and plated
buttons, and kindred
articles requiring
great accuracy and
high speed. \\Trite us
for further information.

E. W. BLISS CO.
27 ADAMS STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y. U.S.A.

THE YALE WATCH
Stem-Wind Stem=set

The best low-priced watch in the market.
Write for particulars to

The New Haven Clock Co.
Dept. M

TRADE

New Haven, Conn.

Other specialties

MANTEL MISSIONS

WATCH ES TATTOOS

HALL CLOCKS

MARK

The Junior Tattoo—Back View
Two Inch intermittent Alarm

The handling of the Averbeck Cut Glass
is a Safe Proposition for the retail jeweler

It is ROCK CRYSTAL GLASS. In QUALITY and BRILLIANCE SURPASSED BY NONE. Our
line is very comprehensive and we are constantly adding new patterns. The prices

are EXTREMELY MODERATE, quality considered

Trade.Mark

qiirtr "triN)

EV UM—
Stands for Merit

litS0P-? tiigAtio

AZTEIM (vizotrv AMY
•

Trade-Mark

Stands for Merit

MINIATURE

LEAVES FROM OUR

BOOKLET

lat,)

Trade-Mark Trade-Mark

Stands for Merit Stands for Merit

We offer the live, wide-awake jeweler unusual facilities to help
him in the sale of cut glass

If you are interested and want an active spring and summer business, write us for information. We supply the
best means to BOOST your business. OUR GOODS, OUR PRICES are always attractive. ABSOLUTELY
THE LOWEST.

M. J. AVERBECK,
Factory: Honesdale, Pa.

Manufacturer

Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York
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No Wel1=Informed Jeweler 

Doubts the desirability of

as a prominent part of his
and desirable styles at a

TRADE

stock. They are always of standard quality
price that affords the Retailer a good profit

Don't wait for our travelers but order,

MARK

for selection or otherwise, direct from

M. B. BRYANT & CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No. 41

Jewelers' Horseshoe Case and Table

We make a specialty of fitting UP-TO-DATE Jewelry

Stores with HIGH-GRADE Fixtures and Show Cases.

OUR WORK SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

J. W. Storandt Mfg. Co.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.Address Department B

—REFERENCES--

Gurney Bros., Brockton, Mass.
Thos. .1. Morrow, Holyoke, Mass.
F. S. Thompson, Gloucester, Mass.
Daniel Low & Co., Salem, Mass.
Harry Raynes, Lowell, Mass.
Jordan, Marsh B& Co., oston, Mass.
Houghton & Dutton, Boston, Mass.
J. St O. H. Bliss, Norwich, Conn.

Perry & Stone, New London, Conn.
Klee & Groh, Rochester, N. Y. 

WJ. S. Baird, atertown, N. Y.
W. S. Queneer, Watertown, N. Y.
Otto Miller, Olean, N. Y.
B. M. Henschel & Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Albert Zilliox, Buffalo, N.Y.
W. T. Achenbach, Glens Falls, N.Y.

SAMS'  

SAFETY  
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—

Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

440

Outfit complete, . . $12.5o

Outfit without Bellows, 8.5o

Generator (B) . . . 6.00

Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50

Foot Bellows (C) . . 4 00
Sams' Flux,  25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole M trs )

18-24 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO Generator. Size, 8,/,',/
high, 6%" diam.

,535

PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DETAIL

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS

MOSELEY
Has been spending his time for many years
In making MOSELEY Lathes as good as
Lathes can be made.

Nothing is overlooked in their manufac-
ture and no expense is spared to make
Everything about them Right.

It's no wonder that MOSELEY Lathes
are Good Lathes.

They are the result of years of pains-
taking, systematic and skilled endeavor to
satisfy the exacting requirements of the most
critical and experienced workmen.

MOSELEY Chucks are of Best Quality and are made in all sizes, 
covering every need of

the Expert Watchmaker and Repairer, and at the present 
low prices a very complete assort-

ment of Chucks may be had at very moderate expense.

MOSELEY Lathes with MOSELEY Chucks and Plenty of them are
 the Secrets of rapid,

accurate and therefore Profitable Work.

Write your Jobber for New List, or to the Manufacture
rs,

MOSELEY LATHE CO.
Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

Be sure and see our line of Staple Goods for this season and our

samples of brand new ideas in BRACELETS and NOVELTIES. We

want you to get next to some of these money-makers, and get acquainted

with our complete staple line of CHAINS. We make all kinds.

DORAN, BAGNALL ä COMPANY
Established 1470 Successors to Young, Bagnall E.0 Co.

North Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK, 194 /3,0.0-ow CHICAGO, 67 Webesh Avenue

Manufacturers of
Fine Rolled-Gold Plate and Sterling Silver

Chains, Bracelets and g‘Covelties

SAN FRANCISCO, 126 Kearny Street

BEWARE

OF

IMITATIONS

T66-11-02-T/uPv7ar

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks • . . .75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of
cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon
years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A
LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to
a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
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This guarantee Is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction.

THE TRUE BLUE
Beaded Label French Watch Glasses

The Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware of imitation

This brand of superior Watch
Glasses will be supplied by
the jobbing trade at the fol-
lowing prices:

HIGHEST .,QUALITY FINIS

CORREC-T.- SHAPE

'AND

Gross
Genevas   3.00
Miconcaves   3.25

d , extra thick .   8.00
Flat Parallels  
Lentilles H  oo
Flat Concaves  . 7.50

extra thicx. 13.50
Patent Genevas   5.50
Lunettes 2  00

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & Co.

PARIS
21 Rue de l'Echiquier

Wholesale Agents

I )ozen

•30

.35

•75
.5o
1.00
.65
1.25
.5o
.20

NEW YORK
37 Maiden Lane



We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones
for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

wcsr%47,7,1

English Case as Received As Remodeled for American S. W. Allovement

WENDELL eg COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93. 95 an 97 William Street
NEW YORK

TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
FACTORIES CHICAGO

For 23 years we have been doing

Special Cases to Order in Gold and ilver, for English, Swiss and American :lovements.
Key-Wind cases chalig.,1 to Sleni-Wind.

English Cases cliam:cd to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.
Hunting Cases ,banged 14, ()pen-Face.
old Watch 1 1:1•11i1 i I•1`1 I and Renewed.

Heltio,4 41111 )4,141 4,1,, ad making over into new ease (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 anD 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade
Do we do yours ?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

Them Iwo en l• eh, is Flat and Round Belcher Mogi Them mite show the same rine, wit h new, high claws,
RR received, wit h claws badly worn oil and too low to Ri011eS securely remt,and entire rlogs refinished liken.,
permit reselling Mum. again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, .75 to $1.25
" " " eight " " " " 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to cost
from 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws in setting.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which holds the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 60c.
Four " " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY

Initial glove rine with one
IA."e at end lioldinghel.

The Special Manufacturers for
the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

WE REPAIR
any article in the sil verware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken otr, t he same as new.

AFTER

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

93, 95 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St. c,,„,..„0„, rtegwlth roar
NEW YORK CHICAGO el.tws at corners holding t.

Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 ana 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

t...04.1 

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING

AS DELIVERED

Cicsld Chats-is LefiIId, Renevved and Repaired
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold

Good Work. Low P'roropt Attention

WENDELL & COMPANY

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

When it comes to the profitable purchase
of this particular line of' or you may rest
assured that the dollar mark will be well taken
care of—so far as you are concerned. hiT s is
true for the reason that we are the manufacturers'

agents, and can sell you these goods at the same price you would
have to pay the factory direct. That saves you money, and if you
are anywhere in our territory we can, of course, save you time.
1847 goods speak for themselves—they need no recommendation or
description here. Your customers want them and you want them.
Buy them of us and you will buy right.

In our 1905 Catalog you will find the full, complete line described
and illustrated.

THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO
93, 95 & 97 William Street FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings

93, 95 ana 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago
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STANDARD STONE SIZES

PRICES

FIRST-GRADE
DOUBLETS

BEST HUNGARIAN
OPALS

ROUND OVAL ROUND OVAL

Size Price Size Price Size Price Size Price

1-10 30. 3 m/m 6c. 1-6 4c. 3 m/m 6c.
11-15 4c. 4 in/in 7c. 7-8 5c. 4 Wm I4c.
16-20 Sc. 5 mm 8c. 9 7c. 5 in'm 19c.
21-25 7c. 6 mini Sc. 10 9c. 6 tn'in 39c.
26-30 11c. 7 mint 12c. 11 12c. 7 mint 60c.
31-35 15c. 8 m'm 16c. 12-15 20e, 8 m/m 91e.
313-40 20c. 9 mint 20c. 16-17 27o. 9 m/m $1.41
41-44 28c. 10 inlm 26c. 18-21 35c.

22-23 45c.
24-26 70c.
27-29 84c,
30-31 81.03
32-34 1.22
35-36 1.40

Order your stone stock from us. The above
prices are for single stones ordered or used in re-
pairing. Ten per cent. off in quantities of six dozen
or over.

Terms, July I, 1905, net

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
Beecher Bailding, Buffalo, N. Y.

37 36 36

0 0 00000
000

MAKE YOURSELF MORE VALUABLE

Begin to-day

by writing to

the Bradley

Watch School

for their cata-

logue. A pos-

tal card will

get it.

A cl c I " H RO LO G I CA 1_,," Peoria, Ill.

Imperial Motor Clock
(EIGHT-DAY)

For Your Automobile and Motor
Boat Trade

This is a clock especially designed for use on
motor cars and power boats. Its handsome ap-
pearance and fine finish have given it an imme-
diate, rapid sale to owners of cars and boats. You
may offer it to your customers in the full confi-
dence that it will please them in every way, giving
satisfaction for years. Send for a sample to-day.

The Post & Lester Co.
40 Sargeant Street Hartford, Conn.

Imperial Motor Clock
(EIGHT-DAY)

Description and Special Price Offer
to the Trade

The case is of heavy, burnished brass, of the
offset pattern, dust and rain proof. Unlike some
so-called motor clocks, this clock winds, sets and
regulates from the outside, without removing the
case. Dial is of porcelain, 34 inches in diameter,
with clear, black Arabic figures. The mechanism
is durable and accurate. We guarantee it for a
year. Special trade price, $12.00, according to
Keystone key. Without doubt the best motor
clock value ever offered. Send for sample.

The Post & Lester Co.
40 Sargeant Street Hartford, Conn.

No 527
21 in. high
(rape
leaves

Swooping
eagle

Cuckoo Clocks
of Honest Construction

Our clocks are made on the principle that
what is worth doing at all is worth doing well.
They are the only cuckoo clocks made anywhere
in this wide world in which good, honest walnut,
thoroughly seasoned by a careful air-drying pro-
cess, is used. Wherever it is necessary, the
wood is used three-ply.---a guarantee of strength
and stability throughout. All Joints are properly
dovetailed and glued instead of being simply
glued-this is to prevent their opening, of which
a plain glued joint always stands in danger.
These are simply a few of our points of superior-
ity. Our literature tells you all about them.

Write for our catalog.

American Cuckoo Clock Company
Philadelphia

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

Spring Course
Opened Monday, April 3, 1905

WRITE US AT ONCE. If you wish to take a
Course this Spring, please write us and we will assign

and hold a place for you.

We do not accept more than twelve pupils at one time,
devoting our entire time to their personal Instruction and
Advancement.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a New System in the Art of Cutting and
Designing, which enables a pupil, not endowed with
artistic skill, to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. LANDIS, t 19 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

The United States Government
has the best mail service in the world, and
we have recognized that promptness in re-
pairing comes next to good work and low
prices. We have adopted all three as our
standard, and if you appreciate promptness,
good work and low prices, give us a trial as
the best method of convincing yourself. We
guarantee the following service:

STATES
Repairing leaving Will be back in

your store on your store on

Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York . .
Indiana, Michigan, Virginia, West Virginia
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Carolinas "

Monday

Nebraska, Kansas, Dakotas • • •

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

We Set Stones in Ladies' Rings for 3c.
We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for 7c.
We Make Rings Smaller for 8c.
Other Repairing Accordingly.

We make all kinds of' Rings to order
the same day order is received

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.. Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.
-+Eg` >333

RING OUT THE OLD
RING IN THE NEW

and latest styles of rings by becoming one of our customers, which allows you to
exchange any of our rings for new styles at any time.

We carry woo different styles of w K. solid gold stone-set rings, and
advance three reasons why you should write to us for a selection package:

I. We size our rings FREE of charge.

2. We replace all stones except diamonds in our rings free of charge for two
years after you have sold them.

3. We exchange all unsalable rings for new styles of stone-set rings at any time.

Write us to-day. We pay express charges both ways and give you one-third
October 1, 1905 ; two-thirds January i, 1906, terms on all goods selected.

Write to us To-day ,for a Memorandum Package

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Beecher 
Building, Buffalo, N. Y.
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SOLDER and EURENIA
A Great Combination of Solder and Soldering Fluid

SALESROOMS:

103 State Street
CHICAGO

51-53 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

We have accepted the exclusive
agency for the sale of EUREMA Hard
Soldering Fluid, and will place same
on the market through the jobbing
and material houses.

We believe this to be the best hard
soldering, fluid made, and have no hesi-
tancy in recommending it in connection
with our celebrated Gold Solder.

TRY EUREMA AND SOLDER

WATCH RESULTS

F. H. Noble & Co.
59th and Wallace Streets CHICAGO, U.S.A.

Jewekrs' Supplies, Class Pins and Special EMBLEM
Goods and Badges

REG. TRADE MARIC

HARD SOLDERING
SOLUTION

Will Bolder Cold, Cold Mod, Ober,
Bram Iron. Steel, Nickel, Alum-
Moo or Plated Article° with-

out the Aid of Borax.
EUREKA will flow Gold Solder over

an Alcohol Flame.
Can no 14 k. Solder one k. goods.
AG A PICKLE II' WILL RESTORE TO

ORIGINAL COLOR

PRICE. $1.00 PER BOTTLE

FIRE

AW,S,

I.
. , ..,,,r* THESE ELECTRO-PLATINIG SALTS ARE 1

PREPAR AT IONS JO 31,4111M Z CONTAINING
`; l'IVIETALAND CHEMICALS IN A.CCURATE PRO,

..).sk PORTIOX,PRODUCII7G AS C11_11 4 Il ,711_101 CORRECT
oxo SHADES. .13I55OLYED INWATER THE BATH ISRTONCE,14RERDY TOR USE:WORKED .WITS EITHER DYNAMO on -BATTERY, SANTE AS OTHER SOLUTION 5 . ..---"?'

SEND AT ONCE
f(ir the mnst complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-

ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
SOME OF THE SALTS : Rose Gold, Green Gold, Parisian, Roman, 14 or 18 K., Red, i in i iii.:1, ( i1,11.:ngli,l,Guinea Green, Guinea Nose, Gold Dip, Silver sails, French (,ray I lip, Silver Elmiliz. ■ , Ill'.
OUR ELECTRO-PLA I ING
SALTS FOR Dark Green Gold .,....;_.. Orange Rose Gold,,,„i ique Green ) (Orange Yellow)

karieudthoefl y'iliiii.ikn %gy i ill olnier. Our Eleetro-Plating Salts are iiiiiversally used. Write for circular.

sdiu.es now extensively used for single and double odor' it. Directions for doing this

U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hirschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St., NEW YORK

L. LEL4ONG & BROTHER

1 II
..1!_,•,SOrnar.1,1111141

1

1
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Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwe.st Ccorraer
Halsey an Nlar.shiall Sta.

Newark, N. J.

We Caffq a Complete Stock of Watchmakers' Tools, Materia!ad Watch Glasses

Is si„WAIdliAM
Ne.1203_

EVEAY MAINSPAIIIVO7IO:131

ZIM,111%\till'AA

Price. $ 1.00 Dozen
" 10.50 Gross

Price, $ .75 Dozen
" 7.50 Ciross

This Handsome Solid Oak Cabinet FREE with your
First Order for One Gross " REGENT "

Brand American Mainsprings

GOLD-PLATED SCARF PIN AND
BROOCH PROTECTORS

(t"
R. P.
OVAL

©tell@

NECK CHAIN
CLASP

No. 11
Price,

75c. Doz.

Price, $1.25 Dozen

No. 15
Price,

75c. Doz.

(4.R JEU/ s

0 

0 - - 

f •

Price, $ .15 Dozen"
" 1.50 Gross

•

4

Price, $ .75 Dozen
" 7.50 Gross

013IL)12,S PROM ANY CATALOC3U

Importers, Exporters and Illanu-
oR 0 s BEGunin facturers, Watches, Diamonds,

Jewelry, Silver-Plated Ware,etC.

Notice Our New Prices
on

WATCH GLASSES
GENE VAS

r
Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

4.1111111114
PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

/01111111111..mml■N

PATENT GENEVA.

411.1111.0.11.11.11.111k

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

,4101■11•111111111

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Blank order sheets sent on ai)j)li( ttion

Per Gross Per Doz.

$3.00 $ .30

di

66

tt

ii

66 16

5.50 .50

11.00 1.00

5.50 .50

8.00 .75

3.25 .35

17 Maiden Lane, New York

BEFORE

Established 40 Years

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing

OUR SPECIALTY -Changing old Antique Cases to
Stem Wind

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST MINIATURE PORTRAITS

N. J. FELIX
8 John Street, New York City

A FT E R

ALL, KINDS OF SOUVENIR SPOONS

MISSOURI STATE SPOON
This spoon also made with seal and emblem

of every State WM. WEIDLICH &

The largest and most complete line of Souvenir Spoons
made. Names, buildings or subjects engraved, etched, struck
die, enameled or hand-painted in the bowls.

Ilandles representing every Stith, and city in the United
States; also I odians, an Duals, fruil s, flowers, bin t lulay, Christ-
mas, fraternal, poets, l'residents, colleges, etc, etc., in various
weights, sizes and finishes. Send for catalogue and prices.

BRO., 614 Locust Street, St. Louis, Mo.
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ciiRE YOU SATISFIED?

We are adding new names every month to our
satisfied list of customers. We

would like to add yours

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY
Gold and Silver Refiners

102 and 104 Richmond Street

Providence, R. L

A SET OF
SLEEVE DRIV.

- -

NEW

K. & D.
TOOLS

No.145

Nos, 144 and 195 have
each ten Drivers, and
are the only ones made
that fit all the different
sleeves for .AIlleritall
watches. They are made
of tool steel and nicely
finished,

Kendrick
& Davis
Lebanon, N. H.

. 
••=itit, •—i4W:tg:*:•isg:Sgs •

"'" • 
-

•

THE NEW
WALTHAM SCREW DRIVER K. & Ct. NTtRCHANGEABLE BLADES

Patanted May 31, 1904
No. 288. Aluminum Handles. Set of Six.
No. 289. Gun-Metal Handles. Set of Six.?

These Screw Drivers have three sizes of heads, and each head a ditierent
color. Blades are of superior quality and fastened by a friction sleeve.

"South Belli Demagnetizers

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England : GRIMSHAW & BAXTER, 29 tioswell Road, London, carry stock

THE KNOBLOCK=HEIDEMAN MFG. COMPANY

1■1•11. 

Successors to
THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY

South Bend, Indisanct

athes
High-grade complete screw-cut=

ting engine lathes, 9 and 1 l-inell
swing, with automatic cross-feed,
with or without compound rest,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling and
gear-cutting attachments, friction
countershaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument makers, optical, lab-
oratory and experinn•ntal work, for
profitable use in all lines of tills,

IICCII rate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog " B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.
(9.0

Rivett Lathe No. 2
for Watchmakers

"Rivett" Lathe
543

s
If you don't buy the Rivett Lathe, insist

upon having our competitors give you as
good goods as we do.

Insist upon having a steel bed. It has
no equal.

Insist upon a Mechanically-constructed
Head, with the least possible friction.

Insist upon a hardened Tailstock Spindle,
well ground and well lapped. Insist upon a Tip-over T-Rest.

Insist upon having a Rubber Cone with a flange to fit on the Spindle, and a keyway
the entire length of the cone.

Insist upon having our competitors do away with their usual method of putting the
Rubber Cone on the spindle, without a flange or bushing, with a common screw which,
every time it is tightened, throws.your Spindle out of line. There is less work in ten of
these than in one of ours. When you buy the Rivett you have a Lathe which costs a
third more to produce than any other make.

Remember that we challenge the world on Attachments.

Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

"WINTER" FIXTURES
Criterion of Utility and Style

-111111110

A " WINTER " QUALITY CASE

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

nails, interior views, new suggestions,
separate fixtures, eases, counters, floor eases,
sod0 fountain fixtures.

Illustrated fully, Ilescriltell and listed in
80 plain a Manlier 111111 you can make your
tii1S.Villti ktIst.t1IS and estimate the cost of your

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents

THE LINE OF QUALITY. Not how cheap, not how much, but how good. At prices
that are right. Ask our customers. Anything from a store stool to the most complete
outfit.

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Established 1865 The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Orleans, I.a., Sales Agents for Louisiana,

Mississippi and Maiming'.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, NI 0., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-

sas,  NCilrOSkil, Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory.
R. If. Birdsall, Room 7, IIamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales Agent

for Washington and Oregon.

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets ?

Mail Orders Care-
fully and

Promptly Filled

No Order is too
Small to Receive
Our Attention

RELIANCE Brand, Best Grade American-Made

.41.3406. Balance Staffs and Jewels

I3alance Staffs, Hardened, Tempered and Polished . l'er dozen, $1.00

Balance Starts, Hardened, Temperud and Gray Finish " " .6o

C. F. Jewels, Ruhy and Sapphire, in Polished Setting "

C. F. Jewels, Garnet, 'fumed Setting  

1.00

.50

We give gratis a handsome Cabinet and I 2 bottles with 6 dozen of our Best Grade

RELIANCE Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels

RELIANCE Brand Mainsprings   l'er dozen, 85 cents, net
EXCELSIOR Brand Mainsprings  

We carry a complete

stock of American and

Swiss Watch Material,

Genuine V. T. F. Watch

Glasses, all makes of

American and Swiss

Lathes, Watchmakers'

Benches and Stools.

We carry everything

for the Watchmaker,

Jeweler, Silversmith,

Engraver and Optician.

Prices and cash discounts

quotedonanythinginour

line, or taken from any

catalogue on the market.

II 72 II II

We carry a complete

stock of American and

Swiss Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry, made by the

leading manufacturers;

Silverware, N ove I ties,

etc.I etc.

KORONES BROTH ERS
38 Chrystie Street NEW YORK
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Mr. Clay's
health, though
feeble, is not crit-
ical, as some of
the newspapers
have represented.

It is somewhat
remarkable that
one vote carried
the tariff of 1824 ;
one vote the tariff
of 1828; and one
vote, in each
House, the tariff
of 1842.

There is an un-
usual demand for
bleached and un-
bleached winter
and spring sperm
oil. People of
wealth arc using
it more than ever
for lamps.

The postmaster
of New York has
obtained a renewal
of the lease of the
premises now oc-
cupied by the post
office, for a period
of fourteen years,
at a yearly rental
of $1o,o0o.

In 1824 the mail
was taken to New
Orleans from
Washington in
twenty-four days.
That is just about
the time now re-
quired in taking it
from New York to
San Francisco.

About the year
1684 the Legis-
lature of Pennsyl-
vania passed a
resolution that
"no member there-
of should come to
the house bare-
foot, or eat his
bread and cheese
on the steps."

The project to
annex the Sand-
wich Islands to
the United States,
it is said, will be
urged upon Con-
gress at its pres-
ent session. Sen-
ator Gwinn from
California is active
in its favor.

Philander An-
derson of Spring-
field has been ap-
pointed resident
engineer, superin-
tending the build-
ing of twenty-six
miles of the new
New York & New
Haven R. R. and
has entered the
work.

THE ISLAND
OF CUBA

The news from
this exceedingly
interesting spot is
so contradictory
still that one hard-
ly knows what to
believe, what re-
ject; but, though
this doubt is felt
_wit_h regard to the_ 

GREAT MEN
Among the early

risers we encoun-
tered near the
market place, on
the avenue, this
morning, were one
Daniel W'ebster
and one Winfield
Scott. The most
favorable time for
a pleasant how-do-
you-do with an
old gentleman by
the name of Henry
Clay, during his
occasional visits to
Ins city, is at sun-
rise in the morn-
ing, in the same
vicinity. The im-
-mess of greatness
is thought to be
congenial with
some men; but
energy, resolution,
perseverance and
industry may pos-
sibly have some-
thing to do with a
man's destiny.—
Washington Tele-
graph.

The horseshoers
of New York City
have struck for an
increase of wages.
They demand
fourteen shillings
a day, their jvres-
ent wages being
nine dollars a
week.

Hon. Robert J.
\\ Talker has gone
to Europe to raise
money for the
Illinois Central
Railroad.

The Hudson
River Railroad is
at present sub-
merged.

Granville John
Penn, great-grand-
son of William,
had a public recep-
tion by the Phila-
delphia City Colin.
61 on Monday.

Leading Jewelers
interested in old things as

well as new will be sent

THE SILVER STANDARD,
as issued, by writing to

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(International il,r Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.

Vol.!

We Are Indebted
to Gleason' s Pictorial, Hart-
ford Courant and others of
the " 1847 " period for much

of the material in this issue.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
( I Menial lona I i I Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.

tanbart
ESTABLISHED IN 1847 BY ROGERS BROS.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CCP—INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., SUCCESSOR
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Abe Lincoln
Congressman

THRICE ELECTED!
to represent Illinois

Heartily Congratulated

SAYS HE WILL
surely not run again

Friends proclaim him
a future

PRESIDENT
Sell-told story of Life

A BRIEF Bloc- I was born Feb-
RAPHY WRITTEN BY ruary 12, 1809, in
MR. Lnicor.st Ht Al- Hardin County,
SELF READS AS FOL- Kentucky. My
Lows: parents were both

I f a personal de- born in Virginia
scription isthought of undistinguished
desirable, I am in family, second
height 6 feet 4 families, perhaps, I
inches nearly, lean should say. My
in flesh, weighing mother, who died
on an average 18o in my tenth year,
pounds, dark corn- was of a family
plexion with coarse of the name of
black hair and gray Hanks, some of
eyes. No other whom now reside
marks or brands in Adams County
recalled or recol- and others in Ma-
1ected. son County, Ill,

My paternal
grandfather, Abra-
tiani Lincoln, emi-
grated from Rock-
ingham County,
Virginia, to Ken-
tucky, about 1781
or 1782, where a
year or two latei
lie was killed by
Indians — not in
battle but by
stealth when he
was laboring to
open a farm in the
forest. His ances-
tors, who were
Quakers, went to
Virginia from

Cleo's Barge
Again excites

the Wonder and
1141111i ration of
all Boston.

Last Thursday,
for probably the
last time this win-
ter, Cleopatra's
Barge again ap•
geared on the
streets of Boston,
filled to the brim
with beaux and
belles.
Golden -haired

lassies matched the
gilt trimmings and
rosy-checked boys
iharmonized with
the red plush
cushions. To those
of our readers
who have not been
to Boston recently
ve would explain
that Cleopatra's
Barge is an enor-
nous sleigh the
body of which is
fashioned after the
low classic ship
in which the
famous Egyptian
beauty and the
love-stricken Marc
cruised on the
Nile.
It is owned by

Mr. C. Ward and
was built in 1845
under the super-
intendence of the
Messrs. Niles &
Ward, and has
been in requisi-

Berks County,
Pennsylvania.
An effort to

identify them with
the New England
family of the same
name ended in
nothing more defi-
nite than a slim-
larity of Christian
names in b o t It
families. such as
Enoch, Levi, Mor-
decai, Solomon,
Abraham and the
like. My father at
the death of his
father, was but six
years of age, and
he grew up literal-
ly without educa-
tion. He removed
from Kentucky to
what is now Spen•
cer County, In
diana, in my eighth
year. We reached
our new home
about the time the
State came into
the Union. It was
a wild region with
many hears and
other wild animals
still in the woods.
There I grew up.
There were some
schools, so-called,
but no qualifica-
tion was ever re•
quired of a teacher

Silver Plate
That Wears

1847 ROGERS BROS.
liat. ware and

M.B.Co.Hollowware
STANDARDS

of silver plate excellence

Test of time and steady
sale augurs

STAPLE LINE
Sought by the people
tion since
nod when there
has been sufficient
S now upon the
ground to enable
it to be used to
advantage. The
late long spell of
good sleighing has
been improved by
this splendid barge,

that pe- and it has been
daily seen gliding
through the streets.
During no winter
within our recol-
lection has there
been so long a
continuous period
of good sleighing
as we have had
the past winter.

Drawn by six
n'llite steeds with
jingling sleigh
bells, its coining
announced by a
trumpet blast, it
gives a glimpse of
Oriental splendor
in our frigid
climes. Seats do
not go beggin'.

Cleopatra's Barge

beyond readin
writin' and cipher,
in' to the rule o'
three. I f a strag-
gler supposed to
understand Latin
happened to so-
journ in the neigh-
borhood, he was
looked upon as a
wizard. There was
absolutely nothing
to excite ambition
for education.
Of course, when

I came of age I
did not know

much, still some-
how I could read.
write and cipher,
but that was all. I
have not been to
school since. I
was raised to farm
work and contin-
ued at it until I
wastwenty-two. At
twenty-one came to
Mason County.
Illinois. Then I
got to New Salem,
where I remained
a year as clerk in
a store. Then

came the Black
Hawk War and I
was elected Cap-
tain of Volunteers,
a success' which
gave me more
pleasure than any
I have had since.
I went into the
campaig was
elected, ran for
Legislature t h e
same year (1812)
and was beaten—
the only time I
have ever been
beaten by the
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A Warning to the Trade

.IT has come to our knowledge that a

1. person giving the name of Kenneth, has

been soliciting subscriptions for this journal

in Topeka, Kans., and possibly other places

ill that section. We hasten to notify the

jewelers that this person has no authority

from us to collect subscriptions, and has not

forwarded us any money so collected. To

the trade generally we repeat this warning :

Do not give your dollar to any one not

personally known to you or of whose identity

and trustworthiness you are not positively

assured. Every person authorized to receive

subscriptions for THE KEYSTONE 15 provided

with credentials signed by the publisher and

business manager, and jewelers who are not

thoroughly satisfied as to the bona fides of

the solicitor should insist on seeing these

credentials. In case of doubt it is always

safe to mail your subscription direct to this

office.

Government Bureau for Timing
Watches

THE United States Government has com-

pleted arrangements for establishing a

bureau to be devoted to the timing of watches

after the manner of the celebrated Kew

observatory in England, and the equally

well-known Geneva observatory in Switzer-

land. This work will be clone in the new

building which has just been erected on the

outskirts of Washington for the bureau of

standards, and the necessary equipment for

the timing operations is now being installed.

When the bureau is completed, the watch

manufacturers will be invited to send such

watches as they wish to have timed, a fixed

charge being made by the government for

the service. The timing will be very

thorough, the tests for the various positions

and temperatures extending over a period of

several weeks. Certificates will then be

given showing the rating of the watch and its

degree of accuracy under all manner of

affecting influences. The work of the bureau

will add considerably to the prestige of high-

grade American watches.

The Trade and the New " United
States Assay " Law

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have among my stock of
watch cases a few which are stamped with the

words, "United States Assay." I understand

from an article in your last issue that a law has

been passed prohibiting manufacturers from stamp-

ing cases with these words. How do I as a retailer
stand, in relation to this law ? I purchased these

goods in good faith ; can I legally dispose of them?

By the way, one of the representatives of a
jobbing house, who called here some days ago,

offered me some of these cases which he said were

manufactured before the law went into effect.

Would I be violating the law in purchasing or

handling these cases ? The salesman said "110,"

but I wish to have your opinion on the subject.

Yours truly.

Cleveland, Ohio. " F. F."

The law to which our correspondent

refers, and which went into effect on Febru-

ary 2 1 , 1905, is as follows :

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That it shall be unlawful for
any person, partnership, association, or corpora-

tion engaged in commerce among the several

States, Territories, District of Columbia, and pos-

sessions of the United States, or with any foreign

country, to stamp any gold, silver, or goods manu-

factured therefrom, and which are intended and

used in such commerce, with the words " United

States assay," or with any words, phrases, or

devices calculated to convey the impression that

the United States Government has certified to the

fineness or quality of such gold or silver, or of the

gold or silver contained in any of the goods manu-

factured therefrom. Each and every such stamp

shall constitute a separate offense.

Sec. 2. That every person, partnership, asso-

ciation or corporation violating the provision of

this act, and every officer, director or managing

agent of such partnership, association or corpora-

tion having knowledge of such violation and

directly participating in such violation or consent-

ing thereto, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

tneanor, and, upon conviction, be punished with a

fine of not more than $5000 or imprisonment for

not more than one year, or both, at the discretion

of the court.

Sec. 3. That any gold, silver or goods manu-

factured therefrom, after the date of the passage of

this act, bearing any of the stamps, words, phrases,

or devices prohibited to be used under section one

hereof, and being in the course of transportation

from one State to another, or to or from a Terri-

tory, the District of Columbia or possessions of the

United States, shall be forfeited to the United

States, and may be seized and condemned by like

proceedings as those provided by law for the for-

feiture, seizure and condemnation of property

iinported into the United States contrary to law.

By the terms of this law, which became

operative on February 21st, manufacturers

are prohibited under penalty from stamping

on any article of gold or silver the words
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" United States Assay," and any goods made
subsequent to Februaly 2ISE, and stamped
" United States Assay " contrary to Sections
I and 2 of the law shall be liable to seizure
and forfeiture by the government in the
course of transportation from one state to
another.

Now as to our correspondent's ques-
tions : The wording of the sections makes it
plain that the law does not affect in any way
watch cases stamped with the words " United
States Assay," which were made prior to the
date of the passage of the law, February 2 r ,
1905, nor does it interfere in any way with
the distribution or sale of such cases. Our
correspondent does not, therefore, violate
the law in selling watch cases stamped
" United States Assay," provided same were
made prior to February 21st. Furthermore,
the traveler who offered cases, thus stamped,
for sale subsequent to the passage of the
act, was strictly within his rights in doing so,
provided the cases were made prior to the
date on which the law went into effect, and
our correspondent would have been equally
within his rights in purchasing and selling
such cases. The new law works no hardship
to either manufacturer, jobber or retailer, in
so much as it does not affect in any way
goods made before the passage of the act.

Have Checks Cashed Promptly

ANOTHER case which emphasizes the
necessity of having checks cashed

promptly after their receipt, was recently de-
cided in the United States District Court of
Topeka, Kans. The circumstances were as
follows : George M. Noble, Topeka, acted
as the agent of the Cheshire Provident Asso-
ciation, which is located in New York. He
collected $2100 for the association and sent
three checks amounting to $2100 to Mr.
Batchelder, the receiver of the association.
The checks, which were on the bank of Gil-
man Sons & Co., were not presented for
payment until eleven days after their receipt.
At that time the bank owned by Gilman
Sons & Co. had failed and the checks were
worthless. The plaintiff alleges that Mr.
Noble should make the amount good. Mr.
Noble had the money in the bank in New
York at the time the checks were issued, and
alleged that if the checks had been presented
in proper time the money would have been
received by the plaintiff.

There was no question as to the facts in
the ease. The point made by the attorneys
for the plaintiff was that the plaintiff should
be able to collect on the check for an indefi-
nite time after the check had been issued.

Judge Pollock instructed the jury that
as the checks 'had not been presented within
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a reasonable time, the defendant could not
be held for the amount of the checks. The
first two checks were held by the defendant
for eleven days and one check was held for
four days.

Gold-Stamping Law for New York
State

• K readers will remember that one year
ago a bill to regulate the stamping of

manufactures of gold in New York State was
passed by both branches of the legislature,
but vetoed by Governor Odell. A similar
bill has been introduced this year, and there
are said to be good prospects for its passage.
The substance of the measure is contained in
the following:

Any person, firm, corporation or association
who or which makes or sells or offers to sell or
dispose of, or has in his, her or its possession with
intent to sell or dispose of, any article of merchan-
dise, constructed in whole or in part of gold or of
any alloy of gold, and having stamped, branded,
engraved or imprinted thereon any mark indicating
or designed or intended to indicate that the eld
or alloy of gold in such article is of a greater de-
gree or karat of fineness by more than one karat
than the actual quality or fineness of such gold or
alloy, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

There is provision made in the law for
the protection of such dealers as may have
purchased in good faith goods in which the
quality differs from the stamp more than the
one karat allowance, but proof of the impo-
sition and their own bona fides must be pre-
sented. The bill does not compel the maker
to stamp the goods, but simply provides
that, if stamped, the article shall be correctly
stamped to within one karat of the actual
quality.

A Legal Blow at Trading Stamps

MANY efforts have been made to sup-
press trading stamps by legal process,

but all such efforts so far have ended in a
victory for the trading-stamp corporation, as
told on page 625 of this issue. A menace
to the latter, however, has arisen in the
shape of the trading-stamp broker, whose
specialty has apparently been given legal
endorsement by a New Jersey court. As
our readers are aware, the chief profit of the
trading-stamp concerns lies in the stamps
which are never redeemed. It is said that a
majority of customers who start stamp books
never fill them, and heretofore these partially-
filled books were a dead letter. The wily
broker saw his opportunity in these unre-
deemed books, purchased them and re-sold
them to the public (to complete already
partially-filled books), or to the stores for re-
distribution. One of the large trading-stamp
concerns, in order to test the legitimacy of
the broker's business, asked for an injunction
to restrain a dealer from distributing stamps
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purchased from a broker. The court refused
the injunction, and held that the trading-
stamp company had no control over the
stamps after it had once sold them. It held
further, that the stamps were negotiable
claims against the company. This decision
will, of course, be appealed, and whether
the trading-stamp people will keep up their
record for ultimate victory or not is still a
matter of conjecture.

Easy Marks among the Jewelers

THERE is a story told of a burglary in
which the burglar took eighty dollars

out of a desk drawer in a private house.
Next day the newspapers published an ac-
count tf the burglary and told how five hun-
dred dollars in the drawer beneath escaped
the attention of the thief. The following night
the burglar, who read the papers, returned
and helped himself to the five hundred
dollars. This story occurred to us when,
immediately after our exploitation of the
perfumery-agency swindle, letters began to
reach us complaining of a swindler whose
specialty was the sale of typewriters and who
seemed particularly anxious to place agencies
for the instruments with the jewelers. It
was very nice of the typewriter man to make
this distinction in favor of the craft, and the
compliment was evidently appreciated by
some of them. The result is that a certain
crimson-haired, bespectacled hypnotist is
very much wanted by several jewelers, one of
whom offers a reward of ten dollars for such
information as will lead to his arrest. The
latest letter states the case thus :

This individual is about forty-five years old,
about 5 feet 5 inches in height, weighs about 135
pounds, wears glasses and is of a sandy com-
plexion, with moustache. He represents himself
as the manager of a typewriter manufacturing con-
cern, and his object is to establish an agency for
the machine. He claims to deal with jewelers
mostly and takes with him five typewriters at
$12.50 each, and leaves them with the agent upon
receiving $60, which sum is to be returned in a few
days when their advance salesman arrives and sells
the five machines. If not sold on a certain date,
the company will remit the balance of the go that
remains unpaid. They also offer to send fifteen
typewriters to the agent at once for him to sell, the
conditions being that he shall receive $12 on every
machine sold in his county, and $12.50 per month
for keeping typewriters in repair.

ACCORDING to another jeweler's version,
as published on page 637, the machines

were to be sold by the company's salesmen
for $20, the jeweler's commission being $8.
An arrangement so suspiciously liberal did
not seem to tax the credulity of the jeweler,
who paid the money and still awaits the
arrival of the salesman. Cases of this char-
acter emphasize the necessity of reading your
trade journal very carefully, as there is gen-
eral mention in its columns of all such
swindles. Forewarned is forearmed.
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Court Protection for the " Rogers"
Stamp

A DECISION which will go far to prevent
the necessity of further litigation on the

matter of the " Rogers " stamp on silver-

plated tableware, was handed down last

month by Judge Swayze, of the Supreme
Court of New Jersey. It will be remembered

that suit was instituted some time ago by

the International Silver Co. against the
William H. Rogers Corporation el al., of
Plainfield, N. J., praying the court to enjoin

the latter company from using the stamp
" William H. Rogers " on their wares. The
suit was tried at Newark, N. J., and after
hearing the evidence, Vice-Chancellor Stevens
enjoined the use of the stamp " William H.
Rogers," but permitted the use of the stamp
" W. Henry Rogers, President, Plainfield,

N. J." As this decision was unsatisfactory
to all concerned, both the plaintiff and

defendant appealed to the Supreme Court.
The decision of this court, as handed down
by Judge Swayze, is an unqualified victory
for the International Company.

In sustaining the injunction, Judge
Swayze said : " We think he (the vice-
chancellor) erred in refusing to enjoin the
defendants from using the word Rogers in

any form even as a part of the corporate
defendant's name in connection with the
manufacture and sale of silver-plated table-
ware carried on by or on behalf of the cor-
porate defendant." He further held that the
corporate name of the defendant corpora-
tion was selected with the purpose of making
unfair use of it, and proceeded to say : " The
defendant corporation did not adopt its name

in order to secure the good will of a busi-

ness which had been built up by William H.

Rogers. The facts stated in the vice-chan-

cellor's opinion and sustained by the evi-

dence, demonstrate in our judgment that

William H. Rogers had engaged in the busi -

ness of selling silver-plated ware, as far as he

can be said to have engaged in that business

at all in view of his other vocations, solely

with the object of profiting by the similarity

of his name to the name of Rogers, so well
known in the trade, to the good will of

which the plaintiff has succeeded.
" William H. Rogers, under the facts of

this case, had not acquired a trade reputa-

tion for silver-plated ware. He had had no

experience in the actual manufacture ; his

name was not a guarantee of the excellence
of his wares ; his experience was little more

than that of a mere packer of goods made
by others ; most of the goods nominally

made for him he had never seen or handled ;
he had had no more to do with the actual sales

during the more active part of the busi-

ness than to receive a small profit over the

manufacturer's price, a profit which was mani-
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festly paid to him by the makers in order that

they might use the name of Rogers, and

thereby profit by the trade reputation of the

complainants.
" The name of the defendant could not,

therefore, have been selected with a view to
retain for the corporation the good will of
William H. Rogers. It was selected in our
judgment solely with the intention of deriv-
ing a profit by means of the Rogers name,

from the reputation built up by many years

of business activity by the predecessors of
the complainant."

There is no ambiguity or qualification

to this decision, and it must needs go far to

put an end to the vexatious " Rogers " liti-
gation. Many recent decisions of a similar

character, show that the courts are deter-

mined to do their part in suppressing the

practice of taking advantage of established

trade names.

Responsibility for Watch Guarantees

A FINAL decision was recently given in

the case reported on page 26 of our
January issue, which involved the question of
responsibility for watch guarantees. Our
readers will recall that the plaintiff in the
case bought a watch, for which he paid $11o,
at a jewelry store on Broadway, New York
City. The salesman who sold the timepiece
guaranteed it not to vary more than two
seconds a month from standard time. The
watch, as might naturally be expected, did

not maintain this degree of accuracy, and
the owner felt aggrieved and demanded a
refund of the money. This was refused, and

not without reason, for it was admitted in

court that the watch varied only five seconds

in one month from standard time. The

lower court decided, however, that the guar-

.antee was given and that as the watch did

not come up to the promised standard, the

seller must refund the purchase price.
The jeweler appealed the case, and

much interesting testimony was given at the

hearing in the higher court. The clerk

who sold the watch denied the verbal accur-

acy of the guarantee, and the lawyer for the

defense claimed that even if the clerk did

use the words attributed to him, it was rather

an individual expression of opinion than a

warranty binding on the firm. Counsel

further claimed that such a guarantee, if

made, would be an absurdity, inasmuch as

such a degree of accuracy in a watch was an

impossibility. The court, however, sub-

stantially agreed with the findings of the

lower court. It held that the clerk's verbal

guarantee was a warranty of obligation, and

that the question at issue was not affected by

the alleged impossibility of constructing a

watch that would attain such accuracy.

Responsibility for Repaired Articles

TlIE care which should be exercised by

jewelers in the delivery of repaired

articles is again emphasized by a suit institu-

ted against a Philadelphia jewelry firm. A

valuable diamond was left with the firm for

the purpose of having it reset. When the

work was completed, the diamond was sent

to the owner's home and delivered to a

servant. It then disappeared. The owner

of the diamond claims that the stone was to

be kept at the store till called for. The

jewelry firm denies this, and states that it is
their custom when delivering valuable stones

to send two messengers, which admirable

precaution was taken in this case. The

delivery of the package to the servant is
admitted, and the jewelry firm naturally re-

pudiates responsibility for the subsequent loss

of the stone.
Our British exchanges give an account

of an interesting suit against a Liverpool

jeweler. The plaintiff, a Mrs. Hughes, left

a diamond pin in the defendant's shop to be
repaired. About a month later she called

for it, and was told that it had been delivered

to a Mrs. Jones (who had called for it).

She had not sent anyone for it, and knew no

Mrs. Jones in the matter. She gave the

name of Mrs. Hughes when she left the pin

at the shop, and she alleged that at the time

the defendant's assistant did not take the

name down in writing. The defense was a

total denial that the plaintiff ever left the pin

at the shop for repairs. As to the practice

of the jeweler in such cases, two of his clerks

stated that they took the name of the person,

but not always the address, and trusted to

the person applying for the article being the

right person to receive it, if that person was

able to give a correct description of the

article and the nature of the repairs. The

defendant's books were produced, and these

contained the right description of the pin in

question and of the repairs mentioned by the

plaintiff, but the name in which the transac-

tion had gone through was Mrs. Jones, and

there was no mention of Mrs. Hughes.
The judge, in summing up, said he was

clear on the evidence, and the defendant's

books, that the plaintiff 's pin had been re-

paired at the defendant's shop. Then came

the que4tion of the delivery of it, when re-

paired, to some Mrs. Jones, but as Mrs. Jones

had not been produced, nor even her address

given, judgment was given for the plaintiff.
It behooves the jeweler to take extreme

care in this matter of receiving and deliver-

ing repaired goods. All instructions of the
customer should be taken down in writing,

and such identification should be made as

would obviate all possibility of error. There

is a loss of prestige as well as a possible
pecuniary loss in all mistakes of this character.



1854 WALTHAM WATCHES 1904

Comparative diagram showing increase in the number of
Waltham Watches in use from 1854 to 1904

128,889 IN USE 1864
375 IN U5E 1854
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The Profit of Admitting Mistakes

A NEW YORK woman who had made
a single " delivery " purchase at a lead-

ing department store, thus placing the store
in possession Qf her name and address, re-
ceived the following letter shortly after:

Dear Nadam :—We are in receipt of
your kind favor of recent date and will
immediately investigate the matter and let
you hear from us later in regard to it. It
is our endeavor to have our store as per-
fect as possible in every particular and we
are obliged to anyone who can point out
any way that we can make an improve-
ment.

She was mystified; for she had made no
complaint of any sort, either verbal or written.

The letter was simply a shrewd adver-
tisement. It hoped to interest the woman
in the store by frankly admitting that they
made an occasional- mistake which they were
glad to correct when their attention was
brought to the matter.

The department store here deliberately
hive/tied an error to call attention to their
cheerful willingness to correct such errors.
It manufactured a fault for the purpose of
demonstrating the cure. The effect was to
create confidence in the store's integrity,
show that any mistake would be quickly
made right and that the store would go to
any length to safeguard those who dealt
with it.

A WESTERN clothing dealer publicly ad-
vertised that they had just discovered that

a certain line of suits which had been sold by
them as " all wool " contained some cotton;
and they asked that all who bought suits on
a certain named day would send their names
and addresses, on receipt of which a small
sample of the stuff-pattern would be sent
them, for comparison with the purchase; and
if it proved that the sender was one of the
unfortunate purchasers, the store would send
in exchange an all-wool suit costing five
dollars more, and prepay expressage both
ways; or if the customer lived in town and
brought back the suit in person, the store
would make the same exchange and pay one
dollar in cash to the customer for loss of
time and expenses in coming to the store.
Then followed the statement that the store
would gladly pay the cost of correcting any
unintentional misstatement of fact, as it
wanted the public to always feel absolutely
safe in buying, etc., etc. As a matter of
fact, these part-cotton suits were purposely
Put in stock and sold in order to furnish ex-
cuse for the advertisement; and as there were
only Three suits in the lot, the loss was not
worth mentioning. But the gain in the
public confidence, as expressed in increased
sales, was something tremendous.

Both these advertisers practiced a minor
form of fraud on the public, of course; but
as advertisers they can safely be rated At.

HESE examples should not be lost on
those jewelers who have legitimate ground

for admitting mistakes. Nothing helps more
than confessing an error and offering to cor-
rect it. Whether it is faulty merchandise
sold, or an unintentional misstatement of
quality, or neglect of a promise to furnish
an order or a repair job at a certain time, or
poor attention to a customer, or any of the
slips which are constantly occurring—what-
ever the fact, the jeweler should make it his
business, first, to admit the slip, second, to
correct it on the most liberal basis. This is
true advertising—and true honesty, as well;
but we are not now discussing the ethical
side of the question. The first cost of cor-
recting the error can fairly be charged to
advertising account; for the subsequent profit
in establishing a reputation for candor and
"squareness" will be greater than the unini-
tiated can guess.

Advertising Cut Glass

FROM observation of retail jewelers' ad-
vertising, as it comes to us from all

parts of the country, we are brought to be-
lieve that the exploitation of this interesting
item of merchandise could generally be im-
proved. Some jewelers are doing excellent
advertising of cut glass; but the body of the
trade seems either indifferent to the trade-
making possibilities of good glass advertising,
or else has been puzzled as to bringing out
its points successfully.

Keep in mind that the argument for cut
glass, first, last and all the time, is its beauty.
The whole burden of your talk must be On
that line. You cannot preach utility, for
other materials, china, silver, etc., would
serve as well; you cannot argue price, for
the objects in these other materials would
cost less. But you have an unlimited field
for effective advertising if you will stick to
the intrinsic quality of beauty which distin-
guishes cut glass.

Unfortunately, you cannot convey an
idea of this beauty by illustration, in the
newspaper. The glitter and shine of cut
glass, its sparkle and life, cannot be ade-
quately rendered even by the finest half-tone
cut; and a half-tone will not print well except
on the finest quality of paper—the paper of
the daily and weekly press has not the finish
or the texture for the purpose, and the press
prints too rapidly. A half-tone cut merely
produces a smudge, in the newspaper. The
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most you can hope to do, if you would show
a picture of a cut glass article, is to show the
shape of the article, only; and an outline cut,
unshaded, in the cheap zinc plate, will show
the shape. But shape is a minor merit, since
beauty of outline is common to other mate-
rials made into the same object; and in
emphasizing form you sacrifice the vital
argument for cut glass, which is texture—
glitter, radiance and sparkle. On the whole,
we advise against attempting to illustrate cut
glass in the newspaper advertisement.

UT glass is one of the supreme instances in
which booklet advertising will prove very,

very effective. In the booklet you can ade-
quately illustrate the patterns, if you will
instruct the printer to use enameled book or
glazed paper, half-tone cuts and a slow press.
You there can have the needful room to
exploit the processes of manufacture (the
cut-glass house will give you the necessary
data, and illustrations of making); you can
tell of the beauty of the objects and enlarge
on their distinction and character; you can
make mouths water and fingers itch to pos-
sess them. Your newspaper advertising
should supplement the booklet by asking
readers to call or send for the descriptive
booklet.

Cut glass is a luxury, purely; not every
one can afford it; no one must have it, as
they must have a watch or clock, or table
silverware. In selling it you must appeal to
a class of buyers that is even above that class
which buys diamonds; for diamonds are
bought by horse jockeys and affluent cooks,
while cut glass is hungered for only by the
elect in refinement and culture. It appeals
only to those who have the proper apprecia-
tion of beauty.

But if you succeed in getting the atten-
tion of those who possess this sense of beauty,
the trade of the unappreciative inevitably
follows—you create a fad; for it is one of the
singular facts in human nature that those who
do not know what is beautiful are willing
to blindly follow the lead of those who do,
and accept their judgment as a buying guide.
Therefore it is folly to start out on the selling
of cut glass with price as your main argument
—to endeavor to interest the bargain buyer
before you have interested the buyer whose
chief concern is for beauty. You should not
begin at the bottom, but at the top. First
create conviction in the minds of the beauty-
lovers that yours is the store for the most
beautiful glass; then, when the fad runs your
way, you can confidently look for the igno-
rant to follow the lead of those who know,
and (if necessary) can then also carry a
cheaper line which will appeal to those
" commercially but undevoutly inclined."



GORHAM SILVER

FOR EASTER BUYERS

la The Gorham M'f'g Co. desires to call the atten-
tion of those jewelers who are making provision

for the approaching Easter trade to its very com-
plete assortment of silverware designed with espe-
cial reference to the season.

er The Vases, Cups and other decorative pieces of
11 importance are so novel and effective in design,
so admirable in workmanship, as to commend
themselves at a glance to all purchasers of taste
and discernment.

(11. Nor are the simpler and less ostentatious articles
11 less significant of that artistic originality and
technical perfection which, combined, have rendered
Gorham Silver a synonym in the public mind for
the most consummate craftsmanship.
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As to Wedding Gifts
ED. KEYSTONE :—I would appreciate

it very much if you would give me the
•correct information in regard to a few
decrees of fashion in connection with wed-
ding gifts :

1. Should the bride's maiden initials
be placed on the article or her married
initials?

2. What is the most suitable gift for
a bridegroom to present to the bride?

3. When should presents be sent—
how many days before the marriage?

4. Is it in accordance with matrimonial
etiquette for the bride to place the gifts on
display?

These are a few of the questions that
I am asked about by gift purchasers and
prospective brides, and I dread giving
misinformation.

Yours truly,
Cleveland, Ohio. J. C. S.

I. When wedding gifts are marked the
initials of the bride's maiden name should be
used. This is not due altogether to the fact
that they are sent to the bride before her
marriage, but rather because it sets the gifts
apart as her wedding outfit and individual
property, always thereafter to be cherished
with special interest. A belated gift, sent
after the wedding day, should be marked
with the initials of the married name.

2. Fashion and sentiment alike decree
that the bridegroom's offering should be
something for the bride's personal and exclu-
sive use, which will not be affected by wear
or time. Jewelry best fulfills these conditions.
He may not offer her wearing apparel, how-
ever valuable, according to traditional con-
vention. The bride does not always make a
gift to the bridegroom. When she does,
sentiment suggests some-personal gift.

3. Presents may be sent at any time
from several weeks before the marriage until
the day thereof, but good manners dictate
that the present be not sent till the invitation
to the marriage is received. Those very
close to the bride need not, of course, regard
this limitation, as the certainty of an invita-
tion may be taken for granted. It is the
custom to send the gifts by messenger, or
preferably to have them forwarded direct
from the store where they are purchased to
the bride's home, with a visiting-card bearing
sonic brief expression of good wishes. Only
relatives or close friends may offer their gifts
in person.

4. There is nothing against the decrees
of fashion in displaying the wedding gifts at
the wedding. Whether they are displayed
or not is a matter of individual taste. What-
ever objection there is to the custom arose
from the fact that love of ostentation tempted
some to hire articles to be shown among the
bona-fide offerings, and the fear of such
suspicion influenced some sensitive brides
not to show their presents at all. In the
higher ,spheres of society the more intimate
friends of the family, together with all who
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have sent gifts, receive a note from the bride
or her mother, or a line on a visiting-card,
inviting them to come on a certain afternoon,
two or three days before the wedding, and
see the presents.

The human as well as the sentimental
factor must be taken into account, however,
and inasmuch as many gifts are sent to be
seen, it is logical that they should be. On
such occasions the bride must be denied no
gratification, even that of exhibiting her gifts.

Percentage of Failures in Business
ED. K EVSTONE :—I have frequently

seen in trade and commercial journals the
assertion that " 95 per cent. of all men in
business fail." Is there substantial foun-
dation for this assertion ?

Yours truly,
Milwaukee, Wis. B. S. M.

THE assertion above quoted has been
made so often that it has come to be

accepted as a truism, but we are pleased to
state that it has no foundation in fact. The
statement has been frequently credited to
Bradstreet' s, but the editor of that journal
when interviewed on the matter, said : " We
have some statistics going to show that the
saying, legend, tradition, or what you will, to
the effect that 95 per cent. of all men in
business fail, is not correct. We know of
nothing in the way of statistics that would
indicate that it is correct." This disclaimer
is reassuring, as such a large percentage of
mortality would be most discouraging to all
engaged in business.

Responsibility for Guarantees
ED. KEYSTONE :—I write to you to

get your decision as to whether it is
proper or customary to continue the guar-
antee on a watch after the watch has
changed hands. Suppose I sold a watch
to Smith and after six months he sold it to
Jones and in a month or so the mainspring
broke, is it right and proper or customary
that I should replace the spring free of
charge? Your opinion on this would be
appreciated.

Ogallala, Nel.w.

Yours truly,
E. CHAMBERLIN.

OUR subscriber has failed to state the
nature of the guarantee given—whether

it was merely verbal or a printed form. If
the latter, there should be DO trouble in the
matter, as all printed guarantees should bear
the phrase " not transferable." If the guar-
antee was only verbal, the question is one
which the jeweler will have to decide for
himself. To argue the matter rightly, we
must first consider why a guarantee was given
at all. Was it given as a matter of policy
or of principle ? Decidedly as a matter of
business policy. It was given to impress the
customer with the security of buying a watch
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from this particular jeweler, and thus con-
sidered, the guarantee is solely a matter
between the jeweler and his customer, for no
third party was taken into account in the
agreement. But as the jeweler was guided
by business policy in giving the original
guarantee, he must be similarly guided in
making it good. If the new owner of the
watch is likely to become a customer, it may
be good policy to fulfill the guarantee; but if
there is no such possibility, we fail to see
how this third outside party has any claim
on the jeweler. As a matter of fact, he has
not.

We may add, that modern business
doing has become so exact a science that
all such contingencies as this should be
taken into account beforehand, and, we be-
lieve, they generally are. For instance, the
watch-repair certificate now generally used
is from the " Keystone Book of Repair
Guarantees." On this certificate the name
of the person to whom it was issued is given,
the repairs are tabulated, and the fact that
the guarantee is "not transferable" is promi-
nently stated. The disposal of the watch to
a third person thus terminates the responsi-
bility of the jeweler.

Colors in Show Windows
ED. KEYSTONE \ )11k1 you give me

a few pointers, in a gentral way, for using
the right colors in my window—that is, the
most appropriate colors for showing the
principal lines in a jeweler's stock. What
is the best background for a jeweler's
window ?

Yours truly,
ipeg., Manitoba. " TYRO."

THIS subject of colors is a large one, but
there are a few fundamental facts that all

jewelers must remember : Gold shows to
best advantage in windows with light drapings;
silver against a dark backing. Diamonds
are relieved by black or deep purple ; emer-
alds, rubies, sapphires and all colored stones
are made more brilliant by contrast with a
white groundwork.

Many modern windows have backs of
paneled and polished wood. These are
handsome for a time, but the public soon
wearies of their monotony. White enameled
backings are subject to the same criticisms.
In many cases mirrors form effective back-
grounds, as they concentrate the light, sharpen
the outlines of the objects displayed and
greatly increase the apparent size of the
window. But mirrors alone are too cold ;
they need a color combination to render them
wholly desirable. The most effective and
economic material is cloth, for it may be
changed as often as you desire—as often as
the public tires of one color or combination
of colors.



I.:V ER was the diamond so interesting to
the world at large as it is to-day. The
rapid rise in value of these gems, the
productiveness of the new Premier mine,

sensational rumors as to the future of the market,
the unprecedented demand for and scarcity of the
stones--all these things give added interest to the
land and methods of diamond production. The
following description* of the
extraction of the stones from
the " blue ground " in which
they are found embedded will
have a special interest for our
readers at this time :

As fast as the
The Depositing blue ground is
Floors dumped auto-

matically from
the skips into the ore bins, it
is carried away in trucks by an
endless wire-rope haulage,
driven by steam, to the depos-
iting floors. These floors are
made by removing the bush
and grass from fairly level
stretches of ground. After
clearing the face of the ground
it is hardened and smoothed
with heavy rollers until it is fit
for use.

The speed of the running
trucks ranges from 234 to 4

processes for the

frOlffil Mime 101 Mzraccee
It will be seen that no pains

Treatment of have been spared to hasten and
cheapen the flow of ground to
the floors. After the blue ground

has been spread out, it is necessary to wait patiently
until the sun and the rain have contributed their
service in disintegrating the breccia. The effect
of the exposure of this curious compound to heat
and moisture is very remarkable. Large pieces of

Blue Ground

and the amount of rainfall. It is curious to note
also that there is a marked difference in the rapidity
of disintegration of the blue ground in each of the
four mines. The blue from the Kimberley mine
becomes well pulverized in three months with
heavy rains in the summer season, while the
De Beers blue requires double that time. The
longer the exposure the more complete the
pulverization, and

miles an hour, and they are
counted and greased automati-
cally as they are sent on to the floors. When
the trucks reach the floors, they are drawn by
horses or mules over auxiliary tram lines at
right angles to the main haulage line to any
desired point of deposit. A full truck contains
about 16 cubic feet of blue ground, weighing
1600 pounds approximately, but it was found more
convenient to supplant these end-tipping trucks by
zo-cubic-feet-side-tipping trucks. The old unit of
measurement, 16 cubic feet, has been retained, and
the automatic counters are so geared that every
time four cubic-feet trucks pass them, five trusck-
loads are registered. So over the miles of floor
surface is outstretched an enormous carpet of
" blue " somewhat les! than
a foot in thickness, and
sprinkled with invisible dia-
monds. It may appear to the
reader that the word " invisi-
ble " is used to convey the
idea that the diamonds are
very small, but such is not the
case, for many of the diamonds
lying buried are as big as fil-
berts, and it is not unusual to
find them as large as walnuts.
What is meant is that the dia-
monds contained in the blue
ground are invisible to one
walking casually over the floors
even after the ground has been
pulverized. During the fifteen
years of my charge of the
De Beers mines I have never
found a diamond on the floors.

*fieprinted by permission of the
Macmillan Company from " The Dia-
mond Mines of South Africa," by
Gardner F. Williams, M.A., general
manager of the De Beers Consolidated
Mines, Limited. Cloth, octavo, 810,
net (English price, £2 2s., net). Copy-
right,1902,by

.
 the Macmillan Company.

Washing Machine, De Beers Mine

blue, which are as hard as sandstone when freshly
taken from the mine, soon begin to,crumble on the
depositing floors. To hasten the disintegration
the bed of blue is harrowed .several times to turn
up the bigger lumps and expose fresh faces of the
ground to the sun. Spans of mules were originally
used to drag the light harrows used in those days,
but steam traction engines are now employed to
draw wheeled harrows with huge teeth to and fro
across the floors. So the great spread of the floors
looks like some vast ploughed farm where the
laborers are preparing the soil for seed. The
length of time required to effect the desired degree
of pulverization depends on the season of the year

the better for washing. The
long continuance of droughts,
which are of frequent occur-
rence, causes very costly de-
lay. During a period of more
than eight months in 1897 there
was not sufficient rain to wet
the blue ground. The lack of
rain water was offset, in a
measure, by artificial means,
but as the blue ground upon
De Beers and Kimberley floors
covers 2000 acres of land, the
difficulty of any approach to
complete watering may be
readily imagined. Under nor-
mal conditions soft blue ground
becomes sufficiently pulverized
in from four to six months, but
it is better to expose it for
a longer period, even for a
whole year.

A certain per-
Crushing the centage of the
Hard Ground blue grotind is

not affected by
exposure on the floors. This intractable ground,
which is called hard blue, makes up about 5
per cent. of the product of the De Beers mine.
The large pieces of hard blue are removed from
the floors to be crushed in rock breakers and
rolls, and large, worthless boulders and stones
embedded in the blue, as well as large pieces of
basalt and shale which fill the open mines, and
have become mixed with the blue ground during
the process of mining are picked up to be thrown
away. Then the well-disintegrated blue ground is
taken from the floors in trucks by endless-rope
haulages to the washing machines and put through
the first stage of concentration.

The ground is dumped
from the trucks into hoppers,
at the bottom of which are
small revolving tables upon
‘vhich the ground is divided
and fed automatically into two
revolving cylinders. The auto-
matic feeder,which was devised
by Mr. Robeson, late mechani-
cal engineer to De Beers Com-
pany, not only divides the
ground equally between two
rotating washing machines, but
delivers it regularly, so that the
machines cannot be over-
charged, which would result in
loss of diamonds. After leav-
ing the automatic feeders, the
ground is mixed with puddle
(the name applied to the thick
muddy water which flows out
of the washing pans) and a
quantity of clear water is added.
This mixture serves to bring
the fresh supply of blue ground

The Pulsator
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in the pans to the proper
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3ERGEN POPULAR-PRICED *
CUT GLASS

will give you the goods in ample time to
take advantage of the ,June wedding season

OUR LI\E WAS NEVER
Advance sheets of 1905 Catalogue now ready
Electrotypes for local advertising
Eighty-page Catalogue for the asking

THE J. D. BERGE\
Meriden, Conn.

Chicago, Silversmiths' Building
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New York Office, 38 Murray Street
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Hawkes Cut Glass
GRAND PRIZE PARIS EXPOSITION

A jeweler is known by the stock
he keeps

And if his stock of cut glass bears the Hawkes
trade-mark (and it costs no more), he knows he
will not be put into competition with the depart-
ment stores.

The Hawkes good name is built upon more
than twenty-five years of progress in the work of
glass 111111u facture.

Hawkes wares are always fashionable, always
just \‘'hat they are represented, always unequaled.

T. G. Hawkes & Co.
Corning, N. Y.

No piece is genuine without this trade-mark
engraved on same HAW KES

...9.6/ecc4k ‘60 • ,

ROUND PLA1E, KENMORE

Represented

New York—J. D Dithridge, 25 West Broadway

Boston—H. T. Edwards, 146 Franklin Street
San Francisco —J. A. Young, 115 Kearny St.

Look through the world,
neer met with elsewhere."

Rich Cut Glass
A very large portion of the articles now made in

Cut Glass have become staple, being now considered
a household necessity and not a luxury. These have
a steady, all-year sale ; however, the Easter Holidays
increase these sales through purchases as gift ware.

You will find goods wanted this month which we
can furnish you from our well-assorted stock.

T. B. CLARK & CO., Inc., Honesdale, Pa.
4

IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Unsurpassed in brilliancy and individuality of design

We own, manufacture and use the patented

formed blank, a modern improvement in the

making of blanks. The blank and the cutting

are two separate and distinct departments, but

the success of one depends upon the other.

Our cut glass is as genuine as any made, and

it is better because the blank is better THAT

IS WHY IT SELLS THAT IS WHY

OUR ORDERS ARE DUPLICATED.

When competitors try to "knock"

glass, you can infer there is some reason

they can't use it nor sell their own glass.

our

why

We have the most modern glass factory in

the world and it is operated by skilled workmen.

FRY GLASS HAS MERIT
on your shelves

4700-17 VASE

CHICAGO.
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KRANTZ, SMITH & CO., Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF

1Ricb Cut Otit$6 Honesdale, Pa.

Rd. Bowl, Brilliant

To acquaint the trade with the exceptional beauty of
our patterns, we have prepared photograph books
for 1905, which will be loaned for inspection.

528 Jug, Wayne 4083 Vase, Brilliant

New York City Office, 25 West Broadway

Wm. D. Finke & Co., Representatives

Philadelphia Office, 15 North Ninth Street

George Noble, Representative

Egginton's Celebrated Cut Glass

"Roman " Jug and Tumbler

Manufactured by THE 0. F. EGGINTON CO., Corning, N. Y.
Inc. Oct. 11, '99

Acknowledged to

be the most

beautiful, brilliant

and superior line on

the market to-day.

Designs original,

finish unsurpassed.

Carried by best

dealers.

Look for trade-mark

engraved on each piece

P. S.—Send for Illustra-
tions and Prices. Special
$too. Assortment.

FINE CUT GLASS

29. QT. 3.17G
This Jug $6.75 net

211. 12" Bowl.

This 13010 for $21.55 net. With high foot if preferred;
with turned-in top if preferred

2703. QT. WHISKY
Juu

This Jug for $6.85 net

Popular-priced goods as well as the best made. Ask for our prices on standard goods and we will make

you our customer. Our 1905 Photograph Catalog sent to responsible dealers

NEWARK CUT GLASS COMPANY
Established r 898 60=62 Arlington Street, Newark, N. J.
Visit our factory when in New York—only a thirty- minute trip

Our No. 3047 Electrolier

No. 1336 8-in. Shade, " Boston"

THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION
New Bedford, Mass.

Ars
vro\.'e ■3\es

Oec fk°'v0
G°''s fog'

'19
0.1\ 

In all the
Popular
Finishes

mr'tof e
sae ykp

..‘ 11('(-,\c‘ss
.?*

Photograph Books
of the above lines
loaned to the trade
for inspection.

Our No. 268-12 Plate, " Heart Pattetn "

38 Murray Street, New York City.
BRANCHES , 120 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.

( Temple Building, Montreal, P. Q.
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New,Snappg,Original,Exclusive,Designs

In Hand-Painted China
Our line is made up of the best things skilled artists can produce,

having been especially designed for fine jewelry trade, and will add tone

to the richest jewelry store in the country. None but experienced artists

are employed, and we can say, without fear of contradiction, that our deco-

rations are superior to anything heretofore placed on the market. Our

exclusive conventional designs, with rich gold tracings, are revelations in

Hand-Painted China.
We particularly court comparison with other goods. All we ask is

a trial order, perfectly willing to let you be the judge. Let us send you

our $5o.00 trial assortment, made up of staple articles with new deco-

rations. Will send good values and nothing but sellers. If you want a

prize-winner—something rare—order Tankard No. 701, peach decoration,

shown in cut. Price, $1o.5o.
Our studio is spacious ; we have every facility from office to ship-

ping room for meeting your requirements promptly, accurately and in a

business-like manner. We Guarantee Satisfaction

TheJ.H.STOUFFER CO. Incorporated

LUCILE

ELECTRIC
SILVER

is positively the unly true
suhstitute for SOLID SILVER.

;it ;L price much less than plated ware.
The metals composing this ELECTRIC

SILVER metal are so perfectly united that it re-
quires an expert to distinguish it from pure silver.

Every jeweler should have a stock of this ware in his store.
The extremely low price at which we sell this flatware allows

an opportunity for enormous profit to the dealer. On its own
merit we have created a great demand for this superior grade of flatware,

and all we ask is that you will allow us to ship you a sample order, and we will
convince you that all we claim is absolutely true.

ELECTRIC SILVER ware is absolutely guaranteed. It will never tarnish or change
color, and there being no plating to wear off will last a lifetime.

The two patterns shown here are entirely new and up to (late. Besides these two we
make several other popular patterns in ELECTRIC SILVER.

Our new booklet descriptive of this flatware is now on the press. A postal card will
bring it, with a complete price-list.

WRIITE TO-DAY
I09-III Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO 409 Broadway, NEW YORK

M. S. BENEDICT MANUFACTURING CO.
Main Office and Works, East Syracuse, N. Y.

Manning, Bowman & Company
Meriden, Conn.NEW YORK

No. 25 West Broadway
CHICAGO

No. 35 Randolph ■

4

No. 99). Nickel Plate, siN.,r mato, copper

SAN FRANCISCO
No. 134 Sutter Street

For over 40 years the foremost manufacturers of

\ICKEL and SILVER-PLATED
Tea and Coffee Pots, etc.

V■7,, )%y wake the

"METEOR"
Coffee

Percolator
which beyond question af-

fords the best known method

for producing coffee of the

most delicious flavor, AND
SAVES ONE-THIRD. No. 58112. Sectional View. For 11,41. MI gas stove or range

We also manufacture a complete line of

Chafing Dishes (Eiw-IliatrineleadteFOoldvogi), Baking Dishes,

Prize Trophies, Table Kettles, Hotel Ware, etc.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 40K, ILLUSTRATING COMPLETE LINI-

SKILL IN ENGRAVING depends largely on right teaching. Mere theoretrical knowledge is of little avial at tli-

hetich. The best work in the least time is what employers demand and pay for. This fact is never lost sight of by the author of

The Art of it:ttgraving
vliicli is now recognized as the one thoroughly practical work on letter and monogram engraving. This book was written by an

accomplished engraver who has had years of experience and unequaled success teaching the art.

Send postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (Cs. 3d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE, 19th C./ Brown Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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" Our Ware
Wears Well"

The Latest in the Royal

ROGERS CSC HAMILTON
Line is the "TUDOR"

Over thirty pieces
now ready
for delivery

Remainder completed
by June 1st

1i-igtat (,t Frcraszli Oray

Line will include
all Fancy Pieces

and
Hollow-Handle

Cutlery

THE TUDOR
as well as other ROGERS & IliontaoN patterns has especial merit, not only in the character
of the design but in the process of manufacturing. The finest Nickel-Silver is used as a
basis, carefully finished and polished before plating and then coated with a deposit of
Silver which will insure the best results. All staple Spoons and Forks are given an extra
thick coat of silver on the points most exposed to wear, by sectional plating, and then the
usual coating- over the whole article.

The ROGERS & HAMILTON brand, characteristic of the quality, has always been put up
in handsome boxes, making it attractive for display purposes.

International Silver Co.Th R
Successor to e ogers & Hamilton F.'International

CONN.

New York Warerooms, cs, 11, 13 Maiden Lane

April, 1905 TI-IE

DAamonds—from Mfine Ito
MazeKet

(Continued from page M2)

consistency for washing, for experience proves

that diamonds and the heavy minerals with them
separate from the mass of lighter material much

better in a fairly thick puddle than in compara-

tively clear water. From the chutes below the

feeders the mixture flows into a revolving cylinder
covered with perforated steel plates with holes
tg inches in diameter. All lumps larger than the
holes pass out of the end of the cylinder and are
carried by a pan conveyor to crushing rolls for
further treatment. Worthless stones carried in

the ground are picked out by hand as the lumps

move along on the conveyor.
The pulverized ground which passes

The Washing through the screen holes of the cyl-
Machines inder is fed into

shallow circular
pans, divided so as to form an
annular space four feet in diam-
eter between the outer and the
inner rim. Here the ground
is swept around by revolving
arms attached to a vertical
shaft, and carrying wedge-
shaped teeth.

These teeth are set to form
a spiral which forces the dia-
monds and other heavy mine-
rals to the outer side of the
pan, while the lighter material
flows out of the discharge situ-
ated upon the inner rim. Fifty
per cent. of De Beers ground,
when well pulverized, will pass
through a screen with holes
of an inch square, and 66 per
cent. of Kimberley ground will
pass through the same screen.
The big pieces of hard rock
which were brought out of the

K EYSTONE

final concentration is done and the diamonds sorted
from the worthless minerals with which they are
found associated.

Before tracing the diamonds
The Pulsator through the pulsator, it is desir-

able, for the sake of clearness,
to sketch the treatment of the hard blue ground
taken direct from the depositing floors. For the
handling of this portion of the product of the
mines an elaborate and costly plant was erected on
one of the old tailing heaps. The driving power of
the crushing mill is a compound vertical engine of
too horse power. The whole plant is divided

into four sections, and provided with friction
clutches so that any portion of the machinery may
be stopped without interfering with the running of
the rest of the mill.

An endless wire-rope haulage carries all the
refractory ground to the mill, where it is put
through a series of crushing machinery. The first,
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they are reduced by a similar, though smaller
crushing plant, with the exception that pans only
are used for saving the diamonds. Thus the
screened and sized product from the washing pans
and the crushing machines reaches the final stage of
concentration in the pulsator. This is a combina-
tion of jigs with stationary bottoms covered with
screens with square meshes. The meshes are a
little coarser than the perforated plates of the cylin-
ders that size the concentrate for the jigs. Upon
the jig screens a layer of leaden bullets for the finer
sizes and iron for the coarser sizes is spread, form-
ing a bed that prevents the deposit from passing
through the screen too rapidly. The heaviest part
of the deposit with the diamonds passes through
the screens into pointed boxes, from which the
deposit is drawn off and taken to the sorting tables.
The lighter material or refuse flows over the ends
of the jigs into trucks, which are hauled away and
dumped on the tailing heap.

The Greaser

mines only a few months be-
fore almost crumbled to dust,
which, during every working day in the year,
passes through the pans in a flowing stream for
ten hours a day, leaving its treasure behind. When
the bare statement is made that nearly five million
truck loads, or more than four million tons of blue
ground, have been washed in a year, the mind
only faintly conceives the prodigious size of the
mass that is annually drawn from the old craters
and laboriously washed and sorted for the sake of
a few bucketfuls of diamonds. It would form a
cube of more than 430 feet, or a block larger than
any cathedral in the world, and overtopping the
spire of St. Paul's, while a box with sides measur-
ing two feet nine inches would hold the gems.

When the day's work is completed, the pans,
through each of which three hundred loads have
passed, are emptied or " cleaned up," and the
concentrated deposits of diamonds, mingled with
the other heavy but valueless minerals, are then
sent to the pulsator in trucks with locked covers,
where they are sized by passing through a cylinder
covered with steel sieving with holes from lig to
of an inch in diameter. The five sizes which pass
through the cylinder flow upon a combination of
jigs, termed at the mines the pulsators, and the
name pulsator, which originally applied to the one
set of jigs only that did all the work for the De Beers
Mining Company in 1886, is still applied to the
large concentrating plant and machinery where the

The Greaser

or " comet " crushers, reduce the ground so that
the largest pieces will pass through a two-inch
ring. From these crushers the ground passes
through revolving screens which separate the finely
crushed from the coarse pieces. The fine size is
conveyed to the washing pan, and the coarser
ground passes from the end of the screen to revolv-
ing picking tables, where diamonds of the large

size may be seen and removed without risk of
crushing by further pulverization. From the pick-
ing tables the ground is scraped automatically into
two sets of rolls, and the pulverized product
screened again and graded into three sizes. The
finest size, passing a half-inch screen, goes to the
washing pans, and the two coarser sizes to jigs.
Large diamonds which have been separated from
their envelope of blue are retained in the jig. The

ground still holding the smaller diamonds, passes

out of the end of the jig and then through a series

of rolls, screens and jigs until the finished product
is drawn from the bottom jigs into locked trucks

running on tramways to the pulsator for further
concentration and sorting.

The coarse ground which passes

The Final Stages out of the end of the revolving
cylinders of the washing plants

is called " lumps." As the lumps leave the end of
the cylinders they fall upon a conveyor and are
taken to the end of the washing machines, where

The work of
picking out the
diamonds by

hand from the concentrate on.
the sorting tables was, oi
course, necessarily slow and
tedious. It was the only di-
vision of diamond mining and
winning which seemed beyond
the application of blind and
unconscious machinery. But
men to-day are not inclined to
admit that anything greatly
worth doing is impossible.

A series of experiments
were initiated with the object
of separating the diamonds
from the heavy valueless con-
centrates with which they are
associated. An ordinary shak-
ing or percussion table was
constructed, and every known
means of separation was tried
without success. One of the
employees of De Beers, Fred.
Kirsten, was in charge of the
experimenting, under the su-

pervision of the late George Labram, the manager

of the large crushing plant, and afterward mechan-

ical engineer to the company. Notwithstanding the

fact that the specific gravity of the diamond (3.52)

was less than that of several of the minerals asso-

ciated with it, so that its separation would seem a

simple matter, it was found in practice to be impos.

sble owing to the slippery nature of the diamond.

The heavy concentrates carried diamonds, and

diamonds flowed away from the percussion table

with the tailings. When it seemed that every

resource to do away with the hand sorting had

been exhausted, Kirsten asked to be allowed to try

to catch the diamonds by placing a coat of thick

grease on the surface of the percussion table

with which the other experiments had been made.
In this way the remarkable discovery was made

that diamonds alone of all minerals contained in

the blue ground will adhere to grease, and that all

others will flow away as tailings over the end of the

percussion table with water. After this was deter-

mined by thorough experiments, more suitable

shaking tables were constructed at the company's

workshops.
From the sorting tables the diamonds are

taken daily to the general office under an armed

escort and delivered to the valuators in charge of

the diamond department ; these experts clean the

diamonds of any extraneous matter.
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Wheeler rings
are regularly
made in these
five shapes,
A, B, C, D, F.

PLAIN GOLD RINGS

Our rings are struck from solid disks of gold,
making them PERFECTLY SEAMLESS
and giving an absolute uniformity of shape.

From the melting of the gold to the finishing
of these rings, every operation of their making
has expert attention, hence there can be no more
comprehensive guarantee than ours.

Catalogue and Ring Blanks on revies1

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
RING MAKERS

TWO MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Signet-Photo. Rings
In Carbon Process on crystals
set in a bezel on back of seal

(Patent Pending)

Closed

Send for my Catalogue

Open

Charles
M.

Levy
Manufacturer c f

FINE GOLD RINGS and LOCKETS
90 Williani Street (near Maiden Lane)

NEW YORK

-sr...A*1f -- •

14WK

22egh

One of these

reffistered

trade- marks

is stamped in

every ring we

make, guaran-

teeing its qual-

ity, shape and

finish.

High-Grogo Jewelry SON Bares
"l'HE EXTREME OF BEAUTY in store furni-ture is attained in our special jewelry store fixtures in

ORIGINAL DESIGNS
Counters, Show Cases, Wall Cases and all manner ofartistic cabinet work.

EXCLUSIVE AND UNIQUE
Drawings and estimates furnished free.

Glaser, Rohrer & Co.
First Ave., Forty=first to Forty-second St., New York

New York Letter

New Building
for the
Jewelry District

On the northwest corner of
John and Nassau Streets, is to
he erected a new sixteen story
building, and the jewelry dis-
trict of New York will thus

have another notable structure within its area.
The site chosen for this projected building is
occupied by four and five-story edifices, and the
tenants in these, which include many jewelers,
have received notice to evacuate by May ist, when
all leases will have expired. The contemplated
building will have a frontage of fifty-one feet on
Nassau Street and over one hundred feet on John
Street, approximately.

The Board of United States
General Appraisers recently sus-

Split Pearls tamed the protest of Albert
Lorsch & Co., of this city,

regarding the duty on split pearls. According to
the board's decision, these goods are to be assessed
at the rate of to per cent. by similitude as pearls
in their natural state, in accordance with existing
precedents. The board rendered a like decision
in the case of Wright, Kay & Co., of Detroit,
Mich., who had filed a similar protest.

Examples of artistic designs in
jewelry and other interesting
miscellany, which had been
exhibited at the St. Louis Ex-

position, were placed on show at the New York
School of Applied Design for Women, 576 Fifth
Avenue, on Tuesday, March 7th, and continued
on exhibition until Saturday, March t8th. A
school such as this, the laudable aim of which is to
aid in developing the fine skill inherent in woman's
fingers, could scarcely introduce a more approp-
riate feature than an exhibition of this character.
In so far as it holds worthy artistic ideals before
the creative mind of the lady student, the exhibi-
tion should serve to broaden the scope of her
usefulness if, indeed, it does not materially elevate
the standard of art craft generally.

Sarkis Bedrossian, an enter-
An Enterprising prising visitor from the neigh-

borhood of Nile Delta, was
arrested recently as he was

about to set sail for Alexandria, Egypt. In a
dress suit case carried by Mr. Bedrossian, the
police found a quantity of jewelry estimated in
value at from $2000 to $3000, the modest result, so
it is alleged, of a swindling sojourn in this
country. A letter in Arabic, from his wife, written
from his Egyptian habitat, was also found on him.
Herein Mrs. Bedrossian communicated to her
liege that she and her four children would meet
him upon the arrival of the steamship at Alexan-
dria. The jewelry in his possession includes fobs,
watches and watch cases, brooches, rings, stick
pins, bracelets, fountain pens, etc. His last known
exploit occurred in Brooklyn some days prior to
his arrest, when he pilfered a pair of diamond ear-
screws, valued at $too from L. M. Picard, 705
Fulton Street, that city. He subsequently recon-

The Duty on

Women Art
Workers

Egyptian

, 

'loitered Maiden Lane, and indeed entered upon a
campaign of thieving there, but the jewelers had
been forwarned meantime—and accorded the
visitor a very unenthusiastic reception. One of
them quietly notified Detective-Sargeant Nugent.
The Egyptian appears to have borne the sudden
slump in business with fortitude, for no sooner was
he disappointed in one store than he proceeded to
another, blissfully oblivious, however, that all the
time the shadow of law was upon him. At the
psychological moment Detective Nugent took him
into custody. Jeweler Picard was summoned and
identified the prisoner, who was then taken to his
address in Brooklyn, where the suit case of
jewelry was discovered. Jeweler Picard recognized
the goods which had been stolen from him, and
the tags which most of the articles had retained
are facilitating the identification of the various
other properties.

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' Security of the executive committee of
Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alliance,

was held on March loth, the
following members being present : Chairman Butts,
Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes and Messrs.
Abbott, Alford, Bowden, Brown, Stern and Wood
of the committee. The following were admitted
to membership :

William Chapman, Ports-
mouth, Va.

Harris-Goar Jewelry Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Geo. W. Hughes, Havre-de-
G race, Md.

J. J. Minster, Elkton, Md.
H Werbert J. Welch, abash,

Iljalmar G. Anderson, Fre-
mont, Nebr.

Cohen Bros' Allentown, Pa.tEllsworth } leming, Lincoln,
Nebr.

J. C. Schmidt, Lebanon, Pa.
Chas. A. Tucker, Lincoln,

Nebr.
John B. Spencer, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
Fred. Whiteley, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
A. H. Andrews Co., Pitts-

burg, l'a.
Fred. Greenwood, Norfolk,

Va,

AleTeigue, Manz & Co., New
York City.

Wilson S. Kimball, Casper,
Wyo.

E. E. Latibenstein, Shamokin,
Pa.

Laurel Jewelry Co., Laurel,
Miss.

J. IF. Riffe, Craig, Mo.
Sanders Bros., Paris, Tex.
E. M. Weinberg & Co., New-

ark, N. J.
E. J. Price & Co., Reinbeck,

Iowa.
Bagg, Perine Sc Co., New

1 ork City.
J. T. II °linguist, Somonauk,

A. A. Nilson, Denison, Tex.
W. II. Hutchinson, Owego,

N. Y.
C. NV. Bixler & Co., Easton,

Pa.
Marsellus, Pitt St, Co., New

York City.

The Maiden Lane National
Insurance Co. Buys Bank, founded one year ago,

at 20 William Street, has passed
under the control of interests

identified with the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company. From being a national it became a
State bank, with a capital of $1,000,000 and In
surplus of $250,000. There has been no change
in the location of the bank, but a branch will be
opened in the Metropolitan Life Insurance Corn-
pany's new building on Twenty-third Street. It is
likewise possible that the name of the bank may
be changed to that of the Metropolitan Life Bank.
To the directorate, which includes several well-
known jewelers, the names of Messrs. Henry
011esheimer and David F. Butcher have been
added. During its existence of about one year,
the institution is said to have materially prospered,
a circumstance which was doubtless a determining
factor in its absorption by the great insurance
corporation.

Maiden Lane Bank
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An amendment to chapter 526,
Regulating Insol- laws of 1902, designed to amplify

the scope of the present legal
provisions regulating the sale

of merchandise by bulk, has been embodied in a
bill which Mr. Calm recently introduced into the
legislature at Albany. This amendment proposes
to make the sale " of fixtures or any parts thereof
void as against creditors in like manner as is the
sale of' the stock, unless notice is given to creditors
and other formalities are observed." It is also
proposed to amend the penal code, relating to
fraudulent insolvencies by individuals, by the
addition of a section to chapter X, which shall
make a punishable misdemeanor the sale or pur-
chase of stock, merchandise or fixtures, without
due notice to creditors.

Monthly diamond importations of record-
breaking dimensions have ceased to surprise and
now the question is, when shall the swelling im-
port trade begin to ebb ? The volume for Febru-
ary was the largest ever recorded for that month,
the total imports amounting in value to $2,407,089,
and exceeding those for 1904 by about $600,000.
Nor is the enlargement confined to one variety of
stones, for, as compared with the second month of
last year, there is an increase of $562,528 in the
value of cut and of $36,180 in the value of uncut
stones. It is worthy of note that hitherto the
importations for February, 1904, were the largest on
record for that month. The returns of General
Mindil, jewelry examiner at the public stores,
show that the classified importations for the
month of February of the last five years were as
follows:

vency Sales

February. Cul.
$1,732,965.39
1,170,436.85
1,036,783.32
1,023,154.32
1,171,313.60

1905 .
1904 . . .
1903 . .
1902 . . .
1901 . . .

Uncut. Total.
1674,123.64
637,943.02
646,577.19
434,177.36
604,760.14

$2,407,089.03
1,808,379.87
1,683,360.51
1,457.831.68
1,776,073.74

Mr. Hardy, the senior member of the well-
known jewelry firm of Hardy & Hayes Co., of
Pittsburg, Pa., was in this city last month, and
made extensive purchases of spring stock. Mr.
Hardy said the outlook for spring business was
very good, as the steel and iron industries about
Pittsburg were now very busy, and this naturally
affected all the commercial lines in the city.
Owing to these excellent prospects, Mr. Hardy
was placing some big orders among the dealers in
fine goods, of which his firm makes a specialty.

At the monthly meeting of the board of
directors of the Jewelers' Association and Board
of Trade, held on Thursday, March 9th, the follow-
ing were elected to membership in the association :
Samuel Hess, New York ; Joseph Cowan ; A. Paul
& Co., Boston, Mass.; The Albert Walker Co.,
Providence, R. I.

Louis E. Moss, the Maiden Lane jobber, has
arranged for quarters in the Gill Building, at 13
Maiden Lane, which he will occupy about May 1st.
Mr. Moss has had quarters in the salesroom of
W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, for several years
past, but is desirous of securing quarters by him-
self, as he believes he can better transact his busi-
ness in this way.

(Continued on page 565)
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IT IS NOT WHAT WE SAY WE DO

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS
A. Blue white and perfect
B. Blue white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
Bt. Blue white and slightly imperfect
BX. Blue white and imperfect

C. Extra white and perfect
D. Extra white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
E. Extra white and slightly imperfect
EX. Extra white and imperfect

White and perfect
2. White and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
3. White and slightly imperfect
3X. White and imperfect

4. Commercial white and perfect
5. Commercial white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
6. Commercial white and slightly imperfect
6X. Commercial white and imperfect

7. Good color and perfect
8. Good color and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
9. Good color and slightly imperfect
9X. Good color and imperfect

Copyrighted, July, 1904, by S. C. Scott

but what we do that makes our diamond business what it is.

You do not have to believe our statements, but you cannot
afford to ignore anything so tangible as our offer to diamond dealers.

We have bought large quantities of cut diamonds from importers
who were pressed for money. They were willing to make con-
cessions for cash. We were able and willing to pay cash. We got
the diamonds.

These diamonds we offer you, backed up by our guarantee,
graded by our copyrighted grading chart, which practically makes
you a diamond expert, and places you in possession of good stones
at low prices.

We are doing this every day for others. Why cannot we satisfy
your needs? Try us on your next special order.

HENRY GINNEL & COMPANY

Established 1M35

DIAMONDS and WATCHES

31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

CORNING CUT GLASS CO.

In Richness of Cutting
In Beauty of Design
In Purity of Glass
In Brilliancy of Polish

and Finish

Our Line Excels

We guarantee satisfaction

Our Spring Line is Rich in New Shapes
and Cuttings

Ask for Catalogue

THE CORNING CUT GLASS CO.
New York Salesroom, 24 Murray Street
Chicago Salesroom, Republic Building, Room 1216

NO CoRNINU BLANKS USED

Corning, N. Y.

We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
In 14K., 10K., Sterling.
Gilt and Gold Filled

Also, all kinds of

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION

Tortoise Shell Combs
Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty Fautory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

April, 1905

New York Letter

THE KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 563)

The Diamond Manufacturers'
Diamond Menu- Association is the name of a
facturers Organize new body recently organized in

this city, and of which Leopold
Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co. has been elected
temporary president and Henry Oppenheimer tem-
porary secretary. The legal preliminaries incident

to the incorporation of the new organization are

being arranged by attorneys. It is understood that

the object of the association is to promote the
welfare of the trade which itorepresents, after the

manner of similar organizations in other lines of
industry. The launching of the new association
would seem to suggest, however, that the practice
hitherto followed by the Diamond Polishers' Pro-

tective Union of negotiating with individual manu-
facturers will be superseded by collective represen-
tation on both sides.

The death of

Death of Charles Charles Henry
Henry Brahe Brahe, who had

long been iden-
tified with the Seth Thomas Clock
Co., 51 Nlaiden Lane, occurred
recently at Mount Sinai Hospital,
exactly one day after his arrival
there. Death ensued after an
operation. He was still in middle
life, having been born in Brooklyn,
of German parentage, over fifty-
four years ago. He was educated
in his native city and in Europe,
in which latter continent he so-
journed periodically, accompanied
by his father. In addition to Eng-
lish, his linguistic attainments in-
cluded a thorough familiarity with
French and German. He began
his business life as a clerk in a
Paris store, but subsequently came
back to America. After spend-
ing a year in the Naval Academy

The New York Telephone Corn-

New Schedule of Pan)" announced on March 24th
Telephone Rates that after June 1st this new

schedule of rates from Manhat-
tan and The Bronx will be adopted :

Fr011t The

Astoria   

lilt: ti tei tilt. tri'antit. Bronx.
Sub- Pay Sub- Pay

.vcribers. Station. scribers. Station.

Barren Island   
10 lo 15 20

Bat h Beach   
20 25 20 25
15 20 20 25

The Bronx  
Itrottkly II . . . . . 

10 15 — —
ID 15 15 20

Coney Island, t-,Ileepstietul Bay. 15 20 20 25
Far Rockaway, Lawrence, 1 illI11-

T 
20 25 20 25

FItills.st!ing . . . . . 15 20 15 20

.111%lt'tit'lLtit'Ul an ' .  
15 20 15 20

51 — — 10 15

NNte. \\■:tio)■%riT 
15 20 20 25

. . . . .   10 15 15 20
  15 20 15 20

11111:1:111::11,c1 I I i Ils Ii 20 15 20
Totook inswille, \Vest N e w
Brighton 15 20 20 25

Tottenville   20 25 20 25

A new schedule of rates for Brooklyn, an-
nounced on the same day, places the toll for
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general disposition manifested for some time past
by wholesale and manufacturing houses of the
down-town district to secure retail quarters in the
up-town section.

William Barthman, 174 Broadway, recently
purchased from the executors of the Hamann
estate for $50,000 the stock, fixtures and good-will
of the old firm of Hamann & Koch, 9 Maiden
Lane. The purchaser will continue this as a branch
establishment, and for the present its name remains
unchanged.

M. J. Averbeck, 19 Maiden Lane, has issued,
for use by retailers, a neat little booklet exclusively
devoted to cut glass. It is almost entirely pictorial
in contents, showing half-tone miniatures of various
articles of cut glass accompanied by prices and
nomenclature. As a trade stimulant this little
book should prove useful.

Word was received in this city a few days ago
by Hammel, Riglander & Co. that Otto A. Snyder,
the Western traveler, slipped on the ice, while in

St. Louis, and broke his leg. This
winter has been unusually hard on
the traveling men, not only in its
effect on trade, but likewise for
the many discomforts that it en-
tailed on those whose ditties
called them out on the road in all
sorts of stormy weather.

Jacob Strauss, of the firm of
Jacob Strauss & Sons, will leave
on the Kaiser on April 4th to
spend a couple of months pur-
chasing in the diamond markets
of Europe.

Louis Kaufman & Co., the
well-known ring manufacturers,
82-84 Fulton Street, have added
to their traveling force Jos. F.
Marks, who was formerly with
Lissauer & Co., 12 Maiden Lane,
as inside man and representative
among the local trade. His terri-
tory in his !,ew position will be
the Northwest.

Among the organizations which
are now on record as strenuously opposed to
the repeal of the bankruptcy law are the Credit
Men's Associations of New York, Boston, Balti-
more and other cities ; the Merchants' Association
of New York, the Chamber of Commerce of Rich-
mond, Va., the Boston Merchants' Association,
the New York Board of Trade and Transportation,
the Paint and Oil Club of New England, the
Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade, the
New York Clothiers' Association, and many other
commercial bodies of equal prominence.

The executive committee of the Merchants'
Association has taken up the matter of a freight
tunnel system for New York, after the manner of
the one lately completed in Chicago. Tentative
plans submitted show a loop line connecting with
the New York Central, the projected Pennsylvania
Railroad tunnel, the projected New jersey Central
Railroad tunnel and with the Pennsylvania's Long
Island tunnel, its route lying along the city's water-
front. The Merchants' Association is to be com-
mended for pushing the scheme, seeing that New
York's commercial supremacy rests upon the trade
facilities the city can offer.

The first meeting of the Jewelers' Baseball
Club in 1905 was held on Saturday, March 18th.
At this meeting the question of adopting a new
club name was discussed, and it was understood
that games will be played at Ulmer Park on Satur-
days during June, July and August.

A MONSTER TURQUOISE

This beautiful stone is fri■III I ilV Tuik.k. I il'Ill Mining Co.', mines In Nevada. It is
2' , ittellos long, 1:1., inelle, wide mid 7., of an inch deep. It is Imre turquoise blue ill
color and perfect in every rest tect, ,weighing 203 carats. 11 is claimed that it is the
largest perfect turquoke ever mined. A larger stone mined some years ago had
several Imperfections.

at Anapolis, he resigned his cadetship, and his
next important step was taken in the year 1872,
when he connected himself with the American
Clock Company. At this time this concern
was selling agent for the Seth Thomas, the
Welsh and the. New Haven clock companies, and
thus came about the deceased's first business
relations with the company in the service of
which he was destined to succumb after a con-
nection of twenty-six mutually beneficial years.
It was on January t, 1879, that tusiness rela-
tions between the Seth Thomas Clock Company
and the selling agency ceased, and, thereupon Mr.
Brahe transferred his services to the first-named
firm and assumed duties as its foreign correspon-
dent. Simultaneously, Mr. Thomas became its
treasurer. Deceased advanced in the company's
favor by his ability alld diligence, and eventually
attained to the post of assistant treasurer and
manager of the store. He belonged to the
Jewelers' League and the Royal Arcanum, but
had no other fraternal affiliations, spending his
spare time in the peaceful atmosphere of his
home at 194 West One Hundred and Fifty-third
Street with his wife, two sons and one daughter.
His position has been succeeded to by Seth E.
Thomas, Jr., who has been with the company since
his graduation from college some five or six
years ago and who is thoroughly acquainted with
all the details of the business.

subscribers at $54 for a direct line, 600 calls, where

it was formerly $66 for 700 calls, in the business

districts, and $6o a year for a direct residence line,
instead of $75 as heretofore. In the Bath Beach
and Coney Island districts there will be a reduction
to $24 a year for party lines in private residences.

Seth E. Thomas, Sr., of the Seth Thomas

Clock Co., 5 t Maiden Lane, has been enjoying a

pleasant month's trip to the West Indies.
John A. Abel, of Abel Bros. & Co., importers

of diamonds and manufacturers of diamond

jewelry, of 64 John Street, sailed for Europe on

March 7th, on the AWser Wilhelm der Grosse. He

will visit the diamond markets of London, Paris,

Amsterdam and Antwerp and also Idar, Germany.

He will investigate new French and other foreign

ideas and designs for the mounting of diamond

jewelry, and expects to be gone about two months.

After May 1st, he will visit the home trade as usual.

The establishment of an up-town retail branch

by Chester Billings & Son, 29 Maiden Lane, was
consummated recently when that concern leased

the store and basement in the new Korn Building,

at Thirty-fourth Street util Fifth Avenue, and

abandoned the other up-town quarters, which they

had previously opened. The plant and wholesale

offices will, of course, be continued down town, as

heretofore. The opening of this branch was neces-

sitated by the continuous growth of the firm's

retail trade, and it is, moreover, in line with the
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14 ETalAdIJALIT
PLATE

tersligittid*

NOT
How
CHEAP
but how good is the
idea we apply to our
line of Larter Shirt
Studs in 14 K. Plate.

Most manufacturers
making plated shirt
studs see how low in

price they can sell
them, paying the least
attention to quality or

construction.

Our methods are just
the opposite : construc-

tion, quality and then

price.

Recent improve-

ments in the produc-

tion of the Larter Stud

in 14 K. Plate enables
us to say, with proof to

back the assertion,

there is no better shirt

stud made.

A healthy growth of

sales in this line also

proves that we are on

the right track.

A great variety of

patterns, to be had from

progressive jobbers.

LARTER C SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane

New York

WI TI THOIVPSON

WATCHES
EXCLUSIVELY

 ,m11■21MINi

9-11-13 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK

\MAN■smos■■•=- .

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

YOGIEBON & GOIST1111T111
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

THE LEADER in

oil ER04,

°-41/srtaAl-
TRADE-MARK.

Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

F r( 1' H E

The Jewelers' Bowling League

The series of bowling contests which have

been in progress since September, 1904, at Ehler's
Bowling Academy, Brooklyn, under the auspices

of the Jewelers' Bowling League, are now drawing

to a close. The final contest is scheduled for April

7th, but it is not improbable that the period may

be extended, so that postponed games may be

played and drawn games replayed. On April 29th

i1 the league will give its annual dinner, when the

distribution of the allotted trophies to the victo-

rious teams will bring the tourney to an interesting
culmination. To make the necessary arrangements
for this occasion, a committee has been appointed
which is composed of Messrs. E. H. Dean, George
A. Blindenhofer, A. C. Capouilliez and President
C. F. Brinck, ex-officio.

Since our last report the following results have
been attained :

February 215t—L. E. Waterman Co. vs. Udall &
Ballou :

aS t Ile r . . 170 170 170

TDOTbliTtl . 148 145 121

Liddell . . 17° 151 158
Terhune . . . . 103
Mackinnon 187 168 174
Ferris . . • 149 133 •

Totals . . 624 707 726

Bush . . . 188 138 154
Kirby . . . 166 149 146
Doherty . . 108 145 159
Miller . . . 187 181 213
Daub . . . 159 172 132

Totals . 808 785 804

February 23d.—Keystone and Crescent Cos. vs.
A. H. Smith & Co.:

13rinck . . 172 148 III Gruner . . ii5 149 159
Shierloh . . 187 129 136 Neely . . . iio 141 148
Flinn . . . 95 161 III Hutchinson io6 100 136
Streeter . . 135 8i 87 Frazee . . 142 169 142
Pearsall . . 124 125 160 Capouilliez 173 162

Totals . . 713 644 605 Totals . . 646 721 707

KEYSTONE

March 7t11.—Udall & Ballou vs. King Optical Co. :

Bush . . . 186 143
Kirby . . . 149 146
Doherty . . 138 139
Miller . . . 127 140
Daub . . 162 144

Totals . 762 712

156 Atzert . . . 127 146 155
16o Gorkum . 168 168 148
143 Reast . . . 126 145 151
152 Regenhard 145 129 133
210 Holker. . . 171 134 147

821 Totals . . 737 722 734

March 8th. — Keystone and Crescent Cos. vs.
Tiffany & Co.:

Schierloh . 137 136 117 Knapp . . 188 154 199
Taylor . . 105 130 122 Gavey . . 149 202 159
Flinn . . . 127 108 98 Brower . . 163 137 168
Streeter . . 126 91 125 Martin . . 163 143 108
Roll . . . 177 164 175 Thayer . . 143 136 146
—

Totals . . 672 629 637 Totals . . 8o6 772 780

March 9th.—Nissen and Lewis Cos. vs. Aikin,
Lambert & Co.:

Knopf . . . 157 210 133 Ilgen . . . 167 103 161
Hutten . 162 170 127 Eggens . . 119 113 128
Northrup . 67 90 90 Dean . . . 109 131 127
Meyer . . . 140 159 143 Tickell . . 176 148 156
Reufer . . 216 196 151 Howell . . 202 215 200

Totals . . 742 725 644 Totals . . 773 710 772

March Ioth.—Dennison Mfg. Co. vs. L. E. \Vater-
man Co.:

Seymour . 173 114
Howell . . 150 143
Haupt . . . 129 152
Carroll . . 155 140
Hough . . 181 i93

Totals . . 788 742

174 Kastner . . 126 148 163
145 Thorburn . 169 163 99
129 Liddell . . 150 165 123
III MaCkilM011 175 175 181

149 Ferris . . 149 143 178
— — —

708 Totals . • 769 794 744

March r4th.—Aikin, Lambert 8z Co. vs. Tiffany
& Co.:

Ilgen . . 145 158
142 Eggens . . 190 124

Dean . . 128 145
Tickell . 141 158
Howell . . 190 193

— —February 24th.—Representatives B. A. vs. Aikin,
Lambert & Co.:

Cook .
Lowe . . . 121 116 158
Drake . . . 198 163 131
Tonry . . . 84 124 138
Horn . . . 132 141 115

— — —
Totals . . 678 697 675

• • 143 153 133 Ilgen . .
Benjamin
Eggens .
Dean . .
Tickell .

Totals .

. 267 133 144

. 105 127 67

. 115 136 124

. 139 119 170

. 192 168 136

• 758 683 641

February 2801.—C. F. Wood & Co. vs. Dennison
Mfg. Co.:

J. B. Wood . 133
Munford . 153
Pelletreau . 103
Knox . . . 159
E. E.Wood 201

Totals . . 749

128 172

265 244
144 130
173 172
172 164
— —
782 882

Seymour . 188 179 128
Howell . . 134 129 IE.4
Haupt . 142 149 166
Hough . . 219 175 157
Carroll . . 137 162 156

Totals . . 810 794 762

March 1st —Tiffany & Co. vs. Elgin National
Watch Co.:

Knapp . . 173
Gavey . . 160
Brower . . 148
Martin . . 166
Moore . . .
Thayer . . 135

Totals . . 782

163 169
137 164
167 157
. .
166 175
188 163
— —
826 828

Lane . .
McKay .
Maylone .
  . •
Whitney .

Totals .

. 125

. 124 132 152

. 105 137 116

. 90 90 90

. 132 175 102

. 576 673 613

139 153

March 2d.—Jos. Fahys & Co. vs. A. H. Smith &
Co.:

1

Beidenhase 146 :781 214042
Haines . . 115 135 157
Talbot . . 166 46 283
Labouseur . 159

8

Martens . . 161

Totals . . T.47 822 

- 

887

182 201

Gruner . . 166 147 152
Greason . . 155 124 130
Price . . . 263 105 143
Frazee . . 186 162 126
Capouillez . 246 169 163

Totals . . 816 707 714

March 3d.—Gorliam Mfg. Co. vs. Avery Brown :

Seigman 153 130 Blind'hofer 165
Smith . To8 114 106 McAleer . 225
Pinover . . 116 8o 220 Krauss . . 130
Almon . . 147 119 99 Brown . . 271
Stone . . • 125 132 145 Woodland . 153

— — —
Totals . . 607 598 610 Totals . • 744

127 150

ITO Ii8

112 133

161 166
165 145

675 712

131 Knapp . . 135 172 161
160 Gavey . . 172 2...6 123
141 Brower . . 230 235 121
163 Martin . . 125 238 155

202 Thayer . . i58 143 176

Totals . • 794 778 797 Totals . . 720 794 736

March 15th.—Representatives B. A. vs. Gorham
Mfg. Co.:

Tonry . . . 91 150 162 Cook . .
Booth . . . 109 133 115 Almon .

. . . 90 90 90 Pinover . . 133 113 95
Drake . . . 145 III 150 Wheeler . [45 224 125
Cook . . . 134 112 . Stone , . 130 165 197

. 172 142 145
722 170 147

Totals . . 569 596 607 Totals .

March Oth.—King Optical Co. vs. A. H. Smith
& Co.:

• 701 714 709

Regenhard
Atzert .
Reast . .
Gorkum .
Holker .

142
. 152

• 143
. 166
• 193

Totals . . 796

155 133
165 253
134 143
158 148
262 162
— —
774 739

March I7t11.—C. F.
Ballou:

W. G.Wood 158 181
Mumford . 131 232
Knox . . . 137
J. 13. Wood 178
E. E. Wood 178

—
Totals . . 782

134
139 228

181 202

— --
817 945

Capouilliez 161 189 152
Neely . . 94 219 103
Greason . 163 124 146
Frazee . . 18t 138 142
Gruner . . 193 147 131

Totals . . 792 707 674

Wood & Co. vs. Udall &

164 Bush . . 140 16r 176
203 Miller . . . 148 290 143
248 Kirby . . . 186 171 16o

Doherty . . 172 119 178
Daub . . . 140 163 128

Totals . . 786 

- 

804 785

Standing of the Clubs
Per- High

Won Lost collage Score

'Tiffany & Co . 2 
.757
.

Avery & Brown  
2'1 10 7438
26 10 .722C. F. Wood St Co.  
26 10 .722Jos. Fahys & Co.  

Julius King Optical Co.   24 15 .115
Aikin, Lambert & Co 22 17

18 15 
.564

L. E. Waterman Co  .545 
 21 18 .538Dennison Mfg. Co.. .

ElgituioNnittional Watch Co  4 32 .2151:

.....4:44:7917426243

704

Udall & Bstiluu   17 19
Nissen and Lewis Cos.  
A. If. Smith & Co  

17 19

Keystone aud Crescent Cos. . .   15 2291
Gorham Mfg. Co.   12 21

Representatives Bowling Associa-
  7 29 761

897
867
945
887
864
857
824
853
841
808
863
745
773

,

r

4,

IV)

f■.,

Hat

Sash
Cuff
Chains
Combs

Ilk Mi.

-117411V,..

401.1.1116-

4410wrizeititil"

40111116.....:Ap'
„..
. vcuiplow

'15v --Aremow

CORRECT STYLES
Pins Bracelets

Waist Sets Neck Chains
Pins Brooches
Links Cuff Pins

Crosses
Pendants

Gold, Silver, Gold Filled

Did it ever occur to you that
we MIGHT have the BEST line of

staple goods as well as of Novelties

r" /I

I/ f d ■ 0 /

15 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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The indications of an early Spring
will put new zest in the heart for
life and for business.

11 Our Easter Supplement, recently
mailed to established Jewelers,
will be attractive to those dealers
interested in the goods that are
now selling.

11 Having been impressed with the fact
that the Easter season is becoming more
and more a gift season, we have mailed to
the trade an exceptionally interesting sup-
plement illustrating those articles that will
brighten up jewelry stocks.

IL Our general line will be found in the
1905 B. A. & Co. Catalogue.

WESTERN BUREAU OF TOM KEYSTONE

Room 601 COI.UMBUS MEMORIAL HOILDINO

COICAO0, NIzirch 25,1905

Business Conditions There has been a change for

and Prospects the better in the lines repre-

sented by this journal since

this time last month. Reports from the different

jobbing houses in the West and Northwest, as well

as those in this market, indicate that March will be

a better month than February and that trade is

improving slowly, but surely. Such improvement

is certainly due at this date. If there is such a

thing as that vaguely spoken of as the " spring

trade," it should be in evidence now that the

month of March has passed away. Time was

when the spring trade was a more tangible quan-

tity than now. Before business was gone after

with such vigor, and before facilities of all kinds

for distribution were so good, the buying for the

year was done largely at two Seasons—spring and

fall. But nowadays the situation is different. The

travelers sell spring goods at all times and they are

delivered whenever wanted, so that there is no

definite time when the spring trade begins or

leaves off. Meanwhile, there is in the country at

large a generous movement in commercial circles,

as indicated, for example, in the clearing house

statistics, which show a remarkable increase be-

yond last year. There does not seem to be any

recession from the hopeful tone that has prevailed

for some time, and the trade here in the great

West are looking forward to a large business for

the year.
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A Large Number
of Removals This
Season

There will be a larger number

of removals among the retail,

wholesale and manufacturing

trades May 1st, this year, than

usual. The tendency seems to

be toward Wabash Avenue, and this tendency will

grow, as a disposition prevails among the whole-

sale firms to give up State Street to the retail trade.

Predictions are now freely made that in five years'

time a large majority of the wholesale and manu-

facturing firms in the jewelry and optical trades

will be housed on Wabash Avenue. it will be

seen by the following list of removals that this

tendency is growing : Otto Young & Co., for

years at 149-151 State Street, will occupy the entire

sixth floor of the new Heyworth Building, at

Wabash and Madison ; the Peerless Optical Com-

pany will remove to the fifth floor of the same

building ; Sproehnle & Co., now located in the

Stewart Building, will have handsome and most

desirable quarters on the eleventh floor of the new

Heyworth Building ; the Theo. W. Foster & Bro.

Company, now at 103 State Street, will have an

office on the fifth floor of the Heyworth ; Martin,

Copeland & Co., now at 131 Wabash Avenue, will

have an enlarged office on the fifth floor of the

Heyworth ; the Western office of the Towle Man-

ufacturing Company will move to the seventh floor

of the Heyworth, where they will have enlarged

and handsome quarters ; Hamilton & Hamilton,

Jr., will have an office on the eleventh floor of the

same building ; the Scott Bros. Company move to

the eighth floor of the Heyworth ; Emil Braude &

Bro., to the seventh floor of the same building ; S.

K. Huston to the eleventh, and F. W. H. Schmidt

to the same floor of the same building ; the Jewel-

ers' School of Engraving will also occupy a suite

on the eleventh floor of the Heyworth ; the West-

ern headquarters of THE KEYSTONE, now in the

Columbus Memorial Building, will remove to the

twelfth floor of the new Hey worth ; Geo. L.

Brown & Co., now in the Columbus Memorial, will

have an office on the twelfth floor ; the Bradley &

Hubbard Manfg. Co., now at 131 Wabash, will

move to the fifth floor of the Heyworth ; E. V.

Roddin & Co., will occupy quarters on the eighth

floor of the Heyworth, likewise Graffe & Stanek,

and J. H. Purdy & Co., on the seventh, and the

Judson Emblem Co. on the eleventh. There are

other firms figuring on space in the " Heyworth,"

who have not as yet signed their leases, whom we

expect to be able to report in our next issue.

The Swedish Watchmakers'

Swedish Society of Chicago, cele-

Watchmakers' Annual brated its thirteenth anni-
Exhibit and Meeting versary in connection with

the annual exhibit cf the

new work of its members on the evening of March

18th, in the rooms of the Swedish Business Men's

Club, 171 Washington Street. There was quite a

large attendance and the exhibition was a success.

There were speeches, songs and music throughout

the evening, the happy company lingering until a

late hour. One of the pleasant events of the even-

ing was the presentation of honorary members'

certificates to the club's two honorary members,

John R. Lilja, with Benj. Allen & Company, and

Oscar F. Engwall, with C. D. Peacock. The

certificates were beautifully engrossed and framed.

There were a number of interesting exhibits of the

handiwork of the members of the society on

exhibition. The judges awarded a gold medal

and diploma to Einar Bagge, with the Chicago

office of Robbins & Appleton, for a complete regu-

lator watch movement. A bronze medal was

awarded to Olof Andersen, with C. D. Peacock,

for a new stem wind and setting attachment for

watches, which Mr. Andersen has patented. In

order to stimulate interest in the next annual

exhibition of the society, a number of prominent

firms in the trade have made donations. Among

them we will mention the American Waltham

Watch Company, who have donated a 16 size

bridge model movement in a solid gold case, to

be given as a special prize for excellence in work-

manship on watches during 19(36. The Elgin

National Watch Company have presented two

watch movements for the same purpose. F. H.

Jacobson & Company donated a gold watch case.

The Keystone Watch Case Company donated

one of their celebrated Jas. Boss cases. Donations

were also made by Illinois Watch Case Com-

pany, C. H. Knights & Company, Wadsworth

Watch Case Company, South Bend Watch Com-

pany and the Dueber-Hampden Company. Benj.

Allen & Co. donated a complete watch ; L. H.

Keller & Co., of New York, a watchmaker's lathe,

likewise Swartchild & Company, of Chicago;

C. D. Peacock, a slide rest, and Kendrick & Davis

a staking tool. The society proposes to have a

tool room later on, so that members can borrow

expensive tools as they now borrow books from

the society's library. The annual election of

officers took place at this meeting, which resulted

as follows : President, Gus. Erickson ; vice-presi-

dent, John Ohlson ; treasurer, Einar Bagge ; re-

cording secretary, John Lunstrom ; financial sec-

retary, L. 0. Liljegren ; marshal, A. Westberg,

and librarian, S. Malmborg. Reports from the

retiring officers showed the society to be in a pros-

perous condition.

Secretary Halbe, of the Illinois Optical Society,

returned from Springfield this morning, where he

had been since Monday, hustling for the bill now

before the State legislature to regulate the practice

of optometry. The bill has already passed the

senate, but still hangs fire in the house.

Henry Lodge, representing Spaulding & Com-

pany's art department, expects to sail for Europe

April 21st, on a buying trip. He will be absent

two months.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Mather, 6134 Madison

Avenue, entertained a small company of friends at

an informal reception to celebrate their twenty-first

wedding anniversary on the evening of March 6th.

Mr. Mather is well and favorably known in the

trade as the Chicago and Western manager for the

Geo. H. Fuller & Son Company, and his many

friends will congratulate him upon the event.

Grove Sackett, who recently resigned as

manager of the Chicago office of the William L.

Gilbert Clock Company, to accept the position of

treasurer and managing director of the Cranford

Realty Co., Cranford, N. J., will leave Chicago for

his new home some time in April.

R. M. Winans is the new manager at Spaulding

& Company's, 'having entered upon his duties

March 1st. Lloyd 'Minor, who resigned recently,

held the position of president and manager. The

offices are now divided, Benj. Allen being presi-

dent, and Mr. Winans manager.

The marriage of Miss Albertine Whitney

Flershem, only daughter of Lem. W. Flershem,

of Lapp & Flershem, to Joseph Loring Valentine,

of Boston, is announced for Saturday, April 29th.

It will be an evening wedding at the Fourth Pres-

byterian Church, and will be followed by a small

reception at the Virginia Hotel.

(Continued on page 571)
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E. M. Lunt, manager of the Chicago office of
he Towle Manufacturing Company, has just re-
turned from a two-weeks' trip to factory head-
. ivarters.

Charles Green, manager of the Paris branch of
Spaulding & Company, arrived in town this week
direct from the gay French capital. Mr. Green
will remain in Chicago for a few weeks, studying
the demands of this field in reference to the foreign
market.

John H. Mertz, well and favorably known in
the Chicago trade from his long connection with
the old firm of Rich & Allen, and latterly that of
Ferdinand Lotz, has resigned from the latter and
accepted a responsible position in the office of the
Juergens & Andersen Company.

Charles M. Fogg, secretary and treasurer of
The Keystone Watch Case Company, Philadelphia,
spent Monday and Tuesday of this week in Chicago
ill the interests of the company he represents.
Mr. Fogg was looking well, said he never felt
better, and regretted that he could not remain with
us longer.

F. M. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Company, is
enjoying an outing among the Florida resorts,
accompanied by his family.

A. W. Crawford, of Charles L. Crawford &
Company, Peoria, Ill., familiarly known in this
market as " Bert," after spending ten days in town,
left for Arizona last week to look after his milling
i nterests.

George F. Sherwood succeeds Grove Sackett
as Chicago and Western agent of the W. L. Gilbert
Clock Company. Mr. Sherwood was Mr. Sackett's
assistant for several years past, and is well known
to the trade.

Samuel Swartchild, of Swartchild & Company,
will sail for Europe early in May. Mrs. Swartchild
will accompany him, and they will be absent about
three months.

Paul Juergens, of the Juergens & Andersen
Company, Mrs. Juergens and their daughter, are
spending the early spring among the sunshine and
flowers of Southern California. They expect to be
absent until July, spending the greater part of June
at Portland, Ore., doing the Lewis and Clark Expo-
sition. The month of May they will spend at San
Francisco and in doing Northern California. Their
trip is purely one of rest, recreation and sight-
seeing.

J. G. Brown, from the watch department of
Spaulding & Company, has gone to Europe for
the spring and summer. Mr. Brown will spend
most of his time while away at the Paris store of
this firm.

Sol. Kaiser, of Louis Strassburger, Son & Co.,
returned last week from a month's trip to the
Pacific Coast, in the interest of his firm.

Gossip Among the Trade

G. W. Hamilton, practicing optician, with an
office in the Stewart Building, contemplates moving
into the new Heyworth Building early in May.

A. M. Church, railway time inspector, will
remove from the seventh floor of the Champlain
Building to the fifth floor of the Chicago Savings
Bank Building.

Robert J. Wilson has resigned his position
with Wm. G. Marstrom & Company, to go with the
Chicago office of Stern Brothers & Company, to
look after the city trade.

Samuel K. Huston, wholesale dealer in dia-
monds, will remove from the Champlain Building
to the Heyworth Building May 1st.

The Jewelers' Club, of Chicago, is progressing
finely. The club has recently announced a series
of entertainments for Saturday evenings. The
first and third of each month will be smokers, and
the second and fourth, " ladies' nights." The
entertainment committee announce interesting pro-
grammes especially for ladies' nights. A billiard
tournament has already started. The nomination
committee of the club has posted the following
nominations for the official ticket : For president,
G. V. Dickinson, general manager Elgin National
‘Vatch Company ; for vice-president, Thos. Rudd,
of Chas. E. Graves & Company ; for treasurer,
H. P. Juergens, of the Juergens & Andersen Com-
pany ; for financial secretary, W. E. Bentley, with
Stern Brothers & Company ; for secretary, Geo.
H. Hazlitt ; Harry W. Hahn, John H. Hardin and
S. T. A. Loftis for members of board of governors
for two years, and B. F. Coffin, Benj. M. Engel-
hard and L. H. Schafer for one year. Election
day at the club is April 4th, tr a.m. to 2 P.M., and
6 P.M. to 9 P.M. It is expected that a members'
ticket will be put in the field and a lively election
is predicted.

F. C. Klein & Brother, la pidists, for a number of
years located on the fifteenth floor of the Champlain
Building, will remove to the fourteenth floor of the
new Chicago Savings Bank Building, at the south-
west corner of State and Madison Streets, about
April 1st. In their new location they will have
nearly double their present space and will largely
increase their facilities for taking care of the wants
of the trade in their line by putting in new modern
machinery.

The following list of students have recently
taken up the study of optics at the Northern
Illinois College, this city : Iver B. Iverson, Spring-
field, Ill.; Mrs. Katherine Ellery, Detroit, Mich.;
Davis S. Jones, Independence, Iowa ; Chas. W.
Lalicker, Ipava, Ill.; Gertrude Stanton, Minne-
apolis, Minn.; Miss Elizabeth Nero, Chicago ; 0.
H. Weedman, Saybrook, Ill.; Walter E. Sharp-
flack, Akron, Ohio ; Geo. E. Hervey, Akron,
Ohio ; H. C. Anderson, Taylorville, Ill.; W. L.
Balinger, Aurora, Ill.; H. R. Gale, Clark, S. Dak.;
Chas. A. Dreiss, Green Bay, Wis.; L. R. Covert,
Ohio, and Ida Isch, of Washburn, Ill.

The Walker-Edmund Company, a retail and
mail-order house, for several years past located on
the seventh floor of the Stepart Building, have
leased the corner room on the second floor of the
Columbus Memorial Building, which they %rill
occupy after May 1st.

The Hold Automatic Clock Company has re-
cently incorporated here with a capital of $25o,000,
to manufacture clock devices. Walter H. Cham-
berlain, George .L. Wilkinson and H. S. Gaither
are the incorporators.

The Chicago branch of the Julius King Optical
Company will remove from the eighth floor of the
Champlain Building to the new Chicago Savings
Bank Building, at the southwest corner of State and
Madison Streets, where they will occupy parts of
the fourteenth and fifteenth floors. They expect
to move early in April.

W. A. Pickard, the pioneer in the hand-painted
china business, has just removed to his new shop
at 1500 East Ravenswood Park, on the North Side,
where he has just completed a new building built
especially for the wants of his business. On Tues-
day evening, March 21st, Mr. Pickard gave a
housewarming to his employees, which was
greatly enjoyed by those present. Professor Oscar
I.. Triggs, of the University of Chicago, delivered
an interesting talk on the " New Shop." Mr.
Pickard claims to be the originator of hand-painted
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china for the trade in America. He first establish-
ed himself in the business in 1893, and this is the
second removal he has found imperative on account
of the demands of a growing business.

The Chicago and 'estern office of the Bassett
Jewelry Company, of Providence, R. I., is now
located in room 710 Columbus Memorial Building,
with Clarence J. Roehr in charge as usual.

Graffe & Stanek, who a year ago succeeded
G. W. Hook, the old-established manufacturing
jeweler, at 553 State Street, have leased new quar-
ters on the eighth floor of the Heyworth Building,
and will occupy the entire west side of the building
Oil that floor, 1700 square feet of floor space in all.
In their new location they will increase their facili-
ties, and will in every way be better able to take
care of their steadily increasing business.

Holsman & Alter, wholesale, 128 Dearborn
Street, will remove to larger quarters at 178-180
East Madison Street, about May 1st.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving, Prof. R. 0.
Kandler, chief instructor, will remove to larger,
handsomer, more convenient quarters in the new
Heyworth Building about May 1st.

The J. H. Stouffer Company have just opened
up an art studio at 3000 South Park Avenue, where
they are displaying an entirely new and highly
artistic line of hand-painted china, to which they
invite the attention of the trade. They have a
modern shop, plenty of light, fresh air and ideal
surroundings, and they propose to turn out only
strictly high-grade work.

News from the Trade

W. J. Johnston, head of the well-known Pitts-
burg wholesale firm that bears his name, spent a
day in Chicago the early part of the month,
en route home from a ten-days' outing in Colorado.

E. V. Saunders, with A. I. Hall & Son, whole-
sale, San Francisco, spent several days in Chicago
the early part of the month.

Charles Myers, of Vautrot & Myers, jewelers
and opticians, Warren, Ohio, is spending a week
in Chicago, pursuing a course in engraving at the
Jewelers' School of Engraving.

Harry Wooster for several years past house
salesman for F. A. Hardy & Co., but lately cover-
ing Chicago and near-by towns for this house, will,
on April ist, take.the position of far Western sales-
man for the firm, traveling from their Denver
branch, and making that city his headquarters.
Mr. Wooster is a bright and energetic young man
who will undoubtedly make a success in his new
position.

Herman C. Anderson, son of Jeweler Ander-
son, of Taylorville, Ill., is spending a few weeks in
Chicago, studying optics at the Northern Illinois
College.

The Charles M. Robbins Company, the well-
known manufacturers of emblem goods, Attleboro,
Mass., have established a Western office in room
6o2 Columbus Memorial Building, with Frank A.
Chace, Jr., in charge. Mr. Chace will also look
after the firm's interests among the Western whole-
sale trade.

News has been received by the trade here that
Mr. Rentz, head of the Rentz Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Wells, Minn., is recovering from a serious
auto accident.

Jeweler Arthur Miller, of Fort Dodge, Iowa,
who was confined to the hospital by a severe ill-
ness during a part of February and early March, is
now reported as able to attend to business again.

News has reached the Chicago trade that R. II.
Worrell, the Well-known jeweler, of Mexico, Mo.,
will soon incorporate his business with a capital of
$25,000 under the firm-name of Worrell Jewelry
Company. Mr. Worrell has just leased the corner
store room and the adjoining row next to his
present location, and will make extensive improve-
ments ill the corner room especially which be
used for the jewelry department of the firm, the
adjoining room for their cut glass, fine china and
stationery department, and the store room now
occupied by Mr. Worrell will be arranged for the
musical parlors of the Worrell-Parks Music Com-
pany. Connecting doors will lead from one room
to the other. When the new firm completes its
improvements, they expect to have one of the most
complete establishments of its kind in Missouri.

Dr. Chalmers Prentice has accepted an invita-
tion to speak before the Chicago Press Club on
March 29th, on " The Relation of Optometry, to
Newspaper Work."

(Continued on page 573)



Who Hustle While we Wait

We demonstrate the fact to JEWELERS in EVERY STATE that our
MODERN METHODS are worth considering.

Alitramn E.Tt
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ANDMAKES SOLDER FLOW OUICKL Y.

METAL SPECTALTIES MEG. CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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ill ihe large eities, where heretofore 11:1.

III.' 110,1 1.11111:11% Beu-alisc I hi, Carla, rep,.
polemics a gasoline vapor, Ivhieli flame is holler,
11101.l. eVoll 1111,1 cle:1111'1 :Illy ut ui. YOII 1111E11
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oH the blow:er and poll :1113 ready til !Heft g1/111,
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There is no middle grounil bwahe spins, outfit.
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pi III, ul I, NMI will give 111,.1.1. perfect restills than
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away hetier than anything of the kind you have
4.u-el. seen, oil it back and we ilI 1,111111 your
lie orey. I i will do us we say the first time you try
it, and it will lieep right on doing it as long is you
use it. It is a distinct success in every way.

Prices net
Outfit Complete   $11.75
Outfit, without Bellows •
Generator (B)   5-64
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.35
Foot Bellows (C) . 3.76

Sams' Flux is far superior, and will go twice as far as liqtaid solo.
lions. It is more COUVellient to handle; %corks easily Irina any karat of
solder. It contains no deleterious material, which is in liquid solutions.
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METAL SPECIALTIES MFG. CO.
CHICAU0ON THE SOX QUESTION

CLEARING SALE Lined Silverware Boxes
Siuuuilaur to cut but with Dome Padded Top, Embossed Leatherette,

No. 12. For 6 K. and 6 F. Med.
No. 13. Ii Forks only 
No. 14. Berry Sputum  
No, 12. Butter soul Sugar .
No. 16. Cold Meal. . . .
No. 17. Sugar  
No. 1•4.
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2.00
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1.00
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These are positively the best bargains ever offered in Lined Silverware
Boxes. We need I lie space for other goods.

Prices net, by the dozen
Our pr1.i2c8eNo. 88, $3.00 Plush NVatelt Boxes, 0 and 6 sizes . .........
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Bright Flesh Color
Translucent
Transfer Sign

Warranted not to rub ME
Sign complete as show' .

Eye is 18 x 13%; letter 3 u.
only 92e 

Eye only 18x13%. 62c, eau a
Eye only 12x 934, 45e. "
Eye only 6x 4%. 23e. "
Letter only com-

plete, 16x3 . 47e.

We have other styles o
signs

Wholesale Jewelers and Watchmakers' Supplies
151=153 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

(Continued from page 570

Frank Thayer, of E. L. Thayer & Brother,
Rockford, Ill., has only recently returned from a
three-weeks' pleasure trip through the South. Mr.
Thayer accompanied an excursion of Rockford
business men, and reports a most delightful time.

Mrs. Martin Torsen, wife of Jeweler Torsen, of
Decorah, Iowa, and daughter have been spending
the winter in Southern California for the benefit of
Mrs. Torsen's health. Word comes from the
Golden Shores of the Pacific that she is much im-
proved and enjoying life in that country. Mr. Tor-
sen expects to join his family early in April to re-
main some weeks in California.

W. D. Werner, of.Grand Rapids, Mich., tine
of the younger jewelers of that enterprising and
growing city, not to be outdone in the way of im-
provements, says he is now fitting up the finest
jewelry store in the Wolverine State. Mr. Werner
has about completed his extensive improvements.

T. V. Moreau, for the past eleven years mana-
ger for E. B. Meyrowitz, retail optician, Minnea-
polis, Minn., has just opened an office at 616
Nicollet Avenue, that city, as a dispensing optician.
Mr. Moreau has fitted up a thoroughly modern
retail optical store and purchased his opening bills
in this market. He is well-known and popular in
Minneapolis, and his new venture promises well.

Jeweler M. Hainer, of Macomb City, Miss, who
is well-known in this market, has recently suffered
from a fire. Fortunately he met with only a
nominal loss, but feels that he has quite enough of
the fire fiend, as this is the second time he has had
a blaze in four months' time.

NV. E. Crellin, the well-known dealer of Chilli-
cothe, Mo., who has been confined to his home by
illness the greater part of the time since the open-
ing of the year. At last accounts he was able to
he at business again.

Charles Wilkinson, formerly with the Stein &
Ellbogen Company, is now covering Michigan terri-
tory for the Calvin Clatter Company.

Jeweler F. C. Wurzburg, of Grand Rapids,
Mich., is fitting up one of the finest stores in the
growing metropolis of Western Michigan. Mr.
Wurzburg has been successful during his long
career, and is determined to have a thoroughly
modern establishment.

Jeweler Frank Hyde, of Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, has been enjoying a recreation and sight-
seeing trip to the Pacific Coast the past six weeks,
spending most of his time in Southern California.
Mr. Hyde is accompanied by Mrs. Hyde and their
family. They expect to return home about
April ist.

Lewis & Van Sickel have succeeded Jeweler
William Morris, at Oskaloosa, Iowa. Mr. Morris
is retiring from business on account of ill health.

L. R. Miller, Southern traveler for J. \V. For-
singer, left the middle of the month for an exten-
ded trip over his territory.

Jeweler John Ellis, Jr., of Calumet, Mich., has
Just been re-elected city assessor of that town.

Ed. Miller, well-known as a buyer for Jeweler
Geo. N. Conklin, of Marquette, Mich., will have
the sympathy of the trade in the critical illness of
his wife.

F. A. Hardy & Company have just opened a
London office at 16 Henrietta Street, Strand, W. C.,
with Mr. Sidney Richardson, a gentleman well and
favorably known in the optical trade of Great
Britain, in charge. The firm will keep on hand at
their London office a full line of their optical
specialties and other optical goods of American
manufacture that they believe will be suitable for
the English market. This is a new venture for a
Yankee wholesale and manufacturing optical
house, and we believe they will find it a profitable
one.

F. M. Bartling, of Grand Island, Nebr., has
accepted a position as watchmaker for Jeweler
H. P. Proctor, of Grinnell, Iowa. Mr. Bartliag was
recently married to Miss Elizabeth Held, of Grand
Island,

The Holmes, Irving Company, retail, Des
Mottles, Iowa, were robbed of a tray of diamond
jewelry valued at ittsoo on Saturday evening.,
March 18th at nine o'clock. The thief broke the
plate-glass window with a car link and helped him-
self to the goods. At last accounts no trace of
the thief or the goods had been reported.

J. E. Eckert, of Marengo, Iowa, has just com-
pleted a naphtha launch eighteen feet long, vvhich
he will use as a pleasure boat on the Iowa river.

FL U. Meyers, practicing optician, for several
years past located at tor Washington Street, has
removed to De Kalb, Ill., where he has embarked
in the retail optical business. He reports business
as opening up nicely with him and that he is well
pleased ‘vith his new home.

Fred. G. Steglich, one of the veteran jewelers
of Grand Rapids, Mich., and well and favorably
known in this market, will put in 0 new modern
front in his store this spring IS yell as new and
handsome fixtures, which will give him an up-to-
date establishment.

Mr. and Mrs. Bierley, of Oshkosh, Wis., have
just returned from a two-months' visit to their old
home in Canada.

C. A. Stevenson, of Holland, Mich. who was
1.confined to his home the early part of %!larch, suf-

fering from a case of la grippe, is now able to be
about business again.

Geo. A. Clark, the well-known jeweler, of
Lorain, Ohio, has admitted his son, Frank, to an
interest in the business. The firm now reads,
G. A. Clark & Son.

Jeweler Charles Tutzel, of Benton Harbor,
Mich., and %vile, have been spending the winter
and early spring among. the Florida resorts. They
I ave been enjoying their sojourn in the South
very illicit and expect to return home. by April 1st.

August Wetteroth, the veteran jeweler, of
St. Joseph, Mo., is spending the last days of winter
and the early spring in Southern California, on a
recreation mid sight-seeing trip, greatly to his en-
joyment and pleasure.

Out-of-Town Visitors

Frank B. Harris, of Lincoln, Nebr., xvas among
the leading Western jewelers \vim have visited this
market recently. He was here on a buying trip.

Mrs. Fred. Young, Nvife of Jeweler Young, of
Maquoketa, Iowa, was a trade caller in the Chicago
market recently.

C. F. \V. Marquardt, of Norfolk, Nebr., spent
a week in Chicago the early part of the month
combining. business with pleasure.

Herman Huesgen and wife, of Devils Lake,
N. Dak. spent a few days in Chicago the early
part of the month enjoying metropolitan life and
attending to their spring buying.

Morris Joseph, of S. Joseph & Sons, of Des
Moines, Iowa wits in Chicago for several days
recently on a business trip,

A. C. Wortley, of Kalamazoo, Mich., was a
visiting buyer in this market last week.

J. H. Greve, of Mason City, Iowa, wits in the
Chicago market recently on a purchasing trip.

W. H. Carew, of Streator, Ill., was here last
week selecting his line of Easter novelties.

S. B. Walton, of Unionville, Mu., spent a few
days in this market recently selecting his spring
lines.

E. L. Thayer, of E. L. Thayer & Brother,
Rockford, Ill., was a welcome buyer in this market
last week.

Traub Brothers & Company, of Detroit, were
recently represented in this market by Robert C.
Traub, who was here for a day combining business
with pleasure.

Mrs. B. Maier, wife of Jeweler Maier, of Edin-
burg, Ind., was a trade caller in this market last
week selecting Easter novelties for the home store.

Charles S. Erber, of Texarkana, Texas, spent
several days in the Chicago market recently select-
ing late spring novelties.

II. B. Shillito, of the H. B. Shillito Company,
Sault St. Marie, Mich., was in Chicago recently on
a spring purchasing trip.

C. B. Ilueherer, of Lipsic, Ohio, was a visiting
buyer in this market the early part of the week on
the lookout for late Easter novelties.

C. Veuve, of Peotone, Ill., spent a day in this
market recently selecting goods for the home store.

Joseph Chero, of Iron River, Nlich., was in
Chicago for a few days recently combining business
with pleasure.

J. B. Schaefer, of Sandusky, Ohio, spent a day
in Chicago the early part of the month selecting
goods for the home market.

A. Huss, of Libertyville, Ill., was here for a
day recently doing some buying.

G. W. Chase
' 

of Moberly, Mo., was a trade
caller in this market last week making extensive
purchases.

Frank Ricketts, of Charleston, Ill., spent a day
in this market last week selecting his Easter lines.

Burnett Brothers, of Chehalis and Aberdeen,
Wash., were represented in this market for a few
days early in the month by Simon Burnett, who
was here on at purchasing trip. Mr. Burnett
called at KEVSTONE headquarters while in town
and reported that the Pacific Northwest was
quite prosperous, owing to its rapid growth h.
population and expanding trade with the Orient
He predicted a great future for that part of ott.
country on account of its immense natural re-
sources, which were only beginning- to be de-
veloped. Mr. Burnett was doing some buying
while here, and said that his firm were expecting at
good spring and sutnmer business.

Will. Z. Searle, jeweler-optician, of Petoskey,
Mich., was in Chicago for a day recently calling on
the wholesale and manufacturing trade in the
jewelry and optical lines. Mr. Searle was a plea-
sant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters while in
town.

A. H. Frandsen, of Monmouth, Ill., accom-
panied by Mrs Frandsen, spent a few days in town
this week taking in the sights and selecting goods
for the Easter trade.

R. G. Rutherford, of Mt. Vernon, was in
Chicago a day last wed k selecting his spring bills.

L. P. Hinson, of Richland, loon, spent a few
days in the Chicago market recently making a
selection of spring novelties for the home store.

R. H. Brabb, of Ypsilanti, Mich., was in town
for a few days recently on his spring purchasing
trip. While in the city Mr. Brabb made a pleasant
call at KEysToNE headquarters.

A. E. Palmer, of Grand Forks, N. Dak., was
it visiting buyer in the Chicago market the early
part of the month in search of new things for his
Easter trade.

J. Gansl, of Portland, Ore., was a welcome
visiting buyer in this market last week. Mr. Gansl
reports trade good in the metropolis of Oregon.
The times are prosperous and everybody busy, en
account of the Bear approach of the opening- day
of the great Lewis and Clark Exposition, which
opens its gates to the world early in June. Mr.
Gansl further remarked that their exposition
promised to be a most creditable and interesting
affair kir a new country like the Pacific Northwest
and a comparatively young city like Portland. He
predicted that their big show would be an eye-
opener to Eastern people, and thought that every
Western and Eastern man who could possibly visit
it during the summer or fall would be amply repaid
for their time and expense by the wonderful sights
it would show them.

Jeweler Oscar Ludwig, of Waterloo, Iowa,
spent the last ‘veek in Chicago combining business
with pleasure.

Adolph Michaal, of Green Bay, Wis., spent a
few days in Chicago recently taking in the sights
and doing some spring buying.

Jeweler Will. Gamm, of Madison, Wis., spent
a few days in town last week enjoying metropoli-
tan life and selected a line of Easter goods for the
home market.

C. S. Barrett, practicing- optician, Freeport,
Ill., was a trade caller in this market last week.
Mr. Barrett brought the news that he had merged
his optical parlors with the jewelry business of
Toni Hollister, of that city, and that the firm now
reads Hollister & Barrett. Both these gentlemen
are well known in the trade as energetic and popu-
lar ciealers, and the new firm will undoubtedly
prove a winning combination.

Jeweler A. Y. Boswell, of Tulsa, Ind. Ter.,
spent several days in Chicago last week attending
to some buying and enjoying the sights of the
Western metropolis. Four years ago Mr. Boswell's
town was a little village of less than moo inhab-
itants. Gas and oil were struck near it. It began
to grow. To-day it has more than 7000 inhabitants,
and Mr. Boswell says the town is still growing-.
Soon Tulsa will have waterworks, street railways,
paved streets, a sewerage system, and all the utili-
ties of an up-to-date municipality. It has some of
them already. The town is growing wonderfully,
and will make quite a city before many years pass by.

C. H. Morrison, of Topeka, Kansas, spent
several days in the Chicago market recently select-
ing his spring bills. " Business prospects were
never better in Kansas than they are right now,"
said Mr. Morrison. " Crops have been good and
the prospects for another abundant harvest are ex-
cellent, so that there is reason to believe that our
good times will continue right through the year."
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The opening up of spring finds

Spring Trade is trade conditions in and about
Kansas City just about what
they were a month ago. Every-

body seems to expect a big spring business, but all

agree that it is late in arriving, and none can assign

a reason for the seeming backwardness of the

season. Theoretically, conditions are ideal for a
big spring trade, but for some reason it has so far

hung off coyly enough, and the usual spring busi-

ness is destined to arrive later than usual this year.

All authorities agree that 1905 should be one of the

greatest commercial years that the United States

has seen, and the fact that things are just the least

bit backwards right now does not deter these

optimists, who believe that prosperity is to be the

rule, and that the great Southwest is just the

section of the country where the horn of plenty

is to be emptied.

Kansas City jewelers are following with a great

deal of interest the case of J. L. Betts, h jeweler, of

Stanberry, Mo., who is now in the keeping of

t 'lilted States Marshal Durham, in St. Joseph, Mo.

S.veral Kansas City houses, including the C. B.

Norton Jewelry Co., C. A. Kiger and the Wood-

stock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Company, are

Betts' creditors for varying amounts, which will

probably have to remain on the wrong side of

the ledger. It is alleged that Betts secured an

assortment of valuahle goods from Kansas City

wholesalers on memorandum, and that later

he ostensibly sold out his jewelry store in Stan-

berry, retaining a great many diamonds and other

jewels in his possession. It is said that Betts

will be taken to Stanberry for trial, and a

prominent jeweler here says that the trade will be

stotrilpsrised at the daring and extent of his opera-

Late in Coming
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Last month it was an epidemic

Peculations by of window breaking that served
Employees to keep the Kansas City jewelers

interested. This month the

trusted employee has been getting in his work

With an adroitness that has left several jewelers

poorer for his peculations. One particularly daring

case was that of a man who had been with his

employer for four years. His form of stealing

consisted in melting up plain gold rings and sell-
ing them for old gold. Finally, growing bolder,

he offered for sale in Kansas City several sterling

silver spoons, which had been beaten up with a

hammer, and bent out of shape. Not enough

work had been done on the spoons, how-
ever, to make them look like bona fide old silver,

and the jeweler to whom they were offered recog-
nized the pattern, and had the spoons traced. The

series of thefts was brought home to the proper

party, who admitted that the thieving had extended

over a period of several months. On account of
the man's family, he was not prosecuted, but the
story got out, and is pretty generally known among

Kansas City jewelers.
A. D. Ackerman and wife, of Fairbury, Nebr.,

attended the grand opera performances in Conven-
tion Hall, March 31St and April 1st.

Peck & Vermillion have opened a new jewelry

store at Oak Grove, Mo.
Otto Knaur and E. H. Snow, of Woodstock-

Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Company's traveling

force, were in the latter part of March stocking

up their trunks for the spring trips.
Charles Jahn, of the Meyer Jewelry Company,

is recovering from a protracted illness.
The C. L. Merry Optical Company has com-

pleted extensive improvements in their office and
salesroom, which have been in the process of
installation for some time past. A suite of fine
new offices has been built along the north side of

the big salesroom for the use of C. L. Merry and

Fred. Merry. These offices have been furnished

newly in every particular with desks, cabinets and

everything of solid oak. The improvements have

not been limited to the private offices, but have

extended to the salesrooms, where fine new show

cases of oak and beveled glass have beets put in.
The Merry Company now has one of the finest

wholesale optical offices in the country.
Manor & McConnell, the jewelers' auction-

eers, of this city, have gone to Boise City, Idaho, to

conduct a sale.
J. R. Mercer spent a week in St. Louis last

month, on a trip which was a combination of busi-

ness and pleasure.
F. W. Wheeler, the jeweler, of Delphos, Kans.,

has moved to Hays City, Kans., and has gone

into business there.
Thomas Ware, of Gurney & Ware, went to

St. Louis last week to visit his brother, who is the

musical conductor of " Girls Will be Girls," for

which production he also wrote the music.

F. W. Swearingen, of Topeka, Kans., passed

through Kansas City last week, en route to

Chigago.
An heiress has arrived in the family of B.

Gustafson, of Lawrence, Kans.
Mr. Rinehart, of Rinehart & Slagle, Smith

Center, Kans., is spending some time in Excelsior

Springs for the benefit of his health.

L. Megede, of Richmond, Mo., is running for

mayor of that city.
Harry Carswell has returned from a trip to

St. Louis.
H. W. Nunnamaker, of Ellsworth, Kans., is

preparing to move his jewelry stock into a new

store building.
Gulliford has bought out the jewelry

stock of J. W. McClintock, Ellsworth, Kans., and

will continue the business.
Gus. Carlson, of Munter & Carlson, Linds-

borg, Kans., has been ill with pneumonia.

0. P. Davis, of Delphos, Kans., is preparing

to move into a new building.

The season for the class pin and ring is near at

hand, and the Meyer Jewelry Company has corral-

led a great number of the orders for those pieces

of jewelry. These orders include pins and rings

of many unique designs.

H. G. Butterfield, of Hamburg, Iowa, was a

visitor to the Kansas City wholesale houses last

month.
P. H. Young, of Dodge City, Kans., spent

several days here recently.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who visited

Kansas City and called on the jobbing houses

lately were : L. Megede, Richmond, Mo.; Harry

Davis, Iola, Kans.; L. Hoffinan, Leavenworth,

Kans.; Otto Burklund, Ossawatomie, Kans.; J. A.

Lukens, Bucklin, Kans.; James B. Hayden, Topeka,

Kans.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; T. S.

Terry, Downs, Kans., and B. S. Witham, Stock-

ton, Kans.

Manufacturing Jewelers' Association
of Newark

'file Manufacturing Jewelers' Association of
Newark, which has now been in existence over a
year, and has more than fifty members, held a
meeting recently and elected the following board
of managers : George R. Howe, of Carter, Howe
& Co.; Samuel Clark, of Day, Clark & Co.; Harry
Durand, of Durand & Co.; Joseph M. Riker, of
Riker Brothers ; H. M. Larter, of Larter & Sons;
Allan A. McDonald, of Sloan & Co.; Fred. A.
Schuetz, of Charles Schuetz & Sons ; Julius A.
Lebktiecher, of Krernentz & Co., and John A.
Shafer, of Shafer & Douglas. Managerial board
in turn elected the following officers : President,
George R. Howe ; vice-president, Samuel Clark ;
secretary, Harry Durand ; treasurer, Joseph M.
Riker. President Howe has appointed these stand-
ing committees : Finance, Joseph M. Riker, chair-
man ; Julius A. Lebknecher, and Joseph H. Shafer;
membership, H. M. Larter, chairman ; Fred. A.
Schuetz, and Allan A. McDonald ; good and wel-
fare, Alvah W. Osmum, chairman ; Theodore M.
Woodland, Andrew J. Hedges, Jr., Job F. Angell,
and Robert W. Adams.

The stated purpose of this organization is " to
provide social acquaintance and friendly inter-
course, to perpetuate the kindly interest and
co-operation that exists between employers and
employees, to correct any trade abuses that may
arise from time to time, and advance the common
interests of its members, as manufacturers and
merchants, by united action, hearty co-operation,
and in all legitimate ways." Membership is open
to individuals, firms or corporations actually en-
gaged in the manufacture of gold jewelry in the
city of Newark.

Jamestown, N. Y., Jewelers' Association

The regular monthly meeting of the James-
town, N. Y., Jewelers' Association was held on
Monday evening, March 6th, at the home of F. G.
Nordstrom. Regular routine business was trans-
acted, and the report of the committee on revision
of prices was received and accepted.

At the close of the business session, Miss
Grace E. Willard gave several piano selections,
after which the members were invited into the
dining-room, where a sumptuous repast was served
by Mrs. Nordstrom.

The members present were : F. G. Nordstrom
J. C. Mason, I... L. Nlason, Erick Dahlgren, E. R.
Langford, D. F. Persell, E. H. Goodenough, M. J.
Paquin, S. E. Anderson, F. L. Scudder and R. W.

officers of the association are : J. C.
ThayTehre. 

Mason, president ; R. W. Thayer, secretary and

next regular meeting will be held at the
treas iriee r.

home of S. E. Anderson, on Monday, April 3d.

Invisible Ink

The most curious of all kinds of invisible inks
is that from cobalt. It is a very remarkable
phenomenon that the figures traced out with this
ink may be made to disappear and reappear at
pleasure. This property is peculiar to inks obtained
from cobalt, for all the other kinds are at first in-
visible until some substance has been applied to
make them appear ; but when once they have ap-
peared, they remain. For the preparation of this
ink the Family Doctor gives the following recipe :
Take zaffre, and dissolve it in nitro-muriatic acid
till the acid extracts from it the metallic part of the
cobalt, which communicates to the zaffre in blue
color, then dilute the solution, which is very acrid,
with common water. If you write with liquor on
paper, the characters will be invisible ; but when
exposed to a sufficient degree of heat, they will be-
come green. When the paper has cooled, they will
disappear.
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Annual Banquet of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers' and

Silversmiths' Association

RUE to the anticipations of its promoters,
the annual banquet of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths'
Association, which took place at the

Welling-ton Hotel,, Providence, R. I., on Wednes-
day evening, March 15th, was a very notable
success. The personnel of the speakers, no less
than the character of their utterances, was of
especial interest and the event, as a whole, was
worthy of an organization which represents the
chief industry of that section.

It was a patriotic assemblage, too, from the
smallest item that beautified the many tables to the
magnificent array on the head table, which, in
its semi-circular form, glittered with multi-colored
electric lights and handsome cut glassware, in
which were huge bouquets of American roses.

Hundreds of tiny American flags upon the tables
gave a foundation of bright color to the ground-
work of the pure white napery, and punctuated
souvenirs of crepe paper napkins in the national
colors that graced the glasses at each plate. In the
middle of the head table was laid out a map of
North and South America, and the scheme was a
representation of the enforcement of the Monroe
doctrine by the United States Government.

The members began to arrive about 6 o'clock,
and for forty-five minutes before opening the festiv-
ities a formal reception was held. The guests of
honor and speakers of the evening were : Hon.
Jonathan P. Dolliver, United States Senator from
Iowa ; Col. John L. Shepherd, of New York ; Con-
gressman Capron, Gov. Utter and Mayor Miller.

The feast was presided over by Henry G.
Thresher, president of the association, and Hon.
Adin B. Capron, congressman from the second
district of Rhode Island, officiated as toastmaster.
Throughout the evening choice selections of music
were rendered by Reeves' orchestra.

In opening the speechmaking,
A Feast of President Thresher spoke briefly
Oratory of the work done by the officers

for the benefit of the association
and the jewelry business as a whole. Referring
to the organization, he said all were proud to
belong to it, as it did a good work, both on its
business and social side. He then gracefully
introduced Congressman Capron. In his remarks,
calling upon the different speakers, the congress-
man made many humorous remarks. He is an
after-dinner speaker of much more than ordinary
merit, and on this occasion he well sustained his
reputation. He called first for a toast to President
Roosevelt, and then alluding to the business of
America, he said that in Rhode Island there is one
huge trust, and that is a trust in Providence. He
then introduced Mayor Miller, who expressed his
felicitations to the association for the success of
the banquet. The members of the association, he
said, are engaged in a work that has made Rhode
Island known throughout the world. " There are
other things that have made Rhode Island famous,"
he continued, " but you are representatives of the
business that has made us a peat business State."

Governor Utter, who was pre-
Governor's Tribute sented as an executive who
to the State needed no introduction to the

company, received a rousing
ovation, in which, even the orchestral strains of
" Hail to the Chief," were drowned. Governor
Utter referred to his presence at the banquet of a
year previous and the enjoyment he had had at
that time, an enjoyment duplicated by the present.
The men present, he said, are engaged in one of
the leading industries of the State of Rhode Island.
He referred to the product of the different jewelers
in Providence and the Attleboros, and said that
business probity stood back of each house. When
a dealer, he said, purchased a chain stamped with

KEYSTONE

the well-known trade-mark of Hamilton & Hamil-
ton, Jr., or R. F. Simmons Co., they knew that
they were buying dependable goods, with a guar-
antee that would be backed up by the makers, or
if they purchased a diamond from Dutee Wilcox,
they knew that it would be as represented. These
personal references by the governor made a great
hit with his hearers, and were received with much
applause.
" Just so does our State need strict business

probity," he said. " We people of to-day are, I
feel, not sufficiently jealous of our State. We
allow people to malign it. To my mind the State
itself should be above suspicion to the people.
The patriotism of her people will be the one thing
which will keep the United States great.
" There are some things, it seems to me, we

are not doing. Some of you can remember your
school days and what you read in your readers.
You read the addresses of Webster and the great
men of the country's early history. And what do
your children read now ? They are beautiful stories,
but they are not the invigorating speeches of
a Webster. The true American people should

President Henry 0. Thresher

demand that the public schools should teach a
patriotism of something more than dollars or a tale
from a magazine.
" We are too apt to forget the necessity for a

good name in our political discussions, but as such
is necessary to man and business, so it is to a State,
kVho steals my purse steals trash, but he who

filches from me my good name robs me of that
which not enriches him, but makes me poor
indeed.'"

United States Senator Jonathan
Opportunities of P. Dolliver, of Iowa, was next
American Youth introduced and in his preliminary

remarks referred to his friend-
ship and association with Senators Aldrich and
Wetmore and Congressmen Capron and Bull. He
indorsed the statements made by Governor Utter
relative to the people of the United States and,
continuing, said :
" Our worst defect is not that we do not vote

right, but we have to have a large number of
motives to induce us to vote at all. One of the
things I greatly admired about President McKinley
was his devotion to his duties of citizenship. He
never allowed a voting day to go by without making
an effort to get to the polls. If you ask me what
the cause is of political troubles and evils, I will
say that it is from the failure of our people to live
up to that standard of fidelity. It is more impor-
tant that we vote than that we vote right. This
country may be damaged, and I do not fear any-
thing of that kind, not by failing to vote right, but
by failing to vote at all.
" There is sprung up it criticism of government

inherited from our fathers, not aimed at the abuses
of government, but at the foundation on which
society mid government has been founded for ages.
" There has sprung up a criticism aimed at the

foundation of government. I do not refer to
anarchy at the present time, and, indeed, I said
twenty years ago in Chicago that the whole creed
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of anarchy in America belongs to the board of
health, but I do allude to a body which has for
its purpose the overthrow of society, which pro-
poses bringing in a new order in which the children
of the poor shall come in for their division of the
wealth of the rich. I am not wasting much sym-
pathy on the children of the poor. My sympathy
is more for the children of the rich. The poor boy
has a great chance ahead of him. We are living in
a world where no one amounts to anything unless
he does something and accomplishes some gciod
result, and to do that we must work. Give a boy
$50,000 to start him out in life and the chances are
that he doesn't start, but rather ends up on the
door mat and may have to be kicked out. The
poor boy without any of this material assistance is
forced to fight his battle alone, and in his contact
with the world develops those qualities which tend
to success.
" The solutions of the really great problems of

society will, in my idea, be found in the application
to the daily life of the world of the law of Christ.
The law of human life is not one of ease and
repose, but is that of labor, sacrifice and service,
and I think a man renders this poor old world a
mean turn when he tries to take away from it the
obscure places where dwell the workers."

Senator Dolliver's reference to
The Blessings the cabin of Abraham Lincoln's
of Poverty mother in Kentucky, " a rude

cabin which sheltered in infancy
the mightiest man in the tide of time, a dwelling
more royal than all the palaces of the earth, even
though it did not shelter the childhood of a king,"
aroused the greatest enthusiasm. Continuing he
said : " A background of hard toil is behind every
business career of any importance in the United
States. Every man who has made the jewelers in
in New England attain their foremost position has
also come ffom the ranks. American civilization
is safe as long as the great leaders of the industrial
life have come from the ranks.

"Arid look at our colleges and how they have
to fight to pay their meagre salaries to their pro-
fessors ; and the churches, how they have to fight
for life. Sometimes we wonder why they cannot
be endowed by some of the unlimited wealth of
the country, but it will be an evil hour for the
American system of education to have such happen.
It is impossible to buy the gift of God with money,
and that's the law of strength applicable to insti-
tutions."

The speaker paid a warm tribute to the genius
of New England, saying : " You have taken care of
the old New England homestead, and you have sent
the children from those homesteads out to lay the
foundation of society in the West, far toward the
Pacific, and on the continent, from ocean to ocean,
has been put the 0. K. of New England civiliza-
tion. The strength of your rugged hills and forests
has got into our valleys. The strength of a man,
an institution and a community live in the hard-
ships surrounding it.
" The law of strength is applicable to nations,

and great nations do the great work ot the world,
because on their backs are the pressing responsi-
bilities of the passing centuries. Some of us are
timid, because of the burdens the United States is
carrying to-day, but I have never lost one nu )ment's
sleep over our ability to shoulder them all. It is a
great blessing- to the young men of the United
States that part Of our inheritance is the memory
of men like Lincoln and Seward. Two names of
our day, also, will ever remain on history's roll,
that of William McKinley, who bowed to the will
of God and laid down his burden, and of Theodore
Roosevelt, the stalwart young American President
who took it up."

References to the jewelry industry and its age
closed the speech of Senator Dolliver, and he was
followed by Lafayette Blair, of Boston, who spoke
briefly and humorously.

The feast of oratory was brought to a happy con-
clusion by a magnificent tribute to " The Genius of
the American Workman," by Col. John L.Shepherd,
of New York. The eloquent New Yorker painted
a most impressive word picture of the achieve-
ments of American ingenuity and industry,
incidentally glorifying the country and flag that
made such achievements possible. His words
struck a responsive chord in the hearts of the
assemblage, and loud applause followed his patri-
otic peroration.

This most successful banquet was then brought
to a close.
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Diamonds and Precious Stones,
artistically mounted and unmounted, in
quantities sufficient to guarantee you will
not lose a sale for lack of proper attention



1STERLING SILVER, CUT GLASS, KELVA

AND METAL GOODS
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KELVA
THE GREATEST LINE FOR 1905 ever put out.

Many additions, original novelties, fine workman-

ship and most attractive in appear-
ance is the MELVA

PRIZE CUPS
IN STERLING SILVER

Designs submitted in most UNIQUE and ARTIS1
CONCEPTIONS for all kinds of sports, yacht-

ing, automobiling, golf, organi-
zations, gifts, etc.

One of the strongest and most original lines out for the year 1905

We solicit your orders and correspondence

THE C. F. MONROE CO.
Address all communications, etc., to

Factory, Meriden, Conn.
Meriden, Conn. New York Salesroo,1

28 Barclay Strect

" SHIP'S BELL"

For use on
Desks,

Mantels,ete.

Suitable for
Regatta
Prize

In

tool
Offices

GOTHIC AND DORIC ; PARLOR AND BOUDOIR CLOCK!

010‘

corn))
boar
and
boil I
hour

in dark
1'001010

TRAVELING CLOCK

MARINE CLOCK
234 IN. "SPECIAL" AUTO CLOCK • ---■\.)

—

ROCKFORD SILVER PLATE CO. "
High-Grade Plated Flatware

HAS MADE

The Company an enviable reputation.

Several thousand staunch customers.

Thousands of satisfied " call-often"
customers for the retail jeweler.

Has for a quarter of a century been

as to-day, up to and a little

above the standard.

Is sold to retail jewelers only. Never by

department stores or mail order houses.

There's satisfaction and money in

handling it.

Same is true of our Hollowware.

THE " CHELSEA " Striking Fitted with Special Base for
Ship's Bell Clock use on Desks, Mantels, etc.

Ship's Bell is the li(st form of Striking Clock for use in sleeping rooms,
libraries, etc.

Clock in its round ease, also furnished without the Base. Hour and Half
Hour Striking and Time (not striking) movements furnished in similar Cases
and Bases, when so preferred. Large variety of finishes on Cases and Bases.
Auto Clocks always Yellow Brass, Sltip's Bell and Marine for use on Yachts,
Steamships, etc., Composition Brass, and for use in Residences, (Offices, Clubs,
etc., Copper Bronze, Black Oxide, Green Bronze, Red Brass, Yellow Brass, etc.

Above are a few of the many styles of Fine Clocks made by Che sea Clock Co. All are 8 Day, High Grade. These fine goods are dealt in only by Dealer •

Best Jewelry, Nautical Instruments and Yachting and Automobile Supplies, and are used by parties demanding the Best

Catalogs on application air Liberal Discounts to Dealers

YOU want the BEST ro• Ask for the CHELSEA
" CHELSEA " C. C. Co. AUTO CLOCK

(TRADE-MARK ) (TRADE-MARK) THADE-MA10K

0
Clock ir Chelsea Clock Co., 16 State St., Boston, U.S, A

i

ROCKFORD SILVER PLATE CO.
Largest Makers in America of EXCLUSIVELY 8-DAY, HIGH-OR,,01

Ship's Bell, Marine, Auto Clocks and Office Clocks

Rockford, Ill,



Here are some beauties from the

Simmons Fob Line!

These are the fob styles that will surely appeal to the best trade in your town—if you'relooking to get your share of that trade, put in a good assortment of them.Simmons' Fobs are solidly good, safe and salable goods—backed by the Simmons reputa-tion for quality and reliability and the Simmons guarantee.
Any pattern shown above, either ribbon or metal fob, can be furnished with the patentedSecurity Fob Attachment.

Sold by leading jobbers the country over

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY, Attleboro, Mass.
NEW v(11;I: ()1,1cE, 9-13 )1 \ WEN LANE 

\(,,1 (111 1 , 1, 103 -1 \ II -11:1.1. 1

All Simmons (twins and fobs have the letters R. F. S ei Co. ,lamped on Me / \:SIDE of the swivel bowDon/ confound this registered trade-mark ;.41//1 any similar combin,r/ion of letters

No. 2400 Fruit or Nut Bowl

Diatneter, 10', inches

French Orly Border Burnished Center

List Price, $4.40

' The Conqueror

Present(il 1 ottr patrons but a month ago, this bowl has in

I interim made so direct a way into general favor and

I nparalleled sale that we have dubbed it "The Gm( 1uer()F.''

It needs no salesmanship to exploit its merits—

'Tis Seen  'Tis Priced 'Tis Sold

Order frwu US or your jobber to-clay

The Homan Silver Plate Company

New York Salesroom. 32 Park Place

Chicago Salesroom, Silversmiths' Building

Boston Salesroom, Jewelers' Building

Office, Factory and Salesroom

Cincinnati, Ohio



it appears to be until spring comes with its
awakening influences, but time flies quickly
and the jeweler will soon find the dreary out-
look gone and spring business opening up.
He should be ready to meet the additional
demands of the trade.

41 We are prepared to meet such demands
with goods particularly suitable for spring
purchases. Among others, dainty Birth
Flower Pins, suitable for all months, but
especially adapted for the coming season.

41, Also La Vallieres, Drop Pendants and
Crosses. We have a large stock of the latter.
Let us supply your wants for the Easter
trade. Memo. packages on request.

Henry Freund off Bro.

Elk and Fraternal Order of Eagle Goods
a Specialty. Designs submitted and prices
quoted for Presentation Charms for Past
Exalted Rulers.

BroilLy.

The Masi Sensible Alarm Made

THE "F. W." ALARM is put up ill a very heavy
cast-iron case, attractively finished in Japanese

bronze and ornamented in relief ; the alarm, placed
in the back, rings long and extremely loud, but can
be stopped at will by a brass shut-off

The movement has all the advantages of our
UNIQUE CASTING CONSTRUCTION, which
permits the use of VERY THIN HARD STEEL
PIVOTS, reducing the friction to a minimum, assuring
;Ibsolutely true wheels and producing- perfect time-
keepers.

The " F. W." costs less than most of the nickel
long alarms on the market, and is handled by all the
leading jobbers.

INDIANAPOLIS
tn LETTER

The city directory for 1905 gives

A Great and 
the population of Indianapolis

Growing City as 214,105. In this, the capital

of Indiana, the jewelry and

optical industries are represented by six wholesale

and sixty-five retail jewelry establishments, two

wholesale tool and material houses, one wholesale

and eighteen retail optical firms. Trade in this

city has been greatly stimulated in the past two or

three years by the ever-increasing number of electric

railroads, %vhich bring buyers from all the surround-

ing towns. Trade in both city and State is in very

good condition, with most excellent prospects for

the spring.
Henry G. Werbe; the well-known and popular

salesman for J. C. Walk & Son, has announced the

engagement of his daughter, Miss Helen Werbe,

to Arthur Wellington, of Anderson. The wedding

will take place April 5th. Miss Werbe is a niece

of Julius C. Walk.
The Indianapolis Gun Club held its annual

spring tournament in this city during the first week

in March. Horace A. Comstock, a Washington

Street jeweler, is one of the best amateur shots in the

club, and his record during the meet was one to be

proud of.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton S. Wallace recently cele-

brated the first anniversary of their wedding. Mr.

Wallace is the popular citysalesman for the Baldwin-

Miller Company.
Miss Emma Binsac, buyer and chief clerk for

H. A. Comstock, leaves early in April for a several-

months' tour of California.
Walter A. Buhrman, recently with Benj. Allen

& Co., Chicago, has taken a traveling position

with the Baldwin-Miller Company. He will repre-

sent the firm in Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky.

Ives L. Lake, of the Chicago office of the

American Waltham Watch Co., accompanied by

Mrs. Lake, spent a few hours in this city en route

from St. Louis to Cincinnati.

Carl Koch Christofferson, from Christiana,

Norway, has taken a position as watchmaker with

S. T. Nichols & Co. Mr. Christofferson comes to

this country with very high recommendations as a

skilled workman. When he arrived in February,

he did not know one word of English, but is

reported to be learning rapidly. He is a nephew of

the well-known and successful jeweler, E. P. Haug,

of Paris, Ill.
The many friends of S. T. Nichols are very

glad to know that after a year of complete rest

and travel he has regained his health, and is again

giving his personal attention to business. Con-

gratulations are due his son, Fred. W. Nichols, for

the able manner in which he conducted the business

during the absence of his father.
Gray, Gribben & Gray, North Illinois Street,

are advertising : " To any baby born in March,
Nye will give a ring. Come to our store, and we
■vill sure do that very thing." The printed notice
of birth, published in any one of the daily news-

papers, must be brought to the store. The above
turn believes in advertising, and every month offers
a new inducement to customers. They recently

erected a large street clock in front of their store.
It has a fine Seth Thomas weight movement, guar-

anteed to run within thirty seconds a month. A
40-inch dial is protected by glass. The movement

weighs 2500 pounds. As this is the only street

clock on Illinois Street, and can be seen from a

great distance, it will be appreciated by the public

and prove a fine advertisement for the firm.

Ben. Couchman, manager of the tool and

material department of S. T. Nichols & Co., has

been in Indianapolis less than six months (he was

formerly with the Calvin ClauerCompany, Chicago,)

and already knows every jeweler in the city as well

as many throughout the State. " Ben." is said to

be the first man in the State Life Building, the

business home of so many jewelers, in the morn-

ing and the last man to leave at night. Mr.

Couchman makes his home with the family of

George G. Dyer, who does watch and jewelry work

for the trade ; his eldest son, John, has charge of

the engraving and workshop of Charles Mayer &

Co., and the youngest son is Western traveler for

the Baldwin-Miller Company.
G. H. Gardner, recently with Charles S. Stifft,

Little Rock, Ark., and formerly from Chicago,

has bought the jewelry business of John A. Elkins,

440 Massachusetts Avenue. Mr. Elkins expects to

go into the copper-plate engraving business in this

city.
The Fidelity Watch and Diamond Co. recently

purchased the business of W. A. Huff, at 372 Mass-

achusetts Avenue. C. A. Beck, who is watch-

maker for the new firm, formerly conducted a

watch-repair business in the State Life Building.

W. A. Huff contemplates removing to Texas.

On March nit the wholesale tool and material

house of Hoffman & Beatty was opened at 926

State Life Building. William Beatty, the senior

member, for many years conducted a very success-

ful watch and jewelry business at West Lebanon,

Ind. W. J. Hoffman is a practical workman of

several years' experience in both West Lebanon and

Indianapolis. The new place is most conveniently

fitted up with wall and show cases especially built

to hold the stock handled. Mr. Beatty left his

West Lebanon store in the hands of a trusted clerk,

who will continue the business until a purchaser is

found. Since the death of his mother, which

occurred last fall, Mr. Beatty has found life in the old

surroundings so changed that he resolved to seek

new scenes, and in the new establishment he is a

close neighbor of an old friend, Charlie Lauer, of

the wholesale jewelry firm of C. W. Lauer & Co.,

which is located next door to Hoffman & Beatty.

Enrique C. Miller, vice-president of the Baldwin-

Miller Company, has recently returned from a trip

to his old home in Mexico. The object of the trip

was to remove the remains of his deceased parents

to Crown Hill Cemetery, in this city, where a lot

had been purchased and a handsome monument

ordered. Mr. Miller first obtained a written order

from the governor of the State of Chihuahua,

Mexico. Provided with that official document, he

made known his desire to the local authorities,

only to be disappointed, as they held firmly to the

law, which prohibited the removal of bodies until

five years after burial. Mr. Miller's father having

died but three years ago, it will be necessary for

the son to wait two years more before he can

accomplish his desire, which is shared by his sister,

the only other living member of the family. Had

Mr. Miller been willing to have fought the local

officials, with the aid of Governor Creel, he, no

doubt, would have succeeded, but he has too

kindly a feeling and ton many pleasant memories

of his own life in Mexico to be willing to cause

any unpleasantness. Mr. Miller's mother, of

Spanish parentage, Wilti born in Mexico. His

father was a native of Ohio, but spent many happy

years in Mexico, where Ile amassed a fortune in

silver mining, banking and other business enter-

prises. Many exciting and romantic tales were

told by the senior Mr. Miller, of his trips over the

mountains on horseback or in stages, when the

party was open to attack by Mexican brigands.

When the State legislature adjourned, March

6th, L. P. Sharp, chief doorkeeper of the house

of representatives, was presented with a Masonic

charm, furnished by J. H. Reed, who also en-

graved and decorated the gavels used by both

the house and senate speakers.
Horace A. Comstock supplied the gold chain

and massive Knights of Pythias charm which was

presented to Col. Pennington, sergeant-at-arms of

the senate.
A big fire at Gas City, Ind., March 6th, de-

stroyed the Rothinghouse Block, the finest in the

town. In the block was located the Fred. Rothing-

house Drug Co., carrying a large stock of watches

and jewelry, which, fortunately, was covered by

insurance, so the loss was small. Gas City has no

fire department, but the bucket brigade, by heroic

efforts was able to confine the fire to the one build-

ing. This fire recalls another disastrous fire that

visited Gas City a few years ago, when Al. Roth-

inghouse,.a brother of Fred., lost his life by being

crushed beneath a falling wall of a burningtwild-

ing. " Al." belonged to the bucket brigade and

met his death while heroically fighting the fire.

Beach & Losey, Plymouth, Ind., have dissolved

partnership, Mr. Beach retiring. Mr. Losey will

continue business at the old stand.

Aaron Purse', Noblesville, Ind., was met at

one of the wholesale houses early in the month,

where he was doing some buying. Mr. Pursel

reported trade a little quiet, but with fair prospects

as soon as spring weather comes to stay.

Charles Ham, Frankfort, Ind., spent a few days

in the city recently on a purchasing trip. Mr. Ham

has the reputation of being a quick buyer, well

posted as to prices, and always knows just what

he wants.
Mrs. Bernhart Maier, Edinburg, Ind., recently

made a quick trip to the city on the electric line, -

buying goods for her husband's store.

E. 0. Collins, of Franklin, Ind., a well-known

figure in this market, spent a day here early in -

March, buying new goods for the spring trade.

John Wimmer, the well-known optician, has

returned from a Florida-New Orleans trip. Mr.

Wimmer was accompanied by his wife.

J. E. Youngmayer has been made manager of

the new optical department in Gray, Gribben &

Gray's jewelry store, in the Y. M. C. A. Building.

J. 11I. Burk recently opened optical rooms at

22 West Ohio Street.
An optical department has been added to

H. A. Comstock's jewelry store ; Charles L.

Schmidt is in charge.
J. E. Wuerston, Montpelier, Incl., is a student

at the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology,

Chicago.
The optical business of the late Dr. J. R.

Clayton, at Shelbyville, Ind., has been purchased

by J. H. Lucas.

One of the Indispensables

ED. KEvs•roNE :—We do nut see how any

jeweler can afford to be without THE KEYSTONE,

as we consider that to be successful in the jewelry

business one must be posted, and TI1E KEYSTONE

is the only jdurnal that will give you the desired

information pertaining to the jewelry trade.

Yours truly,

Oklahoma City, Okla. Ter. J. GOLDSTEIN & CO.



COMMUNITY
SIWZR,

AWOMAfur its bcmity. You carry it because it sells.

N buys " Community Silver " chiefly

Both of you take the plate largely on faith.
But your engraver doesn't; he knows just
how good it is. The first deep stroke of his
engraving tool has told him more about it
than all of our guarantees.
" I don't need your guarantees," said a

jeweler. " I have engraved your goods, and
I know their quality. 'Community Silver'
plate won't cut through. It is the only plated
ware which engraves like sterling."
Ask your engraver about " Community

Silver." His testimony will sell the goods.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD
ONEIDA, N.Y.

Founded in 1898
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Trade Improves The unsettled weather of the
with the Weather past month has had a somewhat

disastrous effect upon the local
retail trade and business has suffered to a consid-
erable extent. The jobbers, tco, felt the effect,
although reports from outside points, especially
throughout the South, indicate that the business
there was good for the between-season period. Trade
began to improve materially, however, toward the
latter part of the month, when warm weather set
in temporarily and country buyers began to increase
in numbers.

The wholesale firm of Richter & Phillips are
refurnishing their various departments throughout
with new fixtures, and in doing so they have
increased their show-case space considerably.

Ira B. Wylie, of the firm of Wylie & Co., of
Springfield, Mo., stopped off here while on his way
to the East in search of new goods.

A diamond ring containing a one-carat stone,
and several cheaper rings, which had been deposited
with A. Seidensticker, the Hamilton, Ohio, jeweler,
were lost on a train by the messenger who was
bringing them to this city to have some repairs
made. The messenger claims to have dropped
the package through a hole in his pocket, and
efforts to find the property have so far been un-
availing. The loss is placed at $15o. Railroad
officials have given assistance in the hunt for the
missing package.

Prosperous business caused J. H. Ostendorf, a
jeweler, at Vincennes, Ind., to visit the city and
purchase a new and large set of store fixtures and
a heavy stock of jewelry. He will entirely remodel
his store and enlarge it to some extent, to meet the
increased demand for space.

Max Kohlhegen, from Birmingham, Ala., was
one of the Southern buyers to visit the city re-
cently. He reports the steel and iron industries of
his section to be flourishing and having a like effect
upon all lines of retail business.

J. H. Lentz, a watchmaker, at Hummel's store,
Spent two weeks at Mt. Clemens, because of ill
health.

J. G. Irwin, jeweler, of Harriman, Tenn., who
was in the city several days, reports that the boom
which was inaugurated in his section of Eastern
Tennessee some years ago and which threatened
to peter out, has taken on a new lease of life be-
cause of recent developments in the coal and iron
industry. He left some liberal orders of jewelry
and novelties.

A. Boiarsky, of Charleston, W. Va., was here
a week, recuperating from the effect of a surgical
operation which he underwent at one of the hos-
pitals. He returned home improved in health.

The Oakley race track will be the scene of
the next county fair which the Hamilton County
Agricultural Association will give. Since its incep-
tion, a quarter of a century ago, the fairs of past
years were always given at the Cartilage fair
grounds. These have proven inadequate, and the
Oakley track site was selected for this year's event
because of its greater area, better accommodations
and accessibility to people from the city.

While burning down an old sugar maple tree
On his farm near Keene, Ohio, a few weeks ago,
Farmer Jacob Stillbauer found a pot of gold and
silver coins suspended some distance from the

KEYSTONE

ground in the hollow depths of the trunk. The
coins were partially melted by the intense heat,
which was caused by the fire lasting several days,
but some of the designs are still sufficiently visible
to show that the coins were made almost a half
century ago. The entire mass has been sent to a
refiner and is valued at about $5oo.

The Gustave Fox Company has secured con-
tracts for the manufacture of the diamond
badges and other jewels for the past exalted
rulers of the Elk lodges of Louisville, Ky., and
Cleveland.

A New

More than two years after the
destruction of the Pike Opera

Hotel Structure House and adjoining buildings,
by fire, work of razing the ruins

has finally been set on foot, and in time the site
will be occupied by a large and first-class hotel.
The building will be ten stories in height and will
have a frontage on Fourth Street of almost 200
ftet and a depth, to Baker Court, of considerable
more than that distance. Local capitalists have
organized a company having a capitalization of
$1,500,000, the greater portion of which will go
into the building.

William Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Com-
pany, started out on an extensive trip through the
Northern States the latter part of the month.

Arno Dorst, of the manufacturing firm of Dorst
& Co., who is in charge of the newly-opened branch
factory of that company at Kansas City, was here
several wecks, on a visit.

A number of the wholesale and
Jewelers Seeking retail dealers are seeking new

locations, tile trend being to-
wards the Fountain Square and

other down-town sections contiguous to it. Lind-
ner & Co. have moved into new quarters in the
Carlisle Building ; James Nevin has moved into
the Fosdick Building, on Fourth Street, east of the
Pike site ; and Frank Noell, of West Fourth Street,
has secured new quarters over the store of Frank
Herschede, opposite the Fosdick Building.

Edwin Fox, of the wholesale firm of Linden-
berg & Fox, is on a Western trip, which will occupy
four weeks.

A. Shepherd, who has been in business at
Georgetown, Ky., a number of years, has arranged
to open a new store at Carrollton, Ky., by the
first of April. He will close out his Georgetown
store.

Paul Noterman, a younger brother of Joseph
Noterman, of the well-known firm of Jos. Noterman
& Co., died some weeks ago at the home of
Jos. Noterman, Scott Street, Covington, Ky., after
a brief illness. The deceased was twenty-seven
years of age and was well known in the city of his
birth and residence. He had been connected with
the jewelry firm for a number of years in the past,
but at the time of his death was engaged in other
pursuits.

New Quarters

William S. P. Oskamp, the well-
New Bank and known wholesale and retail

jeweler, is being prominently
mentioned in connection with a

new savings bank and trust company, which is now
in the process of formation, as its first president.
Mr. Oskamp admits that he has been offered the
position of honor, but declared at. the time he was
seen that the negotiations had not yet been com-
pleted. The new bank will be known as the
Queen City Savings Bank and Trust Company and
has been incorporated under the State laws with a
capital stock of $500,000. The stock will be dis-
distributed at $120 per share, thereby creating a
surplus fund of $roo,000 to start with. It IS being

Trust Company

587

organized by J. E. Blackburn, a former State
official, who has arranged for banking rooms in the
Carew Building, facing the Fountain Square. The
recent mergers of a number of the local banking
institutions has left but ten large national banks and
less than a half dozen State banks and trust com-
panies. The promoters of the new bank believe
that there is plenty of room for another institution
of the kind they propose to organize.

Local diamond cutters and dealers assert that
the strike of the cutters, which has been on for
some time, will not affect the local market price of
the stones. They claim that the cutters who are
employed here are working independent of the
union which ordered the strike.

Fred. J. Pieper, one of the oldest and best-
known jewelers of Covington, Ky., died some
weeks ago, after a brief illness of grip. The
deceased was sixty-five years of age and came to
this country when he was but seventeen years of
age. In 1867 he engaged in the jewelry business
with Henry Terlau, at Covington, and subsequently
succeeded Mr. Terlau in the prosperous business
which they had established. His sons became
associated with the business in later years and they
will continue to conduct it. The deceased leaves
eight children and a comfortable estate to be
divided among them.

William Fredeking, a jeweler, at Hinton, W.
Va., was in the city for some days, placing orders
for a spring line and also purchasing additional
fixtures. Mr. Fredeking reports a prosperous busi-
ness in his section of the State, owing to the
increased output of rail coal into a territory which
for years was covered almost exclusively by the
river trade. This condition is due to the fact that the
Ohio and tributary rivers were navigable for only
three months during the past year, either because
of low water in the summer or ice in the winter.

Elaborate arrangements are being formulated
for the fall festival, which is to be given in this
city next year. For the purpose of insuring the
financial success of. the enterprise, a stock company
is shortly to be launched, having a capitalization of
25,000 shares to be $25 each and to be sold to the
merchants with a conditioaal payment of six per
cent interest, contingent upon the earnings of the
association. If the festival makes money, the
interest will be paid and any surplus will go into
a fund for the following year's event. If the ex-
penses are greater than the earnings, no interest
will be forthcoming. In addition, a guarantee
fund of $75,000 is also to be raised by public sub-
scription.

G. W. Meyer, of Chattanooga, Tenn., was
among the Southern buyers who visited the city
during the past month. He reports business fairly
brisk in his section.

The Oskamp Machinery Company, organized
for the purpose of manufacturing bakers' dough-
cutting machines, was incorporated a few weeks
afio, at Columbus, by William Oskamp, a former
Vine Street jeweler. The new company is prepar-
ing to manufacture its machinery in a building in
the lower part of the city especially equipped for
the work.

The May Festival Association will give a
musical festival next year. President A. Howard
Hinkle recently resigned from the association,
creating considerable discussion in the musical
world.

The following were among the late visiting
jewelers : J. W. Tufts, Mainville, Ohio ; William
Fredeking, Hinton, W. Va.; H. G. Hansgen, Bethel,
Ohio ; Edward Israel, Harrison, Ohio ; Frank B.
Carey, Lebanon, Ohio ; G. W. Meyer, Chatta-
nooga, Tenn.; John Hesselbrock, College Corner,
Ohio ; H. Reisinger, Lawrenceburg, Ind.; George
Greyer, Anderson, Ind.; Mrs. L. Kupferschmicl,
Lawrenceburg, Ind.; E. F. Starks, New Point,
Ind.; James Mendel, Piqua, Ohio; Mr. Rankin, of
Baber & Rankin, Peru, Ind.; J. G. Irwin, Harri-
man, Tenn.; Wm. Scott, of Scott & Greyer,
Muncie, Ind., Max Kohlhegen, Birmingham, Ala.;
George W. Meyer, of the Meyer Jewelry Co.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.; F. M. Sheetz, Flora, Ill.;
Henry Hartman, Wapakoneta, Ohio ; J. L. Bar-
nett, Troy, Ohio ; Fred. J. Heintz, Lexington, Ky.;
H. E. Kinnear, Marion, Ind.; Ira B. Wylie, of
Wylie & Co., Springfield, Mo.; Frank Ernmerling,
Hillsboro, Ohio ; William Leive, Aurora, Ind.; Mr.
Anderson, of Anderson & Son, Dayton, Ohio;
Frank A. Schweeting, Oxford, Ohio ; S. A. Simp-
son, Williamstown, Ky.
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OUR FACTORY,
newly equipped and under
new management, thor-
oughly modern in every
detail, offers unex-
celled facilities for
doing your N EW
and JOB
work
O. K.

TRADE-MARK

BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELRY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

We make a SPECIALTY of

DIAMONDS
Loose or Mounted

All orders filled same day
as received

Send
S your

orders for

anything in the

jobbing jewelry
line— DIAMONDS,

WATCHES, OPTI-
CAL GOODS, WATCH

MATERIAL, FINDINGS
AND JEWELRY.
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Trade Conditions

Dealers throughout the St.
Louis territory are generally

and Prospects expecting a good spring busi-
ness, but in the South the

jewelers, like all other business people in that sec-

tion, have not yet recovered from the feeling of

disappointment on account of the decline in cotton.

Even in this section, however, there is, fortuately, a

sufficient basis of prosperity for at least reasonably

good business. The indications, indeed, are, not-

withstanding the reduced prices of the Southern

staple, that the general wellbeing of the people,

and the income from other sources will make the

year's trade of at least average volume. Now that

spring weather is at hand, in the West and South-

west the trade situation brightens considerably and

there is general improvement all along the line.

Indications point to a good April business both

among the wholesalers and retailers. Collections

are fairly good.
St. Louis is now properly re-

garded by the railroad compa-

Trade Territory nies as second only to Chicago

in value to their systems. Statis-

tics show that the annual rail-freight tonnage of St.

Louis is in excess of 30,000,000 tons. It is the

natural gateway through which must pass the com-

merce of the Southwest. There is good ground

for the statement that outside of New York City

no other large community in the United States is

growing more rapidly in population and trade im-

portance than St. Louis. The census count in 19oo

was 575,238 ; the latest police enumeration was

above 750,000. We St. Louisiatts declare that by

1910 the local population will be t,000,000. It may

also be said that the country back of it is filling up

more rapidly than any other part of the United

States. St. Louis is to the great Southwest and the

territory immediately to the westward, what Chi-

cago is to the entire Mississippi Valley west of its

parallel of longitude. It commands ten trans-

Mississippi States and territories, having a popula-

tion of more than 15,000,000 and an area of 84,-

000 square miles.

Our Vast

There are only two States that

Richer than the produce as much from gold

mines as Missouri from its zinc

and lead mines. This fact is

shown by the report from the Joplin mining dis-

trict in the southwest corner of the State, which,

for the last calendar year, produced ores valued at

$11,695,873. In ten years the value of the output

has increased threefold. Zinc ore iq now selling
around $55 per ton. A year ago the price was $38.

Not long ago a forty-acre tract of good mining land

was sold for $4o,000, and a ten-acre lease for

$16,000. This is a fine showing for grand old

Missouri's mining interests.
The board of directors of the

from the Retail
Jewelers' Association 

of Missouri have issued a
Announcement Retail Jewelers' Association

letter to the dealers of this

State, through Wm. F. Kem-

per, secretary of the association, informing them
that at a special meeting of the board of directors

held February 27th, the following committee

appointments were announced by the presi-

dent : On assays, Otto Steiner, John Schmid and

Charles Derleth ; on grievance, Ger. Eckhardt,

Gold Regions

John Bolland, 0. H. Kortkamp, Geo. Hess and
W. F. Kemper; on finance, 0. H. Kortkamp,
F. W. Drosten and Ed. Bohle ; on employment,
John Schmid, Charles Derleth and W. F. Kemper;
On entertainment, Otto Steiner, Ger. Eckhardt,
Aug. Kurtzeborn, Ed. Bohle and Charles Derleth.
At this meeting a motion to join the " Million-
Population Club," of St. Louis, was carried, and
0. H. Kortkamp and Ger. Eckhardt were elected
to represent the jewelers in the club, in connection
with the officers of the association. Attention was
also called to the fact that, by reason of the un-
tiring efforts of a special committee, St. Louis was
kept clean and free from objectionable auctions
during the World's Fair, no less than twenty-one
applications for jewelry auctions having been
refused by the city officials upon recommendation
of the committee. The warning issued in regard to
the sale of imitation silver souvenir spoons was
also of benefit to the trade as well as to the public,
as the circulars were posted at all official souvenir
stands in the fair. To continue the aggressive
work of the association, the co-operation of the
retail trade was solicitated and members were
requested to bring any reasonable complaint, or
any matter of business interest to the retail jewelers
before the association so the same may be fully
investigated and such action taken as circum-
stances may warrant.

The official list of awards
World's Fair Awards from the 'World's Fair is still

hanging fire, pending the re-
vision of the list after the

hearing of complaints. It is reported that the

work of the special juries on jewelry, watches,

clocks and allied lines has been particularly free

from favoritism, and that most of the announced
awards will stand. None of the awards will be

made public, however, until all are ready. The
fair directors and the national commission have

been disputing as to who shall sign the final award

list, and while no settlement of this question is

reported, those interested say that matters will be

settled before the time for publishing the list comes.

The annual meeting of the Retail Jewelers'

Association of Missouri was held here February

27th. It was an interesting occasion to those

present, the feature of which was the annual elec-

tion of officers, which resulted as follows : Presi-

dent, Herman Mauch ; vice-president, Otto G.

Steiner, of the Steiner Jewelry Co.; secretary,

Wm. F. Kemper; treasurer, Edward Bohle, of Bier-

baum & Bohle ; directors, Aug. Kurtzeborn, of A.

Kurtzeborn & Sons ; John Bolland, of the John

Bolland Jewelry Co.; Frederick W. Drosten, John

Schmid, E. H. Kortkamp, of the E. H. Kort-

kamp Jewelry Co.; F. W. Bierbaum, of Bierbautn

& Bohle, Gerhardt Eck hard and Chas. G. Derleth.

Charles G. Derleth, the well-known jeweler, of

East St. Louis, has recently returned from a

month's trip among the Southern resorts and Cuba.

Shaul & Crohn, the well-known jewelers and

pawnbrokers, of Memphis, Tenn., have dissolved,

Herman Crohn retiring. The business will be con-

tinued under the name of the Shaul Loan Office.

Mr. Crohn will retire from active business life and

move to New York City, where he will make his

future home.
Charles S. Miller, of the Ansonia Clock Com-

pany, New York office, was here for a few days

last month, calling on the trade in the interest of

his house.
Mr. Pohlman, for several years past with

Edward Vail & Company, Wichita, Kans., spent a

day in St. Louis last month, en route to Bay City,

Mich., where he will reside in the future.

Still Delayed
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Goodman King, president of the Mermocl
Jaccard & King Company, sailed for Europe on
the Oceanic March 15th, on a buying trip, and will
be absent about two months. While abroad Mr.
King will visit London, Paris, Amsterdam and
Berlin to obtain the newest and choicest goods for
the opening of their New York house at 460 Fifth
Avenue.

M. Harris, of Desloge, Mo., was among the
visiting buyers in this market last month, selecting
their lines of Easter goods.

Frank Curtis, one of the leading retail dealers
of Illinois, for years located at Decatur, spent a
few days in St. Louis last month, combining some
spring buying with enjoying life in the South-
western metropolis.

Samuel Eisenstadt, president of the Eisen-
stadt Manufacturing Company, and J. A. Jacobs,
assistant superintendent of their factory, have just
recently returned from an outing spent at West
Baden, Ind.

The Bauman-Massa Company have been en-
larging and rearranging their quarters in the Corn-
mercial Building.

C. P. Hutchinson, of the Whelan-Aehle-Hutch-
inson Company, retail, has just returned from a
three-weeks' buying trip among the Eastern mann-

- facturing centers on a buying and pleasure tour.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Hutchinson.

Herman Mauch, the well-known retailer, has
recently completed a handsome new residence.

Frederick W. Drosten has recently returned
from a buying trip to New York. He was accom-
panied by Mrs. Drosten.

A. Schwartzmann is now in charge of the
manufacturing department of the Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Company.

A. Graves, head of the A. Graves Company,
Memphis, Tenn., has only recently returned from
a trip to Cuba, which proved most delightful.

Ives L. Lake, of the Western office of the
American Waltham Watch Company, spent a day
in town the early part of March, looking after the
interests of his company among the jobbing
trade.

0. H. Kortkamp, of the E. H. Kortkamp
• Jewelry Company, was elected a delegate to the

meetings of the Million Club, an organization
recently formed here for the purpose of increasing
the inhabitants of this city to the number of one
million. Gerhardt Eckhardt was elected as
alternate.

John Bolland, head of the John Bolland Com-
pany, has recently returned from a business
trip to New York. He was accompanied by his
family.

Charles Frech, retailer, for several years past
located at 2834 Olive Street, has moved to a lager

and handsomer store at 3852 Olive Street.
Edward F. Maritz, manufacturing jeweler, at

104 North Sixth Street, expects to move into new
and enlarged quarters sometime in May, when he
will incorporate and enlarge his force.

G. W. Pittman, of Tulsa, Ind. Ter., was in St.
Louis for a few days last month looking through
the market for Easter novelties.

H. E. Kay, of Cape Girardeau, Mo., was a
visiting buyer in this market last month, selecting

new things for his Easter trade.
E. J. Bauman, of St. Genevieve, Mo., spent a

day in St. Louis last month. He was on a purchas-

. ing trip.
The Goldstein-Weisser Jewelry Company, of

Peoria, Ill., was represented in this market last

month by Wm. Weisser, who was here several
days, combining business with pleasure.
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The W J. Johnston Company
Fifth Avenue and Marhet Street

Pittsburg, Pa.

Distributing Agents
11■)r tile

LEADING AMERICAN WATCH COMPANIES

111

Wholesale Dealers

all that is new and up to date in

JEWELRY

We offer the most complete line of high-grade movements
for railroad use, in the market
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t PITTSBURG
ETTER

A Hopeful
Springtide

While general trade has im-
proved in Pittsburg and its
immediate vicinity during the
month of March, the effect of

generally improved conditions is only faintly appar-

ent in the smaller centers, and buying among the
country jewelers has as yet been of a very light

order. Salesmen of the larger wholesalers send in
reports of a feeling of conservatism that is appar-

ent everywhere. Orders are small and buying is
careful and most conservative. During the month,

the all-winter contests in bowling and other indoor
athletic sports have been closing up and the demand

for trophy rewards has been something of a feature,
which has reached many of the dealers. Some of

the windows, displaying handsome stocks, have
been illumined with these new creations in silver-
ware, and in other instances there have been bronzes
and other lines of goods. The badge business, in
which Heeren Bros. & Co. are largely inter-
ested, has opened up in a lively manner and the
new business in sight has kept their factory going
steadily. The calls of the salesmen from manu-
facturers in the East continue to be numerous, and
while business has not been sufficient to startle
them, it has shown that the feeling for the early
spring trade is of an optimistic character.

The grand opera season has come and gone
and with it there has been a great show of hand-
some and costly jewels by the wealthy class. The
social functions have ceased for the lenten season,
however, and so ,have the weddings. The chief
business of the Pittsburg jeweler at this time seems
to be the general brightening up of his stock for
the coming summer. The popular craze for Mission
Clocks seems to have increased with the advance of
the season. A few months ago only a few dealers had
them and displayed them sparingly ; now many win-
dows show the stock and it is larger and more varied.

From March istli until April
15th the first in-bound trade ex-
cursion of the Merchants' and
Manufacturers' Association is

being looked after. This is heartily encouraged
by two leading jewelry houses : Heeren Bros. &
Co. and G. B. Barrett Co. The district covered is
all the territory within the scope of Pittsburg trade,
and under the plan each merchant arriving in the
city and purchasing stock from any member of the
Merchants' and Manufacturers' Association is given
a credit slip for the same. At the conclusion of
his visit, if the total of his purchases are such that
one per cent. will pay his fare to Pittsburg, the
amount of the railroad ticket will be refunded to
him in cash. This plan has been worked out with
much care and is a combination of many other
plans used in other trade centers. On May ist, the
Merchants' and Manufacturers' Association will
start on its third out-bound trades excursion on a
special train, taking in many cities and towns in
Northern Pennsylvania and Western New York.
It will be a five-day trip and many leading trades
will be represented, including the jewelers.

During the present quiet season
many of the local jewelers are
taking time to rest and prepare
for the summer trips to Europe,

and also to get ready for the spring season. George
B. Barrett is in Atlantic City for a brief rest. Otto

Merchants'
Excursions

Imported
Art Goods

KEYSTONE 591

Heeren has been ill at home for some time but is
recovering rapidly. He will leave for Europe
early in April and will do the usual stock replenish-
ing for his firm while away. The stocks of bronzes
and imported electroliers which this house imports
annually has given it a reputation among the trade
and among the Pittsburg buying public that has
become notable. " There will always be a demand
for imported bronzes," Mr. Hoffman, of Heeren
Bros. & Co. said. " American art goods are too
much like reproductions and lack originality. It is
often a wonder to me that this is the case. We
have good artisans but they will not give time and
care to the production of original designs. Then
they cheapen them by producing too many of one
style, thus making them common. They la"k
attention to details and a delicacy that makes the
imported goods always popular among the artistic
people." It is this opinion of Mr. Hoffman, often
reiterated by other large dealers, that explains the
large imports made of bronzes and high-class for-
eign goods, and which is likely to confine for years
to come.

Suburban jewelers are coming to Pittsburg at
present looking over new stocks that have arrived.
C. A. Loughman, of Braddock, was in the city and
reports among the steel workers an improving dis-
position to invest in jewelry. To McKeesport,
where there are vast industrial improvements and
extensions, there have been attracted new business
enterprises of all sorts, and one in the jewelry line
began business this month. It is under the name
of A. Rankin & Company and has quite a hand-
some little store in that city.

During the past month Samuel S. Harris and
Harry S. Papier, doing business as the Guarantee
Jewelry Company, filed a petition in bankruptcy in
the United States Court in Pittsburg. The schedule
shows their liabilities to be largely in excess
of the assets The firm has been operating
stores at 818 Liberty Street, 908 Liberty Street,
302 Liberty Street, 302 Seventh Avenue and 618
Smithfield Street. All of the stores have been
closed and are in the hands of the court.

Gillespie Brothers are preparing to enlarge
their handsome store in the Park Building with the
opening of April, having taken the larger space
described in our last report. Mr. Gillespie expects

to make his annual trip to Europe in June, visiting

Amsterdam, Paris and London. If possible, he

will also go to Germany. In his opinion, the

lenten season has affected business more or less,

but with the summer season soon here, there is

every indication of a bright year of trade.
A. M. Andrews Co. are preparing to remove to

their handsome new store in Penn Avenue near

Sixth Street, which they leased last fall. The

desertion of the Farmers' Bank Building by this

company has been followed by Steinmans, who

has located in Fifth Street, between Penn and

Liberty Avenues.
The business formerly conducted by Durbin &

Fuhr, on Sixth Street, will be concluded with the

end of March, and the stock left unsold removed

by those winding the affairs of the old house up.

The original intention was to keep the business

intact, but owing to the number of jewelers located

in the immediate vicinity and competition being

severe, it was decided to give it up. The sales that

have taken place there have been quite successful,

and, according to some dealers, have cut into their

regular trade to an extent that has been rather

unpleasant. During the past month much of the

business at this old stand has been by auction.

College alumni associations are holding their

annual reunion and are bringing their glee clubs

here. There are presentations and gifts and souve-
nirs that have been supplied by the local houses in
large numbers. Princeton men were conspicuous
this month. Allegheny College, State College and
others have come along, and college pins and
badges have been called for generously. Cut glass-
ware has maintained a good run compared with
other stocks, and with the awakening of spring
trade is expected to maintain its leadership. The
stocks are varied and some of the dealers are
making handsome displays in their large windows.
Many are also pushing the jeweled leather goods,
which now form part of the stock of most jewelers.

Business
Conditions

Business in Texas has been
rather quiet for the last month,
which was chiefly due to the
inclemency of the weather. It

has been raining so continuously for three weeks
that it has been impossible for the farmers to get
to town. A great many of them still have their
last year's cotton to dispose of. We are all hoping
for more favorable weather and that the trade will
yet enjoy a big Easter business. The bad weather
is delaying the work of the farmers who are anxious
to get into the fields. Dallas as a city is very busy
at present, and has organized a 15o,000 club, with a
view to attaining that population by 19to. It is
also getting ready to greet the President of the
United States, who is to be our visitor over night
about the first of next month, and we expect to
show him a royal time.

J. S. Buckner, manager of the Lawrence
Jewelry Co., of Cleburne, was a welcome visitor
recently.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, was in the city on his
way home from Rockwell, where he had been
attending to some special business.

R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, was in Dallas
recently, making some purchases for his home
store.Nors 

worthy, has resigned his position with thatN•
. Curry, who has been working for C. L.

firm. •
W. E. Brown, of Boyd, was here recently,

making such purchases his spring trade demanded.
W. A. Brasfield, of Gainesville, was also in

the city, buying some goods for his spring trade.
A. Rosebrough, of Muskogee, Ind. Ter., has

moved into his new store, which is much larger
and better located than the old quarters. We
wish him every success.

J. M. Wilson has resigned his position wills

Morgan & Hawley Co., and is now with R. C.
Glover & Co.

A. L. Bell, manufacturing jeweler, of Dallas,

has sold his shop to Seastrunk & McDill, who will
continue same.

H. H. Hawley, of the firm of Morgan &
Hawley Co., has been on the sick list for about
three weeks, but he is now able to be around, and
we hope will continue to improve.

F. E. Brasfield is now back with his father in
Gainesville.

F. C. Boerner Co., Fort Worth, had an
auction sale recently, which was conducted by
Auctioneer P. E. Pope.
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Thousands of

'World Brand"

Customers are being secured for dealers who carry
"World Brand" Silverware

System of Advertising Co-operation leads the customer to your counter

Advertised to

9,500,000 Readers

The Special Dollar SamPle of
WORLD BRAND Szlverwarc—

The New "Erythronium" (Dogtooth)
Violet Pattern
Berry SPoon

This sample of World Brand
Silverware is sent to you for $ 1
but we do not keep the dollar until
you decide to keep the spoon.

(So far not one spoon has been returned)
We want you to have this sample

of the better quality—and still better
value—of World Brand Silverware.

Because this is a sample it costs you
less than it is really worth. Every
spoon sent out under this offer means
an expense to us. You cannot buy one
at retail for twice one dollar. You will
realize this when you have this spoon
in your hands. The best of illustrations
cannot do it justice. You must see
the spoon itself.

This offer is in the interest of a store
near you which sells World Brand Sil-
verware. We want you to step into
that store some day soon and exam-
ine other World Brand patterns and
pieces.

But first and most of all, we want
you to have this one piece of World
Brand Silverware for your awn.

Until then you cannot realize its better
value, its greater beauty, its finer work-
manship, its higher art. And—until
it applies to a piece of silverware that
is your own—the famous World
Brand Guarantee can mean but little
to you.

You must compare World Brand
with other table silverware. In your
own hands—used day after day in
your home—this single piece will do
more to prove the better merit of World
Brand Silverware than if we filled
this magazine with printed reasons.

We make it easy for this exquisite
World Brand sample to go into the
home of every family that appre-
ciates Art in silverware.

To secure this sample spoon
write direct to our office—before
April 2I—a note like this:

THE AMERICAN SILVER CO.,
Bristol, Conn.

I send you $1 and promise Mat I will
examine WORLD BRAND Silverware at a retail
counter at my first convenient opportunity.
For this remittance and promise, please send

me at once the "Erythronium Pattern" Berry
Spoon, sample of WORLD BRAND Silver-
ware. I will compare its art, workmanship,
beauty and value with other makes of table
silverware.
If the spoon does not please me, I will re-

tin•a it at once, and you are to return this •
dollar to me.

I usually bur my silver of.... . . (dealer's
name and address).

Aly name 

My address in full 

Write before April 21. Re-
member:—the dollar back if you
ask for it.
Only one Sample Berry Spoon to one

address.

This offer, however, is open to those who
received our "Ilex" Sugar Shell Sample.*

World Brand
/Guaranteed Fifty per cent. more

4.3.cc■ k Silver than Standard Plate I
*Recently theWorld Brand Ilex pattern Sugar Shell wasoffered I
in this way, as a sample. That offer has now been discontinued. 1
But ask any of your friends about it. It was the sensation of the

WORLD BRAND SILVERWARE IS SOLD BY

THE
AMERICAN SILVER COMPANY

BRISTOL, CONN.

Holiday season. Thousands of these spoons were sent out.
Thousands of women are learning, and telling, of the better
merit of World Brand Silverware.

HIGH-GRADE RETAILERS EVERYWHERE

In the March, April and May Delineator,
Designer and New Idea Woman's Maga.
zine (total of 9,5oo,000 readers every montl ).
we advertise this Sample " World Brand"
Berry Spoon. (The advertisement repr)-
cluced here is exact size—not an enlargement.)

Th( tusands of replies are being received.
Every reply is carefully answered and then
referred to the nearest dealer carrying "World
Brand " Silverware.

" World Brand " Silverware is never sold direct to
consumers.

Even on this Sample Spoon, delivery is made across
the retail counter and dealer is credited with his full profit-
6o per cent. (15o per cent. profit on the cost to him.)

Consumers are always kept posted regarding the nearest
dealer who handles "World Brand," and when a dealer
orders a new assortment, we write consumers to call at his
store and examine. Remember we have the consumer's
definite promise to call at the store of the dealer who sells
" World Brand."

If you do not carry "World Brand " now, order at once
and benefit by "World Brand " System of Advertising
Co-operation.

You cannot afford to be without " World
Brand " -a factory shipment costs you but $25
or even $10. "World Brand " Silver Catalogue
Supplement describes these special assort-
ments, showing the net "Cost You" price.

Do not delay --fill in this coupon and mail
to-day.

Sales Manager The

Please send me " World Br
Supplement and all information
System of Advertising Co-ofierah

Name

Address

Business

Do you carry "World Brand" P

"II mid Brand"
A merican Silver Co.
Bristol, Conn.

•and" Silverware Catalogue
regarding " World Brand"
On.

" World Brand " Silver costs you no more than Standard
Plate. It is plated so per cent. heavier than Standard. We
teach every inquirer just what this means.

When customers understand that " kVorld Brand " is
plated 50 per cent. heavier than Standard, they readily pay
a better price. This means that " World Brand " gives you
a better profit.

"World Brand"
The American Silver Company

Bristol, Conn.
New York, 46 West Broadway Chicago. 131 Wabash Avt

The American Silver Co. is absolutely independent of every other
Silver Company in the world.

April, 1905

The first days of spring have

Renewed Business come and with them, activity in

Activity a line of business which means

much to the merchants in this

part of the State, that is, the movement of iron

ore and its products. This year will be the greatest

in the history of the Great Lakes ore 
industry.

Already contracts entered into assure this con-

dition. More men will be employed than ever

before and more wages paid out. A remarkable

business year is promised. Local conditions of

business are splendid, and the jewelers report sales

of diamonds in excess of last year.

The jewelry of the once high

The Chadwick priestess of finance, Cassie L.

Jewels Chadwick, was on exhibition

last month in the store of

Scribner & Loehr Co.,Erie Street. It was a varied lot

of fancy, antique and modern designs, and was set

with a very good quality of precious stones. As

to the final distribution of these jewels it is not 
as

yet decided, but they will probably be sold in 
bulk

to the highest bidder.

The last week of the month was a busy one

for the local trade in the silver line. Local firms

are all hustling for the order to supply the Union

Club with complete sets of flat and hollowware

for its new home. Mr. Sherman, for the Gorham

Manufacturing Co., Mr. Dean, for Reed & Barton,

Mr. Rogers, for R. Wallace & Sons Manufactur-

ing Co., were aiding the local trade to land the

order.
Capt. R. E. Burdick and W. H. Burdick, of

the Bowler & Burdick Co., spent a week in New

York during the past month.

Geo. W. Scribner and family have gone to the

West Indies for a six-weeks' trip. A stop of a few

days was made in Boston before sailing.

Frank Martin, manager of the porcelain and

art department of the Cowell & Hubbard Co., was

in New York for a week the last of the month.

A. Newman and family have gone to Florida

for a month. Mr. Newman is the manager of the

Solomonson Optical Co., Euclid Avenue.

Walter 0. Knight is in New York on a pleas-

ure trip.
Among the local jewelers who attended the

annual banquet of the jewelers at Philadelphia the

past month were : Edward Quinlan, jewelry buyer

for Bowler & Burdick Co., and Mr. Hook, of the

Webb C. Ball Co.
Lewis Blossom, for some years past salesman

with J. H. Heiman, 544 Euclid Avenue, has joined

the staff of the Sigler Bros. Co. Mr. Halle, with

the above firm, has resigned.

The busy burglar has again called on the

local trade. This time Chas. Ettinger's branch

store, 92 Euclid Avenue, suffered a loss in watches

and jewelry of $15o.
Geo. A. Clark, Lorain, Ohio, has admitted his

son to a partnership. The firm-name is Geo. A.

Clark & Son.
W. C. Fisher, Lorain, Ohio, has gone to

Florida on a well-earned vacation. Mr. Fisher will

spend a month in the sunny South.

Mr. Bell, who for years past has been with

C. M. Wilson, Salem, Ohio, has opened a new

store in Steubenville, Ohio, in partnership with a

Mr. Hood.
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C. W. Smith, Collinwood, Ohio, has gone to

Cuba on a pleasure trip for a few weeks.

C. C. Mowen, Collinwood, Ohio, is just re-

covering from a serious illness.

The Scribner & Loehr Co., have established

an agency in San Francisco. H. M. Abrams will

have charge.
C. C. Miller, Massillon, Ohio, is again able to

attend to business. He has just recovered from a

serious illness.
Alex. Laubscher, 43 Sheriff Street, the well-

known watchmaker, has been quite ill, but is

better now.
E. N. Davis,. Kent, Ohio, was a trade visitor

here last month. D. Leonheiser, Huron, Ohio,

was also among the visitors. Others were : E. E.

Critz, Elyria ; A. E. Kintner, Painesville ; D. C.

Skitter, Sterling, and A. E. Oyster, Alliance.

The dull season is still with

Trade Recovering the wholesalers and retailers.

Slowly While business is not back-

ward enough to compare un-

favorably with business at the same period last

year, it is not what the dealers had expected. There

apparently is a tendency on the part of the people

to avoid as much as possible the buying of 
luxu-

ries. While excellent prices were obtained for

corn and wheat, and many millions of dollars

brought into the State by the sale of Nebraka's

surplus grain, prices of all the necessities are so

high that little money is left for luxuries.

An effort on the part of Tom
The 

nison 
Famous

ase 
Dennison to prove that the in-

Den C dictments returned against him

in Harrison County, Iowa, were secured 
through

fraud, fell to the ground, and he must go to 
trial

on two indictments. Dennison attacked the find-

ings of the grand jury on the ground that 
Elmer

Thomas, an Omaha attorney connected with 
the

civic federation, had promised the grand jur
y that

Harrison County should be at no expense 
in the

trial of the cases and had told them tha
t the

Jewelers' Protective Association and the Civic

Federation of Omaha were willing to guarantee

the payment of all the costs. An a
ffidavit from

J. G. Hammer, one of the jurymen, was 
produced

in support of these allegations. On the day 
follow-

ing the filing of these charges, Hammer 
and the

other jurymen were called as witnesses. 
Hammer

admitted signing the affidavit, but he declare
d that

he had been led to do this without full 
knowledge

of its contents. The other members 
of the jury

denied that any promises had been 
made by Mr.

Thomas, and declared they had not been 
influ-

enced to return the indictments by any 
agreement

that the costs should not be paid 
by Harrison

County. Dennison was extradited to Iowa on the

charge of receiving stolen property, but 
was called

to trial on the indictment charging h
im with rob-

bery. His attorney attempted to make capita
l out

of this, by alleging that a man could 
not be extra-

dited on one charge and tried on 
another. They

asserted that his arrest on the charge of 
robbery

after he had been brought into Harris
on County as

a prisoner, charged with the commissio
n of another

crime, was illegal. This delayed the trial some-
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what, for the motion to quash the robbery indict-

ment had to be argued. The attorneys for the

prosecution produced Supreme Court decisions,

which showed that any prisoner brought•to Iowa

on one charge could legally be arrested on any

tither charge, provided the statute of limitation

did not run.

Victory for the

The defense pleaded that the

prosecution had failed to show

Prosecution that Dennison had been out of

Iowa since the date on which

the robbery was committed. The defense did not

claim that he had not been out of Iowa, but simply

that the prosecution had failed to make a showing

on this point. The purpose of this technical objec-

tion was to prove that the statute of limitation was

applicable, inasmuch as the crime had been com-

mitted fourteen years ago. The Iowa statutes

provide that the statute of limitation shall apply

during the time the accused person remains in the

State, but shall cease to apply while this person is

out of the State. Dennison, of course, had been

out of the State practically all of the time, but the

prosecution failed to make a point of this. The

court, however, ruled that it was not necessary to

make a formal plea on this phase of the case. The

result was the overruling of the motion to quash,

and Dennison will therefore be tried both on the

charge of receiving stolen property and on the

charge of robbery.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Reichenberg, have re-

turned from Hot Springs, Ark.

The Universal Tontine Association has been

made defendant in a suit brought by seventeen

people, who claim they paid $too each into this

association on a contract that they should each

receive a 2-carat white diamond. The assets of

the company were transferred to the Equitable

Saving Co., and, it is alleged, no provision was

made for the keeping of the contracts made with

the investors.
Fred. M. Nelson, employed by Edholm, made

his quarterly watch-inspection trip over the Union

Pacific system.
A. W. Church, chief watch inspector for the

Milwaukee and the Chicago & Northwestern, was

in the city recently.
New students at the Omaha Horological and

Optical Institute are : Joseph Willet, Calloway,

Iowa ; Peter J. Foy, St. Paul, Nebr.; Cleve Kirk-

patrick, Mount Pleasant, Iowa ; Olaf. C. Larsen,

Atlantic, Iowa 
' 
• Grace Wessler, Gothenburg,

Nebr.; L. E. O'Hara, Omaha ; J. H. Hussman,

formerly a student at the institute, has gone into

business at Templeton
' 
Iowa ; Guy Scott, also a

student at the institute, has opened a jewelry store

at Jetmore, Kans.
H. A. Jewel, of Omaha, is now traveling for

the Shook IVIfg. Co.; W. A. Molesworth will go

on the road for the same firm in a few days. Mr.

Molesworth's home is at Essex, Iowa.
R. E. Budlong, of the S. K. Merrill Company,

Providence, R. I., was in the city recently with

Salesman Sherman.
J. A. Lucas, with A. H. Bliss & Co., North

Attleboro, Mass., was calling on the trade recently.

Mr. Cobb, of the Daggett & Clap Co., Attle-

boro, Mass., was in the city recently.
N. P. Frandsen has moved his jewelry stock

from Sixteenth and Webster Streets to 107 South

Sixteenth Street.
Fred. Brodegaard has taken the store at 115

South Sixteenth Street, formerly occupied by

John Rudd, who recently died. Mr. Brodegaard

is temporarily conducting two stores. The 
stock

of the John Rudd Company was sold to a de
part-

ment store. Brodegaard purchased the fixtures

and the lease.
Among the out-of-town buyers recently in the

city were : Max J. Egge, Grand Island, Nebr.;

Thomas C. Kunkel, Weeping Water, Nebr.;

Samuel Hooper, Oakford, Nebr.; Lewis S
lama,

Humboldt, Nebr.; George Arkwright, Beatrice,

Nebr.; Karl C. Koons, Beatrice, Nebr.
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PATENT APPLIED FOR

The  Cliatelaine Pin may be worn separately
or in combination, as desired

We manufacture a full line of
LADIES' LORGNETTES, MARSH
COMBINATION, NECK CHAINS and
FOBS. Also GENTS' FOBS, VEST
CHAINS and GRAND VIZIERS in
great variety, which are sold through
the leading WHOLESALE houses.

Ask your jobber for the Marsh Combina-
tion, the best-selling ladies' chain

on the market

C. A. Marsh & Co.
Makers of Fine Chains

31/1141
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ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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A Question in Arithmetic:
A and B are young men who want to learn

watchmaking.
A goes as an " apprentice " to a watch-

maker, and at the end of three years knows
something of the simpler work of his trade, and
is getting $ro per week.

B takes a course in our school, and in the
same length of time has become a master of his
trade, has earned the entire cost of his instruc-
tion and of a fine set of tools, and is getting
$18 per week.

Which has made the best use of three pre-
cious years of his youth?

The answer is easily worked out ; write us
for the proof

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

of Watch maki ng- and Engravi ng

LANCASTER, PA.

We'll Confess at the Start
that the man who is looking for " plunder " won't like our prices.On the other hand we don't believe we'd care for his business.(I, We know that there is an increasing number of merchants who buyfixtures, as they take a partner—for a lifetime.

They are the people we're after, and for them we have a story out ofthe ordinary.

PHILLIPS'

e_

ShOW Cases

""Dc hiARK

are all that their name implies—have been that for more than fortyyears—only they're just as far in front now as in 1864, the date westarted business.
GET OUR 1905 CATALOGUE OF CASES AND FIXTURES

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd.
I 1.in( 11, Windsor, Ont.

DETROIT, MICH.

April, 1905

ILCIPROVIDENCEnd
ATTLEBORO

To Regulate
or to Abolish
Trading-Stamps

TI-1

Three trading-stamp bills, one
regulative, and two prohibitive,
have been introduced into the
legislature of Rhode Island and
are awaiting the consideration

of the committee on judiciary of the house of
representatives. Briefly, the first bill provides

for placing the control of the trading-stamp busi-

ness directly in the hands of the general treasurer

of the State, and makes it obligatory for those
desiring to issue or redeem stamps to obtain a
license for so doing from that functionary, con-
ditioned upon their submitting to him certain de-

tailed statements of their assets and liabilities,
amount of outstanding stamps, if any, and a list

of the articles with their cost price and stamp
value, which it is proposed to exchange for stamps.

Nor shall such schedule of values be changed with-

out the consent of the treasurer. The bill fixes the
license fee at $5oo per year. It further provides
that the dealer must keep $2o,000 deposited with
the State Treasurer, which sum shall be subject to

the satisfaction of judgment penalties and other
legal charges ; he must also pay the treasurer 25

cents for every r000 stamps issued. Authority is

given the treasurer to examine at any time the
records of concerns coming under the bill. It is

further provided, that dealers shall make quarterly
returns showing the number of stamps issued and
redeemed within the stipulated period, and the
names and addresses of persons who exchanged
stamps for merchandise. Failure to comply with
this requirement is penalized to the amount of $500

for each offence. May 15th is the date upon which
it is proposed that the bill shall become operative.
The prohibitive bills propose to make dealing, etc.,
in trading stamps a misdemeanor punishable in
corporations by a fine not less than Poo nor more
than $r000, and in individuals by a fine of not less
than $50 nor more than $500, or by not less than
three nor more than twelve months' imprisonment.

Fifty-one odd years of service
A Fifty-one with one firm is a record which
Year Record speaks well for the industry and

• fidelity of the one possessing it.
This distinction belongs to Ambrose Kurtz, gene-
ral superintendent of E. I. Richards & Co., North
Attleboro. Mr. Kurtz is a German by birth, who
emigrated to America. It was on March I, 1854,
that he joined the staff of E. Ira Richards, and the
extent of the connection no less than Mr. Kurtz's
advancement would argue a condition of mutual
satisfaction in the relations of employer and
employee.

Suit Over Swivel-

Edwin L. Robinson, of North
Attleboro, has instituted a

Hook Device suit in the United States Cir-
cuit Court, Providence,against

the S. & B. Lederer Co., of that city, for alleged
infringement of letters patent on a swivel-hook
device. Plaintiff alleges that he is the actual in-
ventor of this device, and names two Providence
concerns, to wit, the Bassett Jewelry Co. and the
Rodenberg-Smith Co., as having recognized the
validity of his patent after having first manufac-
tured swivel hooks, which he states were infringe-
ments thereof. He also states that these firms,
when notified, agreed to abstain from further
violation. The bill of complaint sets forth that
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plaintiff was employed by defendants at different
times to make watch swivels according to the
specifications of the patent, and that they (the
defendants) used these in small quantities to sup-
ply local trade and with the object of concealing
their use of larger quantities, which they are said
to have made unlawfully and sent to various parts
of the country. He asks for a disclosure of the
number of swivel hooks made by them in alleged
violation of complainant's patent, and he also asks
that they be enjoined from further infringement.

J. F. Sturdy's Sons, North Attleboro, recently
purchased an important piece of real estate, which
comprehends, besides the concern's own factory and
a number of tenement houses, the establishments
occupied by W. N. Fisher & Co., J. H. Peckham
& Co. and W. H. Bell & Co.

Notice has been issued to the effect that the
co-partnership hitherto existing under the name of
Doran, Bagnall & Co., North Attleboro, has been
dissolved by the withdrawal of Mr. Doran. The
business will be continued under the same firm-
name by Joseph Bagnall, Wm. M. Miller, J. Thos.
Rush and John F. Miller, who are alone authorized
to collect all debts due to the firm and assume all
its liabilities.

The relief association of Irons & Russell,
Providence, held its annual meeting and dinner
last month in Prescott Post Hall. When the mem-
bers had partaken of supper the regular business
of the meeting was gone through and officers and
committees elected for the ensuing year. An
interesting programme of music and dancing fol-
lowed. Charles Myers, Edward S. Goddard and
William D. Whitaker composed the committee in
charge of the reunion.

After the cold weather that has been exper-
ienced in this section, the opening of spring brings
joy to the jeweler's heart. He has had ample
time to get his stock in shape and is well prepared
for the coming Easter season, which, it is expected,
will be a profitable one for all.

Wright, Kay & Co., one of the oldest jewelry
firms in the city, celebrated their thirty-fourth anni-
versary the first week in March. The firm started
business in 1875, at their present location. Their
original store was a small one, but they now occupy
most of the building located on Woodward Avenue

and Campus Martins.
Otto Borresen, Houghton, Mich., has been

appointed local watch inspector on the Duluth,

South Shore and the Atlantic and Mineral Range
Railroads. Among other watch inspectors ap-

pointed are Geo. N. Conklin, Marquette, and the

Levin Jewelry Co., Calumet.
John H. Beekman, a jeweler, of 25 Granville

Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich., pleaded guilty a

short time ago in the Grand Rapids Police Court to

having received stolen goods. Beekman's arrest

was the result of a series of thefts committed by

Frederick Jones, a boy, who was sentenced to the

Detroit House of Correction for stealing coal from

the Grand Rapids and Indiana and the Pere Mar-
quette Roads.

Floyd Harper, who, with his brother, tried to

rob the jewelry store of J. Leisumer, 77 Michigan
Avenue, Detroit, and who killed Officer Daley

when discovered, has been convicted and sentenced
to imprisonment for life.

E. V. Allison, of Pontiac, Mich., made a flying
trip to Detroit recently.

G . G. Case, Jackson, Mich., was a recent visitorhere. 

C. E. Marvin, of Howell, Mich., visited town
some weeks ago.

E. S. Barnes, of Rochester, called on the trade
here last month.

Mr. Edwards, of Edwards & Adams, Carleton,
Mich., has been appointed a trustee of Jackson
Prison by Governor Warner.

Frank Presswell, jeweler and optican, has
opened a store at Holly, Mich.

J. H. Norton, who has been located at Mance-
lona, Mich., has removed his stock to Tallapoosa,
Georgia.

The creditors of Rohm & Rylander, Iron
Mountain, Mich., have agreed to accept a settle-
ment of thirty cents on the dollar.

Geo. T. Wood, of East Tawas, Mich., will
open up a jewelry store at Foley, Minn.

W. H. DeLamales, who conducted a jewelry
store at Charlotte, Mich., has sold out and retired
from business.

Wm. Ferguson, a watchmaker, located in
Windsor, Out., who was accused of larceny by
conversion of property left him to be repaired, was
recently arrested in Detroit and taken back to
Windsor.

J. D. Patterson, of the firm of R. S. and J. D.
Patterson, Pt. Huron, visited St. Louis, Mo.,
recently.

C. C. Rice has opened a watch-repair shop at
Trenton, Mich.

H. G. Hellman, of Detroit, was lately calling
on a sick friend and met with an accident by slip-
ping off the porch and cutting his head. He was
able to be around again however in a day.

Manufacturing jewelers may be glad to learn
that a summer school for arts and crafts, with
special classes for jewelry designing and workman-
ship will open on July 5tb, at Port Sherman, Mich.
The term will last for eight weeks, and the jewelry
course will consist of twelve lessons. This course
will be under the supervision of Forest Emerson
Marr, director of the Arts and Crafts Society, of
Grand Rapids, Mich. ; Burton A. Mann, director
of Arts and Crafts Society, Columbus, Ohio ; Jud-
son Decker, of Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, and Miss
Elizabeth Troege, supervisor of drawing, Muske-
gon, Mich. Port Sherman is located on a channel
connecting Muskegon Lake with Lake Michigan,
and is reached from Muskegon.

A boulder of solid ice, which rolled from the
roof of The Daily Moon office, crashed through
the office of E. W. Parker's jewelry store, at
Battle Creek, some weeks ago and wrecked several
jewelry cases.

Recent buyers in Detroit were : Carstens Bros.,
Grand Rapids, Mich. ; G. A. Creaser, Sunfield,
Mich.; Edwards & Adams, Carleton, Mich.; H. E.
Allen, Morenci, Mich. ; M. A. Delene, Morenci,
Mich. ; Watson & Davis, Bronson, Mich. ; E. C.
P. Shaw, La Grange, Ind. ; K. F. Richt, Kendalls-
ville, hid. ; Geo. H. Thoma, Three Rivers, Mich. ;
Geo. \V. Flanders, Three Rivers, Mich. ; E. J.
Brown, Cassopolis ; Briggs & Cooley, Vicksburg,
Mich. ; J. S. O'Rourke, Richmond, Mich. ; C. W.
Chamberlain, Farmington ; W. H. Skeman, Wyan-
dotte, Mich. ; Frank Dyer, Caro, Mich. ; W. F.
King, Adrian, Mich. ; Frank Gravlin, Birming-
ham, Mich. ; H. W. Baxter, Birmingham, Mich. ;
Chas. King, Adrian, Mich. ; Maitland Ferguson,
Romeo, Mich.
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The Giant

of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

Millions of Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold
all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

NY?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read "The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in hisclass, to send a two-cent stampto Krementz JtCo.,49ChestnutStreet, Newark, N. J., and askto be favored with a copy oftheir leaflet, " The Story of aCollar Button." Afterward, ifany pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,that is half as good as this one,or that approaches it in excel-lence, the deserving studentwill be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoonsas an acknowledgment of hisdiscovery an d contribution." The Story of a Collar Button"Is the hest piece of advertise-ment construction that hascome toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK

lr ,,ftztrvis,
t4

Patent Sustained by United States supreme Court

Quality rand Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ 86 CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. St ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street
NEWARK, N.J.

DIAMONDS
LOOSE AND MOUNTED

Jos. NOTERMAN & CO.
512 RACE STREET

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Let's Have Your Thoughts

Illuminated
efhs

Show Cases
(JOHN PETZ, Patentee)

Good quality always indicates good judgment. This is especi-
ally proved in the selection of Show Cases.

That the American merchant has good judgment and appre-
dates good quality, is evidenced by the immense sales of " Quick
Sales " Show Cases.

Are you thinking on the Show Case question ? Let's have
your thoughts. Perhaps we can work together to mutual advan-
tage. We would like the opportunity, any way.

DETROIT SHOW CASE COMPANY, Dept.
"SHOW CASE BUILDERS TO PROGRESSIVE MERCHANTS"

482 to 490 Fort St.. West, Detroit, U.S.A.
JOHN PNTZ, Prts.
HERBERT IVA LOTT, Secy. Canadian Branch

Windsor, Ont.

April, 1905 THE

( SAN FRANCISCO
LETTER_

Immense Rainfall
Forbodes
Big Crops

A feature of the season in this
section has been an unusual
downpour of rain. All through
the Southern parts of the State,
the rainfall has been in excess

of any previous season in many years. Los

Angeles has had about five times the precipitation

of last year up to this date, and the rainfall in the

other centers has been almost as heavy as Los
Angeles. This heavy fall of rain has caused quite

a delay in traffic between San Francisco and South-

ern points, owing to landslides and washouts. In

the latter part of March, the railroads canceled

their schedule between San Francisco and Los
Angeles and way points, and the mail between the
principal cities was delayed from twelve to twenty-

four hours. The Los Angeles river, which in sum-
mer time is a dry river bed, has overflowed its
banks and washed two of its principal bridges
away. With all the damage, the rainfall has been
very seasonable, as each storm came around just

as the earth generally needed it, and the crops will

be abundant ones. The railroads show some
losses, and the farmers and ranchman large gains,

so everything equalizes. The greatest good to the
greatest number.

E. V. Saunders and wife, of A. I. Hall & Son,
have returned from their Eastern trip. Mr. Saun-
ders is now calling upon his retail trade, showing
some of the ready sellers that he annexed while
a way.

H. J. Whitley, of Los Angeles, one of the
largest retail jewelers of Southern California, was
among the visiting tradesmen in this market
recently buying novelties for his South Spring and
Broadway stores. Mr. Whitley speaking on the
question of tourists, claims there are more of them
in Los Angeles this year than any previous winter,
and business is in a very flourishing condition.

E. E. Wardin, head watchmaker for R. Herz
& Bro.,the retail jewelers, of Reno, Nevada, passed
through San Francisco last month en route for
home, after spending a delightful vacation visiting
points of interest in the East.

A. W. H. Helberg's jewelry store in Garden-
ville, Nevada, was entirely destroyed by fire on
March nth. The loss was partly covered by in-
surance. Mr. Heiberg is making arrangements to
reopen a store in the same location, and is now in
San Francisco on a purchasing trip.

W. C. Godard, the retail jeweler, of Dayton,
Wash., has retired from business, and will take
a much-needed rest. Mr. Godard will be away
from Dayton for about one year, and will open
a new store as soon as lie returns.

Burr. W. Freer, has succeeded the firm of
Heacock & Freer who are representatives of
several of the largest Eastern jewelry manufac-
turers. Mr. Freer's offices have been entirely re-
modeled so as to enable him to handle his growing
business to better advantage. The location of the
offices are at the same old stand, in the Claus
Spreckels Building, on Market Street.

C. V. Gardner and wife, of Santa Maria, Cal.,
were among the visiting retail jewelers in this
market recently, on a purchasing trip. Mr. Gardner
looks forward to a very prosperous season in his
section, as the crude oil interests in his neighbor-
hood are in a flourishing condition.
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Fred. L. Lezinsky, Pacific Coast representa-
tive of several Eastern manufacturers, is away
from his old haunts, and will be away for six or
seven weeks. • Fred. will visit all of his houses in
in the East, going as far as the Attleboros, and
when he returns will be ready for big orders for the
new things that he contemplates picking up while
at the fountain head.

Col. A. A. Andrews, who owns Andrews' Dia-
mond Palace, on Montgomery Street, has re-
turned to his store after spending a delightful
vacation at Green's Hotel, at Pasadena. Mr.
Andrews' party consisted of Mrs. Andrews, Mrs.

Sam. Baker and daughter. The colonel return-

ed greatly improved in health after his month's
vacation, and is now busy entertaining the host of
tourists that he met while South. The colonel's
store is the mecca of all visitors to this city, and is
entitled to all the praise that visitors express.

Louis Freund, the genial member of the firm
of Henry Freund & Bro., of Maiden Lane, New
York, is calling on his friends in this section, and
from all appearances the retail jewelers throughout
the Coast have saved some fair-sized orders for
him. Louie usually stays with us two or three
weeks, as his trade in this city is a very large one.
His house has been represented upon the Coast
semi-annually for the last thirty years.

H. Dobrowsky, the retail jeweler, of Ander-
son, Cal., who recently had the misfortune of losing

his show cases and fixtures by fire, has reopened
his store after installing a complete new set of
fixtures. From the indications his friends must
have been holding back their purchases for his
opening, as his business is booming, and he is
reaching out for more customers from clay to day.

The California jewelry Co., of Sutter Street,
this city, have procured the services of R. H.
Krause, who was formerly identified with the
diamond house of Falkenau & Oppenheim.

Ariner & Weinshenk, wholesale material
dealers, of Sutter Street, this city, have procured

the services of Samuel Cohn, formerly of the firm

of G. & S. Cohn, of Leadville, Colorado. Mr.

Cohn will call upon the retail trade of San Fran-

cisco and the Bay Cities in the interest of his new
employers.

Walter Green, of Carrau & Green, wholesale

diamond merchants of this city, returned from his

semi-annual trip to the precious stone markets of

Europe with the largest lot of diamonds ever pur-

chased by this enterprising house. Mrs. Green
accompanied Mr. Green and spent a very pleasant

holiday, visiting points of interest both en route to

New York and in Europe.
Ed. Evatt, who formerly conducted a retail

jewelry establishment on Third Street, under the

firm-name of Evatt & Hinckle, has accepted a
position with Carl Eber, the diamond merchant, of

206 Kearny Street, this city.

Nordman Bros., the wholesale jewelry jobbers,
located at 134 Sutter Street, this city, have received

a large consignment of hall clocks in mission and

colonial patterns, and they make a welcome addi-

tion to their well-stocked clock room.

Sherman Thompson, the progressive retail

jeweler, of Salem, Ore., is visiting his friends in

this city. Mr. Thompson makes an annual visit

just to keep in touch with new goods that are inter-
esting to his patrons. It is needless to say that he
purchased a large line of ready sellers for the
Easter season.

Chas. Hayden, formerly in the employ of

A. C. Smith, of the City of Mexico, has accepted
the position of head watchmaker with Brittain &
Co., of Geary Street, San Francisco.
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G. M. Roy has opened a new store at 540
Kearny Street, this city, and is doing a good
jewelry and optical business under the title of the
Crown Jewelry & Optical Co. This makes two
stores under Mr. Roy's management on this thriv-
ing business street.

Simon Nordlinger, of Los Angeles, is receiv-
ing the sympathy of his many friends in the trade
upon the sudden death of his wife, who passed
away on February zzd. TIIE KEYSTONE also
wishes to extend to Mr. Nordlinger and his family
its heartfelt regrets upon their recent loss.

S. H. Clausin, of Clausin & Co., one of the
leading jewelry jobbers of Minneapolis, was among
the visiting tradesmen in San Francisco recently.
Mr. Clausin and family have been spending a
delightful vacation in the southern part of this
State, and he returned to Minneapolis alone, as
Mrs. Clausin will extend her sojourn'for an indefi-
nite period, our climate being very beneficial to
her health.

Geo. Blakeslee, of Tonopah and Goldfield,
Nev., was suddenly called to the bedside of his
dying father last month. Mr. Blakeslee, Sr.,
passed away in Los Angeles, and his son was
with him in his last moments. Deceased was
seventy-four years of age. THE KEYSTONE joins
Mr. Blakeslee's many friends in extending their
condolences in his bereavement.

Schiller B. Herman and wife, of Myrtle Point,
Ore., was among the visiting tradesmen in town
last month, combining business with pleasure.
Mr. Herman purchased a fine line of staples to
supply the demands of his growing trade.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred. Roth, vice-president of
M. Schussler & Co., Inc., wholesale jewelry job-
bers, of San Francisco, is making an extended
trip through Europe. Mr. Roth sill combine busi-
ness with pleasure, and purchase precious stones
in the European market for their fall trade before
returning home.

E. W. Reynolds' traveling representative,
George Hambright, recently called upon some of
his old Frisco friends, including THE KEYSTONE
man. George is covering the Southern part of the
State in the interests of the growing house of
E. W. Reynolds, of Los Angeles. He reports
business as very good.

The Kimberley Diamond Palace, at 804 Market
Street, have decided to remodel their store, and in
the near future they will instal a fine new set of
fixtures that will compare favorably with any of
our first-class jewelry stores.

Henry Bohm, of the Bohm-Bristol Co., retail
jewelers, of Deliver, Colo., and San Francisco, was
visiting this city recently. Mr. Bohm is arranging
his business in Denver so as to enable him to
spend the greater part of his time in San Francisco.

G. 0. Peterson has opened a small manufac-
turing establishment in the Richmond district, San
Francisco, and is catering to the retail trade ill
that growing section of our city.

Indestructible Glass

In consequence of many recent inquiries, our
consul at Liege has sent to Washington a report
about the hardened glass and crystal ware manu-

factured in Belgium. Oil •account of the costliness
of the process, but few articles are as yet made of
this glass, which is called agatine. It serves well
for dishes and tumblers. An agatine tumbler may

be dropped on a hard floor or thrown across a
room with but slight chance of breaking. With great
violence, of course, the glass can be broken, but

its power of resistance is described as astonishing.

1
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MOVING
After April 1st
we will be located
in our new shop at

10 South Seventh Street

Minneapolis, Minn. 

KIRCHNER 6 RENICH

Send for our new stickers and open an account
with us at once

Write Right Now 

For our special Easter Goods illus-
trations. Each and every one o
them are new patterns, and at
popular prices.
Our new line of Electro-Plated

Hollowware, 24 Karat Ormolu
Gold Clocks, Novelties of every
description, Picture Frames, etc.
will be ready April 1st.

Anchor Silver Plate Co.
Main Office and Works, ST. PAUL, MINN.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.– 738 Mission St.
CHICAGO, ILL—Palmer House

Growth Indicates Success
We started small, but didn't long remain so.
We would have been out of business long ago if ourschool didn't pay and please our students.
just think-19 years established, and each year bigger.We teach Watch, Clock, Jewelry Repairing, Engravingand Optics.
If you wish to attend the best school, write at once forour new catalogue.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
St. Louis, Mo.

THE LATEST AND BEST

The 'Automatic" Safety Catch

Open Closed
Patented

Neatest, strongest, best and most practical safetycatch that has ever been presented for considerationof the trade. It is automatic in action and a positivvlock for the pin. The pin-stein engages readily and
positively cannot come out until you release it. The
release is as simple and can be accomplished morereadily than from an ordinary open catch. A touch of the finger on point r/and the pin is automatically freed from the catch. Made in Gold, SterlingSilver and German Silver.

Samples sent on application from Manufacturers or Wholesale Dealers inJobbing Material.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I,
Chicago Office—I03 State Street

April, 1905 THE KEYSTONE
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" March business has been a decided improve-

ment over February," is the universal report from

all parts of this section. It has been a very pleas-

ant month for a Northwestern March, and all

indications point to a very early spring. Usually

March is considered a cold, blustering month with

plenty of snow, but if the latter part is as pleasant

as what the first part has been there will be no

complaints heard. Travelers are enjoying the

weather, as they have not lost a day through being

snow-bound, and now they have no fears of floods

later on to overflow the rivers and further delay

them as the snow is practically gone. As it melted

gradually, most of the moisture has gone into the

ground, which is now well soaked, and a few warm

days will set the farmers to seeding.

Jobbers ref:loft business not only fair but excel-

lent, all agreeing that it is away ahead of last year,

and there is nothing on the surface to show any

possibility of its falling off. April, being Easter

month, should show a decided increase over

March, to be followed by May and June, two

universally good months for the jewelry trade.

Secretary Herdliska, of the Minnesota Retail

Jewelers' Association, has sent to the trade a

printed report of the doings of the association at

its last meeting, with an invitation for all not

.members to send in their applications at once.

Any jeweler not receiving one should write for it,

as it is interesting reading.

Carl W. Slocum has resigned his position as

traveler for S. H. Clausin & Co., and has bought

in the business of R. W. Main, Cando, N. Dak.

Carl should make a success in the retail line.

E. C. Gross, Litchfield, Minn., has repainted

and papered his store room.
Ed. Halstead, lately with Haldor Anderson,

Fessenden, N. Dak., has started in business at

Glenburn, N. Dak.
W. M. James, Breckenridge, Minn., has moved

his jewelry stock three doors east of the old stand,

and now has it in a store room alone.

S. E. Myers, Andover, S. Dak., is now at the

bench for W. C. Hudson, Graceville, Minn.

Sam. B. Millard has sold out at Litchfield,

Minn., and has moved to Seventh Street and

Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn., where he

will confine himself exclusively to the optical line.

L. E. Bryant, Belle Plaine, Minn., will remove

next month to Clarkston, Wash., where he has

bought out an old-established business. Sorry to

lose you for a close neighbor, Lute, but don't

forget us when so far away.
T. Wm. Clark, of Clark Bros., St. Cloud, Minn.,

was married, February 22d, to Miss lois Snow, of

Little Falls, Minn. THE KEYSTONE extends its

heartiest congratulations to the happy young
people, and wishes them the best of good fortune.

Chas. Johnson, for several years with E. p.
Meyrowitz, Minneapolis, has been added to the
optical force of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul.

.E. C. Skang succeeds C. C. Skang, at Battle

Lake, Minn. The latter moved to Minot, N. Dak.
F. J. Bartom, lately in business in Oklahoma,

will start in business at Sleepy Eye, Minn.
C. J. Poe, a graduate of Stone's School, St.

Paul, Minn., has gone to work for Scofield Bros.,

Cannon Falls, Minn,

E. E. Allen, Wilton, N. D., spent several days
in the Twin Cities last month, buying goods and in
search of information on how to properly fit up a
jewelry store.

Clark Bros., Little Falls, Minn., have moved
their stock to St. Cloud, Minn., where it was con-
solidated with their business there.

W. J. I3ieber, last year with Sischo & Beard,
St. Paul, representing them in Southern Minnesota
and South Dakota, is now with F. W. H. Schmidt,
Chicago, whom he will represent in the same
territory.

L. T. Dillon, accompanied by his father, Geo.
W. Dillon, Manley, Iowa, passed through the Twin

Cities last month on their way to Litchfield, Minn.,
where they have purchased the business of S. B.
Millard. The new firm-name will be L. T. Dillon

& Co.
Ralph Kerr succeeds C L. Wood, at Ellen-

dale, N. Dak.
Alex Olson, a Stone School graduate, has

begun business at Akely, Minn.
John Kritzek, lately with Ernest Schmidt,

Howard Lake, Minn., has begun business there on

his own account.
R. M. McLaughlin, formerly with Robert

McGrath, Hannah, N. Dak., has begun business at

Lisbon, N. Dak.
We are pleased to hear that C. F. Sischo, of

Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, who has been confined

to the hospital the last three weeks, is doing nicely.

Expects to soon get into business harness again.

C. H. Nerbovig, Mankato, Minn., had his

entire office burned out by fire last month, not a

thing being saved. His records, etc., were com-

pletely destroyed, making a loss almost impossible

to replace. His actual loss will reach P000, cov-

ered by only $400 insurance. He will immediately

reopen for business and gradually restore his

records as opportunity offers.

E. M. Schwenke, New Richland, Minn., will

have an auction to clean up his stock.

J. S. Cohen, St. Paul, Minn., is closing out his

retail stock at auction.
F. J. Pratt, optician, St. Paul, has moved to

455 Robert Street, with Geo. R. Holmes. This

gives him a decidedly better location and office.
D. R. Cohen has opened an optical parlor in

the room vacated by T. J. Pratt, 98 E. Seventh
Street, St. Paul.

Judson A. Beard, Northeastern traveler for
Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, is now out on his North-
ern trip. Jud. reports the trade in excellent
spirits and using him very nicely.

J. C. S. Nelson is the new jeweler at Sanborn,
Minn.

J. I. Truax, New Paynesville, Minn., has sold
out to John G. Gerde.

R. P. Yale has started in business at Dassell,
Minn.

Visitors noticed the past month were : F. W.
Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; H. Ziskin, Grand
Forks, N. Dak.; W. M. James, Breckenridge,
Minn.; L. E. Bryant, Belle Plaine, Minn.; C. H.
Nerbovig, Mankato, Minn.; A. E. Palmer, Grand
Forks, N. Dak.• Frank C. Wittenbring, Luverne,
Minn.; J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn.; I. M.
Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; John C. Marx

' 
Sha-

kopee, Minn.; C. E. Peterson, Pepin, Wis.; C. A.
Sherdahl, Montevideo, Minn.• L. T. Dillon, Litch-
field, Minn.; Geo. W. Dillon, Iowa ; E. E.
Allen, Wilton, N. Dak.; F. J. Bartom, Sleepy Eye,
Minn.; E. C. Roberts, Red Wing, Minn.; Prot.

J. W. Grainger, Rochester, Minn.; L. J. Korstad,
Zumbrota, Minn.; Emil M. Schwenke, New Rich-
land, Minn.; Christ. Arveson, Sleepy Eye, Minn.;
W. W. Arms, Owatonna, Minn.; J. Wm. Brown,
Ortonville, Minn.; Mary J. Fargeman, Fergus Falls,
Minn.; E. F. Huhner, Stillwater, Minn.; F. W.
Harper, Renville, alinn.• H. M. Hitchcock, Red-
wood Falls, Minn.; T. W. Clark and E. P. Long,
St. Cloud, Minn.; Hans J. Heram, Elbow Lake,
Minn.; H. 0. Schlender, Springfield, Minn.; J. H.
Eggers, Jr., Plainview, Minn.
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PHILADELPHIA
LETTER

During the present ' month the Philadelphia

Jewelers' Club will hold a " house-warming " and

smoker in celebration of the formal occupancy by

the club of its new and handsomely appointed

quarters. These quarters are a great improve-

ment on the old home of the club, being elabo-

rately furnished and supplied with all the latest

improvements.
Frank Kind, of S. Kind & Sons, sailed for

Europe on Tuesday, March 7th, on the Kaiser

Wilhelm der Grosse. He will visit the diamond

markets of London, Paris, Amsterdam and Ant-

werp, and also the manufacturing jewelry centers

in France and Germany. He expects to return

about May 1st.
Geo. W. Magee, of McIntire, Magee & Brown,

accompanied by Mrs. Magee, started last month on

a trip South. They journeyed to New Orleans by

sea, going thence to Southern California and will

return by way of Grand Canon, Arizona. The trip

will cover about five weeks.
Will. 0. Hurlburt, of H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons,

and Mrs. Hurlburt, were members of a party who

returned early last month from a trip to the tropics,

during which a pleasant visit was made to Jamaica,

the insular paradise of the West Indies. Calls

were made to Kingston and San Antonio, Mr.

Hurlbut taking special interest in the quaint

jewelry stores on the island. The system of selling

and purchasing native jewelry is somewhat unique.

A ring, for instance, is selected from a number of

pictures, and is made to order. The stores are

primitive in character, and the business methods

have the drowsy flavor of all things tropical.

Fred. B. Hurlburt, of H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons,

accompanied by his wife, sailed for the Mediterra-

nean early in March on the Cunard liner, Carpathia.

They will visit Paris, London, Naples and other

cities and points of interest in Great Britain and

the continent.
The following are the names of those who

recently entered the Philadelphia College of Hor-

ology ; Milton Gebhard, Germantown, Pa.; L. J.

Holt, Church Creek, Md.; A. J. Thompson, Cherry

Valley, N. Y.; R. B. Buseman, Philadelphia, Pa.;

Otto Weaver, Honesdale, Pa.; P. I). Swan, Mary-

ville, Tenn.; Theo. Delfour, Philadelphia, Pa.;

D. J. Davis, Salem, W. Va.; W. Wyatt, Rome,

Ga.; J. H. Wheeler, Randolph, N. Y.; G. New-

man, New Berne, Ohio ; H. C. Bland, Maysville,

S. C.; Mrs. C. J. Meadows, of Canada, a recent

student of this college, has accepted a position

with Jeweler M. Gies, of Pittsburg, Pa.; Clyde 0.

Alt, of Church, N. Y., has returned home after

completing a course at college.

J. Warner Hutchins, who was chairman of the

dinner committee which rendered such good ser-

vice at the recent annual banquet of the Philadel-

phia Jewelers' Club, was recently presented by the

members of that committee with an elaborate hand-

wrought fob and seal, the latter bearing the crest

of M. Hutchins. This unique token of esteem and

popularity is highly prized by Mr. Hutchins. It

was furnished by J. E. Caldwell & Co., and the

committee which made the presentation was corn-

posed of A. G. Lee, Wm. G. Earle, Frank Kind,

Joseph E. Cadwallader, Charle E. Berry, William

H. Long, William Linker, 'William P. Sackett and

John A. Lerman,
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Alabama
I. R. Rubenstein, of Birmingham, who wasburned out on December 28, 19°4, and had beenlooking for a new location for some months, hasfound one, having become established at 1918Third Avenue, that city. He was not financiallyinjured by the fire, and is doing nicely in his newstore.

Colorado
J. P. Wilcox, of Idaho Springs, has becomelocated in new quarters in the Plummer Building.These premises have been refitted in accordancewith ideas and suggestions of Jeweler Wilcox, whohas been in the business for years and is thoroughlyposted as to what is required for the proper displayof jewelry. The show windows and other displayfacilities are admirably arranged, and the repairdepartment furnished with the most approvedmechanical equipment. A dark-room is a featureof the optical department, and this is replete withrefracting apparatus.

Idaho
M. C. Peterson, the Coeur D'Alene jeweler,was married at Spokane, Wash., on March 7th, toMiss Ada F. Campbell, of the last-named city.Mr. Peterson has also moved his stock of jewelryinto new and handsome quarters in the brickbuilding which is now jointly occupied by himselfand the amur D'Alene drug store.

Illinois
E. J. Peck, the well-known jeweler, of Joliet,now occupies portion of the store on ChicagoStreet, that city, recently vacated by George E.Feagans, another leading jeweler, who has becomeestablished in new and more extensive quarters.The other portion of the store evacuated by Mr.Feagans has been leased Elmer E. Henry, whohas installed therein his extensive line of china.Mr. Peck recently returned from a buying trip toNew York City, and subsequently installed a finestock of jewelry, silverware and cut glass.

Kentucky
On February ist the Miller Jewelry Co., ofGuthrie, was succeeded by C. M. Miller, hereto-fore its manager, who will continue the business atthe same place.

Maine
Jeweler Harry P. Lowell's new store is a note-worthy addition to the places of business onAugusta's principal thoroughfare. It is sub5tan-tially constructed and prettily decorated. Theceiling is of steel • and is quite ornamental. Theentire furnishings are in mahogany, some newshow cases having been added, and all are arrangedwith a view to artistic effect. The fretwork archover the partition, with its decoration of small in-candescent bulbs, gives an added beauty, and thecarved mahogany railings, upholstered in leather,which guard the watch repairers' benches at thewindows, are in harmony with the whole. In therear of the store a complete workroom is fittedup with benches for engravers and repair workers,while the basement is fully finished for storagepurposes.

Massachusetts
J. Richmond Dean, photographer, stationer,etc., of Malden, has succeeded C. B. Summer inthe jewelry business at that place. Mr. Dean statesthat his intention is to make it possible for Maldenresidents to obtain all they want in the jewelry,watch, diamond and cut glass line.

Michigan
George W. Purdy, who was associated in busi-ness with E. J. Hall, the Saginaw jeweler, diedrecently from the effects of an operation for atumor. The operation was performed in Septem-ber last with apparent success, and a short time

afterwards the patient was able to resume work.The malady, however, reappeared, this time in amore serious form, and the patient's death, whichwas the result, was hastened by a stroke ofparalysis.
W. R. Austin, of Port Huron, has moved intothe building lately vacated by the First NationalBank, where he has a fine large store, with anample vault. This location is one of the mostprominent in the city.
Miss Martin, with C. A. Stevenson, of Hol-land, was very ill with la grippe the early part ofMarch, but has completely recovered.
Jeweler H. A. Hamilton, of St. Joseph, spentthe first week in March in New York, combiningbusiness with pleasure.

Missouri
A. J. Levin, the well-known pawnbroker andjeweler, of St. Joseph, is about to establish him-self in his recently-purchased new home. To thishandsome residence the jeweler will add a green-house at a cost of about $1500.

Nebraska
J. A. Anderson, the jeweler and music dealer, ofStromburg, accompanied by his wife and little son,is enjoying a visit to relatives in Los Angeles, Cal.

New Mexico
C. A. Claypool, watchmaker, has accepted aposition with C. W. Smith, of Mexico City, watchInspector on the Mexican Central Railroad.F. W. Slocum, formerly with the Bohni-13ristolCo., Denver, Colo., is now with T. M. Rhomberg,of Alamagordo.

New York
The firm of Allison & Thayer, Jamestown, hasbeen dissolved by mutual consent. Mr. Arnsonwill continue the business as a jeweler and pawn-broker, and M. Thayer, after enjoying a month'svacation, is about to start in business for himself.M. J. Kershaw, the Perry jeweler, has beenjoined by C. S. Hawkins, a first-class optometrist,and has moved to a commodious corner store.The partners will jointly conduct a jewelry andoptical business, under the name of Kershaw &Hawkins.

North Carolina
Gorman & Green, of Salisbury, held a formalopening at their new store recently and the eventwas a complete success in every respect. Withenlarged space and comprehensive stock, the firmwas in excellent trim to receive the large number ofvisitors in attendance. This store is very tastefullyfurnished, and on the occasion of the openingpresented an imposing appearance with its interest-ing array of new goods. The event was the subjectof elaborate notice in the local press. This firm,in addition to its Salisbury establishment, also con-ducts a store at Spencer.

Ohio
Charles J. Scholler, of Van Wert, has remod-eled his store and executed therein some notableimprovements, making it one of the handsomestestablishments of its kind in that part of the State.Jeweler Scholler has also been recently appointeda railroad watch inspector.
W. R. Johnston, the Butler jeweler, made agood sale recently when A. W. Simmons purchasedeight fine gold watches, chains and charms com-plete for $16o. Mr. Simmons presented each ofhis seven children with a watch and one for him-self, on the inside case of ‘vhich was engraved thename of the recipient. The engraving was doneby Mr. Johnston. Five of the watches were sentto Montana, where five of Mr. Simmons' childrenare located.
Geo. A. Clark, the well-known jeweler, ofLorain, recently admitted to partnership in hisbusiness his son, Frank A. Clark, and the firm isnow known as Geo. A. Clark & Son, the seniormember retaining a three-quarter interest therein.The founder of this concern arrived in Lorain inJanuary, 1881, and with $300 started in business.He occupied a small portion of a storeroom andas business increased he enlarged his quarters.For many years he has been in his own building,and now has one of the leading jewelry stores inthat section. The new member of the firm has
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been in his father's employ for many years, thor-oughly understands the business and is a youngman of energy and tact, who will doubtless achievea creditable success in his new connection.A merry party made up of watch inspectors onthe Erie Railroad, representatives of a number ofwatch manufactories and some newspaper men,were entertained at the Commercial Club, Marion,on March 15th, by M. A. Turney, the local inspec-tor. The inspectors in the chief cities betweenMeadville, Pa., and Chicago, and Marion and Cin-cinnati, including the cities mentioned, met at theclub house to exchange notes and glean ideas fromChief Inspector Arnold, and thus business andpleasure were combined, the local inspector prov-ing an ideal host. At the noon hour a splendidrepast was served in the general dining-room, andlater cigars were enjoyed. The guests were A. S.Wormwood, Springfield, Ill.; F. A. Mason, Lan-caster, Pa.; W. A. Howard, Rochester, Ind.; CarlA. Bechtol, Galion ; Charles Arkin, Hammond,hid.; J. G. Galley, Cleveland ; C. H. Backinstos,Niles ; R. D. MacDonald, Lima ; D. H. Wells,Boston ; J. J. McCarthy, Chicago ; J. B. Warren,Chicago ; George L. Wilson, Meadville, Pa.; F.W.Arnold, Chicago ; J. A. Ewing Kent ; 0. Grafton,Huntington, Ind.; E. E. Powers and Geo. H. Van-Fleet, Marion.

Oregon
Mitchell Smith, the Baker City jeweler, hasbeen awarded the contract for the installation of :tSeth Thomas tower clock in the new local city hall.

Texas
The Ross Heyer Jewelry Co., of Waxahachie,had an auction sale recently which was conductedby Auctioneer P. E. Pope.

Washington
The E. L. Trickey & Peckham Co. have soldtheir handsome jewelry store at 1315 SecondAvenue, Seattle, to Leadbetter & Allison, whowill carry on the business at the old stand.

Wisconsin
John F. Breitenstein, removed his businessfrom Waupaca to Amigo, on March 1st. In hisnew location he has a more spacious store andenlarged stock.
A daring attempt was made at early morn re-cently to rob the jewelry store of Fuchs & Hent-schel, 430 Grand Avenue, Milwaukee. A brickwas thrown through the heavy glass window.Displayed in the window at the time, within easyreach through the hole made by the brick, werewatches, rings and pins, valued at $15oo. Theappearance of a patrolman from around the cornermust have frightened the thief. When the officerobserved the broken window no one was in sight.He called up the central police station, and a detec-tive was sent to the scene to watch for the reap-pearance of the robber, but no one came.

Tesla's Great Tower
The great tower erected by Nikola Testa onthe lonely beach at Warden Cliff, on Long Island,has been finished since January last, and yet nothingseems to have been done ill the way of practicalresults. At least Mr. Tesla has not taken the publicinto his confidence, as Ile has done so frtquentlybefore, for he is as silent as the Sphinx as to hisachievements or hopes at Warden Cliff.
The Tesla tower stands on the loneliest sectionof the shore of Long Island, at Warden Cliff, nearWading River, at the northern end of the island.It is remote from towns, and if the inventor wasseeking retirement from the inquisitive public hecould not have hit upon a happier spot.

, There he has purchased 200 acres and hasconstructed his laboratory, a long shed-like building.Standing near the western end of the laboratory isthe tower. It is cone-shaped and 15o feet high, withround, ball-like top. It is a network of • steelgirders, fastened to four upright girders running upfrom the ground.
It has been known for some time that Mr. Teslahas been working on a system of wireless tele-graphy, but his failure to accomplish anythingdefinite after these many months would seem toindicate that, possibly, he is on another track.
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Violets in lavender orhue, per laitieli, 12e.
No. 2192

. 
Violets in purple onlycheaper gratle, per bunch, 21

Genuine Chickens and Ducklings
Taxidermist-mounted in Nutley, life-ljlie pt.sil ions. Splendid for grouping in windowdisplay, and rendy sellers 41V1.1. 1 lie 14,1111i el.. No. 2017 (.•liicliens,:...71.`l0 per doz. No. 201sI nod: ling., ,7-2.11111,er 11.1%. C1 1111111 Chickens, 20c, per doz.

floral Easter Eggs
No. 21iii. Eloral 1,.asom Egg, with reindeer in metal, lying down, very attractivelydeeenited with art iliend !Huy hells ;Hid natural preilared sea-moss. $3.50 Jr ftz.No. 21112 neriit Easter e,, with I wo niMal rabbits. 1./ecoratIons of natural SCR-MOSSand Easter :4t per doz.No. 2101. Valley 1.:,1,1er Float. A half Easter Egg On wheels, drawn 1.y :1 reindeer inmetal, all 1.merated iv ii Ii natural prepared sea-moss. asnarairus and ail maiden-hair fern,. -7;01 per doz.

No. 2501. Apple Spray. Blooming
IlPide spray, per dozen, $3.00.

No. 2989. Easter Lily Vine
In white, pink or purple lilies, $3 per doz. yards.

N„ v.miiing Glory Vines,
2 lo • Aids.

No. 2983A. ■Iorn log Glory Vines,
per doz. yards.

(Kit 010

1,1: efeZ4-
No 2:01

Wild ■• i - per doz. yard,

Make your store Springlike. Blooming Apple and Peach Tdecorative line.
I can supply you with original ideas which will be a great helpoccasion and special sales. Send for estimates.My new Illustrated Easter Supplement, No. 2, is tiOw ready. Pen a

No. 2565. Cherry Spray
in,"nnin v Penell or Apple Sprays.

;71e, :111,I,L00 each.

No. 2582. Easter Lily Sprays
Iwo full-bloom Lilies in white, pink, orpurple, $1.35 per doz. ; single Lilies, ;73.50

I)' r gross.

No. 2746. Palm Plants
Lyn. iii. 11. Each 1.oz.27 Elanis 3 24 $0.15 $t.202711 4 36 .20 2.0027e., ,. 5 36 .40 3.202716;4. " 6 36

2750 " 10 45 1.00 i'.60No. 2206. Pada' Tree, 8 feet high. 15'Hives, each, $3.00.
No 2208. l'alm Tree, 12 feet high, 18leaves, each, S4 50.
No, 2209 Palm 'Free, 14 feet high. 24lea Ve,, I.;0.11,

arnor
adoWIrt.ftat Zr el*

No. 2981. Smilax, 50c. per doz. yares;per gross yards, t5, 0 and t

rees, etc., in fact, anything and everything

to you in decorating your store for any speciA

postal for this Supplement to-day. It will pay you.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 34 IRA NCI 1 )1 'ICI .4y;

Barclay Street, NEW YORK

You share the benefits of
this kind of advertising if you
carry the New England line.
We do not sell direct.
We do not mention prices.
But from Maine to California, we

are hearing from thousands who have
noticed our " ads."
We send their names to the dealer

in their neighborhood who sells the
New England line.
He makes the sale.
He gets the profit.
We get his order for more.
That is our system of advertising.
Thousands of dealers are getting

its benefit.
Are you?

LADIES'
WATCH ES
Keep

Accurate
Time

The absolute guar-
antee of a house of
ma n y years' ex-
perience is behind
this statement.

The delicacy of design and exquisite
workmanship is unsurpassed in any
other ladies' watch. Ask to be shown
the New England line at your own
jewelers. There is a watch to suit
every fancy. At a glance they will
prove themselves to you.

Our New England Blue Book, Illus-
trating the complete line of watches,
Is now ready and will he sent to any
address upon application. Every
intending purchaser should see this
hook before making their selection.
For sale by all Jewelers.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
OFFICER

New York City
C87-39 Maiden Lane 131-137AT: g4'linis11 Ave.

San Francisco, Claus Spreckels Bldg.

New England watches

are made in every size and

countless styles.

Watches for men and
women, boys and girls, and

every watch a guaranteed time-
keeper.

Our novelties, particularly
the Skeleton Watch, make

trade-bringing window dis-
plays. Wherever shown they

draw a crowd.

YOu need the New England

in your show case. Send now
for our catalogues.

NEW ENGLAND WATCH COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.
37 Maiden Lane, New York 131 Wabash Ave., Chid'ago Spreckels Bldg., San Francisco
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The extraordinary feature of
our present product

Goodness besiness — is the ordinary, every-
day characteristic of Keystone Case g; but, joined
to this structural superiority, the goods now coming
through the factory show such surpassing beauty
as to easily distance all competitors, and :ill ‘:i,e have
done before.

These latest cases mock the effort to show
them by cut or photograph—black ink libels their
charms ; and better skill than ours in word painting
would fall short of picturing them adequately.
See these latest Keystone goods for yourself—and
you can then account for this oldest casemaking
concern always remaining the youngest, the most
progress i N'e and u p-to-d a te.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Igth and Brown Sts., Philadelphia

Do not accept substitutes

for Keystone material

Retail jewelers frequently complain to us that

other material than ours is sent them by Material

Houses when Keystone material is ordered.

The jeweler should insist on getting Keystone

material for the repair of Keystone cases—otherwise

he will surely suffer permanent harm, from the cus-

tomer's dissatisfaction with the imperfect fit and

short wear of the substituted material.

The remedy is in the jeweler's own hands. He

need not jeopardize the good will of his customers

by accepting material which is forced upon him ;

and he should guard against his own indifference.

There are Material Houses which will furnish

genuine Keystone material.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Igth and Brown Sts., Philadelphia

•••••••-• • t••••••rtirPV•••■••••••••••.•••"7 1,,,,,!•,;.;•..
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Your last chance
to get this great bargain

This is the last time that we shall advertise

" Standard " Electric Clocks
remaining on hand will be closed out before another issue of THE KE\-:,.1,\

as buyers are showing great eagerness to "get in " before all are crone6

A
voluminous

supply of

Elgin an(l

Movements

grades.
Railroad
Watches

a specialty

of the

nc\\ c'st styles

11111 015 and patterns

in all the
standard 
makes of

=(,„\
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EL010 00 NURRe'BURT OD 5(CY \,-NT. p liPt thE DT:51 Enb- reet

THE SIMPLEX
WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

No. /0
49 in. high, 12-ht. dial

No. .././
50 in. high, 12-in. dial

No.
47; in. high, 12-in. dial

We urgently advise all our friends to hurry their orders .forward before it isUnquestionably there never was such a Clock value offered before for

1,7381_18,120 1832

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N. V.
SENO FUR CATALOUUL " E

direct from the fizclory

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from

burning out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

Price, $12.00 net. may be purchased through your,joblther

Made in Gold, Silver, Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, 'loyal Copper 
and

Mad: Enamel. Samples sent 111,011 1.1,1111VSL
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A New Line of 16 Size Watche:
for

Jewelers whose first consideration is Quality and Finish
Sold only as Complete Watches, cased in heavy 18 K. orSolid Gold and Boss or Crescent 25-year Filled Cases.No publishing of trade prices allowed.
The retail selling price of each Watch is fixed by the manufilc-turer, assuring the Jeweler an attractive profit.
No cutting of prices will be permitted.

'4K.

23 ruby and sapphire jewels (raised gold settings) ;adjusted to 5 positions, temperature and isochronism ;breguet hairsprings ; micrometric regulator ; gold trainwheels ; double roller ; steel escape wheel ; all steel partshighly finished : extra fine, litinfl-maile, double-sunk liiil ;timed in the case and certificate of rating furnishedwith each watch.

19 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings) ; adjustedto 3. positions, ter I I t Clot ii and isoehronism ; breguet ha ir-piing ; inform...111e regulator : gold center wheel ; double•otter ; steel et•eaut, wheel : all •teel part,: Ilighlv fuiuislil ;.xtrtt fine, hand-fflude, .1., Itc-sufil: : timed in the caseand certificate ot rating furnished with each watch.

17 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings); adjustedto 2 positions, temperature and isochronIsm ; bregnet hair-spring; micrometric regulator ; gold center wheel : doubletoiler; steel escape wheel ; all steel parts highly finished ;extra fine, hand-made, double-stink dial ; timed in case.

17 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings); adjusted tofruitier:unix. and isochronism ; hreguet hat spring ; micro-metric regulator ; gold center wheel ; all steel parts highlyfiulshed ; extra tine, hand-tinith• dial ; timed in case.

Write to us for Booklet giving full descriptions and the prices atwhich these Watches are to be sold to the consumer ; also a list ofWholesalers from whom these Watches can be obtained.

E. Noward Watch Company, Waltham, Mass.Each Watch is enclosed in a highly finished, silk-lined Mahogany Box

•IMM

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT  

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By JULES Gnossmawx, Director of the Ilorological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and
1IRR MANN G ROSSM ANN, Director of the Ilorologieal and Electro-Mechanical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.
Authorized translation hy Jmutts ALLAN, ,TR., Charleston, S. C. Former pupil of the

Locle lIorological School.
[Copyrighted, 1905, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part XVI.)

Let us admit, as is the custom, an escape wheel with 15 teeth.
The number of turns which this wheel should execute while the
fourth wheel makes one, x'ill be obtained by dividing 216 oscilla-
tions by twice the number of teeth in the escape wheel, therefore,

216
— = 71; turns.

2 A 15
One, therefore, places

and, on choosing for the number of leaves a multiple of 5, to, for
example, one will have

7; X 10 7= D,
which gives

== 72 teeth.

The fourth wheel could have 72 teeth and the escape pinion
to leaves.

162. In the problem with which we have just dealt, the second
hand will not divide the minute into too parts, since it will make
2 t6 little jumps during one revolution. We could still propose to
divide the minute into too equal parts, by abandoning the condition
stipulated in the first problem, of keeping for the balance the same
duration of oscillations ; in place, therefore, of making it execute
216 oscillations, let us imagine it as making zoo of them.

With an escape wheel of 15 teeth, one arrives at

200
63i turns

2X 15

executed by the escape wheel while the fourth wheel made I.
Choosing a pinion of 9 leaves, one has

X 9 — Gu teeth
for the fourth wheel.

163. 'We have still to make the calculation of the wheel-work
Ii r the dial wheels. This problem can have two forms : the one
ill which the hour hand should execute I turn a day, and the one
iU which it should make 2.

In the second case, the minute hand will make to turns while
the hour hand makes x ; one will, therefore, write

A B 
m ab ;

‘vith pinions of 12 leaves each, one will have

to X 12 x t2 =" II B;

reducing into prime factors,

25 X 32 X 5 = A P.

A = 23 X 5 ==4oteeth
/3 = 22 X 32 , 36 "

If the hour hand should only make one turn a day, one then has

A B 
20 =, ab '

Taking b to and a = 8 :

20 X TO X 8 = A B,

I. out whence

Or
26 X 52 = A B.

One could then form the two groups

A = 24 X 5 40
B = 23 X 5 '=--= 40-

The minute and hour wheels would each have 40 teeth in this case.

164. Calculation of the Numbers comprising the Teeth-ranges
of the Wheels of a Watch with Independent Second Hand. These
watches, which were constructed in considerable numbers some
years ago, generally contained two distinct trains. In this system
a special hand is placed at the center of the dial and makes one

jump only per second ;
it can be arrested for
an indefinite time, then
started again at will,
without stopping the
watch. The office of
this second train is to
drive this independent
second hand. The
principle of the me-
chanism is, therefore,
to release, at each sec-
ond, the train which
brings the hand into
action. For this pur-
pose the last pinion of
the second train car-
ries on its axis an arm
called the " whip,"
gearsing either directly
in the escape pinion of
the first train or in a
" star " adjusted on
the axis of this latter
(Fig. 35).

While the whip is
in contact with a leaf
of the escape pinion,
it has a slightly-pro-
nounced angular move-
ment, scarcely percept-
ible on the second

Fig. 35 hand. But when the
leaf of the pinion has

advanced up to a certain point, the whip becomes free and rapidly
makes almost a complete turn and again comes in contact with the
pinion on the next leaf. At each turn of the whip the second
hand should advance one division on the dial. At each second,
therefore, a leaf of the pinion or a tooth of the star must present
itself to receive the whip.

A lever or a cylinder escapement, whose wheel advances at
each vibration of the balance, half the space which separates two
consecutive teeth, can serve for this purpose, if the number of
oscillations is 18,000 per hour, therefore, 5 per second. In effect,
a wheel with 15 teeth produces 30 oscillations and requires, therefore,

-30 = 6 seconds
5

to make one turn.
If one causes the whip to gear directly into the pinion, the

latter should have 6 leaves ; if not, it would be necessary to fasten
a star with 6 teeth, on its axis, into which the whip should be made
to gear. The movement will then be effected according to the
requirements.

There is a remark to be made about watches provided with the
detent or duplex escapements.

During the vibration in which the wheel gives the impulse to
the balance, this wheel advances an angle equal to that which
separates two consecutive teeth, and during the succeeding oscilla-
tion it remains at rest. Owing to this fact each tooth still pro-
duces two oscillations ; but we cannot then allow the balance to
make 18,000 oscillations, because the whip should become free at
the end of every five vibrations and, the figure 5 being an odd
number, there would be found, every two seconds, a vibration
without an impulse, during which the whip could not be released.
Watches provided with either system of escapement, should, there-
fore, in order to be used as independent seconds, beat an even
number ot vibrations per second : 14,400 or 21,600 per hour,
either 4 or 6 per second.

(609) (Continued on page 6,1)
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IT is not easy to say something new about Diamonds.A We want to say, however, that our diamond depart-ment is as perfect in its organization as aptitude, experi-ence, study, determination and money can make it.

OUR stock in its completeness and high-grade qualityis the natural result of such a combination of
resources. These truths are exemplified in the quickand intelligent service we give to the jewelers who sendus their mail orders for diamonds.

NORRIS, ALISTER 0 COMPANY
134-136 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

F. C. JORGESON & COMPANY

WALL CASE No. 123 COUNTER CASE AND TABU: No. 10713

II to 17 N. Ann St.

Chicago

Makers of

High-Grade

Jewelers'

Fixtures

The best of Everything"

April, I 9",5 T H E

Lessons in Horology

KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 6.9)

If the watch beats 14,400 vibrations, the escape wheel ad-

vances two teeth at each second ; the star of the pinion should then

have -1-25- teeth ; but, since we cannot have a half tooth, we will give

[5 teeth to this piece, which will amount to the same thing.

If the watch beats 21,600 vibrations, the escape wheel advances

3 teeth per second ; the star should have le. teeth, that is, 5 or a

give to the ordinary train of the watch the numbers
o

n5nerally employed. Concerning. the numbers of teeth in

f t e multipleeotnh  e g of 

a 
the second train, we remark that, since the center wheel carries on

its prolonged axis the second hand, this wheel should make r turn

while the whip makes 6o ; one should, therefore, have

B 
6o—

a b '

and employing pinions with 8 and 6 leaves,

6o x8X6=AB;

or, reducing into prime factors,

Grouping these factors, 20n X 3e Ca2 x s — A Bnhavefor example,

= 22 X 3 X 5 = 6o
B 24 X 3 = 48.

The other wheels have no other condition to fulfill, except that

the second train should run the same number of hours as the

ordinary train, generally 32.
The barrel, which gives motion to the train, has then also stop

works with 4 teeth, and should make one turn in 8 hours ; that is

to say, while the wheel carrying the second hand makes 8 X 6o or

4So turns. One will have, then, here
CD E

48° = •

Choosing pinions of to, 8 and 8 leaves, one has

480 X 10 X8x8=CD E,
or

•

which gives the three 2groups of factors 

C==24 X5 8o
D = 26 =64

E = 22 X 3 X 5 = 6o.

165. If the watch has a double set of dials, that is to say, if the

dial is subdivided into two small dials, the hour and minute hands

of which can indicate two different times, the pinion gearing in the

harrel of the independent second train carries a minute hand on the

,Atension of its axis, as does that of the center wheel in the trains

generally used. A set of dial wheels is added to each train, and

Inc thus possesses the means of making the watch indicate simulta-

lioously the time of two different countries. In this case the wheel

hich has D teeth should make one turn per hour while the pinion,

which has e leaves, carrying the second hand, makes 6o. The pre-

ceding figures fulfill precisely this condition, since one has, correctly,

6o
D  64 X 60 

=
de 8 X 8 •

166. The arrangement of watches called fifths or quarter seconds

is similar to that of the independent seconds ; but one could only

construct such with an escapement whose wheel advances a half

tooth at each vibration, since the star that is adjusted on the last

pinion of the second train should become free at each vibration of

the balance. One could not, therefore, employ in either of these

systems, detent or duplex escapements. Fifths of seconds watches

should beat 18,000 oscillations and the star of the escape wheel

should present a tooth at each vibration ; this star should, therefore,
h we twice the number of teeth that the escape wheel has. Since

this last generally has 15, the star should have 30. In place of the

whip, another star, with 5 teeth, is adjusted on the axis of the last

pinion of the second train.
Quarter seconds watches should beat 14,400 vibrations ; the

staNerr of4 ttheeeth,es cape pinion should have the same number of teeth as

the wheel, and the star on the last pinion of the second train should
ht 
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The numbers of teeth in the other wheels are the same as for

the independent seconds.
167. Let us remark that these systems are out of date to-day and

that they are replaced by the chronographs. These mechanisms are

simpler and consequently cost less ; they are based on entirely dif-

ferent principles, having no connection with the kind of problems

of which we treat now.
168. Required, to find the number of turns which one should

give to the winding stem, on setting a watch, to make the minute

hand move once round the dial.
Solution : Given the following numbers of teeth for the wheel

in action.
Cannon pinion, 12 leaves Minute wheel, 30 teeth

Main setting wheel, 27 teeth Small setting wheel, 18 "

Sliding pinion, 16 " (Fig. 36).

Since it is desired to know the number of turns which the

winding stem makes while the cannon pinion makes one, this

12 leaves
30 teeth

In teeth

Fig. 36

cannon pinion must, therefore, be regarded as the driving wheel.

The minute wheel, which is driven by the cannon pinion, drives in

its turn the main setting wheel ; it is, therefore, a pinion with rela-

tion to the cannon pinion considered as a wheel and a wheel with

relation to the setting wheel considered as a pinion. The same

thing takes place for the large and small setting wheels, which also

drive and are driven. One should, therefore, have

12 X 3°X 27 X 18 12 3
= 30 x 27 x 18 x t6 16 4

The winding stem must, therefore, be made to execute of a

turn, in order that the minute hand may make I turn.

One sees that the numbers of teeth in the intermediate wheels

between the cannon pinion and the sliding pinion do not influence at

all the result, and that the movement takes place as if the sliding

pinion geared directly into the cannon pinion. We have, moreover,

already established this fact when dealing with problem 159.

169. Let us now seek the number of turns that one should give to

the winding stem to wind up a watch which has run a day (21 hours).
Solution : This question deals with the calculation of the num-

ber of turns which the winding pinion should make while the ratchct

fastened on the barrel arbor makes 3.
Admit the following numbers of teeth :

Ratchet wheel 44 teeth Crown wheel 42 teeth

Crown wheel, lower side, 38 " Winding pinion 18 "

One will have, in this case (Fig. 37), and in an analogous manner

to the preceding example
44 8

n — 3  X 3— 6 turns.
42 X 18 63

It is generally desired to have this number as large as possible,

for the reason that the effort which must be made to wind up the

mainspring, being a determined mechanical work, the force which

Fig. 37

must be exerted to wind the watch, will be diminished by increasing

the distance traversed. One sees that the number n becomes greater

when we increase the number of teeth in the ratchet wheel and what

are called the " crown " teeth in the crown wheel, or when we

diminish the other teeth in the crown wheel and those of the
winding pinion,

(To on CONTINIntp)
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JUERGENS 8c. ANDERSEN CO,
DIAMONDS, PEARLS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY
92 TO 98 STATE STREET

CHICAGO

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

INCORPORATED 1893 \ pril, 1905

DESCRIPTION OF KEYSTONE JEWELER'S OUTFITMade of oak, finished light antique, golden or flemish oak, or made of birch, imitationof cherry or mahogany Mush. Glass, double strength AA quality.WALL CASES.--Base part 30 inches high, 23 inches deep, outside ; three drawers in center, cup-boards either side with hinged paneled doors. Upper part 09 inches high, 17 inches deep. inside.One 10-in eh. ,me I2-inch and one 14-inch wide shelves on brackets. Shelves and interiorlined wit D dark blue felt. Two doors sliding up and balanced by weights.SHOW CASES AND TABLES.-42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.Show ease front glass 14 inches high, top glass 24 inches wide, front andtop in two lights each, horizontal sliding doors lined with Americanmirrors. These tables have band-sawed French legs.
SCREENS.--66 inches high to top of rail, 71 niches highover all, paneled below, glass above.We can furnish jewelers ally quantity of wallcases, show cases, tables and screens immedi-ately. Send list of each kind required and

we will be glad to quote prices. We
send our catalogue upon request.

OIN N92 KEY5TONE Juan?) 0111T
UNION SHOW cur co

DrsiGNERS EMANUrACTURr RS
105 E.LAKL ST.
CHICAGO ILL.

THI KEYSTON

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the ■ wants of the trade in technical

Instruction we have compih.d. this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till coiiq'! ied. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this st110ct, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

in book form, a handsotne volume, bound in silk cloth, 
con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of' the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, 81.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XXVI. Begun in March, 1903)

Various Ways There arc a great many styles of old English,

of Cutting and various ways of cutting these styles, and

Old English even the proportions of the letters are found to
vary extensively. Our text books confine us

to certain rules for the relative proportion of the lower-case and

capitals, yet such rules must vary as the practical work would

require, which variation must be made judiciously. When a

I eg-inner in engraving has first learned the correct formation of the

letters (and this is especially true in old English) he must exercise

due judgment in any modifications or variations from those rules to

suit the practical work that he may have in hand, and this is more

true in old English probably than any other class of lettering. It

is possible to vary the heights and widths of letters, and the angles

of the bars and the space between the letters. This can be done so

as to produce a very desirable effect, and if the space allotted to the

name be irregular, or large or small in size, the change necessitated

by such irregularity or variations of sizes and space must be made

with a great deal of care, as it is an easy matter to make a letter too

large or too small and thereby spoil the effect of the work, though

it be done with a great deal of skill otherwise. It is impossible to

outline any mechanical or geometrical system by which old English

letters can be laid out. It would be an easy matter to show the

student personally how he could take advantage of some little

points, but to give written advice as to a system which can be

A -(1-13 eVgjff6"(1-14(313-174
-1,EAINZOI1011**Zi,

1[0.110q
attr Ztt fiti-Ottutito
pqrst tt
1.234.5,.678 90. 

97

lollowed in all cases would be impossible. It is the custom of all

beginners to draw the letters free band, using a text book as a

(ipy.
At Fig. 97 is a print from an engraved plate of old English,

,liowing a very neat style, with the proportions of the lower-case,

L,Ipitals and figures as they should be if an unlimited amount of

space were given the letters. Now, in case the space is very small

in which the letters are to be engraved, the lower-case letters should

he at least two-thirds the height of the capitals, but we find that

where old English is engraved by our most skilled engravers on

rard plates that the lower-case letters are not more than one-half

the height of the capitals, and this proportion looks very neat.

While on a card plate this proportion is correct, and would be

cyrrect on a great many pieces of silver, yet there are spaces on

pieces of silver and jewelry that the engraver has to letter, wher
e,

if the lower-case letters were made only one-half the height of the

capitals, they would be almost invisible, while the capitals wo
uld

be easily read. In a space of this description the lower-case

letters should be at least two-thirds the height of the capitals, a
nd

613

there are spaces, such as inside of rings, where the lower-case letters

could be made even higher still than two-thirds the height of the
capitals. We seldom, however, have occasion to engrave a ring in

old English. Old English letters are composed largely of perpen-

dicular and angular bars with hair lines making proper connections,
there being very few loops in the letters ; and while the student, as

before intimated, has a great desire to do this class of work, owing
to it being ornamental and thereby fascinating, he will agree with
the author as he advances in the art, that old English letters are

easy to cut. They may, however, be difficult to design in the
beginning, and may appeal to the beginner as difficult to cut, yet

if he will stop to think for a moment and observe closely he will
learn that old English is composed largely of angular and perpen-

dicular bars, which, being cut in one style of cutting with a fiat-

bottom graver and one stroke, must be easier than script letters

which are composed of curvatures and loops. We have passed

through the most difficult class of lettering when we have accom-

plished script lettering, and those who have followed our instruc-

tions thus far, and have mastered the work according to instructions

given, will find that old English is easy to master.
In designing old English letters the engraver

Designing should hold the work to be designed firmly and
Old English Letters in front of him, not bearing to the right or to the

left at all, as a slight variation in either din ction

will cause a tendency to make the letters lean backward or for-

ward. Any letter that is engraved vertically is more difficult to

make exactly right than those on an angle, either backward or

forward. This is owing to the fact that a slight variation from

vertical would be very noticeable, but if the beginner will hold the

work directly in front of him, and as he advances to the right with

the letters slide the paper or the article in hand on which he is

designing to the left, so as to keep that particular letter which he is

designing directly in front of him, the work will be found easy.

The spacing between old English letters is considered by many

quite difficult. This is due to the fact that they do not begin the

letter to the right of the one just finished accurately. The author

has found that if the hair line protruding downward or upward from

the main bar of a lower-case letter is designed first, setting it as

close to the preceding similar line as is advisable, then making the

particular bar according to the location of this hair line, allowing a

slight change as the case may require, the work is very easy to do.

The student should remember that the vertical lines should be

sketched first, or one vertical line sketched first, then an angular

bar on that particular vertical line. The next vertical bar, if the

letter is of the class that has two vertical bars, can be engraved

next, or the angular bar at the top or bottom of it as the operator

prefers. The most valuable advice to be given to a beginner in

reference to sketching old English, apart from keeping the work

directly in front of him, is to remember to make the perpendicular

main bars of the letter first, and the angular bars next, and then

add on the hair lines connecting, amless it be in a case where the

little hair lines connecting or protruding from the bar of the letter

are made first as a guide for spacing.
We have given instructions how to grind flat-face gravers for

cutting block letters, etc., which class of gravers will be the class

that we now have to use in old English lettering.

At Fig. 98 we illustrate the proportion of old English in lower-

case letters by giving the capital twice the space of the lower-case

letter, a proportion that can be used in a great many places, but in

Fig. 98 Fig. 99

a case where the space is limited it is preferable to make t
he lower-

case letter two-thirds the height of the capitals, as shown a
t Fig. 99.

It will not be necessary to show by illustration, or to 
give

instructions how to cut all the different bars of the old Engl
ish

alphabet, as there are only a limited number of bars in the en
tire

alphabet, many of them being exactly the same. Therefore, a

mention of a few of the principal bars will suffice for the beginner

to cut the entire alphabet.

(To BE CONTINUED)
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How Decorative Gilding is Done

A rtiele No. 5.1 or the seria
l entitled " ;old Working," begun in

the No ,•inher, 1900, issue of THE KE
YSTONE.

VICTOR NIVOIS
Patentee and Agent for

New York Standard Watch Co.
Chronographs

21=23 Maiden Lane

A NOTE OF WARNING
The demand for the NEW CHRONOGRAPH WATCH,

made by the New York Standard Watch Company, has been
heavy as to tax the facilities of the factory.

Retail Jewelers who desire to handle this GREATEST
SELLER IN THE WATCH LINE of recent years, should
place their orders with their Jobbers AT ONCE.

SO

Circulars, Illustrations

and Price-List

sent

on application

I.THOUGH not strictly a portion of

the goldsmith's art, still the extensive

use of gilded wood work around a

jewelry store is of such general use as

to make the knowledge of
 how to do such

work of great value. We are inc
lined to

think gilding in true gold woul
d be more

extensively employed in jewelry stores if a

proper knowledge for the care of such orn
a-

mentation was better understood. We would

not advise the use of gilded show case
s for

watches and gold goods, but nothing could

be more elegant and appropriate for silve
r-

ware. We can hardly conceive of a more

attractive show case for hollow silverware

than a side case of dark bronze with gilded

legs and marble base.
Plate glass with beveled edges, in metal

sashes of dark bronze, gives a high but sub-

dued contrast to silver goods. While for

gold goods—watches and jewelry.of all kinds

—show cases of dark bronze metal, not

antique with green effect, but let the glass

frame be of metal of a dark olive green,

smooth and elegant in finish. The plate

glass for these cases should not be beveled,

and the metal framework as light as consis-

tent with strength. This is done to admit

all the light we can to the jewelry, which

should be displayed on velvet back-

grounds. We started to talk about gild-

ing for interior decoration and will now re-

sume the topic.
The best of this kind of

Preparing for work is executed on wood,
Gilding over which is spread what

is termed a " white coat,"

and was briefly described at the close of

article No. 53. We will now take up the pro-

cess of " distempre gilding " in detail. By

distempre gilding we mean gilding done

chiefly in water colors. The essential feature

at the outset of the operation is to spread

over the wood a coating of glue, which is

called size and whiting, which fills all the

pores of the wood and also furnishes to a cer-

tain extent the foundation on which the gold

is laid.
There is a good deal of skill required in

preparing and using such size or glue coat.

The glue used should be of the very best

quality, which, as a rule, can be determined

by breaking some of the pieces with the

fingers. One will soon learn to judge of

glue by its tenacity as tested in this simple

way. Glue dissolved in water to that extent

that at 600 F. it will be just fluid, and at a

few degrees lower temperature a jelly state

obtains, is about right for mixing the whiting.

The woodwork to be gilded is first gone over

with a hot solution of glue so prepared and

without any whiting.
After this " size coat " is dry the wood

is gone over with a mixture of the size hot
and enough whiting added to form a thin

paint. A good bit of the secret of success
in putting on " white coat " is to use it hot,

and in working it on with the brush to incor-

porate in a certain degree, the coat being

applied with the dry coating underneath.

Ample time must be given for each coating
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to dry, because if any moisture lingers in the

wood the result will be the whiting will flake

off, carrying the gilding with it. With the

older methods of working, workmen were

very particular about letting white-coat work

" season," that is, dry perfectly through and

through.

Cautions to be
Observed in Gilding

Such care and precaution
is in a sense demanded if
we can hope for gilded
work to do best service.

Even in this day, those concerns which turn

out thousands of feet of gilt molding every

year, prefer to have all white-coat molding

in stock several months before gilding. The

number of coats to be applied will depend

very much on the article to be gilded, curved

surfaces requiring a greater number than

plain ones. As a rule, we can count on from

8 to 12 coats as necessary. To any person

who shall attempt to follow these instructions

we would say, select some rather small frame

made of wood molding—something carved

would be best—and then proceed to white

coat it as herein directed; but, above all

things, be patient and allow every coat to

dry thoroughly before another is applied,

and also in putting on each coat seek to in-

corporating it with the one underneath.

Crevices and small irregularities can be plas-

tered up with such whiting and glue and

allowed to dry. Various plans can be re-

sorted to smooth the surface of the work

as it progresses. The final smoothing is done

with pumice stone and ice cold water. There

can be no definite instructions given for

smoothing, this being in a great degree a

matter of opinion with the artisan, and also

on the labor he thinks he can afford to be-

stow on the work. In the first specimens

attempted we would advise the workman not

to attempt any too elaborate patterns; rather

selecting such work as will give him practice

both in preparing the ground and also in

laying the gold leaf. After the white coat is

smooth and even a " yellow coat " is given,

which consists in painting over the entire

surface with a coating of yellow ochre, ground

in water and mixed with size to a thin paint

when hot. This coating, at first thought,

seems superfluous, but the practice of using

it seem to have held favor for a great many

years with practical gilders. At any rate, it

seems to influence the richness of look and

color of the gilding afterward applied. The

surface of the work is now rubbed with

shave grass to give the final smoothing,

when the " trencher coat " is applied on

which the gold leaf is laid. This coating

consists of I pound of Armenian bole; 2

ozs. of hematite; 2 ozs. of galena. These

substances are finely ground, separately, in

water and mixed, adding a spoonful of olive

oil. Some of this mixture is added to care-

fully prepared hot size, and applied with
 a

flat, soft, long-haired brush. About three

coats of this trencher coat is given when the

surface is ready for gilding.

The process of laying gold-leaf on mold-

ings, prepared as described, is comparative
ly

simple; still, like many other simple opera-

tions, it requires a good deal of experien
ce

and manual dexterity.
To lay gold on moldings, we first get

the surface of such moldings perfectly sm
ooth

by the processes we have given and j
ust at
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the time we are ready to apply or lay the

gold we go over the surface to be gilded

with water and a soft camel's-hair brush. If

in the summer time we use lee water, if in

the winter we set the water in some place to

cool to an icy temperature, the surface con-

dition required of the molding is that the

water should form a glistening even coat on

the surface to be gilded, as on to this water

surface the gold is laid with a gilder's " tip,"

a sort of brush with long hairs and these

widely separated. The method of using

such tip is to open a book of gold leaf so the

gold lies flat and then apply the tip so the

hairs of it reach across the leaf and will ad-

here when touched enough to lift the gold

which is applied to the wetted surface of the

molding. The water is allowed to evaporate

and the gold leaf spreads itself out smooth

on the surface of the molding.
A little side experiment is well worth

the trouble : Take a piece of glass and clean

it perfectly, and on it flow a thin even coat-

ing of water, and on this lay a leaf of gold

with the tip above referred to. After the

water has perfectly dried, which takes a day

or two, the gold will be found strongly ad-

hering to the glass and the surface as brilliant

as a mirror. The gold leaf applied to the

molding will be as smooth as the surface we

gave to the molding. If a very high polish

is desired, the gold surface should be bur-

nished with an agate burnish. We would

beg to say, however, that the burnish giving

the most perfect polish to gilding which has

come to our notice was a hound's incisor tooth

set in a proper handle. It is a common

practice with gilders to give contrast to

highly burnished gold parts by going over

adjacent parts with size made by dissolving

isinglass (fish glue) in water. The solution

is made by dissolving I dram of the glue in

2 ounces of water. Parchment size is also

used. This last is made by dissolving clip-

pings of raw hide in water. There is great

" knack " required in handling gold leaf to

not have it blown away or crinkled into bad

shape by currents of air. To learn how to

use gold leaf, go into a room and shut all the

doors and windows and practice with a book

of gold leaf until you can open it and have

ttie gold lie flat, and you can take it up with

the tip and handle it as you please. A com-

paratively short time will enable one to man-

age plain moldings, but carved work will

require more patience, and the work will

have to be gone over two or three times and

bare places patched up. We would add to

what we have already said about handling

gold-leaf, that one must learn to hold his

breath at critical times, or the breath will

blow the leaf away or crinkle it. Experi-

enced gilders will learn to blow a leaf to lie

after it has become folded or crinkled into

bad shape. All these things are like learning

to walk, something not acquired in a da
y,

and still the task of learning is not so difficult

as to discourage a plucky man.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

" flit a button on your Keystone, soil will start
reading aloud for me when I tress the butto

n. It

would be the only improvement I can see to ma
ke

on The Keystone."—Ad. A. Jankowsky, Jew
eler,

Jackson, Michigan.
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds byexpress.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage chargesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold($r to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuationsare accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of thevalue of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed bythe price of fine silver.

"wwiltniPw
95 William St.,
New York,

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.
Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills

with the returns. You will save much by so doing, Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

;.■  
57 Washington St,

Chicago.
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'1"—eN regard to the materials employed

u, in making such a model watch as we
are describing, we would say that

Mg, in our estimation, excels good hard

WitSS nicely frosted and gilded. We are

:mare that nickel is the popular metal, but

lo our judgment there are many valid objec-

tions to be offered against its use. In the

nutset it would be impossible for the average

workman to properly finish (damaskeen) a

nickel movement himself without going to

treat expenditure of labor and money to

Imild an automatic machine for the purpose.

But any ingenious workman, after a little

practice, can frost and gild a brass movement,

to our notion,• a movement of this kind

represents about all that is to be desired in a

specimen of high-grade watchmaking skill.

Such a gilded movement represents all that

can be done to display mechanical ability and

good taste.
To those who hold the nickel movement

as the acme of finish, we would say there are

mechanical processes for finishing a watch,

which as much excel damaskeening in beauty

and elegance, as damaskeening on a nickel

watch plate does a scoured surface on a tin

pan with sand soap: An alloy of silver and

platinum is as white as silver, does not stain

or corrode like nickel, and when ruled with

a polished diamond point into lines from

5000 to 10,000 to the inch, glows with pris-

matic lines like an opal. Such lines can be

arranged to give medallion effects on a per-

fectly flat surface. Watch plates made of

such an alloy would never stain, but only get

dirty, when a washing with soap and water

;ind a rinse in alcohol would restore them to

all their original brilliancy. To resume about

frosting and gilding a brass movement, we

would say such frosting in large factories is

(lone by means of swing scratch brushes

mounted on a head attached to a lathe spindle.

flow to Frost 

For job-shop purposes, the

Watch Plates 
best process is a chemical

one performed by dusting

over the surface of the metal
1,) be frosted with some sort of gum resin,

01 then heating the article to be frosted

Hail the atoms of resin attach themselves to

metal to be dealt with. The kind of

i!sin to use depends on the coarseness of the

2rain we wish to produce on the metal to be

Fosted. For watch parts the best resin we

1,tve tried is gum mastic reduced to dust. It

may not be amiss to say that gum mastic

,,mes in little round pellets about the size of

very small peas, and is known in commerce

mastic tears. To apply the mastic dust

!() the metal to be frosted, we make an open

KEYSTONE

box of thin wood like that shown at Fig T.

Let us imagine we have two pieces of Yi."

board I" wide and
long ; then two

more pieces of the
same width and thick-
ness, but 4" long. We
nail these together at

the corners so as to
produce an open box 4" square. We next

glue a piece of Swiss muslin to the edges of

one side and in this way produce a sieve with

which we sift fine mastic dust on the pieces

of brass we wish to frost. We show a per-

spective view of such a box or sieve at Fig. I.

To use such a device, we lay the piece

to be frosted—say the main plate of a watch

—on a sheet of paper to catch the mastic

dust vihich does not fall on the watch plate,

and then holding the box A about an inch

above the watch plate, proceed to gently tap

said box to cause a little shower of mastic

dust to fall on the watch plate. As soon as

the plate appears to be completely covered

with mastic dust it is removed and held over

an alcohol lamp until the atoms of gum mastic

attach themselves to the metal. The side of

the watch plate, which was next the paper, is

now gone over with a pencil-brush and shel-

lac dissolved in alcohol, until perfectly coated,

taking especial care that all pivot and screw

boles are filled with shellac. The idea of

this shellac coat is to prevent the acid from

acting except on such portions of the plate as

are particularly protected with mastic dust

and are to be frosted. As soon as the shellac

varnish is hard dry the entire plate is dipped

in a dish of nitric acid reduced one-half with

water. A very few seconds will do the work

required.
After rinsing in water to remove the acid,

the plate is dried with an old soft linen towel

and the adhering mastic dust washed off with

turpentine. The appearance of the plate

now is anything but satisfactory ; the action

of the acid has rendered the surface of the

brass uneven, but far from any appearance of

nice frosting. We coat again with mastic

dust as before, and if any defect is to be seen

in the shellac coating it is to be patched up.

The plate is again heated to attach the mastic

dust, and after cooling is subjected again

to the action of the acid. After rinsing as

before, the plate is dried with a soft cloth and the

mastic dust washed off with turpentine. The

operation of dusting with mastic and etching

is repeated three or four times when, if the

operation is properly conducted, the most

perfect frosting one can desire is produced.

To frost the opposite side of the plate it is

dusted and etched, protecting the first frost-

ing with shallac varnish as before. In case a

coarser grain is desired, gum shellac ground

fine, as for fireworks, can be substituted for

Fig. I
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the mastic dust, but all other operations are

conducted as before.
After the action of the acid

is complete, the surface of

the brass although beauti-

fully frosted, is porous aml

requires to be scratch-brushed, and for this

purpose the ordinary rotary scratch brush is

not well adapted, the far better instrument

being the round-bundle scratch brush used by

hand. For our purpose the best brush is

made of the finest brass wire bound about the

center, the ends of the bundle forming loops.

The loops at one end of such a brush should

be cut so as to leave the ends free and then

trimmed rather short. To use such a scratch

brush some stale English pale ale should be

provided so that the brush can be dipped in

it and the ends of the wires scrubbed around

and around on the frosted brass surface.

Such scrubbing gives a sort of burnish and

closes up the porous surface and prepares it

to receive the gilding. After the scratch

brush the plates are washed with caustic soda

dissolved in water, then well rinsed, when the

parts are ready for gilding.

There is no kind of gilding for watch

movements which equals the old-time mer-

cury or fire-gilding, but in this day there is

no use in talking about this kind of gilding,

and we will describe the operation of electri-

cal gilding. We have described bow the

work is prepared for gilding, and will now

tell how such gilding is done. The first

thing in this direction is preparing the gild-

ing solution. To do this : Most watchmakers

have a lot of scrap gold and filings which

would hardly do well to for melting up but

will answer admirably for preparing a gilding

solution. The first thing to do with this

scrap gold is to refine it in the wet way,

which operation is conducted as follows :

Alloy the scrap gold with three times its

weight of silver, and after granulation dis-

solve out the silver with chemically pure

nitric acid reduced with an equal volume of

pure water. It may not be amiss to descril;e

the operation of granulation : Melt the silver

and gold alloy and while in a perfectly fluid

state pour into a vessel of cold water given a

rapid rotary motion by stirring with a paddle.

On pouring off the water, the silver and gold

alloy will be found in a pulverent state.

The granulated metal is placed in a

Bologna flask and the diluted acid added. If

in the summer time, chemical action will set

in immediately and continue until all the

silver and metals other than gold are dis-

solved. If the weather is cold, or by some

accident we have more silver than the dose

of acid will dissolve, we first try heating to

stimulate chemical action, and if still some

remains add a little more chemically pure

nitric acid reduced in strength by adding an

(Colitinued on page 619)

Gilding a
Watch Movement
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TRENTON
Pendant

11,1,11111111,111,11,11,11
No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7

Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line escapement, exposed pallets, cut ex-
pansion balance,

g
hardened and tempered

breguet hairsprin, safety pillion, screw
bankings, exposed - polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, roman or arable white
enamel dial with monogram "'I'. Mr. Co."

No. 315. " FORTUNA."
Special 12 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and
Open = Face, Lever
Setting

Nickel danc,keened, cut
expansion balance, safety
pinions, screw bankings,
straight line lever escape-
ment, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed wind-
ing wheels, handsome white
enamel din with depressed
second and red marginal
figures. Stem-wind and lever
set. These movements are
slightly dial-high. Suitable
cases are easily obtained.

WATCHES
Setting

No. 100. Bridge Model, 0 Size, 7 Jewel,
Hunting and Open=Face, Pendant
Setting

Nickel thunaskeened, quick train, straight
line lever escapement, exposed pallets,
cut expansion balance, hardened and
tempered bregnet hairspring, safety
pinion, screw bankings, exposed polished
steel winding wheels, dust baud, roman
or arabic white enamel dial and red
marginal figures.

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 1 1 Jewel, Hunt-ing and Open-Face, Pendant Setting
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hard-
ened and tempered breguet hairspring, safety Pinion,
screw ban kings, exposed polished steel winding
whccls, dust band, depressed center and seconds,Y hite enamel dial with monogram " T. W. Co."

Price-List furnished on application Jobbers sell TRENTONS

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

No. 300. " FoRruNA.-
6 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunt-
ing and Open-Face,
Lever-Setting

Nickel damaskeened, cut
expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings,
straight line lever escape-
ment, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed wind-
ing wheels, handsome white
enamel dial with depressed
second and red marginal
figures. Stem - wind and
lever set.

4/!0/0110!

No. 140. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 13
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

4 pairs in settings, micrometer regulator,
11 i ek el damaskeened, quick train, straight
line lever escapement, exposed pallets, cat
expansion balance, hardened anti tem-
pered loreguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust baud, roman or
arabic depressed center and second white
enamel dial and red marginal figures.

TRENTON WATCH CO., Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.

NEW RESIGNS
EASTER LOCKETS

7661
Rose Gold or

Green and Rose Finish

None genuine without
trade-mark stamped Inside

7660
Rose Gold or

Green and Rose Finibli

Sellers for Spring Trade
Ask your jobber for them

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Give Us a Trial!
Our methods of manufacture

No. 220 
are the most modern and up to

date.

Our rings are honest in quality, original and attractive in design,
of superior workmanship and finish, and of established reputation.

WE INVITE A TRIAL. ORDER 

Klein Brothers Co in,•9 •

• Nlanufacturers of

Signet, Carved Mountings and
Fancy Rings

51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

No. 73

N. .2o1 N. 198%

Perpetual Trembler
Scarf Pins and Brooches

are not only rapid sellers, but attract buyers of other
goods.

They are always in motion and people will stop to
"Wonder Why."

Order through your jobber, or send for catalogue
and names of nearest jobbers, to

PERPETUAL TREMBLER
Elmwood Station Providence, R. I.
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(Continued from page art)

..qual volume of water, and add 
of this nitric

matil all the silver is dissolved. In the bot-

tom of the Bologna flask
 will be noticed a lot

of black powder, which is pure gold in spite of

its color. This gold should be well washed

by pouring on pure water 
after the acid is

poured off, and can then be dried and me
lted

with carbonate of potash as a flux, 
or it can

be made into chloride of gold i
n this way :

Mix three parts of hydrochloric acid 
with one

of nitric acid ; this forms " aqua reg
ia."

Place as much of the black

precipitate of gold in our

Bologna flask as we desire

to dissolve—for a quart of

gilding solution we use I 4 dwts. of gold—

and then add nitro-muriatic acid (aqua re
gia)

enough to dissolve the gold, stimulating

chemical action by heating the Bologna f
lask.

As soon as perfect solution is effec
ted pour

the solution into a porcelain capsule and 
heat

it over a lamp to drive off any excess of a
cid,

which condition can be told by the chlo
ride

assuming a thick, pasty consistency. In

driving off the excess of acid, the porce
lain

capsule is swung around to ,cause the acid to

flow over as much surface as possible to

increase the evaporation. In some instances

the heating may be carried too far and
 we

will see a metallic appearance set in on
 the

chloride of gold ; in such cases add mor
e of

the aqua regia to dissolve the restored 
gold,

and repeat the operation of driving off
 the

excess of acid.

We have now what is termed neu
tral

chloride of gold, and can go about maki
ng a

gold-plating solution from it in several w
ays.

About the best of • these ways is to add
 dis-

tilled water to the chloride of gold in
 the

capsule and dissolve it, then, placing the

solution in a glass tumbler, rinse out the

capsule with more water and add to 
that in

the tumbler. Let the solution stand for a

few minutes, then pour into a Second gla
ss or

porcelain vessel. This is done to get rid of

any chloride of silver. We can now 
make a

strong solution of cyanide of potassium
—say

2 ounces of this salt to 4 ounces of distilled

water, or water obtained from mel
ted ice.

The strictly correct way to proceed is 
to add

slowly of the cyanide solution until all 
the gold

which is held as a soluble chloride is 
precipi-

tated as an insoluble cyanide of gold. 
Now,

this statement is not strictly true, as the

cyanide of gold is soluble in an aque
ous solu-

tion of cyanide of potassium. The difficult

point is to know when all the gold is 
precipi-

tated ; hence the safest plan to pur
sue is to

add of the strong cyanide solution 
until we

see a precipitate has formed, then 
add more

of the solution, a little at a time, unt
il the

To Make
Chloride of Gold
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precipitate disappears. We now add pure

water to make the quantity up to a quart and

after heating the solution up to about i 20
0 F.,

we are ready for gilding. The best battery

for gilding is a Bunsen cell, with a central

porous cup. The battery cups for our pur-

pose should hold about a quart. When

gilding watch parts, the electric current

should be regulated so that they will come

near to giving off gas bubbles, but not

quite. The best resistance for this purpose

is a rheostat made from fine German silver

wire.

The construction of these instruments

is too well understood in this day to req
uire

description here. The movement parts when

ready for gilding are first scrubbed with 
a

strong solution of sal soda, then rinsed 
in

clean water and are then in condition for

gilding. As soon as a good deposit of gold

is formed, take out the part or parts an
d

scratch-brush with a scratch brush and 
then

return to the gilding bath and continue the

operation until a good heavy deposit of gold

is obtained, after which the parts should

again be scratch-brushed, then washed in

water and dried in hot sawdust.

C, A great deal can be done to va
ry the

color of gilding by judicious management.

In the first place the temperature of the 
bath

has much to do with the color. Moving the

article, that is, swinging it to and fro,
 also

inflences the color of the deposit. One fruit-

fill source of trouble is using too 
small an

anode, and frequently we can only 
get the

color we desire by allowing a mere 
corner of

the anode to be immersed in the 
solution.

The chief trouble in using too small 
an anode

is, the plating solution runs down 
and gets

poor in gold ; in fact, there is so li
ttle gold

in the solution, we can only get a 
feeble

brassy deposit. We can always 
increase the

quantity of gold held in the solution by

letting the current flow when we hav
e a large

anode surface and a piece of gold 
wire for

the cathode ; that is, the surface 
to be gilded.

The gold so deposited can again 
be dissolved

off by using the wire as an anode
.

(To BE CONTINUED)

How Rafting Improves Wood

German experts say that wood which has been

floated in rafts, or otherwise, gives a more 
trust-

worthy material for joinery and building
 purposes

than does that which has been carted, or 
otherwise

carried dry, to the sawmill and workshop. 
The

reason is that while the wood is lying in the 
water

its sap and albuminous and salty mat
erials are dis-

solved out. If these substances remain in the woo
d

they readily absorb moisture from the 
atmosphere,

after coming out of the drying rooms,
 and the wood

swells. Artificial processes of washing out the

hygroscopic substances from wood whic
h has not

been floated are practiced in Germany.
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Mine Model in Glass

A New York company is engaged, among

other things, in the manufacture of models of min
e

workings of exceedingly new and novel construc-

tion. These models are made of glass, and by the

process followed they are enabled to reproduce in

solid glass to an accurate scale all the underground

workings and surface features of mines of any

character. According to the Scientific American

the models are constructed of thick sheets of clear

white glass, laid one upon another, and bolted to-

gether, thus forming a unit. The underground

workings of the mine are excavated from the glass,

and all drifts, shafts, slopes, winzes, upraises, cross-

cuts, etc., are shown as miniature excavations ex
-

actly as they exist in the mine. The top of the model,

representing the surface of the ground above the

mine, is cut to accurately represent the topog
raph-

ical features of the surface. Future workings can

be added to the model as the development of the

mine progresses.

When the slabs of glass have bolted together

the sides are polished, and any spaces between th
e

sheets are filled in with a transparent material

which makes the block resemble one of solid glass.

The ramifications through the glass represent-

ing the various mine passages are excavated from

the glass by small steel disks and drills of variou
s

shapes and sizes, charged with carborundum ; th
e

greatest care being necessary to prevent tool mark
s

and small chips appearing in the cuttings. Slopes

and other workings between the levels can thus b
e

shown either vertical or on the dip of the vein
.

Shafts and winzes are shown in the model as rec-

tangular openings with smooth sides.

Easter Engraving

The Wedding Season an Engraver's Harvest Time—

Wedding Gift Inscriptions—Models
to Guide the Engraver

Easter, the sea-

son of sunshine and

social functions, of

weddings and gift-

giv ings— is a bar-

vust time for the

engraver.
Not perhaps for

:111 engravers, but

certainly for the

man who can put

style and genius in

his work.
Public taste now-

a-days is very ex-

acting in gift monogram work. A 
valuable gift

must not be defaced by a poor mon
ogram, while

low-priced gifts may be given a rich and costly

appearance by artistic lettering.

Are you equal to the opportunity? Are you

sure you can satisfy the fastidious?

Safeguard yourself by procuring a copy of

" Hornikel's Engraver's Text- Book "—a store-

house of ideas and a guide to style in artisti
c lettering.

The work consists of sixty-one page 
plates of

letters and monograms, pretty patterns an
d all man-

ner of combinations—all styles of 
monograms for all

kinds of purposes, for lockets, spoon
s, trays, cigar-

ette and match cases, loving cups, r
ings, fobs, etc.

Only from the book itself can you get 
a ;Just idea of

the excellence and comprehensiveness 
of this work.

The advantages of this book are three-fol
d : for

the customer it makes selection easy, f
or the en-

graver it furnishes an artistic model, and 
to both it

insures satisfaction. A copy will sent 
postpaid to any

part of the world on receipt of price, 
$6.00 (LI 5s.)

For sale by TliE KEYSTONE,

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia Pa
.

103 State Street, Chicago.

E. F. HORNIKEL,
1410 Champlain Building, Chicago. —Adv.
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The Special Year Long
with large silvered metal dial t.t.“1 compensated pendulum

lily just as good" Won't do

JOS. B. BECHTEL, & CO., 1mportrs
Price, $10.50 Net, f. o. b. Philada. 725 Samsc3m Strct, Jhi1udcIphia, PEI
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Class Pin Profits
These are the Days Bastian's Class Pins are Making Money for

Enterprising Jewelers
By our patented process of making Class Pins it is simply an impossibility for any competitbr to meet our prices.There's going to be many a dozen Class Pins sold in your town during the next three months.Why don't you get some of this business—why don't you send for one of Bastian's Catalogs to-day, and getthe order from your Schools or Colleges?
Note these prices and then compare them with others. Silver-Plated and Sterling Slyer Pins, same as illustration,in any colors of enamel and with any letters desired ( letters not to exceed in number those shown).

SILVER-PLATED PINS, per doz., 75c., STERLING SILVER PINS, per doz., $1.87y,
These pins r6tail readily for TO cents and 25 cents, respectively, and every jeweler should know that on theSterling Silver Pins the best French enamel is used.

BASTIAN'S GOLD CLASS PINS, $15.00 a dozen and upward
We want to impress upon your mind that we guarantee satisfaction; that when you sell our Pins you are sellinga product that is as extensively advertised, and as well known to the buying public, as are Elgin watches.Besides Class Pins, we make to order Badges, Medals and Buttons in either Gold, Silver, Bronze or Ribbon.Special Designs and estimates gladly furnished free of charge.

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart men

must send name and address—not for publication, hut as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mom communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.
An /A7M.1- to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.
-mhscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailing questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have
been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged
,dphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

1,41 the issue and page on which the information may Is, r i nd.

"Chronom."—(r) I have a Robert Brandt &
Co. 18 size chronometer escapement. Movement
has been well taken care of and runs, dial up, 8
seconds fast; dial down, 6 seconds slow ; pendant
up, 29 seconds slow in 24 hours. I wish to correct
Mese errors. The balance wheel has large weights.
—Before we can answer this question, we must
know the rate of the chronometer in these posi-
tions : Dial up, dial down ; pendant up, pendant
down ; right and left.

(2) I also wish to change into stem wind, but
Me fusee is so arranged it will be impossible to get
room for the stem-winding parts, so will ask if you
think it possible to put in a going barrel, and gel
good results. I have thought of using 21 J. Cres-
cent stem-winding parts, and barrel having 8o
leeth and 20 nem. in diameter, center wheel 32
teeth and 12 leaves, while the fusee has 78 teeth
and 19.5 mm. in diameter, center wheel 36 teeth
and lo leaves.—We would not advise you to
change the watch to a going barrel, for you will
get better results in adjusting a chronometer with
a fusee ; but should you decide to change it, do
not disturb the center wheel at all, but make a
barrel that contains the same number of teeth and
sizes as the present fusee.

make. (See answer to " Duplex," page 6o9, June,
1901). In the watch you speak of, we have no
doubt it makes 18,00o, as most cylinder watches do.
There are two ways of vibrating the balance. One
is to count the balance as it goes one way, for a
space of one-half minute, and it should vibrate 75.
The other way is to compare the balance that we
are vibrating, visibly with what is called a vibrator.
This is a mounted balance that makes the proper
number of vibrations accurately. It consists of a
brass disk about two inches in diameter, with an 18
size balance mounted. See Fig. t, where A A repre-
sents the vibrator. Now, in selecting a new spring,

REIS'
ADVERTISING
TAPE

STIMULATES TRADE 

Stimulative
practically without cost. It's a narrow, woven band, glossed to a finishlike ribbon , to use instead of string in the tying of smart, secure packages.There's a natty trimness to the packages it makes, which gives Reis'Advertising Tape a peculiar value for the dealer in fine wares.Al" to Yt" in width, in tints and colors. Your store's name and addressprinted neatly, unobtrusively, throughout the entire length.Samples talk. Send for some.

G. Reis 6 Bro.
Dept. K

tv

640 Broadway
New York City
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"Mercury." —(1) I have a Swiss regulator with
gridiron pendulum that beats seconds and wish to
change into mercurial pendulum. I have some
glass tubes ITV/ inside. How many of these will it
require, and how full must they be f—You can
either use 3 or 5 mercury jars. They each want to
have a column of 7 inches of mercury. To be
exact, it takes a column of ”i inches ; but we say
7, because it is easier to put a little in than to take
a little out, which you must do to adjust the clock.

(2) Is there a book published on making and
adjusting surveyors' compasses and transits P—We
do not know of any work on this subject.

(3) I wish to do some lettering in gold leaf on
my show windows. How are the letters cut out and
put on the glass P—From the manner in which you
write, we take it that you have no knowledge
whatever of this work. If such is the case, we
think your best plan will be to get a painter to
do it.

(4) Can a thy battery be successfully recharged
kv running a current through it P—It is not possi-
ble to successfully recharge a dry battery in this
way.

" Springer."— Can you inform me the best
way to treat a hairspring with its coils too long
on the outside to enter the stud and too close to
balance staff to go over collet? The way to fix it to
its collet ? Can you buy hairsprings of different
lengths, but of same strengths? I had the bal-
ance weighted and a spring selected, but when I
went to put it on the collet it would not go over, so
I broke a coil out to make it fit. Wizen I put bal-
ance and spring in its prace, found it too long, so
as to extend outside of curb pins and stud, then I
shortened it on the outside but the watch gained at
a terrible rate. The watch is a ladies' size, cylin-
der. one —Before you attempt to put in another
Swiss hairspring, we would advise you to read
soa.le good work on hairspringing. In buying
Swiss hairsprings, they come in packages of one
dozen, marked 0-4, 4-8, etc. Each package contains
springs of different strength and diameter. In put-
ting in Swiss hairsprings, the first thing to do is,
find out how many vibrations the balance must

there are two things to be considered, strength and
diameter. After taking one out of the package
that we think will do, lay it on the balance cock,
regulator on, upside down, having the center of
the spring come over the balance jewel hole ; the
coil falling between the regulator pins is the out-
side diameter of the spring. Now place the spring
on the balance and push the collet on top of it,
which will hold it in place for the time being. Then
take it with a pair of tweezers, where it fell between
the regulator pins. We now let the pivot rest on
the plate A A, Fig. r, and allow the rim of the bal-
ance B to touch the balance of the vibrator D,
which we have started in motion. It will impart
motion to our balance B when we move it a little
away so it can vibrate free of the balance D. The
trick in vibrating this way is to be able to note
when the two balances vibrate in unison. This is
only acquired by practice. If we find the balance
B falling behind, take the spring up a trifle, or in
other words, we must move the tweezers on the
springuntil both the balances vibrate together. If this
cannot be accomplished, without taking the spring
up a great ways, or letting it out, another spring
must be selected, either stronger or weaker, as the
case may be. After finding a spring that vibrates
in unison with our vibrator, we proceed to collet it.
The centers of all Swiss springs are too small for
the collet and enough must be broken out of the
center to allow the collet to be free of the inner
coil all around, as shown in Fig. 2. After having
the spring colleted, we place
it on the balance again and
vibrate it as before, in order
to find the exact point to
pin it in the stud. Mark the
point where the spring is
held in the tweezers, while
both balances are vibrating
in exact unison. This point
is where the regulator pins
should come while the regu- Fig. 2
lator is in the center. The
outer coils are now broken off, allowing enough to

reach from the regulator pins and about a quarter

of a coil beyond the stud.

"Affect."—(I) Does a slight amount of mag-
netism ajfect The time of an adjusted movement?
—Yes, it vill cause position errors.

(2) Ilk), in a non-magnetized movement does not
the steel of a balance cause the needle of a compass
to move the same as any other piece of steel would ?
—Because it is made of palladium, a composition
invented by the Swiss. The hairspring is made of
the same metal.

(3) If the compass is placed over the balance of
a full-plate movement for instance, will the needle
be attracted towards the barrel P—Not unless it is
magnetized.

(.1) In adjusting a watch to positions is the
balance ever thrown out ofpoise to gain the desired
result ?—In answer to this question, we think we
will quote you a paragraph from the " Watch Ad-

juster's Manual, as fol-
lows : RULES FOR
CHANGING THE POISE.
—The balance may be
in perfect poise, but it
can be put out of poise
to cause a gain or loss
in a certain position of

the watch. If the watch gains in one vertical posi-
tionas compared with the opposite—supposing them
to be XII up and VI up—a small amount of metal is
removed from the bottom of the balance (i. e., the
bottom when at rest with XII up), thus making the
top heavier,and causing a falling back or loss in the
former fiosition. On the other hand, if the gain
occurs with VI up, the metal is removed from that
part of the rim which is at the bottom when at
rest with the VI up, and causes a slight loss of rate
in that position. Care must be taken not to re-
move too much. In screw balances, turning the
screws in corresponds to removing metal, as it
makes that side virtually lighter. The same effect
is produced by turning the screws out on the oppo-
site side, as making one side heavier is equivalent
to making the other side lighter. But the screws
should be turned in on one side the same distance
ilS they are turned out on the other, else the rate
will be affected. This book should be in the
hands of every watchmaker, as it covers the
ground of adjustment thoroughly. It can be pur-
chased at this office. Price, $2.50.

" Old Time."—Pivots all straight. Teeth oj
all wheels seem 0. ; center, third and fourth all
run together light ; when escape wheel added, train
heavy. Escape wheel pivots fit jewels and are
smooth. What's the matter with fourth and escape
wheel action? Movement is 18 size, A. T & Co.,
old-lime, key wind. Can ii be teeth of fourth
wheelP—It is impossible for us to say if there is
any trouble with the fourth wheel teeth, unless we
could see it. See if the fourth wheel is true in flat
and round. Try it in the wheel alone, then try the
escape wheel alone. Each time screw the plates
clown, as this sometimes makes a difference than
when the plates are held together with the hands.
If they seem free by themselves, try them together
without the other wheels. You will soon locate
the trouble by this method of examination.

" Keyless."—Kindly lel me know how to cor-
rect the mechanism of pendants in keyless watches,

the style which set the hands by pulling up the
crown? After having wound and set to lime and
put in pocket for trial, on taking it out after a short
time, I find it has got several hours wrong, which
is due to the keyless action in the pendant working
so easy, causing the crown to come up of its own
accord, and by rubbing against the pocket moves
the hands.—There is only one correct way to rem-
edy a fault of this kind, that is, put a new sleeve or

stem in the case, whichever is worn, and in some

cases both should be replaced. New ones cost so

little that it does not pay to attempt to repair them.

"Two Years."—An 18 size, i5 jeweled, patent
regulator, Breguet hairspring movement of stand-
ard American make, kept time for two years, and
then developed a rate of one to two minutes per day
fast. We cleaned and oiled, and finding wheel in
poise and no magnetism, rated by using washers.
It was soon returned, gaining a minute a day.
Again we applied washers and got a rate. Now
the owner, a steady-going gentleman, SayS it kept
time for about a week, and then took on a rale of
about seven minutes a week fast. Shall we con-
demn the wheel or the hairspring P Il'hv does it
do this P—The first thing to do is to see if the hair-
spring is rusty. A rusty hairspring will cause a
gaining rate. If the hairspring is in good condi-
tion, wind the watch full and see if the arc of
vibration is so great it takes over a revolution
and a half, causing the roller jewel to strike the
fork. This has often occurred and will cause gain-
ing. If neither of these faults exist, see if the
balance wheel is absolutely true, then set the
watch and when you see it is gaining, note care-
fully if the balance is still true, while it assumes
the gaining rate. If this method of examination
does not disclose the fault, write us again.
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THE manufacturing jeweler, where his factory
is located on the upper floors, experiences con-
siderable trouble in building a proper founda-

tion for his drop presses, so as to avoid the jar on
floors below. Our

Springboard
Foundation

here illustrated, will overcome ALL that trouble

If you are interested, send for Catalogue C-15

Another good tool for the manufacturing jeweler
is our

No. 2

Compound Shear
It is built of steel and malleable iron, is strong and
powerful and gives good results. Catalogue B-15
■vill fully explain this line.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., ;`,'41,1 `;');',;.:g.4'.1,1:Niagara St.,

Our 1905 Calalogues
are ready for you

Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

I WANT TO TELL YOU 
what the word teacher means at our college. It means
a man who is master of his profession, thoroughly,
practically and theoretically, and capaLle of imparting
his knowledge to you. Such men are scarce, but that
is the kind of teachers we have. The instructions we

11
 give you cannot be had at any other institution.
We teach Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics—have

been doing it for over eleven years, and we know how
to make a first-class workman of you. The kind that

are in demand; the kind that command good salaries.
41. Better send for our Prospectus, if you want to become a

workman of this kind.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad & Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
heNt send name and address—not for publication, but as an
Memo of good faith. No attention will be paid to slimly-

e,eos communications. Questions will be answered in the
.• der in which they are received.

" Trainer."—(i) I have some trouble with
;. otches stopping- at different intervals. The
ouble seems to be in the train, as the escapement
ems to be in good order. Sometimes they will

rim for three or four days without stopping and
a:rain they will stop in two or three hours ; they
keep good time when they do run. The trouble is
usually found in 6 size. On examination, every-
thing seems to be 0. K. Please tell me what the
trouble may be, and where to look for it. —There
are a hundred and one things that would cause a
watch to act as you describe, and to locate the
cause you must take the watch all apart and
examine each wheel separately, beginning with the
barrel. See that they are true, run free between
the plates by themselves, no cracked jewels, etc.
You cannot help but find the fault. Sometimes
the fault lies where we least expect it and many
times is caused by the edge of the roller table
being rough or some shellac sticking there, causing
the guard pin to catch at times.

(2) I also have some trouble with clocks
(nickel clocks especially). The train and escape-
ment seem to be in good order, but lack motive
power. The spring seems to be too weak. Is
Mere such a thing as the spring becoming " set"
and too weak ?—Yes, clock mainsprings frequently
become set, causing the clock to take a poor action
and not run the full time, but we have found the
most trouble in nickel alarm clocks to be in the
pivot holes. They become worn oblong shape in
a short time. These holes should be closed, and
when doing so, they should be closed in such a
way as to throw the hole back to its original posi-
tion. A great many workmen never allow the
mainspring to unwind when cleaning a clock.
'this is a mistake, for it is impossible to get the
gummy oil from between the coils unless we do so,
and it causes the coils to bind together, and not
give the power to the clock that it would if the
gummy oil were cleaned out and fresh oil applied.

"Rie er."—(1) In a recent issue you described
Me Rie er free escapement. Can you give any
Mrther particulars, such as size of escape-wheels,
toeight of pendulum bob, or any other measure-
ments?—The author of the article to which you
refer gives the following measurements : The lock-
ing wheel is iflinches in diameter and the impulse
wheel is ift inches in diameter. The pendulum
complete, of nickel-steel, weighs 7.4 kilograms,
or 16 lb. 5.072 ozs. Cannot give the weight of the
bob separate, but it is in the neighborhood of 1334
lbs., inasmuch as the rod is 14 mm. thick, and
probably weighs about 3 lbs.

(2) I think I understand the construction and
action of this escapement with the exception of one
or two points. Do the pivots of the train wheels
run in Jewel holes? Why is it Riefler sets the pallet
jewels at such an angle as to produce a recoil of
escape wheel if the pendulum swings beyond the
c.rcaping arc ? Could not the same results be pro-
duced, as far as keeping the pendulum in motion
is concerned, with a Graham dead-beat and pallet
.rubstituted for Riefler's tzvo escape wheels and
pallets, the construction of the rest of the escape-
ment remaining the same P—While you state you
understand the action of the Riefler escapement, it
ts. probable the following will further enlighten you :
I he earlier Riefler clocks were all jeweled; all
the pivots, even to the exchange wheel of the
hands, but some of the later ones are not so fully
jeweled. The action of the Riefler escapement is
peculiar from other forms of escapements in that
the fork or anchor moves in the reverse direction,
Particularly to that Of the dead beat ; when the
pendulum swings to the left after it has crossed the
center of gravity, the anchor is moved or tilted on
the knife edges to the right, bending the suspen-

sion spring to the right, this bending has taken
place before the pendulum has finished its excur-
sion to the left ; on its return to the right it receives
Its impulse caused by the bending of the suspen-
sion spring. The anchor does not move again
until the pendulum crosses the center of gravity,
when the suspension spring beingyerfectly straight
up and down rocks the anchor on the knife edges;
the anchor follows the swing of the pendulum until
the tooth has disengaged the pallet, when the
anchor is bent to the left and then this same bend-
ing of the suspension spring has taken place ; the
pendulum in swinging to the right stores up power
in the suspension spring, this same power is given
out again plus the bend the spring received by
anchor, when the pendulum again swings to the
left is the time it receives the impulse. The lock-
ing faces of the pallets are set off at an angle of 12
degrees from the dead center. This assists the
pendulum ill the unlocking of the escapement.
The pendulum does not receive the impulse from
the pallets direct, bnt through the bending of the
suspension spring only ; this is where it differs
from the dead-beat escapement. If you substitute
an ordinary dead-beat pallet and escape wheel for
the double escape wheels of Riefler, the pallets
would vibrate back and forth rapidly ; there would
be nothing to keep the pallets to the right or left.
If you will consider the pendulum hangs on a sus-
pension spring, the support of the spring rests on
knife edges, now it takes very little power to move
this support from right to left and left to right—
suppose this combination would work, we would
have a pendulum swinging on knife edges and get-
ting whatever friction there might be on the lock-
ing faces of the pallets ; this would naturally vary
with the state of lubrication, gumming of the oil
on the pallets and in the train ; we would have all
the defects of gumming of oil and besides would
have only a pendulum swinging on knife edges,
whereas in the Riefler method the driving weight
does all this work of overcoming the gumming of
oil and the friction of knife edges, except the small
part of the arc of oscillation when the pendulum
unlocks the escapement. This period is about
I to IX degrees of arc, while these clocks have a
total arc of about 3 degrees from right to left, so
that there is about 2 degrees of arc out of the 3
which the pendulum swings on the suspension
spring only.

" Seller."—Kindly give methods and tools em-
ployed in diamond selling, etc. Is there any book
published on this subject?—We know of no work
devoted entirely to this subject, although all books
devoted to jewelry work give some space to it.
From Wigley's "Art of the Goldsmith and
Jeweler" (price $2.75) we extract the following
which will, no doubt give you the desired infor-
formation : Patience and skill are required for set-
ting gems securely, tastefully and satisfactorily.
The styles of settings are so numerous that a brief
description only can be given of the methods and
processes employed. In order to avoid repetition
it may be stated that, as a rule, the articles are
fixed on cement or on shellac sticks, by means of
which they can be held firmly in any required
position. In order to prevent the cement or
shellac from sticking to the article, the latter is
coated with whiting or wrapped in. gold-beater's
skin.

Claw Setting.—This style is called " invisible "
setting, because of the backward tapering of the
claw ; a front view shows only the points by which
the stones are held, whereas in the " open claw "
style, in which a small stone is set in, both the
points and the hollows of the claw are fully
exposed to view. The method of setting the
stones in these claws is as follows : A bearing for
the stone is made by cutting a hollow in each point
with a scorper, then the points are bent over the
stones, either by tapping them with a small ham-

mer, or pressing them over with a blunt tool ;
afterwards the points of the claw are carefully filed,
regulated and burnished over smoothly.

Pave Setting. In this style of setting the

whole front is covered or paved with stones. Great
judgment is required in selecting stones of a suit-

able size. When properly drilled, the arrangement

should be clusters of seven stones touching each

other from every position of the article. The best

metals for this kind of setting are silver or white

gold, as the stones are entirely held in position by

the grains (produced during the drilling process
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and left standing erect on their bases) being care-
fully pressed over the stones with the graining
tool. The stones generally used for this class of
settings are diamonds, pearls and turquoises ; in
some designs a rich effect is produced by setting a
ruby, or some other transparent stone, in the
center of a pearl or turquoise pave setting.

Square Setting is done in two styles. In the
one, a single stone is set in a square cut in the
gold, which forms the center of the ornament,
the stones being held by a grain at each of the four
corners ; in the other, a number of stones—say,
eighteen—are set in as many squares, each stone
being secured by the four grains at the corners of
each square, and separated from each other by a
thin line of gold between each square.

Lozenge Setting.—In this style a stone is placed
within a lozenge-shaped space cut on the disk or
other ornament, the points of which are sometimes
elongated so as to suit the disk. In some orna-
ments three or five lozenge-shaped settings are
placed in a row, such as on a bracelet or bar-brooch.

Collet Selling is generally used for the topaz,
garnet, amethyst, aquamarine, chrysolite and simi-
lar stones. A thin wire to form a hearing is sold-
ered to one side of a strip of thin flat gold of the
depth required ; a bezel that will fit the stone is
made of the gold with pliers, and the ends are
soldered together. Then a suitable number of
points, like the teeth of a saw, are formed by
filing, and the teeth pressed over the stone, thus
forming teeth or collet setting.

Glass Selling is the term used for setting
moonstones, opals, crystals and other stones which
are cut en cabochon. There are two ways of pro-
ducing it. In the one, a bezel of thick gold is
made, a bearing cut with a scorper, and the edge
burnished smoothly over the stone. The other is
carried out in the same way, but the bearing is
made with wire, as in collet setting, and the edge
filed and burnished smoothly, as in the first process.

Roman Setting is totally different from any
kind above-mentioned. It is used for setting
stones in rings, pencil cases and seals. In each
case the setter, using a scorper, cuts a bearing to
fit the stone in the margin of gold left by the
mounter ; then in the center of the margin he cuts
a narrow groove. He then fixes the article firmly,
either in a vise or on a block, and with a small
punch and hammer indents the groove, thereby
forcing the gold against the stone, and so securing
it ; and, finally, he cuts the groove clearly, and
polishes it. Some Roman setters press the gold
against the stone with a grubbing tool ; but this
method requires skill and unusual strength of
the wrist. In the better class of setting, the
groove is polished, first with slate points and
water, and afterwards with a boxwood stick, using
pumice-stone and oil, rotten-stone and oil, and
rouge and water in succession. This class of set-
ting may also be accomplished in a turning lathe.

"Gypsy."—Now are gypsy rings made and
how are stones set in them P—There are several
methods by which such rings are produced ; some-
times the fronts are cast, but as such cast heads
are always porous, and in view of the fact that the
pores are more pronounced after polishing, it does
not seem to be the best policy to adopt the casting
process. A far better method is to produce them
out of thick, flat and well-rolled gold, which is cut
into strips and drawn through a draw-plate having
holes of the proper width and thickness. You will
find that this method will give a close-grained and
easily-worked metal. After being drawn, the wire
is cut into suitable lengths for the rings. The two
ends for the shanks, which is not as thick as the
front, are rolled or swaged into the form of the
shank and are then turned up and roughly filed
into the form suitable for the stone. When filing
the front, leave a small protuberance round the
hole for setting the stone. The stone is now Itt
into its place and set by hammering the protube-
rance over it, which is done as follows : First the
hole is drilled and opened out at the back, so as to
suit the stone ; next the ring is firmly fixed upon a
cement stick and the hole opened out, so as to pro-
duce a bearing for the stone to rest upon ; then the
stone is properly fitted and the cement stick and
disattached ring being fixed in a vise or a block,
the protuberance is carefully tapped over the stone
with a small punch and hammer until the surface
of the ring is made level.
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our Cash Absolutely Guarded
IF YOU USE A "NATIONAL"

A Multiple-Drawer National Cash Register
protects proprietor, customer and clerk alike.

It keeps an accurate printed record of
your cash sales, your credit sales, money
paid out, money received on account, and

indicates when change is made.
It shows which clerk handles each transaction, thus

enforcing carefulness, accuracy and honesty.
It pays for itself by increasing the efficiency of your

clerks and stopping losses.
We make cash registers to fit any business and any purse.

National Cash Register Co.

DAYTON OHIO

RELIABILITY—THAT'S THE POINT
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when it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES
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No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, the

business expected to he gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to getthan you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glassand color of finish is to your individual taste.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET
TO MAKE.

Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are at
your service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.

Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time deakr
to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WORK

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman
& Co. have

held the rec(4-cl
for High Art

Jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pie-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

WE LEARNED licW

WM. KLEEMAN & CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World
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A Spring Reminder

DID you ever think of standing on the
other side of the street and viewing your

idace of business from the standpoint of a
customer ? These spring days are the time

to get outside your store and yourself and

take a critical look at both. Suppose you

came to town from the country would the

appearance of the store fronts appeal to you?

Don't you think the store with the clean,

newly-painted front would catch your eye

first? Of course it would, and after you got

inside, if everything looked clean and worthy,

you'd probably decide to make that store

your trading place. And remember that of

all stores the one in which cleanliness, bright-

ness, freshness are most valuable is the

jewelry store. As are the goods, so should

lie the setting.

Trading Stamps and the Courts

WE have recently received several re-

quests for information as to what has

been done by special enactment or the courts

to suppress the trading-stamp nuisance. By

way of reply we believe we are correct

in saying that the various efforts to suppress

the scheme by legal process have entirely

failed, and that the only effective way in

which this demoralizing factor can be elimina-

ted is by agreement among the merchants

themselves. That it is impossible to pass a

law for the suppression of trading stamps

which the courts will pronounce constitutional

is proved by the experience of the merchants

in New York State, where a law for the pur-

pose was drafted with the greatest care by

the most eminent lawyers, but promptly

pronounced unconstitutional by the courts.

Similar legislative efforts in other states

met with like fate. City ordinances, when

aimed at the trading stamp, have proved

equally ineffective. Many unconstitutional

(.ity ordinances serve the purpose intended,

for instance those aimed at itinerant mer-

rhants, for the reason that these persons

seldom have the money or inclination to take

the matter beyond the police court. But

the trading stamp is backed by a powerful

and wealthy corporation, which enlisits the

best legal talent to fight its battles, and

always seemingly with success.

The Denver, Colo., merchants made

an especially vigorous effort to suppress the

stamps by an ordinance prohibiting all gift

schemes. In the ordinance gift schemes

were defined as " the selling, giving, present-

ing or distributing of any stamps, trading

stamp, coupon or other device which entitle

the purchaser of property, goods, wares or

merchandise, to demand or receive from any

person or corporation other than the vendor

any article, property, goods, etc., other than

that actually sold to the purchaser." The

local police justice accepted the validity of

the ordinance, but the case was brought to a

higher court, and the judge gave a decision

in favor of the stamp people, asserting that

the ordinance "not only violated the state

laws of Colorado, but the constitution of the

United States" *

AN interesting case was that in Peoria,

Ill. The merchant's association of that

city succeeded in bringing about an agree-

ment among the local trades not to use

trading stamps. To make the agreement

binding, every merchant signed a bond of

$500, which was to be forfeited to the

association in case the agreement was broken.

Soon after two of the merchants disregarded

the agreement, and the association promptly

instituted a suit to recover the $500 forfeit.

This brought the stamp question squarely

before the court, and the result was an un-

qualified victory for the stamps.

The merchants of Atlanta, Ga., had an

ordinance passed imposing a tax on dealers

using trading stamps, and needless to add

this ordinance met the usual fate. So it has

been in other cities. The one alternative for

merchants who would rid their community

of this nuisance, is a mutual agreement such

as has just been entered into by the dealers

of Terre Haute, Ind., who have signed a

contract to quit using the stamps after their

present contracts with the company expire.

Quality and Price in Jewelry Goods

IT is undoubtedly a wise plan for the

jeweler to emphasize the quality of his

goods rather than the price. It is to .his

advantage for the public to regard his stock

as of higher grade and more reliable than

that found in the general store, for in jewelry

particularly purchasers are generally willing

to pay a little more for better quality. But

in this discrimination between quality and
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price, good judgment must be exercised.

It must be remembered that in all business

transactions, whether in diamonds or tack

hammers, price is an important factor, and

while it is well to exploit quality, it is equally

advisable, and even necessary, to keep in-

stilling into the public consciousness that the

Price is moderate, quality considered. Very

exclusive houses are associated in the popular

mind with high prices and arbitrary profits,

and a reputation of this character is calcula-

ted rather to limit patronage than to in-

crease it.
It is an open secret that some jewelers

make use of the argument of quality to

secure exorbitant prices for some of their

goods. This is short-sighted policy, for the

customer is quite likely to find out the ex-

action, and the loss of his patronage will

be the jeweler's penalty. It is just as poor

merchandising to sell a good article at an

unfair price, as to sell an inferior article.

Such a sale not only re-acts detrimentally,

but it gives the department store a chance to

say " our price $10 ; jeweler's price $12.50''

with some show of truthfulness, and such

defamatory assertions have their effect.

We saw recently in a jeweler's window

a clock prominently displayed with this card

underneath :

THIS CLOCK was sold to-day as a bargain
in a department store for $5, the claim
being made that it was reduced from $6.5o.
Perhaps it was, but we sell these clocks
all the year round for $5, and we keep
them in repair free for one year / Who's
telling the truth ? The department store
" reduced rates " on all kinds of jewelry
goods are our regular prices. If you don't
care to be humbugged, let us post you on
the so-called " bargains."

This card seemed to attract considerable

attention, and was certainly a vigorous retort

to the exaggerated statements in the depart-

ment store advertisements.

Common sense and competition alike

dictate that you suit your stock to the re-

sources of your people. Keep the best

their pockets can stand, and charge a fair

profit. Make your grades sufficiently com-

prehensive to suit as many of the local

purchasing public as possible. Preach

quality .with all your might, but preach also

and practice fairness in prices. The compe-

tition of the time compels right merchandis-

ing. That a portion of the jewelry business

has slipped from the jeweler is largely his own

fault, and the lesson must be taken to heart.
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HOLD YOUR TRADE
by handling Bassett chains—quick sellers,

hig profit makers and satisfaction
guaranteed. Select styles for

fastidious purchasers—pop-
ular styles for all.TIE TO

BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and Dissatisfaction

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.

NEW YORK OFFICE

Factory

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CHICAGO OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane Masonic Temple Vaults

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange 120 Sutter Street

PK11..C, 3110.50 PHR GROSS. (Cut reduced 334 times)

1\.

fince jjanuar'y 119 L905
That's the record reached by the sales of

our latest souvenir creation

THE SELWELL ASSORTMENT
OF SILVER-ALUMINUM NOVELTIES

Many of the sales were reorders. Isn't that convincing proof that the proposition is all right? This assortment ismade up of one gross pieces; one dozen of each kind, and each piece marked with the name of any town, city or point ofinterest. Lettering is in two colors and is durable, bright and attractive. Send for a FREE SAMPLE lettered withthe NAME OF YOUR TOWN. A postal will do it, and " NOW'S " the time.

THE E. A. FARGO COMPANY, Taunton, Mass.
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The New Trade-Mark Law

A Digest, by 1VILLIA
M 11A1.I, Patent Attorney, Untitablo

Building, 1003 F Street, N. W., Washington,
. _

URING the session of Congress which

has just come to a close, a new trade-

mark law was enacted, intended, so far

a, is within the powers conferred on Congress

lv the Constitution, to aid American owners of

trade-marks in securing adequate protection for

the same within the United States and abroad,

and to so facilitate and encourage registration

that the public may know what marks are in

use and who claims the exclusive right to them.

This enactment is the outgrowth of the

(kmands of manufacturers of this country,

which have extended over a period of years,

and of a careful investigation by Congress of

their power under the Constitution to control

and regulate the use of trade-marks.

Limited Scope of Old Law

Under the preceding trade-mark law,

known as Act of 1881, the owner of a trade-

mark, registered thereunder, could invoke

the same only against an infringer using the

mark in foreign commerce, or with Indian

tribes. This condition was not generally

understood by the owners of trade-marks,

\du-) labored under the impression that if

their marks were registered by the United

States Patent Office they could invoke the

aid of the Federal courts in. any case where

th,.ir mark was wrongfully copied or infringed.

The Supreme Court of the United

Sates held unequivocally in the case of

Warner vs. the Searle & Hereth Co., 191

l'. S., 560, that the provisions of the trade-

mark law of 1881 could only be invoked when

l■oth the owner of the mark, registered under
said act, and the infringer were using the

mirk in foreign commerce, or commerce

xvith Indian tribes.

Protection Given by New Law

The new trade-mark law is not intended

to abridge the rights of trade-mark owners

, ler what is termed the " common law,"

dr does it make the registration of the

mark compulsory, either of marks now

,istered under the old law of 1881, or of

tmregistered marks, and yet the provisions

of the new law are such that the owners

hoth of unregistered marks, and those

eviously registered, will find the advan-

I ..;es resulting from registration under the

,w law so important, and the cost thereof

little that they cannot afford to fail to

apply for registration under the new enact-

ment.
The new act provides that an injunction

granted against the wrongful user of a trade-

mark, registered in accordance with the pro-

visions of the act, may be served on the

parties against whom the injunction is secured

in the United Stales where they

may be found and may be enforced by pro-

ceedings to punish for contempt or otherwise

If), any Circuit Court. This makes it practi-

cally impossible for an infringer to avoid

service of the injunction, or to avoid punish-

ment if he attempts to continue infringement

anywhere in the United States, and does not

necessitate the owner of the mark following

the infringer from State to State and suing

him in the several circuits.

being able to surreptitiously obtain the regis-

tration of the same in their own name.

The provisions of the new law have

had the endorsement of the National Associa-

tion of Manufacturers, the International

Advertisers' Association, the American Bar

Association, and the Patent Bar Association,

of Washington, D. C.

Penalties for Infringement

The new act also provides that the

court, in granting an injunction, may order

the defendant to deliver up for destruction

all labels, signs, prints, packages, wrappers

or receptacles bearing the infringing mark,

thus subjecting the infringer, as a penalty for

his wrongful act, to the loss of his stock of

labels, etc.
The new law provides that the court, in

its discretion may increase the damages to an

extent not more than three times the actual

damages found, thus making it possible to

compel the infringer to pay a substantial

penalty for hip infringement, and in the

matter of damages the plaintiff is required to

prove the amount of the defendant's sales

only, while the defendant must prove all

elements of cost which are claimed.

The new law also provides that the

issuance of the certificate of registration in

itself will establish prima facie ownership of

the mark in the registrant, and thus in bring-

ing suit it will only be necessary for the com-

plainant to introduce his certificate in

evidence and show that the defendant has

copied the same, and the burden vill then

be upon the defendant to show, if he can,

that the complainant has no right to the

mark. This provision of the act will

materially reduce the cost to complainants

in establishing in a suit their right to the

mark.
Marks Entitled to Registration

The new law also provides for the regis-

tration of any mark which has been in the

exclusive use of the applicant for ten years,

notwithstanding such mark might be of a

nature, which, under the old act, would

have prevented its registration, or notwith-

standing the mark might not be what is

known technically as a "good " mark, such,

for instance, as a geographical or personal

name.
The new law also provides that before

the final registration of the mark, the same

will be published in the Official Gazette,

and those having adverse interests may, with-

in thirty days, show, if they can, why the

mark should not be registered, this provision

being intended to prevent those not entitled

to marks, or not the true owners thereof,

A New Use for Aluminum

Aluminum has a new field of usefulness. To

this the attention of Americans is just now directed

by the second visit of Dr. Hans Goldschmidt to the

United States. His lecture at Columbia University

revealed new possibilities for the metal, which,

according to chemists, is more abundant titan any

other in the earth's crust.

The key to the function which aluminum per-

forms in metallurgy and engineering is found in the

remarkable heat that is suddenly developed when

it is burned, says the New York Tribune. Com-
bustion, it will be remembered, is simply the union
of a given element with oxygen. When wood or

coal is set on fire the carbon combines with that

gas and produces carbonic oxide. Aluminum will

not unite with atmospheric oxygen, though. It is

necessary to supply the element in a solid form.

The oxide of some other metal furnishes this. If

equal parts of aluminum and the oxygen of iron,

both pulverized and cold, are placed in a crucible,

and a tiny fuse of the right kind is applied, a

marvelous effect is produced. The receptacle be-

comes a furnace. By purely chemical means a

temperature is induced which rivals that of the

electric arc. Within a minute or two the aluminum

steals the oxygen from the iron and the latter is

melted. If, in advance and with a view to further

operations, the iron is charged with the proper

amount of carbon or some other element, the pro-

duct is a steel possessing qualities that adapt it to

some special services.
One highly practical operation made feasible

by the process here described is the welding of rails

on trolley roads. In order to employ both the

main track and the third rail (if there be one) as

electrical conductors it is customary to do one of

two things. Either a copper bond is attached to

to the ends of adjacent rails at each point, or a little

molten iron is poured around the cold steel there.

The latter operation, as formerly conducted, in-

volved the use of cumbrous and expensive appara-

tus. In Europe aluminum is now used to some

extent instead. A small portable crucible, taper-

ing to a point, is adjusted over the right spot, a

mould is formed around the joint to be welded, the

proper mixture is ignited and almost immediately a

a supply of liquid steel is ready to be run into

place. So intense is the heat of the latter that it

dissolves part of the metal of which the rail is com-

posed, and a joint of surprising strength is created.

Here, again, aluminum figures as a rival of copper,

and it promises to make the old style of bond

unnecessary.
When one has once grasped the simplicity and

effectiveness of the new process, as applied to

electric railways, he will be quick to see how help-

ful it can be in repairing great castings or forgings

like the sternpost or crankshaft of an ocean steam-

ship. It will often happen that work of this kind

can be performed at sea : but, even if it is delayed

until the end of a voyage, the necessity for going

into a drydock and a resort to the service of a

forge can usually be avoided.
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THERE Is GOOD MONEY

in your old gold and silver. You know it in your own heart. But how often do you realize thefull value?
Why not cut out all risks and ship your old metal, scraps and sweepings where you can dependupon honest, bulging value ? We have built up one of the oldest and largest businesses in this countryjust on equitable and prompt returns. We have no intention of changing our methods.

We pay for

Old Gold, 8 K., . 32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, lo K., . 40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K., . 48c. "
Old Gold, 14 K., . 56c. "
Old Gold, 18 K., .
Oold-Plated Scraps,
Old Silver (fluctuating)

72C. "

20 to 35C. an ounce
Very highest market price

Dollar for dollar you have from us. We make returns on sweepings within three to fivedays. On receipt of shipment we will send you our check, subject to your approval of our offer—then, in case our offer is not up to yours—we will return consignment intact and pay chargesboth ways, you assume no risk—square deal all around.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY
Refiners and Smelters 67 & 69 Washington St., Chicago, Illinois

(
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WRITE TO US FOR SAMPLES

New York
Chas. Van Ness
11 Maiden Lane

We Have Just What You Need

BRACELETS, BEAD NECKS, BACK COMBS, BROOCHES, BUCKLES,CUFF PINS, HAT PINS, SCARF PINS, NECK CHAINS SASH PINS,
LORGNETTE CHAINS, WAIST SETS, Etc.
Also full line of Novelties in CIGARETTE CASES, CARD CASES, MATCHBOXES, LOVING CUPS, COIN HOLDERS, PURSES, CIGAR CUTTERS,KNIVES, SCISSORS, Etc., Etc.

SOUVENIRS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
Headquarters for SOUVENIR SPOONS, which have now become a staplearticle. Our line is more complete than ever. Scarcely a place in the countrybut is represented in our line. Local jewelers find one or more of our Spoonsjust the thing for their locality.

SEND FOR SAMPLES

CODDING & HEILBORN CO.*, North Attleboro, Mass.
Chicago

0. S. Titus
88 Monroe St.

San Francisco
11. C. Van Ness Co.
115 Kearny St.

April, 1905 T

The Show Window

K E Y S T ON E

S the object of every window trim is to influence the public rather

than to please the fancy of the person who designs it, the only

reliable criticism of the efficacy of any particular display is its

effect on the public. What will best arrest and hold the attention

of the indifferent outsider must be the constant study of the window-

trimmer. In this study Ile must be largely guided by the opinions of others,

and he will, no doubt, find a useful object-lesson in the following experience,

related in the Merchant's Record, by Geo. E. B. Putnam, an unsually

shrewd observer in matters mercantile :
" When I was a little boy, I remember there was a
jewelry store on Washington Street, in Boston,. which

Displays had a great fascination for me. It always had a good
display of jewelry in it, but I was not dazzled with its

brilliancy nor its beauty to a greater extent than by the more elegant displays

in larger and more pre-
tentious stores. What

drew my attention to this
particular window was

the fact that there were

always a number of ob-

jects in it- which were
brought more promi-

nently to the notice of
passers-by because of the

small cards on which

were written, with a pen,

brief descriptions of the
articles.
" And this jeweler

seemed to be always on
the lookout for something

a little out of the common.

It was in his window that
I first saw the paste imita-

ations of the largest and
most famous diamonds

of the world. I have

seen them hundreds of

times since, and never
have taken the interest

in them I did when they
were shown in that win-
dow, opposite the Old
South Church. The
jeweler placed only one in
the window at a time; and
Oil a piece of card three
or four inches square he
penned a brief description
of the gem. And that was my first acquaintance with the Kohinoor, the

Orloff, and other gems. It was there that I first observed the peculiar

refraction of iceland spar, and learned of the semi-precious gems of the

chrysolite variety.
" I have always been interested in the window displays which showed

the progress of the manufacture of any article. Take, for instance, the

display which has been shown in many jewelry stores of a celebrated collar

button. There are shown the different stages of manufacture, from the

crude gold and the alloys up to the finished button, and also some tests to

show the thickness of the plate, and buttons cut in two to show the section

ill order to display how the parts subjected to the most strain are reinforced."

Such displays as those here described are always effective.

In connection with the collar-button demonstration, the

Factor in Displays extreme was reached in a display made by a New York

house. The passing public were treated to an exhibition

by a clever facial contortionist, who put his facial muscles through all

manner of grimaces in showing the crowd before the window how strenuous

a time he could make of buttoning a collar to the regulation collar button,

and, after getting the crowd convulsed with laughter over his monkey shines

and wonderingly interested in what he was really trying to do, smilingly

Introduced his improved collar button, which he demonstrated, with smiling

visage, worked like a charm.
How things are done is always interesting. For instance, a new wrinkle

among furnishing stores is to put the demonstrator in the window to show

Some Attractivo
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the public how to manipulate a new device in neckwear. A young man is

engaged for this purpose. He may, perhaps, be one of the salesmen, who

can be spared several hours during the day from his arduous behind-the-

counter duties, to show the passing crowds how the new thing works. His

efforts are curiously watched by the crowds outside. We know an optician

whose store is so arranged that the lens-grinding department faces the front,

and the work of the men at the grinding machines makes one of the most

effective displays. The various operations seem to have an irresistible

fascination for the passer-by and give an added interest to the display of

optical goods in the adjacent window.
Some weeks ago a New York haberdasher turned a

costly accident into an effective advertising scheme. The

Attraction big plate-glass window of his store had been smashed.

He patched it up, all but a hole about eight inches in

diameter. Through the hole he thrust a thick plank, leaving about a foot

protruding on the outside. Some building work was being done on the

opposite side of the street, and froni the angle of the board it looked as
though it had either been
thrown or blown through
the window. The curi-
ous stopped to ponder
and guess. Then the
haberdasher hung out a
sign :
" Smash is my motto!

The crash of falling prices
caused this smash of fall-
ing glass ! "

On seeing this attrac-
tion, a Brooklyn man pro-
ceeded homewards and
fastened two pieces of
wood inside and outside
his store window, as if it
were one chunk sticking
through, and pasted on
the window glass radiat-
ing from these, thin strips
of isinglass, which made
the window look as if it
were full of large cracks.
Placard and application,
of course, were to suit.
This was an advertise-
ment gained without the
penalty.

The recent presiden-
tial inauguration, with its
enthusiastic throngs and
notable ceremonies,
afforded dealers in the
national capital a very

unique opportunity for the execution of striking and appropriate store and

window decorations. One of the most interesting displays in the jewelry

trade was that of E. Voigt, of 725 Seventh Street, N. W. jeweler Voigt's

store is furnished with two well-constructed show windows, one at either

side of the entrance. Both of these were artistically trimmed, both were

draped, tasselled and festooned with the national colors, but here the sim-

ilarity ended. At the top of one window was a large bust photograph of

President Roosevelt, and in a corresponding portion of the other was one of

Vice-President Fairbanks. The window of which the President's picture

was a feature, contained chains, fobs, ornamental clocks and articles of gold

jewelry. A salient feature of the other was the figure of an eagle on the

wing, while the goods exhibited consisted of silverware, clocks and attractive

novelties. These displays were the subject of a laudatory notice in the

Washington Post.
A mechanical window trim of another ingenious New Yorker was an

artificial lake with a lone fisherman sitting on the bank and going through

all the motions of an expert using hook and line. One of the metropolitan

dailies says : " Before that window at all hours of the day there is a small

but intent group of men. When the bob pops, you can see their shoulders

jerk with excitement and when the fisherman doesn't pull in they sigh

together. ' Fishing fiends,' said one of them. I'm one of them, and

honest, I can't keep away. When that bob ducks, the shivers go all over me

and when the old man doesn't strike, it actually hurts, and I swear that I'll

never stop before this window again ; but the next time I pass—here I am.'"

Unique Window

A handsome window display by 0. C. Kraehmer, Galena, Ill. Two shades of royal purple are used in trimming

this window. The crescents on the sides are trimmed in white cambric. The centerpiece is covered with black felt

and the floor of the window with black sateen. On the scrolls are shown lorgnette chains, and on the columns

Pickens chains.

The Human
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Wedding Stationery for Easter

As preparations for the post-Easter

.sveddings are now being made, the jeweler-

stationer is especially interested in wedding

stationery. An authority on the subject,

writing in the Inland Printer, says :

Fashion has decided that

The Latest Styles there are to be several

changes in the styles of

wedding invitations. For instance, the size

which good taste deems correct is 5 by 6

inches, to be folded once. At all times freak

styles are in use by some persons, but not

by those noted for conservative tastes.

Thick, heavy, dull-finished paper is what

all the smartest stationers sell for the invita-

tions. Never is color permissible on a wed-

ding invitation; it should be kept as pure

white as is the gown or bridal veil. If one's

coat-of-arms is to be used, which is perfectly

proper, it should be simply embossed, but

without illumination. In the event of using

the coat-of-arms, it appears both on the invi-

tation and on the reception card, or it may

be used simply on the invitation alone.

Two other sizes of paper besides the

one first mentioned are being used. One is

by 50 inches, the other is 6 by 7,
inches.

The excuse for using the largest size

stationery is that with the old English

engraving the matter takes up more space.

Good spacing is as necessary in invitations

as in book-cover designing or other artwork.

Old English lettering on modish invitations

still obtains. The graceful, quaint form, ex-

pressive of so much dignity and refinement,

doubtless is largely responsible for its con-

tinued popularity. The easy-flowing script

moderately shaded, with a clean hair-line,

is used largely by conservative women who

are loth to depart from old customs or be

the first to follow after strange gods.

The very newest style of

lettering is the French

script. It is a cross be-

tween Old English and

script. One of the biggest houses in the

city is making a specialty of wedding invita-

tions done in the new style, but another

house, which ranks equally as high, will not

use it at all. The French script is more verti-

cal than the other, much more ornate, and

has a great deal of shading. Roman lettering

and the block type are used almost exclu-

sively on visiting cards. A modern wedding

Latest Form
of Lettering
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invitation is quite a formal affair nowadays;

for, besides the invitation proper, there is the

card to the reception, the card to the church,

and there may be a pew card beside.

The pew card is not generally in use,

but it has been found, in the event of big

church weddings, that it does away with a

good deal of confusion in seating as well as

unpleasant feeling.
Everything is written out nowadays in

invitations, both for weddings and receptions.

The date, time and address are written in

full, never abbreviated. To-day the bride's

parents "request the honor of your presence"

at the church and "the pleasure of your

company" at the house.
Another new wrinkle,

which holds good not

only for wedding recep-

tions but afternoon affairs

as well, is that the hours for the entertain-

ment are not limited. The invitation will

read, " Mrs. John Quincy Smith requests the

honor of your company on Saturday after-

noon at half-past four," instead of from "nine

to eleven," or whatever the time may be.

The fashion for writing in the name of

the person to whom the invitation is ad-

dressed, is still considered good form. Some-

times, in the case of a house wedding, if the

reception is to be large and only a few inti-

mate friends asked to the ceremony, the

invitation will read, " Mr. and Mrs. John

Quincy Smith request the pleasure of your

company at the marriage reception of their

daughter," etc., while a card for the cere-

mony will only be enclosed to a favored few.

For afternoon receptions the cards vary

in size. The two most popular measure 5 by

inches and 34 by 54 inches.

For receptions the wording is much the

same as for weddings. For instance : " Mr.

and Mrs. John Quincy Smith request the

pleasure of your company on the evening of

Wednesday, the tenth of June, from nine

until eleven o'clock, eighteen hundred and

fifty-three Madison avenue." In the lower

left-hand corner will be the letters

"R. S. V. P."
Another authority on the subject of

fashionable wedding stationery, in an article

in the Ladies' Home Journal, says: The in-

vitations are issued three or four weeks be-

fore the date of the marriage. For a church

wedding, they are usually sent to all included

in the visiting lists of both families concerned.

Discrimination is made by restricting the

invitations for the reception following the

ceremony. A " sit-down " breakfast is a

hospitality limited to a few.

The invitations are engraved in script,

or the more costly Old English lettering, on

sheets of heavy white paper, seven inches

and a half in length by six and a quarter in

No Limit to Hours
of Entertainment
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width. These, folded once, fit the envelope.

The accepted wording is:

Mr. and Mrs. Koert Stuyvesanl
request the honor of

presence al the marriage of their daughter
Dorothy

to
Mr. John Endicott

on Illondav, :.iprit the twenlyfourth
nineleen hundred and five

a/ hee/re o' clock
al G nice Church

The name of the guest is written in by hand.

To spare this trouble many use the old form

--" the honor of your presence."

A marriage may be public or private—

one is as honorable as the other—but when

only a few friends are present at the ceremony

announcements are mailed to all other friends,

immediately after the wedding, thus worded :

.11r. and Mrs. Prescott Hall
announce Ike marriage of their daughter

Marian
to

Mr. Gerald Langham Reid
on Thesday, March the Seventh

nineteen hundred and five
al Trinity Chapel

New lath

An orphan bride issues her invitations

in the name of her nearest surviving relative.

A widow uses her full name, prefixed

by " Mrs." If she has no relative to serve.

as sponsor the cards read: " The honor of

your presence is requested at the marriage

of," addling names, date and church.

A reception usually follows an afternoon

wedding. The invitations are engraved on

cards six inches by three inches and a half,

which read:

Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Knighl
request the pleasure of

company, on Monday, the first of May
al four o' clock

Twenty-fifth Avenue

The same formula is used when a break-

fast follows a noon ceremony. The words

" at breakfast " are interpolated and "R. S.

V P." added. The cards are enclosed with

the wedding invitations to those whose com-

pany is desired.
To insure the reservation of the church for

invited guests cards four inches long by three

in width are enclosed, bearing the words:

" Please present this card at St. James's

Church on Tuesday, May the ninth."

Occasionally, if the future address of the

bridal pair is known, still another card reads:

At home
after Sep/en/her teilM

at FortY-Ihree Wes/ finlielh Street

When only a few intimate friends and

relatives are asked either to the church or to

an informal breakfast or reception at the

bride's house, her mother writes the invita-

tions in the form of cordial personal notes.
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The Latest Coining Press

N excellent illustration of the 'great

strides made in this country in the

improvement of machinery is found

in a contrast of the oldest coining press with

the ingenious machine now used by the

Caked States Government. This latest

machine, which is shown in our illustration,

runs at a speed of ninety revolutions per

minute, and has a capacity of ninety large

pieces of money in the same time. The

blanks to be coined are placed in the vertical

cylinder seen just in front of the

(lies, and the pieces are taken out

from the bottom by automatic

metallic fingers, which place them

forward on the die, ready to re-

ceive the impression. The smaller-

sized presses, which are used for

t(mcent pieces, have a capacity

of 120 impressions per minute.

The machine is run by the small.

motor, which will be noticed bolted

to the foundation to the rear of

the flywheel. The switch and

controller are located in the front

of the machine convenient to the

operator.

The Processes

The first opera-
tion, that of melt-

in Coining ing, is carried on

in a furnace fired

by naphtha gas. The charge of

• 

90 per cent. of gold and to per

cent. of copper, or 90 per cent. of

silver and to per cent. of copper,

as the case may be, is placed in a

plumbago crucible, and melted in

about an hour and a half. It is

cast into cast-iron molds contain-

ing two ingots in each. Samples

are meanwhile taken to the assay

office, and if the report is favor-

able the metal is passed on to the coining

department. The ingots, which measure

one-half inch in thickness by an inch and a

half in width, are then given fifteen passes

through the rolls until they are reduced to

the desired thickness for the coin ; this, in

the case of a $20 gold piece, is Th of an

inch. This process of annealing is a very

important one, and has to be carefully

watched ; and it should be noted that the

metal is rolled down to weight and not to

thickness. The process is continuous, the

stripsofmetal being fed slowly through a

furnace 
in 

which the temperature is about

moo° F. As they emerge from the furnace

the strips are cooled by a spray of water.

It may be noted as an interesting fact that

the composition of the metal is of such a

nature that the spraying does not have any

hardening effect whatever upon it.

Rolling and
Punching

The metal strips are now

taken back for a final roll-

ing, which is done under a

comparatively light pressure. Then the strips

are carried to the punching machine, where

the blanks are punched out at the rate of 200

per minute for $20 gold pieces, and of course,

at a much higher rate for the smaller denomi-

nations. Next the blanks are placed in a

machine where the edges are upset, this

process serving to give to the edge addi-

tional hardness. Then to correct any brittle-

ness imparted to the metal by the foregoing

,
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manipulations, the blanks are annealed in a

cylindrical gas furnace, where they are caused

to travel through a spiral-shaped passage-

way, each blank taking three minutes to pass

through the furnace. The next process is to

put the blanks through a bath of sulphuric

acid, after which they are washed and dried

in a barrel-shaped revolving machine, known

as a " riddle." They are then taken to the

coining press above described. The whole

of this very interesting machinery was built

at the Philadelphia Mint, which is the chief

coin factory of the country. We may state

incidentally that the past year has broken all

records in the coinage production of the

United States. This was true not only of

the Philadelphia Mint, but of the similar

institutions in San Francisco and New

Orleans. The increase over any previous

year was so large as to be remarkable.
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The Evolution of the Typewriter

The evolutioa of the typewriter is inter-

estingly illustrated by models .in the Patent

Office. These models are stored in a build-

ing on G Street, not far from the Patent

Office proper, and although it takes some

hunting to find the typewriters which have

been patented at various times, the results

are well worth the search. One finds the first

practical typewriter ever constructed, which

embraces the essential principles of all modern

machines. This was the invention of Charles

Thurber, and upon it was written

the first letter ever typewritten.

A fac-simile of this letter, written

in 1846, may be seen at the office.

It is a crude piece of workman-

ship, and there is no distinction

between capitals and small letters.

It was written at what would now

be considered a ridiculously low

rate of speed. Yet the spacing is

Perfect and the type legible. It

was called a " mechanical chiro-

grapher."
Although Thurber's machine

is large and clumsy, it embodies

most of the devices common to

modern typewriters. To it was

applied, for the first time, the

• 

paper-carrying roller, together

with suitable machinery for line

and letter spacing.
After Thurber, the first man

to realize the possibilities of the

typewriter was C. Latham Sholes,

of Wisconsin. Gifted with in-

domitable will, business aptitude

and faith in his own powers, which

no failure was able to daunt, the

real inventor of the modern type-

writer saw something in the idea.

Shoves was not wealthy, and his

first difficulty lay in finding a capitalist

who was willing to embark with him in the

enterprise.
The success achieved by Mr. Sholes

naturally induced inventors and capitalists to

turn their attention to the production of other

typewriters, the result being that within

twenty-seven years there have been placed

on the market of the world nearly 150

different types of machines. With a single

exception, all the best-known machines have

been invented in this country.

A striking feature of the Patent Office

exhibit is the number of patents taken out

on each machine, one having sixty or seventy

distinct devices.
There have been many curious and

beautiful machines constructed from time to

time to the order of various persons or

for presentation.
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REORGANIZATION
The unprecedented but expected increase in our business has compelled us to reorganize,clividing our various lines into departments. Our

Jewelry, Watch and Diamond Lines vill be known as
Silver, Clocks, Cut Glass, Art Goods -
Optical Goods and Optical Prescriptions
Watch Material, Jewelers' Findings, Tools, Boxes,
Manufacturing and Repairing

ON

••■

"Department A
"Department B
"Department C"
"Department D"
" Department E"

When ordering, please favor us by designating the departments as above.These departments twill be represented on the road as follows:
Department A, by Messrs. J. T. Kirtland, E. J. Garsia, Max Goodman, Max Dorenfielt1and A. Levy
Department H, 1)) Messrs. Emile Magnus ;Hid W. Wolsch.Departments C and I), by Mr. W. H. Schultz.

LEONARD KROWER

I Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician
Importer and Exporter

536-538 Canal Street

New Orleans, La.

SPECIAL VALUE Revell No. 400 K Outfit r 4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long.;5 Show Cases and Tables, eachPRICES QUOTED UPON APPLICATION 8 feet long ;
2 2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

Modern
eweiryfixfures

Show Cases

exanJer llevens4C.
Dayton, Rees, Eastman Sts. & Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO

anurarfurerA.

We can furnish you any quan-
tity of wall cases, show cases,
tables and screens immediately

Send list of each kind required and wewill be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION

Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Gla,
double strength.

WALL CASE
Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches dee'outside ; three drawers in center, cup-boards either side with horizontal slidingpaneled doors. Upper part 54 incheshigh, 18 inches deep, inside. One Ie.inch and one n-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined withdark green felt. Two doors sliding upand balanced by weights.

st-lOW CASE AND TABLE
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.Show case front glass lit inches high,top glass 24 inches wide, front and topin two lights each, holizontal slidingdoors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN

66 inches high to top of rail, 7! inchel.high over all, paneled below, glass above

Tales of the Road
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Shrewd Ways of Selling—The Influence of the
Clerk -Useful flints for Drummers

Many a bill of goods is sold on the road

through the influence of the clerk. He is often

the grease on the axle. The traveling man who

overlooks this point overlooks a strong one. The

clerk is the one who gets next to the goods. He

checks them off when they come in ; he keeps the

dust off them every day ; he sells them to the

people ; and oftentimes he does the selecting of

the goods in the first place. The merchant usually

buys what pleases his clerks to get them interested.

He in this way puts a sort of responsibility on them.

If the business man neglects his clerks they neglect

his business ; if the traveling man ignores his clerks

they ignore him.
But the salesman must follow this trail just so

far and no farther, for the moment the merchant

begins to think the traveling man is influencing the

clerks unduly, he rebels.
I once sold a small bill of hats

to a large merchant down in

with a Moral California. The next season
%viten I came around I saw that

my goods werc on the lower shelf. I did not like

this. If you want to get your goods sold get

them where they are easy to reach. Clerks, and

merchants, too, usually follow the line of least

resistance : they sell that which is nearest to hand.

li a 00111 asks me where he sln add put his case for

hats to make them move I tell him " Up in front "

From the base shelf I dug up a box Of my

goods, knocked the dust off the lid, took out a

hat and began to crease it. One of the clerks

came up. He was very friendly. They usually

are. They like to brush up against the traveling

man, for it is the ambition of nineteen clerks of

every twenty to get on the road.

My young friend, seeing the hat in my hand,

said : " Gee, that's a beauty. I didn't know we

had a swell thing like that in the house. I wish

I'd got one like that instead of this old bonnet."

With this he showed me a new stiff hat. I

scarcely glanced at it before I cracked the crown

out of it over my heel, handed him the hat I had

taken out of the box, threw three dollars on the

counter, and said : " Well, we'll swap. Take this

Olte. 
" Guess I will,, all right, all right," said he.

Another of the boys who saw this incident

l'Aine up with his old hat and asked, laughing :

" aybe you want to swap with me?"

Crack went another hat ; down I threw another

three dollars. Before I got through eight clerks

li:(1(1 1 ha irtesw hats, and I had thrown away twenty-fourd) 

Thrown away ? No, sir. Ph give that much

every day of the Week to get the attention of a

large dealer. Twenty-four dollars are made in a

minute and a half by a traveling man when he gets

to doing business with a liberal buyer.

The proprietor, Hobson, was not then in.

When I dropped in that afternoon I asked him if

he would see my samples.

" No, sir, I will not," he spoke up quickly.

" To be plain with you, I do not like the way in

which you are trying to influence my clerks."

There was the critical—the psychological—

moment. Weakness would have put an end to

me. But this was the moment I wanted. In fact,

I have at times deliberately made men mad just

to get their attention.

An Experience
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" Hobson," I flashed back, " you can do just
as you please about looking at my goods. But
I'll tell you one thing : I have no apology to offer
in regard to your clerks. You bought my goods
and buried them. I know they are good, and I
want you to find it out. I have put them on the
heads of your men because I am not ashamed to
have them wear them before your face. You can
now see how stylish they are ; in six months you
will learn how well they wear. I should feel like

a sneak if I had stealthily slipped a twenty-dollar

gold piece into the hand of your hat man and told

him to push my goods. But I haven't done this.

In fact, I have given a hat to nearly every clerk

you have except your hat man. He was away.
Even your delivery boy has one. You owe me an
apology, sir ; and I demand it, and demand it right
now. I have always treated you as a gentleman,

sir ; and you shall treat me as such." Then,

softening down, I continued : " I can readily see
how, at first glance, you were offended at me ; but

just think a minute, and I believe you will tell me

you were hasty."
" Yes, I was," he answered quietly. " Got

your stuff open ? I'll go right down with you."

After Hobson had, in a few minutes, given me a

fat order he said to me : " Well, do you know, I

like your pluck."

A Man to be

It sometimes happens that a
traveling man meets with a

Avoided surly clerk, or a bribed clerk
who has become buyer. Then

the thing to do is to go right straight to the head

of the establishment. The man that I like to do

business with is the man whose money pays for my

goods. He is not pulled out of line by guy ropes.

It is well to stand in with the clerks, but it is better

to be on the right side of the boss. When it gets

down to driving nails he is the one to hammer on

the hardest.
I once took on the territory of another man.

About this sante time one of his best customers

had, to some extent, retired from business activity

and put on a new buyer in my department. Now,

this is a risky thing always for a merchant to do

unless the buyer gets an interest in the business

and becomes, in truth, a merchant himself. It

usually means the promotion of a clerk, who gets

a swelled head. The new buyer generally feels

that he must do something to show his ability,

and one of the ways he does this is to switch

lines.
During the absence of my predecessor another

man made for him a part of his old trip. In one

of the towns he made he struck the new buyer,

and, of course, was turned down. Had I been

there I should have received the same treatment.

My temporary predecessor, who was turned

down, posted me ; so when I went to the town I

knew just what to do—go direct to the proprietor.

I knew that my goods were right ; all I needed

was unprejudiced attention. Prejudice buys most

of the goods sold ; merit is a minor partner. Were

merchandise sold strictly on merit two-thirds ot

the wholesale houses and factories would soon

close up, and the other third would triple their

business.

g

When I entered the store I went

Interviewin straight to the proprietor and

the Proprietor told him without introducing
myself—a merchant does not

care what your name is—what my line of business

was. It was Saturday afternoon. I would rather

go out making business on Saturday than on any

other day, because the merchant is doing business

and is in a good humor, and you can go right to
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the point with him. Of course, you must catch
him when he is not, for the moment, busy.
" Can't do anything for you, sir, I fear," said

he. " Hereafter we are going to buy that line
direct from factories."

I saw that the proprietor himself was prejudiced
and that the one thing to do was to come straight
back at hint. " Where do you suppose my hats
come from?" I said. " My factory is the leading
one in New Jersey." I was from Chicago, although
my goods, in truth, were made in Orange Valley.

'Will you be here Monday?" said he. This
meant that he wished to look at my samples.
" Sorry, but I cannot," I answered ; " but I'll

tell you what I'll do. My line is a specialty—only
fine goods—and I'll bring in a small bunch of
smnples to-night about the time you close up."
Merchants like to deal with a man who is strictly
business when they both get to doing business.
Then is the time to put friendship and joking on
the shelf.

That night at ten o'clock I was back to the
store with a bundle under my arm. The man who
is too proud to carry a bundle once in a while would
better never start on the road. The proprietor
whispered a word to the hat buyer—I overheard
the words, " Large Eastern factory "—and they
together began to look at my samples. The new
buyer wenf to the shelves and took out some of
the goods that had come from my house to com-
pare with my samples—which were just the sante
quality. But, after fingering both, he said right
out to the proprietor, " There's no comparison.
I've told you all along that the factory was the
place to buy."

I booked my order—it was a good order, too,
in solid case lots.

"Shall I ship these from Orange Valley or
Chicago?" I asked.
" Why do you say that ?" said the proprietor.
" Because you have bought a bill from a firm

you have dealt with for twenty years, Messrs.
Blank & Co., of Chicago, whom I represent, and
I do not want a customer who has favored me to
pay unnecessary freight. You will pardon me,
I'm sure, for not telling you the whole truth until
now ; but this was the only way in which I could
overcome prejudice."
" Have a cigar," said the proprietor ; " this is

on me. Boys, you are in this, too."
—Charles Crewdson, in the Saturday Evening l'ost.

Major Buck's Famous Watch

Major J. W. Buck, of l'ortldnd, Me., and his
wonderful watch, one of the most complicated and,

it is said, the largest watch in the world, were in
Washington for some days recently, and Congress-
man Allen took him to see President Roosevelt,
who was of course delighted to see the major and

his watch.
President Roosevelt held the famous time-

piece in his hand- for ten minutes. It weighs 1,4
pounds. It is a Swiss watch, but the massive
silver chain was made by a Portland man, and he

said when he handed it to Major Buck, " I never
want another job like that."

The watch tells about everything the owner

of any watch could want to know. The day of the
month and week, the weather, the condition of the
moon and, of course, the hour, minute and second.

No one knows how much the watch cost Major

Buck. That and his age he keeps to himself, but
it is a very handsome silver watch, and probably

the most costly watch of the sort in Maine.
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"American Beauty" Jewelers Case,
No. 403

We have just booked a large order for cases ofthis kind, allowing conclusively that we have met along-felt need In your trade.

We will be pleased to lend you
our d, expert's " best assistance,
free of charge, in the planning or
rearranging of your store.

" American Beauty " Table Case, No. 410
has created an unexpected stir in the trade,

owing to its unsurpassable beauty.

Specimens from our large and
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The most gorgeous center case ever built
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Grand Rapids Show Case Company
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Same floors as Frankel Display Fixtures Co.

The largest show case plant in the world
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B," of special interest to you,

and replete with up-to-date sug-
gestions.
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Clock of his Own Manufacture

ED. KEYSTONE —It: may interest you to know

that I followed "American Lathes and their At-

achments," the serial which began in THE KEY-

STONE for November, 1896, and about March,

1897, began to construct a clock of the design

therein described. I worked on it at intervals, for

I was learning the trade under my father. On or

about February, 1903, I completed it in every detail

lid have now had it running a year and it keeps

. ery close time.
I bought sheet brass and cut the wheels myself,

making the cutter as described in "American Lathes

and their Attachments." In fact, I made every-

thing except the hands. The case I made of oak,

with glass sides and a glass door. The pendulum

is a gridiron, as described in an issue of THE

KEYSTONE.
I was just twenty-one years of age when I

completed the clock, and if there is anybody else

who has learned his trade on or made the clock

you described I would like to know how he suc-

ceeded. I will add that this clock is a good

regulator design.
Yours truly,

Memphis, Mo, LOUIS SANDOZ.

Holding Screw while Putting Clock
Movement in Frame

ED. KEYSTONE :—I was interested in the

screwdriver for holding a screw while placing

movement in a clock, as described by A. 0. Jones,

in the January issue of THE KEYSTONE. I think,

however, I can improve on this. I can make three

tools for one cent that will do the work. I take a

piece of pegwood, whittle the end not too tapering

or wedging, but flat. Any screw that has a good

slot will stick on to it sufficiently to put it in

position, and in many cases it will send the screw

home. This invention is one of many I have

" hatched up" during the fifty years I have been a

watchmaker.
Yours truly,

\Vest Brookfield, Mass. G. A. BAILEY.

Staff-Making

ED. KEYSTONE :—In every article and book
on staff-making the idea is conveyed to block out

the staff, cut it off and temper it, etc. My modus

ofierandi is as follows : I take a piece of staff steel

long enough to make three staffs and more to

spare, temper it and anneal it on a piece of copper

Plate such as is used on wash boilers, rounding the

copper slightly at the end so that I can let the steel

roll on it without dropping it for the purpose of

getting an even temper and let it cool. Now I put

the steel in my wire chuck in the lathe, turn the

seat for the balance, hairspring, and finally the

pivot, and finish that part entirely, polishing of

pivot and all. Then I begin to turn off for the

seat for the roller table half way so that it is left

strong enough to stand the turning, grinding and

polishing of the sleeve. After finishing the sleeve

I begin again on the stem to hold the roller table

and have it just thick enough to make a fit after

grinding and finishing. Now I take exact length

of entire staff and turn it off to a fine needle point

and then put it into the wax chuck and finish the job.

The foregoing way has this advantage:

1. It gives the operator the opportunity to

make an exact fit for the seat of the balance with-

out spoiling a staff.
2. Such a staff is likely to be truer than one

that was tempered after being partially made.

3. A saving of time.
Yours respectfully,

Galena, Kans. CHAS. H. SEILER.

Table of Alloys

ED. KEYSTONE :—What is the composition of
German silver and gun metal ? Does silver enter

into the composition of Britannia ware ? I would

thank you for this information.

Yours truly,
Antonio, Texas. G. S. C.

[Following is a list of the principal alloys in
every-day use :

A combination of tin and lead makes pewter.
A combination of zinc and copper makes bell

metal.
A combination of copper and tin makes bronze

metal.
A combination of tin and copper makes gun

metal.
A combination of copper and zinc makes

Dutch gold.
A combination of gold and copper makes

standard gold.
A combination of copper and zinc makes

mosaic gold.
A combination of lead and antimony makes

type metal.
A combination of copper and tin makes can-

non metal.
A combination of silver and copper makes

standard silver.
A combination of lead and a little arsenic, makes

sheet metal.
A combination of antimony, tin, copper and

bismuth makes britannia metal.
A combination of copper, nickel and zinc, with

sometimes a little iron and tin, makes German
silver.

A combination of copper and arsenic makes

white copper.—Ea]

Diagnosing Watch Ailments

ED. KEYSTONE :—There seems to be among
men passing as watchmakers, a growing opinion

that when a watch fails to perform correctly, that

it must be some inaccuracy of the evercoil of the

breguet hairspring, and the isochrobal adjustment

will cause a watch to vary from five minutes to

three hours, in twenty-four hours.

Now I have found, after eighteen years of bench

work, that it is very hard to determine where order

leaves off and adjustment begins, and that position

adjustment is the biggest monster we have to

encounter. I find that the greatest trouble we get

into in this respect is improperly fitting balance

pivots. A watch can never be brought to a close

rate with ill-fitting balance pivots, no matter how

well the balance is poised.

I had a new movement, a fine-adjusted Amer-

ican 16 size, which would run and take a good

motion and keep time for several days and then

lose its rate. I searched diligently for the cause

and finally put in a new balance staff, and it has

since left little to be desired as a timekeeper.

I would suggest that before a reader begins to

adjust a watch, he should see that it is in perfect

order. Try it in three positions, twenty-four hours

in each position, and, nine times out of ten, the
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error will show itself to be some disorder in the

position, caused very likely, by loose pivots.

"They rattle like a rat's tail in a tin-cup."

Very truly,
Mt. Sterling, Ky. JOHN ROBINSON.

Exercise for the Jeweler

ED. KEYSTONE : — Last January the writer

closed out his jewelry business after an experience

of thirty years without a sick day or a bodily pain

of any kind, and for the benefit of his brother

jewelers would say:
I believe a man's business success depends

upon his health, and that no man can enjoy good

health without plenty of pure air and exercise.

His store should be well ventilated and never too

hot. He should have some hobby that will get

him out in the air. Walking is good exercise, and

I have done a great deal of it, but the ideal exer-

cise, and one that will induce you to go out—rain

or shine—is horseback riding. I have always

owned a saddle horse. I love a horse, and break

them myself and have owned many. During all

these years I have taken regular rides on pleasant

afternoons and many on rainy days. I never take

cold from riding in rain or cold. A man with a

light heart, on a fine horse, can't take cold.

Buy a horse, brother jeweler;
Buy a horse:

He will give you health,
Which means wealth,
And when you are ready to quit,

You can enjoy your pile,
For a long while,
That the horse has helped you to get.

Yours truly,
Whitehall, N. Y. CHAS. B. PIKE.

Of Interest to the Trade

ED. KEYSTONE :—It May interest my brother
jewelers to know that a man, representing " The

Van Noy Type-Writer" Manufacturing Company,

called upon me recently, saying he wanted to place

the typewriter with a reliable jeweler, and claiming

to be the manager of the company. I was to take

the agency by buying five machines at $12 each,

and they were to send a man to canvass the town

and county and sell the five at $20 each, my com-

mission being $8. They have failed to send the

man and I have the machines.

Yours truly,

Van Wert, Ohio. CHARLES J. SCHOLLER.

The Laboratory and the Gold Mine

Prof. S. L. Bigelow of the University of Mich-

igan made a happy comparison in a recent lecture

on the " Modern Laboratory." Once it was easy

for the student and investigator in chemistry to hit

upon new things, just as once the treasure-seeker

in the Rocky Mountains needed no apparatus but

a pan to wash gold out of the bed of a stream.

But now, precisely as the wandering gold-seeker

with his pan has given place to the costly installa-

tion of mining machinery, which extracts the

precious metal from the bowels of the mountains,

so the lucky discoverer who could enrich science

by simply keeping his eyes open while scratching

the surface has been succeeded by patient delvers,

who must go deep, and who can make no progress

without the elaborate and expensive equipment

of a first-class laboratory.
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The Clock Industry of the Black
Forest
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I I F: first wooden clock was introduced
in the Black Forest about the year
168o by a glazier, who had pur-

chased it in one of the cities on the banks of

the Rhine. A cabinet-maker named Laurent

Frey, of Sparzen, in the commune of Saint
Margen, set about making a similar clock,

hut he was outdistanced by a man named
Kreuz, of Rhodeck, in the commune of
Waldou. The latter sold the first clock
made in the Black Forest. This clock was
exhibited at the Universal Exhibition of
Vienna, in 1873. It was still in good order,
although it had but three wheels. It had
only one hand and no pendulum, but it had
a chime of bells. In place of the pendulum
was a wooden balance. The inhabitants of
the Black Forest, like nearly all mountaineers,
have from time immemorial made use of the
knife for cutting out all sorts of small ob-
jects. The new industry, therefore, took
root in favorable soil.

The clocks went for twelve
hours only, and the tools

Forest Clocks made use of were as simple
as the works produced.

They generally consisted of a compass for
indicating the circumference of the wheels
and for the distribution of the teeth, a small
saw, some small drills, a hammer and a
knife; and thus the dockmaker went to work.

The first clocks excited the admiration
and approval of the people, but the makers
jealously guarded their secrets and did not
even confide them to their children. Still,
some men of skill found means of entering
the shops and discovering the processes, and
their information was put to account.

The horological industry had already
assumed considerable extension in the first
half of the eighteenth century. The tools,
much improved, allowed of furnishing better
clocks. The balance was replaced by a short
pendulum placed before the dial, and, in
1740, by a longer one placed before the
movement. In about the year 1720, Fran- -
cois A. Ketterer constructed the first cuckoo
clock. The working of the bellows of the
church organ in his village gave him the idea.
Ketterer made also the first repeating clock.

Later, a young man, Frederick Dilger,
a dockmaker and an excellent cabinet-maker,
went to Paris to sell a lot of clocks and, if
possible, to obtain information by visiting the
shops. He succeeded so well, that he could
construct improved clocks furnished with
automatic figures.

The separation of the work into branches
was accomplished slowly in the second half
of the eighteenth century. Previously, every
clockmaker constructed for himself all the
parts of a clock.

The Original Black

The Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Co.

office and Salesroom

16 John Street New York City, N. V.

Clocks going for eight
Eight-Day Clocks days were invented about

1770. The small bells for
the striking part were of glass, made by the
Knobelwald establishment. It was the foun-
dry at Soleure in Switzerland that furnished
the first metal bell. But they were soon
afterwards made by the Nuremberg founders.

K EYSTONE

At first the production was about 6o quintals
per year, and 30 bells were cast from one
killogram of metal. Soon an alloy was pro-
duced Which gave a clearer sound and dimin-
ished the cost price of the bells. The advan-
tage of the division of the work was soon
apparent; machines of all kinds were in-

vented. Wheels and other parts of the
movement were constructed of metal. Artis-
tic pictures ornamented the dials, and the
cabinet-makers who produced the cases be-
came veritable sculptors. In 1808 there were
more than moo clockmakers and 300 auxiliary
artisans in the Black Forest, making 200,000
clocks of the value of 300,000 gold florins
yearly. The foundries turned out 1900

quintals of bells, wheels and other parts.
At this time new improvements were

introduced ; the manufacture of steel plates
for replacing the bells, that of brass and iron
chains for the weight cords, and that of
enameled dials. The dials were furnished
formerly by makers at Chaux-de-Fonds and

Detoral log Nals

Vienna, but a manufacturer of St. Georges
undertook the manufacture and succeeded.
Now there are at St. Georges several estab-
lishments which make not only clock dials,
but large quantities of enameled objects of
various kinds.
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The clock industry of the
Success of Black Forest reached its
the Industry greatest development at the

commencement of the nine-
teenth century. Wooden clocks were sold
in large quantities; but the money, so readily
secured, did not bring happiness to the in-
habitants. Simplicity gave place to luxury
and to excessive expenditures. The manu-
facture was neglected. Manufacturers relied
a great deal upon apprentices, so as to be
able to throw on the market the largest
number of clocks possible. The taste
for improving the tools and products
deteriorated ; so that a serious crisis soon
occurred.

The clockmakers of the Black Forest,
emigrating to America, introduced this in-
dustry there and produced serious competi-
tion.* The old forms of clocks Were no
longer approved. The districts of Neustadt,
Gutenbach and Furtwangen were the most
affected, because their clockmakers blindly
believed in the impossibility of competition.
Political troubles and the high price of pro-
visions, occasioned by bad harvests, aggra-
vated the situation. In order to remedy this
unfortunate state of things, the horological
school of Furtwangen was founded in 1850,
under the patronage of the Grand Duke
Leopold, with an annual subvention of moo
florins. The establishment was designed to
ameliorate horological industry, by the per-
fection and introduction of the spring pendu-
lum, the introduction of elaborate clocks and
the manufacture of the pocket watch, the
improvement of tools, of clock cases, of
decoration and foundry work, and the manu-
facture of separate parts. The school soon
produced a beneficial change. By the em-
ployment of machines and improved tools
better products were realized, and private
industry was drawn into the movement. The
manufacturers came to understand that their
only salvation depended on good work.
From that time clocks, regulators, cuckoo
clocks and pocket watches manifested real
progress, which appeared in the expositions
of Munich in 1851, of Paris and Carlsruhe
in 1861, and of London.

The mechanician Hauser and
the clock maker Schopperie

the Big Factory founded, in 1851, a factory
for roughed-out pieces at

Len zk irch. This establishment became very
prosperous and now employs 400 artisans.
Other large factories also employ hundreds
of persons, while necessarily work at private
houses gradually disappeared. On the other
hand, the Wurtemberg Black Forest did not
remain behind, and large factories were estab-
lished at Schramberg, Schwenningen and
other places.

Weight and spring clocks found buyers
principally in districts in the North Sea and
in Russia. The cuckoos are sold in China
and America, while elaborate clocks are ex-
ported to all countries. A kind much in
vogue and made in large quantities in the
Black Forest is the regulator. The Grand
Duchy of Baden has 34 factories, with 3000
workmen, and Wiirtemberg still more.

—Translated from the Leipziger-Uhrmacher Zeitung.

* It has been generally supposed that the Connecticut
elockmakers had something to do with this competition.
Doubtless individual German artisans were useful as em-
ployees in some cases.—Note by Translator.

Development of
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5 TIMES More Light

than acetylene
6 TIMES More Light 1..lan electricity

10 TIMES More Light than kerosene
100 TIMES More Light than a candle

COSTS LESS TIIAN KEROSENE
Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-where. A pure white, steady light.
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Over 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use
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Webster's
ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK

(Patented Dec. 3, 1903)

IT WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND TROUBLE

Showing Jewelry pads

Block as used for bridge work

As used for holding hat or stick pins

No pins or binding wire neces-
sary. Holds spectacle frames, rimless
bridges, hat pins, stick pins, cuff
buttons, rings, studs and many odd
jobs of jewelry repairing.

This block is not an experiment,
it has been successfully used for the
past two years. When I say that it
will do your work quicker and better
than any other adjustable soldering
device on the market, I am telling
nothing but the truth. Don't take
my word for it, I am prejudiced, try
one yourself for thirty days, and if
not found perfectly satisfactory I will
return your money.

If your jobber does not have
them I will send by mail upon receipt
of price and to cents postage.
Price with Pads for Holding

Spectacle Frames - - - $ 1.75
Price complete with both the

Spectacle and Jewelry Pads 2.00

Arthur R. Webster, Milford, N. H.
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STAR BRAND

MARK
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The Strongest Cement
yet discovered—much superior to Shellac orother gum or gelatine cements.

It. has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and RollerPins, making a much stronger and cleaner job thanshellac. It in quite transparent, and will successfullyrepair Broken Cut Glass, China, etc. The same proper-ties make It invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It willfix a slack Watch Glass so that dirt cannot workthrough the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,clean cement is required.
Sold by every material dealer in America

Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

GOOD THINGS at Right Price
" STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, h,crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest spe.steel; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 !let cash.SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabinet, with (2o) drawers, worth $6.on, with your first ord■for gross of " star" American Mainsprings, assorted tsuit, lot $10.50 net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Balance

Staffs, extra line, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cot-

. rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,90c. 15 Jewel grades, polshed, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, S1.33 per dozen, net cash* " STAR" Brand American Balance Hole Cock and root Jewels in settings, inade by automatic machinery, correctly gaged, special, per dozen,90c. net cash.
*" STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c.dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with I 2bottles.
" STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit propetly, 20c.per dozen special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

Al! the above prices are strictly NET CASH.Orders filled in rotation as received.

II. B. Peters & Co., Broadway, New York
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Items of Interest

Charles W. Buzza, of Wiarton, Ofit, has pur-
chased the jewelry store conducted at Owen Sound,

Ont., by the late Jas. H. Byers.

J. J. Skang, formerly of Battle Creek, Minn.,

has purchased the stock of the late J. F. Cooper,.

of 'Minot, N. Dak., and removed to the last-named
location.

Ed. Eisele, of King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y.,

sailed for Europe early in March accompanied by

his wife and daughter. He will visit London, Paris

and Italian resorts, returning home in June.

Percy Wilkins has purchased the jewelry and
musical instrument business of W. E. Payne, Mar-
celine, Mo., and will conduct it on the old, success-
ful lines, at the same time enlarging its different
departments.

F. W. Birchard, having sold his interest in the
firm of Jos. Hornbark & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, to
Jos. Hornbark, will continue his jewelry and
optical business in Tiffin, Ohio. Jos. Hornbark
will continue the business of Jos. Hornbark & Co.

J. J. Hall, Western representative of the Rock-
ford Silver Plate Co., Rockford, Ill.; Heintz Bros.,
of Buffalo, N. Y., and other firms has opened
sample rooms at 522 Opera House Building, Den-
ver, Colo., where may be seen full sample lines of
the products of the various firms represented by
him.

A. J. Jean & Co., of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
pride themselves on having one of the most hand-
somely fixtured stores in that section. This store,
which was established on February 1, 1904, meas-
ures 50X 16 feet. The furnishings are new and
modern in every feature. They were supplied by
Alexander H. Revell & Co., Chicago.

S. R. Castleman, the Dresden, Ohio, jeweler,
was some months ago stricken with muscular
rheumatism and confined to his house for over
four weeks. For two weeks he was scarcely able
to walk, and when he attempted to do some light
work a relapse resulted, retarding his recovery
somewhat. It is hoped that Ile will soon be fully
recuperated.

The Chicago Jewelers' Association will give an
informal dinner on the evening of March 28th at

the Auditorium Hotel, that city, President Hul-
burd presiding. About fifty guests are expected.
After dinner there will be speaking on the theme

" How to Make Chicago More Beautiful," A. F.
Hatch, a prominent member of the Chicago bar,
leading. The occasion will doubtless be a most
interesting and happy one.

The Commercial Association of Chicago is
excelling itself these days in its hospitable treat-

ment of visiting merchants to that city. Recently

a delegation of seventy business men of Tulsa,

hid. Ter., were entertained at a luncheon given by

the ways and means committee of the association.

The guests are traveling over the country in special

cars, advertising their home city as a good place

for the location of factories and other business
enterprises. The first four merchants' excursions

have brought over four thousand buyers to Chi-

cago, and the probabilities are that the total num-
ber for all five excursions will exceed five thou-

sand. Special trips are being planned to the various

conventions to be held by range and cattle men

during April, and it is also expected that a delega-

tion will be sent to the Lewis and Clark Exposition

at Portland, Ore., this summer,

The Anchor Silver Plate Co., St. Paul, Minn.,
have established a permanent salesroom at 738
Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal., where a com-
plete sample line of their products will be shown.
They have also established a temporary salesroom
at the Palmer House, Chicago, but will have per-
manent quarters in that city as soon as the show
cases for same are completed. A salesroom has
also been fitted up at the factory for the convenience
of visiting buyers. Their new sample lines will be
ready about April 1st.

A. M. Thomas, Niagara Falls, N. Y., wishes
the trade to notify seperintendent of western divi-
sion, N. Y. C. R. R., or A. M. Thomas, watch in-
spector, Niagara Falls, N. Y., if an 18-size ball
watch No. 208049, nickel case (if in same case),
No. 8432444, with gold shield, "T. &W. 8 Niagara
Falls," engraved on shield, comes to any of them
for inspection, repairs or disposal. This watch
was loaned to a man giving name James S. Eaton,
and of medium height, about 5 feet 7 inches,
weight 165 pounds, dark brown hair. The watch
may have been disposed of to some railroad man.

The H. C. Fry Glass Co., Rochester, Pa.,
have made arrangements for a comprehensive ex,
hibit of their ware at the Lewis and Clark Exposi-
tion at Portland, Ore. An interesting feature of
the exhibit will be the new blank, which is the
company's special property. This perfected patent •
process is the result of many years of experience
and considerable expenditure of money. Chief
among the advantages of the new blank over the
old method, is that it runs uniform in weight and
thickness and excels in brilliancy. Its advantages

will be well shown in the exhibit.

W. A. Defibaugh, Bedford, Pa., sends us a
valuable piece of jewelry, found by him in a street
car, on F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.; on
March 7th. The piece is a scarf pin, the head of
which is of gold and oval-shaped, with glass in
front beneath which is shown strands of human
hair. On the mourning border is the following :
"Frances Callender, 0. B., Aug. 9, 1786, A. E. 17."

As this is, no doubt, a precious souvenir, it is

hoped that this publicity may be the means of
restoring it to the owner, who can procure it by

writing to Mr. Defibaugh, at the address above
stated.

Mr. Salisbury, of the Whiting Mfg. Co., re-
cently retired as an officer of the company, owing
to ill health. It was the desire of Charles E.

Bulkley, for many years president of the company,

to retire at the same time. As both of these
officers were on most friendly terms with members

of the Gorham Mfg. Co., their retirement has
resulted in the purchase by parties connected with

the Gorham Co. of a stock interest in the Whiting

Mfg. Co. This does not involve any radical change

in the business management of the latter company,

the individuality and independent position of which

will be fully maintained.

E. A. I ewis and F. P. Van Sickle have pur-

chased the retail and manufacturing jewelry
business of W. Morris at Oskaloosa, Iowa, and

now conduct it under the name of Lewis &
Van Sickle. The new proprietors intend to en-

large this store and its equipment, so as to work

for the trade as well as cater to the general public.

Mr. Lewis formerly junior member of the firm of

Lennon & Lewis, Washington, Iowa, and his
present partner was that firm's head watchmaker
for a number of years. Mr. Morris, to whose

business they have succeeded, was compelled to
relinquish it owing to bad health,

R. S. Voss, jeweler and musical instrument
dealer, Conrad, Iowa, has on exhibition a minia-
ture stationary steam engine made by himself. It
is perfection in every detail. The boiler sheet is
of copper 4Y x inches, and the cylinder is part
of a bicycle pump. A five-cent piece serves as
a cylinder head, a one-cent piece as an eccentric,
and a knitting-needle as a piston rod. The fly-
wheel is of babbit metal. It is a most ingenious
little machine, a tribute to the fine mechanical skill
of Jeweler Voss and an excellent store attraction.

Walter Camp, president of the New Haven
Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., has been receiving
the condolences of his many friends upon the
recent demise of his father, L. L. Camp, a
well-known and highly respected citizen of New
Haven. During the latter period of his career,
the late Mr. Camp had been treasurer of the Potter
& Putnam Co., New York, and at an earlier
period had been an accomplished school principal,
the functions of which office he exercised in New
Haven, New London and Meriden. He had
attained his fiftieth year.

G. A. Hauserman, the enterprising young
jeweler who some years ago succeeded to the
business of Merselis & Dechart, on Van Houten
Street, Patterson, N. J., and who finding the space
there too small, moved to the large new building
at 214 Main Street, recently purchased the last-
named property, and now devotes three well-
stocked floors to his business. This building is
twenty-five feet front, and runs to the depth of
one hundred feet. The basement floor is utilized
as a stock room and as a coloring department. On
the main floor is the store proper, and at the rear
Is the optical department in charge of A. J.
Schmitz. The office and diamond room are also
on this floor, and the third floor, which is used as
a workshop, is connected with the store by eleva-
tors and automatic air-chutes. The location of
this store, too, is especially prominent.

Moseley has been making lathes for a good
long time, and the thoroughly reliable Moseley
lathes for moderate money are the result of his
painstaking efforts. —Adv.

Chronometers on Ice

Each year the time chronometers of the United
States Navy are sttbjected to a test to 'determine
their accuracy and to correct any irregularties.
This operation commences in January and usually
lasts until the middle of June, and during that time
it is no uncominon sight to see boo of these tclelicate
timepieces on ice at the United States, Naval
Observatory. It is not for any fear that these time-
pieces will spoil that they are subjected to this
frigid experience, but it is necessary for the
purpose of accurate adjustment that they should
be maintained in a constant temperature.

The necessity of having the ship's clocks all
absolutely alike will be realized by the layman
when he is reminded that an error of four seconds
in the chronometer means an error of a mile in
calculating the vessel's location. The tempera-
ture varies at different times of the test from 50 to

90 degrees and the losing or gaining qualities of

the chronometers under these conditions are accu-

rately kept. Thus, with a chart expressing in

curves just what he may expect from his chrono-

meter under different conditions of climate, and,
with his thermometer and barometer close at
hand, the sailing master may calculate to a nicety

the correct time and get his location to a certainty.



This cut represents our Wire Display Rack, a handsome ornament for a jeweler's
counter (not large and cumbersome), but neat and stylish, which we furnish free
to our customers.

If you are not selling CAN De please write us for particulars

OLIVER
Tlipevvrirer

The Standard
Visible Writer

Officially Awarded the Gold Medal at the St. Louis Exposition

OLIVER Walnut and Tenth
Streets

TbelArriter co. PHILADELPHIA

CINDO
The Royal Silver Polish

has iclvanced to t state of perfection, it,
qualities are fast becoming, known. Proo(
of the above statement is that the sales
have more than doubled during the past
year. Hundreds of the large jewelers arc
having- it put up under their private label,
are recommending it as THE BEST. It
pays a good profit to the dealer and gives
him the satisfaction of selling a good
article that is appreciated.

The Patent Top Jar used for CANDO
an up-to-date package, and can be reseale(1
after being opened, which is important.

Paul Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.
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Diamonds ! ! ! 
Our Mr. A. Sickles has just returned from Europe, and
it will pay you to see what we have before purchasing
elsewhere.

Watches ! ! !
la'N■

ELKS' BUTTON ELKS' BUTTON(Front.) Pat'd. (Side.) Pat'il.Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

'malt CLAW RITsai
sid,

TIGER CLAW RING
Solid Gold. Pard.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfactioli
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I. 2 and 3, 17 2 S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

MONKEY RING
Solid Silver, Oxidized

Manufacturing Jeweler

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for

jewelers' use

In Watches, as in everything else, we handle only the best.

Elgin, Waltham and Standard Movements.

Keystone, Crescent and Philadelphia Watch Case Co.'s
Cases, in gold, filled, silver and nickel.

We are known as the house that has something new every
day of the year, and our stock is so large and complete that
we can fill all orders soon as received.

We have a SURPRISE in store for you!

We will have ready for sale, about April i5th, the new line of
the celebrated E. HOWARD & CO. MOVEMENTS, cased in
gold and gold filled. Come and see them, or write us and we
will come and see you or send you complete price-list.

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

Aw irded

Newark, N. .J.
120 Liberty St.,

New York City

Manufacturers and Dealers in Everything

for the Jewelry Trade

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia



SOMETHING NEW

Equip Your
Gasoline
Lamps
with the
Ann Arbor
Airtight
Burner

T, IE Ann Arbor Airlight Burner is the latest
and most improved device for use on hydro-
carbon lamps. This burner has been espe-

cially adapted for the use of the "Jena " air-hole
globes. The " Jena " globe has completely revo-
lutionized the gas burner business in America, and
is bound to have the same effect on the gasoline
burner.

By using " The Jena " the highest possible effi-
ciency is attained. The air supply is taken in
through the air holes at the bottom of the globe.
The heating of the globe causes a draft, and as a result the greatest possibleamount of oxygen is burned. (See sectional cut.)

With this globe one-half more light is produced at the same cost-150-candle power light at 34c. per hour. This burner can be fitted to anyunder-generation lamp. Mail us the nipple which connects the burner to thelamp, and we can send a burner that will fit exactly.
The burner will be sent complete with the " Jena " air-hole globe, andmantle complete, etc., to any address upon receipt of $1.75. If cash accom-panies the order we will PREPAY EXPRESS charges. We do not like toopen accounts for small amounts because of the excessive amount of bookkeep-ing required. We therefore agree to prepay express when cash accompaniesorder for these burners. Mail coupon to-day.

1

(COUPON)

SUPERIOR MEG. CO., Ann Arbor, Mich.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $1.75, for which please send (express prepaid )

one only Ann Arbor Airtight Burner, complete with "Jena" globe and mantle.
This is with the distinct understanding that the burner may Fe returned at the
end of 30 days if not satisfactory, and the undersigned will receive from the
Superior Mfg. Co. $1.75, full price of burner.

Date _.

Shipping Address
{ Name 

Address

Write for complete catalog of Lamps and Systems

SUPERIOR MFG. CO.
Ann Arbor, Mich.257 Second Street

OUR IMPROVED BEST OF ALL
ROLLER REMOVER

Price, $1.5o

Finely nickel plated.

Pat cm applied for

Our Never Equaled Pivot Drill Chuck and Drilling Device
A

Once used, you would not hewithout it for five times itscost.

Description of Tool.—.4 is milled band to clutch in screwing down set nut B which holds l'i • ,tDrill in position. Cis back center taper which fits tail stock of lathe. D shows rest pin ewe,e, or tail-stock spindle Place Pivot Drill in countersink in the staff to be drilled. Push tip .stock spindle and set thumb-screw, and as the drill enters the stair the opening between Cited Itshows the depth you have drilled. This device also lessens the breakage. Price, 75 cents.We also furnish best quality of Pivot from 4 to 30 thousandth for 30cents per dozen. Ordc,either front us or your jobber. In ordering, mention name and kind of lathe used. We also mane.facture tools for watchmakers, jewelers and opticians. Write us for estimates.

DETROIT WATCH TOOL CO., 516 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich.

APRIL BARGAINS
Roller Jewels, for Elgin, Waltham,

Hampden, Illinois, Rockford or Co-
lumbus, 18, 16, 6 or 0 size . . . 25c. doz.

American-made Hour and Minute
Hands  20c. doz.

Rolled-plate Swivels, good quality,
regular $1.50 goods, at . . . . 75c. doz.

Swivels, gold plate on Gentian silver,
regular price 75c. dozen, at . 50c. doz.

Best quality Silverine Watch
Bows  25c. doz.

10 K. Gold Filled Watch Bows,18, 16, 6 or 0 size, round or an-
tique   81.00 doz.

TERMS, CASH W ITU ORDER

Nickel Movement Washers, 3 doz. 10e,
Dial Washers 10c. box
100 olozon Ruby and Sapphire

Jewels for Elgin, Waltham, Hamp-
den, Illinois or Columbus, 18 size ;
regular price, 81.50 dozen ; this
lot, only   81.25 doz.

100 dozen polished Balance Staffs,
for all makes of movements; ; regu-
lar price, $1.50 dozen ; this lot,
only 81  25 doz.

100 dozen regular $1,25 per dozen
511'01,41,rings ; this lot, only 81.00 doz.

Your money back if not satisfied

TIDD & CO., COLUMBIANA, OHIO

OUR LATEST BENCH No. 10
Made in Oak, Walnut and Birch ; Mahogany

Finish

WATCHMAKERS
SHOULD KNOW

That all our benches are made with three-;
panels. These panels are perfect ly straig I
and remain so. They are so strong that it
almost impossible to break them. They tic,
split, as one thickness of the wood in -
crosswise.

All our goods are made of pefectly season.- Iand kiln-dried lumber, and it is well-knea
that our goods are superior to others, both
material, work and finish. We also make eve,
thing in wood for watchmakers. We ma
fourteen styles of benches in three kinds
wood. In ordering, be careful to see that y,,,,get our goods—look for our name plate. Ifthey have no such plate they are not ours.

Send for our catalog, and order throughyour jobber.

Jessen 0 Rosberg
405 W. Kinzie Street CHICAGt

USE NATURAL GAS
for Blowpipc.:

'RP

No. 6H. Natural Gas Blowpipe
Patented Sept. 26, 1899

Price of Blowpipe, $2.50, and No. 9
Foot-Blower for operating it, $4.00

No. 6H Blowpipe is
non - extinguishable.
Size of flame is regu-
lated to a nicety by
rotating controlling
valve or depressing
valve stem.

Your dealer or direct

BUFFALO DENTAL MFG. CO.
Write for Catalogue B. K. Buffalo, N. Y.
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Among Jewelry Advertisers

KEYSTONE

S we are now on the very threshold of Easter, the hour has

arrived for the inauguration of a vigorous campaign of

publicity. With Easter comes not only the customary

spring purchasing, but also a boom in the matrimonial market, and

this latter furnishes one of the greatest opportunities of the jewelry

trade. The suitability of your new stocks for wedding gifts should

be the subject of a goodly number of your announcements, though

each individual line should be given its due share of publicity.

The trend of popular taste toward cut glass for gifts must not be

The e'5
Clhxcñ©e

now-a-days is a handsome piece of CUT
GLASS. You will find in our new stock
the very piece that suits her. Don't let
the price alarm you—our S5.00 pieces will
surprise you.

The great variety of articles shown
will make selection easy, and we guar-
antee that no other gift will look as bril-
liant as yours.

Come and examine our stock.
You will be just as welcome as
if you purchased.

Robinson (1)
Colonial Avenue

Co.

The Finest

Diamond
Exhibit

is seen as a SPECIAL ATTRAC-
TION right here at our palatial
jewelry store.

We have never pre-
viously been as well
prepared to interest
the lover and admirer
of choice jeweled de-
signs.

In RINGS and PEN-
DANTS we're particu-
larly proud of our vast
collection and invit-
ing prices.

A cordial welcome is extended to visitorss

and sightseers, whether out a purchasing inis-
Biota or on one of mere inspection.

B. C./ H. B. KENT
The Leading Diamond

Merchants

144 Yonge St.
Toronto

New Ideas
ill

Easter 
Jewelry

640 e

lost sight of, and other predilections of fickle fashion should be

noted and availed of. Right advertising presupposes a study of

the stock, the styles, popular taste and all the prevailing fads and

fancies. Especially in the spring-time are the public eager to know

of the new ideas in personal decoration, and all announcements on

the latest styles will be certain to attract attention. It will bring

you business and prestige to make the public believe that you are

well posted on fashion's latest decrees, and that your stock com-

prises the things that society calls stylish. Keep in mind, too,

that the purchasing public is unusually well fixed financially, and

good quality goods will have special attention. A number of

sample announcements of a seasonable character are given below.

Easter symbolism has this year
extended to jewelry and many

I y Ideas have result We are
showing fumy

CROSSES, LOCKETS . j)ecially salted
BOOK-MARKS, ETC. to the season

All these gods 'nuke appropriate
gifts, embodying, as they do, love,
religion and art. Though rich and
decorative, they are moderate in
prke.

An early v kit Briggs & Chambers
will mean a
bet it, seleethai Main Street

Pretty nearly everybody now-
a-days wears plated jewelry at
one time or another— it has
lived down the stigma that for-
merly attached to wearing imi-
tation. It comes in such irre.

PLATED
JEWELRY

sistibly pretty styles, and is
anything but "cheap" in looks.
The workmanship is high class,
the appearance very effective
and the service a long ways
better than the price.

Our new stocks comprise
many of the designs that come
in solid gold. You can't tell
which is which

Bright saz Jackson
Michigan Avenue

Jewels to Suit
the Dress

No matter what the
style or color of your
Easter dress, we have
jewelry to suit. If you
wish to post yourself
on the very latest in

Be careful that you
don't invest in old
styles. To see and
know the latest is
your only safeguard.
We will take pleasure
In showing them to
you.

Morris 0 Tasker
Myrtiewood Road

-

Combs
Hat Pins
Shirt Waist

Sets
Neck
Chains

Brooches
Bracelets
Hand-Bags
and all such, call
at OUR store.

Artistic China
FOR MAY WEDDINGS

The de-
mand for
artistic
pieces in
.Decorated
FRENCH

CHINA is growing larger witli every season.
We refer to the handsomely, decorated 01)1)
PIECES, such as Tankards, Chop Dishes Roll
Trays Bon-lion Dishes, Pudding Sets, Biscuit
Jars, 'Punch Bowls, Salad Sets, Sugars and
Creams, Cake Plates, Olive Dishes, Dessert
Plates, etc., which are so highly prized as
souvenirs and wedding gifts.
We have a striking line of' these beautiful

goods and invite your inspection. Prices
range from 50e. for dainty small pieces up to
$1.00 and $5.00 for larger ones.

KINNEY & LEVAN
BANK STREET

Crockery, Mass, Housefurnishing
lamps Hoods
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Geo. W. Winder, Troy, N. Y.
Chas. W. Crankshaw, Atlanta, Ga.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos. W. Field,Galveston,Texas, 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Ore.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.

J.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland,Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Ore.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio.
A. M. Goldman, Seattle, Wash.

COMPLIMENTS
OF THE SEASON

to those connected with the jewelry trade and kindred
lines, for their many kind tokens of good will and their
numerous unsolicited expressions of approval as to our
salesmanship. We regret that it is not in our power to
personally thank and give evidence of our sincere grati-
tude for the many words, deeds and acts by our friends
in the trade during the past. We feel that our lifelong
work to become proficient in this special line of Auction-
eering ability has not been in vain. We shall in the
future, as in the past, endeavor by conscientious, honest
endeavor to merit the trade's endorsement. We add
the name of Duhme Bros., of Cincinnati, to the roll of
honor given below.

 REFERENCES 
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Shall the 60-Year-Olds Be Chlo-
roformed and Buried?

BY JOHN TWEEZER

Is the man of 6o a useless hulk, a mere
incumbrance on society, an interfering post
that blocks the way ? Would the world be
the gainer if the 6o-year-olds were quietly

helped to " shuffle off this mortal coil " and

hurried to " that bourne from which no
traveler returns " ?

The Voice of an Authority

The proposition is made in all serious-

ness by one of the highest medical authorities
—Dr. William Osier, of Johns Hopkins
University—the quality and authority of
whose opinion is certified by the fact that he
has just been called from the United States
to take a prominent place in the faculty
of the great University of Oxford, England.
Dr. Osier gives it as his deliberate opinion
that men are " comparatively useless after
they reach 40," and that the world would be
" incalculably benefited " if men in commer-
cial, political and professional life stopped

• work at 6o. He goes on to say that a very
large proportion of the evils that have afflicted
the world may be traced to men of 6o—
" nearly all the great mistakes politically and
socially, all of the worst poems, most of the
bad pictures, a majority of the bad novels,
and not a few of the bad sermons and speeches."
Consequently he is charmed by the practice
of certain ancient states, by the laws of which
men of 6o were pushed off of a bridge ; and
by Anthony Trollope's suggestion that the
6o-year-olds be allowed a year for contem-
plation and then be chloroformed. And so,
" heraus mit Mnt I"

The Graybeard Sits Up and Takes Notice

Wherefore, in view of impending calam-

ity, when the lawmakers again get busy, it
behooves us graybeards to establish a defence,
lest our lives be forfeited to the seeming gen-
eral good. And, inasmuch as it is asserted
also, that " the man of 40 is comparatively use-
less," we call upon the 4o-year-olds to join

us in common cause and help in the planning
of our brief.

In all humility, then, as becomes the
iconoclast who would challenge the facts of

" one who speaks as with authority," we
first direct Dr. Osier's attention to the achieve-
ments of some 4o-year-olds, which can no/ be
charged off as " useless " in history's ledger.

A Chronicle of the 40-Year-Olds

Every field of human activity presents
examples that dispute the doctor's dictum.
In war, while very wonderful things have
been done by generals in the thirties (notably
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by Alexander, Hannibal and Napoleon), yet
Julius Caesar was over 40 when he entered on

his ten-year campaign in Gaul ; and was 59,

in the height of his power, when assassinated ;
Oliver Cromwell was 43, with no knoweldge

of the military art, when he first drew his
sword against Charles I. The Duke of Marl- ,
borough, by far the greatest of England's

captains, was 54 at the battle of Blenheim ;

the Duke of Wellington was 46 when he
vanquished Napoleon at Waterloo. Von
Moltke was 70 when he planned and carried
out the unmatchable campaign of 1870 against
the French. Our own civil war reveals doz-
ens of over 40, generals on both sides, who
were far from " useless " in that mighty
struggle.

Columbus was 56 when he discovered a
new world ; Magellan was 50 when he cut off
the Cape by " rapid transit " through the
strait that bears his name.

Among the fairly successful old fellows
in the field of industry and finance are Rock-
efeller, Carnegie and the Rothschilds.

In the domain of pure thought the
evidence is nearly all *one way. Aristotle
composed his lasting works between his
fiftieth and sixty-third years ; Demosthenes
pronouced his greatest oration, De Corona,
at 54 ; Francis Bacon was 59 when he pub-
lished Novum Organum ; Descartes was 48
when he wrote the Principia ; Kant was an
old man when he brought out his Critique of
Pure Reason ; Darwin was long past 40 when
he published the Origin of Species ; and all
that is valuable in Herbert Spencer's works
was written after the age when men are
" comparatively useless," according to Dr.
Osier. And Dr. Osier himself, with vast
good to his credit in recent years, is 55 !

In literature : Virgil was 51 when he
wrote the Ane/d; Horace, 52 when the
Odes appeared ; Chaucer wrote the Canter-
bury Tales at 6o ; Milton was 47 before he
made up his mind to begin Paradise Lost,
and 57 when he finished it ; Wordsworth
was over 50 when his finest sonnets were
written ; all the best novels of Sir Walter
Scott, Thackeray, George Eliot, Balzac, De
Foe and Cervantes were written after 40,
and if Shakespeare had stopped work at 40
we would be deprived of Hamlet.

In science : Copernicus was 57 when
he completed his system of astronomy ; Kep-
ler was 56 when his Rudolph/He Tables were
completed ; Newton wrote his Principia at
45 ; Laplace was 50, Lavoisier 46, when they
published the works that made their fames.
Harvey was 50 when he discovered the circu-
lation of the blood ; James Watt was 49
when Ile demonstrated the steam engine ;
Fulton 49, when he constructed the first
United States warship ; Morse was 46 when
he invented the electric telegraph.

We must forego the recital of instances
to support our contention in the arts, politics,
statesmanship, etc., for want of space ; and
merely reminding the reader further that
Theodore Roosevelt is 46, we submit that
these random examples of the 40-year-old
have established his case; his splendid achieve-
ments surely disprove the charge that he
is " comparatively useless " in the human
society.

This h for the Comfort of the 60-Year-Olds

But the 40-year-old has only the risk of
scorn, for his punishment : We graybeards
of 60-and-over have our lives at stake ! Shall
we be incontinently chloroformed and put
away, because we have failed to " make
good ? " May we not hope to soften the
hearts of the Philistines by happily finding
examples of good done after three-score?
Let us search history.

We find that nearly every bishop of
every bishoped church is past 6o ; a great
number of judges, ministers, senators and
other publicists in active duty are past that
age ; some of the ablest bankers, financiers,
merchants and directors of corporations have
left the barred age behind them. The annals
show that Sophocles wrote his CEd ipus Colo-
nus at 90 ; Homer was an old man when he
began the Iliad; Plato at 8o, Juvenal at 97,
Varro at 89, were each at their highest intel-
leaual capacity. Michael Angelo carried his
wonderful -creative capacity to the canvas at
90, Titian at 98 ; Leonardo da Vinci, " master
of all arts and sciences, the fullest and ablest
man in all directions, perhaps, that ever
lived," died at his easel at 78 ; Tintoretto
produced one of his masterpieces at 84 ;
Goethe was at his best at 83 ; Dryden was
8o when he produced his most perfect work ;
Sidney Bartlettat 90 made one of the most pow-
erfuLarguments ever heard at the New York
bar ; Oliver Wendell Holmes did his best
work after 70, Josiah Quincy was useful at
59—but why go further, though the pen
pleads? We shall not be chloroformed—we
may be permitted to live on !

The Remedy for Age

We graybeards have been forewarned of
our danger : What can we do by way of
apology, or extenuation, or recovery ? How
shall we establish ourselves again in the gen-
eral respect ?
" The only way to prevent what's past,"

said Mrs. Partington, as she nursed a cold,
" is to put a stop to it before it happens."
We must stop getting older.

But how ? Simply by .staying young.
We must learn the secret of Hermippus, the
ancient Roman, who by cutting loose from
his old notions and mingling with youths pro-
longed his age to 153. We must cultivate
sentiment. We are just as old as we feel ;
we must feel young ; and since we cannot
control the physical sensations of rheumatism
and the other inconvenient ailments which
age brings, our " feel " must be a mental
operation. Dr. Holmes said he was not 84
years old, but 84 years young. We must
look oftener at the arching sky and wooded
hills and less often on our ledgers ; must
give ear to the music of nature and listen
less anxiously for the jingle of the dollar ;
must lay aside the hard shell of habit and
open our susceptibilities to the influences of
youthful enthusiasms. We can be younger
at 60 than the blase " chappie " at 20, if we
will. And let us remember that

" We live in deeds, not years ; in thoughts, not

In feelin 
gbsr, e tol si 1;1 

figures
We should count time by heart-throbs ; he most

lives 

 on the dial
W 

 ;

Who thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best—
And he whose heart beats quickest lives the

longest "
J. T.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

Remote Effects of Eyestrain

In the Medical Times of last month
Dr. A. L. Ranney, in a long article, reports
ten cases which to his mind conclusively
prove the varied and remote serious condi-
tions that may have their origin in eyestrain.
As such remote effects the doctor mentions
wry-neck, increasing deformity of the head.
arms and hands, complete nervous prostra-
tion and loss of power of walking, accompa-
nied by severe spinal pain. Dr. Ranney
therefore justly argues that a knowledge of
the possible effects of eyestrain upon body
and mind should be widely disseminated.
He also recommends the detection of eye-
strain in early youth as an important step in
preventive medicine, and believes that in this
detection the study of facial expression and
posture of the head is designed to become
an important aid in diagnosis. He considers
the prescribing of glasses of most vital im-
portance, even if genuine heterophoria co-
exists with the refractive errors. His final
advice is that no child should be allowed to
enter school-life until his eyes have been
thoroughly examined, and the reviewer hopes
that it will not be long until such an exami-
nation is made compulsory.

The Apparent Reduction of the Men-
tal Activity in the Studies of

the Astigmatics

In the Russian paper Wralsch, Dr. Katz
brings forward a series of cases where pupils,
who were considered bad and mediocre
students, could be counted among the best
after their astigmatism had been corrected.
This proves that the Continental refractionists
are slowly coming to conclusions which have
entered long ago into the daily work of the
refractionist of this country.

New Facts Regarding the Radium Rays
on the Eyes

According to Dr. E. London, in the
Arch. biol., the radium rays cause light
perception in the eye, no matter what their
direction. The rays are neither refracted
nor reflected by the ocular media, but they
are to a considerable extent absorbed. Con-
tinued or excessive action causes keratitis,
retinitis, and the like. Covered eyes are,
after some practice, able to follow the move-
ments of the source of the rays and recog-
nize simple figures described in space. When
these rays fall on a platin-cyan screen they
give rise to scattered light rays of particular

wave length. This light may be perceived
in quite dark rooms by portions of the retina
retaining their function in cases of optic-nerve
atrophy. Thus blind persons who still retain
perception of light can obtain visual concep-
tions, and the author has taught blind per-
sons the Russian alphabet on the light screen.

Clinical and Theoretical Observations
on the Question of Myopia

From his clinical material Prof. Heine
concludes that accommodation is of no im-
portance for the increase of myopia, but that
the latter. is caused rather by an hereditary
lessened resistance of the sclera and an in-
crease of intraocular tension from abnormal
contraction of the external muscles of the
eyeball. To relieve the muscular pressure
from undue convergence a full correction is
desirable, which has never been observed to
be followed by any bad results. He con-
cludes from his own cases as well as from the
literature on the subject, that the full correc-
tion acts rather more favorably as regards
the progression of myopia.

The Changes of the Dioptric Elements
of the Eye During Different
Degrees of Accommodation

In his dissertation, Maklakow reports his
observations with the Tscherning phakome-
ter regarding the changes of the dioptric
elements of the eye during the act of accom-
modation, and comes to the following con-
clusions :

I. The depth of the anterior chamber
of the eye decreases, and this decrease takes
place in direct proportion to the effort of
accommodation.

2. The radius of curvature of the ante-
rior surface of the lens becomes shorter.

3. The thickness of the lens increases.
This increase is somewhat greater than
should be expected from the decreased ante-
rior chamber.

4. The distance between the cornea and
the posterior surface of the lens increases,
and this latter surface is pushed into the
vitreous humor.

5. The radius of the posterior lens sur-
face becomes shorter.

The depth of the anterior chamber and
the thickness of the crystalline change,
especially in myopic eyes, less in emmetropic
and hypermetropic eyes. The radius of the
anterior surface changes most in emmetropic
and less in myopic and hypermetropic eyes.
The radius of the posterior crystalline surface
undergoes the greatest change in hyperme-
tropic eyes, after these the myopic and em-
metropic eyes follow.

The increase of the thickness of the crys-
talline lens takes place according to laws ob-
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served in elastic bodies, and this is one of
the main reasons why he prefers the accom-
modation theory of Helmholtz to that of
Tscherning.

Report of the Committee on Standard
Test Types and on Reading Tests

The report of the committee of thr
American Ophthalmologic Society on the
standard test types and on reading tests, is
in substance as follows:

I. The standard of Snellen of the visual angle
of 5/ with the notation embodied in the formula
V = d/D. ought to be retained, d = greatest dis-
tance at which test letters are read, and D. distance
at which the same letters subtend an angle of 5/.

2. A graduation of the several sizes of test
letters in geometrical progression, conserving as
many as may be of the numbers included
in the Sellen series, is to be preferred to the
sequence of unequal ratios adopted by him. Two
geometrical series based on the common ratio i:

V. and I : are recommended.

3. The simplified form of the capital letters
known as " Gothic " is to be preferred to the
black letters employed by Snellen.

4. For reading tests, ordinary print (Jaeger)
should be used.

5. The standard in reading should be the
ability to read print in which the height of the
short lower-case " letters subtends a visual angle
of 5/. For record, the notation of Snellen is
slightly altered, L = d/D. L = reading power,
d = greatest distance at which print is read, and
D. = distance at which it subtends standard angle
of 5/.

The Connection Between Accommo-
dation and Convergence

In the discussion of Dr. Emerson's paper
on the comparative use of some cycloplegics,
read in the ophthalmic section of the New
York Academy of Medicine, Dr. H. Knapp
made some interesting remarks showing how
this celebrated ophthalmologist frequently
and perhaps mostly determines the refraction
without any mydriatic. Dr. Knapp stated
that the ciliary muscle and the internal recti
were associated in the function of accommo-
dation. He thought that this fact might be
utilized in determining the refraction in a
great many cases, without resorting to the
use of cycloplegics. Co-ordinate nerve im-
pulses show themselves when the function of
either can be separated. The means of sepa-
rating them are by spectacles and prisms.
When a hyperope of two dioptries sees dis-
tinctly at a distance, he accommodates to
the amount of two dioptries. The same
nerve impulse is sent to the internal recti,
which the phorometer or other prism arrange-
ments would indicate by about 2° of esopho-
ria. The following cases will illustrate this:
(1) Female, twenty-five years of age,
teacher ; asthenopia from hypermetropic
esophoria; vision, fl in each eye. Esophoria
for distance, i$°. The patient's refraction

(Continued on page 645)
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and muscular error corrected by a ±i 4 sph.
lens. (2) Female, thirty-three years; asthen-
opia; had previously squinted. Esophoria
of 23/1".° was corrected by + 2.75 sph. (3)
Male, thirty-five years; asthenopia. Phoro-
meter at distance showed orthophoria; with
a — I D. sph., esophoria, 10.

Now, there can be no doubt that the
relation between the innervation of the ciliary
and the internal recti muscles is not so close
as Dr. Knapp seems to believe, and Dr.
Duane is quite correct when in the same dis-
cussion he remarked that he did not agree
with Dr. Knapp's statement that the very
frequent and reliable association of esophoria
with hypermetropia and exophoria with
myopia could be utilized in determining the
refraction ; for some of his most inveterate
cases of exophoria had been associated with
hypermetropia. But even if this relation
cannot be employed, there is no doubt that
with all the different subjective and objective
tests now at our disposal, there is no difficulty
in determining the refraction of most patients
without the use of a mydriatic.

Myopes and Normal Vision
ED. KEYSTONE :—There is one thing in the

February KEYSTONE I don't understand. In the
examination paper in sight testing of the Spectacle
Makers' Company, of London, question x : " Can
a myope have vision = ?" Mr. Laurance, the
instructor, answers that it is not possible. I don't
see why. I am a myope of — .5o D. C — 1.25 D.
cyl. ax. 75° in 0. S., and — .50 0 — 1.5o D. cyl.
ax. Ito° 0. D. Now, with both eyes I Call see la
and part of without glasses. How much myo-
pia do you have to have to be a myope?

Now, the question is " Can they have vision
of without glasses under any circumstances?"
A myope of i or 2 D. can have a vision of by
placing a pin-hole disk before each eye, provided
he has a good visual acuity, and you cannot call a
pin-hole glasses. I do not suppose it would make
any difference if it was a myope of 5 or to D. If he
had a visual acuity of or better with correction,
he would have a vision = a or la with pin-hole in
front of eyes.

Yours truly,
Fridley, Mout. H. C. WILLIAMS.

[Our correspondent is quite correct when he
remarks that a person with a small amount of
myopia sometimes may have vision equal to 38 or
?I. Taken literally, therefore, Mr. Laurance is
wrong. But nevertheless the latter gentleman is
quite correct if we substitute for his or 38 that
which he means, namely normal vision. Now,
normal vision may mean 38, but it may also mean
It or All this depends upon circumstances,
especially the light, and it is the duty of each ex-
aminer, before he tests his patients, first to find
out what in his special illumination a normal eye is
able to see. If he finds that a healthy emmetropic
eye can see IR or ft, then, of course, 30 is not nor-
mal vision for his test-cards, and he must find out
what glass will give his patient vision equal to ?3
without the least eyestrain. If it is found that the
patient can get It only by a minus glass Ile must be
called a myope. Here the examiner, of course,
must also guard against the habit that some myopes
have developed to a remarkable degree, namely,
to squint the eyes together. This partial closure
of the lids reduces the circles of diffusion and

allows the myope often to see quite distinctly,
especially in some astigmatic cases, as seems to be
the case in our correspondent. The name of myo-
pia is derived from this habit of the myopes ; as
the Greek word nolo means " to close." If the
circles of diffusion are still further reduced by
artificial means, as by a stenopaic disk, vision, of
course, can be improved still further, and with a
healthy retina and in a good light ought to become
quite normal.—Ea]

Optometry as a Career

The February issue of The Ingot, the
organ of the Hancock High School, Hancock,
Mich., contained an article on the practice of
optometry as a career for young men, by P.
Scholler, of that place, president of the
Michigan Optical Society. Though intended
for the pupils at the school, the article makes
interesting reading for optometrists. We
quote the following extracts :

It is needless to say that in
this, like any other occupa-

of Success tion, a high aim is an essen-
tial requisite to success, and

the same holds good as to moral, intellectual
and physical qualifications, neatness of per-
son, dress and office furnishings, good equip-
ment of consultation and examination rooms,
conscientious treatment of customers, good
quality of material in goods furnished, atten-
tion to exercise, health, etc. However, I de-
sire to place special stress upon three requi-
sites that are absolutely necessary to reach the
ideal as a successful optometrist, and I do not
refer to the success as measured by dollars
and cents, although such is acceptable ; but
especially to the good done to mankind.
These are : Patience, concentration and the
practice of the golden rule.

The busy optometrist perhaps comes in
contact with more persons of a nervous tem-
perament than any other profession and has
to contend with idiosyncracies of almost every
imaginable kind. These often tax his tem-
perament to the utmost, but the optometrist
who cannot maintain a genial disposition under
any and all circumstances will prove a failure.
Likewise a large percentage of those requir-
ing his services are children. To be success-
ful in administering to their wants, he must
first obtain their confidence, and those of you
who have ever had your eyes examined by a
thorough optometrist can imagine the patience
and painstaking care required to properly
analyze the condition of the visual apparatus
of these little men and women. In fact, the
entire work of the optometrist requires
patience and painstaking effort. The per-
son who has sufficient patience to find interest
in the problems of mathematics, physics or
chemistry is apt to become a successful opto-
metrist, for these will train him in the patience
required to solve the physical, mathematical
and psychological problems presented in his
daily work.

The greatest temptation that
Posing as Healers surrounds the optometrist, is

to pose as a physician or
healer. Because people have found that weak,
watery and inflamed eyes, headache, neural-
gia, sleeplessness, indigestion and many other
functional nervous derangements due to eye-
strain, disappear by the use of proper glasses,
some embryos in the field of optometry are
therefore apt to claim wonderful cures by their

The Essentials
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exceptional skill. But the true optometrist
who administers to the defects and deformities
of your eyes and teaches you how and when
to use them, will think as little of posing as
a physician or healer as does the dentist who
corrects the defects of your teeth and thereby
relieves you of neuralgia, headache and the
gastric troubles due to such defects.

This is an age of specialism.
Men and women who origin-
ally followed a dozen or more
lines of work are gradually

concentrating their efforts upon a few special-
ties, and many give their entire life-work to
one specialty and accomplish greater achieve-
ments than those who divide their efforts.
You cannot be an ideal carpenter, mason and
painter, but you can become an ideal car-
penter, painter or mason. Neither can you
be a renowned eye, ear, nose, throat, heart,
liver, nerve and stomach specialist, but you
may mount the pinnacle of fame by concen-
trating your efforts as a specialist of one or
the other organs of the human body ; and the
same is true as regards the field of optometry.

There are some people who place no
greater value upon the services of the skilled
optometrist than they attach to the service of
the clerk who in some country store lays a
dozen or more cheap spectacles on the coun-
ter and permits them to pick out a pair that
they think they can see with ; or upon the
services of the peddler who comes to their
house and sells them a 25-cent pair of
spectacles for $2.50. These people a suc-
cessful optometrist cannot expect to please,
and he may consider himself fortunate if they
never call on him.

However, the main reason for dissatisfac-
tion is that the science of optometry is not
understood, and many draw wrong conclu-
sions from circumstances they do not under-
stand. It is, therefore, incumbent upon the
optometrist to not only know how and to be
able to do things necessary in his work, but
he must know why and have the ability to
intelligently inform others why he does these
things. But he must refuse to do things
according to the dictates of his patrons when
he knows that their demands are wrong and
may cause them injury, even at the risk of
losing their patronage.

It is considered perfectly
honorable by the profession
of optometry to advertise as
long as the optometrist ad-

heres to the truth in his advertisement and
pays his printing bills. More has been done
to promulgate the theory of eyestrain and
teaching the people the use and care of their
eyes through advertising matter of the opto-
metrist than all other sources combined. The
code of ethics recognized by leading opto-
metrists as regards advertising and their
duties toward contemporaries and patrons
is the golden rule with the supplement of
" tend to your own business and let others
tend to theirs." Personally, as regards
advertising and promulgating new truths in
the science of optometry, I have obtained
inspiration from the verse of James Russell
Lowell and it is in this spirit that the fore-
going lines were written :

" I honor the man who in willing to sink
lialf his ',resent repute for the freedom to think ;
And having thought, be his cause strong or weak,
Will sink Collier half for the freedom to speak."

An Age
of Specialism

Opticians
as Advertisers
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Course " is tnuch better than they
expected." They are surprised as
well as pleased, and when they come
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finished on account of the pleasure
and profit derived while pursuing it.

Read this sample of the letters we
receive:

13 Dalhousie Square,
Calcutta, India, Feb. 2, 1905.

I have done the entire work conscientiously
and I eau honestly tray that it has been most
enjoyable. I have learned many things I did
not know before ; I have had the rust that 11101
gathered in places rubbed off and a polish imt
on ; and on the whole I feel more tit and a
better master of my profession.

I fonnd the papers of absorbing interest, so
much so that on more than one occasion I have
not been able to put them aside till pant one or
two o'clock in the morning until some interest-
ing point had been thrashed out.

WALTER BUSHNELL,
Ophthalmic Optician.

containing " The Key to Success In Optometry"
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles
The famous work of ERNEST E. MADD0X, M. D., F. R. C. S. Ed., specially revised and

greatly extended by the author. The added matter covers the latest researches on muscular
anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment—and includes an entire new chapter on
Nystagmus. [All Riuhls Reserved]

(Continued. Part IV)

The numerous delicate fibrous connections which exist between
the inner capsule and the sclerotic, remind one, though much finer,
of the loose cellular tissue between the occipito-frontalis tendon and
the peri-cranium, and no doubt play a part in the motions of the
eyes, which is very similar to that which the sub-tendinous tissue
plays during contraction of the occipito-frontalis.

Movements of Tenon's Capsule.—From what we have now
studied of Tenon's capsule, we may see at once that it differs
entirely from such a bony socket as that of the acetabulum, since
being fixed to the globe near the cornea, and loosely so at the
optic nerve, it accompanies the motions of the globe to a large
extent. .Not entirely, however, except just in front, for its elasticity
allows it to " give " in some places more than in others.

Motais has shown by careful experiments that the fatty tissue
which immediately surrounds the globe, also to a large extent
accompanies its movements, and every succeeding layer moves less
than the one within it. He suggests that the real socket is formed by
the inside of the eyelids, since they move least in accordance with
its motions ; but the fact of the matter is that the eye is an organ
sui generis, and must not too closely be compared to a bony joint.
When we remember the elastic nature of its connections, it strikes
us as exceedingly well poised that its center of motion should
remain so stationary while acted on by such various muscles.

Why the External Check Ligament Should be Thicker and More
Powerful than any other, is not at first sight evident, but it may
possibly be explained by the fact that the ocular muscles all rise
nearer the median plane than they are inserted,. and unless some
special provision existed, the eyeball as a whole might be drawn
too much inwards. As it is, however, it is poised in the aponeurotic
funnel, or fascial cone which extends from the margin to the apex
of the orbit, and the outer part of this funnel between the globe and
the orbit is endowed with greater strength than any other portion.

Bearing of the Check Ligaments on Tenotomy.—Motais called
attention to the way in which the check ligaments affect the result
obtained by a tenotomy, and the following are almost his own words:
" The tendon, say, of the internal rectus, is cut. Immediately,

by its tonicity alone, the muscle retires backwards, drawing the
tendon with it, it may be, let us say, 5 mm.

"The check ligament adhering on one hand to the muscle,
and fastened on the other hand to the orbit, can only lend itself to
the retreat of the muscle by elongating 5 min. (compare Fig 9).
" Henceforth, therefore, in consequence of the new anatomical

conditions introduced by the tenotomy, the check ligament, during
muscular refiose, will already be ex-
periencing an elongation of 5 mm.
But we know that its maximum
elongation is not greater than io
to 22 mm. It has, consequently,
only 5 to 7 mm. of further length-
ening at its disposal, during muscu-
lar contraction. There results a
proportionate insufficiency of ad-
duction, a diminution in the arc
of rotation.
" But that is not all. The

tension of the ligament, feeble at

Fig. 
the commencement of elongation,
gradually increases. The more it
elongates, the greater becomes its
tension, the more energetic becomes
its resistance to muscular action.
" If the tenotomy has aleady

produced a lengthening of the liga-
ment 5 mm., the muscle from the beginning of its contraction will
be restrained by a ligament already considerably stretched. Its
contractile power will, by just so much, be lessened.

"Therefore, we shall have at once from the ligament, diminu-
tion of the extent and of the energy of the muscular. action. In
advancements, the same phenomena occur in the opposite sense.

(Mauls.) To show the effect of Tenot-
omv, M being the Muscle before,
and 111' after, the operation. L is
is the Check Ligament before opera-
tion, and C I: the same elongated
after operation by recession of the
muscle.
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" The ligament is advanced at the same time as the muscle. In
its new position its two points of orbital and muscular insertion be-
ing brought nearer to each other, it is of course relaxed (Fig. so).
" If the advancement be 3 mm.

the ligament will not reach its max-
imum extension till 3 mm. later, if
I may so express it.
" Further, the ligament, be-

ing completely relaxed at the be-
ginning of contraction, during the
first three millimeters will be slack
to resist the muscular contraction.
We shall have, therefore, at the
same time, an increase of the ex-
tent and of the energy of the mus-
cular action."*

All the muscles of the globe
seem to be provided with some-
thing answering to check liga-
ments. The following account of
them is taken chiefly from Motais :

External Check Ligament
(Aileron ligamenteux externe).—
This is shown as Ext. C L. in
Fig. 4, and E. C. L. in Fig. 8, and is a thick, grayish-white band,
which leaves the external rectus muscle near its anterior extremity,
proceeding forwards and slightly outwards, continuing in very
nearly the same direction as the belly of the muscle, to the outer
margin of the orbit.

Its mean breadth is 7 or 8 millimeters ; its length from the
farthest back point of its adherence to the muscle is from 18 to 20
millimeters. Its greatest thickness, which varies between 3 and 6
millimeters, is at its orbital insertion. These are the figures given
by Motais. He adds that it is not formed of a compact bundle,
but of a great number of compact fascicles, some of which are very
thin. In its posterior two-thirds it is composed of a mixture of
fibrous and elastic tissue : in its anterior third M. Sappy discovered
numerous smooth muscular fibres.

The sheath of the external rectus muscle, thin and cellular at
the back of the orbit, becomes more and more compact as we
trace it forwards along its belly. In its posterior two-thirds it is
loosely attached to the muscle. But, all of a sudden, about zo
millimeters from the sclerotic insertion of the muscle, it thickens
considerably and plants itself on the muscle so firmly that in
detaching it we always tear some of the muscular fibres. These
adhesions extend forwards 5 or 6 millimeters. The muscle then
changes its direction to incline inwards towards its sclerotic inser-
tion. The check ligament, instead of following the curve of the
muscle, abandons it, at an angle which varies according to the
position of the globe, to reach the margin of the orbit, where its
insertion has a breadth of 7 or 8 millimeters, and a depth of 3 to
6 millimeters. The tipper border of the ligament is reinforced by
a band from the superior check ligament. -I-

Internal Check Ligament (Aileron ligamenteux interne).—
This is shown as Int. C. L. in Fig. 4. and I. C. L. in Fig. 8, and
is broader, but thinner, than the external check ligament. It
has no interstices like the latter. Its color is a yellowish gray, and
near the orbital margin a pale red.

Though the prominence which forms it is much less differen-
tiated from the neighboring parts of the aponeurosis than that of
the external ligament, it can easily be distinguished when it is put
on the stretch by drawing on the internal rectus muscle behind.

Its breadth is from 8 to so millimeters. Its length from the pos-
terior extremity of its attachment to the muscle to its bony insertion
" along the line of the crista lacrimalis posterior and the wall of the
orbit just posterior to this line " (Howe), is from 55 to 18 millime-
ters. Its thickness is from i to 5% millimeters, near to its bony inser-
tion. In very fatty orbits, if the muscles are atrophied, it is the least
distinct of all the check ligaments. Panas says that it is fused (by an
expansion which covers Horner's muscle) with the internal palpebral
ligament, so that when the right internal rectus contracts, it draws
back the inner commissure of the lids, the semilunar membrane and
the caruncle, at the same time that it compresses the lachrymal sac.

5" L'apparell moteur de " (1887), pp. 147 to 150.
TPanas says that between this cheek ligament and the corresponding palpebral ligament,

and the sub-conjunctival fascia, there exists a space containing fat, and the small accessory
lachrymal gland, which, he says, we constantly discover in the operation of canthoplasty.

(TO BR CONTINUID)

Fig. 10

(Wail.) To show the effect of Ad-
vancement, M being the 51usele
before, and M' after, the operation.
CL is the Check Ligament before
the operation, and C.L' the same
relaxed after operation.
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Clinics in Optometry
[All rights reserved]

[Each of these clinics is complete In itself, and one of them
is publish...I cach month in this department. They cover all
manner of cp. tli•Ivets, from the simplest to the most, compli-
cated, and give Ow most authoritative procedure in the diag-
nosis and COITeel ion of the various visual defects. In order to
make these clinics of max him in benefit, we invite our readers
o join i II them by sending us any criticisms or suggestions
!hey !nay have to make in regard to the treatment here
given. 'Flu first clinic of the series appeared in the May, 1904,
Inane —El). J

Mixed Astigmatism

This young man (H. L. P.) is twenty-
two years of age, and has just graduated as
a civil engineer. He complains of drowsi-
ness after reading, and feels that he can con-
tinue only by forcing himself to do so. You
see he is already wearing glasses, which he
tells us he has had for six years. I will ask
one of you to neutralize these lenses and
tell us what they are.

In the meantime, it will not be out of
place to give you a few points on the neutral-
ization of lenses. In the first place, you
should ascertain whether the lens is convex
or concave. This is determined ty the
apparent motion of objects seen through
the lens. If the motion is opposite, the lens
is convex ; if in the same direction, the lens
is concave.

The next point to be determined is
whether the lens is a sphere, a cylinder or a
combination of both. For this purpose the
lens is rotated while we look through it at a
straight line, as for instance the edge of the
window sash or of a picture frame. If this
edge breaks as the lens is turned, there is a
cylindrical element in it. If there is no
break, it is a simple sphere. In the first
case, we must next determine whether the
cylinder is piano or compound ; if we can
move the lens in any one direction without
causing movement of the object looked at,
it is a plano-cylinder ; but if there is move-
ment in every meridian, in some meridians
more marked than others, it is a sphero-
cylinder.

Our young friend is now ready to re-
port on this lens, and he tells us it is a • 2 D.
cylinder, with the axis at 1800. Now let us
look at the lens and see how he arrives at
this conclusion. As we hold the lens about
ten inches in front of our eye and look
through it at the window sash while we
rotate it, we see a movement of that part of
the sash seen through the lens, showing
that it is a cylinder. As we move the
lens from side to side there is no motion ;
as we move it up and down, there is a
decided " with " movement, thus showing
that it is a plano-cylinder and that it is
concave.

In order to neutralize it we take a con-
vex cylinder from the trial case, selecting
-F 1.50 D., and placing over the lens with its
axis horizontal, move it sideways, no motion ;
move it up and down, still a with movement.
This convex cylinder is therefore not strong
enough to neutralize the concave. We try
a + 2.50 D. cylinder in the same position,
and now the up and down movement is
opposite, showing this lens to be too strong.
We now select a + 2 D. cylinder, and plac-
ing over the lens with the axis horizontal,

we find there is perfect neutralization, no
movement in any direction, and as this is
accomplished by a + 2 D. cylinder axis
1800, we know that the value of the lens is
— 2 D. cylinder axis 1800.

We will now proceed to the examination
of our patient, and we find the acuteness of
vision in each eye is 0, while the range of
accommodation with .5o D. type is from 4"
to 28".

Bearisng in mind-the fact which I have
so often tried, to impress upon your minds
that hypermetropic astigmatism is likely to
be mistaken for myopic, we will not allow
ourselves to be misled by the fact that
patient has been wearing concave cylinders,
but we will follow our invariable rule of
trying convexes first.

A + .5o D. sphere is positively rejected.
We now try a + .50 D. cylinder, which in
accordance with the usual custom, is placed
axis at 90°. This is accepted as affording an
improvement in vision, -I- .75 D. cylinder
and + I D. cylinder are each accepted .as
better than the previous ones, but ± 1.25 D.
cylinder is rejected. We rotate the cylinder
first to the right, then to the left, in each

case blurring the letters, so that we conclude

that the proper position for the axis of this

I D. cylinder is at 900, which indicates

a hypermetropia of i D. in the horizontal
meridian.

Now while this convex cylinder has
afforded a marked improvement in vision, it
has failed to raise it to normal, and, there-
fore, we will try the effect of a concave
cylinder, commencing with — .50, which as
a matter of course we place with axis at 1800.
This at once sharpens and blackens the
letters, and we keep on increasing the con-
cave cylinders until we reach— 2 D., when
we find the acuteness of vision is full
This lens represents a myopia of 2 D. in the
vertical meridian.

By this simple method of testing, we
have arrived at the conclusion that this case
is one of mixed astigmatism.

The optometrist who fitted his present
glasses entirely overlooked his hyperme-
tropic meridian, and corrected only his my-

opic meridian. If we had commenced our
test with concave cylinders, they would have

been accepted and would probably have

raised vision to normal, and we would have

fallen into the same error as the previous

fitter. This only serves to emphasize the
importance in our test case examinations of
commencing with convexes, and endeavoring

to have them accepted, even though the

patient is at first inclined to say they are

are " no better."
Mixed astigmatism is not so uncommon

as it might seem to be. The statement is

made that six persons out of every hundred

are affected with this form of error of re-

fraction. It is a combination of simple
hypermetropic astigmatism with simple my-

opic astigmatism, with the axis of the cor-

recting cylinders exactly at right angles to

each other.
The correction as we found it in this

case is + I D. cylinder axis 90° 0 — 2 D.
cylinder axis 1800. This you will recognize

as a case of astigmatism " with the rule''

the vertical or myopic meridian focuses
parallel rays in front of the retina, while the
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focus for parallel rays of horizontal or hyper-
metropic meridian is behind the retina.

— 2 D.

+r D.

This little diagram which I have placed
on the blackboard will serve to fix in your
minds the refraction of the two principal
meridians, which corresponds to correcting
cross cylinder which we also place on the
blackboard.

This cross cylinder may be transposed
to a sphero-cylinder in accordance with the
following rule :

Take either one of the cylinders for the
sphere, and the sum of the two for the
cylinder, retaining the sign and axis of
the latter.

This results as follows : D. S. ̂  —
3 D. cylinder axis 18o°, — 2 D. S. C + 3 D.
cylinder axis 9o0.

In order to verify these transpositions,
let us compare them with the diagram on
the board.
+ I D. sphere gives + I value in both

vertical and horizontal meridians. This is
what is desired in the horizontal meridian.
When we combine a — 3 D. cylinder axis
1800, this horizontal meridian is unchanged
because the axis of the cylinder has no
refractive value, while the — 3 D. against the
± I D. in the vertical meridian leaves — 2 D.
value in that meridian, which is just what is
desired.

In the second sphero-cylinder, the —
2 D. sphere gives — 2 value in both
meridians. This is correct for the vertical
meridian. When we combine with it a
+ 3 D. cylinder axis 900, we leave this
vertical meridian undisturbed, while the
+ 3 D. against the — 2 D. in the horizontal
meridian gives -I- i D. value in this meridian,
which is the power desired.

In any case of refractive error, and
especially in astigmatism, it is not well to
depend upon a single method of examina-
tion, and, therefore, we will proceed to the
fogging method. It has received this name
because it makes vision indistinct or
" foggy." It is intended to simulate cyclo-
plegia, by removing all need for action of
the accommodation and placing it as nearly
as possible at rest, by having in front of the
eye under examination a convex sphere of
such strength as to more than overcome
any effort of accommodation the eye might
otherwise have to make while looking at the
letters twenty feet away. The addition of
this strong convex lens makes the eye to all
intents and purposes, for the time being at
least, artificially myopic, and we are then in
position to proceed to estimate the amount

(Continued on page 653)
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Presbyopia at an Early Age.'

By PROF. W. KOSTER-GZN, of Leyden.

NE day while engaged in a demon-
stration of cyclitic deposits on the
posterior surface of the cornea, I
found that one of the students, Mr. T.

could not see them with the unaided eye.
He was twenty-seven years old. For several
years he had noticed that he could not bring
his book near his eyes while he was reading,
and he had experienced such slight signs of
presbyopic asthenopia as a feeling of heavi-
ness of the lids and a little fatigue of the
eyes, but had not felt sufficient annoyance to
impel him to consult an ophthalmologist
until I thus accidentally discovered his con-
dition.

His refraction was R. V., -1-; Pr with +
.75 cylinder axis 3° temporal. L. V., fr em-
metropia. The 'near point was at 25 cm.,
( to inches) even when one eye was covered.
It was evident that he made strong efforts to
accommodate for nearer points from the con-
vergence of his eyes, which were even more
marked when one eye was covered, and that
something abnormal was present to account
for the fact that he had an amplitude of
accommodation of only four dioptries in-
stead of 7.5, which would correspond to his
age. The condition of his accommodation
was what would normally be expected at the
age of forty-five.

Latent Hyperme-
tropia Suspected

Naturally my first thought
was of latent hypermetropia.
The existence of this was
improbable on account of

the absence of any manifest hypermetropia or
of marked accommodative asthenopia, which
is to be expected from a constant accommo-
dative effort of 3.50 dioptries at the age of
twenty-seven, but to exclude it with certainty
the accommodation was paralyzed with 'Ionia-
tropine and a condition of emmetropia
demonstrated with both the retinoscope and
ophthalmoscope.

There was no particular reason why
simulation should be expected, but I satisfied
myself, both at the time of the first exami-
nation and often subsequently by the inter-
position of positive and negative lenses, that
there were no variations in his statements.

The absence of marked asthenopia in
spite of considerable reading shows that this
was not a case of paresis of the accommo-
dation. In paresis of the accommodation,
an effort of 4 dioptries is sometimes possi-
ble, but it can be maintained for only a ghort
time and is accompanied by an unpleasant
feeling of asthenopia because it requires the

*This article by Prof. Koster-Gsn Is reprinted here be-
cause it is of special interest to our readers on altteolint of the
recent articles by Dr. ;. M. Gould on the same subject of pre-

presbyopia, one of which appeared in our March
issue. It will show hew tixtremely difficult ii i to 1•IIIIi I. to a
definite ennellision in these cases, HMI IloW 1111'4111 the author
has to be in considering all possible situ i'iittl t rouble. Never-
theless the reviewer believes that the name is a in istenner, be-
cause presbyopia is due to changes in the crystalline lens of
which there is no evidence in tlje present ease, as the professor
lihnself admits. At the same time this article shows that the
element of pain, which plays sin+ an important part in the
cases of Dr. Gould, does not belong to On. history of presby-
°phi, and It would seem therefore that Gould 's cases were
rather cases of paresis and weak 11048 of accommodation. Pro-
fessor Koster-Gsn's case wold seem to be one in which the
II iiilted accommoaation Is due to a mechanical obstacle in the
apparatus of accommodation To this condition the term " re-
striction of accommodation" would seem very appropriate,
although the Professor objects to the name as calling attention
to only one symptom.
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maximum innervation. Besides, this great
effort to accommodate a few dioptries is often
possible only when associated with such a
degree of convergence as to produce strabis-
mus and diplopia. In presbyopes, on the
contrary, who still accommodate 4 dioptries,
these symptoms are wanting, while the chan-
ges still permitted in the lens take place
with no greater tension than formerly, and it
is only when a disproportionately strong
innervation is used that slight asthenopic
symptoms appear. Moreover, in this case
there were no pupillary signs of paresis, there
was no micropia when looking at near objects
with one eye, no cause which might pro-
duce paresis of the accommodation could be
ofouutt.id, and the condition remained unchanged
during a period of • observation extending
over twelve months.

The lens appeared to be normal thugroh-..

The possibility of a corn-
Simple Glaucoma mencing- glaucoma simplexCsi 

was consi( lewd, although
not suggest,d by the his-

ton, but no trace of the disease could be
found or has yet appeared. I may say in
passing that I believe the slight amplitude of
accommodation always present in the early
stage of glaucoma simplex is due to a paresis
of the accommodation. We cannot as yet
determine whether it is caused by an ophthal-
nmplegia interna or by changes in the ciliary
muscle, but probably both factors take part.
It is certain, however, that patients with
glaucoma use the remains of their accommo-
dation with the same difficulty as patients
Nvith paresis, while presbyopes accommodate
with case to the extent they possess the
function. The fact that glaucoma simplex
often appears about the fortieth year may ex-
plain why in many text-books this distur-
bance of the accommodation is called early
presbyopia.

There is no resemblance in this case to
the disturbances of the accommodation
which have been observed in general diseases.
The latter may be divided into two groups :
paresis and weakness of the accommodation.
To the first group belong the accommodative
asthenopias met with in patients with icterus
and in cases of poisoning with lead, alcohol,
tobacco, or the products of metabolism, in
all of which there is a true abbreviation
of the amplitude of accommodation. To
tile second group belong all those cases in
which the amplitude is not abbreviated, but
the accommodative effort cannot long be
maintained, a condition often observed in
anaemia from very diverse causes, in neuras-
thenia and hysteria. None of these anomal-
ies presents the same combination of symp-
toms as that shown in presbyopia, while up
to the time of my examination Mr. T. had
enjoyed good health, and particularly had
never suffered from any of the troubles
that are known to impair the accommo-
dation.

Finally, there was no intoxication with a
mydriatic taken internally or otherwise.
Such an intoxication would have shown itself
as a paresis of the accommodation with
dilated pupils.

From a clinical standpoint, this was
certainly a case of presbyopia at an early age
in a perfectly healthy man.

Premature
Presbyopia
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I have been unable to find
in literature a description of
a case similar to this. I
have not been able to read

Landesberg's article in the original, but from
the brief review I have read I judge that he
dealt with the weakness of the accommo-
dation in an enfeebled person. Jacobson
told of a disturbance of the accommodation
caused by toothache. Belawsky of paresis
of the accommodation in scurvy. Theobald
describes cases of asthenopia with subnormal
accommodation power in comparatively
young people, and thought the cause of the
trouble was weakness of the ciliary muscle,
or imperfect elasticity of the lens. But his
observation that these patients could read
books close to their eyes makes it more than
doubtful whether presbyopia was present.

An attempt was now made to ascertain
the nature of the disturbance of the accom-
modation in this case, and the indication
seemed to be to produce a strong contraction
of the ciliary muscle. For this purpose, a
drop of a one-per-cent. solution of eserine
sulphate %'as placed in the conjunctival sac of
the emmetropic left eye. This produced a
peculiar contraction of the pupil, which
became oval and displaced upward, as if the
myotic had acted on a circumscribed part of
the iris below. A slight degree of this
symptom may frequently be seen when the
myotic passes, by diffusion, though the lower
part of the cornea and sclera, and so first
reaches the lower part of the iris and ciliary
body. The markedly oval form in this case,
at one time 2 mm. by 4 mm, seems to indicate
that after the muscular spasm reached a certain
degree an unusual resistance had to be
overcome before the contraction of the tissue
could begin. After half an hour the pupil
was contracted and circular. The refraction
of the eye, on account of the spasm of the
ciliary muscle, Was 3.5o dioptries, later 4,
and still later 4.50 dioptrics. A higher
degree of myopia could not be induced.
The near point at first was 25 cm., a position
which corresponded to that of the far point
during- the spasm. At the end of an hour,
the near point was at 14 cm. as determined
xt,ith fine print, at I2 cm. as determined with a
tine, illuminated hole. Thus the voluntary
accommodative effort made in that stage of
the spasm caused by the eserine was able to
contract the ciliary muscle so strongly as
almost to reach the normal amplitude.

These conclusions may be drawn :
First, the curtailment of the

The Conclusions amplitude of accommoda-
Reached tion in this case cannot be

ascribed to any change in
the lens, because the lens could attain the
convexity which corresponded to the age.
The very small size of the pupil did not
vitiate the result of the examination in this
regard, because when a diaphragm with an
aperture 1.75 mm. in diameter, the minimum
size of the pupil produced by eserine, was
placed before the eye in its ordinary con-
dition, the near point was at 22 cm., which
showed 4.50 dioptries of accommodation.

Second, the ciliary muscle was well
developed. Otherwise it would be difficult
to understand how, under unusual conditions,
it could contract sufficiently for the maximum
amplitude of accommodation to manifest

(Continued on page 653)
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(Continued from page 649)

of error as in any case of regular myopic
refraction. You will understand from what I
have said that this method is only of value
in those cases where a hypermetropic element
is suspected, and would not be of service
where the eyes are naturally myopic.

We place a + 4 D. sphere in the trial
frame and ask the patient to look at the card
of radiating lines. In this case as we have
reason to believe that the two principal
meridians are vertical and horizontal, we will
use the card only on which there are vertical
and horizontal lines. The patient says they
all look blurred, but when we question him
more closely he says the vertical are darker
than the horizontal. From which, of course,
we infer that the horizontal lines are least
distinct.

Now our plan is to add concave cylin-
ders until we make all the lines equally
distinct and black. You will recall that the
rule for placing the axis of the cylinder is in
the same direction as the indistinct lines.
We place a — z D. cylinder axis 18o° in
front of the strong convex sphere, and the
patient tells us that the horizontal lines are now
a little darker, but not yet equal to the verti-
cal lines. We increase this cylinder, .50 D.
at a time, and when we reach — 3 D., the
vertical and horizontal lines look both alike.

This cylinder represents the amount of
astigmatism, and the case is now reduced to
one of simple myopia, which we must cor-
rect by the addition of concave spheres.

We now remove the card of radiating
lines and replace it with the card of test
letters. You will remember there is in the
trial frame the original + 4 D. sphere and a
— 3 D. cylinder with axis at 1800. Patient
says he .can scarcely make out the E at the
top of card, which is the zoo feet letter. We
add a — .5o D. sphere which affords a slight
improvement, and we keep on increasing the
concave sphere, each change causing a
further improvement until we reach — 3 D.
sphere, when the vision equals B.

Now let us see what we have in the
trial frame. I will write it on the black-
board so that all of you can follow me.

+ 4 D. S. C — 3 D. cyl. axis 1800.
— 3 D. S.

± I D. S. C — 3 D. cyl. axis 180°.

This formula you see is identical with
one of the sphero-cylindrical transpositions
of the cross-cylinder, and is equivalent to the
other sphero-cylinder and to the cross-cylinder.

Inasmuch as it is advisable for you to
use a cycloplegic only in very exceptional
cases, I would recommend the fogging
method to you as the best substitute for
developing the latent error in any case of
supposed hypermetropic refraction, whether
simple or compound. After you have had a
little experience with it, you will often be
surprised how much of the latent defect you
will be able to uncover.

In the further examination of this case,
we will make use of the stenopaic slit. The
patient looks at the test letters (not at the
radiating lines as some of you might sup-
pose) and we place the slit in the trial frame
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at 900. Patient says the letters are all
blurred, and he is unable to name even the
larger letters. We begin to rotate the slit
with the effect of improving vision and when
we get to the horizontal position, patient is
able to name the letters on the No. 20 line.
This proves that the horizontal meridian is
the one of best vision, and it may be either
emmetropic or hypermetropic. This point
is to be determined by the acceptance or
rejection of convex lenses.

We use convex spheres (not cylinders
as son-le of you might suppose) commencing
with + .5o D., and increasing until rejected.
We find that a + D. is accepted, but a

1.25 D. makes the No. 20 line markedly
indistinct. This proves then that the hori-
zontal meridian is hypermetropic and to the
extent of I D.

We now turn the slit around a quarter
of a circle to the meridan of poorest vision
at 900. According to our custom, we will
commence the test with convex spheres.
These are unhesitatingly rejected. We then
try concaves, which are quickly accepted.
A — I D. brings the larger letters into view,
and we increase .25 D. at a time until we
reach — 2 D., with which the No. 20 line is
legible. This proves that the vertical meri-
dian is myopic to the extent of 2 D.

We now have determined the location
of the two principal meridians and the re-
fraction of each, and as there is sometimes a
confusion in the minds of optical students as
to the correct meaning of " axis " and " meri-
dian," I will make a diagram on the board.

— 2 meridian, not axis.

I meridian,
not axis.

Now you must remember that these are
the defective meridians, and that the axis of
the correcting cylinders must be placed not
in these meridians, but at right angles to
them, because the axis of the lens is plane
and the refractive power of the lens is at
right angles to axis.

The result then of the test by the
stenopaic disk is + i D. cylinder axis 9o

0 ̂
— 2 D. cylinder axis 1800, thus corroborat-
ing the other tests.

The stenopaic disk shows a difference of
3 D. between the two meridians, the refrac-
tion of the vertical meridian being 2 D. above
emmetropia, and the horizontal meridian
I D. less than normal.

A — 3 D. cylinder axis 1800 overcor-
rects the vertical meridian I D., and leaves
the horizontal meridian unaffected at + i D.
Hence a -I- I D. sphere combined with this
cylinder corrects the total error of refraction.

A + 3 D. cylinder axis 900 overcorrects
the horizontal meridian, and makes it myopic
to the extent of 2 D. ; and as the vertical
meridian is unaffected by this cylinder, both
meridians are now equally myopic to the
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extent of 2 D. Therefore, a — 2 D. sphere
combined with this convex cylinder will
represent the total refractive error.

This case of astigmatism may be classed
as regular, mixed, symmetric and with
the rule.

As so many beginners in optometry
dread meeting a case of mixed astigmatism,
I have purposely refrained from using the
objective methods, ophthalmoscope, retino-
scope and ophthalmometer, and have demon-
strated to you how such cases may be worked
out by the simpler :Ind more common sub-
jective methods.

Presbyopia at an Early Age

(Continued from page 651)

itself. Yet it cannot be denied that a poorly
developed muscle is in a condition to pro-
duce for a moment a great effort under the
impulsq of a strong innervation when its
fibres have been made receptive of eserine.
With a poorly developed muscle and other-
wise normal conditions, the amplitude of
accommodation would become greater, even
if it did not reach the normal, but there
would undoubtedly be present asthenopia
and symptoms of muscular paresis. But as
the asthenopic symptoms were very slight in
this case, the muscle must have been well
developed.

There seems to be only one possible
explanation. The lens and ciliary muscle
were normal, but during contraction of the
muscle, or perhaps during contraction of the
circular zone in which the zonule of Zinn is
inserted, an abnormal resistance was met
with at a certain point, which could not be
overcome by the usual innervation alone,
but could be with the aid of eserine. The
iris presented a similar condition. One
pupil contracted to the maximum in response
to strong convergence, the other maintained
a diameter of 5 mm., yet eserine produced
maximum myosis in both. I have mentioned
above, the peculiar symptoms produced in
the iris by the action of the eserine, which
indicated a rigidity of the tissue, as well as a
like condition of the ciliary body. It is
difficult to determine the nature of this
resistance to the contraction of the ciliary
muscle. We may imagine the limitation
of movements to be due to result of a past
inflammation, to an accidental anatomical
condition, or to impaired mobility of the
ciliary body, either on account of faults in
the stroma or of special conditions of the
blood-vessels, but this is an unnatural hy-
pothesis, with little foundation.

The explanation which I
have adopted, that it was a

Correct case of early presbyopia, is
unforced and based on the

ascertained facts. If it is correct, the ampli-
tude of accommodation x'ill remain the same
until Mr. T. is forty-two years old. That
there was no change in the condition during
a year proves something, but not much ; the
case should be watched longer. If, contrary
to my opinion, the cause should prove to be
weakness of the ciliary muscle, the ampli-
tude of accommodation will undergo changes,
and accommodative asthenopia in particular
will become. marked.

The Explanation

0-
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it
II, essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate in on the following points:

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Teat for muscular insufficiency.

•• I. S B."—Case of lady, aged thirty-four, who
had never worn glasses until filled by us six
mon/hs ago. Vision, Agy, both eyes alike. With
— 1.75 stk., 13 both eyes. Ear and near points
correspond with filling made, and suggest cor-
rectness of same. Mel patient complains that
reading is done with discomfort, and that
things look shady in the house. This latter is
the chief complaint. She was advised to use
her own desires as to using glasses for read-
ing. Is it probable that correction made is
incorrect? The history of reduced vision is
of long standing.

There is a difference of opinion as to whether
young people, with slight degrees of myopia, should
wear their glasses for reading. But if such a patient
had never worn glasses she could not be expected
to commence to wear them for reading at thirty-
four years of age. She has been using her eyes
for close work with but little effort of accommoda-
tion on account of the myopic condition of her
eyes, and therefore, the ciliary muscle is not as
vigorous or well developed as in emmetropia.
And besides, it is losing power, as is customary in
persons in the thirties. When concave glasses are
worn for close use under such conditions a great
strain is imposed on this little muscle, which is
already weakened by age and by the myopia. No
wonder patient complains that reading is done with
discomfort. The " shady " look of things in the
house is due partly to absorption of light by the
glasses, partly to the fact that the nearness of the
objects in the house imposes a strain on the accom-
modation, and partly to the diminishing effect of
the concave lenses. In the absence of indications
to the contrary, this lady may limit the use of her
glasses only to distant vision.

"J. C sixteen years old, came to me a
year ago, complaining- that her eyes burned so
from reading and study that she was afraid
she would have lo leave school. V= II? and
P 3 inches, either or both eyes reads

finest print, accepts ± .for reading. I
gave her + .25 S, and for awhile she got
along nicely. In about two months she came
back with the same old stem', so I gave her
1- .50 S. with the same result. I then gave her
+ I S, but she came back after a few days,
saying they made distant vision so bad she
could not get along. I then gave her bifocals,
+ 1.50 0. U., for reading, uppers .50, with
the same result as before. I have kept on
increasing the strength of glasses until she
now wears + 3.50 S. for reading and —
uppers, with which she can read finest prmt
out to 18, and is doing vezy well, but can see
best at distance without any lenses, as any and
all lenses or combinations are rejected ; no
muscular insufficiency. P. P. now varies from
3 to 334 inches. I cannot understand why she
cannot read with+ 3.5o at 18 inches with P P.
at 3 or 334 inches. Says she has at times been
troubled with heart disease. She says that
looking through + ¢ S. rests her eyes, although
she cannot see anything at a distance.

It does not seem that our correspondent is pre-
scribing lenses in this case on scientific principles.
To change glasses as often as he has done indicates
a lack of knowledge or of confidence on the part
of the prescriber, and then to give bifocal lenses to
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a child of sixteen years, with concaves for distance,
and such strong convexes for near, lays him open
to ridicule by some other optometrist into whose
hands the case might come.

Do not try glasses for reading until after you
have measured the distant vision, and then in a
child of this age the same glasses should suffice for
both purposes.

Most probably the girl is hypermetropic. This
is the supposition which you must either prove or
disprove. If you are accustomed to the use of the
retinoscope you can determine the refraction by
this objective test. If not, try the fogging system.
If you cannot determine the refraction by either of
these methods you would be justified in asking a
physician to instil atropine. This will certainly
reveal any refractive error, which you should cor-
rect either wholly or partially if markedly hyper-
metropic. You could not expect a person to see
through + 3.50 D. at 18 inches unless she was
hypermetropic.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

'N. J. D. "—I have a patient whose refraction is
R. E. + .75 D. C + .75 ax. 13o°,
L. E. + .75 D. C.' + .75 ax. 15°.

This lie wears constantly, combined with his
presbyopie addition of + 1.50 D. in bifocal
form, with relief from an old-lime headache
and with comfort generally, save that an
aunoving reflection has made its appearance in
the upper corner of the /eft lens. Examination
of the pupils show that the left one is about
min. larger than Me riht one. Submitting

the lel/ pupil to the shalp reflected light of the
ophthalmoscopic mirmr it contracts readily
only to dilate ago/el 74 'hen the patient relmws
to daylight. Citnful re-examination of the
right eye, and the patient's age (forly-seven),
preclude the possibility e?f latent hypermetropia
or spasm of accommodation, producing-
and consequent irilic contraction in that eye.
The possibility of the obliquity of the axes
being responsible, as this was the first time he
had worn an astigmatic correction, or any
correction for distance, cannot be considered,
as I made up a new pair of lenses of spherical
character, only with the result that the old-lime
headache returned. The frame adjustment
leaves nothing to be desired. My patient is
scarcely satisfied; I intend to by the died of
tor& lenses (before dismissing the matter) as
being less provocative of reflections. I shall
appreciate 'lour comments.

Reflections are inseparable from glasses ; this
much must be conceded, and the fact of them
being compounds, or the direction of the axis, has
but little to do with it. The size of the pupil, how-
ever, is a factor that cannot be disregarded : the
smaller the pupil the less noticeable will be the
reflections, and hence, in this case, the dilatation
of the left pupil doubtless has much to do with the
reflection seen on the left lens. Toric lenses may
perhaps cause less reflection, but it is impossible
to make a lens that is entirely devoid of it. Our
correspondent shows a laudable desire to rid his
patient of these annoyances, and he is to be con-
gratulated if he succeeds. But the fact of the
matter is, that the patient should try to place him-
self with reference to the light so as to receive the
fewest reflections, and then must learn to ignoret 

"P. A. F."—Young girl, age about ten to eleven
years, lenses previously worn about one year.
I?. and L. eye — D. sph. Vision at 20 feet
with — ¢ D. sph., a. Reading with — .50
sph., far point 12 inches, with + .5o sph., far
point 9 to 9% inches. No astigmatism present.
Near point about 6 inches.

The optometrist must be slow in prescribing
concave lenses to children ; and if he finds such
lenses really necessary, then he must give them
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as weak as possible. Because vision equals 18
with — 4 D., does not prove that such lenses
represent correctly the error of refraction. It is
more than possible that there may be spasm
of accommodation to make a hypermetropic eye
appear myopic, and a myopic eye to appear more
myopic.

It is somewhat difficult to measure the near
point of a child, but if this little girl's near point is
really six inches, then she is hypermetropic instead
of myopic. The normal near point at ten years is
three inches ; if myopia was present it would bring
it still nearer, while hypermetropia would cause it
to recede. The fact that concave lenses had been
previously worn does not even prove myopia. Our
friend should not fail to use the retinoscope, and if
unable to satisfy himself otherwise, we think this
is one of the exceptional cases where atropine
would be of value.

B. S."—Lady, aged about sirtv, has been wear-
ing for ten years, with entire comfort, — z
axis 900, with proper spheres, from time to
time, for reading. Two months ago she com-
plained of blurred vision, and it was found on
usual e.ramination that + ()I. axis 1800 zvas
required. These are being worn with satis-
faction for distance, though her spherical com-
binedion for reading seems not entirely sails-
lize-tozy, these having been changed to give
proper 'wading distance. 11 ha/ would cause a
change like this? Is it likely permanent, and
is there any reason to suspect trouble later zvith
lens of ? Vision with glasses I 3, with cor-
rection

The change in the character of the astigmatism
front myopic to hypermetropic, is undoubtedly due
to the senile changes that take place in every eye,
and which tend to lessen its refraction. These
changes affect the accommodation in all eyes in
the forties, while their further progiess affects also
the refraction in the minority of cases in the sixties.
Now, suppose there was a loss of i D. in refractive
power, which would call for + i D. for its correc-
tion, the addition of + i D. sphere to — i I).
cyl. axis go° would equal + i 1). cyl. axis 1800.
The convex sphere and the concave cylinder would
neutralize in one meridian and leave a + I value
in the meridian at right angles. We see no reason
to suspect any diseased condition or any later
trouble, which optimistic view is corroborated by
the visual acuity of fg with these convex cylinders.
Perhaps the difficulty with the reading combination
may be explained by a reference to our clinic case
in the December, 1904, issue, where we showed that
when axis of cylinder is horizontal it may be
omitted from the reading correction.

"A. .1.."—A middle-aged man, wearing glasses
+ .so D. cyl. axis 9o° for both eves. Uses his
right eye more than /he 417, such as a watch-
maker does. His /eft eyelid /witches, and now
his right eye shows similar _symptoms. His
glasses are correct for his ()WS, several °mi-
aow having tested them, and all agree. Will
you tell me what is the cause of this twitching,
and how it can be helped.?

Twitching of the lids in many cases is due to
an uncorrected error of refraction, or to one not
properly corrected. In other cases it is a symptom
of irritability of the general nervous system. The
first step in the management of this condition is, if
possible, to determine the cause. To this end a
careful examination must always be made of the
condition of the refraction and of the muscular
equilibrium. We are told this man's glasses are
correct, but we are not given any information as to
the acuteness of vision without them and with
them, nor any of the data necessary for us to know
in order to be able to form our own conclusion as
to their suitability. This man will require different
glasses for reading on account of his age. Great
care must be taken to see that both these pairs of
glasses are correct, and with this the function of
the optometrist ends. All he should pretend to
do is to correct any refractive, accommodative or
muscular anomaly by suitable lenses, and then if
the twitching stiff continues, the case should be
referred to a medical man.
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Public Hearing on New York
Optometry Bill

NE of the most interesting debates ever
held by oculists and optometrists took
place in Albany, N.Y., on March 15th, at
the public hearing on the optometry bill

I wfore the committee on public health. The measure
was vigorously opposed by Dr. Eugene H. Porter,
chairman of the committee on legislation of the
Homeopathic Society, of New York ; Dr. Foster,
of the Medical Society of the county of New York;
Dr. Clark, secretary of the Erie Medical Society,
and Dr. Van Fleet, of the legislative committee of
the New York Medical Society. Two dispensing
opticians were also heard in opposition to the
measure, Mr. Swenzer, representing President
Meyrowitz, and Secretary Shaw, of the Opticians'
League of the State of New York.

The doctors claimed that only those who
studied medicine were competent to practice
optometry, but greatly lessened the force of their
contention by the admission that even doctors were
not qualified for this work without special prepara-
tion apart from the regular medicil training. The
case of the optometrists was forcibly presented by
Messrs. E. E. Arrington, B. B. Clark, A. Martin
and A. Jay Cross, all highly accomplished and rep-
resentative optometrists of the Empii...t State.

Mr. Arrington retold the story of the various
efforts to procure optical legislation in the State,
and informed the committee that such legislation
was even now in force in several States of the
Union and working satisfactorily. He contended
that 75 per cent. of the pysicians of the State were
at least tacitly in favor of the bill, and boldly pro-
claimed that the measure was going on the statute
books despite all opposition.

Mr. Clark, president of the State Society, said :

I am not going to reiterate here
Doctors Favor what we have been over for the
the Bill past two years, but I will say,

that as chairman of our com-
mittee, I sent a letter to physicians asking their
opinion and stating that we ought to have their co-
operation in our effort to raise the standard of
qualification for optometrists. We received in
reply one thousand postals indorsing the bill, and I
will add, that notwithstanding the remarks of the
gentleman from Buffalo (Dr. Clark), I have the
names of seventy-three Buffalo physicians indors-
ing the bill, and some of them are the most
prominent of the profession there. Any one who
will read this bill over will see that it is simply in
line with legislation of other professions raising
the standard of those in practice. I realize that the
man who takes a course of medicine would be
better fitted for fitting glasses, but an oculist
charges $5 or $io for this, and there are thousands
of poor people who are financially unable to go to
an oculist. We have to say, that if a man has got
to make any pretense whatever at examining eyes,
let him qualify. In our bill we say the examina-
tion shall be subject to the approval of the regents.
I leave the matter with you.

Mr. Martin advocated the measure in a vigor-
ous plea, so pregnant with argument and so forceful
in presentation, that it will interest all refractionists.
After a brief resume of the history of spectacles,
he said, in part:

The physicians were slow to
The Doctors' believe that glasses made to
Awakening correct astigmatism could pos-

sibly cure headaches, for they
were loathe to believe then, as they are to-day, that
ezny means whatsoever outside the practice Of
medicine could give relief. At last, when the
wearers of glasses discovered for themselves that
their headaches were cured, the medical profession
began to realize that there was something in it, and
began for the first time to take up the work of the
optician. At forst they were very modest and
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came to us with the request that we teach them
how to correct errors of refraction. After a time
this seeming modesty gave way to arrogance and
conceit, and these men now tell us that we know
nothing about this work and that they alone are
competent to do it.

fhe medical profession are not competent to
do this work. I do not ask you to accept my
statement on this point, but I would refer you to a
member of Dr. Van Fleet's own profession, an
oculist who stands second to none in his profession
in this country. I refer to Dr. Edward Jackson.
In his address to the American. Academy of
Ophthalmology on the subject of " Education for
Ophthalmic Practice," he says, " Most potent
and dangerous among the influences are the failure
of the medical school to give the specific technical
training required for ophthalmic practice, and its
failure to utilize certain branches ot ophthalmology
in the the training of all medical students."

sNpeecceisasiltyTr of 
The training for a certain line of
work must be judged forst by
the efficiency it confers for that
particular work. Breadth of

training, information and thought upon collateral
lines are excellent, they are highly desirable, they
are the things that I would argue for ; but in pre-
paring for a certain line of life work, the essential
is training in that special work. Is there not some-
thing grotesque in the claim that the fitting of
glasses should be done only by the medical profes-
sion if the average graduate in medicine is sent out
ignorant of the methods of measuring refraction,
or with only the most superficial and perfunctory
knowledge of the subject?

It must be remembered that correction of
errors of refraction is something absolutely different
from the usual measures of medical and surgical
therapeutics. Success in this department depends
not upon fortunate guessing, or the recollection of
similar cases encountered in a wide experience 

' 
• it

depends upon a minute painstaking accuracy to fur-
nish the data, from which a proper appreciation of
physiologic relations can build the best formula
for lenses. What has there been in the medical
training of the past, what is there in the medical
curriculum of to.day to train the student to pains-
taking accuracy in mathematical measurements?
Until he is so trained, he is unfitted for the com-
mon, every-day work of ophthalmic practice.

Just look at the men brought
Dispensing Opticans here by Dr. Van Fleet to-day
and the Oculists to oppose this. bill. I refer to

the dispensing opticians, who
are merely the tools of the oculist. It requires very
little skill for a man to glaze a pane of glass in that
window ; we call him a glazier. It requires only a
little more skill to glaze a lens in a spectacle frame;
these men are merely lens glaziers. I will under-
take to teach any man of ordinary intelligence in
three weeks to fill a prescription for glasses, just as
well as any of these dispensing opticians. Why
are they here? Because they cannot help being
here. They have, every man of them, got a halter
around his neck, with the other end in the hands
of the oculist, who sends them his prescriptions
and in many cases not only receives but demands
from them a commission on his sales, varying from
25 to 50 per cent.—

A voice—" It is a lie."
Gentemen, I am prepared here and now to

prove every word I have said, and I verily believe
if these dispensing opticians would tell the.truth,
they could tell the same story as the genteman
whose letter I am about to read to you. This letter
is from a dispensing optician in New York, who,
until two years ago, was in high favor with the
oculists, but who could not continue to carry on his
business successfully because of the exorbitant
demands made upon him. Sitting in his office he
told me that he had been for many years paying
heavy commissions to oculists, who sent him pre-
scriptions. I said. "Surely, you do not mean to
tell me, that any reputable oculist in New York
would receive commission?" His reply was : " I
mean to tell you that seven-tenths of them not only
receive but demand commissions." I will read
you his letter:

President B. B. Clark, The Optical Society, Stale
Of New York.

DEAR SIR :—Replying to your letter of the 6th
inst., I beg to say I have on my books the names
of about sixty physicians (oculists) to whom I paid
for fourteen years or more commissions of 25 to 50
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per cent. on the prescriptions they sent me through
their patients. I was compelled to pay commis-
sions to these physicians or lose their support, as I
filially did when about two years ago I took my
present stand, and refused to submit longer to this
form of " graft," and every one of these physicians
have not only ceased to give me any of their busi-
ness, but influence their patients to go to opticians
who are still afraid to defy them in this matter.

In the year tgot (which my I )ook keeper selected
at random), my books show that I paid out of my
own pocket in cash,13768.56 for commissions OD
the prescriptions we lied for the private patients
of these physicians.

My only object in giving you this information,
is that you may use it to show those in charge of
the optometry bill that the opposition which some
of these same physicians are making, is anything
but disinterested.

I have no desire to expose these men unless
compelled to, but if any of them deny my state-
ments, I am prepared to prove them under oath, as
well as exhibit some hundreds of checks, which
bear the endorsement of oculists who received
them in payment, as I have stated.

Very truly yours,
N. T. GEORGEN.

Gentlemen, in modern parlance, this is called
" graft," but I will call it robbery. Just think,
these oculists referred to, are not satisfied with the
large fee (which is anywhere from to to poo)
they receive from their patients for examination
and prescription, but they proceed to hold up the
man who fills their prescription for 25 to so per
cent: on his sales.

Dr. Van Fleet has told you that
Absurd Claims of those in our profession who ex-
the Oculists amine eyes and fit glasses are

practicing medicine, and are,
therefore, amenable to the law, and that we " have
no legal right to do this work." On the other
hand, his dispensing co-partners, IA ho are con-
fessedly ignorant of this subject, are permitted
(according to the testimony given here to-day) to
fit glasses for a certain class of cases to correct
presbyopia or old sight. Could anything be more
absurd than their position here? It simply resolves
itself into this : For the dispensing optician with-
out knowledge to fit glasses is a virtue, but for the
optometrist to fit glasses with knowledge and
expert skill, is, in their opinion, a crime.

I am amazed that Dr. Van Fleet should have
the temerity to come here again with such an
assertion after what happened one year ago in this
very room. He then made the identical same
statement, and when challenged to bring a prose-
cution against us if we were violating the law, he
replied that if he load $s000 he would prosecute
those of our profession who were carrying on this
work. On behalf of the Optical Society of New
York, I ofk-r«I then and there to Dr. Van Fleet
that we would advance the necessary expenses for
Oh prosecution up to $50eo in order to get the
decisio on of the courts on this important subject.
We have nothing to fear from such a decision and
would gladly welcome such an issue.

Dr. N'an Fleet has not taken the first step to
fulfill his threat, but instead he has since continued
to repeat in his medical journals the old accusation.

Gentlemen, it is a sublime thing to work for
one's living. To do well the thing a man is crea-
ted for is a splendid achievement. .A rich fool
once said to a rising lawyer " I remember the time
when you had to black my father's boots, sir."
" Did I not do them well ?" was the reply, and it
spoke greatness.

We are striving earnestly to reach greater
heights in our profession, and have come here to
ask you to assist us in the task by rising for us a
standard of education to which we must attain,
and by restricting and curtailing our privileges so
that all incompetents wherever found would be
shut out from practicing optometry in this State.
These results can only be accomplished by the
passage of this or a similar measure.

The final plea for the measure was made by
A. Jay Cross, who presented the arguments in favor
of optical legislation in his usual lucid and force-
ful manner. He exposed the irrelevancy of the
oculists' arguments, and his summary seemed
to impress the committee. The fate of the measure
is still unknown at this writing.
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Optical Organizations

T E." IrClYSTOINE

NATIONAL
American Association of Opticians (1898)

IlAtier P. iii urs, Pte.ident, Des \lollies, Iowa.
E. 1,. Jos se, 'el y stindosky, Ohio.

Next meeting to he held at Minnea-
polis in 19,13.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

I o. i; ti I. P., 'Alaster.
Cot.. I'. It (vt I F. It .X. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, T.. ,

British Optical Association (131151
SI. XV. PrNs..iiNt (1 A., 1,,ident,

J. 11. $y PT' 1%10 ).A., ,,t11.1-9111T, 17 Shaftes-
bury Avenue, 1.010100, W., Etightud.

Canadian Association of Opticians 0896)

I I iN I , Mi)1111
•1'. II. 111: 01 N, Snot II,  and I leastirer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)
Jamt:s cit MI.:11S, President, Springhurn, Olasgow.

1.. )11 a It %)., Secretary, 591 Duke Street, Glasgow.

'rhe Australasian Optical Association (1)100
IL .1. BAHR 11.1.111'1■11, it. O. A., President.
A. :X. C. t'oCKS, IL O. :X., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. 1V.

Phi.Omicron Fraternity (1901)
%ROT, Pre:ident.

C. s. 11 it i, Seerittory, Lyint, Mass.

'rite Ophthalmologists' and Optometrists' Association
of America i 19111;

.1 Si(11IN
Wa1,11m), !IMO.

NVX1 meeting, \lay IS, 1903, at Des .Muines, Iowa,

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians (1894)

I:. .N II A 111)1*, )'i- ))i, 111.r:1,111,
11%110)N, W 1111,1' SI., 11,),I,)11, MUSS.

T110,1ay C11■•11 111011111, VX1•11■1 July and
.titglist.

Northwestern Optical Association (19(11)
J. W. 1:.% 1 NI. It, President, i) tush'', Alinn.
Li. C. Roliparrs, Secretary, Hell Wing, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

II. E. 11F:trims, President, Willianisinol, l'a.
LONIISTRETII, Secretary, 928 Market SL, Phila., Pit.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

II It. Ci.A UN, President, llochesler, N. 1'.
Iiiii.1.1. 1... XVI i.1.1.5 Ms, Secretary, 455 iiiiii litiltalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (18)16)

.1. II. ELtis, President, South Ilend,
\ I iss NIAto.Aitt,:tr .1. Eitism A N, S,,rvlary, Lidayetle, Ind,

Michigan Optical Society (18)16)

P. scnoi.I.J91, Presidein, Hancock, Mich.
EimE11, Siierentry 111111 l'rvasilivr, I IS 11'esterti Aconite,
:\litskegon, '5! id.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. p. ANKENY, Presillettl, Corning, Iowa.
11. \I. Bit.t.s, Secretary, Vinton, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

Bioduts, President, Chicago, III.
O. J. 11A Litt:, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, ('hiellgo, III.

California State Association of Optometrists (1)499)

rims.. II. %Vow), President, uttklattil, Cal.
W11.1.1.01 E. 116.ss, Secy., 305 Kearny St., Si Eranciseo,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (isa9)

„I. 0. 5Varrs, Prt.sident, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. IIA1'N ES, Seeretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1889)
ci (v Evccsoi.ct, President, Seattle, Wtedi.

t 1'• 11 1" 11 , '1'011111U, 71' I i" • - \Vasil.

(Iranite State Optical Association 1900)

1. E. 1Vit rrE, Concord, N. 11.
lit.ilel..1.„-eeretarv, Manchester, N. II.

\Ieei tIi.) cdio-,1,1■ ,lailitary, \larch, 9Ity, Sep-
tember ;mil Nii‘ ember.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

I. M. A DDLENI N, y, Toniall,

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)
E. SV. Mantua, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Iffirluitn, N. C

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. NI. CitA 1.m I: .5, President, IA11:1' 111V, MITIII.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., tiOS Nicollet A (.., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

If. E. 11Ittnnotac, President, Portland, lititte.
HOBERT B. SWIFT, SeelTiary, l'ItrtIantl, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

H. J. COOK, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
GEO. It CALItOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sta.,

, Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901,

It. It. VIN1 11, Ple■it10111, Dell%
It. II. I., ,1•1.1,1;11.1'. 11:■i; :•iX1.1•111)1 St., 1/e11Vpr,
911SS E.11.co.s1.)1AN, I or.se...y.,16,,, Went/11SL, Inniver,1 I.

Kansas Association of Opticians 1111/1)

THOMAS LOCK, President, CIlly Centel', Kilns.
F. W. REED, Secretary and '1 reason r, NVieltita,

Missouri Association of Opticians (1001)
A. 11. II i I 11, 1'11,116..111, .1c1k1,011 1 .ily,

Next lielilIg, ,\l, N-)), iti,c, ii Kiss I iv, 91,,

Virginia State Optical Association
W. \VA Y'r 1111YA l'O'Sille111, le, Va.
.1"N IV. nrcHANANI Se"TiurY, 11)eiiitiui,,l, Vu.

Ohio Optical Society (1)102)
,

I'), ii 1., .1...1 --, se.•reittry, sandosky, ()hie.
Annual toccling, in \lay, 1905.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

J. it. IIIMFN, I:y.
C. 11. itowrN, Nvh„.1,,,,ter, K y.

Next t111.01 nig ill Lexingtoo, May Pi, 1905.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
C. I', CoNYNE, President, 'Amain', N. Oak.
IV. IL BLAKELY, Seereuil.y, lirittlon, N. Oak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1)103)

4i go. F. A 'I'll') ill'), President, Trenton, N. .1.
J. J. IIARTNIAN, Set.l'otary, IS 110ward St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association 1190))1
1Vti.1.1aNt 11. Farrz, l'ru5115,1t, siix Ills, S. Pak.
P. (1. I Li 1.t.6yr, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Oak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

Pe. It. 111,:si(ow, President, Creenville, Texas.
.1. M. CIL\ wronti, St,cretary, Benison, Texas.

Rhode island Society of Optometry (19(r.i

WA [Alm BLAKE, President, Pro, idclIce, 11. I.
I,. lti:iiii Ift %NI:, Secretary, 139 Alatliewson Street,

Pisoidence, 11. I.
31ceis Ctrs( Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)
W. A v Key. President, Columbia, S. C.

R. Amu., ,e,retary, Columbia, S (.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)

1). Pt: Prosblent.
I'. 11. Xbii vi, s,eeretitry, cor. St. Denis and 1)orchesler Stu.,

real, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E, PIT:4(11,111, 2S Whiftliall SI., Atlanta, Ga.
U. 11. Krill:ELI., Secretary, Ga.

Animal locoing, June 13, 190.1, at Tylwe 151:1151.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (War
( Pispensing Opticians)

E. B. METIIOWITZ, Nee. York City.
Tim). 211t.'91.a1t51e, Secy., 1167 Broadway, New York ( 'ity.

LOCAL
Central New York Optical Society (18)15)

It. C. \VA I rs, President, Syracuse. N. V.
JAMES I lo1.1,EN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. 1'.

51..1,1111rd Thursday of each mouth.

New York City Optical Society (18)17)

ltvyn, President.
R..11.I.ia 6 Rue. Se..., 119W. Villeent It St., New York.

;Meets sl'eolld 1/111.1. 1'0111111 111'

Rochester Optical Society (1597)

I HEY Coelles11•1', N. 1.
II 1IN 1: V C. M 1 1...1.K S1'1,1'Clar3', Bociwster, N. 1'.

Utica Optical Club (1)101)
Peni,rx, president.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.K.NEwilimit, President. State and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
0..1. 11A Ill SVerviary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago,

Niagara District Optical Society (1)102)

Josas Ilisi, I.. hi), Welland, (no.
F. (i. ''i'. hit) and 'Fre:v.1111T, SI. Ont.

Optical Society of Western New York (1903)

INinEtt C. WILLIAMS, l'reSidelii.
EIIN EST V. SYRFILER, Secretary, Initial°, N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
I HOLCOMB,

1.1.. IN 011: 111T r, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,
Sinn It , Wash,

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

Faun. Protkes, Pre,ident.
F. LEE FFLI,Eli, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN II. HENRY, C010.
JAMES A. Howard, Seeretary, Pueblo, Colo.

LowellisidiL, 0ptical Society (1903)F. c 
('rem, 

I 

J..5. 1(..5 Secret:OW. 1,1well, Mass.
Meets seeoutt Thursday of 11arelt, September, November.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York (1005)
F. E. llottnINS, President, Elmira, N. Y.
F. A. JORDAN, Secretary, Elmira, N. Y.
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Leadership of the Empire State

it is only natural that the most

populous State in the Union should

lead in optical organization, yet a special

word of recognition is due the opticians of

the great State of New York for their earnest-

ness in individual self-advancement and in

furthering the interests of the profession

generally. They were among the first to

realize that the achievement of their ambition

to gain a professional status would depend on

organization and education, and many socie-

ties for self-improvement were formed.

At the present time the Empire State re-

joices in no less than eight organizations of

opticians, one State and seven local bodies,

all working in harmony and with one object

in view.

The New York optometrists thoroughly

appreciate the value of local societies, and

we are pleased to note that their brethren in

other States are awakening to the importance

of the local institutions, not only as feeders

for State and national bodies, but also be-

cause of the educational possibilities of fre-

quent meetings and the commercial advan-

tages of harmonious local action. In an

address before a recent meeting of the Cali-

fornia Optical Society, W. H. Hare, of

Pacific Grove, Cal., said:

I have become thoroughly convinced that if
the State Association of Optieiiins is to become a
more important factor ill the State of California, it
will be necessary to organize local societies in the
various populous sections of the State, and let the
membership of these local societies constitute the
State organization. Many had conditions exist in
the State to-day which, I am satisfied, ccaild be
thoroughly worked out by the formation of the
necessary number of local societies. It would not
only enable the optometrists in the different parts
of the State to become acquainted with each other,
but it would promote better feeling, and better
understanding-, and be the means of accomplishing
many other good things which are impossible now,
as it is safe to say that the majority of them do not
even know each other.

The conditions in California do not differ

materially from those in other States, and

Mr. Hare's advice is equally pertinent to all.

It is for this reason that we commend the

example of New York State with its many

local societies. The latest of these, just

formed, is known as the Southern Tier

Optical Society, and the membership will

be comprised of the opticians in the district

of which Elmira, N. Y., is the center. The

president of the new organization is F. E.

Robbins, of Elmira, treasurer of the Opti-

cal Society of the State of New York, an

assurance, if such were needed, that the new

local society will be another stout prop to the

State body.

OWING to the contiguity of the mem-

bers, there is little difficulty in organiz-

ing a local society or in holding frequent

meetings. Speaking on this matter recently,

(Continued on page 661)
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"My eye-glasses
fell off and broke
a number of times,
but it won't hap-
pen any more.
Now I wear

}..11111l.ly Ile S jill ii-
ciple, more comfort-
able and neater than
ordinary eye-glasses.

Improve the looks as well as the sight
Made in all shapes to II t any nose ; used with any !lose-

guard. Sold by opticians everywhere. Look for lonitnr.On "
on the mounting.

Valuable booklet free
Our book, -,F.reo/ogy," is full of valuable

information on the care of the eyes. We mail
the book free If you send us the name of your
optician.

E. BURSTEIN SONS CO., Department C,
Established 1864. ROCHESTER, N. V.

Shur-On
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E. Kirstein Sons Co., Dept. B
Established 1064. Rochester, N. T.

This shows what
we are doing for you
These and similar advertisements

of Shur- On Eye-glasses appear regu-
larly in leading magazines. They are
read every month by more than
I 5,000,000 people. We are stirring
Up business for opticians everywhere.

What are you
doing for yourself?
You should have a full line of

Shur- On Eye-glasses and be in a
position to take care of every inquiry.
You can derive the greatest bene-

fit by co-operating with us and men-
tioning Shur- On Eye-glasses in your
local advertising.

E. Kirstein Sons Co.
Established 1864 Rochester, N. Y.

Shur-On
Eye-glasses

are the greatest aid to
defective sight. they

overcome the pinching anti
shakiness and other objec-

tions of ordinary eye-glasses and
are more comfortable than spectacles.

All shapes to fit any nose; used with any
nose-gnard. Sold by opticians everywhere.

"ShorsCbt on the mounting.

Valuable book free Contains Informationabout the eyes that
every one should know. NVe mail the book free if
you send as the name of your optician. Estab. 1864.

E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO., Dept. B, Rochester, N. Y.

SI UR-ON
Eye-glass

is not a bit like at,
other, but is built ou
au entirely new pH!!
ciple. No need ofspe,
tacles, i f you'd rath,
wear eye-gla ssel-
" Shier-ons" are a,
steady and comfort:,
ble as spectacles, :I lel
can't drop off.

Improves
your looks
as well as
your sight.

Shapes to lit any nose
without pinching. Sold by
all ootitians. Look for
"S'h it r-On"on the mounting.

Valuable
book free

The care of the eyes
Is as important as to
weargl asses properly.
We tell about both in
our booklet and give
facts about the eyes
that everybodyshould
know. Mailed free for
the name of your op-
tician.

E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO.
Department I),

204 COURT ST.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Shur-On
Eye-glass

worit come/ off
until you fake,

it off
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The Minnesota State Association of
Optometrists

A special meeting of the above association
was called to order at 710 Nicollet Avenue, Min-
neapolis, on March 2d, at 8 P. M. Reports of
officers and committees and a general discussion
of plans for the coming meeting of the American
Association followed. The committee on booklet
designed to impart information about the word
and practice of " optometry " reported progress,
and a resolution was passed authorizing the corn-
mittee to print a sufficient number of sample
copies for distribution to optometrists for the pur-
pose of discovering whether sufficient number
would use them to warrant the printing of a large
quantity.

A discussion of the various methods used by
members for keeping a record of their examina-
tions, was an interesting feature of the meeting—
a sample page of " The Keystone Record Book of
Optometric Examinations" being used as a basis
for discussion. The result showed that the prac-
tice of keeping records was generally pursued, but
with many variations of detail. .All conceded the
the necessity of making the record as complete as
possible. The session was then adjoured.

On Friday forenoon the mem-
bers met President Holmes,

National Meeting Vice-President Martin and
C. J. Larson, of the American

Association, for the purpose of discussing plans
for the annual meeting. The State Association
asked for three half-days in which to entertain the
vkiting members, and it was decided that a com-
mittee of six members representing the two local
associations, and others to be selected from the
American Association, to constitute a committee
on arrangements and entertainment. The follow-
ing were selected from the Northwestern Associa-
tion : J. W. Grainger, E. C. Roberts and F. J.
Pratt. From the State Association : J. K. Martin,
C. A. Snell and F. A. Upham.

Among the plans in process of formation in
the way of entertainment, is one for a trip to Lake
Minnetonka. This will include a steamboat ride
on the lake, ending up with a banquet at one of
the hotels, transportation to and from the lake on
a new trolley line, which means a twenty-mile ride
through beautiful scenery, upon double-decked

cars.Another treat is an afternoon at historic
Minnehaha Falls, with a possible open-air session
of the association, while other plans still incu-
bating will include some special feature for the
delectation of the lady visitors. The date of the
meeting was not positively decided. The forenoon
session was then adjourned.

At the afternoon session the
Minimum Price-List following applicants, recom-

mended by the membership
committee, were accepted : A. H. Hansen, Milan;
Louis Jacobs, Minneapolis ; J. Frank Schisler,
Winthrop, and J. H. Girvin, Mankato.

Chairman H. M. Hithcock, of the committee
on ethics, presented a report which was warmly
discussed section by section, and all the sections
with two exceptions were accepted and adopted.

The committee on " minimum price-list sche-
dule " made a preliminary report and asked for
more time. A committee of two—C. A. Snell,
Minneapolis, and F. Heitzman, St. Paul—was ap-
pointed to call a conference of Twin-City optome-
trists for the purpose of discussing the schedule
from the point of view of the cities. A resolution
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was also adopted to invite co-operation on the part
of the Northwestern Association.

A committee of three, consisting of H. M.
Hitchcock, Miss Mary Fargeman and E. S. Bug-
bee, was named to wait on the Northwestern Asso-
ciation, who were to hold a business meeting in the
evening, with an invitation to attend the evening
session of the State Association after the conclu-
sion of their meeting. The session was then
adjourned.

At the evening session, Mr. Upham offered a
motion that badges be provided for the members
and for the committees who were to represent the
State Association at the American Association.
The motion was adopted. The following were
elected by ballot to represent the association in
the house of delegates of the American Associa-
tion : H. M. Hitchcock, F. A. Upham, J. M.
Chalmers, J. W. Brown and F. W. Harper. As
alternates, I. M. Radabaugh, C. A. Snell, H. 0.
Schleuder, J. K. Martin and M. Morrison.

The visiting members of the Northwestern
Association having arrived, summer plans were
further discussed ; after which a paper, prepared
by J. L. Egleston, Wadena, Minn., on the subject
" To Young Optometrists," was read by J. W.
Brown, Mr. Egleston not being able to be present.
This was followed by a talk on " Practical Mathe-
matics in Optometry " by C. A. Snell. Both papers
were well received and imparted useful informa-
tion to the student.

Aiming those present were noticed : Albert
Asleson, Dawson ; Wm. W. Ames, Owatonna;
J. W. Brown, Ortonville ; Mary J. Fargeman, Fer-
gus Falls ; 1'. Wm. Clark, St. Cloud ; J. M. Chal-
mers, Lake City ; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood
Falls ; F'. W. Harper, Renville ; H. J. Heram,
Elbow Lake ; E. F. Hulmer, Stillwater ; L. J.
Korstad, Zumbrota ; E. P. Long, St. Cloud ; C. H.
Nerbovig, Mankato ; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings ;
H. 0. Schleucler, Springfield ; C. A. Sherdahl,
Montevideo ; E. M. Schwenke, New Richland;
Chris. Arveson, Sleepy Eye ; F. C. Wittenberg,
Luverne ; F. A. Upham and F. Heitzman, St. Paql;
E. S. Bugbee, J. J. Dowd, L. L. Demars, M. Mor-
rison, J. K. Martin, Gertrude A. Stanton and C. A.
Snell, Minneapolis. The following visitors, not
members, were also present : R. D. M. Springer,
J. E. Rose, Mr. Frazier, C. J. Larson and F. W.
Sea man.

Optometry Law

The legislative committee of the
State Association feel very much

Amended elated over their work in secur-
ing the adoption of their amend-

ments to the State law regulating optometry. They
have secured the adoption of the word " optome-
trist " in the law wherever the word " optician"
was used. The definition of practice of optometry
was made to cover the ground more thoroughly.
A provision that " the applicant for license must
be twenty-one years of age or over " was also
added, and several minor changes were adopted to
make it easier to enforce the law. These amend-
ments have all been adopted by the legislative
committees of both house and senate, and by the
time this appears in print will be adopted by the
legislature. Mr. Hitchcock, of Vile State Optical
Association, has by his keen attention and personal
acquaintance with members of the legislature and
with the able assistance of other members of the
committee, been enabled to secure practically all
the association asked for and feels justly elated
over the result. He admits that had he not had
the solid support of every member of the State
Association he might have failed, and wishes to
publicly acknowledge his thanks for their support.

Leadership of the Empire State
(Continued from page 659)

Fred. A. Barber, of the Globe Optical Co.,
Boston, said :
" Local organizations are not as difficult

to organize as many opticians think. All
that is necessary is for some one or two per-
sons who are interested to go around and
call on local opticians and get them to come
to some meeting at which a simple constitu-
tion and by-laws may be adopted and officers
elected. Do not be discouraged if only
about half of those that promised to come
show up, but go right ahead with the organi-
zation. When you get it started, the others
will come in. To cite again the case of the
Lowell Optical Society, in our own State,
out of twenty-three opticians there were five
present at the first meeting, seven at the
second and twelve at the third, and so on.
" We believe that if there were more

similar organizations in our cities the strength
of the optical profession at large would be
materially increased when it came to the
flatter of legislation, and the present stand-
ing would be higher in every respect as to
both education and ethics."

This seems to be the universal opinion,
and the matter is well worthy of the atten-
tion of the trade at large.

Oregon has an Optometry Law

OREGON is the fourth State in thc nion
to pass a law regulating the practice of

optometry. The law is practically identical
with those already in force in Minnesota,
North Dakota and California. As stated in
our last issue, a number of other states are
endeavoring to have similar measures passed
with varying results. In Indiana, Kansas and
South Dakota the optometry bills failed of
passage, the orphan measure drafted by a
doctor for consideration by the Massachusetts
legislature died aborning, the Illinois bill has
passed the State senate, and is said to have
good prospects in the house. The New
York measure was magnificently supported
in committee by the opticians, but as bitterly
opposed by the oculists, and the fate of the
measure is still in doubt at this writing. So
far we have not been informed of the results
in other states. Both Minnesota and North
Dakota succeeded in amending their optom-
etry laws, and the weak points which exper-
ience revealed have been strengthened. Alto-
gether, results have been very satisfactory
and forebode greater triumphs in the near
futuie. The success thus far achieved fur-
nishes a striking object lesson on the value of
organization, and one that should not be lost
upon our readers. Now, as ever, constant
vigilance is the price of victory.
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This does NOT mean that we have entered the prescrip-
tion field. But it DOES mean that we wish to call your
attention to a small matter of considerable importance.

If you have a hole in a strap with thread worn away,
forcing in a large-size glass screw is but a makeshift and not
workmanlike. Make a clean, new thread with a large-size tap
and use a Stevens Ouality glass screw to complete the job.
Obtainable from your wholesaler at 25c. per package of two
dozen glass screws and a special tap for the purpose.

STEVENS & COMPANY, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

A Big Convension Planned by the
New England Association

The New England Association of Opticians
are making great preparations for the annual con-
vention of the ass( iciation, which will be held in
Boston on Ma y 161 h a in I 17th. The meetings will
be held in the American I louse, and the two large
halls have been secured that were occupied by the
American Association of Opticians in the same
place three years ago. That meeting of the
National Association was the most successful ever
held by that body, and not a little of this was
C( ntributed by the favorable circumstances under
which it net, as the two large halls in the American
Flinise are especially adapted for convention pur-
poses. One of these, on the ground
floor, \vitt glVt•ti over to exhibition pur-
poses, while the meetings will be held in
the ()owl. hall, On the flr above but quite
convenient to the exhibition hall.

Meetings have Leen planned for the
afternoon and evening- (4 May I 6th, but
the programme for tlie second day has
not been fixed delinit-1v, as yet, although
it is possible that the committee may accept
the invitation of the American Optical
Company to visit their plant at South-
bridge, I\ lass. If so, the trip will OCClipy
the entire second day. The committees
are hard at work securing good speakers
to lecture at the sessions to be held in
Boston, and quite a number of in

concerns have expressed their inten-

tion of making exhibits, so that an inter-
esting and instructive meeting is looked

lia-ward to.

'1'lle annual social meeting of the
association will be held on Tuesday even-
ing, April 25th, at the Copley Square
Hotel. Dinner will be served at 6.30 P.m.
and litter in the evening- a vaudeville show

will be enjoyed. Members and friends

who are desirous of attending this social

affair are requested to forward word to

Briggs S. Palmer, at Boston, who is chair-

man of the committee having the matter

1,1 charge, so that provision can be made

for the proper number of seats at the

dinner and also to secure the necessary
seats for the vaudeville show. The asso-
ciation extends a welcome to all opticians in New

England and neighboring States to participate in

both the social meeting in April and the annual

convention in May, and this welcome is not con-

fined to the members of the association, who, of
course, are expected to participate in both conven-

tions, but especially to new members. Last year's
convention was the largest and best ever held in

the history of the association and it is hoped to

make a similar success of this year's gathering.

names and application blanks will he furnished
them. The annual dues, including certificate of
membership, are p.m The secretary is G. E.
Boyce, 202 Syndicate Building, Waterloo, Iowa.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry
The regular monthly meeting of the Rhode

Island Society of Optometry %'as held Monday
evening, March 6th, at Room 207, 139 Mathewson
Street, Providence, Vice-President W. J. Davis, of
Woonsocket, presiding. The regular business was
transacted and the following were elected to mem-
bership : Herbert Blake, Cyrus B. Blake,Wilson S.
Eastman, Geo. R. Herron,Thos, Lonegan, Clarence
1... Holmes, Herbert lAr. Cunning-ham and S. A.

Where the New England Association Convention will be held

Dodge, of Providence, and John S. Drabble, of
Woonsocket.

A general discussion took place regarding
starting a library, securing a permanent home for
the society and several questions of scientific
importance. The following led in the discus-
sion : Messrs. Dodge, of Providence ; Fellman and
Davis, of Woonsocket, and Tarbox, of Pawtucket.
The meeting then adjourned until April 3, 1905.

Ophthalmologists' and Optometrists'
Association of America

The next meeting of the Ophthalmologists'

and Optometrists' Association of America will be

held at Des Moines, Iowa, on Wednesday, May

loth. Among the interesting features of the

meeting will be the election of a president. Many

subjects of vital importance to the optical profes-

sion will be discussed. The membership of this

organization continues to grow, and those desiring

to cutter its ranks are requested to send in their

Ohio Optical Association

The Ohio Optical Association will hold its
annual meeting in May, the date to be announced
later. There will be a two-days' session. Dr.

Earl J. Brown, of Chicago, will lecture before the

convention, covering thoroughly the anatomy of

the eye and the retinal diseases. The invitation is

extended to all opticians in the State, members and

non-members alike, to attend. Invitations have

likewise been extended to optical firms to ex-

hibit their goods and instruments before the

convention.

Preparing for the National Convention
of the A. A. 0.

The annual meeting of the American Associa-
tion of Opticians, to be held at Minneapolis, Minn.,
during the coming summer, promises to be a grati-
fying success. On the evening of March 3d, H. P.
Holmes, president of the organization, consulted
with Messrs. J. W. Grainger and E. C. Roberts,
president and secretary, respectively, of the North-
western Optical Association, with regard to the
part %vhich that body shall assume in the approach-
ing national convention. This matter had been
under consideration by the Northwestern Associa-
tion, however, so that President Grainger was able
to inform President Holmes that the officers and

board of directors of the local organization
would render all aid possible to the officers
and board of directors of the American
Association of Opticians, to make the
coming convention a success.

No sooner was this done than a com-
mittee was in waiting at the door, from
the State Association, which, on being
admitted, presented a request that those
present accept an invitation t() adjourn
and attend the meeting- of the body which
the visitors represented and which was
being held in the Dayton Building. 'Hie
invitation was unanimously accepted and
all present, accompanied by President
Holmes, went with the visiting commit-
tee to the designated meeting place.
After listening to a very ably-prepared
paper on muscle troubles, by President
Iolmes, of the A. A. 0. ; one on mathe-

matical problems, by C. A. Snell, secre-
tary of the State Association, and one
sent in by a Mr. Eggelston, on experiences
with customers in his own business, a dis-
cussion took place as to what should be
done to entertain the visitors to the coming
convention. It was concluded that they
should be shown the beautiful parks and
lakes of the district, besides Minnehaha
Falls, Minnetonka, the elegant new State
Capitol Building and other notable places
which they might desire to see, without
expense. Therefore, the two large associa-
tions agree to raise the amount necessary
to defray the exp;!nses. The latter will

include the chartering of cars, automobiles, car-
riages, etc., to convey all the visitors to and from
the many points of interest. President Holmes
appointed a committee of six, three from each
association, as the committee on arrangements.

This committee consists of President J. W.
Grainger, Secretary E. C. Roberts and F. J. l'ratt,
of the Northwestern Optical Association ; Vice-
President J. K. Martin, A. A. 0., and Secretary
C. A. Snell, and F. A. Upham, of the State Asso-
ciation. This committee will appoint all local
committees, which in turn may appoint sub-com-
mittees, equally dividing same between the two
associations. These latter bodies are working in
perfect harmony. The Minnesota optometrists

are full of enthusiasm, and determined to make

the coming convention of the American Associa-

ation of Opticians worthy of the place and of the

profession, if possible, far beyond any annual con-

vention ever held since its organization.
One great advantage of holding the convention

in Minneapolis will be an opportunity for the dele-

gates to study on the spot the practical working of

optical legislation.

••:-, • ,, . , . . ,
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662/3 PER CENT. PROFIT
We have reduced the price of EYE-FIX. Beginning March 1st it will be sold at $3.60 per dozen, with discounts, instead of $4.00. The reduction

is made voluntarily. The sales of EYE-FIX have increased to such an extent that, with the same force of traveling men and the same amount of
advertising, we are now doing double the business of a year ago. So We can afford to take a little less for our product. Place EYE-FIX in stock
and make money. It retails at soc. per package. Every dealer signs a contract that he will not cut the price—otherwise he cannot have our goods.
EYE-FIX is a " repeater "; sells on the recommendation of people who have used it. It is truly a great remedy for eye trouble of every nature, and
the only COMPLETE treatment on the market, as every package contains a tube of salve as well as a bottle of liquid. All jobbers handle EYE-FIX.
We would be glad to answer any inquiries you might wish to make.

The Eye-Fix Remedy Company, Dept. I. Detroit, Mich.
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North Dakota Law Amended

As stated in our last issue, the law regulating
the practice of optometry in North Dakota, proved
unsatisfactory in some of its provisions, and was
amended during the recent session of the State
legislature. The amendments were embodied in
the following bill, which is now a law :

An act to amend sections one (1), two (2), four
(4), five (5), eight (8), thirteen (13) and six-
teen (16)

' 
of chapter 130, of the Session Laws

of North Dakota of 1903.

Re it enacted by the Legislative Assembly of
the Slate of North Dakota :—Amendment I : Sec-
tion 1, of chapter 130, of the Session Laws tif
North Dakota for the year 1903, is hereby amended
to read as follows :

Section r. (Defined). The practice of opto-
metry is defined as follows, namely : The employ-
ment of subjective and objective mechanical means
to determine the accommodative and refractive
states of the eye and the scope of its functions in
general, and the applying of lenses as correctives.

Amendment 2 ! Section 2, of chapter 130, of
the Session Laws of North Dakota for the year
1933, shall be amended to read as follows :

Section 2. ( Unlawful to practice without cer-
tificate). It shall be unlawful for any person to
practice optometry in the State of North Dakota
unless he shall first have obtained a certificate of
registration.

Amendment 3 : Section 4, of chapter 130, of
the Session Laws of the State of North Dakota
for the year 1903, shall be amended to read as
follows:

Section 4. (Governor to appoint officers.
Meetings). The governor shall appoint one of the
members of said board president, and one member
secretary, who severally shall have the power during
the term of office to administer oaths and take
affidavits, certifying thereto under their hand and
the seal of the board. Said board shall meet at
least once in each year at a place designated by
the board, and in addition thereto, whenever and
wherever the president and secretary thereof shall
call a meeting ; a majority of said board shall at all
times constitute a quorum. The secretary of said
board shall keep a full record of the proceedings
of said board, which records shall at all reasonable
times be open to public inspection. Such records
shall also contain a registry list of all persons regis-
tered by said board, together with renewals and
revocations of licenses, which record shall consti-
tute the official register of all persons licensed to
practice optometry in this State.

Amendment 4 : Section 5, of chapter 130, of
the Session Laws of North Dakota for the year
1903 shall be amended to read as follows :

Section 5. (Examinations). Every person
before beginning to practice optometry in this
State, after the passage of this act, shall pass an
examination before said board of examiners. Such
person shall make written application to said
board of examiners, and such application shall be
accompanied by the affidavit of -two freeholders of
this State, to the effect that the person is of good
moral character and a resident of this State. Such
person shall also furnish to the board satisfactory
proof that he is a graduate of some school of opto-
metry, to be approved by the board ; or that he
has practiced optometry for two full years as a
student practitioner under the supervision of a
regular optician ; or has practiced as a regular
optician for two full years outside this State. Such
examination shall be confined to such knowledge
as is essential to the practice of optometry. Any
person having signified to said board his desire to
be examined by them shall appear before them at
such time and place as they may designate, and
before beginning such examination shall pay to the
secretary of said board, for the use of said board,
the sum of po, and if he shall successfully pass
such examination shall pay to the said secretary,
for the use of said board, a further sum of $5 on
the issuance to him of a certificate. All persons
successfully passing such examination shall be
registered in the board register, which shall be
kept by said secretary, as licensed to practice
optometry, and shall receive a certificate of such
registration to be signed by the president and sec-
retary of said board.

Amendment 5 : Section 8, of chapter 130, of
the Session Laws of North Dakota for the year
1903, shall be amended to read as follows :

Section 8. (Duty of register of deeds). Such
board shall be entitled to a fee of $1 for the re-issue
of any certificate.

Amendment 6. Section 13, of chapter 130, of
the Session Laws of North Dakota for the year
1903, shall be amended to read as follows :

Section 13. (Certificate revoked. When).
Said board shall have power and must revoke any
certificate of registration granted by it under this
act for conviction of crime, habitual drunkenness,
or the excessive use of intoxicating liquors or
narcotic drugs for six months immediately before a
charge is made, contagious or infectious disease,
gross incompetency, or for advertising himself
as an eye specialist or doctor, or member of till.,
board, or for designating himself in any manner
as other than an optician or optometrist, skilled
ill the art of optometry , provided, that before
any certficate shall be revoked, the holder
thereof shall have notice in writing from the sec-
retary of the charge or charges against him, and
at a day specified in said notice, at least five days
after the service thereof, be given a public hearing
and have opportunity to produce testimony in his
behalf and to confront the witnesses against him.
Any person whose certificate has been so revoked
may, after the expiration of sixty days, apply to
have the same regranted and the same shall be
regranted him upon a satisfactory showing that
the disqualification has ceased.

Amendment 7 : Section 16, of chapter 130, of
the Session Laws of North Dakota for the year
1903, shall be amended to read as follows :

Section 16. (Who exempt). Nothing in this
act shall be construed so as to require physicians
and surgeons, authorized to practice under the laws
of the State of North Dakota, to be registered
under the provisions of this act, but such persons
shall be deemed to be regularly licensed to prac-
tice optometry by virtue of their license to practice
medicine and surgery ; nor to apply to persons
who sell spectacles or eyeglasses as any other
article of merchandise without attempting to prac-
tice optometry as in this act defined, nor to student
practitioners under the supervision of registered
opticians.

Iowa Optical Society

The eighth annual meeting of the Iowa State
Association of Opticians will be held in the Com-
mercial Club Hall, at Des Moines, the week begin-
ning June 12th. The definite date will be fixed
soon, either the 13th and 14111 or 14th and 15th.

As the members are more enthusiastic than
ever, and all are working in harmony, conditions
indicate a large attendance and good meeting.
Prominent speakers will be on hand, plans for
optical legislation vill be presented and other

matters of interest will be discussed. It is hoped
that every member of the association will make
arrangements to attend.

To the opticians of the State who are not

members a hearty invitation is extended. They

will receive new inspiration, and many applications

for membership vill no doubt result.

California State Board

At a recent meeting of the California State
Board of Examiners in Optometry, for the purpose

of conducting examinations, the following passed

the examinations and received certificates : Frank

E. Warner, Fresno ; F. M. Taylor, Pasadena ;

F. B. Tapley, San Francisco ; G. H. Dickinson,

Stockton.
The following dates have been set by the State

board for 1905, for the purpose of conducting ex-
aminations : .San Francisco, April nth ; Los

Angeles, April 24th ; San Francisco, May 30th and

August 22d ; Los Angeles, October 23d ; San

Francisco, November 28th.
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Southern Tier Optical Society
of New York

A very enthusiastic and interesting meeting of
opticians was held at the store of tile Elmira Opti-
cal Co., Elmira, N. Y., on March loth, when the
Southern Tier Optical Society of New York was
organized and officers and committees elected for
the ensuing year as follows : President, F. E.
Robbins, Elmira, N. Y.; vice-president, E. H.
Grant, Troy, Pa.; treasurer, Chas. Ver Nooy,
N,Yatkins, N. Y.; secretary, F. A. Jordan, Elmira,
N.Y. Executive committee : M. A. Ruger, Elmira,
N. Y.; A. J. Peck, Watkins, N. Y.; Lincoln L.
Stone, Canton, Pa. Entertainment committee :
Israel Putnam, Elmira, N. Y.; J. F. Stafford,
Athens, Pa.; W. H. Hopkins, Montour Falls, N.Y.
Committee on constitution and by-laws : F. E.
Robbins, Elmira, N. Y.; J. A. Perkins, Horsehead,
N. Y.; M. A. Ruger, Elmira, N. Y.; Lincoln L.
Stone, Canton, Pa.

The new society starts with a membership of
seventeen with prospects of doubling that number
before the charter membership closes. Charter
members are exempt from the initiation fee. Dues
have been placed at $1.00 per year.

The purpose of the society is to promote good
fellowship among the members and for their pro-
fessional and commercial advancement. Meetings
are to be held once each month, at which papers,
essays, discussions, etc., pertaining to optical
science, will be the order. The opticians of the
Southern Tier of New York may congratulate
themselves on the bright prospects of the new
society and the interesting meetings in store for
them.

Membership in the society is open to all legiti-
mate opticians who are found worthy and are
located in the section named. The next meeting
of the society will be held in Elmira, N. Y., on
the first Thursday evening in April.

Missouri Association of Opticians
The next meeting of the Missouri Association

of Opticians will be held in Kansas City, on May
8th-gth. Much interest is being taken in the ap-
proaching event and there is every indication that
it will be a most encouraging success. Following
the regular custom, the programme for this meet-
ing will be printed during the first week in April.
Typographically it will be a very attractive one and
the agenda will contain many instructive features.
The secretary of this association is Elmar Schmidt,
Washington, Mo.

Optical Legislation in Nova Scotia
The law aniendt»ents committee of the legisla-

tive council of Nova Scotia recently considered the
bill to regulate the practice of optometry in that
province. The hearing was attended by a large
number of jewelers, opticians, druggists and
medical practitioners. ' The latter are firmly
opposed to the projected measure. It provides for
III) examination and registration of opticians after
the manner of the optometry bills in the United
States.

New Jersey State Optical Society

At a recent meeting of this society, held at
19 W. Park Street, Newark, the principal address

was that of Prof. R. M. Lockwood, of New York,

on " The Practical Use of Muscle Tests, Prisms
and Decentered Lenses." There were thirty-five
members in attendance.
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Are nu Using the
Twentieth Century Far Guards?

If not, a trial will convince you that you should use them
On every pair of riding bow spectacles. They consist of
rounded pieces of metal with small hole at each end and
Al'ith concave inside that can be slipped over the end of a
temple. This provides a broad, easy-bearing surface for the
part of the temple resting on the back of the ear that is a
great improvement on the sharp wire that so many com-
plain about.

PRACTICALLY INVISIBLE WHEN IN USE

The only way
to get perfect

comfort behind
your ears

Put on over
cable templets

when
desired

See that Sharp Wire? See that Broad Attachment ?

MN'

  PRICES 

Aluinnico, - $o.5o per doz. pair Gold Filled, $1.50 per doz. pair
Solid Silver, 1.5o " " " Solid Gold, 4.80 " " 0

SEND FOR SOME DO IT NOW

F. A. Hardy & Company

BRANCHES

Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians

The Silversmiths' Building
Atlanta, Ga.
Denver, Colo.
Paris, France
London, England

WIWI 'NV NMI IN/ •••■•■

Chicago
...... 1111,••• %O.
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South Dakota Optical Bill Defeated
The South Dakota optometry bill met its de-

feat in the house of representatives, Februry 27th,
on its third reading, by a motion to indefinitely
postpone it. The bill was identical with that in
force in Minnesota and North Dakota, except that
it required every new optometrist to complete a
practical course in optometry in some reputable
school before being eligible for examination. A
prominent optician who supported the measure
said : " It is hard to get a bill through the legisla-
ture on its merits. As to how absurd and ridicu-
lous some of our honored members, who give oath
to serve for the good of the commonwealth, can be,
was illustrated in the house when one member
exposed his over-estimated mental capacity by
characterizing it as a bill to require every dealer in
glasses to pay the board of medical examiners
$2.00 per year, and said it was all pay in every sec-
tion. Another gentleman, equally intelligent, said
it was all graft ; that if such things continued it
would not be long until children would be born
blind or with glasses on, etc."

0. B. Tripp, of Dillingham & Tripp, Aber-
deen, S. Dak., an advocate of the bill, said :
" While we were disappointed with the outcome,
‘ve are not discouraged, as there is always some
gain. Our arguments were heard and we were
fortunate in securing the recommendation of the
committee that the bill pass, and we hope that at
the next session we will have the help and support
of more members ni the South Dakota Optical
Association in getting tip- desired results.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

C. A. Longstreth, secretary of the above
society, announces that on the evening of April
ith, a special meeting will be held in Parlor No.
of the Continental Hotel, Ninth and Chestnut

Streets, Philadelphia, at which Prof R. M Lock-
wood, of New York, will deliver a lecture on

" Defective Muscles and Their Relief by Means of
Prisms." Showing how to measure the ocular
muscles, how to locate any troubles caused by
their not being in normal condition and how to

remedy such troubles.

Lowell Optical Society

At the annual meeting of the Lowell Optical
Society, held on Thursday evening, March 9th, the

following officers were elected for the ensuing

year President, F. C. Cuff ; secretary, J. A.

McEvoy ; treasurer, A. S. Wright.
The society voted to have its regular meetings

on the second Thursday of March, September and

November of each year, and that the meeting in

March be the annual meeting.
The society is to have a special meeting in

April to listen to an address on methods of refrac-

tion by Dr. Wm. A. Earle, one of the leading

oculists of Boston. This society was organized

about a year ago, mainly for the purpose of adopt-

ing a minimum price-list, the idea being that the

list would have more force if adopted by the opti-
cians of the city as an association than if just as
individuals. The constitution and by-laws were
made as simple as possible, there being only three

officers, and the dues being set at fifty cents per

year, though the members may be assessed for

any special expenses by a unanimous vote at any

regular meeting. There are only three regular

meetings during the year, but special meetings

may be called at any time for social affairs or to
listen to instructive addresses.

The opticians of Lowell report that the price-
list has been very well held during the past year,
but the interest in the association itself has not
been very active. It was decided at the recent
annual meeting., however, that the association
should be kept up by all means, as it could he
made to advance the interests of the local opticians
in social tind educational ways as in upholding
prices.

Georgia Optical Society

At a recent meeting of the above society, held
in Augusta, Ga., a minimum price-list was adopted.
The list is as follows :
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Frame and Frameless Mountings
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light riding laow 4  00 "
Eyeglass rrallle, regula r   4.00 "
Gold spectacle TIIIIII III legs 4  00 "
Gold eyeglass mount ings  3.00 "
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Filled eyeglass  2.00 .4

tatFilled eyeglass mounting
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Dispensary Prescriptions
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The name of John Wise was added to the

membership roll of the society. The next meet-

ing will be the regular annual meeting and will be

held at Tybee Hotel, Tybee Island, on the second

Tuesday in June.
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Chicago Optical Society
This society held its regular meeting in the

quarters of the Jewelers' Club, 213 State Street,
I n Monday evening, March 6th, Vice-President
Hunneman presiding, when R. W. Doig and 0. F.
Read were admitted to membership, and Secretary
O. J. Halbe pleaded for funds to push the proposed
optometry bill. The second of a series of lectures
on the " Physiology of the Eye " was delivered
by Prof. Zoethout.

The optometry bill has passed the senate and
there is good prospects of its passage through the
house at this writing.

New England Association of Opticians

The above association met on March 21st at
Voting's Hotel, Boston, Mass., and listened to
an interesting address by Howard Doane, on
" Mechanical Optics and Frame Fitting." The
meeting of this association to be held on April

iSth, at the Copley Square Hotel, will be a

" Ladies' Night." Preparations are also under
way for the annual convention on May 16-17, as
announced on page 663 of this issue.

Optical Society of the City of
New York

The regular monthly meeting of the Optical
Society of the City of New York was held in the
council room of the Lexington Assembly Hall,
155 East Fifty-eighth Street, March loth. In the
absence of President Ryer, First Vice-President
Offenhauser occupied the chair. The minutes of
the previous meeting were read and other prelimi-
naries gone through. The name of Nathan A.
Shigon was presented for membership, and action
on the application deferred until next meeting in
accordance with the by-laws. The business session
was closed with the report of the executive com-
mittee, that thcy would present a fixed price-list at
the next meetin. The chief speaker at the scien-
tific session MIS J. E. Meyer, whose subject was
" Some Adjustments of Frames and Mountings."
His address was instructive and brought out an
interesting discussion, each member explaining his
individual methods.

Optical Society of Western New York

This society held its annual meeting recently
at the new Gruener Hotel, Buffalo, and elected the
following officers : President, Roger F. Williams,
Buffalo; first vice-president, Julius Hansen, Buffalo;
second vice-president, Charles F. Cushing, Niagara
Falls ; secretary, E. V. Syrcher, Buffalo ; treasurer,
H. B. Wickens, Buffalo. Executive committee-

John P. Simcox, Buffalo, .and John Schmidt,
Buffalo.

The chief topic at the meeting was the pro-

posed bill to regulate the practice of optometry in

the State of New York.

Michigan Optical Society

We are pleased to learn from President

Scholler, of the above society, that the Bland bill,

introduced in the Michigan legislature, and which

threatened the refractionists of the State, was

killed in committee. The officers of the optical

society merit a word of commendation for their

vigilance.
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Optical Notes
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01 Andrew Brown, of the well-known manu-
facturing and wholesale optical firm of D. V.
Brown, 740 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa., ac-
companied by his wife and child, is spending a few
weeks at Aiken, S. C.

F. W. Poole, of Newport, R. I., has re-
decorated and refurnished his optical establish-
ment, constructed therein a complete dark room
and built a balcony across the rear end. He has
also installed new machinery, including an electric
motor. George A. Breault, of Fall River, Mass.,
has been taking a course in subjective and objec-
tive optometry from Mr. Poole.

jS The Columbian Optical Co., of Denver,
Colo., have rented quarters at 364 Main Street,
Dallas, Tex.; where they are installing machinery,
tcols and stock for an entirely modern optical
establishment. This branch will be managed by
A, E. Innis, who has been with the company for
the past ten years and is thoroughly conversant
with the methods which have made it a success.

Sussfield, Lorsch & Co., 37 Maiden Lane,
New York, have issued an interesting booklet
illustrating and describing their elaborate line of
collapsible goggles for autoists. Every page is
illustrated and every pair of goggles priced, num-
bered and fully described. The booklet discloses
a variety of styles such as one would scarcely
anticipate in an article so comparatively modern as
the auto goggle.

,,st F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago, are now
prepared to furnish to the trade the new instrument
known as the " stigmatometer," which was pat-
ented in May of last year and illustrated and de-
scribed in our issue of the following month. As
our readers will recall, the stigmatometer is an in-
strument constructed on new and scientific princi-
ples for determining the refraction of the eye
objectively. The result is obtained by projecting
on the fundus an image of an astigmatic dial.

,A P. Hanauer, of the traveling force of E.
Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y., recently re-
turned from his first Southern trip for this Coni-

Mr. Hanauer reports a very successful trip,
and also announces that there are many fine open-
ings in the Southern States for good opticians,
both for new optical stores and as refractionists in
stores already established. Mr. Hanauer is an ex-
perienced traveler and careful observer, and his
observations should be of interest to those seeking
openings in the optical business.

One of the old optical landmarks of New
York City will be missing after May 1st, by the
march of progress. The building at 176 Broad-
way, the ground floor of which has been occupied
for twenty-five years by the James Prentice & Son
Co., will be torn down, necessitating the removal
of the tenants. The Prentice Company, which for
years, since the death of his father has been con-
ducted by Charles F. Prentice, the widely-known
authority on mathematics as applied to optics, have
leased quarters on the second floor of 177 Broad-
way, directly opposite to the old stand, and will
continue the business there on the old lines.

The Kansas Optometry Bill
The Kansas Optometry Law met the fate of a

similar measure in Indiana and South Dakota.
The measure was not reported from the Committee
on Hygiene and Public Health to which it was

referred. The supporters of the measure are dis-
appointed, but not discouraged, and will have the
bill re-introduced at the next opportunity, when
more favorable action is hoped for.

Kansas Association of Opticians

The Kansas Association of Opticians expect
to meet in annual convention on a date during
May, to be announced in the next issue of THE
KEYSTONE. The programme on this occasion will
be an especially attractive one, and the meeting
promises to be a success.

The New President of North Dakota
State Optical Society

Chas. G. Conyne, of Mandan, N. D., the new
president of the North Dakota State Optical
Society, 'whose portrait is shown herewith, has had
a long experience as a jeweler-optician. His busi-

ness career has
been one of uni-
form progress,
from the time
he began his
pprentices 11 i p

in the Elgin
watch factory in
1878. At diff-
e r e ii t periods
he has been
located at Ips-
wich, Andover
and Britton, S.
Dak., and Rich-
mond, Ill. It
was in 1896 that
he removed to

his present quarters at Mandan, N. Dak., where he
has built up a satisfactory trade. He has been
interested in optics for many years. His studies of
this science include a course at two well-known
optical colleges. He has likewise been prominent
in optical organizations in this section. He was
one of the organizers of the North Dakota State
Optical Association, and prior to his election as its
president had been its first vice-president for two
official terms. He rendered valuable service in
the passing of the State optometry bill two years
ago, and also aided the enactment of the amend-
ments at the recent legislative session. He is
ably assisted in his refractive work by his daughter,
an accomplished graduate of an optical school.

Chas. G. coayne

Colorado Association of Opticians

At a recent meeting of the Colorado Associa-
tion of Opticians a discussion took place regarding
the means to maintain prices for the mutual benefit
of all. A minimum scale was framed, which the
members agreed to maintain.

Date of Annual Convention of the
American Association of Opticians

President Holmes, of the American Associa-
tion of Opticians, announces that the next annual
convention of the above association will convene at
Minneapolis, Minn., on July 24th, 25th, 26th and
27th. Preparations on an extensive scale are
already being made for the convention, which
promises to be a great success.
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The Invention of Toric Lenses
ED. KEYSTONE :—In the March issue of your

journal is published an article read before the
Rochester Optical Society by a Mr. Pellow, in
which he says that the first toric lens on record
was ground by an Italian optician over fifty years
ago, and adds : "So the idea (i. e., of grinding a
toric lens) is by no means new."

How does Mr. Pellow know this to be so, and
how is he to verify his statement?

In my law suit against J. L. Borsch for infringe-
ment on my patent rights, this story of the
Italian optician was produced as evidence against
me, but was of no value, simply being a play
pon words.
We all know that it is not fifty years yet since

cylindrical lenses were ground, much less a sphero-
cylinder or toric lens of which I claim to be the in-
ventor and maker of machines to grind them suc-
cessfully. Yours truly,

Philadelphia, Pa. ANT. WAGNER.

Book Notice
" The Eye, Mind, Energy and Matter " is the

interesting title of a handsome 130-page, cloth-
bound volume by Chalmers Prentice, M.D., of
Chicago, Ill. The author is well-known in the
world of ophthalmology, and the new book em-
bodies the results of many years of investigation
and research on the nature and treatment of
disease, more particularly the relation of the eye
to functional or organic derangement of the system
generally. The dominance of mind over matter is
the keynote of the book, and the modern tendency
towards a quasi-revival of the Berkely theories is
slightly in evidence. Among the most interesting
chapters are these : " Energy—The Human Power
House,". " Brain Strain and Its Treatment,"
" Nervousness the Cause of the Drink Habit,"
" Consumption, Causes of Disease," etc.

Disease he defines as " perverted function,"
due to an unequal distribution or waste of energy,
which interferes with the harmonious action of the
organs of the body, and he argues that the eye
plays a much more important part in this waste
than is generally supposed. Probably the most
startling feature of the book is the theory that the
craving for intoxicants is curable by means of
glasses and vision treatment. The book is espec-
ially interesting to opticians, some of whom have
already had the privilege of hearing Dr. Prentice
himself expound his favorite theories. In many of
its contentions it runs counter to generally accepted
medical beliefs, but this merely emphasizes its
individuality and interest. The book is published
by the author.

Facts About Lenses
The most important feature of a lens for pictor-

ial purposes is its focal length, which should not be
shorter than once and a half the length of the
longest way of the plate on which it is to be used,

ten and a half inches for your 7 x 5. If you bought

it already fitted to the camera it is not likely to be

so long, and as the camera has a long draw, your
better way will probably be to use the back lens of
the combination, that is on the presumption that it
is a doublet. For a reason not well understood
prices of lenses increase with the increase in their
focal length, and those who supply cameras already
fitted with lenses keep them as far as possible on
the short side to keep the cost down. Photograph-
ers who take photography seriously should first
select a lens suitable for their work and then get a
camera to suit it.
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KRYPTOKS
The Famous

"Invisible "

Bifocals
Patent,

filay 23d and

A (Treat many evos rlass and- spectacle wearers are
writing for information tbout these glasses. The

. .

manufacturers refer correspondents to their LOCAL
OPTICIANS,. and gladly mention by name those
who are known to be selling the Kryptok Lens.

\\Trite for Price-List to the manufacturer controlling your territory

A. S. ALOE CO., 513 Olive Street, St. Louis.
MISSOURI, ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA,
TENNESSEE, GEORGIA.

JOHN L. BORSCH 0 co., 1324 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia. PENNSYLVANIA,
DELAWARE, NEW JERSEY.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC.. 74 State
Street, Chicago. ILLINOIS, WISCON-
SIN, IOWA, MICHIGAN.

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO., Denver, Salt
Lake City and Omaha. TEXAS, MON-
TANA, NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLO-
RADO, UTAH, OKLAHOMA, CALIFOR-
NIA, WASHINGTON and OREGON.

F. H. EDMONDS, Washington, D. C. DIS-
TRICT OF COLUMBIA.

CHAS. A. EUKER 0 CO., 312-314 Howard
Street, North, Baltimore, Md. MARY-
LAND.

E. KLEIN 0 BRO., 435 Race Street, Cin-
cinnati. OHIO.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washing-
ton Street, Boston, MAINE- NEW
HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT, MASSA-
CHUSETTS, RHODE ISLAND.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 104 East 23d Street, New
York : 504 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis;
360 St. Peter Street, St. Paul, NEW
YORK, CONN ECTICUT, MINNESOTA.
NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA.

WEDEKIND OPTICAL CO., Louisville, Ky,
KENTUCKY.

JOHN WIMMER, 16 North Pennsylvania
Street, Indianapolis. INDIANA.

N. I N.

BY ALL MEANS

GET THE BEST
ALMOST INVISIBLE ON THE FACE

ito K, Gold, per dozen pairs, $7.50 )
Jo K. Gold Filled, ., ,, 2.00 - Less ( per cent.
German Silver, 46 44 

1.00

Sample pairs, postpaid, Gold, 75c.; Gold Filled, 30c.;
German Silver, 15c.

Geo. Mayer & C
Manufacturing Opticiams

134 S. Eighth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ARTIFICIAL HUMAN EYES
The. only manufaclurers in 1/us counlry who ran produce peifeelly

THE FULL BACK REFORM EYES
Sometimes Called the l)r. Snellen Eye

1st F110 Hack timtelles the muscles and gives a surprising increase of  lion.
141.11411wilag, lifelike expression.

(.i,e monfort. ),ocatise there are 110 irritating edges.
t...eptie, because there is no hollow hitch to ace ttttt White secretions.I ilt appearance, as it c pletely illis the orbit.

Life-size illustration
of one shape ,)f FULL
li ACK REFORM EYE
- No irritating edges

Life-size illustration
of old Shell Eye.
Irritating edges.

Erdal' uml Illustration of Full Back Reform F.)e, •howing clearly the full hack, which form-
IIrI awl ”hviales irritating edge 

' 
[hi, FULL BACK is itiade ions clirrallin,

)10 irinlis an. ited visil our WW1, 0,11 how ‘yo make ohth.hing und tiling
111•1 ii order, Wilt 111.. utmost Meility and

ulso havi. c"nslmilly 1.11 hand the la, i•liiek of regular shell eyes.We can make to order i on the promises I the most difficult eye within a few days.
NVritt for inir eireular Facts About Artificial Eyes and How to Order Them."

THE R. HOEHN CO.
I. MAYER et CO., Proprietors 80=82 Chambers Street, NEW YORK

Also Manufacturers and Importers of Thermometers, Barometers, Hydrometers, etc.
our a00-page Illustrated Catalogue "A " sent on request
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Photography for the Beginner

The Dark Room Much of the success of a
photograph depends upon

how the negative is treated in the dark room,
and therefore it is, while not absolutely neces-
sary, still very essential that the dark room
should be properly made and conveniently
equ ipped.

In the first place, this room need not be
large. Four feet square is plenty of space,
but another foot added will make it a little
more roomy. My advice is not to attempt
to use the bath room or some closet for a
dark room. These places are never as con-
venient as they might be, ani, besides, the
operation is bound to be more or less injuri-
ous to the bath tub or wash h f. is
much better to build a room in some out-c,f-
the-way corner, such as the garret or edict-.
The latter place is the better, especially if it
contains a furnace, for it is 11-)t to be cool in
summer and correspondingly varm and com-
fortable in w.inter, and the temperature of
your dark room is a great consideration.

It should be built of about inch-planks,
and, as I have said, four or five feet square,
with a door that N'ill shut tightly, on one
side. The boards should be dovetailed so
that no particle of white light can come
through any crack. On one side, at a height
of about three feet from the floor, should be
cut a hole about one foot square, which
should be covered with a piece of ruby glass,
zind a shade that can be pullecl. down to shut
out all light when necessary, should be hung
over this inside.

Just underneath this window
should be placed the clevel-

Conveniences oping shelf. It should ex-
tend the full width of the

room, and if another one should be placed
beneath it to hold the hypo trays, it would
be a great convenience and obviate all
chances of splashing hypo into the devel-
oper. It is a great convenience to have
running water in the dark room, and it would
be very inexpensive to have a plumber run a
pipe to it and put up a small sink at one end
of the developing bench. The convenience
of it would fully compensate for the outlay.

On the right-hand side of the room
should be built ttvo shelves, one for loading
and unloading the plate-holders and the other
for holding the empty plate-holders, boxes
of plates and any other paraphernalia which it
is found necessary to take into the dark room.

On the left-hand side two more shelves
should be placed, one for holding the devel-
opers and the other the developing trays.
It is well to have plenty of shelf room so that
things may not be crowded, and it is also
well to have one place for each thing and
always keep it in that place, for it is Often

Dark Room

necessary to work quickly, and the success
of a picture sometimes depends upon one's
being able to place his hands upon a bottle
or other object without taking his eyes from
the plate he is developing.

The source of light should
come from outside the win-
dow, for if gas or a lamp is
used inside, it would quickly

overheat the small space of the dark room.
Of course, electric light is the best and most
convenient, and if the house is wired for
electricity a wire can be run to the dark
room and a bulb hung outside the window at
almost no cost. A lamp, however, placed
on a small shelf outside the window will
answer all purposes.

If ruby glass for this window is not
easily obtainable, then common window glass
covered with three or four thicknesses of
orange postoffice paper will answer. This,
however, is more opaque than the ruby glass
and consequently does not admit as much
light with the same amount of safety. The
curtains over the window should be made of
some dark material that will shut out all
light, for it is sometimes almost absolutely
necessary to work in the dark.

The dark room should always be kept
clean and free from dust, for in photography
cleanliness counts far more than godliness,
for godliness will not make a picture, while
cleanliness will ofttimes aid materially in
doing so. Therefore, as I say, the room
should be kept as clean as possible ; the
shelves frequently dusted, especially the ones
used for changing plates, as one should
always be careful not to splash or spill his
developer or hypo any more than he can
avoid. Of course there are careless, sloppy
workers in this as well as any other pro-
fession, but the careless worker is never the

one who obtains the best results.
A towel should always hang in the dark

room, on which to wipe the hands, and this

should be made of some cheap material, for

the chemicals used in photography all stain

more or less badly, and the towel soon loses

all semblance of whiteness.
The door of this room should

Thorough Dark- be weather-stripped, in order
ness Essential to preclude any possibility

of light coming through the

cracks, and it is always a good idea to have

it fitted with a lock and key, in order to

keep inquisitive people from annoying you

while you are at work,and from upsetting your
arrangement of things when you are away.

This describes a dark room that can be

built at little cost, but which is absolutely
convenient and complete.

It may be well to add that no plate will

stand too strong a light, even though that

light may be red or orange, without be-

Light for the
Dark Room
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coining fogged. Much of the ruby glass
that is sold is very poor for photographic
work, and it is always a wise precaution to
test the glass with a spectroscope before
using it, to be certain that the white ray is
entirely eliminated.

—L. W. Brownell, in The .1 ma/Cur Photographer.

Stenopaic Spectacles

In an article on the above subject in the
Italian magazine Annalia di Mal, Ovio
makes this summary :

I. One may reduce to a minimum the
disturbance of vision caused by the removal
of light and diffraction phenomena due to
ordinary stenopaic spectacles.

2. The inconvenience caused by a nar-
rowing of the visual field is remarkable, even
with a hole so small as i mm. Much less
inconvenient from this point of veiw are
stenopaic slits placed horizontally or even
Heilborn's spectacles.

3. The stenopaic hole applied to both
eyes interferes with binocular vision because
the two images of the holes change their
positions, etc. The appreciation of distance,
relief, etc., is very difficult, while the eyes
are furnished with the stenopaic hole.

4. Stenopaic spectacles in the form of a
shell are preferable to the flat form, since the
former protect the eyes from light falling in
from the sides.

5. The stenopaic hole furnishes the
clearest images when it is employed to com-
pensate an error of refraction, but it presents
the inconvenience of narrowing the visual
field unduly and of disturbing vision consider-
ably when it is used for both eves. The
stenopaic slit gives a much larger visual field,
which is very useful when the slit is horizon-
tal, but it does not compensate errors of
refraction nearly so well. Heilborn's spec-
tacles (plaques having holes at least + mm. in
diameter arranged in concentric series) do
not reduce the visual field, dispensing NVith
all abnormal movements of the head during
reading, since the eye at each excursion finds
a hole opposite to its visual axis, cutting off
a moderate amount of light, which is some-
times an advantage. Heilborn's spectacles,
however, present the inconvenience of pro-
ducing polyopia, which causes the greater
inconvenience, as it continually varies with
every movement of the eyes and with every
change in the diameter of the pupil.

6. The best size for the stenopaic hole
is I mm. in diameter. If smaller it would
diminish unduly the amount of light reaching
the eye and the extent of the visual field ; if
larger it would fail to compensate a more or
less considerable error of refraction.

In conclusion and without affirming any-
thing absolutely, it may be said that stenopaic
spectacles are able to give assistance in high
myopia by adding Heilborn's filaques to con-
cave glasses of medium strength. This ex-
pedient is really useful for reading, all the
more so as we have to deal with patients who
have for long abandoned binocular vision.
Another useful application would be in cases
of more or less irregular astigmatism, or in
semi-transparent corneal nebulw (to avoid
diffusion), or, lastly, in irreducible pupils.
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They Are All Nuisances
From the wriggling worm who slides down his silken cord from the branch above and lands
on the back of your neck and the small boy who sits beside you in church and performs
more acrobatic feats than the worm ever dreamed of, there is no escape. Once in a while you
may dodge them, but usually you have to endure them.

There is one " wriggler," however, far worse than either of the above, and hundreds of
thousands of people are suffering on his account every day in the week.

The Wiggling Eyeglass—he's the fellow.
You all know him for you meet him constantly in your business, and you know what a

constant trouble he is to your customers, and therefore to you.
You don't have to endure this nuisance any longer. The Johnston Optical Company

have finally found a way to completely do away with all trouble of this character, and as
a result of their experimenting, present to the trade

The Never-Wiggle Eyeglass
These eyeglasses have the new patent Johnston " bridle studs " which lock the screws

so that they are absolutely immovable under all circumstances.
Any style of guards can be attached, and both guards and springs are more easily changed

than on any other style of eyeglasses.
A satisfied customer means much good advertising and future trade for you.
Why not make all your customers t sati3fed customers," by.providing them with the com-

fortable and convenient '' Never-Wiggle " Eyeglasses?
We will send you a sample pair at dozen rates, and our positive guarantee goes

with them.

Prices of "NEVER-WIGGLE " Eyeglass
Frames, Mountings and Studs

GOLD
No. 11843. 10 K. Frames with Fox Guards   7,32.tio
" R840. 10 K. Mountings with Fox Guards   18.75
" 11840. 10 K. st lids 9  50

GOLD PILLED Pio di,. PLATILUMINUM Per doz.
No. R643. Frames with Fox Guards No 1:143. Frames w it Ii Fox Guards $4 25
" 11640. Mountings with Fox Iluttrtl, " ift al, \ loom ing, with Fox Guards 3.25
" R640. Studs 4 III " I;Ho. snot. 9.05

JOHNSTON OPTICAL CO., DETROIT, MICH.

Our

DON'T MAR
YOUR NOSE

Aluminum Display Cards

have met with unusual favor. They

are great, persistent, unobtrusive sales-

men. Should you Nvish one, or another, it

is yours for the asking.

U. S. GUARDS
and

U. S. TEMPLES
are the

OPTICIAN'S FAVORITES

BORSCH & CO., 103 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO

Automatic Toric Lens
Grinding Machine

This machine is entirely
automatic in its working and
produces Toric Lenses or
a n y kind of Cylindrical
Lenses true to curve, with
axes absolutely true in each
meridian, perfectly free
from aberration, and surface
equal to any spherical lens.

The machine will grind
any from of Toric curve,
plus or minus.

The patent rotary move-
ment of tool holder in com-
bination with lens action
produces a cycle of seven-
teen figures to complete the

path of the lens during revolution, comprising elliptical, hyperbolic,
parabolic and spherical movements, thus insuring an accurate working
of the lens over every section of the surface of the tool.

A boy can run a half dozen of these machines and automatically
produce work equal to that of the most skilled workman.

For sale by all the leading jobbing houses

Manufactured by

PINKHAM 8z SMITH
288-290 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

Removal Announcement
We take pleasure in announcing to the trade

our removal, May ist, to modern quarters on the
fifth floor of the New Heyworth Building, where

we will have increased facilities for taking care of
your Optical wants in a most prompt and satis-
factory manner.

We earnestly solicit a share of your business.

PEERLESS OPTICAL CO.
CHICAGO
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AN ACTUAL FACT
The Great German Eye Water
(From the formula of Dr. Agnew) is the best,
simplest and most effective preparation ever
compounded, for i tifiammation of the eyes or eye-
lids, Conjunctivitis, Blepharitis or scaly eye-
aids, burning, smarting or itching of eyes. Its
antiseptic properties destroy the germs anti
prevent acute inflammation. The phenomenal
success of this Eye Remedy, has encouraged
several opticians, (would-be) eye specialists and
"home-made" Doctors to put upon the market
Eye Remedies of divers kinds, and by extensive
advertising attempt to divert the attention of
the trade from a valuable Collyrium that has
been used for years in nearly every hospital in
the world, to remedies of which little is lcnown,
except by the advertisers, but the many opti-
cians who have sold the German Eye Water for
20 to 25 years will attest to its value and recom-
mend no other. Dr. Agnew's portrait is on
every box. Get the original. Sold on its merits.

A handsome Show case with your order for three dozen bottles. Also your special label on
bottles if six dozen are ordered, and express paid to all parts of the United States. Price, $1.63
per dozen, $19.50 per gross. Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN, 711 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES

WHAT IS A REMEDY? Any substance "r preparation used with the view of curing or
allaying morbid action. As it would require lean) er I lie valuable pages of TIlli KEysToNft to
publish the test imonials received frolla dealer, awl user, of The ti Dial tierman Eye Water, I refer
dealera in optical goods to a few of the leading opt iiiiiiii, in ili Iferent _parts of the country, selling
I his remedy, sonic: of them for more than 20 y(ciiy.i \ I 'NHliisi it:. ;III II ti •,tli■o• iiisutNo(Eti:1 for sale in drug stores,
but by the optical trade EXCLUSIVEI.Y. Nii

Maw li i it icy & Ryan Co., Omaha, Nebr.
' EW..1(I4'.ulliltbd's"1■Inti, BSIoatido(i'll:s"iii;r1:%111:.'N. It. J. S. ,lenSOU & Sons, Salt Lake City, Utah,

Dr. W. W. Hutchins, New Vt. Wm. Wilson, Oakland, Cal.
D. IL chant n, Springfield, Mass. 11. W. Chamberlain, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Eastinan A Co., Provident,. I:. I. Bight A Fairfield Co., Butte, Montana.
F. Lyman, Bridgeport, Conn.

Dr. 1,1. II. Armstrong, Jacksonville, Fla.
C. I,. Oloke, Clarksville, Tenn.

REFER- .< John Lindh], Utica, N. Y. •
it. H. Brooke, Brooklyn, N. Y.

I Texas.
The I i. A. Balm Dia. & Optical Co., Aus-

J. G. Corbett, Sharpsburg, Pa.
August }Cost, Jr., Jersey III V , N. J.

IV. I. Haynes, Liverpool, N. Y.
S. Engwiller, Mansfield, Ohio.

H. D. & C. II. Lockwood, Joliet, Ill. Mermod & Jaceard Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. L. P. Merar, Marinette, Wis. Oscar MulleAr,nPdanlotionotao.

Wm. Gros, Delphi, Ind. C. S. Hart, Lynn, Mass.
II. Castleherg, Baltimorteh,erliii.d.

.., Dr. A. C. Eaton, College Mound,Mo.

The Following Jobbers In Optical Goods are Selling Agents for The Great German Eye Water:
D. V. Brown, 7.10 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa, Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.
Jos. Friedlander & Bro., 8 Maiden Lane, New York. Chinn-Beretta Optical Co., San Francisco, Cal,

John Scheidig & Co., 43 Maiden Lane, New York.

ENCES:

WARNER & SWASEY PRISM BINOCULAR

Awarded GRAND PRIZE,Wbrld' s Fair, Si. Louis

Highest standard—both optically and mechanically.
Unequaled for the Tourist, Yachtsman, Sportsman, etc.
Used by the Army and Navy.

Ask your jobber for them. Write for Booklet

The Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio
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DO YOU KNOW
that the Ophthalmometer gives more valuable information to the
refractionist than any other optical instrument ? It shows the meri-
dians of greatest and least curvature on the cornea and the amount
of the cylindrical error.

WHY TRY TO DO WITHOUT IT? ORDER NOW

April 1,1905

Please
mail me pamphlet
descriptive of the
C. I. Ophthalmometer,
together with price, etc.

Name,

Address,_

For Sale by all Jobbers

DO NOT DELAY. DO IT NOW

April, 1905 THE KEYSTONE

NEW GOODS (ill' INVENTIONS
tatommtst

[The illustration and description of new goods and Inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of Tun KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the Jeweler and
optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the workman atthe bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and
appliances.]

A New Motor Clock
The age of motor cars

has naturally brought in its
train a host of perquisites,
one of which is a motor
clock. We show in the
accompanying illustration
a new timepiece of this
character, known as the
" Imperial Motor Clock,"
manufactured by The Post
& Lester Co., Hartford,
Conn. This clock was es-
pecially designed and con-
structed for use on motor
cars. The movement is of
the eight-day tb'pe, and is
very accurate. The dial is
34 inches in diameter and

has large .arabic figures, which can be seen at a distance. The case is
heavy, polished brass and water-proof. The clock may be wound, set and
regulated without removing it from the case, thus doing away with the
necessity of carrying extra keys, which are so easily lost. These clocks are
said to stand in high favor with automobilists.

Two New Motors
The electric power circuit has become so universal that jewelers in

every city and large town can advantageously use an electric motor. In the
accompany-
ing illustra-
tions are
shown two
new mo-
tors, Nos. 4
and 9, that
have just
been placed
on the mar-
ket by W.
Green &
Co., 6 Mai-
den Lane,
New York. These motors are dust and moisture-proof, whose chucks are
held by an instantaneously-adjustable lock, whose parts are interchangeable,

and whose speed
can be varied by
varying the
strength of the
magnetic fi el d.
They are auto-
matically lubri-
cated on the pin
a n d grease-cup
principle. Their
bearings are of
hand-drawn phos-
phor bronze, their
shafts of crucible
steel. The arma-
tures are of the

drum type, are wound in thee lower voltages of double cotton-covered
magnet wire and in the higher voltages of double silk-covered magnet
wire. With each of these motors five chucks are supplied gratis, sufficient
to meet practically all contingencies. These motors can be attached in one
minute to any ordinary electric-light socket. By the aid of a switch handle
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No. 4 direct-current motor can be adjusted to any reasonable power desired,
being possessed of four different speeds. With this motor is supplied, free,
a starting box or regulator. These machines are said to be durably con-
structed, simple in operation and satisfactory in results.

Novelties in Art Goods
Jewelers are taking

more and more of an in-
terest in the various kinds
of art goods, and find the
handling of the more pop-
ular novelties very profit-
able. We show in the ac-
companying illustration a
novelty in the shape of a
fancy tray in hand-painted
china, decorated by the
J. H.StoufferCo. ,Chicago.
The design is conven-
tional oak leaf and acorn.
Leaves are painted in
rich colors, illuminated
with roman and other golds ; stem, rich brown traced in gold ; acorns are
in light raised gold ; cups of acorns in roman gold. These goods are
designed to meet the tastes of the most fastidious and cannot fail to be
appreciated by true lovers of art. It is interesting to note the growing pre-
dilection among the best class of customers for dainty, conventional designs,
with more gold than usual.

New Watch Movements
The various lines of popular-priced

watch movements have been further en-
riched by two new models, shown in the
accompanying illustrations, one a 16 size,
15 jewel, and the other an o size hunting

model. These
movements are
made by theTren-
ton Watch Co.,
Trenton, N. J.;
both are pendant
setting, brid ge
models and both are nickel damaskeened . Other
features which they posess in common are micro-
metric regulator, quick train, straight line lever

escapement, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw bankings, exposed polished
steel winding wheels and dust band. The 16 size has roman or arabic de-
pressed center and second, white enamel dial and red marginal figures, and
the o size roman or arabic white enamel dial and red marginal figures.

Novel and Ingenious Watchmaker's Loupe
An ingenious device, which will appeal to all watchmakers who wear

glasses, is shown in our illustration. It is a watchmaker's magnifying glass
or loupe, which is always in perfect adjustment with the lens of eyeglass or

spectacle. The loupe was invented and patented by E. G. Kay, of
Everett, Wash., and its peculiar merits will appeal to all bench-workers.
It is always ready for use and can be adjusted by the watchmaker without
removing his spectacles. It has no ring to hold in the eye, or other dis-
comfort. In this age, when convenience and time-saving are so essential,
the new loupe is opportune. The illustration will explain its mechanism.

(Continucd on page 677)
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We Are in Position as Manu-
facturers and Importers

to offer the very lowest figure oli
your Optical Goods. It will be to
your advantage and Profit. This is
no idle boast and we an prove it.c

You must have quality as well as
price. Send in your . order for
estimate and quotations on anything
you need or want in OPTICAL
GOODS ; Cases, F'rames, Lenses,
Chains, Auto Goggles. In fact, any.
thing in the Optical Line.

THIS IS OUR ONLY BUSINESS

Promptness Quality and
and Accurate Service on R Work. Low Price

Platinoin ptNrapiltell QUALITY, STYLE

Extra fine white metal of high
temper that will not rust or corrode.

Alumno GUARANTEED NOT TO TARNISH.Superior temper.
Will not lose its luster.

$1.90 per dozen. Cable, $a go per dozen.

S C C S AN EYENickel Silver G S S. igh finish—will
not rust. Ifir.44 per dozen up.

German Silver and Goldoin
ti rx ion paenr dozen uFpr.ameSsuipnerxioeryr oondisy for the price.

All others in 1, o and on eye sizes.

_
AUDEMAIR TRIAL

--,,,,,
For Office in
Also for Traveling,

CASES. From $10.00 to $85.00

oak, cherry and leather.
with divisions for stock and lenses.

dmae. Send for pamphlet

up-to-date Trial Cases. Over g000 in use.
They make a friend wherever they go.

747.trrrzr..- --q, - f i.._ prE
None betteruntrew,0,1.

r... ,.. Most modern and
. No fault-finders., -...

GOLD FILLED 10 K. SEAMLESS IN THREE
All styles, also frameless. From $3.5o to $6.50 per dozen.

12 K. and 14 K. Tili. T H EN EWyALLE TAON irg 1 sii .

QUALITIES—A, .21u, .alci. Warranted.

OPTICURA EYE WATER—the best.Cures sore eyes. $x.63 per dozen.

Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, New York

The Famous SURE FIT Eyeglass Mounting
PREVENTS

SIDE OR

END MOTION

REDUCES
BREAKAGE TO
A MINIMUM

Made in Gold, Gold Filled and Luminium. Fits any thickness lens. Easy to set up

Manufactured by

Michigan Optical Co., Detroit, Mich.Sold by all Prominent Jobbers

An Optical Surprise
The real value actually exists In W. H. Ely's newly

invented eyeglass spring, now advertised for the first
time in this April issue.

'-‘CN* It is the Star Shur=On
A nearly invisible coil within a coil, within which is

a very peculiar twist which gives the elasticity and
spring desired.

It fits and rests close to the top of a regular vertically opening stud,
therefore the Ely Guards and many other guards may be used with it.

On receipt of regular price of Shur-On Springs, a few will be mailed
immediately.

Only orders accompanied by cash will be filled.

ELY EYEGLASS MFG. CO., Middletown, Conn.

" Don't carry all your eggs in one basket"
is a good rule in marketing and a good rule in business. Study

Optics
by correspondence and you can add a new department. to your stow !hut will prove
highly profitable without In any wise neglecting your regular business. In fact, some of
our graduates !MVO foitnil the new department more profitable than the old olio. You
would be surprised at some of the flattering letters we have received.
WE OFFER a regulur 625.00 college course for only 88.00, by correspondence (82.00
down and 61.00 per week obtains it).

Remember we are the oldest and the leading eorrespondence optical college in the
world. Ail graduates receive degree and handsomely engrossed diploma.

Address at once,

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
DETROIT, MICH.

Only 50 copies now remain of the well-known standard treatise

"THE OCULAR MUSCLES"
by ERNEST E. MADDOX, M.D., ophthalmic surgeon to the Royal Victoria Hospital, Bournemouth; England, and author

of numerous treatises and papers on refraction and ophthalmology. This may be the last chance to procure a copy.
Bound in cloth— /10 Pares—ilz illuslralions

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of
price, $1.50 (6s• ad.) Former price, $3.00 (128, 6d.)

For sale by THE KEYSTONE
19th and EIrc)wri Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

April, 1905 T

New Goods an Inventions

(ContIntil from page 67151

An Improvement in Eyeglass Guards
The many improved forms of eyeglass guards have

been enriched by yet another, made by the Bay State
Optical Co., Attleboro, Mass., and aptly named the Inde-
pendent safe guard. The claim of the makers, that the
new guard will appeal strongly to eyeglass wearers, is quite reasonable. The
independent guard will naturally have a degree of rigidity, security and dura-

bility that would not be obtained in most guards.
These guards are made in all kinds of angles to
suit all eyeglass wearers, and they will save trouble
to the optician as well as annoyance to tile wearer.

KEYSTON

New Emblem Goods
In the accompanying illustration is shown

one of a new and interesting line of emblem
goods manufactured by the Gustave Fox Co.,
14-16 East Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
This line comprises emblems of all the fraternal
orders. The decorations are very artistically
executed and tastefully symbolize the motto and
the spirit of the various organizations. The de-
mand for emblem goods is constant, and the
modern artistic designing of these goods will
still further add to their popularity.

New Flatware Pattern
Among the new designs in flatware which will interest the trade is the

" Tudor," made by the Rogers & Hamilton Co. (International Silver Co.
successor), Waterbury, Conn. Over thirty pieces in this design, a sample
of which is shown herewith, are now ready for delivery and the remainder
will be completed by June 1st. The " Tudor " has especial merit, both in

general character and in its process of manufacture. The finest nickel-silver
is used as a basis ; it is carefully finished and polished before plating and
then coated with a deposit of silver, which insures the best results. The
portions of the spoons and forks which are most exposed to wear and fric-
tion are given an extra coat of silver by sectional plating, and the usual
coating is afterward Ipplied over the whole article.

More Perfect Show Windows
Now that jewelers appreciate thoroughly the great value of a modern

store window and improved store equipment generally, they will be interested
in the window improvement here illustrated. Next only to strength and
safety, light is the great end aimed at in our modern construction, and the
proper setting of plate glass presents quite a problem to the architect and
builder. In accomplishing this end, the Petz corner post and transom bar,

Corner Post
•

Transom liar Trasoin lIar

shown in accompanying cuts, has made a fine record and has won distinct
recognition. This improvement, which is made by the Detroit Show Case
Co., Detroit, Mich., and can be obtained at the various branches of the
Pittsburg Plate Glass Co., does away with unsightly and obscuring pillars
and posts. It possesses great strength, holds the largest and heaviest lights
of glass securely and firmly in position, .takes tip but small space and does
not obstruct the light. It leaves the entire window for purposes of display.
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An Optician Plier
Among the new inventions which will facilitate the work of the

optician, is Harper's patent optician plier, shown in the accompanying illus-
tration. This plier, %%inch is nickel plated, is made by Hammel, Riglander
& Co., 35 Maiden Lane, New York, and possesses such advantages as thin

jaws, which permit of getting between narrow jaws when adjusting guards.
It is hollowed out to clear the thickest concave lenses when tightening the
straps, and it has milled and countersunk jaws to hold the stud and spring
together while assembling. When tilting a spectacle temple the temple
should be passed through the hole in the jaws. This plier entirely obviates
kinking or sharp bends.

A New Optical Instrument
An interesting addition to the refractionist's equipment for doing quick

and accurate work, is the new lens-centering and axis-marking instrument,
shown in our illustration. The new device is made by the Standard Optical

Co., of Geneva, N. Y., and its chief. features are that it accurate y centers
spherical lenses, axis-marks cylindrical lenses, shows the least prismatic
effect in either spherical or cylindrical lenses and tests finished prescriptions.
So serviceable an instrument would seem to merit the attention of the trade.

New Line of Howard Watches
An interesting event in the watch world is the production of a new line

of i6 size watches by the E. Howard Watch Company, of Waltham, Mass.
The new timepieces are sold as complete watches cased in solid gold and

cases. Each watch is enclosed in a highly-finished,high-grade gold filled

silk-lined mahogany box. As the name of the makers implies, these move-
ments are of the exclusive kind, which will appeal especially to those whose.
first consideration is quality and finish. The movements are 23, 19 and 17
jeweled. Our illustration shows the highest grade with 23 ruby and sapphire
jewels with raised gold settings. This movement is adjusted to five posi-
tions, temperature and isochronism. Each movement is timed in the case,
and a certificate of rating is furnished with each watch.
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A Portion of the Life and Some of the Ups and Downs of

COL. T. P. MOODY
THE JEWELERS' ORIGINAL AUCTIONEER

I
RECEIVED my discharge from the United States Army in the Fall of 1865 ; came to Chicago and entered the
auction business; associated with George Kimball in 1868, and conducted sales through the States of Wisconsin,

• Iowa and Illinois until 1872. I then laid the route for Burr Robbins', Montgomery Queen's and W. W. Cole's
circuses, through the Western States, for which I received $300 a week for 26 consecutive weeks. I married in the
Fall of 1874, in Keokuk, Iowa, and opened three stores in Iowa, which I closed out in 1877. I next went to Quincy,
III., and joined the Julius Kesphold & Co. wholesale business, and traveled over the country selling out stores by
auction. This I continued until 188o, when I was offered the nomination for Congress in the Twelfth District and
declined. I broke the deadlock in the Jerseyville, Ill., covention, however, and nominated Gen. J. \V. Singleton,who was. elected: I then accepted the secretaryship of a large syndicate to go to Colorado in 1881, and was
appointed notary-public-at-large by Governor Pitkin, of Colorado. The undertaking was unsuccessful ; everybody
connected with it went broke, and seven men 9f the nine composing the syndicate died.

When President Garfield was assassinated, Senator David Davis, of Illinois, was made Vice-Presidentfiro tem.
and Singleton and Davis being close friends, Davis offered Singleton a clerkship, which the latter in turn offered
to me. I declined, however, and again engaged in the auction business, until 1884, when I joined the Board of
Trade, associated with Irwin Green & Co. in the \Vheat Pit. .Was " caught " and went broke. At this time
I was offered the nomination for city treasurer of Chicago ; this honor I declined. I then opened
the first grain and commission house ever opened under the Grand Pacific Hotel—went broke again
and returned to the auction business, in the fall of x888. I then took P. J. Burroughs in with me and gave him
one-third of the business ; it was his first introduction into the legitimate auction business, and he turned
out to be the best man in the profession. Late in 1891, we made the Fish & Joseph sale in Chicago,
Burroughs & O'Neil assisting, and each one drawing one-quarter for his share in the work. Early in the spring of 1892 I withdrew from the auction business tojoin the World's Fair Commission. I originated the official badge of the World's Fair, the same design being used for the Columbian half-dollar. I alsooriginated the official directory of the World's Fair, one-half interest in which I sold for $4o,000 to the W. B. Conkey Publishing Co., of Chicago. I remainedwith the Commission until the Fair closed, in 1894, after which I started speculating in pig iron. The price of this commodity went down from $20 to $5 a ton,and I lost everything I had in the world, and once more went broke.

Then C. H. Knights & Co., of Chicago, sent for me to go to Escanaba, Mich., to make a sale. I went and did well. Then M. S. Fleishman & Co., ofChicago, sent for me to go to Aberdeen, S. Dak. There I remained five weeks and was most successful. Since that time I have continued right along in theauction business and have prospered in it. I now own real estate, and have a fine bank account in the Corn Exchange National Bank in Chicago ; have made asmany as five sales for the same man in the last eighteen years. HOW MANY OTHERS CAN SAY THAT?
Hundreds of auctioneers have come and gone since I started in the business, but I am still here, maintaining my reputation, and in demand as of yore.Thanking you all, I am as ever, THE LEADER. Respectfully yours,

THE JEWELERS' ORIGINAL AUCTIONEER

Always for Business

CO L. T. P. MOODY, with Two Assistants
Telephone 1054, Drexel 4610 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Now making the greatest sale of the season—that of R. P. KIEP, of Joliet, III.

My lifetime study has been the Auction business. My record proves I lead them all

First— In making large
profits.

Second—In holding and
entertaining large audiences
successfully.

I always guarantee large
profits.

I invite the trade to look
up my record. What more
can any person expect or
ask.
FREE. Write for one. A

booklet giving some valua-
ble information, daily paper
notices and many references.

A.L.Gottlieb & Co.
AUCTIONEERS

203 South Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
f Central, 1610Phones 1. Automatic, 8929

VERY IMPORTANT
J ewelers, do not have

a sale for the sole ben-
efit of the .auctioneers.

Protect yourself or
your goods may be
slaughtered. There-
fore, by all means em-
ploy some one who
will guarantee to make
money for you.

Jewelers, you can-
not be too careful if you
value your interests.

Fee-simile of School
and Graduation Phi
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If interested in ENGRAVING, send for the latest 48-page catalog
of " THE JEWELERS" SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING." It is pronounced the most artistic
book which any trade school has ever issued, and considered a valuable addition to the library
of the Jeweler, Watchmaker and Engraver.

The catalog is copyrighted by RICHARD 0. KANDLER, Proprietor and Chief Instructor
of the school since its organization more than fifteen years ago. Call or address Suite 1 11 9
Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

REMOVAL NOTICE._rAebmoauvt a tMay
ularger

first 
more 

ra as soon  as neuwartbeursil s completed,fiE  this.   
BUILDING,

c }o l I

S. W. Cor. \i/abash 
handsome

aendMisong, Chicago! 
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MORRIS ROSENBLOOM & CO.

Importers and Jobbers of

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
Cut Glass, Optical Goods

Tools and Materials

143 Main St., E. Rochester, N. Y.

" THE BEST OPTICAL LINE I EVER SAW." That is what our customers
say. You want the BEST ? Then order front II,.

Best Material, Best Work, Best Service
Prescription Work a Specialty. We carry a large line of Artificial Eyes,

both liefortn and Shell. Send for selection.

anufaTHE KENNEDY OPTICAL CO.,M cturing
Opticians

No goods sold at retail 21 Rowland, cor. State St., Detroit, Mich.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIAN
Promptness and Accuracy

Don't forget that there is more
than one place in New England
where they do Standard R Work.
Our shop is up to date. Try us.

BEN HARDY
Room 406 21 Bromfield St., Boston

Tplephonv 130-- 3 5.

Light I5c. a Month
One Quart Gasoline
burns 18 hours in our

Brilliant
Gas Lamps

Giving 100-Candle Gas
Light

If you have not used
or seen them, write
for our K. S. Catalog.
I t tel Is al I about them
and our other lanniS
and _is stems. Over
125,001) BRILLIANTS
Sold during the last
6 years.

EVERY LAMP
GUARANTEED

100-Candle Power

BRILLIANT OAS LAMP CO.
42 State Street, CHICAGO

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only Optical School in the world where
students serve a regular apprenticeship on
bench and in office. All instructions are prac-

• Beal. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. No
correspondent courses. Address,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The Im-
proved
Temple
Ferrule
Soft Solder

Lined

A broken spectacle temple neatly and
quickly repaired with one of them—no soft
solder showing.

Box No. 1 contains 4 doz. r. g. plate, 1 doz.
German silver and 1 doz. 10 K. gold, not solder-
lined. Price, .1.00.

Box No. 2 contains 5 doz. r. g. plate iiTii
1 doz. blernian silver. Price, 75 cents,

Paper No. 8, 2 doz. assorted, 18 r. g. plate
and 6 German silver. Price, 25 emits.

l'aper No. 4, 2 doz. assorted, all r. g. plate.
Price, 30 cents.

Papers 5 and 6 are not soft solder lined,
specially put up for watch and locket joints and
stand hard soldering.

Paper No. 5, 2 doz. r. g. plate, assorted, best
stock. Price, 30 cents.

Paper No. 6, 1 doz. 10 K. gold, assorted.
Price, 35 cents.

Ask your jobber for them

PRD. MA.1111...ERs Jevvelcr
Grand Rapids, Mich.

When writtng to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on selection to reliable
man ufact U ri lig jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

B. ROBERT & CO.
Watch Case Makers and Repairers

Springing, Finishing, Polishing
Engine-Turning, Engraving

Prompt attention given out-of-town customer's
75-77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Send for price-list

Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case
Repairing for the Trade

Scud for our Price-List

Our Motto: Quick Service
NVork returned same day as received

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
81 W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

Wm. K. Potter
Providence, R.I.
Manufacturer of

Genuine
Trade•Mark

TORTOISE SHELL GOODS
Repairing done for the Trade

REQUIREMENTS OF

RAILROAD WATCH

INSPECTION

The competent railroad watch inspector must be a master of
adjustment. If he lacks this qualification he misses the great
opportunity which the railroads have placed within his reach.
The one standard treatise on this highest branch of practical
horology is the

WATCH ADJUSTER'S
MANUAL

a complete and practical guide in adjusting watches and chro-
nometers for isochronisim, position, heat a'nd cold. 376 pages,
with 56 illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world, on receipt of price,
$2.50 ( tos. 5d.).

Published by THE KEYSTONE
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
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I found a thing to do and I did it

and have been doing it ever since.
That was and is, making a square sale for square people, and I am still in the same

business.
You will notice a peculiar thing about my advertising, something you don't see in

that of any other man in the business.
FIRST—I don't blow my own horn so very much. I endeavor to get the trade

to write to those I have done business with, and get them to blow it for me. If they
do it, it ought to be authentic.

SECOND—and the most prominent.
If you have any cheap goods to sell don't send for me, I am not in that business.
From a business standpoint are not these good points.
Now is the time you will want to unload and I can do it for you without hurting

your future business or sacrificing your goods. I have done it, am doing it, and am
going to continue doing it. When the time comes I cannot make a square sale I shall
quit the business.

Send for my little book on

"Auction Talk Condensed"
with a special treatise on Guarantees. The question, what do you guarantee ?" is
fully answered in this article. Have a few dates still open ; better write at once ; can
only sell for one man at a time. I can give you name of firms in your neighborhood I
have done business with for references.

Have just closed the most successful sale from a financial standpoint ever made in Texas, same being made for The Ross &
Heyer Jewelry Co., of Waxahachie, and am now engaged in selling the F. C. Boerner stock, of Fort Worth, Texas. If you want
to know anything about my work, write either of these firms.

P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer
Canadian address—COBOURG, ONTARIO Home address—FOND DU LAC, WISCONSIN

"Parrett" had the goods
"Raven" delivered them

Combined it made a
bird" of a sale

I just closed the largest
and most successful
auction sale ever held in
any city of the size, for
the Parrett Jewelry Co.,
of Bloomington, Ill., one
of the largest and best
known jewelry houses in
the State, outside of
Chicago. This firm did
not hold the sale because
they needed the money
or because they con-
templated any changes,
it was strictly a business
proposition and proved
a paying one.

Don't you think you
are about due if you con-
template " starting any-
thing " now or later on?
My address is

JOHN H. RAVEN, Holland, Mich.
NOTE :—I have been asked so many times by jewelers and watchmakers if I could teach then:

to become auctioneers. Of late, I have been giving this considerable thought, and urged by my
jeweler friends to do so, I have planned and prepared a plain, practical and thorough course by
mall, explaining my original methods and all the secrets of the business,
which I am convinced will enable any one to become an expert with a little
practice, providing he has some natural ability as a salesman. For the past
15 years r have only been able to accept about one sale in fifty offered me—
ths field is large—pay big and there is room for competent men with nerve.

PROFIT!
Our new system of conducting

an auction for jewelers of the
better class, not only shows a
NET PROFIT, it also protects
your reputation at the same time.
That we are able to "GE'!' THE
MONEY IN THE BOX," with-
out a loss, is demonstrated by the
numerous sales we have made in
the past three months (all suc-
cesses). We solicit correspondence
from first-class jewelers in the
United States and Canada who
desire to close out or reduce their
stocks.

F. A. WORCESTER

We refer you to our last five sales. Write
them regarding our ability to deliver the goods.

Feb. 1st —M. Maloney, Birmingham, Ala.
Feb. Mita—Douglas Jewelry Co., Guthrie, Okla.

liat —E. K. Crothers, Bloomington, III,
:\ lath—Geo. W. Kates, Newton, Kans.
April 1st—Now selling for Wuerth & Son, Leav-

enworth, Knits., with trenu.ndotts success.

Write for dates in May and June

ft n. OLENDORE

Worcester &Glendore
AUCTIONEERS

524 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

N. 13,—We regret not being able to serve
the different jewelers who requested our
services the past three months—first come,
first served—and we always fulfill our en-
gagements. Get busy. Write at once.

e'Most Successful Sale Ever Made in the
Southwest"

'Reprinted from the Houston Post, Houston, Texas]

IS GETTING THE MONEY
Martin Repeats His Old Successes In

Houston
When Samuel Martin, Esq., comes to town,

it is the proper thing to grab your pocket-
book and put it in a safety deposit vault
unless you want to separate yourself from all
your ready cash. Martin has been in the
city for a week and his face is now familiar
to a great throng, all- of whom have con-
tentedly turned over to him their good
money. They do not appear to regret it
either, and that is one of the queer things
about Martin. He explains it by saying that
he always gives " value received." If you
have been one of the hundreds that crowded
Lechenger's jewelry store the past week,
you know Martin. He is the man that sells
things. Martin is the man who is conduct-
ing this big auction sale, and he is more than
duplicating his former success,when he com-
pletely swept the shelves of that jewelry
store, transferring the goods from the Main
Street house to the homes of delighted
purchasers.

AUCTION SALE CLOSES
To-nlght—Has Been Remarkable in Many

Respects
What has been one of the most remarkable

auction sales conducted in South Texas, and
probably in the entire Southwest, closes to-
night at x2 o'clock at Lechenger's jewelry
store, and when Auctioneer Sam Martin
steps down from the platform there will be
hundreds of people in Houston and vicinity
who can say they have bought bigger bar-
gains from him than from any man living or
dead. Mr. Martin undoubtedly ranks among
topnotchers in his profession. He is a fine
judge of human nature, as individuals and
collectively, and knows how to entertain and
interest them, as well as how to quicken the
bidding and buying. He never loses his head
and seldom loses a customer, and it may be
said, too, that he makes friends for the house
that employs him, because he acts fairly with
his audience. He will not misrepresent the
goods nor take undue advantage of the
occasion to unload. He sells brass for brass,
silver for silver, and gold for gold. Mr.
Lechenger, in speaking of the sale, says
it has been more than satisfactory, that he
began expecting to reduce his stock $25,000
or X33o,000, but instead reduced it nearly
double that amount.

S. MARTIN, Jewelers' Auctioneer
Long Distance Telephone
Number North 245 784 First Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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I PAY SPOT CASH FOR JEWELRY STOCKS
To any responsible jeweler who needs money, I have three propositions to make, any one of which will put himout of debt and in position to make more money than ever before.

No. 1—I will buy your entire stock for cash.
No. 2—I will buy your stock (not fixtures) for spot cash ; then sell you a fine new stock, direct from thefactory, at such low prices, that you will, on the exchange, be money ahead, and have up-to-dategoods in place of " old chestnuts," if you have such.
No. 3—I will -trade you new, fresh, salable goods from the best factories for your old stock or a part of it.

All I will require is the use of your store for a few days to sell at auction your goods. And I will not in any waymisrepresent quality, price or character of your goods ; on the contrary, I will advertise you as a keeper of good, honestware and increase your future business.

C. H. MORRISON, 108 East Sixth Street Topeka, Kans.

Considered by the Jewelry Trade throughout
the country to be the most successful
Auctioneer and Money Realizer in
the business. Now booking
dates for this season.

cfs'Jos°rftic

1(

AP Terms, References,
For

etc., write at once.

Success Guaranteed.

All business strictly confidential.

HARRY E. MYERS
Long Distance Phone, 2297 Main loo Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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LON BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio
Manufarturor of Hut. siGNS

Watch & Spectacle
1,1,1 Illomlonted

""."'"""""'"' Durable, Elegant and All fact i% e

IESU,ST SICTINS ON EAR1'I1
Send for Catalolz-ne

Souvenir
Spoon

or any locality.
11111111ingselignorol In
hook. 03.00 Ir oln,

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR , PROVIDENCE, R. I.

4,$) cm%

C. B. RICHARD & CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

)‘, JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
Enquiries solicited by

i
it"- WIM11•1211 M851ammimmile

EN EA RG ED

HAND=MADE PIVOT DRILLS

 •

Made by practical watchmaker, of best needle steel, and HARDENED BY NEW PROCESS,
which makes their cutting qualities superior to those of any ot ber pivot drills oil the market.
These drills are perfeet, elicit one being turned, tempered, sharpened and polished separately Ity
hand, and are not made in lots by machinery as are most pivot drills.

Price, 50 Cents per dozen. (Do not send s(amps)

1-1. 1%14.11-11-1F2-2SON, ki)x (i815, Tact:who:, Wash.

e
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WATCH AND CLOCK EXPERT
J. Hollywood

427 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ordinary and Intricate
REPAIRS

of Every Description

High-Grade
WATCH MATERIALS

at Lowest Prices

NOVELTIES IN FANS
suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

IGNAZ STRAUSS se CO.,_ Manufacturers

Factories al Vienna, Paris, Kobe, New York Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK

Established 68 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QUALITIES OF 1:01.1) AND SI I.V Ell, in Plate, Square and Bound Wire,
Rolled to Any Gage.

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER
BUYERS OF
OLD GOLD AND SILVER 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

J. BULOVA CO.
51 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Our patent fasten- Globe Lever and Globe Link Lete.
ing on all rings. Button Itaek. F01 hard soldering
Can be applied to I 'an be applied to any button.

any ring. Write for our New Catalogue of Rings

t 
Engraved Souvenir Spoons

)t 
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, B. I.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
Craft is reliable, quick and
anxious to please you.

W. H. Craft
210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1892

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.
Successor to

Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

Office, 1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
Factory, 1636-38 Hutchinson Street

All our Cuckoo Clocks have large movements, are
hand carved and guaranteed.

Send for Catalogue

Miniature Portraits
on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES

and LOCKETS

I ur work will not fade or peel off

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from any Photo.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, New York

Foot=Power Lathes

{
Correct in principle.

High-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier Ivork of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby Street, Rockford III.

I2 GREEN 
STREET

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING 

BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
ILEVUNDED

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelry Sample Trunks an° Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

x61 Broadway 688 Broadway
Below Corthuolt street Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between -list :nut •12,1 streets

NEW YORK

Established 1880 Improved 1898

V‘atillg so,
/0

41ko.

• fly E.

MAFOk ■

Oldest and best article obtainable
for Recoloring on Roman or Old
Rose Jewelry after soldering.

Prices: Pint - - - 53.00
Trial Size, 5 oz. 1.00

Address IE. I. ORVIS
201 State: St.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Sliver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Gold and Silver Plating
Old and Silver Bought

We are Jewelers for the Trade
WILLIAM E. BECKER

Diamond Setter, Manufacturing Jeweler and
Engraver

195-199 South Clark Street, Chicago
Keitlilay 'Madill!,

It will pay you to LIII III r business to build
up your own. We a IV ix hens in our line, and
We know we can iio•11`11Se your trade and profits
if you will only give us a trial. Send um an
order, no matter how small, so we ran prove to
yoll Oil r promptness, good uVI•rt and reasonable
prices. We can repair totything and everything
III our line. Satisfaction guaranteed.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Alaker of Eine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Seoul for catalogue NEW YORK

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

Steam
Lapidary

DIAMOND CUTTING
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones

Best
American-Made

BALANCE STAFFS AND
HOLE JEWELS Doz.

Italatice Stalk, gray finish . $1.00
Balance Stall's, line finished . 1.25
Hole Jewels, Garnets . . . . 1.00
Hole Jewels, Ruby and Sap-
phire, tine finish 1  50

Cienuine Roller Jewels at cata-
logue prices. Imperial Main-

springs, S1.00 per dozen. Imperial Solderene
I n thin sticks, made expressly for light Jewelry,
Dental and Electrical work la all kinds. Sample
bundle by mail 24 cents. Mail orders solicited,

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. McEwEN, Manager. Manchester, Iowa

SOMETHING NEW

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

:Miniatures
burnt in or.

Vitrified
enamel.

Al situ indest roc •
tilde. Will last

forever.

M NIATURF.S ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send live wo-ceut
st: nips lor beam Hal sample dial and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY
115 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

EMILE DREYER
Formerly with Tell A. Itegnelin

71 Nassau St. New York City
NEW HOUSE—Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIALTIEss

E. D. Extra Long 8-Day Mainsprings
Eine assortment of SwissWatch Material

also
W n & Cie Watch Glasses

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE WO

J. & H. BERGE 6"

Sand Crucibles an Covers
Jewelers' Fluxes and m",,"1.'".•'",e'• "'
Polishing Materials tsbssesy "nr so cvsestt

95 John Street, NEW YORK

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH
YOUR TRADE WORK?

If il0t, •etill to

E.:ORCI ORA U
Troutitz, ‘N't ax.:lavarikx.s-

722 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.
Only It ouk anti pi otlipt

BEA
WATCHMAKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The Artisan 24-page Illustrated Book, " How
te Is. a Waiehmalter " free. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, ;lobe Building, St. Paul, Minn.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Priee-List, which is free for the asking.
Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.. CHICAGO

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

Instructions in 1Vatell and Jewelry
Repairing, Engraving and Optics.
I IiillSlliiil ins( ct

Our 3-Years' Course
Is for the benefit of those who wish
I o tit themselves for the highest posi-
tions. Students in this course pay
I uition for the first year, and we pay
them it small salary the second and
third years.

Send for catalog to

ELCIN, ILL.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
fur English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price.List

F. H. REES,
author of "The Art of Engraving,"

"Modern Letter Engraving,"
"Jewelry Designing 81111 Engraving."

Proprietor and Instructor

Do you ‘vant to

Learn Engraving.
Ask for our booklet telling you how

Rees Engraving School
Steele Memorial Building Elmira, N.Y.

Established 18110

lit future

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

will be known by
the signature on
the card of

Oxidized
Copper
Fobs

All others are imitations and are an infringe-
ment on patents. All infringements will be
prosecuted to the full extent of law.

0. W. YOUNO & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 126 State Street, Chicago

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, ises Eitnear, 1850

A few very good CIIRO
NONIETEILS III 11111111 ; second-
hand Chronometers made up
opial I iew for sale at
moderate prices. Repairing,

springing and adjust-
I ii g Chronometers,
also lino Watch repair-
ing for the trade.

THE OEISSLER
WATCH CO.

Snrce,noni In If. If, Heinrich

192 Water Street, NEW YORK

Engraved
with
Cypher
lonograms,
Old English,
Ribbon
Letter,
Etc.

Write for our Cala-
login!. It will surely
interest YOU.

Horace E. Floe
Engraving,
Stamp and
stencil
\V orks.

Office and
Store

19 East
State St.

Factory
in fear

Trenton
New Jersey
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DO YOU WANT TO LEARN WATCHMAKING
al 41 4 64

44 46

ENGRAVING
OPTICS •

Learn to do it right ? Learn to tlo it In a short time? Learn to do it with little
If so, look at the advertisement on page 622, t his issue, t hen send for our prospectus. We teat I
these brandies thoroughly, from beginning to end. 1 lave been doing it for over eleven years.

Address THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
E I Schuler, Principal Broad and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

For Scarf Pine Studs and Lace,
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one Invented. PrIce41.50 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelers and materialhousea.
Sampleby mail,25e; in 10K. gold,$1.00;14K.$1.25.
M.CROHN,mtr.kinvir.48 & SO MaidenLane,N.Y.

TRY THEM Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
Ring Adjuster, cut from 10 K.
gold filled stock. Gold in front
twice as thick as on back. Ask
your jebber for them, or I will
end prepaid at once (only on
receipt of price), 1 doz. astd.
sizes. gold filled, $2.00; 1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75:1 doz.metal. astd sizes,

86c. For samples, (ole small and one medium
large size gold tilled and one metal adjuster, 50e.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

FANS
For Graduation and Wedding Presents

Made espeeially for the Jewelry Trade

Louis Steiner, Importer
520-522 Broadway NEW YORK

Attractive Business Opportunity
The owner of one of the finest retail

jewelry and optical stores in Central Mich-
igan, after a successful business career of
many years, has decided to retire.

The proposition is unusual. The busi-
ness, with annual sales of $40,000, com-
bined with comparatively small operating
expense is profitable farabove the average.

The location is in one of the busiest
and most substantial small cities of the
Middle Vest. The coal lite seat in a wea !thy
farming community. The division point
of a large railway system, of which this
store hits the" time inspection." Railroad
shops employing 300 skilled mechanics.
Several large factories and other important
industries. Clean and tip-to-ditto stork
and plate-glass fixtures. Amount required
about $10,000. Address,

" B 74 6,'' care Keystone

G.F.WagsworlD
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SliverPlatIng,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing Old

English andtiniu
CAWS to take

American S. W.
movements nay

specialty.
OLD CASE5

MADE AIM
Silversmiths'
Building,
t31-137
Wabash Am
CHICAGO

KANSAS CITY POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE

for

Horology, Engraving and Jewelry
Manufacturing

ineorporatot awl Charter, F j, aeeorila nee with
the s.'“:”Ir of tOr Niule of Missouri

This is a now watchmaking and engraving
school with the most modern methods and sys-
tems of teaching, as well as modern equipments.
This school is first-class in every respect, and
up to dale in all its branches.

For further lii formation and Mit ion, address

DR. S. W. LANE, Secretary
Suite 202 Missouri Building

1023 Grand Avenue Kansas City, Mo.

BARGAINS IN

Jewelry, American and
Swiss Movements
We carry the best material at reason-

able prices.
An assortment of discontinued move-

ments.
IVe do work for the trade and can fit,

genuine stairs for 65 cents.
Send for Latest List

Philip Katz C./ Co.
51-53 Maiden Lane

New York

A HEALTHY JEWELER HAS AN
APPETITE FOR EVERY

GOOD THING
SANGER'S EMERY RING BUFFS
ARE A AND

PURE WILL
BUSINESS A DO YOU
FOOD GOOD

...+Irskt4 '1/4+)".+It Xter,d )e Xx,.. .,
),',1 I)
li RUDOLPH NOEL 15-,{I4si',1 ._..
-
I

4.-- 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK I)
( 

( •-,-
4--I  ry`
11 Viamonbs, Pearls 11
XI

Precious I)•,„_.
li. ZeinioPrecious nub 1;4-,,
..! limitation %tones
(I ix÷. ....,i Fine Scrim of Scientific 
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41 
RUBIES 
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Importers of

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under beading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE cionr per word for first twenty-flve
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except oSituations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations c t as words, and are charged
for as part of the ad ve at i se In en t. No
display ot her than two-line i nit ittl letter.

To insure insertion money must ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach us not later than
the 25th of each  tit for insertion In
the following  th's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must ace pally the copy of
the advertisement,.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special IMMO!! 25
cents) If they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under Ode heading, 055 CENT per word, for drat

twenty•lice words. Additional 401416 am! advertleemenn.,
11111E5 CHATS tier word. Ao advertisement Inserted
for lean than 55 rent..

QALESMAN and stock clerk, 80 years old ;

• 

gle. Prefer a change. 12 years' exp. Best
of ref. " B 775," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler of 9 years' !Wile-
" Mal exp., desires position on or beiere May
1st. Have tine set of tools ; ago 27 ; tenni sales-
man ; speak English, German ; some Spal ish.
reli't al rill k or use tobacco ; Al ref. l' refer \ V est

or Sendt. " II )413," care Keystone.
lisT-cl,Ass watchmaker, refractionist and

1 salesman desires position. Age 27,5111gle ; of
neat appearance and At character ; refs. Address,
" ii 861," Calt Keystone,
1 A IIV optician would like position 10 or near
Li (bleep. Would Ivork on commission or
othet•wise. Can give Al refs. Address, "Expe-
rienced, No. 27," Northern Illinois College,
Chicago.
IMRS'r-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, engraver.
I 26, wants permanent position ; 10 years' exp,
Bench and tools; ref. from present employer.
Photo., sample engraving on request. Salary, $18.
0. L. Morris, Corydon, Iowa.
IIAVE some knowledge of watchmaking ; want
Ii position to finish trade. Plain engraver,
graduate optician. "P 837," care Keystone.
1.100D, all-losnatial man, ago 34, married, 11 years'
1)! exp.; capable taking full charge. Refs. •, own
tools. All letteis answer(-d. J. H. Eggleston,
box 5 Pt, Pleasant, W. Va.  

61.1tX1)13A'IT Tim till II, ex perienced rotractionist,lens grinder and memiter, seeks opening on
salary or imait-sharing basis. Address, " Centre-
telit," MOM 601 Columbus Atemorial liii till rig,
Chicago.
yol NG man, 27, with 6 years' exp. in watch
I and clock repairing ; engraver. Have some
toils, ref. ' Indiana or Ohio. Chas. It. Sigler,
Greensburg, Pa.
posiTioN wanted by young man, it years' exp,
I at boob wad salesman, best nil: central
or Eastern Stales pref. C. F. Spain, Mulford
City, Ind.
1'01'NO man wants position as assistant watch-
' maker  amid engraver; experienced optician.
Own optical case and engraving tools. Refs.
State wages. Ad., Earl Prouty, Sandusky, Wis.
YOUNG man, 30, MS assistant, or call do all ordi-

nary repairing in small town. Own tools;
no bad habits; want to work. $10 to start ; mar-
ried. Jam. R. Roberts, Sang, Ark.
HY jewel-setter, 5 years' exp, in factories; also
Li exp. In watch repairing, 29 years old, wish
position in Job I se to do jewel setting and
watch repairing. "It 858," care Keystone.
yOUNG man, experiened RS manager of fine
1 store. Fine watchmaker, engraver and sales-
maii, 16 years in tire business. Desire t‘ngage-
meld with 11rd-class Maus°. "G 857," care
Keystone.

young man as insistent watchmaker; good
no clock and job work. Has a full line of

tools. " W 856," care Keystone.
yoUNG num would like positien In jewelry

store to learn jewelry trade. keep books
if desired. "H 854," care Keystone.
HY letter and monogram engraver, watchmaker,

• 

graduate optician. Single, ago 26 ; best of
ref. to character and ability. Western or Central
States. "A 848," care Keystone. 
posiTtoN by an Al refracting and mechanical

• 

optician. Ad., Chas. W. Shoup, 550 Fourth
Avenue, Louisville, Ky. 
iyisiTtoN. First-class watchmaker, mfg. jeweler
1 and engraver, experienced on railroad. watches.
Best of ref. "M 851," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, plain engraver, 5
,1 years' exp.; age 23; lathe and tools, drug
exp.; good refs. Iowa or nearby States. II. J.
Allen, Cresco, Iowa.

Ily watchmaker, jeweler and all-around man,
I, with 16 years' exp. Capable of taking charge
of store, Address, Box 118, l'auora, Iowa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

y( d' NG num, age .2t, single, 6 years' exp. as
1 watehmaker,tweler, ,alesiliati. speak Litglish
and Oeninut )(slues pesitien by July 1, leo:,
"'I' 847," care Keystone.

110SITION as Reid-class refriteliiiiiisl. Call do
edge grinding, expert wato•lintaker, gared

salesman, line appearance ; p.m, old. .01mr-
lean. Please state %dery yeti e ill pay. Address,
"A. M. ti.," 14 Shattuck st., 11'..iersler, Mass.
WATCHBIAKElt, can do ,iessch, oepairing and

frame adjusting-all-around helper. Highest
refs.; good habits. Age 23, single ; have noels.
Philadelphia prer. S3S," I. Kuyuiuuiie.

I1AN of many ymrs jerr elry lousiness, eyes
O1. not strong enough fiu.b,•licli, wants position
tin road, salesman, sleek keeper or anything
desirable. Best refs. semi-thing i ii Nliehlgan
pref. Address, " it S411," eare Keyslotie.
WATCIIMAKElt, jeweler, engraver and o1mli-
VI Want pesition in \Vast ; sadary, $25
per week. Al iii Christofferson, N'alley City,
North Dakota.
I/Y young Mint capable of doing watch and
1/ jewelry repairing ; engraver ; can wait on
trade. Six years' exp.; have some tools; refs.
"Jeweler," 62 East. Eighth SI., Chillicothe, Ohn
IMMANENT position wanted by lirtd-einss
I watchmaker, optician and salesman ; do phalli
engraving, some jewelry repairing-first-class,
all-around matt Single, have tools, trial vase ;
West pref. Offers of less than $25 per week not
considered. "F 842," care Keystone. 
fly watchmaker, jeweler, engraver; single,
LI American ; own tools, lathe. Test refs. from
present employer. P. 0. box 218, Pen Argyl,
AN energetic young man wants position to rep-
n resent a first-class jewelry house ml the road.
12 years' exp. Al liberty June 1st. Address,
i s 534," care Keystone. 

B1.IY May let, as watchmaker, jeweler and plainengraver, good salesman ; 11 years' exp. Own
lathe and tools ; can furnish best of ref. Am 27
yeann old, unmarried ; capable of raking charge
of store. West pref. 11..1. Ilagen, Manitowoe,
Wisconsin. 
WHO wants a watchmaker? Have exp. and hails
U for first-class work. Permanent position
desired. Reliable, all-around man. Refs. Ad.,
"D 831," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, fide engraver, jewel-er ; good habits, own tools, Al refs. Age 32,
married. State wages, also hours. 1015 N. Rose
Street, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
IEWELER, competent for repair and some new
u work, wishes steady position. Own tools,
best refs. Will work reasonable. 25 years' prac-
tical work. Address, "7., 830," cam Keystone.
A I ENGRAVER and saleslady, graduate of
al Jewelers' School of Engraving, Chicago,
5 years' exp. Bestof refs. andsamples. Addnss,
"S829," care Keystone.

CLOCKMAKER, assist on watches, wants
as steady position with reliable house. Own
tools, best of refs. Ad., "II 508," care Keystone.
j1%1 or about New York City, by all-around man
1 in retail store. (toed salesman, watchmaker,
refmctionist, optician and jeweler. Address,
"F 825," care Keystone.
A POSITION by young lady as engraver, book-
() keeper and saieslady. Terms reasonable ;
good refs. "1) 824," care Keystone.
YIRST-CLASS refractionist and salesman desiresI a change. Capable of taking charge of optical
parlor. Can do light watch work, clock and
jewelry repairing. .Ad., "II 809," care Keystone.
TRAVELIN“ salesman wantur-grirlitie
I or USW. hi list lion, boo. Texas. Know tande-
m experienced jeweler. Address, "S 821,"
care Keystoile.
MAY 1st, by experienced watchmaker, salesman
.t". and optician, po,it ion in first-class city store
where ability and sr riet latent ion to duty will be
appreciated. Over 20 years in the business.
"P 817," care Keystone. 
pOSITION as watchmaker, clock and Jewelry

• 

repairer, also engraver and salesman. No
bad habits E. IV. Boyce, Rhinelander, Wis.
MAY 1st, position wanted by first-class ss'atu'hm-
511 graduate optivian, plain engraver,
good salesman. First-class refs.; 34 years' old ;
15 years' exp. "11 820," vare Keystone.
pERMANENT position by MA-0am, ail-around
1- watchmaker, engraver, optician, salesman.
Do frame-fitting, edge-grinding, rimless mount-
ing, export retractionist ; fine monogram and
letter engraver. Know optical and lewelry Masi-
11085 thoroughly. Age 38 ; Al rets.; 18 yous'
exp.; married. Correspondence solicited from
responsible parties who can pay $25 per week.
"ti 811," care Keystone.
pOSIIION by Al optician ; ( alitorma pret
a J. If. Sohn, 255 South Grand Avenue, Los
Angeles, Cal.
1.10SITION by young man, 25 years of age, in a
I tool and material house, 10 years' exp.; best
of refs. Address, "0 810," care Keystone.

BQV young man position as general letter andmonogram engraver ; willing to wait on trade.
Address, "S )(06," care Keystone.
A PosiTioN In I oloratio, Idaho, ()vegeta, M 'ash-
n ington by a first-chugn watchmaker, jeweler,
engraver, salesman and opticlau. Box
Webster City, Iowa.
A POSITION by a first-class letter and monognant

engraver; exp.; highest-class ref. Address,
"1 792," care Keystone.

(IPPORT1'NITY to finish trade. Have had 14
u months' exp. ,• of good habits mid appearance.
Will furnish go(al refs. C. F. Quinn, Cresco, Iowa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

pool) watelintakei, sale-mail, plain engraver11 and optician, Mil set of tools, including lathe
nOt trial case, desire position Jame 1st. Call do
Iii e ordinary ,jeWeir, repairs. Ago 2d, no badhabits ; good NIS. '1' 805," care Keystune.
)3IPET ENT watchmaker, diamond setter,

v neweler, engraver wants situation hr Western
or I rad nil New York. Best refs. Lock box 666,
Port Allegany, Pa.
poSITIoN as sissistaint watchmaker lir a young

it 3:t, to liiiish Mole. Noo load habits ;
best refs. Own tools. Chas, It. Itoesclilatib,
Russellville,  Ky.
1,1/LING man, of 19, desires position to !Midi
1 trade; had 18 monks' bench exp. Ilave
lathe and tools. Will start at salary to suit. I 'an
speak (neonatal ; give best of refs. C. 1'. Hoffman,
Estherville, Iowa.
11'1'1‘CHMAK Elt, :thorough, practical, rapid,
" experietweat, will on'respiiiiil with find-class
hoilse hating ion open 'May Isl. kers., photo.
and tiitl parlicidarsseld. "I' 79 I," care 1:eyslinle.
1?insT-(..,.■ss ...Traver, polio; Iwoi willing to
I make lohnsell generally useful. llool000,i,
willing and industrious. [hers. Herman
Theil, 2039 N. Marshfield .1 se., Chia-apt. III.
(IPTICIAN, Al mechanic and refraction kt. Can

do anything except surface grinding ; 2 years'
exp.; best refs, by present employer. 11111 begin
on $15. "11 879," care Keystone.
(10()D watch, clock, jewelry repairer and °MI-
L' clan wants position. Have good set of tools,
best of refs. Wages $15 per week. Kansas pref.
Address, F. M. Barton, Alinena, Kans.
WATCHMAKE11 wants position-Indianapolha
" pref.; with tools. Strictly sober, reliable,
ref. John Ness, 1206 Eugene St., New '1'hone
16,057, N. Indianapolis, Ind.
A GRADUATE of time Minneapolis School of

Watchmaking wants a job in New Mexico or
Arizona. Has complete set of tools. Address,
fall particulars, J. A. Lindenkohl, 1124 Hennepin
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
yELIALL man with exp. as manager, salesman,it watchmaker, engraver desires position. Can
take full charge of Jewelry business, or fill road
position. First-class refs. Address, " Ii 874,"
care Keystone.
PINE watchmaker, good salesman jeweler andS plain engraver. Pleasant and industrious;
10 years' exp. Al ref. Age 28 ; own tools. Box
47, Blaine, Addl, 
WATCHMAKER, 4 years' exp.; graduate °Mi-
n clan, good, plain engraver, wishes position
with reliable workman to perfect himself in
higher watehwork. Age 22, and single. "B876,"
care Keystone.

RETAIL jewelry salesman, fifteen years' exp.,IL will be open for position May 1st. Unques-
tionable ref. from present employers. First-class
store only, Age 31. "F 870," care Keystone.

VNGRAVERS-We have several young 111011
Li who desire positions 11.9 engravets, salesmen
and repair work. Write us your wants. Landis
School of Engraving, Detroit, Mich.
1jJATCH5IAKER, 12 years' exp.; 2 years' exp.
11 on railroad watches. Unquestionable recom-
mendations from former employers. State salary
and particulars tint letter. Box 75, Stoutsville,
Mo.
1-ADY watchmaker, 10 years' exp., as assistant.
ti Own tools. Modentto salary. Fannie It.
Barron, Box 148, Wadsworth, Medina Co., Ohio.
POSITION by first-dam mfg. jeweler, diamond

setter. Will start at $25 per week, nothing
less. State particulars in first reply. "L 782,"
ettre Keystone.
1100D clock repairer, ean assist with wattchwork.

First-class refs. E. L. Cooke, care Philadel-
phia College of Horology, Broad and Someiset,
Philadelphia. 
yNGRAVER-young man, 3 years' exp., desiresIA position at jewelry and silverware engraviumg.
tiood ref. Sample of my work sent if desired.
"11 759," care Keystone.
Fly lady engraver and optician, will accept mod-
') °nate salary at start. Well recommended.
.1d., " Miss F.," 1119 Masonic Temple, Chicago. 
1/1( lady etigraeT, willing to act RA saleslady rindI, look after stock. I'alifornia preferred. Ad-
d raga, " MISS II.," 1 1 la Masonic Temple, Chicago.
BY Aoung man, goal elograver ; moderato salary
1, it given a chance lo learn Jewelry business.
Address, Richard 0. handler, 1119 Masonic Tem-
ple, chicago.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER wont!

II' X PERIENCED traveling man wanted by
1( wholesale jewelry house for Kentucky Ten-
nessee, Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana
territory. State previous exp. Address, "R 137,"
care Keystone.
YIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver, in
r Altoona, Pa. Permanent position. Salary,
$20 per week. Write at once to L. Lippman,
Altoona, Pa., or L. W. Rubenstein, 54 Maiden
Lime, New Yoe!. City.
WATCHMAKER, energetic and competent.

Pernennent position to the right man. Small
New Ikanpshire city. State exp. and salary in
first hunter. "S 828," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

A FlitsT•cLAS.... watchmaker who understaudsIt clock repairing, temperate and reliable.
Position permanent. State age, ref and salary
In lint letter. .lueob Young, 2050 3liagazine
Street, New (Meatus, 1.a.
TEWELEIL A fine, general workman compe-l/ tent to unmake patterns from designs, A
desirable posilion for a competent, reliable andsteady man. Addrenen, Carter, Howe & Co.,
Park and 31tilherry Streets, Newark, N. ,I. 
111IVELER accustomed to flue repairs ; compe-
u tent to make special order work. A steady
Position for a competent and reliable mail.
Address, Carter, Howe St Co., Park and Mul-
berry Streets, Newark, N. .1. 
1E3VELER for new work-repairing and stonesetting. Must be quick, accurate, sure and
have uuquestioned refs, Salary, $18 to $20.P. 0. box 543, Asheville, N. C. 
A GOOD unman to travel. Must have a trade for
a good Hue of specialties. Stade territory, etc.
Address, "N 796," care Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS man between 25 teal 40, whoS throroughly understands care uur 011ie and
combination locks, to travel in New England.
Must be of good address, neat in appearance,
arid able to furnish good refs. as tn(,),Iii1:,iliiiyt•
character. Single maul pref. Do
who " wishes to learn the trade," bill IOW 1010
hits learned it. Permanent positia ui te right
party. Salary, $15 per week and ex
Address, The Blake Bank Lock bistro-lien co.,
Worcester, Mass.

Q PER week in lively Pennsylvania city to
10Iu a reliable watchmaker and jeweler, who
can do plain engraving or operate Eaton-Engle
machine. Young man, single pref.; neat appear-
ance and steady habits; au all-around In ler,
open store, wait on trade, etc. A steady, desir-
able place for a suitable man. Address, with
refs. and photo. C. K. Rothstein, Bradford, I'm.
WATCHMAKER. Wanted, ft first-class watch-
,' maker ; short hours alld steady employ-
ment. Philadelphia. State exp., refs. and
salary wanted. "II 798," care Keystone.
wA'rcimAKER and graduate opt ici a ii Mustu be a time workman and experienced. Per-
manent position to right mmmii, WhO must be a
bustler and furnish best of refs. Salary, $75
per mouth. Finest climate in the West. New-
ton's Jewelry Store, Carlsbad, New Mexico. 
FOOD all-around workman to run branch storeU for one-half of net profits. Lock box 271,
Spring Valley, 51inu.
WATCHMAKER and engraver at once. Permit-,' nent position. Salary, 818. Must be first-
Chats man. Sample engraving, ref., first letter.
Louis Ott, :Mansfield, Ohio.
YXPER1ENCED traveling man for Kentucky,
El Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama and Louis-
iana territory. State previous exp. Address,
"Ames & Company," care Keystone.

$15 WEEK for Al watchmaker who ean en-grave, repair Jewelry, clocks. Salesman,
all-around 111110, 10 years' exp. Steady job for
man wino fills the bill, May 1st or before. Ad-
dress, "Jeweler," Carthage, N. Y.
IillIEST-CLASS watchmaker, ft thorough mo-
ll' cloud; rapid, good appearance and undo.-
stands how to handle lino watell t rade. Perma-
nent position. Large store. Coy 200,000, New
York State. Send photo. and ref, Address,
"S 868," care Keystone.
QALESMAN to handle line of missiim style of
u wall clocks, something new. Address, statitig
territory covered, Buffalo Clock Co., Buffalo,N. Y.
YIRS1-LLASS experienced traveling jewelry
r salesman for Pacific Coast. Excellent pros-
pects for right man. Communications confi-
dential. It 852," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and jeweler, with tools.
IT Light, steady job, moderate wages. Ref.
required. Conley, Louisa, Ky. 
VAT1'11 31.1 KER, jeweler and fair engraver,
1 with lathe and tools, for good, permanent
posit ion. Single young man pref. Send !Mines
of former employers and state age, exp and
salary in first letter. Si'a 111Teze and surf bath-
ing. J. Geo. Suhrer, Feruandina, Ha.
YIRST-CEASS watchmaker and jewelry re-

_

r palrer. State wages, age, single or married.
Send photo., and will return same. (live cu -i.
"G 826," ea re Keystone.
A FrusT-ci,Ass and (Hammitt .etter.

Must be all all-around Jeweler wit It best refs.
Steady position all the year :Homo!. Night
salary to the right 1111111. Ad., Fremietillenti,
Levy da Lande, Elmira, N. V.
VNGRAVElt and assistant watchmaker, P.M-
Li potent doing letter and monogram work.
Permanent position to right man or eitinian.
Wages, $15 up, if you arc worth it, Send salitplo
of engraving, how much exp., refs., state when
you can come. H. E. Adams, Tampa. Fla. 
WANTED-First-class electro-plater who un-
11 derstands jewelry work, hard soldering,
etc. State exp. and salary expected. Bell Mfg.
Co., 528 Mass. Ave., Indianapolis, Ind. 
u1100853D eccaignKiceaylstoopitielcian and salesman. "N

pIR81'.CLASS optician, salesman and engraver,
r one who has been a watchmaker and cam
take in work, etc. A first-class all-round man,
good wages to right man. (live ref., salary and
all other in in first IM ter. " C567,"
care Keystone.
nOOD watchmaker and plain engraver. Good
II wages, permanent position. Chas. P. Ward,
Jeweler, 23 Main Street, Yonkers, N. Y.

HELP WANTED

IvANTEn, good watchmaker, one who can sell
" goods Us well. Oskamp Jewelry Co., ( In-
dianan, Ohio.
y litST-t'LASS watchmaker, jeweler and onginv erI at once. Must have good refennice. Address,
A. 31. Ambler, Middletown, N. Y.
gRADUATh optician, thoroughly capable tnn
u take entire charge of our old Mai department.
State salary and refs. Bee Hive Jewelry Co.,
Scranton, Pa,
11'ATC11311AK Ell that is druggist and optician.
" Illinois town. Prefer one no take charge.
''11 

once,
'843,' care Keystone.A 

tiue watchmaker who can do plain en-
n graving, hard soldering and steam-setting.
$20 per week. All., Box 259, Alexandria, La.
WAIN '1151 A K Elt , engraver and good salesman.

salary %vane-al Address, P. O. box 392, Wheel-
" Permanent I lo.1 State exp., age and

illiTg',,111‘).-e,V ■(Latelititaker, erie who can sell s.a Permanent position to go011 1111111. Foster
litiever, Truman, Mina).

11'.31'cliMAKER, jeweler, optician and sales-
iii" an. Permanent position. State salarywan egl. Address, "S 883," care Keystone.

1,`Ni; IL\ V Kit anti tissista-M-watelitoliker want:ell. 4,1111001'11i (If iillg 11.111•1. NW I
°grain o ii1.1.11111111111 juuP.iliiuhi Ii, right twin,
wog,' -1,, .-I•11.1 staleyea' s ;II Wit[111 WOrk. nil 1 -1, tV.

■41111, I 1,1110,11,

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PE PI WORD

pvi.:liv kit ■■• gold and silverware, jewelry,
I/ watches, platinum. Market value paid ,,olotby express or registered mail. Price nod ,oli,-
faetoory I will return all articies„I. l o,rg,
refiner and sweepsinelter of gold and sili 
ialllistied 1570), 727 Sansom St., Philadel ph i a.
QUI: V I1YORS' second-hand trausists and ler els.
0 Address, "B 734," care Keystone.
ILL kinds watches, jewelry, watchmakers'
11 tools and materials, at bargains, fm- east'
only. Send complete involve, describing every-
thing.  Mrs. N. II. Allen, Tecumseh, Okla. Ter.
nivrrr lathe. Slate emillition, windierIt chucks and attaeliments. "(I 822," ear,
Keystone.
TO hay good-payiiig jett elry

lislied. Will invest '12500. Railroad divi-
sion and mining town pref. " P 841," care
Keystone.
TO buy established, good-paying jewelry bust:

ness. Will invest about $1500 to $2000 Rail-
road division town pref. IV. E. Payne, Marce-
line, 31t..
TO buy paving jewelry business I mn ,good town

"I int Southwest. Address, 11 875,' care Key-stone.
TO buy jewelry store or lease and fixtures.
1 Busy local ion and genuine bargain consid-
ered only. P. C. Pulse, 683 Geary St rept, San
Franeiseti, (.111.
WAT( 3131:1K I .R mid engrave:1. ii) la ( 13:• 1 • lit-
" tel-est In the best-paying jewelry hilsIness
in a good Tetinessee town. old-established
business. Address, "AI 863," care Keystone.
IEIVELRY business in good tom ti near Cia:
u cage. Address, IV. Charles Anus, room 601,
Columbus Memorial lIii i It i ng, Ch bongo.
WATCHMAKER'S lathe. Francis liewesIL Unruh, Tuckerhill, Virginia.

YOUNG unmarried man, 2tr lo 25, good en:,
I graver, fair watchmaker and jeweler, to
form partnership in established paying busi-
ness. t'omity-scat town 31innesota. Pop. 2000.
Requires $1250 to $1500 to handle same. Fur-
ther particulars. "*" W 865," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

111.1)-ESTABLISHED jewelry store, low relit,
fiameat location. Best opportunity for first-

class all-around workman. Good reasons for
selling. Cash required. "E 827," care Keystone.
QOMEONE'S opportunity ! Established 1889:
0 Yearly profits $2000 tar MK after paying
watchmaker and all other help. If you do your
own watchwork you save $25 in week More.
Complete $15,000 ; invoice $18,000. Have in
party who will take half interest I f desired. Must
retire, health poor. Box 06, Wilmington, Del.
1100D chance for jeweler. Small capital re-
- quired. liox 17, Belmont, N. II.

O E of the finest locations Central Michigan.
Good, clean stock, handsome fixtures, no

dead stock ; good run bench work. Pop. 6000;
handsome city ; best water power in State.
Stock $2500. Address, "L 795," care Keystone.
1100D opportunity for someone to purchase
u small, well-established jewelry business in a
thrifty town of 1000. Best of reasons for selling.
Address, C. Novinger, Halifax, Pa.

$600 BUYS jewelry store; repairs 8150month :males fine. Excellent place for young
man hetween 20 and 30 years. Going to manu-
facture a patent. Wm. K. Swenson, 600 Demp-
ster Street, Evanston, Ill. 

fEWELRY store, 8600-includes everything.
u Rent, $15; hest location. "Jeweler," 142
Plane Street, Long Beach, Cal,

FOR SALE
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STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

I ACKSI IN, 1ihii., in Southeastern Nlissotori, a
good place for you to go into business.

!core(' 0'. Hasslinger will sell his entire stock
and fixtures, or reduce to meet requirements.
Address, Box 15.
y lc 1-: jewelry business In Falls City, Nebr.;
•1 established 15 years. No old stock. Best
Ii l-adorn ; good sales and repair work. Reason
for selling, other business. Write for partieu-
litrs if you mean business. D. Sargent, Falls
City, Nebr.
1y 1NA' to retire. 111stablislical 18 yeti E., I ill'
" !Billion. Center of best rt,idence
Hon ; 4-story brick block. Store 22 x AO. Ss ell
mahogany fixtures ; 2 burglar sates. ()laical
department. $15,000; can reduce. "IV 881,"
care Keystone,
(I001) chance for the right man with line cash.
11 Complete stock jewelry, also fine optical
business in connection. Forced to move West
on account of sickness Invoices at 86000 ; has
been established 25 years. Write at once if
interested. S. Van der Meulen A Son, 106
Canal Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.
1111VELRY business in Kansas town, 13,000Ii pop. 1904 business over $10,000. Repairs
$135 to $175 per month. Stock and fixtures
about $10,000 ; can be redttced. Ad., " 873,"
cflaNaret:Koef 

3r:tat:It:est paying jewelry !dons in Ccmi-
tral liiimiois ((runty seat for sale mit 90 cents on

the dollar. Will invoice $2500. This store did
$.6600 business ii 04. "0 814," care Keystone.
A .13ARGAIN if I :1 lc en at once. EstablishedLi jewelry and °talent Moines); in Pennsylvania
nifg. ten-n. momilly payroll $80,000. ,2000 re-
quired. Must sell oti mice. ".1 871," ea re Keystone.
1N elegant oppoortionity for a. watooliniakerTvith
" ,111:111 u'uijuituul 1(1 lolly it jewelry hie-Mess un
Neriltern Alichigan. Must sell before May 1st.
Oilier business interests. Address, "1, 832,"
care Keystone.

filui JEWEI,ItY nut optical store in New
Ii`luvu York City. No near-by competition.
small apartmeni emineettgl. Repairing $200 to
,7:11 111 need Ii ly. 5-y1, r 1■•:1 so. ItenSon for'
sickness. it SSII," l'a El. Keystone.
IENVI.:1,1:1" sleek and tixturoo,, invoice $1000.I iissl town ; poll. 1500 ; tine emit ; good
business; 85 vents on dollar. Ilave ort her busi-
ness. Box 7, Dana, Ind.

$22c11 -BUYS small jewelry stock in hawses.uu A good. opportunity fiw man with
small capital. Nicely located, !Ike trade ; good
reasons for selling. " It 877," care Keystone.
IMSIRABLE jewelry and repairing business,I, prosperous Massachusetts town of 7000.
Cleatn stock and fix(ures-about $900. A(1(lress,
" II 878," care Keystone. 

$35(111 NET cash buys an up-to-date admirableuv jewelry stock and fl xt mem. In voice of
stock, $3700 ; fixtures, $700. In Southern Wis-
consin town, pop. 2.500 ;.surrounded by a num •
Iler of smaller towns to draw trade from •, flee
farming and dairy country ; only 2 stores.
Established 12 years. Annual sales, $4500 to
$5000. Bills for goods beught aro open for in-
spection. Reason ler selling, intend to go into
real estate business, lioldialg acreage property
near Seattle. No chronic ad. answerers need
apply. !tellable recommendation to accompany
first letter. Address, " B 8(17," care Keystone.
IN Philadelphia. Good-paying and up-to-date
1 opt ical store. Last year's business over $3000,
and can lie increased. (loot! 'matten. tine store
and Maid!. Rent $45. Stock, fixtures and
edge-grinding plant, $1000. Good chance for
Ono !talking for one. Good reasons for selling.
" L 866," care Keystone._ .

$35/111 IVILL buy poignance! jewelry business,
uu clean stock and new fixtures ; pop.

2500 ; county sent-Wisconsin ; surrounded by
number smaller towns to draw t rade from. Two-
thirds cash, balance on 1 )•ear's time accepting
bate kable security, Satisfactory reason for sell-
ing. Reliable refs. to m4,111111:111 y Ii 1.8f. leiter.
This is no fake proposition. Address " 869,"
care Keystone.
WELL-ESTABLISHED, good-paying .jeweiry
11 business in tewn 1.131(si pep. an Northern
Illinois. Addrass, " Vet-00nm Jont%," room
601 Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.
$ 500 ivi,f1Lcoli)Ititly)egiot,i)(1.nregt noiold etIttr?,,

*$1000 yearly. Good reasons for selling. "(ISIS,"
cure Keystone.
IEW ELRY store in best town in the state fe-r

iIs size; nearly 6000 pop, Film Hall safe,
good fixtures. Been reducing stock, won't take

money to buy it. (Mod reason for selling.
For further information inquire Swigart
Co., Toledo, Ohio,
yhARLY new jewelry stock, fixtures, tools,
0 materials ; about $4000. Somdhern 311chigan ;
fine fruit country ; ono of the booming towns of
the United States-30,000 pop. Investigate, if
you have eash or good security. A chance.
"11_862," ...ire Keystone.

-
I N oppertir II it y seldom offered. $2500 to $3000
:1 will buy handsome, modern, up-to-date
dock and fixtures of jewelry store located in
business center mfg. city of 9000 In Pennsyl-
vania ; good surreunding country and towns, 3
railroads, electric road, Cheap rent, plate glass
electric-lighted floor eases, electric sign, large
Pluto-glass show window with modern light
arrangement. For further part inn lairs, address,
" 13 869," care Keystone.

(Continued on page 686)
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

(Continued from page 685)
RARE opportunity for Al optician and ela-
n graver to buy established and well adver-
tised business averaging last 2 years over 60 per
cent. per year on investment of (33500, and
growitig. Flue location, best class of trade in
both lines in city of nearly, 500,000. Best reasons
for selling. Don't answer unless you can raise
the cash, as this is a bona fide proposition.
"C 845," care Keystone.
ROOD chance for jeweler. Small capital

• 

quired, E. Dean, Milburn, N. J.
up-to-date jewelry stock and fixtures in

Iowa town of 800. No competition within
20 miles. Invoice $1250; can reduce. (Mod
reasons for selling. Ad., Box 68, Norway, Iowa.
EW ELRY store ; best railroad town New York

0 State-4 railroads ; good location. Repairs
over 895 per month ; sales good. Stock and fix-
tures $8000 ; can reduce. Going South. "U839,"
care Keystone.
$cflfi CASII will buy the best paying and lo-

cated jewelry business in ripple Civelt,
CoM.,• established 11 years. J. G. Maine, Cripple
Creek, Colo. 
WILY jewelry business in Illinois ; college and
u mfg. city of 3000. Sales lust year, 83100 ;
bench work, 8755. IVIII sell at invoice-abeet
82000; fine opening. Norris, Alister &
Chicago.
A GOOD thing. The only jewelry store in

growing county seat of 2000 people, in Mis-
souri. Can reduce to 83000.
enough for 2 watchmakers. Business last year
about 87000. Stock fresh and clean. Terms,
cash only. No auctioneer wanted. Reason for
selling, 1 desire to move to California at once.
" T 818," care Keystone.

ILL sell my jewelry business, stock
ii tures, established 6 years, in prosperotto
manufacturing Maine city, 6000 pop. Fine store
and best location. Stock and lb xt urea will in-
voice 81800 to $2000. Poor health reason for
selling. •` 859," care Keystone.

$2000 FOR prosperous jewelry business. 7
factories. Litt be compel it ion. Could

reduce stoek. S. S. Rowley, Brockport, N. Y. 

'JEW ELI; store, growing Pennsylvania town
of I:00. No competition for miles. Fine

optical limitless. Every thing new :1101 1.1
date. Stock and Ii x ii e. , Steno. con be
demi to $600. " It Mill," care KeyshInv.
HERE ! Jewelry and con feel immry eity

seat ; mailithieturing mid11 of 1000. (
farming. One oilier store ; location, rent,
815 per month ; I,ti ..et spa.. n,r Swell
Ii xtures, linoleum e, floor. Bench pays S-15
month. Best eon Metionery stand iii ft y.
Can reduce sioek suit purellitSer. Ne041111 in-
vest Over s7et I. if y.til mean business write,
Box 651, Auburn, Ind.
A 13T\ la Li IN, small jewelry stork, with golitf
A repair trade. Located in fast-growing town.
Only it small amount of capital required. Box
76, Earmersburg, Ind.

- b:\ LI. jewelry shelf and fixtures, town 800 ;

• 

business goo.1. Poor health. -Must be sold
at once; 3450 takes it. 'Box 116, Laurel, Nebr.

W ill-1.1.-1:01*IPPEll manufacturing jewelry
shop, in go ml Western town or 40,000. No

memo ; liehl te dratw from. Es-
tablished 2ii year,. (food reason for selling,
" G 849 " 1 1111, 11\1 1 y1.41/11e,

ItARGAIN, ,;1i it 8LO-etc of jewelry and fixtures
1-1 ill flIllailetilitern Wisconsin town. No com-
petit kn. liividce, $1500. Can reduce to $800.
Cash. Address, "S 835," care Keystone. 
FIN E watch h, jewelry and optical business, wit 

good repairing trade, in Illinois town, pop.
nearly 600, and no competition ; 45 miles from
St. Louis, Mo., On Iron Mt. It, R. Building
small and rent low. Price, $2000. Write for
particulars if' interested. Alfred C'haudet,
Prairie du Rocher, Ill. 

RARE chance for beginner. Jewelry
repair business. Pop., 1200 ; in Wash-

ington. I'inest climate in the world. Rent, $6
month. " Ii 844," care Keystone.
IN best manufacturing city In the United
States. Work alone pays 82700. Peculiar situ-

ation makes this the most desirable jewelry
business proposition offered. " W 846," care
Keystone.

$250

ALL, complete and up-to-date jewelry store.
U Fine locat ten. Peonies pay double the ex-
pauses. 81400 ea...11 er invoice, Good reasons
for selling. " l," 115 South Illinois Street,
Indianopelis. I lel.

fORST-CLAss retail joy elry stock, 'maenads
and good will. I .1.. , :5,000. Write, J. W.

Spence, Racine, Wis.
ROOD-PA YIN( i jewelry store, in bustling town
U of 10,000. Invoice about ‘56000, Repairing,
$125 'notably. Last year's receipts, $11,000,
with good profits. Will bear closest investiga-
tion. Address.," Jeweler," box 116, Hatties-
burg, Miss. 
IEWELRY and optical business in the best city
11 0( 3800 inhabitants in Minnesota. I have no
gold brick to sell, but if you are looking for
first-class place to step into a good business, I
consider that I have an Al propositiou for you.
" A 836," care Keystone.
ROOD-PAYING jewelry and optical business in
11 Baldwin, Kans., college town, 1800 inhabi-
tants. 1000 students this year. No opposition.
Town growing fast. Low rent. Stock, $2000 ;
fixtures, $400. Reason for selling, want to
change climatic. Address, H. J. Black, Baldwin,
Kann.

UP to date? Well, I guess yes ! One of the bestjewelry stores, State of South Dakota. Stock
and fixtures invoice about $3600. Sales last year
over 86164. Will sell for two-thirds cash, bal-
ance to suit customer. A reason for selling.
" B 823," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

TOCK and fixtures, well-established jewelry
0 and musical instruments, clean stock, in 13,-
((00 Minnesota town. Will invoice about $4500.
Reason for selling, going into manufacturing
business. "E 833," care Keystone.
IN the best town between Council Bluffs and
I Des Moines, a stock of clocks, watches and
jewelry,. A young luau with musical ability
would do well. Reason for selling, poor health.
Write, E. B. Mytiuger, Anita, Iowa.
fiLD-ESTABLISHED business. Only jewelry
U store in town 1500 inhabitants. Two rail-
roads. Fine farming section. Clean stock ; in-
voice, with fixtures, about $1500. Address,
Lock box J, Wellesville, Mo.
RARE chance in Massachusetts town 3000.
11 Only jewelry store ; established 9 years.
Stock and fixtures, $1500. Rent, $10 a month.
This is a fine opening for a jeweler who is a
graduate opt Mau. Address, Box 715, Foxboro,
Muss.
1E1% ELRY store at a bargain because it is situ-
° ated in Central States, in city of 225, 000 pop.,
and best location of 20 years' standing, with
everything modern. Stock and fixtures will
invoice $20,000. Will sell for cash or two-
thirds cash, balance on time. Want 100 cents
on the dollar fur business, good will and lease.
Reason, ill health. Address, "C 812," care
Keystone.
VINELI-LOCATED jewelry store in the Mid-
✓ die West ; stock and fixtures about 83800.
Sell for 81000 cash, balance in good land. Very
best reason for selling. "K. F. B.," care Mer-
chants, Yankton, S. Dak.
EWELRY and optical business. Wish to re-
" tire. Can net at least $2000 per year. In-
voice 83000. Address, "S 797," care Keystone.
VS'I'ATILISIIKII, good-paying jewelry business
Li in one of the richest farming counties in
Illinois. " N!02,'' ,are Keystone.
(I LE A N, motiTN;i1 and elegant jewelry, souvenir

optieal busiiiess ; established it
' (lunate 
soars'

in this tewn ; ahsolutelv 4,,,htc.
best on earth. Chance Ilf a Milne,. Pop. 3500;
summer 11101 winter ri,et t ; • liewls, more than
20 boarding houses, 2 1.3,1er-canning factories,
with 500 hands extra ; high schools; college with
160 students, 11101 0C11110111y ; county seat. No
opposition in town and eemily ; next city 53
miles. In stain tiler, for 4 mom Its, 6-8000 stran-
gers steady. On (inn* of Nle x leo, State Alissis-
sippi. Make enough in 10 years to retire fro .o
business. 1Vatch repairing brings more I han
expenses. The house, with business complete,
is 34500 ; large store, 4 romm; I kitchen and the
promenade. Diall'i ',Aim unless you have eash
and mean busine,. "S 819," care 1:ey,tone.
IFWELRY smre Iowa; good Mention, estab-
Ii fished about 20 years; large run of work.
TONTO 111001t. 14,000. Railroad time itispeetor.
1Vill write reasons for selling. Ad., " \V 799,"
eare Keystone.

EISIIEliTatsiness in Western 'iVis-
U cousin t.0Wil of 1000 ; 110C01111Wliti011. IIIVOice
about $1200. •%1'isb to lake op opNrs. Good
opening for ambitious jeweler. Bench work
averages 865 monthly. Expenses light. A. C.
Radke, Bangor, Wis. 
$1.91111 JEWEL1tY stock ; repairing all I man

&ivy eau do. Pop. 12,000. All medern im-
provements; fine location. Heasmi, II itealth.
Write for particular,. 'r. Phillips, Jr., Chip-
pewa Falls, iVis. 

$800 CASH buys stoek,-fixtu tools and
material in a live Northern Michigan

town. Only jeweler in It towns, all in radius of
15 miles. A snap 1 investigate this at once. 'l'oo
niftily irons in the lire, must reduce. Nearest
jeweler 25 miles. "V 801," care Keystone.
JEWELRY and mail order business. Entire

stock watches, clocks, jewelry, silverware,
optical goods, eut glass, bric-a-brac, musical
instruments, sewing machines, bicycles, phono-
graphs, cutlery, stationery, lamps, chinaware,
4000 catalogues, lot electrotypes, etc. Also fix-
tures, including 10 large silvemtiounted show
cases, 2 safes, tools, watch muterials, typewriter
roll-top desk, etc. Price, $12,000. accept

real real estate, 54 cash. Best location ; town 30
pop.; Central Pennsylvania ; rich farming coun-
try. Brick building ; store romn 25 x 75 feet;
rent, 820. Opposition very bight-1 small store.
Profits average $2300 yearly. Repairs for 1 man.
Established 38 years. Poor health, cause Belling.
"5804," care Keystone.
AT once, $66-00i.or invoice. Stock all clean, up-
a to-date. Stock of watches, clocks, jewelry,
fixtures, kodaks, graphophone and supplies.
Poor health, reason for selling. Railroad center
and county seat. Cash Intoiness, $6000 and over
a year. Ad., C. II. Rakeman & Son, Sapulpa, I.T.
REST location ; Al Pennsylvania county seat
" town-central. Will reduce stock, fixtures
to $2500. A snap I come quick. "II 882," care
Keystone.
QTOCK and fixtures. Good town, 3000 inhabi-

• 

tants. $80 bench work. Branch of State
Normal and Experimental Station ; city water
and electric lights. Will sell all or part of stock.
Good reason. • Jeweler," lock box 383, Hays,
Kansas.
EADING jewelry and optical business in fine

1/ Wisconsin town ; pop., 2500. One of best
farm and dairy counties. Low rent. Steam
hent furnished. Safe, fixtures and material,
$1000. Can reduce stock to suit. Reason for
selling, other business. Fine chance to step
Into well-established business. "F 815," care
Keystone.
RPTICAL stock and fixtures in Portland, Ore.,

• 

Pop., 140,000. Handsomest store on Pacific
Coast. Best location. Reasonable rent. Edith-
fished 20 years. Stock end fixtures Invoiced
March 1. 1901, 35000 ; profits, $3600 to 85000.
Gond, live optometrist con make the cost. in 1
year. Priee, 85500 cash. Owner leaving the
city. Address, " Wallace," 133 Sixth Street.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

( BARGAIN for a good jeweler and optician,
11 in a town of 6500 inhabitants, in Central
Connecticut. Must give up business on account
of poor health. Bench work, $100 per month.
Stock consists of watches, clocks, solid gold
rings and all kinds of jewelry, nothing old or
stale. Optical trade about 885 per month. Stock
and fixtures will inventory about 82000. Will
sell low if you come quick. " 11 816," care
Keystone.
VLEGANT jewelry and optical business, in
" Northwestern Ohio city of 7000 pop. Stock
and fixtures will invoice at $7000. 1%111 sell at
bargain if sold soon. Address, "II 807," care
Keystone.

-SMALL stock jewelry. (mod repair
trade. 45 miles from competition.

Chance to homestead. No better climate any-
where for lung trouble. Box 26, Liberal, Kans.

only jewelry store in town, central part of
I Illinois. Bench with about 850 ; rent, 56.
Owner must go South for his health. Address,
Olaf Schivc, Illiopolis, Ill.
THE opportunity of a lifetime, a 85500 clean
I stock. Can be reduced. Located in best
50,000 city in Ohio. Business, $10,000 per year.
Profits over $3000. Store expenses, including
help, $850. If you mean business write," S 803,"
care Keystone.

$400

AIRE the best-paylug jewelry stocks in est.

• 

County seat town, large surrounding tend-
tory. Division station Olt Burlington R. R.
Finest of climate, about sante as Denver. Busi-
ness established 15 years. No competition.
Stock and fixtures will invoice about 83000.
Horton & Lamerton, Newcastle, Wyo.

RAD auction, tools and fixtures, about 8800,
11 and a little stock, remain. Been in business
25 months. Average monthly gross profit on
sales, $77.47 ; average monthly net profit on re-
pairs, 880 ; total per month, $117.47. Very
healthy, mild climate. Neat store in city 6000.
Good, practical man can do well. I ant to enter
a different business. Edward Smering, Chester,
S. C.

fIllEA I', first-class jewelry steel fuel fixtures,
u in Grand Rapids, Wis. Inhabitants, 0500.
1110,11111g oily. It. (I. Wiimermau, trustee.
R.\ MIA IN, jewelry store, county seal.; 2000
II p.p. Beilell \vork averages 8100 a month.

1 111S1,-1 (111111111 1iii ion 25 miles. $2500
eash 11,1111 red. Ileasen, eon 1 stand confine-
hold. s .1. 'I'. 1,1INVI`, .\ 1 1..

O111.1.-Es I \ and opii.a l
nes, 111 111,1“-111111 1 \V1,..1 11111,..111 11M11;

3000. Iall 6/1• selling, have other Isi,iness,
A bargain if II I, 111 1111(1e. " II 561,"
cam I:ey ,tone.
IE \V EIJI A' sio,1; and fixtures, invoice S2501I.

Establi,11,1 Io years. Will Is sold cheap.
11, ,‘, (fro, s■ Nebr.
$4500 ofjew elry, shit ionery,

, netts, regulator, safe and
fixtures, °11n Lam pop.; Southern 111inne-
SOW. $111D10101 sI 0r0 ; relit 10W. C0111-
petition easy. Have it R. iii- u 111111. Eich
country to draw trade front. I (11111 111 1 re-

duced. Must have at least half cash and weal
security ,for balance Good reason for selling.
,,A 754 care Keystone.
EADING up-to-date jewelry and optical store,

Li Iowa city, 3000; railroad, manufacturing,
agricu Ito rat. Bench-work $150 month. Stock and
fi xt tt res $2600. Can reduce. One poor jeweler as
opposition. " il 788," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

QAFE for sale. Fine, -ieel-lined, burglar-proof
D safe mice 8325. er particulars write the
S. 'r. Little Jewelry Ceemany, Cumberland, Md
RIGTI-GICADE large burglar and fireproof safe:
11 all improvements, good as new, for half of new
price •, bargain. Ehlers & Co., 41 Maiden Lane,
New York.
A FRIV second-hand It and 8-feet show cases,
LI tables and stands. Benj. Allen & Company,
Silversmiths' Building, 137 Wabash Avenue,
Chicago. 
WATCHMAKER'S bench, curtain top ; 812.00.
" Imitation Moseley lathe, $12. Box 326,
Columbia, S. C. 
RINE Swiss watch movements, different ma-
t kers; A. Lange, J. Jorgensen, etc. Fine
pocket chronometer movements. Independent

seconds movements. 16 size Yaeheron. 16 and
18 size American-higher grades, etc. Wm.
It. Enhaus, 22 Maiden Lane, New York City.
\LEW Riven wheel-cutting attachment, No. 2,
II and Rivett fame plate. John noise, 70
Brownell Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
ERRY mediaometer, cost $90; Andemair test
case, $56. 1Vill sell cheap ; have quit busi-

ness. Address, " Photograper," W. Cherry St.,
Nevada, Mo.

I'd

(IAEA P, oak mnbrella, wall, show cases, count-

• 

ers and trays, electric clock. Goods at
Nevada, Mo. Anson L. Wood, 1903K Sixteenth,
Kansas City, Mo.
PATON & Glover engraving machine, 3 sets of
D type and scroll and attachments in good con-
dition ; $50. Ad., Eugene .1. Wick, Seneca, Mo.
HARDY ophthalmometer and table, Al condi-

tion ; $40 cash, F.0.13. Detroit. Roehm it
Son, Detroit.

WEIV, never used, Geneva ophthalmoscope and

▪ 

retinoscope combined, Geneve table and
advertising cuts. A bargain ; 860. "M 800,"
care Keystone.

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

WHITCOMB lathe, ten chucks with foot wheel.
$15. F. Catlin, Winsted, Conn.

1113NEYA Retinoscope as good as new. Oil
U lighting attachment, also practice eye for
same. Can use electric light if desired. Cost
$67. Will sell for $45. Address, H. U. Rogers,
Waseca, Minn. 
PLEMENT lathe tool attachment for Moseley

• 

No. 2. Brand new, never used, $25. Geo.
If. Frees, Reading, Pa.
ijQ BUYS a Webster-Whitcomb lathe, 20
"uu chucks, good loot wheel, countershaft and
solid oak fiat-top bench und vise. 0. C. Kraeh-
mer, Galena, Ill. 

ctI FOlt about one-third its value, one 56-
uu hour marine chronometer, with flat gloss

and indicator, in good running order. First
cheek for 850 takes it. Lock box 90, Harvey,
N. Dalt.

p-FOOT oak wall case, mirror center, used 1%
years. Cash, $180 ; will sell for $150 F. 0. B.

W. H. Liueback, Monroe, N. C. 
Q I Q ri BUYS a good,double-barrel, hammer-
IV u•uu less shot gun, 12 gat. Box 3, Nos Lake,

TEN-FOOT show ease, with stand and set of

• 

stack trays, plate-glass top, oak. Murphy
Bros., Fox Lake, IVis._ _
(170—SII-CL-ET1E set fine mahogany jewelry fis-
t( tures, modern in every 11 1'111111111d 1111ell with
all conveniences. 110W .1101 in strictly
tiast-class condition. 1 par( ice tars, address,
John IV. Mealy it Sons (le.. Baltimore, Md. 
liosC.D.:1;-fillbe No. 2, slide rest, face plate,
Au wheel-01101114 attachment Good as new.

tools, etc. II. 4 ). 110x .)2:1, Elgin, Ill.
elarionet, Boehm system, high

pitch, good condition, s35. A. IV. Bates,
h•eatallica, Ill.

II Nil 6-mot, black walnut watchmoker's 1101101,
1.7 suitable l"i I wo workinen ; 1 Iiiuts 30-inch
Louis Fourteenth watch sign. Priee, each, 816.
N. C. .km.teml, Fairfield, 111W11.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HERDING THREE CENTS PER WORE.

(IN E Ileinhard eye refractor and skiaseopp,
✓ new ; I Oliver ring bender. %V ill exuliange
fer l,i,' hill, Cragleith grindstone, mfg. jewel-
ers' lathe or bench shears. " 8115," care
I:eystene.

have you to trade h.]. good real estate,
" growing in Salm.. se lu tit of large Eastern
city. Value, !=s7mi. Factoty stock or store con-
sidered. Owner's 1,1,110-, West. Slake oill'r.
"P 673," eare 1:eysboie.
14101t sale or exchange for merchandise, 120
✓ acres Kansas, 1280 neves Texas, city prtmeriy
Denver, Colo. A dulres,, I hyner, I- 724," care
Keystone.
VIC11111 grapliopheie; ; .1 elm- telt dittptric eye
I meter, emitaitis 7: Jill re, olving nickel
globe; Caligraph type \miter. \\ loll have you to
trade? Addiess, I.. \V :triter, Leon, Iowa._ _ _
/10-.\CHE fiirm, iiiiest land in

I illit'll,l'.11f12tr; pt. i■i; rly!).‘".. 
\I lliiI\ 

 \ 111 ,,i ;v131:11(,,".1,.,;ii ill 
Ixon, Iowa.
TIVO optician os' ivrk su rfacer . di,ks

gages, Edison's minmoviaph. " \V s72,-
Keystene.

rani' .with ifil acics button,. 1,ock
box 401, Effingham, III. _

II EN EV .1 ophthalmoscope and retitiloseope,
v Hardy oplithalmometer ; good as new. Fx-
change e...ier liii I riple-objective miereseitite.
Enclose stamp. .kildress "No. 48," ori Columbus
'Memorial Building, Chicago.
noi,DEN opportunity. I will ex, hange 6.1 Man
U stock jeweler's goods, a good-It:lying phteer
1111110 in rich district. ill list sacrifice at ollEe.
Write for particulars ; price very reasonable.
P. O. Box 128, Placerville, El Dorado Co., Cal.

ROOD folding camera, carrying case, tripod,
u plate-holders, trays and complete outfit. Want
test case and optical goods. T. G. Spike, Luton,
Cal.

RE ZENG'S refractometer, for typewriter. E. G.

• 

Longcroft, Berlin, Wis. 

RAVE sole leather telescope jewelry case with
II cloth-bottom trays, new leather ease for Geneva
retinoscope and ophthalmoscope, typewriter, to
exchange for wall case, Hopkins slide rest or
Conn Bb cornet. Bromfield, Ness City, Kans.

A GRAPHOPHONE, Grand, new, with three
It horns, largest one 42 inches; 1210ml-class
records, many of them original ; handsome wal-
nut cabinet, holding 42 records. Outfit cost 1100.
Have 2 outfits and do not need it. Will trade
for anything. What have you? Ad., "II 793,"
care keystone.

IVIIOLE or half interest in good money-making
" patent-a watchmaker's loupe in wit lilt Illy
magnifying glass is always in perfect :elitist-
ment with the lens of eyeglass or spectliele. 'I Ili,
loupe is RIWIIV8 ready for use, can be aidjusted
the watehmaticer without removing his spectiteles,
11101 hits no ring to hold in the eye or other dis-
comfort. It is the most convenlimt, comfortable
and serviceable loupe ever invented, and will Is
purehased by every watchmaker. As it can lie
made at very little expense, it furnishes al ram
opportunity to build up a profitable mail order
business at little cost. The demand for it is as-
sured, as It has been pronotinosi "just the
thing" by every watehmaker who has examined
It, and has been given the highest praise by ail
technical experts and trade lilt utile. 'Will be
sohl reasonable, or exeleinged flit optical goods
or jewelry or anything 110E4 ..Sary in a jewelry
store. Big profits assured 6.1; the inie-tment.
Address, E. U. Kay, Box 231, Everett, IVit,11.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

$5000 STOCK jewelry and fixtures. Could re-ctum stock some. Established many
years, best city in Missouri. Good business, mat
store. Failing health. Want outdoor work fruit
or poultry farm, income property. "B 885," care
Keystone.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTs PER WORD

MOSELEY makes for moderate money the
01 thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes. 
L1OR rent-desk mom in new Heyworth Build-r ing, heart of jewelry district, corner WabashAvenue and Madison, Chicago. Address, " It.O. K.," 1119 Masonic Temple, Chicago. Statespace wanted and about price you wish to pay. 
I1PEN-good location. 3000 people, no opposition,11 nothing for sale-pay you to investigate.
Young's Pharmacy, Clinton, S. C. 
THE best imitation balance staffs made in Amer-a lea. Gray finish, for 7 to 11 jeweled watches,$1 per dozen. Speeial polished, for higher grades,
81.50 to $2 per dozen. Every stair warranted
hard and true. Tarbox it Gordon, makers,
Omaha, Nebr.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for in forum-
0, lion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

WANTED-To supply Moseley lathes to an tin-
" limited number of the men at the bench
who have need for thoroughly reliable lathes
for moderate money. Your jobber will send
new list.
TOR exchange-All jobbers will exchange the
✓ thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes for a
moderate amount of money.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE DENTE PER WORD

11.1SII paid for diamonds, wet elicit, Jewelry. En-
u tire stocks bought. IVeintraub, 129 South
Seventh Street, I'hilailelphia.
RANSAS City Pol) I,Iiui h I it till 6.r Ii -It logy, Engraving and Jes (try 51anitfactil ring.
Incorporated and el I I1111%11 111. 1 .11 111 11 11111111111 1 1 1 With
the statute of the State of 5lis,ouri. This is a
new watelimalzing and engra. ing „eheel y MI the
most modern methods and system, of teaelling, as
well as modern equipments. This selimil is lirst-
cla.ss in every respect and op-to-date In all Its
branches. For further information and tuition
address : lir. S. IV. Lam., Se, imary, Suite 202
Missouri Building, Grand .\ senile, 111118118
City, Mo.

Ii 110TH ER jeweler iv rite us Mr prices on pianos,11., we can save you from $71 to $100. 0. C.
Kraehmer Music Cii., P. 0. its 282, (Intelsat, 111.
TILE Optician's Companion hold, tintless le-nSe-s
I while mounting and frames y soldering,
handy and quick; price 50 cents. .\. It. 1.co,e,
manufacturer, 134 1'. Jelrersion Si_ 1 ui 100, 111110.

l'" you wish to retire er NIA Ile-

Mire to dispose you r sleek ftli• 1.1
111111IVSS: Boostnal.vague, Sy raeli,e, N. V.

1.1, kinds second-hand watches, g01.11 rings, it.
;I Nearly 1118 good as new; cest tieli less.
thin upon request. Weintraub, 129 South Seventh
SI tot, Philadelphia.
E W EbEltS, watchmakers. Fine marine eh ro-
nometers for sale at low prices. The best ad-

vertisement in a jeweler's window is correct
time. Address G. 13eninghausen, chronometer

,maker, Seattle Wash. 
WHY not send me yottr watch cases that need
11 repairing? Can replace any part. of a case.
G. F. Wadsworth,Silversm it Ils' Brdg.,Chicago,11 I. 
QITUATIONS wanted by Moseley lathes withU workmen who desire thoroughly reliable
lathes for moderate money. Your jobber for
new list.
YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
1 your watch, work. Ifere is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago. 
Ito it's a Moseley it's all right.

HAVE you an old English watch case you want
II changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F. Wadsworth, Sil versmiths'131dg.,Chicago,I11.
WATCH jeweling, pallet stones, balance plate
11 and center, compass or caliper jewels reset,
50e. Jewels selected, Mc. Three-eornered pin
75c. Diamond cutters mounted for reducing
size of jewel, 50c. Send parts only with price
to A. F. Freeland, watch and chronometer jewel
maker, 376 Washington Street, Boston. Jewels
made to order.

A FORMER jeweler now in piano business, hasa plan whereby jewelers can make big money
selling pianos. Not necessary to be a musician
or have much capital. Write for particulars.
Address, A. L. Creed, 00 Buckingham St., Hart-
ford, Conn.

gPECIAL collar buttons displayed as we sug-
u gest, and retailed for 10c. instead of 25c., are
quick sellers ; 34 gross lots, $3 ; single doz., $1.
Look like diatnonds I Six rings in special tray,
gentlemen's or ladies', $3. Guaranteed sellers
or money returned. It. E. Thomas it (It., jewel-
ers' specialists, Wilmington, Del. Only have
leaders, not a general line. A postal or business
card will place yott on our mailing list. _
WHEN you get that new lathe try a-Moseley
II and you will have a thoroughly reliable
lathe and for moderate money.

BUSINESS NOTICES
WE make a specialty of changing out antique

watch eases to stem-wiud. Something that
has been refused by others. Have had 40 years'
exp and can guarantee satisfaction. N. J.
Felix, 18 John Street, Now York.
VLGIN Horological School, the oldest and MostLI practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin  Horological School, Elgin,111.

WIHERE to receive the highest cash price forevery kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sarasota Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.
COLD and si I ver-plat ng,sat I ii finish,engraving,U engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch ease repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago. 

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and
1 Optical Institute is unsurpassed beeituse it's
practical and absolutely thorough and the in-
Wooers are men of experietice. If you wish
to cutter a business or improve your chance of
advancement iis your present position, take a
course in our Institute and become an expert.
We are net here fie' It few months, but are
permanent ly located and propose our work shell
speak for its self. Write for particulars. Dr.
Tairbox and Gordon.

PEARLS BOUGHT
FOR CASH

If a customer should bring you any Iiiamond
Jewelry or any; Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy the!» yourself, send them to
CHAS. S. CROSSMAN CO.
53 Malden Lane

o N7wY7kwhere yu can have an itninediatCashOfee 
Established 1880

Twenty-Six Years Ago
our Repairing and Engraving Depart-
ment was established by Ezra F.-Bowman.
Ever 811100, it has enj..yed the highest
reputation foe absolutely reliable

Watch Repairing and Engraving
We have an ample force of experts

always at your serviee. By sending work
to us you tine minium(' of

Best Work, Prompt Return,
Handsome Profits

Among our customers til'eillally R. R.
Watch Inspectors. Some send all their
work. Send for our complete Trail, Itepair
Price-List.

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS
Lancaster, Pa.

High.CIaaa

Repairing
for the Trade

Our work is the kind you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
407 Masonic Temple CHICAGO, ILL.

" The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-al:1001 and
easily learned trade, taught ilionoighly and
practically by correspondeni, otir instruc-
tor Is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome ilhistrated prospec-
tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches, Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., Care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

iestoots.thca/soa Lancaster, Pa,

LEARN ALL YOU CAN
Know your business-he a master of it.

Von can learn more with us about watch-
making than elsewhere. Our circulars
prove it. Send for it and do it now.

Canadian Horological Institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King Street

Toronto. Ont.
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SIGN

SU CE
Because the diamonds are

properly cut, which means
greatest brilliancy ; because
they are sold for just what
they are no misrepresenta-
tion here ; because the price
asked is the actual first cost
of the stone, as it comes from
our cutting works, plus our
modest profit.

It pays to buy from first
hands.

=1 1

J R .WODD

SONS
; •

-Z=4 -4c C.:, :‘---44"•
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Via
/0 4.,
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RS CII.,(0E AT NAHD

just now you will find, r. Jeweler, that a
NEW CENTURY ENGRAVING MACHINE would
be of especial benefit to you.

You doubtless resolved at the close of your last
holiday season that you would surely see that you were
better equipped this coming year to meet the ever-
increasing demands for engraving than you were then.

The troubles from loss of time, money and patience
in trying to get along in the old way were still fresh in
your mind. Don't let this good resolution languish or
die with many others made at the close of the year, but
get right into line with the other progressive, up-to-date
jewelers who have bought NEW CENTURYS, and are
meeting with such good success with them that they
write us like the following, which has come in from one
of our many well-satisfied customers:

" The first job of engraving of any amount I did with the
machine was to engrave fifty-three letters on a locket about the
size of a 50-cent piece. I have made the machine almost pay for
itself every month, that is, the payments due each month. I
engrave everything that conies along, and the machine works
excellently on everything. I'm a hand engraver, but have not
cut a letter by hand since I bought the machine."

Our NEW CENTURY ENGRAVING MACHINE is equipped with every mechan-
ical improvement for producing the finest kind of engraving, and yet is so simple and
easily operated that one who knows nothing whatever about the art can soon become
proficient in the use of it.

The pattern letters have been designed by the most expert letter designers in
this country, and by means of the NEW CENTURY you are enabled to reproduce the
work of these skilled engravers with absolute fidelity. Old English, Gothic, Script,
Ribbon and Fancy Letters, Landscapes, Monograms and Portraits on flat or irregular
surfaces, rings, spoons, holloware, etc., can be easily engraved and shaded up equal
to the finest hand work.

The time to purchase a NEW CENTURY is NOW.
You have ample time now to advertise the engraving end of your business and

get thoroughly proficient in the use of the machine.
1111r Your spring trade is certain to be greatly increased if you have a

NEW CENTURY ENGRAVING MACHINE to help you out with it.
Don't wait for next week, or next month, or next season, but do it now.

Your order will be shipped promptly if you send it in to-day.

Our finely illustrated catalogue describes the machine in every detail, and if you

have not seen samples of work done on the NEW CENTURY, we will send them if

you write immediately.

We have a special offer this month to fit your particular case
Don't delay. Write now

THE EATON & GLOVER COMPANY, Sayre, Pa.
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Regulates
the

Business
of

The World

Indispensable to modern life, the Elgin -Watch is ever
the balance of business goes

a full stock of Elgin \\Tatches.

See Jobbers list for prices or write

store that carries

Every dealer is invited to send for the. Elgin Art booklet, " Timemakers
and "Fimekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch

Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U.S.A. NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.

THAOE MARK

Established 1873
Thirty=third year

Every jeweler is interested in this problem : What goods
will sell the best, bring the largest profits and induce his
customers to call again.

jra. goods fill the requirements exactly.

You can only build a paying and lasting business by
having dependable goods goods which will, in the hands
of your customers, advertise your store as long as you remain
in business.

That Fa goods are dependable goods is assured by the
trade-mark, the sign of our guarantee, which is stamped on
every piece of goods or card that leaves our factory.

Chains Vest, Dickens, Pony, Fob, Lorgnette
and Neck ; Lockets, Charms, Bracelets, Brooches,
Waist Sets, Bar Pins, Scarf Pins, Hat Pins, Sleeve
Buttons, Earrings, Crosses, Chain Trimmings and
Mountings; everything for Ladies and Gentlemen
in Toilet and Manicure Articles and useful Sterling
Silver Novelties, just right for Wedding Gifts.

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

New York Office-13 Maiden Lane
Chicago Office—" The Heyworth," Cor. Madison & Wabash Ave.
Canadian Office-350 King Street, Kingston, Ont,

100 Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.
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English Case as Received 
As Remodeled for American S. W. 

Movement

WENDELL & COMPANY

WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND 
REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and 
si I) or, for English, Su Ns and A

merican Movements.

Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem
-Wind

English Cases changed to tit 3 iui' 
ieai i.,V(meflt8 without altering outside appe

arance.

Hunting Cases changed to qam
-Face.

Old 1Vatc1i Cases Itepaieed and 
1:ene wed.

Melting old gold awl mak ing over into new ease (using s
ame gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 an? 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Preciou

s and Semi-Precious Stones

for special work and replacing lost sets. \\c import them direct from the

cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in si
ngle stones at dozen

and gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from 

thirty-five to

fifty per cent.
We employ first-el,iss setters, and turn out work very

 promptly.

No jot) to() small t, receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail 

Jewelry Trade

93, 95 (Iiii) 97 William Street TWO LARGE

FACTORIESNEW YORK
57 Washington Street

CHICAGO

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade

I /t) we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country 

for job work.

•

These two tot• *how Flat and Round 
Belcher Ring. These cuts show Il e some rings wail new, high Hans,

as received, with claws badly 
worn elf and too low to Ntoeies •ceurely reset, ind entire ring. refinished like new.

permit resetting stones again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone
 and refinishing ring like new, $ .76 to $1.26

eight •... ' .. C, • 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Bel
cher, Tooth and rings of every description, to cost

from 75c. to $2.00, according to the 
condition of ring and number of claws in setting. .

Initial glove ring with nue

claw at Clirilend holding net.

These two cuts show initial and cameo 
glove

ring, with two anti four elates soldered to 
the setting,

which holds the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50e.
Four " " " " 76c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

11111111111111111111I11111.11!iii
Cameo glove ring wilh four

...laws at corners holding sot.

13EFORE

WE REPAIR

any article in lie vi] verware line ; making

new parts to mat, II the old ones that hav
e

been ineltedorlo olten off, the same as new
.

AFTER

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nic

kel,

bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,

statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the 

Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 aa 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

SAMPLE 30B AS RECEIVED

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR 
RENEWING

---

AS DELIVERED

Gold Chains Refilled, Renewed and 
Repaired

Old Chains made over into new patterns, u
sing same gold

Clood Work. Leow Rrornot Attention

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE 

RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- 
CHICA(10

93, 95 & 97 William Street 
FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

Great Promptness in Getting Out

Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds

together with Good Work and Low Prices are the fe
atures that made our

business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct 
business of doing

Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and tkere is not a Job o
r Special Order

for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store 
(except watch work)

that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers

perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-ord
er work, you increase

your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Wor
k Catalogues.

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for 

the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-P
roof Buildings

93, 95 <la 97 William Street, New 
York 57 Washington Street, Chicago
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Everything in Watches for Every Kind of Wearer

•
There's a reason why dealers favor us so largely with orders for Railroad Watches.
Promptness in filling the orders, immense variety in the best Case patterns, thor-
oughness and care in executing commands—there are reasons a-plenty. Try us
for these:

but special and particular attention paid to the Jeweler's needs in

Railroad Watches

Elgin

18 size, 0. F.
II It

Veritas, No. 214, 23J.,

" No. 239, 21

" No. 274, 21 J.,

Raymond, No. 240, 19 J.,
Father Time,

Raymond,

No. 270,

No. 280,

21 J.,

17 J.,
21 J., i6 size, "

17 J.,

Htg.

0. F.

" and Htg.
Is It It

It 64

Waltham

Vanguard, 23 J., 18 size, 0. F. and Htg.
t 

21 J., 
II IC It

Crescent St., 21.J.,

19J.,

Premier ( A.T. & Co.), 17J.,113eize,O.F.and Mg.

Vanguard, 23 J., 16 size, 0. F.

It

It

It II if

IC

The Non-Retailing C.
Jobbers in Watches and Chains, Lamaster, Pa.
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TheW B & C Glasses
WATCH GLASSES

are known to he the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches

-• --rr 7-7

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

The prices on
are not highet

much inferior 9.,
sold by the
of the United cr,'
lows:

Cienevas  
Mi-Concaves  
Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick  
Flat Parallels  
tientilles  
Flat Concaves
Hat Concaves, Extra Thick  
Patent (ienevas  
Lunettes  

.-94 V/ B & C glasses
tV than other and
4., brands, and are 

leading jobbers
States as fol.

per gross, $3.00
3.25
8.00
5.50

1 1 MO
7.511
13.50
5.50
2.00

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that the W B & C_glasses HAVE BEEN. ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS HE me leading brallit of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size maket hont so that the leadifigjobbers in the United Stales will use no others at any _price. Four-lifths of the case manufacturers are gulag them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. Theyu,e.I to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, "The Best is the Cheapest at the End."
WATCHMAKERS!! If you irish to save thne and ntmtoy and lee good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using th(m), try the W B & 0 and don't he deceived by bluffing and humbug-ging advertisements, show j ng, a lot of nonsenical I res. The IN B &C gialiSeS are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a greet many brands have sprung up in one day, and neverheard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B & 

C



692 E. & J. SWIGART
1.2:::rynd Watchmakers', Jewelers', Engravers' and Opticians' Supplies
We have Watchmakers' Lathes in many styles and grades. For the convenience of watchmakers wishing to buy an outfit of La

the and Bench complete, we

illustrate several combinations on this page. Other combinations we quot
e in our Supplement, which is sent on request. Write us for prices before you purchase.

SOLID OAK BENCH No. 2

This bench is well made and finished cabinet style. Contains

eight drawers, apron drawer and chalk hole. 
size—height,

40 int•hes ; length, 40 inches; width, 20 inches. Tieing made of

wel1-seasoned Is tel,cr, It positively will not split or warp out of

shape.
Price of Bench, only $8.95 net cash

E. & J. S.
One of the hest lathes eve]

14 chucks, 8 cement brasses and I
The lathe is full nickel-plated,
knobs.

GEM LATHE
• sold at the price we charge. It has
telling, all fitted in a neat, strong box.
with hard rubber pulley and spindle

only $21.15 net cashPrice of Lathe,

Lathe Combination C Consists of Bench No. 2, Gem
No. 12 and Foot-Wheel No. t,

outfit, all of the fixtures being well adapted for a general line of watch 
work and light

Lathe complete, Countershaft
This makes a very desirable

turning.

Price, complete, $32.65 net cash

COUNTERSHAFT No. 12

Ni •kel-plated, with wood pulley and
nickel-plated speed W heel.

Price of Countershaft,
only 94c. net cash

FOOT-WHEEL No. 1
M-potinti wheel and is well adapt, .1

for use with the Gem or Geneva tat

Face of wheel is grooved for round belt.

Price of Wheel, only $2.15 net cash

OAK FINISH BENCH No. 4

A substantial, well finished and stronglv built bench.

Made of Elm and finished in Oak. Size 90 inches long, 40

incises high and 20 inches wide.

Price of Bench, only $7.52 net cash

Lathe Combination D
Consists of Geneva Lathe, Bench No. 4,
Countershaft No. 12 and Foot-Wheel No. 1.
This is our popular combination and gives
splendid satisfaction.

=MEW

GENEVA LATHE
one of the most popular lathes that has been placed on the 

market.

They do perfect work and with the combination as shown a
ll turning

that comes to the watch benelt can be done. Each lathe is warranted

true. The on is fitted in a box, same as shown in Gem lathe

Illustration. Price of Lathe outfit. only $14.00 net cash

Price, complete, $24.52 net cash

COUNTERSHAFT No. 12

Nickel-plaint, with wood pulley and
II ickel-plated speed Wheel.

Price of Countershaft,
only 94c. net cash

FOOT-WHEEL No. 1

um, 20-poe tot wheel and is well adapted
for use with the Gem or Geneva lathe.
Face of wheel is grooved for round belt.

Price of Wheel, only $2.15 net cash

Your Tool and Material Orders are cared for with dispatch and fidelity
if you send them to us to be filled. Promptness and care are our first principles.

E. & J. Swigart, Cincinnati, Ohio

ABS LUTE

moolliquIlir*

,

This one word embodies
practically the foundation and success

of our business. The universal and unqualified
satisfaction to our patrons is our proudest achieve-

ment. It has been the corner stone of our business, the
inspiration and basic principle of our methods, the secret

of our growth and the builder of our success. Why not
make us a trial consignment of

anything containing Gold, You run NO risks. We make
accurate valuations and hold consignments subject to your
acceptance. We stand the expense of re-shipment if valu-
ation is not satisfactory. Returns for old gold and silver
made same day as received. Returns for sweepings
within five days of receipt.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

Offices 63 6 65 Washington St. Chicago Ill.Works- Fifty-Eighth 6 Throop Sts.

We are paying 50 cents an ounce
for Old Silver
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SWISS PATTERN FILES
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FOR WATCHMAKERS, JEWELERS, FINE TOOL MAKERS, DIE SINKERS AND OTHERS WHOSE

WORK REQUIRES GOOD TOOLS

THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS OF DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN MANUFACTURE

ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

„ B I S S „
JEWELERS' MACHINERY
THE "BLISS"

OF UP-TO-DATE

INCLINABLE ' JEIVELRY.*POWER PRESSES e•rp, ., ,,, OUR PRICES

ALWAYS GIVE - ,_ti ARE VERY LOW.
' -SATISFACTION

4. WRITE FOR

TO THE USER. i
FULL

THEY ARE'
PARTICULARS

EXCELLENT —
AND CIRCULARS

MACHINES FOR

• 

DESCRIBING

BLANK CUTTING
THESE AND

OR FORMINO 
OTHER PRESSES

DIES SO
AND MACIHN1:

l. .._
INDISPENSABLE t -----

FOR
TO THE

• JEWELRY WORN

MANUFACTURER

.,,- : i i, , HLE POWER PRESSkl , .

E. W. BLISS CO.
27 ADAMS STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y., U.S.A.
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Harper's
Patent
Optician
Mier No. 19

The various illustrations show some of the uses for which this plier is intended. Advantagesare as follows :
Thin jaws to permit getting between narrow jaws when adjusting guards.
Hollowed out to clear the thickest concave lens when tightening strap.
Milled and countersunk jaws to hold stud and spring together while assembling.When tilting a spectacle temple, pass temple through hole in jaw, no kinking or sharp bendpossilde. Nic1;:el plated.

Each $1.56

Grecian Eyeglass Spring Plies No. Z2
For giving any ordinary eyeglass the well-known "Grecian Bend." Designed

by a practical optician, and does the work " quick as a wink." Nickel plated.

Price, $1.00 each

,

•'Popp

Order from your Jobber.
If he is unable to supply you,
if you will write us we Nyill

inform you who can.

HAMMEL,
RIGLANDER & CO.

& 49 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Patent
Soldering
Forceps No. 50

The four adjustable jaws are provided with asbestos pads so that the heaviest rin,g ,-.■11 readily be hard soldered. No wiring of job to charcoal
required. Will hold articles of all kinds of irregular shapes, also at surfaced articles. \\ ak can be drawn together by means of the adjusting clamp
with screw. It is an article well liked by all who have used it. Nickel plated. Each 65c.

The New Nilson's Patent Rivet Extractor
The most obstinate rivet will yield to this tool. Has two. interchange-

able points. The handle in vise remains stationary, the center is held in
position by a stiff spring, and when struck with a hammer, permits only a
slight advance of rivet. I.eaves both bands free to use.

Price, $1.00
Rivet extractors innumerable have been sold with varying success ;

this is the latest and appeals to the mechanic as something of merit.

Combination Pocket
Spectacle Screw Driver
with Tweezer No. 106
In Aluminum Case, each 75c.
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They are the BEST, the MOST RELIABLE, have QUALITY, FINISH, ELASTICITY, TEMPER,

STRENGTH and DURABILITY, are COILED and TAGGED, arranged in the MOST CONVENIENT

manner, and ' GUARANTEED."
For $12.00 net cash you will receive our 20 drawer, quartered Oak or Cherry Cabinet, complete with

labels, bottles and a full gross of the celebrated " Imperial " Mainsprings.

For 1536.00 net cash you will receive our new 42 drawer quartered Oak or Cherry
with labels and three gross of the celebrated " " Mainsprings.

•
IMPERIAL MAINSPRINGS. W. GREEN a co.

6 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. lo■s*
WALTH A M ELGIN HAMPDEN LL1NOIS HOWARD HAMILTON TRENTON ws. ENGLAND
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Cabinet, complete

For further particu-
lars, read important
notice below

$1200
Per Gross
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SPECIAL NOTE.-The Cabinets are far superior than represented by cut. The 20
-Drawer Cabinet (capacity of which is

5 gross) is worth $6,00, and the 42-Drawer Cabinet shown in cut (capacity of which is 15 
gross) is worth $15.00

Waltham
Nos. 2203

ORDERS FOR

Watch
Materials,
Tools,
Jewelers' anD
Engravers'
Supplies
FILLED FROM
ANY CATALOGUE
AT LOWEST

MARKET PRICES

WORTHY OF ATTENTION

The following letter Is but a sample of
unsolicited testimonials daily received from
most reliable sources in every State of the
Union:

Utica, N.Y., Sept. 15.
MESSRS. W. GREEN & Co., New York City,N.Y.

Gentlemen :-Please send us the following
mainsprings :

I dozen 5057. 1 dozen 5043.
" 2203. 1 " 2220.

2 " 5053. 1 " 2209.
2 " 5046. 1 " 2210.

Be sure and send your "Imperial" main-
springs, as will not accept any others, having
had the best possible success with them. We
consider them far superior to any other main-
springs in the market, and your service is all
we could desire.

Yours very truly, EVANS & SONS.

N. B.-We carry in stock
175 different styles and sizes of

"Imperial" American
and 450 sizes of

"Imperial" Swiss
Mainsprings
The latest " Imperial" American Mainspring Chart and Guide sent free of charge upon application

Importers
Exporters
Jobbers
Manufacturers

Fac-
simile
of

Enlarged and correct view of Waltham No. 2203
" Imperial " Mainspring, coiled and tagged

Elgin
5043

Hampden
5056

Illinois
5061

" IMPERIAL" AMERICAN SPRINGS, Coiled and Tagged.

None genuine unless marked " Imperial," coiled, tagged and bearing our Registered
Trade-Mark, as shown In cut.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
With a first ordet tor one gross of " Imperial " American or Swiss Mainsprings we send gratio

our 20 Drawer cr with an order for thri•e gross our 42 Drawer improved, handsome, polished,
rubbed finish, ';uartered Oak or Cherry Mainspring Cabinet, as shown in cut. These cabinets aro
splendidly mao hard wood, cabinet finished and dove-tailed throughout ; are the only cabinets made

which properl) arrange, systematize and keep in thorough order the many American or Swiss Main-

springs necess ay for constant use at the present time, and will be greatly appreciated by all first-

class watchmakers. Besides being very useful they are very handsome in appearance. The drawers

have fancy knobs, brass trimmed, and the tops arranged in grooves for screw-top bottles for various

watch, jobbi ng and other materials.
The 12 Drawer will hold 5 gross and the 42 Drawer Cabinet 15 gross of " Imperial"

American or Swiss Mainsprings. We also include a handsome set of perforated gummed
with the name, number and size of springs, to enable the drawers to be numbered us desired. These

nunthers correspond to an up-to-date directory and guide of all the American Mainsprings inade,which

directory accompanies the cabinet. The guide shows the correct style, width, strength and num.
ber by the genuine Dennison's Standard Gage, and tile correct number and names for ordering.

W. GREEN Ci CO., 6
Maiden Lane
NEW YORK, U.S.A.

(" We handle everything known to the trade and solicit correspondence")

( Watch Materials, Tools,
'- Jewelers', Engravers' and
t Opticians' Supplies
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W;1°Init\ilgcliiedd by "Groell's Imporial" Higli-Grago Maroon Non-TarilisliaDlo flannel Bolls 81111 llasFOR SILVERWARE, CUT (314AS8, ETC.
We desire to call the attention of the trade to our Non-Tarnishable Flannel Rolls, which are the highest grade and of special manufacture, therefore will never tarnish silverware, being of fast

Maroon color and bound with woolen Mohair braid, and are washable. These rolls have rapidly taken the place of boxes and cases in all markets, and are far cheaper and much more convenient.
They remain a lasting advertisement for the jeweler and silversmith. All our Flat Rolls are marked with an embroidered silk label, showing contents. Extra silk label, with firm's name and address
011 each roll, supplied without extra charge, in orders of not less than 34, dozen of a size, and not less than 3 dozen assorted or separate pieces." Every householder needs one complete set of Rolls and Bags to keep their Silverware, etc., in systematic and good condition."" This cut has been designed to show the different styles of Table Silverware for which the rolls are made."

IMPE R1AL "NON"TAONISHABLE
FLANNEL ROLLS AND BAGS FOR 945/ERWARCAClif GLASS.

W. GRE;EN &co. •
MANUFACTURERS.

6 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK,

. ________ j .............. .

No.
151.
152.
15:1.
154.
155.
136.
157.
138.
139.
1110.

Size
3x 6
4x 6
2x 8
Sic 8
4x 8
4 x 10
4 x12
5x 6
5 x 12
fix 8
6 x 10

Each
• $ .20
• . .20
• . .20
• . .20
• . .25
. . .30
• . .30
• . .25
• . .85
• . .30
• . to

Per doz.
. . $1.15
. . 1.20
. 1.15

. . 1.20

. . 1.40
• • 1.60
• • 1.75
• • 1.40
• • 1.85
• • 1.60
. . 1.75

PRICE-L1ST OF BAGS FOR HOLLOWWARE, CUT GLASS, ETC.
No. Size Each Per doz.
162. 6 x 11
163. 6 x 12
164. 6 x 14
165. 7x 9
166. 7 x 11
167. Sx 9
168. 8 x 10
169. 8 x 12
170. 8 x 14
171. 9 x 11
172. 10 x 12

. . . .

.40 . . 2.25

.30 . . 1.75

.40 . . 2.00

.40 . . 2.00

.40 . . 2.15

.45 : . 2.35

.50 . . 2.65

.45 . . 2.35

.30 • . 2.65

No.
173.
174.
175.
176
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.

Size Each
10 x 13 . 5.35
10 x 14 • . .35
10 x 16 . • .35
10 x 18 • .40
10 x 21 . • .50
11 x 14 . • .40
12 x 13 . • •35
12 x 14 . • .40
12 x 15 . • .45
12 x 16 • .50
12 x 17 . • .50

•
I'er doz.
. $2.75

• . 3.00
• . 3.25
• . 3.50
• . 4.00
• . 3.50
• . 3.25
• . 3.50
• . 3.75
• . 4.00
• . 4.00

No.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
163.
194.

Size Each Per doz.
12 x 18 . $ .55 • $4.25
14 x 14 . . .40 3.50
14 x 20 . . .55
16 x 17 .55
16 x 24 . . .60 

. 

518 x 26 . . .65 . 5..2575g
19 x 30 . . .70 . . 6.50
20 x 30 . . .70 . . 7.00
22 x 34 . . .80 . . 7.50
24 x 32 • . .85 . . 8.00
26 x 36 . .90 . . 825

" Green's Improved Roll-Top Watchmakers', Jewelers' and Dental Benches"No. 10 Solid Oak, Walnut or
Cherry, Highly French Polished
contains THIRTEEN 113 ) drawers

and c partments; also chalk hole,
sliding apron drawer, and vise-rest.

The dinwers are automatically locked,
one of which is arranged for chucks.

They are well made, cabinet fin-
ished and dovetail throughout, and
have fancy brass knobs.

They are far superior in appear-
ance than is represented by the eut.

Besides being very useful, they al .e with-
out doubt the handsomest and best-
made benches in the market.

Dimensions 44 inches long, 40 inches
high, 26 inches wide.

The end pieces close down to give more
room if desired,

stand on casters and the curtain
raises Id inches.

NoTE.-Nothing better can be
made, and we warrant then: in every
respect.

Price, only

Solid Oak $ 17.50
Walnut 19.00

" Cherry 18.50 6 6

Net
Spot Cash

6 6
..„t;„-•

Cut represents Bench No. 10
For Foreign Shipment add $1.25 for special crating and packing. Net weight, 175 lbs. Gross weight, 200 lbs.

No. 12. Solid Oak Only

Contains NINE (9) draw-
ers anti compartments ;
also sliding apron draw-
er and vise-rest.
They are well and sub-

stantially made, and pre-
sent an excellent appear-
ance.
They stand on casters and

the curtain raises ten incites.
The end pieces close down

to give more room if desired.
Dimensions: 44 inches long,

26 inches wide and 40 inches
high.

Price, only

$116.00 Net Spot Cash

" Green's Improved Plain-Top Watchmakers', Jewelers' and Dental Benches"
No. 11. Solid Oak, Walnut or
Cherry, Highly French Polished
Contains ELEVEN (1.1) dt•awers and

compartments; also sliding apron
drawer and vise-rest.

One of the drawers is arranged forchucks.
They are Tvell made, cabinet fin-

ished and dovetail throughout, and
have fancy brass knobs.

They are far muperior in appear-ance than Is represented hy the cut.
Besides being very useful and hand-some in lsppearance, they are the best

benches in the market.
Dimensions: 40 inches long, 40 incheshigh, and 21 inches wide.
NuTE.-Nothing: better can be

made, and we warrant them in every
respect. Price, only

Solid Oak $10.50 NetSpot Cash
,, 6 Walnut 11.50 _
,, Cherry 11.00 Ai

"

Cut represents Bench No. 11For Foreign Shipment add $1.00 for special crating and packing. Net weight, 1211 lbs. Gross weight, 135 lbs.

NO. 13. Oak Finished
Only

Contains EIGHT (8)
drawers a II compart-
ments; also sliding apron
drawer.
They are well made and

present a very nice ap-
pearance.

Dimensions: 40 inches long,
20 inches wide and 39 inches
high.

Price, only

$9.00 Net Spot Cash

W. GREEN & CO.,A Maiden LaneNew York, U.S.A.

PRICE-LIST 01‘Fitir 
12

SckFeOtsR FLATWARE
No. With 6 PocketsRound Each Pet.doz. No. Each Per doz.99' 1 Soup Spoons . . s to . ff5.50 95. . $ .50 . . $4.50too. fable Spoons . ..50 . 4.75 120.. ..45 . . 3,5101. Dessert Spoons .45 . 4.00 121.. _40 . 3.50102. Tea Spoons . . ..45 . 3.7 1122:23: :3305 23.5025103. Coffee Spoons . ..95 . . 3.00
104. Medium Knives ..50 . 4.75 124.. ..45 . • 3.75105. Dessert Knives ..95 . . 4.00 125 . ..40 . 3.50106. Fruit Knives . ..40 . . 3.50 126.. ..35 . . 3.00107. Medium Forks ..45 . . 4.00 127. .40 . 3.50108. Dessert Forks . .45 . . 4.00 128.. ..40 . 3.50109. Oyster Forks . ..40 . 3 50 129.. ..35 3.00no, Butter Spreaders .40 . 3.50 130. . ..; . 3.00
140. Two-piece Salad Sets, two pockets . •35 . .141. Three-piece Toilet Set for Brush,

Comb and Mirror . . . . .55 •142. Five-piece Toilet Set, Comb, Brush
Mirror, Cloth Brush, Hat Brush . .70 . 7.00143. Three-piece Carving set ...... .55 . 5.25144. Five-piece Carving &'t ....... .60 . 5.75

PRICE-LIST OF DISPLAY FOLDING-PADS FORDIAMONDS AND JEWELRYNo. 
Each Per doz.200. Made in purple, green and black silk

velvet, leather outside; size 12x12, $1.50 . . 817.00201. Same as above, in velveteen, leather-ette outside ; size 13 x 13 . . . . 1.30 . 14.00202. Display pad, made in purple, green
and black silk velvet, bound with
leather

'203. Same as above, made in velveteen,
bound with leather ...... . 1.00 . . 10.50204. Velvet Chain Cloths for Lorgnette • 2.75 . . 30.00205. Gents' Vest and Fob Chains . . . . 2.00 . 22.60

3.00

5.25

I 25 13.50

NOTE.-We also manufacture a complete line ofWATCH and JEWELRY CASES, in VELVET,PLUSH and MORROCCO, at remarkably low prices.Before purchasing it will save you money to lookthrough our line or send for samples. (Our stylesare always new and up-to-date.)

See that each bottle
bears this label and
trade-mark.

A trial is all that is necessary
to prove its merits.

BEWARE OF IMITATION I

W. Green & Co.
Manufacturers

6 Maiden Lane
New York, U.S.A.

The Best, Cheapest, Cleanest
and most effectual Silver

Polish made.

The " Imperial"
Silver Polish

has no equal
for Cleaning and Polishing
Gold, Silver, Plated and Britan-
nia ware, Aluminum Nickel,
Tin, Copper, Brass, Zinc, Mir-
rors, Windows, Bicycles, Stab,-
try, Marble, etc., or any other
material where a brilliant lustre
is required.

It is entirely free from grit
and perfectly harmless, con-
taining no acid, poison or other
injuHous substances, therefore
Ito caution is necessary in using.

It will not scratch the
smoothest surface on a piece of
Gold or Silver, and works like
a charm in instantly cleaning
and removing tarnish front any
metal.

With an Order of One Gross One-Half Pint Bottles
WE PRINT YOUR OWN NAME AND ADDRESS on thelithographic labels, instead of ours, to enable you to advertiseyourself, and not the manufacturer.

REDUCED FROM
$18.00 to $15.00 per Gross, Net Cash
For Foreign SW: int, add 91I.00 for special crating

and packing.
Foreign Shipping Weight of 1 gross, net 140 lbs.;

gross, 175 lbs.

Manufacturers Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers', Engravers',
Importers Opticians' and Dental Supplies, Electric Polishing

Motors, Dynamos, (told and Silver Plating Batteries,Exporters Solutions, Benches, Buffs, Polishing Powders, etc.
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GOLD

- COLORINGSOLUTION

PRODUCING

OLDROSE^..ROMAN
FINISH FROM SAME BOTTLE

DIRECTIONS.

Senufact Roe d by
ThePerfet tionmrs.Co.

lIj

The Perfection Manufacturing
co. beg to iintimince that they
have given the sole ageney to
I leury Zimmerli & Co. Thi,

has been largely ie.,'
by the trade for year, igist and
has the unqualified end,
liIeIII ■1f all who have eVer
it. Put up in pint and quart
bottles. $1.75 for pint and
$3.00 for quart bottle. The
solution is sold by all leading
jobbers. Ask for it and accept
no substitute.

On and after January 1, 1905,

The Perfection Manufacturing

Co., of Newark, N. J., will not

fill any order either for retail

or jobbing trade for the Per-

fection Gold or Silver-Plating

Solutions. Exclusive arrange-

ments have been completed

with Henry Zimmern & Co.,

Inc., to supply the jobbing

trade. Retailers will please

order same from their respec-

tive jobbers in the future.

These patent tweezers are made from flexible

sheet steel bodies, curved so as to give them convex

and concave faces, thus making them stronger than

any other tweezer in the market. The concave faces

give a better hold and prevent slipping.

ENTIRELY NEVV DESIGNS

r

1517.-
too) OF1*11

„ .06N,

PAT. JULY 2004

-

No. 120. Collet Removing TSVCCSZC.I.

main

No. In

IMPORTERS OF WATCH MAllRlAl.

77 John Street, NEW YORK

Repairing
For
The

Trade.
Send
For
Job
Work

Catalogue

The arvIM 

Irs‘V

No. 14 - 16 East Fou rtit CINCIN NAT I, Od
ELJF2OPEAN OFFICE—ANTWERP. BELGIUM. ,

1906 G.:ATAL,OGUE IN PREPARATION— WILL. BE READY IFOR DISTRILiUTIOIN MAN 5, 1905

Special Sheet and Wire for Jewelers

Seamless Tubing

That all our benches are made with thre,-ply

panels. These panels are perfectly straight,

end remain so. They are so strong that it is
almost impossible to break them. 'Hwy never

split, tts one thickness of the wood runs

crosswise.

All our goods are made of pefeetly seasoned

and kiln-dried !unifier, and it is well-known

that our goods are superior to others, both in
material, work and finish. We also make every-

thing in wood for watehinakers We make
fourteen styles ot' benches in three kinds of

wood. In ordering, be careful to see that you

get our goods—look for our name plate. If

they have no such plate they are not ours.
Send for our catalog, and order through

your jobber.

OUR LATEST BENCH No. 10

Made in Oak, Walnut and Birch ; Mahogany
Finish

jessen 0 Rosberg

405 W. Kinzie Street CHICAGO

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
OUR SPECIALTY—Changing old Antique Cases to

Stern Wind
Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.

Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

All
Repairing

Sent
Us

Itiiturned
Same
Day
As

Received

BELAIS & COHN

13 Dutch St. NEW YORK

N. J. FELIX
18 John Street, NEW YORK CITY

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

PRICES .

For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

r.drOWITT '1111..111111:1A.,

• ---,"

Agents for England : (IRINISHAW & BAXTER, 2O tioswell 
Road, London, carry stock

THE KNOBLOCK=HEIDEMAN MFG. COMPANY
Successors to

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY

Indiana

A Ps P11!t:L.fi_.

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, N. J.

/ . 1

BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

high-grade complete screw-cut-
ting engine lathes, 9 and II; 11
SW I og, with automatic cros,- feed,
with or without compound reef,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling ail,'
gear-cut ling at friction
countershan, metric lead-screw, et,.
Suitable for tool, model, and si

tub instrument makers, opt ieal, tat,
oratory end experimental work, for
profitable use in ell lines of fine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog "B.'
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.



Every jar of SILVER CREAM

represents thirty-two years of polish

  The Jewelry Trade is the most exact-
ing as regards beauty of store outfitting

Why is it that we are overwhelmed with inquiries
from your confreres unless it be that we, better than
any other fixture firm, can thoroughly fill their wants?

American Beauty" Center ease, No. 422

Nothing but glass and marble visible anywhere.

Have you received copy of our
latest catalogue " B " on jewelry out-
fitting ? Your friends have one ; let us
forward you a copy also! It is replete
with suggestions.

1905 advertising proposition.

American Beauty " Center Case, NO. 42!)
The most beautiful ease ever constructed

for your (rade.

If you wish to learn the opinion of
others in regard to any of these fieerless
cases, send for copy of their letters.
Every one who has bought one sfion-
taneously favors us with testimonials
of the most flat-
tering character.

We make every
style and size of
outdoor display
case.
The "American

Beauty'' is, of
the very

" American Beauty:" Table Case, No. 410
Orders are pouring in In, these front all sides. They are absolutely

uusuipassable in fitness.

Established ill 1876

" American Beauty"
Indoor or Outdoor

Case, No. 457

New York Office-718 Broadway
Same floors as Frankel Display Fixtures Co.

The largest show case plant in the world

cases have not a
single hole bored
through the plate
glass ; and can't
crack as "bored"
cases so often do.

" American Beauty"
Outdoor Case,

No. 460

FURNACES
Operating with KEROSENE,

GASOLINE, NATURAL AND
ILLUMINATING GAS

For Watchmakers' use, also for tightening loose Screws

in Eyeglasses and Spectacles

No. 415. Rubber Handle and rap. Reversible Blade

Price, 75 cents

For Smelting or Enameling-,

with blast or natural draft.

Smallest Smelting Furnace takes
10 OZ. crucible. Largest, 6 pounds

PAT. MAY 31, 904

FOR FOR SALE BY
THE TRADE

No, 414. Rubber Handle and Metal Cap

Price, 35 cenIs

'Melting Arrangements for
melting- down scrap

Blowpipes

Foot Blowers and Power
Blowers

Has been spending his time for many years
in making MOSELEY Lathes as goOd as
Lathes eau be made.

Nothing is overlooked in their manufac-
ture and no expense is spared to make
Everything about them Right

It's no wonder that MOSELEY Lathes
are Good Lathes.

They are the result of years of pains-
taking,. systematic and skilled endeav(n- to
satisfy the exacting requirements of the most
critical and experienced workmen.

MOSELEY Chucks are of Best Quality and are made in all sizes, covering every need of
the Expert Watchmaker awl Repairer, and at the present low prices a very complete assort-
ment of Chucks may be had at very moderate expense.

MOSELEY Lathes with MOSELEY Chucks and Plenty of them are the Secrets of rapid
accurate and therefore Profitable Work.

Write your Jobber for New List, or to the Manufacturers,

For Refinishing Balance Pivots,
without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect.
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

Hundreds of watchmakers
testify that this chuck is what
I claim it to be

Practical, Safe, True and
The Greatest Time-Saver ever Offered to a Practical Watchmaker

SEND FOR ONE AND TRY IT

Order Amu 3 our material jobber or dit'eet from the patentee and maker,

C. CUL,MAN, .316 N. Sixth St., ST. L.OUI.S, MO.

\ rlug ali(lh'e; ( Stark E
I lie Whitcomb 1!.,

Webster-Whitcomb Rivett
lieneva
Honking 3 x 4

CATALOGUE " B " shows them all

Want a copy ?

FREE FOR TI IE ASKING

Gas Furnace for Enameling

Price, Size No. 3, $17.00

Our finish finest tor

Submit sample for
our price

A. N. Clark & Son, Plainville, Conn.

It prevents packages from having that mussed look. No slipping
or breaking when Reis' Advertising Tape is used. Woven 1-to to 1-4
inch in width, glossed to look like silk. Made in any tint or color.
Your name and address printed continuously on its face. secures novel
advertising without added cost. Reis' Advertising Tape makes the
packages of the up-to-date jeweler stylish and smart.

Samples Talk Send for Some

- .

kW-7740'
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The United States Government
has the best mail service in the world, and

we have recognized that promptness in re-

pairing comes next to good work and low

prices. We have adopted all three as our

standard, and if you appreciate promptness,

good work and low prices, give us a trial as

the best method of convincing yourself. We

guarantee the following service:

Repairing leaving
STATES your store on

Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York . . Monday

Indiana, Michigan, Virginia, West Virginia

Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Carolinas

Nebraska, Kansas, Dakotas . .

OUR
STANDARD

66

Will be back in
your store on

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

We Set Stones in Ladies' Rings for 3c.

We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for 7c.

We Make Rings Smaller for 8c.

Other Repairing Accordingly.

We make all kinds of Rings to order
the same day order is received

1 z 3 4 6
(D00

7
000

to II 12

000
13 15 16 a 18 19 21)0 oo 000 o

STANDARD STONE SIZES

PRICES

FIRST-GRADE
DOUBLETS

BEST HUNGARIAN
OPALS

ROUND OVAL ROUND OVAL

Size Price Size Price Size Price Size Pric■.

1-10 3c. 3 m/m 60. 1-6 4c. 3 mlm
11-15 4c. 4 m/m 7c. 7-8 Sc. 4 In lc
16-20 5c. 5 na:ra 8c. 9 70. 6 m ci I!

21-25 7c. 6 m/m 90. 10 Sc. 6 in in
26-30 11c. 7 naIne 12c. 11 12e. 7 mlm 60c.
31-35 16c. 8 infra 16c. 12-15 20c. 8 mlm 91c.
36-40 20e. 9 mire 20c. 16-17 27c. 9 m/m 81.41
41-44 28e. 10 rafre 26c. 1841 35c.

22-23 45c.
24-20 70c.
27-29 84c.
30-31 01.03
32-34 1.22
35-36 1.40

Order your stone stock from us. The above
prices are for single stones ordered or used in re-
pairing. Ten per cent. off in quantities of six dozen
or over.

Terms, July I, 1905, net

The Queen City Ring mfg. co.
Beecher Bailding, Buffalo, N. Y.

41 40 39 38 37 36 36 3+ 33

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0

Qq  
LOW PRICES  The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

RING OUT THE OLD
RING IN THE NEW

and latest styles of rings by becoming one of our customers, which allows you to
exchange any of our rings for new styles at any time.

We carry woo different styles of Ito K. solid gold stone-set rings, and
advance three reasons why you should write to us for a selection package:

I. We size our rings FREE of charge.

2. We replace all stones except diamonds in our rings free of charge for two
years after you have sold them.

3. We exchange all unsalable rings for new styles of stone-set rings at any time.

Write us to-day. We pay express charges both ways and give you
January I, 1906, terms on all goods selected.

Write to us To-day for a Memorandum Package

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., mcdirg, Buffalo, N. Y.

4

llI

Our goods make our business grow, and for the
same reason will make your business grow. Standard goods of
high quality sold at a reasonable price-prompt service, fair
treatment is the whole story.

Our line of watches-Elgin and Waltham movements-New
England watches, and gold, gold filled, silver and nickel cases is
always full and complete. Make us your headquarters, not only
for watches but for diamonds, docks, bronzes, 1847 flatware and
cut glass. We can save you time and money. Keep our Catalog
at your elbow.

ALBERT BROS.
Fourth and Plum Streets Cincinnati, Ohio
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ESTABLISHED 1870

Manufacturers of the

Best
Gold Filled
Chains

on the market for the price

H. D. MERRiTT COMPANY
■  

North Attleboro, Mass.

INCORPORATED 1904

THIRTY-FIVE YEARS of experience in manufacturing chains stands
behind our GUARANTEE that the H. D. MERRITT chains are the most satis-
factory chains made.

Our goods are perfection. Our long experience, upright purpose and
up-to-date process of manufacturing, enable us to give you superior goods.

We conduct our business on the principle that one of our chains sold to
the customer will sell another.

Ask your Jobber to see our new line. DO NOT accept anything said to
be as good. WAIT to see our new, artistic designs.

Imperial Motor Clock
(EIGHT-DAY)

For Your Automobile and Motor
Boat Trade

This is a clock especially designed for use on
motor cars and power boats. Its handsome ap-
pearance and fine finish have given it an imme-
diate, rapid sale to owners of cars and boats. You
may offer it to your customers in the full confi-
dence that it will please them in every way, giving
satisfaction for years. Send for a sample to-day.

The Post 0 Lester Co.

40 Sargeant Street Hartford, Conn.

JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No. 41
Jewelers' Horseshoe Case and Table

We make a specialty of fitting UP-TO-DATE Jewelry
Stores with HIGH-GRADE Fixtures and Show Cases.

OUR WORK SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

J. W. Storandt Mfg. Co.
Address Defiarlment B ROCHESTER, N. Y.

-REFERENCES-

Gurney Bros., Brockton, Isfass.
Thos. .1. Morrow, llolyoke, Mass.
F. S. Thompson, Gloucester, Mass.
Daniel Low & Co., Salem, Mass.
Harry Baynes, Lowell, Mass.

BJordan, Marsh & Co., oston, Mass.
Houghton & Dutton, Boston, Masa.
J. &G. H. Bliss, Norwich, Conn.

Perry & Stone, New London, Conn.
Klee & Groh, Rochester, N. Y.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N.Y.
W. S. Quencer, Watertown, N.Y.
Otto Miller, Olean, N. Y.
B. L. Henschel & Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Albert Zilliox, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. T. Achenbach, Glens Falls, N.Y.

IMNIta

Imperial Motor Clock
(EIGHT-DAY)

Description and Special Price Offer
to the Trade

The case is of heavy, burnished brass, of the
offset pattern, dust and rain proof. Unlike some
so-called motor clocks, this clock winds, sets and
regulates from the outside, without removing the
case. Dial is of porcelain, 334 inches in diameter,
with clear, black Arabic figures. The mechanism
is durable and accurate. We guarantee it for a
year. Special trade price, $12.00, according to
Keystone key. Without doubt the best motor
clock value ever offered. Send for sample.

The Post 0 Lester Co.

40 Sargeant Street Hartford, Conn.
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SAMS'

SAFETY
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sarns'-
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete, . . $12.50
Outfit without Bellows, 8.5o
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4 00
Sams' Flux,  25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

15-24 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO

Piece

a4'.q1111

Gel orator. Size, 8%,
I igh, 5"

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front.) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
side Vie,

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfactioli
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms 1, 2 and 3, 17 S. Meridian St.

TIOOR CLAW RIM;
Solid Gold. Pat'd.

MONKEY RING
selid Si I ver,

Manufacturing Jeweler

Indianapolis, Ind.

The Watchmaker and Jeweler will appreciate our

Special B. A. 0 Co. Benches anV Desks

Well made

in

every

respect

This cut illustrates our No. 269 Bench. It In s eight throwers ;
also an apron drawer non a chalk hole. It is well made and
nicely finished.

Size: 40 inches high, 40 inches long, 20 inches wide.
No. 269. Walnut  each, $10.00No. 270. Oak or Birch     " 9.50

Ber14.:13e.s

P. 0. B.

This Bench is substantially made durable and superior
to anything of the same price in the market.

Size : 40 inches high, 40 Inches long, 20 inches wide.

No. 276. Elm (Walnut, Oak or Cherry Finish) . each, $8.50

No extra

charge for

crating and

cartage

This Bench has 10 drawers, which are locked automatically ;
one of them is arranged for chucks. It has also au apron
drawer and a vise rest.

Size : 44 inches long, 26 inches wide, 40 inches high on top,
with casters. Curtain raises 9 inches.
No. 271 Walnut   each, $19.00No. 272. Oak or Birch   " 17.00No. 27:I. Walnut, Oak or Cherry Finish " 16.00

1111111111111a0111

Size : 40 inches long, 40 inches high and 20 ineh., wide.
No. 279. Walnut    $13.00No. 281. Oak or Birch   12.00

To the Up-to-date Jeweler, a Writing Desk
is a necessary piece of office furniture. Either of the desks shown below will be an ornament to yourstore. They are genuine bargains at the prices quoted. Write us when refitting-we can save youmoney on anything that a jeweler requires in the fixture line. All prices quoted on benches and desksare subject to a 6 per cent. cash discount.

No. WO
Price, $15.50
50 inches long.
45 inches high.
30% inches deep.

Golden oak, gloss
finish; book rack
and pigeon holes
back of door in right
pedestal ; easy run-
ning dust-proof cur-
tain locks all draw-
ers w Ii e n down ;
ball-bearing casters;
base mold in front.
Well made and well
finished,

This Bench is a new style. The curtain folds down like
in No. 271. It is finished in oil finish and rubbed down. It is
by far the nicest and best-made bench in the market.

Size; 44 inches long, 26 inches wide, 40 inches high, on
casters. Curtain raises 9 inches.
No. 274. Walnut each, $25.00
No. 275. Oak or Birch   " 22.00

No. 277. Bench is well made, of Elm, and finished
in natural color, which is nearly like oak.

Size: 44 inches long, 26 inches wide, 40 inches high onter, ridi casters. Curtain elevates 9 inches.
.277   each, $14.25

No. 278. Bench is the cheapest benc s we make. It iswell made, of Elm, and finished in oak only.
Size : 40 inches long, 20 inches wide, 40 inches high.

No. 278   each, $7.75

No. 200
Price, $23.00

50 inches long.
48 inches highs.
32 inches deep.

This desk is designed espe-
cially for the use and conveni-
ence of retail merchants. It is
handsome and durable. The
front is of beautiful Quarter-
Sawed Oak, hand rubbed and
polished front, curtain and
writ itug bed, remainder of best
Indiana plain oak, golden oak
gloss finish. Ball-bearing cast-
ers ; right hand pedestal con-
tains one double drawer parti-
tioned for books and three tiling
cases with indexed fillers, the
latter enclosed with a short
roller curtain which locks auto-
matically whets large curtails is
down. Twelve listen pigeon-
hole boxes included.

Desks shipped direct from
Indiana factory

BENJ. ALLEN ei CO., 13I-137 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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Diamonds ! ! !
Our Mr. A. Sickles has just returned from Europe, and
it will pay you to see what we have before purchasing
elsewhere.

Watches ! ! !
In Watches, as in everything else, we handle only the best.

Elgin, Waltham and Standard Movements.

Keystone, Crescent and Philadelphia Watch Case Co.'s
Cases, in gold, filled, silver and nickel.

We are known as the house that has something new every
day of the year, and our stock is so large and complete that
we can fill all orders soon as received.

We have a SURPRISE in store for you!

We will have ready for sale, shortly, the new line of the celebrated
E. HOWARD WATCH CO. MOVEMENTS, cased in gold
and gold filled. Come and see them, or write us and we will
come and see you or send you complete price-list.

Manufacturers and Dealers in Everything
for the Jewelry Trade

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

Tius CUT i EM,I, SIZE

No. 505. OUR NEW DISPLAY PAD for La Valier and Festoon Neck Chains
Made in finest quality of Silk Velvet. We carry them in stock in Black. Any color furnished at short notice

Price, $5.00 per dozen, net

The Perfection Chamois Watch Bag

Because ,

NONE JUST AS GOOD

. Absolutely non-tarnishable.
2. Made of best oil-tanned chamois.
3. the edges are stitched with silk.
4. 'Ile shape of the bag keeps the watch from coming- out of

in the pocket.
This Bag is Inade under letters patent No. 60,244, May 14, 190I.

All infringements will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. We warn all persons against
buying- any bag which infringes on the shape of the Perfection Watch Bag.

SPECIAL OFFER
For a limited time we will accept orders with your imprint on every bag for

$2.25 per gross, net. Assorted Sizes
THIS WILL POSITIVELY NOT APPLY TO FUTURE ORDERS

Manufacturers and Dealers in Everything
for the Jewelry Trade

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
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No Wel1=Informed Jeweler

Doubts the desirability of

as a prominent part of his stock. They are k always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit.

TRADE

Don't

MARK

wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

M. B. BRYANT & CO.
7 /VIaliciert Lane, INIVV YORK

C. 0. BAK Ell, Pres. C. W. BAKER, inCe-PrC13.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for

jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N.J.

120 Liberty St.,

New York City

Our Insurance Proposition
is in several ways the best thing offered. You
make a single small investment, in a course
at our School, and immediately thereafter and
for your entire lifetime, you realize a percent-
age of increase which no other manner of
investment will afford.

This is really " life insurance." You bene-
fit by it during your life, and while you are
able to enjoy life's good things. The cost of
instruction seems nothing when compared
with the increase of earnings thereafter.

Write us, telling what your experience has
been. We will have something of practical
benefit to say to you in return, and will be
glad to send you our •prospectus.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School
of Watchmaking and Engraving

LANCASTER, PA.A School with a record-no disap-
pointed students. We advise
inquirers to their advantage.

MAY BARGAINS
Roller Jewels, for Elgin, Waltham,

I intopden, Illinois, Rockford or Co-
lumbus, 18, 16, 6 or 0 size . . . 25e. doz.

American-made Hour and Minute
Hands  20e. doz.

Rolled-plate Swivels, good quality,
regular $1,50 goods, at . . . . 75e. doz.

Swivels, gold plate on German silver,
regular price 75c. dozen, at . 50e. doz.

Best quality Silverine Watch
Bows  25e. tha.

10 K. Gold Filled Watch Bows,
18, 16, 6 or 0 size, round or an-
tique   81.00 doz.

TERMS, CASH WITH ORDER.

TIDD & CO.,

Nickel Movement Washers, 3 doz. 10e.

Dial Washers 10c. box
100 dozen Ruby and Sapphire

Jewels for Elgin, Waltham, Hamp-
den, Illinois or Columbus, 18 size;
regular price, 81.50 dozen ; this
lot, only • 81  25 doz.

100 dozen polished Balance Staffs,
for all makes of movements ; regu-
lar price, $1.50 dozen ; this lot,
only   2111.25 doz.

100 dozen regular $1.25 per dozen
Mainsprings ; this lot, only 81.00 doz.

Your money back if not satisfied

COLUMBIANA, OHIO

F. ii. Noble & Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

' r>

" ASY.j.
FLQW1

RUNNIKA

PcoR
20YEAR5 1 -■

Jewelers' Findings of every description
Badges, Medals, Class Pins, Flags,

College Seals and Special Emblems.

Salesrooms
CHICAGO

103 State Street

NEW YORK

51-53 Maiden Lane

Offitze arid VVorks

59th de WtIllticz. Strets

CHICAGO, U.S.A.
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Swar&Compatin q
Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

134-138 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Sensible Combinations of

Balance Staffs
Ii 

i, 
Balance Cock

and

Foot Jewels

Each combination consists of
the different grades, sizes and
makes of Balance Staffs and
Balance Hole Jewels respect-
ively, assorted according to
standard pivot gage. The
watchmaker can readily se-
lect the material wanted and
fit the same to every Amer=
ican movement without
guesswork.

PRICES:

No. 019. 142 Genuine Factory Make
Balance Staffs, in cabinet as shown, $39.00

No. U20. 142 "Our Perfect" Make
Balance Staffs, in cabinet as shown, $15.00

No. 021. 142 Genuine Factory Make
Cock and Foot Jewels, in cabinet as shown,
$25.00

No. 022. 142 " Our Perfect" Make
Cock and Foot Jewels, in cabinet as shown,
$16.00

No. F 190

CHRONOMETERS
We carry in stock used Chronometers which are

In first-class condition, ranging in price from

51 15.00 to $150.00

SWARTCHILD 8E COMPANY •



7041 GEO. KUEHL & CO.
17S E. 1an(l()11)11 Sti-cct

No. 476

I■fanufacturers and Importers (If

Genuine Black Forest

Cuckoo Clocks

TRADE MARK

Jewelers ! If you order Cuckoo Clocks, see that
you ,L.,,et the same NVith the TRADE

They are the best.

Sole Agents of

400=Day Clocks

TRADE

with

MARK

(1 II(GO, ILL.

,,44
PlYVC Lathes and Attachments

For sole al all JJ holesale Clock (Tin/ Jewelry Houses

NO. 477

Some Facts About Our Watch School which we will gladly proveto any one interested

FOUNDED at La Pot te, Ind., in Pisa,
by .1. It. Parsons as Parsons' I lorologi-
cal Institute, the pioneer watch school.

REMOVED to Poria, hi 1892.
itoottille Iforological Department of
Bradley Polytechnic Institute in 1897.

More than 2000 STUDENTS have gone
out from our school ;Lila are now all
work in 44 States and Territories and
several in foreign countries.

OUR HOROLOGICAL BUILDING
AND EQUIPMENT is unequaled I.y
any other in the world for space, light,
vent Hat ion and perfect fitness Mr the
purpose. This building and its equip-
ment cost over S25,0011111111 is occupied
only by the Horologic:it Department.

OUR INSTRUCTORS are experts and
specialists and can give you all that
is worth knowing in tlte various
branches. We have the largest hero-
logical faculty in America.

THE DEMAND ON US FOR WORK-
MEN has been greater the last year
than ever before, showing that
students from a good $chool are thor-
oughly appreciated by the wide-awake
jeweler. our graduates never fail to
find good places.

OUR STUDENTS say they can learn
more with its in a year than ill a store
in seven years ; and further, that they
learn things better than they ever
could in a store. This the expression
of students who have had several
years' store experience.

We teach WATCH WORK, ENGRAV-
ING, JEWELRY AND OPTICS.

ARE YOU INTERESTED? Send for
our catalogue and ask us all the
questions you like ; such tell you the
I ruth and let you judge for yourself.

Rivett Lathe No. 2
for Watchmakers

which turns out the greatest
their 0-rindi11o- on the Rivett.

amount

LiVe

704 g

Rivett Chucks lead the world. They are
graduated scientifically, and are all ground
on the famous Rivett Grinder.

The best watch factories and tool-
makers use the Rivett Grinder, and they all
use it on their finest work. The largest
makers of Grinders in the country use the
Rivett for their fine work. The factory

of accurate hole grinding in the country do

The finest Gage in the world is made on the Rivett Lathe. 'rhe
is used to test the Rivett Tools.

Ask your jobber for the Rivett Lathe. All first-class jobbers carry it.

Rivett Gage6

Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

Horological Department, Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill.

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

Now is the Best Time to Enter
for Summer Course

W 
US AT ONCE. If you wish to take a

Citito RrstliTE lit't please write us and we will assign

and hold it place for you.

We do not accept more than t welve pupils at one time,
devoting sir entire time to their personal Instruction and
Advancement.

Our methods are original and entit•ely new. We are
the founders of a New System in the Art of Putting and

Designing, which enables a pupil, not endowed with
artistic skill, to learn to make perfect letters.

Write Is and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

No. 15000

SIGNET RINGS are the

RINGS OF KINGS and the KINGS

OF RINGS. We manufacture one of

the most extensive and inexpensive lines

in the market, and solicit memorandum

orders.

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory
51-53 Maiden Lane

Write for Suggestion on Window Dressing

ATM

47=49 Maiden Lane
New York

Be sure and see our line of Staple Goods for this season and our

samples of brand new ideas in BRACELETS and NOVELTIES. We

want you to get next to some of these money-mahers, and get acquainted

with our complete staple line of CHAINS. We make all hinds.

DORAN, BAGNALL é COMPANY
Established 1870 Successors to Young, Bagnall Ea Co.

North Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK, 194 Broadway CHICAGO, 67 Wabash Avenue

Manufacturers of
Fine Rolled-Gold Plate and Sterling Silver

Chains, Bracelets and 8■Covelties
SAN *FRANCISCO, 126 Kearny Sheet



To THE RETAIL JEWELERS
Have you seen the new CHRONOGRAPH WATCH
manufactured by the NEW YORK STANDARD
WATCH CO., which is now in the market? If not,
ask your ,jobber to show it to you.

Here Are
Some
of the
Reasons

C11111111***AmmusimememmallilF?

Because It is of AMERICAN manufacture, and though very simplein construction, the Chronograph attachment is mechanicallyPERFECT and ACCURATE.
Because—Its very Simplicity insures its Durability.
Because—Every part is INTERCHANGEABLE, and can be dupli-cated at once, at a nominal cost.
Because—It will compare Favorably in the Accuracy of its Chronographpart, with the most expensive imported watch.
Because—These Chronograph Watches are cased only by the leadingmanufacturers, with a guarantee that is a Guarantee.
Because—With all its advantages over the imported watch, it is by farthe CHEAPEST in the market.

VICTOR NIVOIS, 47-49 Maiden Lane, New York City

CARLE ADDRESS : N ETSCH ERT, CHICAGO

ART FLOWERS

140 Withal-ill Avcnuo

TELEPHONE CENTRAL 3666

Chicago, May 1, 1905.

take pleasure in announcing that I have been suc-
cessful in obtaining larger, and above all, more convenient
quarters at

140 WABASH AVE., SOUTH OF MADISON ST., 4th FLOOR
Directly opposite the Silversmiths' Building

Business in general as well as the whole United States is
now under the sign of expansion, and I am pleased to say that
nothing but expansion has forced me to move, and seek quarters
equal to the demand of my ever-growing trade.

7 3

Moving itself is bad, but moving an entire business like mine, office, showroom,
an immense stock of goods, machinery, two electric motors, and workshop, is a task for
which I do not believe I will be envied by anybody, but under above-mentioned circum-
stances it has not only been advisable, but an absolute necessity.

For over twelve years this business has been carried on at 187-189 So. Clark SL.,
where we started with one single room, and finally found five full floors inadequate.

Strict attention to business, prompt service and strictly first-class quality
of goods have brought into existence an establishement which under my name is favorably
known from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the Gulf far into Canada and Alaska, and
.which according to the present outlook promises to increase in the same proportion
in future.

Long occupation of Nos. 187-189 So. Clark St., a certain amount of "force of
habit," but above all the pleasant memories which innumerable signs of kindness and
friendship shown me there from all over the American continent, have endeared this
place to me, and make me almost regret to leave it, but I feel assured that all my old
friends will personally or through mail follow me to my new location, where I am more
able than ever to meet all possible demands of my customers and the progressing times.

In conclusion I desire to thank you for the proofs of kindness extended to mc in
the past, and hope to be favored with your undivided friendship in future.

Very respectfully,

-g/e2eyait/kza.
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Do You Read This Advertisement I
Will you prate it by sending us a trial of your waste

We are adding new names every month to our
satisfied list of customers. We

would like to add yours

THE BROWN DEAN COMPANY
Gold and Silver Refiners

102 and 104 Richmond Street

Providence, R. L

New K. & D. Dynamo No. 9
For Electro=Plating. Price, $8.00

DESCRIPTION. The most powerful of its size manufactured. Can be run by direct oralternating current motor, or any convenient power. Furnished with either fiat or grooved pulley.Occupies a space of 6 x x 6. Speed, 1600 to 1800 revolutions per minute. Volts, 2 to 6respectively. Weight 9 pounds.
AS A PLATING DYNAMO it has many advantages over primary batteries. Therenewal of elements and solution are disposed of 'with this arrangement, and has the strength tooperate a five-gallon bath successfully.
FOR EXPERIMENTAL WORK, it may be used to light miniature lamps, runningsmall motors, etc. At a speed of 3200, it will light 24 3 c. p. 6 volt lamps. Al at speed of 1800, itwill light from 14 to 16 3 C. p. 6 volt lamps.
ITS DESIGN and construction embody the best practice common to the larger machinesin general use.
THE FIELD is of the ring type, cast solid with the frameTHE COILS are form wound and taped and are safe from mechanical injury or break down.THE ARMATURE is laminated and slot wound, which prevents its heating.THE COMMUTATOR is of hard copper and sparkless.THE BRUSH HOLDERS are of new design and add greatly to the efficiency of themachine.
THE BRUSH HOLDER YOKE is adjustable and is an advantage in regulating andoperat ing. •
THE BEARINGS are of hard bronze and are nicely fitted.ONLY THE BEST MATERIAL is used in its construction.FINISHED in black enamel and furnished with 1%ff grooved or flat pulley as desired.AT SPEED of 1800 it generates 6 amperes 6 volts, an output of 36 watts.

FOR SALE BY YOUR JOBBER SPECIAL WINDINGS TO ORDER

Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. 11.

THE LATEST AND BEST

The "Automatic" Safety Catch

()pee
Patented

Neatest, strongest, best and most practical safety
catch that has ever been presented for consideration
of the trade. It is automatic in action and a positive
lock for the pin. The pin-stem engages readily and
positively cannot come out until you release it. The
release is as simple and can be accomplished more

readily than from an ordinary open catch. A touch of the finger on point A
and the pin is automatically freed from the.catch. Made in Gold, Sterling
Silver and German Silver.

Samples sent on application from Manufacturers or Wholesale Dealers in
Jobbing Material.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office-103 State Street

QUID A
,

entIng Im
'Pallet Je
MURPHY. ea..,
LULA, C D

4E1 ■11$1,,,

tii II

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and RollerPins, making a much stronger and cleaner job thanshellac. It is quite transparent, and will successfullyrepair Broken Cut Glass, China, etc. The same proper-ties make it invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It willfix a slack Watch Glass so that dirt cannot workthrough the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,clean cement is required.
Sold by every material dealer in America

Price, 25c.
SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.

Wholesale Distributing Agents
37 Maiden Lane, New York

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting .

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . .

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

. $29.00
. .75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of
cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon
years of experience. We use no.Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A
LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to
a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.
WE CAIITION YOU :1GAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF -rliE IMITATION

FOR SALE BY ALL, JOBBERS
UN TI-IE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
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PERFECT
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HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN
HARI)

STEEL

BUSHINGS
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This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction

THE TRUE BLUE
Beaded Label French Watch Glasses

The Crown Watch Glass

,

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINISH, /

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

Note the and beware of imitations

This brand of superior Watch
Glasses will be supplied by
the jobbing trade at the fol-
lowing prices:

Gross Dozen
Genevas
Miconcaves   

3.00 .3o
3.25 .35

,, 

Flat Parallels  
extra thick .   85..0050 :5570

FlatLen Concaves tCilloensc 
I  oo 1..

. 
)0(5

  7.5o 
6

extra thick   13..5500 1..5205
Patent Genevas  

5

Lunettes   2.00 .20

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.

PARIS
21 Rue de l'Echiquier

Wholesale Agents
NEW YORK

37 Maiden Lane



THE PRICE OF DALE CHUCKS REDUCED
On and after April 1, 1905, we will sell all standard sizes watchmakers' wireand wheel chucks, listed in our No. 5 Catalog at 7o cents, for 6o cents each, lessour usual discount.

Dale Chucks are the Standard of Excellence. Ask your jobber for them

EVERY CHUCK FULLY GUARANTEED

Hookius
No, 1

IS bit comb
,o. 13

Rivett Moseley
lad

Hopkins
N. 2

Kearney Webster
Whitcomb

Stark Moseley
No.1

Geneva

Hardinge Pivot Polisher, Hardinge Wheel Cutter, Hardinge Screw-CuttingAttachment and Houghton Face-Plate fitted to any lathe.
Write for our No. 5 Catalog

HARDINGE BROS 1034=1036
.1 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Our book, " How to Hard
Solder," sent free.

A postal will do

EZ=FLOE CHEMICAL CO.
904 Globe Building, St. Paul, Minn.

It's so simple a child can
solder with

EZ-FLOE
---t_ .._ TRADE MARK •

EZ=FLOE
Is a hard soldering solution that
will not lose its strength. Last
drop good as thefrst.
EZ=FLOE has come to stay. Every bottle
chemically fiure, having been thrice filtered.
Put up in glass stopper bottles. Sealed, tested.
and guaranteed. Sold on its merits.

FREE FREE
in order to introduce

Free Free Free
A year's supply of "EZ=FLOE Silver
Solder " free. Write for particulars

A year's supply of ,,EZ=FLOE
Silver Solder " free

the best soldering solution on
earth, Nve give this large piece of
"EZ=FLOE Silver Solder"free
with every bottle.

Order a trial bottle from your jobber. Price, $1.00.
Or direct

EZ=FLOE CHEMICAL CO.
904 Globe Building St. Paul, Minn.

*----■_.‘67:tA5y TO SOLDER 1101:----

PERFUMIZERS
These Perfumizers
Will Interest You
They are New

They are good sellers and a
success; simple in construc-
tion and well made. Have
no valves to get out of order,
no rriysteries or complica-
tions, and warranted to last
a life-time.
THE PLATING is ab-

solutely first-class and all
goods warranted to give per-
fect satisfaction.

Order Through Your
Jobber

The New Atomizers

No. 53,17
Bohemian Mass Ornamented.

Four Different Colors.
Nickel Plated . . . S 0.00 per doz.
Silver Plated . . 12.00
Gold Plated . . . . 15.00 " "

Eastern Jobbers Can Obtain these Goods from
SELWIN IMPORTING CO., 18 E. 17th St., New York City

17

Cut t ; lass

No. 51;17

cut la -
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No. -11 17
cot Wass

:tilt1 11 irh ly Engraved
Nickel Plated . . . 1S.00 per doz. Niokel Mated . . per doz. Nhkel Plated . . . per doz.
Silver lIIod 21.00 " " Silver Plated Silver Plated . . . 21.00 " "tio1,1 1":1t,

THESE PRICES

 Gold Plated . .

ARE NET, LESS CASH

. . 27.uu "

DISCOUNT

Gold Plated . . 24.00 " "

WALTER SAMS, MAKER, 72 S. Canal St., CHICAGO
stnA N

Pio

112tEDIal.d=211,

SUPERIOR WATCH REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

ACCURATE RESULTS J. Hollywood
MODERATE, PRICES

A:44 427 ED110n1 SE.
a
"ve ot.00lk 

References-40 te.
Brooklyn's Leading Jewelers Brooklyn, N. Y." 

..0=1■11=C,

CII OW'S
STEEL 

SCREW 

SOLVENT 0

SAVES
TIME

SAVES
LABOR

SAVES
MONEY

This is a CHEMICAL
discovery for removing
headless or broken screws
from watch plates. It is a
POWDER dissolved in
water. In it you place that
part of the watch contain-
ing the screw to. be re-
moved. Let it remain in
SOLVENT and while you
are doing other work the
screw will be chemically'
dissolved. It does not act
on any other metal, and all
parts will come out fresh
and clean as if new.

We do the Largest Watch Repairing business for
the trade in Chicago, making a specialty of Staffs, Jewels and
Pinions. Our customers are pleased with our prices—SO )
THEY MUST BE RIGHT.

Send for Booklet
No.

STEEL SCREW SOLVENT

W. E. Clow & Co. WholesaleJewelers

308 Memorial Building, CHICAGO

Miniature Portraits
on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES

and LOCKETS
oar work will not fade or peel off

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from any Photo.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, New York

Established 58 Year,

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

.LI. QUALITIES OF (101.1) .\ ND SII.V Ell, in ii Square and Round Wirr,
'tolled to Acy totgc.

ALT. QUALITIES OF tiOLD AND SILVEll SOLDER

()LD GOLD AND SILVER 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

-

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
llUF1-`,

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING 

BRUSHES

5ATI,1 k, IL" 

GI:ARA:MELD OR 
MONEY 

REFUNDED



WO Carry a Complete Stock of Watchmakers' Tools, Material ono watch Glasses
/c

GINTBPAND 11(
REGENT

FOR AMERICAN WATCHES

iss,I.W41.114AM
No.. 2203_

$ 1.00 per Dozen
, 0.50 per Ciross

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

IWS71/M riff MI
$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Dross

Made expressly for
CROSS & BEGUELIN. NEW YORK.

Price, 85c.

rbit, Handsome Solid Oak Cabinet FREE with yourFirst Order for One Gross "REGENT"Brand American Mainsprings

tatO
511M1

C2t

p.
0 0

i2t7
0

0
2

0 '1- 0
• 0 •

0 o 0 0
0 •
0 -

&marair
1:3••••-•■•-••• g 0

$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

Gold-Plated Scarf Pin and
Brooch Protectors

No 11
Price

75c. Doz.

R. P.
Oval

Neck Chain 
(10Clasp

Price, $1.25 Dozen

:N" 1 '
Price

75c. Doz.

• op, . ,. ...-I G 
----,..--_,

.'-RO - -, , twot.grtiOilifrt v ASST ID
CREWS

YgDoz ForWaltham worn.
. . 18* NM:Co • . . 16
. 120

Yg . . . 6'
Y2 • . . 0'
'A . . "Hampden 18'
Yo . . . 61
A . . Illinois 18'

6'
A . , SethThomas 18 6

I
Yg
A
Ye
Ye
!it
A
X:
Ye
Ve
'Al

Dog For ELGIN .18'
. . 16'
. . • ■ 12'
. . 6'
. . . 0'
. . Columbus 18'
. , 6'
. . Rockford 18'
. . 6'
. . lef.Sienderd18'
, Trenton 180

Price, $x.25

Orders Filled From Any Catalogue 

CROSS & BEGUELIN Importers, Exporters and Manu-
facturers, Watches, Diamonds,

s Jewelry, Silver-Plated Ware, etc.

$ .20 per Dozen
2.00 per dross

Notice our New Prices on WATCH
CENEVAS

$ .10 per Dozen
1.00 per dross

GLASSES
Per Gross Per Doz.

$3.00 $ .30Height 3.

3.00 .30
Height 4.

3.00 .30go'
Height 5.

3.00 .30Height 6.

3.00 .30Height 7.

3.00 .30Height 8.

5.50 .50
PARALLEL.

11.00 1.00
LENTILLE.

5.50 .50
PATENT GENEVA.

411.11111.11..1111/111111k 8.00 .75
EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

3.25 .35
THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Blank order sheets sent on application

17 Maiden Lane, New York

7

COMMUNITY
SILVER,

THE CHANNELS OF TRADE easily be-
come clogged in any line fl( )t «mtinuously
and effectively iclvertiscd.
We realize this fact and will, this year, con-

tinue to direct the tremendous force of our
advertising appropriation toward securing
for the dealer the largest possible sales of
"Community Silver.

Our advertisements will therefore be made
more prominent than ever before. They will
appear in every issue of nearly thirty of
the leading magazines and women's papers
throughout the entire year.
The tremendous selling power of such adver-

tising, reaching, as it will, the women in more
than a million homes, cannot be over-estimated.

It will I oy you, therefore, to stock early
with a full line of "Community Silver." If
you are not now carrying it, write us.
IZemember that "Community Silver" not

only sells well, but your profit on the line is
unusually good.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD,
ONEIDA, N.Y.

Founded in 184:3
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1 1847 ROGERS BROS I

111.(ri 711.410:1 k •

SPOONS. FOR
KNIVE ETC
SILVER PLAII ittAT

1847 ROGERS BROS ttt

SPOONS. FORKS
KNIVES , ETC

RAIL ow vE/02.1

SPOONS.. FORKS
KNIVES., ETC
SILVER KAU OVIT NtAlif

SPOONS. FORKS
KNIVE5 , ETC
'SILVER PLATE rp,

11547 ROGERS' BROS a
I.—
1 4/!.1-4,1 f4A1F

4.. 144
IC kt tli 7k•

SPOONS. FORKS
KNIVE5 , ETC
SILVER KAIL TOnt .11 ARV

iii

THE NEW 1847 RouERs BROS. CATALOGUE
IS NOW READY

The new book, No. 70, containing the
" Vintage," as well as a complete line of
all the leading patterns in " Silver Platc
that Wears," has just been issued. "1847
RoGERs BRos." brand is the most popular
and salable line of flatware made, and the
trade who have not applied for this latest
and most complete catalogue should imme-
diately do so. Full particulars regarding dis-
counts will be quoted upon application.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co., SUCCESSOR TO

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY
MERI DEN, CONNECTICUT

4
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The Business Situation and Outlook

THE unusually severe winter was followed
by a cold and cheerless springtide in

nearly all parts of the country, and business
interests have awaited impatiently the season-
able sunshine with which May has at last
favored them. The frigid conditions were as
widespread as they were presistent, and
North and South shivered along somewhat
cheerfully in hopeful expectation. The
Pacific Coast alone enjoyed anything like its
normal springtide, its chief grievance being
a phenomenal rainfall, which literally soaked
the earth and in places greatly impeded rail-
road traffic. All this sounds calamitous, and
it is a singular manifestation of the stability
of the country that there is little complaint,
and that the most optimistic feeling generally
prevails. This is largely due to the fact that,
far from blighting agricultural prospects, the
very severity of the season has been decidedly
helpful. What the persistent coat of snow
did for the grain belt, the drenching rains
did for the slope, and unusually abundant
crops are expected. The wheat crop is
looming up in magnificent shape, corn is
very promising—every influence, in fact, that
made this period of prosperity is here to
continue it.

Industrially, too, the country is in ex-
cellent condition, there being work in abund-
ance and good wages. Only recently the
army of employees of the United States
steel corporation had their wages advanced
by an amount that will. aggregate $9,000,000
a year, and the railroads look forward to a
business that will mean continued work and
prosperity for their million and a quarter
employees. The lesser industries are corres-
pondingly prosperous, and there is not only
no evidence of reaction, but all symptoms
point to a continuation of the favoring con-
ditions.

With the retail jeweler, business has
been somewhat seriously affected by the
severity of the season, and jobbers report
conservative purchasing. But a May revival
is a certainty, and the outlook for the remain-
der of the year is as bright as at any time
during the present period of prosperity.

Amendment to New Trade-Mark Law

S
INCE publishing the digest of the new
trade-mark law which appeared on page

627 of our April issue, the commissioner of
patents has made a ruling which will make
the privileges of the act more widely avail-
able. As previously stated, the law permits
owners of trade-marks which have been used
for ten years to register them on presenta-
tion of sworn evidence of actual use for that
period. As the requirement of absolutely
conclusive sworn evidence has been found
impracticable, it has been decided to accept
the oath of the owner of the trade-mark that
it has been used for ten years " to the best
of his knowledge and belief." This ruling
Nvill greatly increase the number of those able
It) take advantage of the new law, while in
no w ay jeopardizing the rights of trade-mark
owners.

Phenomenal Business in Precious
Stones

HE volume of the imports of precious
stones to this country has become so

remarkable as to create widespread comment
among the daily press. March, the latest
month for which we have official statistics,
broke all records—the imports of precious
stones and pearls for the month being
$3,673,383! 'This total shows an increase
over the imports for March, 1904, of
$1,741,317, an expansion that reflects Ate
phenomenally prosperous condition of the
precious-stone business of the United States.
Newspaper comment generally pronounces
the figures unmistakable evidence of a de-
gree of prosperity and wealth never before
reached by any country. Discussing this
interesting subject editorially under the cap-
tion " Jewels and Jewelry," the New York
Sun makes the following interesting com-
ment :

The Bureau of Statistics reports that " during
the past decade over $129,000,000 worth of dia-
monds have been imported into the country," the
imports for 1904 being given as $23,75o,000. The
American appetite for baubles and gewgaws
evidently grows with the ability to satisfy it, and
the wife of the freight brakeman wants a little
stone on her finger or at her ears just as much as
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the lady of the opera box wants a collar and a
tiara. The price of these stones has advanced
greatly, but that frightens neither brakeman nor
banker. While they are officially classed as " arti-
cles of luxury," it is a question whether they would
not to-day be more properly included in the group
of " articles of necessary use."

The census reports for 188o show 739 estab-
lishments, with a capital of $11,500,000, as the pro-
ducers of $22,200,000 worth of jewelry. In i9oo,
908 establishments, with a capital of $28,000,000,
produced jewelry of a value of $46,5oo,000. Later
figures are not available, but the output of last
year will considerably exceed that amount. Our
Imports of these wares for the calendar year 1904
were as follows:

Uncut diamonds  $10,038,924
Cut diamonds   13,732,087
Other precious stones, cut ..... • . .   3,201,403
Other precious stones, uncut ......   277,691
Jewelry and manufactures of gold and sliver 1,553,783

The item of uncut diamonds is noticeable.
Prior to 1899 our imports of such goods were of
small amount. They now constitute nearly one-
half our imports, and in their finished state very
much more than half of the market value of the
jewels. The conversion of the rough pebble into
the sparkling gem is now an American industry of
considerable Importance. The American people
spent as much money last year for gems and
jewelry as they spent for pianos and other musical
instruments, and more than three times as much
as they spent for sewing machines.

The World's Gold Supply

T"gold supply of the world continues
to increase at a rate that utterly dispels

all fear as to a possible scarcity of the yellow
metal. The three great gold producing
countries—South Africa, the United States
and Australia—considerably increased their
output last year, and even a greater increase
is predicted for the present year. It is almost
a certainty that the long expected $100,000,-
000 annual gold output will be reached in
the Transvaal in 1905, a much larger output
than was ever produced by any country in a
single year. Of course this total would have
been reached some years ago, but for the
suspension of mining due to the intervention
of the Anglo-Boer war.

For the calendar year 1903 the world's
gold output was $325,000,000. It was $350,-
000,000 in 1904, as nearly as can be figured in
advance of the official data. In 1905 it is likely
to be $400,000,000. Not only is the Rand
increasing its yield, but the United States is
making larger contributions to the total.
The United States output was $80,000,000
for 1902 and $74,000,000 for 1903, the strike
in the Cripple Creek field cutting down the
production in that year. For 1904 the yield
was $83,000,000. It is likely to go close to
$90,000,000 in 1905, owing to the opening
of the new mines in Nevada and Alaska.
Australia, which has been running a neck-
and-neck race with the United States for
second place, also expects an increased
output.

In recent years Mexico has been looming
into prominence as a gold producer, and as
that country has just adopted the gold
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standard, a new incentive to production has
arisen. What with new mines, increased
productiveness of old mines and improved
methods of mining, all danger of the once
much-dreaded gold famine seems to be per-
manently eliminated.

Marvelous Modern Engineering.

ONE of the greatest engineering feats ever
undertaken was brought to a successful

conclusion on April 2d, when the first trains
passed through the Simplon tunnel which
perforates the Alps and connects Switzerland
with Italy. This is the longest railway tun-
nel in the world, extending twelve and a
quarter miles from Brieg in Switzerland to
Iselle in Italy, and will greatly facilitate trans-
portation and inter-communication between
the countries of Southern Europe. It is a
sight characteristic of this wonder-working
age to see a flying train disappear beneath
the highest mountain range in Europe to
reappear in a few minutes in the hidden end
beyond the lofty barrier. It is also sug-
gestive of the community of interest which
is yearly bringing the human family closer
together and gradually eliminating racial
prejudice and international hostility. The
report of the formal opening states : " The
train from the Italian end was the first to
reach the iron door at the center, but a little
later the train from the Swiss end was beard
on the other side. There was a brief time
spent in communicating by means of ham-
mering, and then the door was knocked
down amid frantic applause and cries of
' Long live Switzerland ' and Long live
Italy.' Bands played the Italian royal march
and the Swiss anthem, and the two parties
embraced and kissed each other." An
impressive manifestation of the spirit which
should actuate nations.

Pr HIS sub-mountain tunnel is yet anotherglorious evidence of the seeming omnipo-
tence of human effort and genius. " Never
before," we are told, " in the history of land
tunneling have such formidable obstacles been
met and successfully overcome. Not only
was there trouble from cracking and crumbling
of the masonry walls by the great pressures
they sustained, but also formidable springs of
hot water were encountered, which made the
temperature unbearable and flooded the work-
ings." Yet many greater engineering feats
are even now being performed in our country.
and excite little wonder. Until the daily press
heralded the fact that a human being was
literally shot through the tunnel roof, through
the river bed, through the incumbent water
and finally into the air and lived to tell the tale,
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comparatively few knew that the most danger-
ous tunneling in history was now being
done beneath the North and East rivers
in New York City. Wonderful, too, as an
engineering feat was the construction of the
subway in that city, the twenty-four miles of
which, nineteen of them underground, cost
nearly $50,00°,000 or about $2,000,0oo per
mile ! The Simplon tunnel cost only about
one-third of this.

The larger the undertaking the more
manifest is the superiority of the American
in inventive genius. In no other country in
the world could such vast projects as the
New York subway Or the Chicago drainage
canal be completed in so short a period.
Every such contract is responsible for a great
wealth of entirely new automatic and labor-
saving machinery. For instance, all the
French machinery scattered along the Panama
canal route is now owned by the United
States, but most of it will be discarded
because better machines of American design
will be provided. How the American inventor
rises to his opportunities is evidenced in an
electrical ore-landing apparatus recently put
in operation on the lakes. This wonderful
apparatus is known as a direct electric
unloader in connection with an electric bridge
tramway. Only one man is required to tend
one, and he rides in a trolley carriage to
control the rotating, hoisting, opening and
closing the bucket, which holds eight tons.
On a recent occasion a steamer with 9306
gross tons of sticky ore in her hold was
unloaded by four of the machines in fifteen
and one-half hours, and the only shovel-
ers employed were those who cleaned up the
small portions of ore left in out-of-the-way
corners of the boat. The bridge tramway in
this plant handles, on the average, 296 tons
of ore per hour, which is one man's work, as
facilitated by American skill and ingenuity.
And yet the more machinery, the more work
and the better pay for the worker.

Appropriations for Road Improvement

WITH the advent of springtide comes
a seasonable revival of the agitation

for good roads, and there are numerous indi-
cations that the cause is making progress in
popular favor. It is quite natural that the
Empire State should set an example to the
sistherhood, and this it has done magnificently
by appropriating at one stroke $50,000,000
for the improvement of the highways of the
State. Previous to this Pennsylvania, with
its appropriation of $6,000,000 for road im-
provement, stood at the head of the list of
States in liberal treatment of this much-
needed reform, and the Pennsylvania law is
still the most liberal in its terms of any
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similar State law yet enacted. Pennsylvania's
appropriation is cash, and a due proportion
of it is immediately available, the State con-
tributing 75 per cent. of the cost of building
an improved road, the county in which it is
located 1254 per cent. and the township I24
per cent., whereas the New York appropria-
tion of $50,000,000 is not directly available.
It must be raised by a State loan, and before
that is issued the people by a majority vote
must express their approval of the outlay
and investment. That the people will take
advantage of the opportunity, however,
there is very little doubt.

It would be superfluous to reiterate the
many ways in which good roads would bene-
fit the country and people. They obviate
delays in marketing crops, lessen the cost of
transportation, advance the value of property
and add to the comfort of living. As
Congressman Brownlow, of Tennessee, the
enthusiastic advocate of good roads, recently
stated, the highways are first in economic
relation to the common welfare. They are
the chief factor in the advancement of civili-
zation and the spread of education and re-
ligion. They have a moral and social as well
as a material value, and continued neglect of
them is unworthy of the nation and the
people. The bicycle was a power for good
in this direction, and it is possible that the
automobile will be still more potential in
hastening the reform.

Gold and Silver Stamping Laws of
France

THE seizure by the French authorities of
a small article of jewelry, 14 karat fine,

imported from the United States, has called
attention to the laws regulating the importa-
tion of gold jewelry into France. It appears
that the French laws prohibit the importation
of articles of gold less than i8 karat fine,
and as this would mean the practical exclu
sion of jewelry made in the United States,
where 14 karat is generally regarded as the
standard. American exporters regard the
prohibition as somewhat unreasonable dis-
crimination. While this is a matter that
mainly concerns manufacturers, it has con-
siderable interest for the retailers also, now
that the question of an American national
stamping law is being vigorously agitated.
Our readers are well acquainted with the
hall-marking system of England, but few of
threann-ih.ave any knowledge of the system inf. ce 

In an official explanation of the French
laws on the subject, United States Ambassa-
dor Porter, Paris, explains that in France
the different qualities of gold and silver are

expressed in one-thousandths. For gold
there are three standard qualities, .920, .840
and .75o, the last being equivalent to eighteen
twenty-fourths, or, as we commonly say, 18
karat. For silver manufactures two standards
exist, viz., .95o and .800.

HE ambassador states that the French
law expressly prohibits the sale, manu-

facture or importation for use in France of
any articles in gold or silver of lower quality
than .750 for gold and .800 for silver. He
also states that the great bulk of jewelry sold in
France is of .750 (18 karat), though the
finer qualities are frequently employed, as in
the case of fine medal work, and especially
when beautiful effects in enamel are desired.

In silverware nearly all of the silver-
smiths employ the " premier titre," .950
fine, the " second titre," .800, being princi-
pally employed in making goods for the
cheaper trade and for exportation. Accord-
ing to law every article of gold or silver
must bear the stamp of the maker (a special
registered mark), also that of the " bureau
de controle," and for this latter a tax is paid
to the government. Imported articles have
a special " controle " stamp, and also pay a
tax. In each case the tax is computed ac-
cording to the weight. In establishing the
quality, allowance is made in case of soldered
articles, etc., of .003 for gold and .005 for
silver.

TT is true that jewelry of a lower quality
than 18 karat is made in France, but it is

for exportation only, bears no " contrOle "
mark, and is never sold in France. Goods
imported into France of a lower quality than
the minimum standard, are not subject to
confiscation unless there is evidence of an
attempt to defraud ; the importer is, how-
ever, liable to have them broken and deliv-
ered to him in a damaged condition.

In giving the information in regard to
French law on this subject, Ambassador Por-
ter makes the following pertinent comment :
" The contention that the law is a practical
prohibition against the admission of American
jewelry into France ' seems to be erroneous.

A manufacturer seeking trade in a foreign
country should naturally consider the charac-
ter of the goods demanded, and conform
with the demands. The intention of the
French government in framing the law in
question was undoubtedly to protect its peo-
ple, as it certainly does in guaranteeing the

quality of every article in gold or silver sold

in the country, and in establishing such a
high standard France has fostered her jewelry

and silverware industries and helped them to
attain a position of artistic pre-eminence
which is undisputed."
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Our Busy Inventors

IN this issue, on page 845, we resume thepublication of our monthly digest of
recently-issued patents of special interest to
the trade. The resumption is opportune, as
there seems to be exceptional fertility of in-
vention among the members of the craft at
this time. The wonderful advance in matters
optical still affords an abundance of inspira-
tion for new ideas, and the variety in specta-
cle and eyeglass goods seems to be almost
limitless. In guards there is now about as
great a variety as there is in noses among
spectacle wearers, and there is no indication
that the limit has been reached. It would,
indeed, be interesting and astonishing to
know the number of patents which have been
issued in the optical field alone within the
past five or six years, and in this at least
the world of spectacle wearers owes much to
the jeweler-optician with his fine training in
microscopic mechanics and adjustment.

In the field of horology, too, several
new factors have conduced to exceptional
activity. The growing use and mastery of
electricity has been the source of much
inspiration, and a feature of the recent patent
reports, is a great wealth of electric clocks.
Then again as the bicycle gave the jeweler
the bicycle clock and cyclometer, the auto-
mobile is now performing a like service.
Quite a number of so-called auto clocks
have recently seen the light, and quite
a good beginning has been made in this
specialty. A novel illustration of the
relation of the automobile to the trade was
given in a Philadelphia court a few weeks
ago, when a half dozen automobilists were
brought before a magistrate for exceeding
the speed limit. The evidence against them
was the record of the stop-watches of the
police, who were furnished with the time-
pieces for the purpose of securing conclusive
evidence against the more reckless chaufeurs.
The railroad has done much to foster the
construction of accurate timekeepers, and
it would seem that the new medium of trans-
portation would be no less influential in this
regard. Altogether there is no scarcity of
development in either the optical or horo-
logical field, and it will be both interesting
and profitable to the trade to watch the
opportunities which they will furnish.

It is gratifying to note that the jewelers
and opticians can boast of much more than
their share of the inventive genius for which
our country is noted, nor are their inventions
by any means limited to their own particular
specialties. Some of the most noted inven-
tions of the time—telegraphing illustrations,
for instance—are the work of quick-brained
workers of the craft, who have invaded other
fields with much success.
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GORHAM SILVER

A NEW RULE OF THREE

U In these days it takes three, not two as the
11 old proverb has it, to make a bargain.

The retailer cannot easily and satisfactorily
conclude his bargain with the customer, un-

less the manufacturer has provided him with
what the customer wants and feels confidence in.
It is always an easy matter to sell a man what
he wants.

(If

cr For fifty years the public have wanted and
11 reposed their confidence in Gorham Silver, a
name synonymous with beauty of design, integ-
rity of material and perfection of workmanship.
Thus the jeweler who buys Gorham Silver carries
out his part of a gratifying bargain.

GORHAM M'F'G CO.
Silversmiths and Goldsmiths
Broadway and 19th Street, New York

BRANCHES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LONDON

WORKS: Providence and New York
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" Spring Planting" in the Jewelry
Store

NOW that the " frost ' ' is out of the ground

(the jeweler's " frost " is the dull trade

of the early months of the year), you must

bestir yourself in the spring planting. The

careless and improvident jeweler will look

for his crops to reproduce themselves without

his bothering ; but the wise one knows that

every effort he makes in this direction is

richly rewarded in an increased trade harvest.

Raking Off the Rubbish

On looking over your trade field you

will find a-plenty of stuff which cumbers the

ground and should be removed, as a first

step in successful husbandry. A coverlet of

tomato cans and brickbats is not a greater

eyesore to the thrifty agriculturist than is

out-of-style and shop-worn merchandise to

the knowing business planter. Rake this

rubbish out of your stock—and there is no

better rake for the purpose than that made

by Col. Bargain Price.

Ploughing and Harrowing

Get your ground in good shape by

ploughing up the subsoil and pulverizing it

—" go through " your force of clerks, sales-

men and workmen and find the weak spots.

Get rid of the lazy and any that you cannot

fully and perfectly trust ; look into their

habits out-of-store ; inspire them with zeal ;

urge them to improve themselves in your

service, for mutual good ; give them reason

to be proud of you and the store.

Fertilizing

For the nourishment of the coming crop

you will have to fertilize the ground with the

best quality of newspaper advertising. You

will find it poor economy to " save " by

spreading this fertilizer too thin, or by using

" cheap " fertilizer if better is available. Get

the best and use it plentifully. After the crop

is started, a top-dressing of booklets and

lighter literature will prove stimulating.

Seeding

Use good seed. You cannot expect to

gather reputation-fruit from a planting of

seed that may be " guaranteed " but, in fact,

is imperfect or worthless. As well might the

farmer look for pippins on a crab-apple tree

as the jeweler 'hope for a good trade-harvest

from a planting of the " just as good " and

the exhibition in his stock of substitutes for

the best. He might as well have saved the

trouble of raking the brickbats from the

ground, ploughing and fertilizing—might as

well have planted the brickbats instead of

the seed.
The jeweler who studies his own best

interests is especially careful in this matter of
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seed selection. He realizes that it is the

matter of supreme importance—the crop will
be as the seed. He carefully examines and

compares ; selects the brand of seed which

has " proved up " ; sees that the quality is

perfect, free from the weeds which will choke

its growth, honest all through. And he is

willing to pay something extra, if necessary,

to get this better seed. " Cheap" seed pro-

duces a cheap crop.

Cultivating

After the seed has sprouted he must

labor assiduously to help its growth. He

must keep a " clean " field—and get after

the boy if he neglects the cleaning. He

must bring his force of help into the highest

efficiency ; must be prompt, willing, polite ;

must make people turn his way, to admire

and approve of his methods and his manners ;

must eternally hustle. And he must hoe his

own row.
When the plants are growing he must

water them plentifully with advertising, " thin

out " any bunch that seems crowded (from

overstocking), replant as rapidly as any

part shows thin. He must keep a watchful

eye in every direction—no crop grows itself

successfully.
Harvesting

Wait until the crop is ripe—do not

" cut " too soon. Get. all your profit, after

all your labor. It seems too bad that a man

should sweat and toil and plan, then deprive

himself of the fruit of his effort by " cutting "

while the profits are yet in the green. If

you have planted good seed in good soil, it

is worth a good price—get the whole of the

harvest instead of only enough to pay the

cost of the garnering. Farming of any kind,

whether of wheat or watches, is not gener-

ally undertaken for the mere pleasure of the

work. The thing to make pleasure in the

work is the subsequent rewards in coin. Get

all out of the crops that you can.

And when the crop is sold, be sure that

the proceeds are safely invested. The best

investment is more good seed, more ground

to plant it in—and more certain prospects of

future gains from your continuous experiences

in the right way.

Suggestion for a " Spring " Window

THE
jeweler is deprived of the opportu-

nities which may be availed of by the

milliner, the dry goods store and merchants

in other lines, in dressing a window for a

" spring " showing. These others have

goods which in themselves express the

" spring" idea, and the showing of which

is timely and suitable for the season ; but

the jeweler's stock contains no items which

are distinctively spring-y, nor which could
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by any stretch of the imagination be inter-
preted as standing for the spirit of the sea-

son. Therefore the jeweler has been here-

tofore driven to show " spring," in his win-

dow, by flowers a-growing, plants or boughs

of blossoms, etc.
He can do better. He can demonstrate

" spring" by showing springs. In this way :
Cover the floor of the window with glazed

white paper, laid without a wrinkle, edges

lapping neatly. On each of the four corners

place a large (coiled) music-box spring, or

the largest-size clock spring ; connect these

corners with a continuous border of coiled

clock springs, graduated in size—the smallest

in the center of each row and thus increasing

in size to each end. This clock-spring border

will serve as the frame of your picture.
In the center of the window group a

large lot of loose (uncoiled) watch main-

springs. These can be arranged according

to the individual fancy—in a pyramid, or a

flat plateau, or a circle, or a triangle ;

laid flat, or stood on edge (held in posi-

tion by light binding-wire or pins) ; many

attractive ways of arranging them will be

evolved from experiment. Impress with the

mass of thetnthey will not be wasted, as

all can afterwards be utilized in your repairing

if you will take the precaution to put a little
vaseline on them before placing them in the

window.
Between this center piece and the front

of the window, spell the words

" SPRING " IS HERE!

by using, for the letters, the various kinds of

springs which go into the making of a watch—

click springs, hairsprings, clutch lever springs,

setting springs, setting lever springs, vibrating

arm springs, cam springs, regulator springs.

Behind the center piece, arranged in a

graceful arabesque or scroll form (to " bal-

ance " the line of letters in the front), use case

springs of various sizes. A little thought will

result in a very graceful and effective design.

Inscribe on a card, placed upright on

the center piece :

This Display
is evidence that our
Repair Department

has caught the " spring fever."
We use only the very best material

III all our repairing. Will you let us
prove our skill on your ailing watch?

When springtime comes with birds and leaves,
When summer glows and sizzles,

When autumn gathers up its sheaves,
When winter's tempest whistles—

Whate'er the time or what the season,
The needy public buys,

So at all times there's proper reason
For you to advertise!
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An Experience With a Moral

ONE of the chief officials of a big Chicago
business corporation recently told a

peculiar experience which has a moral in it

for many employees. Some years ago when

he was an assistant chief clerk for the firm he

became dissatisfied with his position and

salary, and the dissatisfaction engendered, as

it always does, a certain amount of apathy in

the performance of his duties. The apathy

was not unnoticed by his employers, although
the dissatisfied clerk was not aware of the

fact. The more he brooded over the sup-
posed inadequacy of his salary the more
dissatisfied he became, and he finally adver-
tised for a position more to his liking. He
received several answers, chief among them
being a proposition from his own house! He
had asked for five dollars a week more than
he was then paid, with opportunity to advance,
and he was startled to learn that his employ-
ers were more than willing to pay the increase
in salary and to guarantee advancement to a
man capable of taking interest and initiative
in the work! Completely nonplussed the
young man tried to realize the situation. The
result was that he went back to his desk with
so much determination that he is to-clay
secretary and treasurer of the„' incorporated
firm. The moral is self-evident.

Handling Customers Who Have
Complaints

PROBABLY the greatest test of business
capability and character is the treatment

of customers who come to the store with com-
plaints.. We have heard it remarked that
jewelers who work both at the bench and
behind the counter are especially irritable,
and by reason of this nervous irritability are
peculiarly intolerant of fault-finding, either as
to goods or workmanship. We doubt
whether this is- generally true, for crankiness,
we believe, is a fault of character rather than
of employment, but when it is true it is greatly
to be regretted. Intolerance of complaint,
and display of temper on slight provocation
always reveal a lack of the equanimity of
temperament necessary to success in retail
merchandising. To do justice to the public
few of them make complaints except for
cause, and the manner of their treatment on
these rare occasions determines whether you
are to retain their good-will and trade or
forfeit both. It pays therefore to suppress
all feeling of resentment, whether the com-
plaint be justifiable or not. A little reason
and consideration will rectify the trouble in
most cases without loss of trade or prestige,
and not infrequently the politic rectification
of a difficulty of this character will make the
customer a friend for all time. He is the
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greatest merchant who makes even his own
mistakes serve a business purpose. See to it
that your clerks thoroughly understand your
policy on this matter, for the tactlessness of
clerks is often responsible for the loss of
customers.

The jeweler might well take a lesson
from the department store in this matter of
handling complaints. The big stores recog-
nize that almost every complaint has an edu-
cational value. Customers with a grievance
sometimes reveal incapacity or carelessness
where least expected, and the revelation may
profit the merchant many dollars. They
are an effective check on loose business
methods or slip-shod workmanship, and it is
both just and politic not only to rectify the
difficulty, but also to thank the complaining
customer for calling the matter to your atten-
tion. Those who take a pleasure in making
complaints are too few to merit consideration.

Catalogues and Advertising Literature

A LETTER from a subscriber suggesting
that all catalogues be made of the same

length and width brings up the question of
the disposition which the trade make of cata-
logues, booklets and advertising literature
generally. Much of such literature is distri-
buted now-a-days, and it would be interesting
to know what proportion of it is preserved
or given the attention it deserves. As to
catalogues every jeweler should have a conve-
nient place where they can be kept for refer-
ence. These compilations contain not merely
useful but necessary information for every
wide-awake member of the trade, and all of
them will repay careful study. They are
compiled at great expense, and the jeweler or
optician who confesses that he has no use for
them is paying a poor compliment to himself
and his business. Every store should have
some convenient place or fixture for their
proper preservation, the latest editions only
being preserved. .

As to other advertising 'literature it is
not so permanently important, though all of
it is worthy of attention. and much of it of
preservation. If retailers realized the amount
of money and thought devoted to the adver-
tising matter sent them much more consider-
ation would be given it. Of course, the
jeweler himself should be the best judge of
what is of value to him, but the worthlessness
of any of the advertising literature that reaches
him must not be taken for granted. If the
matter does not interest him its form may,
and anyhow it is an object lesson on enter-
prise. Advertising is so dominating a factor
in modern merchandising that it merits respect
and attention even apart from any direct
bearing it may have on one's own business.
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Merchants and Mercantile Agencies

ONE thing which it is imperative that
merchants should remember in this

twentieth century is the very important part
played in the business world by the mercan-
tile agency. If the retailer spent a few
hours of any morning in the office of any
jobber or manufacturer and mentally noted
the frequent references to Dun's, Brad-
street's and the Jewelers' Mercantile Agency
(Safford's), he would get a very impressive
idea of the importance of the agency report.
Among the managerial expressions which he
would frequently hear are these : " What is
this man's rating ? " " Write Bradstreet's
for a report on this firm " ; " Mark his
rating on his letter for easy reference " ;
"What does Dun's say about him ? " etc.
An experience of this kind might remove
many delusions and his reception of the
agency reporter on the next occasion might
be very different from what it had been.

The inspiration for this article was an
incident witnessed by us in a jewelry store a
few weeks ago. The agency reporter was
inquiring into the financial standing of the
jeweler, and the latter very much resented the
inquisition. The experienced diplomacy of
the reporter availed nothing in soothing the
indignant merchant, who used some volcanic
expletives in informing him that his debts or
his bank account was nobody's business but
his own. Such treatment of the reporter
was as ill-advised as it was explosive. It
must.be confessed that the questions of the
agency reporter do seem like prying into
your business. It is, unquestionably, some-
what grating On our feelings to be asked how
much we owe ; how much stock we have ;
whether we own real estate, and if so whether
it is mortgaged. But business has its
exigencies, and no merchant can afford to
ignore an institution which plays such an
important part in the world of credit. It
might well have been, in the instance quoted,
that the agency was asked for information as
to this jeweler's credit, and the reporter's
visit was a consequence.

It is all very well to say : " I always
pay my bills, and if those I buy from now
don't want to sell me, they don't have to.
Others will." But will they ? All get their
information from practically the same source,
and if the big agencies report that your
financial responsibility is an unknown quan-
tity, your credit will undoubtedly suffer. The
wise merchant, whatever his circumstances,
should receive the reporter pleasantly and be
candid with him as to his circumstances.
The agency will find the tfuth in some way,
for the system is thorough, and it is an
advantage to you to be allowed to state your
own case in your own way.
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JEWELRY STORE IMPROVEMENT

Movement for Store Beautification--The rich
Fixtures of To-day--The Handsome

Store as an Advertisement

An interesting and very natural result of the con-tinuous development of new business methods andthe elevation of public taste is a marked improvementin present-day store equipment and ornamentation.It is eminently fitting that in the jewelry store thisimprovement should be especially noticeable,. for thejeweler's stock, essentially rare, brilliant and exclu-sive, must ever be out of sympathy with a crude,rough-hewn environment. An appropriate setting isan indispensable display adjunct of the jewel; so alsois the well-appointed, handsomely-fixtured and suit-ably decorated store a necessary condition to theproper and adequate display of goods, and conse-quently to a maximum of advertising benefit. Thelaw of compensation works happily in this matter ofstore equipment, for if the trend of the age is deco-rative, as befits a prosperous era, and demands con-stant beautification of the merchant's surroundings,he still has the assurance of an eventual recompensefor the time, labor and cash expenditure involved inkeeping abreast of it by reason of the advertisingvalue that ever inheres in the spectacular.
Never probably in the history of theThe Value of world did mere externalities possessAppearances
the importance which they possess atthe present time; in no country is their power sohighly valued as in the United States, and in no fieldof human activity is that power so vital for good orill as in the realm of

retail merchandising.
It has been said that
the merchant should
not put too much trust
in fine fixtures, and
unquestionably it is
true that substantial
trades and invaluable
reputations have been
established amid mo-
dest, if not homely,
furnishings; but suc-
cesses of this kind
belong to a class by
themselves; a class in
which the personal
equation is an ever-
present and ever-domi-
nating force. Not all
business men are gifted
with a personality inde-
pendent of show; still
fewer they whose in-
domitable qualities
shine all the more by
contrast with severe,
unpretentious sur-
roundings and the
quiet, general tone.
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Plau of store of S. T. Lit I 1..
Jewelry Co., Cumberland, Md.
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" The apparel oft proclaims the man "—that is thesafest motto for the greater number. Those who cancharm success as if by some talismanic power need nomotto. The aim of the dealer, however, should beelegance, not show; richness, not cheap glitter; refine-ment in the store, its service and its setting; harmonyin everything.
We are pleased to note in recent years

Type of the the construction of many jewelry stores
which embody the ideal. One of these
is the handsome new store of the S. T.Little Jewelry Co., recently erected in Cumberland,Md. As this building was especially constructed forthe purpose of a jewelry store, we here reproduce tiltplan of the ground floor, which will be interesting tothose of the trade who may contemplate like improve-ments. The letters on the diagram show the following:

G, entrance ; F, show windows ; P, diamond. room ; L,watchmaker's room ; J watchmaker's seat ; K, second floorentrance ; B, cashier ; C, show cases ; D, wall cases ; J,stands ; TV, crystal room ; Y, store room ; R, safe; V, vault;H, hall ; U, office ; A, toilet ; 0, optical room ; S, workroom;T, clock repairing.

As the plan shows, this store has admirablecharacteristics of apportionment; it is roomy, yetcheerfully compact, and affords splendid facilities fordisplay. The arrangement, too, is skillful to detail.It will be noticed how effectively the pieces of statuarybreak the dead level of the counter show cases andthe vista between. The figure in the foreground also
seems excellently placed, obviating a bare end-sweepand setting off the ornamental woodwork to advan-tage. The store is lighted by. electricity; the elabo-rate chandeliers shown in the illustration being of
crystal and brass and very imposing in appearance.

The wall cases are
lighted through a glass
top, and the marginal
decoration of the ceil-
ing and side walls com-
ports well with the
general furnishings.
The show windows,
counters and cases are
of the crystal variety;
the wall cases, parti-
tions and cashier's desk
of rich mahogany. The
dimensions of the store
room proper are 56 x
23 feet, and a crystal
room measures t6 x
23 feet. In addition
there is an optical
room, a watchmakers'
room, a jewelers' room,
a vault, an office and a
toilet, all of comfort-
able proportions and
aggregating in length
105 feet. Steam heat
is obtained from a
power boiler one block
away, thus obviating
all connection with

(Continued on page 729)

Modern Store

Store of S. T. Little Jewelry Co., Cumberland, Md.
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Superior Silver-
Plated Ware

Rich Cut Glass
Ware

Electroliers

Gas Portables
and

Oil Lamps

All the popular finishes.

Photograph Books of
above lines loaned to the
trade for inspection.

No. 725

Caraffe,

" Beatrice"

tbc

Vairpoint

Corporation
New Bedford

Mass.

BRANCHES

38 Murray St., New York City

120 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal,

Temple Bldg., Montreal, P. O.

'Egginton's'
Celebrated Cut Glass

Universally acknowledged to be the

most beautiful, brilliant and artistic line

on the market.

Distinctly in a class by itself

our trade-mark engraved on each

piece is a sure guarantee of its excellence

and quality.

Manufactured by

THE 0. F. EGGINTON CO.

Incorporated Oct. 11, 1899 Corning, N. Y.

RICH CUT GLASS

CUT GLASS SETS are ready

sellers; and a study of the large

line illustrated in our NEW

CATALOG will suggest a prac-

tically unlimited variety of pleas-

ing combinations.

T. B. CLARK & CO., 1,(
1 tonesdale, Pa.

Represented

New York—J. D. Dithridge, 25 West Broath\ ;tv

San Francisco—J. A. Young, 115 Kearny St.
Boston—H. 1'. Edwards, 146 Franklin St.
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"Look through the world,

'Ti. neer met with elsewhere •

SHERRY SET, MARS

ill C. 'FRY G7,A55 C

4000 NAPPY
ROCH ESTER.

BINNER-WELL5,01
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IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

e manufacture the figured blank, a modern

improvement in the glassmaker's art.

The public appreciates the excellence of

our glass, the purity of metal, the deep

cutting and the artistic and original designs.

THAT IS WHY ORDERS ARE

DUPLICATED.

Unsurfruseci in brilliancy and individuality of design

55 coo, Roche5tceT9 Penmsylivaniin



d- our illustrated sheet showing

Combination Sets of
Rich Cut Glass

put up in white satin-lined leatherette cases

In buying cut glass keep
in mind the growing public
enlightenment On this ware.
The mere name "cut glass "
charms no longer—it takes
quality, style, sparkle and
rich individuality.
Our specialty is the

Sold only by the originators

Colonial Edge Line
which ranks among- th
most select lines of cut glass
on the market. This line
courts comparison ; it shines
by contrast. It has the beauty
of design and the diamond
sparkle that appeal to dis-
criminating buyers, and yet
at a price that means quick
and plentiful sales.

Chicago Salesroom
35-37 L. Randolph Street

St. Louis Salesroom
518 Holland Bldg.

New York Salesroom
26 Barclay Street O. KUR1,1831i

114 5outh Tenth OtTeet
9 PhfilindeRphim,, Pea.
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Conventional Oak Leaf anD Acorn I
Decoration for

Hand-Painted China

This Conventional Decora- If you want a line beaming-
tion, shown in accompanying

.• ...

, ----_. ..,...0., • 
. ,.. with brilliant, exclusive novelties,

illustration, is one of the most order from us., ,t.,-. - .' \
P, ,:lpopular on the market. Leaves .,.:''. 13.."" Nothing is more appropriate. , ",are painted in rich, natural colors, for a handsome present. Place

■ Jo -and illuminated with gold. i. . your order now and receive the
. .. .. _ .

In tone and individuality of goods in time for June Weddings
design we have no competition.  .„...--•,- - 'ar ..,r;,; '.--- # .4+,

and Commencements.

The J. H. Stouffer Co., Chicago, Ill.
3000 Lake Park Avenue Incorporated 1902

, 
 - -

A SELECTION, consisting of
the following pieces, for only

Net

W' Bowl I 7" I3on-Bon 1 5" Hid. Nappy 1 Water Bottle

1 3-1)t. Jug Oil or Vinegar t 6" Hld. Nappy 4 dozen Tumblers

This vi11 give you a start with us

Our glass and prices will suit you. If not, you can return at our expense within ten days
after you receive them.

Our photo. catalog sent on request to responsible dealers only

Visit our factory when in New York—only a thirty-minute trip



THE
WESTERN CLOCK

MFG. CO.
La Salle, Ill.

NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO
51-53 Maiden Lane 131-133 Wabash Ave
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"F• li/V•" Alarm
Bronze Finish

The Most Sensible Alarm llade

THE "F. W." ALARM is put up in a very heavy
cast-iron case, attractively finished in Japanese

bronze and ornamented in relief ; the alarm, placed
in the back, rings long and extremely loud, but can
be stopped at will by a brass shut-off

The movement has all the advantages of our
UNIQUE CASTING CONSTRUCTION, which
permits the use of VERY THIN HARD STEEL
PIVOTS, reducing the friction to a minimum, assuring
absolutely true wheels and producing perfect time-
keepers.

The " F. W." costs less than most of the nickel
long alarms on the market, and is handled by all the
leading jobbers.

Hawkes Cut Glass
GRAND PRIZE  PARIS EXPOSITION

wisisommee

The Enterprising Jeweler
should see that his stock of cut glass is complete
for the wedding season, which now holds sway in
May as well as June. If his stock of cut glass
bears the Hawkes' trade-mark, and it costs no
more, he knows he will not be put in competition
with the department stores.

T. G. Hawkes & Co., Corning, N.Y.
No piece without this trade-mark

engraved on it is genuine.
HAW ISE*

STERLING SILVER

RICH AMERICAN CUT GLASS
AND SILVER PLATE

No. S53-1lower Vase, Cut Hog No. I, 12-inch

727

IN these departments our Warerooms

contain an almost endless variety of

patterns and values. The out-of-town

buyer will do well to call on his ar-

rival in the city and inspect what

we have in the lines covered. Make

your headquarters with us, whether

you purchase largely or not—that is

your privilege and our wish—and we

offer you the freedom of our New York

establishment.

FACTORIES

Ny111,11 )N PLATE CO.
DERIn. siLvER co,

THE SILVEll PLATE CO.

THE WM. ItuGEIIS 11,c.. CO.

THE ItoGERS & HAMILTON CO.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & C.

THE W.\TROPS MFG. cu.

THE :11EIIIGEN iiLASs

THE • SI IN F'.1:„ ).

'111E A: EDW.\ I:1)s sILVI Cu.

MERIDEN IINITANNIA CO.

1847 1O0(. i: II ROS.

ROGERS & 111:0TGE11

ROGERS, SAIITII & CO.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
Warerowns

9=11=13=15 Maiden Lane, New York

GENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.
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The Company an enviable reputation.

Several thousand staunch customers.

Thousands of satisfied " call-often "
customers for the retail jeweler.

coal, smoke, ashes and the dirt and discomfiture incidental thereto,

while conserving a uniform temperature at the same time. The

building is of gray stone, with red brick trimmings. The upper

- floors are used for offices and as an annex to an adjoining depart-

ment store. The plan and general conformation of the store are

best explained in the architect's diagram and explanatory alpha-

betical code shown therewith.
The history of the firm itself is not devoid of

A Story of success interest. It was in 1848 that the late Lieutenant

Samuel T. Little, left Martinsburg, W. Va.,

Has for a quarter of a century been
as to-day, up to and a little

above the standard.

Is sold to retail jewelers only. Never by
department stores or mail order houses.

There's satisfaction and money in
handling it.

Same is true of our Hollowware.

(then Virginia)

and went to Cum-
berland, where he

began as watch-

maker for a Mr.

Wright. In 1851

he opened a shop

of his own, and

ten years later

when the Civil

War broke out

he enlisted in the

Union Army and

served four years

as lieutenant in a
Maryland c o m -
pany.

In 1879 he
took into part-
nership two of his
sons under the

firm-name of S. T.
Little & Sons,
which style was
continued until
the settlement of
the estate in 1902,
when a stock corn-
pany was formed
with Robert W.
Little as presi-
dent and man-
ager. The new company bought the property at 97 Baltimore

Street, a prominent and central location, and last year erected there

a new building, their formal opening having been held on December

Io, 1904. P. J. Seaver is vice-president of the company; Samuel

S. Little, secretary; and C. G. Smith, treasurer. Its seven direc-

tors are among the most prominent professional and business men

in this city.

their cut glass ware. We may say incidentally that the store of

this firm in its entirety is noted for its beauty, the equipment

throughout being characterized by solidity, superb taste and

decorative richness. The wood work is especially massive, the

beams and pillars beautifully carved and counters and show cases

exquisite types of commercial furniture. The cut glass room is a

veritable crystal palace in miniature, with its dazzling assortment of

stock, fine illumination and resplendent setting. It measures forty-

two feet in length by eighteen feet in width, and is constructed

exactly in the form of a Pullman car. At the front are two panes

of plate glass eighteen feet in length. The extremities of the store,

with the exception of the entrance, are practically covered with
effect to the display. No

less than 120
electric bulbs
shed their radi-
ance on the
sparkling array
beneath and from
the roof, which is
of skylight glass
arched in mahog-

any, corn es a
flood of natural
light which soft-
ens the tone of
the artificial illu-
minants.

The goods
are displayed on
shelves, and the

extremities of the
store are left bare
to permit ample

reflection in the
mirrors. In the
center is a line of
glass show cases
which serve as a
counter, and in
front is a line of
tables also used
for display pur-
poses. The floor
is polished to cor-

respond with the mahogany, and covered with red Moquet carpet.

As well paint the lily as improve on this crystal fairyland, which

emphasizes to the point of fascination the natural beauty of the

sparkling ware.

Crystal Room in Store of fontgonnery Bros., 1.08 Angeles, Cal.

The growing popularity of cut glass and its

Crystal Room 
iModern 
ncreasing importance as a staple line of the retail

jeweler are responsible for the modern picturesque

annex of the jewelry store, the crystal room. A handsome crystal

room is one of the attractive features of the Little Company's store,

above described. It is furnished with plate-glass mirrors at the

back, and the bottoms of the tables are similarly equipped. The

shelves are also of plate glass, the whole permitting a most

impressive display.
As a striking type of the modern crystal room in its extreme

elegance and brilliancy we show on this page the beautiful apart-

ment in which Montgomery Bros., of Los Angeles, Cal., display

Another special apartment which is deemed an

Diamond Rooms essential of the large modern city store is a dia-

mond room. Some of these rooms are truly pala-

tial ; the plan, fixtures and lighting being specially adapted for the

advantageous display of the gems. One of these rooms in a Phila-

delphia store has attached to it a dressing room with all toilet

perquisites and a maid in attendance. In this room the lady custo-

mers can change their costumes if necessary so that they can• see

exactly how the jewels will look when actually worn with some

special dress at a particular function. All the appurtenances of this

diamond room are of the most lavishly rich character, everything,

of course, being in exquiste taste. Only a store with a wealthy,

exclusive trade could afford this luxurious convenience, but such

stores find the investment a paying one. We live in a time of large

resources and free expenditure.



CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS
A. Blue white and perfect
B. Blue white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
131. Blue white and slightly imperfect
BX. Blue white and imperfect

C. Extra white and perfect
D. Extra white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
E. Extra white and slightly imperfect
EL Extra white and imperfect

1. White and perfect
2. White and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
3. White and slightly imperfect
3X. White and imperfect

4. Commercial white and perfect
5. Commercial white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
6. Commercial white and slightly imperfect
6X. Commercial white and imperfect

7. Good color and perfect
8. Good color and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
9. Good color and slightly imperfect
9X. Good color and imperfect

Copyrighted, July, 1904, by S. C. Scott

with a letter or number or both. These numbers or letters refer to
our copyrighted diamond grading chart. They make it easy for the
dealer to inclentify the stone and to grade it as perfectly as an expert.
You sell the stone, accompanied by our guarantee if desired, and we
stand by our statements.

We are a large house with plenty of capital, which enables us
not only to buy diamonds for cash and in large lots, but also to back
up our guarantee.

What we want is a chance to send you some stones with our
chart and guarantee to show you how worth while it is to use these
helps to better your business.

DIAMONDS and WATCHES

31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

This Vase is our exclusive shape.
It represents the very acme of graceful
lines and proportions not heretofore
reached.

Affords for a few long-stemmed flow-
ers the most artistic display.

It is all the rage—the vogue of this
season's offerings.

No stock is complete without it.

Cut also in our famous Coronation
pattern.

Prices for f 12-inch size . only $4.00
either cutting 1 " 5.50

1) 11 
" 7.00

Let us send you samples. If not
pleased with them, send them back.

Another
Big Hit

K E LVA
In addition to our

famous line of WAVE
CREST ware, we are
running KELVA, which
is our latest. Peculiar
designs and decorations
of a most artistic and
striking nature.

The wonderful growth of Greater

The American New York is indicated by a
Metropolis conservative estimate that the

census of this year will show
that the city has 4,000,000 persons living within
its borders. Thisis one-half the total population
of the State. London, with its immense territory
and population, is not keeping pace with the
American metropolis. It is estimated that in five
years New York's population will far exceed 5,000,-
000, and that in fifteen years it is likely to reach a
grand total of nearly 8,000,000. The growth of
the city has been wonderful, but unless all signs
fail, the growth of the next ten years will so
overshadow that of the last decade that the com-
parison will be astounding.

March proved another record-
breaking month in the imports
of precious stones and pearls

at the port of New York. The total imports for
this month amounted in value to $3,673,383.50,
made up of $2,989,054.20 worth of cut and $684,-
329.30 of uncut stones. The increase on the whole,
over the same month of last year,was $1,741,317.4-1-,
and over March, 1903, heretofore the record month,
$801,738.10. The increase in the value of cut stones
was $836,138.19 over the imports of this class of
stones for 1904, and $866,249.77 over those for 1903.
On the other hand, the uncut imports for March,
1905, show a decrease from those for 1903 and 1904
by the respective amounts of $164,511.67 and $4,-
820.78. The classified imports for the month of
March of the past four years, as shown by the re-
turns of Gen. George W. Mindil, jewelry examiner
at this port, are as follows :

Most unique and artistic conceptions in Sterling Novelties.
Not copies, but originalities. They are GREAT.

Stock No. 698
Pattern 3.1

This line has been doubled. For originality, general work-
manship and brilliancy of design, we stand at the head of
the list.

We solicit your orders and correspondence

New York Salesroom--24 Murray Street
Chicago Salesroom—Republic Bldg., Room 1 216

(We have no connection with the Corning Glass Works and
use no blanks made by that corporation)

Address all communications, etc., to
Factory, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom
28 Barclay Street

Mer r ph. Uncut.
1105 . . 83,989,054.20 8'684,329.30
1904 . . . 1,152,916.01 779,150.08
1903 , . . 2,022,804,43 848,840.97
1902 . . . . 1,386,647.04 507,724,43

Mot.
53,673,383.50
1,932,066.09
2,871,645.40
1,894,371.47

The protest of F. B. Vande-

Duty on & Co., regarding the
Unfinished Swivels assessment of duty at the rate

6o per cent. ad valorem on
quantity of unfinished swivels imported by

them, was recently sustained by the board of
United States general appraisers, who held that
these goods are dutiable at 45 per cent. ad valorem.
The following is the substance of the board's opin-
ion as rendered by General Appraiser Sharretts :

As shown by the exhibit in the case, the dis-
puted merchandise is brass swivels, severally about
one inch in length. These swivels are in a rough
condition and not suitable for use in the construc-
tion of watch chains, necklaces or other articles of
jewelry until filed, polished or plated. In the con-
dition in which imported their ultimate use, as dis-
closed by the testimony, is impossible of determi-
nation, they being equally adapted for employment
in the manufacture of chains for dogs, fans, chate-
laine bags and similar articles, as for jewelry. The
Board in G. A. 5579 (T. D. 24994) held that plated
swivels, such as commonly formed parts of watch
chains, were dutiable as parts of jewelry, but we do
not regard this decision controlling with regard to
rough, unfinished swivels, such as are now before
us on appeal.

In our topinion, articles properly dutiable as
parts of jewelry must be of a description or have

_

!))Y1
„ 'tefe,e(iy

undergone a degree of manufacture sufficient to
indicate their ultimate use as jewelry.

We find, on the exhibit and from the evidence,
that the merchandise in question is not commonly
known as jewelry or parts thereof. The protest
claiming such merchandise to be dutiable at 45 per
cent. ad valorem under Par. 193 is sustained, and
the collector's decision assessing duty on the same
at the rate of 6o per cent. ad valorem under Par.
434 of the Tariff Act of 1897, is reversed.

The regular monthly meeting

Jewelers' Security of the executive committee of
Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alliance

was held on April 14th, the fol-
lowing members being present : President Sloan,
Vice-Presidents Wood and Champenois, Treasurer
Karsch, Secretary Noyes, and Messrs. Abbott,
Alford, Bowden, Brown and Stern of the commit-
tee. The following new members were admitted :

m. Itiossat, Lafayette, La.
Dttl Fox & Bro., 'Milton, Pit.

Thos. G. Mc('ausland, Phil-
ipsburg, Pa. •

Nagel & Meyer, Paducah, Ky.
AVIII. 1). Roeder, Dwight, III.
(I.E. Snyder, Jersey Stu ov, Pa.
E. F. Boerst, Union City, Pa.
Geo. W. Custer, Du Bois, Pa.
Geo. A. Disque, Erie, Pa.
Goodman & :Mem-

phis, Tenn.
Ernest J. Leben, Americus,

C. F. Schwing, 'Warren, Pa.
s. Ayres, Elmira, N. Y.

Geo. Cololorolan, llornells-
ville, N. Y.

Charles T. Fuller, Olean, N.Y.
Chas. E. 1'. Keim, Newport,

l'a.
I,. Kinner, Hornellsville,

N. Y.
1Morris Rosenbloom &

Rochester, N. Y.
W. 17. Cornell, N.,rburgh,

N. Y.
John .A. A wall „ioplin, Mo.
Henry Alkali & C■.., New York

i I v.
Geo. i. Cant in, Johnstown,

N. Y.
A. B. Cohen, Scranton,
Chas. 13. Ing,c1, Scranton, 1%1.

Greenwald, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

.T. A. Lewis, Pittston, Pa.
John NV. Nicholas, Wayne.-

hurg, Pa.
IL NY. Vali, Scranton, Pa,

T. AV. Blake, Raleigh, N. C.
W. I,. Butterwick, Freeland,

Pa.
Geo. W. Hess, Bloomsburg,

Pa.
Wm. W. Hirlinger, Berwick,

Pa.
W. P. Hitchcock Co., Syra-

cuse, N. Y.
Jolly & Wynne Jewelry Co.,

Baleigh, N. C.
John IL K Hies, Hazleton, Pa.
.1. S. Lew Ogden,

l't alt.
J. Lee Martin, Bloomsburg,

Pa.
Adolph AV. Sieverling, Wash-

ington, It. ('.
John II. IZoth, .1r., Lancaster,

Frank E. Pirtle & Co., Coun-
cil Grove, Kans.

Curtis AV. Parker, Westfield,
Pa.

LITtis Bros. & Co., St. Louis,
Alo.

Prank Kline, Spring City, Pa.
W111..1. Kettler, Washington,

1). C.
(law tiwood Jewelry Co.,

ireenwood, S. C.
'c Iltc'cl Bosshart, .1 r., Clifton

Springs, N. Y.
S. N. 1,i ncoln, Wi ed, Conn.
Win. It. Phelps & Co., 3.

Maiden Lane, New York
City.
c. Church, Ada, Ohio.

I'. C. Bliss, 111.

Members of the organization
of jewelers, now known as
the Jewelers' Roosevelt and

Fairbanks Club, co-operated with representatives
of a number of other similar bodies in holding a
(limier at the Republican Club recently in honor of
Frederick H. Wilson, assistant chairman of the
speakers' bureau of the Republican national com-
mittee. The speakers on this occasion included
Governor Higgins, of New York, and the jewelers
had a worthy spokesman in the person of Col.
John L. Shepherd, of The Keystone Watch Case
Co.'s New York office, who voiced the appreciation
of his fellow-members for Mr. Wilson's courtesy in
detailing speakers of such ability for the meetings
held during the last presidential campaign.

The recently organized Dia-

The Diamond Cut- mond Cutters' and Mainline-
ters and Manufac- hirers' Association of America
turers' Association held a meeting last month and

elected the following perma-
nentofficers: President,Leopold Stern,of Stern Bros.
& Co.; vice-president,St. John Wood, of J. R. Wood
& Sons ; secretary and treasurer, Henry S, Oppen-
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heimer, of Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith. A num-
ber of committees were appointed at the same
time. The membership of this association includes
practically all the leading diamond manufacturers
in the city, and so general and spontaneous an
enrollment would seem to assure for it a useful
and permanent place among the trade bodies of the
metropolis. Its special objects are mutual protec-
tion and the furtherance of the interests of the
trade generally.

The annual meeting and elec-

New Officers of the tion of officers of the Whiting
Whiting Mfg. Co. Mfg. Co., silversmiths, Eigh-

teenth Street and Broadway,
was held on Wednesday, April 5t11. Charles E.
Bulkley retired from the presidency, Frederick S.
Salisbury from the office of treasurer, and Edward
A. Bulkley, son of the outgoing president, from
that of secretary. The officers now are : President,
Harold H. Hamilton ; vice-president, Charles
Osborn ; secretary-treasurer, George E. Wells.
Thus the only re-election is that of Mr. Osborn.
Harold H. Hamilton, the new incumbent of the
presidency, relinquished the general managership
of the William 13. Durgin Co., to which he was
appointed on January 1st, to accept the duties of his
present office. His connection with the William B.
Durgin Co. extended over a period of nineteen
years. George E. Wells, the new secretary-treas-
urer, has a successful record of twenty years'
service with the Gorham Mfg. Co. Both of these
officials bring to their new duties a large practical
experience and business ability of a high degree.
The retirement of Charles E. Bulkley from the
presidency of the Whiting Mfg. Co. was availed of by
some eighty of the company's employees to make
him the recipient of a beautiful loving cup. as a
tribute of esteem. The presentation took the form
of a surprise, and on that account proved all the
more effective as a culmination of the recipient's
fifty-two years of activity in the trade. An appro-
priate presentation address was delivered by one

of the employees on behalf of his co-workers, to

which Mr. Bulkley made a neat response. He was

profuse in his appreciation of the regard in which

the workmen held him, and referred to the long

period during which he had known many of them.

The Cup is of sterling silver, of an interesting de-

sign and handsomely ornamented. It bears, in

artistically engraved letters, the following inscrip-

tion : " Presented to Charles E. Bulkley by the

employees of the Whiting Mfg. Co., as a token of

their esteem, March 27, 1905." The retirement of

Frederick S. Salisbury was necessitated by the

impaired condition of his health. He had been

living in Florida for some time past in the hope of

recuperating, but without avail.

Simon Frankel, of Joseph Frankel's Sons, has

leased the building at 450 Fifth Avenue for a term

of twenty-one years. These premises were formerly

occupied by Cameron & Forster, as a jewelry and

fancy goods store. It comprises a basement,

store proper, three upper stories and a mezannine

gallery. The leasing of this building, it is said, is

solely a personal transaction on the part of Simon

Frankel, who expects to sub-lease it to advantage.

(Continued on page 733)



is asscrupulousiymain-

tained with L a rt er

Studs in 14 K Plate as

it is with the highest

grade of goods that we

manufacture. " A new

one in exchange if an

accident happens."

Because the Larter

Stud is strongly con-

structed, and possesses

wearing qualities found

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

We illustrate here-

with a few more pat-

terns from our line of

Two Hundred designs

in extra 14 K. Plate.

New York Letter

(Continued from page 731)

The limit of 450 set some time
ago to the admission of mem-
bers to the Jewelers' Associa-
tion and Board of Trade with-
out initiation fee, was reached

when nine concerns were elected at the regular
monthly meeting of the board of directors of that

body held on Thursday, April 13th. These firms

are : Brown & Mills, Providence,

R. I.; W. C. Edge Co.; Newark,

N. J.; L. Ettlinger & Sons, New
York ; Guardian Trust Co., New

York ; Philip Katz & Co., New
York ; Miller, Fuller & Whiting,

North Attleboro, Mass.; Smith &
Blackinton, Providence, R. I.; L.

Stern & Co., New York ; Geo. L.
Vose Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.

The total membership is limited

to 500. An admission fee of $5o

will now be charged, and this may

be further advanced to a sum

more nearly proportioned to the

privileges obviously afforded by
membership in the association.
Among these are the use of its
mercantile reports and reference
books, its legal and collection

bureau and other valuable de-
partments.

The Diamond Manufacturers'
Association settled the strike

which began some weeks ago in
Stern Brothers & Co.'s diamond
cutting and polishing works, 142
West Fourteenth Street, by induc-
ing the firm to pay the ten per
cent. advance in wages which
they asked. The Diamond Work-
ers' Protective Union has boosted
wages several times in the last
year, but this is the first time that
it has received assistance from
this source. Fifty men who were
idle went back to work after the
adjustment of the difficulty in this
manner.

Under the name of Jassoy
Co., the firm hitherto known as
William Jassoy & Bro., i Maiden
Lane, has been incorporated with
a capital of $24,000, and the fol-
lowing as incorporators: William Ja
Otto Jassoy, Jersey City, N. J. ; N
York.

The Jewelers'
Association and
Board of Trade

Pittsburg steel manufacturer for the manufacture of
diamonds. The exhibit will include Montana sap-
phires, in various colors, a diamond from the
placer field in California, rubies from Oregon,
topaz and turquoise stones.

Reed & Barton, the well-known

Reed ? Barton's silversmiths; are removing from
New Store 41 Union Square to handsomely

appointed quarters at Fifth
Avenue and Thirty-second Street. Wm. P.
Sackett, formerly manager of the jewelry depart-
ments of Wanatnaker's New York and Philadel-

ssoy, Brooklyn;
. L. Halff, New

TRADE-MARK.

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

ED1VIOND E. ROBERT, SO,

Precious Stones
at Portland
Exposition

Dr. Geo. F. Kunz, of Tiffany &
Co., has received official notifi-
cation of his appointment as
chief of the department of pre-
cious stones, at the Lewis and

Clark Exposition to be opened in Portland, Ore.
The milling section of this exposition is in charge
of Dr. David T. Day, the government expert
mineralogist, and in accordance with his purpose
of arranging an especially notable display of pre-
cious stones, he chose Dr. Kunz as head of that
department. One result of this exhibit should be
the development of the opportunities which are
said to exist in Western and Southern States for
the profitable mining of precious and semi-precious
stones.' A feature of the Portland exhibit will be
the experimental operation of a plan invented by a

phia stores, will have charge of the new establish-
ment and purposes making it a model business
institution ill system, scope and service. To this
end he will supplement the regular silverware lines

by the installation of new departments devoted to

diamonds, watches, jewelry, art stationery, fancy
leather goods and cut glass. The new building is

a notable addition to the magnificent merchandising

center in which it is located. It is an eleven-story-

and-basement structure and is built of gray stone

with ornamental bronze trimmings. The store

proper is about 125 feet long by too feet wide, with

an L running north at the back. The .floor is

tervazzo with borders in mosaic, and the show

cases and general display facilities of mahogany

and plate glass. In the basement will be a fine

hotel Salesroom, polishing and repair shops, a

shipping department, etc.

The Universal Electric Clock Co., of New

York, has been incorporated at Albany with a cap-

ital of $25,000, with A. S. Kuhn, A. N. Stein and
John Stein, all of New York, as incorporators.

The Philadelphia Watch Case Co. have
moved into the offices at 23 Maiden Lane, formerly
occupied by the Courvoisier-Wilcox Co Their
old quarters in the Gill Building were too small,
and not so well located as the new offices.

L. W. Levy & Co., importers of bric-a-brac
and art goods, have moved up Broadway from 192
to 580-582. This takes the firm to the heart of the
wholesale dry goods district and half way between
the down-town and up-town jewelry districts.

They will have larger quarters in
their new location and a better
opportunity for displaying their in-
creasing line. They had spread
out as much as possible in the old
quarters, but still lacked sufficient
space for a proper display of their
line.

L. W. Sweet & Co., the watch
and chain jobbers, of 37 Maiden
Lane, celebrated on April 18th
the twentieth anniversary of the
founding of their business. The
managers of the different depart-
ments were entertained at a thea-
ter party and a repast was served
in Sherry's. Additional eclat was
given the event by the fact that
the date was also the birthday of
Samuel Raives, vice-president of
the company. The celebration
was a most enjoyable one in
all respects, and was pervaded
throughout by a spirit of loyalty
to the firm.

Felix Zadek, wholesale opti-
cian, is relinquishing his quarters
at 75 Nassau Street and re-estab-
lishing at 51 and 53 Maiden Lane.

Shiman Bros. & Co., manu-
facturers of diamond mountings,
have moved their factory and
offices from 12 John Street to 87
Maiden Lane, where they have
more room and better facilities.
They occupy the fifth floor of the
new building. The Maiden Lane
end is taken up with the offices
and the rear is given over to the
factory end of the business.

The R. Hoehn Co., manu-
facturers of artificial eyes and
thermometers, have moved their
offices to 83 Chambers Street, just

across the street from their old quarters. The new

offices have been very tastily fitted up, and show off

to good advantage the large and attractive line of

specialties made by this concern.

The International Silver Co. re-elected the
following board of directors at the annual meeting

of the company held in this city some weeks ago :

Samuel Dodd, George H. Wilcox, George E. Ed-
wards, C. A. Hamilton, F. P. Wilcox, George M.

Curtis, C. H. Tibbits, S. L. Barbour, W. J. Miller,

Geo. D. Munson, C. E. Breckenridge, George

Rockwell, Andrew Andrews, C. Berry Peets and

L. E. Stevens.
S. Kohn, who has been in business, at 37

Maiden Lane for the past eight years as manufac-

turing jeweler, repairer and diamond setter, has

entered into partnership with N. Lustig, jewelry

manufacturer, hitherto of 14 Maiden Lane, and the

new firm is becoming established in commodious

quarters at 41 Maiden Lane.

(Continued on page 785)
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SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS
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TRADE-MARK

REGISTERED

Our registered trade-mark in a ring is guarantee that we have given expert attention to

every detail of its manufacture; also that we can and do assume the responsibility that

its quality, shape and finish are the very best. All our rings are made from solid gold

discs and by our own special machinery.

TRADE-MARK

REGISTERED

Catalogue and Ring Blanks on request

HAYDEN W. WHEELER 0 CO.
RING MAKERS

TWO MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Uhe

We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
In 14K., 10K., Sterling,
Gilt and Gold Filled

Also, all kinds of

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION

Tortoise Shell Combs
Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty Factory, Lorimer SL and Throop Ave. j
Brooklyn, N. Y.

11101-0181i0 Jewelry Store Fixtures
THE EXTREME OF BEAUTY in store tUrni-

ture is attained in our special jewelry store fixtures in

ORIGINAL DESIGNS
Counters, Show Cases, Wall Cases and all manner of
artistic cabinet work.

EXCLUSIVE AND UNIQUE
Drawings and estimates furnished free.

•Glaser, Rohrer & Co.
First Ave., Forty-first to Forty-second st., New York
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Real Estate

T H E

New York Letter

(Continued from page 733)

A number of real estate deals
have recently taken place in the

Changes hi the jewelry district of New York.

The City Real Estate Co. has
purchased the buildings at 48

and 5o Nassau Street, and at 30 and 32 Maiden

Lane. The fact that the Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

whose building is at Nassau and Liberty Streets,

has bought a good deal of property on Maiden

Lane, Nassau and Liberty Streets of late years for

the purpose of protecting their light, is responsible

for the surmise that they are also behind these

recent purchases. It is also said that William

Ziegler's several properties in this block are held

for the accommodation of the insurance company.

Mitchell A. C. Levy has bought from the estate of

John Wilson, the five-story building at 31 Maiden

Lane. In this building, which he acquired more

than sixty years ago, Mr. Wilson long conducted a

business in clocks and bronzes.
The five-story brown-stone
building at 35 Maiden Lane,

Lorsch Building adjoining Albert Lorsch &
Co.'s establishment at 37

Maiden Lane, will be torn down and in its place,

Albert Lorsch, of the last-named firm, will erect

an eleven-story structure, with facade similar to

the company's present building and having orna-

mental stone work on the two lower stories. The

upper stories will be of drab pressed-brick and

trimmed with stone. The site area is 25x too feet.

It is expected that the new building will be ready

for occupancy about one year hence. The floors

will be flush with those of the present Lorsch

quarters, and arches may be cut in the dividing

wall to afford occupants of the old premises such

a means of expansion as they may possibly desire.

Philip Present, the Rochester jobber, spent a

few days in this city recently purchasing goods and

calling upon his friends in the trade. He was

accompanied by his young son, Leroy, who was at

home for the Easter vacation. Mr. Present has

recently made a number of improvements in his

Rochester showrooms. He has taken in the ad-
joining offices formerly occupied by an insurance
company and which were fitted up in a very lavish

manner. The handsome new quarters, in addition
to some new show cases and other improvements,
make the offices of Mr. Present among the hand-

somest in the State. He plans to add one or two
men to his traveling force, and thus extend his
sphere of influence. He is at the same time doing
away with retailing at his Rochester establisment.

While this part of the business has not been pushed
to any extent, it has been objectionable to some of

the local retail dealers, and Mr. Present determined
to remove this source of dissatisfaction and confine
his efforts solely to wholesaling

Building 

The new building, at 47 and

49 Maiden Lane, will be the

home of a number of well-
Another Jewelers'

known jewelry firms and con-
cerns engaged in kindred lines of trade. Hammel,
Riglander & Co., 35 Maiden Lane ; L. Witsenhau-
sen, 37 Maiden Lane ; A. Nivois, 21 Maiden Lane,
and the Adelphi Silver Plate Co., 20 John Street,
are moving into handsome quarters in this structure
and among its other present or prospective tenants
are : L. Kroll, 36 Eldridge Street ; Bernheim
& Beer, 51 Maiden Lane ; Solomon Bass,

54 Maiden Lane ; W. T. Coffin, 176 Broad-
way ; Beckmann & Rohde, 14 Maiden Lane ; H.

Jewelry District

To Erect a New
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Nordlinger's Sons, 24 John Street ; Sohn & Hy-
man, 376 Broadway ; Ludwig Hirsch, 68 Nassau
Street, and Fein & Co.

C. G. Alford & Company have added a new

man to their traveling force in C. H. Church, for
many years connected with the New England

Watch Company. Mr. Church will cover the New

England States for Alford & Company, and his

long experience and wide acquaintance with the

trade will be sure to stand him in good stead

with the new line. He recently started out on his

first trip for his new employers.
The death of Frederick William
Bergstein, head of Bergstein &
Son, gold jewelry manufactur-
ers, 20 John Street, occurred on

April nth, at his home, 665 E. One Hundred and

Thirty-Eighth Street. Death resulted from a com-

plication of diseases, and for three days prior to
the end, deceased was unconscious. He had
reached his fifty-fifth year, and was a native of
Brooklyn. His father came to the United States
from Germany in 1847, and after working for other
manufacturers, established a jewelry manufactur-
ing business of his own at 32 John Street. He was
joined in partnership by Frank Zuber, and the firm-
name was Bergstein & Zuber. In this shop young
Bergstein learned the business as a boy. The
Bergstein-Zuber partnership was dissolved in 1862,
and then the senior Mr. Bergstein conducted the
business alone until 1871, when he admitted the
son to a partnership in the firm and the name
Bergstein & Son was assumed. In 1876 the original
location, at 32 John Street, was abandoned and the
business established at 20 John Street. At the
death of the founder in 1893, the son became pro-
prietor. The business is now conducted by the
estate.

Victor Nivois, selling agent of the New York
Standard chronograph watch, has moved his
office from the Hayes Building to the new building
at 47 and 49 Maiden Lane.

E. J. Kastner, for many years connected with
L. E. Waterman Company, fountain pen manu-
facturers, of this city, has gone to Montreal, to
take up his new duties as secretary of the L. E.
Waterman Company of Canada, Ltd., to which he
was recently elected. The latter company has
just opened up a fine establishment at 136 St.
James Street, Montreal. In addition to their offices
for handling their wholesale business, they will
also have a handsome salesroom for the display
and sale of their product, and also for repairs and
exchange. Such a display is really in the nature
of an advertisement for their goods, to make them
familiar to the public at large. Mr. Kastner under-
stands the pen business thoroughly, and being
young and ambitious naturally will be expected to
set a fast American pace in his.new position. He
will be missed in the jewelry district of this city,
as he has a wide acquaintance here, and was
prominently connected with the Jewelers' Bowling
League, being vice-president of the organization,
and a member of the company's team. He took
an active part in the interests of the league this
last season.

Labor trouble is threatened by the prescrip-
tion workmen in the various optical shops in this
city. The workmen of M. Woolf, on Nassau
Street, recently left their benches, and workmen of
other concerns are threatening to follow suit. The
men belong to a union and are demanding a work-
ing schedule of fifty-two hours. This appears to
be the bone of contention. Some of the large
down-town optical houses are inclined to concede
this point, if it is not to be followed up by other
and more drastic demands, claiming that their
workmen are not engaged in their shops more than
the new schedule demands.

Dieges & Clust are vacating their quarters at
25 John Street and establishing themselves in the
adjoining building at 23 John Street, which, in
addition to the top floor of 21 John Street, they
have leased. The newly-leased building com-
prises four floors and a basement, and breaches
may be made in the dividing wall in order to speed
the work of removal.

Henry Zimmern & Co. have moved into new
quarters at 77 John Street, a few doors below
William Street, where they will occupy the first
and second floors and basement. This change was

Death of F. V.
Bergstein

made necessary by reason of the building which
they have occupied for a year or so past being sold.
This was something they did not expect so soon
after their taking possession, as it is no easy task
to move a big stock of materials, which, aside from
the big expense incurred in moving, means a sus-
pension of business for almost a week's time, as
far as taking care of orders goes.

The trade in this city was very much shocked
to learn of the sudden death of Otto Schneider, of
Hammel, Riglander & Co. As reported in last
month's KEYSTONE, Mr. Schneider slipped on the
ice and broke his leg while on a Western trip, in
March last. He had been confined to the hospital
since, but it was not expected that any serious con-
sequences would result. It appears, however, that
blood poisoning set in, and resulted fatally on
April 9th. Mr. Schneider has been connected with
Hammel, Riglander & Co. for thirty years, and for
a number of years has been traveling for this house
in the West. He had made a host of friends in
the trade, by whom he was highly esteemed. He
was forty-eight years old and leaves a widow.

Harris & Harrington have moved into their
new quarters at 12 Barclay Street, where they will
have the advantage of more space, and what is
more important, where they will be on the ground
floor. In their new quarters they will occupy the
first floor and basement and a sub-basement, which
gives them at least a third more space than in their
old quarters on Vesey Street. They have installed
a lot of new cases and fixtures and these, with the
handsome character of the goods displayed, make
the new show room a very handsome one. The
new location is nearer Broadway, and thus more
convenient for the buyers from the down-town
jewelry district.

Hammel, Riglander & Co. have taken posses-
sion of their new quarters in the new building at
47 and 49 Maiden Lane, where they occupy the
second floor, and have probably the handsomest
fitted material quarters in the country. All the
fixtures are new and were especially designed by
M. M. Riglander, of this firm. The new quarters
contain about four thousand square feet, and by
the use of double-decked fittings, which provide
for a number of galleries above the floor, the floor
space is doubled up over a considerable portion of
the room. The offices are located in the front
facing Maiden Lane. The center of the room is
given up to the stock departments, the optical
department occupying one side of the room, and
the watch material and glasses the other. In the
rear the space is divided up into a packing and
shipping department and for storing the reserve
stock. Having the entire business located on one
floor will be much more convenient than in the old
quarters, where two floors were occupied, which
necessitated a great deal of running up and down
between the two departments of the business.

The jewelry manufacturing works of Gerstman
& Bandman, 75 Nassau Street, have been consider-
ably enlarged by the addition of Greenberg &
Glaser's plant, lately situated at 125 Fulton Street,
which the first.named firm recently purchased upon
the retirement of .its owners from business. In
order to recuperate his health. which has been
somewhat impaired, David Greenberg will enjoy a
period of rest. Henry Glaser, however, intends
entering another business field.

New Gold Stamping Law

In our last issue, we announced the intro-
duction in the New. York State Legislature of a
gold stamping measure, making it a misdemeanor
to manufacture or sell articles of gold stamped a
higher degree of fineness than they will actually
assay, a variation of one karat being allowed for
solder or other exigency of manufacture. This
measure passed both the Senate and Assembly,
received the sanction of the Governor and is now
a law. By the terms of the measure, a manu-
facturer is not compelled to stamp the quality on
his manufactures of gold ; he is simply prohibited
under penalty from stamping them fraudulently.
Dealers, who do not manufacture or alter the
goods in any way, may protect themselves from
prosecution by filing a bond, which places all the
responsibility upon the manufacturers, provided
the latter have also filed a bond, as provided by
the law. The terms of the new law will be found
on page 546 of the April KEYSTONE,
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We recently sent to the Trade a large
circular illustrating New Spring Jewelry.
If you have not looked this circular over,
we ask you to take the time to do so
that many jewelers are interested in it is
proved by numerous orders.

Every merchant wants new things to
brighten his stock and attract customers.
From time to time we shall send you illus-
trated circulars showing that which is "new."
When in Chicago, give us the opportunity
to show you our stock. A visit to our store
will be appreciated.
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WESTERN BUREAU OR THE KEYSTONE

Room 1201 IIKrwowrir BUILDING

icnuo, April 24, 1905

The very pleasant month of

Trade Looking March was succeeded by a

rather disagreeable April. But

the weather has retarded busi-

ness but little and has been such as to allow the

farmers to make good progress with their spring

work. As a result, seeding is clone in most sec-

tions of the West. Then the roads are fairly good,

and that is helping trade. So, taking everything

into consideration, the West starts off very well on

the crop year of 1905, and starting well on this

important journey is a very necessary thing to the

business of the great States comprising this section

of the Union. April has proven only a fair month

with our wholesalers, and the State Street retail

jewelers mention that the past four weeks have

been unusually quiet. But bright skies and warm

rains are here, and they are helping trade along

wonderfully. Collections are fair, " all things

considered."

Up in the West

Warm Welcome
Extended to Chicago
Trade Pilgrims

We are glad to note that the

Chicago Commercial Associ-

ation, which left Chicago
April 12th for a four-weeks'

tour through the Northwest, as far as Seattle and

Portland, making stops at all leading towns en

route, is booming Chicago's advantages as a

trade center in a manner which must bring results.

Individually and collectively the members of the

party are displaying true Chicago spirit, and

advantage is taken of every moment of time avail-

able. As indicative of the success of their efforts,

both commercially and socially, the following tele-

gram from Fargo to Jamestown, can be quoted:

" Do everything in your power to make the visit

of the Chicago Commercial Association pleasant

while in your city. They are the finest lot of fel-

lows that ever crossed the pike." The delegation

has everywhere been accorded a most enthusiastic

welcome, but the character and general ability of

the business men in the towns visited have proved

a pleasing surprise. They are alive to the oppor-

tunities of their section, are up-to-date in their

business methods, are hard workers, and believe

in the future of this great Northwestern territory.

At the same time, while they are progressive and

are extending their trade rapidly in all lines, they

are conservative and are not overbuying or over-

reaching themselves. They are not behind Chicago

III their appreciation of the advantages of commer-

cial organizations, every town being organized to

the limit and the members of these associations

active in furthering the interests of their particular

localities. The party is being warmly and gener-

ously received in true Western style. Receptions

were given the delegates at Fargo, Jamestown and

Bismarck, North Dakota, and Moorehead, Minne-

sota, and Billings and Helena, Montana. The

party expect to get back to Chicago May 5th.

Our readers doubtless know that the delegation

is composed of representatives of all the leading

mercantile lines of our city, the jewelry and

optical lines being represented by John H.

Hardin, vice-president and manager of F. A.

Hardy & Company, who was honored with the

chairmanship of the delegation.

Personal

M. Wendell, head of the manufacturing house

of Wendell & Company, is absent in New York

superintending the building of the new factory for

their New York branch.

H. P. McDonald, of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,

has taken the place of Prof. Booth as instructor at

the Northern Illinois College of this city. Prof.

McDonald is among the brightest and best posted

graduates this college has ever turned out, and is

filling the position to the perfect satisfaction of the

students and management.
Max Ellbogen, president of the Stein & Ell-

bogen Company, sailed for Europe early in April

to be absent three months. Mr. Ellbogen will

spend much of his time while abroad looking over

the European diamond marts, selecting gems in

" rough " for the firm's diamond cutting works.

Geo. M. Landon, Chicago and Western agent

of the Homan Silver Plate Company, is being con-

gratulated by his many friends in the trade upon

his recent marriage to Mrs. C. F. Kyle, of this city.

Samuel Swartchild, head of the firm of Swart-

child & Company, and Mrs. Swartchild sailed for

Europe May nth, on the Hamburg-American

steamer Bloucher. They will be absent fully three

months, and Mr. Swartchild will give his attention

while touring England and the continent to looking

through Swiss and German factories for new things

in the way of tools and materials for watchmakers

and jewelers.
Theodore Kuehl, of Geo. Kuehl & Company,

has just returned from a two-months' trip to

Europe. Mr. Kuehl spent most of his time while

abroad at the firm's two factories in the Black

Forest section of Germany, which is the seat of

the cuckoo clock industry. Mr. Kuehl reports

business as immense in this line and that all factor-

ies in the Cuckoo clock line are running overtime.

At both of their factories they have recently

installed American, machinery, or " Yankee "

machinery as it is called in Germany. This new

machinery, is used to make solid steel pinions for

their clocks, and is proving a great labor-saver.

Mr. Kuehl is looking for a good demand for

" Cuckoos " this fall, even better than last season.

A. Hirsch, of A. Hirsch & Co., has just re-

turned from a three-weeks' outing spent at West

Baden, Indiana's famous resort. He was accom-

panied by Mrs. Hirsch.
Joseph Y. Lebolt is now in charge of the

Chicago store of Lebolt & Company, having

returned from a three-months' stay in New York,

where he was in charge of the firm's New York

store during his absence in the East.

A. C. Becken and family were expected home

from Southern California to-day. They have been

away two months and have enjoyed a most delight-

ful outing, as they always do, on their Pacific

Coast trips.
C. H. Knights, of C. H. Knights & Company,

returned the middle of the month from a two-

months' outing spent with his wife and daughter in

Southern California. Mr. Knights reports a delight-

ful outing, and his daughter's health greatly

benefited by the trip. He tells us that the crop of

Eastern tourists on the Pacific Coast is larger than

ever, and that Southern California is growing more

popular with each year as the most delightful

winter and early spring resort on the American

continent.
William A. Copeland, of Martin, Copeland &

Company, the well-known and old-established

manufacturing house of Providence, R. I., spent

several days in town last week, looking over the

business of the firm's Chicago branch.

H. E. Parsons, for many years past in charge

of the credits at Benj. Allen & Company's, mourns

the loss of his wife. Mrs. Parsons had been an

invalid for some time and her death was not entirely

unexpected. She passed away on Easter Sunday.

Herman F. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Company,

is home again after a three-months' stay in South-

ern California, where he has been enjoying life

immensely in the land of sunshine and flowers. Mr.

Hahn is looking' exceedingly well, and says that Los

Angeles and thereabout is still the ideal winter and

early spring resort.
Otis F. Hall, manager of the Murine Eye

Remedy Company, has just returned from a three-

weeks' trip spent at Montreal, Canada, where his

firm have established a branch house.

Gossip Among the Trade

The Chicago office and salesroom of the R.

Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Company have been

redecorated in fine style. This firm has taken on

additional space, until they now occupy nearly the

entire ninth floor of the Silversmiths' Building.

Arnold & Steere, ringmakers, Providence,

R. I., are moving their Western office from 6or

Columbus Memorial Building, to room 901 in the
Thomas Church Building, 151 and 153 Wabash

Avenue.
The stockholders of Spaulding & Company,

incorporated, held their annual meeting at their

office in this city April 1st, and elected the follow-

ing officers for the ensuing year : President,

Joseph Leiter ; vice-president, C. F. Green ; treas-

urer, Benj. Allen ; assistant treasurer, R. M.

Winans ; secretary, Chas. W. Byrnes. The new

directors elected are : Joseph Leiter, Benj. Allen,

C. F. Green, H. Crabbe, Chas. W. Byrnes, Geo.

H. Robinson and J. J. Sweet.

(Continued on page 739)
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MEM

Diamonds are our great specialty. We import them in the rough, using only

the better grades. We have our own cutting plant, with the finest cutting facilities

and the most skilled workmen. We thus .save duty and so economize in the

cutting and distribution that we can furnish the best stones at the lowest prices.

)311AM ND REP :AS
in diamond repairs -re-cutting and re-polishing—we can be especially serviceable.

We have had years of experience in this work and .guarantee satisfaction. We

will gladly give estimates on all work of this character.

EL,±)ogen Company
DRAMOHD CUTTERS an WHOLESALE SEWELERS

Cohumbuo MermeTrnal BunlicoUng, CIh©g
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Special Announcement

Ha2'ing removed to our new home,

Suite 1104 ne71) Heyworth

corner Wabash ibenue and Madison

Street, Chicago, you'll find that we

have the handsomest engrabing school

and studio in this country.

SOME OF THE FEATURES

Splendid Light
Perfect Ventilation
Handsomely Furnished Reception and Class Rooms
The Best System of Instruction
Universal Endorsement by all Jewelers

Send for New 48-Page Catalog

Correspondence Solicited

TheJerwelers' School Qf Engraving
Established 1889 RICHARD 0. KANDLER. Pro,tyiefor

Now Polisihng and groug machme
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
Perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

EC00014 of space MOW to 140 MIER
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes fur

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66c. Ruby St , ROCKFORD, ILL.

G.F.WadsWOilfi
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everything iii
the line or
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlating,
Satin Finish.
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turning
Chanitioo Ohl

Cases to take
American R. W.
Movements my

specialty.
OLD CARER

MAHE NEW

In future

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

will ht. Eimwt. by
lb, signature on
tho moll of

Silversmiths'
Budding,
131 -13 7
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

All others are imitations and an. iin infrhmo-
lent on patents. All
rosectited In 111.• fun extent or hi,.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
_Manufacturers

Office, 126 State Street, Chicago

When writing to advertisers, kindly ?nen/ion The Keystone
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(Continued frUill page 737)

C. D. Peacock's corner window, at State and

Adams Street, presented a beautiful appearance

the past week, the windows having been especial
ly

arranged as an Easter display. The great attrac-

tion was a rich and sparkling diamond cross valued

at $200,000. This cross was beautifully displayed

in a frame set with Easter lilies and vines and

moss, with a black velvet background. The effect

was charming, and the crowds before the window

at times blocked the sidewalk. It was a splendid

advertising conception well carried out.

The regular annual meeting for the election of

officers and board of governors of the Chicago

Jewelers' Club took place, as announced in the last

issue of THE KEYSTONE, on Tuesday, April 4th.

There was considerable interest manifested by the

members and a fairly large vote cast. The follow-

ing gentlemen being elected : President, Guy V.

Dickinson, general agent of the Elgin National

Watch Company ; vice-president, Thomas Rudd,

of C. E. Graves & Company ; secretary, George

I I. Hazlitt ; treasurer, H. P. Juergens, of the Juer-

gens & Andersen Company ; financial secretary,

W. E. Bentley, with Stern Bros. & Company. The

board of governors elected are : Fred. H. Allen,

Chicago manager for D. Wilcox & Company;

Harry W. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Company ;

John H. Hardin, vice-president and general manager

of F. A. Hardy & Compally ; L. H. Schafer, of

L. H. Schafer & Company ; Geo. 1'. Woodbury,

agent for the Columbus Memorial Building, and

Edward A. Moore, of the Moore Jewelry Com-

pany. There are three other gentlemen on

the board of directors whose terms have not ex-

pired. They are J. K. Caldwell, with the Interna-

tional Silver Company ; H. S. Hyman, of Hyman,

Berg & Company, and Charles H. Hulburd, presi-

dent of the Elgin National Watch Company. The

latter resigned and President Dickinson appointed

C. P. Dungan to serve in his place. The club has

recently admitted thirty-one new members, and

President Dickinson declares that there will be a

waiting list before his year is over. The way the

new members are coming in would indicate this.

The new members are as follows : Julius Ascher-

mann, W. A. Burrows, L. L. Davis, John Leggett,

O. J. Halbe, W. A. Ickes, W. L. Lund, Richmond

A. Mead, Frank McGuire, F. S. Stevenson, Walter

Sams, B. F. Wilson, G. A. Henry, E. R. Tyler,

Leo Galitzki, Edward S. Artisdale, E. C. Winans,

M. D., Dr. A. E. Morrell, Thos. E. Rooney, D.W.

Wiser, H. W. Hansell, F. S. Baldwin, Fred. A.

Ferdinansen, M. F. Barger, Frank. E. McCullum,

W. G. Savage, A. C. Delano, 0. B. Marsch, Chas.
A. Meigs, L. C. Goldsall, E. R. Walsh, Benj.

Allen, E. A. Dorrance, James R. Perry, B. C.

Allen, John A. Cox and Arthur J. Perry.
A recent acquisition to the exterior of Lewy

Bros. Company's building, at State and Adams

Streets, is a new Howard clock with bracket dial
of special design. This interesting timepiece occu-
pies the conspicuous coigne over the main entrance
to the store. The dials are five feet in diameter,
of green opalescent glass, with bronze characters
and bands. Twelve incandescent lights supply the

illumination. The dial centers are detached and
are removable from without. The bronze case is
of ample substance and agreeable design.

Carl Netschert, the well-known wholesale
dealer in artificial flowers, will remove May 1st to
the fourth floor at 140 Wabash Avenue, directly
Opposite the Silversmiths' Building, where he will
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have larger, handsomer and more modern quarters

than heretofore.
The L. Manasse Company are sending out to

the trade a postal card of clever and unique design,

which is a great improvement on the ordinary

riostal advertising.

Obituary

One of the oldest bjietwua:ers in Chicago passed

away recently in the person of William E. Higley,

whose death occurred at his home, 4623 Green-

wood Avenue, after a three-months' illness. Mr.

Higley had been connected with many firms during

a career of two score years, but for some years

prior to his death he had been doing business on

his own account-, in headquarters with the Elmer

A. Rich Co., in the Columbus Memorial Building.

He was a native of Connecticut, and had reached

his sixty-ninth year. He was a member of N.

Matson & Co., Spaulding & Co.'s predecessors,

both prior and subsequent to the Chicago fire. He

afterwards became associated with S. Hyman &

Co., which later became Hyman, Berg & Co., and

for ten years held a responsible post in their dia-

mond department. In 1894 he became general

salesman for Spaulding & Co., later severed his

connection with that firm and thereafter did busi-

ness on his own account. His long career brought

hint into contact with many of Chicago's notable

people and his sales often ran into the tens of

thousands. He had many friends and was esteemed

for his integrity. A widow, a daughter and three

sons survive him.

News from the Trade

A. H. Smith, of Storm Lake, Iowa, has

recently succeeded to the business of J. M. McGee,

at Cherokee, in the same State. Mr. Smith for

fifteen years previous to 1900, carried on a retail

jewelry business in Cherokee, but sold out and left

there about five years ago, moving to Storm Lake.

C. A. Piella, of Lansing, Mich., expects to

move in a much larger store about May Toth. The

new establishment will have new fixtures through-

out, and Mr. Piella is determined to have one of

the finest stores in the capital city.

Miss E. J. Hall, daughter of C. P. Hall, of

Saginaw, Mich., one of the pioneer jewelers of

the Saginaw valley, died the early part of April

from pneumonia. Mr. Hall will have the sincere

sympathy of the trade in his bereavement.

Albert L. Haman, wholesale watches, St. Paul,

Minn., spent a day in town his week, calling on

the manufacturers.
Lewis & Van Sickle is a new firm of jewelers

at Oskaloosa, Iowa, succeeding to the old-estab-

lished business of William Morris, of that town,

which they have bought out. Both of the above

gentlemen are from Washington, Iowa, where they

were engaged in the jewelry business for Several

years, Mr. Lewis as a member of the firm of Lemon

& Lewis, and Mr. Van Sickle as watchmaker for

this firm. The new firm will enlarge the stock and

make other improvements in the store.

Jeweler L. E. Lambert, of Albia, Iowa, has

been making extensive improvements in his store

this spring by putting in new mahogany fixtures

and otherwise improving his establishment, all of

which has added much to its attractiveness.

The Merrill & Broer Company is a new whole-

sale house just opened up for business at Toledo,

Ohio. The head of this firm is C. K. Merrill, well

and favorably known in the trade as buyer and

traveler for the Scribner & Loehr Company, of

Cleveland. The new firm proposes to do a general

wholesale business in the jewelry line.

The following students have been In attend-

ance at the Northern Illinois College, this city, the

past month, fitting themselves for the optical pro-

fession : Woodruff Wells, of Macomb, III.; Miss

Grace 0. Squier, of Muskegon, Mich. ; Miss L. B.

Davis, also of Michigan ; Mrs. Henry I. Schunck,

of Celina, Ohio ; Stanley C. Brooks, of Marshall,

Mich. ; B. H. Doty, Waukon, Iowa ; F. W. Beach,
Warren, Ohio , C. J. Kant, Chicago, and Albert
M. Gibson, of Hutchinson, Minn.

A. A. Laforest, of St. Louis, manufacturer and

patentee of the Twentieth Century ear guards,
spent a few days in the Chicago market last week.
calling on the wholesale trade.

E. H. Smith, son of Jeweler Smith, of Youngs-

town, Ohio, has spent the past month in Chicago
pursuing a course in engraving.

Clyde M. Secor, Michigan traveler for J. H.
Purdy & Company, has resigned to accept a posi-
tion with the Calvin Clauer Company to travel in

the same territory, Mr. Secor is now out on his
first trip for his new house.

Downing & Brown is a new firm of jewelers
just opening up at Lincoln, Ill. Albert Brown,
who was watchmaker for Jeweler A. J. Reinhardt,

of that town for a number of years, is the prac-

tical man of the firm. Both partners spent several
days last week in the Chicago market, selecting
their opening stock. Mr. Brown tells us that they

propose to open up a modern store and that they

are starting out under favorable circumstances.

C. B. Von Seutter, of Jackson, Miss., has just

completed a course in optics at the Northern
Illinois College, this city, and has returned to his

home. Likewise 0. F. Cady, of Fort Dodge,

Iowa, and Herman C. Anderson, of Taylorville,

Ill. John M. Alvord, Geo. S. Baxter, J. A. Smith,

and A. C. Gatt, all of Chicago, and 0. Mason, J.

N. Haskell, R. Dister and J. Van Wessem, were

also among those who recently graduated in optics

at this college.
Fritz Sandwall, of South Omaha, Nebr., expects

to get located in his new store by May 1st. The

new establishment is modern and creditable to the

owner's enterprise and good taste.
Frank Leins, fOr a number of years in the

jewelry business at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., but

who has recently sold out, spent last week in

Chicago. When met among the trade Mr. Leins

was on the lookout for a location to again embark

in business.
Queer things happen through the " for sale"

advertisements in THE KEYSTONE. Here is one

of them : A. yan der Eisen, of Waupun, Wis.,

and C. W. Horner, of San Diego, Cal., are princi-

pals. The latter advertised in this journal an

orchard in Southern California, in exchange for a

jewelry store. Later he made a trade with Mr.

Vander Eisen, which included even household

goods and furniture, and now both are satisfied.

Ed. Massa, of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry

Company, the well-known wholesalers, of St.

Louis, accompanied by Mrs. Massa, spent a day in

Chicago recently, combining business with pleasure.

Fred. Dunn, traveler for F. A. Hardy & Corn-

pany, is receiving the congratulations of his friends

upon the arrival of a little new woman at his home,

the first born in the household.

R. Wallace Doig, practicing optician, is moving

this week from room 6or Columbus Memorial

Building to room 704 of the same building, where

he will have enlarged and more modern quarters.

Mr. Doig reports a steadily-increasing business.

Harry Smith, Western traveler for the Geneva

Optical Company, has just returned from an

extended trip through Iowa.

(Continued on page 741)
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This office is in receipt of a neatly printed

booklet from Jeweler Henry W. Selts, of Clay

Center, Kans., as a souvenir of the twenty-fifth

anniversary of the founding of the business by his

mother, Mrs. I. M. Selts. Mr. Selts himself has

had charge of the jewelry department of the

business since 1877. The Selts establishment has

enjoyed a steady growth during the quarter of a

century just passed, keeping pace with the wonder-

ful improvements that have taken place in Clay

Center since its opening, and to-day the store and

its success is most creditable to its owners. The

writer takes pleasure in noting the success of his

old-time friend and customer, for the very good

reason that he knows that Mr. Selts richly deserves

it all.
C. F. Ingalls, of Waukegan, Ill., is makiag

extensive improvements in his store. After May

ist he will occupy the entire room at his present

location. Mr. Ingalls is fitting up a handsome new

modern store, putting in new fixtures throughout

and increasing his lines.

Thomas Comerford, secretary and manager of

the Michigan Optical Company, spent several days

in town early in the month, showing the cord-

pany's lines among the wholesale trade.

N. H. Knowles, of Humboldt, Iowa, who has

been laid up the past year with rheumatism, is now

able to attend to business again, we are glad to note.

C. W. Lindsay, of Athon, Iowa, has invented

a new gasoline engine and now proposes to start a
factory to manufacture automobiles.

Jeweler J. Murbach, of Elyria, Ohio, has

recently made improvements in his store, which

have made it more attractive than ever.

The statement in our March issue, that Will.

Conner had succeeded to the business of S. H.

Horner Company, Caldwell, Kans., was slightly in

error. S. H. Horner has been succeeded by the

Conner Jewelry and Optical Co., with W. R. Con-

ner as manager. He has lately been disposing of

the stock of his company's predecessor.

S. H. Miller, of Milwaukee, spent the early

Part of April at West Baden, Ind., enjoying a

much-needed rest from business cares.
Miss Emma W. Sasstrom, for ten years a faith-

ful office employee of E. A. Dayton & Co., has

resigned her position on account of poor health

and returned to her former home in Omaha, Nebr.

Dr. Chalmers Prentice has been invited and

has accepted the invitation to address the members

of the Iowa Optical Society, at their annual meeting

in Des Moines the week beginning with June 12th.

C. Christensen, head of the firm of Christensen

& Son, Stoughton, Wis., and wife expect to spend

the months of May, June and July in Europe, on a
visit to their old home.

Chas. W. Neill, well known in the Chicago

trade as a salesman connected with several of our

large retail stores at one time or another during the

past twenty-five years, is now in charge of the

watch department at Lewy Bros. Company.

Turner Bros., retail, at 831 West Madison

Street, were the victims of a daring robbery the

night of April 9th, at 8 o'clock. Two masked men

appeared in front of their store, which is located
on the leading retail street on the West Side, while
W. D. Turner and a customer were the only occu-

pants. Thrusting an iron bar through the looped

handles on the double doors, thus locking them in

from the outside, they then bound a handkerchief

about a heavy iron weight and swung it against the
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plate-glass window, shattering it. The robbers

then reached in, took a tray of rings and some

boxes in which some valuable loose stones were

displayed, and made away with them by jumping

into an express wagon and being rapidly driven

away by a confederate who had been waiting for

the completion of the robbery. They were pursued

by Mr. Turner, who leaped through the broken

window. Fortunately the shower of broken glass

had knocked the loose gems out of the boxes and

the diamonds were found afterward by Mr. Turner

in the show case. The thieves got away with the

tray of rings which are described as follows : Man's

gypsy ring, old mine, white stone, ig carats ; flat

Belcher ring, rg-carat stone ; tiger claw, Roman

finish ring, weight X-carat stone, slightly off color;

three Tiffany rings set with diamonds of
11/ carats and 3A. carats, also five stone rings aggre-
gating Ti carats 

' 
• three stone rings aggregat-

ing — 11-12- carats ; two turquoise cluster rings;
one large opal cluster ring.

G. H. Niemeyer, traveler for Handy &
Harman, bullion dealers and smelters, Bridgeport,
Conn., was a congenial caller at the Western head-
quarters of THE KEYSTONE this week.

Jesse Foote, with M. L. Finkelstein, St. Paul,
Minn., spent several days in Chicago early in the
month accompanied by his bride.

Fred. A. Copeland, for several years past
watchmaker for L. M. Bauer, of Elgin, Ill., has
embarked in business in that town for himself.
Mr. Copeland spent a day in the Chicago market
last week selecting goods for the new store.

Mrs. J. P. Trafton, head of the Trafton Jewelry
Company, wholesale, Los Angeles, Cal., spent
several days in Chicago recently combining busi-
ness with pleasure.

J. C. Williams, optician, with Bryrie Bros., the
well-known jewelers, of Toronto, Canada, was in
Chicago last week calling on the manufacturing
optical trade and looking over the sights of the
Western metropolis.

Ed. Baumgarten, traveler for M. F. Barger &
Company, started out this morning on an extended

trip.
allietC. 

ron
, a retired jeweler and prominent

Wes 

business man, of Waterloo, died recently from
tuberculosis in his sixtieth year. Hewa a native
of Pennsylvania, and went to Waterloo when a
young man and started in the jewelry business.
Becoming dissatisfied with the business prospects,
he removed to Lockport, N. Y., where he remained
for a short time. In 1872 he returned to Waterloo,
re-established in the jewelry business and re-
mained there until his death. Early in the history
of the firm he took in W. R. Weld as a partner,
and the name of Balliet & Weld was assumed.
About six years ago the firm was dissolved, after
which the deceased carried on business alone
Failing health, later, compelled him to sever his
connection with active business life, and the store
was then purchased by Fessler & Demmel, the
present proprietors. The jewelry business was not
the only one followed by Mr. Balliet. At the time
of his death he was president of the First National
Bank, president of the Waterloo Saddlery Com-
pany, vice-president of the Smith, Lichty& Hill-
' man Co. and was also interested extensively in

many other industries of the city. For many years
he was president of the Waterloo Building and
Loan Association, and for fifteen years was a mem-
ber of the board of education for East Waterloo.

Out-of-Town Visitors

0. C. Eggers, of Eggers Bros, Atlantic, Iowa,

was met in one of our wholesale houses recently,
where he was selecting his spring bills. Mr. Eggers

reported business fairly good this spring, with fine

crop prospects in his section.
Frank Averbeck, the well-known jeweler, of

Madison, Wis., was a visiting buyer in this market

last week. Mr. Averbeck has only recently re-

turned from a three-months' trip to the Pacific

Coast. He reports a delightful outing and an

improvement in his health.
C. D. McElvain, of Red Oak, Iowa, was among

the many Western jewelers in the Chicago market

recently. Mr. McElvain reports the usual spring

business in his part of the country with good pros-
pects for a bountiful harvest.
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W. A. Pfister, of Sheboygan, Wis., spent a
few days in Chicago the middle of the month in
search of late spling novelties for his home trade.

C. H. Nerbovig, practicing optician, of Man-
kato, Minn., was in Chicago the early part of the
month, buying an entirely new stock of goods on
account of being burned out a few days before.
Mr. Nerbovig reported that his loss was almost a
total one, but that he was fully insured and ex-
pected to establish himself in business again imme-
diately.

U. K. Kleiser, of Grand Junction, Iowa, was
here for a few days last week, selecting his spring
bills.

H. 0. Thomas, of Hampton, Iowa, spent a
few days in Chicago recently, on a buying trip.
Mr. Thomas was a pleasant caller at THE KEY-
STONE headquarters while in town, and reported
his spring trade as fully up to if not ahead of last
spring.

Retton Bros. & Company, of Stevens Point,
Wis., were represented in the Chicago market
recently by John Retton, who was here on a
buying trip.

H. F. Peters, of Moline, Ill., spent a day in
the Chicago market recently, making purchases for
the home store. Mr. Peters reports that the spring
business in his section of the country is fully as
good as last season.

C. J. Linden, of Kankakee, Ill., a familiar and
always welcome figure in this market, spent a day
in town recently, selecting his lines of spring goods.

Walter H. Mellor, of Michigan City, Ind.,
spent a day or two in town the early part of the
month, on a purchasing trip. Mr. Mellor, though
a comparatively new man in his town, is meeting
with creditable success, which he well deserves.

E. D. Born, of Ritzville, Wash., spent several
days in Chicago the early part of the month, com-
bining business with pleasure. Mr. Born reports
business as prosperous and times good in the
Pacific Northwest country. Immigrants are pour-
ing into that country and improvements are to be
seen on every side. Mr. Born thinks that the State
of Washington has a great future.

Frank Anshutz, of Shenandoah. Iowa, was a
visiting buyer in this market last week.

C. I. Josephson, the well-known jeweler, of
Moline, Ill., was a welcome trade visitor in this
market for a day last week.

J. H. Greve, of Mason City, Iowa, spent a day
in Chicago last week on a purchasing trip.

W. B. Blish, of Niles, Mich., paid the Chicago
market a visit last week on the lookout for spring
novelties.

J. J. Beale, of Rockford. Ill., a familiar figure
in this market, was in town for a day last week on
a business trip.

John Prochaska, of Toledo, Ohio, spent a day
in Chicago recently, calling on his friends in the
wholesale trade and doing some buying for the
home store.

L. Ratzesberger, of Milford, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in this market last week selecting his spring
lines.

P. L. Gordon, of Fairfield, Iowa, spent a few
days in Chicago this week combining business
with pleasure.

W. H. Carrew, of Streator, Ill., was here the
early part of the week on a buying trip.

E. C. Pike, of Kankakee, Ill., spent a day in
this market recently calling on his friends in the
trade and doing sonic buying.

Charles L. Crawford, of C. L. Crawford & Co.,
Peoria, Ill., is in the city to-day calling on his
friends in the jobbing trade and enjoying life hi the
Western metropolis.

Carl S. Shepard, of Hannibal, Mo., spent a
few days in this market recently doing some buy-
ing and enjoying Chicago life.

Carl F. Ricker, of Emporia, Kans., was among
the many Western jewelers here recently doing
their spring buying.

T. J. Howe, of the well-known retail optical
firm of T. J. Howe & Co., Louisvilly, Ky., spent
several days in Chicago recently, combining busi-
ness with pleasure. When met in one of our
wholesale offices he said that Louisville was enjoy-
ing fairly prosperous times this spring, and that
trade conditions in their section of the country
warranted them in expecting a good year's business.

Paul Rudolph, retail, of Milwaukee, Wis., is
in town to-day calling on his friends in the whole-
sale trade. Mr. Rudolph was a pleasant caller at
KEYSTONE headquarters while here.
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The Giant),. Quality
of 

( in Sales
Collar Buttons )

Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

NY?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FRE,E for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from "Printers Ink,-
Nov. 23,1898. •

The Little Sehoolmieder now
suggests, to every pupil in
class, to send a two-cent stain!,
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestini

the t, Newark, N. J., and ask
to lie favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, it'
ally pupil will send to Printers'

another leaflet, new or old,
I Lit is half as good as this one;
'iv that approaches it in excel-
knee, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery all d contribution.
" the Story ofa Collar Button"
i, the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attentioli
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of you order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality and Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality- -
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

DIAMONDS
LOOSE AND MOUNTED

Jos. NOTERMAN & CO.
512 RACE STREET

CINCINNATI, OHIO

WEBSTER'S ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK
l'atonicil I ior. lan'H

(-1117----(11101r".•■411a

Showing jewelry pails

I tI Is s. used for bridge work

It Will Save You Time
and Trouble

No pins or binding wire necessary. Hold
spectacle frames, rimless bridges, hat pins, stick
pins, cuff buttons, rings, studs and many odd jobt
of jewelry repairing.

This block is not an experiment, it has been
successfully used for the past two years. Whoa I
say that it will do your work quicker and bent!'
than any other adjustable soldering device on the
market, I am telling nothing Mit the truth. D0111
take my word for it, 1 run prejudiced, try one your.
Self for thirty days, and if not found perfeetly
satisfactory I will return your money.

If your jobber does not have them I will seed
by mai) upon receipt of price and 10 cents postage.

Price with Pads for Holding Spectacle
Frames   $1 75

Price complete with both the Spectacle
and Jewelry Pads  2.90

ARTHUR R. WEBSTER, Milford, N. H.

Solid Gold Signet Rings

4080 4113 5092 4085
4 dwt. 4 ilwt. 6 dwt. 4 dot.

2087
2 lot.

1088 B
1.14 dwt.

3086 3098
3 dwt. 3 dwt.

All rings finished ill Polished, Rose or Rom:in
gold. We make a complete line of Signet Rings.

Send for our sheet of new designs and special
reductions in prices.

S. FRACKMAN, Manufacturing Jeweler
51 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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The Merchants' and Travelers'

The Merchants' Association held its second

and Travelers' annual meeting on Wednesday
Association afternoon, Arpril 5th. The

association's work during the

past year, in exploiting the commercial advantages

of this city, was reviewed in the various com-

mittee reports. A number of Southern excursions

are now being arranged by the passenger corn-

mittee of the organization. These excursions will

be similar to those conducted under the auspices

of the organization last year, and will serve as an

inducement for merchants to visit this city. Re-

garding the results achieved by this organization,

the Philadelphia Record has the following to say :

" The effect of the campaign of publicity carried

on during the past two years by the Merchants' and

Travelers' Association to induce Southern mer-

chants to place their orders in this city, is now

being strongly felt by the local wholesale trade.

Both in the volume of business transacted by Phil-

adelphia merchants with Southerners and in the

volume of freight consigned from Philadelphia to

points in the South the increase is shown by no

uncertain figures. On the stearnsphip lines run-

ning between this city and Atlantic and Gulf ports,

the gain in business has been a matter of much

comment among the shipping trade for the past

year. Similarly the volume of business on the

steamships of the Merchants' and Miners' line to

Savannah has increased.

An act has been passed by the
Pennsylvania legislature and

signed by the governor, which

makes a misdemeanor, punish-

able by a fine of $5oo or six months' imprison-

ment, or both, for a merchant to sell a stock of

goods in bulk unless he has first complied with

existing legal provisions regarding the protection

of creditors. This act is substantially similar to

those operative in other States. Its enactment in

Pennsylvania was inspired by the National Associa-

tion of Credit Men.

The Bellevue-Stratford Hotel

Club Members will be the scene of an interest-

ing function on the evening of

May 8th, when Wm. P. Sackett,

L. P. White and J. Warner Hutchins, three past-

presidents and well-known members of the Phila-

delphia Jewelers' Club will be tendered a compli-

mentary dinner in recognition of their success as a

special committee in securing larger and more

handsomely appointed quarters for the club. This

dinner is so timed as to appropriately signalize the

departure of Mr. Sackett for New York, where he

is to take charge of Reed & Barton's handsome

new store, and that of Messrs. White and Hutchins

for a pleasure trip to Europe, on which they will

be accompanied by William G. Earle, • another

prominent member of the club. That the dinner

will be a success the popularity of the gentlemen
in whose honor it is to be given should be a suffi-

cient assurance. It will be a subscription dinner,

invitations to which are confined to the members

of the club and the personal friends of the guests

of honor. Arrangements for the feast are satis-

factorily progressing in the hands of William Lin-

ker and Wm. H. Long.

Bulk Sales
Law Passed

Honored

KEYSTONE

William Morris, of the William Morris Co.,
wholesale jewelers, this city, has retired from busi-

ness. With his retirement the old firm was dissolved

and will be succeeded by the Koshland & Italie

Co. The partners in the latter firm are Charles

Koshland and Bernard Italie, who were partners in

the William Morris Co., and Geo. E. Donaldson,

for many years with Henry Euler. Mr. Morris

takes with him in his retirement the good wishes of

a host of friends in the trade. He was in business

for a quarter of a century, and for twenty-two of

these years he was located at the same place, the

southwest corner of Seventh and Chestnut Streets.

Among the new students at the Philadelphia

College of Horology are : H. J. Gold, Philadel-

phia, Pa. ; T. R. Brookaw, Flushing, Ohio ; M. H.

Faunsend, Bainbridge, Ala. ; B. Whuley, Sala-

mona, Ind. ; B. J. Solemlumd, Philadelphia, Pa. ;

M. F. Frickett, Boothbay Harbor, Me. ; H. H.

Brown, Salisbury, Md. ; F. Mowrey, Fair Haven,

Va. ; H. Vassl, Centralia, Ill. ; Gus L. Rayford,

Tuscabuesei, Ala. ; E. S. Dunton, Boothbay Har-

bor, Me. • The students who recently completed

their course and have returned home include : J.

L. Tyler, of Lafayette, Pa. ; J. Gow. Evans, of

Milford, Del., and H. B. Dodge, of Lynn, Mass.

G. Stanley Nicolli, a recent student at the college,

has accepted a position with L. Lockhardt, the

Johnstown jeweler.

CLEVELAND
fl LETTER

• The dull period is now over and we have en-

tered on the wedding season, which is always wel-

comed by the jewelers. There are to be a goodly

number of weddings in this city among the promi-

nent families during the months of May and June.

This assures to the retailers a good return. The

past month has been unusually quiet, and the

general report on collections has not been up

to the standard. There have beeti few failures,

however, in this part of the State.

There have been more business changes in

locations .this season than in any single year in

twenty-five years. The last change to be an-

nounced is the Webb C. Ball Co. This well-known

firm have contracted for the large east end of the

new Taylor Arcade Building, which is now being

erected on the site of the old convent property, on

Euclid Avenue. The Ball Co. will move into their

new store, October 1st. This removes from

Superior Street one more retail house. There are

few left now on that once busy thoroughfare.

The Union Club, of this city, recently made

their contracts for their new club house. The

Cowell & Hubbard Co. secured the silver order,

and C. A. Selzer the porcelain and cut-glass order.

There was a good deal of competition in the trade

for these orders, as they amounted to many thou-

sand dollars for each service.

Another bold and successful diamond robbery

was carried through the first of the month on

Jeweler A. D. Ernne, in the Colonial Arcade. It

had been the practice of Mr. Ernne to go to lunch

and leave only one assistant in the store. This

fact must have been observed by the trio of crooks

and plans laid accordingly. One of the crooks

wore an automobile cap and coat, and while the

other two occupied the attention of the salesman,

C. L. Rodig, the man with the automobile hat
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grabbed the tray of diamond rings and all escaped.

Mr. Ernne's loss was about $22oo, and at this

writing there has been no trace found of either

diamonds or robbers.
C. K. Merrill, for many years past with Scribner

& Loehr Co., and who represented them in Ohio,

has severed his relations and organized a jewelry
company in Toledo, under the name of the Merrill &

Broer Co., who have leased the store room on the

corner of Adams and Superior Streets. The new

company was incorporated April 2d, with C. K.

Merrill, president, and Wm. F. Broer, secretary

and treasurer. Karl Einig, who for two years past

has traveled for Scribner & Loehr Co., will also

join the new firm in an official capacity.

Capt. R. E. Burdick will soon sail for Europe

on his fifteenth annual trip to the markets of the

continent. The captain also looks after the busi-

ness of the goo-day clock, which has grown to large

proportions.
A. T. Hubbard is on a fishing trip to the

Ottawa fishing and game preserve. Some good

catches are reported.
Harry Goldberg recently opened a new store

on Superior Street, and gave his formal opening

last month. The store is well fitted up with

mahogany wall cases and the modern all-glass

show cases. Mr. Goldberg will maintain both his

stores.
Mrs. H. W. Burdick and family have returned

to the city after spending the winter in Florida.

Burt Ramsay has made extensive alterations to

his Colonial Arcade store, and changed his win-

dows, to the decided betterment of his place of

business.
Richard 0. Carter, who for the past six months

has been in the Jacksonville store of Greenleaf &

Crosby Co., has returned to the city for a short

visit to his wife's family.
Victor Roberts, formerly with Bowler &

Burdick, has gone to San Francisco, where he will

locate.
The Lewis Jewelry Co. had their formal open-

ing last month in their new storeroom, 94-16 Colo-

nial Arcade.
Geo. W. Scribner and family have returned

from a trip to the West Indies.

Webb C. Ball was appointed last month official

time inspector for the Toledo, St. Louis & Western

R. R. This road is commonly known as the

" Clover Leaf."
E. F. Knapp, watchmaker, who is well known

to the trade, has opened up an office in the Superior

Building, and will do work for the jewelers.

Benj. Sands, who removed April 1st from 130

Euclid Avenue, to his new store in the Central

Trust Building, has been compelled to abandon

business for a month and await the completion of

his new store room. A formal opening was held

subsequently.
An involuntary petition in bankruptcy was

filed last month against Arthur Miles, a jeweler, in

this city. The petitioners are local people. J. B.

Gillette, $225 ; Bowler & Burdick Co., $300 ;

L. Rosenthal, $34, are the claims presented.

John Burn, New Philadelphia, Ohio, has
sold his stock and good-will to J. A. Harris. Mr.
Burn i will remove to Buffalo and open up a store
in that city.

C. B. Garrettson, Kenton, Ohio, has removed
to Marion, Ohio. Kraus & Ochs will succeed him
at Kenton.

Recent trade visitors to the city were the fol-
lowing : J. 0. McClintock, Chagrin Falls ; A. E.
Kintner, Painesvile ; C. M. Harrington, Kirksville,
Mo.; E. E. Critz, R. I. Hill, Elyria ; F. H. DeWitt,
Port Clinton ; A. C. Ohl, New London ; H. H.
Brainerd, Medina ; J. W. Wight, Wellington ; H.
Wickmiller, Albion, Pa.



The bank clearings of San Francisco during
the week just closed amounted to $29,963,843, and
were 16.7 per cent. greater than during the corres-
ponding week of 1904. Building permits to the
amount of $2,086,919 were taken out during the
month of April. This sum exceeds the March per-
mits, and in that month San Francisco stood fifth
in the magnitude of its building operations in the
list of the principal cities of the country. We are
still growing.

William Cohen, alias William Sampson, alias
William Simpson, was arrested in Stockton, Cal.,
last month by the local police department, on a
charge of embezzlement on March 7th. The Pin-
kerton national detective agency sent circulars
throughout the country, which contained a picture
of William Cohen and also his description. The
circular states that Cohen disposed of sample
jewelry belonging to Stone Bros., a prominent
jewelry house of Chicago, which was valued at one
thousand dollars.

Geo. E. Thompson, a knight of the jimmy,
made a spectacular attempt to escape from two of
our local police early one morning last month.
One of the police while passing a jewelry store on
Howard Street, this city, noticed that the lamp that
usually stood in front of the safe was not burning,
and upon trying the door found it unlocked, and to
his astonishment he found a burglar hard at work
collecting stock preparatory to departing. The
burglar became alarmed and ran to the rear of the
store and climbed to the roof through the skylight,
taking his bag of plunder with him. The police-
man followed in his footsteps, the roofs of the
houses in this neighborhood being close together
and all of one height. The chase became very
exciting, the policeman blew his alarm whistle, and
the thief only halted long enough to drop his plun-
der down several of the chimneys en route. The
thief finally tired and fell from one of the lower
roofs and landed at the feet of the second police-
man, and now the lawbreaker rests with his
fellows at San Quintan.

The California Jewelry Co., of 143 Sutter
Street, San Francisco, Cal., announce to the trade
the opening of their foreign offices at 17 Holborn
Viaduct, London, E. C., England, and 5 Boule-
vard Leopold, Antwerp. L. 0. Levison and
A. Feldenheimer, of this firm, are now on the way
to the new offices, and one of the representatives
of the firm will continually be abroad to take charge
of the purchasing of precious stones, in the gem
centers of Europe.

E. W. Reynolds, the Los Angeles wholesale
jeweler, is interesting his friends in the retail
jewelry trade with a new line of cut glass. Some
of the designs shown are quite dazzling, and from
all indications, this house will reap big results
from this side line.

Keegan and Rosencrantz, who are repre-
senting a number of Eastern jewelry, cut glass,
silverware and watch houses in the Orient,
sailed for the far East on the steamer China last
month, and expect to be away for three years.
They will call upon their old friends in Honolulu,
China, Japan, Philippines, Siam, French Hindoo
China, Federated Malay States, Java, Sumatra,
Borneo, Celebes, New Guinea, Australia, Straits
Settlements, Burmah, India and Ceylon. This

makes the third trip they have made through
this territory, and they look forward to a very suc-
cessful tour. Their sample line is contained in about
one hundred and forty-five sample trunks. On the
night before their departure they gave a farewell
banquet to a few of their friends in one of our
leading hotels.
" The Regent," a new retail jewelry store,

located at 4 Stockton Street, is doing a fine jewelry
business under the able management of Isador
B. Meyers. The store, in itself, presents a very
handsome appearance with show cases of Flemish
oak and plate-glass fixtures. The walls and ceil-
ing are tinted in gobelin blue, which makes a very
striking contrast with the wall cases.

The building occupied by C. J. Wailers, at 220
South Spring Street, Los Angeles, is being reno-
vated and several stories will be added to it, mak-
ing a very large office building. Mr. Wailers will
improve the appearance of his store as soon as the
scaffolding is removed from the front of the
windows.

Arthur Jed. Prouty, who is associated with Mr.
Landram, at 120 Sutter Street, in handling several
Eastern lines, is about to start East on a visit to
the several factories that these two gentlemen
represent, and will be away only two or three
weeks. Jed. will not return direct to San Fran-
cisco, but will call on his retail friends in and
around Denver, Salt Lake, etc., before coming
home.

S. Nordlinger & Son, who have been located
in Los Angeles since 1869, are now located in
their new quarters at 323 South Spring Street.
THE KEYSTONE man offers his apologies for his
lack of ability to do the store justice with pen and
ink. If there are any jewelers who contemplate
fitting up their stores in a first-class manner, they
will be well paid if they will inspect this sample of
what an up-to-date store should be. We take the
liberty of calling attention to their cut glass room,
which is a model that anybody handling cut glass
would like to accept suggestions from, as it is
finished in white grill work with an elaborate
electric and mirror display for the background.

Hos. Jessop & Sons, the old reliable retail
jewelers, of San Diego, are now located in their
new quarters at Fifth and D Streets, where they are
reaping the results of their foresight in selecting
new quarters, as business is improving with them
from day to day.

Walter Green, of Carrau & Green, wholesale
dealers in precious stones, is contemplating an
early visit to the diamond markets of Europe.
This will make the second trip abroad this year.
As his first lot of goods moved off so rapidly, it
makes it necessary for him to go again at this early
date. The fact that his first consignment of stones
was the largest ever imported by this house, speaks
volumes as to the amounot of diamonds they are
disposing of.

Morry Meyer, the genial traveler of M. Schuss-
ler & Co., has returned from Byron Springs, after
spending a very beneficial vacation after a stren-
uous season, and is again calling upon the retail
trade in the interest of his employers.

M. Schussler & Co., Inc., the wholesale
jewelers, of Market Street, San Francisco, have
finished remodeling their office, after having exten-
sive alterations made to their shipping, stock and
receiving departments. They are now in a posi-
tion to handle their growing business to better
advantage.

Joe. Rittinstein, who was formerly in the
employ of J. Abrahamson on South Spring Street,
Los Angeles, has gone into business for himself,
and opened up a fine new store at 502 South
Spring Street, in the same city. For a new comer
in the field Joe is doing very nicely, and we feel
safe in predicting a prosperous future for this new
Richmond.

Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, the manufacturing
jewelers, of 134 Sutter Street, are installing several
new pieces of machinery in their factory and fitting
up their entire plant, so as to enable them to make
anything they may be asked for by their friends the
retailers. This house has been gradually going
ahead in their manufacturing, and will hereafter be
a factor in this territory in this line.

F. C. Carter, the retail jeweler, of Santa Rosa,
is receiving the congratulations of his friends upon
the neat appearance of his remodeled store, after
having the entire show room renovated.

Jos. Leudan, formerly in the employ of A.
Eisenberg & Co., made his first visit to the Coast
last month for his new house. Mr. Leudan is now
connected with A. R. Katz, of 87 Nassau Street,
New York, and is doing business under the firm-
name of A. R. Katz & Leudan Co.

A. D. Grandmason, formerly of Kenton, Ohio,
was among the tradesmen visiting Los Angeles
last month, ordering goods for his new store at
Ocean Park, Cal.

At this writing, E. Gerson, who has conducted
a retail jewelry store at 118 North Spring Street,
Los Angeles, Cal., is moving to a more central
location at 359 South Broadway. Mr. Gerson is to
be congratulated upon his foresight in selecting
his new location, as the business center has moved
from his old neighborhood to the new in the last
few years. Mr. Gerson was in San Francisco on a
buying trip, and will show a line of goods equal to
any store in his vicinity.

McLean Pollock, formerly employed by one of
the leading jewelers of Santa Barbara, is going
into business with his brother, under the firm-name
of Pollock Bros. They have secured a very nice
store in Riverside, Cal., directly opposite the Glen-
wood Hotel. Both of the boys visited the whole-
sale jewelers of Los Angeles last month, and pur-
chased a nice line of goods for their store. THE
KEYSTONE joins their ninny friends in wishing
them every success in their new venture.

The Cahn Optical Co., wholesale opticians, of
126 Kearny Street, San Francisco, have found it
necessary to increase their floor space, and have
installed a gallery over their offices, which will
increase their working room about fifty per cent.

Geo. Greenzweig, the wholesale jeweler, of
Kearny Street, this city, is visiting his friends
among the jewelry trade in Chicago and New
York, and expects to return to his office on or
about May 15th.

A. Eisenberg-, of A. Eisenberg & Co., whole-
sale jewelers, located at 126 Kearny Street, this
city, is on a business trip to New York. Mr. Eisen-
berg is making his headquarters with Wallach &
Davidson, 65 Nassau Street, and while away will
gather up a few ready sellers to supply the de-
mands of his many friends in the retail jewelry
trade. The business is ably managed during his
absence by Mr. Lipman and A. Eisenberg, Jr.

The H. J. Whitley Co., doing business at
345 South Broadway, Los Angeles, are increasing
their showrooms, and are adding fifty feet more to
their floor space, making the total depth of the
store one hundred and fifty-five feet. The old
establishment on North Spring Street is being
closed out, as the business center of this growing
city is inclining towards the Southern end of town.

Mrs. J. P. Trafton, of the J. P. Trafton Co.,
Inc., of Los Angeles, is taking a much-needed
rest, visiting her host of friends in the East, and
will be away for a few weeks. The office is in
charge of C. Adams during her absence. •

Meyer & Goldberg have opened a fine new
retail jewelry store in San Diego, Cal., and for a
new concern are doing a fair share of business.

Luckenbach & Co., Inc., who have been loca-
ted at 141 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, have
opened a new branch store in the Arcade of the
new Pacific Electric Building on South Main Street.
This new location is a very good one, as all the
out-of-town visitors via the numerous electric lines
are compelled to pass the new store both corning
and going to their homes. It is figured that at
least one hundred thousand passengers a day are
carried each way from this central station, and as
the new store is right in the center of the station,
it is bound to prosper.

J. Wiesenberger, of the Diamond Palace Co.,
123 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, Cal., is on
his annual purchasing trip to the wholesale jewelry
centers of the East. Mr. Weisenberger left home
on Saturday, April 8th, and expects to be absent
for seven or eight weeks.
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ROGERS & HAMILTON

"Our Ware

Wears Well"

We am constat4 adding
_Yew & Ori  inatDejignj
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ofailRingIinej art
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to handle.
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liELIEVING

Over thirty pieces
now ready
for delivery

Remainder completed
by June 1st

Line will include
all Fancy Pieces

and
Hollow-Handle

Cutlery

as well as other Rogers & Hamilton patterns has especial merit, not only in the character of the design
but in the process of manufacturing. The finest Nickel-Silver is used as a basis, carefully finished and
polished before plating and then coated with a deposit of Silver which will insure the best results. All
staple Spoons and Forks are given an extra thick coat of silver on the points most exposed to wear, by
sectional plating and then the usual coating over the whole article.

The Rogers & Hamilton brand, characteristic of the quality, has always been put up in handsome
boxes, making it attractive for display purposes.

Importer.s of DIAMONDS:

Xmufgclaretts• of RINGS

International Silver Co., The Rogers & Hamilton Co., WA'CIEORNNBU. RYSuccessor to

New York Warerooms, 9, ii, 13 Maiden lane



THE above display of chatelaine styles may be a revelation
to those jewelers who know of us only as the makers of
Simmons Chains.

All who are interested in chatelaines should make it a point
to see the Simmons line. Every pattern is in this year's selling
class, without a doubt.

Any of the styles shown here may be had with the patented
safety catch, if desired.

Practically all leading jobbers carry the Simmons products.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
Main Office and Works, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Salesrooms, g-ta Maiden Lane, New York, and 103 State Street, Chicago

UST send for a selection package of
our Rings. Their comparison to other

makes in both price and design will be a
gratifying surprise. And let us remind
you that we have doubled our facilities
for executing your order and repair work.
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is of the first importance in
selecting

and it requires expert knowl-
edge of the business to actually
know the real value of a stone.
That is why the average Jeweler
must rely largely upon the in-
tegrity of the wholesaler.

Our record for liberal, hon-
est, straightforward dealing, is
what has made us

THE LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE
DIAMOND HOUSE
IN THE WEST

MEMORANDUM PACKAGES

SENT UPON REQUEST

F SOLID GOLD, AND ESPECIAL BEAUTY OF DESIGN

- AND FINISH. A NEW STOCK, LARGE AND COMPLETE,

IS PRESENTED FOR THE. INSPECTION OF AU_ JOBBERS:
DESIRE GOODS WHICH CON/VA/VD SALES.

I"F WILL. BE ESPECIALLY APPRECIATED BY

-1-HOSE WHO ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE 1::2ACEL-

LENC.:E OF OUR RING PRODUCTIONS.

OSTBY & BARTON CO
PROVIDENCE R I

9 MAIDEN LANE 103 STATE: ET
NEW YORK„,.---''-'".---.17HICAGO

If,



HE WATCH QUESTION is always a timely subject with the jeweler. We are
prepared to take up this subject with and make it an object of profit for you.
We have spoken mostly of our lines of jewelry, but our stocks of watches are
equally complete. We can furnish all grades and sizes of Movements in any
quantity, and our lines of Filled and Gold Cases are varied and extensive.

N GOLD CASES especially we have an unusually attractive assortment of
handsome patterns, including fine hand-carved and diamond-oniamented designs.
If you have an order for something unusually fine, write us. You will get
the goods and make the sale.

Nenrcy iTeund

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

EST ABL ISH. 1892

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURE ES

GOLD Bc STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.
BEND FOR CATALOGUE " E "

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from

burning out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 3 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

Price, $12 net. Aray be purchased through yourjobber.
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Unfavorable weather has had a

Trade Conditions bad effect upon both the whole-

sale and retail trade during the

past month, the depression being especially noted

in this city and towns in the Ohio valley. From

other sections come reports of good spring busi-

ness, especially from Southern States, where the

weather conditions have differed from those of the

Ohio Valley States. The manufacturing jewelers

report a steady business, and trade in the more

valuable lines continues to hold up, the greater

number of unfavorable reports being from the

smaller retailers. The indications are, however,

that business will open up briskly within a short

time, present conditions presaging great future

activity.
David Gutmann, of the firm of Gutmann & Sons,

spent some weeks at Mt. Clemens for his health.

The Sterling Glass Company, one of the young-

est of the trade enterprises of this city, announces

a rapidly-increasing business, necessitating its seek-

ing larger quarters. The company expects to get

into its new factory on Mt. Adams in a short time.

M. D. Geigerman, representing the firm, recently

returned from a successful Eastern trip.

The John Holland Gold Pen Company has

entirely refitted and remodeled its store on East

Fourth Street. The company suffered some damage

from the Wurlitzer fire of last fall.

A. G. Schwab is home from New York, where

he went to make a number of large purchases for

his firm.
The Gustave Fox Company has completed a

handsome diamond-studded gold badge, which

was presented to August Herrmann by fellow mem-

bers of Elks Lodge, No. 5, of this city.

Ferd. Richter, of Richter & Phillips, went East

early last month to make purchases for his firm.

He contemplated a trip to Antwerp, but was obliged

to postpone it until next year.
The National Jewelry Company, of 12 Emery

Arcade, lost a $200 diamond ring through the clever

work of a pennyweighter, who visited the corn-

pany's store one afternoon a few weeks ago, and sub-

stituted a cheap ring for the one which he escaped

with, while the clerk was momentarily called away

by another customer. The police have been unable

to locate the stolen ring or the pennyweighter.

Fox Brothers have opened elegant new quar-

ters in the new Harrison Building, on East Fourth

Street. The firm was obliged to vacate its old

quarters, almost directly opposite, as the Koch &

Braunstein Building, in which they have done busi-

ness for years, is being razed to make way for a

new ten-story structure to be erected by the Fourth

National Bank. The Harrison Building has not

been completed, but the Fox Brothers' quarters on

the second floor are very commodious and hand-

somely finished.
Louis Rauch, of 530 Walnut Street, made two

trips during the past month, taking in Western and

Southern States. He reports having done a good

business on each.

The Homan Silver Plate Company is preparing

to build a large new factory building on Reading

Road and Morgan Street, during the coming summer.

A large site on which the building is to be erected

was recently purchased for the company from the

Elizabeth Gordon estate, the price being $14,000.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Herschede have returned

from a three-months' trip in Europe, bringing back

with them many pretty and valuable souvenirs of

the visit. The trip included a journey to the Black

Forest, of Germany, and most of the points of

interest in Italy.
Jeweler Tufts, of Loveland, Ohio, recently

reported to the local police department that his

store had been visited by thieves, who smashed

a front show window and, after affecting an

entrance and forcing open the safe, managed to

get away with about sixty watches and a lot of val-

uable jewelry of all descriptions. The raid was so

successful that the store was almost entirely gutted

of its stock. Tufts had just opened his store after

moving from Mainville, when the robbery occurred.

He purchased fixtures for his new store in this city.

Jeweler George Newstedt, who has been

located at 4o8 Walnut Street for two years, will

move into the Neave Building, at Fourth and Race

Streets, during the coming summer, having closed

a lease for a store room in that building a short

time ago. His present lease expires July 1st, the

building being owned by the Scarborough estate.

Fred. G. and D. Gruen, of the firm of Gruen,

Sons & Co., have sailed for Europe. During their

trip abroad they will visit watch factories at Switz-

erland. They will also visit friends and relatives

at Badnauheim, Germany. Fred. Gruen is in

charge of the business during their absence.

The remains of Jeweler Thomas Lovell, who

was in business at Race Street and the Arcade for

more than a quarter of a century, were buried a

few weeks ago at St. Joseph's cemetery. Mr.

Lovell died last December, after having returned

from an extended trip abroad, where he went in

search of better health. The body was kept in a

vault several months, to give distant relatives a

chance to view it.
J. A. Bush, of Politic, Indiana, was among the

visiting jewelers from the Hoosier State who

brought reports to the city of improving trade con-

ditions. He laid in a nice supply of goods before

returning.
Charles Lucius made a short trip to Chicago

recently in the interest of Frank Herschede, with

whom he is connected.
Gebhardt Brothers some time ago completed

a handsome set of rare and antique jewelry, repre-

senting the old Pompeiian styles of centuries ago.

The pieces are a necklace, a cross, a locket, two

brooches and three scarf pins, all valued at $2000.

A posse of several hundred

Bloodhounds men and boys followed a pack

Chase Thief of bloodhounds a distance of

several miles, in the hope of

trailing a gang of thieves who have been terrorizing

the suburban towns, and whose last job was the

robbery of the jewelry store of Charles Sedelberg,

at Milford, some weeks ago. The scent was

obtained at Sedelberg's place, although other busi-

ness houses had also been robbed the same night

by the thieves. The dogs led the party a dozen

miles over hills to East Madisonville, and ended at

the rear door of a small cottage, from which place

they refused to continue the trail. The woman who

occupied the place refused to admit any one of the

posse, and the house has since been under the sur-

veillance of the county authorities.

Edward Mittendorf, of the firm of E. and J.

Swigart, has been confined at his home, at Hyde

Park, several weeks, seriously ill with pneumonia,

and at last accounts was recovering slowly.

W. B. Fry, of Huntingdon, Tenn., was among

the Southern buyers who were in the city during the

past month. He reports business in the South to

be flourishing much more than it is in the Ohio

Valley States. The different climatic conditions

are supposed to have had considerable influence in

the dullness which has prevailed here and the

activity which is generally reported from the South-

ern States..
The spring exhibition of the Cincinnati Art

Museum will be open to the public commencing

May 20th, and will continue until July 7ch. Exhib-

itors consist of some of the b .nt artists in the
Western States

More than a thousand dollars' worth of jewels
were stolen from the bathroom of the residence of
Leopold Burckhardt, the independent oil dealer, a

few weeks ago. The missing valuables were the

property of Mrs. Burckhardt, who was called out

of the room temporarily by the ringing of a tele-
phone bell. On her return the chamois bag in

which she had placed her jewelry was missing

from the chair upon which she had laid it.
The last legal steps in the fight for possession

of the estate of Moses Fowler Chase, who had

been under the guardianship of his Aunt, Mrs.

Duhme, of this city, a number of years, is now in

progress at Lafayette, Ind. Chase is now confined

in a sanitarium in Indianapolis, having never recov-

ered fully his mental faculties since his return from

hiding near Paris, France. Frederick S. Chase,

father of the young man and also his present

guardian, has filed a claim for the approval of the

court, for attorneys' fees to the amount of $118,000.

The counsel in the case were from Lafayette,

Indianapolis and Fowler, Indiana ; Cincinnati,

New York and Paris. It is estimated that young

Chase's estate is still worth $600,000. His attor-

neys claim that the fees of the Duhme attorneys

will reach the sum of $100,000 more.
John Bolland, head of the John Bolland Jewelry

Company, of St. Louis, was among the visiting

members of the trade for several days during the

past month.
A burglar attempted to rob the jewelry store

and pawnshop of Solomon Levi, at George and

Central Avenue, at an early hour in the morning,

but was frightened away by a pedestrian, who saw

him climbing through a transom, and gave an

alarm. A police officer appeared in a short time,

but the transom thief had made good his escape.

The Citizens' National Bank has closed a deal

whereby it will erect a new five-story building at

the corner of Fourth and Main Streets. With the ex-

ception of the Franklin Bank, the Citizens'was the

last to leave Third Street and move up on the hill.

The following out-of-town buyers were among

the members of the trade during the past month :

Charles Bente!, Hamilton, Ohio ; J. H. Boiarsky,

Huntington, W. Va. ; Frank Fullilove, Owenton,

Ky. ; A. Bowen, of Bowen & Simpson, Winches-

ter, Ky. ; J. H. Bush, Politic, Ind. ; Morris Lebison,

Columbus, Ohio ; H. S. Frulan, Seaman, Ohio;

W. B. Fry, Huntingdon, Tenn. ; Carl Young,

Dayton, Ohio ; Herman A. Rohs, Cynthiana, Ky.;

Frank B. Carey, Lebanon, Ohio ; A. T. Maupin,

Athens, W. Va. ; Edward Israel, Harrison, Ohio ;

Fred. J. Heintz, Lexington, Ky. ; Mr. Metzger, of

King & Metzger, Lexington, Ky. ; A. Wahlraub,

Dayton, Ohio ; M. 0. Devoss, Greenfield, Ohio;

Wm. Keller, manager of M. A. Seibert, Frankfort,

Ky. ; Albert Zoellner, Portsmouth, Ohio ; 0. B.

Marvin, Findlay, Ohio ; J. W. Tufts, Loveland,

Ohio; Mr. Bowen,of Bowen & Simpson,Winchester,

Ky. ; C. H. Hansgen, Lebanon, Ohio ; B. Zim-

merman, Bainbridge, Ohio ; J. E. Zimmerman,

New Holland, Ohio ; Mr. Rankin, of Baber &

Rankin, Peru, Ind. ; S. C, DiefenbAth, Lewis-

burg, Ohio.
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•CiINDO SILVER POLISH
Y°14ts iSTHE BEST

This cut represents our Wire Display Rack, a handsome ornament for a jeweler's
counter (not large and cumbersome), but neat and stylish, which we furnish free
to our customers.

If you are not selling CANDID please write us for particulars
SEMI! 

CINDO
The Royal Silver Polish

has advanced to a state of perfection, its

qualities are fast becoming known. Proof
of the above statement is that the sales
have more than doubled during the past
year. Hundreds of the large jewelers arc
having it put up under their private label,
are recommending it as THE BEST. It
pays a good profit to the dealer and gives

him the satisfaction of selling a good
article that is appreciated.

The Patent Top Jar used for CANDO is
an up-to-date package, and can be resealed
after being opened, which is important.

Paul Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.
KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS

185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.
The silly Optical Seined in the world where

students serve a wgtilar apprenticeship on
heliell and in office. All instructions are prac-
tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. No
correspondent t.oitt.ses. Address,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIAN

Promptness and Accuracy

Don't forget that there is more
than one place in New England
where they do Standard R Work.
Our shop is up to date. Try us.

EBE.N HARDY
Room 405 21 Bromfield St., Boston

Toeptimie CM— 3 M.

August F. Scherer

Engraver
Rooms 71-72 Jewelers' Building

373 Washington St., Boston

NOTICE—I employ six engravers the
year round, and can give prompt atten-
tion to mail and express packages.

Do Not Read This ! !

BOSTON OPTICAL COMPANY
AGAIN have enlarged, to properly
care for their ever-increasing business

We have increased our space TWICE

Don't fail to semi us your .13z Work
Auto Goggles in complete assortment

BOSTON OPTICAL CO.
373 Washington Street, Jewelers' Building, BOSTON

-m110111111111er.----

Watchmaker to the
Trade

Established 1893 4 Experienced Assistants

Watches Demagnetized
Repairing of all kinds

JOHN S. LOWELL
373 Washington Street

Jewelers' Budding, Room 71-2 BOSTON

cf!
JOHN W. BOYCE

Manufacturer of

DIAMOND

MOUNTINGS

and JEWELRY
PLATINUM WORK A sPEcrA

Dealer in Precious and
Imitation Stones

Stone Setting and Repairing P4..
a Specialty

387 Washington St., Itoom 705 iik+

•-+-

NI Telphone Boston, Mass.e 

iNtf /To/4X /re 1.st."4.1q.04:st. ie.ps,.■43s0r+scx.f:si

New Washington Building

TEL., 4091.2 MAIN

Al...,PREAD NATHAN
Importer of

Precious an Imitation Stones
full line of all descriptions at lowest market
pricem. Mail orders promptly executed

Jewelers' Building 373 Washington St.
Rooms 71 and 72 BOSTON, MASS.

FIRST-CLASS

JEWELRY REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

DIAMOND SETTING

SPECIAL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

MASONIC JEWELS

FINE HAND CARVING

HARRY SMITH
JEWELERS' BUILDING, ROOM hi TEL. 1700-4 Mn.

373 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON

F. Schnetzer, Jr., & Son
Watch Case Repairers

Gold Plating and Watch Case
Coloring Materials

Especial attention given to Watch Case
Repairing, Springing, Re-Engine Turn-
ing, Engraving, Polishing, etc.

Particular attention paid to Orders by
Express.

21 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.
Room 598

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone
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New England Letter

Business
Conditions

Now that the Lenten season and

the business depression usually
accompanying it are over, a'

reaction may reasonably be ex-

pected. It is the general opinion of the trade that

conditions are much better for the month of May

than they were for the corresponding month of last

year. April of this year has been, as a rule, quite

satisfactory to the trade, business having been far

in excess of what was generally expected. More

stable business conditions and better weather have

undoubtedly brought this improvement about.

Now that the construction of

Subway and the the Washington Street subway is
Jewelry Trade so well advanced, one wonders

as to the future effect on the

jewelry business of Boston, the center of which the

subway pierces. The street is filled with noises of

hoisting engines and the crash and rattle of dump

carts as they remove the dirt and clay, and bring

back mortar and gravel to take its place. Many

Washington Street jewelers find themselves handi-

capped by the present congestion at their doors,

and much speculation is rife as to the business out-

look. Some optimistic ones see great possibilities,

but many are not so sanguine. There are many

points to be taken into consideration. In the first

place, many thousands of people who daily ride up

\Vashington Street in the surface cars which barely

more than crawl, giving the passengers a good

opportunity for observing the various window dis-

plays, will be whirled swiftly underground, where

there will no longer be the possibility of their

seeing much else than the station and the flashing

lights along the sides of the track. Undoubtedly

the stores situated near the entrance to the subway

will gain by the change. But are they to be the

only ones? As in the case of the erection of the

South Station, Summer Street, merchants were

greatly helped by the changed route to the station,

so probably will Washington Street merchants be

benefited by the increased number of passers-by

who will now walk to the stations instead of riding

as before. This means that there will be a greater

number of persons on the ground to purchase if

they are so disposed. Traveling to and fro from

this part of the city will be much facilitated by the

change, and pedestrians in the district will make

their way about with more convenience. These

facts should tend to help the retail trade. On the
whole, it would appear that Washington Street
merchants will be benefited in the end by this

change, and that the fears and doubts which have

arisen are only such as naturally appear in the
minds of the tradespeople when so radical a
change is proposed. •

Abraham Lipp, of Boston, who was convicted
of grand larceny in the Court of General Sessions,
before Judge Goff, January 22d, for passing a

worthless check as part payment on a bill of $2800,
has since received a certificate of reasonable doubt
from the Supreme Court and is now released under
how bonds.

E. E. Doyle, of Lynn, who believes in enjoy-
ing life, has returned from another of his many
trips. This one covered four weeks spent in
Ormond and many other places of interest in

Florida.
I. Alberts, of I. Alberts & Co., has recently

returned from a business trip in the European

markets. He had planned on meeting some of his

relatives, but by some misunderstanding did not

succeed in doing so.
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Vincent L. Hunt, of Rockland, Maine, has

recently changed his place of business, having

moved into the Ulmer Block, corner of Main and

Sea Streets, which, being nearer the center of the

business district, will increase his trade consid-

erably.
Robert Dennison, of East Jaffrey, N. H., evi-

dently has the good-will of his townspeople, as

he was exceptionally well patronized at the recent

opening of his new jewelry store.
C. A. W. Crosby & Son have recently issued

a very dainty calendar which is sure to cause favor-

able comment among their patrons. Like the

many other ideas of this house, it shows originality

and attractiveness, and will no doubt be an effec-

tive advertisement.
Edward E. Hardy and Wm. E. Clement, of

D. C. Percival & Co., lately returned from an

extensive trip through the diamond markets of

Europe. Though the weather was severe, both

proved to be good sailors.
Burglars broke the plate-glass window in the

store of John Williams, of Fall River, escaping

with diamonds and watches to the value of several

hundred dollars.
Mr. Chapin, of Bruce & Chapin, Worcester, has

returned from a four-weeks' sojourn in the Bahama

Islands.
Ernest Welch, of Westboro, has invested in

another automobile. The machine is a handsome

one and will give him much pleasure over the fine

roads in and about his pretty little hamlet.

Horace L. Manchester and H. S. Tanner, of

Providence, were among the recent visitors in

this city, where they have many friends.

D. J. Ingraham sails from New York on May

29th for Europe He has planned to make the

trip in about six weeks. It is his intention to

gather some ideas on European styles and usages

for his optical busines. He has lately remodeled

the front of his store on Winter Street.

Henry Morris, of the firm of George E. Knapp

& Co., has returned from Norfolk, Va., where he

and his wife passed a pleasant week.

The Paul Mfg. Co., of Boston, manufacturers

of the well-known " Cando " silver polish and

other specialties, have leased a building adjoining

their old quarters and now occupy the entire

premises, including nine floors, at 36-38-40 Fulton

Street. This expansion has been necessitated by a

large increase in the company's business.

Our genial friend, Frank Nathan, and his wife,

of Nathan & Hurst, Boston, have returned from a

much-enjoyed trip of six weeks through many of

the interesting places of the South. In his new

touring car he has planned on making a great

many long trips the coming summer.

Howard Lewis, of Jamaica Plain, has left the

hospital after a nine-days' illness. While walking

along the street he was suddenly taken with a

hemorrhage of the lungs and fell to the sidewalk,

where he was found by a police officer. He is

now about and attending to business, but taking it

as easy as possible.

A New York diamond dealer while in one of

the larger Boston houses, was recently made the

butt of a practical joke. One of the clerks, having

a picture of some Russian hounds, showed it to

him, remarking on the beauty of the Scotch

collies. The New Yorker, having attended the

clog show, was not so easily fooled, and quite

plainly expressed himself. A little argument

resulted in a bet for the dinners. The clerk sug-

gested that the New Yorker call up the tailor who

sent out the picture, who, by the way, was a friend

of the clerk's, to ask what the dogs were. As

soon as he got his party on the line the clerk

plugged in and told the tailor to tell the other

party the dogs were Scotch collies. A minute

afterwards he emerged from the telephone booth

with a long face, which showed plainly that he

had lost. The tailor informed him that they were

Scotch collies, built on the same lines as a Russian

hound, but not quite so large. We won't mention

any names, but perhaps our good friend, Lawrence

Frank, might enlighten us.

A. S. Hirschberg, of Boston, has recently

returned from an extensive business trip through

Europe.
Geo. H. Griffin, of Portland, Me., dropped in

and gave us a few good pointers for our summer

vacations, on fishing. With the fly he is no

amateur.
Mr. and Mrs. Clausen Bigelow, Jr., of Bigelow,

Kennard & Co., sailed for Europe from Boston, on

the frowia, the last of April.

The prominent Salem jeweler, Wm. S. Lee,

sailed for Europe the last of April on the White

Star liner Arabic. It is his intention to be absent

several weeks. We trust the trip will prove most

beneficial to his health.

The following jewelers have been in town :

H. B. Holmes, Winchester, N. H.; A. G. Wilbor,

New Bedford ; G. H. and M. F. Wood, Lowell;

H. P. Lowell, Augusta, Maine ; F. S. Thompson,

Gloucester, Mass.; F. C. Davis, • with L. Kimball

& Son, Haverhill ; E. F. Robinson, Jr., Ellsworth,

Maine ; C. F. Pettingill, Quincy ; S. W. Baker,

Rockland ; R. T. Mower, Lowell ; Herman S.

Hewitt, Brockton ; J. H. McGovern, Haverhill ;

W. S. Lee, Salem ; R. A. Lohnes, Worcester.

Monograms on Wedding Presents

Rich Goods Demand Rich Lettering—Only the
best Workmanship Acceptable—The

Public more Exacting

June is proverbially the month
of marriages—and the month of '
costly gifts. And fashion decrees .
that almost every gift have a mono- ;
gram—not a crude jumble, but a
rich cipher befitting the article.

Popular taste is improving and
the public are more exacting.
The modern gift must reflect good .
taste and so must the monogram.
An ideal form for every monogram
or inscription will be found in the
famous portfolio of artistic lettering .
"Hornikel's Engravers' Text- •
Book," a masterly compilation of '
high-class workmanship.

The work consists of sixty-one ,
page plates of letters and mono-
grams, pretty patterns and all
manner of combinations—all styles

of monograms for all kinds of purposes, for lockets,
spoons, trays, cigarette and match cases, loving
cups, rings, fobs, etc. Only from the book itself
can you get a just idea of the excellence and
comprehensiveness of this work.

It is even more valuable to the expert en-
grwer than the average workman—indispens-

able to all who
wish a standard
of style.

A copy will
be sent postpaid
to any part of the
world on redeipt
of price, f.p.00
X't 5%)

For sale by TIIE KEYSTONE
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
103 State Street, Chicago —Adv.
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Spring Tonic for Business
This is the season of rejuvenation. The seasons begin again. Life and expectation are in the air. Our mindsare in a receptive mood ; we await impressions.
Taking advantage of this propitious time the Ingersoll advertising this spring is unusually heavy.The advertisement reproduced here in miniature and our other ads. occupy half pages in nearly every magazineof prominence.
The list of papers has a total circulation of over ten Allowing three readers to each copy we have overthirty million people reached by our story, nearly half the population.

What does this mean to you?
It means that very.many thousands will be stimulated to purchase Ingersoll watches and naturally they will lookto the retail jeweler first to supply them.
It means that these thousands will be brought to jewelry stores, will watch the windows to see these goods andwill purchase these and other things.
We have a complete plan for helping our dealers to reap the greatest possible harvest from our advertising.Write us about it—we will be glad to hear from you whether you ever sell our goods or not. We particularly invitethose already selling them to write.
We offer without charge many attractive signs and fixtures that will brighten and do credit to any store.
The Ingersoll line retails at $1.00, $1.50 and $1.75. Every one sold will make a friend. Each hasthe name INGERSOLL on the dial. Through our advertising the public is taught to look for this.

Jobbing Jewelers can supply you
We also have a number of profitable novelties. Booklet free. Write us and we will tell you whatjobber near you sells our goods.

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.
" Watchmakers to the American People"

5 I Maiden Lane, New York 304 Masonic Temple, Chicago

Aficr twelve
yeartasuCCMS, during

which over ten million In-
gersoll watches have been sold,
end have establishcd their Own
reputation for reliability by act.
nal performance, is it necessary
to go back to the beginning
and say that

The

rt11.:2 476 llY3

Mara 67 Cornandi St.hLY. City
That ir without ml3ust

stcbtibtoIiccpQoodnmcd
FOR ONE YEAR.

Thywflt un 15 nun lo Meru,
Other with iftsAccremenrand
Vlor =din RgAirir

What would you give to do as well?

Mr. Niccoli had no experience in engraving before attending our College

IT IS THE TRUTH
And still, expert engravers who examined the
original of this cut can hardly believe that the
student had but three months' instruction in
engraving. Every one asks : " How do you do it?"
There is no secret to it. Itis our teachers and
our method of teaching, which is far superior to
any engraving or horological school in this
country. We have had eleven years' experience
in teaching Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics,
and We know how to make an expert workman
of you in a short time. Send for our prospectus,
which will give you full information.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
Broad and Somerset Streets

F. W. SCHULER, Principal PHILADELPHIA, PA.
The College is open all summer. It is a good time to

attend, as we are not so busy.
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A Bright
Outlook

Indianapolis may well be called
the " Convention City." Trav-
elers allege that every time they
visit the city they find some sort

of a convention in session. The most recent one

was the annual convention of State school teachers,

when something like four thousand were in attend-

ance. Local real estate dealers claim a big increase

in spring business and a great demand for resident

property of medium price. The bureau of statistics

shows that the general crop conditions are most

satisfactory. Manufacturers and jobbers report

trade quite up to last year, with every indication

that it will continue so.
Last November a beautiful

Handsome memorial window, designed

Memorial Windows by Frederick Wilson, of the
Tiffany studios, was erected in

the First Presbsterian Church by Mrs. Mary Lord

Harrison to the memory of her husband, the late

President Benjamin Harrison. Indianapolis is soon

to have another Tiffany window, also designed by

Mr. Wilson. This will be placed in the Second

Presbyterian Church, in memory of one of its

leading members. The subject of this is, "The

Ascension," and, according to Mr. Edwin Stanton

George, with Tiffany & Co., will be superior to

any church window outside of New York City.

G. H. Gardner, 440 Massachusetts Avenue,

has put in new wall and show cases, enclosed the

show window and made other improvements that

have added very much to the appearance of his

store.
Word has been received at this point that John

A. Elkins, who recently sold out his Indianapolis

business, has located at Dallas, Texas.

The Fidelity Watch & Diamond Co., on Mas-

sachusetts Avenue, have been doing their spring

house-cleaning. A large enclosed show window

and a generous distribution of electric lights

enhance the attractiveness of this store, and a full

line of emblem goods has been added to the regu-

lar line The firm also carries a fine line of

regalia sgoods.T
E. R. Snow, of the E. Howard Watch Co.,

was in the city during the last week in March,

placing the new line of Howard watches with the

jobbers.
F. M. Herron, a very active member of the

Commercial Club, recently served on the commit-

tee that had in charge the reception tendered John

L. Griffiths, in recognition of the distinction con-

ferred on one of its members, by the appointment

of Mr. Griffiths to the Liverpool consulship by

President Roosevelt.
During a recent visit to his old home at West

Lebanon, Ind., William Beatty was besieged by

his former townsmen to return, claiming that they

now have no one to keep their timepieces in order.

Mr. Beatty still runs his jewelry store at West

Lebanon, through a clerk, but has removed his

workbench to his new quarters in the State Life

Building, in this city, where the watch material and

jewelers' supply house of Hoffman & Beatty is

meeting with gratifying success.
Carl L. Rost was made chairman of the

committee of public amusements at the yearly

appointment of committees for the Indianapolis

Commercial Club.
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Charles Lauer, senior member of C. W. Lauer

& Co., is a noble of the Mystic Shrine. The order

had a big time at its semi-annual convocation, held

in this city March 24th, when " Charlie " partici-

pated in the enjoyment.
W. A. Buhrman, with Baldwin, Miller Co., was

seen just after a recent trip through Northern

Illinois. Mr. Buhrman reported a nice increase in

trade with the opening of spring weather. He

thought the outlook most promising and, judging

from his later order sheets, he made no mistake.

Jolly Si Kiser was met on one of his return

trips recently. He says business has never been

better, at this season, for S. L. Kiser & Co.,

especially in spring novelties.
Ed. M. Craft, traveler for A. P. Craft & Co.,

reports the road business as highly satisfactory,

and says that their manufacturing plant is kept

busy right along.
An interesting display of rare American gold

coins recently attracted much attention in the win-

dow of J. C. Walk & Son.

In 1895 Fred. Lehman, a

State Gets jeweler, employed for many

Jeweler's Property years by J. C. Walk & Son,
died, leaving Indianapolis real

estate valued at $35,000 to relatives in Switzerland,

his natke land. By a recent decision of Judge

Carter, of the Superior Court, this property has

escheated to the State of Indiana under the alien

land ownership law. The Union Trust Co., as

administrator of Lehman's estate, recently negoti-

ated the sale of the property, and on examining

the title it was shown that aliens—the Swiss heirs—

had held it for more that five years, the statutory

limit. A suit by the State for possession of the

property followed. The attorney for the Swiss

heirs asserted that the treaty between the United

States and Switzerland permitted the holding of

land by citizens of the latter country, but the court

ruled that the treaty does not protect the heirs in

this respect. The Swiss heirs will now appeal to

the Superior Court. The last legislature of Indiana

enacted a law permitting aliens to hold and convey

as much as three hundred and twenty acres of land,

so, in all probability, the Lehman estate will be the

last instance of the State obtaining property in this

way.

On Sunday night, March 25th, sneak thieves

climbed over the transom in the wholesale tool and

material house of S. T. Nichols & Co., in the State

Life Building. They secured a few dollars from

the cash register, just what had been taken in

after the safe had been locked, and a few nickel

chains and fobs ; nothing of much value. The

same night the jewelry store of Carleton Wiggam

& Bro., 144 Virginia Avenue, was entered and

jewelry to the value of several hundred dollars

taken. The thieves entered by opening a transom

over the entrance and crawling through. Two

dozen charms, eighteen chains, six bracelets, eight

watches, six lockets and a .dozen gold pens were

missing. So far no clew has been discovered.

In the near future George G. Dyer will open a

manufacturing plant in the Newton Claypool Build-

ing, on N. Pennsylvanian Street. He will make a

specialty of emblem goods, class pills and so forth.

Mr. Dyer is a practical workman with years of

experience. He was a member of the old firm of

Dyer & Matsumoto.
C. B. Durbin, at one time with the Kratzer

Jewelry Co., Peru, Ind., is now proprietor of the

Durbin Loan Office, formerly known as the Peru

Loan Office.
F. Pennington, Ogden, Ind., will shortly

remove his jewelry business to Knightstown, Incl.

Jewelers on
Ice Boats

During the very cold days of

last January, Julius C. Walk and

Charlie Kiefer, two of the best-
known jewelers in the city, went

to Lake Maxinkuckee, in the northern part of the

State, to enjoy the novel sport of ice-boating on

eighteen inches of clear smooth ice. The weather

was most favorable, cold and windy with but little

snow. The little craft fairly flew over the lake.

One day Mr. Walk went out alone, sailing in the

very teeth of a high wind. Forgetting that he

wasn't in a regular sail boat, he suddenly brought

the tiller around and instantly shot straight up into

the air, but he held tight to the sail rope. He

came down with a dull thud that jarred him con-

siderably, but when picked up, " Uncle Julius"

only smiled and managed to say : "Tell the boys

that I held to the ropes." The remark seems to

be especially appreciated by his numerous Masonic

friends.

John P. Mingle is opening a new store at York-

town, Ind. Mr. Mingle was in the city recently

buying watches, tools, and materials. He will add

a line of jewelry a little later.

Cary H. Cloud, of Montpelier, Ind., is one of

the most popular business men in his town. He

has hosts of friends who call him " Sunshine,"

declaring that " Cloud " is a misnomer for a man

who has always a smile and a cheery word for
every one he meets.

Alonzo Hoffman, a young jeweler, of Roches-

ter, Ind., died March 20th, from the effects of an

operation for appendicitis.
Helton Pauley, jeweler, of Bloomington, and.,

is a great lover of horses, always owning several

fine animals. Mr. Pauley was recently met in the

city when attending a horse sale of unusual interest.

C. N. Hetzner, Peru, Ind., was an enthusiastic

attendant at the Mystic Shrine convocation last

month. Mr. Hetzner, with his whole-souled man-

ner and big cheery laugh, is always a welcome

visitor to this market.
John W. Hudson, one of the most successful

and enterprising merchants in Fortville, Ind., has

moved his jewelry stock into the handsome new

brick building he erected just across the street from

his old storeroom (which he also owns). The

Hudson jewelry store is one of the most complete

and attractive in the State. F. E. Hudson, a

brother, is watchmaker for the firm.

Charles W. Patterson has sold out his jewelry

business at Kevvanna, Ind.

An auction sale at Bedford, Ind., a few weeks

ago, disposed of part of the jewelry stock of John

Garrity. Since the above was written word has

been received that Garrity has filed a petition in

bankruptcy. His assets are stated at $25oo, with

liabilities at $5186.
The partnership of Hamilton & Kemper, at

Kirklin, Ind., has been dissolved. Elda C. Hamil-

ton bought the stock and will continue at the old

stand.
Fred. W. Nichols recently visited the optical

market of Chicago, in the interest of S. T. Nichols

& Co. He is preparing a revised price-list, the

firm having adopted the same prices as the Chicago

houses.
A. \V. Owen, druggist and jeweler, at Green-

wood, Ind., makes weekly visits to this matket.

Mr. Owen declares that the electric line through

his town has increased his business instead of

bringing all the trade to the city, as was predicted

before the road was built. He makes a point of

keeping an up-to-date line of jewelry. Just now it

is a question which branch of his business is grow-

ing faster, the drug or jewelry.

(.,,litiuued on page 79)
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Gold Cases

Boss Cases

Crescent Cases

Crown Cases

Royal Cases

Elgin Movements

Waltham Movements

Standard Chronographs

Howard Watches

Diamonds, Loose

Diamonds, Mounted

Gold Jewelry

Plated Jewelry

1847 Ware

Wallace Ware

Clocks, All Makes

Everything Needed by
Jewelers

No order too large or too small
for us to execute.

We fill orders from any catalogue
published.

Memorandum packages sent to
dealers of approved credit.

Woodstock-Hoefer Watch 0
Jewelry Co.

Ninth and Walnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo.
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Sixty-Two People to Serve You

FV7.1,

MT are interested as a pro-
g-ressive jeweler in knowing

that Class Pins, Class Rings, School
Medals, Fraternity Badges and
other School and College Work
will be prominent this month. When
you want this kind of w()-k you
want it quick and you want it good.

(WM

ERE is your opportunity. Improve
it by finding out just what is wanted
by your customers and sending to

us for designs and figures on the work.
Our facilities for the manufacture of the
above lines are unsurpassed and we want
to co-operate with the jewelers of the Great
West and Southwest in this way. Re-
member that we are the " Hurry-up
Jewelers for Hurry-up People " and that
we will be only too pleased to serve you.

DIAMONDS SENT ON MEMORANDUM

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY
Manufacturing Jewelers Kansas City, Mo.
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Business Condi-
tions Promising in
the Southwest

'1'he first of May finds Kansas

City and its surrounding terri-

tory is such shape as promises

the very best of business con-

ditions for the coming season.

Prosperity is the rule even now, and the prospects

of a bumper wheat crop are unmistakable. T
he

newspapers have been full of discussions of the

'het situation, situation, and the consensus of opinion is

that Kansas will break her record this year.

Financial writers too agree that trade conditions in

the Missouri valley are all that can be desired.

The wholesale jewelry houses have no cause to

complain of business, which has been good but not

especially brisk. The traveling men have found

things a trifle backward on the road, but the mail-

order departments are kept busy, and collections

are good. This, after all, is the thost reliable indi-

cation of favorable conditions, for when collections

are good, it may be assumed that business affairs

are in good shape.

N. R. Fuller, of the Edwards &

The Outlook Sloane Jewelry Co., has just re-

turned from a trip through

Texas, where he went to look

into trade conditions. He found things in form to

thoroughly please Kansas City wholesale jewelers,

who have a big Texas trade. 'To avoid over-

production, diversified crops are being put in in

Texas" said Mr. Fuller. " Besides cotton, which

is the staple product, many people are also plan-

ning to raise wheat, so there will be two crops to

market. The newspapers seem to wield a great

influence in Texas, and whenever the scare cry of

boll-weevil ' is printed, money becomes close,

and everybody looks sharply after the pennies.

The boll-weevil does not seem to have frightened

Texas much lately, and everybody seems to be

thoroughly satisfied with conditions there. Whole-

sale houses in Kansas City should see the result of

Texas prosperity in increased Texas trade."

M. B. Gordon, of Braymer, Mo., has gone

to California for two months. He will spend

several weeks in Texas en route home.

The Commercial Club of Kansas City is to

make one of its trade trips, leaving Kansas City

May 7th and returning May 53th. Among the

jewelers who will go on the trip are : C. B. Norton,

Leo H. Ludwig and D. C. Prudden. The new United

States senator, Major William Warner, is to take

the trip with the club, and will assist the organiza-

tion in convincing the various towns of Kansas

City's commercial importance.

Rollo Evans, of the C. B. Norton Jewelry Com-

pany's traveling force, is to leave the firm the first

of May and go on the road for the Eisenstadt

Manufacturing Company, of St. Louis. A new man

from Omaha will take his territory.

G. H. Edwards has returned from St. Louis,

where he went to look after some business in con-

nection with the coal mines in which he is inter-

ested.

C. H. Bard and wife, of Sedalia, Mo., came to

Kansas City to hear the opera Parsifal, and were

the guests of H. F. Sloane while here.

in Texas

KEYSTONE

The Merry Optical Company is working hard

upon its new catalogue, which will probably' be

ready in the next thirty days. Especial care is

being taken in the making up of the catalogue,

which promises to be one of the best ever gotten

out by a Western optical firm.

W. A. Montague, of Woodstock-Hoefer's

traveling force, is back from his trip.

E. Fl. Ray, Edwards and Sloane's Texas man,

has taken leave of absence for two months to look

after his real estate interests. Mr. Ray recently

disposed of one piece of property in Dallas for

$15,000.
G. W. Lewis, Herrington, Kans., came to

Kansas City to participate in the big trap shoot at

Blue River park.
Miss Mary Smith, of Meyer's, has been sick

for the past two weeks.

C. A. Clement, of Springfield, was a visitor at

Kansas City wholesale houses recently.

E. F. Sheldon and wife, of Marion, Kans.,

were in Kansas City for the grand opera engage-

ment.
Miss Mary Livers, of Edwards & Sloane's

office force, is back from a visit to Sedalia.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who visited

Kansas City recently were : L. S. Slocum, Corn-

ing, Kans.; B. H. Beattie, Woodward, O. T.;

A. V. Ackerman, Fairbury, Nebr.; Peck & Ver-

million, Oak Grove, Mo.; W. E. Bishop, Caney,

Kans.; VV. H. Meyer, Lawson, 0. T.; S. J. Huey,

Excelsior Springs, Mo.; A. Rosenfield, Leaven-

worth, Kans.; Lou Williams, Wichita, Kans.; L.

Megede, Richmond, Mo.; 0. L. Davis, Oregon,

Mo.; E. F. Sheldon, Marion, Kans., and C. H.

Paxton, Paola, Kans.

Legal Fight to

The case brought against Tom

Dennison as a result of the

the Death Pollock diamond robbery four-

teen years ago is still hanging

tire. Dennison is contesting every inch, taking

advantage of every technicality the law allows.

His trial on the charge of robbery was to have be
en

held at Logan, Iowa, county seat of Harrison

county, in which the robbery occurred. After

much delay in the securing of extradition pape
rs

and fighting the matter into the United States

Supreme Court, the Jewelers' Protective Associ
a-

tion finally succeeded in getting Dennison into

Iowa and the date set for his trial, but his at
torney

then applied for a change of venue. The cla
im

was that the defendant would not be able to 
obtain

an unprejudiced jury in a county where th
e case

had become a political issue. The result w
as that

a change of venue was granted and the ca
se will

be tried at Red Oak, Iowa, on May 6th.

The spring has opened with

Bright Spring 
bright prospects. It is too early

Prospects to make any preditions, but in

all lines of trade there is a con-

fident spirit. The conditions in the State and in

the West generally are most satisfactory.
 The

rigorous winter with its heavy fall of snow has

given way to a somewhat backward spring, 
but soil

conditions were never better and the winter 
wheat

crop is said to be flourishing in spite of the 
Hessian

fly, which, however, is still a menace. 
The peach

759

crop was destroyed by the severe frost on April

14th, but the apple buds were uninjured. The

damage thus caused will, of course, be inconsider-

able in Nebraska, where the peach crop has never

been very remunerative.

The distress caused in some circles by tht.

speculative fever of two years ago, when many

\Vestern incomes went to swell the .pockets of

frenzied financiers, has passed away and left no

sign. While the cost of living is still a subjett of

much mournful talk, the people, as a whole, are

making money and seem to be spending it freely.

Whether the continued high cost of living will

injuriously affect the jewelry trade is still to be

determined. Some jobbers are of the opinion that

such will be the case. The people are not able to

save their money as well as they were four or five

years ago, and, consequently, the number having

surplus cash for luxuries has decreased, if the view

of these jobbers be correct. Other jewelry job-

bers, relying on general trade conditions, predict a

season of good business.

A jewelry trunk belonging to 0. L. Ross, trav-

eling salesman for a St. Louis house, was stolen at

Norfolk, Nebr., and carted away. Bloodhounds

traced the robbers to the freight yards. The loss

was about $3oco.
The Columbian Optical Company, of this city,

has secured a verdict for $1453.57 from the British-

American Insurance Company. The suit was

brought to recover on a $2000 insurance policy.

The Columbian Optical Company's store and factory

were damaged by fire over a year ago. A clause in '

the contract forbade the Use of gasoline. Manager

A. I. Agnew took the policy without noticing this

restriction. Gasoline was constantly used in the

manufacturing department and gasoline was ignited

when the fire began.
Jeweler Henry Copley had a

queer experience recently and

he is not yet sure whether he

was dealing with an honest man

or a crook. A man who said he was a traveling

salesman ordered a solid gold watch and chain,

similar to a filled watch and chain displayed in Mr.

Copley's window. The watch was ordered from a

Chicago house. The customer paid $5o as an

evidence of good faith. Some time afterward he

appeared in the store and told Mr. Copley that he

had the money to pay for the watch. He was told

the watch would arrive in a few days. Next day

he entered the store and said he _had lost all of his

money while on a spree and asked Mr. Copley to

cash a check for $35. Mr. Copley refused and 'the

man became indignant. He gave his address as

the Paxton Hotel, and when Mr. Cople,y called up

the hotel he leat'ned that no man by the name the

customer had given had been a guest there. Mr.

Copley still has the $1o.
Mr. Shook, of the Shook Mfg. Co., accom-

panied by J. C. Huteson, of the J. C. Huteson

Optical Company, is making a business trip through

Oregon and other Western States.
W. W. Dickerson, who has conducted a jewelry

supply business here, has sold out to C. W. Bowlby,

of Silver Creek, Nebr.
New students at the Omaha Horological and

Optical Institute are : Roy Smith, Lincolti; Nebr.;

John Shea, Creston, Iowa ; C. F: Baugh, Benedict,

Nebr.; Olaf Larson, Atlantic, Iowa ; Arthur West,

Odell, Nebr.; J. 0. Parin, Palmer, Nebr.; E. A.

Keete, South Omaha. Lewis 0' Ham, a student

at the institute, has accepted a posititm Glen-

wood, Iowa, with Jeweler Laroway. E. HI Deming,

who was also a student at the institute, is now

working for a jeweler at Newcastle, Wyo.
John McGee, jeweler at Cherokee, Iowa, has

sold
J(11.)St unders, one of Omaha's veteran .watch-

makers, is seriously ill at Clarkson's Hospital He

has been a watchmaker and jeweler in this city for

thirty-five years. He was formerly associated in

the jewelry business with Mr. Whipple, of this city.

A Mysterious
Customer
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The Chatelaine Pin may be worn separately
or in combination, as desired

We manufacture a full line of
LADIES' LORGNETTES, MARSH
COMBINATION, NECK CHAINS and
FOBS. Also GENTS' FOBS, VEST
CHAINS and GRAND VIZIERS in
great variety, which are sold through
the leading WHOLESALE houses.

Ask your jobber fin- the Marsh Combina-
tion, the best-selling/ad/es' chain

on the market

(-Photo. l'ings DEAR SIR : NEW YORK, May 1, 1905.

1

We beg to inform you that we have opened a new
store at 32 Maiden Lane, this city, in addition to our present

:ess on crystals set in a bezel on quarters at 38 Chrystie Street.
The new store will occupy the entire ground floor ofd guaranteed not to fade. The the building and the immense stock will comprise everything

in goods, material and equipment required by the watch-miniatures can be repro- makers and jewelers. The lines handled will include:-') tiiii,
) ,i',,.I 'lltN\ duced from anyphotograph. Watches Novelties Optical Goods and',. t,iiir

Clocks Tools Equipmentci ty5; 'I . (Patent Pending)
, .: q -ocii Jewelry Materials Also Imitation and'it 'y Send for my Catalogue. :,1;;, Silverware Supplies Precious Stones, etc.
i.

I.10,,,i The increase in our business which necessitated this
proportion-ate extension of our facilities, is the best proof of
the satisfaction given our patrons, and we are now in a

r 1 . ' ,. --------- position to fill every order, large or small, promptly and

Charles
(-----

satisfactorily, and at rates which will mean a material
saving to the trade.

'1.1 .,.
i If you contemplate visiting this city, you will find it toii rtil1 1 your advantage to call and inspect our new store and stock.

A hearty welcome awaits you. If you are not already on;,' }

; 

M. 
 our list, we extend to you a SPECIAL invitation, feeling

1,,- -, -• -7 Levy that the liberal treatment which has made for us so manyup 
Manufacturer of 

friends among the trade will enable us to add you to the
.,

number—and much to your advantage.

9 RINGS and LOCKETS Hoping for the pleasure of an early visit or a trial
order, we are, Yours very truly,

.m Street , near Maiden Lane)
Korones Bros.NEW YORK

In Carbon Pro(

back of seal an

DALLAS, TLXAS
LETTER

At the opening of the spritr;

A Late Springtide months the prospects in Texas
for an early crop were all

that could be expected, but more recently Texas,

as a whole, has had so much rainy, cool weather

that farm work has been very much delayed.

We have had a very wet and exceedingly cool

spring. It is now Easter week and still cold,

but a change must come soon. Recently a

traveling man visited East Texas and parts

of Louisiana, and reported that they had a

hailstorm in that vicinity that had cut the crops all

clown and the farmers will have to replant, but we

are still hoping for the best.

Since our last letter to THE KEvsToNE we

have had the honor of entertaining the Chief

Executive of our mighty nation, and with all due

respect to other cities the Dallas reception was the

greatest, and was duly appreciated by the distin-

guished visitor. There were about 300 invited

guests at the banquet, and the number of people

who saw the President was estimated at from

125,000 to 15o,000.
IV. E. Brown, of Boyd, was in our city recently.

W. W. Bostwick, who has been with Morgan

& Hawley Co. for several months, has returned to

his old home in Longmont, Colo.
Geo. L. Peeler, of Campbell, was one of the

many visitors in our city recently. While here,

Mr. Peeler awoke one morning to find that some

one had entered his room during the night and

robbed him of everything of value, even his return

ticket and glasses.
F. E. Chase, traveling representative of C. L.

Trout & Co., of New York City, spent a day or

two in Dallas recently.
William Guthrie, of Terrell, was a recent visi-

tor to this city.
Arthur Cox, who has been working for Gordon

& Schultze, of Fort Worth, for some time, has

opened up a repair shop in Whitesboro, Texas.

Morgan & Hawley Co. are selling at auction

their entire retail department, and expect to get

back into the exclusive wholesale business again.

H. L. Dickson, of Smithville, with his partner,

was in Dallas recently looking over the grounds

expecting to start a new enterprise here in the near

future.
H. H. Hawley, who has been in Greenville for

a number of years, has accepted a position with

T. B. Bond, of Hillsboro.
Mr. Wright, who has had charge of T. B.

Bond's jewelry business for some years, was in
New Mexico for his health when he took pneu-
monia and '.died very suddenly. We extend our

heartfelt sympathy to his bereaved wife.
M. A. Campbell, of McKinney, was a wel-

come visitor recently.
Jesse Smith has just purchased a new work

bench, which adds much to his shop in Canton,
Texas.

J. McBride, of Fort Worth, was among our
recent visitors.

The Sturgis jewelry store in Houston will be
moved into new quarters at 305 Main Street, about
May 1st.

Fred. Studer, well-known jeweler, of Waco,
has purchased the big stock of Sims & Elrich, and
will combine it with his own.

J. J. Prentice, a jeweler, of Rising Star, Texas,
has filed a petition in bankruptcy, placing his
liabilities at $2222 and assets at $3o89.

L. Lechenger, jeweler, of Houston, Texas,
has had built for him one of the largest safes ever
shipped to South Texas outside of the safes used
by banks. It is 9 feet high, 634 feet wide, and
weighs 16,000 pounds.

Claude H. Riggs, who has for the past three
years been in charge of the watchwork and engrav-
ing for L. F. Ely & Sons, of Sherman, Texas,
has severed his connection with that firm and
is now associated with his brother, Royal R.
Riggs, of Ennis, Texas. They have opened a retail
jewelry and optical business at 125 North Travis
Street, Sherman, and the firm-name is C. H. Riggs
& Co.

The Jewelers' National Bank,

The Jewelers' which takes the place of the
National Rank North Attleboro Bank, opened

for business on Saturday, April

rst. At a meeting of the directors of this bank

held previously, the following officers and directors,

the latter of whom have all been approved by the

comptroller of currency, were elected : President,

Albert H. Wiggin (vice-president of Chase National

Bank, New York) ; vice-president and cashier,

Frederick E. Sargeant ; directors, Harry F. Bar-

rows, George K. Webster, Edwin Whitney, Fred.

E. Sturdy, Albert Totten, William H. Riley, John

E. Tweedy, John P. Bonnett, Walter B. Ballot],

Fred. A. Howard, Charles 0. Mason, William IV.

Sherman, Harry D. Hunt, Edward W. Codding,

Woodbury Melcher, Arthur S. Bishop, Frederick

E. Sargeant, Joseph L. Sweet, Charles A. Whiting,

1Villiam S. Metcalf, Albert H. Wiggin, E. Hay-

ward Ferry (vice-president of the Shawmut National

Bank, Boston) and Albert H. Newman, Boston.
An amendment to the charter
of the Gorham Manufacturing
Co., the purpose of which is to
enable the company to pur-
chase stock in other corpora-

tions, has been introduced into the Rhode Island

House of Representatives by Mr. Dennis, of Provi-

dence. The amendment reads as follows :

An act in amendment of an act entitled an act
to incorporate the Gorham Manufacturing Co.,
passed at the May session, 1863, and of the several
acts in the amendment thereof. It is enacted in the
General Assembly as follows:

Section I. The Gorham Manufacturing Co. is
hereby authorized to purchase, own, hold and dis-
pose of shares of the capital stock of other cor-
porations created and organized under the laws of
any State or Territory of the United States of
America, or under the laws of the Dominion of
Canada or any province thereof ; provided, how-
ever, that not more than 35 per cent. of the capital
stock of said Gorham Manufacturing Co. shall at
any time be invested in shares of capital stock of
such other corporations ; and, provided further
that nothing in this act shall be construed as to
authorize said Gorham Manufacturing Co. to carry
on a banking or stock brokerage business.

Section 2. All acts and parts of acts incon-
sistent herewith are hereby repealed and this act
shall take effect upon its passage.

A number of the young men employed at the

silver works of Reed & Barton, Taunton, Mass.,

received a highly creditable share of the prizes

Gorham Co.
Seeks Enlarged
Corporate Scope

awarded for excellent work at Taunton's evening

school drawing classes, which lately closed their

regular term. The chief feature of the instructions

imparted at these classes is practical silver design-

ing, and nothing could be more eminently appro-

priate and useful.

Notice has been issued to the effect that the

partnership heretofore existing between Charles H.

Cooke and William T. Chase, in the firm of C. H.

Cooke Co., 61 Peck Street, Providence, has been

dissolved by mutual consent, and that William T.

Chase and Randolph J. Rogers have formed a

partnership, under the firm-name of C. H. Cooke

Co. Mr. Rogers who will represent the new firm

on the road, was formerly with Potter & Buffin-

ton Co., Providence. Mr. Chase, as in the past

twelve years, will continue to care for the manu-

facturing interests.
Following the death of Silas H.

Incorporation of Manchester, reported in these

Fessenden CI Co. columns some time ago, the
well-known Providence firm of

Fessenden & Co., of which he was one of the old

members, has been incorporated under the name of

Fessenden & Co., Inc. The capital stock of the

corfipany is $25,000, and the incorporators are

Samuel A. Baldwin, Ellen F. Manchester, widow

of the late Silas H. Manchester, and Herbert L.

Richards. Mr. Richards is a new member of the

firm and will represent it on the road. He was,

until recently, traveling salesman for Payton &

Kelley Co., but was previously a member of the

Attleboro firm of Wheaton, Richards & Co.

Largely as a result of the efforts of William F.

Maintien, of Maintien Bros. & Elliott, Plainville,

who is a member of the Massachusetts legislature,

a bill has been passed by that body which makes

Plainville a separate civic entity apart from Wren-

tham. The people of Plainville hailed the event

with much jubilation.
The wise incredulity of Captain

" Next Room " Taber, an old employee of the

Trick Didn't Tilden, Thurber Co., Provi-
Work deuce, frustrated an attempt

recently made to defraud the

firm. A man giving the name of " Mr. Black," and

an address on the East Side, called the ffim up on the

'phone and stated that he wished to purchase a

diamond ring to present to " his wife." He was

unable to call at the store, he said, and requested

the firm to send a tray of rings to his address for

inspection. The goods were entrusted to Captain

Taber, who proceeded with them to the place

indicated and found " Mr. Black" awaiting him.

After some preliminaries request was forthcom-

ing from the stranger that he be permitted to take

the goods into the next room, where " his wife"

was dressing, to have them • inspected by her.

This the salesman warily declined, and Mr. Black

then excused himself while he went, ostensibly, to

speed his wife's toilet. When the fellow did not

return, the salesman congratulated himself upon

how his caution was vindicated.

George L. Paine Co. is the name of a North

Attleboro firm recently incorporated with the

object of manufacturing a general line of jewelry

including silver and gold filled goods. The incor-

porators are George L. Paine, formerly sales-

man for E. I. Franklin & Co., Warren Willis

and Clarence King, both of whom were also

connected with the last-named firm, and Clara-

mon Hunt, father of Harry D. Hunt, the

publisher of the Evening Chronicle. The com-

pany has located on the top floor of the Totten

Building, the former home of Riley, French &

Heffron.
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24 Karat Ormolu Gold Clocks

Novelties of every description

Picture Frames, etc.

No. 568. Bon-Bon or Trinket Tray
As a seller it has a record second to none

French Gray Border, Burnished Center List price, each, $1.00

Diameter, 6 inches

San Francisco, Cal.-735 Mission Street
Chicago, Ill.—Palmer House Main Office and Works, St. Paul, Minn.

,
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Have that
Undefinable
‘, Winter "
Originality

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
separate fixtures, cases, counters, floor oases,
soda fountain fixtures.

Illustrated fully, described and listed in
so plain a manner that you can make your
own plans and estimate the cost of your
fixtures,

,Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents
THE LINE OF QUALITY. Not how cheap, not how much, but how 'pod. At prices

that are right. Ask our customers. Anything from a store stool to the most complete
outfit.

WE RETURN ALL REPAIR WORK
SANE BATAS RECEIVED.

SEHD IN YOUR riErr PACKAGE
AND OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US.

Established 1866 The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La.; Sales Agents for Louisiana,

Mississippi and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory.
R. If. Birdsall, Room 7, Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales Agent

for Washington and Oregon.

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets ?

This section has nothing but cheerful reports

at this writing. Spring has arrived on schedule

time, and the outlook is most favorable. Retailers

complain that business seems slow, but on refer-

ring to their books and comparing returns with

last year they find themselves running to to 25 per

cent. ahead of the previous April. Jobbers' reports

all agree that goods are moving nicely, and that

collections are also very satisfactory. Both retailer

and jobber look for May and June to be very good

months, as commencement exercises are due, and

the present-giving fad on these occasions has now

reached large proportions. Weddings, too, will

help along.
Frank Waterbury, of Sischo & Beard, St.

Paul, is out on his long Northwestern trip. He

expects to make a record trip this time.

Chas. E. Carlson, St. Paul, has just placed in

position a large new safe to further protect his in-

creasing stock.
J. H. Bullard, of Bullard Bros., St. Paul, has

returned from an extended trip to the Western

Coast.
Horace I. Utley, lately with Erker Bros., St.

Louis, Mo., has accepted a position with Sischo &

Beard, St. Paul, as manager of the optical

department.
Otto Mathis, Stewartville, Minn., was married

April 20th.
C. F. Sischo, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, is

sojourning at the Hot Springs trying to regain his

health.
F. R. Temple succeeds Hendrickson & Smith

at Parkston, S. Dak.
Louis T. Milliat, for several years with E.

Schmtlz & Son, St. Paul, has opened as manufac-

turing jeweler at 633 Ryan Building, St. Paul,

A. E. Serum succeeds L. E. Bryant, at Belle

Plaine, Minn.
E. N. Shutter has moved from Randall to

Morris, Minn.
C. L. Barnett has brought out E. C. Bennett

at Frederick, Wis.
R. S. Swartout, Goodhue, Minn., succeeds

J. R. Webb & Son, Pine Island, Minn.

E. Johnson, formerly with C. E. Day, Preston,

Minn., is now at the bench for A. Sweningsen,

Moorhead, Minn.
The many friends of Louis Gans, of H. E. Mur-

dock Co., Minneapolis, sympathize with him in his

sorrow for the death of his aged mother.
W. J. Withers, Jackson, Minn., has moved into

his new store.
J. E. Mettling & Co. succeeds H. F. Wood,

Maynard, Minn.
M. M. Cohen succeeds J. S. Cohen at 1,56

East Seventh Street, St. Paul, Minn.
L. Berquist, lately with A. Sweningsen, Moor-

head, Minn., is now at Duluth, Minn, with 0. G.
I I ulberg.

Albert Rohrer, Eveleth, Mimi., has the good
fortune to be well on the road to recovery from a
severe attack of actinomycosis, a disease of which
there are only 400 cases on record and seldom a

recovery reported.
Albert Goodman, traveler for Lewis Finkel-

stein, St. Paul, was married last month at Duluth,

Minn., to Miss Henrietta Cook. THE KEYSTONE

'extends hearty congratulations.

Chas. L. Cumme-r, lately with Clark Bros., St.
Cloud, Minn., is now with Foster & Hoover, Tru-
man, Minn.

Ray Bassett is the new jeweler at Fletcher,
S. Dak.

N. R. Giles, Lake Preston, S. Dak., celebrated
his golden wedding last month.

Wm. Pieters, Madison, Minn., wore an un-
usually bright smile last month owing to the arrival
of a junior partner.

Albright Bros. have purchased the J. J. Birke-
bak stock at Hutchinson, Mimi.

Harry Scattergood, watchmaker for A. W.
Voedish, Aberdeen, S. Dak., was married last

month.
Wm. R. Crandall, Mankato, Minn., has moved

to his new store, corner Front and Hickory Streets.

F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn., has repapered

his storeroom, making it much lighter. Fred. is

bound to keep things bright.
Byron Stride, Deadwood, S. Dak., was married

last month to Miss Josephine Whitehead, of

Wichita, Kans.
R. S. Higgins, a graduate of Stone's School,

St. Paul, has started in business at Pelican Rapids,

Minn.
W. H. Reighart, Minot, N. Dak., spent a few

days in the Twin Cities, looking for new fixtures.

F. E. Linch, Sheldon, Iowa, has returned from

an extended trip through Mexico, Arizona and

Texas. He was so favorably impressed that he

thinks of locating there.
Thos. Weld, of Weld & Son, Minneapolis, has

returned from an extended Eastern trip.

A. W. Carlson, Lindstrom, Minn., has just

completed his new residence.
0. D. Hayden succeeds N. J. Rustad, at Minot,

N. Dak.
Kreiss & Holmes, formerly in the employ of

M. Thoureen & Co., Minneapolis, have begun

business as manufacturing jewelers at 306 Nicol let

Avenue, Minneapolis.

Wm. F. Jost, Mankato, Minn., has moved

from Front to Jackson Street.

Wooley & Shirley, St. Paul, have dissolved

partnership, Geo. W. Wooley succeeding to the

old business. Thos. A. Shirley is opening a new

shop at 629 Ryan Building.

J. L. Etnier, Chatfield, Minn., has moved to

his new store.
W. A. Funk, with F. Willman, Stillwater,

Minn., spent a few days visiting his parents, at

Mankto 
M. Minneapolis, has made quite an

‘ „L Mints.stonva 
Stone,

improvement in his store by putting in a new front.

Palmer Bros. have bought the C. D. Taylor

stock at Mankato, Minn. The new firm consists

of A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks, N. Dak., and

W. E. Palmer, for the past seven years watchmaker

for C. D. Taylor.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month

were : A. F.. Serum, Belle Plaine, Minn.; L. E.

Bryant, Clarkston, Wash.; F. Willman, Stillwater,

Minn.; E. C. Bennett, Frederick, Wis.; L. Ber-

quist, Duluth, Minn.; W. H. Reighart, Minot,

N. Dak.; E. Johnson, Moorhead, Minn.; Prof. J.

W. Grainger, Rochester, Minn.; J. M. Chalmers,

Lake City, Minn.; F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls,

Wis.; C. J. Larson, Park Rapids, Minn.; I. M.

Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; Wm. Follet, Sand-

stone, Minn.; Flo B. Sweet, Marshall, Minn.;

A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; L. J. Korstad,

Zumbrota, Minn.; John C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.;

L. W. Mowry, Stillwater, Minn.; Mark C. Loogren,

Wheaton, Minn.; Wm. Plackner, Benson, Minn.;

E. H. Prey, Melrose, Wis.

DETROIT
LETTER

The unusually cold weather which we have

experienced this spring has been a serious handicap

on trade. The general opinion of the people was

that we were going to have an early spring, but

they were very much mistaken. We continued to

have snow flurries almost up to Easter. It was a

very noticeable fact that on the occasional nice

days the stores were very busy and the proprietors

felt that the rush was going to continue, but next

day it would be cold and business again would be

at a standstill. It is hoped, however, that these

conditions will not exist much longer and the

dealers will make up for the loss they sustained

through the severe spring months.

United States District Attorney Gorden has

advised the revenue collector at Detroit to return

$rozo in cash to Albert Schmidt, which amount

was found on Schmidt when lie was arrested three

years ago charged with smuggling precious stones

to Detroit from Canada. The amount will be de-

creased by about $400 for stones pawned here.
Schmidt claimed he was a jewel collector and
used them in making a living. He was acquitted
of smuggling. Then the money and stones were
turned over to the revenue collector for duties.
The United States District Court decided that all
the property should be returned, and the Court t,f
Appeals sustained the decision.

Partridge & Blockwell, of Detroit, Mich., have
complained that a person claiming to be their rep-
resentative was selling glasses and spectacles at
many times their value and inducing people to
change their old glasses for new ones. No such
person-has any connection with this firm.

Senator Fyfe, of Kent County, is after the
pawnbrokers of Michigan. He sent a bill to the
legislature making it unlawful for any pawnbroker
to charge more than 2 per cent. on loans of $50 or
under, and not more than i per cent. on loans

I. Cooley, Mayville, Mich., has opened a
overs$.50 A.,

branch store at North Branch, Mich.
Peter Sorenson, manufacturing jeweler, has

moved from his old location at 97 Wood Street, to
more desirable quarters in the Loyal Guard
Building.

Frank P. Parker, Litchfield, Mich., recently
sold his store to A. B. Shaw.

J. Kummer, of Jackson, Mich., called on the
trade in this city recently.

C. H. Nuner, Cohactah, Mich., made a flying
trip to Detroit a short time ago.

The Wright, Kay & Co. bowling team won the
championship in the wholesale league after a very
hard fight. The members of the team are E. A.
Harrold, R. C. Wynn, W. F. Tant, W. M. McDon-
ald, R. D. Kay, A. G. Pickering and W. G.
Fergcuesontr.

al Standard time has at last been adopted
by Detroit. At the recent spring election the
people of Detroit declared overwhelmingly in
favor of its adoption-72 precincts showed 6205
yeas, and 4507 nays. Prior to the election profes-
sional men and others signified their desire for
Standard time to the council in petitions of 5000
names at a time. Merchants and manufacturers to
the number of 9oo separate firms have signed an
agreement to adopt and use Standard time after
May 1st.

M. E. Everett, Lansing, Mich., has discontinued
business.

John Verly, Traverse City, aged sixty-eight,
was found unconscious in his store after lying
helpless all night and died a few hours later
a short while ago. He was a veteran of the Civil
War, unmarried, and one of the oldest residents of
Traverse City. He came to Traverse City forty
years ago from Liverpool, England. He had always
been engaged in the jewelry business and had held
the office of justice of the peace for twenty-one
consecutive years.
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TRADE-MARK

We are selling agents for ST. LOUIS

and contiguous territory for the new

E. HOWARD WATCHES adver-

tised on page 771 of this issue, and

will have same ready for delivery about

May 15th.

BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELRY CO.
St. Louis, Mo.

A Complete Line of

Elgin, Waltham, Howard,
U.S.Watch Co. Movements

Keystone, Crescent, Phila-
delphia Watch Case Co.
Cases

constantly on hand in
all sizes and styles

Gold and Gold Filled
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Business is very good here

Business Conditions.
s 

in St. Louis generally speak-
Excellent in St. Lout ing, and seasonably good in

the lines represented by this

journal. The activity of March and April was a

pleasant change from the dullness of February.

Sales are keeping up with last year at this time ; in

fact, March and April and January have been

ahead of 1904 in business done by our leading

wholesale houses, February being the only month

that has lagged behind. This is surprising when

we consider that the world's fair was on last year.

One of our leading jobbers remarked only recently

that he would feel disappointed if his firm would

not enjoy larger sales in the spring and summer

months of this year than last. Though we have

had some backward weather in April, it is now

ideal for the farmer and the development of crops.

This makes everyone feel that crops will be large

and that business conditions will improve right

along.

The Planting
Season1

Plowing for corn in this section
of the State is well under way

and in some localities planting
has begun. An increased acre-

age . of oats has been sown, especially in the

northern part of the State, and the crop is in excel-

lent condition. The acreage seeded to wheat last

faII in Missouri is 64 per cent. below the acreage of

a year ago, but the condition of the crop is so

favorable that a larger yield than last year is not

indicated.

Frank B. Thayer, the well-known jeweler, of

Memphis, Tenn., spent a few days in this market
last month combining business with pleasure.

The engagement of Herman Kellersman and

Miss Lily Weber, of the office force of the Eisen-

stadt Company, is announced. The wedding will

occur before the summer is over, and the young

couple are being warmly congratulated upon the

coming event.
Newton Owen, who travels for the M. S. Bene-

dict Company in the South and West, resides in

St. Louis and when not on the road spends his

time here enjoying the delights of home and

family.
Samuel H. Bauman, president of the Bauman-

Massa Company, and Mrs. Bauman, sail for Europe,
May 2d, on the Krone Prinz, of the North German-

Lloyd line, to be absent for three months. The
trip will combine business and pleasure, as Mr.

Bauman will visit the world's diamond marts be-
fore returning home and purchase the firm's fall
stock of diamonds and other precious stones.

President Samuel Eisenstadt and Secretary
and Treasurer Morris Eisenstadt, of the Eisen-
stadt Manufacturing Company, have just returned
from Eureka Springs, Arkansas, where they en.
joyed a three-weeks' outing much to their delight
and pleasure. The trip was one of rest and recrea-
tion entirely.

Fred. H. Smith, general manager, and W. W.
Coup, treasurer, of the Geneva Optical Company,
came down from Chicago the early part of April
and spent a few days in town looking over the
business of the company's St. Louis branch. They

expressed themselves as highly pleased with the
growth of the plant and the excellent trade Mana-
ger McKee had worked up.

We are to have a new wholesale house in St.
Louis. Harry S. Aller, secretary and buyer for
the L. Bauman Jewelry Company, and Julius New-
man, traveling salesman for the same firm, will
form a corporation June 1st to do a general whole-
sale jewelry business. As yet the amount of capi-
tal stock and the location have not been decided
upon. Both gentlemen are well and favorably
known, and their many friends in the trade will
wish them success in their new venture.

The Bauman-Massa Company are constantly
increasing their manufacturing facilities. They
now have room for forty-five shopmen in their
factory.

Meyer Bauman, of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Company, Mrs. Bauman and Miss Bauman, sailed
for Europe the middle of last month. They expect
to spend six months abroad in sightseeing, rest
and recreation. Mr. Bauman will combine some
business with his pleasure, as he expects to spend
considerable of his time in the European diamond
marts while away selecting the firm's fall stock of
diamonds.

W. F. Adams, of the International Silver Com-
pany, familiarly known to the trade as " Billy,"
spent a few days in town the early part of April
looking after the interests of his house.

Clarence L. Watson, head of the Watson &
Newell Co., Attleboro, Mass., the well-known
manufacturing silversmiths, spent several days in

St. Louis recently looking over their branch agency

here, which is in charge of Wm. Weidlich & Bro.

Mr. Watson was on his way to the Pacific Coast,
where he will spend a month combining business

with pleasure and sightseeing. The Watson &

Newell Co. have secured the souvenir-spoon con-

cession for the Lewis and Clark Exposition, which

opens at Portland, Oregon, June 5th.
Roland R. Evans is a new member of the

traveling force of the Eisenstadt Manufacturing

Company, and will cover North Missouri, Kansas

and Nebraska territory for this firm. Mr. Evans

is well and favorably known to the trade from his

long connection with the C. B. Norton Jewelry

Company, Kansas City, as a traveler for them in

the above territory. By the time this item is read

he will have started out on his first trip for his new

house. His many friends wish him good luck and

abundant success in his new connection.

Sidney Bauman, of the Sidney L. & Morris

Bauman Company, has just returned from a five-

weeks' trip through the far West and reports a

fairly good trade for the spring season.

The Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company have

leased the entire third floor and fully one-third of

the fourth floor of the Holland Building to accom-

modate their rapidly expanding business. This

firm have occupied the entire second floor of the

Holland Building, together with about one-half of

the third floor, for several years past ; so that they

are increasing their floor space about one-half by

their new lease. The Eisenstadt Company have

enjoyed a wonderful run of prosperity the past six

or seven years, until they now rank up among the

leading jobbing and manufacturing firms of the

country. With their increased floor space they pro-

pose to enlarge their manufacturing facilities, so that

they will have room for over one hundred shop-

men in their factory. This house reports their

trade for 1905 as exceeding that of the same

months in 1904, which was world's fair year.

This is certainly a remarkable showing.

0. E. DeWerthen, the well-known jeweler, of

Columbia, Mo., was a visiting buyer in this market

for a day or two last month selecting goods for the

home store.
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William Weidlich, of Wm. Weidlich & Bro.,

has gone to Portland, Oregon, in the interests of

the Watson & Newell Company, of Attleboro,

Mass., who have secured the souvenir-spoon con-

cession at the Lewis and Clark Exposition.
The John Bolland Company, retail, has moved

from their old location at Seventh and Locust

Streets to their handsome new store at 513 Locust
Street, where they have enlarged quarters fitted

up in the most modern style. They occupy the
entire building, a three-story structure, which they

remodeled and rearranged regardless of expense.
They have increased all of their old lines and
added new ones until they now have a large, corn-

plete and strictly up-to-date stock. The new estab-
lishment is elegant in its appointments, and is one

of the really handsome jewelry stores of the west-

ern country.
Eyssell & Hickman, of Kansas City, were

represented in this market last month by Mr. Hick-

man, who was here on a buying trip.
The M. Zephin Jewelry Company is the name

of a new retail firm recently located at 310 North

Euclid Avenue, this city. 1\1. Zephin for seven

years past has been located in East St. Louis, Ill.,

but has moved his entire stock to the above

location.
The following students have recently graduated

from the Rowley Ophthalmological College of this
city : Charles F. Lambert, Albia, Iowa •, Alex. V.
DeCardoville, Joplin, Mo.•

' 
Murray C. Wood,

Paris, Tenn.; B. S. Rowell, Luther, Fla.• John
W. Wagner, Jerseyville, Ill.; James A. Parker,
Nashville, Tenn.; Chas. L. Morris, Murray, Kans.;
Fred. J. Guilbault, St. Andrews, Can.; .James F.
Marter, Boston, Mass

'
,• Floyd B. Dayton, Salem,

Oregon ; David M. Huffmann, Crane, Mo.• 
' 
D. M.

'
Mosley, Rusk, Tex.• Albert Felber, Laurel, Nebr.

Jessie Rogers, of De Sota, Mo., was a visiting
buyer in this market selecting goods for the home
store.

Frank Ricketts, of Charleston, Ill., was in St.
Louis last month on a purchasing trip.

Fred. Chlanda is a new jeweler who has only
recently opened a store at 1835 South Twelfth
Street, this city.

Henry Leeman, an old-time jeweler and resi-
dent of Louisiana, Mo., died recently.

All St. Louis wholesale jewelry houses now
close at r P.m. on Saturdays. This order of things
will continne until September 1st.

William Jordan, an old-time jeweler and
watchmaker, of St. Louis, is dead. He passed
away late in March from heart failure. Mr. Jordan
will be pleasantly remembered by the old members
of the trade here as a kindly man of the old school.

M. Ziegler, of Kimmswick, Mo., a familiar
figure in this market, was here for a day last month
on a buying trip.

A. Gerber, of Edwardsville, Ill., was a visit-
ing buyer in the St. Louis market last month.

F. L. Brickey, of De Sota, Mo., was in St.
Louis for a day last month on a purchasing trip.

Otto Rink, of Carlisle, Ill., was in town re-
cently looking through the market for late spring
novelties.

Wm. Brazeale, of Pacific, Mo., spent a day in
St. Louis recently selecting goods for the home

Frank Trewin, of the New York office of The
Keystone Watch Case Company, and Will. Drex-
mit, of the Chicago office of the same company,
visited the St. Louts trade together for a few days
the early part of last month in the interests of the
company. 

0. Arnold, 
c 

Arnold, of Ottumwa, Iowa, a well-known
jeweler of the Hawk Eye State, was here for a few
days last month, combining business with pleasure.
Mr. Arnold reports the spring business as fairly
good in his section of the country and that crop
prospects were never better.

M. L. Wood, of Jefferson City, Mo., spent a
day in St. Louis last month looking over the mar-
ket for late spring novelties.

Joseph Brown, of Lebanon, Ill., was a visiting
jeweler in the St. Louis market for a day last
month.

bert Tetley, of Farmington, Mo., paid this
market a visit last month on a purchasing trip.



The new World Brand
Sample Offer-
-especially for JUNE—

the month of
weddings-

-a sample of World
Brand Silverware, at less
than its real value-

--in a fine floss-finish
silver pouch —(the
newest and most ap-

proved style of packing valuable and
artistic silverware)

—ready to send as
a Gift to a
Bride

Read

HUNDREDS OF THESE WORLD
BRAND SAMPLE SPOONS have
been sent to readers of this magazine.

The offer was to have been discontinued at the
end of May. But the samples have been

received with such spontaneous praise and enthu-
siasm that we have decided to extend the offer for

the month of June only —after which it will positively
be discontinued. And in this last month— to make the
World Brand Sample offer still more attractive, and still
more valuable, without costing You a penny more—we
have added a feature which makes this offer

especially acceptable to all
those who have received an
invitation to a June Wedding

Every World Brand Sample Berry Spoon sent out between

rich floss-finish material— the style of packing now preferred for
Sterling Silverware.

It is a gift you may be proud to send—an exquisite
piece of silverware, packed in a way which displays to

the fullest degree the fineness of its workmanship and the
beauty of its design.
Remember, this is not like ordinary Standard plate. World Brand has 50 per cent. more

silver—half as much again. The famous World Brand Guarantee applies to every
piece of silverware that bears the World Brand trade-mark. You can realize how this

extra silver adds to the durability and value of World Brand Silverware. The very hiqhest
grade of silver art and silver workmanship are represented in the World Brand designs.
These are facts you cannot realize until you see at least one piece of World Brand Silver-
ware. And (simply to let you se-, and realize these things—which are important to every cne
who cares for art and workmanship and silverware) —we offer you this sample spoon. Because

it is a sample, and because it is to Introduce to you the truths of World Brand quality, we offer
it for less than it is really worth.

We send You this beautiful sample spoon for $1

May 10th and June 30th will be sent in the new style pouch, of

To " WORLD BRAND"
The American Silver Co., Bristol, Conn.
I enclose $1 and !promise to examine

World Brand Silverware at a retail
counter at my first convenient oppor.

(unity. For this remittance and promise
please send at once the "Erythronium''
pattern Berry Spoon, sample of World
Brand Silverware—packed in a floss-
finish silver pouch, ready to send as a
wedding gift.
I will compare its art, workmanship,

beauty, and value with other makes of
table silverware. If the spoon does not
please me, I will return it at once and
you are to return this dollar to me 

I usually buy my silver of 
(dealer's name and address

My name

My address in full

We do not keep the dollar unless
You decide to keep the spoon.
For twice that price you could
not buy this spoon in a retail store.
We ask just one condition. We want you
to examine other pieces of World Brand
Silverware, some day soon, in a retail store.
This offer is made solely in behalf of a re-
tailer near You who sells World Brand Silver-
ware. Even if you do not send for this sample
spoon, be sure to buy no wedding silver—or sil-
ver for your own home—until, at a retail coun-
ter, you have seen World Brand Silverware and
have compared its beauty, workmanship, quality,
and value with other table silverware. (Compari-
son, you will recall, is all we ask in anything you
have ever read about World Brand Silverware.)
This new offer of World Brand silver samples, re-
member, is withdrawn June 30th. To put it off may
mean to forget it. To get the sample, send a letter like this.

Write this note now. Mail it to us to-day. Remember—the dollar back if
you ask for it. Only one sample Berry Spoon to one address.

World Brand t' Silverwarey
(Guaranteed Fifty per cent. more silver than Standard Plate)

THE AMERICAN SILVER CO., BRISTOL, CONN.
[Showrooms : Chicago and New York. Address all letters to Home Office, Bristol]

HIGH—GRADE RETAILERS, EVERYWHERE, SELL WORLD BRAND SILVERWARE

These Notes of Praise picked at random from hundreds of enthusiastic letters from

Duluth. Minn.

"Inspeenon 5/ lbe

World Brand sample Dal
impoineed nee of Me merit

Yrn "'lin. S. C.

'Vesik

At' 

Grand Vim,
Rockland Ca., N. Y.

"14'ben I,,,, for The
Sample of World Bran,:
Silvery., I did uses
peel areethinghedfasgood-
asIlie spoon I received. If
you Save no objertunt
!mold tar. n,ne anot 
rant you at on real val.,
r1 give a friend.'•

Min C. el. S.

Buffalo. 54.

Lba.ves,,,n,ati

ba70,14:;rngjesig;

MISt C. S.

ladies in all parts of the United States

"be," N'r• . Ti,v,1 be W

P.711.4'.1:Iir'sb'el.". Fli" 1."'i d' ' kli"
'ca p,. J.

This is exact size of ad. Not an enlargement.

We guarantee " World Brand " to be plated 5o% heavier than Standard Plate. It costs you no
Customers readily pay a better price for this heavier plate. You make a better profit.

THE AMERICAN SILVER COMPANY
Bristol, Conn.

Tim American Silver Company is positively independent of every other Silver Company iu the World.

more.

This alluring flid
timely offer \I'dfl be

made to nine mil.
lion, five hun.
dr ed thousand
women. To do
this, \ e have taken
the full inside
front cover of ihe
June Delineator,
DesignerandNew
Idea Woman's
Magazine.

Our advertising
is done entirely
in the interest of
dealers who carry
"World Brand"
Silverware. It is
our aim to secure
customers for such
dealers—to se nd
customers directly
to their counters.

"World Brand"
Advertising Cam-
paign started with
the use of large
space. Now at
the height of the
season we have in-
creased to full
cover pages.

We make it easy
for You to carry
" World Brand
Silverware.

A factory ship-
ment costs you but
$25, or even $i°.

Write TO-DAY
for "World
Brand" Silver
Catalogue Sup-
plement describ-
ing- special assort-
ments and showing
net " Costs You"
prices.
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April a Quiet April has been a dull month for

Month the Pittsburg jewelry trade,
compared with what had been

expected. Business seemed to fall off as if in

sympathy with the general quiet in the social world,

consequent on the lenten season. Of course, this

really had little to do with the matter, according to

the opinions of most of the larger dealers. The

depression is believed by many to be the result of

a cautious feeling among the retailers in stocking

up with new goods this spring, and a holding back

of orders until there is a clearer vision of the out-

look and prospects for business. Conditions gene-

rally are healthful. The iron and steel trades,

which so vitally affect the Pittsburg district,are more

active than for years, and coal mining has assumed

a strong position also. The glass trade is off some-

what, while building operations have suffered

keenly owing to labor disputes. The effects of the

latter are strong enough to show in the general

results of business, and may have been one of the

principal causes for the quiet that prevailed in

April. A factor in the situation also will be the

generous advance in the wages of the workers by

the United States Steel Corporation, which is esti-

mated at nine million dollars a year. This will

mean a considerable increase in the spending money

of a large portion of the population in this section.

Chief among the trade happen-

Many Removals ings here has been the number

of removals and changes in

places of business. Some of the changes have

already been mentioned in these columns. A. M.

Andrews Company, which was located in the

Farmers Bank Building since the organization of

that concern, has secured a fine store in Penn

Avenue, near Sixth Street. Gillespie Brothers

have taken possession of their enlarged quarters

in the Park Building, and are at work fitting up one

of the most attractive retail stores in the city.

With greater facilities and larger stocks, the house

will be in better shape than ever before in its his-

tory. Durbin & Fuhr's old stand in Sixth Street

has passed to other lines of business, the last of

the stock of this defunct firm having beets disposed

of. Near the old stand, in the same street, there is

now being fitted up a handsome store for the Prosser

Optical Company, which has been 'making good

headway in the optical line. The company will have
a fine location and store, which, they say, will be
one of the best appointed of its kind in Pittsburg.

The Wallace Optical Company has also made
a change this spring, moving from 642 Penn Avenue
to commodious quarters on the fourth floor of the
new Diamond Bank Building at the foot of Fifth
Avenue. This company has taken to the modern
idea of offices in a skyscraper, and follows such

veteran houses as Kornblum, now well located in
the Arrott Building in Wood Street. A third
change noted this spring has been the merger of
the business of Emanuel Graffner and Graffner

Brothers, wholesalers, in Penn Avenue. The dis-
appearance of Emanuel Graffner some months
ago was noted at the time. His whereabouts have
[lever been revealed, and the winding up of the
business was left to relatives, among them Grafter

Brothers. The outcome was the consolidation of
the business of both houses, under the name of

Graffner Brothers.
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Itt Fifth Avenue, directly across the Masters
Way from Smit's handsome store, a fine store has
been opened this month by L. J. Marks, who was
formerly occupying a small store at 222 Fifth
Avenue, a short distance away. The new store is
large and the floor space unusually generous.

Workmen have been busy fitting up the place, and

it presents one of the most attractive fronts in the

avenue. The abundance of natural light in the

store, covering every nook and corner of the main

room, is a feature that is much admired. The

stock for this establishment is much enlarged and

well selected.. Another change of the past month

has been in an auction house in Fifth Avenue,

occuping the former Barrios diamond store, oppo-

site the new Marks' location. L. Chester-Front

Company, of Chicago, has opened in that place.

City 

The Pittsburg houses have been

receiving nn  calls 
These

fr from 
representatives 

 many   travel-

Visit
g

have been over the road pretty
thoroughly, and while speaking encouragingly of
the outlook, do not give the idea of any special
activity in buying at this time. The spring trade
of G. B. Barrett Co. has been encouraging. The
demand has been of no special character, however.
The reports from the men on the road are promis-
ing well for the coming month, and the house is
carrying one of the largest stocks it has ever had.
Arrangements are being made for a representative
of the company to accompany the next outbound
trades' excursion of the Merchants' and Manufac-
turers' Association, which visits all the cities and
towns of Northern Pennsylvania the first five days
of May. This will be the third trip of this kind
by the great body of business men and manufac-
turers of Pittsburg, and the jewelry line has been
well represented in all of them.

Heeren Brothers & Company have their factory
working steadily, and the general movement of
stock in the store and warerooms has been satis-
factory. The approach of the season when many
of the local men take their annual trips to Europe,

will see Otto Heeren on his way to the old world.

This house is also a member of the Merchants'

and Manufacturers', and is expected to be repre-
sented on the coming trades' excursion.

If there has been any special

Imposing Displays drive made this spring, it has
leaned toward Mission ware.

There are probably more stores displaying clocks

and other works of this Mission design than any other
one line. The attractive windows in Fifth Avenue,
however, have been filled with some unusually
handsome displays of bronzes and art goods. The
decorated chinaware has had a prominent place,

and dealers say that, as a rule, this stock has taken

a stronger hold on the buying public than ever,

though the growth is not sensational in its scope.

There is a larger watch stock available now, and

some of the larger dealers are making use of this

fact to make a good display of timepieces. The
diamond trade is holding up better than the

average of other lines in the jewelers' trade.

. Both Pittsburg and Allegheny dealers are in-

terested in the Greater Pittsburg measures now

pending. The annexation of the city of Allegheny

to Pittsburg means much to the former city. The

conditions of the police of Allegheny, due to

the recent exposures and arrests and conviction

of the head officers of that bureau, has stirred

up a feeling that will be sufficiently strong to

force on the merger idea. Pittsburg's position

will be strengthened materially by the move, and

the opinion of the larger men in the trade is

strong in favor of getting together.

Many Salesmen
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Chas. King, of Adrian, spent a few days at the
baths at Mount Clemens recently.

Stewart W. Carrol, Ubly, Mich., has moved to
Weidman, Mich.

The business formerly conducted by Geo.
McNeill, Battle Creek, Mich., has been closed out.

Willis S. Ensign has disposed of his business
at Lake Odessa, Mich., and moved to Orange, Cal.

Geo. H. Johnston, formerly in business at
Rochester, Mich., is now settled in a new territory
at Northville, Mich.

Roy Groon recently began business in Swartz
Creek, Mich. He was formerly in the employ of
H. Cooper, Gains, Mich.

The Battle Creek Optical Co. is the name of a
new concern, which was recently incorporated in
Battle Creek, Mich., with a capital stock of $20,000,

A. Brunk, of A. Brunk & Co., Deerfield, Mich.,
went to Carson City recently to bury his father,
who died at the ripe old age of ninety-two.

R. G. & H. H. Baker, of Richmond, vill move
into a new store at Marine City about May 6th.

A new metal called " Nickelumen' has ap-
peared in the market and is made by the New Era
Manufacturing Co., at Kalamazoo, Mich. The
metal melts at a temperature sufficiently low to
enable it to be cast from an iron ladle, and makes
bushings and bearings equal to those of bronze,
with much less expense. Nickelumen cannot be
alloyed with lead. It may be used in the same
manner as babbitt, but the metal is very much
harder and gives better results.

Geo. Bardewill, London, Out., was in Detroit
recently on his annual trip.

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed against
Richard W. Rastall, Traverse City, Mich., and he
is offering his creditors fifty cents on the dollar.

John R. Cotterill has succeeded H. H. Hall in
the jewelry business at Dayton, Mich.

Thieves broke the plate-glass window in the
jewelry store of Edmond Reith, 1650 Michigan
Avenue, a short time ago and secured about twenty
watches.

Mr. Whitney, of Dodge & Whitney, Lansing,
Mich., passed through Detroit recently returning
from a sojourn down South. Mr. Whitney appears
very much benefited by his trip.

A. Schaub, Detroit, Mich., is going to open up
a branch store in a new location.

C. Van Der Eisen, of Waupum, Wis., traded
his business and household goods to C. W. Hos-
mer, of San Diego, Cal., for a 17-acre fruit farm.
The trade was remarkable, in that neither one had
seen the other's property. Mr. Hosmer says he is
well pleased with the bargain.

W. F. King, Jr., of Adrian, has been appointed
delegate to the session of the supreme ledge,
I. 0. 0. F., to be held at Atlanta, Ga., this summer.

Several Detroit manufacturers report a scarcity
of jewelers and are looking for first-class men.

Mrs.John Kay, mother of John Kay, of the firm
of Wright, Kay & Co., died recently at Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Fire recently destroyed a number of business
houses in Chatham, Ont. Among the victims were
Von Gunten Bros., jewelers. Their loss is esti--
mated at $2500.

The son of 0. E. Williams, Pittsford, Mich., is
in town taking a course in optics.

W. F. King, Sr., was in Detroit recently to
attend the matinee performance of Parsifal.

The front window in the jewelry store of A.
Schaub, 105 Gratiot Avenue, Detroit, was broken
with a brick at an early hour in the morning three
weeks ago. The thief secured scme cheap jewelry
to the amount of $50.

Joseph S. Brooks, salesman for the American
Standard Jewelry Co., Detroit, Mich., disappeared
from his home on Monday, April 18th. He drew
$3000 out of the bank before he left, and took his
check book and about $350 worth of diamonds
with him.

Jewelers from different parts of the State re-
cently seen in this city were : W. I licks, Tecum-
seh ; Frank l'resswell, Holly ; \V. W. Bridges,
Marine City ; \V. A. Sherwood, Dundee ; E. E.
Atyed, Bellville ; L. W. Kerbs, Wayne ; H. E.
Meldrum, Inkster ; C. G. Draper, Plymouth ; E. H.
Cressy, Saline ; Will. Gribben, Corsonville ; W. F.
King, Adrian ; 1). E. Holland, Lapeer ; E. S.
Barnes, Rochester.
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Colorado

An early morning robbery was committed
recently at the store of L. R. W. Hill, Fort Mor-
gan. A. hole was bored in the entrance, a wire was
inserted through it and the door-catch pulled back.
About twenty-eight fountain pens and a small
amount of light silverware, such as manicure in-
struments, scissors and thimbles, which were left
out of the safe, were taken, the larger silver and
gold-plated ware in the large case being left
untouched. The amount taken will aggregate
about $6o. A man named Sheehan was subse-
quently arrested and confessed to this robbery, as
well as to the previous robbery of a cigar store,
the extraction of a letter containing a $125 check
from a private mail box, and the fraudulent signing
and utterance of the check. He was remanded in
default of bail.

Mr. and Mrs. Gorton Rushmer, of Pueblo, are
mourning the loss of two children, whose deaths
occurred within a period of two weeks. The
younger child, a daughter, was fourteen months
old, and the older, a boy, was only three years old.
THE KEYSTONE joins the many friends of the
parents in extending sympathy.

Illinois

E. I. Camm, hitherto in business in Monmouth,
is now located at Petaluma, Cal., where he has
become satisfactorily re-established in the jewelry
business, and has every prospect of meeting with
an encouraging success.

E. W. Blossom. who had been in the jewelry
business in Sterling for eighteen years, recently
sold his store, stock and fixtures to A. E. Dwelle,
of Independence, Kans., and in a few months will
remove with his wife to Los Angeles, Cal., there
to live privately on his means. Mr. Blossom had
built up a very substantial trade in Sterling, and
enjoyed a wide popularity in that community. Mr.
Dwelle, his successor, is an experienced business
man, who has been engaged in the jewelry trade
at Independence for many years. No doubt he
will make a success of his new enterprise.

Indiana

Storts & Son, of Van Buren, have sold their
entire stock of jewelry to C. Roland.

Iowa

W. H. Gentner, of Farmington, has issued
through the press a call to the retail merchants
and bankers of Western States to attend a conven-
tion, date and place to be named, with a view to
combatting the mail-order houses. The activities
of these latter institutions are commented upon in
Mr. Gentner's call, especially their banking systems.
0. L. Willson, the well-known jeweler, of Win-
field, who apprises THE KEYSTONE of Mr. Gentner's
action, states also that the merchants of Winfield
are organizing and are all in favor of the move-
ment against the mail-order houses.

Michigan

Geo. H. Huizinga, the well-known jeweler, of
Holland, has moved into new, spacious and hand-
somely furnished quarters in that town. His new
fixtures are all of mahogany, and his show cases of
the most modern type. He held a formal opening
at the new premises on April i8th, and had neatly
engraved invitations issued for the event. A large
number of visitors attended, all of whom manifes-
ted a high appreciation of Jeweler Huizinga's
enterprise and new business home. Appropriate
souvenirs were presented.

Herman Beyreis, 6o6 Gratiot Avenue, Detroit,
is noted for the excellence of his window dressing.
Indeed, this is one of the forms of advertising to
which he attributes much of his success. During
the recent Easter season he designed some very
handsome and elaborate displays, all of which
were typical of the time. In one of these attract-
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ive trims an angel is ingeniously represented toll-
ing a joy-bell. The latter being wreathed in
flowers. Flowers are likewise gracefully twined
round pillars between which goods are presented.

Missouri

The Geo. W. Ellis Jewelry Co., of Butler,
favors THE KEYSTONE with some interesting
examples of its newspaper and programme adver-
tising. These include both jewelry and optical
announcements, and all are varied as regards size,
illustrations and arrangement. The publicity de-
partment of this company is in charge of C. R.
Gains, and it is evidently well systematized as the
specimens submitted are seasonable in tone,
practical in construction, and uniformly attractive
in setting.

New York

Retail jewelers of Utica, including representa-
tives of twelve firms, have organized a Retail
Jewelers' Association, and elected officers as fol-
lows : President, William S. Taylor ; vice-presi-
dent, Arthur D. Evans ; secretary, C. H. Broad-
bent ; treasurer, P. F. Darrigrand. The following
were appointed a committee to draft a constitution
and by-laws : George H. Evans, Richard Perlen,
William A. O'Donnell, John D. Greene and E. P.
Bevillard. This committee will report at an
adjourned meeting of the association to be held on
May 2d. The president of the new association is
a well-known and long-established jeweler, who
has carried on business in Utica for fifty-four years.
He is still vigorous and active in the pursuit of his
business.

Ohio

John I3urri, hitherto in the jewelry business at
New Philadelphia, has removed to 7 West Chip-
pewa Street, Buffalo, N. Y., where he will continue
business under the firm-name of Burn i & Westphal].

S. H. Ferrier has discontinued business at
West Rushville.

The show window of J. W. Tufts & Son,
Loveland, was broken by burglars one night
recently, and watches and jewelry to the amount
of $900 stolen therefrom. The goods were dis-
covered next morning in a box hidden under a
building on the opposite side of the adjacent river.
Bloodhounds were put upon the track of the per-
petrators and the latter were trailed to Remington,
where, however, they had boaided a freight train,
and so escaped.

G. R. Pattison, of East Liverpool, whose
establishment was visited by a fire on February
28th, has been doing a good business in a new
location since March ith. He closed out all his
undesirable goods at a discount sale. A new four-
story, fire-proof building will take the place of the
burned one, so that Jeweler Pattison expects to
be back at the old stand about August ist, with
more room, finer fixtures and better general facili-
ties than ever. He states, however, that Ile was
caused much annoyance by the preposterous esti-
mates placed upon his fire loss. Actually this did
not amount to $2000, whereas the published
accounts placed it at no less than five times that
sum. Nor had he any difficulty in arranging with the
insurance companies, " they paid me all I asked"
writes Mr. Pattison, "and I am very well satisfied
with my settlement."

D. R. Funk, Bellefontaine's enterprising
jeweler, has bought a fine farm near Richmond,
Ind., adjoining that of Mrs. Funk. He expects to
make this one of the finest grain and stock farms
in that section, and during the coming summer will
erect on it a building at a cost of $400o.

Pennsylvania

W. T. Jenkins, who has been engaged in the
jewelry and optical business in Waynesboro for
more than three years, has disposed of his jewelry
stock to J. L. Weikert, of Sparrows Point, Md.,
but retains his optical business and will devote
himself exclusively to that branch for several
months, after which he will remove to Indiana and
engage in business there.

Texas

Claude H. Riggs, who has for the past three
years been in charge of the watchwork and engrav-
ing department of L. F. Ely & Sons, of Sherman,

•
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has severed his connection with that firm and,
associating with him his brother, Royal R. Riggs,
of Ennis, has opened a retail jewelry and optical
business at 125 North Travis Street, Sherman, the
firm-name being C. H. Riggs & Co.

The Armstrong Jewelry Co., of Brownwood,
held its annual Easter opening on April i9th.
The event was announced by neatly-engraved
invitation cards, and was attended by a large
number of visitors, who admired the company's
stock and store. The hours were from three to
ten and an enjoyable programme of music was
rendered throughout the evening. The function
proved even more popular and successful than the
notable ones by which it was preceded.

Utah

John Daynes, a retired jeweler and music
dealer, of Salt Lake City, died recently at his home
28 F Street, from general debility due to old age.
Mr. Daynes was born in Norwich, England, in 1831,
and early in life was converted to the Mormon
faith. In 1862 he came to the United States with a
large party of converts and located in Salt Lake.
From that time on he was identified with business
development of the city. Although he had learned
the trade of jeweler in England, he was passion-
ately fond of music, and opened a store for the
sale of instruments and musical publications later
taking his son, Joseph Daynes, into partnership
with him. He continued in business until 1893,
when he opened a jewelry store at 26 South Main
Street. He accumulated considerable property,
and three years ago, when he retired from busi-
ness, he divided it among his children.

Wisconsin

Robert Luchsinger, the enterprising young
jeweler, of Belleville, has been the recipient of wide
sympathy, in which THE KEYSTONE joins, upon
the demise, a few months ago, of his young wife.
The sad event took place at Fort Dodge, Iowa.,
whither they both had gone in the hope that the
fresh-air treatment for her dread malady, tubercu-
losis, would avail. The couple had been married
three years, and the fact that they had been school-
mates for twenty years, having graduated as
classmates from the high-school in '93, lends an
element of pathos to Mrs. Luchsinger's untimely
death. She was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.
A. Oliver, of Bellville, and, prior to her marriage,
had been a teacher in the public schools. A change
has likewise taken place in the business of
Jeweler Luchsinger, Mr. Judd having pur-
chased a half interest therein. The latter had
been in the jeweler's employ for three years,
during the last one of which he had virtually been
manager of the business. Mr. Luchsinger devotes
almost his entire time to insurance work, hence his
need of a partner.

American Practical Science in
Germany

A recent incident in Berlin shows both the
appreciation of American tools there and the
capability of German workmen in using them. A
German manufacturer, wishing to order a new
machine tool, sent a sample piece of work to
America to be cut out by one of our lathes. The
work was returned labeled, "Done in seven
minutes." The foreman of the Berlin shop said
the label was absurd, as it would take any lathe
an hour to do the work. In the meantime the
American tool arrived at Berlin. The German
workmen, stimulated by the questioned label, did
their best with the new tool, and turned out with
it another sample of the same piece in five minutes.

Book Notice
Grant Hood, an instructor in the horological

department of the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
Peoria, Ill., is the author of a neat volume of
some 250 pages, entitled " Modern Methods in
Horology," published by The Kansas City jeweler
and Ofiltrian, Kansas City, Mo. The book is hand-
somely bound in cloth and the text is enriched by
many half-tone and line illustrations. Price, $2.50.

AWATCH that suits the fashion of the day. Most
appropriate for the use of gentlemen of dis-
crimination. This watch is guaranteed to keep

perfect time, while in appearance it is the equal of
watches costing- many times as much.

Ask to be shown the NEW ENGLAND
AMBASSADOR at any jewelers. You will be

surprised when you learn the cost.

Our New England Red Book (illustrating men's watches) and our
New England Blue Book of Ladies' watches are gladly sent on request.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
37.39 Maiden Lane, New York City 131-137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

San Francisco, Spreckels Building

ADVERTISING
THAT HELPS YOU

An advertisement appearing

in the Saturday Evening Post.

One of the many striking dis-

play " ads.- that are making

New England watches a

household word from ocean

to ocean.

SELUNG watches one at a time is not our way of doing business. We leave that to our friend

the retailer. The public can't buy watches direct from us. They have got to go to you.

We try to make this plain in our advertisements. That we have succeeded in doing so is

proved by the immense amount of new business that we have stirred up, every bit of which is

going through the retailer.
Our watches are becoming better known every day. Can you afford to be without them

when a customer asks to be shown the " New England trays ? "

'The line extends through every style of watch and price and includes some rapid
-selling

novelties, such as the Skeleton Watch, that are making talk among the trade.

The " New England Blue Book " of Ladies' Watches and the " New England

Red Book " of Men's Watches are now ready and will be sent to any 
address

upon application.

37-39 Maiden Lane, New York
131-137 \V;tbash Avenue, Chicago
Spreckels Building, San Francisco

New England Watch Co.
Waterbury, Conn.
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GOTHIC AND DORIC ; PARLOR AND BOUDOIR CLOCKS

for
Mi:al la

Tellscorrecthourand1011fhour
III (lark
l'OOLDS 23i IN. " SPECIAL" AUTO CLOCK

Jewelers whose first consideration is Quality mi Finish

Sold only as Complete Watches, cased in heavy 18 K. or 14 K.

Solid Gold and Boss or Crescent 25-year Filled Cases.

No publishing of trade prices allowed.

The retail selling price of each Watch is fixed by manufac-

turer, assuring the jeweler an attractive profit.

No cutting of prices will be permitted.
THE " CHELSEA Fuisteteoduwii)telsIxe linaili tBettssec.floet•

Ship's Hell is the hest form of Striking Clock for use in sleeping rooms,libraries, etc.
Clock in its round ease, also furnished without the Base. Hour and Half

Hour Striking and Time (iiffi ri king) movements furnished ill similar Casesand Ibises, when so preferred. Large variety IIf finishes on Cases and Bases.Auto Clileks always Yellow lirass, Ship's 11,11 and Marine let use on l'aehts,Steamships, etc., Composition alld Mr use licsiiimices, (Mice s, Clubs,
etc., Copper Bronze, Black Oxide, Green Itronze, Brass, Yellow Brass, etc.
Above are a few of the many styles of Fine Clocks made by Che sea Clock Co. All are 8.Day, High Grade. These fine goods are dealt in only by Dealers in

Best Jewelry, Nautical Instruments and Yachting and Automobile Supplies, and are used by parties demanding the Best
Catalogs on application 3IF" Liberal Discounts to Dealers

Clock
" CHELSEA " C. C. Co. AUTO CLOCK

(TRADE MARK) (TRADE-MARK) (TRADE-MARK)

Largest Makers in . \ nierica or EXCLUSIVELY 8.-DAY, HIGH-GRADE
Ship's Bell, Marine, Auto Clocks and Office Clocks

23 ruby alcl sapphire jewels ( raised gold settings);
adjusted lo butip..rature and isochronisin ;
hreguet log < 111i1.1,1111el regtilabo: ; gold train
Ivheels ; donhle roller 1,1.■1111. ‘011,1 : sapphire pallet
stones ; all steel pails highly finished : t•Ntra hand-

made, Mai ht, --ii 1: .1 ial ; timed in the case and certificate
of rating furnished with each watch.

In ruby tuid sapphire ,jewels gohl settings); adjusted
L. 3 posi thou:. tempeniture and isoehronism ; Ilreguet hair-spring ; inicr4onictric 1011 lit ii Id 011t1,11 W111.1.1; &nide

1,111,* oSc;II.` p:11141 Si11111, ; all steel
parts highly ; extra line. Muni-made, doulde-stiol:■lial : timed in the case and certificate of rating furnished
with each watch.

If you knew of an article in your line of business that hun-
dreds of thousands of Americans would buy if they knew about
it, wouldn't you like to carry it in stock?

Americans are a nation of coffee drinkers. Few people
really understand how to prepare it as a beverage. But with

ANYONE can prepare the most delicious coffee.
How many of your customers would be glad

about this Coffee Machine and buy it?
It's worth thinking about.

17 and sapphire jewels (gold settings); adjusted
to 3 posit ioils and temperature ; breguet hairspring; micro-metric regulator ; gold center wheel ; double roller ; steel
escape wheel ; sapphire pallet stones; all steel parts 

•highly
finished ; extra hue, hand-made, double-sunk dial ; timed
In case.

New York Showrooms
Broadway and Park Place

Opposite Post Office

Office and Factory
195 Plymouth St.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

17 lathy and s;tmoliirc j,wels (gold settings) adjusted to
temper:Linn,: lita.gliei hairspring ; micrometric regulator :gold eenter wheel ; steel escape wheel ; sapphire pallet
stones: all steel parts highly finished ; extra line, hand-made dial ; timed in case.

Write to us for Booklet giving full descriptions and the prices at

which these Watches are to be sold to the consumer ; also a list of

Wholesalers from whom these *Watches can be obtained.

E. Howard Watch Company, Waltham, Mass.

Each Watch is enclosed in a highly finished, silk=lined Mahogany Box



The Keystone
Screw Bezel, Screw Back

Case

Made in the fa/owing- a'escripions

11/ ió size, Dust-proof Pendant and
Antique Pendant

12 size, Antique Pendant only

Boss 14 K. and Boss io K.

and 16 size, Dust-proof Pendant and
Antique Pendant

12 size, Antique Pendant only

3 oz., Reg['Lir Pendant
/6 and 12 size. Anticiiie Pi

The demand for Screw Cases is constantly
increasing—we seem never to be able to catch
up with orders. There's something convincing
in the Screw idea, in dust-proof construction.

But there are all sorts of Screw Cases on
the market ; and all look somewhat alike.
There are differences, however: in construc-
tive workmanship, in finish and decoration, in
wearing quality—yes, and in price.

The price-difference is the consequence of the
other differences; but in actual fact the price-
difference between the Keystone Screws and the
other sorts is less than the total of their respective
other differences. In other words, the Keystone
Screws are worth more than the difference paid.

Shortsighted jewelers refuse to see this
until their experience points them to the fact.
They are hoodood by the " low-price" argu-
ment made in behalf of the other makes—the
only argument that most of them can offer.
In consequence, their share in the great future
business in Screw Cases will be less and less,
as their customers come to realize the short-
comings of these inferior cases. " Penny wise,
pound foolish." If it is true of other things
that "the best is the cheapest," it is enrphati-
daily true of Screw Cases.

Made in the
following-  descrz,Nions

Compare the Keystone Screws with the

other sorts. Note the perfection of thread, the

exactness of fit, the superiority in construction

throughout ; see the artistic excellence—shape,

color, engraving designs ; weigh the gold and

assay its quality, to compare the intrinsic

values ; and of course there's no question of

the greater wearing qualities of the Boss over

all other Filled. But there's NO diffiyence

in the "guarantees," between Boss and the

other sorts./ Doesn't it seem absurd ? Or

does it seem that the other sorts are practic-

ing a deliberate fraud—made possible by. the

reputation which the Boss has earned for the

Filled Case idea?

The differences in value cost the little more

that the Keystone Screws cost over the other

sorts ; but for that little the jeweler gets much

more than he pays for, since it buys future

reputation and present peace of mind.

Buy Keystone Screws—that's the moral!

18 and 16 size,
Dust-proof Pendant

12 size, Dust-proof Pendant
and Antique Pendant

IS and 16 size, Dust-proof
Pendant

size, Dust-proof Pendant
Antique Pendant

3 oz., Dust-proof Pendant and
Regular Pendant

16 size, Dust-Proof Pendant

Silveroid

oz., Regular Pendant, and Dust-proof
Pendant with Gilded -Reflector

18 and 16 size, Regular Pendant
12 size, Antique Pendant

3 oz., Regular Pendant

18, 16 and 12 size,
Antique Pendant

The Dust-Proof Nut, dissected

19th and Brown Streets

Philadelphia
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You can sell this

Size Mission Hall Clock
at RETAIL for $11.00

It is 6 feet high and is not to be
confounded with any of the minia-
ture or mantel clocks now on the
market. We are making this extraor-
dinary offer as a " Special " for the
wedding months, May and June, and
it will be to the interest of every
jeweler to write for our special
proposition. This is the first time
that a well-made mission hall clock
is offered at anywhere near the price
we are quoting the trade on this
clock. Don't fail to write for large
illustration showing the details of the
clock and giving our special offer.

Cuckoo Clocks
as Wedding Gifts

There is hardly any style
of clock that will make as
acceptable a wedding present
as a Cuckoo Clock, and
there ;tn. thousands sold each
year lin- this purpose. If
there's anything you can't
afford to do, it's to take
chances on the quality of the
thing that's sold for a gift.
And if you don't want to take
chances, you can't afford to
buy Cuckoo Clocks from any
one but ourselves or our
jobbers. Send for our Book
of designs.
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169 a. Calculation of the Train in a Watch of the Roskopf Type.
Watches of this kind have a simplified train, inasmuch as their bar-

rel gears directly into
C the third wheel. The

movement of the hands
is produced by the

A ,. B gearing of a wheel A
... . (Fig. 37a) concentric

b
.
%. a \ 

cannon pinion a placed
with the barrel and a,

• :. 
. . on a tenon fastened at

\, . the center of the move-
. . ,, ment. The wheel A,,

' 
.. moreover, c a r r i e s a

. F pinion b, gearing in the
. ,_..

, . hour wheel B. The.,. ,,
wheels carrying the hour

11104110 and minute hands are,

D 

therefore, driven directly
by the barrel.

Let us further re-
mark that the wheel A

N and its pinion should be
Fig. 37a adjusted to turn easily

on the barrel, in order
that the hands can be set to the hours.

169 b. We first propose to calCulate the numbers of oscillations
of the balance in such a watch, the numbers of teeth being known.
Suppose

Number of teeth in the barrel   C = 128
" third wheel . .   D = 84

. .   E = 6o' fourth ''

escape " . . . F = 15

three pinions

Let us admit, as in the preceding case, that the barrel
turn in four hours. We will have

C D E 2 P.

Choosing pinions of 8, 7 and 6 leaves, one will have
16200 x 2 X 8 X 7 6 C D E F,

and on reducing the first member into prime factors,
28 3 CDEF,

with which we could form the following groups :

C = 23 X 3 X 5 = 120 teeth
D= 22 X 3 X 7 = 84 "
E= 22 X 3 X 5 = 6o "
F = 2 X 32

The train of the dial wheel should give

- 12.ab
Choosing a =- 22 and 6 — 18, one has

A B = 12 X 22 X
AB= 24 X 33 X

from whence, for example,
A = 23 X
B = 2 X

minute wheel .
hour •

cannon pinion . .
minute wheel pinion .

The cannon pinion should make one rotation during an hour.
We will obtain the time of one rotation of the barrel by the quotient

A 72

The barrel takes four hours to execute one, turn on its axis.
I he number of oscillations accomplished by the balance during one
turn of the barrel, that is, during four hours, will be expressed by
the formula

Our new Fest oon Necks N.,N 'iv— ' ' *' '- 11 JOBBERSare of .9reat variety ,,:`'s
and Ster1inj Merit

4 
EVERYWHEREt. \Ve will have, consequently,

128 x 84 X 6o X 15
N 

2 X 8 X 7 X 6 
— 14400 oscillations.

The train of the dial wheels will give, properly,

72 X 66
18 X 22 

_

169 C. Suppose now we wish to calculate the numbers of teeth
in the train of a Roskopf style of watch, knowing that the balance
should make 16,200 oscillations per hour.

no. Definition. The theory of gearings has for its object the
study of the transmission of the mechanical work from one wheel
to another.

In. Let us suppose, at first, that we have only one wheel
gearing in a pinion and that in place of the complicated force of
the spring we have a weight P (Fig. 38) acting through the medium
of a thin and flexible cord on a
cylinder whose radius is equal to the
unit and which is fastened concen-
trically to the axis of the wheel.

Let us, at the same time, admit
that the resisting force be represented.
by a weight Q suspended in the same
manner as P from a cylinder adjusted
on the axis of the pinion and with a
radiris equal to the unit. In further
imagining this system animated with
a uniform movement, the gearing will
be perfect if, at no matter what instant
of the movement, the work of the
force P is equal and in the contrary
direction to the work of the force Q,
the relation of the forces P and Q
being properly established.

Since these forces are in the same direction as the path tra-
versed by their point of application, the mechanical work effected,
is measured by the product of the intensity of these forces by the
distance traversed

If the relation of the forces P and Q is correctly chosen, their
degree may be arbitrary, and, consequently, they can be supposed
as very small or even as nothing. Therein is the basis of the
important theory explained in kinetics.

172. One can also exclude the movement arid devote oneself
more especially to the transmission of the force.

We will examine the gearing-s from this double point of view.
173. Practical Examination of a Gearing. Let us place a wheel

and a pinion in a depthing tool, in such a manner that the two movers
may be sufficiently free, but without play between the points of the
instrument. Regulate the distance between the two movers until the
movement of the wheel produces that of the pinion. Impart then
a rapid movement to the wheel : we will establish a good gearing if
the movers conserve this motion long enough, and without any other
noise than a certain hissing sound easily recognized. The move-
ment imparted should, moreover, diminish gradually and not

C.ptaitilted on gage 779)
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Lessons in Horology
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(Continued from page 777)

abruptly. Let us remark that, in order that this experiment may

succeed properly, the pinion should be furnished with a wheel, per-

furming the office of a " fly," so that the movement may con-

tinue long enough. One can also examine a gearing from this

!mint of view by placing the movers in the watch and proc
eeding in

the same manner. We have thus decided whether
 or not the

evaring 'transmits the movement properly ; let us now see if it

ransmits the force correctly.

Let us use, as in the previous case, the depthing tool, and place

in the same manner the movers between the arms
 of the instrument.

Let us then create a resisting force acting on the pinion,
 and, for

this purpose, let us press tightly together the points between w
hich

the pinion is placed. The gearing will be found established in

proper conditions if, after imparting a movement to the wheel, one

feels no jerks in the transmission and has only the resistance of

friction to overcome.
It is necessary also to assure oneself of the " play " existing

between the teeth of the wheel and the leaves of the pinion and of

the proper space between the points of the teeth and the bottom of

the pinion's leaves.
When the gearing is placed in the watch movement one can

create a resisting force by pressing the end of a wooden peg against

the end of one of the pivots of the pinion ; on causing the whe
el to

turn with the aid of another peg, one could assure oneself, as i
n the

preceding case, of the qualities of the gearing considered.

174. Let us observe that when a gearing transmits the move-

ment properly, it transmits equally well the force, and when one of

these conditions is fulfilled the other is, also. It is, however, good,

for a careful examination, to use the two methods, for certain defects

make themselves felt more readily by one than by the other of the

two modes.
175. One will find that for the preceding experiments to indicate

a good gearing, they must fulfill the three following conditions :

ist. That the distance between the centers of rotation of the

wheel and pinion must be exact.
2d. That the shape of the teeth and of the leaves must conform

to theoretical profiles.
3d. That the total radii of the wheel and of the pinion corres-

pond to the mathematical calculation.
We would study separately each of these three conditions,

which summarize all the mechanical theory of gearings.

First.—Distance of the Centers.

176. Primitive Radii. Let there be two wheels without teeth

0 and 0' (Fig. 39), one driving the other by simple adhesion
 and

without slipping.

Fig. 39

When the wheel 0 has turned a certain angle a while driving the

wheel 0', the the point of contact a, has arrived at b, for example,

the same point of the wheel 0 has then reached b' in such a way that

arc ab = arc ab', since the movement is effected without slipping.

We can note,
angle  a 0 b 1-1 a

angle a 01 b1— P"-

For two wheels having a reciprocal movement, this relation is

precisely that of the angular velocities (34) : constant when these

Nv heels or cylinders have a circular base. Moreover, if the wheel 0

has accomplished a number of rotations c, the wheel 0' has made a

number c' and one would have the new relation,

177. Although the transmission of mechanical work by simple

contact 'may not be employed in horology, at least in a direct

manner, one finds, however, numerous applications in the work of

the practical man. In these cases the wheels are not ordinarily in

contact ; a certain space separates them, and to produce the move-

ment of driving one by the aid of the other, we wrap around them

both either a cord, or, perhaps, a leather strap called " the band."

Thus, for example, the cord of a foot-wheel or hand-wheel in the

watchmaker's lathe transmits the movement, it may be, to a counter-

shaft, or directly to a pulley mounted on the lathe ; the bow string

transmits, likewise, the mechanical work produced by the hand,

which gives motion to it, to the pulley around which this cord

is wrapped.
178. Let us examine, in the first place, the case of two pulleys

connected by a cord or band (Fig. 40). Let us first establish the

(2)

Fig. 40

fact that, if the two sides are not crossed, the two wheels tu
rn in

the same direction ; if they are crossed (Fig. 41), the wheels
 turn

in contrary directions.

Fig. 41

The angle a corresponding to I turn of the first 
pulley is

equal to 2 w ; for n turns it is 2 w n.

The same for the second pulley : the angle a, is 
equal to 2 w

for I turn and to 2 w n' for n' turns.

One can then write
2  W U r'
-2-- Ir 11' r

When n, r and r' are known, one has for n'

U'

and if, as is generally the case, n is equal to 1, 
one has simply

=

The number of turns executed by the second 
pulley while the

first makes I is then equal to the relation 
between the radii of the

two wheels.
179. Applications. An arbor makes zoo turn

s to the minute ;

it is furnished zoith a pulley whose 
diameter is equal to o.7oln. A

band transmits its movement to a pulley 
of o. ,,to in. diameter placed

on a second arbor. One desires to know the n
umber of turns made

by the second pulley.

We will have from the preceding relation

0.70
—  0.40 '

n = ion ; 2 r = 0.70 and 2 = 0.40,since

then, performing the calculations,
/if = 175 turns.

(TO BE EONTMED)
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(Continued. Part XXVII. Begun in March, igo3)

The main bar of a great many of the capital

oid English letters, shown at Fig. too, is cut by placing a flat-
bottom graver in the position shown in the illus-

tration, and as the graver is pushed forward on the
angle there indicated, it is gradually turned over to
the right. When at the point where it should go
forward directly vertical, it is turned and held flat,
both corners of the graver being in the metal an
equal distance from the surface until the graver arrives
at the point at the top of the bar where said bar corn-
mences to diminish in its width, at which point the
graver is rolled over on its right corner and turned to
the left, thereby throwing the graver out, leaving
the bar pointed at the top and slightly curving to
the right in a direction opposite to that at the start.

At Fig. tot we show the graver in position to cut
the little bar protruding from the main bar of a num-
ber of the letters. It would be easier to make this

little cut by beginning at the pointed end and cutting
in, but that is not done in this case because if we
begin at the end and cut in when the graver arrives
at the point of the main bar of the letter where the
connection is made, the tendency would be for the
graver to slide into the incision of the main bar,
thereby making an ugly cut in the center of the
same. For this reason the graver is placed in
position as shown at Fig. to!, and is pushed for-
ward in the direction of the arrow, and as it is

pushed forward it is gradually turned up on the left corner and
around to the right from the operator, thereby diminishing the
width of the cut and curving it so as to point downward.

At Fig. 102 we illustrate a similar bar of a letter used in most
of the capital letters either at the top or the bottom. This style of
a cut is used at the bottom of the A, as shown at Fig. 98, and of
the B, as shown at Fig. 99. This
style of cutting that we are now
considering is known as bright cut-
ting, where the bars of a letter are
cut with a flat-bottom graver, pol-
ished. To cut this bar of the letter
the flat-face graver is placed in
position, as shown at Fig. 102, and
pushed forward in the direction of
the arrow. When the graver ar-

(:ifft the 

t ives at the end of the line the
point of the graver should just come even with the surface

Method of Cutting

Fig. 100

Fig. 102

At Fig. 103 we illustrate the principle of lapping

angular and vertical bars of the lower-case old English

letters. It will be seen here that the angular bar of the
letter is wider by about one-third than the vertical bar,

which proportion makes a most artistic letter. It will

be seen by this illustration that the left point of the
Fig. 103 graver cutting the angular bar upward should be placed

directly in the center of the vertical bar and the cutting

edge of the graver just crossing the upper left corner of the vertical
I ir, thereby allowing the graver to protrude upward to the right

from the vertical bar. This bar of the letter should be cut on an

angle. of 45°, and a graver should always be placed at this point,

that is, with the left corner of the graver directly in the center
of the vertical bar and with the cutting edge of the graver

crossing the upper right corner of the ver-
tical bar.

The angular bars of the old English
letters should be on an angle of 45°, as
illustrated at Fig. 104. We here show by
a diagram what an angle of 45° is. The
line o represents a horizontal line, and the
angular line is 45° upward from same, as
indicated by the direction of the arrow. It
will, therefore, be seen that the angle of
these bars is 45°, and is also the angle
that looks best. The length of the vertical portion of the lower-
case letters, shown at Fig. 104, is twice the length of the angular

portion. By this length we do not mean from the
beginning of the bar to the ending of the bar, but
the space occupied by the angular bar horizontally
is one-half the space occupied by the vertical bar.

To illustrate the difference between angular and
vertical bars of the same and different widths, we illus-
trate at Fig. 105 a bar like the one shown at Fig. 104,
with the angular bars the same width as the ver-

Fig. 105 tical bars. This proves conclusively that the
slight increase of width of the angular bars looks

781

Fig. 104

much better.
At Fig. to6 we show a similar portion of the

lower-case letters with the vertical portion of the letter
reduced from that shown at Fig. 104. The space here
occupied by the vertical portion of the bar is the same
as that occupied by the angular portion of the bar from
the beginning to the ending of the vertical bar. Fig. 106

These illustrations are given and suggestions made owing to
the fact that there are in text books and in some classes of engraving
that come to the attention of beginners, letters that vary in the
points here mentioned. We cannot say just where the portions of
letters shown at Fig. to6, should be used in preference to that at

104, but such cases will come to the attention of the student.
At Fig. 107 we illustrate a cut used extensively in capital old

English letters, which is known as the roll cut. The term roll cut •
is applied to it because the bar is made by beginning on the right
corner of the flat-face graver,
as shown at Fig. 107, the
graver pushed forward and
gradually turned down so as to
increase the width of the in-
cision until the graver arrives
at the point indicated by .B, at
which point the graver should
be flat and both corners held
into the metal, thereby making
a flat incision. It is then
pushed forward in this position
until the point of the graver arrives at A, where it is gradually
turned to the right and tipped up on the opposite corner from the
one inserted at the other end of the cut. It is for this reason, as
above stated, that the stroke is called a roll cut, as we begin on one
corner of the graver and roll the graver over and throw it out on
the opposite corner, thereby making the stroke shorter, as shown
here in one stroke. At Fig. 108 we illustrate the capital C,

as here shown, to represent a bright-cut
A letter. In cutting a letter of this kind the

graver is inserted at the extreme point of the
main bar of the letter indicated by the letter
A. As it is pushed forward and curved
around sufficiently to make a proper curve,
it is gradually turned over to the right from
the operator, which would increase the width
of the bar. It is thus curved and turned
over until the point on the bar indicated by B
is reached, at which point the graver is nearly
flat, and it is held in such position until it is

Fig. ION pushed forward to the letter D, at which point
it is gradually tipped back toward the operator

from the right to the left, thereby decreasing the width of the incision
until the same is reduced to a hair line at the base of the curve, and
it is continued a hair line until the end. The main center bar of the
letter is cut the same as shown at Fig. too, except that the begin-

ning and ending of the letter is not as pointed.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Fig. 107
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THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It iceepts same for relining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market- value, which is governed bythe price of fine silver.
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Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your billswith the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms thattake gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they anymeans of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place avalue on it that will afford two profits.
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New York.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

rliele No. 55 Of the serial entitled " (bold 
Working," begun In

the November, 1900, issue of Tim KEYSTONE
.

ASTING in gold and silver is an im-

portant branch of the gold-workers'

art, and it is also one but poorly de-

scribed in the text-books. The casting of

old or silver is done, in a broad sense, like

brass or bronze work, only on a much smaller

scale. For gold and silver castings sand is

employed precisely as for brass, the sand

being packed in a box opening in halves;

such boxes are called flasks, and for small

gold and silver castings these flasks are

usually of brass and made with considerable

care, so as to ensure the halves of the flask

meeting perfectly. These flasks are, of

course, of such size as to receive the pattern

or patterns to be molded.

Before we go farther with the process of

casting, it will be well to give careful con-

sideration to the principles involved in the

process of metal casting. The " scheme "

involved in the casting art is a recess formed

ill a porous substance, into which the melted

metal is poured. There are several charac-

teristics which this mold must possess, among

these the most important are : it must freely

allow the passage of air, that is, the con-

tained air of the mold must find ready pas-

sage through the sides of the mold as it fills

with the melted metal. Another important

quality the mold must possess which is, it

must be a very poor conductor of heat. A

very excellent experiment, illustrative of

some of the physical principles involved in

casting, can be conducted with mercury,

which is simply a very heavy metal; the

melting point of which is above the average

normal temperature.

If we make a long bag of

chamois leather, say, 1"

in diameter and 6" in

length, we can study the

effect of hydrostatic pressure by filling such

bag with mercury, or, as it's most frequently

called, quicksilver. The mercury can be

filled into the bag up to a certain height,

after which the mercury will begin to exude

through the pores of the chamois leather.

The • height to which the mercury can be

filled, will depend on the smallness of the

apertures in the chamois leather. The illus-

tration of the chamois leather bag is only

chosen as being a convenient and extreme

case of porosity. The so-called porous cups

of galvanic batteries are also good illustra-

tions of porosity. Probably, a tube made of

such materials as these porous cups would

support a column of mercury 30" without

forcing the metallic mercury through the

pores of the tube.Polishings, crucibles, bench and flobr sweeps economically handled andproceeds promptly remitted.

Principles of Metal
Casting in Molds
Explained

No doubt, but the passage of air through

the walls of such tube would be extremely

slow, and, of course, would be adapted for

making molds for fine castings. The best

course for the ambitious workman to pursue

is to master the underlying principles in-

volved in making castings, and then work

out for himself the details of a • process of
casting by which he can secure the best

results. Oge more illustration, and we will

take up the practical details of gold and

silver casting. Let us make a vessel of some

kind, wood or iron, with an embossed glass

front, as shown at Fig. in vertical section.

It is policy to make such vessel

quite small in area, say Yi." by

I. We show at Fig. 2 a front

view of Fig. I, seen in the

direction of arrow z. At Fig. 3

we show a plan view of Fig. 2,

seen in the direction of the arrow

y. The size of the interior space

of the box is 6" by I" by ye'.
The front of the box is em-

bossed glass of some kind,

that with flutes being as good

as any. The idea of this de-

vice is to show the effect of

hydrostatic pressure on fluid

metal. The flutings and mark-

ings of the glass will be quite

Fig. 2 indistinct at the top of the box,

but at the lower part every

line and crevice of the glass

will be filled with sharp me-

tallic lines. This fact carried

into casting gold and silver

will ensure results almost

equal to die work. The flasks employed for

gold and silver work, as previously stated,
are usually of
brass. We
show at D,
Fig. 4, a side
view of such
a flask, with
a front or face

view at Fig. 5. The latter view being Fig. 4,

seen in the direc•

tion of the arrow r.

A good small size

for such flasks is

5" on the sides by

2" deep. The brass

flasks are made

from wood pat-

terns. The wood

of which such pat Fig. 5-

terns is made

should be M." thick, dressed down to at

the upper edge. The dotted lines at x x,

Fig. 4, give a good idea of the bevel or

draft given to the pattern for casting the

brass flasks for molding the patterns for gold

or silver castings.
The flask D has four flanges

Casting in Gold shown at E, Figs. 4 and 5,
and Silver which admit of dowel pins

passing through the holes v,

Fig. 5, said dowel pins ensuring the halves

of the flask going together, as indicated at

the dotted. outline rv, Fig. 4. The sand

usually employed for fine castings in the

United States is that known as Waterford

sand, said sand being found at the town

named on the Hudson River, above Troy,

N. Y. It is of a peculiar loamy nature, par-

ticularly adapted for castings of all kinds,

even those of iron or brass. The operation

of molding is one of peculiar care and deli-

cacy, and .one particularly adapted to show

technical skill and adroitness. As a sample

of molding skill, it is considered as a master

specimen of skill to mold a teacup and

saucer with a contained teaspoon ; cup, saucer

and teaspoon being cast at one operation

and all really forming one piece. Molding

such articles gives excellent practice.

The making of patterns for molding is

a trade by itself, but for such articles as a

jeweler would require, well-made wood pat-

terns are usually to be preferred to those of

metal, especially as lightness is a desirable

quality in patterns. This applies especially

to articles cast in gold for jewelry, but silver

articles are usually from metal patterns. A

nice little article for jewelers to work up a

lot of old accumulated scrap silver is a sirver

cigar-ash tray, a pattern for which could well

be of anything but metal.

We shall have occasion to speak further

of. patterns as these articles progress, for the

present we must confine ourselves to telling

how to use the flasks, like that shown at

Figs. 4 and 5. After the brass flask is made

it is filed half smooth and the face side made

level; that is, so that the two halves join

perfectly on the line s .r. This is best effected

by comparison with a roughened glass slab

having a surface larger than the open side of

the flask. After the edges of the flasks are

fitted to perfectly conform, the two halves

are placed together and holes are drilled in

the flanges E, as shown at v, Fig. 5. Wire

nails or dowel pins serve to make the two

halves of the flask join perfectly. It is to

be understood, that many patterns are so

molded that half of the article to be cast is

molded in the sand contained in each flask.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

"It is impossible to suggest any improvement

for The Keys/one ; it is worth its weight in gold.

We are interested in evety article ; they are

all good. You ought to charge ten dollars a year

_lot The Keystone."—Burnett Bros., Jewelers,
Aberdeen, Washington.
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ings—any old thing with precious metal in it.
We send you a check the day we receive

your shipment. If you don't like the size of the
check, say so, and we'll send back your shipment,
charges prepaid.

But fourteen years of business with no kicks on
this score, show how we do business. You get
every penny's worth of value at the highest pricespaid anywhere.

Give us a chance to show you.
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0 doubt but what there would be a

strong temptation when building a

model watch to use such wheels as

ve can buy in the market, and the knowledge

hat we really possessed the skill to make

such wheels if we could only spare the time,

yould, in a measure, justify the act, still we

veuld like to say that we made the move-

ment as much within our own resources as

possible. With most workmen the pinions

would be considered one of the most difficult

parts of the watch to make, and so they

would be if we adopted the old-time process

when pinions were made from pinion wire

and we were reduced to the necessity of

making the required " draw plates " and

" raising " . the leaves on such wire, as

the operation of drawing. pinion wire was

termed at the time it was universally employed

in the construction of clocks and watches. In

this day we do not think a watch manufactur-

ing concern exists which employs pinion wire

for pinions, all of the pinions being now cut

from solid wire.
If we properly master the problem of

the action of pinions, we should have no

difficulty in cutting our own

pinions. At the outset of

the job, let us try and mas-

ter the mechanical principles

involved in producing pin-
ions for watches and clocks.

Fig. I The leaves of all pillions in

the trains of watch wheels

have radial flanks. This will be understood

by referting to Fig. t, where the lines ),

represent the flanks of
two pinion leaves and
the circle w the pitch
circle. At Fig. 2 we
SilOW the pitch circles
I if a wheel and pinion,
the whole being eight
limes the diameter of 11g. 9

pinion B, and might
riipresent the center wheel and third-wlwel

'We show at Fig. 3 a

magnified diagram of

the principle on which

a pinion for a watch may

be drawn. For a pinion

of io leaves we divide

the pitch circle w into

10 even spaces, as

shown, the radial lines

x can be supposed to

represent one of the

ilanks of each of the pinion leaves, and, inas-

much as we are now dealing with the circle

speak of circular extent in

The angular extent of a
leaf pinion is one-tenth part

Are Laid Out of 3600, hence each Laf
and intervening space repre-

sents 36° of angular extent. In pinions of
to leaves it is the usual practice to let the
leaf occupy one-third of the angular extent
devoted to a leaf. Hence the leaf would be
12° thick and the space between each tooth
24°. As shown in the cut at Fig. 3, the
pillion leaf would occupy the angular

space between the lines s 1 and the leaf space
extend from the line to r. In the practical
construction of all the teeth of leaves and
wheels of pinions used in watches, it is cus-
tomary to add an extension which protrudes

beyond the pitch circles. These extensions

are known as the addendum or ogive.
In dealing with the leaves of pinions for

watches, we really need make no account for

such addendum or ogive, because if such

ogive or addendum was entirely omitted the

watch would perform precisely as well as if

they were added. To make this matter plain

we refer to Fig. 4, where we

show the space between the

the radial lines s t, Fig. 3,
much enlarged. The usual

practice with watch manu-

facturers is to shape the ad-

dendum or ogive of a pinion

leaf to conform to the dotted

circle nor to form of pointed

arch, as shown at ft. To our

readers we would say, how-

ever, there is no gain in the

choice of form, and if the

pinion leaf was shaped to

conform to the circle w, the

watch would perform just as

yell as if shaped to the forms shown at p or

n. In making cutters for producing pinions,

the main thing we have to look to is the

angular extent of the space between the leaves.

As above explained, the angular extent

of the space between pinions of ten leaves is

24°, hence in making a cutter for pinion

leaves we place in our lathe a disk of soft

steel, a portion of the edge of

which is shown at C, Fig. 5,

o o. and setting our slide rest at

12°, proceed to shape a cut-

ter as shown at Fig. 6. That

is, we shape the edge of a

rotary cutter so as to cut a

channel 12° each side of the

central line a. For cutting

pt pinions for our model watch

we should use cutters about

in diameter. The width

of the edge of the cutter at v will depend on

the depth to \vhich we cut the leaves and it is

Yell to cut these no deeper than just enough

to safely free the ogive of the teeth of the

wheel mating with the pinion. The making

of emitters for cutting pinions is not a very

(hifuicult task if ‘ve go about the matter intel-

ligently, and any workman

who has an American lathe

with a slide rest has all the

essential tools for making

pinion cutters. We show

at Fig. 6, a portion of a

section of such a cutter,

Fig. 6 the section being through

its axis. The curve a a',

which forms the ogive of the pinion leaf is

produced by a round-nosed cutter placed in

the slide rest. The diameter of the circle on

Nvhich the curve is based is, in a great meas-

ure, a matter of choice, as we explained

Nvlien speaking of the °gives ft n.
Let us suppose we are deal-

The Ogives of ing- with the pinion to the
Piiiion Leaves third wheel. The outside

diameter of such a pinion is

about and the thickness of the leaves

on the pitch circle about Taw". Now, it is

not to be understood that the precise outside

diameter of a pillion or the thickness of the

leaves are highly important. The policy to

pursue in this instance is the same as that in all

matters of watch construction ; that is, to

make an enlarged drawing-. of the part or

parts we are dealing with and from such

enlarged drawing study the situation and

relation of the parts. In this instance We

first wish to know the distance from center to

center of the third and center wheels. This

distance is, approximately, -Pis". The out-

side diameter of the center wheel to mate the

pinion we are dealing with is ,5.44-6". To

determine the pitch diameter of the center,

wheel, we divide the distance between the

centers of the pivot holes and the third and

center wheels by nine and multiply the quo-

tient by two and eight respectively, to ascertain

the pitch diameters of the third wheel pinion

and the center.
By the arithmetical process just named,

we find the pitch diameter of the third wheel

pinion to be .o66", and the center wheel to

be .533". By actual measurement the out-

side diameter of a third wheel pinion is

.077", and by calculation the pitch diameter

is .o66". Now, of course, one-half of the

difference between the pitch and real diameters

represents the extent of the ogive outside of

the pitch circle with both pinion and wheel.

The difference in the diameters of pillion,

that is, pitch and true diameter, is .011",

hence half of this is the extent of the ogive.

The difference between the pitch and true

diameter of the center wheel is .0218", half of

this is .0109", or the extent of the ogives of

the wheel teeth. Let us make a drawing of

(Continued on page 787)
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How Watch Wheels Are Made

(Continued from poge 785)

a single pinion leaf fifty times the actual size.

We show such a drawing at Fig. 7.

Now, to produce the curves a a', Fig. 6,

we require a round-pointed tool the diameter

of which is .0146". If

we make an ogive to con-
/,w‘ form to the curve n, Figs.

4 and 7, and if we produce a

pointed ogive as shown at

ft, Figs. 4 and 7, we use a

a round-pointed tool the

diameter of which is .022".

Such round-pointed tools

for an American lathe are made by taking a

piece of tool steel which fits the tool post

and drill a hole near the center of the piece.

'ro better explain, we refer to Fig. 8, where

•. 

...... 

••

cli
Fig. 7

D represents the

piece of steel and

the dotted line k,

A A,

the direction of the 
A

Fig. 8

hole. We show a

portion of the piece of steel D in dotted

outline. The reason of this we will now

explain. Let us suppose that the piece of

steel D is 4" long ; we drill a hole .015" in

diameter, as indicated at the dotted linc I.

We next heat the piece D red hot and clasp

it in a vice up to the dotted line k, then bend

D over so it assumes the form indicated at the

dotted outline D".

We next cut off the piece 

of steel A Tc,o1 for Making eel D dose to the hole

Pinion Cutters of the line 1. The piece of

steel D is now shaped as

shown at Fig. 9, and the hole we drilled

stands oblique. The end of D is next shaped

to the form shown at the

dotted outline vi. We

broach out the hole I _D 

1 a little, taper and fit a
round-pointed cutter to
it. The finished tool is now shown at Fig.

ro, the round-pointed cutter at d" shaping

the curves at a. ,

Fig. 6. In using the

tool D the lower

slide of the slide

rest is set to the proper angle and the upper

slide, which holds the tool D, acts on the

lines b b', Fig 6. By means of the feed

screws to the slicks of the slide rest, we can

turn the smooth blank cutter, represented at

C, Fig. 5, to perfect angles and sizes. The

edge v, of the cutter C, is cut into ratchet

teeth and the flanks at c c and the curves at

a a are cut into file teeth with a graver.

There is some skill and good sense required

in cutting such teeth with a graver, but the

skill-is soon acquired. The steel of which

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

KEYS 'T 0 E 7g7

such cutters as C, Fig. 6, are made, should

be annealed very soft and the surface of the

metal kept coated with oil. The idea to be

borne in mind is that we are going to cut

the surface of C into an efficient file, with

which, after hardening, we are going to cut

our pinions. Such cutters or mills, if prop-

erly made, will cut quite rapidly and do as

smooth and accurate work as the most exact-

ing workman can demand. The lines at g,

Fig. I I, give a good idea of how the incis-

ions of the graver run in making cutters for

pinions. The point to be kept in mind

when making a cutter like C, Fig. i r, is to

so manage the graver

that the spaces be-

tween the lines g just

come to an edge. It
is not desirable that

the lines should be too

fine, that is, too close Fig. 11

together, lines about

zoo to the inch will be found about right.

After the cutter C is in perfect shape it should

be coated with a mixture of flour and com-

mon salt and then heated to a dark cherry

red and plunged edgewise into cold water.

A good plan for heating such cutters is to

melt some cyanide of potassium in a crucible

and when red hot, attach a cutter to a piece

of wire for a handle and plunge it into the

red-hot cyanide until it (the cutter) is also

red hot ; then remove it and plunge into cold

water. Steel cutters, or in fact any steel

article, comes out of the water with its polish

undimmed and file-hard. Cutters made as

above directed do not need to have the tem-

per reduced. They can be used file-hard.

[TO HE CONTINUED]

Origin of Watering Stock

There is no financial term that is more familiar

to the general public than " watering of stock "—

meaning the increase in the capital stock of a com-

pany without any corresponding increase of value.

Yet is doubtful if there are many people- who know

how this term originated. Daniel Drew was one

of the most conspicuous figures in Wall Street

from 1852 to about 1870. For years he was pointed

out as the man,who commanded more ready money

than any other one person. His fortune was esti-

mated at $13,000,000—an enormous sum at that

time.
Before Daniel Drew entered Wall Street he

was a cattle drover. It was he who established the

cattle market at Fourth Avenue and Twenty-third

Street in 1829, and it was in the cattle business that

he laid the foundation of his fortune. It was said

that when he was a drover Drew used to give his

cattle salt and then let them drink water until they

appeared big and ft for the market. When Daniel

Drew entered Wall Street, and after securing the

control of the Erie Railroad, swelled the volume of

its stock for the purpose of unloading it on the

public, Wall Street used to say that " Uncle Daniel

had been watering his stock."

Borrowing an Employer's Money

In these vs oi delalc.a ions and breaches of

trust, there are three causes which more than any

other lead to such offenses, and these causes, it is

needless to say, are .the drinking of spirituous

liquors to excess, gambling and evil associations.

The first naturally leads to the latter, and the latter

counts its victims by the score among young men.

Not long ago a young man of highly respect-

able appearance, whose name it is not necessary

to give here, stood at the bar charged with the

crime of robbing his employer. He did not deny

his guilt, but told the story of his crime and begged

the clemency of the court. His story in substance

was that Ile did not intend to steal the money, but

had only used it to recover money that he had lost

in gambling, intending to return it when fortune

favored him.
He was a graduate of a Western

A Typical Case college, of highly respectable

parentage, and held a position

which insure.,d for him a liberal salary, troops of

friends, and the entree to the best society, but in

an evil hour he was led into gambling. He lost

his money, of course, and in the vain hope of

getting it back he was tempted to borrow some of

his employer's money, without asking his consent.

The next night he visited the house again, and lost

all his money. Then it seemed to him that he

could not lose on the third night, and so he took

forty dollars from the money drawer and went a

third time to the house, thinking that he would

certainly be able to replace the money in the

morning. This money was lost, and at the end of -

the week Ile had taken $200 from the money drawer.

" I was nearly wild," he said, " because I only

took the money to win back what I took the first

time, and all. this time my employer was treating

me so kindly that I felt as if I would go crazy.

One night I called at my employer's house to

make a clean breast of it, but he was not at home,

and on my way back I stopped at a gambling

house and won $125. I felt then that I could win

enough money to pay him back, and I though that

it would be foolish to make a confession and ruin

myself when I- could pay the money back without

letting anyone know I had taking it. The next

night I won again, and had within $40 or $5o of

what I had taken. The day after I went to the

gambling house as soon as I could get away from

the store, and then I lost all the money I had

gained."
This probably is the history of

The Course to ninety-nine young men out of

every hundred who are similarly

tempted, and should it meet the

eye of some youth who has taken the first down-

ward step in the same direction, we appeal to him

by his own self-respect, by the love of his relatives

and friends, by all his hopes of the future to stop

at once before it is too late. If he has already

taken the first step, let him go to his employer

without delay, make a full confession, and throw

himself on that employer's mercy. Should he do

this all may yet be well with him. Should he stifle

the voice of conscience and listen to the siren voice

of the tempter, nothing is more certain than that

he will eventually become the inmate of a felon's

cell—despised by his friends and condemned

forever after to herd with felons.

Money won at gambling brings with it no

blessing, under any circumstances. No profes-

sional gambler ever yet died rich, while the same

exertion to accumulate money by such means, used

in any honest direction, would insure at least a

comfortable living, and the respect of all good men.

Pursue



wE pride ourselves in the quality of our diamond stock.In fact, standard quality in every line we handle is abso-lutely g'uaranteed. You must know that quality has a great dealto do with price ; it's all there is to price. A diamond is high-priced or low-priced, not according to the number of dollarsyou pay for it, but according to what you get for your money.That's why, when you sell a diamond ordered from us,you have made a permanent and satisfied customer.Drop in when you are in town. We'll be glad to see you.Address your next order for diamonds to us and thus get thebenefit of the quick and intelligent service we give our cus-tomers.

NORRIS, ALISTER 6 COMPANY
134-136 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

Class Pin Money
is easy money when you handle Bastian's Class Pins. WheneverBastian's Class Pins and an up=to=date jeweler meet, they becomefriends.

This is the Class Pin Season. Are you prepared for ft?Send for one of Bastian's catalogs to-day. The young men and women who buy class pins are the jewelry buy-
ers of the future. Make them your customers now by giving them the best class pin made. We are Class Pin
Specialists. Our patented process of manufacturing gives us an honest monopoly : that of highest quality and lowest
price. Verify these facts yourself by comparing our prices and goods with those of others. Silver-Plated and Sterling
Silver Pins, same as illustration, in any color of enamel and with any letters desired (letters not to exceed in number
those shown) :

SILVER-PLATED PINS, per doz., 75c.; STERLING SILVER PINS, per doz., $1.87These pins are rapid sellers at ri) and 25 cents, respectively. On the Sterling Silver Pins the very best French
enamel is used.

BASTIAN'S GOLD CLASS PINS, $15 a dozen -•Merit, price and extensive advertising have made I3astian's Class Pins as famous as Elgin watches.Besides Class Pins we make to order Badges, Medals and Buttons in either Gold, Silver, Bronze or Ribbon.
Special designs and estimates cheerfully sent free of charge.
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" .1djustment."—In putting in a new staff,

(Iws it afket the adjustment of a watch P—Not if

the watch is handled by an experienced workman,
one who can remove the old staff and replace with

a new one, without throwing the balance out of

true. Of course, judgment must be used in select-

ing a new staff, to see that the parts fit properly.
We would advise the replacing of the roller table
Si) that the ruby pin faces the same screw on the
balance.

"Novable."-1 wish to place a stand in my
windozc, ornament i/ with jewelry of zwrions

kinds, Men have some power to operate it. IThat
I ant stuck on is the power. Can you suggest
anrthing to help me out ?—Electric motors for such
purposes can be procured from almost any dealer
in electrical supplies, and if you desire to obtain
one we would suggest that you write such a dealer.
W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, New York, also
make a specialty of such motors. If you desire to
run your display during the day, when the power is
off your electric line, thus necessitating the use of
storage batteries, this method of running the win-
dow will prove to be an expensive one. This
question of motive power for propelling various
mechanical show-window devices is one that will
no doubt prove of interest to many of our readers.
As the installation of electric power for the purpose
is always expensive and in some instances there are
other drawbacks, it behooves us to look about for
power from some other source. When doing this,
the first thought that suggests itself is toward a
strong spring motor ; but to anyone who has
experimented in this direction the suggestion is not
altogether a pleasant one, as it brings to mind the
expense and failure attached to such experiments.
To those who contemplate the construction of a
motor which requires winding, we would recom-
mend the use of a device governed by a weight
instead of a spring. At the present thlle, gear
\vheels can be obtained at very reasonable prices,
and if it is practicable to secure a location for a
weight to have a fall of six or eight feet, a train of
four or five wheels can be utilized to advantage,
and the weight can be constructed to meet the
emergency, providing we do not overtax the
strength of the teeth of the gear wheels. It is
well to make the first two or three wheels of such
train of heavy iron wheels, then change to lighter

brass wheels.

" have an old weight clock Mat 1
IH;,e repaired and put in good running- order,
.• rept it seems to forget to strike sometimes, but
,•:11,7i it does strike ii seems to strike with all the
I/i it that is necessary. 11 only misses once Or

1,-oice 0 day.—There are several different kinds of
Ariking trains, and as we do not know the kind

■ air clock contains, it is impossible for us to say
Kt N'here the trouble lies. But no matter where

I He fault is, it is easily found by following this
nt,.,thod of examination : Take the movement out

the case, remove the dial ; now place it where
you can examine the works ; replace the hands
just as if the dial was on ; thtn move the minute
liand slowly, until the clock warns. Look care-
fully to see that the part that releases the wheel to
Iliow it to warn raises high enough, so that there
u; no danger that it does not warn at times. If you
find this correct, move the hand to the hour so
that it starts to strike. Say it is going to strike ten,
when it has struck nine times, stop the train with
your finger, and let the wheels run very slow,
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while striking the last one, and note very carefully
that the locking is secure. Just as the hammer
has struck, the train should stop running and not
allow it to run until the tail of the hammer rests
Oil the pins of the wheel that raises the hammer.
Try the clock this way, making it strike from 12
to I, and by close examination you will find the
trouble.

"facol."—What is the correct way to operate
a loco/ pivot lathe, and can this lathe be used to
any advantage /—The Jacot tool is used for pol-
ishing or burnishing a pivot. Some workmen use
it for straightening pivots. To operate this tool
for polishing a pivot, we select one of the attach-
ments that contains a slot (of which there are dif-
ferent sizes) for our pivot to rest in, and by using
a pivot file or burnisher the pivot can be reduced
in size or burnished, as the case may be. While
burnishing, the wheel is revolved by what is
termed a bow, which is attached to the loose wheel
On the lathe, which wheel in turn revolves the

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

wheel which we are burnishing. While burnishing,
kve slide our burnisher in the opposite direction
from which our wheel is turning, that is, when the
wheel is revolving towards us we slide our bur-
nisher from us, and vice versa. This is clone with
a short, quick action. To straighten the pivot, we
go through the same operation, only pressing a
little harder on the pivot, ,and do not revolve the
wheel so fast. To polish the point of a pivot, we
use another disk, one having different holes around
it, through one of which the pivot is projected.
Pivot files and burnishers of different shape are
used for the work. At Fig. i we show the shape
of a burnisher used for square-shoulder pivots.
Fig. 2, for conical pivots. These call be bought at
any wholesale tool and material house.

" recently put two claws on my
diamond ring a'ithoul remoz'ing the set. ztfler
finishing the ring 1 find that Me diamond appears
dull in some places and on about ha/f the top. I
have had it in pickle, etc., but have not been able to
restore Me color. Have done the same kind of
work often, but never experienced such trouble
be/hre.—In view of the fact that we have frequently
cautioned our readers against hard soldering a ring
or other article in close proximity to a diamond or
other precious stone, we are quite surprised to be
in receipt of this question. You may, however,
take comfort in the fact that you are not the only
one—such questions reach us quite frequently.
If any workman will pause for a moment before
subjecting a diamond to the intense heat necessary
II) hard soldering, and consider that a (liamond,
though much more beautiful, is merely a very per-
fect specimen of hard coal (crystallized carbon) we
do not not think he will be foolish enough to go
ahead with the job without first removing the set.
Flard coal will burn, and so will a diamond if the
heat be sufficient. You are fortunate in that the
stone was your own property and not that of a
customer. The only remedy is to remove the
dimmed stone and repolish it, and this should be
done by an experienced lapidist.

"Illagnetize."—(/) Will you kindly inform
me of the method used in demagnetizing- a watch
or other article where one has access to a a'ynamo
—If the dynamo be an alternating current machine,
all that is necessary is to hold the watch near to
one of the poles and gradually draw it away.
Great care must be used in the operation, how-
ever, for if the watch touches any part of the
dynamo you will get the full force of the current
and be " demagnetized " yourself—perhaps fatally.

(2) iiihat was the mechanism employed in the
so-called "self-winding" watches P—From the
manner in xvhich your question is worded, we have
no doubt you refer to watches of the " freak "
variety. There were quite a few of these, of which
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we will give a brief description of two : The first
is only applicable to hunting-case watches and coh-
sisted of an arrangement whereby the watch was
wound by the act of closing the front-back. In

this there was a short arm projecting beyond the
joint, which was connected by means of a double

link to a lever, one end of which was pivoted to

the plate. On the free end of the lever was a rack
working into a wheel on the barrel arbor, with
ratched-shaped teeth ; a weak spring fastened to
the lever kept the rack in contact with the wheel
teeth. In place of the lift spring, there was a
spring attached to the plate and connected with
the lever by means of a short chain ; consequently
each time the watch would be opened it would he
partly wound. This construction, of course,
necessitated a different method of hooking in
the mainspring, for, with the ordinary method,
when the watch was fully xvound, the case would
not close. This ‘vas overcome by placing a piece
of mainspring a little more than a complete coil,
with the ends overlapping, in the barrel and rivet-
ing the mainspring- hook to it. Another watch of
this variety was patented by Louis Recordon, in
1780, and has been reinvented and experimented
with at intervals since that time. This has been
oftentimes termed a " pedometer watch," inasmuch
as the motion of the body is utilized for winding
purposes. In it there was a weighted lever, pivoted
at one end ancl kept in its normal position against
the upper of two banking pins by a long curved
spring, which was so weak that the ordinary mo-
tion of the body caused the lever to oscillate be-
tween the banking pins. A ratchet wheel with
very fine teeth was pivoted to the same center as
the weighted lever, and fixed to the lever was a
pawl, which engaged with the ratchet wheel. This
pawl was made elastic, so as to yield to the undue
strain caused by the effort of the lever to vibrate
after the watch was wound.

."Balance Screw."—Please give the best way
to remove screws from balance rims after head
being twisted off—If the head of the screw has
been twisted off, caused by the screw fitting too
tight, there is no other way to remove it but to
drill it out. Take a fine-pointed graver and, by
holding the balance in your fingers so as not to bend
it, make a small center in the screw. Then place a
pivot drill smaller than the screw in the lathe and
drill a hole through the screw. The part that re-
mains ill the wheel can sometimes be screwed out
by forcing a broach in the hole we drilled, but in
most cases we must broach it out. This will, as a
rule, ruin the thread in the rim. Most all balances
contain more holes in the rim than there are
screws, and in case we ruin a thread in one hole
we place a screw in the nearest hole to it and re-
place the screw on the opposite side, to match and
to bring the balance to poise.

" Shellac."—(.f) '11.7iat is used fin- selling roller
jewels in high-grade watches? Is it not shellac Si'—

Shellac is used in most all cases. Sonic watch
factories have been setting the roller pin in their
fine-grade movements, friction tight. They make
the pin with a very slight taper, and force the pin
into the table, which holds it securely.

(2) 11,hal CaUSCS alariuu clocks to gain when
alarm is used, and run all right when alarm is not
used?—The clock should run the same whether
the alarm spring is wound or not, because the
wheel that gears into the dial wheel and releases
the alarm is always engaged, therefore there is no
difference whether the alarm is wound or not,
except in the alarm clocks where the one spring
acts for the alarm and time both, and when fully
wound is too strong, causing it to gain a trifle.

" Clear."-1 have an IS /7-jewel Elgin
watch, adjusted l/iih has had a new balance slog
filled. It has been thoroughly cleaned and repaired,
but Mere is a grindiug noise in Me ring it does
not ring, clear as when new. The watch keeps
good time. I have the same experience with all
other watches that have been filled with flea bal-

ance staff—We have also noticed this and have
succeeded in getting a nice, clear ring by placing
the staff in the lathe and taking the extreme corner
off the pivots. We do not mean to round them,
but merely the corner to be made smooth.



TRENTON
Pendant

WATCHES
Setting
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No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, thraightline eseapoinent, e X pOSed ltt. iit I.X
ilanS1011 1.1:1111•1`, hal ■11111.11 ;11111 tempered
hregnet r,pri nt_t, s:Ircty pillit.II,
1)1111 ilIg, eN I pnii•Ited steel winding
wheels, iltitti hand, - s In tu. arabic white
enamel dial wit It nininntram "T. W. CO."

No. 315. " FORTUNA."
Special 12 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and
Open - Face, Lever
Setting

Nickel thimaskeened, cut
ex IlanSil,11 halance, safety
pint, , tt.t. re w bankings,
straight lino lever escape-
Mellt, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed wind-
ing wheels, handsome white
enamel dia with depressed
seeond and red marginal
figures. Stem-wind and lever
set. These movements are
slightly dial-high. Suitable
cases are easily obtained.

No. 100. Bridge Model, 0 Size, 7 Jewel,
Bunting and Open Face, Pendant
Setting

Nickel ,laniaskeened, quick train, straight
line lever escapement., exposed pallets,
cut expansion balance, hardened and
tempered breguet hairspring, safety
pinion, screw backings, exposed polished
steel winding wheels, dust band, roman
or arabic white enamel dial and red
marginal figures.

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, I I Jewel, Hunt-
ing and Opent.Face, Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hard-ened and tetnpered breguet hairspring, safety !debut,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel %hihiilihhg
wheels, dust band, depressed center and seventh-,
white enamel dial with monogram " T. W. Co."

Price-List furnished on application

No. 300. " FORTUNA."
6 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunt-
ing and Open-Face.
Lever-Setting

Nickel damaskeeued, cut
expansion balance, safety

serew bank ings,
straight line lever vs. ape-
meld, hardened and 11.1n-
pored bregnel hair,pring,
quick train, ex lo tstol hb hid-
ing wheels, hal11is41111,.
011[13111.i dial with depressed
second and red marginal
figures. Stein - wind aud
lover set.

Jobbers sell TRENTONS
Manufactured and guaranteed by the

No. 140. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 15
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face.
Pendant Setting

4 pairs in settings, micrometer regulator,
nbhiel damaskeened, quick train, straightline lever t,-eapenient, exposed pallets, cat

pansion balance, hardened and kill.
111.1,1 hreguet hairspring, steely pinion,.,•retv Int ti kings, exposed polished steel

wheels, dust band, 1.0111111) or
a ra loic depressed center and second white
enamel dial and red marginal figures.

TRENTON WATCH CO., Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.

We'll Confess at the Start
that the man who is looking for " plunder " won't like our prices.11, On the other hand we don't believe we'd care for his business.
11, We know that there is an increasing number of merchants who buyfixtures, as they take a partner—for a lifetime,

They are the people we're after, and for them we have a story out ofthe ordinary.

PHILLIPS'

Show Cases
are all that their name implies—have been that for more than fortyyears—only they're just as far in front now as in 1864, the date westarted business.

GET OUR 1905 CATALOGUE OF CASES AND FIXTURES

JOHN PHILLIPS 0 CO., Ltd.
Established 1864

aticli, Windsor, Ont. DETROIT, MICH.

MORRIS ROSENI3LOOM & CO.

Importers and Jobbers of

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
Cut Glass, Optical Goods

Tools and Materials
143 Main St., E. Rochester, N. Y.

Perpetual Trembler
Scarf Pins and Brooches

are not only rapid sellers, but attract buyers of othcr
goods.

They are always in motion and people will stop to
"Wonder Why."

Order through your jobber, or send for catalogue
and names of nearest jobbers, to

PERPETUAL TREMBLER
Elmwood Station Providence, R. I.

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and addr
ess—not. for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid 
to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

" Pallet fewel."—(I) Piave trouble in gelling

the pallet jewel set right after they come out or

have been loosened, especially if the banking pins

have been disturbed. Can you tell me how to adjust

hath pallet jewels and bank pins P—To thoroughly
understand and master the adjuSfment of the

banking pins and pallet stones of a watch is no

small matter, and requires quite a study. The
subject has been covered quite often in our
columns, but as it is of interest to most every

workman, we will give it a brief review. Let any

person at all conversant with the lever escape-

ment give the matter a thought and it will be
apparent that we can safely change any portion;

or, perhaps, it would be better to say we can tam-

per with any of the actions with less detriment to
fine results than to change the relations of the fork

and jewel pin. We hold that changes have been
made in the relation of the fork to the roller
adieu in many instances without properly consid-
ering the consequences Of such changes. Now, if
the functions and requirements of these parts are
perfectly understood, errors of the manufacturer
and repairer will, in a great measure, be avoided.
We would, before proceeding any further, warn all
workmen against trying to remedy faults of pallet
action by changing or modifying the roller and fork
action. This will be evident as soon as we call to
mind the fact that every change in the action of
the pallets is magnified three times at the end of
the fork. By proper relation, we mean that the
roller jewels should enter and leave the slot of the
fork properly. A very good plan to tell when the

iroller and fork action s correct, is to take a small
piece of paper and place it between the fork and
watch plate so that the fork will not move unless
you move it, then place the balance in the watch
without the hairspring ; but before placing the bal-
ance in, you should bend the guard pin away, so
that it will not interfere with the roller table. After
doing this, you move the balance until the roller
jewel enters the fork, and continue moving it until
the roller jewel has left the fork, but it should not
quite touch the banking pin, because when the
roller jewel left the fork it scraped its way out and
the fork should move just a very little farther, so
that there is no danger of the roller jewel scraping
on the horn of the fork when going in or out.
After doing this on both sides, you should straighten
the guard pin and have it as close to the roller as

Possible without touching, while the fork is against
the banking pin. After having done this on both
sides, you are ready to adjust the pallet again.
You do this by putting a little power on the train,
but keeping the small piece of paper between the
plate and fork, so that the fork will not move only
when you move it. You then move the balance
v..hile the roller jewel is in the fork, and move it
slowly, at the same time keep looking through the
peep-hole and watch very closely when the tooth

Ives the impulse face of the pallet. Now, when
It does leave the impulse face of the pallet, the
other tooth should drop on the locking face far
enough up to be secured. You try this on both
stones, and when the tooth does leave on both
sides the lever should not quite touch the banking
pin. Now comes the advantage of the draw. If
there is draw on the pallets, which there should be,
as we explained above, the draw will pull the lever
over to the banking pin and keep it there, while
the balance is taking its action and the roller jewel
is out of the fork. If the escapement acts this way,
II is correct, but suppose when you try the pallet
action you find that the tooth drops on the impulse
face instead of the locking face. Of course, in that
case you must pull out the pallet stone until the
tooth drops on the locking face. You must bear
one thing in mind, and that is in all lever escape-
ments the tooth, on leaving one pallet stone, must,
in all cases, drop on the locking face of the other
stone, but supposing when you move the lever over
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to the banking pin the tooth will not escape. In
this case you must push in the stones ; the banking
pins should not be changed when they are once set
properly, as explained above. There are several
reasons why the above rules will not hold good,
for no other reason than some one may have
changed the roller jewel and put one in that is too
small, or may have put a pallet stone in that is too
narrow. Then, again, our escape wheel may not
be round, or the teeth may be bent. Workmen
must examine all things and work accordingly.

(2) What will I have to do to an eight-day
clock in order to make it keep time with a longer
pendulum ? I have such a clock and desire to use
a longer pendulum and still have the clock keep
time.—In order to use a longer pendulum on your
clock, you must change the train (number of teeth
Ill the wheels) to correspond with the length of
pendulum you want to use. It would be cheaper
to buy a new movement with the length of pendu-
lum you desire.

" Full-Plate."—I have a Swiss lever watch,
brass club-tooth escape wheel, pal/el jewels fixed,
escapement jeweled (full-plate movement), Me holes
rubbed in, the pallets are correct with the /ever, ;
Mangle, and banking pins correct; my point is, Me
escape teeth have too much lock on the outside pal-
let, and don' quite drop on the locking corner
inside, making escapement shallow. Can I bend
the anchor? What would the pallet-maker do?
Am afraid of hying to cure one fault, lest by being
too hasty I plunge myself headlong into another,—
If the escapement is shallow (i. e., the tooth when
leaving the impulse face of the pallet stone, does
not drop securely on the locking face), the fault
cannot be corrected by twisting or bending the
fork, for an escapement once being shallow can
only be remedied by pulling out the pallet stones
or bringing the pallets closer to the escape
wheel. In a Swiss watch, such as you speak of,
the pallet stones cannot be moved, but the pal-
lets can be brought closer to the escape wheel,
which is the same thing. This can be done by
removing the pallets from the staff and making
the hole in the center a little larger towards the
rear, as shown at Fig. r, so that it can be pushed

Fig. 1.

forward. To enlarge the hole, place a picce of
binding wire through it, fastening both ends of the
wire in a saw frame, and by using oilstone powder
and oil, working the wire up and down, the

same as if we were sawing, you will be surprised
how quick the hole can be made larger. The
holes where the steady pins fit in must also be
made larger. This is done by broaching them
when replacing the pallets, just before the arbor is
screwed tight. Force the pallets as far front as

the pins and arbor will permit. You can very
readily see this will make the escapement deeper.
The teeth should have the same amount of lock

on both stones. This can be obtained by twisting

the pallets on the arbor. The pallet maker, no
doubt, would put in a new pair of pallets.

" Universal. "—I would like instructions re-
garding the use of the universal head and slide

rest in jeweling, etc.—The universal head or face
plate is one of the most useful attachments of the

lathe, as it enables us to make any part of the

watch plate come to the center. For example :

Suppose you want to put a jewel in the lower plate

for the third wheel pivot, place the plate in the
universal head, so the pump center enters the third

wheel hole, then tighten the jaws. You can tell if

the hole is absolutely true by using a piece of peg-

wood, which has been pointed and cut off flat on

one side. Insert the point in the hole and allow

the flat side to rest on the T rest, revolving the

lathe slowly, when, if the hole is not true, the peg-

wood will wobble up and down. Note carefully

when the far end of the pegwood is down, stop the

lathe at that point and give the top of the watch

plate a light tap, which will make it run true. A
little practice will soon enable us to do it quickly.
The use of a slide rest with the proper cutters, is
unlimited, but for jeweling, it can only be used to
cut the recess to take the jewel or the recess to
take the jewel setting, the burnishing must be
done by hand. The kind of cutters to use for this
work, also burnishers, are described in reply to
"Querulous," page 245, February, 1904, KEY-
STONE.

"Roller Jewel."—Please tell me the best way
to fasten a roller jewel. 1 have trouble with them
getting loose—There is no secret in fastening a
roller jewel so that it will stay tight for some time,
if we go about it in the right way, as follows :
Remove the roller jewel from the table and clean
it thoroughly of all old shellac, and also clean the
roller table, cleaning all the old shellac out of the
hole ; then reset the jewel with fresh shellac, being
careful not to heat the shellac enough to burn
it. The trouble with most watchmakers is that
they do not clean the table and jewel properly.
This leaves some oil or foreign matter on the table
and jewel, which the shellac will not adhere to,
causing the jewel to become loose in a short time.

"Staffing No. 2."—Please explain how I can
turn a balance staff for an old English watch, one
pled with a jnsee and chain.—We gave full
instructions for turning balance staffs in the De-
cember, 5903, KEYSTONE, page 1937. Quite a num-
ber of old English watches contain a balance staff
having the hub made of brass, but in making a
new staff it can be made of a solid piece of steel.

" Beats."—Kindly advise the requisite number
of beats per minute in .order to correctly time the
following makes of mantel and kitchen clocks
Seth Thomas, Ansonia, New Haven, Ingraham,
Waterbtoy, Gilbert, Sessions. Any further data
you may give in this direction will be very grate-
fully received.—It is impossible for us to give you
the different number of vibrations of the clocks
that you name, as they vary. Different move-
ments made by the same company, vary in beats
per hour, but it is an easy matter to ascertain the
exact number of vibrations of any clock by count-
ing the train. Multiply together all the teeth in
the wheels, from and including the wheel that
carries the minute hand to the escape wheel, then
multiply together all the leaves of the pinions that
engage with them, then divide the product of the
teeth by the product of the leaves and multiply the
answer by two, which gives the number of vibra-
tions that the pendulum makes in one hour. For
example : Take a clock train that would contain
teeth in the center wheel 24, third wheel 42 teeth
and 8-leaf pinion, fourth wheel 43 teeth and 7-leaf
pinion, escape wheel 36 teeth and 6-leaf pinion.
We then place them down in the manner:

24 _42 43 36
8 7 C

Then cancel what pinions will cancel into the teeth
evenly ; after doing this the figures are reduced to

3 X 43 X 36,

which we multiply .together and obtain this result:

3 X 43 X 36 = 4644.

We multiply this by two because there are two beats
to each tooth, which will give us 9288, which is the
number of vibrations the pendulum of this clock
must make in one hour. You may think it strange
that we found a clock that only had 24 teeth in the
center wheel, though in explanation we might say
that 24 is really not the number of teeth in the
center wheel, as this clock really had no center
wheel, but instead a loose pinion, which we might
call the cannon pinion, as it carried the minute
hand, this gearing into the teeth of the wheel next
to the mainspring. Now, as this cannon pinion
went round once in one hour, and gearing directly
into the train of the clock, we had to use the num-
ber of teeth it had in place of the center wheel, as
you must always start with a certain number of
teeth in one wheel that makes the clock run one
hour. The train referred to above was taken from
an eight-day, half-hour strike Ansonia clock.
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THE up-to-date merchant makes money
by placing in his store a system which

gives him full information concerning his day's
business at any time in the day.

A National Cash Register
Takes care of the smallest detail in any retail
business.
A merchant cannot afford to be without

a system which is thoroughly reliable, fully
guaranteed, which pays for itself out of the
money it saves, and earns for its owner 100
per cent. on the money invested.
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DESCRIPTION OF KEYSTONE JEWELER'S OUTFITMade of oak, finished light antique, golden or flemish oak, or made of birch, imitationof cherry or mahogany finish. Glass, double strength AA quality.WALL CASES.--Base part 30 inches high, 23 inches deep, outside ; three drawers in center, cup-boards either side with hinged paneled doors. Upper part 69 inches high, 17 inches deep, inside.One 10-inch, one I2-inch and one I4-inch wide shelves on brackets. Shelves and interiorlined with dark blue felt. Two doors sliding up and balanced by weights.SHOW CASES AND TABLES.-42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.Show case front glass 14 inches high, top glass 24 inches wide, front andtop in two lights each, horizontal sliding doors lined with Americanmirrqrs. These tables have band-sawed French less.SCREENS.-66 inches high to top of rail, 71 inches highover all, paneled below, glass above.We can furnish jewelers any quantity of wallcases, show cases, tables and screens immedi-ately. Send list of each kind required andwe will be glad to quote prices. We
send our catalogue upon request.
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E i'VERY MANUFACTURER AND DEALER • •
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12 should notice the disqincriness of' the design and cutting of this

Cut Glass plate, also the plate of Silverware on the other side of this sheet
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OUR CATALOGUE is the mo sq important part ofyour business.
Da 13 We are prepared to make it the mo sq valuable help to you in your

Selling Department. Our methods of Illusqrating, our Facilities, our
Product and Reputation prove this. Correspond with us. • •

•

BINNER -WELLS COMPANY
DESIGNERS EN GRAVERS PRINTERS

309-10-11 Michigan Boulevard Graphic Arts Building, CHICAGO
see Other Side
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Notice the detail, silvery texture, the roundness,
and the convincing naturalness of the goods shown in
this plate of silverware. We obtain this perfect result
by making the plates direct from the object under our
immense sunlight skylight, the most perfectly
planned skylight yet constructed. We reproduce
direct such objects as Silverware, Jewelry, Glassware,
Pottery, Porcelains, and objects of art of all kinds.

Sunlight
Halftones

,

BIN\TR -WELLS COMPANY
309-310-311 Michigan Boulevard, Graphic Arts Building, CHICAGO

Daylight
Presswork

We are Designers, Engravers and Printers. Our equipment throughout Is the most modern obtainable;new specially constructed building, ideal location; proper skylights for photographers and artists, daylightfor press room and composing room. We invite a careful inspection of our plant, our facilities and ourproduct. Correspond with us about your wants, either In designing, engraving or printing.
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Advantages of Local Associations

WE have before us a letter from a sub-
scriber, Sandy McKay, of West

Branch, Mich., which contains the following

vigorous command: " Stir u0 the jewelers

on the matter of a national organization."

So many subscribers make this same sugges-

tion to us that there would seem to be abun-

dant material for such an association, and yet

efforts to organize a national body have met

with but little encouragement. Our own

experience in this matter convinces us that

a national association is best built up from

previously formed State organizations, and

these in turn are best built from local organ-

izations. Those who wish for a national

organization should begin at home, and

organize local bodies after the manner of the

hardware dealers. There seems to be a

most deplorable lack of fraternity among the

jcwelers, and this is unquestionably due to

the fact that no effort has been made to bring

them together. Speaking on this subject at

the preliminary meeting of a local organiza-

tion recently formed, a jeweler aptly said :

" Your brother dealer is just as good a fellow

as you are; is in business for the same pur-

pose; has a family to support; taxes and

rent to pay, and wants to lay something by

for a rainy day and old age. You don't

know him, although he be in the same block,

unless you have a local organization, at which

you meet and talk over affairs with a view of

being mutually benefited. Open up and tell

your competitor the names of the dead

heats, and he in turn will do the same. Talk

over the prices of staple and other articles,
you will find some are too high on a certain

article and you didn't know it, and that

another is too low in price on the same arti-
cle. Get nearer together, get together not
to rob the customer, but to get legitimate

prices and banish ill-feeling. The progres-

sive, up-to-date, successful merchant of to-
day is the one who mingles with others; is

the one who knows what the rest of the

world is doing and takes part with them."

At a recent meeting of a hardware

dealers' association one of the members told

by he was a member of the organization.
" To a young man like myself," he said, " it

means much to meet in counsel with such
men as gather here. Men eminently success-
ful in their line of business, men who are big

enough and broad enough to give us the

benefit of their knowledge and experience

freely and willingly. These men have fur-

nished me with inspiration and many new

and good ideas that have been of much

value. I have never failed to go home from

one of these meetings without being full of

enthusiasm for the possibilitiess of my busi-

ness, and have utilized things that I have

heard here in our own business to great ad-

vantage. I have gained in dollars and cents

as well as knowledge at these meetings, and

I will tell you how. Last year some one told

of the possibilities of the washing-machine

business; following the suggestions made,

we sold more than four times the number of

machines we had sold in any previous year.

The same policy was followed in our wire

fencing, and sales were much larger for the

year. Two years ago we followed the sug-

gestions offered on sewing machines and

have never had reasons to regret it. Many

such ideas have been acted on, always with

good results."
Such are a few of the benefits.that ac-

crue from association and intercourse, and it

is regrettable that the jewelers are behind the

other trades in taking advantage of them.

Advertisement Writing Contest for
School Pupils

FROM time to time in these columns we

have reiterated the various means by

which the jeweler can get in touch with

parents through the medium of the children,

and we commend the plan of offering prizes

for the best advertisements of the store

written by the school pupils as one of the

most interesting and effective means to this

end. Recently this plan of advertising was

adopted by a firm located at Fort Fairfield,

Me., and, we understand, with the same

satisfactory results as reported in other cases.

French Brothers, of that town, who are

dealers in general merchandise, have insti-

tuted an advertisement writing contest for

the high school pupils, and are offering

weekly prizes of $2 to the student.who com-

poses the most effective advertisement for

their store. No student who wins a prize

is allowed to compete for two or three weeks,

a wise provision, for each of the competitors

knows that he will have more than one

(793)

chance, and that there is no danger of his

being forced to compete again and again

with some bright particular genius, who

romps home in first place every week. On

Monday afternoons the advertisements of all

the pupils are handed to the committee

chosen by the proprietors of the store, the

winner is announced, and the advertisement

published in the local paper.

COMMENTING on the scheme as carried

out by French Brothers, The Boot and

Shoe Recorder makes the following admirable

suggestions :

" In working up such a scheme a dealer
should not only give it prominence through
his advertisements in the paper, but should
use his influence with the editor to make
mention • of it in his news and editorial
columns. It is not very difficult to point out
the educational value of the contest, or the
practical effect it may have upon the future
work of some of those high school pupils,
and these and other virtues should be care-
fully stated and strongly presented. It will
be of great help to get a representative com-
mittee to decide the contest ; not only to
select a member of the firm who may have
a practical eye as to the worth of the adver-
tisements, but some of the prominent men of
the town, a clergyman or two, or perhaps
the principal of the high school, who may be
induced to say something about it to his
pupils, and thus give it another little push
along.
" If it is decided to publish only those

advertisements which are successful in win-
ning prizes, some scheme should be devised
for bringing to public notice other produc-
tions which may be clever and yet not worthy
of an award. A good plan might be the
publication of several circulars, which should
be widely distributed during the contest,
which should contain one or more of the
unsuccessful advertisements. In this manner
many pupils could be given prominence, and
in a way reap a reward for their endeavor.
To finish the contest off well, and to add
much to the good impression created, it will
be a splended idea to write a note to the
parents of each of the prize winners, con-
gratulating them on the work of their son or
daughter, and giving the young person a
very tactful meed of praise, which will not
appear to be overstepping the bounds of
good taste, and yet a little more than a mere
perfunctory compliment, it might also be well
to announce that you will allow any of the
prize winners a certain discount on any
purchases they may make at your store
during thirty days from the date of their
achievement."
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SILVER=PLATED FLATWARE
PATENTED MAR. 20.1900

VERY BEST
PLATED WARE

Why?
Because I put more Silver
upon the wearing parts by
Buck's Patent Process of
Plating.
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New and Interesting Features
This sketch illustrates a plating vat, and explains how I deposit more silveron the wearing parts. D represents rack loaded with spoons, suspended fromrod C: A represents silver ; 2 and 3 the backs of spoons, where the mostwear comes. The backs, being nearest the silver, receive the deposit of platefaster than other parts, thus insuring a heavier plate than the same grade ofgoods plated in the usual method by other manufacturers. This applies to allgrades of plate, including sectional and triple, and will give 20% better servicethan goods plated in the usual way.
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E. W. Gilmore & Bro., have removed from

SS York Street to 40 Colborne Street, Toronto, Can.
Olaf Schive, who has for the last twelve years

conducted a jewelry store in Illiopolis, Ill., has
moved to Thorsby, Ala., where he will open a
larger store.

Arthur N. Hull, Southern salesman for T. G.
Hawkes & Co., cut glass manufacturers, Corning,
N. Y., accompanied by his family, sailed on board
the White Star liner Republic, April 13th, for a
vacation trip in Europe. The party will visit Flor-
ence, Venice and places of interest in Germany.

The Tom Price Jewelry Co., of Itasca, Tex.,

is the name of a concern recently incorporated
with a capital of $5000. This company deals in
diamonds, jewelry, musical instruments, sewing
machines, cutlery, etc. Tom Price is manager of
the firm, and the directors are J.W. Hudson, H. E.
Chiles and A. L. Murphy.

E. & J. Swigart, Cincinnati, Ohio, are issuing
to their customers a neat little vest-pocket diamond
table, which will be found very convenient for
accurately figuring the cost and selling price of
diamonds and precious stones. The table tells the
cost of the several fractions of a carat in every
grade of diamond from $75 a karat to $2oo, and
thus saves calculation and the possibility of error.
It is enclosed in a neat celluloid case.

The authorities of Dallas, Tex., will be grate-
ful for information of the whereabouts of one Bert
Calhoun, alias G. S. Calhoun, for forging checks
Oil the jewelry trade of that place. He is 5 feet 9
inches high, weighs 145 pounds, has dark hair and
eyes, is smooth shaven with sallow complexion,
and about thirty-eight years old. He is a watch
repairer by trade. Information of his whereabouts
may be sent to Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, Dallas, Tex.

Charles B. Lynch, the retail jeweler, of Six-
teenth and Market Streets, Philadephia, Pa., died
Oil Thursday, April 20th, at his home, 2733 Dia-
mond Street, from a complication of diseases. He
had been in business in Philadelphia for about
forty years and had occupied the location at Six-
teenth and Market Streets for nearly a quarter of a
century. Originally, he was a jobbing jeweler at
Eighth and Chestnut Streets, but he afterward
gave this up and devoted himself to the retail
trade exclusively. The business will be continued
by his son.

Frank J. Stevens, secretary of the New Haven
Clock Co., of New Haven, Conn., and also Lon-
don representative of that company, met with an
untimely death recently while making an automo-
bile tour in France. With him when the accident
occurred, was another American named Hay, who,
however, escaped with severe injuries. The pair
were journeying from Nice through Monaco when
the mishap occurred, which precipitated the occu-
pants from the car. The body of Mr. Stevens is
'wing removed to this country for interment at
New Haven.

Owing to a delay in the architect's plans, Ben.
Sands' new store at 178 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland,
(quo, which had been undergoing extensive altera-
tions, was not ready to move into on April 1st, as
had been expected. Pending the completion of
these alterations he remained in occupancy of the
())1 store at 130 Euclid Avenue until that building
!yid to be torn down to make room for Wm.
rtylor, Son & Co.'s new department store, and at
this juncture it became necessary for him to pack
and store his entire stock and suspend business
from April 1st until April 22d.

Wightman & Hough Co., of Providence, R. I.,
have inaugurated an original and interesting de-
p..irture in their advertising. The pictorial feature
et this company's advertisment each month will
sh0w some new and artistic design, to be used as a
decorative feature of their products. The idea is
pleasingly exemplified in the design that embel-
Iklies an automobile locket prepared by them for
the fall trade. The spirit of the new locomotion
is.expressed in this decoration by a representation
of a feminine chauffeur with fixed gaze, flowing
hair and head gear, and hands grasping the steer-
ing-wheel of an invisible auto.

J. P. Arnolds, of Belle Fourche, S. flak., has
sold his business to M. G. Shirk, of Spearfish,
S. Dak., and has retired after a trade career of
thirty-seven years.

Leonard Krower, the wholesale jeweler, of
New Orleans, La., sent out special Mardi Gras in-
vitations to the trade, which resulted in the visits
of a number of jewelers from the surrounding
States, some of whom remained from six to eight
days. This firm has at present on the road the
following travelers : J. T. Kirtland, E. J. Garsia,
M. Dorenfield and M. Goodman, representing the
jewelry department ; E. Magnus and W. H.
Wolsch, the silver and cut-glass department;

0. Thompson, the optical department, and
W. H. Schultz, the material department. All re-
port a very fair business.

Henry Freund & Bro., 9, II and 13 Maiden
Lane, New York, announces that a man named
Albert Meyerheimer has been obtaining loans from
jewelers in different parts of the country by un-
warrantably using the name of Freund. Some-
times he represents himself as an employee of the
old house of Max Freund & Co., sometimes that
his brother works for Henry Freund & Bro., and,
again that he is in search of Henry Freund, of
that firm. The latter desires it to be known that
this person has no connection with them. He was
employed by Max Freund & Co. as an errand boy
about a quarter of a century ago, and for a num-
ber of year's past has, it is alleged, been traveling
through the country and imposing on the trade.

The progress of manufacturing in New Orleans
recently received another substantial acknowledg-
ment. T. Hausmann & Sons were given an order
for a presentation piece to Madame Melba, the
prima-donna, from her company. It consisted of
a laurel wreath made of solid silver and gold, of
forty-eight leaves ; each leaf was engraved in block
letters with the name of the city which she visited
from Portland, Me., to Portland, Ore., and from
New York to New Orleans. The bow knot at the
bottom is a work of art, " To Melba, 1904-1905,
from her Company," in the most graceful letters,
being a solid mass of diamonds. The names of
the members of the company who made the pre-
sentation, appeared enameled in blue. The entire
construction proved the remarkable advance of
this establishment in the production of artistic
jewelry.

Moseley has been making lathes for a good
long time, and the thoroughly reliable Moseley
lathes for moderate money are the result of his
painstaking efforts.

Reading, Pa., Business Changes

In the last few months there have been a
number of changes in the jewelry stores of Read-
ing, and one or two others are in contemplation.
The movement is towards the center of the busi-
ness district on Penn Street, between Fourth and
Seventh Streets. The changes already made and
those contemplated have been in sympathy with this
general trade movement.

C. M. Evans, one of the leading, as well as
one of the oldest jewelers of this city, has pur-
chased the property at 446 Penn Street, and will
take possession during the summer months, when
he will give it a complete overhauling and fit it up
as an up-to-date and high-class jewelry establish-
ment. Mr. Evans thas been located at the old
stand 351 Penn Street for twenty-six years, and has
been handicapped by the old building which he
occupied, as it only afforded him sufficient room
to display a part of his big stock, and with the low
ceilings and cramped quarters, the choice selection

of goods that Mr. Evans has always handled has
never had a chance of being properly displayed.

The new quarters at 446 Penn Street, just pur-
chased, are 146 feet deep with a 17-foot front, and

are located right in the heart o fthe business center

of the city and on the best business side of the

street. Mr. Evans has been looking around for a

suitable location for some time past, but it was
extremely difficult to obtain one.

J. L. Cohen has recently leased the premises

at 528 Penn Square, and expects to move in during

the present month. The new quarters are 48 x 125

feet, and have been fitted up with new wall and

floor cases, with the idea of its being the hand-

somest jewelry store in the State of Pennsylvania,
outside of Philadelphia or Pittsburg. A special

cut glass room has been constructed with side
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walls and ceilings lined entirely with reflecting
glass. The firm ran a removal sale at their old
quarters, at 618 Penn Street during the month of
April, so as to be able to open up the new estab-
lishment with an almost entirely fresh stock of
goods.

L. D. Gerwig recently moved from 757 Penn
Street to 708 on the opposite side of the street, and
a square nearer the business center.

There has been such a rush of work at the
Willson optical works that another addition to this
Plant is contemplated as necessary to take care of
their increasing business.

Frank Tyack has likewise joined in the move-
ment eastward, and changed from 760 Penn Street
to 714, just a few doors above the railroad.

Jewelers' Bowling League Closes
To

Enthusiasm, skill and extraordinary individual
ffeort marked the close of the bowling tournament

of the Jewelers' Bowling League of New York,
which had been in progress at Elder's Bowling
Academy, Brooklyn, since September 20, 1904.
At a late stage of the series the contest for first
prize had narrowed down to the teams respectively
representing C. F. Wood & Co., Tiffany & Co.
and Avery & Brown, and after some interesting
contests the quintette of the first.named firm
secured the principal trophy. This consists of a
cup and $25. Tiffany & Co.'s representatives won
the second prize of $20.

Avery & Brown team tied with Joseph Fahys
& Co., for third place, and a deciding game was
rolled off, the former getting a score of 784-783,
while the latter were recorded 705-732. Avery &
Brown, accordingly, take third place and Joseph
Fahys & Co. fourth place. In rolling off a tie for fifth
place these scores were made : L. E. Waterman
& Co., 813-766 ; Dennison Mfg. Co., 687-771 ; King
Optical Co., 873-708. The fifth team prize, there-
fore, will go to the Julius King Optical Co.'s team.

Stephen Avery, of Avery & Brown, was so
favorably impressed by the skill which his sturdy
representatives were displaying while much of the
schedule had yet to be gone through, that he added
to the league's trophies another unique prize in the
form of a large bowling sphere supported on three
pills and bearing an appropriate inscription. The
prize will be awarded each year to the team which
makes the greatest number of strikes.

Events have followed one another rapidly in
the recent history of the league. Its annual meet-
ing was held on Thursday evening, April 13th. At
this meeting applications for admission to the
league were received from some additional teams,
but it was decided that the original limit of fifteen
should not be enlarged upon. That new elements
may be infused, however, is quite possible, as all
of the present teams may not retain their member-
ship for the coming season. The league elected
officers as follows : President, J. B. Wood •, vice-
president, F. P. Seymour ; treasurer, E. H. Dean ;
secretary, A. C. Capoulliez. Mr. Dean is the only
one of the old officers re-elected.

The annual dinner, held on Saturday evening,
April 29th, and which came as a grand festive cul-
mination to the tourney, proved as successful as its
promoters had anticipated. It was at this feast that
the prizes were formally awarded, and of course no
more auspicious time could be chosen for the con-
ferring of the well-earned laurels. Arrangements
for the dinner were efficiently carried out by the
following executive committee : E. H. Dean,
George A. Blindenhofer, A. C. Capouillez and
C. F. Brinck, ex-officio.

Standing of the Clubs
Per- II igh

Won Lost centage Setae

C. F. Wood & Co.   32 10 .762 1,011

Tiffany & Co.  31 11 .738 887

Avery & Brown   30 12 .714 897

Jos. Fahys & Co.   30 12 .714 8.7

Julius King Optical Co.   24 18 .571 864

Dennison Mfg. Co.   24 18 .571 853

L. E. Waterman Co   '21 IS .539 824

Atkin, Lambert & Co .  22 20 .524 857

Udall & Hallett   18 '11 .462 841

Nissen and I.ewis CAS.   19 23 .452 MS

A. II. Smith & Co  18 24 .429 863

Gorham Mfg. Co.   14 22 .388 745

Keystone and Crescent Cos. . . . 31 .285 794

Representatives Bowling Associa-
tion   10 32 .238 761

Elgin National Watch Co  5 37 .119 712
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Mr. Jeweler.

Dear Sir:

Are you doing anything with Gold Shell Rings?

If not, why not? What do you think of these Signet and Wedding

Rings? They are 14 K. Gold Shell, stamped with our Registered

Trade-Mark and guaranteed to wear for Twenty Years in constant use.

Write to us to-day for a line of samples, and we

will send them at our expense.

Yours truly,

RHODE ISLAND RING CO., INC.103 Sabin St.

Providence, R. I.

New Fall Line Now Ready

OUR new line of Fobs for fall trade
represents the extreme of beauty

in these goods.
This line includes a great wealth

of new patterns, as do also our new
fall lines of Chains, Chatelaine Pins,
Lockets and Bracelets.

The Bates & Bacon products have been
known to the trade for almost half a century
as the standard in style and quality—the
quickest to sell and most profitable to
handle. The new fall line well sustains this
reputation.

BATES 0 BACON, Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane Chicago Office, 103 State Street
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The Show Window
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Those jewelers who have mastered the art of window

Special Displays dressing are firm believers in the plan of displaying one

line of goods at a time, and many of them evidence an

elliciency that might well be called genius in making such displays. A

design which might be used to advantage in showing any special line is

admirably worked out in the display of S. C. Frantz, of De Graff; Ohio,

illustrated herewith. Seldom have we seen so effective a chain display as

that of Mr. Frantz, but clocks, watches, cut glass or silverware could be

shown quite as effectively with the same design and draping. The receding

perspective carries the eye
along to the central feature

this case, the picture

—and a vivid idea of the

goods shown is left on the

mind of the beholder. In

the possible variants of

the display a peculiarly

handsome piece of the
goods shown might well

take the place of the

picture.
Another impressive

chain display is that of 0.

C. Kraehmer, Galena, Ill.,

as shown in our illustra-

tion. The colors used in
this trim were two shades

of royal purple. The
crescents at either side
are trimmed in white cam-
bric and the stars covered
with dark purple. The
center piece is covered
with black felt and the
floor of the window with
black sateen. The goods
include t w o hundred
chains and fobs of various patterns. The two scrolls in the form of a letter

S are trimmed with lorgnette chains and the two columns with Dickens

chains. The order and uniformity with which the goods are distributed and

arranged adds appreciably to the general effect.

One of our subscribers writes : " I would like to send you a photo-

graph of my window, but the system Of lighting seems to make it impossible

to take a good picture at
night. How can I pre-
vent light reflections from
showing in the photo if
I take it in daylight?"
Proceed as follows : Con-
struct a screen to shut out
all reflections. To build
this it is best to get two
12-foot poles about
inches in diameter ; cur-
tain poles are best and
they can be had at any
dry goods store for a
small amount ; to these
fasten cup-hooks or screw-
eyes every foot. The
screen should be made
Out of black cambric and
before buying it, it would
he best to measure the
window as the screen
should go above the glass
at least two feet and out
at each side an equal dis-
tance. This is done so as
to make sure no reflec-
tions can strike t Ii e
window from above or on
the side. The cambric

should be cut the desired lengths and sewed together with flat seams and a

heavy hem down each end. To these ends brass rings or small snap-hooks

are to be sewed so as to fasten the screen to your poles. In the center of the

screen and just the height of the camera a hole is cut large enough to permit

the lens to pass through and a hem is made around the opening in order to

stay it and prevent its tearing should any strain come upon it.

Two strong boys will be needed to hold the screen up. Let each boy

take a pole and draw the screen across in front of the window back far

enough, place the camera back of the screen and focus on the window

through the opening made in the center of the screen.
The exposure should be a trifle longer than an ordinary outdoor

exposure, and, of course, a great deal depends upon whaler the goods
displayed are light or dark
in color. One must use
his own judgment even
more with day-light work
than with a night ex-
posure.

Another correspond-
ent asks : " What is the
necessary outfit for show-
card writing ? " T h e
simplest outfit will con-
sist of a sheet of white
cardboard, a camel's hair
brush, a bottle of black
show card ink (this ink
will do for preliminary
experimental purposes,
but for the actual work
water-color black is bet-
ter. It can be bought by
the pound, and before
using should be dissolved
with water and mixed with
'a small quantity of gum
arabic), and a book con-
taining some samples of
type. Such a book can
be borrowed from a print-

ing establishment, and will be of invaluable service, while the other

materials are very easily purchased.
An expert show-card writer gives the following instructions for the

beginner:
" In the construction of letters generally there are several principal

staight lines and curves that predominate throughout the alphabet. Straight
lines must be formed at
all angles between hori-
zontal and perpendicular.
With a ruler and pencil
draw on your white sheet
of cardboard various ob-
jects of regular formation,
such as squares, diamond,
rectangles, cubes, octag-
onals, and you will have
a collection of models for
every variety of straight
line. Then with a pair
of compasses describe a
circle, some half circles
and arcs. and with an
elliptical object you can
fashion an ellipse ; then
you will have a complete
set of curving lines. Prac-
tice on these thoroughly,
and become expert and
you will have laid a good
foundation."

As in acquiring ally
other accomplishment, to
master the art of lettering
takes time and persistence
and he who would succeed
must practice earnestly,

SIN ,11”4.
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Design by S. C. Frantz, De Craft; Ohio
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Tile Perfect Shape Umbrella

Should our representative
not reach you, write for
samples. Will send ex-
press paid.

"MAIDEN BALTIMORE'

As a jeweler you want
exclusive designs. T
we give you.

We make UMBRELLAS and
CANES for the jewelry trade, of
sterling quality, which you can sell
with a guarantee (we stand back
of this).

Our latest patent DETACH-
ABLE HANDLE UMBRELLA

• has proven the greatest seller in
the umbrella line.

Siegel, Rothschild & Co.
418-420 West Baltimore Street

Baltimore

OUR IMPROVED BEST OF ALL
ROLLER REMOVER

Price, $1.50

Finely nickel plated.

Patent applied for

Our Never Equaled Pivot Drill Chuck and Drilling Devic(
A

Once used, you would no,
without it for five times Its
cost.

Description of Tool,—.1 k milled band to Mulch in sews, Mg down set nut B which holds I •!trill hi po.ii ion. Cis back comer iaper which Ins tail ok ol.lathe. /) shows rest pin elite,or tail-stock spindle. Place Pivot 1)1111 in countersink ii I talf to be drilled. Push up,to.•1; spindle and set littind,-,ercw, and as the drill enters the ,til I W opening bet ween to bshows the depth you have drilled. This derke also lessens the breakage. Price, 75 cents.We also furnish best onality of Pivot from 4 to ;:n thousandth for .30 cents per dozt■ii. ,either from us or your jobber. I ii ordering, Illelilion 11a1111` and k iiut of lathe used. IVe also lo.facture tools for watchmakers, jewelers and opticians. Write as ibr estimates.

DETROIT WATCH TOOL CO., 516 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich.

NOVELTIES IN FA NS
suitable for the Jewelry 
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

IGNAZ STRAUSS & CO.,_  Manufacturers
Factories at Vienna, Paris, Kobe, New York Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK

ADVERTISING CUTS for JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
Those c,it ''• t e specially prepared for use by the trade innewspaper atth'erikeinents, eirculars, loierheaik ell% elopes,ete., and can be hail at a merely nominal cost. Send for 11Msheets of illustrations and prices. -
THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

1
THE AUCTIONEER

\Vho Never has had a Failure

MY REPUTATION has been built
by honesty, years of experience, method of
selling, knowledge of goods, keeping dates,
personally conducting all sales, protecting
at all times the reputation of store, able and
willing- to sell the stock that jewelers want
to sell.

Late References

JULIUS REINHARDT, Centralia, Ill.
ARNOLD & CO., Columbus, Ind.
C. H. HANEY, Hampton, Iowa.

WRITE FOR TERMS, REFERENCES AND HINTS

-111111111111111111.1111MMININIMPINER•. -

E. R. TvLER
Room 1102

156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
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Package Sales

(Continued from page 757)

For some five or six years sev-
eral jewelers, of South Bend,

Unlawful Elkhart and Goshen, Ind., have
been carrying on, at regular

Intervals, " package sales," at which they get rid of
much stock. The attorney-general of the post-
office department pronounced these sales lotteries
and prohibits the continuance of the same. He
says that newspapers containing advertisements of
such schemes are not admissible in the govenment
mails. Each package tied up, sold for twenty-five
cents, the assertion being made that no article
offered in the sale was worth less than that price.
Diamond rings, watches and valuable articles were
to be found in some of the packages as prizes.
Within a month, it is claimed over ro,000 packages
were sold, the sales having been advertised in the
newspapers.

Herman L. Rost, of Columbus, Ind., who is a
frequent visitor to the Indianapolis market, is not
only a successful jeweler, but president of the
Columbus Savings Bank. In fact, Mr. Rost is
connected with many of the leading business enter-
prises of the town.

Mrs. D. S. Whittaker, of Lebanon, Ind., has
been confined to Dr. Runnell's sanitarium in this
city for several weeks, where she underwent a
serious operation. Jeweler NYliittaker was seen
upon one of his recent visits and reported his wife's
condition as greatly improved.

The town of Cadiz, Ind., is said
A Spook Clock to contain a " haunted house."

The first thing noticed was that
a clock, standing on a mantel, would strike from
twenty to thirty times at each hour, instead of the
proper number. A member of the family under-
took to repair the clock, but his finger caught in
the spring and was broken. In an angry mood the
clock was smashed into pieces and thrown away.
Since then it is claimed .that the old clock can
distinctly be heard at each hour striking double
the proper number of times, notwithstanding the
fact that there is no clock in the house. At times
dishes on the shelves rattle and fall to the floor. A
courageoua woman lives in the house and insists
that she has no fear, although she is unable to
account for the phenomena. The neighbors will
not stay in the house after dark.

As soon as spring weather opened pearl hunt-
ers began seeking fortunes in White and Wabash
Rivers. Mussel fleets appeared in great numbers,
but the indications are that the business will not be
as lively as it was last year, as the mussel shells are
not as plentiful. John Guller, known as the " Pearl
King, of the Wabash valley," made a small fortune
last year. The best shells this year are said to be
found on the lower Ohio. A large fleet is now at
work several miles below the city of Evansville,
Indiana.

H. C. Schergens, 331 E. Washington Street,
recently lost his father at the advanced age of
eighty-four. The deceased lived in Tell City, Ind.,
where he left considerable property. March was a
red-letter month for Mr. Schergens, when he made
several unusually fine diamond sales.

Indiana is the home of an
unusually large number of

Clocks historic clocks. Two recently
heard of, relics of Revolutionary

days, are owned by residents of Burnettsville and
Kokomo. The former, according to an inscription
carved on the frame, was made in 1773, by
Jonathan Blakesley, of Plymouth, Conn. The

Some Historic
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grandfather of the present owner purchased it for
thirty pieces of silver and a cow. After being
stowed away in an attic for twenty-five years, the
clock was recently overhauled and is now the
official timepiece of the village. Every piece,
including face, hands and wheels, is hand-carved
from wood. It stands seven feet high, two and one-
half feet wide and a foot and a half deep. The
weights are wound up with a large crank. The
face is a wooden disk, upon which are carved the
figures in large Roman numerals. The Kokomo
clock is of the wall-sweep variety. All the mechan-
ism consists of wooden wheels. It is in excellent
condition despite its great age. On March 15,
1781, this venerable timepiece was marking off the
hours at Guildford Court House, when Lord Corn-
wallis was defeated by Gen. Green. The present
owner obtained the clock in 1891 from Greensboro,
N. C., just five miles from Guildford Court House.
It has been handed down in the same family for
one hundred and twenty-four years.

The marriage of Miss Helen Werbe, only
daughter of Henry G. Werbe, and Arthur M.
Wellington, of Anderson, Ind., took place April
5th, at the home of the bride's father, 1820 N.
Delaware Street. Only the relatives and a very
few intimate friends were present at the ceremony,
kv hich was performed in the wide reception hall,
which was decorated with palms, white carnations
and spirea. All the appointments of the wedding
were characterized by elegance and simplicity.
The wedding trip included Washington, D. C.,
New York and Boston. The young couple will
reside in Anderson, Ind. The bride's father has
been connected with the firm of J. C. Walk & Son
for many years. The senior Mr. Walk is an uncle
of the bride.

Two very interesting articles
An Interesting have been displayed in the show
Souvenir window of the Fidelity Watch

and Diamond Co., 372 Massa-
chusetts Avenue. One is a gold pencil of quaint
design set with a fine amethyst. It came from
Germany and was one of the wedding presents
received by the grandmother of Mrs. Negley, wife
of H. E. Negley, secretary of the firm. The pencil
has been in the same family continuously for one
hundred years. The second article is a flat band
ring made of six pennyweights of virgin gold, set
with one diamond (about *carat) and five gar-
nets, all in the rough. The gold and stones were
all mined by George W. Pence on his farm in
Brown County, Ind. This recalls the fact that the
Gold Creek Mining Co. has begun machine-gold
mining in the hills of Morgan and Brown counties,
in the southern part of Indiana, where the natives
have washed out by hand $1.50 worth of yellow
gold per day for over forty years. Several dia-
monds of very good quality and size have been
found in the same hills.

The last of April, Ferdinand Mayer and Albert
Zoller, of Charles Mayer & Co. (the Gift Store),
sailed for Europe, where they will make extensive
purchases for fall and holiday trade. Mr. Zoller
has charge of the first floor, devoted exclusively to
jewelry, silverware, clocks and leather goods. W.
Springhorn, for many years with J. C. Walk & Son,
has recently been placed in charge of the watch-
repairing department.

The town of Sunman, Ind., was recently visited
by a very destructive fire, which consumed eighteen
buildings, but was gotten under control just when
it reached the building in which Otto Beer's jewelry
store is located. Mr. Beer suffered considerable
loss in fixtures, which have been replaced with
handsomer ones. The stock was but little damaged,
the loss being covered by insurance.

Burglars made a general raid at Laurel, Ind.,
April 7th. The post office, railway station, express
office and a number of stores were entered. A
small amount of money and several watches were
stolen from the jewelry department of W. R.
Smith's drug store.

A. A. Clark, formerly of Spencer, Ind., has
taken a position with the jewelry firm of Conwell
& Drake, at Van Buren, Ind.

J. Hill has opened a jewelry store at 636 Mas-
sachusetts Avenue. Mr. Hill was formerly in
business in Minneapolis, Minn.

C. T. Allen, Plymouth, Ind., has removed his
stock to new and admirably fitted-up quarters.

Edwin M. Craft, of A. P. Craft & Co., has
returned from a business trip to Louisville and the
surrounding Kentucky towns. The firm is con-
templating some changes and improvements in
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their workshop. The foreman, I. D. Balasco, needs
a larger office and wants to rearrange the work
benches so as to accommodate more men.

We are pleased to hear that Henry Rossier,
Martinsville, Ind., who has been seriously ill for
several weeks, is greatly improved and hopes soon
to resume his business duties.

Carl L. Rost is introducing a novel arrange-
ment over his large show window, a platform with
an artistic metal railing, just large enough to accom-
modate a watchmaker's bench. As Mr. Rost is a
little cramped for room, the above idea suggested
itself and is being carried out in such a way that it
will prove no detriment to the interior and a posi-
tive attraction to the exterior of his handsome
window. Mr. Rost is official watch-inspector for
the Springfield and Cincinnati divisions of the C.
H. & D., and all of the Monon railways.

Carey Taylor, who has managed the diamond
house of J. C. Sipe since last October, when Mr.
Sipe and wife went South, recently received a letter
from Mr. Sipe, written in Mexico, in which he
states that lie is greatly improved in health and
expects to return home in ample time to join his
brother, Sam. Sipe, of Pittsburg, upon a diamond-
buying trip to Amsterdam, about June ist.

Ikko Matsumoto, the manufacturing jeweler,
is a most interesting and intelligent talker on the
subject of the Russian-Japanese war. He follon s
the armies' movements very closely and never,
since the hostilities began, has he entertained a
doubt of the ultimate success of his countrymen.
Mr. Matsumoto is a naturalized American citizen,
full of loyalty to his adopted country, but takes a
natural pride in Japan's victories over Russia.

James M. Mayhew has retired from active
work, after forty years of close application to busi-
ness. While he calls himself a retired optician,
Mr. Mayhew still has many calls from 'his old
patrons, who seem loath to let him enjoy a well-
earned rest.

Wall & Ochs, Philadelphia, and Fred. Wagner,
Cincinnati, have bought the right to make and
sell the " Conner one-piece invisible bifocal
lens," from Charles W. Conner, 13 N. Meridian
Street. Mr. Canner, the originator and owner of
the lens that is meeting with public approval, is a
young man, who has not been satisfied to work
wholly on old methods, but is a constant student
and inventor.

The special lenses to be used by the depart-
ment of astronomy on the " Indiana University-
Indianapolis News Expedition " to Spain, for the
purpose of observing the total eclipse of the sun,
that occurs August 30th, are being most carefully
and seriously tested at the Indiana University, at
Bloomington, Ind., every clear night. The lens,
under test at this time, has a focal length of eleven
feet and is of the highest quality.

Dr. G. G. Sattler, who has charge of the optical
department of the Pettis Dry Goods Co., finds
business so good that he is clamoring for more room.

Dr. W. H. Tewell is in charge of the optical
branch in the jewelry store of J. L. Jones, at Madi-
son, Ind.

On Sunday, April 2d, Robert S. Wood and
Stella V. Rogers were secretly married in this city.
They had planned to keep the marriage a secret
until Wood, who is a student in the medical college
of Indiana, graduated. Announcement came just
two days later when "Robert S. Wood" was
called by the professor at the morning roll-call.
Before he could answer " present," the entire class
shouted, " married," and began to shower him
with newspaper clippings announcing the issuance
of his marriage license. Miss Rogers is the only
woman optician in this city, and has built up a very
successful trade on N. Illinois Street. The couple
were married after a courtship dating since Christ-
mas. Mrs. NYood says that she will keep right
along at her business until her husband is well
established in his chosen profession.

The Indianapolis jobbers were recently visited
by the following buyers from surrounding towns :
Walter Bishop, of G. W. Bishop's Sons, Walton ;
J. A. Pickett, Newcastle ; George L. Spahr, Leba-
non ; Clyde Laughtner, NVhitestown ; J. C. Jones,
Alexandria ; M. L. Heaton, Manilla ; Frank Hasel-
tine, Kokomo ; Geo. 0. Suman, Daleville ; C. W.
Hetzner, Peru ; E. Mosiman. Bluffton ; D. S.
Whittaker, Lebanon 

' 
• L. W. Otto, Crawfordsville ;

Fred. W. Green, Elwood ; Frank C. Sheldon,
Shelbyville ; E. 0. Collins, Franklin ; H. A.
Pauley, Bloomington ; J. Sherry Jones, Clayton ;
Al. Smith, Bloomington ; C. A. Williams, Terre
I haute.
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WE HUSTLE FOR NEW IDEAS
WE HUSTLE to BUY and SELL on SCIENTIFIC modern METHODS. WE HUSTLE to make PROMPTand careful DELIVERIES to our patrons, and our MARKED ABILITY to fill mail orders SATISFACTORILY hasbrought our BUSINESS to its present growth. (We employ dependable intelligence.)
IF YOU KNOW of any one GOING to START INTO BUSINESS, WRITE US.

The Machine That
Does the Trick

NO. I.

CES----- NN-10.2. 0
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Our EYELET AI:WHINE rosts on a standard, leaving the handsfree—you dem't Im■••• hi hold id upprates
instautly s strong, well-formed eyolots.

Our are math! Of Best Quality Celluloid—will not breakunder bending and wear in the cleaning proeess, and will stand all
chemicals ordinarily used.

Our SPECIAL INK is absolutely permanent. No more re-tagging
or re-numbering. o more mistakes in copying.

POLISHING, WASTTINfl, POTLING IN AMMONIA, and all
the processes of CLE:1 N I Nt ; do not and the Tag or Ink. Rings
oan be Romaned or Pose colored without removing Tags. The Tag
I' cleaned when the Mug is. One 'fag "HOLDS ON" to the lting
all the time. We an, originators Of this idea.

Complete Outfit consists of our Eyelet Machine, 1000Tags and Eyelets, 1 llottle TinOlible Ink.
Old price, $10.00. OUR PRICE, $4.90

You

Slide

The

Clutch

0n--

It

Does

The

Rest

HOLD .---ON
CLUTCH
Pit !Cc

50Erti

'

A

Most

Profitable

Invest-

ment

For

Every

Jeweler

'<WATCH MAGNETISM TESTER aN
CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY

0.0°,,SLE OTHER SIDE PRICE 504 7/ 

USEFUL BARGAINCHICAGO

BIG

Do You Know We Are the Watchmakers' Friend
and have a little remembrance flir every watchmaker in the 1-nitedStates? This improved Magnet ism 'fester will la, -eel free with anyorder, large or small, upon requo-4.

Another Car Load of

Electrical Interchangeable Day and
Night Signs

COMPLETE with five sets of changes, including the EXTRA $1.50MEYERCORD flesh color EYE, worth $12.110. OUR PRICE for all,only $7.85. EXTRA SIGNS INCLUDED.

woutioN,„.

Diamonds

Wedding Rings
Fine Watch, Clock and Jewelry Repairing
Memory of Quality Lasts Long After the

Price Has Been Forgotten

Spectacles Fitted Properly

Day and Night Signs
ELECTRIC-ILLUMINATED

Can be used in day time with or
without light

Flashlight—flashes from a bright to a chin
light and repeats cost intionsly without Aleut ion
—one lamp does It. We furnish it complete. It
call be placed in your store or hung in your
window.

(Old price, $12.00)
OUR PRICE, $7.85

NEW PRICES

This method attracts attention and sells them.
to-inch stand, with y gross clutches
12-inch stand, with 1 gross clutches

  $10.00
  36.00

No. 2 MOSELEY LATHE, complete
with tailstock and with taper chuck,
screw chuck, 6 14-inch cement chucks,
2 centers, chuck block, box for chuck
block and belting. ALL FOR $30.00.
(Write for discounts.)

,

No. 1, 6 Size Shipper.

3, o "

4, 6 " If

5, 12"

6, 52"

7, o " Click.

8, 14 "
9, id "

Ship. O.F.

" Htg.

II, 18" Click.

12, 18" Shipper.

£3,

14,

0

0

"

It

4,

Slide.

This' ettlift• d

Aune's American-Made
Shipper and Slide Springs

Our special price, complete
ONLY 28c.

(You know what they are worth)

WE WOULD LIKE
YOUR ORDER

Watch Cap Straightening Plier, No. 55
The annexed cut shows a new prier ,p,o.,111.1) which Will ti Ilong-felt want,. The cut shows the cap of a hunt ing case that is Inback, and all Jewelers !CHOW how hard it k to straighten a case thebent with hand methods heretofore in use. With this !tier you molt:grasp the Joint as per cut with the narrow jaw in ,,ide the edse, and th,widejaw gripping the re-inforcement of the joim, then with the fingoas per cut bend the cap slightly past the proper shape, remove the plielclose the ease, and with a common jeweler's wooden mallet tap the .,,,gently at the joint until it tits properly. You will find with a very I.moments' work you have made I he ease good as new, and your oist.,1,will be pleased to pay you 50 cents for the job. Also, if tlw ha,of the case will not close tight because of it being worn or bent,Inside cap and use plier same as for front cap, and you will timiwith a slight bend your cap will close with it snap, and fit perf,tight. In the majority of eases it will not even be neeessary to mita.,the case spring, but in eases where the Joint Is badly worn it is ad,able to re-pin theJoint before attempting to straighten the case. WI0the ease spring is not removed, see that the lower jaw is under findbinding the spring. Itse your mallet with 0 iseretion, and with a vellittle practice you will be surprised how quickly and neatly you cocomplete a job. This plier has paid the inventors $200.00 per year ,their own benches. ills made of the best Swedish Steel, Nickel Plat,o

Price, $1.25, less cash discount

Calvin Clauer Company, Wholesale Jewelers and Watchmakers' Supplies151=153 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Rcaders are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

interest to ttie trade. As this page is for the use
of individhal readers. we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex-
pressed. - Editor The Keystone.

Color of Jewelry Store Ceilings

ED. KEYSTONE.--i am going to build a new
storeroom, that is, a jewelry store, and would like

to have the opinion of some of those who know

about such things, as to what would be the proper

depth to have the show windows, and also what is

the best color of paint for the ceiling. We once

had our ceiling painted blue, and often, when show-

ing. bright, plain gold rings, etc., the customer

would say : " Why, this does not look like gold;

it has a bluish cast." Which it did.
Yours truly,

"D. T. F."

[For the jeweler, the color of the ceiling is a
matter of much importance, and as there is con-
siderable difference of opinion on the subject, we
invite the views of our readers. In large jewelry
stores, where there are special rooms for diamonds,
cut glass, etc., there is difficulty of this character,
but where all the different classes of goods are
shown under the same ceiling and light, the problem
presents itself, what color or colors are best, taking
all the circumstances into consideration ? We would
welcome a discussion of this important subject by
our readers.—Eall

An Hourly Price-Reduction Sale

ED. KEYSTONE.—I have just held a special

sale, on a line of procedure that I think is original,

as I have never heard of one like it. I am sending

you a copy of the circular I got out, which explains

the mode of conducting it, and will also give you

the results of the sale, and will ask you to corn-

ment on it freely ill THE KEYSTONE, if you see fit.

First, as to the conditions that prompted the sale :

I have been buying, two or three times a year, for

the last four years, bills of French hand-painted

china and bric-a-brac from regular crockery houses;

also a line of Louwelsa ware and some Mission

Pottery. The result usually has been that I have

had quite a few pieces left from each bill purchased.

These accumulated until one of my eight-foot wall

cases was entirely filled with left-over goods. I

consider the wall case space worth at least pc> per

month to me ; that is, the case should have goods

in it that will furnish that much profit every month

to pay its proportion of rent, taxes, insurance, etc.,

or I will be losing money. Since Christmas I had

not sold over $10 worth out of this lot of odds and

ends.
I figured that it was costing me $3 to take in

$r from these goods, and that there was no pros-

pect of changing these conditions as long as the

goods remained on hand. I had bought a new

line of hand-painted china, nicer and better goods

than I had formerly handled, and if I did not

get rid of the old line completely I would not have

space to properly display them. To have mixed

them in with the old goods would have killed the

effect and beauty of the new line. I took a care-

ful inventory of the old goods. The retail price

Oil them amounted to $436. The first cost to me

was $220.90. The profit on goods sold from each

bill bought was good, and, therefore, these goods

did not represent $220.90 actual cash outlay, but
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represented, perhaps, a good per cent. of the profits
on the goods that came with them and that were
sold at regular prices. But they were doing me no
good ; in fact, getting more expensive every day
by making other lines of goods pay an undue
proportion of running- expenses.

I decided that they must go, and go at once.
To move goods of this kind quickly and completely

was what I wanted to do. The town is small—

about 5000 population—but they must be made to

buy these goods, at some price or other, I con-
cluded, and buy them at once, too. With the
foregoing facts before me, I studied out a scheme
of a ten per cent. reduction every hour. I fixed

the hours so that the ladies could leave their house-

hold duties and get to the sale. A gift offer was

EXTRAORDINARY

SPECIAL SALE!
Any and every piece of Hand-Painted China,

Louwelsa Ware and Mission Pottery in our stock
will be on sale at regular retail price until Satur-
day, March 25th, at to a.m. After that hour a
reduction of to per cent. every hour will be made

so long as a piece is left in stock. Example:

Saturday, March 25th
to a. nl. to I I a. Ill. 90 per cent. of Retail Price
It a. m. " 12 rn. 8o "
12 M. " I p. m. 70 "

p. fli. " 2 p. 111. 6o "
2 I). M. " 3 p. 5o "
3 P. m. " 4 P. m. 40
4 P. m. " 5 p. m. 30
5 p. m. " 6 p. m. 20
6 p. m. " 7 p. m. to

7 P. m. to 8 p. m. FREE.

First choice of any piece that is not sold at

7 p. m. on day of sale will be GIVEN ABSO-

LUTELY FREE to the customer making the

largest purchases during the. day.

Second choice to next highest, and so on until

every piece is given away. SALE FOR CASH

ONLY.
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C. A. WHITED
Gold and Silversmith

made, which was conditioned upon previous pur-

chases in order that the goods would go to those

entitled to them and also to encourage early and

heavy buying.
Now, as to the results : I started to keep an

account of each hour's sales, but could not keep it

up, as the crowd was too big and the buying too

fast after the discount got to forty per cent. and thirty

per cent. of the price, and I had to discontinue that

part of it and content myself with the net amount

of business as shown by the cash register. The

goods commenced to sell at sixty per cent. of the

retail price, but very slowly, only a few pieces

going ; at fifty per cent., however, about $25 worth

were sold ; at forty per cent. and thirty per cent.

the best goods were all taken, and at twenty per

cent. everything was sold except six pieces of pot-

tery. At 6 P.m. these went at ten per cent. of

retail price, and the sale closed at 6.10 P.M.

with not a single piece left unsold. The heavier

buyers, who were expecting to get a gift piece,

saw by the way other people were buying that there

would be none to give away, and so made no com-

plaint, but even bought more, so as to get any

pieces left that they had a fancy for.

The sale netted $127 cash, and the advertising

cost $5, so I was $122 cash ahead and out $220.90

worth of old goods. But I still figure facilities ; the

8oz

$122 will buy at least five per cent. discount,

making the cash worth to me $128.1o. I save the
space occupied by those goods at a loss for goods

that will pay their proportion of running expenses.

I have had the best kind of advertising by this

sale, as it was conducted exactly as advertised, and

every person present, whether a purchaser or not,

left the store satisfied that there was at least one
merchant in town who would do just as he said he
would. Yours truly,

Raton, N. M. C. A. WHITED.

[The hourly price-reduction sale is one of the
ways of quickly disposing of left-over or shop-
worn stock. No doubt it is a somewhat desperate
expedient, but if properly advertised, occasionally
gives very satisfactory results. Like most schemes
of this character, much depends on the man, the
location and the methods of publicity used. Our
correspondent seems to have engineered his sale
with much cleverness, and his experience so clearly
and candidly stated above will be instructive to all
who may possibly use this scheme.—ED.]

A Sesquipedalian Title

ED. KEYSTONE is said that " he who

causes two blades of grass to grow where only one

grew before is a benefactor." How about the man

who coins a word ? It has been to me an awkward

matter to have a sign or business card printed
which shall be neat and concise, owing to the fact

that I am a so-called watchmaker (?), jeweler

and optician. I am also an engraver, but I can-

not provide for that, other than , to add the

word. " Engraver " is not implied in the word

" Jeweler." I have, therefore, decided to use the

word " Horoptijeweler " upon my advertising as

a name to cover, so far as possible, my different

qualifications.
If this meets your approval and it seems for the

" good of the order," I offer it as a gift. In the

new word the accent is on the second syllable.
Yours truly,

F. W. CRAIN.Syracuse, N. Y.

[The philologic spirit of the time is monosyl-
labic. In an age when even elegance is sacrificed
to brevity, there is little hope for the polysyllabic
hybrid which our correspondent has created. The
word may have much significance for the jeweler
himself, but there are those who might mistake it
for the name of a new breakfast food or tooth
powder. Patchwork words are generally failures.
" Ripans " was made up of the initial letters of the
medicines composing the tabules, and " Kodak "
was an arbitrary alphabetical jumble, but both had
only two syllables and millions were spent in adver-
tising them. The word " optometrist," though
fairly euphonious and grandly expressive, is re-
grettably long. Even a waste of breath is dis-
countenanced in this age.—ED.]

A Hint from Ancient Egypt

E. G. Acheson, of Niagara Falls, while he was

searching for the best clay to make crucibles, read

the statements in the fifth chapter of Exodus about

the use of straw and stubble in the manufacture of

ancient Egyptian brick. He procured some straw,

had it boiled; and mixed the dark-red liquid thus

obtained with clay. He found that the plasticity of

the latter was greatly increased. Investigation

showed that tannin was the active agent, and when

he treated other clays with a solution of tannin in

water he obtained surprising results. The strength

and plasticity of the clay are increased, and the

tendency to shrink and warp is greatly reduced.

In this process sun-drying is far superior to burning,

and in ten days the clay is better tempered than in

months or even years by the old process.



802 AIKIN, LAMBERT cFic CO.'S
Self=Pilling Fountain Pen

4 A Mercantile, as illustrated, retail.s at $3.50

We offer the trade a new self-filling device in Fountain Pens that we believe for convenience, durability
and simplicity to be the best yet invented for this purpose, and shall be pleased to furnish samples to dealers
with prices and discounts.

It has no ink joint to soil fingers or clothing. Holds three times as much ink as any other self-filler.Ink is held in a hard rubber reservoir instead of soft rubber sack. Pressing the bulb expels the air and ink
flows into the barrel.

NEW and GOOD

Made

and fully guaranteed by

AIKIN,

LAMBERT 0 CO.
19 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

EDDING INVITATIONS
A mosf profitable line for you
to handle.Wrife for information
re9ardin9 sample sets.

IA/L1-1. FREUND SONS.
EN GRAVERS, PLATE PRINTERS Aro EMBOSSERS
1711,-176 STATE ST. CHICAGO.

COMMENCEMENT INVITATIONS
The e' MODEL"
Fountain Pen

THE MODEL OF PERFECTION. Retail Price, $1.00 to $10.00. Made of finest grade rubber and fitted witha 14 K. Gold Pen. No extra charge for special imprint. Every in guaranteed. WI it for samples and prices. All makes repairedand returned same day received. HERING 0 CO., 17-19 John Street, New York

The Wright Self-Filling Fountain Pen
Fills a long=felt want for a fountain pen that is
simple, CLEAN and easy to fill
No ink dropper rc(iiiir(•(1
No blow
No sweating
No dropping
No leaking

No. 33. Fitted with No. 3
14 K. pen, $15.00 doz.

N. 34. Fitted with No. 4
14 K pen, $18.00 doz.

No. 35. Fitted with No. 5
14 K. pen, $21.00 doz.

No. 36. Fitted with No. 6
14 K. pen, $24.00 doz.

Samples sent on request to responsible jewelers

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE

WRIGHT PEN co., 614 Locust Street, St. Louis

Looks the SEAM
Costs the Same

As any good pen of the old kind,
but it's different

Fills Itself, Cleans Itself—The Standard Pen, 623 Baker Bldg., Toledo, Ohio
DEALERS, send for new catalog and trade discounts. SALESMEN, write for territory and terms

lia6SpOro6.064
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

Joni-MRS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Watches
100 State St.

J ewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

May, 1905 T H e

Etiquette of Stationery

Here are the latest principles of the eti-

quette of stationery, as laid down by an au-

thority on the subject, says the New York Sun.

All visiting cards, from the nursery to

the bishop's palace, are of plain white board,

absolutely without ornamentation. No crest,

motto or gilt edge may appear.
A man's card is never so

Different Kinds of large as a woman's. He
Cards

is of less social importance.

The correct man's card this season mea-

sures 3 inches by Iyt inches. It carries the

name written out in full and the club name in

the lower left-hand corner.

The cards of maidens and spinsters are

at last of one size, which the spinster regards

as a triumph of persistence over vanity. That

former little maidenly card looked as though

she were compelled to admit her matrimonial

failure in life. To-day, with her card WI. by

24j inches, she is announced with the same

ceremony as her mother or younger married

sister.
Her name is written out in full unless

she is the eldest daughter. Then only "Miss"

precedes the surname.

If the name is Jones, as sometimes hap-

pens in the best regulated families, her

mother's name would be in full, as Mrs. Mor-

timer Stuyvesant Jones ; her grandmother,

the dowager, merely Mrs. Jones; the eldest

sister, plain Miss Jones, without one redeem-

ing smart preface, and her own, Miss Mar-

garet Stuyvesant Webb Jones.
Cards are a third larger

Larger Cards the than they were four years

ago, when initials were per-

missible to accommodate

this embarrassment of riches in family middle

names.
Nearly all cards for metropolitan duty

carry the address in the lower right-hand

corner, and at-home days in the lower left-

hand corner. The address of a country house

gives the name of the place and railway sta-

tion or the street and station, though the

name of place is much more swagger.

For formal affairs the debutante has no

individual card. Her name in full is en-

graved on her mother's card directly under

the mother's name. It is only for her

personal use in sending gifts, occasional

calls and small courtesies that she appears

unchaperoned.
Where a mother with a family of daugh-

ters is receiving, all the names are engraved

Vogue
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in order of age on an oblong invitation card,

or after the mother's name is merely " the

Misses Jones." If there is a debutante

daughter with two older sisters still without

the ring they appear as " the Misses " in

one line and the younger girl on a sepa-

rate line.

Forms of Visiting
Cards

Visiting cards are used

only in sending invitations

of the most general or in-

formal nature. For musi-

cales, a dinner of a dozen or so, a smart formal

afternoon reception for a debutante tea or

dinner dance, oblong cards are used with the

names in the center, the address in the lower

right-hand corner and the announcement and
the hour in the lower left.

For ultra-formal, elaborate dancing recep-

tion, evening musicale or very large dinners

the folded note invitation is used, with some

expression of pleasure at the thought of

meeting the guest.
The question of titles on cards is of little

embarrassment to women in this country.

There is just one rule; they do not use their

husband's titles on their visiting cards, unless

it is a dual card. A husband must go with

the title. " Bishop and Mrs. Sloan " or

merely " Mrs. Initial Sloan ;" Cot. and Mrs.

Jones," or no title.
These twin cards are useful for sending

regrets or paying formal calls when there are

men in the family, or in sending gifts.
Church dignitaries and military men may

use their titles before their names or the full

name without prefix and the title in full under

or in the lower right-hand corner. Most

men over 21 prefer a simple card, unless

there are wives to be gratified.
Cards for nurseryland are so largely in

vogue that they may not be ignored. Tiny

scraps of cardboard with baby's name and

address and date .of birth are sent with invi-

tations to christening parties, or accompany

large cards of announcements.
A notion new and useful is the cards of

appreciation to be used during the first stages

of mourning and cards of congratulation for

births, engagements, etc. There is a blank

space for the name and one sentiment for

many occasions.

Styles of Lettering
The newest model for en-
graving cards here is
French script. The Pari-

sian prefers a shaded Roman script, but

neither is so artistic as the shaded Old English,
which is still in vogue. The French script

is thin and cheap-looking and very expensive.

In stationery, paper six inches by seven

fits the fashionable oblong envelope exactly

when folded once. A delicate water gray

called spray, that is just off the actual white,

is better far than white or cream.

Note paper is possibly a fifth smaller.
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But with this extreme of practical sense

in stationery are mixed up all sorts of fads

in addresses, in monograms and crests.

Probably no one who has the week-end

party habit has avoided one or two catastro-

phies through confusion , of addresses by

attempting to visit people at their post-office

address, which is seldom where they live, or

by sending letters cordially accepting invita-

tions addressed to railway. stations that have

no post offices, or by trying to get a long

distance telephone to either place.
So the up-to-date and thoughtful hostess

of a modern country house has the upper

part of the first page of her stationery de-

voted to illustrated inforritation about these

important details. At die upper left hand

corner is first a railway train; following that

is engraved the name of the station. Below

this is a letter or a postman and the name of

the post office town. Then comes a tiny

telephone and the number.
, The name of the home may

Matters of Detail be in the upper right-hand
corner or an initial or a

shield may be used. The crest and motto is

never used unless the stationery is to be used

jointly by husband and wife.

The metropolitan hostess has a much

easier time of it. A simple street address at

the top of the first page or just a tiny mono-

gram is sufficient.
The new monograms are extremely small

and very decorative. They look like a deli-

cate compliment to the fad for crests.

Many of the dies for colored crests run

as high as $50, some up to $too. The sim-

pler initials may cost $5 or $25.
When one adds to the expense of the

dies and engraving the hundreds of cards and

invitations and dozens of quires of stationery

necessary for social purposes alone, it makes

a bill of $t000 for stationery seem very

economical indeed.
This for one person only. For a family

of daughters all busy socially it must come

to about the salary of a fairly successful pro-

fessional man.

Do not despise small things. Many a

merchant pays his rent with his cash dis-

counts—the first profit on goods purchased.

There are in every community those who

are not worthy of credit and who incur debts

with very little intention of paying them.

To know these is part of your business as a
merchant. .08

" Ninety-eight per cent. of inspiration

is perspiration," said Thomas A. Edison.

" If I have greater genius than other men it

is genius for work," said Sir Isaac Newton.

Excessively modest perhaps, but largely true.



So4. HENRY ALLSoPP

Ladies',

Full

A*
TRADE-MARK

ALLSOPP BROS.
Manufacturers of

Men's, Misses', Children's
As Well as a

Line of Signet, Lion and Grotesque

SELECTION PACKAGES TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS
Allsopp Building., Camp er Orchard Sta.

GEO. A. ALLSopP

RINGS

igs

NEWARK, N. J.

GIVES

5 TIMES More Light
than acetylene

6 TIMES More Light than electricity
10 TIMES More Light than kerosene

100 TIMES More Light than a candle
Co:-1'1 LESS THAN KEROSENE

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-where. A pure white, steady light.
NO ODOR ! NO WICK 1 NO GREASE! NO SMOKE!1.11"11E HEAT! SAFE!

(Hut 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use

AGENTS WANTED-Exclusive Territory
Write: for catalog, lists and discounts

THE BEST LIGHT CO., 259 E. Fifth St., Canton, Ohio

We do RELIABLE
Silver -Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired ? Yes!
We Repair 

any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,broken or melted off, the same as new.We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver.Id Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave
CHICAGOA. N. SPERRY, Manager

:C1/1\1C,LUSI VC
A RCUME.y. -
HEARD,
AROUN
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Growth Indicates Success
,\\se started small, but didn't long remain so.
\Ve would have been out of business long ago if our

school didn't pay and please our students.
Just think-i9 years established, and each year bigger.
We teach Watch, Clock, Jewelry Repairing, Engravin:;-

and Optics.
vou wish to attend the best school, write at once for
our new catalogue.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
St. Louis, Mo.

STAR BRAND

GOOD THINGS at Right Prices
" STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, finecrocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest specialsteel; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.
SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabinet, with (20) drawers, worth boo, with your first orderTRADE MARK for j gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted tosuit, for $10.50 net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Balance

Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
Improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,90e. Is jewel grades, polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades. polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash.* " AR " Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-tings, made by automatic machinery, correctly gaged, special, pet dozen,90c. net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properl y, 25c. perdozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12bottles.
" STAR Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & •Co r.71civi? New York_, a9y,

Mmnzgemene
Spechal Smaco

HOUGH the " special sale" as an insti-
tution is identified more particularly with
department store merchandising, many
jewelers use such sales occasionally to

good purpose. All manner of goods may be
worked off in this way, but silver-plated tableware
seems to be a special favorite for this class of sale.
It has, indeed, many advantages. Besides the fact
that it is popular-priced and a universal want, a
large, showy stock may be pro-
cured without taxing the jeweler's
resources too severely at the ex-
pense of other lines.

In sales of this kind all other
stock must be relegated to the
background. Nothing should
really be in evidence but silver-
ware, and the goods should be
shown in such fancy ways as would
arrest the attention and arouse the
interest of all who come within
seeing distance of them. It is the
custom of the department stores
when conducting these sales to fill
with the shining ware all the tables
in the most public and frequented
parts of the store. The array of
stock impresses from its very mag-
nitude, and conveys to the public
the idea of a clearance sale with

which furnish an idea to the jewelers. For instance,
the tray illustration could be used as an effective
border for an advertisement, the necessary matter
taking the place of the list of prices as in the
illustration. The same applies to the milk pitcher
and teapot. This is an inexpensive form of illustra-
tion, but it is effective in that the picture conveys
the idea even to the most casual reader.

In all special sales the window is an important

had was a window-full of alarm clocks all ticking
and all on time, and so set that alarms ‘‘ere almost
continuous. In the center of the display was a
large card with words : " Reduced to $1.00. Other
cards had such bon-mots as these : " 5oo foes to
sleep ; " " If your bed were here would you over-
sleep ?" "All on time-set your watch by them," etc.

As the special sale implies a plentiful supply of
the particular goods exploited, not all jewelers

have sufficient material to conduct
a sale of this character. Such
jewelers, however, may improvise
a special sale of the clearance
variety, and make such a showing
of miscellaneous goods as will
attract those on the lookout for
bargains. We remember an instance
in which a jeweler piled a motley
aggregation of goods in the corner
of his window, leaving the greater
portion of the floor cleanly swept.
The broom was still in the window,
and the display conveyed the idea
of "a clean sweep" of all surplus
stock. The window attracted much
attention, and a considerable clear-
ance was effected at satisfactory
prices. Modern retailing is fund-
amentally a matter of impressing
the public, and almost any jeweler

//.7/ 
1.1,, Epergnes. $2030 

Lemonade pitchers, $1 Children's cups. 75c. $1, $1.25
Tea set waiters, $6.75„ $7.25 Table mirrors.$1.75, 52. S3.51)
Tilting ice pitchers, $12. $15 Meat dishes. $8. $9. $13.50
Salad bowls $2.50. $3, $4 Odd tea and coffee pots, $2.75,
Punch boWls, $13.50, $15 $3.75
Fruit dishes. $2, $2.75. $'1,74 Candelabra. 4 lights, $4.75
Olive dishes. $1.75 Candelabra, 5 lights. $5.25,

$5.50

ureens,$4.50, $C, $8
Serwoug trays. $1.35. $475.T 

3read  trays, $1.35, $1,75. $2.$3

Egg sets. $3.50. $5

its supposed advantages to buyers.
This, in fact, is the chief raison
d'etre of the special sale. Of course, the chief
factor in this, as in all other sales, is publicity, for
if not properly advertised the sale will almost cer-
tainly be a failure.

In our own city of Philadelphia the leading
department store recently conducted a special
silverware sale, and devoted its full page space in
the city dailies to an exploitation of the sale. The
page advertisement was brightened up by such
illustrations as those reproduced on this page,

factor. This is one instance where it will do no
harm, and be even advisable to crowd the window
with the goods. An effective centerpiece would
be a table set for dinner, and showing all the table
accessories in resplendent silverware. The table
should be set in the way approved by fashion, even
to the smallest detail, so that those who
admired the ware would also admire or
learn from the fashionable arrangement.
Prices, of course, should be made as

attractive as possible, and the
impression conveyed that this

The following pre all.,

silver-mounted glasslir

t

Match ho1ders,,$1
Cracker jars, $8.75 A,

Sugar bowls. $4.50
Claret pitchers, $5, $10

(Ai and decanters, $3.50.$3.75.$4.$5

ColoIngkn we be ol st t,t e$s2, $251 5 0. $3.$s55.5. 0.$7$.509.501)

'Vases,  $12, $18, $20.,$.27

•

was a special opportunity for
advantageous buying. It could
be plausibly argued that the
purchase of so much stock meant
special rates, and that the advan-
tage was to be shared with the
local public. Such sales may be
conducted at any time, but they
are especially timely imme-
diately before festive occasions,
Easter, Thanksgiving, Christ-
mas, .etc.

As above stated the special
sale idea is applicable to all
classes of goods. Cut glass, if
the stock be sufficiently large,
may be effectively disposed of
in this way, and the same is true
of the cheaper lines. A jeweler
once informed us that one of the
most effective displays he ever

who realizes the importance of
.new ideas will be able to devise

schemes suited to his business and environment-
Keep posted on the methods of your competitors,
the new schemes described in your trade journal,
and there will be little trouble in finding schemes
which by a little modification may be adapted to
your own business.

L.

enter

t IH • I t

Ttlittei:. 
p$157$1.,$1805, tail , ,

\ o
/Coffee  sets. 3 pieces. $4, $4.7# ,
I Coffee urns, $8.30. $10 III,i
Cream pitchers. $1.35. $1.75 1.4
Sugar bowls, $1.35. $1.75
Spoon holders, $1.35. $1.75
Chocolate pots. $1.50.$1.75, 424-
Candlesticks. $1, $1.50, $2.7$ .

j Candelabra. 3 lights, $3.75 I I,

BBuotntebor ndihdsisehses$,2. $1$.21315.35$34°i5. 0,
Baking dishes. $3. $3.50, $5.5O
,-n dishes, $2, $4.50
1 i• - e c060;11 e ri t, 5$. 47 5. $4c . s. 7 5 1 : - - - - --.
a r liptirtacyhse,r038,5s4C, $. $1,6...-S-0.75

Cracker  jars, S.,.i.a"Ns
• •

i 4Calticbke 

jars,

alsketa. $ $21 3..$25.4'-751.111.
Ilk-, 1 •......_ lark
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SPECIAL VALUE Revell No. 400 K Outfit 1 4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;5 Show Cases and Tables, each
8 feet long;

t- 2 Screens, each 6 feet long.
PRICES QUOTED UPON APPLICATION

MODERN JEWELRY FIXTURES

Alexander • Revell 0 Co., Manufacturers, Dayton, Rees. Eastman Streetsan Hawthorne Avenue 

an

We can furnish you any quantity
of wall cases, show cases, tables
and screens immediately.

Send list of each kind required and we will beglad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION
Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glass double
strength.

WALL CASE
Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep, out-
side ; three drawers in center, cupboards eitherside with horizontal sliding paneled doors. 
Upper part 54 inches high, 18 inches deep, in-
side. One zo-inch and one 12-itich wide shelveson brackets. Shelves and interior lined with
dark green felt. Two doors sliding up and
balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside. Showcase front glass 14 inches high, top glass 24
inches wide, front and top in two lights each,
horizontal sliding doors lined with American
mirrors.

SCREEN
66 inches high to top of rail, 7r inches highover all, paneled below, glass above.

SHOW CASES

Chicago

Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes

THE ALLIANCE RING?

Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly sup-

planting the use of the old-style wedding ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its

increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we

take these means to inform you that should you need them,
we can supply you.

These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are
barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.

Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat
surface. They are easily opened as shown on illustration by insert-
ing a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.

They should not be pried open, as this would destroy
their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., each, $1.25 per dwt. ; in dozen lots, $1.. to per dwt., net18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.4o per dwt. ; in dozen lots, $1.25 per dwt., net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler
536-538 Canal Street New Orleans, La.
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Tales of the Road

THEE

The Road as an Educational Factor- How the
Traveling Man may Improve Himself -

Sale-making Tricks of Travelers

trgr3W11

I I E road is the biggest college in the world.
Its classrooms are not confined within a
few graystone buildings with red slate
roofs ; they are the nooks and corners of

the earth. When a man gets a sheepskin from this
school he doesn't need to go scuffling around for
work ; he already has a job. Its museum contains,
not a few specimens of ore, but the mine itself.

If you have a son let him take an antegraduate
course for a few years on the road and he will
know to what use to put his book learning when he
gets it. I do not decry book lore ; the midnight
incandescent burned over the classic page is a
good thing. I am merely saying that a lot of good
copper wire goes to waste because too many college
"grads" start their education wrong end first.
They don't know what they are working for. If I
were running a school my way, and the object was
to teach a boy method, I'd hand him a sample
grip before I'd give him a book of Euclid. Last
night a few ideas struck toe when I thought my
day's work was done. I jumped out of bed seven
times in twenty minutes an lit seven matches so I
could see to jot down the points. The man on the
road learns to "do il now."

Too many traveling men waste
their leisure. Like the youth
of Thomas Moore, in their older
days they will wail:

How Travelers
May Improve
Themselves

Wil41 in V4■11111 A11.11111 ilaVI.

Tilv that IIITL Ily

I Willi IItelIuW1.1, .oII thi. margin 11;1,i. WaS1111,
Alit' ii.fl 1111.ir light urns all as empty

Yet many improve their hours of leisure from
business ; if they don't it is their own fault. I
met an old acquaintance on the street yesterday.
" My season is too short" said he. "I wish I
could find something to do between trips." I
asked him why he did not write for newspapers or
do any of a dozen other things. " I'm incapable,"
he replied. " Well, that isn't my fault," said I.
"No," he answered, " it's mine."

I know one man on the road who found time
to learn the German language. And, by the way,
he told me how it once served him a good turn.
" When I was Up in Minnesota," said he, " a

few years ago, I got a big merchant to come over
to look at my goods. That, you know, was half
of the battle."

And so it was ; for when a merchant goes into
a drummer's sample-room he is on the field of
Liau-Yang, and if he doesn't look out the drum-
mer will prove himself the Jap.
" It was my first trip to the town," continued

my friend. " The first thing my prospective custo-
mer picked up after he came into my room was a
sample of a Yucatan ' hat. You know how it
goes—when a merchant comes into your sample-
room for the first time he picks up the things he
knows the price of. If the prices on these are
high he soon leaves you ; if they seem right to him
he has confidence in the rest of your lines and
usually buys if the styles suit him. The way to
sell goods is either to have lower prices or else
make your line show up better than your com-
petitor's. Even though your prices be the same as
his, you can often win out by displaying your
goods better than your competitor does. Many a
time he is too lazy to spread his goods and show
what he really has ; and his customer thinks the
line is ' on the bum,' when, in truth, it is not.
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" This merchant—Alex Strouss

All Because He was his name—couldn't have
picked up a luckier thing for
me than that Yucatan hat. The

year previous my house had imported them finish-
ed, but that year we had trimmed them in our
own shop. The duty was much less on the un-
finished body than on the trimmed hat ;- therefore
the price had dropped considerably.
" How much do you vant for dis?' said

Strouss, picking up the Yucatan.
" ' Nine dollars a dozen,' said I, without ex-

plaining why the price was so low. It would have
been as foolish for me to do this, you know, as to
play poker with my cards on the table face up.
" Strouss turned to his clerk, Morris, who

was with him. They both examined the hat, and
Alex said, in German, to Morris : Den selben Hut
haben wir gahabl. Lazes Jahr babel/ wir sech-
zebu und ein halb den Dutzen bezahll. Das ist sehr
bill ' (The same hat we had. Last year we paid
sixteen and a half a dozen. This is very cheap.)
" Then Alex turned to me—he was a noted

bluffer—and said in English : ' Helens alife ! Nine
tollars ! Vy, I pought 'em last year for sefen and
a half !'
" I never saw such a bold stand in my life.

The expression on his face would have won a
jackpot on a bobtail flush. But I was in position
to call his bluff. His cards were on the table
face up.
" I merely repeated his own words in his own

tongue : Den se/ben Hut /Jabot wir gehabl.
Letzes Jahr haben wir sechzehn und tin halb
den Du/ren bezahlt. Das ist sehr
" ' Hier, dake a seecar on me,' said Alex,

offering me a smoke. He bought a nice bill from
me, and has been a good customer ever since.

" Just to let you know what a
Cleverly Turning hard proposition Strouss was,
the Tables I'll tell you another incident in

connection with him :
" After I had known Alex for two years I

went into his store one morning when I was on my
fall trip. He came from behind the counter to
meet me, Wearing upon his face a smile of triumph.
He had never approached me before ; I always had
to hunt him down.
" I said : ' Hello, Alex ! How goes it ? '
" Dis ist how choes id,' said he, handing me

a card. Dot's der vay id choes mit efrypody
dis seeson.'

"On the card which he handed to me—and to
every traveling man who came in—were these
words:
" Don't waste your time on me ; I will not

buy any goods until I go to market. ALEX.'
" Reading the card quickly, I said to him :

Thank you, Alex, May I have another one of
these cards?'
" He handed me another one, saying, ' Vot

do you want mit anudder von?'
" I want one to hold as a keepsake of the man,

of all men, who is gladdest to See me when I get
around ; the other I shall pin to the order I shall
take from you to-day and send to my firm.'
" With a sweeping bow I sitid : Adieu, Alex ;

auf wiedersehen,' and left the store.

" I knew Alex habits. He always went to
dinner when the town clock struck twelve. A
deaf shoemaker in the next block regulated his
watch, they say, by Alex's movements. A few
minutes past twelve I went back to the store and
left on the front show case a bunch of samples
done up in a red cloth. On some of them were
large green tags showing the quantity I had of

Knew German

each, and the price. I also wrote on the tags the
words ' Job lot.'
" I knew that Alex would see the bundle ;

and I knew that he would open it—a merchant will
always look at samples if you take them to his
store. I also knew that Alex, when he saw the
mystic words, 'Job lot,' would be excited.
" I went back to the hotel. After luncheon I

sent out my advance cards and took up a book.
My mind was easy, because I knew just exactly
what was going to happen.
" At a quarter of six, Abie, Alex's boy, dis-

turbed me while I was in the middle of a chapter,
and said : ' Papa wants to see you right away.
The store closes at six.'

" I knew that meant business, but I said to
Able : Tell your papa, if he will excuse me, I'll
not come over. Won't you please say good-by to
him for me ? And won't you, Abie—like a good
boy—bring me a bundle I left on the show case? It
has a red cloth around it.'
" Finishing my chapter, 1 started slowly toward

Alex's store. I met Able. But he didn't have the
red bundle-1 knew he wouldn't.
" Papa says, come over. He wants to see

you,' said Able.
" As 1 went into the store, about a minute

before six, Alex was pacing up and down the floor.
My samples were spread upon the show case.
" Eef you vant your zamples dake 'em away

yourself. Do you subbose I raice poys to vait on
draveling men ?' said Alex. lie was keeping up
his bluff well.
" With this I began to stack together my

samples.
" ' Vait ! vait !' said Alex. Aind you choing

to gif a man a jance to puy some ghoots?'
" 'Sure,' said I, if you want to ; but I thought

you were going to wait until you went into market.'
" Veil, you vas a taisy, said Alex ; and in

three minutes—he was the quickest buyer I ever
saw—I booked an order for poo.

" ' Now I see,' said Alex, as he shook hands
and started home, vat you vanted mit der udder

it'rategy %till win out in business, but not
cdaercte.s'i

oion. The traveling man ‘v Ito wishes to win in
the race of salesmanship, if he plays sharp tricks, will
get left at the quarter post. It is pretty hard some-
times to keep from plucking apples that grow in
the garden of deception, especially if they hang
over the fence.

I sat one night beside one of the boys who was
sending out his advance cards. We was making
his first trip over a new territory.
" What a fool mistake !" said he, tearing up

a card he had written. " I addressed a card to a
merchant and then turned it over and signed his
name to it—not mine. Wasn't that a foolish thing
to do?"
" No, not at all," I replied. " If you had sent

that card to him he would have read it. Now he will
chuck the one you do send him into the basket."
" Bright idea !" said my friend.

A few months afterward I met this same man.
"Say," said he, " that was a straight tip you gave
me on that advance card scheme. It worked like
a charm. Half of the men I went to see had kept
the cards on their desks, and I had no trouble
getting their ears. Some were expecting a long-lost
relative. When they showed me my cards with
their names signed to them I was always amazed
at such a queer mistake. There was one excep-
tion. I told one man why I did it, and he nearly
threw rue out of the store."

—Charles N. Crewdson, in Saturday Evening Post.



HOLD YOUR TRADE

TIE TO

BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and Dissatisfaction

by handling Bassett chains—quick sellers,
big profit makers and satisfaction

guaranteed. Select styles for
fastidious purchasers—pop-

ular styles for all.

Factory
Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO OFFICE
Masonic Temple Vaults

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
120 Sutter Street

RELIABILITY-THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman

CI Co. have
hchi tile record
for High Art

Jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.Every piece of Store Furniture to suit thy demand of thy location, thebusiness expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to getthan you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glassand color of finish is to your individual taste.

WRITE

THAT'S THE KIND OF
TO MAKE.

Do you need us? If you
your service. No charge for pl

Delivery guaranteed within
to pack his stock goods, and at

US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW

need information, our draughtsmen are at
ans, designs or suggestions.
the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealer
REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WM. KLEEMAN ei CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World
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The Quest for Happiness

BY JOHN TWEEZER

I.

Life seemed, to Abel Mann, a dreary
grind. He lived on the outskirts of a little
village, far removed from the stir and move-
ment of the great events which filtered into
his knowledge through the local weekly
newspaper. He worked hard, but had little
to show for his toil in calculable dollars and
cents. He had friends a-plenty in the neigh-
borhood, but these friends lived as colorless
lives as his own and there was no stimulus in
the contact with them. He read of the doings
of the rich in the big cities—the brilliancy of
their entertainments, the lavishness of their
household expenditures, the seeming fullness
of their joys; he was fascinated by the con-
stant repetition of names that stood for fame
in the arts, science, literature and trade; and
he nursed a bitter envy of these rich ones
and of all famous folk. " They have happi-
ness," he said; " their lives are worth living;
I've got to grind away in this quiet place
where there is no chance. If only I had the
money or the fame I, too, would know what
happiness is—or I would go in search for it!"

The unexpected happened to Abel Mann.
A convenient uncle died somewhere, leaving
his miser's hoard of a million dollars to the
only son of his only brother. In a single
day Abel Mann had advanced from comfort-
able poverty to " riches beyond the dream
of avarice."

"Now," said he, " I go. in search of
Happiness !"

And so he Went first to the great city
and lodged in a great hotel; and for some
weeks he feasted his eyes on the marvelous
sights that were new to his experience—the
towering buildings, the public utilities, the
points of historic interest, museums, theaters
and all the bewildering novelties which un-

folded to his gaze. But soon he was satiated

with the crowded panorama and felt that he

was foreign to the interests which concerned

the teeming millions who moved around him;
he was " a stranger in a strange land." His

wealth brought him no tender human sympa-

thies on which he could comfortably rest; he

missed the presence of the familiar faces
which he had left behind.
" The happiness I dreamed of lies not

in mere riches. I must seek farther."

. IV.

He sailed to foreign lands and plunged
into mad extravagances, in hope to will a

certain kind of fame—the only kind of fame
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possible to the very rich who are bereft of
the impulse to do good and are moved only
by their selfish instincts. But the fame
brought only ridicule and scorn with it; and
Abel Mann was cursed by the very publicity
for which he had struggled. "Fame is not
always happiness," he said to himself, after
bitter reflections.

He packed his trunks and fled from the
scene of his mad exploits—went on and on,
until he came to a distant land to which his
fame had not yet reached.

V.

There went with him a woman who had
captivated his fancy and whose wiles found
easy victim in the inexperienced youth. He
loved her madly and thought he was beloved
in return; but when she deserted him for
another, in a far-off city in the Orient, after
stripping him of his wealth and involving
him in financial ruin, he groaned in agony of
spirit, "Ah, there is no happiness in love

that is deformed I"
And then there came to him a vision of

the little village where he had toiled in dis-
content; where lived the only real friends he

had ever known; where life was normal and
natural. A mighty homesickness fell upon

him and a fierce despair of finding any joys

in life outside the old, familiar resting place

to which his heart now turned again. An

outgoing sea captain took pity on the cast-

away and carried him across the broad
Pacific.

VI.

A year from the day on which he left

the little village saw Abel Mann's return to
it, after circling the globe. He went back to

his old work; won the respect of all his
neighbors by his manliness and sincerity; in
time was married to the sweetheart of his
boyhood; in later time smiled down into the

eyes of a dimpled babe, in the modest home
which he had built out of his savings since

his return from the world-journeying in

search of happiness.

VII.

One evening, years afterward, he was
telling his experiences to a neighbor, an old

chum. "It is this way, Billy," he said, "Hap-

piness isn't in riches, though the rich can be

be happy, if they will; nor is it in fame,

though there is nothing to bar the famous

from all the happiness they can hold ; nor is

it in the gratification of any selfish appetite.

You can't go after it—it isn't in one place or

one state, more surely than in another. It

is right in you. You may smother it, keep

it from warming up your life, cover it over

with all sorts of superficial' make-believe;
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but it is in you, all the same—and it is no-
where else. If you have a little home, with-
out envy of the big houses; a wife and family
whom you try to make happy; neighbors
whom you like to smile upon and help when
you can; a good conscience; work that you
take joy in doing; content that isn't indiffer-
ence—why, say, Billy, if you have these
things you will have found more happiness
than will turn up in searching the world
over !"

In 1910? Let's Guess!

I. Russia will see the beginnings of a
constitutional monarchy, resolved on the dis-
continuance of her traditional policy of ex-
pansion and, instead, the concentration of
her energies on internal development, popu-
lar education and such other measures as will
bring her into alignment with contemporary
civilized nations.

2. Japan will stiffer a reaction and tern-
porary retrogression, because of attempting
too much before her finances and indus-
tries have been adjusted to the new con-
ditions..

3. China will begin to " sit up and take
notice." (The development of Chinese civili-
zation will be the largest fact in the history
of the Twentieth Century).

4. .Parties in American politics will begin
to divide on the question of a modified
socialism—present party lines will disappear
within the next decade or two.

5. There will be increasing personal
responsibility and accountability in all direc-
tors of corporate wealth—particularly in the
matter of life insurance and bank man-
agement.

6. The Servant Girl question will lead

to a mild social revolution.

7. Dogmatic theology will steadily yield

to liberalized beliefs, involving a larger con-

sideration of the brotherhood of man under

the fatherhood of God.

8. The Great American Novel will still

remain in " the dark backward and abysm

of Time."
9. The flying machine will fly.

to. Electricity will have superseded

steam as motive power in all forms of pas-

senger transport, including trunk lines of

railroads.

I. Enormous gifts to semi-public insti-

tutions and other objects of philanthropy

will be made by the multi-rich, to salve their

consciences—or to satisfy the insistent clamor

of the people.

12.• THE KEYSTONE will still be doing

business—only " more so "—at the same old

stand. J. T.



The Geneva Combined
Ophthalmoscope and Retinoscope

RETINOSCOPE ATTACHMENT IN USE.

CHICAGO Main Office63 Washington Street

We solicit your prescription work and
optical business. If more convenient, send
to our branches. No goods sold at retail.

Patented.

Ophthalmoscopy and Retin-
oscopy made easy.

No dark room needed.
Illumination perfect ; oil, gas
or electricity.

Distances absolutely fixed.
No annoying reflections.
Mirror always in position.
Patient's head supported and
held steady.

Results accurate ; no addi-
tions or deductions.

Lenses always in correct po-
sition.

Light always in proper po-
sition.

Hot dark room avoided.
No trouble to find patient's

eye.
Latent defects made man-

ifest.

Combines fogging method
with skiascopy.

Puts an end to guessing.
A model pair of instruments

for the Modern refrac.
tionist.

A friend and assistant whose
services are invaluable.

Indispensable to those who
aspire to stand in the front
rank of their profession.

It is a business-getter.
A money-earner and bread-

winner.

It will aid you to work up
your business.

It will help to retain the
business you have.

It will bring the extra busi-
ness to pay for itself.

You can show the retina to
others as well as see itPrice, $80 00 Less 6 per cent. for cash,

O. B. Chicago. yourself.

Write to-day for
full particulars

DES MOINES ST. LOUIS
Finest optical prescription shop

in the West. Whole-
sale only.

Holland
Building

Only exclusive wholesale optical
house in St. Louis.

Everything optical.

GENEVA OPTICAL COMPANY
ST. LOUIS

Holland Building

DES MOINES, IOWA

Main Office and Factory

63 Washington Street, CHICAGO

Reviews of Current Ophthahno-
logical Literature of the World

The Importance of Eyestrain in
Modern Life

That eyestrain is now recognized as an
important factor in the production of many
ailments is again shown by the fact that a
recent number of the Boston Medical and
,Yurgical Journal is filled entirely with
articles on this subject. In the first article
Dr. Myles Standish treats of eyestrain as a
factor in functional nervous disabilities, and
develops views very similar to those of Dr.
G. M. Gould. He quotes vatious unfavor-
able reviewers of Gould's Biographic Clinics
and thinks that they wrongly accuse Gould
of extravagance of statement.

The basis upon which all these criticisms are
made would appear to be that eyestrain is supposed
to be the sole rather than the precipitating cause
of all the conditions enumerated. The result is
entirely dependent upon the man behind the eyes.
In one case any mentaj or physical condition which
reduces him below the normal state of health, so
that resistance to nervous strain springing from his
eyes is diminished, will cause the occurrence or
recurrence of ocular reflexes. In another case the
nervous balance is such that even in his best estate
he is unable to withstand the nervous exhaustion
which results from frittering away nervous reserve
by ocular strain. Great stress is laid by the critics
on the fact that migraine is inherited, but are not
eyes inherited ? It is contended that migraine is a
disturbance of the central nervous system. Seeing
is also done by the brain. While the writer does
not state that all migraine can be cured by correct-
ing errors of refraction, the truth is that uncorrected
errors produce sufficient irritation to precipitate
attacks in people otherwise predisposed. Patients
with nervous breakdown and dyspepsia often get
%yell on wearing glasses. In children and youth,
convulsions nowise distinguishable from true
C; ilepsy are cured similarly, but the writer has not
s._.eit this result in longstanding cases in adults.

In the second article Dr. Allen Green-
wood treats of eyestrain in backward child-
r •a. He justly believes that eyestrain is the
utse of much inattention and backwardness,

tad calls. attention to the fact it is frequently
odin children who have a normal
acuity.vsual 
 

Myopic children are frequently counted the
!thtest in the school, while their hypermetropic
,smates of equal mental capacity fall behind in
hes. Out of school the hypermetrope, in a

•rk which does not require close vision, may be
ti more successful. Teachers should be trained

Aserve symptoms of eyestrain as well as to test
vi Aid acuity. The oculist, on the contrary, should
I) on the lookout for adenoids, nasal obstructions,
a:. •tnias, etc., whose correction by the family
pysician would obviate the necessity of wearing
glasses for a slight error of refraction.

In the third and fourth articles eyestrain
Is considered in connection with spinal curva-
ture and nasal difficulties respectively, while
In the fifth Dr. Edwin E. Jack discusses the
question in what cases eyestrain should be

suspected. He finds headaches around or
back of the eyes or in the back of the head
and those occurring on awakening or late in
the day especially suggestive. He recom-
mends an examination of the eyes in all
cases of migraine and remarks that con-
junctivitis, blepharitis, photophobia, spasm
of the lids, theater, car or shopping head-
aches are all suspicious. He also calls
attention to the fact that faulty positions of
the head and neck, nausea, dizziness, dys-
pepsia, nervousness, insomnia and neu-
rasthenia may all be due to eyestrain.

In the last article Dr. F. M. Spalding
discusses the difficulties encountered in the
prescription of glasses. He refers to the
fact that patients are often more uncomfort-
able after putting on their correction than
before, this being on account of the abnor-
mal conditions of the visual act having
become so firmly established that they can-
not be readily adjusted. Children adapt
themselves to the new co-ordination more
easily than adults, it being with them a
matter of a day or two, while in old people
it may take two or three months. The next
most common cause prolonging the period
of adaptation is a faulty balance of the
external muscles. Patients in which the
difference in the refractive error of the two
eyes is marked often find it difficult to get
accustomed to glasses, the faculty of binocu-
lar vision not having received proper cultiva-
tion. The correction may cause a trouble-
some diplopia. Spasm of the accommo-
dation, especially in the young, gives trouble
through blurring of distant objects. Glasses
may change a person's idea of distance, and
of the size and the shape of objects. The
prismatic effect of looking obliquely through
glasses is also rather disturbing to the novice.
This can be avoided by the use of toric lenses.

Eyeglasses in the Abdomen

That eyeglasses have done touch good
on the nose will be admitted by every reader
of THE KEYSTONE, but it must be equally
certain that they can do no good in the
abdomen, even though they be toric. Such
case has lately been reported in American
Medicine, which states that a Mrs. Mabel
Quirk, an American, described in the papers
as being rich, has started legal proceedings
in Paris in an extraordinary case. She is
said to have undergone a laparotomy in
America. Her health was not improved,
and she was operated upon a second time in
Germany. Her health was still unimproved,
and finally she was operated on in Paris by
doctors who took from the wound a pair of
gold-rimmed eyeglasses. Mrs. Quirk has
recovered her health, and has appeared in
court to find out who left the eyeglasses in
the wound, the American or the German.

(8n)

Does Coffee Have an Injurious
Effect Upon the Eye

That tobacco, lead, quinine and alcohol
may seriously interfere with the use of the
eyes and even produce blindness, is a fact
well-known for many years, but that even
coffee sometimes may act as a poison on the
optic nerve has been recognized only of late.
Recently Dr. Albert E. Bulson, of Fort
Wayne, Ind., at a meeting of the American
Academy of Ophthalmology and the Oto-
Laryngology, read a very interesting paper on
this subject. He states that modern writers
like de Schweinitz, Ball, Wood and a few
others mention coffee as capable of pro-
ducing a poisoning effect upon the eye but
that they give no particulars. Regarding
the action of coffee on the eye, the doctor
makes the following statement :

The manner in which the visual disturbance is
produced is somewhat in doubt, though the theory
advanced by Casey Wood that it is occasioned
by a ptomain poisoning generated as a direct
result of the injurious influence of excessive
quantities of coffee taken into the system, seems
worthy of acceptance. While Luederitz Raba-
teau and several other observers have been
able to definitely establish the fact that infusions of
coffee have the power to destroy various pathogenic
and non-pathogenic micro-organisms, and when
taken Internally in certain quantities act as an
agent to restrict the growth of pathogenic organ-
isms in the intestinal canal, it is equally an estab-
lished fact that the excessive use of Infusions of
coffee produces a marked irritation of the digestive
tract, thus favoring the process of decomposition
and disintegration essential to ptomain develop-
ment, and this is more particularly true in those
persons having a particular susceptibility to its
effects. That the ptomains thus generated, acting
through the circulation, may produce nutritive
changes in the ganglion cells of the retina, or an
affection of the optic nerve, or both, seems a
reasonable supposition as to the genesis of the
visual disturbances accompanying the excessive
use of coffee by certain persons.

Dr. Hutson then gives the history of two cases
which he observed for himself. We will reproduce
here his description of the second case which
furnishes a more definite proof of the fact that
coffee may be responsible for visual disturbances
as here a relapse occurred as a direct result of the
resumption of the use of cofiee. We also reprint
here the very interesting experiments which the
doctor made upon himself to observe the influence
of large doses of coffee upon his visual apparatus.

Mrs. K., housewife, aged forty-one, consulted
me June 8, 1903. She reported that for several
months she had noticed impaired vision but that
the condition had grown much worse during the
previous three or four weeks. During the latter
period she had suffered from nervousness, head-
aches, poor appetite and indigestion. Also com-
plained of attacks of violent twitching of the eye-
lids, accompanied by spots before the eyes.
Patient reported that for two or three years she had
been accustomed to drinking large quantities of
strong coffee which she took at varying Intervals
during the day from the coffee pot which was con-
stantly kept filled and on the stove. She said she
depended upon coffee to sustain her.

On examination both eyes were found fairly
normal in appearance, with the exception that the
pupil reacted a little slowly to light and accommo-
dation. Vision 20h0 each eye, and not improved
with lenses. Media clear. Fundus of each eye

(Continued on page 813)
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presented a slight pallor of the temporal half of
the disk, and haziness of the edges, but otherwise
Hormal. Field of vision in each eye decidedly

Iltracted concentrically for all colors, as indicated
I the perimeter chart, but. no scotomata. Exami-
ition of the urine negative.
The patient was directed to abstain from the

o of coffee, and pilocarpine sweats and strych-
hie were prescribed. Under the treatment the
kion steadily improved and the fields of vision
idened until on August r3th, when the patient

was discharged, the conditions were essentially
normal.

The patient was not seen again until July 9,
1904, when she returned complaining that her
vision had within two or three weeks become
affected much as it xvas at the time of the first
consultation over one year before. She reluc-
tantly admitted that for two months she had been
drinking coffee again, and of late the quantities
nearly as large as formerly. There had also been
:1 return of the headaches, eye pain upon use of
the eyes, and " flashes of light." Vision 20/40
each eye, and fields contracted essentially to the
same extent as in the former experience. At this
time a small absolute central scotoma was dis-
covered.T

patient was again placed on treatment
e, Insisting of pilocarpine sweats, strychnine and
.ibandonment of the use of coffee. Improvement
was slower than in the first attack, and at the end
If three weeks vision had only increased to 20/30,
fields of vision had not widened to any great
extent and the central absolute scotoma persisted.
At a recent examination, August 12, 1904, the
vision \'.I5 2 20 minus in each eye, the fields of
vision increased to about one-half normal, and the
central sr, ■tonia changed to one for red and green
only. The patient is continuing the same treat-
ment, with the addition of potassium iodide in
fifteen grain doses.

In view of the discovery of a small central
scotoma in the last case during the second attack,
it is reasonable to presume the possibility of the
existence of a similar manifestation during the first
attack, and perhaps also in the first case reported,
but overlooked owing to lack of extreme care in
the perimetric examination.

These two cases of coffee amblyopia, coming
under observation within a few months of each
other, led the writer to undertake a series of ex-
periments upon himself, and observations with
reference thereto, as to the toxic effect of coffee
upon the visual apparatus. It had long been
known that the subject was particularly susceptible
to the influence of strong coffee in certain quanti-
ties not usually considered excessive. An attempt
was made, therefore, to induce, if possible, a mild
coffee amblyopia. Beginning with the addition of
four to six cups of strong coffee to the usual
allowance of one or two cups of ntt alerately strong
coffee taken at the morning meal, the quantity
taken per day was radidly increased until it ex-
ceeded twelve cups. At the end of two weeks the
use of coffee was discontinued on account of
excessive nervousness, persistent insomnia, ano-
rexia, gastro-intestinal disturbances and dull head-
ache. During the first week of the test nictitation
developed and increased in persistence until at the
end of an additional five or six days it became
almost unbearable, and •undoubtedly contributed
to the general nervousness. There were also
asthenopic symptoms upon prolonged eye-work.
Visual acuity was not affected until the day the
test was abandoned, when the usual 20/15 vision
ha- each eye was found to be barely 20/20. The
held of vision ill each eye however, was found con-
tracted concentrically to an appreciable degree
three days before the use of coffee was abandoned,
and the contraction slightly increased (hiring the
succeeding three days. Careful and painstaking
perimetric examination failed to disclose the ex-
istence of scotomata. Only two fundus examina-
tions were made, by a confrere, and at neither
examination could their positively be detected any
injection of the retinal vessels, though the tem-
poral half of each disk appeared to have a slight
pallor and the edges of the disk were somewhat
hazy. With the suspension of the coffee • drinking
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the disagreeable symptoms disappeared, but
return to normal conditions was probably hastened
by strychnine 1/2o grain, three times per day,
which it was deemed wise to take in view of the
general nervous debility existing.

A peculiar feature in the experience was the
quieting effect which tobacco had upon the irrit-
able nervous system. When affected with a
general nervousness which precluded the pos-
sibibity of being quiet for even a short period of
time, the smoking of a cigar had a decided quiet-
ing effect. The possibility of tobacco being a
factor in the case is recognized, but in view of the
cessation of the ocluar manifestations following the
withdrawal of the coffee, it seems reasonable to
suppose that the coffee was responsible for the
mild amblyopia.

Hutchinson reported that his case resembled
quinine amblyopia, in which case there presumably
was marked contraction of the retinal blood-
vessels and the pallor of the disks. In Wing's
case there was congestion of the optic disks, en-
largement of the retinal veins but contraction of
the arteries. In the two cases observed by the
writer, one of which was seen during a recurrence,
no perceptible contraction of the retinal vessels
could be distinguished, and aside from a slight
pallor of the temporal half of the disks and faint
haziness of the edges of the disks there were no
fundus changes discoverable by ophthalmoscopic
examination.

It is presumed that with more extended
observation in a larger number of cases the mani-
festations will vary, much as the manifestations
vary in tobacco amblyopia. The more important
point to be considered is the recognition of the
possibility of coffee being the cause of a toxic
amblyopia as well as many of the asthenopic
symptoms which at times seem of obscure origin.
Considering the almost universal use of coffee as
a beverage it is thought that cases of coffee
amblyopia are not relatively uncommon, but when
occurring will be found in persons particularly
susceptible to the toxic influence of coffee when
taken to excess. It is also thought by the writer
that women, with their more sensitive nervous
systems, mode of living and increased tendency to
use such beverages as tea and coffee to excess,
will be found most often suffering from the affec-
tion. Such cases, judging from observations made,
will probably be also accompanied in nearly every
instance by gastro-intestinal disturbances, and
various neurasthenic manifestations not the least
of which will be asthenopia.

Loss of sight from Disuse of the Eye
(Amblyopia Ex-Anopsia) and Recovery of

Vision after Loss of Sight of the
Other Eye

The question whether an eye that has
lost its vision from disuse would ever perfectly
recover it has been answered differently by
different authorities. Dr. D. B. St. John
Roosa in The Medical Record believes that
the term amblyopia ex-anopsia should be
limited to those cases in which the use of
the eye has been given up because the use of
it involves double vision, as is the case in any
form of squint. Amblyopia due to obscura-
tion of the media does not belong to this
category. Dr. Roosa then reports an inter-
esting case which illustrates the fact

" that amblyopia in the deviating eye in strabis-
mus is functional and not organic, and that it may
be recovered from perfectly. The patient was a
man of forty-six, whose right eye was amblyopic
owing to suppression of the image accompanying
divergent strabismus following overcorrection of a
convergent strabismus. Five years ago the left
eye, on which he was dependent for vision, was
put out of function by an accident. Vision in the
right eye was at this time Aly with a cylindric glass
of + 4 D., but with suitable correction and prac-
tice, in the course of five years he gradually re-
gained the function of the organ until now his
vision with the formerly amblyopic eye is 4g with
an appropriate glass. The vision for fine type
improved much more quickly than that for
distance."
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The Color of the Macula Lutea
(Yellow Spot) in the Eye

Lately several authors, among them
Gullstrand, denied that the human eye con-
tained any yellow pigment at the macula
during life. Schmidt-Rimpler, however, in
a recent contribution on this subject in
Graefe' s Archives, states that he could
demonstrate the yellow color of the macula
in ten freshly enucleated eyes. The micro-
scopic examination showed that the yellow
color which could be preserved in a normal
saline solution was not caused by any ad-
herent epithelial pigment. Thus it may be
accepted as a fact that the yellow color
exists in the eye before death, and that it
must be taken into consideration if we want
to explain the way in which certain colors
are perceived by the central part of the eye.

The Numbering of Prisms

At the January meeting of the Ophthal-
mological Society of the United Kingdom,
Mr. Claud Worth read a paper on the num-
bering of prisms.

He said that when one ordered a spherical or
cylindrical lens, one did not concern oneself with
the refractive index of the glass of which it was
made. One specified that it should have a certain
definite effect upon a pencil of light, and bring it
to a focus at a certain specified distance. But
prisms were numbered by most opticians accord-
ing to the geometrical angle, so that if one wanted
a prism which should deflect a pencil of light,say four
degrees, one had to order a prism of eight degrees
geometrical angle. The optician then supplied a
prism whose actual deflecting power was some-
where between three degrees and five degrees,
according to the kind of glass of which it was
made. It was much more convenient and accurate
to number a prism according to the number of
degrees which it deflected a pencil of light.
Although this matter had been discussed before,
yet he brought it forward in the hope that the
society would make some definite pronouncement
which would be accepted by spectacle makers in
this country ; much inconvenience would thus
be avoided.

Focusing Opera Glasses

How very few people focus a pair of opera
glasses correctly ! Focusing is effected either by
racking the eyepieces out or in—usually the former.
The same statement is, of course, true of a telescope
also. Now, despite the time-honored diagrams given
in books on geometrical optics, the virtual image is
not of necessity seen as though at a distance of ten
inches away. For comfortable use by a normal eye
the opera glass or telescope should be ill afocal (not
a focal, Mr. Compositor) adjustment ; in other
words, rays which are parallel to one another as they
enter the object-glass should also be parallel to one
another as they emerge from the eyepiece. When
this is the case, the image of a very distant object is
seen as though it, too, was at a very great distance
—infinity in optical terminology. The accommoda-
tion power of the eye is, therefore, not called upon,
the eye is in the at-rest condition. But when an opera
glass, or other telescope, is focused by racking the
eyepiece out, the image seen starts, as it were, close
to the eye and recedes during the racking. It is,
therefore, first seen distinctly when at the near point
of the eye, and when the accommodation power is
being called upon to the utmost ; with the result that
if the focusing operation is stopped here, prolonged
use may bring on eyestrain. When focusing is
effected by first racking the eyepiece out to its full
extent, and then racking it slowly in again, until a
distinct image is seen, the latter first appears as
though at infinity. If the focusing operation be
stopped at this stage, the eye is unstrained, with the
result that prolonged use becomes possible without
discomfort. Op/ice! Journal.
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Superior Check Ligaments.—These are two. Owing to the
broad tendon of the levator palpebrae being interposed between the
superior rectus and the orbital margin, the superior check ligaments
from the superior rectus cannot reach their orbital insertions except
by passing each border of the levator palpebra e tendon. Were
there a single median check ligament, it would have to pierce this
intervening tendon to reach the bone (see Fig. t).

That this affords an explanation for there being two superior
check ligaments is shown by the fact, noted by Motais, that those
vertebrata which possess a levator palpebra have these ligaments
double, whereas those which possess no levator have a single
median ligament.

He describes the internal superior (heck ikameni (/ S.) as a
fibrous cord which leaves the inner border of the superior redus
muscle, applies itself to the tendon sheath of the superior oblique
muscle, and is inserted with it at the trochlea. Sometimes a few
muscular fibres run into it, and in any case it is intimately adherent
to the muscle, just as the internal and external check ligaments are
to theirs.

The extemal superior check ligament ( E. S.) is a more
flattened band than the preceding cord, and divides into two, one
portion joining the upper border of the external check ligament
and the other portion reaching the orbital margin midway between
this and the outer extremity of the tendon of the levator palpebra:.

The Inferior Check Ligaments are also two, but are a little
difficult to un(lerstand.

That of the inferior rectus leaves the sheath and belly of the
inferior rectus at the point where that muscle begins to curve round

by the inferior oblique muscle and the other limb by the check
ligament of that same muscle. This is shown in Fig. 13. For this
reason it is that Fig. 1 2 looks as if the check ligament of the
inferior rectus had no insertion except its slender offshoot to the
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the globe, adhering intimately to the muscle and to its thickened
sheath, for a length of 5 or 6 millimeters (see I L. in Fig. 12).

It proceeds to the middle part of the inferior oblique muscle
(I 0.), splitting into two so as to embrace it, as shown in the
figure, establishing thus a strong connection between these two
muscles.

Its appearance is whiter and its structure more exclusively
fibrous than that of the other check ligaments, so that, with a
moderate thickness, it is as resistant as the external check liga-
ment itself (Motais). It obtains no direct insertion into the margin
of the orbit, but only through a loop, of which one limb is formed

1.0. IL. IR.
Fig. 12
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eyelid, which, however, accounts for the eyelid being drawn down
during contraction of the inferior rectus.

We have seen that it embraces the inferior oblique muscle, in
Figs. 12 and 13. From the point where it does so, springs the
structure we have next to consider.

The Check Ligament of the Inferior Oblique.—This fibrous
bundle (L. O. in
Fig. t), derived in
part from the fibres
of the check liga-
ment of the inferior
rectus, in part from
the sheath of the
inferior oblique L .1.R.._
muscle, leaves the
anterior border of
the inferior oblique
about 8 or 10 milli-
meters from its or-
bital origin, and
from thence courses At R
obliquely outwards •
and forwards. It
forms an obtuse hif. R. s'IR.
angle of about 120°
with the check liga-
ment of the inferior
rectus muscle. With
the inferior oblique
it forms an angle of
about I to°. Its length is from to to 12 millimeters, and it is
inserted into the lower outer angle of the orbit, 4 or 5 millimeters
behind the orbital margin, about midway between the external
check ligament and the origin of the inferior oblique.

This bundle is the most pearly looking, the most purely fibrous
of all the aponeurotic lamella of the orbit.

Its breadth varies at different parts of its course : in the middle,
2 or 3 millimeters ; at its muscular insertion, 7 or 8 millimeters ; at
its bony insertion, 5 or 6 millimeters. It presents, therefore, the
shape of two triangles united by their apices.

[To Cu CONTINUED]
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Anisometropia

Mrs. J. C., aged twenty-eight years,
complains principally of headache. She tells
us she has been wearing glasses for the past
ten years, but they fail to afford her much
relief. A member of the class has neutralized
them for us and tells us they are 0. D. + .25
and 0. S. + .50, both spheres.

We request her to be seated in the
usual testing chair, and placing the opaque
disk over the left eye, we ask her what letters
she can see on the test card. She replies
that she can see only the very large letters,
and in response to our request to be more
specific, she names the three top letters,
E C B, as the only ones she can see. The
letters C B you will recognize as constitut-
ing the line marked too feet, and therefore
we will record the vision in this eye as
equalling NV.

We transfer the opaque disk from the
left. eye to the right, and again ask the patient
what letters she can see on the card. She
commences at the top and names the letters
correctly until she reaches the fifth line, the
one that is marked to be seen by the normal
eye at 40 feet. She hesitates, and as we
encourage her to make an effort to name the
letters on this line, she replies " P S 0 E."
You will notice that she has omitted the mid-
dle letter entirely, and of the four she has
named, only one is correct, and that is the last'
one. We will record her vision as if, modi-
fying the fraction by four interrogation points
points placed after it, signifying that four of
the letters have been misnamed.

As there is considerable impairment of
vision, our next step will be the use of the
pin-hole disk in order to determine if this is
a case that can be benefited by glasses. The
patient experiences some difficulty in getting
the small hole directly over the visual line,
but finally she gets it into position, and try-
ing each eye separately we find that vision of
right eye is raised from -IPA to ft partly, and
left eye from ft barely to ft partly. This
proves that the sight is susceptible of im-
provement by glasses; otherwise, it would
be useless and a waste of time to try her
vision with test lenses. •

We will now make an ophthalmoscopic
examination to see if that will throw any light
on the cause of the impaired vision, which
even the pin-hole fails to raise to normal.

There is a dimness and indistinctness
about the whole fundus, while the optic disk
in each eye is very much paler than normal,
which indicates an atrophied condition of the
nerve. We would therefore class this case
as one of amblyopia in addition to any re-
fractive error that may be present.

Before commencing with any test lenses,
we will call the ophthalmometer to our aid.
We fix the mires so that they are barely
in contact with each other in the primary

position, which is horizontal,and as we rotate
the instrument the one mire commences to
climb over the other until we reach the verti-
cal meridian, where there is an overlapping
of six steps or 6 D. In the left eye there is
also a marked overlapping in the vertical
meridian, in this eye amounting to three and
a half steps, or 3.50 D. This case shows an
unusual amount of corneal astigmatism, and
I want to give every member of the class an
opportunity to see the mires overlapping as
they pass from the horizontal to the vertical
meridian.

In the examination of vision with the
test lenses, we will commence With +
sphere and ± i cylinder, comparing the
effect of one with the other. In view of the
large amount of astigmatism shown by the
ophthalmometer, we are not surprised that
patient rejects the sphere and accepts the
cylinder. We now increase the lens .50 D.
at a time until we reach + 3 D., with which
axis at 900 vision equals fl. We hold a
± .50 D. and a D. in front of the cylin-
der, both of which are rejected. We rotate
the cylinder slightly to the right and to the
left, with the effect of impairing vision, so
that we are justified in concluding that + 3
D. cyl. axis 900 represents the correction of
the manifest error.

We cover up the right eye and place
+ .5o D. sphere before the left: this is re-
jected and we replace with a -I- .50 D. cyl.
axis 900, which also is rejected. Bearing in
mind the astigmatism which is revealed by
the ophthalmometer, and which is shown to
be " with the rule," we now try a — .50 D.
cyl. with axis at 1800. This is accepted as
affording an improvement in the vision, and
we cautiously increase it .25 D. at a time,
until we reach — i D. cyl., axis 1800, with
which vision equals B.

We will now use the fogging method to
see if the eyes will bear any closer correction.
We have already, on a number of occasions,
explained this method at some length, and
therefore we will not take the time on this
occasion to describe every step, but will give
you the results as follows :

R. E., + 3 D. sph. C — 3 D. cyl. axis 180°
E., + .50 D. spit C — I.50 D. cyl. axis 1800

A comparison of this formula with that
first obtained shows that the right lens is
equivalent in both examinations. In the left
eye we have succeeded in having a + .50 D.
sphere accepted, with a corresponding in-
crease in the concave cylinder. In order
that the two lenses may correspond as nearly
as possible, we will transpose and order as
follows:

R., ± 3 cyl. axis 90°
L., — I spit. C I.5o D. cyl: axis go°

We will completete our examination
with a test of the muscular balance, ' by
means of the Maddox rod; which, on account
of its poorer vision, is placed over the right
eye.

We say to the patient, by way of pre-
paring her for the test, that she sees a red
streak running up and down, and ask her on
which side of the light it is and how far from
the light. She replies that it is on the left
side of the light and that it is about an inch
away from it. This artificial diplopia we have
produced is of the crossed or heteronymous
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variety, and we know that it indicates an
exophoria of small degree. We take a r°
prism and place it over the eye base in, and
the red streak is now brought directly over
the light, thus showing an exophoria of

We now turn the Maddox rod half way
around, and we say to the patient that she
sees the red streak running crosswise, and
ask her if it is above or below the light; she
replies that it is below the light. We ask
her how far below, and she tells us about one
inch. This shows a slight degree of right
hyperphoria, which is corrected by a prism
base down, and when we place a x° prism in
this position it raises the streak so that it runs
directly through the light.

I want particularly in this case to call
your attention to the difference in the refrac-
tion and in the acuteness of vision of the two
eyes, which condition is known in optometry
as anisometropia. This is not infrequently
met with, and is usually a source of discom-
fort to the patient, and of annoyance to the
optometrist.

When we consider that a very slight
change in the curvature of the cornea or in
the length of the eye, causes a marked varia-
tion in the condition of refraction, it is really
to be wondered at that the difference in any
pair of eyes is not greater than is usually
found; or, in other words, that marked
anisometropia is not more common. The
statement is made that a variation of ]g mm.
in the radius of the cornea or of y3 mm. in
the length of the eyeball, causes a change of
D. in the refraction of the eye. And while

it is seldom possible to find two eyes exactly
alike, yet in the majority of cases the differ-
ence is so slight as to be detectable only by
a careful examination, and therefore small
differences may be regarded as more or less
physiological and calling for no special treat-
ment. In other words, anisometropia would
call for no special consideration at our hands,
unless it caused some impairment of binocular
vision or some nervous disturbance.

The term anisometropia signifies nothing
as to the refractive condition of either eye.
One may be emmetropic and the other myo-
pic or hypermetropic; both may be hyper-
metropic or myopic, varying only in degree;
one may be hypermetropic and the other
myopic; or one eye may be astigmatic, or
there may be a greater degree of astigma-
tism in one eye than in the other.

In the great majority of cases anisome-
tropia is a congenital condition, and is attribu-
table to an unequal development of the two
eyes.

Anisometropia may be considered under
three different heads:

I. When binocular vision exists.
2. When monocular vision exists, the

eyes being used alternately.
3. When monocular vision exists, tile

sight being confined to one eye.
In the consideration of the first class of

cases, we must first prove that binocular
vision really is present. This can be easily
done by means of a vertical prism or the
Maddox rod, while the patient looks at the
light across the room.

When a prism is placed before one eye
with base up or down, a vertical artificial
diplopia should be produced if there is simul-
taneous vision; but if it is impossible to make

(Continued on page 819)
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patient see two lights with any strength of
prism, binocular vision does not exist.

When the Maddox rod is placed before
one eye, if patient sees both the streak and
the light, binocular vision is present ; other-
wise not.

In the case we have before us, binocular
vision is present as proven by the Maddox-
rod test of the muscles, in spite of the differ-
ence in the visual acuity of the two eyes, and
the character of the astigmatism, one being
simple hypermetropic and the other mixed.

In order that binocular vision may be
present in any case of anisometropia, there
must not be too great a difference in the re-
fraction, and this brings up the question as
to the manner in which such simultaneous
vision is made possible.

There is a difference of opinion among
ophthalmological authorities whether it is
possible to equalize the refraction of the two
eyes by exercising a greater amount of accom-
modation in one eye than the other. Some
writers argue that such is the case, that one
ciliary muscle can act independently of the
other, thus correcting each eye by a separate
and independent accommodation.

But it is more generally believed that
the same amount of nervous impulse goes to
each ciliary muscle, and hence that an equal
effort of accommodation is made on both
sides, with the result that on one retina the
image is clear, while on the other it is dif-
fused. Then the act of binocular vision is
completed by the brain fusing the blurred
image with the distinct one.

It follows then that the eye which
possesses the greatest visual acuity, or that
requires the least accommodation, will play
the chief part in the act of vision, and that
the other eye with its blurred image will be a
secondary factor, although it must be ad-
mitted a not unimportant one.

The second form of anisometropia is that
in which the eyes are used alternately. One
eye may be emmetropic or slightly hyperme-
tropic, and is preferred for distant use; the
other is myopic, and hence is adapted for
near vision.

Such a patient does not possess binocu-
lar vision, but at the same time the disadvan-
tages are not all on his side. Both his dis-
tant and near vision are fairly good and that
without the use of glasses, even though he
may have reached the presbyopic age.

The third variety of anisometropia is
that in which one eye is permanently ex-
cluded, and the other is used constantly both
for near and distance. In these cases the in-
equality between the eyes is very great, the
blurred image formed in the poorer eye is
ignored, which eye gradually becomes ambly-
opic and then begins to deviate from its
normal position, usually inwards.

Asthenopia may occur in cases of aniso-
metropia, and sometimes it is difficult to de-
termine whether it is due to the refractive error
that is always present, or to the inequality
between the two eyes; but as a broad general
rule, we may state that anisometropic astheno-
pia will occur only in the first class of cases,
and is due to nerve exhaustion in the effort
to maintain binocular vision under disadvan-

tageous conditions, as the images in the two
eyes differ not only in clearness, but are also
unequal in size.

This lady's case comes under this head,
the asthenopia showing itself by a constant
headache, the difference between the retinal
images being such that binocular vision is
maintained only by a constant effort and
waste of nerve energy.

In the two other forms of anisometropia,
where binocular vision is not present, if
asthenopia occurs it must be due to the re-
fractive error and not to the anisometropia.

In the correction of cases of anisome-
tropia, it should always be our aim to give
the appropriate lens for each eye. If the
difference is slight, such lenses will prove
satisfactory; but when the difference is more
marked, many persons cannot tolerate such
a correction, partly because of the nerve dis-
turbance that is caused when an eye which
previously had borne only a subordinate part
in the act of vision, is now suddenly called
upon to bear an equal burden with its fellow,
this being a great change from the condition
to which the person had been for so long a
time accustomed.

But we must get to as near full correc-
tion for each eye as we can, and really our
only guide in this matter is the patient's
sensations after a careful trial. In this case
we feel justified in ordering the full correction
in the expectation that after the first two
weeks of trial, the glasses will prove satisfac-
tory. It goes without saying, that childhood
is the most favorable age for the correction
of a case like this. It is most unfortunate
that she was not properly fitted ten years ago
when she first applied for glasses ; the simple
spheres she has been wearing have been of
little value to her, and they certainly are a
reflection on the skill of the person who
fitted them. If the proper cylinders had been
prescribed at that time, we feel safe in saying
that the acuteness of vision to-day would be
higher than it is.

In the second class of cases where one
eye is used for distance and the other for
reading, as a rule the patient does not suffer
from asthenopia, and the attempt to fit him
with glasses will be a useless and thankless
task. Such a condition of vision calls for
but little muscular effort, imposing but slight
tax on either the accommodation or con-
vergence.

In the third class of cases, any existing
error of refraction or accommodation is to be
corrected according to customory methods,
while the muscular balance of the two eyes
or the refractive condition of the other eye,
does not enter into the question.

Memorial to Professor Abbe

It is proposed to erect in Jena a mem-
orial to Professor Ernst Abbe, so that all who
see it may be reminded of his great services
to optical science and industry, and his ster-
ling qualities as a man. Abbe's work and
influence, says Nature, are appreciated wher-
ever physical science and sociology is studied,
and there should be no difficulty in obtain-
ing sufficient funds to raise a noble monu-
ment to his memory. Subscriptions for the
memorial should be sent to the treasurer,
Dr. Gustav Fischer, Jena.
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Some Incidental Phenomena

A writer in the British Optical journal
says : " It is curious what trifles cause annoy-
ance or discomfort to some ametropes who
wear one pair of spectacles constantly. Doubt-
less natural disposition plays a great part in
this, and the nervous, excitable tempera-
ment is prone to note little things which the
better balanced or stolid disposition will not
take cognizance of. Frequently .trouble is
caused to the wearer of a spectacle when the
frame is changed, because of the brighter
surface of the metal and the re-smoothing of
the edges of the lenses. In every other
respect the frame may be exactly the same,
but these trivial differences interfere with
comfort. There is nearly always something
to be learned from individual peculiarities,
and in such cases as these we find an ex-
planation in the extra-macular region of the
retina being specially sensitive to changes in
light intensity from conditions previously
existing. A similar reason applies when
crescent or straight-slit bifocal lenses become
troublesome from faint prismatic colors being
thrown upon the retina. As the lenses are
near the anterior focus of the eye, the divid-
ing line also casts a faint shadow—it cannot
possibly form an image because of its posi-
tion—and this is ample in some instances to
justify complaint, because of the peculiar
sensitiveness of these extra-macular regions.
" Perhaps one of the most curious cases

which I ever remember of worry from a
trivial cause, occurred to the wearer of a
Japanese pattern gold pince-nez with inset
plaquets and very short spring. When
seated beneath and slightly to one side of a
light, engaged in reading, the bend in the
spring, where it returns to the stud, reflected
a beam of light into the reader's eye. Glanc-
ing upwards to this, without moving the
head, the reflection assumed a circular form
which varied in diameter from time to time
and was noted to be somewhat radiate, and
to have peculiar bright globules distributed
over the surface. Some little consternation
followed when one or two wavy bright
threads passed over the patch with a tremb-
ling motion, and the observer became more
than curious at the strange appearances, and
sought for an explanation from his puzzled
optician.
" As a matter of fact anyone can repeat

the experiment ; it is precisely like the bright
circle seen when using the pin-hole at the
anterior focus against a brilliant background.
All the objects seen are obstructions in lens
and media, and shadows are cast by the rays,
parallel within the eye, emanating from the
anterior focus of the organ. The striation is
due to the structure of the crystalline lens,
and also the globules ; the floating strings
are remains of structures in the vitreous,
and the widening and lessening of the disk is
simply the record of variations in the size of
the pupillary aperture. All that which is
seen is actually within the eye, and is in
reality a shadow picture. The fright of a
nervous client may be turned to interest by
apt use of the pin-hole and lucid explanation.'

"The Keystone is 0.A'. Abjewder or optician
should be without tt."—J. D. Lifguist, Jeweler-
OptiHan, Henning, Minnesota.
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Fitting and Adjusting of Spectacle
and Eyeglass Frames

Mechanical Optics—Selection of Proper Sample
Frames—Systematic Arrangement of Them

Paper read before the Nee England Association of Ilptieittus
by HOWARD C. DOANE.

Mechanical Optics As a prelude to the discussion
proper of the subject of frame

fitting and adjusting, we will first consider existing
conditions in the optical business % At this time
when the optician or optometrist is striving to lift
himself above the ordinary seller of eyeglasses and
spectacles, and perfect himself in the science of
optometry, he must not lose sight of the fact that
demands for equal proficiency in the mechanical
branch of his work are equally as strong. He
must keep in mind that having completed a thor-
ough and scientific examination of the eyes of a
patient, his work is less than half done. No matter
how accurate his refraction test may be, the final
result depends largely upon the proper adjustment
of the device used to hold the lenses before the
eyes. He must, therefore, impress this upon the
patient and then proceed to take carefully the
measurements of the face, suggesting what he
thinks the most practical form of frame ; respect-
ing, as far as possible, whatever whim the patient
may have as regards the style of frame. When
the glasses are ready for delivery he should spend
as much time as is necessary in adjusting the
frames satisfactorily, and again impress upon the
patient the importance of keeping his glasses in
perfect adjustment, asking them to call frequently
to have them readjusted. The painstaking man in
this branch of his work will soon find that not only
does he inspire confidence, but he will keep in
closer touch with his trade and also obtain better
results in his refraction work ; for we all know what
a twisting of a cylinder will do and what effect the
tilting and decentering of spheres will produce.

It is encouraging to know that this branch of
our work has been given more attention of late by
the refractionists, but it is also a fact that the dis-
pensing opticians, as a rule, are doing better work
along this line. The reason is obvious. The dis-
pensing optician devotes all his energy and thought
to produce a pair of glasses that are not only
becoming and pleasing to the customer, but
which meet all the requirements of the orders
of the oculist (and to-day the oculists are re-
quiring their patients to return to them that they
may inspect not only the accuracy of the lenses,
but the bearing and position of the frames upon
the face). The refractionist is very apt after spend-
ing some time in making a thorough examination,
to hurriedly take the measurements of the face and
spend little time in selecting frames that are practi-
cal from his standpoint and that satisfy the tastes
of the patient.

I want therefore, in my feeble
Various Styles way, to bring before you the

various styles of frames, not to
pass upon the merits of the dif-

ferent forms, but to suggest a few rules for arranging
a set of sample frames which will enable us to do this
part of our work quickly and accurately, and then
to say something in regard to adjusting frames.

We will first consider riding bow frames. For
convenience we will take one particular style, that
numbered 348 in A. 0. Co. catalogue, which is
a steel frame. This frame has the popular saddle
bridge, which is the most readily adjusted to all
kinds of noses. Now, it is almost impossible to
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carry in stock frames with all the various styles
of bridges so that we could fit every nose without
some bending. It would also be difficult to keep
in mind the various dimensions of the different
bridges. I have, therefore, selected a series of ten
numbers which cover the field as completely as
possible and from which, with only very little
bending, we can fit almost any nose. In the first
place, I would arrange a series of sample frames
with the different sizes of eyes, and-of the follow-
ing numbers, taken from the A. 0. Co. catalogue:
53, 50, 45, 46, 48, 42, 50 x in., 5o x N in., 45 X A
ill., 45 x N in. The corresponding numbers of the
letter system of bridges can readily be obtained
from the same catalogue. It will not be necessary
to describe each of these numbers, but you will
find them very easy to remember. No. 53 is a very
small bridge, while No. 42 is the largest. You will
observe that a medium-sized bridge would be
either No. 45 or No. 46, and these are the numbers,
you will find, that will fit the majority of cases.
By using this set marked with either the A. 0. Co.
numbers or the corresponding numbers of the
G. 0. Co., you will soon become familiar with the
general dimensions of each number, and will almost
immediately select a frame that will fit the nose in
question. You will not only be more sure of the
general fitness of the frame, but the patient will
see immediately how the frame will look, and this
is a great factor. For by taking the measurements
entirely with a rule, or with a badly-fitting frame,
the patient is apt to be slow making up his mind
what he wants.

For instance, after taking the pupillary distance
and sizing up the general contour of nose and face,
determining as near as possible the size of eye,
you will decide, we will say, that a No. 45 bridge
will come the nearest. Putting this on the face you
will find that perhaps it fits well ; but it really
needs an inset on account of long eyelashes. This
can be changed immediately for a No. 45 x N inset,
and it is then correct, except the P. D., which
needs perhaps narrowing on one side only. (This
little point, by the way, can only be determined in
many cases by trying on a frame.) The customer
will immediately look in the glass, and finding a
frame that fits and looks well he is impressed with
your skill and decides readily what he wants. For
the small nose and narrow P. D. you will find Nos.
53 and 50 the proper ones ; for flat and shallow
noses the Nos. 5o or 45 inset either -r1,7 or N. Nos.
45 and 46, as I said before, are the medium sizes.
No. 48 has a wide base and is suitable for broad
noses and wide P. D. No. 42 is for large promi-
nent noses, requiring a deep bridge. This set of
bridges can be applied to the rimless samples in
the same way, and employing various sizes of
lenses and different shapes you have a complete
outfit. One great advantage of using this or a
similer set of bridges is that it will enable you to
buy your stock much easier, more systematically
and more economically.

would suggest also that part of your samples,
both with and without rims, be fitted with 64 in.
temples and one of 7 in. Another point for con-
sideration is the angular joints ; this is a decided
advantage in most cases. In fact, there are few
cases that do not require it. Personally, I would
order all my spectacle frames and rimless temples
with angular joints.

In fitting spectacle frames it
seems rather difficult to set

Frames any rules, but there are some
points that should always be

borne in mind. Of the first importance is the
correct P. D. and the centering of the lenses. The
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P. D. is the most easily and accurately measured
by measuring from the outer edge of one iris to
the inner edge of the other. Oftentimes we wish
to use a large eye, but owing to a broad nose can-
not get the proper centering. This may be over-
come to a great extent by making the eye rather
full.

The angle of the plane of lenses is very im-
portant, also as you all know that with strong
spheres it takes but a very slight change in the
angle to produce a cylinder. The lenses should
rest as near as possible at right angles to the visual
axis. Another point is the bending of the temples
so that they will not press and bind on the sides of
the face and cut back of the ear. To do this, carry
the temple back straight to the top of the ear, then
with a sharp turn bend it to conform as closely as
possible to the curves of the back of the ear,
bringing the greatest pressure at the end of the
temple, which should be sufficiently long to reach
the soft fleshy portion under the lobe of the ear.
To clear the temples, make a sharp outward bend
in the temple close to the joint and then in the
space of about an inch make a gentle curve, bring-
ing the temple back to run straight to the top of
the ear. The angle of crest of the bridge should
be carefully noted and adjusted so that it rests flatly
on the nose. This adjustment may be made partly
with the shanks of the bridge and partly by the
temples. Note, also, the bearing of the sides of the
bridge. The curve of the crest should conform as
near'as possible to the contour of the nose ; this is to
steady the frame. How often we see bridges that
do not bear on the nose except in the center, and,
a result, the whole frame is unsteady and easily
thrown out of adjustment. Also, we see frequently
bridges that bear only at the inner angles, due to a
too narrow base.

A careful adjustment of the curve of the
bridge will many times offset the inevitable bend-
ing of the temples out of shape by careless hand-
hug on the part of the wearer. Lastly, instruct the
wearer how to open and close the temples by
grasping the temples close to the joint ; illustrate
and give him a case sufficiently large to receive the
glasses without bending too much.

Now, in regard to sraight temple
Straight Temple frames. A similar set of frames

can be selected as samples com-
prising the following six num-

bers of C bridges, also taken from the A. 0. Co.
catalogue : 16, 14, 13, 12, 9, 8. This makes a set
as complete as could be desired, and from which
most noses can be fitted. With this style of frame
there must of necessity be some decentering of
lenses or altering of one side of the bridge as a
case demands. The hook bridge is sometimes
necessary, but I prefer to adhere to the C bridge,
if possible, to avoid a bearing on the cheeks.

As this style of frame is used chiefly for read-
ing glasses, they need to be more angular as a
rule, and this you will obtain much easier if you
order your stock with angular joints. In regard to
the styles of bridges, little need be said. By refer-
ring to your catalogue, you will readily get the
dimensions and general appearances fixed in your
mind and will select almost at once the proper
number. In regard to adjusting a straight temple
frame, there is really but one part to demand bend-
ing, the temples, and they are very often slighted.
It is seldom that we see a properly adjusted frame
of this kind. We find not infrequently one eye
higher than the other, and in these cases I think it
well to have one side of the bridge soldered either
higher or lower on one side of the eye wire as the
case demands. This holds true also of the R. B.

Frames

(Continued on page 823)
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frames. A good plan is to have piano lenses set
in the sample frames, with a base line drawn
through each lens and the geometrical center
marked with a cross line.

Now, it may seem to some that a method of
frame measuring with one of the various pupilome-
ters, so called, is quicker and easier, but I think
you will find that within a short time with this
system you will be able to select immediately from
your stock the frame most desirable and with a
slight amount of bending obtain a perfect fit; not
only saving time yourself, but pleasing the cus-
tomer by showing him the goods to the best ad-
vantage on his face. Let me say right here : keep
your samples clean and neat, especially the rimless
ones.

Now we come to the question
Fitting Eyeglasses of eyeglasses. The market at

present is flooded with various
nose guards, springs and devices for holding glasses
on, and it would be impossible to keep on hand
samples of all kinds and also impossible for me to
mention and pass upon their merits. I will there-
fore take up a few that, to my mind, are the most
important and useful.

In the first place, those with rims would be the
ordinary forms—Nos. 480, 520, 521, 523. These
numbers are for steel, from the A. 0. Co. cata-
logue. The corresponding numbers for gold filled,
and gold call easily be obtained. The No. 48o
frame is used but little to-day by first-class opti-
cians, owing to its ungainly appearance, lack of
rigidity when adjusted, and because the adjustment
can be changed but very little to conform to the
requirements. The 520 is more useful. It is stable
and firm and can be used in many cases %'here we
have a straight symmetrical nose, and when the
customer needs a glass that can be adjusted
quickly. It has the advantage of being that and
takes less room in the pocket. The disadvantages
are that it does not permit of much adjusting, and
for that reason cannot be made to hold very
securely. The No. 521 is sometimes a very prac-
tical frame. Having an offset it can be adjusted
more or less to the nose, and is desirable where
we want a long bearing on the guard and an angle
to the lenses for reading. This style can be ob-
tained with either long or short-arm guards. The
No. 523 frame is the most practical and the one
most used, owing to its adaptability to almost all
forms of noses. As any style of guard, or spring
or stud, may be applied to this frame, we may
treat it the same as the rimless eyeglass, which we
%yin now take up.

There being no practical way of taking the
measurements for an eyeglass mounting without
trying them on the face, it is necessary in the first
place to have a comprehensive set of samples.
This set should be made up of the best material,
fitted with piano lenses, being careful that the
lenses are fitted nicely to the straps, that the heads
of the screws are not broken, and that the ends of
the screws are finished nicely, also that the guards
and springs fit tightly in the box of the studs.
This will count for much with the customer and
will aid you in selling the best grade of goods.
But be sure that your finished product is just as
good in every way as the samples you have shown.
The lenses should be of various shapes and sizes,
and should be marked with a horizontal line with
a short cross line at the geometrical center. It is

well also to mark the lenses as to their size in mil-
limeters and the distance above the center they are
drilled. This can be done with a small marking
diamond. The set should contain a sample of each
of the lengths of studs A, B, C and 1); also an off-
set stud and an inset stud and an angular stud. It
is easy, also, to introduce the different styles of
spring ; that is, the regular oval, square, grecian
or tilting springs.

Now, as to guards. Out of
Eyeglass Guards the many kinds we should

select those that are the sim-
plest, most substantial and those that will permit .
of the bending of the bearing surface to conform
to the bone or shape of the nose. Of all the
various styles I should select first the regular offset
of the following numbers or angle : 1, 3, 5, 6. This
is the simplest and most practical shell or cork
guard on the market, and with a good understand-
ing of the adjustment of this guard, I venture to
say nine-tenths of the noses can be fitted with it.
Next, I think, comes the Brown sanitary, which,
having no lining, can be bent to conform exactly
to the contour Of the nose. There are some cases,
however, where the gold or metal-bearing surface
will not grip the skin sufficiently to hold securely.
Another good style of guard is the anchor. I
should have a .sample of the Nos. o, 5, 534. The
anatomical guard should also have a place in the
sample set. One more style is very useful and
that is the W. & 0. guard. This can be used suc-
cessfully where the simpler style of guards fail.

With this set of samples of mountings, em-
bracing the most important styles of guards, the
various studs, springs and sizes of lenses, it is a
simple matter to select the one which comes
nearest to placing the lenses ill proper position.
Now, as to selecting one that will be comfortable
and stay on. The one important thing in eyeglass-
frame adjusting is to make the bearing on the nose
uniform along the full face of the guard, and to
have the anterior edge of the bearing surface fit
closely to the skill. The bearing should rest as
much above the bridge of the nose as possible,
thus bringing the pressure in the fleshy portion
where it will be easier for the wearer and
be much more apt to stay on. Care should be
taken that the lenses are properly centered and
that the angle of the lenses is the proper one for
the purpose for which the glasses are to be used ;
i. e., reading glasses should have a greater angle
and also should set lower before the eye, this should
be obtained by drilling the lenses above center
rather than by a long-arm guard.

I should advise the use of toric lenses as much
as possible, not only for their optical properties
and advantages, but it will permit of fitting and
mounting that will rest closer to the face and there-
fore be less apt to be top heavy. Besides this set
of samples, I think it is very important to have a
full set of Shur-on mountings, as without question
this is the best form of springs on the market, and
it being possible to interchange the guards makes
it one that will be used largely in the future.

After we have carefully fitted our eyeglass
mountings, we should impress upon our customer
the importance of frequent readjustment, for
reasons stated above.

Mr. Doane's paper was especially instructive to
those present at the meeting, as he used many
illustrations as well as the frames and guards them-
selves to demonstrate the points made by him. The
meeting was much interested in the paper and the
individual opticians expressed unstinted apprecia-
tion of its practical character. Mr. Doane was
tendered a formal vote of thanks by the association.
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+ and — Again
It should be borne in mind that all

sphero-cylindrical effects may be obtained
in two ways ; or in other words, that it
is always possible to write two prescrip-
tions for any effect which is needed, and
the lens made up on these prescriptions will
both focus the same with the trial Icm-t
This is a subject which is always puzzling
to beginners, and which, it is safe to say, is
often a stumbling-block to those who are
pretty well advanced. The reason for this
seems to be that we are apt to think of the
lenses as regards their curvature, rather than
as regards their refractive effect. What is a
cylinder ? Roughly speaking, it is a lens
which is curved in one direction and flat in a
direction at right angles to that. What then
is its refractive effect ? It refracts the rays of
light in one meridian, and lets them pass
through with(ait being affected ill the other
meridian. What is the effect of a sphero-
cylinder, therefore ? It reflects the rays of
light in both meridians, but more in one
than in the other ; or conversely, it refracts
the rays in both meridians, but less in one
than in the other. It seems superfluous to
state that if one of these statements is true
the other must be true also ; if the effect is
greater in one meridian it must of neccessity
be less in the other. Yet this is a point we
are all apt to overlook in dealing with the
subject.

Suppose we take an example :
± I C ± .50 cyl. ax. 90°.

This is a lens which has an effect of +
D. in a vertical direction, and --I- 1.5o D. in
horizontal direction ; the effect is greater in
a horizontal direction by .5o D.

On the other hand :
+ 1.50 C — .50 cyl. ax. 180°.

Here the effect in a horizontal direction
is 1.50 D., and as the cylinder is concave
it subtracts .5o D. from the vertical effcct of
the convex spherical, leaving the effect only
+ I D. Hence our lens rill have the
same focus as in the first instance, + I.50 D.
in the horizontal (lirection, and I) in
the vertical direction. Or, to put it in
another way, the result is the same, whether
we take a certain spherical and add cylind-
rical power to it, in order to make the effect
greater in one meridian than the other ; or
whether we take a stronger spherical and.
subtract cylindrical power from it, in order to
make the effect less in one meridian than the
other. The curvatures will be totally differ-
ent, but it is really only two ways of saying
the same thing.

—D. V. Brawn's Our Own Idea.

"I ant most interested in Optical Notes and
Workshop Notes."— Geo. 0. Reinke, jeweler and
Optician, Chamberlain, South Dakota.
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INVISIBLE BIFOCALS

The Evolution of Near-and-Far Glasses
When it is no longer possible to see both near and far through a

single pair of glasses one must employ a two-part lens or submit to the
necessity of changing glasses continually. Many prefer the latter
alternative because all bifocal lenses known to them are marred by
unsightly lines that not only suggest infirmity of vision but intensify it.

The " KRYPTOK" is a combination lens put together in a new way. A perfect
reading lens, so skilfully inserted within the distance lens that no dividing line is visible.

If you would like to secure bifocal glasses that are easy to wear, young looking and
unnoticeable, ask the nearest of the following opticians to send you Kryptok Booklet A,
containing prices and full information.

A. S. ALOE CO. St  Louis, Mo.
JOHN L. BORSCH & CO., . . . Philadelphia, Pa.
ALMER COE, Optician, . . . . Chicago, Ill.
COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO., . . . Denver, Colo.

Salt Lake City and Omaha.
F. H. EDMONDS, . . . . . Washington, D. C.

CHAS. A. EUKER & CO., . . . Baltimore, Md.
E. KLEIN & BRO.. . . . . . Cincinnati. 0.
ANDREW J. LLOYD & . Boston, Mass.
E. B. MEYROWITZ, New York 

CO.,. 
*City, and St. Paul.

JOHN WIMMER, . . . . . Indianapolis, Ind
WEDEKIND OPTICAL CO. . . . Louisville, Kv j

Reproduction of Kryptok advertisement
published in the leading magazines for April.

These magazine announcements are creating wide interest in
the KRYPTOK "INVISIBLE" BIFOCALS. When a pros-
pective buyer gets the information he wants from the manufac-
turer, he is ready to purchase of the LOCAL OPTICIAN
he is especially requested to do so. Opticians who make
"Kryptoks" something of a specialty are completing these
half-made sales with very little effort.

A. S. ALOE CO., 513 Olive Street, St. Louis.
MISSOURI. ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA,
GEORGIA.

JOHN L. BORSCH 0 CO., 1324 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia. PENNSYLVANIA,
DELAWARE, NEW JERSEY.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC.. 74 State
Street, Chicago. ILLINOIS, WISCON-
SIN, IOWA, MICHIGAN.

71111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111; 

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO., Denver, Salt Lake
City and Omaha. TEXAS, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
UTAH, OKLAHOMA, CALI FORNIA,WASH-
INGTON and OREGON.

ECKLEY OPTICAL CO., Memphis, Tenn.
TENNESSEE.

F. H. EDMONDS, Washington, D. C. DIS-
TRICT OF COLUMBIA.

CHAS. A. EUKER & co. 312-314 Howard Street,
North Baltimore, Md. MARYLAND.

E. KLEIN 0 BRO., 435 Race Street, Cincinnati.
OHIO,

ANDREW J. LLOYD 0 CO., 323 Washing-
ton Street, Boston. MAINE, NEW
HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT, MASSA-
CHUSETTS, RHODE ISLAND.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 104 East 23d Street, New
York; 604 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis;
360 St. Peter Street, St. Paul. NEW
YORK, CONNECTICUT, MINNESOTA.
NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA.

WEDEKIND OPTICAL CO., Louisville. Ky.
KENTUCKY.

JOHN WIMMER, 16 North Pennsylvania
Street, Indianapolis. INDIANA.
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Strabismus and its Treatment

By C. M. HARRIS, M.D., before the Medical Society of
Philadelphia.

P:7445.4

N spite of all that has been written in
regard to strabismus and its preven-
tion, we still find it a very frequent

condition and often at an age when the time
for preventive measures has passed. The
family of the patient is almost invariably
careless because of a wrong impression as to
its curability. It often remains for the patient
himself to arrive at the age of discretion
before realizing the cosmetic and visual dis-
advantages resulting from such a condition.
Even among people who are usually quite
careful as to the welfare of their children,
this deformity is allowed to develop and be-
come pronounced, because they feel that the
patient may outgrow it. The advice of the
family physician is not often sought at the.
beginning of the trouble. When it is, he
cannot emphasize too strongly the impor-
tance of treatment at this time.

The defect is commonly of the conver-
gent variety, and in the vast majority of
cases, appears during the third and fourth
years of life. Those occurring at this time
are, as a rule, monolateral in type and almost
always associated with poor vision in the
deviating eye; the poor vision may be pri-
mary or secondary to the deviation. Those
occurring after five years are often of the
alternating type, i. e., one pr the other eye
will fix indifferently. Good vision in both
eyes is the rule, though the deformity is, of
course, as great. Those squints occurring
as a result of opacities in the refractive
media, or of paralysis of certain extrinsic
muscles, have no place in this paper, and are
only mentioned for the purpose of excluding
them.

The causes of strabismus
The Causes have been variously given,

but those most commonly
accepted are given by de-

Schweinitz, as follows: " t. Disturbance of
the relation between accommodation and
convergence by errors of refraction. 2. Dis-
parity in length, thickness and tension of
opposing muscles. 3. Inequality . in the
vision of the two eyes, or amblyopia in one
eye, which removes the natural stimulus to
exact convergence. 4. Disturbance of inner-
vation and defective development of the
fusion faculty."

The first cause given (that of errors of
refraction) is a very important one, both
directly and indirecly. While high errors
are often responsible for the squint, it is just
as urgent that we correct them all, whether
high or low, or we cannot expect a proper
co-operation of all the factors concerned in
muscular equilibrium. In high hype:me-

of Strabismus

KEYSTONE,'

tropia, when excessive accommodation gives
rise to increased stimulus to convergence,
the point of convergence is considerably
nearer than the point accommodated for, and
convergent squint results. The second image
is usually disregarded by the brain, and the
visual acuity of the deviating eye markedly
lessened•on account of its non-particiation in
the visual act. In myopia the opposite con-
dition of affairs exists; in the endeavor to
relax accommodation, convergence is accord-
ingly decreased and a divergence results.

As to cause second (that of physical
defects in the muscles), it is a condition often
co-existing with the other causes given, and
is one in which operative treatment would
seem to be indicated; and yet careful early
treatment may give gratifying results.

The third cause (relating to inequality
of vision in the two eyes, or practical absence
of vision in the one eye) is probably the
most frequent one, and requires the most
careful treatment of the patient to develop
the visual power in the deviating eye.

Much argument has taken place as to
whether the low vision in the deviating eye
is primary or secondary to the squint; con-
vincing evidence has been adduced in sup-
port of either, but that it is primary seems
more likely. Careful training, however, will
in many instances develop a considerable
degree of visual acuity, with a favorable in-
fluence upon the squint.

The fourth cause (that of disturbance of
innervation and defective development of the
fusion faculty) is a factor, which, according
to some authors, predominates in all condi-
tions of squint; it is undoubtedly closely
associated with the foregoing causes.

As the vast majority of
squints make their appear-
ance during the third and
fourth years of life, this is

the accepted time for successful treatment,
which should be begun as soon as they are
detected. According to Jackson, the indica-
tions met by treatment are as follows: " i.
To bring about normal innervation of the
muscles concerned in ocular movements, by
the removal and exclusion of abnormal re-
quirements and abnormal overflow influences.
2. To place and keep the eyes, as far as pos-
sible, upon the best plane of visual acuteness
and an equality of required effort. 3. To
eradicate abnormal methods of using the
eyes, especially dependence upon one eye to
the practical exclusion of the other. 4. To
develop binocular vision—the method of
combining the visual sensations produced by
the two eyes and the habit of employing
them both in all ordinary seeing."

The treatment in children of this early
age must be carried out with patience and
intelligence or failure will result.

Time for Success-
ful Treatment

825

In correcting the errors in refraction,
the little patient can seldom be tested by the
usual subjective method, and it must be
done by the skillful use of the retinoscope or
ophthalmoscope. Under no circumstances
should it be done without the eyes being
under the full influence of atropin. We have
a choice of several treatments which should
be selected according to the demands of each
case; they consist of proper glasses, a pad
for excluding the better eye from participa-
tion in vision, cycloplegics as atropin and
exercises by some variety of stereoscope.

The eyes having been carefully refracted
and found highly hypermetropic (with fair
•vision in either eye) they should be fully
corrected and kept under atropin fora period
of from two to six months, according to the
progress made. Neither eye should be cov-
ered, except by dark glasses %.vhen in bright

If the vision in the deviating
eye is quite poor, as is fre-
quently the case, full correc-
tion should be given and a

pad should be worn over the better eye
several hours daily. Another method is to
instil atropin into the better eye, throwing
the burden of seeing upon the other and
giving it a constant stimulus to development.

In myopes, in whom there is divergence
or a tendency to same, refraction should be
done under a mydriatic, full correction given
and the mydriatic discontinued. The stereo-
scope or Worth's amblyoscope (which pos-
sesses the same principles) are valuable
means of developing visual acuity and sub-
sequent fusion of the images, so that full
binocular vision uay be hoped for in a fair
percentage of cases.

It seems conclusively proven that the
fusion faculty is fully developed prior to the
seventh year—this being the 'case, we must
obtain a cure before this time if it is to be
entirely satisfactory. However, our efforts
need not cease between this period and
puberty, as improvement and even Cure have
resulted.

When the foregoing treatment can
be properly applied, I believe it is best to
defer all operative measures until puberty; a
cosmetic correction is all that can be hoped
for by this means, and even in this the results
arc sometimes disappointing.

Important
Considerations

"The Important Work on Refraction"

ED. KEYSTONE .—I regard Dr. Burnett's work,
" The Principles of Refraction in the Human Eye
Based on the Laws of Conjugate Foci," as one of
the most important contributions to practical oph-
thalmology that has appeared in years.

Yours truly,

Puffhlo, N. Y ALVIN A. I lunina.t., IN( D.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL
American Association of Opticians (18981

II.)Ka) HoLmEs, President, Des Statics, Iowa.
E. L. to NE,, semittary, Sititnit6t2i1:,y, (MM.

Wet, annually. No x Inca i tn.; 10 be held at 1)Iiiinett-
polis, .1 it ly 21, 25, 26 and 27, 1905.
Warshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

lloN. A LOAN (4. II. 1;11111s, M. P., Master.
Col., T, DAyiEs SEWELL, E. R. A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)
SI. W. DEsscomitE, IC. 0 A., President.
.1. II. ScycLtEEE, E.11.S. L., F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)
SAMUEL S, Cu.% NT, President, Montreal.
T. II. IlitiowN, secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)
JAMES CHALMERS, President, S1)01101'01, Glasgow.
D. L. Mutt RA V, Secretary, 1121 Duke S'reel, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (19114)
II. A. BARRAcLouGH, II. It. A., President.
A. A. C. Cocas, It. 0. A., Secretary, SO ney, N. 13.1V.

Ph1.0micron Fraternity (1904)
Jolts C. EBERHARDT, President,
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Slass.

•

The Ophthalmologists' and Optometrists' Association
of America (1904;

.1. 1. CLARK, President, Sioux City, lowa. •
G. E. lioYcE, Secretary, \Valeria), Iowa.

Next meeting, May 10, 1905, at Des Moines, Iowa.

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians (1891)

EDEN II oy, Preshient, baton,
(3. A. 11 e to Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Sleets third 't tiesilay «f t(ach month, except July mid
August. Annual meeting, at Boston, May 10, 1905.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Slim/.
E. C. ItointaTs, Secretary, Red Whig, Ilium

STATE
Pennsylvania Optical Society (1805)

II. E. HERmAN, President, Williamsport, Pa.
C. A. LoNns•rairil, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)
B B. CI.ARK, PreSident, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

J. H. ELLIS, President, Sottth Bend, Ind.
Aims MAttoxitET .1. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1806)

I'. ScitoLbER, President, Hancock, \I id.
16. Euitim, Secretary and 'Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)
NV. It. ANKENY, l'resitlent, Iowa.
B. M. $venlarYt Vini.,11, 10%, a

Annual meeting, at Des Moines, June 13 and 14, 1003.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

(11.10 Ci IC A. Itoomts, President, Chicago, III.
0. J. IIA mix, Secretary, 501 Trude Budding, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)
runs. II. Wool), President, Oakland, Cal.
WILLtAsi E. 1lEss, Stay., :inri KiNtrity SI., San 1ranelee0,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)
J. 0. WArrs, Pre,htent, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. 14A YNEs, Seerelltry, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

II. CLAY EVERsoLE, Pre,ident, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Seer..tary, 715 Fir,t A VO., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. WHITE, President, Concord, N. II.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretar), Manchester, N. II.

Meets third WetlumOlny of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and Noveitil,i.r.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

HENRI* WALDEcti, President, Milwaukee, Wis.
1. M. ADDLEM %N, Socretaly , Tomah, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. Ilmo,Ett, President, ilaleigli, N. 1.
SAMUEL RA ii ii'', Secretary,

Minnesota Optical Association (1000)
J. M. CHALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 N Mullet Ave., II hineapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1001)
II. E. 1110RnocE, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, P4trt land, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
11.J. Coot:, President, E !lox villo, Tenn.
GEo. R. CA LiturN, Secretary, 11111011 and Summer Ste.,

Nashville, Tenn.
Colorado Optical Association (1901)

It. B. FiNcli, President, Denver, Colo.
IL 11, IRE):Er„ Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
hiss E.H.CIIA 'MAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,( olo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1001)
THOMAS GOWENLOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. HEED, Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

A. If. II ATc11, President, Jefferson City, Mo.
ELM Alt II. St'llmIDT, Sec). and Treas., Vashingt on, Mo.

Next net ing, Slay i and 9, 1905, in Kansas City, Slo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1002)
W. NYA Yr RoyALL, President, Martinsville Va.
JOHN W. BucilAs Seeretary, Richmond', Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)
F. W. WA Presi(leat, colitialais, Ohio.
EowiN vs, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Annual meet log, it Columbus, Slay 24 and 23, 1905.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
.T. M. IRMEN, President, Louisville, Ky.
C. H. BOSVEN, Se.•retary, Winchester,

Next meeting in Lexinglitn, May Id, 1905.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

CHAS. G. CON CNC, President, Slandan, N. Dak.
W. 11. BLAKELY, Secretary, I irafion, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
GEo. F. APPLEGATE, Pre,ident, Trenton, N. J.
J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. .1.

South Dakota Optical Association (19(31
WILLIAm .1.1. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
1). G. UALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Duk.

Texas Optical Association (1903)
DR. IL REsttow, President, Greenville, Texas.
J. M. CRAWFORD, Secretary, Denison, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
1VALTER BLAKE, President, Pnty titmice, E. I.
U. 139 Mathewson Street,
. Seemary,

Sleets lirst Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)
W. E. AvERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
51. It. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association ((901)
I). DE SIEsLE, President.
P. 11. Mot- Ny, Secretary, cur. St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1004)
C. E. FoLsom, President, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
C. 11. KITTItEm., Seerelat.y,

Annual meeting, June 13, 1005, at Ty bee Island.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
( Dispensing (1111H:tits I

I.-AI:mm*1'Z, President, New York City.
Silt', 1145 Broadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1905)
Louts CLAUDEI„ President, New Orleans, I.a.
S. P. Scut:I.:as Lau, Secretary, Baton Rouge, La,

Nova Scotia Optical Society (1905)
A. C. IVIturraxya, ID..i.1(.111, Halifax, N. S.
U. A. ButtmanmE, Seerot :try, Halifax, N. S.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

C. IV.%rrs, President, Syracuse, N. 1'.
JAMES llotnEN, secretary, Syracuse, N. 1.

Sleets third 'Thursday of each month.

New York City Optical Society (1897)
LEItor 'trail, President.

It.31.1mettw000, Itet.. Sec., 1191V. Fifteenth St., New York.
Sleets second and fourth Friday of each month.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)
HARRY SI. 11xs.rolt, President, Rochester, N. Y.
HENRI' C. IBErack:, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1001 1
RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. V.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.NEwcomu, President, Slate and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
G. J. RAMIE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chlettgo, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)
Joxxs HousE, President, Welland, Ont.
F. O. DUNI.op, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Ott.

Optical Society of Western New York (1903)
ROGER WiLLIAMs, President,
ERN or V. Syitt 'HER, Secretary, Bo Salo, N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
CitAtti.E8 11. 11-01...om it, President.
LEANDER Burr, Seeivtary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, M'ash,

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal,

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN It. HENRY, President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo,

Lowell Optical Society (1903)
F. C. CrEr, President.
J. A. MeA VI ty, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

Meets second Thursday ol March, September, November.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York (1905)
F. E. Itotinixs, President, Elmira, N. I'.
F. A. JoitDAN, Secretary, Elmira, N. Y.

Legislation of Interest to Opticians

A LAW to regulate the practice of opto-
metry was recently passed by the legis-

lature of New Mexico, and went into effect
immediately after its passage. An optometry
board was appointed and held its first meet-
ing at Albuquerque on April 17th. It is
noteworthy that the chairman of the board is
a physician, W. R. Tipton, M. D., of Las
Vegas. In a letter to THE KEYSTONE, 0. G.
Myhre, of Silver City, a member of the board,
writes that " New Mexico is not so far behind
the older States." In this matter of optical
legislation at least it is greatly ahead of them
‘vith four honorable exceptions, Minnesota,
South Dakota, California and Oregon ; but
the cause is marching on and other and
greater triumphs are a certainty of the near
future.

A kind of legislation which will do much
to advance and elevate the optical trade is
exemplified in a law recently passed in Ver-
mont. This law provides that the eyes of all
the school children in the State are to be
examined by the school authorities, and if
any defects of vision are found the parents
are to be notified. No recommendation is
made as to whether an optician or oculist
should be consulted, and the former will
naturally come in for the bulk of the busi-
ness, as his services will be less of a burden
on the parents. The substance of this law
is contained in the following.section :

The State board of health and the superinten-
dent of education shall prepare or cause to be

prepared suitable test cards, blanks, record books

and other needful appliances to be used in

testing the sight and hearing of pupils in public
schools and necessary instructions for their use ;

and the superintendent of education shall fur-

nish the same, free of expense, to every school in

the State. The superintendent, principal or teacher,

in every school, during the month of September
in each year, shall test the sight and hearing of all

pupils under his charge and keep a record of such

examination according to the instructions fur-

nished ; and shall notify in writing the parent or

guardian of every pupil who shall be found to have

any defect of vision or hearing, or disease of the

eyes or ears, with a brief statement of such defect

or disease; and shall make written report of all

such examinations to the superintendent of educa-

tion as he may require.

The day is not far distant when a law of

this character will be placed on the statute

books of every State, and the opticians can

do much to forward the movement.

We doubt, indeed, whether there is

another calling which has a brighter future

than that of the optician. The field is widen-

ing continuously, as the public realize more

and more the necessity of attention to their

eyesight. Universal education, incessant

reading and consequent eyestrain are daily

swelling the demand for the services of the

competent refractionist, and present opportu-

nities for emolument and achievement in his

profession are irresistibly tempting.



Bausch C Lomb-Zeiss
STEREO GiCsceus

lar

Now is the time to have these glasses in stock. They sell
well if you have them to show. Booklets with your name
on free.

Bausch 0 Lomb
Prism Binoculars

Next to the famous STEREO Binoculars in quality—less in price.
A ready selling glass for tourists, race track, yachtsmen—all who travel.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
New York
BostonBausch 0 Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N.Y Chicago
San Francisco

Rochester Spectacle
Manufacturing Co.

We beg to announce that we have pur
chased the Rimless Eyeglass Department
of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., and
are fully equipped to fill orders for Rimless
Eyeglass Mountings ana Material for the
jobbing trade, for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

We have been connected with the
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. for many
years, and our experience covers every line
of manufacture in this department of optical
work. Write us when in need of any spe-
cial work. Price-list now ready.

Rochester, NY.

Star
Shur=On

Best in the World

Eyeglass
Spring

Winds from within an outer coil.
Sets close to a vertical stud.
May conform to nose.
Loops are nearly out of sight.
Further particulars by mail.

ELY EYEGLASS MFG. CO., Middletown, Conn.

Our own methods are taught in our College ; they
have been gathered from many sources. We own them but
will teach them to others, then they will own them. We
guarantee our course in Ophthalmology to be the best obtain-
able and to satisfy our students or return the tuition.

The price will be advanced to $40.00 after June 1st, 1905.
A membership can be bought before that date for $25.00, good
for 2 years' post-graduate privileges from date of purchase.

When proficient, the degree of Doctor of Ophthalmology
is conferred and diploma awarded.

Rowley Ophthalmological College
(Incorporated)

1301 fo 1312 Holland Bldg. ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Annual Convention of the A. A. 0.

Ey. KEYSTONE :—Interest in the coming A.A.O.
convention at Minneapolis is increasing daily. The
committees who are looking after the programme,
entertainment and advertisement are receiving
ready and favorable responses to their communica-
tions. Such men as Dr. Chalmers Prentice, Dr.
Geo. McFatrich, Geo. A. Rogers, A. Jay Cross,
F. P. Barr, John C. Eberhardt, John Ellis, and
a great many others, have been invited to take
part in the programme, and acceptances are arriv-
ing daily. The Minneapolis committee is mapping
out free entertainment for the visitors that will sur-
pass anything heretofore attempted. The only
objection to this committee is that it wants to
entertain all the time.

A special cover design for the programme has
been submitted by the engravers and is one of the
most beautiful and appropriate designs ever used
for any similar occasion. The design was made and
the printing is being done in Des Moines. The
few jobbers and manufacturers who have seen the
programme have signified their willingness to take
advertising space, the income from which will be
used for the direct benefit of the association. No
soliciting, however, has been done as yet along this
line, but within a few days a beautiful prospectus
or " dummy " of the programme will be mailed to
all manufacturers and jobbers, and the many ex-
pressions of good will from prospective advertisers
have already assured abundant success.

I wish to take this opportunity to urge mem-
bers of the association and all who are interested
in the optical business to interest themselves in the
exhibits that will be made at the coming conven-
tion and to go prepared to leave orders for such
stock and instruments as they may need in their
regular business with those who take the trouble
to exhibit and to advertise in the official programme.

The following committees have been appointed
and others are in contemplation and will he an-
nounced later:

Committee on Arrangements, Amusements,
etc.—J. K. Martin, Minneapolis, chairman ; C. A.
Snell, Minneapolis ; Frank Upham, St. Paul ; F. J.
Pratt, St. Paul ; J. W. Grainger, Rochester, Minn.;
E. C. Roberts, Red Wing ; J. M. Chalmers, Lake
City.

Committee on Advertising and Transporta-
tion—A. G. Larson, Chicago, chairman ; C. A.
Snell, Minneapolis.

Committee on General Reception—This corn-
mittee will be on duty all through the convention
and will make it a point to see that all members
and visitors are made acquainted. It is a special
request of the committee and the president that
this meeting be wholly informal and that everyone
shall feel acquainted and feel free to introduce him-
self to any and all members and visitors. The
committee : J. K. Martin, chairman ; C. A. Snell,
Frank Upham, F. J. Pratt, J. W. Grainger, E. C.
Roberts, J. M. Chalmers, J. M. Radabaugh, Mary
Fargeman, L. L. DeMars, E. F. Huhner, Frank
Hutzman, F. W. Harper, J. W. Brown, J. A. L.
Walman, Gertrude Stanton, Paul C. Hirschy, E.W.
Grevisch, E. H. Abbott, J. L. Korstad.

Special Reception Committee—On duty Mon-
day evening at reception only : Harry P. Holmes,
Hon. Alban G. H. Gibbs, M.P.; M. W. Duns-
combe, Samuel S. Grant, James Chalmers, H. A.
Barraclough, John C. Eberhardt, Eben Hardy,
J. W. Grainger, H. E. Herman, B. B. Clark, J. H.
Ellis, P. Scholler, W. B. Ankeny, George A.
Rogers, Chas. H. Wood, J. 0. Watts, H. Clay
Eversole, L. E. White, Henry Waldeck, F. W.
Mahler, J. M. Chalmers, H. E. Murdock, H. J.
Cook, R. B. Finch, Thomas Gowenlock, A. H.
Hatch, W. Way, T. Royall, F. W. Wallis, J. M.
Irmen, C. G. Conyne, Geo. F. Applegate, William
H. Fritz, Dr. R. Beskow, Walter Blake, W. E.
Avery, R. DeMesle, C. E. Folsom, E. B. Meyro-
witz, H. C. Watts, E. LeRoy Ryer, Harry M.
Bestor, Richard Perlen, W. F. Newcomb, Jonas

House, Ernest V. Syrcher, Charles G. Holcomb,
Fred. Detmers, Oren H. Henry, W. E. Hicks.
Mesdames J. T. Brayton, Alva Snyder, John Ellis,
W. E. Huston, W. C. Sommers, A. G. Larson,
H. P. Holmes, Gertrude Stanton, Frank Upham,
J. K. Martin and Miss Therosa Wigforss.

The committee on arrangements has had several
enthusiastic meetings and has appointed sub-com-
mittees and is getting right down to work. Cuts
have been made of some of the beautiful resorts
around the Twin Cities and will soon appear in
the optical and jewelry journals.

Let everyone interested in the optical business
arrange his affairs so as to combine with his vaca-
tion the school of instruction which the A. A. 0.
convention will furnish this year. He will do
better work and do it with a better heart than if
he stays at home.

Yours truly,
H. P. HOLMES,

President A. A. 0.

Rochester Optical Society
The regular meeting of the Rochester (N. Y.)

Optical Society was held Tuesday, April iith.
President Bestor called the meeting to order with
ten members present. Minutes of the last regular
meeting, held March 14th, and of the special meet-
ing, held March 28th, were read and approved.
Mr. Clark moved, Mr. Newman seconded and it
was carried, " that focused smoke or tinted lenses
be listed at a minimum of 50 per cent. above the
price of white lenses." It was moved by Mr.
Bissell, seconded by Mr. Benedict and carried,
" that the secretary be instructed to notify each
member with regard to the price of colored lenses."
President Bestor stated that the election of officers
would take place at the next meeting and selected
as a nominating committee Messrs. Arrington,
Bausch, Bissell and Clark.

There being no other business before the
society, the meeting adjourned.

Pennsylvania Optical Society
The above society held an interesting meeting

in the Continental Hotel, Philadelphia, on the
evening of April nth, J. F. Brinkerhoff, second
vice-president of the society, presiding. The lec-
turer of the evening was Prof. R. M. Lockwood, of
New York, whose subject was " Defective Muscles
and their Relief by Means of Prisms." This dis-
course evoked a discussion of the question treated,
and of optical science generally. The members
expressed their appreciation of Prof. Lockwood's
instructive lecture. Among those who participated
in the discussion were : W. J. Burns, J. F. Brinker-
hoff, Samuel A. Murray, Dudley L. Tice, C. S.
Gill, A. Martin and others. Physicians who have
criticised the optical profession came in for cen-
sure. Many unusual and puzzling experiences in
treating patients were related. Mr. Martin told of
a man who came to him seemingly blind, but
whose vision was restored in an almost miraculous
way in a comparatively short time.

The attendance included : Alexander Martin,
Robert Steel, Hammonton, N. J.; C. A. Long-
streth, secretary of the society ; William McCaffery,
D. M. Tollinger, Horace Lichty, John A. Lynch,
Charles S. Gill, J. F. Brinkerhoff. \V. J. Burns,
John Marsh, J. C. McAllister, Samuel A. Murray,
Henry A. Patterson, Salem, N. J.; Henry Huber,
A. \V. Ely, H. F. Freeman, West Chester, Pa.;
W. H. Podesta, J. H. Lensing, Caeser Spiegler,
Bethlehem, Pa.; A. W. Hawk, Joseph Kern and
others.
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An Optometry Bill in Michigan

Our Detroit correspondent reports that the
Michigan opticians have joined those who want
members of the craft examined and licensed. A
bill was introduced in the legislature a short time
ago by Representative Turner, of Muskegon, pro-
viding for a board of five to be appointed by the
governor. Only those who have reached the age
of twenty-one shall be eligible for examination and
the candidate must pay $5.00 if successful. Every
licensed optician must pay a yearly license of $2.00
to the board of examiners. The bill does not say
the fee shall be paid into the State treasury, but
provides that reports shall be made to the governor
concerning receipts and expenditures. The object
of the measure is to eliminate spectacle venders
who roam the streets and poorly-equipped opticians
who bring discredit upon the profession. Nelson
K. Standart, of Detroit, ex-president of the Michi-
gan Optical Society and a member of the legisla-
tive committee, takes a keen interest in this measure
and says all the force and power of the society is
behind it. Others who are actively interested in
the bill are P. Schoeller, Hancock, president of
the Michigan Optical Society ; S. R. Pancoast,
Hastings, and Ernest Eimer, Muskegon, both
members of the legislative committee.

Optical Society of the City of New York

The regular meeting of the Optical Society of
the City of New York was held in the Lexington
Assembly Rooms, East Fifty-eighth Street, on
Friday, April 14th, President E. LeRoy Ryer pre-
siding. The question of establishing a minimum
price-list was brought up by Chairman Frankel, of
the executive committee, and discussion of the
subject will be continued at the next meeting,
when definite action may be taken. An appliCation
for membership was received from Albert Cohen,
of New York. The scientific features of the meet-
ing consisted of a course of lens experiments con-
ducted by R. M. Lockwood and a lecture by Presi-
dent Ryer, on " A New Fogging Method," the
lecturer giving practical demonstrations with an
instrument.

The Ophthalmologists' and Optome-
trists' Association of America

The second semi-annual meeting of this asso-
ciation will be held in Des Moines, Iowa, on May
loth. The programme is as follows :

Meeting called to order promptly at 9 A.m.
Reading of minutes of last meeting.
Correspondence.
President's address.
Papers and talks by the following members :

George Mayerle, San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. Eula L. Harris, Jacksonville, III.
I). H. Glenn, Emmetsburg, Iowa.
William Strantz, Grove City, Pa.
H. A. Taylor, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
W. F. Ripke, Algona, Iowa.
A. E. Matthews, Odebolt, Iowa.
C. L. Marlenee, Sioux City, Iowa.
H. L. Stooks, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Demonstrative practice by several men of un-
disputed qualifications.

General discussion and interchange of ideas.
Special business and discussion.
Report of officers.
Report of special committees.
Election of officers.

It is announced that the fund for carrying the
Edmunds case through the supreme court has all
been raised and paid, and a full report of the matter
will be made at this meeting.



The

Globe Ophthalmic Table
The LATEST and BEST ADJUSTABLE TABLE. Base of

iron, nicely enameled in black; all working parts of polished steel.
Adjusts from 27 inches to 39 inches high. Has swinging arm with
radius of 26 inches, and revolving top of quartered oak 24 inches in
diameter. Table screws firmly to the floor and will hold two instru-
ments or an instrument and trial case. It sets at side of patient's
chair and can be swung into fiosition and adjusted to use instruments
or trial case without the patient leaving the chair.

If you would have the best, buy a "GLOBE "
Price, $25.00, less 6 per cent. for cash

GLOBE OPTICAL COMPANY
Manufacturers

403 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
New England Agents, except Connecticut and Greater Boston,
for the KRYPTOK INVISIBLE BIFOCAL LENSES

C H

Olephia •
T'c'NN 011ittio

BROWN, M. D.,
(Univ. of Penn'a, '78)

PRESIDENT AND PRINCIPAL,

Established 1889.

Incorporated 1892.

HOURS : 8.30 A. M. TO 6 P. M.

400-402 Perry Building, 
16th and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Attendant Courses

Six Months

Three Months

One Month

j
For the higher
education of young

( men.

.Special and s

Post Graduate t

Condensed and
systematized so as
to cover by earnest
work the whole
field of Optometry.

Arranged to suit the
individual student.

Our Dispensary affords the
student an opportunity to get the
practical experience which is so

desirable.

Correspondence Course
It should be remembered that we

were the pioneers in this method of
instruction as applied to Optometry
sixteen years ago, and that we have
spared no effort to maintain our priority
particularly as to the excellence and
high standing of our Course.

Read a recent graduate's opinion :

Dear Sir :
I received Diploma in good order and I am

delighted with it. I (11111101 SIS'ak III highly of
your Optical Course; it is most horough in e, y
detail and the personal Mien I Ii which you gi,c
to your students individually in their studies,
helpful suggestions from t I lie it. time and every
encouragement is most grat if ■.ing. 'might say
that before taking up my optical studies I closely
examined the standing or the various optical
schools and alter making personal inquiry I
decided licit !lie better way to obtain the i111.1-
mat hut I soughl was to call upon n number of the
most [trout i matt opticians. The result was I
found, I hey Iron• with hut few exceptions grad-
uates or n11. Philadelphia Optical College. I
feel greatly honored to have toy name attached
to a Diploma frout the Philadelphia Optical
college which reprc-1.1.- the standard of excel-
lence in the optical

I am, i- ii, Faithfully,
Toronto, Can. FP.% N K .1. HIGGINS.

If interested, enclose 5c. for our Announcement containing "The Rey to Success in Optometry"

The trade-mark used on

the best Gold Filled

Frames sold in America

Best quality, best finish,

best temper. Made for

opticians--not for peddlers

Your jobber has 'em
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New England Optical Association

Final arrangements are about completed for
the big convention to be held by the New England
Association of 'Opticians at its annual gathering,

May 16 and 17th. The meetings on the t6th inst.
will be held at the New American House on Hano-

ver Street, Boston, where the two halls occupied
by the National Association several years ago will
be used. The larger lower hall will be used for
the exhibits, and a number of leading manufac-

turers and jobbing houses have already engaged
space and promise to make a very interesting

display.
The exercises will begin at to o'clock on the

morning of the 16th inst. with the registration of

the members and visitors, distribution of badges

and a reception by the officers. Following this,

the exhibits will be formally opened and the bal-

ance of the morning devoted to the examination of
goods and instruments displayed. The afternoon
session will be taken up by addresses and discus-

sion. Papers will be read by J. W. Barber, of the

Barber Advertising Agency, on the subject of
"Advertising," and Mr. Bolman, of Andrew J.
Lloyd & Co., will discuss " Kryptok and Toric
Lenses." A delegate from the Rochester Optical
Society, where the movement was inaugurated,

will discuss the advantages of a " Minimum Price-

List." It is expected that the discussion of this
topic will be important and interesting, and repre-
3entatives from the neighboring optical societies

will partake in the discussions by delegates who

have been invited for this purpose. The Rhode
Island Society has already appointed H. Fellman,

of Woonsocket, as its delegate.
At 6 o'clock the members and guests will par-

take of a luncheon at the American' House as

guests of the Globe Optical Company, which will

be followed by a business session in the evening,

at which several interesting papers will be read.

Among these will be an address by Dr. C. H.

Brown, president of the Philadelphia Optical Col-

lege, on " Prisms." A. Jay Cross, of New York

City, will discuss " Legislation for Opticians."

The second day will be taken up with an ex-

cursion to Southbridge, Mass., where the big fac-

tory of the American Optical Company will be

visited and inspected, and where the visitors will

be entertained socially by this company. Arrange-

ments have been made for securing a special car in

which the party will make this trip. It is expected

that a great many of the members and visiting

opticians will be accompanied by their wives, and

the officers of the association wish it known that

the ladies will be cordially welcome, and they will

ISO doubt see much to interest them, both at the

exhibits at Boston and ill the trip to Southbridge.

The regular monthly meeting, annual banquet

and ladies' night of the association was held on

Tuesday evening, April 25th, at the American

House, Boston. At 6 o'clock a reception was

held and the members indulged in pleasant social

intercourse until 6.40, when the feasting began.

The banquet was followed by a very interesting

vaudeville entertainment, under the efficient direc-

tion of Walter W. Slade. The banquet and recep-

tion committee, to whose efforts the function owed

its success, was composed of the following : Briggs

S. Palmer, chairman ; Albert A. Carter, Howard

C. Doane, Fred. M. Drisko, Everett A. Flye, Wal-

ter XV. Slade and William M. Thomas. The efforts

of these gentlemen were ably seconded by Eben

Hardy and Geo. A. Barron, president and secretary

of the association, respectively.

The function passed off with great eclat, and

was a most pleasing manifestation of the social
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side of the association. As a body, this organiza-

tion is entitled to the Bostonese distinction of

superlative education and refinement, and the in-

terest of the ladies is a further influence in this

direction. When the practice of refraction the

country over shall have attained its just rights and

status, much credit will be due to the New England

Association for its labors in evolving a profession

and a 'science out of the crude craft of an earlier

day.

Nova Scotia Optical Society
Few optical organizations can point to such

practical achievement during so short a period of
existence as the Nova Scotia Optical Society. This
society was organized at a meeting in Halifax on
January 18th, when the following officers and coun-
cil were elected : President, A. C. Whitteker ;
vice-president, 'F. C. Grant ; secretary, G. A. Bur-
bridge ; treasurer, J; F. Cameron ; registrar, S. A.
Keen. Council—H. Cornelius, F. R. Dakin, W. H.
Nye, J. F. Herbin, H. AV. Cameron, S. Eastwood.

A constitution and by-laws were drafted and a
committee appointed to prepare and submit to the
legislature a bill to professionalize their calling.

The bill was promptly drawn up and presented to
the legislature.

Louisiana Optical Society

The latest addition to State optical organiza-
tions is the Louisiana Optical Society, recently
organized at Baton Rouge, that State. The pur-
pose of the organization is the same as that of the
other societies, the elevation and protection of the
profession. The officers of the new society are as
follows : Louis Claude!, New Orleans, president;
E. G. Bohne, New Orleans, vice-president, and
S. P. Schuessler, of Baton Rouge, secretary and
treasurer. The opticians of the State are requested
to forward to the secretary applications for mem-
bership.

Northwestern Optical Association

The first quarterly meeting of the North-
western Optical Association was held in the senate
chamber of the old State Capitol Bulilding, St.

Paul, on April 12th, forty persons being present.
Nine applications or membership sent in were not

acted upon, for the reason that the committee on
membership was not all present. As all of the
applicants are known to the officers who took the
applications and were recommended by them, they
will be received into full membership at the next
meeting. President J. W. Grainger delivered a
short opening address, in which he advised all

present to study the text-books. By doing this,

they will be able to take an active part in the work

of the college of optometry established in connec-

tion with the association. Dr. Grainger said that

the interest taken in this work now insures its

success.
Dr. J. A. L. Walman, of Minneapolis, read a

paper on the "Anatomy of the Parts Involved in
Accommodation," using two charts of the eye and

one of the brain, all finely colored.
Dr. E. C. Roberts, of Red Wing, read a very

interesting paper on the " Orbits."
F. L. Pratt, M. D., of Minneapolis, used a

human skull in giving explanations of the bones of

the eye socket. The demonstration was very in-
teresting and educational.

President Grainger put up a large chart six

foot square, which had on it Donder's chart as

illustrated on page 2g of the book, "Consequences
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of Anomalies of Refraction ;" also a chart of the
eye and its appendages and a full explanation of
both. General discussions followed each paper.

Professor L. L. DeMars, of Minneapolis, read
a very interesting paper on the " General Work of
the Optometrist."

The educational work of the association is
progressing most satisfactorily. There has not
been any change made in the law governing the
practice of optometry, except that the word
" optician" has been replaced by " optometrist,"
and in section 45, after the word " practice," the
phrase " 21 years of age " has been inserted. This
change was made by the legislative committee, to
make the wording conform to the law.

The Northwestern Optical Association voted
twenty-five dollars to help defray the expenses of
the American Association meeting. The committee
on arrangements also met and appointed a finance
committee, consisting of F. J. Pratt, treasurer, 415
Robert Street, St. Paul, Minn.; George Nebulung
and G. W. Borringer, St. Paul ; E. XV. Grievish,
T. V. Monroe and S. B. Millard, Minneapolis.

It is the purpose of the two associations to do
all in their power to make the A. A. 0. meeting at
Minneapolis a great success.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry

The regular monthly meeting of the Rhode
Island Society of Optometry was held on April 3d.

As President Walter Blake was on the sick list,

First Vice-President W. J. Davis, of Woonsocket,

presided. The regular business was transacted,

and the committee that is revising the constitution

and by-laws reported several changes, which will

probably be adopted at the next meeting. H. Fell-

man, of Woonsocket, was unanimously elected as

delegate to represent the society at the annual

convention of the New England Association of

Opticians, in Boston, May 16th and 17th. The

members sat down to a Dutch lunch, after which

the acting president welcomed the new members,

and called on several of those present for remarks.

How Much do the Blind Miss?

It is generally supposed that to be afflicted with
blindness is the greatest possible misfortune, not
only because of the restriction of activity and
pleasure, but also because of the cruel longings for
the blessings of a past estate. Both of these posi-
tions, however, are opposed by the celebrated
oculist, Professor H. Schmidt-Rimpler, in an
exhaustive article on the blind in the Deutsche
Rundschau, of Berlin.

Professor Rimpler states that the effect of
blindness upon children and adults is vastly dis-
similar, while there is also a sharp distinction to be
made between those who become blind late in life
and those who have been born blind or have be-
come blind so early in life that there is scarcely any
recollection of the sight of impressions. It seems
that even those who lose their sight as late as the
sixth year retain but an indistinct remembrance of
their former sight impressions. In this connection
Professor Rimpler mentions the case of a three-and-
one-half-year-old girl who was operated upon for
cataract of both eyes, but who had really only been
blind a year. Before this time she had seen per-
fectly, and was well acquainted with every-day
objects. After the operation, however, it appeared
that the child had forgotten everything, and it was
necessary for her to learn again with the sense of
sight all of those objects which were perfectly
known to her by the sense of touch, although they
had, before blindness, been known by the sense of
sight.

We may conclude that the feelings and de-
velopment of those who have become blind early
in youth are substantially the same as those who
have been born blind.
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If you haven't
an

ophthalmometer

you don't know how much easier and
more accurately you can test eyes with
one than without one.

If you will write to us, we will
send you a pamphlet telling you all
about it and how it will save your
money and time and enable you to
do work more satisfactorily to your
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment. must send name and address—not for publication, hut
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will bc answered in
the order In which they are received. No at will he
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice In the management of cases sub...titled to as, it
Is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what Improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test fur muscular insufficiency.

" D. J H"—Patient, aged fifty, wears + .75
+ 2.75 in bifocal form, bid is constantly an-
noyed by reflections. Frame adjustment per-
fect. Upper edge of segment well below Me
base of pupil, and the lenses being- in deep
meniscus form (— 9 D) are sufficiently close
to the eye. Patient has confidence in niv judg-
ment, and to help solve Me proposil ion has
permitted various changes such as alterations
in the size and form of the segments, etc.,
without results. Is there any scientific- rea-
son for the appearance of these reflections?
The old reason that " some people never
do get used to bifocals" is. plausible, bid not
convincing.

All glasses reflect light ; it is impossible for
light to strike a glass without causing some reflec-
tion. This is true of all glasses, whether simple or
compound, spheres or cylinders or bifocals. But
these reflections are not equally noticeable to all
persons, much depending on the temperament and
nervous susceptibility of the individual. Any one
who wears glasses can see reflections if their atten-
tion is called to them, more noticeable, of course,
in certain positions than others depending on how
the light strikes the glass. But most persons ignore
these reflections and do it unconsciously. In this
case the fact of the lenses being bifocal doubtless
adds another source of annoyance, and thus per-
haps intensifies the appearances of the reflections.

"H C W"—Jeweler, aire thirty-five, never wore
glasses, never hint a headache, never had any
trouble with e:ves, ahaqys thought he could see
as well as anybody until he ran against a test
card; can distinguish a horse front a cow
two or three miles away (depending upon con-
dition of atmosphere). V., 0. P. 10, rui/h
— 1.50 D. cyl. a.r. no° IR. 1, 0. S. a with
— 1.25 D. cyl. ax. 75° f?,-. V, 0. U. and
part of fl; without glasses. N ll pe .5o

al inches = cen. = so diop.; accommo-
dation same in both eyes, with or without cor-
rection. Abd. e, with red glass over one eye,
and e without; add. so°, with red glass over
one eye, and io° without. HypeOhoria 1°,
with red and none without. Now what I want
to know about the above is why has the ampli-
tude of accommodation no relation to age, as
given in tab/es of Donders, etc.? Why do the
letters look straight, and vision good with both
eyes, and then °fall to when each eye is tested
separately P When looking with each eye singly,
letters look twisted. trim& as/I:vim/ism of
this amount interfere with marksmanship, as
long as one could see the mark distinctly ? II
seems to me that red, especially too dark a
shade of red, fogs the eye and would interfere
with Me desire for binocular fixation, and
would have voy much the same effect as over-
fogging for relaxation of accommodation in
the use of the Geneva retinoscope. If the eye
is over-fogged so ii cannot see Me letters at all,
it loses the slim/I/us to relax the accommoda-
lion—al least it has that effect on his eyes.
Would it be necessa7 for this person to wear
Mese cylinders in using Geneva retinoscope or
ophthalmoscope

The myopic condition of one meridian of the
eye undoubtedly adds to the amplitude of accom-
modation, but scarcely enough to bring it up to

io D. This can be explained, at least in part, by a
readiness to distinguish words with which one is
familiar, and for this reason the reading types do
not afford a strictly accurate measure of the accom-
modation. At any rate Donders' table must be
regarded as one of averages only, to which we
must expect to find exceptions.

Because the axes of the two cylinders deviate
20° from the vertical in opposite directions (the
axis of 0. S. should probably be 700), in binocular
vision one offsets the other, and thus causes the
letters to appear straight.

An astigmatism of this amount would scarcely
interfere seriously with marksmanship, nor would it
be necessary to wear the correcting cylinders when
using the retinoscope, although it would be advis-
able to do so.

Viten a colored glass is placed over one eye,
it dulls the image formed in that eye, and thus
partly neutralizes the desire for binocular vision.
Under such circumstances a latent heterophoria is
made manifest.

If it is desired to measure the duction power of
the muscles in overcoming prisms, we see no
reason why a red glass should be placed over one
eye—in fact, there is every reason why it should
not, as only in the latter case can the full power of
the muscle be determined.

In order that a correct and definite

understanding may be had of each case

submitted, it is necessary that correspon-

dents should give ALL the particulars

asked for at the head of this page.

"R. II. B."—Can you recommend a remedy for
inflamed evelids, accompanied by continual
falling out of eyelashes P

Marginal blepharitis is the term used to desig-
nate the condition described by our correspondent.
It is usually met with as a chronic disease, at times
better and again worse. It may last for years,
resulting in an entire loss of lashes with permanent
thickening of the edges of the lids, sometimes with
slight eversion and exposure of the conjunctiva,
which then becomes inflamed. Use of the eyes and
exposure to wind and dust aggravates the condi-
tion. Eyestrain is a common cause, and for this
reason the eyes should be carefully examined for
errors of refraction in order that if any be present
they may be accurately corrected. The general
health and hygienic surroundings of the patient
must be looked after. The scabs and scales should
be softened by prolonged applications of a warm
solution of bicarbonate of sodium, and then re-
moved. Loose lashes should also be removed.
After this a weak ointment of the yellow oxide of
mercury should be well rubbed into the margin of
the lids. This cleansing of lids and application of
ointment is best done at bedtime. Of course, it is
understood that the medical treatment of this con-
dition belongs to the physician.

C. C."—There is something wrong in reply to
my question last month. I did not say she is
wearing + 3.5o for reading with — .5o uppers.
What I said or meant to say is, that she is
wearing -I- 3.50 for reading and .50 for
uppers. Neither did I mean to say I cannot
understand why she cannot read with + 3.50
at 18 inches with P. P. of 3 or 334 inches, as
you will see about the middle of the question.
I say she can read finest print at 18 inches.
What I asked or meant to say was, why she
can read fine pint at IS inches with + 3.50,
and a near point of 3 or inches.

Even though the distance glasses of the
bifocals are + .50 instead of — .50, our remarks
about the case lose none of their force, and we
repeat that bifocals should never be given to a
child of this age, but that one pair of glasses must
suffice for distance and reading, with the possible
exception of extreme degrees of high hyperme-
tropia or high myopia (not applicable in this case).
If this child requires + 3.50 or + 4 for reading,
there must be a greater degree of hypermetropia
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present than is indicated by the + .50 worn for
distance.

If the fogging system does not reveal any
latent hypermetropia, and if there is any reason
why the child should not be sent to a physician for
the instillation of atropine, then we would suggest
that convex glasses be given for constant wear
that will reduce her vision to about H. After
these are worn for several months it is probable
that vision will have increased to fl, or even better,
with them. Then a stronger pair may be ordered,
such as would again reduce vision to if The eyes
should be kept under observation and retested
every three months, increasing the glasses as de-
scribed above ; and as the strain on the accom-
modation is thus relieved, the symptoms com-
plained Df will gradually disappear.

'A'. W. C."—I have a patient who has incoordina-
tion of the real muscles. It lakes a prism of
s°, base out, dipidcd between the eyes to estab-
lish binocular vision. 'trench I you recommend
the wearing of prisms of that degree P

We are unable to determine, from the brief
history given us, whether the deviation in this case
is manifest or latent, or in other words, whether it is a
convergent strabismus or simply an esophoria. We
have no record of the age or acuteness of vision, and
hence we are unable to form an intelligent concep-
tion of the case. In the great majority of the cases
of inward deviation the chief cause is a hyperme-
tropic condition of the refraction, and therefore,
the first step in their management is the prescrip-
tion of convex lenses as strong as can be borne.
This usually checks the excessive innervation to
the internal recti muscles. If this patient is young,
much is to be expected from the convex lenses.
Another point of interest is whether one eye has
become amblyopic, as so often happens in these
cases of deviation. Our correspondent will, there-
fore, understand that he has failed to give us the
information necessary for us to be able to answer
his question as to whether prisms should be worn
in this case. We can only say that prisms should
not be hastily prescribed. First examine the eyes
carefully by every method for hypermetropia,
which is likely to be present. Correct this with
the strongest convex lenses that can be borne for
constant wear, and await further developments.

"0. F. C."—A boy, a little over two years of age.
His left eye is slightly converging and, accord-
ing to my understanding of the case, it seems
to me that when he accommodates for near
objects the relative accommodation of that eye
is exhausted before that of the other eye, thus
obliging the convergence to act and turii the
eye inward. What can be done in such a case,
as the child is altogether too young fOr glasses?
The lids of that eye also give him some trouble 
in the morning sometimes they are stuak
together, a crust having formed where the
lids meet. The crust is sometimes on both
eyes, but usually it is only one eye. that he can-
not open readily. For this we have used an
eye salve, but with not much success. Il hat
would be your advice ?

There are many difficulties in the optical
management of patients so young as this. If the
convergent strabismus is due to excessive accom-
modation, as it usually is, our first thought is for
convex lenses to lessen the effort of accommoda-
tion. We have seen glasses placed on very young
children with the happiest results. Perhaps this
boy is a year or two too young for glasses, in which
case we would suggest the following methods of
management : Occlude one eye from the act of
vision for a time and then the other eye for a like
period ; or atropinize one eye for a time and then
the other, or perhaps both eyes together. In the
course of another year it may be possible to fit him
with glasses, the determination of the degree of
hypermetropia being determined by the retinoscope.

The medical treatment of the inflamed lids be-
longs to the physician ; but we might say that
argyrol (the new salt of silver) is of great value in
such conditions, both in solution and in the form
of an ointment, the former being dropped into the
conjunctival sac and the latter applied to the edges
of the lids.
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The Mathematical Point of Re-
versal in Skiascopy

Address of SWAN M. BURNETT, )1 I I. before the Ameri-
can Niedical

tin)

I: all the objective methods for deter-
mining the refractive state of the
eye, the shadow test is not only the

most reliable, but, up to a certain point,

the easiest to apply practically. In view of

these facts it seems unaccountable that con-

cerning the laws underlying the method,

there should be such a lack of clear and

positive proof offered, even by those who

are supposed to deal with the subject in an

authoritatively scientific manner. The ordi-

nary text-books for students and general

practitioners, without exception, I believe,

pass over the theoretical part very super-

ficially, giving attention wholly to the signi-

fication of shadow movements " with " and

" against," mentioning the " point of rever-

sal " Only casually, with a matter of course

assumption that everybody knows where

it is.
It is not my intention to charge these

writers with ignorance of the laws on which

the phenomena are based, but they certainly

lay themselves open to criticism of lack of

explicitness by any one seeking for a satis-

factory explanation of the fundamental

principles involved. I am inclined to think

that this lack of precision and definiteness in

description may be due, in many cases, to the

want of a clear idea of what it is that we

really observe in making the examination

by this method.

Discoverer of
Skiascopy

We are aware that Cuignet,

who was the discoverer and

first employer of the method

in a systematic manner, had

an entirely erroneous conception of the

essential optical principles. He believed

that the cornea was the chief agent in causing

the phenomena, and since this was the thing

to be observed he give the name " kerato-

scopy " to his method.
It would seem also that some writers

regard the image of the flame giving the

illumination formed on the fundus of the

observed eye as the object of direct

observation, and have thus given some

sort of justification for the use of that hybrid

abomination " retinoscopy ; " and I am

sorry to say that Dr. Jackson makes one

statement in his article on skiascopy in the

Norris and Oliver's System which lends

countenance to this. He says : " The move-

ment to be observed is the apparent move-

ment of an area of light on the retina."

Any one reading the context, however,

will discover that he does not mean that

specifically at all, but something quite differ-
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ent, which only shows how nearly our best

men sometimes come to making misleading

statements in dealing with this subject.

Others, prominent among whom is

Landolt, teach that the object of observation

is the pupil, if we may accept the term

" koroscopy " as indicative of his idea,

though one is left in a confused state of mind

as to whether he means the pupil of the

observing or of the observed eye.
Now there can be no ques-

tion that the subject of ob-
servation in this method is

The one
Explanation

neither the cornea, the pupil

nor the movement of an area of light over

the retina. A study of the optics involved

shows that it can be only one thing, and that

is the image of the bright area on the fundus

formed by the refracting system of the eye

at the conjugate focus of the retina, or the

far point of the observed eye. On this
simple and fundamental mathematical fact

hang all the law and the prophets of the
skiascopic method. In the higher degrees of

Xi

Fig. 1

myopia this lies between the eyes of the

observer and the observed. In hyperopia,

it lies behind the observed eye, while in em-
metropia, and low degrees of myopia it is
behind the observer's eye, placed at the
ordinary observing distance. The optical

laws, explanatory of all the phenomena

involved on this basis, I have explained in a

previous exposition* of this subject, and to

this I refer those who care to examine into
the details of the exposition.

In returning at this time, to the " point

of reversal," it is to attempt to clear away

some obscurities that have surrounded its

location, and establish its exact position in

the quite complex optical system of which it

forms a part.
In practice, it may suffice to say, in a

general way, that the eye of the observer is

at the point of reversal, but in any discussion

of the question in an academic manner, as

should be the case when we are dealing with

an exact science like optics, it is necessary to

establish that point with mathematical

precision.
As in optics we deal entirely with points

and lines, there must be a mathematical

*" The Principles of Refraction in the Human Eye based
on the Laws of the Congugate Foci," published by Tug KEY-
STONE, price $1.00.
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point in the compound optical system to

which it belongs where the movement of this
image in one direction passes over to that in
another. Where is that point ? The answer
should be simple and clear.

Now we know in order to
have a movement against
a mirror rotation, an inver-

ted image of the bright spot on the fundus
of the observed eye must be formed in front
of the nodal point of the observing eye,
while in order that there be a movement with
the mirror rotation, an exact image must be
formed behind the nodal point of the obser-
ving eye ; it necessarily follows, therefore,

that the fioint of reversal from the one to

the other is the nodal point itself.

This is shown in Fig. where all move-
ments of the image I, in front of the nodal

point N, are against the mirror rotation,
while all movements behind N, as at II, are
with the mirror rotation. At N itself, which

is the point of transition, or reversal from

one movement to the other, there is no

movement at all.
Furthermore, it must be apparent that

when the image on the bright spot lies at N

the rays X, and X, proceeding from any one

point of it divergently in all directions, as

they do from every illuminated object, are

sufficient to fill the whole of the interior of

the eye since they are not acted on by any

refracting medium. It follows, then, that so

long as there is a single point of the image

remaining at N, under a rotation of the

mirror in any, direction, so long will there be

a steady and full illumination of the field

with no defined edge, shadowy or other-

wise.
The point of reversal at the nodal point,

therefore, is characterized by no movement

and a steady illumination under all mirror

rotations. Moreover, these phenomena are

possible only when the image of the bright

spot lies exactly at the nodal point.
This is so inevitable that it seems strange

that it has not found a categorical expression

before this, but I have not been able to

find it.

The Nodal Point

Unsatisfactory

An explanation of the con-
fusion and lack of clear ex-

Explanations pression on the subject

may be found in one of

several causes. The principal one, as I have

mentioned previously, seems to be the want

of a definite conception as to what is really

to be observed add the position it occupies

respecting the observing eye. Jackson, to

whom we are so much indebted for his care-

ful studies of the optics involved, fails to

bring his usual clearness of demonstration

to bear on this explanation, and the average

student would not, I fear, find his ideas as to

the exact point of reversal altogether free

(Continued on page 837)
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The Mathematical Point of Re-
versal in Skiascopy

(Continued from page 835)

from confusion, for the reason that he leaves
so much to be inferred.

The same must be said of the account given
by Souter, who has written lucidly and corn-
prehendingly on optical questions in general.

Neither is Tscherning any more satis-
factory in what he offers either as to the
principles of the method or the point of
reversal in particular. Accepting the theo-
ries of Parent and Leroy, he attaches great
importance to the role of the pupil, and fails
to mention the nodal point at all in this con-
nection.

He says, in speaking of the point of
reversal, on page 210 of his " Physiologic
Optics " : " At the critical moment, when
the movement of the light changes its direc-
tion, the far point of the observed eye
coincides with the pupil of the observer."
Landolt in his treatise on the methods
of determining the refraction of the eye,
now in course of publication in the
new edition of the Grilfe-Saemisch System,
takes the positive stand that the point of
reversal lies in the pupil of the observer's
eye. He says, on page 248 : " Aside from
those conditions in which the illumination of
the pupil with the mirror, be it plane or con-
cave, moves in the same direction and those
in which it moves in the opposite direction,
there is yet another in which no movement
of the eye is perceived at all, because the
pupil in its entirety appears either illuminated
or dark. This occurs when the far point,
that is, the conjugate focus of the retina of
the observed eye falls in the pupil of the
observer's eye."

We have shown above that the con-
dition of constant illumination and no move-
ment to which he alludes has its mathemati-
cal explanation only in the coincidence of the
image of the bright area on the fundus of
the observed eye with the nodal point of the
observer's eye. It is possible to conceive
here that the pupil as such, can play a neces-
sary part in the production of either of these
phenomena ; yet Landoll, throughout the
text of his treatise and by the illustrations
and diagrams, insists that it is the pupillary

edge of the iris which plays the principal
role. In this he has evidently followed
Wolff, the latest German authority on skia-
scopy, from whom he quotes largely.

That the diaphragm of the
ophthalmoscopic mirror with

Circumstances its sight hole, can and does
play a modifying part in the

sequence of appearances, cannot be gainsaid
and in my article, above referred to, this has
been given clue attention and what is there

Confusion of
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said can be applied with equal pertinency to
the iris and its pupillary opening. It was
there demonstrated and shown by diagrams,
how when the examination was made in the
usual way, and the point of reversal was at
the nodal point of the observing eye, the
pupillary edge of the iris of the observed
eye had its conjugate focus and image on the
retina of the observing eve. This, however,
is a secondary incident and has no direct nor
necessary connection with the main and
essential feature of the position of the point
of reversal. If there were no iris nor
diaphragm of any kind, the mathematical
principles being still the same, the point of
reversal would yet lie at the nodal point.

The iris and its pupillary opening not
being in any sense cardinal points in the
complex optical system, it is difficult to
understand how it came about that such high
authorities came to select this location as the
point of reversal, except as an approximate
guess.

It is true that in the normal eye the
nodal eye is not far removed from the pupil-
lary opening, but in aphakia, for example, it
is some distance behind, being at the center of
the corneal curvature. There seems no more
reason then, from a strictly mathematical point
of view, for selecting the pupil as the point
of reversa.1 than the apex of the cornea or
any other point in the immediate vicinity.

It has been conceded that in our crude
method of examination we are not able to
locate the point of reversal with the mathe-
matical exactness here insisted on. There is
always a limited space within which the
movements are not clearly defined, so that the
phenomenon does not offer an immediate pass-
ing over from one movement to the opposite.

This inaccuracy can usually be neglected
as insignificant in low degrees of ametropia,
and when the point of reversal is located at
a considerable distance from the eye, that is,
one meter or more. Moreover, it must be
held in mind that for the perfect working out
of the law it is necessary that all points of
the image fall on the plane coincident with
the nodal point. Should the image be not
so formed, some points being in front of,
and some behind the nodal point, there will
be conflicting shadows ‘vithin the illuminated
area. These I have called " internal
shadows." They have their orgin in irregu-
larities in the refracting media and are usually
most pronounced under a wide pupil, which
exposes the irregular astigmia of the periphery
of the refracting media, particularly that of
the cornea. In some cases these are suffi-
cient to materially obviate the findings. For
the most accurate results this method de-
mands media clear of any irregularity in re-
fraction within the area of the pupillary
opening.
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Why Do We See Right Side Up?

This question is perhaps the oldest in
physiological optics. The experts have mostly
agreed to ignore it as metaphysical rather
than optical, but it will not down. It is well
known that a lens system, such as that of the
eye, inverts the image, and that in fact the
tiny picture of external objects cast upon the
retina is upside down. Why, then, do we
see objects in their proper relations to the
vertical ? That there are still persons whose
minds are not satisfied with any answer to
this question not based on the anatomy of
the sense organs is shown by the theory of a
French writer, M Georges Poullain, de-
scribed and criticised in the Recukl d' ()fib-
tahnologi e, and abstracted in the Revue &len-
t?' fique. The critic takes the usual modern
view that the question is not an optical one .
at all. M. Poullain has an anatomical ex-
planation to- offer ; he would have us believe
that images are seen right side up, although
they are inverted on the retina, simply because
they are reversed again on their way to the
brain. To quote from the article just named :

The fibers of the optic nerve cross in the
chiasma—the nerve-bundle makes a double
turn, the second in a direction almost per-
pendicular to the first. Now, if we examine
a compound bundle we find that after the
second turn the lower part has become the
upper, and vice-versa.

The nervous image, therefore, behaves
like a real image, and is reversed again as if
it were one. The fibers of the lower part of
.the retina thus terminate in the upper part of
the optic center. , The reviewer says :

This hypothesis is ingenious, but is it
founded on fact, and does it sufficiently account
for the phenomena to be explained ? The
author is not an anatomist and relies for his
data on the work of M. Dejerine. Thus we
lack the verification that might be furnished
by studies of degenerescence and by numer-
ous pathologic observations.

This anatomical hypothesis, then, has
not too solid a basis. And, besides, the ques-
tion itself would appear to be purely philo-
sophical.

It is, in fact, based on an absolute meta-
physical conception—that of the notions of
" up " and " down." It is known nowadays
that these notions are essentially motor no-
tions, dependent on the muscles, and we have
no right to regard vision as immobile. In
fact, the muscular sense is not only the sense
of movements like those of the hand, which
might perhaps in a visual image convey an
idea of " up-and-down " relationship, but the
muscular sense is shown especially in the deli-
cate movements of the ocular globes. The
" upper " part of an image is the part that
becomes distinct when the eye executes an
upper movement, and reciprocally.

This shows how absurd the problem is.
It is interesting only because it is concerned
at bottom with the old questions of the rela-
tionship of the mind and body, of the con-
scious image and of its material substratum.
The problem of upright vision, if it is a prob-
lem at all, is the problem of the nature of
thought. And it is to this problem, which
present-day science very properly ignores,
that M. Poullain has made an anatomo-
metaphysical contribution. —Literary Digest.
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The Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio

The Great
German Eye Water

From the original prescription of the late Dr. Agnew
This wonderful remedy has been on the market for twenty-live

years, and is soul by thousands of Jewelers and Opticians through-
out t he United States and Canada with great satisfaction. This
is the ONLY Eye Remedy from the formula of any eminent
oculist ever put upon the market. Its immediate effect, in eases of
chronic or acute conjunctivitis, blepharitis or scaly eyelids, horn-
ing, smarting or itching of the eyes, or inflammation from any
cause, is phenomenal. It contains nothing poisonous, therefore
is perfectly harmless to use freely in tiny ease.

This Eye Water WILL NOt prevent a person's eyes from
growing old, restore the sight of a person that is blind, or remove
cataracts, but it WILL CURE or prevent more diseases of the eyes
than any other preparation ever compounded.

Beware of imitations that, are inferior or perhaps injurious.
Remember, Dr. Agnew's portrait is on every box.

Price, $19.50 per gross; $1.63 per dozen
Customers' husiness card on each bottle if six dozen or more

are ordered. Order from your Jobber or direct from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN,7 r r BoylistfAnT ArlAss.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES

WHAT IS A REMEDY? Any substance or preparation used with the view of curing orallaying morbid action. As it would require many or the valuable pages of THE KEYSTONE topublish the testimonials received from dealers and fusers of The Great German Eye Water, I referdealers in optical goods to a few of the leading opticians in different parts of the country, sellingthis remedy, some of them for more than 20 years. This remedy is NOT for sale in drug stores,but by the optical trade EXCLUSIVELY. NO COCAINE in this formula.
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Eastman A Co., Providence, It. I. Hight & Fairfield Co., Butte, Montana.
F. Lyman, Bridgeport, Conn. C. L. Cooke, Clarksville, Ten n.

REFER-

ENCES: 
John Emdin, Utica, N. Y.
B. IL Brooke, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Dr. E. H. Armstrong, Jacksonville, Fla.
The G. A. Balm Dia. & opt Co., Aus-August Kost, Jr., Jersey City, N. J. tin, Texas.
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John Seheidig & Co., 43 Maiden Lane, New York.

Independent Safe Guard We are

PATENT APPLIED FOR Manufacturers of Lenses
Angle 2 Angle .3

SPHERICAL CYLINDER

SPHERO - CYLINDER

Prices quoted upon application

R WORK a specialty

Tilton Optical CO., Tilton, N. H.

Angle 4

Ck)C CLO

Straight

Angle 5 Angle 6

The Newest and the Best

A Thorough and Practical Optical School

40 Hours a Week Devoted to Lectures, Quizzes and Practical Work

YOU LEARN HERE the Theory and How to Conduct the Practice
YOU OF.T EXPERIENCE in the examination room and workshop

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED COURSE you are capable
of making a success in the practice

If interested, write for terms and outline of
A. IL BOWEN, H. D. Course C LA liK

President Sooty.

Triangle Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Portrait Photography at a
Window

Val

oW to take portrait photographs without

the regulation skylight of a photographer

is a matter of interest to all amateurs, and

also to professionals who are called in to

take pictures in private houses. In a recent issue

of the Pholo Era Felix Raymer explained the modus

ofterandi as follows :
Every photographer intending to go to some

private house for the purpose of making a negative

should provide himself with two of the folding

backgrounds that have recently been placed on the

market, which are very reasonable in price and can

be procured from any stock dealer. One should

be black and the other white. This will give any

effect desired, from a full white te a full black ;

although I will say just here that it is an exceedingly

rare thing for me to

desire a perfectly

white or perfectly

black background.

Different shades

can be obtained by

facing- either the

white or black to-

ward or away front

the light. The more

nearly it faces the

the lighter it

'w ill appear in tone.

Another accessory

will be a piece of

white cheesecloth,

about three feet

wide and four feet

long. The rest of

the accessories can

be found ill most

houses, so these

will be all that is

needed except, of
course!, the camera
and working tools.

On most win-
dows there is a shade fastened at the top of the
casing. This shade i9 arranged to draw down from

the top to the bottom on a spring roller. To make

it an easy matter to control your light, and get it

exactly as wanted, it will be a good plan to change

this shade from the top and place it at the bottom

of the window, so that it can be drawn up to the

top. This makes it possible to change the light

the smallest fraction of an inch, if such a thing is

necessary, as it often is where one is working in

such close quarters. If one does not care to go to

the trouble of taking off the curtain or shade and

reversing it, one may hang a quilt or opaque cloth

of some kind across the lower sash of the window,

which can be arranged to answer the purpose.

Cover the lower part of the window as high as

the head of the subject, it matters not how high

that may be. Never, in making portraits, should

the light fall on the sitter from a point lower than

the top of the head. If the sitter is standing, and

a full or three-quarter figure is to be made, the

lower part of the window will have to be covered

to a higher point than would be the case if a bust

sitting is to be made. There are times when the

light will be covered to a point above the sitter's

head, but it should never come in lower. In work-

ing at a window I have never had more top light

than I needed. So, for that reason, I have not

found it necessary to have a curtain pulled front

the top.

K EYSTONE

Pose your sitter the same distance from the
light as the light measures in width. If it is a win-

dow five feet wide, the sitter should be five feet

front it. If it is four feet wide, pose him four feet

away, and so on. To secure the effect of lighting

shown in our illustration, which is known to the

professional worker as the " Rembrandt effect," let

the sitter face directly toward the light, so that it

will fall full in his face.

Now have the sitter begin to turn away from

the light very slowly, and when the point is reached

where the light on the shadow ear has just left it,

there is where to stop. Now, this light on the

shadow ear is of the utmost importance to correct

lighting from any source. Never in making por-

traits do we want a light striking both sides of the

face. If there is a light on the shadow ear, it will

give the effect of having had two sources of light—

one on the light side and a much smaller one on

the shadow side which fell only on the ear. This
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Look at the shadow that is cast from the nose.
It will extend away from the nose on the shadow

cheek. The correct direction for this shadow

should be toward the corner of the mouth, on the

shadow side of the face. If it runs out farther on

the face and past the corner of the mouth, it is an

indication of too low a light. The shade on the

lower portion of the window must be raised until

it takes the right direction. If it runs directly

downward from the nose, and covers the center of

the lip, it is caused by too much light from the top.

In that case move the subject farther from the light

until it takes the right direction. Remember that

the right direction is toward the corner of the

mouth. It need not be long enough to reach the

mouth, but must extend in that direction if the best

work is wanted.

Now decide the strength of light, whether it is

to be strong with deep shadows, or soft with trans-

parent, silky shadows. Either class of work is

correct ; one oper-

ator vill like the

first and another

will prefer the lat-

ter. Look at the

high I ights ti rst, and

examine them

carefully. The

highest, as can be

seen by referring

to the portrait ac-
companying this
article, will be on

the forehead to-

ward t h e light.

This high light

should not be so

bright t Ii at the

flesh tints cannot

be seen through it.

Our high lights

should never be so

wh ite that they will

print as white pa-

per. If the highest
light does not
show the flesh

tints all through it, the piece of white cheesecloth

mentioned above, should be hung over the window,

letting the light fall through it on the sitter. This

will act in the same way as ground glass does in

the professional's studio, and cause a diffusion of

the light, making the high lights softer, and bring-

ing them down to a harmony with shadows.

Now look into the shadows. The deepest

shadow on the face will be just under the ear on

the shadow side of the head. If you cannot see

the detail or flesh tints in it, the shadow is too deep.

Take a white card about iS x 20 inches, and when

ready for the exposure hold this in one hand ‘vhile

making the exposure with the other, and throw just

enough reflected light on the deep shadow to bring

out the flesh tints.

To secure the effect ShOW11 in our illustration,

the camera should be stationed just twice as far

from the light as the subject. This will bring the

camera on the shadow side and will show a greater

portion of the face in shadow than in light. This

being so, the exposure will be longer than would

be the case if we were on the light side of the figure.

Now place the ground, and note carefully how

it harmonizes with the effect of the lighting. If it is

turned too much toward the window, it may appear

too light to harmonize with the effect of the light.

Turn it farther from the light and a lower key will

be secured. If it is too dark, it can be turned

farther toward the light and a better effect secured.

BY COURTESY OF PHOTO ERA
The Pose and the Result,

would cause an exaggeration of the ear by concen-

trating the light on it, and accentuating that part of

the head which should be subordinated. It is

through the use of shadow, which is of as much

importance as light, that we secure subordination,

or a reduction of importance in certain portions of

our lighting. Through the use of light and the

concentration of it we secure accentuation, or the

emphasis of certain portions of the lighting.

When the point has been reached where the

light has just left the shadow ear, let the model sit

perfectly still for a few moments, and then study

the effect of lighting. Let him look at an object

directly in front of him, so that the eyes. may be

seen in the correct position ; and then see if there

is a very small spark of light in each of them. This

is what the professional man calls the " catch

light," and it is necessary to the life of the eye.

Without it there would be no way of telling the

color of the eye, whether light or dark. If there is

not enough light in the eye to get this, the operator

knows that it is front a lack of side light. That is,

the shade covering the lower portion of the window

has been raised too high, so that the light cannot

get into the eye under the brow. In the case of

deep-set eyes this shade will have to be much lower

than would be the case if the eyes were more prom-

inent. The same is true of a portrait of a model

wearing a hat. The shade must be lowered so that

the light can get in under it.
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See Our Motto?

cR,

That is the foundation on
which we have built our

busmess.

quality, with us means—the best, not the "good enough," but a little better than you can
get elsewhere.

accuracy means—perfection, giving you just what you order.

promptness means not only filling your orders the same day as received, but studying the
mail service and timetables between you and us, and shipping orders to you at the earliest
possible moment.

It pays us to give this kind of service—our constantly increasing list of satisfied customers proves it—and then, we know how.
Send for price-lists, prescription blanks, addressed envelopes.

McINTIRE, MAGEE & BROWN
723 Sansom Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IT WILL PAY You
to (lisplity

U. S. Aluminum Display Card

A neat, attractive salesman that sells

The kind of guards that satisfy

Its yours for the asking

U. S. TEMPLES ARE SURE

RELIEF FOR SORE AND ACHING EARS

ONE TRIAL WILL DEMONSTRATE THEIR MERITS

BORSCH & CO.
215 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO

COLLYRIN E
TRADE MARK.

IS THE GREATEST

Rttiouator
OF THE

20!Icentury.
BROWN & BURPEE

• Manchester, N. H.

COLLYRINE
is as soothing to tired and
inflamed eyes as sweet
cream is to a sunburn, but
it is the most potent anti-
inflammatory and eye tonic
ever prepared. We state
this after thirty years' ex-
perience with all kinds of
eye remedies. Put up in
better shape than any other.

By the dozen, $2.25
Retail price, 35 cents

Quotation to jobbers on
application.

We are now making a
special price on our cabinet. Charts of all kinds
in lots of Ioo or more at wholesale price.

BROWN & BURPEE
Manchester, N. H., U.S.A.

May, 1905

Optical Notes

THE KYSTONE

JO 0. J. Landis, formerly of Swartz & Landis,
York, Pa., has opened optical offices at 14 North

ptical College, Phila.
George Street, city.cidt eliptyhla 0

delphia, Pa., has moved into new and more desirable
quarters in rooms 400-402 Perry Building, Six-
teenth and Chestnut Streets.

,,e1 N. E. Price, formerly of Providence, R. I.,
has opened an optical parlor in the Leader depart-
ment store, Pittsburg, Pa. Mr. Price has a three-
years' lease of his new quarters.

.ift John Scheidig & Co., the New York whole-
sale optical house, have moved across Maiden
Lane, and now occupy the ground floor of 50
Maiden Lane, just across the street from the old
location.

Ji The Peerless Specialty Manufacturing Co.,
has succeeded the Reinhard Manufacturing Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis. The change, however, is one of
name only, as the officers and stockholders remain
as heretofore.

George W. Magee, of McIntire, Magee &
Brown, wholesale and manufacturing opticians,
Philadelphia, recently returned from a .trip through
the Southwest. A. Reed McIntire, of the same
firm, and Mrs. McIntire have been taking a vaca-
tion at Lakewood, N. J.

.„el B. Mayer, manufacturing optician, Balti-
more, Md., has moved his plant into new quarters
at 6 East B iltitnore Street, that city. The increase
in his business necessitated an extension of his
facilities, and the new quarters afford abundant
space for a capacious office and salesroom as well
as the enlarged plant.

„es The Peerless Optical Co., Chicago, of
which Geo. S. Johnston is manager, and which has
hitherto been lacated at 84 Wabash Avenue, is re-
moving to the fifth floor of the new Heyworth
Building at Madison Street and IN/abash Avenue.
The change affords the firm much extra space
and enlarged and improved facilities for hand-
ling their growing trade.

The Pennsylvania Optical Company, of
Reading, Pik., recently. purchased the property in
the rear of their present factory building, and have
begun the erection of a three-story shale brick
building. Work will be pushed on the new exten-
sion as rapidly as possible, and it is hoped to be
finished in about two months. The new addition
covers 29 x 115 feet front on Pearl Street, and
%'lien cffluwet..,1 with the present factory building,
will make a structure running clear through from
Fifth Street to Pearl, and will give the firm an
additional floor space of about 9000 square feet.

This addition has been made necessary by the
great increase in the demand for the new low-
priced goods recently put on the market by this
company, who also continue to manufacture the
well-known " Ajax " patent eyeglass mounting.

40 The Hub Optical Case Co., formerly of
East Boston, Mass., recently purchased the build-
ing at the corner of Cedar Street and Sanderson
Avenue, Oakdale Square, East Dedham, Mass.,
and moved into the new quarters early this month.
The removal was necessitated by the increasing
demand for Hub cases and the need of bigger
quarters and greater manufacturing facilities.

.0 H. G. James, of the traveling force of
John Scheidig & Co., New York, died suddenly on
April 16th. Deceased was as well known to the
English trade as here, as he formerly represented
one of the leading London wholesale houses. He
traveled for several years for the Spencer Optical
Co. after coming to this country, and two years
ago transferred his services to his late employers,
visiting the Middle Western States. He was a
genial character, and well liked by the trade at
large.

,01 Stevens & Company, Providence, R. I.,
again find their large plant taxed by the con-
tinuing increased demand for their product. One
year ago the floor space and producing facilities
were doubled, and now, finding further expan-
sion necessary, they have leased the entire
three floors of an adjoining building, which
will again double the manufacturing space, and
enable them to proceed With the manufacture of a
new line of goods which they have had in prepara-
tion for some time. They have recently needed
the service of a night force of workmen to enable
them to keep up with orders.

Chas. H. Kittrell, Dublin, Ga., sends us
" before and after " photographs of a patient
suffering from a very extreme case of strabismus.
This patient suffered from squint from childhood,
keeping the left eye closed practically all the time,
and the mouth almost invariably open. At the
first examination. Mr. Kittrell found the vision of.
the right eye normal, but the vision of the left eye
rather poor, the retinosta)pe revealing one and one-
half diopters of astigmatism. The discrepancy of
the internal ocular muscles he found greater than it
was possible to equalize with prisms. He gave as
powerful correction as practicable in plane prisms
only, 5° each. The result in five weeks, as seen in
the photograph, is very remarkable. At that time
he combined full retinoscopic correction of astigma-
tism for left eye. The results were most satis-
factory, the muscles showing perfect equilibrium
with prisms on.
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Optical Societies
The annual meeting of the Ohio Optical Asso-

ciation will be held in Columbus on May 23d and
24th. A very instructive programme is being pre-
pared for the meeting, which promises to be the
most successful held so far. One of the speakers
will be Earl J. Brown, M.D., of Chicago, who %yin
give a course of lectures on the external and intra-
ocular pathological conditions of the eye, eu•li
lecture being illustrated by microscope reproduc-
tions and stereopticon views.

The next annual meeting of the Kentucky
State Optical Association will take place on Tues-
day, May 16, 1905, in the court house, Lexington, K y.

Arrangements are being perfected for a joint
meeting of the Missouri and Kansas Optical Asso-
ciations, to be held in R.....ansas City, Mo., May 9th
and loth. This representative gathering is, how-
ever, to follow the regular annual business meetings
of the respective organizations to be held on May
9th, at 1o16-1018 Grand Avenue, at the conclusion
of which the two bodies will assemble as a whole,
hear lectures, witness demonstrations and discuss
questions of common interest.

The eighth annual meeting of the Iowa State
Association of Opticians will be held at the Com-
mercial Club Rooms, Des Moines, Iowa, on June
13th and 14th. The programme for this nieeting
will be an interesting one, and a large attendance
is expected. One of the vital matters to be con-
sidered is the question of optical legislatkm, and a
number of instructive papers %%111 be read.

The summer meeting of the Indiana Optical
Society will be held in Indianapolis on June 5th and
6th. An interesting programme is being prepared,
and a large attendance is expected.

The annual convention of the American Asso-
ciation of Opticians %%111 be held at Nlinneapolis on
July 24th, 25th, 26th and 27111. For the conven-
ience of the members, who are widely scattered, a
rate of a fare and a third has heen granted by every
passenger association in the I •nited States, on t he
certificate plan. All whose tickets amount to over
seventy-five cents must not fail to ask for a certifi-
cate when purchasing their tickets. In past years
many have not asked for these certificates. Mem-
bers must have them to get the rme-third fare
return. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-
way has been selected as the official route to the
convention, and all tickets should read over this
road, if possible. In Western Passenger Associa-
tion territory, a special rate to Portland, on ;mogul(
of the Lewis and Clark Exposition, Avill give those
who wish it an opportunity to see the Yellowstone
for $45, round-trip, from Minneapolis, over the
Northern Pacific Railroad.

We Are in Position as Manu-
facturers and Importers

to offer the very lowest figure on
your Optical Goods. It will be to

your advantage and Profit. This is
no idle boast and we can prove it.

Promptness and Accurate Service on 9 Work 
Quality and

Platinoin 1.N S;ralga. QUALITY, 
STYLE

Extra fine white metal of high
temper that will not rust or corrode.

1 Alumn, GUARANTEED NOT TO TARNISH.Superior temper.
Will not lose its luster.

$1.90 per dozen. Cable, $2.90 per dozen.
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The New " HOLDFAST"
MADE IN SOLID GOLD

GOLD FILLED and ALUMNO

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES
For Office in oak, cherry,
and leather.

Also for Traveling, with
divisions for stock and
lenses.

None better made. Send
for pamphlet.

Most modern and up-
to-date Trial Case. Over
11,000 in use. No fault-
finders. They make a
friend wherever they go.

FOR THIS MONTH. EXTRAORDINARY REDUCTIONS
ill the price of first-class, world-renowned Trial Cases, the Andentair, as follows :$ 9.00

No. 1000, containing 96 I- and — spherical lenses with trial frame  
No. 1031, " 16S lenses and discs, doti1111:-groored trial frames, with index, worth 630.00, 23.00

No. 1075, " 211 lenses and discs, double-grooved trial frame, space under tray for goods,
No. 1030, " 168wleoiristicis151151.(100dis.es. wit ii . I 1.•iple.cell., revolving trial frame, worth 635.00 . . 29.00

No. 1032, " 262m1,,,tolle,s,,n,wfilidtzs.,oftivith triple cell, revolving frame, space for tray for 46.00

worth 660.00 . . . . . . . . . 

54.00
No. 952.1 , •' 262 lenses and discs with triple-cell revolving tria ml frame, antique oak c.a.se,

frame, worth 653.00   

54.00
Climax Folding Case. Sizo—S'/, ico, 3% a; weight, 5 lbs. 211 lenses n dd iscs, revolving

m 
No. 990, 

38.00
Handsome antique oak case, containing 290 lenses and dkes with Kerato-

Nn. 1990 same contents as No. 900, space for stock under tray, worth $100.00 . . . .

saCtoppaer,iRseitixtvisic)iotplovi,i.suv orir7hr Voltoli.oiono trial frame. T.,,,k 'highest award 7 7.00
77.00

Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, New York
(550 Is tt,teltlesetstor 

handsome lithograph of !he ■•
four repre,entat ions of the

Gold Filled 10 K.
Seamless
4,, .2n, Warranted. All
styles,also frameless.From
613.50 to $6.5o per dozen.

12 K. and 14 K. -Ay.
THE EQUAL TO GOLD
IN STYLE AND FINISH.

opticu iraEyeWater—thebest.res sore eyes.
$1.63 per dozen.

All the ve e eames are CO% 01,11
with imitation seni, except hen
otherwise specified. The ',pit-
tai ion of the Andemair 'ft MI

II t ...II ease we will furnish free
book on the eye, and a

lanwIrtopie eye :ft four colors 11.I111
'1,', IS x 24 In.



rernaps you are in

entirely new in the field.

Our success in just

A Prescription Department that's ever following the course
in each case that leads to our public's best serving. For to
do anything well all the integral parts must be watched.

This has been the idea of this department from its
foundation.

Wherever new mechanical devices can aid this rule it is
immediately installed.

We are the pioneer surface grinders of the South.

ing some new optical machinery, or replenishing stock, or are

such things with other opticians makes us sure we've something of
III on ey-saving interest for you.

Write us.

NEW ODS on' INVENTIONS

lIln illssti.alinti and descriplien f DOW goods and inventions as hero' oder is a
feature .f ii, KEYSToN I , o or twofold object being to keep the jee eler and

optbdao thoroughly tatsled on the vet■ kited and most salable goods, and the workman at
I e beioti can:illy well posted on Ile n••, est inventions and improvetuents in tools and
tippl lane,. I

A new mounting, on
which a patent was recently
granted and which will soon
be placed on the market, is
known as the " Improved
Kachoo Mounting." The
feature-in-chief of the new
mounting, which will be
manufactured by McIntire,
Magee & Brown, Philadel-
phia, is that it is made without stud screws, thus eliminating the vexatious
annoyance due to loosening of these screws. As will be seen in the accom-
panying illustration, the device is very simple. The front part of the strap,
shoe and guard, with the slot to hold the back portion of the strap, are all

in one piece. The other portion of the strap is attached to the end of the
spring, consequently the only screws required to put the mounting together

are the glass screws, The mounting is capable of considerable adjustment.

Chicago Post=Graduate Optical College
A Finishing School of Optics

for Opticians and Optomctrists

The optometrist who desires to " round out his knowledge of technical and clinical optometry in
all of its complex fields will find no more thorough school and course. Fee for course, $1.00.00

Suite 406 George A. J
67 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Among the new devices of interest to watchmakers is the watch mag-

netism tester, shown in the illustration herewith. This tester is made by

Calvin Clatter Company, 153 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, who state that its

onVATCH MAGNETISM TESTER
CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY

‘i . CHICAGO PRICE 504- °

Aza. ...SEE OTHER ,11JE

production is original with them. It should prove a convenience to all

watchmakers who have experience with poor-running watches and have no

ready means of 'testing them for magnetism. Any watch having magentism

will rotate the sensitive needle on the tester and the extent of the trouble is

thereby clearly indicated.

New Pivot Drills

Among the recent contributions to the equipment of the jeweler's

workbench is the new hand-made pivot drill, shown in an enlarged size in

our illustration. This drill is made by H. H. McPherson, Box 685, Tacoma,

Wash., himself a practical watchmaker. It is composed of the best needle

Positively prevents any MIA screws from working loose. Simple
and neat ; will fit any Eyeglass, and only 25 cents for dozen pairs.

Manufac-
tured by The Kennedy Optical Co.

21 Rowland, cor. State, Detroit, Mich.

My Catalogue is ready
for shipment

If interested, write for same, as I will
save you money on every article you buy
in my line. We are ready to supply the
trade all over the earth. Our It plant
is the best equipped hi this country, in
machinery arid tvorkmanship. All orders
will be shipped Ito. same day as received.

B. MAYUR
Wholesale, Importing and Manufacturing

Optician

6 Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

BARGAINS IN

Jewelry, American and
Swiss Movements

Engravd Souvenir Spoon.s
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

Ne.:".: •I't,
FRED A. HASKELL

206.Weybosset St., Providence. R. I.

We carry the best inalerial at reason-
able prices.

An assortment of discontinued move-
ments.
We do work for the trade and can lit

w.noine staffs for 65 cents.
s,,,,1.for Latest Ltd

Philip Katz 0 Co.
51-53 Maiden Lane

New York

Craft is reliable, quick and
anxious to please you.

W. H. Craft
210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1892

GEBHARDT BROS.
\ takers of

Diamond Mountings
Class Pins and Badges

steel and is hardened by a new process, which is said to make its cutting

qualities superior to other drills. Each drill is turned, tempered, sharpened

and polished separately by hand. The growing demand for superior work-

manship in the jewelry shop makes it imperative upon the jeweler to keep

abreast of all such improvements in tools and appliances.

A Self-Filling Fountain Pen

The accompanying illustration shows a sectional view of a new self-

filling fountain pen now being offered to the trade by Aikin, Lambert & Co.,

19 Maiden Lane, New York. Convenience, durability and simplicity are

among the chief merits of this pen. It has

no ink-joint, and thus soiled fingers and

soiled clothing, with their incidental cha-

grain, are obviated. Another feature of

this pen is the large quantity of ink which

it holds. The ink is held in a hard-rubber

reservoir instead of a soft-rubber sack, and

by pressing a bulb, which expels the air, it

flows into the barrel.

A New Diamond Measure

A new device for measuring the sizes of diamonds and other precious
stones, which is .both convenient and serviceable for the purpose, is the

Lynch diamond measure, made by J. I). Lynch, 264 W. Twenty-fourth

Street, New York City. The maker is son of the late Mrs. T. Lynch, who

was known in the trade as the " Diamond Queen," and the new measure is

the result of her suggestions. It will measure any stone from one-sixty-

fourth of a carat to four and one-half carats, and a valuable feature is that it

will measure stones set in rings or other jewelry just as easily and accurately

as loose stones, also the stones in cluster settings or gypsies. It is oblong

in form, of pocket-knife size, and will last indefinitely. It is made in two

grades, steel and aluminum.

New Dynamo for Electro-Plating
A valuable acquisition

to the equipment of the
plater is the new K & D
dynamo No. 9, made by
Kendrick & Davis, Leba-
non, N. H. This dynamo
is very powerful and c;in
be run by direct or alter-
nating current motor or
any convenient power. As
a plating dynamo it lits
many advantages over
printary Ixttteries. The
renewal of elements and
solution are disposed of
with this arrangement,and
it has strength to operate a five-gallon bath successfully. In design and

construction it has all th.: merits of the largest machines, and is provided

with the latest improN e;aents to make the parts durable and smooth working.

New Line of Cut Glass
One of the most interesting cut-glass offerings of the season is the new

line that has been placed upon the market by the Newai k Cut Glass Co., of

60-62 Arlington Street, Newark, N. J. A special selection consists of a

bowl, bon-bon, two nappies, water bottle, jug, oil or vinegar jar and half a

dozen tumblers. The cuttings are tasteful, rich and uniquely expressive of

the beautiful artistic effects possible in the embellishment of glassware.

Another New Eyeglass Guard
The wealth of ingenious

eyeglass guards has been in-

creased by yet another in the

n e w pneumatic air-cushion

guard being furnished to the
trade by Julius King Optical
Co. The 'or cushion guard is
tile invention of George Bausch,
who has also the distinction of
being the inventor of the anchor
guard. The new guard can be

had in gold, gold filled and German silver, and would seem to merit the

early attention of the trade. Its name expresses its distinctive feature and

conveys an idea of comfort that Vill appeal favorably to eyeglass wearers.

Flannel Rolls for Silverware
Among the modern store conveniences which should prove useful for

the protection and preservation of flatware are the non-tarnishable Flannel

Rolls, manufactared by W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, New York.

These rolls are of the highest grade of material, of fast maroon color,

bound with woolen mohair braid, and are washable. As clean and well-

arranged repositories for flatware the rolls are said to be rapidly superseding

boxes and cases on account of being much cheaper and more convenient.

They are made in sizes of from two to twelve pockets.

Victory Button Back Victory Attachments Jobbing a Specialty

Samples and New Price-List on application Lion BLDG., CINCINNATI
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ENLARGED QUARTERS
Our business has grown so during the last year that we have

been obliged to enlarge our quarters, and we take pleasure in
announcing to all of the Southern Optical Trade that we are
now better prepared than ever to take care of their optical wants
promptly On the day of receipt.

We have increased our floor space and consequent capacity
for business over roo;;. Our address is the same as before.

F. A. HARDY c5c CO.
The Only Exclusively Wholesale
Optical House in the Entire South

PrudentiEll Building

Atlanta, Ga.

IN PLACING YOUR

NEXT ORDER TELL YOUR

JOBBER DISTINCTLY

B. L. S.
ON ALL EVI.':GLASS GOODS

IN FUTURE.

IT WILL INSURE YOUR

HAPPINESS AND THAT

OF YOUR CUSTOMER, AND

INCIDENTALLY THAT OF

THE INVENTOR.

We Offer You an Investment Opportunity That Will

Open
Your Eyes

No gold mine, oil well or gel-riell syntlicate, but
out of your own business. Ws simple. Tato
become a thoroughly proficient. graduate opt icia
doubled their business. Their old customers ne
the SIMI'. Y011 don't neglect business in taking
tine, exact. Negolor ,s.25.011 toollege collu'se only\VP Loop tit IuIu u WI your NVI■I'k. I u.0 v gr
degree. \Ville to-da;%. This weans .

a chalicl. III reap great big profits right
oor 'orrespondence Opt kid Course and

n. Molly ,0.(/111 graduates say they have
ed !t ical alien! ion Ilt•W 1111(., 10(11.111Z0
this course. Kvorytli i lug i lii seien-
$8.00-42.no ■Iewn, bslame IOO week.
alluate revel, es handsome diploma and
ddress

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
DETROIT, MICH.

oldest and leading Correspondence Optical School in the world

A

0

OUT TO-DAY

OUR NEW CATALOGUE

1867 Pioneers in the It line 1905

L. MANASSE CO.
88 Madison Street CHICAGO

Onr jj Department, " Just a little prompter,
just a little better."

If you're an old customer, you know it ; if a
new one, we'll show you.

A

May, 1905

Recent Inventions

THE

Summary of recent inventions of interest to the
trade, specially prepared for this journal by William
F. Hall, Patent Attorney, Equitable Building, too3
F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

No. 785,442.—Granted to R. H. Simonds, March
21, 1905. Relates to spectacle frame.

This patent presents a spectacle frame with an

enclosing notch in the bridge which is attached to

both the outer and inner sides of the eye-wire, the

contact on one side being that of the flat surface of

the notch and the contact on the other side being

that of another curved surface with the outside of

the eye-wire. An additional increase of strength

is gained by the side walls of the notch in the eye.
wire, which abut on the sides of the upper arm of

the bridge and furnish an increased area of contact
between the bridge and the eye-wire. The end of
the bridge is forked, thus providing sufficient area
of contact between the bridge and the eye-wire
and obviating the necessity of hammering the end
of the bridge into a curved flange. •

No. 785,298.—Granted to I. Fox, March 21, 1905.
Relates to eyeglass mounting.

This patent presents an improvement in eye-
glass mountings, whereby the bow spring, the legs
or portions located opposite the inner edges of the
lenses and the nose pieces are integral. The
specific improvement consists in providing loops
between the leg portions and the respective ends

44, if 4 -1

of the bow spring, and by means of which the how
spring and leg portions are connected. Thus the
leg portions may be in the plane of the bow spring
and at the same time be secured readily to the
lenses of a pair of eyeglasses.

No. 785,620.—Granted to B. M. Levoy, March 21,
1905. Relates to improvement in eyeglasses.

This invention has for its primary object the
provision of a nose guard affording an easy bear-
ing upon the nose of the user, while offering

marked resistance to any accidental removal or
displacement of the glasses. It comprises a guard
having an inwardly and upwardly inclined arm pro-

KEYSTON

vided with a securing-shank at its lower end and a

forwardly-directed disk at its upper end. The con-

struction also affords a space within which the flesh

of the nose may be caught to resist a forward

movement or accidental removal of the glasses.

No. 785,299.—Granted to I. Fox, March 21, 1905.
Relates to improvement in eyeglass mountings.

This invention relates to an improvement in

eyeglass mountings and, specifically considered, it

relates to an eyeglass mounting ill which the nose

piece or nose guard and the bow spring of the

mounting consists of an integral piece of material.

It has for its object to provide means whereby the

portion of the mounting connective of the bow

spring proper and the guard may be separated or

spaced a greater or less distance from the edges of

the lenses of a pair of eyeglasses.

No. 785,3oo.—Granted to I. Fox, March 21, 1905.
Relates to improvement in eyeglass mountings.

This patent presents an improvement in eye.

glass mountings, especially mountings adapted for

use in connection with rimless lenses. The prin-

cipal object of this invention is to provide means

7

to prevent relative movement between the lens and

the particular portion of the mounting to which it

is secured. This invention dispenses with the stays

which are usually provided upon opposite sides of

the posts or standards of a pair of eyeglasses, and

which lie in the plane of the lenses and in contact

with the edges thereof upon opposite sides of the

respective posts or standards. It likewise obviates

the difficulty arising out of the relative movement

between a lens and a screw, or other fastening, by

means of which it is secured to the mounting.

No. 785,83o.—Granted to W. E. Porter, March 28,
1905. Relates to automobile clock.

The object of

this invention is to
produce a simple
compact and con_
venient clock con-
structed with par-
ticular reference to
its being used to
indicate at a glance
the amount of time
spent in covering
the distance be-
tween any two points. Accordingly, it consists in

a clock having a rotary sash furnished with an index
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or marker, which by the rotation of the sash is set
either with respect to the minute or hour hands of
the clock or to the figures or graduations on the
clock dial.

No. 786,o13.—Granted to C. F. Domann, March
28, 1905. Relates to a jeweler's display stand.

This patent consists of • a jeweler's display
stand, particularly adapted for show windows,
the object being to provide
a device which may be set up
in various ways to most ad-
vantageously display goods.
This stand is %Try light and
capable of being- put up
C( mpactly for purposes of
shipping.

No. 785440.—Granted to A. S. Schatzmann, March
21, 1905. Relates to watch with visible balance.

This patent presents a watch having a balance
visible from the dial side at a point diametrically
opposite to that occupied by the pendant. The
back of the case has an aperture behind which

passes in a continuous manner, while the watch is
, going, a series of views (portraits, landscapes,etc.).
These are carried by a disk fixed to the axle of the
wheel which bears the second hand and is placed
about the center of the watch in a plane passing
through the longitudinal axis of the pendant. • This
arrangement of the parts permits of disposing
within the watch a disk of large diameter and
capable, consequently, of receiving easily four, five
cr six views, or even more, which will become
visible in revolving behind the aperture at the back
of the watch.

No. 875,741.—Granted to L. Lehr, March 28,
1905. Relates to finger rings.

. This patent presents a finger ring having a
chambered portion, with locking-plates arranged
to slide in the chamber and having reduced por-

tions provided with teeth. A pinion engages the
teeth and a spindle of the pinion extends to the

inner side of the ring. Other features are a notched
disk on the inner end of the spindle, a setting-
holding collar adapted to be seated in the chamber

and having inward projections for engaging the

plates.

Powerful Alcohol Lights
The utilization of alcohol as an illuminant is

growing in France and Germany. Alcohol lamps
are now made with incandescent mantles capable of
yielding woo candle-power. 'Two hundred and
fifty candle-power is very common with these lamps.
In Germany potatoes, and in France beets, are
HOW largely used in the production of alcohol
for industrial purposes.
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No. 69

A comparison with
same grades of other
makes is all we ask

18 Size

z40

•

No. 59

OUR TWO NEW GRADES

The best seventeen and fifteen jeweled
movements for the money ever made.

Ready for delivery May 1st.

Place your orders at once as a limited
quantity only will be manufactured.

If your jobber will not supply you with
Our movements, advise us. We will fill your
orders or refer You to jobbers who can.

ILLINOIS WATCH COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD

A COMPLETE COURSE in the Best Known
Optical College in the World for $7.50
including Diploma and Degree

Next class starts May 29th

When we say that ours is the best known college in the world we mean just that.

We have a larger number of graduates in the field than any two other colleges

combined.

We have students in every State and Territory in the United States ; in every

Province in Canada ; in Mexico, Central America, South America, Europe, New Zealand,

Australia and every English-speaking country on the globe.

We have testimonial letters in praise of our system from every one of these

states and provinces and countries.

We have letters from some of the most prominent men in the profession saying

that our course is the most thorough and practical and down-to-date of any they have

.ever seen.

Among all of our graduates we do not know of one who does not say that it is

worth several times what is cost.

Hundreds of them paid us $25.00 for the same course that you can now secure

for only $7.5o.

When oculists and opticians all over the world say these things about us you \ill

surely take no chances in enrolling with us. We simply offer you the very best that is

to be had in optical instruction.

We do not want you to take our word for it.

We want to send you our 64-page prospectus which tells all about our system and

contains the names and addresses of scores of our students and what they say of us.

It tells why we can afford to give you this course at less than one-third of the

regular price.

• It will only take you a minute to write us a postal and it will bring you full

particulars by return mail.

Ask for " How to Become a Good Optician." Do it now.

The South Bend College of Optics
( Incorporated )

No. i McDom1,1 South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.

""'
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Auctioneers
for the

Properly Conducted
Auction Sales
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Established
Jeweler

Age and Experience

NO STOCK TO() LARGE

NONE TO( ) SMALL

Youth and Energy

Conceded by over one thousand jewelers in the I Tnited States to be the strongest, most up-to-date auctioneers in the
business. Our methods are all our own, and we can turn your undesirable goods into one hundred cents on the dollar and
more, no goods ever sacrificed. If this interests you, write to us at once for booklet and references. WE ARE ALWAYS
BOOKING DATES AHEAD ; let us give you one. Remember you get the services of two Auctioneers at the priceof one.

MYERS & HART, Auctioneers, 106 S. Clark St., CHICAGO. Phoue,Man)2297

$20,000 in 13 Days
which %ve sold for the well-known firm,
\ F;I:TI I & SON, Leavenworth, Kans.,
is a record that's hard to beat.

Commenced sale April 1st. Closed
April 15th.

'limy were not going out of husiness or in need
of money—just a pure and simple bil-diless propo-
sition. Their stock consisted of nothing hut high-
grade goods, such as Precious Stones, 14 K. Gold
Goods, Gorham Silver, High-tirade Plated
Wares, Hawkes Cut (Hass, Marbles,
Bronzes, Etc. If you hoxe a high-grod •
stork and liii,, toort. it, Wee:III "tit,
tilt' t " 14, Y01,1. ritir 8,11i:4;1(.11.M,
and gaoroutr,, ogain,1 loss, and not

V"or 1,101 t ,, r jaH• sttY

" Our New System Gets
the Money"

11. E. OLENDORIE

F. A. WORCESTER

Have a few open dates for June and July,
but you will have lo hurry. We name our 1;1,1
sis sales, all record breakers. Write them.

Feb. 1st—AL Ialone , Birmingham, Ala.
(2d sale).

Feb. 10th—Douglas Jewelry Co., Guthrie, Okla.
Ma n•lt 1st—E. K. Crothers, Bloomington,
Al a reli Itill—Geo. W. Kates, Newton, Kans.
April Ist—Wilerth & Son, Leavenworth, Kans.

Wire or write any time. If we cannot
serve you will plainly len you.

Worcester & Glendore
AUCTIONEERS

524 Plne St., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

Auctioneer of
Widest
Experience
Acquainted ■viiit
every method
known to
the business.
Positively
guarantet. ing time
results of saAt. to .
iilease you.
Reference
furnished from
jewelers
all over the
United States.
The larger and
better your stock
the more
successful I vill

make the sale.

D. 0. • HERN DON
506 New York Life Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.Phone, 2.341 Multi

I furnish a first-class assistant, so you get two auctioneers for the price of one

are a blessing to the trade; the other kind are a curse. The

one means emancipation from debt and dead stock; the other

means discredit and ruin. I have devoted thirty years of my

life and all my genius to evolving. the right kind of auction

sale----the kind that has given entire satisfaction to the hun-

dreds and hundreds of jewelers •for whom I have conducted

sales. Most of the trade know of this new kind of sale. If

YOU do not, it will pay you to write me, or any of the hun-

dreds of jewelers whom I have so satisfactorily served.

I will send you a Nylmle catalogue of names to choose from.

S. MARTIN
Jewelers' Auctioneer

784 Vir.st Strt

Long Distance Telephone
Number North 245

A. E. GRF.(401:1-

THE WIZARD OF THE HAMMER

THE MAN

WHO TURNS JEWELRY INTO MONEY

Ntilvvaukee, VVis.

High-Class Auction Sales ej
Jeweliy, Cul Glass, Brie-0-
Emc, Antiques, Etc.,

Ai), Spec i

A. E.
GREGORY

ROOM 202

SiiVcrsmiths' Building

CHICAGO, ILL.

REFERENCES CI:EERFULLY

FURNISHED

ALL t'011liESPoNDENCE

ST ill("11.1" DENTI .1 I.,

A thorough knowledge of the jewelry business, and a

record of twenty-five successful years as a jewelry auctioneer,

qualifies me to make your sale a success.

Jewelers retiring from business, or wishing to reduce

stock or raise money quick, will find it to their interest to write

me before engaging an auctioneer. No stock too large or too

fine for me. Get my terms and method of conducting sales.

MANOR & McCONNELL
AineriC(I'S PreinieriCTOCiry AnCtiOnCt

Long piston, Moo.% 1765

KANSAS CIITY, MO.

Sales made in any
part of the English-
speaking world for
the. legitimate
jewelry trade only.

/1 'rite for Booklet
On A uctions

We have but recently filled
the following engagements :

J. PERLIN, Jewelry stock, Kansas City, Mo. 8 weeks. The largest
and most successful sale ever held Kansas City.

BLAIN .1 PLENKNER, Boise, Idaho. 3 weeks.
ALBERT BUNN, Nampa, Idaho le days.
F. A. MeCARTY, Park City, Utah. 2 weeks.

If you are thinking of holding an Auction, do not fail to write us for our

Booklet, as it contains much valuable information.

Address all communications

MANOR & McCONNELL, 1.6
St. Louis, Mo., Office-634 Century Building.

to

Alain St., Kansas City, Mo.

Phone, 1175C Kinlock.
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tcL=TOR ...ENVELOPE OPE NE R

Prevent your checks
from being raised
by using the " Alli-
gator Check Protec-
tor" and Envelope

 MP. Opener. The newest
simplest and most

useful novel t of the day. Needed by every business man and bookkeeper. Endorsed by bankers.
Place cheek between jaws with figures between the corrugations, and give it a smart blow.

This perforates the paper, and any attempt to raise the amount would be shown plainly. Trade sup-
plied. Made of steel, highly polished, niekel-plated, iind will last for years. Price, SO cents, pre-
paid. Agents wanted. 8. I. ATVVA'TIER, 369 Broadway, New York

JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
Enquiries solkited by

C. B. RICHARD & CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

I:. L. Spon,r. I hommt, TncI. : "Send me at once one 'KEYSTONE RECORD
BUnk tiE 11 II 11.1 \ I have used this style for years and none other
satisfies ale. li I h p.ice for 1600 entries with printed headings.

Sent post pa ol to any part of the wOrld OR receipt of $1.00 I 4s. 2d.)
Published by THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, P.

k. Ii. ELLIOT

Bedford, Ind., March 25, 1905.
This is to certify that Messrs. Elliot &

Sprague have this day closed a ten-days' sale
for us under adverse orcumstanees, and that I
ant not only perfectly satisfied with the genteel
way in which they conducted this sale, but on
the other hand will say that I was very nowt,
surprised tin the amount of profits they got for
the goods.

I can conscientiously:recommend Elliot &
Sprague as first-class jewelry auctioneers and
perfect gentlemen, and will also say in case I
need the assistance of an auctioneer in the
future, they will certainly get the business.

JOHN GARRITY,
Jeweler and Optician.

We are just finishing a four-weeks'
sale for E. BUN DY, of Huntington,
W. Va. Write him about us.

ELLIOT & SPRAGUE
Jewelry and Art Goods

AUCTIONEERS
30Z N. Third St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

or

RICHMOND, INDIANA

Now, Mr. Jeweler, this is only one
of r ii r many satisfied etistomers. Will

us an opportunity to weigh
mit ri measure of satisfaction ?

A. E. SPRAtilIE

.tablished 1880 Improved 1898

,I•xating sw

MARV`

0.
1117 E.

Oldest and best article obtainable
for Recoloring 011 Roman or Old
Rose Jewelry aftersoldering.

Prices: Pint - - 83.00
Trial Size, 5 oz. 1.00

Address E. E. ORVLS
201 itats St. Chicago

F.11. REEs,
author of " The Art of Engraving,"

"Modern Letter Engraving,"
"Jewelry Designing and Engraving,"

Proprietor and Instructor •

Do you want to

Learn Engraving?
Ask for our booklet telling you how

Rees Engraving School
Steele Memorial Building Elmira, N.Y.

I:stablishol 1890

STUDENTS TEXT-BOOK
ON HOROLOGY

The most valuable addition to horological
literature in recent years is the new book

Watch and Clock
Escapements

which treats in a most exhaustive manner of the lever, cylinder
and chronometer escapements. The book was compiled by
one of the greatest authorities on horology, and the illustra-
tions excel in number, execution and lucidity anything of this
character ever attempted.

Round in cloth—,9S pages-200 illusfralions
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on teceipt of price, $1.150 (6s. 3d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE
i9th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

I Pay Spot Cash for Jewelry Stocks
To any responsible jeweler who needs money, I have three propositions to make, any oneof which will put him out of debt and in position to make more money than ever before.

No. I-1 will buy your entire stock for cash.
No. 2--I will buy your stock (not fixtures) for spot cash ; then sell you a fine new stock, direct from thefactory, at such low prices, that you will, on the exchange, be money ahead, and have up-to-date goods in place of " old chestnuts," if you have such.
No. 3-1 will trade you new, fresh, salable goods from the best factories for your old stock or a part of it.

All I will require is the use of your store for a few clays to sell at auction your goods.And I will not in any way misrepresent quality, price or character of your goods, on the contrary,I will advertise you as a keeper of good, honest ware and increase your future business.
State amount of stock,with- C H MORRISON,(flit fixtures, in first letter. 108 East Sixth St., .Topeka, Kans.

Jewelers' Show Cases

Our Small ROSEWOOD MOULDING
STEEL LINED CASE

We Challenge the World to Produce
Better Case

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
208-210 West Lake St.

CHICAGO

Makers of :ill Kin,ls ii

Jewelers' Fixtures
Write for illustrated circular

OUR MOTTO: The Best of Everything

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss cases
changed to fit
American
Stem•Wind
Movements

(told and Silver Plating
Old (Mid and Silver Bought

We are Jewelers for the Trade
\vn.i.lAli I:. BECKEIZ.

Diamond Setter, Manufacturing Jeweler and
Engraver

I o5,499 South Clark Street, Chicago
.11,07,1iuy

It will pay yoo I,, use our business to build
tip your Own. '1V, are experts in our line, and
Is e know we can te,rease your trade and profits
it. you will only give us a trial. Send us an
order, no matter how small, so we can prove 10
y,ti our promptness, good worlc and reasonable
pi We can repair anything and everything
iii "iii. lino. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our Ncw Prit.c•List

EN 1.1 Ittllar

I—IAIND=MADE PIVOT DRILLS
Made by practical watchmaker, of hest needle steel, and HARDENED BY NEW PROCESS,
Which makes their cutting qualities superior to those of any other pivot drills on the market.
These drills are perfect, each one lu.iolf IllrI1,11, tempered, sharpened and polished separately by
hand, nod are not made in lots hy tomb illeyy a. aro most pivot drills.

Price, 50 Cents per dozen. (Do not send stamps)

H. H. Mt.:PHERSON, aux 685, 'Tacoma, Wash.

J. BULOVA CO•

59 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Our patent fasten- Globe Lever and Glees Link Levcr
tug on all rings. Buitoll isa,•lc, For hard soldering
Can be applied to Can I IiI I., any button.

any ring. Write for our New Catalogue of Rings

ft Green's Imperial" Safety Guards
(Patoid Applied for

.v
PROTECTION AGAINST

LOSS AND THEFT

No.
81

Latest, Simplest,
Neatest, Best

For Scarf Pins, Studs, Hat
Pins, Brooches, Etc.

Instantly Adjusted by one
turn of Screw

WILL FIT ANY SIZE PIN

PRICE Per ■Iez.
No. 79. Gold Plated . . $ .85
No. M. Genuine (Jun Metal 1.00
No, 81. Gold tinted . . 1.00

Arranged on handsome cards,
Cuts are exact also 25 cents each

'or sale hy all Wholesale .Tewebs":71. tinloff :Nrleatnattiti'mp,truit7t's.

W. GREEN 0 CO., Manufacturers, 6 Maiden Lane, New York

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock

t61 Broadway 688 Broadway
Below Cortlandt Street Below Fourth $11,,I

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 4Ist and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

team
Lapida.rg

DIAMOND CUTTING
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones

AWARDS I OR I

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1093 P5n15. 1889 BERNt, 1859

A few verv good C111:0-
NOMETERS 01111011(1; SCC0101-
1111101 CIII011011101CIS made tip
entild to new for sale al
moderate prices. Repairing,

springing and adjust-
I II g Chronometers,
also lino Watch repair-
ing for the trade.

THE GEISSLER
WATCH CO.

Su ***** lo 11. it. Heinrich

i92 Water Street, NEW' Now:
 .•■••••■

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

Instructigns in Watch anti Jewelry
Repairing, Ettgritving and Oldie,
Individual instruction.

Our 3-Years' Course
Is for the benefit of those who wish
10 tit themselves for the highest posi-
tions. Students in this course pay
I uition for the first year, and we pay
them It small salary the second and
third years.

Send for catalog to

ELGIN, ILL.

Tire Lynch Diamond Measure
This measure, ealled after that great

diamond expert., tile late Mrs. I'. Lynch,
America's " Diamond Queen," whose advice
and suggestions greatly sided her son, the ad-
vertiser, in the manufacture of this article.

'ill/

Measures
stones set in
rings or other
jewelry as easily
and accurately
as loose
stones

It is the only measure on the imirket that
will measure all styles of set diantotok, includ-
ing CLUSTERS and GYPSIES. Ii measures
accurately all shapes—round, square, oblong,
liat and thick.

Price, $1.00
On sale at all the principal Jobbers and Tool

Supply 'louses.
J. 0. LYNCH

264 W. 24th St., New York City

7■Ikik,.rs
TOWER an STREET CLOCKS

For particulars, write us, mentioning
THE KEysToNE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Light I5c. a Month
One Quart (iasoline
burns 18 hours in our

(living 100-Candle (las
Light

If you have not used
or seen them, write
for our K. S. Cataleg.
I t tellsall about them
and our other lamps
and _systems. (her
125,000 BRILLIANTS
sold during the last
6 years.

EVERY LAMP
GUARANTEED

100-Candle l'ow'er

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 State Street, CHICAO0
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SUMMER—SUMMER
is a good time to attend our College. We are not so busy. We have no vaca-
tions. You will be surprised how much we can teach you about Watchmaking,
Engraving and Optics in a few months. Better send for our prospectus. It will
give you full information. See advertisement on page 70, of this issue.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.F. II

Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case
Repairing for the Trade

fer env Price-List
itt r Mite Quick Service

\\ ••rk nautili,' same day as received

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
Si W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

J. & H. BERGE
Sand Crucibles afiD Covers
Jewelers' Fluxes and n`h"F"'1"''''''.Hibbs' ImprovedPO118111111; Materials Assay Furnaces

95 John Street, NEW YORK

WILLUIELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
Igiveclose,personal attention to :i TS sent D1C.
1 •1•.:1111011 , III \ III. II". Se1111 1..1 111 \ 1.1 illi1•11

Ir., for tic asking.
103 STATE STE EI•:T, CHICAGO

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE.
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on select ien to Fell:it'',

inanufactitring jewels.,

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

EASELS
For SHOW CARDS, SIGNS, JEWELRY
CARDS, ete. Hold tight and \OH 1101 If 1oL.Lo

Card LItV. ill SUMO 110Siii1111.

adjol000h•ol,o,in.log, folds fiat ho ship-
ment; saves money, time:and Ighor. Ne. Is,

sls 25c.; gniss, $2.25; No. IMA, 15c.
Iss'1' del..; $1.50 per gross. Sample free.
Eclipse Easel Cu., box It, Wakefield, It I.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

71"p

For Scarf Pins,

c1 

; Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practieal and (oily ad-
justable one invented. Price,$1. 50 per doz. For
salebyall wholesale kw...Mr.-and materialliouses.
5ample1 ytuail,25e; in loK.geld,s1.00;14K.0.25.
M.CliOHN,31kr.8sInvtr.48 & 50 Maidentane,N.Y.

TRY THEM! Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
Ring Adjuster. cut from 10 K.
gold lilted snick. 'mid In front
twice as t h 11- loll 1,111.1... Ask
your jobber for Mein, or I will
•esid prepaid fit mice (oil) on
receipt of Ir, 1 doz. sad.
sizes. gold filled. $2.00; I doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75:1 doz. metal.astd sizes.

85c. to' samples, one small and one medium
large size gold tilled and one metal adjuster, NO.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshapien,Pa.

Souvenir
Spoons

CHAS A.

orally healthy.
Rollintopi. rept 11,1.11 In

11,051 IL. $8.1111 per
STAHL, JR . PROVIDENCE, R. I.

BEA
WATCHMAKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The A rl sail 2-Tpuge Illustrated hook, " I Invr
to be a Walehmaker" free. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, Globe Building, St. Paul, II inn.

Blowers Blow-Pipes
J. M. WESTMACOTT CO.

■,1,n1.! Jewelers' Gas Blast FUED8CeS
for Soldering Plate, Melting, Annealing,

Enameling, Boiling Out, Etc.
•:•••• Eli rietees Sem/ fin. . I

I1111 1 11' 1 11 "rdor. 157 Orange Street
Ingot Moulds I'rovidence, R. I.. U.S...

Wm. K. Potter
Providence, ILI.

Manufacturer of
tienuine

•1•1•Ololoo•Iltork

TORTOISE SHELL GOODS
rep111111g done ror the Trade

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
)1„1„,. rine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Mend for catalogue NEW YORK

A HEALTHY JEWELER HAS AN
APPETITE FOR EVERY

GOOD THING
SANGER'S EMERY RING BUFFS
ARE A
PURE
BUSINESS
FOOD

AND
WILL

DO YOU
000D

55.1'.. X*— — - —
‘■ I

I;

LZ

Usk

I 

R DOLPH NOEL F-4-

>1/4!

•-• 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

& co.
S.

Importers of

-

1
(̀1 3D tainonbz, Pearls lit
1 Precious l',I
sf.1 Zeint.prectous arth
_;.1 limitation Stories 1,

.±
(I Fine Series of Scientific
÷. RUBIES

_ 

.÷
-..-•
1 

l>.,q 
x 41c A 4  741‘ $10-7.7',17-417417.74X-Ific i*

Small Advertisements
Ni, it inserted for less

than 2.1 vents.
Coder heading "Sit nationsWanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first tweni y-five
words. Addir al tvords and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Untierttll headings except "Situations
Want ell," T I I It Els: CENTS per word.

Name, address, jul11 irul,. and abbre-
viations count as words, stud are charged
for as part of the itth-ertisentent. No
display other than t i nit ial 1,1 111.

To insure insertion nioney most ;ic-
  y:Illy all orders for advert i seine t
anti copy must rettell tis 11111 later than
Ill, 2Allt of each  th for insert •  in
the following month's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN ('ENTS in postage etamps most be

The re:I 1 imme and address of every
advert iser must ace pany t he copy Of
the mit ertisement.

;tilt ert i sees who are not. RillisICE111P114
1,1 xend IA vents (special issues 25

4•1•11 1 if t hey desire It ropy of t lie paper
ill olliell, their advertisement appear/4.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under 11114 beitillim.ONE It N'r pee vont, Or first

tIrrni)•111e .1.111111011a1
Gut Cl CENTS per wool. Ito saIrrikeineut Inxerlefifor le...11nm tr. reap..

N \I loan 114,14e, a 4.11ange 411. e Innate loll ii-.1 s lissahly Am pis:lois-al laisiticss man,
loallae,r or large f■ w,IfY

1,-mt H. 11.11,i1g11 knowledge walelit., dia-
mond,. jewelry, .......'tin ',mei N•a l
11111 olio 11D1 iv"rk solely at tht• bench,
ailln•otdi tteitlit have ne ithjectinn, to help whin
nece,-aly . can ilearem worklitela Want ill

1./1,01. ill lhoy, warn' ill-edge rei.,.
given and 14,14ti 1,1. Stale salary y, it r.tti g 4.
14; an .X 1 111111. Will guarantee all-A..511ot,
LL'I•5 aa-; ,alesItlall, Manager and all-a round
loan. \ V ill ourept ion al once. .Xddre•-.

rall• Key,lene.
isprioN by young wan, 29 ,• Can elock and

▪ 

all ordinary wine!' it-m.1c I nvn met,. t heel
habits. ltest refs. Ilarried. 11. N. Stebbins,
Sidney, N. 1'.
I; IIAI)UATE engraver, piling latt■ , ave2o, maid;U pOldt11111 1114 011gOlVer. yea I.,' exii. Ited rot's.
Have all tools. Addles., 90," eale key-
stone.

pLic whl., ere o I iss 11,,i5.1 ill IL I. or
high-trrade watch., ender exiierielleed

worltnian, b finish trade. I lad I ■ ar. 5.11, III
repair e iN : 1\111 sci mei,. Cats sis, jewelry
and clock Iviirk, i ur S S ion. t sr ii iraist, irslrktmd not situ II „bi,,at as
the rig it place. It ot care I:et -nom._ _
pOsrrIoN, by ttI5I-SISS, all-areinel. good Mall,

• 

watchmaker, jeweler, sou ra vet% graduate oplj..
elan, 51)0(1 salesman. Ihsfs. first-class. Address,
Limier Stone, lock hex Tass, 1 lartfiii'd lily, 1110.
A YtiuNft. sais rI III. -iogle, fun ViltellInal:er,Li jeweler and eetichie. Si SS Is like a pesit Sill
with a relialde firm. Will start at $20 per week.
Refs. .1sIslress, II.," care Reid Jewelry Shoe,
Parkershurg, W. Va.
Riti7:vrioN Iv ,fflottt-Mool, 22 Vells of lige, as

• 

assh•tallt 1Vatelinialier. Graduate optician.
Own mot:. sot," care Keystene.
!ORM t ;II iiptiimetri-t and edge grit-trier, ca-

s pahle taking eltargo optical 41I•part01011t. Oren
trial ease, relitio,enpo and oplilltallilofitalpC. 101,
Illerly Watchmaker and engraver. :1 25 per Week
tO " I pialit ea re It. It Clark,

Itecliester, N. Y.
IffisPrItiN a: head e atelinialicr, iir manager, in

eity •dere. liy wan 4,1 ability and wide exp.
Gradual.. ept Minn and gOod salesman. System-
atic and good exeSillive ability. "1' 903," care
Keystene.
pi1fsT-1.1..■55 ii rlrIirrrirker, thor0Ogli 1111 all

• 

graiIi,: gem! jeweler, fair engraver. No bad
habits. mod:. Industrious. long exp. ('enriel

1:3e1 1 .., Eleventh .Iventle, Allemet. Pa.
ppm PETENT watchmaker would tsr pesitien.
I) Hine tool ; ; eXpert III iine and eentplit•ated
lverk. Address, "C. 907," care 1:eystssue.
T( II matt, 28 years old, I w.to.aaker,

aml engraver, all-aneliel man ; 8
vears' esp. $12.10 per week. Selusis ; tie had
habits. Itarried, init no family. 11'ittii steady
position. Refs. furnished. Oklaiiiima or Indian
Territory pref. " A 90e," care 1:ssystone.

I ItEFRACTIoN IsT awl salesman desies po-
11 I sition with reliable Ii rm. Best ref. Address,
" E 910," care Keystone.

VIBST-CLASS watchmaker wants position aboutI June 1st. Have exp. in elose nettle of watches
and makingof difficult perm. I Int e several hun-
dred dollars' worth of tools. Permanent elitee
desired. Salary, $20 to $25 per .:rsrrs hug
to location. Refs. Address, :012," rare itey-
stone.

ti001) watch, clock, jewelry repairer and en-graver wants position. Have gond set of tools
Age, ti. Single. Slate salary expected. Can
give brit of refit Andrew Carlson, Weatherford,
Texas.

pOSITI■ IN by practical workman, 16 years at
I benell elean sloekkeeper net afraid If Work.
Single. No engraving, Box 911, Bloomfield, Iowa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
UNMARRIED man, age 25, as assistant watch-
') maker. Can do ordinary watchwork, Ilair
engniving. Experienced salesman. Refs. West
pref. D. Chipman, 1119 iffusonie Temple ,Chicago.

IVATCH31AKER and jeweler, exp. in drugstore, all-around man. citil do all kinds III
watch, (+ask and jewelry repairing. 109 N. Sev-
enth Street, Decatur,
Ai.kN 32 years age, 12 years' exp: al twitch, also
,u &Irr engin, ing and stone °plies. Best rels.Ad/Iress, •• Jeweler," 202 N111111 Witrieii SI 11.0.
.Wll0/1L/W 11,

nooD 
 NV IS.

miti plain

• 

ellgra1 yr. 1 1,141,1 ssf me's:. nickeling lathe.
.Age, 27. N,, 11.°1s. Nlidille

pro'. .\ Leck hex 7, ItradAtaw, Nebr.
S I ntvclin ng ,alos.iati 1511. Chile!' toos l 711141 none_A cud or general linut j,.,(.1t.y. I 1111,11

,i1i1111 .hrrui 'ri July 1st. Address," Jeweler."
'2112 North Warren Street, \Vatertown,

men a milli hal hush Ill-I graver in slide ,hop. First -i•lass
script ; plain walehnial<er. Iloderato salarv. :\l r.
Norland, inn hhsihsl Block. II initeapolis, Minn._

I

STEADY jot, io wid rwide. Iris 2 yeas' 111111 II
PX11. 1 .1011'1•5,11111, 1 1111 W11,11 111:111•1111, stilL

clossk and jou clry lenai ring. 111:111.
LO1•, 22. Sidle salar,\ . h loiry Ilreninse,

ginsville, NI..

STEA I 11' positiout as watchnialoo. and jew, 11.1..\\ilhisg tit tvork melee hist 'maim's. State
"1)892," earl' 1:.ssystene.wages fit ill rs leller.

VBIC NI; loan 21 years of age, ‘vatelintakcr,

• 

le1ve1,1% 11101 14011 engravers I sir
my own heels ; lls,I afraid or work. John Itrussen,
Itia (trove, Iowa.
pltACTICAL watchniaker -thorough, rapid
1 and experienced-will cerreslemil with lirsi-
elass houses having liositien eiten Ilay 15th.
171,111° 

salary.
 itarti:lars, with refs. and thrill.s 

Address, " C 920," care 1:eysletiss.
VOI1NO• num, experienced manager id line

store ; fine wet ehmaker, engraver, salesman ;
IKfioyy,cia:irse'.exp. Desire engagement with firs:1-
(4am house, wholesale or retail. " G 922," care

IA. ■'I't 'IIMAKEit and optician ; a .good,
" around man ; best ref.; investigate. Six
years' exp. Address, "S 925," care Keystone.
ph tSITION 104 watchmaker, clock and jewelry

• 

repairer ; also engraver and optician, good
salesman. Speak German and English ; ref.
former employer. Lock box 80, Buffalo, Minn.
A I -EN-G-It—AVER and saleslady ; graduate of
1,1 Jewelers' School of Engravieg. live years'
exp.' best refs. and samples. Address, "S 929,"
care Keystone.
I HAVE big assortment of watch material, want

• 

to work for some live, reliable firm on com-
mission. I am a hustler

' 
and can deliver till

goods. South pref. WrRe F. C. Rockwell, 724
Central Avenue, Hot Springs, Ark. 

,WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician wants posi-tion, with intention of pit relinsindbusiness
within 12 months. Dave $1000 cash ; time on
balance. Address, " IV 930," care Keystone.
VOUNG man, graduate optician, would like

▪ 

position to gain exp. Have worked in
jewelry store, and can do mai watch, clock and

'Jewelry repairing. "E 931,care Keystone.
Wr young man as watch clock and welry
LI repairer. First-class re 

je
fs.; age 21. "S 932,"

care Keystone. 
I( Y experienced refracting optician-3 diplomas.LI have necessary instruments; can build lip
good trade. Watchmaker and jeweler-de rail-
road work, plain engraving ; hare leek. siligle,
age 29. Town 5000 to 10,000. L s4. Hazzard,
Lewes, Del.
lilIRST-CLASS watchmaker and fair engrata r

wants position at once. Salary. 820 per week.
"P 934,' care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, engraver and graduate opt i-
II desires posit tem Has lathe and ell
tools ; also understands clock repairing. Eastern
Pennsylvania pref, " It 937," care Keystone.
l'OLING man, 20, two (2) years' at bench-
I brought up in trade; well advanced. Best
refs; good education. Position where I call be
advanced. " It 938," care Keystone.
HY young man, age 19, 1 year's exp. as watch-
', maker, jeweler, engraver-fond of engraving
-desires position to finish trade. Smell wages
expected. Refs. Walter Simmons, Frankfort,
Indiana.
IlOSITION by competent watchmaker, letter
/ and monogram engraver, graduate optician ;
7 years' exp. Age 26, single ; highest refs. and
complete tools. " A N' I,care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver, by
" young 111/111, IR. Central States pref. Ad-
dress, P. O. 75, Station I), Cincinnati, Ohio.

OPTICIAN, 17 years' exp. in 4. and dispens-ing work, wants situation. Understands
opNcal business from A to Z. First-class adjus-
ter. " K," 5693 N. Third, Philadelphia. '
I EW ELRY salesman of 12 years' exit, with best
0 of refs., desires position as traveling sales-
man with good, reliable house. Ad., "Jeweler,"
609 N. W. Building, Minneapolis, Minn. 

FXPERIENCED jeweler, 15 years, wants posi-
tion as clock and jewelry repairer. Will

help on watch work if necessary. Address,
If. L. Field, 609 N.W. Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

WATCHMAKER and clock repairer wants
" permanent position ; has all tools and lathe.
Salary, $18 per week ; good refs. J. Butler, 205
Livingston Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

SITUATIONS WANTED

RTEADY isedtion as engraver,. jewelt•r Mid
U clock repairer • 10 years' exp. In retail store.
Married. "13 03i," care Keystone.
qtx years' exp. as watchmaker, jeweler, sales-

• 

1111515 man ; speaks English and German. Young
MIR, good habits; single. Nice, large store
pref. F. H. Theile, Jasper, hid. .
POSITION wanted June 1st by watchmaker,
I Csweler, optician and plain engraver. Kansas
pref. I rvell Lukens, 812 E. Twelfth St., Kansas
City. Me.

post fir for June 1st, by watehmaker,,lowel-
U er, eptician and plain engraver. Kansas
pref. Boy Redfield, 812 East Twelfth Street,
Kansas Cii y, Mo.
w.vrtli NI A KElt and engraver wishes position,
" Indiana or Ohio pref. Have some tools,
I 'an furnish good refs. $13.50 per Week I Is start.
"Jeweler," 62 l. Eighth SI., ( hillicothe,
a1)01) watchmaker, engraver, jewt•Ier, eta ician,
U 32, Married ; good habits ; own tisik.
or adjoining States State wages, al-, hours;
good refs. Box 105, Wyaitet, III.
1;11.1 DUATE optician, walelitnaker and en-
" graver. Have 51000 to invest. Have tine
teols. " AV 949," care Keystone.
IEWELER, 12 mouths' exp. IVages objeet

where there is chance for advancement.
Willing to purchase iuterest in store. Room lo,
112 Seventh Street, N , i itneapolis, Minn.
VXPERIENCED, high-grade work titan of Swiss,
FA English and Americau refrae-
tionist, fair jeweler and eitgra, so. Age 32; all
tools and Case. NO el1D111) Ill 115 5111:111 1115(11

need . \ II reasonable eorrespontieuce
answered. C. R. K IISSX, Pa.
pERNIANENT wish Mil wanted in 11'est or
I Smirliwest hl ousg soul well posted in the

1:11:ing charge ofjcwelry blisiness. 1'81 1 11114k
store. I 1 years' exp. as watchmaker, optivian
and syie mon ; ulsu lain engraving. Single ;
have Desiami best salary.

• 

!HO," care 1:eystollii.
'TN l'I.:1:1 ENC-E1)- t•ligraver ;55151
14 eplieiali ileStres b' 5151511 July 1st. I sill so
of 'eels for watchmaking awl all
furnish best (If refs .\ 25 )1,1,' 111,1, rii•tiv
tellip•rate. Slate salaiy, " .1
care Keystone. 
ItY graduate opt ii•ion 1 salesman. NV501 Id

yucalrisn' Ye za;■. \II:vl*I ll."4."1 I :e1
WATCIII.\ it Elt.--Ilan age :PI, single, 15 ycar,1
11 exp.; speak English :51151 Central. I esstres
imsition ithted June. Address, "
1:eysnine.
1.1 11.Nti 1111111, 2 1 years' old, ;is salesman for

▪ 

jewelry, cut glass or silveresare ; 8 years,
exp. ill retail stens; go11141 Sa t'S111111 1111 1 1 Wi'l

1111111:1i II 1.'0 i I II I he Very lied ref.
" care 1:eysione.

BY a young Mall 1.1 1110,11, It 11111 1.1 goo! motor
experienced man. llave 151e51 leek, \\ ill

start rer 'S per week. Arthur sharbeil, 255 IV.
1,1 It It Street, St.

g1.11111, 1 1"11.1 11.31 VngraVer 111111 ".P1 11.11111 1.41Y .1
tr -ell goods 11111i :1,1'A 111 111.1,

Address, " Lady Engraver," 1 111 I Ile■ sisIs
Building, Chicago._
11'1 It-CLASS engraver, yeung man IS dine;
1 le make himself generally lisilsi I 1
neat ati41 1111111st lions ; 114,1 ref,. Address,
II. 'llteil, 1;50 \ venue, Chieness.
IE \V BLE11 mei engraver, 1:1- year,' 1.511, in
" retail store. Excellent ref. " 1. 955,- care
Kr•ystr(ne.

)81111 IN yeung lady aS -taigraVer,
10•epor and ,ale•lady. rea,onalilt• ;

gooil refs. " I I S I," van. 1:eystone.
111 E■1 11111 IN hy first -4.1a,, nilg. jeweler. 11111Illoillil

ith her, \VIII 51:111 aI :-25 per seek, 11■1111i1,51
SI111. 11811 il•111111•Li ill 111•,1 11111 "I, 7,2,-

earn 1:eystioo..
VisItill.\ V El; tium, :1 years' exp..

liosilion al jewelry 111111 1.1•W111 tongra, 1111.
timid Sample. or Illy work MAIL if tle-ire4I.
" I 1 75;1," ea re Keystone,
trf.) bow, trade. ()wit tools and bench, and

• 

can (10 sotto. engraVing. E. \I'. Iteyee,
Rhinelander, 11' is.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

EIV CLEIZ. A fine, general workman compe-
0 hod to make patterns from designs. A
desirable 'Position rm ft competent, reliablo su Ill
steady wan. .kildress, 'arler, Howe ,V
l'sll lull \lidlierry Streets, Newark, N..1.
kW ELM: S weitst tined Ill ib,' repairs; remise-

I. (eta is, make special enlist' work. A steady •
I eso k ill for a essnipoent and reliable non.
Address, Carlos, Bowe A, Co., Park and Mul-
berry ,IIreeisi, Newark, N, .1.
i I d en) 111511I to travel. Must have a trade for
.1 „.••••itti line of specialties. Slate territory, etc.
till ('5.5, "N 796," care Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS experienced traveling jewelry

• 

salesman for Paellic Coast. Excellent pros-
pects for right man. Communications confi-
dential. "13 852," care Keystone. 
WANTED, good watchmaker, one who can sell
" goods as well. Oskamp Jewelry Co., Cin-
cinnati, ()him

usT-ri,Ass glass salesmen, with all esittb-
It lished trade, for well-known line. Itush he
Al inan. Address, giving IMII itifitnnation and
salary expected. " 1.I 904," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

pomPETENT moo io do bench work. F. A.
✓ Hardy tlet Co., Chicago.
l'eXPERIENCEI) molding S1111.,51111111 for Stales
in of Louisiana, Missi,sippi, isIrhIurIsI, Florida
and Texas. State exp., salar■ ii 5111151, and
come well recoitinit•ntleil. \ II t•einintinieatiens
strictly confident ial. A ildn,s to southern Jewelry
and Optical Co., Lid., NI•W I /01.1111S, Lao

KI\11111.1.VI•Ai /11111 il.15,11.1% 1151111 isll'ili 5111 alld

1.1 pay 141 right party. Het,. sissis irish required.
A. Rosenfeld. Lea, entt•irth, Kan,.
UIRST-1.1..1SS jesi eicr and en-

• 

graver Ihr good, permanent isisition in the
South. Can use only a ispable, worker.
Address, giving age, ahility, exp., refs., salary,
etc., "C 896," can. I:eystene.
011111/ IVfitellIllaker, who call sell goods. young
ti marred 111111. Peonanent position. Salary
according to iivis refs. first letter. 1V. 11.

• 

\ ha-Cross]. sr,. Tenn.
h-s .1•As$ (me-rarer rejillireref l55 lr■ - •
matimit position to it geed wed:emit

give rel.,. lirsl letter, .1/4 :son-,
NVk.

\ I s I lalie iti 0511c11 Ivor]: anti Ia. ii•I
I sstbl 'h lull' 1111t1 optician. Most In, \ I

rel.,. :slate salary in first 111111. Penn:own; po-d-
lion. 1 'Hy. lap, 2110,0110. 4141re,.., .X

1:ey•Inne.
I n,oe. gooil svali.histaker, .j1.5Velo•l• :011ol

g raNer. Salary, ,15. Hui, that can speal:
lid; and iiernian !dia.. Permanent position lo
Ibis' right loan. Send \\Atli letter. \Via. 1 1.1 I.
Ilerhes. Carlinville Ill.
S-IS I.1 NT Iosisslonal:er. yoing man, to
trade. hesi rcis. heist, Slirl, Ilanninsilten,

I EIV wanted for the sninnier..111151. I,t to
11 1 11111111'r .1. II. 1-1155 5 Cr,

\b:1111 SI roll, liar 1 larlair.

\V. 11:1111511. 1
good eliaracter and ref,. Pop., 70115. state wages
Palmer Mos,, Balier City, IIri•een.
kts.\ I: Ell and i•ptician It lie min 410 all
" liilids or jewelry repairing ; ;41,41 plain en-
graver pref. 'file I. 1•'.
dilo.

NVatellnialier, poveler n151 optician
SI w It 1'.X ; permanent po,ili011. U. I:.
Nolierl,ain, Northport, N. '1'.

I:ST-CLASS jeWeler ; 0110 5(11. Call 111 11111:411
gooil recommendations. Call or write.

C. Ihittlati.1, Van itutell, Ind.
Ay.vri m.\ KEIL engraver, salcsman, at oitne,
1 ill lihilsu CIII, Eels , sample el engraving

and :ill particulars ill first len, " II 931,"
care 1:ss sten,
t I \V \ IC11 \I I:I 11, I o egravr, :is-aslant lulls.

Send refs , slate salary. " No," care
1<ssyslsols-.

.\ N.\ OE]: 1511' I 11511 ,55•1111•11-

Milker, optician and 41 rugg0.1. " fila,"
Ills' I■oy,Iritie.
I I I. I.: 1valchnial:er, engraver and-slia.-

115,slIlh-u1111111511'I ill 1/111•1°. 1.:111•10:515 1111■1
5,1111.115 1.11551•11Vill4 ; Walil expert optician.
1 re.eent .1 4o1 elry is., Hollow, Ark.

l's 01 111:11.:NT ; 1111Vin4
,t •o•• e5 it pref. salary ;eel ermittlissiott.

Imothsi. Indeile, N. V.
'.ss.' walehltialOo; and Engraver,

S1 slushy-stand jelvelry WID•Ii. 1\ 1111TiOli

I.. I laielioN, Laredo, TOXIIS,
A 1.111-t .\-- at••limttker, e5141 4,er and
It 1111,1 ....sIslcrer. Permanent pesii ism, good
wae,e, and comfortable to competent 111511.
" 1' 527," care I:eystnne.
I:I I t s'f-C t wahlinuilo,r, jeweler, engraver,

Ill SillS and ,ale'dtiati, it 011C0; 1110tICEate
salary. 1 11 to'v .1/4 1 OtillefiVille,

onee, a gond clock mill iio,olrv 1,1111i1•1•1'

' 111'1'11111111111 1/11Siii1111. Al 11111 I, .1 11111,1,1,

ThISS:1■•1111,1•11S.

11 • NI1 man as as•dstaill ‘valellIllaker to lini■It
trade 114141er experienced 1111111. Gentian

21;ts, A rehhohl,

N expericnecil travelite( salesman in II •ili 
mend, wand, and jeweli•■• I int`S 10 1555 1°5 I oo55 15

HMI Illinois territory over as e•lahli:le 11
Alan 111.01., With Selodtdalice ill this territery.
Siete previitits exit 1`. It. .1. Ay & Sons,
Keokuk, Iowa.

t I for Al watelintliker wlm en it ell-
1fi 1" grave, repair jewelry and chteks
mart ; 8, er mere, years' esp. tieed appearance
and must furnish lusst of refs, semi pleitti. imil
ref. with tied 1slur, Posinallsod 1lIlSilIllll.
Ili:dinar .1 inlerson, ['remold, Nem%

INSTIWCTI lit 515 lake I•1111'1,• Ill 81110111 II.

• 

engraving, also eutIolt Ill nonefaci imsr. Apply
(I.A.Sehletiller ,•128 Penn

s  

 

 

Iteading, Iii. 
'1'0820 per week for firt-ela-awl horogh$18
watchmaker and engrase r. M.o.' 11115

plenty store exp. end ability to gait on trade
when necessary. Mti-d sr I 5 Ii 1.,1-1.11155 frem
former employers. I:ch, sample of engraving
and particulars in firs( !coo'. Address, "5,"
1909% Eleventh Aye., Altoona, Pa.
PNORAVElt and jeweler to 1, r row' lar jewelry
O repairing and stone setting. State age, exp.,
ref. and salary. " II 942," eare Keystone.

AT once, a first-class watchmaker and graduate
r1 optician. One who can do fair engraving
and jewelry work. None hut a first-class 15110
need apply. Good wages and permanent posi-
tion to right man. Send refs. and photo. in first
letter to M. Ilammerslough, Anaconda, Mont.

HELP WANTED

BY Western will 11(51 I' _jewelry house, an AI
traveling mail for Kansas, Oklahoma anti

Indian .ferritory. let have an established
trade. Good opening Mr right man. " B 918,"
care Keystone.
Ft RST-CLASS salesman. .Must, be thoroughry

11 posted on watches, jewelry and diamonds.
Territory : Colorado,Wyoming and Utah. First-
class position with good pay for the right num.
W. W. Hattuillon St Co., Denver, Colo.
gooD-LOOKING young man, tall, neat in
U appearauce, good clerk to finish trade tinder
expert, all-around workman, Opt 11.11111. 114,1 of
ref. required. Mend photo. in first letter --11111
particulars. Address, 401 1:. :state St., Jackson-
ville, Ill. 
A I %VAT('Il NI A KElt, 10 voirs' exp.,wito repel IN
III clocks and jewelry Cniost engrhve. Steady
Job. Addiess, ' 11953, ' earl. I:t•ystone.
-0 It-st -1.1..X■S -engraver at iinett. Must 1151v-0

;1 V00(1. l'er. State salary cs eeeted. Address,
Witt. Kendrick's Sons, :4•5; I mirth .1venue,
itelisville,

jev.shcr;
areens. Imes. C, Ill is csis•; shoe wages

e5Isectol. Pole:mod p.o.it Nolzinger,
hhold,

111 1 l 1 s. T, 1,11 ,ho■elry Ill,, Cumberland, \Id.,
111511- I sill piny a gond POVoler \alio engraves.

,11111 `111111111` .151.14 1104. Is', 10
slsiliiv 1151 1,1 -. Stan. Tolal dle.lainers
only 111,1 IlllIl. P1.11111111•111 III right man.

1.\ IX 1.11: Ill p.1Veler, gt■riti

" SO14,111111, ill a small loWli 2:a10, ill
:,leady Is. " I 1,97," are Keysionn.

1,1 SI 5511,1111111,r :11111 ,.iii iii r
1 interest, or boy sail an old-

kill cash r5.5plired.
I. II. Itisniareli, N. Ind:.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

1,'N'Hill* Mud of gold and silverware, jewelry.
II watches, platinum. Nlarlost (ales, paid soil
by express so. isseijstered mail. hoot 'au
factory I will return ;ill articles. .1. I.. Clarlt,
tI'11111 11151 'II 

2'7" 
ll 
:S151115:1 .

Si' V I., N• IS' see. till -I lain' ra osisis and In yeis.
734," 1•111.1. I:ey,tone.

111Iy 1, 111)111•11. iiirl,si. .tl111 I ,00, Roo L 23,
I IlInhIhiur rsi, Miss.

11 II:11111155 1•11111111i,SiDll :5:1111111.5 W11.114.8

III. 515111115 goods on Pacific; coast. " )1 0515,"
care 1<ey sf on,

Tu‘vi.:1, cluck. Ilittrdwiek, I lopl;ins:
1 i Ile, I\ y.
,r() buy it. jewelry more. " \V 95(1," care
1 _
IV.XTI'MIA K1.11 and engraver w -Moo, os
IT mere, to lake loll' interest in elsl-esialdi,Iss sl

Ind has reiited I\ •Illtcred
by lire, making II neeessary le start "ter again
,,jlli nh stock and fixtures. 1:xeepilonal
opportunity for good Mall. Box :11 5, Spring-
field, Ten,
pomPixri.: irist ess.... most is. a bargain.
1) (live full part Icolars, Steiner Jewelry Co.,
3621 N. II ('55511 SI. Lied., Ito,

11: ItIt's lathe, John \V. Ittilibitt-,
" Derry, N. IL
silt \V eases, w ;ill eases, Mlle, Inah•rial, 4110 ieal

eh._ for spot cash. II. I. I halgo,
II Ills Sit, I Piave, Lynn, Nlass.
(tom pkrfy, .\ watchmaker's lathe,

\\lilt sIll aitaclimenis, is. 11. Plumley, Itenfoo-
ville, Ark.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THL:EE CENTS PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

FIKT1t.I(MDIN A Y oppormilitv.
A fished 11115111 '"'1 of long standing in a good
KfIllsaS loWlt. (IlIlsI i 'aid: and moist retire.
The stock isinsisis of winches, jewelry, glass and
milsissal merchandise and will in \mice about
5,11155551, hid can lus 1.1,111,4i to snit lor relia,r.

did a basilic, 11,1 year ef srome.
rsscricis will a5•1.111:2.1` l55ll per IllIllIlli. I IWlis

11111111111g WI11.1%. 1111,I111,, el iollielod. s jp,ise
can he assured. This proposition will not lin
ISIS the market long, 80 am 1151515. II nterested,
Ivy will gill' 1.11 illrornial Wondstol•k-
Hoer.' .11,1sclry Is'., 11111,
Ils: \V CIAIY siere ler sale ill a gies 1111.g•
I1 ,j1 5.. 1;111141 145:1,1011, I.; selling. I tench Is 'Irk

Ii -.75 per month. I osoiee 521111,.
91.1.° oars. I■ey,Iiitie

(11511 jewel!, Ineone, ill 11.55•11 11 :111,I111 1011 1

111111161:111iS ; 1,1i11,15111, I`

115 11055'11. Indy jewelry shoe iti 1..11 1111'111 Y
1 1151 Is 1,,,. ;I I.
tool, and material. 1 iood challee for good 111111i.
Address, " 902," care 1:cystlim•.

'ENV store in mining :Ind farming
t rr. (10011 climate; county 20(10 1)01/.

110111.11 ttairk averages $100 (511511 Ii t good sales,
I 55555 Invoice. 520111). Reason, isa)r
health. S. J. T. Lowe, l'aris..■rk.
QPIXN1111) opening. 1 hat c ether interests
U anti offer for sale my 1555511515uits jewelry
business, Progressive tew is ; pep. 121111;
settled farming seethe,. I lily store ; healthy
location. You can easily ilea'. -2,
Will Invoice $3000. 'I'. L. Foley, 1.1,herry, Mo.
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

ST(01( 01 WaleilOS, 4.140:105, jeWelry, vitt glassand 'musical instrum('nts. Will Is, sold
(Awe') for casli. E. E. 1,enhart, Argyle, II i Int
Ali. stock of 4-6iteleTtS, elneks, jeweirv, Is. , large
In safe, Swiss regulator, etc.; eId I.''"' Is, Ii

very good railroad town of 31100 inhabitants,
with very large count ry trade. Fineopport unit y
for able wittchniaker; 11,151 11(55 t•stablislied s
years; will sell--$1100. Sickness, raiusi• of sell-
ing. Address, A. E. l'oegeli, local watch in-
spector, Dickinson, N. Ifitk.
t9r;nn-ci1tEAT snap! Best localism, hest
10-1001, store ; pop. 30,000-till mills relating ;
large safe, mercurial pendulum re5el:0er, nail
ease, 7 counter rases, ull tixtun, 25se eats lies,
40 (Ituniontis, 500 rings, 11110 idecss sis•rli nod
1;1,.1,111,1,...,C1,17c111.1118:. 11 (55, eltad:S. 1 liv solsr 541100,
Or Will Sell fixtures 51000. III hisaltly 61 Bentsen,

5TocK 1v11e15es, ,joWelry, ISalicy
Ill oil glas, in a growing Is atiNas 1411V11.

1011 14sle, 1(11 11
,n-.s IS for selling ; 51515 lIlliti

oppn l un ity. XX Ue tnr further information.
\V....1.1441,1 I o •fer \V;11,11 and Jewelry 4 .11.,

I 1:1 il.W1.11') Isiss 11555 ill \\*1•81.•

1.1.11 coo11111y syal, locati ;I in la.,1 farm-
111g. 1.111.5151.5:11111y1,,

:ior, carry ilig  'Ills IS ,:111141 111111.

1.1,,1111 

 My

:..•1,111t1151 tilts151a11 1111V.:1111,1111.1

I...V:1011 11 111,1 III 111%, II 1,1,1 1 i1,1 1 ,1.• I “"Ill

aliwys,111,21 

expense, et er ided. 1 \ scil
cash Por. loser osis she .• iss•
desire,, as I im md■ -loan
stock as ,lated ;111515U. 7\ 11 I•\ ■.t

111.11)11 1,i1H11, II III I s's.1111Sid. 1■ •■1, lls, 1,1 W

if yeti are leek i h., gr, al col or ha 14 -
11 1111111,Y-11111 1,1110 1.11,1 11. -" 11. s'11 1 1 11511 "IlY•
lisi Ill sellieg, is, Fon, II,' 151
los, ;not insemy for ohs r
Address, " N Sal,"

it is ittiA I N mr 15,4111 III. I dean steel; jewelrY
II 11111 fi.xlis,s- r511 111 11,5,1 15511 11 ; 11.0 coolloite-

iiii011. 1 11 Voli,• -. 1.51 1.1 • 1,111 1.1,1115'51 555 `,1111 1 .11,11.

11'. E. 1 1 Moll, I

$14 000 1, 1'5'
11,11 1,•-ide1111 ,5 15 1 Is I 1.1111 - h, 1.1..111

a town. I 1141-...lalahda..; 1511115
; tine rill III' iepai ring al, ay s II money-

maker. :\ I Ise tals,11 I.H.ore .1 11115. rah.
WI' 111 WHIP 11111. ••• y1.1 II:1,, till' 111,11' Is. bay

tr1111:' I illo'

11\:.i•. 1.-,1;,.:,;,..1•.\ 1511,1 I I loll 11.55,11'y 1111, 1 illoli1,11

" ill 1.1,11 10. 1460, 11115-
II 55.55•1; u ill invoice ;diem 'l.'-SSSS liii,

115111 
55151 5515,1 is•cair trade. • 'I str,," care

StAte el, : g low 114'2 1..11.
/1.1 a 1 opporlonity  ills :11111111

I IsA1' C.1.11 ,5 ; pep. 14,111111,
em t5nI3 2 litho,. Phil. Levy, K y.
pimp jet‘elr■ and enrical stare, 251
0 years ; hos 11111 I:11 I Dili:11111

15i1511. .\ 1111115,5, '• i0.1;••• care K1.3.,1411...
is YIN, ,jow elry and 11101111

1 ill York, Ne.hr.; 1,0,1 local ; large-a opl Silt

trade ill I isiV SI. \VIII, for particulars if \ ou
1551.5511 Leck Nchr.

To party wlisylos -luso le in, co., 15111
sisoiroy and e es ,icis its szesssi-

paying jewelry sieve a Imre II is'' 5151

comparatively nothille :000 In
Illinois. Ad., sSI once, " are 1■••■

$51111 JI'AVI...1.1:Y spiel:, fix; or. ;Ind pads.
,10 (mod growing town of 2111115. her 134,

Newberg, Oregon.

97(t 'II I $7,5,0 51
4.1.1L100 pays ;;:I 211 per 0145111 h. I 1,111 pro, l• it.

\Ville III, .1. .1. Liville-tiat, .t rk.

ON 1,1' jaovelry ■Ioro IS lown WWI pop. stork
awl osiures to,otee ;-22011, 11,1 ■ ear profit,

02001). ;..11 brio!, latililing for ...2111111 In relit for
iis20 month. L. . Pedersen, Waloul, Inw a.

e•lablis114111
collo; y ",:iu, IrlussIpSI nwn, lieSt

Inea1 inn. I I I v other ■1115111 .jew elry ,tiire in
5 1111111 111'4 Per 11 11111 1 1h
Sales -mon per \ 1,11% 15155 ''I other busi-

sss," care IXeyst0110.
eit■ -leek and fixtures ill

• cent ral cnieiectic111 1 11 11i1.1.• 12000 ; can
redin.... I olal 1.il• ,1•11i159. l'op. 61(10 ;
coensios laird, are nalinthiell1F11112. .14141ress,

N I. years' s.'1;1 jewelry litisioess and
opt teal "lore - mining ;um olio

\ \ • 1,11.1.,, lI,,riIissr. Sleek w ill ill r(drp
■:;:11511: bench pays all es posses. 1:easoll8

Ill's' 111114, 11111111 and 151 1151 lissi Sess. Address,
" II :La," care Keyston('. 

$1200 lo-lisbIliT:„t.1(1); 
1o
)II!; V17114riiii•isis (;13(teCarit

year. Fine line of watch work. Best reasons
ir seliblug. " 11 008," care Keystone.

Oil CENTS on the dollar .1mys only jewelry
IO store in Illinois mfg. etty of 9000. About
$1800 required ; fine chanty, Norris, Mister &
Co., Chicago.

(Continued on page 854)
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

(Continued from page 8sn
1 NICE, well-selected titock of jewelry, with
LI tools and storc lb:titres cheap for ewii. ,,uul
town, about 75 miles from 1Vashingten, D. C.
Address, "II 911," care Keystone.
IEWELRY store and fixtures. Doing nice
U business. The only one in town of 1000
inhabitants. Address, N. C. Henning, New
Vienna, Ohio.
11Y jewelry awl st at lenery store, established 20
1111 years in a los•sperous mining town of
Northern 3lichigan. Stock invoices $0000.
Retiring from business, sole reason for selling.
Address, " K sics" eon, Keystone.
IEW1:1,111' store in county seat ; 6000 pop., 4
Ii railroad,, 31.1..eirie lines, 3 large veal minas:,
large mane fill:1411.11.1S, INIVI141 :N11'0.11,4, W111111 WO1'1:S,
etc. Competition not keen. Invoices ,-.!.211111•,
clears from $1300 to ";i2000 per year. Price, ,S2fitin
cash ; no less. Collie and sta, a week or mental
—see for yourself. " W 952,". care 11eysletie.
11001)-PAYING jewelry and optical Litsiness,
U Eastern town of 10,000—health resort. rront
$2000 to $5000 required. "1)944," care Keysnites

,k %WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry stnre.and fixtures invoice $4500; Iowa town of
5000. Nice, clean stock ; gnod run of repair
work 

' 
• light competition. Reason for selling,

other interests. A splendid opening ; write for
particulars. "G 910," care Keystone.

$90141 JEWELRY, music, and sewing machine!iv store for sale. Terms on part of pay-
ments. Fine repair tntdc. New, live, 1600 pop.,
town. I. I. Co., Emmett, Idaho.
IEWELRY stock and fixtures, invoice $2300.
"I Will sell at big discount; established 10
years. H. A. Gross, Syracuse, 'Nebr.
Tills only exclusive jewelry store in best ennui-
'. ty seat town in Northwestern Iowa. $2000
cash buys half interest to man willing to In
bench work mid eptind business. Will sell
other half I:tee:Irv, 1906. Reasons for selling,
sickness. " I. 1r21 care Keystone.
fps Is of the best pay i ng jewelry stores in South'
U Dakota ; invoice 5.12,000. Sales and werk
about $25,000 yea e NV ill take part cash, balance
good security. " I I 92-1," care Keystone.
THE best paying hii,iness in the United Slates.
1, Nice, clean stiwk, invoice about $8000. Cash
receipts, 1004, over st14,000; bench work about
$275 per month. t wod. lease on building. Trade
increasing, in growing town of 3000 in \Vest
Virginia. Been here 7 years, have enough to
retire. Answer to "11926," care Keystone.

1111SillesS ii FOIIS Cite Nebr.,
established 15 years. No old stock.' Best lo-

cation. Gated sales and t•epair work. Reason fer
selling, will retire. Write Mr particulars if yeti
mean business. II. Sargent, rails City, Nebr.
QTOCK, fixtures, tools and material, prosperous
Li Ohio county seat. Pest Iawation ; low rent.
Nice, clean steel ; abolit, $1800. Must
sell quick for a.asli. cause, Wiling eyesight. A.
bargain. " It 91," care I:evsnoie.
IN oiegoli, jeivelry and optical business in towta
1. Of 1210, Ss iii ileS SOU111 of holland 1St SO11(11-
(.111 Pacilie OW111.T Wallis II, 511et:11 1 veai.
UI optical awl engraving schmds, after \vide!'
time %you'd gladly purchase the store again,
\ limit ^121111 will hanille it, For particulars, ad-
dress. '• 010," care 1:eystone.
I I: \\. 1.:1.111. and optical llluslIos iii est...mom:illy

tt proveroils iOuo loWn ill. 2111111. Invoice
Reason tor selling, other business. Ii in

111111 lluuuitV. "It 913," Calle Keystone.
1..1SS je■velry stock and lig torts Mrsale

at once. No old stock. Iteason,
L. 11. \V. Hill, Fort Morgan, cid.,
TI-IE neatest little fast store with ratilicail

• 

inspeet nue ill :I lively I I41W II 01' 3S,111111,
in New York. Stale. The best eltine, ror
ela'" "."'''1""A''', with very lull "Plt",i 1
and l'01' NVOI'li all he can do. rseellnit hwa-
tion ; low rent. Good reasons for ulliu na-k,
fixtu res abottt $2000, mostly tratelars. 917,"
care Keystone.
11TISH to go out of blase,
I stock closed out by ulna it
oak fixtures, tine signs and
Lease on nice building put
business. 4000 inhabitants,
Best growing town in State.
small jewelry stock. Want
signs and lot of advert king
places. The place Sir an) ti
Business built by a fine W;114.1
and optician. An up-to-d:
"S 954," care Keystone.

ess. \VIII have our
Isnots1). Antique

re4ulator.
tip for dm Jewelry

.1111111 N isitors yearly.
One titherkiveler,

I,, sell fixtures, safe,
chicks at promineet

lo regain health.
intal(erand
iii- ,lore.

IEWELRI and eptieal stele old statol.
1.1 lished trade, Stall 111-1 11 11 iehigaii ; 411114
competitor. Pop., 3000, I 1,
Best location. Long Itsts, Al -111:11:4.1. 1 1,
vestigate. Poor health. AI est gel out. •I'
care Keystone.
IEWELRY and optical business, established 6
" years. Invoice, $2000 ; can reduce. Must
have $1000 cash. Best location, rent cheap. Clean
stock. Healthiest climate to be found. Good
repair business at good prices. Care A. A. liens-
man, Colorado Springs, Coln.

sTocK and fixtures it, seen, ;skeet (owe of
2000 inhabitants. No compete Mo. Will re-

duce to $2500. clew, -dock. Bench end: over
$100 per tnonth. last year's business over -Iloilo
Good, all-oak listen-. •P.A._-," care Ke.,
:IEWELItY titel Heide lown ,ono, West-
. emu Pennsykania ; ;me other i 14,1 11.
graph operator taut get $30 per month eit. 1,11.1 hg
Office in store. Good rum of 111'11111 NV141'1■. 1 all re-
duce stock and fixtures to -12011. Athlit—,
"H 943," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

II/ItOSITROUS jeUelly Mel
loWli of 3000. Address, I.'. I'. Flesher, 31or-

gantield,

JEW 1-:"Y st"ek in a gi"st' thriving ""v" 
of

12111). Il,,,. .1 money-maker. No competition.
Fine, health, cotintry. Invoice, 5.2000. Will sell
for $12511,-ssit, er sell hall interest ie responsible
wattelnealos.. .k, tselii al., that% ill., Texas.
-601)1) jewelry business in bey!' Of WOO 1.1111qi

11111E11111K tor -7011,1oCk. null-
lug, olt1 age. .1ddress, 1,sk Istx 40, tont Mental,
Ohio.
VOR quirk sale, ne‘v, clvan slot* watt•hes, Jew-

elry, china. Three railroads,
lfivision point thicage, Rock Island it, Iselin,.
$25„000 to $30,0110 paid monthly I. ees.
Fine homing country. Te,vii groii ing sery last.
Dave made 111111iry and am ihe job-
bing business. Stock and fixtures idiom ..satuno.
Cali redum te S:sloo. Geist
Will sell at invoice. Cash ; it.. trade. .1. II,

rairlstry, Nebr.
, , - . •t;stablislico ettsitess ill hest inantifittati ring

towul in slam_ moist pop. 211 filelori,-, ill
\\i.11 pernomenil.s . tiiii to

01100. 13ox 210, Barberton, Ind,

ESTAIlLI81114:11 :eel "pi toisiue, itt
growing tithed. we it ii 1.-011111, ill-

VOleeS :Wont I li rellilee. liepair II lurk
Ifiore lli.i ui 1,1Y• ;ill ,x1wlecs. ',wk. 1'0 \ -12,
11Iattoon,
VINE JeWell'y-olil ieal ,toi-o, I 'eland Iowa city
r ;1000 ; isailread, mane fact tiring, agricultural.
Benelt AN-111-1: ,71.-41I 11111111 II. 1 10,1 Io:tying jewelry
store in county, Stock and li.stliius, $2000 ,• mtu
11'4I , u -u' I /De 1/00e jou Hee as opposition.
" II 311," care Keystene.
111' jewelry and statienerv store, established 26
All 'years; ill a 111-41,i11441...111S 111 i 11 iilLf town or
Nortioq-o Stock iliVoieeS $0000.
Retiring from bosiiiess sole reason for selling.
Address, " ,-.7," can. keystone.
11,1t-EST.\10,1SHEr foment 11114 OW Will 11111■1-
" 11(1,4 ill it 141-41:11e \ 1-.1-1/11,111 141W11 ;
3000, 14,1N4il l 1.4411 1111,1 411 11111. 1111,4111,S.

bitrgain tal:en at once. .Address, "11
t•ttre keystone.

; pop„
u toe ns in the I Slate-. Nearly lieW
Stoek, liX111 le,. look lilnllilll. ;
01. gooll seetirity. 1 Ill. r " It
Care I■D),Iiinc.,

$r,00 To .S71111 boy. gtuta growing hosi111,, irtI./ Southern Cali Mrilia. Pop., 6011. I molded
in last two years_ triple in nest It,,,, 1 1:IVo
other latsint,.. .1thlress, N. \V. Frantz, Hemet,
Cal.

cush, Ito Vs all 1M-10-date ni
't jewelry slot.): and fixtures • invoke of

stock-, s',171111; fixtures, t.7110; Sou'lliern Wis-
consin town ; pop. 21110; surrounded by number
of smaller Ho. lis .11-ate I ellile 1E41111 ; fine fal111-
ing and dairy country ; old v 2 stores. Estab-
lislieti 12 years ; annual sales i500 to $5000.
Bills for goods bought are (Teti It inspection.
Reason for selling, intend to gat into real estalte
business—holding acreage property neat. Seal I le.
No chronic ad. answerers need apply. Posit i Vely
no trading; this must be a cash tratisamitm
accord itig to terms specified. Iteliable recom-
mendatb,i, to atecoinpany first letters. "B 807,"
care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQuIRM ENT

11 Os I . ; s a .11 :I- .1,111.11 door, 1 i -1114 4

• 

:4144 1 1:1i.1.,:' 2112 N4/11 11 :11 1 011
■ 11 1'11 Mr", \ i'•

ON F. it-foot 151,lek 5.:111111 I Nvidelutiatker*,
suilithle I- u I ‘,.0 us u ui, ii Ill ; 1

■, at, cavil, -lit.
N. C. Atistead, I ui rfield, Iowa.
PRANCIS engraver, good order ; 5 fMi'ts ;
I Fred. Runnel, Ilan, Alicia.

TWO engraving machines, Engle, $18. Idtte
model Eaton-Engle, $35. These are in abso-

lute good order, and will send to reliable party
privilege of examination. Slave diseent imied
business. J. E. Mersey, I 1 t•eenville, Ill. _
fiPTICIAN'S trial ease, la tod as new ; el war.
✓ If. Nelson Hammond, 6 W. Market, West
Chester, Pa.
QQ BUYS Lancaster engraving block, with
Po attachments ; good condition. C. J.
St'll I'll(taler, Manning, Iowa. 

VO1 gross watch crystals, $5. One Densmore
t1/4 pewriter, line condition, $30. Ilex 175,

Holly, Al it -ti.

II" I: PENTER speed polisjilug lathe, lists $lo ;
✓ price, $7. C. W. Geer, Providence, TI I.

Y EARS of Tits KEYSTONE •, best offer takes
Au, them. Box 115, Dodge City, Kans.

$60 
GENEVAstree At„ 1,8riloal Bert Bush, boat

QAFE, gasoline jeweler's fern:We coal-burning
✓ enamel furnace—pressure lulower ; small
punch press, 14-11orse motet. -220 volts ; small
polishing Ilead,-gas enamel furnace. Winship,
:Wasonie Temple, Chicago, III.

Ii II. TI II )11.1S metorcycle, all 0.k., $85. Byron
EJ. Churchill. Inteitla. N. 1'. •
IINE Prentice retitio.cope, duplex base, $35; 1

C. A. I. i-leel ophillalliloSeope, with battery
hex, $12 ; 1 I eneva trial (tam., cemph•te, all good
l's Itew. James W. Shryouk, I:. .1'. D. No. 1,
Missoula, Ilon1111111.

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQU I PM ENT

HOUNDING-UP t 001, engt•a ver's block, jeweler's
IL regulator and miscellaneous lot jewelry.
Box 478, Springfield, Ohio.
111sYSTONES complete for 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900,
as 1901, 1902, 1003, 1904. Make offer. I, 'I'.
Medley, Yellville, Ark. 
Qtp1 BUYS genuine 1 x 2 11o,ley lathir,- with 24
Itit-W, wire chucks, fine condition.
der, Manning. Iowa.

1.1.1.1, set ,fflohnotkocs 'eels. Address,
It E. Is rornseeith,
It.1•1V1111.11: Ell's look., :including lathe and

loot wheel. emit hi 4049 Lareliwood
Avenue, l'hilielelphia.
VEW' 1301ev little., t•Iiiichs, ts.,20. F. Copeland,
T1 Elgin, III.
yEly Duplex lilgl sib Mg block. W. F. Boast,
,1 Colby, •1:ans.

1..Nri" tvatelt bench, ; lumging watch
'1 sign, ; 11511 itullluuss mill, "do. Photo. tur-
eddied. Frank C. Field, Tele ,1,,, alio.
1' 1 thous I larac MeNcall 1 titan fireproof

safe; .11.WCI,, 1,111: ,1111,1 \t-ids
-I 14:11: 1;1141, 141 alai 4.11. g..111 ;I, new; 1 111-hog,
sl id i ng doors, milt a all ease, 110W. liooliS at.

11init. Addle-, Lock box, .155 liar-
I toy, Fla.
I1N E clement conthined lathe iittiteliment to lit

• 

Weltster-1111itcomb lathe, brand new ; never
1VR8 Dstal, all vonlidele. Best Direr lakes II. Lock
box 455, Itartow,_Fla.
11.01,1) hunting, English—lever tvatt11. Nt

• 

ittalct‘r's tools, watch material., speetaeles,
ivatch anti jewelry trays. 1or part Molars

address, I.. 11. 55eltroetler, Amsterdam, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

rail; sale or exchange for merehatelise, 1280
I seres 1::tOstet, 1280 acres Texa,, eily property

t•„1„; .\ ddres., 11,\ um, I. 721," care

111VE1,11Y mid optical buslite.s. Paid -2500,
net, in 190.I. 'Iowa or 57111111 will

handle il, or exchange l'or gout' land. "11
care 11-eystame.

_
111"-To-lo1TE brick store ladhling, first-class
U Iowa town of :gilt°, to exchange for ;jewelry
and ept nusi nes., V ester!' eottet city. Build-
ing loused term of years for $720 per ymtr.
"B 772," care 1:eystolle.
VIN plating dynamo and Swiss universal

NVialit jewelers' rolls. C. S. Apple,
States ilk, N. C.
I All 1 I•: and al laHiments, English ; slide rest,
11 face plate, _American set of plain and ring
rolls, toles a prisoptometer, or will exchange

lieis measure, marine chronometer, lens
drill er eplit hal nee:nape and retinoscope. J. P.
Wi lees, I dab" Springs, Colo.

leen lanai. 11 ant jewelry, fixtures and
1-u luut 1 S. 1 'air trade; DO cash wanted. Land
practically clear. Caul raise more money on
farm. 711,- iii business. Address, C. E. Walter,
Garden I, acv e, Iowa.
(1001) lowa eine. Several first mortgage notes.
1.1 Want tw•reltandista or jewelry, or good
Western lamb No agents. Lock box 23, Carden
IIrove, Iowa.
11'11,1_, exchange watch glasses, American main-
', springs and jobbing stones, opuls, doublets,
etc., for De Zeng refractometer. Must be in
perfect condition. I, Burkett, Abbeville, La.
Q x 10 PORTRAIT lens, Golson's 3 A, cost $65;

good as new. Want regulator or watch and
spectacle sign or lathe attachments. A. B.
Phinney, Bentonville, Ark.

011e .,r summer resort
lakes in NVi.coroin. Earning, in 19tt 1, $1500,

Will sell Ill' trade rol: ,lovk iiovell'y. For full
particulars itdtliess, plly Bres., Vox Lake,
Wis.
OE walnut wall ease, ii feet long, II feet high ; :3
V (usenet. eases, s reel, with tables, all in good
condithei. \l III 11:Ine you? Merritt Barnes &
Sons, A VOC1I, 10W11,
pENE1'.1 retitte,,,,pe, good as new, exchange

titr watelies, good trial case,
Ill- what -len e you NV. 'I'. Jenkins, W:Ttlesbore,
l'a.
'I'11't I ellatinless and ColuMbia,
1 gent's and lady's. Mr tinde. Joe .L. Warner,
Leon, lama.
pESIDEN".E property in Leon, Iowa, 6 rooms,
11 tine centont cellar, cistern and living well.
good barn, two lots, She fruit, to exchange for
hardware stock or other goods. "IV 955, T care
Keystone.
1 NICELY-INIPROVLD farm of NO acres in
a Clay County, Iowa, to exchange for jewelry
or tt stock ofjewelry. le. J. Blake, Fort Dodge,
Iowa.

25 PAIRS roller skates, nickel-plated, ball-bear-ing, rubber tires, full clamp; 50 pairs.wood
wheel, clamp, for t an good chests of plenty mate-
rial and tools fot• repairing. Joe L. Warner,
Leon, Iowa.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

POR exchange—All jobbers will exeltange the
I thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes for a
moderate amount of money.
WE make 11111811C0 RION D1111111 to any watch fee-
', tory product. Special disemint on large lots.
Tarbox & Gordon, mfrs., ()maim, Nebr.

SPECIAL NOTICES

A LIFE scholarship in our college, including
diploma and highest degree, for only $7.50.

See our advertisement, page 847, and write for
new prospectus. South Bend College of Optics. 

aT,As,_(.■"1"I' I N( ; factory, one of the finest and
1111151 1,11111tS in the country. Three-

8101'V 1.11lhillie. -II/ X 100 feet ; 31 frames,
ready to sturi lust I iuig t1 once, power costing less
than $5 NI 11111111 II. A rare business opportunity.
For partieulars address, C. B. 1V1nsor, James-
town, N. 1.

BROTHER jeweler, write us tor prices on pianos.
Wo can save you ['nail $75 to $100. We sell

10 different makes, manufactured by the leading
piano makers. N■u stenciled goods. 0.C. Kraeh-
mer Music Co., I lalemt,
pxPERT opinion : A, W. t'ooper, Or Syracuse,
Li says of Ilewes' hand-wrought gra V Ors : "I
find your gravers tough and reliable, the hest I
have used-in 25 years' exp." Three tetnpers.
Straight, 3.5c.; bent, 50c. .1. P. Hewes, Titus-
Ville, I'll.
MOsel,EI makes for moderate money the
Iv thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for inform-
ale (ion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

WANTED—To supply Moseley !tithes to an tin-
y! limited number of the me I at the bench
who have need for thoroughly reliable lathes
for moderate money. Your jobber will send
new list.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

CASH paid for diamonds, watches. jell by.
stoeks Insight. %Veintratilt, 1.29 South

Seventh :Street, Philadelphia.
itAl\li send you a sample dozen mainsprings at
L' 90e per tlio/..? NV. C. Bonney, 502 Alain Street,
Keokuk, lama.
WATCH repait•er for the trade ; staffs, pinions,
11 springing, timing ; all high-grade work.
N. Langford, 51-53 Maiden Lane, New York. 
witTcllmAKING taught by experts. Watch-
', making, engraving, jewelry work, optics.
Complete courses, $85. Only school working
exclusively for jewelers. Money made learning.
5200 square feet door school-room &pace.
Minneapolis School Engraving-Watclunaking,
Minneapolis, Minn.

IEWELERS! I have a plan whereby yott can
u make big money selling pianos. Not neces-
sary to be a musician or have much capital.
This proposition is good in any State, and I can
interest you. A. L. Creed, 50 Buckingham St.,
Hartford, Conti,

posrAL from every watchmaker asking for
illustrated circular relative to best gaging,

poising and wheel-truing tool—three in one;
best ever made. G. A. Bailey, West Brookfield,
Matssachusetts.

IVHy not send me your WILIC11 eases that needrepairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadsworth,SilversinithsRldg.,Chicago,111.
QITUAIIONS wanted by Moseley lathes with
IT workmen who desire thoroughly reliable
lathes for moderate money. Your jobber for
new list.
MY ruby and sapphire holejewels are first qual-
M it)'. You don't get better, no matter how
much you pay. IV. C. Bonney, 502 Main Street,
Keokuk, Iowa.
el PER month engraving course (10 lessons per
411 month) including cipher monogram book
containing all cipher combinations in it sizes.
Just published by us—only one on the market.
Course complete itt 4 months. Minneapolis
School Engraving-1Vatchmaking, Minneupolls,
Minnesota.
IE1VELERS to handle pearl jewelry and novel-
u ties put up for jewelry trade. Economy
Button Co., Museatine,
ALL kinds second-hand watches, gold rings, etc.
Al Nearly as good as new; cost much less. Selec-
tion upon request. Weintraub, 129 South Seventh
Stn•et, Philadelphia.
IIA LANCE staffs turned on centers and run true.
11 Finished in gray, at $1 per doz ; finished In
bright, $1.25 per doz., for any make or size of
American watch. W. C. Bonney, 502 Main
Street, Keokuk, Iowa.
WATCH jeweling, pallet stones, balance plate
" and center, compass or caliper jewels reset,
50c. Jewels selected, 25e. Three-cornered pin
75c. Diamond clutters mounted for reducing
size of jewel, 50e. Send parts only with price
to A. F. Freeland, watch and chronometer jewel
maker, 370 Washington Street, Boston. Jewels
made fa, order.
1VI1 EN you get that new lathe try a Moseley
" and you will have a thoroughly reliable
lathe anal modet•ate money.

HAVE you an old English watch case you want
11 changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it tome, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G.I.IVadsworth,Silverstniths'Bidg.,Chicago,111.

BUSINESS NOTICES

II' Volt WiSIITO ellati%e business and de-
sire to dispose of your stock for spot cash,

address; 13oesma League, Syracuse, N. V.

yENv series of 52 jewelry ads. for use in your
local paper ; all special OCCIII4OUS covered—

and only $2. B. Gebiattrd, 120 South Seveuth St.,
Philadelphia. 
IEWELERS, watchmakers. Fine marine dire-
" nometers for sale at low prices. The best ad-
vertisement in a jeweler's window is correct
time: Address, G. Ileninghausen, chronometer
maker, Seattle Wash.

F0.MR, different sise: of hole. sent in a (keen,unless ordered otherwise. is the way I send
them out-. IV. C. Dewey, 302 Main Street, Keo-
kuk, Iowa. 
noLD and silver-platingoatio fialish,engraving,

engine-turnitig, everything in the lino of
watch ease repairing. (1. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' ltuuil,li lug, Chicago.

1VIIERE to receive the highest cash price for
" every kind of gold and silver. Benner of
sweeps, filings, linimbings, polishing,. every-
thing containing gold anal silver. I. no. eohl,
silver, copper for sale. .1. L. c lark 1,-1:1111,11ml
1870), 727 Sansom Street, Ph i ph ia , I 'a. :set el
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

VOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
I your watch work. Ilere is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 8112 Colum-
bus Ielatorial Building, Chicago.

IF it's a Moseley it's all right.

1/1.1131' and sapphire balance hole jewels, set inbrass for any American watch, sl per doz.
11T, C. Bonney, 502 Main Street, Keoktdc. Iowa.

T E greatest discove?, of the 20th century
\Yonder sawdust putehright lustre on jewelry,

has no equal for cleaning (Remote's. Sold hy
jobbers and C. N. Brown, jeweler, Winston, N. C.,
25c. per quart. "1 fins' poor sawdust superior
to all whers."—E. F. Parks, jeweler. Chas. F.
Sapp A Co.: "Sir—We find your sawdust all
you claim Mr it."

pl,(1IN I I orological School, the oldest and most
ti practical school ft ti watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin Herolugical SeItool, Elgin,111.

WE tnuke a spas•ially of changing old antique
ir watch ca., ttlnl, .m-wind. Something that
has been refest51 Ity Stave had 40 years'
exp. and can euarantee satisfaction. N. J.
Felix, 18 John Si reel, NOW York.

IF you have any Jewels you would like It, 1111VO
A mounted, Wil.Ie loc. NV. C. Bonney, 102 .\ lain
Street, Keokuk, 1.,wa,

THE Omaha Watelt-Itepafting, Engraving andOptical I wo itute is abselutely thorough and
practical, and tilllit's the best of Instructions at
Ito greater expense than t it her schools recognized
a.s being lirst-elasst. The gooil name ti its. n:Ai-
:Mods well known Si.' tieing thir in 11\•;11 molt
and thorough ill NVork. ity student who will
give tis IS few mouths of thee and will follow our
instructions is certain ad' success. There are no
easy methods of securine 1/4altiable information,
We desire that class ad.' sttiah•nts only who are
anxious for a thorough training in this line of
work, and are looking fee the best-place to get it.
Write for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

PEARLS F1300RU GcHATs H

If a customer shottld bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to

CI-IAS. S. CROSSMAN aSk CO.
a Maiden L,tsrse New York
where you call have an immediate Cash Offer
 Established 1880  

Repairing
for the Truck:.

Our work is the kind yott call ■ u uu ir

L. E. WINSLOW

407 Masonic Temple CHICAGO, ILL.

W11

'The Engravintj School That Graduates
Experts." A castanet ing, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically be correspondence. Your instruc-
tor Is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent.. and
make him master of he trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sno-
oty. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAOE.DAV1S COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO s

When writinff to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated imd Ordinary

Watelies,1Vheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, Me., care-
fsllg mid peen/ oily done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Esi«blisheti 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

LON BARNHART Springfield, Ohio

llInnurartilrer or Fine

Watch & Spectacle
Itlellrle Illuminated and

N°""iii""d""1". 1 hi rabic, Elegant and Alt rad lye

IESS'T SIGNS ON EARTH
Send for Catalogue

SONIETHINCI NEW

4 S CERAMIC
MINIATURES

'II i u i mi o Fes
et ot

lit d
name!.

Absolutel■ iiide.tt
tible. Will last

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, A3loin and colored. Send five two-cent
stamps for Iteautiful sample dial and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY
I IS Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

L
Twenty-Six Years Ago

our Repairing and Engraving Depart-
ment was established by Ezra I. Bowman.
1•:ver since, it has enjoyed the highest
reputation for absolutely reliable

Watch Repairing and Engraving
We have an ample force of experts

always at your serv Ily aending work
to Is you are assured ef

Best Work, Prompt Return,
Handsome Profits

Among our customers are many R. R.
Watch Inspectors. SOMO send all their
work. Send for our complete Trade Repair
Price-List.

EZRA P. BOWMAN'S SONS
Lancaster, Pa.

EMILE DREYER
Formerly with Tell A. Beguelin

77 Nassau St. New York City
NEW HOUSE Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIALTIES:

E. D. Extra Long 8-Day Mainsprings
Fine assortment of SwissWatch Material

also
D & Cie Watch Glasses

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YUO

LEARN ALL YOU CAN
Know your business—be a master 4 if it.

You can learn more with us tbout watch-
making than elsewhere. Our circulars
prove it. Send for it and do it now.

Canadian Biological institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

116 East King Street

Toronto, Ont.
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Quality in wedding
rings should he con-
sidered even before price.
By buying of us you get

quality, the very highest
quality, and a price as small
as is charged for inferior
o-oods

Being by far the largest
makers of plain rings in this
country, and selling them
in the most economical way
(no traveling salesmen), we
can afford to give better
value than others do.

J. R.Wood & Sons, Ring Makers
2 Maiden Lane, New York

XXXXXXXXXiNXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

CO-1.

by not befing g_t be to aaTIE-n
out pkece of EngEmvfing
Rim z trim e?

The increasing demands made upon you for gratis

engraving are proof enough that people want it. Are

you going to supply this demand and increase your

sales by so doing?

If you send your engraving away you spend as

much time on it as 'twould take to do it on the

machine, BESIDES PAYING FOR IT.

The design of our type is the work of an expert.

The machine reproduces this expert's work, consequently the quality of • your

engraving MUST be all right. Another thing! Your hand don't " get out," and you

don't make " slips"; it's something you can depend upon.

A man must have good tools to work with ; you wouldn't think of making a

pivot on an old Bow lathe—because you can save time and labor by doing it on an

up-to-date tool. Why should you do your engraving in the old and most expensive

way, when one of our machines will reverse this condition and make it the easiest

and least expensive.

Whatever way you look at it, you see the need of this machine.

k(EEXXXXXX

NOW is the time to place your order while you have plenty of time in which to

get a thorough understanding of the machine and to have your engraving well

advertised before the busy season comes on.

Have you had our catalogue ? It can be had for the asking.

Work

The Eathon CG:OVeT

Snyfre, IP

that is difficult by hand

Compzny

is easy for the NEW CENTURY—send for
engraving- and see for yourself.

a sample of inside ring

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXX
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The jeweler who studies

differences in values in
goods of the same

general description,
and who cleaves to the kind that has prove' d
best, vill be doing an increased business
at the old stand long after his less-dis-
criminating competitor has gone the
sad way of those shortsighted ones
Avho argue " low price " instead
of " quality."

For further particulars, see
pages 772 and 773.

The

keystone Watch Case Co.
19th ancl Brown Streets

Philadelphia

COPYRIGHT 1905

BY B THORPC PUBLisHER

IB '1 8, BROWN PHILR
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A Gift Watch
That May
Be Looked
In the
Works

Watches are probably the most popular of
all gifts. Yet too often the gift watch consists
of a showy case and an indifferent movement.

Impress upon your customers that the

ELGIN WATCH
is the proper gift watch because it lasts a life-
time and is a source of satisfaction where a poor
watch is a cause of annoyance.

See Jobbers' List for prices or write the
Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin
Art Booklet "Timemakers and Timekeepers,"
illustrating the history and development of the
watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U. S. A. New York Office, 11 John Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago. San Francisco Office, 206 Kearny St.

tFalg
This illustration shows

one of our new patterns

for this season,

The

Summer Idyl 
and will be made in the

full line of Touct and
Manicure parts.

Later, we will show
another beautiful new pat-

tern, not completed yet.

In addition to the
above we have paid
special attention to
our gold filled line, and
have added a (Treat
many new things.

We call your special
attention to our new

Chains, Lockets,
Brooches, Brace=
lets, Bar Pins,
Scarf Pins, Hat
Pins, Cuff Buttons,

857

ILLUSTRATIONS 3 SIZE

Crosses, Earrings, Necklaces and Hair Chain

Mountings, which every Jeweler should see before buying for the fall. They are

of fine quality and finish, while prices are low. All fra goods are trade-marked.

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS. AND SILVERSMITHS

loo Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.



English Case as Received Itemodoled for American S. W. Movement

WENDELL & COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.

Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.
English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.

Ilunting Cases changed to Open-Face.
(lid Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.

Melting old gold eases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

These two ruts show Flat and Round Reicher Ring.

ito reeeived with elawx badly worn off and too low to

permit retetting ttonet again.

These rut• allow the .nm, rings with new, high claws,
stone§ securely reset, and entire Hasa refinished like new.

Net Price tpr six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, 5 .75 to $1.25
eight " " " " " 1.00 to 2,00

We ret it. or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth anthrings of 
every description, to coat

from 75c. to :'..12.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws in setting.
— 

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the sett ing,
which holds the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four '' " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

1034 05 William St. 57 Washington St.
NEW YORK CHICAGO

Cameo glove ring with four
elawx at camera hohling set.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED

AS DELIVERED

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING

AS DELIVERED

°cola Chal nis Refilled, Renewed and Repaired
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold

Good Work. L.ow Prices. Prompt Attention

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK CHICAGO
TWO WONDER-

103-105 William Street PUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

4.1
Stone-Setting

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones
for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from tne
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell & Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

103-105 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street

NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade

Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

BEFORE

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off, the same :LS new.

AFTER

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, ithl bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell & Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds

together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
Perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order lVork Catalogues

Wendell & Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings

103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

85,9

Our "New Year's Day"
Our fiscal year began May 1st. Our annual inventory showed the

" cleanest " stock in our history. The very favorable results of the year

encouraged us to largely increase our stock in all staple as well as in

unusual goods in our line, and we now have great pleasure in asking for

critical examination and comparison of our goods, singly and as a whole,

with any other or all competing lines. We feel a little better fitted than

ever before to meet the demands of the most exacting trade. We very

cordially invite the trial orders of jewelers who have not dealt with us

heretofore.

The Non=Retailing Company
Jobbers in Watches and Chains, Lancaster, Pa.

THE CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE'S
Sixteenth year and new term begins September 5th, 1905, when all students
be present.

should

Send for circulars, investigate fully and apply for a seat as early as possible.

This School holds the highest reputation- the result of its merits as an educa-
tional institution ; none other shows such an array of high-class Nvork by its students.

The painstaking and conscientious personal
and practical instructions given here, is the secret of
as the best school for the very good reason that it is

attention, coupled with the sound
the school's success; it is known
the best one.

There are no regrets when it.tencling here.
Write to-day.

Circulars to ;my address.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
H. R. PLAYTNER

Director

"5 to 121 East King St., Toronto Ont.



---IPrice of Lathe Combination B

Complete, $57.38 Net Cash

86c

WRITE US FOR PRICES if you need a lathe and do not find what you want on this page.
We have all of the better makes in stock and sell them cheap.
Also a full line of Attachments at close prices. ABS LUTE

tif

OENUINE WEBSTER=WHITCOMB LATHE
With 8 wire chucks, I screw chuck, I taper chuck, 6 brass cement

pieces and belting.
The Webster-Whit eemb is known the world over as standard for

quality, finish and reliabil it y. Each lathe is warranted perfect and true.

COUNTERSHAFT No. 9
Our No. 9 Countershaft is well made,

much better than the cheaper grades
that are in the market. I I is a fit com-
panion for the Webst er-NVIlit C01116 lathe.

Oblelloi

141%,
SOLID OAK BENCH No. 1

Latest improved. Made of well-seasoned oak lumber and
finished in cabinet style. Has nine drawers which lock auto-
matically with closing of the curtain ; also has chalk box and
apron drawer. Size—height, 40 inches ; length, 40 inches ;
width, 26 inches.

20 DWT. = I OZ.
12 OZ. 1 LB.
WITH US

EXTRA QUALITY PIVOT GRAVERS
A fine set of gravel's of perfect temper and so shaped

that they are easily handled in use. The set is put up in a
neat leather ease. Temper Of each graver is warranted
correct.

Lathe
Combination A

Price of Lathe Combination A

Complete, $57.38 Net Cash
FOOT-WHEEL No. 15

A llmt-elass wheel that will never
get shaky or " rattly." Wheel alone
weighs 40 lbs. and wheel complete 60
lbs., making a heavy, smooth-running
wheel suitable for the Webster-Whit-
comb lathe.

tor'

11.71;
r7i.  

This one word embodies
practically the foundation and success

of our business. The universal and unqualified
satisfaction to our patrons is our proudest achieve-

ment. It has been the corner stone of our business, the

inspiration and basic principle of our methods, the secret

of our growth and the builder of our success. Why not

make us a trial consignment of

SOLID OAK BENCH No. 1

See description in Combination A

Lathe
Combination B

GENUINE MOSELEY LATHE No. 2
Combination includes 8 wire chucks, 1 taper and I screw chuck,

6 cement brasses and belting.
The No. 2 Moseley Lathe has been tested for many years and

stands at the top rank fur accuracy and quality. A guarantee goes
with each lathe.

couNTERsnArT No. 9

See description in Combination A

EXTRA QUALITY PIVOT GRAVERS

See description in Combination A

FOOT-WHEEL No. 15

See description In Combination A

IT IS A FACT that we have one of the largest stocks of genuine Factory Material for American Watches in the United States. With this we have a
large force of competent watchmakers to select orders and match small parts. Every order, large or small, has faithful and prompt attention, for we understand
the watchmakers' needs.

Our New Catalogue will be issued about October 1st. If you
are a Watchmaker or Jeweler, send us your business card and we will place
you on our list or tell you how you can obtain a copy of our new book. E. & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

anything containing Gold, You run NO risks. We make

accurate valuations and hold consignments subject to your

acceptance. We stand the expense of re-shipment if valu-

ation is not satisfactory. Returns for old gold and silver

made same day as received. Returns for sweepings

within five days of receipt.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

Offices— 63 ii 65 Washington St. Chicago, Ill.Works Fifty-Eighth & Throop Sts.

We are paying 50 cts an
ounce for OH Silver
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SWISS PATTERN FILES
MADE FOR THOSE WHO MUST HAVE THE BEST

'A

THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS OF DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN MANUFACTURE

ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

BEFORE

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
OUR SPECIALTY—Changing old Antique Cases to

Stern Wind
Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.

Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

MINIATURE PORTRAITSSEND FOR PRICE-LIST

N. J. FELIX
18 John Street, NEW YORK CITY

AFTER

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front.) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto

Tlaigt CLAW RING
Solid (1old. Pat'd.

MONKEY RING
Solid sik or, t)xidized

Manufacturing Jeweler
Rooms I, 2 and 3, i7 S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

" Star 
99 Foot and LathesPower

High-grade complete screw-cut-
ting engine lathes, 9 and 11-inch
swing, with automatic cross-feed,
with or without compound rest,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling and
gear-cutting attachments, friction
countershaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument makers, optical, lab-
oratory and experimental work, for
profitable use in all lines of fine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog " B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.
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Harper's
Patent
Optician

pi Plier No. 19
The various illustrations show some of the uses for which this plier is intended. Advantages

are as follows :
Thin jaws to permit getting between narrow jaws when adjusting guards.
Hollowed out to clear the thickest concave lens when tightening strap.
Milled and countersunk jaws to hold stud and spring together while assembling.
When tilting a spectacle temple, pass temple through hole in jaw, no kinking or sharp bend

possible. Nickel plated.

Each $L5o

Grecian Eyeglass Spring Hier No. 72
For giving any ordinary eyeglass the well-known " Grecian Bend." Designed

by a practical optician, and does the work "quick as a wink." Nickel plated.

Price, $1.00 each

‘)
j

ikissase,„&__* 1:47

;111■■„ s

Order from your Jobber.
I f he is unable to supply you,
if you will write us we will
inform you who can.

HAMMEL,
RIGLANDER & CO.
47 & 49 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

Patent
Soldering
Forceps No. 50

The four adjustable jaws are provided with asbestos pads so that the heaviest ring can readily be hard soldered. No wiring of job to charcoal

required. Will hold articles of all kinds of irregular shapes, also flat surfaced articles. Work can be drawn together by means of the adjusting clamp

with screw. It is an article well liked by all who have used it. Nickel plated. Each 65c.

The New Nilson's Patent Rivet Extractor
The most obstinate rivet will yield to this tool. Has two interchange-

able points. The handle in vise remains stationary, the center is held in
position by a stiff spring, and when struck with a hammer, permits only a
slight advance of rivet. Leaves both hands free to use.

Price, $Loo
Rivet extractors innumerable have been sold with varying success ;

this is the latest and appeals to the mechanic as something of merit.

Combination Pocket
Spectacle Screw Driver
with Tweezer No. 106
In Aluminum Case, each 75c.



'oALE CHUCKS are the Standard everywhere. They are used by the
Finest Workmen. They are made from just the ProperMaterial. They are produced by the most approved and complete machinery, for this class of work,in the world. They are GUARANTEED CORRECT and they sell for 6o cents cach.

WE MAKE CHUCKS FOR ALL STANDARD WATCHMAKERS' LATHES

ilotIcia Whil,aoub
No. 1%

Rivett Moseley
1x2

Hopkins
8-4

Moseley
No. 2

hearuay Webster
Whitcomb

Stark Moseley
No.1

Geneva

If you are not using DALE CHUC KS now, ask your jobber for them, and if he does not careto fill your orders, we will.
We repair all makes of watchmakers' lathes and guarantee our work right. Let us quote youprices for repairing.
Our Complete Catalog No. 5 sent free on

HARDINGE BROS., io36 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Kansas City Polytechnic Institute
FOR

Horology, Engraving and Jewelry Manufacturing
(Incorporated)

in opening the doors of this Institute to teach young men and women the
different branches of the jewelry business, we have adopted the most modern
methods and systems of imparting knowledge.

We consider ourselves fortunate in securing the services of the best instruc-
tors in these branches that Germany and America afford ; therefore we have
no hesitancy in assuring the public that the highest standard of efficiency willbe attained.

This school is first-class in every respect and up to date in all its branches.
Our tuition is less than any other reputable school of the kind.
For further information and tuition, address

DR. S. W. LANE., Secretary
Suite 202 Missouri Building 1021=3 (tram] Avenue, Kansas City, MO.

TIDD'S JEWELS
Are made of Sapphire and Ruby. They
are expertly mounted, guaranteed perfectly
true, stripped with a sapphire tool and trued
to hole. Every jewel inspected before
Sample dozen sent to responsible dealersshipping.

for inspection.

Price per dozen, $1.25 Per gross, $13.50

-F IDD 4._Se CO., c--()I .U.111M•NA, 1)1110

C. 0. BAKER, PITS.
C. W. BAKER, Vice-Pres.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for

jewelers' Use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

Awarded

BAKER AND CO.,
Newark, N. J.

.1•••■••111

120 Liberty St.,

INC.
New York City

K. & D.
Pocket
Screw
Drivers

For Watchmakers' use, also for tightening loose Screws
in Eyeglasses and Spectacles

I 1 • 111111%1 gig* 

PAT. MAY 31 _I .9

No, 415. Rubber Handle and Cap. Reversible Blade
Price, 50 cents

nemtimitai

FOR SALE BY

THE TRADE

No. .1 I:, clo.ed

No. 414. Rubber Handle and Metal Cap
Price, 35 cents

KENDRICK 0 DAVIS, Lebanon, N.

SO 5

Perfection in Jewelers', Silversmiths' and Dental Noiseless Electric
Lathe Motors. Our Latest Improved 1905-1906 Models 

The W. GREEN et CO.'S " IM-
PROVED ADJUSTABLE COMBINA-
TION " Polishing, Buffing, Grinding,
Drilling, Sawing and Turning Electric
Lathe Motors.
Six Lathes in One, at Price of One.

ForJewelers',Watchmakers,Opticians,
Silvers m kits, Lapidaries , Dentis ts, Ma-
chinists, Electricians, Brass Workers,
Glass and Diamond Cutters and Polish.
ers, Model and Cutlery Makers, Hotels,
Restaurants, Laboratories, Hospitals,
Institutions, Private Dwellings, Etc.,
and for all Trades and Purposes.

OUR tviorORS SAVE TIME,
PATIENCE AND MONEY, AND
COMBINE SIMPLICITY,
ECONOMY AND STRENGTH.

Showing W. Green & Co.'s Latest
and Improved Model. 6 Separate
Speeds, 1-5 Horse Power, independ-
ent Arbor, Alternating-Current
Lathe Motor. Type No. 9. With
new style Steel
Switch and
Patent Key
Attachment,
and Short
Spindles in
position ; also
Drill,
Grindstone
and Emery
(Sand Paper),
Chucks,
Single, 8-Cone
and Flat
Pulleys,
Adjustable
Plug, Cord,

• etc.

Showing W. Green & Co.'s Latest and Improved Model. 4 separate Speeds,
1-5 Horse Power, Direct-Current Lathe Motor, Type 4o. 4. %Vith Brush
and Boiling Wheels on Spindles in position ; also Drilling, Grinding, Emery
sand Papert and Saw Chucks ; also Spindles, Single and 3-Cone Pulleys,
Adjustable Plug and Cord-all ttsed in 'onnection with our 1-5 Horse Power
Motors.

•••••

Net weight, 30 lbs. ; gross, 364bs. Total length, 18 inches; height, 8% inches.

Net weight, 40 lbs. gross, 46 bs. Total length, 17 inches ; height, 10 inches.

Showing W. Green & Co.'s Latest and Improved Model, 7 Speeds (Separate
. Attachment), 1-4 to I Horse Power, Direct-Current Lathe Motors. Type No.6

With Grindstone and Buffing Wheels on Spindles in position ; also Drill Chuck,
Spindles, Grindstone, Adjustable T-rest, Turning and various other attachments,
etc., used in connection with our Type Nos. 6 and 7, Direct and Alternating-Current
Motors.

Net weight, 60 to 90 lbs. ; gross, 80 to 115 lbs. Total length, 28 to :a) inches;
height, 12 to 14 inches.

NET WHOLESALE PRICE-LIST

Our Nos. 4, 5 and 9 Motor Combinations
Include following Attachments

Two Chucks with tapered thread for holding the buffing
wheels, and three other chucks for holding, grinding
and polishing wheels of various sizes, which meet the
needs of average work.

Our Nos. 6 and 7 Motor Combinations include
Long Adjustable Spindles, Grinding, Turning and
Tool-rest Attachment.

Voltage
Horse
Power

Direct

No.

-Current
Motors

Alternating.
Current Motors

Price No. Price_
52 to 110 1-5 4 $33.50 5 $ 46.50
115 220 1-5 4 37.50 51.00
52 110 1-5   9 60.00
115 220 1-5 • • . . . 9 04.50
52 110 1-4 6 53.00 7 74.50
115 220 1-4 6 57.50 7 79.00
52 110 1-3 6 61.00 7 85.00
115 220 1-3 6 66.50 7 95.00
52 110 1-2 6 75.00 7 115.00
115 220 1-2 6 80.50 7 120.00
52
115

e, 110
220

3-4
3-4

6
6

85.00
90.50

7
7

130.00
135.00

52 110 6 I 15.00 7 165.00
115 1, 220 1, 6 125.00 7 185.00

500 1-4 6 68.00
500 1-3 6 75.00

• •  

SOO 1-2 6 92.00
500 3-4 6 98.00
500 6 130.00

IMPORTANT NOTICE.-We make, change or
rearrange our Electric Motors to suit all trades and
purposes. Perfection and Satisfaction Guaranteed.

IP YOUR JOE511:31EiR 4-.',ANNOT SUP' .11,Y OUR MOTORS, VVRITE, US DIRLIX.IT

Reproduction of Autog-
raph testimonial Lents'
and additional orders
from TIFFANY & CO.,
the famous Nev York
Jewelers 81 Silversmiths

TIFFANY 6. CO
GOLD AND SIIVERSNIITHD

UNION SQUARE, N. r

New York, Jan. 12,1905.
W. Green & Co.,

6 Maiden Lane
New York

Gentlemen :-In reply
to your letter of the 11th
inst., beg to say we find
the W. Green & Co.'s
Electric Polishing Motor
perfectly satisfactory,
and would ask you to
send us bill for same.
We will arrange for ad-
ditional motors later on.
Thanking you for your
courtesy, we are

Yours very truly,
TIFFANY & CO,

New York, April 3,1905
Order No. 1363.

W. Green & Co.,
6 Maiden Lane,

New York.
Gentlemen:-Please

send us two W. Green &
Co.'s No. 4 1905 Model
Motors, 110 volts, 1-5
H. P. one W. Green &
Co.'s No. 6, with special
spindle and new model
speed controller, No. 11,
110 volts, N H. P. Two
No. 4's to be delivered
at once ; one No. 6 as
soon as convenient.

Yours truly,
TIFFANY & CO.

OF LATEST

" Nothing better can be made: absolutely

dust-proof, air and water-tight, and fully war-
ranted."

With reasonable care these motors will last,
in constant use, for 20 years. Speed 500 to
3000 revolutions per minute, as desired.

DON'T WAIT, be up to date I

These Motors can be attached in one minute
to any ordinary electric light socket and are
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED, therefore do
not hesitate to place your order. They are
always ready for immediate use, no further
adjustment being required.

For general use our Motors have no equal
at any price.

Showing W. Green it Co.'s
Latest and Improved Model,
Single Speed, 1-5 Horse
Power, Alternating-Cur-
rent Lathe Motor. Type
No. S.
With new style Steel

Switch, Patent Key Attach-
ment in trout, Grindstone
itrid Buffing Chucks with
Grindstone and Spindle in
Position; also Drilling,
Grinding and Eatery
Chucks, Single Cone Pull■ y,
Plug, Cord, etc.

Net weight, 35 lbs. ; gross, 41 lbs. Total length, 16 inches; height, 10 inches.

Showing W. Green & Co.'s Latest
and Improved Model, IA to 13.
horse Power, A ternating7Cur-
rent Lathe Motor. Type No. 7.
With IMM ng \\* heel and Grind-

Mei

stone oil spindles, and T-rest
Turning itaclament in posi-
tion. For Drilling and other
Attachniesi,., etc., see cut, Type
No. 6.)

IMPROVED 19o5-1906

Net weight, 74 to 130 lbs. ; gross, 110 to 165 lbs. Total length, 25 to 29 inches;
height, 14 to 16 inches.

MODELS

Price-List of Extra Adjustable Attachments

Special Adjustable Single Cone or Flat Motor Pulley with Lathe
Attachment for connection with Watch, Optical, Drill or Dental
Lathes, Dynamos, Fans, etc.  

Ditto, three (3) Cone or 2 or 3-Step Flat Pulley  
Adjustable Emery Chuck with lathe Attachment for cleaning and

grindinginside Rings, Tubes
' 
and ail classes of interior work, etc.

Adjustable Drill, Broach or Burr Chuck, with Lathe Attachment .
Adjustable Circular Saw Chuck with Lathe Attachment  
Circular Saws, high grade, made to tit Chucks . . . . ... . .
Extra Grindstone, Saw and Lap Chucks, with Lathe Attachment
Extra Combined Tool, 'I -rest and Turning Attachment  
Set of extra hangers and nuts fur grindstone, etc.
Taper or Flat Copper nod Brass Imps to tit Motors, 2-inch diameter
0 0 11 li 0 11 0 0 11 11 g_inch 11

II 0 0 0 11 11 0 0 0 0 8344,ch 0

Small Circular File to fit. our Nos. 4, 5 and 9 Motors  
Extra ,1djustable Plug and Cord to tit ‘sir Nos. 4, 5 and 9 Motors .

1
 Outfits of best quality Wheel Brushes, Buffs, Polishing Powders,

Pastes, etc., to fit Motors
Medium Size Set   3.00 5.00
Large " " ...... . . . . . . . . ......... .   4.00 I 6.50

For Type
No. 4, 5, 9
1-5 H. P.
Price

$1.75
3.50

For Type No.
6 & 7

l-4 to 1 H. P.
Price

$3.50
5.50

The Following Information is
OS Required When Ordering:

Type and Number of Motor-

- 

Horse Power-Current (direct or
0 alternating) - Voltage - all d , if
7 alternating, Cycles or Frequency.
;,:, This information you can procure
Cc, from the Central Power Station sup-
rf, plying the current in or near your

place of business or residence.
1.50 4.00 1-1, Storage Batteries. If operating
3.00 7.00 1.1 from stroitAtiE tiAvrEntEs, for
1.75 4.00 0 which an additional charge of 20% is

1.00 made, it will be necessary for us to.35 It.o50.50
4.00 W know the TOTAL VOLTAGE, which

.75 
5 wouldof e

cells.
, roughly, twice the number5.00

.75 1.00 Us Condition of Current Supply1.25 1.75
2.50 

,, and Special Windings. Our motors2..03151 l/1 are supplied for any DI RECT-CUR-

.40 
?, RENT circuit, front to 250 VOLTS,
n or for ALTERNATING-CURRENT
Z circuit from 50 to 220 VOLTS; and

for frequencies as follows: 60 to 65a cycLEs; 125 to 138 CYCLES.
LLI The above are considered stand-

Starting Boxes and Automatic Speed Controllers for Type No. 6 Motors ct ttrd windings. We can also wind
Automat ic tinderload release :darting box No. 10 l'or type No. 6, 1-4 to IN Horse Power, Dtr5ncoto= -, our motors to run on intervening

!Hoed release starting box and controller No. 11 for Type No. 6, 1-4 to 1,4 
n voltages and frequencies by using
''' special windings, for which a slight

rt re.? 
it

i Mc ioitoar,
LatestCNnualiriable s

Horse Power, Direct-Current Motors, with combination speed regulator attached for seven additional charge is made. It is, of
Speeds to imable the operator to quickly control and regulate tile motor to any course, necessary for us to know

speed desired. Price for 1-4 and 1=3 H.P., $10.00. Price for 1-2 to 1% H.P., $12.00. • the nature of the supply circuit
Our Alternating-Current Motors are Self-Starting and Do Not Require Starting Boxes

A
before we can fill special orders.

WW Manufacturers Maiden Lane
. GREEN 0 CO., anD Exporters, %., New York, U.S.A.
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Rivett

,
Lathes and Attachments form a class of their

Rivett Lathe No. 2
for Watchmakers

own," were the words of a famous mechanic.

The Rivett Lathe is built h1 one
of the finest equipped factories in the country,
where the most modern tools procurable
are used. It is the largest factory of its
kind and has been built up entirely on the
merits of its manufactures.

There is no other factory in the country

as well equipped to turn out Chucks.
They are put through in such quantities that we can afford to give you better goods
for your money. We carry a stock of thousands so that we can send at once
whatever you require.

All first-class jobbers carry the Rivett Lathes and Attachments.
For further information, just address

The Rivett Lathe, Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
THESE ELECTRO0PLATING SALTS ARE

PREPARATIONS 12i oRYFORM CONTAINING
METALArrn CHEMICALS IN .21.CCURATE PRO.

>6.PCRTIOX,P.RODTJCING CMUITEEI3 CORRECT
SHADES. 3:115SCILVED INWATER:TRE SATAISnicaa,REEDY 'FOR VSE:NORKED wag EITHER DYNAMO ox -ATTERY, SAME AS OTHER SOLUTIONS.

United States Smelting and Refining Works
L. & WOLLSTEIN

Office : 16 John St., New York

Telephone. 5644 Cortlandt Works : 17 John Street, New York

Sweep Smelters and Assayers
Refiners of all kinds of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Waste

Manufacturers of Sterling Silver

Highest prices paid for Old Gold, Old Silver, Platinum Scraps
Ore and Bullion Assays a specialty

Proprietor of Platina Melting Furnace and Gold and Platina
Filing Separating Process of greatest advantage to manufacturers
of Platina Jewelry

SOME OF THE SALTS: Rose Gold, Green Gold, Parisian, Roman, 14 or 18 K., Red, Guinea, Old English
Guinea Green, Guinea Rose, Gold Dip, Silver Salts, French Gray DM, Silver Ebonize'', Oxides, Etc.
OUR ELECTRO-PLAIING 

Dark SALTS FOR  Green Gold
(Antique Green) 

Orange Rose Gold
(Orange Yellow)

fire the leading shades now extensively used for single and double coloring. Directions for doing this
kind of work with order. Our Electro-Plating Salts are universally used. Write for circular.

U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., s. HIrschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St., NEW YORK

The Matchless
Pocket Cigar Lighter

The only perfected cigar lighter on the alaritet

Made in dun Metal, Aluminum, Brass, Silver Plate
Gold Plate and Solid Gold

Write for Prices

The Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Co.

Office and Salesroom

16 John Street New York City, N. Y.

A FEW NEW
ILLUSTRATIONS
FROM OUR

EMBLEMS OF ALL ORDERS

867

NEW 1906
CATALOGUE
NOW IN

PREPARATION

OUR STYLES AND PRICES ARE AWAY AHEAD OF THE TIMES'

A

0

0

A

0

ANY
STYLE
MADE
TO

ORDER
N.O. 14 - 16 East Fourth St. --, CINC1NNA,T1,0.

I:4Mrt4e.. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
DROP US A LINE SO vve CAN PLACE YOU ON OUR MAILING LIST

SPECIAL
DESIGNS
ON

APPLI-
CATION

o0c.

GOOD THINGS at Right Prices
• STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine

crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest special
steel , the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 83c.
net cash ; price per gross. $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi-
net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.00, with your first order
for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted to

Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest

$B1r0a.n5d0 Ai et cearsi 1 lc a.
n Balance* ,,STAR "

suit, for

improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades.

3 jewel grades, polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades. polished, $1,35 per dozen, net cash.
* STAR" Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-

tings, made by automatic machinery, cotrectly gaged, special, per dozen,
90c. net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. per
dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12
bottles.

* " STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.
per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., Balgy, New York

n14.,
Z
4, - Sr. Submit sample for

s-rrzic-r1-'1 
‘4.-19v our price

We Blank
Form
Swedge

>ur finish finest for

thc money

A. N. Clark & Son, Plainville, Conn.

PLATINUM
Special Sheet and Wire for Jewelers

Seamless Tubing

Platinum Scrap Bought
at

Highest Price

BELAIS & COHN
Metallurgists

3 Dutch St. NEW YORK
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SWARTCHILD & CO., Jewelers' Building,
134438 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

Not a man, woman or child will pass your show windows without stopping. Hundreds of people will
be attracted who would otherwise pass your windows and not notice them.

No. K 201. The Queen Optical Display Stand
Upon a lbw, black velvet display stand, 16 x 16 in., is mounted a life-size face of a beauti-ful woman. True to life in every detail. '1'lle face is made of chemically prepared wax. Itwill not fade front exposure and can be readily cleaned. Delicate and beautiful tints, excellentfeatures, dark lustrous eyes and very fine natural hair. Polished brass hooks are placedaround the stand to display your goods.

Price, $6.38, less 670 for cash

Each Stand is packed substantially,

No. K 202. The Queen Jewelry Display Stand

Combines originality, beauty and attractiveness. A
display of Jewelry on this stand will increase your sales and
make your show window the talk of the town.

The stand is 16 x i 1, with a life-size beautiful wax hand
(of same material as described to the left) for displaying
rings, bracelets, etc., as showing in cut.

Price, $4.50, less 6 for cash

insuring safe delivery

No. K 203

Swartchild & Co's Improved Outfit of Jewelers' Findings
Price complete, $25.00

This outfit consists of the most
necessary and staple articles constantly
used by every Jeweler. Put up in a
handsome Oak Cabinet with 2 trays,
divided to keep each article in its proper
place, and assorted as follows :

1 tbvt. 10 K. solder
144 oz. " N " silver solder
1 gro. pl. bearing pin tongs asst.
" " fiat Joint pin tongs "

1 doz. asst. best R. P. rd. wire scarf pins
1 II II II It. P. Sq. II II

1 " " gilt scarf pins
" bdIs. asst. brass wire

I bundle asst. German silver wire
14 doz. bundles soft solder
1 solderene
1 doz. asst. R. P. snaps
1.4 oz. R. P. wire
1% oz. Silver wire
I doz. asst, pl. scarf pin 4ntgs.
1 " " pl. stud mtgs.
1 " gold plated hat pins
1 " silver plated hat pins
I " asst. silver bows
I " " antique silver bows
1 " 14 K. filled bows

I doz. asst. 14 K. antique bows
I " tilled gents' bars
1 " " " swivels
1 " It. P. toggle chains
1. " R. P. asst. clasps
1 " R. P. " fob loops
1 gr. It. P. " jump rings
1 gr. white metal asst. Jump rings
1 doz. asst. R. P. spring rings
1 " " R. P. lever button backs
1 " " R. P. dumb-bell " "
1 " " It. P. screw ear wires
1 " " R. P. " " nuts
1 gr. " best plated catches
1 gr. " " " Joints
1 gr. " plated flat "
1,4 doz. " R. P. charm bales

R. P. pin backs
R. P. chatelaine hooks
It. P. spirals
German silver snaps

•nallnir
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OLDROSE—ROMAN
IINISMFROM SAME BOTTLE

DIPECTIONS.

Manufactured by

ThePerfcctionMQ.Co.7

I idf ouffi,i,

The Perfection Menu factoring
Co. beg to announce that they
have given the sole agency to
Henry Zimmern & Co. This
solution has been largely used
by the trade for years past and
has the unqualified endorse-
ment of all who have ever used
it. Put up in pint and quart
bottles. $1.75 for pint and
$3.00 for quart bottle. The
solution is sold by all leading
jobbers. Ask for it aunt accept
no substitute.

Notice to the

Retail and

Jobbing Trade 

On and after January 1, 1905,
The Perfection Manufacturing
Co., of Newark, N. J., will not
fill any order either for retail
or jobbing trade for the Per-
fection Gold or Silver-Plating
Solutions. Exclusive arrange-
ments have been completed
with Henry Zimmern & Co.,
Inc., to supply the jobbing
trade. Retailers will please
order same from their respec-
tive jobbers in the future.

Henry Zimmern & Co. nc.
IMPORTERS OF WATCH MATERIAL

77 John Street, NEW YORK

Patent Hand-Made Tweezers 869
These patent tweezers are made from flexible

sheet steel bodies, curved so as to give them convex
and concave faces, thus making them stronger than
any other tweezer in the market. The concave faces
give a better hold and prevent slipping.

No. 119. 1-Itinc.1 Removing Tweezer

No. 122. alewei Locking Tweezer

No. 120. Collet Rerriowing Tweezer

No. 111

_24.04.

_
No. 116

',\'1"'"A\4111111110

F. H. Noble & Company

"
rLowiti0,5

SOLDLTt.,'

RAM' 

roR
0 YE ARS-)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Jewelers' Findings of every description
Badges, Medals, Class Pins, Flags,

College Seals and Special Emblems.

Salesrooms
CHICAHO

103 State Street

NEW YORK
51-53 Maiden Lane

NIttin CHfic.ei fluid Wcork.,-;

.69th ec Stret&.i

CHICAGO, U.S.A.

OUR LATEST BENCH No. 10

Made In Oak, Walnut and Birch ; Mahogany

WATCHMAKERS
SHOULD KNOW

That all our benches are made with three-ply
panels. These pauels are perfectly straight,
and remain so. They are so strong that it is
almost impossible to break them. They never
split, as one thickness of the wood runs
crosswise.

All our goods are made of perfectly seasoned
and kiln-dried lumber, and it is well-known
that our goods are superior to others, both in
material, work and finish. We also make every-
thing in wood for watchmakers. We make
fourteen styles of benches in three kinds of
wood. In ordering, be careful to see that you
get our goods—look for our name plate. If
they have no such plate they arc not ours.

Send for our catalog, Cu))! order through
your jobber.

Jessen & Rosberg
405 W. Kinzie Street CHICAGO

"Sollth Bog" Domagnolizers

SOUTH BEND

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER
PRICES:

For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England : ORIMSHAW & BAXTER, 29 Hoswell Road, I.ondon, carry stock

THE KNOBLOCK=HE1DEMAN MFG. COMPANY
Successors to

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY

South Bend, Indiuna.
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Do You Read This Advertisement?
Will you proloe it by sending us a trial of your waste?

We are adding new names every month to our
satisfied list of customers. We

would like to add yours

THE BROWN 8 DEAN COMPANY
Gold and Silver Refiners

I 02 and 104 Richmond Street

Providence, R. L

New K. & D. Dynamo No. 9
For Electro=Plating. Price, $8.00

d

DESCRIPTION. The most powerful of its size manufaetured. Can be run by direct or
alternating current motor, or any convenient power. Furnished with either Nat or grooved pulley.
Occupies a space of 6 x x 6. Speed, 1600 to 1800 revolutions per minute. Volts, 2 to 6
respectively,. Weight, pounds.

AS .A PLATING DYNAMO it has many advantages over primary batteries. The
renewal of elements and solution are disposed of with this arrangement, and has the strength to
operate a II 'e- shun bath successfully.

FOR EXPERIMENTAL WORK, it may be used to light miniature lamps, running
small motors, etc. At a speed of 3200, it will light 24 3 c. p. 6 volt lamps. At a speed of 1800, it
will Ii hi from 14 to 16 3 c. p. 6 volt lamps.

ITS DESIGN and construction embody the best practice common to the larger machines
in general use.

THE FIELD is of the ring type, east solid with the frame
THE COILS are form wound and taped and are safe from mechanical injury or break down.
THE ARMATURE is laminated and slot wound, which prevents its heating.
THE COMMUTATOR is of hard copper and sparkless.
THE BRUSH HOLDERS are of new design and add greatly to the efficiency of the

machine.
THE BRUSH HOLDER YOKE is adjustable and is an advantage in regulating and

operating.
THE BEARINGS are of hard bronze and are nicely lifted.
ONLY THE BEST MATERIAL Is used in its construetion.
FINISHED in black enamel and furnished with PA" grooved or that pulley as desired.
AT SPEED of 1800 it generates 6 amperes 6 volts, an output of 36 watts.

FOR SALE BY YOUR JOBBER SPECIAL WINDINGS TO ORDER

Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H.

THE LATEST AND BEST

The 'Automatic" Safety Catch

Open Closed
Patented

Neatest, strongest, best and most practical safety
catch that has ever been presented for consideration
of the trade. It is automatic in action and a positive
lock for the pin. The pin-stem engages readily and
positively cannot come out until you release it. The
release is as simple and can be accomplished more

readily than from an ordinary open catch. A touch of the finger on point A
and the pin is automatically freed from the catch. Made in Gold, Sterling
Silver and German Silver.

Samples sent on application from Manufacturers or Wholesale Dealers in
Jobbing Material.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office-103 State Street

WEBSTER'S ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK
( Patented Dee. 3, 1903)

Showing jewelry pads

Block as used for bridge work

It Will Save You Time
and Trouble

No pins or binding wire necessary. Holds
spectacle frames, rimless bridges, hat pins, stick
pins, cuff buttons, rings, studs and many odd jobs
of jewelry repairing.

This block is not an experiment, it has been
successfully used for the past two years. When I
say that it will do your work quicker and better
titan any other adjustable soldering device on the
market, I RIII telling nothing but the truth. Don't
take my word for it, I am prejudiced, try one your-
self for thirty days, and if not found perfectly
satisfactory I will return your money.

If your jobber does not have them I will send
by mail upon receipt of price and 10 cents postage.

Price with Pads for Holding Spectacle
Frames   $1.75

Price complete with both the Spectacle
and Jewelry Pads  2.00

ARTHUR R. WEBSTER, Milford, N. Ii.

BEWARE
OF

I MIT ATIONS

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting .

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . .

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

$29.00
.75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG. \
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of \
cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon
years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A
LA'FHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to
a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

FOR SALE I3Y ALL, JOBBERS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
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This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction

THE TRUE BLUE
Beaded Label French Watch Glasses

The Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware of imitations

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

This brand of superior Watch
Glasses will be supplied by
the jobbing trade at the fol-
lowing prices:

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINISH;

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

Gross
Genevas  3.00
Miconcaves   3.25

extra thick . 8.00
Flat Parallels   5.50
Lentilles
Flat Concaves

1100
  7.50

extra thick   13.50
Patent Genevas   5.50
Lunettes   2.00

Dozen

.30

.35

.75

.5o
1.00
.65
1.25
.5o
.20

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

PARIS
21 Rue de l'Echiquier

NEW YORK
37 Maiden Lane
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1905
No Wel1=Inforrned Jeweler 

Doubts the desirability of
as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit.

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

M. B. BRYANT & CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

TRADE MARK

Perpetual Trembler
Scarf Pins and Brooches

are not only rapid sellers, but attract buyers of other
oods.

They are always in motion and people will stop to
"Wonder Why."

Order through your jobber, or send for catalogue
and names Of nearest _jobbers, to

PERPETUAL TREMBLER
Elmwood Station Providence, R. I.

THE NOBS SAFETY CATCH
THE: WAN TI-JF N1EN USIZ IT

orEs I This is a case where you
don't have to see

the point
to apply a safety catch to scarf
pins, clasp or hat pins. All
other kinds necessitate showing
the point of pin, ivhereas Irith
the NOBS you need only expose
a small portion of pin 811(1 ,just
pinch it on, and to retnoNe it
list pinch it off. It SOUnds easy
and is just as we say. Tile cut
shows the simpli cit y wit hi which
the catch can be applied to tlif-
lrent kinds Ill ii styles of pin
jewelry. When applied as it is
shown on cut, it protects :mai mist
loss, theft and accident. 'fliese
catches are arranged 4,11e doziim
Oil a good attractive card, ready
to place on counter or in window.

Adjusted Quick as a Win!:

0.74

7

SAMS'

SAFETY 
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Gre.itly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Eit0

Outfit complete . . $12.50
Outfit %\.itliont bellows, 8.5o
Generator . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4.00

Fitlx . . . . .25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
Csole )

18-24W. Randolph St., CHICAGO

liana

Generator. Size 834"
high, .5,4" (Ulm.
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TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

EVERY ROY WATCH CASE is

made from ASSAYED GOLD, and

QUALITY IS GUARANTEED AS STAMPED.

Our new Fall line in attractive designs and unequaled

finish are on sale by leading jobbers who care to supply

their trade with the newest and best solid gold case made.

WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
206 Kearny Street

San Francisco, Cal.
21-23 Maiden Lane, YORK

New Monarch Catalogue No. 60

•Il-IC" WAY THE
LADIES UL ii' POINTS IN FAVOR OP

THE NOBS CATCH

Ist—Can be applied to Scarf,
Clasp or Ilat Pins from the
side without looking for the
point of the pin.

2d—Will not injure the fingers
from contact with the point
of the pin as Others do.

3d — Will not tieratch or
damage the pin.

4th -No breaking of nails in
attaching or detaching.

5th—la adjusted quick as a
wink.

6th —No screw to get out of
order.

7th—Dorable and simple in
operation.

/Oh—Solves the problem of
simplicity and security com-
bined.

  .1]

THL-: NO138 SAVILiTY CATCH. l'st. June 27, 1904
Prevents loss by accident or theft

THIS IS IT ACTUAL. SIZE:

Price, 51.150 per dozen

THE LEDOS MFG. CO., 34-36 Pearl St., NEWARK, N.J., U.S.A.
Manufacturers of Watch Case Materials and Jewelers' Findings

The most complete and most
elaborately illustrated Jewelry Cata-
logue ever compiled.

Hundreds and hundreds of FICW
and unique designs in every line of
(roods : Watches, Lockets, Fobs,
Chains, Bracelets, Brooches, Scarf
Pins, Studs, Collar Buttons and all
manner of novelties.

No jeweler can afford to miss
this catalogue. A. copy will be sent
free on request.

R•9 L. C. M. Friedlander
Wholesale Jewelers
Jobbers in American Watches
Importers of Diamonds

30 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
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FILES ? Yes, but—
"Only the best are good enough" for watch case and jewelry manufacturers.Ever tried "AllICTiCall SWiSS " ?
No? Then kindly designate any six samples and they will conic express paid and no charge.Or--send us trial order with privilege to return.
No charge for Files used in trying them.
Kind? Swiss patterns, all shapes and cuts. Sizes up to 12".Quality? A trial will tell.
Prices? Lower than imported. Higher than any other " made in America."Made where? Elizabeth, N. J., U.S.A.
By whom ? American Swiss File & Tool Co.
Enufsed ?
Oh! Delivery? Prompt by

F,. P. RF,ICHHFLM & CO., PrinsceiruanIg0Awgncenrstsand 23 John Street, New York

L. LELEONG & BROTHER

THE NEW BAG-NALL CATCH
A new catch for Neck Chains, Braeelets, ctc. A decidedimprovement on snaps, spring rings and ; useful and or-namental ; never breaking or getting out of order.BE the first to CATCH ON to this useful ATTACHMENTthat will make your customers happy.
For sale to the Manufacturing and .Tohbing Trade by themanufacturers,

DORAN, BAGNALL & CO.
Patent pending which will be fully protected.

Gold anD Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

NEW VMRI: : 194 Broadway

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Scluthvve.st Corner
1-11allsy an 1Thar.stmll St.s.

Newark, N. J.

CHICAGO : 67 Wabash Ave. SAN FRANCISCO : 126 Kearny St.

Doran, Bagnall & Company
Successors to Young, •Bagnall & Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Established 1870

Fine Rolled Gold Plate and Sterling Silver
Chains, Bracelets and Novelties

North Attleboro, Mass.

75

NEW DEVICES from our Tool and Material Department

Nz'r

t‘t

.2?

• \ -

Gutman lialtilice Chuck

For refinishing balm. e 1.i, ut • vs i; ,,It removing the hairspring
or roller, It1111 protecting them while the

pivots are being polished

Each, 83.50

When ordering, stale size and make of lathe

New Aluminum Pocket Diamond 'Gage. Handy to have in the pocket. Each, 81.00

No. 553. New Nickel-Plated Pocket Clock Screw Driver. Each, :1:4e.

No. 414. H. It D. Pocket Watch or Spectacle Screw Driver. Each, 35c.

N.,. 4 l 5. K. Ali D. Pocket 'Watch or Spectacle Screw Driver with
Reversible Blade. Each, 500.

India Oil SLoilen• Mounted in pol. wood case. Inches, mediuM or coarse.
Each, 115c.

6 per cent. discount fiu- cash

f 
No. 665. Screw Tension Saw Frame

Nickel-plated. Each, 50e.

No.555

Cut showing No. 553 closed

11=No 555

No.555

No 555

No. 555. Watch Screw Drivers

They mc nicely and substantially made froth steel tubing, knurled and nickel-plated.

Five cow:tit me a set, with blades varying from .040 inch to .100 in size. The blades are

held from turning in the handle by a solid lock, and Ilremit coming out by a Might turn of a

neat chuck. The top is finished with a swivel knob, concaved to fit the finger and hexa-

gonal in shape to prevent rolling off the bench. To designate the size at a glance, the chuck

end is marked with various grooves, four grooves indicating the finest size A, three grooves

the next larger B, two grooves C, one groove D, the largest size, E, being plain.

Price per set of five, *LAO

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
131 to 137 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD STONE SIZES

PRICES

FIRST-GRADE
DOUBLETS

BEST HUNGARIAN
OPALS

ROUND OVAL ROUND OVAL

Size Price Size Price Size Price Size Price

1-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-44

So.
4e,
Sc.
7c.

Ito.
15c.
20o,
28c,

3 m/m
4 m/m
5 mfm
6 mini
7 mfm
8 mfm
9 mfm
10 m/m

6e.
7e.
8c.
Sc.

12c.
16c.
20o.
26e.

1-6
7-8
9
10
11

12-15
16-17
18-21
22-23
24-26
27-29
80-81
32-34
35-36

4c.
5e.
7c.
9c.
12c.
20c.
27o.
M.
45c.
70c.
84e.
$1.03
1.22
1.40

3 m/m
4 m/m
5 mfm
6 mfm
7 mim
8 Wm
9 m/m

60.
14c.
19e.
39c.
60c.
91c.
$1.41

' Order your stone stock from us. The above
prices are for single stones ordered or used in re-
pairing. Ten per cent. off in quantities of six dozen
or over.

Terms. July 1, 1905, net

The Queen City Ring mfg. co.
Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

4 37 36 36 3+ 33

042 04° 039 038 0 0 0 0 0
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( .... r, ... Insist Upon Getting

The Special Year Long
with large silvered metal dial and compensated pendulum

The "Just as good'' won't do

JOS. B. BECHTEL, •Sic CO.,
Price, $10.50 Net, f. o. b. Philada. 725 Sz_ii1.sc311-1

blip° rter.s

Philadelphia, Pa.

It , 11'1,

is easy money when you handle Bastian's Cfass Pins. Whenever
Bastian's Class Pins and an up=to=clate jeweler meet, they become
friends.

This is the Class Pin Season. Are you prepared ior it?
Send for one of Bastian's catalogs to-day. The young men and women who buy class pins are the jewelry buy-ers of the future. Make them your customers now by giving them the best class pin made. We are Class PinSpecialists. Our patented process of manufacturing gives us an honest monopoly : that of highest quality and lowestprice. Verify these facts yourself by comparing our prices and goods with those of others. Silver-Plated and SterlingSilver Pins, same as illustration, in any color of enamel and with any letters desired (letters not to exceed in numberthose shown) :

SILVER-PLATED PINS, per doz., 75c.; STERLING SILVER PINS, per doz., $1.87y,
These pins are rapid sellers at io and 25 cents, respectively. On the Sterling Silver Pins the very best Frenchenamel is used.

BASTIAN'S GOLD CLASS PINS $15 a dozen
Merit, price and extensive advertising have made Bastian's Clags Pins as famous as Elgin watches.Besides Class Pins we make to order Badges, Medals and Buttons in either Gold, Silver, Bronze or Ribbon.Special designs and estimates cheerfully sent free of charge.

Captains of Industry and Messengers of Commerce
are our six representatives who will show you our fall line of Rings this year, which
comprises over woo different patterns of io K. Solid Gold Stone Set Rings of the
very latest designs. It will pay you to look at our line before placing your orders
elsewhere. Drop us a postal whether one of our men should call upon you this fall.

Are you next to the fact that we do one of the largest selection package busi-
nesses in the United States? We give you three reasons why you should write
to-day fm- a memorandum package:

RyAg
N

I. We size our rings free of charge.
2. We replace all stones except diamonds in our rings free of charge for two

years after you have sold them.
3. We exchange all unsalable rings for new styles of stone-set rings at any time.

Write us to-day. We pay express charges both ways and give you January I,
1906, terms on all goods selected.

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.,

The United States Government
has the best mail service in the world, and

we have recognized that promptness in re-

pairing comes next to good work and low

prices. We have adopted all three as our

standard, and if you appreciate promptness,

good work and low prices, give us a trial as

the best method of convincing yourself. We

guarantee the following service:

STATES
Repering leaving

your store on

Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York . . Monday
Indiana, Michigan, Virginia, West Virginia

Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Carolinas
Nebraska, Kansas, Dakotas . . .

66

44

Will be back in
your store on

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

We Set Stones in Ladies' Rings for 3c.

We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for 7c.

We Make Rings Smaller for 8c.

Other Repairing Accordingly.

We make all kinds of Rings to order
the same day order is received

DAMM ea BLOCK
BUFFALO. K_

,333

Beecher 
Building, Buffalo, N.Y.

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.



A Full Stock of Watchmakers' Tools of Every Description
Lathe Cone for Rings

OF SOLID WI

AINSPRINGS

is Si' WALTHAM
No-2203_

Np_hear,speuttaawria

VIUM141110 •

$ 1.00 per Dozen
0.50 per Gross A Regent Mainspring Cabinet

Is given FREE with your first order for 1 gross
Regent American Mainsprings

■-•
Height 3.

Height 4.

A desirable article for repairing. Is made of solid grit
and outwear thousands of paper shells. Has a metal
taper cone to fit on brush arbor.

In two grades—one to cut clown solder, the other to
finish next to rouge.

Refuse metal can be removed in a few seconds- with
ammonia and gold saved if desired.

Price per pair, 75 cents

60'
Height 5.

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

cENEVAS Fac-Simile of Our Label

411111110.111Milla
PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

dogio■■111111•1■N

PATENT CENEVA.

4.011111.1111111.1111.11.1k

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

THICK MI•CONCAVE

Per gross Per doz. Per gross Per doz.

PRICE-LIST
. 

{ Genevas . $ 3 00 $ .30
Parallels . 5.50 .50 

Patent Genevas . . . $5.5 0 .50
Extra Thick Mi-Concaves 5.011 

$ 
.75

Lentilles . 11.00 1.00 Thick Mi-Concaves . . 3.25 .35
Orders for less than ,...; gross will be charged at dozen price. BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION

ORDERS. FILLED FOR Ai A NV CATALOGUE

Cross & Beguelin,
A Corporal ion)

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
If you have not tried Craft, you

have missed the profit and pleasure of
sending watch work out.

W. H. Craft

— 

S .is per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

iff/f/ff',117,A#/f

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

17 Maiden Lane, New York

210 Pearl SI., Buffalo, N. Y.
Established in 1892

Established 58 Years

James II. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

A1.1. (;1 A1,11. I 1.' ■I )1,i ) A N D SILVER, in Hate, Square and Round Wire,
Rolled to Any

ALL QUA LITIIES GOL 1) A N SI 1, V Ell SOLDER
IWYERS OE
oLD GOLD AND SILVER

'NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

- -

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND F E.LT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OTC 

MONEY IlluVUNDED

16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Miniature Portraits
on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES

and LOCKETS

oor work will not fade or peel off

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from any Photo.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, New York When writing- to advertisers, kindly 'nen/ion The Keystone
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COMMUNITY

SILVER, .

OuR advertising- has placed Comm''  u ll ' ty

Silver" in a class by itself. We ourselves

did not realize how effective our advertising

was until late last Fall, when from every part of

the country repeat orders for "Community Silver

fairly rained in on us.
Believing that every dollar spent on advertising

means larger sales for tile dealer, we are this year

making "Community Silver" advertisements more

prominent than ever. Throughout the entire year

they will appear in each issue of nearly thirty of

the leading magazines and ladies papers.

The tremendous selling power of such adver-

tising—reaching, as it does, practically every home

in the country—cannot be over-estimated. It will

pay you, therefore, to stock early with a full line

of " Community Silver.
" Remember that

it not only sellS well, but your profit on the

line is unusually large.
If you are not . now carrying "Community

Silver," write us.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD.
ONEIDA, N.Y.

Fouu,kd hi 1846
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HE KEYSTONE

Tea
Spoon

The Postage Stamp and the Silver Stamp

In the year 1847, during- Cave Johnson's

administration as Postmaster-General, was
issued the first postage stamp of the United

States—the beginning of the great postal
system of to-day. In the same year, under the
skillful eye of the original Rogers Brothers,
was produced the first electro-plated silver-
ware—the beginning of the famous

"1847 ROGERS BROS."
Spoons, Forks, etc.

The coupling of these two events serves to show the early origin of the
"1847 ROGERS BROS." silverware and its growth in prestige with the develop-
ment of the country. Its reputation for wearing quality has been tried by time.
It is the accepted standard in silverware, and is guaranteed by the largest
makers in the world. For sale by all leading dealers. In purchasing spoons,
forks, knives, etc., see that the stamp "1847 ROGERS BROS." appears on each
piece. Write for our new catalogue "70 K," showing the newest designs.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.
(International Silver Co., Sueces.sor)

Vol. 26
Copyright, 1905, by B. THORPE, Publisher. All rights reserved.

Philadelphia, June, 19015 No. 6
Entered at the Philadelphia Post-office as second-class matter January 14, IS7

THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba, Mexico and Canada
(except Newfoundland); single copies, regular issues,
1.5 cents; special issues, 25 cents. To Foreign Countries
10 Shillings ($2.44) per year; single copies,
1 Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail,
should he made by a Post-Office Money Order, Bank Cheek
or Draft, or an Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittances should be made payable
to TUE KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subseribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Advertising rates furnished on application.
INwoinasdevretretai.sements but those of a reputable character will

To Advertisers—copy for advertisements must reach us by
the 25th of each month to insure insertion in the issue of
the following month. Changes in advertisements should
reach us not latter than the 18th of the previous month.

All communications should be addressed to

THE KEYSTONE
CHICAGO OFFICE 19TH & BROWN STREETS

42 MADISON STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA,

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS

GREAT BRITAIN—ANGLO-AMERICAN OPT. CO., 54 HATToN GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.

BOTWRIGHT & GREY, 13 SPENCER 8T., CLERKEN LONDON, E. C.

RAPHAEL, WHEWAY & REDFERN, 61 CLERRENwELL ROAD LONDON, E. C.

HIRST BROS. & CO., LTD., 8 CURZON 8T., OLDHAM, LANCASHIRE.

SCOTLAND—JOHN BAIRD, 88 MITCHELL STREET, CIL6suOw.

Index to Advertisers on page 1031
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A Warning to Subscribers

WE must again warn the trade against
giving subscriptions to any person

soliciting same unless such person is well
known to them. It has just cotne to our
knowledge that a person giving the name
W. H. Taylor has without authority solicited
and received subscriptions for this journal,
and was recently operating in Boone and
Colfax, Iowa. He is described as light-
complexioned, about thirty years old, 5 feet
3 inches in height, with smooth • face and
weighing about 135 pounds. Do not give
your subscription to this or any other indi-
vidual not personally known to you. It is
safest in every case to send your dollar direct
to this office.

Our New Art Jewelry Department

WE direct the special attention of our
readers to the illustrated article on

pages 889, 890, 891 and 892 of this issue enti-
tled "The Work of a Woman Metalsmith."
This article is the first of a series which will
deal in a masterly way with modern art
jewelry designing and kindred subjects. The
authoress, Miss Irene Sargent, is well known
as a specialist in the field of art literature, and
her writings in the various magazines have
revealed her as probably the most accom-
plished critic of the time in the matter of
jewelry and art-metal work. Miss Sargent's
accession to the staff of THE KEYSTONE is
consequently an event of unusual interest to
our readers, especially those aspiring ones,
who are in sympathy with the new world-
wide movement for higher art and greater
beauty in articles for personal adornment.
Most of the matter so far published on the
subject of art jewelry dealt with the work of
foreign artists. Miss Sargent will cover a
wider field and introduce the trade to the
triumphs of American genius, skill and effort
in this line, as well as to the creations of the
European metalworkers. All the articles will
be enriched by well-executed illustrations of
the objects described, and the descriptions
by the eminent authoress will be highly
educative.

It will appeal to the patriotism as well as
the track pride of our readers to know that
there are not a few designers and metal-
workers in this country whose work will
compare favorably with that of even the
greatest European luminaries. Indeed, the
vogue established by Lalique, Wolfers and
others seems to have taken firm hold on this
side of the ocean and quite a number of
talented young Americans are even now
taking courses in designing, enameling,
metallurgy and kindred arts. America,
with its wealth and liberality, affords the
most tempting field for artistic effort of this
character, and it is for our young men and
women to strive for the reward which surely
awaits skill and genius. We feel confident
our new art jewelry department will render
material aid towards this end and furnish the
necessary inspiration for many gifted young
craftsmen.

The Lesson of a Diamond Robbery

THE sudden and mysterious disappear-
ance of diamonds, valued at $35,000,

from the workshop of Tiffany & Co., New
York, emphasizes the necessity of the strictest
surveillance over the stones from the moment
when they come into possession of the jeweler
till the act of delivery into the customer's
own hands is consummated. The chief por-
tion of the goods stolen in this case consisted
or three large pear-shaped diamonds, which
were bought especially for an expensive throat
'ornament. On the day when the robbery
Must have occurred the jeweler in charge of
the ornament had taken these three stones
out of the safe to match them with the pat-
tern. It is the rule of the house that all
material used in the workshop be WI-tied in
at night through the window of a grille which
surrounds, a safe. All the materal is 'then
checked off and put into the safe for the
night. Something must have gone wrong
with the Tiffany system that night, for next
morning, when the workman in charge of the
setting called for these particular diamonds,
they were not to be found. It is conceded
that no one outside of the employees could
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have taken the stones, a fact which gives
peculiar gravity to the case.

ALL jewelers recognize that the confidence
of the public is their chief stock-in-trade

—the prime essential of success in their
specialty. For this reason extreme care is
always taken in the selection of employees,
and the very few cases of the betrayal of
trust, either by jeweler or employee, is, in-
deed, the glory of the craft. But however
confident a jeweler may he of the honesty of
employees, he should have such a system in
the keeping of stock as will be an effective
check on possible dishonesty. As long as
it is human to err, and as long as temptations
exist, there will be occasional lapses, and it
is no reflection on employees to put in force
such precautions as will prevent dishonesty.
These precautions have, indeed, been the
salvation of many a clerk, while a loose sys-
tem is responsible for many a downfall. But
it is because the system in Tiffany's was pre-
sumably as perfect as human foresight could .
make it, that gives peculiar gravity to this
latest theft.

THE public, who are always interested in
jewels and jewelers, have developed a

romantic interest in the theft, and the press,
responsible to popular sentiment, is devoting
space to its discussion. The following ex-
tracts from. an editorial in the New York Sun
have an interest for the trade :

" Tbe loss of three costly diamonds by a great
jewelry company is a peculiarly serious matter to
the concern itself, and incidentally to large dealers
in precious stones generally, because it seems to
have been due to theft inside the establishment, in
spite of a system of precautions against such steal-
ings which seemed to have been brought to some-
thing very near perfection by this company during
many years of experience. The immediate money
loss to so great a concern is not of high conse-
quence, but the doubt engendered as to this system
of security and as to the honesty of the employees
of the company must be painfully disturbing.
" The security of jewels under the keeping of

a great jewelry company, with its safes and its care-
fully adjusted system of accountability by all those
handling them, has not been distrusted. People
may have been wary about turtling over costly
jewels for resetting or for repair except to estab-
lishments of indubitable trustworthiness ; but for
that very reason concerns which have won and de-
serve public confidence have been necessarily
trusted the more. Generally, too, the buyers of
precious stones, unable themselves to discriminate
as to the genuineness of these, are obliged to give
full faith to the seller, and consequently a highly
reputable jeweler occupies what is peculiarly a
position of trust.
" It may be assumed, therefore, that the im-

portant jewelry company which has suffered by the
loss of the three costly diamonds will exhaust every
means of discovering and punishing the thief or
thieves and in strengthening its system of protec-
tion against such a chance, whatever may be the
cost in time and money. The very foundation of
its business and of the trade in which it is so dotni-
nant depends on the stopping of such a leak ; and,
moreover, the determination of the exact cause of
the loss is essential as an act of justice to its em-
ployees, in whom so much confidence must neces-
sarily be imposed. The employees in the best
jewelry trade generally are men carefully selected
because of irreproachable character, and in this

particular company some of them, if not many, are
not only of long service in the corporation but also
among its stockholders."

Well planned as this robbery must have
been, there is little probability that the cul-

prits will escape detection. To offer the
stones for sale or to be cut would be a great
risk to the thief or thieves, and almost cer-

tainly result in their arrest. The company is,
of course, using every possible means for the
detection of the culprit and the recovery of

the gems. Descriptions of the stones have
been telegraphed all over the world, and all
known to be interested in the diamond busi-
ness have been, as far as possible, apprised
of the facts. The machinery of the Pinkerton
agency has been set to work, and limitless
resources and detective genius will be lavished
on the search. It is to be hoped that the
mystery will soon be cleared, and suspicion
raised from the innocent workers of probably

the greatest jewelry workshop in the world.

Our Vast Life Insurance Interests

HE publicity given the unseemly quarrel
among the responsible heads of the

Equitable Life Insurance Co. has directed
renewed attention to the vast amount of life
insurance in force in this country. The latest
calculations. show that the total assets of
thirty-one life insurance companies in the
United States amount to $2,39),912,074,
and are increasing at a marvelous rate. In
1880 they amounted to $392,789,427 ; in
1895 to $1,138,659,726. They have doubled
in ten years and increased 512 per cent. in a
quarter of a century. The estimated wealth
of the United States in twenty-five years has
increased 146 per cent., so that the insurance
power is growing faster than the 'country
itself. The insurance companies own $167,-
986,115 worth of real estate. Their invest-
ments in stocks and bonds amount to $1,216,-
865,128. Their loans on real estate mort-
gages are $640,813,541, and on collaterals
$40,707,703. The income of the insurance
companies in 1904 was $560, 172,553. In

rain or shine, in prosperity or panic, in
" tight money " and in times of ease, more
than $1,500,000 pours into the treasury of
the life insurance companies every day.

LMOST beyond human conception is
the total of " life insurance in force."

The figures are $11,487,690,263, or equal
to considerably more than one-tenth of the
wealth of the country. There are now four
companies, the Mutual, the Equitable, the
New York and the Metropolitan, whose in-
surance in force exceeds $1,000,000,000, and
one of these, the New York, now boasts of
nearly $2,000,000,000. Verily the Ameri-
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cans are the most insured people on earth,
and the fact is greatly to their credit. The
late Dr. Talmage, speaking of life insurance,
said that " the man who passed away leaving
no provision for wife or family didn't die.
He absconded." Our people do themselves
honor in making such provision, at least to a
greater degree than any other people.

Development of the Merchants'
Associations

A STRICTLY modern business institution
which will do much for the trade of the

country at large, is the merchants' associa-
tion. Almost every large city now-a-days
has its organization of wholesalers and manu-
facturers, the objects of which include the
procuring of special railroad rates for visit-
ing buyers from distant points, the reception
and entertainment of such when they visit
the city, the cultivation of closer relations
between the retail trade and the jobbing
houses in the centers of supply and the
advancement of business interests generally.
But while the primary purpose of the mer-
chants' associations was to induce out.of-
town merchants to visit personally the job-
bing headquarters, they found that the attain-
ment of their objects would be much hastened
by taking the mountain itself to Mahommet,
and consequently extensive itineraries were
arranged which would enable the individual
jobbers and manufacturers to call on the
retailers and extend to them a personal greet-
ing across the counter.

Speaking of this new departure, a jobber
said : " I think it is an excellent plan for the
wholesalers to call on the retailers to whom
they sell goods, and in this manner become
acquainted with those who rarely, if ever,
come to the city. There are hundreds of
dealers who know us only by the name on
our letterheads or through travelers, whereas
there should be a personal acquaintanceship."
No trade is solicited on these excursions,
the calls being intended merely to establish
friendship and mutual good feeling, but that
business will result from them there can be
no doubt. Such excursions have been made
by the merchants' associations of New York,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Chicago, etc., and always with satis-
factory results.

BUT it must be kept in mind that as far
as the interests of the retailers are con-

cerned, nothing can take the place of a
personal visit to the big market. Mr. Otto
Heeren, of Heeren Bros. & Co., Pittsburg,
admirably states the case as follows : " The
retailer who always does his buying at home
can never see the actual complete lines of
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goods carried by the houses he deals with.
No matter how many travelers a house may
send out on the road, no matter how well
they may stock the traveler's outfit, and no
matter what an exceptional good salesman
the latter may be, no house, especially a
large jobbing house carrying a complete,
comprehensive yet constantly varying stock of
goods, can do justice to their customers or
to themselves by a method which is limited
by ' trunk space.' In these times of con-
stant increase in the lines of goods necessary
to the progress of a modern jewelry house,
it is utterly impossible to have every depart-
ment justly represented on the road, and it
is undoubtedly necessary and to the interest
of every dealer, to visit the city as often as it
is possible for him to do so, not only to see
the goods he cannot find in travelers' trunks,
but to get personally acquainted with the
members of the firms Ile is dealing with, and
to find out what is really going on in the
trade."

It is truly said that travel is the greatest
of all educators. An occasional visit to tilt
big markets will benefit the merchant not
merely commercially but physically and
mentally, and all who conveniently can
should avail themselves of the opportunity
afforded by the cheaper railroad rates, and
the friendly reception and comforts which
the merchants' associations assure them.

IN the above we refer to associations of
wholesalers and manufacturers, but a new

institution in the form of local associations of
retail merchants in all lines, has also grown

Ill) in the commercial field. The objects of
these local bodies are manifold and comprise
booming the town and its trade advantages,
the suppression of abuses such as trading
stamps, auctions, etc., attracting out-of-town
trade, establishing a local commercial agency,
regulating credit, blacklisting the dishonest,
and generally advancing the interests of the
town and merchants. A noticeable instance
of the activity of such associations was evi-
denced in an advertisement which recently
appeared in Indiana dailies, offering free fares
to Indianapolis every day in the year for trips
of seventy-five miles on trolley lines and forty
miles both ways on steam roads. The offer
was made by the Merchants' Association of
Indianapolis, whose membership embraces
every line of business, and was conditional
on the purchase of $25 worth of merchandise
from one or more members of the association.
An additional cash rebate was to be allowed
on all purchases in excess of this sum.

These associations can do much to help
the business of their members, but much dis-
cretion must be exercised in their manage-
ment. For instance, the Indianapolis offer
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will naturally be resented by the merchants
in the smaller towns in the prescribed area,
and occasionally much friction has been
caused by the efforts of local associations in
neighboring towns. In Brookfield, Mo., an
association was formed and was said to be
doing much good for the town and merchants,
but the farmers of Linn county somehow got
the idea that the association was a sort of
local combine to boost prices on merchandise.
They threatened to boycott Brookfield and
no explanations would be accepted from the
merchants. As a result the association was
forced to quit business.

In such cases the public must be taken
into the confidence of the association, and
convinced, if possible, that the organization
is as beneficial to the people as to the mer-
chants. The star-chamber, inquisitorial or
combine idea, must be eliminated if these
organizations are to appeal to the buying
public, and candor must be the basis of their
working. The local association, however,
has undoubtedly come to stay, and is another
manifestation of the intense strenuosity that
now prevails in the mercantile world.

Bankruptcy Act and Life Insurance

VERY business man will be interested
in a decision recently handed down by

the United States Supreme Court, which
finally determines the question whether life
insurance policies having a cash surrender
value must be transferred to the trustee by a
bankrupt before lw can be discharged; or
may be retained as an exemption'.. Thesourt
holds that the issue is one depending,.solely
on the exemption laws of the state in which
the petition is filed, such laws being specifi-
cally recognized as controlling by the terms

of the bankruptcy act.

The case at issue, that of Holden &
Holden vs. Stratton, arose in the United
States District Court of Washington. The

petitioners went into bankruptcy owning cer-
tain life insurance policies having a cash sur-

render value, whereupon the trustee, Stratton,
sued to obtain possession thereof, on the

ground that although such policies were ex-
empt under the laws of the State of Wash-
ington, they were rendered non-exempt by
the specific terms of Section 7oft of the federal
bankruptcy law. The referee sustained the
claim of the trustee, but his ruling was re-
versed by the District Court, whereupon, on
a petition for revision, the Circuit Court of
Appeals held that the bankrupts were obliged
to pay the cash surrender value in order to
retain the policies. The case came for final
decision before the Supreme Court with the
result above stated.
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Railroads and Their Future

HE accession of the United States to
economic leadership among the nations

was impressively emphasized at the meeting
of the International Railway Congress, held
in Washington, D. C., last month. This is
the first time the Congress met in the United
States, and delegates were present from prac-
tically every country in the world. Some of
the facts and statistics promulgated at the
convention in regard to America's pre-emi-
nence in the railroad world, must have startled
the visiting foreigners. It was announced,
for instance, that in the world at this time
there is something like 550,000 miles of main
track railway. Very nearly two-fifths of that,
or 214,000 miles, is in operation in the
United States. No other country in the word
makes even a good second to the United
States in this field. The German empire,
which leads all the other countries of Europe,
has 33,000 miles of railway, or less than a
sixth of that of the United States. Next to
Germany in railway mileage come, in this
order, European Russia, Austria-Hungary,
France and Great Britain and Ireland. Eng-
land was earlier in the field in the building of
railways than was the United States, but the
entire mileage of main track in the United
Kingdom is 22,000 miles, or not much more
than a tenth of that of the United States.
Texas has more miles of railway than Italy or
Spain, and more than any three of the minor
countries of Europe. The number of men in
the employ of the American railways is
1,500,000, and the assets of the American
railway companies are said to reach the in-
creditable aggregate of $16,000,000,000 !

ANOTHER interesting announcement
made at the Congress was the statement

by George Westinghouse that electricity will
soon supplant steam on the United States
railways. Senator Chauncy M. Depew made
a similar statement recently, and, in fact, on
the New York Central Railway, with which he
has been connected for over a third of a cen-
tury, some advances toward the electricity
stage have already been made. A trial of
electrical locomotion was made by the com-
pany some time ago, and it has been an-
nounced by George H. Daniels, the general
passenger agent of the road, that several
electrical engines for immediate use are being
constructed. Each, according to this author-
ity, is guaranteed to draw a train of Pullmans
at the rate of eighty-three miles an hour.
The change will be in the nature of a revolu-
tion, and will mean new-style locomotives,
faster trains, lower rates, a saving of expense,
the abolition of smoke and dust, and many
other advantages both to passengers traveling
and freight transportation.
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Death of Samuel Eisenstadt

THE KEYSTON

The news of the untimely death of Samuel
Eisenstadt, president of the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co.,

of St. Louis, cast a shadow over the trade, not
only in that city but throughout the country, for

Mr. Eisenstadt was widely known and held a

unique position in the trade of St. Louis and the
Great West and Southwest which will be hard to fill.

Everywhere were heard words of regret and
sympathy, and many a tribute was paid to Mr.

Eisenstadt's worth as a man of busi-
ness and a friend.

After an illness of less than one
week, Mr. Eisenstadt died at 11.I0
o'clock on the morning of May 18th,
at the residence of his mother, Mrs.
Mary Eisenstadt, 4349 Westminster
Place, St. Louis. His death came
as the end of a brief struggle with
cerebral meningitis. The first warn-
ing came the Friday evening before
his death, when he was seized with
a fainting spell in the presence of
his brother, at their home on North
Crompton Avenue. Only at a few
intervals did he regain consciousness
after being stricken, and his death
was not unexpected.

Samuel Eisenstadt was born in
St. Louis on November 22, 1857.
He was the son of Michael Eisen-
stadt, who founded a jewelry manu-
facturing and jobbing business in
that city in 1853. As a boy, he was
quick to learn,and entered Wyman's
Military Academy when seven years
old. Here he remained until his
eleventh year, when he entered
Washington University, where he
graduated at the age of seventeen,
being the youngest graduate this
institution had up to this date. He
then started on his business career
under his father's tutelage, and on
the death of the latter he and his
brother Morris succeeded to the
business, reorganizing and greatly
enlarging it under the firm-name of
The M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Com-
pany, until eight years ago, when
it was made to read " The Eisenstadt Manufactur-
ing Company," now one of the largest and most
successful wholesale and manufacturing jewelry
houses in the country. At the time of his death,
Mr. Eisenstadt was the president of this firm. He
was a member of the Mercantile Club, the Manu-
facturers' Association and the Elks. The funeral
occurred Sunday morning, May zrst, at 10.30
o'clock, from the residence of his mother, to
Mount Olive Cemetery. It was largely attended
by representatives of the trade, both from at home
and abroad. Rabbi Leon Harrison officiated at
the services at the residence, while those at the
grave were in charge of the St. Louis lodge of
Elks.

When " Sam." Eisenstadt, as he was best
known, died St. Louis lost a most useful and
kindly-spirited citizen. Absolutely honest, an
honor to his race and a credit to his religion, as
true as steel to his friends, merciful to his foes—
who were few and far between—exceptionally
bright and clever in business, Mr. Eisenstadt was
loved by all who knew him well and respected by

all who were associated with him in business. He
was a man so genial, full of sympathy and com-
panionable that he made friends wherever be turned.
His broad views, keen interest in passing affairs
and public spirit gave him a place quite his own
in the jewelry trade of St. Louis and the West.
No man the trade has ever known in this city came
so near filling the part of everybody's friend. It
was his nature to help on the cheerful and useful
fellowship of men, and it was his gift to make
others approachable. That his heart was tender
and sensitive to every appeal is known to his mul-
titude of acquaintances. If a porter or an errand
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Herman Mauch, William S. Kemper, Solomon
Ruby, Dr. Chancellor and John Bolland. The
active pallbearers were the following employees of
the deceased : Whiten Barker, Woerner Schoen-
tater, Henry Hain, Louis Gutfreund, Frank Brock-
meyer, Herman Kellersman, Adolph Eisenbeiss
and Nelson Hagnauer.

For the purpose of giving formal and joint
expression to their regret at the death of Mr.
Eisenstadt and sympathy with his family, a meeting
of the wholesale jewelers of St. Louis was held on
May 20th, at the office of the Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Co.; at which the following were repre-

sented : Aller, Newman & Wilmes,
L. Bauman Jewelry Co., Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., S. L. & M.
Bauman Co., H. G. Bergfeld &
Co., Blankenmeister, Oberting &
Co., Brooks-Auer Jewelry Co.,
Brooks Jewelry & Optical Co.,
J. W. Cary & Co., Furstenwerth,
Uhl Jewelry Co., C. R. Hettel
Jewelry Co., F. W. Hoyt & Co.,
Langsdorf, Beyers Jewelry Co.,
R. Loewenstein Jewelry Co., Sol.
Loewenstein Jewelry Co., H. Morris,
S. A. Rider Jewelry Co., St. Louis
Clock & Silverware Co., Wm.
Weidlich & Bro., Weiss Jewelry Co.
At this meeting touching tributes
were made to the deceased and the
following resolutions were adopted :

WHEREAS, It has pleased
Almighty God for His own good
reasons to call unto Himself our
deeply-lamented friend, Samuel
Eisenstadt ; and,

WHEREAS, We have known
him intimately in life and have
worked with him for many years in
the same honest and honorable
calling ; and,

WHEREAS, On this sad occasion
we are anxious to give public ex-
pression of our great esteem and
appreciation for the deceased;
therefore be it

Resolved, That the wholesale
jewelers of the city of St. Louis, at
a specially-assembled meeting, de-
sire to offer their heart-felt sym-
pathy and sincere condolence to
the bereaved family ; be it further

Resolved, That a copy of this
resolution be sent to the family of
the deceased and the daily news-
papers.

In response to a special call the members f
the Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association held a
meeting in the store of President Mauch, and the
following resolutions were adopted :

WHEREAS, It has pleased an all-wise Provi-
dence, in its unfathomable wisdom, to remove
from our midst our friend and business associate,
Samuel Eisenstadt, and,

WHEREAS, By his demise, the Retail Jewelers'
Association of Missouri has lost a faithful friend
and a staunch advocate of its principles, its indi-
vidual members a companion of rare social quali-
ties, and the business world one of its brightest,
most energetic and progressive members ; there-
fore, be it.

Resolved, That the Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion of Missouri, bearing in mind the many acts of
kindness of the deceased, shall ever honor his
memory, and herewith desires. to express to the
family its deepest sympathy in this, their hour of
bereavement and distress.

These two sets of resolutions reflect the gen-
era t feeling both in the trade and the wide social
circle in which the deceased was known.

SAMUEL EISENSTADT

boy connected with the establishment was in
trouble, Samuel Eisenstadt was his sympathizer,
and a willing ear was ready to listen to the trouble
of his emyloyee. If the occasion was one of joy
the employee was sought and congratulated by the
employer. Indeed, the building of the magnificent
business of the Eisenstadt Company was largely
due to the united efforts of himself and brother.
There was but one "Sam." Eisenstadt. No one
can exactly fill his place. The sympathy with his
mother and brother will be as widespread as the
country, and affectionate remembrances of his per-
sonality will last as long as one of his friends
survive.

The funeral was one of the largest ever seen in
St. Louis, and impressively evidenced the esteem
in which the deceased was held. The Missouri
Retail Jewelers' Association was largely repre-
sented, and the Wholesale Dealers' *Association
attended in a body. Besides the local members of
the trade many retail jewelers from outside the city
followed the remains. The honorary pallbearers
were : J. Hess, Gerhardt Eckhardt, Geo, Stumpf,
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The Jeweler's Responsibility in the
Matter of Guarantees

You sell various lines of goods which are
" guaranteed " by the makers ; on the

strength of these guarantees by the maker
you, in turn, guarantee the goods to your
customer ; and as you may feel that your
responsibility comfortably rests upon the
responsibility of the maker, you have no
further anxieties. If the goods fail in their
guarantees you will simply fall back upon the
maker, require him to " make good," pass
the new article over to the customer in
exchange for his. defective piece—and all is
well.

But is it ? Are there no grounds for
further anxieties ? It is a question which is
worth your serious thought ; and more and
more jewelers are daily doing some serious
thinking.

Your concern (primarily) should be as
to whether the goods will sustain the guaran-
tee ; secondly, whether the maker can, if the
goods fail. The important thing—the foun-
dation of your protection—is the goods
themselves. If they prove unworthy, the
whole structure of the guarantee will fall like
a house built of cards. The maker must go
down in the fall ; or he may " get out " before
the fall, leaving you to shoulder the burden
of his sins.

Did you ever look into the definition of
the word " guarantee ? " It may help you
to a realization of just what you undertake to
do, when you " guarantee " to your customer
that which is " guaranteed " to you. Here
it is, according to Webster :

GUARANTEE : A promise to answer for the
payment of some debt, or the performance of some
duty, in case of the failure of another person who
is primarily liable.

Now, look the facts in the face. Sup-
pose you sell for $1.50 (a good profit) one
of the cheap rolled-plate chains which are
" guaranteed for five years " ; suppose that
the chain does not (it cannot) wear the five
years ; suppose that the maker, knowing the
inevitable failure of this and the thousands of
his other like chains to last out the guaran-
teed period, wisely " gets under cover " by
going out of business or changing his firm or
corporate name ; suppose that your customer
then calls on you to " make good." You
cannot recover from the maker, whose iden-
tity has been lost or who has disappeared
from business ; but you are bound to give
the customer another chain—not one of the
cheaper, worthless chains, but one Mat will
last out the five years. The loss falls upon
you, without recovery.

So it is with every other kind of goods
which are " guaranteed " to you, and by you
to your customer on the strength of the
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maker's guarantee—the vital, underlying
element of safety in your thus guaranteeing
must be in the goods themselves. If they
cannot justify their guarantees, you are bound
to lose from either or both of two alternatives:
First, in loss of your reputation as a judge of
values ; second, in direct money loss, in
the inevitable end of the maker who cannot
support the burden of continuous, predeter-
mined guarantee-failures.

It behooves you, therefore, to consider
carefully, before you add your guarantee to
that of the maker, this prime question : Is
the article good enough to ,justify  its guaran-
tee P The standard by which you will deter-
mine whether or not it is " good enough " is
the admitted best in its line ; if the questiona-
ble thing is sold at a lower price, though
guaranteed for the same length of wear, as
the " admitted best," you will have ground
for serious doubt m to the wisdom of putting
it on sale. Moreover, as the maker who is
financially responsible cannot afford to make
goods below the quality-standard (conse-
quently, price) of the " admitted best," it is
safe to assume that the article which is simi-
larly guaranteed but lower priced than this
" best " is not supported by a financial
responsibility which would justify the risk of
your eventually having to make good the
guarantee out of your own pocket.

Pointers

A LITTLE advertising is often too little
to " land " the public. You can' t hatch

a whale from a bantam egg.

The man who thinks it cheaper to move
than to pay rent is of the class who think it
cheaper to let the business dry up than to pay
for advertising space.

Didn't your advertisement " pull ? "
Then do not question the value of advertis-
ing until you have passed upon the question
of your ability as an advertiser.

An electric fan buzzes all day and blows
out a lot of wind, but it never says anything.
Some advertisers do likewise.

He whose business is everybody's busi-
ness hasn't any business to have any business
—and he generally hasn't.

One can excuse mistaken effort in a
clerk, but there's no forgiveness for absence
of effort.

Work out your complete advertising
scheme before you put pencil to paper in
writing the first advertisement. You wouldn' t
undertake to build a sky-scraper with only a
plan for the elevator shaft.
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You can't pay bills by giving checks
when you have no money in the bank ; nor
expect to escape, when you advertise " guar-
anteed " goods that are not up to the
standard. Sooner or later you've got to
make good.

No, the world does not owe you a living.
It owes you nothing. It was here first.

" Do it now" is good advice, but "Do
it at the right time " is better. Be sure that
" now " is the right tulle ; sometimes there's
profit in waiting long enough to think the
question over before acting. " Delays are
dangerous," truly ; but precipitate action
before your thought is fully matured is danger-
ous, too.

Don't waste breath in cussing because
your competitor made the sale which you
expected to make. You can expend your
energy more profitably in looking into the
reasons why he made the sale.

You need not 'spy " on your clerks,
but you are entirely within your privileges
and duties in keeping an eye open as to how
they spend their evenings, to find out who
are their intimates and discover what you can
as to their personal expenditures. You may
thus be securing yourself against future
trouble and loss of goods or cash.

Make new customers, when you can; but
hang on to the old customers, at all hazards.
Conciliate those who are offended, satisfy
those who express a grievance, appreciate
those who stand by you. A bird in the hand
is worth a whole flock in the treetop.

There are sixteen hundred and seventy-
three ways, or more, of doing a thing wrong,
and one way of doing it right. Stick a pin
here, my son.

You are probably the wisest chap in the
whole town, to-day; but there's no telling
when a wiser one will come down the pike
and start into business on the same street.
It is a contrary world, you know, and unex-
pected things are bound to happen. Your
only chance is to try to get wiser, day by day.

" Early to bed, and early to rise,
Makes a man healthy and wealthy and wise."
Thus saith Poor Richard, whose wit none denies ;
But though dry bread suits some tastes, we revel

ill pies,
And what fits the farmer is scarcely our size !
Poor Richard " meant well," and he uttered no

lies;
But the up-to-date merchant, who wins when he

tries,
May go to bed midnight and seal up his eyes
'Til long after sun-up, and yet get the prize
Of plentiful boodle, and peace when he dies,
If he knows how to hustle and advertise.
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WALTHAM WATCHES
Observations by Great Observers

From the Autobiography of HERBERT SPENCER,
Vol. II, Page 167, American Edition.

"The presentation watch named in Prof. Youman's letter,
was one of those manufactured by the Waltham Watch Company.
. . It has proved a great treasure as a time-keeper, and has

excited the envy of friends who have known its performances."*

*" I find in a letter written in December, 1886, after the watch hadbeen in my possession fourteen years, a paragraph respecting it whir:la may
fitly be quoted :—' I have several times intended to tell you how wonder-
fully well my American watch has been going of late. It has always gone
with perfect. regularity, either losing a little or gaining a little ; but of
course it has been difficult to adjust its regulator to such a nicety as that

there should be scarcely any loss or gain.
This, however, was done last summer. It
was set by the chronometer-maker in July, and it is now half a minute too slow ;never having varied more than half a minute from the true time since the periodwhen it was set. This is wonderful going. As the Admiral says, one might verywell navigate a ship by it."

("In I890 it went with equal nicety; lost 42 seconds in half a year.")

RALPH WALDO EMERSON, the Concord Philosopher,
used the Waltham Watch as a type of the highest develop-
ment when he wrote in one of his Essays on Eloquence, in
speaking of a man whom he described as a leader and a
Godsend to his community:

"He is put together like
a Waltham Watch."

RALPH WALDO EMERSON
From a drawing mpde In 17 by
S. NV Rowse, row III possession

of C. E. Norton.

HERBERT SPENCER

The REV. R. J. CAMPBELL, in a sermon preached at
the City Temple, London, on Sunday, September 18th,
1904, spoke as follows:
" When I was in the United States last year, I visited the well-

known Waltham Watch Factory; some of you now are wearing the
products of this American manufactory. Do you understand, or do
you ever try to understand how it is that you are able to afford these
articles 2s compared with the earlier day? I will tell you: It is be-
cause the brains of a whole army of men are concentrated in CI:A
marvellous in:titution. I remember asking my guide, as we went
from room to room,' How many watchmakers of an older day do you
estimate sit on each of these stools, and the men who do the work
by machinery —how many arc they equivalent to?' He replied:
Everyone you see at work here is equivalent to fifty at the very

least of operators who lived before this day, conscientious and able though they maybeen.' Inventions have increased the working value of every individual man; they have raisedlevel of the productive output of the civilized world. So it is in higher region."
"The Per/ected American Watch," an illustrated. book of interesting ilribrmation about Waltham Ira /ch., , sent p-ee on request.

THE CITY TEMPLE
Holborn Viaduct

have
the

American. Waltham Watch Company
WALTHAM, MASS.
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An Improvement on the Want Book

WE have frequently impressed on the
retail trade the necessity of keeping

a " Want Book," in which the jeweler or
clerks make a memoranda of goods needed
so that orders for same could be sent to the
jobber or given to the salesman on his next
visit. Most jewelers start to keep such a
book, but seldom continue to make use of it
systematically. One reason for this is that
the jeweler has no means of classifying the
items, and when the salesman calls it is
about as much trouble to pick out the items
from the book as it is to obtain the same
information by looking over the stock.

An excellent suggestion for a systema-
tized record of the wants in stock is made
in The Business Man's Magazine and
Bookkeeper by a writer who would use
the card index idea in preference to the
" Want Book." Whenever stock
of any kind has run low make a
note of it, he says, on a 3 x 5 inch
card or slip of paper cut the same
size, then file this card or slip in a
card file. One of the small desk
boxes will answer the purpose, or a
home-made box may be used.

This file should be provided
with blank indexes on which are
written the different departments or
different classes of goods required,
arranging these as far as possible
to conform to the lines carried by
the jobbers with whom the merchant
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information desired. This system is a decided
improvement on the " Want Book " idea,
especially for the larger stores.

Fixing the Price of Goods

UUE have before us a letter from a sub-
scriber who tells us the population of

his town, his store rental, running expenses,
etc., and who then asks " what fixed per-
centage of profit should I place on my
goods under these circumstances?" As we
receive many letters of this character, it may
be opportune to state that in modern busi-
ness doing it is not customary to charge a
fixed percentage of profit on all the goods
sold. As every well-posted retailer knows,
some goods will stand fifty per cent., some
only thirty-three per cent., and it may be
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Creating Business

NoT all jewelers realize that a chiefall
of advertising is the creation

of new business, and not merely attracting
to your store the business already available.
Many retailers still entertain the idea that
business comes simply from the necessity for
the goods. This is not true of any line of
wares—much less of jewelry. A very
material proportion of the entire business
transacted each year is created not by neces-
sity, but by caprice or whim, by a temporary
desire aroused by advertising or by seeing
the article. If the article is not seen or
heard of it is not desired, and if it is not
desired it is not purchased.

Take for instance the case of a camera.
How many of us lived for years without a
camera or any desire for one. But one day
we saw an advertisement which told us of

cameras, of the pleasure they bring,
of the handsome souvenirs they
provide us with, of the enjoyment
entailed in the making of pictures.
" You push the button and we do
the rest " said the camera man.
" Go to the woods, the mountains,
the cities," he said, " and bring
them all home with you." How
inviting was all this, and how irre-
sistible I We purchased a camera,
films and all other accessories, played
with photography for a while and
then laid it aside, but business had
been created and the advertising
had done its work.

What was responsible for the
great bicycle boom ? The advertising which
created a temporary desire for the seductive
two-wheeler. Many a cellar is to-day orna-
mented with a rusty bicycle, but millions
were made while the fad lasted. Every man
spends every year a certain percentage of his
income on what might be called artificial or
stimulated desires. If the jeweler fails to
stimulate a sufficient amount of desire for
things in his line, then the surplus cash will
be spent in other directions. Indeed the
jeweler should pay particular attention to
creating business for the reason that his
wares are not the necessary shoes, clothes or
bread, but to a large extent luxuries.
Jewelry. buying is a matter of desire rather
than of necessity, and the creation of this
desire is a first duty of the successful jeweler.
This implies that the jeweler should' be the
greatest and most persistent of all adver-
tisers, and that his show window should be
utilized for publicity purposes even more
than the window of any other merchant.

We fear that a large percentage of the
trade are not doing justice to themselves or
their business in this respect.

EING.5

• Wedding IZings

Ordrr from Graham ti! Cb.

is dealing. According to this system a
jeweler would have one index headed
silveware, another headed optical goods
and so on. Behind these indexes would
be filed the slips showing goods wanted
in the several classes. These departments
or classes should be further sub-divided,
as it is not likely that all of the goods will
be bought from the same house.

Where certain houses are favored for
certain lines of goods it is well to have an
index headed with the name of each of these
concerns. When a salesman for the firm
from whom you have been buying rings, for
instance, calls, a glance at the cards behind
the index will show what is needed in his
line. If a salesman for another house offers
specially attractive prices on rings, you will
have no difficulty in remembering that you
have been buying rings from the other firm,
and can immediately refer to these cards.

The manner of filing and indexing the
cards is shown in the illustration.

One advantage of a card index of such
a record as this is it is never filled up with
dead matter. When the goods are ordered,
simply destroy the card. This frees the files
from dead matter and gives you only the

Card ludex of Goods Mulled

that some will stand no per cent. at all, yet
must be kept and handled as a convenience.

In fixing percentage of profit, the char-
acter of the goods and the resources of the
people who would purchase them must be
taken into account. An expensive gold
watch with fine movement and heavy orna-
mental casing would, of course, command a
much higher and more arbitrary percentage
of profit than a seven-jeweled gold filled
watch, the value of which is pretty generally
known. Art and exclusiveness in any line
of goods will always command a much
higher percentage of profit than mere
mediocrity. Competition affects staple lines
more particularly, and care must be taken
that in such wares we cleave to the average
profit. There are goods which suggest the
question " what limit will I put to the profit
on these?" While there are others which
will suggest the question " How little can I
afford to sell them for ? " Two things must
be kept in mind, however. Whatever the
profit, the same price should be charged to
all, and too large a profit on any article
is generally ill-advised.
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GORHAM LEATHER

" Tomorrow to fresh woods and pastures new."
- Milton.

er Shortly the tide of Summer travel in quest
of " fresh woods " will be at its height and

coincidently will arise the demand for Traveling
Necessaries.

er Foremost among these must be placed those
Gorham traveling bags which are universally

accepted as the acknowledged standard of excel-
lence.

(IT Whether with or without fittings they express
'1 the very highest skill of the worker in fine

leathers, and when fitted with toilet articles carry-
ing the stamp of Gorham individuality the com-
bination is interestingly unexampled.

GORHAM M'F'G CO.
Silversmiths and Goldsmiths

(113 Broadway and 19th Street, New York
BRANCHES

CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LONDON
WORKS: Providence and New York

cI r Vtv ommn MetalNmath g
Jaa LoonRae C. Lzvzrcon

At the present time there is little
question of major or minor among the
arts. Reputation and reward depend
largely upon the ability of the artist, who
may choose his medium of expression,
without meeting censure or indifference
from critics and public, if he prefer to
practise an art-craft, rather than a pure
fine art. The proof of this statement
stands evident in the position created
and maintained for himself by René
Laliqu e, who, nominally a jeweler,
combines in that capacity the accom-
plishments of sculptor, painter and scien-
tist ; while also his broad studies and
his great natural gifts have lately led him
to develop strong qualities as an architect.
This Frenchman is recognized by compe-
tent judge; as one of those most rare indi-
viduals who, epoch-makers in their work,
like Cellini and Palissy, are honored for
centuries as geniuses : the idea of their force
and peculiar faculties always presenting
itself to the mind which recalls them, before
that of their specific vocations or employ-
ments.

In thus reaching most
New Fields for unusual distinction, M.

Lalique has opened by-
paths promising lesser

although ample reward to persons of talent
willing to limit their ambitions to a field
more responsive to effort than that of the
pure fine arts, which produces but seldom
a perfectly developed fruit. We find, there-
fore, scattered throughout France, Ger-
many, England and America, many men
and women who, having studied painting, modeling or architecture, with
more or less success, prefer to aid in the reform of a long commercialized
art-industry, and to attain visible results, rather than to dissipate their

endeavors in the
vague regions of
the ideal.

To persons of
this class America
offers conditions
peculiarly favor-
able for their de-
velopment and re-
cog ni t i on. As
makers of objects
of personal adorn-
ment, these pro-
ducers appeal to a
more numerous
class of opulent
and eager pur-
chasers than can
be found in any
other country.
They furthermore
find ready to their
hand rich natural

resources in the
form of gems and
precious stones,
which are daily
discovered in
places where their

Artistic Endeavor

By IIRENE 5ARGE1IC

Miss 'Leonid° C. tavaron

"Bracelet- : I "'Wpm gold, set ivith opal matrix. Fob: (Odd set
with Spanish topaz. Job; Antique silver, with scarab. Bracelet :
Rose gold, set with lapis lazuli and baroque pearls
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pally applied to the treatment
her art. As a result of these
able to produce the beautiful
objects composed
of mineral s u b-
stances, s u c 11 as
glass, or certain
metals : the color-
play being some-
times the inten-
tional work of the
artisan, and some-
times the conse-
quence of long in-
humation. Objects
of this n a tore
abounding in the
museums, h a v e,
in recent years, in-
creased their at-
tractions for a
public rapidly ad-
vancing in taste ;
while to reproduce
their beauty has
been the untiring
purpose of the
most skilful arti-
ficers. The patina
imparted to the
surface of silver
by M. Lalique

presence is least suspected. Lastly, the
genius for experiment and invention charac-
teristic of Americans, encourages and in-
cites them to undertake original work, to
attempt new processes ; while the majority
of the Europeans who exercise the same
art-craft, are more fully content to follow
precedent and tradition.

As a consequence of such
Art Jewelers of conditions, the art-jewel-

ers of the United States
are numerous, highly in-

telligent, and oftentimes recruited from the
wealthy and cultured classes : some of them
working as amateurs and as a relaxation
from heavier and more perplexing employ-
ments ; others using, as a rich active capital,
knowledge and skill variously acquired ;
the remainder—and these are the youngest
members of the craft—coming from the in-
dustrial art school or the bench of the ap-
prentice to engage, as a life-work, in the
smithery of the precious metals and the
making of personal ornaments.

Within the second of these classes
are included the greater ntnnber of the
women jewelers and metalsmiths, who are
found equally in the East and the Middle
West ; Boston, New York, Cleveland and
Chicago being each the home of one or
more workers of recognized ability. Among
these women, notable as well for their per-
sonal accomplishments as for their unusual
choice of study and employment, Miss
Leonide Lavaron, of Chicago, is distin-
guished for her successful experiments in
chemical processes, which she has princi-

of copper in a natural, modern extension of
long and even dangerous trials, she is now

iridescent surface which characterizes antique

the United States

Pendant lii green gold set with azurite. Necklace in Roman gold,
set with Spanish and Brazilian topaz
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constitutes, almost equally with the design, the
The Work of a charm of his compositions. The work of the

Woman atmosphere upon metals—oxidation and corro-Metalsmith sion—is now recognized as an ally of art whose
0 0 service is worthy of diligent search. The

tombs of Egypt, Cyprus and Etruria having
offered the models of these me-
tallic objects, the modern crafts-
man, with all resources of
science and of manual dexterity
at his command, has but to
add perseverance to the equa-
tion in order to obtain approxi-
mate, if not entirely satisfying
results.

Such perse-
Genius, Devotion verance Miss

Lavaron has
evidenced to

a remarkable degree, since not
only in her extraordinary ex-
periments, but also in her usual
work, she sacrifices her physical
comfort and even endangers her
life : the powerful acids with
which she deals acting upon
the mucous membrane of the
mouth and nostrils, as well as
causing heavy depression of the
vital forces, and, at times, pe-
riods of unconsciousness. Being
thus an investigator, dependent
upon no master or text-book,
she simply applied a knowledge
of chemistry to her problem,
advancing slowly through diffi-
culty and peril, until she gained
for herself a special place among
her fellow-workers ; giving her
name to the " Lavaron copper,"
whose beauty of color-play and
surface is well supported, in
most instances, by the distinc-
tion given to its shape.

and Industry

In this latter
Original Creations considera-

tion Miss
Lavaron attempts to maintain
originality, which is an endeavor
upon her part much to be
praised ; since, as she is strongly
attracted to the substance of
antique bronze, it would be
most natural for her to copy
the forms under which it ap-
pears. But here she follows the
same method that she observes
in her designs for execution in
the precious metals : that is,
having studied the best models
in existence, she discovers the
structural principles and lines
composing them ; thence ac-
quiring a fund, a capital, which
she reorganizes into a new and
vital scheme approaching the
old, since it is built upon sim-
ilar proportions, but containing
plain and strong evidence of individual life. In this class of objects
are included the lamps, urns and bowls which, pseudo-classic in form,
show exquisite rainbow surface effects, and are etched with designs
clearly modern in their variety and freedom of treatment. Possessing
thus the characteristics just noted, these large pieces produced by
Miss Lavaron seem adapted to the usual surroundings into which
they are taken by purchase, and so differ from purely classic utensils
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and ornaments which, unless ihey are parts of a patiently elaborated,consistent and complete scheme of decoration, give an impression ofaffectation and unfitness for service. Such, for instance, are the Pom-peian lamps with their numerous suspensions which have long sincelost all meaning save an archeological one, or yet again the frequently
observed model of the Menorah, or seven-branched Jewish candlestick,

which inadequately responds to
the modern need and demand
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Rose gold ; olivines; lavender and orange pearls
Hose gold ; diamonds; baroque pearls
Nose gold in serpent design ; pink tourmaline ; yellow sapphiresAn! Hoe silver, set with blue agate
IT:Ms:III enamel, serpent design, with pigeon-blood ruby

Illel itoi of a ring of the Louis X I V. period (1643-1715 ) ; pierced gold;roNe diamonds; opalescent pearl
la mood rine ; pigeon-blood ruby and diamonds, set in platinumLeaf orohf, "ill, Sapphires and diamonds
Leac "to /if, wit II diamond and East Indian sapphire

1.111y: Willi (HMI:0111k
Antique silVer ; AI:Milan opals
X areiStillS ///0/V: with yellow diamond
Antique Roman silver ; cabochon sapphires
Banquet ring ; green gold, set with jade and diamonds
Rose gold • diamonds; East Indian erttant-wIlite pearls
Banquet ring ; diamonds, rubies, sapphires :old emeralds
Pisces (sign of the Zodiac for February ) ring, set with tliamond

for light. Quite otherwise are
Miss Lavaron's copper basins
and bowls which, upon the first
glance of the spectator, suggest
to him their ordinary and various
uses. The same is true of her
lamps and lanterns, the latter of
which, even though they in
some cases possess a strong
medixval, or Colonial quality,
offer excellent provisions for
illumination : no element of
picturesqueness being suffered
to interfere with their first prac-
tical essential.

In such exer-
Blending of cise of the
Art and Utility sense of util-

ity lies the
secret of the woman artisan's
success, as it also lies in her
eclecticism, which she shows by
accepting and putting to use
without prejudice ideas from all
available sources, whether
classic, oriental, or medimval ;
her liberalism also extending to
the employment of old metallic
substances, such as bronze,
brass, or copper, which she
finds in the Chicago Ghetto,
and adapts to her new purposes
and designs.

The Lavaron copper, when
etched with designs like the
butterfly, or the peacock-feather
motiA becomes quite indescri-
bable, and to be appreciated,
as to its beauty and brillancy,
requires to be seen. Here, as
III all cases when it is a ques-
tion of effects chemically pro-
duced upon pottery or metals,
chance and not intention is
largely responsible for the re-
sult. No two pieces can be
alike, and the so-called " acci-
dents " make or mar the artistic
value of the object. Owing to
this fact, and therefore in justice
to Miss Lavaron, no illustra-
tions, with the exception of
those of two candlesticks, are
here given of her work in the
baser metals. These small and
comparatively unimportant
Pieces are chosen from among
their numerous companions be-
cause they show a successful
treatment of plant - life, and,

consequently, represent the best tendencies of modern industrial art : that
is, the rejection of historic styles and a return to Nature as the source of
structural form.

In both examples the idea of growth and life is preserved ; the plant is
not tortured into unfamiliar or painful attitudes, nor is it regarded as inert,
dead material upon which to make decorative experiments. On the other
hand, it is so conventionalized and adapted to the unyielding, durable
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material into which it is translated as to meet the

first requirement of all art, which is that it shall
represent, but not imitate, Nature.

The poppy-plant, used in the design at the

right of the illustration, is less noticeable than the

flower-form of the scheme at the left, since, for
thousands of years, it has been a favorite with
artists ; as well because of its symbolism derived

from its medicinal qualities, as for its beauty of
blossom, seed-vessel and leaf. The second motif,
based upon a less brilliant species of the field

flora, shows the happy disposition evidenced in
much of the best modern art to select the humbler

forms of life for study and representation. The

plant will be easily recognized as the wild carrot,
with its umbel of small flowerets forming the cup

of the candlestick. The same blossom, severed
from its long, slender stalk essential to the candle-

stick design, appeared in a successful piece of
jewelry in enamel, designed by Mr. Louis C.
Tiffany for the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

In the latter case, the weed, despised by all save
botanists and artists, was arranged as a corsage
bouquet, and rendered in an opaque white smallo,
which was relieved by the gold points of the
stamens and by the sparkle of minute diamonds,
set among the clustering flowers in order to simu-
late dew-drops. It may be noted in passing that
this selection of artistic models among the corn-
moner species of flora and fauna may be directly
traced to the impulse of M. Lalique, who studies
with keen pleasure the lowest forms of life ; pre-
senting to us their hitherto ignored beauties as
through a microscope, and explaining them in all the eloquence of genius;
going even to the length of admitting into his objects of personal adorn-

ment the ordinary red garden
pebbles found in France, in cases
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Necklace of green gold, set with Spanish topaz

where the shapes and the color of
these stones concur in the har-
mony of a given scheme.

If space per-
Miss Lavaron mitted, it would

be agreeable to
describe in de-

tail certain beautiful specimens of
Miss Lavaron's work in combina-
tions of mother-of-pearl, or of
opalescent shells with copper. But
these must be set aside in favor
of her designs for jewelry, the
creation of which has been one of
her principal employments, since
she abandoned the profession of
a water-color painter.

As a jeweler she must be
considered both as to her
choice of material and her
characteristics of structure and
dr awing. From the first of
these two points of view she evi-
dences her modern spirit ; from
the second, her individuality. In
common with all who at present
give attention to the subject, she
recognizes the importance, one
might almost say the supremacy,
given to color in all modern works
of art which are deserving of
the name. Therefore, following
this indication as expressive of
an imperative need of the
times, she uses, in creating her

small ornaments, the same rich
palette as the mural painter
who has wide space at h is

as a Jeweler

tary value
eye as out

command ; producing
contrasts, harmonies,
even whole gamuts
of color-notes by the
studied inter - adjust  El-
ment of stones and
enr.inels. In order to command this wealth
of material it becomes necessary for her to
accept, not only such gems as have hitherto
been described by experts as semi-precious,
but also certain substances which, during the
last century, would have been rejected as worth-
less by all save the naturalist intent upon
teading the story of the earth. Within this
class is included the so-called " bone turquoise,"
derived from the remains of the mastodon
skeletons of southern France : ribs, tusks and
teeth which, becoming impregnated with phos-
phates of iron and salts of copper, have changed
from their original ivory - white to sky-blue,
or brilliant peacock - hues. Such, also, is the
baroque pearl which, not many years since,
if compared with its full-orbed, perfect similar,
would have been dismissed as the debased
specimen implied by its name : a poor mis-
shapen , thing fitted only to form the hunches of
toy-dwarfs in jewels, such as one sees dis-
played in the Green Vaults, at Dresde n,
and in the Uffizi Palace, at Florenc e. But
now its variety of shape, its soft bloom of
color are eagerly sought by the new school
of artist - jewelers, who introduce it into de-
signs where the Oriental pearl, even if its mone-

were not prohibitive, would be recognized by the cultured
of place and harmony.

Differing from
The Vogue of the " bone tur-
Colored Gems

The Work of a
Woman

Metalsmith

Sy

Necklace of diamonds and baroque pearls mu rose and creatu-white tints, mounted In platinum

quoise " and the
baroque pearl,

in that, instead of having been
always despised, they had fallen
into disuse since the time of
our grandparents, there may be
further mentioned the yellow
and the rose - colored topaz,
the amethyst, the carnelia n,
and other stones whose beauty

of color or sheen has not

always been able to maintain

their claims, as opposed to those
of inferior gems of a more

costly species : the diamond im-
paired by flaws having been long
preferred, except by persons of

the most refined taste, to a perfect
specimen of a topaz, tourmaline
or zircon, enhanced by effective
mounting.

Skill and Art

Playing thus
upon an ex-

Happily Combined tended gamut
of color-notes,

Miss Lavaron is enabled to com-

pose in well-defined styles—like

the Egyptian, the Persian or the
Japanese, which demand great
brilliancy—and, better, to repre-
sent Nature as she reveals herself
in the exquisite hues of flower,
bird, or insect. This she does in
strict obedience to the laws of
design and of workmanship, as
she recognizes that crude
drawing, unbalanced composition
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0 
The Work of a

Meta'smith

and a want
o f mechanical

Woman skill only too
frequently mar

0 the production
of those who

are in revolt against the time-honored tra-
ditions of the artistic crafts. Therefore, to
her freshness of treatment she adds the
qualities of a master- vorkman who has suc-
cessfully passed through the trials and tests
of apprenticeship.

As an example of Miss Lavaron's happy
treatment of color may be cited a necklace
in which large baroque pearls of cream and
rose tints form the principal element of com-
position. The pearls are separated by
small diamonds set in platinum after the
French style, and the whole offers a fasci-
nating harmony of cross-lights and re-
flections : the diamonds catching the
delicate pinks of the pearls and the

THE K E s -r N E June, 1905

Two candlesticks in " Leveret' copper " : wild CR r ,t and imppy metV8

latter becoming even more satin-like in surface when contrasted with the
transparency of the diamonds, than when seen alone. For this fine effect
good spacing is to a degree responsible, and the piece, apparently so
simple, will, if studied, reveal itself as an instance of the "art which
conceals art."

A second necklace shows a detailed study of the
Bracelet of thistle-plant, from which one may imagine the pains

and the intelligence expended in producing the orna-
ment ; for, surely, a well-filled note book of obser-

vations must have yielded the composite idea of the design. The
chain of the necklace is formed of long, fine coils of gold, such
as are seen in ancient Etruscan work ; these being alternated with
ornaments centered by topazes, the mountings of which are thistle
leaves conventionalized in the most artistic manner : that is, by
accentuating their salient feature to the exclusion of other details. The
leaves with their sharp angles easily lend themselves to reproduction in
metal ; becoming thus frames for the jewels, and, in the color-harmony,
supporting by the green tone given to the gold, the clear, light yellow of the
stones. The pendant iuspended from the chain shows a symmetrical union
of two leaves drawn in profile and so joined as to suggest the frame-work
of a lyre ; the enclosure being again centered by a gem, above which two
thistle-flowers rise and meet, in order to give richness and proper mass
to the design ; while the color is also
appropriately focused here in the deep

Novel Design

golden quality of the four large ovoid
topazes.

Two Novel
Designs

Two less important
necklaces here given
in illustration, are of
pleasing and unusual

design : one modern in treatment, with
its pendant of assembled leaves, executed
in green gold which affords a fine setting
for the blue of the two azurites ; the other
of delicate workmanship in Roman gold:
the chain showing the exquisite rosettes so
familiar in all classic gold work and in
the perfect reproductions made of it by
Count Castellani ; the pendant offering
a study of the acanthus motif, developed
with much ability and evidencing
on the part of the designer a thorough
knowledge of Italian and French art of
the Renaissance period.

Allied in treatment to
Pretty Classic the latter necklace are

two bracelets, reveal-
ing the same historic

knowledge and the same original use
made of that advantage. The first brace-
let is a curious union of a scarab with
a floral motif : the insects being repre-

Effects

sented by opals in the matrix, applied
upon plant forms, and alternated with
fleurs- de- us, with all the gold work
colored to a deep vert antique shade,
harmonizing beautifully with the play of
light in the gems. The other piece, less
pronounced in character, is no less
attractive, with its carefully studied open-
work pattern in rose gold ; the voids
being well contrasted with the solids
formed by ovals of /a/is lazuli placed
in pairs between the units of wrought
metal.

In her designs for watch
Historical and fobs Miss Lavaron is no

less successful, as may
be judged from the illus-

trations given of several such pieces. One of
these, executed in old silver, is an Egyptian
composition symbolic of Nature worship. It
shows a typical head of the moon-goddess

Isis, in relief upon a plaque from which depends a scarab, significant of
the divinity existent in the lowest forms of life. The insect is set in
the earliest form of the finger-ring, which was a copy of the sling weapon,
consisting of a leathern band or strap, holding the stone in place until
it was thrown at the adversary : the gold representing the leather, and
the jewel simulating the projectile.

Another fob, freer in design, is a further example of the wise use
of historical knowledge. It is executed in gold set with a Spanish
topaz, and it suggests the old Scandinavian style with its facing swans,
open-work and interlaced lines. A third fob is closer in treatment
to the Norse type ; displaying two singularly wrought animal heads
suggestive of the myths of the Eddas. The metal here employed is gold
and the stone is an opal in the matrix.

A passing word must also be given to certain of the rings
Pretty appearing in our illustrations. As a whole less original

than the ornaments previously described, they possess
compensating beauties in refined color combinations of

metal and gems. Noticeable among them is a serpent-composition gaining
distinction by appropriate treatment in crimson enamel, with the eye of
the serpent rendered by a ruby of the much-desired pigeon-blood tone.
Another specimen is a pure East Indian design (Number 15) in rose gold,
diamonds and cream-white pearls : the metal and the combination recalling

the bazaars of Bombay and Calcutta.
A third ring reproduces a design of

Mythical Designs

Ring Designs

Fob: clover design in gold and tarete•ke matrix
Fob: gold, set with chrysoprase and b,pis hf:ati
Fob: Ancient Norse design in gold, set with opal matrix

the period of Louis XIV. It is set with
a large gem whose iridescent, luminous
quality suggests the metaphor of Dante,
when he described the full moon as " the
eternal pearl." The luster of the gem is
enhanced by a number of rose diamonds,
and the gold is wrought in a beautiful
pierced pattern which shows how much
the French smiths were indebted to the
Florentine artificers.

Thus one might con-
An Inviting Field tinue indefinitely to

follow — and always
with profit—the course

of the serious and successful studies
made by Miss Lavaron in an industrial
art only recently cultivated by women.
Her work deserves to be widely known,
and it is to be hoped that she and her
present few companions will be joined by
many others of their sex who, trained in
the plastic arts, do not possess the per-
sonal fortune, the patience or the genius
to await long-deferred success in archi-
tecture, painting or sculpture. The times
demand practical results, and it is not the
least of triumphs to understand and to
interpret the spirit of the age in the defi-
nite terms adopted by Miss Lavaron.

for Women
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Tall Spoon Holder, " Logan"

Every piece trade-marked
guaranteeing finish

and quality

Chicago
Silversmiths' Building

J.

The new offerings in this
year's line place the

opuilmir=
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t

far in the lead of any other
line in the market

Fully illustrated catalogue and

advance sheets of the 1905-6 cata-

logue, showing new goods, will be

sent any dealer for the asking. Sal-

able goods with a good profit for

the retailer in every item.

Electros for your local adver-

tising free to customers.

toPeTgen 0.
MCErilden, Conn. New York Showrooms

38 Murray Street
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894 ,,Egginton's'
Celebrated Cut Glass

Universally acknowledged to be the

most beautiful, brilliant and artistic line

on the market.

Distinctly in a class by itself

our trade-mark engraved on each

piece is a sure guarantee of its excellence

and quality.

Manufactured by

THE 0. F. EGGINTON CO.

Corning, N. Y.Incorporated Oct. II, 1899

II* 4a VCCAJZ *60'0
no•

Look through the world,

"Tie neer met with elsewhere"

The basket is the most popu-

lar piece of cut glass that has

been brought out this season

our line of them presents many

graceful shapes and sizes with

a variety of beautiful cuttings.

T. B. CLARK & CO., INC.

FIOneS(hIC, 1);l.

Have you received our latest Cafizlog? No. 504. BASKET, DREXEL

Superior Silver-
Plated Ware

Rich Cut Glass
Ware

Electroliers

Gas Portables
n

Oil Lamps

All the popular finishes.

"Photograph Books of

above lines loaned to the

trade for inspection.

No. 725

Caraffe,

" Beatrice"

So5

tin

Vairpoint

Corporation

A SELECTION, consisting of

the following pieces, for only

New Bedford

Mass.

BRANCHES

38 Alurray St., New York City

I 20 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal,

Temple Bldg., Montreal, P. O.

050 

Net

I 8" Bowl I 7" Bon-Bon i 5" 111(1. Nappy t Water Bottle

I 3-pt. Jug I Oil or Vinegar i 6" FILL Nappy 4 dozen Tumblers

This assortment has been so successful, and those who have bought it have been so
 well

pleased, that we offer it again for present or fall delivery. Orders must be in before July 31st

This will give you a start with us
Our glass and prices will suit you. If not, you can return at our expense within ten days

after you receive them

Our photo. catalog sent on request to responsible dealers only

NEWARK CUT GL SS CO.

Established 1898

6,0-62 ArlifingIon Sca.9 Newaza, N. S.
Visit our factory when in New York—only a thirty-minute trip
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RICH AMERICAN CUT GLASS
Produced in our own factories, as well as an almost endless variety of Sterling

Silver and Silver Plate, is always displayed in our warerooms. The out-of-town

dealer will do well to call upon us on his arrival in the city, and inspect what we

have in the lines covered.

Make your headquarters with us whether you purchase largely or not it is

your privilege and our wish—and we offer you ,the freedom of our establishment.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
9=11=13=15 Maiden Lane New York

tint', 191)5 THE KEYSTONE

The Lew ils andl CReya-M. lEmcposKion

N the first day of June will be formally opened in Portland, Oregon,
an exposition which, as a monument to human achievement, is
probably the most remarkable ever held. The Lewis and Clark
Exposition will show what has been done in developing the resources
of the far Northwest in the past hundred years, or rather what has

been done in the past fifty years, for a half century had elapsed before
even 14,000 people settled in Oregon.

In making the exposition Oregon, California, Washington, Montana,
Idaho and Wyoming joined hands, and all made liberal appropriations. The
city of Portland with commendable enterprise has given about $45o,000, and
the national government has also loaned substantial aid. Many other States
have made liberal provision for representation, the sum total represented
aggregating upward- of $5,000,000. The display will, consequently, be of
surprising magnitude. Surrounding the grounds are the foothills of the
Cascade Range ; hills high enough to be called mountains in a flat country,
and these are covered with a heavy growth of fir trees and underbrush, so
that they retain, to-day, the primeval appearance they possessed when
Lewis and Clark first saw them. Beyond the foothills the lofty peaks of the
Cascades bound the horizon like hoary-headed sentries.

The exposition site, comprising 430 acres, is a triangular tract bounded
by the Willamette River, the foothills and one of the principal residential
districts of Portland, and includes what is known as Guild's Lake, covering
200 acres.

The land on which the principal exhibition palaces stand slopes upward
from the lake shore, and the buildings are seen among the trees at the crest
of the elevation. In the western part of the grounds a considerable tract,
sloping down from the hill crest, has been left almost in its natural state,
forming Centennial Park. Yet even here the workmen have been busy
cutting out a tree that has hindered the growth of a more beautiful sister

1'ittw Terrave taw' Ettroitenn Exhildis Itttildine

tree, and culling an occasional dead or unsightly branch. The result of this
work, now completed, is a stretch of woodland which has lost none of its
natural loveliness and gained much that Nature had not supplied.

In several parts of the grounds, where embellishment by artificial
means is fitting, the skill of the landscape-gardener is found reflected in the
sunken gardens. The largest of these will be in Columbia Court, the cen-
tral plaza of the exposition. The gardens are located between two wide
avenues, and here will be little plats containing tropical flowering plants,
separated by winding paths. With fountains of picturesque design freshen-
ing the air with cold, clear mountain water, and the gardens bordered by a
balustrade ornamented with vines, urns of rare plants and bay trees, the
effect will be fascinating. To complete the picture, in the center of the
court will be placed an heroic statue of Sacajawea, the heroine who twice
saved the Lewis and Clark Expedition from destruction, and guided the
travelers through the wilderness.

Guild's Lake, the natural grand basin of the exposition, is a fresh body
of water of rare beauty. It is spanned by the Bridge of Nations, an elabo-
rate structure, upon the mainland end of which is located the amusement
section, called "The Trail." An esplanade starting at the boat landing at
the foot of the grand stairway extends out into the lake, then turns west and
follows the lake shore to the live stock pavilions. This esplanade will be an

admirable promenade from which the visitors can watch the night scenes on
the lake.

.When President Roosevelt took out the first spadeful of earth, thus

beginning work on the exposition site, it was an earnest of how the nation
is interested in this unique centennial, for the government display alone will

comprise five buildings, the main one being an imposing edifice with two
towers, each 260 feet high. In the towers will be placed a set of chimes,
and it is now the plan of the electrical experts to have President Roosevelt
press .a button in Washington on the opening day and, by means of the
electric current, ring the bells.

The main portion of the structure is flanked on either side by peristyles
which connect with the Territorial Building on one side and the Irrigation
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The Palace of Agricoltore—Largest el the !landings

Building on the other. A commodious structure to hold the government
fisheries' display will be erected to the right of the main building, while a
model life-saving station will be located on the shore of the lake.

Another feature of Uncle Sam's participation, which is certain to prove
of interest to everybody, will be the Filipino display. The Filipinos will
occupy villages on the government peninsula, the population representing
several tribes.

Besides the government group, the principal structures planned are the
Palace of Agriculture, Forestry Building, and buildings for displays which
will be made by exhibitors from Europe as well as the Orient, for the interest
which has been aroused over the event, in Asia and amid the islands of the
Pacific, will make the latter exhibit very elaborate in character.

The Palace of Agriculture is the largest structure on•the grounds, being
460 by 210 feet in size. It is made conspicuous by the great dome which
rises from its center. The dome is covered with green, translucent fiber.
Its ribs, and the finial which crowns it, are thickly studded with electric
globes, which at night will shed a glow light visible from many points in
the city.

In decided contrast is the Forestry Building, a gigantic log house,
exemplifying in its composition the forest wealth of Oregon and Washing-
ton. Besides being a timber exhibit in itself it will contain their native
woods, as well as the finished products of the forest. The logs in its walls
would measure two miles in length, laid end to end. The interior of the
building, as well as the exterior, will he an exhibit of the forest wealth of
the Northwest. Here a colonnade of fifty-two columns of fir and cedar
trees, each forty feet high, supports the roof. Rustic stairways and inside
balconies run around the entire building. In the construction of the Forestry
Building the logs were fastened together with big wooden pins, no nails
whatever being used.

The European Exhibits Building, which is in the style of the Spanish
renaissance, possesses many graceful features. Each corner of the structure
is set off by towers, having open arches on the sides guarded by ornamental
balustrades. The main entrance is through a huge semicircular arch, the
face of which is richly adorned with flowers, vases and allegorical figures
woven into a scroll of bas-relief. In the center is a roof garden, the sides
of the tower forming a surrounding loggia. All exhibits from European
countries will be installed in this structure.

The Oriental Exhibits Building stands between the Forestry and the
European Exhibits Building.

Forestry Building—A Gigantic Log House
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PLAIN GOLD RINGS

We make these
five shapes

of plain rings

There is a finish and shaping

to our rings that recommends

them to the customer who wants

to buy the best and a guarantee

for uniformly plump assay that

satisfies the dealer who wants to

sell the best.

As such, do you not want our

line of wedding rings?

TRADE

REGISTERED

W MARK

Every ring is stamped with this
trade-mark, which guarantees it

HAYDEN W. WHEELER 6 CO.
RING MAKERS

TWO MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
11111■11■11111=1■111■110111

1

W. T. THOVPSO\

WATCHES
EXCLUSIVELY

9-11-13 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK

Ti

Uhe

We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
In 14K., 10K., Sterling.
Gilt and Gold Filled

Also, all kinds of

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION

Tortoise Shell Combs
Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty
Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

,

New York Letter

Of Interest to

Is an importer justified in with-
holding payment of duties pend-

Importers jug the adjudication by the
courts of a protest against the

imposition of such duties ? This is the question

which the government will contest in the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals, second circuit, on

a writ of error. Tiffany & Co., the firm concerned,

imported at New York and entered for consump-

tion, goods which were assessed for duty at the

rate of to per cent. ad valorem, the entry was
liquidated and the duty accordingly paid. Before

one year had elapsed there was a reclassification, a
reassessment at the rate of 6o per cent. ad valorem
and a reliquidation on that basis. The importers
tiled a protest against this, did not pay the extra
duty and for the recovery of the latter the govern-
ment instituted proceedings. The importers, in
their answer, submitted that the duties had been
illegally assessed and at a trial in the United States
Circuit Court presented evidence in proof thereof.
To this evidence the government objected, denying
the importers' right to dissent from the official
assessment, and to support this argument they
quoted section fourteen of the customs act of June
to, 1890, which provides that the collector's decision
" shall be final and conclusive " should there be no
protest or proceedings before the board of general
appraisers. When motion made by the gov-
ernment on this point was duly argued before the
court, the decision of the Supreme Court in the
case of the United States vs. Goldenberg, was
cited by the importers in support of their conten-
tion. Judge Coxe, in overruling the motion said :
" My impression is now that, under the peculiar
reading of this section of the law as interpreted by
the Supreme Court, the only remedy the importer
now has is to do just what these parties have done,
and that if they should pay the duties at this time
or at any time there would be at least an exceedingly
awkward question for them to meet before the
board of general appraisers." The jury brought
in a verdict in favor of the importers, and it was
afterwards announced that the case would be
appealed.

Vice-President and Mrs. Fair-
A Costly Inkstand banks recently selected the ink-

stand which will adorn the
Vice-President's desk, and which, according to
established custom, will become the property of
Mr. Fairbanks when he retires from office. Of
late years the Vice-Presidential inkstands have
increased in elaborateness, and incidentally in
price, as the designers have vied with each other
in producing stands that will make beautiful and
lasting souvenirs. A dozen jewelers submitted
designs for Mr. Fairbank's inkstand, and he and
Mrs. Fairbanks had a choice collection from which
to make a selection when they appeared at the
office of the secretary of the Senate, where the
beautiful wares were set forth for inspection. A
creation of silver, gold and cut glass, made by
Tiffany, caught their fancy, and it will be on the

Vice-President's desk when he raps the Senate to
order next October. The cover is a clever imita-
tion of the dome of the capitol. The limit of cost
of the souvenir is boo.

The importations of pearls and

Another Record in Precious stones at this port dur-
Precious Stone ing the month of April were
Imports greater than those for any simi-

lar period on record, thus adding
one more to the long series of record-breaking
months regularly reported in these columns within
the past year. It would appear that the present
import rate can no longer be regarded as abnormal
and that nothing but a severe spell of business
depression can cause a falling off. Judging by
existing- conditions, it seems safe to assume that
this latter is an extremely remote contingency. The
actual total value of the April, 1905, imports was
$2,429,338.19, which was made up of cut stones
valued at $1,511,945.78, and uncut at $917,392.41.
The total increase over the gross imports for 1904
was represented by $969,862.19, or an increase of
$703,522.44 in the value of cut, and of $266,339.75

in the value of uncut stones. But April, 1904, can

scarcely be regarded as a reliable basis for compar-

ison owing to the strike of the Antwerp diamond
polishers at that time. April, 1905, however,

exceeds the highest previous April, that of 1901,

by $131,301.34, this increase being solely in uncut

stones. According to the data prepared by Gen.

George W. Mindil, precious-stone examiner at

the New York Public Stores, the classified imports

for the past four years were as follows :

Ani0i5r11.

1904
1903
1902  

Cu t
  81,511,945.78

808,423.34
1,449,853.76
1,118,866.82

Uncut
$917,392.41
651,052.66
508,364.55
422,481.79

Total
$2,429,338.19
1459,476.00
1,958,218.31
1,541,348.61

A clock now on exhibition in

A Notable Clock the lobby of the Grand Opera
House, New York, is nearly

twenty feet high, with a base eight feet wide, and

in appearance is not unlike the belfry tower of a

church. Thirteen dials form a circle around the

clock face, these thirteen dials giving the time in

thirteen cities in different parts of the world. The

face proper is a blue field, in front of which are

images of the sun, earth, moon, the planets and

fixed stars—all in regulur order. Below hangs the

pendulum, which is a representation of the coat of

arms of the United States. In carved balconies

around the top are images representing the differ-

ent ages of man. The clock is surmounted by a

cupola in which sits an image of George Washing-

ton. Once every hour there is a procession of the

Presidents before him. This cupola is topped by

a statue of Liberty. The clock is the work of an

ingenious German, who spent a large part of his

life in making it.

Robber

A negro entered the jewelry
store of Joseph Rider, opposite

Brandished Razor the old town hall, in Gravesend,

on the evening of May 3d, and

said he wanted to look at some watches and some

rings. The jeweler's sixteen-year-old daughter

was in the store and before showing the negro any-

thing•she called her mother. Then a tray of rings

(899)

and a tray of watches were brought out for his
inspection. The negro took a handful from each
tray and stuffed them in his pockets. Then he
drew a razor and threatened to kill both women if
they made an outcry. He got away before they
recovered their nerve to give the alarm. The•
Coney Island police were telephoned to and Capt.
Dooley sent his reserves to Gravesend in a trolley
car. They hunted for the negro, but didn't find
him. The goods are said to be worth $5oo.

On Monday, May 1st, Mermod, Jaccard & King
Co., opened their beautiful diamond, jewelry and
art sales rooms at 400 Fifth Avenue. This estab-
lishment is exclusive both in its appointments
and in the choice and exclusive stocks which it
contains. Of these latter the company, in its
handsomely engraved opening announcement,
states : " We particularly wish to impress upon
you that since the origin of our establishment in
the year 1829, we have been supplying many thou-
sands of families with these wares, and we are
offering to you the benefit of our wide experience."
The company does an import, repair and manu-
facturing business. With the beauty of its equipment
and the variety of its wares, it makes an interest-
ing addition to the jewelry trade of the city.

Joseph B. Witman, manager of the firm of
M. Strauss, 409 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, was
recently tendered a complimentary dinner at the
Brooklyn Elks' Club by a number of his friends.
There were sixty-live participants in all, and Philip
Brennan presided as toastmaster. A number of
appropriate speeches were made, in all of which
Mr. Witman's many estimable qualities were
praised. Wm. J. Buttling, former sheriff, pre-
sented to Mr. Witman, on behalf of the guests, a
sterling silver loving-cup as a mark of appreciation
and regard. The recipient made a graceful acknowl-
edgment. The cup stands thirty-one inches high
and bears an appropriate and artistically engraved
inscription. Each diner received an engraved
jewel case as a souvenir of the function.

The death of John W. Tooker, who had been
associated with the retail jewelry firm of J. H.
Johnston & Son, 14 John Street, for twenty-eight
years, occurred some weeks ago at his home in
Richmond Hill, L. I. Mr. Tooker's death was

due to Bright's disease, from which he had been
suffering for three years. He was one year short

of seventy, and was a native of New York. At

the age of fifteen he went to learn the jewelry

trade with Clark & Hall, then located at Ann and

Nassau Streets, and continued with this firm

twenty years. It was in 1877 that he first

became associated with J. H. Johnston & Son,

then known as the firm of J. H. Johnston, and the
connection then established terminated only at Mr.

Tooker's death. Deceased was noted for his skill

in jewelry repairing. For twenty-seven years prior

to his demise he was a member of the Jewelers'

League. He was twice married, and two sons, of

the first union, and one daughter, of the second,

survive him.
The Jewelers' League, of New York, has

moved its offices from 169 Broadway to the Ander-

son Building, 12 John Street.

(Continued on page 901)
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YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MAKE MISTAKES

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS
A. Blue white and perfect
B. Blue white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
RI. Blue white and slightly imperfect
BX. Blue white and imperfect

C. Extra white and perfect
B. Extra white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
E. Extra white and slightly imperfect
EX. Extra white and imperfect

1. White and perfect
2. White and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
3. White and slightly imperfect
3X. White and imperfect

4. Commercial white and perfect
S. Commercial white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
6. Commercial white and slightly imperfect
6X. Commercial white and imperfect

7. Good color and perfect
8. Good color and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
9. Good color and slightly imperfect
9X. Good color and imperfect

Copyrighted, July, 1904, by S. C. Scott

any more than we can. You cannot afford to risk selling any
customer a diamond about which you are not sure.

We cannot afford to sell you any stone which we cannot guaran-
tee to be as we represent it.

Our grading chart protects us all—you, your customer and us.
We sell you diamonds graded by our copyrighted grading chart, and
guarantee the grading in the chart to be that of the stone indicated.

We are a formidable factor in the diamond market, buying
large quantities of diamonds for spot cash, at prices which only cash
can secure.

We have a complete assortment, and can supply any jeweler's
needs.

Let us send you a few stones to prove that we are right.

HENRY GINNEL & COMPANY

Established 1835

DIAMONDS and WATCHES

31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

- 31,

Signet Carbon-Photo. Rings4

Closed

N. 1740 No, 1750

Open

A. EISENBERG & CO.

126 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

are my only representatives on
the Pacific Coast

(Patent Pending)

This invention solves the problem of indestructibility of
miniatures in locket rings

SEND FOR MY CATALOGUE

CHARLES M. LEVY
Manufacturer of

FINE GOLD RINGS AND DIAMOND LOCKETS

go William Street (near Malden Lane)

NEW YORK

The el MODEL"
Fountain Pen

THE MODEL OF PERFECTION. Retail Price, $1.00 to 810.00. Made of finest grade rubber and fitted with
a 14 K. Gold Pen. No extra charge for special imprint. Every 1/C11 guaranteed. \\Trite for samples and prices. All makes repaired
and returned same day received. HERING 0 CO., 17-19 John Street, New York

ILiaS6o9roS4
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

A ND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lai e
NEW YORK

Watches 100 State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

4

4
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The E. Howard Clock Co., 41
Maiden Lane, are installing a

Trinity Steeple clock of the most modern con-

struction in the steeple of Trinity

Church, to replace the old timepiece which, for

well nigh sixty years, has looked down upon the

anxious, rushing throng in the Wall Street vicinity

and tolled the passing hours. No expense has

been spared in the construction of the new time-

piece, and experts say that it will in all probability

keep to its task for two centuries. The numerals

of the clock face are to be regilded and the stone

work renovated before the new mechanism starts.

The tones of the new clock will be similar to those

of the old one. Of late, the voice of the old clock

had lost its wonted clearness and vibrancy and the

mechanical motion had begun to falter. About

one month ago the clock celebrated its fifty-ninth

birthday, and on that day the chimes rang out

clearly. But the recovery was only for the day.

The clock became uncertain in the tale of the

hours, the chimes more indistinct, and the old

German attendant listening in the tower could

hear the heartbeat growing fainter and fainter. At

last the old clock faltered as it sounded the hour,

chimed half way through and then, like the famous

timepiece of the old song, " stopped, short, never

to go again."

New Clock for

TN E

The store of Lebolt & Co., 54

Alleged Count West Twenty-third Street, was

visited late on the afternoon of

May nth, by a foreign-looking

personage whose card, with which he presented

Louis Chanand of the store, was inscribed : " Le

Comte Raggi, Conte Carlo." He desired, he

said, to purchase diamonds for a rich American

lady whom he was to marry, and in particular he

wanted a brooch. He was taken to the diamond

department, where Julius M. Strass, after the door

had been locked from the outside, displayed a

selection of such goods as the stranger desired.

The latter picked out five clear blue unset stones

of x34 carats, and a two carat stone for a center-

piece. The price, it was agreed, would be

Poop. It was suggested that the visitor pay a

deposit, and this he readily agreed. He made

vague references to his French estates and to his

$39,000 francs on deposit at the Waldorf-Astoria.

He asked Mr. Strass and Mr. Chanand to go with

him to his hotel, that he may arrange for the

deposit. They went to get their hats, inadvertently

slamming the cage door on the customer. The

caged noble called on a boy outside to let him out.

The boy did so. When the salesmen returned they

discovered that a bowknot brooch, worth it is

said $15oo had disappeared with their late visitor.

They went in pursuit, and seeing him vanishing up

Twenty-sixth Street, called to a policeman to stop

him. The count tried hard to beat off the officer,

and it was not until belabored with the official

" billy " and firmly handcuffed, that he ceased to

resist. The brooch was recovered and the prisoner

held for trial.

a Delinquent

A young man carrying a light

Appropriated 110 overcoat on his arm went to
Pound Hall Clock the ladies' entrance of the

Fifth Avenue Hotel on May

5th, and seated himself in the rear of the hallway.

He soon afterwards shifted to a chair under the

mantlepiece on which stood a Tiffany clock. Inter-

rogated by a doorman, he replied : " I'm to meet

two guests of the hotel here." The porter went to

KEVSTOINE

call a cab for a couple, and when he returned, both

the clock and the visitor had disappeared. The

porter and a house detective followed, and at

Seventh Avenue and Twenty-fifth Street, they saw

a crowd surrounding a policeman and the visitor

who had vanished simultaneously with the clock.

The policeman explained that he became suspicious

as to what the fellow had concealed in his over-

coat, and when the clock, which was going, was

revealed, he arrested him on suspicion. The

prisoner was taken to the police station, where he

gave his name and occupation as George Rogers,

salesman.

The regular monthly meeting

Jewelers' Security of the executive committee

Alliance of the Jewelers' Security Alli-
ance was held on Friday, May

12th, the following members being present : Chair-

man Butts, President Sloan, Vice-Presidents Wood

and Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary

Noyes, and Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden,

Brown. The following new members were ac-

cepted:

Allsopp &Buob, Newark, N.J.
S. Burnstine, Washington,

1). C.
M. L. Kilo, Creighton, Nebr.
W. H. 11. Needy, Hagers-

town, Md.
Shaw & Brown Co., Washing-

ton, I). C.
Woolf Zacharia, Des Moines,

Iowa.
Carter-Allen Jewelry Co.,

Shreveport, La.
Geo. II. Church, Oak Grove,

Mo.
W. M. Lockard, O'Neill,Nebr.
Pitnsler Bros.,New York City.
Chat W. Rompel, Louisville,

B. P. Srlieibley, Lewistowu,Pa.
H. M. Stevenson, Escanaba,

Mich.
Horace N. Tuttle, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
./Thos. J. tpryle, Johnstown,

Pa.
Geo. M. !inner, Altoona, Pa.
A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa, Ind.

Ter.
Chas. Fehrenbach, Allegheny,

Pa.
Santa Fe Watch Co., Topeka,

Kans.
W. J. Shiftier, Irwin, Pa.

P. Sutton, McCook, Nebr.
Geo. A. Werner, Bangor, Pa.
W. B. Wilcox, Utica, N. Y.
I. Castaguetta & Son, New

York City.

L. P. Currence, Clarksburg,
W. Va.

Fred.W. Labatt, Steubenville,
Ohio.

C. W. Morgan, Pittsburg, Pa.
J. & II. Ostendorf, Vincennes,

M. R. Shinier, Wellsville,
Ohio.

Wessels Bros., Aiken, S. C.
H. Thompson Whaler, Miami,

Fla.
Silas A. Burgoyne, Mobile,

Ala.
Beck Bros., New Orleans, La.
F. A. Brunet, New Orleans,

La.
Frank L. Burns, Hamilton,

Mont.
C.E.Caney, Richfield Springs,

N. Y.
A. W. Carisou, Lake Charles,

La.
Geo. H. Gutteridge, May-

ward, Mass.
Wm. A. Inskeep, Jr., Colum-

bus, Ohio.
J. Petzeiberger, Mount Ver-

non, Wash.
Lucien Rault, New Orleans,

La.
B. H. Sanborn, Middleport,

Oh to.
John Vanderpool,Xenia,Ohlo.
W. II. V heeler & Sou, Spring-

field, Vt.
Fabler & Landes, Allentown,

Pa.

The chief idea of the adver-

Street Clocks tising man is to put something

as Advertisements before the passerby which he

will look at, preferably of his

own accord, says The Sun. The head of a big

jewelry store undoubtedly had that fact in mind

when he put up twenty btg clocks in various parts

of town and hired a man to keep them wound and

as nearly accurate as possible. The only adver-

tisement on the clocks is the name of the jewelry

firm which put them up. There isn't much doubt

that thousands glance at each of the timepieces

each day, and shrewd advertising men say that

they have already paid for themselves as a pub-

licity proposition. The clocks are also a conven-

ience to the public, which can be said of mighty

few advertising dodges that are being practiced on

New Yorkers.

The string of pearls valued at

Mrs. Dulles Gets $26,000, seized from Mrs. L.

Harrison Dulles, of Philadel-

phia, on July 22, 1902, was

handed over to her on May 12th by the customs

authorities of this city. In the trial which followed

the seizure, Mrs. Dulles contended that she had

included the necklace in her declaration of wear-

ing apparel, and was waiting for her husband on

the pier to decide on the amount of declaration

when the article was seized. Last June Judge

Her Pearls
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Holt directed a verdict in favor of Mrs. Dulles.

It was said at the Custom House that the necklace

would be sent abroad again.

Louis Freund, of Henry Freund & Bro., sailed

on May 16th on a two-months' trip to Europe. He

will spend considerable time in the diamond mar-

kets purchasing stones for the holiday season. He

will then make a trip to the Black Forest and

other interesting places in Germany. Mr. Freund

is accompanied by his friend, Leopold Winter-

halter, of the firm of Towle & Winterhalter,.

Butte, Mont., and they will spend much of their

time abroad together. It has been ten years

since Mr. Freund has been abroad, his brother

Henry meanwhile making the annual trips in the

interest of the firm. They will exchange places

this year.
E. Roth, manager and secretary of the West-

ern Clock Co., spent a few days in this city last

month looking over the improvements and the ex-

tensions that have been made in his company's

New York offices recently. He expressed himself

as very much pleased with these, and also with the

growth of the company's business in the Eastern

territory. For the past year, under the able man-

agement of Messrs. Osborne & Leroy, the com-

pany's business in this territory has been increasing

at rapid strides.
Monroe B. Bryant, the respected and venerable

head of the well-known firm of M. B. Bryant & Co.,

manufacturers of gold rings, 7 Maiden Lane, was

the recipient of numerous congratulations upon the

recent celebration of his eighty-first birthday and

the completion of his fifty-sixth year in ringmaking.

The excellent physical health which Mr. Bryant

enjoys at this stage of his career affords striking

testimony of how a well-regulated and uniformly-

active life conduce to longevity and serene and

unimpaired mentality even in old age. Mr. Bryant

continues to be a daily attendant at his office, still

takes a deep interest—mingled, not unnaturally,

with pride—in the affairs of the firm. He cherishes

the distinction of being one of the founders of the

Republican party, and has ever been a firm adher-

ent of Republican principles. When a resident of

Staten Island, during his early manhood, he Was

secretary of the Richmond County Republican

Committee, and figured in some of the bitterest

party struggles of those days. His affiliation with

the Republican Club, of the city of New York,

began when the organization was yet in its infancy,

and at various times he has served on its commit-

, tees. For three decades of years he has been a

resident of Manhattan.
Roy R. Spencer, of Roy R. Spencer & Co.,

Opera House Block, Newark, N. J., and Mrs.

Spencer, are mourning the death of their infant

son, Orville Albert, which occurred recently, at

the age of ten days. The funeral services were

held from their home, 2 Elm Street, Rev. Arthur

Copeland, D.D., officiating, and interment was at

Willow Avenue Cemetery.

The business of Charles S. Platt, gold and

silver refiner, 31 Gold Street, has been incorporated

under the name of Charles S. Platt & Co., with a

capital stock of $100,000, and Messrs. C. S. Platt,

M. V. Cruser and Robert Thompson, . of New

York, as directors. At a meeting of the directors,

Mr. Platt was elected president, Mr. Cruser treas-

urer and Mr. Thompson secretary.

James Valentine Bergen, son of J. D. Bergen,

of the J. D. Bergen Co., the well-known cut-glass

manufacturers, of this city, was married, some

weeks ago, to Miss E. Pain, of Meriden, Conn.

THE KEYSTONE joins with the many friends of the

young pair in tendering felicitations.

(Continued on page 903)
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INCREASED
DEMAND

must be as good an argument

as any one can use, that an

article has merit.

The Larter Shirt Stud has

been on the market a num-

ber of years, and each year

the sale increases.

This is especially true of

the Larter Stud in 10 K. gold

and 14 K. plate, which Pro-

gressive Jobbers are handling

with success.

We have just issued a

booklet showing in an attrac-

tive manner some of the

salable patterns in these two

lines.

A postal will bring one

to you.

LARTER 6 SONS

Registered Trade-Mark

21-23 Maiden Lane

New York

"THE" Machine for
Tagging Rings, etc.

Complete Our Eyelet
Outfit • 1000 Celluloid Tags
consists of I 1 Bottle Ink

Price complete,

$5.00 net

Hand Flyers are

Useless for

Tagging Rings

111111111111111111111111111

Pat. applied for

CO NO.3.
Style of Tags

ilE111111111

The

HOLD=ON

CLUTCH

9%64'

YOU slide the

Clutch on—

IT does the rest

Pat. May 20, '02

A Splendid Seller
Retailing at 50c.

Ask your Jobber or write to

Scarf Pin Insurance

Hold=On Clutch Co., 33 Gold St., NEW YORK

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

MERU &CONSTIIIITIN
(_1 EN EVA, SW ITZ E R LA ND

E Retite

>X<ceAfs.rolo
TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in I Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, son MIENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

June, 1905

Reduced
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(Continued front page sot)

Reduced rates for the fall buy-

ing season will be made to New

Railroad Rates York City by the Trunk-Line

Association, the announcement

to that effect having been received by the Mer-

chants' Association of New York. The special

fares will be in effect on August 19t11-23d, inclusive,

and September 3c1-7th, inclusive, under the regular

certificate plan. The return limit on each ticket

will be fifteen days. The territory of the Trunk-

Line Association is best described as follows : From

the New York-New England border west to Buffalo

and Salamanca, N. Y., Erie and Pittsburg, Pa.,

Wheeling and Huntington, W. Va. ; south to

Charleston, W. Va., the Potomac River, and the

line of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway. Montreal,

Toronto and Hamiton, Canada, are also in this

territory. The rate is not effective from points

less than one hundred miles from this city. The

applications of the Merchants' Association to the

Central Passenger Association and the Southwest-

ern Excursion Bureau are now pending, with the

probability that favorable action by the former will

be bulletined within a few days. The dates re-

quested from the last-named territories are earlier

than those on which rates will be operative from

the near-by section.

Diamond importers who buy

rough stones from the De Beers

Diamond Buyers selling syndicate in London,

have received notices in the last

few days of the new terms of sale, which are likely

to lead to higher prices at retail. After this the

importer must take stones in whatever assortment

they may be offered. Hitherto the importer had

discretion in accepting or refusing stones above

fifteen carats. Importers say that their profit is in

the smaller sizes, by which they mean stones

weighing from one to ten carats, and there is

difficulty in getting back the outlay on those that

are larger. This is explained in part by the fact

that the syndicate's prices per carat on a heavy

stone are much higher than on a smaller gem.

Nobody apprehends that any one of the nine firms

in the United States that buy direct from the

London syndicate will display any opposition to

the new condition. The penalty of refusal to

accept a shipment would be the displacement of

the importer from the syndicate's list of buyers in

favor of another merchant, and many are awaiting

such an opportunity.

The disappearance on or about

May 4th, of three diamonds

Gem Robbery valued at between $30,000 and

$35,000 from one of the depart-

ments of Tiffany & Co., Union Square, created a

sensation in the trade. Up to the time of this

writing the mystery of their removal remains

unsolved. The detective forces of the United

States and Europe have been set to work on the

case and in London a reward of Xt000 has been

offered for the recovery of the gems. At the

close of work on May 4th, in accordance with the

usual custom, the setter who had been working

upon these gems is said to have handed in at the

grille for deposit the package containing them.

Next morning they were missed by the man in

charge of the deposits and the loss was then

reported. The members of the firm have main-

tained a strict silence in the matter to all except the

authorities, thus multiplying the opportunities for

independent rumors. It is said that the gems were

New Rule for

A Mysterious

K FYSTONE.

taken from the fifth floor of the company's build-
ing, where fifty trusted men are employed. Those

of the employees known to have handled the goods
have the implicit confidence of the firm, which

shifts suspicion from them ; moreover, it is thought

that the difficulty of disposing of such goods would

be sufficient to deter any of them from such a theft.

Among undenied or unconfirmed reports published

in the newspapers was that preparatory to the re-

moval of the firm to its new store a number of

tradesmen and workmen from without were em-

ployed, some of whom had access to the floor from

which, the gems disappeared.
Importers of materials for the

manufacture of optical instru-

ments will be gratified to learn

that unwrought glass plates for

optical instruments, with edges ground and pol-

ished, regardless of dimensions, are entitled to

entry free of duty under par. 565 of the tariff act of

1897. This, in substance, was the decision made

by the Board of United States General Appraisers

in sustaining the protest of Bruckmann & Lor-

bacher against the assessment of duty at the rate

of 45 per cent. ad valorem by the collector of cus-

toms at New York, on an importation of these

goods. The decision as rendered by General

Appraiser Sharretts is as follows:

The merchandise covered by these protests
consists of unwrought glass plates or disks, rectan-
gular in form, severally less than eight inches in
dimensions and suitable only for use in the manu-
facture of optical instruments. The opposite edges
of each of said plates having been ground and
polished to afford the passage of light in order to
detect air bubbles or other imperfections in the
glass, the collector followed the principles enun-
ciated in G. A. 5252 (T. D. 24,150) and assessed
duty on the merchandise at 45 per cent. ad valorem
under par. 112. The importers claim free entry
under par. 565 of the tariff act of 1897. The

board in abstract 2728 (T. D. 25,538), on the
authority of G. A. 5252 (supra), overruled a pro-

test involving the same issue as that presented in
the present case. Upon review, however, the
circuit court for the southern district of New York,

in the case of Hensel vs. United States (T. D.

26,193), reversed the board, and the treasury

department having acquiesced (T. D. 26,255), we

sustain the protests now before us and reverse the
collector's decision in each case.

The Pawnbrokers' Association

Pawnbrokers Hold of the city of New York
 held

Annual Dinner its eighth annual dinner on

Tuesday evening, May 2d, at

the Savoy Hotel. It was qhite an interesting

reunion of an important body of business men.

The feast was presided over by President B. Fox.

Henry W. McAleenan, a 77-year-old veteran of the

trade, responded to the toast of " The Dean of the

Profession," and received a very enthusiastic ova-

tion. Among the notable speakers were Gen.

James R. O'Beirne and Abraham Levy. Both of

these speakers referred to the convenience which a

legitimate pawnbroking business oftentimes pro-

vides, and they earnestly urged upon all followers

of that business the need of ever maintaining a

high standard of commercial moraltity. A feature

of the wine service was the arrangement in each

cocktail glass of three cherries, very obviously

symbolic of the trade to which the diners belonged.

William H. Jenks, recently

Fifty Years With marked the fiftieth anniversary

Tiffany 6 Co. of his connection with the sil-

verware department of Tiffany

& Co. The board of trustees of the firm availed

of the interesting event to make him the recipient

of a beautiful silver vase of artistic design, specially

made at the works of Tiffany & Co. His imme-

diate associates in the store manifested their esteem

Gratifying to
Importers
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by presenting him with a handsome drawing-room

clock bearing a suitable inscription. Both of these

unique tokens of regard were accompanied by

letters of felicitation. Mr. Jenks first became con-

nected with Tiffany & Co. immediately after the

removal of the firm from 271 Broadway to 550

Broadway, near Prince Street, which latter loca-

tion was then considered very far up town. By an

interesting coincidence he completed half a cen-

tury with the firm just as it is about to remove

from its present location in Union Square to pala-

tial premises at Fifth Avenue and Thirty-seventh

Street. Nothwithstanding his long period of

activity, Mr. Jenks is still in the enjoyment of

unusually vigorous health.

R., L. & M. Friedlander, 30 Maiden Lane,

have issued the Monarch Catalogue No. 6o, for

1905. This catalogue measures 12 x 9X inches,

approximately, is printed on enameled paper in

black ink and bound in a cover of dark green. It

deals with watch cases, velvet boxes, lockets, chains,

novelties, fobs, bracelets, etc., all of which are

abundantly illustrated, consecutively numbered

and concisely described. There is a page of gen-

eral information regarding discounts, ordering and

delivery, and reference is facilitated by a careful

index.
The members, purpose and work of the Mer-

chants' Association of New York City have been

set forth in a book of eighty pages, copies of which

can be had of the secretary, New York Life Build-

ing, New York.
John A. Abel, of Abel Bros. & Co., 64-66

John Street, returned from Europe on Wednesday,

May 3d, after visiting the diamond and precious-

stone markets of London, Paris, Amsterdam, etc.

He also visited the chief manufacturing centers of

Europe. He began calling on the home trade on

Monday, May 8th, with a line of diamond mount-

ings, diamond jewelry, loose diamonds and precious

stones.
Henry Fein & Co. is the name of a new firm

of wholesale material dealers who have recently

started in business at 49 Maiden Lane, this city.

Mr. Fein and his partner, L. Bruggemann, are old

employees of L. H. Keller & Co. Mr. Fein has been

connected with the firm for the past eleven years,

most of which time he has traveled in the Southern,

New England, Middle and Eastern States, and has a

wide acquaintance among the trade in this territory.

He will continue to travel in the interests of his

own firm hereafter, while Mr. Bruggemann will look

after inside work and filling of orders. Mr. Brug-

gemann's experience of seventeen years with Kel-

ler & Co. has given him a thorough knowledge of

the material business. Both men have a wide

acquaintance among the trade and have every

prospect of making a success.

Korones Bros. have opened a new store at 32

Maiden Lane in addition to their quarters at 38

Chrystie Street. The new store occupies the entire

ground floor of the building at the address named,

and the firm's immense stock will comprise every-

thing in goods, material and equipment required

by watchmakers and jewelers. This extension of

the firm's facilities was necessitated by a propor-

tionate increase in their business. They cordially

invite the trade to call upon them when visiting the

city, inspect their comprehensive lines and accept

the courtesies which the house will gladly extend.

M. E. Stern, the John Street optical jobber, is

taking a short vacation and rest cure at Atlantic

City. Mr. Stern had not entirely recovered from

his recent severe illness and his physician recom-

mended a sojourn at the sea shore to help restore

his strength. He is accompanied by Mrs. Stern.
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YOU

CAN SECURE THAT

CLASS PIN ORDER

BY SHOWING

OUR DESIGNS AND SAMPLES.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS.

WRITE TO EITHER FACTORY

WENDELL & COMPANY,

103-105 WILLIAM ST.

NEW YORK.

57 WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO,

FA$
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WESTERN BUREAU ON TIM KEYSTONE

Room 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, May 25:1905

Business continues fair in

Business Conditions Chicago and her territory in
the lines represented by this
journal. It is even better in

the West and Southwest than in the Northwest.
Generally speaking, as the spring season passes
the record for the current year's business is climb-
ing and really shows some improvement over last
year. Conditions in general are excellent. About
the only thing the Western country can worry
about now is the too-abundant moisture. In many
sections, on account of the excessive rains, plant-
ing is late. Winter wheat is six points above the
ten-year average. Complaints of high water come
from some sections, while loss of life and destruc-
tion of property by cyclones is reported from others.
Here in Chicago business people have been fight-
ing for the privilege of using the streets of the city.
Happily, though, the strike situation is brightening
up, and it looks to-day. as if the strike will end
within another twenty-four hours. Strike con-
ditions undoubtedly have affected the general retail
business here in Chicago, and the jewelers and
opticians, along with all classes of retail dealers,
have felt the effect. The daily press, however,
have painted things a great deal worse than they
really are. When the strike ends retail conditions
will improve rapidly.

More evidence is accumulating
right along that the Chicago

extension Commercial Association is an
organization of ceaseless vigi-

lance and strenuous exertion. Since its organiza-
tion there have been many achievements to its
credit. A late addition to this score was made in
the tour of its representatives through the North-
western States to the Northwest Pacific Coast
during the latter half of April and the early part of
May, and still another was added May 6th in the
very successful luncheon given to Governor Cum-
mins, of ' Iowa ; Senator Harris, of Kansas, and
the foreign consular corps of Chicago. The former
of these' achievements was for the extension of
friendly and business relations between Chicago
and the great Northwest. The result of the excur-
sion even surpassed expectation, both in the
cordial treatment received at every city visited and
in the promise of increased trade with the distant
territory. The luncheon mentioned above was the
occasion of the announcement of the Chicago
Commercial Association's favorable attitude to-
wards reciprocity. Judging from the utterances of

and Prospects

Chicago Trade

the speakers, and the enthusiasm with which these
utterances were received, the Commercial Associa-
tion will be not only favorable to reciprocity but
aggressively so. Both the excursion and the
reciprocity luncheon are movements for trade ex-
tension, one more strictly for the city of Chicago
and the other for the entire country, or particularly
for the great agricultural West, which already feels
the need of free access to the markets of the world.
They show that the Chicago Commercial Associa-
tion's trade extension policy is being developed in
a manner both intelligent and broad.

Reports from all parts of the
West, Northwest and South-
west, show a most promising
outlook for general business

during the summer months. Almost without
exception these reports are of an optimistic nature,
and tell of excellent crop conditions and bright
prospects for trade. In these days of general pros-
perity and remarkable business expansion, it will
be especially encouraging to the business public to
have good crops of the chief products of the soil.
For this reason it is encouraging to know that a

large crop of wheat is promised for 1905.
On the basis of the government report on

acerage and condition, the winter wheat crop of
1905 will amount to 460,000,000 bushels. This is
far larger than any crop gathered up to this time.

The winter wheat yield of 1904 was 332,000,000

bushels, and that of 1903 was 399,000,000. The

largest winter wheat crop ever harvested to the

present day was in 1902, which was 411,000,00o

bushels, or 49,000,000 under that promised for this

year. From the present outlook, the aggregate

wheat yield of 1905 will break all records. The

condition of spring wheat, despite the backward

weather for the past forthnight throughout much of

the producing states, is fully up to the average

of recent years. The aggregate wheat harvest for

the past few years was 748,000,000 bushels in 1901 ;

670,000,000 in 1902 ; 637,000,000 in 1903 and 552,-

000,000 in 1904. The winter wheat outlook is so

much better this year than ever before there is a

chance that r9or's harvest, which was the highest

record, will be beaten in the present season. All

the indications promise a new " highest" for 1905

in the wheat round-up. But wheat is not the

country's greatest grain crop. Corn is the imperial

product of the American farm. For the past few

years corn has aggregated twice as high as wheat

in aggregate value. As estimated by the depart-

ment of agriculture, the value of the country's

corn crop on the farm of December r, 2904, was a

little over $1,000,000,000, while that of wheat was

Good Crop
Prospects

$510,000,000. In most of the recent previous
years, wheat was farther below corn in market
value than it was in i9o4. However, the favorable
outlook for winter wheat, which far exceeds spring
wheat in acreage and production, this is very
pleasing to the western business man.

From what returning travelers
Visit Portland's Big tell us, and reports we have

from people on the ground,
we feel like advising every-

body to take a trip to Portland this summer to visit
the Lewis and Clark Exposition and get acquainted
with a region vt hich will have a powerful influence
in the country's political and social affairs in corn-
ing time. The Lewis and Clark Centennial merited
a celebration in some conspicuous way, and it has
seemed to the people of the Pacific Northwest who
were in charge of the plan of observance, that the
exposition idea would be the best way of corn-
memorating it. President Goode, of the exposi-
tion, takes pains to point out, " this exposition is
intended primarily to acquaint the American
people with the resources and potentialities of the
vast extent of country constituting the Pacific
West." Oregon, Washington, California, Nevada,
Utah and Idaho are communities which have vast
possibilities in the way of development. To a
larger degree than the States of the Atlantic sea-
board they will be benefited by the Asiatic trade,
which is still in its preliminary stage. For this
reason the Lewis and Clark Fair is bound to prove
mighty interesting to everybody east of the Rocky
Mountains. It is interesting to hear at this stage
of the exposition from our young friend, John B.
Warren, of the general office force of the Elgin
National Watch Company, who is now on a mis-
sionary trip for the Elgin Company in the Pacific
Northwest country, that he visited Portland and its
fair the middle of May. He writes this office that
" I visited the fair grounds and was most agree-
ably surprised with the grand scene presented and
the outlook for Portland's big show. The natural
features are beautiful, and the additions in the way
of buildings and landscape gardening are splendid
to look upon. The buildings are well grouped,
the statuary is good, and to me the plan of the
Lewis and Clark Exposition is a charming picture.
The exhibits are being installed rapidly, and if the
display is as good as the setting prepared for it
—and I do not doubt that it will be—Portland's
big $5,000,000 exposition will merit all the patron-
age that can be given it and will amply repay a visit,
to say nothing of such side attractions as trips to the
many wonders of the Pacific Coast States and
Alaska, with Hawaii and the Philippines in ready
communication by water."

Show this Summer

Personal

M. Goldsmith, of Goldsmith Bros., the re-
finers, returned to Chicago this week from a nine-
months' stay in Southern California. His family
accompanied him. Mr. Goldsmith is feeling fine
and looking much better than when he left us. He
tells us that his health is much better and that he
now feels that he is a well man again. He also
says that they enjoyed their stay in the land of
flowers and sunshine greatly, and that Southern
California deserves all that is said of it as a health
resort.

C. C. Offerman, Chicago and Western repre-
sentative of Wm. Smith & Co., is now on an ex-
tended Western trip, which includes the Pacific
Slope.

Julius Ghislin, manager of the watch depart-
ment at Benj. Allen & Co.'s, has been enjoying his
annual vacation in the country the past fortnight.

(Continued on page 907)
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From the Markets of the World
We have now at the service of the trade the most
complete and comprehensive stocks which the markets
of the world can afford. We have been especially suc-
cessful this 'season in assembling ideal assortments in

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and Cut Glass

Our recognized leadership in diamonds applies equally
to other lines, and all jewelers, whatever their require-
ments, know from past experience that they can rely
on thorough satisfaction and the promptest service.

Mail orders will be filled as conscientiously, promptly and satisfactorily
as if the senders visited us in person

Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers

Stein 0 Ellbogen Company, 103 State Street, Chicago

We'll Confess at the Start
that the man who is looking for " plunder " won't like our prices.
41 On the other hand we don't believe we'd care for his business.
(f, We know that there is an increasing number of merchants who buy
fixtures, as they take a partner—for a lifetime.

They are the people we're after, and for them we have a story out of
the ordinary.

PHILLIPS'

(Wee/ia

Show Cases

roPADE MARX

are all that their name implies—have been that for more than forty
vears—only they're just as far in front now as in 1864, the date we
started business.

GET OUR 1905 CATALOGUE OF CASES AND FIXTURES

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd.
Establish,d 186.1

Branch, Windsor, Ont. DETROIT, MICH.

OUR IMPROVED BEST OF ALL
ROLLER REMOVER

Our Never Equaled Patent applied for

Pivot Drill Chuck
and Drilling Device

A

Price, $1.50
Finely

nickel-plated

Once used, you would not be
without it for five times its cost.

Description of Tool. — A is
milled band to clutch in screwing
down set nut B which holds Pivot

Drill in position. C is hack center taper which fits tail stock of lathe. D shows rest pin entering
C, or tail-stock spindle. Place Pivot Drill in countersink in the staff' to be drilled. Push up tail-

stock spindle and set thumb-screw, and as the drill enters the staff the opening between C and J)

shows the depth you have drilled. This device also lessens the breakage. Price, 75 cents.
We also furnish best quality of Pivot from 4 to 30 thousandth for 30 cents per dozen. Order

either from us or your jobber. In ordering, mention name and kind of lathe used. We also manu-

facture tools for watchmakers, jewelers and opticians. Write us for estimates.
Our New

Crown Enlarging Tool
This tool sells for $1.00. anti
enlarge inside of crowns front stn.,
swiss to 18 size. Nickel-plated.

DETROIT WATCH TOOL CO., 516 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich.

A Genuine

6 ft. high Mission Hall Clock
to Retail at $11.00 •

The greatest clock offer of the year.
See our "ad." page 774, May KEYSTONE, or better yet,

Write for our " Special Wedding Month Offer."

American Cuckoo Clock Company, inc.
Station S3, Philadelphia

June, 1905

Chicago Letter
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(Continued from page 905)

Will. Manheimer, of Louis Manbeimer & Bro.,

has just returned from a fortnight's trip through

the Northwest and reports crop and business con-

ditions good in that section, but that trade is some-

what quiet.
M. H. Cowan, formerly representing L. A.

Eppenstein & Co., in the far Western territory, has

gone with Sproehnle & Company and will cover

the same territory for the last-named firm. Mr.

Cowan is already out on his first trip for his new

firm.
John R. Lilja, manager of the diamond de-

partment at Benj. Allen & Co.'s, sailed for Europe,

May t6th, on the Cunard liner Caronia, to be ab-

sent six weeks. Mr. Lilja will visit the European
diamond marts on his annual buying trip and will

select the firm's fall stock of diamonds and pre-
cious stones before returning home.

Herbert Compton, formerly traveler but of late
years buyer for the F. C. Happel Company, who
resigned his position early in the present year to
embark in truck farming in Texas, has abandoned
his farm and accepted a position with the L. Bau-
man Jewelry Company, wholesale, St. Louis, as
buyer. In the latter position Mr. Compton suc-
ceeds Harry Aller, also a former Chicago man.
Mr. Aller is embarking in the wholesale business
for himself in St. Louis, and will be the head of
the new jewelry jobbing house of Aller, Newman
& Wilmes.

Mark Holland, of the Chicago office of the
Philadelphia Watch Case Company, was called to
Missouri last week to attend the funeral of his
father.

Win. H. Cloudman, assistant superintendent
of the Elgin National Watch Company's works at
Elgin, returhed last week from a short visit to
New York and other Eastern points. While in
New York he attended a reunion of the third
corps of the Army of the Potomac, a prominent
G. A. R. organization. While at the meeting, Mr.
Cloudman was highly honored by being elected
president of this organization for the coming year.

Miss Carrie Green, the well-known and able
buyer for the jewelry department of the Seigel-
Cooper Company, will sail early in June for a six-
month's tour of Europe. Miss Green's trip will
be one of travel and recreation entirely, and will
afford her a much-needed rest, which she richly
deserves.

Louis Manheimer, head of the house of Louis
Manheimer & Bros., Mrs. Manheimer and Miss
Manheimer, sailed for Europe, May 16th, on the
Cunard liner Caronia, to be absent until Septem-
ber. The party expect to do the continent at easy
stages and then see England, Scotland and Ireland
before returning home. The trip is purely one of
sight-seeing, travel and recreation.

Charles Chambers Inskeep, secretary of F. A.
Hardy & Company (incorporated), returned
recently from a trip to Kansas City, where he
attended a joint convention of the Missouri
Association of Opticians and the Kansas Associa-
tion of Opticians in the interest of his firm's new
optical instrument the " Stigmatometer." Mr.
Inskeep tells us that the idea of a joint meeting
was a happy one, and that he hopes the two State
societies will find it convenient to meet in Kansas
City in joint session again next year.

Louis E. Fay, Chicago and Western represen-
tative of the R. F. Simmons Company, the widely-
known chainmakers, returned early in the month
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from a fortnight's trip to the factory. Mr. Fay left
for the West last week, his trip to include the
Pacific Coast.

Ernest M. Lunt, Chicago manager for the
Towle Manufacturing Company, is at his desk
again after a three-weeks' trip to the factory.

George M. Stannard, for the past eighteen
years with the G,eneva Optical Company, this city,
most of that time in charge of their buying, has
resigned to take a position in the office of the
Standard Optical Company, at Geneva, N. Y.,
where he will reside in the future.

A. W. Johanson, retail, at 270 Wells Street,
and Mrs. Johanson, will leave for a European trip
about June 1st. They expect to be absent about
two months and will visit England, France, Ger-
many and Sweden while abroad.

Charles E. Bunker, for several years past
Chicago and Western representative of Whiting &
Davis, is now with the F. E. Morse Company.

W. A. Fay, formerly traveling in Western
territory from the Chicago office of the New Eng-

land Watch Company, has resigned and is now
with the John T. Mauran Manufacturing Company
as their Chicago and Western representative. Mr.
Fay left, the middle of the month, with his new
line for an extended Western trip, going as far as

the Pacific Coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Young will open their sum-

mer house at Lake Geneva, June ist. The family
will remain at this splendid country-seat until Sep-

tember Mr. Young will make frequent trips to

the city during the season.
Among the June weddings announced that will

interest the trade is the marriage of Miss Ethel Hul-

burd, only daughter of President Charles H. Hul-
burd, of the Elgin National Watch Company, to

Hugh McBirney Johnston, of this city. It will be

an afternoon wedding, at 4.30 o'clock, in the New
England Congregational Church, on the North

Side, and will be followed by a reception at the

Hulburd residence, 40 Lake Shore Drive.

Louis W. Bruns, Western traveler for the

Juergens & Andersen Company, with headquarters

at Denver, is spending this week at Chicago head-

quarters. Mr. Bruns reports the Rocky Mountain

country as fairly prosperous with good prospects

for a fine fall trade.

Colonel William B. Keeler, for the last thirty

years secretary of the firm of Charles E. Graves &

Company, retail jewelers, for many years located

at Clark & Madison Streets, but recently removed

to handsome new quarters in the corner room of

the new Heyworth Building, at Wabash Avenue

and Madison Street, was only recently chosen

president of the Woodlawn Park Club, a popular

social organization on the South Side in Chicago.

Colonel Keeler was born in Ohio sixty-five years

years ago and is a Civil War veteran, serving as

colonel under Sherman in the army of the Ten-

nessee. He has lived in Chicago thirty-four years

and in Woodlawn for the last twenty years. He is

now commander of the Illinois commandery of the

Loyal Legion of the United States and a prominent

clubman of the South Side.
Hans Juergens, of the Juergens & Andersen

Company, leaves June 15th for a trip to the Yellow-

stone Park, where he will meet his father, Paul

Juergens, and his mother and sister, who are on

their return from a six-months' trip to the Pacific

Coast.
Herman Fues, credit man for the Juergens &

Andersen Company, sails for Europe next week to

be absent two months. Mr. Fues will spend most

of his time while away visiting at the home of his

parents in Switzerland.

A. N. Sperry, for the past twenty-six years
with the Sercomb Company and its predecessors
as manager or partner, severs his connection with
the firm June 1st and will rest through the summer.
Mr. Sperry is undecided just what he will engage
in when he takes up business again in the fall, but
he is a man that will not remain idle long. F. H.
Putnam, for a number of years past in the office of
the Sercomb Company, will succeed Mr. Sperry as
manager of the company.

E. F. Hornikel, the well-known engraver, has
gone to Kansas City, where he has accepted a
position with the Jaccard Jewelry Corporation as
manager of their engraving department.

R. A. Kettle, Chicago and Western manager
for Robbins & Appleton, selling agents for the
American Waltham Watch Company, left last week

for a two-weeks' visit to the company's factory at
Waltham.

J. H. Hardin, of F. A. Hardy & Company, is
at his desk again after a ten-days' trip to the East-
ern manufacturing ce:o.m-s.

Dr. Earl J. Brown, of the Geneva Optical

Company, returned recently from a trip to Kansas
City, where he delivered a course of lectures before

the joint session of the Missouri and Kansas Opti-

cal Associations. Dr. Brown tells us that the

meeting was the largest, most enthusiastic and

enjoyable State meeting he ever attended, and that

the Kansas City jobbers know how to do a good
job as entertainers. He thinks the idea of a joint

convention at a central point like Kansas City an

excellent one, and hopes that the Kansas and Mis-

souri Associations will again try a joint meeting

next year.

Gossip Among the Trade

Borsch & Company, the well-known opticians,

are now nicely located in their new store at the

corner of Dearborn and Adams Streets, with an
entrance at 215 Dearborn Street. Their new pre-

mises are much larger and more prominently

located than their old quarters and more modern

in every particular. Their shop has double its

former space and has been fitted up with an entire

new equipment. They have now one of the finest

shops among the retail trade.
The optical department of Benj. Allen & Com-

pany, Silversmiths' Building, is sending out to the

trade upon request a special catalogue of cameras

and photographic supplies, which is a most season-
able line for jewelers just at this time of the year.

If you have not already received this useful camera
and photographic supplies catalogue, a postal-card
request will bring it to you.

The E. H. H. Smith Silver Company, of
Bridgeport, Conn., have established a Western
salesroom at 131 Wabash Avenue, in charge of
W. D. Smith.

Kelsey & Wienecke, retail opticians, formerly
on the second floor of the Stewart Building, are
now located on the third floor of the new Chicago
Saving Bank Building.

Norris, Alister & Company already are hard at
work on their new fall catalogue, in which they
will introduce some new features. They intend to
issue a larger and more complete book than
ever.

The C. P. Goerz Optical Company have opened
up a Chicago office on the fifth floor of the new
Heyworth Building.

Sproehnle & Company are now nicely situated
in their new quarters on the eleventh floor of the

Heyworth Building. They are being congratulated

on all sides by their friends on the cheerfulness
and completeness of their new office and its hand-
some appearance.

(Continued on page 909)
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The
Sensation

of
the Year

is the new Chronograph Watch made by the New York Standard
Watch Co.

It is the one article the Jeweler can now sell without much
effort. Why?

Because There has never been offered before anything
like it. It is therefore a decided novelty and fills a need that has
never been met before, i. e., of a good, reliable timepiece, with
chronograph attachment, at a low price.

Some of its characteristics :
It is an American Watch.
It is remarkably simple and consequently durable.
Its parts are interchangeable and easily duplicated at little cost.

The remarkable thing about this new Chronograph is, that it
compares favorably in point of accuracy with the most expensive
imported watches.

Jewelers who haven't seen this great seller had better order
samples at once from their jobbers. Can be had in Nickel, Silver
and Gold Filled Cases, made by leading manufacturers.

VICTOR NIVOIS, 47-49 Maiden Lane, New York City

juot., iv)5
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News from the Trade

Jeweler Ed. Hebert, of Bricelyn, Minn., has
recently bought a half interest in a drug store in
that town. The firm reads Beadle & Herbert,

Company, fountain pen
dealeFrrsaiiinkdHru.gms aold jlsoineye 8z,elrcyo.

manufacturers, have removed their factory to

larger and more commodious quarters at Randolph

and Desplaines Streets, where they have three

times the space they occupied in their old location.

Their removal was made necessary by the rapidly
increasing demand for their product. This firm still
retains its business in the Silversmiths' Building.

News has reached the Chicago trade that
Charles Hanson, of Mason City, Iowa, has traded
his stock for land in Dakota and retired from the
jewelry business. He will engage in the land busi-

ness
the we -known jeweler, of

nessHin. tIsi ft.rituorwee. 
ll 

Charles City, Iowa, is closing out his stock and will
remove to Baker City, Oregon.

Among the recent graduates of the Northern
Illinois College are the following full-fledged opti-
cians : E. F. Eaton, of Urbana, Ill.; F. K. Sims,
Emporia, Kans.; Harry D. Williams, Chicago;
James T. Whitson, Uniontown, Pa.; W. F. Ballin-
ger, Aurora, Ill.; W. W. Hendricks, Bardolph,
Ill.; W. E. Sharpnack and Geo. E. Hervey, Akron,
Ohio ; R. G. Merrell, Cedar Falls, Iowa ; E. T.
Olson, Lake Park, Mimi.; Clifton Rice, Portland,
Ore., and R. W. Ramsdell, St. Joseph, Mo. The
following students are studying optics at the col-
lege this month : Frederick G. Koester, Des
Moines, Iowa ; Mrs. D. Young, Chicago, and Mrs.
Dr. Frank, California ; W. K. Grady, Stillwater,
Okla.; M. W. Rozzell, Mayfield, Kyo.; N. Kimira,
Japan ; H. E. Scattergood, Sturgis, Mich.; Victor
J. Miller, Ohio ; John Lemp, Chicago ; Leslie
Hollbrook, of Kenosha, Wis., and John Pro-
chaska, Toledo, Ohio. Max Goldberg, who re-
cently completed his degree of bachelor of ophthal-
mology at this college, has fitted up optical parlors
at Twelfth and Halstead Streets and is already
doing a nice business.

Herman Testroet, Persia, Iowa, was burned
out April 22d. The fire was a severe one, destroy-
ing all the business houses in the town hut two.
Mr. Testroet was fortunate enough to save most of
his stock and fixtures.

J. C. Klatholt, the well-known jeweler, of
Springfield, Ill., has for over twenty years done a
fine trade with the lawmakers who gather at the
capital city when the legislature is in session. But
the legislative season only recently closed has
treated Mr. Klaholt more kindly than any previous
one, according to an item in the local press, which
says that he sold close to Moo° worth of goods for
gifts made at the close of the Illinois General
Assembly. " That the senators and members of
the house of representatives of Illinois were
remembered by their parting associates, is putting
it in a mild way. Last Friday afternoon, toward
the close of the senate session, Hon. Lawrence Y.
Sherman was presented with a handsome solid
silver loving cup. Hon. Orville Berry presented
it with a deep expression of thought and word.
Mr. Sherman responded, extending his thanks in
an able manner. Hon. Corbus P. Gardner was
presented with a fine Patek-Phillipe watch. Hand-
some tea services were given to Hon. Leon A.
Townsend, president pro tern. of the senate, and
to. Hon. Charles E. Hull. A large candelabra set,
with a silver plate attached, bearing the inscription,
' Presented to Hon. Orville Berry, by the members
of the Forty-fourth General Assembly Illinois,'
wassiven him. On Saturday evening, at the last
session of the house of representatives, Hon.
Edward D. Shurtleff, speaker of the house, was
presented a massive chest of solid silver table ware,
and a solid silver tea set as a token of esteem and
love by his fellow men. An elegant Jules Jurgen-
sen watch, chain and diamond emblem charm
was given to Hon. Thomas Tippit, minority leader
of the house. Hon. William F. Trautmann was
recipient of a diamond locket, with a handsome
mscription on the back. Gold-headed canes were
gifts from the legislature to John A. Reeve, clerk,
and Edwin Harlon, doorkeeper, for faithful ser-
vices rendered. - Mrs. Ida M. Bacon, postmaster,
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and Lucy M. Long, assistant postmaster, were
each given tea sets, and to wind up the climax
each and every member of the House of Repre-
sentatives received a beautiful souvenir teaspoon
as a remembrance of the Forty-fourth General
Assembly. These presentations were all furnished
by Jeweler Klaholt, in whose window they were
viewed by many for a day or two after the gifts
were presented."

THE KEYSTONE takes pleasure in presenting
the portrait of Eugene F. Confarr, the well-known
jeweler, of Livingston, Mont., as he appeared at
the State tournament of trap shooters of his State
which met at Anaconda late in April of this year.
Mr. Confarr enjoys the reputation of being one of
cleverest experts at trap shooting in the United
States, and has the medals to show for it. He
is pleasantly mentioned in his own country as the
" medal dog " for the reason that he has earned
the title, winning almost every trophy in the whole
Northwest. Confarr's shooting for the first two
days in the Northwest tournament held last year at
Pendelton, Oregon, was phenomenal, his general
average being better than ninety-seven per cent.
It was a record that the most expert professional
shooters in the world might be proud of, made as
it was under the most trying conditions. The

Eugene F. ronfarr

wind was favorable and he was pitted against
some very clever gun men, among them being
professional representatives of the powder factories
and arms companies, but the pace set by the
Montana shooter was too fast for the best of them,
and he turned the baked clay birds into dust so
fine that it was scattered all over the Southern part
of Oregon. Mr. Confarr has won enough medals,
cups and the like to literally fill a wash tub, and he
is still striving for more. Some of the Northwest
medals he now holds are the Globe, valued at
$r000 ; the Peters, a handsome and valuable
medal given by the Peters Manufacturing Com-
pany ; the Brownlee medal, one of the handsomest
in the Northwest ; the high average medal for
1904, and nearly all the Montana medals and
trophies. With all his fame as a rifleman, Mr.
Confarr makes a success of his jewelry business,
but his automobile and his rifle are his greatest
enjoyments.

The following list of students are recent arri-

vals at the Jewelers' School of Engraving : V. J.

Miller, Tiffin, Ohio ; Oscar L. Hess, Palmerston,

Out. ; H. J. Townley, Traer, Iowa ; Roscoe C.
Childs, Traer, Iowa ; H. P. Greeley, Waterman,

Ill.; Mosse A. Sherre, Moscow, Russia ; Lester W.
Hugett, Batavia, Ill.; Frank J. Gagaman, Chicago;

Bessy Hubbell, Chicago ; Rosallino Pascuzzi,

Decollatura, Italy.
J. B. White, of the White-Haynes Optical

Company,wholesale, Columbus, Ohio, is in Chicago

to-day calling on the wholesale and manufacturing

optical trade.
Mrs. I. F. Varney, wife of Jeweler Varney, of

Wichita, Kans., is spending a few days in Chicago

visiting with friends.
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J. P. Mayo, watchmaker for Syman Bros.,

Denver, Colo., for several years past, spent a part

of this week in Chicago, accompanied by Mrs.
Mayo. Mr. Mayo was en route to Battle Creek,
Mich., their old home town, where lie expects to
embark in the retail jewelry business for himself

early in June.
Jeweler Lon Williams, of Wichita, Kans., is

moving into a handsome new store this month
which he has fitted up in modern style with new
fixtures. We are glad to note the prosperity and
expansion of our old friend, who is the kind of man
who is deserving of it all.

Will. H. Beck, of Sioux City, Iowa, spent a

day in Chicago last week, en route to Washington,

D. C., to see his daughter graduate at Miss Som-

mer's College for young ladies. Mr. Beck will stop

off again in Chicago on his way home, and spend

more time with his friends in the trade.
The L. Manasse Company, 88 Madison Street,

are sending out to the trade upon request their

handsome new wholesale optical catalogue, which

is profusely illustrated and contains no pages. It

is a useful handbook and price-list of everything

optical, and the jeweler-optician who has not

already received the book, should send a postal

request for it right away.
Jeweler J. Segerstrom, of Rhinelander, Wis.,

has built a boat to be used as a pleasure craft on

the Wisconsin river. Up in his town they now call

him " Captain" Segerstrom, and his friends by

way of pleasantry, allude to him as one of the

" Old Vikings of Norway."
Henry Reinhard, Southern and Southwestern

traveler for the Juergens & Andersen Company,

arrived at headquarters the first of the week from

a trip through Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri.

He reports trade conditions and prospects as very
promising in Oklahoma as well as in other States

he visited.
August Wetteroth, the veteran jeweler, of St.

Joseph, Mo., has recently returned from a four-

months' stay in Southern California, much improved

in health.
Out-of-Town Visitors

H. P. Proctor, the well-known and pioneer
jeweler, of Grinnell, Iowa, spent a few clays in -
Chicago recently, calling on his friends in the
wholesale trade and doing his spring buying.

R. E. Dale, of Bedford, Indiana, accompanied
by Mrs. .Dale, were met in one of our wholesale

houses last week, where they were selecting goods

for the home market. Mr. Dale reported trade

fairly good in his section, and that his town was

growing and prospering.
J. E. Mitchell, the well-known jeweler, of Ft.

Worth, Texas, spent a few days in Chicago early in
the month combining business with pleasure.

J. W. Neesham, the well-known and prosper-
ous jeweler, of Ottumwa, Iowa, a familiar and al-

ways welcome figure in this market, was here for a

few days this week on a business trip. When seen

in one of our wholesale offices, Mr. Neesham re-

marked that crop and trade conditions in his section
were most favorable for a good summer and fall

trade. In fact, they were expecting a better busi-

ness this summer and fall than they enjoyed last

year during the same period.
Jeweler F. G. Hayner, of Colorado Springs,

Colorado, and Mrs. Hayner, were here for a few

days the early part of the month, combining busi-

ness with pleasure.
-Jeweler Tom. Morris and wife, of Crookston,

Minn., were in Chicago for a few days early in May,
combining business with pleasure.

A. B. Schaeffer and son, of Sandusky, Ohio,
spent a few days in Chicago recently calling on
their friends in this market and doing some buying.

G. H. Geer, the well-known jeweler, of Jack-
son, Tenn., spent a few days in Chicago early in
May, selecting goods for the home market and en-
joying the sights of the Western metropolis.

E. E. Chandler, of Boone, Iowa, a familiar and
always welcome figure in this market, spent a few

days in town last week doing some buying and
enjoying the pleasures of a great city.

F. E. Baylers, of Chillicothe, Illinois, accom-
panied by Mrs. Baylers, was in Chicago last week for

a few days,combining some buying with sight seeing.
W. N. Boynton, of Manchester, Iowa, spent a

few days in Chicago recently, calling on his old
friends in the trade.

Marsh Hainer, of McComb, Mississippi, a well-
known buyer in this market, was here for a few
days recently,doing some buying for the home store.
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Full line of German Silver Bags and Purses

or -

.41
t 

419.

IN SIZES FROM 2 INCHES TO 6 INCHES

Roman, Silver, Gun Metal and Old English Finish. White Kid Linings

• mi. a IN • ./ra.• a•anit.ialiCa N. a • es,...■ tor ....F..' lifo-er*I.X.

BROOCHES

BEAD NECKS

BACK COMBS

BRACELETS

CUFF PINS

HAT PINS

SCARF PINS

NECK CHAINS

ETC.

CIGARETTE CASES

MATCH BOXES

LOVING CUPS
COIN HOLDERS

CIGAR CUTTERS

KEY RINGS

KNIVES

SCISSORS

ETC.

Codding & Heilborn CO., North Attleboro, Mass.
New York—Chas. Van Ness, I( Maiden Lane Chicago—O. S. Titus, 88 Monroe St. San Francisco—H. C. Van Ness & Co., 11 s Kearny St.

Special Announcement
Having removed to our new home, Suite i 104

New Heyworth Building, corner Wabash Avenue and
Madison Street, Chicago, you'll find that we have the
handsomest engraving school and studio in this country.

send for New 48-Page Catalog. Correspondence Solicited

Established 1889

Some of the Fealure.s

Splendid Light

Perfect Ventilation

Handsomely Furnished Re-
ception and Class Rooms

The Best System of In-
struction

Universal Endorsement by
all jewelers

The Jewelers' School of' Engraving Itir HD 0. KANDLEI:

l'roprietor

Loose

AAMONDS
Mounted

Jos. NOTERMAN
& co.

2 Race Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Seventy-seventh
Anniversary of a
Jewelry Firm

The Mermod, Jaccard & King
Jewelry Company on May 1st
celebrated the seventy-seventh
anniversary of the founding of
the jewelry house of Louis

Jaccard. Mr. Jaccard came to this country from

Switzerland in 1829, and in the same year opened

a small jewelry shop on Main between Pine and
Chestnut Streets. The shop was a small affair,

and in it was sold a limited stock of goods, prin-

cipally from Switzerland. From that small begin-

ning the establishment has grown steadily, until

to-day it is the largest and most celebrated jewelry
concern in the West. Coincident with the cele-
bration of the seventy-seventh anniversary of the

house in St. Louis, is the opening on the same

day in New York, at 400 Fifth Avenue, of the
Eastern branch of the establishment. The New

York store will handle a regular line of jewelry,

cut glass, stationery, and, in fact, everything that

is sold in the mother house. The history of the
great jewelry house is filled with interest, and

follows closely the history covering the business
development of St. Louis, through the troubled

times of Civil War, and during trade depressions
and panics during three-quarters of a century, it

has weathered every storm, and is to-day a credit

to St. Louis and the West. Louis Jaccard returned

to Switzerland after founding the house, and in

1847, Eugene Jaccard came to St. Louis and took
charge, establishing the business from which the

present house springs. In 1882 the firm was in-
corporated under the name of Mermod, Jaccard &
Co. This year the firm-name was changed so as to
incorporate the name of Goodman King, its presi-
dent. The house has been represented at nearly
all the great world's fairs in recent years. Its dis-
play at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago was
one of the most representative in the great manu-
facturer's building. At the St. Louis World's
Fair, its exhibits received many rewards, including
grand prizes and gold medals. The store was
devastated by fire Sunday morning, December 2,
1897, but this never caused a day's suspension in
business. The company opened for business
Monday morning in temporary quarters across the
street on Broadway. Mermod, Jaccard & Co., in
1901, absorbed Eugene Jaccard Jewelry Co. and
the Merrick, Walsh & Phelps Co., two of the
largest retail jewelry houses in St. Louis.

Real estate transfers in St. Louis in April were
more numerous than in any previous month. They
numbered 1552, with a value of $7,283,587. For
March and April the transfers in value exceeded

$15,000,000.
St. Louis is now the third city of the Union in

the manufacture of shoes. The Shoe and Leather
Reporter annual for 1905, which has just been pub-
lished, advances the rank of St. Louis as a shoe
manufacturing city over last year. Lynn, Mass.,
is first, with 161,250 pairs a day ; Haverhill, Mass.,
92,500 ; St. Louis, 77,500 ; Brockton, Mass. 57,000 ;
Cincinnati, 40,250 ; New York City, 28,750 ; Chicago,
26,000 ; Philadelphia, 19,500.

Mrs. G. W. Myerley, wife of Jeweler Myerley, of
Rich Hill, Mo., with her two children, were visit-
ing at the home of a brother in Snyder, Oklahoma,
at the time the frightful cyclone passed over that
town last month and nearly destroyed it. Mrs.
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Myerley and children escaped the fury of the
storm, her brother's house being one of the few to
stand intact.

Fred. G. Frey has again embarked in the manu-
facturing jewelry business, and has opened up a
modern factory with everything new and up-to-
date, in rooms 508 and 509 in the Globe-Democrat
Building. Mr. Frey is well-known in the St. Louis

trade as a former manager of the Bauman-Frey
Manufacturing Company.

Herbert Compton, formerly buyer and traveler
for the F. C. Happel Company, Chicago, is now
buyer for the L. Bauman Jewelry Company, suc-

ceeding Harry Aller, who is the head of the new

wholesale firm of Aller, Newman & Wilmes.
The trade was well represented at the funeral

of the late Samuel Eisenstadt, by leading repre-
sentatives from other cities. The Elgin National

Watch Company by G. V. Dickinson, general
agent ; The Keystone .Watch Case Company by
H. M. Carle, of Chicago ; The American Wal-
tham Watch Company by Ives L. Lake, of Chicago;
Sumner Blackinton, George Weidig and W. S.
Sparrow, of Chicago.

St. Louis is proving that she is
the only exposition city on
either continent which has
shown no business reaction
immediately after its world's

fair. Note how our bank clearings continue to
grow notwithstanding the fact that we are now
comparing with the world's fair period. For the
first quarter of 1904, when the bank transactions
were swelled to a considerable extent by the
preparations for the fair, the clearings for the
St. Louis banks amounted to $708,818,291. For
the first quarter of 1905, when there is no fair to
affect the exchanges, the clearings were $722,348,-
787. This is a gain in the three months just
ended of $13.530,496, as compared with the like

period a year ago, or nearly two per cent. It is

safe to perdict that the year's second, third and

fourth quarters will likewise show large gains
over 1904.

The E. H. Kortkamp Jewelry Co., 612 North
Broadway Avenue, are the makers of the handsome

loving cup presented to Mr. Shaunessey, proprietor

of the Lindell Hotel, in this city, by his employees.

This loving cup was a very fine specimen of the

silversmith's art, and a unique tribute to an

esteemed employer.

Crop conditions continue favor-

Crop Conditions able throughout the St. Louis
territory, yet reports from some
sections of Illinois say that

wheat is not doing well. Generally speaking,

wheat has made excellent progress, and except

where the corn was poorly planted, on account of

droughty conditions last fall, the crop promises

well. Not much is heard of the Hessian fly, and

the indications are that this pest will cause little

damage to the crop. Most of the corn is in the

ground, although planting was delayed by rain in

some sections. The early planted is coming up to

a fairly good standard. There is a marked in-

crease of acreage sown in oats, and while the

cool and dry weather early in the year retarded

the growth, most of the crop is in fairly good con-

dition.
In view of the success that attended the corn

show institute meeting held in 1903, the Missouri

State Board of Agriculture has decided to repeat

the experiments this year. Meetings will be held

in the parts of the State where corn improvements

are to receive the most attention, the aim being to

make the instructions as practical as possible.

Our Bank
Clearances
Still Growing

in this Territory
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Tilling flat lands in Missouri has proven a
success in many instances, and much of it will be
done in the future. Farmers who bought large
tracts of low lands during the farm land boom two
or three years ago, were laughed at when they
stated that they would drain their lands by the use
of tilling, yet they have done this most successfully,
thereby putting much valuable land under cultiva-
tion.

Never before in the history of
Boom in Real St. Louis has there been such

active trading in real estate as
for the past five months. The

people who predicted all kinds of disaster for the
business interests of St. Louis as a result of the re-
action which they said would follow the world's
fair, are surprised at the great activity in real
estate and building as well as the great activity of
trade in general, which is now here and which
shows no indication of diminishing. Instead of a
reaction in real estate and building, we are really
enjoying a boom of unexpected activity and
strength. Month after month exact figures tell this
story, and show that St. Louis is enjoying more
genuine prosperity in substantial activities than she
has ever known before. True it is that according
to all former experiences, an international exposi-
tion was followed by a reaction, and citizens were
warned by those most familiar with such exhibi-
tions, that there would be excessive building and a
general drop in business when our fair ended.
But in St. Louis the result has been just the
opposite. Here are the figures : For the first
quarter of the present year the building permits

represent a value of $5,287,422, against $3,373,574

for the same period last year, when many struct-
ures incidental to the fair were included. In real

estate transactions the total for the first three

months of the present year is $18,211,392, corn-

pared with an aggregate of $11,059,247 for the first

quarter of 1904. The increase is over 50 per cent.

both in the value of new buildings and of the

transfers of real estate. Bank clearings give evi-

dence of a similar kind, the aggregate for the last

quarter reaching $722,348,787, against $708,818,291

in the first three months of 5904 Postal revenue

confirms the showing. The post office here has

transacted a larger business every month this year

than in the corresponding months of 1904. Postal

receipts in St. Louis last month were $337,702, and

in May 1904, they were $321,472, a gain of 5.21

per cent. These figures are all official and com-

plete. They are certainly an agreeable surprise

for the citizens of St. Louis, who looked foward to

some ebbing of the tide as a feature unavoidable

attending a world's fair. The real truth of this

pleasant situation is that the striking development

now going on in St. Louis is due to her central

position as the central city of the American conti-
nent, her high vitality and exceptionable advan-

tages.
The following out-of-town dealers visited this

market last month : E. G. McDill, Sparta, Ill.;

C. J. Harper, Dixon, Mo.; J. M. Dikob, Alexan-

dria, La.; John Roark, Winchester, Ill.; W. G.

Myerley, Rich Hill, Mo.; J. C. Wieser, Roodhouse,

Ill.; E. L. Bersche, Columbia, Ill.; A. Altemueller,
Washington, Mo.; G. H. Geer, Jackson, Tenn.,

and John Koetting, Ste. Genevieve, Mo.

Estate Trading

"It is a 'natter of wonder to me that The
Keystone can purvey such a vast amount of choice
matter for only one dollar. I have not got the
cheek to suggest anything as an '—
H. Af. Miles, Jeweler, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Territou.
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The time of school closing has come, and with
it a good trade is expected by the jewelers. They
are well stocked with elegant presents for the
graduates. Graduation pins, class pins and medals
are in great demand, and the enamelers are quite
busy. Then come the June weddings, which make
business very good for the jewelry trade. There
is a great demand for fine cut glass, and the bride of
to-day receives much in the glass line, a change
from years gone by when silverware prevailed.
The season of graduation gifts and wedding
presents will be welcomed by the jewelers, as
business has been very poor on account of the
inclement weather. The heavy rainfall through
this section has spoiled crops and caused a severe
loss to the farmers throughout Michigan.

F. Rolshoven & Son, of Detroit, recently
celebrated their fiftieth anniversary of the estab-
lishment of their jewelry store. F. Rolshoven
started to work at the bench without capital fifty
years ago, and by hard work has risen to the head
of one of the finest retail stores in Michigan. Mr.
Rolshoven came from Cologne on the Rhine,
where he and M. Hermeling, the present court
jeweler to the Emperor of Germany, worked
together. He was a member of the Society of
Masters, the original Free Masons of Europe. His
son, Herman A., has been associated in the busi-
ness with his father for thirty years.

The election of the grand encampment of
Michigan Odd Fellows resulted in the election of
Chas. L. Edwards, of Carleton, as grand patriarch.
Mr. Edwards is senior member of the well-known
jewelry firm of Edwards & Adams, Carleton,
Mich.

A warrant was sworn out recently by Wright,
Kay & Co., Detroit, Mich., for the arrest of
George Parrish, charged with the larceny by con-
version of a diamond ring valued at $394. Mr.
Wright said that Parrish had been a customer
of the firm, and had an account with them. One
day he bought a ring and had it charged to him,
and then left Detroit.

William Traub, of Traub & Co., Detroit,
Mich., recently returned from Bermuda, where he
went for his health. He was very much benefited
by his trip.

Louis Meier, at the corner of Gratiot Avenue
and the Boulevard, Detroit, Mich., has just com-
pleted after fourteen months' work a curious clock,
nine feet high, six feet wide,- and weighing three
hundred pounds. A feature is an illuminated moon
moving regularly on its axis, showing the changes
from quarter to quarter. Twelve small dials indi-
cate the time in different parts of the world.
Another dial shows a perpetual calender. Mr.
Meier's geographical clock attracted very much
attention at the World's Fair in Paris. His hobby
is the manufacture of freak clocks and tower
clocks.

Opposition has developed in Detroit to the
Palmer Bill, which provides for a State board of
examiners for opticians. It appears the measure
does not fix the status of graduates of three optical
colleges in this State, two of which are doing
business in Detroit. The proprietors aver it will
put them out of business if the bill becomes a law,
and claim it is partly directed at them. It is pointed
out that these schools cannot exist if their function

becomes that of a preparatory concern for the
board of examiners. An attempt will be made to
amend the bill, exempting graduates of these
schools from the law.

Orson A. Wood, formerly of Palmyra, Mich.,
is now located in Blissfield, in the same State.

G. A. Boughner recently opened a retail
jewelry store at 1123 Twelfth Street, Detroit, Mich.

C. L. Herrick, of Thompsonville, Mich., has
closed out his business.

Wm. G. Blish, Niles, Mich., is closing out
his stock.

John H. Touse moved recently from Jones-
ville, Mich., to Osseo, Mich.

Stuart W. Crofts has reopened business at his
old location in Greenland, Mich.

Governor Warner, of Michigan, recently
appointed Otto Stoll, an optician, of Detroit, jury
commissioner of Wayne county.

Chas. E. Stevens, of Paw Paw, Mich., has
discontinued business.

J. Lewis Tinsman has disposed of his business
interests at Romeo, Mich.

Frank Blaisdell, Jackson, Mich., has moved
his stock into larger quarters.

Andrew Warsaner, formerly of Mohawk, Mich.,
is now located at Beacon, Mich.

Myron Ellis, Greenville, Mich., recently pur-
chased the stock of E. A. White, Clare, Mich.,
and will continue business at the old location.

C. A. Piella, Lansing, Mich., has removed his
jewelry store into new quarters on Washington
Avenue in the same town.

Michels & Gillet, jewelers, of Hubbell, Mich.,
have dissolved partnership. The former retiring,
while Mr. Gillet will continue the business.

An optical concern in Detroit reports several
unsolicited orders for eyeglasses from the Orient.
An order was recently received from an optician at
Su Chow Su, China.

Thos. J. McCormick, who recently graduated
from the Jackson Optical College, Jackson, Mich.,
contemplates opening a store in Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Weight of a Carat
At a meeting of the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy some time ago, an interesting note was
furnished by W. E. Ridenour on the value of the
carat as expressed in the metric system. He said
that some time ago he was called upon to weigh a
diamond and to state the weight in jeweler's terms,
carats and fractions. It was necessary to find the
equivalent in the metric system, as his weights
were of the latter, and in looking the matter up,
found the following clipping from the Mining and
Scientific Press, October 27, 1900 : " The weight
by which diamonds and precious stones are calcu-
lated is : 4 grains = I carat ; 157 carats =-- I Troy
ounce. A fine diamond, perfectly white and pure,
weighing i carat is worth $too ; 2 carats, $400 ; 4
carats, $11oo ; 5 carats, $1750."

The diamond weighed 0.327 gram, and, accord-
ing to the above data, he reported its weight to be
IX carats. His report was made in the presence
of the diamond salesman, who became indignant,
as he claimed the weight to he i carat and
1-32. The diamond was subsequently taken to
several jewelers and the weight of i carat
and 1-32 was verified in each case. Mr. Ridenour
then weighed several i-carat weights and found
them all to weigh 0.205 gram, being 0.055 gram
lighter than stated in the Mining and Scientific
Press. This was subsequently confirmed by
Henry Troemner, Philadelphia ; so therefore
carat = 0.205 gram 3 2-13 grains.
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Scraping Noise in Movements
ED. KEYSTONE :—A couple of months ago I

asked you to give me .some information in regard
to the scraping sounds in lever movements aft( r
putting in a jewel. In April issue you state that a
new staff causes this noise and as a remedy su. -
gested that the corners of pivots be polished ol
Experience shows that this is not often correct. \
watch may run smooth, and yet if you remove ot
Of the balance hole jewels and replace it wii
another you will likely hear the scraping nois. ,
and the fault is not in the pivot. I use good-grade
jewels, $1.50 to $1.75 per dozen, but find much of
the above-named trouble.

Very truly,
Gallon, Ohio. H. M. WOLLAM.

The Origin of Illustrated Postal Cards

A French contemporary says that the first so-
called picture cards originated during the Franco-
German war. At a small place in the Department
of La Sarte some 40,000 French soldiers had been
concentrated, and some of the privates, who came
from the South, wanted to describe to their rela-
tives the magnificent scenery surrounding them;
however, not having time for writing long letters,
they went to the stationery store and inquired for
photographs. These inquiries became so numerous
that the proprietor of the store had postal cards
printed showing various views of the town and the
surroundings. After the war the postal cards
were forgotten, until they came up again in Ger-
many in the nineties, and to-day there is scarcely a
spot on the globe where one cannot buy an illus-
trated postal showing the respective locality.

Electric Regulation of Clocks

A plan for the electric regulation of clocks by
means of a selenium pile has recently been in-
vented. This pile is placed in the focus of a
parabolic mirror, and a perforated plate is attached
to the pendulum rod in such a way that the pile is
protected from the light from an electric lamp ex-
cept just at the lowest point of its swing. The
light then excites the pile, which gives a slight
impulse to the pendulum through the medium of
an electro-magnet. The duration of the exposure
of the pile to the light, and therefore the impulse,
is regulated by the speed of the pendulum, and i
greatest when that is least, and when the most im-
pulse is required. The apparatus must require
very delicate adjustment.

No Room in the Safe
The traveling man was standing, looking dis-

consolately at the floor.
The hotelkeeper was watchhig him.
By and by the hotelkeeper said to the travelifir

man :

" Lose something?"
The traveling man nodded.
"Something valuable?"
Another nod.
"Sure you had it when you came here?"
Another nod.
" Don't you see that sign, House not respon

sible for valuables lost unless they were put in the
office safe?' "

Another nod.
"Then why didn't you put it in the safe?"
" Couldn't."
" What was it?''
my job.,,

r

OSTBY & BARTON CO
PROVIDENCE R I

9 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK
t03 STATE ST

CH I CAGO
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Rockford Silver Plate Co. Noconcy c,Imo Coo
Rockford, Ill.

ay 16eauqI
HIGH-GRADE PLATED FLATWARE 

RdnanaL nkR

Cut Gima5

HAS MADE

The Company an enviable reputation.
Several thousand staunch customers.
Thousands of satisfied " call-often customers

for the retail jeweler.

Has for a quarter of a century been as
to-day, up to and a little above

the standard on plating.

Is sold to retail jewelers only
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THE
WESTERN CLOCK

MFG. CO.
NEW YORK CITY

51-53 Maiden Lane

La Salle, III.
CHICAGO

131-133 Wabash Ave.

IN HAND-PAINTED CHINA

72 Jewelers Saw a Good Thing
and ordered our $5o.00 Assortment, containing twenty of the best deco-
rations everroduced. Every customer Mt ore than pleased.
We will continue shipping the Assortments for another 30 days.

Order at once; every piece will sell quickly. When our salesmen call
you can knowingly place your fall order.

The superiority of our line has been established beyond our most
sanguine expectations. A well-rated St. Louis merchant, reordering,
wrote as follows: "Your decorations are clean and tasty, by far the best
I ever saw. You will get my future business."

Another merchant says : " Your Peach Tankard is the most attrac-
tive ornament I ever had in my window ; it certainly stops the people."
Price, only $10.5o.

Do not fail to visit our studio when in Chicago. Easy to find--
take Cottage Grove Avenue car, get off at Thirtieth Street, walk one and
a half blocks east ; only fifteen minutes from Madison Street.

Th J
i .
H STOUFFER CO. %, Incorporated

30:0 LAKE PARK AVE. CHICAGQ*i:4y- 0 2,

18 El..txTR lc LAMP

IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

The characteristic excellence of Fry Glass is
its Brilliancy and Purity of Metal.

DEMANDS APPRECIATION

We manufacture the figured blank, a modern

improvement in the glassmaker's art.

C. nay Gimo§ Co.
Rochester, 1PennsyIlvarrnia

Rome Alarm

IN the ROME ALARM we have 
aimed to produce

the best finished four-inch dial alarm on the

market and offer it to the jewelry trade at such a low

figure that, while the dealer will on one hand always

obtain for it the highest price on account of its appear-

ance aml quality, he will on the other save so much on

the cost that his profits will be increased both ways.

The case of the ROME ALARM is drawn out

of a single seamless sheet of brass, susceptible of a

very high polish and fine plating. The movement

has all the advantages of our CASTING CON-

STRUCTION, which permits the use of VERY

THIN HARD STEEL PIVOTS, reducing the

friction to a minimum, assuring absolutely true wheels

and producing- perfect timekeepers.

The ROME ALARM is sold with the Arabic

dial only.



To all jewelers

Benevolent Protective ( )rder Flks

i\il be it known that during your

convention in Buffalo you are cor-

dially invited to make our office your

headquarters—to have your mail ad-

dressed in our care and to avail

yourselves of the many courtesies

which it vill give us pleasure

to have the opportunity

of showing- you

is more complete than ever, showing many ne
ideas in

Fob Chains
Lorgnette Chains
Vest Chains
Neck Chains
Festoon Necks
Stone Lorgnettes
Chain Bracelets
Nethersole Bracelets

Sterling Silver and German Silver Bags

Ask your jobber JC)// our goods

I_COULS (STERN & G 0.
Chainmakers (Silversmiths

Fk0V113 Ed NICE, . fk. I.
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Manning, Bowman 8Z Company,

Nickel and Silver Plate 

No. 241

CHAFING DISH OUTFIT

" M. & B." CHAFING DISH ALCOHOL
This " Alcohol " is especially prepared for use in

Alcohol Lamps. Unequaled for use under Chafing
Dishes, Coffee Percolators, etc. It should be in the
stock of all first-class dealers.

Chafing Dishes

" Meteor"
Coffee Percolators

Tea Ware

Baking Dishes, Etc.

Prize Trophies
Solid Copper with English Pewter

Mountin,rs, and
English Pewtur Throughout

Meriden
Connecticu

New York
Chicago

San Francisco

IVORY ENAMELED
FOOD PAN OR BLAZER

Patented May 23, 1899

THE GREATEST IMPROVEMENT
EVER MADE IN A CHAFING DISH

Can be used in any of our 3-pint
Chafing Dishes. Pure, clean, durable.
It is so constructed that food can only
come in contact with the Ivory Enameled
Dish. The top rim being plated, the com-
plete Chafing Dish has the same appear-
ance as when made entirely of metal.

From testimonials received we do not
hesitate to say that the Patent Seamless
Ivory Enameled Food Pan is the most
desirable one ever used in a Chafing
Dish. Once tried, always used.

THE SIMPLEX
WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from

burning out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

Price, $12 net. May he purchased through your
jobber.

THIMBLES
Gold and Silver

111

ESTABLISHED 1832

143

KETCHAM 1SL MCDOUGALL

MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E "

149 163

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

Made in Gold, Silver, Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, Royal Copper and
Black Enamel. Samples sent upon request

Hello, There!
Did you know that every retailer

who carries a large assortment of

S. 0. Bigney & Co.'s Gold Filled

Chains and Safety Fobs is satisfied with the

results ? Design, workmanship and quality play

their part.

Those who neglected the golden opportunity should not let

another season pass without laying in a large variety of our Chains

Procrastination is the thief of time,
He who hesitates is lost.
So get busy and buy our line
Be in the front ranks at any cost.

Remember, opportunity knocks at your door and mine but once

on any single mission

WARRANTED
-TRADE MARK.

S. 0. Bigney & Co.
Factor)

Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane
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The June Birth Flower Phi
(Rose) is unusually pretty
and effective.

PRETTY CUSTOM in connection with weddings is the
giving of gifts to the best men and bridesmaids, and
June is pre-eminently the month in which weddings
are celebrated. It is probably the busiest month for
the jeweler, excepting the fall. He often has calls for
something odd or special which he does not carry in
stock. We are prepared to supply that demand incl
send anything desired in the line of DIAMONDS,
WATCHES or JEWELRY. Whenever you wish a
particularly fine assortment, let us hear from you.

We have many new and exclusive designs in Jewelry, and in
Watches our stock is more complete than ever. We can supply you
with the new 16 size Howard Watch, a fine article, in which there isa good margin of profit. Booklet on request.

HENRY FREUND 8z BRO.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

Elk and Fralernal Order Eagle
Goods a Specialty 9 Maiden Lane, New York

"The Swet
GAT- CGITmciumae"
J tine is the month of roses—of wed(' lugs and commence-
ments — of brides and graduates— of pretty presents for
pretty people.

We can furnish the trade with
a special line of the most coveted
and profitable of all gifts :

)83enunfrull
WaIchea f02-
15ezuHfull
Women

for bride, graduate, matron or

daughter. A great variety of rich,

novel, artistic designs in cases.

Fascinating stock for fastidious

purchasers.

No O. 1111zurllbu1rt 0, Sena
114 5otath Tenth. Sttneet

PhfillalZeilphila., IP
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The Palace Hotel, of San Francisco, has issued

a neat little brochure entitled "Sight-Seeing Sug-

gestions," for the convenience of strangers in San

Francisco. It is free from advertising, wherein

it differs from other guide books. The Palace

keeps its lead and recently installed telephones and

steam heat in every room.

Alphonse Judis, president of the Alphonse

Judis Co., Inc., wholesale jewelers, is visiting the

large jewelry centers of the East. Mr. Judis will

spend four or five weeks in New York and inci-

dentally look into the market for new novelties for

his fall trade. Mr. Judis finds it necessary to visit

the East annually so as to keep in touch with the

diamond market.
A. W. Huggins, of the firm of A. I. Hall &

Son, jewelry jobbers, of San Francisco, is on his

annual trip East, visiting the jewelry and watch cen-

ters. Mr. Huggins will go by way of Los Angeles

and expects to be away for at least six weeks.

A. Eisenberg, of A. Eisenberg & Co., has

returned from his Eastern buying trip, after spend-

ing a month among the diamond merchants of New

York, where he picked up some desirable assort-

ments of brillants.
A. Kingsbury, the Pacific Coast representative

of the Elgin National Watch Co., is visiting his

friends among the retail jewelers in Northern Cali-

fornia, Oregon and Washington, and expects to

return to town about June 15th.

M. Schussler & Co., wholesale jewelers, have

added another traveler to their out-of-town force.

A. Haber, who has been with the house for a ninu-

tier of years, is calling upon the retail trade with a

finely-selected line of staples and fancy pieces in

diamonds, brooches, etc. We feel safe in predict-

ing that Al. will make good in his new position.

Louis Freund, of the wholesale jewelry firm of

Henry Freund & Bro., New York City, sailed on

May 16th, on the Steamship Kaiser Wilhelm //for

Europe on a much-needed vacation and will be

away for at least two months, after fourteen years

of continuous work. Mr. Leopold Winterhalter, a

retail jeweler, of Butte, Montana, also sailed on the

above steamer and will accompany Mr. Freund in

his rambles abroad.
We regret to announce the death of Mrs.

Charles Haas, wife of the Stockton retail jeweler,

who passed away on April 20th, after a lingering

illness. Deceased was fifty-four years and four

months Old. THE KEYSTONE joins with their

many friends in and out of the trade in offering

their sincere sympathy to Mr. Haas and his family.

The Kimberley Diamond Palace, at8o4 Market

Street, have finished refitting their store, and it now

compares very favorably with any of the up-to-date

stores on this thriving business street. The fixtures

of mahogany and plate glass make a very artistic

appearance.
C. A. Dreiss, who was formerly in business at

Onatanagon, Mich., has opened a new retail jewelry

store in Chico, Cal. Mr. Dreiss was in town

recently on a buying trip, and made a very attractive

display when he opened the new store.
L. C. Koberg, the genial retail jeweler, of

Healdsburg, Cal., was among the visiting trades-

men in this market recently, looking over the

wholesale dealers' stocks, preparatory to placing

orders for fall goods.

K Y 'I' N C

The trade are extending their sympathy to R.

W. Cantrell, of the California Jewelry Co., upon

the sudden death of his father, who passed away

cn May 12th.
Fred. Lezinsky arrived in San Francisco last

month after visiting all of his Eastern houses.

Fred. returns with a few new lines of ready sellers,

which he will be showing the trade in the near

future.
F. J. Stumm, who conducts the finest retail

establishment in Benecia, called upon his friends

in the trade during his recent visit to this city. Mr.

Stumm looks forward to a banner year in his sec-

tion, as the recent rains have improved the crop

conditions.
H. Jehlinger, manager for The Emporium

jewelry department, is now calling upon the manu-

facturing jewelers in the East and will be away for

five or six weeks. Mr. Jehlinger will visit his host

of friends in the jewelry trade in and around

Chicago before going to New York.

A. J. Kuechler, of Stockton, was among the

out-of-town retailers in this market recently, select-

ing seasonable novelties for his growing trade.

C. W. Wickersham, of Wickersham & Co.,

Bakersfield, paid a flying visit to town recently, in

search of ready sellers. Business in Bakersfield is

on the jump and all lines are feeling the effects of

the good times in this hustling oil center. •
Jacob Marx, of Kossuth Marx Co., dealers in

precious stones, is in town, calling upon his many

friends in the trade, and from the smile that adorns

his genial countenance, must be getting at least his

share of business.
A. Hansen, the Seattle retailer, after spending

a delightful vacation in and around San Francisco,

has returned home, feeling greatly benefited by

our invigorating climate.
H. W. Barr, who conducts a jewelry establish-

ment in Salem, Ore., was among the visiting trades-

men in search of novelties for his patrons recently.

J. Reardon, of Reardon & Schacht, retail

jewelers, of Sokane Falls, is receiving the condo-

lence of his many friends upon the sudden death of

his wife after a short illness.
A. Bollack, manufacturers' agent, at 738 Mis-

sion Street, this city, has annexed a new line to his

long list of stocks. The new line is made by the

Anchor Silver Plate Co., of St. Paul, Minn.

Thomas White, retail jeweler, from Vallejo,

was in town buying a new line of novelties. Mr.

White is building up a fine trade in this growing

city, which is partly due to his good judgment in

picking out ready sellers.
J. W. Kirk, formerly in the employ of C. J.

Hill, retail jeweler, of Everett, Wash., was sen-

tenced to the penitentiary last month to serve a

term of one and a half years for grand larceny.

Ed. Willis, one of Armer & Weinshenk's

advance agents, is spending a six-weeks' vacation

in his old Kentucky home, after an absence from

Louisville for a few years, and expects to return to

his duties about July 1st.
Hammersmith & Fields, the Kearny Street

retail jewelers, have signed a contract for a new

store front and will put in windows four feet wider

than the old ones, and they will refinish their entire

wall space in new,, up-to-date tinting, which will

in1prove their store considerably.

A. Schohay & Son, who conduct a fine jewelry

and optical establishment on Hayes Street, this

city, are showing the spirit of the times and are

remodeling their store. Judging from the designs

shown THE KEYSTONE man, we feel safe in saying

that the remodeled store will compare favorably

with any store in this section of our city.
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Roland Jacobs, who formerly represented the

wholesale jobbing house of Alphonse Judis Co., on

the road, has bought out the retail jewelry store of
Frank P. Sieglitz, in Globe, Ariz., and will conduct
it in conjunction with his brother. THE KEYSTONE
wishes the boys every success in their new venture.

The Alexander, a retail jewelry store on Market
Street, finding that their business is growing rap-
idly, have installed a new balcony in the back of
their store, so as to enable them to handle their
trade to better advantage.

Paralyzed With a Little Prosperity

II is remarkable that nearly all of the great
achievements of the world have been accomplished

by men under the stern spur of necessity. Very
little has been accomplished by men and woman of
leisure, or by those who have not been spurred on
by want. There is something in ease and comfort
which draws the energy out cf a man. Necessity,
in a way, takes the exertion out of effort, and not

only makes it endurable, but even, after a while.

pleasant.
We often see a poor but ambitious boy from a

farm work his way through school or college under

the greatest difficulties, and establish himself in

business in a way which challenges admiration and
raises the hopes of all who know him for a most

brilliant future ; yet, strange to say, as soon as this
young man has got fairly well established and

secured an income large enough to support a family
upon comfortably, his ambition begins to wane,
and his energy gradually to ooze out. He likes
to take a few days off to go fishing or hunting in

the country. After awhile he does not rise so early
in the morning as he did, or stay quite so late at

his office at night. In other words, there is a

general letting down of standards or release from

the strenuous life.
A young man would not for a moment admit

that he is not just as ambitious as ever and deter-

mined to reach the goal he has first marked out for

himself, but everybody who knows him realizes

that there is a gradual suspension of activities, like

the cessation of a volcano after a violent eruption.

He seems to take life easily. In fact, he gradually

becomes like a locomotive which has been running

at a frightful speed until the fires have cooled under

the boiler, and speed has been gradually slacking

until the engine has come almost to a full stop.

This is one of the great dangers of a youth who

starts out to become a self-made man—the danger

of losing energy—the temptation to allow comfort

to rob one of ambition, until a promising life

becomes a common life, and great ability is doing

the work of mediocrity.
Somehow, when the spur of necessity is with-

drawn and a man finds that it is a little easier to

get a living than it was formerly, and that he is not

absolutely obliged to stick quite so closely to busi-

ness, it requires great resolution, persistence and

determination to run with the same head of steam

as when pushed on by want, and spurred forward

by expectation.
Under the softening influence of comfort and

the withdrawal of necessity, all except very extra-

ordinary characters becomes listless and drop to

the commonplace. It takes a great deal of staying

power, grit and determination to keep up the race

after the withdrawal of the spur.

It is a remarkable fact that the greatest work

people ever do is done when they are climbing the

ladder, not after they have reached the top, or what

to them is the top.
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Our Best Customers
are our old customers, which speaks volumes for our lines and the kind of
treatment we have been giving the jewelers of the Great West and
Southwest for the past eighteen years.

We Treat New Customers
so th:It they stay with us. We give their mail orders prompt attention,
likewise their correspondence, and when they call on us we welcome them in
true Western style whether they buy of us or not. This is the secret of our
success. We are ready to do business with you and solicit a trial order.

Woodstock Hoefer Watch and
Jewelry Company

Kansas City, Mo.

t r Z,,rg:d f

MAKE UP YOUR MIND TO=DAY
to make yourself more valuable, by addressing
a postal card to the

Horological Department of
Bradley Polytechnic

Institute, Peoria, Ill.

for a catalogue setting forth the methods of
that institution in instructing students in Watch
Work, Jewelry Work and Engraving. This
branch of Bradley was formerly the Parson's
Horological School and is the oldest school of
the kind in America. It is recommended by
jobbers, watch manufacturers and the trade in
general. Have turned out nearly three thousand
successful workmen, and would be pleased to
forward one of their catalogues in order that
you may know just what you might do to
become more valuable to your employer and
consequently to yours elf A postal card
addressed liorological, Peoria, Ill., will
get it. Do not delay.

June, 1905 THE

May a Good Month

The old superstition that
May is an unlucky month for

for Weddings Hymen seems to have fallen
in disrepute, judging from

the number of fashionable weddings that occur

during that month. June can no longer claim all

the spring weddings of note. The sale of wedding

gifts helped very materially to swell the sales last

month. While silver still holds its place as the

ideal wedding gift, cut class, art pottery, brass and

bronze ornaments and electroliers were much in

demand.

Large Imports

According to the annual report
of the surveyor of customs in

of China the Indianapolis Federal Build-
ing, this city stands high in the

importation of chinaware. During the past fiscal

year, the report shows that chinaware valued at

$16o,000 was imported to Indianapolis, making it

the ninth largest city in the importation of this

material. A number of jewelers carry a line of

fine imported china plates, cups, saucers and vases.
Indianapolis is rapidly increasing the number

of automobile owners. The many miles of beauti-

ful asphalt streets, all perfectly level, make it an

ideal city for auto-enthusiasts. Among the num-

ber are found the following representatives

of the jewelry and optical trades : Silas Baldwin and

Joseph E. Reagan, of Baldwin, Miller Co. ; Isidore

Grohs, of I. Grohs Jewelry Co. ; Henry Schergens,

retail dealer, and John Wimmer, optician. Charles

Mayer & Co. have added an electric wagon to

their delivery line.
Julius C. Walk & Son have accepted the

agency for Van Briggle pottery, made in Colorado

Springs, and Rivere bronze, made in Rivere studios,

New York.
Enrique C. Miller, vice-president of Baldwin,

Miller Co., was elected a vestryman of St. Paul's

Episcopal Church at the annual Easter-Monday

election.
Christopher Bernloehr is preparing to take a

three-months' vacation abroad this summer. He

Nv 1 I be accompanied by his father. After visiting

relatives in the old home at Wartenberg, Germany,

the tour will be extended over the continent and

will include a visit to some of the famous watch

factories of Switzerland. The European diamond

markets will also be visited and in all proability

some generous purchases will be made, as the firm

of Chris. Bernloehr & Bros. are extensive dealers

in both watches and diamonds.
Horace A. Comstock was recently elected sec-

retary of the Limited Gun Club for the ensuing

year. Mr. Comstock has always been an active

member of the club and has held office a number

of times. He thinks the coming year will be one
of the most successful in the club's history. Several

large tournaments will be held, the most important
of which will' be the annual shoot for the Grand

Hotel Cup, which carries with it the championship
of Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio.

The Emperor of China has just

decorated four Indianapolis men

China with the insignia of the Order

of the Double Dragon, upon
the recommendation of Prince Pu Lan, special

commissioner from China to the St. Louis Exposi-
tion, who spent nine very busy days in this city.

HOROLOGY HALL

The Largest Building in the World Devoted Exclusively to a School of This Kiwi

Decorations from

KEYSTONE

The four honored men are the mayor, the superin-

tendent of public schools, the president of the

Commercial Club and the chairman of the com-

mittee on entertainment in honor of the Chinese

prince. The decoration consists of a large silver

sun with an enameled center and a circle about the

enamel with two dragons. Surrounding the dragons

are gilt letters or figures that explain the presenta-

tion by the Emperor. In the center of the insignia

is a jewel of blue crystal and at the top of the

enameled circle is set a coral. The completed

decoration is hung on a blue and gold silk ribbon

to be worn about the neck. With each decoration

came a large Chinese document of white paper

bordered in red in which are figures of dragons.

The document, written in black ink, tells of the

conferring of the Order of the Double Dragon by

the Emperor. It also bears an official stamp in

purple ink.

Saw with

The Atkins Saw Works in this

city recently completed a large

Diamond Teeth circular saw containing two hun-

dred teeth, with a one-carat

Brazilian diamond set in each tooth. The saw is

to be placed at one of the large stone quarries

near Bedford and used to cut the famous Indiana

limestone into desired size. It is eight feet in

diameter, five-sixteenths of an inch thick and

weighs almost one-half a ton. It is made of the

best steel and instead of the usual sharp teeth this

saw has almost a smooth edge. Two hundred

inserted steel holders are firmly fastened across

the edge of the outer rim, from each one of these

holders protrudes a large diamond ; these points

compose the teeth of the saw and are said never

to wear out or to become loosened. Each one of

the two hundred is set in a different position, just

as the alternate steel teeth of a saw are placed.

The diamond points are set in the grooved band

and red-hot steel forged around them, securing

them firmly to the edge of the saw. The diamonds

are very dark in color and of almost no value as

ornaments but highly prized for cutting purposes.

The average value of the stone is $20. They are

purchased from diamond merchants in the East.

The Atkins plant will soon turn out two other saws,

duplicates of the completed one. The three taken

together will represent about $to,000 worth of

diamonds, steel and labor.

A. J. Burns, for years with M. F. Smith, is now

head watchmaker for the firm of Gray, Gribben &

Gray.
The Indianapolis Clock Co. has recently located

at 932 Fort Wayne Avenue, where they have a

thoroughly equipped and modern manufacturing

plant. 0. E. Bell, is president of the company and

manager of the Indianapolis plant. The company

is chiefly engaged, at the present time, in turning

out a new pattern of a watchman's time clock, to

be used both inside and outside factories and resi-

dences. It is also used to keep an absolutely con-

rect record of the time spent on " piece-work."

This clock has been placed on the market and is

meeting with most encouraging success.

Hyam Cohen, who has conducted a diamond,

watch and jewelry businegs for thirty-six years at

the same location, 37 South Illinois Street, is sell-

ing out to retire from business. Mr. Cohen is one

of the oldest and best known merchants on the

street, while he has always occupied the same loca-

tion, his storeroom has been refitted and remodeled

from time to time and is now a very handsome and

beautifully fitted-up room.

The first Sunday in May was observed as

Memorial Day by the local aeries of Eagles. An

elaborate service with especially fine music was
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held at English Opera House. John P. Mullally,

president of the Indianapolis aerie, made a fine

introductory address. Mr. Mullally is the well-

known jeweler in Monument Place.
A number of gold nuggets, found in the gold

regions of Southern Indiana, formed an interesting

part of Carl L. Rost's window display recently.
The nuggets, worth from $3 to $1 1, were mined by
the Gold Creek Mining Co., in which company Mr.
Rost holds stock.

The largest ring ever made in Indianapolis was
recently sold by the Fidelity Watch & Diamond
Co. It was a Red Man ring, of the official design,
and measured size I94. When displayed in the
window with a baby ring (size one) placed beside
it, the ring attracted much attention and amusement.

An electric enameling furnace has been added
to the workshop of the A. P. Craft Co., and the
working force increased by the importation of two
fine engravers from Chicago. This firm is the first

in the city to commence the Saturday half-holiday
for 1905. E. M. Craft, of the firm, has returned
from a trip to Dayton and other Ohio cities in the
interest of his firm.

F. M. Herron's big street clock has been
throughly overhauled and put in perfect order.

The severe weather of last winter had caused

some of the parts to work with a little friction and

as Mr. Herron is determined to give the public

perfect time, the clock was taken apart and care-

fully gone over. This • clock has become one of
the landmarks of the city and can be relied upon at
all times.

The post office at Sweetser,
A Daring Burglary Ind., six miles west of Marion,

was burglarized April 20th.

The post ofl.ce is located in the jewelry store of

Elmer Veach, who suffered a loss of pot) in jewelry.

Entrance to the store was gained through a rear

door. The combination of the outer door of the

safe, containing the stamps and jewelry, was

worked and the inner door and strong box were

opened by the use of a " jimmy." Stamps valued

at $300 and a small amount of money were taken.

The police had no clue, but suspected the gang

that operated along the line of the C., C. & L.

Railroad for some weeks previous.

Simon Kiscr, of S. L. Kiser & Co., had to

give up his road business for over a week last

month on account of a severe attack of " pink-eye."

John Bernloehr was absent from the store

several days recently, being confined to the house

by illness.
J. H. Reed drives to and from his store in a

wagon or road-cart that bears his name, in neat

gold letters, and the announcement that he repairs

clocks and bronzes. The cart is used as a delivery

wagon and is an effective means of keeping his

business before the public.

C. H. Gardner, on Massachusetts Avenue,

conducted a " closing-out sale " during May.

J. Hill, 636 Massachusetts Avenue, conducted

an auction sale for a few days early in May.

Ben Couchman, manager of the tool and

material department of S. T. Nichols & Co., vis-

ited in New Castle, Ind., recently.

The Major family owns the largest tract of

ground in one farm in Shelby County. It contains

1700 acres and is owned by two brothers and their

two sisters, one of whom is Mrs. Frank C. Shel-

don, wife of the well-known jeweler, of Shelby-

ville, Ind.
The jewelry business of Cooper, Dumas &

Short, at Knox, Ind., recently passed into the

hands of P. E. Dumas, who will enlarge the stock

and make other improvements.

(Continued on page 925)
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TRADE-MARK

MARSH
COMBINATION
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The Chatelaine Pin may be worn separately
or in combination, as desired

We manufacture a full line of
LADIES' LORGNETTES, MARSH
COMBINATION, NECK CHAINS and
FOBS. Also GENTS' FOBS, VEST
CHAINS and CiRAND VIZIERS iii

great variety, which are sold through
the leading WHOLESALE houses.

PATIENT APPLIED FOR

Ask your jobber for the Marsh Combina-
tion, ihe besi-sellin!sr ladies' chain

on the mar/TI

C. A. Marsh & Co.
Makers of Fine Chains

3 1/114 1

Texas has been suffering from a

Trade Sound prolonged spell of wet weather,

with consequent delay of plant-

ing operations. It, therefore,

remains for the Lone Star State to sustain her old-

time reputation for rapid recovery from temporary

agricultural setbacks. Business generally is by no

means depressed, but rather sufficiently animated

to indicate sound basic conditions and suggest rosy

possibilities if all were well with the farmer. We

hope to report this much-desired consummation

next month.

Despite Rains

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

DESCRIPTION OF KEYSTONE JEWELER'S OUTFIT
Made of oak. finished light antique, golden or fiemish oak, or made of birch, imitation

of cherry or mahogany finish. Glass, double strength AA quality.
WALL CASES.—Base part 30 inches high, 23 inches deep, outside ; three drawers in center, cup-
boards either side with hinged paneled doors. Upper part 59 inches high, 17 inches deep. inside.

One 10-inch, one 12-inch and one 14-inch wide shelves on brackets. Shelves and interior
lined with dark blue felt. Two doors sliding up and balanced by weights.
SHOW CASES AND TABLES.-42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 14 inches high, top glass 24 inches wide, front and

top in two lights each, horizontal sliding doors lined with American
mirrors. These tables have band-sawed French legs.
SCREENS.-60 inches high to top ot rail, 71 inches high ,

over all, paneled below, glass above.
We can furnish jewelers any quantity & wall

cases, show cases, tables and screens immedi-
ately. Send list of each kind required and
we will be glad to quote prices. We
send our catalogue upon request.

OUR NV UTONEJEKLEPSOurif
UNION SHOW cAst co

D BIGN MS %%POMO
105 LIME T.
CHICAGO ILL.

The Southern
Horological
Institute

In many respects Dallas may be
called the coming city of the
Southwest, and we are gratified

to report that horology holds a
worthy place in the general

business and mechanical development. In the near

future, it is said, we are to have established here a

technical training school devoted to horology, and

to be known as the Southern Horological Institute.

From the inception of this institute we may

doubtless anticipate many accretions to the watch-

maker's ranks and a general heightening of the

standard of mechanical skill so far as it relates to

horological work. •

W. W. Otto, of Austin, has discontinued busi-

ness in that city.
Jim Walton, of Fort Worth, was a recent

visitor in Dallas.
W. A. Peck, of Denison, attended the Shriners'

meeting here recently.
H. Iversen, of the firm of H. Iversen & Co.,

was in Dallas some weeks ago, attending to

special business.
W. B. Dutton, of Weatherford, was among

last month's visitors.
H. H. Hawley, formerly with the firm of Mor-

gan & Frawley, who has been spending some time

in Huntsville, spent several days in Dallas recently.

L. Niveth, who for a number of years was in

business in Paris, was in Dallas, looking for a new

location. He finally became established at Bonham.

R. L. Reese, of Corsicana, had a successful

auction sale recently, which was conducted by
R. P. Hill.

R. to 
this

.L.Rucsistey.11, of Farmersville, was a recent
visitor 

R. D. Saunders, of the firm of Saunders Bros.,
of Paris, spent several hours in Dallas, looking
over the various stocks of jewelry.

J. H. Gordon, of Schultz & Gordon, Fort
Worth, was in Dallas a few weeks ago, and re-

ported good business conditions in his town.
N. Curry 

Wells.
urryhas returned from a two-weeks' visit

at M 
E. Hall, who has been located on Elm Street

for a number of years, has removed to a location
close to the court house on Main Street.
ing sMom. He ofilillaitnicig, 000f dMs.arshall, has been here, buy-

abliiiyiciDneg.laDstoialmevis, of Sanger, was in the city recently,

addi-
tional shelvienw

gtiot:ailastttaocahdmdetnotsh.is outfit, among them

thLis. cLiteyc.henger, of Houston, Texas, has remod-
eled his store and installed a good deal of 

W. S. Guthrie, of Terrell, was a recent visitor
to 

Texarkana is to have two public clocks, one
on the city hall and the other on the court house,

both of which buildings are centrally located.

These timepieces will cost $1200 each.

M. W. Walker, of Waxahachie, was in Dallas

recently, after returning from a visit to relatives in

Illinois.
Hall Shuttles, of the firm of Shuttles Bros. &

Lewis, is at this writing in the Eastern markets.

A. T. Threadgill, traveling representative for the

firm, is spending a short vacation in Mineral Wells.

W. E. Heald, of San Angelo, was in Dallas

recently, making some purchases.

P. J. Narry, of Narry & Mitchell, Venus,

Texas, was in the city recently, looking over a line

of musical instruments which he intends to add to

his stock in the near future.

C. L. Norsworthy, of the firm of 0. L. Nors-

worthy, was last month called to the bedside of his

mother, who was dangerously ill, but we are glad

to learn that she has greatly improved.

R. W. H. Hamilton, traveling salesman for

C. L. Norsworthy, recently returned from a six-

weeks' trip. Mr. Hamilton reports business very

good.
Will. Mitchell has retired from the Shuttles-

Mitchell Co., and the business will be continued

by W. E. Mitchell.
The wholesale houses enjoyed visits from

quite a number of jewelers throughout the State

during the recent K. of P. gathering at Mineral

\\Tells.

Indianapolis Letter

Smallest

((ontinued from page 523)

An Indiana jeweler, John H.
Cunningham, of Eaton, has

Stationary Engine made and operated the small-

est stationary engine in the

world—it runs by steam and rests on a five-cent

piece. The following description is taken from a

local newspaper : " The little engine operates at a

remarkable rate of speed under a pound of steam.

So small are some of the parts, that a magnifying

glass is necessary to make a proper examination

of them. The screws that hold the parts together

are made from needles, the threads being so fine

as to defy the naked eye. The screws are a frac-

tion of a millemeter in diameter. The fly-wheel

measures about three-eighths of .an inch in diame-

ter. It was turned from steel by Cunningham, who

says that it is the largest wheel that the engine will

tnrn. The engine has one-sixteenth of an inch

stroke ; the cylinder head measures one-eighth of

an inch in diameter, while the capped cylinder

head measures a fourth of an inch. The striking

boxes are packed with lint scraped from silk

thread, cotton being too coarse for the purpose.

Cunningham cannot estimate the power of the little

contrivance whose steam is generated in a boiler

made from a hand bicycle pump and heated by a

gas jet. The engine thus far has never been able

to overcome greater resistance than that furnished

by the fly-wheel. The engine was first built on a

five-cent piece, and Cunningham has now mounted

the coin and engine on a small stand. The piping

for the engine is a small copper wire drilled out in

the center and running to the boiler, which is seve-

ral times the size and weight of the engine."

Philip Diels, of Marion, Ind., recently pre-

sented a handsome bust of Frederick Froebel, to

the free kindergarten of his town.

J. S. Veirs has removed his jewelry business

from Knox, Ind., to Mansfield, Ohio.

Denver, Colo., has become the home of T. C.
Winkler, who removed his jewelry business from

Rockport, Ind.
On May ist burglars plundered the jewelry

store of C. Genung, at Kirklin, Ind., taking four-

teen gold watches and a number of set and plain

band rings. This was the second time within a

few weeks that the same establishment was robbed.

The first time goods valued at several hundred

dollars were carried off.
Edward Nix, at one time located at Stillwell,

Ind., has opened a new jewelry store at Van

Buren, Ark.
Walter D. Chapman has gone out of the

jewelry business. His store at Akron, Ind., has

been discontinued.
J. C. Nutter, for many years located at Mar-

tinsville, has removed his stock to Gosport Ind.,

where he is well located on the principal street.

Thieves recently made an early morning raid

on the jewelry store of Robert F. Denny, at Plain-

ville, Ind. A wagon was used to carry off the plun-

der, which included a number of pieces of silver-

ware, fourteen clocks and half a dozen watches.

After many weeks spent in the Runnels' Sana-

torium, in this city, Mrs. Whittaker, wife of Jeweler

D. S. Whittaker, of Lebanon, Ind., has been re-

moved to her home, from where encouraging

reports have been received as to her condition.

During the first week in May, Mr. Washburn,

of Washburn Jewelry Co., Anderson, Ind., visited

his store after several months of nursing a sprained

ankle, the result of a fall on an icy sidewalk.

C. A. Bassett, Anderson, Ind., recently moved

into larger quarters and added a fall line of musi-

cal instruments.
Fred. Stebbins has opened a drug and jewelry

business at Montezuma, Ind., and reports trade as

very fair from the start.
Geo. P. Warner, of Tuscola, Ill., was a recent

buyer in the Indianapolis market.

Frank Eaton, a mussel fisherman, found a

pearl near New Harmony, Ind., in the Wabash
River, last month, which he sold in New York for
$700. It was the largest and most valuable pearl
ever found in that vicinity.

Geo. L. Spahr, Lebanon, Ind., was among the
recent visitors in the city, where he did some buy-
ing for the home store and visited his brother,
John Spahr, a well-known lawyer and politician.

E. B. Webb has disposed of his stock of
jewelry at Plainfield, Ind., and gone West. He will
probably locate in California.

William Goodman has retired from the jewelry
business. He was located at Gas City, Ind.

John C. Smith has removed his jewelry busi-
ness from Hudson, Ind., to Waterloo in the State,
and is admirably fitted.

K. J. Timmerman, Batesville, Ind., recently
visited the Cincinnati market to replenish his stock.

J. E. Micks, Elkhart, Ind., is taking an ex-
tended pleasure tour through the West.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Greyer, Muncie, Ind.,
have returned from their wedding trip and have
gone to housekeeping.

The store room occupied by Klein Bros.,
Muncie, Ind:, is soon to be torn down and a six-
story modern building erected on the site. In this
new building Klein Bros. have leased the corner
room, which will have a 40-foot front, 40-foot rear
and 6o-foot side, all of the finest plate glass. By
November ist, the firm expects to be settled in
these handsome new quarters with an entirely new
stock of the finest goods carried by an up-to-date
jewelry store. The safes and watch bench will be
the only pieces of furniture now used by the firm,
that will be given space in the new rooms.

Jewelers from different parts of the State re-
cently visiting the city were : C. N. Hetzner, Peru ;
J. W. Thompson, Danville ; Joseph Meyers,
Brookston ; Geo. L. Spahr, Lebanon ; Aaron Pur-
sell, Noblesville ; A. Mols, Bloomington ; T. H.
Barnes, Roachdale ; J. A. Pickett, New Castle;
J. A. Oswald, Crawfordsville ; H. L. Rost, Colum-
bus; J. W. Hudson, Fortville.
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Mr. Jeweler.

Dear Sir:

Are you doing anything with Gold Shell Rings?

If not, why not?

Rings? They are

What do you think of these Signet and Wedding

14 K. Gold Shell, stamped with our Registered

Trade-Mark and guaranteed to wear for Twenty Years in constant use.

Write to us to-day for a line of samples, and we

will send them at our expense.

Yours truly,

RHODE ISLAND RING CO., INC.
103 Sabin St.

Providence, R. I.

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only optical School in the world where
students serve a regular apprenticeship On
bench and in otlice. All instructions are prac-
tical. Fees, 675.00 or whole course. No
correspom le it t coo Nes. Add ress,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIAN
Promptness and Accuracy

Don't forget that there is more
than one place in New England
where they do Standard R Work.
Our shop is up to date. Try us.

IBEN HARDY
Room 406 21 Bromfield St., Boston

WelphooN.M7-2M.

Rooms 71-72

373Wa5nmsroNST.BOSTON
JEWELERS 61a0.

11 
!employ six engravers the year
round. Call give prompt atten-

tion to mail and express packages.

Send for sample sheets of illustrations
for newspaper advertisements, circulars,
letterheads, envelopes, etc., specially pre-
pared for jewelers and opticians.

THE KEYSTONE
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

-VO.f ,p0 is.

CA D 0
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

Watchmaker to the
Trade

Established 1893 4 Experienced Assistants

Watches Demagnetized
Repairing of ;LH kinds

JOHN S. LOWELL
373 Washington Street

Jewelers' Building, Room 71-2 BOSTON

,cti, 14), utie xt.e =et" vtx.X

1 JOHN W. BOYCE

(,1

3.
(I +• 'Telephone- 

Afantifacturer of I)
DIAMOND

MOUNTINGS 1:4_

PLATINUM WORK A SPECIALTY N-
AeDealer in Precious and Tit

Imitation Stones 14
Stone Setting and Repairing

a Specialty

New Washington Building
387 Washington St., Room 705

Boston, Mass.
x 7rix-74x"-Trix-745-k

and JEWELRY

TEL., 4811.E MAME

AL,FRICI NATHAN
Importer of

Precious aa Imitation Stones
A full line of all descriptions at lowest market

prices. Mail orders promptly executed
Jewelers' Building 373 Washington St.
Rooms 71 and 72 BOSTON, MASS.

Fl RST-C LASS

JEWELRY REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

DIAMOND SETTING

SPECIAL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
MASONIC JEWELS

FINE HAND CARVING

HARRY SMITH
LEGS' BUILDING, FlooM 70 TEL. 17954 MAIN

373 WASHINGTON GT., BOSTON

F. Schnetzer,Jr., & Son
Watch Case Repairers

Gold Plating and Watch Case
Coloring Materials

Especial attention given to Watch Case
Repairing, Springing, Re-Engine Turn-
ing, Engraving, Polishing, etc.
Particular attention paid to Orders by
Express.

21 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.
Room 508

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

une, 1905

NEW ENGLAND
LETTER

WI

I
Pawl

H

The month of May in the business centers of

New England was generally a dull month. But,

strange to say, the suburban jewelers are reporting

extra fine trade for this season. All are hopeful

of a steady increase in the month of June, which

is usually a good month for the jewelers. Un-

doubtedly, the retail merchants' associations, of

which there are many springing up in the small

towns and cities, have had ronsiderable to do with

keeping the trade in their own hands. Buyers, as

a rule, are stocking much heavier as well as earlier

than usual, evidently in anticipation of a good

trade. The farmers in the outlying districts are

reporting the most severe drought in years, but

the rainy spell in the middle of the month tended

to prevent any serious consequences to the crops.

Nathan Sallinger, of Boston, whose valuable

diamond and sapphire scarf pin was stolen from him

while on the cars, has positively identified a Michael

Galman, of Boston, as the thief. lie has a long

record, but denies all knowledge of the affair.

C. A. Syman, of Randolph, Mass., has re-

cently left the hospital, where he had his leg ampu-

tated. Although his present condition inconve-

niences him considerably, he is quite cheerful and

claims to feel much better than for years past.

Norman Treat, the popular young salesman,

who formerly had charge of the leather goods at

Bigelow, Kennard & Co.'s, has severed his con-

nection with that firm. He is now with Bailey,

Banks & Biddle, of Philadelphia.

The business of Smith, Patterson Co., of Bos-

ton, has so steadily increased that they have

planned extensive alterations, to be made after

Christmas, as they have been unable to properly

handle the growing business within the limits of

their present floor space. They have leased the

entire building of five fhors for a period of fifteen

years. The street floor will be lowered to the

level of the street. The change will be a great

advantage to the firm and will afford them the

needed facilities.
John A. Covelle, the official watch inspector

of the Boston & Maine Railroad, is making one of

his many extensive trips over the system, calling on

the sub-inspectors.
Geo. 0. Skoog, of Maplewood, Mass., who

has been confined to the hospital for a number of

weeks by a serious operation, is now on the road

to recovery, but will be unable to attend to busi-

ness for some time to come.
We regret to announce the death of W. S.

Anderson, the veteran jeweler, of Charlestown,

Mass., at his home in Somerville, on May 7th. He

was seventy-two years old and had been in the

jewelry business for fifty years. His death is a loss

not only to his family, but to the many people with

whom he had business dealings as well, as he was

highly respected and well liked by all who knew

him. He leaves a wife and two daughters, one of

whom has had considerable experience and i'ill

continue the business.

Geo. E. Homer, of Winter Street, Boston,

has been making extensive alterations in his store.

An entire new front and new wall cases, which

have been installed, will make him better fitted to

cope with his rapidly increasing patronage.

Jim. Nelson, of Chelsea, tells a very good

story on himself. He is an ardent motorist and

KEYSTONE

was recently invited out I- a friend, who owned a
speedy car. After traveling some distance, our

friend was invited to run the machine. They were

hardly under way again before they were stopped

and their names taken. Jim was going to have

fun with the officer, but as he laughingly explains

it, '' he had fun with me and it cost me po."

G. H. Frary, of Weymouth, was the unfortu-
nate victim of a daring thief, who succeeded in

stealing $50 worth of jewelry.
The Jewelers' Club of Boston held its quarterly

meeting and banquet on Tuesday, May 9th. This

interesting reunion was presided over by the presi-

dent of the club, C. 0. Lawton. A short business

session was held prior to the banquet, at which the

resignation of E. A. Bigelow from the secretaryship

of the club was received and accepted and Wood-

bury Melcher was chosen to succeed him. The

project of holding a ladies' day outing early in

June was one of the subjects discussed.

Attleboro was honored by a visit from Baron

Kaneka and Jun Ichno Suzuki, under the guidance

of Osborne Howes, of Boston. The intricate de-

vices used in the manufacture of jewelry in the

various factories which they visited, elicited their

admiration. They were highly pleased with the

trip.
F. S. Davis, of Boston, Mass., was recently

the victim of a diamond thief, who quickly snatched

a valuable ring from the tray and a ran out of the

store. After a long chase he was caught, but the

ring was not recovered.

A decision has been granted by the Supreme

Court at Washington in favor of J. B. Humphrey,

against C. T. Tatman, trustee in bankruptcy of

Nelson H. Davis, Worcester, Mass. Morrill Bros.

transferred a chattel mortgage of May 6, 1899, on

Davis' stock to J. B. Humphrey. The mortgage

was not recorded. On April 30, 1901, Mr. Humph-

rey took possession, under the terms of the

mortgage, of the stock and fixtures belonging

to Mr. Davis, who on May 23, 1901, filed

a voluntary petition in bankruptcy. The case

was vigorously pushed by the New York Jewelers'

Board of Trade, acting for the unsecured creditors,

who, after much litigation, secured a decision, that

Mr. Humphrey was not entitled to a preference

under his mortgage. The decision has since been

reversed by the Supreme Court of the United

States, Justice 0. W. Holmes delivering the

opinion.

Arthur Smith, of the Crescent Watch Case Co.;

E. H. Heath, of Brockton, and Martin Zerega, of

Percival's, have purchased launches built by W.

E. Geyer, also of D. C. Percival's. Mr. Geyer is

the inventor of the Geyer reversible propeller.

Ile is at present negotiating with a number of the

larger European shipbuilders for the sale of the

European rights to his patent, which has proven to

be a most valuable one. By reason of his mechan-

ical ability, coupled with his ingenuity and his

thorough knowledge of boats and boating, in the

construction of which he is an adept, he has suc-

cessfully solved the problem of the best. reversible

propeller on the market.

On May 24th, the centennial of the Grand

Commandery of Massachusetts and Rhode Island,

the first of its kind, was held in Boston, wher
e

were representatives of all the United States and

Territories, Canada and England. The parade

was scheduled to start at ii A.m., on a long rout
e

through the principal streets of the city. After

the parade, banquets were served by the variou
s

lodges. An elaborate programme was arranged

for the evening. The gala day was voted by 
all

to be a grand success in every respect and one long
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to be remembered. Among the many jewelers,

who are high in the order, are : Eben H.

Cain, Geo. E. Homer, E. E. Hardy, Frank Nathan,

II. R. Arnold, Chas. Sinclair, H. L. Gruber and

M. N. Smith.
The W. E. Woodman Co., formerly of Tremont

Pow, who have been auctioneering off their accum-

ulated stock, have moved into the store on the

corner of Washington and Bedford Streets, where

they will occupy the entire building. They were

fortunate in securing so fine a location in the cen-

ter of the business district.
A. A. Robert, of the former Boston firm of

Robert & Foster, has planned a three-months'

trip through Europe, where he will be accompanied

by his family. He will visit his many friends and

relatives and travel through the more interesting

sections of Europe. •
The following jewelers have visited Boston

recently : A. E. Garnsey, Sanford, Me. ; V. W.

Hills, Norway, Me. ; C. F. Godfrey, Brockton,

Mass.; F. H. Bowers, Taunton, Mass.; Jos. Lajoie,

Worcester, Mass. ; Geo. E. Twambly, Saco, Me. ;

G. W. de Mars, Lawrence, Mass. ; A. P. Sundborg,

Worcester, Mass. ; I I. P. N. Dahl, Maynard, Mass.;

Harry F. Howe, Littleton, N. H. ; A. C. Tucker,

Whitman, Mass. ; L. R. Hapgood, Orange, Mass.;

J. P. Farrington, Kingston, Mass. ; Hugo Bell,

Lawrence, Mass. ; W. L. Pierce, Stoughton, Mass.;

N. C. Squire, Lynn, Mass. ; J. H. Conner, Lynn,

Mass. ; W. W. Oliver, Maynard, Mass. ; S. Gur-

ney, Brockton ; L. W. Weston, South Framing-

ham, Mass. ; Jos. Geoffrion, Manchester, N. H.;

F. S. Scales, Winchester, Mass. ; Gustav A.

Schmidt, Lawrence, Mass.

Art Engraving as an Advertisement •

Nothing so well reflects the tone of a jewelry

store as fine engraving. Workmanship like that

shown in the inscription here illustrated is a perma-

nent, trade-bringing advertisement for the jeweler.

The illustration is one of hundreds shown in that

masterly portfolio " Hornikel's Engravers' Text-

Book," the greatest compilation of artistic letter-

work ever published.

The work consists of sixty-one page plates of

letters and monograms, pretty patterns and all

manner of combinations—all styles of monograms

for all kinds of purposes, for lockets, spoons, trays,

cigarette and match cases, loving cups, rings,

fobs, etc.
No matter what engraving work a jeweler may

have to do lie will find a model for it in this book.

No description of it would suffice ; it must be

seen to be appreciated. A copy will be sent post-

paid to any part of the world on receipt of price,

$6.00 (Li 35.)

For sale by THE KEYSTONE

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

42 Madison Street, Chicago —Adv
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JEWEL CASKET
THAT IS A JEWEL ITSELF

Size, 5 x 3 x 3,14 inches high

Patent applied for

The finest

and

most appropriate

design

ever conceived

in the

line of a

Bread Tray

,

No. 3581, Jewel Casket, Ormolu Gold,
$2.82 ea(:

" 3582, " French Gray,.
$2.19 eac

U. 3582-5, " Silver,
$2.50 ea Ii

Prices sulject to trade discount

"THE BREAD WINNER"
size

ANCHOR SILVER PLATE COMPANY
San Francisco, Cal. : 738 Mission Street
Chicago, Ill. : Palmer House

No. 350
Patent applied for

French Gray
finish

List price

$ 2 . 5 o each
less trade discount

Works: St. Paul, Minn.

EZ=FLOE
A SOLDERING SOLUTION that is good. Will not

lose its strength. Note the way it is put up—in a
ground glass stopper bottle. The jobber as well as the
retailer can see this advantage at a glance.

Free—Free—Free
.A year's supply of "Silver Solder"

free. Write for particulars.

`NNSM' -\\

For Sale by

sischoec Beard, St. Paul, Minn.
Reed-Bennett Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

S. H. Clausin & Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Otto Young & Co., Chicago, II!.

A. Hirsch & Co., Chicago,

F. W. Schmidt & Co., Chicago, III.

A. C. Becken, Chicago, III.

11AKERS & REPAIRERS 0
JCW€

Our book How to Hard Solder"
sent free.
A postal will do.

WE RETURN ALL REPAIR WORK
SANE DAY AS RECEIVED.

SEW In YOUR NEXT PACKAGE
AND OPEN An ACCOUNT WITH U5.)

EZ=FLOE CHEMICAL CO.
no4 (Hobe Building

/04P 14repili,rummEAPOLIS,

St. Paul, Mimi.

June, 1905 T H E

The retail business conditions are not as hope-

ful as they were a month ago. The past thirty

days have been very quiet, and the quietness has

not been confined to the jewelry trade but extended

to all lines. Dry goods merchants join the others

in complaining of poor sales. There have been un-

favorable weather conditions to contend with, and

when these conditions prevail little can be expected

from the trade of the gentler sex, on which the

retailer must largely depend. There seems to

be plenty of money in the country, and the

general business conditions are good ; build-

ing is being carried on to a larger extent than in

previous years ; stocks are higher as compared

with last year, and still the retail trade languishes.

Furthermore, this is not a local condition, but

seems to be general. Such at least are the reports

the boys on the road are forwarding to head-

quarters.
Webb C. Ball, accompanied by Mrs. Ball,

spent last week in Washington, D. C., attending

the meeting of the International Railroad Congress.

At a recent meeting of the Retail Merchants'

Board of the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce,

J. H. Danforth, secretary and treasurer of the

Cowell & Hubbard Co., was elected president of

the board. Mr. Danforth has been closely allied

with the board's interests since its formation.

The jobbing trade are planning another tour
of the State. This trip is given by the chamber of

commerce and has been the means of advertising

the city's interests in a very satisfactory way. The

jewelry jobbers will be represented by H W.

Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdick Co.
Frank P. Martin, manager of the porcelain and

art department of the Cowell & Hubbard Co., will

sail for Europe in a few days on his annual buying

tour. All the important centers of Europe will be

visited.
William Wingate, of the Wingate-Nusbaum

Co., is receiving the congratulations of his friends

over an heir and son.
Adolph Numvar, the optician, has severed his

business relations with Mr. Klein, in the New

England Building, and is now located in the

Central Trust Building..
J. P. Johnston, optician, Colonial Arcade, has

taken Jack Hubbard into partnership. Mr. Flub-

bard for some time past has been in the insurance

business, but decided to return to his former occu-

pation of oculist. The firm of J. P. Johnston &

Co. is well known to Ohio readers, and the busi-

ness has been made successful by advertising.
A. E. Knight, formerly with Anistine Bros. &

Mier as traveler, has joined the forces of the

Scribner & Loehr Co., and will cover the territory

formerly covered by Mr. Merrill.
The Continental Jewelry Co. is another jewelry

concern to move up town. This concern will

occupy the second floor of the new block which is

being erected on Euclid Avenue, opposite Dodge

Street.
F. B. Strawn, the Arcade jeweler, suffered the

loss by death of his wife last month. Mrs. Strawn
has been in Florida all winter, and her decease was
very sudden and unexpected.

W. E. Cawood, Toledo, Ohio, has sold his

interest in his jewelry business to J. G. Kapp,

415 Summit Street.

KEYSTOINIE

Wm. Strath, for some years past with Scribner
& Loehr Co., was operated upon at St. Alexis
I-lospital, and the surgeons removed one kidney
which had become diseased. He is rapidly recov-
ering and hopes to be out in a few weeks.

E. H. Holter and wife have sailed for Europe.

and will spend the entire summer abroad. Mr.
Holter is one of the ex-jewelers of Oberlin, Ohio.

S. J. Gilger, Norwalk, Ohio, announces the
leasing of a new store room from the Huron Co.
Bank, which will be fitted up in a strictly first-class
style and occupied about August -1st. This will be
one of the best-appointed stores in Northern Ohio.

Eugene Chatelaine, one of the pioneers in the
jewelry business in Wooster, died recently in Mil-
lersburg, Ohio, to which place he had removed
when he retired from the jewelry business a num-
ber of years ago.

E. E. Critz, Elyria, Ohio, has incorporated his
business into a stock company under the name of
the Critz-Haserodt Co. The incorporators are
E. E. Critz, 0. P. Haserodt, G. B. Haserodt,
M. S. Critz and F. F. Sanford. The capital stock
is $10,000.

N. E. Hascall, with J. J. Freeman, Toledo, is
in Europe, buying diamonds for his firm.

A. J. Harris, formerly with Mr. Wade, Warren,
Ohio, has bought the interests of John Burn, New
Philadelphia, Ohio,

C. P. Coyne, 122 Euclid Avenue, is in New
York on a business trip.

The following out-of-tom.; dealers were among
last month's visitors : W. J. Higgins, Shelby,
Ohio ; C. M. Wilson, Salem, Ohio : H. Coleman,
Massillon, Ohio ; Geo. High, Medina, Ohio; Ed.

Nolf, Wadsworth, Ohio ; L. J. Goddard, Ravenna,
Ohio ; H. S. Sumner, Akron, Ohio ; W. J. Eroe,
New Castle, Pa.; Harry Downs. Bellevue Ohio;
C. J. Duncan, Massillon, Ohio.

May business for the first half of the month

was disappointing to both retailer and jobber in

this section, the quietness being undoubtedly

caused by the continuous rain, there not being a

clear day among the first seventeen days of the

month. The weather is now bright and warm and

no doubt business will pick up correspondingly.

Another cause for dullness in the retail line was

the fact that farmers were all seeding, being faNiored

in this by the gloomy weather. It just rained

enough to keep the ground in good, light condi-

tion. June, the month of brides, roses and com-

mencements, is the summer holiday season for the

jeweler, and will prove itself a good month to all

that prepare for it. The meeting of the American

Association of Opticians at Minneapolis, in July,

is already being discussed by Northwestern opto-

metrists, and plans are being laid to visit the Twin

Cities at that time by a large number. Local

reports tell of great enthusiasm and the attendance

will be large. The visitors can rely on a grand

programme, as the " men behind the guns" are

known as good " entertainers," not to speak of

their ability to give " more than value received"

to all in the way of instructive matter. The com-

mittees in charge of arrangements have the matter

well in hand, and are waiting the proper time to
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fire the signal gun, and only request us to announce
at this time that " all optometrists in the United
States are expected to be in Minneapolis, Minn.,
the last week of July, 1905."

Tom. Morns, Crookston, Minn., has returned
from West Baden, where he spent several weeks
trying to rest up and regain his health.

F. J. Kobarle, Ellsworth, Wis., is now located
at 612 Broadway, St. Paul, Minn.

N. Michals, Hubbell, Mich., has sold out to
Xavier Gillet and moved to Hancock, Mich.,
where he reopens for himself.

McGruer & Wold, Langdon, N. Dak., have
enlarged their store, repapered and brought it up
to date.

K. K. Lee, Fosston, Minn., has moved into his
new store.

N. K. Olson, Crookston, Minn., died last
month. M. A. Bratrud has bought his stock and
will continue at the old stand.

E. A. Brown, St. Paul, Minn., the oldest
jeweler in the city, has been succeeded by the
E A. Brown Company, incorporated, with a capital
of $50,000. The incorporaters are : E. A. Brown,
Emil H. Koerner, J. F. Moyer and Roy D. Correll.

The E. D. Best Optical Co., a corporation, has
succeeded to the optical business of E. D. Best,
Minneapolis.

Edw. Schoepp, a graduate of Stone's School,
St. Paul, has started in business at Alm, Wis.

W. M. Thurston, for the past two years with
H. H. Starr, New Richmond, Wis., has gone to
Ironwood, Mich.

Burglars entered the store of S. C. Hone,
Osceola, Wis., May 8th,and robbed it of everything
of value. The loss is particularly hard on Mr. Hone,
as he had just got started nicely.

G. R. Simons, Langford, S. Dak., passed
through the Twin Cities last month, on his way
home from a three-weeks' visit East.

John Berthelemy, lately with C. N. Murphy,
Neche, N. Dak., has begun business at McHenry,
N. Dak.

Plackner, Benson, Minn., has returned
from a three-weeks' visit to his old home, Arling-
ton, M inn.

M. J. Kaliher, Westhope, N. Dak., .has just
completed his new store building.

R. Branchard, Cavalier, N. Dak., has just re-
papered and painted his store, which looks bright
and cheerful.

S. J. Steiglitz, Crookston, Mimi., has moved
into his new store.

C. C. Folkers has begun business at Benridge,
Minnesota.

0. T. Jacobson has moved from Colfax, Wis.,
to Cyrus, Minn.

A. C. Van Valkenberg has started in business
at Eden Valley, Mimi.

Miss Blanche, eldest daughter of C. F. Sischo,
of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, was married last
month to Robert C. Gibson, of Los Angeles, Cal.
THE KEYSTONE'S hearty congratulations to the
happy young couple.

L. T. Smith, for the past year. with 1. M.
Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn., has gone to Niels-
ville, Wis., where _he starts in business for himself.

C. H. Nerbovig, Mankato, Minn., was a dele-
gate to the 0. E. S. convention at Minneapolis last
month.

John Engrisch is the new jeweler at Eden
Valley, Minn.

Albert Goodman has reopened his store at
322 Jackson Street, St. Paul.

E. B. Nelson has begun business at 1535 East
Franklin Street, Minneapolis, Minn.

Clark Long, formerly at Britt, Iowa, is now
located in Sprague,' Wash.

Geo. W. Dillon, Manley, Iowa, spent a few
days last month- visiting his son at Litchfield, Minn.

E. W. Boyce, Rhinelander, Wis., has gone to
work for A. S. Putnam & Co., Manistique, Mich.

Martin Loken, lately with A. 0. Banks, Michi-
gan, N. Dak., has started in business at Peters-
burg, N. Dak.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month
were : Wm. Plackner, Benson, Minn. ; Jno. C.
Marx, Shakopee, Minn. ; I. M. Radabaugh, Hast-
ings, Minn. ; H. D. Strauch, Le Sueur Center,
Minn. ; Charles Sorenson, Albert Lea, Minn •, G.
R. Simons, Langford, S. Dak. ; 0. T. Jacobson,
Cyrus, Minn. ; C. H. Nerbovig, Mankato, Minn. ;
W. A. Swain, Osage, Iowa ; L. R. Barnett, Glen-
dive, Mont. ; Mr. Hoover, of Foster .& Hoover,
Truman, Minn. ; Geo. W. Dillon, Manley, Iowa.
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The Giant ) in Quality
of n

Collar Buttons 
i Sales

Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

BecatISC of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON=
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify i Hs we invite the trade to ry.td " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which mity be
had FREE for the askin -md to try the experiment sug-
gested on iKlge 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Lillie SchoolituPde nr ow
suggests, to every pupil in his
0:155, In Send a t I II I MUM!)

K ('o., -19 Chestnut
t, Newark, N..I., and tisk

le favored a copy of
their IlUilel, 'I'M Story of a
('ollar Button." .Afterward, if
any puiiil will send to l'rinters'
Ink ;1,141111,T leaflet, ie.,. or old,
that is lulh'. as good :1- this one,
or that .ipproa, le .•\ ••i-
hats..., II IIl-,jsii.IIi ill
Will in. 0.Warlitni Isilli .114. nt.

Or I'S' /,,/:_ iviilr silinills
Its Slush- II ills
,lis sill I SI II ti
"'ilIIlsil .y • (.1■11:11' thittOn"
IS the 1”,1 jill isiv,,iise-
111(111 construct ion that luts
come tod'ristcr.,Ibtk's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of you order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The Perfect Shape Umbrella
"MAIDEN BALTIMORE"
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CINCINNATI
LETTER

As a jeweler you want
exclusive designs. This
we give you.

No Springs.

No Screws.

Should (air representative

not reach you, write for

samples. Will send ex-

press paid.

We make UMBRELLAS and
CANES for the jewelry trade, of
sterling quality, which you can sell
with a guarantee (we stand back
of this).

Our latest patent DETACH-
ABLE HANDLE UMBRELLA
has proven the greatest seller in
the umbrella line.

Siegel, Rothschild & Co.
418-420 West Baltimore Street

Baltimore

Ohio Flint Glass Company
LANCASTER, OHIO

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

WE desire to call the attention of the Jewelry Trade to a line
of goods which is made by a different process from the ordi-

nary methods used for producing a high-grade line of goods. We call
this line the CONCORD, and this name is covered by trade-mark.

We make it in a large variety of goods, and samples will be fur-.
nished at the regular prices. Illustrated catalogue will also be mailed,
with complete price-list to cover it.

The line is well worthy of attention, and the goods are without
competition, both in quality and in prices.

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality and C011StrUCti011 have made Its Reputation 

All Kreinentz Collar Buttons—of every quality-
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ a CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS
20 Malden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

Solid Gold Signet Rings

408(1 4 I 1.1
.1 it, -1 .1,, I.

2087 1088 B
2 .1,, 1, P%dwt..

5092 4085
5 dwt. 4 d wt.

3086 30og
3 dwt. 8 icc I.

All rings finished in Polished, Rose or Roman
gold. We make a complete line of Signet Rings.

Send for our sheet of new designs and special
reductions in prices.

S. FRACK MAN, Manufacturing Jeweler
5' Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Following a backward spring, trade has been
fairly active during the past month. The repair
trade has been dull, and manufacturers say that it
has been an unusual thing for all branches of the
business to grow lethargic at the same time.
Dealers in diamonds and high-class watch move-
ments report a good business. The indications are
that all lines will enjoy in a few weeks a greater
amount of activity than has been experienced for
tnitiorotnttigishi vv)ta hc citypastA

ler, of Greenwood, Miss., passed
on his way to New York, to

make some purchases. He stopped over long
enough to visit old friends.

Harry B. Greyer, of Muncie, Ind., accompa-
nied by his bride of but a few days, stopped over
in this city on their honeymoon trip to the East.

A. A. Spiegel, with Gustave Fox & Co.,
recently made a Western trip, taking in States as
far West as the Pacific Coast. He will be absent
some time.

Louis Rauch has remodeled and entirely
refitted his present quarters in the Commercial
Tribune Building, and is handling a larger line of
goods than heretofore.

John Herschede, with the Herschede Hall
Clock Company, made a trip through the South,
and was so successful that he has started on an
Eastern trip of several weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. William Oskamp spent some
days in Kansas City, visiting relatives and friends
and attending the wedding of their niece, Miss
Jones.

P. D. Freeman, of Ashland, Ky., was in the
city for the purpose of purchasing fixtures and
stock. He has completely remodeled his old store.

A new bank, with a capital stock of a half
million dollars, has been organized by local capi-
talists, to be known as the Queen City Savings
Bank and Trust Company. It will open quarters
in the Carew Building, at Fifth and Vine Streets,
July ist.

W. C. Ward, of Winchester, Ky., was here
some days, looking for a buyer for his business.
Mr. Ward desires to close out his present estab-
lishment at Winchester, with a view to leaving that
section.

Miss Rita Oskamp, a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Oskamp, was married on Easter Mon-
day to Harry Brenneman, a well-known young
business man, at the Grace Episcopal Church,
Avondale. The event was a notable one in social
circles, in which the young bride was a favorite. The
best man was Howard Oskamp, while John Rich-
ardson, Herbert Oskamp and Alpheus Collins
were ushers. The ceremony was performed by
Rioev.e.McCready, assisted by Rev. Harriss. The
young people will make Cincinnati their future
home.

A boulder-thrower recently smashed a show
window of the White Topaz Diamond Company,
and away with a considerable amount of
jewelry. 

A. L. Thomas, of Sistersville, Va., was among
the out-of-town buyers who left neat orders. He
reported business good in his section of the State.

Charles Sederberg, the Milford jeweler, whose
store was looted some months ago, just after he
had installed a new stock, has been able to recover
almost all of his goods through the assistance of
t‘pliiiluelanlocal authorities. Bloodhounds were used to
trail the thieves, and located them in a neighboring

gdee.r 
was 

fhoetIdarrests were made much of the

George Simper, the Vine Street jeweler, has
started On an extended trip through Europe and
Africa, and expects to return home with some
cAliforitccae. diamonds. His first protracted stop was to
be Amsterdam. Leaving there he will tour through
Spam and then cross the Mediterranean Sea into

Miss Ida Coons, a young lady well known to
the trade, who was in the employ of D. Jacobs &
Co. a number of years, was recently married to
James King, a young business man of this city.
Her many friends wish her every happiness.

The firm of Weber & Smith, which was burned
out at Delta, Ohio, some time ago, has dissolved
partnership. Mr. Weber has become allied with
the Gehring Brothers, the new firm being known
as Gehring Bros. & Weber.

Stickel & Wyant is the name of a new firm
which has opened at Tog Garfield Place. The
firm began business as the National Jewelry Com-
pany, but when informed by Secretary E. P.Wilson,
of the board of trade, that such a firm-name was
already in use in the Arcade, they decided to
abandon it in order to avoid confusion in getting
mail.

Albert Bros. report a good spring business,
their traveling men having toured a number of
States with great success.

Fred. and D. Gruen, Who sailed for Europe
some weeks ago, recently sent back word of their
safe arrival in Paris, where they will remain some
time.

R. Jacobs & Co., who have been doing busi-
ness at 14 East Pearl Street, have arranged to move
into the new building at 17 West Seventh Street.

W. L. and J. C. Miller, of the firm of Miller
Bros. & Co., have made extended trips through
Ohio, Indiana and other States.

G. F. Gallup and wife, of Catlettsburg, Ky.,
spent a few days here, buying spring goods. They
later continued their trip to the East.

There was born to Mr. and Mrs. Eli Gutmann,
at their suburban home, on May 3d, a fine girl.
Mother and the young heiress are reported doing
nicely.

T. H. Bowen, of Elgin, Ill., was here early in
the month, looking about for new fixtures for his
store. He reports business booming to such an
extent that he was obliged to increase his store
and stock.

Joseph Noterman, the senior member of the
well-known firm of Noterman & Co., diamond
dealers, was honored May ist by the mayor of
Covington, Ky., who appointed him a member of
the water works commission. The appointment
was one which met with the approval of the corn-
mercial interests of Covington. This makes the
second manufacturing jeweler of this city, living in
Covington, who has been awarded political honors
in the recent past, Edward Cromnger being a
member of the Covington city council.

The wholesale and jobbing firm of S. & H.
Gilsey, who have been located at 6 East Pearl
Street for .some years, has joined the up-town
movement by securing new and handsome quarters
on Race Street above Fourth.

In order to secure concerted action in move-
ments tending to boom the city, twenty-seven com-
mercial organizations recently united in creating a
central governing organization known as the Cin-
cinnati Associated Organizations, which exercises
a limited jurisdiction over each of the individual
members, yet reserves to them their individuality.
The new body started in by pledging itself to pro-
mote a better park and boulevard system, and is
making its first issue the elimination of railroad
grade crossings in the suburbs of Walnut Hills.
The opening was created by the early expiration
of the franchise of the C. L. & N. Railroad, which
is seeking a perpetual renewal. The Associated
Organizations demands that the city insist on the
abandonment of grade crossings inside of the city
limits before the franchise is renewed.

The police of Hartford, Conn., have arrested
a man wanted in this city to answer to the charge
of raising and forging post office money orders
upon a number of local jewelers. The man's game
was to buy an order for twenty cents and then
raise it to a larger amount, which he would pass
in payment for small purchases. The post office
department brought about the man's arrest. He
operated under various names.

Charles Esberger, Sr., retail jeweler, of i 16
Vine Street, has enlarged and improved his store
and reports a prosperms spring business.

All the salesmen for E. & J. Swigart were on
the road during the past month and reported busi-
ness in general to be very good. A large number
of good bills were sold by them, indicating that
the trade which is to be had is of a superior quality.

Clay Henry, of Portsmouth, Ohio, announces
his intention of selling out his business in that
town and moving to another city, the location of
which he has not yet decided upon.

Edward Bosche, the retail jeweler, at 612 Elm
Street, died recently, after a brief illness. The
business will be conducted temporarily by his heirs.

J. E. Mitchell, jeweler, of Fort Worth, Texas,
stopped off to visit friends for a few days while on
his way to New York and the East to do some
extensive buying. He brings the information that
business is thriving in Texas.

Edward Mittendorf, the genial* manager for E.
& J. Swigart, after having been confined at his
home for several months, suffering from pneumonia
and a complication of other troubles, was able to be
out and assume his duties again early in the month.

Charles M. Davidson, a younger member of
the Davidson family of jewelers, has given up the
newspaper business to go with the firm of E. &
J. Swigart. He was connected with the Times-Slar
in a reportorial capacity some years, but felt that
he had not been cut out for the strenuousities of
that calling and returned to his first love.

An automobile belonging to James Holland, of
the John Holland Gold Pen Company, was badly
damaged a short time ago in a collison xvith a car-
riage team. One of the horses was killed in the
smash and the other was badly injured, while the
auto came near being wrecked. Mr. Holland and
his chaffeur were both badly shaken up by the
collision.

An auction was started by R. H. Dilley, retail
jeweler, of Cambridge, Ohio, on May 15111, with the
purpose of closing out his entire store and quitting
the business in that town.

William Pflueger and the remainder of the
traveling force with Jos. Noterman & Co., %'ere
out on the road (luring the past month and took in
a number of the surrounding States.

Solomon Fox, of the manufacturing firm of
Fox Brothers & Co., and his son, Burton, arrived
in Europe sonic weeks ago and are now taking in
the sights of France and Italy. They will remain
abroad several months.

S. Strauss, of the firm of Lindenberg, Strauss
& Co., recently returned from a three-weeks' trip
to New York, where he went in the interests of
the firm.

A. J. Simpson, who has been in the retail busi-
ness at Williamstown, Ky., moved his business to
New Richmond, Ohio, where he has opened hand-
some new quarters.

Walter Eisenschmidt has severed his connec-
tion with the retail firm of L. C. Eisenschmidt &
Brother, of Newport, Ky., and left a short time ago
to open a business under his own name at Charles-
town, West Va.

Both members of the firm of Neal & Aden, of
Paris, Tenn., were among the jobbers a few weeks
ago and reported businesss in their section to be
flourishing. They left a number of neat orders
before departing.

David Gutmann, of Eli Gutmann & Sons, is
home from a visit to Mt. Clemens, improved in
health. He left on a short business trip to the East,
after his return.

The following were among the visitors to the
trade during the past month : L. A. Boll, Hamil-
ton, Ohio ; R. Schloch, Vanceburg, Ky. ; W. C.
Ward, Winchester, Ky. ; P. D. Freeman, Ashland,
Ky. ; A. Weiler, Greenwood, Miss. ; H. B. Greyer,
Muncie, Ind. ; T. H. Bowen, Elgin, Ill. ; John
Seibert, Frankfort, Ky. ; R. J. Zimmerman, Bates-
ville, Ind. •, W. H. Grosse, Dayton, Ohio : G. F.
Gallup and wife, Catlettsburg, Ky. ; R. C. Beer,
of Beer & Barth, North Vermont, Ind. ; Mr. Kyle,
of Kyle & Tate, Xenia, Ohio ; George Krecke,
Lexington, Ky. ; G. H. Hansgen, Bethel, Ohio ;
Peter W. Starks, Manchester, Ohio ; R. H. Dilley,
Cambridge, Ohio ; Adolph Lehne, Mechanicsburg-,
Ohio ; A. L.. Thomas, Sistersville, Va. ; A. C.
Davis, Coolville, Ohio ; F. A. Schweeting, Oxford,
Ohio ; C. A. Gossard, of Gossard & Co., Wash-
ington, Ohio ; S. C. Frantz, DeGraff, Ohio ; J. H.
Drake, Lebanon, Ohio ; S. E. Barlow, George-
town, Ky. ; L. P. Brockman, Augusta, Ky. ; Mr.
and Mrs. Throp, Greensburg, Ind.; Neal & Aden,
Paris, Tenn. ; Frank Fullilove, Owenton, Ky. ;
Mr. Bente], of Bent& Bros. & Co., Hamilton, Ohio ;
G. F. Schermund, Greenville, Ohio ; Alfred Cook,
with Frank Taylor, Carlisle, Ky. ; Win. Crowder,
Bessemer, Ala. ; J. E. Mitchell, Fort Worth, Texas ;
A. J. Simpson, Williamstown, Ky. ; Henry Mor-
mon, Germantown, Ohio ; Charles Sederberg,
Milford. Ohio ; Albert Bland, Greenfield, Ohio ;
Nicholas Snuffing, Walton, Ky. •, H. Reisinger,
Lawrenceburg, Ind. ; A. K. Diefenbach, West
Alexandria, Ohio ; Oscar Finch, Chillicothe, Ohio;
I.. C. Diefenbach, Lewisburg, Ohio ; S. C. Pettit,
Folsom, Ky. • C. H. Creighton, Morrow, Ohio;
R. A. McClelland, West Union, Ohio.
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We Satisfy Our Customers
In this matter of old gold, silver, plated scraps

and filled cases let us whisper in your ear that
the wise thing for all jewelers to do is to send it
to us. Why, did you say ? Because it will make
you money to do so.

When you sell to us we pay you full cash
value. We are large manufacturing jewelers and
use all the old gold and old silver we buy in
our own factory, thus it saves for our customers
at least one profit which they have to stand
when they sell to refiners. Remember, we accept
shipments of gold, silver, plated scraps, etc., in
any quantity no matter how large or small, and
remit at once draft for full value, holding con-
signments until valuations are accepted. We
guarantee you a square deal. Send us a trial
shipment and be convinced.

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY
Hurry-Up Jewelers for Hurry-Up People

1008-1018 Main Street

Manufacturing Jewelers Kansas City, Mo.
Shipments from all parts of the world accepted

You can address your communications in either English, German,
French, Italian or Swedish

June, 1905

,
PITTSBURG
LETTER

Local Trade
Conditions

THE KEYST'ONE

The jewelers in this city, almost
N%,ithout exception, say that the
month of May has been unusu-
ally dull for them. While they

look for a quietness during that month, the dull-

ness this year seems to have been more pronounced

than usual. Various causes have been assigned

for this condition. Some say that the weddings

have been scarce, and that the people generally are

not disposed to buy liberally in view of the high

cost of living. Others say it is simply a spring lull,

and find considerable satisfaction in the future out-

look. Pittsburg jewelers can always find some
bright spot on the horizon, and they are calling
attention to the tipproach of June with a number

of fine weddings scheduled, which will help matters
generally. The opening of tennis and golf tourna-
ments with the summer season and the annual
commencement exercises of the schools, colleges

and seminaries of the city, are factors of no small
importance. There are • complaints concerning
abnormally high rents this year as last. " If this
keeps up much longer" one dealer said, " it will
simply force the jeweler out of business, because
he cannot possibly make a living and pay all he
can hope to earn to the landlord."

An incident that attracted some attention in

the trade early in May was the sudden death of
Benjamin Hirsch, well and favorably known in
Pittsburg business circles. Mr. Hirsch was a
tailor of considerable means. He was the father-
in-law of Samuel Harris, one of the active men in
the jewelry company Of that name, which went to
the wall in March, and closed three stores in
Pittsburg. After going into bankruptcy, Mr.
Harris was made a defendant in a criminal suit
brought by M. Shiff & Company, of New York,
on the grounds that he had fakely represented his
financial responsibility in obtaining credit. Mr.
I lards was convicted, but it is said the conviction
was largely technical. The day after the convic-
tion, Mr. Hirsch went to his lawyer's office to learn
the outcome of the case and was informed of the
result. He took the conviction to heart, and
turned to go with an expression of sadness in his
face. He suddenly fell to the floor, and in a few
moments died. Doctors said that the shock and
grief had induced apoplexy.

With the beginning of June, two
new retail stores will have
opened in Pittsburg. One has
leased a small floor space, cut

out of the old Baltimore and Ohio railroad ticket
office in Fifth Avenue near Wood Street. This
store has been elaborately fitted up, the fixtures
being particularly handsome. Herbert I. Joseph
& Company, of Chicago will have this store.
The second store is around the corner in Wood
Street, and will be occupied by S. A. Sampson &
Company, also of Chicago. This also will be
handsomely fitted up. Both stores are finely
located in one of the busiest sections of the city.

Gillespie Brothers, in the Park Building, have
completed changes and alterations in their hand-
some store. .It is twice as large as formerly, and
being on the second floor of this building, the
rent question has not assumed such an important
role as it would on the ground floor. The trade of
this firm has increased steadily however. In the

New Stores
Opened

new store there has been an enlarged cut glass
dcpartment magnificently arranged, while new
fixtures and new stocks of all kinds appear. The
cases are in oak designs, and the large windows of
the store make the place handsome with their
display of fine stocks. A. A. Gillespie, who
has been spending some time in the country on a
vacation, is now arranging- to go to Europe in
July, to make the annual purchases of diamonds
and French bronzes. The trip will combine pleas-
ure with business, and will last some weeks. Mr.
Lang, of this house, is at present building a hand-
some new home in Allegheny, and will occupy it
during the coming summer.

It was in discussing trade conditions that Mr.
Gillepsie expressed the idea, in contradiction to
the common theories, that the jewelry trade is not
the barometer of business that it is supposed to be.
Mr. Gillespie argues that it is wrong to say that
people buy jewelry only when they have lots of
money and are prosperous. His experience has
always been that there are a large body of the
public that will buy in bad times as well as good
times. Wedding presents will be purchased if
other things have to suffer, and the demand re-
mains active in dull seasons for many lines. Gift-
making in America has reached a point that makes
it a social necessity, and hence, it is not always
safe to measure business conditions generally by
the state of the jewelers' trade. Sonic of the
other members of the trade agree with this view.

Reviewing the results of the last Merchants'
and Manufacturers' trip into Northern Pennsylvania,
the G. B. Barrett Company stated that the trip
covered a territory that has been usually well
canvassed by Buffalo trade, and while much was
accomplished for Pittsburg jewelry houses, yet the
Ohio and West Virginia trips were more pro-
nounced successes. Others 'yet to come will be
still better.

Heeren Brothers & Co., are operating their
factory with full force, and while noting a general
quietness in trade, look for a normal year under re-
adjusted business conditions all over the country.
The small retailers are not buying heavily, pre-
ferring to let their stocks get down to absolute
necessities and depending on replenishing their
lines as needed.

Vilsack & Company, whose handsome store
in Fifth Avenue is greatly admired because of its
ever-changing displays of unusually high-class
stocks, has been doing excellent business. The
window decorations have been superb, and a
feature of them has been the constant bringing out
of the newest art goods and bronzes. Among the
latter being electroliers of various types and
other rich novelties.

Auction sales are becoming less as the season
advances. A few are still being held, but they

iare small affairs and have little nfluence on the
general trade. The list of small shops with cheap
stocks and looking-glass fronts are dwindling fast.
This is said by many to be an illustration of the
indisposition of the working classes to buy much
that is not in the line of necessities. ‘Vithout a
rush of trade, such shops cannot meet the high
rents and high taxes of this district. The optical
trade is in good shape according to most of the
dealers. The appearance of a number of new
stores in the lower business district indicates con-
tinued expansion in the business.

Cut glass, as a jeweler's stock, seems to be in
transitionary style. This is said to be due to the
influx of a cheaper line of goods at popular prices.
The lowering of prices of these goods is destroy-

ing their attractiveness to many of the more
fastidious buyers, whose custom is much sought

for. Some of the dealers said this month that if the
practice of cutting pressed glass or completing ware
partially of pressed design by the hand or machine
process continues, there will soon develop a
sharp division of this line of goods into low or
commercial, and high or art grades. He placed
samples of two lines mentioned together and
showed how strikingly they differed. The result

of this poorer grade has had the effect of bringing
down the price of the art goods in many instances,
and leaving small margins of profit, but the re-
adjustment, it is believed, will soon be a fact.

The Optical
Convention

The principal event of interest
to the jewelers and opticians of
Kansas City and vicinity the
past month was the annual con-

vention of the Missouri and Kansas associations of
opticians, which was held at 1°16 Grand Avenue,
Kansas City, May 9th and loth. More than a
hundred delegates came from all over Kansas and
Missouri, and devoted the sessions to the discussion
of optical questions, the election of officers and
the hearing of lectures. The social side of the
convention was not neglected, and the visiting del-
egates were shown the " time of their lives."
There are separate associations in Kansas and
Missouri, and this k the first time that they have
ever met in conjunction, but the convention was so
successful that it was decided to hold the two
annual meetings simultaneously next May. The big
social event of the convention was, of course, the
banquet, which was given at the Midland Hotel.
It proved to be a most enjoyable affair both from a
material and intellectual point of view, for the
banquet itself was very elaborate, and the speeches
were remarkably witty.

The visiting opticians availed of the occasion

to visit the wholesale optical houses of the city and

made a thorough investigation of all the improve-
ments in the optical line. Many of them made
purchases and all of them made friends.

Walter Jaccard ancl Mrs. Jaccard will sail

early in June for a stay Of several months abroad.

Mr. Jaccard goes primarily to pick up new Parisian

jewelry designs, but no doubt will make a big

purchase of bric-a-brac, bronzes, etc., at the same

George H. Edwards and N. R. Fuller went to

New York last month for a stay of several weeks.

They will visit the principal jewelry centers of the

East before returning.
W. J. Gurney, of Gurney & Ware, served on

a jury last month in a case of violation of the Sun-

day law for saloon closing, and participated in

fining the culprit.
The Kansas City Commercial Club has returned

from what was one of the most successful trade
extension trips it ever made. The jewelry and
optical branches of Kansas City commerce were
represented by Leo H. Ludwig, of Edwards &

Sloane Jewelry Co.; D. C. Prudden and C. B.
Norton, of the C. B. Norton Jewelry Company.

Emil Fricke, of Meyer's, is to leave soon for
an extended trip through the East.

The W. E. Cannon Jewelry Company, with
headquarters in the Dwight Building, went into

voluntary bankruptcy last month. The liabilities

have been estimated as high as $85,000, and the

assets cannot be determined until the end of the

invoice, which is now progressing. The business

was conducted by Mrs. M. G. Nesbit, formerly

Mrs. Cannon, who succeeded to its management

upon the death of her husband.
The J. Perlin Jewelry Company, at Tenth and

Main Streets, lost a quantity of valuable bric-a-brac

last month through the collapse of a big glass shelf

in the show window.
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Attnufacturcrs of the

Best
Gold Filled
Chains

on the market for the price

H. D. MERRITT COMPANY INCORPORATIM 1 ,04

  North Attleboro, Mas,
THIRTY-FIVE YEARS of experience in manufacturing chains stands

behind our GUARANTEE that the H. D. MERRITT chains are the most satis-
factory chains made.

Our goods are perfection. Our long experience, upright purpose and
up-to-date process of manufacturing, enable us to give you superior goods.

We conduct our business on the principle that one of our chains sold to
the customer will sell another.

Ask your Jobber to see our new line. DO NOT accept anything said to
be as good. WAIT to see our new, artistic designs.

HENRY ALLSOPP

Ladies',

A*
TRADE-MARK

ALLSOPP BROS.
Manufacturers of

GEO. A. ALLSOPP

men's, misses', children's RINGS
As well as a

Full Line of Signet, Lion and Grotesque Rings

SELECTION PACKAGES TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS

Allsopp Building, Camp •Sc Orchard .Sts.

GIVES

5 TIMES More Light
than acetylene

6 TIMES More Light than electricity
10 TIMES More Light than kerosene

100 TIMES More Light than a candle
COSTS LESS THAN KEROSENE

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-
where. A pure white, steady light.

NO ODOR! NO WICK ! NO GREASE! NO SMOKE!
LIVILE HEAT I SAFE

Over 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use

AGENTS WANTED—Exclusive Territory
Writc for catalog, lists and discounts

THE BEST LIGHT CO., 259 E. Fifth St., Canton, Ohio

co. 6OU'J

SIGNET RINGS are the
RINGS OF KINGS iihd the KINGS
OF RINGS. We manufacture one of
the most extensive and inexpensive lines

in the market, and solicit memorandum

orders.

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory
51-53 Maiden Lane

Write for Suggestion on Window Dressing
47-49 Maiden Lane

New York

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

NVVAIR.IK, N.

we Repair NC■k:nt article 
Can this be Repaired? Yes!

ieritetIcroSffiltvieerwsaamreelainser,jemwaking new parts to match the old ones,

we Reptate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave
CHICAGOA. N. SPERRY, Manager

Growth Indicates Success
We started small, but didn't long remain so.
We would have been out of business long ago if our

school didn't pay and please our students.
Just think-19 years established, and each year bigger.
We teach Watch, Clock, Jewelry Repairing, Engraving

and Optics.
If you wish to attend the best school, write at once for

our new catalogue.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
St. Louis, Mo.
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Japanese Visitors

to Attleboro
Jewelry Factories

The establishments of McRae
& Keeler, D. F. Briggs Co.
and D. E. Makepeace Co.,
Attleboro, were recently in-
spected by three notable visi-

tors from the Orient, to wit., Baron Kaneka, per-
sonal representative of the Emperor of Japan ; Jun
feint° Suzuki, attache of the Japanese Legation.

and Osborne Howes, of Boston, honorary consul

to Japan. The Japanese notables were much im-
pressed by the ingenious methods of manufacture
in vogue in American factoroies, and manifested a
keen and intelligent interest in the various produc-
tive processes explained to them.

William W. Flint, senior
Death of member of the Providence

jewelry manufacturing firm of
Flint, Blood & Co., passed

away recently at his home, 214 Bowen Street,
Providence, in his sixty-eighth year. Mr. Flint's
death resulted from Bright's disease and was the
culmination of a four-years' illness from that
malady. He was a native of New Hampshire, and
his first experience in the jewelry business was as
an apprentice in the factory of Northrup & Thurber.
During an epoch of depression in the jewelry trade
he became a book agent, afterwards joined the
navy, but eventually abandoned the sea and re-
entered the jewelry field, this time joining the firm
of Brown & Sharpe. His next connection was with
Cheney & Battell, and after working five years for
this firm he was joined by Joseph F. Blood, James
A. Young and Benjamin A. Holbrook, and the
quartette launched a business under the firm-name
of Flint, Blood & to. The retirement of Mr.
Holbrook in 1878 occasioned a change in the name
to that of Flint, Blood & Young, but the original
title was resumed at the death of Mr. Young, ten
years later. In March, 1904, the firm was incor-
porated, and Mr. Flint became its president.
Deceased held high rank in the Masonic fraternity,
and among the many floral tributes laid upon his
bier were a wreath from Orpheus Lodge, to which
he belonged ; a triangle from Pawtucket Council,
a cross from St. John's Commandery and a broken
column from the Scottish Rite Lodge.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co., Attie-
boro, announce they have in

P' ess the most complete caul-
logueof college goods, enameled

souvenir spoons and sash pins, fobs, medals, badges
and emblems ever issued. It contains over one
hundred pages, is profusely illustrated and artistic
in typography. The cuts are richly executed and
regularly numbered, and the goods themselves
include a great wealth of beautiful designs.

After an illness, which con-

Death of tinued for three years, Chas.
Chas. J. Heimberger J. Heimberger, senior mem-

ber of Heimberger & Pear-
son, manufacturers of jewelers' findings, 158 Pine
Street, Providence, died on Monday, May 1st, at
Ills home in Pawtucket. He was born in Germany
sixty-one years ago, learned the trade of diesinker
and toolmaker in Russia, and came to the United
States in 1870 with Cassius M. Clay, then United
States Minister to Russia. The object of this joint
mission was to introduce into this country the
electro-depositing of iron for printing plates to

William W. Flint

A Handsotne
Catalogue

supersede electro plates. the Russian government
having given Mr. Clay the necessary permission.
The project, however, met with indifferent success,
and so Mr. Heimberger was soon following his
regular trade in .the New World. Before many
years had elapsed he had. built up a substantial
business. He began manufacturing jewelers' find-
ings in 1885, and this enterprise developed rapidly.
In 1896 he was joined in partnership by Peter Lind,
but this connection continued for only three years,
when Mr. Lind retired and was succeeded by
William J. Pearson, the firm's traveling representa-
tive. Then it was that the firm-name of Heimber-
ger & Pearson was adopted. Mr. Heimberger's
fraternal affiliations included membership in the
Lassing Lodge, I 0. 0. F. A widow survives him.

Col. Sidney 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney & Co.,
Attleboro, recently made formal announcement of
his candidacy for the governor's council. Col. Bigney
has a notable record as a conspicuous worker in
the Republican ranks and has always been the
vigilant and sturdy spokesman of the jewelry
industry in all matters affecting its interests. He
represented the Attleboro congressional district at
the last Republican national convention.

At the request of Joseph L. Sweet, of the
R. F. Simmons Co., Attleboro, the corner stone of
the new public library in that town, the erection of
which is largely due to Mr. Sweet's generosity and
personal initiative, will be laid under Masonic
auspices. The stone to be used in the ceremony
was brought from the King Solomon quarry by
Mr. Sweet during a recent tour of the Holy Land.

The Paye & Baker Mfg. Co., North Attleboro,
in order to provide the increased space and facili-
ties demanded by their growing business, will
make an addition to their present building. A
new structure will be erected on the west side of
the company's shop, having a frontage of 50 feet
on Richards Avenue and extending backwards for
a length of 3o feet: It will be a wooden building,
two stories high and affording an aggregate floor
area of 3400 square feet.

The Relief Association of Irons & Russell,
Providence, passed a pleasant evening on Friday,
May 5th, in the hall at 23 Weybosset Street. An
enjoyable musical programme was rendered in
which many of the employees of the firm acquitted
themselves very creditably. The musical features

were followed by a dance, which brought the lune-

Cum to a close. The event was in charge of the
following committee of arrangements : George A.
Manchester, chairman ; kVilliam G. Nixon, secre-

tary, and George N. Tanner, treasurer.
The death of Wm. B. Durgin, late president

of the William B. Durgin Co., Concord, N. H.,

was followed by the announcement that the Gor-

ham Mfg. Co. had acquired a controlling interest in

the Durgin corporation. The business will be
continued on the same lines as heretofore, 1,vith
such expansion and introduction of new methods

as the new proprietorship may decide upon. The

Gorham Company is incorporated under the laws

of Rhode Island, and is capitalized at $5,000,000.

At the last session of the legislature, the charter

was amended so as to enable the company to lair-

chase shares in other corporations. Their first use

of this privilege was in the purchase of the Whiting

Mfg. Co. some months ago, and this has been fol-

lowed by the acquisition of the Durgin corporation.

The Wolcott Mfg. Co., is the name of a
recently incorporated Providence concern, the
object of which is to engage in the business of

manufacturing and selling jewelry. The capital

stock is $30,000, and the incorporators are Henry

Wolcott, William I. Macomber and John Rister.

PHILADELPHIA
•LETTER

Wholesalers to
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At a meeting of the board of
directors of the Merchants' and

Visit Retailers Travelers' Association, held
some weeks ago, it was decided

that merchants should make a tour of the State
and meet their customers personally. with a view
to bringing them into closer touch with the whole-
sale trade of Philadelphia. The party, numbering
about one hundred in all, will leave Philadelphia
on the morning of June 26th, stopping, according
to the published itinerary, at Coatesville, Lancaster,
Columbia, York and Harrisburg. They will leave
Harrisburg on June 27th, going thence to Newport,

Lewistown, Huntingdon and Bellefonte.
From Bellefonte, on June 28th, they will go to
Lockhaven, Williamsport, Newbury and Scranton.
Leaving Scranton on June 29th, they will visit
Wilkesbarre, Hazleton, Mahanoy City, Shenan-
doah, Ashland and Pottsville. From Pottsville
they will journey on Friday, June 3oth. to Reading,
Phcenixville, Norristown and thence back to Phila-
delphia. At each of these towns they will separate,
call upon and renew friendship with their regular
customers and make the acquaintance of other
dealers with a view to securing their patronage.

The purchase of a package by

" Bargain Clocks " Louis Perelman at a recent
Exploded auction sale of unclaimed

freight had an unexpected and
almost tragic sequel. The purchaser believed his
package contained two clocks. Instead of these,
however, the contents are reported as having con-
sisted of a clock or portions thereof, an electric
battery and a coil of wire. He interested a police-
man in his purchase and began experimenting with
it in the hope of discovering its utility. His five-
year-old son was present and kept his face in close
proximity to the batteries. One of the coils was
attached to each battery. The percussion cap was
exploded.and the two men and boy ran. The boy
was hit in the forehead with a piece of copper and
another imbedded itself in the father's ankle. The
officer carried the mysterious apparatus to the
station house. The explosion gave rise to a report
that an infernal machine had gone off, and for
hours the neighborhood was thronged with the
curious.

Wm. T. Miller, 2010-2012 Ridge Avenue, is the
inventor of a motor which is specially adapted to
the operation of the bellows of church organs. Its
utility, however, will scarcely be confined to this
one function, as it will in all probability become
practicable as the motive power in other con-
trivances. Mr. Miller is a mechanic of more than
ordinary skill and resource, from whose inventive
genius may be anticipated, no doubt, many other
creations of interest and use.

Robert 1.. Saunders, of 13 South Eighth Street,
has acquired the adjoining store at number II
South Eighth Street, thus considerably increasing
his space and enlarging his facilities to cope with
a growing business.

Horace N. Tuttle has opened an office as a
jobbing jeweler at 923 Chestnut Street, this city.
Mr. Tuttle was formerly connected with N. H.
White & Co., New York, but previously was with
H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, Philadelphia, for ten
years, and is therefore well known among the
trade in the Quaker City,
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, AMONG

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Alabama

A. Malmgren, of Thorsby, has sold out his
business at that location to Olaf Schive, of Illiopolis,
Ill. Jeweler Malmgren's address will be 524 Pearl
Street, Sioux City, Iowa, until such time as he finds
a new business location.

Canada

F. Claringbowl, the well-known jeweler, of
Hamilton, Out,, recently changed his location,
having removed from 8 James Street, South, to 22
McNabb Street, North. The new quarters afford
an appreciable increase of space and are very
handsomely equipped. A capacious window of
plate glass provides fine frontal display facilities,
and the interior furnishings are prettily finished in
cherry and fancy glass. The lighting arrangements
are abundant, consisting of an electrical and gas
apparatus combined. The store is steam-heated,
and includes a comfortable workroom and well-
appointed optical department.

Delaware

Joseph Kern, the well-known jeweler, of 719
Market Street, Wilmington, sailed for Europe on
May 18th, for the benefit of his health. Jeweler
Kern will be gone three months. He contemplates
shortly retiring from business.

Illinois

Robert I'. Kiep, of Joliet, .has vacated the
store in which he had been established for the past
ten years, and has become temporarily located in
other premises. Prior to his removal, he held a.
three-weeks' auction sale, for the purpose of re-
ducing his stock. The old store is being torn
down, and on its site, which is his own property,
Jeweler Kiep with l erect a new and modern build-
ing, which he expects to occupy next fall. This
will be equipped throughout with new and hand-
some fixtures, and will contain an ample vault.

Geo. E. Feagans, the well-known jeweler, of
Joliet, Ill., announces his removal from i to to
308-310 North Chicago Street, in a four-page folder
in maroon ink on coarse brown stock. The read-
ing matter on this folder has all the brevity, point
and directness which have given such distinction
to Jeweler Feagans' advertising. A formal open-
ing was held in the new store on Tuesday, May 9th,
from 2 to 10 P.M., and was attended by a large
number of admiring visitors, to each of whom was
given a suitable souvenir of the event. The new
quarters, which are composed of a double store,
measure 44 x mo feet, afford 4400 square feet of
floor space and admirable light. Mr. Feagans'
folder says : " We believe we made a record during
the past twenty-three years at our old store. Here
we expect to make another record." No doubt the
firm will be as good as its word.

Jesse L. Mullins, who has been engaged in the
jewelry business at Morrisonville for the past three
years, has purchased the store of Chas. H. Wither-
spoon, of Hillsboro, and has installed new fixtures
therein, with a view to making it one of the most
modern jewelry and optical stores in that section.
Mr. Mullins is becoming established in his newly-
purchased store, and has sold an interest in his

•

business at Morrisonville to his cousin, Jesse F.
Mitchell, who now manages that .enterprise while
Mr. Mullins has assumed charge of the Hillsboro
store. Both concerns will be run under the name
of Gem Jewelry and Optical Co.

John Grear, jeweler, of Jonesboro, died some
time ago, after a continuous business career in that
place of half a century.

Indian Territory

A. Y. Boswell, of Tulsa, favors THE KEY-
STONE with a photograph of his jewelry store.
This is a neat and roomy establishment, equipped
with modern wall and counter cases. There is an
imposing display of cut glass in one of the wall
cases, and the counter case standing opposite con-
tains an elaborate array of watches. The other
stock is also displayed to good advantage. Jeweler
Boswell commenced business in Fairlancl in the
spring of 1894, when only nineteen years old, and
continued there until June 1903, when he removed
to Tulsa. He carries an extensive stock, and has
built up a satisfactory business.

Iowa

Theodore Ernst, of Fort Madison, recently
celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the founding
of his business. Although the oldest business
man in Fort Madison but one, Jeweler Ernst is still
an active worker at the bench. Originally his
store was at 736 Front Street, and after occupying
that location for a number of years, he removed to
his present quarters at 716 Second Street. THE
KEYSTONE felicitates Jeweler Ernst upon his long
career and continued activity.

Fred. Evans & Co., Le Mars, have issued an
interesting and tasteful booklet, measuring approxi-
mately 9 x 3y., in which they exploit their various
lines very effectively. This booklet had features
especially suitable for the spring and Easter sea-
sons. Clocks, cut glass, silverware, watches and
rings were dealt with in turn, and the final page was
devoted to the repair and optical department.
Every page is appropriately illustrated, the cuts
are well executed and the typography attractive.
Prices are quoted throughout, and this together
with full and forcible descriptions, no doubt,
appreciably facilitate selection. The little book is
printed in black ink on white paper, and bound in
a stiff, green cover. " We think circular, book-
let or catalogue advertising sent out through the
mail does us more good than anything else,"
the firm write, and as the booklet under notice is
probably typical of their mail advertising, their
experience in this connection seems quite natural.

The death of M. C. Conner, diamond mer-
chant, gold and silversmith, Burlington, occurred
recently after a successful business career, in the
last-named town, of more than a third of a century.
Wm. P. Foster and I. C. McConnell, executors
and trustees, continue the business, and will dis-
charge all obligations of deceased in accordance. .
with the provisions of his will and the order of the
District Court.

Kansas

C. C. Stevenson, of Pittsburg, has removed
back to his old location at the corner of Sixth
Street and Broadway, where he has more room,
more and better light and increased facilities
generally. He has installed some handsome new
fixtures, including a fine mirrored window, and
%yin be pleased to greet his many old friends in
Ills renovated quarters. He also had a number of
improvements executed upon his home at a cost
of $3oo.

June, 1903

Michigan

The jewelry store hitherto owned by F.
Palmer, of Rochester, is now owned by L. I
Palmer, Jr., formerly of St. Louis, Mo. This bte
ness has been established for over twenty year,„
and was formerly owned by D. E. Palmer. F. S.
Palmer has opened a jewelry store at Delray.

Missouri

The A. Chenue Jewelry Co., of Cape Girard-
eau, request us to contradict the statement made in
another journal that their business had been sold.
The company are enjoying A prosperous trade and
have no present intention of disposing of their
business.

Montana

J. M. Thampson, formerly in the jewelry busi-
ness at Eagleville, Mn., has moved to Missoula,
this State.

New York

L. Robins, hitherto located at 117 West Wash-
ington Street, Syracuse, is now located at 127
North Salina Street, in that city. He recently
held an " Introduction sale" of his entire stock
and advertised the event quite uniquely and exten-
sively. One of the pamphlets used in exploiting
this sale contained a tentative list of the offerings,
while on its reverse side there was a long poem in
praise of Jeweler Robins' store and service, and of
the opportunities which his sale afforded for
economic buying.

Carl A. Beyer, formerly in the Chamber of
Commerce Building, Rochester, has opened a
partnership with D. F. Lewis, under the firm-name
of Beyer & Lewis, and the new firm has become
established in the Cornwall Building, 156 Main
Street, East, Rochester.

The Utica Jewelers' Association held a meet-
ing on Friday evening, May 5th, and adopted
a constitution and by-laws. Instructions were
given the secretary to communicate with the various
jewelry houses of the city with a view of their
becoming members of the association. The annual
dues of the association were fixed at $5, and its
objects, as stated in the constitution, are to foster
the fraternal. feeling among members of the
trade and to promote their general welfare. Thus
far it has met with an encouraging measure of
success, and it would seem that it needs only the
earliest and continued support of those to whose
interest it is devoted to be fruitful of much benefit
for them.

Ohio

Davis & Humphreys, of Bellefontaine, have
dissolved partnership, and the business is being
continued by J. G. Davis, the senior partner.

E. J. Harrison & Co., formerly at Osborn,
have purchased the business of Mrs. Clara Smith,
at Jamestown, and removed to the last-named
place. Their newly-bought establishment is roomy,
well appointed and affords all the facilities de-
manded by this firm's growing business.

W. E. Bargar, hitherto an apprentice with I. E.
Spreng, the Sycamore jeweler, has opened busines,
for himself at McCutcheonville as watch and jewelry
repairer.

Texas

W. E. Heald, a leading jeweler of San Angelo,
has recently disposed of a one-third interest in Ilk
business, and has associated with him as partner
R. H. Dobyns, recently of Clarksburg, Ind. Until
further notice the name of the new firm will be
Heald & Dobyns. Mr. Dobyns comes with the
highest of recommendations, and we bespeak fo..
the management of the new firm continued
success. Mr. Heald has the distinction of being
the oldest established jeweler in the city, having
been continuously engaged in the business since
October, 1889, first as watch and jewelry repairer
and later as retail jeweler.

Wisconsin

The co-partnership hitherto existing between
Crook & Sikes, watchmakers to the trade, Madi-
son, has been dissolved by mutual consent. Mr.
Crook continues the business at the same place.

A CYCLONE
IN RINGS

OUR IM M ENSE FACTORY
MAKES IT POSSIBLE FOR9
U8 TO TURN OUT ALL SORTS
OF ODD (SPECIALS TO ORDER
ON SHORT NOTICE
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A New Enterprise in
Ingersoll Watch Advertising

The advertisement shown in reduced size on the right commences a brisk summer campaign to build up
sales when business ordinarily drops off.

It occupies conspicuous space in the leading June magazines and will be read by thirty4ive million
people—half the entire country. These people are scattered all around you.

While the advertisement offers to give away to,000 watches (about one day's output of our factory), it is,of course, calculated to arouse interest and stimulate sales through our dealers. The cash prize contest is
directly intended to induce sales.

eIPS to DealerS

This whole plan is carefully worked out and is one from which dealers can reap large benefits on their
Ingersoll Watch sales.

We would like to explain the plan in detail to you and to tell you how to utilize it so as to get the
greatest possible good from it. Specially designed printed and advertising matter is ready for dealers selling
Ingersoll Watches.

Write us for full information on your business letter-head, and we will show you a means of taking advan-
tag,e of this extensive campaign for your personal profit. The people all around will be interested. It is foryou to clinch the results.

Remember always that Ingersoll Watches please customers, are guaranteed, are never sold at
cut prices, are broadly advertised and sell rapidly and all the time.

Your jobber sells them or we will quote terms and prices.

R013T. H. INGERSOLL, SC BRO.
" VV t c; h m r tic c ir.s; t_c) thQ America.r1 'People"
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BOOKS FOR
THE NEB OF ACCURACY makes
iInperative ;t high standar& of
watch repair work. No xvatchmaker
can pretend to competency now-
a-days who is not a thorough
master of adjustments. For this
reason no ambitious repairer can
afford to be without the one
standard treatise on this subject,

TH E WATCH
ADJUSTER'S MANUAL

the only complete and practical guide in
adjusting Avatches and ehronometers for
isochronism, position, heat and cold. Third
Edition now ready.
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $2.50

THE BENCH
System in Watch Work demands
that a complete record be kept of
all watches repaired. This can be
done in a moment by using the
right kind of watch record book.
E. L. Spencer, Richmond, Incl.,
writes "Send me at once one

Keystone Record Book
of Watch Repairs

I have used this style for years and none
other satisfies me." This is the opinion of
thousands of jewelers who have a thor-
oughly systematized repair department. The
book has space for 1600 entries, with printed
headings.
Sent postpaid to any part the world on receipt of price, $1.00

I, IlSI.ISflJl) Tin
BY E KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U.S.A.

June, I 1)05 T H E

The Treasures of the Kremlin

The Wonderful Palace of the Czar—Its Priceless
Contents—Furniture Decorated With Gold,

Silver and Glass—The Costliest Plate

HE recent internal troubles in Russia and

the assassination of the Grand Duke

Sergius have given renewed interest to
Kremlin castle, the Moscow residence of

the Czar. Should revolution ever break out in

this historic city the great royal residence would

afford unique opportunities for loot, as within its

walls are stored untold wealth in gold, silver and

precious stones. The barbaric splendor of the

furniture is said to be beyond belief. The throne

of Ivan the Terrible, for example, is made of solid

silver, ornamented with gold and studded thickly

with gems. His robe of state, which is still on

exhibition, was describ-

ed by a writer of the

fifteenth century as seem-

ing to be one sheet of

diamonds, while his neck

collar, the bands of his

sleeves, and the train

that he drew behind him,

were within of sable and
without of uniform pearls

like large drops of water,

of the purest whiteness,
each being of the value
of a male slave." This
mantle can be seen any
day between the hours
of to and 3 in the trea ;-
ury, and the ancient
writer did not exaggerate
its richness.

According to popu-
lar opinion there is in the
Kremlin enough useless
treasure to pay the public
debt of Russia ; and in
the churches and palaces
enough gold and jewels
to build a schoolhouse in
every village and give an education to every child
ill the empire. The Czar has twenty-one city and
country palaces—all of them sumptuously furnished
and filled with costly plate and ornaments—but the
palace of the Kremlin surpasses them all for the
richness, value and uniqueness of its treasures.
The palace of the Holy Synod, which is the official
residence of the Metropolitan of the Orthodox
t ;reek Church, contains sacred treasures of similar
aloe. The collection of pontifical robes dates

' tack to the tenth and eleventh centuries, and they
!- ,ae. ornamented with rare and valuable jewels.
e diamond in the mitre of a Metropolitan who

ved in the fifteenth century is valued at $250,000,
III another is what is claimed to be the finest

.inphire in the world, valued at $100,000.

The priest who showed these things to me a
-cw years ago, writes William E. Curtis in the
I':illadelphia Press, told me, in a naive way, that
le,believed there was not money enough in all the
laiiverse to replace the jewels which were spread
ek'fore our eyes, and that it would be impossible to
duplicate them even if there were money enough
to pay the bill. He showed us a ring set with a
cameo head of the prophet Daniel, which, he
assured us, was made for King Belshazzar, and an
alabaster vase said to contain the ointment that
etnained after Mary had bathed the feet of the

KEYSTONE

Saviour. That is the chrism brought from Con-
stantinople after the division of the Christian
Church, and from it is taken the oil with which the
Czars are anointed. One drop is used at the coro-
nation of each Czar, and no more, and it is replaced
with an equal quantity of oil, so that the precious
ointment never grows less.

In ancient times it was custom-
ary for the Czars to atone for

of the Czars theirsins and excesses by making
valuable gifts to the church, and

most of them have been retained and can be seen
in the collection of the Holy Synod. Ivan the
Terrible, after he beat his son to death, presented
the Metropolitan at Moscow with a robe that car-
ries fifty-four pounds of precious stones. Other
Czars have given similar gifts and they have
frequently received presents of enormous value
from other sovereigns. Many of them are deposited
in the treasury which stands on the opposite side of

Atonement Gifts
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in war ; and a long row of thrones of old Asiatic
princes which conquest has made vassals to the
Czars. The throne of the ancient Mongols, of the
Golden Horde that overran Russia, stands beside
a gorgeous ivory chair blazing with diamonds in
which the Shah of Persia once sat.

The next room contains the coronation robes
of twelve of the sovereigns of Russia, including
that of Nan the Terrible, of which I have spoken,
and that of Catherine the Great, which is so loaded
with gems, gold, silver and lace that it required
twelve chamberlains to carry the train. Each Czar
and each Czarina for two hundred years is repre-
sented here. Those of the present sovereigns are
the simplest of the entire collection, having been
woven in beautiful brocaded designs, of gold and
silver bullion thread in the city of Moscow in 1894.
They bear no jewels, but are said to have cost
$100,000. Every ornament and every stitch of
clothing worn by the Czarina Alix at her coronation,

from her slippers to her
hairpins, is preserved in
a great case of plate-
glass upon a life-sized
manikin.

In the next room is
an assemblage of crowns,
most of them coming
from the countries where
the thrones were stolen.
The remainder were
worn by the Czars.

In the second story
of the treasury is an im-
mense collection of gold
and silver plate — the
most extensive and val-
uable in t h e world—
which was made, not for
ornament, but for actual
use, and is al w a ys
brought out for the ban-
quet which celebrates
every coronation. The
Czar and the imperial
family use nothing but
dishes of solid gold and
their guests nothing but

solid silver. This is known as the " imperial coro-

nation plate." There are other collections of plate

used by Czars as far back as the eleventh century

—much of it decorated with enamel and studded
with gems. There are platters more than a yard
long, of solid gold, so heavy that one man can
barely carry them, and the rim of one tray is set with
more than two thousand diamonds.

In a massive case of ebony is a set of beautiful
repousse silver plate presented to Ivan the Terrible

by Queen Elizabeth, of England, when she sent
ambassadors to Russia to inaugurate commerce
between the two countries.

There are several rooms filled with gifts that
have been received by the different Czars for sev-
eral centuries back, at their coronations, at their
marriages, on their birthdays and on various other
occasions, for all such things are considered the
property of the crown instead of the individual.

Some of them were presented by their fellow-
sovereigns, others by cities, corporations, associa-

tions and rich individuals. Most of them are

superb works of art in addition to their intrinsic
value. There are also carriages, harnesses, saddles,
swords, weapons used in war and in the chase that

are loaded with jewels. The carriage of Catherine

the Great has her crest in diamonds, as big as a
dinner plate on each door.

Kremlin Castle, the Moscow Restdence of the Czar

the court from the Holy Synod, and is a sort of

historical museum containing a chronicle of the

Empire for a thousand years, written in crowns,

thrones and arms.
The guide book says that the jewels and the

silver and gold, the accumulation of ten centuries

of barbaric splendor and conquest, represent an

actual value of poo,000,000. Skeptics, however,

declare that this is a great exaggeration, that while

the silver and gold are genuine, many of the jewels

are bogus and many more are practically worthless

because of flaws and other defects. Nevertheless,

there is no such accumulation anywhere else.

In the first room is the finest
collection of armor ever gathered

Thrones together ; more interesting and
valuable for its antiquity and its

associations than for its splendor. In the next

room is a collection of more than thirty captured

thrones, each with a history. It includes that of

Constantine the Great, a sacred relic brought

from Constantinople. It is perhaps the only one

that came honestly there. The ancient throne of

Poland, which was brought from Warsaw in 1833,

when that kingdom was made a part of the Russian

Empire, stands beside it, suggesting a striking con-

trast. There are three thronesupon which different

Sultans of Turkey have sat, all of them captured

Thirty Captured



The Winning Goods in Keystone Gold
for the last half of 1905

On July I St our jobbers will be prepared to show the result
of our six months study and labor in perfecting a matchless line
of Keystone Gold Cases.

We have remodeled our 16, 12 and 0 size, and the cases
which will shortly be shown are the thinnest and most com.pacti
that are practically possible. The new model shows to special
advantage in Plain Polished and Engine-Turned, and we ask
for them the particular attention of those jewelers whose trade is
largely in this description of Solid Gold.

We have introduced a new type of ornamenlailon which is
certain to meet with instant favor. We call it

Another very beautiful style
named by us

The designs are not too daring, yet are striking, and will appeal to
refined tastes among your customers. Many of these designs are in
combination with " hammered effects ; others have the " modeled"
features of plastic work. This decoration is made in 0 size only.

A third interesting style of ornamentation, in patterns never

The texture of this decoration is entirely original, and the
effect is most artistic, A soft green contrasts beautifully with the
yellow of the vermicelli overlay and the relieving bright-cut.
Every jeweler will want a representation of these exquisite pat-
terns in his stock to justify his claim to being up to (late.

These will demonstrate newly the unequaled skill of the

Keystone staff of artists. They are made in 0 size only.

The several thousand new patterns of Keystone engraving

and decoration call for the admiration of the trade and the public.

Urge upon your jobber to show you these new things—new in

shape, new in ornamentation—so that you can keep in line with

competitors who will be showing these latest and best in Gold Cases.

The Keystone
9th & Brown -,ts.,
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These New 16 Size Howard Watches
are now in the hands of our Jobbers for distribution. They will appeal to all Jewelers
whose first thought is for

Quality and Finish
These high-grade goods will be sold only as Complete Watches, cased in heavy 18 K.

or 14 K. Solid Gold and Boss or Crescent 25-year Filled Cases.
No publishing of trade prices allowed.
The retail selling price of each Watch is fixed by the manufacturer, assuring the

imeler an attractive profit.
No cutting of prices will be permitted.

n ruby Mid sapphire jewels raised gold settings);
mlnisted to 5 positions, temperature and isoehronism ;
hregitct hairspring,: micr,inctric regulator ; gold train
wheels; aoulde roller; steel escape wheel; sapphire pallet
shop, steel parts highly finished ; extra line, hand-

,I.alhh—unk 41.1 : timed in the case and certificate
of rating furnished with each watch.

17 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings); adjusted
to 3 positions and temperature ; breguet hairspring ; micro-
metric regulator ; gold center wheel ; double roller ,• steel
escape wheel ; sapphire pallet stones ; all steel parts highly
finished ; extra flue, hand-made, double-sunk dial ; timed
in case.

10 ruby and sapphire jewels (pad settings); adjusted
to 3 positions, temperature :nut istteltreti ism ; breguet. hair-
spring; micrometri guIal,i Id 0.■.titer %died ; dotthle
roller • steel escape wheel; sapphire pallet stones • all steel
parts highly finished ; extra line, hand-made, '1011'1de-sunk
dial ; timed in the case and certificate of rating furnished
with each watch.

17 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings) adjusted to
temperature ; breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ;
gold center wheel ; steel escape wheel ; sapphire pallet
stones ; all steel parts highly finished ; extra fine, hand-
made dial ; timed in case.

Each Watch is enclosed in a highly finished, silk=lined Mahogany Box

Write to us for Booklet giving full descriptions and the prices at
which these Watches are to be sold to the consumer ; also a list of
Wholesalers from whom these Watches can be obtained.

E. Howard Watch Company, Waltham, Mass.

Announcement of

A New Complete 0 Size Watch

'Betsy Ross"
is a 7-jeweled, pendant-set, nickel,

0 size Movement, of highest grade,

in a Boss 20-year Filled Case.

This combination of Movement

and Case provides the best 7-jeweled

to K. Filled 0 size Watch in the
market.

The peculiar excellence and beauty of this watch
assures its immediate popularity with the watch-buy-
ing public ; and les name will at once attract to it the
special good will and sympathy of the 957,922 mem-
bers of the " Betsy Ross Association," who will be
found in every one of the States, Territories and
Colonies of the United States. New England has
101,280 members ; the Middle States, 607,800 ; the
South, 30,990 ; the Western States, i to, 640 ; Ter-
ritories, Colonies and Foreign Possessions, 9,650.

The Betsy Ross' will be sold
only as a Complete Watch. Write

to your J( )1 for samples and prices.

THE FIRST AMERICAN FLAG
WAS made by

BETSY ROSS
A BIT OF INTERESTING HISTORY

Before the battle of Lexington each of the Colonies
had its own emblem ; the result Nvas confusing. A Flag
Committee, appointed by the Continental Congress,
evolved from the ideas presented by the various Colonial
flags one known as the Cambridge flag, which was raised
;it Washington's headquarters at Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 1,
1776. It had thirteen alternate red and white stripes (as
now), with a field of blue which bore the British " Utti it
Jack " ; and was thus a combination of British and Coloititil
ideas. A howl of protest arose ; it was suggested that
the British would see in it the emblem of submission ;
Samuel Adams said, " Give us a flag that shall not be
hailed with acclaim by the British tyrants in Boston and
the patriots at Cambridge at the same hour." The people
demanded a distinctive emblem.

George Washington went to Philadelphia May 28,
1776, and with Robert Morris and George Ross took under
consideration the question of an appropriate flag. After
calling at the house of John Hancock, President of the
Congress, and getting from him some red, white and blue
English bunting, the committee proceeded to the near-by
home of Betsy Ross (a niece of George Ross) at 239 Arch
Street, Philadelphia, where Washington submitted to her
the rough sketch which he had drawn of the proposed flag.
'Fite stripes were unchanged, and were left as in the
Cambridge flag ; but the field of blue now bore a circle
of thirteen stars. ' Can you make it ?" asked Washing-
ton. " I can try " answered the fair revolutionist. There
was some discussion as to the shape of the star ; Wash-
ington argued that the six-pointed star was easier to make
—but that was the shape of the British star. Betsy folded
a piece of the bunting a few times, then with one clip of
her scissors produced a perfect five-pointed star. That
settled the question. Three days later the committee
returned and Betsy Ross displayed to their admiring gaze
the First American Flag, the flag destined to become
"Old Glory."

Betsy Ross, widow of the man who six months before
had fallen in battle with the British troops, niece of the
loyal Colonel George Ross, was fitted no less by her
celebrity as an unusually skilled needlewmnan to be
entrusted with the distinguished honor of making the first
American Flag. By general consent she continued to
make the flags for the new Republic for many years. The
Old Flag House, at 239 Arch Street, Philadelphia, has
since become the Mecca of patriotic sightseers from all
parts of the country ; and it is soon to pass into the hands
of the National Government, which will buy the adjoining
properties and by surrounding the house with a small
park will secure it from fire and other accidents. Over
950,000 persons have become members of the Betsy
Ross Association.

The materials of which the house was built, three
centuries ago, were brought from England by William
Penn ; and a most interesting fact, brought to notice by
Hon. John Quincy Adams, the Secretary of the Associa-
tion, is that the exact dimensions of the house are 17 x 76
—a prophetic measurement, truly I for the house ll'ati

built many years before 1776, the year of the Declaration
of Independence.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
i9th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia
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feel the benefit of New England Watch ad-
vertising. Each one of the thousands of in-
quiries resulting from our advertising is a
direct opportunity for a " New England " dealer
to make a sale.

We see to it that he gets this opportunity, but
it's " up to him " to be prepared for it, Not a watch
is sold direct. The whole enormous demand for New
England Watches that we are stirring up must be sup-
plied by the retailer.

All over the country people are asking to be shown the
" New England " trays. Can you afford to be without them?

The line extends through every style of watch at all prices,
and includes some rapid-selling novelties, such as the Skeleton
Watch, that are making talk among the trade.

The " New England Blue Book" of 1,adies' Watches
and the New England Red Book " ot Men's N\ atehes
will be sent to any address upon applii at ion,

131-137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago Spreckels Building, San Francisco

COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

BY ̀ TITLES of the II "I" '.I or u,- iizerlattd, and
ligumANN uossmA NN, IIII• 1111.i II _I Iii ci

Sti111111, 'I \tuIIIl:uIll >1 iIztiI:riI,

Authorized translation by .IAMES ..\ 1.1. \ N, S. C. Fortner pupil of the
Lock! 11,,t,11,gical

[Copyrighted, 1905, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.1

(Continued. Part XVIII.)

A pulley of  o. 8o vi. diameter executes 90 turns to the minute,
what should be the diameter of the pulley driven, knowing that it
should execute coo turns during the same lime?

The formula

can be just as well written
ft

2 /' 

and from thence one establishes
ii

2 fd = 2 r ---j
'

o.8o X 90

and performing the calculations
2 = 0.45 M.

180. It often happens that a tool, such as a lathe, a counter-
sink, or a drill, should run at different speeds, in order to satisfy
the necessities of the work. One installs then on the driving arbor
a multiple pulley, tapered pulley or speed. cone. On the driven
arbor is likewise found a simila pulley, but always in the contrary
manner. It is only necessary then for one cord to be placed on the
different pairs of pulleys which correspond. The sum of the radii
of two corresponding pulleys should then be constant.

181. Let us now suppose the case of a foot-lathe. The cord
of the large wheel is wrapped around the groove of a counter-shaft
pulley and transmits the movement to this counter-shaft. Another
cord is wrapped around another groove of the same counter-shaft,
but of a different radius, and transmits the movement of the arbor
to the pulley fastened on the lathe. What is the relation between
the number of turns of the first wheel and that of the last?

Let us designate in a general manner
the number of turns of the large wheel by . . . ii

I I 
" counter-shaft by . . .

t ( 
" pulley of the lathe by .

" radius of the large wheel by
t small groove of the counter-shaft by

II t 

" large
m 

" 
small '' pulley by

" large
We then have (Fig. 42)

'
n

awl, in like manner,

replacing n' by,itsrvaltic,

1 r' •
U' 

7"U - A —

Since, in this first case,
t11 \'heel chives the small

v of the counter-shaft,
tlie large pulley of the

C lint,er-shaft drives the small
pulley of the wheel, one ob-
titins the greatest number of
turns made by the arbor of the
lathe. It is moved, then, with

speed.
If, on the contrary, we

guide the cord of the large Fig. 4

wheel in the large groove of the counter-shaft and the second cord,
wrapped in the small groove of the counter-shaft, into the large
groove of the pulley of the lathe (Fig. we shall obtain a
lesser speed.

Let us remark that,
since it is a mechanical
work which should be trans-
mitted, according as Ow
speed of the last pullcv
diminished, the force in-
creases, and reciprocally.

Thus, when one wishes
to turn a piece of soft
metal, such as brass, one
arranges the cords in the
manner to obtain a great
speed,on condition, always,
that the object to be turned
is of small dimensions. On
the other hand, if one has a
hard piece of metal to turn,
such as tempered steel, or
an object of large diameter,
it is proper to arrange the
cords in such a manner as
to obtain less speed.

In the second case (Fig. 43) one has, in an analogous manner
to the first,

n" = n

182. Numerical Application. Let

A' 400 1111n.
r' 20 min.

For the case of greatest speed, one will have

400 X 50 33X tuns.
F' X 7./ 3o X 20 r—

After arranging the cords so as to obtain a slight speed, one
then has

400 X 20 
turns. 

= 4

r X /" 50 X 40

183. The transmission of force by the means of wheels, or
rolling cylinders driving each other by simple contact, can scarcely •
ever be employed in practice, because the adhesion, called " force
of friction,' is very slight ; the limit being passed, slipping is
produced.

To obviate this inconvenience, one inserts in the wheel projec-
tions, which are the teeth, gearing in the openings contrived in the
pinion. One then forms what has been called the leaves of the
pinion. With this arrangement the movement of the tw o toothed
wheels should be made in an identical manner to that of the cylin-
ders first considered.

It, therefore, follows that in a gearing one can always imagine
two circumferences driving each other by simple contact, and in the
same conditions of movement. These circumferences bear the
name of primitive circumferences.

184. One calls the pitch of the gearing the length of the arc
measured on the primitive circumference of one of the wheels,
extending from a point of one tooth to the similar point of the tooth
which follows. The pitch of the gearing should then comprehend
the space occupied by a whole and a blank of a tooth.

The pitch of the gearing of the wheel should be equal to that
of the pinion which it drives. Let us designate this pitch by the
letter/5 and call, moreover, the number of teeth in the wheel ii, and
the number of leaves in the pinion n'.

The length of the primitive circumference of the wheel, 2 r r,
should then be equal to p x n, since the pitch ought to be con-
tained n times in this circumference.

For the same reason the length of the primitive circumference
of the pinion, 2 IT r should be equal to ft n'.

(Continued on page 947)
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National Cash
Registers make

•careful and ambi-
tious clerks. Your
clerkswill welcome the
handling of the five
most important daily
transactions in your
store—cash sales, credit
sales, money received
on account, money
paid out and money
changed—by an accu-
rate, automatic sys-
tern. Eachclerk has his

separate cash-drawer
so that he is only
responsible for the
transactions which he
handles.

Lighten the burden
placed on your clerks
and you have their good
will. •

The good will of an
employe means greater
efficiency. This brings
satisfied customers,
increased business
and more profits.

A National
Register
complete
handling
tions in any

Let one of our
on you and explain

.
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,
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furnishes
system
the transac-
retail
representatives
our system

i1.116/ks ,' '

Cash
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for

store.
call

to you.
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NATIONAL
I own a store

CASH REGISTER CO., DAYTON,
Please explain to
my business. -

OHIO

'

me what kind of a register is best suited fim
This does not obligate me to buy.

THE NI , .1

Mistaken Economy
in its worst form, is exhibited in the case of a young
man who thinks he " cannot afford " to spend money
in improving his ability in his chosen work.

We can prove to you by figures taken from
actual experience, that you cannot afford not to take
advantage of the instruction our school offers, and if
you do not have the means right at hand, don't lose
valuable time in trying to save the amount necessary
from your present wages. Any good business man
will tell you that true economy demands that you
borrow what is necessary, which can soon be paid
back with the increase in your salary after your
course in our school. Then, you have a superior
knowledge of your vocation which cannot be lost or
stolen, and is a guarantee of security for your entire
life. Our Prospectus is sent free.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

of Watchmaking and Engraving
A school where students
realize the utmost on
their investment

LANCASTER, PA.

A " WINTER " QUALITY CASE

...*'
ri-',,01P

I liticino4E

"Winter"
Fixtures
Artistic

Conceptions

Realized

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior views, new siazgest
separate fixtures, cases, counters, floor cas.
soda fountain fixtures.

ilium rat flail)' , described and list cd n
so plain a manner that you can make yo-r
own plains and estimate the cost of y r
fixtinvs.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents

THE LINE OF QUALITY. Not how cheap, not how much, but how good. At prio s
that are right. Ask our customers. Anything from a store stool to the most complete
outfit.

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Established 1865 The High-Grade Fixture Makers

t.iiday-oicks At Co., New Orleans, La.; Sales Agents for Louisiana,
Mississippi and Alabama.

D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory.IL II. Birdsall, Room 7, ifamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales Agent
for Washington and Oregon.

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets ?

1,05 T H L,

Lessons in Horology

K EYST ONE

(Cent:ailed from page 945)

In order to obtain a relation between the primitive radii and
the numbers of teeth, let us divide the equation

2 r n
by

wc will obtain

or, after simplifying

2 ir

2 W r n •
2 IT r' p

(3) 
--r
77 -- •n'

I'/,e primitive radii are then proportionate to the numbers of teeth.
185. Calculation of the Primitive Radii. In an exterior gearing:

such as that which we have considered (Fig. 38), the distance
between the centers of the two movers is equal to the sum of their
primitive radii ; that is to say, one should have

(4) D = r
I) representing this distance.

Let us take up again the proportion

r_ n
0.1 n"

in which the radii r and r' are unknown quantities and the number
of teeth n and it' known quantities

Without changing the value of an equation, one can add to
each of its members the same term, or an equivalent term. We
can then write

(3)

since the two terms - and are both equal to i.
The common denominator permits us to write

r r' n
r' '

and because of (4) one will also have

from whence we deduce

(5)

In an analogous manner

n
i/ 

9r' t

V n'

we would find

(6) r

186. Numerical Application. A barrel of 8o teeth should gear
in a pinion with to leaves, what should be the primitive radii of
the two movers, knowing that the distance between their centers
is 11. 565 mm.?

Replacing in formulas (5) and (6) the letters by their values
above given, one will have

and
= " 565 X so -1- to

JO
== ==

1.565  X 10 11.565

90 9

8o 01.565 X 8o 10.565 X 8 r 11.565 X 80--_—F—co-
90 9

These two calculations give

5.285 mm.
r 10.28

As a verification, one should have

D r r' nc, 10.28 + 1.285 = Tr.565.

187. To obtain the primitive radii, one can also simply regard
the distance D as divided into as many parts as there are teeth in
the wheel and the pinion together ; therefore, into n n' parts,
and appropriate a number 9i of these parts as the radius of the
wheel and a number n' for that of the pillion. The calculation is
thus brought back to that of the preceding example.
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188. The case of exterior gearing is the one which is most
generally Presented in practice. In this system we will observe
that the movement of the two mobiles takes place in contrary direc-
tions ; when the wheel is animated with a movement to the right,
the pinion will possess a movemeat to the left.*

189. When the center of rotation of the pinion is placed in the
interior of the wheel's circumference ( Fig. 44), the gearings thus
constructed take the name
of interior gearings. In this
case the pinion takes a move-
ment in the same direction
as that of the wheel.

The distance between
the centers is then equal to
the difference between the
primitive radii of the two
wheels. Therefore,

(7) n = r— r'•

If the distance between
the centers and the numbers
of teeth in the wheel and
pinion are known, the value
of their primitive radii can
be calculated in an analogous
manner to that which we have just employed
exterior gearings. We have the proportion

Fig. 44

which can be written

or, again,

r n
'

V
— =

r — r' n —
V.'

and, on replacing r — r' by its value D,

D n —
r n' '

from whence we find

to determine those of
(3),

(8) D -n —

In an analogous manner one would arrive at the conclusion

•(9) D n —

190. Numerical Application. Let us take as a numerical ex-
ample that of a wheel %vith 120 teeth gearing interiorly in a pinion
with 14 leaves, the distance between the centers being 8.75 mm.

The application of the formulas (8) and (9) give :

14 8.75  X 14D — 8 s—
n — n 

.75 
120 — 14 • I o6

and
120 8.75

D   - 8.75
--120 14

X 120

— 1o6n 

performing the carculations, one arrives at the conclusion

I. 156 mm.
r == 9.906 '

The verification should always give

D = r — r' 9.906 — 1.156 -= 8.75.

191. Let us now examine a kind of gearing sometimes employed
and which is called rack gearing. In this case the primitive circum-
ference of the wheel becomes a straight line ; its radius is, conse-
quently, infinite and the number of its teeth unlimited. This gear-
ing can be considered either as exterior or as interior, for the dis-
tance between the centers can, equally, be

• 
co -1 r' c — .

To determine the primitive radius of the pinion .gearing in the
rack, it is sufficient for us to know the number of its teeth and the
pitch of the gearing.

*It is customary to call " motion to the right " that which is effected in the same direc•
Lion as that of the hands of a watch when looking at the dial.

[TO BE CONTINITED.1
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, rclines same and remits proceeds by
express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($f to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the line silver in bars, less the relining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

103-105 William St.
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company
with the returns. You will save much
take gold and silver on account do not
means of ascertaining its exact value,
value on it that will afford two profits.

for full cash value mid pay your bills
by so doing. Most of the firms that
use it themselves ; nor have they any
but depend on others, who place a

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted,

Beginner's
Difficulties

THE KEYSTONE

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To till one of the chief %wants of the trade in technical

instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise
ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

in hook form, a handsome volume, bound In silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, $1.50 (Os. 31.)

(Continued. Part XXVIII. Begun in March, rgo3)

The top of the C we considered in our last issue is
an inverted stroke, as shown at Fig. roz, and the
method of cutting it is the same. These cuts, as

described and illustrated, are the principal ones embodied in bright-

cut old English letters, and one familiar with block letters and

such cuts as we have here mentioned, will find little trouble in

cutting any letter in the alphabet. One reason for beginners being

discouraged when they first commence old English, is that the

letters are so complicated in appearance that they fear they will not

be able to cut them properly, while if they study the letter in detail,

as previously intimated, they will find the letters are simple, being

composed of vertical and angular bars connected with straight lines,

which must of necessity be an easy letter to master. The beginner

should not attempt to grasp the entire letter at one time, but simply

study and work on one bar of the letter at one time, keeping in

mind the other bars sufficiently to give the proper location of the

one he is at work on, and he will soon become so familiar with the

letters that he will be able to design them with much accuracy and

rapidity.
Old English letters, bright cut, are used usually on Roman

gold finish or cheap goods, such as aluminum or Britannia goods,

satin finish or even sterling silver satin finish. The higher class of

old English is usually fine-line English. The method of cutting

what is known in card engraving as solid old English (an apt name

for the style above described) is used extensively on watch caps for

inscriptions. In cutting this class of letter the method is exactly

the same as above described, except that the graver is left in the

condition that it comes from the oilstone—not polished—thereby

making a bar of a letter in such condition as to cause it to appear

to be composed of a series of fine lines due to the ragged condition

of the extreme cutting edge of the graver. This style of cutting

old English is used on polished surfaces. The student should

remember that he should never cut bright cut with a flat-face graver

on a polished surface. On a deadened finish, such as satin finish,

we cut bright cut, and on polished surfaces the effect of the

incisions should be a deadened or dull one, which is obtained by

a series of fine lines cut with a square graver, or with the ragged

cutting edge of a fiat-face graver.
At Fig. mg we illustrate a bar of several of the

old English capital letters, which is cut in the direc-
tion of the arrows. We do this because of the fact
that a great many beginners cut this bar directly in
the opposite direction, while the bar should be cut as

indicated by the arrows illustrated at Fig. 109.
At Fig. r ro we illustrate the word " Roe" in

old English. We have previously mentioned some
facts in reference to the exact proportions of old.
English, but to show the proportions by means of
a (hawing the student is referred to Fig. no, where
hi• will observe that the letters are divided into eight equal spaces,
the capital occupying eight and the lower-case letters four ; the

angular bars of the lower-case letters one space and the perpen-

dicular bars two spaces. This gives to the student with mechanical

accuracy the proportions of old English letters when the lower-
case letters are to be one-half the
height of the capitals. If it is
desired to increase the height of
the lower-case letters five spaces
should be used, and if still higher,

six. It is, however, preferred, where.57 ‘Vashington St.
Chicago Fig. 110
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proper space is given, to make the lower-case letters either one-half

or five-eighths the height of the capitals.

One of the styles of cutting old English letters used

by jewelers more extensively than any other on
plated ware, is that of wriggled old English. The
method of wriggling has been previously described

by an illustration showing the position of the graver rocking to the

right and the left, and the student should refer back to such descrip-

tion. In wriggling, a flat-face graver is used and held in the

hand on a proper angle to keep the point of the graver in the metal

so as to enable the engraver to rock the tool to the right and the

left, and as the graver is thus rocked it is gradually turned in the

hand, which causes the point of the graver that is out of the metal

to slightly protrude out beyond the point that it left when it was

raised from the metal, thereby taking a little forward movement as
it is rocked backwards and forwards.

At Fig. I I I we illustrate one of the principal bars of the lower-

case letters, showing how the vertical bars are wriggled coarse with

one width of the graver and he angular bars wriggled finer with

another, the latter bars being one-third wider than
the vertical bars.. The width of the wriggling is
increased and diminished by the angle on which the
graver is held. The.higher up the graver is held
and the less rocking to the right and the left the
finer the wriggling will be. The finer the wrig-
gling, if accurate, the more beautiful is the work,
but in a case where the vertical bars of the work
are wriggled coarse and the angular bars wriggled

as fine as possible, the best effect is produced.
Again, referring to Fig. i r r, we illustrate from the top of the

bar down to the point indicated by the letter B, how the wriggled

old English letters can be shaded with a flat-face graver. The

method of shading, allowing the angle of the incision to incline

toward the bar of the letter, has been previously described, but

attention is again called to it. These letters could be shaded even

wider than here illustrated, but a width such as is shown, is

advisable for the beginner. After one is skilled in the use of a

flat-face graver for shading, a shade made one-third the width of

the bar should be used, but it requires great deftness in the use of

the tool to make a shade stroke this width.
Wriggling can be used in conjunction with bright-cut letters

by making the vertical bar of the letters, both capitals and lower-

case, bright cut, and having all angular and horizontal bars wriggled

very fine. A letter cut in this way would produce a very beautiful

effect, providing, however, that it is on an unpolished surface. If on

a polished surface the bright-cut strokes should be cut with a graver

unpolished, when the effect will be found to be equally as artistic.

This method can be reversed by bright cutting the angular and
horizontal bars and wriggling the vertical bars.

At Fig. I I 2 we illustrate one of the bars of
the old English letters wriggled. The method of
wriggling such a bar is a very difficult thing for a

writer to describe. It would be an easy matter to

Fig. 112 show a student how this class of work is done, but

if he were told that it was possible to take a flat-

face graver and- wriggle from an incision equal to the width of the

graver itself and gradually tapering down to a fine line Ile would not

believe it, yet this is a very easy thing to do, and it is very useful to

the engraver. Indeed, if it were not for our ability to make such a

cut wriggled we would not be able to wriggle certain old English

letters.
The method of cutting the bar, shown at Fig. 1I2, IS to place

the graver in position for regular wriggling, and as the graver is

pushed forward and gradually rocked, it is pulled upward toward

the operator. Now, just how much to pull the graver toward the

operator and just how much to push it forward, is the secret of

doing this work with accuracy. It will be plainly seen that in

order to make the letter curve around with any degree of accuracy,

the pressure forward and the pull toward the operator must be

in harmony or in unison. If we push the graver forward with more

power than we pull it toward the operator, the bar of the letter

would be too long, while if we pulled it toward the operator with

more power than we pushed it forward, it would be too short, and

if the pressure forward and toward the operator should vary at

different stages from the beginning to the end, we would have an

irregular curve.

Wriggled
Old English

fig. 111

(TO OH CONTINUEDi



The new World Brand
Sample Offer
—especially for JUNE—

the month of
weddings-

-a sample of World
Brand Silverware, at less
than its real value-

-in a fine floss-finish
silver pouch--(the
newest and most ap-

proved style of packing valuable and
artistic silverware)

—ready to send as
a Gift to a
Bride

Read These

HUNDREDS OF THESE WORLD
BRAND SAMPLE SPOONS have
been sent to readers of this magazine.

The offer was to have been discontinued at the
end of May. But the samples have been

received with such spontaneous praise and enthu-
siasm that we have decided to extend the offer for

the month of June only—after which it will positively
be discontinued. And in this last month– to make the
World Brand Sample offer still more attractive, and still
more valuable, without costing You a penny more—we
have added a feature which makes this offer

especially acceptable to all
those who have received an
invitation to a June Wedding

Every World Brand Sample Berry Spoon sent out between
May 10th and June 30th will be sent in the new style pouch, of
rich floss-finish material– the style of packing now preferred for

Sterling Silverware.

It is a gift you may be proud to send—an exquisite
piece of silverware, packed in a way which displays to

the fullest degree the fineness of its workmanship and the
beauty of its design.
Remember, this is not like oldinary Star dard plate. World Brand has 50 per cent. moresilver—half as much again. The fan-cus World Brand Guarantee applies to everypieced silverware that bears the World Brand trade-mark. You can realize how thisextra silver adds to the durability and value of World Brand Silverware, The very highestgrade of silver art and silver workmanship are represented in the World Brand designs.These are facts you cannot realize until you see at least one piece of World Brand Silver-ware. And (simply to let you see and realize these things—vshich are important to every onewho cares for art and workmanship and silverware) —we offer you this sample spoon. Becauseit is a sample, and because it is to introduce to you the truths of World Brand Quality, we offerit for less than it is really worth.

We send You this beautiful sample spoon for $ 1
We do not keep the dollar unless
You decide to keep the spoon.
For twice that price you could
not buy this spoon in a retail store.
We ask just one condition. We want you
to examine other pieces of World Brand
Silverware, some day soon, in a retail store.
This offer is made solely in behalf of a re-
tailer near You who sells World Brand Silver-
ware. Even if you do not send for this sample
spoon, be sure to buy no wedding silver—or sil-
ver for your own home—until, at a retail coun-
ter, you have seen World Brand Silverware and
have compared its beauty, workmanship, quality,

/ usually buy my silver of  and value with other table silverware. (Compari-( dealer's name and address . son, you will recall, is all we ask in anything you
My name have ever read about World Brand Silverware.)

This new offer of World Brand silver samples, re-
member, is withdrawn June 301h. To put it off may
mean to forget it. To get the sample, send a letter like this.

Write this note now. Mail it to us to-day. Remember—the dollar back if
you ask for it. Only one sample Berry Spoon to one address.

To " WORLD BRAND "
The American Silver Co., Bristol, Coon.

enclose $1 and I promise to examine
World Brand Silverware at a retail

counter at my first convenient oppor.
!unity. .For this remittance and promise
please send at once the "Erythronium.
pattern Berry Spoon, sample of World
Brand Silverware—packed in a floss-
finish silver pouch, ready to send as a
wedding Eat.
I will compare iI3 art, workmanship,

beauty, and value with other makes of
table silverware. If the spoon does not
please me. I will return it at once and
you are to return this dollar to me.

My address in full

World Brand 'twat/

(Guaranteed Fifty per cent. more 4\ silver than Standard Plate)
Silverware

THE AMERICAN SILVER CO., BRISTOL, CONN.
[Showrooms : Chicago and New York. Address all letters to Home Office, Bristol]

HIGH–GRADE RETAILERS, EVERYWHERE, SELL WORLD BRAND SILVERWARE•
Notes of Praise picked at random from hundreds of enthusiastic letters from

ladies in all parts of the United States
Duluth. Minn.
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This is exact size of ad. No an enlargement.

We guarantee " World Brand " to be plated 50% heavier than Standard Plate. It costs you nu
Customers readily pay a better price for this heavier plate. You make a better profit.

THE AMERICAN SILVER COMPANY
Bristol, Conn.

more.

New York, 6 West Broadway Chicago, Silversmiths' Building St. Louis, Washington Ave. and Fourth St.
The American Silver Company is absolutely independent of every other Silver Company In the World
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This alluring and
timely offer will be
made to nine mil.
lion, five hun.
dred thousand
women. To do
this, we have taken
the full inside
front cover of the
June Delineator,
DesignerandNew
Id ea Woman's
Magazine.

Our advertising
is done entirely
in the interest of
dealers who carry
"World Brand"
Silverware. It is
our aim to secure
customers for such
dealers—to s e n
customers directly
to their counters.

"World Brand
Advertising Cam
paign started with
the use of large
space. Now at
the height of the
season we have in-
creased to full
cover pages.

We make it easy
for You to carry
" World Brand "
Silverware.

A factory ship-
ment costs you but
$ 2 5,

Write TO-DAY
for "World
Brand" Silvr
Catalogue Sul.
plement dcscrb-
ing special assort-
ments and showing
net " Costs You"
prices.
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Gold and Silver Casting in Sand
Molds

Article No• :o■ of the serial cut it lt.d " Gold \■'.,.1.:ing," begun in
lb November, 1900, of Top: I: i•.),,toNE.

HE sand employed for casting metal

articles .is moistened by sprinkling

with water, so that it will pack and

maintain its shape. Exactly how much

water is a matter of experience. In most

cases the water is allowed to remain in the

sand until the metal is poured. This remark

applies chiefly to large castings in brass and

iron; for smaller work in gold and silver,

sand molds are usually baked to expel the

moisture and is known among brass founders

as " dry-sand " work; while damp-sand

molding is called " green-sand " work. In

molding, frequent recourse is had to so-called

" cores;" such cores producing openings in

the casting. A good illustration can be given

in casting solid plain Belcher rings. In

making the pattern for the rings a " core

print" is added. We show at Fig. r a

wood pattern for a plain ring.
Let us imagine that we are

How Molding to cast a plain ring from it.
is Done As shown in Fig. t the

wood pattern can be de-

scribed as a solid wood cylinder shown at

A' A" with an embossed band around it as

shown at A. To mold it

we spread on the " finch,"

a table in front of the

u-orkman at such height as

to be comfortable to work Fig. 1

at, a layer of molding sand
an inch or two thick, and after leveling the

surface of the sand lay a piece of. board on

it and beat it down with a mallet. The sur-

face of the sand so leveled off should be a

trifle larger than the flask. With the molder's

hand-tools a recess is scooped out in the

sand, which will receive a trifle less than

one-half of the wood model.
Molding sand is packed around the

wood model until up to the line z, Figs.

and 2, the latter figure being a view of Fig.

I, seen in the direction of the arrow x. The

cut at Fig. 3 shows the

situation exactly. The

wood model is buried up

to the line z in molding

sand spread out on the
Fig. 2 molding bench. After the

molding sand is packed around the model A,

so that exactly one-half rises above the sur-

face shown at z.
The next opera-
tion is to cover
the surface at z
with dry parting sand or charcoal powder

dusted on the surface of the sand. Such

H

a

2,
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parting sand is old dry molding sand brushed

from former castings and tied up in loose

woven cotton cloth and shaken over the

surface z of the sand bed on the molding
bench. The idea of this dry-sand coating is

to prevent the Molding sand packed on top

of it from adhering to it.
After the surface z is dusted

Packing the over as described, a half of

a flask is placed over the
model as shown at the dotted

line w, and first prepared molding sand is

sifted from a sieve over the model and then
more sand is added with a small scoop until

the flask represented by the outline w is

heaping full. During the operation of filling

the flask with sand, said sand is packed with

the hands and small blunt wooden wedges.

After the flask is full and carefully packed,

the top of the sand is scraped flat with the

upper edge of the flask, that is, to corre-

spond to the line v, Fig. 3. The flask w is

now lifted from the molding bench and

usually the pattern A" will be carried with

it ; if it does not, remove the pattern and

place it in the recess in the sand contained in

the flask. •
The filled flask is now placed on the

molding bench, from which the bed of mold-

ing sand has been pushed back so as to leave

the bare plank. The flask now stands as

shown in Fig. 4, where the parallel lines 1)

represent the
edge of the
bench. The
upper surface

of the sand in
the molding
b o x, repre-
sented by the
line u u, Fig. 4, is now dusted with parting

sand as before and the remaining half of the

flask is placed on the one shown in full lines.

The dotted outline 13' shows the position of

the added half of the flask. Molding sand

is next packed in the added half B', as be-

fore directed, and the exess of sand scraped

off to the line t. . Of course, it is to be

understood thct the flanges C and C are

to be provided with dowel pins or wire nails

to ensure their going together twice alike.

On separating the flasks B 13' and removing

the pattern A we have a recess left in the

sand of precisely the same size and shape as

the pattern. The perfection of the mold

will depend on the materials we use and the

perfection of our workmanship.
In order to obtain a cast-

ing in the form of a plain

ring, one must introduce

what is termed a " core;"

this core is shaped precisely like the pattern

shown at Fig. I, except that portion repre-

senting the ring to be cast is removed. We

Molding Sand

Fig. 4

Core Working in
Metal Casting
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show at Fig. 5 the proper form of a core to

employ with the pattern shown at Fig, I. It

will be seen that the parts A' A" fit exactly

into the sand and have a re-
cess precisely the form of the
ring which is to be cast. In
founders' parlance, the parts
A' A" on the pattern are
called " core prints " and
have a recess in the mold
which the core exactly fits into. When

many such cores are to be used, it is well to

provide a core mold in which the cores are

molded of clay and sand and then baked.

Sawdust made into charcoal in a close iron

box, mixed with loam, also makes good

cores. Whatever cores are made of, they

should be thoroughly baked to expel all the

moisture. In dry-sand casting the molds

are subjected to a temperature of about

zo° F. to expel all traces of moisture. To

aid in the stability of dry-sand molds, the

sand is moistened with a solution of rock

candy and water; but such treatment has a

tendency to sophisticate the sand and render

it unfit for green sand casting. Plaster of

paris can be employed for a core mold and

answers an excellent purpose. It is an ex-

cellent plan for any one who anticipates to

do gold or silver casting to make a visit to

a brass foundry and watch the operation of

molding. In case a brass foundry cannot

be reached, one where iron is cast will give

a great many valuable ideas. It may not be

amiss to say, that the reader will understand

that it is a very easy matter in casting plain

rings to extend the pattern, so as to cast half

a dozen rings of different sizes at one time

instead of one ring, as shown. We would

also beg to add, that we do not think casting

plain rings is rather a cheap or expeditious

method of producing such articles, and only

recommend such process in extreme cases

where the workman cannot purchase one of

the size and weight required. The chief

reason of our selecting a plain ring as a

specimen of gold or silver casting, was from

the fact that we had to employ a core in the

operation.
We will describe in detail the operation

of making a core, such as we show at Fig. 5.

We carefully turn a hard wood block to the

proper shape; then make a .plaster-of-paris

mold from it going together in halves. This
can be done either by splitting the pattern in
half with a very thin saw, or by immersing
one-half in melted beeswax, and after cooling
take a plaster-of-paris cast. The face of the
plaster cast is next carefully coated with
shellac dissolved in alcohol. The next opera-
tion is to remove the core model from the
beeswax, and after cleaning with turpentine
it is placed in the recess in plaster cast and a
second plaster cast taken. The process of
making cores will be resumed in our next
article of this series.

[To BE CONTINUED]

Fig. 5



952 'SHIP'S BELL'

For use on
Desks,

Mantcls,etc.

Suitable for
Itegatta
l'rize

In Clubs,
Residences

and
Offices

Tells
correct
hour
and
half
hour

in dark
rooms

AUTO CLOCK

IL

TRAVELING CLOCK

  g

THE " CHELSEA " Striking 
Fitted with Special Base forSill 1)'5 Bell Clock use on Desks, .Mantels, etc.

Ship's Bell is the best forte of Striking Clock for use in sleeping rooms,
libraries, etc.

Clock in its retina ease, also furnished without the Base. Hour and HalfHour Striking and Time mot at movements furitished in similar Casesand Itkses, wle•ii so preferied. Large variety of finishes on Cases andIlln k al ways Yellow Brass, Ship's Bell and Marine for use on Yachts,eft., I imsil Itrass, and for use in Residences Offices, (11,B ',pp.'. ronze, Mock Oxide, Green Bronze, Red Brass, Yellow Brass, etc.

GOTHIC AND DORIC ; PARLOR AND BOUDOIR CLOCKS

4:0
234 IN. "SPECIAL" AUTO CLOCK

,3EK

MARINE CLOCK

k\.)

ire; a few of the many styles of Fine Clocks made by Chelsea Clock Co. All are 8 Day, High Grade. These fine goods are dealt in only by Dealers ia
Catalogs on application Sir Liberal Discounts to Dealers

Best Jewelry, Nautical Instruments and Yachting and Automobile Supplies, and are used by parties demanding the Best

YOU want the BEST .0 Ask for the
C. C. Co.

(TRA0E-MARK)

" CHELSEA "
(TRADE-MARK)

Locket Makers

Airdrie

"CHELSEA0Clock Chelsea Clock Co., 16 State St., Boston, U.S.A.{
AUTO CLOCK 

Largest Makers in Ameriett of EXCLUSIVELY 8 DAY, HUM W(ADE
trgAm-mAes) Ship's Bell, Marine, Auto Clocks and Office Clocks

For Fifty Years

I

„

Ase.0
4!.1II,

To the
Jobb,*

ProvIcienrc 'R.I. vvightman & Hough Co. ,NANaeiwdec,,,,LIne
Our line of Locket creations for fall will be more interesting than everbefore. Remember, fifty years of locket-making

have taught us many things

"CHELSEA If 8-Day
High-
Grade

-To) 'FHB TRAIDI-- -
We have arranged

CLOCKS

MORGAN & ALLEN CO.
134 Sutter Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

To be cur SELLING AGENTS
for the PACIFIC COAST

CHELSEA CLOCK CO., Alakers of nigh-Grad,.
16 State Street, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

QUID A
entingjm

d Pallet Jew;'
MURPHY. •,-4.$

-ORILLIA CANAD

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and RollerPins, making a much stronger and cleaner jolt thanshellac. It is quite transparent, and will successfullyrepair Broken Cut Glass, China, etc. The Millie proper-ties make It invaluable for setting line Pearls. It willfix a slack Watch 1:lass so that dirt cannot workI hrough the bezel, and do any otherJob where it strong,clean cement is required.
Sold by every material dealer In America

Price, 25c.
SUSSFEL1), LORSCI-1 Sc CO.

Wholesale Distributing A gents
37 Maiden Lane, New York
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Practical Pinion-Making

\ of the serial ent i " Cleaning anti Restoring,"
1,..„„„ i n the A t,eii, Iasi, issue olilli KEYS1'ONE.

fem
such

HE material to use for making pinions

is Stubs steel wire, or what is called

drill rod, of late years. A piece of

material is selected and placed in a

suitable wire chuck and enough allowed to

protrude to form a pinion. The end of such

rod is turned to a cone point, as shown at y,

Fig. I. The general form and size of the

pinion is turned, as shown at the dotted out-

line w w. Before the pinion leaves are cut

there should be a center provided, which

goes into the tail-stock spindle. We show

such a center at C. A center of this kind

should be cut away on top so the rotary cut-

ter, which we described in our last article,

will run free of it—the position of such cutter

is shown at the dotted circle v. The cutter

is fed back and forth until the cut is made the

entire length of the leaves. The necessary

divisions for most pinions can be gotten from

the division circle on the lathe pulley. If

other divisions are required, we shall have to

get an extra plate and attach it to the lathe

spindle outside of the head stock. In cut-

ting pinions or milling any steel article the

cutter should be kept well oiled.

It may not be amiss to give some specific

instructions in regard to the supporting center

C. Such a center is turned up in the cone

center so as to perfectly fit the tail-stock

spindle, after which tl,e recess at t is filed out,

then the center is hardened, when it is fit for

service. There is quite a little skill required

in cutting pinions. The chief thing at the

outset is to learn to go slow. As stated in

former article, an alternating motion with a

fiddle bow does better work than can be done

by a cutter turned in one direction. We

are aware that in the factories the cutters

which cut pinion leaves turn in but one direc-

tion, but they employ three cutters ;. the first

cutter making but a slot, the second cutter

shaping the leaves approximately, the third

cutter, being very sharp, perfects the cut.

But with cutters made as we have described,

and learning how to go slow, better work can

he done than with cutters turtling only in one

direction. We do not mean that the novice
in pinion cutting can make a cutter as we

have described and turn out a better pinion

than an experienced factory hand, who makes

use of a cutter turning only in one direction.

The point we wish to impress on our readers

K EYSTONe

is the single rotary cutter worked with a

fiddle bow, is the cutter par excellence for

pinions and steel stem-wind wheels for job-

shop purposes.

Holding a Blank
Pinion for Cutting
the Leaves

The only use of the back

center C, Fig. 1, is to sup-

port the pinion during the

process of cutting ; and in

roughing out the pinion the

staff portion is not perfectly shaped but

shaped to a curve, as show at w, and this

curve is shaped so as to just clear the cutter

.D. The idea is, that as the cutter D is fed

back and forth in the directions indicated by

the double-headed arrow if, shall not touch

the back center C, at the recess 1. It may

be well to say a few words about the coney,

and the corresponding recess in the back cen-

ter C. These two cones, that is, the male

and female cones, should fit ; that is, they

should both have the same angle and the

cone on the pinion staff below the pinion

should be the full size of the staff so as to

afford secure and ample support to the pinion

during the process of cutting.

After the leaves of the pinion are cut,

the upper part of the staff is turned, cutting

off the pinion to the form shown at Fig. 2.
It will be
seen that the
pivot 15 s
turned. If
proper care

is taken in hardening any portion of a pinion

can be finished and polished before hardening.

In regard to polishing the flanks of the leaves,

we would say, this can be done while the

pinion is in the chuck, as shown at Fig. 1.

For finishing and polishing, we can use a

bell metal or zinc lap turned in the lathe pre-

cisely as we turned the cutter which cut the

pinion leaves, except it is not cut into lines

with the graver. The steel cutters, which cut

the leaves, if properly made and managed,

will be so smooth that a zinc lap, shaped pre-

cisely like said steel cutter will speedily polish

the pinion leaves if used with vienna lime

and alcohol. The zinc lap is placed on the

same arbor as the one which carried the steel

cutter. We can, in this instance, however,

to advantage arrange to drive the arbor of

the rotary cutter by a band from a counter-

shaft, as the slow alternating motion of the

fiddle bow is not adapted for the operation of

polishing.
For forcing off the ends of the leaves,

the tool to employ is a flat-faced lap in a

pivot polisher. For turning the pivot at ft',

about the best policy to pursue is to us a

cement chuck. After the pinion Is finished,

it can be hardened by securing it to a piece

of iron wire with binding wire, as shown at the

dotted outline at Fig. 2, where E shows the

wide handle and r r the binding wire. For

,   

(=I  Y
..... •l• ?*
Fig. 2
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heating the 'pinion to harden it, put some

cyanide of potassium in a small crucible and

fuse it, and when red hot plunge the pinion

attached to the wire handle into the melted

cyanide and when the pinion is red hot

remove and plunge into cold water. The

fused cyanide, which was attached to the

pillion, prevented it from oxidizing, will soon

dissolve off, leaving the pillion file hard and

the polish as good as before heating.

The pinion is now placed in a small dish

of lard oil and heated until the oil gives off a

little smoke. After the oil cools the pillion

is removed and placed in benzine, to dissolve

the oil. Steel articles so tempered have

about the same degree of hardness as those

tempered to a dark straw color in the usual

N'ay. In regard to the brass wheels of the

train, we would say, about the most practical

plan to follow is to decide on the outside

diameter of our wheel and then cut the teeth

so the wheel will be a little large, and then

reduce the size by a rounding-up tool until

the train runs free. For cutting brass train

wheels, we can use a rotary cutter, which has

simply a saw edge, cutting a slot a trifle

narrower than the finished tooth space and

through these teeth run the cutter of a

rounding-up tool, repeating the operation

until, as stated above, the train runs free. It

is a very difficult matter to decide on the

exact outside diameter of a wheel, because the

shape of the °gives of the cutter has much

to do with the depth.
Fly cutters are used in our factories for

cutting the teeth of train wheels. These

cutters can readily be made. The opera-

tion is very similar to making pinion cutters,

as described in former article, except the

angle between the flanks of the teeth if very

small, as for instance, in an 8o-tooth wheel

the entire angular extent of each tooth is

only 4° ; and, inasniuch as the tooth of

such a wheel occupies a little more than half

a tooth space, the cutter can only be a trifle

more than 2°. In making a fly

•24?--;e) cutter, we turn the edge of the

disk, which forms the cutter to
A

the form of the tooth, precisely

as we did in making the

pinion cutter, only we use a

round-nosed turning tool, the

cutter of which was to a greater

diameter—say to a circle which would cover

three teeth of the wheel. This will be better

understood by inspecting Fig. 3, where we

show the edge of a fly cutter in the process

of making.

1
ei

Fig. 3

Making Fly Cutters

The slide of the slide rest

is set to include 21° and

the operation conducted the

same as when we made a

rotary cutter for cutting pinions. The steel

disks for such cutters should be larger than

(Continued on page 955)
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MITE manufacturing jeweler, where his factoryis  located on the upper floors, experiences con-
siderable trouble in building a proper founda-tion for his drop presses, so as to avoid the jar onfloors below. Our

Springboard
Foundation

here illustrated, will overcome ALL that trouble
!!you are interested, send for Catalogue C-.r5

Another good tool for the manufacturing jeweleris our

No. 2

Compound Shear
It is built of steel and malleable iron, is strong andpowerful and gives good results. Catalogue 13-15will fully explain this line.

Our 1905 Catalogues
are ready for you

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co Manufacturers

ey 1490-1492 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cases

Made in 6 Different Grades
to Ligne, ii Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
heat and cold, and 5 positions

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEIR MERITS

EDMOND E. ROBERT 1
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK 

j AUENTS
SELLINti

SEND FOR PRICE–LIST

I CROSS & BEGUELIN
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

June, 1905

Practical Pinion-Making

(Continued from page 'J53)

for pinions—in this instance, say 1". After

the edge of the disk F is properly shaped, it

the disk) is cut up into segments, as shown

:Et the lines n n, Fig. 4, said figure being a

side view of Fig. 3, seen in

the direction of the arrow

k. The disk F is cut up

into sections as shown at the

lines it 7/. One section of

the disk F is attached to a

brass disk, as shown at the

Fig. 5. The brass disk G

an arbor,

which revolves very rapidly. 
rvi

•
....

In cutting wheels with a fly

C utter there should be sz,

several of them mounted \
...

on the same arbor. The
F. 5

%% heels to be cut should have 
ig 

the teeth roughed out with a plain saw cutter

before the fly cutter is used.

There is another task involved in making

train wheels, and this is cutting out the arms.

In the large factories all this is done with

dies, which accomplish the task, as one

may say, " in the twinkling of an eye." But

with job-shop facilites the job is only accom-

plished slowly. The task can be much quick-

ened by cutting out the form of the space

between two arms in two pieces of thin sheet

steel. . This will be understood by inspecting

Fig. 6, where If represents

a side view of two pieces of

o sheet steel. The opening

at / is made precisely the

shape of the opening or

space between the arms of

a wheel we wish to finish up. After the

opening /is finished, we drill a hole at d to

represent the center of the wheel.

At Fig, 7 we show an edge view

of Fig. 6, seen in the direction of

the arrow/. To insure the going

together of the steel pieces H H,

wedrnillar g g.two for guide pins, asshow 

Fig. 4

dotted circle G,

is mounted on

pyt

Fig. 6

How the Arms of a
Wheel are Finished

represents
Place the

11 Jr.

Fig. 7

To use our device, we drill

five holes at equal intervals

in our wheel blank, as

shown at Fig. 8, where L

a wheel and e the holes. We

wheel blank between the steel

pieces H H' and place a slightly

taper pin in the center hole at d;

we then put the guide pins in

the holes g g'. A pin is also
Fig. 8 placed in one of the holes e in the

wheel blank. This last-named pin is turned as

far to one side as the opening I in the plate

If H' will permit. The pin in the hole cis

KEYSTONE

now removed and the hardened steel pieces

11.11' clamped with a hand vise. We insert

a jeweler's piercing saw in the hole I and

proceed to saw out the space for an arm as

near as possible, after which the opening

should be finished with files. A little prac-

tice will enable the workman to cut out and

finish an arm space by means of the device

we have.described, in much less time than he
would deem possible, until he had tried it.

In many fine watches the arms have beveled

edges ; this finish is done with fine files after

the space is cut out.
It is the practice of late years to make

the train wheels of gold, and if this material

is employed an alloy of about 14 K. should

be employed, as this quality is about as low

as will hold its color under all conditions.

To properly finish such wheels, the flat sur-

faces should be lapped. Such workmen as

have been accustomed to doing this, we need

giye no instructions, but to those who are

not conversant with the operation, we would

say that in order to finish the flat side of a

wheel in this way it should be cemented to a

disk of some kind of metal—brass, for

instance, with shellac—and then held to the

face of a jeweler's lap until the surface is

dead flat and brilliant as a mirror. Inas-

much as many workmen have no such

facility, we would say a very perfect substi-

tute can be made of a slip of bluestone.

These stones come in lengths of about 5" and

various widths and thicknesses. For the

Present purpose the stone should be about

1" wide.
To prepare it for our purpose, we grind

the flat sides on a roughened glass slab with

fine emery and water until dead flat. We

then wash the stone and glass slab free of

emery and rub the bluestone slip on the

roughened surface of the glass until per-

fectly smooth. The bluestone slip is now

allowed to dry thoroughly, after which it is

rubbed liberally with clock oil and the oil

allowed to soak into the stone. The surface

of the stone is smeared with oil and allowed

to stand. for several days—in fact, as long as

the stone will absorb more oil. The stone is

wiped with an old rag to remove all the out-

side oil. After this the surface of the stone

is burnished with a piece of half-polished

sapphire, which produces a partially glossy

surface. The wheel to be polished (lapped)

is cemented to a brass disk and rubbed with

gentle pressure on the bluestone. A little

practice will soon enable one to do as choice

work as we see on high-grade watches. Of

course, it is not to be expected that first-class

results will be attained at the first attempt.

In fact, it may be a failure, but patience and

practice will undoubtedly enable any work-

man to master such polishing in a compara-

tively short time.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Largest Bottles Ever Blown

What are believed to be the largest bottles
ever blown were recently made at the works of

the Illinois Glass Company, at Alton. The largest

will hold approximately forty-five gallons, whereas

the largest bottle heretofore held twenty gallons.

" To make the largest bottle," says the Chicago

inter-Ocean," forty pounds of molten glass were

taken from the furnace on the end of the long iron

tube used by the blower. The blowing of the

bottle required it,000 cubic inches of air, and this

had to be supplied by one man, and that man was

unable to take his lips from the end of the tube

during the process of blowing in order to prevent

the bottle from collapsing. The blower supplied

the air and the two assistants helped him to bear

up the weight of the glass. In order to secure a
bench of sufficient height to work the glass the

officers of the glass company had to cut a hole
through the side of one of the factories and the

blower stood in the second story and worked the

glass through this aperture.
The making of the big bottles was at the sug-

gestion of Superintendent Thomas Morfoot. Mor-

foot is the superintendent of the largest bottle plant

in the world, arid as such had an ambition to create

the largest bottle ever blown. He accordingly

instructed his workmen to attempt it and after half

a hundred unsuccessful attempts extending over a

period of several weeks the big bottles were

obtained."
The Illinois Glass Company will use these

bottles for exhibition purposes.

What Lack of Transportation Does

At the mouth of a mine in Ant k 200,000 WITS

of precious ore are stacked awaiting the building

of a railroad to haul it to a smelter, for, precious

as it is, its value would be consumed in transporta-

tion charges if an attempt were made to move that

ore by wagon or animals at a cost of 25 cents per

ton mile, while the profit on it will be immense

when it can be taken out by rail at a cost of one-

half a cent per ton mile. In British Columbia

many fine ore bodies have been staked out and

then abandoned because they were so far removed

from any railroad that with the utter lack of trans-

portation it was a waste of time and money to take

out the ore. In Mississippi, within the last ten

years thousands of acres of the best timber that

ever grew have been sold for a mere pittance of 25

cents per acre because owing to the lack of trans-

portation there was no way to get the timber out,

and if cut it merely rotted where it lay. In one

part of the state within three years after a large

block of land was so sold a railroad was built

through the country, and thereafter not an acre of

that land could be bought for less than $5, while

most of it was sold to new settlers at $7.5o to $8

Pa'. acre.
In order to. be of value, lands must be acces-

sible and their products transferable to market at

a cost that shall not consume the value of the

products in transportation.

" Good, Sound Literature"

ED. KEYSTONE :—Enclosed please find my

dollar for renewal of expired subscription. I am a

little late, but don't you think I don't want THE

KEYSTONE. I consider it the best dollar's worth

of good, sound literature on most any subject I can

buy, and as a jeweler I am lost without it.
Yours truly,

Pittsburg, Pu. D. D. KING.
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Wc want 'Cm—all sorts: old GOLD,
SILVER,PLATINUIVI; PLATED SCRAPS

and SWEEPINGS—any old thing with pre-
cious metal in it. We send you a check the day
we receive your shipment. If you don't like the

size of the check, say so, and we'll send back your
shipment, charges prepaid.

But fourteen years of business with no kicks on
this score, show how we do business. You get
every penny's worth of value at the highest prices
paid anywhere.

Give us a chance to show you.

...... l•

Thomas J. Dee 0 Company
Gold and Silver Refiners and Assayers

67-69 Washington Street
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Some of our

"American Beauties"
1 he magic of their name, the superbness of their

appearance, are utterly irresistible

one, 1905 THE

''' American Beauty " Floor Case, No. 410

Cut above shows front view, andone below rear view, of one of thevery best selling cases on the mar-ket to-day.

• Anierican Beauty Case, No. 406

Cut above shows front view, andone below rear view, of a case novelin its application to the jeweler'strade; but probably the very richestone to be purchased.

"American Beauty '' Floor Case, No. 410

'American Beauty " Horseshoe Case, No. 465

REMEMBER that there is not a single hole drilled through theplate glass at any point, and that these cases are practically aseverlasting as the marble and glass of which they are composedand as solid as a wall I "American Beauty" Case, No, 406Write for our Catalogue " B," with more illustrations of our peerless line of cases.Let us also send you some testimonials from your neighbors and confreres. They predict the total eclipsing of all other classes of floor cases by our " American
Beauty " ones.

Nev York Office, 718 Broadway

GRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE COMPANY
Sz.me floors as Frankel Display Fixtures Cu. Grand Rapids, Mich.The Largest Show Case Plant in the Wcp.1,1
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occ-I name and address—not for 1,0,1 icati,m, hut as an

itccee of good faith. No attention will be paid to ationy-

os communications. Questions will he answered in the
„de, ic which they are received.

An LVDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

,lepartment for each year accompanies each December number.

,-ahserihers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have

hecti answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

I ell t he issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Cylinder No. 2."— indd like information
revarding fitting new cylinders. "—This matter has
been fully considered several times in these columns.
One reply giving full detail was that to " Cylinder,"
page 1023, October, 1900, KEYSTONE. It is also
fully covered in the new book " Watch and Clock
Escapements," price $1.50, which can be had from
this office.

"Fresco."—How are the colors for frescoing
mired, ready for applying. Where may they be
procured P—The colors used in frescoing are mostly
earth and minerals, as few others will stand the
action of the lime. They are ground and applied
with pure water. You can obtain such colors from
any artists' supply or paint house ; merely mention
the fact that you want them for frescoing. The
success of the operation does not lie so much in the
paints selected as in their application. As you are
probably aware the ground to be painted on is
the last or smooth coating of plaster. This
last coating of plaster should be laid on imme-
diately before the painting is commenced. On  
quitting work any of the plaster that has not
been painted on is cut away, and when the
painter is ready to commence work the next
day, the plasterer is at hand and joins closely
another portion of plaster to the edge of the por-
tion painted on the previous day, which had been
slightly sloped when cut. By pursuing this plan
the artist has a firm and smooth surface to work
on which, though wet, gives the best results.
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put the oil on three or four escape-wheel teeth,
alter the watch is put together. It is a matter of
convenience or custom of the workman.

(2) In adjusting  fine railroad watches to heal
and cold, what is the temperature of Me cold box?
—Between 32 and 38 degrees.
( j) Give name and address of dealer in en-

graving blocks having screws to hold articles and
ball base.—You can obtain such E block from any of
the large material houses whose announcements
appear on our advertising pages.

(4) What is the process of applying French
gray finish P—See reply to " French Gray," page
423, March, 1904, KEYSTONE.

" Staffing No. t. "—In a recent issue of The
Keystone you published an article on " Staffing,"
in which you illustrated some ,gravers. I write to
request more information in regard to the making
of gravers. What is the best sleet to use ? More
definite infomation in regard to lhe size, length,
width, etc. What is the best way to grind and
sharpen? How to harden and temper fin- use f—
These gravers are best made out of *inch square
Stubbs steel, which can be bought of the Stubbs
Steel Wire Co., x7 N. Fifth Street, Philadelphia.
It comes ill 3-foot lengths and costs about 15 cents.
The length of the gravers will depend upon
whether you want to use them in handles or not.
The writer prefers them without handles, about five
inches long. The graver is left the width of the
steel, 1 -inch. They are first filed to the desired
thickness, tapering towards the point (see Fig. ).
The thickness at the extreme point is about
mm. You will note one side of the graver is left

flat. This flat side we rest on the T rest when
using ; in filing the graver it is best not to file it
to the desired thickness, but take the graver

pallet and escape wheel entirely too much end
shake. Mainspring is not the right spring for the
watch. It is at least four numbers too narrow.
There is enough soft solder between the teeth of
the barrel, where a hook has been soldered in, to
stop any watch. The barrel arbor has so much
end shake that the barrel rubs on the plate. We
do not know what happened to the center and
third wheel teeth, for they are all chewed and
marred. Then there are several other things wrong,
%vhich we think useless to mention.

" Ratchet." —I have had some trouble with
Iwo watches to keep them wound. They appear to
be all right for several weeks, and then, without
any apparent cause, they will unwind. I have
made eveiything right, as far as I can see ; the
hooks at each end of spring, barrel cover, click
and ratchet on arbor; but again and again, with a
.rimilar result. They are both key wind, and one
has pin in center arbor and groove in pinion. l
put a new pin in arbor to fit as snug as it will
allow. Canyon see any point I have overlooked ?—
There is one thing that you have failed to examine,
to see if the center wheel is tight on the pinion.
Should this be tight, then you must have neglected
to examine some part carefully. We do not think
that the spring slips, for if it did, it would do it
oftener. The ratchet and click is where we would
lirst look for the trouble. See that the ratchet
teeth are sharp and deep, also the click has a good
end and fits into the teeth. See that the ratchet
wheel does not have too much play ; that the click
spring is strong enough to keep the click in place,
that the click does not bind. With the examina-
tion that you have made and the above suggestions,
;he fault should be found.

" Correct."—(1) What is the absolutely cor-
,r.ect way of oiling the escaftement ; by putting oil
ll the faces of the pallet stones before pulling
movement together or by oiling one or two of the
teeth of the escape wheel after pulling the move-
ment together P—There is no absolutely correct

iway to oil the escapement. The object s to get
some oil on the pallet stones and escape wheel

It makes no difference whether we put the
til Oil the impulse or locking faces of the pallet
tones, before we place them in the watch, or if we

Fig. 1

in the hand, working it up and down on the
file, which will bring it absolutely flat and
smooth. This should be done on all sides. Then
rub on an India oilstone, then on the Arkansas oil-
stone, when we are ready to put the angles on the

side and end for cutting. This is done with the file

and oilstones, the angles to be as described in the

article you refer to. Now, as to tempering, we

heat the graver abourone inch from the cutting end

to a cherry red and plunge it into water, when we

polish it bright with an emery buff, then we rub it

again, as explained above, on the India, then on the

Arkansas stones. Special care must be taken in

sharpening the cutting angles, to see that they are

not too long (see article referred to) and that they

are flat. The great trouble with most workmen in

sharpening gravers is, they do not get the graver

flat, or free of the file mark, which it must be if we

want smooth turning. We advise using the graver

with the temper as it is, but should we find the

points chipping off and nicking, we can then draw

them to a very light straw color.

" Springy. "—I send you two watch movements

—one Century and one Swiss. They came to me

to have mainsprings put in, but after pulling in the
springs they will not run. I would like you to look

over them, or through them, and tell me what is

the trouble. The Centuiy, I know, needs cleaning,

but there is " another screw loose." Two SftringS

broke in it before I could get one to stand.—We

received the two watches above referred to. We

found the Swiss watch needed cleaning. The

mainspring is several numbers too strong and fills

the barrel too much, two of the barrel teeth are

burred, each of which would stop a watch • roller

jewel does not stand perpendicular. We can

readily understand why the Century movement

does not go, for it not only needs cleaning, badly,

but is in a very bad condition. It has a brass pin

for a ruby pin, has had a lower balance pivot put

in, wh iich s much too small for the jewel and is

oblong shape instead of round. The hairspring is

out of flat, caused by its being fastened to the

stud by a piece of wood instead of a pin. The

end of the upper plate has been bent, giving the

" Success."— Piave a Gilbert No. to regulator,
which has given- me cons idcrable trouble. R keeps
excellent time, but Me minute hand and second
hand will not slay when. /lily should. 1im see,
they might be correct at 9./5, and a/ 9.3o be thirty
seconds off, and at other times they inight be off al
0-teen minutes after the hour and be correct at
thirty minutes after. The minute hand is perfectly
If/u, tind does not drop or fall back, and where the
trouble is Jam at a loss to tell. Kindly give cause
and remedy.—The second hand of this clock must
make one revolution in one minute because the
train is geared to that proportion and the pendulum
beats 8o to the minute. Count the teeth in the
center, third and escape wheel and see if they do
not contain the following numbers : Center wheel,
64 ; third, 6o ; escape, 40. Multiply these together,
which gives us 64 X 6o X 40 153,600. Now
multiply the leaves of the pillion of the third and
escape wheel, which is 8 X 8 = 64, we divide
153,600 by 64, which gives us 2400. Multiply this by
2, because there two beats to each escape-wheel
tooth : 2400 X 2 = 4800 beats in one hour, or
4800 6o = 8o beats in one minute. Now, as
there are 40 teeth in the escape wheel, which con-
tains the second hand, and there are 2 beats to each

tooth, therefore the pendulum would heat
8o times to one revolution, or in one minute.
This proves that the second hand should
make one revolution while the minute hand
moves one minute. There are two causes
that we think of that may cause the trouble :
First, the second hand loose on the pivot or

binding on the dial, pivot not in the center of
the hole ; second, it may be possible a slight inac-
curacy of the spacing of the minutes on the dial
may cause it. The train above referred to is the
one used in the No. to movement. Perhaps your
clock is of another pattern.

" Curious. "—I have a 6 7-jewel watch
which I cleaned some two months ago ; very
slightly magnetized, just enough to show a move-
ment of the compass. All the train works free,
balance runs free and true, but it is acting queer.
After cleaning, took to running fast, len to fifteen
minutes in twenty-four hours. Put washers under
screws (four), and still too fast, with regulator
clear over to Me slow side. Then put two more
washers on to bring it near time, and now it is
running slow, and took all the washers off With
regulator over to the fast side, it will lose ten to
fifteen minutes some days, and gain as much next
day. Cannon pinion is tight. Can you give me a
hint where to locate the trouble ?—A watch that
varies as much as the one you speak of has some-
thing badly wrong with it. It may be the magnet-
ism that is in it ; if liot that, you must have
overlooked some fault with the train (binding in
one or more of the wheels), or the balance does
not take the same arc of vibration in all positions.
We would suggest taking the watch apart and
examining all the parts thoroughly. Try each
wheel alone from the barrel to the balance, and
when trying the balance, remove the hairspring
and hold the watch in all positions. See that it
does not come to a sudden stop in any position.
When replacing the hairspring, see that it is flat
and no two coils rub together or touch anywhere.
It should be a simple matter to find this fault,
which we think is a sluggish action in sowe
positions.

" Melling. "—I would like to know how much
heat platinum will stand? Will it stand one mow
Man gold P—Gold will melt at about 2300° F.
Platinum is fusible only with the aid of the oxyhy-
drogen blowpipe or the electric current.



THE "VELVET"
ADJUSTABLE BRACELET

Patented December 13, 1904

FITS ANY SIZE OF WRIST
Made in New Narrow Widths; also in Child's Size

. A simple arrangement of springs makes this
bracelet adjustable to any wrist, whatever its sizeor conformation. It is thus the extreme of

Comfort, Comeliness and Security
Simple in its parts and strong- in construction,it is durable and not liable to get out of order.
Made in rolled-gold plate and sterling silver.Plain or with signet or locket top.

MASON, HOWARD & CO.
New York Office

tho Broadway
Manufacturers

Factory

Attleboro, Mass.

4

THE NEW NARROW CHILD'S " VELVET"
Made a'so with Signet Top

THE NEW NARROW "VELVET"
Made also without Signet Top

THE WIDE "VELVET"
Made also with Signet or Locket Top
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I WANT YOU TO READ THIS LETTER
.Pitou.. E. W. SCHULER, Phihah•

Dear Sir :—We want to Dial
and engraving. lie knew molda seven-months' course, we feel
good-paying position.

We only regTet that we weiand working hard to save the mo
money spent at your school.

You have our very best Avis!
No. 61 Cedar Avenue Yours Very truly

Now let me tell you why our students are soyet thoroughly.
It is our method of teaching, which is thorough, practical and up to date.It is our instructors, who are teachers as well as thorough workmen.It is our system, which is to give each student personal and individual attention, andnot in class form.

AND THE MOST IMPORTANT IS:
Because we make a specialty of all branches,

WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and OPTICSWe have been teaching them over I years and we know how to make a first-class work-man of you—the kind that are in demand ; the kind that command good salaries—and wedo it in a short space of time.
I;etter send for our Prospectus, but do it to-day. It will give you information.

la. Patchogue, Long Island, N. Y.and your ir1St ruclm'S for the advancvnient Of our son in ■vatehmakinglcoever of the hie-Mess lie6ire be (mine to your school, and atter taliingthat hc k a emaro..in worknian, and at lie pre,unt 'hue k 11,4.1jag
I. Ilitahle ri,i1 the :-.chool and thank you personally. ISeing tt hoyney to lake the eourse, we do not think he will ever regret the time and
I(., rm. your school, and we trust all parents are as giateful as we are.

and Mits. GEORGE NICCOL1•

successful and learn so quickly,

The Philadelphia College of Horology
P. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad & Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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"Remover."—Do you know of any way to re-
move the name from a dial, other Man that given

in "Workshop Notes" in the August, 1904, Key-
.r/one .—You might try the diamantine method.
This is done by applying a little fine diamantine to
the end of the forefinger and gently rubbing the
name till it disappears. To restore the polish, use a
small quantity of diamantine mixed with oil ; this
may be applied with a small piece of cork. An
agate burnisher may also be used for this purpose.

"Caliper Rest."—Wiat are the best methods
of using the swing-jeweling caliper rest as applied
to .selling of jewels in settings and plates P—The
jeweling caliper is used for a great many purposes.
Opening barrels to fit arbors, wheels to fit pinions,
plates to fit jewel settings and settings to fit jewels,
when mounting them. It is simple in its action and
when properly set will measure correctly any object
placed between the stops and cut a sink of the
same diameter. There are several points that
should be observed in its use. First, the cutters
that go in the spindle should be cut exactly in half,
that is, they should be filed exactly to the center.
To find the exact center, turn the steel to a point;
file it flat until the point is reached, taking care not
to go any farther, by using your filing fixture set
level and at the proper height. Then turn your
piece in the chuck one-quarter round and three
spaces by. These three spaces are for clearance.
For example : If you have started with the index
pin ill the hole at zero, this will bring you to the
eighteenth hole. For the shape of the cutters on
the end, etc., see answer to " Querulous," page
2.15, February, 1904, KEYSTONE. To adjust the
cutter for jeweling, put on the universal head or
face plate ; put the cutter in the push spindle, and
the spindle in the jeweling caliper, then adjust one
stop or finger so that when the arm is brought
against it the front edge of the cutter will be
exactly in line with the point of the pump center in
tle: face plate or universal head. To prove that
the cutter is in the correct position, put a piece of
brass wire in your chuck and drill a hole in it ;
then take a jewel, place it against the stop, which
you have adjusted and press the swinging arm
back against it ; pushing the spindle forward and
cut your sink. If the sink is too large for the
jewel, the swing stands too far forward and the
stop or finger must be turned back a trifle. If the
sink is too small (the jewel does not enter) the
stop is too far back and should be set forward.
When the exact size is reached, fasten the stop in
position by the screws. This will insure exactness
m future operations without resetting every time it
is used. That is, no matter what size jewel we
NVollki want to set and turn the sink for, if placed
against this stop or finger, the cutter will cut the
sink so that it will fit the jewel just as perfectly as
the first one we cut. Care must be taken that we
do not cut our sink too deep. This can be avoided
by using the adjustable screw or stop in the rear of
the jeweling caliper.

"Modeler."—We are making a lever escape-
II/:wt model, distance of centers, pallet arbor to
escape wheel arbor, 11.5 min ; diameter of escape
wheel, 20.7 ; diameter of balance rim, 39 mm. How
to,:fre a spring would you advise us to use, and
/1,:e many wheels in the frainP Ti there any

to calculate strength of spring required P— By
e,rwapement model we presume you mean a model
■vhere the escapement (balance, pallet and escape
wheel) only is in view. If such is the case, we
‘vould advise using a clock movement as motor
power. This will save cutting and making a whole
train. Your upper plate, upon which your balance,
ivillet and escape wheel bridges are mounted, will
measure at least omm. You can get a small
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Ansonia clock movement, which measures 52mm.
This movement can be screwed to the bottom
of the plate, attaching the escape wheel to the
fourth wheel pinion of the movement. Of course,
the original fourth wheel pinion that comes with
the movement will. not be long enough to reach
to the escape-wheel bridge. You can buy at
any wholesale house a clock pinion the same size
and number of leaves that will be long enough.
The model when finished can be placed in a wooden
base, when the clock movement will be entirely
hidden.

" What is the best and
easiest way to test a diamond ?—There is no infal-
lible way of determining a genuine diamond except
by its hardness and its high refractive power. We
often hear of the single " reflection " of a diamond
from an ink or pencil mark. Think of it for a
moment and you will see there is no reflection
attending the experiment. To aid in the explan-

ation we refer to Fig. I, where
we show the outline of a bril-
liant cut diamond, but make no
effort to show the facets, as they
would only interfere with our
explanation. In the cut the line
70 is supposed to represent the

Fig. 1 surface of the paper. Now,dia-
monds cut to the brilliant form

have two flat parallel surfaces, a small one, the
culet, at z and a larger one, the table as it is called,
at v where it rests on the paper. In looking at the
ink spot or pencil mark at y, on the paper zv, the
light which illuminates said paper is received
through the facetted sides of the stone, but the
image of the ink spot or pencil mark is transmitted
directly through the diamond on the line x, and is
neither reflected or refracted, and we see but one
spot or pencil mark. If, however, the stone A
was a white topaz or almost any other white natural
stone, we would see two ink spots or pencil marks
from these stones possessing the property of double
refraction. This property of double refraction is
illustrated at Fig. 2, where

represents a piece of Ice-
li‘nd spar which, although
Sr hite and transparent, and
also has parallel sides, would
show two ink spots or pencil Fig.

marks. And if an imitation
brilliant cut diamond was made from it, it would
show a double image of anything seen through it.
The closest imitation of a diamond is the so-called
paste diamond made from a peculiar lead glass
which, like the diamond, has only the power of
single refraction, and would show but one ink spot
or pencil mark. As stated above, we have only
two readily available tests for diamonds, and these
are high refractive power showing brilliancy of
prismatic tints and hardness. A well cut paste, as
far as fire and brilliancy are concerned, would
approach near to a diamond, but if we tried the
hardness test it would signally fail. The stone
next in hardness to a diamond is a sapphire, and if
a given stone, say, the one we have in question,
will scratch a piece of sapphire it is safe to assume
it to be a diamond. A fragment of sapphire can
be had for very little money, and by selecting an
out.of-the-way spot on the suspected stone we can
readily settle which is the hardest. Such tests
should be conducted with great caution, because
the owner of a piece of imitation diamond jewelry
would scarcely like to have a stone of this kind
scratched to prove it was not a genuine diamond.
The double refraction test will decide .on some
kinds of white stones, but the sapphire test, that
is, see if the stone in question will scratch a
sapphire, is almost infallible.

(2) Oral is the best way to restore the color of
gold offer it has been overheated during the solder-
ing operation P—See reply to " Firecoat," page
1253, August, 1904, KEYSTONE.

A
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"Contact."—I have a 12-inch electric gong in
front of my store Mal I ring evely day at 12 M.
and 7 P.M Al present I have to make the connec-
tion at stated hours by hand, but I would like to
know if you could advise me as to how I could
make my regulator make this connection at 7 and
12, or is there a clock (not e:xpensive) that I could
buy and attach to the wire so as to make a connec-
tion at said hours P--The only clock that we know
of, which would suit your purpose, is the pro-
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gramme clock, which can be set to ring a bell at
any time of day or night, but they are quite ex-
pensive. You can very readily make an attach-
ment that will do the work that you wish done,
providing you do not want the alarm to go off on
the second of 12 noon and 7 P.:\ l. Such an attach-
ment we described in detail ill the January,- 1904,
KEYSTONE, on page 93, in reply to " Electric."
Instead of the escape wheel, as described there,
you want to cut or have a wheel cut that contains
twice as many teeth as the hour wheel of your
clock. This ‘vheel is to gear into the hour wheel,
and will make one revolution in twenty-four hours.
Now, on this wheel we place two pins so that it
Nvill connect with the electrical attachment pre-
cisely at the stated hours, 12 110011 and 7 p.m. Any
electrician can supply the wire and other necessary
material.

"Isochro."— Will you please eiptain what par-
ticular difference Mere is bdaYell a watch
adjusted to temperature and live positions, and one
adjusted to temperature, position and isochivnism ?
As !understand it, the two adjustments, position
and isochronism, are inseparable. 7'o adjust a
watch to position, the long arcs must be Me
slowest ; for isochronism, the long arcs must be
little Me faster. How then can a watch be ad-
justed to position and not to isochronism?—The
usual method in adjusting is to first get the balance
spring isochronous, then correct the balance, for
error in temperature, then quicken the short arcs,
whatever may be necessary for correction in posi-
tion. The positions are five : Pendant up, down,
right, left, dial up, and dial down gives the sixth
position.

4 Testing."—(4 How do you lest gold with
acid? What kind of acid is used Y—The acid gene-
rally used for testing is nitric acid, prepared by
adding ten grains of common salt to each fluid
ounce of acid. Many workmen prefer and use a
mixture of nitric acid 4 ounces, water 3 ounces
and hydrochloric acid 4 ounce. The testing acid
is kept in an ordinary glass test bottle, and when
an article is to be tested by it the stopper is moist-
ened with it and is then applied to a polished sur-
face on the article. Such testing takes but a very
short time ; in fact, the determination of the gold
is accomplished in a very few seconds, but to accu-
rately name the karat of the article under examina-
tion a little experience is necessary, as the color of
the surface to which the acid is applied determines
this point. The mixture will have no effect on 18
karat gold ; on 14 karat it will turn the surface
nearly black ; on 8 or to karat gold the surface will
become green and appear much the same as would
brass under similar treatment.

(2) How do you test silver with acid? What
kind of acid is used?—For testing silver, probably
the best plan is to employ a to per cent. solution
of silver nitrate, to which a few drops of nitric acid
are added. On silver this solution will have no
effect, but on other white metals the surface will
turn black.

"Anode."—(I) I ?node a solution by dissolving
2 ozs.,of c. p. cyanide of potassium in a quart of
distilled water and then run off some pure gold
_from the anode in a porous cup in the vessel of
cyanide and water -using the electric current. After
running off the gold for two hours I mixed it all
together and tried to plate. 771e work comes out
almost black, and after scratch brushing- light& it
produces a yellow color, but more like brass Man
gold. Where is my trouble ?—You failed to state
how much gold was dissolved into the solu-
tion. However, the main fault lies in the cyanide
solution. In this the cyanide of potassium
is largely in excess ; 4 ozs. to the gallon, i oz.
to the quart, is the quantity used by the most suc-
cessful and experienced workmen. Then again,
the solution is probably weak in gold ; the proper
amount in a quart solution would be four penny-
weights. You can easily determine the amount by
weighing the gold during the process of dissolving.
If you will make a solution on the lines suggested,
we have no doubt you will get a rich gold color.

(2) How should I proceed to set a diamond in
a perfectly plain surface?—The manner of setting
the stone depends largely on the shape of the arti-
cle and the size of the stone. We think you can
get the idea better by inspecting a piece of work
similar to that which you contemplate producing.
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"The Calumet"

An exceedingly compact

Filled Case with only a

single joint. The con-

struction affords unusual

thinness, and the case

presents an elegant

appearance that at once

attracts the eye of the

discriminating buyer.

It is made in 16 and

12 size only, in 25-year

quality. Sold by all first-

class jobbers.

The Crescent Watch Case Co.
Main Office) 21 Maiden Lane, New York
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Designers-Engravers-Printers

Chicago,

To Manufacturers and Dealers:

Our new Sunlight Skylight has made it pos—

sible for us to make halftone plates of Jewelry,

Silverware, Cut Glass and kindred subjects direct

from the objects.

We eliminate the commercial photographer en—

tirely. The result is a remarkable success for il—

lustrated catalogue work.

Every manufacturer and dealer should feel in—

terested in this wonderful _improvement in the mak—

ing of halftone plates. We feel convinced that

not to do so would be decidedly "standing in their

own light," and refusing the help of the Best and

most convincing Selling Force that it is possible

to bring to their aid.

We invite correspondence.

Yours truly,

BIN — WELLS CI FANY,

esident.
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"The Calumet"

An exceedingly compact

Filled Case with only a

single joint. The con-

struction affords unusual

thinness, and the case

presents an elegant

appearance that at once

attracts the eye of the

discriminating buyer.

It is made in 16 and

12 size only, in 25-year

quality. Sold by all first-

class jobbers.

The Crescent Watch Case Co
Main Office, 21 Maiden Lane, New York

•

WILLIS J WELLS. Presider),
WM.A.H INNERS, T,0.-15; tire,
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Our fifteen years' experience as Halftone Engravers taught us how to plan and build this, the first practical sunlight
skylight. Here is where we make our "Sunlight Halftones" direct from the objects. We are Designers, Engravers
and Printers. Our whole plant—building, machinery, methods and men—is modern. We invite correspondence.
SINNER -WELLS COMPANY, GRAPHIC CARTS BLDG., 309-10-11 014ICHIGAN BOULEVARD, CHICAGO

Mention the Keystone

See other side
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Store, Show Case and Show Window
Illumination

A MOST important factor in store equip-

ment is the light, and in no kind of

store is the lighting of more importance than

in a jewelry store. Tantalizing proof of

this is found in the dazzling displays which

are made by the various fake diamond con-

cerns solely by manipulation of the illumina-

tion and by the clever placement of mirrors.

Light adds manifold to the attractiveness of .

a jewelry, diamond or cut glass stock, and

its worth as a business agent is in proportion.

For this reason our readers will be especially

interested in the following analysis of the

various illuminants by Van Ransellar Lan-

singh in the Clothier and Furnisher:
The lighting of a store can
be divided in general into
four parts : First, the light-

ing of the store proper. Second, the lighting

of show cases. Third, the lighting of the office.

Fourth, the lighting of the window display.

The lighting of the store proper.—If

electricity is the illuminant to be used, there

are two methods to consider, namely, arc

lighting and incandescent lighting. If arc

lighting is to be used the arcs should be

equipped with opal outer globes so that per-

fect diffusion may be obtained and all possi-

bility of a glaring, intensified light striking

one in the eye be avoided. Five and a

quarter ampere arcs thus equipped will give

good and fairly uniform illumination. These

arcs should be placed about twenty-five feet

apart, and as high as possible in order that

the light may cover a large area.

The following points should be remem-

bered when taking into consideration the

question of lighting a store with arcs or

incandescents : The arc light will show up the

true value of colors better than the mean-

(L scent lamp, but the effect of the arc light

cold and does not give the warm, cheerful

appearance of the incandescent light. It is

possible, by placing incandescent lights

properly, to secure as high an efficiency in

illumination as is obtained by the use of arc

lights placed at rather long distances apart.

If incandescent lights are

considered there are several

Lighting methods which may be

used : Stud lighting : The

light may be placed against the ceiling, pro-

vided the ceiling is not too high, and with

Store Lighting

incandescent

proper care glass reflectors or globes, such

as, for example, are furnished in the bolo-

phane system of illumination, the light can

be directed strongly downward and practically

uniform illumination throughout the store is

secured. Chandelier lighting : The lights,

with proper distributing globes grouped on

the chandeliers at proper distances, heights

and angles, will result in a fine general

illumination throughout the store. It is

possible also in special cases to use bracket

lights, but these in stores are not generally

to be recommended.
If gas is the illuminant the only practi-

cal method applicable is that of the use of

mantle burners on chandeliers. Such burners

should be equipped with proper diffusing

globes so that all possibility of glare is

entirely eliminated. At the same time such

globes should have the power of redirecting

the rays of light at an angle of from fifteen

degrees to forty-five degrees below the hori-

zontal as mantle burners ordinarily give as

much light in an upward direction as in a

downward direction, and, although a slight

amount is reflected from the ceiling and high

side walls such upward light is generally

entirely lost.
The fundamental principle

of show case lighting is to

entirely conceal the lights

themselves. Where high

show cases are used it is possible to treat

this subject in exactly the same manner as

that of window lighting, which is described

later. In considering low show cases, which

are usually made entirely of glass, with possi-

bly a slight wooden trimming, it is possible

to run a very narrow trough reflector along

the top edge nearest the customer, which

trough should contain small, candle-shaped

lamps of from four to eight candle power

each. This will entirely hide the lights

themselves, and if properly placed, beauti-

fully illuminate the show case. The top of

the glass above the trough reflector should

be silvered, which will entirely hide the

trough reflector and at the same time add a

finish to the case. A good example of such

show-case lighting can be seen in Marshall

Field's retail store.
Office lighting : The office should be

lighted with incandescent lamps, rather than

with arcs, if electricity is to be used. There

should be as good a general illumination and
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Show Case
Lighting

about as equal an intensity as is obtained in

the store, and, in addition, the desks should

be provided with proper reflectors to con-

centrate the light on the work on hand.

The requirements of such a reflector are that

it must protect the eyes from all brilliant

light and at the same time be absolutely free

from any glare or striation due to a bare

incandescent light, and intensified by the

ordinary green porcelain reflector. The use

of such reflectors should be absolutely pro-

hibited unless used with a frosted lamp, in

which case the effect is very good. Another

method of lighting the office is to place a

special style of pagoda reflector about four

feet above the desk, which will admit of the

elimination of all special desk lights and at

the same time give a good general illumina-

tion to the room. This is one of the up-to-

date methods which is being largely em-

ployed.

Show Window

The first principle of pro-

perly illuminating a window

Lighting is to hide the lights them-

selves entirely and at the

same time concentrate the light strongly on

the goods displayed. Generally speaking, it

is better to use single reflectors rather than

trough reflectors, inasmuch as single re-

flectors are more efficient and can be placed

in such positions as to direct the rays of

light at any given angles to properly illumi-

nate the window. In case the reflectors

cannot be hidden from the street by placing

them up high enough, a black band should

be painted on the glass, the band to be of

sufficient depth to hide the lights from the

observation of a person in the. street.

The using of a row of lights, placed all

around the window framing, is fatal to the

proper lighting of same for the reason that a

person standing on the outside, looking in at

the goods, cannot help but notice that the

lamps are the most prominent objects in the

window, and being the brightest objects,

everything else is dark in comparison and

suffers thereby. As the art of window dress-

ing is being developed to greater perfection,

more and more attention is being given to

this matter of lighting, which, as beforesaid,

is especially important in the case of a jewelry

display. The modern store is always well

equipped with lights so distributed and

arranged as to make a uniform illumination

and obviate imperfectly-lighted corners.
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Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes

THE ALLIANCE RING

Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly sup-

planting the use of the old-style wedding ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its

increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we

take these means to inform you that should you need them,
we can supply you.

14 karat, 3 dwts., each, $1.25 per
iS karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. ;

These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints arebarely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.
Whenever engraving is desired, it is clone in the inside flat

surface. They are easily opened as shown on illustration by insert-ing a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.
They should not be pried open, as this would destroytheir adjustment.

dwt. ; in dozen lots, $ I. IO per dwt, net
in dozen lots, $1.25 per dwt., net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler
536-538 Canal Street New Orleans, La.

New Fall Line Now Ready

OUR new line of Fobs for fall trade
represents the extreme of beauty

in these goods.
This line includes a great wealth

of new patterns, as do also our new
fall lines of Chains, Chatelaine Pins,
Lockets and Bracelets.

The Bates & Bacon products have been
known to the trade for almost half a century
as the standard in style and quality—the
quickest to sell and most profitable to
handle. The new fall line well sustains this
reputation.

BATES 0 BACON, Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane Chicago Office, 103 State Sired

June, 1903 THE

Tribute to an Eminent Canadian Mem-
ber of the Trade

XV. K. McNaught, president of the American
Watch Case Co., Toronto, Canada, was made the
recipient of a unique and notable honor at the
National Club, Toronto, on the evening of May
oth, by the men prominent in the social, civic,
commercial and professional life of that city. A
banquet was held in his honor, at which a compli-
mentary address and a rich casket of silver were
presented to him, the address having been read
and the casket formally bestowed by Mayor Urqu-
hart, of Toronto. This distinguished tribute was
as an appreciation of Mr. McNaught's services as
a director and for the past three years as president
of the Industrial Exhibition Association, to the
success of which he has contributed more than any
other individual. The banquet was very fittingly
held under the formal auspices of this association,
and one of the notable participants pronounced it
" as the most representative gathering of Tornto's
best men " that he had ever seen.

W. K. McNaught

After " The King " had been honored, the
toast of " The Dominion of Canada " was pro-
posed, to which his Honor Lieut-Gov. Clark re-
sponded. In closing his address, this speaker paid
a hearty encomium to Mr. McNaught. Mayor
Urquhart was the next speaker, and after some
preliminary remarks he read the appended address
t( hleIr 

casket
r. McNaught, and presented the latter with thesit 

The directors and members of the Industrial
Exhibition Association take this opportunity of
congratulating you upon the work which you have
done for the association in the past.

For thirteen years you have been a director of
this association, and during all that time you have
been untiring in your efforts on its behalf.

As president of the association for the past
three years you have displayed great executive
ability, unfailing courtesy, and judgment in the
direction of its affairs. The splendid record of the
exhibition during that period is sufficient evidence
of the wisdom and enterprise of your administration.

In congratulating you upon your election to a
'mirth term as president, the association is also to
1)e .congratulated on retaining you in the office
which have so ably filled, and they are confi-
dent that under your guidance the exhibition will
increase in usefulness and extend in fame.

The directors and members of the association,
I1 extending to you their good tt'ishes for your
titure welfare, ask you to accept the accompany-
ing. cabinet of silver as a token of the esteem in
which you are held by them, and also as a slight
testimony of appreciation for the services which
you have so freely given to their interests.

Mr. McNaught made an admirable response,

saying in part : " That I feel deeply grateful for
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such a distinguished mark of your esteem as this
splendid testimonial, I need not say, and that it
will occupy a foremost place amongst my most
cherished treasures while I live, and after I am
gone be something that I trust my children and

my children's children can look at, with a just
measure of satisfaction and pride." Continuing,

he said, that although he accepted it more as a
tribute to the great enterprise with which he was

connected than to any personal merits, he felt no

less honored on that account. He gave great credit

to his predecessors in the office and his associates

on the board, whom he said were responsible for
almost all the sucoess of the exhibit ion.

A number of other speeches by notable indi-
viduals were delivered, all profuse in eulogies of

Mr. McNaught's labors for the success of the ex-

hibition association.
Among those at the guests' table were Lieut.-

Governor Mortimer Clark, Dr. Andrew Smith,
Hon. Jas. Young, Mayor Urquhart, Thos. Craw-
ford, M. P. P., Dr. R. Wilkie, D M. Stewart, Con-
troller Hubbard, Lieut.-Col. Geo. T. Dennison,
Geo. T. Bell, Hon. Nelson Monteith, W. J. Doug-
las, XV. K. McNatight.

Philadelphia Jewelers' Club Honors
Prominent Members

It was a genial and interesting company that
assembled in the red room of the famous Bellevue-
Stratford Hotel on Monday evening, May 1st, to
participate in the banquet tendered by the Phila-
delphia Jewelers' Club to three of its most promi-
nent members, namely, J. Warner Hutchins, L. P.
White and William P. Sackett. This honor was in
recognition of the services of these gentlemen to
the club, particularly in the matter of securing for
it some time ago larger and more beautiful quar-
ters. Nor could the function have been more
happily tinted, for it gave the members an auspi-
cious opportunity of wishing bon voyage to Messrs.
Hutchins and \\Tithe, who sailed for a pleasure trip
to Europe a few days afterwards, and of appro-
priately marking the departure of Mr. Sackett for
his new sphere of duty as manager of Reed &
Barton's recently completed and finely appointed
jewelry store in. New York City. There were, in

all, sixty-five guests, and these spent a pleasant in-
terval of social intercourse in .the Clover Club
room prior to the serving of dinner. Upon enter-

ing the dining-room a scene of unusual brilliance
presence itself. The apartment was gorgeous with
illumination, shimmering candelabra, rare flowers
and refreshing greenery. A circle of five tables
surrounded the table at which the guests of honor
were seated. In the center of the latter was an
ingenious floral miniature of the steamship Koenig
Alberl, on board which Messrs. White & Hutchins
were to sail soon afterwards.

The toastmaster of the evening was Archie
Rutherford, president of the club, at whose right

were seated Messrs. Sackett & Hutchins, while

Mr. White occupied the place on his left. During

the progress of the feast a very choice selection of

music was rendered by an orchestra and selections

by eminent vocalists were also given.

Mr. Rutherford inaugurated the speech-making

in a neat address .suitable to the occasion, and

Messrs. White, Hutchins and Sackett gratefully

acknowledged the tribute paid them by their brother

jewelers in the regal function given in their honor.

Col. John L. Shepherd, of New York, the veteran

favorite of the festive board, greatly amused the

assemblage by a playful prediction of the proba-
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ble Continental experiences of the prospective
voyagers.

The menu was one of the most unique crea-
tions of its kind, the cover consisting of lizard
skin specially imported. This was adorned by
little framed photographs of the three guests of
honor. In humorous significance, however, the
souvenir of the occasion surpassed it. This con-
sisted of a silver miniature tray, lined with gold,
upon which was a small vial filled with a suspicious-
looking draft and bearing a skull and crossbones.
Underneath was the inscription " Osier Formula."
A tiny cut-glass goblet was on the tray.

This interesting memento of an interesting
event was made by the Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.

Book Notices
As the author of " Mrs. XViggs of the Cabbage

Patch," Mrs. Alice Hegan Rice achieved an envia-
ble popularity as an entertaining, resourceful writer
of fiction. The farne thus acquired has created a
big demand for her latest book entitled "Sandy,"
a somewhat melo-dramatic story of an adventurous
Irish youth whose " life on the ocean wave" and
elsewhere was sufficiently eventful to satisfy the
most imaginative.. As might be expected from
the creator of " Mrs. XViggs," the story abounds
in humor, blended with hontcly philosophy, and is
very entertainingly told. " Sandy " is the ideal
hero who meets difficulties only to surmount them,
and in his uniformly successful emergence from all
complications, recalls the charmed hero of the
Sunday-school stories. In its excess of sensational
incident, the book is the antithesis of the " cabbage
patch," which it by no means equals as an entertain-
ing and enduring work of fiction. "Sandy" is pub.
fished by the Century Co., New York, price P.00.

A handsome cloth-bound volume of 400 pages
entitled " Exporttrs Encyclopedia," which has
just been issued, evinces the growing interest of the
country in export trade. This book contains full
and authentic shipping instructions in detail, for
every country in the world, giving the names and
addresses of all the transportation companies, both
steam and sail (arranged separatety for each
country), their ports of call—points for which bills
of lading may be obtained, also complete list of
the prominent inland cities and towns, telling
where they are located and how they are best
reached, and the time to principal places.

It explains all that is required to be done as to
the arrangement of consular documents, the
charges for same, etc., and gives full information
regarding the requirements of the different foreign
governments and of all the steamship companies.
It also shows how to pack, mark and ship, how to
insure and consign, how to arrange bills of lading,
custom house clearance, consular invoices, " draw-
backs," etc. The book is published by the Ex-
porters' Encyclopedia Company, 65 Duane Street,
New York City, and the price $3.00.

" Errors of Refraction and Their Treatment,"

is the title of a handsome little cloth-bound

volume of too pages by Charles Blair, M.D.,

Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of Eng-

land and an ophthalmic surgeon of eminence.

The little book is in the nature of a pocket treatise

for medical students, the subject being treated

in a brief and lucid manner. Its remarkable
feature is the condensation of so much knowledge

in so small a volume. It is published by John

Wright & Co., Bristol, England, and the import

price is one dollar.
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Es-rAstisHED 1854

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY

92 TO 98 STATE STREET

CHICAGO

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

INCORPORATED 1893

June, 1905 THEE

Among Jewelry Advertisers

KEYSTONE

That the retail trade has now a thorough realization of the

importance of advertising as a factor in their business, is proved by

the interest taken in this page. " Probably the most serviceable

page in your magazine," is the way one jeweler puts it. " These

ready-made advertisements save time and gray matter for me," says

;mother. " You can't give us too many sample advertisements,"

writes a third, and so on. We would have our readers to understand

that these announcements are given as suggestions rather than as

tiNcLusIvr
ARGUMENT
HEARD
AROUND

Our popular line of

I COMBS I

is giving us a fall business in
the spring.

"Think it over"

There is profit in it for you

Scofield & De Wyngaert
Manufacturing Jewelers

50 Walnut St., NEWARK, N. J.

Oriental
Figures

l 11 Walla 11,1111, 0111' S111(.1:

Willa:1y as a issi I• ha\ 1' 111:111.•

1.111.1,111..11111 prices 1.11

S111(1...•ls • 11 hit wi 1:1%0 11111.11•

Call's. The loriee, S11.11•11 011 1110,1.

olisioldred in ■our i1111.11V 11 ill 1.1.11-

1111, 11111 11111. fill' (1,11.1'1111111111..11

18. 1111T \ LII .011' 111111.1.s...

H. F. Vollmer & Co.. 1;;;;;',c„'.„„.„
Broadway, corner Third Street

o I LET SBTS
of three pieces, Mirror, Brush and
Comb, sterling silver, silver-plated
or china-backed, make most accept-
able gifts—useful, ornamental and
pleasing. The season's newest de-
signs, $4.00 to $16,00.

H. U. SEAMAN CO.
Washington, Pa.

CHESTS OF
STERLING SILVER
For Wedding Gifts 

'Perhaps the most prized heirloom

in your home is Ihe Old Silver
handed down from generation
generation.

The chest of New Silver that
you are thinlang of giving now
will be prized and handed dozen
In the same way.
A dozen superb patterns sold at

the umform price of

$1 an ounce
Sets in Oak or 
Mahogany Chests
$44 and upwards

\ \111,,

4 *Ili 1111111 111111111P100

Our Specialty
We make a specialty of two

rings — the DIAMOND SOLI-

TAIRE ENGAGEMENT RING

and the PLAIN GOLD WEDDING RING. The

former binds the bargain and the latter ties the

knot. If you have the girl, we have the ring.
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samples. The form and phraseology may often be improved on,

and a larger space should always be used for the advertisements than

is here available. The type here used is necessarily too small and

the matter is too crowded, our purpose being to show as many

samples as possible in the small space at our disposal. It would be

impossible for us to reprint a fraction of the ads. sent us, and we

would therefore ask those who kindly forward samples to us to

take our limitations of space into consideration. The fact that

we do not reprint the ads. has no critical significance what-

ever, though not all, of course, are equally meritorious.

440, 13 IrN

JEWELRY
All kinds here—Rings
and Pins and Studs
and Earrings and
Brooches and Chains.
Everything up-to-date
in design and properly

priced.

John Brenner)V

(fi

When Selecting
a Diamond

First—Brillianc.y
ILook for Second—Color

Third—Cutting and Per-
fection

The Essennal Points of a Fine Aamond

_ 

We have just received, direct from
the cutters, a fine lot of specially
cut Diamonds.

While payeng partkular
lion to the anove quaitnes, our
Prices are the lowest. Send for

our new booklet, '` How to Buy

Diamonds."

Jaccard Jewelry Company
1032 Main Street

E. Schimpff, 327 Lackawanna Avenue, Scranton, Pa.

The Skillful 1
Mending of Jewelry

Y

I ha, e .,r(pn hpfird ii
that r,ally right repairilig
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(1111 he CI !title..., prices as low
Ls t he %, k is .,fl,,,,, I.

C. L. Byrd & Co.
11: \ ES, Thiiiager

Are there any REALLY
PERFECT Diamonds?

i'
Ir

 of them. Not so
-11 111:111., hf the other kind, to lie sure,
hot s ii go around for all those who
really want hew.

Cr yi it's (HIV SI11110 (111111011(1 user-
chant, say thirty is no such tiling as

:to al,olittely I fe, ! diamond, lout that is
111•1.;111,1` till'y (Il thicaisir stones.

1,, 11( got I e t, wally liv, per cent. of all
dr0000noet. onine,1 Avid 'mike perfect

,-.;; one, roo •

III' larger after cul-
1 ion.; N:111iially they ale (he 11111S1 ('XII(.111S1Ve

,f I )11.1 (ent (.01110 It/

)11,1,1 iLL the tough to be (lit tete.
Tomo lease- few lila'l,,t stones 10 he eh! 111
1,1 Thal is 1111. Way of it.

IT \v'""vv '"""""P'' i" ""Y that a10in white hite color.
per me; in 1.14.1.111011 :111(1 Itialllahry, per-
Molly tlawless—perfeet every may.

IT 
11'e will sell tliannonols stolomet 10 ex-

-II change at full value for a larger stone at
ttnie—six months or six years. We

'noel; accounts with responsible parties.

C. L. BYRD ei CO.
W. C. GRAvEs, Mgr. Memphis, Tenn.

FOUNTAIN PENS TO MEND

When your fowl ;tin pen meets with an accident, or needs cleaning, and the 
feeds

intrusted, or whatere • may he the matter, the safest way is to have it put to rig
hts by

our pen expert. Often but a minute or two is required to correct the difficulty ; and
you all take the pen along with you. In any event, the cost is small.

Cleaning your pen Is important, if you are to get the best service out of it. 
Some

fotks hn tog in theirs e mouth, to loe overhauled.
The ink should is right, too, A bad ink will clippie the best pen. Let us lilt your

pen 'VII b soI rt a lilt it's hest to use—no charge, of course.
No exelose ;or not having a good fountain pen. St—and guaranteed.

HOSKINS, PHILADELPHIA ."`•es"."..•1/4/•-•"'



906 AIKIN, LAMBERT 8c CO.'S
Self=Filling Fountain Pen

No. 4 A Mcm.:.untile, a ilIu.stratk--‘1, retails at $3.50

We offer the trade a new self-filling device in Fountain Pens that we believe for convenience, durabilityand simplicity to be the best yet invented for this purpose, and shall be pleased to furnish samples to dealerswith prices and discounts.
It has no ink joint to soil fingers or clothing. Holds three times as much ink as any other self-filler.Ink is held in a hard rubber reservoir instead of soft rubber sack. Pressing the bulb expels the air and inkflows into the barrel.

NEW and GOOD

Mercantile Fountain Pens

Made and fully guaranteed by

AIKIN,
LAMBERT 0 CO,

19 Maiden Lane

NEW YORE

WEDDING INVITATIONS
A mos+ proniable line for you
to ha ndle. Write for infoemation

• recjardin9 sample sefs.
AAP.D. FREUND SONS.
EN GRAVERS, PLATE PRI NIERS AND M BOSSERS
rit...vr6 STATE ST. CHICAGO.

COMMENCEMENT INVITATI IN

Fills
instantly
at any
ink well.

The Wright Self-Filling Fountain Pen
Fills a long.felt want for a fountain pen that is
simple, CLEAN and easy to fill

No ink dropper required
No blow
No sweating
No dropping
No leaking

No. 33. Fitted with No. 3
14 K. pen, $15.00 doz.

No. 34. Fitted with No. 4

No. 35. Fitted with No. 5
14 K. pen, $21.00 doz.

pen, $18.00 doz.14 K

No. 36. Fitted with No. (.3
14 K. pen, $24.00 doz.

Samples sent on request to responsible jewelers
SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE

WRIGHT PEN CO., 614 Locust Street, St. Louis

Fills Itself, Cleans Itself—The Standard Pen, 623 Baker Bldg., Toledo, Ohio
No ink-dropper
No twisted rubber
No hump—no blow
NO EXTRA PARTS—NO EXTRA PRICE

DEALERS, send for new catalog and trade discounts. SALESMEN, write for territory and terms

THE EAGLE ̀RASH' A self=filling Fountain Pen. Writes
the moment it touches the paper.

This is the only practical
Fountain Pen—it is a iwn hulk 1,1- husincss

It requires no glass fillers. There is no spillin;;
or ink—no clogging—no shaking—no loss of cap.

We absolutely guarantee the sale of these
pens—we also guarantee every pen.

Send us your order for one dozen at once. 9 plain, 3 with gold
hands, the dozen as assorted, $13.50 for the lot.

M. J. Averbeck, r);s1Triitb'stiatiie..., i Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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Window Display of Wedding
Stationery

The wedding season affords a fine

I pportunity for an effective window display

of stationery, and when we consider that the
jeweler-stationer is in a position to furnish

not only the stationery, but a large propor-

tion of the wedding presents also, the oppor-
tunity is all the more attractive. A wedding

window in a Brooklyn, N. Y., store was
recently the subject of much eulogistic com-
ment, and has been credited with being
unusually effective as a trade winner. An

original and striking feature of the display as
described by the American Stationer was

some enlarged wedding invitations and
announcements. These were shown in silver

frames, 22 X 26 inches, without a mat. There

were three invitations, one each in upright

French script, shaded old English and script.

Of the announcements there were also three,

all in script. These enlarged samples were dis-

posed about the sides of the window and showed

up the newest styles very adantageously.

The centerpiece was a beautiful bridal

bouquet in a cut-glass vase. The bouquet

was composed of bridal roses and lillies of

the valley with showers of lilies of the valley

streaming by dainty ribbons from the main

Part of the bouquet.
About the sides also, but more to the

rear, were disposed some white pipes in

graduated heights. These were placed to

form a pyramid. All of'-these pipes had
silver-bands.

Each roll of paper was decorated in

silver and at the heading of the decora-

tion in silver lettering were the words :

" Wedding Stationery," and from the let-

ter " W," hung by ribbons, were two silver

bells. Appended to these were two cupids
so disposed as to give the idea that they

were ringing wedding bells.
Disposed about the window were six

silver frames in which were mounted six of

the newest designs in monograms.

Well to the front of the window was

shown a white silk desk set made of white

moire silk. The desk pad had a silver

initial on each of the corners and on the

front in silver figures was 1905. This very

novel gift for a bride was composed of the

following pieces : Inkstand, stationery rack,

stamp box and blotter. Each piece was

decorated in silver monograms in similar

style of lettering, the size varying according
to the size of the article.

K ENYSTONE

Some white moire boxes were decorated
with cupids and wedding bells to match
the rolls of paper already described. The
boxes were lined with white moire silk and
the paper was tied with white moire ribbons.

Among the books was everything con-
ceivable for the desk and library, all bound
in white moire silk. There were cake boxes
of white satin decorated with bridal flowers
in the heart, bells and many other shapes,
silver dinner favors, silver decorated dance
orders for a wedding dance, dinner and

menu cards with heart, bow and arrow, and
bridal procession decorations and many
similar goods.

Silver bands were about each pack

of wedding envelopes and each too sheets of
paper. White silk cords and tassels also
were used in profusion for tying the sheets
and envelopes.

The following engraved work was dis-
played in correct size of sheets and cards :
Wedding invitations, wedding announce-
ments, wedding anniversary invitations,
reception and tea cards, betrothal and birth

cards, dance programmes and visiting

cards, etc., etc.

A Handsomely Appointed Store

One of the most noted business establish-

ments in Montreal, is the new premises at

136 St. James Street, into which the L. E.

Waterman Company, of Canada, Ltd., has

just moved. The new quarters are of such

extensive dimensions as will accommodate

the growing business of the company, and in

arrangement and equipment seem to reach

the ideal.
As shown in our illustration, the most

striking feature of the exterior display is in

the form of an overhead sign on which

appears on a beaten gold background, a

ten-foot Waterman's Ideal fountain pen in

semi-relief. This is well set off at the sides

by beveled plate-glass signs with a black

background and chipped gold letters, show-

ing a list of the different offices in various

other cities. The predominating colors on

the outside consist of a minglirk of green,

black and gold, while the appearance is made

more attractive by a hanging plate-glass sign.

The interior of the store is handsomely

finished from floor to ceiling, the floor being

of solid oak. There is a seven-foot oak

wainscoting and from the top of this to the

ceiling, the wall is finished with green burlap

with an ornamental gold frieze.

For interior display two hadsomely

finished fifteen-foot show cases are used.

The bases of these are of solid oak, and the

top is of heavy plate glass without mounting.

These cases are arranged down the center

967•

of the front part of the main floor, and at
the end of them is an archway dividing the
show room from the correspondence depart-
ment, which is very orderly arranged and
modernly equipped. The interior color
scheme is in green, gold and oak.

Two flats at the rear are temporarily util-
ized as storage rooms for a large number of

.
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show cases, displaying fixtures and adver-
tising matter usually supplied to dealers.
On these floors will also be carried a reserve
stock of pencils, pen ink and other
accessories.

The lighting of the store is unique.
Sixteen incandescent lights are hung on
either side of the two long show cases, sus-
pended from the ceiling by a brush brass
chain fixture, the lamps being encased in
globes of Tiffany favrile glass, which gives a
most beautiful effect.

Origin of the Steel Pen

" We owe the steel pen," said an in-
ventor, " to a man named Gillott—Joseph
Gillott—an Englishman.
" Gillott was a jeweler. He lived in

Birmingham. One day, accidentally split-
ting the end of one of his fine steel jewel-
making tools, he threw it peevishly on the
floor.

"An hour later it was necessary for him
to write a letter. Where, though, was his
quill pen ? He searched high and low, but
couldn't find it. Looking finally on the floor
he discovered not the pen, but the broken

steel tool.
" 'I wonder if I couldn't make shift to

write with this ?' he said.
" And he tried to write with the split

steel and, of course, he succeeded perfectly.
" To this episode we owe the steel pen,

which has superseded the quill all over the
world."

"You know I cannot get along without The
Keystone. It is invaluable."—W.O. Kelly, Jeweler,
Memphis, Tennessee.
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TRENTON MOVEMENTS, IN ALL SIZES, ARE NOW MADE TO FIT REGULAR PENDANT-SETTING CASES

TRENTON
Pendant

WATCHES
Setting

No. 100. Bridge Model, 0 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeetied, quick train, straight
line lever escapement, exposed pallets,
cut expansion balance, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or arabic
white enamel dial and red marginal figures.
Open-face, without seconds.

No. 130. Bridge 11Todel, 16 Size, 7
Jewel,Ilentingalld Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line escapement. exposed pallets, cut ex-
pansion lialanee, hardened and tempered
breguel Itair•pring, safety pinion, screw
Imn kings, ex l'"' (1 polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, roman or arable white
enamel dial with monogram "T. W. Co."

No. 320. "FORTUNA."

12 Size, 7 J .wel, Hunt-
ing and Open - Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel dainaskeened, cut expan-
sion balance, safely pinions,
screw ban k ings, straight line
lever eseapenient, hardened and
tempered I lguiet hairspring,
giliek train, exposed winding
,111,k, 11,11111,4,11N' white enamel
diaI 'sill, essed seconds and
rod. marginal figures. Open-Mee,
Without seconds.

No. 310. F 0 RT UNA."
0 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunt-
ing and Open • Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, cut ex-
pansion balance, safety pinion,
screw bankings, straight line
lever escapement, hardened and
tempered brevet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding
wheel:, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed seconds and
red marginal figures. Open-face,
without seconds.

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewel,
Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hard-
ened and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
scrioi bank ings, exposed flolished steel winding
wheels, dust band, depressed center and seconds
whit,. enamel dial with monogram "T. NV. Co."

Price-List furnished on application Jobbers sell TRENTONS

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

TRENTON WATCH CO., Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.

No. 140, Bridge Model, 16 Size, LI
Jewel,Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

4 pairs in settings, micrometer regulator,
0 ickel liamaskeened, , uiick I ra I ii, straida
line lever escapement, exposed pallet, cat
expansion Whim,. haltioned and c ta-
pered breguel icti,prilig, safety ',Mica
XCIVW bank ing,, \ 1,■■••Cd p■di,111,1
winding wheels, dust band, romao or

arable depressed center and seconds white
enamel dial and red marginal figures.

"BLISS"
JEWELERS'
MACHINERY
" BLISS " JEWELERS'
DROP HAMMER

This Drop Hammer is specially
designed to meet the require-
ments of button and jewelry
manufacturers, but can be. used
for a large variety of similar
work in the manufacture of nov-
elties, metal trimmings, etc. It
is handy and solid in construc-
tion. Prices low.

Write for particulars regarding
our presses, dies, drop hammers
and special machinery for jewelry
work.

E. W. BLISS CO.
27 ADAMS STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y., U.S.A.

Here's a Good Bunsen

5.11.

pri7U-t-tt

1 •-•
By nue!, 25 Cents

Whether it's a cheap
Bunsen, a Blowpipe or Fur-
nace for smelting and enam-
eling you need ; whether
to be used with coal
natural gas, gasoline gas
kerosene, we probably ha
it, and will be glad to send

• you catalogue " B.k " so
you may ascertain.

BUFFALO DENTAL

MANUFACTURING Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Makers of efficient Blowpipes, Fur
naces and Blowers

The Largest Wholesale Stocl,
  South of New York  

Complete Assortments of Standard Goods at night Priv',

Watchmakers', Jewelers' and Engravers'
Supplies

Jewelry, Optical Goods and Novelties
Nickel Alarm Clocks

Orders filled from any catalogue Mail orders given special al it'll to

 L. COHEN & CO. 
Molesale Only

630 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W. , Washington, D. C.
Phone Main 3254
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Peaders are requested to send for publication new ide
as

on any subject, technical or mercantile, o
f general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use

of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex-
pressed. - Editor The Keystone.

Puffing for a Window Background

El). KEVSTONE :—Part of a window design

shown in your journal recently was a puffed back-

ground. Like many of my brother jewelers, it is

only lately that I became interested in this matter

of window displays, and there are many of the

simple things that

puzzle me. What

is the proper way

It) make this puf-

flog Under your

instruction I am

co u
Yours truly,

experimenting

with window

very much en-
trimming and am

P. T. M.
wiLiflIlieg, Iaii itoba.

To make a
pufled back-
ground, first as-
certain the exact
height, le ngth
and depth of the
window and then
proceed as fol-
lows: Make a
skeleton frame of
wood a couple
of inches longer
than your win-
dow is in height,
and wide enough
so that it will di-
vide the corn-
bitted length of
back and ends of
the window into
as many equal
parts as you desire ; then sew together some old

cheesecloth, preferably the color you intend using

to puff with, as this gives a deeper tint to the

puffing ; tack this to the frame with pins, and you

have a frame on which to do your puffing ; then

cut and sew enough new cloth together to make a

sheet, when spread out, twice as wide and two and

one-half times as long as frame ; place frame on

edge, then begin at upper right-hand corner and

work back and forth across the frame, drawing the

cloth up into puffs,and pinning wherever necessary ;

run the point of the pits through the cloth and back

again ; this leaves a smooth surface on the back of

sheet, and holds puffing securely in place. In this

way you Call make the puffing fine or coarse, just

as you prefer. A pleated background is also much

used by jewelers, and the puffing can be used over

the pleating without injury to it. It can, of course,

be removed at pleasure, leaving the pleating good

itsrtounbere o,trheuxspmenaskei.La3n—gapleasing variety with little
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you can spare a few moments of your time, read

under heading of clocks, watches, silverware and

cameras. Any person at all familiar with a deli-

cate camera shutter, should know that it should

never have a drop of oil. Of all • the absurd

advice, that its this booklet is " the limit." My

only wonder is that it does not advocate its use in

cleaning jewelry.
Yours very truly,

Fair liaven, Vt. H. W. SMITH.

[Marvelous, indeed, is the oil, judging by the

booklet sent by our correspondent. It will restore

an old mahogany chair, cure chapped hands, pre-

serve autmobobiles, make golf clubs more pliable,

cures brittle hoof in horses, preserves patent

leather, and is " an ideal lubricant for the most

sensitive mechanisms like those of clocks and

watches." This wonderful oil, we are told, " won't

gather dust to choke the balance wheels, pinions,

etc.," and also " preserves wood clock cases,

bringing out the beauties of the wood." The

Important Express Decision

The decision recently Matte by Justice O'Dwyer

in the New York City court in the case of Edward

Kann & Co. against the Adams Express Co. is of

great importance to shippers using the express

companies. Abraham Oberstein represented the

plaintiffs.

Kann & Co. shipped in December, 1902,

through its agents, to its place of business in that

city, furs valued at $3000. The agents told the

man in charge of the shipment the value of the

furs and instructed him to see that the value was

marked on the express receipt. The man who

attended to the shipping took the receipt from the

agent after telling the express company of the

value of the shipment, and without looking at it

sent it on to Kann & Co. The ommission of value

in the receipt was not noticed until one bale of
goods was lost in
transit, where-
upon suit was

brought against

the Adams Ex-

Co. for its
value, $960.62.

The company
set up the defense

that under the

terms of its con-

tract, and under
decisions already

rendered, even
assuming that the
plaintiffs' conten-

tions were true,
they could not
recover more
than $50 unless
the value of the
package lost was

stated in the ex-

press receipt.
Mr. Oberstein

contended, how-
ever, that the for-

m e r decisions,

which had inva-

riably upheld the

contention of the

common carrier, did not apply here, for the ex-

press company had been guilty of fraud and impo-

sition in that it did not put in the receipt the value

of the shipment, although requested to do so, and,

although the shipper had been negligent through

its representative, the facts remained the same.

The fraud by the company, the lawyer argued,

vitiated the contract and reinstated the common

law making the common carrier liable for the full

value of the merchandise lost.

Judge O'Dwyer, without hearing any evidence

for the express company, instructed the jury to

find for the plaintiffs for the full amount with

interest.

Easter Display of Ed. T. Jeuison, T/cent lir, Ill.

Our illustration shows the lower section of a 
handsome Easter ■Iitilda3' by Ed. T. .1 l'IdS011, of 

Decatur, Ill. The eccI

feat te of this wi ndow was a revolving py ram h
 Priees were marked upon reprosentaliwis Iif Easier egg

s, front each of ii ii Il

a ehieken pim rotted. The sign, " Easier 1905," or the hi/se, was made of red, white and little reit. A feature {VIII. 11

ilitrit111,91 a great tel of attention, bin. which i
s completely obscured in the photograph, 

consisted IIf a pair of ladies' ch

suspended from the top, at the end of which hu
ng a pair of revolving iron dumb-hells, I lb. 11111111S1 ititiuig the strength of I he

chains as well as enhancing the attractiveness 
of the display. On the summit iif Om pyramid was a vase till

ed with Easter

lilies, bet these too were eclipsed in the picture. This display was designed and I ritonool I y the proprietor himself, and he

believes it to have been the most effective display
 he has ever gotten up.

The Universal Oiler

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am prompted to send you

enclosed booklet, that you can read some of the

" fool " uses this oil is said to be good for, and

perhaps, if you feel so inclined, say a word that

may allay, in a measure, the pernicious influen
ce it

may have, particularly relating to our trade. If

directions for oiling the clock are as follows : Re-

move works Irons case, touch friction or ac
tion

points with broom straw dipped in the oil. 
To

reach parts next to face, hold clock at right an
gles

and pour a few drops into the works, l
etting oil

run to the various points. Jewelers, we are told,

use this oil on " watch springs to prevent rust
 and

oil the works too." And then comes this advice

to the watch wearer : " Send twenty-five 
cents and

save $1.75 for cleaning." The manufactu
rers have

in truth " struck oil " if their product is as 
effica-

cious as this booklet tells us —ED.]

The Dennison Mainspring Gage

ED. KEYSTONE I—I would like to know 
the

basis of measurements marked on the 
Dennison

Standard Mainspring Gage, especially those r
elat-

ing to diameters, diameters of wheels, 
diameters

of crystals, verges, etc. It seems to me that

among your large clientele there should be 
some

who can give this information ; I have 
searched

for it diligently, but have been unable to 
obtain

anything reliable.
Yours truly,

Newark, N. J. "OLD VERGE."

[We should be pleased to hear from any 
of

our readers who can give the desired informatio
n.—

ED.]

The Preacher's Lapsis Linguae

In a little town in Nova Scotia are two churches,

situated in the two divisions of the village locally

designated as the " North End " and " South End."

At a Sunday morning service the officiating clergy-

man read the following notice : " There will be

preaching at it o'clock next Sunday morning in

the church at the North End and at 4 o'clock in

the afternoon at the South End. Infants will be

baptized at both Ends." —New York Times.
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High-

Grade

Modern

Jewelry

Store

Fixtures

and

Show

Cases

One of the Many Jewelry Stores Designed and Furnished by us

ALEXANDER H. REVF,LL & Co.,
Rees, Dayton, Eastman Sts. and Hawthorne Ave., CH ICA

Manufacturing
To Order

Our Specialty

State your wants

Estimates
cheerfully
furnished

Man ufacturers
GO ILL.

GEO. KUEHL & CO.
178 E. Randolph Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Importers of

Genuine Black Forest

Cuckoo Clocks
TRADE

with

MARK

Jewelers( If you order Cuckoo
that you get the same with the
They are the BEST.

Sole Agents of

TRADE

Clocks, see

400=Day Clocks

TRADE

with

MARK

DIARO‘

For sale al all Wholesale Clock and Jewelry Houses

June, 1905

Tales of the Road

THE

Many traveling men make

How to Approach mistakes by steering shy of

cranks. The so-called crank is

the easiest map to approach,

aU go at it right.

I once sat at dinner with two other traveling

men. They were strangers to me—as strange as

one traveling man ever is to another. This is not

.;(-) very strange ; for the cosmopolitan life of the

i—without breeding familiarity to the extent of

c,,itempt—promotes a good-fellowship and a so
rt

of secret society friendliness among all knights 
of

the grip. My territory being new, I made in-

quiries regarding the merchants of a certain town

to which I intended to go.

" Don't go there," spoke up one of my table

c,,mpanions. " There's no one there any good but

man Smith, and he's the biggest crank on

ein di. He discounts his bills, but, Gee, it's a

JO!) to get near him 1" Some men on the road are
vulgar ; but will not the same comment apply to

some few of any class of men?

" My friend," said companion number two,

looking straight at the one who had just spoken,

"I've been On the road these many years ; and, if

my observation counts for anything, those we meet

are, to a great extent but reflections of ourselves.

True, many call Mr. Smith (his name was really

this) Peculiar, but I have always got along with him

without any trouble. I consider him a gentleman."

I went to the " old crank's " town. As I rode

on the train, louder than the clacking of the car

wheels I heard myself saying over and over again:

" Those we meet are, to a great extent, but re-

flections of ourselves."
When I went into the old gentle-

Politeness and man's store he was up front in

his office at work on his books.

I merely said, " Good-morning,

sir," and went back and sat down by the sthve.

It's never a good thing to interrupt a merchant

when he is busy. He, only, knows what is

most important to do. Maybe he has an urgent

bill or a sight draft to meet ; perhaps he has a

rush order to get off in the next mail ; possibly he

is figuring up his profit or loss on some transaction.

Then is not the time to state your business if you

wish to make your point. The traveling man must

not forget that the merchant's store is a place of

business ; that he is on the lookout for good things

and just as anxious to buy them as the salesman is

to sell them ; and that 'le will generally lend an ear,

for a moment at least, to any business proposition.

After a while the old gentleman came back to

the stove, and, as he approached, said to me

Politely, " Is there something I can do for you, suh ?"

I caught at his Southern accent, and taking off

my hat—for he was an old gentleman—replied:

"That remains with you, sir," and I briefly stated

my business, saying finally, " As this is my first

time in your town, and as my house is perhaps

new to you, possibly, if you can find the time to do

so, you may wish to see what I have." Recalling

that one of my table companions he said that he

considered him a gentleman I was especially care-

ful to be polite to the merchant. And politeness

is a jewel that every traveling man should always

wear in his cravat.
" I will see you at one-thirty, suh. Will you

excuse me now?" With this the old gentleman

returned to the office. I immediately left the

store. The important thing to get a merchant to

do is to consent to look at your goods. When you

can get him to do this keep out of his way until he

a Crank

Consideration
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is ready to fulfil, h13 engagement. Then, when

you have done that, pack your goods and leave

town. What the merchant chiefly wants with the

traveling man is to do business with him. True,

much visiting and odd turns are sometimes neces-

sary to get the merchant to the point of " looking,"

but when you get him there leave him there until

he is ready to "look."
At one-twenty-nine and a half

that afternoon I started for the

"old crank's " store. It was

just across the street from my

sample-room. I met him in the middle of the

street. He was a " crank " about one thing:

keeping his engagements promptly. I respect a

man who does this. The old gentleman looked

carefully, but not tediously, at my goods, never

questioning a price. In a little while he said, "I

shall do some business with you, sub ; your

goods suit me."
I never sold an easier bill in my life and never

met a more pleasant gentleman. Our business

finished, he offered me a cigar and asked that he

might sit and smoke while I packed my samples.

Yes, offerecl me a cigar ! And I took it. It was

lots better than 'offering him one. He enjoyed

giving me one more than he would have enjoyed

smoking one of mine. You flatter a man more by

accepting a favor from him than by doing one for

him. Many traveling men spend two dollars a day

on cigars which they give away. They are not

only throw:ng away money but also customers.

The way for the salesman on the road to handle

the man he wants to sell goods to is to treat him as

he does the man of whom he expects no business.

When you give a thing to a man he generally asks

in his own mind, " What for?"

Before I left the town of the " old crank " I

met with another of his pecularities. I was out of

money. I i.sked him if he would cash a sight draft

for me on my firm for a hundred dollars.

"No, suh," said he; "I will not. I was once

swindled that way, and I now make It a rule never

to do that.'
Needles stuck in me all over.

" But,' continued the old gentleman, "I will

gladly lend you a hundred dollars or any amount

you wish."
For the many years that I went to the town of

the " old clank " our relationship was most cordial.

I believe we became friends. More than once did

he drop business and go out fishing with me.

Since the first day we met I have often recalled the

words of my table companion : "Those we meet

are, to a great extent, but reflections of ourselves."

—Chas. N. Crewdson, In Saturday Evening Post.

The Crank's
Punctuality

The Worth of the Traveling Man

At a recent meeting of a business men's organ-

ization a merchant paid the following well-merited

tribute to the traveling man and his mission:

It has been largely due to the traveling man's

efforts that the widely-scattered dealers have be-

come educated on their different specialties. He

is the advance agent of progress, posts us on new

goods and developments and materially helps in

keeping us abreast of the times. He cannot be

supplanted by the catalogue and the post office,

and the reason is plain. We get interested in

some particular article. The traveling man has

with him a sample of the article by means of which

he can easily explain its numerous advantages. If

questions are asked he answers and in fifteen min-

utes the dealer learns more essential points of the

article, gets more practical knowledge of the same
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than could be obtained by reading the catalogue

over and over again. Then, also, the salesman

not only gives the retailer information in regard to

his own I.ie, but is also able to tell about other

makes of goods, to compare both and show why

his line is better, more practical, more salable, a

better profit-maker. He strengthens the faith in

his lines, increases the enthusiasm, makes the line

an easy one to sell.
The traveling man visits thirty, forty or per-

haps fifty stores each month. He meets dealers of

different ages, of various abilities and also of

unlike character. In this way he has an opportu-

nity to see and hear new ideas ; here he notices a

novel way to show goods or trim the window, and

there he learns of an ingenious manner of selling a

watch, and the result is that his knowledge is mine

for the asking.
A large number of customers in the store pre-

fer to trade with the owner of the business or at

least like to be recognized by him when in the

store. We, in turn, would like to buy from some

jobber or manufacturer whom we personally know

—would like to shake hands with him, be shown

around in his establishment by himself. As this is

impossible, we accept his salesman in his place,

and if the salesman is up to his job lie will be the

connecting link between his house and the retailer.

The more attentive he is in forming a friendly feel-

ing, in creating confidence and faith between his

emptoyer and the customer, the better he will

succeed as an order receiver. Buying from the

catalogue alone can never give the satisfaction as a

personal intercourse between the jobber's repre.

sentative and the retailer.

Rules of the Road
'There is a ' rule of the road ' which is observed

by every traveling man who lays claim to being

half-way decent," said a drummer recently. " Cer-

tain proprieties are lived up to, and to violate them

would mean the ostracism of the offender from

that inner circle of good fellows among whom

there are ties more binding than those of Masonry

or any other secret organization. No salesman,

for instance, will interrupt another salesman when

he is busy with a prospective customer. No matter

how pressed lie may be for time, nor how anxious

he is to get ahead of his competitor in selling

goods, he will not interfere even though the buyer

himself offers to be led away. I have often got to

the same town with my competitors and hurried to

the store of our common customer almost neck-

and-neck. The first one greeted by the man is

supposed to have his undivided attention, after the

first formalities of greeting are exchanged, until he

gets through with him and then the other man can

take his chance.
"There are plenty of ways of getting ahead of

a rival salesman which are perfectly allowable,

however, and which are played every day, although

the older and more dignified men on the road sel-

dom resort to them. The trick of filling your

order-book full of phony orders and display it to the

other traveling men is an old one and doesn't go

with any but a very green hand at selling goods.

It is not regarded as unfair or ungentlemanly to

exaggerate the business one does in any town under

discussion, or to make believe that you didn't do

any business when in reality you sold some good

bills. Traveling men help each other as far as dis-

pensing information in regard to hotels and the

running of trains and the characteristics of mer-

chants, and so forth, even when they are knifing

each other to the heart for business."



should be especially interested in Simmons Watch
Chains as a selling proposition.

For the reason that he is in clbse touch with many men
to whom accurate timekeeping watches are absolutely essential,
his opportunities for selling high-grade movements are excep-
tional. And, likewise, his opportunities for pushing high-grade
chains should be equally great.

Simmons Chains have the essential qualities that are de-
manded by hard, everyday service—undoubted quality of stock
and making, strength and great durability.

They meet the exacting requirements of *railroad men better
than all-gold chains—and cost less.

Their wearing qualities are out of all proportion to their
cost, as compared with lower grade gold filled chains—therefore
they are actually cheaper than cheap goods.

Every sale you make of Simmons Chains is at our risk:
the absolute guarantee of entire satislizetion that goes with
every chain is insurance for your customers and for you.

Almost any jobber of consequence can supply you with a
representative line.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
Main Office and Works, ATTLE BO R 0, MASS
Salesrooms 9-13 Maiden Lane, New York, and 103 State Street, Chicago
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The Show Window
AN you tell me how long ago it was that you gave a description

of the way to make an electric fountain?" asks T. R. Cushing,

of Rockland, Mass. As we recently received somewhat similar

queries from several other subscribers, and as it is possible that

some of these may not have the files of five years ago for 
reference, we will

again explain how such a fountain

may be constructed, remarking

incidentally that for a summer dis-

pl.ty the idea, even without the

illumination, is a peculiarly apt

one. Proceed as follows:

First, have a tinsmith make the

center bowl A out of tin, any size

you wish, according to your win-

dow. This resembles a large cake-

tin, hollow in the center. Have it

enameled white (it will not cost

very much). Then cut a hole in the

center of your window ; place this

tin over the hole ; secure a circular

glass shelf B from any. ordinary

Motion or perfumery counter stand ;

put a large rubber band around the

center tin cone and rest the glass

shelf B upon it. Have a fancy

stein C made of tin and enameled

white and soldered to water pipe,

which passes through the hole in

center of glass shelf B and is

attached to main pipe in the base-

ment. A rubber washer on the

glass shelf makes it water-tight.

Fine holes are punched into the

stem C at top and bottom. The

witer-flow is regulated by water-

II). The surplus is carried off

through waste pipe. The skeleton

pulley D is arranged so that half of it is in center of the fountain. In the

four openings of pulley are four pieces of colored glass—red, 
green, yellow

and blue—held in position by tacks. A strong electric light, with 
reflector F,

sends its rays through the colored glass upward and through the 
center cone

Oil the water, giving a very beautiful effect. The changing of the colors can

be reduced to speed by means of the reducer E. Three 
electric bulbs,

colored green, with wires made water-proof, are well insulated 
and enameled

white and laid in
the lower bowl. A
■*, w pond lilies and

fish, together
[11 other acces-
ries suggested,
tke a magnificent
liter feature. The

•Itire fountain can
he constructed in
sour back room, at
odd times ; and so

good an attraction
this may be left

ill the window for

two weeks without

growing stale.
In connection

ith the fountain
an appropriate

summer display,we
recall another hot-

weather idea which
many of our readers
have used to ad-

vantage.
Get a piece of
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your window glass. Close up the two ends. Perforate one side of the

spouting with small holes, in a line, about an inch and a half apart. Fasten

this spouting on the frame of your window, just above the glass, out of sight

of observers from the outside—the perforated side toward the glass. Get

another piece of spouting like the first, but not perforated. Put this on the

floor of the window, concealed from view by the frame of the glass. From

the edge of the spouting nearest the glass attach a narrow rubber (or oil-

cloth) apron in such a way that it will press firmly against the glass. The

spouting must be small and the

work neatly done, so that the

arrangement is not visible from the

street-side of the glass. Put a

small india-rubber tube into the

extreme corner of the window,

extending from bottom to top of

the glass, the upper end opening

into the upper spout. Now turn on

the water, after having made con-

nections of the rubber hose with

your spigot. You must regulate

the flow so that the upper spout

receives enough, but not too much,

for the perforations to carry off.

Also see to it that the perforations

have been made small and exactly

the sante size, so that the flow of

water over the whole surface of the

glass is uniform. The lower spout,

with its rubber apron against the

glass, will receive every drop of

water that flows from the upper

spout, without any risk to the

goods in the window or wetting of

the wood-work. A piece of small

hose attached to the discharging

spout of the lower reservoir will

carry the water into the cellar, or

into a receptacle, or out into the

street. If the details of the plan

have been carefully worked out,

the observer outside will look through a shimmering veil 
of water that will

not obscure the goods in the window, but that will add 
a new attraction

to your usual display and bring wondering crowds to see.

An attractive display, suitable for any jewelry store, is 
that of J. T.

. Gabbert, of Caldwell, Kans., shown in our illustratio
n. This window is

434 feet in length, 234 feet in depth and 6 
feet in height. White and moss-

green crepe paper were used largely in the decoration. The 
end and top of

the window were
interwoven with it,

Electric illuminated Fountain

narrow tin spout-

ing, of the width of Window Display of J. T. Gabbert, Caldwell, Kans.

but this feature does

not show in the pho-

tograph. In the
background there

was an eighteen-

inch mirror and in

the horseshoe a

fourteen-inch mir-

ror, in front of

which stood a large

vase filled with

roses. This window

was designed by

H. B. Hill, watch-

maker, of the firm,

who is an enthu-

siast in the matter

of attractive deco-

ration and a firm

believer in its ad-

vertising value.

T h e effectiveness

of this display was

proven by a large

increase in sales
during the time it

was continued.
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"If it burns alcohol we make it"
Increase your sales by distributing circulars

furnished you, free of charge, with your name
and address printed thereon.

Daily Growing in Popularity

RIGIDITY TEST

Did you ever test your eases for rigidity ? Seize the end corners and pushwith all your strength. If they give in the slightest degree, the case is not andcannot be dust proof. The joints will continue to work loose, and will leak dust aslong as you have the ease in use.

Illuminated

Are made with inlaid
button] .
block—, ,. glued

Thu glazing on
world. It costs more
and will remain so fo

Ifyou wantquali
Show Cases. Prices
Illustrations lice.

Show Cases
(JOHN PETZ, Patentee)

front (IT ■•■11'»ers and "dove-tailed" back top corners. Titomt mot Too' are reinforced with an invisible inlaid cornerI ig remarkable st rength, durability and rigidity.•• I, lee, ca.e. is the best and strongest in the
limy are absolutely dust proof,Iii.•1

I.,. H., i■ I tiality and durability, ymi want "Quick Sales"ri,hr I., the goods. Why not write for the prices?

DETROIT SHOW CASE COMPANY, Dept. C
Sh07,, Case I:udders I, PreNtessive Men hauls"

482 to 490 Fort St., West, Detroit, U.S.A.
.Toffx PETZ, Pres, Canadian BranchHERBERT 3fAtorr, Secy. and Trea3. Windsor, Ont.

Send for descriptive Healer Petz Corner Post and Transom Bar

The name and address of the
dealer will be printed here.

The foregoing is a reproduction of the illus-
tration on cover of the new two-color i2-page
circular that illustrates and describes the superior-
ity of

The

Sternau Coffee Machines
To those dealers that stock the Sternau Coffee

Machines, we will supply free of charge a quan-
tity of the circulars to distribute.

The circular is attractively printed and also
illustrates our Coffee Machine Sets.

Full information and prices on request.

S. Sternau & Co.
New York Showrooms

Broadway and Park Place
Opposite Post Office

Office and Factory
195 Plymouth Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Cu/man Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots,

without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect-
ing thent while the pivots are
being polished,

I littidreds of watchmakers
testify that this chuck is what
I claim it to be
Practical, Safe, True and
the Greatest Time-Saver
ever Offered to a Practical
Watch maker

SEND FOR ONE AND TRY IT

Order from your material Jobber or direct from the patentee and maker,

C. CULMAN, .316 N. Sixth St., ST.
Made for
the follow-
ing Lathes

NYebster.Whitcomb

Stark E
Whitcomb 1;6

Moseley No. 2
Moseley I x 2
Moseley No. I

LOUIS, MO.

Rivett
cieneva
Hopkins 3 x

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

Now is the Best Time to Ent( r
for Summer Course

wiaru us AT ONCE. If you wish to take a
Course th,. spring, please write us and we will assign
and hold a place for you.

We do not accept more than twelve pupils at one time,
devoting our entire time to their personal Instruction and
Advancement.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a New System in the Art of Cutt'ug mid
Designing, which enables a pupil, not endowed with
artistic skill, to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what yon
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MCI!.

Time, 1905

By OTTO HERREN, of lieeren Bros. it Co.

Looking back forty years into

A Retrospect the history of the jewelry busi-
ness in Pittsburg and vicinity, it

is astonishing, even to those constantly and closely

connected with it for that length of time, to note

the wonderful changes that have taken place in

this wonderful branch of industry during that

period. If some of those old-time, leading

jewelers, like McFadden, Stevenson, Richardson,

Roberts, Scott, etc., could return from " the land

beyond " they would certainly not be able to recog-

nize in its present magnitude the business to which

they had suc-
cessfully de-
voted the
greatest part

of their lives.
While

Pittsburg was

at that time
already rec-
ognized as a
place where
quality, not
price, was the
first consider-
ation, and the
best —just
good enough
—for all class-
es, the rather
extreme con-
servative
ideas of the
people in
general, run
more to-
wards utility
and durabili-
ty of an arti-
cle, even in
the lines of
adornments
and luxury,
with less at-
tention to style and beauty than at the present time.

During the War of the Rebellion and many

years afterwards, when silver coins were scarce,

jewelry was made out of dimes, quarters and half

dollars, and for those more ostentatious, out 'of

silver dollars. Almost any style of ladies' jewelry

would have a run for years without change and be

handed down from mother to daughter. The

wealthy man would purchase an 18 size solid 18 K.

gold case of average we dwt. weight, or a guard

chain of about the same weight for his wife, while

the iron worker or coal miner had to have a silver

case of Io oz. weight with a corresponding silver

chain, strong enough to chain a large dog to it.

Silver shield rings were made by thousands, heavy

and large enough to serve as " knucklers," and

Plain gold wedding rings—constructed--for which

two twenty-dollar gold pieces, with the necessary

alloy to make it 18 K., were used for each.

Quality and weight were the

main objects, gold filled goods

had not yet been introduced to

any extent. Very few changes

took place in years in the style of silverware, and

the designs of clocks apparently never changed,
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at least the same old styles, which Jerome, one of

the first Yankee clockmakers, used to take down

the Mississippi by boat fifty years ago, were still

staple lines in the jobbing houses twenty years ago.

Old man Garrison, the silversmith, with the

help of an apprentice and some old hand-power

machinery, was able to supply the demand for solid

silver flatware, for which the trade furnished him

the material in the shape of old silver watch cases,

broken spoons, etc., while the three small jewelry

repair shops did all the work for the retail trade in

the city as well as surrounding country. The

wholesale jewelry houses, each represented by one

traveler on the road (two of them members of

their respective firms), were sufficient to supply

quite a large territory, and, while doing a thriving

business, the limited line of goods in demand at

that time made it comparatively easy to satisfy all

all his buying at home, from ever getting to see the

actual complete lines of goods carried by the

houses he deals with. No matter how many trav-

elers a house may send out on the road, no matter

how well they may stock the traveler's outfit, and

no matter what an exceptional good salesman the

latter may be, no house, especially a large jobbing

house carrying a complete, comprehensivy yet con-

stantly varying stock of goods, can do justice to

their customers or to themselves by a method

which is limited by " trunk space." In these times

of constant increase in the lines of goods necessary

to the progress of a modern jewelry house, it is

utterly impossible to have every department justly

represented on the road, and it is undoubtedly

necessary and to the interest of every dealer, to

visit the city as often as it is possible for him to do

so, not only to see the goods he cannot find in
traveler s'
trunks, but to
g e t person-
ally acquaint-
ed with the
members of
the firms he
is dealing
with, and to
find out what

MUT is really go-
ing on in the
trade. There
i s certainly
no place in
the Union to-
day where
the jeweler
can see a
larger, finer
and more va-
ried stock of
goods than in
the hands of
the enterpris-
ing, up-to-
date whole-
sale and re-
tail jewelers
of Pittsburg,
or find a bet-
ter opportu-
nity to study

the market and tendency of the times regarding

his own businyss.

A Pittsburg Skyline, View from the South Side

CUT SY COURTESY PITTSSUNO SANS FOR EATING.

Good Goods
Insisted on

the wants of the trade. Pearls, diamonds and

other precious stones were handled only by lead-

ing jewelers in the large cities, of whom, however,

very few carried art goods or bric-a-brac in stock.

The country jeweler at that time, of course, had no

use for diamonds or such stuff, and did not dream

that the time would come when diamond jewelry

would be as necessary to his stock as watches or

clocks, and he would find as ready sale for the

latest productions of the art centers of Europe, as

he did once for his five-bottle castors in " ye olden

t;mes." Verily, times have changed and business

and business methods with it.
While formerly the merchant

would come to town regular,- at

the Big Markets least twice a year, to make his

purchases for the spring and fall

season and take "a look around," he now buys

only his " daily " needs from the army of travelers

who skirmish through every nook and corner of

this great country. If the firrt man does not have

the exact piece he wants, there are seven others

waiting outside the door. This is undoubtedly a

great convenience for him, but a questionable

advantage in so far as it prevents him, if he does

Personal Visits to

Pittsburg as a
jewelry Center

It is a well-known fact that Pitts-

burg ranks with the largest cities

in this country as a market, not

only for extreme high-valued

jewelry, silver goods and art productions, but also

for all medium and .low-priced lines of goods in

their endless variety.
Those who do not come often to this city have

hardly any conception of the stock, the facilities

and the advantages offered by the Pittsburg whole-

sale jewelry houses. They are reliable, progres-
sive firms, who, by push and energy, have grown
up with the city and have made wonderful strides
during the last decade in their lines of gold and
silver, as Greater Pittsburg has .in iron and steel.
They all extend a hearty welcome to the visitors,
who should come, not only twice a year, as in " ye
olden times," but once a month, and if our Mer-
chants' and Manufacturers' Association, with their
commendable push and genuine Pittsburg pluck
cannot rouse some of you to come to the largest
workshop of the world and find out yourselves who
we are, what we are and what we are able and will-
ing to do for you, then better stay at home, go to
sleep and let those only come who are wide-awake
to their own interest.
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SIFT out facts by the sure, safe and inexpensive means of
comparison. Comparison is the forerunner of wisdom,

opening your eyes to things that you had not known and
safeguarding your interests.

We are eager for comparison, knowing that our very large
and carefully selected stock of DIAMONDS and other pre-
cious gems includes, without doubt, the greatest variety shown
by any Western wholesale firm. You can send your mail
orders for diamonds to us with the utmost satisfaction, for
you will get the benefit of our quick and intelligent service
and splendid stock—two considerations which are important
to the success of your diamond trade.

NORRIS, ALISTER 0 CO.
134-136 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

HOLD YOUR TRADE
by handling Bassett chains—quick sellers,

big profit makers and satisfaction
guaranteed. Select styles for

fastidious purchasers—pop-
ular styles for all.

TIE TO

BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and Dissatisfaction

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Factory

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE, CHICAGO OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane Masonic Temple Vaults

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange 120 Sutter Street

\it
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f he Philanthropic Millionaire's
Bothersome Millions

BY JOHN TWEEZER

There are inconveniences in poverty,

beyond a doubt. But it is quite as certain

that riches are bothersome, too; especially if

the owner is possessed of a desire to dis•

tribute his superfluous millions where they

will do .the most good. His difficulty is in

determining this where ; and sometimes he

experiences a further difficulty in persuading

the proposed beneficiary to accept the gift.

For further particulars, inquire of Mr. John

D. Rockefeller via the Congregational Mis-

sion Fund.

The Embarrassment of Riches

What is the poor rich man to do when

the begging world puts its hands behind its

back and says, " Don't want your money—

it's tainted!" How shall men of imposing

solvency get rid of burdensome cash, if they

can't give it away ? Must they be forever

tied to their monstrous capital, like Ixion to

the wheel ? Isn't such punishment too

dreadful for any crime they may have com-

mitted in the gathering of the wealth ? In

view of Mr. Andrew Carnegie's pronounce-

ment that " he who dies overrich dies dis-

graced," what escape is there from infamy

for the multi-millionaire who cannot persuade

the world to accept his gifts? Poverty is hard

enough; but it seems that to be very rich has

even greater terrors for the sensitive soul.

We congratulate Mr. Carnegie. Thus

far he has not met with the cruel rebuff

which was recently experienced by Mr.

Rockefeller; and he has succeeded in giving

away $135,000,000, to date. He has still

some hundreds of millions to find place for,

but there is hope that he may live long

enough not to " die disgraced." He is

really making fair progress.

Genius in Giving

It probably requires as much genius to

give away money—wisely—as to make money;

and one doesn't have as much time to prac-

tice the giving as the getting. Injudicious

giving does more harm than good. It emas-

culates the beneficiary; pauperizes his will;

saps his moral strength; creates a worse evil

than the evil it would destroy. The penalty

•1 enormous wealth is in the responsibility

1- a wise disposition of it. Mr. Carnegie

has lately shown himself a genius in giving.

His wisdom has grown with the exercise of

the practice. In the primary stages of his

education in philanthropy he gave to num-

berless libraries; thus extending the circle of

novel readers and incidentally adding to the

tax rate of the communities which are re.

quired to support these libraries. Very much
may be said in favor of his library gifts as
making for popular knowledge of the things
worth knowing; but here and there is heard
a whisper of doubt as to whether this particu-
lar form of beneficence was the wisest dispo-
sition of the money. Apparently Mr. Car-
negie himself, in the secondary stages of his

education in giving, experienced an illumina-

tion; for he discontinued his gifts to popular

eduation and diverted his philanthropy to

the objects of higher education. We learn

of his substantial help to numerous strug-

gling small colleges and, in especial, his

splendid endowment of ten million dollars

for an institute that is to be devoted to

original scientific research. And this brought

Mr. Carnegie to the maturity of his wisdom

in gift-giving; for his next advance in educa-

tion made him Master of Arts. As he grows

older—and poorer—his generosity grows

more discriminate and practical. The no-

bility and breadth of his motive in endowing

with ten million dollars a fund for pensioning

superannuated college professors is as notable

as the immense aggregate of the gift. There

has been nothing finer in the whole history

of- philanthropy. Providing for the teachers

of to-day is really taking care of the men of

to-morrow. The latest Carnegie benefaction

is a gift to the future of the human mind.

He will go down to fame as not only the

largest, but the wisest, giver of all those who

have had much to give—and gave.

Supposing

It seems to me that Carnegie•can go no

higher nor do greater good to the race than

in this last and most glorious example of in-

dividual generosity. His efforts thus far

have been in the direction of the diffusion of

knowledge. Suppose that he should feel

he can do no more in that direction; suppose

he should still be burdened with unexpended

millions and is in terror lest he may " die

disgraced ;" suppose he should turn a despair-

ing eye upon John Tweezer and beg for ad-

vice; now, suppose I am advising.

Advice, Gratis

In common with 86,457,369 other

Americans who do not have Carnegie's mil-

lions but who are plentifully stocked with

18 K. advice, I am willing to spend his super-

fluous millions in ways that will do much

good. Assuming that he has supplied all

the needs of the larger educational field and

looks "for fresh fields and pastures new ; "

assuming, also, that he declines the religious

proposition, turns down eleemosynary institu-

tions and all the exploited avenues of charity;

there are still left to him some unexplored

and uncharted fields for the exercise of his

generosity, two of which, I think, present
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some peculiarly engaging features to the

altruist. Neither makes for increase of

knowledge, but for increase of happiness

only; neither adds remotely to the prosperity
of the people as a whole, but much to the
individual peace of mind; and as the attain-
ment of happiness is the ultimate goal of all
human creatures, it is safe to hope that such
provisions as I am about to suggest would
bring great satisfactions to certain bene-
ficiaries who have never before been blessed
in any scheme of philanthropy.

I Provide a fund of ten million dollars,
to be called " The Gentlewomen's Comfort
Fund," the income from which would pro-

vide five thousand women with an annuity of
one hundred dollars each. The selection of

beneficiaries to be made from that class of

refined women (limited to widows and spin-

sters) who have become impoverished

through the fault of others and whose birth,

training or previous environment makes a
peculiar hardship of their present conditions;

and to the end that these women of delicate

sensibilities should enjoy the finer flavor of the
gift, the names of the beneficiaries should be
rigidly shielded from public knowledge.

None but those who have paused to take
note of the cruel deprivations imposed upon
" the shabby genteel " can fully realize the
extent of satisfaction which an extra hundred
dollars yearly would bring to the sensitive
and shrinking women whom this beneficence
would bless. It would mean all the differ-
ence between pinching poverty and compara-
tive comfort. It would dry many a tear-
stained cheek, soothe many a vibrant nerve,
add years to many a care-harassed life.
And it would reach a class of needy ones
who would never themselves lend voice to
the greedy chorus of the begging crowd.

2. Provide a fund to be called " The
Supporters' Vacation Fund," the income
from which would provide twenty-five dollars
(or more) to each of a large number of small-
pay clerks who are the sole support of fami-
lies or dependent relatives; the beneficiaries
to be changed from year to year; the sum to
be exepended solely on a vacation to be
taken by the clerk.

Stop to think what this would mean to
the faithful man or woman who toils for
others with many a fear for the future, and
who must husband income and closely watch
expenditure; who feels it would be selfish to
indulge in the expenses of a personal vaca-
tion; yet who needs, and deserves, the vaca-
tion. How that needed vacation would be
enjoyed with added zest if the funds for it
would not have to be extracted from the hard
current necessities, but were put into the
grateful hand by a generous giver

Here's to Carnegie

All of which, dear Mr. Carnegie, is re-
spectfully submitted. And may your foun-
tain-pen never go dry, your check-book
never be mislaid, and your generous heart
never be stilled, until you have achieved
your noble ambition to distribute.your wealth
wisely and well, J. T,
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Zeviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

Am Interesting Discussion About the
Best Determination of Vision

Although the visual acuity of the human
eye can never be determined absolutely
because the illumination, the blackness of
the printed letters and many other factors
will influence the sight more or less, still it is
very desirable that our tests should be as
uniform as possible so that they may be com-
pared, to a reasonable extent, if made by
different observers in different localities. At
the last Tenth International Ophthalmological
Congress, at Lucerne, this question was again
discussed on the basis of the following propo-
sition, which had been adopted by the French
Ophthalmological Society :

I. The vision is determined through the mini-
mum separabile, 1. e., the smallest angle with
which two black points or lines on a white ground
can be perceived as separate.

2. The interspace to be of the same thickness
as the lines.

3. The vision to be inversely proportional to
the differentiating angle.

4. The unit of measure for the vision to be
represented by an angle large enough to enable the
degrees commonly dealt with in practical ophthal-
mology to be expressed in whole numbers.

5. The arrangement to be a progression with
the factor 1.259. The physiological reason for the
choice of this number is that it expresses the dimi-
nution of the vision from the center to the periphery
of the macula, as recently established by Sulzer.

6. The vision to be expressed as increasing by
I through tenths of a unit.

7. The unit of measure of the differentiating
angle to be IX of a centiquadrant, or 4811, the
vision thus to equal 0.0926, as compared with the
system in use at present.

8. Test types to be adjusted so that the princi-
ple of minimum separabile will be employed as
fully as possible.

9. The word " opt" to serve to designate the
unit of vision.

To. These propositions to be submitted to the
international congress, at Lucerne.

In the following discussion Dr. Landolt
stated that in common with a considerable
number of the French society, he could not
approve of two points as presented in the
propositions. First, the adoption of the
coefficient of progression i. 259 would greatly
increase the difficulty of calculating the visual
acuity. Instead of speaking of half, double
or triple vision, meaning that the same test
type is read at half, double or triple the dis-
tance, we would have to speak of 2, 3 or 4
opts, which, however, would not correspond
to twice, three times or four times the vision,
but to a vision 1.259 or 1.2592 ; that is, 1.259
times 1.259 times greater. Difficulties would
also arise if one attempted to explain to a
layman, for example a judge, that a man's
kion was six opts, meaning that the vision
vas I. 2595 ; that is, 3.6633 times greater
than one opt. If the designation opt should
be chosen it should be applied to the unit of
vision which corresponds to an angle of V or

10", and the decimal system should be
retained under any circumstances. In the
second place, Landolt protested justly against
the division of the quadrant into roo centi-
grades, as it conflicted with the usual division
of the circle, which, being too firmly estab-
lished, could not be overthrown. Besides it
was unnecessary, for if we took as the unit
of vision that corresponding to a visual angle
of ro' we could express the usual degrees of
vision in whole numbers and a simple calcu-
lation alone would be necessary to change
expressions in the old method into the new,
while by accepting the opt and the centigrade
division special tables would be needed for
this purpose, and complications would be
certain to arise.

Monoyer, who first proposd the ; term
dioptry, remarked that there were at present
more than twenty-seven optometric tables,
at least one-third of which were based on
different principles. The ophthalmological
societies of Mexico and Paris had made an
attempt to bring about unity. He agreed
with these propositions only in regard to the
principle of the method of measurements,
otherwise not, and instead proposed the
following :

I. The vision is to be measured according to
the principle of the minimum separabile.

2. The unit of vision is to correspond to an
angle of I'.

3. This unit needs no special name.
4. The graduation is to be expressed in deci-

mal arithmetic progression.
5. Vision is to be tested at a distance of five

meters. Test types should be blue letters on a
black ground, and for the illiterate, easily recogniz-
able figures corresponding to the letters.

V. Siklossy objected to Snellen's visual unit
that the basal visual angle of 11 is usually too large,
as he had found the average angle in persons with
normal vision to be 45'1, which corresponds to a
vision of 1.4 Snellen. Besides he thought it unsuit-
able to take as a unit of measure one of high value
and to reckon in fractions when we are accustomed
to choose as small units as possible to serve as
units of measure. He proposed as the unit of
measure that vision with which in a certain illumina-
tion a test object with a separable distance of iem.
is recognized at the distance of im. This he named
" acuity." From this absolute acuity the relative
acuity can be calculated. If an object 0.2CM. thick
is recognized at 71fl. the vision is 35A ; 35A would
correspond to Snellen's r. The use of fractions
would no longer be needed, but vision could be
expressed in whole numbers. To obtain unity in
illumination he had constructed an apparatus
composed of a box with transparent test types
illuminated from behind by incandescent lights of
fixed energy. The illumination could be modified
by the interposition of from i to 2d.light absorbing
glass plates.

Landolt hoped on account of the importance of
the subject that unity would be attained in the
principle of measurement and in the designation of
vision. This rests on four conditions :

I. Attention to practical needs.
2. Adoption of the principle of the minimum

separabile.
3. Does a unit angle of 11 suffice?
5. Is a single optotype needed?
Siegrist thought the first condition of an agree-

ment would be the choice of a universal international
optotype. Of Sulzer's lattice test he disapproved.
For universal use he preferred Landolt's rings.
As regards the designation of vision, he thought
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we should be contented with the substitution of
decimal for common fractions. He therefore moved
that the congress unite in the recommendation of
of Landolt's rings and the use of the decimal
system.

Berry considered Snellen's test types best for
practical use, while for scientific purposes Rey-
mond's squares may be preferred.

Javal seconded Siegrist's motion that a com-
mission be appointed to consider the question of
the determination of the vision and to report pro-
positions at the next congress. He added that no
one should serve who had published test types.

The following committee was named and
accepted by acclamation : Nuel, of Belgium;
Hess, of Germany ; Jessop, of England ; Char-
pentier, of France ; Reymond, of Italy ; Dim-
mer, of Austria, and Eperon, of Switzerland.

The Astigmoscope, an Improvement
on Placido's Keratoscope

Placido's disk, which consists of a circu-
lar sheet of tin on which concentric circles of
black and white are painted, is a valuable
means to discover the presence of astigma-
tism. The patient is placed with his back to
the light and is directed to look at the center
of the disk while the observer, holding the
instrument close to his own eye, looks through
the hole in its center and sees an image of
the concentric circles reflected on the patient's
cornea. If the patient has no corneal astig-
matism the circles will all appear as perfect
circles, but if astigmatism exists the rings
will appear elliptic with its long axis corres-
ponding with the meridian of least curvature.
But while this instrument will readily show
the presence of astigmatism it will not give
the actual amount of this refractive error and
it is for this reason that Javal's ophthal-
mometer has been employed so largely.

Lately, however, in the Centralblatt f.
ibrakt. Augenh., Dr. Roth describes an
improved Placido's disk which seems to
allow of a fair numerical determination of
the astigmatism. Roth constructed a Placido's
disk out of a steel plate which at its back
carries a steel wire by means of which the
plane surface may be converted into a more
or less curved cylindrical surface. This steel
wire is fastened to a series of teeth, which,
together with a scale, are screwed to the
tube through which the eye is examined.
The disk rotates around the tube as its axis
and a white line at its back indicates the axis
of the cylinder the surface of which is repre-
sented by the disk. If the examined eye
shows astigmatism the plane disk will show
ellipses. These ellipses are converted again
into circles by the proper adjustment of the
steel wire, which produces the curvature of
the disk and indicates the degree of astigma-
tism by the number of the tooth to which it
had to be transferred.

It is true that the accuracy of this
instrument cannot be quite as great as that of
Javal's ophthalmometer, but it would seem
that it might be quite helpful to those who
object to the high price of the big apparatus.
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Motais thinks it acts not only as a moderator for the inferior
oblique, but also as a " pulley of reflection."* Together with the
inferior oblique itself, it forms a kind of musculo-aponeurotic loop,
the two ends of which are inserted near the orbital margin, one at
the outer angle, the other at the inner angle. And the check liga-
ment of the inferior rectus muscle embraces the middle portion of
this loop, so that when the inferior rectus begins to contract, its
check ligament stresses the loop.

The check ligament of the inferior rectus has therefore for its
orbital insertions the tendon of the inferior oblique muscle, and the
check ligament of the same muscle like the two limbs of a Y.

The Connection of the Levator Palpebrae Muscle with the

Superior Rectus deserves a passing notice, since these muscles
work so uniformly together.

From the upper surface of the sheath of the superior rectus,
near its inner border, and along its whole length from the apex of
the orbit to the equator of the eyeball, is given off a sheet of fibro-
cellular tissue, which reaches the under surface of the levator, and
splits into two to enclose that muscle, thus providing it with a sheath.

On reaching the equator, however, the upper surface of the
sheath of the superior rectus is reflected (R in Fig. 12) as a whole
on to the under surface of the levator, describing a strong curve,
with concavity backwards, in its passage from one muscle to the
other. A prolongation (P), however, still continues to cover the
outer or upper surface of the tendon of the superior rectus, and
forms, in fact, part of the anterior hemisphere of the external
capsule of the eye continuous with A E C in Fig. 4. From the
upper surface of the levator is given off a facial layer (C), which
goes to the orbital margin, and forms part of that facial cone in the
orbit which we commenced this whole subject by describing.
Notice, too, that the nerve for the levator penetrates the superior
rectus.

CHAPTER II

The Ocular Motions

A universally mobile body is capable of no fewer than six inde-
pendent motions, which are called " degrees of freedom." It can be

translated as a whole in any three directions at right angles to each

other, or be rotated about any three axes at right angles to each other.
Translations of the Globe.—If we regard the head as fixed, and

confine ourselves to the study of the voluntary motions of the eye-

ball, we shall find it approximately true that translation of the globe

is forbidden in virtue of its attachments to the orbit.
Were we to investigate this statement very strictly, we should

not, however, find it rigidly true, since the center of motion lies a

little farther back than the-geometrical center of the eyeball, in con-
sequence of which the globe is slightly translated in whatever direc-
tion the eye is made to turn. On looking to the right, the globe is
translated slightly to the right ; on looking to the left, to the left,
and so on. In the maximum excursions of the eye, this translation
is probably not less than t, or greater than 2 millimeters.

Center of Motion.—The distance between the mid-point of
the optic axis ancl the center of rotation is given by Donders and
Mauthner as follows :

REFRACTIoN DONDERS MAUTHNER

III Emmetropia  '1.77 nun. 1.24 01111.

" Myopia  1.75 mm. 1.82 WM.

" Hypermetropi  1 2.17 HUM 1.47 nun.

*Ey this Ile must mean that when the in lade contracts, the ignment slightly bet ds the

muscle by drawing its middle part outwards, so as to make its traction on the eye a little less

oblique.
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Since, except to the trifling extent just noticed, translation
is denied to the eye, we may now turn our attention to its
rotations.

Rotations.—A body deprived of
to rotate, and that about three axes
Rotations about all other axes are
two or more of these, from which
enjoys three degrees of rotational
many diameters as are conceivable.

We have, therefore, next to
retains this full rotational freedom.

•

translation might still be able
at right angles to each other.
resolvable into rotations about
it follows that a body which
freedom can rotate about as

inquire whether the eyeball

One Voluntary Rotation Denied,—Actual experiment has shown,
what we could not have otherwise proved, that one degree of free-
dom is lost in all voluntary parallel movements of the eyes which
start from the straight forward position.*

The degree of freedom lost is that of rotating about the fore-
and-aft axis (considered as fixed in the head), while the two free-
doms retained are those of rotation about the vertical axis, and
about the transverse axis (both considered as fixed in the head).

Listing's Plane.—Simultaneous rotations about the vertical and
transverse axes can be variously compounded into rotations about
any intermediate axis. This is equivalent to saying that they are
limited to rotations about all conceivable diameters in one plane,
namely, that plane in which the vertical and transverse axes lie, and
which it is convenient to call " Listing's plane," since this degree
of constraint was discovered by Listing.

Listing's plane passes through the center of motion of the
eyes, and is a vertical transverse plane (corresponding to a coronal
section) fixed in the head, and perpendicular to the fore-and-aft
axis, about which rotation is denied.f

When the head is held erect and the eyes look straight
forward at a very distant object on the horizon, they are gener-
ally said to be in their " primary position," and though we shall
have to quote a truer definition later on, we may for the present
accept this simple one, in order to say that however many and
complex the motions of an eye may be in glancing from point to
point, the ultimate result of them all is equivalent to a single rota-
tion of the globe about some one axis in Listing's plane, provided
the eye has started from the primary position.I

Torsion.—By torsion we mean rotation of the eyeball about its
own fixation line.§

Let us remember that there are two fore-and-aft axes we have
to consider, one of which is fixed in the head and which we have
already treated, and another proper to the eyeball itself and moving
with it, so as, indeed, to be for all practical purposes regarded as
identical with the fixation line.

Secondary Torsion.—When the eyeball (starting from the pri-
mary position) rotates either vertically upwards or downwards,
or horizontally to either side, its motions are called " cardinal
motions," and are not accompanied by torsion. But when the
eyeball looks obliquely, in any intermediate direction, two cardinal
motions are compounded together. Every motion of an eye from
the primary into an oblique position is accompanied by torsion as
an essential component of the motion.

Donders' Law.—Donders' observed that whatever position the
eyeball may take, there belongs to that position a definite amount

of torsion which remains the same no matter how often the eye
may return to that position, and however many motions it may
make in arriving at it.

To quote his own words : " For any determinate position of
the line of fixation with respect to the head, thereto corresponds a
determinate and invariable angle of torsion, a value independent
of the volition of the observer, independent also of the manner in

which the line of fixation has been brought into the considered
position."

The same law has beee put more concisely by Helmholtz (and

at the same time amplified) in the words : " The wheel-movement
of each eye is, with parallel fixation lines, a function only of the
elevation angle, and of the lateral deflection angle."11

*Latent Torsion, discussed in Chapter XIII., is not voluntary.
t In the " primry position" of the eye, Listing's plane is practically identical with the

" equatorial plane'' of the eye, but it must not be identified with it, since the latter moves

with the eye, wherea.s Listing's plane does not..
It will he seen that I have guarded myself from stating that rotations from one

secondary position to another are about axes in Listing's plane. They are not. Helmholtz

has correctly shown in what plane they lie.
S" We will call iorsiocz rotations 01 the eye about the line of fixation " (Helmholtz).
Helmholtz's "Optique Physiologique," page 602.

(To BE CONTINUED)
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Convergent strabismus

This little girl (Sylvia S.) is five years
of age. Her mother tells us the left eye has
always turned in, and as you look at
this child you have no difficulty in seeing
that it is an unmistakable case of convergent
strabismus. For several weeks past she has
been rubbing spittle on her eyes and complain-
ing to her mother that there is dirt in them.

The frequency with which strabismus
occurs in childhood, and the importance of
a correct understanding of the conditions in-
volved in order that the case may be properly
managed, justifies us in giving time to the
careful consideration of this subject.

Strabismus is usually defined as con-
sisting of a deviation of the visual axis of
one eye from the correct position of fixation.
But this is only a partial definition : In a
case of convergent strabismus there is in
addition to the abnormal convergence, a
defect of the fusion faculty, a suppression of
vision in the eye, which is not used for
fixation, and a condition of amblyopia in the
deviating eye, either congenital or acquired
as the result of neglect or inefficient treat-
ment. There is also an error of refraction
present, usually hypermetropia.

In normal eyes the natural desire for
binocular vision causes the visual axes of the
two eyes to meet at the object looked at.
But if this desire is absent or interfered
with, the incentive to perfect accord between
the movements of the two eyes is lost, and
then any slight cause may disturb the equili-
brium of the convergence center and allow
the visual axes to assume faulty directions.

In order to see distinctly such a person
must fix the object with one or the other
eye, and he will naturally choose the eye
that has the highest visual acuity or the
lowest error of refraction. Both eyes move
together, but both are not directed to the
same point. He moves his eyes until he
gets his best eye in the desired position,
and then the other eye will be turning in
towards the nose.

Always remember that in convergent
strabismus both eyes do not deviate inwards ;
the good eye assumes a straight position,
while the poorer eye shows the convergence
of both. The first is known as the " fixing
eye," the other as the " squinting or deviat-
ing eye." In the majority of cases of con-
vergent strabismus, the separate movements
of each eye are perfect ; when one eye is
covered, the other can turn up, down, in
and out to the normal extent.

The nattiral relation between accommo-
dation and convergence is not disturbed, as
proven by the fact that when the fixing eye
accommodates strongly for a close object,
the deviating eye turns still more inwards,
proportionately to the extra effort of accom-
modation that is put forth.

Convergent strabismus sometimes occurs
as occasional and again as alternating strabis-
mus. In the latter case on account of each
eye assuming the burden of vision at times,
the vision of both is good, and for this
reason such patients do not suffer from
neglect.

Many of the students whom I meet
have the mistaken idea that in convergent
strabismus because the two eyes cannot be
directed to the same object, the patient sees
everything double. But such is not the
case ; the image formed in the deviating eye
is mentally ignored, all the attention being
given to the image formed in the fixing eye.
The patient is not conscious of suppressing
this impression ; it is involuntary and is
probably due to a defect in the fusion faculty.
Not only is diplopia absent in these cases,
but it is usually impossible even to produce
an artificial diplopia by means of prisms or
different colored glasses before each eye.

In view of the amblyopic condition of
the retina of a squinting eye, the question
has often been been -discussed whether the
amblyopia with its imperfect power of
fixation causes the deviation, or whether the
strabismus with its non-participation in the
act of vision, causes a deterioration of
the retina from disuse.

In the case of convergent strabismus
when the fixing eye is covered, the deviating
eye becomes straight and assumes the act of
vision, its image being no longer suppressed.
In some cases its vision is so poor that
fingers can scarcely be counted, while in
other cases the larger letters on the test card
are legible. Sometimes when central vision
is almost entirely lost, indirect vision suffers
but little impairment, and then by turning
the bead and eye objects are seen much more
clearly.

There is a 'tvidespread belief among the
laity as to the spontaneous cure of strabis-
mus, which is probably based upon the fact
that when the child attains his full growth,
the angle of convergence becomes less with-
out any treatment. But this does not often
happen, and when it does the squinting eye
has by this time become blind from disuse.
I have seen this occur in many, many cases
because the parents were advised to wait and
see if the child would not outgrow the defect.

The age at which a convergent strabis-
mus first shows itself is an important point.
Statistics prove that in seventy-five per cent.
of the cases, the deviation appeared before
the fifth year, while in a very trifling per-
centage was its advent delayed until after the
sixth year. In more than ten per cent. of
the cases the strabismus developed during
the first year of life.

In regard to the aetiology of convergent
strabismus, many curious suggestions were
formerly Made by the family and friends.
Professionally the first definite theory attri-
buted it to a shortening of the internal recti
muscles, for which the natural cure would be
a division of these muscles.

This resulted in a great deal of indis-
criminate muscle cutting, the disastrous
effects of which were beginning to be
recognized when Donders published his
great work and gave to the optical world his
accommodation theory as to the causation
of strabismus.
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When a pair of emmetropic eyes are
engaged in distant vision, the accommodation
and convergence are both at rest. When
such eyes are directed to an object close by,
they must converge in order that both visual
axes may meet at the object, and at the same
time they must accommodate in order that
the object may be seen clearly.

These two functions, convergence and
accommodation, being always performed
together have become " associated," so that
it is difficult (and unnatural) to use one with-
out the other.

An error of refraction disturbs this
association. A hypermetrope must accom-
modate even for distance, and still more so
for near objects. This unnatural and exces-
sive accommodation tends to produce a
proportionate abnormal convergence. Don-
ders first recognized this tendency as the
cause of convergent strabismus, and he
advised correction of the hypermetropia as a
cure for the strabismus.

While this was a great advance in optics
at that day and led to a rational treatment of
this defect, yet in the light of our later
knowledge, we cannot unreservedly accept
the accommodation theory as the fundamen-
tal, cause of strabismus.

The vast majority of children are hyper-
metropic, yet only a very small percentage
(perhaps four per cent.) develop strabismus.
It has also been proven that the amount of
hypermetropia has but little to do with the
question as to whether the patient shall or
shall not squint ill the first instance, but when
once strabismus is established, the refractive
error becomes an important factor.

We must go further back than the eye
itself in the investigation of this subject, and
the most recent views show that the essential
cause of strabismus is a defect in the fusion
faculty.

At birth we do not find the proper co-
ordination of the eyes, but the fusion faculty
begins to develop about the sixth month,
and is perhaps not complete before the sixth
year. At first the instinctive desire for bi-
nocular vision will keep the eyes straight, and
when the fusion faculty is fully established, it
is doubtful if an error of refraction can cause
strabismus.

Exceptionally the fusion faculty does
not develop until later, or develops very
imperfectly, or it may never develop at all ;
and then it is an easy matter for anything
that disturbs the balance of the motor co-
ordination, to cause a strabismus.

In these cases then where there is a
defect in the fusion faculty, and the eyes are
in a state of unstable equilibrium, ready to
deviate inwards or outwards on the slightest
provocation, an error of refraction such as
hypermetropia proves to be an important
factor, for the reasons which I have already
briefly mentioned to you.

In the great majority of cases of hyper-
metropia, it cannot be doubted that the
fusion sense is unimpaired and hence the eyes
maintain their proper positions. But in
the minority cases where the fusion sense is
deficient, there is no check to the tendency
to deviation and the child develops a con-
vergent strabismus.

At first the strabismus is occasional,
manifesting itself only when the child is

(Continued on page 985)
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looking intently at some close object, and dis-
appearing when the accommodation relaxes.
It is at this period that the proper convex
lenses to correct the hypermetropia are of
the greatest value. But if the case is
neglected, the excessive convergence be-
comes permanent and the strabismus is
noticeable even when the eyes are com-
pletely at rest. At this time convex lenses
do not cause an immediate disappearance of
the deviation, but if the wearing of glasses
is persevered in, there is gradual restoration
of the normal position.

We will now return to the examination
of our little patient. No tests are required
in this case to determine the presence of a
deviation or its character ; a simple inspec-
tion shows a convergent strabismus of the
left eye. We ask the child with both eyes
open to follow the movements of our fingers,
and as the two eyes turn equally in all
directions, we know the strabismus is con-
comitant.

The next step would be to estimate
the visual acuity, but this is not always possi-
ble in the case of young children. We ask
the mother if this child knows her letters,
and we are informed that she has been
attending a kindergarten school and is
familiar with some of the letters. After a
few patient trials, we find that the visual
acuity is about ?ft and that she seems to see
equally well with either eye.

A subjective test in a child so young as
this is scarcely to be depended upon, but we
will see what information we can gain from
it. After several changes of lenses ± i D.
spheres are accepted, with which vision is
raised to

We will now use the ophthalmometer to
determine the existence of corneal astigma-
tism, but the eyes are in such constant
motion it is difficult to get definite results.
However we can see that the mires overlap
considerably in the vertical meridian, from
two to three steps.

The retinoscope, on which we must
chiefly depend in estimating the refraction in
young children, reveals a hypermetropia of
1.50 D. in the horizontal meridian and i D.
in the vertical meridian, thus showing a

. compound hypermetropic astigmatism with
the rule.

The ophthalmometer indicates a higher
degree of astigmatism than the retinoscope,
but as we are unable to verify our findings
by a subjective examination, we will use our
judgment and order the following as the
refractive correction :
+ .5o D. sph. C + .5o D. cyl. axis 9o°.

In strabismus seldom can we measure
the amount of deviation by prisms, for the
reason that the image formed in one eye is
suppressed and the vision is monocular.
However in this case we are more fortunate,
for when we place a Maddox rod over the
left eye, the child sees the red streak way off
to the left, and the light in its proper posi-
tion. This indicates a high degree of eso-
phoria, and we commence with weak prisms,
bases out, which bring the streak and light
closer until finally we reach a 200 prism, with
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which the streak is directly through the light
as far as we can depend upon the answers of
our little patient.

This would ordinarily call for an increase
in the strength of the convex spheres, but as
this would blur the vision at first, the child
would be inclined to reject the glasses. She
cannot understand the value of the glasses,
or the reason for which they are given, and
if she found she could see better without
them, she would probably refuse to wear
them.

Therefore we will rely on a prismatic
correction of the deviation to a partial extent,
and will order a 2° prism base out over each
eye to be combined with the sphero-cylinder.
We will direct these glasses to be worn con-
stantly, and tell the 'mother that they should
never be removed except for toilet purposes
and when the child is in bed.

It is . sometimes necessary to prescribe
glasses for children even younger than this.
Some authorities claim that no infant is too
young to wear glasses when required, even if
not more than twelve months of age, but in
my own experience I have never ordered
them in a child less than three years of , age.
Of course such young children often break
their glasses, but I have never known the eye
to be injured thereby. The lens being con-
fined by the frame does not break into
pieces, or if it does they are not dislodged
from the frame.

We will direct the mother to have this
child's eyes examined once a year, and in
this way we can probably keep the strabis-
mus under control and prevent either eye
from becoming amblyopic, with the result
that the child will attain maturity with a pair
of serviceable eyes. Whereas if a case like
this is neglected, the strabismus becomes
fixed and the sight of the deviating eye
is lost.

Dull versus Polished Lens Edges

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am debating as to whether

to use polished edge lenses or not. I have heard

several opinions on the subject, and would be glad

to know the advantage or disadvantages of same,

and what the authorities say about it. I will

greatly appreciate any information you may give

me on this matter.
Yours truly,

H. H. B.

[Deferring to the wishes of our correspondent
we submitted his question to Chas. F. Prentice, M. E.,

of New York, a recognized authority on such sub-

jects, and his answer is as follows : "Polished

edges on frameless lenses are detrimental to clear-

ness' of vision, because they permit extraneous

rays of light, principally from above and below,

to enter between the refracting surfaces, which

then act as opposite reflectors to diffuse the ob-

jectionable light throughout the interior' of the

lenses. For this reason, in many optical instru-

ments, in which the lenses are confined in tubes,

the lenses have dull edges, which are frequently

even blackened, so as to more effectually prevent

internal diffusion of extraneous light often admit-

ted by the exposed surfaces of the lenses."
The use of polished edges of lenses is cer-

tainly on the decrease, and one scarcely hears a

word said in their favor now-a-days. In debating

this question, our correspondent should have no

difficulty in deciding to have the edges of lenses

finished dull. The only advantage that can be

mentioned in favor of polished edges is a greater
brilliance in effect, and in concave lenses where

the edges are thick, the polished transparent edges

makes them less conspicuous, and without the

gray line which a dull edge displays.
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On the other hand the polished edges cause
a decided reflection to the patient, which more
than counterbalances their beauty of appearance.
A transparency of the edges is found to cause re-
fraction and reflection of light, which can be pre-
vented only by dulling the edges. In these days
when artificial light is so much used, no matter
whether the light comes from above or below or
from one side, the refraction and reflection of the
light by the polished edges is annoying to the
patient, disturbs vision and irritates the retina.
The advantages are so largely in favor of dull
edges that we think there should not be a single
dissenting voice.

IN.lut quite in the line of this question but as
showing the part played by the edges of lenses,
the.writer recently had an unusual experience. A
patient who had been wearing frames, desired
frameless. He returned in a day or two complain-
ing that he could not wear the new glasses and had
to return to his old ones. Another examination
was 'made with the same results as to vision,
but in order to satisfy the patient, glasses were
changed to .25 D. weaker. He came back again
in a few days saying he could not wear the new
glasses, that the old ones were better. This time
a slight change was made in pupillary distance
and height of bridge so as to bring lenses closer
and lower. Still he returned with the same com-
plaint.

On close questioning it developed that he
worked facing a window in which there was a
bright reflection from a building on the opposite
side of the street, and with the new glasses there
was a band of light which interfered with his work,
but which was not noticeable with his old glasses.
As he sat in my office with back and side to light,
there was no trouble, but as soon as he turned to
face the light, the bright band made its appearance
and prevented comfortable reading. It did not
now take long to locate the cause of the trouble, it
was the reflection from the edges of the frameless
lenses. With his frame glasses, the frame prevents
this refraction. Our remedy was to paint lower
edges of lenses with black enamel, since when
there has been no complaint. —ED.)

New Mexico Optical Society

As reported in our last issue, New Mexico has

passed an optometry bill and a competent board

of optometry has been appointed to see that the

law is enforced.
The newly-appointed members of the board

met at Albuquerque, N. Mex., Monday, April 17th,

and organized with the following officers : S. T.

Vann, Albuquerque, president ; 'W. R. Tipton,

M.D., Las Vegas, vice-president ; 0. G. Myhre,

Silver City, secretary and treasurer. On the

evening of the same date, the New Mexico Associa-

tion of Optometrists was organized with the follow-

ing officers : Otto G. Bebber, Albuquerque, presi-

dent ; M. M. White, Folsom, vice-president ; Geo.

F. Everett, Albuquerque, secretary and treasurer.

Examination by California State Board

of Optometry

Of the fifteen candidates who presented them-

selves for the examination of the California State

board of examiners in optometry, held at Los

Angeles, Cal., on April 24th, the following passed

satisfactorily 1111(1 are entitled to certificates : C. H.

Heard, H. B. Howell, H. C. Ownsby, J. F. Reed,

J. H. Sohn, of Los Angeles, and Mable Smith, of

Pomona.

Buffalo Optical Society

The Buffalo Optical Society lick) its regular

meeting in the New Gruener Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.,

on Friday, May 5th. The chief feature of the

meeting was a paper by Dr. Frank B. Seitz, enti-

tled "A Study of the Ocular Muscles."
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A Circular Test for Astigmatism

ED. KEYSTONE :—I believe that the circular

method of detecting and finding the angle of

astigmatism which I am about to describe is an

original idea.* Theoretically it has advantages

over other subjective tests for that defect in the

matter of accurately finding the angle for the

defective meridian or the angle of the correcting

cylinder.
Now, if we consider the various methods, we

see that they do not bring before the patient all

the meridians under the same circumstances at the

same moment. Dr. Pray's astigmatic letters cover

every fifteen degrees, which can be quickly run

over in succession, so that the memory of the

patient is not much taxed.

This circular test covers all meridians at

once and does not

trouble the memory

of the patient. In

the ordinary cylin-

der method for find-

ing the angle for the
correcting cylinder

axis, is a severe tax

upon the memory

of the patient,when

trying to find the

best position to a .......
great nicety, and er.
further than that,

the result is likely

to be spoiled by the
variations, which
from one cause and
another may be
taking place in the
patient's visual
acuteness. All

these difficulties ap-

pear to be got rid
of in this method.

Diagram I con-

sists of thick con-

centric circular

bands of black and
white of about

equal thickness. If

used at a distance
of twenty feet, the bands should be about g inch
wide, and proportionately narrow at close distances.

As can be seen in the diagram, the angles are

prominently marked round for one half the circle,

and are marked so that the angle, as read off by

any one in front with the patient, or the patient

himself, corresponds with the angle as read upon

the trial frames, which is read off upon the opposite

side to the patient.
The line at right angles to the horizontal or

zero line should be placed exactly vertical (as

shown by the arrow) and the patient standing with

head exactly upright—the center of the disk being

on a level with the eye being tested to insure the

visual axis being perpendicular to the plane of

the disk.
Diagram 2 gives a representation of the

appearance that might be seen by an astigmatic

person, whose defective meridian is 27° from the

horizontal, as shown by the dotted line A, which

runs through the middle of the diffused sectors.

The dotted line B shows the position of the axis

of the correcting cylinder—it runs through the

*The circular test for astigmatism is not new, as 0. Becker
used it more than thirty years ago ( see (*ne& and Saemlsch
Handbuch) but as it appears to be almost forgotten, we gladly

reprint the paper of our esteemed correspondent.
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middle of the sectors, where the bands can be

clearly seen. This sector can be narrowed by

placing before the eye a suitable spherical lens ; in

this way the finding of the position of the axis can

be done very exactly.

After sphericals, if necessary, have been placed

before the eye so as to give a narrow and clear

sector across the black and white bands, then a

cylinder can be placed with its axis at the same

angle as the line B, which bisects the clear sector;

a weak positive cylinder can be tried first and if it

increases the size of the clear sector, a stronger

one can be tried until we get the bands to look

fairly clear in all meridians. If, however, the plus

cylinder makes every part foggy, we can try a

weak minus cylinder and so on.

Finally, we must algebraically add up our

cylinder and sphericals to make the required
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very fine degrees of astigmatism are not fixed to
one meridian. When this stage of correction is
reached, we have accomplished all science can do.

Yours truly, '
A. E. BLACKMAN.

Castle Forbes liay, Iluon, Tasmania.

Optical Newspapers

We have referred front tittle to time to the plan
of publishing a little paper practiced by some
opticians. Quite a number of these journals have
been brought to our notice recently, one of the
brightest and most practical being Optical Talks,
by H. D. Buck, of Centralia, Ill. Mr. Buck gives
useful information on how to clean glasses and how
to put them on and take them off, on spectacles

sus drugs, etc. The article on "How to and
How not to Clean
Glasses " was re-
printed on page 485
of our March issue.
"How to Put on and
Take off Glasses"
is told as follows:

Open the tern-
pies, place the
thumb under the
forefinger over the
temples, just at the
bend of the hook,
then place the
bridge of the frame
on your nose first;
then carry the
hooks of the tem-
ples over the ears,
then place the tips
of the forefingers on
the temple or end
joints of the frame
and adjust the frame
into a comfortable
position. To take
off a riding bow
spectacle, take hold
of the temple with
the right hand and
lift it off from the
ear. Then turn the
head to the right,
and the left temple
will fall off the left
ear, and the spec-
tacles will be off
without any drag-

ging or pulling the frame out of shape. Just try
the above suggestion and see if it is not an im-
provement over your way.

Articles are devoted to the advisability of

always consulting a competent optician, lenses and

their properies, tile eyes of children, signs of failing

vision, etc., and there are many such pertinent

pointers as the following:

Never do any close work, such as fancy needle
work, or attempt reading fine printing during con-
valescence from any form of illness : and even after
natural strength has been regained, read only a
little at first, increasing the amount slowly.

Carelessness in putting on and in taking off
ones glasses is responsible for a large per cent. of
the broken and bent frames ; careless and improper
methods of cleaning them and negligent care of the
glasses when off the face will account for the re-
mainder of the broken and damaged glasses.

When you are through reading or sewing,
don't lay your glasses on the table or mantle, ex-
posed to dust, liable to have a book or garment
laid on them—perchance to have them thrown on
the floor when that is removed, or picked up by a
child for a plaything—but put them in a safe place
free from dust and harm. They are a part of your
own eyes now and need as suitable care and
attention as you would give a fine watch or a
jeweled ring.
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glasses, taking into consideration, of course, the

anmlitude of accommodation and whether the

glasses are required for distance or for reading.

Also not forgetting to avoid fully correcting the

vertical element of positive refraction in young

people, which as we know diminishes naturally as

age advances.
This method can be well used at closer

distances. The diagram as illustrated will serve

at somewhere between one and two feet distance.

A little patience and skill is necessary on the

part of the optician sometimes in making his

patient understand exactly what he wants him

to point out.
However, I think most educated people can

readily understand, and the angle is given with

such certainty that you cannot feel any need of

retrying, and it is also very quick.

If the patient has very little astigmatism or

when the patient's astigmatism is as nearly cor-

rected as the trial lenses can do, the diffused sectors

will often appear very unstable—they will seem to

revolve about the center of the disk, sometimes

to and fro, sometimes again rapidly, round and

round, exhibiting very forcibly the flexibility of

the refractive media of the eye and showing that
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How and When to Employ Prism
Exercises

Of late years the furore to operate upon

the muscles of the cye for every little devia-

tion from the muscular balance, has given

way to the more conservative attitude of first

trying to improve the muscular balance by

ocular gymnastics and especially prism exer-

cises. This is clearly shown again by a paper

of Dr. Alexander Duane, of New York City,

read before the American Ophthalmological

Society and published in their transactions.

We reprint the article in full, as it may be

very beneficial for the practical work of the

refraction ist :
In offering these remarks on prism ex-

ercises, I intend simply to give. a few conclu-

sions that I have reached as a result of my

own experience. These conclusions, it must

be added, I regard as tentative only. Pre-

inking this, I will state first the methods that

1 have been led to adopt in making prism

exercises, and second, the indications that,

in my experience, such exercises may be ex-

pected to fulfill.

Methods Employed

I regularly employ four exercises:

Exercise A. Distance exercise with

prisms, base out.—The patient looks at an
object—either a small light or the bull's-eye

of a one-foot target—on the other side of

the room, and holds a: square prism of, say

to°, base out, before the left eye. The mo-

ment he unites the double images produced

by the prism, he drops the latter and puts

U}) a stronger prism, say one of 15°, before

the right eye. This in turn he drops as soon

as the double images are united, and substi-

tutes kir it a prism of 200, held base out

before the left eye. When he can overcome

the 20° readily, he tries in succession the

following combination:

15° before one eye and to' before the

other, producing an absolute converging

effect 13.5° of arc.

200 before one eye and to° before the

other, producing an effect of 16.5°.

200 before one eye and 15° before the

other, producing the effect of 19.5°.

'20° before one eye and 15° + to° be-

fore other, producing an effect of 25°.

20° + 15° + to° befere one eye, pro-

ducing an effect of 29°.

A progressive increase in the effect may

be produced not only in the way above indi-

cated, i. .., by using different combinations

of two or three prisms, but also by using a

single prism and rota/lug it on a vertical axis

either forward or back. The deflecting power

of a prism can be almost doubled in this

way, and, moreover, can be increased gradu-

ally, SO that with two or three prisms thus
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rotated all degrees of deflection may be pro-

duced from 5° to 50° of arc.

lf with any given combination the diplo-

pia cannot at once be overcome, resort may

be had to Gould's expedient of approxi-

mating the test-object until. seen single, and

then gradually carrying it Off to the proper

distance, the patient all the time keeping his

eyes on it and endeavoring to maintain

fusion. Or, the same thing may be effected

if, as suggested by Stevens, the patient looks

through the prism at a finger held close to

his nose, and keeps his eyes fixed sharply on

the finger as it is slowly carried out toward

toward the distant object.
Evercise B. Exercise with prisms, base

out, at near points. —Exercise at near points

with prisms, base out, is done in the same

way as for distance, except that the test-

object is either a minute electric light or a

fine dot* in the center of a circular card five

inches in diameter. The card is held at the

reading distance, and is shifted back and

forth, special efforts being made to maintain

fusion while the card is being can ied lowal d

the eyes.
Exercise C. Exercise al near points

with prisms., base in.—As is well known, the

ability to overcome prisms, base in, when the

eyes are directed at a distant object, cannot

usually be increased by practice. This does

not hold, however, for such prisms when used

at near points.
The test-object here is the same as that

used in Exercise B, 1. e., is either a minute

electric light or a dot on a card. The patient,

holding a 12° or 15° prism before either eye,

brings the object up toward him until it

appears single, then carries it steadily off

until he can no longer fuse the double images.

This is done three or four times in succession,

the attempt always being made to carry the

object off as far as possible and still maintain

fusion.
Exercise .D. Exercise in converging

on a pencil.--This consists simply in carry-

ing a pencil (or in amblyopic patients a

minute electric light) from arm's-length in

toward the nose until the object appears

double. This is repeated three or four times,

the attempt always being to bring the object

closer than before and still maintain fusion—

in other words, to approximate the conver-

gence near-point.

Precautions to be Observed in Doing the Exercises

I. The test-object should be well defined

and not such as to be confused with its sur-

roundings. It should be just large enough

for the patient to see distinctly at the dis-

tance employed, and yet so small that he has

to fix sharply in order thus to see it.

*If there is hyperphoria, the dot may conveniently be
replaced by a short vertical hue.
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2. The patient should wear the glass

correcting his rtfraclizr error when doing

the exercises, and, if presbyopic, he ought

to wear his reading-glasses when doing Exer-

cises B, C and D.
3. Attention should be paid to the eject

of the exercises on the accommodation. The

use of prism, base out, tends to cause a

spasm of accommodation, the amount of

which can be inferred from the degree of

blurring of the sight produced when the

patient looks through the prisms at a test-

card, and from the strength of the concave

glass that is required to clear his vision.

In some cases possibly this spasm of

accommodation may keep up for a long time

after each practice, and may even be perma-

nent. In most cases it should be possible to

obviate any such tendency to undue spasm

by using diverging exercises (Exercise C)

directly after exercises A and B. If this

does not suffice, or if for any reason it seems

improper to use Exercise C, the desired re-

laxation of the accommodation can be effected

by using the test-types as an object of fixa-

tion when doing Exercise A. The patient,

looking at the letters through the prisms,

gradually learns to relax his accommodation,

so that his vision slowly clears from -2-2,0% to

perhaps 1-g, or better, even while he is still

maintaining the convergence that the prisms

impose. With Exercise 13 (prism conver-

gence at near points) a similar relaxation of

the accommodation can be effected by add-

ing a + 2 or + 3 D. to the patient's distance

glass, and with Exercise D (convergence on

a pencil) by adding a + to D. This seems

to be rarely necessary.

Uses of Prism Exercises

The uses of prism exercises, I think,

may be stated as follows:

I. To rectify muscular anomalies. —

Prism exercises often relieve a muscular

anomaly either because they actually reduce

its amount or, perhaps more frequently, be-

cause they give the patient ability to over-

come the anomaly with greater ease, so that

he can readily maintain binocular fixation in

spite of it.
I. Exophoria.—In this condition I use

all four exercises, A, B, C and D, combining

and varying them according to the variety

of exdphoria present
Thus in a pure convergence-insufficiency,

marked by considerable exophoria for near,

with recession of the convergence near-point,

but with little or no exophoria for distance

and a prism divergence of not over 8°, I

restrict or altogether dispense with exercise

with prisms at a distance (Exercise A), but

push the convergence exercises at near-points

(Exercises B and D). At the same time it

is often necessary, particularly if the diverging

(Continued on page 091)
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How and When to Employ Prism
Exercises

(('ontinued front page 989)

power is low (less than 5°) to add diverging
exercises (Exercise C) and even push them,
in case observation shows that the conver-
gence practice is causing a homonymous
diplopia for distance or is producing a spasm
of accommodation. In these cases we have
to watch closely the results of the practice,
and push sometimes one exercise, sometimes
the other, as the occasion seems to demand.

On the other hand, in a divergence-
excess, characterized by marked exophoria
for distance with a prism-divergence of to°
or considerably more, we should push the
distance practice with converging prisms
(Exercise A). If, as is often the case in this
variety of exophoria, there is little deviation
for near, and the convergence near-point is
about normal, we would restrict or even
altogether dispense with convergence exer-
cises at near (Exercises B and D). Exer-
cise C (practice with prisms, base in) would
here be obviously improper.

In cases Of combined divergence-excess
and convergence insufficiency, with marked
exophoria for both distance and near, we
would use all four exercises, varying them
according as one or the other element (diver-
gence-excess, convergence-insufficiency) pre-
dominates.

Each case has to be judged by itself,
and the amount of exercise prescribed deter-
mined by the patient's ability and endurance.
As a rule, I have the patient practice at home
either three or four times a day, for three or
four minutes at a time, each practice consist-
ing of Exercises A, B, C and D, done in
succession, and in the order given, and very
precise directions being laid down .as to the
amount of work to be done in each exer-
cise. These directions have to be modified
from time to time, as the muscular condition
changes. Hence, I re-examine the patients
once or twice a week, determining the amount

of deviation for distance and near and the
converging and diverging power, and from
these data judge how the case is progressing
and how the exercise should be varied.

At no time should any exercise be
pushed to the point where it produces more
than slight or temporary fatigue.

As a general thing, I think convergence
exercises do very little good, unless the
patient works up to a prism-convergence of
at least 500 for distance and near and reduces
his convergence near-point to less than two
inches. This he can usually do in two or
three weeks.

Esofihoria. —Here the use of diverging
prisms at near points (Exercise C) is indi-
cated. This is done some four times a day
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for a few minutes at a time. I have thought
this exercise especially useful in cases of
convergence-excess, and particularly in the
temporary esophoria produced in myopes,
who for the first time are wearing concave
glasses for near. Theoretically, it should also
help in divergence-insufficiency, or the con-
dition characterized by marked esophoria for
distance, with low or negative diverging
power and with little or no esophoria for
near. I have not had enough experience
with it in these cases to vouch for its efficacy.

II. To modify the effect of operations. —
The effect of a tenotomy can be very con-
siderably modified by prism exercises, par-
ticularly if these are initiated during the first
few days after the operation.

Here considerable care has to be ob-
served, for it is quite possible to produce an
unpleasant over-effect by excessive exercise.
The exercise in this case, at least during the
first week or two, ought to be conducted
mainly by the surgeon himself, being altered
from day to day, and one exercise being bal-
anced against the other as the case demands.

I am sure that I have prevented the
development of a divergence after tenotomy
of the interni, by exercise with prisms, base
out, and the development of an undue con-

vergence after tenotomy of the externi, by
exercise with prisms, base in, and in other
cases still have secured closer approximation

to an ideal result by means of prism. exercise.

III. To modify accommodative slates. —
Exercise with prisms, base out, may be used

to stimulate a subnormal accommodation,

and exercise with prisms, base in, to relieve

a spasm of accommodation. These exer-

cises, particularly the latter, constitute a

very useful application of prisms.

Vision in the Ocean Depths

It seems a contradiction in terms to speak of
" vision in the ocean depths," because, as we
know, below a certain depth the ocean is pitch
dark. But in an interesting contribution to Cosmos,

by M. E. 1-16richard, the writer tells us how those
of the deep-sea creatures that need light in the

pursuit of their prey manage to make it for

themselves:
Dredging shows that the great

In the Deepest depths of the sea may reach
Depths S000 or even 9000 meters (28,-

000 to 3o,000 feet); at this depth,
as we go farther and farther, the temperature
diminishes and tends to approach zero ; there is an
increase of pressure of one atmosphere for every
JO meters (32 feet) of depth, and finally the light
grows rapidly feeble, until below 400 meters it no
longer penetrates ; there is eternal darkness.
Plants, not being able to grow without light, dis-
appear at this level ; as a first consequence of life
in the darkness all animal life found below it must
he carnivorous ; there also result important modi-
fications in .the organs of vision.

According to the transformist theory, every
organ not in use atrophies and finally disappears—
a fact that had been verified in the case of vision
by creatures living in caves or under ground. be-
fore the study of great ocean depths had been
prosecuted. Nevertheless in this latter medium
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species belonging to three essentially different
groups—fishes, cephalopod mollusks and superior
crustaceans—have organs of vision as perfect as
possible, while with others the vision is almost
entirely atrophied.

Huge Organs 
By the side of creatures deprived
of the sense of sight we have

of Vision others provided with huge or-
gans of vision, like a young fish

with pedunculated eyes found at 2000 meters depth
by the Valdivia (a German exploring vessel). This
apparent paradox has been cleared up since the
first expeditions ; the darkness, in fact, is not abso-
lute at great depths ; certain animals are them-
selves a source of light, as is the glowworm on
land, or the firefly and so many other species,
especially in the tropics. Among marine fauna
phosphorescence is a much more frequent pheno-
menon, especially at great depths ; it is due either
to a pecular mucous secretion on the surface of the
animal or to special organs that give out light in
flashes.

The crustacean chrysophorus, a carnivorous
swimmer, with enormous eyes, has luminous or-
gans attached to these ; two others ornament the
upper part of the thorax, and still another pair the
ventral surface. The structure of these latter
organs is complex ; they include essentially a re-
flector, shaped like a horseshoe, and a lens to
concentrate the light. The organ that is attached
to the eye is less complex, having no lens, but only
a parabolic reflector.

These veritable projectors were at first taken
by the anatomist for an organ of vision, and this is
not astonishing, for all the animals studied were
then dead, and as. their lanterns were all extin-
guished their analogy with the eye was complete.

The luminous organ is found in
An Illuminating perfect condition in the cepha
Organ 

-
lopods obtained by the Valdivia,
and it was even possible to pho-

tograph some of them by their own light. Among
the fishes these special organs are not less nume-
rous and varied ; in the stomiades there is a double
set of luminous organs, one set being by the side
of the fishing-filaments.

The function of the organs that accompany
the eyes is to illuminate the surrounding space to
enable the animal to perceive its prey. Several
hypotheses have been advanced regarding the role
of the others ; they may serve to dazzle and at-
tract the prey as a lamp attracts a moth.

Although other creatures of the deep sea do
not see, this is because of their different habits ;
the absence of eyes is an absolute characteristic of a
sedentary life, and the swimming creatures all see.

At the surface, the eyes of the cephalopods
strongly resemble those of the vertebrates ; hile,
generally speaking, crustaceans have faceted eyes.
Extner has shown that in the light each facet fur-
nishes a special image, but that in the dark the
judges become one by superposition ; thus the
luminous sensation may be sufficiently strong even
with a very feeble illumination.

The disposition of pigment in the eyes of the
deep-sea crustaceans is always that e hich is deter-
mined by darkness in the case of analogous surface
creatures, and a large number of the crustaceans
of great depths are even wanting in pigment
entirely.

A very important fact about this
So-Called structure of the eyes, is that this
Telescopic Eyes adaptation to the environment

is found equally in three very
different groups ; it must therefore be absolutely
necessary. To this special arrangement of the
eyes, in long parallel tubes, Chun has given the
name of " telescopic eyes." The structure is pecu-
liar—no diaphragm, huge crystalline lens, and pro-
portionately large retina. These telescopic eyes
are intended to grasp the image of moving lumi-
nous points, showing the presence of other
creatures at short range.

Here is precise correlation between environ-
ment and organ, a correlation that becomes striking
\Olen we study the crabs. Among species that the
at the surface, while certain ones run about, others
remain almost constantly in the earth ; the eyes
are much more developed in the former. In great
depths. this difference is much exaggerated ; the
species that are unable to mount to the suriace at
any period of their lives do not see.

Thus are cleared up, taking account of the
conditions of existence, many facts of atrophy or
organic disappearance that have hitherto been un-
explained.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

HARRY P. HOLMES, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
E. L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held at Minnea-
polis, July 24, 25, 26 and 27, 1905.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
0629)

HON. ALBAN G. H. GIBBS, M. P., Master.
COL. T. DAvies sicwELI„ F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. W. DUNSCOMBE, F. B. 0. A. President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.B.O.A,, Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
T. H. BROWN, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Next meeting at Montreal, June 30th and July 1, 1905.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHA LMERS, President, Springburn, Glasgow.
1). L. MURRAY, Secretary, 621 Duke Street, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)

H. A. BARRACLOUGH, B. 0. A., President,
A. A. C. COCKS, B. 0. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, PreSidellt.
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

The Optical Specialists' Association of America

J. C. CLARK, President, Si 1 y • lewd.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, Wide' Me,

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALIMERS, President, Lake CO), Minn.
C. A. SNELL, See)' , 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maiue.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

H. J. COOK, President, Knoxville, Teun.
GEO. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sta.,

Nashville, Teuu.

Colorado Optical Association (19011

It. 13. F/N(II, Presitleill, Denver, Colo.
R. H. secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
MISS E.H.CHAPMAN, Cor.Seey., 1055 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians 11901)

THOMAS GOWENLOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REP:o, Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

A. II. IIATor, President, .TelFersou City, Mo.
ELMAR II. Sclimorr, Secy. and Treas., Washington, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

W. WATT ROYALL, President, Martinsville, Va.
JOHN W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. WALLIS, President, Columbus, Ohio.
L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

J. M. IRAIEN, President, Louisville, Ky.
C. H. BOWEN, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

Next meeting in Lexington, May 16, 1905.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
(1904) CHAS. G. CONYNE, President, Mandan, N. Dak.

W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Pak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

FREDERICK H. IIEwfmrT, President, Paterson, N. J.
J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 10 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)
WILLtAm H. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

DR. R. BESKOW, President, Greenville, Texas.
J. M. CRAWFORD, Secretary, Denial:HI, Texas.

Rhode island Society of Optometry (1903)

WALTER BLAKE, FreSidel1I, Providence, It. I.
G. Fauoultic BEANE, Secretary, 139 Mathewson Street,

Providence, It. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)
W. E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. R. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)

R. Du MESLE, President.
P. G. MOUNT, secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester Ste.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. FOLSOM, President, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
C. II. KITTRELL, Secretary, Dublin, Ga.

Annual meeting, June 13, 1905, at Tybee Island.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. 13. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City.
A. SHAW, Secretary, 1145 Broadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1905)

S. P. SclicEssm.dc, Secretary,
LOUIS CLAUDEI„ President, Nilea‘tvoln/rilte(amn;,,,IL,aa.,

Nova Scotia Optical Society (1905)

A. C. WHITTEKER, President, Halifax, N. S.
G. A. Btounituou, Secretary, Halifax, N. S.

New Mexico Association of Optometrists (1905)
Orr° G. 11inaia, President, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
GEO. F. EVERETT, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
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New England Association of Opticians (1894)

ALBERT A. CARTER, President, lh,sti, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter st., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

H. E. HERMAN, President, Williamsport, Pa,
C. A. LONGSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. 1'.
Roolut F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Annual meeting at Rochester, June 20, 1905.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

J. H. ELLis, President, South Bend, Ind.
MISS MARGARET J. ERISNIAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Next meeting at Indianapolis, June 5, 1903.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

P. SCHOLLER, President, Hancock, Mich.
E. Eimun, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

lowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
B. M. Buns, Secretary, Vinton, Iowa

Annual meeting, at Des Moines, June 13 and 14, 1905,

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. ROGERS, President, Chicago, Ill,
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. H. WOOD, President, Oakland, Cal.
WILLIAM E. HESS, Secy., 505 Kearny SI., San Francisco,Cal,

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNEs, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EvElimot.13, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, SeCretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Oranite State Optical Association (1900)
L. E. WHITE, President, Concord, N. II.
1V, E. BURNER., Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

HENRY WALDECK, President., Milwaukee, Wis.
1, M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, TOIllith, WIC

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)
F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

H. C. WArrs, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HotmEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets third Thursday of each month.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LER() r RYER, President.
R.M.LocKwoon, flee. Sec., 119W, Fifteenth St., New York,

Meets second Wednesday of each month.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY M. licsvon, President, Rochester, N. Y.
C. I. SUMERISKI, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EvArts, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.
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Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.NEwcoste, President, State and Adams Sta., Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS HOUSE, President, Weiland, Out,
F. G. Durn.or, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out,

Optical Society of Western New York (1903)

ROGER F. WILLIAMS, President,
ERNEST V. STECHER, Secretary, Buflalo, N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES G. HOLCOMB, President,
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)
FRED. DETMERS, President,
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1M)
OREN H. Hicxer, President. Pueblo, Colo.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)
F. C. CUFF, President.
J. A. McAvoY, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

Meets second Thursday of March, September, November.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York (1905)

F. E. ROBBINS, President Elmira, N. Y.
F. A. JORDAN, Secretary, Elmira, N. Y.

Optical Trades Association (190S)
(New York City)

F. D. SCHMIDT, President, New York City.
Jos. FRIEDLANDER, Secretary, 8 Maiden Lane,N.MIorkCity.

Code of Ethics for Opticians

INASMUCH as a code of ethics is a sine1- qua non of professionalism in any line,
the opticians are acting wisely in formulating
such a code and advocating its adoption by
refractionists generally. If we remember
aright, the first formal code of this character
was drawn up by the Rochester Optical
Society, and formally adopted by them some
months ago. Since that time other societies
have followed the worthy example, and all
seem to regard the code with much favor.
The Minnesota society adopted the code, or
a verbal modification of it, some time ago,
and have mailed a copy of it to all the re-
fractionists of the State. At the recent
composite meeting of the Missouri and
Kansas societies, held in Kansas City, the
code was also adopted. In view of the
general and highly commendable interest
now taken in this matter, we gladly reprint
the code as promulgated by the Minnesota
society. The change from the Rochester
document is only in the phrasing :

ARTICLE I

LOYALTY

Section i.—Every member of this society shall
feel it his duty to further the interest and welfare
of the socity by attendance as often as possible at
its regular and special meetings, the prompt pay-
ment of dues, and by endeavoring in every way to
support and help in the work proposed or under-
taken by the society.

Section 2. —The endeavor to attain the highest
possible standing of personal conduct, character,
and quality of professional work, shall be deemed
the best indication of an optometrist's loyalty to
the society.

Section 3.—As optometrists, we should avoid
all unkind criticisms of our fellow workers, as the
same is deemed unwise and unprofessional.

ARTICLE II

DUTIES TO THE PATIENT

Section 1.—The confidence ill the character
and ability of an optometrist, shown by the patient

(Continued on page 995)
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We have for the past year or more been aware of the

fact that gold filled Frames and Mountings stamped 4 4 Stevens

Patent " were being sold as goods of our manufacture. We

wish publicly to acknowledge with thanks the implied com-

pliment to the potency of the application. We dislike in

any way to disturb a condition which has been so much to

our advantage by reason of publicity; but since the com-

plaints lodged with our traveling representative by those who

have been deceived have become so numerous, we are forced

to publish the fact that we have not used, do not, and shall

not use the words " Stevens Patent " in connection with

our line.

As soon as the matter can be arranged with satisfaction

to our customers and ourselves, our goods will be stamped

with an identifying mark which will leave no doubt in the

minds of the users as to their origin.

=
== STEVENS & COMPANY
=
a === -2Manufacturers=— aa =
a= Providence, R. I. =_== =

June, 1905 THE

Code of Ethics for Opticians
(Continued front page 993)

=
in placing his case in his care, should not be=
abused. No exaggeration of the patient's visual

a imperfection should be made, to influence the sale.
= The welfare of a patient's eyes, his good will and—
= personal comfort should be above the desire to
= make a sale, and if the patient does not need= glasses, he should be told so, and charged theF– regular examination fee.

Section 2 —Cases that in any way indicate the
need of medical treatment, should be referred to a
competent oculist or to the family physician.

5111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111=-

ARTICLE III

DUTIES TO PHYSICIANS

Section z.—Our duties to physicians should
not be ignored. No optometrist should include in
any criticism of the medical men, but we should
deem them our best friends, and endeavor to work
in harmony with them as far as possible.

Section 2.—It is deemed unvvise for an optome-
trist to recommend the use of any drug or eye
lotion for diseased eyes, but he should advise all
patients so afflicted to consult medical authority.

ARTICLE IV

DUTIES TO THE PUBLIC

Section r.—Ali optometrist should be diligent
in enlightening the public regarding the care of
the eye, and the causes and dangers of defective
vision and eyestrain. He should constantly
endeavor to raise the standard of competency
among optometrists and do all in his power to
preserve legislative recognition of the practice of
optometry, afterwards being vigilant to keep it
effective and beneficial.

ARTICLE V

PRACTICES

Section i.—It is deemed unprofessional for an
optometrist to canvass from house to house, but he
may make professional calls upon request, the
same as physicians.

In adhering to this code, the refraction-

ist will be doing full justice to himself, his

patients and his profession. It will advance

him greatly in the estimation of the public,

and place him in a position to command

such liberal fees for his services as the dignity

and delicate character of his calling should

command.

New Jersey State Optical Society
The second annual meeting of the above

society was held recently at the Continental Hotel,
Newark, N. J. Before proceeding to practical
business the members partook of supper in the
dining room. President G. , F. .Applegate called
the meeting to order and the minutes of the last
annual gathering were read and approved.

The following members were admitted at this
meeting : Ernest H. Smith, Vineland ; J. A. Gil-
lesheimer, Philip Nosher, W. S. Gwynne and
Chas. E. Miller, Newark ; F. Goldblum, Rahway.
In his annual address the president spoke of the
desirability of getting a hearing in the daily jour-
nals of the State in the presentation and further-
ance of their efforts to purify and legalize their
work. He said it was to be regretted that there
had been practically no record in the daily papers
of the recent important Albany committee hearing
of the New York optometry bill, and that, in fact,
many of the newspapers had refused outright to
discuss the matter at all. He realized, he said,
that for some unknown reason nothing in this
direction was to be expected from the great city
papers, but that every optometrist living in the
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smaller towns should use the columns of the news-
of his own place.

The principal speaker of the evening was
P. A. Dilworth, of New York, whose paper on
" The Ophthalmoscope " appears on another page.

The executive committee recommended the
official adoption of the minimum price-list of the
Rochester Optical Society, the various members to
use the same as far as local conditions permit, and
to mould opinion in their various cities with a view
to its general adoption. Instructions were given
the secretary to procure copies of this list and dis-
tribute them among the members, and at the same
time request them not to lower the prices for
repair work. The respective reports of the secre-
tary and treasurer were submitted and showed a
membership of eighty-nine and a satisfactory bal-
ance in the treasury. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : President, F. H.
Hewlett, Paterson ; vice-president. L. B. Hilborn,
Newark, N. J.; secretary, J. J. Hartman, New-
ark, N. J., treasurer, L. A. Rochat, Jersey
City ; executive committee—R. G. Smith, chair.
man, Jersey City ; 0. 0. Stillman, New Brunswick,
N. J.; L. B. Hilborn, Newark, N. J.; I I. E. Pine,
Bridgeton, N. J., and James Wheeler, Salem, N. J.

The attendance included : I.. II. Hilborn, F. D.
Jackson, E. C. Kerr, W. H. Podesta, C. E. Bail,
L. A. Rochat, P. A. Dilworth, R. G. Smith, E. Le
Roy Ryer, T. C. Learning, Geo. Wilking, Fred.
H. Hewlett, F. Goldblum, Philip Nosher, J. A.
Gillestieimer, J. Edward Jaeckle, Joseph Vilanoh,
George F. Applegate, Caleb Dickinson, William
P. Short, W. E. Gwynne, J. F. Decker, James S.
Wheeler, C. J. Brotherly, Joseph J. Hartmann,
R. M. Lockwood.

Frederick H. Hewlett, of Hewlett & Sachs,
Paterson, N. J., the newly-elected president of the
New Jersey State Optical Society, whose portrait
is here shown, was
born at Mount
Kisco, N. Y., on
September 20, 1859,
and has been in the
optical business for
thirty years, having
entered the factory
of the Spencer Op-
tical Co., at Mount
Kisco, in December,
1875. His next con-
nection was with the
New York Optical
Co., NewYork City.
Other metropolitan
firms with which he
was engaged in the years that followed were F. A.
Cook, E. B. Meyrowitz and GaNun & Parsons.
He afterwards opened business as a manufacturing
and jobbing obtician in New York, but in 1891 he
went to Paterson and, in partnership with Chas. H.
Sachs, opened under the firm-name of Hewlett &
Sachs, the retail optical concern with which he is
now identified. He is a business man of the pro-
gressive type, and with his ripened experience in
the trade should prove a worthy chief executive
of the New Jersey Society.

President Frederick IT. Hewlett

Rochester Optical Society
The Rochester Optical Society, Rochester, N.Y.,

has elected the following officers for the ensuing
year : H. M. Bestor, president ; L. L. Mincer, vice-
president ; C. I. Sumeriski, secretary; H.C. Mielke,
treasurer. Executive committee : Messrs. Benedict,
Newman, Bliss, Pellow and Handy.
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New York City Optical Society
The above society held its regular monthly

meeting at Lexington Assembly Hall, New York,
on Friday evening, May 12th, President E. LeRoy
Ryer in the chair. The business session was occu-
pied with the reading of the minutes, the election
of Albert Cohen to membership and the authoriza-
tion of bill payments. It was decided to revert to
the original meeting arrangements and, accord-
ingly, the society will assemble in the Fifth Avenue
Hotel on the second Wednesday of each month in
the future. The secretary was instructed to make
all the arrangements necessary for the change.
After an exhaustive discussion of the question of
adopting a minimum price-list, it was decided to at
once set about obtaining the signatures of all who
were %villing to adopt such a list. The movement
was inaugurated there and then ; President Ryer
headed the list and these members followed suit:
R. M. Lockwood, P. A. Dilworth,Willard B. Fisher,
A. M. Frankel, A. 13. Barrow and W. S. Hold.

The scientific session consisted of a lecture by
President LeRoy Ryer, on " Means for Estimating
Correctly the Differences that May Exist Between
Two Eyes." The following questions evoked
by the question box were fully discussed :

I. In testing hypermetropia subjectively, should
the correction be that lens which blurs slightly or
the strongest one that gives perfectly clear vision ?

2. When should the full myopic correction be
given, and when should it not?

3. Should myopic astigmatism always be fully
corrected?

Lowell Optical Society
A special meeting of the Lowell Optical

Society was held at the rooms of the New England
Optical Company, in Lowell, on the evening of
April 20th. There were about twenty local opti-
cians present who listened to a very interesting
and instructive address by Dr. Wm. A. Earle, of
Boston, on " Methods of Refraction." Dr. Earle
began his talk by giving in detail his own methods
of refracting a .ase, and in the course of his talk
gave many practical points on measuring the vari-
ous forms of errors of refraction. At the close of
the meeting the society extended to Dr. Earle a
vote of thanks for his valuable address.

We are glad to report that interest in the
society is growing, and that the membership list is
increasing.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry
The regular monthly meeting of the Rhode

Island Society of Optometry was held in Prescott
Post Hall, 124 Washington Street, Providence,
R. I., Monday evening, May 1st, with First Vice-
President W. J. Davis, of Woonsocket, presiding.

The regular routine business was transacted,
and John E. Ward, of Providence, was elected to
membership.

The committee on securing certificates pre-
sented a very handsome design drawn by E. A.
,Wright, of Philadelphia. It was unanimously
adoptecrby the society, and the secretary, who was
chairman of the committee, was instructed to pro-
cure same. It is an exceptionally-pretty certificate.

The committee on revising the by-laws made
its report, which will be acted upon at the June
meeting. The question box was opened and the
questions were discussed at some length by the
members present. Those most prominent in the
discussion were : Messrs. Tarbox, of Pawtucket ;
Fellinan, of 3Noonsorket, and Cyrus Blake and
S. A. Dodge, of Providence.
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JOHN L. MOORE 0 SONS
42 North Broad Street

Wholesale, Manufacturing, Importing
OPTICIANS

A Prescription Department That Will Never Betray Your Confidence

A prescription department that you can always depend upon.
Big or little be the order, it will execute it with the same painstaking care

neatly and, above all, " R-I-G-H-T."
It never errs a fraction, because there is no " between " point in optical

all right or all wrong.
And this is the outcome of years of experience—the most improved optical

and mechanical devices in the hands of skilled workmen.
We are the Pioneer Surface Grinders of the South.

ATLANTA, GA.

Translucent Signs—they are bright,
catchy, up-to-date and little in price.
Easily put on.

25c., 50c. and 75c.

Physical Culture of the
Ocular Muscles

No muscles of the body rcspond more
readily to physical training than .the muscles
controlling the action and movements of the eyes.

This is due less to the development of the
muscles than the wonderful increase in the volt-
age of the nervous current to them that the
exercise develops. It reaches back, through
the nerves, to the nerve centers. Hence the
therapeutic value of the gymnastics.

The Phoroscope is. an instrument that facilitates and provides a complete
system of physical trairiing for the mobile factors of vision. It is of special value
to the refractionist and neurologist.

Write for booklet containing full description to your regular jobber, or to the

promptly,

work; it's

machines

If you are adding to your optical stock or
installing new machines, we believe it will be
to your interest to let us figure, too and our
belief is based on our experience in lots of
cases just like yours.

RHODES WATCH TOOL CO.
Jefferson and Washington Streets, Chicago
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Missouri and Kansas Associations Meet
in Joint Session at Kansas City

Genuine interest, earnest endeavor and confi-
dence in future success marked the –joint meet-
ing of the Missouri and Kansas Associations of
Opticians, held in Kansas City, May gth and loth.
The convention surpassed that of the previous
year in attendance and enthusiasm when con-
sidered separately, but in joint session this was
doubly true. It was a success in every way, and
there was .considerable talk among the members
present from both associations of holding another
joint meeting next year in the metropolis at the
mouth of the Kaw. The two associations met
separately at the morning session on Tuesday. At
the afternoon session they came together, and each
session thereafter was a merged meeting. This
convention was the first joint meeting of the two
organizations.

Relations Between the Wholesale and Retail

Dealers

The sessions of the joint convention furnished
quite a number of indications of the exceedingly
pleasant relations which exist between the jobbers
and their customers in the retail trade. The
Kansas City wholesale houses, both in the optical
and jewelry trades, united in giving the convention
a very hearty reception and a generous and thought-
ful welcome, which was very much appreciated.
They were constant, through some of their repre-
sentatives, in attendance on the sessions and in
extending in many ways courtesies to the members.
Indeed, the cordial and hospitable spirit evidenced
by the wholesalers and the local optical people of
Kansas City contributed much to the pleasure of
the members and the success of the convention.
This same spirit made the out-of-town members of
both associations feel that Kansas City was the
right place to hold another joint session next year.

Much of the success of the meeting was due to
President Lane, of the Southwestern Optical Col-
lege, and Chas. L. and Fred. C. Merry, of the
Merry Optical Company. These gentlemen were
untiring in their efforts to make the convention
profitable, educational, pleasant and successful.

Separate Meetings

At the separate meeting of the associations,
Tuesday morning, only routine business was trans-
acted. President Hatch, of the Missouri Associa-
tion, made an address, reviewing the work of the
association for the past year. Being a resident of
the capital city of the State, he had done a large
amount of work before the State legislature ..he

past winter for the association's bill to regulate the
practice of optometry in Missouri. Mr. Hatch said
he was well received by the legislators, and had

every reason to believe that the bill would have

passed and become a law but for the great amount

of business on hand and the little time for it on

account of the large amount of time being taken

up by the senatorial deadlock. He felt encouraged

to say that prospects were good for the bill two

years hence, when the legislature would again be

in session.
President Thomas Gowenlock, of the Kansas

Association, in his opening address gave his ex-

perience with legislatures and suggested ways and

means of securing proper legislation to regulate

the practice of optometry in that State. Mr.

Gowenlock said it was the purpose of the associa-

tions to secure stringent laws in both States, and

that they proposed to keep up the good work
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until they had their bills passed and on the statute
books. He further said : "The associations of
both States had bills up before the last two legis-
latures, but in Missouri the senatorial deadlock
prevented the bill from being reported and in the
Kansas legislature the committee on hygiene and
public health, composed of doctors, killed the bill
without reporting it. It is easy to see which way
the wind blows when the doctors oppose such
necessary measures. There is nothing more
precious than the human eye, and why should it
not be protected ? We propose to have State boards
of examiners appointed to license opticians, so that
only competent men can practice."

Joint Meetings

Tuesday afternoon the two associations met in
their first joint session. The meeting was opened
by President Hatch, of the Missouri Association,
who introduced Mayor Neff, of Kansas City, who
delivered an address of welcome.

President Hatch followed with a neat welcome
from the Missouri Association to their brethren
from Kansas. President Gowenlock replied in his
usual happy vein. Dr. Lane next gave an interest-
ing and forceful optical talk of thirty minutes. He
began by saying that, after all, it was knowledge
and skill that was needed to build up the optician
in his profession. It was good to meet in annual
convention to review the past, discuss the present
and make plans for the future. We may not be

able to do all we desire, but much has been accom-

plished and more remains to be done. But this
one thing we all can do—get knowledge. This

can be done in our every-day work and in quiet

study in our homes after the day's work is done.

When we have the proper knowledge and the
thorough skill to meet every emergency, then we

are bound to command the respect of the entire

public, not excluding the medical profession.
An illustrated lecture on the eye, covering both

normal and abnormal conditions which interest

the optician, was next given by Dr. Earl J. Brown,

with Geneva Optical Company, of Chicago, who

was listened to by a fine audience. Dr. Brown is

a familiar figure at both national and State associa-

tion meetings and never fails to interest his hearers.

He talked interestingly for over an hour, illustrat-

ing the natural eye on the screen in every condition

imaginable, and was clear and practical in descrip-

tion. Dr. Brown's lecture closed the afternoon

session.

The Banquet

The two associations were tendered a banquet

Tuesday evening, at the Midland Hotel, by the

jobbers of Kansas City, the arrangements being in

the hands of a committee consisting of President

S. W. Lane, of the Southwestern Optical College,
chairman ; Charles L. Merry, of the Merry Optical

Company ; W. G. Riggs, Columbian Optical Com-

pany ; Charles C. Hoefer,Woodstock-Hoefer Com-

pany ; Geo. H. Edwards, Edwards & Sloane Com-

pany; C. B. Norton, C. B. Norton Jewelry Company;

C. A. Kiger, of C. A. Kiger & Co.; Louis Meyer,

Meyer Jewelry Company ; Fred. Krueger, of Dorst

& Company ; A. E. Pittenger, president of Kansas

City Horological School ; Carl Kionka, of Kionka

& Stuhl, and W. S. Smythe, editor Kansas City

jeweler (Ina' Optician. Covers were laid for one

hundred people in one of the dining rooms of the

hotel. Back of the speaker's table, in an adjoining

room, was a table occupied by the jobbers and by

men of local prominence, who contributed their

efforts toward making the affair the brilliant success

it proved to be. S. W. Lane was toastmaster, and
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he introduced the speakers happily. A. H. Hatch,
the president of the Missouri Association, respon-
ded to the first toast, "Missouri," in a pleasing
manner and voiced the thanks and appreciation of
the members of the two associations for the cordial
hospitality with which their stay in Kansas City
had been accompanied.

President Gowenlock, of the Kansas Associa-
tion, was the next speaker, with " Kansas " as his
theme. Mr. Gowenlock delivered the most unique,
forceful and eloquent after-dinner speech that we
have had the pleasure of listening to in years. He
carried everything before him and kept playing with
his hearers until they kept crying for " more, more,
more !" His address was thoroughly enjoyable
and a regular gem in its way.

E. A. Krauthoff, secretary of the Kansas City
Association of Credit Men, was asked to respond
to the toast " Astigmatism," despite the fact that
he is an attorney by profession and a stranger to
the science and practice of optics. Mr. Krauthoff
delivered an ideal after-dinner address, full of good
points and interesting from start to finish. He is
graceful, witty and at times eloquent, and is an un-
usually accomplished and cultured speaker.

Hon. L. C. Boyle, an ex-attorney general of
Kansas and at present a. well-known member of
the Kansas City bar, delivered a spirited and
finished address on " Hypermetropia." He con-
trasted the business of the optician who asks only
a fair field .and no favor to sell goods of known
worth at a legitimate profit, with the class of finan-
ciers which deceive investors into buying some-
thing of unknown worth at many times its actual
value and later forcing them to sell the same un-
known quantities back at a fraction of their cost.

Election of Officers

The associations of the two States separated
for the election of officers. The Missouri Associa-
tion reaffirmed the scale of prices in effect last
year, and in special session elected the following
officers : C. M. Wheeler, Columbia, president;
Charles Smith, Boonville, first vice-president ;
C. E. Ring, Clinton, second vice-president ; E. H.
Schmidt, Washington, secretary and treasurer.
The association also reaffirmed the minimum scale
of prices in effect last year. The Kansas Associa-
tion adopted the code of ethics promulgated by
the Rochester Association, relating to treatment of
customers and competitors. It elected the follow-
ing officers : F. W. Hunt, Burlingame, president;
L. E. Armel, Holton, first vice-president ; Walter
Styling, Seneca, second vice-president; H. T. Cor-
son, Kansas City, Kans., secretary and treasurer.

The Kansas contingent to the convention was
as follows :
Jules A. Bourquin, Horton.
W. Lou Speer, Argentine.
C. II. Paxton, Paola.
F. W. Hunt, Burlingame.
W..1. Lewis, Topeka.
II. 'P. Corson, Kansas City.
Frank Kassell, Pittsburg.
Magnus S. Hall, Mankato.
Thomas Gowenlock, (lay

Center.
L. J. Grimm, Jewell City.
I). Hillabold, Canton.
Vance N. Robb, McPherson,
Perry E. Miller, Wellington.
J. II. Newell, Lyndon.
E. T. Lord, (Veneta°.
C. C. Stevenson, Pittsburg.

The Missouri coining
Claude M.Wheeler, Columbia.
A. 11. 'Hatch, Jefferson City.
.1. M. Pollard, Mexico.
C. E. Range, Trenton.
(VIII. Westphal, St. Charles.
John .1. Dowdey, Dexter.
C. F. Bass, Huntsville.
James R. Cary, Dexter.
J. Keehnel, Hale.
Elmar H. Schmidt, Washing-

ton.

J. H. Talbert, Kingman.
C. A. Wilson, Wichita.
W. C. \Vaguer, Osage City.
Otto Burklund, Osawatomie.
L. E. Armel, Holton.
Walter Starke, Junction City.
J. A. Mosher, Burlington.
Walter Sperling, Seneca.
W. A. Crawford, Kansas City.
F. W. Bartlett, Leavenworth.
S. F. Berner, Waniego.
Frank Kilgore, Caldwell.
F. W. Reed, Wichita.
S. F. Miller, Tonkawa, Okla.
J. C. Diss, Lawton, Okla.
L. E. Hendrickson, Osage

City.

ent comprised :
Leon Baer, Kansas City.
S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs.
Charles W. Frodsliam, Savan-

nah,
Thorwald Kolstad, Pleasant

Hill.
W. H. 'Meyer, Lawson.
Louis Megede, Richmond.
F. D. Ormond, Sedalia.
C. W. Crosby, Kansas City.
Geo. T. Field, Marshall.
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If you haven't
an

Ophthalmometer

you don't know how much easier and
more accurately you can test eyes with
one than without one.

If you will write to us, we will
send you a pamphlet telling you all
about it and how it will save your
money and time and enable you to
do work more satisfactorily to your
patients. It is an instrument of pre-
cision and gives accurate results as to
meridians of curvature and much
valuable. information as to corneal
astigmatism.

F. A. Hardy 0 Co.
Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians

THE SILVERSMITHS' BUILDING
BRANCHES ; Atlanta, Ga.

Denver, Colo.
Paris, France London, England CHICAGO, ILL.

California Optical Co., San Francisco, for Pacific Coast
{AOENTS • Olobe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., for New England

I). V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia

tine, 1905

Optical Questions an Answers
Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-

ment must send name and address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Qacstions will be answered in
the order in which they are recoivt.d. No attention will be
paid to anonymous commonly:it low..

To enable its to 11118Wer que,1 i tIs satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the mainivio,lit or eases submitted to us, it
ts essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points :

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"J. 71"—P/ease tell me how you make your cement
for bifocal lenses—your vet)/ best cement.
Please tell me the best lotion for irritated eyes
or granulated lids—something that I could Pre-
pare myself How many drops of belladonna
would it be advisable to drop in a person's eyes
before examining ?

Canada balsam is used to cement bifocals ; it
can be obtained from any optical jobber.

The most satisfactory eye wash for inflamed
eyes is a solution of boracic acid in the proportion
of ten grains to an ounce of distilled water, or a
half teaspoonful to a cup of water when prepared
by the patient himself. This is suitable for simple
conjunctivitis, hut is harmful if the cornea or iris
is involved, and as keratitis and iritis are often
mistaken for conjunctivitis, it is a safe rule to refer
all such cases to a physician for treatment.

The crude drug belladonna is not used in the
eye, but only its active principle, atropine, of which
a solution is made in the strength of from two to
four grains to the ounce, and one drop instilled
into the eye and repeated if necessary. But this is
a matter which optometrists would do well to leave
in the hands of medical men.

" N."—Gentleinan,age, thirly-seven,bookkeeper,
has worn glasses for fifteen years. Has had
various experiences with different " eye special-
ists" wehout relief. When he first came to
me he was wearing, R. E. — i ax. iSo° ; L.
E. — .75 ax. 1800. With this correction his
vision was ; by adding a — .50 sphere his
vision R. With the cylinder alone his range
was 511 to 42H, without glasses it was yt'l to
33/. Using the Roman type and the page con-
taining your questions and answers. Test with
Maddox rod at 6 in. showed orthophoria. By
producing diplopia with a prism base up, it
required e base in to flue the vertical arrows.
With these prisms still before him, two hori-
zontal lines 6'1 long would appear connected at
the right-hand end and the one seen with the
eye would appear Mu lower than the one seen
with the left at the left end. In the distant lest
withoutglasses, he could barely read the 20-foot
line with the left eye, and the 30-foot with the
right. I sent him to a physician for a ',grill-
ahc and got substantially the same result.
These results were borne out with the Geneva
retinoscope and with the ophthalmoscope attach-
ment. I could detect nothing except a slight
indication of scrofula. Now, what puz.:les me
is, that I cangive him vision above /he average,
yet when he reads any length of time he gets
what he terms a " blinding headache." I tried
base-in prisms but soon discarded Ment and
added a + sphere for near work, but nothing
gives him satisfaction.

The history of this case would lead us to sus-
pect hypermetropic astigmatism, instead of myopic.
Because he was wearing concave glasses when first
seen, does not, by any means, prove the existence
of myopic astigmatism. The fact of the matter is
that it is a very common error to mistake hyperme-
tropic astigmatism for myopic. In such cases the
accommodation is indirectly brought into action to
neutralize the hypermetropic meriadian ; in doing
this, it has an equal effect on the emmetropic
meridian, which is thus made, apparently, myopic.

The principle involved is so important that we
will use an illustration to make it more understand-
able. Suppose a case of simple hypermetropic
astigmatism of 1 D., the defect being located in
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the horizontal meridian, the correction for which is
+ I cyl. axis 900. Without glasses the accommo-
dation is called upon to the extent of i D. This
converts the horizontal meridian into a condition
of emmetropia, and the vertical meridian into a
condition of myopia. Now, then, with the accom-
modation in force when the glasses are placed
before the eyes, the correction will be — i cyl. axis
1800. In both cases the astigmatism is " with the
rule," and the same relative difference is maintained
between the vertical and horizontal meridian, the
former exceeding the latter in each case by r D.

Under such conditions it is easily understood
how the patient might be in doubt about the accept-
ance of convex cylinders, and then the optometrist,
without giving the accommodation an opportunity
to relax, changes to a concave cylinder, which is,
of course, quickly preferred, after which it is impos-
sible to return the convex cylinders, and the case is
wrongly diagnosed.

We are told this case was sent to a physician
for a mydriatic, but we have no definite report of
the result. We would advise either the addition
of a convex sphere to these concave cylinders, or
convex cylinders, and advise their constant wear,
even though they fogged distant vision for a time.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"E. G. L. "—Lady, seventy years old, about three
years ago came for .glasses. She could no/
make out the laws/ teller on chart at 20 pet ;
-I- 2 on each eye gaz,e her .3 a vision good, am/
with 3 added reading she was all right.
Lately she has been having trouble zcilh her
right eye, and while the vision is good when
she holds her head at a certain angle, if she
moves it up or down, part of the tellers (one
side of the chart) .1irde away, then she
can adjust her bead and see The chart aain Os
good as with The Other eye al celia in angles.
She sees double at a distance of 20 oro feet.
What would you advise in this case?

This case calls for a thorough and careful oph-
thalmoscopic examination in order to determine if
there are any opacities in the refracting media, or
if there is any lesion of the retina or optic nerve.
If diplopia shows itself at a distance of zo feet,
there is a loss of binocular fixation and a devia-
tion of the visual axes. Perhaps this may account
for the impairment of vision in certain positions.
Presumably the left eye is the fixing eye, and the
right eye the deviating one, but this must be defi-
nitely determined. Then is the deviation outwards
or inwards, and what strength prism will correct it,
and is base in or out ? Unless our correspondent has
confidence in himself that he can properly handle
the case, we think it would be best to refer her to
an oculist, for his own reputation and the welfare
of the patient.

•

" H. E. U."—Lady, about thirty-eight years, who
has never worn glasses, complains of her vision
being blurred at limes and that she 'cannot
recognize persons across Me street. I found
vision without lenses to be A'. E. ; L. E.
H. With the ..to//owing correction on the right
eye — 3 /1.... C— .5o D. cid. .r. 18o° , vision
was R. E. which was the best I could get it.
But with both eyes together with the above cor-
rection on the right, vision was Mascles
tested with the Maddox rod were fouvel to bal-
ance all right. Examination was made with
trial case. Would it be satisfactory to place
that correction on the right eye and a plane on
the left?

We are inclined to think that the glasses men-
tioned are too strong. A vision of ig would scarcely
be possible in the presence of 3 D. of myopia. A.
patient with this amount of near-sightedness would
scarcely be able to name the largest letter on the
test card, that is, their vision is likely to be less
than Mr.

The vision of the right eye has probably been
defective for many years, and the retina is doubt-
less amblyopic. Under such conditions the opto-
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metrist, in his desire to raise vision to normal,
keeps adding stronger and stronger concave lenses,
and as the patient does not always reject them, an
over-correction is the result. A re-examination
should be made, and convex spheres and cylinders
tried first, if they have not already been used. If
absolutely rejected, concaves may be tried with the
above precautions in mind, and the very weakest
found that affords the best vision. Inasmuch as
left eye is normal, it is doubtful if glasses will be
borne for constant wear. If not, then we would
suggest the daily exercise of the affected eye with
its proper correction, while good eye is occluded.

"R. IV C."—I regret that I did not give full
particulars in my question last month. The
girl's age is seventeen. Ara rely strong
physically ; slopped school in the junior year
of high school. Has a brix Id mind; bias
deformed limb and hand. Had a stroke of
paralysis when about one year old. Her vision
in either (re is normal. Reads the normal
line on the lest card at 20 feet. Cycloplegic test
reveals emmeh-opia (not any hyperopia). In
fact, + .25 D. sph. clouds her vision, while
under ah-opine. There is absolutely no error
of refraction in either eye. 1 thoroughly tested
this under atropine before 1 wrote you, which
I should have stated. The manifest strabismus
is the only trouble, and it takes a prism 8°, base
out, to establish binocular vision, which glasses
look odd, and are heavy, but she refuses to
submit to knotomy.

In view of the former attack of paralysis, the
question at once occurs as to whether the stra-
bismus present in this case is paralytic or concom-
itant. This is an important point that must be
determined, and it can easily be done by watching
the movements of the two eyes. In the concomi-
tant form the squinting eye follows the good eye in
all its movements in every direction. In paralytic
strabismus there is an absence of movement in one
direction—that is, in the direction of the affected
muscle. The treatment will depend on which form
of strabismus is present. In paralytic, a tenotomy
is not to be thought of ; rather, a course of treat-
ment instituted to restore the innervation of the
muscle. The fact that there is no hypermetropia
present to cause concomitant strabismus, leads us
to believe the deviation is paralytic, in which case
it would be well to consult a medical man.

" E R. W"— I have several cases when examin-
ing jOr musuetar imbalance with the illaddox
rod that lhe streak of light is seen in the same
direction as the rod runs which is exactly oppo-
site 10 the a 'ay it is seen in most cases. I was
vely milieu/err to have it centered in front of
/he (yr', and have tried to find what might
cause it, and would like to know if you have
had such e.iperiences, and where the trouble is?
One case is—girl of fourteen, with 2 D. of
hyperopia, asthenopic and decided lack of due-
l/on power in lateral muscles, add. 13°, abd. 5.
..Inaher—young 1/100/ heenty-five years, eyes
inflamed, vis. each lye, RR +, ref. corn. hyp.
ast. 7t,ith oblique ax. ; not wearing glasses,
duction weak, add. 180, abd. 3°.

The Maddox rod is simply a strong cylinder,
and knowing the action of such a lens upon light
it is impossible that the streak of light should run
in the same direction as the rod. It must be at
right angles ; this is a law to which there are no
exceptions. There may he other sources of light
than the single point of light that should be looked
at, which may tend to confuse the patient, but the
invariable law is as above stated.

In the case of the girl, the hypermetropia
should be corrected as fully as possible, and this will
probably afford relief to the asthenoptic symptoms.

In the young man's case, it goes without say-
ing that the compound hypermetropic astigmatism
should he carefully corrected, and instructions
given to wear glasses constantly.

The knowledge of the duction power of the
external and internal recti muscles as given in these
two cases is of little value in the absence of other
tests. The fact is these duction tests are often
misleading because the patient does not seem to
understand what is expected of him and hence the
full power of the muscles is not always determined.



MURINE EYE REMEDY
This remedy is distilled from pure botanical products that have been positively demonstrated

to possess active properties—Antiphlogistic, Antiseptic, mildly Astringent, Absorptive and Tonic—
which properties, united in perfect harmony, constitute a reliable bulwark of defense and curative
strength—unsurpassed for the protection of the Eye and the treatment of Eye-ills.

The discovery that MURINE is non-irritant and harmless unier all conditions, while at the
same time the most powerful eye curative yet evolved by medical science, has led to the adoption
of MURINE by oculists and others needing eye preparations.

The soothing, sedative and anti-inflammatory effects of MURINE, due to the unequaled ab-
sorptive action on irritated and diseased membranes, has placed it prominently before the medical
world, to the supplanting of many of the irritating, smarting, burning treatments of the old school,
as a collyrium with which to subdue irritation, congestion and inflammation, and for the suppression
of disease-processes in the ocular membranes and tissues.

To prescribe MURINE, to use MURINE, is equivalent to the removal of eye troubles in so far
as a collyrium may be effective. Errors of refraction often cause strained and diseased conditions
of the eye and eyelids; these errors must be corrected by properly fitting glasses in order to make
effective the relief afforded by MURINE and to prevent their recurrence.

MURINE EYE REMEDY has steadily but surely grown into general favor with the medical
profession, as well as with the non-professional, and in the home as a household "ready to use"
eye cure.

MURINE has won on its merit, has spared countless thousands the terrors of surgery, and
restored normal eyesight and eye comfort to an army of people in whose cases surgery would
have otherwise been adopted. There are many eye troubles requiring operative work—and in
every such case MURINE should be used before and after the operation.

MURINE is prepared in two forms, liquid and ointment. The former is termed MURINE
EYE REMEDY, the latter MURINE EYE SALVE (Unguentum Hydro-Murine), and is more espe-
cially indicated in diseased conditions of the eyelids.

MURINE is not an "Eye Water," but a remedy that cures a wide range of eye diseases
ordinarily treated by the oculist.

MURINE is offered as the only safe preparation known that is effective in the relief of con-
gestions and will obviate the use of mydriatics.

MURINE does not dilate the pupil; causes no pain; but clears the transparent medias of the
eye. Professionals often feel the need of a collyrium, where congestion or inflammation is present,
in order to prepare the eye for a proper measurement for glasses, but in view of the fact that there
is such a large number of eye waters and drugs suggested for this purpose, which have caused
discoloration—opaque spots—weakness of vision—and in many cases entire loss of sight, much
caution should be exercised in the selection of the vehicle used.

MURINE is a distillation, highly concentrated but absolutely harmless even in the eyes of a
nursing infant. It contains the astringent, antiphlogistic, tonic and antiseptic qualities so much
desired by the eye specialist, and is used largely by oculists and the medical profession throughout
almost the entire world. At the same time it is safe as a Home Remedy.

THE MURINE EYE REMEDY CO. OF CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
numbers among its associates prominent oculists who personally preside over its laboratory, and
is the only company thus professionally manufacturing an Exclusive Line of Eye Remedies of which
MURINE is the essential and standard.

OTHER. MURINE REMEDIES
MURINE EYE SALVE (Unguentum Hydro-Murine) for inflamed eyelids, scales on lids, lost

eyelashes, cysts, styes, ulcers, etc.
BANENE (taken internally) for cloudiness of vision, impaired circulation, floating spots before

vision, cataract absorbent.
GRANULINE, for old chronic cases of sore eyes and granulated eyelids.
OLIN'S RED CLOVER COMPOUND (Pink Tablets) for sore eyes, resulting from blood

disorders, completely purifies the blood. A very effectual remedy.
HYDRONE, an eye bath for cleansing eyes from Mattery discharge—and for the socket where

a glass eye is worn.
OXIDO-FLARINE (Salve) clears up opacities (spots) and cloudiness of the cornea when due

to a syphilitic taint, or other blood disorder, cures ulcers and running sores on edges of eyelids.
HYDRARGYRINE (Powder for local application) will remove spots (opacities) of the eye

(cornea) which are the result of inflammation or injury.
SULPHO-FERRINE, a systemic tonic in eye cases.

Prepared only in the Laboratory of the MURINE EYE REMEDY CO.
Sold by all Drug and Optical Jobbers CHICAGO, ILL.. U. S. A.

Eleventh. Annumit Convenflon of the New

Eng-mne Ao5oaaflon of Opficiian5

T
HE eleventh annual convention of the New England Association of

Opticians, held in Boston on May t6th and 17th, was the most success-

ful ever held in the history of the association and in point of numbers

was the largest optical convention as yet held, with the exception of one or

two of the annual meetings of the American Association. The register con-

tained 208 names, and while the great majority of these were from New

England States, yet there was a sprinkling from New York, Pennsylvania and

several other more distant States. The convention was held in

the same halls as used by the American Association three

years ago—the most successful meeting ever held by the

National Association.
This is the second year that the association has made an

effort to have an exhibit, and the showing made on this

occasion was very creditable and far in advance of the show-

ing made last year. The exhibitors reported excellent sales at

the convention and will probably be back with finer and

larger displays next year. The business meetings of the

society were well attended and the largest ever held. The

papers were all of a high character and the discussions which

followed their reading indicated the interest with which they

were listened to.

The Openfin ° Session

The morning hours of the first day, the 16th, were given

over to the inspection of the exhibits in the lower hall, the

registration and distribution of a large silk badge appropriately worded.

The first business session was held in the afternoon and was called to order

by President Hardy. The minutes of the previous meeting were read and

the reports of the secretary and treasurer were received and show the

association to be in a very flourishing condition. The active membership is

now 114, and the treasurer's report showed that they had a comfortable

balance on hand. R. C. Thompson, chairman of the programme committee,

reported receipts of $320 from advertising, and that after all expenses were

paid the committee would have over one hundred dollars profit to turn into

the association's treasury. This was received with applause, after which

the chair appointed Messrs. Ward, Donovan and Klein as tellers in the

annual election. Later in the session the tellers made their report, as follows:

President, Albert A. Carter, Boston, Mass. ; first vice-president, William L.

Thomas, Boston, Mass.; second vice-president, E. A. Flye, Gloucester,

Mass.; treasurer, Walter W. Slade, Boston, Mass.; secretary, George A.

Barron, Boston, Mass. Executive committee : M. J. Atherton, Boston, Mass.;

Howard C. Doane, Boston, Mass.; F. P. Simmons, Boston, Mass.; E. A.

Flye, Gloucester, Mass.; W. R. Donovan, Boston, Mass. Trustees of

funds : Briggs S. Palmer, Boston, Mass.; A. G. Barber, Boston, Mass.;

W. E. Hicks, Boston, Mass.; G. H. Newell, Lynn, Mass.; G. W. Mansfield,

Boston, Mass. Membership

committee : N.T.Worthly, Jr.,

Bath, Me.; F. M. Drisko, Dor-

chester,Mass. ; C. N. Quimby,

Boston, Mass.; C. S. Hart,

Lynn, Mass.; W. E. Wright,

Keene, N. H. For represen-

tative to the annual conven-

tion of the American Associa-

tion : Eben Hardy, Boston,

Mass.; alternate, Briggs S.

Palmer, Boston, Mass.

agency for a great many years and has made a very close study of the sub-

ject. He believed that the newspapers were the best mediums for adver-

tising as a general rule and quoted in support of his opinion the experience

of a great many of the largest advertisers in this country. The reading of

the paper was followed by a discussion on the subject, and Mr. Barber

answered many questions that were propounded to him.

The next paper was read by D. C. Doleman, of A. J. Lloyd & Co., of

Boston, on "Tone Lenses and Invisible Bifocals." The

portion of the paper dealing with tonic lenses will be found on

page wog of this issue ; the remainder of the paper will

appear in the next issue.
Mr. Doleman was followed by a paper prepared by E. E.

Arrington, of Rochester, N. Y., on the " Minimum Price-List,"

which was read by Briggs S. Palmer. Mr. Arrington gave the

history of the establishment of the minimum price-list in

Rochester, where the movement was first started, and told

how successful it had worked out in that place and also in

other localities where the plan had been adopted, and strongly

urged its adoption by the New England Association. The

sentiments expressed in this paper seemed to meet with the

general approval of the delegates present, and the best

methods to be followed were closely discussed after the read-

ing of the paper. Much consideration is now given to this

matter by opticians all over the country.
Henry Kirstein, of Rochester, N. Y., forcefully endorsed

the statements of Mr. Arrington as regards the success of

the minimum price-list at that place, and stated that it had done more to

establish confidence between the local dealers than anything they had yet

done as an association. He, however urged caution in whatever action

would be taken, as he stated there were legal risks in formally adopting a

list of this sort and they might be charged as violating the anti-trust laws of

the commonwealth. Mr. Doleman, who followed, thought that the best

method of keeping prices on a proper level would be to force the manufac-

turers and wholesalers to refuse to supply the retail dealers who cut prices.

Mr. Fellman, representative of the Rhode Island Optical Society, stated

that his society had been wrestling with this problem for some time past,

but had not come to any decision as yet ; but he believed they would follow

the lead of the New England Association in whatever action would be

taken. Mr. Fellman stated that the worst competition the optician ex-

perienced in regard to prices was with the jeweler who did some optical

business on the side, as he seemed to be willing to sell optical goods at a

lower price than the regular optician. He also thought that the question of

charging a fee for examination was inseparable from the minimum price-list

question, and that it was really the solution of the problem as to how they

could adopt a list that would be satisfactory to the dealers in large cities as

well as in the small places. He pointed out that in the big cities, where
better prices prevailed, the
dealers could charge a larger
examination fee ; while in the
smaller towns or in mill cities,
such as the one he was located
in, and other places where
lower prices prevail, they
would have to make the ex-
amination at a very much
lower sum in order to retain
the minimum price-list agreed
upon.

It was suggested that the
chair ask a showing of hands
as to how many dealers had
been using the minimum price-
list, and about one-half of the
delegates indicated that they
had been doing so. After
further discussion, it was
agreed that the committee of
five having the matter in
charge should be increased to
ten and instructed to make a
report at the evening session.

President

Papey's
Discussion
The first paper on the

programme was read by J. W.

Barber, of the Barber Adver-

tising Agency. Mr. Barber

discussed " advertising " as a

general proposition. He is

well qualified to talk on the

subject, as he has been con-

nected with an advertising

A. A. Carter

d.un.do.on ynn by dobo ()la 'Co. and Boston ( )1a ia.al Co.
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(Continued on page 1008)
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If You Are Thinking
of putting in a workshop, 1N'rite for

a circular describing our

Opticians' Work Benches

THREE REGULAR SIZES-8 ft. x 2 ft. 8 in.,
4 ft. x 2% ft. and 3X.,, ft. x 16 in, Special siaes
made to order

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT

AND ADJUSTMENT

Construction—Rigid iron base. Solid maple top
I 3/I. in. thick, highly polished. Drawer with
zinc bottom.

Equipment—New composition grindstones (far
superior to Craigleith), adjustable pattern dia-
mond lens cutter, latest model diamond lens
drill, polishing head and, on the two large-size
benches, automatic edge-grinding machines.
Motors are of current and voltage to suit.

Adjustment—Shafts, hangers, pulleys and
machines are all so accurately adjusted as to
give least friction and almost noiseless running.

Have you a copy of our complete catalog?

Manufactured by

Globe Optical Co.
Manufacturers, Importers, Jobbers

403 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
The Ij House of New England

hilist?Iflp
hia ColEniule.TION Op.r,

C. H. BROWN, M. D.
(Univ. qf Penn'a, '78)

PRESIDENT AND PRINCIPAL Hoops 9 A. M. To 5 P. fe.

Established 1880

Incorporated 1892

400 Perry Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Burning Question is not whether you shall pursue a

Course and thus be in position to command the optical trade of your

vicinity. No, for the progressive man this matter has been settled

long ago. The only question is where you can take your Course to

get the best results. We are prepared to afford the best service in

Optical Instruction as per the following :

• Attendant Courses
Six Months J For higher educa-
Three Months tion of young men.

One Month
{Complete, practical
and very popular.

Special and Post-Graduate Courses

Our Dispensary affords op-
portunity for the practical experience
which is so desirable.

Correspondence Course
We originated the Correspondence

System of teaching Optometry sixteen
years ago, and ever since we have
been urging its claims on these pages.
All the time we have been on the
alert to utilize our experience in its
improvement, and so it has come to
represent the cream of Optical Instruc-
tion. No one knows what it can do
for him until he tries it, and then he
is pleased beyond measure and regrets
that he did not take advantage of it
before.

!leader, turn on the electric light and petit', this and some of our old ad,. tind then enclose Sc. for

our Announcement containing " The Key to Success in Optometry."

"ENTIRELY NEW"

OPEN

CLOSED, BACK tE CASE

TOPIC LENS
RIDING BOW CASE

A WELL-MADE CASE

The Hinges will not break, as they are

reinforced with muslin.

NON-CRUSHABLE

The back of the Case is formed to the

curve of the lens. Send ten cents for Sample.

Manufactured and patented by

HUB OPTICAL CASE CO.
Car. Cedar Street and Sanderson Avenue

Oakdale Square EAST DEDHAM, MASS.

Sold by the Jobbing Trade

Used and highly recommended by the
chief of the United States Navy, Admiral
;eorge noWey

Endorsed by General Arthur MacArthur,
Commanding General United States Army

You Will Hear No Complaints
About your glasses straining, blurring- or tiring the eyes if your custom-

ers use GEORGE MAYERLE'S ANTISEPTIC EYEGLASS WIPER,
guaranteed to give clear vision. Send cash or money order direct to

GEORGE MAYERLE
Phomt South 572 10702 Market Street, San Francisco, U.S.A.

Wholesale price, soc. per dozen Retail price, tsc. each $4.50 per gross

Most eminent clergymen, judges and
educators of America use George Mayerie's
Eyeglass Cleaners

Admiral IV. It. Whiting, Commandant
United States Naval Training Station, Si,,,
Francisco,usesand highly recommendethetu
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The tellers having made their report on the election of the new officers,
as indicated above, Mr. Carter, the newly-elected president, was called for.
He thanked the members for the honor conferred upon him, and promised
to bend all his efforts during the next year to advance the interests of the
association and advance the interest of optometry in general, and hasten the
day when the optician would be the only man who would furnish the public
with glasses. A vote of thanks was then extended to the local dealers and
others who had been instrumental in making the convention so successful,
after which the meeting adjourned at 5 P.m., in order that the room might
be cleared for the dinner which followed an hour later.

The Dinnea-
At 6 o'clock the delegates and visitors again assembled to partake of

the luncheon which was furnished by the Globe Optical Co. and the Boston
Optical Co. About 150 sat down at two long tables, running lengthwise in the
hall. Provision had not been made for such a large number, so it was neces-
sary to set a third table to take care of the overflow. When the coffee was
served, Secretary Barron arose and moved a vote of thanks to the hosts for
the entertainment. This was seconded by A. A. Carter and Wm. J. Benn.
In his remarks the latter stated that, with the possible exception of Roches-
ter, there was no city in the country that had made such a record for holding
and entertaining successful optical conventions as Boston, and referred to
the growth of the association and the large increase in the attendance,
especially in the last two years, over the previous meetings. He also
referred to the growth of the two companies who acted as hosts, and that a
great a deal of the credit for the success of the many optical meetings held
in Boston was largely due to the untiring efforts of Mr. Barber. of the Globe
Optical Co., who was one of the charter members of the New England
Assoctiation, and an active worker ever since its organization. These senti-

Exhibit of Globe Optical Co.

ments met with a hearty response, after which the motion for thanks was
formally put by the president and was heartily responded to. President
Barber, on behalf of the Globe Optical Co. and also of the Boston Optical Co.,
thanked the speakers for their kind expressions regarding himself and his
company, and said they were very glad to be able to co-operate in making
the meetings successful. The company then dispersed, and the hall was
cleared for the evening session.

Evening Session
The evening session began about 8 o'clock and was opened with an

address by Dr. C. H. Brown, of the Philadelphia Optical College, on " Prism
Problems." This interesting and instructive paper will be found on page
10( 1, of this issue. At the conclusion of the address a number of the mem-
bers asked the doctor his views on various problems connected with the use
of prisms, and the doctor explained what his opinion would be and the best
method for treating each case. .He was followed by a comprehensive paper
by A. Jay Cross, of New York City, on " Legislation for Opticians." Mr.
Cross gave in detail the efforts that had been made by the New York State
Society to pass a bill through the State legislature and the opposition they
had met on the part of the Medical Society.

After the reading of this paper the committee on the minimum price-
list made their report, suggesting a number of minor changes to be made in
the prices that had been used by many of the members during the past fr:w
months. After discussion as to the best method of putting the revised list
into effect, it was finally decided that the chair should recommend the:use
of the revised list to all the membership. The revised list will be printed
and distributed to the members for their guidance. The meeting then
adjourned.

The EldrAfibits
The exhibits were arranged on tables along both sides of the long hall.

Entering on the left, the first exhibit was that of the Meyrowitz Mfg. Co.,
of New York, who displayed their new ophthalmometer, Finch mountings,
pivot guards and amblyoscope, along with a number of other specialties
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and optical goods. The exhibit was in charge of C. E. Piper and H. G.
Herold. The De Zeng Optical Co., of Philadelphia, occupied the next
space, and H. L. De Zeng, of the company, explained the advantages of his
luminous ophthalmoscope, retinoscope and new ophthalmometroscope.

The next exhibit was that of the Globe Optical Co., and the special
feature of the exhibit was their complete work bench, combining a lens
drill, small motor, new composition grinding stones and automatic rimless
edge grinder. This outfit was greatly admired and favorably commented

Exhibits of 1V. F. Cushman and Boston Optical Co.

upon. In connection with this exhibit was the display of the dynamo and
other goods made by Kendrick & Davis. A. A. Waterman & Co. made
a display of their fountain pens in connection with this exhibit, as the Globe
Co. handle these goods in New England. The Globe Co. also displayed
one of their new revolving tables and a line of opera glasses and lorgnettes.
The exhibit was looked after by R. C. Thompson, F. M. Drisco, W. T.
Wilkins, E. B. Nagel, C. A. Nagel and E. P. Leonard.

On the opposite side of the hall, the first exhibit was that of the R. F.
Simmons Co., of Attleboro, who displayed a line of their eyeglass and guard
chains and also made a partial display of their fobs and a general line of
chains. The exhibit was in charge of M. A. Frohock.

The next space was occupied by M. J. Averbeck, of New York, who
displayed his new Flash self-filling fountain pen, in addition to a general line
of jewelry, and was in charge of Asher Green and Charles Welzmiller.

The next exhibit was that of the Bay State Optical Company. Here,
Mr. Chulee had a busy day in showing up the strong points of their new
independent safe guard, a sample of which was given to each of the visiting
delegates. Adjoining this exhibit was that of the Murine Eye Remedy Co.,
of Chicago, and here was exhibited the different eye remedies prepared by
this enterprising concern. It was in charge of Charles Waldenburg!), their
New England agent, who recently opened up an ffice in the Pond Building,
Boston. Mr. Waldenburgh was assisted in handing out sample packages
and telling about the merits of their remedies by Laurence Burnett, who for
a time was attired in a very handsome special uniform.

McIntire, Magee & Brown, of Philadelphia, were the next exhibitors,
and Mr. McIntire, of the firm, personally had charge of the exhibit, which
was confined to a few of the firm's specialties, Kachoo mountings made
without stud screws, Powell condensing lenses and several styles of a fine
special bending pliers.

The next exhibit was a large display of motors and a new upright lens
drilling machine by W. Green & Co., New York. The motors and drilling
machine were all in operation, and their noiselessness and easy running
attracted the attention of the visitors. The motors shown were the latest
models recently placed on the market, while this was the first time the lens

;ELECTRICLATIIEMOL:,-,s
• DRILLIHO

'W.GREEN9r0.
6 MAIDEN LANE • RIM v^s.

Exhibit a W. Green S: Co.

drill had been shown to the trade. W. Green, who was present in person,
booked a large number of orders for both. He was assisted in explaining
the advantages of the motors and drill by A. P. Waterman and George W.
Boy len.
Te Boston Optical Co. displayed a line of trial cases, automobile

goggles and books on optometry. The display was looked after by F. R.
Hardenbergh and James MacElroy. The next exhibit was a joint one of
W. F. Cushman, who displayed a line of his well-known German eye water

(Continued on page 1005)
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along with a display of Moore's non-leakable fountain pens, in which Mr.
Cushman is interested, of Adams, Cushing & Foster. The last exhibit on
this side of the hall was that of E. Kirstem Sons Co., of Rochester, N. V.,
and consisted of a display of Shur-on specialties and eyeglass cases. The
display was in charge of Henry Kirstern, who is a prominent figure at most
of the optical exhibits and conventions, at which he has acquired a reputa-
tion' for being a "great mixer."

Trip to 5outhbridge
About one-half of the visitors made the trip to Southliridge on the 17th,

to inspect the factory of the American Optical Company. The party traveled
in a special railroad car to Worcester, from which place the trolley cars con-
veyed them direct to the lens plant of the company. The morning hour left,
after their arrival, was taken up with the inspection of the two buildings
devoted to the making of all kinds of lenses. The new, massive brick
building, where the grinding is done, was first inspected and later the older
wooden structure, which was the sole structure formerly used in this
department, but now used for inspecting, washing, finishing and packing.

Here, as in the main factory buildings, the chief things of interest and
the different operations, were explained by large placards, which gave the
necessary information for a rapid inspection. Among those noted Were the
big generators of 400-horsepower, a compound engine of goo-horsepower, a
stock of raw lenses of 250 tons, still packed in the boxes they came in from
England and Germany, too tons of corundum, in bags, which is used for
grinding the lenses, and 150 tons of emery in bags. This latter is used over
and over again, by means of huge settling vats ; also a refrigerating plant
and a laundry. The big machine shop is also located in the basement of
the old building, while up-stairs, where was seen the interesting process of

Exhibits of -WNW°, Magee A Brown and Murine Eye Remedy CO.

finishing the lenses, was a vast series of bins capable of storing two million
dozen of interchangeable lenses. The visitors were greatly impressed with
the size and massiveness of the new lens building, with its thick brick walls,
its cement floors and pillars, and the rows and rows of huge grinding frames,
for making every conceivable kind of lens, working with great rapidity.

As the noon whistle blew and the 17oo odd employees, cf whom about
two-thirds are males, came pouring in great streams from the various build-
ings, the visitors were escorted to the new administration building in the
front center of the main factory buildings. After a brief inspection of the
splendidly-appointed offices of the president and secretary and treasurer,
and the directors' room, the party were ushered into the new exhibit room
on the top floor. This room had just been finished and was turned into a
banqueting hall for the occasion. After registering and being handed, as a
souvenir a framed print of the company's complete plant, neatly boxed and
appropriately inscribed, the party sat down to luncheon. The ride of an
hour and a half and the hour's walk through the lens plant had given all a
keen appetite, and the good things prepared and served by a Worcester
caterer were enjoyed in full measure. After the coffee was served, Mr.
Carter, the newly-elected president of the New England Association, arose
and proposed cheers for the optical company, and these were given whim a
will and a feeling that only a good meal can inspire. President Geo. W.
Wells, of the optical company, responded, and in a few words extended a
hearty welcome to their guests. He expressed regret that the exhibit of all
goods they made was not installed for their inspection, but promised that
this would be ready before their next visit.
• G. W. Fowler, of Lynn, Mass., who was of the visiting party, although
not a member of the association, expressed his pleasure at the oprortunity
of visiting the plant and partaking of the company's hospitality. In
addition to the print of the plant distributed to each visitor, he also found in
front of his plate an eyeglass case, containing a gold filled, rimless eyeglass,

with one of the newest-designed guards. The case was appropriately
stamped in gilt with the name of Che association and the company and the
date. The visitors also carried away a neat menu card.

Shortly after one o'clock the inspection of the main factory buildings
was begun, and, although the tour was made as rapidly as it conveniently
could be made for a passing inspection of the countless things of interest
that caught the visitor's eye at every turn, two full hours were taken up
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before the party reached the starting point. As during the inspection of the
lens plant, the visitors were divided into small groups, each in charge of one
of the officials or department heads, as the best means of giving as nearly
as possible a personal guide to each individual.

It was noted that almost all of the former buildings of wood have been
replaced with more solid constructions of brick and iron, and great piles of
loose brick are piled up outside ready for the construction of new buildings
to take the place of the small part still remaining of the old wooden frames.

Exhibit. of Meyrowitz Mfg. Co.

To the visitor of former years, the transformation was most striking, in the
changes made in such a short period and without interfering seriously with
the constant demand for goods. At a convenient point the visitors were
taken outside and around the rear of the buildings so as to obtain a better
understanding of the size and formation of the different groups of structures.

From the roof of the administration building the visitors were given a
view of the plant and the lens factory a little way down the Quinebaug
River, with the town of Southbridge on the other side. It would require
considerable space to record all the interesting things to be seen in this,
probably the largest optical plant in the world. Each department was gone
through and the various processes traced from the working of the raw
material to the last touches in the finishing room and inspection department
mind shipping rooms. Long sheets of gold filled stock, the first to be turned
out in the company's own plant for this purpose, were piled up alongside of
big blocks of solid gold that made one wish they, too, were stamped as
souvenirs, with a wheelbarrow to carry them off. As one passed through
almost startling figures would be given of the amount of goods the plant is
capable of producing-15o dozen a day in the gold department, 400 dozen in
the gold filled, and a great many times more in the cheaper grades ; 700
dozen eyeglass and spectacle cases a day, and 70 different styles of trial
cases are made ; $50,000 worth of leather is used in a year to cover cases of
all sorts, and many other things not possible to note in a hurried inspection.

Shortly after three o'clock the party wound up in the main offices again,
and after extending personal thanks and greetings with their hosts for the
privileges of the visit and the hospitality extended, the special cars were
boarded at the door, with a feeling that a day had been spent that was not
only pleasurable but profitable.

Albert A. Carter, the newly-elected president of the association, brings
to his new office all the advantages of youth, energy and enthusiasm. As
an initial step in the optical business, he entered the services of time Globe
Optical Co., Boston, Mass., in 1896, in the capacity of salesman, prosecuting,
at the same time, a thorough course of study under the New England
Optical Institute. In Igo° he severed his connection with the Globe Optical

Exhibits of M. A verbeek and It. F. Simmons Co.

and took charge of the optical department in Houghton & Dutton's
department store, Tremont and Beacon Streets, Boston, Mass. At this
time the firm did a counter business solely, but they afterwards established
an exclusive optical department with a handsomely-equipped office and the
most modern scientific facilities for refractive work. Of this Mr. Carter is
in charge and has, besides, a large interest in it. He joined the New
England Association of Opticians in December, 19ox.
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Necessity of Using the Ophthal-

moscope

Address by P. A. DILWORTH, ex-president of the Optical
Society of the City of New York, before the New

Jersey Optical Society.

F the uses of objective methods were more
fully understood by those engaged in the
study of the refraction of the eyes, it
would be of immeasurable benefit to us

as a class. First in importance comes the ophthal-
moscope, and as a knowledge of its uses cannot be
too widely disseminated, my remarks will be con-
fined to this indispensable instrument. The ophthal-
moscope was invented by Helmholtz in 1851, and
to this instrument more than to any other, we are
indebted for the the largest portion of our knowl-
edge of the eyes. Previous to its invention the
Phenomena of the fundus and reflex appearances due
to certain pathological changes were unobserved.
Now, by its uses, however, we are enabled to
explore the interior of the eye at a glance and the
optometrist is immediately able to determine the
normal from the abnormal ; to determine whether
there exist pathological conditions of cornea, lens,
retina or optic nerve.

It is always advisable to make a
general inspection of the eye
before proceeding to examine
for errors of refraction, as by so

doing we are immediately able to determine whether
the case is within our province or not. As a gen-
eral rule, we find the eye to be devoid of patholo-
gical phenomena. In such cases there is nothing
to prevent us from exercising our professional
functions, and we may proceed to adapt the required
glasses by whatever mode of procedure we like,
either objective or subjective. It is not sufficient
that we are able to talk volubly of errors of refrac-
tion and accommodation, muscular insufficiency,
etc., in addition it is absolutely essential that we
should understand the uses of the ophthalmoscope
in order to assure ourselves that the case is, or is
not, one for the optometrist.

In using this instrument we
employ three methods of illumi-
nation, viz., the oblique, the
direct and the indirect. By

the oblique or focalization method, a convex lens
of two inches, more or less, focal length is used,
and we concentrate a bundle of rays upon the
cornea and front part of the eye. The modus is
as follows : Place your client on a chair, with the
light on a level. with the pupil, and about fourteen
inches to one side and a little to the front. By
manipulating the light, thus causing it to flit over
the front part of the eye, we are enabled to detect
opacities of the anterior chamber and cornea. By
means of this examination time is frequently saved,
as slight opacities oftentimes occasion a subacuity
of vision, these opacities being often invisible
during the skiascopic, direct or indirect ophthal-
moscopic tests.

By the direct method we look directly into the
eye examined by reflected light from a gas flame,
or sixteen-candle power frosted electric light. The
light is placed at one side and back of the client's
head, about four or five inches to the right and
as many to the rear. In looking into the eye by
means of the ophthalmoscope, we must remember
that everything seen at the fundus or background
is enlarged at least eight or ten times. This is due
to the fact that the refractive media of the eye act
as a biconvex lens. But, as the fundus is viewed
through the refractive media and all images or

Preliminary
Inspection of
the Eye

Methods of
Examination

objects are seen magnified, we come to look upon
them, from their apparent size and position one to
the other, rather than from their real size and
condition.

If the right eye is the one to be examined, the
light is placed to the right and rear of the client's
head. We then sit at the right of the client on an
adjustable chair or stool, that brings us to the
same height as the client, and by means of the
ophthalmoscope, the light is reflected through the.
pupil into the eye. Now, in order to see the
fundus or background clearly, the observer must
come close to the observed. Then, by looking
through, if the media are clear, the whole fundus of
the eye can be illuminated, and one looks upon the
retina and optic nerve. This is the only nerve in
the whole body which can be inspected under
physiological conditions. I might also mention, it
is the only place in the whole body where the cir-
culation of the blood is exposed to view.

In examining the left eye, the
same manner of procedure is

Refractive Error followed. Now, in order to be
able to measure the amount cf

refractive error, by the direct ophthalmoscopic
method, the optician first corrects any ametropia

Measuring

Opht halmoscopie Examinat ion

that may exist in his own eye. To estimate the
amount of refractive error, it is essential that the
power of accommodation of both client and exam-
iner be thoroughly relaxed. This is easier for the
observed than the observer, because the observer
is inclined to look at the fundus as from a near
point, whereas he should view it as from an in-
finite distance, and if he looks at it as from a
near point, it produces an increased convexity of
the lens, making his eye temporarily myopic, which
would require a concave glass to see the details of
the fundus clearly ; whereas, the light reflected into
the eye of the observed, falling upon the macula,
the most sensitive part of the retina, causes him to
intuitively relax his accommodation.

However, this must not be wholly depended
upon and the client's attention should be directed
to a distant object. Now, having relaxed your
client's accommodation by making the examina-
tion in a dark room, and having directed him to fix
his vision on some object in the distance, then if
the examiner's own accommodation be suspended
—which often requires' great practice owing to
reasons already stated—and the image of the disk
appears quite clear and distinct, the case is one of
emmetropia.

The emmetropic eye is adapted for parallel
rays of light and as such the emergent rays travel
parallel, consequently when the accommodation of
both the observer and observed are relaxed, the

light which is deflected by the mirror into the
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observed eye, will again be reflected by the retina
and emerge parallel into the observer's eye, and
without effort be brought to a point on the retina.
If, however, it requires an effort of our accommoda-
tion to make the image appear clear and distinct,
we rotate in front of the aperture of our ophthal-
moscope a convex lens, and the strongest convex
lens which enables its to see the smallest vessels
distinctly, indicates the amount of hypermetropia.

lii hypertnetropia the emergent rays are diver-
gent, hence they neutralize the convexity of the
dioptric media of the examiner's eye, and in order
to restore the equation, we rotate the strongest
convex lens, which enables us to see the smallest
vessels clearly. If, however, by rotating the con-
vex lens into position and the image of the disk
becomes more indistinct, we turn the wheel of the
ophthalmoscope in the other direction, so as to
bring into place the concave lenses, and the weakest
concave lens that brings the blood vessels and
other details of the fundus distinctly into view, will
indicate the amount of myopia ; because, any
stronger lens merely brings into play the accom-
modation of the examiner. In a myopic eye the
emergent rays are convergent, and as such are
treated by rotating into position the concave lens,
whose angle of divergence equals the angle of con-
vergence of the reflected rays.

In cases of astigmatism ofttimes the disk
appears oval instead of round, and its longest
diameter may lie in any of the meridians. The
essential point to keep in mind is, that the lens
with which the vessels are seen in one direction is
a measure of the refraction at right angles to it.
The estimation of the refraction by this method is
very valuable, but to become proficient with the
test requires a great deal of practice.

Now, those who may not have
the opportunity to obtain the
necessary practice, with the
direct ophthalmoscopic method,

InIlduimreinctation 

may become proficient with the indirect method,
and with practice be able to tell the general refrac-
tive error. In using this method we view the eye
from a distance of ten to fourteen inches, and use
an intervening convex lens of, say, two or two and
a half-inch focus, placed at its focal length from the
eye. In this examination the lens is held by the
thumb and index finger directly in front of the
pupil and steadied by the little finger resting on the
temple or brow of the client. In using this method
we must remember that the disk, 1. e., the optic
nerve and all the details of the fundus or background
are inverted ancrappear smaller than by the direct
method of examination, especially with a weak
convex lens of, say, 3 D. within the ophthalmoscope.
This method is probably the best for obtaining a
general view of the eye, for while the magnification
is less it gives a greater field of vision than by the
direct ophthalmoscopic method.
, Now, when we move the lens from the eye, to
the observer the image of the disk must be steadily
kept in view, as any increase or decrease in its size
gives us an indication of the amount of the refractive
error. We must bear in mind that the inverted
image of the disk produced by the convex lens at
a certain fixed distance from the cornea, is larger
in hypermetropia and smaller in myopia than in
emmetropia. But when the lens is moved from
the eye to the examiner, if the eye is emmetropic,
the disk will remain the same size. If the eye is
hypermetropic, the disk will grow smaller in pro-
portion to the defect ; if myopic, it will grow
larger in proportion to the defect. Simple hyper-
metropic astigmatism is indicated if one meridian
decreases in size while the meridian at right angles
thereto remains stationary. If the whole disk
decreases in size in one meridian more than in
another, it is compound hypermetropic astigmatism,
the most hypermetropic meridian being the one
that diminished the most. Simple myopic astig-
matism is indicated when one meridian increases
while the other remains stationary. Increase of
size of disk, one meridian increasing more than
another, shows compound myopic astigmatism.
When one meridian increases while the other
decreases, it indicates mixed astigmatism.

In conclusion, I would state that in using the
ophthalmoscope, care should be taken to use a
certain routine ; first, examine the cornea, then the
media, then the background, and not alone the
nerve and vessels, but the macula and periphery.
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Toric Lenses'

THE K EYSTONE

I'aper read before the annual meeting of the New England
Association of Opticians by 1). CURRIE DOLEMAN, with

Andiew J. Lloyd & Co., Boston, Mass.

I may define a toric lens as one
What a Toric having on a single surface two

meridians of unequal refraction
at right angles to each other,

and it is perfectly well known that any form of
cylindrical or sphero-cylindrical can readily be
transposed to its equivalent toric lens.

The optical advantage of a toric is similar to
the optical advantage of a periscopic lens, and
that is, that the tonic affords a wider range of clear
vision without moving the head than the ordinary bi-
spherical, (and as the power gets higher, say, above
plus io dioptries, this advantage of the torics in-
creases considerably) so that when you would get
a blurred image at an obliquity of say 45 degrees
through a hi-spherical, with the perfectly ground
toric you would get a clear image at this angle.
Tennis players, golfers, billiardists, sportsmen ; in
short, all those who have occasion to use their eyes
very quickly, will derive a considerable advantage
by the use of toric lenses. -

The second advantage is the
Reflection into absence of reflection from the
the Eye surface next the eye ; with

the flat or semi-flat surface next
the eye, an image of objects slightly behind and to
the side of one is reflected into the eye, while with
the minus six or greater curve, the reflections are
passed to the extreme inner canthus, and are never
focused on the retina. To a neurotic, this is a
great relief ; but you may ask, since pencils of
light from an object strike the surface of the lens
at all angles, surely some of them will bother.
Yet, I think not, as a ray of light to be reflected
into the eye, from this deep curve, must strike it
nearly perpendicularly, and you see at once the
head of the wearer intercepts all such rays. But
this meniscus form of toric should be dropped
when the power is strong enough to produce a
decided bulging forward of the convex element
whose surface is exposed to light coming from
other directions than that of the desired central
incident beam. A person wearing glasses of this
character will be annoyed by internal reflection.
Prentice has written a very good article on this
point. Suppose we have an Rx (cataract case)
+ 16 -4-- 4 Cyl. Here the front surface will have
a decided bulge if made either m toric mentscus or
Sph. C Cyl. If made in toric meniscus with a
base curve — 6.00, the curves for the lens would
be — 6.00c — io.00c inner, plus 26.00 outer, — a
combination almost impossible ; while if made
Sph. C Cyl. our greatest curve is 16.00 D. The
better form is to grind a plus io Sph. inner surface,
plus 6 cyl. C plus io cyl. outer surface. In this
form, we not only place the surfaces as generally
placed in the trial frame, but preserve the nodal
points of the lens in the spectacle the same as in
the lenses of the trial frame, and produce a neat,
beautiful lens practically free of internal reflection.
judging from my own experience, the best form
of toric lens is the meniscus on a — 6.00 base
curve to about a 6.00 D on a 3.00 base curve to
about + 9.00 D., and then up in the double form.

A third advantage as related by a customer,
was that she dearly loved toric lenses because they
protected her eyes so nicely from the wind. One
of our customers, (a cup-winner goiter), used to

Lens Is

*The full tide of Mr Dolomite's paper was " Torte Lenses
and Invisible Bifocals." The portion of the paper dealing
with invisible bifocals will appear in our next issue.

come a great distance to have his torics adjusted,
and to take a great deal of time, telling about
many of his strokes that he was able to make with
them, and comparing them with his former strokes.

We purchase glass for making
Kind of Glass toric lenses in slabs of 4 to to

mm. thick, and as near 50 mm.
square as we can get it. This

makes abundant thickness for deep curve grinding,
and a sufficient surface for a large eye lens. Our
next step is to test or index. We have found that
glass does not run uniformly to its advertised
index, and it is necessary for us to know exactly
what curves we must use. We test for index by
grinding a 10 D. lens, and then testing the focus
of this lens ; and from this focus, inasmuch as we
know the radius of the tool, we can readily com-
pute the index of the glass. This is necessary in
our work on account of . the demand for invisible
bifocals, which require a close computation of
the indices of the glasses used to bring out a per-
fect lens. We have found a very simple formula
for testing glass in the fact that the dioptries of
lenses ground on the same tool are to each other
as their respective refractive indices, minus one.

Some fifteen years ago, we
First Attempt had two or three customers who
at Manufacturing could not vi ear the ordinary

sphero-cylindrical comfortably,
and these, by great insistence, obliged us to grind
torics for them. This we did on a disk, some-
what resembling a bicycle tire, at a cost very
likely, of $20 each, for which we received, if my
recollection is right, about $10 a pair. It was im-
possible, under these circumstances, to encourage
heartily the use of toric lenses ; people liked them,
but hated to pay for them. The subject was in
our minds a good deal the way an old trunk is in
the attic ; you see it every time you go up there,
and feel that something out to be done about it;
so, three or four years ago, one of our employees,
a young Englishman, Frank Collinson, invented
an automatic toric machine, which we now use.
The machine is an admirable one, and we thought
that all we had to do now was to sit down and
watch it go. The inventor, a very experienced,
intelligent and expensive man, took a boy and
started three machines. They worked beautifully ;
at the end of two weeks we had turned out a
number of dozen pairs at a low cost per surface,
and we were delighted. The boy who worked for
him was a bright boy, and the inventor took great
pains in educating him. A second week con-
firmed the experience of the first. The high-
priced man, with his low-priced assistant, turned
out perfect toric surfaces in satisfactory quantities
at low surface cost. The boy had now two weeks
of careful rigid training, and it looked safe to turn
the machine over to him, which we did. We paid
the boy $6 per week ; by the end of the first
week the price per toric surface was more than
doubled.

The boy blamed the tools ; at the end of a
fortnight, we were getting no surfaces at all, and
the tools were ruined. He could blame anything
he wanted to ; but we blamed him first, and then
ourselves. Since then we have employed a first-
class man to grind our torics, and get perfect
surfaces at low cost.

Our experience with toric ma-
chines seems to point out that
in itself a machine is not such
a very good thing ; but as an
instrument for enabling a com-

petent man greatly to increase his productiveness
and efficiency, it is magnificent. In other words,

Purchased

Lessons Learned
About Toric
Machines
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one man and a good boy with eight machines are
easily able to accomplish what eight men working
by hand could accomplish in the same time.
The machines seem to be like fire ; a splendid
servant to a good master ; but a dreadful tyrant to
an incompetent one. Of course, I hesitate to offer
unsolicited advice, yet 1 venture to say, that
unless you have an abundance of work to keep a
thoroughly good man employed to his full capacity
with the machine, I think that it would be more
economical to purchase toric surfaces as one needs
them, rather than to try to grind them. I am sure
that it will require the whole attention of a man ;
and by that I mean, that he cannot sort out, edge,
set up and grind torics at the same time even on an
automatic machine. He is almost certain to get
into the most vexatious difficulties and seriously
to clog the work.

Error in
Neutralizing

After we grind our toric sur-
faces, the lenses go to the
spherical grinders. Here we
found that with perfect tools,

the lenses would not absolutely neutralize. If we
wished to produce a plus .50 cyl. toric on a 6 D.
base curve, we should have to grind — 6.00 cyl.
— 6.50 cyl. inside, plus 6.50 sph. on opposite

side.
At first thought, it might easily be supposed

that with perfect tools he would get a perfect plus
.50 cylindrical, but instead, using glass whose index
approaches 1.52X, he would be very likely to get
a .56 cyl. and the stronger the required lens, the
greater would be the neutralizing variation.
Therefore, we found it necessary to make a cor-
rection in our tools of .o6 for all lenses ground up
to 7 curve, and about 0.12 for lenses in the neigh-
borhood of a 9 curve outside ; this error increases
and in grinding a 20 D. meniscus a correction of
about I D. is requisite. All this is pointed out
with fine clearness by Prentice in his essay on
" Why Strong Contra-Generics of Equal Power
Fail to Neutralize each Other." * Making these
corrections, we found that we produced toric lenses
that neutralized ; satisfying the requirements of the
prescription, and the general practice.

From the spherical grinder the
lenses now go to the "edger,"
where they encounter no great-
er difficulties than the ordinary
bi-spherical lenses do ; and

from these they go to the setters-up. This is a little
more difficult than bi-spherical work, but is merely
a matter of practice with an experienced man.
There are no secrets that we know of, and the men
readily become accustomed to the work on torics.

In the factory, therefore, I would sum up by
saying, that the production of toric surfaces re-
quires the undivided attention of a first-class man,
and of course enough work should be given him
to engage his entire time to produce toric surfaces
at their proper low cost.

The danger of breaking seems to be no greater
than with bi-spherical. A careless man will break
.them, and a careful man will not. Edging and
setting up present no difficulties that a very little
experience will not overcome, and the glasses are
now ready for the patient.

Almost everybody who wears glasses, espec-
ially of the sphero-cylindrinal type, thoroughly
enjoys toric lenses. Nearly unanimously, they
pay tribute to the very comfortable wearing quali-
ties, and most of them have a strong sense of
enjoying more accurate vision.

*This essay Is incorporated in the book "Ophthalmic
Lenses, Prism Dioptry and Other Papers," by Cluis. F. Pren-
tice, M. E., published by THE KEvsvolvx, price $1.50.

Finishing the Lens
After All Surfaces
are Ground
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Prism Problems

THE KEYSTONE,

ti BROWN, president of the Philadel-
phia qiiical College, before the annual meeting of

the New England Association of Opticians

HE action of prisms may be regarded as
both physical and physiological. The
geometrical, physical and optical proper-
ties of prisms, although most interesting

  and important, do not concern us to-
night. Neither can we stop to consider the several
methods of numbering prisms, or to point out the
advantages of those systems which take account of
the deviating power, rather than the size of the
refracting angle. But I wish to-night to take up
briefly, and as a consquence imperfectly, a consid-
eration of prisms from a physiological and a
clinical standpoint.

The only clinical action a prism
Clinical Action has on light is to change the
of Prisms direction of its rays, but this

property, seemingly so simple,
is prolific in its secondary applications. hi
monocular vision all objects seen through a prism
are made to appear in a different position from that
which they actually occupy, the displacement being
always in a direction towards the apex of the
prism and by an angle that is practically the same
as the deviating angle of the prism. In binocular
vision, when a prism is placed before one or both
eyes, the conditions are not so simple. The object
is still displaced towards the apex of the prism, but
this displacement is more or less counterbalanced
by a rotation of the eyeball, and the result may be
one of two conditions, depending on the strength
of the prism :

I. The natural desire for single vision causes a
turning of the eye by means of which the prism is
overcome and binocular vision is maintained.

2. In spite of the instinct for single vision, the
prism maybe too strong to be overcome by mus-
cular action, and as a consequence diplopia results,
the distance between the true and false images
varying with every effort to overcome the prism.

The optical effect of a prism is
Optical Versus invariable, but its clinical or
Clinical Effects physiological effect depends on

the way in which it is used.
For instance, the effect on convergence of a pair of
prisms, bases out, is least at a distance and be.
comes greater in near vision.

Another point of difference between the optical
and clinical effect of prisms is of interest when we
come to prescribe prisms for the correction of
hyperphoria. The clinical effect of a prism placed
vertically is greater in distance than in near vision,
from which fact it follows that a prism which cor-
rects hyperphoria at a distance falls short of a full
correction at the reading point. For this reason
we assume that a vertical prism is about right if
patient says it suits him best in distant vision, and
that it is probably a little too strong if it suits_him
best for near vision.

Familiarity with the clinical action of prisms
would be useless without a knowledge of the
motility of the eye. I assume that you are all
conversant in a general way with this subject, and
that you can readily recall the names of the six
rotary muscles and the specific action of each.

In this connection we cannot
Ocular Muscles consider the eyes separately,
and Nerves because both eyes move to-

gether as though they were a
single organ. A muscle of one eye cannot be en-
nervated without the transmission of the same
impulse to the associated muscle of the other eye.
One innervation turns both eyes to the right, and
another turns both eyes to the left. This is accom-
plished by simultaneous convergence of one eye
and divergence of the other. The nervous impulse
goes to the internal rectus of one eye and at the
same time to the external rectus of the other. This
association of action is so fixed that it is impossible
to turn one eye to the right or left without a corre-
sponding movement of the other eye.

Another innervation turns both eyes upward,
and still another innervation both eyes downward.
It will be understood that depression or elevation
of one eye is always accompanied by a correspond-
ing depression or elevation of the other eye.

By these nervous impulses the visual axes are
moved simultaneously in any one direction, but if
there was no other innervation, objects would be

seen double. This brings us to the essential
feature of binocular vision, which is the function of
convergence, associated as it is with the conjugate
movements just mentioned.

Convergence is effected by innervation of the
two lateral recti muscles, for which there must be a
center independent of that which controls the con-
jugate lateral and vertical movements.

The anatomical position of the eyes when all
the muscles are passive, would probably be one of
divergence, as shown by the outward deviation of
the eyes during sleep, in drunkenness, under
chloroform and after death. The act of conver-
gence cannot be regarded as passive, but calls for
constant innervation, just the same as the accom-
modation must be constantly innervated in hyper-
metropia.

Prisms may be used clinically
Prisms for for diagnostic purposes and for
Diagnosis treatment. In diagnosis clin-

ical prisms may be employed to
accomplish the following:

r. To measure the power of abduction or diver-
gence, which is determined by the strongest prisms,
base in, with which single vision of some distant
object can be maintained.

2. To measure the power of adduction or con-
vergence, which is determined by the strongest
prisms, bases out, with which single vision of an
object at some definite distance can be maintained.

1)r. r. 

3. To disassociate the functions of conver-
gence and accommodation. When vertical diplo-
pia is produced by a prism before one eye, base up
or down, the reflex stimulus to fusion is supposed
to be suppressed, and the eyes are left free to
assume what has been termed their "position of
equilibrium," and any insufficiency of convergence
or of divergence would then become manifest.

4. Prisms are used to measure the degree of
an existing diplopia, and sometimes it is even
possible to measure the amount of strabismus, by
finding the weakest prism that will fuse the two
images.

5. Prisms may also be used to determine the
presence or absence of binocular vision, both
objectively and subjectively. In the first instance,
by noticing the movements of the eyes when prisms
are placed and withdrawn, and in the second case
by the patient's answers as to the presence or
absence of diplopia.

This leads us to the clinical use of prisms for
the purposes of treatment

I. To relieve excessive convergence, as in
esophoria. If this be due to hypermetropia, the
natural remedy is convex lenses. In other cases
the optometrist must decide whether it is desirable
to prescribe prisms, remembering that bases in
will lessen the innervation of the internal recti.

7. To increase deficient convergence, as in
exophoria.. Not all of these cases call for special
treatment, but if the symptoms are distressing,
prisms may seem necessary, in which case we
remember that apices in increase the innervation
of convergence. Neurasthenic subjects, where the
muscular equilibrium varies greatly, are not proper
cases for prisms.

3. To relieve hyperphoria. This is one of the
most useful services that can be rendered by a
prism. Many cases could be cited where the

greatest relief has been afforded to eyestrain from
hyperphoria, by a vertical prism.

4. To correct diplopia. Other treatment should
be instituted, but in the meantime much comfort
can be afforded by prisms which will fuse the
double images, the bases of the prisms being
placed opposite the deviation.

Although we see without special
Expenditure of volition, and seemingly without
Nervous Energy effort, yet every moment of

vision calls for an expenditureof nervous energy. If the refraction be normal
and the rotary muscles balanced, the energy con-
sumed is at a minimum ; but in the presence of a
refractive error or muscular anomaly the drain on
the nervous system will be greatly increased. The
act of vision may still De perfect, perhaps even of
more than average sharpness, but at the expense
of an excessive call upon the nerve centers to form
a well-defined image on the retina or to maintain
the proper muscular balance.

What will be the result ? The whole nervous
system will be disturbed because one part of the
eye is receiving more than its share, and conse-
quently other functions will be but imperfectly sup-
plied ; or the nerve centers may be stimulated to
generate an excessive amount of nerve force which
irritable form of nervous derangement will soon
wear out life.

The centers are capable of generating only a
certain amount of nerve force, which nature dis-
tributes in proper proportion to the different organs
and functions of the body. Even when normal the
eye utilizes a large amount of nerve force, but in
the presence of an anomaly the greater demand for
nerve force to the eye lessens the supply to some
other organ or function.

What method have we to deter.
Testing with mine the existence of a mus-
Prisms cular anomaly ? By causing a

dissimilarity in the shape and
color of the two retinal images, by which means
we hope to sidetrack the fusion center, and thus
detect a departure from parallelism of the lines of
sight. The Maddox rod is the test with which we
are perhaps most familiar, and the position of the
red streak which it produces may be compared with
that of the natural light seen by the other eye.

If the streak appears on the same side as the
eye over which the rod is placed, we say esophoria
is present. If on the opposite side, we say exo-
phoria, and the prism, base out or in, that brings
the streak through the flame, is the measure of the
defect. If the horizontal streak is below the light,
we say hyperphoria of this eye is present ; if above
the light, hyperphoria of the other eye, and the
prism, base down or up, that brings streak through,
will be the measure of the defect.

In these cases we have been accustomed to
attribute the trouble to muscular weakness or in-
sufficiency. In hyperphoria we assumed that the
inferior rectus is insufficient to hold the eye down
in line ; in esophoria that the externals are weak ;
in exophoria that the internals are weak. In other
words, we assume that weakness of a muscle is
shown by its antagonist drawing the eye in the
opposite direction.

This method of testing seems simple. Many
of us have followed it for years and have prescribed
prisms in accordance therewith and with a fair de-
gree of success. Perhaps we have come to believe
in this as implicitly as in our religion, and hence
we might be inclined to regard any doubter as a
heretic.

But I am compelled to say that
When the Test this system, by means of which
if Unreliable it seems so easy to detect and

measure muscular anomalies, is
not to be depended upon ; and why? Simply be-
cause the real defect may be latent, and the mani-
fest condition may not be the true one. I use the
word may advisedly ; I do not wish to be under-
stood as asserting that the manifest condition is
the false one in every case. Fortunately for us in
some cases the manifest defect is the true one,
and then we have no difficulty in detecting and
correcting it.

When muscular defects are manifest the symp-
toms of strain are not marked ; but when the
defect is latent, it is not only difficult of diagnosis,
but the symptoms of strain are very evident.

An impairment of vision in a young person,
which is raised to normal by a concave lens, does
not prove a true myopia. The manifest condition
is one of apparent myopia, and an inexperienced

(Continued on page 1013)
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(Coutiaued from page 1011)

optician may fall into the error of prescribing con-
cave lenses when the real condition of the refrac-
tion is hypermetropic. This would be a grievous
error, and one which has been seized upon by
medical men to prove that opticians are not com-
petent to fit glasses.

Now, therefore, if the spasm of accommoda-
tion in hypermetropia is frequently so great as not
only to neutralize the deficiency of refraction, but to
go further and cause a seeming excess of refraction
so as to simulate myopia, may not one of the
rotary muscles in its effort to overcome a muscular
insufficiency, exceed the intention of such effort and
turn the eye in a direction towards the weak muscle?

When the right eye deviates upward, it may
be due not to weakness of the inferior rectus as
being unable to hold it down in line, but to a
weakness of the superior rectus which, in its effort
to balance with its fellow, goes beyond the desired
point through an excess of innervation, and draws
the visual line upward, thus falsifying the real con-
dition. Such a condition of spasm of a weak
muscle is the most dangerous we have to meet on
account of its misleading tendencies.

The problem we have to de-
When Prescribing cide when we come to pre-
Prisms scribe prisms is how they

shall be placed, whether base
in or out, base up or down, in order to check the
abnormal innervation, and in view of what I have
just said this becomes a difficult problem.

A condition of excessive convergence, which
we call esophoria, is the most deceptive anomaly
with which we have to deal, because our usual
tests are unreliable as showing its real existence.

On account of their part in the function of
convergence, the internal recti are four times as
strong as the externals, but this difference in
strength does not interfere with perfect parallelism
at a distance, probably because the nerve impulse
that gives greater strength to the internals is for
the time suspended, and there is a relaxation of
muscular effort.

But when the eyes are used constantly for near
vision from morning until night, day after day and
week after week, the innervation of the internals
is almost constant, with but little opportunity for
relaxation. This may continue for such a length
of time and become so fixed that ultimately the
ability to suspend it is lost ; and then such a pair
of eyes under our usual tests will show esophoria.
The externals and the internals may be of the
proper length, and the condition be one of appa-
rent esophoria.

Esophoria would be expected
Spurious Esophoria to appear when the internals

are short, but it also appears
when the externals are short, in which case it is a
reverse manifestation due to spasm, and this is
probably the condition in the majority of cases of
apparent esophoria.

This demonstrates the unreliability of our usual
tests as an indication of the true anatomical condi-
tion of the ocular muscles. When esophoria at a
distance occurs with exophoria at near point, we
may conclude that it is not true esophoria.

Exophoria is very common. It may be due to
shortness of the externals, or to spasm as a result
of irritation from a defect in some of the other
muscles, or it may be a reverse manifestation.
When exophoria exist at near, it is more than
likely that the real condition at a distance is also
one of exophoria.

A greater amount of defect may remain latent
in the superior and the interior recti, for the reason
that the optic axes must always remain in the same
horizontal plane, while the internals and externals
are constantly converging and diverging them.
Consequently, innervation to the vertical muscles
is more fixed, and their defects are less likely to
become manifest.

If one of these muscles is weak, the nerve
impulse that is sent to it for months and years to
hold it in place, becomes one of routine and the
nerve centers continue to send it out automatically
without any further stimulus. The eyes are thus
maintained in the same horizontal plane even in
the face of the usual tests. Although an artificial
diplopia is created, the eye does not turn towards
the strong muscle because of the fixed impulse to
the opposing muscle, and under such conditions it

is useless to expect our usual test to avail. In fact,
they often show the opposite condition, as I have
already pointed out to you.

Now, how are we going to
The Duction Tests determine the actual condi-

tion of the muscular equilib-
rium ? In the first place, I would suggest the
duction tests. The internals should overcome
prisms of 24 to 30 degrees, the externals from 6 to
8, and the verticals from 2 to 3 degrees. In this
way a fairly accurate knowledge of the condition
of the power of the muscles can be obtained and a
departure from the normal standard in any one of
them noted.

But why should we not make use of the same
principle in spasm of the rotary muscles as we do
in spasm of the ciliary ? In hypermetropia if we
can supplement the diminished refraction by con-
vex lenses, the necessity for excessive innervation
of the ciliary is obviated. Therefore, a convex
lens favors relaxation of spasm of accommodation.
Fogging produces a state of rest, sometimes sleep.

How can we apply the same principles to the
rotary muscles? We can diminish the effort of
convergence by prisms bases in, and we can in-
crease the effort by prisms bases out. The strain
on a superior muscle by prism base up and the
spasm of an inferior by base down. The base of a
prism relieves strain and relaxes spasm, while in-
nervation follows its apex. Therefore, in esopho-
ria prisms bases in will lessen the call for conver-
gence, and turn the nerve impulse to the divergence.

In the use of prisms in this way,
Symptoms Must we must be guided by the symp-
Guide toms. If there be a marked

change for the better, we may
assume that we are checking the abnormal inner-
vation. Whereas, if the symptoms are aggravated,
it is evident that we have been misled in our diag-
nosis and that we are increasing the abnormal
innervation.

If at first we can see little change for the better
to assure us that the prism is correctly placed, we
may try it in the opposite direction ; if this causes
aggravation, we are at least assured that this last
position is wrong, in which case we return to the
first position with more patience.

Suppose a pair of eyes in which one deviates;
when in this position of deviation the muscles are
balanced and no unnecessary innervation is called
for. When such eye is rotated into proper posi-
tion, one muscle becomes too short and the other
too long. In such a case the use of a prism of the
proper degree would allow the eye to rotate to the
position of rest, and from this position the asso-
ciated movements of the eyes will require from
each muscle only its proportionate share of normal
function.

Prisms cut in both directions. They do good
or harm as they are properly or improperly placed.
Therefore the prescriber should possess well-de-
fined ideas on this subject, otherwise it would be
better for him and his patient if prisms were not
considered at all. This subject is still in a condi-
tion of chaos, but light is breaking, and in view of
the advances that have been made in other direc-
tions, we may reasonably expect that before many
years our knowledge of prisms will be such that
we can prescribe them with a certain expectation
of definite results.

Iowa State Association of Opticians

The annual meeting of the above association,
which will be held in the Chamberlain House, Des
Moines, Iowa, on June 13th and 14th, will no doubt
be the most important gathering in the history of
this association to date. It will have special sig-
nificance by reason of the fact that the chief
topic of discussion will be the progress of the
movement for optical legislation in Iowa. The
task of drafting a bill to regulate the practice of
optometry in that State has been entrusted to the
executive committee. Among the speakers at this
meeting will be Dr. Charlmers Prentice, Chicago,
who will deliver two lectures of practical interest
to every progressive optician. Dr. Harry P.
Holmes, president of the American Association of
Opticans, will again have charge of the clinical
programme, and his successful conduct of this
feature last year is a sufficient earnest that at the
forthcoming meeting it will be no less interesting
and valuable. The business will likewise include
the election of officers for the coming year.
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Canadian Association of Opticians

The following circular, which is self-explana-
tory, has been mailed to the Canadian opticians:

To the Members of the Canadian Association of
Opticians, Greeting :
The annual convention of the association will

be held in Montreal, P. Q., on June 30th and
July 1st next. These dates have been decided on
for the following reasons:

We may expect reasonably fine weather, re-
duced railway and steamboat fares from all parts
of the Dominion.

July Lit being our national holiday, and fol-
lowed by Sunday, it is thought that it will interfere
less than any other date with the business affairs
of the general members.

This being the first time the association has
convened in Montreal, it is earnestly hoped that all
the members will make it a point of duty to be
present, and I can confidently refer to all who have
attended our meetings in the past that they have
enthusiastically felt that " it was good for them to
be there," the deliciousness of meeting and shak-
ing hands with those we have not seen for twelve
months, the feeling of regret if one is absent, the
value of social intercourse, of friendly chat—why,
we can solve more " knotty problems " in confi-
dential talk with each other for a couple of days
than we can settle by ourselves in a lifetime.

It is the oasis of our worrying refraction jour-
ney through life, and we return to our homes and
work refreshed with the inspiration gained by corn-
munion and the sweet memory of a holiday well
spent. I confidently look to a large attendance.
An interesting programme of events is being
arranged. Yours fraternally,

SAMUEL S. GRANT, B. 0. A.,
President.

Chicago Optical Society
The above society held its regular monthly

meeting in the rooms of the Jewelers' Club, 213
State Street, on Thursday evening, May 4th. Presi-
dent Newcomb called the meeting to order, and
Secretary Halbe reported the latest developments
regarding the fate of the proposed optometry bill.
The applications of Miss Theresa VVigfors, and
Messrs. E. E. Monroe and Michael Sanvimmer,
all of Chicago, for membership in the society, were
accepted. There was a general discussion as to
the programmes for future meetings Earl J.
Brown, M.D., offered to deliver a series of lec-
tures on the eye, with stereopticon illustrations,
provided each attendant would register and, if
present at all the lectures, receive a certificate from
him. This matter was placed in the hands of a
committee.

During June, July and August the society's
business will be suspended as usual, and the next
meeting will be held on the first Thursday in
September.

Rochester Optical Society
The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical

Society was held Tuesday evening, May 9th.
President Bestor called the meeting to order

• and the secretary read the minutes of the previous
meeting, which were approved as read.

Mr. Clark moved and Mr. Bissell seconded and
it was carried, " that new price-lists he printed and
that the code of ethics be included therein, the
same to be distributed among the members of the
State Society, which is to hold its next meeting in
Rochester, June 20th."

Mr. Mincer then moved, Mr. Bissell seconded
and it was carried, " that this society furnish the
decorations and music for the banquet of the State
Optical Society."

Messrs. Arrington, Bausch, Bissell and Clark,
appointed as a nominating committee at the last
meeting, nominated as follows : President, H. M.
Bestor ; vice-president, L. L. Mincer ; secretary,
C. I. Sumeriski ; treasurer, I-1. C. Mielke ; executive
committee, Edward Benedict, chairman; E. Handy,
A. Pellow, A. Bliss and P. Newman.

Mr. Bausch moved " that the secretary cast one
ballot for the officers as nominated." Mr. Benedict
seconded and the motion was carried.

The meeting then adjourned.
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HERE IT IS JUST WHAT YOUARE LOOKING FOR

We Are in Position as Manufacturers and
Importers to offer the very lowest figure on
your Optical Goods. It will be to your advantage
and Profit. This is no idle boast and we can
prove it.

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES
For Office in oak, cherry,
and leather.

Also for Traveling, with
divisions for stock and
lenses.

None better made. Send
for pamphlet.

Most modern and up-
to-date Trial Case. Over
11,000 in use. No fault-
finders. They make a
friend wherever they go.

1 ,.‘,
THE 

ic 
rivLur ircivi I GUARD

I)1

Promptness and Accurate
Service on R Work

Quality and Low Price

PLATINOIN

Made in

GOLD

GOLD FILLED

and ALUMNO

A Superior Quality. Style and Finish.
Extra fine white metal of high tern..

per that will not rust or corrode.

Guaranteed not to Tarnish. SuperiorALUMNO temper. Will not lose its luster.
$1.90 per dozen. Cable, *2 go per dozen.

FOR THIS MONTH. EXTRAORDINARY REDUCTIONS
In the price of first-class, world-renowned Trial Cases, the Audemair, as follows:

worth $55,00  

$ 9.00No. 1000, containing 96 + and — spherical lenses with trial frame 
No. 1031, " 168 lenses and discs, double-grooved trial frames, with index, worth $30.00, 25.00
No. 1030, " 168 lenses and discs with triple cell, revolving trial frame, worth $35.00 . . 29.00
No. 1075, " 211 lenses and discs, double-grooved trial frame, space under tray for goods,

46.00
No. 1052, " 262 lenses and discs, with triple cell, revolving frame, space for tray for 

goods, worth $65.00 ..... . .... . . . 
* 
. . .. . ... . . . 54.00

No. 952%, " 262 lenses and discs with triple-cell revolving trial frame, antique oak case,
worth $60.00   54.00

Climax Folding Case. Size-814, 101%, 3%; weight, 5 lbs. 211 lenses and discs, revolving
38.00

No. 990, 
r$1.63 per dozen.fratne, worth $53.00  

Handsome antique oak case, 290 lenses and discs, with Kerato- All the above cases aro covered
scope, Retinoscope, superior alumino trial frame, Took highest award
at Paris Exhibition. Worth $100.00   77.00 with imitation seal, except when

No. I 990,  
otherwise specified. The rep.u-

Same contents as No. 990, space for stock under tray, worth $100.00 . . . . 77.00 tattoo of the Audemair Trial
Case Is well established. With each case we will furnish free
one set of test types ; Dr. Knowles' book on the eye, and a
handsome lithograph of the emmetropie eye in four colors and
four representations of the eye, 18 x 24 in.

Gold Filled 10 K.
Seamless In Three

Warranted. All
styles,also frameless.From
$3.50 to $6.50 per dozen.

12 K. and 14 K. Iltr•
THE EQUAL TO GOLD
IN STYLE AND FINISH.

OpticuraReeWsalrr—e ethyeesbest.

Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, New York

My Catalogue is ready
for shipment

If interested, write for same, as I will
save you looney on every It iele you buy
in my line. We are ready to supply the
trade all over the earth. Our Ilk plant
is the best equipped in this country, in
machinery and workmanship. All orders
will be shipped the same day as received.

B. MAYER

Wholesale, Importing and Manufacturing
Optician

6 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

•Instructions in Watch and Jewelry
Repairi lig, ilti gra vi ng and Optics.
Individual instruction,

Our 3-Years' Course
Is for tlit benefit. of those who wish
to tit themselves for the highest post-
lions. Students in this course pay
to for the first year, and we pay
them a small salary the, second and
third years.

Send for catalog to

ELGIN, ILL.

stamps

SOMETHING( NEW

.. , 
CERAMIC

., MINIATURES.4

.: Miniatures

1 

. __
14'10. burnt in on

v it ri lied
enamel,

Absolutely indestruc-
- .s. tible. Will last

forever,

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send tire i wo-cent

tor beautiful sample dial and price-het.

CARMAN ART COMPANY
115 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

_

BARUAINS IN

Jewelry, American and
Swiss Movements
We earu the hest material at reason-

able I"riees.
Ai, assortment of discontinued move-

mews.
\V , I II, work for the trade and can tit

genuine staffs for 65 cents.
Send for Latest List

Philip Katz & Co.

New 
Maiden Lane

York

STANDARD
BOOKS ON

PRACTICAL
REFRACTION

14E

OPTICIANS

m ANU AL

Continued sales are the best test of the worth of a book. Of all the treatises on refraction the one work
which sells best is

The Optician's Manual, Vols. I and II
It is the favorite text-book for optical students everywhere, and the most used of all the reference books on
ocular optics. Daniel Buchanan, of the Scottish Optical Association, writing of an optical class in Glasgow, said :

The text-books used were The Optician's Manual, Vols. I and II, these combined with
demonstrations on the blackboard, enabling the members of the class to become quickly
grounded in the main principles of optics and the leading rules of subjective sight-testing.

In every optical college and class in the United States and elsewhere, The Optician's Manual (Vols. I and 11)
is the text-book most used. As a reliable and practical work, it has no equal.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.) per volume

Published by TIIE KEYSTONE, loth & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Utica Optical Club
The annual meeting of the Utica Optical Club

was held at the Masonic Club, Masonic Temple,
Utica, N. Y., on Monday evening, May 22d, Presi-
dent Richard Perlen in the chair. The respective
annual reports of Secretary Evans and Treasurer
Clark were read and accepted, and a good deal of
routine business was transacted. Plans were dis-
cussed for furthering the interests of the club and
its members. Many of those present expressed
their intention of attending the State convention at
Rochester. C. A. Enquest and C. A. Biederman
acted as tellers at the election of officers, which
resulted in the return of the following, all of whom,
with the exception named, were re-elected : Presi-
dent, Richard Perlen ; vice-president, G. H. P.
Stone ; secretary, C. T. Evans ; treasurer, B. T.
Clark ; librarian, N. A. Burrill. A. M. Kenney
was elected to succeed G. W. Payne on the executive
committee.

E. P. Bevillard was elected a member of the
club. Following the business session a banquet
was enjoyed. Messrs. Stone and Rix extended an
invitation to the club to hold its next meeting at
Ilion, which will doubtless be accepted. All pres-
ent thoroughly enjoyed the meeting, and many
expressed the opinion that it was the most successful
one which the club had yet held. The Utica Club
will gladly welcome to its membership opticians of
the vicinity, and the secretary will furnish applica-
tion blanks and any information desired.

Iowa Association

The following is a nearly complete list of the
subjects to be considered at the annual convention
of the Iowa State Association of Opticians to meet
at the Chamberlain Hotel, Des Moines, June 13th
and 14th :

" Eye Strain," Dr. E. H. Hazen, Des Moines.
" The Eye in Relation to Health," Dr. Chalmers

Prentice, Chicago.
Talk and blackboard demonstrations, Dr. S. W.

Lane, Kansas City.
" Legislation," Karl D. Fisk, Oph. D., West Union,

" Latent Brain Strain" (class instruction, open to
all Dr. Chalmers Prentice, Chicago.

" Study of Anatomy" (dissecting of animals' eyes),
conducted by Dr. S. W. Lane, Kansas City.

"Personal Advertising," W. E. Huston, Oph. D.,
Kansas City.

" Muscular Asthenopia," Dr. H. P. Holmes, Oph.
D., Des Moines.

" Question Box," conducted by Geo. L. Goodale,
Lenox.

Dr. S. W. Lane, president of the Southwestern
Optical College, Kansas City, has offered to lecture,
and his offer has been thankfully accepted. To
encourage the members of the association, he will
give a life scholarship in the Southwestern Optical
College for the best paper on " How to fit Glasses
with the Trial Case and the Retinoscope, and how
to Examine the Eye, Direct and Indirect, with the
Ophthalmoscope, for Pathological Conditions,"
read at the June meeting of the association. The
decision will be made by three judges appointed
by the president of the State Association. This
contest costs nothing, and the prize is worthy of
earnest effort.

The programme committee consider them-
selves especially fortunate in securing men so emi-
nent in the profession as Doctors Chalmers Prentice,
S. W. Lane and E. H. Hazen, also W. E. Hutton,,
who has not only had an extensive practice in
optometry but a wide experience in advertising as
well, having at one time conducted an advertising

agency for the optical profession. We are pleased
to announce that Dr. J. F. Kennedy, secretary of
the State Board of Health, will be present at some
of our sessions, and will give the benefit of his
council upon the matter of legislation.

The railroad rates will be one and one-third
fare plus twenty-five cents on all roads, on the cer-
tificate plan. Special hotel rates will be made to
those attending the convention, at the Chamberlain
Hotel and Chamberlain Annex.

It is expected that this will be the largest and
most successful convention in the history of the
association, and will repay attendance.

Indiana Optical Society

The midsummer meeting of the Indiana
Optical Society will be held in room 376 of the
Denison Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind., on Monday,
June 5th. The chair will be taken by John H.
Ellis, president of the society. During the fore-
noon the meeting will receive and discuss reports
of the committees having charge of the following
questions : Membership, code of ethics, examina-
tion papers, legislation. At 11.30 President Ellis
will deliver his address, after which there will be
all adjournment for lunch. In the afternoon the
following papers will be read : "Some of the
Diseases Essential for the up-to-date Optometrist
to Recognize," C. M. Jenkins ; " Is My Work Just
to My Patron and Myself?" E. N. Canada ; "Our
Personal Side," Margaret J. Erisman. The first of
these papers will be followed by a discussion.
There will also be five-minute talks by H. E.
Woodward, I. M. Rowe, David Bixler, etc., and
the concluding feature will be general clinical work,
subjects for which will be furnished by the Indian-
apolis optometrists.

The Optical Specialists' Association
of America

The second meeting of the above association
was opened under its original name : the Ophthal-
mologists' and Optometrists' Association of Amer-
ica, in the Savery House, Des Moines, Iowa, May
ro, 1905. President J. C. Clark, of Sioux City,
Iowa, delivered an address, and the secretary's
report was read and accepted. This showed a
large increase in the membership of the associa-
tion during the past six months. The treasurer's
report was also read and accepted. This report
showed that the fund subscribed for the rehearing
of the Edmunds case was fully paid, and that the
attorney had received his fee in full. The case
was set for hearing the first week in May, but for
some unknown reason was again postponed. The
remainder of the forenoon was given over to a gen-
eral discussion of many subjects of interest to the
association. At the afternoon session the following
papers were read : " Latent Eye Defects," Geo.
Mayerle, of San Francisco, Cal. ; " Detecting Dis-
ease by the Ophthalmoscope," Wm. Stranz, Grove
City, Pa. ; " Advertising," Dr. H. L. Stoaks, of
Oskaloosa, Iowa. Mr. Stranz embellished his talk by
an exhibition of several colored charts of the retina,
drawn by himself.

It was moved and carried that the name of the
association be changed to " The Optical Specialists
Association of America." It was also moved and
carried that the first provision of article II, of the
constitution, be eliminated. The election of officers
resulted thus : J. C. Clark, Sioux City, Iowa, presi-
dent ; Geo. Mayerle, San Francisco, Cal., vice-
president ; G. E. Boyce, Waterloo, Iowa, secretary;
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D. H. Glenn, Emmetsburg, Iowa, treasurer ; board
of directors, Dr. Eula L. Harris, Jacksonville, Ill.;
Wm. Stranz, Grove City, Pa. ; 0. H. Myhre,
Silver City, New Mexico ; board of examiners,
Dr. G. S. DeMots, Orange City, Iowa ; Dr. H. L.
Stoaks, Oskaloosa, Iowa ; Dr. G. J. Allen, Marsh-
alltown, Iowa.

It was moved and carried that the next meeting
of the association be held in Des Moines, Iowa,
during the coming fall.

The Minneapolis Convention
As previously announced, the annual meeting

of the American Association of Opticians will be
held in Minneapolis, Minn., July 24th to 27th.
Among the plans made for the entertainment of
visitors by the committee of arrangements are the
following:

On the afternoon of Tuesday, the 25th, the
members will visit the State Capitol, at St. Paul,
where pictures will be taken. Thence the party
will proceed on chartered cars to White Bear Lake
and Wildwood, where outdoor amusements will
be held. On Wednesday, the 26th, cars will be
chartered and an excursion made to Minnehaha
Falls, and in the pavilion there an outdoor meeting
will take place, after which a visit will be made to
Fort Snelling. On Thursday, the 27th, the closing
day of the convention, the programme provides
for a pleasant steamer trip on Lake Minnetonka,
one of the most beautiful lakes in the United
States. A repast will be served at the hotel in the
evening, after which the party will return by rail.
It is the plan at present to leave Chicago on the
morning of Sunday, the 24th, for Minneapolis, so
that the beautiful scenery can be enjoyed on the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad, which
road runs through the beautiful dells of Wisconsin.

The official badge for the convention, which
will be furnished by C. A. Wilkinson & Co., of
Providence, R. I., the well-known filled-frame
manufacturers, will be very handsome and unique.
It will be finished in rose gold metal, with a pair of
raised eyeglasses in the center. Attached to the
rose-gold finished pin on top will be a red ribbon.

The Murine Co., Chicago, manufacturers of
the well-known eye remedy, will furnish a beautiful
hand mirror to all opticians attending the meeting,
as a souvenir of the occasion.

President Holmes informs us that in addition
to the speakers already announced for the next
convention of the American Association of Opti-
cians, to be held in Minneapolis the latter part of
July, that papers will be read by representatives
from the New England Association and from the
Tennessee, Michigan and Ohio State societies, and
also that E. Le Roy Ryer, of the Optical Society
of the City of New York, will read a paper on the
" New Test for Myopia and Hypermetropia Based
upon the Chromatic Properties of an Eye," and
Robert Finch, of Denver, Colo., inventor of the
" Finch " mounting, will also appear on the pro-
gramme.

President Holmes writes that he has received
quite a number of letters from different sections of
the country expressing the desire that the next
convention be held in the East, New York City
being the selection of most of those who express a
preference for any particular place. As the con-
ventions of last year and this have been held in the
Northwest, it seems to be the general opinion that

it would be wise to hold it in the East next year.
Rochester, Buffalo and Philadelphia are also favored

by some for the next convention, but New York

City seems to be the favorite at this time.
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Kentucky State Optical Association

The annual meeting of the Kentucky State

Optical Association was held in the court house,

Lexington, Ky., on May 16th. The meeting was

largely attended and very successful. The follow-

ing resolution was introduced and adopted by

unanimous vote:

We, the members of the Kentucky State Opti-
cal Association, convened at Lexington, Ky., May
16, 1905, do most respectfully ask that all manu-
facturing opticians in printing RA- blanks furnished
lo the optometrist, leave off the title M.D. or Dr.

The report of the tri-State committee, whose

object is to bring about an alliance of the three

States, Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky, was received,

the committee continued, and retiring President

J. M. Irmen appointed chairman.
The Kentucky association would like to meet

Ohio and Indiana associations in a joint meeting

in Cincinnati.
A number of interesting papers were read and

much practical instruction -nsued. The next meet-

ting of the association will be held in Georgetown,

on October r7th.
The election of officers for the coming year

resulted as follows : President, L. J. Backus, Louis-

ville, Ky.; first vice-president, J. W. Keller, George-

•own, Ky.; second vice-president, Wm. A. Metzger,

Lexington, Ky.; third vice-president, C. H. Bowen,

Winchester, Ky.; secretary, A. S. Reeves, Win-

chester, Ky.; board of directors, Miss M. S. Arnett,

Lexington, Ky.; 0. R. King, Lexington, Ky.; J.

W. Keller, Georgetown, Ky.; J. W. Jones, Mt.

Sterling, Ky.; Wm. A. Metzger, Lexington, Ky.;

J. M. Irmen, Louisville, Ky.
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Following the business meeting a banquet was
held, which was much enjoyed.

New York State Optical Society
The tenth annual meeting of the Optical

Society of the State of New York, will be held in

the Chamber of Commerce Building, Rochester,

on June 20th. Two sessions will be held during

the day, one at ten in the morning and the other at

two in the afternoon. The annual dinner will be

served at seven-thirty in the evening. Members

will be entertained at this social occasion by the

society and local dealers. An address of welcome

will be delivered by the Hon. James G. Cutler,
mayor of the city, after which the morning

session will be given over to reports of committees

and executive business. The session in the after-

noon will be devoted to the reading and discussion

of papers as follows : " Opportunities for the
Optometrist," by A. Jay Cross. "The Com-

mercial and Professional in Optometry," by Briggs

S. Palmer, of Boston, and " Optical Legislation or

the Relations which should exist between Oculist

and Optometrist," by Alexander Martin. The

reading and discussion of these papers will

be followed by the election of officers and

trustees.
Rochester is famed for the successful optical

meetings held there, and the splendid entertain-

ment which the local dealers always furnish, and

the knowledge of this fact always attracts a good
attendance to the meetings held in that city, so

that a good attendance and successful meeting is

anticipated.
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Ohio Optical Association

The third annual meeting of the Ohio Optical

Association was opened at Columbus, Ohio, on

Tuesday, May 23d, and came to a close at 5 P.M.

on the following afternoon. Those in attendance

remained until the end in order to avail of the

course of lectures by Dr. Earl J. Brown on the

intra-ocular pathological conditions of the eye.

These lectures, which proved such an instructive

feature of the meeting, were illustrated by micro-

scopic reproductions and stereopticon views. The

meeting was a very gratifying success in all respects

and should prove a further stimulus to the organi-

zation movement in Ohio.
The officers for the ensuing year are : Presi-

dent, F. W. Wallis, Columbus, Ohio ; vice-presi-

dent, F. P. Barr, Lancaster, Ohio ; secretary, Edw.

L. Jones, Sandusky, Ohio ; executive committee,
N. E. Harris, E. Klein, F. S. Stengel ; member-
ship committee, A. Zollner, F. W. Burchard, Miss

Grace Davis ; examining board, Messrs. Eberhardt,

Wallis and White.

Bad Eyes in New York Schools

Dr. John J. Cronin, chief of the division of

school inspectors of the health department, an-

nounces, after careful investigation, that 333 per

cent. of the school children of New York are suf-

fering from defective eyesight. From March 27th

to April 28th the inspectors examined 7166 pupils.

Of these 1273 had various diseases of the eye and

were not able to read the big letters on a chart
twenty feet away.
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A COMMON EXPLANATION FOR ALL

THE 
PRINCIPLES

OF 
REFRACTION

IN THE

HUMAN EYE

REFRACTIVE PHENOMENA

The optician is wasting much time and gray matter
uselessly who does not procure at once a copy of the new -
simplification of refractive sciences.

The Principles of Refraction in the Human Eye
Based on the Laws of Conjugate Foci

By SWAN M. BURNETT, M.D., Ph.D,

Dr. Burnett's book embodies an exposition of refrac-
tion which is absolutely fundamental and remarkably simple.
Dr. Hubbell, the eminent oculist, says : It is one of the
most important contributions to practical ophthalmology
that has appeared in years.

The text is elucidated by 25 original drawings, exe-
cuted by Chas. F. Prentice, M. E., the eminent optician.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.00 .4s. 2d.

Published by THE KEYSTON E, i9th & Brown Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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JA Chas. H. Davis, a well-known optician, of
iGilonledssS.treet, Brooklyn, died May 21st, after a brief

,at T. S. Jessee, of Valparaiso, Ind., is pur-
suing the study of optics at one of the Chicago
colleges.

ipt About the middle of May, W. J. Jenkins,
from Waynesboro, Pa., will open an optical business
in Muncie, Ind.

go4 Jas. H. Baber, of Marion, Ind., will ex-
amine the eyes and furnish eyeglasses to any wo-
man or child who is not able to pay for them.

,at Henry Vaillant, 0. R., has opened new
and handsome optical parlors at 1293 Broadway,
New York, and has installed therein an electrical
grinding department.

,at The next meeting of the Indiana Optical
Society is scheduled to meet at the Denison Hotel,
Indianapolis, on June 5th and 6th. A meeting of
much interest and profit is anticipated.

JI The optometry bill introduced in the Illinois
legislature and passed by the senate was sent by
the house to the judiciary committee, which re-
turned it with an unfavorable report.

Jt E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
have commenced an action against Osborne Gillette
and the Red Cross Optical Company, of Boston,
Mass., for alleged infringement of patent, by selling
eyeglass springs, which, the complainants contend,
are duplicates of their Ela Shur-on spring.

JC The Exchange Optical Co., Produce Ex-
change Building, Beaver and Whitehall Streets,
New York, has been incorporated under the laws
of the state of New York. The company will do
a general optical business, and its officers are John
W. Abrahams, president ; C. C. Harrison, treasurer,
and H. Butterworth, secretary.

,„is The Boston Optical Co. have again en-
larged their quarters at 373 Washington Street, the
enlargement being made possible by the new build-
ing that has recently been erected as an addition to
the Jewelers' Building. This is the second spread-
ing out the firm have done in their five years' ex-
istence, the expansions being necessitated by the
steady growth of their business.

,at The Lock-Head Screw Co. is a new opti-
cal concern at 78 Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
George A. Griffin, well-known on account of his
former connection as traveling salesman for the
Julius King Optical Co., and the Meyrowitz Mfg.
Co., is the manager of the firm, and patentee of
their new lock attachment for eyeglasses to pre-
vent mountings from working loose. The new
attachment will soon be exploited to the trade.

• 

Roehm & Son, 184-186 Woodward Avenue,
Detroit, Mich., have issued an interesting folder
bearing the title " Optical Progression." It ex-
ploits " Toric " and " Kryptok " lenses, and also
a convenient tourist's lens box, a sample of each
of which articles is illustrated. This folder is printed
on white enameled paper in maroon ink and en-
closed in a stiff red cover. Typographically it is
attractive and it should prove of much interest to
the spectacle-wearing public.

,at The Interstate Optical Supply Association
is the name of a new concern incorporated under
the laws of the State of New York. The capital
'stock is $100,000, and the purpose of the associa-
tion is to conduct a regular jobbing business in

optical goods and supplies for the benefit of the
members of the association. The officers of the
association are Alexander Martin, New York, pre-
sident ; J. J. MacKeown, New York, treasurer, and
C. A. Longstreth, Philadelphia, secretary.

je J. H. Hardin, of F. A. Hardy & Co., was
one of the visitors at the recent convention of the
New England Association of Opticians, held at
Boston. This was the first Eastern optical conven-
tion Mr. Hardin has attended, and he was impressed
with the attendance and character of the meeting.
After the convention he ran down to Southbridge
and assisted the officers of the American Optical
Company in greeting the delegates who visited the
factory the next day.

J. J. Bausch, the senior member of the
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
and Mrs. Bausch sailed for Europe on May 9th on
a pleasure trip and visit to relatives abroad. Their
sons, William and Edward, and the former's wife,
will also be of the party. The wife of Edward
Bausch has been abroad for some time past on a
health-seeking visit. The trip will mean a pleasant
reunion of the heads of this company abroad, as
Captain Lomb, of the firm, has been in Europe for
some time past.

at Adolph E. Kahn and Herman Esaac have
bought out the interest of their partner, Henry
Kahn, the San Francisco optician, in the New York
end of the business, conducted at 194 Broadway,
and have changed the firm-name to Kahn & Co.
The business will be conducted along the same
lines at the old location. Adolph Kahn was for-
merly connected with the old firm of B. Kahn &
Sons, of New York, while Mr. Esaac came from
San Francisco a few years ago, when the firm was
organized to succeed the old Maiden Lane concern.

JA Frederick A. Bates, the well-known optical
instructor, died May 18th, at the home of his
father, in Baltimore, Md. The latter is a member
of the firm of Hennegen, Bates & Co., leading
jewelers, of that city. Mr. Bates went to New
York City several years ago, and after attaining an
insight into the science of optics, entered into a
partnership with L. L. Ferguson. The firm opened
up at 4 Maiden Lane, and later moved around the
corner on Broadway. About a year or so later
Mr. Bates withdrew from the firm and located up
town, where he gave his attention largely to giving
instruction in optics and writing for the trade press.

,a1 John Wimmer, Indianapolis, has taken a
ten-year lease on the Wiley Block, in North Penn-
sylvania Street, a part of which he now occupies
with his optical establishment. The lease pro-
vides for the remodeling of the block and costs
$65,000. Work will be begun as soon as present
leases on store room occupied by others than
Wimmer have expired, which will be some months
yet. The first floor will be converted into a model
retail optical establishment, while the upper floors
will be remodeled to meet the requirements of a
large optical goods factory which Mr. Wimmer will
add to his present manufacturing plant.

,at E. Kirstein Sons Co., 202-206 Court Street,
Rochester, N. Y., have issued the " Shur-on"
catalogue and price-list for 1905. This is a twenty-
four page compilation, printed in black ink on
white enameled paper. Its dimensions are 1034 x
7 inches, approximately, and it is bound in a fawn
cover of substantial material. Its initial pages are
devoted to hints on ordering, guarantees, prices,
a general talk on Shur-on eyeglasses, and an ex-
planation of the company's system of numbering
springs. The mountings and other eyeglass spec-
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ialties made by the firm are handsomely illustrated
and fully described in the succeeding pages, and
there are various and convenient tabulations of
numbers, dimensions, prices, etc. A series of at-
tractive illustrations suitable for retail opticians'
advertising, constitute another useful and interest-
ing feature.

,A1 Louis Kahn, one of the best known men in
the optical trade in New York, died May 17th,
after a few days' illness. Mr. Kahn was formerly
of the firm of B. Kahn & Sons, the oldest optical
firm in New York City. I-Ie severed his connection
with the firm in 1898, and accepted a position with
E. Kirstein Sons Co., of Rochester, acting as
the firm's New York City agent and also covering
near-by points. He has been connected with this
firm since that time, with the exception of a year
when he handled the optical line of L. W. Levy &
Co. Mr. Kahn's three brothers are actively en-
gaged in the optical business, Henry and George
at San Francisco and Adolph in New York City.
Deceased took an active interest in the Optical
Society of the City of New York, and was always
ready to yield any service he could to further its
aims and work.

California State Association of
Opticians

This association held its regular quarterly
meeting in the California Hotel, San Francisco,
Cal., on Tuesday, May 9th. President Laufer
occupied the chair.

F. C. Worrell was admitted to active, and Dr.
A. E. Banks to honorary membership. The report
of the board of directors embodied the following:

We, the board of directors, through our com-
mittee beg to report by submitting correspondence
between his excellency, the governor, Mr. Henry
S. Calm and ourselves with reference to the legality
of Mr. Calm's position as a member of the State
Board of Examiners in Optometry, and advise
that, in view of the fact that Mr. Cahn does practice
optometry, it be the sense of the association that
the before-mentioned gentleman be declared a
legally-qualified member of the board.

After the reading and consideration of some
communications it was proposed, seconded and
carried unanimously that the report of the board
of directors on Mr. Cahn's status as an examiner
be adopted.

The treasurer's report showed the finances of
the association to be in a healthy condition. Under
the head, " Good of the Association," Mr. Kuttner
made an earnest appeal to the members to main-
tain the regular prices, saying : " Every time an
optometrist cuts lie only cuts into his own income
and is, consequently in the end, compelled to offer
inferior service or goods, or both."

The participants in the discussion incident to
this included Mrs. Handle and Messrs. Lawson,
Meyer, Cahn, Kuttner, Chinn, Rinner and W. H.
Davis, all of whom appeared to agree that the secre-
tary should incorporate in the report of the meeting
the fact that the board of examiners have offered a
reward of $25 for each arrest and conviction under
the " Optometry Act." The purpose of this is to
induce regularly registered optometrists throughout
the State to furnish the association information
concerning persons who are practicing optometry
without a license. Such information will then be
transmitted to the examiners, one of whom will
personally conduct the prosecution in whatever
part of the State the exigencies of the case may
require.

The recording secretary is at all times open to
receive such information.
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[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
/ ...awn,. i'eam TO of Tug KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the Jeweler and
opt HIM thoroughly posted on the very latest and niost salable goods, and the workman a .

bench opuilly well posted on the newest invent odes aml improvements in tools and

A new press which will commend itself to the jewelry manufacturer is
shown in our illustration. It is the product of the E. W. Bliss Co., Brook-
lyn, N. Y., and is intended for use in the machine shop or in the engraving
department for hubbing dies dud punches as well as for testing the various

New Neck-Chain Catch
The device shown in

the accompanying illus-
tration is knowit as the
Bag-Nall catch. This
catch is made by Doran,
Bagnall & Company,
North Attleboro, Mass.,
and is equally practicable
on neck chains, bracelets and other such articles of personal adornment.
It is said to be an improvement on snaps, spring rings, locks, etc. It is
durably made, not likely to get out of order and pretty in appearance.

Opening of the Southern Horological Institute, Dallas, Texas, June 1, 1905
This new and modern equipped school, with the latest approved methods for the rapid advancement of the young

lieginner in jewelry, Watchmaking and Engraving, offers as a special inducement for the enrollment of the first thirty
students only, a two-third rate of tuition. This special reduction, together with the cheapness at which room and board
can be obtained here, would make a saving to the student of at least fifty per cent. on his course, and should be a great
inducement to the young man of limited means desirous of learning a good trade.

Large, commodious rooms with abundance of light, well ventilated, and all modern conveniences in connection. A large vault at your
disposal for the safekeeping of tools or other valuables.

Our equipment of tools and machinery is the best the market affords. We furnish each student with a watchmaker's bench, lathe and
complete attachments—foot-wheel, countershaft, vise, etc. Three jobbers of tools and material within two blocks of school.

built and equipped with all modern conveniences for the accommodation of young men only, situated on the car line five blocks from the school
in best residence part of the city, with beautiful lawns, tennis courts, etc., in connection. Here good room and board is furnished to the
student at a nominal cost of $4.00 per week, accommodation of from 45 to 50 students. We would advise those who contemplate coming
here to write us a few days in advance for accommodations.

Mr. C. E. DeLong, formerly instructor in Watchmaking and Engraving in one of the best schools in the United States, and with a prac-
tical experience of twenty years at the bench, will be in charge of this department. The accompanying cuts are a few samples of his work and
of students under his supervision.

Mr. H. L. Dickson, a manufacturing jeweler of undisputed reputation, with over twenty-five years' experience in the manufacture and
repair of Jewelry, Ring Mountings, Stone Setting, Plating, Enameling, etc., will be in charge of this department.

We wish to impress upon the public that our aim is to make this school the Leader. We are both theoretical and practical men, with
reputation at stake, and we can assure every student that attends our school that he will be well rewarded for his time and money spent.

Write for catalogue and particulars. Very truly yours,

Southern Horological Institute, 253 Main Street, Dallas, Texas

Safety Guard for Scarf Pins, Brooches, Etc.
There is always a demand for devices which, while neither

cumbrous nor obtrusive in themselves, serve to insure per-
sonal jewelry from accidental loss and from the wily dexterity
of the light-fingered. One of such devices is shown in the
accompanying illustration. It is known as Green's Imperial
safety guard and is made by W. Green 8z Co., 6 Maiden Lane,
New York. This guard is neat, simple and efficient in operation.
It will fit any size of pin and may be used to secure scarf pins,
studs, hat pins, brooches, etc. It is instantaneously adjustable by
one turn of the screw with which it is equipped. As a means of
obviating anxiety as to the security of one's jewelry wearables,
this interesting device seems calculated to appeal strongly to
popular favor, especially in this age of dexterous thievery.

Improvements for the greater comfort of the
eyeglass wearer and the better preservation of his
glasses are still crowding one another. One of
the latest is the Todd stud screw lock nut, which
is made by the Kennedy Optical Co., Detroit,
Mich. This ingenious device, which our illustra-
tion explains, effectively locks the stud screw,
keeps it from becoming loose and adds materially
to the life of the glasses and satisfaction of the
wearer. The Todd invention merits the attention
of the trade.

An Electric Polishing Lathe
A valuable addition to the many new electrical devices, is the electric

polishing lathe for direct current, shown in our illustration. These lathes
are well constructed, embodying all the essential features of efficient,
durable machines, and they are ornamental as well as useful, being finished -
in dark enamel, which, in contrast to the lacquered brass and polished steel

NOT15.—Cut No. 1, calculated for a railroad a atch, was designed and made by C. E. Itel,ong.; it contain, I'M valuable iinpriiveinents nol found ill ,vatches of similar type, and is pro-
tected by four U. S. patents. It has a balance that i.an he rennived and a new one inserted in from one tii I wo 'ninnies withinu disturbing in the least the hairspring, oiler, truth or poise of
balance. An indicator hand is located underneath the second-hand, which indicates at all times the exact time elapsed since the watch was wound. It also contains improved banking pins
and regulator.

This cut is two-thirds actual size
of measure.

Over Five Thousand (s000) of these Measures have been
sold in New York State alone!

The measure consists of four blades and a cover. These blades contain a series of
holes with the weights marked opposite. These holes, clearly indicated, are placed over
the stones to be measured and when all the part showing out of the top setting, including
sides, etc., has been completely covered, you have the proper weight. This Measure, made
in both Aluminum and the highest quality of German Silver, is very much superior to all
others on the market for the following reasons: It is positively the only gage which will
measure diamonds mounted in Cluster and Gypsy settings. It is the only gage for the
correct measuring of diamonds in every form of setting. It is the only gage which mea-
sures with equal facility round, square and oblong-shaped stones.

It is the easiest adjusted gage. taking only a second to measure with. It is the lightest
gage, besides being the best looking and the easiest carried—it is no larger than an
ordinary pocket knife when closed. It is the cheapest gage by far now on the market.

It can be manufactured at a very moderate price in the form of a Souvenir should you
so desire, and will prove highly acceptable to your customers.

Price, $1.00
For sale by all the Principal
Tool and Jobbing Houses

dies used in the manufacture of jewelry. It is also particularly adapted for
heavy cutting and stamping ; also for embossing in the manufacture of watch

cases, medals and other work of like character. The slide is very long, as
are also the gibs, which are carefully scraped and fitted, thus insuring
accurate guidance of the tools which are operated in the press. The
balance wheel weighs 950 pounds ; the screw is 4 inches in diameter. The
total weight of the press is 5000 pounds.

Safeguarding Device for Fountain Pens

The Ideal clip-cap is the
niime gi;entoaconveideuit

form of protection for their
fountain pens, introduced by
L. E. Waterman Co., New York. As seen in the illustration, the invention
consists of a spring, one end of which is firmly secured to the pen and
projecting therefrom in a direction parallel with the long axis of the pen
and terminating at its free end in a ball point on the side of the spring

next the penholder. This ball point of the spring
forms one jaw of a clamp of which the penholder
forms the other jaw, and this clamp, by the action
of the spring, engages the pocket and holds the

  pen securely therein. Not only does the clip pre•
vent the pen from slipping out of the pocket, but

1. it also prevents it from rolling from the desk. It
soN is made of German silver and is ornamental as

well as useful. When specially ordered, it may
also be had in 14 K. gold.

parts, produces a very pleasing effect upon the eye. The frames are of iron
of high magnetic permeability and entirely enclose and protect all vital parts

trom dust, moisture or mechanical injury. The lathes are made by the

W. W. Oliver Mfg. Co., of Buffalo, N. Y. The armatures are of the slotted
or ironclad type and of generous size. The core is built up of thin sheet-

iron disks, IA ell insulated from each other, thus reducing heat losses to

a minimum. It is then wound, clipped in insulating varnish and baked

thoroughly. All other parts are made with like care with a view to maxi-
mum efficiency.



Do You Want to Improve Business?
Then hustle. WE DO. It pays to advertise

With the new improved genuine platinum disk FIREFLY you can
make an outdoor or a window sign that will be a success.

Just think how many ways you can fix it up, and how easily
you can afford one at our price. Only $1.8o Net

IMPROVED FIREFLY. Old price, $3.00 each.

Our price, $1.80 Net
Everybody can buy one or two at this price.

This flasher will operate from one to three
16 candle-power lamps, one to six 8 candle-power
lamps, or one to twelve 4 candle-power lamps, on
either direct or alternating current. The opening
and closing of the circuit is caused by expansion
and contraction of metals due to heat produced by
the electric current ; thus the mechanism is ex-
tremely simple and entirely automatic and noise-
less in operation. It requires absolutely no atten-
tion, and there is nothing to wear or get out of
order. The contacts are heavy platinum and
will wear indefinitely, because the spark is so very
slight that it can scarcely be seen. The " Firefly "
will light the lamps from 15 to 30 times per minute,
and by means of an adjustment screw the interval
between flashes can be regulated, thereby materi-
ally changing the effect. With this flasher less
electricity is consumed than if the lamps were
constantly bright. The effect of alternate light
and darkness produced in a sign or show window
causes an action and animation that will attract
much attention.

A Big Bargain in Benches

Big

Material
Cabinet
Complete.
517 Compart-
ments, only

$5.17
N ET

Ito I top, size 44 long, 26 • i le,
40 big 1, will! 10-inch curtain.

$12.40 Net
Plain top, size 90 long, 20 wide,

40 high.
$7.45 Net

Finished in Oak only.

LaFave Optician's Table
The most economical operating

table in the world. Built of iron,
finished in Jilpall leather lop.
site, 16x24; weight, 35 pounds.

Itegular price, $6.50.
Our price, $5.35

Size - 22,4 long, 5 in. wide, 514 high.
solid ; )alc: Sealed compartments are movable. The finest cabinet, made.21 Drawers. 56 Bottles. 21 Sealed Compartments in each Drawer.

Do You

Carry

Umbrellas

or

Canes?

Finest 25-11ole
Case on the
market.
Height, 44 in.;
width, I 7 in.
(talc, Wal nut
or
Cherry finish.
Shipped
put up
mady for use.

Regular price,
:719 00.

Our price,
$6.90 Net

Cabinet complete with Bottles Mit without com-
partments in drawers.

Only $4.00, less 10% for cash

-

PAT..APC0 FOR

No. 6o Combination Tool
For Setting Roller .Jewels, Pallet Stones. Annealing tool.
Jewel Device and I I and Holder.

Only $1.25, less 670

Latest Improved Jewel Setting Cutter and Burnisher
With this tool you can open any size Jewel Bezel. No. 72. Each, 47 cents net

If you want a House that you can depend upon to fill orders Right, give us a trial;
you will find we excel in promptness carefulness and lowest prices.

Calvin Clauer Company WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND

7 WATCHMAKERS' SUPPLIES

151=153 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Degree Gage No. 30, with
set screw

Very convenient when it is de-
sired to keep the gage set to a cer-
tain size. Each, 75c.

The New Carborundum Crevice
Set as shown, 3 wheels, assorted
sizes, and arbor complete. Regular
price, $5 edits.

Our price, only 19c. Net
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New Goods an Inventions
—

(Continued from page 1019)

A New Adjustable Bracelet
A welcome variant of

the popular adjustable brace- )'1
let, suggestively named the llII 

elk M!
Velvet, is the new narrow
pattern, shown in our illus-
tration. The trade will be
pleased to know that the
Velvet,which is adjustable to
any wrist, whatever its size
or conformation, can now be had in narrow widths and in children's sizes.
This bracelet excels in comfort and comeliness as well as security, and is
made in rolled-gold plate and sterling silver, either with plain or signet or
locket top. The Velvet bracelet is the product of Mason, Howard & Co.,
of Attleboro, Mass., and will prove a seasonable addition to jewelers' lines.

KEYSTON

Machine for Tagging Rings

One of the latest contrivances intended to facilitate
the arrangement and classification of the jeweler's
stock, is shown in the accompanying illustration.
This device takes its name from the function which it

is designed to fulfill and, accordingly, is
known as "The" ma-
chine for tagging rings,
etc. It is no less useful,
however,for tagging other
articles of jewelry. It is
one of the conveniences
made by the Hold-On
Clutch Co. '33 Gold Street,
New York, and consists
mainly of an eyelet ma-
chine,while its accessories
include moo celluloid tags
and bottle of ink. It seems
to have the qualities of a
time and labor saver.

voloollimmg11111

New German Silver Bags
Among the fashionable novelties of the time are a new line of German

silver bags offered to the trade by Coddling & Heilborn Co., of North
Attleboro, Mass. These bags have many meritorious points in style, con-
struction and finish. The principle upon which they are made obviates
rivets, and the tops are not drilled. These bags are made in Roman, silver,
gun-metal and old English finish. The linings are of handsome white kid
and the sizes are from two to six inches.

New

The improvement of
the fountain pen provides
an interesting subject for
the exercise of inventive
genius. One of the latest
products of this kind is
the pen shown in the illus-
tration here w i t 11, and
known as the Eagle
"Flash." This is marketed
by M. J. Averbeck,
Maiden Lane, New York,
and is a practical self-fill-
ing pen in every respect,
possessing many desirable
features, such as cleanli-
ness, convenience a n d
comfort in handling and
use. It is filled by pressing a
nor is there any spilling of ink,
pens are made up in dozen lots,

Fountain Pen

button, thererefore requires no glass fillers ;

clogging or shaking, or loss of cap. These
nine plain and three with gold bands.
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A New Phoroscope
As our optical readers understand, a phoroscope is an instrument used

in exercising the muscles of the eye. In the accompanying illustration we
show a new form of phoroscope made and sold by Rhodes Watch Tool Co.,
Chicago, and for which exceptional merit is claimed. The makers state
that the gymnastic exercises that this instrument facilitates are not designed
to correct errors of refraction of the eyes nor the so-called muscular

imbalances. The purpose of the exercises is to build up strong physiological
power, enabling the eyes, within themselves and by their own spontaneous
resources, to carry whatever burden is imposed by the defect with greater
ease and comfort. We are told also that the course of exercise stimulates
nerve.centers that are, normally, never called upon for action, and imbues
them with life by giving them work to do. With a little instruction the
patient is able to operate the instrument, and all the optometrist requires to
do is to change the positions and values of the inserts. If a special space
is provided for the exercise, such visits will interfere very little with the
regular office practice.

Tile and Mosaic Floors

We occasionally receive letters from merchants who contemplate
renovating their stores, asking for information with regard to the
cost and durability of tile and mosaic floors. We have inquired
among the tile and marble workers of the city and have gotten
the following facts :

The cost of tile, the unglazed, of course, being used for
floors, is approximately sixty cents per square foot. Properly
laid, it will remain intact for about ten years. After that the tiles
begin to loosen and it requires oacasional repairs.

The tile floor is not so popular now as formerly, the mosaic
having largely superseded it. Of the latter there are two kinds,
the terrazzo and the roman. The former of these is a mixture of
very small chips of marble and cement, is made in laying and
afterward polished. A floor of this composition is much more
durable than tile and costs about half as much, or about thirty-five
cents per square foot.

The roman, the kind generally seen in the better class of
stores, is made up of small marble cubes, usually one inch, laid

separately in cement. The cost of this kind is from sixty cents to

one dollar per square foot, the popular colors of marble being

white, black and red. A floor of this kind will last, we are

informed, from seventy-five to a hundred years.
Those who have floors of tile or mosaic say that they can

be kept clean with much less work and that the idea that these

materials retain heat and cold more than wood may be true in

fact, but that it is not noticeable in any appreciable degree.
—Apparel Gazette.
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R. LOEB, Professor of Therapeutics
of the University of Berlin, made the
astounding remark that at least one-

fifth of the human organs could be spared."

" For example," said the learned physician,

the human spleen is of no known use. The
appendix is for no other purpose than to give
appendicitis," and to demonstrate his theory

the doctor submitted himself to a surgical

operation for the purpose of having the ap-

pendix removed. The human machine is

like any other machine, and if we could find

a way to get along with one-half of the human

machinery, we would be much happier. So

we find that in machinery the less complicated

the more desirable. American watch move-

ments have taken the preference in
the world's market on account of
their simplicity.

Catches on jewelry boxes are not
for ornaments. They are needed to
keep the box closed, and yet it does

not always stay closed. Very often

the box warps, as wood or fibre is
apt to do, and becomes a nuisance.

This cannot be with our patented
metallic jewelry boxes, as they are

made of the best tempered steel,
hence can never warp. There is no
visible catch —the box opens and

closes by a slight pull, and it is

our double-action automatic spring that do .c

it. We cover them in velvets, silks, etc.

They are beautiful in appearence, and are

to-day the best, the cheapest and the most

economical jewelry boxes in the world.

If you have not yet had any, get some

now, and you will never use others. Ask

your neighbor, and he will tell you what he
thinks of them.

Our 400 line is a beautiful velvet
box. We sell the ring, brooch, dumb-

bell, screw earring, including lady's watch,

at $2.85 per dozen. This we most recom-
mend. Our 300 line velvet is a little cheaper.
Our 500 is our finest, and of course costs
more. We also have our dandy round jewelry
boxes, in brooch, watch, etc. These we can
give you at any price. It depends how you
want them finished.

We Make --We Sell
The Best Jewelry Boxes for Any One's

Money on Earth

NOW MAKE US PROVE IT

Last January we sent out our first and only

advertisement. Orders came in much faster than we

were able to fill. For this we offer due apology and

promise that all orders from now on will be filled

more promptly. We will not print any first order

of less than a dozen, nor less than half-dozen of any

one kind. Orders for sample single boxes must be

accompanied with pay.

- -- _ 

EMPIRE "

CASE COM.
44,„ JEWELRY

BUFFALO, N

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers of the

EMPIRE AUTOMATIC-SPRING METALLIC
JEWELRY BOX

Our Dandy Box No. D. M. In three sizes 2", 21A" and 3".
The box is made of the best tempered steel, without hinge or
catch. Lift cover is suitable for watch, brooch, chain, bracelet,
etc., known to the trade as handy box. Covered in quality V
fancy or plain velvet at $1.75 per dozan ; in good quality velvet,
$2.00 ; better, $2.50 ; and line quality velvet or fancy silk, $3.50
per dozen. This is the handsomest and cheapest box for the
money in the market.

Consult with your exchequer, and find

out how much money you want to invest in

a Dandy Box ; and we will meet you.

How will $1.75 per dozen suit you?

Though so cheap, they are very nice. Of

course, for $2.00 they are made of better

material.

It is the general satisfaction our boxes

have given so far that supplies us with the

right vim. We sell everything F. 0. B.

Buffalo, but will send you any order you

may favor us with, with the privilege to

return at our expense if not satisfactory.

While we will appreciate your trade we want

it understood that it is business

on business principles we are

after. We offer you the best goods

of the kind for the least money.

We give you quality and price.

The live merchant makes more

money in buying than in selling.

No. 400 Ring Box is made of the best tempered
steel, and will not shrink ilor warp ; graceful round
top, no unnecessary thickness to its shies, beautiful
lu appearence, covered in good silk velvet at $2.85
per dozen.

Nowadays it is all in appear-

ance : goods should be shown in the

most appreciative condition. A

nice jewelry box will help sell

your jewelry.

We have tried to describe our

goods the best we know how. The

next thing is for you to see them

and judge for yourself. In doing

so you take no chances. As

.have said before : We guarantee

goods to your satisfaction. May we

pect to hear from you?

we

Our

ex-

No. 412 Watch Boxes are made of the best tempered steel, covered with a
good quality of silk velvet, with our patented automatic spring attachment for
opening and dosing; will not warp or di ri ak ; have a dome top, round corners,
and are beautirul in appearence. I 'rii c in 0 and 6 size, 62.85 per dozen.

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.
105 Seneca Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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The Canadian Horological Institute, Toronto,
Canada, will enter upon its sixteenth year and
upon a new term on September 5th. The reputa-
atinocnof this school always insures a large attend-e.

F. D. Mears, hitherto in the jewelry business
at Greenfield, Iowa, has removed to Vancouver,
Wash., and resumed business there. Mr. Mears
change of location was primarily for the benefit of
his health.

G. J. Daum, the Augusta, Ky., jeweler, makes
a specialty of handsome and unique class pins, one
of which he presents yearly to every local graduate.
This should prove an advertisement such as is
calculated to make many future friends for Jeweler
Daum's store.

A. B. Swift, for some time watchmaker for
J. C. Sipe, 184 Meridian Street, Indianapolis,
Ind., has resigned his position and bought out the
watchmaking business of Albert F. Lich, 918 State
Life Building, and will make a specialty of watch
repairing for the trade.

Andrew Mueller, of Baltimore, Md., designed
and made the beautiful past-master's jewel recently
presented to Harvey E. Birch, of the Mystic Circle
Lodge, A. F. and A. M. The piece was much
admired for the beauty of the conception and the
excellence of the execution.

F. R. Cross & Co., rooms 513-14 The Wyan-
dotte, Columbus, Ohio, announce that they have
started in the wholesale watch, watch material,
tool and supply business and that they carry a
complete line of the standard makes of watches,
watch cases, clocks, findings and jobbing stones, etc.

Arthur S. Ferris, a Norwalk, Conn., jewelry
repairer, was severely burned recently by an
alcohol lamp. Mr. Ferris had just lighted the
lamp when it suddenly exploded, and the blazing
alcohol was thrown all over his face, some running
down his neck and under his clothing. He screamed
for assistance, and a friend who happened to be

in the store, succeeded after considerable work in
smothering the flames, using his bare hands in the

operation.

A. H. Pond & Co., wholesale jewelers, Syra-
cuse, N. Y., have removed their office and sales-

rooms from 132 South Salina Street, to larger
quarters in the White Memorial Building, at the
corner of Salina and East Washington Streets,

situated half a block from their former location.

Their new home comprises rooms 6, 7 and 8 on

the second floor. This increase of space enables

them to carry a larger stock, and to better handle

their growing trade.

Among the students recently admitted to the
Philadelphia College of Horology, are the follow-

ing : W. C. Flautt, Frederick, Md.; H. B. Jones,

Rome, Ga.; C. F. Trunk, Phoenixville, Pa.; J. R.
Haldeman, Line Lexington, Pa.; J. Zeeler, Lewis-

burg, Pa.; FL R. Walter, Lewisburg, Pa.; D. B.

Manning, Cortland, N. Y.; C. G. Mackleet, Phila-

delphia, Pa.; Rose Wolfram, Darlington, S. C.;

G. M. Geer, North Concord, Ohio ; S. Temer-

man, Pottsville, Pa.; C. H. Ziegler, Columbiana,

Ohio ; J. D. Clark, Batavia, N. Y.; Mary North-

craft, Johnstown, Pa.

The board of directors of the New Haven
Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., at a specially con-
vened meeting, passed resolutions expressing
regret for the sudden death of Frank Stevens, late
secretary of the company, and condolence with
his bereaved family. Mr. Stevens' untimely end,
which resulted from an automobile accident in
France, was reported in the May issue of THE
KEYSTONE. At another meeting of the board, E.
P. Root was elected secretary of the company in
succession to deceased.

R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., silversmiths,
Wallingford, Conn., have issued catalogue and
price-list No. 95, of 1835 R. Wallace silverware.
This is a very elaborate compilation, the dimensions
being large-3334 x io34 inches, approximately—
permitting of very impressive pictorial and typo-
graphical display. The cuts are especially rich
and imposing and portray with rare fidelity the
artistic patterns of silverware manufactured by this
company. The introductory pages contain fine
half-tones of the firm's founder and of its present
factory, both accompanied by appropriate text.
The basic metals and plates used in manufacturing
are next dealt with and then follow the goods them-
selves with explanations of the various styles and
qualities and regular price tabulations.

ft. E. Heacock, of the firm of H. E. Heacock
& Co., of Manila, sailed from San Francisco on
May 24th, and is due to arrive home about the 21st
of this month. Mr. Heacock has been in this
country for several months past purchasing stock
for his Manila business. He was formerly of the
firm of Heacock & Freer, of San Francisco and
Manila, but believing that prospects were so good
in the Philippines for a jobbing firm, he sold out
his interests at San Francisco to his partner, Mr.
Freer, and hereafter will give his whole attention
to his business interests in the Philippines. Here-

after his firm will carry complete lines of every-

thing needed by jewelers and opticians. The firm

have connections with some of the largest and

best manufacturers of this country, and have

already built up a fine-growing business in Uncle

Sam's far Eastern possessions.

Wm. B. Durgin, president of the Wm. B.

Durgin Co., manufacturers of sterling silverware,

Concord, N. H., died on Saturday, May 6th, at his

home in that city, after a three-weeks' illness from

nephritis, aged seventy-two years. His passing

marks the close of a career remarkable for initia-

tive, for perseverance and for high integrity. Mr.

Durgin was a silverstnith with over half a century

of practical experience, and to this he united the

business instinct indispensable to business growth

and especially to the direction of a large enter-

prise. He was born at Campton, N. H., and

served an apprenticeship in the silversmithing

shop of Newell, Harding & Co., Boston, Mass.,

and, as an initial venture for himself, began to

make spoons by hand, disposing of his product by

personally canvassing the trade. His goods prov-

ing reliable, his business steadily grew, and in

time he erected a factory at Concord, which, with

periodical enlargements and accretions, served the
company until last year, when the plant, hitherto
somewhat partitioned, was consolidated into a new

and finely appointed building, erected by the com-
pany at Washington and White Streets. The

removal of the company to its new home, and the

fiftieth anniversary of the firm's establishment
happily synchronized last autumn, and were fittingly
celebrated. Mr. Durgin conducted the business in

his own name up to 1898, when the present
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corporation was formed, and he became its presi-
dent. His encouragement of artistic silversmith-
ing in Concord was an appreciable service to the
community in which the greater part of his life-
work was performed.

The Jewelers' Fraternity, of New Orleans, La.,
signalized its third installation of officers by a
breakfast at the City Restaurant on Monday, May
15th. This interesting and enjoyable event was
presided over by President Granzin, who, in an
appropriate speech, dwelt on the aims of the
Fraternity and the achievements of its three years'
of existence, especially its influence in bringing the
members of the trade into more intimate social,
and business relations. Leonard Krower, the
well-known New Orleans jobber, sent a telegram
wishing success to the fraternity, and T. Haus-
man & Sons sent a check for the sick members'
fund. Both communications were acknowledged
by a standing vote of thanks. The most graceful
feature of the meeting was the presentation to
President Granzin of a loving cup. This unique
gift is in the form of a crucible, six inches high.
The presentation address was made by Judge
Skinner. The cup was filled with wine, and used
by the members to pledge the health of the organ-
ization. In addition to President Granzin, these
officers were elected : Thomas F. Hall, vice-presi-
dent ; Daniel Ramelli, recording secretary ;
Alphonse Mandot, financial secretary.

Queer Bank Checks

A torn linen collar, a piece of lath, a cuff, and
half a dozen other old objects hung above a cer-
tain bank clerk's desk in this city, says an exchange.
" My collection of queer checks," the young

man said. " Each of those things is a check.
Each was duly honored. Each has a story.

"I have been collecting queer checks for three
years. That piece of lath started me. A bank
honored the lath for $250. It was made into a
check by the owner of a saw mill, who was out at
the plant with his son, thirty miles from any house,
and totally without paper, let alone a check book.
The money was needed to pay off the hands. The
saw-miller wrote on the lath just what a check cor-
rectly drawn has on it, and he sent his son into the
bank to get the money and to explain. The lath
check was honored after some discussion among
the bank's officers.
" The cuff check was drawn by an actor who

had become slightly intoxicated, got into a fight
and been arrested. He was treated cavalierly in
his cell. They wouldn't give him any paper and
he bribed a boy to take the check to a bank. The
boy got the money, and with it the actor paid his
fine. Otherwise he'd have been jailed for ten days.
Thus a cuff check may be said to have saved a
man from prison.
" The check written on that linen collar won a

bet of $5. A man bet a woman that a check made
on a collar would be cashed, and, of course, he

won his bet.
" Your bank, if you carry a good account, will

honor the most freaky checks you can draw up. In
such monkey business, though, I won't encourage

you.,,

"I can' I give up the valuable information which
I get from The Keystone, as my thirteen years of
successful business was aml is largely by-ought
about by adhering to the principles which I have
from lime to time noticed in y011r valuable paper."
—G. B. lghman, Jeweler, CapeCharles, Virginia.
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MARTIN HOLDS THE RECORD
for the greatest number of sales made by any single auctioneer ; for the
largest individual auction sales ever conducted ; for the biggest returns
obtained for goods sold, and for the swiftest and most successful selling.

MY CLIENTS RUN NO RISKS

In order that the sale may be a success for me, it must be a success for
.you, and in 30 years of auctioneering I have not made a single failure.

MY CREDENTIALS ARE ENDORSED

by hundreds of retail jewelers (many of these the largest in the country),
for each of whom I have made from one to half a dozen successful sales.
Their names and addresses and opinions of me are yours on request.

MY EXPERIENCE AND ABILITY

have evolved what is now known all over as "THE MARTIN SALE,"
a new kind of sale which ensures an auction that will not only free the
jeweler from financial burdens, but ensure him a good profit on goods
sold, help his reputation and increase his patronage. To secure my
services, write at once.

S. MARTIN
Jewelers' Auctioneer

Long Distance Telephone
Number North 245

784 Fir.st trt

Milvvaukee, 'Vis.

j. V.

MO ROSS

jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-brac and
Art China

I GUARANTEE
PROFITS ON ALL

SALES

No goods misrepre-
sented. Over twenty
years' experience. I
thoroughly understand
the price of goods with-
out asking, which saves
time and money.

NO STOCKS TOO LARGE ; NONE TOO SMALL

Have sales dated up to June 20th. Just finishing one of the largest sales
ever conducted in the State of Ohio. Best of reference and terms furnished.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Address J. V MO ROSS
315 West Fifth Street DAYTON, OHIO

MANOR & MCCONNELL
America's

Premier jewelry Auctioneers

Sales made for the
legitimate trade
only in any part
of the English-
speaking world.

Write for booklet
containing infor-
mation relative to
Auctions.

This is the time to write
and secure a dating for
either NOW or this fall.

Address all communications to

MANOR & McCONNELL
tot6 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis, Mo., Office-634 Century Building
Long Distance Phone-1175 C Kinlock
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Summer Sales Succeed

Profit of $2000
"You left me over if6000 in cash for a

stock that invoiced only $4000."
MRS. L. SCITUETZ,

Olean, N. Y.

Large Following Sale
" As the successor to Mrs. Schuetz, I

feel that the auction sale was the best
thing that could have happened ; the
holiday business following the sale was
the largest on record."

OTTO MILLER,
Olean, N. Y.

Especial Satisfaction
"These gentlemen make special and

constant effort to work otr the jeweler's
old stock, and our customers report
especial satisfaction because of this fea-

ture of their work. We cordially com-

mend them to jewelers that desire the

services of skilled auctioneers."
NON-RETAILING Co.,

Lancaster, Pa.

Don't have a dull summer. People
have just as much money to spend dur-
ing the summer months as in December.
It is only a question of knowing how to
convert your goods into cash. You

cannot do it, perhaps. We can ; that's our specialty.
For years we have been at this business of making goods

move when proprietors would rather have money than a lot of
stock, and when this is done the right way—our way—it works
to your future as well as to your present advantage.

Just read the following letter written after we had conducted
a successful July and August sale :

Norwich, Conn., Sept. 24, 1904.
MITCHELL & TILLOTSON :

I am pleased to say to all who are thinking of having an auction sale to
clean out their old stock that I cannot imagine how anyone can take more
interest than you do in cleaning out the old goods. Surely you sold for
us some goods that had been in our store for thirty or more years, and in
many cases we were extremely surprised at the prices received.
Nobody could have had a greater dread of an audtion than we did

before the sale, and now I could go through another unhesitatingly.
Best of all is the impression held by the public after the sale. I think

that such a sale honestly condudted, as you condua your sales, helps the
reputation of the firm for whom you sell.

I only hope we may be able to secure your services whenever we get
ready for another auction.

GEO. W. CROSS.
Manager for J. & G. H. Bliss.

During the so-called dull season, we can sell from $2000 to
$5000 worth of goods a week for you, and at a splendid profit,
too. We do not advocate " cheap goods " sales ; we can sell
your most expensive stock—get rid of all your old card jewelry,
passe rings, shop-keepers in silver hollowware, etc., and • all
without any misrepresentation and without creating any dissatis-
faction on the part of old or new customers.

We can do this for you in June, July or August as well as
at any other season. Later on trade will come of its own accord ;
the summer is the time to force sales. We can make your store
a center of interest to others, a money-making entertainment
to you.

Let us clear up all your dead stock, build up your bank
balance and give you a good start for the fall business. Write
at once, telling us the size of your store, the size and character
of your stock, whether you or any other jewelers
in your town have had sales and when, and how
long you have been in your present location.
Tell us your money troubles. Your letters will be
held in strict confidence, and whether we make an
arrangement with you or not, our
advice and suggestions will be
valuable.

Three Successful Sales
"Mitchell & Tillotson have made

three sales for me, each one being more
successful than the one preceding it.
The result of these sales has been new
customers, increased trade and an at

clean stock."
WM. ("LOVER, JR.,

Hazleton, Pit.

An All 'Round Success
" The sale was a success from every

point of view."
A. 1). NORTON,
Gloversville, N. Y.

Sold the Chestnuts
" You sold all my 'chestnuts' and

averaged nearly thirty-three per cent.
profit on the sale. There was nothing in
the three-weeks' sale that I was ashamed
of, or had reason to apologize for. You
are not only successful, but you represent
the best type of success."

W. S. Qugsrega,
Watertown, N. Y.

Mitchell & Tillotson
37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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DEAR SIR : NEW YORK, May t, 1905.

We beg to inform you that we have opened a new
store at 32 Maiden Lane, this city, in addition to our present
quarters at 38 Chrystie Street.

The new store will occupy the entire ground floor of
the building and the immense stock will comprise everything
in goods, material and equipment required by the watch-
makers and jewelers. The lines handled will include:

Watches
Clocks
Jewelry
Silverware

Novelties
Tools
Materials
Supplies

Optical Goods and
Equipment
Also Imitation and
Precious Stones, etc.

The increase in our business which necessitated this
proportionate extension of our facilities, is the best proof of
the satisfaction given our patrons, and we are now in a
position to fill every order, large or small, promptly and
satisfactorily, and at rates which will mean a material
saving to the trade.

If you contemplate visiting this city, you will find it to
your advantage to call and inspect our new store and stock.
A hearty welcome awaits you. If you are not already on
our list, we extend to you a SPECIAL invitation, feeling
that the liberal treatment which has made for us so many
friends among the trade will enable us to add you to the
number—and much to your advantage.

Hoping for the pleasure of an early visit or a trial
order, we are, Yours very truly,

Korones Bros.

SOMMER CLOCK MFG. CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

High =Grade

Cuckoos

Office, 1027 Columbia Avenue

Ask for Catalogue

THE PRINCIPAL OF AN

ENGRAVING SCHOOL

himself an expert engraver—described
the well-known treatise

THE ART

OF ENGRAVING

as " the most practical technical treatise
ever written."

It is so simple in statement, so methodic in sequence, so
complete in its scope and so easy to follow, that it eliminates
entirely the need of a teacher.

Many expert engravers, now earning the highest salaries,
were taught solely by this book.

The Scientific American, a recognized authority, says:
" It seems a thoroughly practical book of utility to the skilled
engraver as well as to the learner."

OVER 200 ORIGINAL ILLUSTRATIONS

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)
Pi/wished by

THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Established
1839

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks awl Cases
Extra Deepirunks and Cases Always in Stock

AI Broadway 688 Broadway
Below Cortiandt Street Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

Master Treatise on Escapements
A knowledge of the escapements is the corner stone, foundation and frame-
work of horology. With this knowledge all else comes easy ; without it the
watch worker, no matter how clever, is always groping in the dark. The
new treatise,

Watch and Clock Escapements
has superseded all other works on the lever, cylinder and chronometer escape-
ments. This book is a complete education on practical horology, and much
superior to any correspondence course now available. The text is elucidated
by nearly 200 original illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by The Keystone, HA and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Light 15c. a Month
One Quart Gasoline
burns 18 hours in our

Brilliant
Gas Lamps

Giving 100=Candle Gas
Light

If you have not used
or seen them, write
for our K. S. Catalog.
It tells all aboutthem
and our other lamps
and systems. Over
125,000 llnit.mANTs
sold during the last
6 years.

EVERY LAMP

GUARANTEED
100-Candle Power

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 State Street, CHICAU0

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for Bemiring patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

SCientifiC iiimericatt•
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Lnrgest Mr-
ciliation Of any scientific journal. Toms, $3 a
year : four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co 361Br0adway, New York
Branch Office. 425 F St., Washington, 1). C.

A B

e lory Button Back

(IEBI-IARDT BROS.
Makers of

Diamond Mountings
Class Pins and Badges

Victory Attachments

,inples and New Price-List on application

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
Par."

AUTOMATI C
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a Specialty

LION BLDG., CINCINNATI

JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
Etiqui ries solicit ed Ity

C. B. RICHARD & CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

Engraved Souvenir Spoon.s
BRitarr cur STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St.. Providence. R. I.

Foot=Power Lathes

{
Correct in principle.

High-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Cahrlogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Gutting Lathes tor
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby Street, Rockford III.

J. BULOVA CO
51 Az. 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

„„„„,,„,„,,.,,.., ,

Our patent fasten- Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
jug on all rings. Button Back. For hard soldering
Can be applied to Can be applied to any button.

any ring. Write for our New Catalogue of Rings

"Green's Imperial" Safety Guards
Pat(n! Applied for)

PROTECTION AOAINST

LOSS AND THEFT

Latest, Simplest,
Neatest, Best

79 Lk For Scarf Pins, Studs, Hat
Pins, Brooches, Etc.

Instantly Adjusted by one
turn of Screw

WILL FIT ANY SIZE PIN

R 
Pir 

No. 79. GoldPI'llaCteE d . . 
doe.
5 

No. 80. Genuine Gun Metal 1.00
No. 81, Gold Plated . . . . 1.00

lee 

For sale by all Wholesale .leweltsu,r 
showing

1 

Arranged on handsome cards,
retail price, 25 cents each

W. GREEN 0 CO., Manufacturers. 6 Maiden Lane, New York
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NOVELTIES IN FANS

suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

IGNAZ sTRAuss & CO.,__ Manufacturers

Factories at Vienna, Paris, Kobe, New York Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

,1/44), ,1/44), 11/4+fiy,tbe tit, X

'1/41

-i 
it

-i RUDOLPH NOEL.4,(,1 & CO. k., „k_
- 

j

37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

I-j
1-• Importers of f

I)'A .27%
+■I x.viailionb, Pearte 1,s-
(.1 l't
31 1N'CCi0119

Ti cilli,prectotic.; ailb 1)=-i>
.41 limitation %tolico T4

1 )4_Ix
■fl 

Fine Series of Scientific 
I)

,(1 RUBIES .0,4
li r

•x7(i.N7,-(i..7-,-4.74■774:--.74,44L 7745Ciei.i7x.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price•List

Learn
to be a good

Engraver
undreds have

doubled their income
by attending this
school why not
YOU?

Write to-day for
Catalogue.

REES
ENGRAVING SCHOOL

Elmira, N. Y.
F. Ii. REFS
Director

Established
1890

In 101110

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

will be lino, ti by
the signature ou
the card of

All others are imitations and are an infringe-
ment on patents. All infringements will be
prosecuted to the full extent of law.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 126 State Street, Chicago

Makers of

TOWER ana STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

T I I It KcysToNE
E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.

OK'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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I want you to have our Prospectus, to read it over-especially the
testimonials-and we are sure you will be convinced that we have the
experience, teachers, methods, tools and appliances to make a thorough,
practical and up-to-date Watchmaker, Engraver and Optician of you in a
short space of time. Better send for it to-day. See ad. on page 958,
this issue.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. IE Schuler, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

TRY THEM! Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
Ring Adjuster, cut from 10 K.
gold tilled stock. Gold in front
twice as thick as on back. .Ask
your jobber for them, or I will
send prepaid at once (only on
receipt of price), 1 doz. astd.
sizes. gold filled, $2.00; 1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75:1 doz.metal.astd sizes.

850. For samples, one small and one medium
large size gold tilled and one metal adjuster, 50c.
Address Chester Wells, leweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

Souvenir
Spoons

CHAS A

of any
Enildions engraved In
lalw I, 83.60 per dot.

STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, P.1.

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
Ceonaco, 1893 PARIS, 1889 BERN. 1859

A few very good CURE.
NOM ETERS 011 halld ; second-
hand Chronometers made up
equal to new for sale at
moderate prices. Repairing,

springing and adjust-
g l'Ilronometers,

also line Watch repair-
ing for the trade.

THE GEISSLER
WATCH CO.

Soecessors to H. R. He! nrleh

192 Water Street, NEW YORK

EMILE DREYER
Formerly is i t Ii Tell A. Beguelin

77 Nassau St, New York City
NEW HOUSE-Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIALT I ES:

E. D. Extra Long 8-Day Mainsprings
Fine assoeturient of SwissWatch Material

also
W n & Cie Watch Glasses

A TRI A WILL CONVINcE YUO

G.F.Wagsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
Silver Plating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing Old

English andSolss
Cases to take

American b. W.
Movements ray

gleelnIty.
OLP CAPES

MADE NEW

Silversmiths'

1 31-1 37
Wabash AW1,
CHICAGO

Repairer, Engraver and Manufac-
turing Jeweler

FOR. TI-M TRADES
W. E. BECKER

195499 South Clark Street, Chicago
Old gold and silver taken in exchange for

work. Good work, low prices and prompt
re t Ii rns. Send fur price-list of repairs.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

A HEALTHY JEWELER HAS AN
APPETITE FOR EVERY

GOOD THING
SANGER'S EMERY RING BUFFS
ARE A
PURE
BUSINESS

FOOD

AND
WILL

DO YOU
GOOD

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

team
Lapidarg

DIAMOND CUTTING
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones

BEA
WATCHMAKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The Artisan 24-page Illustrated Book, " How
to be a Watchmaker " free. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, Globe Building, St. Paul, Minn.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words am! advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial letter.

To insure insertion money must Ac-
company ail orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach ,is not later than
the 25th of each month for insertion in
the following month's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
Lu which their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Ender this Ileadlna, ONE CENT per word, for first

wenty•five words. addll Iona] n °ells sold nilverIbleanents,
THREE CENTS per word. No allverlIsetnent Inserted
for Ie. than 25 rents.

VOTING man, having lathe and full set of tools,

• 

desires a position as watchmaker and en-
graver. Can give good refs. " Q 986," care
Keystone.
aPTICIAN open to engagement ; long exp. as

• 

refractionist. Can handle successfully the
most difficult cases. Able to draw and hold
business. Good address, education and habits.
Will accept position only With good reliable firm.
Salary, or salary and percentage. No objection
to Southern States. Address, "H 980," care
Keystone.

BY young tnan, 21, as assistant watch and clock-maker ; good habits, ref. Owns all small
tools. Box 43, Saegertown, Pa.
AS traveling salesman for either tools or mate-

• 

rial or general line ofjewelry. Married, fit;
good refs. •, 8 years' exp. at bench and salesman.
Address, P. 0. box 188, Colchester, Ill. 
pOSITION as manager of watch dept. in city

• 

store, by man of ability and wide exp.
Graduate optician, good salesman ; systematic
and thorough. "P 981," care Keystone.
AS watchmaker, engraver and jeweler, 15 years'
.11 exp.; have my own tools. L. F. Maloney,
Ithaca, N. Y. 
VIRST-CLASS German jewel er, who has worked
I. 3 years in America, wishes position at once.
Address, "D 2," care Keystone. 
VOUNG man desires position as watchmaker.
I Just finished trade. Can do jewelry repairing
and wait on trade ; graduate optician, own tools.
"B 975," care Keystone.
YOUNG lady wants position as optician and
I saleslady in good establishment-Cleveland
pref. Address, "Jeweler," 972 Payne Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio.
pOSIFION by watchmaker, engraver and opt!-

▪ 

clan ; exp. in drug store. Iowa or the West
pref. Salary, $15. Frank H. Catlin, Alden, Iowa.

THE manager of the optical and photographic
a departments of large Philadelphia house
desires a change. New England, New York or
the Middle West pref. 30 years old ; a first-class
refractionist, jewelry and photographic sales-
man. Capable of taking entire charge of the
above lines. " Optican," 1916 N. Thirty-first
Street, Philadelphia. 
WATCHMAKER, engraver and jeweler ; fine
" tools ; age 24, 6 years' exp. Capable of
taking charge. Good optician ; have trial ease,
gilt-edge refs. Pacific coast pref. Box 277,
Vacaville, Cal.

YOUNG man wants position In store. Can
repair clocks, jewelry and ;plain engraving-

anxious to finish trade and learn watch work.
Smith, 138 E. Sixth Street, St. Paul, Minn. 

A1 WATCHMAKER, jeweler and salesman, 6
years' exp.; very good recommendations.

Have my own tools ; age 24, single. By July 1,
1905. F. H. Theile, Ferdinand, Dubois Co., Ind.
posmoN as watchmaker, engraver and opti-
I clan. Have exp. ill drug store, l'osItion
must be in Western States. " C 973," care
Keystone.
AS refractionist. Salary or commission, or
it both. None hut best houses need apply.
City 40,000, or larger. Dr. E. F. Smith, ophthal-
mologist, Phoenix, N. Y. 
pOSITION as watchmaker, first-class workman ;
I complete set of tools ; married ; refs. Address,
Box 133, Pulteney, N. Y. 
VOUNG man, graduate optician, worked

▪ 

years in jewelry store, doing watch, clock
and jewelry repairing. Would like situation to
gain exp. " E 998," care Keystone.

AS assistant watchmaker. Fair engraver, full
n set tools. Pennsylvania pref. 1'. 0. box
501, Mechanicsburg, Pa.

A CAPABLE watchmaker, expert on staff and
it jeweling jobs. Young man, good address and
habits. "T 997," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

11 careful watchmaker, 25, married; temperate
a' habits. Thorough knowledge of clock and
watch repairing ; considerable exp. under com-
petent instructors. Good script and monogram
engraver. Ref. Address, " Watchmaker," 1316
Cambria Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

PERMANENT position by. first-class watch-
'. maker, thorough and experienced in fine
high-grade and complicated watches, capable of
taking charge of repair department. Full set
tools, best refs. NVest of Rocky Mountains.
S. Snyder, 235 W. Fifth, South, Salt Lake City,
Utah.
VOUNG man, engraver and clock repairer, help

• 

011 jewelry and watch repairing ; good sales-
man and window trimmer. "C. S. C.," 287 E.
Erie Street, Chicago.

BY young man as watch, clock and jewelryrepairer. Good habits. Fred. II. Bredbeck,
Port Clinton, Ohio. 
YOUNG lady, 11 years' exp. at the bench, wants

• 

position as assistant in good established
business. Own tools. Address, Fannie H.
Barron, Wadsworth, Medina County, Ohio. 
QINGLIC young man, 80 years of age, with refs.
Li as to character, would like responsible posi-
tion with reliable firm. " D 991," care Keystone.
TEXAS. Expert watchmaker with fine tools
I and refs., desires change with large city
house In Southern States. Don't answer unless
you mean business. State salary and hours.
" B 992," care Keystone. 
POSITION as manager in jewelry and optical
L store in city of 15,000 to 80,000. Experienced
in watch, jewelry repairing and optical work.
Address, " C 903,

, 
' care Keystone.

PRACTICAL, Al man, middle-aged, seeks situ-
I. as salesman and manager of jewelry
store. Have been in business over 20 years and
thoroughly experienced in every line of the
jewelry, silverware and diamond business.
"II 994," care Keystone.
PY watchmaker and engraver. Central States
LI pref. Best refs. State salary, etc., in first
letter. C. M. Lindsey, 204 E. Twelfth Street,
Kansas City, Mo. 
RERMANENT position by watchmaker, en-
.' graver. graduate refracting and manufac-
turing optician and salesman. All-around man ;
can do edge-grinding and rimless mounting.
18 years' exp. with high-class stores. Married,
age 38 ; gilt-edge refs. Correspondence solicited
from first-class firms. "FS 995," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, American young man, de-
n sires position July 1st. Has previous exp.
and is a graduate in horology. Steady habits.
Address, P. L. Claflin, Lyme, N. H.
pOSITION by practical workman, 16 years at
I. bench l clean stockkeeper ; not afraid of work.
Single. No engraving. Box 90, Bloom field, Iowa.
MAN, 32 years age, 12 years' exp. at bench, also
in do engraving and some optics. Best refs.
Address, "Jeweler," 202 North Warren Street,
Watertown, Wis.
AS traveling salesman for either tools and mate-
11 rial or general line ofjewelry. Open for po-
sition June or July let. Address, "Jeweler,"
202 North Warren Street, Watertown, Wis.
QTEADY job to finish trade. Have 2 years'
L) bench exp. Understand all watch material,
staff, clock and. jewelry repairing. Single, sober
man. Ago 22. State salary. Henry Bromme,
Higginsville, Mo. 
11Y young man as watch, clock and jewelry
" repairer. First-Class refs.; age 21. "8932,"
care Keystone.
WEST of Mississippi River. Thorough, prac-
" tical and rapid watchmaker anti plain
engraver. " J. H. C.," 803 S. Mill Street,
Pontiac, Ill. 
(100I) watchmaker, engraver, up-to-date °pit-
y' clan. Have tools, trial case and refs. State
salary. " I) 3," care Keystone.
AS watchtnaker, Jeweler and engraver. Can do
Is all ordinary watch, jewelry repair work and
good engraving, flood refs. as to character.
Chas. W. Chase, 52;4 IV. Fourth Street, St. Paul,
Minnesota.
YOUNG American, watch, clock and jewelry

• 

repairer, experienced on French clocks,
knowledge of optics, now employed, desires
change. Rhode Island or Bristol County, Mass.
Lathe and tools. " AI 5," care Keystone.

POSITION wanted by young man to assist inwatch repairing and engraving ; own tools,
good refs. "W 9," care Keystone.

RY Sept. 1st. Situation by thorough, practical
" watchmaker, experienced in railroad work.
$20 to $25 weekly, according to locality. "1110,"
care Keystone.
ROOD watchmaker, jeweler, salesman and plain
U engraver. Good set of tools, inclutiing
lathe ; good refs. West or Northwest pref.
" I? 8," care Keystone.
IINMARRIED, age 22, assistant watchmaker,
U jewelry repairer and graduate optician ;
fair engraver, experienced salesman ; refs.
West pref. A. F. Boyson, 23 Grove Avenue,
Elgin, Ill.
POSITIDN as watchmaker and optician by a
I nine of long exp, and thoroughly competent
to take full charge. Address, "K 15," care
Keystone.

AS engraver with first-class jewelry house in
Li West or South, only permanent position
considered. 14 years' exp. on monograms, let-
tering, crests, souvenir spoons, 11110 ornamental
work on watch eases. Best refs. Thos. Arvesen,
1678 N. Spaulding Avenue, Chicago.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, 26 years'
experience with high-class houses. Good

set tools ; high-class service rendered ; good
pay expected ; Al ref. " N 16," care Keystone.
aRADUATE optician, first-class watchmaker
U and engraver ; expert on repair work. With
complete set of tools, Al refs. Address, Charles
Fay, St, Peter, Minn.
RY good watchmaker ; do all-around repairing,
U engrave some. Good set of tools, good rets.
"Jeweler," 528 Jackson Street, Sandusky, Ohio.

H Y experienced refractingopticiain-3 diplomas.
" Have necessary instruments; can build up
good trade. Watchmaker and jeweler-do rail-
road work, plain engraving ; have tools. Single,
age 29. Town 5000 to 10,000. L. S. Ilazzard,
Lewes, Del.
PERMANENT position wanted in West or

• 

Southwest by young man well posted in the
jewelry business. Capable of taking charge of
store. 14 years' exp. as watchmaker, optician
and salesman ; do plain engraving. Single;
have fine refs., tools, etc. Demand best salary.
" F 909," care Keystone.
A POSITION by young lady as engraver, hook-
t, keeper and saleslady. Terms reasonable;
good refs. " D 824," care Keystone.
VOUNG man, having all tools except lathe,
L desires a position as watchmaker and en-
graver. Can give good refs. " B 24," care
Keystone.
AS watchmaker and jeweler, good salesman,
La with 11 years' exp. Own lathe and tools ;
can furnish best of refs. 27 years old, unmar-
ried ; capable of taking charge of store. H. J.
Hagen, Manitowoc,
11,00D engraver, graduate of the Auburn School
U of Engraving, would like position with large
house. ' P '23," care Keystone.

ti]A'l'CIIMAKEtI, 3 years' exp., good on repair-
" fug jewelry, clocks and light watch work.
Sober speak English and German. South pref.
Good ref. Mr. Louis Ruhmann, La Grange,
Texas.
WATCHMAKER, plain engraver, jeweler;
" young man, '23 years old, 534 years' exp.
Own tools ; drug exp.; hest refs, lowit pref.
James Allen, lidiregiir, Iowa.
pi RS1 - Cl,. sS watchmaker, engraver and

thoroughly competent matimetrist ; expe-
rienced. Capable of taking entire charge.
Would like position with first-class firm, or
would form partnership with gotal man in good
town. Pacific coast pref. " '1' '27," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

TRAVELING jewelry salesman wanted for
I extreme Northwest. one :tequainted in
‘Vashingion, Oregon, Idaho iind Montana pref.
Refs. required. Ad., " B 077," care Keystone.
W ANTE I ), good watchmaker, one who can sell
" goods as well. °skarn') Jewelry Co., Chi-
cinnat

IAT( 
114 1h,i\°1: ER and jeweler, must be good

salesman, in a small tewn of 2500, ill Maine.
Steady job. " P 557, " eare Keystone. 
aOOD watchmaker, jeweler and :engraver, per-
" ma:tient position to right man. Must furnish
ref.; state salary. The Dothan Jewelry Co.,
1/othan, Ala.
TRAVELING jewelry salestuan with an ac-

• 

quaintance in Minnesota and South Dakota.
Ad., giving refs., etc., ".I 976," care Keystone.
TiT once, watchmaker used to trade work and
is must do good engraving. State salary in
first letter. Steady position. Memphis Jewelry
Mfg. Co., Memphis, Tenn.
MFG. jeweler good on new work and stone
VI setting. State salary expected in first letter.
Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co., Memphis, Teun.
WE'S'T-CLASS watchmaker July 170. State
I: age, wages asked, whether engraver ; perma-
nent position. E. R. Mason, 69 Court Street,
Binghamton, N. Y.
REFORE August 1, watchmaker and jeweler.
L' E. H. Overton, Westfield, N. Y.
pXPERT engraver and die-cutter. Must be
Si thoroughly experienced. Apply to D. L.
Auld, 195 E. Long Street, Columbus, Ohio, by
letter.
WATCHMAKER by August 15th. Must be
" first-class on railroad work and good en-
graver. Good wages and permanent position
to right man. Geo. K. Munro, Grand Forks,
N. Dak.
11I1tST-CT.ASS watchmaker by July 1st -for
L • summer resort store. Ad., It. H. Norton,
Corry, Pa.
WATCHMAKER wanted. Young man who is
" honest and industrious. Permanent posi-
tion in Philadelphia. " K 961," care Keystone.
XPER1ENCED traveling salesman wanted by

U wholesale watch and jewelry house for
Northwestern territory. State previous exp.
"FOSS," ears Keystone.
AN Al man tor rimless bench work in wholesale
It optical house capable of doing bending and
mounting. Good wages, permanent job. Ad.,
"S 964," care Keystone.
A GOOD watchmaker, jeweler and engraver.
La Good town in Ohio. Address, " W 960,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver. State age and
exp. and send sample of engraving. Address,

" It 14," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER, who is able to compound
" drug prescriptions ; engraver and optician
pref. Must be sober and industrious. State
all and send refs. in your first letter. Address,
Skidmore Drug Co., Skidmore, Mo.
VNGRAVER and jeweler. Good, permanent

position and salary. Can wait 60 days for
right party. Address, giving age, ability, exp.,
salary, "S 7," care Keystone.
pIRST-CLASS engraver and hard solderer.
V Permanent position to good workman.
Salary according to merit. Walter Starcke,
Junction City, Kans.
a001) watchmaker. State age, exp. and give
n ref, Address, E. G. Hoover, Harrisburg, Pa.
AT once, lady watchmaker and engraver ; give
It ref. A. C. Stiles, Britton, S. Dalt.

IIPTICIAN who can do clock and jewelry re-
I) pairing. Steady position. State salary, exp.
first letter. 70 South Frout Street, Milton, Pa. 
pxpERIENCED jeweler and clock repairer,
I) One not afraid of general work in store.
W. H. Appel, Allentown, Pa.
AT once, lady watchmaker and engraver. Per-
il nuinent position. And wed on trade.
Ad., with refs., Aug. E. Seebold, Whiting, Ind.
A SALESMAN calling on jewelry trade to
al handle good side line on commission-some-
thing your trade must have. Will pay at least
$100 per month. For particulars call at or write
to Room 601 Ashland Block, Chicago.
AT °nee, good watchmaker, jeweler and en-

• 

graver. Must be sober ; will pay fair salary
to start. Increase if suited. L. M. Culver,
Seaford, Del. 
A BAPTIST watchmaker and jeweler to locate
n in Illinois town of 2500. Address at once,
"K 989," care Keystone.
IiIIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver July

• 

1st. Murchison Jewelry Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.
pIRST-CLASS salesman, watelnuaker and en-

• 

graver. Man of good habits, reliable and
steady. Send samples of engraving and refs. in
first letter. Posit-ion permanent and good
salary. J. Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala.
A YOUNG man who is a good jeweler and eo-
n graver, and who can set. single stones. Would
prefer one who can do clock work. Must be
sober and have good refs. Steady position.
J. Hirschfield, Selma, Ala. 
a001) letter, monogram and inscription en-
lA graver, who Is also good watchmaker. To
save thee, please send samples of engraving at
once. Also mention refs., age, exp., wages
desired, etc. Henry Plumb, 518 Walnut Street,
Des Moines, Iowa.
ABOUT Juno 25th, man for second work,
n jewelry repairing, all kinds clock work,
caring for windows, and salesman. Married
man pref. State refs., salary and exp. first
letter. Iowa town 5000. Ad(lress, " P 990,"
care Keystone.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

ERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
" watches, plat intlin. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered until. Price not satis-
factory I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepstnelter of gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Sansom St., Philadelphia. 
NJOVELTIES for smuttier resort trade. What
al have you? Ad., H. M. Norton, Corry, Pa. 
TO buy $4000 jewelry store. "C 982," care

• 

Keystone. 
LOCATION by a reliable jeweler and optician
u in the Southwest. Have stock of new goods
worth about $3000, or will put them ill with
another who has good business and hires work-
man. Sober, married ; ref. exchanged. " L 971,"
care Keystone.
WILL pay cash for any kind 8, 10 or 14 size
" cases. Box 981, Springfield, Mass.
QECOND-HAND rolling mill, geared pressure
LI screws. H. 12. Clayton, Jackson Center, Ohio.

PARTNER wanted to take half interest in and

• 

manage jewelry store in Eastern Massachu-
setts. Store established 15 years. Address,
"C 1," care Keystone.

pm; RAVING machine. Loll is, 218 State Street,
Si Jacksonville, Ill.

PAYINO jewelry business ; good town, 3000 to26,000 inhaltitantS. $2000 to $6000. Strictly
confidential. Address, Crittenden, 413 Sibley
Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

TO buy Clement lathe attachment for Webster-
I Whitcomb lathe No. 2. Box 10, Eagle Pass,
Texas.

aENEVA retinoscope and ophthalmoscope and
" an edge-grinding outfit. " Mr 22," care
Keystone,

pIVETT universal head ; old model, outside
II. guides. Must be in good condition.
E. Mathez, 51 Eidert Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

IINE No. 1 size lathe, cheap. Dr. Tarbox &

• 

Gordon, Omaha, Nebr.

TO purchase a jewelry store in good Ohio townabout 3000 pop. Address, Lock box 199,
Creston, Ohio.

A 1.1.-ATIOUND man ; must be good watch-
11 maker, jeweler, engraver. Steady job- the
one you are looking for. Address, "B 17,"
care Keystone.

WANTED

TO buy jewelry store, South or West, doing a
a cash business of $20,000 to $40,000 per year
on a capital of $8000 to 515,000. "B 19," care
Keystone.
TO buy jewelry and optical business. " 21,"

care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

MY jewelry and stationery store, established 26_years hi a prosperous mining town of
Northern Michigan. Stock invoices $6000.
Retiring from business, sole reason for selling.
Address, "K 895," care Keystone.
IEWELRY and optical business in thriving
U Connecticut manufacturing town of 10,000.
Nice, clean stock ; fixtures new. Plenty of
repair work. Invoice $6000; cash price, $4000.
Will reduce stock to suit. Address, " M 984,"
care Keystone.
RLD-ESTABLISHED business. Only jewelry
V store in good town ; 1500 inhabitants, 2 rail-
roads. Up-to-date stock and fixtures ; invoice
about 51250-81000 will buy. Good run of work
and good reason for selling. Lock box J,
Wellsville, Mo.
A ll'OT,DEN opportunity. A handsome jewelry
Es store in a beautiful Michigan city of 6000
Pop. A substantial, well-built city containing
unp5rtant manufacturing industries, large rail-
road car and machine shops and State institu-
tions. Watch inspection business at the division
poi n t of a large railroad system, important and
profitable as any in the State. The county seat
II Oa II S I ural trading center for many miles of
the most populous and richest farming country
of the :\l iddle West. Business established for
I, early 40 years, doing $20,000 annually and a
big money-maker. Price about $10,000. " B978,"
care Keystone.
IEWELRY and fixtures, or fixtures alone, in
IT one of the best towns in Western Pennsyl-
vania. No competition ; fine optical business.
Best of reasons for selling. " It 972," care
Keystone.
()NLY jewelry store in town of 1300. Stock and

fixtures will invoice $1200 ; am reducing
stock-must be sold. Good repair trade.
" G 974," care Keystone.
IEWELRY store. Optics ;Ind repairs t1111113

• 

than pay all expense,. I )rlI il,lmpet itors ;
pop. 15,000. Stock and fixtures in,1,•11 11,:ins,iice
over. $4000 cash b pi good will and all. Stand
established 25 years. Phil. Levy, 
(IPPORTUNITY extraordinary ! Established
I/ jewel ry business of excellent st andi Jig, clear-
ing $2000 last year. Business int proving rapidly,
Growing town, 2500 pop. Stock is' S OT t

nca reduce to suit purchaser. 
( r

repair work. Keep one man busy at the timid'.
Get good prices-01.50 cleaning ; $2.50 staffs.
Must sell-good reasons ; healthy climate ; cash
only. Box 357, Odessa, Mo. 

$500 BUYS growing jewelry business in richfarming district of Missouri ; mining
town-big pay-rolls every 2 weeks. Watch in-
spector Chicago and Alton It it. Spleudid
opening ; no competition ; pop. 1200-growing
town. Other business requires our time.
Splendid opening for young man. Cash only.
Could reduce stock. Lock box C, Higginsville,
M ssou
viRST-CLASS jewelry stock and fixtures for

• 

sale at once for cash ottly. No old stock.
Bench work from $100 to $125 per month.
Reason, failing health. J. C. Hub, Stapleton,
Minnesota.
QTOCK of watches, clocks and jewelry in South-
u en Indiana county seat. Only jeweler.
"T 969," care Keystone.
IEWELRY store for sale in best farming coun-
t, try in state of Iowa. Pop. 2000 ; county
seat, 2 railroads, fine climate. Lots of bench
work, good sales ; no competition. ID1,0190
close to $3000. The finest fishing and hunting
In the State. Reason for selling, going to Port-
land, Ore. " C 968," care Keystone.
ABOUT $1200 will buy good, clean stock of
IL jewelry, tools and fixtures. Conntv seat
town, pop. 2000. One other stock. flood. loca-
tion for good man. Reason for selling, liot
watchmaker. Address, P. 0. Box 89, Corydon,
Iowa.
PIRST-CLASS jewelry store in Allegheny, Pa,
I. Invoice $9000 ; can reduce. Owner sick.
"It 962," care Keystone.
QTOCK ofjewelry, fixtures, tools and material ;
it pop. 1000. Write for particulars. Address,
Ed. Arnold, Lakeffild,
A SNAP ! Only jewelry and optical store III
Li extra good town of 1200. No competition in
either stock, watch work or optics. Wealthy
community, rich farming district ; big paper
mill here. Invoice $1000 ; can reduce. Don't
miss this. Can send photo. Best of reasons for
selling. C. V. Stephens, Carthage, Ind.

IEWELRY stock for sale, will invoice about
Ii $1500. Pop. 1500 ; a good business town ;
very little competition. ler informal I III write
to the undersigned, R. G. Renken, Parkers-
burg, Iowa.

$1000 BUYS established business, progressiveOregon town. Good chance for young
man wanting to go into business in West and
grow with town. Reason for selling, larger in-
vestment in city. Write for particulars If you
mean business. ." 5 970," care Keystone.
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

TOCK of jewelry and Mite, will invoice

• 

about $3000. Rare opport it it ity for compe-
tent watchmaker, engraver and optician. Town
of 6000 : very little competition. Reason selling,
want to quit business as I cannot stand the
confinement. Liberal discount given purchaser.
Fixtures all new, clean stock. " L 963," care
Keystone.
N established tool and material business at

Li a bargain. Owner wishes to go into another
business. Address, "A 967," care Keystone.
RLACKFOOT, Idaho, a prosperous town of
" 2200. $3250, cash, buys the entire stock, fix-
tures, tools and material of the only jewelry
store in the town. Established 15 years ; benhc
work over $100 per month. Good, healthy
country with brilliant prospects. Box 47,
Blackfoot, Idaho.
QTOCK and fixtures in capitol of Oklahoma;

• 

town of 18,000. Street cars, paved streets,
fine sewer and water works systems. Only one
other stock of any size. Business $13,000
annually. Stock Will invoice about $9000 ; can
reduce some by t:tking out $3000 of diamonds it
desired. Will sell for $6000 cash ; balance good
paper. A bsolu tely no old, dead stock. Douglas
Jewelry Co, Guthrie, Okla.
JEWELRY stock, fixtures and tools, $14,000.
U It. It. town ; pop. 14,000 ; West. Poor health.
Good-paying imsi n ess at cost-no less. " M 999,"
Care keystone. 
THE finest stock in the county : Diamonds,

watches, jewelry, silverware, cut glass, fine
china. County seat, over 7000 ; only 3 stores;
finest place in Southern Iowa ; electric cars,
lights and gas. Health is cause for selling.
Write N. H. Case, Seymour, Iowa.
A GOOD jewelry business In Oklahoma.

• 

reduce stock and fixtures to $200 ; pop. 2000.
Box 162, /111 115, Okla.

SU() (CAN reduee) will buy my jewelry andnun optun I business complete in I. ifth Ward
of Boone, Iowa. Profits on optics run about
$40 month average ; rent 07 ; IA fuel furnished.
In post office ; best location ; room 20 x 20,
olInecT. is a snap nu: SO me starter. Must sell at

I will teach pm the only system in
Optics. A. IV. Clark, Boone, Iowa.
TEWELRY stock and fixtures, all new, in town
V of 1200 ,• rich country. Nearest jeweler 10
miles. Address, P. S. Rhodes, Baltimore, Ohio.

SIOna BUYS S2000 jewelry itusioess, est:th-in/ halted 12 years ; town 12e11. must sell,
good reasons. All., Hi:Felder, Post vine, Iowa.

2611
tinder intik:10mi ; land lays well ; tour equity
is S7200 ; ittettroltronel. stitt00 at It !ter cent.
into' c,t. All., Warner Warner, Leon, Iowa.
IV ILI, sell for cash clean stock of watches,
" eloek., jewelry and fixtures, with or with-
out helielt and tools to suit purchaser. \\'W
invoke from ,I21.0 Ill ..";.;'1500. :111 t he bench work
one man can di, in good business town of 800 in
oil and gas belt. .1. A. Robi nsou, Toronto, Kans.
A BA RGA IN. Tile oid-esl a Wished business of
lt the late B. II. Fox, consisting of diamonds,
watches and jewelry, located at 134 South Main
Street, Mempii is, Tenn. Price $6000. Address,
Blargaret A. Fox, ailministratrix.
IINLY jewelry shire in town 1000 pop. Stock

and ti x tit il's in voice $2200. Last year's profits
$2000. Sell brick building for $2200, or rent for
$20 month. L. C. Pedersen, Walnut, Iowa. 

$3 cfiti JEWELRY and optical business. Per-
tnn.' manent stand for a young man to work

himself up. Only 2 stores equal size. Pop.
2500, Wisconsin ; established 12 years ; annual
sales $4500. Invoice of stock $3500; fixtures
and materials, $700. Only cash ; no exchange
or trade proposition considered. Satisfactory
reason to prospective buyers. " B 6," care
Keystone.
lEIVELRY business, Denver, Colo.; clean, up-
u to-date stock ; 101'0100 about $2000, could
reduce. 32 conventions here this summer, in-
cluding G. A. R. and C. E.; biggest year in
history of Deuver. Always good summer trade
(tourist). Owner must engage in outside busi-
ness. Very favorable proposition to offer in
way of rent. 1532 Welton Street, Denver.

$1200 icetserr,yisftotott eann (Ittfi xotnuci%sbitn1 yas 
So,u

t$h1e8r0n0

Wisconsin town ; no competition. Poor health.
Address, "S 4," care Keystone:

"EIVELRY and optical business ; invoia• about
O $1500. Want to retire. Box 140, Vermillion,
Ohio.

ARGE; elegantly-fitted jewelry awl optical
u store in thriving California lob n : only one
opposition. Large, new ,jeweler', safe, show
cases-glass to floor ; best leelit ion in town ; 5
years' lease. On account or sickness will sell
for less than cost with or edition( 51 tick. Address,
"Jeweler," care Standard Optical Co., San
Francisco, Cal.

A WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store. Stock
9 and fixtures invoice $4500 ; Iowa town of
5000, Nice, clean stock ; good run of repair
work ; light competition. Reason for selling,
other interests. A splendid opening ; write for
particulars. " U 916," care Keystone.

SI 250-
COMPLETE .jewelrit store outfit ; fix-
tures, including safe, nearly new, for

$500 cash. Advantageous store in 125,000 pop.
city. Address, " It 13," care Keystone.

(Continued on page Icqo)
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

(Continued f, 001 page 1029,
NE)VLY-ESTA 111.1s111.1, jewelry stew in a

II New York Slate ,•ity ef Fairmo pep
advantageoas to, at ion and ...itneel doing a
nice busine,s, at a silcial■ce, liX1011c,

about - loot tor 82200 :1,11 if sold at "Ill,.
Athlress, 1: 979 ' ' are Kl•Vst01.10.

I( IN( optical business, prominent
hwat in elese al 6 P.m. l'arty intist go to

higher lor health. .NI,to good location
III ,‘ tchnial;er tool jem elev. Ad., " II.
va re 1(1 111'N'2 111111e:11 10., 1/.1 \Vashingtoil Street,
I 'lliengo.

"IrA 1"'11.:1'welrY ne'' gr"iwing In.ant. t.xtities, 111.1.11Ce.

1,Autlisg,

$2100 in Illinois. (imal-paying established
jewelry and optical stert,. :ks tjI

as the witeal—principall■• waftlies. ('Oil ia•dtiee.
No imposition—large territory. Don't reply
finless you have the eash. "IL 20," care
Keystoite.

A Aft i.t) ch000e? lere h., yew' chance. Itusi-
f. IleSS i, 1111..111,1 ill Very 11.,11111y, :alive, pro-
gressive tewn ill sem helm .)1.161111a. Splendid
agrictiltural dist riet. 111y PIllire sloe], or:jewelry,
optical goods, fixtures will be for sale My
price is $3500, spot eash. Bench paj., se:, per
111011111; inettnie from business is giss t. If yoti
1110011 business, linswer " 18," ear, I:eysi one.

400 ItIV fiX11.11.0S, 0I'59011:00e1:. 111111 11111111,.

1000 1,011. ill WeS11.111 /111V .111 W1•1111',

OR1Y WIlll.11111111:1 11'; 1 gold, II ll2Il'
Address," Jeweler," care 507 \V, Seventh Street,
Sioux city, le -a.

ST( ef watches, eleel:s, jeAvelry, cut glass
I and music:II instruments. NAM lie sold
cheap rim easlt. F. E. Lenharl, Argyll:,

113\111.1lY shut: and lixittres, invoice :7.2200.
1). sell at Mg discount ; established 10

yJ,ars. II. .A. re,s.

BEST chalict: I\ 'l ottei:ed in jewelry 161,iness
fCCI' young 1■■•;;ilmer.

year ; sales +1201. Iiir item .-5:0 cash
gets it. Have other Mishit s,. " \\ ICC. K.
1,06 [Vali/Th/11, III.

sto,l; I/ CIC.; it]

1110 11/W11 .1' \\• 2111 1 11ll,11, t ',alloy seat,
pop. 1200. 1,1111p 10 ,ffilloy. \vitt
sell Cl) Ill CCICC ill \ ,11111/. .1. I.'.

11I11.1111, W21'1.1 1 111..,

R.) j•lialiet.: to boy a. eg ad-paying je‘vPlry
111111.1, 1.1V11

li111111 11 1,1,1.1. no:selling and w ill imliti amt. to
suit. " I I :I '' earl: I:eystone.

I I jewelry shoe ; ;di iteNv ; altEttit Moo ,•asli
I It- rite unless you nicatii
\ C t I CC'", " I, ;;;;," 1:eystone.

AA N 4.8111.1510;11 epening CCI' C) young num in
on tiiti n Como people. A good, eleali

salatile ; neit , modern fixtures - plan Ma,-,
0.1k. Int Mei: almin 1\lateli imp, no tor
a kir,. number or railroad men ; mk

spin a Sales ear
/V1 1 1. ',S.. 111 CI cilli11111111ily, 11,1 ing set eral
natural whirl; brilig, large amount of
ready itima•■. be sett! li■ June ain ; eash
only. ia:asons for etIIllg, " care
s‘gageidid hicago.

it-el I EltN ; pop. 80,uno, one et 111(.1

I, la's) Itisr 0, 10 110.1 00.1 Nearl■ new
stock, fixture,, leols. materials ; about stem ea,li

}4-181■I ,(4•111'ily. 11111e1' " Ii

care 1:eystene.

1 11;OSPEAlt )1 'S
h
 jt,telry store to

years, ■v insitem not, in a ..11\ CCI

38,1/1111 in New l'orlt State. Nciv stock. Best lo-
ettlitm al ell, jetvelrj, and optieal goods ;
reptiiring. Cinc-4 opportunity for Iirst-class,
"tract Mal man. Sew': and fixtures, $1800. Low
rent. Near I tail roat IS. 1111Sill,S last year, $11500.
ought to be (Ming South. "K 40," care
1:eySIC■111`.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUI PM ENT

DIAN() 1111,1 graphophone. Conti upright piano,
wat tiu t ease, 11,01 only I yEar, go1/11 as new.

Cost will sell Mr ;;-165, (Ming to leave
town—IIIIISI ICC ,0111 II 0111.... All,. S15 Colombia
disk graphephene, with 12 7-i iich mid 12 10-inch
recot•ds, SM. J. '. 1■000111e. (lalella, IlL

A BARGAIN. Javal lial inommer, Monti-
noted :11 ; \Vali it: ochs table, quartered

oak cabinet ; feW sample frames. "National
Engineer," 150 Nassau street, New York. 
MNGRAVING 1118,101w, $12. "C 983," care
U Keystone.
DOLEY-MOSELEY No. 2 lathe, 49 wire, 12
I, wheel chucks (genuine) chuck block, face-
plate. Best offitr lakes it. Chas. B. Zink, care
Webb C. Ball Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 

AMERICAN lathe, cheap; good condition.
n " II 966," care Keystone.

DIVETT lathe, with attachments, in fine condi
IL lion. Francis Shaw, Pittsfield, N. II. 

HARDY opht lialmoniet cc, good condition, elec-
tric attachments, for $25. W. L. Altenberg,

St. Charles, Mich.

UNGRAVING machine, New Century, full
Ii nickel on oak cabinet, almost new, tor $50.
W. L. Altenburg, St. Charles, Mich,

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

IIOSLER safe, good as new, double doors inside
.11 and eid. ".leweler," 202 North SI.,

WM11111,111, Wis.

01 PLETE set jewelers' tools, regulator, roll-
telt bench, lathe and chocks, steel sign,

polishing stand. Nearly new,
$85 cash. Alfred Elbert, I irisweld, Iowa.

O I, out fir, he:1'1,1111g new !lardy electric
eplithalniemeter, Ill) IC 111'W ISIllerieS and

adjustable table. Redueed price ; write for
terms. '1'. M. Iturrowes, Holdrege, Nebr.

- INCH astronomical telescope (mounted),
" power 6400 times ; good as new. Regular
lIrE'', COC ; first $40 takes it. S. A. Weaver,
Northville, N. Y.

-t-N A ri it tl CI & 1 tent marine chronometer making
• very 1.1 ,,Se Price, $75. A Herring,
Ilall It Marion tire and burglar-proof safe, inside

x 21, 11 inelles. Best Iffer takes

I''""I: )1C'InlY re. 11'..\ 1"1", 1.T.
II VI; a let 'Cl illtisical goolls ;Ina sheet music

I not S C'S' IC CCIVIICITIg to nie—w hat is it worth
to you ? Write for list of it. W. C. Bonney,
Keokuk, Iowa.

AT less Mao half cost, complete trial case in
LI good condition ; about 6 dozen gold and
gold filled spectacles and eyeglasses. ' I' 11,"
cam Keystone.
lAT,ItAV Duplex engraving bloek, all attachments ;

• 

$4. W. F. Boast, Colby, Kans.

VINE Swiss watch movement s, makers:
1, A. Lange, .1. Jorgensen, me. Eine pocket
chronometer movements. Independent 1,,"-
seconds movemettts. 16 size Vaeliertni. III and
18 size American—higher grades, etc. Wm. II.
Enhaus, 22 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Q.\ EE, Si?.), Will) inside door—Die-
lsd.Es at depot. Winship, Masonic

p■LISIIINI; lathe. gas and gasoline jewelers
fuoctot ; Crowell blower—coal ; enamel

fool:tee ; croelter-W heeler 1,1', If. I'. motor, 220
I oh s. SelI cheap. V.' i fish i it, Masonic Temple,
chieago.

QTEHMAN, Jenks & Stelintan polishing lathe,
1-) with chucks, slide rest, countershatl, foot-
wheel, e.o. CO8I ilVi ; imillie elter. K, .1. Faust,
723 Hamilton, Allentown, Pa.

IF A T1 I'M A I: ER'S bench ; solid cherry, ordi-
" nary size, flat top; never used. Good reastm
for selling. \VIII sell three-fourtlIN market
price. Edward R. Ingham, Lee, Mass.

1::N KV A prisoptometer, $10 ; Johnston lens
11 measure, $2.50 ; watch glass and calti
:due $25 $15; show cases and tables. clark

1;rte.., si. I *loud, Minn.
-  •

EW 1 ;,111,Va ophthalmoscope and refititecope.
, Address, "R 30," care keystone

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

prENEVA ret inoscope for Eaton & Glover en-
✓ graving machine. Klein, Connersville, Ind,

tIOR sale or exchange for merchandise, 1280

• 

acres Kansas, 1'280 acres Texas, city property
Denver, Address, "OwnEtr, 1, 72-1," care
Keystone.

HOOD-PAYING jewelry business in prosperous
It city of 5000 fer fruit farm and part cash.
"P 981," care Keystone.

A N1(' SI PIE) IV ED farm of 560 acres in
it Clay County, tiova, to exchange Mr jewelry

11111110; 1.',ort Doolgv,
III II'

wANTED, pair geared flat rolls, elect vie polish-
! lug Int he, ring bender, ophthalmoscope anti
ret ineseope cembined for cash, or trade for large
universal lathe, Tering ophthalmoscope, Geneva

▪ 

ghisses, Ileisner lens measure. L. Ehrich,
Lynchburg, Va.

Qfi-ACRE farm in Northern Minnesota; fine
ov timber and hay I:111.1. Will exchange for
$1000 jewelry stock. Address, C. E. Skoog,
Carpio, N. Dak. 

IEWELRY, silverware, china for typewriter or
U Geneva ophthalmoscope and retinoscope.
B. J. Morey, Tama, Iowa.

AN A. Frankfeld, Geneva, minute repeaterchronograph with sweep second hand, start,
stop and fly-back attachment, finely finished
throughout, ruby jeweled and gold train in
heavy 18 K. gold case. Will sell cheap or
exchange for American watches, diamonds or
jeweler's machinery. J. Lowinsohn, Birming-
ham, Altt. 

IW'WILL exchange my jewelry business, estab-Halted 5 years, in a prosperous health resort
of 5000 poi . for fruit farm and part cash.
Address, It P 988," care Keystone.

fiNE 7-room house and one 4-room house, with
U barns, on a 44-acre farm. Price $3500. Will
exchange for jewelry store or stock. Edw. F.
King, Jasonville, Tod.

WILL exchange 2 city lots in a thriving little
" city in Alabama tor it Atook of jewelry or
optical goods. Lots cost $900 each, but will
make a great Nwrifice as we are now living in
Northern State and must have a stock of goods.
State what you have to exchange and amount.
Address, "B 25," care Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

1111 1'I,A Rio N ET for 1' clariouet, at mice. L. IL
Johnson, Kennett, Mo.

WE have 10 shares stock ill one of the finestlocated peach orchards in Georgia ; stock non-
assessable. 10,000 trees ill bearing, 20,000 more
now planted, and whieli will bear in two sea-
sens. Cotton enough raised to cover all run-
ning expenses. A big thing for the man who
can wait. We need the money now, and will
exeliange for a stock ofjewelry or optical goods.
Address, " B 26," care Keystone.

11 1'.11 IN( IToN typewriter for lie Kong's retino-
settee and tiplithalmoscope, or what have you?

Address, " U tl," care Keystone.

DEN V.V.% .E1/11111/111110SCUpe1111.1 Illtinoscope never
" used. Regina automatic mush, box. or motor
bicycle. " It. 11," 101 South tiIICt treet,
Washington, Pa.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

14̀ td; sal'. HI' ting Factory, one of
the lined and iiima complete plants in the

(sundry. Thow-story hrielt Minding, 40 x 100
tWet frittims re,,,i■ 1 ,1111'1 iit onee,
limier meting less than lwr litonth• A rare
laisitiess opportunity. Jul particulars address,

NVillsiir, Jamestown, N. Y.

II' E. kites,: where, for $500, a watchmaker can
Ml'' a good business. Invoices twice amount

asked. Write us about it at once. Don't miss
this. Bogle Bros., White River Junction, Vt.

A Groot) elver' unit y is offered to It young man
r, who understands the jewelry business, and
is willing to travel part of time, to enter as
partner with a tirm doing considerable expert
business. $2000 cash necessary, and Cl person
familiar with the Spanish language will be pref.
" E 990," care Keystone.

A FINE location for watchmaker and jeweler.
fl Address, A. W. Simmons, druggist, Dor-
chester, Nebr._  
'VCR rent, Seeond or third floor, 808 Chestnut
1' Street, an exceptionally desh•able location
for wholesale or man ti faet 11 ring jeweler. Rent
reasonable ; possession given July 1st. Tenant
who can handle ou r repair Ivork pref. liar hu rger
Bros., 117 S. 'Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

MONEY loaned to jeweler. Write for infornta-
lit The Collateral Loan and !leaking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, (Mlo

I II 'i; scholarship in our college, including
It diploma and highest degree, tor only $7.50.
SI, ORE advertisement, page 1012, and write for
new prItspectus. S1,1101 Bend College of Optics.

staff factory. The best staffs made for
ti lit, temper and finish. $1.25 to $3.50 per
dozen. Ten per cent,. discount for cash with
order.

IVA NTED—Eeveryonc desirous of improvingthemselves in watch work, jewelry work
and engraving to address Bradley Polytechnic
Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one of their latest cata-
logues. A postal card will get it. See ad. on
page 922.

MOR accounts hard to collect we have a printed
I system with a winning way ; results will
surprise you. The system complete, by mail,
for $2. It costs more to ignore it. National
Adjustment Company, 902 W. North Avenue,
Chicago, Ill. 

0 0 E 
hour 

tr eweekacli for e to, I gw swt te, sgpoe tri iineLoonueipI.s

at home, will make you a master el our grand,
new system of optical practice, and the recipient
of a diploma and degree "Dr. of Optics." A
few additional weeks of study will make you
master of " Advanced Ophthalmology," and
recipient of a diploma. We are regularly char-
tered and our diplomas are legal documents.
If interested, write to Dr. Busehane, secretary,
133 S. Clark St., Chicago.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

flASII paid for diamonds, 151)1ehes, jewelry.
tire sitteks bought. NVeintratili, 129 South

Seventh street, Philadelphia.

At ruby :Hid sapphire hele jewels are first qual-
m ity. ou don't get Iwner, no matter how
much you pay. W. Bonney, 502 Main Street,
Keokuk, Iowa.

IVHY not send me your watch cases that need
" repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silverstniths'Bldg.,Chiengo,I11.

DAN I Rend you a sample dozen mainsprings at
V 96c, per doz.? W. C. Bonney, 502 Main Street,
Keokuk, Iowa.

MLGIN Horological School, the oldest and most
If practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin Horological School, Elgin,I11.

HAVE you an old English watch case vou want
IL changed into American stein-wind ? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F. Wadsworth,Silversmiths'BIdg.,Chicago,I11.

BUSINESS NOTICES

'I . 5 NS! Why not print ■ our (iwu hand
" test cards? For $2 we hum isI, original plate
(type mathematically correct) and prepay ex-
press Charges to any point. Sample of form
free. Roberts Optical Company, Chicago.

HOUR different sizes of holes sent in a dozen,
unless ordered otherwise, is the way I send

them out. W. C. Bonney, 502 Main Street, Keo-
kuk, Iowa,

I make it specialty of changing old antique
TT watch eases to stem-wind. Something that
has been refused by others. Have had 40 years'
exp. and can guarantee satisfaction. N. J.
Felix, 18 John Street, Now York.

HOLD and silver-phlttiihg,saiilt finish,engraving,
engine-turnitig, everything in the line of

watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

RUBY and sapphire balanot hele jewels, set in
LI brass for any Ameriettn wateli, $1 per doz.
W. C. Bonney, 502 Main Street, Keokuk, Iowa,

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
" every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansoin Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

VOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
I your watch work Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.

RA LANCE sten, 7 jewel grade, $1 per dozen ;
15 jewel grade, $1.25. W. C. Bonney, Keokuk,

Town.

THE Omaha 1Vateli Repairing, Engraving andOptical Institute started their school over 10
years ago in a little with only 2 benches.
We now eccupy 4 reoms in one or the best
1,10eks in I )111:11111, 11111. reputation has been
Lunt on merit, slid not Ity using large cuts or
showy ads. recogilize this as the best
place to get the mest useful knewledge in the
shortest possible lime ef any sehotil in America.
'This is no cheap fake schottl, neither do we
agree to make praetical workmen out of all
student, in three or four months. Write for
particulars. Dr. Tarbox & Cordon.

SITUATIONS WANTED

AN tamlist ttf high qualitieattens 11,ould engage
his sen.iee, I., C high-class jewelry and eptieal

[muse to take char, ept ied department.
State 111,111,SillIIII CillY the best
need apply, " Jeties 942," 1201
lIeyworth chicago.

ilY AI watchmaker, with over 20 years' exp. in
ii Eurepe and the Untied Slates, capable ol'
doing all ottani ittated and railroad work. In tile
SOUlhWeSi HE .1111St pref. Best refs. given.
Address, " II :15," care Keystone.

panic man, with tools, to finish under good
11 man. \VW start at small wages. "S 36,"
care Keystone.

VOE N(1 man, 18, graduate optician, do ordinary
watch and clock work, desires position to

finish trade. Small wtiges expected ; good ref.
L. N. Boone, lock box 264, Marengo, Iowa.

WANT practical bench watch work Vt months
" in withEhmaking school, registered druggist
in Iowa, graduate opt Han. Work cheap to learn
bench work better. It 37," care Keystone.

p TI ItS-1'I,ASS watchmaker, a mccustoed to high-
grade watch work, will accept position or rent

bench room, or work on per cent. with jobber or
retailer in tile elf}, of Philadelphia. "L 38,"
care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

A F1 RST-CLASS salesman. 1tist lw thoroughly
posted on watches, ,jewelry and diamonds.

Territory : Colorinlit NVyonting and Chili. First-
class position with good pay for the right num.
W. W. Hamilton A Co., Denver, Colo.

--------- 
A mAlly LAND jeweler wants to employ it good
rt jewelry omairer and engraver. Must be good
Oil SCOW 111111 11111110g1'111115, ■01 stones, etc.; It clock
repairer pref. Total abstainers only need apply.
" I, 39," care Keystone.

111IIIST-CLASS watchmaker and jewelry repairer,
also understands something of optics. H. A.

Lewis, Brockport, N. Y.

WANTED

PARTNER well-estahlished jewelry business ;
county seat town in Northern Texas. It

might suit to eenthine stock (no fixtures) with
mine. Correspondence solicited. Address,
"R 32," care Keystone.

IIARDY ophthalmometer, 20th Century model.Address, "R 28," care Keystone.

purehase It jewelry and optical business in
the New 1•:ngland States, Address, "R 29."

care Keystone.

PE.A.RLS BOUGHT
FOR CASH

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to
CIIAS. S. CROSSMAN elk CO.
3 Maiden L,arte New York
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer
  Established 1880 

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches, Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., came-
PE/ and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Eslablislird iaoo Lancaster, Pa.

THE

POTTER PENS
are made of the best of steel

Two gross, 288 Pens, assorted kinds, sent free
upon receipt of $1.00

W. K. POTTIBR PleN CO.
Providence, R. 1.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal at t ent ion to repairs sent me.
Promptness illy motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

103 STATE STREET, CHICAGO

J. ei H. BERGE
Sand Crucibles anz Covers
Jewelers' Fluxes and Manufacturers of

Polishing Materials rubs; 
mu ipnr ao cv:sd

95 John Street, NEW YORK

EASELS
For SHOW CARDS, SIGNS, JEWELRY
CARDS, etc. I fold tight and will not close
up. Card always in same position. In-
stantly adjusted, strong, folds fiat for ship-
ment; saves money, time and labor. No, 18,
per doz., 25c.; gross, $2.25; No. 18 A, lSc.
per doz.,_.• $1.50 per gross. Sample free.
Eclipse Easel Co., Box B, Wakefield, R.I.

Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case

Repairing for the Trade
Send for our Prete-List

our Motto: Quick Service
Work returned same day as received

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. CO,.
81 W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

Jewelers' Show Cases

Our Small ROSEWOOD MOULDING
STEEL LINED CASE

We Challenge the World to Produce a
Better Case

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
II to 17 North Ann St.

CHICAGO

Makers of all Kinds of

Jewelers' Fixtures
Write for illustrated circular

OUR MOTTO: The Best of Everything

Repairing
for the Trade

I ICI I' SHER is the kind you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
407 Masonic Temple CHICAGO, ILL.

CROHN'S
NEW IMPROVED

Patent
Safety Guards
The BALL GRII'

and STUD Safety
Guards are the 0111V
reliable protection
for scarf pins. Small,
neat an d strong ;
never out of order.
For sale by all watch

, 

in

, 

a terialtndjewelr y
houses.

For Searfl'ins,

1:]1"(.l

le111dm.cRollN

Ladies' lint or

n

 St tots, Scarf,),.1,,(, 
Pins Brooches

$1.50id,zNEvyORK 

 Ladies'
25c. each. Hat Pins.

" The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. l'our 11151 rti c-
tor is the foremost authority stud master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for C1)111petent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAGE.DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on selection to reliable
manufacturing jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

Twenty-Six Years Ago
our Repairing and Engraving Depart-
ment was established by Ezra F. Bowman.
Ever since, it has enjoyed the highest
reputation for absolutely reliable

Watch Repairing and Engraving
We have an ample force of experts

always at your service. By sending work
to us you are assured of

Best Work, Prompt Return,
Handsome Profits

Among our customers are many R. R.
Watch Inspectors. Some send all their
work. Send for our complete Trade Repair
Price-List.

EZRA P. BOWMAN'S SONS
Lancaster, Pa.

We received twenty-five answers
to our small ad. in THE KEYSTONE,
and we sold all the tools within five
days after the first letter was re-
ceived.

CHAPMAN & ARMSTRONG,
Galesburg, Ill.
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What is most ear-

nestly considered

"Who can give me

the most value for the

money I pay for the

diamonds I buy?" and

the truth stands clearly
out

The firm that cuts
the diamonds it offers,

ESS LIGHT
can surely sell their product

for lower prices than those

who do not, but are merely

middlemen or jobbers.

Our cutting works are at

1327-1329 Atlantic Avenue)
Brooklyn. Open for your

inspection at any time.

Office, 2 Maiden Lane, New York

1

rXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXNEXXXXXXXKONXXXXX

by not being able to twon
out a piece of EngTraving
in a aholrt time?

The increasing demands made upon

engraving are proof enough that people

you going to supply this demand and

sales by so doing?

If you send your engraving away you spend as

much time on it as 'twould take to do it on the

machine, BESIDES PAYING 'OR IT.

The design of our type is the work of an expert.

The machine reproduces this expert's work, consequently the quality of yout

engraving MUST be all right. Another thing Your hand don't "get out," and you

don't make " slips"; it's something you can depend upon.

A man must have good tools to work with ; you wouldn't think of
 making a

pivot on an old Bow lathe—because you can save time and lab
or by doing it on an

up-to-date tool. Why should you do your engraving in the old and 
most expensive

way, when one of our machines will reverse this condition an
d make it the easiest

and least expensive.

Whatever way you look at it, you see the need of this machine.

NOW is the time to place your order while you have plenty of ti
me in which to

get a thorough understanding of the machine and to have your

advertised before the busy season comes on.

Have you had our catalogue? It can be had for the asking.

you for gratis

want it. Are

increase your

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
 

engraving well

T2© Eztorca c Cr_ovele) Compaw
sayTre, Pa.

Work that is difficult by hand is easy for the NEW CENTURY—se
nd for a sample of inside ring

engraving and see for yourself.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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The BOSS is not the
cheapest Filled, but is

by far the least expensive.

This is a deliberate statement of/act

not a puff of advertising cc hot air."

Some day, now not far off, those who

are now selling the cheaper Filled will

recall our statement and admit that we

spoke the truth ; for they will then come

to see that it is more expensive to recover

a lost reputation than to secure that rep-

utation in the beginning by paying the

trifle more for worthy goods.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
I 9th and Brown Streets

Philadelphia
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The millions of Elgin movements made since 1867 have caused

the word Elgin to become a synonym for the highest accuracy

and reliability in timekeepers. The most isolated dweller in the
humblest hamlet has heard of the Elgin Watch and knows that it

is the Standard. That is why the

sells itself, for all that most buyers need be told about a watch

is that it is an Elgin. Make yours an Elgin store.

See Jobbers' List for prices or write the Company.
Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers

and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,

Factories, Elgin, LII., U. S. A. New York Office, 11 John Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago. San Francisco Office, 206 Kearny St.

This illustration shows
one of our new patterns
for this season,

The

Summer Idyl
and will be made in the
full line of "1' oilet and
Manicure parts.

Later, we will show
another beautiful new pat-
tern, not completed yet.

In addition to the
above we have paid
special attention to
our gold filled line, and
have added a great
many new things.

We all your special
attention to our new
Chains, Lockets,
Brooches, Brace=
lets, Bar Pins,
Scarf Pins, Hat
Pins, Cuff Buttons, Crosses, Earrings, Necklaces and Hair Chain
Mountings, which every Jeweler should see before buying for the fall. They are
of fine quality and finish, while prices are low. All fre73 goods are trade-marked.

1033

ILLUSTRATIONS j';', SIZE

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

Ioo Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.



1 '4 Traveling Force of The Keller Jewelry Mfg. Co.

SAM. A. SCHREIBER

BENJ. J. BLARNEY

JOHN S. BRAUDE

JACOB C. LUDEN

The territory covered by our representa-
tives is as follows :

JOHN P. GARLAND—Western States and Special Trav-
eling Commissioner

HENRY M. ABRAMS—Pacific Coast States
SAM. A. SCHREIBER—Southern States, Texas, Indian

Territory and Oklahoma
BENJ. J. BLAKNEY—Pennsylvania and New York State
JACOB C. LUDEN—South and New England States
STEVE SMITH—Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri
JOHN S. BRAUDE—Western States

Our representative in your territory will soon
call on you with the most attractive and salable
line of gold jewelry ever shown in your store.
Wait for his visit, or write us.

The
Keller Jewelry Mfg. Co.

64 Nassau St., New York
FACTORY, NEWARK, N. J.

0,7

03Z 1035
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A month ago, after very carefully examining, comfiaring and study/. ng
the relative salability of all the various fiatterns in the firesolf superb line

of Chains made by

R. T. Simmons Co.
we made our selections and gave a very large order. The goods are 11070 iii
our safes and in the trunks of our traveling salesmen. We have been told,
again and again, that our selection of Chains is the very best that is shown

by the jobbing trade ; and our 'resent line is bound to still further strengthen

our reputation as wholesalers of Chains.
We confidently firomise you that you will firofit in seeing our line before

buying elsewhere.

The Non-Retailing Company
Lancaster, Pa.Jobbers in Watches and Chains

The Workroom

'File Sixteenth Year and Opening of the
next, when all students should be present.

'Tis The Best
Attend the best school and there will be no

regrets. We lead. Our students won seven
prizes in the United States, including a " cleaning
of the boards " at the Faneuil Watch Tool Co.'s
prize competition at Philadelphia, Pa., 1897.
Our resources are. exceptional. Our students
calculated, designed and made outright more
watches—not two of them alike—than stands
to the credit of all others, among them being
tourbillons and karrusels. The call on us for
graduates is such that it is impossible to supply
the demand. The painstaking, conscientious per-
sonal attention given here explains our success.

New Term begins 5th September
Write for circulars, and do it now.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
H. R. PLAYTNER, Director 115 to 121 East King- Street, Toronto, Out.



E. & J. Svvigart, Headquarters for

Jewelers', Watchmakers' and Engravers'
Tools and Material and Optical Goods

Automatic Center Punch, No. 114
A new punch that is invaluable for use as center punch or for starling stubborn rivets without

the use or a hammer. The punch is made it, a thorough manner Mill Will sEiitI liii 11111si severe
usage to which a tool of this kind ean be subjected. 'nu !(Itk( is wade hy simply pressing down-
ward on the handle. Price, each $1.41 net.

Automatic Center Punch, No. 117
Sante tts No. 114 ii ii excepting that the length of stroke is adjustalde to the work in hand so

that a light or heavy blow may be given as required. Price, each $1.88 net.

2 inch .
Each

Gummed Paper Clock Dials
SIZES AND PRICES

Per doz.
$ .25
.40

.05 .40

.05 .45

.05 .45

.05 .50

.05 .50
.60

.10 .60

5 inch . .

54
6 " .
61,4 " . . .

6t4 " . . .

Assortment of 1 dozen, 3 to 10 inch, 75c.

Reflecting Eyeglass, No. 15
A New Reflecting Eyeglass

Price with single glass, 2, 2 or 3 in. focus . . . . $1.25
Price with double glass, ;':< in. or i in. focus . . . 1.5o

Just the thing for watch examination and repairs
A time saver and an eye saver

No shadows visible to the eye when looking through this glass
Everything inside watch as plain as if on outside

It throws the proper light to the proper place
Especially useful on dark days

DIRECTIONS FOR USE. Always face source of light. Place the eye
glass to the eye with the /ong side down as in the above picture, tilting head up
or down, throwing the light just where you want it.

A strictly first-class article in every respect.

Second Dial No. i Second Dial No. 2
Per doz., loc. • Per doz., loc.

Each Per doz.
$ .10 .75

10 .75
.10 .85
.10 .85
.10 .90
.10 .90
.10 .90
.10 .90
.10 1.10

Prices include

Each Per doz.
7% inch . . . $ .10 1.10
" . . . .15 1.25
" 1.35

10 " . . . . .15 1.50
11 . . . . 1.75
12 2.25
10 " Calendar .25 2.25
12 .25 2.25

two dial washers with each dial

Used for replacing dials on lever clocks

E. & J. S. Gummed Paper Clock Dials
These dials have become a fixture and are used wherever clock repair-

ing is done. They make an old unsightly clock look like new at such a
small expense that their use is a pleasure to the customer and a matter of
fine profit to the jeweler. Notice that we have added sizes, 6 and 6,4!
inch to the sizes furnished. Order of us or your jobber.

Our New Illustrated Catalogue will be issued about October 1st. It will illustrate a mass of new Tools,
new Material and new Optical goods. Containing over Goo pages it will be the standard Tool and Material list
of this country. In the meantime send us your card to be placed in our mail list for a copy or we will tell you how
you can obtain the book.

E. & J. Svvigart, Cincinnati, Ohio
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A FACT
That we buy more old gold and silver than any other

Refiner in the country, because we give prompt and accurate
valuations, also return consignment at our expense if our
valuation should prove unsatisfactory. Is it not

WORTH
your while to make us a trial consignment ? Remem-

ber you run no risks. It is the .same as if you were selling
your old gold, etc., over your counter. It is no sale unless
you are satisfied. Shipment will be returned to you in
exactly same condition as received. We make returns for
sweepings within five days of receipt.

KNOWING
that every jeweler has some old gold and silver to

dispose of at some time or other, why not collect what you
have and convert it into CASH. Most anyone can offer
you 4 cents per karat. But the first requiste is the correct
and proper valuation. This we know we give you. A trial
will convince you.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
SMELTERS, REFINERS AND ASSAYERS

Works:
59th & Throop Streets Office, 63 Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

WE ARE PAYING 50 CENTS PER OUNCE FOR OLD SILVER

4=11■ 

 1011■6.



Announcement of

A New Complete 0 Size Watch

The

'Betsy Ross"
is a 7-jeweled, pendant-set, nickel,
0 size Movement, of highest grade,
in a Boss 20-year Filled Case.

This combination of Movement
and Case provides the hest 7-jeweled
Jo K. Filled 0 size Watch in the
market.

The peculiar excellence and beauty of this watch
assures its immediate popularity with the watch-buy-
ing public ; and its name will at once attract to it the
special good will and sympathy of the 957,922 mem-
bers of the " Betsy Ross Association," who will be
found in every one of the States, Territories and
Colonies of the United States. New England has
tot,280 members ; the Middle States, 607,800 ; the
South, 30,990 ; the Western States, x to, 64.0 ; Ter-
ritories, Colonies and Foreign Possessions, 9,650.

The Betsy Ross' will be sold
only as a Complete Watch. Write
to your jobber for samples and prices.

THE FIRST AMERICAN FLAG
was made by

BETSY ROSS
A BIT OF INTERESTING HISTORY

Before the battle of Lexington each of the Colonies
had its own emblem ; the result was confusing. A Flag
Committee, appointed by the Continental Congress,
evolved from the ideas presented by the various Colonial
flags one known as the Cambridge flag, which was raised
at Washington's headquarters at Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 1,
1776. It bad thirteen alternate red and white stripes (as
now), with a field of blue which bore the British "Union
jack " ; and was thus a combination of British and Colonial
ideas. A howl of protest arose ; it was suggested that
the British would see in it the emblem of submission ;
Samuel Adams said, " Give us a flag that shall not be
hailed with acclaim by the British tyrants in Boston and
the patriots at Cambridge at the same hour." The people
demanded a distinctive emblem.

George Washington went to Philadelphia May 28,
1776, and with Robert Morris and George Ross took under
consideration the question of an appropriate flag. After
calling at the house of John Hancock, President of the
Congress, and getting from him some red, white and blue
English bunting, the committee proceeded to the near-by
home of Betsy Ross (a niece of George Ross) at 239 Arch
Street, Philadelphia, where Washington submitted to her
the rough sketch which he had drawn of the proposed flag.
The stripes were unchanged, and were left as in the
Cambridge flag ; but the field of blue now bore a circle
of thirteen stars. " Can you make it?" asked Washing-
ton. " I can try " answered the fair revolutionist. There
was some discussion as to the shape of the star ; Wash-
ington argued that the six-pointed star was easier to make
—but that was the shape of the British star. Betsy folded
a piece of the bunting a few times, then with one clip of
her scissors produced a perfect five-pointed star. That
settled the question. Three days later the committee
returned and Betsy Ross displayed to their admiring gaze
the First American Flag, the flag destined to become
" Old Glory."

Betsy Ross, widow of the man who Six months before
had fallen in battle with the British troops, niece of the
loyal Colonel George Ross, was fitted no less by her
celebrity as an unusually skilled needlewoman to be
entrusted with the distinguished honor of making the first
American Flag. By general consent she continued to
make the flags for the new Republic for many years. The
Old Flag House, at 239 Arch Street, Philadelphia, has
since become the Mecca of patriotic sightseers from all
parts of the country ; and it is soon to pass into the hands
of the National Government, which will buy the adjoining
properties and by surrounding the house with a small
park will secure it from fire and other accidents. Over
950,000 persons have become members of the Betsy
Ross Association.

The materials of which the house was built, three
centuries ago, were brought from England by William
Penn ; and a most interesting fact, brought to notice by
Hon. John Quincy Adams, the Secretary of the Associa-
tion, is that the exact dimensions of the house are 17 x 76
—a prophetic measurement, truly ! for the house was
built many years before 1776, the year of the Declaration
of Independence.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia
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Jeweled Bearing Scale, No. 120
Above illustration represents our new line of Jeweled Scales, which we furnish in

various sizes. The bearings supporting beams are jeweled. Pans are hung in hardened
knife bearings. Adjusting screws on ends of beams. Exceedingly sensitive. All parts
heavily nickel-plated. Removable pans. Finely finished hardwood boxes. Weights
finely adjusted.

PRICES

.{ Complete with set„of ./ oz. weights  

a 14 a 6"
41 a a 8" 11

61 61 a 10" 61

A fine scale at a moderate price

$ 8.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
16.00

END
VIEW
Or
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"The Mascot" Pivoting Drills

vs wad el.. gio

1151'
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TMAR 124E19

Set of E. F. B. Guaranteed Gravers, No. 32
Consisting of six of the most useful and desirable gravers, with handles, in imx.

Per set, $3.75

Watch Cap Straightening Plier No. 55
This cut shows a new plier (patented) which will fill a long felt want. The cut shows the cap of a hunt-

ing case that is bent back, and all jewelers know how hard it is to straighten a case thus bent with hand
methods heretofore in use. With this plier you simple grasp the joint as per cut with the narrow jaw inside
the case, and the wide jaw gripping the reinforcement of the joint, then with the lingers as per cut bend
the cap slightly past the proper shape, remove the pliert close the case, and with a common jeweler's wooden
mallet tap the cap gently at the joint until it tits properly. You will find with a very few moments' work
you have made the case as good as new, and your customer will be pleased to pay you 60 cents for the job.
Also, if the back cap of the case will not close tight because of it being worn or bent, remove inside cap and
use plier same as for front cap, and you will find that with a slight bend your cap will close with a snap, and
fit perfectly tight. In the majority of cases it will not even be necessary to remove the ease spring, but in
cases where the joint is badly worn it is advisable to re-pin the Joint before attempting to straighten the case.
Where the case spring is not removed, see that the lower jaw is under and not binding the spring. Use your
mallet with discretion, and with a very little practice you will be surprised how quickly and neatly you eau
complete the job. This plier has paid the inventors $200.00 per year at their own benches, It is made of
the best Swedish Steel, Nickel Plated. Price, $1.25.

Order from your Jobber. If he is unable to supply you, if
you will write us we will inform you who can.

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
47 & 49 Malden Lane NEW YORK

OPEN W THIS S \-1V.

PIVOT DRILLS THAT WILL DRILL.

"THE MASCOT" Price 35 cts. per doz.

JH
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

NUMBERS DENOTE THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH.

PRP.

No. 14 Drill enlarged six times

1st Series " Mascot " Drills. Sizes from 4 to 26 thousandths of an inch in diameter.

Price, per doz., 35c.

OPEN WITH THIS \ \W.

"THE MASCOT" 2ND SERIES.

DRILLS THAT WILL DRILL. PRICE 50 CTS. PER DOZ.

28
NUMBERS DENOTE THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH.

Sizes area continuation of "Mascot!' Pivot Drills.

30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

2d Series " Mascot " Drills. Sizes from 28 to 60 thousandths of an inch in diameter.

Price, per doz., 50c.

Is the best made Pivot Drill in the world. This assertion is justified by the quality of

drill and the numerous unsolicited testimonials in our possession. They must be seen to

have their accuracy of size, symmetry of form and beauty of finish appreciated. They must

be used to have their cutting and lasting quality appreciated. They are made in 24 sizes,

Nos. 4 to 50 inclusive,. each number is so many thousandths of an inch in diameter. They

are put up in solid dozens of a size or assorted as follows in boxes of 1 dozen, 4 to 10, 6 to

10, 6 to 12, 4 to 26. Use them once and you will never use any other.



English Case as Received As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement

WENDELL & COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American 1Ntovements.Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.
.English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Melting old gold eases and making over into new ease (using same gold) a specialty

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

These two ruts show Flat and ttotimi lieleher Ring&
as reeelved with elan, badly worn off and ton low to
permit resetting stones again,

These rola khOW the FR
It ones securely reset, and e

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like n
" " " eight " " " " .. 0

We retlp or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher Tooth andeings of
from 75e. to $2.00, according to the condition ofring and number of

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the sett i rig,
which holds the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 5 0 c.
Four " " " " " 7 5c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

Initial glove ring with one 103-105 William St.
slaw ateneh end holding act. NEW YORK CHICAGO

57 Washington St.

me ring. with new, high claws,
ntire rings reflnklied like new.

ew, $ .76 to $1 25
" 1.00 to 2.00
every description, to cost
claws in setting.

Cameo glove ring with Noe
Claw. al corners holding set.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING

AS DELIVERED

C101‘11 Chains Refilled, Renewed and Repaired
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold

Citpcld Work. Lowy Prtxrript Atteraixm

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE
NEW YORK

103-105 William Street TWO WONDER.
FUL SHOPS

CHICAtiO
57 Washington Street

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stonesfor special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from tilecutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozenand gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five tofifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

103-105 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in t he count ry for job work.

}tilt, ill

WE REPAIR
ii Ii y article in the silverware line; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or In6ken off, the sallICUS

AFTER

WE REPLATIC
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
103-505 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made ourbusiness the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doingSpecial Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.
We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Orderfor New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.
It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customersperfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increaseyour entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

,(,,,
The W. Green 0 Co.'s "Improved Adjustable Combination" Noiseless,

Polishing, Buffing, Grinding, Drilling, Sawing and Turning
Electric Lathe Motors. 1905 and 1906 Models

" DON'T WAIT-BE UP TO DATE " (Each Motor an entire workshop in Itself). Cost to run, 2 to .Sc. per dav (6 LATHES IN ONE AT PRICE OF ONE)
For Watchmakers, Jewelers, Opticians, Silversmiths, Dentists, Machinists, Electricians, Hotels, Hospitals, Institutions and for all trades and purposes

" Nothing better can be made ; absolutely dust- proof, air and water-tight, and fully warranted." Instantly adjusted to any electric light socket.With reasonable care these motors will last, in constant use, for 20 years. Speed, 500 to 3000 revolutions per minute, as desired.All chucks ADJUSTABLE and interchangeable.

Showing W. Green & Co.'s Latest and Improved Model. 6 Sep-
arate Speeds, 1-5 Horse Power, Independent Arbor, Alternating-
Current Lathe Motor. Self-starting Type No. 9, with new style
Steel Switch Mill tent Key tllachmeiit, and Short Spindles in
position ; also Drill, I ii iii.! and Emery (Sand Paper) Chucks,
Single, 3-Cone and Elut Pulleys, l'Iug, Cord, etc.

FOR GENERAL USE, OUR MOTORS HAVE
NO EQUAL AT ANY PRICE

Shom Mg W. I; leen A i t■.'s Latest and Improved Model. 4 Separate
Speeds, 1=5 Horse Power, Direct-Current Lathe Motor. With Brush and
Butting Witenls ;In spitotto, in position ; also Drilling, Grindstone, Emery
(Sand Paper) and saw too : single and 3-Cone Pulleys. diustable
Plug and Cord-ali escd cries I i i I With 011F 1-5 Horse Power Motors.

'itaal length, I7 inches; height, 10 iin;litts.
Type No. 9. 6 Separate Speeds

Total length, 16 inches ; height, to hit-lies.
Type No. S. 1 Speed

showing W. Green & Co.'s Latest and I mit ved
Ibalel, Single Speed, 1-5 Horse Power, Alternat-
ing-Current Lathe Motor. Self-starting Type
No. 5.

With new style Steel Switch and Patent Key
Attachment in front, Grindstone and Bulling Clowks
with tirindstone and Spindle in positiou ; also Drill-
ing and Emery Chuck, Adjustable Plug, Cord, etc.

Voltage Horse
Power

52
115
52
115
52
115
52
115
52
115

to 110
" 220
" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220

NET WHOLESALE PRICE-LIST OF 1905-1906 MODELS

• Total length, IS i itttlics ; s' iiittlies,

Type No. 4. 4 Separate Speeds

Our Nos. 4, 5 and U Motors include two chucks with tapered thread for holding the bulling tilt. Is awl I...lies,
and three other chucks for holding grinding and polishing stones of various sizes, which int ot the to o.ls ef
average work  

Our Nos. 6 and 7 Motors include long adjustable spindles and grinding, turning and tool-rest attachment  
Same description  

It

I )irect-Current
Motors

Alternating-
CurrentMotors

No. Price No. Price

4 $33.50 5 $ 46.50
4 37.50 5 51.00
  9 60.00

. . 9 64.50
6 53.00 7 74.50
6 57.50 7 79.00
6 61.00 7 85.00
6 66.50 7 95.00
6 75.00 7 115.00
6 80.50 7 120.00

NOTE-Price-list and full particulars of 3-4 to 5 Horse Power upon application.

c SPECIAL___mili,,ri.cieocirzeoliigTxtsoonbtahiensaabrreeallizws 1 la Iedr too. inn
e l')It:t'nfo'ClierrZte, 

a4,mlitt,tut ni ii sizeosifzti;oawn it; tptizreerc(i)a;esidz.e siLtaallblutelitstdiewm-ii.e;s,s,1,,yi fiiitit'e.T,6emr•eylewr.as,yDgeunatrlsatisii,Itor(a t.t,ol.i1(:s,,,a,:ii:1 11:ritroatL1). it,vecrll,ias st

NET WHOLESALE PRICE. complete with Starting Box and   52 to 110 volts   Price, $25.00 This motor is made tally btr Direct Current./ IIegulator attached to Meter, two Spindles for holding polishing and
  115 to 250 "   " 27.00 

Net weiL4ht, 20 his. Total length, 15 inches. il hulling wheels, one Grindstone Chuck, Plug, Cord and Socket. t; co- - 30 lbs. " height, tiX, inches.
For Nos. 4, 5, 9 and 20 Motors For Nos. 6 anti 7 Motors

{ Adjustable Drill or Burr) Chuck . . . . Price, $3.00 $7.00'I •  
Adjustable

Paper (or Emery) Cheek " 1.50 4.00
" Single Cone or Flat Pulley . " 1.75 3.50
" Three " " " " . " 3.50 5.50

Separate and Extra Attachments

The W. Green 6 Co. No. I Dynamo
Cut showing IV. Green
& Co.'s No. 4 1-6 H P.
POLISHING ANO BUF-
FING MOTOR with Pol-
ley and Buff Attach-
ments.
For motors, see illus-

trated price-list.

GUARANTEED.

Price, only $8.50
A Powerful Little Shunt-Wound Low Voltage Dynamo,

has 1005 MOM- polVer than any other sintill dynamo on market, and is
ttsed extensively with mest satisfactory results.
Can be run either by DIRECT or ALTERNATING Current Motor.
Size, 73,1 x 534; x 434. Net Wight, 10 lbs. Gross Weight, 14 lbs.

Tlik fae-siln He photo. reproduction which we submit,viz : DYNAMO,
MOTOR :set TANK has been designed to enable operators to arrange
THEIR DYNAMO for plating purp.ses.

Observe the Dynamo (see Cut type No. I) is run by belting attach-
ment front the W. Green Az Co.'s 1-5 Ii. p. Direct-Current Motor (see cut
type No. 4). It can also he attached to any motor on hand, EITHER
DIRECT OR ALTERNATINCL

We also call attention to connection of Dynamo by spiral copper
wires to Plating Tank, the whole showing entire apparatus in active
working operation.

Cut showing Dynamo

Type No. I

For Gold, Silver and Nickel
Plating and Coloring

DESCRIPTION OF DYNAMO.-Si11,1T 2200 to 3200 r. p. In.;
voltage, 2 to 6, aecordingly, at 32011 r. p. Ie.. it will light from 20 to
25 3-C. P. 6-volt high-grade miniature limn -ic to.;•ted in multiple ;
this is actual and not indicated ; will also ,lo high-grade electro
plating, furnish current; for running small mono's, charge storage
batteries and other work of similar nature.

ADVANTAOES. - For littiliall C.I.ring and Plating, the
dynamo has many advantages ever batteries, as follows: 'LOW
l'ItICE." "COST TO RUN, 1 t. 4c. per .laN'." "NO SOLUTION"
or nine to replace. " CONNECTIt INS do in:t corrode." "CERTAIN
tjr generate an even current of proper strength." "INSURES a
quick deposit and a rich and lasting color."

THE FIELD is of soft gray iron of the irott-elad type, which
allbrds protection for field coils and armature ; plenty of iron is used
and the magnetic circuit is without joint. Th■-• rear bearing is cast
solid with the frame and polo pieces, and is 1)01141 al tlw same time
as the seat for front bearing, and pole plows 1111. machined.

THE BEARINGS are hong, being about fttur times the diameter
of the shaft, giving ample bearing surfare.

THE SHAFT is of 14-inch steel, 014 inehes long.
THE ARMATURE is a modified' tunnel drum 1.1.

134 inches diameter, 1, ,; inches long and Well ;
cotton wire is used in both armature and field, well sheltict,1 the
field coils are also taped, item ring freedom from brettk-dow Its t It i- iigli
faulty insulation.

THE COMMUTATOR is% inch by inch and of ample carry-
ing eapac I v.

THE BRUSHES ore of strip eopper, long and spring,y, held iu
slotted brush holders, all.wing :tall:stn.-tit and easy renewal at cost
of a few cents only.

THE FINISH is dead blaek and a pulley IN inches diameter,
\'-grooved for 5-16 itodi reitiol belt, or fiat face crowned for %-inch
Hut belt, Is furuished will: each maelline.

W. Green C. Co.
6 Maiden Lane, New York

Man u fact ii rers, I xporters

Watch Materials, Toots, Jewelers', Engravers'. Opticians' and Dental Supplies, Electric Polishing Motors
Dynamos, Gold and Silver Plating Batteries, Solutions, Brushes, Buffs. Polishing Powders, etc

"IF' vCIlitz .101BEICR eANINOT WANTS., NVI211-117., US



Balance Staffs and C. & F.
Jewels are American-made
and guaranteed to fit

are guaranteed to be the

most perfectly gaged and

best finished mainsprings

on the market.

Jewelers' Findings are
made of the best grades
only

No. 168. Balance Staffs, Hardened, Tempered and
Polished $1  oo per doz.

No. 169. Balance Staffs, Hardened and Tempered,
Gray Finish .6o " "

OUR GOODS WILL BE DISPLAYED EXCLUSIVELY IN THE LARGEST STORES

one gross of our Reliance Brand

Mainsprings we give you gratis

a handsome oak or walnut zo

drawer Mainspring Cabinet,

No. 170. C. & F. Jewels in Polished Settings, Ruby
and Sapphire $1  oo per doz.

No. 171. C. & F. Jewels in Turned Settings, Garnet . .50 " "

We send gratis a handsome cabinet and 12 bottles with 6 dozen
of our best grade Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels.

NOTE.—Only the hest material and the most up-to-dale automatic machinery are
used for making the Ile halm, Itrand lialance :Ind Jewels. All our Balance ;-liaft's
and Jewels are earellilly examined ;ts ill their accuracy experienced watehmalters
before being put on the market. We will he only 1.,0 pleased to exchange any Balance
Staffer Jewel which you may liid 1.......ti

Orders Filled from any Catalogue

AVe carry everything known to the trade. %V rile us Mr prices tiitl cash discount

No jeweler should be
without our new Catalogue of
Jewelers' Findings. You can
obtain one by sending us your
business card.

This is the time for Jewelers to stock up. The coming convention at Buffalo
is certain to give a decided impetus to sales.

Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials

Jewelers'
Supplies

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF EMBLEM GOODS IN THE WORLD

OFFICE AND FACTORY-14-16 E. FOURTH

In presenting our fall line we have the
satisfaction of knowing that it is second

to none in points of artistic workmanship,

high quality and low prices—combining, in

fact, all those merits required to increase

your sales and to please your customers.

Open Closed
Patented

Neatest, strongest, best and most practical safety
catch that has ever been presented for consideration
of the trade. It is automatic in action and a positive
lock for the pin. The pin-stem engages readily and
positively cannot come out until you release it. The
release is as simple and can be accomplished more

readily than from an ordinary open catch. A touch of the finger on point A'
and the pin is automatically freed from the catch. Made in Gold, Sterling
Silver and German Silver.

Samples sent on application from Manufacturers or Wholesale Dealers in
Jobbing Material.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office— 103 State Street

" STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine
crocus finish, correctly, gaged ; made of the finest special
steel; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.
net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi-
net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.00, with your first order
fort gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted to
suit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR" Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades.

90c. 15 Jewel grades, polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades. polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash.
STAR " Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-
tings, made by automatic machinery, correctly gaged, special, per dozen,
90c. net cash.

*" STAR Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. pr
dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12
bottles.
" STAR" Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.

per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

All the above prices are strict13 NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as.received.

CHICAGO THE GREAT SOLDER CENTER
"uttITED WE STICK"

Write for a selection package—a most
convincing proof of this statement.

2 East Lexington Street, corner Charles

For Refinishing Balance Pivots,
without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect-
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

Hundreds of watchmakers
testify that this chuck is what
I claim it to be
Practical, Safe, True and
the Greatest Time-Saver
ever Offered to a Practical
Watchmaker.

Jewelers' Supplies, Badges, Medals,

Class Pins, Flags, College Seals,
Emblems and original novelties.

Order frOtil your material Jobber or direct from the patentee and maker,

C. CUIL,NIA.NI, 016 N. Sixth St., T. LOU'S.

Made for the principal lathes. Also will be made for any special lathe for
which a separate order for ten is received.

AMERICAN CUCKOO
INCOR-

PHILADELPHIA
SALESROOMS—
Chicago-103 State St.
New York 51-53 Maiden Lane

If you haven't our catalogue

59th & Wallace Sts.

CHICAGO, U.S.A.



EXTRA X * FINE

SWISS PATTERN FILES
MADE FOR THOSE WHO MUST HAVE THE BEST

THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS OF DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN MANUFACTURE

ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., US.A.

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
OUR SPECIALTY—Changing old Antique Cases to

Stem Wind
Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.

Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST MINIATURE PORTRAITS

B E FO RE

N. J. FELIX
18 John Street, NEW YORK CITY

AFTER

ELKS' BU ON
(Front.) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I, 2 and 3, 17 2" S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

- -
TR-WR CLAW RING
Solid Gold. Pard.

MONKEY RING
Solid silver, Oxidized

Manufacturing Jeweler

PC)C•t andRow Latheser 

High-grade complete screw-cut-
ting engine lathes, 9 and 11-inch
swing, with automatic et iiss-feed,
with or without compound rest,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling and
gear-cutting attachments, friction
countershaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument nmkers, optical, lab-
oratory and experimental work, for
profitable use in all lines of tine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog " B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.
(m)

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY 
Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies 

Jewelers' Building, 134-138 Wabash Ave., Chicago

1045
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46Our Perfect" Mainspring Cabinet
made of solid oak, highly polished ; has four drawers,

each drawer is divided into 12 compartments. Cabinet
holds forty-eight dozen mainsprings.

Size of cabinet, 164 in. wide, 174 in. high, 8 In. deep.
Compartments in drawers, 6% in. long, 1 in. wide, 133,i, In.
high. Price, 63.00

NIAINSPRIINTOIF4

No. J431. WE ARE SOLE .4 GENTS FOR THESE CARDS

OF QUALITY

One ozen

—Th\f awl
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Resilient American Mainsprings to Fit All American Movements
Every dozen put up in our own special designed elegant tin japanned case.

Per dozen 61  25 Per gross  S13.50 Per gross, including Cabinet S15.00

ONE DOZEN

" OUR PERFECT" di MAINSPRINGS
FOR

Elgin 18 Size Class 4

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY, CHICAGO.
PATENT PENDING 

Per dozen  

Cut Showing Box Containing One Dozen Springs
si. 111113 50 Per gross, including Cabilwl • $15.00

SOMETHING NEW

Birthstone Ring Size Card
Artistic color work with stones embossed in
high relief attracts and fascinates the eye

Number of ring size on hack of card. Cut of
rings in gold. slimes in colors.

A card which people will not destroy, and your
name ivill cii iiiitty remain before their eyes. The
most economical and satisfactory advertising
medium for jes elers.

These cant- are extensively used in large cities,
and are unanimously pronounced the best repre-
sentation of precious stones.

Price of 1,000 cards with name and address
printed ...... . . 3,75

Price of 500 cards will, name and tuldress
printed   $47.25

Price of 100 cards without name and mbiress
printed . . . . ..... . S1.50

Not less than 500 cards printed with
name and address

Sample card furnished upon application.

Our 700-page Catalogue and our
Supplement "J," just issued, scnt
free upon application.

" our Perfect" 'Mainsprings are put tip IMP
dozen in a box, each spring wrapped in oil paper,
placed in an individual envelope marked and
labeled on the outside.

"OUR PERFECT" SPRING

-

`' -tK.D''

FOR WALTHAM

18 Size,

No. 2205.
PAT PEND

Cut Showing Individual Envelope Containing One Mainspring
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Captains of Industry and Messengers of Commerce
are our six representatives who will show you our fall line of Rings this year, which
comprises over woo different patterns of to K. Solid Gold Stone Set Rings of the
very latest designs. It will pay you to look at our line before placing your orders
elsewhere. Drop us a postal whether one of our men should call upon you this fall.

Are you next to the fact that we do one of the largest selection package busi-
nesses in the United States? We give you three reasons why you should write
to-day for a memorandum package:

I. We size our rings free of charge.
2. We replace all stones except diamonds in our rings free of charge for two

years after you have sold them.
3. We exchange all unsalable rings for new styles of stone-set rings at any time.

Write us to-day. We pay express charges both ways and give you January i,
1906, terms on all goods selected.

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.,

The United States Government
has the best mail service in the world, and

we have recognized that promptness in re-

pairing comes next to good work and low

prices. We have adopted all three as our

standard, and if you appreciate promptness,

good work and low prices, give us a trial as

the best method of convincing yourself. We

guarantee the following service:

STATES
Repering leaving Will be back in

your store on your store on

Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York . . Monday
Indiana, Michigan, Virginia, West Virginia
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Carolinas
Nebraska, Kansas, Dakotas . • •

46

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

We Set Stones in Ladies' Rings for 3c.
We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for 7c.
We Make Rings Smaller for 8c.
Other Repairing Accordingly.

We make all kinds of Rings to order
the same day order is received

,333

Beecher 
Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

01 02 03 04 g (7) IS0 10 11 i2 13 14- 15 16 17 113 19 20

0000

STANDARD STONE SIZES

PRICES

FIRST-GRADE
DOUBLETS

BEST HUNGARIAN
OPALS

ROUND OVAL ROUND OVAL

Size Price Size Price Size Price Size Price

1-10 Sc. 3 mini 6c. 1-6 4c. 3 inim Sc.
11-15 4e. 4 in/in 7c. 7-8 5c. 4 nnin 14e.
16-20 5e, 5 mim Sc. 9 7c. 5 film 19c.
21-25 7c. 6 mlni 9c. 10 Sc. 6 mm 39c.
26-30 11c. 7 mini 12c. 11 12c. 7 mini 60c.
31-35 15e. 8 mini 16c. 12-15 20c. 8 m/m 910.
36-40 20o. 9 Wm 20e. 16-17 27c. 9 m/m $1.41
41-44 28c. 10 m/m 26o. 18-21 35c.

22-23 45c.
24-26 70c.
27-29 840,
30-31 51.03
32-34 1.22
35-36 1.40

Order your stone stock from us. The above
prices are for single stones ordered or used in re-
pairing. Ten per cent. off in quantities of six dozen
or over.

Terms, July 1, 1905, net

The Queen City Ring mfg. co.
Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

41 40 39 38 37 36 36 34- 33

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting .

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . .

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION

. $29.00
.75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of
cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon
years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A
LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to
a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DET.AI I ,

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

\ HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS
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FOR SALE BY ALL. JOBBERS
IN THE UNITE,'D STATES AND CANADA
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This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction

THE TRUE BLUE
Beaded Label French Watch Glasses

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

HIGHEST QUALITY , FINISH

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

The Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware of imitations

This brand of superior Watch
Glasses will be supplied by
the jobbing trade at the fol-
lowing prices:

Gross Dozen
Genevas   3.00 .30
Miconcaves   3.25 .35
" extra thick . 8.00 .75

Flat Parallels   5.50 .50
Lentilles II  oo i.00
Flat Concaves   7.50 .65

" extra thick   23.50 1.25
Patent Genevas   5.50 .50
Lunettes   2.00 .20

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

PARIS
21 Rue de l'Echiquier

NEW YORK
37 Maiden Lane



MEYLAN'S

PATENT

ROLLER

REMOVER

Guaranteed to remove
aU sizes of Domestic
and Foreign, single arid
double rollers, w ith ete,
and disitateh. A
will C1 1.1111111, 11111S1

Skeldleal tiiit 11111, 11.1

is the acme of per fee-
t Mu. This tool 11111y licI

used as shown in tilt
anti rest tirnily on the
bench, or the base may
be removed and set in a
staking tool or vise.

'Fri ig t he screw to the right opens the jaws until the all of the balance enters
and pt-.rtnits the roller 10 1■11'1,11111 111p Ilf j11WS.

11111'11 111111011.s :1re S1114111(41 With if

Selecting the plinth with hole sinall enough to rest IlgIII11-1
Inline! stair nrttt iiiitiiig hrough the roller ; t he nex t step 1, I.. t i punch witht
a hammer and the work is III!

end of

To be had at all the Leading Jobbing Houses

Henry Zimmern & Co., Inc.

IMMEHOMMEAMMI.

IMPORTERS OF WATCH MATERIAL

John Street, NEW YORK

Patent Hand-Made Tweezers
These patent tweezers are made from flexible

sheet steel bodies, curved so as to give them convex
and concave faces, thus making them stronger than
any other tweezer in the market. The concave faces
give a better hold and prevent slipping.

cI)

:Ref te".o

119- Heiiid Pc:moving Tweezer

   es1,4- ii
1, 1 1

1,1111"1!

No.122. Jewel L,oekirog Tweezer

No. 120. Collet Removing Tweezer

No. In

No. 116

PLATINUM
Special Sheet and Wire for Jewelers

Seamless Tubing

Platinum Scrap Bought

OUR LATEST BENCH No. 10
Made in Oak, Walnut and Birch ; Mahogany

Finish

Highest Price

WATCHMAKERS
SHOULD KNOW

That all our benches are made 'Willi three-ply
panels. These panels are perfeetly straight,
1111d 11.1nain so. They are so strong that it. is
almost impossible to break them. They never
split, as one thickness of the wood runs
crosswise.

All our goods are made of perfectly seasoned
and kiln-dried lumber, and it is well-known
that our goods are superior to others, both in
material, work and finish. IVe also make every-
' thing in wood for watchmakers. We make

fourteen styles of benches in three kinds of
wood. In ordering, be careful to see that you
get our goods—look for our name plate. If
they have no such plate they are not ours.

send for our catalog, and order through
you r jobber.

Jessen & Rosberg
405 W. Kinzie Street CHICAGO

"South Beg" Demagnolizers

BELAIS & COHN
Metallurgists

13 Dutch St. NEW YORK

SOUTH BEND

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England : ORIMSHAW & BAXTER, 29 Goswell Road, London, carry stock

THE KNOBLOCK-HEIDEMAN MFG. COMPANY
Successors to

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY
South Bend, Indiana

A‘k4T . \ IN Insurance of your money
and accounts made possible
by machinery. You should know the

amounts and relative proportion of your cash sales,
credit sales, payments received on account, money
paid out. These figures you should compare with
those of previous days and so test the health of your
business.
A National Cash Register tells you the detailed

history of a day's business, saves time and worry,
pays for itself within a year, and then earns 100
per cent. on the money invested.

Let our representative call and explain our sys-
tern to you.

Cut off here and mail to us today
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NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO., DAYTON, OHIO

I own a Nwnte

Please explain to me what kind of a register
is best suited for my business. Addrcss

This does not obligate me to buy.
THE KEYSTONE No. Clerks

l'Id1111,11. 11,.!11:1111.11

HENRY ALLSOPP A*
TRADE-MARK

ALLSOPP BROS.
Manufacturers of

GEO. A. ALLSOPP

to.18 a

Ladies', Men's, Mi.sses', Children's RINGS
As well as a

Pull Line of Signet, Lion and Grotesque Rings

SELECTION PACKAGES TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS

Allsopp Building, Camp ec Orchard Sta. NEVVARIC, N. J.

GIVES

5 TIMES More Light
than acetylene

6 TIMES More Light than electricity
10 TIMES More Light than kerosene

100 TIMES More Light than a candle
COSTS LESS THAN KEROSENE

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-
where. A pure white, steady light.

NO ODOR I O WICK I NO GREASE I NO SMOKE!
LITTLE HEAT I SAFE I

Over 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use

AGE NwrTitSc forWcaAtaNlogTlEispts —a nE:IltiscsoiuvnetsTerritory

THE BEST LIGHT CO., 259 E. Fifth St., Canton, Ohio

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing 

Can this be Repaired?

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,
broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Yes!

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb Company 1429
CHICAGO

Wabash Ave.

F. H. PUTNAM, Manager
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Patent applied for

THE NEW BAG-NALL CATCH -
A new catch for Neck Chains, Bracelets, etc. A decided

improvement on snaps, spring rings and locks ; useful and or-
namental ; never breaking or getting out of order.

BE the first to CATCH ON to this useful ATTACHMENT
that will make your customers happy.

For sale to the Manufacturing and Jobbing Trade by the
manu fact urers,

DORAN, BAGNALL & CO.

Patent pending which will be fully protected.

NEW YORK : 194 Broadway CHICAGO : 67 Wabash Ave. SAN FRANCISCO : 126 Kearny St.

Doran, Bagnall & Company
Successors to Young, Bagnall & Co. Established 1870

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Rolled Gold Plate and Sterling Silver
Chains, Bracelets and Novelties

North Attleboro, Mass.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

Now is the Best Time to Enter
for Summer Course

WRITE US AT ONCE. If you wish to take a
Course this Spring, please write us and we will assign
and hold a place for you.

We do not accept more than twelve pupils at one time,
devoting our entire time to their personal Instruction and
Advancement.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a New System in the Art of Cutting and
Designing, which enables a pupil, not endowed with
artistic skill, to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. LANDIS, if 9 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

TIDD'S JEWELS

Are made of Sapphire and Ruby. They
are expertly mounted, guaranteed perfectly
true, stripped with a sapphire tool and trued
to hole. Every jewel inspected before

shipping. Sample dozen sent to responsible dealers
for inspection.

Price per dozen, $1.25 Per gross, $13.50

TIDD Sc CO., COLUN101ANA, 01-110

1‘1411■•■• 
1111•11111■1■ 

C. 0. BA E ER, BreS. C. W. BAK ER, Vice-Pres.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for

jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N.J.

t20 Liberty St.,

New York City

t 
ESTABLISHED 1667 ---,

= DA-ND 1,
-PHOTO-ENGRAVING

ZINC ETCHING
HALE TONE .AN
FINE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY

T.)

,
FORREST Bl./ I LDI G '

119 So.FOU RTH ST7, C
pH ILAjr H
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THE LYNCH DIAMOND MEASURE

This cut is two-thirds actual size
of measure.

Over Five Thousand (s000) of these Measures have been
sold in New York State alone

The measure consists of four blades and a cover. These blades contain a series of
holes with the weights marked opposite. These holes, clearly indicated, are placed over
the stones to be measured and when all the part showing out of the top setting, including
sides, etc., has been completely covered, you have the proper weight. This Measure, made
in both Aluminum and the highest quality of German Silver, is very much superior to all
others on the market for the following reasons: It is positively the only gage which will
measure diamonds mounted in Cluster and Gypsy settings. It is the only gage for the
correct measuring of diamonds in every form of setting. It is the only gage which mea-
sures with equal facility round, square and oblong-shaped stones.

It is the easiest adjusted gage. taking only a second to measure with. It is the lightest
gage, besides being the best looking and the easiest carried—it is no larger than an
ordinary pocket knife when closed. It is the cheapest gage by far now on the market.

It can be manufactured at a very moderate price in the form of a Souvenir should you
so desire, and will prove highly acceptable to your customers.

Price, $1.00
For sale by all the Principal
Tool and Jobbing Houses

J. D. LYNCH
1 Union Square, New York City

1048

ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE TRADE
OUR DIAMOND IMPORTATIONS have arrived, and as

the records of the Custom House in St. Louis will show, they are many

times larger than those received by any other firm. We are in the best

position to offer you either original lots or well-assorted sizes in all

grades, at prices that we will guarantee to be the lowest.

If you know Diamonds, seeing will convince you.

If you don't know Diamonds, our guarantee will protect you.

L. BAUMAN JEWELRY CO.

Equitable Building

Established 1844

St. Louis, Mo.

Closed

No. 17.10 No. 1750

01 01.•

A. EISENBERG & CO.

126 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

are my only representatives on
the Pacific Coast

Signet Carbon-Photo. Rings
(Patent Pending)

This invention solves the problem of indestructibility of
miniatures in locket rings

SEND FOR MY CATALOGUE

CHARLES M. LEVY
Manufacturer of

FINE GOLD RINGS AND DIAMOND LOCKETS
go William Street (near Maiden Lane)

NEW YORK

The ̀e MODEL"
Fountain Pen 

_

THE MODEL OF PERFECTION. Retail Price, $1.00 to 810.00. Made of finest grade rubber and fitted with

a 14 K. Gold Pen. No.extra charge for special imprint. Every pen guaranteed. Write for samples and prices. All makes repaired

and returned same day received. HERING 0 CO., 1749 John Street, New York

Established IS Years

James 1-1. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round 119re,
Rolled to Any Gage.

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER
BUYERS OF
OLD GOLD AND SILVER

\.. 

16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Miniature Portraits
on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES

) 

o 

and LOCKETS

ur work will not fade or peel off

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from any Photo.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, New York
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Tip Cup

Mr. Jeweler:

Umbrella Extension

Tip Cup, Extension and Tie Clasp made in Ciotti and Sterling Silver to match the Handle

Tie Clasp

See that the umbrellas you buy this fall have the new Braitsch Specialties, "Tip Cups," " Tie Clasps" and "Umbrella

Extensions," illustrated herewith. They are the latest and best accessories now on the market. If your umbrella makor

cannot supply you, write us. Our trade-mark, " NV. J. B. & Co.," on all our goods.

established 1887 W. J. BRAITSCH Sc. CO., 396=8 Broadway, New York

7RIPP-V -•,•• -•EPP- ■•■• . . -v- . ••

Special Announcement
Having removed to our new home,

New Heyworth Building, corner Wabash
Madison Street, Chicago, you'll find that
handsomest engraving school and studio in

Send for New 48-Page Catalog. Correspondence Solicited

Established 1889 

Suite 1104
Avenue and
we have the
this country.

—I. . , . .
. i

Some of the Features 

Splendid Light

Perfect Ventilation

Handsomely Furnished Recep-
tion and Class Rooms

The Best System of Instruction

Universal Endorsement by all
Jewelers

The Jewelers' School of Engraving RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Proprietor

• • • • • •• • • • • ........... • • • \ • • • •• • A, •

..... • :-A 1-A• - -A_ -A_ -A. .41.- -A- -A- 

Aeon ANL WIOWAN1 EM DEPARTED
LEADING WITH litm LAUGHING WATER
HAND IN HAND Mat WENT TOGETAA

Tiolevol■ ENE WOOOLAND AND NE MEADOW

mANATHAI wOo NO

OIKAMP-NOLTING &CD
--MAMMOTH WHOLESALE JEWELERS —

---- OF AMERICA ---

Hand in hand we'll go together,
Leading you to success and prosperity.

Our 1906 Catalog will be ready for
distribution November 1, 1905

Meanwhile let us send you
our 1905 Catalogs

Oskamp, Nolting & 
Co413 Elm Street
u., Cincinnati, Ohio

WEBSTER'S ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK
Patented Dee. 3, 190::,

showing jewelry pads

as used Er ',ridge work

It Will Save You Time
and Trouble

No pins or binding wire necessary. Holds
spectacle frames, rimless bridges, hat pins, stick
plias, cuff buttons, rings, studs and many odd jobs
of jewelry repairing.

This block is not an experiment, it has been
successfully used for the past two years. When I
say that it will do your work quicker and better
than any other adjustable soldering device on the-
market, I am telling nothing but the truth. Don't
take toy word for it, I am prejudiced, try one you
self for thirty days, and if not found perfectly
satisfactory I will return your money.

If your jobber does not have Diem I will send
by mail upon receipt of price and 10 cents postage.

Price with Pads for Holding Spectacle
Frames   $1.75

Price complete with both the Spectacle
and Jewelry Pads   2.011

ARTHUR R. WEBSTER, Milford, N. H.

Electric Fans and Motors
Direct from manufacturer

U. S. Government standard

1 4 H. P. Direct Current, with 4 Attachments,
$20.00

Alternating
or Direct
Current
Fans

$6.00

Ready to attach lo
socket

Fidelity Electric Company, Lancaster, Pa.

Are you going to buy a Lathe, Chucks w4)
or Attachments?

the best. Our

Rivett Lathe No. 2
for Watchmakers

guarantee stands back

If you are, do not fail to investigate the

Rivett before buying.
Remember that we have one of the

finest equipped factories in the country to
turn out work. Fine workmen, fine tools
and the best of everything procurable to
put into our products. We do not spare
money, time or labor to make our tools
of everything we produce.

If you are near Boston on your vacation, call and let us show you how we make

our tools. If your friends are near here, tell them to call.'

If your jobber doesn't sell our tools, write to us and we will tell you who does.

Just address:

Rivett Lathe, Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

L. LELONG CC. BROTHER

-A P4LiAt 

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall St rcets

NEWARK, N. J.

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Sweep Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

We Blank
Form
Swedge

finish finest Inr

the money

Submit sample for
our price

A. N. Clark & Son, Plainville, Conn.

A Valuable and Inexpensive Motor

For

for Watchmakers and Jewelers

Polishing, Grinding; or Bench Lathe

Warner;:vulitz„Water Motor, $4.00
This motor will attach to any water faucet,

and is indispensable in every shop or store.

Will run a small dynamo or other light

machinery. Our new outfit includes motor,
emery wheel, pulley, two
buffing and polishing
wheels, silver and steel
polishing compositions.
Price complete, $4.00.

Absolutely practical—
money back if not satisfac-

tory. Descriptive booklet

free upon request. We also

make larger water motors

and fans of all sizes.

Warner Motor Co.
Dept. 26, Flatiron Bldg. New York City



KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN  ii==111ML 
We are ready to show you the BRIGHTEST and BEST line of up-to-date

Rings, Jewelry and Novelties ever offered to the Retail Jeweler.

We offer DISTINCT ADVANTAGES. It WILL PAY YOU to see
our goods.

Mr. W. H. BALCH

{Our Salesmen Mr. W. J. BEARD
Mr. EDSON ADAMS

Mr. A. GREEN 
Mr. CHAS. WELZMILLER
Mr. IRVING COHN 

Mr. S. W. PERCY
Mr. J. M. KELLER
Mr. GEO. HILSINGER

Will soon call upon you with complete sample lines. WAIT FOR THEM.

for all persons of all sizes. Our prices were

cannot be .duplicated in other lines.
never so low. There are many articles. that

u

Over two hundred beautiful new creations

Gold Rings 

Gold Filled Jewelry
The most attractive novelties and all the

. staple -sellers are here. Festoon Necklaces,
Guard Chains, Brooches, Scarf Pins, Hat Pins, 
Lockets, Dumb-bell Links, Vest Chains, etc.,
absolutely guaranteed as to quality.

Rich Cut Glass 
We are adding .many new and beautiful

patterns in Rich Cut Glass. Our line is varied
and very moderate in price.

Gold Jewelry 
Hundreds of new designs in Brooches,

Scarf Pins, Dumb-bell Links, Festoon Neck-
laces, Crosses, Lockets, Hat Pins, Vest and
Lorgnette Chains, etc.

Sterling Novelties
Our Toilet and Manicure Sets put up in

handsome Silk Cases are leaders. Very mod-
erate in price. Beautiful designs. We make a
specialty of Wrist Bags and Chain Purses.

Fountain Pens 
Our new self-tilling Flash Pen is the latest.

It has met with immediate success.
Our standard pens—Business, Banker and

Senator—can't be beat. Every pen guar-
anteed.

New York City  is growing more popular each year as a summer resort. We

urge every Jeweler to make the trip if possible.
Make our office your headquarters. We assure you a hearty welcome.

M. J. AVERBECK, MANUFACTURER
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

HARDINGE BROS., 1036 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill."'
MOSSO'S

MONARCH TEMPERING COMPOUND

Do not
away your
They can

perfect by
in this

gA.Moczo

avranor",,r;

• elask IN" Imarytaol
"a

...aoy.Auxu
ILA.

ItIARDINGE

throw
old tools.
be made
treatment
compound.

Full directions accompany each bottle

This compound tills a long-felt want in the
watchmakers', jewelers', engravers' and dentists'
business. It has been used by large tool manufac-
turers for the past twenty years with great success,
and we are now placing it upon the market in
quantities suitable for watchmakers, jewelers, etc.

An ordinary drill tempered in this compound
will cut chilled cast iron, tempered steel or the
enamel of a tooth. It will temper a lathe tool, hand
tool or graver which will cut glass and still retain a
keen, tough cutting edge and will not crumble or
break on any kind of work. It makes all steel fully
twice as good as when tempered in water, and with
it a result has been attained that has never before
been possible.

It never evaporates or loses its strength. One
bottle, if not wasted, will last i lifetime.

Price, per bottle, $1.00

HARD1NGE BROS., Sole Distributors for
United States and Canada

DALE CHUCKS—For all standard sizes watchmakers' lathes
60 cents each. Every chuck guaranteed

We have reached a proficiency in chuck manufacturing excelled by none. We are
selling more chucks now than ever before. Quality and price talk. Buy Dale Chucks,
they are the best that money and experience can produce.

Fitted to any lathe. Price, $30.00

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGO. BY

HAROINGE BROS.

With Trefoil Peep Roles. Price, $8.00

New Monarch Catalogue No. 60
The most complete and most

elaborately illustrated Jewelry Cata- •
logue ever compiled.

Hundreds and hundreds of new
and unique designs in every line of
goods: Watches, Lockets, Fobs,
Chains, Bracelets, Brooches, Scarf
Pins, Studs, Collar Buttons and all
manner of novelties.

No jeweler can afford to miss
this catalogue. A copy will be sent
free on request.

Please note that our name does not
appear in this catalogue. So jewelers
may show it freely to customers.

R., L. 0 M. Friedlander
Wholesale Jewelers

Jobbers in American Watches
importers of Diamonds

30 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK
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Doubts the desirability of 
as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the. Retailer a good profit.

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

TRADE MARK M. B. BRYANT & CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Perpetual Trembler
Scarf Pins and Brooches

are not only rapid sellers, but attract buyers of other
goods.

They are always in motion and people will stop to
" Wonder \\Thy."

Order through your jobber, or send for catalogue
and names of nearest jobbers, to

PERPETUAL TREMBLER
Elmwood Station Providence, R. I.

SA1V1S'

SAFETY
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sarns'—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete . . . 12.50
Otala x%•ithout bellows, 8.50
Generator ( B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) .• . 4.0o
Sams' Flux . . . .25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
( Sole M frs. )

18-24 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO

THE NOBS SAFETY CATCH
THE WAY THE MEN 1J.SE-1" IT

OPEN (LOSE!,

ME WAY THE
1_,A 01 ES USE IT

Will a customer feel
satisfied with his pur-
chase after he has lost his
pin? NO.

And he tells his friends
why he is not satisfied.
Does this mean sales to
you? NO.

But with a NOBS SAFETY
CATCH, YES.

Did you ever stop to
consider that it encour-
ages a customer to buy
a scarf pin, brooch or
valuable pin when he or
she can insure it against
loss front accident or theft,
by purchasing a NOBS
SAFETY CATCH? It is
safe to predict that with
this simple and inexpen-
sive device you will- in-
crease your sales. The
simplicity of this device,
which requires only a
pinch to put it on, and
the same to remove it,
bears out our argument
in favor of the NOBS
SAFETY CATCH. Your
customer will no longer
say: " I am afraid of losing
111Y pin," when shown the
NOBS SAFETY CATCH.

t14/

Hand Pie,e

Generator. Size sy,"
high, .51" di 1111.

A GOLDEN RULE
Trade with us as you would have others trade with you
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Get on our satisfied list and get the refining end

of your business off your mind

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY
102 and 104 Richmond Street

Gold and Silver Refiners Providence, R. L

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

I

I

I '" •
I I,

A

I '

THE NOES SAFETY CATCH. Pat. June 27, MA
Prevents loss by accident or theft

Tills IS IT ACTUAL SIZES
Price, 51.50 per dozen

THE LEDOS MFG. CO., 34-36 Pearl St., NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.
Manufacturers of Watch Case Materials and Jewelers' Findings

t1•
No regular HAND.ME.DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, the

business expected to he gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to get

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glass
and color of finish is to your individual taste.

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman

Co. have
held the record
for High Art

Jeweler s'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre..
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW

TO MAKE.
Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are at

your service. No charge for plans, designs or svggestions.
Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealer

to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US : WELL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WM. KLEEMAN & CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures. Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World
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A LITTLE ARGUMENT

FILES? Yes, but—
" Only the best are good enough "—for—
TOOL MAKERS, JEWELERS, WATCH and WATCH CASE MANUFACTURERS, Etc.Ever tried "AMERICAN SWISS "—No ?—
Then kindly send for Price-List and Samples.
No charge for Files used in trying them.
We offer to pay the freight on Sample order both ways, it you wish (because they never come back).KIND ? Swiss Patterns, all shapes and cuts. Sizes up to r 2".QUALITY ? A trial will tell.
PRICES ? Lower than imported—higher than any other " made in U. S."MADE WHERE ?—Elizabeth, N. J., U.S.A.
BY WHOM ? American Swiss File & Tool Co.
Enufsed ?
0I-I I >ELIVERY ?—Prompt by

E. P. REICHHELM & CO. Principal Owners andSelling Agents

Earn a Good Salary

Direction of F. It RISES, AuthorThe Art of Engraving, Etc.
Wear a Rees School Pin. It pays.

It is easier to earn a good salary
than a small one if you know how.
We know how and know how to

impart what we know. It is our busi-
ness, and has been for 15 years.

Learn to Engrave Correctly

It 1% pay you.
Write to-day for catalogue.
It is new, it is artistic, it is free.

REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL
Elmira, N. Y.
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ENTAL P,Or 
AGENTS. 
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'Nothing Equals It'
Eastman, Ga., March 16, 1905.

The Buffido Dental Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Gentlemen :—Enelosed find twenty-five cents for onejar or your Electric Cleansing Flux Paste. The sample yousent ice is the most satisfactory flux I ever used. In mypast I hirty-one years' experience I have found no equal tosample sent. I have tried about everything that hits cloneout in the past thirty years. Nothing equals yours.

Yours respectfully,
C. H. VAN ALLEN, Jeweler.

Price, Electric Cleansing Flux Paste,
fier, jar, 25 cents

Ask for free trial package and copy of Catalogue B. E. ofBlowpipes, Furnaces and Blowers

Buffalo Dental Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

23 John Street New York

LOST!
All Preference

for other
Rings and Jewelry
After Trying Ours

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY
Factory
51-53 Maiden Lane

Write for Suggestion on Window Dressing
47=49 Maiden Lane

New York
Manufacturers of Modern Jewelry'

SEND US YOUR BUSINESS
Our line is up

American and Swiss
Material

Tools and Findings

Jewelry, Etc.

44 OP

Ingersoll Watches
Nickel Alarm Clocks

to date and complete

1'*
Jobbing Stones

Novelties and Souvenirs

Mad Orders our Specialty

L. COHEN & CO.
63o Pennsylvania Ave., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

STAKING TOOLS
1055

Next to a good lathe the most important tool on a watchmaker's bench is his Staking Tool, and an imperfect one
is worse than none at all.

Those shown here are as near perfect as skilled labor and improved machinery can make them. The frame, die, punches,
stumps, and in fact every part, is made from the very best selected material and guaranteed against any defect in manufacture.

No. 3044. New Model Staking Tool, too Punches
and 24 Stumps. Low Ball-Bearing Stand for Roll-Top
Bench. K. & D. stamped on each tool is a guarantee of
quality. Price complete, $21.00

No. 3035. Rivett's Staking Tool, with 54 Punches and
13 Stumps. Each, $12.50

Parts lost or broken

call be duplicated at

slight expense.

Send your material

orders to

Benj. Allen & Co.

No. 3035 is now put

up on the loo=punch

block so the work-

man can add more

punches at any time.

We are headquarters

f o r the celebrated

Diamond Brand of

Mainsprings. A coin=

plete stock always

on hand.

No. 3039. The Lebanon Staking Tool, 5o Punches and
14 Stumps. Each, $6.75

No. 3036. Rivett's Staking Tool, with too Punches and
20 St0 nips. $20.00

SIX PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH

BENJ. ALLEN & CO., 131 to 13Z Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.



RELIABLE TRADE MARKS:
Plated Hollowware:

THE DERBY SILVER CO.
(Factory B, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on platedhollowware made by them, and the linemade has always been salable and de-sirable.

WORKS, DERBY, CONN.

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
(Factory A, international Silver Co., Successor.)
BARBOUR SILVER CO. NICKEL SILVERBARBOUR SILVER CO. QUADRUPLE SILVER
Formerly located in Hartford. One or the other ofthese trade-marks appear on the plated hollowware madeby them. The Nickel Silver line in particular is wellknown for its excellence in design and general attrac-tiveness. 

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

MADE AND The round trade-mark isGUANANTEEO OV used on their standard
grade of White Metal hol-
lowware, which has been
on the market for half a
century. The Nickel Silver
White Metal Mounts trade-
mark is used on a new line
of hollowware, especially
designed for tine retail
trade. The Silver Soldered
trade-mark is used on the
finest grade of Nickel Silver
hollow ware that can be pro.-
duced, and is especially
desirable for hotels, clubs
or family use, where thebest and most expensive grade of silver plate can beafforded and used. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

** * ROGERS BROS.

Iml plea! 'NICKEL SILVERIw M mourgs

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.(Factory F, International Silver Co., Successor.)
This trade-mark appears on platedhollowware made by them. This brandof Meriden Ware has been producedfor many years, and is handled by alarge number of dealers with great
success' WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.TRADE MARK

ROGERS, SMITH uSc CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This Company was established in NewHaven nearly fifty years ago, and thetrade-mark shown has always been lookedupon by the best trade as a guarantee ofunsurpassed reliability.
WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

serdtrao
ROGERS SMITH

NERIDEN•

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on platedhollowware made by them, and has beennoted for years, from the fact that manyof the most beautiful designs broughtout have been produced by this com-prahneyaetnlisaLeirlrerdneoutl,iiast trade-mark.

time are up to their usual high standard.
WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on platedhollowware made by them, and has hada large sale in this country as well asabroad. Their shapes, styles and finishare always the best that it is possible toproduce.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

409BEYD4+0
SIMPSON-0
HALL MILLE
&CO.

Plated Flatware:
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS

SILVER CO.
(Factory C, International Silver Co., Successor.)

al HOLMES & EDWARDS.
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware manu-factured by them.

WORKS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
(Factory II, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS
1865 WM. ROGERS MFG CO.

WM. ROGERS dr, SON.
One of these trade-marks appear ■ol plated flatwaremade by them. These brands have been well known formany years. For 38 years prior to 1503 at Ilartford,now made at 

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

1847 ROGERS BROS.
The above trade-mark appears on plated flatwaremanufactured by them. This brand was first made byRogers Bros. in Hartford, established in the year 1847.It has been recognized as the standard of quality eversince it was first put upon the market.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware madeby them.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

'It WitROGERS *
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware madeby them, and has met with a large sale for many years.The dealers handling the "Eagle Brand " have alwaysbeen well satisfied with the result from its sale.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

ROGERS & BROTHER.
(Factory J, International Silver Co., Successor.)

* ROGERS & BRO. A-I.
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware madeby them. The " Star lirand" IIGS been upon themarket for half a century, add is handled by many ofthe most exclusive dealers as their leading line ofelectro-plate. Its unsurpassed quality is well known.

WORKS, WATERBURY, CONN.

THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.(Factory K, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS & HAMILTON

HAMILTON

One or the other of these trade-marks appear onthe plated flatware made by them. These stamps havebeen well known throughout the trade for many years,and the fancy pieces in particular have met with aready sale.
WORKS, WATERBURY, CONN.

Sterling Hollowware:
THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.

(Factory A, International Silver Co., Successor.)
Formerly located in Hartford. Thistrade-mark appears on sterling hollow- B. S. C.ware manufactured by them.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)This trade-mark appears on sterlinghollowware made by them, and at thepresent time the line made embracesnearly everything that can be conceivedor thought of in the line of SterlingSilver. The designs and finishes areunsurpassed. 

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)This trade-mark appears on sterling hol-lowware made by them. Any article sostamped can be safely looked upon as thebest of the kind it is possible to produce.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

\I.u111,1411....,,,

V

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory I, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on the sterling 0--hollowware made hy them, and includes ,a line of Hand W rough 4t Silver, with Floral Decorations, as well as many tapbeautiful designs in Toilet Ware.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN. 44744ferA'04)

THE WATROUS MEG. CO.
(Factory P, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on
sterling hollowware made
by them, and includes a
large variety of Napkin
Rings, Cups and small arti-
cles, as well as a generalline of the larger pieces.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

W STERLINCI
925 

FINE.1000

Sterling Flatware:
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)This trade-mark is on sterling TRADEMARKsilver flatware made by them, andat the present time is beingstamped on a number of new,desiraole and very salable patternsin heavy and medium weights.
WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN. STERLING LIFINE

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)
This trade-mark appears on sterling ,0flatware made by them, and includes 4.rquite a variety of styles covering the &wants of nearly every first-class dealer.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

Sterling, Inlaid Flatware:
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS

SILVER CO.
(Factory C, International Silver (1o., Successor.)

E `E".f&.`t."■74^L",-lit FE 3
This trade-mark appears on all sterling inlaid flat-ware made by them. Spoons and forks bearing thistrade-mark are made by a patented process, each articlehaving a piece of pure silver inserted at the points mostexposed to wear. This brand is guaranteed in familyuse to wear twenty-five years.

WORKS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

ORDER FROM THE FACTORY
CHICAGO:

State and Adams Streets.

MAKING THE CLASS OF GOODS YOU REQUIRE, OR
NEW YORK CITY:

9-15 Maiden Lane and 218 Fifth Avenue. CANADA:
Hamilton and Toronto, Ontario.

GENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.
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THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades

Subscription—Ouse Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of I he 11 sited States, l'orto Rico, Philippines,
itiain, 5, Island ot

. 
'Samoa, Cuba, Mexico and Canada

fe eept Newfoundlautin single copies, regular issues,
13 cents; special issues, 25 cents. To Foreign Countries
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Conditions in the Jewelry Trade

A REMARKABLE new development in
the jewelry trade is the increasing busi-

ness accruing from the wedding and com-
mencement season. The bride and sweet
girl graduate have become business agents of
the jewelers to such an extent that many
members of the trade report June as one of
the best months of the year for profitable
sales. The now almost universal custom of
gift-giving to graduates has been largely a
creation of advertising, and we are gratified
to note that the jewelers, in their newspaper
announcements, windows, etc., keep remind-
ing parents, relatives and friends of the new
custom. As in the case of wedding gifts,
each year shows a tendency to more costly
tokens, and the goods are now of a kind that
means both profit and prestige for the jeweler.

As to general trade conditions, never
probably s'nce the present prolonged

period of prosp• .:ty set in has the outlook
been more promising. The authoritative
analysis of the situation, furnished by R. G.
Dun & Co., says : " Seasonable weather in
most sections of the country has done much
to stimulate lagging retail trade and greatly
improve the entire business situation by accel-
erating the maturity of agricultural products..
A few more weeks of favorable climatic con-
ditions will put large quantities of grain
beyond danger, while late-planted corn and
cotton are rapidly recovering lost ground.
In the leading manufacturing industries there
is less idle machinery than is customary at
this time of inventories. Labor controversies
are not disturbing, and less than the usual
number of struggles are threatened for July r.
Building operations are more numerous and
involve a greater amount of capital than at
this time in recent preceding years ; railway
earnings for June exceeded those of last year
and conditions in the iron and steel industry
are much better than one year ago."

RADSTREET'S is even more sanguine
in its view of the sitruation. It says :

" Improvement, mirrored forth some weeks
ago in the phrase better feeling,' has broad-

ened and assumed more tangible form this
week, stimulated as it has been by seasonable
weather, resulting crop 'improvement, better
retail trade, improved reorder business and
larger sales for fall account at many markets.
Failures are few and unimportant. Indica-
tions are that a corner has been turned, and
that the future is viewed more optimistically
than for three months past."

All this foreshadows another grand oppor-
tunity for the trade in the coming fall and
holiday season, and it is by no means too
early to begin preparations. The great
wealth, as evidenced in the abnormal demand
for diamonds and diamond jewelry, makes
the present pre-eminently a period of luxuri-
ous purchasing—a time of high-grade goods
and liberal profits especially favorable to the
jeweler.

Meetings of Jewelers' Associations

DURING the present month will be held
two importar meetings of retail jewelers.

The second annual convention of the Ameri-
can Retail Jewelers' Association will be held
in Detroit, Mich., on July 25th, and a com-
prehensive programme has been arranged for
the occasion. Many papers will be read on
subjects of practical_interest to the trade, and
each will, no doubt, be followed by instruc-
tive discussion. The invitation to attend ex-
tends to all legitimate retail jewelers whether
members of the organization or not. One of
our subscribers, W. B. Robinson, of Detroit,
writes : " You ought to devote space to the
upbuilding of the American Retail Jewelers'
Association, which is having.a fine growth in
this part of the country. It is most certainly
forging to the front." We are glad to be so
informed, and will take pleasure in devoting
all the space desired for so worthy a purpose,
and trust that the jewelers will join in making
the forthcoming meeting an unqualified
success.

The annual meeting of the Minnesota
Retail Jewelers' Association will be held in
Minneapolis on July 24th to 27th, simulta-
neously with the annual meetings of the
American and State Associations of Opti-
cians. This should ensure an unusually
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large attendance, as a considerable number
of the opticians are jewelers also. The mem-
bers of the different associations can attend
all of the conventions if they so desire, and
thus make the occasion doubly valuable. It
would be superfluous to reiterate the advan-
tages, not to say the necessity, of organiza-
tion among the trade, and we trust that the
good example of Minnesota, Missouri and
Michigan will be followed by other States.

A Plausible Form of Swindling

SEVERAL arrests made last month re-
1"-'1 vealed an insidious form of swindling by
means of fraudulent postal money orders.
Among the victims were a number of jewelers,
and it is claimed that the government and
merchants have been swindled to the extent
of about $50,000. The plan, as revealed by
the authorities, is to buy money orders
always for amounts less than a dollar, and by
the use of chemicals and skilful manipulation
the amounts are made to read dollars instead
of cents. The swindlers thus get possession
of money orders at a small outlay and then
raise them to such an amount as they can
most readily and safely work off. The
orders are traded to merchants in payment
for small sums, and apparently readily ac-
cepted, the swindlers receiving the balance
in money. So much perverted talent and
ingenuity are devoted to victimizing mer-
chants now-a-days that it behooves the trade
to be exceptionally careful. Hard cash only
—good, genuine dollars and cents—should
be accepted in payment of goods purchased
by strangers. The mere tendering of a
check or money order in payment for a pur-
chase by anyone personally unknown to you
should at once arouse your suspicion.

Echo of a Notorious Diamond Robbery

ONE of the most notable prosecutions in
the history of the jewelry trade was

brought to a close last month by the acquittal,
at Red Oak, Iowa, of Thomas Dennison, the
Omaha man, who was suspected to have been
the instigator of the famous Pollack diamond
robbery back in 1892 ; or if not the insti-
gator, at least the receiver of the stolen
property. In November of that year Pollack
was proceeding Westward, carrying in his
inside vest pocket many thousands of dollars'
worth of loose diamonds. Nearing Missouri
Valley, Iowa, a man in the cars drew a re-
volver and commanded the passengers to
throw up their hands. Proceeding directly
to Pollack, who disobeyed the order, the
highwayman deliberately shot him through
the body. A struggle ensued, but finally
Pollack was beaten down with the butt end

K EYSTON

of the desperado's revolver and the package
of diamonds taken from his pocket. The
robber then pulled the bell-rope, brought the
train to a stop, jumped off and disappeared.

Mr. Pollack was a member of the
Jewelers' Protective Union, which insures
the stocks of traveling salesmen, and which
makes it a principle of its business never to
compromise with robbers. They are hunted
down by the organization regardless of time,
expense or effort. The Pinkertons were
put on the track of Pollack's assailant, and
given carte blanche in their hunt for the
desperate miscreant. The United States,
Mexico and Canada were included in the
search, and the worn-out highwayman, Frank
Shercliffe by name, was at last captured. He
was tried without delay and served twelve
years for his crime. Not satisfied with the
conviction of the chief actor, the Jewelers'
Protective Union, with that relentless thor-
oughness which is the terror of evil-doers,
continued the prosecution of all whom they
suspected as instigators of or accomplices in
the crime. Now, thirteen years after, the
case comes to an end, and though Dennison
was acquitted, a salutary lesson has been
taught and he would be a reckless desperado,
indeed, who, in the face of certain capture
and punishment, would run the risk of re-
peating such a crime.

Credit Men in Convention

AN important event in the business world
was the tenth annual convention of the

National Association of Credit Men, which
was held last month in Memphis, Tenn.
There is probably no other institution which
is so suggestive of the changed conditions in
business-doing as this organization. Not
many years have elapsed since it was con-
sidered in accordance with commercial ethics
to hold sacred all knowledge in reference to
the financial condition of a customer, and
any inquiries for such information would be
emphatically resented. It developed, how-
ever, that this honorable secrecy was fre-
quently taken advantage of by fraudulent
operators, and broad-minded business men
gradually learned the value of some ex-
change of information concerning individuals
seeking credit, and the credit men's organi-
zation resulted.

At this convention a direct link was
made between the association and the jewelry
trade, when 0. G. Fessenden, of the well-
known firm of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.,
of New York, was honored with the presi-
dency. Mr. Fessenden is a recognized
authority on the science of credits, and his
election is a well-deserved recognition of his
qualifications and of his earnestness in associ-
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ation work. Among the more important
recommendations made by the legislative
committee and adopted were the following:
That the revised statutes be so amended that
section 5480 shall make the mailing of a
fraudulent statement for the securing of credit
a crime punishable by a fine not exceeding
$1000 and imprisonment of five years maxi-
mum ; that a campaign be waged against the
exemption laws in certain States where they
unduly favor the debtor, and that this be
made a subject of special discussion and
effort during the year ; that a law be enacted
designed to regulate the carrying on of busi-
ness under assumed or fictitious names ; that
members of the association continue to work
for the passage of the uniform bulk sale law
in States where it is not adopted ; that the
association renews its expression of earnest
belief in the efficiency of a permanent national
bankruptcy system.

Norway Regains Her Independence

AFTER a union with Sweden which has
existed for ninety-one years, Norway has

thrown off the yoke of the Swedish crown
and has announced herself to the world as
an independent European State. As King
Oscar, of Sweden, has seen the wisdom of
acceding to the Norwegian demand, the
kingdom of Norway has become an estab-
lished fact and will be promptly granted
recognition by the nations. To those unac-
quainted with the history of the Scandinavian
peninsula, the bloodless secession and free-
dom of Norway seem very unintelligible, but
the union at best was more nominal than
real. One hundred years ago Norway was
united with Denmark, but a few years later
it was wrested from the latter country by
Gen. Bernadotte, the Frenchman, who was
selected by the Swedish nobles to succeed
the childless Charles XIII, last of the old
dynasty of Swedish kings, and in 1814 the
council of Vienna recognized the union of
Sweden and Norway. But the union was
different, for instance, from that between
Great Britain and Ireland. The constitu-
tions of the two countries are different : they
have separate parliaments, separate laws,
separate churches, separate customs and
rates of duty. Their armies and navies
even are separate. They were, in short, two
separte sovereign states—under one king.

Nominal as the union was, however,
Norway chafed under it, and as Sweden be-
came more domineering, the dissatisfaction
intensified. In later years a vigorous agita-
tion for separation has been maintained, and
the peaceful severance of the union was the
inevitable result. It is still undecided what
scion of a royal house shall be awarded the
kingship of the new nation.
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The Age of Speed

THAT time is the most valuable of all
commodities is shown by the fact that

a goodly proportion of the genius of the
world is industriously engaged in devising
means for preventing its waste. The nine-
teenth century, with its locomotive, its steam-
ship, its telephone and its telegraph, accom-
plished such wonders in this regard that little
is left for the present century except the air-
ship ; but as all the works of man are capable
of improvement, much can:and is being done
to make more perfect the means of time-sav-
ing now available. One of the latest and
most remarkable achievements in this direc-
tion is the eighteen-hour schedule established
between New York and Chicago by two rail-
road companies and the apparent ease with
which it was being carried out, and is still
being carried out by one of the two—the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company. Owing to
the disaster at Mentor, Ohio, where the New
York Central flier ran into a locked open
switch, the eighteen-hour schedule has been
discontinued on that line, though it is con-
ceded that the terrible disaster was due not
to speed or imperfection of equipment, but
to the uncontrollable factor of insane malice.

"
INCE establishing the eighteen-hour
schedule the daily press has recorded

marvelous records of speed. The most won-
derful was that made on June 12th, from
Crestline to Fort Wayne, Ohio, when the
Pennsylvania flier made one hundred and
twenty-seven and three-tenths miles in one
hour. The fastest time made in this light-
ning run was accomplished near the town of
Ada, where three miles were covered in
eighty-five seconds, or at the rate of a mile
in twenty-eight and one-third seconds, break-
ing all the world's records.

Asked what was the chief factor in speed-
making on railways, an authority on railroad
engineering said : " Speed is not a question
of locomotives. Engine builders can make a
locomotive capable of going one hundred
miles an hour just as readily as they can
make one with a speed limit of fifty or sixty
miles an hour. Speed is a matter of roadbed
and discipline, and the roadbed—other ele-
ments being satisfactory—is the foundation
of safety in travel.

AS the Pennsylvania special on its first
test proved that with its present road-

bed and rolling stock the New York-Chicago
run could actually be made in sixteen hours,
the possibilities of transcontinental travel
burst upon one's imagination with startling
force. Chicago is something less than nine
hundred miles from New York City. San
Francisco is three thousand miles distant.
Without reckoning that competition in speed.
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making, the introduction and development
of the electric motor for general railway pur-
poses and the other factors. hastening this
country to newer and faster transportation per-
formances will probably further cut down the
running time between New York and Chicago,
it is a very simple calculation to conclude that
it is not either impossible or improbable that
a special train, or perhaps one regularly
scheduled, could cover the space between
New York and San Francisco—roughly three
times that between New York and Chicago—
in three times the hours needed for the trip
from New York to Chicago, or forty-eight
hours, or two days !

THE latest addition to the safeguards and
facilities of railroad travel is wireless

telegraphic apparatus. The Chicago and
Alton Company recently announced that
they had made arrangements for the estab-
lishment of a wireless telegraph system on all
trains running between Chicago and St.
Louis, and that eventually the innovation
would be extended to the entire system.
That the wireless telegraph can be used on
fast moving trains with entire satisfaction was
demonstrated by the Alton Road, when mes-
sages were sent from Chicago to the officials
of the road traveling on the limited train
running between Chicago and St. Louis.
The observation car on the train was equipped
with wireless apparatus, and while running at
the rate of fifty miles an hour messages were
received from President Felton in the general
offices in Chicago and replies sent back with-
out the slightest hitch. The obstacles now
existing in the way of safe and fast travel are
not mechanical, but rather human limita-
tions and fallibility.

Railroaders and Their Watches

THE system of watch inspection is now in
force on nearly all the great roads of

the country, and one frequent cause of rail-
road catastrophe has thus been removed. It
is safe to say that the few roads which have
not yet adopted the system will soon be
compelled to do so to save themselves from
the expensive consequences of accidents due
to unreliable timepieces. Such accidents are
by no means infrequent. A dispatch to the
daily press from Williamsport, Pa., dated
June 12th, said :

J. M. Andrews, engineer on a Pennsylvania
freight train, was killed to-day and three others
were terribly scalded. When his body was reco-
vered it was found that his watch was ten minutes
slow, which accounts for the wreck. He was on
the main track when he should have been on a
siding, and a fast freight crashed into his train.

That a locomotive engineer's watch
should be ten minutes in error without the
knowledge of the owner seems almost incred-
ible, and would be a very unlikely happen-
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ing under a rigorons watch inspection
system. In the newspaper accounts of an-
other disastrous collision on June 17th, in
which twenty-three lives were lost when a
freight train was in the way of a passenger
express on the Western Maryland Railroad,
it was reported that there was a difference of
opinion among the freight crew as to the
correctness of their watches, which might
not unlikely have something to do with the
disaster. In such a branch of industry as
railroading, where a few seconds' error may
mean a human holocaust, there should be no
excuse or palliation for unreliable time-
keepers. The watch inspection system
should be rigorous and universal.

" Set Your Watch by Phone"

THE telephone is so useful and necessary
a factor in modern mercantile and social

intercourse that we no longer realize how
business could be done without it. In a
recent issue we told how a jeweler, in an
advertisement of chiming clocks, asked those
interested to call up the store and hear the
chimes. Another novel use for the tele-
phone is explained in the following adver-
tisement of a Philadelphia jewelry store :

Set Your Watch by Phone—A Novel
Convenience

Call " Filbert too" (on the Bell) and
ask for House Phone No. 353—that's in
the Watch Store. Say that you want to
set your watch, and the attendant will
tell you what to do next.

You will hear the "lick tick" that
comes to us over the wire from the Na-
tional Observatory at Washington, every
moment in the day ; and you will know
to the second whether your watch is
right, or how much fast or slow.

There's a somewhat regrettable exagger-
ation in the statement that the " tick-tick
comes over the wire from the National Ob-
servatory every moment in the day," but
this does not vitiate the practicability of the
idea, which is in line with modern methods
of publicity.

A novel development of the strenuous-
ness in modern merchandising comes to light
in the all-night telephone service which has
been instituted by a number of department
stores. It is possible in Philadelphia, for
instance, to ring up the big stores at any
hour of the night, give an order for goods
and have same promptly delivered next
.morning. Wanamaker was the leader in this
as in most other innovations in department
store service, and the all-night phone system
is now installed in many stores in the large
cities. It is difficult to see the necessity for
this new departure, or even any possible
value that may accrue from it other than as
an advertisement, but it must have sufficient
serviceability of some kind to justify the ex-
pense.



WALTHAM WATCHES
Observations by Great Observers

From the Autobiography of HERBERT SPENCER,
Vol. II, Page 167, American Edition,

"The presentation watch named in Prof. Youman's letter,was one of those manufactured by the Waltham Watch Company.. . . It has proved a great treasure as a time-keeper, and hasexcited the envy of friends who have known its performances."
*" I find in a letter written in December, 1880, after the watch hadbeen in my possession fourteen years, a paragraph respecting it which mayfitly be quoted I have several times intended to tell you how wonder-fully well my American watch has been going of late. It has always gonewith perfect regularity, either losing a little or gaining a little ; but ofcourse it• has been difficult to adjust its regulator to such a nicety as that

there should be scarcely any loss or gain.
This, however, was done last summer. It
was set by the chronometer-maker in July, and it is now half a minute too slow ;never having varied more than half a minute from the true time since the periodwhen it was set. This is wonderful going. As the Admiral says, one might verywell navigate a ship by it."

(" In xftoo it went with equal nicety; lost 42 seconds in half a year.")

RALPH WALDO EMERSON, the Concord Philosopher,used the Waltham Watch as a type of the highest develop-ment when he wrote in one of his Essays on Eloquence, inspeaking of a man whom he described as a leader and aGodsend to his community:

"He is put together like
a Waltham Watch."

The REV. R. J. CAMPBELL, in a sermon preached at
the City Temple, London, on Sunday, September iSth,
1904, spoke as follows:

RALPH WALDO EMERSON
From a drawing made in 1/157 byS. W Rowse, now in possession

of C. E. Norton.

HERBERT SPENCER

" When I was in the United States last year, I visited the well-known Waltham Watch Factory; some of you now are wearing theproducts of this American manufactory. Do you understand, or doyou ever try to understand how it is that you are able to afford thesearticles as compared with the earlier day ? I will tell you : It is be-cause the brains of a whole army of men are concentrated in thatmarvellous institution. I remember asking my guide, as we wentfrom room to room,' How many watchmakers of an older day do youestimate sit on each of those stools, and the men who do the workby machinery —how many are they equivalent to?' He replied:Everyone you see at work here is equivalent to fifty at the veryleast of operators who lived before this day, conscientious and able though they may havebeen.' Inventions have increased the working value of every individual man; they have raised thelevel of the productive output of the civilized world. So it is in higher region."

THE CITY TEMPLE
Holborn Viaduct

" The Perfected American Watch," an illustrated book of interesting ilVbrmation about Waltham Watches, sent free on request.

American. Waltham Watch Company
WALTHAM, MASS.
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Unrecognized Merit

Do you feel that.you are doing your work
as well as it can be done, that you are

absolutely faithful to your employer in intent
and in fact, and yet your efficiency and faith-
fulness are not recognized by your employer?

But are you sure that he is unobservant
and unappreciative?

Because the employer does not pat the
clerk on the back on every small occasion,
or is not effusive in his praise of every good
piece of work or conduct, it is not fair to
assume that he is not cognizant of the clerk's
merit. Many employers argue, and argue
convincingly, that good work in the clerk is
a matter of course ; is what he is paid for;
is recognized by the employer by con-
tinuing the clerk in service ; and the best
form of praise is that concrete expression of
it in the shape of increase in salary, which
comes in time to those who are faithful, effi-
cient and ambitious. This class of employers
(and it must be confessed that most of the
very successful business men are in this
class) think that praise, except on rare
occasions when extraordinary merit seems to
demand it, is apt to be too freely given ;
that it takes the self-sustaining element out of
youthful character ; emasculates the moral
strength of the recipient ; gives him an
exaggerated importance in his own self-
estimates ; is generally wholly mischievous.

ANOTHER class of employers takes issue
with this conclusion and assert that

judicious praise may be given frequently with
excellent results to the recipient and recipro-
cal benefits to the business ; that such frank
recognition of faithful work inspires greater
effort ; that the certainty that you are appre-
ciated by your employer creates an eager-
ness to deserve still greater appreciation ;
and so on.

Possibly true wisdom lies somewhere
between the extremes of the two practices.
But in your case you may as well dismiss
the fear that your good work is not recognized
by your employer. He has been watching
you out of the corner of his eye when you
were all unawares ; his best ear was turned
toward you when you thought his mind was
elsewhere ; and his brain recognized the
good thing you did, though his lips spoke no
word of praise.

Do not insist too strongly that your
work should be appreciated vocally ; do not
think your employer deaf or blind or weak
minded or stingy if the welcome praise be not
forthcoming. He may simply not be " built
that way." And do not too soon conclude
that he has not fully recognized the full
extent of your merits. Possibly he may
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value your merit at more nearly its true
worth than you do ; possibly you over-value
it. He is the better judge, surely ; for he is
older, • has looked into young-man values
more than you, who have only studied the
single instance of the first person singular ;
and he is less inclined to be prejudiced. On
the whole, a jury would sooner accept his
valuation of you than your valuation of you.

But, whatever the fact, there is just one
thing to do,. if you feel you have a right to
be praised : Justify the praise. If there is
none other to praise you, your conscience
will praise you ; and that is the best sort of
praise, after all. It brings no increase to
your wage ; but it sweetens the wage. And
be sure that conscience will always promptly
praise ; but you cannot fool it. The work
must deserve the praise ; it will accept no
make-believe, will bolster up no false claim,
will applaud nothing but genuine good work.
Get the praise of your conscience and believe
that your employer sees the good thing that
your conscience approves of, though he may
seem to be deaf, dumb and blind.

Suggestion for a Midsummer Window

IF your window is high, use rye in thisdecoration ; if only of medium height,
use wheat ; if low, use oats.

Take an average sheaf ; divide it in
two ; " comb out " the loose or broken
stalks ; shake down what are left, so that all
the butts stand evenly on the floor. For the
sheaf-band, use a broad ribbon of corn-
colored silk, with lorgnette chains twisted
through them ; in the interstices between the
criss-crossing of the chains, stick lace-pins,
small brooches, etc., in the silk band.

Stand these two sheaves in each front
corner of the window, to right and left ; pull
out some of the heads, so that the tops of
the sheaves incline toward each other, in
arched effect.

On the inside top of the window tack
short apple boughs (bearing apples), vines
and other foliage, artistically grouped. This
upper decoration should fill up the space
above and between the arched tops of

the sheaves.
On the floor of the window lay closely

single stalks of the grain, heads pointing
toward the center, from all sides. Leave an
empty circle in the center, about one foot in
diameter. The disposition of these single
stalks will present the effect of rays from
the center.

Arrange in a large circle that will cover
the extreme outside limits of the window in
the circle's diameter such articles as you wish
to display. They should not be small pieces
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of jewelry, nor yet large pieces like clocks
or silver trays ; the most suitable would be
watch cases, the smaller pieces of silver of
low height, etc. In the selection of the
pieces for display study the harmonies, both
as to the size of the piece and as to the
color effects against the stalks of grain—the
background on which the pieces will rest.

In the very center, on the space left
empty, place a round watermelon.

Insert in the melon, so that it stands
upright, an eight-inch square card of heavy
bristol board, neatly inscribed as follows :

Put some of your harvest profits into
our beautiful goods. You will gather
harvests of satisfaction, year after year,
from such an investment.

" A Day Off"

A MONTH'S vacation is better for the
year-around busy man than two weeks;

two weeks is more than twice as restful and
restorative as a single week ; a week,
course, will do more for you than a day ; but
take a single day, if you think you cannot
spare more time, and be grateful. Take five
or ten single days, at intervals through the
summer, and much good and refreshment
will result.

The " day off " is not sufficiently appre-
ciated at its value. These occasional breath-
ing spells are well worth while to those who
think—who think—they cannot be spared
for longer consecutive periods from their
business. A little rest and change is always
better than none at all.

Which fact suggests another thought :
Why not be liberal to your clerks, during
these dull summer months, in the matter of
" days off ?

The average jeweler will have many a
quiet trading clay through July and August.
All the force will not be needed every hour
of every day. It is the time of picnics, base-
ball, circus and the sundry occasions of out-
door diversion. You can certainly spare
Jitntny for this one afternoon, without destroy-
ing all your present and future chances of
success at trade ; and your watchmaker
deserves a day's fishing ; and so on through
the list. The " days off " should not be
taken from the allowance of the regular
vacation period, but should be ' " extras,"
when you will not suffer by it ; and your
discipline will suffer nothing, either. Do
not wait for the clerks to ask for the day—
anticipate their wishes and offer the day.
The sense of gratitude will stimulate a sense
of obligation which will pay back to you all
that you so freely give, in better and more
earnest future service. Try it, Mr. Jeweler,
and see.
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TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO OUR LINE
BRACELETS AND HAT PINSWe have added to our extensive line of high-class jewelry at popular prices, splendidly designed Bracelets and Hat Pins

STERN BROS. & CO., 33=43 Gold Street, New York
Manufacturers for the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

DIAMOND CUTTINO WORKS
142 West 14th Street, New York

SALESROOM AND OFFICES
Diamond Department
68 Nassau Street, New York

BRANal OFFICES
103 State Street, Chicago
29 Ely Place, London
12 Tulp Straat, Amsterdam
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Window and Store Protection

0 WING to the alarming increase in cases
of window-smashing and the daring

thefts accomplished in this way, the Jewelers'
Security Alliance has expanded its field of
usefulness to cover in a measure this form of
robbery. The Alliance has issued to its
members a card announcing a reward for the
arrest and conviction of window smashers.
This card is to be prominently placed in the
window where it can be plainly seen by all
pedestrians, including intending thieves. It
will serve the double purpose of warning off
burglars and inspiring greater earnestness
and persistence on the part of the local police
and watchmen in the pursuit of criminals
when a robbery is committed. The jewelers
who have received a card should at once
bring it to the attention of the police, watch-
men, detectives, etc., assuring them that the
Alliance is responsible for the reward and
that it will be promptly paid when the con-
ditions are fulfilled. A notice in the local
papers will also be helpful, And editors are
usually glad to print such items of news
without charge.

If this sign is properly displayed, the
reward will be paid, as stated, upon the arrest
and conviction of any person or persons who
break into your store for the purpose of
robbery, when it is closed, whether they
attack the safe or not ; and of any person or
persons who smash the window for the pur-
pose of robbery, at any time. The reward
does not apply to ordinary thefts of goods
over the counter when the store is open for
business, nor will it be paid if the sign is not
in the prescribed position at the time the
crime occurs.

In a circular announcing the offer of the
reward, the Jewelers' Security Alliance directs
attention to a number of recent cases of win-
dow smashing and makes some useful recom-
mendations. The thieves, as frequently
reported, sometimes take the precaution of
fastening the store door on the outside. A
typical case is the following from a Chicago
journal:

Two of the thieves approached the store and
one of them inserted underneath the handle of the
door a specially constructed device made solely
for the purpose of holding the door so it could not
be opened. It was in the shape of an irregular
" Z " and ten inches long. The middle section
fitted underneath the door handle, which held it in
place. The lower section rested against the door
Itself, while the upper section was raised so as to
fit the door jamb, and thus effectually bar exit to
the store, as the door opened inwardly. The
thieves then hurled a heavy padlock through the
window, making a hole about fourteen inches in
diameter. They then seized a tray of rings,
jumped into an express wagon, which they had
previously stolen, and were driven away by a
confederate who had been waiting for the corn-
pletion of the robbery.

A window is generally selected in which
valuable goods are displayed in trays, as a
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big haul may thus be easily made with one
hand. In view of this and the door-fastening
scheme, the Jewelers' Security Alliance makes
the following recommendations:

As Me trick of fastening the doors is likely to
be repeated, it will be money well spent if you
make alterations at once so that it cannot be worked
on you. We recommend double spring hinges so
that the door will open either way and no handles
of any kind will be needed on the outside.

Do not display valuable goods in trays, thus
enabling a thief to secure a large amount with one
hand. The losses in the above cases would have
been smaller if this precaution had been observed,
as we advised only a short time since.

Keep a watchful eye upon strangers coming
into the store or loitering around and make it a
point to fix some peculiarity about them in your
mind so that you can describe or identify them
clearly in case of any trouble.

Read the trade papers and keep posted on the
methods which thieves are using, so that you will
not be " caught napping " if the same tricks are
tried on you.

Getting Away from the Store

IN a recent peregrination among the tradewe encountered one middle-aged jeweler

who seemed so overwhelmed with his manifold

duties that he enlisted our sympathy. He

explained that his two clerks were away on

vacation, and added : " I have not had a
vacation myself in fifteen years." On further

interrogation, we learned that he had not

been to New York City in ten years, though

located within eighty miles of it, and that he

never visited the big jewelry markets to

make purchases. " I buy all my goods

from & Co., and I guess they treat

me all right," he said. This man is a type

of a class of jewelers, still fairly numerous,

who are physical and mental martyrs to their

business. The man has been completely lost

in the tradesman, and the tradesman with

the man eliminated is in truth a sorry in-

dividual. Their little world is bounded by

the four walls of their store. Vacation, re-

laxation, diversion of any kind is regarded

as frivolity, loss of time and waste of sub-

stance. In this month of July, Nature is in

her most inviting mood, but her beauty and

allurements have no charm for these volun-

tary slaves of a narrow business selfishness.

" I could not get away if I wanted to," they

will tell you, though in many instances the

day is not so far distant when the little store

will know them no more. The pity of it I

ANY suggestion to this class of merchant

that life might be made brighter and

business better by an occasional fracture of

the chain that binds them to bench or

counter, would bring forth only resentment.

Our concern with them is as a warning to

the younger brethren. Too close application

to one task, continuous concentration of the

mind on one subject, persistent plodding in

the same rut, will in time warp the mind of
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the best constituted of men. Victims of this
monotonous life and drudgery are known to
all of us. Their most notable characteristic
is an ineradicable pessimism—an inborn dis-
content with the times and conditions. " The
jewelry trade is not what it was," they will
tell you, and would resent any intimation
that they themselves were in any way respon-
sible. They have run in a rut until it has
become a second nature, and extrication
seems hopeless. " If the country is pros-
perous we see no evidence of it here," said
the jeweler above-mentioned, although the
prosperity was impressively evidenced in a
jewelry store two blocks away, where an
enterprising young jeweler had just added to

• his store a crystal room that in its fixtures,
furnishings and stock was an impressive
reflection of the wealth and liberality of the
surrounding community.

Take a vacation, get out of harness for
a few weeks at least during this sizzling sea-
son, and do not regard the necessary expen-
diture as a loss. No investment you make
will bring a bigger return.

The Fallacy of the Feather DusterTHE individual originally responsible for
the feather duster had peculiarly falla-

cious ideas on the art of cleaning. This

convenient, but ineffective, agent is not

really a " duster," but a dust-distributer,

and should never be used in a jewelry

store. Every counter, shelf, show case

or box in the store should be carefully

wiped off with cheese cloths and the cloths

removed from the precincts of the store and

cleaned. In cleaning shelves, counters, etc.,

a damp cloth should be used, while paper

boxes and such material should be wiped

with a dry cloth. In this way the dust is

got rid of entirely, whereas the feather duster

merely keeps it moving around the store.

Hygienic considerations also dictate the use

of the dust-rag, as the feather duster fills the

air with objectionable matter each time it is

used, and the store employees are thus

forced at intervals to breathe a dust-laden

atmosphere. The feather duster as a clean-

ing agent is so plainly opposed to reason

and common sense, that its survival is a

curious manifestation of human persistence

in a bad habit.
In all the detail of storekeeping the

jeweler should keep abreast of the times.

Cleanliness and personal comfort are two

essentials which need special attention at this

season of dust and heat. A store fan, a

hand fan, a comfortable seat, a refreshing

cold drink—all the little amenities that help

make midsummer existence tolerable—have

a business value in these sweltering months.
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GORHAM LEATHER

" Tomorrow to fresh woods and pastures new."
- Milton.

cr Shortly the tide of Summer travel in quest
11 of " fresh woods " will be at its height and
coincidently will arise the demand for Traveling
Necessaries.

c Foremost among these must be placed those
Gorham traveling bags which are universally

accepted as the acknowledged standard of excel-
lence.

(Tr Whether with or without fittings they express
11 the very highest skill of the worker in fine
leathers, and when fitted with toilet articles carry-
ing the stamp of Gorham individuality the com-
bination is interestingly unexampled.

GORHAM M'F'G CO.
Silversmiths and Goldsmiths
Broadway and 19th Street, New York

BRANCHES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LONDON

WORKS : Providence and New York
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By IIRENE 5ARGEHT

In the world of art, originality does not imply creation from nothing.
It lies rather in the choice and the adaptation of material. The classicist
using familiar subjects, may treat them in so fresh and vigorous a manner
as to make them appear altogether new to our vision and minds ; while the
would-be innovator may so weakly comprehend and embody a previously
unemployed principle as to cause it to fail of recognition. Outside of pro-
fessional circles obedient to natural, inevitable prejudices, it is not the fact
of representing a certain school, which determines the success or the defeat
of a work of art. It is the
ability of the artist which
places the work beyond and
above all considerations of
style, causing it to be accepted
for its beauty ; or, it is his
mediocrity which entails the
public condemnation of the
thing produced by him. A
classicist may rise to distinc-
tion in a time of artistic revolt,
and again a revolutionist may
attain personal reputation, or
even succeed in founding a
school, during a period ruled
by tradition, as was the case
with Gericault, ‘vhen artistic
France lay under the domina-
tion of David. So, at the pre-
sent moment, when all in i&e

is away from the historic styles
and toward the use of natural
forms in all the arts of design,
the observers of tradition, the
students of the antique and of
the Renaissance, obtain ample
recognition and reward, if only
they are creators, and not
copyists ; if they breathe into
their works the vitality of their
own age, and impress them
with what may be called the
marks of parentage.

In the art
Eminent Art of the smith
Metal Workers in precious

metals, we
have, as is somewhat remark-
able in a country so isolated in position, so independent in spirit as America,
two representatives of classicism : Mr. F. Walter Lawrence, the subject of
the present sketch, and Mr. Paulding Farnham ; the former of whom devotes
himself by preference to the production of personal ornaments.

The work of Mr. Lawrence offers a most interesting subject of study,
since everything which he creates—the smallest equally with the most im-
portant object—bears evidence to his passion for the antique ; while, at the
same time, the modern accent is strong in all that he does, by reason of his
free rendering of classic principles and motifs,  and his appreciation of color,
which he uses with exquisite sense in gem, enamel and surface finish.

In examining certain specimens of his work, especially his rings, one
experiences much the same sensation as in hearing a Chopin etude played
by De Pachmann, or as in looking at a scene through an inverted opera-
glass, or yet again, as in visiting a Japanese garden. That is, the thing pre-
sented is rendered with an extreme, surprising delicacy, and reduced to such
a miniature scale as to make necessary a re-adjustment of our ideas ; but
this new scale being accepted, we find the proportions of the scheme laid
before us so perfect, that there is no longer in our minds a question of little
or large ; our attention being transferred to the skill displayed in the work,
and our admiration increasing with our study. But in no wise do these
masterpieces of execution suggest the idea that they were produced in the
desire to excite wonder by their microscopic proportions. They have all
the attractions of things that are legitimate and normal. Their claim to be

*Copyrighted, 1905, by 13. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved,

examined and admired resides in their beauty, and not in their smallness of
dimensions, which separates them from usual models of their kind.

As is natural for so ardent a lover of the antique, Mr.
Lawrence ranks as a goldsmith rather than a jeweler ;
just as, if he worked upon a larger scale, and dealt %%.itli
a baser, rougher medium, he would be a sculptor of the

classic school. As such, therefore, he must be treated, since his color-
schemes are but accessory to his forms ; never obscuring them

or lessening their promi-
nence, but simply accenting
them, and adding to their sug-
gestiveness. It is delightful
to study the treatment of form
ill these ohjects of goldsmith-
jog, and then to recall the
works of the two most famous
masters of the art, Cellini and
Lalique ; those of the former
showing the antique spirit
made exuberant oftentimes to
the point of violence by the
infusion of the Gothic element;
those of the latter revealing a
1 ,Id, unclassified, phenomenal
:.:,■•111(1ti, who, the age
of 1: ()din, has made his lesser
:ill the companion of the
;41-cater. Then, if. from this
digression we return to the
goldwork produced by Mr.
Lawrence, ‘ve shall hold it at
its true value ; regarding it as
the art-expression of one who
is a student, not a copyist, of

I ntique principles ; one pos-
sessed of the Greek feeling for
the human figure, and carry-
ing his classicism, although
perhaps unconsciously, as far
as to treat the very animal-
forms—the horse and the lion
—which were the favorites in
antique art.

As it is rare to find so un-
divided a love for ancient art in
an American, so it is yet more

exceptional to discover it in a man having had the training and environment

of Mr. Lawrence. The same passion has been expressed now and again by a

New England sculptor whose right to its possession seemed, to a degree, a

natural heritage; but that it should have inspired a jeweler who passed from his
apprenticeship to minister to the luxurious tastes of opulent New York, is a
thing quite inexplicable. From such conditions it would have been.much
more logical to expect the rise of a jeweler like Philippe Wouters, of Brussels,
who, endowed with a fine sense of beauty, possessed of mach ability as a
designer, and a most skilful technician, yet observes conventionality and
tradition sufficiently to satisfy the demands of those for whom the first
essential of a jewel is its monetary value. The assemblage of gems of great

price into brilliant personal ornaments conveys a mingled sense of symbolism

and barbarism ; the sense being strongest when we witness a pageant in
which royalty appears decked with crowns, collars and orders, but yet being

very appreciable when we sit viewing the glittering horse-shoe line made by

the jewels worn in the boxes of a great opera-house, like that of New York,

or of Paris. Jewels so worn distinguish the wearer as a person of superior

rank or wealth. They must therefore show their value, and overpower by

their brilliancy. They must be rare, large, unusual. First used as attributes

of the king and the idol, in uncivilized ages, to awe the poor and the humble,

they have not been discarded, because the refinement of their modern
presentation conceals the crudity of the idea which caused them to be

adopted ; as we may infer from the ear-ring, which holds its place in the

A Lover of
The Antique

Corsage ornament : Gold w.irh, opal-matrix and diamonds,
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El feminine fiamre of the most
civilized European countries,
although the body must be
mutilated to permit its use

0 0 and display.
But there are other jewels

than those just described, and other purposes may be
served in wearing them. Such are personal ornaments in
the creation of which the artist-designer is allowed to ex-
ercise his talent and his fancy. These, chosen by the in-
dividual of taste, as it were, gain human affection, so that
they are worn constantly, and finally become features of
their owner which are only less characteristic than the
hand, the glance, or the gesture.

To the production of this class of
Symbolism in ornaments in which the symbolic
Personal Ornaments element is strong, Mr. Lawrence

preferably devotes his time, finding
in such employment a field for the exercise of his peculiar
talents ; although his diamond-work and his more regular
and conventional designs bear comparison with those of
the rue de la Paix, Bond Street, or Fifth Avenue. Further,
recognizing the sharp distinction between the ornament
intended for display and the ornament worn for the per-
sonal satisfaction of the owner, and in obedience to a
special sentiment or idea, he never confuses or obscures
the character of an object, as judged by this standard. He
acknowledges the costly jewel as fitted for certain occa-
sions and certain conditions of society as it is now consti-
tuted ; but were he free to follow his own inclination, he
would leave its production to the care of other designers.
Like the Florentines of Cellini's period, he evidently sees
in goldsmithing an epitome of all the plastic arts, and had
only his early training and surroundings been those of the
old bottega, in which future architects, sculptors, painters,
and goldsmiths worked together, instead of being those of
a nineteenth-century workshop in the environs of New
York, he might have pas se d long since to the
casting of an equivalent to the Perseus of the Italian master-metalsmith.

Still, from these facts and inferences it must not be assumed that Mr.
Lawrence is, or would be by preference, a maker of museum pieces. Such
tendencies he shows less prominently than most artistic jewelers of the pre-
sent day ; notably less than M. Lalique, who, beside devoting his great
genius for scientific observation and his masterly technical skill to the repre-
sentation of plant and animal life, under such forms as prohibit them from
Use as personal ornaments, also fails not seldom to distinguish by specific
treatment the cabinet, or museum piece, from the tiara, necklace, or corsage
bouquet, designed for a feminine wearer.

In the class of strict museum pieces Mr. Lawrence has
Notable produced a number of interesting examples ; substituting

in his work beautiful fragments of antique glass for the
transparent enamels used in similar cases by European

jewel er s, and finding in the soft, shimmering iridescence of the
partially decomposed substance beauties which can not be equaled
by the modern paste.

K Y T ONE
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Museum Pieces

Gold work and
tti stone
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If we study these pieces, we shall find, in every in-
stance, that the suggestive material and the form of the
fragment have controlled the design, with the result that
the object seems to have developed like a natural growth,
rather than to have been invented by conscious effort.

The glass, of Phcenician or Cypriote origin, and ex-
humed from ancient tombs, has exchanged its once clear
pink, violet, azure, or amber tones for its present opal-
escence, through the effect of the gases generated in the
subterranean chambers, where, for centuries, it lay con-
cealed. It lends itself, therefore, by its physical substance,
as well as by its sentimental value, to the treatment of
Oriental subjects.

One such subject results in most surpris-
Adaptation of lug perfection from the shard of a large

bowl of the Ruby variety, which is the
rarest of all ancient glass, and the most

highly prized by connoisseurs, because of the interest attach-
ing to the processes through which it was produced, as well
as by reason of peculiar beauties lent to it by the effect of
decomposition. The superficial decay consequent upon
burial, in this instance, has caused a brilliant, glowing light
to appear in the upper right hand corner of the fragment,
when it is held with the concave side toward the examiner,
and directly in his line of vision. But the glass being
turned at an angle., the light travels diagonally across the
concavity, to disappear at the lower left-hand corner.
Finally, the fragment being reversed, the coloring changes
completely, and the dome-like surface becomes suffused
with a silvery radiance. These observations suggested to
an artistic imagination the phenomena which, occurring in
the desert as the result of quality and variation of natural
light, offer to impressionistic painters a theme fertile in
possibilities. It was consequently but a step forward to
mount this beautiful fragment in such a manner as to render
positive and distinct to the unimaginative the pictures
which were embodied in its substance. Mr. Lawrence
therefore designed for it a frame of dead gold simulating

palm trunks, fibers and leaves, in a loose, although symmetrical
arrangement. Then, as if painting a foreground, he wrought, also
in gold, a procession of minute camels and dromedaries passing from right
to left, and toward a group of pyramids cut by the frame, and balanced on
the opposite side by the tall trees. An attempt so to complete the idea
suggested by this fragment of antique glass might have easily resulted in fail-
ure ; but an exquisite sense of proportions has preserved the just relations
between the definite objects and the background, so as to secure, or rather to
force, the effect of depth, space and magnitude. The permanent decoration
being thus afforded by the expert goldsmith, a turn of the hand- alone is
necessary to produce at will the semblance of sunrise, sunset, or moonlight
on the African Desert.

Another example of the same division of Mr. Lawrence's work, while
less truly artistic than the one just described, shows a clever adaptation of
chance material. A fragment of Egyptian glass diagonally striped, suggested
by its peculiar translucence, color-effects and shape, a sail of the kind seen
to-day upon Mediterranean waters. And as all things connected with the

Chance Material
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Lohengrin petulant and chain ; Goldwurk and yellow-brown zircon
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primitive arts, like husbandry and navigation, are
traditional and stable in the Orient, it was but
natural to set this familiar sail upon a boat copied
from an antique 'minting ; the whole resulting in
a charining. unified composition.

Beyond the beauty which these objects
possess, they have attaching to them an interest
which appeals especially to connoisseurs. This
arises from the assured genuineness of their
material distinguishing them front the scarabs,
amulets, seals and jewels, which, purporting to
have been recovered from mummy-cases, in the
majority of cases, are of doubtful authenticity.
On the contrary, the claims for the reliability of
the glass used lw Mr. Lawrence are supported
by the Oriental scholar and archeologist Ayeez
Kayat, who knows the complete history of these
fragments from the moment they were disinterred,
and who brought them to this country.

It is to be regretted that the objects just de-
scribed can not be well illustrated ; but their
beauty is so dependent upon the vitality derived from color that it would be
an injustice to represent the bare skeleton offered by their outlines. A much
more favorable field for study and appreciation is afforded by the objects in
strict goldsmithing produced by the same artist.

Noteworthy in the latter class is a fine, carefully elaborated
design in a pre-classical style, intended for a watch fob,
shown on the opposite page. Here also fragments of
antique material suggested the motif but not directly, as

in the preceding cases ; the completed object being a skilful evolution and
adaptation of certain ornamental principles which students in metal-smithing
may examine with great profit. The design, while preserving the ordinary
form of the fob—since it consists of a chain and pendant—possesses an
originality which owes much of its pleasing quality to its unobtrusiveness,

,,as will be found by reference to our accompanying illustration. In this the
structure and drawing are sufficiently well represented to appeal to all lovers
of historic art, although the delicacy of the workmanship is such that to be
appreciated it must be seen in reality. •

The material which suggested the design consists of Assyrian stone ;
two small cylinders and a half-spheroid figure inscribed with cuneiform
characters. The stones having a soft, dull appearance—two of them being
of a creamy tint approaching cafe an lait, and one black—are set in Roman
gold, which admirably repeats and ac-
cents their surface quality. The
cylinders are capped and alternated
with the rosace ornament, familiar
in Assyrian art, and which is a
deri vati ye of the lotus-flower:
either the blossom as seen by
looking straight into its cup, or,
as some believe it to be, a cross-
section of the lotus seed-vessel.
The setting of the half-spheroid stone
is equally interesting ; since it shows
an exquisite study of the so-called
Greek honeysuckle, and, at the same
time, the archeological learning of
the designer, who thus rightly attri-
butes the motif to a period earlier
than that of its appearance in the
vase-paintings of the Archipelago.
In a word, this small piece of gold-
smithing is as accurately studied,
according to its limited requirements,
as is the important picture of Sir
Edward Poynter, " The Queen of
Sheba at the Court of King Solomon,"
in which the same system of orna-
ment is highly elaborated. Thus it
will be seen that while having a
money value insignificant when com-
pared with that of precious stones,
this personal ornament—which is not
a superfluous one—is actually a treas-
ure of art, educative in its influence,
significant and suggestive.

K EYSTONE

Swan brooch: :olihrork, gr.,en enamel, white and
larewicr tinted ha i' II' ',arts

A Wonderfully
Wrought Fob

Another beau-
tiful piece of
gokl-stnithing il-
lustrated on the
same page as the
fob, consists of a
pendant and chain ntended for constant use,
after the manner of those gold medals orna-
mented by the smiths of the Renaissance with
effigies of patron saints, and displayed upon the
hats or the cloaks of their owners. In wearing
this modern medallion, the lover of the lyric
drama would carry an unfailing suggestion of a
cycle of exquisite musical themes, and, at the
same time, receive equal gratification through
the eye, by means of the miniature work of art.

The pendant which, at first
Beautiful glance, shows a familiar oval
Pendant and Chain form, when examined more

closely, reveals an outline
made by a Greek lyre : the tortoise shell instru-

ment fabled to have been invented by Hermes, the shepherd. The sub-
stance of the shell is represented in gold, scaly and uneven, as we are ac-
customed to see it rendered in antique marble, and the frame of the lyre is
bound by ribbons and laurels, as a device to modify the shape which, had it
been too clearly presented, would have proven obtrusive and lacking in
distinction. Within the frame appears, sculptured in sharp relief, the groups
of Lohengrin and Elsa. Although so small, it admirably sets forth the tragedy,
the general meaning of which would be apparent to one ignorant of the
story. The faces, the arms of the woman speak a plain language ; classing
the picture with Leighton's " Orpheus and Eurydice," and laVatt's " Paolo
and Francesca." But to the student of Wagner the little group is still more
eloquent. It is an echo of the musical motif, "The mystery of the name,"
and represents the sensuous climax of the opera. Thus it would seem as if
the minute lyre were vibrant with harmony, while the delicate work of the
goldsmith recedes to a secondary interest. The same suggestiveness is ap-
parent in the swan which, from the point of view of composition, strengthens
the base of the design, although it plays a greater part by recalling the ap-
pealing voice of the violin in the Lohengrin motif. The swan-form, combined
with river-reeds, is repeated at intervals along the chain, in order to com-
plete and unify the ornament, and the soft dull color of the gold, which
would be unsatisfying if altogether unrelieved, is accented by the clear, deep

note of a yellow-brown zircon sus-
pended from the medallion.

Another piece of
goldsmithing by
Mr. Lawrence illus-
trating a Wagnerian

subject, is a bracelet unavailable for
present reproduction. This ornament,
named " The Rhinegold," shows an
arm-band following sinuous lines and
simulating water, wherein float three
female figures forming the top of the
bracelet, and apparently guarding a
large emerald, which symbolizes
Hagen's buried treasure. No further
detail is allowed to complicate the de-
sign ; even the Rhinegold motif in
musical notation, which might have
been used for decorative effect, being
discreetly inscribed upcn the inner
surface of the bracelet.

A second water-subject skilfully
composed, is presented in a brooch
included among our illustrations.
Here goldwork in relief forms a tiny
scene treated in green enamel, and
mum this background rise two swans
xvith breasts of large baroque pearls,
and minutely chiseled gold wings.
The frame for the picture is a grace-
ful, s y m me trical arrangement of
aquatic plants, with a lotus, or water-
lily blossom, used as a base, from
which spring wide and interlaced

((ontinued on page 1071)
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Sphinx ring: Yellow-grovn gold und 11(41d-shaped ruby
Combat. of lioness Und snake : Pale yellow tool wootl-brown goldwork ; deep blue

sapphire
Sling ring : :reek, .spbendone), set with sard
"The Horse Fair": Yellow-green goldwork ; water-green tourmaline
Physician's ring: Goldwork representing symbol of Iterates Trismegistus ; sard

incised with Arable characters

A Unique
Bracelet
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A Goldsmith-
Sculptor

added by a small olivine set below the lily,
and the color-scheme is enriched by a'
lavender-tinted pearl suspended in the man-

0 0 ner favored by Cellini and other jewelers of
the Renaissance.

The same period of art is recalled by a large corsage ornament shown

in the illustration ,on page 1065. The peacock mai/which from antiquity
has not ceased to be employed in decoration, grew especially attractive in
the hands of the Italians, and it is to these artists that Mr. Lawrence is in-
debted for suggestions, although his treatment of the theme is freer and
more varied than theirs, as befits a modern work. The chief excellence of
the new design is that it represents the subject chosen by emphasizing and
re-enforcing its chief characteristics ; eliminating details of less importance,

. or fitting them to the demands of goldsmithing. But as this criticism will
be understood better by reference to the object than by explanation, it is
necessary to note only in passing the decorative, or, in other words, the highly
conVentionalized treatment of the tail and the feathers, together with the
fine balance of the composition, and the effective massing of parts in the
central section, as well as the beautiful, symmetrical disposition of the gems,
the greater number of which are
opals in the matrix, whose irides-
cence harmonizes with the green
lustre given to the gold.

Passing n ow
Unique Designs from the larger
in Rings articles of per-

sonal adorn-
ment to the • rings made by Mr.
Lawrence, we come upon him in
his happiest mood ; for in produc-
ing these objects he best displays
his qualities as a sculptor in gold,
and most resembles the historic
artists and craftsmen who wrought
for their own pleasure rather than
for monetary reward. And cer-
tainly this comparison is a just one,
since courage and inclination must
be strong in one who, in our ma-
terial age, deliberately turns from
the setting of precious stones
which find so ready a market, in
order to lavish skill, effort, time
and cost upon the production of
things appealing only to those pos-
sessing the happy combination of
fortune and highly cultured taste.

Of the nine rings here chosen
for illustration the greater number
are intended to be worn by men
as their only ornament of this kind, after the manner of those jewels de-
scribed inhistory and romance, which were commanded by a patron from a
favorite artist, and watched in their slow development from design to finished
thing ; thus gaining from their owners something of the interest and affection
attaching to living growths.

From the point of view of sculpture, one of the finest of these rings is a
composition executed in rose gold. Two minute figures in high relief and
projected against a background of classic architecture, form the band of the
ring ; while the top is set with a large oblong sapphire. The figures are re-
ductions in miniature of the Discobolus and the so-called Borgliese Gladia-
tor ; the former being copied from the most authoritative restoration of the
Vatican statue ; the latter being accommodated to the necessary position upon
the band with extreme skill, as may be seen by reference to the modified
right arm and leg. These figures are really vitalized, the bony structure
rendered. perfectly, and each muscle indicated in its correct place and due

proportions ; no inaccuracies being detected thrOugh'.the-Aise of a strong
magnifying glass.

A ring much less massive, and intended as a gift of sentiment, repro-
duces a group greatly admired some years since, at the Paris Salon, under the
,itame of "The Kiss." In this instance, the bodies themselves form the

encircling band, with the male figure presented in side, and the female in
front view ; while the top, which in the usual ring contains the gem, expands
into the beautiful curves made by the arms ; these lines and the exquisitely

wrought little heads more than compensating the want of precious stones.
Nothing of the " trinket " quality mars the artistic value of this tiny master-
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piece, and to wear it would be to carry about with one an object of the most
refining influence. The student will here note the Praxitelian model of the
human body, with its slender limbs and proportionately small head ; while
the goldsmith may be interested to learn that for subjects of this character
Mr. Lawrence first models his figures in wax, and then casts them by a
secret process, which, probably, is not unlike that used by the old Italian
artificers, and described by Cellini in both his " Life ".and his " Orifeceria."

Another beautiful work of art is a woman's ring treating
Beautiful a familiar and significant subject. This is the figure-piece

of Amphitrite holding a pearl, and struggling with a sea-
serpent for the possession of the gem. The subject, of

Oriental origin, typifies the ceaseless combat of purity and evil ; the white
pearl being alone appropriate to the myth. As here treated, the divine and
the bestial principles are represented in artistic disguise, and the meaning
of the allegory is preserved without loss of beauty ; while in the jewels of
commerce dragon and lion heads are seen fighting for diamonds or other
precious stones ; the design having degenerated into a bare excuse for the
display of glittering money value.

An equally beautiful treatment is found in a ring bearing the figures of
a Pan and a Bacchante. The sculpturesque quality is here as remarkable as

in the preceding examples, while
the fineness of detail is even
greater. The latter is especially
to be noted in the vines and grapes
of the background, in the goat's
legs and the ears of the god, and
in the little syrinx, or reed-flute
upon which he is piping. The
rural character of the subject is
emphasized by the beautiful green
of the inset gem, which is a zircon,
or jargoon : a semi-precious stone
found in a wide range of color, in
Ceylon, and in various parts of
Europe, as well as of the United
States, and rapidly advancing in
favor as the public taste develops.
In the Pan ring, the gem has a
green tone quite distinct from that
of the emerald, or the olivine ;
while other specimens show pale
honey-yellow, rose-pink, purplish
blue or reddish brown, and thus.,
constitute a series of color-notes
which greatly enrich the possibili-
ties of the jeweler's art.

A green gem still differing
from the zircon is set in another
ring by Mr. Lawrence, which re-
produces a detail from R o sa
Bonlieur's " Horse Fair." This is

a tourmaline : a gem of various coloring, found in many regions of Europe,

and in especial beauty in our own State of Maine. The specimen in the ring

illustrated has a clear water-green quality often occurting in the stuff-painting

of the old Venetian masters. The sculptured scene represents the animals

of the original picture with no loss of action and spirit in their microscopic

form, and a green cast is given to the metal work, which unites the gold and

the gem in a charming color-chord.
An animal subject of the Barye type is treated in a ring showing the

combat of a lioness with a serpent. In this work the tense muscles of the

animal, the contortions of the reptile are rendered with a flexibility rivaling

that of the French sculptor who worked with life-sized models. The piece

distinguished by an extreme delicacy of treatment, receives further refine-

ment from the low key of the color-scheme ; the gem being a deep blue

sapphire, and the goldwork generally pale, and at points approaching a

wood-brown.
Among the simpler rings of the Lawrence collection two deserve especial

mention : the first designed for a doctor of medicine, as is indicated by the

caduceus, or Mereury-staiff, and the •sard incised-with•Arabic characters ; the

second, a type of the earliest form of the ring, and also set with a sard. The

former piece is lent distinction by the primitive device used in securing the

stone, and the latter represents the sling (Greek, sthendone) celebrated by

both Biblical and profane historians.
Thus it may be seen that Mr. Lawrence treats a wide range of artistic sub-

jects : the human figure, fauna and flora ; distinguishing himself most of all

by his qualities as a sculptor and his understanding uf classic principles.

Symbolic Design

Both sides of the ritIgs are here-shown

Ring: The Discobolus and the Borghcse Gladiator, set with sapphire
Ring: Amphitrite and a sea-serpent, set with large white pearl
Ring: Pan and Maenad, set with green zircon
Ring: " The Kiss," executed In Roman gold
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SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS

r--
mllAAyRDsEN W. WHEELER & CO.

RING 
KE 

TWO MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.AIA 1A " CENTEN NIAL"
A

•
X '

TimerSplit Second Tio   x
X4),4 In Nickel 0. F. case X
X 4Anchor Escapement 
X '

Thoroughly Accurate X
The best Split Second Timer made X ,

Timer is ;;', larger than cut

X 1

X

Reputations can be staked on wedding rings stamped with our registered
trade-marks, because they are backed by our long-established record for abso-
lute reliability.

Every ring is guaranteed to be uniformly superior in quality, shape and finish.
Prices and Ring Blanks on request.

/ Reducedhet  
for
Fall Buyers

New York Letter

Rates

In addition to the special rates

on the Grand Trunk railway,

previously announced by the

Merchants' Association of New

York, reduced fares for the fall

buying season from cities and towns in the territory

111 of the Central Passenger Association have also

been arranged. A rate for the round trip of one

and one-third fare will be made operative August

19th to 23d. The association is now moving for

favorable action on its application for merchants'

rates from the Southwestern Excursion Bureau,

Eastern railroad connections having agreed to con-

cur in special fares to New York from that section.

It is said that one of the results

Diamond Unions of the International Convention

of Diamond Workers, recently

held in Paris, will be the amal-

gamation of the Diamond Workers' Protective

Union of America and the Diamond Machine

Cutters' Union. It is reported that A. Meyer,

president of the diamond workers, urged the

merging of all organizations of diamond operatives

into the body of which he is the head. A. Roos,

president of the Machine Cutters' Union, argued

on the contrary that the latter body should have

an independent existence. Mr. Meyers' view,

however, was accepted, and it is accordingly

supposed that the affiliation of the cutters will

be transferred to the more comprehensive organi-

zation.

4

CROSS & BEGUELIN,

XXXXXXX*
(A Corporation)

Manufacturers, 17 Maiden Lane, New York

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX,

AoSoti)ro6.60
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMONO-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORIF,RS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lam
Watches 

NEW YORK

,..statest.
Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

to Amalgamate

A set of China costing about

No Buyer for $6000 was packed up by its im-

porter says a recent issue of

The Sun, and started back for

London, from which city it was brought last

autumn. The Fifth Avenue dealer who had been

showing it to his customers all winter was not

discouraged over his failure to dispose of it.

"Such costly antiques," he said, "are easier to

sell in Europe than they are in this country. I can

count almost on the fingers of one hand the prob-

able buyers for such a set. It they do not want it

the demand is almost at an end. Last year I sent

back some beautiful snuff boxes which found no

market here, although I was able to get rid of

them immediately in London. There is a larger

market for very costly objects of art in Europe

than there is here ; and sometimes Americans

prefer to buy them abroad."

The suit brought against Chas.

P. Goldsmith, of Chas. P. Gold-

smith & Co., diamond and dia-

mond setting manufacturers, 33

Gold Street, and Isaac Loeb, by Geo.]. Capewell, Jr.,

of Hartford, Conn., for alleged infringement of

patent on a stick-pin, was dismissed on Friday,

June 9th, by Judge Ray, in the United States Dis-

trict Court. This suit was begun in May, 1903.

The substance of the defense was that the patent

alleged to have been infringed had no novelty;

that it had been anticipated by various other

devices ; that there was no invention in view of

Costly China

Patent Suit
Dismissed

•

previous devices, and that there was no infringe-

ment. Judge Ray declared that there was a lack

of patentability because of patents previously issued

to various specified inventors. He added that the

complainant had shown some ingenuity and taste

in reducing the size of the contrivance and adapt-

ing it for a new use. In a case of this kind the

question arises, he said, whether the new purpose

is sufficiently remote from the older use of the

contrivance to give the necessary novelty. If the

new use of the old device is such as would occur to

any mind of ordinary intelligence and mechanical

training, then no patent holds. This, he concluded,

is exactly the situation in the present case.
The precious stones and pearls

imported at New York during

the month of May amounted in

value to $3,233,825.31, being

the largest quantity recorded for

this month in the history of the public stores.

This volume was made up of $972,918.95 worth of

uncut and $2,260,906.36 worth of cut stones. The

increase over the figures for May, 1904, amounted

to $853,989.30, and was confined to cut stones

solely, as there was a shortage of $78,675.48 in the

imports of the uncut variety. The returns of

General George W. Mindil, jewelry examiner at

this port, show the classified imports for the month

of May of the past four years to be as follows:

Another Record
in the Precious
Stone Imports

May.
1905. . . .
1904 .....
1903
1902  

Uncut. Cut. Total.

802,91895 $2,260,900.36 33,233,825.31
1,051,594.43 1,325,241.58 2,379,836.01
567,086.18 1,855,497.78 2,422,583.96
889,229.02 1,386,647.04 2,275,946.00

A well-known and long estab-

Death of George lished member of the nautical

W. Merrill and optical instrument trade,

passed away recently in the

person of George Washington Merrill, who was

the last survivor of the firm of Robert Merrill's

Sons, 66 South Street. Mr. Merrill's death

occurred at his home 328 Schermerhorn Street,

Brooklyn. He was sixty-five years old and a

native of New York City. Upon completing his

education, he entered the firm of Robert Merrill &

Son, then composed of his father and elder

brother. In the succeeding years he was admitted

as a member of the firm. A man of quiet tastes,

he divided his attention between his home, his

church, the Brooklyn Tabernacle, and his business.

He is survived by a widow and one son, the latter

of whom now conducts the business.

The annual summer outing of

The 24-Karat the Twenty-four Karat Club,

which will probably take place at

Pleasure Bay, on the New Jer-

sey coast early in August, is being looked forward

to with pleasure by the members of this jovial

organization. A meeting of the club was held in

the Astor House on Friday, June 9th, for the pur-

pose of perfecting arrangements for the approach-

ing function. At this meeting, President E. R.

Crippen presided, and the committees in charge of

the details and preliminaries submitted reports of

the progress made in their work. The following

committee was appointed with power to fix the

time and select ow place : Percy Savory, J. R.

(5075)

Club's Outing

Gleason, Albert L. Sterns. A committee on sports

was named as follows : Willard Wheeler, J. Warren

Alford and Stephen Avery. A number of new

members were admitted, making a present total of

ninety, or ten short of the roll limit. The outing

comes, so to say, at the psychological moment to

relieve the monotonous summer routine by one

day of unique enjoyment. Vacation time, it is

true, has its pleasures, diversions and physical and

mental benefits, but it is only when one is thrown

exclusively into the boon companionship of fellow-

clubmen and brethren of the trade, that his spirits

find their most genuine and exuberant manifesta-

tion. Moreover, this young and vigorous organi-

zation has a record as a dispenser of hospitality

and fountain of good cheer, which place the suc-

cess of the approaching fete beyond peradventure.

The following were elected members of the

Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade at the

meeting of the board of directors of that body

held on Thursday, June 8th.: Bruhl Bros. &

Henius Co. (New York branch) ; H. A. Groen &

Bro., New York ; Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co.,

New York; Rittig, Hess & Madsen, Chicago.

At the request of a number of merchants in

the Southwest, the Merchants' Association of New

York has arranged for special fares from that

section earlier than any previous year. The South-

ern Pacific Railroad offers excursion rates to New

York of one and one-third for the round trip from

points in Texas, effective July 8th to 12th and

July 22d to 26th inclusive. The rate applies to

excurslonists via the New Orleans Gateway and to

those who come by water on the Southern Pacific

passenger steamships. Meals and staterooms are

included in the rate.
Hiram New, of Hammel, Riglander & Co.,

has recently returned from a three-months' sojourn

in New Mexico and Pacific Coast. The trip was a

combination of recreation and business. Mr. New

has not been in very rugged health recently, and

his medical adviser thought that a good outing in

the open air on a ranch would help him. It turned

out that they were right, as the two months which

Mr. New spent in New Mexico greatly improved

his health. After leaving New Mexico, Mr. New

visited the firm's trade on the Coast, and brought

back a nice lot of orders with him. On his way to

New Mexico, he had what is known in the Western

countries as " a close call." A bullet whizzed

through his sleeper window and passed over him

within an inch or so. The shot was fired by a

native by way of diversion after excitement, and

without any special grievance. Mr. New did not

hanker after a second experience of this character.

Henry Lorsch, of Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.,

sailed on June 8th for a four-months' vacation

abroad, to be spent chiefly in Switzerland. Mr.

Lorsch will first go to Paris, where he will spend

some time. He was accompanied by his wife.

This is the first vacation of any length that he has

taken for a number of years.

The firm of Bruhl Bros. & Co., precious stone

dealers, 68 Nassau Street, has been dissolved by

mutual consent, and the business has been suc-

ceeded to by Bruhl Bros. & Henius Co.

(Continued on page 1077)
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The Sporting Season
furnished the greatest watch selling

opportunity of the year to the wide-
awake, enterprising jewelers who are handling the

New Standard Chronograph Watch
This watch is a 1-5 second, start, stop and flyback, 18 size,
0. F.,:y4. plate, interchangeable, patented.

Tell any sportsman the price of this watch and a sale is
assured. It is as accurate as the high-priced imported chrono-
graphs, and a thoroughly reliable timepiece.

Order samples at once and forestall the summer demand.
The watches can be had in nickel, silver, gold filled and gold cases.

Complete Watch, in
Nickel, = = $10.30
(told Filled, = 16.30

10 jewels, $2.00 extra
Prices according to Keystone Key

HENRY GINNEL & COMPANY
DIAMONDS AND WATCHES Established 1835 31 Maiden Lane, New York

BASKET

No. 1089

QUADRUPLE PLATE

BURNISHED

hi. List Price, 810.00

ORDER

DIRECT FROM US

OR

FROM YOUR JOBBER

This is the Basket that has kept us busy "IT'S A HIT"

APOLLO SILVER CO.FACTORY

187-189 ELM STREET
4-6 MARION STREET

NEW YORK

Makers of

HIGH-GRADE HOLLOWWARE

BERNARD RICE'S SONS
Proprietors

542 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

jnlv, 1()05

New York Letter
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(Continued from page 1075)

0. G. Fessenden, at Hayden

Prominent Jeweler W. Wheeler & Co., took an

Honored active part in the convention

of the National Association of

Credit Men, held in Memphis, Tenn., last month,

and in the annual election of officers of that im-

portant body, was chosen as president for the

ensuing year. Charles Meek, also of New York,

was elected secretary-treasurer. There could be

no more striking testimony to the high standing of

Mr. Fessenden in the world of commerce than the

distinction which his brethren of the National

Association of Credit Men have conferred upon

him. The honor is well-deserved, and apart from

the personal tribute to the recipient, it is one of

which the jewelry trade may feel proud. The con-

vention got through a vast volume of business,

and on the subject of fraudulent debtors adopted

the following resolutions :

WHEREAS, It is the sense of this board that
the prosecution of fraudulent debtors should be
vigorously continued and that this very important
department of our national work can be best
administered and executed by the local associa-

tions • therefore, be it
Resolved, That this board recommends that

the individual membership of this association be
classified with local associations for the purpose
solely of this work and their protection, and be
it further

Resolved, That it is the sense of this board
that each local association and the individual
members be recommended and strongly urged to
create a prosecution fund on a guaranty or cash
basis, as each may prefer, and to administer the
same • and, be it further

Resolved, That the operation of this plan shall
be co-operative, and that the prosecution of frau-
dulent cases be conducted by the association near-
est the point where the debtor is amenable to
such prosecution, and that the cost thereof shall
fall upon the association or associations interested ;
and

Resolved, Further, that the total funds so
created shall be known and designated as a
" national fund."

George H. Fish, who was for-

Death of merly connected with Reed &
George H. Fish Barton, the well-known silver-

smiths, and whose father, the

late Henry H. Fish, was also actively identified

with the management of that company's factory at

Taunton, Mass., died recently at his home in

Brooklyn, aged seventy-four. It was under his

father's supervision that deceased learned the

silversmithing business, but he temporarily aban-

doned this line, and going West, engaged in the

express business. He returned to New York in

1878, however, renewed relations with Reed &

Barton, and was connected with their Union Square

establishment until four years ago, when he retired.

A widow, two daughters and one son survive him.

The Pottery, Glass and Brass

Salesmen's Association held its

fourteenth annual outing and

picnic on Saturday, July 1st. It

was well up to the standard of excellence which

one would naturally anticipate from the jovial pro-

clivities ol the drumming fraternity and the large

measure of success which has always attended

functions held under the auspices of the associa-

tion. The humor and good cheer which pervades

every social relation of the drummer was delight-

fully in evidence. The card of invitation was

unique in its way, and somewhat typical of the

spirit of the occasion. It consisted ot a red tag,

attached to which was a miniature metallic man.

Pottery Men
Hold Feast

KEYSTON

In large letters this injunction was printed : "Den't

Allow your Little Black Man to Persuade you to

Forego the Fourteenth Annual Outing I" Those

who followed it were rewarded by a right jolly

day, the success of which was largely due to the

subjoined committee: Chas. H. Taylor, chair-

man ; Joseph F. O'Gorman, secretary ; FL S.

Mirrielees, H. P. Muierheid, J. D. Dithridge,

Geo. F. Mackey, Charles D. Bergen.

As the " Glorious Fourth"

To Close July falls this year on Tuesday, the

members of the trade, in com-

mon with dealers in other

lines, have been pondering and exchanging views

upon the desirability of closing their stores from

one o'clock on Saturday. July 1st, until Wednes-

day morning, July 5th. When a holiday falls on

Tuesday, the trade of the preceding Monday is

usually flat. Many things militate against it, not

the least, the disturbing anticipations of enjoyment

Oil the morrow, which by hindering concentration

often con-duce to dilatory work to-day. The pre-

vading sentiment is one of expectancy, and rarely

are goods in demand, saving those which embrace

the convenience or comfort of holiday-makers or

intensify their excitement. On the other hand, a

shut down of two days and a half means an im-

peding accummulation of mail upon resumption,

possibly, delay of orders and moreover, not all

will have on July 5th, sufficiently recovered from

the. celebration to immediately resume " the quiet

tenor " of their way. Accordingly, the day which

ushers in the great National celebration should, it

would seem, be one of extraordinary activity

rattler than of trade suspension. These considera-

tions have all been weighed by the local dealers,

and while conservatism and practical wisdom

proved the propriety and advisability of opening

business as usual on Jufy 3d, the precedent of

four years ago, not to speak of the catching spirit

of patriotism, proved irresistible with the result

that the following petition was circulated and, up

to this writing, has received the signatures appen-

ded thereto:

We, the undersigned, agree to close our re-

spective places of business from Saturday, July

1st, at one o'clock, until Wednesday morning,

July 5th.
Robbins & Appleton, Elgin National Watch

Co., Rockford Watch Co., Ltd., Illinois Watch

Case Co., David Kaiser & Co., Avery & Brown, I.

Guntzberger, Woodside Sterling Co, A. \Vitt-

natter Co., Jung, Staiger & Klitz, Joseph Fahys

Co., H. S. Kramer, W. W. Hurd, L. Shapiro,

Jassoy Co., Moskowitz Bros., Norbert Salter,

Joseph Brink, Wm. F. Utter, Benj. S. Sugarman,

A. & S. Espositer, Robt. Schaefer, Louis D. Fol-

kart, Chas. Bartens, Whiteside & Blank, J. H.

Johnson & Son, Ludwig Nissen & Co., Wads-

worth Watch Case Co., S. B. Ross & Co., E.

LeRoy Ryer & Co., Bagg, Perine & Co , Eisemann

Bros., Aikin, Lambert & Co., Fred. W. Lewis &

Co.,. Carrington & Co., J. W. Richardson Co.,

Kleinschmidt, Howland & Co., Alfred H. Smith

& Co., L. & M. Kahn & Co., Azure Mining Co.,

Goodman Bros., Day, Clark & Co., Larter &

Sons, Daggett & Clap Co., Snow & Westcott, Roy

Watch Case Co. (Albert L. Sterns, president) ;

Benedict & Warner, Henry Gimlet & Co., J. F.

Newman (W. E. Edwards, manager) ; J. R. Wood

& Sons.
Louis Lelong, head of the

Death of well-known metal refining firm

Louis Lelong

3d and oh

of L. Lelong & Bro., Newark,

N. J., died on June 14th, after

an illness of three weeks from pneumonia, aged

sixty-seven years. Deceased was a native of New

York, who early in life became interested in metal-

lurgical science, and his predilection for this branch

crystalized in the establishment by him, near

Market Street, Newark, of the business with

1077

which his name has since been connected. His

brother, Dr. Alex. Lelong became identified with

the firm at the close of the Civil War, in which he

served as a surgeon, and in the years that ensued,

Chas. M. Degavre was admitted to partnership.

Thomas J. Wilson also held an interest in the

business for a time, but relinquished it in order to

devote himself to other industrial interests. The

subsequent growth of the firm's trade made it

necessary to erect larger quarters, and the present

establishment on Marshall Street, extending the

length of an entire block, was the result. Mr.

Lelong was interested in other Newark enterprises,

notably the Essex County National Bank, of which

he was a director, and the Security Savings' Bank,

of which he was vice-president at the time of his

death. He was besides a member of the Newark

Board of Trade. The business will be continued

by Dr. Lelong and Chas. J. Degavre, the partners

already named.
The death of Luman W.

Death of Kimball, jewelry and diamond

dealer, 12 John Street, occurred

last month at the St. George

Hotel, Brooklyn. Mr. Kimball resided at Sound

Beach, Conn., but on Monday, June 5th, he was

detained in the city on business, and so went to

the St. George for the night, an arrangement of

which he had previously notified his wife. When

he had not emerged from his room up to the

following afternoon a hotel servant investigated,

and Mr. Kimball, partially dressed, was found

lying dead on the bed. It is believed that he

succumbed to a fit of apoplexy while dressing in

the morning. He was in the prime of manhood,

having reached only his thirty-eighth year. He

was born in Brooklyn, and his first employment ill

the jewelry trade was with Cross & Beguelin. He

remained with this firm nineteen years, having

risen in its service step by step to tAe position of

city salesman. He severed his connection with

the firm some three years ago, and established a

-company to deal in diamonds and jewelry under

the name of L. W. Kimball. Of this company Ile

was secretary and general manager, its president

being Ernest F. Keer, a lawyer, of Newark, N. J.

A company of the Twenty-third Regiment, N. G. S.

N. Y., and a delegation from the North End Club,

New York, to both of which bodies he belonged,

attended his funeral to Greenwood Cemetery.

L. W. Kimball

•

The labor dispute which had

Optical Workers agitated the optical industry in

Strike Abandoned this city for some weeks, was

lately terminated by the action

of the Optical Workmen's Union in declaring the

strike at an end. The striking workers or as many

of them as could do so re-entered the services of

their former employers, but no concessions were.

made by the employing concerns to the union, It

is said that a number of the members of the union

who were opposed to the declaration of the strike

by their leaders, resigned from membership in the

organization, and thus militated against the success

of the strike. To them, at least, the collapse of

the movement was scarcely an unwelcome con-

summation and to the manufacturers, of course, it

was naturally agreeable.

Frank Netschert, the manufacturer and im-

porter of artificial flowers, of this city, has recently

incorporated his business under the name of Frank

Netschert Company. Mr. Netschert is president

and general manager of the new company. He

left for Europe recently, where he will seek the

latest novelties in his line for the coming season,

Most of his time abroad will be spent in Paris and

Germany.

(Continued on page 1079)
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PROGRESSIVE
JOBBERS
Are now prepared to

supply wide-awake

Retail Jewelers with the

LARTER STUD
in 10 K. Gold or Extra

Quality Plate.

RETAIL
JEWELERS
When buying Shirt

Studs—buy the best and

most satisfactory one in

the market—that's the

Larter. If your jobber

cannot show them to

you, let us know by

postal and we will send

you an attractive book-

let from which you can

order what you need.
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LARTER STUD

LARTER 0 SONS
21 and 23 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

I
"THE" Machine for
Tagging Rings, etc.

Complete
Outfit
consists of

Price complete,

$5.00 net

Our Eyelet Machine
1000 Celluloid Tags
1 Bottle Ink

NO.!.

0 NO. 3.

Style of Tags

Hand Plyers are

Useless for

Tagging Rings

Pat. applied for

The

HOLD=ON

CLUTCH

sstcs‘•

svocs'

YOU slide the

Clutch on—
IT does the rest

Pat. May 20, '02

A Splendid Seller
Retailing at soc.

Ask your Jobber or write to

Scarf Pin Insurance

Hold=On Clutch Co., 33 Gold St., NEW YORK

Uhe

CD`QE2

We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
In 14K., 10K., Sterling,
Gilt and Gold Filled

Ak(), all kinds 6f

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION

Tortoise Shell Combs
Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

1905
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The regular monthly meeting of

The Jewelers' the Jewelers' Security Alliance

Security Alliance was held on Friday, June 9th,

the following members being

present : President Sloan, Vice-Presidents 
Wood

and Champenois, Secretary Noyes, and 
Messrs.

Abbott, Alford, Bowden, Brown and Stern of 
the

committee. The following new members were

admitted:
Harry Dixon, North Platte,

Nebr.
L. W. Ensey, Troy, Ohio.
Montgomery Loan Co., Mont-

gomery, Ala.
N. J. Parsons, Sea Bright,

N. J.
Clyde D. Smith, Cuba, Ill.
Ador Viewig, Brooklyn,

Chas. H. Wallace, Washing-
ton, N. C.

E. Barbier, New Orleans, La.

Carl Cronenberg, New Or-
leans, La.

T. C. Delvaux, Glasgow, Ky.

E. L. Entrikin, Findlay,
Ohio.

A. P. Humphreys, Bellefon-
taine, Ohio.

0. B. Marvin Jc Co., Findlay,
Ohio.

The Merrill & Broer Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.

Joe. ' Rifienberg, New Or-
leans, La.

Jacob Scheinfeldt, Boston,
Mass.

A. M. Smith, New York City.
The Southern Jewelry and

Optical Co., New Orleans,
La.

Zaeringer Bros.,New Orleans,
La.

Keith & McChesney, Iowa
City, Iowa.

Kohn Jewelry Co., Missoula,
Mout.

The Miller Jewelry Co., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Aug. Boyerre, New Orleans,
La.

J. J. Weinfurter, New Or-
leans, La,

Wells St Morgan, Lansing,
Mich.

Otis W. Bailey, Calais, Me.
Buffalo Chain anciRiuig Man 11-

factu ring Co., Matilde,
N. Y.

I. Dahlheimer, lqobile, Ala.
Jesse Davidson, Montgomery,

Ala.
Herman T. Jarecki, Erie, Pa.
Jones it Dreyer, Chicar, Ill.
Jos. H. Plant, Ciao unati,

Ohio.
Tekulski & Freeman, Shreve-

port, La.
Felix Thema, Mobile, Ala.
Morris K Pepperman, Mont-

gomery, AM.
William J. Gamut, Madison,

Wis.
Manned, Jaccard & King Co.,

New York City, N. Y.
H. S. Ball & Son, Portland,

Ore.
Arthur L. Cohen, Oklahoma

City, Okla.
Peter H. Loeper, Ashland, Pa.
Lusky & Loewenheim, Nash-

ville, Tenn. •
Merrill Bros. Co., Newark,

N. J.
Hugh Murray, Danville, Ky.

The two burglars who attempted to rob a

member of the Alliance in Albany, M. Levitz, have

been sentenced to from four to five years each in

Dannemora prison. As soon as these criminals

realized that the Alliance was pushing their case,

they made desperate attempts to escape, and,

finally through representations to the authorities,

were fitted with the ball and chain to prevent them

from getting away. The prosecution was vigor-

ously pushed, and the distrist attorney was fur-

nished with their previous criminal record, so they

I were not able to get off with a light sentance on

their plea that it was the first offence. They have

also been indicted for a similar burglary at Roches-

.), ter, so they will be held for trial on that indictment

when their present time expires. The relentless

prosecution by the Alliance and its refusal to com-

promise, is an effective preventive of robberies.

Philemon Olin Dickinson, of

Death of Unger Bros., the well-known

silverware and jewelry manu-

facturers, of Newark, died at his

home, i8 Waverly Place, in that city, on June 18th,

from rheumatism of the heart. He had always

been a man of strong physique, and the consequent

expectations of his recovery made the shock of his

death all the more poignant to his family and

friends. Mr. Dickinson was a scion of an old

American family, one of his paternal ancestors

having held a captain's commission in the Revolu-

tionary Army. Deceased was the son of Philemon

Dickinson, and was born on High Street, Newark.

He was still comparatively in the prime of life, as

he had only attained his forty-eighth year. At the

age of seventeen he entered the factory of Unger
Bros., and the connection then formed terminated

only with his death. He advanced in the firm's

service from one position to another, and for a

few years prior to his death supervised all the

designing done by the concern. He was a steady

P. O. Dickinson

and practical business man, whose shrewd judg
-

ment and good taste have long been strikingly

evidenced in the product of Unger Bros. He was

esteemed by a large circle of friends and had en-

deared himself to the employees under him. His

immediate survivors are a widow and one son,

Clinton Roy Dickinson, a recent graduate of

Newark Academy.
The Tiffany clock, which was for so many

years a landmark in Union Square, has been going

through many wanderings lately, says the Sun.

The bronze figure bearing the clock on its bac
k

was taken to Thirty-seventh Street and placed on

the facade of the new building. For several days

it stood there, apparently a fixture. Then it again

disappeared and was not to be seen for another

interval. The other day it was put back into its

place and now looks as if it were there for good.

The traveling force of Chas. L. Trout & Co.

of this city, starts out in the early part of July on

the first of their fall trips. The force is composed

of Allan C. Fellencer, in the New England States;

John C. Crawford, North Middle States ; Ira C.

Jones, Northwestern States ; Frank H. Moore,

Western States ; F.E. Chase, Southwestern States,

and C. H. Schlieker, of the firm, who covers

greater New York and vicinity.

S. W. Percy, for the past eight years with

Wm. P. Hitchcock, Syracuse, N. Y., has accepted

a position with M. J. Averbeck, 19 Maiden Lane.

Morris Klipper, of the firm of Klipper Bros.,

importers of watches and diamonds, 59 Nlaiden

Lane, is now in Switzerland, where he is making
extensive purchases of unique and novel creations

in the watch line for the fall. trade.

Sloan & Co., 21 Maiden Lane, having out-

grown their factory quarters at Third Avenue and

Ogden Street, Newark, N. J., have secured an

adjacent site for a new building, which they expect

to have ready for business on or about September

1st. This building will be of brick, two stories

high and will occupy a space of 45 x too feet.

Adjoining it will be a space on which an addition
may be erected when further expansion becomes

necessary. A new steam-power plant will be

installed, and the machinery will be of the most

modern type throughout.

Charles B. Byron, late of the Whiting Manu-

facturing Co., is now associated with the Wm. H.

Hayden Co., manufacturers of silver and gold

novelties, Newark, N. J., and 31 Union Square,
this city.

H. R. Conklin, the popular traveler of Cross

& Beguelin, sailed for Europe on the 17th inst.,

and will spend his vacation in doing Continental

Europe. He was accompanied by his wife, and

will take in the usual tourist points, Paris, Switzer-
land and up the Rhine through the Black Forest of
Germany.

A. K. Sloan, of A. K. Sloan & Co., and E. C.

Fitch, president of the American Waltham Watch

Co., are enjoying their annual salmon fishing expe-

dition on the coast of Labrador. This is the fifteenth

successive trip of this kind taken by Mr. Sloan

during the warm weather. It entails not a little

traveling both by land and water, but this in itself

gives variety and charm to the outing. The
sojourners reached Montreal on Sunday, June rith,
and on the following day sailed from Quebec on
Mr. Fitch's yacht Romaine, and will camp on the

shore of the Romaine river for a few months.

W. H. Lancton, New York manager of F. H.

Noble & Co., 51 Maiden Lane, will spend most of

July at the company's factory in Chicago. Mr.

Thompson, of the home office, will represent the

firm during Mr. Lancton's absence.
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Bracelets
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OUR TRAVELERS:
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Now that our diamond buyer

has returned from his annual trip to
the foreign diamond markets, where he

made large purchases of precious stones fii
the fall trade, we feel that our stock of

DIAMONDS, which is always complete in
variety, high in quality and attractive in price,
is at present especially interesting to the jeweler.

Then our diamond business is conducted
on a large scale in a business-like way, therefore
we feel capable of satisfying the most exact-
ing buyer.

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

ROOM 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

Business
Conditions and
Prospects

The jobbers and manufac-

turers report quite favorably

on the business situation in

the West. Trade continues in

a normal state and the sales for June are ex-

pected by most houses to exceed their record

for the same month of last year. We have now

come to the season when interest centers largely

in the condition of the crops, and they and the

weather are uppermost in public and private con-

cern. Conditions in the West and Northwest,

South and Southwest are lovely at this writing.

They could not be much better. If we could live

on prospects we would certainly be feasting very

high now, but the realization is sometimes far

from the anticipation. It is to be hoped that the

whole country may be favored by fair crops, and

that business may not suffer from depressed de-

mand and especially from reduced prices. On

the contrary it now promises that business will

be unusually active this fall and that heavy de-

mands will be made on the factories. Hay, corn,

wheat and oats will no doubt make magnificent

crops this year; some of them are already made

and others are beyond the danger line. Cotton

is the only problem. The Southern States, of

course, are very much interested in this problem.

It will be another month, however, before it

can be settled how the cotton crop will turn out.

We hope and believe that all these beautiful

prospects will result in a very satisfactory fall

business. Collections have generally been fairly

good, with no more than the usual number of

exceptions.
In past years there was usu-

Retail Trade something of a let up in

Good in June the jewelry and optical trades

about June, when the spring

trade was out of the way. Nowadays, however,

the business in the above lines is spread out

more and June is much the best for trade of the

months of the spring and summer season. The

wedding and graduation functions have much to

do with this, as the custom of giving elegant

wedding and graduation presents is growing

with the years. Only yesterday the head of

one of Chicago's leading retail jewelry stores

said that their June trade this year would be
far ahead of anything they have ever experienced

before, mainly on account of the large crop of

fashionable weddings. All the large retail stores

have done well for June and are anticipating a
fairly good summer trade.

Personal

John C. Perry, general manager of the
Hamilton Watch Company, spent a week in
town the early part of the month in the interest
of his company.

R. M. Freeman, with Hymen, Berg & Com-
pany, is again at his post after a two months'
vacation.

J. T. Brayton, manager of the Julius Optical
Company, and Mrs. Brayton, left the early part
of the month for an extended Western trip,
going as far as Portland, Oregon, where they
will spend a month visiting friends and relations
and doing the Lewis and Clark Exposition.
They expect to be. absent six weeks.

John R. Lilja, manager of the diamond de-
partment at Benj. Allen & Company's, arrived
in New York this morning on the White Star
liner Teutonic from Europe. Mr. Lilja has made
extensive purchases in diamonds in the European
marts for his firm's fall trade.

Harley Allen, Eastern manufacturer's agent,
and Mrs. Allen, leave this week for an extended
Western trip, going as far as the Pacific coast.
They will spend a fortnight at Portland, Oregon,

looking over the Lewis and Clark Exposition,

and return to Chicago about August x.
Theodore Kuehl, of Geo. Kuehl & Company,

the cuckoo clock importers, was a passenger on
the ill-fated "Twentieth Century Limited" which
met with such a frightful wreck on the evening

of June 21 at Mentor, Ohio. Mr. Kuehl was on

his way to New York and was fortunate enough

to escape bodily injury, but the nervous strain

he had to undergo was something terrible. Mr.

Kuehl resumed his journey the next day.
Max Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen

Company, is expected home from his trip to the

European diamond marts early in July.
A. J. Fairbairn, for two years past manager

of the Des Moines branch of the Geneva Optical

Company, has resigned to accept a lucrative

position with the E. Kirstein Sons Company,

Rochester, N. Y., as their Western representa-

tive. He goes to his new field August 1. B. A.

Tooker, of the office force of the Geneva Com-

pany in Chicago, will succeed Mr. Fairbairn as

manager of the Des Moines branch.
Thomas Malzacker, who holds an important

position with the Juergens & Andersen Com-

pany, will wed Miss McCormick, of this city,

June 28.

John G. Hodgens, for several years past
Northwestern traveler for the Geneva Optical

Company, has been promoted to a house posi-
tion and given charge of the company's sales
department. Mr. Hodgens is a bright, young
business man, full of energy and hard work and

will measure up to his new position with credit

to himself and his firm.
Fred G. Thearle, of C. H. Knights 8z Com-

pany, returned Monday from a week's trip
through Missouri, taking in the larger Missouri
river towns like Kansas City, St. Joseph and
Omaha. Mr. Thearle says the jewelers appeared
to be doing a nice trade for this time of the year
and that he found business conditions good and

the agricultural prospects never better. lie
found the wheat harvest on, in some localities
the quality of the grain proving excellent and
the yield bountiful. June has been a nice grow-
ing month throughout the West, and the condi-

tion of other crops has improved greatly since
May, so that the corn and hay fields promise as

fine a crop as the wheat fields are now yielding.

Mr. Thearle says the outlook was most en-

couraging throughout the Western country for

a good fall trade.
Clarence Corwin, who travels from the

Atlanta office of F. A. Hardy & Company, is

spending his summer vacation in Chicago

among relatives and friends.

I. Speyer, the well-known traveler for Gold-
smith Bros., has been confined to his home the

past three weeks by a severe illness. We are

glad to report that Mr. Speyer is now con-

valescent and expects to be about business again

at an early date.
Will Thorsen and M. R. Peck, of M. A.

Mead & Company's traveling force, will spend
their vacation next month on a trip down the
Mississippi river in a small boat.

Fred H. Smith, manager of the Geneva
Optical Company, is enjoying a few weeks' vaca-
tion up in the wilds of Northern Wisconsin,
where good fishing is all around and where he

expects to gain rest and health.
Reuben W. Cohen, well known in the

Chicago trade from his long connection with
several of our wholesale houses, has established
himself in the diamond business in room 203 in
the Columbus Memorial Building.

Max Noel, of Despres, Bridges & Noel, is
spending the month of June at headquarters en-
joying a rest from road duties.

Miss C. V. Stagg, for several years previous
to the first of the present year in charge of the
office of F. C. Jorgeson & Company, the store
fixture makers, when she resigned to take a
position elsewhere, is again in her old position
with the above firm, which she filled so faith-
fully and efficiently.

Thomas J. Dee, head of the firm of Thos. J.
Dee & Company, the refiners and smelters, en-
joyed a week's visit to his old home in Corning,
N. Y., the early part of the month.

L. W. Melchor, the well-known traveler for
F. A. Hardy & Company, will sail for Europe
July 6 on a buying trip for the firm. Mr.
Melchor will be absent six weeks and will visit
Liverpool, London and Paris to select the firm's
fall stock of opera glasses.

John Leitner, a member of the Juergens &
Andersen Company's office force, was married
to Miss Scanlon, of Woodlawn, June 21. The
wedding was a quiet home affair.

M. F. Barger, of M. F. Barger & Company,
went out to Des Moines, Iowa, for a day last

(Continued on page 1083)
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Next issue of The Keystone
will show the handsomest flatware pattern

gotten out by any plated ware or sterling

silver house for the year 1905. This is

'for 1Remembrance

Rockford Sliver Plate Co., Roclfird,

AWORDTOTIIE MST Clow's Steel Screw Solvent
IS 5 ITITICIENT

is a chemical preparation for removing steel screws
that have been broken off or rusted in watch plates,
crowns, eyeglass or spectacle frames.

It abolishes the old custom of punching and
filing.

It acts only on steel.
With Glow's Steel Screw Solvent a screw can

be removed in from ten minutes to one hour, without
taking any of your time. Full directions with each
bottle.

As simple as putting a crown in an alcohol cup.
Try it. It works like magic.

CLOW'S b„
Steel Screw Solvent

REMOVES •

SCREWS,
TAPS
& DRILLS
MFG, BY

W. E. CLOW- C9,
CHICAGO ILL.

PRICE 501

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS OF MATERIAL

Price, SO cents

The Jobbing Trade supplied by 
{ W. E. Clow 0 Co., 103 state Street, Chicago

Hammel, Riglander 0 Co., 47 Maiden Lane, New York

July, 1905

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page io8r)

week. Mr. Barger dropped in at the annual

convention of the Iowa Optical Society while

there and met quite a number of his old 
friends.

P. C. Malone, of the New York office of th
e

Elgin National Watch Company, spent a 
few

days at headquarters the early part of the month
.

A sad event this week and a great shock to

his friends was the death of Geo. H. Ha
zlett,

Monday evening, June 19, at his home in this

city. Mr. Hazlett is widely known in the trade

as the hard-working secretary of the Ch
icago

Jewelers' Club and editor of the American

Jeweler. Mr. Hazlett was 47 years old and had

lived in Chicago most of his life-time. His

death was from a combination of typhoid and

heart trouble after a three weeks' illness. A

wife and a grown daughter survive him.

Will Robyn and Chan Lamos, of the house

force of Benj. Allen & Company, are enjoying a

two weeks' vacation in the Fox Lake region,

where they will spend most of their time fishing,

a sport which they delight in, as they are great

anglers. They will have their new fall line of

fish stories on tap early in July.

Charles J. Jacobs, Chicago and Western

manager for the Knickerbocker Silver Company,

returned the early part of the month from a visit

to the factory at Port Jervis, N. Y.

Gossip Among the Trade

Swartchild & Company have just sent out a

new 20-page supplement to the trade, full of

new things in tools, materials and watchmakers'

and jewelers' findings, which no live jeweler can

afford to pass by. If you have not already re-

ceived this supplement it will be sent you upon

request.
The new store of George E. Feagans, at

Joliet, Ill., is now considered a model one in

arrangement and fixtures. Of late several of

our Western jewelers have dropped off at Joliet

to look over the new store and learn from it in

regard to refitting their own establishments.

The Feagans store is a double one and gives

ample room for excellent arrangement, with a

large horse shoe case, diamond shape in the

center of the room, with double rows of show

cases running the full length of the store. One

side of the wall is given up entirely to cut glass

and fancy pottery cases, while the opposite side

is fitted up with modern wall cases for silver-

ware and bric-a-brac. The store front and

window enclosure are ideal for their purposes

and attract especial attention. The window en-

closures are made frost proof, allowing full

view of the goods in the window during the

winter. All the fixtures are of solid mahogany,

plate-glass is used throughout, and the new

establishment is modern in every particular.

Jewelers who have visited this store vote it one

of the handsomest, best arranged and most

elegantly furnished jewelry stores that they have

ever seen. The fixtures are from the well-known

Chicago store fixture firm of F. C. Jorgeson

& Company.
The annual outing and picnic of the

Jewelers' Club, of Chicago, promises to be a

gala and successful affair. It takes place Satur-

day, July 15, at Glenwood Park, a beautiful spot

on the Chicago, Elgin & Aurora electric line.

A large crowd is expected and a jolly good time

anticipated. Special cars will leave the station

IICYSTON

on the loop at 9.30 A. M. and i and 1.30 P. M.

The following committees have been appointed

and are leaving nothing undone to make the

affair a complete success: Prize Committee: H.

S. Hyman, Chairman, assisted by H. W. Hahn,

Walter F. Ghislin, Thos. Rudd, H. L. Hettich,

H. E. Jones, G. M. Landon, D. Axman, G. A.

Jewett. Transportation Committee: W. F.

Drexmit, Chairman, assisted by J. H. Strong, B.

F. Coffin, H. A. Bredel, C. J. Roehr, 0. D.

Richardson, H. G. Pfordresher, Robt. Slade, A.

F. Harner, Louis Krueger, Benj. M. Englehard,

L. A. Eppenstein, Julius Ghislin, Edward J.

Hahn and J. R. Hess. Publicity Committee:

J. H. Hardin, Chairman, assisted by A. C.

Becken, S. T. A. Loftis, Bernard L. McNulty,

C. E. Walker. Sports and Pastimes Committee:

L. H. Schaefer, Chairman, assisted by C. W.

Edwards, W. F. Drexmit, S. T. A. Loftis, A. G.

Larson, Geo. G. Gubbins.

News from the Trade

The Waite-Thresher Company, the well-

known manufacturing house of Providence,

R. I., have removed their Chicago office from

the Adams Express Building to Room 1203 in

the new Heyworth Building, where they have

a most convenient, roomy, well-lighted office.

A. B. Paulsen, the Chicago and Western repre-

sentative of this firm, is in charge.

Staehli & Brun, Swiss watch importers, have

removed from Room 706, Stewart Building, to

Room nog in the new Heyworth Building.

A. P. Morgan, of the Morgan & Hawley

Company, wholesale, Dallas, Tex., spent a day

or two in town recently, calling on the manu-

facturers.
Matt Hibbler, the Center Street jeweler, was

the victim of a trio of pickpockets while spend-

ing the afternoon and evening at Sharpshooter's

Park, this city, in company with his family, one

day last week. It seems that as Mr. Hibbler

was entering the park three men jostled and

crowded him until he asked one of them to de-

sist, but he was too late, for the trio immediately

fell back and were lost in the crowd, and in his

anxiety to take care of his children he did not

realize that they had nipped his diamond shirt

stud and helped themselves to his purse. He

did not discover his loss until later. • Mr. Hib-

bler says that he lost $18 in money; the stud,

valued at over $2oo, and over $2oo worth of

country checks, but the thieves must have been

what are called "Gentlemanly Crooks," as they

have since mailed him his country checks.

Mrs. Armstrong, optician with the Arm-

strong Jewelry Company, Brownwood, Tex., is

spending a few weeks in Chicago, taking a post-

graduate course in optics at one of our schools.

Jeweler F. B. Rowe, of Guthrie, Okla.,

has recently moved into new quarters, where he

has a much more attractive display than hereto-

fore.
F. C. Parker, of Enid, Okla., visited his

old home in Illinois during last month.

R. A. Ferrell, for a number of years a prac-

ticing optician with Jeweler Arthur Everett, of

Dallas, Tex., has just opened up for himself in

the retail optical business in that city.

The new store of E. L. McDowell, Arkansas

City, Kans., attracts a deal of favorable corn-

ment from travelers who call there. They all

vote the new establishment one of the finest in

all the Southwestern country.

James C. Walton is a new jeweler at Fort

Worth, Tex.
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Joseph Mazer, of South McAlester, Ind.

T., has just moved into a handsome new store,

which he has fitted up in modern style with new

fixtures. Travelers speak of the new establish-

ment as one of the finest in the territory.

Dr. Prentice's new book, "The Eye, Mind,

Energy and Matter," has attracted the attention

of Dr. C. E. Schmitz, of the University of Bonn,

and he has requested the privilege of translating

it into German. Dr. Schmitz is a well-known

scientist and Dr. Prentice has accorded him the

privilege. The translation is now under way.

A. A. Spiegel, manager of the Gustave Fox

Company, the well-known makers of emblem

goods, Cincinnati, spent a week in town the

early part of the month, calling on the jobbing

trade in the interests of his firm.

Ben. S. Cohen, assistant manager of the

Michigan Optical Company, of Detroit, spent

several days in town recently, calling on the

wholesale trade in the interests of his house.

Harry McDaniel, for the past twelve years

watchmaker for Jeweler D. S. Whittaker, of

Lebanon, Ind., has just embarked in the retail

jewelry business for himself in Lebanon. Mr.

McDaniel was in the Chicago market for several

days last week selecting his opening bills. He

said he expected to be ready for business the

first week in July.
Dr. A. B. Tarbox, president of the Omaha

Watch Repairing, Engraving and Optical Insti-

tute, is spending a few days in Chicago this

week enjoying our fine summer resort weather

and seeing the sights. Dr. Tarbox is one of the

pioneer teachers in horology and the optical

science in the Western country, and we are glad

to know that success is coming his way now.

He was a pleasant caller at KEYSTONE head-

quarters while in town, and remarked that times

seemed good in Nebraska, and that the agri-

cultural prospects in his section of the country

were simply great.
C. M. Perkins, head of the St. Louis Silver

Company, spent the first ten days of the month

in town, in the interests of his house.

The importing house of Sack Bros., Mel-

bourne, Australia, was represented in the Chi-

cago market for several days last week by two

of the Sack brothers, who were here on an in-

vestigating and purchasing trip. When met in

one of our manufacturing offices, the Messrs.

Sack said they were delighted with their tour of

the States, and that they were finding a great

many lines of merchandise that they could handle

in their country profitably, and that they were

buying accordingly.
Among the June weddings of interest to the

trade is the marriage of Jeweler J. W. Crouch,

of Fowler, Ind., to a prominent young lady of

that town.
Walter Renich, of Kirchner & Renich, the

well-known manufacturing jewelers of Minne-

apolis, Minn., and a former Chicagoan, spent

last week in town, accompanied by his wife, on

a visit to his mother.
Mrs. E. B. Wade, wife of Jeweler Wade, of

Galesburg, Ill., is visiting friends in Omaha this

month.
Charles Adams, traveler for the J. P. Traf-

ton Company, Los Angeles, Cal., has been

spending a few days in Chicago this week, en-

joying life in the Western metropolis.

Charles H. Pielstick, with T. L. Combs &

Company, Omaha, has been spending a few days

in Chicago studying optics at the Northern

Illinois College.

(Conisnued on ;Sage 1085)



GEO. KUEHL & CO.
178 E. Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Importers of

Genuine Black Forest

Cuckoo Clocks
TRADE

ith

MARK

Jewelers ! If you order Cuckoo Clocks,
order them with the  

They are the BEST. There are none BETTER.
Our clocks have received the highest award, " Gold Medal, " at the

Chicago, Omaha, Paris and St. Louis Expositions.
It is not the question how cheap a Cuckoo Clock is, but how good.
A customer will never remember that he paid a little less for his

clock, but he will always remember if the clock does not give entire
satisfaction.

Sole Agents of 400=Day Clocks

MARM

TRADE MARK

wit h

For sale at all Wholesale Clock and ewelry Houses

4111=11111=1
20

Patent Pending

The Bates & Bacon products
have been known to the trade
for almost half a century as the
standard in style and quality—
the quickest to sell and most
profitable to handle.

'

At Last Something New Under the Sun
Has Been Found

Yes, we have it! Yes, it is a BRACELET,
but not the old-fashioned kind that opens
with a catch, neither do you have to use a
pin to open it.

It opens readily—just a slight pull and
a twist and it is open, yet it is almost impos-
sible for it to open accidentally when on the
arm ; so nearly so, that we call it the "Kant
Kum Off."

Ask your jobber to show these goods
that you too may have something new to
show your customers.

BATES BACON, Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane Chicago Office, 103 Slate Street

Chicago Letter
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John Francis, the well-known and popular

Southern traveler for E. & J. Swigart, Cincin-

nati, spent a few days in Chicago recently, en-

joying a whiff of metropolitan life.

Roy E. Allen, watchmaker for Joseph Linz

& Bro., of Dallas, Tex., spent a few days in

Chicago recently, combining pleasure with sight-

seeing. Mr. Allen spent a day, while here, out

at Elgin inspecting the big watch plant, to his

great pleasure.

J. R. Parsons, formerly of Parsons' Horo-

logical Institute, Peoria, later of Chicago, but

now of Pasadena, Cal., where he is connected

with Jeweler F. M. Washburn, is spending this

week in Chicago visiting his brothers, the West

Side retailers. Mr. Parsons dropped in at KEY-

STONE headquarters to say that the glorious

climate of California had done him a world of

good, and that he was enjoying much better

health than when he left Illinois. Mr. Parsons

says he expects to spend the remainder of his

days in California, but that it does him good to

get back to his old home State occasionally.

He returns to the Pacific Coast the last of June.

Robert W. Barlow, the veteran traveler for

C. II. Knights & Company, accompanied by his

family, is spending his summer vacation at

Beachwood, Maine. He returns to Chicago

about July zo.
L. E. Shari() is just opening up a new

jewelry store at Danville, Ill. Mr. Shario

bought his opening stock in the Chicago market.

Klein Bros., of Muncie, Ind., were repre-

sented in this market last week by G. A. Klein,

one of the firm, who was here letting the con-

tract for fixtures for their new store which is

now being built and which they expect to move

into some time in the month of November. Mr.

Klein says his firm expects to have the finest

and most modern store in the Hoosier State.

Frank E. Goodale, son of Jeweler George

L. Goodale, Lenox, Iowa, has accepted a posi-

tion as watchmaker with Dallas F. Green, Fort

Wayne, Ind.
Robert Fechtner, a former Chicago jeweler,

but at present located in Chehalis, Wash.,

stopped over in Chicago for a few days last

week, en route to Europe, where he will spend

two months visiting his native country, and

where he will again look upon the scenes of his

childhood and enjoy a rest from business cares.

-Frank- Le Broil, the well-known jeweler of

Keokuk, Iowa, has just returned home from a

six-months' stay in California. Mrs. Le Bron

accompanied him.

Out-of-Town Visitors

Charles E. Lennig, of Lennig Bros., Peru,

Ill., spent a few days in this market this week,

combining .businOs.- yvith pleasure.

W. 11. Cirevi,•-of Streator, Ill., a familiar

figure in this market, was here last week on a

purchasing trip.

Otto Zedler, of the C. Pruesser Jewelry

Company, of Milwaukee, was in town for a day

or two recently, calling on the wholesale and

manufacturing trade.
Mrs. K. C. Pederson, wife of Jeweler Peder-

son, of Warsaw, Ill., was a visiting buyer in this

market recently.

Charles Maurer, of Champaign, Ill., was in

Chicago on a buying trip last week.
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W. A. Quimby, the well-known jeweler of

Lead and Deadwood, S. D., spent several days

in Chicago recently, combining business with

pleasure.
Adam Imig, of A. Itnig & Son, Sheboygan,

Wis., one of the pioneer jewelers of the Badger

State, spent a day in town recently, calling on

his friends in the wholesale and manufacturing

trade.
W. A., Tall, of South Haven, Mich., was a

visiting buyer in this market recently.

A. N. Maumence, jeweler-optician of Mo-

bile, Ala., is in Chicago this week, doing some

buying and enjoying our really delightful sum-

mer resort weather.

Earl Roscoe and Charles White, employees

of Jeweler Mack A. Hurlbut, of Fort Dodge',

Iowa, are in town this week with the throng

of Western excursionists, calling on the trade

and enjoying the sights of a great city.

G. 0. Warren, of Sycamore, Ill., was a

trade visitor in this market yesterday.

George Arkwright, the widely known and

successful jeweler of Beatrice, Nebr., is in town

this week, greeting his old friends in the trade

and selecting some new things for the home

store. Mr. Arkwright was a congenial caller at

THE KEYSTONE headquarters while in the city,

and remarked that Nebraska was a most pleas-

ing sight at present. "Though it is rather early

to predict a great harvest," he said, "it is cer-

tainly true that crop conditions are extremely

favorable in our country. It is, of course, on

the agricultural conditions that our prosperity

rests, and hence the keen interest that every

business man from our country takes in the

agricultural outlook. For my own part. I am

expecting a better fall and holiday trade than

we enjoyed last year."

H. Schwartz, of Monticello, Ill., has been

in the market the past few days, making pur-

chases for the home store.

Oscar Anhalt, for several years past with

Herman Crohn, of Memphis, Tenn., spent sev-

eral days in town recently, en route to New

York, his old home, where he will reside in the

future.
A. D. Smith, of Cedar Rapids, Nebr., is

spending a few days in Chicago this week, doing

some buying and seeing the sights of the West-

ern metropolis.
J. W. Crabill, of Plattsmouth. Nebr.. is

among the throng of Western jewelers in Chi-

cago this week, calling on the trade and doing

some buying. He was a pleasant caller on THE

KEYSTONE.
C. O. Arnold, of Ottumwa, Iowa, was met

in one of our wholesale houses this week, where

Ile was doing some buying. Mr. Arnold brought

the news that they expected to soon move into

their new store, which they are fitting. up in a

thoroughly modern style with new fixtures.

The new establishment is better located and

much larger, and will be more attractive in

every way than the old store.

R. N. Phipps, jeweler-optician of Fulton,

Ky., was in Chicago last week, buying new fix-

tures for the home store, as well as making pur-

chases in the various lines he handles. Mr.

Phipps said to us that he expected a fine fall

business the coming season, and that he was

improving the dull summer season by making

extensive improvements in his store.

Lester F. Lawrence, retail jeweler at Gales-

burg, Ill., spent a few days in Chicago early in

June, combining business with pleasure. He
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was a congenial caller at KEYSTONE head-

quarters during his stay in town.

A. C. Coose, watchmaker for Jeweler J. P.

Forester, of Billings, Mont., spent a few days

in town the early part of the month, combining

business with pleasure. During his stay in town

Mr. Coose was the guest of the Elgin Watch

Company for a day, looking over their big plant

at Elgin.
E. W. Nuckolls, son of Jeweler Ezra

Nuckolls, of Eldora, Iowa, was in town for a

few days last week, combining business with

pleasure.
Henry Dale, of Linton, Ind., was a trade

caller in this market last week.

L. H. Fuller, of Waterville, Minn., spent a

few days in Chicago recently, on a business trip.

Joseph Schneider, of McHenry, Ill., was a

visiting buyer in this market the early part of

the present week.

Will H. Booth, the well-known jeweler of

Sioux Falls, S. D., joined the throng of West-

ern jewelers who came to Chicago this week

upon the temptingly low excursion rate that is

on a number of the Western railroads this week.

Mr. Booth is accompanied by Mrs. Booth and

their two daughters, all of whom are enjoying

our splendid summer resort weather, while Mr.

Booth is doing some buying for the home store.

E. A. Mathews, the pioneer jeweler of Ode-

bolt, Iowa, spent a few days in Chicago the early

part of the week calling on his friends in the

trade. Mr. Mathews brought the news that lie

had sold out his jewelry business to A. E.

Waldron, who has been his watchmaker for 15

years past. Mr. Mathews will continue the

optical and music business the same as hereto-

fore, but the jewelry end of the business will be

carried on separately and distinctly under the

firm-name of A. E. Waldron.

A. J. Larson, of Cedar Falls, Iowa, is in

Chicago this week, on a purchasing and pleasure

trip.
0. C. Zinn, the well-known jeweler of Hast-

ings, Nebr., came to town the early part of the

week with the Western excursionists, and is

enjoying metropolitan life for a few days, while

attending to some buying.

I. F. Varney, of Wichita, Kans., is expected

in town next week on a buying trip.

Dexter Phelps. of Waterloo, Iowa, is spend-

ing a few days in Chicago this week, doing some

buying and enjoying the sights. Mr. Phelps

has only been in business for one year, but is

doing well, and says that the future looks en-

couraging to him.
Syman Bros., the well-known Denver, Colo.,

jewelers, have been represented in this market

this week by Fred Syman, who is in town on a

purchasing trip, as well as to enjoy the delights

of the Western metropolis as a first-class sum-

mer resort.
Ed. Vail, of the well-known and successful

retail jewelry house of Edward Vail & Com-

pany, of Wichita, Kas., is spending a few days

in town this week, combining business with

pleasure.
F. C. Cook, the well-known jeweler of

Janesville, Wis., a familiar and always welcome

figure in this market, was in town for a few

• days last week on a business trip.
A. C. Price, of Rinebeck, Iowa, is among

the throng of Western jewelers in town this

week, combining business with pleasure.
Eggers Bros., of Atlantic, Iowa, are repre-

sented in this market this week by J. R. Eggers,

a member of the firm, who is combining some

buying with ejijoying the sights of Chicago.
George Hoy, of Stuart, Iowa, is spending a

few days in Chicago this week, doing some buy-

ing and enjoying the pleasures of metropolitan

life.
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JEWEL CASKET
THAT IS A JEWEL ITSELF

Size, 5 x 3 x 3.14- inches high

Patent applied for

The finest

and

most appropriate

design

ever conceived

in the

line of a

Bread Tray

No. 3581, Jewel Casket, Ormolu Gold,
$2.82 each

French Gray,
$2.19 each

" 3582, "

" 3582-S, Silver,
$2.50 each

Prices subject to trade discount

" THE BREAD WINNER
illustration size

9 9

No. 350
Patent applied for

French Gray
finish

List price

$ 2.50 each

less trade discount

-

ANCHOR SILVER PLATE COMPANY
San Francisco, Cal. : 738 Mission Street
Chicago, Ill. : Palmer House Works: St. Paul) Minn.

E=Z FLOE
Hard Soldering Solution

A Soldering Solution that is Good. Put up in 6 oz. glass
stopper bottles. Will not lose its strength. Every bottle
guaranteed. Price, $1.00. Direct or from your jobber.

Write for our booklet o How to
Hard Solder." A postal will do.

E-Z Floe Soldering Solution
is a chemically pure fluid per-
fected after several years' experi-
menting for just the right chemi-
cals to do the work required.
Every jeweler who cares any-
thing about saving time, labor
and trouble will be interested in
our fluid. It is all you have im-
agined a soldering fluid should
be—one that will give you satis-
faction in a greater degree than
any solution you have ever used.
Try a bottle and you will be glad
we told you about it.

WE RETUR Y ALL REPAIR WORK ,
SANE BATAS RECEIVED.

We have a proposition to make If
you desire to test EZ Floe before
sending any money. Write now.

E=Z FLOE CHEMICAL CO.
904 Globe Building, St. Paul, Minn.

SEND In YOUR NEXT PACKAGE
AND OPEN Ari ACCOUNT WITH US.)

MVP kW* St
Purim EAPOLIS,
"—N MINN.
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NEWS
from the

NORTHWEST

The summer season is here. June brides and

graduates have had their inning, and the retail

jeweler has had his also. The majority report a

good season and several made the remark "it was

the best June we have had tor years." In general,

business is not what it should be, or at least, not

what was expected, the weather being, no doubt,

partly to blame. The Northwest has been getting

more rain than necessary, but not enough to

endanger our crops, and we probably will be

thankful later in the season that the ground held so

much moisture.
Jobbers report business fairly active and see no

reason for complaint. Collections are coming in

nicely, considering that June 1st is real estate tax

payment time in this section, and, usually, collec-

tions are poor. The vacation season is on and

from now to September 1st all forces will be some-

what shorthanded.
The meetings of the American Association of

Optometrists, Minnesota State Association of

Optometrists and Minnesota Retail Jewelers'

Association will all be held in Minneapolis, July

24th to 27th, and the Twin Cities will no doubt be

alive with trade visitors. All jobbers extend invi-

tations to the trade to visit them when in the city.

They always wish to shake hands with their cus-

tomers and also those not customers.

The Scott Jewelry Co., Stillwater, Minn., has

repapered and painted their storeroom.

Fred. Ohm, with Bullard Bros., St. Paul, has

returned from a two-weeks' vacation at Eau Claire,

Wis., visiting his parents.

G. A. Klein, Duluth, has improved his store

by putting in a new front. This makes his place

of business very attractive in appearance and

shows his progressiveness.

F. H. Peterson has begun business at Prior

and University Avenues, St. Paul.

Albert Goodman has reopened his store at

322 Jackson Street, St. pad.

W. C. Kayser, Vesta, Minn., announces his

intention to dispose of his stock and move to

Minneapolis.
N. C. Pabst, Fargo, N. Dak., has added some

new fixtures to his store.
M. J. Bieber, formerly with Sischo & Beard,

St. Paul, Mimi., has gone to St. Louis, Mo., where

he has charge of the material department of the

Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.
Geo. A. Davis, for three years with F. A.

Bartlett, Lake Crystal, Minn., is now at the bench

for W. R. Crandall, Mankato, Minn.

N. Reisland, Caledonia, N. Dak., has gone to

work for P. H. Holm, Warren, Minn.

W. H. Reighart, Minot, N. Dak., is now

nicely fixed in his new store.

Carl Damueth, Redfield, S. Dak., is enjoying a

month's vacation.
N. Anderson has begun business at Fargo,

N. Dak.
C. J. Plonske, St. Paul. has just completed a

medical course at Chicago, and has decided to

quit the optical field and open a hospital at Ban-

croft, Iowa.
W. P. Knauer, for the past six years with C. A.

Hoffman, Minneapolis, and for two years manager

of the St. Paul branch, has opened an optical par.

lor at 13 East Sixth Street St. Paul.

KEYSTONE

Ed. Eggers, a graduate of Stone's School, St.

Paul, has gone to work for I. M. Radabaugh,

Hastings, Minn.
E. N. Hewer, a graduate of Stone's School,

St. Paul, has gone to work for L. R. Barnett,

Glendive, Mont.
K. H. Milligan has begun business at Lake

View, Iowa.
Scott's jewelry store, Fort Francis, Ont., was

destroyed by fire June 16th. Loss, $3000 ; insur-

ance, poor).
A. Hutander's jewelry store, New York Mills,

was entirely destroyed by firelast month.

Chas. E. Carlson, St. Paul, is smiling broader

than usual. Cause, a new Irtby girl at home.

R. P. Yale has quit business at Dassel, Minn.

F. VI!. Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis., has been

elected treasurer of the improvement association

there.
G. A. Sawyer has begun business at Ivanhoe,

Minn.
F. H. Catlin, Alden, Iowa, is now with H. H.

Starr, New Richmond, Wis.

Edward Moore, for the past four years with

Parker Mercantile Co., Rice Lake, Wis., has re-

signed and will take an extended vacation to regain

his health.
Koch & Pelant have started in business at 10I9

W. Seventh Street, St. Paul, Minn.

A. S. Heimark has moved from Clifford to

Battle Lake, Minn.
W. H. Cowley succeeds A. C. Billon, Detroit,

Minn.
Oscar D. Bush has gone to work for N. S.

Nelson, Hutchinson, Minn.

• J. C. Nelson, Sanborn, Minn., has been ap-

pointed watch inspector for the C. & N. W. Railway.

I,. T. Smith, formerly with I. M. Radabaugh,

Hastings, Minn., has located at Granton, Wis.,

instead of Nielsville, as at first reported.

Ben. Anderson, Kindred, N. Dak., has moved

into his new store building.

J. D. Allen, Cooperstown, N. Dak., reports

the safe arrival of a new jeweler at home last month.

S. 0. Huseth, Great Falls, Mont., has moved

to a new location.
H. A. Pease, Bozeman, Mont., celebrated his

golden wedding last month. May the happy

couple live to see many more anniversaries.

I.,. 0. Hughes, Artesian, S. Dak., has gone to

work for P. V. McCoy, Minot, N. Dak.

Kohn Jewelry Co., Missoula, Mont., is fixing

up its store with new steel ceiling, etc.

0. T. Jacobson has returned to Colfax, Wis.,

where he will continue in business.

Mulholland & Murphy, Livingston, Mont., have

dissolved. J. L. Murphy continues the business.

The Paegle Jewery Co., Minneapolis, had a

narrow escape from burglary June 17th. Burglars

had cut through an eighteen-inch stone wall and

cutting a hole through the floor, they were foiled

by the timely working of the A. D. T. burglar

alarm at 11.20 P.M., and frightened away. After

an apparent thorough search of the premises,

three policemen remained in charge of the build-

ing, and at 2 o'clock found one man hiding under

a desk. He gave his name J. J. Lane, thirty-five

years old, from Lynn, Mass., and claimed to be a

watchmaker by trade and out of work and money.

He claims to have done the job alone.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month

were : L. R. Barnett, Glendive, Mont.; Frank E.

Seiner, Fosston, Minn.; E. H. Prey, Canby, Minn.;

J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis.; H. M. Hitchcock,

Redwood Ealls, Minn.; Max Rabinovich, Grand

Forks, N. Dak.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings,
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Minn.; John Saxine, Prescott, Wis.; Fred. H.

Smith, Williston, N. Dak.; L. T. Dillon, Litchfield,

Minn.; M. J. Ludwig, Spooner, Wis.; F. H. Catlin,

Alden, Iowa ; C. A. Sherdahl, Montevideo, Minn.;

Dr. E. C. Roberts, Redwing, Minn.; J. W. Grain-

ger, Rochester, Minn.; W. J. Walsh, Waverly,

Minn.; Alex. Sweningsen, Moorhead, Minn.; Geo.

W. Dillon, Manley, Iowa ; Arnold E. Voegeli,

Dickinson, N. Dak.; Will C. Kayser, Vesta, Minn.;

John Holt, Eau Claire, Wis.; F. W. Seaman, St.

Croix Falls, Wis.; J. A. Robinson, White Fish,

Mont.; S. C. Hone, Barron, Wis.; John C. Marx,

Shakopee, Minn.; Gus Reim, New Ulm, Minn.; J.

T. Gardner, Cass Lake, Minn.; W. H. Pletoch,

Lake City, Minn.; R. D. N. Springer, Anoka,

Minn.; J. L. Cross, Campbell, Minn.; Louis Holt,

Eau Claire, Wis.; W. W. McGuire, Northfield,

:\ lion.; Dr. C. J. Plonske, Bancroft, Iowa, F.

Willman, Stillwater, Minn.; H. G. Hansen,

i nona, Minn.

The fact, no doubt, that the optical meetings

take place on the same dates as that of the Minne-

sota Retail Jewelers' Association, the attendance

at the latter will be larger than on any previous

occasion. The inducement of special railroad

fares will have its effect, and the many interesting

items on the programmes for the optical meetings,

to both of which the jewelers will be welcome,

will, no doubt, prove an irresistible attraction. As

many of the jewelers of the State as can attend

should be present on this occasion and become

members of the organization. The need for such

an organization is self-evident to every jeweler, as

there are many pressing grievances to be redressed

and there is much they can learn from one another.

" Inimitable," Say Expert Engravers

Few works
are so great as
to be beyond
criticism.

We know of
one, however,
and it will bene-
fit you to know
of it also.

It is that now

famous portfolio of art and skill, " Hornikel's

Engravers' Text-Book."

In the chorus of praise accorded this

work by expert engravers there is not a

single note of discord.
On the contrary there is such a rivalry of

eulogy as has probably never been accorded

any other product of skilled craftsmanship.

The work consists of sixty-one page

plates of letters and monograms, pretty pat-

terns and all manner of combinations—all

styles of monograms for all kinds of purposes,

for lockets, spoons, trays, cigarette and match

cases, loving cups, rings, fobs, etc.

To see it is to own it. There's money

for you on every page of it. To be without

is a voluntary loss.
A copy will be sent postpaid to any part of

the world on receipt of price, $6.00 (‘I 5.)

For sale by THE KEYSTONE
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa
42 Madison Street, Chicago —Adv.
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The Exposition

THE KEYSTONE

The Lewis and Clark Cen-
tennial Exposition, at Port-

in Portland land, Oregon, is now in full
swing and is being visited by

large numbers of tourists from the far East.
According to the report of the officials in charge
of admissions, unofficially made, the admissions
to the Exposition on the opening day were
39,577. When it is considered that the opening
of the World's Fair at St. Louis showed but a
little in excess of 180,000, Portland's record
seems remarkable. At that date the city of St.
Louis had a population of not less than 600,000,
it is the center of an old and thickly settled
region and has near it a dozen large cities from
which to draw crowds, while the whole State of
Oregon has fewer inhabitants than the Missouri
'metropolis, and the State census, which has just
been taken, though not tabulated as yet, it is
thought by conservative statisticians, will not
give Portland more than 120,000 population, an
increase of 33 1-3 per cent. over the United
States census of 19oo. With one-fifth the urban
population of St. Louis it shows two-ninths as
many visitors on opening day.

The clearings of San Francisco during the
second week of June amounted to $30,835,639,
an increase of 17.5 per cent. over the cor-
responding week of 1904. This city by the
Golden Gate, from all accounts, is about as
flourishing as any in the country, and we're still
growing.

Another manifestation of our growth—nine
thousand dollars a front foot for a lot on Market
Street—is an indication of the confidence San
Franciscans have in the future of their city. The
amount named is not a boom price; it simply
represents a safe investment for immediate
returns.

Geo. Grecnzweig & Company, wholesale
jewelers of this city, who have been located
at 206 Kearny Street for a number of years,
have taken a lease on new offices at the
Spreckels annex on Market Street, and will
move in as soon as their new office fixtures are
installed. Slowly, but surely, the wholesale
jewelry district is moving south of the •old
center.

W. W. Hall, who recently. conducced 'a re-
tail jewelry establishment in Salt Lake. City, is
now nicely housed in fine new qitarters at
Beaver, Mich.

• James Sorenson, president of the incorpo-
rated jewelry firm of J. Sorenson & Company,
of Sixth Street, this city, is spending a delight-
ful vacation in the East. Mrs.. Sorenson ac-
companies him. They will. spend a few 'days
visiting Niagara Falls, returning by waY-'of
Philadelphia and Chicago, where-they •will..in-
spect the watch case and movementlantoaies.

Joseph Nordman, of Nordman Bros., is
flapping out a six-weeks' vacation, and will
leave in a few days for the Yosemite.. His route
after leaving the Valley will embrace Blue
Canyon, Wyoming and Santa Catalina Islands,
off the Southern Coast of California. 'Uncle Joe
contemplates some good fishing while at. the
latter resort, as it is the mecca of all true dis-
ciples of patient Sir Isaac.

The annual base ball game be-
Diamond Dealers tween the representatives of
on the Diamond the wholesale jewelry houses

in this city was played in
Golden Gate Park on Saturday June so. The
teams represented firms situated south and
north of Market Street. The following houses
were ably represented: M. Schussler, Alphonse
Judis Company, A. I. Hall & Son—South Nine;
A. Eisenberg & Company, Carrau & Green, Cal-
ifornia Jewelry Company, Phelps & Adams, J.
S. Lehrberger & Company, Ehrenberg & Wurk-
heim—North Nine. The victory was a sweep-
ing one for the North side team; the score be-
ing 26 to 12. The line up was as follows:

South Side Jewelers.

H. Jacobs.  
Bushnell .
Gott  
E. Bastheim 
A. R. Cooper
J. Valentine 
C. Rednall.  
Scgaertzer
Haley  

North Side Jewelers.

.Pitcher......S. Mendelsohn
 Catcher J Lewis
 1st .S. Wurkheim

2d Base  Peterson
 3d Base M. Cohen

Shortstop .H. Rittler
Right Field W. Meadows

...Center Field. F Barkan
Left Field  Levin

While the score on both sides was a little
larger than usual, it is in no way disparaging, as
the play was a very snappy exhibition of the
national game. The old grass eaters looked
natural in their old ball suits, and we think a
few more games in the near future will have a
tendency to promote the good feeling that now
exists among the trade. All of the houses were
largely represented, as all of the non-players at-
tended in a body, and the girls were also very
much in evidence, which no doubt accounts for
the fine exhibition, as the usual fireworks were
missing. The travelers, representing a number
of Eastern manufacturers, who graced the field
with their presence, were amply repaid for their
time, as between the several innings they were
able to become better acquainted with the boys
and girls who keep their goods salable after they
are in the jobbers' stocks. Fortunately the day
was not marred by a single accident, that is of
any moment. The only feature that created a
flurry was when the umpire's hat was aligned
with a ball in a double play from first to third
base. The big score for the winners is due
largely to the home runs made by Lewis, Rittler
and Wurkheim. Bushnell, catcher for .the losing
side, besides holding down some swift balls be-
hind .the bat, is also credited with a complete
circuit.

The Crocker Building, situated at Grant
Avenue and Post Street, is nearly completed,
and as soon as the fixtures are installed, Shreve
& Company, now located on Market Street, will
move into their new quarters. This firm will
occupy four or five floors in this new fire-proof
building, and will transfer their manufacturing
plant from their old factory on Fremont .Street
to the upper floors of the .new building, which
will' enable them to have their-entire.forge under
Ana- r.00f. • .
•'. ,Noack was in town laSt month,
buy4ng-41CW... goods for his .Sacram'ento store.
Charlie predicts p2.ko6d season if and ..ra'round
the Capital. and he expects to 'kei`liis share. '

Leon Carratt and family, of Carrau &Green,
fire • spending a six-weeks' vacation at Bartlett
Springs;in Lake County. This.resort is a good
.one for Leon's wants, as there is good fishing
and an abundance of game within walking dis-
tant e of the..spring.

July, i9o;

The Kimberley Diamond Palace, situated on
Market Street, has changed owners. A. S.
Levin has succeeded the old firm of Levin &
Ellis and will endeavor to supply the growing
demands of his large number of patrons.

H. W. Copp, "The Grand Old Man," who
conducts an exclusive watch business at 134
Sutter Streetjecently returned from an Eastern
visit after calling upon' his' friends in Montreal
and Toronto, and from his personal appearance
we would say his three-weeks' vacation did him
a lot of good.

Burnett Bros., the rising young retail jewel-
ers of Aberdeen and Chehalis, have purchased
the stock and fixtures of Charles F. Richards,
retail jewelers of Seattle, Wash., and will carry
on this business at the same old stand in con-
junction with their other two stores.

Leon Nordman, the respected head of the
well-known firm of Nordman Bros., wholesale
jewelers, 534 Sutter Street, was the recipient of
numerous congratulations upon the celebration
of his silver wedding, on June 13, from both
friends in and outside of the trade.

The Arries, Worrell, Butler Company, of
Los Angeles, have succeeded to the business of
the old firm of Rodman-Wise Company, and
will conduct a first-class optical and jewelry
business at 230% South Spring Street. The
new firm will carry an exclusive wholesale busi-
ness in the above lines.

Sam. Dickson, Humboldt County's enter-
prising retail jeweler, is in the market for ideas
for jewelry store fixtures, as he is about to build
a fine two-story building in Fortuna, which he
hopes to occupy some time in the near future.

Chas. W. Hayden, recently with A. C. Smith,
of Mexico City, has left the employ of Brittian
& Company, the Geary Street jewelers, to ac-
cept a position as head watchmaker for Geo.
F. Blakeslee, of Tonopah and Goldfield, Nev.

Jos. W. Field, who recently managed the
watch repair department of Radke & Company's
Sutter Street store, has gone back to his first
love, and all letters should now be addressed to
him in care of the Elgin National Watch Corn-
pany, Elgin, Ill.

Peter Engle, of Marysville, and Charles
Niner, of Pleasanton, Cal., were among thc
visiting tradesmen in this market last month.

B. Gardner, who is in the employ of A. S.
Levin, "Kimberley Diamond Palace," has re-
turned from his honeymoon. Mrs. Gardner was
formerly one of the belles of Sonoma County
and will be missed by the younger element in
Getirneville. THE KEYSTONE joins the happy
pair's friends in wishing them a prosperous
future.

C. M. Henkel and wife, who conduct a
first-class store in Bisbee, Ariz., spent their
honeymoon calling upon their friends in thi •.
city, and visited all of the points of interest in
this vicinity before they left for the Lewis and
Clark Centennial Exposition at Portland. Mr.
Henkel expects to arrive home about July 1st.

C. J. Klein, retail jeweler of Santa Cruz, was
among the out-of-town tradesmen in this market
recently, buying new novelties for his summer
trade, as the summer resorts in his neighbor
hood are filled up with visitors from the in
tenor, and Charlie is ready for them even t(,
shirt-waist novelties.

Al. Bullion; who travels for Fred. Lezinsky,
while on a recent business trip to Los Angeles,
Met with a very painful accident and returned
to town on crutches. We are pleased to report
that* he will be able to discard his supports in a
short time- and' take,..tip his i'dtite where the
accident overtook him..

"BROCADE"

G.1552

Rieh hand engrnved ; 1 ,,otiful shade of green
ill I11.111•11. 11' UI IC

0 size Hunting

"ETRUSCAN"

G.1523.

Hammer work—fine hand engraving—
Carved flower

0 size Hunting

"ROMAN"

1..sy S T 044.

G. 1558.

Finley bright cut fib al lesign and brocade,
richly eolored

Engraved on background

0 size Hunting

The new effects in

Keystone Solid Gold Cases
described in the June number of THE KEYSTONE

Each of these different descriptions of ornament are made in a. great

variety of patterns, presenting over 2000 new effects.

The full line of our matchless Gold product for the Fall of 1905 is now

in the hands of the jobbers. The early buyers will secure the choicest items,

and indications point to an unprecedented demand for these exquisite 
goods.

The Keystone Watch Case Co., 19t15 & Brown Sts., Philadelphia

O. 1573.

Fine bright cut fern-leaf ■lesign on Roman
background

0 size Hunting

"ETRUSCAN"

$1,-(sToiv

G.1520.

Bleb, novel and handsome effect. Nand
engraved, deep ,dting

0 Size Hunting

"BROCADE"

G-1838

Well engraving ; beautiful shade of green In
brocade work

0 size Hunting
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IN ALL GRADES OF

TEGI-K AND
MOVEMENTS

\Ve are also headquarters for the standard brands of Silver
Plate, Flat and Hollowware.

ROG   ERS 0, BRO. * 1D3RAND
J1 47 ROGERS HROS„

COMPLETE LINE STAG HANDLE CARVING SETS, Etc.

_ff.,. O. NUR 83URT 5,„\l, )14 South Tenth
PhiRemdeIlphia,IPo

41111••:•111111.

THE SIMPLEX

WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

Self contained —requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from

burning out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

Price, $12 net. May -be parch:mil through your
Jobber.

THIMBLES
Gold and Silver

ESIAOLISMED 1032
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KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANU0/111711113115

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E "

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

204

307 507

205 206

32•0310172A0.1110i,

Made in Gold, Silver, Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, novo] Copper andBlack Enamel. Samples scut ttpuu request,

I

COMMUNITY

SILVER

The immense popularity of

" Community Silver" is proof

that there is an ever-increasing

number of people in this coun-

try who can afford the econ-

omy of buying the best.

In these prosperous times

people no longer buy cheap

plated ware, -which must soon

be replaced. They realize that

true economy lies in getting

the very best at the beginning.

Our advertising has made

" Community Silver " widely

known. It has convinced the

American woman that, dollar

for dollar, " Community Silver"

gives better value than any

other plated ware she can buy.

This means sales for you, and

sales at a good margin.

If you are not 110W carry-

ing it, inquire of your jobber,

or write us.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD
ONEIDA, N.Y.

Founded in 161,
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CLOCKS
Write for

Catalog and Price-List

CEDRO

18 inches high

Patent applied for

IONA
1734 Inches high

Patent applied for

ORIGINAL, ATTRACTIVE PATTERNS in
LATEST STYLE MANTEL and HANGING CLOCKS

Solid Oak Cases Raised Cast Figurcs
Finished in Dutch Brown or Dark ission )ak

S—Day I ovements

The Sessions Clock ain Office and Factories,Co.,_ .9 Forestville, Connecticut, U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 37 Maiden Lane

( I hinging Clocks, si inches high)

<\\

To all Jewelers

Benevolent Protective Order Elks

Greeting

And be it known that during your

convention in Buffalo you are cor-

dially invited to make our office your

headquarters—to have your mail ad-

dressed in our care and to avail

yourselves of the many courtesies

which it will give us pleasure

to have the opportunity

of showing you

‘`»

HEINTZ BROS
BUFFALO

N Y RING 71 AK E R S

I 093

JUANITA

hmim.d

RAMONA

Patented

VENTURA
Ilatented



NOT STANDING STILL-CERTAINLY NOT. THERE ISN'T ANY

PROGRESS IN A STATIONARY PROPOSITION. OUR SALES ARE

CONSTANTLY INCREASING, WHICH GOES TO PROVE THAT

OUR PRODUCT IS A SELLING ONE. WE ARE LIVING IN A

PROGRESSIVE AGE AND OUR BUSINESS MOVES MUST BE

SUCH AS WILL COMMEND THEMSELVES TO THOUGHTFUL,

INTELLIGENT PEOPLE. THE PROGRESSIVE JOBBER BUYS

FROM THE PROGRESSIVE MANUFACTURER - BOTH ARE

SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS MEN. WE WANT YOU FOR A

BUYER OF 0 & B RINGS. BE PROGRESSIVE.

We are constant% addin
Yew& OricinatDefifinf

lc:7HE LINE.
elide avorinff to _make
it the moil profitable
olalfRinjyltizejoit.

the market /or
thaetailleweleri

to handle.
T-E,IN6' If
bELIEVIN

tt. •
8fe4■0` 'N!,?et

Importers of DIAMONDS
.,VeinufactareAs of RINGS

UFFALOAI



L 1400" Shorthand for Riqg Superiority

The Kaufman Traveieri cant o everywhere,5o its
po55ible you've never5een our peer1e55 line of __solid Gold
Ring5. If (you dont handle them we both lose money.
That's all wrong ! Write us and we'll try to mal e it right.

THE BEST

DESIGNS

WORKMANSHIP

FINISH

LOUIS KAUFMAN & CO.,
RING MAKERS,

82 AND 84 FULTON 5T.,
NEW YORK.

RINGS

OF EVERY

DE SCR' PT I ON

ENDLESS VARIETY.
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The general business condi-

June a Busy Month tions of the past month have
been such as to warrant the

assertion that it has been the best June in several

years. The jewelers reaped a harvest in the sale

of graduation gifts, and the crop of weddings

turned out much better than was expected. The

last half of the month was extremely hot, and this
stimulated the sale of summer clothing and its
:iccessories to such an extent that all lines of mer-

chandise were benefited.

The steel industry is much better here in
Northern Ohio than for some time past, and the
large concerns are planning to enlarge their plants

to accommodate the demand. In the neighboring
cities of Youngstown and Lorain millions of dollars
will be expended in new mills and additions,
which will give employment to thousands of work-
men.

Our local concerns report a rush of orders for
steel products, and one concern is now producing
and shipping to Japan for its government a com-
plete steel manufacturing plant, which is to cost
many millions. This speaks volumes for Cleveland
and its resources.

A. T. Hubbard, president of the Cowell &
Hubbard Co., will spend the month of July at his
summer home among the Thousand Islands of the
St. Lawrence. He will be accompanied by his
family and friends from the East.

Capt. R. E. Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdick
Co., was recently re-elected president of the Clifton
Club. This is the third year that he has served in
this capacity, and it attests his popularity with the
members.

The Sigler Bros. Co. are installing the service
of the American District Telegraph burglar-alarm
in their entire store.

The Webb C. Ball Watch Co. were very much
in evidence at the recent convention of the Brother-
hood of Railroad Trainmen held in Buffalo. A
very large display of the product of this firm was
made. A similar display was also made at the
meeting of the Railway Conductors at Portland,
Oregon.

F. T. Blackford, of Pittsburg, has joined the
traveling force of the Scribner & Loehr Co. and
will cover Eastern Ohio and Pennsylvania. Mr.
Blackford was formerly with West, White 8z Christy,
of Pittsburg.

L. M. Sigler sailed for Europe this week and
will spend the greater part of the summer in the
continental markets.

Sidney Ball, secretary of the Webb C. Ball
Watch Co., was in Chicago the first of the month
on business for his firm. •

Bowler & Burdick Co. have just finished their
annual inventory. The result was satisfactory.

Chas. Klockseim, who for some years past has
conducted the jewelry branch of Schleman Bros.,
Lexington and Russell Avenues, has bought out
the jewelry stock and moved into a storeroom by
himself three doors away.

The well-known advertising opticians, the
Alexanders, of New York and Brooklyn, have
opened a branch in this city at 361 Erie Street.
This will be only the temporary quarters, as Mr.
Alexander, Jr., expects to take the former store-
room of Fenton & Stain, Lennox Building, which
will be fitted out in first-class style and an oculist
added to the force. They expect to make this city
one of their permanent optical offices.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. were the success-
ful bidders for the cups which are given each year

by the Country Club. The entire lot was on dis-
play for a few days. About eighty-five cups were
supplied in the different grades.

The three crooks who were arrested last month
for the robbery of Jeweler Ermine, were tried and
convicted. The men were identified by Mr.
Ernne's clerk, C. L. Rodig, and this, coupled with
the confession of one. of the gang, was evidence
enough to convict. So far, none of the stolen
diamonds have been recovered.

Pratt & Gibb is the firm-name of a new jewelry
concern recently opened at Newark, Ohio. Cincin-
nati jobbers supplied the stock.

Norman E. Haskall, of J. J. Freeman & Co.,
Toledo, has just returned from an extensive trip to
the European markets.

S. j. Gilger, Norwalk, Ohio, has just closed a
two-weeks' successful auction preparatory to his
removal to new quarters across the street. This
was the first auction in this town in nearly fifteen
years.

Jacob Frank, 785 Woodland Avenue, has just
removed to his new store, 843 Woodland Avenue.

C. Scheingold has taken the storeroom for-
merly occupied by Geo. Pugh, on Superior Street,
near Erie Street.

The following jewelers from various towns in
this State were here recently : Steiner and Joliet,
Alliance, Ohio ; R. R. Moore, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio ; B. F. Phillips, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio ; W. P.
Carruthers, Oberlin, Ohio ; W. C. Fisher, Lorain,
Ohio ; Geo. A. Clark, Lorain, Ohio ; J. 0. McClin-
tock, Chagrin Falls, Ohio ; A. J. Heiman, Barber-
ton, Ohio ; A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohio ; Henry
Dehnel, Sandusky, Ohio ; C. N. Frazier, Norwalk,
Ohio ; J. B. Avery, North Amhurst, Ohio ; J. W.
Helfrich, Carrollton, Ohio ; H. I). Pierce, Garretts-
ville, Ohio ; 0. G. Carter, New London, Ohio ;
D. Leonheiser, Huron, Ohio ; A. P. Humphreys,
Bellefontaine, Ohio.

After the recent rains Texas is now confronted
with hot, dry weather in almost every section.
More rain is very badly needed, and unless it mate-
rializes soon the corn crop will be considerably
decreased. The recent rains have not materially
injured the wheat crop, and it is estimated the
yield will be up to the average.

The Southern Horological Institute announces
that they will soon be ready for business and ex-
pects a large opening attendance. The territory of
the institute is very wide and they hope to have a
complete class at all times.

Dallas for the past two years has had very
poor State fairs, but this annual event will be very
different this year. The grounds are now being
prepared by hundreds of workmen, and at this

writing present a very beautiful sight. The Expo-

sition Building, which is under construction, will

be ready for occupancy about August 15th. The
building, alone, is a credit to the city, having all

the latest improvements of modern architecture.

One feature will be added to the fair this year that

has been omitted for the past two years, and that

is horse racing. This is quite a drawing card, and

the sporting element expect to have some of the

finest races that have ever been pulled off in the

South.
Dallas and the State at large was very much

surprised to learn of the bankruptcy of the Morgan

& Hawley Co., as they were widely known in the

jewelry circles. On June 2d a receiver was ap-

pointed and a week following, by request of three

New York creditors, bankruptcy was declared.

A. S. Fonville, of Wichita Falls, was in the

city recently and made the home trip in an auto.
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C. A. Moore, traveling salesman for Shuttles
Bros. & Lewis, has been in for about ten days,
resting and getting ready for an eight-weeks' trip.

W. M. Guthrie, the jeweler, of Terrell, Texas,
was in the city recently investigating the clock
wants of the people, as he has recently invented
an electric clock, called by many a wheelless clock.
He is much elated over the success of the same,
as it has been pronounced by competent workmen
to be a good patent.

Fred. H. Frey, of Fort Worth, Texas, made
a business trip to Dallas recently.

J. V. DeGrazier, bookkeeper, who is also a
member of the firm of Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, has
just attained to the 32d degree in Masonry.

Fred. Studer, an up-to-date jeweler, of Waco,
who recently purchased the stock of F. T. Elrick,
of that city, was in Dallas making some purchases
for the fall trade.

L. D. Brannon, formerly of Mount Calm,
Texas, has moved to Duncan, Ind. Ter

The firm of Narry & Mitchell, of Venus, Texas,
has dissolved. The new firm-name is Narry &
Alexander.

Sam. F. Stewart, the up-town jeweler, of this
city, has greatly enlarged his stock. He has now
a very neat little store and reports business very
good.

B. A. Buck, formerly of Elgin, Texas, has ac-
cepted a position in Mobile, Ala.

W. D. Frey, material clerk of C. L. Norswor-
thy, made a trip to Galveston recently and reports
the water very fine.

C. L. Norsworthy expects adding to his already
complete line of tools and material a complete line

buyer and sales manager of
of opticalR.il goods.

Shuttles,
Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, has returned from a five-
weeks' trip to the Eastern markets and reports a
very pleasant time, as well as a very successful
bus 

formerly of Sulphur Springs, has
business ssFtireigpfie, 

accepted a position with Matthews Drug Co., of

of McKinney, Texas, was
Marsphl Texas.

Goodin, 
jeeler, 

has recently
i DGa aws rericeanittloymv: soi tfi ng 

Bowie,
r  ela i  Texves.

as,
s,

purchased the stock of W. C. Ballew, Fort Worth,
Texas, and has opened up a business there as well
as at Bowie, Texas, and Chicasha, Ind. Ter.

Eugene Taber, manager of the Taber Mfg.
Co., of this city, made a pleasant trip to Galves-
ton, 

Shuttles
Texas,   r eBcreons l y8 r.

quarters too small, have taken the third floor of
the building they now occupy and same will be
used as a sample room for cut glass, etc.

A. Zintgraff, formerly bookkeeper of the Mor-
gan & Hawley Co., has accepted a position as in-

amilton, the traveling representa-
tive

adjuster.
R.
of C. L. Norsworthy, has just returned from a

trip to Arizona and New Mexico, and reports
business in that section much better than in some
parts in Texas.

Tom Armstrong, a partner of the Platt Jewelry
Co., Cisco, Texas, has accepted a position with
G. A. Pfaeffle, at Greenville, Texas.

Glen A. Coulson, who recently opened a
jewelry business at Greenville, Texas, was in the
city recently making some very extensive pur-
chases. He reports business entirely setisfactory
since the first day he opened.

C. H. Lewis, of Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, has
returned from a summer vacation and reports a
very 

1.Will. rich, of Kaufman, Texas, was in
plielia.saFn.tntrilei

Da 
formerly of Nacogdoches, Texas,

Dallas 
Russell, J. 

a. e. 

has accepted a position with D. E. Austin & Co.,
druggists and jewelers, Grapevine, Texas.

Emmett Mitchell, who has been conducting a
jewelry business at Pittsburg, Texas, has moved
his business to Nacogdoches, Texas, and reports
conditions in that section much better than in his
former location.

R. A. Terrell, who has been connected with
A. A. Everett for a number of years, has resigned
his position there and opened up a very handsome
optical parlor at 334 Elm Street.
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The Greatest Seller of the Season
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Patented Feb. 28, 1905

Bracelets are having a greater sale this season than for many years.

The new Sturdy bracelet has made a distinct hit, being the most

perfect and complete bracelet ever produced. It is made of gold

filled stock, in the plain finishes, hand-chased designs and stone

sets. The joints are invisible, and when closed the bracelet presents

the appearance of a solid circle.

Jewelers who have not been supplied can obtain samples
om any representative jobber.

JO FO
Made only by

Mer s of

The Sturdy Lfine of
5tandaTd Watch Chir

ATTLEBORO IFALL, MAO

Established 186/5

•T LETTER'

June was a very satisfactory
for the trade. WeddingJune Business month

•Satisfactory and graduating presents were in
active demand, and general

sales were at least normal. Travelers for the local

jobbing houses have finished the spring business

and report same not quite up to last year. Invoic-

ing and recarding stocks, Saturday half holiday

and vacations will be in order for the travelers until

the middle of July, when they will again take the

road. At this writing Indianapolis is preparing for

the reception. of the North American Gymnastic

Union, which will hold a big athletic festival, begin-

ning June 25stt Already the city is gay with flags

and the turnverein colors, red and white. Robert

Kipp, well known to the jewelry trade, is chair-

man of the committee on street decorations.

From 12,00010 15,000 visitors are expected, includ-

ing a special team of athletes from Germany.

A. P. Craft Co. were unusually busy all through

June, night work being necessary part of the time.

The firm furnished a great many school and fra-

ternity pins and badges, among them being

De Pauw and Purdue College pins, Tipton and

Crawfordsville High School pins and Knicher-

backer Hall (Indianapolis) pins. The firm are

making some changes in their workshop to accom-

modate a toolmaker and two more jewelers.

Geo. G. Dyer is settled in his new quarters on

Alarket Street, in the Claypool Building, where he

is doing a manufacturing business.
James Baker, traveling repre-

A Traveling sentative of Frank M. Whiting

& Company, Attleboro, Mass.,

during a recent visit to Minne-

apolis, enjoyed the hospitality of Chris. Bernloehr,

at his handsome new home on Sutherlin Avenue,
where the grounds slope almost to Fall Creek.
After lunch Mr. Bernloehr invited his guest to try
his luck at fishing. All went well until Mr. Baker,

growing excited, stepped on a treacherous log that
rolled him off into twelve feet of water. Being a
good swimmer, he was soon on dry land, but his
once natty attire presented a sorry plight. The
rest of the day Mr. Baker spent on the veranda

dressed in Bernloehr's clothes (which were rather

short) watching the wind and sun dry out hi3 own

garments, which were afterwards taken to a tailor.
The next morning, when the knight of the grip
sallied forth to resume his travels, no one would
have guessed that he had even touched the muddy

bottom of Fall Creek.
In a letter received the last of May by Manager

Carey Taylor from J. C. Sipe, the latter was on the
eve of departure for a bear hunt in the mountains
of Colorado. He wrote of a wild cat, a lynx and a
fox that he had just added to his spoils and shipped

to•Chicago to be mounted. An unusually beau-
tiful bear skin occupies the center of the floor in
Mr. Sipe's salesroom, and attracts much attention
and admiration. This bear was killed on a pre-
vious hunt after a long, hard fight. It has been

handsomely mounted, is 734 feet long (from top of
nose to tip of tail), weighed 900 pounds when
killed, and is a fine specimen of the silver-tipped
grizzley of the fighting species. Mr. Sipe has
decided to remain West, leaving his brothers
Sam. F. and Aaron E. to do the annual diamond
purchasing for the Indianapolis, Pittsburg and

Man's Mishap

Buffalo houses. The Messrs. Sipe will sail for

Amsterdam, July iith, on the Kaiser Wilhelm!!.

They expect to make an unusually heavy purchase

of diamonds, having faith in a big trade the corn-

ing season. Carey Taylor, manager of the Indian-

apolis house, began the annual to per cent. discount

sale June 1st, previous to the departure for the

transatlantic trip.
Chris. Bernloehr, another local diamond mer-

chant, will also sail for Europe on the A'aiser

Wilhelm g July MIL His trip will be one of

both pleasure and business.
H. Cohen, who has been conducting a closing-

out sale at 37 South Illinois Street, began an

auction sale June 3d, which will continue until all

is sold. Lewis R. Robinson is auctioneer.

Fletcher Medaris, watchmaker for Burton

Bros., ii N. Meridian Street, spent several days

last month at Winona Park, Ind.

Charles Lauer, senior member of C. W. Lauer

& Co., contemplates a trip to Denver during July.

Later the trip will be extended to the Pacific Coast.

Charles A. Beck, watchmaker with the Fidelity

Watch and Diamond Co., has returned from a visit

to relatives in Madison, Ind.
S. T. Nichols & Co., Baldwin, Miller & Co.

and A. P. Craft & Co. close at noon Saturdays

during June, July and August.
The Fidelity Watch and Diamond Co. fur-

nished a handsome diamond ring that was raffled

by the degree staff of Keona Tribe of Red Men,

last month.
A handsome gold medal, weighing forty penny-

weights, and two inches in diameter, was furnished

by J. H. Reed to the faculty of Wabash College.

The medal was presented to Prof. Geo. C. Moore,

for meritorious work done in science.

J. C. Walk & Son began their annual inven-

tory work July 1st, preparatory to which a special

sale was conducted during June.

The annual State convention of the United

Commercial Travelers of Indiana was held at Fort

Wayne, June loth. The State has a membership

of 892, an increase in the past year of 263. The

next State convention will be held at Evansville.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected. The

officer of grand treasurer will be filled by John T.

Gardner, traveler for Baldwin, Miller & Co.

Albert F. Lich has sold his watch-repairing

business, located at 918 State Life Building, to

A. B. Swift, formerly watchmaker for J. C. Sipe.

Mr. and Mrs. I. Grohs gave a large reception

June 9th, in honor orthe confirmation of their son,

Louis Solomon Grohs. Mr. Grohs is president of

the I. Grohs Jewelry Co., in the State Life Building.

John P. Mullally attended the annual meeting

of the State lodge of B. P. 0. E., held at Muncie,

June 8th and 9th. The town was a mass of purple

and white bunting and flags in honor of the visit-

ing Elks.
Of the twenty-two Japanese now

An Enterprising in Indianapolis, Ikko Matsumoto

Japanese Jeweler has been here longest. He ar-

rived here in 5887, but returned

to Japan. In 5892 he came back to the city,

since which time he has lived here continuously.

Matsumoto is the only Japanese Mason in Indiana,

and one of the few in the United States. His wife

is an American woman. The latest arrival from

Japan is Y. Sugioka, a jeweler, employed by

Matsumoto.
Albert G. Berg, formerly of Pittsburg, Pa., is

now working at the watchmaker's bench that Carl

L. Rost has erected over his front show window,

where he finds both light and ventilation excellent,

and has no interruptions.
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I. C. Crane, a Virginia Avenue jeweler, is

building four cottages for rent, on Twenty-fifth

and N. Delaware Streets.
A burglar who entered the home of Q. E. Bell,

on College Avenue, was seen as he jumped from a
second-floor porch, at midnight, June 3d, and ran
through the backyard. Mr. Bell found that the
thief had carried off his trousers, which contained
$4 in money and the keys to his place of business,
the Indianapolis Clock Co., on Fort Wayne Ave-
nue. The police were asked to watch the office
and factory, as a number of watch cases and move-
ments were stored there. No trace of the burglar
could be found.

Bernard P. Currier, formerly with Bressett-
Pugh Co., who a short time ago discontinued their
optical branch, is now manager of the optical busi-
ness of the Indiana Jewelry and Optical Co.,
41 W. Washington Street, of which Henry D.
Burgheim is proprietor.

Charles M. Leland and Edwin L. Church, of
Michigan City, Ind., are students at the Northern
Illinois College of Ophthalmology. Mr. Church
retains his position with M. V. Cole, of Michigan
City, and upon the completion of his college course
will have charge of the optical department.

Edward Mullally, seventy-five years old, re-

cently died at his home in this city. The funeral

was held at St. Patrick's Church. He was the

father of John P. Mullally, the Monument Place

jeweler.
Citizens of Indianapolis recently found at their

doors yardsticks bearing the advertisement of

J. H. Reed, jeweler, 38 W. Washington Street.

Mr. Reed also distributed booklets entitled, " A

Little Thing of Importance," a treatise on collar

buttons, published by the Horton, Angell Co.,

Attleboro, Mass.
Ed. Gardner has removed his

A Veteran Jeweler manufacturing and repair busi-

ness to rooms 23 and 24 Cor-

dover Block on West Washington Street. He has

associated with him his father, T. N. Gardner, one

of the oldest jewelers in the city and well known

throughout the State. Mr. Gardner will soon cele-

brate his seventieth birthday, but is still hale and

hearty and able to do the finest watchwork or turn

out any skilled piece of metal work. He began to

learn his trade in I850 under Julius Goad], a

Swede, who taught him all about Swiss watches.

At one time Mr. Gardner was head of the watch-

repair work of the old firm of Bingham, Walk &

Mayhew (now J. C. Walk & Son). In 1878 he

went into business for himself and continued in it

until seven years ago, when he gave it over to his

sons, John and Edward. John is now traveler for

Baldwin, Miller Co. and Edward conducts his own

shop. After his retirement, the senior Mr. Gard-

ner went West. Spending the winters in Denver

and the summers in a milling camp in the moun-

tains, where he owns 16o acres of ground, through

which runs a rich gold belt. A comfortable house

has been erected on the ground, and nothing

pleases Mr. Gardner more than to live out there in

the open air and dig gold. He is contemplating a

return, feeling confident that his mine is rich in the

yellow ore.

John A. Bernloehr, of Chris. Bernloehr &

Bros., has purchased a fine piece of property on

the corner of Park Avenue and Eleventh Street.

Mr. Bernloehr contemplates tearing down the resi-

dences now on the lot and erecting a handsome

modern flat building.
Chas. Mayer & Co. had two very handsome

window displays during June. Gifts appropriate

to the June bride were the feature.

(Continued on page 1101)
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The Giant ) in Quality
of

Collar Buttons 
in Sales

Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23, 1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co.,49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet., " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will he rewarded with one of
Printers? Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story of a Collor Button"
is the hest piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attent 011
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of you order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality and Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons- of every quality--
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. 84 ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street
NEWARK, N.J.

The Backbone
of a Case

Unless the glazing i th,
1,0 loose at any !mint I Is I
I lie glazing is the baekl.n,

Illuminated
of

1,, right. 
and 

Show Cases
Pons PETz, I'atentet9

are glazod expert glazers— !hey are ,/,,,vt /wool i,I w ill ,J O'(\ I mai, .6.

strips. an, rigid and dost-tighi. Nil gives-116 shake.
The glas,, into white lead and potty awl firmly ',enrol in posifii.i;fifylf,■;,,,;,...kei;..es.ta_,i,ei

r p•riect protection they afford, and their Ilse insures -quick sales and

yI,,t -II, individuality, quality still] durability Quick Sales Cases surpass all,■-et the opportunity to prove this to yo". Let us begin by sending you
at iluis best finished, fnost complete line or 1111-door and out-door eases in

w6r1f1. write to-day.

DETROIT SHOW CASE COMPANY, Dept. C
Sho/t' i/St' Piti/dt'tS Progressi ,Werehau/s '

482 to 490 Fort St., West. Detroit, U.S.A.
ERBERT MU .OTT, Secy. and Treas. Canadian Branch

.1m15 PETZ, Pres. Windsor, Ont.
The new PETZ CORNER POST AND TRANSOM BAR gives lee -I' every

1.01' Window display. Does not obstruct the light. Send for circular.

rOhio Flint Glass Company
LANCASTER, OHIO

WE desire to call the attention of the Jewelry Trade to a line
of goods which is made by a different process from the ordi-

nary methods used for producing a high-grade line of goods. We call
this line the CONCORD, and this name is covered by trade-mark.

We make it in a large variety of goods, and samples will be fur-
nished at the regular prices. Illustrated catalogue will also be mailed,
with complete price-list to cover it.

The line is well worthy of attention, and the goods are without
competition, both in quality and in prices.

Solid Gold Signet Rings

4080 4113 5092 4085
4 dwf. 4 dwt. f, dwi. 4 (het.

2087
2 Iwt,

j t 

1088 B
dwtv

o,

3086 3008
3 dwt. I3 dwt.

All rings finished in Polished, Rose or Roman
gold. We make a complete line of Signet Rings.

Send for our sheet of new designs and special
reductions in prices.

S. FRACKM AN, Manufacturing Jeweler
51 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

July, 1905 H

Indianapolis Letter

Medal for
Best Essay

(Continued from page low)

The annual presentation of a
gold medal by the Commercial
Club occurred June 12th. This
year the medal was given for

the best essay by an Indianapolis high school
student, on the subject : " What Individual and
Public Efforts have Contributed Most to the Ad-
vancement of Indianapolis ?" The medals have
been made by Ikko Matsumoto each year from the
same design. It is a 40 dwt. gold disk, the size
of a Po gold piece. On one side is the figure of

a woman, representing Indiana with outspread
wings and holding aloft a lamp. Under the wings
are small designs in relief of the soldiers' monu-
ment and the State house. On the reverse side is
the name of the winner and the quotation from
one of President Harrison's speeches : " I am a
citizen of no mean city." The whole making an
unusually handsome medal.

The story of " The One Hun-
dred Thousand Dollar Corn-

Town m mittee " is a good example of
the business push and hustle of

thebusiness town of Columbus, Ind. A short time
ago the Jauney Manufacturing Co., a concern that
employs over Soo men, was looking for a new loca-
tion and Columbus decided that it wanted the new
enterprise, but to secure it a bonus of poo,000 was
required. The citizens went to work at once and
appointed a committee to raise the money by sell-
ing stock. On that committee one of the active
members was Jeweler Herman L. Rost, who
took P000 of the stock and then helped to hustle
for the rest. The committee opened headquarters
III a vacant store, and then went to work in dead
earnest. A horse and buggy was kept in front of
the headquarters and whenever any one suggested
a man who might subscribe, away went one or
more members of the committee to interview the
man. As fast a stock was subscribed a bulletin
was put up in the window announcing the amount
of the subscription and the amount yet to be sub-
scribed. In just two weeks the poo,000 was all
taken by citizens in amounts ranging from $zoo to
$750o. When it was announced that the last dollar
was subscribed, Columbus went wild, brass bands
played and speeches were made. The work of
building the factory will begin at once. That is
the way things are done at Columbus, and to citi-
zens like Herman L. Rost is due the era of pros-
perity that the town is now enjoying.

A late issue of the Indianapolis News con-
tained an article on " Local Fishermen of Note."
Among the names were some that belonged to the
jewelry trade: J. C. Walk, H. A. Comstock,
Charles Kiefer, A. P. Craft, John T. Gardner and
lkko Matsumoto. The article ended with the fol-
Towing : " All of those named are expert fisher-
men and have good reputations for truth and
veracity, a combination which some evil-minded
p 
often
e0p mil etieht 

with''
inkis.are, but which fishermen know is

Charles Burns, formerly with M. F. Smith, is
now doing watch work for J. C. Sipe.

Walter Buhrman, traveler for Baldwin, Miller
Co., was married June 20th to one of Evansville's
most attractive young ladies. The honeymoon
was spent on Lake Maxinkuckee, Ind.

Geo. F. Long, the well-known and prosperous
jeweler, of New Richmond, Ind., was recently met
in one of the wholesale houses. Accompanied by
his wife he had made the run from New Richmond

An Enterprising

KEYSTONE

to Crawfordsville in his automobile and then taken
the train to this city. This is a favorite mode of
travel with Mr. Long, who enjoys a run in his
" Rambler " and thus introduces considerable
pleasure into his business trips. As to trade con-
ditions, he remarked that they were very favorable
for a good summer and fall business. May had
been a quiet month, but June more than made up
for it. Mr. Long said that he was an old and de-
voted reader of THE KEYSTONE and eagerly waited
for each month's issue, which he read from cover
to cover.

111. Beck, Fort Wayne, Ind., has materially
euhanced the external appearance of his store
room by putting in a handsome modern front. The
interior has also been improved and brightened up
with new fixtures and re-decorations.

Henry Roberts,watchmaker for Rush & Smith,
Mount Carmel, Ill., was married in June to Miss
Goddard, whose father is a banker in the same
town. Indiana friends extend their best wishes to
the young couple.

The trade are extending their sympathy to
Adolph Hapke, Newman, Ill., upon the recent
death of his youngest child.

A mail carrier at Elwood, Ind., recently having
two small boxes of similar appearance, left one at
the Boston Hotel for a Mrs. Rickey, which was ad-
dressed to the jeweler, J. Mayer. The package in-
tended for Mrs. Rickey was delivered to Mr.
Mayer. It contained a sample of soap, while the
other held valuable rings. A laborer removing
property from the hotel, which is being vacated,
found the box addressed to Mayer, and after open-
ing it he returned it to Mrs. Rickey, saying his
conscience troubled him. In that way the mistake
was discovered and the jeweler received his
rings.

July 1st, a new jewelry store was opened at
Lebanon, Ind., by Harvey & Samuel Daniel.
Harvey Daniel, for many years with D. S. Whitta-
ker, in the same town, will have charge of the
optical department. Both members of the firm
visited this city, where their stock and fixtures
were purchased.

Henry Risinger, Laurenceburg, lnd., spent
several days in Cincinnati last month visiting
friends and buying goods for the home store.

A. W. Leedy, a Marion, Ind., jeweler, joined
the order of Benedicts the last of May.

F. 0. Brooks and Will. Todd, both well-known
jewelers, of Madison, Ind., recently enjoyed a
steamboat trip up the Ohio River to Cincinnati,
where they are old customers in the jewelry marts.

John W. Hudson is building a very pretty

home at Fortville, Ind. Mr. Hudson has done

much towards improving the architecture of his

town. He has, within a short time, erected two

modern store buildings, one of which he occupies

with his jewelry store.
Adolph Hapke, Newman, a buyer in this

market has very considerably enlarged his jewelry

and watch stock this spring.
B. M. Sherwood, Linton, and J. H. Wagner,

Hudson, are two Hoosiers who have recently gone

out of the jewelry business.
Byron Lipscomb has removed his jewelry stock

from Montezuma to Dana, Ind.
Claude R. Stoops, Nappanee, Incl., has taken

a business partner. The firm is now Stoops &

Doering.
G. H. Gardner, who a few months ago came

to Indianapolis from Little Rock, Ark., removed

his jewelry business to Noblesville, Ind., early in

June. He is located just off the Public Square and

expresses confidence in the outlook.

I 101

During the month of May the Brooks Jewelry
Store, at Madison, Ind., made a specialty of articles
suitable for graduating presents and inaugurated a
plan whereby one day in the month was a free day.
The day was decided by a bookkeeper (not con-
nected with the store) who audited the cash busi-
ness for the month and declared the day nearest
the average month's business to be " Free Day,"
all customers who bought on that day were given
back their money.

Geo. Engert, Washington, Ind., has moved
his jewelry stock into the large department store,
conducted by his father-in-law. A jewelry depart-
ment, with Mr. Engert as manager, will be con-
ducted on a generous scale.

After forty-eight hours' constant drilling, the
safe in the Farmers' Bank, at Milton, Ind., was
opened, when it was found that a small pin
had dropped into the time-lock, stopping the
machinery.

The following were among the visitors to the
jobbers during the past month : Geo. S. Grubbs,
Marion, Ind.; David Bixler, Berne, Ind.; M. F.
Brown, Acton, Ind.; Geo. T. Long, New Rich-
mond, Ind.; Ed. Baker, Hartford City, Incl.; W.
Hazeltine, Kokomo, Ind.; H. E. Kinnear, Marion,
Ind.; J. A. Pickett, New Castle, Ind.; J. W. Hud-
son, Fortville, Ind.; Ed. W. Kelly, Sullivan, Ind.;
Jasper W. Thompson, Danville, Incl.; C. M. Jen-
kins, Richmond, Ind.; F. C. Sheldon, Shelbyville,
Ind.; Geo. L. Spahr, Labanon, Ind.; Henry Winn,
Brightwood, Ind.; J. H. Ellis, South Bend, Ind.

Notes from New Orleans

The general prosperity of this section is
evidenced by the vigorous tone of the jewelry
trade. Purchases in this line have been large and
steady and the demand for wedding gifts un-
usually brisk.

The statement made in our last communica-
tion that the Lowengart, Armstrong firm Nvould
open business on Canal Street, may have been
premature, as some difficulty has been experienced
in obtaining the lease of the building into which
they had contemplated moving.

A. B. Griswold & Co.'s window displays have
lately been attracting admiring crowds. These
displays are very unique in conception and exe-
cuted with much taste.

P. Krauss, of Lafayette, La., is contemplating

a trip to Europe.
Chas. Greenberg, of New Orleans, left for

New York on June 21St.
Since the removal of Wm. Frantz & Co., from

Canal to Carondelet Street, their business has
shown a decided increase. The firm are now
located in the heart of the banking district.

Leonard Krower, the well-known wholesaler,
who had been indisposed for some time, having
sustained an accidental fall, left on June 1st for
the Virginia Mountains. There he remained three
weeks, prior to making his usual Northern busi-

ness trip.
M. Dorenfield, of the firm of Leonard Krower,

is at this writing on a trip to the \Vest Indies. His
liNt week's sales have been very satisfactory.

J. T. Kirtland, of the same firm, is just now enjoy-
ing a pleasure trip to New York with his family.

Harry Rosenthal! has opened a jewelry store
on Poydras Street.

Lazarus Meyer, hitherto of McComb City,
Miss., is now located on Dryades Street, New

Orleans.
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The Chatelaine Pin may be
worn separately or in com-
bination, as desired.
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We make 200 styles of Marsh Combinations. Leading
jobbers have purchased a liberal supply of our Combinations and
other chains as noted below, which will be delivered to them and
be ready for your inspection on or before July i to I 5, 1905.

We manufacture a full line of Ladies' Lorgnettes, Marsh
Combination, Neck Chains and Fobs ; also Gents' Fobs, Vest
Chains and Grand Viziers, in great variety, which are sold through
the leading wholesale houses.

Ask your Jobber for the Marsh Combination, the best sellingladies' Chain on the Market

C. A. MARSH & CO.
Makers of Fine Attleboro, Mass.Chains

A marked improvement in
Trade Conditions business developed last month
Much Improved among the jewelers of Pitts-

burg and vicinity according to

the statements of the leading wholesalers and
manufacturers. The approach of warm weather
usually witnesses a quieting down of business, but

in this case it has switched the trade movement
from the country districts to the city and with June
weddings and social events, such as commence-
ment exercises and golf and tennis tourneys, the
retailers and manufacturers have had more to do
than for some time past. As a rule, road salesmen
have been very scarce. Buyers from Pittsburg's
leading houses are going on their summer trips.
Some are off for Europe, combining the usual
summer vacation with business while abroad, and
others are taking in less pretentious places, being
content to slip down to the seashore and occasion-
ally visit New York and other trade centers.

June has witnessed the start-

Early Closing ing of the early-closing move-
Iiuong the Trade by the retailers. Signs are

posted announcing five o'clock
as closing time each week day. Some are keeping
open late Saturday nights to make up for it, and
others announce a half holiday during July and
August. The majority of the down-town stores
will follow the latter course during the real hot
months.

There has been one incident of unusual inte-
rest the past month. It is the closing of the large
store of Bernard Arons, in Smithfield Street, under
bankruptcy proceedings. The store is a double
one, in the Griswold Hotel Block, and was some-
what elaborate in appointments. Some have said
that it was too far out of the routes of retail shop-
ping, but be this as it may, the store was attractive
and for a long time did excellent business. The
schedule of assets and liabilities filed with the
United States Court on Monday, June r2t11, shows
that the liabilities are $9,284 29, while the assets are
$9,246.19. There are over zoo creditors, mostly for
small amounts ; the largest claim being for rent,
which is $2500. Arons made a specialty of his
Vol-ta-ic diamonds, and carried illuminated signs
over his large store that were attractive indeed.
In addition, his stock was well assorted, and while
meeting the requirements of a trade from the
Southside districts, found many customers from
the wealthier sections, too. Mr. Arons is an old-
time member of the trade in Pittsburg, and his
misfortune has brought many expressions of good
xvill and sympathy from his competitors.

The conspicuous position of the
Store Rents rent claim tells again the story
Climbing that has been so often repeated

among the trade of recent times
in Pittsburg. Rents are climbing higher each year
in all locations that are desirable, and it is impos-
sible for many of the dealers to stand them. The
shifting of some of the dealers last April into
smaller shops and in subletting portions of their
stores to others to help bear the rent burden was
greater than the previous year, and from what has
since been said, it will be even greater next year.

George B. Barrett Co. reports a much better
condition of trade generally, and considering the
summer weather at hand, the situation is encour-

aging. Mr. Barrett expects to go for some weeks
rest to Cambridge Springs, Pa., and George S.
Dunbar, of the same house, is to take his vaca-
tion shortly at Atlantic City.

Window decorations for the

Big Stocks Shown past month have undergone
in Windows many characteristic changes.

Not only have the heavier
draperies been removed, but the designs of the
windows have been largely altered. It is amusing
in some instances to see the efforts of the decora-
tors to bring into display the greatest variety of
stock. Some of these efforts are dazzling, others
confusing. There seems to be no special attention
Oven to any one class of goods, with the possible
exception of cut glass, and this is not very marked
in extent. Some of the dealers complain of a lack
of better grades of Mission clocks. All that have
been displayed thus far are certainly of the cheaper
variety, most of the trade apparently accepting
them as a temporary fad. The idea, however, is
gaining much strengh in the popular mind that
much better material will probably be called for in
the not distant future. Leather goods are having a
lair run. Gun metal novelties are appearing again
among leading stores, showing that they still ap-
peal to the summer traveler and vacationist, who
wisely leaves valuables at home in the safe deposit
vaults while away on summer vacation.

Quite a number of retailers

News from from suburban towns in the
Out-of-Town Points vicinity of Pittsburg have

been callers among the trade
during the past few weeks. Their reports on general
trade conditions are interesting. The effect of the
unusual activity among the mills has helped busi-
ness materially, but it is claimed that while money
is far more plentiful than for some time, it has taken
the general public some time to recuperate from
the period of idleness that it passed through. The
farming element is too busy at this season to do
much trading in the jewelry line, and the great
burden of trade lies in the industrial communities.
The coal mining fields are rather backward.
Mining operations have not gained their full swing
as yet, and coal operators do not expect that they
will before July, owing to the conditions along the
lakes, to which point so much of the coal produc-
tion of the district goes during the summer. This
has held miners' pay down lower than usual, and
has curtailed their spending power sufficient to make
the dealers of all kinds feel it.

Banking reports are of a most
Confidence in encouraging nature. The lead-

ing financial men of the dis-
trict are among the crowds of

optimists at present and call attention to the unpre-
cedented activity in building operations all over the
country and particularly in Pittsburg. The rail-
roads leads in this movement, but in Pittsburg
proper there are more business blocks and struc-
tures of a commercial character under way than at
any one time in the history of the city. There is a
great scarcity of labor, and more especially of the
skilled type. The stock market is uniformly better
than for months, and while trading is falling off for
the summer months, the tone is buoyant and shows
strength. The money market is easier and the
encouragement to business enterprise is quite
marked.

Gillespie Brothers will be represented in
foreign lands this year again with the dia-
mond market as the objective point, and so will
Heeren Bros. & Co. The latter company is the
largest importer of bronzes in Pittsburg, and the
fresh stocks of these goods are usually first seen in

Financial Circles

part at their annual exposition, which is visited by
thousands of people from the Pittsburg district,
who look for these exhibitions as an annual event.
One of the latest lines in bronze decorations and
ornamental effects is the new gasoliers, constructed
for use of natural gas as the illuminant. The
character of the work is, of course, as yet not on
a par with the highest importations, but there is
said to be a movement to this end. The mantle
burners are of the newer variety and are inverted
and thus allow electrical effects. In Pittsburg
where natural gas is so generally used, this new
-type is expected to become popular.

Sam. F. Sipe has been advertising a special'
diamond sale during the past few weeks, announc-
ing in conjunction with it that he is shortly
to take his annual trip to Europe to secure new
stock.

Optical trades are reporting a good demand
for nearly all lines. The indications for a heavy
summer touring by Pittsburg people is strong, and
is shown in the brisk movement of field glasses
and automobile paraphernalia, which has become
an important factor to this trade. While there are
several new optical stores in Pittsburg, which have
been added from time to time during the past year,
the trend for this trade is more decidedly toward
'ice-building apartments than at any time before.

The trade has done a large amount of shifting, due
to the landlord's continuous demand for more rent,
and only a few of the older concerns, such as
kornblums and Buchbinder and Schempp's re-
main stationary. Jewelers and opticians are ad-
vertising quite generously for this season of the
year, and the dealers are .showing lots of energy
and push in seeking to expand their business. As
one of the veterans put it : " The times are
changing. We can no longer sit still and wait for
the customer to come to us. We get business now
by hard hustling and everlastingly driving for it."

The scales in the mint are very interesting.
The one on which is weighed all the gold and
silver that are brought into the building is a large
affair, and will indicate any weight from to,000
ounces down to one-tenth of a grain. So delicate
is this instrument that should a fly alight on one of
the scoops, it would instantly be marked on the
scale. This machine, however, is not sensitive
enough to determine some of the perplexing
problems which frequently confront the officials,
and so they have secured a scale so finely adjusted
that it will weigh the one six-thousandth part of a
grain. An assayer cut a bit of a single hair, an
inch long, from the head of the writer and placed
it on the scale. Instantly the pan with the hair
came down, and the indicator showed that the
weight of that tiny piece of matter was one-eighth
of a millogram. The metric system is used alto-
gether in the mint. In one of the vaults are many
bars of metal waiting to be transferred to the
smelting room. You pick up one, if you are fairly
strong, for it weighs sixty pounds, but you do not
begin to realize its value until the guide informs
you that " it is gold and worth fifteen thousand
two hundred and ninety-one dollars."

—Allen Sutherland, in World's Events.

"We have decided that The Keystone is an
absolute necessity in our workshop. One article
iu particular, which we read in If"orkshop Notes,
was worth five dollars to us. "—Hall & Moore,
Jewelers, Bradford, Pennsylvania.
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W E take pleasure in announcing to our miny 1 -iends and
customers that our Mr. LOUIS I3AUMAN has just

returned from an eight-weeks' trip to Europe, where he spent the
greater part of his time visiting the world's greatest diamond mar-
kets, and you may look for him . in the near future with the best
and biggest line we have ever been able to show you, and at prices
that will interest the closest buyer.

SIDNEY L. & MORRIS BAUMAN COMPANY
Exclusive Diamond Importers

Commercial Building

ST. LOUIS
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In the last four months i to busi-
St. Louis ness concerns have been estab-

lished in St. Louis, with a capi-
tal of $8,674,000. Ninety of the new establishments
have their headquarters here and twenty are
branches of large manufactories or mercantile
concerns that maintain their principal offices in
other cities, but realize the need of being on the
spot in the great central city also. This is another
significant after-the-fair exhibit. The vital strength
of the city renders it more prosperous than ever,
though the greatest of international expositions, of
which it was the scene, is over.

The compilers of our new city
directory compute the popula-
tion of St. Louis at 714,290.
This is no guess ; it is the re-

sult of a careful compilation of the work of the
directory canvassers. The new book contains
285,716 names, or 8246 more than last year. This
total multiplied by 24, which is the general
standard for computation, gives the estimate for
the present time and indicates an increase, since
two, of about 139,000. There is no doubt that
St. Louis has made unusual strides during the last
four years, and the estimate is fair. The directory
figures, taken in connection with the increase of
bank clearings, post office receipts, street car earn-
ings and the phenomenal building and real estate
records, not to speak of other evidences of pros-
perity, prove the gigantic strides St. Louis has
been taking since the exposition closed. Setting
aside, however, all estimates and judging the situa-
tion only by the commercial and real estate activity,
it is apparent that St. Louis is going ahead rapidly
and solidly. New factories and mercantile houses
are being established constantly ; new buildings
of all kinds are being erected ; our financial insti-
tutions were never so prosperous ; public improve-
ments are carried on in all parts of the city, and
St Louis is in process of complete transformation—
in fact, she is in the midst of the greatest general
boom the city has ever known. This is no vain
boast or exaggeration, but a solid, demonstrated
fact. Anyone who looks over the city can see it,
and anyone who examines the official figures of
current business can prove it.

It is needless to add that the trade find busi-
ness excellent and expect another record-breaking
fall and holiday trade. There is at present no
cloud to darken the commercial horizon.

L. A. Fassett, of the Weiss Jewelry Manufac-
turing Company, spent several days last month
down on the Gasconade River on a fishing excur-
sion. Mr. Fassett reports some rare sport and
says that the same ripple and rythm are in the old
rivers that invited us to their brinks in days gone
by. He also says that the crowds of anglers in
the Ozark country this season are greater than was
ever known before.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders and
directors of the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Com-
pany, the middle of June, Morris Eisenstadt, who
has been secretary and treasurer of the company
for the past ten years, was elected president, suc-
ceeding his brother, the late Samuel Eisenstadt.
Geo. G. Gambrill was elected treasurer to succeed
Mr. Eisenstadt, and likewise was J. G. Woermer
Schoenthaler elected secretary. The other officers
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elected were : J. M. Friede, Albert Freda and
J. Reed Elliott vice-presidents. The officers,
together with Ben. Altheimer, constitute the board
of directors.

Brainard Ryan, assistant credit man for the
Eisenstadt Company, is at his desk again, after a
most delightful vacation spent at Auburn, N. Y.

Walter Conaway, of the office force of the
Eisenstadt Company, made a trip down the Missis-
sippi River and over into Alabama last month on.
the lookout for business.

President S. H. Bauman, of the Bauman-
Massa Company, returns from Europe about
July loth. While abroad Mr. Bauman was a
liberal buyer in the diamond marts, as he antici-
pates a good demand for both loose and mounted
goods this fall.

.Lee S. Kiles has just embarked in the retail
jewelry busiaess at Bloomfield, Mo., after select-
ing his opening stock in this market.

The many readers of THE KEYSTONE in the
Western territory will recognize in the likeness we
give herewith the pleasant face of Julius Newman,
the president of the Aller-Newman-Wilmes Jewelry

Company, a new
wholesale fi r m just
opening up in St.
Louis. Mr. Newman
is one of the veterans
of the road in the
Western territory, and
is well liked and popu-
lar among the trade
west of the Mississippi,
where he has traveled
for over twenty years
past. Mr. Newman

will continue to travel in his new connection, and
his old friends and customers will be greeting him
the same as of old, and he will give them an oppor-
tunity to look over his new line of which he is
exceedingly proud before the present month is
over.

Charles M. Fogg, secretary and treasurer of
The Keystone Watch Case Company, spent a day
in St. Louis the early part of the month, calling on
the wholesale trade. Mr. Fogg said it was his first
trip to the Southwestern metropolis in twelve years,
and that he was gratified to note the wonderful
growth and improvement that greeted his eyes on
every side in the great central city of the American
continent.

Jos. H. Brown is a new jeweler at Lebanon,
Ill., who has recently opened a store at that place.
Mr. Brown bought his opening stock in this market.

Sam. Kober, cashier for J. W. Cary & Com-
pany, is at his desk again, after a pleasant summer
vacation.

Meyer Bauman, of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Company, who is summering in Europe, accom-
panied by his wife and daughter, has been spend-
ing most of his time since May 1st, at Antwerp,
where he has been looking over the diamond
market and making large purchases for his firm's
fall business. Mr. Bauman's first shipment, which
will be a heavy one, is expected in the St. Louis
custom house by July 1st.

The fifth annual exhibition of the Missouri
State Fair will be held August 21st to 26th, at
Sedalia, Mo. While the annual exhibitions held
have been successful, so far as conditions were
favorable to outdoor entertainments, and while
each has been an improvement over the one pre-
ceding it, the management expects the coming
fair to be the best and most complete exhibit of
the State's products in the history of the institution.
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Jeweler Julius Reinhardt, of Centralia, Ill., is
putting in some new fixtures and otherwise improv-
ing his store.

The Frederick W. Drosten Jewelry Company
will move, September 1st, to the northwest corner
of Seventh and Locust Streets, directly opposite
the Mercantile Club, where they have leased a
building for their special use. The exterior and
interior of the building will be entirely renovated
and the firm contemplates having one of the largest
and most up-to-date retail jewelry establishments
in the West.

M. J. Bieber, formerly with Sischo & Beard,
wholesale, St. Paul, Minn., has recently accepted
a position in the material department with the
Bauman-Massa Company.

Adolph Lehman, formerly secretary of the
L. Bauman Jewelry Company, has returned from
a year's sojourn in Europe. He expects to return
to his old love, the cotton business, and will be
engaged in that line hereafter.

Louis Bauman, of the Sidney L. and Morris
Bauman Company, returned from his European
trip the last of June. He is looking well and says
he enjoyed every minute of his trip.

Albert Frech, second vice-president of the
Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company, and Miss
Alvena Gerne were married at the home of the
bride in North St. Louis early in June. Among
the presents received by the bride was a large chest
of sterling silver flatware, rich and handsome, a
duplicate of the world's fair souvenir set presen-
ted to President Francis of the Exposition Com-
pany last season. This present was from the
officers and directors of the Eisenstadt Company.

It is expected that the diplomas to be given to
the successful World's Fair exhibitors will be
received in St. Louis soon. The medals, which
are now being coined, are due to follow shortly.
Those who are entitled to the diplomas and medals
will receive them promptly after their arrival here.

The Rowley Ophthalmological College, located
in the Holland Building, this city,. has enjoyed a
a prosperous spring term. Following is a list of
recent graduates : Joseph M. Trigg, M.D., St.
Louis, Mo.; Frank O'Brien, St. Louis, Mo.; Martin
J. Elkan, Berlin, Germany ; Harry E. Stout,
Beardstown, Ill.; Michael E. Cutter, St. Louis,
Mo.; John H. Herye, St. Louis, Mo.; W. J. Eck-
art, New Iberia, La.; Robt. H. Jones, St. Louis,
Mo.; A. P. Davis, M.D., Dallas, Tex.; Lewis W.
Rowley, Aledo, Ill.; Harry K. Fulkerson, Murray,
Ky.; Nathan D. Abell, Princeton, Ky.; Geo. A.
Miller, M.D., College Mound, Mo.; William H.
McQuiston, Monticello, Ark.; Oliver G. Jones, St.
Louis, Mo.; F. W. White, St. Louis, Mo.; Fred-
erick J. Coyne, London, England ; Reuben Adcox,
St. Louis, Mo.; Walter Tadge, Chicago, Ill.; Adal-
bert linger, St. Louis, Mo.; John Montandon, St.
Louis, Mo.; J. J. Hagen, St. Louis, Mo.; W.
Dwight Brown, St. Louis, Mo.; H. R. Eichenber-
ger, St. Louis, Mo.; Robt. C. Wilson, St. Louis,
Mo.; L. Miller, 0.D., M.D., Edison, Ill.; J. A.
Key, St. Louis, Mo.; Emma A. Monville, St.
Louis, Mo.; Frank E. Monville, St. Louis, Mo.;
Hallie Cunningham, Princeton, Ky.; 0. B. Mayes,
M.D., St. Louis, Mo.; A. Goldstein, Tampa, Fla.;'
Albert W. Eichenberger, St. Lcruis, Mo.; Elmer
E. Curtis, M.D., Stillwater, Ind. Ter., and Orin H.
Henry, Pueblo, Colo.

"We cannot suggest anything for the improve-
ment of The Keystone ; it is good enough for us.
II is the best missionvy that ever visited the
jeweler. Can't afford to miss an issue."—J.W. N
Witt & Son, Jewelers, Cedar Bre, Alabama.
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RHODE ISLAND RING CO., INC.
No 103 SABIN STREET

Mr. Jeweler:

This month

designs in Signets.

Wedding Rings carry

July, 1905

p/x.-G1-4,-LetE-Pt-e_e__, R. c9,  July 1, 1905. 

we send you a few more of our new

These, and our Tiffany and

our Twenty Years Guarantee and are

all made of Gold Shell, which we certify to be 14 K.

They imitate exactly Solid Gold, both in finish and

appearance, and stand the 14 K. test (stone and acid).

Yours truly,

• !' 01,

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only Optical Scluud in i he world wherestudents serve a regular apprenticeship onbench and in office. All instructions are prac-tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. Nocorrespondent courses. Address,
Klein School of Optics

185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

PRESC R I PTI ON OPTICIAN
Promptness and Accuracy

Don't forget that there is more
than one place in New England
where they do Standard H. Work.
Our shop is up to date. Try us.

EBEN HARDY
Room 405 21 Bromfield St., Boston

Tolepltom. 4397 3 II.

August EScherel
ENGIVER)

ROOMS 7172
373 WASNISMON Sr..BOSTON

JEWELEAk DWG

Ag

I employ six engravers the
year round. Can give prompt atten-
tion to mail and express packages.

Send for sample sheets of advertisingillustratirns specially prepared for Jewelersand opticians. THE KEYSTONE19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

CI _1 D 0
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER. to sell

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

Watchmaker to the
Trade

Established 1893 4 Experienced Assistants

Watches Demagnetized
Repairing of all kinds

JOHN S. LOWELL
373 Washington Street

Jewelers' Building, Room 71-2 BOSTON

;1/41
1/4(1 JOHN W BOYCE

,Ianufacturer of
IR

and JEWELRY 1-,
PLATINUM WORK A SPECIALTY Ti"(

Dealer in Precious and Ict-
Imitation Stones 4

Stone Setting and Repairing 14.
a Specialty

New Washington Building 4387 Washington St., R.,,,to 705

4 Telephone Boston, Mass. P,T.4.1 

x iri.R4R-74R-71.1374V.1574SZ

DIAMOND

MOUNTINGS

TEL., 4891-2 MAIN

AL,PRO NATHAN
Importer of

Precious aa Imitation Stones
A full line of all descriptions at lowest martetprices. :Vail orders promptly executed
Jewelers' Building 373 Washington St.Rooms 71 and 72 BOSTON, MASS.

FIRST-CLASS

JEWELRY REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

DIAMOND SETTING

SPECIAL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILL ED

MASONIC JEWELS

FINE HAND CARVING

HARRY SMITH
.iEWELE,S BuiLoiNG, ROOM 70 TU.- 1700-4 MAI'

373 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON

F. Schulze'', Jr., SE S011
Watch Case Repairers

Gold Plating and Watch Case
Coloring Materials

Especial attention given to Watch Case
Repairing, Springing, Re-Engine Turn-
ing, Engraving, Polishing, etc.
Particular attention paid to Orders by
Express.

21 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.
Room 508

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

bib

THE

NEW ENGLAND
LETTER

Now that the June weddings
Local Trade and graduations are over, the
Conditions jeweler cannot reap another

such golden harvest for some
months to come. June was, as usual, a good
month, but this particular June was conceded by
many to have netted business far in excess of the
usual amount. The jewelers in the little country
towns and at the shore now have their turn. Their
season is short, but generally good, especially for
repairing and the sale of the cheaper jewelry.

The work on the Washington Street subway is
progressing rapidly. But while the many rainy
days are keeping the streets in the vicinity of the
subway very muddy, pedestrians are growing
more accustomed to the conditions and the con-
gestion in the immediate vicinity.

The final outcome of the argument as to
whether Cambridge will have an elevated or sub-
way has not as yet been reached. While the
Boston elevated railroad holds a franchise for the
elevated, they contend that they should erect that
and nothing else. The property owners and resi-
dents of Cambridge are much averse to the erection
of an elevated system through their city, one of
Boston's most beautiful suburbs. The new West
Cambridge bridge' has been so built as to accom-
modate the elevated. While Cambridge residents
want the subway and the railroad faction want the
elevated, it is most interesting to watch the out-
come of the contention.

W. W. Smith, Lynn agent for Gordon & Bur-
gin, jewelry instalment dealers, of Boston, has
disappeared from his office in the above-named
city. Mrs. Gordon of the firm claims a shortage
of about Moo in his accounts.

A. B. Leighton, an Everett jeweler, has sur-
prised his many friends by the recent announce-
ment of his marriage to Miss Ethel M. Carter, of
Boston. For business reasons the marriage has
been kept secret for the past seven months that
each might have a chance to dispose of their
respective business interests. It is their intention
to reside in the State of Maine hereafter. Mr.
Leighton is a prominent member of the Roxbury
Horse Guards, Everett Lodge I. 0. 0. F. and of
the Roger Walcott Lodge .of Heptasophs.

The Mason-Ruggles factory, of
Explosion Caused North Attleboro, was recently
by Gas the scene of quite a serious ex-

plosion, caused by the ignition
of accummulated gas in the vault from a jet which
some one had left turned on over Sunday. Miss
Burton, the bookkeeper, after opening the vault,
was about to strike a match when Mr. Ruggles
volunteered to assist her. On lighting the match
there was a terrific explosion, which hurled them
both to the farther end of the office, a distance of
fifteen feet. Medical assistance was called, and,
after dressing their wounds, they were removed
to their homes. The damage to the vault and
office was very slight.

We are pleased to announce the recent mar-
riage of Miss Henry, bookkeeper for Wightman &
Hough, of Providence, R. I., to Mr. Barnet.

The Salem papers have recently published a
leiter from U. S. Lee of that city, who is at present
traveling abroad for his health. His story of the
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trip is most amusing and interesting. Royalty
with all its show of gold and velvet is compared to
our circus parades. In fact, he sees the bright and
amusing side of all the scenes which are new and
novel to him.

A. G. McKenzie, one of Boston's veteran
opticians, has met with a serious and painful acci-
dent. While leaving the Revere House, handi-
capped as he is by the loss of one leg, he slipped
and fell, striking his elbow, fracturing the bones
and straining his side where his crutch struck him
as he fell.

Walter Harris, with Harris & Lawton, has re-
turned from his maiden trip, one of ten days on the
road. His many friends stood firmly by him, with
the result that the trip was a grand success.

Again the Retail Merchants'
Retail Merchants' Associations about New Eng-
Associations land are asserting themselves.

Many of them have planned
parades of the military and civic organizations for
the Fourth of July, as well as having games and
races, with fireworks in the evening. All acting as
an incentive for the people to stay in their own town
and to attract some outsiders from towns where the
merchants are not so progressive. The towns-
people are generally pleased by this display of
willingness on the part of the merchants to share
with their customers the benefits derived from their
patronage.

S. G. Beers, of Taunton, Mass., was one of the
principals in a serious automobile accident. Mr.
Beers and a friend were running the car from
Providence to Taunton, when in some manner
they lost control of it. Dashing swiftly to one side it
struck a telegraph pole, fourteen inches in diame-
ter, cutting it off short. Mr. Beers was not seri-
ously injured, but his friend was less fortunate, as
he was found to have concussion of the brain.

A. B. Duncan, of Portsmouth, N. H., has been
in town.

Wm. Chapin, Jr., of Chapin & Hollister Co.,
Providence, R. I., was recently married to Miss
Florence M. Smith. The ceremony was performed
by the Rev. Augusta M. Lord, at the residence of
the bride's parents. Mrs. Henry M. Horton, the
bride's sister, was matron of honor, with Harry M.
Horton as best man. Those acting as ushers were:
Robert C. Chapin, A. Blakely Smith, Harold C.
Field and Harold W. Ostby.

The engagement of Lawrence F. Percival to
Miss Gertrude Bement, daughter of Mrs. William
Holman Carey, has recently been announced. Mr.
Percival is a clever yachtsman, and has won for
himself an enviable record in yachting circles,
where he is well known and popular with all. Miss
Bement s a keen sportswoman. She is an ardent
enthusiast of yachting, and is a member of the
Vincent Club.

Col. Osgood, of Lewiston, Maine, has been

very seriously ill for some time past. His many
friends join in wishing bins a speedy recovery.

The recent enlargement of the
Prosperity quarters of the Boston Optical

Co., in the Jewelers' Building,
which was made necessary by

their steadily-increasing business, is a decided
improvement. Under the management of Mr.

McEvoy this concern bids fair to rival the Globe

Optical Co., in its rapid growth. First starting in

one small room, then doubling their quarters, now

enlarging to many times their original size.

The annual vacation at the factory of the

American Waltham Watch Co., which began

June 23d and 30th in the different departments, will

conclude on July sods and 17th respectively.

Among Opticians
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John A. Abel, of New York, has recently
returned from an extensive European trip. He
has been traveling through New England, dis-
playing all the latest Parisian novelties in jewelry,
.shirts and hosiery.

The Jewelers' Building has a new tenant in the
E. Howard Clock Co., formerly of 403 Washington
Street, Boston. Their new office is larger, roomier
and better lighted than the one previously occupied.

Fred. M. Mansfield, of the Montreal branch of
Smith, Patterson & Co., has recently been in
town, buying for the fall trade.

The Boston Jewelers' Club gave their annual
ladies' day outing recently, lunching at Fern Croft
Inn, a favorite rendezvous and dining place forauto-
mobilists. Autos were furnished by their friends. -

John T. Busby has recently accepted a posi-
tion with C. A. Senter, the Lawrence jeweler.

Frank Slavin, formerly part owner of the
Winsted Optical Works, Winsted, Conn., is
critically ill at his home in Watertown, N. Y.

L. D. Clark, of Clarks Mills, Maine, has com-
pleted learning his trade as jeweler, in Waltham,
and has returned home for the summer.

Miss Edith Mabel Morse, employed by L. P.
Brigham, of Hudson, Mass., and Warren Todd
Safford were recently married by Rev. John
Baltzby, pastor of the Hudson Unitarian Church.
A reception was held at the home of the bride's
parents.

C. F. Pettengill, the popular jeweler, of
Quincy, Mass., is once more out and attending to
business, having been confined to the house with
a strained ligament in his leg.

W. B. Studley died June 16th at home in
Rockland, Mass. He retired from active business
life eight years ago and was succeeded by W. A. G.
Smith.

J. C. Donnell, of the Ripley-Howland Mfg.
Co., Boston, who has been confined to his home

for some time with heart trouble, is steadily im-
proving.

William Carrick, who has recently moved into
his new store at 22 Park Square, Boston, is once
more out and around. Mr. Carrick has been suf-
fering from a bad attack of lumbago.

The following jewelers have been in town:

L. P. Brigham, Hudson, Mass.; Chas. H. Sinclair,
Concord, N. H.; A. J. Hurd, Adams, Mass.; F. H.
Jessup, Wareham, Mass.; S. G. Beers, Taunton,

Mass.; J. H. Hanson, Peabody, Mass.; S. A.
Watson, Chester,Vt.: F. S. Hall, Fitchburg,Mass.;
Joseph Lajoie, Worcester, Mass.; H. S. Tanner,
Providence, R. I.; G. W. de Mars, Lawrence,
Mass.; F. L. Parkhurst, Fitchburg, Mass.

Utica, N. Y., Jewelers' Association

A special meeting of the Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation of Utica, N. Y., was held in the Batterfield
House, Utica, on the evening of June 5th, and was
presided over by Vice-President A. D. Evans, who

in opening the proceedings, said that they had
assembled for the melancholy purpose of expressing
condolence upon the demise of William Starr
Taylor, their late president. A set of formal reso-
lutions conveying the sympathy of the members for
the bereaved relatives of deceased, and testifying

to his many noble qualities were adopted.
The members of the association have arranged

to keep their stores open on Monday and Saturday
evenings, but on all other evenings to close at 6.30.
The executive committee were instructed to have
printed and distributed to those adhering to this
arrangement signs notifying the public regarding
business hours.
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The Jewelers' Findings Board
Jewelers' Findings of Trade held its regular meet-

ing at the Newman Hotel,
Providence, on Saturday even-

ing, June 3d, when there was a full representation

of members. Matters of practical interest were
discussed, and it was revealed that the board has

made steady and substantial progress since its
inception.

Board of Trade

C. Fred. Vennerbeck, who was

Death of C. Fred. the surviving member of the
firm of Vennerbeck & Clase,
Providence, died some weeks

ago after a long illness from typhoid fever. Mr.

Vennerbeck was cut down in the prime of life, as

he had only reached his fortieth year. In 188t he
entered the services of Vennerbeck & Clase, in

which his father, Peter Vennerbeck, was one of the
partners, and upon the latter's retirement he
acquired an interest in the concern. Mr. Clase

died in 1891, and his interest was purchased by
C. Fred. and Thomas P. Vennerbeck, his brother.
The latter died in July, 1903, leaving the subject of

this obituary the sole survivor of the old firm. He

was a member of the New England Manufacturing
Jewelers' Association and of the Providence Board

of Trade.

Vennerbeck

About fifty of the employees of
Gorham Workers room M, of the Gorham Mfg.

Co.'s works, Providence, jour-
neyed by special electric cars to

Emery Park, Auburn, on Saturday, June 3d, and
held their annual outing. When a chowder had
been partaken of a baseball game was played
between the single men and married men, in which
the bachelors were victorious by the score of 8 to 6.
Later in the afternoon a typical Rhode Island shore
dinner was served, and then followed an interest-
ing series of athletic contests, including a too-yard
dash, broad jump, quoit match and tug of war.
An informal vocal concert concluded a very enjoy-
able day's amusement. The employees of the die
and spoon departments, about ninety in number,
also held a field day at the Warwick Club, on
Saturday, June loth. The party journeyed to the
grounds on specially-chartered electric cars, and
upon arrival there, luncheon was served. Among
the interesting features of the day were a guessing
contest, a series of athletic games and a baseball
match, for all of which appropriate prizes were
awarded. Among the guests were : Frank Aldrich,
W. C. Codman, Joseph Streker and Mr. Bentell, of
the Watson & Newell Co.; Mr. Court, of the Crees
& Court Co.; Thomas Heath and a number of
department heads.

Charged with having obtained by false pre-
tense two diamond rings, one valued at $135, from
David M. Saati, and another valued at $175, from
Albert Lorsch & Co., both firms of Providence, a
young man who gave the name of Harry G.
Crippen, was arraigned recently in the Sixth
District Court of that city. Crippen pleaded not
guilty, but on the advice of his counsel, waived
examination and was bound over to the grand jury
in igloo° on each complaint. The arrest of this
man, it is thought, may dispel some of the mystery
which shrouded the operations of a bogus-check
swindler who made futile attempts to victimize a
number of other Providence jewelers. Crippen

Enjoy Outing

was apprehended upon his return from New York.
He is said to have disposed of one of the rings in
that city and the other in Boston.

The J. M. Westtnacott Co., manufacturers of
jewelers' blast furnaces, heretofore located at
157 Orange Street, Providence, have removed to
the commodious quarters at 159-161 Orange Street,
situated on the street floor of the same building.
This removal was necessitated by the company's
increasing business, especially by a growing
demand for their furnaces of new and improved
design. The very appreciable amount of extra
space afforded by the new premises has been
turned to excellent advantage by the firm. Many
new conveniences have been installed, and the
facilities, productive and distributive, have been
generally enlarged and improved. A new show
room has been added, wherein the various styles
of furnaces are displayed. The company's working
force has likewise been substantially augmented.

Edwin Lowe, of Edwin Lowe
Death of & Son, Providence, died on

June 12th, from a complication
of diseases, after an illness of

about one week. He was sixty-three years old
and a native of England. He came to America
with his parents when a boy, and the family having
settled in Providence, deceased received his edu-
cation in that city. He subsequently entered the
gold-plating business carried on by his father, and
the Edwin Lowe Gold Plate Co. ensued. The
founder died some eighteen years ago, and since
then the subject of this obituary has been inter-
ested in the firm of Edwin Lowe & Son and in

A. A. Green & Co., the Point Street chain manu-

facturers. Mr. Lowe had been actively identified
with local politics, had been Republican council-
man from the Eighth Ward in the common council
and subsequently served two periods as an alder-

man. He was a veteran of the Civil War, and was

a thirty-second degree Mason, as well as a member

of What Cheer Lodge, the Mystic Shrine and St.

John's Commandery. He was an officer of the
Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of Trade, a member

of the Providence Board of Trade, •the Provi-

dence Central Club and an ex-president of the

Pomham Club. A widow, two sons and six
daughters survive him.

The New England Manufactur-

The Jewelers' ing Jewelers' and Silversmiths'
Midsummer Outing Association held its twenty-

sixth annual outing on Friday,

June 23d. The programme of the day was sub-

stantially similar to that of previous outings, and

the event lacked none of the happy features Which

made them so memorable. The members assem-

bled at Masonic Hall, Dorrance Street, Providence,

at II o'clock. Flalf an hour later they fell into line,

and headed by the Hedley-Livsey Band, marched

to the Providence, Fall River and Newport Steam-

boat Co.'s wharf, on Dyer Street, from which they

sailed on the specially-chartered steamer Warwick

to Field's Point. Here a delicious clam bake was

served by Col. S. S. Atwell, and after a period of

rest and quiet intercourse, the party reboarded the

steamer and sailed down the bay via the west

passage, to Newport, returning via the east pas-

sage. At 6 o'clock another savory repast was

partaken of, and then the return journey was

made. At well-timed intervals the band rendered

agreeable music, and on board the boat this proved

an especially-pleasing feature. By request of the

committee having charge of the outing, the par-

ticipants wore straw bats, and in marching

order presented an appearance of gaiety that was

much in keeping with the spirit of the occasion.

Edwin Lowe

E. W. Nash, president of the American
Smelting and Refining Co., was prostrated by a
paralytic stroke while lunching at a friend's house
recently, and remained in an unconscious condi-
tion until the arrival of Dr. Patrick, a Chicago
nerve specialist, who came on a special train.
Mr. Nash was apparently in good health, and the
attack came on without any warning. He has
recovered sufficiently to be removed to his own
home, and is doing nicely at this writing.

Kathryn Frenzer, mother of Joe Frenzer, died
recently at the home of the family, after a long ill-
ness, aged sixty years.

Helrig Brodegaard, wife of Fred. Brodegaard,
died from the effects of an operation. The deceased
was thirty-five years old.

S. Rosenthal, father of Mrs. A. Mandelberg,
died recently of bright's disease, at the patriarchal
age of eighty. Mr. and Mrs. Mandelberg took the
body to Baltimore for burial.

A. B. Hubermann, the retail jeweler, is about
to start on his annual trip to Europe.

E. R. Riggs, manager of the Columbian Optical
Co., spent two weeks in the East, combining busi-
nesss with pleasure.

The Globe Optical Co. has added new and
attractive signs as well as refinishing the interior.

John Hanney has charge of the branch house
of the Huteson Optical Co., at Seattle, Wash.

Carl Addy, an Omaha boy, now in the employ
of the Meyer Jewelry Co., Kansas City, has been
paying a visit to Omaha friends.

Mary Hurst, of Brown & Borsheim, is spending
a week in Chicago, and will visit Niagara Falls
before returning home.

N. P. Stilling, the manufacturing jeweler, is
taking in the sights at Chicago.

Mr. Perry, superintendent of the Hamilton
Watch Co., was in the city, showing a new
23-jeweled movement.

W. F. Hayes, with Webb C. Ball Watch Co.,
Cleveland, called on Omaha jewelers recently.

J. H. Crawford, chief inspector for J. W.
Forsinger, Chicago, was in the city recently. I le
reports business very good.

Ray Robinson, of the firm of Lee & Robinson,
Corning, Iowa, was in the city looking for help
and also a location to embark in business.

A. Schroeder has accepted a position at Silver
Creek, Nebr.

In previous letters we described the various
steps in the legal prosecution of Tom Dennison,
the wealthy gambler, of this city, who was sup-
posed to be the instigator of the Pollock diamond
robbery some years ago. The legal battle was
recently brought to an end by the acquittal of
Dennison, in whose behalf many prominent men
of Omaha testified.

W. A. Kirkpatrick, Sabetha, Kans., is taking
a course in optics at the Omaha Watch Repairing,
Engraving and Optical Institute. W. B. Groves,
West Point, is taking a course at the same school.

Two little children here, while playing, picked
up a good-sized diamond. The boy, thinking it
of value, took it to the police station, where it will
be delivered to its owner.

P. E. Flodman has been attending the annual
meeting of the Agustana Synod of America, which
was held at Stanton, Iowa.

(Continued on page 1112)
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16 Size Hunting and Open-Face

Sold complete in Boss or Crescent 25-Year Filled
and 18 K. or 14 K. Solid Gold Cases

A. G. SCHWAB & BRO.
Wholesale Agents CINCINNATI
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We are prepared in our new quarters

to give extra attention to RECUTTING, REFINISHING AND
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Trade conditions have been
Favorable Trade favorable during the past month,

in every respect except the
weather. Much rain fell, and

there was a consequent decrease of trade in the
rural sections, both because traveling was interfered
with and because the rains have retarded farm
work. Retail dealers have been doing a fair busi-
ness, the bulk of which has been in high-class
goods. This is especially true in the diamond
line. Diamond dealers report an unprecedented
demand for high-class stones, while the watch
demand is also heavy and almost exclusively for
the better makes.

The Frank Herschede Company, having a
capital stock of $25o,000, was incorporated under
the Ohio laws a few weeks ago, for the purpose of
taking over the business of Frank Herschede, the
Fourth Street jeweler. The step is simply the
adoption of the more modern methods of con-
ducting business under a stock company firm.
The incorporators are given as Frank Herschede,
J. F. Kramer, Charles W. Lueis, Charles Mudge
and Edward F. Herschede.

M. Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & Brother, and
his wife, celebrated their silver wedding at their
pretty home, 848 Hutchins Avenue, Avondale, on
June ith. Immediate relatives and friends of the
family were present during the felicitations, and
wished the happy couple a recurrence of many
additional anniversaries.

S. Lindenberg, of the firm of Lindenberg,
Strauss & Co., spent several weeks vacation at
Atlantic City and other Eastern resorts.

A handsome gold badge, studded with dia-
monds, was presented to the recently appointed
chief of police of Covington, a few weeks ago by
his political associates, among whom were Joseph
Noterman and Ed. Croninger, both of well-known
local wholesale jewelry firms. Mr. Croninger is a
member of the Covington council and Mr. Noter-
man is a member of the board of waterworks
commissioners. The badge which was presented
to the chief was made by the firm of Noterman
& Co.

William Schweeting, jeweler, at Oxford, Ohio,
was a recent visitor here, accompanied by his son.
The latter will make a trip to West Fahlen, Ger-
many, in the near future, for the purpose of visit-
ing his grandparents. He will remain abroad
until almost the end of the year.

The confidence of the trade in general is well
evidenced by the many enlargements and store im-
provements which have recently been made.

S. Luebscher, connected with L. Gutmann &
Sons, accompanied by his wife, made a pleasure
trip to New York City and Eastern points early
III June. 

The marriage of Miss Blanche Peck, daughter
of Henry Peck, of the firm of Wallenstein, Mayer
& Co. to Walter Cruse, of Sandusky, was
announced the middle of the month.

Edwin Fox, of the firm of Lindenberg & Fox,
a short time ago paid a brief visit to Mackinaw, to
escape from the hot spell. 

of N. C. Henning, at New Vienna, and has
assumed charge.

Frank Miller, formerly in the jewelry business
at Wilmington, Ohio, has purchased the business

Abner C. Thomas, formerly of Sistersville,
W. Va., has succeeded in disposing by
auction of his stock and fixtures and has started

Reports

for Anniston, Ala., where he will open a new
and larger store.

C. C. Stevenson, of Pittsburg, Kans., has
been here buying fixtures and stock for a new store,
which he opened at that place a short time ago.
He left some nice orders with the local trade
before departing West.

Jeweler Edward Kaelin, of 1827
Jewelers' Gun Vine Street, had a lively experi-
Frightens Thief ence with an awkward penny-

vveighter, one evening a few
weeks ago. The thief entered his place during
the rush hour on Saturday night, and asked to be
shown some solitaire rings. When the tray was
placed before him, he examined several of the
rings and finally attempted to steal one, substituting
for It a cheap ring which he had in a coat pocket.
Kaelin discovered the act and drawing a revolver,
suddenly confronted the thief with it and demanded
that he pay for the ring which he had taken. 'File
fellow did not possess the money, but gave up the
genuine ring in a hurry, and then made a success-
ful dash for liberty.

The honor of having been presented to King
Edward of England, in the throne room of the St.
James palace, was accorded Loring Andrews, the
Fourth Street jeweler some weeks ago. Mr.
Andrews had been abroad some time, and during
his visit to England was presented to the King by
the American Charge d'Affaires at London.

The Dorst Company, having a capital stock of
$5o,000, was incorporated at Columbus the latter
part of May, to carry on the manufacture of
jewelry. The incorporators are Arno Dorst, C.
Dorst, George T. Gruen, Albert Siebert and G. F.
Dieterle. The incorporators are connected with
local jewelry manufacturing houses, and the com-
pany is destined to eventually take over part of the
business which is at present conducted as a partner-
ship.

Daniel Bachrach, a jeweler and watchmaker at
519 Central Avenue, disappeared from his home
under mysterious circumstances on June 8th, and
for some days the police of various cities made
futile efforts to locate him. He had been suffering
from nervous trouble, and when he disappeared It
was supposed for a time that he may have met
with an accident. Several days later he was located
at El Paso, Texas, however, and was communi-
cated with by wire by the parents of his wife. The
missing man was later returned to this city by
friends.

The Homan Manufacturing Company has been
incorporated by the secretary of state at Colum-
bus, for the purpose of manufacturing silver plate
and other articles for the jewelry trade. The
capital stock of the company is koo,000, the in-
corporators and directors being Joseph T. Homan,
Seth H. Leavenworth, Louis Homan, Thomas
A. Macklin and Joseph T. Tressel. The stock
company is to succeed to the business of the
Homan Silver Plate Company, the change being
made because of increase in the output and plant
and general enlargement of the business, which
will follow the opening of the company's new plant
Ill the Deer Creek Valley. The new site will give
the company a larger floor space than their present
quarters on East Seventh Street.

Two of the cleverest diamond
thieves who have worked in

ADa
Pair

Tafhieves Cincinnati in a long time, made
several hauls during the after-

noon of June 9th, at the various down town
jewelry stores, and got away with their plunder.
Clerks who came in contact with the couple are
under the impression that while one of them was
dressed as a woman, it was in reality a nian work-
ing under the disguise. The impresssion is created
by the fact that the features of the suspect was
rather coarse for those of a woman, and because
they belied the generally perfect make-up in the
way of dress. As far as reported, the following
firms were visited : Duhme Jewelry Company on
Fourth Street, Frank Herschede, Oskamp and
Oskamp, Nolting & Co., on Vine Street. One
stone valued at $250 was secured at Duhme's,
while four were secured at Herschede's. At the
other places the couple were unsuccessful as a
warning had been telephoned around to various
stores to be on the lookout for the suspects.
About noon, the couple drove up to the whole-
sale establishment of Oskamp, Nolting & Co., on
Elm Street in an automobile. The were immacu-
lately dressed and the man presented a card bear-
ing the following : "Joseph L. Lehman & Bro.,

manufacturing jewelers, corner Dearborn and
Madison Streets, Chicago, Ill., telephone ro4
Central." The woman was introduced as a Cin-
cinnatian who desired to buy some diamonds.
While she was examining the stones, the man
seated himself near a counter on which the dia-
mond tray had been placed, and made a bluff at
reading a Chicago paper. The two had been in
the place but a few moments when Mr. Nolting
inquired of L. L. Boyle, Chicago representative of
THE KEYSTONE, who was in the salesrooms at the
time, if he knew Lehman. Boyle failed to recog-
nize the name as any he had ever come in contact
with in the Windy City, and advised the manage-
ment to watch the couple. Accordingly, two
young saleswomen were stationed in a rear room
where they could observe the suspects through a
glass partition, and it was while they were
giving them their undivided attention, that the
man happened to glance beyond his paper and
discovered them. His companion seemed to have
been unusually hard to please, and when the man
discovered that they were under espionage, he at
once suggested that they had better call again.
Both left and had been gone from the place but a
few minutes, when the. telephone began to ring and
inquiries came from Duhme and Herschede, asking
if the parties had been there, and if they were still
there to apprehend them. Later investigation
developed the fact that the couple created suspicion
at both Vine Street stores where they had attempted
to work a similar racket previously, as a result of
which they were closely watched. At Oskamp,
Nulling & Co.'s retail store, the young lady clerk
feels assured that the woman was in reality a
man, as the voice appeared to her to be strained,
while she is sure the woman wore a wig.

Jacob Hoffman, a jeweler, at Dayton, Ohio,
filed a petition in voluntary bankruptcy in the
United States court May 23d last. The court
adjudicated him a bankrupt, and appointed W. L.
Benham, of Dayton to act as receiver for the busi-
ness during the court proceedings. Hoffman has
a number of Cincinnati creditors, and made a
proposition to them to compromise at twenty-five
cents on the dollar, but the offer was declined.

The street clock which has stood in front of
the store of A. Schemel, on the upper Central
Avenue for a number of years, WaS almost wrecked
recently by being run into by a runaway team and
vehicle. The cluck has been repaired.

G. E. Combs, of Villa Grove, Ill., was in the
city early in the month purchasing fixtures and
stock for a new store which he has arranged to
open.

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Neuhaus became the
proud pareiits of a big boy the latter part of May.
Latest reports indicate that both mother and the
young heir are doing very well.

George Schneider, connected with E. & J.
Swigart, went East On a brief vacation trip.

Thomas Bunch, connected with the large
retail house of Davidson, Paxton & Stokes, at
Atlanta, Ga., was among the wholesalers during
the early part of the month, and reports business
in his section to be very good. This is in part due
to the high price cotton is bringing at this time.
Mr. Bunch left a number of orders with the trade
before departing for the East.

Joseph Kenkel, local jeweler, has gone into the
chicken raising business on a tract of land on

Hill.Price h
Tefollowing visiting jewelers were in the

the city during the past month and called upon the
trade : F. Goosman, Somerville, Tenn.; J. N.
Calvert, Dillsboro, Ind.; S. C. Diefenbach, Lewis-
burg, Ohio ; A. M. Stamm, Williamsburg, Ohio;
G. G. Helms, Salineville, Ohio ; C. Krise, Tippe-
canoe City, Ohio ; M. Schweeting, Oxford, Ohio;
John Hesselbrock, College Corner, Ohio ; C. G.
Goehring, Thomasville, Ga.; A. J. Simpson, New
Richmond, Ohio ; Edward Israel, Harrison, Ohio;
J. A. Worrell, Washington Court House, Ohio;
Henry Stutie, of Stutie & Co., Osgood, Ind.;
Charles Sederberg, Milford, Ohio ; Mrs. Drake,
Lebanon, Ohio ; Abner C. Thomas, Sistersville,
W. Va.; C. C. Stevenson, Pittsburg, Kans.;
Frank Thineman, Franklin, Ohio ; Fred. Bente',
Hamilton, Ohio ; H. I. Reed, Blanchester, Ohio;
F. G. Meyer, Dayton, Ohio ; G. F. Kelly, Rock-
ford, Ohio ; A. Clooney, Maysville., Ky.; W. H.
Todd, Madison, Ind.; Mr. Haseltme, Kokomo,
Ind.; W. B. George, Frankfort, Ky.; Thomas
Bunch, of Davidson, Paxton & Stokes, Atlanta,
Ga., and G. E. Combs, Villa Grove, Ill.
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Prosperity is blossoming in this
Prosperous Trade section of the country. Every-

thing points to a record business
in a commercial way, for the

conditions throughout Kansas, Missouri and Iowa
are all that the most optimistic could desire. Crops
are reported to be enormous, and throughout the
country there is a settled air of well-being that
promises well for the trade. The Kansas City
wholesale houses are unusually busy for this season
of the year. The customers not only come in
plenty, but instead of having to make an effort to
sell goods, the wholesale dealers find that their
customers are coming with lists of the things they
desire, and usually these lists are larger than might
reasonably be expected. This is a very unusual
circumstance, and one which makes the dealers
feel that they are certainly located in the center of
the richest and best country in the world. The
traveling men are in just now, and without excep-
tion have glowing reports to make of the condi-
tions in every portion of their extended territories.
" Kansas is certainly the Garden of Eden just
now," is the way one of them expressed his
approval of the country. The only section from
which comes rumors of discontent in regard to the
commercial situation, is Texas, but no doubt that
big and rich State will " round to " shortly.

There is. a mild flurry among
A $5000 the Kansas jewelers about the

silver service for the battleship
Kansas. Some of the jewelers

are finding fault with Governor Hoch because he
gave Ed. Vail, a Wichita jeweler, a letter intro-
ducing him to finns which make a specialty of
manufacturing such services. They say that this
gives the impression that Vail is the official repre-
sentative of the State, which puts him at a great
advantage over the other jewelers who are com-
peting for the honor of furnishing the service for
the battleship Kansas. So hot has become the
controversy that Governor Hoch issued the follow-
ing statement : " Mr. Vail told me • that he was
going East to get some designs for services for
battleships, and asked for a letter of introduction.
Of course I gave it to him. I will give the same
kind of a letter to any other Kansas jeweler who
cares to go East. I don't know anything about
silver services for battleships. I have asked the
Kansas jewelers to submit designs to me. As no
Kansas jeweler is engaged in the business of manu-
facturing such services, those who desire to contest
for the privilege of furnishing the service will have
to make whatever terms they can with the manu-
facturers. I have learned that there is great
competition among the factories furnishing these
services, and some of them don't care to do busi-
ness through the middle man. They want to
negotiate direct. They want the prestige of making
the services for battleships, for it is fine adver-
tising for them. The legislature appropriated $5000
for the silver service of the Kansas. I shall do the
best I can with the money. Some jewelers say
that it is a small sum for the purpose. Pennsyl-
vania, it seems, paid $25,000 for the service for the

Conditions

Silver Service

ship named in honor of that State. But we will
have to get along with a $s000 service, and I think
a very satisfactory present can be purchased for
that amount. When the designs are submitted to
me I shall pick out the one which suits me. I
trust that some Kansas jeweler will be able to
furnish the service, but if the manufacturers come
into this contest and go to bidding against one
another, declining to bid through a local jeweler, I
probably will have to place the order with a manu-
facurer. A few jewelers are writing for my ideas.
I have none. I want the jewelers to furnish the
ideas. I will adopt the one which I think is the
most appropriate."

George H. Edwards, of Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., wholesale jewelers, was elected presi-
dent of the Credit Men's Association of Kansas
City, at a meeting held last month. Mr. Edwards'
election has met with general approval, for he
is known to be one of the best credit men in
the West.

Miss Elizabeth Hayden, daughter of J. B.
Hayden, the Topeka jeweler, was married to
Harry Bruce Walker, of Kansas City, June 14th. ,
The ceremony took place at the family residence
in Topeka. Mr. and Mrs. Walker will be at home
after September 1st, at 407 East Forty-seventh
Street, Kansas City, Mo. THE KEYSTONE offers
congratulations.

J. R. Mercer will spend his vacation hunting
and fishing in Canada.

A. Malmgren, formerly of Thorsby, Ala., has
bought the jewelry store of Dan. Sargent, at Falls
City, Nebr.

George H. Edwards and Noble R. Fuller have
returned from a trip to New York, during which
they bought goods for the fall trade.

Walter Jaccard and Mrs. Jaccard have gone
abroad for the summer. Much of their time will
be spent in Paris, when Mr. Jaccard will secure
new jewelry designs.

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hoefer are in Boston for a
short stay.

F. D. Larson, of Atlantic, Iowa, has sold his
jewelry stock to Cole & McIlwain. Mr. Larson
will remain with the new firm in charge of the
optical and engraving departments.
. A. Wilson, of Winfield, Kans., has moved his

jewelry stock into new and very attractive quarters.
H. F. Sloane, of Edwards & Sloane Jewelry

Co., has returned from a trip to the Pacific Coast.
George F. Wells, president of the American

Optical Company, of Southbridge, Mass., accom-
panied by Mrs. Wells, was in Kansas City for a
few days last month. Mr. and Mrs. Wells left for
Portland, where they will attend the Lewis and
Clark Exposition, and afterward will go to Alaska
for a stay of several weeks.

F. E. Woodington, of Mercer's, is spending
his vacation on an Eastern trip, which will include
visits to Philadelphia, New York, Washington and
Baltimore.

One of the latest jewelers to join the ranks of
benedicts is George H. Searle, of Sibley, Iowa,
who was married early in June.

The Estherville Jewelry and Music Company, of
Estherville, Iowa, has moved into a new store.

One of the finest jewelry stores in Kansas is
that of E. L. MacDowell, of Arkansas City. The
store is handsomely fitted up, and is thoroughly
attractive and up to date in every particular.

T. S. Terry, of Downs, Kans., visited the
wholesale houses here last month.

Miss McMullen, bookkeeper for Woodstock-
Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Co., has returned from
an Eastern trip.
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A two-carat stone was snatched from the shii
front of one of our local brewers while on a stre(
car. The thief made good his escape, but his p,
was taken into custody.

A pair of cheap actors were arrested here I,
the police last month, and jewelry enough to stai
a store was found on them. It is thought that it
part of the goods stolen at St. Joe.

C. L. Shook, of the Shook Mfg. Co., wil
home to attend the grand lodge meeting of Mastk
Masons, being a delegate from Nebraska Lodg •
No. 1.

Great crowds visited Council Bluffs, Iowa, on
the occasion of the firemen's tournament recentl
held there. Barney Oldfield and his famous mad
were among the attractions.

While in the act of removing a man's watch
from his pocket, a much-wanted crook was taken
into custody by an officer in Council Bluffs, Iowa.
The man of the sticky fingers asked permission
to retire to a toilet room in the upper part
the depot, and the policeman thinking it a good
place to keep him while he 'phoned, locked him
in. When the wagon arrived the thief had crawled
through a twelve-inch opening and jumped to thi•
ground, a distance of thirty feet, and made hi ,
escape.

Chas. Weigle, with the C. B. Jacquemin Co.
has resigned his position.

The J. C. Huteson Optical Co. is making exten
sive alterations and is installing new fixture
throughout. When finished it will be one of thi
most attractive stores in this part of the country.

Out-of-town buyers in Omaha last month
included the following : J. P. Fleckenstein, Sion \
City, Iowa ; M. Barnes, Avoca, Iowa ; W. A
Quimby, Deadwood, S. Dak.; P. N. Napier.
Decatur, Nebr.; F. A. Hannes, York, Nebr.; E. C.
Roggy, Bradshaw, Nebr.; Max Egge, Grand
Island, Nebr.; M. L. Jones, Fairfield, Nebr.

A good story is being told on a local pawn-
broker, who is also a dealer in second-hand cloth
ing. It was his usual custom to make his house
secure at night himself, to keep off all intruders
One night recently something evidently weni
wrong, and when he awoke in the morning Iv
found everything in confusion. His watch and
Sunday trousers with several other things were
missing, and with a sigh he gave up all hope of
ever seeing them again. That morning, as he sat
in his store, a man entered who asked the pawn-
broker for a loan on his Sunday trousers. The
dealer looked them over, made several complaints
about them not being all wool, etc., and so dis-
gusted his customer that he picked them up and
walked out. As the chap closed the door it
dawned on the pawnbroker that he was refusing to
buy back his own Sunday pants.

Opalized Plesiosaurs
In the upper cretaceous deposits at White

Cliffs, New South Wales, two skeletons of plesio-
saurian reptiles have been found, both of which
were completely opalized, like the tree trunks
found in Arizona and other Western localities. In
the first example of these jeweled monsters that
was unearthed the color was very rich and striking;
the second was less brilliant of hue, and precious
opal occurred only here and there in the specimen,
especially in the transverse processes of the neck.

THE
WESTERN CLOCK

MFG. CO.
La Salle, Ill.

NEW YORK CITY

51-53 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO
131-133 Wabash Ave.

Imperial Alarm
Height io inches

THE " IMPERIAL " Alarm supplies the large

demand for a fancy alarm clock at a low price. Its

ornamental design, as well as its size, the quality of

its works and its strikingly low price, make of it one

of the best values ever placed on the market.

The frame is made of cast iron, richly gold-plated

and supported by a foldable easel. The movement has

all the advantages of our CASTING CONSTRUC-

TION which permits the use of VERY THIN HARD

STEEL PIVOTS, reducing the friction to a minimum,

assuring absolutely true wheels and producing perfect

timekeepers.
The " IMPERIAL " can also be supplied without

alarm if desired.
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Mr. Louis Freund on board the Kaiser 11

OUR Mr. Louis Freund, after having attended
to his business in the European Markets,

again turns his eyes homeward, and will be
pleased to once more greet his friends in the
near future. The result of his efforts will
soon be shown in our diamond stock. While
he has been away we have been busily
engaged on the general line and will show
this season an assortment of Jewelry and
Watches which will excel even any of our
previous efforts.

Mr. Henry Freund will also shortly call
upon the trade, as well as our Mr. Danziger
and Mr. Goldschmidt. They will have, as
always, a complete line of well-assorted goods
of the newest patterns and at prices that will
induce purchasing for the Fall Season.

Our Elk stock has been enlarged and is
complete from silver buttons to most ex-
pensive charms. Numerous new designs.

Henry Freund & Bro.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

Maiden Lane, New York
Elk and Fraternal Order of

Eagle goods a specialty
Booklet of the New 16 size Howard Watches sent on request.
They are desirable adaitions to any Jeweler's stock.
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These New 16 Size Howard Watches
are now in the hands of our Jobbers for distribution. They will appeal to all Jewelerswhose first thought is for

Quality and Finish
These high-grade goods will be sold only as Complete Watches, cased in heavy 18 K.or 14 K. Solid Gold and Boss or Crescent 25-year Filled Cases.
No publishing of trade prices allowed.
The retail selling price of each Watch is fixed by the manufacturer, assuring theJeweler an attractive profit.
No cutting of prices will be permitted.
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23 ruby and sapphire jewels (raised gold settings);adjusted to 5 positions, tenuteratit re and isochronism ;breguet hairsprings ; micrometric regulator ; gold trainwheels ; double roller ; steel t,ctipe wheel ; sapphire pallet
stones ; all steel parts highly finished ; extra fine, hand-
made, double-sunk dial ; timed in the case and certificateof rating furnished with each watch.

19 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings); adjustedto 3 positions, temperature and Iseult ronistu ; breguet hair-spring ; micrometric regulator ; gold center wheel ; doubleroller ; steel escape wheel ; sa Itli i re pallet stones ; all steelParts highly finished ; extra tine, hand-made, double-sunkdial ; timed in the case and certificate of rating furnishedwith each watch.

17 rutty and sapphire jewels (gold settings); adjustedto 3 positions and temperature ; breguet hairspring; micro-metric regulator ; gold center wheel ; double roller ; steelescape wheel ; sapphire pallet stones ; all steel parts highlyfinished ; extra fine, hand-made, double-sunk dial ; timedIn case.

17 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings) adjusted totemperature ; breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ;gold center wheel ; steel escape wheel ; sapphire palletstones; all steel parts highly finished ; extra fine, hand-made dial ; timed in case.

Each Watch is enclosed in a highly finished, silk=lined Mahogany Box

Write to us for Booklet giving full descriptions and the prices atwhich these Watches are to be sold to the consumer ; also a list ofWholesalers from whom these Watches can be obtained.

E. Howard Watch Company, Waltham, Mass.

No. 2405. CENTER PIECE

One from many of this year's magnificent floral designs in the new Combination French Gray-Burnished Finish

HOMAN PLATE
has always assured not only artistic worth, and excellent and

durable finish, but acceptability and salableness, because the

patterns bearing this mark represent the development and

idealization of popular taste, a knowledge of which our long

experience has conferred. Our productions of this year offer

an unprecedented variety of temptingly beautiful designs.

THE HOMAN MFG. COMPANY
NEW YORK SALESROOM, 32 Park Place
CHICAGO SALESROOM, Silversmiths' Building
BOSTON SALESROOM, Jewelers' Building

Office, Factory and Salesrootn

Cincinnati, Ohio
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Hello, There!
Did you know that every retailer
who carries a large assortment of
S. 0. Bigney & Co.'s Gold Filled
Chains and Safety Fobs is satisfied with the
results ? Design, workmanship and quality play
their part.

'Those who neglected the golden opportunity should not let
another season pass without laying in a large variety of our Chains

Procrastination is the thief of time,
He who hesitates is lost.
So get buy and buy our line
Be in the front ranks at any cost.

is inure complete than ever, showing many new
ideas in

Fob Chains
Lorgnette Chains
Vest Chains
Neck Chains
Festoon Necks
Stone Lorgnettes
Chain Bracelets
Nethersole Bracelets

Sterling Silver and German Silver Bags

Ash your jobber 'Or on" goods

Remember, opportunity knocks at your door and mine but once
on any single mission

S. 0. Bigney & Co.
I_COULS CSTERN Go.
Chainmakers 6 cSilversmiths
FP RONTI1C1E, NC E. • 1R I.

TRADE MARK •

Factory

Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane



TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Iforological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and
HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Iforological and Electro-Mechanical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.
Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, JR., Charleston, S. C. Former pupil of the

Lode Horological School.
(Copyrighted, 1905, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part XIX.)

In. Fig. 45 let a b equal the pitch of one of these gearings,
and place a b =-- A ;

let us call n' the number of leaves which the pinion should have ;
the primitive circumference will then have for its value

2 Ir A lit,
which gives

A a'
(w) e =

21T

2e4 "rug
11ADIE5' WATCHES

Their charming daintiness
of design and beauty of
finish, coupled with their
absolute reliability as time-
keepers, have given them
the widest popularity
among people of discrimin-
ation and refinement. Made
in hundreds of styles and
at prices to suit everyone.
Ask your dealer to show
you the " New England
Trays " and judge for your-
self as to their delicate
beauty and exquisite work -
manship.

Our New England Blue
Book,illustrating the complete
line of watches, is now ready
and will be sent to any ad-
dress upon application. Every
intending purchaser should
see this book before making
their selection.

THE NEW ENGLAND
WATCH COMPANY

NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO
37-39 Malden Lana 131431 Wabash Ave.

S i N Fli I NCISCO, Sprvckels IIaldIng

AWATCH that suits the fashion of the day. Most
appropriate for the use of gentlemen of dis-
crimination. This watch is guaranteed to keep

perfect time, while in appearance it is the equal of
watches costing many times as much.

Ask to be shown the NEW ENGLAND
AMBASSADOR at any jewelers. You will be
surprised when you learn the cost.
Our New England Red Book (illustrating men's \witches) and ourNew England Blue Book of Ladies' xvatches are gladly sent on request.

THE NEV ENGLAND WATCH CO.
37-39 Maiden Lane, New York City 131-137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Sun Francisco, Spreckels Building

WATCH ADVERTISING
sells watches. Thais a pro.z.ew N VW England Watch

advertising has I wen planned to give the retailer the direct
benefit of every dollar spent. The thousands and thousands of

men and women who answer our " ads." and receive our " followup " letters could not buy a watch direct from this factory for loveor money. Thcv have got lo go to a New England cit akr, and wesupply them his address.
The fact that the " New England trays " are in your show case will putyour name directly before the people in your town who have the purchaseof a watch under consideration.

If you could see the piles of correspondence that flood our advertising depart-ment you would realize better just what this might mean to you. If you want tosell the watches that people want to buy, stock with the New England line.
Watches for men, women and children in every style and at all prices.Lots of Novelties, too, such as the Skeleton Watch, that are making such talkamong the trade.

The " New England Blue Book " of Ladies' Watches and
the " New England Red Book " of Men's Watches will be
sent to any address upon application.

Nev England Watch Co., Waterbury, Conn.
37-39 Maiden Lane

New York
131-137 \\Tabash Avenue Spreckels Building

San FranciscoChicago
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192. Numerical example. Let 2.8 mm. be the pitch of a rack
g caring, the pinion must have 12 leaves, what should be its primi-

e radius?
The formula ( to) gives

n' 2.8 X 12 2.8 X 6=. = - -  =
2 it' 2 X 3.1416 3.1416 — 5'347 MM.

The radius sought should then be
5.347 mm.

193. Application of the Theory of Primitive Radii to the
Escapements. The theory of gearings finds its application not
only in the wheel-work, but also every time that there is a question
of the transmission of movements of rotation around two fixed axes.
It can then be applied also in special cases, such as one encounters in
the study of the escapements, the mechanisms of repeaters, etc.

It sometimes happens, and especially in the last cases, that one
knows the distance between the centers of rotation and the relation
of the angles traversed in the same time by the movers considered,
and that one may have to determine their primitive radii with the
object of finding out the form of the surfaces in contact.

The formula ( i) gives us the proportion

t- a'
7-1 — '

which indicates that the primitive radii are inversely proportionate
to the angles traversed in any equal times.

Furthermore, one should have, when the rotations of the two
movers take place .in opposite directions,

D = r -I- r
and when they take place in the same direction

D = r —
indica0Etxnetdepr ( jeoIrr8forming identical operations to those which we have

5g)e,arionn,one will arrive at the following results :

and
a'

= D -
- ,, + a)

a
(12) a + a

Interior gearing,

(13)
and

r= D —
a'

(14) r' = D a

194. Numerical Example. To find the primitive radii of an
escape wheel and of the anchor, knowing, that while the wheel
traversed an ange of to° a, the anchor turns an angle of 9° a'.
Moreover, let the distance between the centers be D , ioo mm.

Let us remark that, the wheel being animated with a move-
ment to the right, the anchor possesses a movement to the left,
when the tooth acts on the exit pallet, and a movement to the right
when it acts on the entrance pallet. The first case is, then, that
of an

gearing.
nexter iorgearing, while the second is similar to that of an

interior 
The formulas (ii) and (12) will give us

r — D 
a /
  — roo  too

=
47112

9

and
a

D + 0/ = too

The formulas (i3) and (i4)
a'r = D , looa — a

and

to to
  = too — -= 52+1
10+9 19

will then give us

9 — ioo X 9 = 9°c'IO — 9

a tor'= D  too = moo.a , 
10-9

Second—Form of the Teeth and Leaves.

195. General Study of the Transmission of Force in Gearings.
In the chapter on motive forces, we compared the energy displayed
by a motive spring to the effect produced by a weight placed at
the extremity of a lever arm equal to the unit of distance, the
system being in equilibrium (83).

This fictitious weight F represents the moment of Me force
with relation to the axis around which this force exerts its action.

By means of the gearing, this action is transmitted to the
second axis and the problem is to find the moment F' of a force
which, with relation to the second axis, would be in equilibrium
with the moment F.

196. Let us suppose at first that the point of contact of the
tooth of the wheel with the pinion leaf is found on the line of
centers (Fig. 46), and regard the wheel 0 as a lever in the state

Fig. 46

of equilibrium. This system fulfills in effect all the conditions rela-
tive to the lever ; the fulcrum is 0, the power is F ; the resistance
is that which arises from the wheel 0' and the moment of which
we have to find.

This resistence is applied at the point of contact, c, of the wheel-
tooth and the pinion-leaf ; it is directed normally to the surfaces in
contact ; here, perpendicularly to the line of centers and consequently
following c N It acts thus in a contrary direction to the force F.

(Continued on page 1124
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wE have just room enough in this space to tell you

frankly, candidly, honestly and without any exagger-

ation that you can buy diamonds from us cheaper than

from any other wholesale house that gives you as good

quality as we do. Try us.

Your sure way to gain substantial knowledge of this
fact is to send us your mail orders or by calling when in
the market. You can't lose.

NORRIS, ALISTER 6 CO.
134-136 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

"American Beauty" Floor Case, No. 410

Cut above shows front view, and
one below rear view, of one of the
very best selling cases on the mar-
ket to-day.

"American Beauty Floor Case, No. 410

Some of our

"American Beauties"
The magic .of their name, the superbness of their

appearance, are utterly irresistible

'American Beauty" Horseshoe Case, No. 465

REMEMBER that there is not a single hole drilled through the
Plate glass at any point, and that these cases are practically as
everlasting as the marble and glass of which they are composed
and as solid as a wall!

Write for our Catalogue " B,.' with more illustrations of our peerless line of cases.
Let us also send you some testimonials from your neighbors and confreres. They predict the total eclipsing of al other classes of floor cases by our " AmericaiBeauty " ones.

-747-7-77;

•'American Beauty" Case; No. 406

Cut above shows front view, and
one below rear view, of a case novel
in its application to the jeweler's
trade; but probably the very richest
one to be purchased.

"American Beauty" Case, N., 406

GRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE COMPANY
New York Office, 718 Broadway

Same floors as Frankel Display Fixtures Co.

The Largest Show Case Plant in the World 
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Lessons in Horology

KEYSTONE

(Continued from #age 1121)

The lever arm (43) of the force N is 0 c = r, its moment

i then
NX r,

because of the equilibrium, one should have

(15) F= Nr,

ince the lever arm of the force F is equal to the unit.

Ort the other hand, the pinion is acted upon by two forces :

,,ne, F', is the resisting moment to be determined ; the other, N',

coining from the tooth of the wheel 0 and acting, as also does the

force N, in the direction of the common normal at the point of

mtact.
Since the pinion, as well as the wheel, is in the state of equi-

librium, one should have, in an analogous manner, the equality of

the moments :

(43)

(16) F' =-- NX e.

on dividing the equations (15) and (r6) member by member,

One has
F Ni'
77 rr

The normal forces IV and 1V-' are equal, since their effects

destroy each other ; consequently, one obtains simply

(17) F, ,

from whence one finds the value sought

(is)

on account of the proportion (3) :

n'

one can then write

(19) 1" • -1-,11-1 •

196 a. If, for example, the moment of F is equal to 4000

the number of teeth in the wheel n = 8o teeth and the numbe
r of

leaves in the pinion n' = lo leaves, the formula (19) would be
come

fiv 4000 5oo gr.

weight of soo gr. suspended at the extremity of a lever

at I rum. from the center of the . pinion would then make equi-

librium with a weight of goo° suspended at the same distance

In )l1 the center of the wheel.
Let us remark at this time that if the force has dimini

shed

(luring its transmission, and is not more, with relation to the

pinion, than the eighth part of what it was with relation to
 the

wheel, the speed of the last mover is, on the other hand, 
increased

and has become eight times greater.

19Z. Supposing that the preceding calculation relates to the

gearing of a barrel with the center pinion, let us now seek for
 the

moment F" of the force that should be applied to the third 
wheel to

make equilibrium with the moment of the force of the barrel 
spring.

We have seen, in the preceding case, that on multiplying
 the

moment F by the relation , one obtains the moment of the force

,plied to the center wheel ; on multiplying, then, this latter 
value

hy the relation , of the number of leaves in the third wheel

pillion to the number of teeth in the center wheel, one will 
obtain

!.ite value sought, thus :

(20) FN •—F  U n,

198. One could continue this
\l heels. Thus, the moment P"
,:cape wheel to make equilibrium

the spring, will be expressed by

(2r) F.n7 F

reasoning for any number of
that should be applied to the
with the moment of the force

n. n# nw.
•

U U1 n, n,

199. Let us choose as numerical example the very frequent 
case,

10 X (0 X TO  X 7 
80X80

4000 —
x 75 A 70

1123

The force has become 4800 times weaker but the speed of the

last mover is 4800 times greater. That which, in mechanics, is

lost in force is gained in speed and reciprocally.
200. We have just studied the transmission of the moment of

the force from one wheel to another, admitting that the point of

contact of the movers is on the line of centers
Let us now see under what condition this point of contact can

be found outside of that line, in such a manner that the moment of

force transmitted preserves at each instant the same value th
at it

possessed when lhe contaa took place on the line of centers.

Otherwise expressed, the question is to form the teeth and the

leaves in such a manner that the transmission of the force may be

constant. It is necessary, therefore, that the value given by the

formula (19)
=

remains the same no matter what the position of the movement.

201. Let us suppose that the wheel-tooth and the pinion-leaf

are formed in such a manner that at one instant of movement this

contact is found at the point c (Fig. 47), situated outside of the

1,:g. 47

line of centers. Let us find, in this position, what would be the

value of the weight F' which would make equilibrium with 
the

weight F, these two forces being placed at the unit of distance

from the axes.
The normal to the point c along which is exercised the

reciprocal action of the tooth on the leaf and the leaf on the

tooth, is necessarily normal both to the curve of the tooth 
and to

the form of the leaf, since these two lines are tangent at this 
point ;

it is directed along the straight line NN'.

As in the preceding case, the two wheels can be compare
d to

levers. The wheel 0 is, in effect, acted upon by two forces. The

one, F, tending to impart to it a movement to the left ; i
ts normal

is F X r, therefore, I; ; the other, N, directed in the opposite
direction and arising from the pinion leaf, its lever arm 

being the

perpendicular 0 b, its moment is

N X 0 b.

Because of the equilibrium, one will have (43)

(22) P N X 0 b.

The pinion is likewise acted upon by two forces : the one
, F',

whose moment is F' ; the other, arising from the pressure
 that the.

tooth exerts on the leaf at the point c, following the nor
mal threc.

tion c N" ; it moment is
Arl X 01 b'.

Since the direction of this last force is inverse to that of F', the

equilibrium is produced by the equality of the moments :

(23) F1 == 0' 6'.

Dividing equation (22) by (23), one has

F • 
N 0 b

— 0, b7"

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds byexpress.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage chargesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Oki Gold($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuationsare accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining). is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from i5 to 25 per cent. of thevalue of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for .refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed bythe price of fine silver. 
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103-105 William St.

New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER
Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your billswith the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms thattake gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they anymeans of ascertaining its exaur value, but depend on others, who place avalue on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,
ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled andproceeds promptly remitted.

THE I< EYSTON

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade In technical
instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-
tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise
ever written on this subjeet, being wider in scope and more
copiously Illustrated than any previous work oil engraving.
Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same
in book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-
taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.
A eopy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of price, 81.50 (as. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XXIX. Begun in March, 5903)

From the foregoing remarks it will be readily seen that some
thought and very careful practice is very necessary to do this work,
remembering that the reduction of the width of the bar of the letter
is caused by pulling the graver toward the operator, allowing its
position forward to be exactly the same. The graver must not
be turned or its position changed ; it should be facing the same
direction when it is thrown out at the bottom of the line as when
it was first inserted in the metal.

At Fig. 113 we illustrate what has pre-
viously been described as the roll cut. In
this case it will be observed that it is necessary
to start .the graver by wriggling a hair line,
gradually increasing the same to the width of
the graver and then diminishing again to a
hair line. This to those not skilled in the art
would seem to be a very difficult thing to do, yet it is not difficult.
On the contrary, it is quite easy. When the graver is first inserted
at the upper right corner of this bar it is pulled toward the operator
with more pressure than it is pushed forward, which makes it curve
around on a sharp curve. After such curve is made the graver is
pushed forward and not pulled toward the operator at all, until the
point of the curve at the left is reached, at which point it is
gradually again pulled toward the operator, thus reducing the bar
to a hair line. The method of shading these bars of wriggled old
English letters is the same as has been previously described for
shading block letters, remembering that it is usually the custom to
shade the bars of all letters on the lower right-hand side.

At Fig. 114 We illustrate the center bar of the capital S. This
is a bar that bothers students to wriggle, it being difficult to start a

hair line and end a hair line in this position. We
therefore find it necessary to start at A and wriggle
in the direction of the arrow, and as the waver is
inserted it is pushed forward, and as the curve is
reached it is gradually pushed away from the ope-
rator, it being necessary to push the graver away
from the operator with more power than it is pushed

Fig. 114 fdtward, keeping in mind that the graver should not
be turned around. The position of the graver is

the same at all times in making these cuts. It is simply the pres-
sure to the right or the left which reduces the width of the stroke.
".1'he right portion of this stroke is cut in the opposite direction as
indicated by the arrow. The method of cutting is exactly the same
as described for that portion at the left.

At Fig. I 15 we illustrate the capital 0, which will be consid-
ered the most difficult letter of the old English alphabet to wriggle.
It is in this case practically impossible to begin
at the top of the pointed portion of the old
English 0 at the right and wriggle from that
por down to the bottom, increasing and dimin-
ishing the width of the wriggled stroke. It
cannot be done because the stroke does not
curve sufficiently. It is, therefore, necessary to
begin as shown here at that point where the bar
of the letter is sufficiently wide to be made the
same width from that point down to a corre-
sponding point at the base of the letter, and at
the extreme right the same rule prevails. The
center of the bar of the letter is an easy matter to wriggle. The
vacant spaces left by the taper at the top and bottom of the letter

Fig. 113

57 Washington St.
Chicago

Fig. 115

1125

are filled in if the letter is to be shaded by making the bright-cut
stroke and then running a hair line along the upper edge of the
same. If the lines are simply wriggled and not shaded then that
portion of the letter not shaded is filled in with tine lines, making
about three lines from the point of the letter at the top down to the
wriggled bar and the same at the bottom.

This letter, as here shown, would convey the idea that the
letter is outlined with the square graver and then filled in with a
wriggled stroke. This is erroneous. The letter, as here illustrated,
is to show a wriggled letter only with no lines cut on the outside.
These lines here are used simply as a guide. Now, if it is desired,
the letters could be shaded on the lower right hand side, as shown
at Fig. I I t, and then a fine hair line run around on the opposite
side of the bar of the letter. This class of wriggled letters produces
a very beautiful effect, but it should be borne in mind that on cheap
work the old English letters are wriggled only, there being no cuts
made before or after.

Wriggled old English shaded on the lower right-
Some Uses and styles hand side about one-third the width of the bars
of Old English Of the letters, or even less, is a very suitable

style of English for coffin plate engraving. The
student will find it very necessary in designing old English letters
to first use the wax or Chinese white, reference to which has been
previously made. The letters should be designed on quite accu-
rately and then wriggled, after which the little hair lines connecting
the different bars of the letters and protruding therefrom, should be
made. This will complete the work and leave a wriggled letter
only, and be the cheapest class of fancy old English work. If it is
desired to shade the old English strokes, the wriggling is done
first, then the shading, then the hair lines connecting the different
bars of each letter. Old English cut in this way produces a very
desirable effect and answers the purpose just as well as old English
outlined and filled in with cross lines, which would require nearly
double the time to execute. The letters can be shaded with the same
graver that the bars of the letter are wriggled with. Old English
letters are usually engraved perfectly vertical. They can, however,
be engraved on an angle of about 35° to the right from vertical.

Some engravers engrave old English back hand about to° from
vertical, but the vertical or angle to the front is preferable. It is
much easier to engrave old English letters on an angle about 15°
from vertical then to engrave them vertical, because on the angle a
very slight error would not be observed, while if they were vertical
it would be. For this reason a great many beginners in the art of
engraving tilt all their old English letters, and the author's advice
would be to the novice to avoid doing so. It is not the easy things
in life that are always the most desirable or most beneficial from a
business standpoint. The most difficult work at first may prove to
be the most profitable in the end, and it is the kind of work we
would enjoy most after we had experienced the early struggles of
fully mastering it. All students, therefore, should make their old
English letters vertical at first, until they are masters of old English
in that position, after which any variation from it can be made.

In shading old English, as previously described,
Wriggled the beginner should be very cautious before he
Old English Shaded commences to design his letters, and before he de-

cides on the width of graver to be used, to, know
whether he is to shade the wriggled strokes, in which case he must
select a graver narrower than would be used if letters were to be
wriggled only. This is necessary, as the shade stroke increases the
width of the bars of the letters about one-third. A properly pro-
portioned old English letter wriggled should not have the addi-
tional width by being shaded. Very often, after a letter is wriggled,
the original intention being to leave it wriggled only, the engraver
will decide to elaborate the letter by shading it. This should not
be done for the reasons above stated, because if the letter was in the
right proportion when wriggled, it is readily seen that it would be
wrong if the shade stroke were added.

It is safe to say that fine line work, as applied
to the art of engraving, is one of the most popu-
lar styles, because it is superior. We are inclined
to believe that fine-line lettering originated in the

beautiful effect observed on card plates and steel engravings by the
letters being formed of a series of fine lines engraved very close
together, this being done in this case to receive and hold the ink.
This class of work is, of course, more expensive than bright cutting
or wriggling, and requires more skill to execute.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Fine Line
Old English
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TRENTON MOVEMENTS, IN ALL SIZES, ARE NOW MADE TO FIT REGULAR PENDANT-SETTING CASES

TRENTON
Pendant

WATCHES
Setting

No. 100. Bridge Model, 0 Size, 7
Jewel, limiting and Open-Face,
l'endatit Setting

Nickel liamaskeened, imick train, straight
line Im c.e.ipellietit, exposed pallets,
cat expaaion balance, hardened and ton-
pewit bregnet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw h.inkjiig, expospfl polished steel
‘vinfling wheels. flat band, roman ■trarabic
Ichi'eonauttel dial and rod marginal figures.
Open-face, ivithout second,.

No. 320. .F(1,11TUNA."
12 Size, 7 .1 •N% el, Hunt-
ing and Open - Face,
Pendant Setting

Niekel damaskeened, cut expan-
sion balonee, atitv pi111011$,
SCIVW ball k ings, sit sight hut
11,*(.1' Um.:11,1•Iiielit, hardened 1111(1
I empered brevet hairspring,
niiick I Cain, exposed winding
wheels, handsome \chile enamel
diol \V i I II depre1
red marginal figures. I Ill(11-...112,
without seconds. ts-‘

No.130. Bridge 111odel, 16 Size, 7
di,. wet. Hunting anti Open-Face,
l'esnitint Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line escapement, exposed pallets, cut ex-
pAtision utlai u hanletted and tempered
bregnet hairsprilig, safety pinion, screw
bankings, expaed polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, 1,■1111111 :11,11Pie white
enamel dial with monogram n'r. V. (..." Price-List

No. 310. le 0 It T IJ N A."
6 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunt-
ing anti Open • Face,
Pendant Sol ting

Nickel damaskeimml, mit ex-
pansion Intlance, sorely pinion,
screw banking,, i i a ighuf line
lever escapement. holdelied and
tempered bregnet hairspring,
quick train. ex po•ed \chiding
wheels, liand•otio u Ii ii. enamel
dial ,villt depressed se, mid, ai.fl
red marginal figures. (Men-face,
without. seconds.

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewel,Hunting :old t/pen-Face, Pendant Setting
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line ci!tient, e\ it itallets, cut expansion bolanee. Mod-elled and tempered breguet hairspring, ',In IV III i II,screw bankings, exposed polished steel ii ihihiligwheels, dust hand, depressed (miter :nal secondswhite enamel dial with monogram "'I'. IV. Co."

furnished on application Jobbers sell TRENTONS
)Idnufacturecl and guaranteed by the

TRENTON WATCH CO., Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.

No. 140. Bridge 'Model, 16 Size,
Jewel, Hunting and Open. Fat
Pendant Setting

4.pairs in settings, micrometer regidak
Illekel 11am:1,1:coned, quirk tioic, il
line le er escapement, expowd l.iIliui, c
expansion balance. II:11(1011A al it lii

Megnet hairspring, safety piaserew hankings, ex paed polished MIwinding wheels, flat hand, Ionian
amide depressed comer and No Wil

and red marginal figures.1`11111110 dial 

Our popular line of

is giving us a fall business in
the spring.

"Think it over"

There is profit in it for you

Scofield & De Wyngaert
Manufacturing Jewelers

50 Walnut St., NEWARK, N. J.
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Coremaking for Gold and Silver
Casting

kriide N0,57,11' th..-Pri,d " t;■,1,1 ' begun in
the Nit 01111, i.i if•t ILL
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irwE felt as though we left the operationof making a plaster of paris core

mold incomplete in our last. We

spoke of immersing one-half of the wood core

pattern in melted beeswax. To do this suc-

cessfully we make a flat dish of zinc or tin,

as shown at B, Fig. t, and insert a vertical
wire near the center,
as shown at z, said
wire passing through
the core pattern C,

as shown. The core pattern C is adjusted at

the desired height, and enough melted bees-

wax poured in the vessel B to immerse a

trifle more than one-half of the core pattern

C. The surface of the melted beeswax is

supposed to rise to the dotted line v.

After cooling the beeswax carried up on the

core pattern by capillary attraction, it is

scraped away so as to leave exactly one-half

imbedded in the beeswax. This should be

done very carefully.
Before the plaster of paris is poured on

the core model, it is well to brush said model

with a watchmaker's cleaning brush rubbed

On a lump of paraffin vax. This will give a

wood, or any other pattern, a tendency to

cleave free of any plaster applied to it. A

piece of sheet zinc, about Yi." wide, can be

bent to form a cell to surround such a

core pattern for surrounding the plaster. In

explanation and illustration we refer to Fig. 2,
where we show a plan
view of the upper sur-
face of the beeswax
with the half im-
bedded core pattern.
We bend around the
above-described strip
of sheet zinc, and
place it at the position indicated by the dotted

lines x; and after mixing a good quality of

plaster of paris with water to the consistency
of thick cream, pour it into the cup formed
by the strip of sheet zinc.

Core Patterns 

The depth of plaster in the

zinc form x need not ex-

ceed %" in diameter. After

the plaster has set firm, it
can be separated from the wax surface. The

plaster cast from the wax surface next has
the core model removed, is then dried per-

fectly and given a coat of shellac dissolved in
wood alcohol. The zinc form x is next

pushed forward so as to leave a recess, into
which to pour a second batch of plaster of
Paris wet up with water as before. In the
face of the plaster cast are made several
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Fig. 2
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Plaster Molds for

KEY8TON

conical recesses to receive a portion of the
new batch of plaster to act as guides for
placing the core mold together. This, of
course, is done before the shellac varnish is
applied to the plaster mold. The core model
is now put in place again.

The zinc form, into which the plaster
was poured, is now in the relatio. n to the
plaster cast from the wax B, as shown at
Fig. 3. As shown in this cut, the upper

surface of the plaster
cast corresponds to
the dotted line V,
and the conical re-
cesses at v v are those

made to ensure the halves of the plaster mold
going together properly. As before stated,
the surface of the plaster cast, and repre-
sented in the cut by the liney, is coated with
shellac %,arnish. The core model is plaved
in its recess in the plaster cast and some fresh
plaster of paris mixed up and poured in the
recess in the .zinc form x, above the line v.
As soon as the new plaster cast is firm set,
the zinc form x is unwrapped and the two
halves of the core mold removed The
new plaster cast is thoroughly dried and
given a coat of shellac varnish.

In varnishing such plaster
molds, it is the better plan

Plaster Molds to employ the shellac var-
nish rather thin, and apply

several coats rather than to try and make
one or two thick coats do the work—that is,

render the plaster of paris impervious to
water. This will be better understood .as
we describe the proceEs of producing a core

in the molds we have just made.. There are
many substances which can be employed for

cores, some of which we have already men-

tioned. For cores molded in plaster molds

such as we have been describing, a mixture

composed of brick dust three parts, plaster

of paris one part, and short asbestos fiber

one-half part. The above ingredients are

made into a thick paste with water and

packed into the recess in the plaster of paris

molds we have just made.
In getting tip the wood pattern for a

core mold, it is well to make it with a neck,

as shown at C', Fig. 4. This neck serves

to form an open-
ing in the plaster
molds, through
which to fill the
recess in which

the core is mold-

ed. In molding
such cores of the composition given above,

they should be allowed to partially dry in

the . molds, then removed and completely

dried, and finally heated red hot. Cores

made of the composition named will retain

their form and size after such treatment.

-11 s".:!i„ •

Fig. 3

Varnishing

t It

Fig. 4
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To give them a smooth coating, paint them
over with a paint composed of a watery
solution of silicate of soda and pulverized
plumbago. Of course, it is to be under-
stood that the cores, after they are mold( d,
11i7 1;11e part C' , Fig. 4, cut off to the1 

Much more could be written on core-
making, but we think that with a few addi-
tional words the reader will be able to make
a core which will be adapted for any job of
casting which he will be called upon to do.

We perhaps might with advantage say that

a piece of charcoal whittled into shape
will answer admirably for a core, because

although the melted metal may heat the sur-
face red hot, still, inasmuch as the air is

excluded, the charcoal cannot burn away,

and consequently will perform the functions

of a core perfectly. Charcoal is often used

for molds for casting gold and silver, and

would still more frf.quently be employed if

the average workman knew better how to

employ the substance. The great fault with

charcoal is the pores of this substance

absorb a great quantity of moisture from the

atmosphere, and consequently win n we pour

the melted metal, this moisture dulls it and

the castings are imperfect. There is in

addition in charcoal molds the fault that the

charcoal has to he carved out to form a

recess for the casting.

(To BE C(INTINUED)

What a Penny Can Do

Most of the talk is about " nuiiiioiis " these

days, and I notice that young people, like older
ones, are beginning to look down on the pennies

and to imagine that saving pennies is too slow
altogether for this age.

Let me tell you it true story about a recent

big engineering contract that shows the value on

pennies.
A great firm, well-known through the country,

figured on all engineering contract a few years ago.

They had everything calculated to the last cent,

except the cost of some dredging. On this they
couldn't quite figure within half of one cent per

cubic foot without getting more facts.
" We'd better investigate," said the elder part-

ner, " and find out just how much we'll have to
dredge."
" Nonsense," said the younger and more active

partner. " Its only half a cent, and it's not wt.rtli
mthering about."

So they signed the contract.
After they had worked six months it developed

that the firm would have to dredge away ten million

cubic feet of material. It also turned out that it

would cost them exactly " only half a cent" per
cubic foot more to do it than they were getting for

it. Ten million cubic feet, at half a cent each,

which the younger partner had said was " not

worth bothering about " amounted to just $5o,000.

The firm has been working three years 110W to

fulfill a contract at a heavy loss, simply because a
man didn't consider that half a cent was worth
bothering about.
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A SMOOTH PATH

I!

Jewelers dealing with us
have a smooth road to travel.

They get the absolute full value of the
precious metal scraps they send us.
We want all your OLD GOLD, SILVER

AND SWEEPINGS. We extract every penny-
worth of value and pay the highest prices.

Upon receipt of your shipment we mail check.
If you don't like the amount of it, send the check
back and we'll send back your shipment prepaid. Full
returns for sweepings in five days after receipt.

Our customers stay with us. That's our twelve
years' experience, so we know we treat the trade
right. Try us .and you'll stay, too.

THOMAS J. DEE 0 CO.
Gold and Silver Refiners and Assayers

67 and 69 Washington St. CHICAGO, ILL.
4-477Pt •
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Learn Watchmaking, and Learn It Right
To learn watchmaking right, it is necessary to attend the best

school. That the St. Louis 'Watchmaking School has the best methods
of teaching the various branches of the jewelry business is evidenced by
the wide reputation given its graduates by watchmakers and jewelers
in all parts of the country, and a Diploma, signed by its faculty, is a
guarantee of knowledge and ability.

The chief value .of the St. Louis Watchmaking School lies not in
what it prepares you for, but in how it prepares you. Our manager
is a past master; a man of high professional ideals, perfectly educated
in every branch of the work, and practical to the last degree. Under
his able guidance you progress step by step so easily and gradually
that you are unconscious of any effort. The work is absorbingly
interesting throughout the entire course. " Practical " is the key to
our whole scheme of instruction. Our aim is to make you a finished,
first quality workman, in the least possible time, capable of handling
the most delicate work.

Our catalog explains the business, our methods of teachin- it,
terms, etc. Send for it to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School, 5815 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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A New Form of Heat and Cold
Compensating Device

Article No. 52 of the serial vet Mei] loaning an i oring,"
begot' III t Io AptI I, 1901, iSSUU ui Tint K ST.iN E.
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N building a new model watch it is

well to combine as many novel

features as possible. Among such

novel features would be to accomplish heat

and cold compensation without the ordinary

bimetalic segments. While there have been

many attempts, nothing entirely satisfactory

has as yet been accomplished, still that is no

reason for despairing, because the so-called

chronometer balance is replete with well-

known faults and errors. Among these we

can name the middle temperature error,

which led to auxiliary compensations such

as were devised by Molyniux and Pool. This

balance, also, is erroneous in extreme tem-

peratures. Harrison, in his marine time-

piece, employed a compensating curb which

has been reinvented many times, but with

the exception of a few instances we do not

think such compensations for temperature

errors have proved satisfactory.
Some years ago Swiss move-

ments were made with a

compensating curb, which

was applied to the regulator

and acted to open and close the curb pins. A

precisely similar device was also made use of

by the M. I. Tobias, London, England, con-

cern. It was no wonder these experiments

were failures, as the operation of opening

and closing the curb pins had more effect in

the direction of affecting the isochronism of

the vibrations of the balance than toward

making corrections for temperature errors.

There is no doubt, but increasing the dis-

tance between the curb pins would tend to-

ward making the average of the vibrations

of the balance slower, but the falling 9ff in

rate would be chiefly in the short arcs of

Substitute for a
Compensation
Balance

w--

Fig. 1

Nibration. Let us consider the effect of a

straight composite bar formed of brass and

stecl, united as in the compensating segments

of a so-called chronometer balance. We

show such a compensating bar at B B',

Fig. I, and also separate at Fig. 2. The

idea of the device
.H  is the comp.ensat-

ing bar B B', ex-Fig. 2

tends centrally

Over the balance, as shown in Fig. i, and is

attached to a steel set in the arm of the area

of the regulator A.

KEYSTONE

At Fig. 3 we show a side view of the

regulator and compensating balance seen in

the direction of the arrow 1. It will be seen

that the regulator is free to be moved on the

index C in either direction, the compensating

bar II being only influenced by the effect of

temperature. In making such a bar the

 II
Fig. 3

composite metals—brass and steel—are com-

bined in about the same proportions as in the

compensating curbs of a chronometer bal-

ance. That is, the thickness is divided into

5 parts, 3 of brass and 2 of steel. The

depth of the arm, that is as shown in Fig. 3,

need not be as much as the segments of a

compensation balance, as in such a bar about

all that is required is to have it strong enough

to bear the operation of handling during the

process of cleaning.
The proper balance to be employed with

this kind of temperature compensation is the

ordinary plain steel or gold balance. While

such a balance does not afford the facilities

for " dodging" in bringing to time, still after

regulation and the proper adjustments are

once made no material changes will be likely

to ever occur. What we mean by dodges in

regulation, is the opportunity to change the

weight of the screws and put timing

washers under their heads. In bringing a

watch with a plain balance to time, the policy

to pursue is to continue to take up the hair-

spring a little at a time until the watch runs

correctly w,ith the regulator standing in the

center of its arc. It is to be understood that

the hairF.pring lies free lx tween the curb pins

V v, Fig. 3, in order that the compensating

bar B is free to move back and forth in the

directions indicated by the double-headed

arrow)', as influenced by change of tempera-

ture. It will further be noticed that the

flexure or moving of the compensating bar II
will cause the curb pins v v to move in a

circle, which can by proper care and pains-

taking be made to exactly coincide to the

curve of the outer coil of the hairspring.

A plain balance is free

from many disturbances

which affect the so-called
compensation balanc e.

Among such disturbances is one arising from

centrifugal action. We can readily see that

a compensation balance with the segments

cut, as they must be when the balance is in

rapid motion, have these segments thrown

outward by centrifugal motion. Now, it is

not to be supposed that the elastic force of

each segment is precisely alike; the outward

motion of one must be a little in advance of

the other; hence, the balance for a moment

Errors from
Ceatrifugal Action
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is out of poise, and the pivots, if we could

see them, would move across the holes in the

jewels, and for the instant be emancipated .

from friction; or, on the other hand, the

mechanical value of the friction increased in

certain positions. It is precisely from such

frictions and such influences that we

have the unaccountable results we so fre-

quently encounter in position adjustments.

Either a flat or breguet hairspring can

be used with such compensation. In order

to make such a compensating bar adjustable

we drill it at the end where it is attached to

the stud 2 and tap out the holes so as to ad-

mit a screw, as shown at w, Figs. i and 2.

By changing the position of the screw w,

more or less, movement of the pins v v' is

secured. Or, we can drill and tap the lip n,
which is attached to the • arm of the regula-

tor, and let the screw rest against the com-

pensating bar B. In either case the farther

the screw is carried toward the free end of

the compensating bar B, the less changes in

temperature affects movements of said bar

back and forth in the directions indicated by

the double-headed arrow y. In making such

a compensating bar we have it at our disposal

to increase or diminish the temperature in-

fluences in finishing: the thinner the compo-

site bar is, the more heat and cold affects it.
There are several plans
by which such a compen-
sating bar can be made..
About the first plan which

would suggest itself would be to hard solder

a bar of brass and steel together. To do this,

bind a strip of sheet brass to a bit of main-

spring and hard solder the two together. It

may be well to give the method of making

such a compensation bar, in detail. Take a

piece of rather narrow, but thick mainspring,

say 2" long, and bind it with binding wire to

a strip of thin yellow sheet brass and solder

the two together with fine silver solder—coin

silver will do. After examination to see if

the soldering is perfect, heat the composite

bar red hot, and plunge in cold water to

harden the steel. Next, brighten the steel

with an emery buff and blue over a lamp. We

can now lay the composite bar on a stake and

harden the brass by hammering with a light

hammer. A little practice will soon enable

one to make a compensation bar as nice as
we can desire.

As stated above, we can place the ad-

justing screw w in the lip n, as said lip can

be provided with screw holes as near to each

other as possible, and not touch. The brass

portion of the compensation bar B can be

left a little thick at the end where the pins

are, and the holes for said pins drilled in the

brass. The compensation bar B can be fitted

in a slot in z and secured with soft solder.

Soft solder has the proper places in which it

(Continued on page 1131)

Ilow to Make a
Compensating Bar



THE manufacturing jeweler, where his factory
is located on the upper floors, experiences con-
siderable trouble in building a proper founda-tion for his drop presses, so as to avoid the jar onfloors below. Our

Springboard
Foundation

here illustrated, will overcome ALL that trouble
.If you are inleresIed, send for Calalogue C-15

Another good tool for the manufacturing jeweleris our

No. 2

Compound Shear
It is built of steel and malleable iron, is strong andpowerful and gives good results. Catalogue B-15vi ll fully explain this line.

Our 1905 Caill/OglieS

are ready for you

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., 1490f-lc4u9re2rsNiagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.
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W B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to he the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches
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The only medal at the Chicago 4Vorld'8 Fair forwatch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.
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The prices on
are not higher
much inferior 9,
sold by the
of the United
lows:

Genevas  
Mi-Concaves
MI-Concaves, Extra Thick  
Flat Parallels  
LentlIles
Flat Concaves .
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick  
Patent Genevas  
Lunettes  

■-•
101 B & C glasses

1=1 than other and
e4/ brands, and are

leading jobbers
States as fol.

per gross, $3.00
3.25
8.00

I 5I.0500
137..5500

5.50
2.00

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for

64

64 44

6.

46 44

64 44

44
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the 'World Since 1823Everybody knows that the W B & C_glasses HAVE BEEN. ARE. AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness ot size nisi e

them so that the leadingjobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the CaSe manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and Perfect roundness. Ilk Y

used to buy a cheaper grade of goods but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, "The Best Is the Cheapest at the End."WATCHMAKERS I If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug-
ging advertisements, showing, a lot of nonsenical figures. The W B & C glasses are In existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and nate:
heard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W g & c
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A New Form of Heat and Cold
Compensating Device

(Continued front page 1129;

way be used, and in the present instance it

will be amply strong. A screw adjustment

like the Howard can be applied to such a

regulator, as it will in no way interfere %vith

the heat and cold compensating bar .B. If

one was so disposed, one of the segments of

a compensating balance could be straight-
ened out and used for the bar B, as it need

hot be more than %" in length if properly

thinned down, so as to give the required

motion of the pins v V.
Inasmuch as hard soldering gives a film

of silver between the brass and steel, perhaps

some of our readers would prefer to have

brass united directly. To such readers,

would say: Make a channel in a piece of
charcoal and lay a piece of mainspring in it,

and fuse on top of it brass fillings and borax,
until a layer of brass, say ITV, is formed;

then treat this the same as the strip of brass
soldered on.

Making a Chrono-

meter Balance

about thick
as shown at s, Fig. 4,
side view of such a
steel disk. At Fig. 5
we show a vertical
section of the disk G
On the line fi, seen in
the direction of the
arrow q. After the
groove s is turned as
deep as is safe, as for
instance, the disk G
is thick, the groove s should be TV deep.

A strip of sheet brass is cut of such thickness

as will fit the channel s,

and of such length as

will form a ring which

will lie edgewise in s and

a little more than fill the channel. The

dotted outlines at s' Fig. 5, show the

position of the brass ring as it lies in the

channel s. This brass ring is of such size

that the ends will just meet as it lies in said

channel. The brass ring and channel are

coated with borax, and then the disk G is

heated until the brass fuses and fills the

channel s flush full.

If the operations described are properly

conducted, the union between the brass and

csteenetler 

the 

be perfect, and it only remains to

disk G by the hole n and turn up

the balance both inside and out, and then

drill and tap the holes for the screws in the

compensating curbs. We lately made some

To any person who would
like to make a compensa-
tion balance, can do so by
taking a disk of sheet steel
and turning a groove in it,

where we show at G a

72. 

rus. a Elli a ifq

Fig. 5
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test experiments which sustain the conviction
which we have long held, which is, that the
ideal compensation balance is to be obtained
by depositing silver by electrical action on
a properly made steel bal.ince, the silver de-
posit to take the place of the brass which
is now employed. A balance of this kind
could be much more perfectly made than is
now possible. Silver expands more with heat
than brass, as, for instance, brass the ratio of
expansion from zero to too° C. is -54-3- of its
length and silver, for the same change of
temperature is

We have now carried our readers through
the various processes of cleaning watches, and
also have given minute instructions for re-
placing and restoring the lost or broken parts,
and in conclusion told how to construct a
model watch which is made on mostly new
lines and introduces improvements which are
in advance of anything now employed by
manufacturers. We will now close this series
of articles.
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Nickeling, Silvering and Gilding
Within the Reach of All

[1'nm:dated for I.: 111/111 the Deutsche Uhrinselier
Z■ -ii ling]

It is in the highest degree useful for a

watchmaker or jeweler to be able himself to

nickel, or silver, or gild any piece that he

may receive for repair. For this purpose it

is usually necessary that he should have a

special equipment and have practice in the
manipulations. I3ut very rarely are there

suitable tools at hand, and the expense is too

great for most of the operations necessary.

There are, however, means of securing

satisfactory results without a special, installa-

tion. We will describe a method which we

have tested, and which answers the purpose

perfectly, so long as only pieces for repair

are to be treated. No apparatus, no batteries

are requisite. Everything is accomplished

by means of special baths, easy of composition

and of renewal, and which may be preserved

indefinitely. We will give the composition

of the baths and the manipulations for each

class of work, and then give some sugges-

tions for general application.

Nickeling. Dissolve in a liter of water

8 grams nickel sulphate, 8 grams tin chloride

and to grams of cream of tartar. The piece

to be nickeled is to be immersed in this solu-

tion after being suitably prepared. A strip

of thin zinc, very clean, from 5 to 8 mm. in

width, is to be put around the piece to be

treated, without pressing it. The strip of

zinc replaces the battery, so to say, and its

extremity serves for immersing and drawing

1131

out the object from the bath. This is to be
kft in the bath for about an hour, then taken
out, rubbed with whiting and dried with a
soft clean cloth.

Silvering% Dissolve in a liter of water
to grams of silver nitrate and to grams of
potassium cyanide. Put the piece in this
solution for two or three minutes, take it out

and wipe it well, rubbing it smartly with a

clean cloth. Put it again in the bath, this

time surrounding it with a strip of zinc as for
nickeling. Leave it ill the bath for at least

half an hour, according to the thickness

of the deposit desired. On taking it out

rub with N‘'lliting, then dry with a clean
cloth.

Gilding. Dissolve in mo grams of

water 2 grams of gold chloride, to grams of
potassium cyanide and gram of cream of

tartar. Surround the piece also with a strip

of zinc and put it in the bath fcr five or ten

minutes, then take it out and wipe it with a

fine clean cloth.
General Remarks. The solutions are

made simply in cold water, stirring with a

glass rod.

The strip of zinc for surrounding the

object ought to be very clean and not to press

tightly on the piece. It should be rubbed

with emery paper before use. For a watch

case, for example, this strip is folded so that

it forms a cross on each face of the piece. It

will be well to take the object from the bath

and turn it around a little in the strip of

zinc without disturbing the latter. The strip

should be long enOtigh for making use of its

free extremity fprjmmersing or taking out

the object, and for suspending it from the

rim of the vessel.

These thin strips of zinc, from 5 to 8 min

wide, can be obtained of any plumber. They

can also be cut out from the case of an old

American alarm clock, taking care to clean

them thoroughly..
Much depends upon the pieces to be

plated. They should be well smoothed,

polished and be extremely clean. The pro-

cesses that we give differ only in the applica-

tion and composition of the baths. The

previous operations are the same for all, and

are very important. The objects, after

being galvanized, can be burnished like

those that have undergone the process of

the battery.
The solutions will keep in well-stoppered

bottles, and when they grow weak it is suffi-

cient to add the same proportion of ingredi-

ents ; thus they will serve indefinitely. They

can be composed and renewed at very little

expense. It is, in reality, only the silver

and gold that are costly.
It should be remembered that cyanide

of potassium is a virulent poison.
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ESTABLISHED 1854

JUERGENS 84 ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY

92 TO 98 STATE STREET

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

CHICAGO

.Trade

Mark

Automobile
Girl No. 7781

Cupid Combina-
tion Heart
No. 7783

Citfiid and Girl
No. 7785

To the
Jobbing
Trade

THE COMBINATION to any man's success in businessis the line of goods he carries. Would you buy from a housebacked by fifty years' experience in locket making—displayinga product, the quality of which is never questioned--a housewith the reputation of " setting the locket styles " ? If you area judicious buyer., you certainly will.
Providence 

Wightman & Hough Co. 3 Maiden LaneR. I.
New York

INCORPORATED 1893

A Letter from a Jeweler
who took a course in our school, after arranging hisbusiness to permit his absence :

/.%-rd r,rhnivaLs•choot, Lancaster, Pa.
1 1ENT1,101EN 1-1 I,, rri, I,, led you how nmeh I appre-sirortiolis ,,11001 hero

elate the good
done for tile. I had been in business myself for a whilebefore coming to your ,iload, and was doing. well, .1r, what tintyMost men ill 

circumstances woold have !icon s1111,111111 Wit II.But I heard of your si hoot mid what ii ,,,, lieg for its students,
wile,. for omen' niter I liad

tun! beeanie cerlaio that 1 conlii do I
taken instructions 11,111 pm, awl accordingly matie aiTangententslo have my business looked after and wool to .votir school. Theresults have by for what 1 ex peewit. hi 11;ts been truly,U?, you promised, imme■ led spent, led well invested."
Denver, Penna. •' 'U VI•Ey Indy, .1. M. KREIDER

Many of our students have been jewelers who havehad the same experience as Mr. Kreider, and we haveletters from them testifying to the benefits they have re-ceived from instruction in our school. The courses takenare generally of short duration.
We want to write to as many jewelers as possibleabout our proposition for making big returns from a small

investment.
'Ne will send some interesting information if you willsend us your name and address.

The Ezra F. Bowrnan
Technical School

of Watchmaking and Engraving

LANCASTER, PA.

July, 1905 T H E

i ries uuswereil ill 1111, ,letinrItinent
-..1•1111 111111,. ;111, 1 811111,SS –not for iothlic :Moo, lint as 1111

idt.lici• of good faith. No attention ■vill I,, paid to [molly-
o•u l ions, Questions will 110 110,Wo'F■41 ill the

whieh they are reeeired.
tv/,/,:sio [he .o.,,rerml in wort:slit-in Notes

„1,iuouit for each year accompanic, ettah 1)Cl1e1111/er Ill111111111%
1.141■14,1,1 10 t. 111I.Se indexes, and, Imfore

I iiuiIuijuuCshtonsIiIftyhflie
:11,,rere1 lo Tio.se tidoxt,s are arranged

airhah.t according to ..tiliject covcriql in each iinswer, and

1,111h, 1.,dic awl page ott ,,Ii, 11,1,11e:obit] way be found.

"Steady." — Kindly give information about
pi Ilion culling and polishing.—The same method
is used in cutting pinions as wheels, except in
large pinions, where a circular saw is used first to
cut the slot, then the regular cutter to shape the
leaves of the pinions. When cutting a steel pinion
the cutter should be revolved slowly, not at a high
1-ate of speed. We have published quite an article
on wheel and pinion cutting, and would refer you
to the answer given to " Pitch Circle," in October,
190o, KEvs•roNE, page 27, also the answer to
" Cutter No. 2," this issue. To polish a a
wigwag should be used. This attachment is made
1. a- that purpose and comes for the American lathe.
Without this attachment it is impossible to get a
finely polished pinion, as it would have to be pol-
ished by hand, or done by following the same
process as if we were polishing the balance staff,
only our grinder and polisher would have to be
made to fit between the leaves of the pinion.

"Advertising Plate." —How are zinc etchings
of black and white designs produced/—The pro-
cess of making zinc etchings was considered in
detail in our reply to " Process," page 2063, De-
cember, 1904, KEYSTONE. There are now quite a
few patent processes on the market for producing
such cuts. Among the best of these is that of the
loke Engraving Plate Co., St. Louis, Mo.

"Oa fel 2."—Would like to know some-
thing alum/ cutlers for a wheel culler. We have
Made 0 alleel cutter for our ialhe and to .e.e./ culler
((Hun-con-ea size we bought a culler am/ mode arbor
to fit. .•Ire all cutlery the same si;:e ; Mal is, are Me
hales in Mem /he same size? 'I/o , ‘,//,,,,,T bought
has " Xo. .; I" stamped on /1 ;con' f fit in be-
tween /he leeth in any ivalch whet./ 70 Ca/I./hid, SO,

10010e, 0,1' d011' I know how to use it Will you
please g ire its a list of cutlers most used .P—In buy-
ing wheel cutters, it is advisable to get
all your cutters from the same coin-

y, t hen the chances are that the
holes will be the same size. Cutters
made by different companies do not
always contain the same size holes,
hut there is a way to overcome this ;
that is, to make a bushing to fit your
‘vheel-cutter arbor, shaped like Fig. r.
This bushing is turned absolutely true and is tapered

at A. This taper
takes up the play
in the hole of the
cutter and brings
it true. See Fig. 
2, where A repre-

hole for the wheel-
with too large a
scuts the cutter

cutting arbor ; B
represents the
bushing. \V h e n
the bushing 13 is

Fig. 2 

screwed down
tight, the cutter

Liming wheels, of course, taketsmilisitstcicolvitlea 
gtrreuaet.

..iriety of work that it is very near impossible to
1:e you a list of cutters to buy. The better plan
would be to buy them as you need them ; for ex-
111,ple, say you have a watch that requires a new
wheel. Send this wheel to a wholesale tool and
material house with instructions to send a cutter

c3, A

Fig, 1
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to cut a wheel like sample, when there is no ques-
tion but what the cutter they send you will be the
correct size and shape. On the other hand, say
that the wheel has been lost and you want to get a
new one, the first thing to do is to find the number
of teeth the wheel is to have ; for example, say 64
teeth, and the pinion that gears into it. contains 8
leaves. Now, the first thing, we get our center
distances (between pivot holes). This we get
with a depthing tool, opening the tool until the
points enter each pivot hole ; we will say this dis-
tance is .460". To get the sizes of the wheel, we
prcceed as follows :

Wheel, 64 teeth.
•

Pinion, 8 leaves. 
Center distance, .460

2

72 .920

.920 -4-- 72 :=-•• .01277 diametrical pitch.

The pitch diameter of a wheel or pinion is as
many diametrical pitches as there are teeth in the
wheel and leaves in the pinion.
Diametrical pitch, .01277

64 teeth

7877-28 pitch diameter of wheel.

To this we must add the addenda to obtain the
full diameter of the wheel. A good proportion is
to add 2 50 of the diametrical pitch to the wheel
and 1.25 to the pinion.
.01277 diametrical pitch :8031719282 padildech udditatmeter for wheel

2.50

.0319250 addenda for *heel .84920 full diameter of wheel

We now have the full diameter of the wheel,
.849". The next thing is to obtain the size cutter
to use to cut 64 teeth in this wheel. We do this by
multiplying the diametrical pitch .01277 X 3.1416

.040 of an inch, which our cutter wants to

measure at
the largest

Fig. 3. The 13 >
point,see B, . 

]
Z3

diameter of 11g. 3

a n y wheel 
or size of the cutter can be obtained by the above
method, also of the pinion ; only, as stated, we
add to the pitch diameter of the pinion 1.25, dia-
metrical pitch for the addenda, to get the full size

of the pinion. Great
care, however,must
be taken in getting
the center distance.
for if we make a
mistake in this, our
wheel will not be

D the correct size. For
larger wheels, such
as barrels and clock
wheels, the fly cut-
ter must be used.
To use a fly cutter,
another attachment
must be made,

which Consists of a steel disk with a hole in it to
fit the arbor of the wheel cutter ; see Fig. 4, where
A represents the wheel-cutting arbor and B the
steel disk. The disk B contains a hole to take
the fly cutter I), which should fit into the hole
snug and is held tight by the screw C. For a full
description as to how to make a fly cutter, see
answer to " Cutter," in July, 1903, KEYSTONE, on
page 1005.

Fig. 4

Copper. "—How can I make a solution for
copper plating P—A copper solution that will work
satisfactorily may be made of two gallons of dis-
tilled water and seven ounces each of crystallized
copper acetate, soda carbonate (crystals), soda
bisulphite and cyanide of potassium. The cyanide
must be pure ; procure that known as "chemically
pure." First put the copper acetate into the vessel
and moisten it with sufficient of the water to form

a homogenous paste ; this requires a little care, as

too much water must not be employed. Now
add the soda corbonate and some water and stir
well, when a light green precipitate will be formed ;

three pints more of the water are then added,
together with the soda bisulphite, and the solution

then becomes a dirty yellew color. Finally add the
remainder of the water and the cyanide of potas-

shim. Such a bath should be colorless, and if it is

not so when all the cyanide has dissolved, add

more of that salt. The copper anode employed

should have a surface nearly equal to that of the

articles immersed.
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"Nanufacture."—I am preparing to manufac-
ture a tool composed of several small parts, and
?could like to know of some rapid method of polish-
ing them.—Such work as this can be readily done
by means of the tumbling barrel. This generally
consists of a cylindrical or polygonal box, having
a side door for the introduction of the work, and is
mounted horizontally on an axis furnished with a
winch or pulley, in order that it may be revolved
by power or hand, as desired. In order to prevent
the parts from getting into a bunch, a number of
wooden pegs or nails should be fixed in the inte-
rior of the drum. If the articles are coated with
scales, etc., from previous working, they are placed
in the barrel with river sand which has been thor-
oughly moistened with dilute sulphuric acid. They
are tumbled for one or two hours in the sand, after
which they are removed and the sand washed off,
when they are ready for the actual polishing. This
is done in a second barrel, partially filled with
leather waste, charcoal, emery and oil. If a higher•
polish is desired than is given in the second barrel,
a third may be employed, partially filled with
vienna lime, pulverized charcoal and coarse beech
sawdust. An improved form of tumbling barrel
is made by the Hanson & Van Winkle Co.,
Newark, N. J.

" Round."— What is the best way of truing a
balance wheel up in the round? I have difficulty in
doing it. Do I have to take out the balance screws
or notf—See reply to " Quickest," page 685, May,
1903, KEYSTONE.

" Length."—Will you kindly give me a little
assistance in calculating relative lengths of rod
and bob in ordinary compensated pendulums P I
have made wood rod with lead bob seconds pendu-
hints according to lengths given in tables, but to
my reckoning the pendulums come out (in figures)
over-compensated. I make rod (while deal) 45
inches (full length) bob, cylindrical zz inches and
23( diameter, thickness of rod 3 inch. Will you
show me a cori-ect method of calculating for above
and other compensation pendulums ; for instance, I
in/end making a pcndulum lo give 92 vibrations,
a minute, n5.61. What length of bob will compen-
sate the wood rod (39.14 as a 1-second pendulum)f
Please note that I know very Mlle of algebra.—
The usual length of cylindrical bob used for sec-
onds pendulum is zinc i t inches, lead 13 inches.
Zinc is best and should be about i inches in dia-
meter ; the total length will be about 44 inches from
point of suspension to rating nut, which, if made
heavy enough, will poise the pendulum near the
center of the ball, where the 39A measurement
should be found. To make a 92-beat pendulum,
use this formula for a basis, and the construction
should be easy.. A half-seconds pendulum is only
one-fourth the length of a seconds• pendulum, and
the 92 beat comes between and can be easily deter-
mined. if the rod is. made of wood, we would
advise giving it several coats of varnish; which will
keep it from absorbing moisture.

"Bunsen."—I use a bunsen balloy, with solu-
tion of sulphuric acid in wafer and in the porous
cell put a solution of sulphuric acid, water and
nitric add, but do not get good results. Where is
the /rouble P—The glass outer vessel of a bunsen
battery should be filled with dilute sulphuric acid,
in the proportion of one part of the acid (free
from arsenic) to fifteen parts of water, both by
weight. The porous cell is filled with concen-
trated nitric acid (36° to 400 Baume). It is essen-
tial that both fluids have the same level, and care
must be exercised to this end. If you will observe
above directions in setting up the battery, we do
not think you will experience any further trouble.

" Rod."—Will you kindly explain the themy
of the lightning rod?—The lightning rod is con-
structed on the principle that electricity, of two
conducting passages, will select the better, and
that it is disarmed of destructive energy when it has
a sufficient conducting passage. Such a rod con-
sists of three parts : The rod, or part overtopping
the building ; the conductor, or part connecting
the rod with the ground, and the part in the ground.
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WATCH US GROW
With no little satisfaction we come before the trade with the announcement of our incorporation

under the title of the

ALLER-NEWMAN-WILMES JEWELRY COMPANY
We purpose doing a wholesale jewelry, watch and diamond business exclusively with the retail jewelers.

What we want to impress on your mind is that we propose to get your trade on the merits of the most
carefully selected, thoroughly up-to-date stock that can be shown from any market.

We believe we know the kind of treatment the retail dealers like, and we propose to give it to
them. Our mail-order department is in charge of an expert. All orders intrusted to us will have our
personal attention. We bespeak a kindly reception to our travelers when they call.

ALLER-NEWMAN-WILMES JEWELRY CO.
Wholesale Dealers in 208 Globe-Democrat Building

JEWELRY, WATCHES AND DIAMONDS ST. LOUIS, MO.

I WANT TO TALK
with you for a few moments

Are you learning the watchmaking business?
Do you know as much aboL.t it as you should

time you have worked at it?
Can you become a first-class workman where

you are now employed?
These are questions that you want to co;i-

sider and consider \veil. We can teach you more
about WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING AND
OPTICS in six months than you can learn in the
average store in nearly as many years, and you
will be taught right, for we have been teaching
over eleven years. Send for our Prospectus; it
will prove it, but do it to-day.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal

Established 1894

Broad & Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
COLLEGE OPEN ALL SUMMER

for the

Fall

term begins

September 4,

i9o5

That is the

time you

want to

enter

1 Irk', 1905 THE

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

noist send name and address—not for publication, but as an
idence of good faith. No attention will be paid to stnotiy-

,,,,us communications. Questions will be answered in the
der In which they are received

'Continental. "—I have a Continental watch
Mal is petlectly clean, all the pivots and working
tarts run _free, and /he watch keeps splendid time,
but I can't get it to run any more than 2o or 22
110111'S. I changed Me mainspring several limes
and put as long a one as I could get in the barrel,
changed the strength, Wit will not run any longer.

II doesn't get clogged in any way, only runs all the,
way down. If there is any u,ay to correct this and
make if Mil the full 28 or 3o hours, kindly Worm
me.—The trouble with your watch is, it does not
contain the proper mainspring, i. e., the proper
length and strength. There is such a thing as put-
ting a mainspring in a barrel that is so long the
watch win' only run for a few hours. To get the
right strength and width and the number of coils
for the mainspring to any watch, see answer to
" English No. 2," on page 989: August, 1902,
KEYSTONE.

"EAaminer."—.S'hould the hole jewels in an
adjusted watch be put back in the plates in the same
position as they were before taking it apart F—If
you mean the balance-hole jewel, no notice need
be taken just what position they occupy while in
the bridge, for they should come true and to center,
no matter how they are put back. The settings of
all balance jewels are or should be turned while the
hole in the jewel is running true. The plate jewels
when in setting should never be removed, except
in case of replacing new jewels ; but should you
temove one for some reason, it should be placed
back in the same position, so that the screw heads
lit in the countersink of the setting properly. In
some cases the screw heads are not exactly oppo-
site one another, and if the setting is not in just so,
the screw heads will not fit. You will very often
find, both on the cap-jewel and plate-jewel settings,
a small prick mark, half on the setting and half on
the plate. The object of this mark is, so you can
teplace the setting the same as it was originally.

"Furniture."—Please give recipe for making
II good furniture polish.—There are a great num-
ber of recipes going for preparing so-called French
polish and other fancy names for a wood polish.
The operation of wood polishing is not an ex-
tremely difficult one, still it is one requiring some
manual dexterity, which is only acquired by prac-
tice and experience. Most of the woods which are
to be finished with a polish have a coarse, open

which must be filled to prevent the varnish
other material applied from sinking into the

wood. The usual " filler," as hard-wood finishers
term the material they employ for filling the grain
(it the wood, is composed of fine cornstarch and
whiting mixed with turpentine and japan dryer.
The trouble with cornstarch as a filler is, there is
tan very little substance to this material ; hence,
:tter a little time, the polish falls into the grain of

wood, and the surface of the wood, instead of
hi mg perfectly flat, like a piece of glass, is full of
•.anken waved lines, corresponding to the grain of

wood. Whiting mixed with a very thin dilute
intim of shellac in alcohol makes an excellent
'cr ; it dries quickly, and by rubbing with fine
idpaper leaves a smooth, flat surface. The

• •nber of coats of shellac and whiting required,
l. depend in a measure on the coarseness of the
in and the consistency of the mixture. It is

•'ter to apply the filling in a thin condition and
give several coats, than to attempt to do too

much at one operation. These remarks apply, of
course, to doing a first-class job. The polish is
produced by the application of shellac dissolved in
:11cohol and a little boiled linseed oil. The mix-
ture of shellac and alcohol should be of the con-
istency of very thin molasses, and to every four
ounces of the alcohol and shellac varnish should
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be added a lump of camphor gum of the size of a
hazel nut ; this, of course, is dissolved in the alco-
hol along with the shellac. To apply the polish,
fold a piece of new cotton flannel six or eight
thicknesses, forming a pad about 2" by 3". Pour
about a teaspoonful of the dissolved shellac on one
side of the cotton flannel pad and drop on the
wetted surface a few drops of boiled linseed oil,
and rub the wood surface to be polished vigor-
ously until a high polish appears. Repeating the
operation after several days gives more body to the
finish and insures greater service and durability. A
little practice and experience will insure a polish of
the highest order.

"Cut Glass."—Please explain what chemically
cut glass is. 1Pe have a ensiomer who claims to
be posted in the fine, says, all cheap " supposed to
be cut glass" is cut by the same process, and we
think she is mistaken. Please explain the process
of culling, also of above, if /here is such a thing.—
Inasmuch as we had never heard of " chemically
cut glass," we referred your question to the J. a
Bergen Co., who have favored us with the following :
To our knowledge there is no such glass known
in the trade. All cut glass is produced by taking a
plain blank, marking thereon certain lines and
figures, cutting in with an iron wheel (on which a
stream of sand and water runs) grooves of desired
depth on the lines as marked. These grooves and
cuts after the iron wheel finishes with them have a
rough appearance. A bowl on which the pattern
has been cut by this iron wheel, is termed technically
" roughed." This is the first stage. The roughed
piece is then smoothed. This consists in running
through the roughed grooves with a fine grained
stone wheel, properly mitred. The roughing pro-
cess has left the cuts with a multitude of small
splinters, and the smoothing wheel grinds these
out and makes smoother the rough cut of the
roughing wheel. The finer details of the pattern
are put in by the smoothing wheel entirely ; only the
deep cuts and main features being " roughed " in.
The roughed and smoothed article is now taken
and polished in order to restore to the cuts the
transparency which has been lost. This is done
either by hand (a practice now almost obsolete)
or by acid, after which the article is again gone
over and polished with wooden wheels, putty pow-
der, brushes, etc. We have never heard before of
chemically cut glass. Some of the cheap cut glass
is partly molded. This must not be confounded
with the so-called " molded blanks " which have
recently been put on the market. In these the
main lines of the pattern are indented on the out-
side of the article, but it must nevertheless be cut
exactly as if it were a plain blank. The only ad-
vantage of the molded blank is that some of the
glass has already been removed on portions where
it is not desired. This saves some of the original
work of the rougher, but, of course, limits the de-
sign which can be placed on the article to one
which can be confined within the lines which have
been molded upon it.

"Old -Time."—I have an old time English
watch, 18 size, 17 jewel. It run and kept correct
time, but would slop by a jar or quick /um in a
certain position. I put a Ile7C jewel in the third
relied, the old one being- brokfm, bud Ibis did no/ help
the matter. 11 still kept stopping, as slated above.
The watch now seems to be in perleel running
order, all else being in good coed/floe. I cannot
perceive why a sudden jar in a certain position
will now cause it to stop. Its owner prizes it
highly, and is anxious to have it put in perfect
order.—The way you state the watch runs, and
keeps correct time, proves to us that the trouble is
not in the train, but in the balance. (That is, the bal-
ance rubs on something ; roller table out of true
and rubs on the guard pin, or the edge of the
table rough and hangs on the guard pin.) To
locate this trouble, we would suggest to remove
the movement from the case, give the movement
the sudden jar in order to stop it, and while it is
stopped examine it carefully with a glass. See if
you cannot see where the balance is touching ; for
touching somewhere, we think it does. Look at
the fork, move the fork away from the banking pin,
if you can, but do this carefully. If the fork is free
and the balance is still stopped, then we are sure
that the balance rubs somewhere, and it should be
easily found,
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"Illerc."—.1 note that you say in The Keystone
that the merculy in a pendulum should have columns
a little over 7 inches high to compensate completely.
Now, I have a — clock and the columns are
only about 4 inches high. I wrote to them regard-
ing the matter, and they said the pendulum was all
right as it was. It is a seconds pendulum, and I
have found by trial that the clock is under-compen-
sated. Would you advise gelling longer bottles
and filling them up to 7 inches. If so, can you tell
me where I can bay new bottles, as these are too
short. It is a three-bottle affair, with almost 7
pounds of mercury.—If your clock loses in heat
and gains in cold then the column of mercury is
too short, and you will need to apply longer jars.
Or if the jars that you have will take more mer-
cury, place a little in each jar and note the change
it will make. There is no doubt but that it will
improve it. If the jar should become full and still
requires more mercury, then larger jars will be
necessary. They can be purchased of the Seth
Thomas Clock Co. The actual compensating
amount of mercury is only determined by trials at
the different temperatures.

"Street. "—I desire to construct a sign clock
with two dials, without expending much money,
and I would like a little information. I made one,
using some clock wheels to (-arty the hands on
opposite dials, and use a master clock inside the
store with an electric connection every minnte, hut
I have had poor success. Please advise me if such
a clock is practical, and, if so, on what lines it is
best constructed. Also, what kind of electro mag-
nets to use, as well as the best batteries. If you
can tell me where I can gel such information, I
would like to use dials about i8 inches in diameter.
—Electric clocks constructed as you desire have
never given satisfaction, and we would advise you
to give up the idea. The cheapest and best method
of constructing a street clock is to use a small
clock in the lower part of the case and connect the
hands by the same method as a tower clock. A
movement suitable for this can be bought of the
G. S. Lovell Clock Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., at a
reasonable price. It will carry two pairs of hands
24 inches long.

"Rockford.—(t) have an t8-size movement,
hunting, to which I fitted a new balance staff It
runs all right with stem up or down XII or
up or down, or face up, but will vol run with the
face downward-. Wital defect should l look for
If every watchmaker will follow out the idea of
being sure that the part which he replaced or re-
paired fits properly, and acts as that particular part
should, incompetent workmen would have less
trouble, and their watches give better satisfaction,
and advance in their work more rapidly. For ex-
ample : Take this watch where a new balance staff
was put in. Before doing so, we should examine
both upper and lower cap, and hole jewels to see
they are not cracked ; for, as a rule, when a pivot
breaks, it generally means a new hole jewel. Then,
while examining the holes and having picked out
our staff,the jewels should be tried on each pivot to
see that they fit properly and do not bind. Then the
staff tried for end shake, after the wheel is staked
On and trued in flat and round, the balance should
be placed in the watch without the roller and made
to spin around. While spinning hold the watch in
all positions, and see that it does not come to a sud-
den stop in any position. Also place the watch to
your ear and see if you can detect some sound,
such as striking or rubbing on anything. if you
will do this, we feel that you will locate the trouble.

(2) In cleaning a watch should the mainsprin1
be taken out of the barrel and cleaned or not.—It is
always advisable to remove the lid of the barrel,
also the barrel arbor and clean them. If the oil
on the mainspring looks black or gummy, the
mainspring should be removed ; but should it
appear fresh, it is not necessary to remove the
spring. A little judgment must be used in this
case. We advise oiling the mainspring, barrel
arbor and all winding wheels of a watch with
clock oil.

(3) Will alcohol rust steel, such as springs,
screws, etc.P—Alcohol will not rust the steel parts
if they are dried in sawdust immediately after
taking them out of the alcohol ; but if you take
them out of the alcohol and let them dry of their
own accord, the chances are that they will rust.
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Watch Cases of Highest Quality

In manufactures, a reputation for
quality of product does not come
by chance. It must be earned by
the proofs of superiority.

Crescent Cases
invariably represent the best that
can be made, grade for grade. The
reputation of the Watch Cases bear-
ing the Crescent stamp has been
gained by a consistent holding to the
high standards which were estab-
lished at the inception of the busi-
ness. CRESCENT quality means
highest quality, always ; in Perma-
nent Guaranteed, in 25 and 20-year
Filled, in Silver, in Nickel. Jewelers
who handle the Crescent line will
affirm these facts ; jewelers who have
not yet stocked with Crescents
should investigate the Crescent
claims for their own advantage.

The Crescent Watch Case Co.
Main Office, 21 Maiden Lane, New York
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Jewelry Store Improvement

OUR articles in recent issues on store beau-
tification have brought us many photo-

graphs, sketches and descriptions of pretty

jewelry stores showing many modern im-

provements. We are gratified to know that

the movement for store betterment is so wick-

spread, indicating as it does prosperous and
progressive conditions throughout the trade.

One of the most unique stores that has been

brought to our attention is that of C. H.

Kittrell, Dublin, Ga., the decoration of

which is a marvel of effectiveness. Mr.

Kittrell has solved to his own satisfaction

the question as to the most effective color

for the ceiling of a jewelry store. The ceil-

ing of this establishment is metal finished in

a pure zinc white with an egg-shell gloss.

Mr. Kittrell says : " Where a store room

is intended for everything I think nothing

can equal white for a ceiling. What a

jewelry store needs is light, and we get most

from white. Still, if conditions permit, I

like a green tint for the walls. It matters

not what the shape of the room may be,

there is a way to fixture and arrange it effect-

ively," In Mr. Kittrell's store the electric

lights are all in the ceiling, which adds greatly

to the brilliant effect.
Another feature of this store that empha-

sizes its decorative beauty
and the good taste of the
proprietor is a pictorial
frieze, three feet deep,
which runs around the
upper portion of the
walls, the background or
margin around the pic-
tures being in a green
tint. The pictures are
two sizes, 12 X 24 inches
and 24 x 36 inches, the
small and large ones alter-
nating. In the pictures
themselves there is a
pleasing variety of sub-
ject and color. For in-
stance, one of the small
Pictures is a tropical sun-
light scene in red, while
the next is a water scene
by moonlight in green,
and so forth. The large
Pictures a r e landscape

scenes in natural colors. The arrangement
and contrast is such that the eye never tires
of the effect.

Mr. Kittrell is the proprietor of a second
store located in Sandersville, Ga., which is
also a model in its way. In this store the
walls and ceiling are in pure white. Here, too,
many modern improvements are noticeable.
One of them is in the show window, where a
patent corner rod is used so as not to
obstruct the view. Another is the distribu-
tion of light from the front in day time by
means of prism glass. Yet another is a very
imposing wall case at the back of the store,

with sash of plate glass running within six
inches of the floor. The case has a mirror
back .and mirror bottom, with plate-glass
shelves and is lighted by electricity. At
night the effect is very beautiful, the cut-glass

ware in the case showing to great advantage.

S before stated, the activity in store
beautification is general. Even the

smaller cities and towns pride themselves on

their jewelry palaces. We show on.this page

the very pretty store of J. S. Pfeiffer, of

Parsons, Kans., a city of less than ten thou-

sand population. This palatial store would

do credit to a metropolitan city. The build-

ing is 6o x 23 feet, with tile floor, embossed

steel ceiling and modern front. The fixtures

include eight to-foot mahogany wall cases,

with mirror connections, and eight 8-foot

show cases. Mr. Pfeiffer's palatial estab-

lishment is the admiration of the visiting

traveling men, who heartily acclaim the

enterprise responsible for it.

Formal Openings as Trade Bringers

V\TE have before us a photograph of theinterior of the store of the Armstrong

Jewelry Co., of Brownwood, Texas, the

picture being taken on the occasion of their

" Easter opening." In the center of the
store is an apple tree with a great profusion
of apple blossoms, among which doves are
perched. The color scheme of the store
decorations was white and green with the
pink apple blossoms. On one side of the
tree stood a punch table presided over by
two young ladies dressed in pink. The
entire scene was beautiful in the extreme and
attracted large crowds.

The important question is : Do open-
ings pay? The Armstrong Jewelry Co.
believes that they do. The last Easter
opening was the third held by them, and

each one was a pronounced success from a
business point of view. " Our openings have

been a great success,"
says a member of the
firm, "and we would be
glad to see more jewelers
adopt the idea." We
would gladly give space
to the ideas of other
jewelers who have held
openings.

Much, of couse, will
depend on the manner in
which the openings are
conducted. One essen-

tial of their success is
thorough advertisement

by newspaper announce-
ments, personal invita-
tions and in conversation
with friends and custom-
ers. The store, too, should

have outward evidence of

the attractions within, so
that no passer-by misses
the pleasant function.

Handsome Store of J. S. Pfeiffer, Parsons, Kam.
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et If It Burns Alcohol, We Make It"

Uniform Success attends the efforts of all who use

THE STERNAU
COFFEE MACHINE

It is simple, sanitary and substantial. It makes a handsome
and useful present. If you have not investigated the
STERNAU COFFEE MACHINE you should lose no time in
doing so. Your customers will take to it. A comparison with
any other coffee machine will convince you of its superiority.

Let us send you our Coffee Machine Booklet.

New York Showrooms
Corner Broadway and
Opposite Post Office

July, 1905 TIHIE KEYSTONE

S. STERNAU 0 CO., Sole Manufacturers
Park Place

Office and Factory '
195 Plymouth Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Perfect Shape Umbrella

We'll Confess at the Start
that the man who is looking for " plunder " won't like our prices.
C. On the other hand we don't believe we'd care for his business.
41, We know that there is an increasing number of merchants who buyfixtures, as they take a partner—for a lifetime.
Q. They are the people we're after, and for them we have a story out ofthe ordinary.

PHILLIPS'

Show Cases
are all that their name implies—have been that for more than fortyyears—only they're just as far in front now as in 1864, the date westarted business.

GET OUR 1905 CATALOGUE OF CASES AND FIXTURES

JOHN PHILLIPS 0 CO., Ltd.
I ,tabl ishe  fl I

Branch, Windsor, Ont. DETROIT, MICH.

No Springs.

No ScreWS.

Can be placed in a trunk

Should our representative
not reach you, write for
samples. Will send ex-
press paid.

"MAIDEN BALTIMORE"

As a jeweler you want ex-
clusive designs. This we give
you.

We make UMBRELLAS and
CANES for the jewelry trade, of
sterling quality, which you can sell
with a guarantee (we stand back
of this).

Our latest patent DETACH-
ABLE HANDLE UMBRELLA
has proven the greatest seller in
the umbrella line.
We are now showing our Fall

and Holiday line of exclusive designs
in sterling and gold-trimmed pearls
and hand-carved ivorys.

Siegel, Rothschild & Co.
418-420 West Baltimore Street

Baltimore

AMONG
t h (

T RADE

Connecticut

The marriage took place, on June 20th, in the
Main Street Baptist Church, Meriden, of Miss Eva
Janette Kay, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jas. T. Kay,
of Meriden, to Pliineas Truman Ives, the well-
known Meriden jeweler. The Episcopal ceremony
was used, and the floral decorations were unu-
sually lavish. An elaborate musical programme
was rendered by Miss Ethel Ives, organist of the
church. The gifts received by the bridal pair were
costly and numerous. THE KEYSTONE, in com-
mon with their many friends, extends felicitations
to the happy pair.

M. Hirsch & Son, of Holyoke, Mass., has
opened a branch store at 1005 Main Street, Hart-
ford, which is under the management of Max
Hirsch.

Georgia

Thos. L. Bell, for the past seven years with
J. Lowinsohn, of Birmingham, Ala., will open a
jewelry, optical and stationery store in Americus,
on September 1st. Americus is Jeweler Bell's
home town, and no doubt his enterprise will prove
successful. His location, of which he has a three-
years' lease, will be 405 Jackson Street, and is
situated in the best block in the city.

Illinois

0. F. Ericson & Co., hitherto located in
Kewanee, have removed their business to Pittsfield.

13. R. Krieg, of Kewanee, is becoming estab-
lished in the location hitherto occupied by 0. F.
Ericson & Co., of that place, which is more
centrally situated than his former store.

J. Schmelzer, of Centralia, has been remodel-
ing his entire store. He has installed a complete
new front, including a spacious show window, and
has had the interior newly papered and painted.
In addition he has added some handsome new
fixtures, which with the other improvements,
make his store one of the prettiest in that section.

Indiana

J. M. Washburn, manager of the Washburn
Jewelry Co., Anderson, has been appointed watch
inspector on the Union Traction Co.'s Anderson
division.

Iowa

J. W. Gibson, the jeweler-optician, of Mystic,
has obtained a patent on an improvement in hair-
spring studs. This device is specially adapted to
breguet hairsprings, as it forms a grip upon the
end of the spring and thereby prevents it from
slipping in the stud. Another advantage possessed
bv this invention over the old pin fastening now in
use, is that it is always clamped straight, some-
thing which it is difficult for a workman to accom-
plish without machinery specially made for the
Purpose.

Maryland

George Bunnecke, Jr., member of the J. S.
McDonald Co., 214 West Charles Street, Balti-
more, sailed on June 7th on board the steamer
/randenberg, of the North German-Lloyd line,
fr Europe. He will visit England, France,
:■,.itzerland and Germany, and expects to return
III September.

Walter Powell, the well-known jeweler, of
(timberland, has admitted to partnership in busi-
ness his two sons, Edgerton and Virgil C., and
Ile firm is now known as Walter Powell & Sons.
both of these new partners have been assisting
their father in the business for many years, and so
bring to their new roles a long practical experi-
ence and a rich fund of energy which must needs
impart a fresh impetus to the activities of this
concern. Walter Powell, founder of the firm, is
an Englishman by birth, who came to America
from London in 1853. He has built up a large and

substantial trade, and is prominently identified
with numerous philanthropic, educational and
religious movements in Cumberland.

P. J. Smith & Co., of 96 Baltimore Street,
Cumberland, have issued an interesting booklet
entitled " Wedding Occasions and Other Occa-
sions." It is printed on enameled paper in two
colors, maroon and pale blue, and is bound in a
stiff cover of light cream material. It deals enter-
tainingly with the various gifts suitable at such
times. The top margin of each page is uniquely
illustrated. On the whole it is a deftly-complied
little book, worded pithily and typographically
attractive.

Massachusetts

0. M. Lombard, watchmaker and optician,
formerly at 137 State Street, Springfield, is now
locatad at 539 Main Street, in that city.

A number of changes of location have taken
place in the iewelry trade of Springfield lately.
E. E. Penny, formerly at 287 Main Street, has
become established at 417 Main Street. Adams
& Crockett, hitherto at 217 Main Street, are now
located at 31 Harrison Avenue, and F. E. Ladd &
Bro., heretofore at 417 Main Street, are now doing
business at 7 E. Court Street. E. J. Kittell now
conducts the business at 246 Main Street, formerly
carried on by W. C. Orcutt.

Michigan

W. B. Murray has refitted and become estab-
lished in the jewelry store at East Tawas, lately
vacated by G. T. Wood, who removed to Foley,
Minn. Jeweler Murray is watch inspector on the
Detroit & Mackinac Railway.

Montana

J. L. Murphy has purchased the interest of his
partner, W. P. Mulholland, in the firm of Mulhol-
land & Murphy, Livingston.

New York

The death of William S. Taylor, of Utica,
which occurred some weeks ago, removes
a well-known and long-established member of the
trade. He had reached his seventy-seventh year,
but notwithstanding his age and the somewhat
impaired condition of his health, he remained in
charge of his store until four weeks prior to his
death. He served an apprenticeship to the watch-
making business in Troy, and forty years ago went
to Utica and obtained employment with Nelson
Roth, then located at 42 Genesee Street. His next
step was to purchase the stock of Albert T. Battelle,
6o Genesee Street, and soon afterwards he formed
a partnership with Thomas Maynard, under the
firm-name of Maynard & Taylor, but two years
subsequently Mr. Maynard retired. In 1857 he re-
moved to 72 Genesee Street, and continued there
for thirty-two years, when he removed to 62 Genesee
Street, so that during his long business career he
never occupied a store on a thoroughfare other
than this and moreover he had never been estab-
lished more than one hundred feet from his last
place of business.

Notice has been issued to the effect that the
co-partnership hitherto existing between J: E.
Swarthout and W. T. Brooks, under the firm-name
of J. E. Swarthout & Co., 215 East Water Street,
Elmira, has been dissolved by mutual consent.
W. T. Brooks having retired on account of ill
health. C. R. Sayles has purchased the interest of
W. T. Brooks, and will continue the business with
J. E. Swarthout, under the firm-name of J. E.
Swarthout & Co. as heretofore.

Ohio

Henry Hartman, a well-known and long-
established jeweler, of Wapakoneta, has retired
from business, and has been succeeded by his two
sons, 0. A. and C. S. Hartman, both of whom are
well-known and deservedly popular in the com-
munity. The new firm will be known as that of
O. A. and C. H. Hartman. Mr. Hartman, who
has retired, was continuously in business in Wapa-
koneta for nearly thirty years. A local paper says
of him : " He can be truthfully called the father of
modern advertising in this vicinity, as he was the
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first merchant to abandon the old method of keep-
ing an advertisement in the paper without change
for a year or more. The little business grew and
soon became a large business and new quarters
became necessary. He purchased the new build-
ing now occupied by the store and turns over to
his sons one of the best-equipped jewelry stores in
Northwestern Ohio. Mr. Hartman withdraws
from active business very reluctantly, but it is a
step demanded not only by his own impaired
health but that of his wife." By way of intro-
ducing themselves to the community in the pro-
prietory capacity, and in order to make room for
an elaborate new stock, the new owners held a
general clearance sale of all the goods on hand at
reduced prices.

The Tiffany jewelry store of Xenia, has
recently been considerably beautified and equipped
with new and attractive fixtures, which latter
include wall cases, show cases and an entire glass
front. Elaborate facilities are thus afforded for the
display of Mr. Tiffany's interesting stocks, and of
these he is profitably availing. He has been the
recipient of numerous congratulations upon the
notable improvements which he has made in his
premises.

Chas. G. Sederberg, who resumed business at
Milford, after a seven-months' outing at Urbana,
has one of the finest jewelry stores in that section,
and enjoys a thriving business.

Pennsylvania

The jewelers of York have arranged to close
their stores at five o'clock in the evening during
the summer months instead of at six, the closing
hour in force heretofore. This arrangement went
into effect on June ist, and will be operative until
September i6th.

Tennessee

Eldred E. B. Cayce, a retired jeweler, and
widely-known elder of the local Christian Church,
who had long been in business at Franklin, died
recently in his sixty-eighth year. Deceased's
ancestors were among the pioneers of that section.
As a young man his father opened a jewelry shop
in Franklin, and since then three generations of
the name have carried on that business there, the
present representative being Eldred B. Cayce, Jr.
Early in life deceased studied law, and for three
years followed the legal profession. With his two
brothers he fought for the Confederacy in the Civil
War, and after the battle of Appomattox, returned
to Franklin and went into the jewelry business, as
at that time the law was a precarious profession.
In this sphere he continued until about seven years
ago, when, owing to his impaired health, it became
necessary for him to retire. Yielding to the urgent
entreaties of the members of the Christian Church,
whom he had frequently addressed upon religious
topics, and to his inner convictions, Alr. Cayce
entered the ministry, and was ordained in Novem-
ber, 1874. For five years he was a devoted and
successful pastor of the church at Franklin, but
finding that his business necessitated closer atten-
tion, he left the pastorate, but was ever a zealous
worker and preacher.

Wisconsin

G. Scherzinger, the well-known Fond du Lac
jeweler, recently celebrated his fiftieth anniversary
of the establishment of his business in that city.
Mr. Scherzinger first went to Fond du Lac in May,
1855, and opened a watch and jewelry repair busi-
ness on a small scale. By hard work and perse-
verance he built up a substantial trade, and now
has one of the most modern jewelry stores in that
section. He held an anniversary sale, at which
commemorative souvenirs were distributed by way
of celebrating his completion of half a century in
business.

The entire jewelry and optical business of
Jennings & Clifford, Platteville, has been sold to
C. H. Clifford, the junior member of the firm, who
is a practical jeweler and business man, and is
well-known to the trade.

I wish that every jeweler in the United States
and Canada would be a subscriber to The Keystone.
It is worth five times the price."—A. G. Gullan-
der, Jeweler, .Bridgewater, South Dakota.
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Simmons Golf or Shirt-Waist Chains
are summer-season goods that will sell

There are dozens of men in every town, surely, who would quickly appreciatethe merits of these light, neat, convenient pony chains.
The simple, strong and secure safety fastener makes it practically impossible tolose one's watch. It tightly grips the vest or the trousers band, and will neither slipoff nor tear the fabric. It's the one fastener without prongs or any objectionablefeature.

If you can't get these chains of your jobber, we'll send you a selection packageand render the bill through any reliable wholesale jewelry house you may name

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY, Main Office and Works, ATTLEBORO, MASS.
SALESROOMS, 9-13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, AND 103 STATE Sr., CHICAGO
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The Show Window

KEYSTONE

T is well to remember in this month of ennervating atmosphere and
physical languor that the spirit of business progress knows_ no
distinction of seasons. To the progressive merchant every part of
the year brings its own peculiar duties, whether it be the last

rushing day before Christmas or a dull midsummer afternoon. In a business
enterprise there must be no unprofitable reference to times and seasons, no

idle waiting for the turn of the tide, no relaxation except such as is justified

by economic reasons and necessitated by the general good of the human

factors who make the
business a reality.
Hustling time is all

the time. July, there-

fore, brings its duties

for all, and for the

indow trimmer es-
pecially. It is for him

to do his utmost to
counteract the de-
pressing influences of

the season by such
displays as will com-
pel rather than at-
tract attention, and
coax from the stay-at-
homes compensatory
sales for the sus-
pended custom of the
holiday seekers.

As the stay-at-
homes this month are
naturally yearning for
the ocean breezes, any
suggestion of the sea-
side resort will irre-
sistibly appeal to
them. We remember
a display of this char-
acter which was exe-
cuted by a New York
State jeweler with
profitable results. It
depicted a summer
resort in full swing,
with hotel, street car,
boats, water, etc. The
hotel was 30 inches
long, 14 inches wide,
had twenty-four win-
dows and two doors.
By an ingenious
clock-work arrange-
ment one pair of
doors opened every
minute, when a lady
came o U t. Other
ladies were made to appear, greeting one another and enjoying the scene
from the hotel. Anon the street car passed the door at a lively speed on a
single track. There was a tank of real water 50 inches long by 20 inches

wide, and pleasure boats, etc., were represented upon its surface.

To be successful, a display of this kind requires that the window be at
least comparatively spacious. A " hotel " may be improvised out of a
child's house, which can be obtained at any toy or department store. It
may be trimmed, altered ur improved as required. This can be set in the

center of the background ; a soft green sward threaded by walks may be

arranged immediately in front and made to slope gently to a layer of shells,

shingles, or if these are unavailable, the nearest approach to beach sand
that can be attained. Obviously, the " ocean " is next in order, while
" boardwalks " and the like can be constructed with little difficulty. In

designing such displays as these, two problems present themselves—first,
to provide and satisfactorily operate motive power, and second, to infuse
life and realism into the entire tableau. The mechanical skill and initiative

which all good jewelers are supposed to possess should enable them to make
a very attractive display of this character.
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A Convenient The jeweler's mechanical skill and manifold appliances
give him an advantage in these respects over most other
dealers, but %sliether he fully avails of it is another

question. The value of motion in the window is every day becoming more
apparent. Electricity is the ideal power fOr this work, but it always requires
extra wiring, a visit from the insurance inspector and so many other
formalities that it is hardly worth while except for a special occasion or a
permanent exhibit.

The Dry Goods Economist recently described a small hot-air engine
designed especially for this work. The engine, which is one-fortieth horse
power, is operated either by gas or alcohol, the gas, of course, being

preferable, as it does
not require much at-
tention. The gas
could be piped to this
engine by a temporary
rubber tube so that
no plumbing would
be required. The
amount of gas neces-
sary is equal to one
ordinary burner. The
engine makes 500
revolutions a minute,
and, therefore, ope-
rates so rapidly that
it is necessary to gear
the speed down be-
fore it would be of
practical use for win-
dow display. Acces-
sory to the engine is
a speed-reducer, on
top of which is a turn-
table, and also three
turntables that can be
attached to the speed-
reducer by means of
belting. Each of these
turntables has a pul-
ley that makes three
speeds possible.

This device was
built for the purpose
of showing a millinery
display on wax heads,
which are made to
slowly revolve so that
the hats can be shown
on all sides. It can,
owever, be used for

any other moving de-
vice. If the exhibit is
to be permanent it is
advisable to put a
double floor in the
show window, but
where it is to be only

temporary a raised platform capable of holding the four turntables at proper

distances could be placed in the middle of the window and covered with

velvet or some other suitable covering. As the engine and turntables are

not more than a few inches in height, the low platform would easily conceal

the entire mechanism, nothing but the moving heads showing above the

surface. The mechanism of the engine is very simple, so that no outside

help is needed to install it.
A window show which attracts women and other persons
as well, consists, for one part, of a big circular, convex
shield-like contrivance, completely covered with artificial
flowers, this rounded floral shield being three or four feet

in diameter, an object in itself to attract the eye. As you stand looking at it

you see it open, in many sections pointing to the center, and just within it

the life-sized figure of a woman upon whose head appears a spring hat. To

display the hat is, of course, the real object of the whole contrivance. The

shield fully opened, the figure within slowly turns, giving a side, then a front

view of the hat. And then the figure again slowly resumes its original place

and the shield slowly closes, to open again in a little while.

Motive Power

The display shown in this illustration was designe
center revolved slowly, and in 1he hand uplifted was h
as to jewelry." At the feet of the statue diamonds were
Over all was a graceful canopy supported by symmetrical

d by E. C. Ely, of Carbondale, Pa. The female figure in the
eld a large electric torch by way of " enlightening the public
displayed to symbolize the wealth which beauty commands.
columns.

A Millinery
Window
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One of the Many Jewelry Stores Designed and Furnished by us

ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO Manufacturers
Rees, Dayton, Eastman Sts. and Hawthorne Ave., CH I( 'A( ;0, ILL.

Full line of German Silver Bags and Purses
IN SIZES FROM 2 INCHES TO C INCHES

ROMAN, SILVER, GUN METAL and OLD ENGLISH FINISH. WHITE KID LININGSThese bags have many meritorious points in style, construction and finish. The principle upon which they are made obviates rivets, and the
tops are not drilled. Just as good is but a tribute to their superiority, and should be so understood. Our Bag is the best.
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BROOCHES

BEAD NECKS
BACK COMBS

BRACELETS
CUFF PINS

HAT PINS
SCARF PINS

NECK CHAINS
ETC.
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CIGARETTE CASES
MATCH BOXES

LOVING CUPS
COIN HOLDERS

CIGAR CUTTERS
KEY RINGS

KNIVES

SCISSORS

ETC.

Codding & Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass.
New York Chas. Van Ness, 11 Maiden Lane Chicago—U. S. Titus, 88 Monroe St. San Francisco—FL C. Van Ness ec Co., 115 Kearny St.

Roland Evans, the new member of the travel-

ing corps of the Eisenstadt Company, St. Louis, is

now out on his first trip through Northern Missouri,

Kansas and Nebraska territory, and is giving a

good account of himself.
Ed. Pfaffle, Southwestern traveler for L. Gut-

mann & Sons, Cinninnati, is spending his summer

vacation at Ottawa Beach, Mich.
Julius G. Schwab, of the traveling force of

A. G. Schwab& Bro., Cincinnati, will hereafter cover
the territory formerly covered by James Baker.

Rudolph C. Conrad, Indiana and Ohio traveler

for the Eisenstadt Company, of St. Louis, spent
his vacation last month at his old home in Kokomo,

Ind,
Eugene Frommeyer, with L. Gutmann &

Sons, Cincinnati, is spending his vacation with his

family at Cedar Point, Lake Erie.

Henry Reinhard, Southern and Southwestern
traveler for the Juergens & Andersen Company,

Chicago, is spending his summer vacation this

year at his North Side home in the Western
metropolis much to his satisfaction and pleasure.

James Baker, the well-known Cincinnati
traveler, has accepted a position with Frank M.

Whiting & Company, tile widely-known sterling

• silver manufacturers, to cover the larger Western
cities.

Adolph Eisenbiess, Texas and Southwestern
traveler for Eisenstadt Company, St. Louis, spent

a part of his vacation the past month at Warrens-
burg, Mo., to his great delight and pleasure. Mr.
Eisenbiess gets to Warrensburg quite frequently of
late, and his friends say it is not always business
that calls him there.

C. C. Stoner is now traveling in the South
NVith good success for the tool and material house
of Lindner & Company, of Cincinnati.

John E. Morehouse is one of the best and

t favorably-known men in the optical trade in

Western country, and 'NE KEYSTONE takes
1,1easure in presenting his portrait. Mr. Morehouse

has for a number of
years past represented
leading optical houses
on the road in the
Western territory, but
at the first of the
present year, in con-
junction with Frank
Kennedy, for years
manager of the Johns-
ton Optical Company,
of Detroit, he organ-

J. E. Morehouse ized the Kennedy
Optical Company, a

Wholesale and manufacturing firm, with head-
quarters in Detroit. The new house has done
well from the start, and is steadily and surely
building up a profitable business. Mr. Morehouse

is vice-president of the new firm, and looks after
its interests in Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota
and Wisconsin territory, where his face is a
familiar one to the trade, and where he has made
a host of friends who always cordially welcome
him on his rounds over his territory. He is just
in the prime of his activity, and is sure to make a
success of the new firm for which which he works
hard, early and late. Mr. Morehouse is a clean-cut
business man of the pleasing sort, and is classed
among the salesmen who wear well and make
friends wherever they go.

Alvin J. Lindenberg, son of Simon Linden-
berg, head of the whosesale house of Lindenberg,
Strauss & Company, Cincinnati, is a new acquisi-
tion to the traveling force of this firm. By the
time this item is read, he will be out on the road on
his first trip. We bespeak a kiffdly reception
from the trade for Mr. Lindenberg, who is a most
amiable and deserving young man.

Charles Cederstrom, Northwestern traveler for
the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company, St. Louis,
spent the greater part of June at headquarters, but
is now out on his territory showing his fall lines
with good success.

William Huger, the lively and jolly representa-
tive of Jos. Noterman & Company, Cincinnati,
tells us that he is spending his vacation this year at
his " old Kentucky home" in Covington, where
life is always pleasant to him.

W. F. Wilmes, whose portrait we give here-
with, is the vice-president of the Aller-Newman-
Wilmes Jewelry Company, the new wholesale
house just opening
up in St. Louis.
Mr. Wilmes, better
known as " Billie,"
is one of the pio-
neer traveling
salesmen of the
Missouri, Kansas,
Nebraska and
Oklahoma terri-
tory, and as they
remark in that
country, is a
" mighty " popular
man with the trade. Twenty-five years ago, when
the writer began traveling in the Missouri, Kansas
and Nebraska field, Mr. Wilmes came along soon
after, and has been there ever since. He is a hard-
working, successful salesman, and brings to his
new connection a wide experience and an exten-
sive trade following. His many friends congratu-

late him and wish him success in his new venture.

Mr. Wilmes will continue to make his headquarters
at Kansas City, and travel in his old territory.

H. G. Schramm, well-known among Western
trade for his long connection with the Schrader-
Wittstein Company, of Chicago, has accepted a
position with the Stein & Ellbogeri Company of
the same city, to cover the far West and Pacific
Coast territory. Mr. Schramm will leave Chicago

the latter part of the present month for his first trip
for his new connection.

Nelson Haganaur, Iowa, Illinois and Indiana
traveler for the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Com-
pany, of St. Louis, spent his summer vacation on
his farm at Highland, Ill., last month, much to his
delight and pleasure, for he is a great farmer as
well as a live, wise salesman. Mr. Haganaur is

now out among his customers showing his new
fall line.

I. Schroeder, the popular Southern traveler for

A. G. Schwab & Bro., expects to start out about

the middle of the present month for an extended

trip over his territory with his new fall lines.

The accompanying portrait is the likeness of
A. A. Spiegel, general manager of the Gustave
Fox Company, of Cincinnati, the well-known
makers of emblem jewelry. Mr. Spiegel is a
Chicago product, and
started on his career
in the jewelry business
with the above firm
about three years ago.
He has charge of
credits, office and sales
department of his
firm, besides making
occasional trips on
the road, calling at the
larger cities of the
West and South. Mr. A. A. Spiegel
Spiegel is a rising
young business man of ability and push. He is
made of the material that men are made of, and is
deserving of all his success. Surely he is one of
the most cheerful and sunshiny souls that ever
carried a grip, and here!s hoping that he may live
long to carry his gospel of sunshine and good cheer.

E. H. Snow, of the traveling force of the
Woodstock-Hoefer Company, Kansas City, spent
his summer vacation at headquarters last month.

John Marsh, of C. A. Marsh & Company, the
widely-known Attleboro chainmakers, has been
severely ill at his home in Attleboro the past
month. We are glad to note that he is now con-
valescent and hopes to be out again among his
customers in the Western wholesale trade during
the present month.

W. S. Fawcett, the well-known material
traveler, is now covering Ohio, West Virginia and
Kentucky territories for Lindner & Company, of
Cincinnati.

J. Reed Elliott, Western traveler for the Eisen-
stadt Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, has a
great penchant for travel. He has just returned
from a trip to the Philippines, Japan and the Empire
of China, where he enjoyed himself immensely for
eight weeks. Mr. Elliott says that the Eastern
Asiatic country is a wonderfully interesting section
of .the world just at the present moment, and that
he enjoyed every minute of his trip while away.

Fred Bross, the well-known Illinois, Missouri
and Arkansas traveler for the L. Bauman Com-
pany, of St. Louis, is spending his summer vaca-
tion in company with his family at Detroit Harbor,
Mich. By the latter part of July, Mr. Bross will be
out again among his customers showing his new
fall lines.

Hess M. Henle is a new man on the traveling
force of A. G. Schwab & Bro., Cincinnati. Mr.
Henle will travel in Southern territory mostly, and
the trade will find him a bright and pleasant young
man to meet.

John Osthoff, the genial representative of Jos.
Noterman & Company, Cincinnati, accompanied
by his family, are spending their summer vacation
in the mountains of North Carolina.

Hal Wells, Iowa and Northwestern traveler for
the Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Com-
pany, Kansas City, was at headquarters for a fort-
night last month, stocking up for his early fall trip
and enjoying a short vacation from road life.

W. E. Hunter, who covers the Southwestern
territory for the Merry Optical Company, has
recently moved his family to Fort Worth, Tex.,
where he will make his headquarters in the future.

0. K. Steurver, who covers the South for the
Eisenstadt Company, enjoyed his summer vacation
at his old home in Cincinnati last month. By the
time this item is read Mr. Steurver will be out
among his trade showing his new fall lines.



Let us solve this question for you

The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly sup-
planting the use of the old-style wedding ring.

Its mysterious construction is another reason for its
increased demand.

We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we
take these means to inform you that should you need them,
we can supply you.

These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are
barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.

Whenever engraving is desired, it is clone in the inside flat
surface. They are easily opened as shown on illustration by insert-
ing a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole,

They should not be pried open, as this would destroy
their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., each, $r.25 per dwt ; in dozen lots, $1.1c) per dwt, net
18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt ; in dozen lots, $1.25 per dwt., net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler
536-538 Canal Street New Orleans, La.

by handling Bassett chains—quick sellers,
big profit makers and satisfaction

guaranteed. Select styles for
fastidious purchasers—pop-

ular styles for all.TIE TO

BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and Dissatisfaction

Factory
Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane Masonic Temple Vaults

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange 120 Sutter Street

) LETTERS
from the

- TRADE
1:eaders are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use
of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex-
pressed. - Editor The Keystone.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Being a subscriber YO THE
KEYSTONE, which I could not very well do with-

out, I take the liberty of asking for some " Finger-

Ring Lore "—a few pointers in regard to the early
history of the finger ring, for use in some adver-
tising I am getting out. If you can give it in the
July issue of THE KEYSTONE I shall feel grateful.

Yours truly,•
LEE THOMPSON.Andrews, Ind,

[As all jewelers and jewelry salesmen should
he familiar with finger-ring lore, we gladly comply
with our subscriber's request. Finger rings have
a long and interesting history. They are alluded
to in the B )oks of Genesis and Exodus •, Herodo-
tus mentions that the Babylonians wore them ; and
from Asia probably they were introduced into
Greece. The rings worn in early times were not
purely ornamental, but had also their use as signet
rings. The Homeric poems make no mention of
rings, except ear-rings ; but in the later Greek
legends, the ancient herms are described as wear-
ing finger rings ; and every freeman throughout
Greece seems afterward to have had one. The
practice of counterfeiting signet rings is alluded to
as existing in Solon's time. The devices on the
earlier rings were probably cut in the gold ; but at
a later period, the Greeks came to have signet
rings set with precious stones, which gradually
passed from articles of use into the category of
ornament. Persons were no longer satisfied with
one ring, but wore two or three—and their use was
extended to women. The Lacedwmonians wore
iron rings. The Romans are said to have derived
the use of rings from the Sabines ; their rings were
at first, as those of the Greeks, signet rings, but of
iron. Every free Roman had a right to wear one;
and till the close of the republic, the iron ring was
worn by those who affected the simplicity of old
tunes. Ambassadors, ill the early of the Roman
republic, wore gold rings as part of their official
dress—a custom afterward extended to senators,
chief magistrates, etc. The signs engraved on
rings were very various, including portraits of
friends or ancestors, and subjects connected with
mythology or religion ; and in the art of engraving
figures on gems, the ancients far surpassed artists
of modern times. The later Romans, like the
Greeks, crowded their fingers with rings, and the
more effeminate among them sometimes had a
different ring for summer and winter. Rings entered
iiiitot 

as 
in title l grotid-work of many oriental supersti-I oris 

legend of Solomon's ring, which,
.unong its other marvels, sealed up the refractory
Ihms in jars and cast them into the Red Sea. The
Greeks mention various rings endowed with magic
o,over, as that of Gyges, which rendered him in-

:ible when its stone was turned inward 
' 
• and the

of Polycrates, which was flung into the sea to
propitiate Nemesis, and found by its owner inside

; and there were persons who made a 'nem-
.. t•tralffiowceorf 

classes.
charmed rings, worn mostlyhie 

Various explanations have been given of the
•onection of the ring with marriage. It appears
• it wedding rings were worn by the Jews prtor to

• Hristian times. It has been said that as the de-
;• ery of the signet ring to any one was a sign of
onlidence, so the delivery of the ring by the hus-
band to the wife indicated that she was admitted
into his confidence. Another explanation is, that
the form ot the ring symbolizes eternity and con-
stancy ; hnd it has been alleged that the left hand
was chosen to denote the wife's subjection to her
husband, and the third finger because it thereby
Pressed a vein which was supposed to communicate

directly with the heart. The third finger has always
been elected as the finger on which official rings
are worn. Bishops on their consecration receive a
ring to be worn on the third finger of the right
hand, in order to indicate ecclesiastical authority ;
and the. doctors formerly, for a similar reason,
wore a rtng on the same finger. A ring has been
much used at betrothal as well as marriage, and in
many parts of the continent of Europe a wedding
ring is worn by the husband as well as the wife.
Rings are occasionally worn on all the fingers
(even on the first finger) except the thumb ; the
Germans usually wear a signet ring on the first
finger. During the sixteenth, seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries it was common to have mot-
toes inscribed on rings, including wedding-rings,
and the motto was called the " posy " or " chan-
son." The ring was the symbol of the dominion
of Venice over the Adriatic ; and yearly, on Ascen-
sion Day, a ring was thrown by the doge from the
ship Bucentaur into the sea, to denote that as the
wife is subject to her husband, so is the Adriatic
Sea to the republic of Venice.

In pagan times in Europe, the ring seems to
have been connected with fidelity or with espousals.
By an ancient Norse custom, described in the
" Eyrbrygia Saga," when an oath was imposed, he
by whom it was pledged passed his hand through
a silver ring, sacred to that ceremony ; and in Ice-
land the ceremony of betrothal used to be accom-
panied by the bridegroom passing his four fingers
and thumb through a large ring, and in this manner
receiving the hand of the bride, as represented in
a woodcut in an old edition of Ohms Magnus. As
lately as 1780, the practice existed in Orkney of a
man and woman plighting flick faith at the Stand-
ing Stones of Stennis by joining their hands through
the perforated stone of Odin.

Rings were greatly used in ancient Egypt.
They were called kb/i, finger rings, and khatem,
signets, both kinds being represented in the sculp-
tures and mentioned in the hieroglyphs. Rings for
the fingers were of two kinds : the solid ring, of
gold, silver, copper or iron, having a square or
oval bezel, on which the subject to be impressed
was sunk or cut in intaglio. Scarabzei of glazed
steatite, set in frames of gold or silver, were often
used for bezels. The bezels have their base en-
graved with hieroglyphs, and other subjects, the
names of monarchs, figures of deities, mottoes and
devices. Such rings were used by functionaries ;
and in the account of the investiture of Joseph in
the Book of Genesis, a ring was put on his finger
as a symbol of his rank. The poorer classes had
rings of ivory or blue porcelain, with solid oval
bezels, having in intaglio similar subjects.]

selling them could be identified by purchaser of
above movements. I also understaud that he was
arrested at Chicopee, Kans., but turned loose
in about eight hours afterward.

Yours truly,
Fi1l,iljtii,r. Kans. H. L. MortarsoN.

ED. K Ers•romt :—One objection to the bent-

glass window, recently described in your columns,

is that it gives a dazzling effect, and to this extent

interferes with display. But a greater objection to

this style of window is that the glass has to be bent

to order and fitted to the window, which, in case

of accident, might be very annoying because of

delay in getting a new plate made. I have had

experience with .both and prefer the straight-glass

window. Yours truly,

A " J. T. C.".Atlanta, Ga.

En. KEYSTONE would deem it a favor if
you would let me know the law in regard to destroy-
ing coins. Is there a law, for instance, against cut-
ting out the heads of pennies for Red Men's charms
and such ? Please let me know through THE
KEYSTONE.

Yours truly,
l{eolitig, Pa. ARTHUR SCHWEMMER.

[There are few questions which we are called
upon to answer more frequently than this, and
would request our readers to keep the following
for future reference. The law in regard to the
mutilation of coins, section 5459, revised statutes,
providesv e r that Ey

1:3erson who fraudulent/ y, by any art,
way, or means, defaces, mutilates, impairs, dimin-
ishes, falsifies, scales, or lightens the gold and
silver coins which have been or which may here-
after be coined at the mints of the United States,
or any foreign gold or silver coins which by law
are made current, or are in actual use and circula-
tion as money within the United States, shall be
imprisoned not more than two years and fined not
more than $2000."

The tel in of imprisonment was subsequently
increased to five years. The wording of this mea-
sure would certainly lead one to infer that the
mutilation of coins without dishonest intent—for
instance, by jewelers for ornamentation or curio
purposes—is perfectly lawful, but the Treasury
Department is always so watchful of the coin of
the realm and so alive to the danger of its unre-
stricted mutilation for iiy purpose that THE KEY-
STONE has never felt justified in advising jewelers
that they'are free to mutilate coin with impunity
provided there is no dishonest intent.

One of our subscribers who asked the Trea-
sury Department for a ruling on this matter received
the following reply : "The law is silent as to the
mutilation of coins where no fraud is shown or
contemplated. Section 5459, revised statutes, pro-
vides a penalty of not more than two years' im-
prisonment and $2000 fine for fraudulently debasing
or mutilating coins of the Unites States. By an act
of March 3, 1897, imprisonment was extended to
five years." Our subscriber interpreted this ruling
as negative permission to nmtilate coins in the legi-
timate prosecution of his business. Of course,
there is no law against the complete destruction
of coin, and cutting the Indian's head out of a
penny would seem to be practically complete
destruction of the piece as a coin. The safest
course t,o pursue would be for the jeweler to write
the Treasury Department, specifying the particular
form of mutilation intended, and thus get official
permission to do this class of work. We would be
pleased to hear from any of our readers who have
done this.—ED.]

ED. KEYSTONE :—Who lost the following

movements : 6 size Elgin, No. 11254614, 7 jewel;

o size Elgin, No. 9733571, 15 jewel ; 6 size Hamp-

den, No. 1813121, 15 jewel ? These movements and

a number of empty cases were brought into our

place for repair. • They were sold by a man who

had a " lot of them " and sold at any price. The

o size Elgin, 15 jewel, was bought for $2.50. They

were undoubtedly stolen somewhere, and I thought

perhaps the owner might get some clue as to the

location of the thief if the above numbers were

published in THE KEYSTONE. The man who was

A Book for Every Horologist

ED. KEYSTONE nal particularly pleased

with the book " Watch and Clock Escapements."

It is a practical work and should be in the library

of all horologists, whether skilled or unskilled.

The binding, print and paper are a pleasure in this

era of cheap books. •
Yours truly,

Mt. Washington, Md. GEORGE F. RUOFF.

[The book, " Watch and Clock Escapements,"
which our correspondent and all others who have
procured a copy commend so highly, is the most
complete work ever written on the lever, cylinder
and chronometer escapements. It is published by
THE KEYSTONE and will be sent, postpaid, to any
part of the world on receipt of price, $r.5o.—ED.]



AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.'s
Self=Filling Fountain Pen

Retails 3A, $3.00 4A, $3.50 5A, $4.50

1905 THE KEYSTONE

We offer to the trade a new self-filling device in Fountain Pens that we believe for convenience, durabilityand simplicity to be the best yet invented for this purpose, and shall be pleased to furnish samples to dealerswith prices and discounts.
It has no ink joint to soil fingers or clothing. Holds three times as much ink as any other self-filler.Ink is held in a hard rubber reservoir instead of soft rubber sack. Pressing the bulb expels the air and inkflows into the barrel.

Made and fully guaranteed by

AIKIN,
LAMBERT 0 CO.

19 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

W12.1TE F012.SAMPLES AND PRICES

The Wright Self-Filling Fountain Pen
Fills a long-felt want for a fountain pen that is
simple, CLEAN and easy to fill

No ink dropper required
No blow
No sweating
No dropping
No leaking

No. 83. Fitted with No. 3
14 K. pen, $15.00 doz.

No. 34. Fitted with No. 4
14 K pen, $18.00

No. 35. Fitted with No. 5 
doz.

14 K. pen, $21.00 doz.
No. 36. Fitted with No. 6

14 K. pen, $24.00 doz.
Samples sent on request to responsible jewelers

SEND FOR NEW CATALOOUE

WRIGHT PEN CO., 614 Locust Street, St. Louis

Fills Itself, Cleans Itself The Standard Pen, 623 Baker Bldg., Toledo, Ohio
No ink-dropper
No twisted rubber
No hump—no blow
NO EXTRA PARTS—NO EXTRA PRICE

DEALERS, send for new catalog and trade discounts. SALESMEN, write for territory and terms

A self=filling Fountain Pen. Write'
the moment it touches the paper.

This is the only practical self-fillin;
Fountain Pen—it is a pen built for business

It requires no glass fillers. There is no spillin;
of ink—no clogging—no shaking—no loss of cap.

We absolutely guarantee the sale of these
pens—we also guarantee every pen.

Send us your order for one dozen at once. 9 plain, 3 with gold
bands, the dozen as assorted, $13.50 for the lot.

M. J. Averbeck, Lvihtorliebtter, 19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

How Postage Stamps Are Made

Few institutions have played so impor-

tant a part in the world's progress *as the
diminutive postage stamp. It is grandly
emblematic of governmental authority and is a

kind of universal passport, recognized and
honored by all nations. Its importance in

the world's affairs lends peculiar interest to
the processes in its manufacture, which were
described in a recent issue of the Youth's

Companion as follows :

The first mechanical process
Making the Dies in the manufacture of a post-

age stamp is the cutting, or
engraving, of the die. This is a piece of

steel of the finest quality, on the polished

surface of which a man slowly and patiently
cuts, line by line, the portrait or other em-

blem which has been adopted for this partic-

ular stamp. A steel engraving is what is

called an incised plate ; that is, every line
which is to show in the finished print is cut

into the surface instead of being left in relief

as in wood engraving.

The die which the engraver cuts is a

" negative " ; in other words, a reversal of

the design which the stamp will show. The

reason for this soon becomes apparent. When

the die is finished and proofs show it to be
satisfactory, it is hardened and fixed in the

bed of a powerful press. Over it is then

passed a steel roller, the circumference of

which is several times—perhaps four times—

the diameter of the die. Immense pressure
is applied, so that every line on the surface

of the die is impressed upon the surface of

the roller as many times as the circumference
of the roller is larger than the area of the die.

In this way four perfect copies of the die are

reproduced on the roller, but reversed. Each

Of these impressions is a " positive."

This roller is now hardened in turn in

order that it may transmit the impressions

(Ince more, this time to the plate from which

the actual printing is to be made. This

plate is also of steel. The size is sufficient

to print a whole sheet of stamps—from

two hundred to three hundred—at a single

impression.

Into the surface of this plate the impres-

,ion on the roller is forced by great pressure,

(ince for each stamp in the subsequent sheet,

and then the plate is hardened. These im-

pressions are negatives, so that the prints

from them — the stamps themselves — will

be positives.

The Stamps
Exactly Alike

The reason for all this pre-
liminary work is most inter-
esting. In the first place,
printing could not be done

from a single die, because of the vast quanti-
ties of stamps required. In the second place,
it could not be done from the roller, because
on that the lines are in relief instead of being
incised ; and in the third place it would not
be feasible to have several dies, or a large
number of them engraved because the ex-
pense would be prohibitive and because no
two would then be absolutely alike. The
present system makes it certain that every
stamp of a certain lot is exactly like every
other of the same lot—a great safeguard
against counterfeiting.

When three printing plates have been
made, they are all fastened to the bed of a
special printing press. When the machinery
is started, the first plate is inked, then auto-
matically wiped until it is like a mirror. The
wiping removes all the ink except what
clings in the lines of the two hundred dupli-
cate engravings which dot the surface.

Over the plate is laid a sheet of damp-
ened paper, the plate is slightly warmed in
order to permit the ink to swell, and heavy
pressure is applied. Meanwhile the second
plate is receiving its ink, and then the third
comes into play ; so that although all three
are on the same press, each is, at a given
moment, undergoing a different process from

either of the other two. This has wrought a

great saving of time over the old process of

printing by hand.
When the printed sheets are
dry, they go to the gum-
ming machine, in which
they pass between a dry

roller on one side and one moistened with

mucilage on the other. From these rollers

they are cast out, wet side up, upon an endless

web, which carries them through a steam-

heated box. They come out dry, ready for the
perforations which permit them to be torn apart

easily. .These are very easily made by pass-

ing the sheets between one cylinder studded

with steel pins and another perforated with

holes to match the pins. The two together

act like the jaws of a conductor's punch.

The last process is pressing the sheets

by hydraulic power to conteract the ten-

dency to curl, which is imparted by the

mucilage.
The printing of stamps, like the printing

of gold and silver certificates and bank notes,

is subject to the most careful and constant

inspection. Every sheet of paper is counted

before delivered to the printer, and before he

goes home at night he must return exactly

the same number of sheets, either of perfect

stamps or spoiled paper, and no " seconds"

or samples are given away to visitors.

Gumming
the Stamps
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Stationers Handling Office Appliances

A comparatively new line of goods,
which come naturally within the province of
the stationer, is office appliances. Comment-
ing on this line and its relation to the
stationery trade, the American Stationer says:
Office appliances, while not stationery, usually
are closely allied to it, and in most cases
can be handled to decidedly better advantage
by stationers than by any other class of
dealers. To substantiate this assertion, it
need but be pointed out that stationers serv-
ing the offices with stationery and supplies year
after year must become so well acquainted
with the office trade that the line of goods
included in the category of office appliances
can in addition to those already dealt in be
handled to excellent advantage with com-
paratively little trouble.

Many stationers in the past few years
have come to appreciate the excellent oppor-
tunity for expanding their business by adding
office appliances, and the number is bound

to increase materially during the years just
ahead. Stationers who do not as yet handle
office appliances, or who have not made

much of a feature of them as yet, should

remember this, because it will naturally be

much easier to get a good start now than
later, when the field has become more

crowded.

In cities, at least, it is obvious enough

that many of the lines formerly handled by sta-

tioners have found their way into the depart-

ment stores. Among these lines which the

city stationer has practically lost to the depart-

ment store might be mentioned especially

toys and fancy leather goods. Several others

are being deflected to the department store

to a lesser extent. It is safe, however, to say

that no enterprising stationer regrets the loss

of these lines, because he has been able to

replace them with such articles as office appli-

ances, and the substitution has always proved

not only a profitable one, but an agreeable

one as well.

Desk Sold for $200,000

A desk from the Metternich art collection

at Koenigswart (Bohemia) has been sold for

$200,000, says the London Chronicle. The

desk is of rosewood and gold and is one of

the choicest masterpieces of French artistic

craft of the eighteenth century. It was made

a present by Napoleon I to Prince Metternich.

It was originally given to the Duc de Choiseul

by Louis Quinze. Princess Pauline Metter-

nich declared to an interviewer that $400,000

were offered for the desk during the lifetime

of her husband, the late ambassador in Paris.

The desk is said to have been bought by a

Paris museum.
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TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

EVERY ROY WATCH CASE is

made from ASSAYED GOLD, and

QUALITY IS GUARANTEED AS STAMPED.

Our new Fall line in attractive designs and unequaled
finish are on sale by leading jobbers who care to supply
their trade with the newest and best solid gold case made.

WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
lo6 Kearny Street

San Francisco, Cal. 2 1-23 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

DESCRIPTION OF KEYSTONE JEWELER'S OUTFITMade of oak. finished light antique, golden or fiemish oak, or made of birch, imitationof cherry or mahogany finish. Glass, double strength AA quality.WALL LASES.—Base part 30 inches high, 23 inches deep, outside ; three drawers in center. cup-boards either side with hinged paneled doors. Upper part 59 inches high, 17 inches deep, inside.One 10-incl,, one 12-inch and one 14-inch wide shelves on brackets. Shelves and interiorlined with dark blue felt. Two doors sliding up and balanced by weights.SHOW CASES AND TAHLES.---12 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.Show ease front glass 14 inches high, top glass 24 inches wide, front andtop in two lights each, horizontal sliding doors lined with Americanmirrors. These tables have band-sawed French legs.
SCREENS.-66 inches high to top of rail, 71 inches highover all, paneled below, glass above.

We can furnish jewelers any quantity 0 wallcases, show cases, tables and screens immedi-
ately. Send list of each kind required and
we will be glad to (mote prices. We
send our catalogue upon request.

,
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The Beautiful Opal

Varieties of Opal—Where the Stones are Found—
The Australian Opal Mines

OMMERCIALLY, only three varie-
ties of opal are recognized, viz.,
oriental opal, fire opal and common

opal. The term oriental was given to it by

the Greek and Turkish merchants, who ob-

'tallied it from Hungary and then carried it
to the. East for the purpose of imparting to

it additional value under the title oriental,
because gems coming from that quarter were
supposed to be superior to others. For a
long period Hungary was the chief locality
from which precious opal was taken, being
found in the Tokai Esperieser Mountains,
not far from Czerwenitza, the principal mines
being in the Libanka Mountain, west of
Dubnik. It is thought that it was from this
district that the ancient Romans procured
their opal. More recently fine specimens
have been discovered in Mexico, Honduras
and the Faroe Islands. Hitherto little has
been found in the United States, or generally
throughout North and South America, ex-
cepting the two places named.

It is to Queensland and New
South Wales that the world
is now chiefly indebted for
its supplies of opals. At-

tention was first directed to their occurrence

ill Queensland by H. W. Bond. In the
%vestern interior of that colony, where the
watercourses lead with scarcely perceptible
WI southward and discharge through the
Darling River into the Great Australian

Bight, none of the metallic minerals have
been found. But in those regions, at de-
tached localities in a north and south line
from Eromanga or Opalopolis, on the River

Bulloo, in the extreme southwest corner of

the State, to Fermoy or Opal Town, near

\Vinton, almost in the center of the territory,

the first recorded discovery of opal was

made in I 890, when the gem-stone to the

value of £3000 was raised. Since then there
has been an output valued at £124,000, but
his is a loose estimate, as the miners either

dispose of their winnings to buyers x'ho visit
the fields or bring their opal to the towns
and there dispose of it,. so that the transac-

tions escape official notice. The long-con-
tined drouth has particularly affected this

industry of late years.
A government official, the

Mining Under warden of Cunnamulla, who
Difficultics recently visited the district,

thus reports: " The country
from Euio to the opal fields, a distance of

forty miles, is uninteresting in the extreme,
not a blade of grass or patch of herbage
being met with in the whole journey. So

Opal Mines of
Australia

severe is the drouth. in this locality that the
very birds seem to have migrated. Perma-
nent water is scarce, the nearest to the opal
workings being at Sheep's Station Creek,
five miles off. From the dam at this place
the water has to be carted to the mines, which
conveys some idea of the disadvantages
under which the diggers work."

With special reference to the Southern
Cross Mine, from which Bond and party had
a few years ago taken many thousands of
pounds' worth of fine opal, the warden says:
" There was no work in progress at the
time of my visit, nor did I see any signs of
habitation in the vicinity. An air of gloom
hung over the old workings, silent and de-
serted, and the solitary grave of the first
English manager, Mr. Rossiter, roughly
fenced in, with a bendee tree at the head,
stood out clear and defined in the center of
countless heaps of mullock and abandoned
shafts. Under his grave (lie is buried in a
shaft which he himself had sunk) a bed of
rich opal was found, but before the whole of

it could be. brought to the surface the shaft

caved in and the working party, with the

loss of their tools, had a narrow escape of

of being entombed also. A great deal of

work has been done here. There are many

hundreds of disused shafts, and there is

evidence of attempts at prospecting. in the
neighborhood, but the place is practically

abandoned, save by a few ' fossickers,' who

at odd times rake over the old workings, but

seem to lack the enterprise to prospect for

fresh leads."

The sinkings average 32

Where the Mineral feet in depth, through
is Imbedded soft desert sandstone, opal

being met with in a band

of pipe-clay in thickness from 6 inches to 2

feet. The gem is found in small ironstone

nodules or boulders, thickly imbedded in the

pipe-cloy In New South Wales the con-

ditions of mining are very similar, the most

important di,,trict being known as the White

Cliff Opal Fields. Fully 95 per cent. of the

opal obtained on this field is of no value,

being common or semi-opal, and much,

although of the noble variety, contains little

or no color, being very cloudy or too watery,

carrying the color only in minute bars or

streaks, or being stained a reddish yellow by

iron, the latter being known locally as "sandy

whisker."
There is another peculiar form common

at White Cliff known as " nigger head."

These nigger heads are usually 'oval or

spherical masses of more or less opal-im-

pregnated, fine-grained silica; they are of all

sizes from I lb. to i cwt., and almost always

contain a center of opalized wood, often also

containing opal of good color in cracks,•
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caused by contraction. Possibly the most
welcome information with regard to opals
will be that which enables one to distinguish
between good and bad. In valuing opals
several points have to be taken into account.
Needless to say color, in a technical sense, is
the first ; red fire, or red in combination
with yellow, blue and green, being the best.
Blue by itself is quite valueless, and green
opal is not of great value.

That the color should be
true, is of vital importance.
However good it may be, if
it runs in streaks or patches

alternating with colorless or inferior quality,
that is untrue, and it is of comparatively
small value. Pattern is a considerable factor
in deciding the value, the various kinds being
decided as pin-fire, when the grain, so to
speak, is very small; harlequin, when the
color is in minute squares, the more regular
the better; and flash-fire or flash-opal, when
the color shows as a single flash, or in a very
large pattern.

Of course, there are many intermediate
classes. The harlequin pattern is the most
uncommon, and also the most beautiful.
When the squares of color are regular and
show as distinct chequers of red, yellow,
blue and green, this kind of opal is truly
magnificent. The flash-opal is often very
beautiful in color, especially when of the true
ruby or pigeon's blood color. As a rule,
however, it shows green or red flash, accord-
ing to the angle at which it is held. The
direction of the pattern must also be taken
into account. Often a stone that shows a
very good edge pattern will not look nearly
so well on the face, whilst a stone which
shows somewhat streaky in the shorter direc-
tion on the edge will sometimes give a fine
harlequin pattern on the face. For this reason
the shape of the stone comes into the reck-
oning. A thick stone with a good edge
pattern may often be cut up so as to use that
pattern as a face to all the portions taken
from it, whereas a thin stone, though of
equally good edge pattern, which could only
be cut with a natural face, would probably
not be worth nearly as much, weight for
weight. It is difficult to obtain separate
pieces of absolute similarity in color and
pattern, therefore for suites of jewelry a large
true stone, from which the whole could be
cut, is worth a great deal more than many
smaller stones approximately alike. Again,
the ground or body of the opal has to be
considered. This is not a constant quantity,
as the various patterns require slightly
different ground. It should neither be too
transparent nor too opaque; almost clear,
with a faint milky tinge, translucent, being
about the best ground in general.

Importance of
the Color



" te SHIP'S BELL"

For use on
Desks,
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AUTO CLOCK GOTHIC AND DORIC: PARLOR AND BOUDOIR CLOCKS

Suitable for
Regatta
Prize

Tells
correet
hour
and
half
11(01 I

in dark
rooms

TRAVELING CLOCK

24 IN. " SPECIAL" AUTO CLOCK
MARINE CLOCK

TH iE e,C k HELSE " Striking Fitted with Special Base for— Ship's Bell Clock use on Desks, Mantels, etc.
Ship's Bell is the best form of Striking Clock for use in sleeping rooms,

libraries, etc.
Clock in its rotund case, also furnished without the Base. Hour and Half

Hour Striking and Time (not striking) movements furnished in similar Casesand Bases, when so preferred. Large variety of finishes on Cases and Bases.Auto Clocks always Yellow Brass, Ship's Befl and Marine for use on Yachts,Steamships, etc., Composition Brass, and for use in Residences, Offices, Clubs,etc., Copper Bronze, Black Oxide, Green Bronze, Red Brass, Yellow Brass, etc.
Above are a few of the many styles of Fine Clocks made by Che sea Clock Co. All are 8 Day, High Grade. These fine goods are dealt in only by Dealers in

Best Jewelry, Nautical Instruments and Yac fling and Automobile Supplies, and are used by parties demanding the Best
Catalogs on application allr Liberal Discounts to Dealers

YOU want the Ask for theBEST ? ee CHELSEA
C. C. Co.

( TRADE-MARK)

" CHELSEA "
(TRADE-MARK)

AUTO CLOCK
(TRADE-MARK)

Clock )1 Chelsea Clock Co., 16 State St., Boston, U.S.A.
Largest Makers III .knieriea of EXCLUSIVELY 8 DAY, 1110111=ORADE
Ship's Bell, Marine, Auto Clocks and Office Clocks

Fixtures
Standard

of

Quality

T1-11:, TRAIDE 
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MORGAN & ALLEN CO.
1,14 Sutter Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

To be our SELLING AGENTS
for the PACIFIC COAST

CHELSEA CLOCK CO., .111a.e., f High-Grade I I d.
16 state Street, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

A " WINTER " QUALITY OUTFIT

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
separate fixtures, eases, counters, floor cases,
soda fountain fixtures.

Illustrated fully, described and listed in
so plain a manner that you can make your
own plans and estimate the cost of your
fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents

THE LINE Oil QuAlITY. Not how cheap, not how much, but how good. At prices
that are right. Ask our customers. Anything from a store stool to the most complete
outfit.

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Established 1866 The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Finlay-Dicks A Co., Now Orelans, La., Sales Agents for Louisiana,

Mississippi and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory,
R. H. Birdsall, Room 7, Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales Agent

for Washington and Oregon.

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets?

Q,UID A
gmentinsy Im
d Pallet Je
'MURPHY.

-0111LLIA CA

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and RollerPins, making a much stronger and cleaner Job than
shellac. It is quite transparent, and will successfully
repair Broken Cut Glass, China, etc. The same proper-ties make it invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It willfix a slack Watch Wass so that dirt cannot workthrough the bezel, anti do any other Job where a strong,clean cement Is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America
Price, 25C.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York
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The report that F. Overstreet, the Paxton, Ill.,
jeweler, was going out of business is incorrect. On
the contrary, Jeweler Overstreet is erecting a brick
business block, one portion of which he will
occupy and rent the remainder.

Chester Wells, Meshoppen, Pa., of ring
adjuster fame, has another novelty in a game
called " Grip," a lively, instructive and interesting
card game for persons wearing rings.

W. A. Penn, formerly of Fulton, Ill., now con-
ducts the jewelry 'and optical business formerly
carried on by J. Paul Duffin, at Morrison, Ill., the
latter having abandoned the jewelry trade to devote
himself exclusively to refractive work.

A. 0. Hutterly, Washington, D. C., has in-
stalled in his new store one of the famous Reifler
clocks, noted for their wonderful time-keeping
qualities. Mr. Hutterly, who is noted as an expert
horologist, is quite proud of his new acquisition.

E. & J. Swigart, the widely-known wholesale
tool and material house of Cincinnati, Ohio, are
hard at work on their new catalogue which they
claim will be the largest, most complete and most
useful trade book ever issued. The new book will
be out about September.

Arthur N. Hull, southern representative of
T. G. Hawkes & Co., cut glass manufacturers,
Corning, N. Y., sailed from France on June 18th,
on board the Hamburg-American liner Graf
Waldersee, having secured a large number of new
designs for the fall trade. He is now about to
visit his regular territory.

LeRoy Patterson, formerly traveler in the
South for M. J. Oppenheimer & Sons, of Balti-
more, has formed a partnership with A. L. Rein-
hard, hitherto a retail jeweler, of Greenwood, S. C.,
and opened a wholesale business at 114 W. Balti-
more Street, Baltimore. Mr. Patterson recently

trade.
New York to purchase a stock for the falld 

Edward A. Eisele, of King & Eisele, Buffalo,
N. Y., accompanied by his wife and daughter,
recently returned from an extended trip through
Europe. He went to Naples via the Mediterranean
route and later visited Rome, Lucerne, Paris and
London. They returned by way of Liverpool on
the White Star Liner Celtic, the largest ship
afloat. 

S. M. Cooley has opened a new jewelry and
optical store in the Bacon Building, Main Street,
Corunna, Mich., where he will carry a large, well-
selected line of watches, clocks, jewelry, silver-
ware, cut glass, fancy china and optical goods. He
will make a specialty of watch repairing, having
had twenty-five years' experience in this line. He
is also a graduate optician of many years' practice.

S. S. Lightbody has recently purchased an
interest in the Paul Mfg. Co., of Boston, Mass.,

per-
fumes. 

mnmanufacturers of Cando silver polish and  
Lightbody will have charge of the

office work, which will allow Mr. Paul to give all
of his attention to the supervision of the factory.
Mr. Lightbody has been a successful druggist and

ill the
me pswaeull fgl 

Mfg.
cippoed to look after his new interest

John Wing, the owner of the Ezra Kelley Oil
Co., of New Bedford, Mass., was married on June
6th to Mrs. Emma N. Peak, of Somerville, Mass.
The ceremony was performed at the home of the
bride. Friends of the happy couple have received
" at home " notices that Mr. and Mrs. Wing will be
glad to receive their friends at their home in New
Bedford, after October 1st. THE KEYSTONE ex-
tends congratulations.

Russell & O'Brien is the title of a new firm of
.jewelers who started in business July ist, at
153 Washington Street, Binghamton, N. Y. Mr.
O'Brien has been connected with B. T. & W. E.
Ash, of Binghamton, for a number of years past
and both members of the new firm are well-known
in Binghamton. With a good location, handsomely
fitted-up store and a complete stock of new goods,
they start out with every prospect of success.

The business carried on by L. A. Littlefield,
of New Bedford, Mass., for the past twenty-one
years, has been incorporated under the laws of
Massachusetts, as the L. A. Littlefield Silver Corn-
pany. Mr. Littlefield still has the general manage-
ment of the business and it is the intention of the
company to increase the line of silverware made
by him. The manufacturing plant has been in-
stalled in a new and modern building and the
productive facilities of the company have been
generally improved.

The following officers were elected at a recent
meeting of the directors of the South Bend Watch
Co., at South Bend, hid.: Clement Studebaker, Jr.,
president ; S. D. Rider, vice-president and secre-
tary ; C. T. Lindsey, treasurer. The directors of
the company are H. I). Johnson, F. G. Eberhart,
I. A. Sibley, H. L. Green, S. D. Rider, F. A. Badet,
C. Fassnacht, Frederick S. Fish and J. A. Roper.
Several experienced watchmakers have been
secured. The general outlook is one of activity
and encouragement.

C. F. Smith, the accomplished credit man of
King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y., was recently hon-
ored with the vice-presidency of the Buffalo Asso-
ciation of Credit Men, and was named as delegate
to the annual convention of the National Associa-
tion of Credit Men, held in Memphis, Tenn., last
month. He is chairman of the business literature
committee and a member of the executive com-
mittee of the Buffalo association. Mr. Smith is a
recognized authority on all matters pertaining to
accounting, credit, etc.

M. Crohn, 48 Maiden Lane, New York City,
has recently made an improvement in his safety
guard, for which he has been issued new patents.
The improved guard is made in the form of a ball,
through which the scarf pin passes, and it is then
fastened by means of a small thumb screw on the
sante principle as the old design guard. The new
design, however, has several features which make
it an improvement over the old style. The latter
is still used for the protection of studs, and the
new design is more suitable for scarf pins and
brooches.

The death of George F. Durgin, for many
years general manager of the Wnt. B. Durgin Co.,
silversmiths, Concord, N. H., occurred on Satur-
day, May 27, following closely upon that of his
father, Wm. B. Durgin, late president of the com-
pany, whose demise was reported in our June issue.
The junior Mr. Durgin was cut down practically in
the prime of life, as he had attained only his forty-
seventh year. His death was the termination of a
long illness, and it came after he had taken an un-
availing voyage to the Mediterranean for recupera-
tion. He was born in Concord, N. H., educated
at the local public schools and at the Phillips An-
dover Academy. He became connected with his
father's business originally as an apprentice, and
passed through successive stages of service in order
to familiarize himself with the details of the busi-
ness. Eventually he was given an interest in the
firm by his father, and entrusted with its general
management, and when the business was incorpor-
ated in 1898 he also became one of its directors.
In the latter part of 19°4 his impaired health neces-
sitated a relinquishment of active duties which was
destined to be final, for his strength gradually ebbed
away, until death terminated his connection with
the firm to the growth of which he contributed so
largely.
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Fox Bros. & Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, have be-
come established in their new, roomy and attrac-
tive quarters on Fourth Street. These premises
comprise six spacious apartments all equipped on
an ideal basis for productive and distributing opera-
tions. The factory is fitted to repletion with the
finest and most effective machinery, and all facili-
ties are so regulated and processes so systematized
as to insure swift and economic production. The
offices of the company are unique in the elegance
of their furnishings. The woodw4,11 is largely of
carved mahogany, the walls are partially mirrored
and hung with masterpieces of (,i1 painting, and
the floor is covered with oriental rugs.

The semi-annual meeting of the Minnesota
State Retail Jewelers' Association will be held in
Minnapolis, July 25th and 26th. A good programme
is being arranged and a cordial invitation is ex-
tended to all non-members to attend the meeting
and learn what is being accomplished by this asso-
ciation. The meeting will be held during the
convention of the American Association of Opti-
cians, so that there will be plenty of entertainment,
and the attendance should be large. The jewelers
and opticians from outside of Minnesota are
especially invited to be present. President Paegle
is not able to announce exactly at this date, where,
in Minneapolis, the meeting will be held, but it
will take place either at the West Hotel or the
Commercial 'Club.

L. C. Reisner & Co., jobbers in jewelers' tools,
supplies and materials, Lancaster, Pa., was de-
clared a voluntary bankrupt in the United States
Court on Thursday, June .15th. The petition of
Mr. Reisner was presented in court by John A.
Nauman and Roland Kinzer, his attorneys. It set
forth that his liabilities are $68,000, made up of
debts due wholesalers and to banks. The amount
of the assets as filed is $16,875.34 in stock and
book accounts. Six months ago Mr. Reisner
found himself unable to meet his obligations and he
asked his creditors for an extension of time. The
Jewelers' Board of Trade of New York sent a
representative to investigate, and on his recom-
mendation all the creditors agreed to an extension.
Mr. Reisner was to pay parts of his indebtedness
in three, six, nine, twelve, fifteen and eighteen
months. He, however, failed to make good his
promises, and the voluntary bankruptcy is the
result.

The students of the horological department of
the Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., in
meeting assembled, adopted the following resolu-
tions of condolence upon the demise recently of
one of their number in the person of Geo. B. Gaible :
"Our Heavenly Father has, in His all-wise provi-
dence seen fit to call our beloved student, Geo. B.
Gaible, from the cares of this life, and we bow in
humble submission to His holy will. Therefore :
Be it resolved that we, the students of the Horo-
logical Department of the Bradley Polytechnic
Institute, as a school, do tender our heartfelt sym-
pathy to the bereaved wife and mother, and feel-
ingly commend them to our Heavenly Father, who
careth for all. Resolved: That these resolutions
be kept in sacred memory, that they be published
in the leading trade journals, and that a copy be
engrossed and sent to the wife of our deceased
friend." Committee on resolutions was made up
of G. H. Adamson, Geo. Bowen and J. E. Hodge.

Edward Rivett, inventor and patentee of the
Rivett lathe, Rivett grinder, Rivett milling
machine, etc., who has been the president and
manager for the past twenty-two years of the
Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Boston, Mass., has ac-
quired the entire property and assets of the com-
pany, including its business, good-will and custom,
and has reorganized same as the Rivett Lathe
Manufacturing Company, with an increased capital
and improved facilities for the business, which will
be conducted under his personal supervision, as
heretofore, upon the same premises. The Faneuil
Watch Tool Company upon this transfer has ceased
to do business and will be legally dissolved, and
all orders and correspondence are hereafter to be
addressed to this company, which assumes all obli-
gations of the Faneuil company, and will fill all its
outstanding orders. Among the orders which the
company lately received is a large one for the
Psychological Laboratory of Yale University and a
large duplicate order for the U. S. National Bureau
of Standards.



"S' Every jar of SILVER CREAM
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1905 advertising proposition.

J. A. Wright & Co., Keene, N. H.
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:THESE ELEcTRO-PLATINfo SALTS, ARE
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United States Smelting and Refining Works
I-4e de M. WOL.L.STEIN

Office : 16 John St., New York

Telephone, 5644 Cortlandt Works : 17 John Street, New York

Sweep Smelter.s and Assayers
Refiners of all kinds of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Waste

Manufacturers of Sterling Silver

Highest prices paid for Old UM, Old Silver, Platinum Scraps
Ore and Bullion Assays a specialty

Proprietor of Platina Melting Furnace and Gold and Platina
Filing Separating Process of greatest advantage to manufacturers
of Platina Jewelry

SOME OF THE SALTS Rose Gold, Green Gold, Parisian, Roman, 14 or 18 K., Red, Guinea, Old EnglishGuinea Green, Guinea Rose, Gold Dip, Silver Salts, French Gray Dip, Silver Ebonize'', Oxides, Etc.
TATTELFE0CRTRO-PLATING Dark Green Gold AND Orange Rose Gold

(Antique Green) (Orange Yellow)
are the leading shades now extensively used for single and double coloring. Directions for doing thiskind of work with order. Our Electro-Plating Salts are universally used. Write for circular.

U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hirschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St., NEW YORK

The Matchless
Pocket Cigar Lighter

The only perfected cigar lighter on the market

Made in Gun Metal, Aluminium, Brass, Silver Plate
Gold Plate and Solid Gold

Write for Prices

The Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Co.

Office and Salesroom

16 John Street New York City, N. Y.
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The Earliest and this Latest "Fourth"

BY JOHN TWEEZER

" The times do change, and manners

kjti the times ; " the thinking manner

changes with the rest.
It is quite impossible for us, on this

latest July Fourth, to put ourselves into the
frame of mind of those who witnessed the

first Fourth of July ; altogetli, r beyond our

powers to think in the same lines in which

the thoughts of the fathers ran. The change

from then to now has been so prodigious,

the march of events so rapid, the present

national environments so vastly different

from that which obtained one hundred and

twenty-nine years ago, that the mind canrtot

span the enormous disparity of conditions.

Now that the United States has become the

arbiter of nations, it is almost beyond belief

that only a century and quarter earlier, we

rejoiced in a separation from the powers

which ruled us and took the first timid steps
without support of the mother country's
apron strings. Surely the patriots of that
day, in their wildest flights of fancy, never
dreamed that in this brief period of time the

fringe of States on the Atlantic seaboard,
which then composed the nation, would ex-

pand into an empire extending to the Pacific
and far beyond ; never dreamed that the
population of three millions would mount to
eighty millions, the national resources grow
from nothing to hundreds of billions of

dollars, the national influence become the
most potent in the congregation of powers.
No seer of that day could have prophesied
the prodigious expansion of the nation which
was born July 4, 1776.

But there was a prophecy made on that

first Fourth of July. One of the Congress,
when the Declaration had been signed, arose
in his place and said : " We have made this

a glorious, an immortal day. Our children
\vill honor it. They will celebrate it with

bonfires, with thanksgivings, with illumina-
tions," • With the smell of yesterday's

gunpowder still in the air, with our ears
not yet recovered from yesterday's bang and
clatter, we must testify to the accuracy of
the father's prophetic vision. But candor
compels the question, what is it we " honor"
to-day the day we celebrate " ? Does
the small boy, when he lights his firecracker,
do the " children of a larger growth," when
they march in parade and listen to perfervid
oratory, have in mind the circumstance which

originally created this occasion ? Do we
hark back to 1776 ? Do we rejoice anew,
each recurring July Fourth, that we " won
out " against the weak George III ? Do we
give a single solitary thought to the idea of
independence? Not at all 1

The truth is that the American of to-day
cannot conceive of a time when we were
dominated by a foreign power—when we
danced to the piping of a ruler over sea. We
have grown so great that it seems impossible
we ever could have been poor and weak.
Now that England leans on us for support it
is incredible that only a little while ago we
were a babe in her arms. And now that our
sympathies and good will go out so heartily to
England, it must certainly be an achronism
that we should split the air in rejoicings that we
once declared we would have none of her !

No, our annual " bonfires and illumina-
tions " do not now express the feelings of
the fathers who initiated the practice. The
old animus is long dead ; the raison d' etre
has been lost in the limbo of forgotten things;
we are simply the heirs of a tradition, the
automata of a practice, the cheerful upholders
of an image whose features we cannot deci-
pher and whose significance and portent we
do not bother to translate.

What we do " honor " on Independence
Day is not the earlier concept of the fathers ;
it is a rejoicing at our present glory. Who
listens, unless from a sense of duty, while

the Declaration is being read, on the hot
afternoon ? Who but hopes the reader will

finish before the umpire calls, " Play ball !"

Who feels the least bitterness to-day toward

George III, or would " biff " a Tory if he

knew one? " Old things have passed

away'' ; but spe,ak of Grant's courage, or

Robert E. Lee's tenderness, Lincoln's noble-

ness, or tell of our marvelous inventions, our

growth of power, our developments in science

and art, our surpassing financial strength,

our commercial expansion—bang ! bang ! !—

there's the Fourth of July brought down to

date.
But whether we happily have spurred

our imaginations to leap across the chasm of

years so that we can honor the day from the

viewpoint of the patriots of 1776, or whether

we focus our eyes upon the glory of the

present only, the Fourth is " worth while."

Its annual observance is a great tonic to our

national pride, a stimulus to our national

ambitions. It refreshes the whole body

politic. And though, in these later years,

we are given more to celebrate ourselves

than the Day, the modern practice is as

wholesome in its way as the earlier practice

was profitable and inspiring to the fathers.

There's always a satisfaction in hooting

at the other boy who couldn't " set it off."

Of course, if you' d struck the match the thing

would have gone off all right ; but now he's

gone and burnt the fuse out and there ain't no

chance to show him how he should have done.

It is easy to claim perfection when there

is no way for the other fellow to call your bluff.
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Shootin' Crackers

A rocket goes up in a blaze of light ;
the stick comes down in the dark. There's
a moral in this for those who do business on
highfalutin' methods.

Some advertising is like shooting blank
cartridges : there's lots of noise but no
execution.

If I were a Jap I'd want to fire a cracker
too big to be shot oil!

If the fuse is bad there'll be " nothing
doing," no difference how heavy the charge.
Your store may be loaded down with good
goods, but you've got to get the news to the
people by the right sort of publicity in order
to count prospective profits.

By this time the Russian Grand Dukes
must be familiar with the sensations of the
small boy whose cracker goes off unex-
pectedly in his hand.

Don't call your competitor names, in
public. It is like looking into the muzzle of
a gun ; and your explanation, " Didn't
know it was loaded," may come too late to
be of interest to your heirs and creditors.

Study the expression of the man who is
setting off a big rocket before an admiring
crowd of neighbors. When the " 0-0-0"-s
have been uttered, doesn't he throw back his
shoulders with an " I clid it ! " air ? Doesn't
his attitude imply forgetfulness of the other
fellow who packed all those stars and suns
and glories into the little paper cylinder, and
isn't the man who touched it off with a match

the real magician ?
All ! brethren, the clerk with the curled

moustache often counts for more than the

quiet old fellow who laid the foundations of

the business and made the clerk possible.

Or, he thinks he counts for more.

Johnny's finger's blown to bits,
Johnny's Ma is having fits ;
Strange, but when Pa "goes for " Johnny,
Johnny finds that "fun" ain't funny !

Hearken, Johnny : When you're grown,
And have Johnnies of your 01,VII,
Will you look back thirty years
To Pa's licking, and your tears?

Will that memory stay your hand?
\\Till you fully understand?
No, alas ! You'll "go for'' Johnny,
And the Son will lick the sonny !

And how nice it would be, the day after,

to have all that. Fourth of July money for

ice cream, baseball and a thousand indis-

pensable or satisfying purposes I So even

men have pondered, on other occasions.

There's no such solemn time as the

morning after the night before. J. T.
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The Mechanism of Accommodation

Lately, the accommodation theory of
Tscherning has been attacked by different
men, especially by Hess, of Germany. To
these critics, Tscherning now replies very
ably in a late number of the Annales Ocu-
listique. Here he reports the results obtained
by his student, Dr. Bezio, in measuring the
changes in form undergone by the lens during
accommodation. He states that ig-0- of the
increase of refraction during accommodation
is to be ascribed to the curvature of the ante-
rior surface and -14-0- to that of the posterior.
The lens increases in thickness so that the
anterior pole is moved somewhat forward.,
the posterior somewhat backward. In only,
one case was the posterior pole moved slightly
forward. The curvature of peripheral por-
tion of the lens was less during accommoda-
tion, so that there was a difference of 5 or 6
I). between the refraction of the central part
of the lens and that of the peripheral.. The
investigations are difficult because the con-
traction of the iris during accommodation
restricts the measurement to a limited zone.
Grossmann confirmed the results in a case of
congenital aniridia. The reflex from the
posterior surface of the lens was observed to
take a deeper position during accommoda-
tion, a symptom which Hess ascribed to a
sinking back of the lens from its own weight.
Tscherning explains it thus : During accom-
modation the fluid of the vitreous passes
toward the center from the periphery, leaving
the peripheral parts of the consistency of a
thicker jelly, while the central part more
nearly approaches fluidity, and this results in
a relaxation of the posterior capsule of the
lens, which gives rise to the slight trembling
of the reflex from the posterior surface of the
lens during accommodation. Tscherning
holds, in opposition to Hess, that the lenticu-
cular changes during accommodation are not
due to relaxation but to tension of the zonula.

the ability which the child then developed, of rota-
ting the eyeballs in different directions indepen-
dently of each other. From that time on it was a
matter of fact established by almost daily demon-
stration, and observed by the various members of
the family and their friends that the iris of either
eye could be dilated at will to very near the disap-
pearing point. Vigorous exercise of the irides
under the control of the will in this anomalous way
was accompanied by some aching of the eyeballs.
When menstruation was established, at the age of
twelve, the pupil of the right eye became dilated
to twice the size of the left. Later, the normal
equal size was regained. The color of the irides
is brown. No complaint of double vision has been
made, and there has been no symptoms of astheno-
pia, although she has made a good record as a
bright student and has gained an enviable reputa-
tion as a musician. The power to simulate con-
vergent strabismus which is possessed by some
individuals, is possessed by this woman to a very
marked degree. The patient's mother was Amen-
can-born of English parents. Her father was a
Spaniard and her father's mother was a gypsy.

A Case of Voluntary Control of the
Iris

In American Medicine, Dr. J.W. Sherer,
ofinteKansas 

case:
Mo., reports the following

I am indebted to my colleague, Dr. Guy H.
Black, Madison, Kans., for the facts in this case.
This phenomenon is very rare and seems to be
generally unknown, as it is not mentioned in the
text books on ophthalmology to which I have had
access. In Landois' physiology it is stated that
Bechterewiiinarycontrhoal of had observedseri‘r,iscel a case of unilateral vol-

The present example is one of bilateral volun-
tary iris which occurred in a married woman. It
was first observed at the age of nine years. Atten-
tion was drawn to the phenomenon at that time by

About the Theory of Skiascopy

At the January meeting of the Ophthal-
mological Society of Vienna, Dr. A. Bor-
schke made an interesting contribution to
the theory of skiascopy. He endeavored to
answer the following questions : t. What
influence has the shape of the source of light
upon the phenomenon of skiascopy, and
which form is the best ? 2. What are the
different phenomena in the different degrees
of ametropia, and how can they be made
use of in the most practical manner ? 3.
What is the explanation of the turning of
the shadow in astigmatism with oblique axes,
and what conclusions can be drawn from the
presence of this phenomenon ? 4. What
importance is to be attributed to the form
and the size of the hole in the mirror? 5.
Can spherical aberration be determined
skiascopically ? 6. What conditions must
be fulfilled to facilitate a most accurate de-
termination of the refraction ?

To answer these questions it is necessary
to somewhat deviate from the usual explana-
tion ; first, to construct the distribution of
light and shadow as it actually must occur
on the retina according to the laws of diffu-
sion circles, and secondly, to determine how

much of these phenomena can be observed

in the pupil.
The first construction is not difficult.

Upon the retina of the examined person an
image of the mirror is developed, more or

less diffuse, according to the refraction of the

eye. Within this image the image of light-

source wanders about likewise, sharp or in

diffusion circles, the direction varying with

the rotation of the mirror. The direction of

this light-movement is independent from the

refraction of the eye, and with a plane mir-

ror occurs in the same sense as the mirror is
rotated. -

More difficult, however, is the answer to

the question: What do we see of these
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phenomena in the pupil of the examined
eye? . The examining eye is focused for the
pupil of the observed person and views
throtigh the pupil a part of the retina in
diffusion circles. The size of the diffusion
circles depends upon the size of the pupil
of the eye under examination and also upon
the size of the hole in the mirror. The
smaller this hole in the mirror, the smaller
are the circles of diffusion and the sharper
the image of the retina. If we took the hole
in the Mirror infinitely small we would see a
part of the retina perfectly sharp in the
pupil. Such a supposition would greatly
simplify the problem. The author then
answers some of the questions on the basis
of this hypothesis and determines afterwards
what changes the laws, thus determined,
must undergo if the hole in the mirror has
measurable dimensions.

On the basis of the construction of the
illuminated field (the diffusion figure of the
light source) and the N,isual field (the diffu-
sion figure of the mirror hole) the author
then answers the above questions as follows:
The light image on the retina of the exam-
ined eye ought always to show a rectilinear
boundary at right angles to the direction of
the examined meridian. These conditions
are fulfilled in the skiascopoplithalmometer
of Wolff and the axis skiascope of the author.
The different degrees of ametropia influence
mainly the velocity of the apparent light
migration in the pupil, whereas the form of
the shadow boundary is more dependent
upon the form of the light source used and
of the mirror employed. The author's axis
skiascope is constructed in such a manner
that with observation of the given rules the
degree of the ametropia may be determined
at once pretty accurately.

The apparent direction of the light
movement changes constantly with the ad-
justment in astigmatism with oblique axes
and may change almost over the whole
periphery of the circle. Only when the eye
is adjusted in one of its two main meridians
for the plane of the mirror does the move-
ment correspond to the other main meridian.
A direct conclusion from the direction of the
light movement to the direction of the axes
would be fallacious. The determination of
the axes, therefore, can only be made in such
a manner that the mirror is rotated so long
till the direction of the light movement does
not deviate any more from the direction of
the movement of the mirror. These conclu-
sions remain correct, even if instead of the
infinitely small mirror hole one of measurable
dimensions is employed. The apparent
boundary of the shadow thereby becomes
somewhat more diffuse, but does not change
its direction.

Small degrees of spherical aberration
cannot be recognized, because in an aplanatic
eye the round form of the mirror hole gives

(Continued on page 1157)
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ise to similar relations in the distribution of
light and shadow in the pupil: the marginal
parts of the pupil bright, the direction of the
light movement in it being clearly recog-
lized; the centrum dark, the light move-
ment not being perceived, because in the one
case it does not exist at all and in the other
case it is too imperceptible. If, however,
the round mirror hole is replaced by a verti-
cal slit, then the boundary of the shadow in
aU aplanatic eye is straight, but curved or
irregular in an eye with spherical aberration.

The accuracy of the determination of
the refraction is reduced by a diff used light
image on the retina, by a too rapid move-
ment of it and by the hurtful space around
the mirror hole. It is therefore of the
greatest importance to bring the source of
light or an image of it as near as possible to
to the plane of the mirror.

A New Operative Procedure to Allow
of the Wearing of Eyeglasses

That it is sometimes extremely difficult
to make eyeglasses stay on the nose, is a
fact well known to every reader of THE KEY-
STONE. Usually, however, with a little
patience it can be established, at least here
in America where the optical art, as far as
eyeglasses and spectacles are concerned,
is far more advanced than in Europe. This
is also probably the reason that some months
ago Professor Elschnig, of Vienna, Austria,
made a parafin injection at the root of the
nose, in order to make the nose better
adapted to wear eyeglasses. He expressly
stated that the nose otherwise had a very
desirable shape, and that after the injection
the patient could wear the eyeglasses con-
stantly with great comfort. We are pretty
sure an American optician could obtain the
same result by a better-fitting nose piece.

Peculiar Changes of Refraction

In the section on ophthalmology of the
College of Physicians, Philadelphia, Dr. S. D.
Risley read a paper on " Unusual Changes
in Refraction " and presented briefly the
history of two patients in whom marked
change in the refraction of the eyes had been
observed:

In Case I, in 1893, he had prescribed, after
prolonged mydriasis, for right eye -1- 2.50 C + .5o
cyl. ax. 1050; left eye + 2.50 C + .50 cyl. ax. 65°;
V. = in each. These glasses had been worn
constantly until June, 1902, when complaint was
made of blurred vision, and careful study of the
static fraction gave for 0. D. 3.5o,V. = 0. S.

1- 75° V. = -105-. Macular disease was observed in
both eyes and gray posterior capsule in left, but no
demonstrable swelling of the lens. In November,
1902, there was no change in refraction of right
eye, but in the left M. = I.50 D., wh;.h in June,
1903, had increased to — 5 D., making a total in-
crease of 7.50 D. No further change has occurred

to present date and no notable change in condition
of lens. There was fluid vitreous, floating opaci-
ties and progressive increase in the macular

chorioiditis.
In Case 2, severe asthenopia had been com-

pletely relieved by the following glasses, from 1895

KEYSTONE

until 1902: 0. D. + 1.50 C", ± .62 cyl. ax. 60°, V.
= ; 0. S. + 2 C.: ± .50 cyl. ax. toe, V. = If.
The glasses were prescribed after repeated exami-
nation under a strong mydriatic. In 1905 the
asthenopia returned with recurring attacks of mi-
graine. A strong tnydriatic was again used, re-
sulting in the following correcting glasses : 0. D.
+ 2.75 C. + I cyl. ax. 30°; 0. S. + 3.25 C
.50 cyl. ax. 105°. There was also a left hyper-
phoria of 2°. Dr. Risley could find no sufficient
explanation in second case, except that many days'
use of a strong cycloplegia had not in the first ex-
amination been sufficient to cause complete relaxa-
tion of the accommodation.

In the following discussion Dr. Carpenter re-
ferred briefly to those cases in which considerable
change was noted in glycosuria, in the formation
of cataract, and in iritis. In his opinion, cases like
the last of Dr..Risley's could only be explained by
assuming that complete paralysis of accommoda-
tion was not obtained at the first examination.

Dr. de Schweinitz thought that the first case
which Dr. Risley had reported was best explained
by an increase of refraction due to changes in and
around the nucleus of the lens, because it was well
known that even when such alterations were not
visible they none the less occurred. He thought
that the point could very positively be determined
by an examination with the retinoscope of the re-
fractive condition of the center and of the periphery
of the lens.

The second case appeared to him to him to be
explained, as Dr. Risky himself had suggested, by
the fact that at the primary examination full parly-
sis of accommodation had not leen obtained. He
also referred to the possibility that alterations in
refraction might have had some connection with
changes in the body-weight of the patient, or, in
other words, with alterations in his nutrition.

Dr. Pyle spoke of the changes in refraction
incident to alterations in body-weight. He called
attention to the fact that, in the cases of increasing
myopia associated with glycosuria, with the subst-
dence of the systemic affection, there may be a
return to the former refractive condition.

The Etiology of Eyestrain

It is a well-known fact that eyestrain
may be caused either by errors of refraction
or by imbalance of the external ocular mus-
cles. One might ask, however, is there any
inherent cause in the development of the
human race which has given rise to these
disturbances, or, in other words, are emme-
tropia and orthophoria conditions which have
evolved from other states which now are
called abnormal, but which once in the de-
velopment of the human race were quite
normal? This question is answered by Dr.
A. G. Pohlman, of Bloomington, Ind., in
the Journal of the American Medical Associ-
ation. He assumes that the human eye is
subject to abnormality, because of the domes-
tication of civilized man from an aboriginal
form, and that roan, therefore, is subject to

the same changes from a natural environ-

ment to which any domesticated animal is
subject. He shows how in the animal king-

dom the eyes gradually have moved from

the sides forward to the front, and that there-

fore exophoria might be called a tendency to

the original position of the eyes, which is

further proved by the fact that the eyes roll

out during sleep and anesthesia as well as

after death. That the human eye has proba-

bly passed through the same stages, the doc-

tor assumes from the facts of embryology,

which teach that the eyes develop on the

side of the bead as in the fish—a relic of our

ancestry, and that gradually with the forma-

tion of the 'face they are brought around to

the frontal position at the end of the second

month. The doctor further wants to account
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for tne tendedcy of the eyes to roll up, which
is also observed in sleep. He believes that
this upward tendency of the eyes is nothing
but a relic of prehistoric times, when our
forefathers still walked on all fours, and with
their position of the head had to elevate their
eyes almost constantly. With the upright
position the eyes had to be turned down
much more, so that in the waking state there
is a constant strain on the inferior recti which
is relieved only in sleep.

As regards the refractive errors, the
doctor says that the normal eye was not
made for near work, and that the normal eye
must be considered a mildly hypermetropic
eye with a limited degree of exophoria.
Emmetropia and further on myopia and
astigmatism are considered as an adaptation
to or a consequence of civilized life, and he
therefore very pertinently asks the question,
Are we voluntarily to become a race of myo-
pics, or ace we going to hold to the animal
normal ? Dr. Pohlman thinks that any thera-
peutic method must work along the following
lines: As far as possible the eye must be fitted
for the demands of the present life and a
reasonable way must be found of doing a
large part of the near work in the distance.
Whether the author thinks that convex
glasses with properly adjusted prisms (base
in) will accomplish that work, or whether he
has to propose another curative method, he
does not state in the present article.

Invisible Eyeglasses

Invisible eyeglasses, sometimes used by actors,

are not so numerous as the idea would suggest,
according to a theatrical man, and they can only

be had to order and in certain shops. Richard

Mansfield is credited with having invented them,

or at least of having first worn them, for roles in

which eyeglasses would make the impersonator of

the character look ridiculous. As a matter of fact,

an actor's eyes have to be very far gone to prevent

him from going through his work without glasses.

Invisible glasses are simply very small and made

to fit in as close to the eye as possible. The eye-

lashes touch them so constantly as to make them

require cleaning after every act. The nose-piece

and clamps which hold them on are also as small

as possible, and sometimes flesh-colored. Even at

that they are not really invisible, because when the

light strikes them at a certain angle they are sure

to give off a reflection which reveals them.

Glasses for Polar Exploration

Very rarely does it fall to the lot of an optician

to provide visual aids or protectors to a polar ex-

ploring party, says the British Optica/Journal, hut

there is an increasing number who need smoked or

blue lenses when traveling in high latitudes, where

the snow is very dazzling. In such instances no

metal parts must be left bare, and consequently

they must be completely covered with some suitable

material, the risk of contact with the skin being too

great because of the intense cold. The best de-

vice probably is to have the whole frame silk bound,

the edges of the cups of goggles being heavily

cased, and the mesh itself being of good silken

fabric. The sides should be straight and long, ter-

minating in a loop end, and a plaited fine silk cord

closely wound around in two or three thicknesses.
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(Continued. Part VII)

Listing's Law.—The law of Listing goes a step further than
that of Donders, and is as follows : " When the line of fixation
passes from its primary to any other position, the angle of torsion
of the eye in /his second position is the same as if the eye had
arrived at this position by turning about a fixed axis perpendicular
to the first and second positions of the line of fixation."

This simply means that when the eye starts from the primary
position ancl glances towards an object situated obliquely (e. g.,
up and to the right), the line of fixation takes the shortest possible
cut to its new direction, and in so doing must necessarily sweep
along a plane common to its original and its new position. • To
permit it to do this the eyeball must rotate around an axis perpen-
dicular to this plane and, therefore, perpendicular to the line of
fixation throughout the whole of its motion. Since the shortest
cut requires the-briefest time to traverse, it is manifest that this law
is essential to the perfection of the ocular movements where rapidity
is so advantageous. The exquisiteness of this design is apparent
when one considers that no fewer than three muscles are concerned
in every oblique motion of the globe, not one of which, acting
individually, would rotate the eye about the required diameter.

Reasons for Listing's Law.—I think a little consideration will
show that the arrangement on which Listing's law is based is that
which entails the absolute minimum of motion (calculated as the
sum of the motions of all the particles of the eye), so that (a) the
momentum of the ocular contents is the least possible ; (b) the time
is the shortest ; (c) the work done the least, and (d) the lowest
amount of dangerous " kinetic energy " is developed. A second,
more important, reason is, that by no other equally efficient arrange-
ment could the law of Donders be possible, since the torsion belong-
ing to each position of the eye would not be a constant quantity,
and this would throw the brain out in its calculations.

Proof of Listing's Law.—The truth of this law has been con-
firmed (within the sphere in which it holds good, namely, that of
the parallel motions of the eyes) by every observer that has under-
taken to test it by actual observation.

It is desirable to study the motions of the eyes before com-
mencing to consider the muscles by means of which they are
brought about. This will save us from falling into errors from
failure to distinguish between motions actually observed and those
which our preconceived notions of the oblique muscles might make
us think ought to take place.

A most delicate means of following the parallel movements of
the eyes, attributed to Rente, is afforded by the experimental use
of " after-images." The following mode of inquiry thereby is
that most to be recommended :

Let the experimenter affix vertically a scarlet ribbon, two or
three feet long, to a gray wall, with the center of the ribbon at the
same height as his own eye, when seated at some distance there-
from, and with his head erect and squarely facing the wall let him
gase at the center of the ribbon for a minute or two. On now
raising his gaze directly upwards, while keeping his head immov-
able, a faint after-image will move upwards with the eyes, but will
remain strictly vertical. On lowering his gaze, the after-image will
sink simultaneously but still remain vertical. If, however, after
raising his gaze he were to turn his eyes to the right, the after-
image would no•longer remain vertical, but would slope to the right ;
on looking up to the left, it would slope to the left ; on looking
down to the right its upper end would again slope to the left, and on
looking down to the left its upper end would slope to the right.

We might conclude from this that when the eyes occupy
oblique positions they experience torsion equal to that of the after-
image. But since those parts of the. %rail upon which the image
falls in these positions are not perpendicular to the line of sight, the
slope is exaggerated and the proof is not complete.

To vary the experiment, commence again, but with the head
rotated considerably to the left and kept immovably so. Now, after
gazing at the ribbon, run the eycs up the wall immediately above
it, when the image will appear to become more and more twisted to
the right the higher it is raised. This proves infallibly that torsion
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does take place on looking up and to the right, though the amount
is less than the previous experiment would have led us to suppose.
Similar experiments could be made for the other oblique positions
of the head, which show that torsion to the right occurs on looking
upwards and to the right, or downwards and to the left. On the
contrary, torsion to the left occurs on looking upwards and to the
left; or downwards and to the right.

Even this experiment, however, though it correctly indicates
the presence of torsion and the true sense in which it occurs, does
not enable us to measure it exactly, because the after-image is pro-
jected on a plane which is not perpendicular to the visual line in the
secondary position. To rectify this, let a gray drawing board be
suspended near the ceiling, directly above the scarlet ribbon, and
be provided (according to a method of Le Conte's) with a large
knitting needle projected perpendicularly from its center. Now
make the drawing board lean forward, like a picture, until this
needle is seen " end on " by the experimenter. On looking at
the needle, the after-image is projected on to the board in a manner
which represents the exact torsion of the eye. It can, if we like, be
measured by a long wire so attached by its middle to the foot of the
knitting needle as to rotate against the board to any required angle.
If this wire be inclined by an assistant till it exactly coincides with
the after-image, its deflection from the vertical exactly measures the
torsion of the eye.

Now let him place the ribbon horizontally on the wall, and
bolding the head erect as at first, with face square to the wall, gaze
at it steadily, and then move the eyes horizontally to the right.
The image will now, in most cases, appear slightly tilted, with its
right-hand end dipping. On turning the eyes to the left, the after-
image will appear tilted in the opposite direction, the left-hand end
extremely dipping.

If the face be turned somewhat downwards, the tilting of the
image, on looking to the right or the left, will be greatly increased ;
while, on the other hand, if the face be raised towards the ceiling,
the sense of the tilt will be reversed : on looking to the right the
left-hand end dipping and on looking to the left the right-hand end.
This fully confirms the results of the previous experiment and shows
that whether we study the vertical meridian of the retina or the
horizontal meridian, torsion takes place in the directions indicated.

If, however, the head be thrown only slightly backwards, a
position is gained from which, when the eyes look to the right and
left, the image no longer tilts, but remains strictly horizontal. The
eyes while looking at the center of the ribbon are now said to be in
their " primary position," which is defined physiologically as that
from which motions of the eyes in directly vertical or directly
horizontal directions are unaccompanied by torsion. On glancing,
however, in oblique directions therefrom, torsion occurs.*

After providing the head of the experimenter with some means
of fixing it with the exact amount, of backward tilt, which brings
the eyes into their primary position, the ribbon may be fixed
obliquely on the wall, at an angle of, say, 4.5°, or any other. What-
ever the angle may be, on turning the eyes in the direction indi-
cated by the length of the ribbon, the after-image will be found to
remain in a straight line with the ribbon in all parts of its course.
This proves that parallel movements of the eyes from their primary
position, in no matter what direction, take place as if about axes
at right angles to each line of fixation while in the primary position.

The experimenter may, if he please, reach any point on the
wall by a circuitous or even spiral route, but he will always find, at
the end, that the after-image occupies exactly the same position as
if the eyes had been moved to that position directly from the
primary position.

By experiments of this kind, Donders arrived at his discovery
of the law that " to every position of the fixation line with reference
to the head belongs a definite and unchangeable value of torsion."

On this law of Donders, everything else rests. The laws of Listing
and Helmholtz, to be described shortly, are necessary corollories.

Listing's law relates only to those parallel movements of the eyes
which have the primary position for their point of departure, and
states that the position of the eye in any secondary position is what

it would gain by a rotation from the primary position about a fixed
axis perpendicular to the primary and secondary positions of the
fixation line. All axes of this kind must lie in one plane, viz., that

which is perpendicular to the fixation line in its primary position,

and which has been called, in consequence, Listing's plane.

*Strictly speaking, the ribbon should be at an infinite distance for the definition to be

true, since only then would the visual lines be parallel.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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[Each of these clinics is complete in itself, and one of them
Is published each month in this department. They cover all
manner of eye defects, from the simplest to the most compli-
cated, and give the most authoritative procedure in the diag-
nosis and correction of the various visual defects. In order to
make these clinks of maximum benefit, we invite our readers
to Join in them by sending its any criticisms or suggestions
they may have to make in regard to the treatment here
given. The first clinic of the series appeared in the May, 1904,
Issue —ED.]

Divergent Strabismus

In looking through the cases that have
assembled at the clinic to-day, we will pick
out this young man, because we notice that
he presents a marked divergence of one eye,
and therefore he will probably prove to be
an interesting case ; at any rate he will serve
to complement the little girl we examined at
our last meeting, in which there was a
marked convergence of the visual axes.

H. K., aged twenty, telegraph operator,
complains of twitching of eyes, photophobia,
lachrymation and pain after reading.

We see the patient is already wearing
glasses, which we neutralize with the follow-
ing result :

R., + I S. C + 1.50 cyl. axis 1200;
L., + .75 S. As these lenses have been
prescribed by a very competent optometrist,
they are probably not far from right.

In determining the acuteness of vision
of the right eye, in answer to our query the
patient names four of the five letters on the
number forty line. We therefore record
the acuteness of vision as fl?.

We place a ± .5o sphere in front of the
eye, and patient is in doubt whether it
affords any improvement. We replace it
with a ± .5o cyl. axis vertical, which is at
once preferred as affording the greater acute-
ness of vision. Leaving this + .50 cylinder
in the trial frame, we place in front of it
another ± .50 cylinder with axis in same
position, and alternate with a ± .5o S. in
order that patient may decide which affords
the better vision. The cylinder is un-
questionably preferred, and hence we replace
the + .50 cylinder with a + i cylinder.

We now rotate the cylinder first to the
left, which patient says makes vision much
worse ; then to the right, which is accepted
as affording better vision. After a few trials,
we find that the proper position for the axis
of the cylinder is iio.

We now have a ± I cyl. axis iio°
over the right eye, which improves vision to
H. We repeat the procedure we went
through a moment ago, viz. : placing in front
of this lens alternately a + .50 cyl. and a
± .5o sphere. The cylinder is three times
accepted and the sphere once, which gives
us the following result :
± I S. 0 + 2 cyl. axis I ion, with

which vision is 411 clearly.
In comparing this lens with the one he

is wearing, you will notice that the cylinder
is .5o D. stronger, and that the axis is io°
nearer the vertical. As we have made our
examinations carefully, and as the gradual
increase in the strength of the lenses was
accepted without hesitation, we feel that our
stronger cylinder is correct.

In order to determine with accuracy the
position of the axis of the cylinder, we will
call to our aid the ophthalmometer. This
instrument shows an overlapping of 2. 50 D.
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at I Io°, which proves that this is the merid-
ian of greatest curvature, while the meridian
of least curvature must be at 200. This veri-
fies the result of the test by the trial case, as
to the strength of the cylinder and the
proper position of the axis.

As we turn to the examination of the
left eye, we are struck with the marked
divergence of its visual axis. None of the
letters on the test card can be seen, even
though we walk the patient up to within two
or three feet of the card. The vision of this
eye is reduced to the counting of fingers at
fifteen inches.

We try the pin-hole disk, and we try a
few convex and concave lenses, but the eye
does not respond in the slightest particular.
This forces us to the conclusion that this eye is
amblyopic,that it is beyond the reach of optical
assistance and also probably of medical help.

This case combines in itself three inter-
esting features : compound hypermetropic
astigmatism, monocular vision. divergent
strabismus, to the latter of which, we will
give a few moment's attention.

In the first place we wish to determine
whether this case is one of concomitant or
paralytic strabismus. We hold our finger
directly in front of patient and ask him to
look intently at it. We now move it slowly
first to the right then to the left, and ask
patient to follow with his eyes the movements
of the finger. In doing this the squinting
eye follows the good eye in all its move-
ments, which shows that there is no par-
alysis of any of the muscles, and that the
strabismus can be classed as concomitant.

At our last meeting we found that con-
vergent strabismus is usually associated with
hypermetropia, on account of the close con-
nection between the accommodation and the
convergence. And now for the same reason
I wish to state that divergent strabismus is
usually associated with a myopic condition of
the refrattion, the history of a typical case
being somewhat as follows :

As soon as the child begins to attend
school, it is found that he has difficulty in
seeing the blackboard, perhaps is unable to
see a single mark upon it. He is then given
a front seat, and the matter is allowed to go
at that.

A few years later his myopia has in-
creased so much that he is compelled to
hold his book very close, and nothing can be
seen upon the blackboard unless he is allowed
to approach close to it.

The close position of his book places an
unnatural tax upon the convergence. He
complains that words run into each other,
and he soon tires of close work. About this
time he accidentally discovers that by closing
one eye he can read comfortably with the
other. This encourages him to unconsciously
give Up the effort of binocular vision by
allowing one eye to deviate outwards, thus
permitting him to read without effort with
the other eye.

At first there is no actual divergence,
only a failure of convergence with one eye
and monocular vision with the other. This
non-use of convergence weakens this function,
so that either eye diverges when screened.
In these cases there is no diplopia when
reading, because the deviating eye takes no
part in the act of vision.

In the beginning when the boy looks up
from his book, the divergent eye recovers
itself. After a time as the habit becomes
confirmed, the eye remains divergent even
in distant vision.

The treatment of a case of this kind
consists in an accurate correction of the
myopia. The glasses should be worn con-
stantly, both for near and distant vision.
The patient may complain at first that the
glasses make print very small, and so they
do in contrast with the large diffused image
formed in the uncorrected myopic eye ; but
patients soon become accustomed to them,
particularly children.

If the wearing of glasses is postponed
until late in life, the accommodation becomes
weak from want of use, and in such cases it
may be necessary to order an additional pair
for reading, 2 D. or 3 D. weaker than the
distance glasses. Weaker glasses for read-
ing must also be prescribed in the higher
grades of myopia.

In recent cases glasses which afford a
normal acuteness of vision usually cause a
rapid disappearance of the strabismus, and
exceptionally also in cases that have lasted
for years. But in many cases where the
deviation has existed for some time, which
means a prolonged disuse of the conver-
gence, this function has become a negative
quantity, and the tendency to divergence
cannot be overcome. When the glasses are
worn with both eyes open, the fusion faculty
prevents any deviation, but if one eye be
covered for a moment, it will diverge and
remain divergent for a few seconds after the
removal of the cover.

This is a picture of the course of a
typical case of divergent strabismus caused
by myopia, and it is well that you should
have a clear understanding of it, but the
case under consideration does not come
under this head. Here the divergence dates
from infancy, and there is a total absence of
the fusion sense. The association between
convergence and accommodation has been
totally destroyed, as shown by a divergent
strabismus in connection with a hyperme-
tropic condition of refraction.

In many cases the patient has the power
by a considerable effort of convergence to
correct the faulty position of the divergent
eye, but with a relaxation of such effort the
eye at once diverges, and the patient soon
finds that this is the most comfortable posi-
tion. The power of rotation of each eye
separately in this young man we find to be
normal in every direction, but it is more than
likely as time goes on that the power of
inward rotation will be very much lessened.

This left eye is practically blind, and it
is an interesting fact that when both eyes are
blind, they almost invariably diverge. But
Oil the other hand when only one eye is
blind, the direction of its deviation will
depend to a great extent upon the refraction
of the seeing eye. In accordance with this
rule, the strabismus in this case ought to be
convergent ; but the fact that it is divergent
instead, makes the case unique and except-
ional.

In this connection I may mention an
interesting point, and that is in some cases of
convergent strabismus in which the deviat-
ing eye has become amblyopic, this blind

(Continued on page 1183)
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eye in after years may become divergent
without any tenotomy having been performed.

The measurement of the degree of
strabismus is a matter concerning which
optical students have confused ideas. On
asking them this question, many of them
answer " by prisms." Now the fact is that
very seldom can the amount of strabismus
be measured by a prism, for the reason that
the vision is monocular. If both eyes par-
ticipated in the act of vision, diplopia would
always be present in strabismus, and then the
prism that would fuse the two images would
represent the degree of deviation. This
would be very simple, but unfortunately in
the majority of cases of strabismus, the
vision of the squinting eye is suppressed,
and then there is no field for a prism.

The simplest way to take the measure of
a strabismus is by the angle of deviation of
the cornea, which is most conveniently done
by the perimeter. While this serves all
practical purposes, I might say that this
measurement determines the apparent, and
not the real strabismus. In many cases it is
not important to differentiate between the
two ; especially when the squinting eye is
incapable of fixation.

You are all familiar with the appearance
of the perimeter (see page 182, " Optician's
Manual," Volume I). The patient is seated
at the instrument which we adjust so as to
bring this left eye accurately in the center of
the perimetric arc, while we tell the patient
to look at some distant object with the other
eye. I now take this lighted candle which I
move along the arc until I see the image of
flame as reflected from the cornea in the
center of the pupil of the deviating eye.
Assuming that the visual line passes directly
through the center of the pupil, the number
of degrees marked on the arc corresponding
to the position of the flame, will represent
the measure of the strabismus in degrees.
In this case it is 3o0. (This is explained
and illustrated in the chapter on Muscular
Anomalies in the second volume of " The
Optician's Man ual. " )

This young man must take good care of
his right eye, and we will therefore order the
sphero-cylindrical correction we found best
suited to it. We fear the left eye is and
always will remain useless as an organ of
vision. However for cosmetic reasons and in
order to remove the deformity and allow the
eye to act under more normal conditions, I
will recommend an operation in this case.

One of two operations may be performed,
tenotomy of the external rectus or advance-
ment of the internal rectus ; but in this case
I think it will be necessary to do both
operations at the same time in order to over-

. come the excessive divergence and maintain
the eye in the proper position.

Diplopia often occurs immediately after
a strabismus operation, but is soon succeeded
by single binocular vision in a short time if
the operation has been done with proper
care. But in this case on account of lack of
vision in the squinting eye, we need not fear
any such contingency ; but at the same time
we do not wish to produce a condition of
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convergent strabismus instead, although the
latter is really less disfiguring than the
divergent form.

It is impossible to predict what might
have been the result if this case had been
operated in infancy. It is not beyond the
range of possibility that with the straight-
ening of the eye binocular vision might have
been produced, and. by functional use the
acuteness of vision of the eye been raised to
normal and maintained there.

Revised Minimum Price-List
Following is the revised minimum price-list

recommended for one year by the New England
Association of Opticians at the recent annual meet-
ing of the association :
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Smoke or Blue

Plano, Mi. cog. or blown cog  $0.75 per pair
One-half pair to match  50
Ground cog., hat quality . . . . . . 2 50 per pair
One-half pair to match   1.50

Lenticular
Spheres to 10 D. . . . ...... $2.50 per pair
Spheres 10.50 to 13 D.   3.00 "
Spheres 13.50 to 16 D. 3  50 "
Spheres 16.50 to 20 II.   4.50 "

Sphero-cylinder lentieulars, $2.00 per pair more
than regular.

Cemet Segments

Add to above price of lenses.
Fitted on pex. $1  50 extra per pair
Fitted on piano ex. or eyl. . . . . 2.00 "
Fitted on all other regular lenses . 2.00 " "
Prism wafers   3 00
Tonic sphere wafers   3,00 o

Torte sph.-cyl. wafers  4.00 "

Re-cementing segments, 25c. per pair, 15c. each.

Perfection Bifocals
Spheres to 8 D $2  50 per pair
Cylinders to 6 . . . . . ..... 4.00 "
Sphere-cylinders to 6 D. 5  00 "

Invisible Bifocals
Spheres $10  00 per pair
Cylinders   12 00 "
Sphero-cylinders 12  00 "

Add $2.00 per pair flir tonic spheres.
Add $3.00 per pair for torte cylinders or spii.-cyls.

Frames and Frameless Mountings
Gold

10 K. riding bow (716% weight)   $4.50 each
10 K. straight temple (721 weight)   5.00 "
10 K. riding bow mountings 4  00 "
10 K. eyeglass frame   4.50 "
10 K. bar spring frame ...... 5.50 "
10 K. eyeglass mountings 3  00 "
10 K. bar spring mountings   4 50 "
10 K. Shur-on, Peerless or Finch mountings 4.00 "

For 14 K., add $1.00 to above prices.
For larger than 00 eye frames, add 50e.
For 7-inch temples, add 50e.
For cable temples, add $1.00.
Add 50e. for special studs.
Add 25e. for offset studs.
Add 75e. for special guards.
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Gold Filled
Best riding bow frame . . . . . $2.00 each
" straight temple frame   2.110 "
" riding bow mountings   2 00 "
" eyeglass frames   2.00

Eyeglass mountings   1.50
Shur-on mountings   2.50

For gold end pieces, add 50e.
For gold bridge, add 50e.
For cattle temples, add ti0e.
For larger than 00 eye frames, add 50e.
Add 50e. for special studs.
Add 25e, for offset studs.
Add 50e. for special guards.

Steel and Alumnico
Steel frames and mountings 50c to $1.00 each
Alumnico frames   75e to 1.00 "

For larger than 00 eye frames, add 25c.
For cable temples, add 25c.
Add 25e. for special studs.
Add Mc. for offset studs.
Add 25e. for special guards.

Material and Repair
Guards

$1.1 1iiled *In K:
Regular cork or zyl. . . $0.15 .ada 80.25 each $0.50 each
All special guards . . . .35 " .50 " .75 "

Cork or zyl, on guards, 21ie. per pair, 15e. each.

Temples
Steel Filled *10 K.

Riding bow $0  15 each 00.35 each $1.00 each
Riding bow cable . . . .25 " .50 " 1.50 "
Straight temples . . . .15 " .35 " 1.50 "
Temple and end pieces .35 " .75 " 1.50 "

Springs
Steel Filled *10 K.

Regular springs . . . $0.25 each $0.35 each $0.75 each
Reduced springs . . . .25 " .35 " .75 "
Tilting springs . . . . .25 " .35 " .75 "
Bar springs ...... .75 " 1.25 " 2.00 "
Shur-ou springs . . . " 1.00 " 1.50 "

Studs
Steel Filled *10 K.

Frameless A, B, C . . $0.25 each 80.35 each 10.75 each
Frameless offset. or D.. .35 " .50 " 1.00 "
MI special studs . . .35 " .65 " 1.00 "

Miscellaneous
Steel Filled *40 K.

Solder   $0.20 each $0.25 each $0.35 each
Bridges, frame . .   . .35 " 1.00
Bridges, frameless   . .50 " .75 " 1.50 "
End pieces  15 " .35 " .50 "
Frameless handles . .  25 " .35 " .50 "
Cork bridges . . . .  15 " .25 " .25 "

Add 25 per cent. to 10 K. prices for 14 K.
No lenses changed free of charge after three months.

*25 per cent, may be deducted from 10 K. prices when
old gold is left.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

This socicty held a quiz and smoker at the
Continental Hotel, Philadelphia, on Tuesday
evening June 13th. Questions which had been
sent to the secretary were read and considered one
by one, and the discussions, which were entered
into by almost every one present, were instructive.
Among the questions were the following:

I. In a case of anisometropia, where the re-
fraction of each eye for distant vision has been
fully corrected by lenses of different powers, in bi-
focal glasses, is it ever necessary to give segments
of different powers for the two eyes for reading?

2. Why is it, that when you have fitted a patient
with strong cylindrical lenses at oblique axes, ob-
jects appear distorted and crooked and the pave-
ment seems coming toward him ? Also, what is the
remedy?

3. In correcting a case of hyperopia or hyper-
opic astigmatism with exophoria of 4 degrees,
should we give the full or only partial correction
for the errors of refraction and exophoria?

4. When employing the shadow test upon
presbyopic subjects, what relation does presbyopia
bear to either hyperopia or myopia, and how or to
what extent is the skiascope influenced thereby?

5. If it were possible to establish a chair of
ophthalmology in a reputable college or university
in Philadelphia, authorized by the law of the State
to issue a diploma of doctor of ophthalmology in
a two or three-years' course, would the Pennsyl-
vania Optical Society establish such a chair?



The corrugated broad-bearing surface of the KACHOO GUARDS
Holds in hot weather as well as cold
Try them and be convinced

MCINTIRE, MAGEE & BROWN
Wholesale, Manufacturing and Jobbing Ofiticians

7 23 Sansom Street PHILADELPHIA

Eye-Fix Sells—Eye Fix Repeats
Success in the optical business comes from handling salable, meritorious articles

that people want, buy and buy again. Such an article is EYE-FIX. It has come to
the front on its own merits because it cures, because opticians use it, because physicians
recommend it, and because people call for it. EYE-FIX is the only complete eye
treatment on the market; liquid and salve in every package. Retails at 50 cents.

One optician writes : " I have used EYE-FIX and Salve with the very best Of results. Had one case
of inflamed and swollen eyes on my hands for some time and was surprised that after a few days using of
the EYE-FIX and Salve there was a change for the better, and his eyes are steadily improving."

Another optician writes : "Send me five more regular-size packages of EYE-FIX. It is a grand,
good medicine, the best I ever saw."

An oculist and optician in Baltimore, Md., writes as follows : " Have used EYE-FIX in my practice
under personal observation, and found it to do all that is claimed for it."

EYE-FIX is sold on the price-restriction plan, both jobbers and retailers signing
the contract. Druggists and opticians get so cents for EYE-FIX, making 66/3%
profit. We are now making a very attractive proposition to retailers. Your jobber
will give you full particulars, or write us direct.

The Eye=Fix Remedy Company
Detroit, Michigan
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Invisible Bifocals

THE

Paper read before the annual meeting of the New England
Association of Opticians by D. Cutting DOLEMA N, with

Andrew J. Lloyd & Co., Boston, Mass.

In 1899, John L. Borsch, of Philadelphia,
applied for and obtained a patent for those quite
remarkable bifocal lenses that are familiar to the
trade under the general name of " invisible" and

" depressed" bifocals, (Kryptoks, as they are
called in the magazine advertisements.) They are
so constructed that they produce an efficient
bifocal lens, with the reading segments so neatly
concealed that it is in most cases well-nigh
invisible, hence the name.

The underlying principle of
Principle of the these lenses, of course, is found
Kryptoks in the fact that the different

qualities of glass possess differ-
ent optical constants, and Mr. Borsch showed that
by using suitable varieties of glass in connection
with properly ground spherical concavities, he
could make an efficient bifocal lens whose outside
surface would present a uniform unbroken curva-
ture, and that the work was of so nice a descrip-
tion that the lines of demarcation between the base
lens and the segment are not apparent even to the
wearer of the lenses in almost all cases.

Our own experience with invisibles or Kryp-
toks, dates from the middle of 1902. To make a
Kryptok three pieces are required, namely : the
base lens, the segment and the covering plate. In

the base lens a depression must be ground to re-
ceive the reading segment. The reading segment,
which is of glass whose optical constants vary

from those of the base lens, must be fitted to the
depression. It is held in place by a third piece

which we call the " plate," and which is merely a
thin plate that holds the segment in place, and

when cemented together and finished completes
the bifocal.

In the base lens we grind a
depression from 8 diopters to
14 D. for convenience, always
keeping in mind carefully the

following points : when the segment is finished, it
must be of a thickness so that it can be handled.

Great care must be used in the selection of a glass

for the segment that will not require so deep a
depression in the base lens as to make a thick in-

sert or segment, or grind through the regular thick-
ness of the lens. For instance : if we wish to add

plus 2.50 for reading segment 20 mm. diameter, if

we select a glass for the segment having an index

of I.6o, it would be necessary to grind 18.33 D.

This 20 mm. in diameter would require the base

lens to be 2.00 turn. thick, which would not do ;

we therefore select a glass say, with index 1.66,

and all we have to grind is a to D. depression so

that our base lens would be 1.02 mm. thick. Now,

on the other hand, if we select glass having an

index of 1.76 our segment of 20 nun. diameter

would only be . r<t mm. thick. This is too thin for

practical handling, so calculations must be used all

the way through. Another point in which care

must be used is in knowing what the base

glass is. It will not do to have American

Optical Company glass, Bausch & Lomb and

Tilton glass indiscriminately mixed on the shelves,

for if we use American Optical Company's glass

for one eye and segment glass of 1.66 grinding a

to D. depression, and Bausch & Lomb or Tilton

glass for the other eye, using the same segment

glass, we would have added in the first instance,

Method of
Manufacture
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3.00, and in the second 2.50 ; so we are particular
to carry only one kind of base lens in stock,
except to produce certain unusual results.

Right here seems to be a good
Points Worth place to say that a slight varia-

tion in radius of the depression
ground in the base lens, will

not make a sensible difference in the value of the
lens ; whereas, a slight variation in the value of the
optical constants of the glass may cause a notice-
able and troublesome difference. For example:
suppose we were to produce an addition of plus 2
for reading, our base lens has for the refractive
index of its " D" ray 1.528 ; if we should use
glass for the segment whose " D " ray has for its
refractive index 1.66, it would be necessary to
grind 8 D. to produce the desired plus 2 addition.
If we had ground this depression 8.25 instead of
8 D. and used the same sort of glass for the seg-
ment, we should find that the additional amount for
reading would only be Th of a diopter—a
wholly imperceptible amount ; but, on the other
hand, if we should use glass whose refractive index
is 1.666 instead of 1.66, then we should find that
we had produced an addition of 2. TO D. equal to
about 2.12, which would be a perceptible amount.
Coming to the segment, one side, of course, must
be ground to fit the depression of the base lens.
It is then polished, fitted and cemented into posi-
tion, and we are now ready to grind off this
surface of the base lens and segment to a curve
that will enable us easily to fit the covering plate ;
for convenience we always grind this plus 25 D.
while the covering plate, of course, is minus .25 D.
When this is done, the segment must be loosened
from its depression, and all traces of rouge and

moisture must be carefully removed. This necessi-

tates delicate and very careful handling. As these

very small segments must be used as they come

from the grinder's tools, they cannot be edged,

and no defect can be remedied, they must be per-

fect to begin with, and kept perfectly clear to the
end. In handling and cleaning them, cementers

must be extremely careful not to chip the edge,

which has no more thickness than the sharpest

razor edge. Having been cleaned, the segment

is put back, and the base lens, segment and cover-

ing plate are cemented together by slow electric

heat, which takes from twenty to twenty-four

hours. When this is done, the lens is finished.

The glass that we use is im-
ported from the French, Ger-
man and English glassmakers.
It is expensive stuff, and comes

in chunks of from one pound to five pounds, and

gives a very large waste in cutting (forty per cent.)

With each kind of glass comes a very wonderful

paper, that gives what they call the " pot " number

or factory number ; then comes the specific density

of the glass. Another column gives the absolute

index of refraction for " D," the line in the yellow

sodium ray ; it also gives the index of refraction for

the red.ray " C," the green " F," the blue " G" and

the violet " H." The mean dispersion occupies

another column, while the most important column

next to the " I)" ray, is the relation of dispersion to

the refractiveness of the glass. It is from this column

that we judge what glasses to combine to produce

achromatic lenses, for, of course, with a minus and

plus reading section in the lens, we can make

computations as to the best glass to use to do

away with achromatic aberration. We only try to

combine the red and violet ray—the extreme.

The ideal glass is one that has little dispersion,

but much refractibility. Glass manufacturers aim

to produce glass having these two attributes.

Considering

Kind of
Glass Used
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The secondary dispersion between the differ-
ent parts, we du not much care for, as it is never
troublesome. Indeed, there is but little difficulty
with achromatic aberration, anyway, and it is only
when a very strong presbyopic addition is called
for that we have to take any special precaution to
Produce achromatism.

If we wish to produce an un-
To Obviate usually strong addition for read-
Color Aberration jug, we shall find that using the

ordinary glass, whose index is
1.528, we should be obliged to use quite a strong
glass for the segment, and these combinations '
would be pretty sure to produce a color aberration
or dispersion. To obviate this, and to do away
with the necessity of grinding too deep a dtpres-
mon, we select glass of a lower index than 1.528,
say, 1.50 ; this enables us to employ a glass whose
dispersion is considerably less than what we should
have to use with the usual base lens ; alto ) it would
enable us to grind a less deep depression for the
segment to rest in. The depth of this depression
has another importance, in that the more shallow
It can be ground, the less visible the segment will
be in the complete lens.

Of course, the great thing to know is what glass
to use, and to keep on hand ; and this is readily
solved, by bearing in mind that the difference in
refraction between the ccecave depression and the
convex insert, or small segment, must be equal to
the additional dioptric amount rt quired for reading.
And now, bearing in mind that the dioptric power
of lenses ground on the same tool are to each
other as their respective refractive indices minus
one, and keeping in mind the different algebraic
signs, it will readily be seen that the computation
of the proper index is a very simple process.
This, I think, covers the manufacturing part.

There are no particular difficul-
Importance of ties that cannot be overcome.
Refractive Indices It is necessary to know your

refractive indices accurately ;
indeed, a variation in refractive index creates a
greater disturbance than a variation in the length
of the radius of your tool. Every once in a while
we encounter difficulties in making the reading
segment agree with the prescription ; although all
the work and all the calculations seem to be cor-
rect. Then we have to go over the entire thing
again. We must then determine whether our base
and plate agree with their advertised refractive
index, and ‘ve must again test the insert glass for
its refractive index. We find that glass varies, if
not greatly, at least sufficiently to make it not
absolutely reliable as advertised, and the pre-
liminary test is always necessary. \\len the action
of your glass is well established, the principal
difficulty in making invisibles is overcome ; all the
rest simply calls for experience and care.

Invisibles are a great deal more expensive to
make than the familiar form of cemented bifocal.
The base and plates we buy of the great optical
manufacturers, and we are able to secure lenses of
a fair and usable degree of uniformity.

However, in spite of this greatly increased
cost, invisibles have become popular with bifocal
wearers, and those to whom the price is of secon-
dary importance, prefer them to the other styles.

Many like them for their beauty ;
Advantages of many like them for the greater
Kryptoks ease with which they can wear

them. There is a class that
wears them for the same reason that they like the
Panama hat ; not everybody has them, and they
like to take them off and advertise themselves
a little.

I spoke of the greater ease with which they
can he worn ; and I use this expression because in
my business I have encountered quite a large
number of people who have been unable utterly to
wear the usual style of cemented lens, or the per-
fection bifocal, or the Franklin, but who are able
to wear ‘‘'ith comfort and a great deal of satisfac-
tion invisible bifocals. In my mind, this is a great
merit of the invisible bifocal. It seems to allow
anybody who requires far and near glasses to make
use of the undoubted convenience that bifocals
afford ; and especially those who have hitherto
been deprived of this convenience on account of an
inability to make use of it.

Invisibles with us have grown in popularity
with rapid strides, and I am happy to be able to
thank the members of the New England Associa-
tion for their cordial approval of invisible bifocals
as evid.mced by their many and frequent orders.
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Optical Questions an? Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will he answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? how icing and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"E.G. L."- Young girl, thirteen years old, each
eye vision ig No lens or pin hole will improve
vision. She can see same with ± 1. Her
trouble is that she cannot stand Me light-
makes her squint-and she cannot read or see
the print on an ordinary newspaper at the
reading distance, either with or without glasses.
I gave her the I and gradually increased
the strength to ± 2 75. 2.75 fogs her to lg.
With (ill)' lens from ± I to 4- 2.75 she is
all right; except when she tries to read, and il
scents impossible for her to read at all, I have
had glasses on her now about six or seven
weeks and her health seems improved. She
looks rosy and well, while she was pale and
sickly-looking when she came to me. Two
years ago she had a severe case of measles and
her eyes were bad at that time, but she attended
school until last fall. What would you advise
in this case ?

If the acuteness of vision in this case is it the
girl ought to be able to read : and if she cannot do
so we would suspect that the accommodation was
at fault. After exhausting diseases the ciliary
muscle is oftentimes paralyzed, and this may be
the condition in the case under consideration. In
high degrees of hypermetropia it is difficult or
impossible to read, but in such condition the visual
acuity is less than in this case. In diseased condi-
tions reading might be impossible, but here the
distant vision would be correspondingly impaired.
We are therefore inclined to regard the case as one
of paralysis of accommodation ; if this supposition
is correct, stronger convex lenses would take the
place of the suspended accommodation, and make
the print legible. We would suggest to our corre-
spondent that he try convex lenses up to 5 D. or
6 D. for reading, and if in this way he is unable to
restore reading vision, he should wash his hands
of any further responsibility and refer the case to a
physician. As the general health improves, the
ciliary muscle is likely to gain in strength.

" S. E. P. "-Married lady, thirty-eight years old.
Ten years ago an oculist /Set:formed tenotomy
on external muscles of each eye. Eight years
ago an optician prescribed the following, which
she is wearing at present R. E. + .50 -
.75 ax. 165° ; L. E. + .5o. Suffers with head-
ache a great part of the time. On examina-
tion hind: R. E. la, L. E. la poorly ; R.
E. + .50 :772, - 1.50 ax. 1800 18-fair, I.. E. -
.50 cyl. ax. 1800 18 good With Maddox rod it
required 18° prism base in to bring vertical
streak through flame 5° prism base up to bring
horizontal streak through _flame. Would it
be advisable to use prisms at all, and if so,
the probable degree that would not prove
harnifulP

On account of the danger of mistaking hyper-
metropic astigmatism for myopic, the question at
once occurs whether our•correspondent tried a
convex cylinder over the left eye. The patient is
now wearing a .50 sphere ; this should be re-
moved and a + .50 cyl. axis 9o° tried, or perhaps
the better way to attain the same result would be
to place a - .50 cyl. axis 1800 in front of the + .50.
If these are accepted, and we are inclined to think
they would be, the astigmatism is proven to be
hypermetropic. If, after trial along these lines,
the astigmatism is really myopic, the concave cylin-
der mentioned may be prescribed for distance, but

for reading a + .50 cyl. axis 900 would probably
answer better.

The same methods should prevail in the exam-
ination of the right eye, that is to strive to have as
strong a convex cylinder accepted as possible.
The error of refraction in the right eye is mixed
astigmatism, and in making the test with the trial
case, the operator should commence with a + .5o
cyl. with axis at 900. This will be accepted, and
then the effort must be made to increase to + .75
or I). cyl. After the strongest convex cylinder
has been found with axis at 9o°, then the weakest
concave cylinder must be determined with axis at
18o°. Cases of mixed astigmatism call for the
most careful examination, and the results should
be verified by the fogging method and by the
stenopaic disk.

The accurate measurement of the error of
refraction is the first and most important step, after
which attention may be given to the muscular
equilibrium. If the Maddox rod calls for an 18°
prism base in, it shows a high degree of exophoria,
and we would be led to infer that the two tenoto-
mies failed to correct the tendency to divergence.
For the present the hyperphoria may be ignored
and an effort made to strengthen the convergence
by exercise with prisms bases out, while assistance
may be given by prisms bases in.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"Wc 11."-(i)Are there any rules in prescribing
glasses for children a//lie/ed with strabismus,
as I have often seen glasses given from + 2 to
+ I on children under len years of age

The rule for prescribing glasses for children
affected by strabismus, is to give such convex
lenses as will correct the hypermetropia (which
refractive error is the cause of the strabismus), or
as near a full correction as the eyes will bear.

(2) What would be the probable effect of a
young person afflicted with strabismus wearing
a + 3 glass at first ; can they see plainly, or
does the eye quickly accommodate itself to such
a strange glass?
The effect of a 3 D. lens upon the acute-

ness of vision would depend upon the amount of
hypermetropia that was present which, of course,
is a matter that cannot be determined by any rule.
If the hypermetropia present in the case was less
than 3 D., vision would never become clear with
such lenses. But if the hypermetropia exceeded
3 D., the indistinctness that was produced by the
first wearing of the glasses will soon pass away.

(3) If a person has been wearing a -* 3
glass for many years on account of strabismus,
when the time comes for a Oresbyopia glass to
be prescribed would they take that much stronger
glass P
If the 3 I). lenses represented the full

measure of the hypermetropia, then such lenses
make the eyes practically emmetropic, and as pres-
byopia steals on the usual number of presbyopic
glass must be added to the 3 D. In other words,
in the early part of presbyopia, probably a + 4 I).
would be required for reading, while the + 3 D.
will still suffice for constant wear.

(4) A well-known oculist prescribed a
+ 2.50 glass to a young man about sixteen
years of age. I examined his eyes and found
them both normal' and could see no reason why
such a glass was prescribed for hint. Five
years had passed when he thought his glasses
were too strong, and desired me to lest his eyes
again. I found them both la, and he could
read the finest print on the test card. He
wanted a weaker glass so I gave him a + 1.50,
which he said was much easier on his eyes.
Why was such a strong glass given him in the

first place P

The fact that the acuteness of vision is ig does
not prove that eyes are normal. There may be
hypermetropia present, of high or low degree as
the accommodation is able to overcome and mask
it. Such must have been the condition in this
young man's case where the oculist prescribed
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+ 2.50 lenses. The wearing of such glasses may
be necessary to cure strabismus, or to relieve strain
and prevent headaches, but where the vision is
normal without the wearing of such glasses (how-
ever necessary) they sometimes become irksome.

(5) A short time ago a boy about eight
years old was brought to me with a pair of
glasses, one lens was lost. I was told that
both glasses were not alike. Upon examination
of the left glass I found it to be - 1.50 C -
.67 ax. Ie. The boy was very restless and
was not sure of knowing one letter from
another, so I resorted to a picture chart ; but
he could not tell one picture from another
without his glasses, neither could he do any
better with the left eye with the glass that had
been prescribed for him, so I said they had
better take him to their former doctor. / .'nder
what method do you suppose that child was
fitted P Why did the oculist give Mat young
child such a glass when it did not appear to
improve his vision?
A boy, eight years of age, of average intelli-

gence, ought to be old enough to be of assistance
to the examiner in a subjective examination. If
not, the only two methods by which the error of
refraction can be measured are the ophthalmoscope
and retinoscope. Surely no oculist would be guilty
of prescribing so strong a concave lens unless it
was distinctly indicated. The greatest care should
be exercised in prescribing glasses for children, and
if concave glasses are called for they should be
the weakest possible.

"A. W."-Patient wearing for distance, + 1.75 C
1.25 cyl. ax. go° -I-- .1.75 -1- 1.75 cyl. ax.

go°. Uses the grab front in addition to above
when he reads. He wants me to gel him a
pair of lenses, cement bifocal. Can I gel them,
and is it advisable to give him Mem if I can
get themP

Yes, these lenses can be furnished in cement
bifocals, and there is no optical reason why they
should not be given.

These distance glasses are set in the frames
with spherical surfaces out, and therefore the seg-
ments would have to be cemented on the outside
surface. We are not informed as to the power of
the grab fronts, or the strength necessary to afford
comfortable reading vision, but the segment would
have to have a concave surface of 1.75 to adapt it
to the convex surface of that curvature. For
instance, if it was desired to add segments of 2 D.,
they would have a concave surface of 1.75 D. and
a convex surface of 3.75 D. The optometrist
simply orders segments of 2 D. to be added,
and the manufacturing optician sees to it that the
segments have the proper curves to correspond to
distance lenses.

"E.J.P."-Girl, thirteen years old, has oscillation
-her eyes are constantly jerking. Complains
of headache ; without glasses she could not see
a letter on the test card. With + 3.5o, which
she could see best with, she could read two
largest lines, or IX inch letter. To read with
+ 3.50 she holds book about seven inches front
eyes ; cannot read without Mem. Could not
detect any astigmatism or muscular trouble.

A condition of the eyes in which there are con-
stant, rapid, oscillating movements is known as nys-
tagmus. Both eyes usually take part in the move-
ments, which may be horizontal, vertical or rotary.
Horizontal nystagmus is much the more frequent

formit is most commonly found with congenitally
defective vision, as in cataract, opacities of the
refracting media, and albinos, or it may be acquired
as is often seen in the case of miners. In the
former class of cases it is probable that the absence
of the stimulus which normal vision affords, inter-
feres with the functional development of the co-or-
dinating centers. Strange to say, these patients do
not notice any movement of objects looked at.

In these cases there is usually present a high
degree of hypermetropia due to flatness of the eye-
ball, which should be corrected as accurately and
carefully as possible. It is hardly to be expected
that the disease could be cured, but when the vision
is susceptible of improvement by properly adapted
lenses, the eyes are placed in a more favorable
condition for a possible restoration to health.



BANENE
An Internal Treatment for Cloudiness of the Transparent Media, Sluggish Circulation,Cataract, Floating Spots, Antemia of the Retina, Congestion of the Retina, Affections of theChoroid, Optic Nerve Diseases, Sluggish Action of Pupil, Htemorrhage in the Eye,Weakness ,of Ocular Muscles, Weakness of Accommodation, Dimness of Vision.

What BANENE is a distillation of well known drugs that are active tonics, the administration ofis which stimulates the capillary circulation of the delicate structures of the eye. It seems to haveBanene particular effect upon the circulation of the retina (the layer of the inside of the eye where theimages are formed). This membrane is a fine delicate, semi-transparent membrane 1-75 to 1-200of an inch in thickness, made up of ten coats, each one performing its own individual function. 'One of theseten coats is made up of the optic nerve fibers (threads), that originate in the brain and pass through a tube (theoptic sheath), that attaches to the back of the eye-ball.These fibers are attached to the back of the eye (owing to their passing through fine holes), and completelyline the inside concave surface of the eye, attaching again just back of the lens (at the ora serrata), and it is uponthis coat that all other coats are built. Passing through with these fibers is a small blood vessel that supplies thisinside coat (the retina) with blood vessels. Many times the blood supply is not sufficient forthis coat. This causes the vision to be blurred, the veins to become congested and many times Floatingpain in the eye ball; at these times the patient is usually annoyed with what appears to be float- Spots,ing spots, sometimes arranged and looking like a chain and cobwebs. Those who are wearing Cobwebs,glasses feel the necessity of changing them, while those who have never worn them feel how needful Etc.they are for their comfort. These conditions speak only too plainly of impaired circulation andmal-nutrition of the eye. BANENE internally and M URINE externally will absolutely cure these conditions,if the trouble has not existed so long a time as to cause structural changes.Therefore, the timely use of these remedies will prevent structural changes due to opacities, cata-Opacities, ract, etc. Its efficiency upon those parts of the eye where its nourishment depends upon imbibi-Cataract, tion is marked. There are parts of the eye where we have no blood vessels, and for the want ofEtc. any better knowledge, we say the parts imbibe their nutrition or one drop sucks its nourishmentfrom its adjoining drop. In order that the substance for absorption shall be prop-erly manufactured in the coats of the eye, it is necessary that we should have a good blood supply Stimulatesto the coats that build up the transparent media, or, in other words, the coats that supply the sub- Circulationstance that makes the vitreous humor. By common consent this substance is manufactured in thechoroid and cellular body, which is supplied with blood through arteries that penetrate the eye-ball in the back andin front. These arteries are called the ciliary arteries and BANENE, taken internally, acts directly upon thiscirculation.
A noted oculist discovered that where people were afflicted with an opacity of the crystalline lensCataract (cataract), and had taken BANENE Internally and used MURINE externally, the opacities wereoften cleared up. Hence, we say that a cataract is absorbed by the use of BANENE. This wasfirst noticed by an oculist of large experience and practice, who was using these remedies for the purpose of gettingthe eye in a healthy condition before operating for cataract. In this instance, a lady troubled with cataract wasthe patient. After a careful examination, he found the lens so opaque that it was impossible to get a distinctoutline of the blood vessels upon the retina; the eyes were considerably congested (red), and the blood vessels werelarge and angry looking over the surface.

He gave the patient MURINE and BANENE, and requested that she use the medicine as directed and comeprepared for an operation in six weeks. Words cannot describe his surprise when the patient returned at theend of two months with the lens practically cleared up and having very good vision. He experi-mented with these remedies for a number of years, with the result that a large per cent of the Cataractcases troubled with cataract, who used these remedies faithfully, were relieved and their vision Absorbed,restored. We have cases where, even after an operation, there was a blurred condition of the Sightvision and many times light was almost imperceptible, that were entirely cured by these remedies, Restoreddue to the fact that they cleared the transparent media of the eye. All the eye requires underthese conditions is an active tonic and stimulant, and this is supplied by BANENE internally for the internalstructures of the eye and MURINE externally for the external surface of the eye.The best oculists use these remedies before an operation and give the case an opportunity to escape the useof the dreaded knife. They have become such favorites among the profession that they try them before sendingthe patient to a specialist for an operation. It would be foolish for us to claim that they will absorb or removeevery cataract, but the large number of cases where these remedies have produced this wonderful result wouldwarrant giving them a thorough trial before subjecting themselves to the expense or to the hardship of an oper-ation for its removal. Should an operation be .required after the administration of these remedies, the result willbe insured, because their use will leave the eyes in an absolutely healthy condition and the cut will heal rapidly,leaving the retina clear and the vitreous transparent.
The muscles of the eye curtain (the iris) and of the pupil are liable to become relaxed fromMuscular general debility or age, and thereby lessen the visual action of the eye. BANENE is theWeakness SYSTEMIC REMEDY indicated (8 drops in water taken internally three times daily); Murine, oneor two drops in each eye hourly, for its local strengthening effect.Dimness of Vision accompanied by an INABILITY TO WEAR. GLASSES WITH COMFORT.Murine and Banene should be in the hands of every individual who wears glasses, and they should be promptlyused at the first indication of discomfort.

to'fretwed in the Laboratory MURINE EYE REMEDY CO., Chicago, III., U. S. A.
NAMES FULLY REGISTERED WITH UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.

MURINE EYE REMEDIES SOLD BY ALL OPTICAL AND DRUG DEALERS.
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Iowa State Optical Association

The annual meeting of the Iowa State Optical
Association, was held in the Chamberlain Hotel,
Des Moines, Iowa, on June 13th and 14th. Presi-
dent W. B. Ankeny called the meeting to order,

and the minutes of
the last annual gath-
ering were read and
approved. The
president delivered
his annual address,
after which a pa-
per on " Muscular
Asthenopia " was
read by H. P.
Holmes, of Des
Moines. Upon mo-
tion the meeting
then adjourned and
at 1.30 P.M. again
came to order. Bus-
iness was resumed
with the reading of

a paper on " The Eye in Relation to Health,"
by Dr. Chalmers Prentice, Chicago, following
which there was " Talk and Practical Blackboard
Demonstrations," by Dr. S. W. Lane, of Kansas
City, and a paper on " Legislation," by Karl D.
Fisk, of West Union, Iowa.

A discussion then ensued which culminated in
a resolution that a committee of six be appointed
by the president to recommend a permanent corn-
mittee on legislation. The committee of selection
was chosen as follows : Karl D. Fisk, H. P.
Holmes, J. A. Ryan, Ezra Nuckolls, E. F. Renaud
and Dr. J. C. Clark. An adjournment was then
made, and upon re-assembling at 7.30 P.M., there
were clinics and instruction on " Latent Brain
Strain," by Dr. Chalmers Prentice. This con-
cluded the programme for the first day.

Business was inaugurated on the morning of
the fourteenth by a " Study of Anatomy—Dissect-
ing of Animals' Eyes," conducted by Dr. S. W.
Lane. Then followed a paper on " Eye Strain,"
by Dr. E. W. Hazen, of Des Moines, and one on
" Personal Advertising," by W. E. Huston, of
Kansas City, after which the meeting adjourned
until 1.30 P.M. At the next session a number of
bills were read and sanctioned, the reports of the
secretary and treasurer respectively, were read
and approved and a motion passed that President
Ankeny appoint a committee of three to rearrange
and have printed the constitution and by-laws.

The election of officers for the coming year
resulted in the choice of E. F. Renaud, president ;
A. F. Thompson, vice-president ; B. M. Bills,
secretary ; Ezra Nuckolls, treasurer. T. H. Bishop
was elected a member of the examining board and
W. H. Krotzer was elected a director. The follow-
ing were elected delegates to the convention of
the American Association of Opticians : E. F.
Renaud, W. B. Ankeny, K. D. Fisk and A. F.
Thompson. Alternates are : Ezra Nuckolls,
J. A. Ryan, F. R. Robinson and F. S. Lamb.

• E. F. Renaud spoke on " A Minimum Price-
list," and at the conclusion of his address, a
motion was carried authorizing President Ankeny
to appoint a committee to report on the minimum
price-list at the next meeting.. A unique feature
of this portion of the programme, was the pre-
sentation of a loving cup to President Ankeny in
behalf of the association. The presentation was
formally made by H. P. Holmes, and the recipient
suitably expressed his acknowledgments. Messrs.
W. H. Replogle, K.. D. Fisk and F. S. Lanerwere

President E. F. Renaud
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appointed a committee to draft resolutions express-
ing the thanks of the society to Drs. Prentice,
Lane and Hazen. The free scholarship offered by
Dr. S. W. Lane at the Southwestern Optical
College to the author of the best paper read at the
annual meeting was won by Dr. J. C. Clark. The
meeting then adjourned.

Rochester, N.Y., Optical Society
The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical

Society was held Tuesday evening, June r3th, with
fourteen members present. President Bestor called
the meeting to order and the minutes of the last
regular meeting, held May 9th, and of the special
meeting, held May 26th, were read and approved.

The matter of changing the price on cataract
lenses was brought up and discussed, and it was
decided to make the price on the regular lenses
from 4.50 to 8 D., $4.00 ; from 8 D. to 13 D., $5.00;
from 13 D. to 16 D., $6.00 ; from 16 D. to 20 D.,
$8.00 ; for tonic lenses in those numbers it was
agreed to add $2.00 to each of these prices. Mr.
Mincer moved, Mr. Mielke seconded and it was
carried, that the prices be adopted as read. Mr.
Bausch moved, Mr. Benedict seconded and it was
carried, that the New York State Society be asked
to adopt the code of ethics as adopted by the
Rochester Society. Mr. Bausch also moved, Mr.
Mielke seconded and it was carried, that the
opticians close their stores on Saturday evenings,
as in former years, and at i P.M., if the retail
stores close.

Granite State Optical Society
The annual meeting of the Granite State

Optical Association was held at the Manchester
House, Wednesday evening, June 21st.

After the banquet the meeting was called to
order by the president, and the minutes of the last
meeting were read and approved.

The report of the treasurer shows a good bal-
ance in the treasury. The library committee were
ready with a good list of books for the members to
choose from. This feature of the work is, we
believe, w step toward a higher education and one
that will be appreciated by all the members.
Ex-president Geo. H. Brown was made an honorary
member by a unanimous vote of the association.
Election of officers resulted as follows : President,
I.,. E. White, Concord ; first vice-president, C. H.
Sinclair, Concord ; second vice-president, F. C.
Sanborn, Wilton ; treasurer, W. L. Fickett, Con-
cord ; secretary, W. E. Burpee, Manchester ; Exec-
utive committee, Chas. F. Hussey, Portsmouth ;
Delmont K Gorden, Hillsboro ; W. H. Mould,
Freemont ; A. K. Forsaith, Manchester ; N. D.
Sawyer, Laconia.

President White made some very helpful re-
marks in regard to the future of the association,
and recommended a code of ethics to be acted
upon at the next regular meeting.

The principal feature of the evening was a
paper on the Toric Lens, by L. W. Bugbee, vice-
president of the Tilton Optical Co.

New York City Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of this society

was held in the Lexington Assembly Hall, on
Friday evening, June 9th, President Ryer presiding.
Routine business was gone through and an appli-
cation for membership was received from Charles
Geist, 764 Columbus Avenue. Arrangements were
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made for the holding of a banquet on the third
Wednesday in October. A set of resolutions of
condolence upon the death, recently, of Louis
Kahn, were approved.

With a view to providing scientific instruction
at the meetings, plans were made for a series of
lectures on and demonstrations of all the principal
optometrical instruments during the coming season.
One instrument will be investigated at each meet-
ing, and its function and practical operation fully
explained. Members may there and then operate
the device or be operated upon with the instrument
in the hands of another. The educational value of
such a feature is plainly obvious and should result-,
in an increase both of attendance at meetings and
of interest in the society's work. The next meet-
ing of the society will be held on the second
Wednesday in September.

New Factory of the Meyrowitz Man-
ufacturing Co.

It is our privilege almost every month to record
some new manifestation of expansion in the optical
manufacturing industry, which is now experiencing
a most gratifying measure of prosperity. The
latest evidence of this expansion will be found in
the illustration here shown of the new factory of
the Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co., wholesale and
manufacturing opticians, of 104 East Twenty-third
Street, New York City. The new factory is located
at Thirty-first Street and First Avenue, and was
necessitated by the growing trade demands for
the many specialties of this company, prominent
among which are the " pivot guard," " lastik
mounting," and Finch rigid spring eyeglass mount-
ing, the Meyrowitz-Javal ophthalmometer, Meyro
witz ophthalmoscope, and many other optical
accessories. The new factory has enabled the
company to enlarge the scope of all the various

New Factory of the Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co.

departments and will more than double their
capacity for turning out prescription work. A
complete surgical-instrument department is con-
ducted in connection with the optical works wherein
are constructed eye, ear, nose and throat instru-
ments. The electrical department manufactures
X-Ray and electro-therapeutical outfits of the most
advanced types besides voltmeters, ammeters,
switchboards and many such electrical accessories.
The plant is complete in every respect, being
equipped with all the latest improved machinery
and all modern physical conveniences for the com-
fort of the skilled workers.
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STEVENS QUALITY
We do not expect to sell all of the gold filled

goods used in this country. We do wish to supply
=_ through.legitimate jobbing channels all of the retailers

who wish to buy the genuine STEVENS QUALITY
goods. We have not in the past been able at all times
to do this, by reason of a little game sometimes called
substitution, but which for the sake of brevity we call
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To make it a simple proposition for the purchasers
we have adopted a trade-mark, which has been regis-
tered, and which in the future will be stamped, when
possible, upon all goods leaving our factory.
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Optical Organizations

THE KEYSTONE

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

HARRY P. HOLMES, I'resident, Des Moines, Iowa.
E. L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next fleeting to be held at Minnea-
polis, July 24, '25, 26 and 27, 1905.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

HON. ALBAN G. 11. Gouts, M. P., Master.
Cob. 1'. Davit's SF:wt.:Lt., F. It. A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

Londou, E. C., Englaud.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. IV. DUNSCOMBE, I'. B. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, Loudon, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)
gAtifUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
T. H. BROWN, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1ROS)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, Springburn, Glasgow.
D. L. Mute it AV, Secretary, 621 Duke Street, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)
II. A. BARRACLOUnII, B. O. A., President.
A. A. C. COCKS, B. O. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)
JOHN C. EBERHARDT, Prealdent.
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

The Optical Specialists' Association of America (1904)
J. C. CLARK, President, Sioux City, lowa.
G. E. Borcc, Secretary, Waterloo, 1014.a.

American Association of Wholesale Opticians (1893)

J. 'I'. BRAYTON, President, Chicago, III.
A. REF.D MCINTIRE, Secy., 723 Sansom St., Philadelphia,Pa.

Next meeting, in New York, in 1905.

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians (1894)

ALBERT A. CARTER, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Slims.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August..

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)
11. K HERMAN, President, Williamsport, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER F. Wibbisms, Secretary, 455 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

J. H. Ebb's, President, South Bend, Ind.
Miss MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)
P. SCHOLLER, President, Hancock, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary, and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich,

Iowa Optical Society (1897)
E. F. RENAUD, President, Keokuk, Iowa.
B. M. Bibbs, Secretary, Vinton, lowtb

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. Itoinius, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALM, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)
CHAS. H. IV000, President, Oakland, Cal.
WILLIAM K tilos, Secy., 505 Kearny St., San Franciseo,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)
J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)
II. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Aye., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)
L. E. WHITE, President, Concord, N. II.
IV. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. N.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)
HENRY WALDECK, President., Milwaukee, Wis.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)
F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALMERS, l'resident, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Next meeting, July 24 to 27, 1905, in Minneapolis.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT 13. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
IL J. COOK, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
GEO. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. FiNcii, President, Denver, Colo.
It. H. BIKwL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H. Cif A Pst A N, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians 11901)

F. W. Hurt; President, Burlingame, Kans.
It. T. CORSON, Secy. and Treas., Kansas City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

C. M. Witimmat, President, Columbia, Mo.
ELMAR H. Scummy, Secy. and Treas., Washington, Mo.

Next meeting, Slay 8, 1906, in Kansas City.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

W. WAYT Rorst,t, President, Martinsville, Va.
JOHN W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)
F. IV. Ws bids, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JoNcs, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
I,. .1. lis(srs, President., Louisville, Ky.
A. S. itativiis, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

Next meeting in Georgetown, October 17, 1905.

North Dakota Optical Association IBM)
CHAS. G. CONYNE, President, Mandan N. Duk.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
FREDERICK H. President, Paterson, N. J.
J. .1. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)
Wibbism 11. Flow, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dalt.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)
DR. R. Basicow, President, Greenville, Texas.
J. M. CtiswFono, Secretary, Denison, Texas.

Next meeting, July 24 and 25, 1905, in Houston

Rhode island Society of Optometry (190:3)

WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, It. I.
G. FREDERIC BEANE, Secretary, 139 Mathewson Street,

Providence, It. I.
Meets kat Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)
W. E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. R. ABBE, Secretary, COlUttlbill, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
It. Dit SI ESIE, President.
I'. G. Mourn'', Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)
C. E. Folsom, President, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
C. H. KITTRELL, Secretary, Dublin, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MIMIC:MITE, President, New York City.
A. SHAW, Secretary, 1145 Broadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1905)

Louis CLAUDEL, President, New Orleans, La.
S. P. Scittoissbcf, Secretary, Baton Rouge, La,

Nova Scotia Optical Society (1905)

A. C. WHITTEK ER, PreSidellt, IlalifaX, N. S.
G. A. BURBRIDGE, Secretary, Halifax, N. S.

New Mexico Association of Optometrists (1905)
OTTO Gr: Bcnncit, President, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Duo. F. EVERETT, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

LOCAL
Central New York Optical Society (1895)

H. C. WATTS, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets third Thursday of each month.

New York City Optical Society (1897)
E. LitRor RYER, President.
11.M.LOCKWOOD, Rec. See., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)
HARRY Si. BESTOR, President. Rochester, N. Y.
C. I. SUMERISKI, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.
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Chicago Optical Society (1902)
W.F.NEWContn, President, State and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

Jonas HOUSE, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNI.OP, Secretary and 'Vreasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Optical Society of Western New York (1903)
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, President.
ERNEST V. SYRCIIER, Secretary, Bali alo, N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
CHARLES G. HOLCOMB, President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)
Flow. loivmaas, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN H. HENRY, President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)
F. C. CUFF, President.
J. A. McAvor, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

Meets second Thursday of March, September, November,

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York (1905)

F. E. ROBBINS, President, Elmira, N. Y.
F. A. JORDAN, Secretary, Elmira, N. Y.

Optical Trades Association (1905)
(New York (ity)

F. D. Sittilaior, President, N,•,. York City.
Jos. FRIEDLANDER, Secretary, ',Maiden Lane,NewYorkCity.

Detroit Optometry Club (1905)
A. W. KLUDT, President.
FRED. R. PRESTON, Secret a ry, 42 Mott Ave., Detroit.

Ophthalmic Training in Medical
Schools

THE advancement of the optician in the
science of refractive optics has per-

formed one great public service in arousing
the medical profession to a realization of the
meagreness of the instruction given to medi-
cal students in ophthalmology. The neglect
of this subject in the past in the medical
curriculum and the present reawakening are
candidly admitted in the following extract
from an article by Melville Black, M.D., in
a recent issue of The Ofihlhalmie Record

It has only been during recent years that the
medical student has been required to pass a final
examination in ophthalmology. Some schools,
even now, do not require it, but most of them do.
As the subject is now taught, the student at gradua-
tion has a fair working knowledge of diseases of
the eye. He is familiar with the principles of re-
fraction as well as their application in the manage-
ment of ametropia, and he has a still greater
knowledge of the symptomatology of ametropia.
It is not the endeavor of most teachers of ophthal-
mology to teach refraction during a medical course
in a manner that will enable their graduates to
start ill at once doing refraction work.

It is the hope and ambition of refraction-
ists to have the universities and colleges
make a specialty of this matter of ophthal-
mology, or to have special colleges for this
purpose. The change which has come over
the medical profession in this regard, is
revealed in the following extract from Dr.
Black's article :

Dr. Edward Jackson, in his address before the
Academy of Ophthalmology and Oto-Laryngology,
advanced the argument that the medical student
who proposes making ophthalmology his life
work, should not be required to take the entire
course now demanded by the medical school ; that
certain branches are not needful to the ophthal-
mologist, and the time now spent in their study

(Continued on page 1173)
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Ophthalmic Training in Medical
Schools

(continued from page 1171)
should be devoted to special training for ophthal-
mology. A few years ago such doctrine as this
would have met with the most violent opposition
from within our own ranks.

But conditions have changed, and the
most far-seeing oculists are prepared to
recognize the drift of the inevitable evolu-
tion. Says Dr. Black :

The question is, how are we as ophthalmolo-
gists to bring this about? Would it be advisable
for us to induce the medical schools to change
their curriculum so that students who expect to
become ophthalmologists can be so favored?
This is the question that requires most careful con-
sideration. We certainly do not care to become
divorced from the profession of medicine. If
students ,thus favored took an ophthalmological
rather than a medical degree they would be placed,
in a measure, outside the medical profession, and
would be sidetracked into a profession of their
own. Certainly the degree of M.D. could not be
conferred upon these men unless the full medical
course had been taken.

None will gainsay that the medical pro-
fession would be greatly benefited by disen-
thrallment from the shackles of conviction,
and there is little doubt that the advance-
ment of ophthalmic science would be the
causa remota of this disenthrallment. Any-
how, the situation has much interest for the
refractionist.

New England Association of Opticians
The regular monthly meeting of the New Eng.

land Association of Opticians was held at Young's
Hotel, Boston, Mass., on Tuesday evening, June
20th. Pursuant to the recommendation of the
executive committee, the meeting had tinder con-
sideration a series of subjects for prize essays by
the members, the object being to utilize these
papers as lectures during the coming fall.

For active membership, ballots were taken on
the applications of the following : E. F. Robin-
son, Jr., Ellsworth, Maine, and H. F. Jordan,
Brattleboro, Vermont. For associate member-
ship : James Muir, Rockport, Mass.; James F.
Cashman, Newburyport, Mass.; Thomas J. Mor-
row, Holyoke, Mass.; Walter F. Robbins, Skowhe-
gan, Maine.

The revised minimum price-list, as recom-
mended by the committee at the last previous
meeting, has been distributed among the members.
A copy of it will be found on another page.

Georgia State Optical Association
The first annual meeting of the above associa-

tion was held on June 13th, at the Hotel Tybee,
Tybee Island, Ga., and was largely attended. Two
applicants were admitted to membership, and the
minimum price-list adopted at the last meeting
was amended in minor details. The election of
officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows:
President, C. E. Folsom, Atlanta ; vice-president,.
L. A. Hines, Savannah ; secretary, C. H. Kittrell,
Dublin ; treasurer, M. E. Grimes, Statesboro ;
directors : M. B. Closon, Columbus ; H. J. Godin,
Augusta.

Atlanta was selected as the place and October
18th as the date of the next assembly. This date

occurs during the State fair, which will be held at
Atlanta this year.

On the night of June 12th a banquet was ten-
dered the visiting members by Vice-President
Hines, who arranged the most sumptuous repast
that has so far been enjoyed by the association.

Bannon Lodge, at Thunderbolt, a Savannah
suburban resort, where so many famous feasts have
occurred, was the scene of the association's dinner.

At the conclusion of the banquet Dr. M. M.
Saliba delivered an address of welcome, which was
responded to by President Folsom. The feast
proved a delightful culmination to a very successful
reunion.

The Presidency of the American
Association of Opticians

ED. KEVSTONlE. the month the Ameri-
can Association of Opticians will meet in annual
convention in Minneapolis. The remoteness' of
this point precludes a general attendance, and as a
consequence it will not be as representative as it
otherwise might be. In view of this fact much
judgment should be exercised by those who do
attend, so that the result of their deliberations
and actions may prove in the interest of the perpe-
tuity and usefulness of this organization. Many
good and earnest refractionists have not actively
identified themselves with this body because of the
disparaging criticisms which have at times crept
into our optical columns. But have these criticisms
been merited ? We should, in the interest of jus-
tice, take a dispassionate view of existing con-
ditions.

First, has organization value? It is agreed
that the influences for progress and higher stand-
ards which have been wielded by State optical
societies, have been farreaching ; hundreds have
been awakened from self-sufficient lethargy and
spurred on to well-directed and analytical activity
through these agencies. And it is a known fact
that a large number of these organizations had
their inception and received their inspiration
through the national body ; and the future will
show that strong influences for .moulding public
sentiment and educating it to the realization that
a new profession was asserting itself by virtue of
valid claims for exceptional proficiency and valu-
able scientific research emanated from this body
of pioneers. Let every man who is identified with
optometry therefore give the American Associa-
tion that moral and financial support which the
small requirements of membership impose and
thereby contribute towards strengthening the
power of an organization which is advocating a
cause that has so much to commend it.

By general consent it seems a foregone conclu-
sion that the convention of 1906 shall be held
east of the Alleghany Mountains. New York,
Rochester, Buffalo and Washington have been
suggested. In honor of its first president, Charles
Lembke, of New York, now deceased, New York
has been strongly urged, and the meetings could
possibly be held at some of the nearby resorts.
This should be given consideration. But who
shall be chosen chief executive? Throughout this
country the efficient yet dignified legislative cam-
paign which has for several years been carried on
in the State of New York has been watched with
deep interest by the optometrists. The untiring
efforts of B. B. Clark, of Rochester, N. Y., presi-
dent of the New York Optical Society, have made
him a conspicuous figure in the optical world. For
years he has been a valued member of the Ameri-
can Association, and he is in every way fitted to
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assume the duties of its executive officer. Let the
slogan at Minneapolis, therefore, be " Rochester
and Clark," and let every optometrist who is
interested in the betterment of his profession be-
come an enthusiastic member of the association
and assist in laying the foundation of a structure of
which all will be proud, for the day will come
when the annual meetings of the optometrists will
be as valuable to science as those of the now
recognized professions.

Yours truly,
Dayton, Ohio JOHN C. EBERHARDT.

Many of our readers will recognize in the
accompanying portrait the familiar features of
B. B. Clark, of Rochester, N. Y., whose name is
most prominently mentioned in connection with thepresidency of the
American Associ-
ation of Opticians
for the year 1905-
1906. Mr. Clark
was one of the
pioneers in optical
organization, and
time and obstacles
to be overcome
have only in-
creased his enthu-
siasm. He was
actively identified
with the national
organization since
its inception,being
a charter mem-
ber and subsequently serving the association in
many capacities, always doing earnest, effective
work. He has been especially prominent as an
organization leader in his own State, and until last
month was president of the New York State Optical
Society. His intelligent management of the fight
for optical legislation in the Empire State elicited
universal eulogy. He is also prominent in the
Rochester Optical Society, and has clone much to
attain for that city its advanced position in the
world of optics.

B. B. Clark

The Minnesota State Board of
Examiners in Optometry

This board met in the State Capitol Building,
St. Paul, May 24th and 25th, for routine business
and for the examination of candidates for license
to practice in the State. A class of twenty-three
were present, of whom ten secured the necessary
percentage to entitle them to the license. The
following are the 'successful ones : J. L. Cross,
Campbell, Minn.; Chas. Jordan, St. Paul, Minn.;
R. D. N. Springer, Anoka, Minn.; W. H. Pletsch,
Lake City, Minn.; Frank E. Selner, Fosston,
Minn.; C. M. Frazier, EdiUa Mills, A. M. Ander-
son, V. E. Verme, C. P. Nelson and P. A.
Thamer, of Minneapolis.

Secretary Snell reported the conviction of
A. C. Billon, Detroit, Minn., of practicing in vio-
lation of the optometry law, and the imposition of
a fine of $20 and costs. He is after a few others,
whom he expects to convict shortly, and wishes to
impress upon the minds of local optometrists the
necessity for interesting themselves to the extent
of reporting cases of violation of the law, and of
striving to obtain sufficient evidence against offend-
ers. He will be pleased to answer inquiries in
regard to this matter.

Illinois Optical Society

A special meeting of the Illinois Optical
Society is called for July 22(1, at 4 P.M., in the office
of President Rogers, room 406, Trude Building,
Chicago, to listen to the report of the legislative
committee.
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Pinhole Photography

IIE wonderful perfection to which pin-
hole photography has been brought
in recent years, has created univer-

sal interest in this fascinating branch of the
photographic art, The following excellent
paper on this subject was recently read before
the Troy, N. Y., Camera Club by Henry D.
Watson, an expert in pinhole picture-taking:

Those , camera enthusiasts
who imagine the pinhole
camera to be something
new in the photographic

art, will no doubt be surprised, if they will
take the trouble to look it up, to find that
the pinhole camera instead of being a new
thing is really more than three hundred years
old.

Of pinhole photography, as we know it
at the present day, its inventor knew abso-
lutely nothing. It was his glory to point out
the way, leaving it to others to develop its
possibilities. Just as the old hand-printing
presses and hand-set types have been laid
aside to make room for more modern inven-
tions, so has the pinhole camera been laid
aside, but like those old neglected presses
and types it has not been forgotten, and to-
day it is admitted and recognized as having
some merits which its devotees claim to out-
rival modern photography.

We have heard so much
A Great Fascination of the photographic lens,

and have depended so
much upon it when making pictures, that
there is a great fascination in the idea of
being able to make pictures without a lens.
Let us see what are the claims made by the
enthusiast who practices pinhole photogra-
phy: First, absolute truthfulness of the scene
depicted. In this respect no image-forming
device known can compare with the pinhole.
In its action the light passing through the
little aperture is literally rectigraphic. No
known lens, however, composed or corrected,
is absolutely rectillinear under all tests and
conditions. The pinhole is. Correctly used
it renders the lines of objects with geometrical
accuracy, exactly as perfect human vision
sees them. Another advantage is, focusing
the image is not necessary. With a lens this
difficulty is constantly asserting itself. For
each given distance there is only one point at
which the lens will work and only one size of
picture that it will give. With the pinhole
these limitations disappear.

There is no need of focusing at all, ex-
cept so far as it includes the inclusiveness of
the picture, and so far as the angle of view is
concerned will include a much wider angle
than any photographic lens will do. A good
wide angle lens will do well if it will take in

Pinhole
Photography
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an angle of 70 or 75 degrees, but with a pin-
hole it is an easy matter to take in J30 de-
grees or even more.

Another point of advantage is in the
equality of effect which it gives to all parts
of the picture. It must be a good lens that
will produce a picture quite equal all over.
But the pinhole gives us this in all classes.
In fact, the pinhole puts out of account all
the drawbacks that we associate with lenses—
curvature or field, distortion astigmatism,
etc. Consequently, the definition is just as
good at the edge of the plate as it is at the
center.

A description of pinhole photography
would hardly be complete without a reference
to the cheapness of the apparatus used. A
well-known writer on photography has said,
and I think you all will agree with me when
I assert he has truly said, " that the most
costly brass and glass will not guarantee the
production of an artistic photograph." So,
on the other hand, neither will the entire
absence of brass and glass shut us out from
the obtaining of an artistic photograph. And
when we remember the pleasure of amateur
photography is not for the wealthy few, but
a hobby of the most democratic sort, then
the question of cheapness is one of impor-
tance. In pinhole photography the expense
is almost purely one of plates.

You can make a pinhole
picture with your own bel-
lows camera if you wish to
experiment, or you can

make a special pinhole camera. If you use
your bellows camera insert the pinhole in
place of the lens board, the making of the
pinhole being hereafter described. If you
make your own pinhole camera, secure a box
that is perfectly light-tight and paint the in-
side of it black. About three-quarters back
from the front of the box on each side insert
two grooves which you are to use as your
plate holder. No matter where you place
these grooves, your pictures are bound to be
in focus. The closer they are to the pinhole,
however, the larger will be the subject on the
plate. Over the pinhole on the front of the
camera arrange a shutter, got up after an
idea of your own.

The most important and critical part of
our work is the making of the pinhole. This
is so, because success in pinhole photography
depends upon the perfection and care with
which the aperture is made through which
the image is produced. While some sort
of a picture can be made by simply piercing
a piece of tin foil with the point of a pin,
securing a good picture by means of the pin-
hole camera, is altogether another matter.
The little aperture must, in its way, be a
work of art, and it is almost impossible to
take too much care in the making of it.

Before proceeding to de-
The Little Aperture scribe the making of the

little aperture, let us see
what we want and what is essential to have
in Order to meet with success in our under-
taking. First, we want a hole, very small,

The Pinhole
Camera
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in its area. So very small that it will permit
only the most delicate pencils of rays from
each of the points of the view to pass
through it, because if more than the most
delicate pencil is provided for, the streams
of rays coming from contiguous points in the
view and spreading as they go would overlap
each other by the time they reach the sensi-
tive plate and make a hazy impression, and
the resulting picture would lack clearness and
definition of detail.

The hole must also be perfectly round
and clean. Too much attention cannot be
paid to this point. There must be no ragged
edges to interfere with the even distribution
of rays. If care is not taken in regard to
this, the consequence will at once be seen in
the uneveness of the definition and light in
the resulting plate.

One more important thing is the thick-
ness of material with which we work. It is
important to have a hole, the edges of which
are extremely thin. This is a condition quite
as necessary to the perfection of the pinhole
as any other. This is vital to the perfect
working of a pinhole camera for two reasons:
To secure elasticity of focus and capability
of working at a wide angle, and also to re-
duce as far as possible the reflection of rays
from the interior of the pinhole. If all other
things are right and the reflection done away
with or neutralized, there is no reason why
pictorial effects of exquisite beauty cannot
be obtained with a pinhole camera, provided
you have a pictorial subject.

Now, how do we go to
To Get a Pinhole work to get a pinhole

complying with the above
requirements ? The best material to use is a
piece of soft copper or brass about one-half
inch square, as thin as can be obtained. Lay
it on a flat surface and with a punch make a
slight indention on it. Turn it over and you
will see on the reverse side a rough edge
about the hole. Rub this rough edge on a
fine oil stone until it is down level. In the
center of this small circle you will have a
spot where the metal can easily be pierced.
Now take a small needle and press it gently
on the thin metal until the point just comes
through, keeping the plate lying flat while
you are doing this. You will notice on the
reverse side that where the needle has come
through there is a burr raised. Cut this off
with a sharp knife and rub it down level once
more on the stone. Use a No. 8 or to needle
to do the piercing, as may be desired. Care-
fully work out the hole a little at a time, rub-
bing off the burr each time until you have
the sized hole required. Look at it under
a magnifying glass, and if you have done
your work skillfully you will find in the plate
a perfectly smooth, round hole just the size
of the needle selected. To dull the brilliancy
of the edge, expose the pinhole on either
side to the flames of sulphur, or heat the
plate hot and plunge quickly into a solution
of nitrate of silver. Attaching this plate to
the camera we are now ready to take pictures.

After loading your camera take it to a
point where you think it will make a good
picture, and expose it for about fifty seconds
or longer on a bright day as a beginner.
Develop as usual, and no doubt, if you have
done your work well, you will be astonished
at the result.
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Annual Meeting of the New York
State Optical Society

HE tenth annual meeting of the New York
State Optical Society was held at Roches-
ter on June 20th. When President Clark
called the meeting to order about seventy

members had enrolled, an increase over last year's
attendance at Syracuse. The meetings during the
day were held in the big assembly room of the
Chamber of Commerce, while the banquet in the
evening was held at the Rochester Club.

In the absence from the city of the mayor,
Corporation Counsel Webb, at his request, made
the opening address of welcome. He said that
Rochester was proud of her position as the leading
manufacturing center of optical goods in this
country, as well as being prominent in other lines.
He also referred to the Mechanics' Institute, with
four thousand students enrolled and created largely
through the benefactions of Major Lomb, of the
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., and George East-
man, of the Eastman Kodak Company, an institu-
tion which Rochester was justly proud of.

A letter was then read from the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co. stating that they would be
pleased to extend any possible courtesies to any
of the visitors who cared to visit their factory.
Owing to the press of business that took up the
whole time of the two sessions, it was impossible
to accept this invitation in a body. The invitation,
however, was received with applause, showing that
it was thoroughly appreciated.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and
approved, and the treasurer then made what he
characterized as probably the best financial show-
ing ever made in the history of the society.
Although the dues had been raised from $1.00 to
$3.00, almost the entire membership of 250 had
paid up and only.tnio resignations had been re-
ceived during the year ; consequently, quite a snug
balance remained after all bills had been paid.
This made an auspicious opening for the day's
business and imparted a genuine feeling of enthu-
siasm that ran through the whole session. During
the day sixteen new members were enrolled.

The reports of committees fol-
lowed. Chairman Bissell, on

mittee Report behalf of the executive com-
mittee, reviewed the work of

the year. He told of the money specially raised
for assisting in securing legislation. Speaking of
the work done along this line, he said:

I am justified in the opinion that the Optical
Society of the State of New York has done more
to elevate optometry and bring it into high repute
by its legislative efforts in the past three years than
can be estimated. The literature it has had printed
and placed in the hands of every legislature and
almost every physician in the State, not once but
again and again, and our representation at Albany,
has been an advertisement for every optometrist
which he could not have secured by individual
effort at ten times the cost. We have gained the
respect of the greater part of the physicians of the
State, not for the society only but for its individual
members ; so that while we may have failed to
secure the sought-for legislation, we have obtained
that which should prove of far greater value,
namely, the respect and confidence of those to
whom we must turn for our support—the general
public.

He also referred to the adoption of the mini-
mum price-list and of charging for examinations.

Under new business, an amendment was offered
to the by-laws, providing for a board of directors
as called for under the State charter. Messrs.
Cross, Arrington and Fuller were named as a

Executive Corn.

nominating committee to suggest new officers.
The advisability of merging the duties of secretary
and treasurer and have these performed by one
man, was discussed, but a motion to this effect
was lost.

National
Association
Invited

Henry Kirstein then made a
motion that the State Society
support the Rochester Optical
Society in its invitation to the
American Association to hold

its next annual session in Rochester. The resolu-
tion prevailed unanimously, • as it was the general
feeling that Rochester was the best, in fact, the
ideal place for the National Association to meet
again, after a lapse of some seven years.

On motion of Mr. Arrington the society then
adopted, without a dissenting vote, the code of
ethics recently framed and adopted by the Rochester
Society, which was the first optical society to formu-
late such a code, in this country. In seconding the
motion, A. Martin said he hoped the time would
soon come when the optometrists and opticians of

W. W. Bissell

all the big cities would have societies on the lines
of the Rochester Society, and when the two classes,
the refractionists and dispensing men would con-
solidate with mutual interests and aims, and that
those who did not come in would be regarded as
commercial and professional outcasts.

Mr. Bissell then called attention
Advertising Papers to the little paper entitled
for Opticians Ofitomehy that had been re-

cently started with the idea of
not only providing a good advertising medium for
the optician to distribute to his local patrons, but
also designed to be circulated among the physicians
to inform them of the character of the work being
done by optometrists, and thus appeal for the sup-
port of the general medical practitioner. He stated
that it had already proved its value, and he ap-
pealed to members to support it. This appeal was
earnestly supported by Mr. Arrington, who said
this paper would be of great value, be a help to the
legislative committee and assist in passing a bill.
Mr. Martin also gave the paper a qualified endorse-

ment. Dealers who are interested can obtain copies
and full particulars by addressing A. Jay Cross, of

New York, who has the publication in charge.

Quite a number gave in their cards for it during

the meeting, and it is hoped that enough will do

so to permit its being sent to all the physicians in
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the State, besides the number given to the sub-
scribers for local distribution.

On motion, President Clark was then elected
to represent the society at the coming meeting of
the National Association.

The afternoon session was
Papers Read largely given over to the read-

ing of papers and their dis-
cussion. A. Jay Cross was the

first speaker, and his subject " Opportunities for
Optometrists " gave him a wild field to cover, and
he handled the subject in his usual able manner.
He referred to the great development that the
refractionists had made in recent years, and how
they were steadily rising to a higher plane along
educational and ethical lines. This was best evi-
denced by the character of their contributions to
the trade papers, and in the papers read and
their discussions in the many optical society meet-
ings. The speaker urged further advancement
until the optometrists would come nearer the goal
the best men in the calling were earnestly striv-
ing for.

The next paper was of an extremely practical
sort. It was delivered by Briggs S. Palmer, the
bright young optometrist, of Boston, and was
designed to show what great use and value a cash
register could be to the optician's office and work-
shop. We hope to reproduce this interesting
paper in these columns.

The third speaker was Alexander Martin, of
Philadelphia, New York and Buffalo, who discussed
" Optical Legislation or the Relations which should
exist between Oculist and Optometrist." Mr.
Martin is a member of the legislative committe of
the society, and his work in this connection well
qualified him to handle this interesting and impor-
tant topic of general interest, and he handled it in
an able and forceful manner. He began by refer-
ing to the strained relations that had and do exist
between these classes. While allowing the rights
of the oculist to fit glasses and treat diseases of
the eye, by right of the law and in many cases of
qualification, Ile contended that the optician had
also a right by reason first of priority and second
by reason of his knowledge. He referred to the
fact that originally the optician was the only one
who fitted glasses, and that for a hundred years
after Franklin had adopted the valuable aid of
glasses to assist failing eyesight, the medical men
had neglected their opportunities in this particular
branch.

Coming to more recent times, he credited the
optical societies with being the main factors in de-
veloping a higher knowledge of optics among
opticians as a whole and particularly their mem-
bership. This, he contended, was not a medical
work, but more largely a question of applied
mathematics. He quoted Dr. Edward Jackson as
showing how little training the regular medical
course gave to this subject, some thirty-two hours
in the whole course, and which left the graduate
totally unfit to practice this particular branch with-
out a necessary post-graduate course in an eye
institute.

Mr. Martin then advocated the need of a regu-

lar optical college that would give a thorough
course in optics of about two years' study ; also
the establishment by the optical societies in cities
of a free clinic for poor patients, with examinations
free and glasses at a nominal charge. He stated
he had on his books the names of about 550
doctors, and contended that there could be mutual
interchange of clients of advantage to both parties ;

that the doctors should send all cases of refractive

errors to the optometrist and he, in turn, be able to

(Continued on page 1181)

and Discussed
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Important Expansion in the Optical
Industry

New Company and Plant for the Manufacture of
Astronomical and Engineering Instruments

and Instruments of Precision

An epoch in the optical industry in the country
will date from the recent incorporation of the
Bausch, Lomb, Saegmuller Co., of Rochester,N.Y.,
for the manufacture of engineering, astronomical,
physical and other instruments of precision. For
the information of such of our readers as are not
familiar with the name of Mr. Saegmuller, we will
state that he has been engaged at Washington,D.C.,
since 1890, in the manufacture of engineering and
astronomical instruments, succeeding Frauth & Co.,
the most famous makers in the country. In his own
explanation of the consolidation he says : " Because
of the close relations already existing between the
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. and myself, it was
deemed advantageous to form a business associa-
tion with them under the firm-name of Bausch,
Lomb, Saegmuller Co.; and Since Rochester offers
many advantages for the production of instruments
of precision, my plant has been transferred there
and installed in the quarters recently erected by the
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., where will be avail-
able all the facilities afforded by the modern, up-to-
date manufacturing building."

The Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. will be the
sales agents for the entire product of the new
company. Mr. Saegmuller will be active manager
of the corporation, and associated with him in the
management will be his two sons, John L. and
Fred., the latter of whom is now in Europe gather-
ing facts relative to the latest developments in
scientific instruments. It is stated to be the inten-
tion to establish a scientific bureau for computa-
tion and research on the lines of the celebrated
Carl Zeiss works, of Jena, the results to be available
both to the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. and the
Bausch, Lomb, Saegmuller Co.

Some adequate idea of the reputation achieved
by George N. Saegmuller in this country and
abroad and the importance of his work may be
gained from this sketch of his career:

Many observatories in this country and abroad
have been equipped by Mr. Saegmuller. The
Chamberlin Observatory in Denver possesses in
the large equatorial of twenty inches aperture one
of the finest instruments in the country. Finding
circles, now universally used, were devised by him
for this instrument and first used, together with
many other improvements since adopted by all
other makers.

The 12-inch equatorial in the Georgetown
College, Washington, built by Mr. Saegmuller, was
the first instrument ever made to record all obser-
vations photographically, while the photographic
transit of 9-inch aperture and the zenith telescope
of 6-inch aperture are perhaps the first instruments
made in this particular line. He has also erected
equatorials of 12-inch aperture at Valkenburg, Hol-
land ; the new Naval Observatory, Washington;
the observatory of Brown University, Providence;
the Catholic University of America, Washington ;
the Boston University, and a great many smaller
universities all over the country.

The largest scope made by Mr. Saegmuller
was one of 24-inch aperture, which went to Manila,
Philippine Islands. It had just been erected when
Dewey destroyed the Spanish fleet ; several balls
went through the dome, but fortunately missed
the instrument itself.

One of the specialties of the firm was the pro-
duction of accurate graduations. The two auto-
matic dividing engines which are just being erected
in the fire-proof vault at the new Bausch & Lomb
building and to which very soon a third will be
added, are among the most accurate ever con-
structed. This is evidenced by the Cincinnati
meridian circle, which was put in fifteen years ago
and of which Dr. Porter, the director, says that its
accuracy is so great that graduation errors are not
taken into account. The large circles at the new
Naval Observatory and at Princeton have the same
reputation.

As the circles which are used on engineering
instruments are graduated on the same engines, it
is not to be wondered at that the engineering
instruments made by Saegmuller have long been
known as among the very best. To the engineer-
ing world Mr. Saegmuller is perhaps best known
as the inventor of the solar attachment bearing
his name. By means of this small instrument,

which can be attached to any transit, the astro-
nomical meridian can be determined by a single
observation with all the accuracy required for
accurate land surveys. This little solar is in use
all over this country, Canada and Mexico, and does
away with the unreliable compass needle.

A new branch was added to the business by
the upbuilding of the new navy. Before the
Spanish War, Admiral—then Captain—Sampson
was the chief in the bureau of ordnance of the
navy department, and to his foresight must be
ascribed, the fact that the American navy not only
has the best guns but also the best gunners. No
navy in the world has a record of sixteen hits in
sixteen shots at a distance of nearly two miles
with guns that throw shells eight inches in diame-
ter' a distance of eight miles. Admiral Sampson
was the first to recognize the fact that the old
open sights had to be abandoned and telescopic
sights substituted. He intrusted the problem to
Mr. Saegmuller, who has since then step by step
improved the telescopic sights so that we now have
not only the best guns and gunners but also the
best sights.

The new firm will be kept busy for a long time
making the sights for the navy.

In order to shoot well, the distance of the ob-
ject which is to be hit must be known ; this calls
for an instrument which measures this distance,
called a range finder ; the so-called national range
finder has been perfected, which gives admirable
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results by using the depression of the horizon. It
is used at a great height from the water in the
military top ; as it is not always convenient to
mount to so great a height, a new instrument is
now being built which can be used anywhere,
which will be first used during the annual target
practice next September.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry

The Rhode Island Society of Optometry held
its regular monthly meeting at Providence, R. I.,
on Monday evening, June 5th. The secretary read
the report of the cominittee appointed to revise the
by-laws. The committee made several changes
and additions, nearly all of which were accepted by
the society. H. Fellman, of Woonsocket, who
represented the society at the annual convention of
the New England Association of Opticians, in
Boston, May t6th and 17th, gave a detailed and
interesting account of the convention. After some
discussion, all of which was in favor of the society's
holding outings during the summer, the president
appointed Frederick L. Blair (chairman), Herbert
P. Blake and Clarence L. Holmes as a committee
to arrange for them. The president declared an
intermission to partake of a salad supper. Ad-
journment was then taken until the first Monday in
October. Those most prominent in the discus-
sions during the evening were H. D. Murray and
Frederick L. Blair, of Providence ; S. I. Dodge
and T. H. Tarbox, of Pawtucket, and W. J. Davis,
of Woonsocket.

The Minnesota State Optometrists'
Association

The summer meeting of the above association
will be held during the meeting of the American
Association of Opticians, at Minneapolis, July 24th
to 27th. Only routine business, acceptance of new
members and hearing reports of committees will
be attended to. The instructive part of the agenda
will be included in the programme of the American
Association's convention. Several leading opto-
metrists of this section will be heard at the
national reunion, and they may be relied upon
to do credit to themselves and to the organization
which they will represent. It is expected that
every member of the State body will attend so that
the promise of a strong local rally may be well
vindicated.

Detroit Optometry Club

Opticians of Detroit, Mich., to the number of
about thirty, recently organized the Detroit Opto-
metry Club, the object of which is to promote the
interests of the members of the optical profession
III the city. Pursuant to this purpose, the new body
will naturally give its support to the bill recently
introduced in the legislature at Lansing, which pro-
vides for the creation of a State board of exami-
ners for oculists and opticians. Both of these
branches of the profession, it is said, are co-operat-
ing in an effort to obtain a measure that will be

mutually satisfactory. Originally, it appears, the

oculists had prepared a bill hostile to the opticians,

but more amicable counsel prevailed and it was
subsequently quashed. The following are the

officers of the new club : President, A. W. Kludt,

of Roehm & Son ; vice-president, N. K. Standart ;

secretary, Fred. R. Preston ; treasurer, David B.
Thompson, Johnston Optical Company.
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determine, by use of the ophthalmoscope, the
presence of disease and to send all such cases to
the oculist. He said when the medical profession
would be made acquainted with the real knowledge
optometrists possessed, the friction would disap-
pear and the battle for the rights of the opto-
metrist would be half over at least.

Following the reading of the
papers, Mr. Arrington gave an
outline of the experience of the
legislative committee who had

represented (he society at Albany. Hs asserted
that they meant to continue their efforts till their
bill was passed. This was greeted with applause.
Mr. Arrington then pointed to the fact that they
had not been confronted by the well-known ocu-
lists of the State ; but the opposition was of the
weakest sort, and largely furnished by the dispens-
ing opticians who had organized for that purpose
at the dictation of the medical society.

As the question of giving of rebates to oculists
by the dispensing opticians had been pretty well
ventilated during the discussion, the question was
asked by Mr. Palmer as to the attitude of the New
York society on this subject. Answering the query,
Mr. Arrington offered the following resolution,
which was uanimously adopted : "That this
society deprecates the payment of a commission in
any form to physicians for sending prescriptions or
cases to its members."

The nominating committee
New Officers made its report, and its recom-

mendations were adopted by
vote as follows : President, W.W. Bissell, Roches-
ter ; vice-president, E. Leroy Ryer, New York;
secretary, Roger F. Williams, Buffalo ; treasurer,
F. E. Robbins, Elmira ; executive committee:
H. C. Watts, Syracuse ; E. V. Syrcher, Buffalo;
E. C. Shephard, Pen Yan ; F. A. Elmer, Hudson;
George Bausch, Rochester, and A. M. Kenny,
Utica. The new president later announced the
following legislative committee : E. E. Arrington,
Rochester ; A. Jay Cross, New • York ; B. B.
Clark, Rochester ; A.Martin, New York ; S. Stern,
Kingston, and Chas. F. Prentice, New York. The
officers and members of the executive committee
were elected as a board of directors. The newly-
elected president, Mr. Bisse II, was then called for, and
after thanking them for the honor conferred upon
him, solicited the earnest support of all the mem-
bers for not only himself and fellow officials, but
especially for the legislative committee, as much
hard work would still be needed to achieve success
in this work. After a vote of thanks had been
given to the retiring executive and legislative
committees for the splendid work they performed,
during the past year and also to the several
speakers who had prepared papers for this meet-
ing, the convention came to a close with the
announcement to meet at the Rochester Club for
the banquet.

During the day the members had, an opportu-
nity, which about all embraced, to examine the
workings of the new stigmatometer, recently
placed on the market by F. A. Hardy & Co.
The instrument was exhibited by the E. Kirstein
Sons Co., who are selling agents for it in this
section. This firm had secured the presence of
Chas. Chambers Inskeep, of Chicago, to explain
the principles and demonstrate the operation of the
instrument and Mr. Inskeep spent a busy day, as

Doings at
Albany

K EYSTON

the members were greatly interested in this new
combined objective and subjective testing instru-
ment. Harry De Zeng, of the De Zeng Optical
Co., of Philadelphia, also exhibited his new
ophthalmo-retinoscope, a very clever improved
ophthalmoscope.

Between sessions the out-of-town visitors were
entertained by the local dealers. Henry Kirstein,
the well-known jobber, carried off a score of his
friends and patrons to the Eureka Club, one of the
largest in the city, where he had provided a
splendid luncheon ; while the other dealers divided
up in parties around other clubs and hotel cafes
and again, as so often before, sustained the reputa-
tion the Rochester opticians have established for
delightful fellowship and entertainment.

After partaking of the courtesies
The of the club house between the
Banquet afternoon session and the hour

set for the banquet, the mem-
bers and guests assembled in the club banqueting
hall and arranged themselves about a number of
tables of varying sizes, that afforded the grouping
of congenial companions. The dinner was up to
the club's well-known standard. During the ser-
vice an orchestra fur.nished instrumental music and
the company vocal music and otherwise. Messrs.
Arrington and Mincer were called on, and rendered
catchy solos with a general butt-in on the chorus,
and all had a jolly good time. After the repast,
retiring President Clark, acting as toastmaster,
called for several impromptu little talks. Ex-Presi-
dent A. Jay Cross got off a Depew-Choate story
that made a hit. Wm. J. Berm told how a brass
band at the depot, on his arrival, had raised hopes of
Rochester breaking all records in the reception line,
but he soon discovered the band was for some out-
going "Shriners " and not for incoming optical
delegates. He referred to the leadership the local
society had occupied in optical organization, first
in creating a successful, harmonious body of local
dealers of alt classes, next in formulating a mini-
mum price-list that was being adopted all over the
countny, and more recently in formulating a code
of ethics which, too, was being appropriated by
other societies to the credit of its originators. He
told of how anxious other States were for the suc-
cess of legislative effort in New York, and expressed
the hope that they would soon reap the reward
they merited by persistent effort.

Alexander Martin's remarks, after a few
humorous stories, were directed to the theme
nearest his heart—legislation—and embraced his
well-known views on this topic. He was followed
by E. l. Bissell, M.D., of Rochester, the leading
oculist of the city and one of the foremost in the
State. His remarks were listened to with the
closest attention, as all recognized the significance
of the presence of such a man on such an occasion.
The doctor spoke as follows : " I wish that many
oculists could be here and look over the men I
claim are very nearly their associates. I think there
would be a different feeling if they could see the
present class of opticians. I think the present
feeling of friction between opticians and physicians
will be done away with in five years if you con-
tinue your present scientific progress. I believe
the solution will come from equipment on your
part. There is one thing that conquers in this
world and that is ability, and if the physicians of
to-day call you hard names they will come to
respect you. The dignity that will come to you
with this equipment will give you satisfaction in
your work and recognition from the laity. There
is a certain amount of odium arising from some of
the men who went around peddling and swindling,
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but this is being eliminated by you men, and the
doctrine of evolution as touching every phase of
life will work out a solution of these problems as
it has others."

The doctor's remarks were received with
warm applause, as was also the next speaker,
Philip Conboy, M.D., another prominent oculist,
of Rochester, who said : " You are antagonized
by the medical profession, as I antagonized you
once because I knew nothing about you. I now
know different, because I have seen of the good
work done by the opticians of Rochester. Success
conies to most men from opportunity. I think a
good way for all opticians is to be faithful to your
patients and to yourselves. In the past you have
hurt yourself by giving glasses in some cases where
they were not required, but that, too, is passing.
I don't believe in passing a law that will give men
a certificate of qualification simply because they
are now in business. Make every man first qualify
and thus shut out the men who are not qualified.
I don't consider that any general practitioner
knows anything about the eye, and I have never
heard of one that claimed that he did. I hope the
time will soon come when even the oculist will
have to pass an examination before he can practice
optometry, and I shall be glad if the optician will
will soon obtain the fair rights he is entitled to."

The tables in the center of the room were then
removed, and a most interesting and instructive
lecture and demonstration was delivered by J.
Earnest Woodland, a brilliant young professor of
the Rochester Mechanics' Institute. This part of
the entertainment was provided for by the gene-
rosity of the E. Kirstein Sons Co., who were at
its close given a rousing vote of thanks.

Prof. Woodland first explained the theory of
ether and sound and light waves, and followed this
by a demonstration of some of the possibilities of
wireless telegraphy, with the apparatus a dozen
feet apart and his body interposed between, show-
ing that such did not interfere with the transmis-
sion. He fired off a tube containing a cloud of
thin paper wafers over the crowd by wave trans-
mission. He likewise ignited pieces of gun cotton
without direct connection other than the ether
waves, and several other equally as wonderful acts.
He then took up the development of liquid gases,
and showed what could be done, as the result of
modern scientific research. If anything, these
demonstrations with liquid gases were even more
startling than those with wireless telegraphy, and
left the audience on the tip-toe of expectancy as
to what was to follow. The professor showed
himself to be a master of both lines of research,
and afforded one of the most entertaining features
ever introduced at an optical gathering. It was
near midnight when he was through, and the
company disbanded to the strains of "Auld Lang
Syne."

Texas Optical Association

The annual convention of the Texas State
Optical Association will be held in Houston, Tex.,
Monday and Tuesday, July 24th and 25th. A very
interesting programme is being arranged. Lec-
tures, short talks and papers by prominent opticians
in Texas and other States will be features of the
meeting. The committee is endeavoring to make
this the best meeting ever held by the association.
Reduced rates will be given by all the leading
railroads of the State. All members, as well as all
those desiring to become members, are urged to
attend. The officers anticipate one of the largest
and most intersting meetings of the society yet held.
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New Findings in Ophthalmology

In this little monograph Dr. E. H. I Iazen, of
Des Moines, Iowa, gives his conclusions from his
experience with asthenopia. After a preliminary
exposition of the elementary principles underlying
the treatment of heterophoria the doctor gives the
result of his examination of the eye muscles df 502
children (age, ro to 16 years) in the Des Moines
schools in the following table:

ESOPHORIA EXOPHORIA

Deg. No. Deg. No.

11
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
19
20
25

67
68
42
:17

11
9
3
6
3
1

2
3
4
5
6
8
9
12

37
41
12
6

2 106
4

22%

HYPERPHORIA

Deg. No.

1
01
11,

114
2

half-inch wide. On front of this second plate is
screwed a groove through which the battery of
prisms is passed with a set screw to hold them
when necessary. The horizontal bar can be run
into the slot right or left, making it " reversible,"
and the test can be made over either eye as desired.

There are two sets of prism batteries ; one with
base on side with intervals of one degree, fifteen in
number, for lateral exercise, running up for inter-
nal muscles and down for external muscles ; the
other set is increasing by g°, with base up and at
right angles to the length of the battery, for verti-
cal exercise. Four square prisms, 5°, io°, 15° and

200 These are put in a
portable case.

With this instrument
all of the tests, both for
—phoria and strength of
all the muscles (excepting
the oblique) can be taken
in less than fifteen minutes.
The muscular strength of
the muscles should be
taken twice. The prisms

70q are run up and down in
the groove. In duction a
much greater stimulus is
given to the muscle when
the prism before the eye is
changed successively, in a
smooth manner and in a
line at right angles to its
axes. At first, when the
muscle is lame, the amount
of deduction is small and
when attained the lights
part quickly, but as the

treatment progresses and innervation is bettered,
the lights part more slowly. Towards the end of
the treatment, to insure unfailing ability and a high
standard of force, a series of jumps and other ex-
ercises are instituted to insure full tone and power
for all requirements. When this is done, there is
not much relapsing where there is not much
heterophoria. When the externi are to be exer-
cised, gc. intervals are applied ; the instrument
meeting this requirement. Adduction is carried
to 500 in all cases, and sometimes to 6o°, and even
to 7o°.

The writer has used this instrument since 1896
III the treatment of muscular asthenopia, having at
that time settled into the discipline of the muscles
by the method here described and used it in the
examination of the schools.

It is found that the asthenopic symptoms are
not at all commensurate with the imbalance of the
ocular muscles ; that Mere are as many suffering
from these symptoms with orthophoria as any with
heterophoria, and he has made this conclusion:
that asthenopia is an affection of the nerves or the
brain center, and that heterophoria is made mani-
fest by some disorder of the innervation.

RECAPITULATION
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From this examination the doctor concludes
that in the study of these muscles the heterophoria
is a treacherous guide for diagnosing or treatment
of asthenopic symptoms, as about one-half of the
children had no trouble with their eyes. On the
other side, he believes that there are many who
have orthophoria and, nevertheless, are suffering
severely with asthenopic symptoms. Such cases
he has relieved frequently from all annoying symp-
toms by his method of exercise, which, together
with his instrument, he describes as follows:

The points the author deems necessary in
the examination and treatment of the extrinsic
muscles are:

First. Smooth manipulation, steady and on
straight lines, as these muscles are very susceptible
to inaccuracies of movement and will not answer
correctly when proper care is not exercised.

Second. The prisms should be carried before
the eye in succession of small intervals, and with
corresponding jumps, which stimulate the muscle
to its best powers.

Third. The tests should be made with prisms,
cylinders or rods with exact axes.

Fourth. The instrument should be constructed
on the level and the plumb, and the apertures
through which the person examined looks, should
not be so large that the head may be allowed to
get out of primary position.

The author has constructed an instrument upon
these principles and named it the Kratometer. It
combines the necessary tests for the discovery of
the —phoria, the strength of all the muscles except
the oblique, together with the means of treatment
of all the muscles by gymnastics. The simplicity
of its mechanism is not the least of its merits. It
consists of a standard made of piping with a set
screw made adjustable to a table. The rod carry-
ing the effective part of the instrument is run into
this tube and adjusted at the proper height by a set
screw. At the head of the instrument there is a
cup-shaped opening, a half inch in diameter ; half
an inch beyond this plate there is a second plate
with a like hole. On the first plate there is a slot
into which a horizontal bar, carrying a slide with
red glass, Maddox prism, Maddox rod both hori-
zontal and vertical are placed. Pupillary distance
is easily regulated. At the left end of the slide
another cup is made with like aperture, and a disk
of prisms, four in number and a blank, is made to
revolve and bring a prism over the cup hole. The
prisms are 5°, 200, 15° and 200. Between the first
and second plate there is a shoulder to place an
inch-and-a-half-square prism on, in the space of

19%
59,4
22%

100,4

The reviewer must state that this finding is not
entirely new, as many authorities before Dr. Hazen
have called attention to the faulty innervation as
the cause of asthenopia and even have used gym-
nastic exercises with prisms for the cure of this
trouble. The new point, however, is this : that
the doctor uses the prismatic exercise without
regard to the muscular balance, for he stimu-
lates the adductor muscles even if the tests
show esophoria and he admits that in some
patients who were perfectly relieved the hetero-
phoria even increased under the treatment. He
is convinced

that a prolific source of inflammations of the eye is
from muscular asthenopia, wherein there was a
deficiency of innervation as the first cause. The
hyperemia which almost always accompanies
muscular asthenopia, which, it is reasonable to
suppose, would eventually result in some form of
inflammation, is very soon cleared up ; the dull,
soggy expression so often seen in these cases
vanishes in less than ten treatments, without an
outward application, and the eyes brighten up as
by magic.

The reviewer believes that here some due
allowance must be made to the convictions of an
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enthusiast, but he also is convinced that there is a
great deal of truth in the doctor's remarks and
that it will be wise for many of our readers to try
his method in some obstinate cases of asthenopia.

Indiana Optical Society
The Indiana Optical Society met at the Deni-

son Hotel, Indianapolis June 5th, with President
Ellis in the chair. The morning was devoted to
hearing the reports of W. M. Edwards for the
membership committee, J. E. Miller for the corn-
mittee on code of ethics, and C. M. Jenkins for the
educational and legislative committees.

Mr. Miller reported that after much thought,
his committee had concluded that the adoption of
a code of ethics before the desired legislation had
been secured would be impracticable and that they
had not arranged one. Mr. Jenkins explained at
length the purpose and advantage of a course of
study with the help of questions, and submitted
the first list for inspection. The committee were
instructed to further their plans, communicate with
each member as to his or her approval of the
method, and report at the next meeting. The re-
port of the legislative committee was approved
and the committee discharged. The society author-
ized the president to appoint a committee for legis-
lative work in the future, with C. M. Jenkins
chairman. President Ellis, in his address, talked
of legislative matters. He mentioned the tendency
toward federal control of all efforts to relieve man-
kind, and expressed many hopeful predictions re-
garding that important subject.

The afternoon session began with the reading
of a paper on the question, " Is my Work Just to
my Patron and Myself ?" by E. N. Canada. Many
good points, both humorous and practical, were
brought out in this discourse.

C. M. Jenkins followed with a lecture on,
" Some Diseases Essential for the Up-to-date
Optometrist to Recognize." Mr. Jenkins spoke
without manuscript and confined his remarks to
those diseases which he himself had encountered.
He gave many valuable hints as to the best method
of detecting these. His talk, which was illustrated
by numerous pen sketches, was one of the best
and most practical that has ever been given before
the society. The interest elicited was shown by
the questions. asked during the lecture and by the
discussion that followed.

A pleasing and profitable feature of the con-
vention was the introduction, by President Ellis, of
a discussion after each subject had been presented.
President Ellis expects to further develop this
feature at future meetings.

The remainder of the time was spent in in-
specting and operating the instruments on exhibi-
tion in the meeting-room. These included a
Geneva ophthalmoscope and retinoscope combined,
from the Geneva Optical Company ; a registering
perimeter, from F. A. Hardy & Company, and a
trial case from S. T. Nichols & Company.

Buffalo Optical Society
The above society held its regular meeting in

the New Gruener Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., on Friday,
June 2d, when there was a large attendance of
members. An instructive paper was read by G. P.
Simcox on " Dynamic Skiametry." Caryl Hill, a
dispensing optician, was elected to active member-
ship. It was unanimously voted to assist the State
society by every available means.
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Do you know that our method of fitting
astigmatism is simpler, better and more accu-
rate than the methods taught or used by any
other college or optical writer?

This system of fitting Astigmatism, either simple or compound, is entirely original •
Ay ith our college.

It has been pronounced by the ablest physicians, oculists and opticians in the
world as by far the simplest and most accurate that has ever been taught.

It enables you to handle a difficult case of Astigmatism as easily and quickly as
an ordinary case of hypermetropia and myopia.

At the same time you will know that the work is absolutely correct.
This one feature of our course alone will be worth ten times the tuition fee to you

in actual dollars and cents.

And that isn't all.

In every subject that we cover we teach the best and quickest methods that are
known to optical science.

We teach you just when prisms should be prescribed and when they should be
let alone.

We tell you how to fit presbyopia accurately.
We teach you to handle your instruments quickly, gracefully and correctly.
We even tell you just how to frame the different questions that you ask your

patient, so as .to obtain the information you are after in the quickest possible time.
Our whole course is devoted to making our graduates more systematic, accurate

and thorough in their work than the graduates of any other similar institution.
We have been teaching this science since 1893 and have more graduates in the

field than any two other optical colleges in the world.
Our next class starts July 31st. If you are interested, ask us for our 64-page

prospectus, " How to Become a Good Optician." It tells all about us.
It is free.

The South Bend College of Optics

No. I McDonald Building

(Incorporated)

' t,

South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.

July, 1905

Optical Notes

I'HE K EYSTONE

.0 F. H. Newton, optician, formerly of Sump-
ter, S. C., has succeeded I. E. Crim at Greenville,
S. C.

J1 The following well-known Canadian opti-
cians have been elected honorary members of the
British Optical Association : Samuel S. Grant, of
Montreal, and E. Culverhouse, of Toronto.

ji The recently appointed Oregon State
board of examiners in optometry consists of C. W.
Lowe, of Eugene, president ; H. W. Barr, of
Salem, secretary, and E. 0. Mattern, of Portland.

ji W. Guilbault, the well-known optician, of
Biddeford, Me., has been passing the cigars upon
the recent arrival of a baby girl at his home. This
happy and promising addition to his family circle
has been named Marie Juillette Olivette Betraisse
Guilbault.

Je The Spencer Optical Company has been
working on and preparing a new catalogue, which
will be issued in a few weeks. It contains many
new and novel articles in the optical line, and, no
doubt, will be found very interesting to the
opticians.

41 The new officers of the California State
Association of Opticians are : F. W. Laufer, of
Oakland, president ; L. Kuttner, San Francisco,
first vice-president ; W. A. Meyer, Sacramento,
second vice-president ; Albert J. Schohay, San
Francisco, secretary, and W. R. Johnston, San
Francisco, treasurer.

ji S. Lee Weaver, of the Fox Optical Co.., of
Philadelphia, and 0. S. Cheesman, the well-known
optician, of Allegheny, Pa., sailed for Europe on
June 17th. They will spend two months abroad
and divide the time between England and the Con-
tinent. Mr. Weaver will take over with him a
number of optical specialties to introduce in the
English and European markets.

41 The Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Roches-
ter, N. Y., have issued an interesting souvenir of
the conference of photographic dealers held at the
works of the company on February 20th and 22d.
It takes the form of an eighty-six-page book,
admirably printed on heavy paper. A group
picture of the assembled dealers makes a suitable
frontispiece, and further on there is a rich half-
tone of the handsome loving cup, of which they
made Edward Bausch, of the firm, the recipient.
The reading matter consists of an epitome of the
convention proceedings and a number of instruc-
tive papers bearing upon photography, both in its
scientific and commercial aspects.

The Klein School of Optics, Boston, Mass.,
held its commencement last month. The following
students graduated : John A. Beecher, M.D.,
Brockton, Mass.; M. L. P. Chadwick, M.D., Mal-
den, Mass.; Charles A. Fuller, Hallowell, Me.;
Archie F. Fillebrown, Brockton, Mass.; J. H.
Goughnour, Johnstown, Pa.; Frank E. Healy, Jr.,
Bradford, Vt.; Chares W. Hatch, Lancaster, N. H.;
Charles F. Hussey, Portsmouth, N. H.; Allen J.
Holland, M.D., Boston ; C. L. McCleary, Lowell,
Mass.; Frank McFarland, Augusta, Me.; Joseph
H. Millard, Cambridge, Mass.; Gilbert F. Rist,
North Adams, Mass.; Edward F. Robinson, Ells-
worth, Me.; Wm. E. Stevens, Bellows Falls, Vt.;
John B. Saunders, Providence, R. I:; Wm. H. Saf-
ford, Newburyport, Mass.; Alice A. Thompson,
Palmer, Mass.

F. Stortz, one of the proprietors of the
Rochester Spectical Company, is now nicely settled
in his new home in Rochester, N. Y., having
returned from a wedding tour that included Atlan-
tic City, Philadelphia and New York City. Mr.
Stortz was formerly connected with the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Company for fifteen years, and made
a fine reputation in the machine shop. His talents
in this line and also as a designer, are now given
in the interests of his own company. They have
greatly improved their line, and are continually
adding new goods and designs.

Michigan Society of Optometrists
The ninth annual convention of the Michigan

Optical Society was held in the Hotel Cadillac,
Detroit, Mich., on June 12th and 13th. Business
was inaugurated with the reception and registration
of new members,
and the practical
portion of the pro-
gamme was begun
some hours later.
Peter Scholler, of
Hancock, Mich.,
president of the
Society, presided,
and called the meet-
big to order. After
the minutes of the
last meeting had
been read and
adopted, the presi-
dent delivered his
annual address. One of the important changes
made at the meeting, was the alteration of the
name of the organization from the Michigan
Optical Society to the Michigan Society of Optome-
trists. The first session concluded with the read-
ing of a paper by Fred. R. Preston, of Detroit,
entitled " Some Don'ts," one on " Accommo-
dation," by Emil Arnold, of Ann Arbor, and the
propounding and answering of pertinent questions.

In the evening legislation was the question
under discussion, incident to which the legislative
committee submitted its report. This concluded
the business of the first day.

The initial feature of the second day was a
talk on " Minimum Price-list," by Ernest Eimer,
and this was followed by one on " Astigmatism
Against the Rule and Cataract," by Nelson K.
Standart, Detroit, and another on " Optical Adver-
tising," by Peter Scholler. Albert W. Kludt, of
Detroit, spoke of the " Detroit Optometry Club,"
and " Objective Test Instruments and a new
System of Combining Them," was the subject
dealt with by C. J. Troppman, of Marquette. An
adjournment was made at this stage, and business
was afterwards resumed with the reading of the
treasurer's report, and of the following papers by
the persons named : "Thou Shalt Not Steal,"
Ezra Abbott, Battle Creek ; " Personal Exper-
iences," Earle F. Townsend, Detroit ; " Muscular
Insufficiencies," Dr. Prosper D. White, Detroit.

The election of officers was next in order, and
resulted thus : President, Peter Scholler, Hancock,
Mich.; vice-president, Evan. Thomas, Detroit,
Mich.; secretary-treasurer, Ernest Eimer, Muske-
gon, Mich. Members of the board of directors
were elected as follows : Phillip Wolfe, Cadillac;
and Julius L. P. Gentil, of Monroe. Resolutions
were adopted thanking Hon. Jerome E. Turnen,
who introduced the optical bill and Messrs. Jerome
and Pettit, members of the committee on public

President Peter &holler
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health, for their cordial and enthusiastic support of
the optical bill. The secretary was instructed to
enforce the payment of dues more strictly than
in the past.

The following are the names of the newly-
elected members : Mrs. A. A. Hollingshead,
Messrs. Albert W. Kludt, Earl F. Townsend, John
D. James and Fred. Grewe, of Detroit ; Emil H.
Arnold, Ann Arbor ; Herman A. Hamilton, St.
Joseph ; R. B. Callahan, Lansing ; Paul Stamsen,
Muskegon ; C. J. Troppman, Marquette ; Powell
Woodruff, Bay City, and G. F. Dutcher, of Kala-
mazoo.

American Association of Opticians
Arrangements for the annual meeting of the

above, at Minneapolis, Minn., July 24th, 25th, 26th
and 27th, are complete, and everything points to a
successful gathering. Reduced railroad rates on
the certificate plan are available by paying full fare
one way, and obtaining a receipt from the local
ticket agent, which, on presentation at Minneapolis,
properly endorsed, will entitle the holder to a one-
third fare for the return trip. The .meeting will
open July 24th, with a reception at the West Hotel
at 8 1,.m. The mornings of the 25th, 26th and
27th will be devoted to regular business.

The afternoon of the 25th, at 2 P.M., the mem-
bers will board chartered cars for the new State
Capitol Building, St. Paul, on the steps of which
they will be photographed in a body. This build-
ing is considered one of the finest in the United
States. After an inspection of it the party will pro-
ceed to Wildwood, White Bear Lake, the ideal
Northwestern summer resort, where arrangements
have been made for a delightful programme- of
land and aquatic sports. Among the many attrac-
tions at this resort are the Katzenjammer gallery,
O'Hooligan slide, shoot the chutes, water tobog-
gans, aerial railways, sail and row boats, etc. The
climax to these amusements, however, will be a
tub race between the different organizations, each
to be represented by two of its members.

Practical business will be resumed early on
Wednesday, 26th, and in the afternoon a visit will
be paid to historic Minnehalta Falls, where, after
enjoying the scenery, an open-air meeting will be
held. A trip will then be made to Fort Snelling
to witness guard mount by the troops stationed
there, and on the return journey to Minneapolis
the party will tarry in Wonderland, the new twin
city pleasure resort. On Thursday morning busi-
ness will be resumed, and in the afternoon Lake
Minnetonka, the exclusive summer residence dis-
trict of this section, will be visited. A steamer
trip around the lake will afford an admirable
survey of the largest inland water sheet in the
Northwest, excepting, of course, the great lakes,
which touch this section. The business programme
is in the printer's hands and will be mailed to those
desiring a copy immediately upon completion.

Local committees report that voluntary contri-
butions are coming in encouragingly, so much so
that if the present subscription rate continues—in
other words, if all 'sources give a modicum—the
need of an assessment to pay expenses will be
obviated. Exhibit space is being rapidly availed
of, but a certain amount has been reserved for
Eastern exhibitors, from whom the committee has
not had time to receive instructions up to this
writing. The exhibit space is so situated that it
must be passed through by all going to the assem-
bly hall. All special committees will be designated
by badges, and the stranger will have only to make
himself known to be looked after properly. As
the chairman of one committee remarked, " It will
be up to the visitor to let us know him ; after that
he will know all the rest."

Those who have planned to go to the conven-
tion via Chicago, have arranged to leave that city
over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rail-
road, Sunday morning, July 23d, at 9 A.M. sharp,
to enjoy the beautiful daylight trip through Wiscon-
sin and Minnesota. One hundred and fifty miles
of this trip will be along the beautiful Mississippi
River, passing through the dells of Wisconsin,
reaching Minneapolis at 9.30 P.M. Sunday night.

Let the slogan now be, " All aboard for Minne-
apolis, Minn., to reach there July 24th, for a good
week's work."
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On the Subject of
Gold Filled Frames

We follow our long-

established policy of

supplying only the best.

All Gold Filled Goods

supplied by us are

guaranteed to be the best

and to contain more

real value than any

Gold Filled Goods sup-

plied by others.

What Better Guarantee
than a HARDY?

F. A. HARDY & CO.
Chicago

Atlanta Denver

Six Best Optical Books"

DR. M. TSCHERNINO

"Which are the Six Most
Useful Books for the
Optical Student?" was
the subject discussed at
a recent meeting of the
London Optical Society.
This society comprises
many of the most emi-
nent of England's optical
luminaries, men thor-
oughly versed in higher

optics. At the conclusion of the meeting a vote
was taken, and the second largest number of
votes was given to

" Physiologic Optics"
By TSCHERNING

No book ever received a more
unique tribute than this, and the

vote should result in every
optical student placing a copy

of this masterly work in his
library. The competency of the
judges is beyond question, and
their opinion is final. " Physio-

logic Optics " is in truth the royal road to
professional competency in practical refraction.

Bound in cloth, 380 pages, 212 illustrations

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price

$2.50 (los. 5d.)

Published by

THE KEYSTONE
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

T H E KEYSTONE

NEW GOODS an" INVENTIONS

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is apermanent feature of Tint KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the Jeweler andoptician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the workman atthe bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools andappliances.]

A Modern Engraving Block
The growing importance of

high-class jewelry engraving gives
a special interest to the engraving
block shown in the accompanying
illustration. This block is known
as the "Rex," and has been placed
upon the market by Adolph Muehl-
matt, of Cincinnati, Ohio. The Rex
is built in one size only, with no
variations as to quality. The turn-
table of its base, to which jaws are
attached, measures 5 inches in
diameter and a reversely threaded
screw mounted in the turn-table
actuates the jaws. The latter are
detachable and thus possess an

obvious advantage. The steel spindle, ball bearings, and special attach-
ments are all likewise superior in character and construction.

A New Bracelet
The many styles of bracelets now on the market have been enriched by

a new one which seems to have all the qualifications that appeal to the trade.
Attleboro, Mass., and is aptly named theIt is made by Bates & Bacon,

"Kant Kum Off."
The new bracelet has
a spring joint on one
side which permits the
bracelet being swung
open side-ways. At
the other end it joins
together with a spring
catch which holds it
firmly in place and
makes a very snug fit-
ting, close joint. The
bracelet is easily
opened by giving it a
slight twist, but when fastened cannot be pulled apart and will not drop off
the arm. The bracelet is made in gold filled stock in special designs of
engraving, and also plain.

A New Electric Fan
There has been a demand for several years for a

quite small electric fan for small store-rooms, offices, etc.,
and a fan whose current consumption is proportionately
small. The accompanying illustration shows a new fan.
which is made for either direct or alternating current by
the Fidelity Electric Co., of Lancaster, Pa. It screws
directly into the ordinary lamp socket and is guaranteed
not to use more than one-fourth the current of a 16 candle
power lamp. It has an eight-inch blade, and the case of
the motor is made of aluminum. In this season, when
store comforts mean so much from a business point of
view, one of these fans would be a paying investment.

Attractive New Lines
The popularity of the bracelet continues to increase and the manufac-

turers are making successful efforts to encourage the fad. A new line which
will enrich the bracelet stocks of retailers has been placed on the market by
Stern Bros. & Co., New York. The patterns are rich without over-decora-
tion and will appeal forcefully to customers. Another attractive and season-
able line made by this firm is an unusually large and varied array of hat pins
of novel designs. These are on the an nouveau order, being artistic in de-
sign and the very antithesis of the conventional.

A New Clock
In the production of an at-

tractive variety of goods the
clock manufacturers are keeping
well to the front. We here show
an illustration of a sample pat-
tern of a very pretty line of new
mantel den clocks just placed
on the market by the Sessions
Clock Co., of Forrestville, Conn.
These clocks are unique in ap-
pearance and differ greatly from
any previous clock product.
They have raised cast figures
and are prettily finished in oak
and Dutch brown. They seem
to have all the qualifications that
would appeal to clock fanciers,
and no doubt will command a
ready sale. The style shown in
the illustration is named the
"Jona," and is so novel in
design as to readily attract
attention.

I IS7

An Improved Prism Binocular
Our illustration shows the latest and most improved model of the

Warner & Swasey prism binocular. This can truly be called the American
intrument, embodying as it does, the inter-
changeability of parts such as is used in the
manufacture of American watches. In fact,
the mechanical parts are all made to gages,
so that the instrument is assembled in the same
manner as are American watches. This has
enabled the manufacturers to reduce the
prices, and to make all three powers, namely,
6, 8 and so, the same, for, contrary to the
general impression, the cost of the higher
powers is no greater than that of the lower.

This is true, also, with regard to the magnifying power of astronomical
telescopes.

New Water Motor
In the accompanying illustration is shown a new

water motor for polishing, grinding or bench lathe, known
as the " Little Wonder." This should prove a conven-
ient and economic power for watchmakers and jewelers.
This motor, which is made by the Warner Motor Co.,
Flatiron Building, New York City, can be attached to any
water faucet, will run a small dynamo, sewing machine,
or other light machinery, and with its complete outfit,
which includes motor, emery wheel, pulley, two buffing
and polishing wheels, silver and steel polishing compositions, is a ready,
practical and effective means of sharpening cutlery, polishing silverware, etc.

New Reflecting Eyeglass
We show in this illustration an interesting addition to the outfit of the

watchmaker, namely a new reflecting eyeglass constructed on scientific
principles. This eyeglass is furnished to the trade by F. A. Hardy & Co.,
Chicago, and for watch examination and all manner of scrutiny required in

:ti,"4141,

repair work is said to be a thoroughly practical device. It saves time, obviates
eyestrain, makes the minutest parts of the watch plainly visible, throws
proper light on the proper place and is said to be especially useful on dark
days. No shadows are visible to the eye when looking through this glass.



HERE IT IS JUST WHAT YOU
ARE LOOKING FOR

We Are in Position as Manufacturers and
Importers to offer the very lowest figure on
your Optical Goods. It will be to your advantage
and Profit. This is no idle boast and we can
prove it.

THE " HOLDFIRM " GUARD
V Q I 11

Made in

GOLD

GOLD FILLED

and ALUMNO

Promptness and Accurate
Service on R. Work

Quality and Low Price

PLATINOIN At Superior Quality, Style and Finish.Extra fine white metal of high tem-
per that will not rust or corrode.

ALUMNO Guaranteed not to Tarnish. Superior
temper. Will not lose its luster.

$1.90 per dozen. Cable, $2 go per dozen

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES
For Office in oak, cherry,
and leather.

Also for Traveling, with
divisions for stock and
lenses,

None better made. Send
for pamphlet.

Most modern and up-
to-date Trial Case. Over
11,000 in use. No fault-
finders. They make a
friend wherever they go.

FOR THIS MONTH. EXTRAORDINARY REDUCTIONS
in the price of first-class, world-renowned Trial Cases, the Audemair, as follows:

No. 1000, containing 96 + and — spherical lenses with trial frame $ 9.00
No. 1031, " 168 lenses and discs, double-grooved trial frames, with index, worth 830.00, 25.00
No. 1030, '' 168 lenses and discs with triple cell, revolving trial frame, worth 835.00 . . 29.00
No. 1075, " 211 lensi•s and discs, double-grooved trial frame, space under tray for goods,

No. 1052, " 262 lenses and discs, with triple cell, revolving frame, space for tray for 46"
worth 855.00

goods, worth 895.00 ..... . . . . . . . . 
* 
. . .. . ... . . . 54.00

No. 952,;, " 262 lenses and discs with triple-cell revolving trial frame, antique oak ease,

Climax Folding Case. Size-8y, 1014, 3%; weight, 5 lbs. 211 lenses and discs, revolving 
54.00worth 860.00  

No. 990,
frame, worth 853.00 . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . 38.00  r$1.63 per dozen.

Handsome antique oak case, containing 290 lenses and discs, with Xerato-
All the above cases are covermlscope, Itetinoscopc, superior &UMW() trial frame. Took highest award

77.00 with imitation seal, except wheliat Paris Exhibition. Worth 8100.00  
No. 1990, Same contents as No. 990, space for stock under tray, worth $100.00 . . . . 77.00 ghtleornwiost 7;gifrae.Tabhe r,A1,1,-1

Case is well established. With each case we will furnish free
one set of test types; Dr. Knowles' book on the eye, and a
handsome lithograph of the emmetropie eye in four colors and
four representations of the eye, 18 x 24 in.

Gold Filled 10 K.
Seamless lilagees_

Warranted. All
styles,also frameless.From
$3.50 to $6.50 per dozen.

12 K. and 14 K. 135`.
THE EQUAL TO GOLD
IN STYLE AND FINISH.

Opticura Water—theess o re eyesb.est.

Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, New York
PRESCRIPTION WORK OUR SPECIALTY

The way in which you have your prescriptions filled is of vital invortanee
to your customer. You want accuracy, you want high quality, you want perfeet
workmanship, you want promptness, you want reasonable prices. All these
requirements we are ready to fulfill. We have the equipment and facilities,
the men and the stock. There is nothing old or out of date about our premises ;
everything is new, modern, carefully selected and correct.

THE KENNEDY OPTICAL CO., ManufacturimkOpticians
21 Rowland, air. State, DETROIT, MICH.

BOSTON
OPTICAL
COMPANY

•

Wholesale Dealers
in

Everything

Optical

R Work that is RIGHT
Our large increase in space enables

us to continue our prompt and accu-
rate service.

TRY US 

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

ESPECIAL attention is called
to our line of FIELD and MARINE
glasses. They are sellers.

TWO ENTRANCES

373 Washington Street
12-16 Bromfield Street

Jewelers' Bldg. BOSTON

Southern Horological Institute
DALLAS, TEXAS

Our Special Opening Rate of $10.00 Per Month Entitles
You to Privileges in All Branches

We are especially prepared for the complete manufacture of fine Watches
and Jewelry, and every student showing sufficient ability can, if he chooses,
with our superior equipment and methods of instruction, build a fine_pocket
watch, In from four to six weeks after taking our thorough course. Cuts of
such work, together with a nice write-up will be published in these column-,
without additional cost to the student. This alone is worth many times the
cost of the Course to a young watchmaker.

You may have never given this matter a thought, but are you aware that a
skillful workman in these lines of trade command a salary of from $25.00 to
$40.00 per week?

Join us now. No previous experience necessary. We guarantee results.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

Southern Horological Institute, 253 Main St., DALLAS, TEXAS

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
Send 5 two-cent stamp for a beautiful sallipb

dial ant price-list

CARMAN ART COMPANY
15 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, 11.1..

Jewelers' Show Cases

m 1. Small ROSEWOOD MOULDING
STEEL LINED CASE

We Challenge the World to Prod ii ye a
Better Case

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
11 to 17 North Ann St.

CHICA(10

Makers Of all l nds

Jewelers' Fixtures
Write for illustrated circular

OUR MOTTO: The Best of Everything

My Catalogue is ready
for shipment

If intere,d , d. write for same, as I will
save you mom y every article you buy
in my line. We are ready to supply the
trade all over the earth. Our IA plant
Is the best equipped in this country, in
machinery and workmanship. All orders
will be shipped the same day as received.

B. MAYER.
Wholesale, importing and Manufacturing

Optician

6 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Casea
changed to fit
American
Stem. Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price•List

We received twenty =five answers to our small ad. in
THE KEYSTONE, and we sold all the tools within five days after
the first letter was received.

CHAPMAN Se ARMSTRONO, fialesburg, III.

.1111N., tto,', THE KEYSTONE

Deepest Mine in the World

The Calumet and Hecla Copper Mine Tunneling
in the Bowels of the Earth- Busy Toilers

woo feet Below the Surface

I I ERE is something peculiarly weird about
the thought of human beings eking out an
t.xistence 5000 feet under the surface of
the earth. Yet this is an actual existing

condition in the Calumet and Hecla copper mine
in Michigan, as entertainingly described by
Theodore Waters, in Everybody's Magazine..

Imagine if you can a gigantic honeycomb
forty miles long by fifteen miles broad, sur-
rounded by water and penetrated by hundreds
of miles of tunnels arranged in tiers one below
another to the depth of a mile, and you will have
some idea of the country in which the deepest
mine in the world is located. Even the tin
mines of Cornwall seem puny in comparison with
what is to be found under the upper peninsula
of Michigan. The Cornish mines extend down
3000 feet below the level of the sea. The deepest
copper mine in Michigan extends down 4000 feet
below the bottom of Lake Superior, which in
itself is r000 feet deep.

In these mines, many of them so deep that
the internal heat of the earth can be perceptibly
felt, men live and eat and toil and carry on the
business of life apparently oblivious of the fact
that they are nearer the center of the human
footstool than ever man succeeded in getting
before, and are digging themselves nearer every
minute ; not a few men, mind you, but thou-
sands, inhabiting these towns and villages under-
ground, governed by laws for their peaceful
regulation, and provided with systems of fire
protection, sanitation, drainage and ventilation
as efficient as any above ground. In the deepest
mine there are over 200 miles of tunnels lighted
in part with incandescent lamps, and a complete
telephone service with a. "central " and eighty
instruments installed in the galleries, so that a
pumpman on say the fifty-seventh level, can talk
to a friend in Chicago.

I reached the mouth of a com-
partment-pit in the midst of a
scene of remarkable activity.
Great rock-carrying skips were

emerging from and disappearing into the shafts
with a rapidity that seemed to preclude the possi-
bility of a mile journey between times.
One of the men told me that the skips
are capable of attaining a speed of a
mile a minute, and that on one occa-
sion a loaded skip weighing ten tons,
traveling at the rate of fifty-five miles
an hour, had been brought to a dead
stop between levels in a distance of
seventy-five feet. But, of course, the
man-cars are moved up and down at a
slower rate. After leaving the shaft
the skips automatically dumped their
loads into a breaker which reduced
the size of the rock until it was fit to
be sent to the mill.

Of the six compartments in the
shaft, four were being used for haulage
purposes. The fifth carried the great
arteries that made the mine habitable
for human beings—cables and pipes
for telephone, electric light, steam,
water, compressed-air systems, etc.
The sixth compartment contained the

Going Down
the Mine

ladder ways extending to the very bottom of the
mine. Under the law it is necessary to maintain
ladders in all mines, however deep, so that in case
of accident to the hoisting machinery the miners
may be able to climb up.

Froth the upper windows of the shaft house I
got some idea of the tremendous extent of the
mine. The surface area of the property is 2750
acres. That is over four square miles. Seventeen
shafts, most of them with several compartments,
pierce this territory downward, the deepest of them

Going Down the Mine

through nearly one hundred levels. The central
vertical shaft is 4900 feet deep. The biggest incline
shaft is 8 too feet long. It also reaches a depth
of 4900 feet.

Methods of
Mining

The skips dumped the rock
from the shaft into the " griz-
zlies," in which it was reduced
to small size and fell through to

the railway cars. An engineer was backing a long
train through the first floor of the house. Men
stood by the rock bins and allowed the fragments
to drop into car after car until the train was loaded.
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Then it steamed away down a curved track to
Lake Linden, four miles away. There the rock is
reduced to sand, the copper extracted from the
concentrates and the powdered rock is raised on a
big sand wheel and dumped into the lake.

Acres of buildings formed the auxiliary plant
necessary to the operation of the mine. There
were steam hoisting plants at the mouths of the
various shafts, ranging in horse power from moo
to 8000 each ; air-compressing plants, among which
was one little giant capable of compressing 140,000
cubic feet of air a minute to seventy pounds to the
square inch ; timber mills, capable of mortising
and tenoning sections of whole trees for use as
supports underground ; smithies equipped with
steam forges, blowers, emery wheels, and grind-
stones sufficient to sharpen ten tons of steel drills
daily, which an army of drill boys carry back
and forth ; electric generating plants, trans-
mitting power to the pumps underground ; paint
shops; carpenter sheds ; oil houses, etc.

Near one of the shaft houses I was met by a
guide and conducted to a small building in
which I took off my outer clothes and put on
those of a miner.
" We had better go down with the powder

monkeys," said my guide. " There will be more
room than with the men's shift. Besides, I must
stop in the engine house a moment to telephone."

" Is there any danger of the
The Engineer's engineer's confusing the move-

ments of that sprocket-chain
with his personal troubles, if he

has any?" I asked.
"Oh, he is a careful sort of man," was the

answer, intended to be reassuring. " But an
accident something like the one you-suggest did
happen—"
" And ?"
" Ten men fell 3000 feet."
But there was no turning back now. Down,

down we went, past level after level, each one a
scene of strenuous activity. The levels lost their
distinctness and became an intermittent blur, and
presently it was impossible to tell whether we were
going up or down. The speed began to slacken
and presently we came to a full stop at a level
where several of the boys and all of the men got
out. I stood up preparatory to getting out. The
guide pulled me back to the seat just as the car
lurched downward again.

"I thought we were at the bottom," I said.
" 'Nother half mile to go yet," was the laconic

response.
Another half mile? After a long

while we passed through strata where
the lighted levels became frequent.
" 8rst I " yelled the guide.
" 8ist what?"
" Level "
After that we ran slower and

slower amid noises that plainly were
not of f the car wheels. We stopped at
last and this time I did not attempt to
follow. 
" Come," said the guide.
"At the bottom?"
" Within a few hundred feet.

There is a new slope below, but we
are not mining it."
" How far down are we?"
" Over 4900 feel."
Enough copper was in sight appa-

rently to supply the needs of the world
for generations to come. We even saw
a streak of pure copper.

Responsibility

Five Thousand Feet Beneath the Surface'
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Manufacturers of the

Best
Gold Filled
Chains

on the market for the price

H. D. MERRITT COMPANY
  North Attleboro, Mass.

THIRTY-FIVE YEARS of experience in manufacturing chains stands
behind our GUARANTEE that the H. D. MERRITT chains are the most satis-
factory chains made.

Our goods are perfection. Our long experience, upright purpose and
up-to-date process of manufacturing enable us to give you superior goods.

We conduct our business on the principle that one of our chains sold to
the customer will sell another.

Ask your Jobber to see our new line. DO NOT accept anything said to
be as good. WAIT to see our new, artistic designs.

INCORPORATED 1904

THE MODERN IDEA
A distinguished college president has said

recently that one year in school will more than
equal four years in business as a means of training.
This is noticeably true in the watchmaker's trade ;
but until within a very few years past it has been
impossible to secure good education in this line.
Through the munificence of Mrs. Lydia Bradley, the
liorological Department of Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, at Peoria, Illinois,
has been magnificently equipped for this purpose.
A visit to this school is most interesting. One finds
here a fine building of Bedford stone erected in
1897 and devoted exclusively to the uses of the
Horological School.

It has a beautiful location on a campus of nearly
twenty acres, situated in the outskirts of an attrac-
tive and thriving city. Its students come from
every state and country. Here is a man from
Illinois ; on one side of him works a man from
Massachusetts, and on the other a man from Mexico
or South America. They are all in the same busi-
ness. By visiting this school one gets a new idea
of what can be done to prepare young men for one
of the best trades--that of watchmaker and jeweler.

Our regular school year begins September 1st,
and this would be a good time for you to begin work.
Make up your mind to-day and address a postal card
to the Horological, Peoria, Illinois.

HOROLOGY HALL

The Largest Building in the World Devoted Exclusively to a School of This Rind
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The general outlook for business is consider-
ably better than last month. The favorable sum-
mer weather we are enjoying in this section is very
beneficial to the trade. It will give the farmers
throughout Michigan a chance to regain the losses
sustained during the previous heavy rainfall.

Frederick Shepard, who mysteriously disap-
peared from the store of his father, Alfred Shepard,
Benton Harbor, Mich., about twenty years ago,
was found recently in Portland, Ore. His parents
had traveled continuously in the hope of finding
him, and their untiring searches were at last re-
warded.

Wm. A. Hazen, Clarksville, Mich., has sold
out his business to J. A. Hazen.

Grant E. Bickhart, of Cadillac, Mich., has
retired from business.

Thos. E. Davidson, Three Oaks, Mich., re-
cently sold out to Sears & Neds.

Calvin Wilson, formerly of Philadelphia, Pa.,
is now located in Manistee, Mich.

George Vander Zander, aged twelve years,
son of Henry Vander Zander, of De Pere, Wis.,
had his right leg cut off below the knee by jumping
on cars.

Mr. Vander Mulen, of Grand Rapids, has re-
turned from California, where he went last fall with
his wife for her health. She is somewl,at improved.

C. D. Gardner and his son, of Manistee, Mich.,
were laid up about a month, but they are now able
to take care of their business.

John W. Lowrie, formerly of Alabama, has
opened a jewelry store at 477 Grand River Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

E. H. Cressy, of Saline, displayed great
bravery recently at a fire in that town. A gasoline
stove in the house of a neighbor caught fire, and
would have exploded if it had not been for the
bravery of Mr. Cressy. He rushed in the house,
grabbed the stove and carried it out into the yard. It
exploded a few seconds after Mr. Cressy set it down.

H. J. Hardie, of Holland, Mich., was in town
recently attending the Grand Lodge of Michigan,
F. and A. M.

L. L. Johnston, formerly at East Tawas, Mich.,
has opened up a large store at Tawas City, Mich.
He bought all his fixtures and new stock of goods
in Detroit.

Theo. Gorenflo, Jr., member of the firm of
Noack & Gorenflo, Detroit, Mich., recently lost
his father through death. Mr. Gorenflo was pros-
trated with a paralytic stroke in February, 19o4,
and has been suffering with paralysis since that
date. Deceased was formerly a stockholder in
Goebell's brewery, and was a director of the Union
National Bank. He was a member of many soci-
eties, among them being the Knights Templar,
F. and A. M., A. 0. U. W. and Harmonie Society.
Mr. Gorenflo was fifty-nine years old.

Elmer Thurston, head engraver for Bowler &
Burdick Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, was recently
married in Detroit.

Geo. Parrish, charged with stealing a diamond
ring from Wright, Kay & •Co., was recently sen-
tenced to serve a term of nine months.at Jackson,
Mich. The judge gave him a light sentence be-
cause of his wife, who pleaded for mercy. She
has gone to Jackson to live near her husband
during his term in prison.

Peter Bloomstrom, of Escanaba, Mich., is
very ill in bed with consumption at Denver, Colo.

Chas. H. Phelps, Tekonsha, Mich., has retired
from business.

Mrs. Isabella Landsberg, widow of Albert
Landsberg, and secretary and treasurer of the
L. Black Co., Detroit, Mich., died recently from a
complication of diseases with which she suffered
for about three years. Mrs. Landsberg, together
with her husband, Albert Landsberg, and Alex-
ander Black, were the incorporators of the L.
Black Co. in 1899, and the concern had an author-
ized capital stock of $6o,000, of which $48,000 was
paid in. Albert Landsberg died in 19oi, but no
change was made in the policy of the concern.
The deceased was born in Montreal fifty-seven
years ago, and was considered one of the pioneer
business women of Detroit. She was a member of
the congregation of Beth El and a trustee of the
Hebrew Ladies' Society. Her many acts of
charity among the Hebrew poor made her very
popular and much beloved.

John J. Ellis, Calumet, Mich., recently moved
into larger quarters in the Jackson Building at that
place.

At the annual convention of the Knights Tem-
plar of Michigan, W. F. King, of Adrian, led the
Adrian Commandery in the grand parade.

Recent buyers from various parts of the State
seen in the Detroit markets: E. S. Marvin, Howell;
E. H. Cressy, Saline ; G. W. Flanders, Three
Rivers ; D. C. Spears, Azalia ; W. A. Sherwood,
Dundee ; W. F. King, Adrian ; H. E. Meldrum,
Inkster ; Frank Gravlin, Birmingham ; 0. H. Lutz,
Ann Arbor ; L. W. Kerbs, Wayne ; Mrs. H. C.
Siegel, Capac ; W. F. King, Jr., Adrian ; B. F.
Watts, Ann Arbor ; H. W. Baxter, Birmingham ;
Fred. Grimm, Mt. Clemens ; W. H. Sherman.
Wyandotte ; L. H. Cooper, Gaines ; A. C. Hat-
field, Merrill.

PHILADELPHIA.,
LETTER

Bold Attempt

Two men made a daring at-
tempt to rob the windoW of

at Robbery E. P. Dowling, pawnbroker,
115 S. Eleventh Street, in broad

daylight, on June 5th. They wedged the door
handle, and one of them sent a brick crashing
through the window and attempted to seize the
jewelry inside. The noise attracted notice and be-
fore the robbers could secure the desired booty
they had to fly and a crowd went in pursuit. One
of them boarded a trolley car, but a man persist-
ently followed him and had him given over to the
police. The prisoner gave his name as Edward
Higgins, his age twenty-two, and his place of resi-
dence New York. His accomplice escaped.

The death of John Philip Trau,
Death of a jeweler, of 931 Chestnut Street,

took place on Monday, June 5th,
as a result of a paralytic stroke.

He was attended in his illness by his son, Dr. Trau,
but from the first, little hope of his recovery was
entertained. He was sixty years of age, was a
native of Philadelphia and all his business life was
spent in the jewelry trade. At one time Ile entered
into partnership with a Mr. Haas and conducted a
retail store at Second Street and Fairmount Avenue,
under the name of Haas & Trau. Upon the disso-

John Philip Trau
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lution of this partnership Mr. Trau opened a store
at 1029 Market Street, and in the years that inter-
vened had occupied several other locations. For
some time past, however, he had not been actively
engaged in business.

Visitors to Fairmount Park
New Park Sun-Dial show how much interest in

the new feature at the center
of the sunken gardens in front of Memorial Hall.
This novelty is the unique sun-dial of bronze and
stone which has been mounted upon a handsomely
carved pedestal of granite, representing cherubs
kneeling at the base. The legends of the dial have
been engraved by hand upon the bronze. Study-
ing the upturned face of the dial one may learn the
sun's time at Philadelphia ; the differences between
this and the standard time for all seasons of the
year ; and the equation to reduce suntime to clock-
titne. And in the circle within the hours may be
found the figures which give the difference in time
between Philadelphia and the big cities of the
world.

Wm. T. Miller, of 2012 Ridge Avenue, has
been the recipient of the sympathy of many friends
upon the death, recently, of his father.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. are the
makers of the handsome cups awarded as prizes
at the Springhaven Country Club golf tournament.

McCool & Co. is the name of an optical firm
just established in the newly built-up section of
West Philadelphia. They are located in neat and
well-equipped quarters at 5006 Baltimore Avenue.

Charles Murset, foreman of the watch-repair
department of the Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.,
was recently made the recipient of a handsome
crystal clock as a wedding gift by the employees
under his supervision.

C. F. Rumpp & Sons have issued an attractive
booklet illustrating and describing their new lines
of art leather goods and Vienna horn novelties.
This unique little book is convenient as to size,
informative in contents, typographically handsome
and very pleasing in pictorial effect. It is bound
in a stiff cover of imitation pigskin, closes like a
wallet and is printed on rich enameled paper. Two
pages of colored reproductions of the new style,
carved leather writing accessories, hand bags, card
cases and pocket-books make a very distinctive
feature, and there is also a seasonable interest to
an insert illustrating a new selection of Japanese
frog-skin novelties.

Frank Kind, of S. Kind & Sons, was recently
elected a director of the Jewish Hospital Associa-
tion. Philip Kind, an active member of the store
staff, has been admitted to an interest in the firm.
Among the recent special orders executed by
Kind & Sons were the prizes consisting of a bowl,
cane and spoon, awarded to the honor graduates
of the Northeast Manual Training School.

J. E. Caldwell & Co.'s show window has of
late been a center of attraction for admiring pedes-
trians, by reason of the interesting sporting tro-
phies therein periodically displayed. The cups,
medals and other prizes awarded at the Wissa-
hickon Kennel Club's show were among these, as
was also the Goughacres Cup, a coveted polo
prize, which this year was won for the second time
by the Bryn Mawr Foxhunters, after a brilliant
game with the Country Club. This cup must be
won three times, however, before it is awarded.
Another unique trophy on exhibit was the hand-
some silver cup contested for by the clubs of the
Schuylkill Navy at their annual regatta on Satur-
day, June 17th. This prize also must be won three
times by the same crew before it becomes their
property.

Among the new students at the Philadelphia
College of Horology are the following : Miss Mary
Northcamp, Johnstown, Pa.; M. W. Parker, Rich-
mond, Va.; H. W. Meader, Maysville, Ga.; Thos.
Logan, Morristown, N. J.; Alonz Boykin, Ander-
son, S. C.; F. Cook, Knoxville, Pa.; H. R. Rogal-
sky, Bradford, Pa.; R. L. White, Spartansburg,
S. C.; J. H. Feaster, Piedmont, W. Va.; A. Nel-
son, Susanville, Cal. A. J. Thompson, Cherry
Valley, N. Y., has returned home, having corn-
pleted his course, and E. S. Dunton, of Boothbay
Harbor, Me., has gone home on a vacation until
September 1st.



Just a Few Roman Candles: 4.t of July
We will celebrate thc entire month with a general cannonade, "knocking
the bottom out of things," to make our Solemn Declaration most
emphatic that we tre and have proved to our customers to be the best
material house, in point of prices, dependable intelligence and in filling mail
orders with the greatest dispatch. TRY US.

31 Reasons for 31 Days of Celebrating
with George's Hatchet

Kind
$4.0o and $5 oo all high-grade American-made

Balance Staffs   Business for $1.28 net doz.
2.00 and $3.00 all 7 and it J. grade American-

made Balance Staffs   4, 44 .98 14 41

2.00 and $3.00 all 7, II, 15, 17 J. American-
made Ruby Balance Jewels, set . et 

" 1.28
1.50 all 7, II, 15, 17 J. American-made Garnet

and Sapphire Balance Jewels, set . 44 .68 "
6.00 18 and 16 S. 1-io Gold Pendant Bows,

warranted and stamped   11 II

4.58 "
3.00 18 and 16 S. Genuine t-to Makepeace

Seamless Wire for to-year cases . It It

1.35 " 
46

1.50 18 and i6 S. Pendant Bows, Regular R. P.
Stock, for 5-year cases   41 .88 "

.40 4 doz. R. P. asst. sizes jump Rings sewed
on card, July only It .19 It II

.20 Riding Bow and Straight Temple Spec-
tacle Cases, July only   4, .1I " ,4

.75 Riding Bow and Straight Temple Spec-
tacle Cases, July only   14 64

.42
Steel Riding Bow and Eyeglass Cases,

Morocco Leather, July only . . . ‘, 1.28 '' it

4.00 Genuine Alumnico anti-tarnish 1 eye or
o eye R. B. Cable Frames, best value
ever offered, July only   4t 

" 2.68 " "
1.25 California Gold Scales, 6 oz., with dwts.,

complete, July only   II .82 each
.15 Spool Binding Wire, all sizes, July only " .o8 "
.50 per M. Watch Tags, best made, July

only   44 .33 per M.
1.00 per gross Pin Stems, extra stuff, 1st qual-

ity, assorted sizes, July only . . . It It .8o " gr.
.75 per doz. Scarf Pin Stems, Gold Filled,

1st quality, asst. sizes, July only . 4 t .48 " doz.
.35 per doz. Scarf Pin Stems, Gold Filled,

2d quality, asst. sizes, July only . 4 l

.25 Low K. Gold Solder, best made, July
only   11 

.17 " dwt.
2.00 doz. Embossed White Line and Blocked

6 Tea Spoon, July only   1t 
. to each

4.50 Boys' Nickel Chains, with Charm, on nice
pad, our price, July only . . . . It 

" 2.88 net doz.
6.00 Gents', Stone Inlaid, Beautiful Goods,

6 on pad, our price, July only . . 41 
" 1.98 pad

All Styles Watch Hands, H. and M., on
cards, our price, July only . . . . 4, .19 doz. pr.

All Style Jewelry Cards, for recarding,
special, our price, July only . . . II 1: 

.20% Off
1.50 Boxes, 3 doz., Special Wire Fountain Pen and

Pencil Holders, retail loc. each  
2.75 gr. Royal Purple Fleur-de-Lis Telescope Boxes,

I to 6, beautiful boxes 1  79 a gr.
4.00 gr. Royal Purple Fleur-de-Lis Ring Boxes, any

size, beautiful boxes   2.64 " 11
1.25 per moo Envelopes, Printed, 50 lb. anti-tarnish

manilla  
50-Punch Staking Tools, 14 Stumps, best made, our

price   5.80 complete
Imperial Solderene, Hard Soft Solder, no acid   .20

.6o Lancaster Line Gravers, Special Job, all sizes.
Send for selection  25 each

.19

.94 box

98

Calvin Claw Company,

It is Estimated $2200.00 is now thrown away
in one item with the Jewelers. How? Gold and
Silver Crowns that have broken stems in them that
cannot be removed.

Clow's Steel Screw Solvent

is the greatest chemical discovery of the age this
solvent will not injure or act upon any other metal
but steel. A Dial Screw can be eaten from the most
delicate movement in a few minutes leaving the Gild-
ing and Nickeling unhurt.

Its worth is invaluable to any Jeweler. Enough
Solvent to do so jobs for soc. Put up in a wooden
mailing box with directions. Sent to any part of the
United States.

Calvin ciauer Co., 151 Wabash Ave.
Chicago Distributors

CLow•S
Steel Screw Solvem

REMOVES

l'SCREWS,
TAPS
& DRILLS:
MF.BY

w. E.CLOW- C21
CHICAGO ILL. 1
P RI C E 50c .4

I ,,11 1 I 1111,

Mills Patent Clock Key

for i and 8-day and Alarm. Complete, N. P., soc. Can be used with handle
to release all sizes of springs. Handle is friction tight with a slot ; can be
removed and Key used for winding purposes.

Hairspring Manipulating Tool. 75c.
A, Steel point used to push pin from collet. B, Rubber handle fits in

aluminum body C. D, Tapered Steel point with flange with fits in slot of collet
and prevents Spring from turning.

Frosting or Matting Tool, No. 1, for Watchmakers,
Jewelers and Engravers

(Patented) •

This tool fills a long-felt want on the work bench of every Watchmaker and
Engraver. Wheels, Bridges and Plates, which at present can only be polished,
may, with this tool, be given a frosted or matted surface similar to the original
finish produced in the factory. Price, $1.00 complete.

Watchmakers' Supplies, 151-03 wabash Ave., Chicago Ill
Wholesale Jewelers and -

(34%
r

Engraved 8c3uvenir Spclon.s
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

STATE CAPITOL;

/41*-• • -:.7111111s;
_

FEED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence. It. I.

JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
Enquiries solicited by

C. B. RICHARD & CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

NOVELTIES IN FANS
qo

suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

P. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F.C.KLEIN &BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

team
Lapidarg

INAMONI) CUTTING
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones

to.0.41

IGNAZ STRAUSS & CO., Manufacturers

Factories at Vienna, Paris, K4ilie, New York Office., 621 Broadway, NEW YORK

KANSAS CITY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
(Incorporated and Chartered)

FOR HOROLOGY, ENGRAVING AND JEWELRY MANUFACTURING
This school is not an experiment, as the faculty are all Nvell-known instructor:5, and Ils•

equipment as regards to tools is complete and cannot be better. We have adopted the most model!'methods and systems of imparting knowledge, which makes the study thorough, simple, easy ;Lodpractical. Therefore we !lave no hesitancy in assuring the public that the highest standard of
efficiency will be attained in 5 twit department. For information and rate of tuition, address,

DIR. S. W. LANIE, Secretary
1023 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

J. I3ULOVA CO.
51 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

our patent fasten- Globe Lever and Globe Link Levering on all rings. Buttiiii Back. For hard seldel nig
Can be applied to Can lie applied to any !ninon.

any ring. Write for our New Catalogue of Rings

"Green's Imperial" Safety Guards

No.
79

Gold
Plated
Price
85C.
fbi

doz.

No.
80

I ;elm-
fee
Gun

$1.00

Gold
Plated

$1.00

(Patent .k pulled for)
PROTECTION AGAINST

LOSS AND THEFT

Latest, Simplest,
Neatest, Best

For Scarf Pins, Studs, Nat
Pins, Brooches, Etc.

Instantly Adjusted by one
turn of Screw

WILL FIT ANY SIZE PIN

Arranged on handsome cards,
showing retail price,
25 cents each

Note { If your jobber cannot supply Tour wants, write directII) us, tlw manithieturers
W. GREEN 0 CO., Manufacturers. 6 Maiden Lane, New York

I I t) ;
G.F.wagsworill
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and
Repairer

I:,i•r■ !king j IL
tlie line 55(
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlatIng,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing Old

Cabe. to talt•
Aineriean 8. W.
Mocement.

qt. elnIty.
OLD CASES

MADE NEW

Silversmiths'
Bttilding.
131.137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
" I have had iny extra watch work done bya number of ' watchmakers for the trade' withIndifferent MICCC88 until you were recommendedto me, since which time I have found your workas near perfect as it is postablo to make it."

W. F. Mid EN,
Tune 6, 1905. Norwalk, Ohio.

W. H. Craft
210 Pearl SI., Buffalo, N. Y.

A g

GEBHARDT BROS.
Makers of

Diamond Mountings
Class Pins and Badges

OPEN

Victory Button Back Victory Attachments
Samples and New Price-List on application LION

CLOSED

VICTORY
PAT D

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a Specialty

BLDG., CINCINNATI

afi2LGVglacifillo
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economg of space reduced to ttie minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

corroN, BRISTLE AND 
FELT WATCH 

CASE BUFF,.

FELT AND 
COTTON RING BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH AND 
END BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SANISVILCTION 
GUARANTEED OM 

MONEY 
REFUNDED
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We Can Sell $2000 to
$5000 a week for you

In these dull summer days would you like to have a

sale that would bring from $2000 to $ 5000 a week to your

cash drawer and clear the store for new fall stock.?

Perhaps you are overstocked. Maybe you have an

accumulation of undesirable stock, the leavings of years.

Possibly you would like to move to a new location and open

there with new goods. The bank or your jobber may be

pressing you for money.

Now, we have been retail jewelers for fifteen years,

and for many years we have been making auction sales for

jewelers. This long experience enables us to appreciate

the conditions and solve the problems of retailers. We can

size up a situation instantly and give the needed service.

Best of all, we can conduct a profitable clearing sale any

month in the year in such a way that it will be a big adver-

tisement for the store and bring hundreds of new customers

who become permanent customers. No better proof of this

is needed than the fact that our customers send for us

again and again.

It is not our plan to bring in a lot of cheap stock or to sell

only your cheap goods. We can convert into cash all of your

expensive bric-a-brac, hollowware, etc., as well as all the small,
out-of-date jewelry, selling it at a handsome profit and increas-

ing your trade permanently. We do our work without exag-
geration—without creating dissatisfaction. We can show

letters written a year after our sales, telling of the splendid

after effects.

Give us an opportunity and we will convince you from

the testimony of those we have served that a Mitchell &

Tillotson auction sale is the silver lining to the dark financial

clouds that encompass the average retail jeweler.

Write us. Your letter will be treated confidentially.

Tell us the size of your stock and store and whether there

have been any auction sales in your town recently.

Mitchell & Tillotson
Jewelers' Auctioneers

37 Maiden Lane New York

REID & GATES
Auctioneers

JEWELRY, BRIC-A-BRAC, FINE ART GOODS

Just closed the great GEO. M. I TOMER sale, at 45 Winter St.,
Boston. A sale unprecedented in the history of Boston; a stock of
nearly a quarter of a million dollars. Average daily sales, $1800.

We have gained, un-
solicited, an enviable
reputation by conduct-
ing successfully some
of the greatest sales held
in the United States.
WE GUARANTEE
SUCCESS.

IT DOES NOT REQUIRE

THE SERVICES OF AN

AUCTIONEER TO GIVE

YOUR GOODS AWAY.

YOU CAN DO THAT

YOURSELF. WE GET A

PRICE AS ANY SALES-

MAN SHOULD.

But will give a list of
just 15 months' work,
as follows :

John Krank Jewelry Co., Schenectady N. Y.
First sale over 03,000. Now making the
second sale for same party and it promises to
surpass the first one.

Jos. Green & Co.,. Scranton Pa., $11,000
A. J. O'Brien, Oshkosh, Wis., two sales, $32,000
L. P. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa., two sales, $23,000
J. Harvell & Son, Litchfield, Ill., $18,000
Carl °Merle, Joliet, 111., $23,000
Petusky Jewelry Co., Petusky, Mich., $8,000
Haywood, the Jeweler, Erie, Pa., $7,000
S. A. Adler, Omaha, Nebr., 516,000
L. H. Hilton, Neenah, lYis., $9,000

Geo. F. Schmidt, Matton, Ill., $22,000
S. J. Martin, Amsterdam, N. Y., $21,000
K S. Smith, Olean, N.Y., $12,000
Horton's China Hall, Catskill, N. Y., $8,000
Chas. B. Engell, Scranton, Pa., $15,000
G. Wm. Spaniol, Charleston, W. Va.,_526,000
Rosenhlat & Co., Greensboro, N. C., /18,000
W. B. Blackmond, Dowaglac, Mich., $13,500
Victor Maurseth, Grand Rapids, Wis., $6,000
A. M. Croll, Negattnee, Mich., $17,500
J. Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala., $31,000
Geo. M. Homer, 4.5 Winter St., Boston, $84,000

We can mail a list of our past sales that would only take up space
here of the most reputable jewelers in the United States who are will-
ing to substantiate what we say, and that is what talks.

The above list of 15 months' work should convince you that
we are always busy, and if we could not do the work we would not
be the busiest auctioneers in America.

We make you no hot-air " promises

We do guarantee you a profit

Will others do it?

We know our ability and know what we are able to guarantee

We substantiate this by an iron-clad contract, and if we do not

live up to every letter of it you do not need to pay us one cent.
If you wish to sell your stock and fixtures outright, we will buy

you out and pay you cash for same.
Write or wire for date,

REID & GATES
Eastern Office

39 Maiden Lane
New York City

Western Office

18o E. Madison Street
Chicago, Ill,

The " RELIANCE"
Automatic Numbering

Machine

Price
Six

Wheels

Number
From 1

to
1,000,000

11440111 ',,
11111: RIAA?2 •

ww,it,t,t7Mam

This machine is automatic through-
out. It can be set to print numbers
consecutively—print a series in dupli-
cate—or repeat any number indefinitely.
No rubber used in the construction,

and every machine is sold with our
guarantee. Sent on approval to respon-
sible parties. $tyle of imprint :

1 2 3 4 5 6
Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co.
240-242 West 23d St., NEW YORK

OUR IMPROVED BEST OF ALL
ROLLER REMOVER

Our Never Equaled Patent applied for

Pivot Drill Chuck
and Drilling Device

A Once used, you would not be
without it for five times its cost.

Description of Tool. — .1 is
milled band to clutch in screwing
down set nut B which holds PivotDrill in position. Cis back center taper which fits tail stock of lathe. II shows rest pin entering0, or tail-stock spindle. Place l'ivot Drill in countersink in the staff to be drilled. Push up tail-stock spindle and set thumb-screw, and as the drill enters the staff the opening between C and 1)shows the depth you have drilled. This device also lessens the breakage. Price, 75 cents.We also furnish best quality of Pivot from 4 to 80 thousandth for 30 cents per dozen. Ordereither from us or your jobber. 1I) ordering, mention name and kind of lathe used. We also manu-facture tools for wabilinakei.. je,,eler, Write us for estimates.

Our New

Crown Enlarging Tool
This tool sells for $1.00, and will
enlarge inside of crowns from small
swiss to 18 size. Nickel-plated.

DETROIT WATCH TOOL CO., 516 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Price, $1.50

nIckci-piated

The most valuable addition to horological literature in
recent years is the new book

Watch and Clock
Escapements

which treats in a most exhaustive manlier of the lever, cyl-
inder and chronometer escapements. The book was com-

piled by one of the greatest authorities on horology, and the illustrations excel
in number, execution and lucidity anything of this character ever attempted.

Bound in cloth-198 pages—zoo illustrations

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE
19th & Brown Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I 195
Do You Wish to Learn

ENGRAVING
And Learn It Right ?

Send postal card for
our New Catalogue,
just out.

We give personal instruction and and also
teach by correspondence.

Good Engravers Earn Good Wages.

THE AUBURN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
93 Genesee St., Auburn, N.Y.

Elmer E. Page, Principal.

Light 15c. a Month
One Quart Gasoline
burns 18 hours in our

GaS La ni ps
Giving 100 Candle Gas

Light

If you have not used
or seen them, write
for our K. S. Catalog.
It tells all about them
and our other lamps
and systems. Over
185,000 BRILLIANTS
sold during the last
6 years.

EVERY LAMP
GUARAN rEED

150-r.oldle Power

BRILLIANT OAS LAMP CO.
42 State Street, CHICAGO

When writing to adverttsers, kindly
mention The Keystone

Monogram-Making Means Money-Making

Sent

" The Art of Engraving " is an ideal text-book. It thoroughly grounds the
student in the elements of the art, and leads him by easy stages to a complete
mastery of all its niceties.

The author has had unique success as an instructor in engraving, and this book
embodies a plan of instruction evolved from his years of experience.

The student of engraving will save time, the workman will save thought by
procuring a copy of this book. It contains over 200 illustrations.

postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by The Keystone, 19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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I want you to have our Prospectus, to read it over—especially the

testimonials—and we are sure you will be convinced that we have the
experience, teachers, methods, tools and appliances to make a thorough,

practical and up-to-date Watchmaker, Engraver and Optician of you in a

short space of time. Better send for it to-day. Fall term begins Sep-

tember 4, 1905. See ad. on page 11,34, this issue.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
Sehnier, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Watch Repairing for the Trade
Including all complicated watelles at the
lowest possible rives. Good work only.
Estimates cheerfully made. Give us a trial.

E. F. 0. KLEIN
Established 346 Broadway

1883 BUFFALO, N. Y.

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on selection to reliable
maim factoring jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

Blowers Blow-Pipes
J. M. WESTMACOTT CO.

fac- Jewelers' as Blast Furnacesturers of
for Soldering Plate, Melting, Annealing,

Enameling, Boiling Out, Etc.
Special Furnaces Send for Ntolog A

made to order. 159 to 161 Orange Street
Ingot Moulds Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case

Repairing for the Trade
Send for our Price-List

Our Motto: Quick Service
Work returned Sallie day as received

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
to W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

BE .A
WATCHMAKER
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The Artisan 24-page Illustrated Book," How
to be a Watchmaker " free. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, Globe Building, St. Paul,

idgliD" A new game just out. Lively,instrue-11 hive and interesting for persons wear-
ing rings. Price, 25c. Wanted,
some jeweler in every town to
sell this. It will boom your ring
t rade.Sarn plc pack,16e. ;t wo,300.;
eight, $1.00. Sent prepaid (only
On receiptof price).Ask vourjob-
ber for wells' Perfect king Ad-
justers, or I will send at once an
assorted 1 doz.10 K.gold,6 3.7 51

I doz. gold filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal. 850.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa•

DUPLEX
SCREW DRIVER

Thls holder and driver is unsur-
passed for fastening clock 1110VO-
Ineuts in their eases, and for ii ii -
lug screws in places inaccessible
the band. It has been great ly Un-
proved in temper and holding pi., )•r
and is now the best screw driver in
the market, used with or without
the holder (the spring turns back
on tang, making a common driver).
It is simply perfect. Ilave added
new machinery and am enabled
thereby to sell them at a lower
price. The blade is of the finest
tool steel and will not turn in
handle.

Price, 315 Centex

Order one from your dealer, or send stamps to

S. I. SNYDER
clearficld, Pvt.

LOUIS GOTTI-IOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

A HEALTHY JEWELER HAS AN
APPETITE FOR EVERY

GOOD THING
SANGER'S EMERY RING BUFFS
ARE A
PURE
BUSINESS
FOOD

AND
WILL

DO YOU
GOOD

EMERs?

INSIDE 
RING
l3UFF

6

,tmERYsutis
1"

oN

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

lust met ions in \Vetch and Jewelry
Nepal ri lig, Engraving and opt
hull% idual insi rum ion.

Our 3-Years' Course
Is for the benefit of those who wish
Is fit themselves for the highest posi-
tions. Students in this course pay
I uition for the first year, antl we pay
I Imin a small salary the second and
third years.

Send for catalog to

ELCIN ILL.

In future

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

will be known by
the signature on
the card of

All others are imitations and are an infringe-
ment on patents. A II in fringements will be
prosecuted to the full extent of law.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 126 State Street, Chicago

LINDNER & CO.
Jewelers' Supplie.s

S. W. cor. Fourth and Walnut

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Fountain and Special Mainsprings

Write for Price-List

Jewelers Having Tortoise
Shell Goods

that have become dull, can have them
repolished and made as bright as new,
at a small expense, by sending them to
the manufacturer,

Wm. K. POTTER, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

EASELS
For SHOW CARDS, SIGNS, JEWELRY
CARDS, etc. Hold tight and will not close
up. Card always in sante position. In-
stantly adjusted, strong, folds fiat for ship-
ment; saves money, time and labor. No. 18,
Per doz., 25c.; gross, $2.23; No. ISA, 15c.
per doz.; $1.50 per gross. sample free.
Eclipse Easel Co. Box B. Wakefield R.I.

CROHN'S
NEW IMPROVED

Patent
Safety Guards
The BALL GRIP

Ii Ii d STUD Safety

41,
 thiards are the only

reliable protection
forscarfpins. Small,
neat a n d strong;
never out of order.
For sale by all watch
material and jewelry

houses.
For Scarf Pins,
Brooches and M. CROUIN
Ladies' Hat For Studs, Scarf
Pins. Price, 48 Malden Lane pins, Bro„,ii,,

$1.150 per doz. NEW YORK and Ladies'
23c. each. Hat Pins.

X ...tit xi)t X.+JI X+, ,L+, +1/4+.5 s..f.11.J.ex.b, X

( 
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RUDOLPH NOEL
Si CO. r):.4-

-4 r;

-..-

I
l -t-
37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK l';

< .. Importers of

gi 64:--4-•

4k! 3:Dianioniv, 11Dcarto iz
;.'i 
31 

preciono
(1 Zcini.preciotio anb P-<-in 
..,! Imitation %tonce 14
4(1/41,„1/4i Fine Series of Scientific

1i 
RUBIES 

i'xt
9ii 7.4w 74,7 4.7

'fluke .s of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write its, nientioning

Tom K EvitToNg

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Established
1839

CROUCH it FITZGERALD

Jewelrll Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock

z6z Broadway 688 Broadway
Below Cori la ti t street Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d streets

NEW YORK

[ 

BARGAINS
IN Jewelry

American Movements
and Swiss Watches
We send selection packages on demand.
We carry the best material and sup-

plies at. reduced prices.
An assortment of discontinued Amer-

ican movette•nts always on hand.
We do work for the trade.

Bend .for Latest List

Philip Katz 0 Co.
51-53 Maiden Lane

New York

CA:=6 I , Snap complete

2 .

3.

Outside of Snap

Inside of Snap

The 1E. P. II. Patent
Non-pull-out Neck Chain

Snap is a patented snap that
insures the wearer against
loss of

CHAIN or CHARM
for it positively will not pull
out.

Made in 10 and 14 Karat Gold 

and in Gold Filled

Can be had of the following
Wholesale Selling Agents:

Messrs. W. Green & CO.
NEW YORK

M. Sickles & Sons
PHILADELPHIA

E. Sr J. Swigart
CINCINNATI

Swartchild & Co.
CHICAGO

Nordman Brothers
SAN FRANCISCO

Leonard Krower
NEW ORLEANS

Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.
ST. LOUIS

it

6fi

46

44

14

14 Karat

10 -Karat

j Small . . $7.00 per doz.
( Large . . . 7.50 a .6
f Small . . . $0.00 per doz.
1 Large . . 0.50

Gold Filled / 7,rtraglel sagg lir dos.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under head in g "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
word t4. Addi I it,ituil WO rdn and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per Word.

Under all headings except ''Situations
Wanted," Til REE cEN'rs per word.

Name, address, initials mid abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as pat•t of the advertisement. No
display other t Mtn t 'o-I hie Init I al letter.

To I itatt ro insertion lllllll ey must ac-
e pany all orders for advet•tisetnents,
and copy must reach 104 1110F later than
the 25th of 00011 month for insertion in
the following month's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
ad vert iser must accompany the copy of
tile advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must mend 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
lit whiell their advertisement appears.

Add ress,
THE KEYSTONE

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
rnder tI,t, hendlno, ONE CENT per word, for Aral11.1414'41re WOrd.. AddllIonaI wordnnod nilverlkemenlo,CENTS per word. No adyerthoonent Iipertedfor boo. Ihnn 25 moll,

pOSITION as plain engraver and optician, or
as manager of an optical business. Dr.!. W.

Haskell, North East, Pa. 
WATCHMAKER, optician, drug exp.; German;

good salesman. All tools ; Iowa pref.
" F 72," care Keystone. 
100SI1'ION by mfg. jeweler, stone-setter and

miameler in nititil store. Position perma-
nent. Slate salary iu first reply. "J 7l,'' care
Keystone.
yOUNG man, of 25, wants P0511 bit as watch-
!! maker. Attended school for term of 10
months. Good refs, Joseph 11. l.ttitt, 5815
Easton Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 
E1"T. 1st, position in city store by an expert

watchmaker, very thorough and careful
workman-years of exp. as head watch maker-
eompeten t to take charge of and estimate cost

Good salesman, graduate optician.
" P 03," care Keystone.
Vol ' NG man, 24; 5;4 years' exp. In first-class
I ji•welry stores and graduate optician, Al refs.,
desires position. Cleveland pref., lint will go
any place. " Jeweler," box 176, Warsaw, Ohio.
yOUNG man, 21, 2 years at bench, speak Ger-
I 111fUl, well up in ordinary repair work,
desire position under expert to finish on high-
grade work. Or would accept. position in
material house. Karl Neugebauer, Salem, Ore.
It V poing man as watchmaker, jeweler and

engraver, or location to operate repair busi-
ness in ,jewelry or drug store. Address, It. S.
Ihisten, Wlidield, Iowa. 
11 EFIt A CTIONIST, 34, of good appearalice andIL habits, would like position with Eastern
jewelers to learn watchmaking in leisure time.
Ref. "C 68," care Keystone. 
1/Y Al engraver and salesman. Only first-class
" houses desiring an artist need write. Refs.
and samples of work. " C 67," care Keystone. 
pIRST-CLASS engraver and salesman wishesI position in a town about 20,000, and where
he can h•arn trade. " W 66," care Keystone.
11VC HAT M A k ER, engraver, stone-setter, Jew-
" eler, understand some of optic's ; practical
exp. Good salesman ; callable taking charge
store. Age 29. State salary, Al refs.; Pacific
coast !wet "K 64," care Keystone. 
POSITION wanted to finish trade ; 2 years'
L bench exp. Know all about clock and plain
watch work and have tools. Young man, age
20 ; state salary. Ad., C. C. Shea, Ramer, Tenn.
(1001), practical watchmaker, jobbing jewelerU and engraver ; 2 years' exp. on It. It. work,
well up in all branches, good set of tools, desires
a position. Chicago or some large nearby city
pref. Young man; refs. and photo. if necessary.
Wages, $18 to $20 per week. " B at," care
Keystone.

Al OPTICIAN and good watchmaker wants
position ; capable of taking charge of opt ical

department; Al refs.; 6 years' exp. Address,
"S 60," care Keystone.
YOUNG man ; engraver, second watchmaker,

jewelry and clock work, salesman, wants
position ;July 15th. Age 21, it years' exp.
Central States. Landis School of Engraving,
Detroit, Mich. 
ITN(3RAVER ; second watchmaker, jewelryLI and clock work. Mao, 32 years old, wants
position. Refs. Address, Landis School of
Engraving, Detroit, Mich. 

POSITION as engraver, watchmaker and
11 Jewelry repairer. Ant capable taking full
charge of store ; have had 20 years' actual exp.
at the bench and behind the counter. Good
salary and permanent position. Good refs.
" I) 55," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, engraver, graduate optician,
" 8_years' exp. Kansas or nelir pref. Salary
$15. P. H. Nevill, Seventh Street, Hennepin
Avenue, Alinneapolis, Minn.

SITUATIONS WANTED

yOUNG man, owning lathe, full set of tools,
I desires position as watchmaker. For full
particulars, ad. It. W.," box 1163, Phillips,Wis. 
PAVE quit working at bench, desire position
11 as clerk with wholesale or retail ; competent
for material department or work city trade.
Don't drink or use tobacco. Age 28 ; best ref.
Salary, 818 ; open for position July or August.
"II 44," care Keystone. 
pAR'PNER, with capital, to go on road as tray-
L eling optician. Am expert watchmaker,
engraver, jeweler, optician and salesman. Have
had charge of stores in large cities. Ilave
optical business down pat ; ti a bustler.
".M 45," cure Keystone.

A WATC1I and clock repairer, 38 years' exp.;
single, own tools (except Amerman lathe)

desiring to make a change, would like a situ-
ation as assistant watchmaker in a large store
where workshop is separate front store with a
jeweler in a large nmnufacturing town-" Down
South" pref. Wages reasonable ; Al refs.
exchanged. Address, Robt. F. Kern, P. O. box
380, St.. Clairsville, Ohio.
14IIRST-CLAS8 watchmaker, jeweler, engraver
r and graduate opt Han. Age 27 ; single ; 10
years' exp. at bench. Washington or Oregon
pref. Address, " A. E. T.," 113 South Alain
St rest, Mason City, !ewe.
Y watchmaker at once, or by Sept. 1st.. Ex-
perienced on high-grade watches ; complete

set tools. Central or Eastern States pref. Refs.
Box 133, Pulteney, N. Y.
ahltiMAN, age 25, wants position as engraverU or optician • Chicago pref. Address, Fred.
Hansen, genera) delivery, Chicago, Ill. 
WATCHMAKER and engraver, age $2 ; edu-
TT cated, careful, energetic. No bad habits.
City pref. Desires position with good firm to
gain exp. "T 76," care Keystone. 
QEPT. 1st, Al watchmaker, R. R. watch exp.;U jeweler, graduate optician, plain engraver.
Less than $20 Per week not accepted. Best ref.
Own lathe and tools. " M 75," care Keystone. 
raPERIENCED, all-around watchtnaker, en-
1:1 graver, salesman, manufacturing and refrac-
ting optician, edging and rimless mounting.
Gilt-edge refs.; 18 years' exp. All tools and
instruments. Not less than $20 per week.
"S 74," care Keystone. 
11Y August 1st, or before, as traveling salesman
U for wholesale jewelry or silverware limn.
Address, Box 60, Augusta, Wis. 
1/Y young, single man of good habits, position
1-3 to finish trade. have exp. as tudieiati and
do watch work. All tools, bench and lathe.
Refs. furnished. Address, "Jeweler," 594
Canada Street, St. Paul, Minn.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, Jeweler; Iowa orsurrounding States pref. "L 78," care
Keystone.
AUGUST 1st, first-class watchmaker, engraver,It graduate optician ; Georgia pref. Complete
set of tools, trial case ; 17 years' exp. Best refs.
" A 58," care Keystone. 
yOUNG man wants to work for interest in good
I Jewelry business with reliable man. Am
first-class workman ; good refs. Texas or
Oklahoma pref. " F 79," care Keystone.
YOUNG man, 4 years' bench exp.; first-class
I dock repairer. Fair knowledge of watches
and jewelry repairing ,• own tools. Not afraid
to work. Good habits, with best ref. West
pref.; state salary. "Alex," care Financial
Contract Security Co., 704 Fifteenth Street,
Denver, Colo. 
A POSITION as engraver, jeweler and clock
a repairer; 10 years' exp. In retail store ; mar-
ried. Wisconsin and Iowa pref. " B 80," care
Keystone. 
posiTtoN by a refractionist, understand whole-
' sale, retail and shop work. First-class all
around ; best of ref. Ad.," I) 59," care Keystone.
LL-AROUND man, good workman ; capableLI managing store ; 12 years' exp.; complete

set tools. Lock box 60, Augusta, Wis.
yOUNG American watch, clock and jewelry
I repairer, experienced on French clocks,
knowledge of optics, now employed, desires
change. Rhode Island or Bristol County, Mass.
Lathe and tools. "M 5," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, 20 years' exp., wants posi-
tion. Bench, lathe and tools. High-grade

watches and clocks a specialty. Philadelphia
vicinity prof. Geo. Hilbert, Mountaintop, Pa.

Al

ATCHMAKER, ophthalmologist, diamond.
setter, jeweler, engraver, ease repairer

desires early change in location. Best ref.,
single L 14 years' exp. F. G. Cheek, Beaver
Falls, Pa. 

ExrERT watchmaker and ophthalmologist
desires early change of locality. Fine on

It. It. work. Best ref., 14 years' exp.; single ;
city pref. F. G. Cheek, Beaver Falls, Pa, 
flPTICIAN, watchmaker, jeweler, 18 years' exp.

Capable taking charge-good, ail-around
man. Prefer place with druggist ; at once.
"II. C. D.," 307 Sherman Ave., Dixon, Ill. 
WATCHMAKER, Jeweler, engraver, 20 years
" of exp., wants position. Address, "Watch-
maker,"  Elmira, N. Y. 
POSITION at once by young man, 20 years' old,
I good appearance, temperate habits honest
4% years' -bench exp. Position with good
jeweler for advancement ; moderate wages.
Address, Jeweler C. C. Carter, Taylorville, Ill.
W ATCHMAKER and plain engraver in New
" Hampshire mfg. town. Steady place for
industrious young man. " P 97," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

POSITION by young man to tioisit trade undergood watchmaker. Can do some engraving;
have some tools. Moderate salary. Ludwig
Nelson, 415 Summit Ave., Fergus Fulls, Minn.
WATCIIIAK ER, can do jewelry repairing ; 8
" years' exp. in first-class jewelry store ; fair
salesman ; West pref. Have tools. Al. F. Vogt,
122 W. Market Street, Louisville, Ky. 
1/Y young man Its watchmaker and engraver ;

can also do hard soldering ; 6 years' exp.
Refs. from employers. "Jeweler," 337 N. Union
Street, Fostoria, Ohio. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and fair engraver,
IT also have some knowledge of optics, would
like position in good-sized town toil less than
10,000. Illinois or Central aft, pref. All
letters promptly answered. bef exchanged.
Address, "i. 96," care Keystiole
VONIPETENT, exclusive refraetionist, practi-

exchisive optical firm, who
v specialist, wants posistfillita74,titei,,iiiri(l-chiligishsi_,

grade work. Refs. exchanged. "1. 88," careke■ show.
r ()ENG man, 26, eight years' exp. in large re-

lull jewelry stores, jeweler, engraver, first-
elass salesman. Best refit. Position musl be
permanent. " A 89," care Keystone. 

By engraver and clock repairer, also help enjewelry and watch repairing. Good sale,-
man and window trimmer. lied refs. Address,
714 Court. Street, litt Ii Oglon,
A II LIST-CLASS man having 25 years' exp. in
IL Jewelry and optical business, desires a road
or house position with it good house. Invest i-
gate this if you need a good man. "Il 86," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man of fine appearam.e and ivrreethabits, having 5 years pram huh and ',limit
exp.; good watchmaker, salesman, plain en-
graver and hard solderer, wants position. Sure
to please you. 55 West, Front, Portsmouth,Ohio.
WATCH and elockmaker, 20 years' exp., desires
TT position with first-class house, Good set of
tools. LT. W i I Is,108I 51ou tul st.,Cincinnat LOW,

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING 1H RE E CENTS PER WORD

1‘'.\ TCMI.\ I: ER awl ji.Nycler, most be good
" Sales110111, ii> a sInail 1.0,11 III. 11500 iii Maine.
Sio,ady nj1111. "1'897," (Inv kcy.1■41p.
I;XPEIIT engraver and die-cutter. .)Itist lii
" thoroughly experienced. .Ipply to It. I..
Auld, 195 E. .Long St reet, columbus, Ohio, by
letter.

WATCHMAKER by August 15th. Must be
tirst-elass On railmad work and good en-

graver. (Mod. wages and permanent position
to right man. (Mo. K. Munro, Grand Forks,
N. Dak.
VIRsT-CLASS watchmaker by July 1st -tor

summer resort store. Ad., II. M. Norton,
Corry, Pa.
t N experienced watch repairer and engraver ;
,1 ono who speaks German pref. Address,
S. .1. Gilger, Norwalk, Ohio. 
WATCHMAKER and jeweler ; would like one
" to do plain engraving. ■Itquly job.
Not like whisky wanted in the business.
It. it. Barnes, Cuero, Texas.
A MAN wanted to be experienced in watch-
LI maker's tools and materials. None btit
experienced need apply. "A41," care Keystone.
I/RUST-CLASS watchmaker and optician ; en-
r graver pref. State wages and send refit
with first letter. Must be speedy and do first-
class work. Only good man need apply. A. E.
Oyster, Alliance, Ohio. 
WWELEIt and optometrist with some exp. in
9 drug store. Single ,• best ref., at once.
D. Witmer, Hannah, N. Dak.
AT once, yow lady watchmaker, Jeweler andIt engraver ; also wait on watch and jewelry
trade. Ref. Ad., Aug. E. Seebold, Whiting, Ind.
151 a healthy Southern city, a first-class watch-
1 maker, optician and engraver ; also good
Jewelry repairer, diamond-setter and engraver.
To begin first of August. Both men must be
willing to assist in sales. Permanent position
to right parties. State exp. and salary. -"
care Keystone. 
PALIFORNI A. Wanted, first-class combination
L' manufacturing Jeweler and engraver. Per-
manent position to right man. In first letter
state age, exp., eyesight and ability. Must
have highest refs. Joseph Jessop, San Diego. 
THOROUGH watchmaker and engraver. Send

• 

refs. and photo. in first letter. State salary.
"S 42," care Keystone.
'VINE jeweler, clockmaker and engraver. SlateI salary. Send refs. and photo. in first letter.
"S 43," care Keystone. 
VI RST-CLASS salesman, window-dresser a iTa

▪ 

all-around loan for up-to-date jewelry alld
pa w n brok I lig biuminess. Large Sou t sri> t
Require AI ref., habits, nice personal appear-
tome. Pleasant, permanent sititatioti. Send
photo. if 1108811)1e. State ref. anti salary first
letter. "G 99," care Keystone.
V.\ IR engraver, assistant watchmaker ;

'unit v to advance. Iowa. State exp., ref.,
salary. ." II 77," care Keystone.
RUST-CLASS refracting optician 111141 frame-

✓ fitter in town of 150,000 located in Ohio.
Give ref. and state salary desired in first letter.' C 70," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER and Jeweler ; $12 to 815.
" Western New York. "U 83," care Keystone.
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HELP WANTED
A FIRST-CLASS engraver, who can also assistfl with watch work, or a good Watch workmanwho can also do fairly good engraving. Singleman pref., and one who can wait on trade andkeep stock in order. Send sample of engraving.Edward Vail St Co., Wichita, KBI18.
now) watchmaker and engraver at once. Goodsalary to right man. Kight & Bright,Elizabeth City, N. C.
n0(J1) watchmaker and engraver ; permauentU position to right man. Missouri town, 12,000.Must furnish $ood ref.; state salary expected." 13 82," cure Keystone.
WATCILMAKER, jeweler and engraver ; one

11'110 speaks French pref. E. N. 11 bitcomb,Perlin, N. H.
A 1 IRS T-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and cu-
ll graver at once. Would pay $12 to $15 a
week. Write 1110 if you want a snap. F. P.
Burkholder, Fort Scott, Kans.
A Pi itwr-ci,Ass watchmaker, who is thoroughlyIt capable of repairing railroad watches, and
WII0 is also au engraver and optician. Must be
sober and have good ref. Steady position ;
salary, $25 per week. "II 51," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS experienced man in watch
0 materials for a Alaiden Lane firm. " K 73,"care Keystone.

TCHIMAK Elt, August 1st. Must be first-
class on R. It. work and fair engraver and

optician. Good wages and permanent position
to right man. .1. M. Martin, Crestliue, Ohio. 
WATCI !MAK ER wanted ; young man, single.
TT Good elimate for hay fever patient. State
salary expected and refs, in first letter. Box
No. 14, Mackinac Islan(l, Mich 
1;001) watchmaker, experienced, steady man,

$12 to $15 week. Permanent position. Give
references and full partieulars at once. S. C.
Nofzinger, Archbold, Ohio. 
(400D engraver, who can also repair jewelry

and clocks. Permanent position to reliable
man. State abilities and refs. in first letter.
Est berg tk Sous, Waukesha, Wis. 
WATCHMAKER and engraver. State age,
" exp. tools, refs. and send sample engrav-
ing. Address, E. G. Hoover, Harrisburg, Pa.
pltUG clerk, who Is also a good watch repairer
TT and jeweler. Registered or assistant regis-
tert•d in Indiana. Best refs. necessary. State
salary. Box 646, North .Tudsou, Ind. 
AT once, first-class optician, one that will makeLI himself useful for all kinds of work in
Jewelry store. Permanent position to right
man. State age and exp. A. 11. Frandsen,
',Monmouth, Ill.
a 001) a I I -a rout sI. in, it lit, 
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e tri,t
about sell'. Aildress,Wood-
pesit hut. For reply MUNI

ward, jeweler, Spring Valley,
it. Ill ES.% I, E jeweler, 1Thiladelphitt, wants ex-

I odic.. salesman. Knowledge of
watchmaking desirable. Address, " IV 09,"
care Keystone.
APTIt A N, jeweler and engraver, August 15th.
" Send ref, and slate salary wanted. Meyer

• 

Schamber, Meridian,

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENT* Pen WORD

fiLD watch movements-no matter how bad
V the condition, just so they are complete.
State price and how many you have. " S 84,"
care Keystone.
VILERY kind of gold and silverware, Jewelry,
1:1 watcltes, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satis-
factory I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepsmelter el' gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Salmon SI., Philadelphia. 
IyOVELTIES for summer resort trade. What
II have you? Ad., H. 51. Norton, Corry, Pa. 

5/111/1 BROKEN down mil of repair American
uuu movements watited-eash. Vetch mate-

rial or second-haunt neivements in first-class
repair in exchange. I,. C. Rock well, 724 Central
Avenue, Hot Springs, Ark. 
TRIAL case ; must be good one and cheap.

• 

Robt. R. Greene, Salem, 510.
TO buy established, good-paying jewelry bud-
s. ness in a town of 3000 to 20,000 in Ohio or
Western Pennsylvania. " W 65," care Keystone.

TO buy Moseley or it' vett slide rest, Rivett faceplate and bezel chuck. A. l'hinney, Benton-
ville, Ark.
THE address ot or Fuller. K. H. LOWI8,
I lialdwinswille, N. Y.
TO buy paying je° y IIIIYIIIPSS in fair-sized
I town in Middle Wcst. "11 87," care Key-
stone.
1 0CATH IN -Young man about to start in
" jewelry blISilleSS would like to hear front
good town in Washington, Oregon or other
Al'estern slate. Good watchmaker, engraver,
violinist. s 92," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

$500 tlf...‘ 
with

location in town 10,000 ; cheap rt•tit. lie quick.
"A 57," care Keystone.

(Continued on /'age 1,98)
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

(Caulinued from page 1197)
;OLDEN opportunity. A handsome jewelry:1 store in a beautiful Michigan city of 6000pop. A nil bat ti well-built city containingImportant manufacturing industries, large rail-road car and machine shops and State institu-tions. Watch inspection busInesa at the divisionpoint of a large railroad system, important andprofitable as any in the State. The county seatand natural trading center for many miles ofthe most populous and richest farming countryof the Middle West. Business established fornearly 40 years, doing $20,000 annually and abig money-maker. Price about $10,000. " B 978,"cure Keystone.

$400 BUYS fi xt tires, or $900 stock and (lot tires.1000 pop. in I‘'estern Iowa. Only jeweler,only watchmaker ; a good, profitable business.Address, "Jeweler," care 507 W. Seventh Street,Sioux City, Iowa.

MY stock of watches, clocks, jewelry, etc., IntV1 the town of Warrenton Mo. County seat,pop. 1200. No competition in the county. Willsell at invoice ; investigate this snap. J. F.Balotin, IVarrentoo, Mo. 
Q31ALL stock of jewelry, fixtures, tools andsupplies. Ad., John '1'. Perkins, Manhattan, III.

RPLENDID chance to buy well-establishedU jewelry, Optical and stationery business inas good town and country as you will find any-where. Full particulars by mail ; don't writeunless you mei!ii liusiness and got the cash.C. H. Anderson, chat field, Mins.

JEWELRY mid optical business n exceptionallyIi prosperous uhlo town of 2000 ; invoice about$1200. Reason for selling, other business. Fineopportunity. " 11 913," care Keystone.

cfl Cf.>. I'S on the dollar. Old-establishedLW jewelry business, booming Illinois town10,000 pop. Chance of a lifetime. Address,'" Jeweler," P. 0. box 184, Litchfield, Ill.

IEWELRY and stationery store In town of 1500.College trade. (toed opportunity. Reason,poor health. Box 72, Mercersburg,

FSTABLISHED.jewelry and optical business inIt growing Illinois town of 15.000. Stockinvoices about $5500 ; can reduce. Repair workmore than pays all expenses. Lock box 42,Mattoon, Ill.

FSTABLISHED tool and material business,u with catalogue, etc. Owner wishes to go inother business. A bargain, if sold this month." H 967," care Keystone.

AT invoice, less 61. Only jewelry store init Illinois mfg. city of :3000. Business over$4000 per annum ; will Invoice about $2000.Don't write unless you have the cash. Fineopening. Norris, Mister & Co., Chicago.

FIRST-CLASS jewelry and optical business forsale in county seat ; established in 1878.Must be sold on account of owner's death.Invoiced at $5200; will sell for MOO cash. 0. M.Barker, administrator, Morris, Ill.
_ 

QTOCK, fixtures, tools and material at a bar-u gain. Good town, best location, low rent;clean stock. .51ust sell at once on account fail-ing eyesight. Easy terms if desired. Will bearInvestigation. A. it. Breese, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.

IEWELRY and optical store ; fine stock and11 fixtures invoice $4500. At a real bargain ifsold at once—in the beautiful health resort ofColorado Springs. Address, P. 0. box 782,Colorado Springs, Colo.

JEWELRY store at a bargain. Stock and fix-" tures about $3000 ; can reduce amount. Thisoffer is on the square ; come and investigate itat Jackson, Mo. Geo. C. Hasslinger.

QTOCK and fixtures in Pennsylvania city, 15,000pop. Rings, diamonds, watches, clocks, etc.Cost wholesale $3950.75 ; will sell for $1600 cash.Fixtures include 4000 lb. safe, 1 20-foot oak finewall case, 1 clock case, 1 French plate glass showcase, 2 show cases for jewelry, 1 walnut and ashcounter, 1 large clock sign. Good chance foryoung man ; come and see before buying ; nota cat in the bag; well located in center of town ;rent $18 per month. Sickness, only cause forselling. Levi Hartenstine, Pottstown, Pa.

BOOB proposition—jewelry, optical businessLI and fixtures: established stand ; best locatedIn city ; pop. 15,000; only 2 others. About $4000cash. Answer quick. Phil. Levy, Henderson, Ky.
Si0,01-ifi JEWELRY business and ranch,uu Hornet, Cal. Jewelry business, $1000;ranch adjoining town, $9000. Suitable to lay oft'In villa town lots. Pop. 800, and growingrapidly ; no opposition. A bargain. A Iso$I0,000orange grove to sell. N. W. Foods, Hemet, Cal.

$2800 JEWELRY stock ; no fixtures. BoughtIn 1903 and 1904. A bargain. "K 48,"care Keystone.

IIPPORTUNITY worth investigating. $0500u cash or good security will buy jewelry storeIn Minnesota, with large watch inspection.Good money-maker and a snap extraordinary."11 62," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

BLD-ESTABLISHEI) business ; only jewelrystore in Iowa town, rich farming district ;store Is doing big business for amount of moneyinvested. Location in drug store ; free rent,light and heat. Reason for selling, going out ofbusiness. About $700 required. J. N. Pittman,Douglas, Nebr.

RTORE and residence combined, 2 lots, ingrowing oil and gas town in Eastern Kansas.Good jewelry and optical trades. "11 56," careKeystone.

IEWELRY and optical business ; establishedU in 1800. Reason for selling, poor health. Arare opportunity. G. X. Luckey, Baldwins-ville, N. Y.

FSTABLISIIED optical business, $700 ; IncludesIA _pock, fixtures and good-will. Itenson forselling, we are studying mediolue. Green &Green, 1556 California, Denver, Colo.

A BARGAIN. A nice and complete jewelry:1 store in a town of 2000 ; only stock or work-man. Invoices about WOO. Business last year,$4000 ; will sell at a bargain. Reason for sale,have 2 other businesses want to concentrate.Location, Grand View, Texas. Best and richestpart of one of the best counties in StateAddress, J. S. Butner, Cleburne, Texas.

VXTRAORDINA fly opportun I ty. 13(181nossn established over 9 years in the largest andmost progressive town in Texas-85,000 inhabi-tants. New fixtures, with electric light inside.Stock, tools, material, fixtures, etc., invoiced,May 1st, 87500. Bench work averaged 8200 to$250 per month. Lease 20 months longer.Must be sold on account of sickness. If inte-rested, we will give further information."R 50," care Keystone.

JEWELRY business, established 10 years.tral Illinois town, pop. over 25,000. Newfixtures, 3 years' lease ; up-to-date business.$4000 ; cash only. " C 47," care Keystone.

$150 TA K ES a small stock of jewelry in heartof mfg. and R. R. center, 8 blocks from4 wholesale houses ; good place for any one torecuperate. Nice run of watch and all kind ofrepair work. Low rent for front and side lightwindow in drug store. H. T. Sherman, 843Lorimer Street, Denver, Colo.

A GOOD-PA YING, old-established jewelry Nad-a ness in Colorado. Fine plate-glass fixtures,fully equipped mfg. shop in connection, togetherwith stock, will invoice about 88000. "V 81,"care Keystone.

THE best paying jewelry business in Missouri;I established 10 years. Railroad inspector—fine repairing business ; also fine residence.Ill health compels the change. Address, G. W.Cameron, Poplar Bluff, Mo.

IVELL-ESTABLISHED trade shop as well 88It private trade. Fine condition ; electricmotor power. Good chance for young man toestablish himself in business. Best reasons forselling. Address, " A 04," care Keystone.

ANLY jewelry sttom in town 1000 pop. Stockk, and fixtures invoice $2200. Last year's profits82000. Sell brick building for 82200, or rent for$20 month. L. C. Pedersen, Walnut, Iowa.

IEWELRY and optical business ; invoice aboutIf $1500. Want to retire. Box 146, Vermillion,Ohio.

Y entire store fixtures consisting of wall casesIn 10, 12 and 26-foot sections ,• counter casesIn 4, 8 atid 10-foot lengths ; all plate glass withtables to match ; all cases solid walnut. Regu-lator, electroliers, work benches, safe, desk,trays and 200 advertising cults for jewelers.Write me for full descriptions and prices.R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.

AN established jewelry business located in aLi thriving Illinois city. Selling on account ofdeath of former owner. For particulars, addressMrs. R. 0. Hesse, Wheaton, Ill.

BNLY jewelry store in town 1500, in best andu richest Beetle') of Ohio. Great chance. Rentcheap. Gross profits $2000 per year. Stockclean as a whistle ; invoices $2400. "H 90,"Care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS Jewelry store. Stock and fix-f tures invoice 84500. Nice, up-to-date Iowatown of 5000. Nice, clean, new stock. Goodroll of repair work : cleaning, $1.50 ; sinus, $2.50.Eau competition. Year's business, $6500.Reason for selling, other interests. Write forparticulars. "(1 91," care Keystone.

ANE of the nicest jewelry establishments in theu United States in an Indiana county seattown of 2500, with 7 smaller towns around withno Jewelers. Trade reaches 5 counties, estab-lished 10 years. Gilt-edged reputation. Prac-tically no competition in optics and Jewelry.No cleaner stock or store anywhere. $4500 cashor bankable notes. Reason, health—want out-door work. Address, " B 53," care Keystone.

POMPLETE drug stock and sundries, recess1, bottles, 4 golden oak show cases, 19 incheshigh ; 4-foot bevel plate cigar case. Will sell ortrade if removed from this town. Price, 81800.W. S. Williams, Ashland, Ill.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

BLD-ESTABLISHED business. Only jewelryu store in town 1500 inhabitants ; 2 railroads.Up-to-date stock and fixtures ; invoice about$1250. A bargain if taken before August 1st.Lock box J, Wellsville, Mo.

IE1VELRY stock and fixtures in South DakotaIF town of 2000 inhabitants. Will sell at invoicefor $2000 ; no competition. Bench work aver-ages $100 per month. Last year's lousiness over$6000. Good, till oak fixtures. "'I' 93," careKeystone.

AN old-established Jewelry and optical busi-ness in mfg. town of 10,000. Address," D 100,"care Keystone.

A RE you looking for an opening in the jewelryIt and optical business? My established Men-tion and trade should interest you. Don't writeunless you have at least 86000. A snap for theman that picks it up. Geo. E. Holmes, LockHaven, Pa.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS • HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

POLISHING lathe, gam and gasoline jeweler'sI furnace ; Crowell blower—coal ; enamelfurnace ; Crocker-IViteeler% E. P. motor, 220volts. Sell cheat!). Winship, Masonic Temple,Chicago.

WORK bench— line walnut, flat top ; 812.'I Hanging watch sign, 85. Have photos.Frank C. Field, Toledo, Ohio.

BENEVA ophthalmoscope, retitle/mope, oakU table, 2 stools—adjustable. Nearly new.Ad., "H. L.," 601 Main Street., Dubuque, Iowa.

FNGRAVING machine, universal ; 4 sets scriptLA type, 2 old English, 2 figures, 3 emblem typefor $20. A. M. Sherrick, Convoy, Ohio.

TRIAL case,Ainerican Optical Co. 's "standard."I Cost $90, will sell for $50. H. It. Swartz,York, Pa.

QTEVENS' improved phorometer, $15 ; Stevens'clinoscope, $50. Both nearly new. G. B.Newcom, Providence, It. I.

RATON &GLOVER engraving machine ; almostIi new ; cheap. " w 69," care Keystone.

nE ZENG refractometer ; best daylight instru-" anent—late improvement—good order ; $30.MT. T. McConnell, Boggs & Buhl, Allegheny, Pa.
ROLLING mill made by W. W. Oliver, 3" x 5",It toggle connections, perfect order; $100.J. W. Spence, Racine, Wis.

RIVETT universal head, Al condition ; new.it Price, $15. Dr. II. B. Moore, Milford, Mass.

flOMPLETE t rial set, good as new. Cost, $42.50;price, $30. Chambers-Inskeep onlithalmo-meter, almost new ; $50. Box 103, Bentonville,Arkansas,

RA FE, medium size, with inside door—Die-u bold's—e45 at depot. Winship, MasonicTemple, Chicago.

MOSLER safe, good as new; double doors insideI" and out. Box 60, Augusta, Wis.

mAKE me a cash offer for 'Lica pivot lathe andits a centering and drilling lathe, both practi-cally new ; largest size in plush case. Cost 810net. " P SS," care Keystone.

(WE jeweler's standard regulator, finely fin-t, 'shed movement of best quality, sweep sec-ond, 8-day pendulum, 12-Inch porcelain dial.Clock case is in solid walnut, and stands 8%feethigh. An excellent timepiece, and for saleCheap. The E. R. Moses Mercantite Co., GreatBend, Kans.

BARGAIN, Jeweler's gas enameling furnace.1.1 first-class condition ; Crowe blower and cru-cible furnace, complete outfit, cost, new, $60;my price, $2.5. Carman, 115 Dearborn Street,Chicago.

TYPEWRITER, caligraph, good order, $10.I Winship, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

BARGAIN, a full set of watchmakers' tools, In-Ii chiding lathe and universal head, all infirst-class condition. Enclose stamp for list.11. M. Robert, York, Pa.

ANE solid inlaid cherry trial case, 25 pairs +
V and — still., 20 pairs + and — cyl., prisms,trial frame and retinoscope, 810 ; 1 brass SwissUniversal lathe, face plate and slide rest, com-plete, good order, $10. First draft takes eitheror both. Each a bargain. J. W. Strain, Car-rollton, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I fi ELECTRIC light optical sign, 8 feet long ;Iu cost $125. In use 6 months. Sell or tradefor money, diamonds, optical goods, or any-thing I can use. C. W. Crosby
' 

eye specialist,1024 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

1
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

FOR sale or exchange for merchandise, 1280I acres Kansas, 1280 acres Texas, city propertyDenver, (3010. Address, "Owner, L 724," careKeystone.

AENUINE Elgin. balance staffs in exchangeU for broken-down out of repair Americanmovements. Send me what yon have; if. wecan't trade, will return and pay express charges.le. C. Rockwell, 724 Central Acetate, HotSprings, Ark.

TWO wall cases for Eaton & Glover engravingI machine, or what have you. A. ;Rebels,Buckner, Mo.

RENEVA retinoscope, never used; will exchangeU for Moseley slide rest and face plate. W. B.McCullow, Greenwich, Ohio.

nE Zi?,NG refractometer, practically speaking,I' new ; want oak wall case suitable for musicalInstruments. " 1' 46," care Keystone.

(1ENEVA retinoscope for Eaton & Glover en-graving machine. Klein, Connersville, Ind.
THE Cross retino-skiatneter. Will exchangeI or sell at a bargain. Ad., "X," AmericanOptical College, Detroit, Mich.

WHAT have you to exchange for a Spencer11 ophthalmoscopic lens tester. . Address,Box 77, Detroit, Mich.

$200 BUYS fine jeweler's safe, new, doubledoors, used short time. Would tradefor diamond or 2 karats, or what have you ?Snap, if taken at once. " D 94," care Keystone.
pP-TO-DATEjewelry stock, fixtures and mote-t.) rial. Good-paying business in modern cityof 5000. Will exchange for good frnit farm.Invoice for $3500. Ad., " P 95," care Keystone.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WOAD

A FINE location for watchmaker and jeweler.11 Address, A. W. Simmons, druggist, Dor-chester, Nebr.

APTICIAN wishing specially desirable business11 opportunity address, at once, Talbott, 221Spring Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

('RIP," the greatest game what is See adver-11 tisement on page 1196.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for in forma-III lion. The Collateral Loan and Baulking Co.,143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

WE take on trial experienced opticians, start-
-

ing them with a salary of $15 per week.Increase to the right persons. Must furnishown trial case. Send refs. Boyd Optical Co.,149 E. King Street, Lancaster, Pa.
— —! LIFE scholarship in our college, includinga diploma and highest degree, for only $7.50.see our advertisement, page 1184, aind write fornew prospectus. South Bend College of Optics.

la GRIP," the greatest game what is.

HEWES' gravers for engraving steel. J. F.IL Hewes, Titusville, Pa.

pEARL hat and scarf pins, waist and vest sets.I cuff links, watch fobs. Economy ButtonCo., Muscatine, Iowa.

THE best staffs made for fit, temper and finish.$1.25 to $3.50 per dozen. Ten per cent. dis-count for cash with order. Tarbox & Gordon,Omaha, Nebr.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MOULD you desire a watchmaker, jeweler orLI engraver write to Leonard Krower, NewOrleans—we have always applications, likewiserequests, for positions.

pASH paid for diamonds, watches, jewelry. En-tire stocks bought. Weintraub, 129 SouthSeventh Street, Philadelphia.

WHY not send me your watch cases that needu repairing? Can replace any part of a ease.G.F.Wadsworth,Silversiniths'BIdg.,Chicago,111.

pLGIN Horological School, the oldest and mostu practical school for watchmakers. Send forcatalogue to Elgin Horological School, Elgin,I11.
WHERE to receive the highest cash price forII every kind of gold and silver. Refiner ofsweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Sendby mail or express ; prompt attention given.

MODELS, machines or any articles. WorkIn confidential ,• mfg. on contract. B. L. Gates,90 Illinois Street, Chicago,

BUSINESS NOTICES

A bL kinds second-hand watches, gold rings,
a etc. Nearly as good as new ; cost much less.
Selection upon request. B. Gebliard, 129 South
Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

WATCHMAKERS send me 50c. for patent
11 fountain watch oiler, made by Elgin man.
The kind used by every watchmaker in the
Elgin factory. Money back if not the best tool
you ever had on your bench. F. C. Rockwell,
724 Central Avenue, Hot Springs, Ark.

S GRIP," the greatest game what is.

WEINTRAUB 129 S. Seventh, Philadelphia,
13. diamond setting for the trade. First-class
work. Prompt attention. Importer and dealer
In rare gems and semi-precious stones.

WE make a specialty of changing old antique
" watch cases to stein-wind. Something that
has been refused by others. Have had 40 years'
exp. and can guarantee satisfaction. N. J.
Felix, 18 John Street, New York.

aoLD and silver-plat ing, satin finish,engraving,
1-1 engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

IF you wish a position that pays $25 per week,
,1 it can be obtained through the Kansas City
Polytechnic Institute for Horology, Engraving
and Jewelry Manufacturing ; incorporated and
chartered in accordance with the statutes of the
State of Missouri. This is a watchmaking and
engraving school, with tile most modern meth-
ods and systems of teaching as well as modern
equipments. This school is first-class in every
respect and up to date in all its branches. For
further information and tuition, address Dr.
S. W. Lane, secretary, suite 202 Missouri Build-
ing, 1023 Grand Avenue, K(11111118 City, Mo.

HAVE you an old English watch case volt want
U changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F. Wadsworth,Sil versmit hs'BIdg. ,Chicago,I11.

II GRIP," the greatest game what is.

WANTED, address of those wanting a personal
" course of Instructions in the latest and only
sure system for testing the eyes. No money re-
quired until you are satisfied. Write for par-
ticulars. Located in Colorado. " N 98," care
Keystone.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and
1 Optical Institute succeeds because their stu-
dents stuccoed. A school's success depends
upon its moral character as well as its practical
training. In our Institute all work must be
absolutely thorough, and if you are with its
only a limited time you will find you have been
much benefited. We are not competing with
schools that protnise much—but give very little;
but we guarantee that our graduates will be
able to hold good positions, and the training
received here will be a lasting benefit. Write
for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

SITUATIONS WANTED

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, 25 years' exp. at
1' bench and jewelry business, desires steady
position, manager jewelry business or take
charge repair department, take in and deliver
work and wait Oil trade. Desire to get away
from bench. Must be first-class firm, good
salary. " 11 101," care Keystonu

HELP WANTED

QALESMAN calling on jewelry trade to carry
" high-grade line of umbrellas as a side line.
Good opening to right man and liberal remu-
neration. Address, National Umbrella Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

pIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver. State
I age, exp. and give ref. Permanent position,
good wages. E. J. Faust, 723 Hamilton Street,
Allentown, Pa.

AOOD engraver, Jewelry and clock repairer.
U Young man who can wait on trade. Most
furnish gilt-edge refs.; moderate salary. Chance
to learn optics. Send samples engraving; state
salary. Address, "L 102," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

IEWELRY and optical business ; have 2 stores,
U will sell one in county seat. Pop., 7000.
Did 89770 cash business last year. Rent, $450;
fine location. Invoice about $3000 now. Bar-
gain if taken at once. Address, "Jeweler,"
09 N. High Street, Columbus, Ohio.

PEARLS 2111%"li
If a customer should bring you any Diamond

Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to
C1-1A8- 8. CROSSMAIN a CO.
3 Maiden Lane New York
where you can have an 

immediateCaahoofriekr

 Established 1880 

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches, W heel and Pinion Cot-
t lug, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Ettabliched 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

ION BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio
Ilenorneturer of Fine

Watch Sc Spectacle
Fleetrie Illuminated and

siGN
Nun-illundonted. Durable, Elegant and Attractive
BEST SIGNS ON EARTH

Send for Catalogue
-------

High-Class

Repairing
fur the Trade

Our work IA the kind you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
407 Masonic 'ample CHICAGO, ILL.

" The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent, and
make him toaster of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus., PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

• 

Do You
Keep a
Record of
Watches
Repaired

Such a record is the first essential of a
successful repair department. There's
neither work nor trouble in keeping this
necessary information if you use the

Koptone Roconl Book
of Watch Repairs

specially gotten up for this purpose.
Each book has space for i600 entries,
with printed headings, and recording the
repairs is the work of a moment.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt of price, S1.00 (4s. 2d.)

Published by

The Keystone
19th and Brown Sta., Philadelphia, Pa.
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A universal market for Timing Watches has been created by the

New Chronograph Watch made by the New York Standard

Watch Co. This watch combines the lowest price and highest

degree of accuracy with a simplicity of mechanism that will

delight the watch-worker. To the sportsman its low cost and

efficiency make it irresistible. This

NEW

CHRONOGRAPH 

WATCH

•■■•=1

furnishes a rare opportunity for watch sales to every jeweler.

It equals in accuracy the most expensive imported chronograph

watches, is much more durable and less liable to get out of order.

Its parts are interchangeable, and easily duplicated at trifling cost.

Jewelers who haven't seen this great seller had better order

samples at once from their jobbers. Can be had in Nickel, Silver

and Gold Filled and Gold Cases, made by leading manufacturers.

VIC'SOR N:voas, Meticil4Z;41Zeme„ ©w Clay
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irx©t beng able tulrn
© pAece of Engfcavfing
An ohoric flame?

The increasing demands made upon you for gratis

engraving are proof enough that people want it. Are

you going to supply this demand and increase your

sales by so doing?

If you send your engraving away you spend as

much time on it as 'twould take to do it on the

machine, BESIDES PAYING FOR IT.

The design of our type is the work of an expert.

The machine reproduces this expert's work, consequently the quality of yout

engraving MUST be all right. Another thing! Your hand don't "get out," and you

don't make " slips"; it's something you can depend upon.

A man must have good tools to work with ; you wouldn't think of making a

pivot on an old Bow lathe—because you can save time and labor by doing it on an

up-to-date tool. Why should you do your engraving in the old and most expensive

way, when one of our machines will reverse this condition and make it the easiest

and least expensive.

Whatever way you look at it, you see the need of this machine.

NOW is the time to place your order while you have plenty of time in which to

get a thorough understanding of the machine and to have your engraving well

advertised before the busy season comes on.

Have you had our catalogue? It can be had for the asking.

000

'The lEoneon CrIovelto Company
szyTe, IPo

Work that is difficult by hand is easy for the NEW CENTURY—send
engraving and see for yourself.

for a sample of inside ring

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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= OUR DIAMONDS are diamonds • you can 

===

— implicitly rely on, that the price is the lowest and the quality =
_
= exactly what it is represented to be._

You can be sure the price is the lowest, because we buy the_

diamonds in the rough, cut them in our own cutting works

and pass them directly to the retail jeweler.
No other cutter in this country sells directly to the retail

jeweler, consequently no one can sell you equally as low as

we can.
==.
_
a As to the quality, we unreservedly guarantee that everything

a= we sell is just what we represent it to be. No one disputes the

-2 worth of our guarantee.

1■1■

11■•
■•■

■MNI

■••■•
.11■

J. R. WOOD & SONS, Diamond Cutters
2 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

1•1■1

COPYRIGHT 190'5,

BY B THORPE RUBLIsHER

" & BROWN PHILR
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OUR DIAMONDS are diamonds you can
implicitly rely on, that the price is the lowest and the quality
exactly what it is represented to be.

You can be sure the price is the lowest, because we buy the
diamonds in the rough, cut them in our own cutting works
and pass them directly to the retail jeweler.

No other cutter in this country sells directly to the retail
jeweler, consequently no one can sell you equally as low as
we can.

As to the quality, we unreservedly guarantee that everything
we sell is just what we represent it to he. No one disputes the
worth of our guarantee.

J. R. WOOD & SONS, Diamond Cutters
2 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

COPYRIGHT 1905,
BY B.THORPE PUBLISHER

& BROWN S!,.. PHILA.
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Movements that MOVE
from the Dealer to the Customer

Many millions of Elgin Watches have passed over the

counters of the jewelers of America. By their reliability and

accurate performance, those watches are busy making more

customers for Elgins and for you. The demand for

ELGIN WATCHES
is to-day greater than ever and still growing. Get your share

of the Elgin business.

See Jobbers' List for prices or write the Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet,

" Timemakers and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and

development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,

Factories, Elgin, Ill., U. S. A. New York Office, 11 John Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago. San Francisco Office, 206 Kearny St.

FaB. [tal—T

ALPINE
VIOLET

Another of our new

patterns for this

season.

Our new catalogue

shows all the pieces

and sets.

We offer an especi-

ally attractive line of

Chains, Lockets,

Brooches, Brace=

lets, Bar Pins,

Scarf Pins, Hat

Pins, Waist Pins

and Sets, Cuff
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Buttons, Crosses, Earrings, Necklaces and Hair Chain Mountings.

Our catalogue describes all of these, and every Jeweler should have a copy.

If vuu have not received one, ask us to send (me to you.

Theodore W. Foster 6 Bro. Co.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

Ioo Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.



1202 Traveling Force of The Keller Jewelry Mfg. Co. *

Right Goods
sold at

Right Prices
in

Right Ways

The kinds of Watches ami'
Chains you ought to sell, at
prices that ought to sell them.

The Non=Retailing Co.
Jobbers in

Watches and Chains

Lancaster, Pa.

' SAM. A. SCHREIBER

BENJ. J. BLARNEY

JACOB C. LUDES

The territory covered by our representa-
tives is as follows :

JOHN F. GARLAND—Western States and Special Tray.
eling Commissioner

HENRY M. ABRAMS—Pacific Coast States
SAM. A. SCHREIBER—Southern States, Texas, Indian

Territory and Oklahoma
BENJ. J. BLAKNEY—Pennsylvania and New York State
JACOB C. LUDEN—South and New England States
STEVE SMITH—Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri
JOHN S. BRAtioE—Western States

Our representative in your territory will soon
call on you with the most attractive and salable
line of gold jewelry ever shown in your store.
Wait for his visit, or write us.

The
Keller Jewelry mfg. co.

64 Nassau St., New York

JOHN S. BRAUDE
FACTORY, NEWARK, N..1.

This watch is the result of
a proposition made at a

Canadian Horological Institute
banquet by the Canadian
representative of a large

American Watch Company
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The Man Behind the Gun
The best in every instrument or machine cannot be brought out unless the man

behind it is equal to the task. This is equally true of all enterprises, and, not to forget,
of schools, too. The man in whom the control is centered must have the capacity, and
make the opportunities, if you will, to bring out the best in that enterprise, otherwise
some degree of mediocrity, if not downright failure, is bound to result. Building,
equipment and money alone combined will not do it. To attain the best results of
the various advantages and to conquer the various disadvantages under which every
school is bound to labor, requires a man fitted for the purpose and free to act.

Now, right here is the keynote as to why it is that this school holds the reputa-
tion. Under thefull control of a practical watchmaker of twenty-five years' experience,
who knows what is wanted and is keen on carrying it out. Whose one work in the
world for the past fifteen years is The C. H. 1.—who is bound to see it brought to
the position in which he has mentally pictured it, and, you may be sure, no trustees are
going to " butt in " to checkmate his best endeavors. The Superior School is right

here and because it is here is the one and only reason that could induce us to say so, and to invite young men to place
themselves under our tuition on the strength of it and of it alone. It is to be understood that we appeal only to honor-
able young men, who wish to work and to advance themselves to the very best of their ability, and whose hearts are
in their work. We teach horology only.

The full course is two years. The shortest improver's term is six months
The new term begins 5th of September. Send for circular and do it now

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
H. R. PLAYTNER, Director "5 to 121 East King Street, Toronto, Ont.

'WS
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in the jewelry business is made by making use of the
best facilities offered.

Our prompt, efficient and careful service in hand-
ling your material orders costs you no more than the
careless, half-hearted method which is the rule with
concerns who make a small department of this line.
And the satisfaction to you is a big gain in every way.

The line of American Material is now so large
that only an ample stock and large experience such
as ours can be depended upon to fill your orders
successfully, with promptness and including every
item ordered.

Send us a Trial Order and we'll prove that
we can please.

BALANCE
STAFFS

All Prices Per Dozen Genuine
Factory

Elgin, all sizes, 7 jewel . . $2.00
Elgin, all sizes, 17 jewel . . 3.00
Elgin, all sizes, 21 jewel . . 4.00
Walthatn, all sizes, 7 jewel . . 200
Waltham, all sizes, 15 jewel . 3.60
Waltham, all sizes, 17 jewel . 4.00
Walthatn, all sizes, 21 jewel . 5.00
Illinois, all Sizes, 7 jewel . . 2.,0
Illinois, all sizes, I7jewel . . 4.00

J. S.
Brand
$1.00
1.00
2.50
1.00
1.00
2.50
2.50
1.00
2.50

BALANCE
JEWELS

All Prices Per Dozen

Elgin, all sizes, 7 to 17 jewel
Waltham, all sizes, 7 to 15 jewel
Waltham, all sizes, 17 to 23 jewel
Illinois, all sizes, 7 to 21 jewel
Hampdemall sizes, 7 to 21 jewel

Eagle
Brand
$ .75

$ .75

..75

Genuine K Az. J. S.
Factory Brand
$200 $1.50
2  10 1.50
2.35 1.50
2.50 1.50
3.45 1.50

Eagle
Brand
$ .75
.75

• •.75.
.75

All above prices subject to 69 discount for cash

Besides the above we carry Balance Jewels and Staffs for practically every
American Watch in Genuine Factory, E. & J. S. and Eagle Brand. E. & J. S. Staffs and
Balance Jewels may be ordered by pivot size if you wish, for we carry a complete stock in
separate pivot numbers.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
will be out about October 1st-the finest and most complete book of Jewelers' Supplies ever printed.
Ask for it now and we will send it when published free of charge, if you are in our territory.

E. el J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio
.4ilier

.„ '
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A FACT
That we buy more old gold and silver than any other

Refiner in the country, because we give prompt and accurate
valuations, also return consignment at our expense if our
valuation should prove unsatisfactory. Is it not

WORTH
your while to make us a trial consignment ? Remem-

ber you run no risks. It is the same as if you were selling
your old gold, etc., over your counter. It is no sale unless
you are satisfied. Shipment will be returned to you in
exactly same condition as received. We make returns for
sweepings within five days of receipt.

KNOWING
that every jeweler has some old gold and silver to

dispose of at some time or other, why not collect what you
have and convert it into CASH. Most anyone can offer
you 4 cents per karat. But the first requiste is the correct
and proper valuation. This we know we give you. A trial
will convince you.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
SMELTERS, REFINERS AND ASSAYERS

Works:
59th 6c Throop Streets Office, 63 Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

WE ARE PAYING 50 CENTS PER OUNCE FOR OLD SILVER

4111101M■
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"Betsy Ross"
is a 7-jeweled, nickel, pendant-set, 0 size Movement, of
highest grade (American make) in a Boss 20 - year
Filled Case.

This Watch surpasses all other Complete 0 size
7-jeweled, 20-year products, in all-around merit and
attractiveness. It stands in a class by itself.

Birthplace of the

American Flag, 239

Arch Street, Philadel-

phia, where Betsy Ross

made the first flag,

U nder the personal

direction of George

Washington.

This old house has

become the Mecca of

patriotic sight - seers

from all parts of the

country, and 950,000

persons are now mem-

bers of the " Betsy

Ross Association."

The " Betsy Ross', is sold only as a Complete
Watch. They are now in the hands of jobbers. Ask them
for samples and prices.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
loth and Brown Sts., Philadelphia

Jeweled Bearing Scale, No. 120
Above illustration represents our new line of Jeweled Scales, which we furnish In

various sizes. The bearings supporting beams are jeweled. Pans are hung in hardened
knife bearings. Adjusting screws on ends of beams. Exceedingly sensitive., All parts

heavily nickel-plated. Removable pans. Finely finished hardwood boxes. Weights

II nely adj tasted.

PRICES

Comp , „Complete set of / w. weights  $ 8.00
  10.00

41 . 11 6 . 14 
  12.00

11 41 41 8 14 11 14.00
0 41 14 10 11 41 16.00

A fine scale at a moderate price

/1!

ILL
END
VIEW
Or

BLOCK
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"The Mascot" Pivoting Drills

Set of E. F. B. Guaranteed Gravers, No. 32
Consisting of six of the most useful and desirable gravers, with handles, in box.

Per set, $3.75

Watch Cap Straightening Plier No. 55
This cut shows a new plier (patented) which will fill a long felt want. The cut shows the cap of a hunt-

ing case that is bent back, and all jewelers know how hard it is to straighten a case thus bent with hand
methods heretofore in use. 1Vith this plier you simple grasp the pint as per cut with the narrow jaw insid,
the case, and the wide jaw gripping the reinforcement of the joint, then with the fingers as per cut bend
the cap slightly past the proper shape, remove the plier, close the case, and with a common jeweler's wooden
mallet tap the cap gently at the joint until it fits properly. You will find with a very few moments' work
you have made the case as good as new, and your customer will be pleased to pay you 50 cents for the job.
Also, if the back cap of the case will not close tight because of it being worn or bent, remove inside cap and
use plier same as for front cap, and you will find that with a slight bend your cap will close with a snap, and
at perfectly tight. In the majority of cases it will not even be necessary to remove the case spring, but ill
cases where the joint is badly worn it is advisable to re-pin the Joint before attempting to straighten the ease.

Where the case spring is not removed, see that the lower jaw is under and not binding the spring. Use your
mallet with discretion and with a very little practice you will be surprised how quickly and neatly you can

complete the job. This tiller has paid the inventors $200.00 per year at their own benches. It is made of

the best Swedish Steel, Nickel Plated. Price, $1.25.

Order from your Jobber. If he is unable to supply you, if
you will write us we will inform you who can. •

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO.
47 & 49 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

OPEN WITH THIS, %Mr_

PIVOT DRILLS THAT WILL DRILL.

"THE MASCOT" Price 35 eta per doz.

  Lill  
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

NUMBERS DENOTE THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH.

No. 14 Drill enlarged six times

1st Series " Mascot " Drills. Sizes from to 26 I houseedthe of an inch in diameter.
Price, per doz., 35c.

OPEN WITH THIS \ \AP.

"THE MASCOT" 2ND SERIES.

DRILLS THAT WILL DRILL. PRICE 50 CTS. PER DOZ.

28 30 32 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

NUMBERS DENOTE THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH.

Sizes are a continuation of "Mascot" Pivot Drills.

2d Series " Mascot " Drills. Sizes from 28 to 50 thousandths of an inch in diameter.

Price, per doz., 50c.

Is the best made Pivot Drill in the world. This assertion is justified by the quality of

drill and the numerous unsolicited testimonials in our possession. They must be seen to

have their accuracy of size, symmetry of form and beauty of finish appreciated. They must

be used to have their cutting and lasting quality appreciated. They are made in '24 sizes,

Nos. 4 to 50 inclusive; each number is so many thousandths of an inch in diameter. They

are put up in solid dozens of a size or assorted as follows in boxes of 1 dozen, 4 to 10, 6 to

10, 6 to 12, 4 to 26. Use them once and you will never use any other.



English Case as Received As Remodoled for American S. IV. Movement

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS. REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.
Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.

English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.
Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired. and Renewed.
Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones

for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

103-105 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

These two ruts •bow Flat and Round Belcher Ring.
as received, with claws badly worn off and too low to
permit resetting stone, again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, $ .76 to $1 25
" " " eight "

Tin e ruts show the sante rings with new. high claw.,
at serurely retet, and entire rings refinished like new.

" " 1.00 to 2,00
6$

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher Tooth anthrings of every description, to cost
from 75e. to $2.00, according to the condition oering and number of claws in setting.

Initial glove ring with one
slaw at each end holding wit.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which holds the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

103-105 William St. 57 Washington St. Cameo glove ring with Your
NEW YORK CHICAGO ciawo t corners holding set.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED

AS DELIVERED

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING

nom 1 14 11114,tissoriso7rriallitlitrtiosii

 OWalseilt_ 

AS DELIVERED

0011c1 (Zhaina Refilled, Renewed and Repaired
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold

atIcIti Work. L.ovv V111©02_4. Prompt Attritiort

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE
NEW YORK CHICAO0

TWO WON DER.
103.105 William Street FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

BEFORE

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off, the same as new.

A FT E R

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

("WE HANDLE EVERYTHING KNOWN TO THE

Our New Price=List of

American and Swiss Hole Jewels,
Roller Jewels, Watch Hands,
Balance Staffs, Screws, etc.

Enlarged view of our
Set Hole Jewels „

SET HOLE JEWELS

(ienuine Waltham Cock and Foot Hole Jewels
One Dozen of each Size and Number

Waltham Cock and Foot I tole Jewels in Regular Settings ;
7 and 15 Jewel Grade  Priee, $2.00 per dozim

Genuine Elgin Cock and Foot Hole Jewels

7 to 21 Jewel Grade   Price, $2.00 per dozen

No. 860. Imitation American Hole Jewels, Garnet, fair quality $  75 per dozen
No. 861. Imitation American Hole Jewels, Garnet, good quality 1  00 " "
No. 862. Imitation American Hole Jewels, Ruby, fine quality, polished . . . 1.25
No. 863. Imitation American Hole Jewels, Ruby, extra qual., highly pol. . . 1.75 " "

NOTE.-In ordering, please state size, quality and number desired

Unset Hole Jewels

Separate or Assorted Sizes for American and Swiss Watches

No. 854. Garnet, good quality   $ 4.50 per gross $ .so per dozen
No. 885. Garnet, tine quality   6.00 " " .60

N 

.75 ,,

o. 867. Ruby, tine quality   9.00 " " 

4,
No. 866. Ruby, good qttality   7.50 " " 85

No. 858. Ruby, extra fine quality   10.50 " " 1.00 "
■6

No. 869. Sapphire, good quality   8.50 " " .80 "
No. 870. Sapphire, tine quality  

1.10 "
.90 " II

II

No. 872. Olive Sapphire, very high grade  

1102..0000  

18.00 " " 1.75 " "
No. 871. Sa phire, extra fine quality  

NOTE.-We carry above jewels in separate size holes as follows:
Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,13, 14,15, it, 17, 18, it, 20, 21, 22 and 23

Cap Jewels

NOTE.-Genuine American Set Cap Jewels made by the Watch Companies at Reduced

Lowest Market Prices

No. 873. Imitation American Cap Jewels, Garnet, fair quality $  75 per dozen
Ni,. 874. Imitation American Cap Jewels, Garnet, line quality I  00
No. 875. Imitation American Cap Jewels, Ruby, fine quality 1  25 " "

Unset Swiss Cap Jewels
No. 876. Glass $  25 per gross

No. 877. Garnet, medium quality  40 " "

No. 878. Garnet, fine quality, facetted  75 

No. 879. Garnet, fine quality, turned 1  25 " "

No. 880. Garnet, very high grade, turned 1  75
No. 881. Ruby and Sapphire, high grade, turned 2  50

Sizes of Swiss Cap Jewels: 0 to 3; 2 to 7 ; 4 to 8.

NOTE.-In ordering, be sure to state quality or number and size desired

so

00
Soo■
0

1.1

a ROLLER JEWELS
Genuine Walt ham   a
Genuine Elgin  

No. 882. Imitation American, Ruby, good quality  
No. 883. Imitation American, Ruby, high grade  

SWISS
No. 884. Glass (round) $  25 per gross
No. 885. Garnet, good quality (round or oval) 1.50 " " $ .20 per dozen
No. 886. Garnet, fine quality (round or oval) 2.50 " " .30
No. 887. Ruby and Sapphire, very high grade 5.00 " " .60

NOTE.-In ordering, please state size, quality and number desired

 60 per dozen 
60 " "
.35 o

.50 "

TRADE AND SOLICIT CORRESPONDENCE")

Enlarged view
of our

Bid:Luce Stan
BALANCE STAFFS

Genuine Waltham Balance Staffs

I 209

One Dozen of each Size and Number

7 Jeweled, Sterling or Bond Street Grade   Priee, $2.00 per dozen
15 " P. S. B. or Royal Grade   " 3.00 " "
17 " A. T. at Co. or Riverside Grade   " 4.00 " "
21 " Vanguard or American Grade   " 5.00 " "

Genuine Elgin Balance Staffs
7, 11 Jeweled Grade   Price, $2.00 per dozen
15   " 3.00 " "
17, 19, 21 Jeweled Grade   " 4.00 " "
23   " 5.00 "  "

No. 888. Imitation American Balance Staffs, fair quality . . . . $ .75 per dozen
No. 889. Imitation Americau Balance Staffs, good quality . . . 1.00
No. 890. Imitation American Balance Staffs, best quality, stone

finish 1  25 "
No. 891. Imitation American Balance Staffs, extra quality,

highest grade 1  75

NOTE.-in ordering, please state size, quality and number desired.

I I

it
HANDS

Hour and Minute
Genuine Waltham, 7 Jewel . . . . $ .25. .40, .75 per dozen pairs
Genuine Elgin, 7 Jewel . . . $ .30, .40, .50, .75
Swiss 8  15, .30, .50, .75

Second Hands
Genuine Waltham n and Elgin   $ .15, .20 per dozen
Swiss $ 10 .is, .25 " "

NOT.--Genuine American Materials and Screws made by the  Watch

Companies at lowest market prices. If genuine materials and screws

are not desired, please use word Imitation " when ordering

IlLir'-'-'11111111.1111b.

NOTE.-A full line of Swiss Watch
Materials, Hands, Screws, Click

Springs, Clutch Springs, etc., al-

ways on hand

NOTE.-We carry the most  complete stock of

Swiss Stem=Winding Wheels to be found

in the United States

•
NOTE.-American, French and

English Clock Materials in

endless variety

NOTE.-The " Imperial " Mainsprings are

,5 Guaranteed." They are without ex-

ception the best made

Geneva Glass. height, 6

NOTE.-Our stock of “V. T. F."
Watch Glasses is always

complete

(2)
NOTE.-Our line of Jobbing Materials and

Jewelers' Findings is always complete
and made from best quality stock

The W. GREEN & CO.'S " IM-
PROVED ADJUSTABLE COMBINA-
TION " Polishing, Buffing, Grinding,
Drilling, Sawing and Turning Elec=
tric Lathe Motors.

Six Lathes in One, at Price of One.

For Jewelers, Watchmakers, Opti 
cians, Silversmiths, Lapidaries, Den-
tists, Private Dwellings, Etc., and  
for all Trades and Purposes.

" Our Motors are a small work-
shop in themselves."

VOLTAGE
HORSE-
POWER

Model of 1905

4 Separate Speeds
Net weight, 30 lbs. ,• gross, 36 lbs.

Total length, 18 in. ; height, 8,14 in.
Showing AV. Green A Co.'s Latest

and Improved Model. 4 separate
Speeds, 1=5 Horse Power, Direct-
Current Lathe Motor. Type No.4.
Iv ith Brush and Bulling Wheels on
Spindles 'in position ; also Drilling,
Grinding, Emery (Sand Paper) and
Saw Elnielis ; also Spindles, Single
ati41 3-Cone Pulleys, Adjustable Plug
and Cord-all used in connection
with our 1-5 Horse Power Motors.

"Nothing better can be made;

absolutely dust=proof, air and water-
tight, and fully warranted."

With reasonable care these
motors will last, in constant use, for
20 years. Speed 500 to 3000 revolu-
tions per minute as desired.

DON'T WAIT, be up to date I I I

These Motors can be attached in
one minute to any ordinary electric
light socket and are ABSOLUTELY
GUARANTEED. They are always
ready for immediate use, no further
adjustment being required.

For general use our Motors have
no equal at any price. 

NET WHOLESALE PRICE-LIST OF 1905-6 MODEL

Olir Nos. 4 and 5 Motor CombinalMns include 5 new-style

adjustable chucks, consisting of two chucks with tattered No. Price No. Price ' Sand Paper or Finery) Chuck . . 

52 to 110 1-5 thread for holding the bulling wheels,and three other chucks 4 $33.50 5 $46.50- Single Cone tilley   " 1.75

115 to 220 1-5 for holding grinding and polishing wheels of various sizes. 4 37.50 5 5100 
14 Three Cone Pulley   " 3.50

Motor No. 20 (made oi ly in direct current) built on the lines and principle of our 
No. 4, but n size and power one size smaller. Made expressly for Jewelers, Dentists, Laboratories and Private

Dwellings where elect rie ligl t is obtainable and where only a moderate 
amount of power is required. Is. absolutely perfect and in every IVRY guaranteed. Cost to run, yet. to Id. per day.

NET WHOLESALE PRICE, complete with Starting 
Box and Regulator attached to Motor, two Spindles for bolding polishing and huffing wheels, one Grindstone Chuck, Plug, Cord and Socket.

52 to 110 volts, $25.00. 115 to 250 volts, $27.00. Net weight, 20 lbs. Gross weight, 30 Its. Total length, 15 inches. Total height, 8M inches.
Importers I Watch Materials, Tools,
Exporters
Jobbers J, Jewelers', Engravers' and
Manufacturers i Opticians' Supplies

DIRECT-CURRENT ALTERNATING-
MOTORS CURRENT MOTORS  • 

Extra Attachments for Motors Nos. 4, 5 and 20

Adjt!stable Drill (or Burr) Chuck   Price, $3.00

W. GREEN 0 Co.,
SPECIAL NOTE.-" Our Motors and Dynamos can be furnished by your jobber, but if 

for any reason he cannot or does not care to supply your wants,

write to us direct and we will give your correspondence and order prompt attention."

Maiden Lane
V NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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ECONOMICAL
NOISELESS

Swartchild & Company
USTAUIL.1811-1HILI 1870

WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLIES

Jewelers' Building, 134-138 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO
Our 700-page Catalogue sent free upon application

ELECTRIC POLISHING LATHES POWERFUL
SPEEDY

For Both DIRECT and ALTERNATING Currents
Our Electric Polishing Heads represent the highest development in the operation of such aparatus, and embody all the essential features necessary forstrictly high-grade, efficient and durable machines. The workmanship, material and design are of the highest class ; all parts beimg made with great care andaccuracy. They are extremely well finished in dark enamel, which, in contrast to the lacquered brass and polished steel parts, produces a very pleasing effect•upon the eye.

No. J 362. ,6 Our Perfect" Alternating-Current Polishing Lathe
Price, $29.00

Size Base of Motor, 7% x inchos. Height of Motor, 6% inches.
From end .to end of Mandrils, 19 inithes.

Do away with
Drudging Foot-Power

1111111111111111

111111111RM

No. J 362. Our Perfect " Direct-Current Polishing Lathe
Price, $29.00

Size : Base of Motor, 634 x 5t4 iil. height of Motor, 9 inches.
From end to end of Mandrils, 19 inches.

Cost of running that of an ordinary incandescent lamp. In ordering, state voltage, for which current, and if alternating, how many alternations

Oliver Electric Polishing Lathe, Horse=Power

No. Volts

110
220

Approximate R. P. M. Net Weight Iloxed Current Price

J 365
J 366

3000
3000

80 lbs,• 85 lbs.
60 lbs. 80 "

Direct
Direct

$wot)
65.00

Base, 534 x 874 inches. Might to colder of spindle, 8 inches. Total , 13 inches.
Length of spindle, including tips, 24 inches. Bearings, N., inches diameter by I inches long.
\Veering surface of commutator, 1% inehes diameter by t inches long.

Oliver Electric Polishing Lathe, 1-5 Horse-Power

No.

J 367
J 368

Volts Approximate R. P. M. Net Weight Boxed Current Price

110
220

2500 and 3500
2500 " 3500

47 lbs. 00 lbs.
47 lbs. 60 "

Direct
Direct

$40.00
45.00

Base, 734 x 734 inches. Height to center of spindle
IA
, 5 inches. Total ht•ig(t, !)' .; inches.Length of spindle without chucks, 14 inches. Bearings,  inch diameter by II., i nIie long.

Wearing surface of commutators, 134 inches diameter by a inches long.

We are Agents for Eaton & Glover New Century Engraving Machines and W. W. Oliver Mfg. Co.'s Jeweler's Machinery. On exhibition and
demonstration in our salesrooms. Special Catalogue and Prices will be sent upon application

Design from Catalogue Copyrighted 1891

1 2 1 1

We illustrate above an Elk head, reproduced from a photo-
graph with the compliments of Mr. Hagenbach, the world's great-
est animal owner, of Berlin, Germany. This was taken in 1891
and is a photograph of Mr. Hagenbach's prize Elk and is con-
sidered the most perfect Elk in the world.

After great pains and a great deal of ex-
pense, we reproduced this in the shape of an
Elk emblem. Animal experts and artists
have pronounced our reproduction of the
above head to be the most perfect likeness
of an Elk ever put on the market.
We have shown these buttons to numer-

ous officials of the Benevolent Protective Or-

der of Elks and they are all loud in their

praises, and claim it to be absolutely the fin-

est article of its kind ever placed before the

members of the order.
Its realism, fidelity to nature, artistic

execution, admirable adaption to all forms

of Elk jewelry cannot be disputed. This

and every feature combines to place it

emphatically far in the lead of all articles

of this class.
All jewelers should take cognizance of

these facts. Any who have not yet seen our

Elk head should note the above cut.

This is a day of specialists, and it is only
natural to conclude that a person giving

time and thought and gaining experience in

a given line should become more proficient

and able to accomplish that which he sets

out to do, in a better way than one less
experienced.
" In a nutshell," that defines our position

regarding the manufacture of Elk goods.

We are the originators of Elk jewelry and

are to-day by far the largest manufacturers

of jewelry of this description in the world.

In case your jobber does not carry the

above head, write us for a selection. We at

all times carry a large stock of these goods

as well as hundreds of different styles of Elk

heads and emblems of all orders, which are

at the disposal of the trade. Our new 1906

Catalogue will be ready for distribution

about the 15th of August. Should you not

recive one by this date, drop us a line.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
Branches in Antwerp and San Francisco

REPRESENTATIVES
Arthur A. Spiegel
Leonard James Foy

Bert Ganz
Lester Gabrielle Felix Sattler

14-16 East Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

Lawrence Scooler

ROTHSCHILD & HADENFELDT

San Francisco

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
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YOU USE GOLD ALLOY

SHOT COPPER

AMERICAN OIL, & SUPPLY CO.

WE MAKE

Importers of Hessian Sand Crucibles.

23=27 Division Plac, NEVVARK, N. J.

Dealers in Everything fm- the Manufacturing Jeweler
GET ACQUAINTED WITH U.S.

All Jewelers he interested in our

"Hydrogiant"
A handsome, noiseless, hydraulic motor,
which attaches directly to any water
faucet, smooth or threaded. This motor
is ball-bearing throughout, very speedy,
and serviceable at low water pressures.
We carry a full line of attachments for same,
such as emery wheels, grindstones, leather,

felt or cotton bulling and polishing wheels, silver and steel polishing
compositions, brass taper spindles, pulleys, bottle washers, etc.
Invaluable to Jewelers, Dentists and Machinists. Enameled a dark
claret color, with solid brass trimmings. Power, 1-16 to g horse-power.
Price, with pulley wheel, $5.00, absolutely guaranteed by us.

Our "Arctic 99 7/1 Stand Water Motor, with IX or 311 trans-
mission pulley, will run any kind of light machinery or apparatus
requiring not more than X horse-power. Price, with pulley, $8.50.

Our 6 6 Little Wonder 99 Motor outfit is the only good
sharpening and polishing outfit at a reasonable price on the market.
Indispensable everywhere for sharpening cutlery and tools, polishing
silverware and metals, running light machinery. Motor, emery
wheel, two buffing and polishing wheels, pulley wheel and silver
and steel polishing compositions, packed in neat wooden box,
complete, $4.00.

We also make a line of splendid WATER
FANS, and motors up to to horse-power.
Special inducements made to the trade. Write
us, for we have just what you want.

WARNER MOTOR CO., Dept. 26
Flatiron Bldg. New York City

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

AUGUST, WE ARE BLESSED WITH MOSQUITOS AND FLIES,
INVADING OUR HOMES, OUR BEDS AND PIES.
IF THEY TICKLE YOU MUCH, SHOO THEM OFF WITHOUT FUSS,
YOU'LL BE TICK LED " ENOUGH WHEN YOU PATRONIZE US.

The success of the sale of our Signet Rings has induced
us to manufacture other jewelry on the same lines, such as
brooches, scarf pins, hat pins, etc. Memo. orders solicited.
Our fall line is ready. 

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory
51-53 Maiden Lane

asaaset
47=49 Maiden Lane

New York

Bench
Gas Furnace
For melting gold or silver in any

quantity up to 6 lbs. Size of crucible, •
234 inches by 4 inches. Operated by
draft; requires no attention after
lighting. Burn s illuminating gas,
gasoline gas or natural gas.

Price, $16.00
This is only one of the numerous

appliances of interest to Jewelers il-
lustrated in our Catalogue " B-K."
MAY WE MAIL YOU A COPY?

Buffalo
Dental Manufacturing Co.

Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.

Vernier Graver Sharpener
and

Drill Holder Attachment
Most practical and simple Graver

Sharpener in the market

Complete with Stone and Drill Holder

$3.00 

1213

Nearly every jeweler and watchmaker has attempted to engrave, and nine-tenths of them have failed because they were unable to sharpen their gravers
properly. With the aid of the Vernier Craver Sharpener hundreds of those who have attempted engraving and failed, and thousands who have never had any
experience in the work may become very good and perhaps first-class engravers, as any mechanic may learn to engrave in a very short time with gravers
properly sharpened.

Particular attention is called to the advantage of the gravers being ground and sharpened crosswise, instead of lengthwise, as is done by hand or other
graver sharpeners. Anyone of experience knows that by grinding the graver lengthwise, fine lines are made on the face of them by the stone, which must be
removed by polishing before a smooth, bright cut can be made. By the time these lines are removed by polishing, the point of the graver is usually rounded up
so that the graver will likely slip on making the first cut. With the Vernier Graver Sharpener this is entirely avoided, and very little polishing is required to fit
the graver for making perfect bright cuts, as their being held in perfect position, and the grinding being done crosswise, as illustrated in the accompanying cut,
the lines made by the stone need not necessarily be entirely removed, because they act as a burnisher.

UNIFORM BEVELS. By an ingenious device, as shown in cut, the tool may be shifted to the reverse side after one
side of the graver is sharpened, and the correct angle obtained while sharpening each side, without resetting the graver in
the sharpener.

DRILL, HOLDER ATTACHMENT
A Drill Holder Attachment, which is included, makes it specially valuable to watch repairers as well as engravers.

_

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO INC., Sole Agents, TZ John Street, NEW YORK

IMPROVED STAKING TOOL
WITH NEW FRICTION SLEEVE

No. 12.
No. 13.
No. 14.

100 Punches, 24 Stumps
76 Punches, 20 Stumps
60 Punches, 18 Stumps

The highest degree of

perfection yet attained in

staking tool improvement is

found in the new K. & D.
tool shown in the accom-

panying illustration. The

most notable new feature is

the

FRICTION

SL.EEY.

for holding the punches up

while placing and removing

parts of watches from the

die.

This tool has also a new

device for tightening the

die in position, consisting of

an adjustable bolt and double-

bearing cam.

These improvements completely obviate vibration or displacement

and thoroughly safeguard watch parts while in the die.

Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H.

YOU ARE INTERESTED

Patented April '20, 1897. Feb. 21, 1899. Sept. 29, 1003

In Frink's Special Patent Window Reflector
Because it offers the only thoroughly satisfactory method
of lighting your store windows. It is built of metal, lined
with silver corrugated glass set on scientific angles, so
that all the light is thrown on the goods displayed ; yet
concealed from the sidewalk. The successful experience
of hundreds of merchants should be a guarantee that
Frink Reflectors are needed by you.

Some Stores We Have Lighted
'Allies, cew N. 011:

.1110. C. Heti k, Springfield, 111.
Theo. A. Kohn, New York
Shaw & Berry Co., Washington, D. C.
J. Ehrlich's Sons, New York
Simons & Co., New Haven, Conn.
Wm. Barthman, New York

1,:iort,NewYork
I.:. P. sondherg, Fargo, N. Oak.
5,11 wart z Bros., New York
J. S. Lewis & Co., Ogden, Utah
Marcus & Co., New York
Bancroft Bros., Columbus, Ohio
Collamore's, New York

Catalogue No. 45 shows our line for stores

I. P. FRINK,slitrePeerl New York
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Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwe.st Corner

Halsey an Marshall Sts.

Nevvark, N. J.
1111■•■••■•1

Perpetual Trembler
Scarf Pins and Brooches

are not only rapid sellers, but attract buyers of other

They are always in motion and people will stop to
" Wonder Why."

Order through your jobber, or send for catalogue
and names 0r nearest jobbers, to

PERPETUAL TREMBLER
Elmwood Station Providence, R. I.

THE NOBS SAFETY CATCH
THE WAY THE MEN USE IT

OPEN CLOSED

THE WAY THE
LADIES LISE IT

SAMS'  li9 
SAFETY - 

Hand P,ee

BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete . . . $12.50
Outfit without bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . • . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4.00
Sams' Flux • . . . .25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
( solo Mfr. )

18-24 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO Generator. Size 834"
high, .5je diam.

Will a customer feel
satisfied with his pur-
chase after he has lost his
pin.? NO.

And he tells his friends
why he is not satisfied.
Does this mean sales to
you? NO.

But with a NOBS SAFETY
CATCH, YES.

Did you ever stop to
consider that it encour-
ages a customer to buy
a scarf pin, brooch or
valuable pin when he or
she can insure it against
loss from accident or theft,
by purchasing a NOBS
SAFETY CATCH? It is
safe to predict that with
this simple and inexpen-
sive device you will in-
crease your sales. The
simplicity of this device,
which requires only a
pinch to put it on, and
the same to remove it,
bears out our argument
in favor of the NOBS
SAFETY CATCH. Your
customer will no longer
say: " I am afraid of losing
my pin," when shown the
NOBS SAFETY CATCH.

THE NOES SAFETY CATCH.

_

rut. June 27, 11U4

Prevents loss by accident or theft

TI-1118 IS IT

THE LEDOS MFG. CO

ACTUAI

Price, $1.50 per dozen

.1 34=36 Pearl St., NEWARK, N.J., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of Watch Case Materials and Jewelers' Findings

A LITTLE ARGUMENT 1215'

PILES? Yes, but
"Only the best are good enough "—for—
TOOL MAKERS, JEWELERS, WATCH and WATCH CASE .MANt NCTURERS, Etc,
Ever tried " AMERICAN SWISS "—No ?—
Then kindly send for Price-List and Samples.
No charge for Files used in trying them.
We offer to pay the freight on Sample order both ways, it you wish (because they never come back).
KIND ? Swiss Patterns, all shapes and cuts. Sizes up to i 2".
QUALITY? A trial will tell.
PRICES ? Lower than imported—higher than any other "made in U. S."
MADE WHERE ?—Elizabeth, N. J., U.S.A.
BY WHOM ? American Swiss File & Tool Co.
Enufsed ?
n I ! I dThIVERY ?----Prompt bv

E P REICHHELM & CO Principal Owners and
2 ohn Street, New YorkSelling Agents 3

PLATINUM
Special Sheet and Wire for Jewelers

Seamless Tubing

Platinum Scrap Bought
at

Highest Price

BE,LAIS & COHN
Metallurgists

13 Dutch St. NEW YORK

OUR LATEST BENCH No. 10

Made in Oak, Walnut and Birch ; Mahogany
Finish

WATCHMAKERS
SHOULD KNOW

That all our benches are nuule su It I. thre,.-plv
panels. These panels are per'', Ily straighl,
and remain so. They are se sir,olg. that it is
almost impossible to break them. They never
split, ais one thick Ile, of the wood runs
crosswise.

All our goods are made of perfectly seasoned
and kiln-dried lumber, and it is 1% ell-known
that our goods are superior to oilier', both in
material, work and finish. We al,. nu, ke every-
thing In wood for Iva:clue:. kcrs. We make
fourteen styles of bowl., ill three hinds of
wood. In ordering, he careful In see I hat you
get our goods—look for our name plate. If
they have no such plate they are not ours.

Send for our cat aloe, and order through
your jobber.

(lessen 0 Rosberg
405 W. Kinzie Street CHICAGO

"South MI Domagueitiors

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

PRICES :
For Direct el reld , $15 00
For Alternatiuo " 5.00

Agents for England : ORIMSI-IAW & BAXTER, 29 Goswell Road, London, carry stock

THE KNOBLOCK=HEIDEMAN MFG. COMPANY
Succes,ors to

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY

Smith Bend, Indiana
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We again publish our claims
for superior facilities in taking care of the mail

Western, Southern and Southwestern Jeweler

Diamonds, Clocks, Silver, Flat and Hollowware.

so emphatically that it leaves nothing in reserve

completely bear out our statements.

orders of the

for Watches,

We do this

if we did not

Of course, the filling of mail orders is not the largest part of our

business, by any means—it is only one of the perfect working

parts of it.

Nevertheless, the fact that we do fill such orders, both big and little

ones with equal facility, ought to impress you that Ave not only

have right goods, but have them at the right time, as well.

When mail-order time does come, it is of importance for you to

know of one house that is prepared with both goods and service.

We promise you that the confidence you have in us, our goods

and our mail-order service shall not be misplaced.

Our situation makes us the natural supply center for the Central

West and Southern trade. We easily enable you to save in

time and carriage. Order from Albert and get your goods quick

and right.

Our finely Illustrated Catalogue will be ready to mail
to the trade about the middle of October. Meanwhile
send us your name and address and we will see that
you get the new book in good time for your late
fall buying.

ALBERT BROTHERS
The (uick 1)elivery I Iousc

CINCINNATI, OHIO

TO THE RETAILER:—If you want a line of RINGS that will sell
at sight and pay you a good profit Rings that will not come back

74,1th the stones out, to plague you—try the BRYANT RINGS.

We have made and sold them for 50 Years.

Trade-Mark

1216 a

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
"WINTER QUALITY 0 Jewelry Store Fixtures

Not the cheapest, but the best

IL
—1( —

from $300.00 up

,
weaasevmarargw/Vaas4 

wartmamenollaPoofiad

SPECIAL PRICES FoR AUGUST
Watch Bows, Bars, Toggles, Etc.

American-made Bal. Staffs; Mc. doz. and up
" Jewels, 75c: doz. " '

U. S. R. Mainsprings
True Blue

N. E. Watch Material
complete

Swiss and American
Watches

Nickel Alarm Clocks
A " WINTER" QUALITY CASE

Order from
any catalogue

Jobbing Stones
Novelties and Souvenirs

ALI"! Orders our Speciouv

L. COHEN & CO.
630 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
separate fixtures, cases, counters, floor cases,
soda fountain fixtures.

Illustrated fully, described and listed in
so plain a manner that you can make your
own plans and estimate the cost of your

fixStiennPts.postpaid on receipt ot 25 cents
010110: LINF. or QUALITY. Not how cheap, not how much, hut how good. At prices

I hat are right . A sk Oil r customers. Anything from a store stool to the most complete
outfit.

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Established 1865 The High-Grade Fixture Makers

1.1olay-Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for Louisiana,
Mississippi and Alabama.

C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory.

R. H. Birdsall, Room 7, Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales Agent
for Washington and Oregon.

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets ?

•

We Blank
Form
Swedge

 ■■■••

Our finish finest for

the money

,cz s14r Submit sample for
our price

A. N. Clark & Son, Plainville, Conn.
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SWISS PATTERN FILES
MADE FOR THOSE WHO MUST HAVE THE BEST

THEY ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS OF DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN MANUFACTURE

ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U,S.A.

•11•11■11MOM=IIIMMI.

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
OUR SPECIALTY—Changing old Antique Cases to

Stemwind

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing

OR PRICE-LIST MINIATURE PORTRAITS

DEMAGNETIZING

HARDINGE BROS.,
MOSSO'S

MONARCH TEMPERING COMPOUND

Do not
away your
They can

perfect by
in this

tiARDING!J

throw
old tools.
be made
treatment
compound.

Full direotlons accompany each bottle

This compound fills a long-felt want in the
watchmakers', jewelers', engravers' and dentists'
business. It has been used by large tool manufac-
turers for the past twenty years with great success,
and we are now placing it upon the market in
quantities suitable for watchmakers, jewelers, etc.

An ordinary drill tempered in this compound
will cut chilled cast iron, tempered steel or the
enamel of a tooth. It will temper a lathe tool, hand
tool or graver which will cut glass and still retain a

keen, tough cutting edge and will not crumble or

break on any kind of work. It makes all steel fully

twice as good as when tempered in water, and with
it a result has been attained that has never before

been possible.
It never evaporates or loses its strength. One

bottle, if not wasted, will last a lifetime.

Price, per bottle, $1.00

HARDINGE BROS., Sole Distributors for

United States and Canada

111111Ift.

DALE

1036 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, 
111216c

CHUCKS—For all standard sizes watchmakers' lathes

60 cents each. Every chuck guaranteed

We have reached a proficiency in chuck manufacturing excelled by none. We are

selling more chucks now than ever before. Quality and price talk. Buy Dale Chucks,

they are the best that money and experience can produce.

PARD.I1Jg151 v 0-"T
POLISHER

A SIZE

Fitted to any lathe, Price, $30.00

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

WED. BY

HARDINGE BROS

With Trefoil Peep Holes. Price, $8.00

Reliance Balance Staffs and C. & F.
Jewels are American-made
and guaranteed to fit

American
Mainsprings

N.. J. FELIX, 18 John St., NEW YORK CITY

"Star" PD0(3tent:ici Lathes

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front.) Pat'd.

sterling silver and Gold-Plated

TRIER CLAW RINO
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) Pat'L

Tui,,R CLAW RING
Solid Ciold. laid.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I, 2 and 3, 17!..2' S. Meridian St.

MONKEY RING
Solid Silver, nxidixt,t1

Manufacturing Jewe:er

Indianapolis, Ind.

High-grade complete screw-cut=
ting engine lathes, 9 and 11-inch
awing, with automatic cross-feed,
with or without compound rest,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling and
gear-cutting attachments, friction
counterehaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument makers, optical, lab-
oratory and experimental work, for
profitable use in all lines of fine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog " B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. CO.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.

are guaranteed to be the

most perfectly gaged and

best finished mainsprings

on the market.

Per dozen, $1.00

-4664*

Jewelers' Findings are
made of the best grades
only

No.168. Balance Staffs, Hardened Tempered and
Polished • • • • . $1.00 per doz.

No.169. Balance Staffs, Hardened and Tempered,
Gray Finish . .60 "

 .4.1.11■

Brand

4 

With your first order for

one gross of our Reliance Brand

Mainsprings we give you gratis

a handsome oak or walnut 20

drawer Mainspring Cabinet.

No.170. C. & F. Jewels in Polished Settings, Ruby
and Sapphire . . . . . $1.00 per doz.

No. 171. C. & F. Jewels in Turned Settings, Garnet . .50 "

We send gratis a handsome cabinet and 12 bottles with 6 dozen

of our best grade Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels.

NoTE.—Only the best material and l 11p-40.i:tie Ill1(011111iie machinery are used

for making the Reliance Brand Balm., si aft- :Ind Jewels. All our 
Balance Staffs and .lewels

are carefully examined as to their accuracy by experienced watch
makers before being put

on the market, We will be only too pleased to exchange any Balan
ce slaw or Jewel which

you may find defeetive.

Orders Filled from any Catalogue

WE CARRY EVERYTHING KNOWN TO THE TRADE
WRITE US FOR PRICES AND CASH DISCOUNT

KORONES BROS.
32 Maiden Lane and

38 Chrystie Street, New York

Importers
and

Jobbers of

Watches
Clocks
and

Jewelry

No jeweler should be
without our new Catalogue of
Jewelers' Findings. You can
obtain one by sending us your
business card.

Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials

Jewelers'
Supplies

Optical
Goods
and

Silverware
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CHICAGO THE GREAT CENTRAL MARKET

REDUCED FARES during the months of JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER and OCTOBER
to the Great Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

FALL MEETINGS, 1905, OF

THE CHICAGO COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION
The Great Central Market for Jewelry   At CHICAGO

and Optical Goods

The foremost market in America for the distribution of Watches,
Diamonds, Jewelry and Optical Goods. The best

place for you to buy your fall bills

Excursion Rates and Dates of the Chicago Commercial Association will be found on the opposite page

JOHN H. HARDIN, General Secretary, 9th Floor Great Northern Building, 77 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

We are members of the Chicago Commercial Association. Write us for additional particulars

BENJ. ALLEN & COMPANY
OTTO YOUNG & COMPANY
JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.

F. A. HARDY & COMPANY
H. F. HAHN & COMPANY
NORRIS, ALISTER & CO.

The following reduced railroad rates to Chicago are now in force for Merchants' Meetings
Western Passenger Association Territory—Rates of one and one-fifth for round trip on certificate plan have

been granted as follows
Dates of Meetings Dates of Sale Return Limit

1st Meeting, July 19-26   July 15-22  July I9—August 1
August 12   August 9-222d Meeting, August 9-16  

3d Meeting, August 23-30  August 19-26  August 23-September 5
s 

4th Meeting, September 6-13   September 2-9   Septemberovember 416--119
5th Meeting, November I 8 . ...... October 28-November 4  

N

Centeral Passenger Association Territory—Rates of one and one-third fare for round trip on certificate plan
have been granted as follows

Dates of Meetings Dates of Sale Return Limit
1st Meeting. August 9-16   August 5-II   August 9-19
2d Meeting, August 23-30   August 19-25   August 23-September 2
3d Meeting, September 6-13   September 2-8   September 6-16
4th Meeting, November i8   October 28 -Novems2b4er903   November I-11

Illinois Central Territory Points South of Ohio River—Commencing June 1st and continuing until Sep-
tember 3oth, and bearing- final return limit of October 3ist, the following- rates from basing points will obtain

Martin. Martin, Tenn.   Vicksburg, Mi,,.  $19.50 Holly Springs, Miss.  
Jackson, Tenn. 21  75 Winona, Miss.  

2265  3105Memphis, Tenn. 
Baton Rouge, La. 33  00

23  70 Greenville. Miss New Orleans, La. 33  00
Jackson, Miss ...... . . 25.35

The rates Ilbovc: are slightly in (‘Ncess of one and one-third fare for round trip

Make our stores your headquarters when you come to town. We are at your service

C. H. KNIGHTS & COMPANY SPROEHNLE & COMPANY
M. A. MEAD & COMPANY M. S. FLEISHMAN COMPANY
STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY SWARTCHILD & CO.
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Insurance of your money
and accounts made possible
by machinery. You should know the

amounts and relative proportion of your cash sales,
credit sales, payments received on account, money
paid out. These figures you should compare with
those of previous days and so test the health of your

business.
A National Cash Register tells you the detailed

history of a day's business, saves time and worry,

pays for itself within a year, and then earns 100
per cent. on the money invested.

Let our representative call and explain our sys-
tern to you.

Cut off here and mail to us today

, ,..,,,„„ :,,,
.. _ „.. ,-4,i-,;., „..,..„1,  .i.
•, ,•. , )•
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NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO., DAYTON, OHIO

I own a xnIli(

Please explain to me what kind of a register
is  best suited for my business. ..iddres,

This does not obligate me to buy.
THE lin i s limit No. Chrks

HENRY ALLSOPP

Ladies',

Full

A*
TRADE-MARK

ALLSOPP BROS.
Manufacturers of

i■i■RIMM•■•

GEO. A. ALLSOPP

Men's, Misses', Children's RINGS
As well as a

Line of Signet, Lion and Grotesque Rings

SELECTION PACKAGES TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS

Allsopp Building, Camp & Orchard Sta. NEWARK, N. J.

GIVES

5 TIMES More Light
titan acetylene

6 TIMES More Light than electricity
10 TIMES More Light titan kerosene

100 TIMES More Light than a candle
COSTS LESS THAN KEROSENE

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-
where. A pure white, steady light.

No (molt ! NO WICK I NO GREASE I NO SMOKE I1.117LE HEAT! SAFE I
Over 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use

AGENTS WANTED—Exclusive Territory
Write for ,atalog, lists and discounts

THE BEST LIGHT CO., 259 E. Fifth St., Canton, Ohio

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

we Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,al, broken or melted off, the same as new.
we Reph

AIU Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, t. any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver.
H etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb Company
F. H. PUTNAM, Manager CHICAGO

A GOLDEN RULE
Trade with us as you would have others trade with you
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Get on our satisfied list and get the refining end

of your business off your mind

THE BROWN ã3 DEAN COMPANY

Gold and Silver Refiners
102 and 104 Richmond Street

Providence, R. I.

RELIABILITY—THAT'S THE POINT
it COMCS to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.

Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, the

business expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.

YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to
 get

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glass

and color of finish is to your individual taste.

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman
0 Co. have

held the record
for High Art

Jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans iind
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE 
LEARNED HOW

TO  
MAKE. 
Do you need us? If you need ittformation, our draughtsmen are at

your service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.

Delivery guaranteed \vithin the time it takes the sluggish, obi-time de
aler

to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WM. KLEEMAN 0 CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store 

Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World



Tip Cup, Extension and Tie Clasp made in Gold and Sterling Silver to match the Handle

See that the umbrellas you buy this fall have the new Braitsch Specialties, " Tip Cups," " Tie Clasps " and "Umbrella
Extensions," illustrated herewith. They are the latest and best accessories now on the market. If your umbrella maker
cannot supply you,.write us. Our trade-mark, " \V: J. B. & Co.," on all our goods.

Eatablished 18S7 W. J. BRAITSCH & CO., 396=8 Broadway, New York

United States Smelting and Refining Works

Office: 16 John St., New York

Telephone, 5644 Cortlandt Works: 17 John St., New York

The Matchless
Pocket Cigar Lighter

The only perfected cigar lighter on the market

Made in Gun Metal, Aluminum, Brass, Silver Plate
Gold Plate and Solid Gold

Refiners of all kinds of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Waste
Manufacturers of Sterling Silver

Highest prices paid for Old Gold, Old Silver, Platinum Scraps
Ore and Bullion Assays a specialty

Proprietor of Platina Melting Furnace and Gold and Platina
Filing Separating Process of greatest advantage to manufacturers
of Platina Jewelry

The Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Co.

()nice :out Salesroom

16 John Street New York, N. Y.

WEBSTER'S ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK
( Patented )ee. 3, P.103)

Showing jewelry pads

FROM 1,1 WIC..., DEPAR TED
LCAOING WITH HIM LAUGHING WATER
PIANO IN HARD 'rm. WENT TOGETHER
THPOuGH THE WOODLAND AND THE MEM:10W

as used fiir bridge work

No pins or binding wire necessary. Holds
spectacle frames, rimless bridges, hat pins, stick
pins, cuff buttons, rings, studs and many odd jobs
of jewelry repairing.

This block is not an experiment, it has been
successfully used for the past two years. When I
say that it will do your work quicker and better
than any other adjustable soldering device on the
market, I am telling nothing but the truth. Don't
take my word for it, I am prejudiced, try one your-
self for thirty days, and if not found perfectly
satisfactory I will return your money.

If your jobber does not have them I will send
by mai) 111,011 receipt of price and 10 cents postage.

Price with Pads for Holding Spectacle
Frames   $1.75

Price complete with both the Fpectacle
and Jewelry Pads  2.00

otTENTA I.." No, 1301
:\lirror, 10 inches in length

"POPPY" PATTERN, No. 1287
Mirror, 10% inches in length

" COLONIAL," No. 1818
Mirror, 10A inches iu length

OJK/kmP-NourING &CD-• PIA M MOTH WHOLESALE JEWELERS
OF AMERICA --

Hand in hand we'll go together.
Leading you to success and prosperity.

Our I 906 Catalog will be ready for
distribution November 1, 1905

Meanwhile let us send you
our 1905 Catalogs

Oskamp, Nolting 8z. C

Are made of Sapphire and Ruby. They
are expertly mounted, guaranteed perfectly
true, stripped with a sapphire tool and trued
to hole. Every jewel inspected before

shipping. Sample dozen sent to responsible dealers
for inspection.

Price per dozen, $1.25 Per gross, $13.50

ust a few of our new patterns. Do not fail to see our line. The most
complete line of sterling silver goods shown by any one house



GET READY FOR THE FALL SEASON

No. 91015. Grape Vine. 9 large green very finely plated leaves to
yard. Per dozen yards, $1.50. Per gross yards, $15.00.

No. 01031. Oak Vine. Autumn shaded, 12 leaves to yard.
yards, 51.50 ; per gross yards, $15.00.

The LARGEST LINE we have
ever displayed

No. 91158. OAK SPRAY
Autumn shaded

Per dozen sprays $ .75
Per gross sprays 7  50

No. 92186. Rose Spray Bouquet with
Vase. This bouquet is composed
of one dozen ot No. 91186 rose
sprays including papier macho
vase. Each, $1.75. •

No, 91186. Rose bouquet without
vase. Each, $1.50.

Roses can be sent in any desired
color.

No. 91121

CHRYSANTHEMUM

No.
91121
91122
91120

No. 91012
Grape Vine

12 autumn shaded
leaves to yard. Pei
dozen yards, $1.25
per gross yards,
$12.50.

No. 91590. Hollyhock
24 in. high, in white,
pink or red. Each,
50c.; per dozen, $5.00

STAPLE ARTICLES and

NOVELTIES OF EVERY SORT

No. 91834. PALM TREE.
(Potted.)

No. Ft. high Lvs. Each
91830 7 12 $3.00
91832 9 18 4.00
91834 12 24 6.00

No. 91814. PALM PLANT
( Unpotted)

No. In. high Leaves Each
91800 24 8 $ .18
91805 36 4 .25
91809 36 5 .40
91814 42 6 .50
91818 42 7 .65
91822 48 10 1.25
01827 60 12 2.00

Doz.
$1.75
2.50
4.00
5.00
6.50
12.50
20.00

4,%;Q. t
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91840 24 3 .20
91841 36 5 .75
91842 42 6 .85
91843 48 8 1.00
91844 60 10 1.50
91845 00 12 2.00

SAGO PLANTS. (Unpotted.)
No. In. high Lvs. Each Doz.
91851 24 4 $ .40 $4.00
91855 36 5 .70 7.00
91857 36 6 1.00 10.00
91860 42 12 2.00 20.00

No. NM. American Beauty
Rose Bush.

24 inches high, 3 roses to plant,
each $1.00.

No.91712. 30 inches high. 4 roses
and 4 buds to plant, each
$1.50.

No.917I4. 36 inches high. 5 roses
and 5 buds to plant, each
$2.50.

PAPER FLOWERS
For Flower Parades, Street Carnivals, Fairs, Etc.

Chrysanthemums, any color,
per dozen, 40c.; per gross,

Peonies, per dozen, 45c.; per
gross, $4.50.

Poppies, per dozen, Mc.; per
gross, $3.50.

Tulips, per dozen, 35e.; per
gross, $3.50.

Poin Settles, per dozen, 60c.;
per gross, $6.00.

The retail jeweler has never had such
an attractive array of sellers at such
moderate prices.
Every possible courtesy shown, whether
you are a large or small buyer.

Easter Lilies, per dozen, 45r. ;
per gross, $4.50.

American Beauties, tissue pa-
per, per dozen, 40e.; per
gross, $4.00.

American Beauties, crepe pa-
per, per dozen, 65c.; per
gross, $6.50.

Small Jack Rose, per gross,
$1.50.

Apple Blossoms, per gross
hunches, $6.00.

Violets, per gr. bunches, $5.00.

Autumn colored shades, per
dozen, $2.40.

Fleur-de-Lis Shades, per do-
zen, $1.75.

Tulip Shades, per dozen, $1.75.
Rose Shades, per dozen, $1.75.
Rose Globe Shades, per dozen,
$2.75.

Easter Lily Shades, per dozen ,
a2.00.

Chrysanthemum Shades, per
dozen, $2.00.

Poin Settias Shades, per dozen,
$2.50.

When in Chicago on your fall purchasing trip, I should be pleased to see
you at my new location, 140 Wabash Avenue, and I am sure that my sample
room, which equals any floral exhibit, will greatly interest you.

Yours truly,

Don't forget the new location

My fall circular No. C is from print. If you have not received it, would be glad to send



Staffs Springs Jewels 
Our American-Made Penn Mainsprings on, American-Set

Balance Staffs although a n(n‘comer, jeWelS
have already establishedare guaranteed to fit
their reputation. know no equal.exactly

Per dozen . . $ 1.00 Per dozen . . $ 1.25 Per dozen • • $ •75
66 grCO.S.S • 12.00 66 grC1S.S • • 1.5.00 66 grO.S.S • 9.00

Cash Discount, 10 per cent.

JOS. B. BECHTEL 8z CO.
Jewelers' Supplies

725 Sansom Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment

stood the tcst for over twenty-five years and are to-day without an cqua
Made for all American watches in both resilient and non-resilient.

'-'11'110)11TD1111111,1,Romol

     2202 Watthaff I8s N.S.  grAgl

0111M11112.1161

EVERY GENUINE DIAMOND SPRING BEARS OUR INITIALS NEAR THE OUTER END, THUS : (B. A. & CO.)

Per dozen, $1.25 Per gross, $13.5o

Every Diamond mainspring that does not give satisfaction will be replaced free of charge if the end bearing our initials is returned to us.
In ordering simply state what make, grade and size of movement springs are wanted for and no mistake will occur.

Those who will order one-half gross or more of a kind or assorted will be entitled to gross prices.

Round and Antique Filled Pendant Bows
BENJ. ALLEN & CO Silversmiths BUilding, CHICAGO, ILL

1 CtIrLs uSi iLn gE, JEWcEHILEAGR6S,ILLBENJ. ALLEN & CO., silveWrs

No. 500. 14 R. Gold Filled Antique Pend. Bows, Asst., as shown per No. 550. 11 K. I ;old Filled Hound Pend. Bows, Asst., tts shown . . per doz., ;51.25

PLAIN AND SCREW
TAI LSTOC K

Watch Materials, Tools and Jewelers' Supplies
Watches, Clocks, Diamonds and Jewelry CHICAGO, ILL.

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue
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Notice to all persons who have • WO Can a Complete Stock of Watchmakers' Tools, Illaterialinll Watch Glasses
no Universal Face Plate for a Rivett Lathe

We have been giving you for years a Universal Plate
made of Solid Nickel—not a casting—which has cost us
twice as much to turn out as any other make on the market.

We are now going to raise the price, but all orders up to
September first will be filled at the old price.

The most convincing proof we have of the superiority of
our Attachments
is that we make
Rests at one time.$20,000 worth of Slide

If you are in this vicinity, come and let us
show you how WC do it.

Ask your dealer for Rivett Tools,
or just address,

s,,,,W41.111AM

No.
EVEPYMAINSPAIM1191111

$ 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Gross

This Handsome Solid Oak Cabinet FREE with your
First Order for One Gross " REGENT "

Brand American Mainsprings

ttMa
ffrkS

015ffl&
015,

Qt!ieB,
$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Dross

11111111111111111 1
Rivett Lathe, Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

NOVELTIES IN FANS
suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

OSTRICH FEATHER FANS
Mounted in Pearl or Tortoise Shell

Mountings. All prices

IGNAZ STRAUSS & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK
Factories at Vienna, Paris, Kobe,

New York

C. 0. BAKER, Pres. C. W. BAKER, Vice-PreS.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for

jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N.J.

120 Liberty St.

New York City

DIAMOND CUTTERS
Special

Attention to

Recutting and
Repairing
Diamonds

FOX BROS. & CO.
Importers of Pearls and

Colored Goods

31 to 39 East Fourth Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross Pao-Simile of Our Label

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Dross

ORDRS FILLED FROM ANY cATALooue

NCROSS & BEGuELI facturers, Watches, Diamonds,
Importers, Exporters and Mann-

p Jewelry, Silver-Plated Ware, etc.

Notice Our New Prices
on

WATCH GLASSES
GENE VAS

Height 3.

Height 4.

40"
Height 5.

41
Height 6.

41
Height 7.

e-
Height 8.

PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

,011110111110•••••••1111■N

PATENT CEN EVA.

41111111111.11.11111.1111.1ft

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Per Gross Per Doz.

$3.00 $ .30

4

64

44

5.50 .50

11.00 1.00

5.50 .50

8.00 .75

3.25 .35

Blank order sheets sent on application

17 Maiden Lane, New York
The Small Dealer of To-day may be the Big Merchant of To-morrow

BUY RIGHT!

We are offering for a limited time
solid 14 K. hand - engraved bascine
cases, set with full=cut diamond at

92.81
less cash discount.

Bew

BUY GOOD!
Write for samples of these also of the

Betsy Ross watch.

0-991
This is but one of many handsome designs. If not satisfactory you may return

BALTIMORE, MD.

Miniature Portraits
on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES

and LOCKETS
Our work will Hof fade or peel olf

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from any Photo.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, New York

Established 58 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire,
Rolled to Any Gage.

ALI. QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER
BUYERS OF

OLD GOLD AND SILVER 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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RELIABLE TRADE-MARKS:
Plated Hollowware:

THE DERBY SILVER CO.
(Factory B, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and the line
made has always been salable and de-
sirable.

WORKS, DERBY, CONN.

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
(Factory A, International Silver Co., Successor.)
BARBOUR SILVER CO. NICKEL SILVER

BARBOUR SILVER CO. QUADRUPLE SILVER
Formerly localssil in hart ford. One or the otli,•r of

these trade-marks appear on the plated hollow vare made
by them. The Nickel Silver line in particular is well
known for its excellence in design and general attrac-
tiveness. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

MADE AND The round trade-mark is
GUARANTEED BY used on their standard

grade of White Metal hol-
lowware, which has been
on the market for half a
century. The Nickel Silver
NVhite Metal Mounts trade-
mark is used on a new line
of hollowware, especially
designed for fine retail
trade. The Silver Soldered
trade-mark is used on the
finest grade of Nickel Silver
hollowware that can be pro-
duced, and is especially
desirable for hotels, clubs
or family use, where the

best and most expensive grade id' silver plate can be
afforded and used. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

* * * ROGERS RIMS.

%Ma

'NICKEL SILVERIW. M. MoUBTS

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory F, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them. This brand
of Meriden Ware has been produced
for many years, and is handled by a
large number of dealers with great
cess. 

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.
TRADE MARK

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This Company was established in New
haven nearly tiny years ago, and the
trade-mark shown has always been looked
upon by the best trade as a guarantee of
uusurpassed reliability.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and has been
noted for years, front the fact that many
of the most beautiful designs brought
out have been produced by this com-
pany, and have -borne this trade-mark.
The designs turned out at the present
time are tip I o their usual high standard.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
, I ctors I., International Silver (o., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and has had
a large sale in this country as well as
abroad. Their shapes, styles and finish
are always the best that it is possible to
produce.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

Plated Flatware:
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS

SILVER Co.
(Factory C, Int ernatiolial Silver (o., Successor.)

al HOLMES & EDWARDS.

This trade-mark appears on plated flatware manu-
factured by them.

WORKS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
(Factory II, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS
1865 WM. ROGERS MEG CO.

WM. ROGERS & SON.
One sf these trade-marks appear On plated that ware

made by them. These brands have been well known for
many years. For 38 years prior to 1903 at Dartford,
now made at WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(I,'actory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

1847 ROGERS BROS.
The above trade-mark appears on plated flatware

manufactured by them. This brand was first made by
llogers Bros. in Hartford, established in the year 1847.
It has been recognized as the standard of quality ever
since it was first put upon the market.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
This trade-mark appears on putted flatware made

by them.
WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Fat•tory L, International Silver (o., SIll,,sour.)

W*ROGERS *
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware made

by them, and has met with a large sale for many years.
The dealers handling the "Eagle Brand " have always
been well satisfied with the result front its sale.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

ROGERS & BROTHER.
(Factory J, International silver Co., Successor.)

* ROGERS & BRO. A-I.
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware insult)

by them. The " Star Brand " has been upon the
market for half a century, add is handled by many of
the most exclusive dealers as their leading line of
electro-plate. Its unsurpassed quality is well known.

WORKS, WATERBURY, CONN.

THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.
( l'actor). K, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS & HAMILTON

HAMILTON

Ono or the other of these trade-marks appear on
the plated flatware made by them. These stamps have
been well known throughout the trade for many years,
and the fancy pieces In particular have met with n
ready sale.

WORKS, WATERBURY, CONN.

Sterling Hollowware:
THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.

(Factory A, Iuternational Silver Co., Successor.)
Formerly located in Dartford. This
trade-mark appears on sterling hollow- B. S. C.
ware manufactured by them.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on sterling
hollowware made by them, and at the
present time the line made embraces
nearly everything that can be conceived
or thought of in the line of Sterling IIITLADSSuAfitif4iiesSilver. The designs and finishes are
unsurpassed, WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on sterling hos-
lowware made by them. Any article so
stamped can be safely looked upon as the
best of the kind it is possible to produce.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on the sterling 0-
hollow ware made by them, and includes
a line of Hand Wrought Silver, with XI
Floral liecorations, as well as many
beautiful designs in Toilet Ware.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

THE WATROUS MFG. CO.
(Factory P, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on
sterling hollowware made
by them, and includes a
large variety of Napkin
Rings, Cups and small arti- 925 

FINE.cles, as well as a general 10 0 0
line of the larger pieces.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

STERLINC4

Sterling Flatware:
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)
This trade-mark is on sterling TRAM/WM
silver flatware made by them, and
at the present time is being
stamped on a number of new,
desiraole and very salablepatterns
in heavy and medium weights.
WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

'0\
STER,LING4HND

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-marlc appears on sterling „sisM
flatware made by them, and includes
quite a variety of styles covering the ir's
wants of nearly every first-class dealer.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN. +.41,1'.•4

Sterling, Inlaid Flatware:
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS

SILVER CO.
(Factory C, International Silver Co., Successor.)

E gs? 0.F&.?.."■"4"..f411. I-E 3
This trade-mark appears on all sterling inlaid flat-

ware made by them. Spoons and forks bearing this
trade-mark are made by a patented process, each article
having a piece of pure silver inserted at the points most
exposed to wear. This brand is guaranteed in family
use to wear twenty-live years.

WORKS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN,

ORDER FROM THE FACTORY

CHICAtiO :
State and Adams Streets.
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THE KEYSTONE'S Policy of Protection
to its Advertisers and Subscribers

T T is now universally recognized that the
1" advertising pages of any magazine con-
stitute one of its most important and valuable
features. This is especially true of the modern
trade magazine, every individual announce-
ment in which has a direct. bearing on the
trade to which it is devoted, and a personal
interest for practically the entire body of its
readers. Thus, while advertisements are a
desirable feature in all magazines, they are
a necessary feature in a trade journal as fur-
nishing information no less important and
valuable than the educational or news portions
of the journal. As a matter of fact, the ideal
trade journal of to-day occupies a higher
moral and ethical level as an advertising
medium than any merely literary magazine,
by reason of its paternal and protective rela-
tionship to its readers and its consistent
devotion to their interests irrespective of all
other considerations. It is evident, there-
fore, that advertisements offered for publica-
tion in a trade journal such as ours, solicitous
of its reputation and mindful of its mission,
call for a stricter censorship than in the case
of probably any other publication.

TN the matter of the censorship o. adver-
tisements offered us for publication, we

have consistently pursued a well-defined
policy, the wisdom of which is best evidenced
in the faith on the part of the trade in the
announcements which appear on our pages.
This policy may be briefly stated as follows :
We will accept any legitimate advertisement
suited to the character of our journal from
any reputable manufacturer, wholesaler or
dealer in any branch of the watch, clock,
silverware, jewelry or optical industry or
business, provided we have no reason to
question tile honesty of its representations.

We reserve, however, the right to refuse
advertisements of goods known to or believed
by us to be of a quality inferior to that repre-
sented, or which fall below certain recognized
standards. Common honesty dictates this
proviso, as we cannot in justice to ourselves

or our patrons be a party to creating a de-
mand for an article which we believe will
ultimately result in a loss in money or repu-
tation to any member of the trade or to an
innocent purchaser.

We also refuse advertisements offering
goods at cut prices in such a way as to be
detrimental to the trade, and those containing
statements, references or innuendoes deroga-
tory to any other advertiser or any reputable
concern of recognized standing in the trade;
also the advertisements of those whose busi-
ness methods we deem dishonorable, or
whose business policy we consider detrimen-
tal to the interests of the trade at large.

SUCH is our policy in regard to adver-
tisements offered us for publication, and

that it is fully appreciated by all branches of the
trade is, we think, conclusively demonstrated
by the character of our journal, its advertisers
and subscription list. It is the policy of the
square deal, and it is founded on common
honesty and fidelity to trade interests. In
obedience to this policy we are almost daily
constrained to refuse advertisements of every
size and character, from a spurious two-line
offer to full-page announcements of goods
of a kind that would only mean loss and dis-
credit to the trade. It is self-evident that
this policy is conducive to the best interests
of all the trade, being equally advantageous
to advertisers and subscribers.

T N connection with the above, it may be
opportune to direct attention to the

watchful supervision exercised over our
reading pages, both as to the quality of the
matter and its general reliability. Extreme
care is taken to insure correctness of state-
ment, as well in the personal news items as
ill the scientific and business articles ; and
all matter which falls below a certain standard
of utility or interest to our readers, is rigor-

ously excluded. Our policy in this regard

is well known to the trade, many of whom
may be said to have grown up with our
journal, imbibing its spirit of progress,
utilizing its suggestions and testing for their
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own benefit and satisfaction the soundness of
its business doctrines. The result of this
has been the cultivation of peculiarly close
relations between Ourselves .and our readers,
who have come to regard our journal as a
reliable trade exponent and an indispensable
factor in their business. We have in our
archives volumes of letters from prominent
jewelers and opticians who candidly state that
our teachings have been an important factor
in their success. Our unique position in
jewelry and optical trade journalism insures
us at all times a superabundance of valuable
material, and all worthless matter of a mere
space-filling character is necessarily as well
as purposely eliminated. This adherence to
a fixed standard of merit and insistence on
accuracy and reliability mean much expense;
but here, too, we find our reward in our
comprehensive subscription list and in the
unwavering confidence of our readers. It is
to the credit of the trade that regard for its
interests always meets with unstinted appre-
ciation.

Wonderful Record of Diamond
Importations

OF the whole mass of official statistics
dealing with the foreign commerce of

the United States for the fiscal year ending
June 3oth, probably the most remarkable are
those relating to the importations of pearls
and precious stones. Ever since the business
revival in the late nineties and all through
the present prolonged period of prosperity,
the imports of diamonds increased by leaps
and bounds with only occasional setbacks,
until for the fiscal year 1902-1903 the impor-
tations reached the enormous total of $27,-
318,642. In the following year the figures
receded to $21,843,119, but during the past
fiscal year all records have been completely
outdistanced with a total of $33,223,J4 !
This means an increase of $r 1,39o,o45 over
the preceding year and of nearly $6,000,000
over the highest previous record. Each
month seems to show a higher total than its
predecessor, and there is not only no symp-
tom of a reaction, but it is asserted that the
importations would be much larger if im-
porters could have procured all the stones
they needed of the desired sizes and quali-
ties. These figures are suggestive not only
as a revelation of the strength of the diamond
market, but also as an unmistakable manifes-
tation of the unprecedented wealth and
prosperity of the country. As present con-
ditions point to another diamond-purchasing
fall and holiday season, it is little wonder
that the outgoing travelers are liberally sup-
plied with diamond stock and that almost
every jeweler, however small, now finds it to
his advantage to handle these goods. A fact
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worthy of mention in connection with the
large importations is that of the total of over
$33,000,000, the uncut stones aggregated
almost one-third, showing a most gratifying
expansion in the diamond-cutting industry in
this country.

It is worthy of mention, too, that the
total foreign commerce for the fiscal year just
ended has been the largest in the history of
the country. The exports aggregated $i,-
518,462,833 and the imports $1,117,507,500,
a grand total of $2,635,970,333, and, most
gratifying of all, the shipments of manufac-
tured goods exceeded all previous records,
and formed an unusually large percentage of
the total.

Post Office Bans Lottery Schemes
RETAILERS who have been making use

of any of the various forms of lottery
schemes for the purpose of helping their
business, must henceforth have a care lest
they come in unpleasant collision with the
lottery laws of their States or with the postal
authorities. In a new ruling of the post
office department the word " lottery " is
given a very wide interpretation and will
cover many schemes not heretofore regarded
in the category. Generally speaking, any
guessing or estimating contest, gift enter-
prise, premium offer, or any other scheme
which carries any suggestion of chance, will
be classed as a lottery. If the publication
of any such scheme is by newspaper adver-
tisement, the publisher is held liable. If the
merchant advertises it by circulars or letters
sent through the mails, he renders himself
liable to a fine of not more than $500 or to
imprisonment of not more than one year, or
both. That the authorities are in earnest in
their new anti-lottery campaign is evidenced
in the following extract from a new general
order just issued by the post office depart-
ment :

The post office department is endeavoring to
enforce the anti-lottery statutes strictly and with
thoroughness. Postmasters, railway postal clerks
and all other officers and employees charged with
the handling of mail matter are, therefore, expected
to examine such flatter, especially publications,
with the greatest care consistent with prompt trans-
mission and delivery, and to withdraw or exclude
all such as is ascertained to relate to lotteries or
like enterprises. Many postmasters have been
found negligent in this regard.

In view of this general order it will be
wise for the jewelers to refrain from using
any scheme which has a suggestion of chance.
Of course, if the mails are not used, the
post office is not interested, but care must be
taken that the lottery laws are not violated.
In deciding upon any such advertising scheme
and its legality, the merchant should first de-
termine whether it is in conflict with the
lottery laws of his State. .If it is not, he
can exploit it, no matter if it does conflict
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with the post office regulations, as long as the
mails are not used. But the first effort to
use the mails for the exploitation of the
scheme is pretty certain to make trouble.

Regulating Watches by Phone

N these pages last month, we called
attention to a scheme being adopted by

some of the large jewelers in the cities who,
in their advertisements, extend an invitation
to the local public to call them up on the
phone and get the correct observatory time.
It is to the credit of THE KEYSTONE'S con-
stituency that scarcely any " new '" scheme
comes to light which has not been used
previously by one or other of our readers.
The Stanton Jewelry Company, of Nashua,
Iowa, writes us as follows :

Referring to your article in the July KEYSTONE,
"Set Your Watch by Phone," we wish to inform
you that we have used this method with good
results for three years. We have an exchange of
about two hundred phones here, many of them in
the country. We issue from time to time circular
letters to the subscribers, inviting them to phone
us for the correct time. As we always keep our
regulator on time and are careful to send exact
time, we have a great many calls. We have a
phone on the work bench, where it is always handy,
and the scheme works with very little trouble.
Another one of our good dodges is to advertise
that we grind scissors free. This takes but little
time, only a minute or two usually, and we think
we are well repaid for our trouble.

Prices of Swiss Watches Advanced

THE Swiss Chamber of Watchmaking
and Affiliated Industries, composed of

representatiVes of the watch manufacturers'
associations in the various watchmaking
cities of Switzerland, has announced an
advance in the price of Swiss watches. The
reasons given for the adyance are the in-
creased cost of the material and parts of
watches, and the shorter sours and higher
wages demanded by labor. The chamber is
not unnaturally apologetic in announcing the
advance, recognizing, no doubt, that it will
have a tendency to further restrict the market
for these goods. It is pleasant to note that
while all the causes given for the advance in
the price of Swiss watches are operative in
this country, yet, so thoroughly systematized
are our productive methods that, notwith-
standing the increased cost of material, the
higher wages for labor and shorter working.
hours, all of which are more pronounced
here than abroad, yet the tendency. of the
prices of American watches has been down-
ward for some years, and this too in the face
of a continually increasing demand. The
American watch is, in truth, the ideal from
the watch dealer's point of view, having the
triple qualifications of excellence as a time-
piece, durability and ease of repair—these
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in addition to a reputation that makes for

sales and prices that come easily within the
resources of all. It is not surprising to learn

that its triumph at home is now being equaled

by its success abroad, where it is striding

into favor at a rate that evidences its world-

wide pre-eminence as the jewelers' leading

staple.

Teeming Harvests Now a Certainty

THE season has now sufficiently advanced
to enable the authorities to size up the

:iL!,Ticultural situation with fair certainty, and
it is the universal belief that the country as
a whole will again be blessed with that only
certain foundation for prosperity—bountiful
crops. Present indications are that the aggre-
gate yield this year will be fully up to the
very satisfactory record of last year, with the
probability of exceeding it. If the weather
continues reasonably favorable until the mid-
dle of September, a very large yield will be
assured. Complaints are made in some parts
of the corn belt that there has been too much
rain since the beginning of July, and that the
excessive moisture is impeding the wheat
harvest in .the Northwest, as well as injuring
the corn in the corn area, but the damage
thus far in either respect is slight. It is the
conditions that come for the next two months
that will determine the aggregate corn pro-
duction. The government's report for the
corn crop for July 1st makes a favorable
showing. There is an increase of 2.3 per
cent. in acreage as compared with 1904, and
the condition was 87.3 per cent., as against
88.4 per cent. on July r, 1904 ; 79.4 per
cent. at that time in 1903, and an average of
87.6 per cent. for ro years on July nit. This
indicates that the crop for the year will be
quite voluminous unless conditions turn out
to be unfavorable between this time and the
harvesting.

IN 1904 the corn crop aggregated 2,467,-000,000 bushels. This was never equaled
except in 1902, when the yield was 2,523,-
000,000 bushels, or 56,000,000 more than in
1904. As estimated by the department of
agriculture, the. value of the corn crop of
1904 as it left the farm was $1,o87,000,000
on December nit. This was double the
value of the wheat crop for that year, which
amounted to $5 to,000,000. The value of
the oat crop for the year was $280,000,000,
and the unprecedented 13,500,000 bale crop
of cotton was worth about $600,000,000.
All of the above is cheering news to the
business man, for corn is the country's impe-
rial crop, and when it is large all the people
are benefited. A small corn crop often brings
as much to the producer as does a big crop,
owing to the advance in prices which a drop
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in the yield causes ; but a big crop, which
means a little lower price per bushel, helps
the consumer without injuring the farmer.
The trade has a decided interest in big crops
of corn, wheat and the rest of food products,
and happily the outlook for both wheat and
corn is bright for 1905.

In the industrial world, too, conditions

are very promising, and the factories are
much more active at this time than one year
ago. The great iron and steel industry, for

instance, is so overwhelmed with orders that
many big operations are being delayed.

The Moral Reawkening and House-
Cleaning

THE subject which seems to overshadow
all others at this time is the startling

disclosures of corrupt dealings and betrayal

of trust in high places. In recent months a

veritable wave of scandal has swept over the
country, affecting discreditably a great num-

ber of men of wealth and influence, some of

them holding positions of honor and dignity

in the federal government, others the recog-

nized leaders in the government of our
nurnicipalities, yet others the highly-paid

officials of great fiduciary institutions. It

has been proved that many of these men,

while posing as models of civic and official

rectitude, were stealthily trafficing in the

trust reposed in them and boldly appropriat-

ing to their own use the property confidingly

entrusted to their care. Fortunate it is that

the disclosures have crowded one another

with such startling rapidity, for the public

conscience is now thoroughly awakened to

the danger of its culpable indifference, and

such a moral house-cleaning will result as

will give a new impulse to the inherent sense

of rectitude and produce a genuine reaction

in favor of honesty and good faith.

IN the following call to arms, which merits

a place in every newspaper in the country,

the New York. Evening Post vigorously

assails the one dread foe now threatening our

social and economic system :

Real national disaster is nearer at hand
than in any foreign fleet or army, and its
threat is instant. There is, indeed, a war for
which the country should gird up its loins, but
it is the war against corruptiorf in public
life and in private business. Voila l'ennemi!
Scandals at Washington, official rottenness in
leading cities, fraud and pilfering by trusted
financiers, ornaments of society and pillars of
the churches—these are the enemies that rise
up to trouble us, and how to fight and conquer
them is the problem to which we must give
our anxious days and nights. The corn-
pletest military preparation will be found to
have feet of clay if the nation behind it is
not sound. If we do not first make sure of
national honesty, the very guns we count
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upon in an emergency will burst, while their
shells will not. Let Russia teach us bow
official stealing and crooked contractors cause
a nation's weapons to break in its hands.

TO punish public thieves and to prevent
their multiplication ; to make war on

graft ; to apply the criminal law relentlessly
to greedy betrayers of trust ; to preach and
practice honesty, whether in office or in busi-
ness—in a word, to tone up the national
conscience, that is the crying duty, not to
heap Up shot and shell. Consider what the
friendliest foreign observers say of us at this
moment. They never question our resources.
They doubt not our ability to bring a fearful
power into war, if the occasion should arise.
But they dread lest corruption sap our forces.
They are startled and grieved at the succes-
sion of official derelictions and private laches
which we have, of late, exhibited to the
world. And in no way could we better con-
vince them of our recuperative powers, and
of our fundamental soundness, than by bend-
ing all our energies to the destruction of the
evil before it destroys us.

E are glad to see that President Roose-
velt's mind seems to be working in

this direction. Instead of going so far afield,
he is intent upon the rogue near at hand ;
not talking so much of world-politics and our
great role in the eyes of the nation, he is
announcing that no guilty man must be
allowed to escape, that prison doors are
yawning for every corrupt official, and that
recreant and scoundrelly directors are traitors
to their country. This is really Mr. Roose-
velt's strongest line. This is the kind of
thing he. was cut out to do. He was born to
be an administrative reformer.. If, with his
instinctive hatred of what is crooked, his
immense energy were applied to the running
down of thieves, the purification of the public
service, the exaltation of more honest stand-
ards throughout the land, he would be doing
his best work, and would deserve well of his
country and his kind.

'i:' 
HE corruptionists themselves, we may
be sure, will always come out strong on

the need of dropping everything in order to
repel the imminent but anonymous invader.
No one is mightier than they in the Monroe
Doctrine, or more heroic in the determina-
tion to enforce it, whether they know what it
means or not. Nor will they allow any man
to surpass them in patriotism. But these
hypocrisies have ceased to be even amusing.
It is not a question of preparing for a vague
and distant war, but the very serious and
present task of arming to put down domestic
treason—for such is, in reality, the spirit of
corruption. It would run up a new flag,
with dollar marks in place of the stars, and
the " rake-off " as the sign in which to con-
quer. We do not need to look far for this
enemy. " There is splendid fighting every-
where," as Phil. Kearny said to the reserves
coming to his support. And the sooner we
set about beating off the army of our own
corruption, the sooner may we begin to talk,
\vith decency, about preparing to withstand
foreign levies.
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The Individuality of the Customer

AN intelligent subscriber has written us his
trials and tribulations in a letter covering

some eight pages. We agree with him in

his conclusion that " the jewelry business is
not a bed of roses whereon one may lie in
comfort and find big fruit of profits within
easy reach." But no business that is worth
while is " easy." One must toil and sweat
to succeed— it is the primal curse that came
with Adam's transgression in the Garden of
Eden. And it is fortunate for all of us that
the jewelry business is not exempt from the
general law, else we would be crowded out
by the multitudes who would rush into our
chosen field. There are compensations even
for our sorely-tried. subscriber.

Our attention was especially attracted to
this paragraph in his letter :

I always read with interest your arti-
cles which seem to apply particularly to
the mercantile, as distinguished from the
technical, side of the jeweler's vocation.
I have profited by following many of your
suggestions in this direction ; but I find
that they will not fit all cases. Some of
my customers are so cranky that they can-
not be handled in the ways you have
suggested—as I have found to my cost, in
several instances.

We hope there are but few of our read-
ers who would undertake to apply our
suggestions as to the way to sell goods, or
collect accounts, or satisfy complaints, etc.,
to every . customer alike. The best we can
do is to state a case that will fit the average
customer. We cannot undertake to give
advice that will apply outside the average
instance ; the exceptional instance, as Buffon
said of genius, is " a law unto itself," and as
such must be given exceptional treatment.

The really/int' art of salesmanship is in the
successful handling of these exceptional custo-
mers—not only the " cranks," but that large
number who have merely a strong individu-
ality, or an original mind, or a distinctive per-
sonality. They are above, or under, the average
type of humanity ; your average routine of
proceeding will not fit the cccasion. We fear
that our correspondent does not take into
account the vagaries in human nature ; and
if he does not he is bound to come to grief,
many a time and oft.

The naturally gifted salesman will always
study his customer and adapt his methods to
the particular instance before him. The large
majority of his customers will be found to
average the same general mental character-
istics ; but as no two human faces are exactly
alike, so are no two minds ; and the success-
ful salesman is he who quickly reads character,
who immediately interprets the thought of
his customer, who intuitively kens the
weak points, the prejudices and inclinations
of the prospective buyer. With this knowl-
edge is usually found the knowledge as to
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pleasing these exceptional people, indulging
their whims, flattering their mental attitudes ;
and so effecting the sale.

The average salesman can make a sale
to the average customer ; the superior sales-
man can sell to these and to the exceptional
kind as well. He fills a higher place, in the
end, because he studies the individuality of
the customer.

A jog to the Memory

Some Easily-Forgotten Items in the Day's Work

SAY 
" Good morning " to the clerks, when

you enter the store.
Before you open your mail take a look

around. See that the cleaning and dusting
have been properly done, goods properly

placed in window, show case and wall case,
all work under way and everybody looking fit.
The very fact that you are thus alert will make
all hands careful, attentive and efficient.

Before you open your mail, too, see

that any " left over " work of the day before

is started. (The only excuse for a " left

over" is its coming in at the very heel of the

day before—such as the receipt of a package
by- express, etc.). Interview the watchmaker
and see to it that all jobs promised for deliv-

ery on that day will assuredly be ready.
Be careful in throwing matter into your

wastebasket, from the mail. Some of the
advertising circulars may be worth reading,

for the goods and prices which they proclaim ;

others may be worth keeping as suggestions
for your own advertising.

Answer your mail at once. Finish each

job as it comes along. Your desk work

should all be out of the way before the busy
hours begin at the counter.

Look over your bills to see that all are
within the limits of the best cash discount.
By making a practice of doing this daily it

becomes a matter of routine requiring only a

few minutes.; because you will have classified
your bills by age and name and systematized

your filing.
Look over your memorandum of engage-

ments for the day ; meet all of them on the'.

minute ; and do not keep the " drummer "
waiting beyond the time that you can con-

veniently see him or look over his goods.

Interpret " convenient " generously.
Say " No " to any invitation to take a

drink during business hours.
When all the work is under way, in the

intervals between customers, look carefully

over the trade journal that came in the morn-
ing mail. Note the technical articles, the
news, the suggestions as to storekeeping,
window dressing, etc. ; study the advertise-
ments, both for what they offer and for the
education of yourself in the best ways of
advertising.
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If you are annoyed about some matter,
take a walk, or a trolley ride, or a drive or a
bicycle ride. Care does not " ride on the
crupper."

Devote one hour in each day to the
writing of your advertising. Go over it
again and again until you are satisfied that it
is the best you can do. Do not allow your-
self to be disturbed in this work ; if you
cannot be undisturbed for an hour in your
store, do this particular piece of work at
home. Otherwise,

When you lock the store-door at night,
lock your business cares inside. Do not
take them into the family circle. Do not
allow them to roost on your pillow

Say " Good night " to the clerks when
you leave the store.

String-Saving

THE story goes that two applicants for a
clerkship in a store were given similar

packages to open. The one laboriously
worked over the knots, and when the string
was finally released he neatly rolled up the
" hank " and thus secured the string for future
use. The other whipped out his knife, cut the
string and had the package opened while the
other was still struggling with the knots.

Which applicant secured the position ?
The clerk with the knife.

In an earlier day, the saving one would
have got the place ; for in that earlier day
twine cost more money than now and time
was less valuable than in this strenuous
period. But to-day a clerk's time is worth
more than the cost of the string.

The old-fashioned notions of economy
must be re-aligned to the new conditions.
The word of the hour is " Get there ! "
String-saving, instead of being an evidence
of thrift, has come to be a form of extrava-
gance. It is only the net result that counts.
We spend to make ; we waste to save. The
most extravagant waste, in these rushing
days, is waste of time.

The string-saving merchant is misplaced,
in this generation. A new order of economies
has come about in the world of trade. Cheap
stationery spells loss of command ; cheap
advertising means dear experience ; all cheap
ways are the dearest, in the new dispensation.
Nothing costs too much, if the high cost

comes back in proportionate profit. It is
only the narrow merchant who counts the
pins' ; there is a certain modern virtue in not
even counting the pennies. The whole ques-

tion of the small economies is relative ;

expediency all hinges on result—and on the

caliber of the merchant. There be some
whose thoughts run to string-saving ; but it

seems an expensive habit, in up-to-date mer-
chandising,
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A JEWELERS' CATALOG

This edition of the Dennison book will prove of

unusual value and interest to every jeweler. It really

marks a new departure accurate description and faith-

ful illustrations making it more a book of reference.

than a mere catalog. Every jeweler is entitled to one.

If you do not get yours, write to our nearest store.

Boston, 26 Franklin St. Philadelphia, 1007 Chestnut St.

New York, is John St. Chicago, 128 Franklin St.

St. Louis, 413 N. Fourth St.
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Mis-Mated Partners

IT was our privilege recently to pay friendlyvisits to quite a number of jewelry stores,

and our note book contains many interesting
memoranda of things heard and observed
during our peregrination. Probably the most
unique of these notes is in reference to a
curious exhibit placed before us by a member
of a well-known jobbing firm, who favored
us with many interesting business experiences.
The exhibit consisted of a number of letters
from the partners of a retail firm, which
letters revealed a condition of affairs that
may well be used to point a moral. Each of
the partners evidently considered himself the
managing executive of the firm, *with the
curious result that two letters generally came
in answer to each letter sent by the jobber.
The limit of absurdity was reached when two
separate orders were placed for goods, one
by each partner. " Later," said the jobber,

" a letter came countermanding one of the
orders, and after the other order had been
filled and shipped some of the goods were
returned with the statement that they were
never ordered at all, and that we should ship
certain other goods in exchange." The im-
port of the letters was plain. There was
apparently hopeless dissension between the
partners; each was attending to the mana-
gerial end of the business independently of
the other and an absurd confusion resulted.
As such a condition of affairs could only end
in disaster for the firm, the jobber showed his
wisdom in diplomatically discontinuing busi-
ness relations with them.

A SUCCESSFUL partnership calls for
harmony of disposition, purpose and

action between the partners, and this presup-
poses intimate knowledge of each other's
habits of thought, qualifications and charac-
ter. There will naturally be differences of
opinion, but these will be easily adjusted by
consultation and reason if the partners are
congenial and have confidence in each other.
Each one should have his own sphere of
activity and his own special duties, and each
should be free to perform his duties in his
own way without interference from his part-
ner. If a man is fit to be your partner, he
is certainly fit to attend to his particular
duties without vexatious supervision, and if
in the course of events one partner becomes
convinced of the incompetency of the other,
the partnership should be dissolved as quickly
as possible. Partners must agree if the busi-
ness is to flourish, and therefore partnerships
nmst not be entered into hastily. Ill-mated
partners are as ruinous to business as ill-mated
pairs are to marriage, and the same fore-
thought should be exercised in partnerships
as in matrimony. In fact, there is much less

excuse for blunders in the former than in the
latter, for in taking a business partner there
is no sentiment to blur the merchant's facul-
ties or blur his reason.

Value of Personal Cleanliness

THERE is one thing which the jeweler
should keep especially in mind during

the melting summer months, and that is the
necessity of personal cleanliness and neatness
in himself and his employees. In this mat-
ter, particularly, as is the master so will be
the man. If the employer keeps himself as
cleanly as the season and the nature of his
business demands, if he is one to whom neat-
ness of dress and spotless linen have become
a second nature, his clerks will soon cultivate
the same abhorrence of slovenliness and the
same pride of person. These months of
profuse perspiration mean daily intercourse
with the bath tub, and no clerk whose duty
it is to wait on refined customers with acute
olfactories, can omit with impunity this
healthful, hot-Weather luxury. We fear that
even among jewelers there is much negli-
gence in this regard, especially with those

who combine the mechanical and mercantile
branches of the business. In a branch of
trade so cleanly in character as jewelry, there
is no excuse for shabby dress, soiled linen,
unsanitary finger nails, unpolished footgear
or other manifestation of unrefined person-
ality. We live in a time when cleanliness is
as essential to competency in the store hand
as any other qualification, and this is espe-
cially true of the jewelry store.

Naming a Jewelry Store

ASUBSCRIBER from a progressive town

in Iowa writes as follows: " I am about

to establish myself in the jewelry business

and wish a suitable name for the store. I

would appreciate it if you would suggest one."

If the intention of the jeweler is to perma-

nently establish himself in this town and to

build up a business-bringing reputation both

for himself and his store, his own name is

the best to place on the front of the establish-

ment. It is doubtful whether any high-

sounding title would ever have acquired the

prestige of the name " Tiffany," which still

stands for reliability and excellence, even

though the owner of the name has passed

away. A jewelry store differs from most

other mercantile institutions in that its suc-

cess is largely built on the character and

integrity of the proprietor. The confidence

of the public is the one thing which the

jeweler must cultivate and secure, and his

own name should be both the store title and
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trade-mark. When the local public regard
Smith's name on a ring box, for instance, as
prima facie evidence of the worth of the ring
itself, Smith has gained that which, of all
other things, means success in the jewelry
business.

In the jewelry trade at present we
have many " Diamond Palaces," etc., and,
as a rule, these are not such as lend credit to
the yearly trade, though there are notable
exceptions. In view of what has been said,
we would advise our subscriber to use his
own name as the store title. One of the big-
gest businesses in the world. has the simple
title " John Wanamaker," and who will
question the value of the name to the big
store ? It should be the ambition of every
merchant to make his name stand for some-
thing, and the store should be a reflection of
himself even to the name.

The Logic of Good Salesmanship

IN a lively little journal devoted to retail
storekeeping there has been a vigorous

discussion of the question whether it is good
salesmanship to try to sell to the customer
something different from what he really had
in mind when he entered the store. " He is
a poor salesman," says one of the disputants,
" who always sells exactly what the customer
asks for. Any fool can sell a man what he
wants, but it takes a good saleSman to sell a
man what he doesn't want." To our mind
there is nothing complex about this question.
The fundamental essential from the store-
keeper's point of view is to satisfy the customer
and make him a permanent patron. If sell-
ing him something different from what he
actually wanted is likely to create such dis-
satisfaction either with the article purchased
or the methods of the salesman as to endanger
his future patronage then the salesman is
standing in his own light in urging such a
purchase. If, however, the customer only
thinks he knows what Ile wants, and the sales-
man is convinced that some other article
would suit him better and give him more
satisfaction, then it is the part of such sales-

man to place his arguments before the cus-
tomer in a convincing way and make the sale
accordingly. In all such cases the future
must be considered in conjunction with the
present. What will it avail the jeweler that
his clerks should make difficult sales if such
sales create subsequent dissatisfaction ? An
individual triumph for the clerk may not
always be to the advantage of the store, and

this is a fact the conscientious salesperson

must never lose sight of. A sale, however
difficult or profitable, that does not conduce

to future business is lacking in an important
essential of a really successful sale.
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Bracket
Willard

CLOCKS

Our 1905 Catalogue is now

ready for distribution, and con-

tains illustrations of the largest

and most complete line of

chiming and striking. Hall

Clocks ever offered the trade.

We have made up for

1905-6 Season a great number

of new, original and exception-

ally meritorious designs of

which, owing to the unusual

stock which we carry, we are

enabled to make immediate

shipment.

No. Eli

Catalogue and literature upon request

Highest Award
Louisiana Purchase

Exposition

We are prepared to fill any

requirement both as to range
of price and as to style, our
patterns including examples of

Plain and Ornate Colonial,

Gothic, Rococo, Chippendale,

Shevators, Renaissance, Arts

and Crafts and other Periods.

Our Movements are thor-

oughly guaranteed to be unex-

celled as to chiming, striking

and time-keeping qualities and

all details of finish and appear-

ance.

For the convenience of the

trade we have placed on display

in our New York showroom a

sample line of our Clocks.

GEO. W. SMITH ei CO. INC.

New York III Fifth Avenue

3907-19 Powelton Avenue

Philadelphia, U.S.A.
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The typical modern smith in the precious metals uses the laws of
structure, the subtleties of form, the infinity of color with the same sense of
ownership and freedom as the architect, the sculptor, and the painter. He

no longer sits at his bench, working out in stubborn metal a pattern which,

by force of repetition, has lost all interest, like a nroblem whose result is
given to the pupil before he has attempted the processes necessary to its
solution. Now, in the revival of his craft, the smith has become a creative

artist, warming into enthusiasm from a state of inertness bordering upon
that of his own tools ; since, formerly, as these latter received direction

and impetus from him, so he himself was a tool under the power of tradition

and prejudice.
The art-industry of the smith in precious metals was

Artistic Impulse one of the latest to yield to the modern movement
in Metal Work which, germinating among the English Pre-Raphael-

ites, spread through Belgium into France, and thence

to other countries,
where it now flour-
ishes in a maturity
fair and sound. But
the new art of the
metalsmith and
jeweler, although
thus tardy to appear,
is found, upon ex-
amination, to be one
of the most healthy
a n d promising of
recent wsthetic de-
velopments. Those
who practise it have
come to their work
from the training of
recognized schools
or studios. They
apply to it knowl-
edge of the proper-
ties and limitations
of material ; of the
principles of compo-
sition and space de-
coration ; a scientific
appreciation of color
which enables them
to combine and con-
trast, to accent and
to subordinate, as
accurately as paint-
ers and musical corn-
posers.

The results of
this quickened in-
telligence, of this ef-
fectual study, are
apparent to any one
who has examined
the gold and silver
smithing shown at
recent exhibitions,
general or sectional,
or who has noted
the reproductions of
such objects in the
issues of art maga-
zines during the past
few years. In this
work Frenchman,
Austrian, Hun-
garian, German,

Englishman—each has displayed his racial tendencies, his historical inherit-
ance, welded to his training as an artist, and his experience as a workman ;
while the American, freest of all to choose and discriminate, has wisely used
his breadth of opportunity and, at the same time, asserted his individuality.

Types of such American students exist in two women
Accomplished of Cleveland, Ohio, Miss Jane Carson and Mrs. Frances

Barnum Smith, the success of whose associated efforts
in metal-work and enameling has gained them

recognition, alike from their fellow technicians and from the lay public. It
will be profitable therefore to examine certain specimens of their work, and
to determine from these objects the course of study and experiment which
they have followed ; also, to note the personal preferences which, skilfully
treated, lend distinction to the results attained.

A first glance at the objects which we have chosen for illustration, as-
sures us that their makers are excellent workwomen, who can not be in-

cluded in the re-
proach sometimes
justly addressed to
representatives o f
the Arts and Crafts
Movement : that
they have neglected
the bench for the de-
signing board ; on
t h e contrary, they
are striving to lessen
the distance be-
tween these two op-
posite points of their
activity, and to estab-
lish them upon the
same level of im-
portance.

But the purely
technical qualities of
strength, nicety of
execution, and deli-
cacy of finish being
accepted as essen-
tials—in the absence
of which all speci-
mens of metalsmith-
ing must be abor-
tive and unworthy
of attention—there
remain to be con-
sidered evidences of
well-directed study
and extended obser-
vation on the part of
t h e designers of
these objects.

Casting an in-
clusive glance over
the work as a whole,
we note two influ-
ences which have
controlled the com-
position : first and
predominan t, the
study of plant-form ;
second, the pres-
ence of modified
and developed his-
toric styles. T h e
first influence,as one
to be sought by all
present followers

Women Metalsmiths

PLATE

Figure I. Pendant : oxidized silver and enamel
Figaro 2. Belt-pin : oxidized silver and enamel
Figure 3. Bing : gold, set with Ansi thalian opal, sapphire, and pearl
Figure 4. Scarf pin : gold, so chrysoprase
Figure 5. Belt pin : silver and enamel
Figure 6. Ring : oxidized silver, set with malachite
Figure 7. Fob ; oxidized silver, set AV ith amethyst

(1233)

Figure 8. Brooch : oxidized silver, set with amethyst and
baroque pearls

Figure 9. Brooch : silver, enamel, and tun ittoise
Figure 10. Ring : oxidized silver, set wiIii green 14111111110h-1e
Fight re 11. Fob.: silver, set with emerald mat ri N
Vigil Iv 12. Scarf pin : enameled gold, set wit It Australian opal
Figure 13. Pendant : silver enamel, and opal matrix
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of the decora-
tive arts, as one
especially bene-
ficial to metal

0 0 smithing, de-
serves here to be

discussed with some degree of thoroughness. Al-
though obscured, or at least unemphasized to the
untrained eye, it is yet sufficiently strong in these
'objects to permit their acceptance as illustrative of
the point to be sustained.

The study of plant-form, in its
modern sense, appears in the

Artistic Evolution jewel-casket ; in the pendants, the
brooches and the fobs of Plate I;

and especially in the enamel-work of the handles of
the salad spoon and fork. Its appearance is always
to be welcomed as an evidence of sound design,
since it precludes applied ornament, and forces the
decoration to become necessary to the scheme of
form. For this reason, the rational, systematic study
of the plant, regarded almost as a branch of archi-
tecture, has been introduced into decorative art
schools throughout Europe, from France, its place
of origin ; receiving the most thorough attention
and development in Dresden, Stuttgart, Munich,
and other centers of German culture.

As may be seen from our accom-
panying illustrations, the plant,

the Ideal used according to this system of
design, is never presented under

a natural, realistic form. Instead, the student hav-
ing been taught that Nature is the basis of all logical
construction, and having been referred, in proof of
this teaching, to some specific flower or fruit, de-
duces from this example an architectural, or purely
decorative form ; sometimes preserving the propor-
tions of the whole, with its general treatment of line ;
sometimes building upon a single element, or detail
of the original by emphasizing it and increasing its
power through .successive drawings, until a climax
is reached and something organic is evolved : just
as a plant, or an animal species, through successive
generations, slowly adapts itself to its surroundings.
The natural object, as to its definite form, is there-
fore lost beyond recall, or else it appears only in
faint, distant suggestion. But its spirit survives to
animate the new structure. It has transmitted its
valid proportions, its
balance, its subtile in-
dividuality to a shape
never before created,
which shall afford a
fresh pleasure to the
human eye.

Such, in theory,
is the use of plant-
forms in the most
advanced decorative
art. They are thus
simply points of de-
parture, sources of in-
spiration from which
to proceed to unex-
pected developments
of grace and beauty.

These forms,
through their endless
derivatives, become
the most obedient
agents of space deco-
ration; adapting
themselves to given
limits as easily as the
purely linear combi-
nations of Moorish
ornament, and pos-

The Successful Pursuit
of an Art-Industry

Plant Forms in

The Real and

KEYSTONE

PLATE IT
Silver cross and : decorated with purple enamel,

amethysts, and baroque pearls
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sessing over these latter the advantages of greater
suggestiveness. They lend themselves to the most
varied arrangement of the component parts of a
design, and so encourage originality and fertility
upon the part of the designer, as we shall find by
analyzing our illustrations.

Directing our attention to the
plate displaying the pendants,

Examples fobs, and brooches, we find
several examples of the plant-

form used as the basis of design. As a first instance,
we may indicate the pendant at the left, which,
as an ornament, might be accepted by the strictest
followers of the commandment against graven
images ; since it apparently represents no created
thing. Yet it is an obscured, highly conventionalized
flower-form, perhaps developed from the pistil of
some variety of lily, as its chief line (the wing-like
shape to which the chain is attached) would seem
to indicate, and then ingeniously woven into an
interlaced pattern suggested by Moorish, or by
Celtic ornament ; perhaps, instead of being taken
directly from Nature, it is a derivative of the Greek
honeysuckle, as might be inferred from both the
chief line and the heart-shaped central figure from
which the enameled triangles fall. At all events, it
is a design indicating the intelligence and the
patience of the one who composed it.

The pendant at the right of the
same plate is a good example of
space decoration. Like the pre-
ceding design, it is a remote flower-

derivative ; but here the composition instead of
being treated fancifully, is held within the limits of
a severe outline. The latter approaches the form
of a lanceolate leaf, which, being placed in an
inverted position, becomes a natural pendant;
while the metal ribs running from the middle of
the base to various points of the bounding line of
the composition, are distant memories of the vein•
system of the leaf. The design is thus well held
together—one may say, architectural—because it is
based upon Nature. By its lightness and refined
quality it further affords a fine mounting for the
gems, which are ingeniously disposed with reference
to the metal-work.

Suggestive designs also exist in the two simple
fobs, which are probably derivatives of insect-forms;

the one at the right
being a less remote
development than its
companion piece : the
emerald matrix repre-
senting the " eye "
upon the wing, and
the pierced silve r
work the wing-tissue
of a moth, or butter-
fly. Indeed, these re-
semblances are em-
phatic, when com-
pared with those
occurring in the de-
signs of Oriental rugs,
as, for example, the
continuous herring-
bone enclosing a
series of dots : the
former standing for
the spine of an alliga-
tor seen in profile,
and the latter for the
scales of the animal's
hide ; this evolution
being explained by
the fact that all orna-
ment tends toward

Some Interesting

A Pretty
Pendant

PLATE III
Jewel casket (exhibited at St. Louis): copper repousse ; silver hinges and hasp set with Mexican opals; enameled panels
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PLATE IV
Salt cup, spoon, and pepper pot : silver and enamel
Cream ladle and sugar tongs: silver, set with Mexican opals

These modern studies of Miss Carson
and Mrs. Barnum Smith, interesting be-
cause of their distinctive quality, are
accompanied by others which are skilful
adaptations of historic ornament. Such
are the three necklaces of Plate VI,
which show designs peculiar to metal-work and jewel-setting, recall-
ing none found in other arts, and limited to providing a framework for the
inset stones, and a proper alternation of voids and solids. They compare
most favorably with the objects of their class, designed with the same in-
tentions, which have been shown in recent years at European exhibitions ;
being, perhaps, the most nearly related to the work of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Gaskin, of Worcestershire, England, as judged from their display at the Arts
and Crafts Exhibition, held in London, in January, 1903. They are distant
developments of the goldsmith's work of the period of Charles Fifth, when
the supply of gems upon the world's market multiplied in number and variety,
through the opening of water ways between countries most remote from one
another. Much color was given the personal ornaments then fashioned, by
the use of many stones in combination ; while elaborate pieces of jewelry
which, owing to changes in the fashion,of the dress of both sexes, are no
longer worn, permitted certain beautiful treatments of the precious materials,
to-day as unusual as they are attractive. Museums like the Louvre, South
Kensington, and the Metropolitan of New York, preserve important speci-
mens of this period, which students of metal smithing would do well to
analyze, encouraged, as they should be, by the success of many recently
produced objects showing distinctly the influence of these sixteenth century
types.

A still happier use of historic ornament than is made in
the pieces just discussed, appears in the cross and chain
illustrated in Plate II. Alike in its design and in its ma-
terial, it possesses an ecclesiastical quality which, while

not precluding its secular use, lends to it a dignity unusual in a piece
wrought in such modest proportions and substances. This ornament, with-
out doubt, was suggested by the so-called pectoral cross worn by bishops of
the Roman Church, whose special gem is the amethyst, a large specimen of
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A Happier
Adaptation

what is scientifically called "simplification." That is, through successive drawings,
all forms lose their less important lines and their minor details ; while their most
prominent characteristics alone survive, and they only in bare suggestion.

In the same plate, the larger of the two belt-pins offers an
A Unique attractive study of ornament, worked out with the intelligence

and patience which we have previously noted. Under the
pencil of the designer, the art nouveau line acquires a pliancy

which unites by easy transition the Scandinavian, or Celtic knot-treatment of the
silver with the Persian flower-motif of the enamel.

The same motif fully developed, appears in the best example among our illus-
trations of the plant used in decoration. This occurs in the enamel work of the
handles of the salad spoon and fork (Plate V). We find here the bulb, stem, leaves,
and flower thoroughly conventionalized, as must be the case when any specimen is
translated from Nature into good art. We find also the knowledge of historic orna-
ment rightly employed : that is, not to imitate, but as a capital fund upon which to
base new experiments : such as we see in the well-defined, easily understood, and
yet complex floral form, in which the bulb is modern, the lower foliage is reminiscent
of the Greek honeysuckle, and the flower itself recalls one of the finest figures
of antique Persian designs. The same may be said of the strand pattern in silver,
which forms the stem of the handle, and then develops as a graceful ribbon about the

enamel work. This appears to be modern and original, but yet
Ancient Knotted its source lies far away in the knotted ornament of Northern

Europe, found in Irish manuscripts and Runic crosses, and there
typifying dragons and demons. These two pieces are therefore

a happy blending of the old and the new, an outcome of that quickening of the mind,
which is excited by a well-directed study of the past, and which it is the function
of the art school to produce and foster.

A much less original, although beautiful example of metal smithing is found in
the jewel-casket in copper repousse, ornamented with silver and gems : a specimen
which might be mistaken for the work of the Maison Bing, or the Maison Moderne,
of Paris, except for the medimval air given to it by the hand tool, and the consequent
slight irregularity of line. The ornamentation of the top approaches the much
criticized linear fancies of Van de Velde, although the result is far from displeasing.

I Yet again, the principle involved is a dangerous one, since its employment usually
leads, as in the case of the Belgian artist quoted, to the excesses of the " whip lash

1, line," the most dangerous element of the continental an nouveau.

Combination M atif

Work Modernized

PLATE V
Salad spoon and fork : silver and enamel
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which is set in both their cross and their
ring of office ; the purple color of the

The Successful Pursuit stone being associated with imperial rank,
and therefore appropriate to those who

0  Li originally exercised the highest churchly
functions.

In the object illustrated, symbol, substance and design concur to pro-

duce a unified whole. The composition is Gothic, based upon a plant-

motif often found in the stone tracery of church architecture—as for instance,

in the capitals of clustered columns—worked out with much skill, and care-

fully adapted to execution in metal. The space-divisions of the cross are

excellently arranged, and the decoration well apportioned, with the four

extremities of the figure presenting the floriated shapes frequently occurring

in ornate English arches. Further, the chain shows the familiar trefoil, and

no detail is omitted which could add
completeness to the design ; even the
amethyst centering the cross being en
cabochon, or cut without facets, as was
characteristic of medieval gems.

To have designed this ornament is
to have shown ability both as worker
and thinker. The handling of metal
therein indicated is such as could be
suggested only by one whose hand
has felt beneath his tool the stubborn
resistance of the medium of execution ;
while the drawing shows an adequate
knowledge of the principles of design,
together with that acquaintance with
the history of the subject which is the
mark of the refined, conscientious and
enthusiastic student.

Therefore, in view
The Metalsmiths' of t h e successful
Artistic Stiumlus work accomplished

by certain American
metalsmiths who regard their calling as
a fine art, should not many other men
and women possessed of aptitude and
acquirements, decide to follow their ex-
ample ? In our practical age, the im-
petus toward the industrial arts is
strong, and this in itself indicates an
upward, rather than a decadent ten-
dency. It is parallel with that impulse
of the truly xsthetic Japanese which
causes them to enrich and beautify
their articles of domestic service, and
to reject largely from their belongings
things playing no active part in the
routine of life. This was also the
policy pursued by the masses of the
Greeks and the Romans, whose love
for the beautiful was adjusted to a
comparative simplicity of life. For
while there were among them many
private collectors of marbles, pictures
and bibelots, the majority of them
were content to possess a few exquisite
objects of personal use and adornment:
this idea of embellishment sometimes proceeding to exaggeration,

as in the case of the Pompeian jelly-mo!ds, which were ornamented with

scenes from the stories of the gods. The Japanese and the Greeks are but

two examples chosen from many, and that age is always one of progress

and increased culture which witnesses the activity of the industrial arts. Pre-
ceding the Americans, many European artists have now

Noted Art Craft stepped without the limits of the purely fine arts to en-

gage in work which, fifty years since, would have been

considered trivial. Among such we may mention M.

Colonna, of the Maison Bing, Paris, who compasses the whole range of de-

sign, from house architecture to the composition of an inexpensive brooch,

or the border of a porcelain plate. Also, in Turin, one of the greatest centers

of the modern art movement, those who have made for themselves names

in sculpture and painting—the two arts honored almost to the point of adora-

tion by the Italian'—are reverting to the old racial types of artists, who

worked together in populous studios, and alternately in marble, bronze,

of an Art-Industry
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pigments, enamels, and the precious metals : in this new instance the work-

shops being those of the Casa Musy, a firm of goldsmiths and jewelers which

has just completed two hundred years of existence.
Successful example is at all times a powerful, convincing

Technical Schools teacher ; but a further impetus toward the industrial
arts is about to be given to American students through

the action of the new curator of the Metropolital

Museum, of New York, who, from his wide experience at South Kensington,

recognizes the value of these arts as promoters of prosperity and civilization.

The establishment of technical schools and of lectureships which he will

undertake outside the city, will certainly be imitated by directors of similar

institutions ; so that much artistic ability which now goes to waste, through

being directed into wrong channels, will be made to nourish industries and

manufactures, and to beautify objects of domestic service and personal use.
Among the indus-

Artistic Possibilities trial arts there is
m Metal Work none more capable

than that of t h e
smith in precious metals of producing
beautiful objects ; whether the worker
fashions utensils of gold, and jeweled
flowers, of the value, artistic and mone-
tary, of those which Tiffany & Company
exhibited at the last world's fair ; or
whether he sends out from his studio
only the every-day ornaments of the
people, composed from silver and in-
expensive native gems. For, contrary
to the statement of unpatriotic critics,
the standard of taste in America is set
beyond the dollar mark, and were it
dependent alone upon the teaching now
prevailing throughout the public school
system, it would still continue to ad-
vance. Therefore, the goldsmith de-
termined to raise his arc above the
deadening influences of commercialism,
will find numerous clients ready to
second his, efforts, and, since he appeals
to the love of ornament, which is a
strong and constant human emotion,
he may depend upon his work to sup-
ply him with abundant means of subsis-
tence. The recent graduation at Har-

vard sent a winner of the usual literary
degree, through his own choice, to the
bench of the silversmith, and his ex-
ample, as a worker with his hands,
might be considered with profit by
many baccalaureates of both sexes to-

day standing at the entrance of the

overcrowded professions.
Finally, strong encouragement may

be derived from the career of the two
associated women metalsmiths whos-2,
work forms the subject of this article.
At first, students of design and decora-
tion at the Cleveland, Ohio, School f
Art, they later pursued similar courses
at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, ai

we,. as special subjects under private instructors in the same city. Then,

returning to their homes, and advancing through great difficulties encoun-

tered in providing themselves with proper tools and a workshop offering

facilities for the exercise of their craft, within three years from the making

of their trial efforts, they jointly obtained a silver medal at St. Louis. it

third artist, Miss Watkins, coming from a four-years' fine arts course at

Cleveland, has recently joined the two original workers, who, as their

achievements have long since proven, represent the serious side of the Art

and Crafts Movement ; who can not be taxed with the possession of the

amateur quality and the affectation which have placed certain disciples of

this reactionary impulse in an unfortunate light and position.

These women are successfully pursuing an art-industry which calls intt

play a liberal education. They constantly apply to their work a knowledge

of chemistry, of history, of the laws of form, design and color : subject::

which for them have long since lost the dry and dead quality of theory and

have become practical resources, like the ability to read and write.

and Lectureships
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I238reEgginton's'
Celebrated Cut Glass

Universally acknowledged to be the

most beautiful, brilliant and artistic line

on the market.

Distinctly in a class by itself 

our trade-mark engraved on each

piece is a sure guarantee of its excellence

and quality.

Manufactured by

THE 0. F. EGGINTON CO.

Corning, N. Y.Incorporated Oct. II, 1899
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" Look through the world,

'Tis ne'er met with elsewhere,'

N. 537. NV M ('re;m1 Set, Drexel

The special efforts of this season have brought out many new gooth

for Autumn Sale. The merit of our Drexel Cream Set places it first

among the " Ready Sellers " which our line contains.

T. B. CLARK & CO., Inc., Honesdale, Pa.
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METEOR"
CIRCULATING

COFFEE PERCOLATOR
Always Insures

Delicious Coffee and

SAVES ONE=MIRD
Furnished in

Nickel Plate
Silver Plate

and Copper

Made in over one hundred styles

No. 5892. Sectional View. For use on gas stove or range

and sizes

"THE METEOR" is a PERFECT COFFEE-MAKER

Made for use over an alcohol lamp or on the range.
Designs are original, and combine all the latest up-to-date improvements.
All parts are interchangeable.
Easy to clean.
Locks to stand.
Lamp regulates and burns perfectly.

Booklet No. 94 K. explains all about it

Our complete line .of Chafing Dishes, Tea and Coffee Pots, Hotel Ware, Prize Trophies, etc., are illustrated in
Catalogue No. 40 K., which we will send on request

Meriden
Manning, Bowman 8sz Company, Connecticut

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

RAILROAD WATCH INSPECTION

has created new conditions, requirements and opportunities for the watch-worker. First of all
it makes necessary a thorough knowledge of higher horology, especially in the matter of adjust-
ment. All repairers who wish to qualify for railroad watch work should procure a copy of the

WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL

well-known treatise, th

which covers thoroughly and in a practical way every phase of the subject. A study of it will give you a complete mastery ef
the art of watch adjustment and the general repair of the higher grade watches.

376 pages, with 56 illustrations. Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $2.50 (los. 5d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

J. HARE 0:0 CO., CORNING, N. Y.
High-Grade

Some manufacturers think it wise to subordinate
everything in the process of cutting glass to price,
and to that end, take advantage of all " tricks in the
trade," like cutting over pressed blanks and making
very shallow, wide cuts on the cheapest blanks that
can be purchased.

Look for our
trade-mark on
each piece of
glass

Our designs are unique and our shapes graceful.
We carry a large stock and can fill all orders promptly.
We do not make the cheapest so-called " Cut Glass."
Our motto is "The best cutting on the best blanks."

Cut Glassware
We do not wish our customers to class us with

the " Cheap Cut Glass " novice. We have been in
business fifty-two years and can therefore give the
dealer the benefit of a long and varied experience.

0 u r salesmen
are now out with
samples which
they will gladly
show, and prove
to you we had
all others in the
Art of "Glass
Cutting."

Our lines are large and complete, thus giving our customers special advantage in buying.
We are positive we give the dealer more for his money than any other manufacturer.
We spend very little money for advertising, preferring to give the benefit of money so

saved to our customers.

THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION
Superior

Silver-Plated
Ware

Photograph Books
of our

Complete Lines
Loaned to the Trade

for Inspection

BRANCHES

38 Murray Street
New York City

120 Sutter Street
San Francisco, Cal.

Temple Building
Montreal, P. Q.

Factories, etc.

New Bedford, Mass.
No. 770. Caraffe, " Nevada"
142 Pt. Tumblers, " Huron "
No. 2857. Mirror

Rich
Cut Glass

Ware

Electroliers

Oil Lamps
Gas Portables

Etc.

In all the
Popular Finishes

ASK TO SEE OUR

COMPLETE LINES

NOW READY
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Here is an opportunity to
secure the exclusive sale in
your city of absolutely the
finest line of hand-painted
china ever produced in the
United States. Universally
acknowledged by repre=
sentative jewelers as the
standard of excellence. The
decorations have an individ=
uality, distinctively our
own. Every piece painted
by a skilled artist.

It vill be impossible for our
travelers, the coming season,
to visit the smaller cities. In
order that you may become
acquainted with our goods, we
will continue shipping our
$50.00 assortments, which are
Guaranteed Satisfactory.
Mostly small, popular pieces
and quick sellers. Each assort-
ment contains zo beautiful de-
corations in fruit and flowers.
We solicit your order on the
ground of superiority.

When in Chicago, come out
and get cooled off. Our studio
is only a few yards from the
lake. 15 minutes from Madison
St. Take Cottage Grove Ave-
nue car, get off at 30th St.

Complete sample line
always on display.

INCORPORATED 1902

3000 LA K.F., PA RIC ,AVENUE

CHICAGO

" HOLLY"
This, the latest and perhaps most attractive of our

patterns, comes in all the usual pieces. It is designed
to meet the increasing demand for a floral pattern that
is just enough conventionalized to prevent its being
impractically unique.

The die work, front and back alike, is the very
best and brings out in every detail the full beauty of the
design. The finish further accentuates the attractive-
ness of this pattern and recommends it to those desiring
the best and most artistic in tableware.

Our best teaspoons, trade-marked <sr> are plated five times heavier
than standard Al plate.

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Corm.

••■,.

'Tis an old adage that people

judge you by your associates

It therefore behooves the en-

terprising jeweler who aspires

to prestige and a reputation

for business integrity to iden-

tify himself with those manu-

facturers whose productions

have stood the test of years

and have won general and en-

during favor.

Homan Plate has been made

since 1847

No. 2476 Vase

Manufactured in three sizes, 10, IS and
20 inches

" A thing of beauty," executed in Combi-
nation French Oray-Burnished finish once-
mented with twining iris leaf appliqué and
flower in full relief.

THE HOMAN MFG. COMPANY
NEW YORK SALESROOM, 32 Park Place
CHICAGO SALESROOM, Silversmiths' Building
BOSTON SALESROOM, Jewelers' Building

-

Office, Factory and Salesroom

Cincinnati, Ohio

■■■1
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Four Unsurpassed Patterns in Sterling

(71N(1, 1,1.1.:111S

TRADE MARK

STERLING

Here are shown the tea spoons of four remarkable selling
patterns. Illustrations and prices of the full line of plain

and fancy pieces of each, will be sent upon request.
The Devon is a new and popular-price pattern.

LA SPLENDIDE

REED & BARTON
ZUVer011itt139—Establislied 1824

Offices and Factories, TAUNTON, MASS.
CHICAGO SALES OFFICE-103 State Street
SAN FRANCISCO SALES OFFICE-115 Kearny Street

Complete Catalogs of our Silver-Plated Flat and Hollow Ware productions
will also be mailed upon request.

Catalogs and Prices will be furnished only to

the recognized Jewelry Trade.

THE I N -1.1(i II()

11,1,1'sTI:.‘Ti()Ns ( )10

TEA 5E(8):,:4

ARE EX.m"r sIZE

No goods sold to

Department Stores

THE DEVON
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HE inventor of the aeroplane kite,
Captain Cody, who recently gave an
exhibition at the Crystal Palace of

his new man-lifting air machines, was consider-
ably astonished when, on the morning of the
trial, a couple of models of his invention
came fluttering gayly over the grounds from
outside.

Subsequent investigation, says Pearson' s
Weekly, proved that the tiny duplicates had
been built to scale by a couple of precocious
Penge youths, who had made mental notes

Of the principles upon which Mr. Cody's
originals were constructed while on a visit to
the Palace some days previously.

The boys had spent the whole of their
pocket money in materials, had occupied
their spare time in putting the kites together,
and had utilized the spacious coal yard
attached to the Penge Railway station for the
conduct of their preliminary experiments.

Sir John Brown, who made
the first rolled armor plates
for modern battleships, was
but a lad of sixteen when

the sight of a carriage worked by a spiral
spring at a village fair suggested to him the
conical spring buffer for railway trucks, out of
which, after a long struggle, he ultimately
made a fortune.

Eli Whitney, the inventor of the cotton
gin, got the germ of his great idea from
seeing, through the interstices of a hut, an old
negro work a handsaw among the freshly
picked cotton stored within.

The teeth of the saw tore the lint from
the seed easily and quickly, and young
Whitney (he was barely thirteen at the
ime), realized at once that a machine
working a number of similar saws simulta-
neously would revolutionize the cotton grow-

4 
, ing industry.

He said nothing to anybody, but set to
work building models and experimenting.
His difficulties were enormous, for he not
only had to make his own wheels, cogs, etc.,
but he had also first to forge his own tools,
and even to manufacture the paint wherewith
to color his many plans and drawings.

But he succeeded in the end, and though
the outbreak of war and other hindrances
prevented the invention from being actually
placed upon the market until many years
afterward, the first complete cotton gin ever

Inventive Genuis
Early Developed

constructed was built from those very models
and plans, and with scarcely a single
alteration.

Story of
Watch Springs

At Attercliffe, near Sheffield,
in 1760, there lived a watch-
maker named Huntsman,
whose temper had often been

tried by 'the defective quality of the watch
springs then in use.

He sometimes wondered if it were not
possible to make these articles of like -nature,
and at last came to the conclusion that if he
could only melt a piece of steel and cast it
into an ingot, its composition would be the
same throughout.

He experimented, and at last succeeded.
The supply created the demand. And ere
long Huntsman was turning out cast steel
ingots by the hundreds of tons, and reaping
a fortune.

The workmen in the mills were paid very
high wages, and were sworn to secrecy.
Nor did they betray their trust—at least not
wittingly.

But one bitter night they gave shelter to
a wan, half frozen lad, dressed in tattered
corduroys. He asked no questions. Indeed,
he seemed dozing most of the time in the
warm glow of the furnaces.

Nevertheless, when he went he took
the secret of steel casting. with him, and

within a. half dozen weeks there were as

many mill owners in Sheffield working the

new process.
Samuel Crompton, a boy of 16, copied

the best features of the spinning machine

invented by Hargreaves and Arkwright, added

to them some of his own and, after thirty

months of anxious and secret experimenting,

produced the first spinning mule—so-called

because it was a kind of hybrid between

Hargreaves' jenny and Ark wright's water-

frame.
The raw apprentice lad was, however,

no match in cunning for the cotton lords, who

soon found out the secret of his new machine

and shamelessly robbed him of the fruits of

his ingenuity.
Many years afterward, it is true, they

used their influence to secure for him a Par-

liament grant of ,65000, but he was then a

broken hearted and disappointed man, to

whom the money came too late to be of any

real service.

Holden's Historic
Inventions
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The late Sir Isaac Holden's
inventions in connection with
the wool combing industry
have almost obscured from

the public's remembrance the fact that he was
also the originator of the lucifer match.

This happened while filling the position
of lecturer on chemistry at the Castle Street
Academy, Reading. He used to rise at four
in the morning in order to pursue his studies
and found the old-fashioned flint and steel
extremely inconvenient. So, one day, he
made a paste of phosphorus and other sub-
stances, stuck it on the end of a sliver of
wood and found it would ignite on being
rubbed against any rough substance.

Holden himself did not realize the impor-
tance of his discovery. Not so, however, a
pupil of his to whom he showed it. This
youngster, who chanced to be the son of a
London manufacturing chemist, at once wrote
to his father about it ; and shortly after lucifer
matches were issued to the world.

Lord Armstrong as a boy was intended
for the law, but as it happened there was a
water wheel of curious construction near the
office where he worked, and the man who
owned it explained its mechanism to the
inquistive lad. He also explained to him an
idea he had for utilizing the power of falling
water in order to lift great weights.

A few brief words set young Armstrong
thinking. A little later he started experi-
menting. And the result of it all was that
there was perfected, in due course of time, the
enormously powerful hydraulic crane, which
has rendered possible the ambitious enter-

prises of the modern builder.

Last, and most wonderful of
all, comes the case of the
little Italian lad Guglielmo
Marconi who, through seeing

a conjurer perform certain tricks by means of

electrical agency, was enabled not so very

long afterward to astonish the world with

wireless telegraphy.
His first experiments were carried on in

a field on his father's farm, and his apparatus

consisted merely of tin biscuit boxes set up

on poles of varying heights, one of which was

connected with a crude transmitter and the

other with an equally crude receiver, both of

his own manufacture.
This was in 1886, when he was in his

fourteenth year ; and he barely 2 1, a shy,

modest, beardless stripling when he was in

London explaining to the greatest scientists

of the age the greatest discovery of the

century.s
later achievements in perfecting his

invention are known to all, and there is to-day

no spot on earth where man need get out of

communication with his fellow-men.

Marconi's Boyish
Achievements



We carry a large stock of Ladies' and Gents' Diamond

Rings. The tag of each ring is marked with a letter or number

to correspond with our " Grading System," to indicate the

This is a time-saver for the expert and a safe and sure

guide for the inexperienced. Where they are marked as being

perfect we warrant them as being so.

We also have a complete assortment of loose diamonds

and can supply any jeweler's needs. Our prices will enable you

to meet any competition. Order of us and ot hers, and compare

prices and qualities, when you have a prospective sale.

DIAMONDS and WATCHES

31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

COMMON STOCK, BUT THE PREFERRED ‘)TOC

BERNARD RICE'S SONS, pRopkirroRs

SILVER-PLATED WARE

REAL COPPER AND VERD ANTIQUE

A summary view of New York
New York a at the very beginning of the
Century Ago nineteenth century has come to

light in a stray copy of Aynes'
" Nouveau Dictionnaire Universe! de Geographie,"
published at Lyons in 1804 (An XII). To this city
is apportioned just half of an octavo page, from
which the Sun reproduces the following interesting
information : " New-Yorck, an American city, capi-
tal of the province of the same name, built on the
little island of Manhattan, at the mouth of the
Hudson River, 36 miles northeast of Amboy. It
was partly burnt in the war of independence. All
that has been rebuilt is quite fine. We cite particu-
larly the street of Broadway, which is a mile and a
half long and 70 feet wide, and at the south ends
in a handsome park where there is a promenade.
The water is generally bad. The prisons are
well built and Well conducted, their interior ad-
ministration being entrusted to the Quakers. The
number of inhabitants was very considerable, but
yellow fever depopulated in 1799 and in 1803. The
finest building in New-Yorck is Federal Hall,
where Washington and Congress took the oath at
the beginning of the federal Constitution. Beyond
the park there is building to-day the elegant and
new City of Hall (yille de Hall). The pound of
zo shillings of 12 pences is current and is worth
13 francs 15 centimes."

Fifth Avenue on Saturday after-
A Chromatic from Sixteenth Street
Symphony to Forty-second, offers an

attractive panorama of color.
This is not afforded by the passing show,
for the street is almost deserted at this season, but
is to be found in the window shades of the closed
shops. They present a Venetian riot of color.
(;reen in all its tones is a favorite, and yellow is a
good second, varying from a listless buff to a
bright sunlight effect that makes one think kindly
of the man who selected it. A brilliant scarlet
Hashes into view, and is answered by a ripple of
mauve from the shop of a French milliner. A
big brown-stone building paneled in daring purplish
blue, that brings out the plum tones in the stone,
is a striking feature of the avenue and as Frenchy
in its way as the milliner's creation. A stupid
place, shrouded in dull gray, makes one feel soery
for the owner, and then one hastens to forget him
in the more joyous red velvet draperies of a
big importing house. One shop—managed by a
woman, of course—has its windows damascened
with white lace of sumptuous design laid flat
against the glass, and a bit of burnt orange lights
up another brownstone front.

" There's a pattern of scarfpin,"
Jewelry Here said the foreman of a jewelry
and in Brazil factory, on Maiden Lane, to a

reporter, " that is far and
away our leader, yet we do not sell a single one to
our local trade, nor have we listed it in our cata-
logues for United States sale for thirty years. It
looks like a banjo upside down, a disk anywhere

from the size of a dime to a quarter and a stem to
carry the pin that fixes into the scarf or into the
bosom of the shirt. We get the mounts from a
factory in Connecticut, in all grades, from near
gold to the real thing. In the same way we mount
everything from glass to gems, a big one in the
middle and a cluster in a ring about it. If you will
look at a collection of Civil War photographs, you
will see that they were then all the rage, but they
went out of favor about the time of the smashing
of the Tweed ring. There is a steady demand
for that style in Brazil. Our drummer has just
made a trip on the Amazon from Para all the way
to Belem, and I wouldn't dare to show you the
orders he has booked for just that one pattern in
all the grades ; it might attract competition."

Official statistics recently made
Record Year of public show that during the year
Diamond Imports ended June 30th, importations

of pearls and precious stones
attained to record proportions. The uniformly
increased volume of monthly importations regularly
reported in these columns in the past, made this
practically a foregone conclusion. It is no less
notable, however, on that account and it is
especially significent in view of the substantial
extent to which it surpasses all its predecessors.
The total volume amounted in value to $33,223,-
564.59, or $5,904,522.46 worth more than that for
the year ended June 30, 1903, which hitherto held
the record. It is greater by $11,390,045.42 than the
aggregate for the corresponding period in 1904
and it is $3.254,943.45 more than double the total
for a like term in 190o, which was the lowest for
the past six years. Of this year's enormous total
the cut precious stones and pearls made up $22,942,-
522.36 and the uncut, chiefly diamonds, amounted
to $10,280,642.23. Notwithstanding this vast tide
of imports, there has been continuous clamoring
for stones of specially desired qualities. The
returns of General Geo. W. Mindil, jewelry exam-
iner at this port, show the aggregate imports for the
fiseal periods ending June 30th, of the past six
years to be as follows:

Year ended June 30, 1905
II 4.1 

" " 1904
41 II 

" " 1903
II 

" " 1902
14 SI " " 1901

" " 1900

$33,223,164.59
  21,84$,119.17

27,318,642.13
  22,938,531.62
  21,919,053.86
  14,984,110.57

The imports for June this year were likewise
the largest ever recorded for that month, amount-
ing in all to $3,442,043, or $1,437,595 more than
those for the same month of 1904. Thus, there is
no abatement in these imports, nor is there any
sign of one. The June total consisted of uncut
stones valued at $834,537, and cut valued at $2,607,-
505. The figures for June for the past four years
are appended:

Uncut. Cu!. Total.
1905 $834,587 $2,607,505 $3,442,043
1904   950,766 1,053,682 2,004,448
1903 781.190 1,879,486 2,660,676
1902   568,399 1,786,626 2,355,026

Imports of general merchandise through the
port of New York for the year ended June 30th,
were valued at $684,497,042, as compared with
$600,170,033 last year. They excceed those of
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any previous year by $66,000,000. The exports of
domestic merchandise were valued at $506,448,437,
as compared with $493,698,208, those of foreign
merchandise being $13,491,306, as compared with

The Board of United States

Interesting to General Appraisers handed
Importers down a decision some weeks

ago, to the effect that gold
stones and gold fluss are dutiable at 20 per cent.,
as imitations of precious stones, and that gold
fluss abfalle, being more than an inch in diameter,
as imported, is subject to duty of 45 per cent. as a
manufacture chiefly composed of paste. Among
the protests before the board regarding the duty on
these commodities was that of Albert Lorsch &
Co., which was partially sustained. Portion of the
decision in this case read:

We find from the oral testimony and an affida-
vit signed by the manufacturer of the material in
dispute, that the merchandise is prepared by a
secret process from paste and copper filings, the
value of the paste being 8o per cent. of the total
cost of the finished product, and we hold as to the
merchandise described on the invoices as gold
stones and gold fluss that it is imitations of pre-
cious stones less than one inch in dimensions, and
that it is dutiable at 20 per cent. ad valorem under
Par. 435.

Regarding the merchandise invoiced as gold
fluss abfalle, we find it to be composed of the same
materials, prepared by the same formula and de-
signed for specific use, viz., to be cut to form and
size suitable for settings for jewelry, after importa-
tion ; hence, we hold that it is not waste as claimed
by the protestants and overrule the protestants in
this particular. The slabs or lumps of gold floss
abfalle are severally of greater dimensions than
one inch, and for this reason would seem to be ex-
cluded from classification under Par. 435. We
therefore affirm the correctness of the collector's
decision in assessing duty on the same at the rate
of 45 per cent. ad valorem under the provision of
Par. 1 12 for manufactures composed in chief value
of paste.

Albert Lorsch & Co.'s protest regarding the
duty on imitations of whole and half pearls, etc.,
was, however, fully sustained and the case made a
precedent for others of a similar character. This
case is summarized in the appended extract from
the appraisers' decision:

The merchandise covered by these protests
consists of imitations of whole and half pearls,
some being mounted on wire and intended for
purposes of manufacture, and some being pierced
and intended to be strung. They were classified
by the collector as manufactures of paste, n. s. p. f.,
under Par. 112 of the Tariff Act of 1897, except
those mounted on wires, which were classified as
parts of jewelry under Par. 434, and those pierced
or drilled, which were classified under the provision
of Par. 406 for " beads of all kinds, not threaded
or strung." The importers claim that the same
should have been assessed with duty at the rate of
zo per cent. ad valorem as imitations of precious
stones, under Par. 435.

The death of Mrs. H. Kaufman, mother of
Louis Kaufman, of Louis Kaufman & Co., ring
manufacturers, 82 Fulton Street, occurred last
month at.her home in Arverne, L. I. The deceased
lady had reached the venerable age of eighty years.
The funeral obsequies were held on Friday, July
7th, and interment was in Cypress Hills Cemetery.

(continued on page 1245)
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PLAIN GOLD RINGSp

REGISTERED

TRADE-MARK

I+ HAYDEN W. WHEELER 0 CO.
RING MAKERS

TWO MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

6t)
Made by special machinery producing a seamless ring of

absolutely uniform shape, and from gold, guaranteed to assay as
well or better than stamped, the Wheeler rings afford the very
best value for the money. In shape and finish they embody the
newest ideas and the finest workmanship.

Every ring guaranteed by the registered trade-mark stamped in it

Prices and Ring Blanks on request

REGISTERED

-I RADE-MARK
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In Nickel 0. F. case
Anchor Escapement

rfhoroughly Accurate
Tinier is larger than cut;;; 

1.*

CROSS & BEGUELIN, Manufacturers, 17 Maiden Lane, New York
(A Corporation)

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

I "CENTENNIAL"
Split Second Timer

b6o1J3ro64
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

ITVII,ORTERS
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JOB1313RS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden La IL
NEW YORK

Watches
100 Stale St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N. v,

August, 1905

New York Letter

Bogus Watch
Marks

(Continued from page 1243)

All the defendants in the suits in-
stituted by the American Wal-
tham Watch Co., for selling as
" Crescent Walthams" watches

bearing the monogram V. C. W., have appeared

and submitted to decrees, and injunctions have

been duly issued by Judge Lacombe against Samuel

Robinson, Nathan L. Rogers and Harry J. Living-

ston, dealers, and John Davis, Jacob H. Spandau,

Jesse Rogers, Edward Wagner, Albert Sebastian

and Harry Harrison, auctioneers. Defendants are

thus enjoined :

First. From using the combined words " Wal-
tham Watch," or the combined words " Crescent
Waltham," or any colorable imitation thereof, in

advertising or offering for sale watches or
watch movements, except as to watch movements
made by complainant, and watches containing
watch movements made by the complainant and
from in any way selling, advertising or offering for
sale watch movements or watches containing watch
movements under the name of "Waltham Watches"
or " Crescent Waltham Watches " or " Crescent
Walthams," or under any other designation what-
soever, upon the representation that such watches
or watch movements were made by the complain-
ant, or with words or acts calculated to impress
customers with the belief or convey to them the
idea that such watches or watch movements were
made by the complainant, unless the watch move-
ments so sold, advertised or offered for sale, either
separately or as parts of watches, were so made by
the complainant.

Second. From selling, advertising or offering
for sale watches or watch movements having in-
scribed upon their dials or upon any other portion
of such watches or watch movements the letters
"C W" unaccompanL.d by other letters or any
others so arranged or inscribed as to appear to an
observer using ordinary care as if they were solely
the letters "C W," and specially' from selling, ad-
vertising- or offering for sale watches bearing the
monogram said to be composed of the letters
" V C W " or " V W C " or ''CW " referred to in the
bill herein, and which appears upon the dials of
the watch exhibits submitted by the complainant
in this suit, or any other monogram composed of
the said letters, but said injunction shall not pre-
vent the defendants from selling or offering for
sale watches bearing the letters "V W C" inscribed
III that order separately and distinctly, but not in
the form of a monogram, upon the dials or other
portions of such watches.

Besides a comparison of popu-
Increased Postal lotion, of bank clearances, of
Receipts school attendance or of tax

valuation, a method of deter-
mining the real importance of an American city is
afforded by the volume of its post office business.
Under this test, New York, of course, stands at the
head of American cities with a year's postal re-
ceipts to July 1st, of $15,500,000, New York and
Brooklyn haying separate post offices. There was
a clear profit to the Government on the New York
business done. The receipts for last year are un-

precedented. They not only exceed any other
city, but also are in excess of the postal receipts of
many European countries.

A rather clever robbery was
A Clever Robbery perpetrated some weeks ago

when a trunk containing
jewelry valued at about $12,000, the property of
S. Nathan & Co., wholesale jewelers, 65 Nassau
Street, was stolen while in the hands of the New
York Transfer Co. At this writing the alleged thief
has been apprehended and more than half the

property recovered. It was while in transit be-
tween Philadelphia and its New York destination
that the property disappeared. S Nathan, head
of the firm to which it belongs, was returning

THEE K YSTIDINIE

from the first-named city over the Pennsylvania
Railroad . and before the train had reached Jersey
City he gave the check for the trunk, with direc-
tions for its delivery, to an agent of the New
York Transfer Co. It is said that the trunk with
other baggage was loaded on a wagon at the foot
of Cortlandt Street. The wagon, abandoned, was
found that night near Lexington Avenue and
Fifty-eighth Street, and all the goods were ac-
counted for except the trunk of jewelry. The
driver of this wagon had been in the transfer com-
pany's employ only two days and his credentials
had still been under investigation. He called him-
self Michael Burnham, of 959 Third Avenue, and
gave his age as twenty-five. The police were
immediately notified of the theft, and the arrest in
Boston of a man calling himself " Frank Riley''
followed. The authorities believe that he and
" Burnham " are identical, but that he is none
other than Joseph Haley, who had lately been
released from Elmira Reformatory, where he had
served a term for grand larceny. His alleged wife
was with him when arrested, and in the room
which they occupied was found a drummer's sam-
ple case containing about 500 diamond, sapphire,
ruby, emerald and opal rings, a quantity of unset
stones, gold chains and other jewelry. The jewelry
firm will, it is stated, hold the transfer company for
any loss incurred.

The 24-Karat Club, of New
24-Karat Club's York City, has decided to hold
Outing its fourth annual outing at Cove

Hotel, Livingston, Staten Island,
on Saturday, August 5th, and it goes without say-
ing that the event will be a highly enjoyable one
in every particular. Some admirable recreative
pastimes have been arranged for, and a Rhode
Island clambake will be a feature of the gastro-
nomic activities. Vouchsafed a fine day, the
attendance should be large, and it is not too much
to anticipate that in the light of former successes
and ripening experience in the delightful art of
entertaining, the club will mark another advance
upon its very creditable achievements heretofore
in a social and recreative way. The .boat will
leave Staten Island ferry, at the foot of Whitehall
Street at twelve o'clock, noon, and at St. George
landing, the party will board trolley cars for their
destination. Tickets are $5 each, but, of course,
every member of the club is entitled to one ticket
free of charge for his own use. The arrangements
are in the hands of a very capable and energetic
committee consisting of Messrs. James R. Gleason,
21 Maiden Lane ; Percy H. Savory, xi John Street;
Albert H. Stearns, 21 Maiden Lane. Under favor-
able conditions the outing should be brimful of
fun for a goodly muster of the metropolitan trade.

Jacob Cantor, a retired jeweler and watch-
maker, passed away at his home, 413 Adelphi
Street, Brooklyn, on Friday, July 7th, aged eighty-

one years. He was an Englishman by birth
and had resided in Brooklyn thirty years. He is
survived by a widow, two daughters and a son,

the latter of whom succeeded him in business.

The funeral obsequies were held at the son's home,

254 Garfield Place, and interment was at Green-

wood Cemetery.
G. Kern, the Gay Street jeweler, of Knoxville,

Tenn., spent a week or more in this city last month

buying his fall stock and taking in the attractions

of the nearby pleasure resorts.
James H. Bright, of Knight & Bright, Eliza-

beth City, N. C., was one of the Southern buyers

in this city. Mr. Bright bought a good stock of

goods, which would indicate that this firm is figur-

ing on a good business in their vicinity this fall.
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The recent report in New York papers to the
effect that the Reed & Barton, silversmiths, factor-
ies have passed into the control of certain other
silverware manufacturing interests, is entirely with-
out foundation. Overtures have been made in the
past to the Reed & Barton corporation to enter
into a silver combine, but every such offer has been
ignored. Reed & Barton remains an independent
concern, having affiliations with no other company,
and confining its business strictly to selling through
the recognized jewelry trade.

The marriage of Miss Ruby Handforth Kunz,
daughter of Geo. F. Kunz, the noted gem expert,
of Tiffany & Co., to August Zinsser, took place at
Wild Farms, near Peeksgill some weeks ago.
Following the ceremony there were an open air
reception and wedding slipper. Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt made the happy pair the recipients of a
beautiful box of flowers.

Prentice Luckey, manager for the Geo. T.
Brodnax Co., Memphis, Tenn., was one of the
Southern buyers in this city last month. Mr.
Luckey was a heavy buyer in this market and re-
ported the prospects very good for the fall business
in his city. During his stay here he managed to
avail himself of the many opportunities for recrea-
tion afforded by the nearby summer resorts, and
thus combined pleasure with business.

The disappearance of a sample case containing
watch movements valued at $500, from the custody
of S. A. Giraud, a traveling representative of D.
Gruen, Sons & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, was reported
at the New York office of the Jewelers' Protective
Union. It appears that the case was left by the
traveler in one of the rooms of a hotel at El Paso,
Tex., and during his absence it disappeared.
Detectives have been put to work on the case but,
up to the time of this writing, without result.

Charles F. Wood, the well-known diamond
dealer, left on July 12th for a two-months' trip to
Europe. While Mr. Wood will spend some time
in the diamond markets, the greater portion of his
time abroad will be devoted in recreation and build-
ing up his health, which has been somewhat run
clown of late.

Hiram New, who recently returned from a
three-months' sojourn in New Mexico and the
Pacific Coast, has left for a long stay in the Adiron-
dack Mountains. Mr. New found that the improve-
ment made in his health while on the ranch in New
Mexico was not sustained after he came back to
the city and resumed his indoor duties. Conse-
quenly he decided to take another long lay-off in
the mountains and endeavor to fully recover his
health and strength. His ninny friends in the

trade wish that this may be fully accomplkshed by

the present trip.
Scofield & De lYyngaert, manufacturing

jewelers, 48-50 Walnut Street, Newark, N. J.,
have almost completed an L addition to their
factory. The new building will be used as a

general office and shipping department and will
enable the firm to double their factory force and

thus meet the growing demands of the trade for

their product.
The Mauser Manufacturing Co., silversmiths,

298 Fifth Avenue, have leased for a term of years

the plant of the J. B. and S. M. Knowles Co.,

Providence, and will consolidate it with their new

factory at Mt. Vernon, N. Y. The Providence

firm will continue as a corporate body with an

office in that city. William C. Burwell, its princi-

pal stock owner, will retain his joint office of presi-

dent and treasurer. All the articles hitherto made at

the Knowles plant, will now be produced by the

Mauser Manufacturing Co.

(('ontinued on page 1247)
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OUR NEW SHOWROOMS

Broadway, corner Park Place
Opposite the Post Office

fall line is now on display. We shall be pleased to

Manufacturers of METAL WARES
Showrooms

Broadway, cor. Park Place
New York

OF HIGHEST QUALITY
Office and Factory

195 Plymouth Street
Brooklyn, N. Y. ea

consists of 1 Bottle Ink

Complete .1 Our Eyelet Machine,
Outfit 1000 Celluloid Tags

111,g-hest Quality
of Finish and Wodmansh/p.

Our line gives your customers
satisfaction and you increase
your trade by handling it.
Ask for catalogue.

Hand Plyers are

Useless for

Tagging Rings

YOU slide the
Clutch on—
IT does the rest

Pat. May 20, '02

A Splendid Seller
Retailing at 5oc.

New York Office, 24 Murray Street
Chicago Office, Republic Bldg., Room 1216 Corning, N. Y.

We !lave no connection with reviling Glass Works and do not uso their blanks

Pat, applied for

Ask your Jobber or write to

(Continued from page 1245)

The regular monthly meeting of

Jewelers' the executive committee of the

Security Alliance Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held on July 14th, with the fol-

lowing members present : Vice-president Cham-

penois, Secretary Noyes, and Messrs. Alford,
Bowden, Brown and Stern, of the committee.

The following were admitted to membership:

O. H. Cram, Park Rapids,
Minn.

Oscar Homann & Co., Des
Moines, Iowa.

Mermod, Jaccard & King
Jewelry Co., St.Lou is, Mo.

I. Wartell, New York City.
C. P. Barnes & Co., Louis-

ville, Ky.
Milton L. Ernst, New York

City.
C. W. Ernsting, San Diego,

Cal.
C. B. Linn, Preseelt, AriZ.
A. E. Alotch, Covington, Ky.
E, W. Reynolds, Los Ange-

les, Cal. .
Arthur Schneider, Louisville,

Ky.
Louis C. Seug & Bro., Louis-

ville, Ky.
Richard G. Tafel, Louisville,

Ky.
Edward F.Kaelin,Cincinnati,

Ohio.
The Dorst Co., Kansas City,

Mo.
The Dorsteo.,Cincinnati3Ohio
Fidelity Watch and Diamond

Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Rudolph Jacobs & Co., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.
Peck, Selmeier & Peck, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.
Jacob Reinstatler, Cinci n it at i,

Ohio.
E. H. Simper, Cincinnati,

Ohio.
(leo. Simper, Citteinuat L011 io.
G. W. Seifried, Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Thoma Bros., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Cineirimiati Gold and Silver

Relining Co., Cincinnati.
Ohio.

Henry Doepke & Bro., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Gehhardt Bros., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

P. C. Joel, Rochester, N. Y.
Theo. Neihatts & Co., Cincin-

nati, Ohio.
Henry C. Rocker, Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Stanton Jewelry Co., Nassau,

Iowa,
M. F. Carrauo, New Orleans,

La.
The Gustave Fox Co., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.
Louis G. Klotter, Cincinnati,

Ohio.
H. J. Levi, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sol. J. Levi, Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Clemens Oskamp Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Palace Jewelry Store, New-

port, Ark.
Queen City Watch Case Mfg.

Co., ('iiimiIiiim I, hio.
Anthony Schentel,Cincitmati,

Ohio.
SChas. F. eutz, Clifton Forge,

Va.
M. J. Soukup, Decorah, Iowa,
J. E. Springer & Co., Val-

dosta, Ga.
Abner C. Thomas, Anniston,

Ala.
Walter IIT. %Vinton, Scranton,

Pa.
Wilson Bryant, Saratoga

Springs, N. Y.
L. T. Oleson, Webster City, Ia.
E. C. Burrows, Dews, Iowa.
Canty & Goodenough, Wat-

sonville, Cal.
Robert H. Cherry,Streator,11 I .
Lewis & Van Sickle, Oska-

loosa, Iowa.
E. Max Fasoldt, Albany,N.Y.

The annual convention of the

Jewelry Workers' International Jewelry Workers'
Convention Union, which met in the hall of

Local No. 2, Newark, N. J.,
was brought to a close on Friday, July i4th, having
been in session five days. The gathering was pre-
sided over by George Brady, Providence, R. I.,

president of the union, and the proceedings all
through were marked by a spirit of harmony and
conciliation. Sixty-five delegates were reported in
attendance, representing, it is said, a total mem-
bership of 9000. Practically all the large cities of
the Northern States were represented and delegates
also came from Toronto and Hamilton, Ont.
Reports of the officers showed that there had been
an agreeable absence of strikes and only a few
disputes, which latter were speedily adjusted as a
result of the good will and conciliatory spirit of
both employer and employed. There was a gain
of seven hundred in membership and new branches
were reported to have been organized in Brooklyn
and Chicago. Naturally the cities having the
largest membership are Newark, N. J., Providence,
R. I., and the Attleboros. An increase in the
number of concerns using the union label was
also reported, which seemed to please the delegates
very much. Applications for charters were received
from Memphis, Tenn.; Dallas, Texas ; Portland,
Me.; San Francisco, Cal., and Baltimore, Md.
Other questions with which the meeting was occu-
pied were the nine-hour rule, the further increase
of membership and the establishment of more
branches. President Brady was re-elected and
other officers chosen are : Vice-president, R. J.
Peterson, Buffalo, N Y. ; second vice-president,

W. Wulff, Chicago ; third vice-president, Herman
A. Schellhamer, Newark, N. J. ; fourth vice-presi-
dent, J. P. Campbell, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; secretary,
Wm. Schade, Philadelphia, Pa. ; treasurer, R. H.
Schueler, Newark, N. J.

The death of William R. Ailing,

Death of of Ailing & Co., gold jewelry
W. R. Ailing manufacturers, 18o Broadway,

occurred at his home, 974 Broad
Street, Newark, N. J., on Monday night, July 17111,
culminating a sickness of six months from diabetes.
Mr. Ailing was one of the most widely-known
jewelers in this city because of his long connection
with the trade and his fruitful activity in promoting
its general interests. Probably his chief claim to
distinction in this connection is that he was the
founder of the New York Jewelers' Protective
Union, the value of which service is best evidenced
by the work of this useful body.

Hering & Co., 17 John Street, report that
their plant is running to its full capacity and is
working overtime to meet the demand for their
fountain and stylographic pens.

Ignaz Strauss & Co., manufacturers of fan
novelties, 621 Broadway, have purchased from
Herman Scheuer, 435 Broom Street, the plant,
stock, patent rights, etc., for making the patented
Fatinitza and Telescope fans. The firm has also
recently received large importations of fans
especially suitable for fall trade.

A. Roseman, the well-known jobber, is recov-
ing from a severe attack of influenza, which
threatened to develop into pneumonia. As so often
happens in cases of this character, the trouble
developed from a cold, but fortunately was checked
before it became serious. This is the first illness
Mr. Roseman has experienced in a long while, and
his many friends will be glad to learn that it was no
worse.

Franklin Hardinge, of Hardinge Bros., chuck
and watch tool manufacturers, of Chicago, was a
visitor in this city last month. Mr. Hardinge was
accompanied by his wife and daughter, and was
making a two-months' tour of the Eastern States

and Canada. The party had stopped to take in the
wonders of Niagara Falls and the whirlpool rapids,

and, later, relatives had been visited in the

northern end of the State. Boston was to be

the next objective point, and the trip home

made via Canada, stopping off in the principal

cities and taking in the glories of the Thousand

Islands.
Geo. W. Welsh's Son, for the past twenty

years located at Barclay and Greenwich Streets,

has moved to 256 Broadway, where he has a fine

store with new fixtures and stock. The new estab-

lishment is the only retail store on Broadway

between Benedict's and Tiffany's.

A Jersey City judge has decided that when a

young man slips a diamond ring on the " business

finger " of a young lady to whom he has been

making love, the ring is hers for keeps. The

plaintiff said he lent the ring to the defendant, and

she refused to return it. She testified that he called

on her frequently, escorted her to church, sang

duets with her and made himself agreeable in

many ways. The judge non-suited the plaintiff,

and in his decision said : "He (the plaintiff) played

the piano ; she sang and they danced together, and

the Court presumes that while in that elated state

the plaintiff transferred the ring to the business

finger of the young lady. The Court has no doubt

that he gave her. the ring, and the whole thing

might have had a more happy ending, only, as she

says, he came to her house intoxicated one night

and she gave him the mitten."
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We make it our business to
have our loose diamond and
diamond jewelry department
thoroughly up to date. Our
policy for years past of buy-
ing our diamonds abroad, where

we buy large quantities selected in per-
son by our foreign buyer, has enabled
us to offer goods interesting to the
jeweler both because of the price and
the variety.

Our 1905 B. A. & Co. Catalogue
illustrates mounted diamonds, or a
letter stating your special wants will

receive prompt attention

BENJ. ALLEN g
CHICAGO.

WIsTEaN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

Room 1201 HEYWORTH litTILDINO
CHICAO0, July 20,1905

The past month has been a

Trade Conditions harvest season throughout the
and Prospects West. By the time this is

read the harvest season will
be on in the Northwest. Consequently, somewhat
of a lull in trade is in order. But, generally speak-
ing, business conditions continue favorable in the
West, Southwest and Northwest. Midsummer
business is running along as usual. Several of our
Chicago jobbing houses say that the fall business
is opening up earlier and with more vim than it
did last year. For this reason they say that their
July sales will exceed those of last year for the
same month. Midsummer dullness is upon the
retailer, and trade is quiet with them. However,
the large retail stores in Chicago claim that their
sales will run ahead of July last year. Reports
from traveling salesmen who got out earlier this
year than last, are that the retail dealers, as a rule,
are feeling good over crop conditions and pros-
pects for fall business and are buying more liberally
than at this time a year ago. Crop conditions con-
tinue most favorable. Small grains are already
harvested, except in the Northwest. The yield is
very large and the quality well up to the average.
The weather recently has been about all that could
be desired, with the exception of a superabundance

of moisture, which has somewhat retarded the
growth of the corn crop as far as the low or bottom
lands are concerned. Corn is the main crop in
Chicago's territory, and upon the production of
this cereal the prosperity of this region depends.
From extended reports received, there appears to
be hardly any doubt but that a heavy crop of corn
will be harvested. Farmers are obtaining substan-
tial values for all their products ; consequently
money is plentiful in the West, and business men
generally are looking forward with confidence to a
good business this fall and winter.

The Chicago Commercial Asso-
ciation is going after conven-
tions with a vim. At the regu-
lar weekly meeting of the ways

and means committee of the association this idea
assumed special significance and importance by
reason of the fact that this subject was up for
discussion. The establishment of a convention
bureau for securing Chicago's full share of conven-
tions was made the order of exercise, and there
were a number of specially-invited guests. Chair-
man A. M. Compton presided and opened the
discussion, also naming the following as a conven-

Chicago the
Great Central
Convention City

tion committee : C. A. Stevens, chairman, Chas.

A. Stevens & Bro.; Joseph Beifeld, vice-chairman,
White City ; Joseph Basch, Siegel, Cooper & Co.;
Edwin S. Conway, W. W. Kimball Company;
Jacob L. Kesner, general manager the Fair ; Harry

J. Powers, Powers' Theater ; Mason B. Starring,
general manager City Railway. L. M. Stumer,
Stumer, Rosenthal & Eckstein ; John R. Thomp-
son, John R. Thompson's restaurants ; W. C.
Vierbuchen, president Chicago Hotel Association.
John G. Shedd, president of the association, voiced

the spirit of the meeting in the following words :
" We want every kind of a convention here, every-
thing from the annual conference of school teachers
to the labor conventions. Delegates to a conven-
tion attend the convention to spend money. If
Chicago could have secured a proportionate num-

ber of conventions during the last year the local
merchants would have realized thousands of

dollars. Merely as a business proposition we
should follow out the suggestion of the committee

to make Chicago an attractive convention center.
Chicago has plenty of attractions, and delegates

want to see something outside the convention hall.
A larger number of conventions will give a great
impetus to Chicago trade. Every order placed

with a Chicago merchant is an advertisement to the

city. Chicago spirit is one of congeniality. We

have a reputation to maintain. It is for us to let
the Western merchant know that he is wanted and

to take care of him when he gets here. The invest-
ment will pay us a hundredfold. The association

does not want charity—simply investment."

Paul Juergens, Mrs. Juergens and Miss Juer-

gens returned the early part ot the month from a

four-months' trip to the Pacific Coast, and are now

summering at their country home on Powers'

Lake. They were met at Butte, Montana, by Hans
Juergens, and the party together did Yellowstone

Park during June to their great delight and pleasure.

The sudden and untimely death of Bernhard
Redepenning, the well-known West Side jeweler-

optician, who was suddenly stricken while bathing

in the swimming pool of the Chicago Athletic
Club at noon of July 19th, was a great shock to the
trade, as Mr. Redepenning was one of the best-

known and most popular dealers in town, as well as

quite successful in his business. His store was at

742 West Madison Street, and the business will be

continued by his brother-in-law, Mr. Bannerman.

The cause of Mr. Redepenning's death was heart

trouble, brought on by the intense heat of last

week. He was a man much given to physical
training, and was noted as an expert swimmer.
For some time past his friend, J. T. Brayton,
Chicago manager of the Julius King Optical Com-
pany, had been trying to prevail upon him to enter
the fall swimming contests at the Athletic Club,
and Mr. Redepenning had about consented to be
one of the entries. On the day of his death he
was Mr. Brayton's guest for a lunch and a swim,
with a view to looking over the club's swimming
tank. He had taken several shower baths. He
then took a dive and had swam around the pool
once and shouted to Mr. Brayton that he was get-
ting on fine, when Ile was noticed to be in distress
by those nearby. He vainly tried to raise himself
out of the pool, but fell back into the water, and
was caught by bathers who were right at hand, but
life was extinct before they could get the body out
of the water. The funeral occurred Sunday, July
23d, and was largely attended by the trade. Mr.
Redepenning for several years past was prominent
in trade organizations, having served as president
of the American Horological Society. He was
also a member of the Illinois Optical Society and
the Jewelers' Club.

Almer Coe, the State Street optician, has just
returned from a trip to New York, where he
attended the annual meeting of the Kryptok Asso-
ciation.

George W. Wells, president, and H. C. Cady,
superintendent of the American Optical Company,
Southbridge, Mass., and their wives, are in Chicago
this week visiting at the home of friends in Evans-
ton. They are en route home from an eight-weeks'
trip to Alaska and the Portland fair. Both gentle-
men were seen to-day among the wholesale and
manufacturing optical trade and remarked that
they had enjoyed their trip to the far-away North-
west possessions of Uncle Sam, which they found
to be a most delightful summer outing and a trip
which seems to be popular among the tourists this
season. Alaska they found to be a wonderful
country for summer travel but they do not think
much of it as a place of permanent residence. They
were highly pleased with the Lewis and Clark
Exposition, which is a wonderful show for a new
country like the Pacific Northwest. These gentle-
men were also glad to note the improvements and
prosperity abroad on every hand throughout the
West.

J. T. Brayton, Chicago manager for the Julius
King Optical Company, and Mrs. Brayton, returned
ten days ago from a six-weeks' trip to Portland,
where they visited at the home of Mrs. Brayton's
relatives, and did the Lewis and Clark Exposition
to their hearts' content. At Portland, Mrs. Brayton
tells us, there are attractions to meet the most varied
tastes. In mere size the Lewis and Clark Exposi-
tion does not, of course, pretend to compete with
some of its predecessors, but in variety, taste and
attractiveness it does not avoid comparison with the
larger shows. Mrs. BrAyton further assures us
that a very excellent and impressive spectacle is
this Portland exposition—one which does credit to
its protnoters, and which will attract thousands of
visitors from regions far distant from the Pacific
Northwest.

M. A. Mead, John T. Montgomery and Warren
Owen went to Pittsburg, July 15th, to open up the
new branch office of M. A. Mead & Co., in the
Farmers' Bank Building, in that city. Mr. Mead,
after remaining in Pittsburg, a week, has returned
to town. Messrs. Montgomery and Owen will
remain in Pittsburg, together with C. H. Davison,
the traveler for the branch office, to look after the
business of the new establishment.

(Continued on page 1251)
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Another
Diamond-Selling Season

now confronts you, and a pressing duty is the selection of
suitable stock. This season, as in the past, we pride our-
selves on having the diamond stock that best fits in with
your requirements. We guarantee you satisfactory selections
at prices that will mean a quick and profitable turnover.

Why we can do this is easily explained : We take charge
of our diamonds from the time they leave the market until
they reach the dealer. We import them in the cc rough,"
cut them in our own cutting works, see with our own eyes
that the work is perfect, and give our patrons the benefit of
our economy in cutting and our knowledge and experience
in selection.

For this reason we can always furnish the particular kinds
and grades that the jeweler wants, at bottom prices, because
we do all the work ourselves, know the goods and are
responsible for them. Experience has taught our patrons
the advantages of buying their diamond stock of us ; a trial
order and comparison of prices will make these advantages
plain to you.

Stein 0 Ellbogen Company
Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Cutters
Columbus Memorial Building a2 CHICAGO

•
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Dr. J. B. McFatrich, president of the Northern
Illinois College, and his family, are spending the
summer at their cottage at Lake Geneva. The
doctor comes down to the city three or four days
in thFerwanekekBtaorgloeork 

of
faftemr business.Bnesasr.

ger & Co., and
family, enjoyed a delightful outing the early part of
the month at Mr. Barger's old home in Greens-

burg, ellircdy.''  W. Smith, of the Geneva Optical Com-
pany, and Mrs. Smith, have just returned from a
delightful fortnight's outing spent among the NVis-
consNin. lBakBearretsnontt

s.of the Ostby & Barton Company,
the widely-known ringmakers, of Providence,
R. I., spent several days in Chicago last week,
visiting, among the trade and conferring with Mana-
ger Wilkins, of this firm's Chicago office. Mr.
Barton has fully recovered his health, which has
not been the best for some months previous to
June of this year. He is looking well and says
that he feels quite himself again.

Edward M. Cox, jewelry buyer for Benj. Allen
& Co., has just returned to his desk from a fort-
night's fishing and camping up among the lakes of
Wisconsin.

M. Lane, Chicago manager for Reed &
Barton, and Mrs. Lane, are enjoying an outing

4 

among the Michigan resorts.
C. W. Pixley, formerly practicing optician with

the L. Manasse Company, has recently associated
himself with A. H. McDougall & Co., retail opti-
cians, 42 Monroe Street.

P. J. Christoph, who handles The Keystone
Watch Case Company's products in Brazil, with
headquarters at Rio de Janeiro, spent a day in
town last week en route to his old home in Wis-
consin, of which State he is a native. Mr. Chris-
toph has spent several years in Brazil, and now
rather enjoys life south of the equator. Mr. Chris-
toph tells us that the sales of American goods in
that country are gradually on the increase.

Harry Kohn, of the Stein & Ellbogen Com-
pany, has gone to Ottawa Beach for a fortnight's
rest and recreation.

F. A. Hardy, the head of the house of F. A.
Hardy & Co., and family are spending the heated
term at their summer home on Les Cheneaux
Islands, near Mackinac, Mich.

Emil Despres, of Despres, Bridges & Noel,
spent his summer vacation this month on a two-
weeks' trip among the firm's customers in Northern
Wisconsin anci*Michigan.

Fred. G. Thearle, of C. H. Knights & Com-
pany, has been elected vice-president of the Engle-
wood State Bank, a new financial institution only
recently opened up in the southwestern part of the
city.

John T. Montgomery has gone to Pittsburg,
where he will have charge of the branch office
just established there by M. A. Mead & Company.
The Eastern trade will find Mr. Montgomery an
up-to-date business man, full of Western push and
energy. He is largely social in his make-up and a
most genial and companionable gentlemen—one of
those salesmen that are born and not made. We
predict a successful career for Mr. Montgomery in
the watch business.

A. C. Smith, general time inspector for sev-
eral of the leading railway lines of the Mexican
Republic, with headquarters in the City of Mexico,
was in Chicago several days last week, calling on
his friends in the trade.

Dr. Geo. W. McFatrich and Mrs. McFatrich,
Prof. Geo. A. Rogers, Dr. Chalmers Prentice and
A. C. Larson, of the Julius King Optical Company,
composed the Chicago contingent who went to
Minneapolis this week to attend the annual con-
vention of the American Optical Association,
which convenes at Minneapolis this week. The
three first-named gentlemen are on the programme
for addresses. There are but few delegates from
cthnenvEeanstnti pna.ssing through Chicago en route to the

H. E. Cobb, Chicago and, Western manager
for Daggett & Clap, the Attleboro manufacturers,
is being congratulated by his friends upon the
marriage ladyriageof his only son, Bert, to a Chicagoy 

Roy H. King, formerly with Moore & Evans
but latterly Western traveler for the John T. !Via uran
Manufacturing Company, has associated himself
with D. A. Wilkins, Chicago and Western manager
for the Ostby & Barton Company, and will assist
him in his work.

Max Gluck, Iowa and Nebraska traveler for
H. F. Hahn & Company, returned last week from
his summer vacation spent in an extended Western
trip devoted entirely to sight-seeing and pleasure.
Mr. Gluck traveled over seven thousand miles in
the five weeks he was away from Chicago, taking
in the principal points in California, Oregon and
Washington, going as far north as Vancouver,
British Columbia, and as far south as Los Angeles,
taking in the Portland Exposition and the•Yellow-
stone Park on his return. Mr. Gluck says that
travel to the Pacific Coast is surprisingly large this
season and that you can take an exceedingly inter-
esting trip for a comparatively small expense this
summer.

Charles W. McKee, well-known in the optical
trade here as a practicing optician and for several
years past located at 65 Washington Street, has
sold out his retail optical business and is now with
Bartels Optical Company as city salesman.

Norbert Gunzburger, Chicago and Western
representative of the New York diamond house of
L. 8z M. Kahn & Co., returned last week from a
two-months' absence in Europe. While abroad
Mr. Gunzburger visited his parents, at his child-
hood's home in the fatherland. Mrs. Gunzburger
accompanied him, but remained behind, and will
not return before September. Mr. Gunzburger
reports a most enjoyable trip.

S. Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., who is
traveling in Europe, accompanied by his wife, was
last heard from through a pictorial postal card,
showing a quaint Alpine hostelry four hundred
years old. Mr. and Mrs. Swartchild were then
spending several days in the Alps, and among the
sights which they had witnessed, was the famous
passion play at Oberammergau, and the beautiful
scenery in the vicinity.

Harley Allen, Eastern manufacturer's agent,
and wife, returned last week from their trip to
Portland and the Pacific Coast. Mr. Allen reports
that the Lewis and Clark Exposition is a good
show and creditable in every way for that country.

Gossip

The Towle Manufacturing Company are now
nicely located in their new quarters on the seventh
floor of the Heyworth Building, where they have
an enlarged, up-to-date, thoroughly modern office
and salesroom. The new premises are a notice-
able improvement over their former quarters.
Mahogany fixtures of new and novel design have
been installed throughout, and their arrangement
is most happy and convenient. Manager Lunt is to
be congratulated upon his elegant new quarters
and the handsome appearance they make.

It took fifteen cars to handle the jolly crowd
that attended the Jewelers' Club picnic, Saturday,
July 15th, at Glenwood Park, near Batavia, Ill., on
the line of the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago electric
railway. The estimated attendance was about eight
hundred. The day was fine and the affair was
voted a large success. The programme was a long
one, and though the day was hot, it was well
carried out amid great fun and jolity. The
Jewelers' Club is establishing an enviable reputa-
tion for its annual outing, and the next picnic will
be-looked forward to with great interest.

The possibilities of the wholesale jewelry busi-
ness are well illustrated in the new location of Otto
Young & Company, now on the sixth floor of the
Heyworth Building, the new modern eighteen-story
office building, at Wabash Avenue and Madison
Street. The new store contains about 14,000
square feet of floor space. The firm occupies the
entire sixth floor of this enormous building. It is
said to be the largest wholesale jewelry establish-
ment in America, and doubtless is the largest in
the world. It is doubtful if a more conveniently
arranged place of business than this could be de-
vised. The fixtures are of mahogany and are
entirely new and modern. They began moving
Saturday morning and by Monday morning they
were taking care of their orders as usual. The
moving was a big undertaking, but it was carried
through without a hitch. The layout of the im-
mense room is fine, and it presents a beautiful
appearance.
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News from the Trade

A. F. Strasburger, for a number of years past
assistant manager of the Mermod, Jaccard & King
Company, the widely-known retail house, of
St. Louis and New York, spent a few days in
Chicago the early part of the month. Mr. Stras-
burger brought the news that he had retired from
the above firm after many years' service and
accepted the managership of the jewelry and
optical departments in. John Wanamaker's New
York store and had already entered upon his
duties.

J hn Schmelzer, of Centralia, Ill., has just
n

finished remodeling and improving his store by
putting in a new modern front and other improve-
ments, all of which have added greatly to the
attractiveness of his establishment.

M. Henricksen, of Duluth, Minn., has just
made extensive improvements in his store and en-
larged his premises by taking in the room adjoin-
ing. He has put in a new modern front, tile floor
and new fixtures, all of which has greatly improved
his establishment and made it one of the most
attractive in his section.

L. J. Viersen, a well-known Chicago watch-
maker, has recently established himself in the
retail jewelry business in Roseland, one of our
southern suburbs.

This office has just received news of the death
of Raleigh G. Stoner, pioneer and successful
jeweler, of Lamed, Kans., who died July loth at
his home in that place.

Jeweler B. F. Anderson, of New Castle, Nebr.,
was married June 28th to Miss Mattie Schoup, of
Smithland, Iowa, at the last-named place.

E. IN. Reynolds, the well-known Los Angeles
jobber, was in Chicago for a few days recently.
Mr. Reynolds was en route to the Eastern manu-
facturing centers.

Ed. Lehman, of the Edward Lehman Jewelry
Company, wholesale, Denver, spent a day or two
in 
trade.. 

'"n last week, calling on the manufacturing

E. H. Pudrith, head of the E. H. Pudrith
Company, wholesale, Detroit, spent a day in Chi-
cago recently among his friends in the manufactur-
ing trade.

J. E. Regan, manager of the Baldwin-Miller
Company, the well-known wholesale house, of
Indianapolis, passed through Chicago the early
part of the month, accompanied by Mrs. Regan
and the children, en route to Luddington, Mich.,
where they will spend the summer in their cottage
at Epworth Heights.

A. I. Agnew, of the 'Columbian Optical Com-
pany, wholesale, Denver, spent a few days in town
recently, calling on the manufacturing trade.

Prof. John J. Lewis, of the Northern Illinois
College, mourns the loss of a devoted mother,
whose death occurred recently at his old home in
Australia.

G. W. Macomber, of West Branch, Iowa, is
spending a month in Chicago perfecting himself in
engraving. Mr. Macomber brings the news that
he has sold out his business to R. S. Huston,
formerly of Winfield, Iowa, and thathe is now on
the lookout for a new location.

Jeweler Ed. Newcomb and wife, of Big Rapids,
Mich. spent a day in Chicago recently, en route to
the Pacific Coast and the Portland exposition.
They will be absent six weeks, spending sometime
in Washington and Oregon, besides doing the
Lewis and Clark fair thoroughly before returning
home.

Ed. McKee, manager of the St. Louis branch
of the Geneva Optical Company, spent a few
days in town last week, conferring at headquarters
and visiting with his family at the home of his
parents in this city.

J. J. Freeman, Toledo, Ohio, the head of the
retail house that bears his name, and Mrs. Free-
man, were in Chicago for a day last week calling
on their friends in the trade. They were en route
to Waukesha, Wis., where they expect to spend
the heated term.

The trade here have received the wedding
announcement of Jeweler H. G. Anderson, Fre-
mont, Nebr., whose marriage to Miss Gretchen
Nye, of his home town, will take place on the
morning of July 26th, in the Saint James Episco-
pal church at Fremont. THE KEYSTONE jOillS
Mr. Anderson's many friends in the trade in wish-
ing him much joy in his new relation.

(Continued on page 1253)
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announcement

We have the pleasure and take great pride in announcing
to the trade • that we have removed from our old quarters
on State Street, where we were located for thirty-four years,
to the sixth floor of the new Heyworth Building, one of the
finest modern business structures in America.

We occupy the whole of the sixth floor, 8o by 18o feet,
or over 14,000 square feet of floor space. All of the fix-
tures are entirely new, and we claim to have without a doubt
the finest, best arranged and largest exclusively wholesale
jewelry establishment in the world.

We shall continue to do business as heretofore, viz:
Be square with our customers and sell reliable goods at
lowest possible prices. Pay us a visit when you come to
Chicago and make our premises
will be pleased to see you.

your headquarters. We

Otto Young & Company
Heyworth Building

Madison Street •and Wabash Avenue Chicago

August, 1905

Chicago Letter

THE KEYSTONE

(Contintu,1 from page MO

NVill. H. Oueenman, who represents the F. C.
Happel Company in both Eastern and IATestern
territory, had the misfortune while at Cleveland,
Ohio, recently, to have a trunk fall on one of his
limbs, injuring it severely but not seriously. Mr.
Oueenman is at the Hunter Mineral Springs,
Kramer, Ind., nursing the injured limb. At last
Accounts he was getting along nicely, and expects
to get out on the road again sometime in August.

News has reached the trade here that Joe
Friedlander, of Memphis, Tenn., has sold out his
business to his brother, Sam. The new firm will
hereafter read Sam. Friedlander & Brother.

Arthur J. Perry, of the traveling force of J. W.
Forsinger, left headquarters the first of the week
for an extended trip over his territory. Mr. Perry
enjoyed a month's vactation at his home in Chicago
dud July.

B. Ward, of the Woodstock-Hoefer
Na na

Company, wholesale, Kansas City, and Mrs. Ward,
were in Chicago for a few days recently en route
to Michigan Lake resorts, where they expected to
enjoy their summer outing. Mr. Ward was a con-
genial caller at KEYSTONE headquarters while in
town, and said that crop prospects and trade con-
ditions in the great Southwest country were never
better at this time of the year. Like most every-
body from Kansas City, Mr. Ward thinks his is the
best town on earth. He believes that Kansas City
%yin double her population in less than ten years,
;old take rank as one of the foremost cities of the
country. The fact that Kansas City is destined to

L great future cannot be denied. There is a devel-
opment in the town so great that it is difficult for
anyone to realize it. " Every prospect in connec-
tion with our city," continued Mr. Ward, " pleases,
and in a few years you will see the realization of
what I have already said, that Kansas City will
double her population in less than ten years, and
be reckoned as one of the six leading cities of this

Chicago Post-Graduate Optical College,
country.''

"
Prof. Geo. A. Rogers, principal, has removed to
larger rooms in the Trude Building, 67 Wabash
Avenue. The new quarters comprise a testing
and dark room, a school room, reception room and
office. Prof. Rogers contemplates fitting up a
mechanical room for the adjusting and. fitting of
frames, etc., and also such an expansion of the
clinical department as will enable students to
obtain a few weeks' practice on regular patients
towards the end of their course. The evening
classes will begin in September. Among the
recent attendants at the college were : Dr. Geo. E.
Ehle, of Grand Rapids, Mich.; Frederick 0.
blitz, of Chicago.; M. C. Wilder, of Boston, Mass.;
Harry M. Wink, Chicago ; Fred. M. Wallace,
Columbus, Ohio ; W. T. Crocker, Sault Ste Marie,
Mich.; John V. Bowers, Chicago ; Dr. W. H.
Bennet, Chicago ; Louis B. Bigelow, Chicago;
0. E. Petitididier, Chicago ; Edward M. Schalck,
Chicago • Isaac J. Smit, Chicago A. C. Oesterle,
Joliet, Wm. G. Moore, Chicago ; David P.
Barton, Chicago • Adna H. Bowen, Jr., Chicago ;
Dr. Ernest S. Heilman, Ida Grove, Iowa ; A.
Walker Montgomery, Chicago ; Dr. T. E. Sample,
Crete, Nebr.; A. B. Conery, Chicago, and Geo. B.
Ward, Chicago.

Webb C. Ball, of the Webb C. Ball Watch
Company, Chicago and Cleveland, has been
appointed general time inspector of the Union
Pacific Railway, with headquarters at Omaha.
This change was effective July 15th.

A. H. Michelsen, practicing optician, has
opekintesdtraeeret,tatihlisocpittiyc:d parlor at 681 North Hum-bo

Steve Bridges, of Despres, Bridges & Noel,
left the early part of the week for his early fall trip
with the most extensive line of his life.

We are accustomed to a good many bear
stories from the West these days, especially since
President Roosevelt has made bear hunting a
popular sport. Three cinnamon bears, killed
within fifteen miles of Salt Lake City, Utah, in one
afternoon, is a record worthy of mention ill THE
KEYSTONE, when made by members of the jewelry
trade. This is the record of John F. Boes, the
well-known Main Street jeweler, of Salt Lake City,
and Mr. Siligman, who is connected with the Weil
Jewelry Company, wholesale, also of Salt Lake
City, on a recent hunting expedition. Mr. Boes is

said to be a hunter of considerable skill and expe-
rience, but the above hunt was Mr. Siligman's first
experience in hunting for bear. Both gentlemen
believe that they are now destined to become
noted bear hunters.

A. L. Haman, the well-known watch jobber,
of St. Paul, Minn., spent a day in this market last
week, calling on the manufacturers.

A. C. Williamson is a new jeweler in Fulton,
Ill. He opened up there the last week in June
and is already doing a nice trade.

Jeweler Rainsburg, of Brooklyn, Iowa, and
family enjoyed a lake trip early in July, traveling
by boat from Chicago to Buffalo. They report a
delightful outing.

George Davis, of Newton, Iowa, has just re-
cently moved across the public square to a new
store, which he occupies entirely by himself. He
now has a very neat and attractive store room.

Charles W. Fleming, of Lincoln, Nebr., has
been making extensive improvements in his store
of late by lowering his floor and putting in a new
modern plate-glass front. Mr. Fleming now has
one of the neatest stores in Nebraska's capital city.

James Dalgliesh, of Grundy Center, Iowa, has
moved into a larger store, which he has fitted up
with new fixtures. He now has a modern and
much-improved establishment.

W. H. Carew, the well-known and successful
jeweler, of Streator, Ill., will spend the month of
August on a trip to Portland and the Pacific Coast.
Mr. Carew will look over the Lewis and Clark
Exposition while away, as well as do the leading
cities of the coast.

Out-of-Town Visitors

J. W. Newshan, of Ottumwa, Iowa, spent a
few days in town last week on a business trip.

L. G. Bolt, watchmaker for Theo. Borgstrom,
of Susquehanna, Pa., spent a few days in Chicago
recently, calling on the trade and looking over the
sights of the Western metropolis.

E. F. Fowler, of Boise City, Idaho, was among
the far Western jewelers in the Chicago market
recently, on a fall purchasing trip.

G. G. Gross, of Bangor, Mich., spent a day or
two in Chicago recently, selecting his fall bills.

Geo. B. Lord, who has recently purchased the
jewelry business of Howard Thomas, at Indepen-
dence, Iowa, is in Chicago this week, looking over
the market for the latest fall novelties.

- Geo. M. Howe, of Wichita, Kans., was among
the many buyers in this market recently, doing
some buying and enjoying a few days' outing in a
great city. Mr. Howe reports trade conditions and
crop prospects as fine in .his section.

R. N. Clark, well-known among the Chicago
trade from his long connection with the retail firm
of Clark, Giddings & Company, Sterling, Ill., but
for the past two years engaged in the retail optical
business at Manila, Philippine Islands, has been
spending the past month at his old home in Ster-
ling. Mr. Clark has visited Chicago several times
since his return and has been warmly welcomed by
his old friends. He tells us that the optical business
in Manila is prosperous and growing nicely right
along. He also says that Manila will soon be quite
a modern city as well as quite a large trading center.

H. L. King
' 
the well-known practicing optician,

of Spokane, Wash., is spending some little time in
Chicago, combining business with pleasure.

Frank Le Bron, the well-known Iowa jeweler,
for years located at Keokuk, is spending this week
in Chicago, combining business with pleasure.
Mr. Le Bron, has only recently returned from a
four-months' trip to the Pacific Coast, returning
home by way of the Yellowstone Park. He says
no American should go abroad until they have
viewed the wonders of our national pleasure
ground, which abounds in scenery which cannot be
surpassed.

Charles M. McKee, of Wolcott, Incl., WaS in
Chicago this week looking over the market select-
ing his fall bills.

L. Lowenstein, of Menominee, Mich., was a
visiting buyer in this market last week, selecting
his fall bills.

Geo. A. Clark, of George A. Clark & Son,
Lorain, Ohio, spent several days in Chicago re-
cently, combining business with pleasure.

E. 0. Furen, of the firm of T. L. Combs &
Company, Omaha, Nebr., was in town recently
en route to Europe, where he expects to spend
two months visiting at his old home in Sweden.

(Continued on page i256)
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The Michael Reese Hospital
A notable event in the Jewish community of

Chicago was the laying of the corner stone of the
new Michael Reese Hospital Building at Twenty-
ninth Street and Groveland Avenue, on July 4th.
This interesting
function was per-
formed with impres-
sive ceremony by a
well-known member
of the Chicago trade,
Herman F. Hahn, of
H. F. Hahn & Com-
pany, before an as-
semblage of over a
thousand people, in-
cluding scores of the
most prominent
figures in the mer-
cantile and profes-
sional life of the city. Among the municipal and
State functionaries who made addresses on the
occasion were Governor Deneen and Mayor Dunne,
both of whom paid eloquent tributes to the scope
of this great charity which succors regardless of
race, creed or condition, and to the philanthropic
spirit of Michael Reese, its founder.

Mr. Hahn has been on the board of trustees of
the hospital seven years, was its vice-president ten
years and is now serving his fifth year as its presi-
dent. In formally presenting him with the ivory-
handled, silver-bladed trowel for use in the founda-
tion ceremony, Leon Mandel said :

It is with profound gratitude that we enter
upon the event about to take place. I am sure
that it has been looked forward to with rejoicing
by all our friends. The funds for this new hospital,
like other great achievements in Chicago, have been
raised in a remarkably short space of time. This
was made possible by a public who recognized our
need, and responded to it quickly and munificently.
Mr. President, I hand you this silver trowel, which
is used by masons to spread mortar and cement
into a firm union.

Hernial, F. Hahn

Mr. Hahn took the trowel and said :

We are here to dedicate this building to the
glory of God and the good of man. We consecrate
it to the service of suffering humanity of every
creed, nation and condition of life. There is no
mortal who does not know sorrow at times, and
who does not sink into despair when pain and dis-
ease visit him. Here he will find refuge, rich or
poor. Here he will find a home where all faiths
stand on the same footing, where the equal rights
of all consciences are respected, and where the
essential oneness and intrinsic dignity of all human
beings are acknowledged.

This corner stone, which is to become a part
of the main structure, rests upon the securest
foundation—the loving hearts of men and women
who have given with unbounded generosity for the
alleviation of human woe. The cement which
binds the stone and brick into one solid mass
typifies the close and harmonious co-operation
that makes its direction possible. The roof which
is to protect its inmates represents the spirit of
universal brotherhood that will guard them. The
sunlight of the eternal heavens will shine upon the
walls, but it will not be more gladdening than the
light of love and sympathy that will glow within
them. Let the stone slide into its bed. May this
noble work go on without delay or hindrance until
it shall be completed.

Mr. Hahn spread the mortar and cement over
the foundation, the copper box containing the
hospital records was slipped within the stone, and
the massive block slowly lowered to its place. On
its completion this hospital will cost ic5oo,000, and
be one of the finest structures of its kind in equip-
ment, modern conveniences and in the service
given to patients. The trustees propose to make
it a model in every respect.
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R•, L • & M. FRIEDLANDER
97 Hatton Garden, LONDON, ENG.

.Our Mr. Richard Friedlander has just returned from Europe, after having pur-chased an unusually large stock of ROUGH and CUT DIAMONDS.We are now receiving weekly shipments of these goods and we are prepared togive you unusually low prices. Large dealers will find it to their advantage to call.We are also closing out below the regular market prices, a few small lots leftover from our last importation.

New Monarch Catalogue No. 60
The most complete and most elaborately illustrated Jewelry Catalogue ever compiled.Hundreds and hundreds of new and unique designs in every line of goods : Watches, Lockets,Fobs, Chains, Bracelets, Brooches, Scarf Pins, Studs, Collar Buttons and all manner of novelties.No jeweler can afford to miss this catalogue. A copy will be sent free on request.

Please note that our name does not appear in this catalogue. So jewelers may show it freely to customers

R L. & M. FRIEDLANDER
Wholesale Jewelers
Jobbers in American Watches
Importers of Diamonds 30 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

TN

Business conditions in this city and section
continue favorable, with prospects of a fine fall and
holiday trade. Already there is a great influx of
retailers to the city and liberal purchases are being
made.

Frank Golden, the enterprising jeweler, of
Nevada, who conducts a chain of stores at Carson
City, Reno and Tonopah, was among the out-of-
town buyers in this market recently, selecting ready
sellers for his three establishments. We are ready
to believe that everybody in the " New Eldorado,"
Tonopah, is prosperous. and there is a ready
market for first-class diamonds and up-to-date
jewelry. This new camp is liable to remain, as the
surface has barely been scratched and there is
ground enough in this vicinity to promise work for
a score or more years.

Jeweler Schuchard, one of Seattle's leading
retail dealers, and his wife, stopped off here for a
few days and visited their friends in the wholesale
trade, and continued their journey. They were on
a vacation to their old home in Salinas, where they
will spend a little time visiting their parents and
many friends in the section.

A. Eisenberg and family have just returned
from visiting the Lewis and Clark Centennial Expo-
sition at Portland, after spending a delightful vaca-
tion in and around the latter city. This was Mr.
Eisenberg's first visit to Portland in seven years,
and his many friends in the retail trade made his
stay among them a very pleasant one.

M. M. Johnson, treasurer of the H. F. Wich-
man & Co., Ltd., jewelers and silversmiths, of
Honolulu, was among the passengers reaching our
shores via the steamship Manchuria, last month.
Capt. Johnson is en route to Sea Girt, N. J., as rep-
resentative of the rifle team of the First Regiment,
National Guard of Hawaii, who are to defend
their shooting titles at the national shooting com-
petition, that is to be held at the latter place during
the latter part of August. The captain, while in
the East, will visit several of the largest manufac-
turing plants in that section.

The trade are extending their sympathy to
Geo. E. Butler, the California Street chronometer
and watchmaker, upon the sudden death of his
youngest son, who died suddenly on July 1st.

Phelps & Adams, Pacific Coast agents for the
Gorham Manufacturing Co., are open for business
at the same old stand, 120 Sutter Street, this city.
The fire which broke out in their building early in
the morning of July 5th, was under control before
it reached this wholesale jobber's floor. The entire
top floor of this building was consumed, and the
damage sustained by the many manufacturers.'
agents who are tenants, was mostly by water. All
of the claims have been adjusted, and after the
rooms have been retinted in the several offices
on the first and second floors, there will remain
very little trace of this twenty-five thousand dol-
lar fire.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred. C. Roth, of M. Schussler
& Co., have returned from their six-months' Euro-
pean trip greatly benefited by their long vacation.
It is needless to say that Mr. Roth is showing some
very fine papers of gems that he accumulated
-while away, as he visited all of the principal dia-
mond markets of Europe, thereby combining busi-
ness with pleasure.

KEYSTONE

Fred. C. Ewert and family, of Woodland, Cal.,
were among the visiting tradesmen in town re-
cently and his show windows will show the result
of his buying excursion, as he picked out some
very attractive novelties for display.

Jesse Waterman, one of the firm of M. Schuss-
ler & Co., Inc., is the proud father of a son, born
on July 4th. This young American hereafter will
celebrate two events on his natal day. We join
Jesse's many friends in offering our congratulations,
and wish Jesse Schussler Waterman a long life and
a happy one. We are pleased to state that the
young man and mother are doing nicely.

E. W. Reynolds, of Los Angeles, is visiting the
manufacturing jewelry centers of the East, and will
be away from his place of business for five or six
weeks. Mr. Reynolds makes this pilgrimage an-
nually, thereby keeping posted on new things in
his many lines. No doubt his retail friends in the
southern part of this State will be greatly benefited,
as he will look over the Eastern market for novel-
ties for the fall holidays.

Ed. F. Mayer, the retail jeweler, of Butte,
Montana, spent two weeks recently visiting the
retail jewelers in this city after an absence of seven-
teen years. Mr. Mayer usually visits the jewelry
centers in the East, but favored us this year instead
of making his annual pilgrimage to Chicago. While
here, this enterprising young man laid in a fine line
of ready sellers for future trade.

L. Koberg, Heaklsburg's enterprising retail
jeweler, was among the visiting tradesmen in this
market last week, laying in a few small lines for
his summer trade.

Ralph Bernhardy, who has represented M. L.
Levy on the coast for several years as traveling
representative, has accepted a position with the
wholesale house of A. Eisenberg & Co., located at
126 Kearny Street. Mr. Bernhardy will cover the
Southern territory formerly controlled by J. C.
Feige.

C. H. Allen, of Cloverdale, has opened a new
jewelry store in Arbucle and started in to do busi-
ness the first day after his formal opening.

Another Eastern retail jeweler has joined the
ranks. P. C. Pulse, after looking over the Pacific
Coast for a desirable store, will open a new place
of business in Oakland and will strive to cater
to some of the first-class trade in that grow-
ing city.

The buyer of the wholesale jewelry house of
Los Angeles, J. P. Trafton Co., Inc., is on a buying
trip East. This is Charles Adams' first trip ; that
is, in the interests of this house. Mr. Adams was
formerly in the employ of one of the largest whole-
sale houses in the East. He will be away only a
short time, and when he returns the retailers will
be shown all of the novelties in jewelry that he is
now selecting.

Jos. Schwartz, of Honolulu, I-I. I., who is
closely allied to the jewelry trade in the Islands,
arrived on the steamship Manchuria and after shak-
ing off the effects of the voyage, started on a tour of
inspection through all of the larger manufacturing
plants in the East. Joe will visit the large move-
ment factory in Elgin, Ill., and the large case estab-
lishments in Philadelphia, Pa., and Riverside, N. J.,
before visiting his friends in New York. Mr.
Schwartz expects to return to San Francisco in
four or five weeks.

J. P. Rasmussen, secretary of the Bartlett
Company, mc., retail jewelers, of San Bonaventura,
Cal., spent a few days calling upon his friends, the
wholesale jewelers, in this city last month. Mr.
Rasmussen was en route to Vancouver, B. C., via
the Pacific Ocean route, and on his way back he
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will spend at least a week visiting the Lewis and
Clark Exposition at Portland, Oregon, reaching
home on or about August loth.

E. D. Grandmason, the new retail jeweler in
Santa Monica, has purchased a fine new street
clock, which he will erect in front of his store.
The cluck will stand close to the curb, so that
those that run can read the flight of time.

Arthur G. Prouty, one of the rising Pacific
Coast agents, is now in New York and will be away
for quite awhile. This is Arthur's first trip to the
jewelry centers of the East, and when he returns
we expect him to have annexed a few of the finer
lines of jewelry.

Geo. DuCommen, the retail jeweler, who was
formerly located in Hanford, was in town recently,
selecting an entire new stock for his new store in
Watsonville. Mrs. DuCommen also displayed her
good taste in selecting salable goods for the fair
sex.

D. Vassala, formerly manager for P. Forzani
& Co., the retail jewelers, located at 1230 Dupont
Street, San Francisco, is away on a two-months'
vacation. He will visit all of the principal
points of interest throughout Europe before
returning.

Amos W. Huggins, A. I. Hall & Son, Inc.,
wholesale jewelers, of this city, is back from his
Eastern trip, with a large assortment of new novel-
ties for the retail trade.

Alphonse Judis, president of the jobbing house
of that name, returned from his Eastern diamond
purchasing trip, and is showing some nice papers
of stones to his friends in the retail trade.

Mutilation of Coins by Jewelers

In an article on ptge 1145, of our July issue,
after stating the law in regard to mutilating coins,
we said : " The safest course to pursue would be
for the jeweler to write the Treasury Department,
specifying the particular form of mutilation intended,
and thus get official permission to do this class of
work. We would be pleased to hear from any of
our readers who have done this." Several have
responded to this request and it would seem, from
the letters sent us, that the U. S. Treasurer's office
has a stereotyped reply, which leaves the jeweler
free to exercise his own discretion. A sample letter
of inquiry, made by the jeweler, is as follows:

Treasurer of United Slates, Washington, D. C
HONORABLE SIR :—My vocation makes it nec-

essary to turn various coins into different forms of
jewelry, as per customer's ideas, always, however,
rendering them impassable.

Am informed by those who ought to know,
that this is legal, while others claim it to be illegal.

Being entirely ignorant as to laws governing
above, ask you to kindly advise me on this matter.

Awaiting your favor, for which I hope to thank
you in advance, I am,

Respectfully yours,
Newport, Pa, CHAS. E. P. KEINI.

This letter was promptly returned and on the
back of same was the following, signed by the
U. S. Treasurer : " The law is silent as to the
mutilation of coins where no fraud is shown or
intended." This implies at least negative permis-
sion to the jeweler to mutilate coin in the course of
his business, where there is, of course, no intention
of fraud.

"We could not tell _vole how you could improve
The Keystone unless yen& bound them in morocco.
11 is the only journal we look for."—C. R. Church
& Co., Jewelers, Homer, Michigan.
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Louis Gutfreund, superintendent of the Eisen-

stadt Company's factory, has just returned from a

five-weeks' outing spent on a trip to the Pacific

Coast, Mrs. Gutfreund accompanying him. They

spent ten days at Portland, doing the Lewis and

Clark Exposition. Mr. Gutfreund says that the

Portland fair is a most creditable show, which they

enjoyed very much. He thinks the Pacific North-

west is a great country with a wonderful future and

well worth the trip to see.
John T. Wells is a new man on the traveling

force of the Bauman-Massa Company. Mr. Wells

will cover the territory formerly looked after by

W. F. Wilmes. He is already out on his trip,

giving a good account of himself. " Johnny "

Wells, as he is best known, though still a young

man, is an old traveler, having represented several

of the silverware houses in the Western territory

for a number of years past. He is a lively and

genial salesman and will doubtless prove a popular

man in his new connection. He expects to move

his family to Kansas City and make his home in

that town.
J. W. Cary, head of the wholesale material

house of J. W. Cary & Co., is spending the sum-

mer at Harbor Beach, Mich., with his family.

Mrs. Edward McKee, wife of Manager McKee,

of the Geneva Optical Company's St. Louis branch,

has returned from a six-weeks' visit to their old

home in Chicago.
Jeweler Reeves, of 1621 Market Street, has

recently returned from an Eastern pleasure trip,

which included Niagara Falls and a number of

other Eastern resorts. Mrs. Reeves accompanied

him.
St. Louis Bank clearings for
June were 7 per cent. greater

Clearings than for the same month in 1904.
For the six months ending with

June, the increase over last year was slightly in ex-

cess of 7 per cent. The total of St. Louis' bank

clearings for. the year 1904 was $2,793,000,000,

which, of course, broke all records for this city. It

is evident now that the aggregate for the year 1905

will be in the neighborhood of $2,9oo,000,000, and

may reach $3,000,000,000. The gain, too, is in

face of the fact that we are now comparing with

the world's fair period. St. Louis' prosperity

may have been, and probably was, advanced by

the fair, but the city's business and its physical

advantages are on such solid basis that the effects

of the fair are not especially marked.
The Frisco system is the latest railroad to

take up an educational campaign to induce the

farmers along its lines in Missouri, Oklahoma and

Texas to raise more and better crops. The rail-

road proposes to furnish a car in which to display

samples of grain and fertilizers, literature bearing

on the subject, advertising matter and an expert

who will give lectures at different points on the

road, and who will demonstrate the class of grain

best adapted to the soil and the fertilizers which

will produce the best results.
Herman G. Bergfeld, a well-known jeweler, of

this city, died at Eureka Springs, Ark., whither he

had gone for his health on Wednesday, July 12th.

His body was brought here for burial, the funeral

being held from his late residence, 8214 Water

Street. The deceased. was a member of Cache

St. Louis Bank
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Lodge, No. 416, A. F. and A. M.; Missouri Chap-

ter, R. A. M.; St. Aldemar Commandery, K. T.;

Brilliante Lodge, K. of P. He is survived by two

children, George and Augusta ; three brothers,

Charles E., George H. and William K. Bergfeld,

and one sister, Miss Louisa P. Bergfeld.

George Winzer, a pioneer manufacturer of

mathematical instruments, and one of the oldest

opticians in St. Louis, passed away at his home in

this city, July iith. He had been suffering for

several months with liver and kidney trouble. Mr.

Winzer was born at Hiburghausen, Germany, in

1827, and came to this country in 1849, settling at

Philadelphia, Pa. There he met Miss Mary Lang-

guth, to whom he was married in 1850. Mr. Winzer

came to St. Louis in 186o and embarked in busi-

ness at 325 Market Street. He afterward removed

to 419 Chestnut Street, and for the last fifteen

years has been located at 22 South Fourth Street:

During the Civil War Mr. Winzer was a member

of the Home Guards and was stationed at the

arsenal. ,He is survived by his wife, four sons—

Herman, William, George and Edward M. Winzer,

and two daughters—Mrs. Mathilda Ahern and Miss

May C. Winzer.

Missouri's Mineral

Missouri is not a State which

anyone would name offhand

Wealth as rich in minerals, yet it pro-

duces 8o per cent. of all the

zinc and 90 per cent. of all nickel mined in the

United States, while the percentage of lead taken

from its mines is nearly as great. The demand for

all these metals is increasing rapidly, and new dis-

tricts in Missouri are being developed every year.

It may not be an idle boast that Missouri will ulti-

mately produce as much treasure in these base

metals as Galifornia has produced of gold and

silver.

The St. Louis Clock and Silverware Company

are hard at work'on their annual catalogue, which

will be larger and more interesting than any of its

predecessors. The new book will be sent out to

the trade sometime in October,
L. E. Willis, of Edwardsville, Ill., was a trade

visitor in the St. Louis market the early part of

last month.
M. C. Scott, of Wright City, Mo., was in town

for a day recently on a buying trip.
N. S. Weiler, of Cape Girardeau, Mo., was a

visiting buyer in this market last month selecting

his fall bills.
A. P. Wolff, of Chester, Ill., was in St. Louis

for a day last month selecting his new fall lines.

Ulysses Studler, a well-known watchmaker

and pioneer citizen, died here last month.

L. A. Fassett, of the Weiss Jewelry Manufac-

turing Company, enjoyed a few weeks' outing at

Petoskey, Mich., last month.
J. W. Steidemann, of J. W. Cary & Co., and

family are spending the heated term at Atlantic

City and other seashore resorts.
August Kurtzeborn, head of the retail house

of A. Kurtzeborn & Sons, is spending the summer

with his family at Battle Lake, Mimi.
E. P. Stewart & Brother, of Hope, Ark., were

represented in this market recently, by the head of

the firm, who was here on a purchasing trip.

A. L. Mullins, Hillsboro, Ill., was among the

visiting buyers in this market last month collecting

their fall bills.
P. P. Meill, of Clarendon, Ark., spent a few

days in this market last month selecting goods for

his fall trade.
R. L. Maxwell, of Rockport, Texas, spent

several days in St. Louis recently looking over the

market and selecting his fall bills.
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(Coutioued from page 1233)

Wissing & Anderson, of Sioux City, Iowa,
were represented in this market the past week by
Carl Anderson, who was here selecting the firm's
fall lines.

S. W. Crofts, of Greenland, Mich., spent a day
in this town recently, selecting his fall bills.

E. 13. Cayse, of Franklin, Tenn., spent several
days in Chicago recently, combining business with
pleasure.

James G. Mines, of Wayne, Nebr., was a visit-
ing buyer in this market for several days last week,
on the lookout for late fall novelties.

C. S. Hays, of Norfolk, Nebr., a familiar
figure in this market, was here for several days last
week laying in his fall stock.

F. L. Steller, of Wall Lake, Iowa, spent a few
clays in this market last week, combining some
buying with pleasure. While here Mr. Steller was
a guest of the Elgin National Watch Company, on
an inspection trip through their big plant at Elgin.

E. S. Proper, of Ames, Iowa, was a visiting
buyer in this market for several days last week,
selecting his fall bills.

Jeweler H. F. Peters, of Moline, Ill., spent a few
days in this market the early part of the month,
doing some buying and enjoying the sights of a
great city.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Chron, of Memphis,
Tenn., are spending a fortnight in Chicago, enjoy-
ing life together in the Western metropolis, while
Mr. Chron attends to sonic of his fall buying.

E. L. Seidel, of Marengo, Iowa, was met in
one of our wholesale offices last week, where he
was doing fall buying for his home store. Mr.
Seidel reports good crop conditions in Iowa this
season, with the most encouraging prospects for a
bountiful harvest. He was of the opinion that
there would be a good fall trade in Iowa this
year.

Jeweler H. E. Gragg, of Morocco, hid., spent
a day in the Chicago market the early part of the
month, doing some fall buying. He was a pleasant
caller at KEYSTONE headquarters and reported
conditions in his section as most encouraging for a
fine fall trade.

Robert Woodward, of Sandwich, Ill., spent a
day in town recently on a buying trip.

C. F. Graff, of Elkhorn, Wis., paid the Chicago
market a visit recently, selecting his fall bills while
here.

H. A. Roberts, of Vedersburg, Ind., was a
visiting buyer in this market recently. While in
the city he found time to drop in at KEvsToNE
headquarters and say that crop conditions and the
business outlook were very encouraging in his sec-
tion for a fine fall trade and that he was buying
accordingly.

R. Beskow, head of the Beskow Optical Com-
pany, of Greenville, Texas, spent a day in Chicago
recently, calling on the wholesale and manufac-
turing optical trade. Mr. Beskow reports Texas
as enjoying fairly prosperous times.

A. Klein, of Wichita, Kans., has been spend-
ing the last month in Chicago, pursuing a post-
graduate course in optics at the Northern Illinois
College. Mr. Klein was a pleasant caller at this
office during his stay in town, and reports that
Wichita is growing faster at present than at any
other time in her history, that crops are excellent
in her territory and that propspects for a good fall
and holiday business are bright.

David Lochman, of Lochman Bros., Spring-
field, Ill., was in town this week looking over the
market for late fall novelties.

A. Krautheim, the well-known jeweler, of
Muskegon, Mich., is in town this week on a pur-
chasing trip.

Arnold Buchman, of Clay Center, Kans.,
spent a few days in Chicago recently, combining
business with pleasure.

A. S. Sehwink, of Quincy, Ill., spent a few
days in the Chicago market last week, doing some
buying and enjoying the sights of a great city.

Harry E Richardson, watchmaker with
Jeweler Andrew Wilson, Winfield, Kans., is spend-
ing a few days in Chicago this week, on the look-
out for business-building ideas, which are furnished
on every hand in the business district of the
Western metropolis. Mr. Richardson was a plea-
sant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters during his
stay in town.

THE C. F.
1VIONROE CO.

Manufacturers

Address all communications
to

No. 401 Nv. Kelva Jewel Box

WAVE CREST

Factory

Merida, Conn.
New York Salesrooms

28 Barclay St.

has made us ltinous as manufacturers of most
lug novelties.

KELVA
the proper thing. Richly gold mounted. A distinc-
tive style of artistic merit that has made it a winner.

No. 531. Ariel Jug

CUT GLASS
\ ceiling in beauty of finish and design. An immense

;[;sortment of novelties innumerable.

STERLING SILVER
( ILjit \ combining every feature of this line of
goods.

Our new catalogue will show all our latest productions. If you want one mailed you, kindly advise

When in New York, by all means stop at our store, ground floor, 28 Barclay Street

ROS EMARY
FOR RETIENBRANCE,e

FULL LINE of this CHARMING

PATTERN now ready for delivery

Send for price-list if v(m have not

received our salesman's ail \ wire card

Only Jewelers Can Buy
Rockford Goods

Order early and you vill have to order

often to supply trade

Rockford Silver Plate Co., Rockford, III.
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alily as represented,
workmanship un5nrpa55ed

Designs original. ,
For35years wehave niant. ,;
tallied this standArd.'
K- E Ring line to day is
one of the most salable lines
the RETAI L JEWELERcatt
possibly handle
.ilITYYOUR R./Nos DIREcr
&buy only the K-E I i n e.
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COMMUNITY

SILVER

Our extraordinarily effective

-inag-azine adyertisin(r I as al-

ready made " Community Sil-

ver" a household word.

The series of advertisements

which WC shall run this Fall

will do more—they -will create

a demand for " Comm lin ity

Silver" which will he unprece-

dented, and are sure to brim;
•

you many inquiries.

If you d() not carry it 111

stock now you should ;151: to)

sec it. The margin of profit

is unusually large.

Write either to your jobber

or to us direct.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD
ONEIDA, N.Y.

Votilidt 11 ill I s4S

This is the upper half of
our advertisement for Sep-
tember in the ladies' maga-
zines.
The completed advertise-

ment, when it actually ap-
pears, will show a Flower-
de-Luce Tea Spoon, with
scroll and reading matter
beneath it.



126o Captains of Industry and Messengers of Commerce
are our six representatives who will show you our fall line of Rings this year, wl
comprises over i000 different patterns of i o K. Solid Gold Stone Set Rings of tL
very latest designs. It will pay you to look at our line before placing your ordt
elsewhere. Drop us a postal whether one of our men should call upon you this fal

Are you next to the fact that we do one of the largest selection package bus
nesses iii thc United States? We give you three reasons why you should wri
to-day l()I J memorandum package:

I. We size our rings free of charge.
2. We replace all stones except diamonds in our rings free of charge for twoyears after you have sold them.
3. We exchange all unsalable rings for new styles of stone-set rings at any time.

Write us to-day. We pay express charges both ways and give you January
1906, terms on all g-uu(k; selected.

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.,
fEg-

The United States Government
has the best mail service in the world, and
we have recognized that promptness in re-
pairing comes next to good work and low
prices. We have adopted all three as our
standard, and if you appreciate promptness,
good work and low prices, give us a trial as
the best method of convincing yourself. We
guarantee the following service:

STATES
Repairing leaving Will be back in

your store on your store on
Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York . . Monday
Indiana, Michigan, Virginia, West Virginia
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Carolinas
Nebraska, Kansas, Dakotas . . •

66

66

‘4

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

We Set Stones in Ladies' Rings for 3c.
We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for 7c.
We Make Rings Smaller for 8c.
Other Repairing Accordingly.

We make all kinds of Rings to order
the same day order is received

Buffalo, N. Y.

MODERN IDEAS
WE NEVER GET INTO A RUT
QUR,GftEAT FACTORY
IS ALIVE WITH SPECIAL
DESIGNS IN JEWELRY

GEM MOUN'T'IN G S
SOCIETY AND SCHOOL
EM BLEMS, PINS & BADGES

STANDARD STONE SIZES

PRICES

FIRST-GRADE BEST HUNGARIAN
DOUBLETS OPALS

ROUND OVAL ROUND OVAL

Size Price Size Price Size Price Size Price

1-10 3c. 3 m/m 6c. 1-6 4e. 8 mjm 6c.Ii-is 4c. 4 Om 7c. 7-8 5c. 4 mini 14e.
16-20 5e. 5 mm 8c. 9 70. 5 mim 19e.
21-25 7c. 6 mln 9c. 10 9c. 6 lam 39e
26-30 11c. 7 mlm 12c. 11 12c. 7 mim 60c
31-35 15c. 8 ru/m 16c. 12-15 20c. 8 ralm 91c.
36-40 20c. 9 tn/ru 20c. 16-17 27c. 9 m/m $1.41
41-44 28c, 10 Wm 26c. 18-21 35c.

22-23 45c.
24-26 70c.
27-29 84e.
30-31 81.03
32-34 1.22
35-36 1.40

Order your stone stock from us. The above
prices are for single stones ordered or used in re-
pairing. Ten per cent. off in quantities of six dozen
or over.

Terms, January I, 1906. net

The Queen City Ring mfg. co.
Buffalo, N. Y

TRADE MAF-,erc

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.



ET us eliminate all thought of exclusive and artistic
designs—handsome finish—superior workman-

ship—and the like. All " well-judged " buyers
know HB Rings—know their quality. And isn't
it a pleasure to know ?—to have confidence in
your house ? 4:11 We have recently increased
our facilities—added to our factory, and this
fall want your order. Why not be a "well-
judged " buyer ? Will we enter your
name for a memorandum selection?

ISN'T it interesting to watch the evolution of an 0 & B Ring from a crude
piece of gold ? While our factory is equipped with every modern

machine ; every useful device necessary to manufacture our product — it

requires time — yes, quite a deal of time, before the completed article is

ready for the jobber's inspection.

The jobber, of course, has a different story to tell, and saves time

through the excellence of our product. * * Our unlimited assortment

of IleW designs, makes his end a simple matter. If you want business

this fall—Ring business—sell the 0 & B product.

fEw Ycl.)/F?'
11 0 3 'STA. ST

CV! 9. CA

1263
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L 14:>" Shorthand for Rin Superiority

The KaufmanTraveteri (alit o everywhereio 115
poijible yolive neverseen our peerle55 line of 5olid Gold
Rings. If you dont handle them we both lose money.
That s all wrong ! Write us and well try to make it right.

THE BEST

DESIGNS

WORKMANSHIP

FINISH

LOUIS KAUFMAN & CO.,
RING MAKERS,

82 AND 84 FULTON ST.,
NEW YORK.

RINGS

OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION

ENDLESS VARIETY.
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KANSAS CITY
and the

GREA
SOUTHWES

With the Kansas " bumper " wheat crop now
moving, things look rosy for trade this fall. Kan-

sas, which is lately so used to prosperity that it
can't abide anything else, got a case of something
resembling stage-fright recently, when the famous
Devlin bank failure in Topeka came to light. The
collapse of $2,000,000 seemed very much of a
calamity at first, and purse-strings were instinctively
tightened. But two millions are a drop in the
bucket to such a State as Kansas, and after the
first flurry that follows the suspension of a promi-
nent bank, Kansas settled comfortably down again
to harvest and market its great wheat crop as
speedily as possible. The Kansas City wholesale
jewelers maintain that business is above the stand-
ard, and prospects more than ordinarily good.
One firm announces an increase of between twenty-
five and thirty per cent. in business. All agree
that collections are good and prospects fine. The
manufacturers are rushed with work, even in mid-
summer, and the cry is for more help.

The record price for Kansas City real estate
was reached July 15th, when the property at the
northeast corner of Eleventh and Main Streets was
sold for $190,000, or $7916 for every one of the
twenty-four feet front. The property was sold by
Louis and Michael Oppenstein to Aaron Waldheim,
of St. Louis. The Oppensteins bought the prop-
erty only seven weeks ago from C. W. Armour,
paying for it $r53,750, so it may be seen that they
made a fine profit. Louis and Michael Oppenstein,
who sold the property, are owners of the Streicher
Jewelry Company, at 1015 Main Street, and of a
jewelry store in Petticoat Lane. J. R. Mercer's
jewelry store is in the building just sold, and Mr.
Mercer has a lease on the entire building, for
which he pays $12,000 a year, and which has five
years yet to run.

J. R. Mercer recently presented to Elmer N.
Powell, assessor and collector of water rents, a
large office clock for use in his department in the
city hall.

The Jaccard Jewelry Co. is already exhibiting
several handsome trophies which it has made for
prizes at the American Royal Live Stock Show to
be held here in the fall.

Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Woodstock are in Iowa for
a two-weeks' visit.

H. W. Porter, designer and engraver for
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., and Clarence
Chapman, Mercer's watch man, are fishing in
Northern Minnesota.

Otto Knaul and bride are occupying their new
home at 2615 East Thirtieth Street.

The three children of George Edwards are
spending the summer on a ranch near Alma, Kans.

M. L. Gibson, of Linneus, Mo., visited the
Kansas City wholesale houses recently.

Ed. Girard, of Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.,
has taken the place recently given up by Mr.
Wilcox at C. A. Kiger's. His place as chief
order clerk at Edwards 8z Sloane's has been taken
by J. H. Whitney.

T. L. Mendenhall, of Burr Oak, Kans., is here
attending the Southwestern Optical College.
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Mrs. C. C. Hoefer is spending the summer in
the North. Mr. Hoefer has returned to Kansas
City, after a Northern and Eastern trip.

Basil Dickey, of Merry's, is spending two
weeks in a Northern trip.

Ernest Mansur, of Gurney & Ware's, accom-
panied by Mrs. Mansur, is spending several weeks
at Eureka Springs, Ark.

R. B. Irwin, of Chandler, Okla. Ter., was in
Kansas City last month.

Miss Darsie Harrod, of Merry's, is in Minne-
apolis for a short stay.

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Mercer are accompanied on
their Canada outing by Mr. and Mrs. Fred. S.
Doggett.

T. L. Baskett, of Warrensburg, Mo., visited
the Kansas City wholesale houses recently.

Miss Williams, of Woodstock-Hoefer's has
returned from Excelsior Springs.

D. B. Ward, of Woostock-Hoefer Watch and
Jewelry Co., is in Chicago.

Miss Maude Alexander, with Edwards &
Sloane Jewelry Co., is attending the Epworth
League Convention in Denver.

The usual mid-summer dull season is upon us
and buyers are coming here in sparse numbers.
Then, too, this has been an unusually hot month
and the oppressive temperature has had a languor-
ous effect on the retail trade.

Other lines of business are good, however.
Take the iron ore business, for instance. It has, so
far in the season, reached proportions that eclipse
the banner year of 1903. Coal, too, is good, as
far as volume of tonnage is concerned, though the
price has been low all the season.

A. T. Hubbard and family have returned from

a month's trip to the St. Lawrence.
L. M. Sigler, of the Sigler Bros. Co., has

returned from his annual European trip.
J. H. Danforth, secretary and treasurer of the

Cowell & Hubbard Co., has left the city with his
family on a well earned vacation.

C. C. Sigler has moved into his new country

home in Courtland, Ohio.
H. W. Burdick, W. H. Kennon, W. H. Wagner

and Geo. Tipling attended the convention of the

American Retail Jewelers' Association, which met

in Detroit the last of the month.
Webb C. Ball was recently appointed watch

inspector by the Erie Railroad. This adds still

another to the long list of roads whose time service

is so well administered by Mr. Ball and his staff.

Geo. Scribner and family will spend the next

few weeks at their cottage on the Georgian Bay,

near Penetang.
Burt Ramsay has just returned from a trip to

New York. Mr. Ramsey is making changes in his

new store room in the Scoefield Building. A-new

front is to be put in.
Frank Martin, manager of the porcelain depart-

ment of the Cowell & Hubbard Co., will return

about the first of the month from his annual buying

trip to the European trade centers.

F. J. Kempel has opened a new store in Ashta-

bula Harbor, Ohio. Mr. Kempel was formerly

located in Wisconsin.
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J P. Johnston, tne well-known optician, who

in past years has contributed to literature several
books dealing with the " strenuous life," is now
writing a series of articles under the caption of
"The Grafters I Have Met." These articles have
been syndicated and are being published in over
twenty newspapers, such as the Cincinnati Inquirer,
Toledo Blade, Rochester Herald, Washington
Slar, Omaha World-Herald, etc.

W. B. Blood, formerly with G. L. Black & Co.,
Detroit, Mich., has joined the traveling staff of the
Scribner & Loehr Co. H. W. Htprlbut, another
of the staff has returned from a vacation in
Virginia.

C. S. Moross, manager of the material depart-
ment of Sigler Bros., recently spent a few days in
Milwaukee.

A. B. Sprosty, 862 Broadway, will have his
formal opening of his new store this week. Mr.
Sprosty has just completed his new block and will
occupy a portion of the ground floor for his new
storeroom.

W. G. Hildebrand has removed from 267 Pearl
Street, to his new room, 297 Pearl Street.

The three crooks, who were convicted last
month of the robbery of Jeweler A. D. Ernne,
Colonial Arcade, were granted a new trial by
Judge Fiedler, who reviewed the testimony of
Rodig, the clerk of Jeweler Erotic, and of Alfredo,
the crook, who turned State's evidence, and pro-
nounced it as not of sufficient importance to cause
conviction. Hence a new trial was ordered.

Walter F. Miller, of the traveling force of
Bowler & Burdick, has just returned from a visit
to the East and the seashore, and is now ready to
leave on his trip.

F. S. Blackford has been in Pittsburg and

West Virginia the past month on a little vacation.
Stein & Joliet, of Alliance, Ohio, have opened

a new store in the above town. Mr. Stein was for

some years with A. E. Oyster, the well-known

jeweler, and will, undoubtedly, make a success of

the venture.
Herbert Farrow, of Newark, N. J., spent ten

days in the city on a well-earned vacation. Mr.
Farrow is the chief designer of the Carter, Howe &

Co. plant in the above town.
John Rich, Jr., of Painesville, Ohio, was re-

cently married to one of his town's most estimable
girls, and the honeymoon is being spent on a trip

LIP the lakes.
The following jewelers have had sons born to

them the past month : A. J. Heiman, Barberton,
Ohio ; W. J. Kappler and Ralph Hogan, of Akron.
There is evidently no race suicide among the

jewelers.
The firm of Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.,

has been dissolved by mutual consent, Mr. Eroe

retiring from the firm. The business will be con-

tinued by Mr. Hanna.

It was erroneously stated in these columns last
month that Chas. Sheingold had " taken the store-

room formerly occupied by Geo. Pugh, on Superior

Street, near Erie Street." On the contrary, Mr.

Sheingold has retired from the jewelry business

and has never occupied a store on Superior Street.

The following jewelers from various parts of

the State were in town the past month : M. R.

Zimmerman, Doylestown ; J. R. McClintock,

Chagrin Falls ; D. Leonheiser, Huron ; C. J. Dun-

can, Massillon ; Walter Deuble, Canton ; W. J.

Gilger and wife, Norwalk ; L. J. Goddard, Ra-

venna ; Al. Nolf, Wadsworth ; Harry Downs and

son, Bellevue ; E. J. G. Lovett, Titusville, Pa. ;

J. C. Joss, New Philadelphia ; R. R. Moore, Cuy-

ahoga Falls.
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WE take pleasure in announcing the opening of
our Pittsburg Office, in the Farmers' Bank

Building, which is now fully equipped and established
for the wants of the Eastern, Southern iiid Middle
Western trade.

We are equipped with the goods that will
build up your Watch Department.

Our goods are of one quality—the best--
selected from the products of the American Wal-
tham Watch Company, the Elgin National Watch
Company, The Keystone Watch Case Company,
the Crescent Watch Case Company and the
Philadelphia Watch Case Company.

We want you for. a customer and feel sure
you will appreciate us. You are cordially invited
to inspect our lines either by selection package,
mail order or a personal call at either our Pittsburg
or Chicago office.

M. A. Mead & Company
WATCH JOBBERS

Farmers' Bank Building Columbus Memorial Building

Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, 111.
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The city building inspector re-

Local Conditions ports a notable increase in the
amount of building done in the
first six months of the present

year, and predicts that 1905 will be the greatest

building year in the history of Indianapolis. For

the six months ending July ist, permits were

issued for buildings having an aggregate 'value of

$3,306,513, an increase of $1,213,746 over the same
period for 1904.

Favorable

The manager of the Indian-

Early Closing apolis Merchants' Association
finds that the five o'clock closing
movement is being more gener-

ally observed by the city merchants than ever

before. One hundred and forty leading stores now
close at five o'clock in the evening except Saturday

during July and August. The Saturday half-holi-

day is also much in vogue. All the larger jewelry
establishments, wholesale and retail, have signed
the agreement and are living up to it.

By the middle of July, the selling forces of the
local jobbers were all on the road with fall lines,

looking forward to a brisk trade. Crop conditions
were very favorable, collections good and pros-

pects encouraging. The annual meeting of the

State Dental Society, the July races, the great

American handicap last month, and the annual
State encampment of the Indiana National Guards

at the new United States army post early in

August, all helped to bring many visitors to the

city and increased the sales of the retail merchants.
Last month I kko Matsumoto turned out eight

hundred gold pins for the Young Men's Institute,
a rapidly growing Catholic organization. The
emblem is a laurel branch with a cross and star
combined. C. A. Slimger, watchmaker for Matsu-
moto, is deputy grand organizer for the State of
Indiana.

S. T. Nichols & Co. have adopted a new
method of supplying the city trade with watch
material. A small neat wall case containing a
variety of material conveniently arranged and
marked, is placed in a store or repair shop on
memorandum. Every three months an invoice is
made and the customer given a bill for goods
used. So far the scheme has worked very satis-
factorily to both parties. The watchmaker quickly

supplies his needs, while the dealer saves the time
necessary to wait on him.

Ben Couchman who was quite ill last month, is
again at his post as manager of the material depart-
ment of S. T. Nichols & Co.

Carl F. Rost reports his diamond business as
unusually brisk for the summer months. Mr. Rost
anticipates a fine fall and holiday trade in stones.

The Indianapolis News recently
History of the printed an interesting article

under the title : " Business that

has seen changes in recent
years." " There have been great changes in the
jewelry business in the last twenty-five or thirty
years," said Julius C. Walk. " I can remember
when watchmakers, silversmiths and jewelers were
all rated together as being of one occupation, and
the same person was expected to do everthing
from repairing a watch or cleaning a clock to
mending a broken ring or making a pair of gold
spectacles. It isn't so now. The business includes

Movement

Local Trade
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several distinct lines of work, and a man who is
skilful in one needn't know anything about the
others. Like most every other line of trade, and
even the professions, the business is divided up
into specialties." The growth of the jewelry busi-
ness in Indianapolis kept pace with that of the
city. In 1858, the principal watch and jewelry
stores here were : E. J. Baldwin & Co., the old
Bates House corner ; C. A. Ferguson, 7 West
Washington Street ; Charles G. Frence, 37 West
Nl'ashington Street ; W. H. Talbott, 24 East Wash-
ington Street ; T. Zurnbusch, 16 East Washington
Street, and S. H. Daumont, 9 South Meridian
Street. At that time William H. Craft, who after-
wards became a leading jeweler, and was popularly
known as " Harry" Craft, was learning the trade
as a watchmaker with C. A. Ferguson. Jeremiah
McLene was the managing partner of Baldwin &
Co. He afterward failed in the jewelry business,
and went West, where he engaged in mining and
died. In 186o, the name Julius C. Walk appeared
as watchmaker, 17 North Illinois Street. At that
time there were three silversmiths and nine watch-

makers' here, all of whom dealt to some extent in
jewelry as a side line. In 1870, the jewelers were:

W. P. Bingham, 50 East Washington Street;
Craft & Cutter, 24 East Washington Street ; C. C.

French, 18 North Meridian Street ; McLene &

Herron, old Bates House corner, and Phipps Bros.,

32 West Washington Street. Julius C. Walk was
watchmaker with Bingham & Co., in which firm

he afterward became a partner.

The manufacture of jewelry has become an
industry of some importance in Indianapolis. In

1876, there were three small manufacturing estab-

lishments in this city, those of J. H. Colclazer, 12
East Washington Street ; T. C. Comstock, 37 West

Market Street, and Cordray & Co., 3 Odd Fellows'

Hall. Now there are nine manufacturing jewelers

here. Indiana jobbers and retail dealers in jewelry

who used to place their orders in Chicago or Cin-

cinnatti, now deal here.
lkko Matsumoto recently finished a unique

pair of gold-coin bracelets. Each bracelet is com-

posed of seven coins. Two and a half and one

dollar gold pieces, joined by links. One side of

the coins has been skilfully raised into figures such,

as lion, fox and dog heads, chrysanthemums and

roses, the reverse side still showing the lettering

and date of the coin, the whole representing skilful

handiwork and artistic designing.
Charles L. Kiefer is a member of the Arts and

Crafts Society of Indianapolis, which has filed

articles of incorporation. The society intends to

open a permanent salesroom early in the fall, in

Which will be placed work of local artists and crafts-

men and of leaders in handicraft throughout the

country. It is thought the salesroom will fill a

need in this city of a convenient place where artistic

hand work may be seen and bought. Mr. Kiefer

has been elected one of the directors, and takes a

keen interest in the new venture.

On July 8th the G. Grohs Jewelry Co., of

Indianapolis, was incorporated, under the State

laws, with a capital stock of $25,000. The directors

are Isadore Grohs, Emanuel I. Fisher and Leo

Markowitz, all residents of Indianapolis. The

company, which had three traveling representatives,

have added two more, S. Grohs, son of the presi-

dent, and H. D. Ovemby. Their quarters in the

State Life Building are being enlarged to accom-

modate the increased business. A strictly wholesale

business will be conducted.
Henry Reed, second son of J. H. Reed, has

entered a school for the study of jewelry designing

at Cleveland. While an art student in the City
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High School, young Mr. Reed did some highly

creditable designing in belt buckles, brooches, etc.
He will, undoubtedly, make a success of his chosen
profession.

A Slick Pair

A man and a woman having the
appearance of innocent country

of Thieves folk turned out to be bold
thieves, who robbed Michael

Drozdowitz, proprietor of the Chicago Loan Office,

203 East Washington Street, of a tray containing

thirty gold rings valued at two. It was about the

noon hour one day at the close of June that the

couple entered the store and expressed the desire

to be shown some rings. The woman carried a

small cape on her arm, which she shifted from one

arm to the other while examining the rings. After

looking over all the rings in the trays, they asked

to see some that were on display in the window.

The couple followed Drozdowitz as he crossed the

room to reach the window, a little later the strangers

left the store, saying they would return. When

Drozdowitz started to return the two trays to the

case, one of them was missing. Supposing it had

been carried off under the woman's cape, the

police were immediately notified, but the dusty,

traveled-stained man and woman had disappeared,

and police investigation has since developed nothing

as to their whereabouts.

Charles F. Whittaker, a Delaware Street

jeweler, was recently fined Po and costs in the

local police courts, on his plea of guilty to the

charge of selling a lottery ticket. Whittaker, in

his statement, disclaimed the charge that he was an

agent for the tickets. He said several tickets had

been left at his store by a friend, and upon the
request of F. Anderson, a resident of this city, he

sold him one. Anderson's wife swore out the war-

rant that led to Whittaker's arrest. She claimed

that her husband was paying part of his wage

money for lottery tickets, when she thought he was

making, payments on a watch bought of Whittaker.

Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Herron spent July at

Georgian Bay, where Mr. Herron is known as a

skilful fisherman and an expert whist player.

Albert Berg, who has been employed as watch-

maker for Carl L. Rost for the past three months,

has brought his family here from Pittsburg for per-

manent residence.
Charlie Kiefer, accompanied by his mother,

spent several weeks at Lake Maxinkuckee, Ind.

Louis Kiefer, of the same firm, recently fell from a
stepladder, without apparent injury at the time, but

later trouble developed along the sciatic nerve,

which caused him much pain and lameness.

The Fidelity Watch and Diamond Co. recently

placed on sale a beautiful line of Japanese shell

necklaces.
Gus Craft, of the A. P. Craft Co., has returned

from a successful business trip through Wisconsin.

The firm turned out with their July orders a very

handsome and massive department commander

G. A. R. badge of gold and enamel set with ,

diamonds.
The sons of H. Cohen, who has closed out his

jewelry business on South Illinois Street, will open

about September 1st a new store at the corner of

Pennsylvania and Market Streets. It is the ambi-

tion of the Cohen boys (the style of the firm has

not been definitely determined) to conduct one of

the handsomest and up-to-date jewelry stores in

the West. Handsome new fixtures have been

ordered and an unusually fine stock, including

diamonds and mounted goods, will be displayed in
most attractive quarters.

Ed. Kappler, watchmaker for Henry Schergeus,

made a recent visit to his old home at Palestine, Ind.

(Continued on page 1269)
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The Chatelaine Pin may be worn separately
or in combination, as desired

We manufacture a full line of
LADIES' LORGNETTES, MARSH
COMBINAION, NECK CHAINS ;Ind
FOBS. Also GENTS' FOBS, VEST

CHAINS and GRAND VIZIERS in
great variety, xvhich are sold through
the leading WHOLESALE houses.

Ask your jobber for the Marsh Combina-
lion, the best-selling ladies' chain

on the mark&

C. A. Marsh & Co.
Makers of Fine Chains ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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Learn Watchmaking, and Learn It Right
To learn watchmaking right, it is necessary to attend the best

school. That the St. Louis Watchmaking School has the best methods
of teaching the various branches of the jewelry business is evidenced by
the wide reputation given its graduates by watchmakers and jewelers
in all parts of the country, and a Diploma, signed by its faculty, is a
guarantee of knowledge and ability.

The chief value of the St. Louis Watchmaking School lies not in
what it prepares you for, but in how it prepares you. Our manager
is a past master; a man of high professional ideals, perfectly educated
in _every branch of the work, and practical to the last degree. Under
his able guidance you progress step by step so easily and gradually
that you are unconscious of any effort. The work is absorbingly
interesting throughout the entire course. " Practical " is the key to
our whole scheme of instruction. Our aim is to make you a finished,
first quality workman, in the least possible time, capable of handling
the most delicate work.

Our catalog explains the business, our methods of teaching it,
terms, etc. Send for it to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School, 5815 Easton Ave., St. Louis, M
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Andrew Oehler has associated with him his

son, William, to whom he has taught the watch-

making trade. Mr. Oehler has been in the same

building (which he owns), on South Delaware

Street, since 1864. The wholesale commission

business has gradually crowded out the retail trade,

until the Oehler jewelry store is about all that is

left. Mr. Oehler sometimes talks of selling his

four-story building, which he also occupies as a

dwelling, and taking life a little easier, but old

associations and habits keep him tied to his bench,

where he has made a good many dollars that have

been turned into some fine real estate. Mr. Oehler

is one of the oldest subscribers to THE KEYSTONE
in Indianapolis.

Chas. W. Lauer, of C. W. Lauer & Co., has

bought out the interest of Wm. Beatty in the whole-

sale material house of Hoffman & Beatty, ninth

floor of the State Life Building. The firm will be

known as Hoffman, Lauer & Co., with William

Hoffman as manager. Mr. Lauer will represent

the firm on the road and his son, C. W., Jr.. will

become house salesman. Mr. Beatty has resumed

his retail business at West Lebanon, Ind., where

he has a host of friends, who welcomed his return.

Jos. E. Reagan, secretary and treasurer of the

Baldwin-Miller Co., will spend the month of

August with his family at his summer home,

" Happy Hollow," at Ludington, Mich.

Miss Emma Binsac, head saleswoman for

Horace Comstock, has returned from a two-

months' visit to her mother in California.

I. D. Belasco, foreman for the A. P. Craft Co.,

enjoyed a visit from his family last month. Mr.

Belasco contemplates removing his family residence

to this city from Chicago, where he was formerly

employed.
Albert Lock, who in the spring sold his watch-

repair business to A. B. Swift & Co., and removed

to Denver, has returned and entered the employ of

the above firm.
Enrique C. Miller, vice-president of Baldwin-

Miller Co., carries a quaint old English watch.

The case is gold and a curiosity in style and work-

manship. It is reversible, allowing the timepiece

to be used either as an open-face watch or as a

closed hunting case. The watch has been in the

Miller family for many years, and is still a good

timekeeper.
Carl F. Walk has taken a cottage at Lake

Maxinkuckee, Ind., for the summer. Mr. Walk

spends Saturdays and Sundays with his family.

The families of Silas Baldwin and E. C. Miller

have a cottage at Harbor Point, Mich., for the

summer.
0. H. Farr, Wabash, Ind., has moved his

store from the old Bedford Block to handsome and

commodious quarters in the Daugherty Block.

C. A. Kendall, who some time ago sold out

his jewelry business in Dana, Ind., is now repre-

senting in Indiana and Illinois the wholesale house

of Joseph Mehmert, Cincinnati.
E. A. Wiley, Mooresville, hid., has gone out

of the jewelry business.
J. A. Pickett, New Castle, Ind., has been very

unfortunate during his last two visits to this city.
First he lost two seal rings and later a diamond,

which he had expected to have mounted in a ring
for a home customer.

George F. Beach, formerly of Valpariso, Ind.,
has removed to Crown Point, in the same State,
and opened a jewelry store.

F. T. Harmon is the happiest and proudest

man in Scottsburg, Ind., and all on account of a

fine boy, who recently arrived at the Harmon home.

C. C. Seaton, who some mouths ago sold out

his business at Clayton, Ind., and went to Arizona

for his health, returned last month so much bene-

fited that he has re-entered the jewelry trade in the

same town.
Johnson & Son, Pennville, Ind., have discon-

tinued their jewelry business.
J. A. Miessen & Son, Cicero, Ind., represent a

firm who have successfully combined the jewelry

business and the practice of dentistry. Alfred

Miessen, the son, is a graduate of the Indiana

Dental College and finds time to assist his father

in business as well as to practice his profession.

John Bryant has just completed remodeling

and improving his store at Bedford, Ind. All new

fixtures have been put in and an increased stock

will be added a little later.
Ed. Hoke, of Fort Recovery, Ohio, was a

trade caller in this market the latter part of July.

Matt. Trion, of Louisville, Ky., visited the city

during the North American Gymnastic Festival

and made some purchases from local jobbers.

F. L. Lisher, Morristown, Ind., and C. W.

Neal, Franklin, Ind., were recent buyers in the city.

Chas. M. Leland, formerly of Michigan City,

Ind., who recently graduated with honors from the

Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology, has

begun to practice his profession at Kokomo, Ind.

James J. Scott and B. H. Orndoff, of Valpa-

raiso ; Henry J. Todd, of Florence, and E. A.

Harden, of Knox, are four young Indiana men who

are at present pursuing the study of optics in

Chicago.
Jenkins & Co., Richmond, Ind., have one of

the most complete jewelry establishments in the

State. The main room is 8o by 20 feet, handsomely

flitted with mahogany cases. In the rear is a well-

equipped workshop. A broad staircase leads to

the second floor, which is a model optical depart-

ment, containing all the up-to-date appliances.

Philip Masias, formerly of Newark, N. J., has

taken a position in the optical workshop of S. T.

Nichols & Co.
John Wimmer attended the meeting of the

Kryptok Association held in New York the last of

June. Mr. Wimmer extended his trip, taking in

some of the Eastern pleasure resorts.

Dr. H. E. Woodward, an active member and

officer of the Indiana Optical Society, has returned

from a pleasure trip to Rochester and Syracuse,

N. Y.
During July, E. S. Fishback, of South Bend,

Ind., visited relatives in Richmond, Va.
C. W. Shafer, Mentone and C. R. Eaverson,

Madison, are two Hoosier jewelers who have re-
cently gone out of business.

John Becks, one of the best known and most
successful jewelers in Northern Indiana, recently
died at the age of fifty-six years, at his home in
Michigan City. A widow survives him.

A. B. Wahl, of LaFayette, Ind., and his bride,

included Indianapolis in their wedding tour last

month, receiving the congatulations of many local

friends.
J. C. Sipse, the Indianapolis diamond dealer,

spent the past three winters with his mule team

and covered wagon, his palace on wheels, hunting

and camping in the mountains of Arizona, Colo-

rado, Mexico and New Mexico, returning to Indi-

anapolis every summer much improved in health.

Upon his last trip, which extended from October
to July, he was accompanied by his wife, who is an
excellent shot and can number more than one deer

among her personal spoils. The July KEYSTONE
contained an article about Mr. Sipe's trip and his

great success as a sportsman. His friends are a

little undecided as to which subject he can talk

best or longest upon—"Diamonds " or "Bears?"—

his twin hobbies.
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The elemental uncertainty is one of the chief

disturbing factors in this State. The long period

of dry weather was followed by a period of exces-

sive rains, with the result that the crops in some

sections will fall considerably below normal. A

good average yield is expected, however, and

there are prospects of. very good prices for our

great staple, cotton. Business for some weeks

past has been decidedly quiet, but an improvement

is noticeable at this writing.

The Southern Horological Institute, under

management of C. E. DeLong and H. L. Dickson,

opened for business July 3d. They were well

pleased with their opening attendance.

The bankrupt papers of the Morgan & Hawley

Co. have been filed, and liabilities are placed at

$90,000, assets $153,000. As yet no disposition has

been made of the business.
John Owen, jeweler, of Bonham, Texas, was

in Dallas recently making some purchases. Mr.

Owen expects to move his jewelry business to

Tulsa, Ind. Ter., in the near future.

T. W. Pittman, of Cleburne, Texas, was a

buyer in the city recently.
J. A. Harris, a prominent jeweler, of Waxaha-

chie, Texas, has admitted his brother to a partner-

ship ; the firm-name now being Joe A. Harris & Bro.

J. H. Greer, of Fort Worth, Texas, had busi-

ness in Dallas recently.
W. G. Young, of Frost, Texas, was a recent

buyer in the Dallas market.

W. C. Vickers, a jeweler, of Mansfield, Texas,

is taking a course in engraving at the Southern

Horological Institute.
Mr. Mitchell, formerly of Narry & Mitchell, of

Venus, Texas, expects to make his future home at

Amarilla, Texas.
Mr. Benninger, watchmaker, with J. W. Pitt-

man, Cleburne, Texas, was called to the bedside

of a sick mother at Louisville, Ky., who was re-

ported very low.
R. H. Kilgore has recently opened up a

jewelry business at Alvarado, Texas, and reports

conditions very flattering indeed.

S. White, the senior partner of Largent &

White, of McKinney, Texas, was in the city re-

cently. The firm of Largent & White have sold out

their business to the McKinney Drug Co. Mr.White

will continue to run a repair shop at that place.

W. H. Gumm, jeweler, of Van Alstyne, Texas,

was in the city last month making some purchases

for the fall trade.
Paul Mertens, jeweler, with C. L. Norsworthy,

made a pleasure trip to Galveston, Texas, recently,

and reports a very enjoyable visit.

Will. Mitchell, formerly of the Shuttles-Mit-

chell Co., has accepted a position with T. J. Hines,

of this city.
R. H. Shuttles, of Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, has

recently purchased a home in the Colonial Addition,

of this city, and reports " there is nothing like a

home that you can call your own."

B. Z. Friedman, formerly watchmaker with

J. H. Greer, Fort Worth, Texas, has resigned his

position and opened up a repair shop at the corner

of Seventh and Houston Streets, of that city.

Neil Curry, formerly assistant watchmaker

with C. L. Norsworthy, has accepted a position

with Joseph Linz & Bro. of this city.

(Continued on page 1273)
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GEO. B. BARRETT CO.

NEW STOCK FOR FALL AND
HOLIDAY TRADE

Accurately informed as to the requirements of the
trade for the coming Fall and Holidav Season, we have
now ready for inspection the largest and most carefully
selected stocks ever placed at the disposal of our patrons.

These stocks include the latest ideas models,
styles and patterns  in all the standard lines of goods:

DIAMONDS
WATCHES, CLOCKS, MATERIALS, JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE, NOVELTIES, Etc.

Whatever the character or
these lines, we are in a position
and to greatest advantage.

Orders sent by mail
shipped same day as received.

extent of your needs in
to furnish same promptly

be carefully filled and

GEO. B. BARRETT CO.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS
AND DIAMOND IMPORTERS

347 FIFTH AVENUE

PITTSBURG, PA.

4

Augu4,

PITTSBURG
LETTER
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Local Business

The heated term, with its depres-

sion and languor, has come to

Conditions Pittsburg and has had the usual

effect on the jewelry trade. In

spite of this, however, most of the wholesalers

report a fair movement of stock, and, considering

all conditions, they think that there is really little

to complain of. The golf season has been an

unusually active one. Trophy cups and other

pieces in silverware and fine-art goods have been

quite extensively called for. This line of trade

has benefited those dealers making a specialty of

such goods.
The vacation season is now in full swing. The

business hours of the stores have been cut down

and weekdays find many of them closed at five

o'clock. Two Pittsburg jewelers are now in Europe

on a combined mission of business and pleasure.

Sam. F. Sipe, of Fifth Avenue, went on July 'all,

sailing on the Kaiser Wilhelm and will be gone

for some time, securing new diamond stock and

enjoying a well-earned rest. A. A. Gillespie, of

Gillespie Brothers, of the Park Building, sailed on

July 6th, on the steamship Blucher, and went to

Amsterdam, after which he intended to visit Paris

and London, and while looking after diamonds, is

also to come back with a fair stock of imported art

goods and novelties. He will be gone about seven

weeks. Mr. Gillespie will not only utilize his time

for business but intends to enjoy a vacation as well.

In discussing the trade develop-

ments of late in Pittsburg, some

Situation interesting statements were

made by local dealers. It was

noticed that with the steady operation of nearly all

of the large industries of the Pittsburg district, and

the general employment of mill workers, miners

and wage earners generally, there has been a

quieting down of general demand for luxuries.

This is accounted for in various ways. One is the

savings banks, which are making unusual efforts to

secure savings accounts, and securing much of the

money that used to circulate quickly. The other

is the activity in the land deals, by which lots are

sold to the wage earners on the instalment plan and

which takes up all of the spare cash they can

gather to keep up payments. Both are admitted to

be worthy causes, but it is said that, in a measure,

they have affected the trade.
Another factor that is working

detrimentally is the higher cost

of living with the lowering of

average wage rates. This has

become a serious matter in Pittsburg. The cost of

living here has been steadily increasing from year

to year and with rents going up and groceries and

all necessities climbing higher, the ability of the

people to buy anything but the most urgent supplies

has been curtailed in a painful manner and is really

putting a damper on one of the best sides of Pitts-

burg trade. It has also put a check on the opening

of new business houses and enterprises. Few

stores are able to start these days, it is said, with-

out unusually large capital. The old times when a

jeweler could secure a good start on from $1000 to

$2500 are almost over. Rents for a suitable site for

business are exorbitant and must also be protected

with a bond that practically ties up all of the capital

of the dealer, without counting what is necessary

An Anomalous

Greater Cost
of Living

for stocking his place. As it is, there has been

little change in the trade situation in the city and

practically no new store of any account has opened

for over three months.

More than one jeweler has

The Outlook voiced these sentiments, and

some with bitterness born of

experience. They, however,

admit that so far as present indications are con-

cerned, the outlook for the fall trade is bright.

Stocks among the retailers are unusually small,

and the field is a good one for placing new goods

it

Ilhei.when the season has opened fairly. This outlpok

may change, but it is not considered probable that

One of the new stores to open during the

past month is that of the Prosser Optical Com-

pany, which for some time was in lower Sixth

Street near the river. The company announced

that it would have. the best appointed optical store

in the city, and the results of its efforts certainly

seem to have proven their assertion. The store is

handsomely finished in mahogany, and the new

front is of the kind with stained glass over the

windows and doors of a highly artistic type. The

interior is darkened and in the subdued light is dis-

played optical goods, and the general design of

taste.
The

is such as to at once appeal to the highest

The old stand of B. Aarons in Smithfield

Street, which was abandoned the past month

through the bankruptcy court in which the busi-

ness of Mr. Aarons was wound up, has not been

rented. It took but a short time to dispose of the

stock carried. The Guaranty Title and Trust

Company acting as receiver, began a sale of all of

the stock on June 28th, and continued it for a week

without interruption. There will be no attempt to

revive the business, which is an old one, and has

many friends.
Charles S. O'Brien & Company, of Wood

Street has, during the past month, been the center

of interest in the display of magnificent silver

trophy cups and of other prizes for golf and tennis

tournaments. Another display was of cups and

prizes for the automobile races held on the Brunots

Island track on June 28th and 29th, and which

drew some of the swell set of the entire country to

the scene and also many of the famous speeders of

autos. Barney Oldfield was among the speeders

present and taking part in the contests.

Financial interests in Pittsburg

A Banking have been considerably interes-

ted in the merger of the Union

National Bank, one of the

oldest and strongest national banks of the city,

with the private bank of N. Holmes & Sons, which

is also the second oldest private banking house in

the country. The latter was organized in 1822,

and has been in continuous existence ever since.

The banking offices of the private banking firm

was taken over and under the name of the Union

National Bank, the business has been continued.

The new consolidated institution announces that

next year it will begin the building of a twenty-

story skyscraper on its lot at Wood Street and

Fourth Avenue. Aside from this incident to

disturb the serenity of the Pittsburg financial

centers, there has been no special change. The

bankers regard the general trade and business

conditions as excellent and healthful. The money

market is comparatively easy, and the needs of the

merchants have been well cared for this year.

Confidence is unquestioned, and while the buying

power of the working classes may have been cur-

tailed somewhat by the unsettled condition of the

Favorable

Consolidation
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relative cost of living with that of the wage earn-

ing, the opinion is that such conditions will ulti-

mately right themselves, and the people of this

busy district would be the better for it.
The exposition season in Pitts-

burg is to open next month and

some fine displays are expected

to be made as usual. Heeren

Brothers & Company's booth is one of the con-

spicuous features of the main building exhibits, and

this will be filled with new goods which are coming

over from Europe this summer. The Heeren

Brothers Company are enjoying a full and generous

share of the current wholesale business of the

season, and are hopeful of a good fall and winter

business. The house will be represented on the

coming trades excursion of the Merchants' and

Manufacturers' Association which starts for a two-

days run up the Monongahela river on August

loth, for the purpose of visiting many of the towns

and boroughs along that famous stream, where

Pittsburg's business houses are well-known. The

shop of this company is also busy, and activity is

displayed throughout the huge building in Penn

Avenue.
Geo. B. Barrett Company is making a fine

showing of stock in all lines. New stores, they

report, are not numerous, but trade is holding up

fair for this season. The watch trade is a little off,

and the supply is now equal to the demand.

Notwithstanding the temporary quietness there

is no weakening of confidence in the situation or

outlook. Another prosperous fall and holiday

season is now practically assured, and the work of

preparation for the jeweler's harvest time has

already begun.

Fashionable Engraving Brings Fancy
Prices

The more exclusive a jeweler's patronage the
more profitable it is.

Style comes high, but stylish people are always
willing to pay the price.

Herein lies your opportunity.
For instance, society is especially critical and

exacting in the matter of engraving.
It's a question of excellence rather than of

cost, and only an artistic engraver can hold such
patronage.

If you do engraving for the social set or desire
to do it, procure at once a copy of that wonderful
compilation of stylish lettering " Hornikel's Engra-
vers' Text-Book."

The Annual
Exposition

This portfolio represents the standard of excel-
lence in monogram work.

Show it to customers and it will make you
trade ; use it as a model and it will insure big
price work.

It's a mine of suggestion for the high-class
jeweler who can't afford poor engraving.

The work consists of sixty-one page plates of
letters and monograms, pretty patterns and all
manner of combinations—all styles of monograms
for all kinds of purposes, for lockets, spoons, trays,
cigarette and match cases, loving cups, rings,
fobs, etc.

A copy will be sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of price, $6.00 (,‘I 5s.)

For sale by THE KEYSTONE
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
42 Madison Street, Chicago —Adv.
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THE WATCH HOUSE OF THE NORTHWEST

G.1609

F
LANS for the fall campaign should now be carefully

considered and arrangements made for a most vigor-

ous and successful fall trade in Watches. For this

reason we want to impress on the minds of the retail

jewelers of the great and growing Northwest that we deal

in watches at wholesale exclusively, that " we have the

goods," that we are the logical supply source for the

Northwestern trade and that we save you money in

expressage and time in shipment.

We are sectional headquarters for the products of the

Elgin National Watch Co., the American Waltham Watch

Co., The Keystone Watch Case Co., Crescent Watch

Case Co. and Philadelphia Watch Case Co. We issue no

catalogue and sell to jewelers only. We make a specialty
of Railroad Watches.

These are points worth while. Let us prove them by

a trial with your mail orders.

0.1999

ALBERT L. HAMAN, 281-282 Endicott Building, St. Paul, Minn.

In the good old Summertime
Use N Solder and keep cool."
.
"f* 4/4 rt

• , ,• •
VIrn ft,e rtr$

■

......... Z•VIP:1Alr&

Jewelers' Supplies, Badges, Medals,

College Goods and Original Novelties

F. H. NOBLE & CO.
Factory, 59th & Wallace Sts.

CHICAGO, ILL.
SA LL:SROOMS

Chicago---103 State St.
New York 51=53 Maiden Lane

WE RETURN ALL REPAIR WORK
SANE DAT As RECEIVED.

SEND 1/1 YOUR NEXT PACKAGE
AND OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US.

1014P SeregM
MINN EAPOLIS,

MINN.

August, 1905

NEWS
' from the

NORTHWEST

July reports are favorable without any excep-

tion. Jobbers report a heavier business than usual

and are feeling jubilant. They feel confident that

it will continue and have every reason to believe

the fall trade will run ahead of last year's. While

the Northwest had an over-abundance of rain all

spring, the downpour has come to an end, and, on

looking over the grouud carefully, no damage

worth mentioning has been done. With even

fairly favorable weather, this section, owing to the

increased acreage, should present one of its most

valuable crops. Small grain is heading nicely and

harvesting will soon be under way. Corn will

need plenty of good hot weather to help along its

backwardness, but from the sample we have had

of what the weatherman can do, if he wants to, we

have no doubt there will be plenty of it before

September 1st.
Retailers report good sales, caused by numer-

ous fashionable weddings, and all agree that the

sterling silver line has had quite a boom. The

meetings of the Minnesota State Retail Jewelers'

Association, the Minnesota State Optometrists'

Association, and the American Association of

Optometrists, at Minneapolis, reports of which will

be found in our other columns, brought a grand

influx of visitors and were very successful. The

State associations, intending the summer meetings

to be more entertaining than instructive, joined in

planning the entertainments, and they proved so

successful that, in future, few will miss them.

There's nothing like a little vacation, just to see

how nice a fellow the other one can be and how

pleasant you can be yourself, if you only try.

L. E. Bryant, Clarkston, Wash., .will move

into his new store August 1st. Lute can't help

showing his old Minnesota aggressiveness.

H. W. Hilborn, who recently started in busi-
ness at Portal, N. Dak., spent several days in the

Twin Cities buying goods.
John C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn., made the

run to St. Paul, to take in the " auto " races last
month. John reports the roads in good shape, and
that his " auto " did not get stuck in the mud.

Perry N. Waters has succeeded John B. Peder-
son at Leeds, N. Dak.

John B. Erd, Duluth, Minn., was called to St.
Paul by the announcement that his brother-in-law,
Emil Geist, had been taken to the hospital for eye

treatment.
Paul W. Berens, lately with L. Schaefer, Lakota,

N. Dak., has succeeded M. J. Kaliher, at West
Hope, N. Dak. Mr. Kaliher has been compelled
to quit business and go to Arizona for his health.

W. J. Kruger, North Branch, Minn., who came
to the Cities to spend a quiet 4th of July, says its
too noisy at home.

Burglars entered the Abrahamson Jewelry
Store, at Helena, Mont., June 3oth and succeeded
in getting away with about $500 worth of watches
and rings. There's no clue to the thieves.

C. S. Sutter, St. Paul, Minn., has filed a volun-
tary petition in bankruptcy. liabilities, $11,354.76 ;
assets, $t1,65o, of which $3450 is claimed exempt.

J. M. Flugstad, a graduate of Stone's School,
St. Paul, has started in business at Hamilton, Mont.

J. C. Gerde, Paynesville, Minn., spent a week
in the Twin Cities last month, buying goods and
seeing how other people do business.

KEYSTONE

A. Eberhart, Elkador, Iowa, passed through the
Cities on his way to Sentinel Butte, N. Dak., where
lie will spend a three-weeks' vacation visiting his
sister.

R. A. Beard, manager of the jewelry depart-
ment of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, spent his vacation
at Bald Eagle Lake, and looks as though it did him
good.

E. McAyeal, Morris, Minn., has returned after
an absence of five weeks, taking treatment in a
Twin City hospital. He reports himself well and
sound again.

F. E. Williams, Augusta, Wis., is taking in the
fair at Portland, Wash.

S. Pierce has begun business at Park Rapids,
Minn. Mr. Pierce is an old-timer in the 

his line and we are glad to see him back to his first
love again.

Fred Ohm, Jr., for the past year with Bullard
Bros., St. Paul, is now with M. L. Finkelstein.

W. P. Mulholland, late of Mulholland & Mur-
phy, Livingston, has bought out Richard Roberts,
of Big Timber, Mont.

M. Henricksen, Duluth, Minn., has greatly
improved his store by putting in a new front and
new steel ceiling.

J. Gruesen, Duluth, has moved into his new
store, 129 W. Superior Street, which has been
specially remodeled for him, and he prides himself
on having just as nice a place as anyone now.

I. S. Phippeny & Co., Manistique, Mich., have
sold out to A. S. Putnam & Co., who have con-
solidated the two stores.

We regret to announce the sudden death of
Mrs. H. H. Starr, New Richmond, Wis., June 26th.

The Weber Jewelry & Music Co., St. Cloud,
Minn., are the latest addition to the trade in that
lively city, and should prove winners. With new
stock and fixtures just purchased, and their popular
ways, the boys should and undoubtedly will make
their mark.

Nels Peterson, Superior, Wis., has just moved
into his new store.

Albert Rohrer, Eveleth, Minn., spent a few
days in Duluth last month. " Just resting," is the
way he puts it.

John Johnson, Superior, Wis., is mourning the
loss of his wife, who recently died from heart
failure.

A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks, N. Dak., was
called to Mankato, Minn., last month by the illness
of his father.

D. R. Cohen, St. Paul, Minn., has gone to
Lincoln, Nebr., where he has charge of the jewelry
and optical departments at Herpolsheimer's.

Albert L. Haman, the St. Paul watch jobber,
has just returned from an extended trip through
the Northwest.

E. J. Siegrist, with Birely & Son, Oshkosh,
Wis., spent a week visiting his brother Ralph, at
St. Paul, Minn., on his way to the -Portland expo-
sition.

Henry Bertossi, for the past two years with
F. A. Defiel, St. Paul, Minn., is now with F. A.

Ubelehas. E. Proctor, lately with J. B. Cook & Co.,
Bismarck, N. Dak., after spending two weeks in
camp with the Dakota National Guard, is now
visiting his uncle, S. B. Millard, Minneapolis.

Thieves entered the store of F. E. Lenhart,
Argyle, Minn., July i8th, and helped themselves to
what was outside the safe.

J. F. Mitchell, watchmaker and jeweler, of
Newark, S. Dak., was married on June 22d, to
Miss Euleta Hitchcock.

Visitors noticed the past month in the Twin
Cities were : E. McAyeal, Morris, Minn.; I. M.
Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; R. G. Ingraham,
Menomonie, Wis.; Dr. E. C. Roberts, Redwing,
Minn.; A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks, N. Dak.;
A. L. Kleme, Albert Lea, Mimi.; J. C. Gerde,
Paynesville, Minn.; C. J. Weber, St. Cloud, Minn.;
S. Pierce, Park Rapids, Minn.; Fred. A. Klass,
Hibbing, Minn.; F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.;
Wm. R. Crandall, Mankato, Minn.; John C.
Marx, Shakopee, Minn.; A. Eberhart, Elkador,
Iowa ; Fred. E. Williams, Augusta, Wis.; W. J.
Kruger, North Branch, Minn.; 3. M. Chalmers,
Lake City, Minn.; H. W. Hilbron, Portal, N. Dak.;
J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis.; H. Kunath, Spen-
cer, Iowa ; W. Edelman, Stillwater, Minn.; W. M.
Thurston, Ashland, Wis.; John B. Erd, Duluth,
Minn.; C. J. Larson, Park Rapids, Minn.; E. J.
Siegrist, Oshkosh, Wis., Chas. E. Proctor, Bis-
marck, N. Dak.
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Dallas, Texas, Letter

(Continued from pogo 1269)

H. H. Hawley, formerly watchmaker of R. M.

Hutchison, Greenville, Texas, has resigned his

position and accepted a similar one with T. B.

Bond, Hillshoro, Texas.
B. M. McGregor, who was formerly in business

at Rockwall, Texas, has accepted a position as

watchmaker with W. T. Moorehead, Sulphur

Springs, Texas.
S. H. Babb, who has been in the jewelry busi-

ness at Winnsboro, Texas, for a number of years,

has moved his business to San Angelo, Texas,

where he expects a good trade.
Robt. Blankenship, order clerk of Shuttles

Bros. & Lewis, made a pleasure trip to Galveston,

Texas, recently.
The Texas Optical Association held a meeting

in parlors of the Bristol Hotel, Houston, Texas,

July 24th and 25th. Reduced rates were offered on

all roads and the attendance was very satisfactory.

C. L. Norsworthy, material dealer, of this city,

made a business trip to Fort Worth recently.

N. Deal, of Grogan & Deal, Arlington, Texas,

has been here making some fall purchases.

R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, Texas, was a

recent buyer in the Dallas markets.
P. J. Marry, of Narry 8z Alexander, Venus,

Texas, is spending a while in Mineral Wells, Texas,

for his health and reports his condition improved.

E. C. Harrington, formerly of this city, has

accepted a position in Juarez, Mexico.

S. A. Gordon, of Lockhart, Texas, was a

recent visitor in the Dallas markets.

W. E. Brown, of Boyd, Texas, made a busi-

ness trip to Dallas recently.
E. J. Thomason, of McGregor, Texas, spent a

day in Dallas last month.
W. M. Finklestein, jeweler, of Forney, Texas,

was in Dallas recently.
W. C. Ballew, who sold his business to G. W.

Haltom, of Haltom & Bro., Fort Worth, Texas,

has again opened up a similar business in that city.

The store is furnished with entire new fixtures.

A. T. Threadgill, traveling salesman of Shuttles

Bros. & Lewis, has just returned from an eight-

weeks' trip and reports business in the sections he

visited very good.
T. J. Hines, whose quarters are 286 Main Street,

will move to a very handsome store on Elm Street.

J. B. Russell, watchmaker for D. E. Austin &

Co., Grapevine, Texas, is spending a few days'

recreation in Mineral Wells, Texas.

J. I,. Rutherford, of Mt. Vernon, Texas, re-

cently spent a week in Mineral Wells for his health.

H. H. Hawley, formerly of Morgan & Hawley,

is visiting relatives in Huntsville, Texas.

C. A. Randolph, jeweler, of Huntsville, Texas,

has added to his stock a complete line of fashion-

able stationery.
The La Nora Engraving Co., of this city,

expect to move their present quarters to a more

desirable location.
0. W. Simmons, of Cooper, Texas, spent a

few days in Dallas recently.
J. A. Martin, watchmaker for J. H. Greer,

Ft. Worth, Texas, was a recent visitor in this city.

In reporting, last month, the acceptance by

Tom Armstrong of a position with G. A. Pfaeffie,

of Greenville, Texas, it was stated that the first-

named was " a partner of the Platt Jewelry Co.,

Cisco, Texas." This firm, however, writes to

state that Mr. Armstrong is not one of its partners

and that he is not connected with it in any capacity.
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The Giant ) in Quality

of in Sales

Collar Buttons
Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,

AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-

CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' ink,"
Nov. 23, 1898.

The Little Schoolinader now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery and contribution.
" The Story ofa Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinh k's attention
in the year of ■.1 r Lord 1808.

Should you wish to utilize this

booklet to increase your collar

button business, we will, on

receipt of you order, print your

card upon and send you a quan-

tity of them.

The several qualities of

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality and C011S1111C1iOn have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons--of every quality

are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. Sc ROGERS
20 Malden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

"CUPID'S SPIDER WEB
ered trade- r I

No goods genuine with-
out registered 

stamped thereon

7)

Cupid spins his web and has many willing captives ; in business it's quite differeci
—it is often hard to convince a buyer that you have a superior—better-selling product
Fifty years of locket-making and a reputation for " setting the locket styles " shouio
be a very convincing argument to the judicious buyer.

3 Maiden Lane" Providence
New York vvightman & Hough Co. R.I.

Ohio Flint Glass Company
LANCASTER, OHIO

WE desire to call the attention of the Jewelry Trade to a line

of goods which is made by a different process from the ordi-

nary methods used for producing a high-grade line of goods. We call

this line the CONCORD, and this name is covered by trade-mark.

We make it in a large variety of goods, and samples will be fur-

nished at the regular prices. Illustrated catalogue will also be mailed,

with complete price-list to cover it.

The line is well worthy of attention, and the goods are without

competition, both in quality and in prices.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

M. L. Landis
Proprietor anti Instructor

Fall Course Opens
Monday, Sept. ,tth

WRITE us AT ONCE. If you wish it. t

Course this Fall, please write us and we will

and hold a place for you.

We do not accept more than twelve pupils at one tin

devoting our entire time to their personal Instruction al

Advancement.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We

the founders of a Now System in the Art of Cutting a
Designing, which enables a pupil, not endowed w

artistic skill, to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what

could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MIC

ae
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Several hundred merchants,

A Buyers' Influx some with their families, ar-
rived at Broad Street Station,

this city, recently, on special excursions from

Western Pennsylvania and points in Virginia and

\Vest Virginia. Merchants taking advantage of

these special rate trips are allowed a ten-days' stop-

over here, either before or after going to their

destination—seaside resorts in New Jersey, Dela-

ware and Maryland. This plan has been arranged

by the Trades League and the railroads so as to

afford the business men in this city a chance to get

some of the orders which the merchants give be-

fore returning home. Most of the buyers went

direct to the seashore, intending to take advantage

of the stop-over on their return trip, but some

stayed over, visited the wholesale districts and

ordered their goods before going to the seashore.

On the excursions were prominent merchants from

Pittsburg, Oil City, Butler, Tyrone and Altoona,

Pennsylvania, and Huntington, Charleston and

Montgomery, West Virginia, and Lexington, Staun-

ton and Basic, Virginia. They had been more

widely advertised in the South and West than last

year, and the number of travelers who took advan-

tage of the trips far exceeded the expectations of

the League committee that arranged the itinerary.

A movement to unite into a

central body all the business

Trade Bodies men's associations of the city

was launched on Friday evening,

July I4th, at a meeting held in the rooms of the

Northwest AssociatiOn, 2412 Montgomery Avenue.

Delegates from fifteen organizations attended and

the idea was received with enthusiasm. Attorney

A. F. Daix presided, with John J. Kenny as secre-

tary, and brief addresses were made by a number

of men interested in the movement. The new

organization will be known as the Central Business

Men's Association, and it will be made up of five

representatives from each affiliated local associa-

tion. It is proposed that the central body, when

organized, shall keep an eye on municipal political

matters, as well as upon all questions of impor-

tance to merchants of all sections. One of the

strongest arguments in favor of the new organiza-

tion was made by B. W. Amerling, of the German-

town Business Men's Association. " It is the duty

of clear-minded, intelligent people to band together

for the protection of the whole," he said, " and I

think in these lines also an association such as it is

Proposed to organize can do great good." A com-

mittee on permanent organization was appointed,

and in this committee each of the minor organiza-

tions is represented. Chairman A. F. Daix was

made an ex-officio member of the committee.

The dead body of William

Traveling Jeweler

o Halliday's Roaidn,

and salesman, whose home was
Crosby, a traveling watchmaker

Murdered
Germantown, twii spfao.ud, n in g

n July

17111. Crosby was twice shot and then beaten to
death. On the ground near him an empty valise,
Ill which he had been carrying a number of valuable

watches, told the police that robbery was the
motive for the crime. The police are searching for

three men who are said to have been seen following
the murdered man as he walked along Halliday's
Road toward the spot where the crime was corn-

To Unite

mitted. His nose was broken, one of his eyes

gouged out, his skull fractured and there were two
bullet holes in his body. He was fifty-four years
old, and his family, comprising a widow, four

daughters and a son, reside in Germantown. At
the inquest held by Coroner King, on July 20th, no

new fact was brought out, however, and the jury

returned a verdict of " murder at the hands of
parties tin]; nown."

Biggest Gold

The biggest shipment of gold
ever received at the mint—

Shipment $3,000,000 worth of the yellow
metal from the Klondike—was

stored away in the vaults on Friday, July 14th.

The shipment came in plain, unmarked wooden

boxes, and was guarded by six Federal agents,
all armed to the teeth, but who had an uninter-

rupted, uneventful journey from Alaska to this

city. The gold arrived before daybreak and was

at once taken in a government wagon to the mint,

where Assistant Assayer Poland soon afterwards

began the work of re-assaying it.
Harburger Bros., hitherto of 117 South Thir-

teenth Street, have become established ill their

new building, at &NS Chestnut Street. In their new

location the firm enjoy all the accommodation and

enlarged general facilities demanded by their in-

creasing business.
The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. have been

awarded the contract for the gold, silver and

bronze medals to be awarded at the annual rifle

shooting matches to be held at Sea Girt, N. J.,

during the latter part of this month.

Foreign Trade

Attleboro jewelry manufacturers

have received from the Massa-

Possibilities chusetts Bureau of Statistics a

circular setting forth the vast

opportunities that exist for the development of

foreign trade. This circular is said to have been

issued ill response to numerous requests for infor-

mation upon this subject. It emphasizes in especial

the rapidly multiplying trade opportunities of the

South American countries. Regarding the methods

to be pursued, the circular urges the manufacturers

to make a systematic study of South American

business procedure, and in all transactions conform

to the customs and ideas of dealers there. To the

eagerness of British and German manufacturers to

studiously defer to South Americah trade ideas, in

packing, shipping and credit arrangements, is

attributed the very high proportion of trade en-

joyed by these countries with the people of Latin

America.

An Interesting

Thgre was placed on exhi-

bition in one of the large win-

Exhibit dows of Simpson's drug store,

Attleboro, lately, a splendid

moose-head, the property of Arthur A. McRae, of

the firm of McRae & Keeler. The head was pre-

sented to Mr. McRae by S. C. Mutter, of Sher-

brooke, Quebec, and the moose was killed last

February by an Indian about forty miles east of

Quebec. The animal weighed more than sixteen

hundred pounds and was one of the finest speci-

mens ever seen in that district. The hide was

large enough to cover a large dining-room table,
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and the head, which has been on display here, is,

perhaps, the finest specimen of the kind in this sec-

tion of the country.
The factory of J. F. Sturdy's Sons, at Robin-

sonville, was the scene of a patriotic function, last

month, when a large and handsome United States

flag was formally hoisted over the building. As

the flag was being unfurled, Miss Theresa Cassidy

sang the "Star Spangled Banner," the other parti-

cipants heartily joining in the chorus.

An increasing volume of business has made it

necessary for the North Attleboro firm of Mason,

Ruggles & Co. to enlarge their quarters, and ac-

cordingly J. F. Sturdy's Sons, in whose factory

they are located, are about to erect an addition to

the building to meet the contingency.

The semi-annual allocation of profits took

place at the factory of R. F. Simmons Co., Attle-

boro, last month, when it was made known that

during the half year, beginning January 1st and

ending July 1st, the company paid in wages $6r,000.

A dividend at the rate of 2.2 per cent, of the wages

earned was declared pro rata for all employees

who had been in the company's service three

months or over.
Col. S. 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney & Co.,

Attleboro, who is just now a candidate for the

Governor's Council, was the subject of an interest-

ing biographical sketch in a recent number of a

Boston publication entitled Practical Politics.

The annual summer outing is, perhaps, the

most popular and beneficial feature of the year's

activities in the local jewelry trade and it seems to

grow in favor with the passing of each twelve-

month. The relaxation incidental to a day of this

kind should certainly conduce to more work and

better. Among the working forces which recently

enjoyed a day's amusement are those of the

Watson & Newell Co., and Carter, Quarnstrom &

Remington, Attleboro, the former of whom dis-

ported themselves at Rocky Point, and the latter

at Leaconnet Point, R. I.
The jewelry manufacturing plant of Sadler

Bros., South Attleboro, was the scene of a fire

recently, which must have had serious consequences

had it not been discovered in good time. The

prompt arrival of the fire brigade was also a

fortunate feature. As it was, however, damage to

the extent of p000 was done. The fire broke out

in the dip room, where a new dip had lately been

installed.
The departure of R. A. Buckley from the services

of Straker & Freeman, North Attleboro, for whom

he had been foreman, to become manager of Kranz

& Co., Providence, in which firm he has an interest,

WEIS availed of by the employees of the first-named

concern to make him the recipient of a handsome

meerschaum pipe as an expression-of esteem.

Thomas McCarthy, formerly with the firm of

R. Blackinton & Co., Philip McGivney, and Ed-

ward J. O'Neil, are the members of a firm which

has recently been formed in North Attleboro for

the purpose of manufacturing hat pins and brooches.

The firm is located in the Price Building, on Mount

Hope Street.

Augustus N. Baker has resigned his position

as chief clerk of the Narragansett Hotel, Provi-

dence, and retired from active business life. Mr.

Baker has been connected with this well-known

jewelry hostelry for about nineteen years, during

which time he has " booked " a large number of

visiting jewelers. He has a wide acquaintance

among the manufacturers in the East, all of WilOM

Will miss his polite and agreeable services, but are

glad at his good fortune in being able to enjoy a

well-earned tenure of ease.
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SEE
THE NEW 'TOWARD WATCHES 

16 Size Hunting and Open-Face

Sold complete in Boss or Crescent 25-Year Filled

and IS K. or 14 K. Solid Gold Cases

A. G. SCHWAB & BRO.
Wholesale Agents CINCINNATI

l'atent applied for

TIIE NEW BAG-NALL CATCH
A new catch for Neck Challis, Bracelets, etc. A decided

improvement on snaps, spring rings and locks; useful and or-

namental ; never breaking or getting out of order.
BE the first to CATCII ON to this useful ATTACHMENT

that will make your customers happy.
For sale to the Manufacturing and Jobbing Trade by the

manufacturers,
DORAN, BAGNALL & CO.

Patent pending which will be fully protected.

NEW YORK : 194 Broadway CHICAGO : 67 Wabash Ave. SAN FRANCISCO : 126 Kearny St.

Doran, Bagnall & Company
Successors to Young, Bagnall & Co. Established 1870

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Rolled Gold Plate and Sterling Silver

Chains, Bracelets and Novelties
Having bought a large partNOTICE of the tools and equipment of

the late J. G. Fuller Co., we are prepared to
make anything in their former line if sam-
ple is submitted.

DORAN, BAGNALL & CO.

North Attleboro, Mass.
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DAMM BLOCH
BUFFALO, 1.1.
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Trade for the past month has

Promising Trade been good in general, although
Conditions the retail trade has not been

unusually busy. The business

has been of a superior character, the heaviest buy-

ing having been of the higher grades of jewelry

and precious stones. Traveling men working in

the Southern and surrounding States of the Ohio

Valley report a good line of fall order?, with indi-

cations of a heavy holiday trade.
A. B. Wahl, a jeweler, of Lafayette, Ind.,

slipped into town some weeks ago accompanied by

a young lady, and proceeded to Covington, Ky.,
where they were married. After a brief visit

here, the couple returned to Indiana.
Arno Dorst, of the Dorst Jewelry Company,

was in Kansas City part of last month looking after

the Kansas City branch, which is reported to be
increasing its business very rapidly.

Information was received early in July by D.
Gruen, Sons & Co. from their salesman who was
making the State of Texas, that his sample trunk
had been robbed at El Paso. A large number of
watch movements valued at several thousand
dollars were stolen, and are supposed to have
been taken across the border into Mexico. The
Jewelers' Protective Union has reported the case to
the Pinkertons.

William Preuer, formerly with A. G. Schwab
& Bro.

' 
has opened a retail store at 5 West

Seventh Street, and has put in a handsome line
of goods.

Albert Young, a member of the Miami Silver
Company, and Miss Agnes Schmidt, daughter of
William Schmidt, show case manufacturer, were
united in marriage June 28th, and went East on
their wedding trip,

George Kink is disposing of his retail business
on upper Vine Street, and expects to open a music
store in a short time at Wheeling, W. Va.

S. & H. Gilsey are now settled in their new
and larger quarters on Race Street above Fourth,
and are well pleased with the location.

Judgments were secured in the local courts
against Dan. Bacharach, the Central Avenue
jeweler, who disappeared from the city some weeks
ago, and who was subsequently located in Texas
by his wife. Bacharach has returned home and
will continue in business. Illness is said to have
caused his leaving the city.

John Bryant, of Bedford, Ind., was here some
time ago buying fixtures for his store, which he is
completely remodeling and enlarging.

A. Lischkoff, of Jacksonville, Fla., was here
some days buying stock. He reports the rt tail
business to be rather quiet at the present time but
looks for a heavy holiday trade when the la inter
tourists begin to arrive.

J. Hahn, a watchmaker employed at howling
Green, Ky. spent a part of his vacation visiting
friends in this city.

Harry Rasch, a Cincinnati boy employed by
Meyer & Schamber, at Meridian Miss., recently
visited his home and friends foi a brief period.

The ;Jew Queen City Saving.,
A New Savings Bank and Trust Company, a
Rank half-million-dollar financial insti-

tution, of which Jeweler W. H.
Oskamp was originally selected as the head, has
opened for business with several hundred thousand
dollars of deposits. Mr. Oskamp declined at the
last moment to accept the trust involved in the
presidency, because of the pressure of regular
business affairs, and a desire to eventually retire
from active business life.

C. J. Scholler and wife, of Van Wert, Ohio,
were recent visitors in this city, combining business
with a brief vacation.

J. H. Baker, head watchmaker for the A.
Graves Company, of Memphin, Tenn., was a
recent visitor in this city, and subsequently left for
Northern summer resorts.

Vincent Perra, jeweler, at 25 Arcade, a short
time ago lost his estimable wife, after a brief illness.
The Arcade Jewelers' Club, of which Mr. Perra is
a member, sent several beautiful floral designs.

KE-3,VSTC3INE,

J. G. Webb, of Saxton, Ky., was among the local
jobbers several days. He is located in the coal
belt of Southeastern Kentucky, and reports that
the completion of the new railroad being built by
the L. and N. into the South, which is to complete a
trunk system, has done much for that section of the
State. Business has been favorably influenced by
the work which is going on, and the entire con-
tiguous section is said to be experiencing prosperity
of an enduring character.

August Herrmann, president of the water
works commission, and also president of the Cin-
cinnati Baseball Club, was robbed of a thousand-
dollar Elk pin while attending the Buffalo con-
vention. The pin was made by a local jeweler,
and was presented to Herrmann by friends. It
was of solid gold and studded heavily with dia-
monds. Jewelers in.other cities are asked to be on
the lookout for it.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Schlenker, of Hick-
man, Ky., paid a brief visit to the city. Mrs.
Schlenker continued to Eaton, Ohio, her old home
for a visit, while Mr. Schlenker returned to Ken-
tucky after making some purchases.

Charles Swigart, of E. & J. Swigart, recently
spent a vacation in Michigan. John Solar and
Eli Donize, traveling for the firm, spent their
vacations in Ohio. The company has sent Mr.
Moore into Pennsylvania, which is a new territory
for the firm. They expect to open an extensive
business in the Keystone State.

E. B. Cayce, Jr., of Franklin, Tenn., was
among the Southern buyers to visit the city during
the month. He was impressed by the opportuni-
ties for purchasing profitably here, and said he ex-
pected in the future to do more business with Cin-
cinnati firms.

A Merchants' and Manufac-
A Exposition turers' exposition is to be given
in Preparation at the Music Hall during a

period of two weeks in Septem-
ber, under the auspices of the Inter-State Exposi-
tion Company. The affair is welcomed in view of
the fact that the fall festival association will give no
festival until next year. The exposition is expected
to bring thousands of visitors to the city during its
progress.

Joseph Noterman, of the Race Street whole-
sale firm, accompanied by his wife, attended the
annual gathering of Elks, at Buffalo, some weeks
ago, and subsequently took in points of interest in
the neighborhood.

Herman Koshin, a springer formerly employed
by the Keystone Watch Case Co., in Philadel-
phia, died while at work at Dayton, Ky., a few
weeks ago. The deceased was thirty-eight years
of age, and until a few years ago was a resident of
Philadelphia. Death was due to heart failure.
The funeral was held at Dayton.

Solomon Fox, of Fox Brothers & Co., has
returned from an extended trip through Europe,
where he went to make purchases of precious
stones.

Roy Kagy, employed by E. & J. Swigart,
was married to Miss Lenora L. Schatz on July 8th.
The young couple spent their honeymoon among

the lakes.
W. H. Geyer, with Miller Brothers Jewelry

Company, this city, spent some weeks vacation in
Canada.

The local police department

A Daring Theft has been unable to discover
any clew to the persons who

recently visited the Cincinnati Art Museum and
stole a number of valuable medals and exhibits.

The greatest loss was the gold medal awarded to

Robert Blum, a local artist, by the Academie des
Beaux Arts, of Paris. The medal with a number

of others of less intrinsic value were contained in a

glass case, and appeared to have been disturbed

some time prior to the discovery being made that

there had been a robbery committed.
George H. Newstedt, retail jeweler, at present

located at 404 Walnut Street, has signed a five.

years' lease for the corner storeroom in the Neave
Building, at Fourth and Race Streets, which is at

present occupied by the passenger offices of the

Queen and Crescent road. The annual ren.tal of

the corner is $5000. Mr. Newstedt expects to

shortly secure possession of his new quarters,

which will be handsomely furnished and decorated

with bronze work.
Sir Moses Ezekiel, the famous sculptor, who

still retains his residence in Cincinnati, has been

visiting Ambassador A. D. White, at Ithaca, N. Y.,
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and Professor Goldwin Smith, in Toronto, Canada,
where he received commissions. Subsequently he
sailed for Naples, from which city he will continue
on to Rome, to complete work left unfinished in
order that he might be in Philadelphia to superin-
tend the erection of his Drexel statue in Fairmount
Park. He expects to return to Cincinnati next
spring.

A. G. Schwab, of the firm of A. G. Schwab
& Bro., was in the East a few days recently oil
business matters. Mr. Schwab, as president of the
Cincinnati Club, has been busy during the month
attempting to effect a settlement of financial losses
suffered by the club through the failure of the
brokerage firm of Holzman & Co. Ross Holz-
man, senior member of the latter firm, has left the
city. He was the treasurer of the Cincinnati Club,
and as such, was indebted to the club to the extent
of about p000. His bondsmen have agreed to
make good the amount.

Contracts have been awarded
Magnificent for the erection of the new hotel
New Hotel on the old Pike site. The esti-

mated cost of the new building
when completed is placed at 451,75o,000. It will
occupy the ground upon which the old Pike
theater was located. The Pike was destroyed by
fire more than two years ago, but litigation over
the title to the ground delayed the work upon the
new hotel, which the promoters expect to have
completed by next summer.

A smooth short-change thief recently victim-
ized a number of merchants in the Arcade out of
various sums of money, among the losers being
C. A. Culbertson, president of the Standard Optical
Company, of 13 Arcade. The trick in each case
was played off on clerks.

Lindner & Co., in the Carlisle Building, have
installed a printing department.

S. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.,
is home from a trip to Atlantic City and Eastern
resorts.

Joseph Smith has opened a new store at
Doddsville, Ga., and was recently here to buy
fixtures and stock.

A. C. Thomas, formerly of Sistersville, NV. Va.,
has opened his new store at Anniston, Ala. His
stock was purchased in this city.

Eugene Frohmeyer, with Gutmann & Sons,
accompanied by his wife, spent several weeks in
Canada and among the lakes.

J. H. Duhme, of East Twelfth Street, Coving-
ton, Ky., has purchased a store on Madison
Avenue, where he will combine the business of the
two places.

D. H. Munson announces that he expects to
open a store at Stewartsville, Ill., within a short
time. He was for years employed in this city as
watchmaker.

The following jewelers were among the visitors
to the trade during the past month : C. G. Scholler
and wife, Van Wert, Ohio ; Joseph Drake,
Lebanon Ohio ; J. B. Hesselbrock, College Corner,
Ohio ; Air. and Mrs. C. G. Schlenker, Hickman,
Ky.; Oscar Fuchs, Chillicothe, Ohio ; J. N. Cal-
vert, Dillsboro, Ind.; L. Baldwin, with Baldwin
Brothers, Winchester, Ky.; Edward Israel, Harri-
son, Ohio ; J. G. Webb, Saxton, Ky.; Frank
Carey, Lebanon, Ohio ; Henry Reisinger, Lawrence-
burg, Ind.; William A. Metzger, of King & Metz-
ger, Lexington, Ky.; A. Wahlraub, Dayton, Ohio;
C. H. Thompson, Greensburg, Ind.; E. B. Cayce,
Jr. Franklin, Tenn.; G. H. Hansgen, Bethel
Otho ; James C. Fisher, Flemingsburg, Ky.; C. M.
Wallace, Huntington, W. Va.; John Bryant, Bed-
ford, Id.; A. B. Wahl, Lafayette, Ind.; Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Beinhorn, Winona, Minn.; J. H.
Boiarsky, Huntington, W. Va.; L. Schoner, with
the Guarantee Jewelry Company, Pittsburg, Pa.:
R. Baldwin, Winchester, Ky.•

. 
Samuel Amster,

Chattanooga, Tenn.; L. Bell, Knoxville, Tenn.; J.
Hahn, Bowling Green, Ky.; Lee Damser, Camden,
Ohio ; Charles F. Maskell, Knoxville, Tenn.;
Frank Schario, Danville, Ill.; Herman Rohs,
Cynthiana, Ky.• C. A. Gossard, Washington Court
House, Ohio ; W. 0. Amann, Sidney, Ohio ; C. K.
Weaver, Miamisburg, Ohio ; J. C. Davies, with
Frank G. Meyer, Dayton, Ohio ; E. Mueller,
Hamilton, Ohio ; M. Marcoffsky, Portsmouth.
Ohio •, 0. Sherwood, Falmouth, Ky.; A. Lisch-
koff, Jacksonville, Fla.; A. J. Winters, Paris, Ky.;
Miss Lillie Reichel, Cynthiana, Ky.; C. W. Uhrig,
Gallipolis, Ohio ; William Davidson, Oxford, Miss.;
W. F. Kennedy, Huntington, W. Va.; E. Bundy,
Lawren-eburg, Ind.; J. H. Baker, Memphis, Tenn.
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RHODE ISLAND RING CO., INC.

NO. 103 SABIN STREET

R. c9.,  July 1 , 1905. 

Mr. Jeweler:

This month we send you a few more of our new

designs in Signets. These, and our Tiffany and

Wedding Rings carry our Twenty Years Guarantee and are

all made of Gold Shell,. which we certify to be 14 K.

They imitate exactly Solid Gold, both in finish and

appearance, and stand the 14 K. test (stone and acid).

Yours truly,

cQc.x_cte., c9e.

41E1111'
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KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTPCS
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only ttptical I in the %vorld whet,
students serve a regular apprenticeship on

ttol in office. All hist ruct ions are prat-
Fees, $75.00 ror whole course. No

r.I evondent eourses. Address,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIAN
Promptness and Accuracy

Don't forget that there is more
than one place in New England
where they do Standard R Work.
Our shop is up to date. Try us.

El3N
Room 406 21 Bromfield St., Boston

40.14.0... 4307- 3M.

AuguslEScheret

EN‘Aynt
ROOMS 71-72

• 373 WASHINGTON ST.. BOSTON
JEWELER,S BID%

(2

I employ six engravers the

year round. Can give prompt atten-

tion to mail ■ifill express packages.

Send for sample sheets of advertising
illustrations specially prepared for jewelers
and opticians. THE. KEYSTONE

19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Earn a Good Salary

Direction of F. H. REES, Author
The Art of Engraving, Etc.

Wear a Rees School Pin. It pays.

It is easier to earn a gmn1 salary
than a small One if you know how.
We know how and know how to

impart what we know. It is our busi-
ness, and has been for 15 years.

Learn to Engrave Correctly

It will pay you.
Write to-day for catalogue.
It is new, it is artistic, it is free.

REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL
Elmira, N. Y.

Watchmahr to the
Trade

Established 1893 4 Experienced Assistants

Watches Demagnetized
Repairing of all kinds

JOHN S. LOWELL
373 Washington Street

Jewelers' Building, Room 71-2 BOSTON

-**

I

;
• +
I X.

I I,

,g1 JOHN W. BOYCE
,,.,...
+.
(I MOUNTINGS
',Id

•1,•:-
4-• and JEWELRY
..... 

•It,`-
,,1 Ix

,/,1 
PI VII lS [NI WORK A SPECIALTY 

1 ..
ix

4-. Dealer in Precious and •-•,-
<I IN;4-. Imitation Stones

(k1-■-•,ei
xi-o-A

1 New Washington Building r),‘
387 Washington St., Room 705 iNt

• (Boston, Mass. Ix.1, Telephone

111— — — — -- -- -- — Ft
y 4■1/44k,e.i.'‘ 4R/4■44‘ /1.`tkor.pix—iq%

31antt Indium. of

DIAMOND

iNt
Stone Setting and Repairing v

a Specialty

Jewelers Having Tortoise
Shell Goods

that have become dull, can have them
repolished and made as bright as new,
at a small expense, by sending them to
the manufacturer,
WM. K. POTTER, PROVIDENCE, RA

Fl RST-C LASS

JEWELRY REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

DIAMOND SETTING
SPECIAL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

MASONIC JEWELS
FINE HAND CARVING

HARRY SMITH
JEWELERS' BUILDING, ROOM 75 Tr, 1705-4 fo.15

373 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON

F. Schnetzer, Jr., & Son
Watch Case Repairers

Gold Plating and Watch Case
Coloring Materials

Especial attention given to Watch Case
Repairing, Springing, Re-Engine Turn-

ing, Engraving, Polishing, etc.

Particular attention paid to Orders by

Express.

21 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.
Room 608

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone
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A Mid-Summer
Lull

The heat and humidity last

month put a decided damper

on the July trade. Though

not hoping for a large month,

it is the opinion of many that it did not even equal

their expectations, although some acknowledge

that the gain in June sales more than compensated

for the setback in July. The vacationists leaving

town have curtailed sales to a great extent, and the

continuous warm spell has had a decidedly deaden-

ing influence on the purchasing spirit as well as

the salesman's enthusiasm. The diamond business

seems to have been especially affected,

as all are complaining of a big decrease

III that line. It is the general opinion

that August will be a good month.
The recent act of the
Legislature, provid-
ing for a four-track
subway from Har-

vard Square, Cambridge, to Boston,

is, at present, the subject of much dis-

cussion. The Boston Elevated Rail-

road directors claim it will cost from

$8,000,000 to $io,000,000 to construct

the subway, while the figures handed

in by City Engineer Hastings to Mayor

Daly,of Cambridge, were but $5,000,000.

This is a decided disappointment to the

citizens of Cambridge„who have been

under the impression that the subway

was an assured fact. The probable

reason for the disparity in City Engineer

Hasting's figures, is that he had planned

on the L going over the West Boston

Bridge, while the railroad directors have

undoubtedly been estimating on the

additional expense of a subway under
the Charles River.

George H. Wilcox and family, of
Meriden, Conn., are spending the sum-
mer at Fisher's Island.

The many friends of Alfred Nathan,
of Boston, join in wishing him a speedy settlement
of his present embarrassing financial condition.

We are glad to see the thoughtfulness and
benevolence displayed by G. K. Webster in pen-

sioning one of his employees, John Miner, who
has been with him for the past twenty-five years,
in fact, since Mr. Webster started in business.

Frank Nathan, of Nathan & Hurst, has been
spending the past three weeks in Dover, N. H.,
where he was accompanied by his wife and two
children. His big touring car came into good
advantage in that section.

John Moore, the popular engraver with A. F.
Scherer, has returned from a most delightful cruise.

Gen. H. S. Tanner, of Providence, has had
quite a busy month in his official capacity. He
was marshal of the parade held under the auspices
of the city government, on July 4th, as well as
having command of the State troops at their muster
at Quonset Point. General Tanner was visited by
many friends, all of whom he entertained liberally.

A new plate-glass front, new show cases and
wall cases are soon to be added to the store of
II. P. N. Dahl, of Maynard. The front of the
store will be extended eighteen feet, thus giving
him considerable extra room.

The Subway
Decision

KEYSTONE

For the past four weeks C. W. Finley, with A.
Paul & Co., has been confined to bed at his home in
East Boston, with a complication of diseases. It
will probably be some time before he resumes active
business.

The summer vacation of Wm. Carrick, of

Park Square, Boston, is being spent in South

Lincoln, Mass., with his wife and sister.

The business of C. A. Senter, of Lawrence,

Mass., is now installed in its new quarters in

the Bay State Building. The opening was patron-

ized by many, who saw for the first time the

arrangement of his new offices. He occupies three

rooms, all of which are tastefully and suitably

furnished.

We regret to announce the death of A. P.

Hendricks, of Nashua, N. H., who has been ailing

for some time. He was seventy-two years of age,

and is survived by two sons and two daughters.

I2794

A. Stoneham jeweler, H. E. Bellows, was
recently married to Miss Bessie Trask, of Reading.
The ceremony was performed in Tremont Temple,
Boston, after which they left for New York on.their
honeymoon. They will reside at Chestnut
Street, Stoneham.

A few of the popular salesmen with Smith &
Patterson have had a much-needcd rest after a
winter of hard work. Fred. Chick, of the diamond
department, has been stopping at Nantucket.
Edward Lyons, his assistant, at the Weirs Hotel,
Lake Winnepesaukee, N. H., while H. C. Martin
and Charles Day have been at Wolfboro, N. H.,
also on the lake.

Wm. Tuttle, of Smith & Patterson, has re-
cently become engaged to a Cliftendale young lady.

The manager of the A. Stowell A. T.
Maynard, spent the month of July at the 

Co.,
amoset,

Rockland, Me. •
At last Plymouth has a fine souvenir spoon.

B. D. Lowing, of that city, has recently produced
a spoon containing a view of the famous Plymouth
Rock and the many other points of interest in

town. The success which has already
attended its introduction promises well
for future sales. This is merely another
example of the possibilities open to the
jeweler, when he cares to hustle and
exercise his ingenuity.

One of the oldest manufacturing
jewelers of New England, Thos. D.
Gard, of Worcester, died at home on
July 7th. He was a 32d degree Mason
and is survived by a wife and two chil-
dren. The bilsiness will be continued
by Alfred T. Howarth, his grandson.

It seems quite probable that Col.
Sidney 0. Bigney,of S. 0. Bigney & Co.,
will be elected to the Governor's Coun-
cil next fall. The-. Boston papers have
spoken quite highly of him, and seem
to think well of his possibilities. If he is
but as strong in politics as lie is in busi-
ness, we might well offer our congratu-
lations now. He has excellent support
among the jewelry fraternity, who feel
it is about time they had a good, hustling
representative to help their cause.

Miss Cora Burton has resumed her
work in the MasorPRuggles Co. factory,
of North Attleboro, having recovered
from the effects of her in juries sustained
by an explosion of gas in the vault.

The Jewelers' Association spent a
very pleasant and enjoyable day on their
outing, which was held at Nantasket
Beach. Dinner was served at the Rock-
land House. Autos were furnished for
a few of the party by Frank Nathan,
president, and F. G. Butler, treasurer.

An old New England jeweler, C. A.
Lyman, of Randolph, Mass., having re-

cently lost his leg by amputation, is seriously
handicapped in doing watchwork owing to his
hands being cramped by the use of crutches, and
calls on the New England jewelers for assistance.
He is confident that an artificial limb would help
him out of his difficulty, and thus make him self-
supporting. Subscriptions have already been re-
ceived, and any desiring to help in this worthy cause
may send their subscription, no matter how small, to
Arthur S. Kelley, 272 Main Street,Everett, Mass.

The progressive house of Myers & Frank, of
Boston, has completed extensive alterations in
their Hanover Street store. Besides enlarging
their present quarters, new show cases have been
installed.

The removal of a large bone from the finger
of Harold Sweet, with R. F. Simmons Co., has
seriously inconvenienced him for some time past.

The recent opening of the new store of True
& Blanchard, of Newport, Vt., was a grand suc-

cess'We are pleased to hear of the complete re-
covery of Col. Osgood, of Lewiston, Me. A good
constitution, combined ‘vith strong will power and
careful attention, had much to do with his re-
covery, which at times was despaired of.

The following jewelers have been in town :
A. S. Ashton, Lynn, Mass.; A. S. Sandberg,
Quincy, Mass.; Gustave A. Schmidt, Lawrence,
Mass.; A. C. Tucker, Whitman, Mass.; G. W.
DeMars, Lawrence, Mass.; N. C. Squire, Lynn,
Mass.; H. L. Graham, West Gardner, Mass.; E. F.
Welch, Westboro, Mass.

The above Met ltro was taken at the recent annual outing of the Bost° I
Jewelers' Club, at Ferncroft Dan vers. In the upper row, from left to
right, are : net belt French, of Riley, French & Retire,' ; Sir. Burnham, of

Ripley-Howland NI fg. Co.; James Blake, of Kettell & Blake ; C. M.

Smith ; If. W. Patterson ; D. c. Percival, Sr. Those in the lower row,

from left to right, are: J. B. I in mplirey ; E. NV. Martin, of Martin, Cope-

land & Co.; Chas. 0. Lawton, of I larris & Lawton, and 3Ir. Melchor.

Edward D. Cole, with D. C. Percival & Co.,

has returned from Oakland, Me., where he and his

wife have been spending their vacation on their

farm.
C. M. Parker, of the Parker & Stiles Optical

Co., has returned from his honeymoon, which was

spent very enjoyably traveling through New York

State and the South.
Mr. Howard, of Howard & Pollard, and his

wife, are spending their vacation traveling through
the White Mountains. Herbert L. Gruber, of
Boston, is also a member of the party.

The mother of Geo. R. Barbour, who died on
July i8th, in Congress, Ariz., has just returned
from that State with his body: He was formerly
in the employ of D. C. Percival & Co., but went
West for his health about six years ago. He was
very popular, and his death is a great shock to
his many friends.

One of Boston's best known jewelers, C. W.
Beals, having a store at i i Mills Street, recently
died at his home in Newtownville at the age of
sixty-nine years. Mr. Beals, besides being an ex-
pert watchmaker, was widely recognized as a con-
noisseur on antique jewelry, always displaying in
his window a fine assortment of such coveted arti-
cles as fobs, brooches, signet rings and watches of
by-gone days.

H. R. Arnold and family, of D. C. Percival &
Co., are spending the summer in Scarboro, Me.,
occupying the Owl's Nest Cottage.
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The trade are invited to send us reliable items of

news for this department

Arkansas

The wedding of Miss Gertrude Mosby, daugh-
ter of Charles Mosby, the well-known jeweler, of
Batesville, to Will. Landers, another popular
Batesville business man, was solemnized recently
at the home of the bride's parents. THE KEY-
STONE joins with the numerous friends of the
young couple in extending felicitations.

District of Columbia

A. 0. Hutterly, the jeweler, of 732 Seventh
Street, N. W., Washington, has of late been
engaged in renovating the tower clock of the
United States post office building. The work
incident to this includes changing the hands, taking
the counter-poise off the minute hand and placing
same on the inside ; re-painting the dials and
changing the illumination. The dials are 14' in
diameter and about zoo/ high.

Georgia

J. Dorenfiekl, of Atlanta, has issued an inter-
esting booklet, printed in red and green, and
exclusively devoted to testimonials which he re-
ceived from individuals in various spheres, testi-
fying to his skill and efficiency as a watch repairer.
There are eleven testimonials in all, each one of
which is reproduced in its entirity. The top mar-
gin of every page contains a pointed quotation
Irons the testimonial beneath, and on the bottom
margin Jeweler Dorenfield's repairing ability is
expressed in a pithy phrase.

Idaho

E. E. Teape, manager of the Sandpoint Jewelry
House, Sandpoint, and Mrs. Teape, are mourning
the loss by drowning of their twelve-year-old
daughter, Dorothy. The child, with a juvenile
companion, was playing on a raft which floated by
a lakeside, when, unconsciously, they drifted into
deep water and in a desperate effort to regain the
shore, the little one dropped beyond her depth and
was lost. The other child, the elder of the two,
was clinging to the raft far out on the lake. The
fatality was universally mourned in the vicinity of
Sandpoint, the funeral of the little victim was the
largest ever seen there and the floral offerings
touching in their profusion. THE KEYSTONE ex-
tends its sympathy to the sorrowing family.

Indian Territory

The jewelry store of C. M. Crossno, of Sall-
saw, was recently the subject of a laudatory and
extended notice in the columns of a local paper.
Mr. Crossno is a pioneer jeweler of that section,
who has built up a substantial trade. He carries
full lines of watches, clocks, jewelry, silverware
and optical goods. Repairing is also one of his
specialties, and he enjoys a valuable reputation as
a skilful workman. No doubt many years of
further success await him in this rapidly develop-
ing section of the country.

Iowa

Fred. Wehler, who has had twenty-five
years' experience at the bench, and for the past four
years was manager for Dingley & Co., Algona,
has accepted a position on the road for W. F.
Smith, wholesale jeweler, Des Moines.

H. F. W. Roby, hitherto of Norway, has
opened business in Davenport. Jeweler Roby
prides himself on having been a subscriber to
THE KEYSTONE for eleven years and he now looks
forward to its advent with even more pleasure than
ever before. He is a native of Germany, who came
to the United States twenty years ago. Even in
his youth he was a mechanical genius, having, at
the age of fourteen, constructed and successfully
operated a complete metal steam engine and boiler.
At this time he could likewise take apart and put

together clocks and watches of the most compli-
cated makes. He has now been at the trade
seventeen years and has had, during that time, all
manner of repairing exeriences. He has made a
complete wheel-cutting outfit for his lathe, which
works admirably, and besides has made many
useful tools for watch and clock work.

E. L. Marsh, jeweler and diamond dealer, Fort
Dodge, has purchased the Mills Jewelry and Piano
Co., of Streator, Ill., and sold it out at auction,
having disposed of the fixtures and part of the
stock to R. H. Cherry, of Streator, and shipped
the remaining goods to his own establishment at
Fort Dodge.

Louisiana

The copartnership heretofore existing between
Mrs. M. A. Scooler and I. Loewengardt, in the
jewelry business at 615-617 Canal Street, New
Orleans, has been dissolved. This business will
be continued at the same location by Mrs. M. A.
Scooler, who takes over the assets and assumes
the liabilities of the firm.

Maine

Charles H. Osgood, the well-known jeweler,
of Lewiston, and Mrs. Osgood, unite in returning
sincere thanks to their many friends for the numer-
ous expressions of sympathy and cheer, of which
they were the recipients during the illness from
which Jeweler Osgood recently recovered.

Mexico

The electric clock system will be installed on
the lines of the Mexico Electric Tramways Co.,
Mexico City, within a short period under the
supervision of W. Allan Odell, Mexico City. A
large clock built of steel and aluminum, having
facilities for being illuminated at night, will be
placed in front of the company's office at the
Zocalo, for train service, as well as for the benefit
of patrons of the company. This clock will be
connected by cable wires and operated by a master
clock placed in the general offices in Indianilla.
All clocks on this system will show to the second
the correct Mexican standard, or ninety-ninth meri-
dian time, as endorsed and adopted by the General
and Southern Time conventions in 1883, and which
took effect on November 18th of the same year.
Mn. Odell will enjoy the distinction of being the
first to instal and operate these clocks in the Mexi-
can republic.

Michigan

The jewelry store of H. B. Shellito Co., Sault
Ste Marie, was recently the subject of a long and
laudatory notice in the Sault Ste Marie and Chip-
pewa County Trade Review. This store is situated
in the Mead and Fowle Block, 210 Ashmun Street,
and is a very fine example of modern commercial
equipment. The cases and display facilities are of
the most improved variety and the stocks carried
are elaborate in scope and exclusive in character.
The optical department is replete with the best
refractive appliance, and in this branch, Jeweler
Shellito, himself a graduate optician of ability, is
well assisted by C. W. Norton, an optician of
many years' experience.

Edward Allen and 0. L. Arnston are opening
a watch, jewelry and repair business in Newberry
under the firm-name of E. L. Allen, Bros. & Co.

Mississippi

Jos. Sarphie, of Natchez, has altered his deter-
mination to remove from that place, and has de-
cided to continue business at the old stand. He
has, however, opened an additional store at Wood-
ville, but Natchez will continue to be his head-
quarters.

Missouri

The firm of Thurber Bros., Warrensburg, dis-
solved partnership on July 1st ; E. L. Thurber
having purchased the interest in the business
which was held by his brother, George A. Thurber.

New York

Pending the completion of repairs to his build-
ing, which was partially destroyed by fire some
time ago, H. A. Thayer, the Sherman jeweler, has
of late been doing business on a small scale. This,
of course, is only temporary, as he will continue
on the old lines as soon as possible.

August, 1905

Ohio

Louis B. Fuchs and Fred. P. Fuchs have
opened a jewelry store at 35 West Street, Newark,
under the firm-name of Fuchs Bros.

Oscar J. Fuchs, the Chilliothe jeweler, k
about to remove from 78 North Paint Street to 18
South Paint Street. His new store will be one ni
the prettiest in the city. It will comprise a pate
glass front, ornamental steel ceiling and side walls,
will be brilliantly lighted with electricity and replete
with modern equipment. Its dimensions are
65 X 15 feet.

The handsome jewelry store of the Macdonald
Jewelry Co., Lima, said to be the finest in the
State, was recently the subject of pictorial repre.
sentation in the Lima Daily Times. Six different
views of the establishment were shown in group
form.

Pennsylvania

Louis Weber, of Louis Weber & Son, 165
N. Queen Street, Lancaster, died on Sunday, July
2d, of Bright's disease. Deceased was born in
Philadelphia fifty-seven years ago and learned the
jewelry trade with Riggs & Bro., jewelers and
nautical instrument dealers, of that city. Going
to Lancaster when still a young man he entered
the service of Augustus Rhoads, but a few years
later opened business in that place for himself.
He subsequently took in as a partner George R.
Weber. A widow survives him.

John Thomas Sauter, the well-known jeweler,
of Patton, and Miss Mary Blanche Deitrick, eldest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip J. Deitrick, were
married recently by Rev. Edwin Pierron, at the
rectory of St. Mary's Catholic Church, Patton,
After the ceremony the happy couple left on a
wedding trip to Buffalo and Niagara Falls.

South Dakota

Chas. H. Wood, a well-known jeweler and
early pioneer, of Flandreau, died recently, as a
result of blood poisoning brought about by acci-
dentally running a wire under his finger-nail.
Deceased was sixty years old and a native of
Illinois. In his seventeenth year, in company with
his father, he went to Kansas, enlisted in the
Twenty-third Kansas Regiment, served in the
Civil War and afterwards settled in Minnesota. In
1878 he went to Flandreau and resided there con-
tinuously until his death.

Texas

I. E. Copeland has purchased from the estate
of his father, D. Copeland, the latter's interest in
the Copeland jewelry store at Palestine and will
hereafter conduct that business under his own
name. It was in 1897 that D. Copeland opened
this business, at which time he was appointed
general watch inspector on the International and
Great Northern Railroad. This and a similar office
for the Texas and Pacific and Texas Southern
Roads, he held until the advent of his son to pro-
prietorship. The last named went to Palestine in
August, 1899, took over the management of the
concern and has since remained there. He re-
cently visited New York to purchase a general line
of goods for the fall and holiday trade.

Virginia

Dave Rauch Co., Inc., is the name of a firm
which recently began business at 325 Main Street,
Norfolk. The president of this company is J. 13.
Bennett, of J. B. Bennett & Co, and Dave Rauch,
for many years with the last-named concern, is its
secretary.

T. A. James, formerly located at 136 Sycamore
Street, Petersburg, has moved to 131 Sycamore
Street, where he has a much larger store than his
former one. It has been refitted, too, with modern
fixtures, and the rear has been turned into a well-
equipped optical department.

W. Reichenstein, 444 Church Street, Norfolk,
has opened a branch store at 296 Church Street, in
that city.

Wisconsin

J. C. Harcum, sheriff of Fond du Lac, desires
information of Roy Smally, for alleged embezzle-
ment from Furstnow Ring Co., Fond du Lac.
Smally is about twenty-four years old, five feet ten
inches in height, weighs about one hundred and
sixty-five pounds, is fair of complexion and clean
shaven.

STERN BROS & C

J

- -

THE trade has known for years the splendid qualities of our rings. J We show a few of the

many new designs which we have added this season. They are all made in that same excellent

style and finish peculiar to our line of high-class jewelry at popular prices.

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 Gold Street, New York
MANUFACTURERS FOR THE JOBBING TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

Branch Offices:
103 State Street, Chicago, Ill
29 Ely Place, London
12 Tulp Straat, Amsterdam

Salesroom and Offices, Diamond Cutting Works:
Diamond Department: 142 West 14th Street, New York

68 Nassau Street, New York
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Hello, There!
Did you know that every retailer

who carries a large assortment of

S. 0. Bigney & Co.'s Gold Filled

Chains and Safety Fobs is satisfied with the
results ? Design, workmanship and quality play
their part.

ifer-

Those who neglected the golden opportunity should not let
another season pass without laying in a large variety of our Chains

Procrastination is the thief of time,
He who hesitates is lost.
So get busy and buy our line
Be in the front ranks at any cost.

Remember, opportunity knocks at your door and mine but one
on any single mission

S. 0. Bigney & Co.

•TRADE MARK.

Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane

ADVANCE
FALL STYLES,

When in the market for I Iolidav

Goods this season, jewelers 1611 do

well to ask their jobbers for WEST-

ERN Gold-Plated Clocks. Our suc-

cess in the manufacture of Alarm

Clocks has decided us to enter the

Fancy Clock field. We are now

offering to the trade for 1905 remark-

able values in "Clocks Th it Wear,"

" Designs That Sell " and " Prices

That Pay."

O The WeaqeTrn Cllocit
Mid. c©0

LE 53lle, E1111.
NEw YoRK

51 Maiden Lane

CiticAGo

131 W;tbash Ave.



Guaranteed 14 K. 585 thousandths fine Guaranteed 14 K. 555 thousandths fine

1679.
Mischa!

I louver elli.et in combination with vermicelliand engine-turning
16 size Big. and 0. V.

G.1892
ltaoc•i tie

1:icli hip and hotteel, Liigttt utiti bold (Mill
12 size Hunting

Vi•n Ii and floral IlI
16 size ittg. and 0. r.

G. 17a5.

Baseine
New brocade effect, richly colored, in combination".i t h ‘ernlicelli ;ma bright cutting

16 MiZe lltg. and 0. F.

G.1675..

Bascine
Bias engraved. Plain or satin

12 size Hunting

G.1772.

Bascine
Rich Inight cut and vermicelli. -Handsome

eider elfect

12 size Hunting

G. 1715.
Baseinc

engraved vermicelli and bright cut pattern
Plain or sal in

16 size Ilig. and 0. }1,,

G. 1730.

nas,itle
Fancy bright oil, in emohination with newI, meade, richly eolored

16 size Htg. and 0. 1e.

.11aseine
Richly engraved, lloral design, in elonhination with

new brocade in rich (4,14,11' scheme
12 size Hunting

G. 1832.

Baseine
Fancy bright cut with le,■in• background

richly colored
12 size Hunting

A few of the new effects, in the
large line of fidl patterns. Have you
seen the new brocade? Full line now
in the hands of your jobber.

G.I732.
Ikeo•inc

New brocade effect, riehly Ii 1, very handsomeand $t ri k ing
16 size Rig. and 0. F.

61154-7.
Fancy bright cut, engine-turned engraved

12 size Hunting

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York Chicago San Francisco Cincinnati

More of the new effects. Over

2000 assorted patterns in the new -fall

line. Ask your jobber for them.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York Chicago San Francisco Cincinnati
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LADIES' WATCHES

AWATCH that suits the fashion of the day. Most
appropriate for the use of gentlemen of dis-
crimination. This watch is guaranteed to keep

perfect time, while in appearance it is the equal of
watches costing many times as much.Ask to be shown the NEW ENGLANDAMBASSADOR at any jewelers. You will bc
surprised when you learn the cost.
Our New England Red Book (illustrating men's watches) and ourNew England Blue Book of Ladies' watches are gladly sent on request.

THE NEW ENOLAND WATCH CO.
37-39 Maiden Lane, New York City 131-137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

San Francisco, Spreckels Building

OUR
FALL LINE

Their charming daintiness
of design and beauty of
finish, coupled with their
absolute reliability as time-
keepers, have given them
the widest popularity
among people of discrimin-
ation and refinement. Made
in hundreds of styles and
at prices to suit everyone.
Ask your dealer to show
you the " New England
Trays " and judge for your-
self as to their delicate
beauty and exquisite work-
manship.

Our New England Blue
Book,illustrating the complete
line of watches, is now ready
and will be sent to any ad-
dress upon application. Every
intending purchaser should
see this book before making
their selection.

THE NEW ENGLAND
WATCH COMPANY

NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO
57-39 Mnidrn Lane 1:11-137 Wabash Ave.

BAN FRANCISCO, Spveckels HuHrling

WATCH ADVERTISING
sells watches. s a proven fact. New England Watchadvertising has been planned to give the retailer the directbenefit of every dollar spent. The thousands and thousands ofmen and women who answer our " ads." and receive our " followup " letters could not buy a watch direct from this factory for loveor money. They have got to go to a New England dealer, and wesufifily them with his address.

The fact that the " New England trays" are in your show case will putyour name directly before the people in your town who have the purchaseof a watch under consideration.
If you could see the piles of correspondence that flood our advertising depart-ment you would realize better just what this might mean to you. If you want tosell the watches that people want to buy, stock with the New England line.Watches for men, women and children in every style and at all prices.Lots of Novelties, too, such as the Skeleton Watch, that are making such talkamong the trade.

The " New England Blue Book " of Ladies' Watches andthe "New England Red Book " of Men's Watches will besent to any address upon application.

New England Watch Co., Waterbury, Conn.
37-39 Maiden Lane

New York

is more complete than ever, showing many new

ideas in

Fob Chains
Lorgnette Chains
Vest Chains
Neck Chains
Festoon Necks
Stone Lorgnettes
Chain Bracelets
Nethersole Bracelets

Sterling Silver and German Silver Bags

131-137 Wabash Avenue Spreckels BuildingChicago San Francisco

Ask your jobber for our goods

LOUIS CSTERN & G o.
Chainmakers 6. Silversmiths

IROVI12)E, NIC R. I.
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COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of tne Horological School, of Locle. Switzerland, and
Bitittimnn UROSSbIANN, Director of the liorological and Electra-Mechanical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, Ja., Charleston. S. C. Former pupi: of the
Lode Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1905, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part XX.)

Since equilibrium exists in the system, the forces N and N',
which have the same alignment must be equal ; in consequence, one
Ilas, after simplifying,

The two triangles 0 b a and 0' b' a are similar ; their homolo-
gous sides give the proportion

06 r
0' bi- — r '

OUR REPRESENTATIVES are now in their
respective territories and will shortly call on
you. Their lines this season excel all of our
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from whence one finds the value

= F

This could be the case with the entrance pallet of the anchor escape-
ment if the escape wheel should traverse the same angle d as the
anchor which it drives ; one has thus (193) :

a
D D D

0.— a —

the primitive radii are then infinite.
206. The law which we have formulated (203) shows us, even

from the beginning, that the problem whose object is to find the
curves of the teeth and leaves is susceptible of a great variety of
solutions, for one may give to the teeth of one of the wheels any
special form and find such a curve for the teeth of another wheel as
should satisfy it, in its successive contacts with the first, according
to the conditions given. However the laws of the resistance of the
materials, the wear of the rubbing surfaces, the inflexions of the
curves, are so many causes which make us, in practice, reject the
use of a number of these solutions.

207. Let us further remark that the formula P.' = F is
independent of the absolute value of the primitive radii r and r'
and depends, consequently, only on the relation of their primitive
circumferences. •

Determination of the Forms of Contact in Gearings.

208. There are several methods serving to determine the bear-
ing surfaces of teeth and leaves ; the basis of these different con-
structions rests generally on the law which we have set forth (203).
We will study here three of the principal of these.

209. First—Graphic Method. Exterior Gearing. The funda-
mental condition, that the common normal to the point of contact
of two forms which drive each other should invariably pass through
the point of tangency of the primitive circumferences, furnishes an
easy graphical means to determine one of the curves, when the
other is given.

202. "f h e value of F', identical to that which we have deter-
mined in the preceding case, is then realized, and the force trans-
mitted from one wheel to another will remain constant, if the
normal common to the point of contact of the tooth and of the
leaf passes, in no matter what position of the movement, through
the point of tangency of the primitive circumferences.

203. To recapitulate, we can deduce from the preceding
demonstrations the following rule, which is the basis for the de-
termination of the forms of contact of teeth and leaves.

In order Mat the transmission of force by gearings may
remain constant, it is necessary that the acting surfaces of the
10M-ranges be formed by such curves that at any instant of the
movement Me normal common to the point of contact passes always
through the same point of the line of centers; which is the point of
tangency of the primitive circumferences.

204. It follows from this law that when the contact takes place
on the line of centers, this point is blended with the point of
tangency of the primitive circumferences.

205. Let; us remark that, if the normal cuts the straight line
0 0' between the points 0 and 0', the gearing is exterior and the
movements of the two mobiles take place in opposite directions.

If the normal cuts the straight line 0 0' outside of the points
0 and 0', the gearing is interior, and the movement of the two
wheels takes place in the same direction.

If the normal cuts the line 0 0' at the point 0', the radius r'
becomes nothing and one has

F' ==, F —
a

- =-- 0;

the transmission of the movement of the force is impossible.
If, on the contrary, the normal cuts the line 0 0' at the point

0, one has in this case r = o and consequently :
r'

F F
0

th,.: force F' becomes infinitely great, but the transmission of the
movement is wholly impossible, since the primitive radius of the
NvIleel is annulled.

If, finally, the normal was parallel to the line 0 0', one would
then have

Let 0 and 0' (Fig. 48) be the primitive circumferences of a
gearing and A B the given curve of the pinion in any position.

If from the point of tangency a we draw a normal to this
curve, we will thus have the point of contact i of the leaf of the
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pinion and the tooth of the wheel corresponding to the position

de 
s remark that, in this position, the normal a forms the

same angle with the radius r' of the pinion as it does with the pro-
longation 

o

of the radius r of the wheel, since these two lines run

ar t 
Let 

n described. u.

into
afterwards mark on each of the primitive circumferences

a pt o nat

determined in such a manner that one may have

n eLecth 

sand 

other. b

arc a b -= arc a b'.
Through the points b and b' draw the radii 0 b and 0' b', pro-

longing the first sufficiently beyond the circumference of the wheel ;
from the point b' trace the normal to the curve b' 2', then lay off
from the point b as summit, an angle equal to 2' 6' 0' and mark the
point 2 making b 2 equal to b' 2'. The point 2 belongs to the
curve sought, for if the points b and 6' arrive at the position a, the
radii 0' b' and 0 6 will have the same alignment and the points 2

and 20' 
One 

sane pecantihusodseittieorl.
ine as many points as one wishes, and, on

connecting them by a continuous curve, one will obtain a form such

as D C, possessing the ability to drive the curve A B in such a
manner that the transmission of the movement may be uniform.

If one conducts the curve A B in such a way that the point 111,
which belongs both to this curve and to the primitive circumference
of the pinion, presents itself at the place of the point a, the point AT,
which belongs to the curve sought and to the primitive circumference
of the wheel, should enter into contact with the point M

Thence it follows that one has

arc a Al = arc a
and also that when the contact takes place on the line of centers it
is found at the point of tangency of the primitive circumferences.

210. Interior Gearings. For an interior gearing, one determines
the curve of contact in the same manner as for an exterior gearing.

One describes the primitive circumferences 0 and 0' tangent
to the point a (Fig. 49) and the curve given A B, which we will
suppose anew to be that of the pinion. On drawing from the point a

the normal to the curve, one determines the point of contact i cor-
responding to the position given.

Let us indicate afterwards on the two circumferences the equal
arcs a b and a b', a c and a c', etc., laying off from the points
6, c, etc., angles equal to the angles that the normals b' 2', 3', etc.,
form with the radii b' 0', c' 0', etc. Afterwards making b 2 r--= 6' 2',
3 etc., we determine the points 2, 3, etc., belonging to the
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curve sought. The only difference between this drawing and the
preceding one lies in the fact that for the exterior gearing, one lays
off the angles 2' b' 0', 3' c' (7, etc., on the prolongation of the radii
o b, o c., etc., of the wheel, while for the interior gearing one lays
these angles off from the radii themselves.

Since we can choose arbitrarily one of the two curves and seek for
the other, we can see that the problem allows an infinite number of
solutions ; let us remark, however, that a number among them present
inconveniences, and even impossibilities, for practical execution.

211. Second—Method of the Envelopes. The centers of rota-
tion of the two wheels are habitually fixed and the mobiles turn
around these points.

a

Fig. 50

Let us suppose, however, that a movement of rotation may

have been imparted to the whole system around one of the centers,

that of the wheel, for example, and that this movement is executed

in such a manner that its angular speed may be equal to, but in a

contrary direction to the angular speed animating the wheel 0 It

is evident that from this method the wheel remains in a state of

repose and that the working of this gearing will remain the same

as if the two centers were fixed and the two wheels turned simply

around their respective centers.
The gearing of the fourth wheel with the escape pinion in

timepieces called " tourbillon " offers an example of such a move-

ment. The wheel is screwed on to the plate of the watch ; its

movement is, therefore, null with relation to this plate. The escape

pinion, pivoted in a mobile cage, turns around its center and simul-

taneously with the cage, whose center of rotation is also the center

of the fourth wheel.
The principle of the method of the envelopes rests on this sort

of movement.
Let us adopt, in short, any form of leaf ; on representing ..he

pinion in several successive positions of its movement, around the

wheel, we will obtain the form of the tooth, on joining by a tangent

curve the positions that the leaf will occupy during this movement.
(TO BE CONTINUED)
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, relines same and remits proceeds byexpress.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage chargesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold($1 to $25o), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuationsare accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-

value of old metal received.
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the .fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed bythe price of fine silver.

103-105 William St.
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company
with the returns. You will save much
take gold and silver on account do not
means of ascertaining its exact value,
value on it that will afford two profits.

for full cash value and pay your bills
by so doing. Most of the firms that
use it themselves ; nor have they any
but depend on others, who place a

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.
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57 Washington St.
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THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technical

instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider In scope and more
copiously ilho.trated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who dc,ire the entire serial at once may procure same

in book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 210 specially exccuted illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Cantinued. Part XXX. Begun in March, 1903)

One of the common errors of beginners in engraving fine line

old English is that they think it necessary in order that a line

should be engraved very fine, to hold the graver so as to cut a

V-shaped incision. This is not so. A fine-line letter should be

engraved with very fine lines, it is true, and the lines should be left

in V-shape, but it is not necessary to cut the lines in that way, and

the effect is not obtained by cutting them V-shaped only.

At Fig. 116 we illustrate the correct method of cutting fine

lines for jewelry and silver engraving. A represents the plate upon

which the lines are engraved, and B the graver, which in actual

operation is supposed to be pushed forward in the direction of the

arrow. It will be seen by the position of the graver that it is

tilted apparently to the left, but if held in the engraver's hand it

would be to the right, and by holding the graver thus an incision is

engraved, as shown at the end of the line, which proves that the

angle on the left of the incision is less

than the angle on the right. This is

the form of the incision when used in
connection with shaded letters. In

cutting the fine lines, it matters not
whether in lettering or monograms,

the lines are always cut from the ope-
rator. In other words, the first line

to be cut is the one nearest the ope-
rator, and as he cuts the lines he cuts
from him. You will, therefore, see

that the second stroke of this graver, if
placed on the extreme edge of the
incision and the surface of the plate,
will split the line so as to leave the
original stroke cut with the angles on
the sides of the incision equal.

Referring to the series of lines illustrated at C, on

plate A, Fig. 116, it will be seen that the highest

Quick Wear points of the lines are, 'when cut in this way,

below the original surface of the plate as they

should be. By so cutting the lines the work is not subjected to as

much wear as it would be if they were cut just even with the surface.

The method described here and illustrated by the position of the

graver B, thoroughly explains how it is that we are able to lower

the lines below the surface. Not only are we, by this method,

enabled to lower the lines below the surface, but it will be found

that a graver used in this position is much easier to operate, and

also that while we are doing rather coarse work, the work left

behind is fine. And it must be borne in mind that the last stroke

of any bar should be engraved with the graver held in a position to

cut a V-shaped incision, which is done by tilting the graver towards

the operator from the position shown at B, so as to cut a stroke

with the angles on each side of the incision equal. When cutting

fine. work on polished surfaces it will, of course, be necessary or

advisable to use a graver in the condition that it comes from the

oilstone, thereby producing a deadened surface, due to the rough-

ness of the graver making apparently additional fine lines. The

effect of work when done in this way when the lines are cut with

extreme accuracy, is most beautiful, and is by,far superior to any

other kind for richness and plainness.

It. is the practice of some engravers, and it is preferred by

some jewelers, to cut fine-line work on to a deadened finish by

making the lines bright cut. It is difficult to say which is best.

1

A

,G

F g. 116

Cutting to Prevent
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Of course, it is true that lines cut in this way are more effective
than they would be if they were cut with a deadened finish. The

author's experience has been, in observing the work of some of our

most skilled artists, that they very seldom polish a graver for this

work. It would not, however, be wrong to do so, and might in

some cases be advisable. It is one of those cases in which the

judgment of the engraver should be exercised. It is difficult to

illustrate fine-line work as it should appear. As here shown the

lines appear to be separated. This, from the illustration shown at

Fig. 116, and the description given with reference thereto, will

prove to the student that there is no surface showing between the

two lines.
In Fig. 117 we have the main bar of the capital letters of the

old English alphabet. It will be here seen that the first line starts

down and does not come up as high as those that remain, and so on

through the bars of the letter. Sometimes we find old

Al English letters engraved where the operator has commenced

Al III all the lines and ended them all equal. This, of course,

flillil should not be. After the lines have been cut, as here

IlIIIl described, a line should be cut along the edge of the lines at

1111111 the top and bottom as here shown. In Fig. 118

1111111 that portion of the bar at Ais cut by cutting the

1111111 strokes out from the bar, all of which should be cut

1111111 perfectly straight, excepting possibly at the extreme

liwil end, where a slight curve should be given. It

I II would be better, however, to make no curve at all
than to make too much of a one. Each line as it

ig.117 is cut upward is shorter, until the last line is
reached, which line is short horizontally, but after

starting from the main bar it turns and curves down and
just touches the extreme end of the other lines, thus
finishing the stroke. It is needless to say that the cut Fig 118

shown at Fig. 119 would be the most difficult in fine-line

work. This, it will be remembered, is termed a roll cut. The cor-

rect way to cut this stroke would be to begin at one end with a very

fine line and make the line increase as it is pushed forward, and

as the opposite end is reached a gradual decrease in the width

of the line should be made, thus allowing
each and every line to begin at the same
point and end at the same point. This is
quite an easy operation to describe, but very
difficult to execute. It will be found diffi-
cult at the turning point at the beginning to
cut the lines smooth and clean and not allow
the second line to run into the first one and
so on. At the last curve also the natural tendency is to increase

the width of the lines at the point where they should be diminished.

Great care should be exercised in this matter.

The method above described is the correct one in

Variations which to cut this bar. However, we find that even

from Set Rules our most expert engravers avail themselves Of a.

variation from what might be described as the

exact method as practice necessitates. The objection to cutting

the line in the manner referred to, that is, by cutting the half of

the stroke at the right of the line A A to the right and that at the

left to the left, would be that the lines being turned in an opposite

direction, an opposite effect of light would be produced, showing

very plainly that the work had been done in this way. However, it

will be found necessary in some cases to cut the lines in this manner..

Of course, they can be cut with a higher degree of accuracy and

much smoother around the curves, the only drawback being that

above mentioned.
Now, the objection to the other method, as previously stated,

would be the roughness and the tendency to run one line into

another. In deciding which method to use the

7\ engraver should decide between the two evils, re-

membering that if he cannot so master the work

as to cut the lines smoothly and accurately; the

first method is the one. he should use. Th.OSe bars

of old English letters of the form of the one shown

at Fig. 120, are very easy to cut and need no special.

mention. It should be borne in mind, however,

that the lines should all begin at , the same point and

end exactly on the line designated for their termination. The

width of the bar is increased and diminished as the case may be

by the width of the lines.

A

Fig. 119

A

Fig. 120

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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THERE IS GOOD MONEY
in your old gold and silver. You know it in your own heart. But how often do you realize thefull value?

Why not cut out all risks and ship your old metal, scraps and sweepings where you can dependupon honest, bulging value? We have built up one of the oldest and largest businesses in this countryjust on equitable and prompt returns. We have no intention of changing our methods.
Old Gold, 8 K., • 32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, to K., 40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K., 48c.

We pay for 
 "

Old Gold, 14 K., 56c. "
Old Gold, 18 K., 72c. "
Gold-Plated Scraps, 20 10 35C. an ounceOld Silver (fluctuating) Very highest market price

Dollar for dollar you have from us. We make returns on sweepings within three to fivedays. On receipt of shipment we will send you our check, subject to your approval of our offer.-..tile; in case our offer is not up to yours—we will return consignment intact and pay chargesboth ways, you assume no risk--square deal all around.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY
Refiners and Smelters 67 Cc, 69 Washington St., Chicago, Illinois

A distinguished college president has said
recently that one year in school will more than
equal four years in business as a means of training.
This is noticeably true in the watchmaker's trade;
hut until within a very few years past it has been
impossible to secure good education in this line.
Through the munificence of Mrs. Lydia Bradley, the
liorological Department of Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, at Peoria, Illinois,
has been magnificently equipped for this purpose.
A visit to this school is most interesting. One finds
here a fine building of Bedford stone erected in
1897 and devoted exclusively to the uses of the
Horological School.

It has a beautiful location on a campus of nearly
twenty acres, situated in the outskirts of an attrac-
tive and thriving city. Its students come from
every state and country. Here is a man from
Illinois ; on one side of him works a man from
Massachusetts, and on the other a man from Mexico
or South America. They are all in the same busi-
ness. By visiting this school one gets a new idea
of what can be done to prepare young men for-one
of the best trades—that of watchmaker and jeweler.

Our regular school year begins September 1st,
and this would be a good time for you to begin work.
Make up your mind to-day and address a postal card
to the liorological, Peoria, Illinois.

HOROLOGY HALL
The Largest Building in the World Devoted Exclusively to a School of This Kind

Casting Gold and Silver in Bath
Brick

tide No. 58 of the aerial entitled Gold Working," begun in

the November, 1800, issue of Tux KEYSTONE.

HE process of casting gold and silver

in molds made of bath brick is an

art of which more should be known.

This kind of brick is manufactured in Eng-

land, and the clay of which they are made

is composed chiefly of a fine sand. They

are largely employed in domestic affairs for

various kinds of domestic purposes like the

cleaning of table knives and tin ware.

Bricks of this kind are quite soft, and they

are made into molds by carving out a recess

in them, in which the melted metal is poured.

As in all other mechanical operations the

best plan in describing the construction of a

device or method of using the true policy to

pursue, is to commence and follow the process

of making or use through successive stages.

Acting on this policy we will take a

Belcher finger ring and carry the operation

of making a mold in bath brick and casting a

gold or silver ring. We select two pieces of

brick, and after grinding or rubbing two of

the surfaces together proceed to making a

mold in them and then casting a ring in said

mold. We show at A A', Fig. 1, two such

pieces of bath brick coming together on the

line y. At the point at which

Ik  we intend to carve, or cut

out, the recess in which we

are to cast the ring, we drill a

hole, say, in diameter,

passing through both por-

tions of the joined brick. We

will suppose in the present

instance the hole is located at

  point indicated by the dotted
g. 

line z. The next operation

is to carve or cut out recesses in the faces of

thc two pieces of brick into which the melted

metal is poured to cast a

ring. To form such a re-

cess, a special tool is re-

quired to scoop out the

surface of the bath brick

to the desired form. Th::

special tool referred to is

similar in action to a car-

penter's center bit. We

show at Fig. 2 a side eleva-
tion of such a tool. It

consists of a solid piece
of brass rod about 1.74-" in

diameter and %" long, in-
serted. in a ferrule, pro-
vided with a wood handle,
said handle being in every
Nvay like those used for brad awls. In the

lower end of the piece of brass rod is in-

serted a center pin, shown at D. This center

pin enters the hole at x and guides the

cutter Cas it scoops out a recess in which

the ring is to be cast.
In making such a. device, it is not im-

portant that the cutter Cshould be hardened,

as such a tool made of hard spring sheet

brass will answer every purpose. The center

pin D is best made of steel drill rod, as also

is the face E, said face being adjustable by

means of the set screw u. At Fig. 3 we

show a face view of the half

of A' shown in the cut at

Fig. 1, and as if seen in the

direction of the arrow w,

the double circle at r,

showing the recess formed

by the tool C. It is to be

understood, that precisely

such a channel is cut in

each half of bath brick

shown at A A', Fig. t. To ensure the two

halves going together accurately, a piece of

wire or a well-fitting wood pin is passed

through the holes at z. It is also well to

provide an extra steady pin, say, at q, Fig. 3.

An entrance for the melted metal is

secured by cutting a channel in one

or both of the halves A A', as indi-

cated at the dotted lines 46, Fig. 3.

The halves A A' can be held to-

gether by means of one of those

malleable iron clamps, to be had at any hard-

ware store. Such molds should be heated to

about zoo° F. for fully an hour before pour-

ing the melted metal. The gold or silver to

be cast can be melted in a crucible, or a

recess can be made in one of the pieces of

bath brick and the metal melted in such re-

cess. This idea will be got from inspecting

Fig. 4, which is a top view of Fig. 1, seen in

the direction of the arrow k.

The dotted circle at o, indi-

cating the position of the

recess in which the gold or

silver is to be melted. With

an automatic blow pipe,

this is a very convenient way

to cast small articles. To

be a little fuller in details would say : After

heating the molds up to about zoo° F., the

metal to be cast is placed in the recess o and

heated to the melting point, when by a dex-

trous tilt of the hand it is caused to flow into

the opening p and thence into the mold.

Band rings are best cast flat

Casting Band and thin, bent around and
Rings soldered. To do this, take

a strip of some moderately

soft metal, say silver, and on this engrave,

or rather carve, such design as we wish the

ring. We show such a strip of metal at F,

Fig. 5. After the engraving is satisfactory,

‘ve form a recess in the face of a piece of

bath brick, which will freely receive the

engraved strip. We next place the piece of

bath brick in water to soak. After it has
absorbed a l l
the water it
will, we take

Fig. 5 the piece of
brick out and

let drain. We next make a mixture corn-

posed of 3 parts of brick dust, sifted through

muslin; I part of plaster of paris and t of

calcined magnesia.
The brick dust employed for making

cores and the purpose just named is the ordi-

nary red brick, carefully purverized and

sifted through a fine sieve of some kind.

The above-named ingredients are mixed into

a rather thick paste with water and plastered

into the recess in the bath brick. The en-

graved strip shown at Fig. 5 is slightly oiled

and pressed into the composition and the

whole allowed to dry, after which the en-

graved strip is removed, and if everything

has gone right a perfect impression of the

engraved strip will be found in the compo-

sition. To make castings in this way we

should have three pieces of bath brick ; two

of these go together, as shown at Fig.

while the piece which contains the impression

of the engraved strip sets at the bottom.

The dotted outline G, Fig. r, shows the
position of the piece of bath brick in which

the impression is made from the strip E

We show the piece G separate, as if seen in

the direction of the arrow i, Fig. I, at Fig. 6.

There are no especial guides

required for determining the

exact position of the piece G,

all that is required is to have

the recess F, Fig. 6, come

opposite the channel p, which
lets the melted metal run into

said recess. The vertical length

of the opening ft should be at least in

order to ensure the proper hydrostatic pres-

sure. The mold just described, as it comes

apart in three pieces, will enable the casting

to come out free, after which the excess of

metal can be cut off. This method of cast-

ing can be applied to many other kinds of

castings than those described. Bath brick

molds can, in most instances, be used for

several castings before they will cease to give

good castings. Our readers will see the

principle of cutting out or carving molds in
bath brick admits of many applications, and
the workman who properly comprehends the
principles involved, will soon be able to
master the idea and apply it in many in-
stances. There are many customers who
would be willing to pay liberally for a setting
for a valuable stone which had an artistic
departure from the conventional styles, be-
sides these there is a self-satisfaction in being
able to master a job in high-grade jewelers
work.

110 UK CONTINVED)
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ESTABLISHED 1854

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO
DIAMONDS, PEARLS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY

92 TO 98 STATE STREET

CHICAGO

23-25 LOO1JERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

INCORPORATED 1893

DESCRIPTION OF KEYSTONE JEWELER'S OUTFITMade of oak. finished light antique, golden or flemish oak, or made of birch, imitationof cherry or mahogany finish. Glass, double strength AA quality.WALL CASES.--fiase part 30 inches high, 23 inches deep, outside ; three drawers in center. cup-boards either side with hinged paneled doors. Upper part 59 inches high, 17 inches deep, inside.One 10-inch, one 12-inch and one 14-inch wide shelves on brackets. Shelves and interiorlined with dark blue felt. Two doors sliding up and balanced by weights.SHOW CASES AND TAHLES.--12 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.Show case front glass 14 inches high, top glass 24 inches wide, front andtop in two lights each, horizontal sliding doors fined with Americanmirrors. These tables have band-sawed French legs.
SCREENS.--66 inches high to top of rail, 71 inches highover all, paneled below, glass above

We can furnish jewelers any quantity c, wallcases, show cases, tables and screens immedi-
ately. Send list of each kind required and
we will be glad to quote prices. We
send our catalogue upon request.

1Q2 linFONE Jrwrcrys Uirir
UNION 1-101/11 cur co

DraNms EMANUIACTURRS
105 E.LAKL ST.
CHICAGO ILL
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Repairing of Repeating Watches

[Translated for THE KEYSTONE from the French of H. L.
MARCHARD iii the " Almanach de l'Horlogerie.]

VERY watchmaker who has had

occasion to repair repeating watches,

whose working is defective, knows

what difficulties are met with in putting them

in condition, for imperfect mechanism is

abundant, whilst the good is rare. We

therefore propose to explain how movements

badly prepared may be made to work per-

fectly.
First, ascertain with cer-

tainty whether the hands
stliolowultdhe rerprRoecpeaied

touch either the dial or the

glass, and whether they

have a little play between them. See before

taking from the case whether the hammer

banking pieces have at all points and par-

ticularly at their extremities, sufficient play

with the rim and the bridges. Verify the

hour piece with the winding stern ; if there

is little or no space between them, and if

the stem is large enough, the latter should

be diminished at the point where it touches

the banking piece. On taking from the case

and removing the dial, verify the gearing of

the motion-work with the cannon-pinion and

with the intermediate wheel, as well as the

gearing of the locking plate. This done,

examine carefully the height of the star-

wheel and of the hour-snail. When the

snail is fixed on the star-wheel, this ought to

be slightly lower than the surface of the plate

On which the rack works ; if under the star-

wheel, the lower face of the latter ought to

be higher than this surface. In both cases it

is necessary to see that there is sufficient

play with the surprise-piece of the snail of

the quarters. Afterwards, see whether the

motion-work has play with the quarter-snail,

If a little is needed, a small steel washer of

one-tenth of a millimeter can be placed under.

the shoulder of the stud of the motion-work.

Then, the play of the motion-work under the

dial must be carefully adjusted, by diminish-

ing the height of the pinion. If the surprise-

piece has not sufficient play with the hour-

snail, although it may be sufficiently thin,

see whether the play that the center wheel

has with the barrel and with the balance

allows of lowering the wheel. If so,
a little can be taken off in the slide rest ;
then the bridge can be slightly sunk in order

to diminish the play above. Make sure,
before taking the movement from the case,
that the end of the surprise-piece moves
freely around and especially that it does not
touch the barrel. This being frequently the
case, the periphery of the barrel should be

turned, but only as much as necessary, in
order not to reduce the security of the hook.

Examining the
Movement

KEYSTONE.'

After verifying the force of
the escapement, and letting

the spring run down, in

order that the train on re-

volving may not break the pivots of the

escape wheel, the movement may be taken

out. The gearing is to be verified, and

especially the pivot of the fourth wheel

should be examined, which, while being free,

ought not to have too much play in its

stone. When there is too much, and a

suitable stone is not at hand, it is preferable

to stop it up and make a new hole in the

brass ; at least there will be the advantage of

having the seconds hand quite parallel with

the dial. The rack and the ratchet of twelve

are to be taken out and the small train

examined. It is necessary that the gearing

Au Old Repeater

should be strong and the wheels quite round.

If, for instance, the gearing of the fusee

with the first wheel is rather feeble, in order

to avoid displacing the wheel, the click and

the circular spring of the fusee may be

removed, and a brass washer adjusted in

their place. It may then be easily worked

and the rounding cutter applied. The

shoulder of the square on which the ratchet

of twelve is adjusted must be examined to see

that it is a little beyond the cavity in the

plate, and also the end of the pivot of the

center wheel. The hammers ought to be

quite free, without having too much play

above, and the passage of the pins worked

by the levers should be sufficient. In any

case, when the hammer touches the banking

piece, the pin ought still to have room at the

extremity of its course, and ought also to

have it backward. If the hammer of the

quarters passes near the small train, the

necessary play must be given by filing at

the spot where it approaches the wheels. If

the hour-hatnmer passes near the cock, it

must be seen that there is also sufficient play.
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In three-quarter plate pieces having

striking barrel screwed by two ears, it often

happens that the hole of the arbor, already

sufficiently large, is badly centered, and that

the collet of the fusee touches one of the

sides of this hole, which will impede the

small train. In this case it is necessary to

put the barrel in position without the spring,

to center it on the slide-rest by the hole of the

fusee arbor, and slightly pass the graver in

the hole.

Putting the
Together

Parts

After the cleaning of all the

pieces, comes the work of

putting them together.

This commences by seeing

whether the extremity of a pin or screw of

the dial-work may interfere with the wheels ;

the two trains are put in carefully, apply-

ing oil to all the pivots as well as to the

springs of both barrels. After making sure

that everything is right, the escapement is

to be put in place ; afterwards the banking

pieces, seeing that their screws hold tightly

in order to obtain proper striking. The

hammer-spring should work regularly with

their conical screws ; that is, the hammers

should be able to be brought nearer or

removed farther from the banking-pieces,

care should be taken that the fusee may be

developed three and half turns, or at least three

turns ; the spring is to be shortened in case of

need, and then the movement put in the case.

The ratchet of twelve being put in

position as well as the hammer-springs, the

lever of the hours Nvith double-acting prings

is to be placed and the striking of the hours

tested. If the hammer-springs are strong

and but little energized, the levers may raise

them, but the blow will not be sonorous. In

this case it is necessary to strengthen the

springs by heating them to the blue, while

they are held in the position which they are

to have, and then worked down with a

smooth file. It must be seen that the bank-

ing pieces of these springs are kept apart

from the plate, and the parts rubbing against

the hammer-studs are to be smoothed. The

spring is armed one turn and a half, and the

ratchet placed in the position where the

hours and quarters are struck. Then

the rack is put in place with its arm, its bar

and the spring. Before putting in the

bridge, oil should be slightly applied, and

twelve o'clock struck. Account should be

taken of the ease of the repeating slide, and

at the same time of the speed of the striking

and of the hammer-iift. • The spring is to be

examined to see whether it should be ener-

gized a little more. If the hour-hammer

does not rise enough, the lever must be

lengthened, while closing it a little, striking

with the plane of the hammer on its outer side.

If the repeating slide does not work

well, is is often the fault of the gearing of

(Continued on page 1299)
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TRENTON MOVEMENTS, IN ALL SIZES, ARE NOW MADE TO FIT REGULAR PENDANT-SETTING CASES

TRENTON
Pendant

No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line escapement, exposed pallets, cut ex-
pansion balance, hardened and tempered
breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed- polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, roman or arable white
enamel dial wit It monogram "T. W. t:o."

No. 320. "FORTUNA."
12 Size, 7 J •wei, Hunt-
ing and Open - Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, cut expan-
sion balance, safety pinions,
screw bankings, straight line
lever escapement, hardened and
tempered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding
wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed seconds and
red marginal figures, Open-face,
without seconds,

Decorated Dials
and Louis XV
Hands for all
grades and sizes

WATCHES
Setting

No. 100. Bridge Model, 0 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face.
Pendant setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line lever escapement, exposed pallets,
cut expansion balance, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or arabic
white enamel dial and mei marginal figures.
Open-face, without seconds.

No. 310. FORTUNA."
6 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunt-
ing and -Open • Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, cut ex-
pansion balance, safety pinion,
screw bankings, straight line
lever escapement, hardened and
tempered bregttet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding
wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed seconds and
red marginal figures. Open-face,
without seconds.

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewel,
Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight. line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hard-
ened and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel wielding
wheels, dust band, depressed center and seconds
white enamel dial with monogram "T. W. Co."

Jobbers sell TRENTONS

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

Price-List
furnished on
application

TRENTON WATCH CO., Trenton, N. J.,

tONGLUSIVF
ARGUMENT;

•, HEARD
AROUND'
THE.

Ina. 1
a

SOLE

MNFR'S.

No. 140. Bridge Model, 16 Size, it
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

4 pairs in settings, micrometer regulator,
nickel damaskeened, quick train, SI night
line lever escapement, exposed pallets, an
expansion balance, hardened and tens
pered breg,uet hairspring, safety pinion
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or
arable depressed center and seconds white
enamel deal and red marginal figures.

U.S.A.

k

We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
In 14K., 10K., Sterling,
Gilt and Gold Filled

;ill kinds ■■1

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION

Tortoise Shell Combs
Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty Factory, Lorimer st. and Throop Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Repairing of Repeating Watches

(Continued from page 1297)

the rack. In this case, the parts are to be

ground on the lathe with the Turkey stone.

Afterwards, the lower part of the rack should

be smoothed with an emery buff to dim
inish

the friction, and a little slope made u
nder

the teeth. The star-wheel is put in place

with the hour-snail and its jumper. The

tooth of the star-wheel ought always to be in

line with the pivot hoef the of hcenter wheel.
The 
T 

wrehtoeuelehminagy btehecorfrnecctlefdn ebdy
star-

Important

planes 

of Dtheetail

jumper. These planes should

not be too much nor too little inclined,

and they should be well stoned. Neither

the banking-piece nor the head of the

jumper should rub against the plate. All

the hours should be struck, one after the

other. At each hour, the beak of the

rack being pressed against the snail it is

necessary that this should have a cer-

tain recoil ; but if this recoil is too great,

especially on the twelve o'clock notch,

the snail is moved on the star-wheel.

After this operation the beak of the rack

will perhaps incur the risk of not press-

ing sufficiently on the one o'clock notch.

It will then be necessary to file the snail.
Then it must be seen that at each

hour the corresponding tooth of the

ratchet twelve passes freely. If at some

of the hours only, the piece strikes an,

hour less, the corresponding degrees of
the snail are to be filed, and if it is an
hour too much, the beak of the rack is

to be filed.
Afterwards, the set-hands arbor is to

be put in place, with the cannon-pinion, the
snail of the quarters and the surprise piece,
taking care that the latter is perfectly free.
The intermediate wheels and the motion-
work are to be placed,and the time-setting
verified. If it is found that the set-hands
arbor is not perfectly round, it is easy to
correct this in place, working it carefully.
If, however, there is a stone for the center
wheel, the operation is to be performed on
the lathe. Then the two levers of the
quarters are to be placed and the quarter
piece, its spring and the finger. The striking
should be tested on the three quarters, and
care taken that the hammers rise sufficiently,
and that the quarters are in accord. If they
are not so, and if the two strokes of each
quarter are too near, the quarter hammer
should be examined to see whether it rises
too much, which, it is true, rarely happens.
In such a case the end of the lever worked
by the teeth of the quarter piece may be
filed off a little. The lift usually not being
too great, it is preferable to lengthen the
three teeth of the quarter piece which work
the hour hammer, and if then the lift is too
great, the levers of the quarters of the large
hammer may be filed at its point of contact
\vith the pin. When the two strokes of each
quarter are too much apart, the three teeth
working the small hammers are to be length-
ened and if the latter rises too much, the
lever is to be filed where it touches the pin.
This done, it should be examined whether
on striking the one and the three-quarter
hour the finger is sufficiently disengaged

KEYSTONE

from the quarter piece, so that the latter can
fall surely on the three-quarter mark ; not, if
it is to be filed, either at the finger or at the
quarter piece in order to produce the neces-
sary clearance.

Necessary
Verifications

The long piece or the hook-
ing spring is now to be put
in place, after making sure
that it is of a suitable

strength, and whether the quarter-piece,
after reaching its resting point, is well locked.
Then the slide is to be worked on the twelve
o'clock stop, but not enough to cause the
unlocking of the quarter-piece, and the teeth
of the ratchet of twelve should be examined
to see that they pass with the necessary
clearande before the extremity of the hour-
lever which is kept back by the quarter-
piece. If this security is lacking, the ex-
tremity of the long piece is to be filed in
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the verification of the unlocking of the quarter-
piece. The slide is to be pushed slightly
to the necessary point for unlocking the
quarter-piece successively on all the hours.
If an hour less strikes on all the notches of
the snail, the finger rising the long piece is to
be filed a little, so as to secure a later
unlocking. If it strikes an hour less on
some of the hours only, the curve on the
long piece is to be corrected. If, on the
contrary, it strikes an hour more on some of
the hours, the notches of the snail are to be
filed, on which the striking is correct, in
order to bring them into accord with the
others ; then, an hour more will strike o'n all
the notches, and to correct the defect, the
arm of the rack is to be filed, either at the
extremity pressing against the snail, or at
the part which presses against the rack.
These verifications and corrections made,

the locking plate is to be put in place,
making sure that it has play with the
pipe of the quarter-piece, as well as with
the spring. The dial is to be put on,
enlarging the holes if necessary, in order
that the hour and the second hands
should not be impeded.

If all these operations have been
well conducted, and if the escapement as
well as the balance spring have been
verified and kept quite clean, a correct
timepiece can be couuted on.

All the parts of the dial-work liable
to friction are to be oiled except the
surprise-piece and the jumper of the
star-wheel, because they are made of
brass. It is to be recommended also,
when a piece of tempered steel is to be
lengthened, that it should be annealed
and retempered after the operation in
order not to break it.

The Modern Repeater

order to make the quarter-piece recoil more.

Often it is necessary to give a little more

room to the bolt of the case. Then, twelve

o'clock is to be struck without the quarter.

It happens at times that on striking, the pin

carried by the hour-lever butts against the

part of the quarter-pieces which impels it

and that the striking is stopped by this cause.

It is then necessary to see whether the hour-

lever when brought back by the quarter-

piece is removed too much from the ratchet

of twelve, and in this case to file the part of

the quarter-piece which presses back the pin

of the hour-lever. If there is nothing to be

done on this side, it will be seen whether on

the degree of the quarter zero there is suffi-

cient surety, in order that it tray be filed

concentrically, which will allow of the quarter-

piece descending more. Often this can be

secured by a little work on the two sides.

Care must be taken that when the star-

wheel leaps from one hour to the next, the

surprise-piece has sufficient room, so that the

jumper may fall to the bottom between

the teeth of the star-wheel. Care should

also be taken to see whether the drop of the

quarter-piece on the snail corresponds to

the teeth working the two levers.
These operations are to be followed by

- —
[ To this elaborate article, written

by an artisan of acknowledged skill we
subjoin a cut, which has been engraved
specially from a drawing furnished to
us by the firm of Le Coultre & Co.,
of Sentier, Switzerland, a house cele-

brated for its complicated movements. It
represents mechanism repeating the quarters,
and has been enlarged, so that the details
may be seen more clearly.

This is the modern repeater ; and it has
seemed to us of interest to reproduce at the
same time the mechanism of an old repeater
of the year 1750. It will be seen that the
principal difference between the two consists
in the way the striking part is set in action.
Otherwise, the changes are principally in
form, the essential pieces being recognized in
both calibers.

It is known that the mechanism of old
repeaters was actuated by means of a push-
piece fitted to the pendant of the watch.
Instead of acting by simple gearing, the rack
rewound the small spring by means of a
chain. The star-wheel and the snail of the
hours were not fixed on the plate, but
adjusted under the unlocking piece, then
termed " the all or nothing piece."

Another improvement has been effected
in regulating the speed of the small train ;
this regulation was obtained by modifying
the depth of the gearing of the last pinion,
whilst at present the speed is adjusted by
means of a small lever, whose movements
may be retarded or accelerated at will.—ED.]
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Our ELECTRIC POLISHING HEADS represent the
highest development in the operation of such apparatus, and mbody all the essential
features necessary for strictly high-grade, efficient, and durable machines. They will
develop full power as indicated. If you have the electric current on your premises,
let us know whether it is direct or alternating and the number of voltage.

Send for latest catalogues and bulletins

W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., Manufacturers
1490-1492 Niagara St., BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.
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If Your Competitor
is taking some of your trade away from you,

decide at once to do the only thing which will turn
the tide in your favor—become a better workman
than your competitor. Become so well versed in
watch-lore that you will be looked up to as the
authority on it in your section ; business follows
such a man.

Our business is teaching watchmaking and
kindred branches ; what we wish to call to your
attention now are the excellent results of our short
courses for men of some experience.

Many jewelers have brought new life into
their business by means of our instruction, and
we will be glad to write and explain, and to give
Positive proof that it pays immediately " in dollars
and cents." \\Trite to

The Ezra P. Bowman
Technical School

of Watchmaking and Engraving

LANCASTER, PA.

-What Is Finish?  

'
s,

What is finish, anyway?
Is it the number of coats of varnish?
Is it the amount of sandpapering and rubbing?
Is it the fitting, joining and gluing?
Is it the design, or is it the style
We say it is a combination of all these features. This explains why

a

Illuminated Show Cases
are made just a bit better than any other show case on the market.We have many styles of both inside and outside show cases thatappeal particularly to the jewelry trade. We would like the opportunity toshow you." Write for a set of illustrations. Sent free.

DETROIT SHOW CASE COMPANY, Dept. C
"Show Case Builders to Progressive ,l/erchants"

.T (MN PET; Pres.
I I It RBERT At A LOTT, Secy.

Canadian Branch
Windsor, Ont. issuaVit'•

482 to 490

Fort Street, West

Detroit, U.S.A.
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Fibers wishing inquiries answered in I Iu. ileparltilent

OH; iid name and address—not for publication, 1...1 as atm

cmtionce of good faith. No attention will be 
paid to a non

communications. Questions will be answered in the

ooler i which they are received.

An O'DEA' to the questions answered in Workm
.hop Notes

.1,,partment. for each year accompanies each December 
number.

sob:ell hers are requested to preserve these indexes, and
, before

potilitiggoestions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These indexe
s are arranged

alphithet heal I y, according to subject covered in each answer, and
I1w issue and page on which the information may be fou

nd.

"Bridge."—I have a new bridge model, 16 s.

Trenton movement, that has never been repaired,

just received from factory, and I have trouble with

it. I would like to know where the jizult lies. II

has been fried for escapement, and one of the pallet

stones was loose, and Ireset it, but it does not make

any di fference as to fault. II has a fine motion

when holding same dial up horizontally, but loses

mei/loll when holding same dial down or vertically,

has plenty side shake for impulse pin. I examined

Iii/) t1r,o1 and lop jewel, also hairspring and wheel,

hul find Mem all right; train seems to be all right,

aS ii Tali/ gy all right for hours when held in first
iso,i lion, but the instant it is reversed it will lose

,/ ion gradually. Now, I shouldn't think this
to happen in a new movement. Does or has

se-apement any effect on /he balance-wheel

mollon 7oilft dial up or any position P—If a watch
runs 111(.1 takes a good action in one or two posi-
tions, then loses action the instant it is placed in a
certain position, it proves there is something wrong
with the balance or balance jewels. Remove the
fork from the watch, also the hairspring. Then
replace the balance atone, start the balance revolv-
ing, hold the watch in the same position in which
it takes the sluggish action, and you will find that
either the balance rubs and strikes something or
the pivot on which the balance is running is bent

or rough, hole jewel cracked, or some such trouble
you will surely find, if you will try the balance as
stated. We do not think that the escapement has
anything to do with it.

"Cleaner."—In cleaning watch movements, I

lice wood alcohol and sawdust, but I find it quicker
when ckaning the plates to wash them and then

l■ruvb them, instead of drying in the sawdust. Now,
/ ;.can/ to know if that is proper, or whether there

anv/hing in the alcohol which can be taken off
7,,i/11 the sawdust and not by brushing that might

trove injurious to the movement.—Wood alcohol
I,, not the best thing to use in cleaning watches.

t;rain alcohol is much better, and it is profitable
to pay the difference. After washing the parts, dip
them in the alcohol and then dry in sawdust. While
they are drying, do something else : such as clean-
ing the balance and jewels, truing the balance
wheel, or any other repairing that may be needed ;
This will give the wheels, plates, etc.

' 
plenty of

011ie to dry. Always make it a rule to leave a
little work just for this purpose.

" Pewter"— What ought to be used to clean
Cewler and similar metals f—There are several
inythods by which pewter can be cleaned and pol-

ied, the best of which are described in Masse's
\vork on pewter plate : On some specimens of old
1,1wter a kind of efflorescence will be found resent-
Wing rust. It is probably due to some change or
decomposition in the antimony used in the pewter,
as tin itself is not liable to changes of this nature.
t cannot be removed by cleaning. To keep pewter

clean in old times it was found necessary to oil it.
At the present day, if pewter is to be left exposed
for any length of time without being occasionally
rubbed, it is a good plan to rub it over with a rag
or cloth saturated with vaseline. There is no
necessity to leave a thick deposit of vaseline upon
the pewter, as a very thin coating is all that is
required. Unlike anything in the nature of a
lacquer, it only requires rubbing to remove it. To
remove the obstinate black oxide that has formed
on pewter that has been lying unforgotten for any
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length of time there are two methods, the one
drastic and the other slow. Care is required in
the former, and it is best to proceed by having a
brush—an old shaving-brush or a pastry-brush
serves the purpose well—with which to apply
hydrochloric acid to the parts affected. The acid
may be applied with a rag held in the fingers, but
as it renders the finger-nails brittle this course
should be avoided. If a rag is preferred it should
be held in a piece of bamboo split at one end;
with a rag so held more pressure can be applieo
than with a brush. After applying the acid its
action must be watched, and as the scale softens,
the part so cleaned should be wiped with a wet
sponge. The slower process consists in using
paraffine oil, applied locally or as a bath in obstinate
cases. It is absolutely useless to attempt to remove
the oxide by scraping, as a series of ugly scratches
will be the result. Scratches may be removed, if
it be considered necessary, by a preliminary rubbing
with the finest (o or oo) emery cloth, the rubbing
being applied with a movement parallel to the
direction of the scratch, or with a circular move-
ment if the scratches are shallow and general. The
emery paper will cause a series of very fine scratches,
so fine that they can be easily removed with a bur-
nisher. These may be bought of various types,
according to the use for which they are required.
Very fine scratches may often be removed with the
smooth side of the emery cloth. It is a mistake to
try to remove the marks caused on plates and
dishes by the ordinary daily use of a knife. Polish-
ing can best be done on a jeweler's polishing lathe,
a by no means expensive tool, and one which
would also be found of immense use in polishing
silver plate. Cleaning can be easily done with
rotten-stone and oil—the final rubbing being with
dry rotten-stone on a soft cloth or leather. Whiten-
ing, too, or, better still, precipitated chalk, can be
used, mixed with water, or applied with a piece of
lemon-peel. Rotten-stone made into a paste with

yellow soap (or soft soap) mixed with turpentine

is a.good cleaning medium, dry rotten-stone being
used afterwards. It may be noted here that in
using such abrasive substances it is well to sift

them through two thicknesses of muslin, so as to
remove any chance particles of grit that may be in
the powder. The ordinary polishing pastes on the
market may also be used, but the secret of success

with them, as with any other cleaning medium, is

to see that the polish is used in moderation, and

that it is all rubbed off after it has done its work.
Nothing looks worse than a deposit of polish in

the corners or interstices of metal-work. If the

polish can get into such places, it can and must be

removed.

"Levers."—I vely often find that lever watches,

after having been cleaned, come back about three

monMs thereafter with a very bad action, and then

after putting a little oil on the escape wheel they

run as well as ever. Do you think that the wash-

ing of the escape wheel and other parts in benzine

or gasoline has anything to do with this trouble f—

We do not think benzine or gasoline has anything

to do with it. The cause may be that just these

few watches did not get enough oil on the escape-

wheel teeth or pallet stones.

"Brighten."—I want a polish to brighten up

old furniture or show cases, clock cases, etc.—The

majority of the so-called polishes for wood are

based on a mixture of boiled linseed oil and shellac

varnish, made by dissolving shellac in alcohol in

the proportion of four ounces of shellac to a pint

of alcohol. A little of the 'dissolved shellac is

poured on to a canton-flannel rag, a few drops of

the boiled linseed oil are placed on the cloth,and the

wood to be polished is rubbed vigorously. About

half an ounce of camphor gum,. dissolved with the

shellac in the alcohol will greatly facilitate the

operation of polishing. A soft woolen rag, moist-

ened with olive oil and vigorously rubbed on dull

varnished surfaces, like show cases and old clock

Cases, will brighten the surface wonderfully. So
me

workmen add a few drops of a strong solution of

camphor gum in alcohol to the olive oil. The

polishing of piano cases is accomplished by apply-

ing several coats of the best coach-painters' 
rub-

bing varnish, when, after perfect drying, the sur-

face is rubbed with a canton-flannel rag, folded

flat, using water and the finest pulverized pumice

stone. This operation depolishes and smoothes
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the surfaces. The final polishing of such work is

done by rubbing with rotten stone and olive oil,

with the smooth side of canton flannel. To re-

move the last traces of smear caused by the oil, an

old, soft linen cloth and rye flour is used. Of

course, such work as we see on pianos is not likely

to be produced by one who is unaccustomed to it;
a man must serve a good, long apprenticeship in
the piano business before he is deemed competent

for it, and even then some polishers fail to obtain

the fine results achieved by others.

"Supporl."—(1) I am making a chronometer

for my show window and I would like a few

words of information on points that are not exactly

clear to my mind. Should the hairspring support

any of the weight of the balance wheel P—No ; the
ha.rspring should not support the balance in any
timepiece, no matter what escapement is employed.

(2) Is it proper to put a regulator on a chro-

nometer, something like the lever movements have?

—Y es; pocket chronometers have regulators,
and those which have none are regulated by timing
screws. All ship chronometers are regulated by
screws.
( 3) The balance-wheel rim will be four inches
diameter;in  now, what would be the proper rela-

tive dimensions of the escape wheel ? The move-

ment is to beat seconds.—Make escape wheel two
inches in diameter.

"Lac."—What are the ingredients of shellac

and varnish ?—Shellac is merely crude lac-resin
formed into cakes after being melted and strained,
though upon analyzing it is shown that it contains
several peculiar resins. As to the composition of
varnish, there are so many different kinds that we
could fill page after page with various formulm.
Shellac enters largely into the making of varnish ;
in fact, the well known " French polish " is little
more than shellac dissolved in alcohol, and a fine
thin varnish made of this material makes a most
excellent lacquer to cover metals, such as silver,
etc., to prevent discoloration by the action of the
atmosphere. In a general way, it may he said that
oil varnishes are made from the resinous gums ;
that is, copal and anime, and spirit varnishes from
the lacs and gum mastic.

"Fan."—I would like to know what ought to

be done to a French clock that is all right to make

it strike the hours slowly, the same as it does when
new.—The fan governs the speed of the striking
train of the clock ; the larger the fan, the slower
the clock will strike. The cause of your clock
striking so fast may be that the fan is bent inward,
causing it to act as if it was smaller ; or, perhaps,

the fan is loose on the pinion.

"Busher."—(t) Please instruct me how to re-

move the hairspring from an American balance

wheel without throwing it out of true, expansion

iii particukir.—Some of the American balances are

so soft that it is very near impossible to remove

the hairspring, if the collet fits tight, without
throwing the balance out of true. The best thing
to use is a pair of hairspring collet removing pliers,

which can be bought in any wholesale tool house.

(2) Also in filling a new staff when the sta.§

does not fit the balance hole friction light.—A

proper fitting balance staff should fit the hole in
the wheel friction tight, but you will find that it is
impossible to get staffs of that kind to fit all Ameri-

can watches. If the staff fits the hole in the bal-
ance, without any side shake, it will answer and
can be riveted to the balance with very little trouble.
Select a ball-face punch that contains a hole just

large enough to go over the hairspring collet
shoulder, when a few light taps with •a mallet or

brass hammer will bring the balance tight.
(3) The best and simplest way to bush a pivot

hole in watch plate and correctly center it.—See
answer to " Universal," page 791, May, 1905,

KEYSTONE.

"New."—What is the best way to repair hook

in safety mainspring barrel when old one is broken

out r—A new barrel is the cheapest and best way

in the long run.
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The Jeweler's First Profit
is the saving made in the wise selection of stock. We see to it that ourpatrons buy to the very best advantage. We have the goods that suitexactly your trade and resources, and at the best prices the market affords.

Our Knowledge, Experience and Counsel
are as much at your service as our stock. In fact, we insisi on servingyou in such a way as will mean for us a satisfied customer and for youquick sales and the best possible profits.

Gold Cases, Boss Cases, Crescent Cases, Crown Cases, Royal Cases, Elgin Movements, Waltham Move-ments, Standard Chronographs Howard Watches, Diamonds, loose ; Diamonds, mounted ; Gold Jewelry,
Everything Needed by Jewelers.
Plated Jewelry, 1847 Ware, Wallace Ware, Waist Sets, Hat Pins, Signet Rings, all makes ; Clocks, all makes;

Mail orders given special attention

Woodstock Hoefer Watch and
Jewelry Company

Ninth and Walnut Streets, Kansas City, Mo.

August, 1903 'I' H
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September the 4th, 1905
is the Opening of our Fall Term

I want you as one of our students on that date. I know you
would come if you knew how thorough, practical and up-to-date a

Watchmaker, Engraver and Optician
we could make of you, and in a short space of time, with a position
waiting for you at probably twice the salary you are now receiving.
We have done this for hundreds of young men and can do it for
you ; have been doing it over eleven years. Remember, the kind
of instruction we give you cannot be had at any other college ; all
we ask is for you to send for our prospectus, it gives full informa-
tion ; do it to-day.'

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal

Est ahl islivd 1 s;14

Broad & Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
COLLEGE OPEN ALL SUMMER

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and address—not for publication, but 
as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received

"Electrolysis." —We experience trouble in

making a gold solution by .dissolving gold from 1/u'

anode into a cyanide solutton. We use a fine gold

anode inches square.—You failed to state the
strength of the cyanide solution you employ. For

this purpose, the solution should be quite strong-
3.52 ozs. of c, p. cyanide of potassium to a quart
of water. It is best in making a gold solution in
this way to employ two sheets of gold, not too
small, which are suspended as electrodes in the
cyanide solution. It seems that all authorities now
agree that a solution made in this way should con-
tain 3.52 ounces of cyanide of potassium and 0.7
ounce of fine gold to the quart of water. The
amount of gold in the solution can be determined
by weighing the sheet of gold serving as anode, or
an article may be immersed in the solution and
connected to the negative pole (removing the
sheet of gold therefrom), and if it takes on a beau-
tiful, warm tone, the quantity of gold in solution is
correct.

" Frenchy." — Would you kindly let me know of
The best solution you have found to clean French
clocks? I have one and would like to hear of some-
thing better.—In cleaning French clocks, as much
care should be taken as cleaning watches. Remove
all movable parts from the plates ; place the wheels,
plate: etc., in benzine, brush each part as you take
it out the benzine with a soft brush, and peg out
the pivot holes, then string the plates on one piece
of brass wire and the wheels on another ; dip them
in a solution of i ounce of cyanide to a quart of
water, then rinse well in running water ; dip in
alcohol and dry in sawdust, when we will have a
perfectly clean clock. The cyanide, as a rule, will
remove all marks from the plates ; butushould you
find any on them after cleaning, take a hand buff
containing a very little rouge when a few rubs will
remove all such marks.

" Recovering. "—After dissolving- any karat
of gold in nitro-muriatic acid and precipitating
the gold by adding a solution of copperas, how can
I tell when I have added enough copperas? Is
Mere any absolute test to determine when the gold
is all precipated before throwing the solution away ?
How long should it take to precipitate all the gold
after The copperas solution is added?—Gold of any
karat should not be employed for solution in nitro-
muriatic acid, from the fact that almost all gold
alloys contain silver, which would be precipitated
and rest in the vessel containing the gold solution.
You cannot add too much copperas if the copperas
solution is free of oxide of iron. The air slowly
decomposes ferrous sulphate (copperas), with a
tendency to form insoluble oxide of iron ; conse-
quently the copperas solution should be filtered
before it is added to the gold solution.

'Toughener."—Some time ago I read in The
II,ystone a formula for refining, or rather tough-
ening', gold. It was either salts or powders, and

■ thrown over the metal while in a melted state.
would now like to use it, but cannot locate it—can

you helfi me outP—We have published several for-
tinthefor the toughening of gold, and do not know
t,, which one you refer. It is quite probable, how-
ever, that the method you wish information about
is that for ridding the alloy of any of the baser
metals, such as zinc or lead. This can be done
with the aid of ammonium chloride (sal ammoniac)
and mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate). The
metal is melted and the surface covered with sal
ammoniac. The sublimate is then added, a little
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at a time, and the furnace brick quickiy replaced
after each addition. The impurities are converted
into volatile chlorides and escape, together with
some of the refining agents, which are also vola-
tile. The dense vapors given off are very poison-
ous, and should only be permitted to escape by
means of the flue. The metal may be tested by
removing a little with a dipper and casting it into a
thin bar. If this shows the necessary toughness the
operation is finished ; and the metal is then covered
with charcoal, well stirred by means of a plum-
bago rod, and poured.

"Over-banker."—Have a twenly-one jewel
watch with double-roller escapement, which over-
banks. How do you correct this fazdt Y—The
safety action (over-banking) is adjusted the same
in the double-roller watch as in the single roller,
the only difference is the guard pin is placed in
a horizontal position and the point acts on the
second or safety roller. See Fig. i, where E

A

Fig. 1

represents the fork, G the guard pin, F the
safety roller. If your watch over-banks, caused
by your guard pin being too far away, you can
bring it closer by bending the pin G at the
elbow, causing the elbow to become rounded (see
Fig. 2), which
will make it t
longer, or closer 

i z• 
 )

to the safety rol-
ler. Some guard Fig. 2

pins are put in
the fork as shown at Fig. , and in this case the
pin can be pushed forward. Fig. 4 gives an end

view of the
  point of the

jI • 4- guard pin.
M 1 For the proper

1 

1
1 g  position of the

Fig. 31 guard pin, so
as to have a

secure safety action, see answers to " Ruby,"

pageine6, 9, p, January, 17ry,13,9052 ; " Guiana," page 1413,
November, 1 9 0 2 ;
„ N 

I C INovember, 1903. All ■,...

of these answers per- Fig. 4

tam n to a watch contain-
ing a single roller and, as stated above, the safety
action is adjusted the same. The same results
must be obtained with the single or double-roller
escapements while being adjusted.

" Promptly."—( I) Suppose a pallet stone fails
to bring the lever promptly to the banking after

escape wheel is on the locking. How can it be
remedied?—That will depend what causes the
lever to stay away from the banking pin. It may

be caused by several things. No end shake to

pallet staff, bent or rough pivots, cracked jewels,

or holes too large for the pivots, locking face of
pallet stone chipped or rough, pallet stone not
clean (some shellac on the locking face). Any

one of which would cause the fork to stay away.

But, should everything be in good condition and

still the fork acts the same way, then the pallet has

what we term " no draw," which cannot be altered

without some trouble. The draw is created by the

angle of the locking face of the pallet stone and

escape tooth. See answer to " Banking," page 721,

July, 19or, KEYSTONE.
(2) If Me notch for rollerjewel were measured

with a graduated needle, and the needle were
measured with a Grossman degree gage, how
much shake should the jewel have in fractions of a
millimeter?—About .03 mm.
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" Cop. "—How is copper bronzed by healing
—Bronzing copper by the well-known method of
heating it over a fire is a tedious and not altogether
satisfactory process. It involves the exercise of
some skill, and a considerable amount of labor
must be expended in the preliminary processes of
cleansing and polishing ; and very often the whole
operation has to be performed over again, owing
to some accidental blemish imparted to the surface
of the article in some subsequent process—e. c.,
brazing or soldering. The polishing powders prin-
cipally employed are crocus and plumbago, the
latter giving a deeper and more permanent color to
the finished article than the former, while shades
between can be obtained by mixtures of the two
powders. There are several secret processes
employed by the principal workers in the art, the
substances used in which are known, but the exact
methods are undescribed. Potassium sulphide and
ammonia hydro-sulphate are both capable of im-
parting to the surface of clean copper an appearance
of antique bronze. The solution is brushed on care-
fully and allowed to dry, the metal being previously
heated to about 700 F. A solution of verdigris and
sal-ammoniac in vinegar, diluted with water, boiled
and filtered, is used as a sort of pickling bath for
brass and copper articles it is desired to bronze.
The bath must be kept at the boiling point, and
care must be taken that the articles must be re-
moved as soon as the desired effect is produced.
A 'zonze, said to be used by the Chinese, is made,
like the last, of sal-ammoniac and verdigris, with
the addition of alum and vermillion (i. e., the pure
article prepared from mercury and sublimed sul-
phur). These ingredients, when reduced to a fine
powder and made into a paste with vinegar, are
spread over the surface of the article to be bronzed,
which is then placed in an oven, where it heats
slowly but uniformly. When thoroughly warm,
the paste is carefully washed off in hot water, and
the article is rapidly dried, with the assistance of
hot box sawdust, if of special value. If the bronz-
ing is not of a sufficiently deep tone, the process is
repeated immediately after the washing. The
common bronzing solution for metallic statuettes is
made by dissolving about r part potassium binoxa-
late and 3 of sal-ammoniac in strong vinegar, or
preferably in a vinegar made by adding pure acetic
acid to distilled water. The articles to be bronzed
are placed in a warm but moist chamber, and are
repeatedly painted over with the solution, a soft
brush or mop being used for the purpose. In the
majority of the methods employed, the actual pro-
portion of the ingredients are not stated, or when
stated are not to be relied upon ; in every case a
trial should be made on clean pieces of copper,
and repeated at least once. As a rule, it will be
found that the sal-ammoniac must be in excess of
the other salts.

'Britannia. "—In plating articles of britannia
metal we experience great difficulty in gelling an
adherent deposit of We plate all kinds of
,netal at once, using same solution.—In silver
plating, copper, brass and the other alloys of cop-

can be directly plated after amalgamating,
while the other metals, such as tin, lead, zinc,
steel, iron, nickel and britannia metal should first
be coppered or brassecl and then amalgamated, in
order to get a good adherent deposit. In the light
of the foregoing, it would appear that your trouble
is caused by using the one process for all metals.
If after coppering goods of britannia metal, you
will use a quicking solution consisting of a weak
solution of potassium mercury cyanide in water,
we do not think you will experience any further
trouble. After the articles have been in the quick-
ing solution long enough to acquire a uniform
white coating, they are rinsed in clean water,
lightly rubbed with a soft brush and immediately
placed in the silver bath. The slinging wires for
this class of work should be of pure copper, or
still better, of pure silver.

"Green.— Will you please inform me how to
color gold green—what solution to usel—This is
obtained by adding to a solution of double cyanide
of gold and potassium a small proportion of cyanide
of silver solution, until the desired tint is obtained.
The solution should be worked cold, or nearly so.
The amount of silver solution to be used can only
be determined by experimenting.



" GalOnne the descriptive name of a very
attractive decoration on Silver Cases. It comes
from the other side of the sea, and this style of
ornamentation is very popular in France, Ger-
many and Austria. IrVe now introduce it for the
first time to the Watch Trade of America.

,r OTHING more impressively evidences the pro-

N gress of the jewelry trade than the evolution

of the jewelry store from the severe, utilitarian
0

, 

simplicity of former years to the studied and

spect ,cular elegance noticeable in the new stores of to 
•-

day. In earlier times we had to look to the very large

centers of population for the ideal jewelry store, but

many comparatively small cities now boast of palatial 
•

establishments of truly metropolitan dimensions and

beauty. One of these is the magnificent new store of •

George E. Feagans, the well-known jeweler, of Joliet,

Ill., two views of which are shown on this page. •
If we may momentarily digress, perhaps it is not

too much to say that this remarkable store 
affords a

rare object lesson on the power of advertising as a

business builder, and, in turn, the power of progressive

methods and rich display as a joint advertising force.

Jeweler Feagans has long been noted as an accomplished

advertiser, and his business methods generally are no

less original and progressive. That the public are ever

ready to reward with liberal patronage the dealer who

displays these qualities, irrespective of location, is

shown by the fact that Joliet lies within an hour's

journey of Chicago, the great and rapidly-growing

metropolis of the West. Truly, individuality, personal

initiative, business courage are characteristics hard to

eclipse in any latitude. Under the cautious direction

of a thoughtful mind, these are the things which make

for achievement. The external conformation of this

store is handsome in appearance and constructively ample. There is a

steel and marble front with mosaic panels and a steel and glass
 canopy

The remain-
ing parts or
the Case are
Silver

This new decorative feature in Silver Cases
is in the Bezel of the two backs, consisting of a
plate of Solid Gold, overlaying the plate of
Silver as a base. These I3ezels come in a variety
of patterns—Plain, Beaded, Engraved, etc.'

The effect is very rich, and a few of these
interesting variety to every

up-to-date stock.

The " Galonnen
tamed from all jobbers.

Main Office, 21 Maiden Lane, New York

Au Interior View, Showing Cases and Display Tables

An Interior View, Showing Front or Store

entrance. The interior fixtures are of mahogany. On the entire north

side is a series of art rooms, each beautifully lighted from its ceiling by a

number of illuminated art-glass domes. These rooms

afford splendid display facilities for cut glass, porcelains

and choice potteries. The center of the store is spanned

by a giant horseshoe, within which stand mahogany

columns extending from floor to ceiling, and upright

cases for the display of choice leather goods, bric-a-brac

and silver.
Massive wall and counter cases run the entire length

of the south side, ending in the splendidly-equipped shop

for diamond setting and jewelry work. At the end of

center cases is a steel and concrete vault large enough

to accommodate the most valuable portion of the stock

and all the repairs. The lighting effects are especially

attractive, no less than five hundred incandescents and

sixteen large electric arc lamps being used in the store

and windows.

In connection with Mr. Feagans' new store we may

state that " making a good appearance " is one of the

chief concerns of the up-to-date retailer. The moving

force of competition now demands attractive surround-

ings for goods as well as attractive goods. The thou-

sands upon thousands that a single department store ex-

pends to make its interior artistic in the highest degree,

would easily support several smaller establishments.

So, too, the more humble merchant finds that his buying

public seeks out the store that is brightest looking and

most attractive.
A writer in one of the current magazines wisely

observes that art is making its way in this hustling

country of ours, and the best of it is that it is coming

naturally, unobtrusively, as an expression of a new

spirit in modern business. And—what is even more to

the point—he concludes that " it is a fact that the dis-

play of art is a step ahead for a business from a purely

commercial point of view." This is a tendency of a

most pleasing sort.
Many merchants are deterred from embellishing

their store because to them it is seemingly an expense

from which there are no direct pecuniary results. To

the contrary, however, the results seem to be most

direct. The quest for the artistic in retailing of to-day,

therefore, is not alone a step forward in general pro-

gress, but in specific profits as well.



23 ruby aud sapphire jewels (raised gold settings);adjusted to 5 positions temperature and isochronisin ;
breguet hairsprings ; micrometric regulator ; gold train
wheels ; double roller ; steel escape wheel ; sapphire pall. I
stones ; all steel parts highly finished ; extra fine, hand-made, douhle-sunk dial ; timed in the case and certificateof rating furnished with each watch.

The
Most Profitable

Watch
for the
Jeweler!

19 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings); adjustedto 3 positions, 101111,0r:a ore and ISOCill'011ism ; breguet hair-
spring ; hue IIII I Ii regtilitter ; gold center wheel ; don do
roller ; steel e,a■pe wheel ; sapphire pallet stones ; all steel
parts highly Ili, ; extra fine, hand-made, double-sunk
dial ; timed in t he case and certificate of rating furnishedwith each watch.

Here is a Watch which presents every possible argument for the Jeweler's favor.
In the first place, it is absolutely the best now before the trade. Jewelers whose first
considerations are Quality and Fi n iSh \ vill turn to this matchless line. Secondly,
through the measures we have provided to insure the jeweler in a handsome profit, he will
want to handle this line for the money that can be made on them.

The New Line of
16 Size Howard Watches

The retail selling price of each Howard Watch is fixed by the manu=
facturer. No cutting of these prices is permitted. No publishing of trade prices is
allowed.

These Howards are sold only as Complete Watches, cased in heavy IS K. or
14 K. Solid. Gold and Boss or Crescent 25-year Filled.

Each Watch is enclosed in a highly finished, silk-lined Mahogany Box.

Write us for Booklet giving

full descriptions, and prices

at which these Watches are

to be sold to the public ; also
a list of jobbers from whom

they may be obtained.

TI IE Simmons Armilla is a patented joint and catch bracelet that

. has the appearance of a solid one-piece bracelet when worn--but fits

the wrist snugly, as none of the one-piece kinds can.

The joint and catch are ingenious, positively secure and practically

invisible when closed.

The Armilla is made in a variety of patterns—both plain and hand-

somely chased—and may be had in Roman or English finish or plain polished,

and in either gold-filled stock or 1 o K. or 14 K. solid gold.

This bracelet is now in the hands of the wholesale watch and jewelry trade.

A handsome easel card for displaying the Armilla attractively, will be sent free on 
request.

Main Office and Works, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Salesrooms : 9-13 Maiden Lane, ■■ k

and 103 State Street, Chicago

17 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings); adjustedto 3 positions and temperature ; breguet hairspring ; micro-metric regulator ; gold center wheel ; double roller ; steelescape wheel ; sapphire pallet stones ; all steel parts highly
finished ; extra fine, hand-made, double-sunk dial ; timedin case.

17 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings) adjusted totemperature ; breguet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ;gold center wheel ; steel escape wheel ; sapphire palletstones; all steel parts highly finished ; extra fine, hand-made dial; timed in case.
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JUANITA
31 inches high 12-inch dial

Raised Cast Figures

SESSIONS CLOCKS
SUPERIOR FINISH REASONABLE PRICF S

Have you seen our New and Exclusive Designs
in Mantel and flanging Clocks?

Write for catalog and supplement For sale by leading jobbers

THE SESSIONS
CLOCK CO.

Main Office and Facfories

Forestville, Connecticut

U.S.A.

New York Salesrooms

37 Maiden Lane
ASTORIA

121,4 itirlies high 17 inches long

THE SIMPLEX
WATCH llEMAGNETIZER

_ -

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from

burning out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

Price, $12 net. May be purchased through your
jobber.

THIMBLES
Gold and Silver

111

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTuRERB

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
BEND OR cATAL0GUE " E "

'"MIPOJPPI•PRIM.I.umr-- -

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

Made in Gold, Silver, Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, Itoyttl Copper and
Black Enamel. Samples sent upon request
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Lighting the Retail Store

SONIE of the most beautiful effects in

modern store lighting are to be credited

to the jewelry trade. Elsewhere in this

issue we illustrate and describe a new jewelry
store in which no less than five hundred

incandescent and sixteen large electric arc

lamps are used to light the store and window.

The dazzling effect may well be conceived,

and the advertising value of the illumination

is correspondingly great. Not all can afford

such a wealth of light as this, but each,

according to his resources, should See to it

that his store is properly lighted. Many

practical pointers will be found in the follow-

ing article contributed to a contemporary by

C. D. Vail, of C. D. Vail & Co., Bay

City, Mich.

The Most

The object to be attained in

the artificial lighting of the
Suitable Light interior of any building,

particularly a store, is to

have the light in amount, quality and distri-

bution as nearly approaching day or sunlight

as possible, and as sunlight is the standard

by which we judge, particularly colors, any

artificial light that causes colors to vary front

their true shade necessarily must be ranked

as poor light. Therefore, in considering the

subject of lighting a store, the first subject is

what kind of light is best to show goods in

their true colors.

First, consider gas. The quality of the

light is not suited, for the reason that any

form of gaslight using a mantel, such as the

well-known Weisbach, gives a light ot a well-

defined greenish tinge, as the light rays are

made up wholly of a combination of yellow

and violet. This makes any color, other

than white, take on a bleached appearance.

Again, the use of gas means dirty ceilings

and creating an uncomfortable heat in the

summer time. The only thing that com-

mends gas to a merchant is that it is cheaper
than electricity. In going over the merits of

electricity as means to light a store, due
thought should be given to the different
kinds of electric lamps in the market. First,
there is the arc lamp, giving a large candle
power suited for lighting large areas, next the

incandescent. No one kind is suitable for
all 

Nernst lamps of smaller units, and lastly the

The Distribution
of the Light

The proper object to seek
after in lighting a store is

not to get the light units so
large that only a few are

installed. This gives the appearance of very

bright light in some places and corresponding

dark places at other points, which is wrong.

The units of light should be small enough to

permit of the installing of enough points of

light so that the light in the immediate

vicinity of the lamps is but a little greater

than at a point half way between lamp and

lamp, and if the height of the 'Ceiling will

permit of the lights being hung in the

neighborhood of twelve feet from the floor,

this will place the lamps high enough to be

out of the ordinary range of vision ; that is,

that when a person enters such a building

they are not looking directly at the light.

This gives the appearance of lighting effect

which is most satisfactory, as the light is

evenly distributed and high enough up so

that the true condition of sunlight is more

nearly approached.
No hard and fast rule can

Placing the Lights be laid down for all build-

ings or stores in the proper

laying out of lights, as the kind of stock

carried has most to be considered, but in a

general way a source of light of say zoo

candle power for every 400 square feet, and

placed say about eleven feet from the floor,

will give. the best results all around. The

objection' to arc lamps for best results is that

the unit of light is too great and the color,

even though.globes of frosted glass are used,

runs largely to a violet thy, having somewhat

the same effect as the Welsbach. The

Nernst lamp seems to more readily lend

itself to produce ideal effects, as the units are

smaller, 'And to get the best results they have

to be well elevated, thereby getting at the

effect sought, viz., to keep the lights high

enough to be out of the range of vision.

Regarding window lighting, the idea of

using a row of lights, placed all around the

window framing, is fatal to proper lighting of

same, for the reason that a person standing

on the outside, looking in at the goods,

cannot help but notice that the lamps are the

most prominent objects in the window, and

being the brightest object, everything else is

darker in comparison and suffers thereby.

The proper way. as found by experience, is

(1305)

to place the lamps in the very ceiling of the

window and within twelve inches of the

glass, surrounded by a powerful reflector

with opaque back, the reflector being placed

at such an angle that the light is not all

thrown out on the street walk,- neither is it

thrown back into the store, but rather so

placed that the light is evenly distributed

over every part of the window space. Then,

by pulling down the curtain a foot or so,

the lights are not visible from the walk.

This shows the goods to the best advantage,

as they are necessarily the brightest article in

the window, thereby attracting the most

attention. The lights should ordinarily be

placed about from twelve to fourteen inch

centers in order to get the best effect possible.

The Art of Successful Merchandising

THE following advice to young merchants

by a successful business man of national

reputation is worthy of much more than

passing consideration :

Seek to. lead, not to follow. Don't let your
excuse for having something antiquated be that
"Jones has it." Formulate ideas that others will
envy. Don't copy those of a moss-back. He may
be a man of letters, but his methods are those of
the past. Advancement is looked for, and the
man of the period sought after.

Read the advertisements of others. Notice
what your neighbor says of his goods, and how he
says it. Then model your own ads. a little differ-
ently and make them distinctive of you and your
store. If they're not a success, solicit the aid of
.some one and you lend your ears to the experience
of your fellow-man, raze old fogy traditions,
eschew ancient methods whose death-knell has long
since been tolled, and wake up to the times.

Read your trade journals. Question the drum-
mer before he departs. He's just the one to give
you some happy suggestion or bit of timely news.
Ask him what Smith is doing in Brownville, and
what Brown is doing in Smithville. Build on the
ideas of others. Pay your respects to your con-
temporary on the corner below. Don't just borrow
his goods.

Leave the store for an hour to-day, and each
day hereafter. Take a turn about town, go through

the shops, peer into the windows, see what is
going on around you, and keep conversant with
the progress of the times.

Have system in all things. From the store
room over-head to the cellar under-foot. A place
for everything and everything in its place. Put
style and life into your window displays. Make
radical changes in their get-up. Don't be loth to

part with the old schemes when they become old
and time-worn. Give your fixtures a periodical
coat of varnish. Sweep the cobwebs from the
lofty corners. Down witn the spiders, and out

with the flies. Make your store look cheerful.
Keep up with the times.



Leading Importers and Manufacturers of 484 Broadway, NIVV YORK

CUCKOO CLOCKS

FANCY CLOCKS

ALARM CLOCKS

EVERY CLOCK STRICTLY GUARANTEED

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE
No. 4902

GET-UP ALARM

Ask your jobber for I. Bach's Cuckoo Clocks. They give no trouble, sell
quickly and allow handsomer profits than other makes.

"OUR MOTTO"
Best Quality Attractive Designs--- Lowest Prices

No. 9991
484 Eirc:ttatilvvtly INIENV YORK

IIAND PAINTED

" The Line of Hand-Painted China That Sells"

MADE BY

WHITE'S ART CO.
CHICAGO

Make no mistake in your selection of
Hand-Decorated China for the coming
season. Our line of Vases, Plates,
Bowls, etc., etc., in new designs and
exquisite colorings is now ready, and
will be presented to the trade for in-
spection through our travelers and
selling agencies. You are cordially
invited to visit our studio..

380 Ontario Street CHICAGO
Chicago Agency Now York Agency

BENJ. ALLEN & CO. POSTLEY & COWENWholesale Jewelers 18 Park PlaceSilversmiths' Bldg.
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Tools of the Future

THEE IC1YSTONE

The Inventors of the Past and Future--Solar Power
and Its Possibilities —Interesting Predictions

WV)

.AVE you ever visited a great museum, like
the National Museum in Washington, or
the British Museum in London ? If you
have, you must have been struck by the

thought that those who make museums are tre-
mendously interested in the story of man's life on
the earth. This is shown by the fact that a large
part of every such museum, and by far the most
interesting part, is given up to collections of such
things as help to tell this story. Here are ancient
human remains from the dried beds of old lakes,
from the gravel of the glacial drifts, from the
deposits in ancient and long-forgotten caves. Along
with human bones are those of the wild animals
which primitive man fought and hunted—the wild
dog, the great cave bear and the saber-toothed tiger.

But more numerous than all these, and per-
haps even more interesting, are the collections of
tools which have been gathered along with these
bones of men and animals, and which tell us more
than all other things of the slow steps by which
man has come to his present power and civilization.

It is quite natural that these
primitive tools should have out-
lasted in most cases the bodies
of those who made them, for

they are usually of lasting material, wood or stone
or iron. As one studies them in the collections of
the museum, one recognizes a steady improvement
as time went on. The earliest are rude stone
hammers, fit only for cracking the bones of animals
upon which our remote ancestors fed, and used no
doubt sometimes for cracking a neighbor's skull.

Later, flint arrow-heads and spear-heads were
invented, and when the great ice-cap came down
from the north and covered Central Europe and
North America, man's inventive genius was taxed
to provide better tools and weapons and garments
for protection against cold. The evidences of
these improved tools are found among the gravel
deposits which the ice-cap left as it retreated slowly
toward the north.

There were some rare inventors in those early
days. When we name to-day the great inventors
who have changed the character of the world's
work, and given it new tools, we rarely go far-
ther back than a hundred years. We tell of the
inventors of the steam engine and the telegraph
and the dynamo.

Those are epoch-making, indeed, but think
what an invention that was when the first iron was
welded into a tool ; what progress was made pos-
sible when the first wheel was set rolling along the
earth's rim ; what possibilities for the race was
opened up by him who trained the first horse to
the service of man.

What a delightful personal in-
The Forgotten terest it would add to our col-

lection of primitive tools.in the
museum if we could only label

them with the names of their great inventors.
The labels might read something like this:
" First stone arrow. Invented by the Red-

Haired One, third cave on the right-hand bank of
the Danube, B. C. 72,180."
" The first saddle. Invented by the Blue-Eyed

Khingin. The Caucasus, B. C. 56,9oo."
"The first ax. Invented by Arpad, son of

the Harelip, second island of the Euphrates,
B. C. 27,552."

Evolution
of Tools

Inventors

Alas ! the names of the greatest inventors
whom the world has known are buried in the for-
gotten records of the ages before writing was. I
wonder if in A. D. 50,000 the dynamo and the
telegraph will seem to the men of that day as if
they had always been, and whether Morse and
Henry and Edison and Marconi will be forgotten
along with the inventors of the alphabet and of the
wheel and of the ax I

However this may be, it is evident that these
ancient inventions and tools have been used by
mankind to increase the common comfort and
pleasure, and that they have also inspired other
men to improve them. As time went on, tools
were invented for this and for that purpose, to
work in stone-and metal and clay and textiles.

In a general way it is evident that as man's
wants and his pleasures have increased, the inven-
tion of tools has kept abreast of these wants so as
to minister to them. And thus it comes about
that these collections of tools, gathered into the
museums from ancient caves, from the beds of old
streams, from the ash-heaps of long-forgotten cities,
tell the story of man's rise from savagery to civili-
zation. So true is this that certain striking periods
in this slow process have been called the stone
age, the iron age and the bronze age, from the
tools which characterized them.

Does this story, which the tools of the past tell
us, give any sure indication of what are to be man's
tools in the future ? Let us see. When we study
the tools which belong to the past we find that
two thousand years ago or more hand tools had
been brought to a high state of perfection. We
have to-day no workers in Marble more skilled
than those of ancient Greece, no workers in metal
more artistic than those of India, no weavers more
cunning than those of Phtenicia.

All these tools and machines
were what the Japanese call
" one-man. power " —they were
hand tools. The age of hand

tools continued until practically the beginning of
the last century, when men began to invent
nvichines to take the place of hand labor, and the
purpose in these machines was not so much to do
more accurate work as more economical work,
because the machine could take the place of
several men:

Curiously enough, this effort brought men
face to face with a new problem, the solution of
which, although not yet complete, has so far pro-
gressed as to change the whole machinery by
which the world's work is done, and to bring in
an entirely different set of tools. This problem
was the question of power, for as soon as machines
large enough to do the work of a number of men
came into use, it became necessary to have more
power than that of human muscle to work them,
and that has been the problem of the last hundred
years—to furnish this power and to store it for use
as it may be needed.

Now, to us who live on this globe which we
call the earth, there is only one source of power,
and that is the sun. Shut out the sun's rays, and
except for the rise and fall of the tide, every source
of power on the earth's surface would be cut off.

There is a Latin inscription which is often
carved on sun-dials, sine sole siko—without the
sun I am silent. Such an inscription might be
engraved on the earth itself, for without the sun
this fair planet of ours would be silent, lifeless,
powerless.

We seldom stop to think how prodigal a supply
of power the sun pours out upon us, or what aston-
ishing tasks this is put to under our very eyes. We

" One-Man
Power 'S
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are lost in wonder at the exhibition of human
power shown in the lifting of a stone weighing a
few tons to a place in the pyramids, but the sun on
a hot summer day will pick up a hundred thou-
sand tons of water from a lake and drop it on some
distant mountain top.

Men began to harness this sun power indirectly
a very long time ago, in the simple water-wheels
which served the old-fashioned mills, for the energy
of the running water is solar energy indirectly
applied, and often inconvenient for use. A great
step in harnessing the sun's power was made when
the steam engine was invented. Since that day
man's inventions have gone forward with a rapidity
unknown in all the ages before, until to-day the
whole character of the tools which he uses has
been transformed.

Hand tools still remain, as they always will
remain, but they take second place in the world's
work. The tools of to-day and the tools of the
future are the great machines which can most
skillfully and most economically harness the sun's
energy to the world's work. The man who thus
harnesses the sun, the workman of the future, is no
longer the worker with hand tools, but the engineer.

But while this may be accepted
with certainty, it is not so easy
to predict the method the en-
gineer will use to harness the

the sun power. For, although the engineer of
to-day realizes as the workman of a century ago
did not, that the sun in his sole source of power,
all the machines which he employs are most
wasteful in their use of this power. And what is
still more curious, the engineer still takes his
power second hand instead of using it directly as
it reaches us in the sun's rays.

When the sun is nearly overhead it delivers
power at the surface of the earth at the rate of
more than two-horse power for each square yard
of surface. Even after we deduct the loss occa-
sioned by the absorption of the earth's atmos-
phere, it is still true that each square yard receives,
when the sun is shining, the equivalent of one-horse
P°"' er working continuously. This means that
there is delivered on each square yard an energy
able to lift a weight of 33,000 pounds one foot in
one minute, and this power is continuous.

Almost all this energy at the present time goes
to waste, or, as the scientific men say, is "dissi-
pated." A little of it is used in warming the air,
evaporating the water, and in other ways, but the
greater part is radiated into space.

Think what could be done with this power if
the engineer could turn it to man's use. What
power goes to wgste in your back yard I The sun
delivers on Boston Common, free of charge, four
times enough energy to warm and light Boston and
supply all its manufactories, street railroads and
other consumers of mechanical power. Why did
not some engineer suggest the use of it when the
coal strike made the ordinary means of warmth
and light so expensive?

On the broad sunlit plains of Arizona the sun
delivers an equivalent of mechanical energy which,
expressed in horse power, would seem almost
infinite. A small part of it would suffice for the
whole world's work. Why is it not set to doing
this work ? This is the problem of to-morrow.
The engineer has made great progress in its solu-
tion ; he has enormously improved the means by
which indirect sun energy is used ; he transforms
heat energy into mechanical energy and this again
into electric energy ; he has even devised a solar
engine which will take up the energy as the sun
delivers it, and convert that energy—wastefully, to
be sure—into a form suitable for use ; but the
problem of storing this power and applying it
when and where man may need it, that problem is
the problem of the future, and the machines which
will do this—for it will be done—are the great
tools of humanity by which men are to work their
way to a higher step of safety and of comfort and
of enjoyment. —H. .S. Pritchett, in Youth's Companion.

Harnessing
the Sun
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50 Walnut Street NEWARK, N. J.

Nutnerous inquiries have been mach!

Who Makes The Alliance Ring?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that should you need them, we can supply youThese rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.They are easily opened as shown on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.

14 karat, 3 dwts., itt dozen lots, VI° per dwt., net 18 karat, 3 dwts., in 34 dozen lots, $1.25 per dwt., net

Leonard Krower, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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The Show Window

K Y T 0 IN E

Extraordinary efforts must be made by the window trim-
mer at this season in order to stirntilate and sustain

Bargain Displays public interest in, his displays. His plans must be all
prearranged and his work thoroughly systematized.

The window must, as far as possible, present a refreshing scene and appeal
at the same time to the economic or bargaining spirit, which, largely as a
result of department-store activity, has become such a common character-
istic of contemporary shoppers. If there are any left-over goods—and
what store is without them—strenuous efforts should now be made to work
them off to the best possible advantage, and to this end the window may be
very effectively utilized. Rummaging and clearing out should be the order
of the day, for it is imperative that old or left-over stocks, depreciating in
value 'on the shelves and in the cases be reduced to a minimum if full
justice is. to be done the new fall lines.

In disposing of old stock to make room for new, it is all important that
newspaper and window advertising be prosecuted in harmonious and
mutually helpful relation.
It should be a time of
special bargains, specially
priced, specially displayed
and specially advertised.
Odd and obstinate lots
that have hitherto failed
to move and are occuping
display-space to little or
Ito advantage should be
refurbished, recarde d,
pushed to the front, and,
if need be, made the sub-
ject of a special ad. and
a special display, for one
lot of inert stock has
a demoralizing influence
upon all the goods in its
environs. It will pay the
j.tweler to let at least one
lot go at a real sacrifice
by way of booming his
other offerings. This
sacrifice-sale should be
heralded in all directions
and the favorable im-
pression created by it
studiously availed of to
push other slow-going
lines to better advantage.

The success of sale-displays, as they may be termed,
Telling of depends almost wholly upon the determination of the
Bargains dealer and his assistants. The window must be made to

bristle with bargains, not palpable decoys clumsily dis-
played and calculated to convey a false and unfavorable impression, but
offerings with a basis, reason and plausibility such as the department stores
ever can contrive with ingenuity and profit. The newspaper announcement
should circumstantially and forcefully state why prices have been reduced,
reasons should be given which will not tax public credulity and a story told,
which, instead of creating doubt in the mind of the reader regarding the
reliability of the statements made, Will, on the contrary, impress him with
the enterprise and progressive methods of the store from which they
emanate. Price tickets may state these same reasons in condensed and
pithy form so as to accord with and echo the regular advertisement, to the
end that the observer may be induced to investigate further. The task of
designing a bargain display must be undertaken in no spirit of half-
heartedness, every display factor must be forced into service, the trimmer's
entire energies concentrated upon the task of focusing public attention upon
his work.
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when you have attained that finish of the design, carry it further by adding
to it here and there with other goods, or with interesting details of those
already used. The best window dressers will tell you that frequently they
have started out on a plan for a design and then completely changed it
before they were through, until it bore but Small resemblance to the original
notion.

For a symmetrical window there is always necessary some one particular
object which will center the attention ; this article should, of course; aim to
tell the story of the goods which are to be advertised, and all the accessories
are merely aids to carry out a pleasing effect,lor to conform with the laws of
proportion, composition or harmony. This centerpiece may be a striking
figure mounted on some elevation, or it may be some property such as an
arch, a pair of steps, or an attractive novelty, but if it is any of these it
should be well connected with the goods, so that the material will be
appreciated, and not the mechanical object.

Good windows are sometimes made by building out the sides and
drawing them forward, but it requires much skill to do this successfully,
and even then the trimmer cannot ignore the center where the eye of the
observer rests first and most frequently. For this reason a small window is

often more effective than
a large one. The lattt r
can, of course, show more

Chaete aud Attractive Easter Window, Designed by NValtcr 31. Engle, Philadelphia, Pu.

Plans and
Procedure

At first thought it would seem best to make a plan of the
window, but sometimes it will not look as well when
completed as when you planned it, while on the other
hand, if you build tip a window without any forethought

it is just as liable to be a disappointment as a success. The safest method
seems to be to start with a general idea, or what might be termed the major
motif of the decoration. This can be determined by the space to be filled
and the particular goods to be used, Plan first for a general effect, and

goods and more detail,
but all this is secondary,
and the main idea of any
big window can always be
reproduced in a smaller
one by leaving out some
of the details and acces-
sories, obtaining as a rule
a much more desirable
effect.

An article in the
Pool and Shoe Recorder
gives some practical ad-
vice in this connection :
" When you have figured
out definitely the main
design," it states, " begin
work by placing it well
back from the pane, for
if it is too close the effect
is entirely destroyed.
Goods properly arranged
and displayed always gain
by their distance from the
spectator, just as in a
theater, a near view often
dispels all the illusions

which are so necessary to the enjoyment of the piece. Besides, the floor
space in front of the main trim can always be used to good advantage, in
supplementing the general design and adding those articles which will give
the whole picture a pleasing finish. It is not well to allow the decoration of
this immediate foreground to be too important, lest it detract from the main
design. After the display has been well planned, and before actual work is
commenced, the subject of the background must be carefully considered.

" Many trimmers regard the subject of background as the
Suitable most important in window trimming and all the. most
Backgrounds successful have devoted a great deal of time to the study

of the arrangement and construction of the same. If
the window has no permanent background of finely-finished wood or
mirror effect, make it from some fabric. What this will be depends
primarily upon the nature of the goods used in the decoration. Anything
from cheese-cloth to velvet, or there may be a painted scene or an imitation
of nature or simply a covering of wall-paper.
" No two windows can, as a rule, be supplied with the same background,

and great care and several experiments should be conducted before,deter-
mining upon what to make use of. Cheese-cloth is a very serviceable article
and gives a much more handsome effect than one would imagine. It may ;
be simply spread over the wood-work or it may be treated in any of the
decorative ways with which every window dresser is familiar. The best
effects seem to be obtained by using a light color. By far the safest course
for the young window dresser to take is in the avoiding of colors Until he
understands their harmony, at least to a slight degree. It is rather difficult
to have a complete knowledge of that science, but one can acquire by rote
sufficient information to carry him through trying places."
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We offer to the trade a new self-filling device in Fountain Pens that we believe for convenience, durabilit

y

and simplicity to be the best yet invented for this purpose, and shall be pleased to furnish samples to d
ealers

with prices and discounts.
It has no ink joint to soil fingers or clothing. Holds three times as much ink as any other self-filler.

Ink is held in a hard rubber reservoir instead of soft rubber sack. Pressing the bulb expels the air and ink

flows into the barrel.

NEW and GOOD 

Made and fully guaranteed by

AIKIN,
LAMBERT 0 CO.

19 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
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Made in
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Send for our New Catalogue
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The ee MODEL"  
Fountain Pen

THE MODEL OF PERFECTION. Retail Price, $1.00 to $10.00. Made of finest grade rubber and fitted with

a 14 K. Gold Pen. No extra charge for special imprint. Every pen guaranteed. Write for samples and prices. All makes repaired

and returned same day received. HERING 6 CO., 1749 John Street, New York

THE EAGLE e'FLASH"
A self=filling Fountain Pen. Writes

the rnoment it touches the paper. 

This is the only practical self-filling
Fountain Pen—it is a pen built for business.

It requires no glass fillers. There is no spilling
of ink—no clogging—no shaking—no loss of cap.

We absolutely guarantee the sale of these
pens—we also guarantee every pen.

Send us your order for one dozen at once. 9 plain, 3 with gold
bands, the dozen as assorted, $13.50 for the lot.

M. J. Averbeck, iv,vishtorliebsutr, 19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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The Jeweler-Stationer's Stationery

The jeweler-stationer should remember the

advertising value of the stationery used by

himself. If the stationer desires to impress

on a patron the beauty and desirability of

good correspondence paper let him make his

own letter a sample that will impress. There

is altogether too much carelessness among

merchants in regard to the quality of station-

ery used by them and also in regard to the

composition of business letters. As Printers'

Ink aptly states : If advertising pays, and

printed literature is advertising, and if its

advertising value is increased in proportion

to the art and skill displayed in its make-up,

then why is it that houses which will cheer-

fully pay the highest prices for art-work and

half- tone plates for their holiday booklets,

and would absolutely refuse to accept any

job of printing in which worn, nicked or

otherwise imperfect type was used, or defective

press-work was apparent, will daily put their

autograph signatures to letters which are

typographically, rhetorically, grammatically

and orthographically inferior to their booklets

and circulars—not because it is impossible to

secure better, but rather because the standard

is lower?
Booklets, catalogues, circulars, folders

and all such literature, no matter how high

the grade of workmanship they represent,

will all sooner or later find their way into the

waste basket ; but the special letters—the

daily correspondence of the house—go to

the letter files and constitute the only means

of permanent representation for the sender.

" Confirm your proposition by letter, so

that it may be placed on file, where it can be

referred to when the proper time comes."

Isn't this the substance of the terms

in which many a salesman or solicitor is

dismissed after a lengthy and interesting

interview ? The beautifully printed booklets

and circulars he leaves will go into the waste

basket when he leaves, for with his letter on

file it is easier to refer to it and ask for a new

lot of printed matter than to keep what has

already been presented.

Isn't it more often the case that the cata-

logue represents the personality and standards

of the printer and the person hired to write

it up more than it does the one in whose

name it is sent out ? In other words, isn't a

house more correctly sized up by its corre-

spondence, which is its own product, than by

the printed matter, which is the product of

another shop?

If an artistically gotten up catalogue will

do a house more good than a commonplace,

ordinary piece of printing, then, most em-

phatically, let it be said, the same principles

hold good in reference to its correspondence.

As one advertiser of fine stationery

points out, your letter touches very closely

the people you want to influence. He sees

in it something besides the message " between

the lines "—which bespeaks the character

of the writer fully as much as the written

word. Every argument in behalf of the

increased valae of high-class literature applies

with double force to the letters which go out

from any house—not only the special, but

the circular letters as well.

A New Wrinkle in Advertising

Most city folks have learned through

experience to recognize and discard the

circulars with which their letter boxes are

stuffed and, whether they come by mail or

slipped into the box carefully addressed to

the right name, a large percentage find their

way into the waste basket unopened.

Recognizing this fact, a New York insur-

ance company has hit upon a new idea.

Instead of sending out a man to copy off the

addresses on the letter boxes in the apart-

ment houses, they send out a distributer pro-

vided with a package.of circulars and a lead

pencil. He goes from house to house address-

ing an envelope to each box, and the envelope

has the appearance of a note hurriedly scrib-

bled by some friend and dropped into the

slot. In nine cases out of ten the inclosure

is looked at through pure curiosity.

Stationery Supplies for a Railroad

A pin would appear to be of little use

on a railroad, yet tlqc Santa Fe finds it

necessary to buy one and a half tons of pins

every year. Where they all go to nobody

knows.
The pencils used in twelve months by

employees of the Santa Fe would, if laid in

a straight line, reach a distance of more than

twenty-five miles, says the American Stationer.

The Santa Fe used 26,000 brooms in

I9o4—the new kind that sweeps clean. All

old broom handles are returned to head-

quarters and sold for a snug sum of money.

It takes more than moo pen points a

day ( just 396,000 annually) to supply Santa

Fe employees who take a pen in hand to write

those few lines, etc. This army of pens con-

sumes fifty barrels of ink, and the resultant

documents are bound together with 13,000

pounds of rubber bands. The printed forms

used by the wielders of the pens would fill

fifteen carloads during the period named.

I 3 I I

Acknowledging Wedding Invitations

A subscriber writes : " I do a consider-

able stationery business of a select kind and

am frequently asked questions by customers

on certain formalities of fashion. By a care-

ful perusal of articles in your journal, on the

latest styles in stationery, I have been able to

answer most of these questions, but a recent

query, in regard to whether an invitation to a

wedding should be acknowledged, puzzled

me." Fashion decrees that invitations to a

church wedding require no acknowledgment,

unless accompanied by a card for the reception.

One's presence, then, constitutes an accept-

ance, but a card must be sent to the bride's

parents—who are the hosts—if one is unable

to attend. An invitation to a wedding break-

fast requires a prompt note of acceptance or

regret, as for a formal dinner.

A Reflection on the Past

William Pinkerton, the detective, was praising

the various cash-registering devices that have

come of late years into world-wide use.

"These machines," he said, " have undoubt-

edly diminished crime. They have saved many

weak persons from a daily, an hourly temptation

hard to withstand. They have also saved em-

ployers a great deal of money, for they have

driven the dishonest out of a field of work wherein

they loved to labor in the past.

"I heard of a clerk in a grocery the other day

who was getting $8 a week. He had to be on duty

at 7 in the morning, and he was not through WI 7,

and sometimes 8, at night. The poor fellow had

no time for anything but work and sleep.

''He found time, though, to get married, and

the week after the ceremony he asked his employer

for a raise.
" 'Why, Horace,' the employer said, you are

getting $8 a week. What ails you ? When I was

your age I kept a wife and two children on $8 a

week and saved money besides.'

" 'They didn't have cash registers in those

days,' said Horace, bitterly."

Handsomest Baby, Anyway

" I want my name engraved in the blank space

on this," said a man of twenty-six years, passing a

handsome, old-fashioned silver cup over the coun-

ter of a well-known Sioux City jeweler, The en-

graved part read:

Presented to

For being the handsomest baby in
Woodbury County.
September 18, 188r.

"Are you the baby?" demanded the jeweler.

" Yes ; and I want that space filled in with my

name as a testimonial. They try to make me

think nowadays that I am the homeliest man in the

country, and I want this as a credential."

The jeweler finally recalled having made the

cup a present to the baby at a county fair, in a big

competition. "Well," he said, finally, " It looks as

if you needed the credential. I'll engrave it."

And he took the name down.

It was Eli B. Woodford.
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HOLD YOUR TRADE

by handling Bassett Chains (iuick sellers,
big profit makers and satisfaction

guaranteed. Select styles for
fastidious Purchasers —

popular styles for allTIE TO

BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and dissatisfaction

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Factory

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane Masonic Temple Vaults

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE AN FRANCISCO OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange 120 Sutter Street

The "BATES" Bracelet
You want it. WHY ? (Kant Kum Off)

Because it represents
everything that is good in a

2,4 bracelet good wearing qual-
ity, handsome design and
unique construction, with no
visible joint or catch, easy

2 0 to put on or take off—just
a slight pull and a twist, yet
it will not become unfastened
when on the arm.28

Patent Pending

—VeirpooP;--

It is made in plain, polished, satin, Old English, Roman, chased
thcl stone set.

Buy the "BATES" and you buy The Best.
Our line this season is much larger and better than ever, containing many new and handsome

designs in Fobs, Lockets, etc.

BATES & BACON, MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
NEW YORK OFFICE-9 Maiden Lane

CHICA00 OFFICE-103 State Street Attleboro, Mass.
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TH KEYSTONE,

Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use
of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex-
pressed. -Editor The Keystone.

Losses Through Carelessness of
Workmen

ED. KEYSTONE :- --When mounting a diamond
should it become damaged through the carelessness
of the workman who should bear the loss, the
house or the workman?

Yours truly,
Athamt, " SUBSCRIBER."

[Questions similar to the above reach us so
frequently that the point raised seems worthy of
more consideration than is generally given to it.
We would suggest that in every case there should
be some understanding on the matter of responsi-
bility for losses from carelessness when the work-
man is employed, as the absence of such an under-
standing may at any time create an awkward situ-
ation. Supposing, however, that no such agree-
ment exists, if the workman be thoroughly compe-
tent and paid the wages that competency demands
it is reasonable that he should be held responsible
for losses unquestionably due to his carelessness.
This would be just, but it might not always be
politic. We are all liable to make mistakes, and
sticking to the letter of the agreement in contentious
cases of this kind may cause a degree of friction
and unpleasantness that would be more detrimental
than beneficial. This is a matter for the good
judgment of the jeweler, and we may add that we
do not see why an habitually careless workman
should be kept in the employ of anyone who values
the reputation of his repair department. When it
comes to holding a workman responsible for losses
due to his carelessness the time is ripe for a change
in the staff.—Ea]

Defective Key-winders

ED. KEYST0NE.-111 reply to " Ratchet's"
query on pape 959, of the Workshop Notes de-
partment of your June issue, regarding defective
key-winders, I wish to state that I had similar
trouble sometime ago, and I found that the barrel
arbor had been pivoted on the end that carries the
ratchet wheel. It was neatly done and was very
hard to find, as the watch would wind all right at
times, and when it slipped it did it so quickly that
I could not see it. I found the trouble by trying
the arbor with two pairs of plyers.

Yours truly,
unstown, W. Yto. MUTA U. SWIGER.

Another Largest Watch

The following letter just received from one of
our subscribers, adds an interesting chapter to
the controversy as to " the largest watch in the
world " :

ED. KEYSTONE :—In the April number of your
valued publication we find an article regarding
Major Buck's famous large watch which you quote
as being reported the largest watch in the world.
Probably it will interest your readers to know that
we possess the largest, heaviest solid gold watch
in the world, which will be sold by us at auction
before your current issue reaches the subscribers.

The weight of this watch complete is 16 troy

ounces, or one ounce heavier than the watch of

Major Buck. It measures 4g inches in height,

33, inches in width, and weighs without crystal or
case springs 237 pennyweights, being 14 karat
gold ; it is fitted with an I8-size Howard move-
ment. It also has a chain and locket to match in
size. The chain measures 21% inches from swivel
to bar, is curb chain design, weighs 228 penny-
weights, and the thickness of the large center links
measures about inches. the locket is 25' x I '4
inches, weighs 24,V pennyweights, and is set with
a diamond of about one karat. The complete
ouffit was purchased for $1400, as we just learned
from a reliable source, and not $1750 as our first
information led us to advertise. The case is richly
engraved, of shell pattern design. The original
owner of this giant watch, locket and chain pos-
sessed also a seven-karat diamond ring in a thirty-
odd pennyweight mounting, which mounting, after
his death, the estate being sold at auction, finally
found its way into the melting pots of the Cincin-
nati Gold and Silver Refining Co.

Hoping you will consider this of sufficient
interest to your readers to give it space in your
columns, we are,

Yours truly,

Mobile, Ala. GABS & I

Value of Fresh Water Pearls

KEysToNE:—In the "I iclianapuhs Letter,"
in a recent issue of your journal, it is stated that a
Mr. Eaton found a pearl in Wabash River which
he sold in New York for $7uo. I have often read
in newspapevs of these wonderful pearls that are
valued up in the hundreds of dollars. I never had
any idea that pearls were more valuable than dia-
monds or rubies. I have seen some fine ocean
pearls in Europe, but I never heard of solitaire
pearls of the immense value these newspaper pearls
are said to have. Are these pearl items " fish
stories?" I have heard of a man on a desolate
island giving a wad of money for a match to kindle
a fire With, but that was a case of necessity, and
the corner made the price, but I fail to see such
necessity in this case in view of the tons of
mussel-bearing pearls that are in most rivers in
this country.

Yours truly,
Oreg9n, Ill. " ENQUIRER."

Scraping Noise in Movements

In answer to fl. M. Wollam, ill June KEVSTONE,
page 912, I will venture to say that the noise he
speaks of is caused by jewel hole not being central
in jewel setting. Now, if we take a good move-
ment that is banked up close and put in a jewel,
with hole out of center TART part of an inch (which
is not uncommon with jewels purchased at $1.5o

P' dozen), the guard pin is liable to touch roller,
or roller jewel is liable to touch inside sof horn of
lever and cause a sound.

Truly yours,

St. Louis, Midi, W. T. GREEN.

To Clean a Balance Wheel

ED. KEYSTONE :—I would like to hear from
THE KEYSTONE, and from some of its readers, as

to the best way to clean a balance wheel. I have
had difficulty in obtaining the desired result in the

portions around the screws.

Truly yours,
Branford, Conn. JOHN H. MORTON.
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Soldering a Set Ring

En. KEYSTONE :—I have found an easy and
clean way of soldering a set ring without removing
the setting. It is done by use of a potato. Prepare
the ring for soldering and then take a potato and
cut the end evenly and smoothly. If your set is
small, just crush it into the potato and lay on the
inside of the ring a piece of (by asbestos. Stick a
common pin in both ends of the asbestos to hold,
and apply the heat. If the set is large, cut a small
hole in the potato—then you can crush the set
down very easily. The potato can be used a dozen
or more times. I have one potato otv which we
have soldered twenty-three rings. The moisture
of the potato runs around the sets and the sets do
not get warm. The potato is much cleaner than
charcoal, and is much easier to pin to. Moreover,
you can hold the potato in your hand and it does
not get warm. It beats the old way of 'wet sand,
as you can pin the ring fast, and it is also a clean
method.

Yours truly,
lioune, Iowa G. ECKSTEIN.

[Our correspondent's discovery merits much
of the praise he gives it, but it is not new. The
method has been exploited several times in THE
KEYSTONE—the last reference to it will be found
On page 125t, of the August, 1904, issue.—ED.]

Senator Scott's Three Rules

Nathan Scott, who has just been elected for a
second term to the United States Senate, was
bound out to a Quaker farmer for a term of seven
years, when but nine years old, and, according to
contract, was given board, clothing and schooling
in return for his services. At the end of his inden-
ture, when he would be sixteen years of age, he
was to receive a lump sum of one hundred and
eighty dollars, provided his conduct had been satis-
factory.

He made his home with his emplo:Jer, as onc
of the family, and the farmer's good wife mothered
him, " like the genuine article," as he afterwards
expressed it, binding up his cuts and bruises, and
looking out for his comfort just as she did for her
own family.

At length his term of service expired; and he
was ready to start out into the almost unknown
world, from the comparative seclusion of the farm,
and the district school, the advantages of which had
been conscientiously secured for him by the farmer.

Then the old man pulled a huge wallet out of
his pocket, and selecting from the roll of bills it
contained exactly one hundred and eighty dollars,
handed them to the lad, and gave him at the same
time a gratuity in the way of advice :
" Nathan, thee has been a good boy," he said ;

" and now that thee is going out into life by thy-
self, there are three things that thee would do well
to specially remember. It is not what thee eats,
but what thee digests, that will make thee healthy.
It is not what thee earns, but what thee saves, that
will make thee wealthy. It is not what thee reads,
but what thee remembers, that will make thee
wise."

With his one hundred and eighty dollars, and
the good farmer's advice, Nathan Scott started
out ; and, though he gave the first three years of
his manhood to his country's cause, he was not
long in establishing himself successfully in busi-
ness. He lived up to the honest Quaker's three
empirical postulates with advantage to himself r
and, when his old friend and master died poor, the
erstwhile bound-boy had it in his power to prove a
helpful friend.
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and are " doing things already. Both Mr. Newman and Mr. Wilmes are

being kindly received by the trade, who pronounce their stocks the newest,

cleanest and swellest yet seen for the fall season. They will see you soon

if you are located in the Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma territory.

You owe it to yourself to investigate our lines, either when our trav-

elers call or when you visit this market. Everything new and fresh—

quality right, goods look right and will sell right.

Remember we give our personal attention to filling mail orders.

Li 
Aller-Newman-Wilmes Jewelry Company

Globe-Democrat Building, St. Louis
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GEO. KUEHL & CO.
178 E. Randolph Street, C IIICAGO,• ILL.

Manufacturers and Importers of

Genuine Black Forest

Cuckoo Clocks
TRADE

Jewelers ! If you order Cuckoo Clocks,
order them with the

MARK

MAR'

They are the BEST. There are none BETTER.
Our clocks have received the highest award, " Gold Medal," at the

Chicago, Omaha, Paris and St. Louis Expositions.
It is not the question how cheap a Cuckoo Clock is, but how good.
A customer will never remember that he paid a little less for his

clock, but he will always remember if the clock does not give entire
satisfaction.

Sole Agents of 400= Day Clocks with
c(L 

TRADE MARK

JTiIIIL For sale at all Wholesale Clock and jewelry Houses
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New Uses for Small Elecric Motors

K E YSTONE

) serviceable and economic has electricity become as a

motive power that an electric motor of some kind is almost

a necessity of every modern workshop. Even the jeweler

has come to recognize this fact, and a small motor is now a muc
h-

needed and highly-valued part of the equipment of many jewelers'

workrooms. Still, it is not generally realized to what an extent

the use of the electric motor as a small and handy source of power

has been developed. In a series of articles contributed to Cassier' s

Magazine, by Fred. M. Kimball, so many of these uses are

described that it is difficult to enumerate them. We quote some

of the most interesting from Mr. Kimball's final article. He says: -

" Laundry machinery is largely operated by electiic motors,

and especially is this true of centrifugal driers and mangles. An

attempt has recently been made to operate family washing machines

by Motors, and the results which have attended the preliminary

experiments have been highly gratifying.

" In the large hotels and restaurants, motor-driven blowers,

pumps, dumb-waiters, exhaust-

ers, knife-cleaners and chop-

ping and mixing machines are

in evidence on every hand,

while the number of electrically

operated sewing-machines in

the homes of the country is

increasing very rapidly.

" Recently, motor-driven

polishers have been brought

out for use in caring for the

hardwood floors in large halls

and public buildings; motor-

driven sweepers, which are used

in some of the large department

stores for quickly sweeping the

long aisles and wide open

spaces; and also electrically-

operated carpet-sweepers for

domestic use. These last are said to perform marvelous work in

removing dust and litter of all kinds from carpets 
and rugs. The

peculiar stroke of the rapidly-moving brush whips up 
the finest par-

ticles out of the pile of the carpet or rug and effect
ually prevents

the lodgment of foreign matter in it.

" The electric motor is also largely employed by th
e medical

profession. Physicians find it of great value for operating 
atomi-

zers, va-

rious spe-

cial devices

for massage
purposes,

and in con-
nectionwith

t h e many

forms of
apparatus
which have
been de-

vised for
effecting
special ex-

ercises of

the human

body. Very
ingenious

gymnasium exer-

cisers have been de-

veloped, such as

those for exercising

the muscles of the

body, as in horse-

back riding, walking,

running and various

exercises of the arms

and shoulders.
" Modern print-

ing offices, book-

binderies and the

allied trades, too,

make extensive use of electric motors. Nearly every mechanical

operation necessary in the preparation of a book may owe some
thing

to an electric motor. The author's manuscript was written on a

motor-driven typewriter, and the matter was set up on a 
motor-

driven linotype machine. Stereotype plates are trimmed, planed,

sized and formed by motor-

driven machinery. The press

on which the book is printed

may be driven by an electric
motor, for which the ink may

be ground in motor-driven mills,

and, if the edition be a large

one, it will probably be printed

on a press provided with auto-

matic motor - driven feeders.

The sheets, as printed, are

folded by a motor - driven

folder.
" Many interesting, special

and labor - saving electrically

operated tools may now be

found in manufacturing estab-

lishments.
" In the western part of

the United States and in Mexico the small electric motor is much

used for operating pumps employed in distributing water for irri-

gating purposes in those sections where the rainfall is very scanty or

entirely absent. Vasts tracts of otherwise fertile land, capable of

raising food-stuffs to supply millions of people, have never
 been

utilized, owing to the scarcity of water. Many of these tracts are

underlaid, at a depth of a few feet, by moisture-bearing strata or

subterranean water courses.

" Mining engineers are adopting the motor-drive and electric

distribution of power. Pumping, hoisting, ventilating, haulage an
d,

recently, rock drilling, by means of electric motors illustrate how

the power-supply may be distributed not only more directly a
nd

compactly
than by sys-

tems em-
ploying
pipes, but

also at mate-
rially de-

creased ex-

pense."

Dynamo for Eleetvo-Plating

Direct-Current

AlternatIng-Current Polishing Lathe

Polishing Lathe

The illustra-
tions on this page
show electric mo-
tors which are
especially ser.
viceable for the
jeweler. Jeweler's Lathe Motor
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SHIP'S BELL"

For use on
Desks,

1%Iantels,e1c.

Suitable for
Regatta
Prize

In Clubs,
Residences

and
Offices

Tells
cot rect
hour
and
halt'
hour

In dark
rooms

AUTO CLOCK GOTHIC AND DORIC ; PARLOR AND BOUDOIR CLOCKS

TRAVELING CLOCK

23i IN. " SPECIAL" AUTO CLOCK
MARINE CLOCK

THE " CHELSE A Striking Fitted with Special Base for
it ship's Bell Clock use on Desks, Mantels, etc.

Ship's Bell is the best form of Striking Clock for use in sleeping rooms,
libraries, etc.

Clock in its round ease, also furnished without the Base. Hour and HalfHour Striking and Time (not striking) movements furnished in similar Cases
U101 11100'S, when so preferred. Large variety of finishes on Cases and Buses.
Auto Clocks always Yellow Brass, Ship's Bell and Marine for use on Yachts,
Steamships, etc., Composition Brass, and for use in Residences (Olives, Clubs,
etc., Copper Bronze, Black Oxide, Green Bronze, Red Brass, Yellow Brass, etc.

Above are a •few of the many styles of Fine Clocks made by Chelsea Clock Co. All are 8-Day, I I igh- Grade. These fine goods are dealt in only by Dealers inBest Jewelry, Nautical Instruments and Yachting and Automobile Supplies, and are used by parties demanding the Best.
1 Selling Agents forI.iberal D Discounts to Dealers. Catalogs on application. 

Pacific Coast MORGAN & ALLEN CO., 134 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California

YOU want the BEST Ask for the 64 CHELSEA" Clock
CHELSEA "
lTRADE-MARK ,

C. C. CO.
(TRADE-MARK)

AUTO CLOCK
(TRADE-MARK)

Chelsea Clock Co., 16 State St., Boston, U.S.A.
1.algest Mak, i merica ot EXCLUSIVFLY fi-DA HIGH-GRAM:

Ship's Bell, Marine, Auto Clocks and Office Clocks

Full line of German Silver Bags and Purses
IN SIZES FROIVI 2 INCHES TO C IN( IIFS

ROMAN, SILVER, GUN METAL and OLD ENGLISH FINISH. WHITE KID LININGS
These hags have many meritorious points in style, construction and finish. The principle upon which they are made obviates rivets, and thetops are not drilled. Just as good is but a tribute to their superiority, and should be so understood. Our Bag is the best.

lo• .• • is, • o• •if _ jp1•547 o•lit IN•le 15•1/r,P.• me.b.

BROOCHES

BEAD NECKS

BACK COMBS

BRACELETS

CUFF PINS

HAT PINS
SCARF PINS

NECK CHAINS

ETC.

• 4:ftsik;

AO; 4"-is--To*Z4-47.4•-•,,

I,

, • 4'44"

CIGARETTE CASES

MATCH BOXES

LOVING CUPS

COIN HOLDERS

CIGAR CUTTERS

KEY RINGS

KNIVES

SCISSORS

FTC.

Codding & Heilborn CO., North Attleboro, Mass.
New York —Chas. Van Ness, I I Maiden Lane Chicago—O. S. Titus, titi Monroe St. San Francisco—H. C. Van Ness St Co., 1 15 Kearny St.
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Compiling an Advertising
Booklet

DGING by correspondence now being
received, the booklet as an advertisement
continues to make gratifying strides in
trade favor. Some jewelry houses issue

booklet monthly, others semi-annually, while all
up-to-date jewelers of to-day consider a dainty
little booklet a necessary part of pre-holiday pub-
licity. That the approaching holiday advertising
campaign is even thus early receiving the consider-
ation of the trade, is evidenced in a number of
letters of similar tenor now before us. Some six
years ago we published an extended article on
booklet compilation, giving a number of pages of
interesting and instructive matter which could be
used to advantage in any booklet issued by a
jeweler. Requests subsequently received for this
matter soon exhausted several thousand sheets,
which we had specially printed for the convenience
of the trade. In view of the fact that these re-
quests continue to come to us, we deem it advisa-
ble to republish these sample booklet pages, and
trust that our readers will carefully preserve them
for future use. For the watch-wearing public, such
matter as the following is always interesting :

4 Delicate Waller

Yon carry in your Imre]. left c.t pocket

the smallest, most delicate nmelline that
WREI over constructed tor the same number
of parts.

About 175 different pieces of material
enter into its construction, and upwards of
2400 separate operations are comprised in
its manufacture. On this tiny instrument
you depend in some degree for nearly every
action in your every-day life. However
irregular your own habits may be, iis habits
must be unfailingly regular ; and whenever
appealed to, at any hour of the day or
1115111, in cold or in torrid climate, on the
mountain top or in the mine, it must tell
the time within a variation of a fraction of
II second a day, or you will want to know
the reason why.

A watch is really one of the most won-
derful achievements of human ingenuity.
Some of the facts connected with its perfor-
mance are simply incredible, when consi-
dered in total. A blacksmith strikes several
thousand blows on his anvil a flay, and is
right glad when Sunday comes around ; but

the roller jewel of a watch makes every day,
and day after day, 432,000 impacts against
the fork (twice this number of impacts could
be counted, as the act if " unlocking " the es-
capement requires an impact : 432,000 im-
pulses, but 864,000 impacts), or 157,680,000
blows in It year without stop or rest, or
3,155,600,000 in the short space of twenty
years. These stupefying figures are far
ileyond the grasp or our feeble intellects ;
but the intim does loll Stip here. It has
been estimated that the power that moves
the watch is equivah•lit to Only four times
the force used in it Ilea'sitimp ; consequently
It might be called a fear flea-power. One
horse-power would Allitive to run 270,000,000
watches. Now, the balance wheel of a watch
Is moved by this four flea-power one and
forty-three one-hundredths inches with
each vibration, or 3,5083/4' miles eontinuoasty,
In one year ; it never even stops to spit on
its hands to catch a fresh hold.

And it doesn't take a large can of oil to
lubricate the machine on its 3500 mile
" run." It just requires one-tenth of a drop
to oil the entire watch for a year's service.

fiat it has mighty great need qf that one-
tenth of a drop. Consider, if by reason of a
thickening of the oil, or wearing out of the
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oil (or for that matter, by reason of running,
or bicycle riding, or juin ping, or any form of
jar) the vibrations of the balance-wheel are
accelerated or retarded three-one millionth
of each " ex eursion," the watch gains or
loses one second a (la)', or half a minute a
month. 'the increase of friction on the
bearings, through It change in the form of
the tiny globules of oil, or through the in-
troduction of dirt, will bring about this, or
a greater variation.

These are the hard facts of scientifie
mechanics, illustrated by the unanswerable
figures of arithmetic. M'hat is the reason-
able inference to lie drawn therefrom 7 This,
simply—that if pot would preserve the time-
keeping qualities of your watch you will
not tel it go uncared for until the delicate
pivots are wiiril by dirt and they piteously
beg to he cleaned and oiled new anti set

a-going. Yon will take it to a competent
watchmaker once every eighteen months
for its rejuvenation.

Give me a chance to diaminstrate my
skill upon your ailing watch. The pri-c 7 -
not the lowe•41 ill these parts, but the len-d

that the qual ) of my work will it I. Ma) -

be, atter 8 lit! le expellent,, you will till-

cillde that it i• the cheapest in the end.

CARE OF A WATCH
A I, a■ earry pair

it Ii (I the I., I,. next the In`I'NOO ;

I hi, t he danger ur break-
ing the erystal. glottal or
chat. shoold Wav5 0-0r11

s Ilia( it may not

dip and hill to the gnoind.

Never expose the movement
where it is damp. In winding,
hold the watell steadily ill 000

11101 s Willi the other.

Always have your watch-

maker regulate your Rt-alell. If
t h is is not con vciiient, you dill
fill yonr,elf Iv observing the
follewing directions: If it runs
fist, move the ligillator towards
the letter S ; if slow, towards
the F. All watelies, even of the
same make,are not atlected alike
II)' the regulator, hut the follow-
ing is an approximation : The
distance from one mark to the
next on the index will alter the
time about one minute per day.
In the higher grades, having the
micrometer regulator, turn the
screw to the left to make them
run .dower, and to the right to
Maki` them run faster.

To get the best time from
your wat eh, have a regular time

How to
Regulate
Watch

for winding, and keep it, as near
as practicable, in the same posi-
tion. It can be hung up at
night, or, if worn in a vest
pocket, the garment can be hung
lip. It is not a good plan to put

Consult a your watch under your pillow.
Watchmaker Should your watell stop, do

not shake it Ytolent ly, and Ile, l'r
• fllt011111i to force the wheels b ui-
cacti. Serious injury is liable

to result from either of these

practices. Take it to a watch-
maker without trying to start it.
It will be an assistance to him )ti
ascertaining tile cause of stop-
page to see it in that condition.

Have Your Should you notice the bal-
Watch since-wheel become sluggish Ill
Cleaned its motion, it is a certain
Once a Year cation that something is wrong.

It should be seen to at once.
Finally, if you value your

watch, have it cleaned once a
year, or if employed in a busi-
ness where there is much dust,
oftener. You save nothing by
allowing a watch to run longer
without overhauling. It is no
better economy to run a watch
without cleaning as long as it
will go than it is to drive a horse
without feeding as long as he
rail 1110re.
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As we live in an age when a watch is an
almost universal necessity, the foregoing informa-
tion has a practically universal 'interest, and as a
large proportion of watch wearers wear sonic
jewelry also, the following pages have been used
by many jewelers to good advantage :

Hints 1. Jewelry should not be thrown
ill a ease promiscuously, as it will
become scratched or scarred. Dia-On the

Care of snt'.'r)aliltdes1 1 oinr npi on krt eachiet'ln ro't huesr itfhtv13;rtmtm.iii ti

Jewelry in together.
2. Wash frequently, using soap

and warm water ; rinse thorough))
Ill alcohol and dry in boxwood saw-
dust. Diamonds should be kept
clean to be brilliant, The Op be-
comes electric from the frietion in
wearing, while the back of the some
will become covered with a dust .0
lint attracted thereby, which 41e-
stroys the brilliancy.

3. Diamond mountings should
be examined frequently, to see that
the clamps do not wear 01111 let the
stone fall out, especially in linger
rings.

4. 11'1.:I FIR 1101 -011W discolored by

Die accumulation of grease, soap or
similar substances collecting around
the clamps and under the setting.

*0 They can he wrudied the same as
other jewelry, but not with hot,......)

water.

A variant of the above, which we have recently
seen used in a dainty booklet, is the following :

A FEW HINTS

In Regard to Your jewelry

To clean Diamontb4 wash theroughly with
soap and water, to whiclt a few drops of am-
monia have been added ; rinse ill pure water;
immerse for a moment t TI alcohol and dry Ill
boxwood saw41110.

Ti, clean Homan Colored Jewelry wash as
above, but before rinsing, brush thoroughly
with fl little soda. This will restore the beauti-
ful 22 K. color. Rinse very thoroughly and use
ttleoliol and boxwood sawdust.

Silver Filigree Jewelry, if badly stained,
should be taken to a jeweler, as it generally
requires heat to restore. Treatment as for
Roman Colored Jewelry will, however, prove of
great benefit in most cases.

Take your Diamonds to your Jeweler often
51141 have them examined to see if Hie mountings
are in good order. The little clutches are easily
broken, and if raised slightly from the surface
of the stone you may lose your gem. An exami-
nation costs nothing and may save you money.

As silverware will naturally be given a promi-
nent place in any booklet issued by a jeweler, such
paragraphs as the following have been used to
good purpose:

Silver Cleanser
A simple,clicap and good silver cleanser :

Take equal parts of clear water and spirits
of ammonia anti add a little best pulverized
whiting; shake well. Apply on article with
soft cloth or brush ; rub till bright and wash
article in warm water and dry with soft
towel or cloth. (We keep on hand the best
Silver Polish made. ■

(Continued on page 1319)
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TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

EVERY ROY WATCH CASE is

made from ASSAYED GOLD, and

QUALITY IS GUARANTEED AS STAMPED.

Our new Fall line in attractive designs and unequaled

finish are on sale by leading jobbers who care to supply

their trade with the newest and best solid gold case made.

WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
toe' Kearny Street

San Francisco, Cal.
21-23 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Midsummer Specials!
" STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine

crocus finish, correctly, gaged ; made of the finest special
steel ; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.
net cash ; price per gross. $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi.
net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.00, with your first 01,1t.r
for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assol tcd to
suit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR" Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 jewel grades,

90c. is jewel grades, polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash.
* " STAR Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-

tings, made by automatic machinery, correctly gaged, special, per dozen,
90c. net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. per
dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12
bottles.

* " STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.
per titaxn special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

THE LATEST AND BEST

The 'Automatic" Safety Catch

II. B. Peters & C179o., B d- , New York

ERE EkgEES

AMERICAN CUCKOO
I NJ C CDR' -

PHILADELPHIA

CLOCK COMPANY
POPATED

PENNA.

If you haven't our catalogue send us your business card

'A Neatest, strongest, best and most practical safety

catch that has ever been presented for consideration
of the trade. It is automatic in action and a positive
lock for the pin. The pin-stem engages readily and

Open Closed positively cannot come out until you release it. The
release is as simple and can be accomplished more

readily than from an ordinary open catch. A touch of the finger on point A
and the pin is automatically freed from the catch. Made in Gold, Sterling

Silver and German Silver.
Samples sent on application from Manufacturers or Wholesale Dealers in

Jobbing Material.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office—I03 State Street

Patented

Culman Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots,

without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect-
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

Hundreds of watchmakers
testify that this chuck is what
I claim it to be
Practical, Safe, True and
the Greatest Time-Saver
ever Offered to a Practical
Watchmaker.

Over 1000 sold the first year. Send for one and try it.

Order from your material Jobber or direct from the patentee and maker,

c. CULA1LAN, 316 N. Sixth St., T. LOUIS. MO.

Made for the principal lathes. Also will be made for any special lathe for

which a separate order for ten is received.
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Advertising for the Photographer

01

HERE is no good reason why the

photographer should remain, as he

does, in the world of outer darkness

where advertising prevails not. For he has

a splendid proposition. All it needs—saving

the pun—is skitful development.

Portrait work forms the staple product

of a photograph gallery. Yet perhaps only

one person in ten who really wants a new

portrait ever gets up the gallery stairs and

under the skylight. The rest procrastinate.

Photographers continue to print plain busi-

ness cards in church programmes or to dwell

on their bargain prices in the scant newspaper

advertising they venture upon. Little is said

about the art of protrait photography or the

latest styles in which pictures are finished.

What photographer ever went the length of

sending out decently printed folders showing

half-tone reproductions of his best work?

Yet is there another line of business that lends

itself so readily to illustration of this kind?

The sentiment of the photo-

graph is fine material for

Opportunities advertising. Death is con-

tinually taking people off,

leaving relatives and friends without a likeness.

Some families make a practice of visiting the

studio yearly and having a group taken or

individual portraits—a commendable practice

that many other families would adopt if they

knew about it. Then there are the babies.

A baby changes so rapidly that its portrait

ought to be taking every three months during

its first year of life, and every six months

up to school age. Weddings, birthdays,

anniversaries, family reunions—all these are

occasions that suggest photography to the

photographer, but those who take part in

them seldom think of the camera until too

late. The advertising of a live photographer

would be written in the form of little talks

about these matters, suggesting uses of the

camera and occasions when a visit to the

studio would result in a valued memento. If

the photographer were in a smallish town

and made a specialty of photographing resi-

dences, dinner parties, weddings and similar

gatherings, these would form another theme

for good advertising talks. The artistic side

of photography has never been presented to

the plain people in its true aspects. If it

were, by a photographer who knew his busi-

ness, there would be less demand for the

vulgar, over-retouched " picture " and more

for the studied, natural photographic protrait.

Information about his craft

—that is the advertising

Picture Taken need. What photographer

ever went the length of

printing a folder telling people how to dress

for effective portraits ? Yet is any subject

Photographers'

Having One's

K EYSTONe

more live than this—has any a more direct

bearing on satisfactory work ? Not long ago

the Housekeefier published an article on this

subject which covers it in lobo. Reproduced

as it stands it would make a folder to mail to

a list of the best people in town.

Having One's Picture Taken

Colors In Dress Are of Utmost Importance—What to Wear

When You Visit the Photographer's Studio

Generally speaking, dark gowns should be
avoided. Red, especially, is h color to avoid, as

it gives an intense black in the finished portrait.
Even for the elderly ladies it is better to have some-
thing light and •soft folded about the neck and
shoulders. Sheer fabrics and good lace always look
well in photographs if nicely arranged. Where
possible a low-necked dress should be chosen, if

the sitter is not too slender, since the lines of the
neck and throat are the prettiest part of many
photographs. Where one does not care to wear a
regulation evening dress, having one just slightly
open at the throat is infinitely preferable to a high
stock collar. A chiffon or mousseline de soie fichu
is as artistic a thing as one can find unless one be
fortunate enough to have some delicate piece of
old lace which can be arranged in somewhat similar
lines. Some faces look more attractive when
framed, as it were, by a large picture hat (ordinary
hats are generally a mistake in photographs), and
this, in combination with a low-necked dress, is
not against the canons of good taste, though it
might easily be so if the wrong kind of hat were
used. An opera cloak edged with something light
and fluffy is pretty thrown loosely over the shoul-
ders, especially if one prefers nocto have too much
of the neck and shoulders showing. Arranging
the hair becomingly, so as to avoid any hard lines
where it touches the face, is very important. The
style of bringing a solid mass of hair low over the
forehead is one that needs the most careful treat-
ment in the world to prevent its ruining the picture.
Indeed, it is well to avoid extreme styles (which
are always ephemeral and look almost vulgar when
they are no longer fashionable) in a photograph—
not only in dressing the hair but in what one wears
to be photographed ill. This is, of course, espec-
ially important In a full-length portrait, for, although
we all get to like what is fashionable, however
outrageous we first thought it, an exaggerated
protuberance in sleeve, bustle or any lines which
are not those of the natural figure become distaste-
ful later on, and we feel inclined to burn up the
photograph when we see it in our friends' houses.

Prices should be a distinct

As to Adver-
theme in the photographer's

thing Prices advertising. But not com-

petitive prices. The bargain

idea has been overdone in photography, and

the craft thereby put on a basis wholly wrong.

People look for the lowest price now because

they do not know what quality in a portrait

means. If told in straightforward, informative

advertising they would quickly see the point,

willingly pay the price. In place of the old

conventional dozen cabinets, all alike in their

bourgeois finish, would spring up a demand

for fine individual portraits of real artistic

value. Taken by and large, the American

people want the best and pay for it. But

they do not always know what is best, and

need education. Judicious advertising along

quality lines would do for the photographer

what it has done for many other business

men—separate the bargain trade from that

which is willing to pay the value. These

plain advertising truths doubtless look trite to

business men in other lines, where publicity

has been developed logically. But the state
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of the photographic craft is so backward as

regards advertising that they should be fresh

and suggestive—so much so, let us hope, that

they will be acted upon.

Compiling an Advertising Booklet

(Continued from page 1317)

As it is of advantage to the jeweler to foster

the fad of gift-giving, and as wedding anniversaries

and birthdays are among the recognized gift-giving

occasions, the following should naturally be found

among the stock pages of a jeweler's booklet:

BIRTH STONES

JANUARY—Jacinth or Garnet. Con-
stancy and Fidelity.

FI3DRUARY—Pear1. Purity.

MARCH—Bloodstone. Courage, Wisdom
and Firmness.

APRIL—Diamond, Emblem of Innocence,
and frees from Enchantment.

MAY—Emerald. Discovers false friends
and insures true love.

JUNB—Amethyst. Insures peace of mind.

JULY—Ruby. Insures friendship, and ex-
empts from doubt and anxiety.

AUGUST— Sardonyx. Preserves from
harm and danger.

SBPTBMBDR—Sapphire. Preserves from
and cures folly.

ocroSharpens the Faith and Sight of thevnefeRr.—ope. Denotes Hope and

NO 

B

vnMR— Topaz. 

t

Fidelity

a  n d

Friendship.

DCeBe—Tuil
troisc.ThemoatBriI-

ntccess alappiness
in every 

Circumstance in Life.

Wedding Anniversaries

At the end of the

First year . .
Second year . .

Third year . .

Fifth year . .
Seventh year .

Tenth year . .

Twelfth year .

Fifteenth year .

Twentieth year .

Twenty-fifth year

Thirtieth year .

Fortieth year .

Fiftieth year .

Seventy-fifth year

COTTON
PAPER
LEATHER
WOODEN
WOOLEN
TIN
SILK, FINE LINEN

CRYSTAL
CHINA
SILVER
PEARL
RUBY
GOLDEN
DIAMOND

The foregoing pages will be found serviceable

for arresting attention and creating interest, but it

must be remetnbered that the important part of

the booklet is that devoted to the goods proper.

In a holiday booklet the matter of gift-giving and

gift-selection is naturally given prominence, and a

good plan is to give a list of articles in your stock

suitable " for men," " for women," " for boys,"

" for girls," etc. Always see to it, that the book-

let is well printed on good paper and illustrated

with well-executed cuts. Cheapness should be no

more a characteristic of jewelry advertising than

of jewelry itself, and the booklet should reflect the

good taste of the jeweler and the character of his

stock.



A universal market for Timing Watches has been created by the

New Chronograph Watch made by the New York Standard

Watch Co. This watch combines the lowest price and highest

degree of accuracy with a simplicity of mechanism that will

delight the watch-worker. To the sportsman its low cost and

efficiency make it irresistible. This

CHRONOGRAPH

WATCH

fUrnishes a rare opportunity for watch sales to every jeweler.

It equals in accuracy the most expensive imported chronograph

watches, is much more durable and less liable to get out of order.

Its parts are interchangeable, and easily duplicated at trifling cost.

Jewelers who haven't seen this great seller had better order

samples at once from their jobbers. Can be had in Nickel, Silver

and Gold Filled and Gold Cases, made by leading manufacturers.

VECTOR NTIV01159 maidtW.e. New Yorch City

THE HULL DETACHABLE
HANDLE is so simple in construction
it costs no more than ordinary makes

and is guaranteed to be stronger than

any other handle, either regular or

detachable. Almost every umbrella

above one dollar each that we have

made during the past five years has

been made detachable, and every one

was absolutely satisfactory. We created

a universal demand for detachable

handles, and other manufacturers,

noting our success, have made detach-

able handles, but they are so complicated

they are not only liable to get out of

order, but cost from ten cents to

twenty-five cents extra, and will not fit

perfectly when interchanged from one

umbrella to another.

111111 Brothers ,

In placing your order for HOLIDAY
UMBRELLAS, buy the kind that has

a REPUTATION and SPECIAL
FEATURES.
The HULL line is distinctly a

JEWELER'S line, because they are

BETTER MADE and MORE
SIGHTLY than any other line on the
market. Over a thousand styles of
FINE HANDLES to select from.

Write to-day for BOOKLET, CATA-
LOGUE and EXCLUSIVE SALE for
the jewelry trade in your city.
Do not make the mistake of buying

a detachable handle at an extra cost,
or one which has not stood the test of
time. Thousands of jewelers have
found that " HULL " is "the name to
tie to."

Samples sent prepaid.

Trade-Mark

Umbrella CO.

I 3 20 a

The ' II LI." way. The old way.

Hull detachables guaranteed

stronger than any other handle.

The "American Beauty, the Marvel Show Case of the Age

"American Beauty "Jewelers' Floor Case, No. 410

Read Uhat is said of it by Mr.J. Geo. Kapp:

Toledo, Ohio, July 12, 1905.

DRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE CO.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Gentlemen :—I am pleased to inform you that the fourteen

" American Beauty " Display Cases bought of you some t
ime

ago have been installed and are perfectly satisfactory. Here
in

I enclose my check in payment of same, less discount, 
which

will thank you to acknowledge at your convenience.

For several years I have realized that the day was not 
far

distant when every merchant in the country would be forc
ed

to change his method of display. Yet " I made haste 
slowly,"

for I realized that if I invested in fixtures unadvise
dly and

later they should be unsatisfactory, that it would prove to 
me

a very serious loss.
Before placing my order with you for your " Ameri

can

Beauty" Cases, I think I investigated the respective 
merits

of almost every show case made by every prominent
 manu-

facturer in the United States, and I know that yo
ur cases

were without an equal and in a class entirely by themselves
.

When I consider their brilliancy, gracefulness, the bea
uty

of the fastenings, not a hole in the glass, that they are 
as rigid

as a stone wall, and that they are dust-proof, they are 
one of

the " wonders of the century " in show case constructi
on.

I feel that you have solved with your "American Beau
ty"

Case 5 show case problem that will not. only be appreci
ated by

the high-class merchants, but will bring to then, 
enormous

returns, for they have no equal for displaying merchandise
.

Wishing you very great success in your business 
and

thanking You for the nylearsyteirrfuully yexoirisecittion of my order, I am,

J. GEORGE KAPP.

GRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE COMPANY
New York Office-718 Broachvay

Same floors as Frankel Display Fixture Co.

THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN TH
E WORLD

Grand Rapids, Mich.
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What we want to impress on you this month is just this:
Our 1906 Catalogue showing—complete—our immense lines of fall and holiday

merchandise will be ready to send out to actual jewelers only about October 1st.
This is the Catalogue yearly awaited by shrewd buyers all over the country,

who treat it as evidence that top notch has been reached in wholesale offerings of
holiday goods.

When you buy your fall goods you have got to know the looks, merits and net
cost of each item to be sure you are buying right.

We ask, merely, that you see our line and prices as shown in our catalogue.
Then, we submit, that if our values are better, it will pay you to give us your business.

Included in our new book are many very special things we have made it our
business to provide for the retail jeweler so that he can get the public interest every
day in the year.

Just to be sure about receiving our new Catalogue, send in your request for
it to-day.

NORRIS, ALISTER 0 CO.
134-136 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

High-

Grade

Modern

Jewelry

Store

Fixtures

and

Show

Cases

One of the Many Jewelry Stores Designed and Furnished by us

Manufacturing
To Order

Our Specialty

State your want.

l':stimates
cheerfully
furnished

ALEXANDER H. RF,VELL & CO., Manufacturers
Rees, Dayton, Eastman Sts. and Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

_
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NOTES ABOVT

TRAVELING

./

MEN

Wallace Miller, with the Miller Jewelry Com-
pany, Cincinnati, spent his summer vacation
among the Eastern resorts, but is now out among
his trade with his new fall lines.

Franz Eschenberg, Northwestern traveler for
the Juergens & Andersen Company, Chicago,
spent all the month of June in New York City and
surrounding resorts. where he enjoyed a delightful
vacation in company with Mrs. Eschenberg. Mr.
Eschenberg left Chicago on his early fall trip the
last week in July.

J. P. Ryan, with the Stein & Ellbogen Com-
pany, Chicago, spent a month at headquarters
stocking up for his early fall trip. He left Chicago
July 20th and is now among his trade with his new
fall lines.

Phil. Winterberg, who covers the larger cities
from Buffalo to Denver for Sproehnle & Company,
Chicago, started out on his early fall trip the mid-
dle of July.

Steve R. King, Western and Northwestern
traveler for C. H. Knights & Company, spent his
vacation this season up among the wilds of North-
ern Michigan. He reports some rare sport as a
fisherman and says that he enjoyed every minute
while away. Mr. King left Chicago headquarters
July 20th for an extended trip over his territory.

Ed. Fry, Northwestern traveler for the Stein &
Ellbogen Company, after spending a month at
Chicago headquarters left, July 20th, for an ex-
tended trip over his territory.

Howard Rowbotham, with the Schrader-Witt-
stein Company, Chicago, left headquarters July
15th for an extended Western trip, which will in-
clude the Pacific Coast and the larger towns and
cities between the Western metropolis and Frisco.

The Michigan opticians and jewelers will
readily recognize in the accompanying portrait

the familiar features of
C. M. Scammel, the
popular representative
of the Johnston Optical
Company, of Detroit,
Mich., who will again
call on them this sea-
son. Mr. Scammel is
an ideal traveling man,
in that he combines a
genial disposition with
seriousness as a sales-
man, believing in his
line and confident that
he has the goods that

suit his trade. His samples this year are enriched
by so many novelties that his visits will no doubt
he eagerly looked forward to by the Michigan
trade.

H. M. Chaffee is a new man on the traveling
force of Albert Bros., Cincinnati. He will give
special attention to their clock and silverware lines.

C. Wt. Seanfinel

H. M. Hubbard, Texas man for the L. Bauman
,ewelry Company, St. Louis, spent ten days at
headquarters last month stocking up for his early
fall trip. He left St. Louis the middle of last
month for his home in Fort Worth and is now out
among his trade doing well.

J. H. Crawford, Western man for J. W. For-
singer, Chicago, after spending a month at his
home in the Western metropolis started out the
middle of last month for an extended trip over his
territory.

I. N. Fox, of Fox Brothers & Company, Cin-
cinnati, is making an extended trip through the
West this month, going so far as the Pacific Coast
cities.

Charley Caliger, who travels in Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan and the Northwestern territory for
Sproehnle & Company, Chicago, left headquarters
the early part of July for an extended trip over his
territory. Mr. Caliger is already making good
with a nice business.

The traveling force for the Edwards & Sloane
Company, Kansas City, will be assigned this season
as follows : E. L. Donaldson, in Northern Kansas,
Nebraska, and parts of Iowa and Colorado ; E. H.
Ray, in Texas ; D. P. Ingram, Southern Kansas,
Oklahoma and Indian Territory ; Leslie Wallace,
Missouri, Arkansas and a part of Iowa.

I.,. J. Fox, whose portrait we present here-
with, has been representing the Gustave Fox Com-

pany, of Cincin-
nati, the past few
years in the South-
west and the
Pacific Coast ter-
ritory, where he
has worked up a
good business for
his house and
where he is known
as a bright and
hustling salesman.
Early in the pre-
sent year Mr. Fox
was made super-

intendent of the firm's factory, which keeps him at
home a greater part of his time. His friends on
the road, however, need not despair of seeing him
again, as he anticipates making an occasional trip
over his old territory.

Carlton Dominick, Western man for H. F.
Hahn & Company, Chicago, spent his summer
vacation at Trout Lake, Wisconsin, in company
with Mrs. Dominick and his side partner, Lew
Bruns, Western traveler for the Juergens & Ander-
sen Company, of Chicago. Both gentlemen have
a large invoice of fish stories on hand, which they
expect to hand out to their friends during their fall
and winter trips on the road.

Henry Pfordresher, Chicago and Western rep-
resentative for George L. Brown & Company,
chainmakers, of Attleboro, enjoyed a fortnight's
outing down in Indiana last month. He was
accompanied by his family.

Burton Fox, Southern traveler for Fox Bros. &
Company, Cincinnati, is making a trip over his
territory the present month.

Joe Block, with Swartchild & Company, Chi-
cago, left headquarters the middle of July for an
extended trip over his territory.

Joseph Auer, the lively and hard-working
traveler for the Bauman-Massa Company, St.
Louis, left headquarters the middle of last month
with his new fall lines. Mr. Auer covers south-
east of the Mississippi for the above house, and is
a popular man among the trade of that section.

L. J. Fox
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Ed. B. Hoffman, with H. F. Hahn & Com-
pany, spent his summer vacation at his home in
Chicago to his great delight and pleasure.

It is with unusual interest and gratification that
THE KEYSTONE presents the likeness herewith of
Otto A. Knaul, who is well and favorably known
to the Missouri, Iowa and Kansas trade as a
member of the traveling
force of the Woodstock-
Hoefer Company, of
Kansas City. When we
say " unusual," we mean
the occasion is unusual.
For a number of weeks
past Mr. Knaul has been
receiving the congratula-
tions of his many friends
upon his recent marriage
to Miss Edna E. Corne-
lius, of Afton, Iowa. The
wedding occurred June
21St and is spoken of by
a local paper as an ideal home affair. After a
brief wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs. Knaul are at
home to their friends at 2615 East Thirtieth Street,
Kansas City, where they will make their future
home. Though a little late, THE KEYSTONE ex-
tends its hearty good wishes to Mr. Knaul and his
bride that their wedded life shall be a long and
happy one. Mr. Knaul is a young salesman of
good personality and unquestioned ability. He
has been with his present connection for about five
years and enjoys the confidence of his customers
and employers to a large degree. He is quiet and
unassuming in his manner ; is courteous, kind and
affable to all, and we do not hesitate to assure
Mrs. Knaul that her husband is altogether worthy
of the many nice things that have been said about
him since their marriage.

C. J. Moore, the well-known salesman among
the trade in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia,
has accepted a position with E..& J. Swigart, of
Cincinnati, and will represent this firm in the above
territory in the future.

Walter H. Geier, of the Miller Jewelry Com-
pany, Cincinnati, spent his summer vacation up
among the Canadian wilds, camping and fishing
with a party of Cincinnati friends. He reports a
great trip and some rare sport.

George Fox, the veteran diamond salesman of
the house of Fox Brothers & Company, Cincinnati,
will make an extended trip over his Western
territory during August, accompanied by his son,
Oscar, who is eventually expected to take his
father's place on the road.

0. F. Samuelson, Pacific Coast representative
for the Towle Manufacturing Company, spent his
vacation among Michigan resorts in company with
his family during June. He left Chicago headquar-
ters the middle of last month for his early fall trip
over his territory.

L. R. Millar, Southern traveler for J. W. For-
singer, Chicago, spent ten days at headquarters
last month stocking up for an extended trip over
his territory. He left Chicago July 20th and does
not expect to return until after the holidays. Mr.
Millar resides with his family at Birmingham, Ala.

Ed. Baumgarten, who represents M. F. Barger
& Company in the West and Northwest, left Chi-
cago the middle of July for an extended trip over
his territory.

Gus. Weinfeld, who travels in Illinois territory
for the Stein & Ellbogen Company, spent his sum-
mer vacation at his home in Chicago. He is now
out among his customers displaying his new fall
lines with good success.

(Continued on page Mae)

Otto A. Ennui
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Louis W. Bruns, far Western traveler for the
Juergens & Andersen Company, Chicago, enjoyed
a month's fishing during June up among the wilds
of Northern Wisconsin, where he made things
merry for the finny tribe and enjoyed a fine outing.

E. Reynolds, Northwestern traveler for C. H.
Knights & Co., Chicago, started out the last week
in July with his new fall line. Mr. Reynolds feels
quite optimistic over fall business and believes that
trade in his territory will be better than it was
last fall.

It will interest the traveling fraternity to learn
that a law has been passed in the province of
Quebec, making obligatory upon traveling repre-
sentatives in that country of firms which do not
operate factories there, to pay a license fee of kw.
Breaches Of this law are punishable by a fine of
from itsoo to p000. Hitherto it was incumbent
upon the salesman to deposit a sum of money,
which was repayable to him upon his return to
headquarters. The obvious intent of the new
regulation is to afford a certain advantage to home
producers in their competition with outside manu-
facturers, and thus make the establishment of fac-
tories in Canada a precedent condition to the most
profitable pursuit of Canadian trade. It will be
interesting to observe the degree in which the new
measure will stimulate manufacturing business
across the border.

B. J. Prissman, is a new addition to the travel-
ing force of Max Kohner, of Baltmore, and will
cover the Southern territory.

Will. T. Murphy, the popular traveling man
for Jno. 1... Moore & Sons, manufacturing opticians,
Atlanta, Ga., was married recently to Miss Ethyl
Lewis, at Temple, Ga. The many friends and
patrons of the groom will be glad to learn of the
prize he has captured in the charming young lady
who has become his bride.

We show in the accompanying portrait the
pleasant features of the genial Charles II. Tew,
who is now calling on the trade in a missionary

capacity as representative of the E. Howard Watch
Co., of Waltham,
Mass. Mr. Tew has
been connected in
various capacities
with the watch
business for over
twenty-five years,
with the intermis-
sion of a few years,
when he repre.
sented as traveling
expert and sales-
man a prominent
time-lock com-

pany. For the past seven years he has had charge
of the retail watch and watch repairing business of
a large Chicago store and is, consequently, well
qualified to expound the merits of the Howard
watch. Mr. Tew is possessed of all the qualifi-
cations that go to make the successful trade mis-
sionary, an amiable and magnetic personality, an
impressive manner, restless energy and a thorough
knowledge of his subject.

Clement H. Davison is a new man on the
traveling force of M. A. Mead & Company, the
well-known Chicago watch house, who are just
opening up a branch office in Pittsburg. Mr.
Davison will travel from the Pittsburg office and
cover Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and

Charles if. Tew
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Western New York territory, making his home
in Buffalo. Mr. Davison is well known among
the trade of this section from the fact that he was
formerly a retail jeweler in Washington, D. C., and
laterly the traveling representative of the Codding
& Heilborn Company in the above-named territory.
He expects to be out in his territory with his new
line by August 1st.

The campaign for fall orders by the great army
of jewelry travelers begins in earnest this month,
and all are now calling on their trade. It is need-
less to say that they have high hopes of making it
a record season, as every condition seems favorable.

Clockmaking in the Black Forest

ED. KEVSTONE :-111 your article on " The

Clock Industry of the Black Forest," you say :

" The first wooden clock was introduced in the

Black Forest about the year 168o by a glazier, who

had purchased it in one of the cities on the banks

of the Rhine. A cabinet-maker named Laurent

Frey, of Spilrzen, in the commune of Saint Margen,

set about making a similar clock, but he was out-

distanced by a man named Kreuz, of Rhodeck, in

the commune of Waldou. The latter sold the

first clock made in the Black Forest." I think you

have made a slight error. The name of the place

is not Rhodeck, but Redeck (Red Corner) in the

commune of Waklou or, more correctly, St.

Margen. Truly yours,

Maidstone, England. E. WINTERHALTER.

The Enduring Value of Courtesy
No matter what else may be deemed essential

to successful merchandising, the fact remains that

the courteous and considerate treatment of custom-

ers is one of its most important factors. Judicious

advertising will undoubtedly bring visitors to a

store, but it requires something more than the

advertiser's skill to convert them into satisfied

customers.
When the public have been induced to visit a

store the principal object of advertising has been

achieved. It remains for the merchant and his

assistants to extend to possible customers such a

welcome and such courteous attention as will tend

to make them actual customers and lifelong friends.

When the right kind of treatment is not given the

result can scarcely fail to be unsatisfactory to all

concerned. Persons who think they have not been

properly treated, and who otherwise might have

become permanent patrons, may leave the store

never to return. The merchant, as far as they are

concerned, loses the benefit of past and future

advertising, and may gain a kind of notoriety that

he does not want, and which may prove very

injurious.
This may be considered an extreme view of

the case, and it may be thought that such results

are very unlikely to occur, but they are not beyond

the bounds of possibility. It may be argued with

much show of reason that no merchant would be so

unwise as to adopt a policy that would drive possi-

ble customers away, but it is none the less true

that -good customers have left stores they would

otherwise have patronized simply because they

thought they were not properly treated. Some of

these persons may have had very exalted views of

their own importance, or they may have been

hyper-sensitive concerning the treatment they re-

ceived, but this does not alter the fact that their

custom was lost to the merchants with whom they

might otherwise have traded. —Brains.
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Cut Glass Manufacturers Form an
Association

The National Association of Cut Glass Manu-
facturers is the name of a new organization which
had its inception at a meeting held some weeks
ago in New York City by representatives of fifty-
two cut-glass manu-
facturing concerns.
These convened in
the meeting room of
the Crockery Board
of Trade, but owing
to the large number
in attendance, an ad-
journment was made
to the Astor House.
Telegrams and other
communications were
received from con-
cerns unable to be
represented personally, expressing approval of the
object of the meeting—the formation of a perma-
nent organization in the cut-glass trade.- -

The meeting concluded to restrict active mem-
bership in this body to firms, copartnerships and
corporations engaged in the manufacture of cut
glass. Individuals connected with the industry are
eligible for associate membership.

Following are the officers elected : President,
Jas. D. Bergen ; vice-president, Thos. Shotton ;
treasurer, W. H. Lum ; secretary, Richard H.
Keller ; executive committee : John S. Earl, A. L.
Blackmer, Samuel Hawkes, J. Howard Fry, Wm.
F. Dorflinger, J. E. Marsden, of Quaker City Cut
Glass Co.; Andrew Snow, Pairpoint Corporation ;
J. D. Robinson, Libbey Glass Co.; H. A. Clark,
Pittston Cut Glass Co.

The following firms were represented at the
meeting.

Jas. D. Bergen

Almy & Thomas.
Becker & Wilson.
J. D. Bergen Co.
A. L. Blackmer Co.
Clinton Cut Glass Co.
Conroy & Connor.
Crescent. Cut Glass Co.
C. Dortlinger & Sous.
John S. Earl.
F.ygabroat. Ryon Co.
0. F. Egginton Co.
Empire Cut Glass Co.
II. C. Fry Glass Co.
German Cut Glass Co.
Ilerrfelt & Campbell.
T. G. Ilawkes & Co.
Henderson & Harris.
Louis Hinsberger Cut Glass 1'..
Hope Glass Works.
Hunt & Sullivan Co.
Hammonton Cut Glass Co.
International Silver Co.
International Glass Co.
Irving Cut. Glass Co.
Kings County Cut Glass Works.
Keystone Cut Glass Co.

E. .1. Koch & Co.
Krantz, Smith & Co.
Liberty Cut Glass IVorks.
Liberty Cut Glass Co.
Libbey ;lass Co.
IV. II. l,iiu h Soh.
Michael Mayer.
John .1. McCue & S011.

F. M0111.00
()ill" CUL Glass Co.
J. J. Niland Co.
Pioneer Cut Glass Co.
Pairpoint Corporation.
F. Patrsche & Son.
Pittston Cut 61118S CO.
Quaker City Cut Glass Co.
queen City Cut Glass Co.
Bock Crystal Cut Glass Co.
Standard Lamp & Glass Co.
Thos. Shelton Cut Glass Mr orks.
L. Straus Sc Sons.
'Taylor Bros. & Co.
Tuthill Cut Glass Co.
Wayne Cut Glass Co.
D. Walsh & Co,
C. IT. Taylor Cut Glass CO.

Tiniest of Engines
A stationary engine so small that it will stand

on a five-cent piece has been made by John H.

Cunningham, a jeweler, of Eaton, Pa. The little

engine operates at a remarkable rate of speed under

a pound of steam. So small are some of the parts

that a magnifying glass is necessary to make an

examination of them. The screws that hold the

parts together are made from needles ; they are a

fraction of a millimeter in diameter and the threads

are so fine as to defy the naked eye. The fly-wheel
measures about three-eighths of an inch in diame-

ter ; it was turned from steel by Cunningham. The

engine has one-sixteenth of an inch stroke, the cylin-

der head measures one-eighth of an inch in diameter,

while the capped cylinder head measures a fourth

of an inch. The striking boxes are packed with

lint scraped from silk thread.
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Progress Leads to Success
what win thus, rins do for your stock ? Your answer rewectfully solicited

CHARLES M. LEVY

Signet=Photo. Locket
Rings

(Patent pending)

Manufacturer
9 of DIAMOND LOCKETS

FINE GOLD RINGS AND

90 William Street, NEW YORK

NO 1740 No, 17:m

Open

Pacific Coast
representatives:

A. EISENBERG & CO.
126 Kearny St.

San Francisco, Cal.

Interchangeable
Signet Emblem and

Initial Rings
( Patented June 1:3, 1905)

1'11111
1131!I ',111L11111 ,111111

IMI:14111;1:11
1111111r1 1

Interchangeable
Encrusted Initial and

Emblem Rings
(Patented Nnv. 27, 190(1)

Send for
I 905 Catalogue.
Ready Sept. ist.

MIRROR PLATEAU

No. 11-10 inch. Net Price, i1.51)

Best French Plate
Mirrors

Mounted on Quadruple-Plated Hard White Metal Frames

We are the Originators of this Novelty, and have the finest and mostextensive line in the market. l'rices and styles to meet all demands. \Villefor Catalogue No. 4.

The Biggins=Rodgers Co.
Main Office and Factory, Wallingford, Connecticut

Manufacturers of Medium-Priced Silver-Plated Hollowware

Southern Horological Institute
253 Main Street, DALLAS, TEXAS

The Only Technical School for Watchmakers,
Jewelers and Engravers in the South

Write for Circular, we can save you money.
We are not endeavoring to make this school the largest in the country, but

we do intend to make it the LEADER for QUALITY.
Watch this space later on for samples of our work—we will surprise you.

NOTE
We are prepared to do the highest class of Marine Chronometer repairing,or any odd Watch Material not to be found in market we can make at a veryreasonable price. Send us a few hard ones and try our mettle.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
and save the middle-

man's profit

(;IL $9.50

2351. $7.50

The pendants illustrated are
10 K. gold, and set with genu-
ine pearls and diamond cen-
ters. The prices talk for
themselves. (These are only
a few of the many designs we
make.)

S. FRACKMAN
Manufacturing Jeweler

51-53 Maiden Lane
New York

WE ARE PLEASED TO SEND
SELECTION PACKAGES

2151. $7.50

2159 $7.50

1.32,)e-

BM
THADE-MARK

ALL OF OUR IMPORTATIONS
selected by our Mr. S. H. Bauman

while in Europe have arrived.

We have carefully sorted them

as to color, perfection and

cut, and offer to the trade

the grandest lot of gems

ever shown.

We invite compar-

ison.

Selection Packages
Sent on Memorandum
to Responsible Dealers

BAUMAN-MASSA
JEWELRY CO.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Jobbers in Diamonds, Watches, Fine Jewelry
Tools, Materials and Optical Goods

BM
TRADE.IIARIC
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The Perfect Shape Umbrella
MAIDEN BALTIMORE"

No Spring,.

tio SCITW%

Can be placed in a trunk

Should our representative
not reach you, write for
samples. Will send ex-
press paid.

As a jeweler you want ex-
clusive designs. This we give
you.

We make UMBRELLAS and
CANES for the jewelry trade, of
sterling quality, which you can sell
with a guarantee (we stand back
of this).

Our latest patent DETACH-
ABLE HANDLE UMBRELLA
has proven the greatest seller in
the umbrella line.
We are now showing our Fall

and Holiday line of exclusive designs
in sterling and gold-trimmed pearls
and hand-carved ivorys.

Siegel, Rothschild & Co.
418-420 West Baltimore Street

Baltimore

Mr. Jeweler,
did you ever
have a Colonial
gla ss tumbler
sale?

If our glasses do
not sell, return
them and we
will refund the
money.

(.1411,.!, •

This is the only Glass Co. in the United States that will
take back their glass if it does not sell.

This is our proposition : Order a trial barrel, put them
ill the window and,mark them 45c. a half dozen, any size.

A trial barrel consists of

5 doz. Large Water tioblets, fi,i, in. hip,* 60c. doz.. .
4 ,' •'4mall 55e. " . .

. 93.00

. 2.20
:: rural? WUle ',', 44% ',', '," " 45e. " . .

' " 44c. " . .
. .90
. .88

2 " Cordial " li;," " " " 42c. " . . . . .84
4 " Sherbet Masses, . :Pi" " " 67c. " . . . 2.68
4 " Water Tumblers; 4 " " " 67c.." . . . 2.68
23 dozen glasses -$1371-8

We guarantee a Colonial Glass Tumbler sale will be a
big success. It will cost you nothing to try.

FranDsifirm. Gliaoa Co.
FrankIlin, Pa.

■./-1(---■.(m.tV■t 
17TH SUCC-P314 'YT4IA.R-Tri-Tf_,

'he Jewelers'

grT fri`19
tjp„„s ‘\■\

4474,./i
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gchool of Etngraving
hlisTAEITASHEID 1.8S9 Lit o 1104 Hayworth Building, CHICA00

11 ic1A1n

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL
OF ITS KIND

BEST AND ORIGINAL
SYSTEM

SEND FOR HANDSOME
NEW CATALOG

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
CORRESPONDENCEYou nder of the R 

Jewelers' School of Engraving SOLICITED

..........................

o. HA-1..7.1)1,11R, PROPRIETOR A ND enricir INsiatuaron

Spec:Amen Book of Nionogrorn

Spoon Etowl Engraving

Artistic Monograms . 15 cents up

and Lettering . . . . '75 cents

RICHAR0 0. KANOLER

Names, 82.00 up. Buildings, $4.50 up

Studio: 1104, 42 Madison Et.

el-tic:ago
er

The finest

and

most appropriate

design

ever conceived

in the

line of a

Bread Tray

"THE BREAD WINNER"
illustration size

San Francisco, Cal.: 738 Mission Street
Chicago, Palmer House

No. 350
Patent applied for

French Gray
finish

List price

$2.50 each

less trade disown

Anchor Silver Plate Company Works: St. Paul, Mimi
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Snap Shots at Men and Things

BY JOHN T1N 1%1%/J, It

Conversation is one of the fine arts. Its
fluent harmonies may be spoiled by the in-
trusion of a single harsh note. One who is
too literal can spoil the good talk of a circle
of btight men. We must allow an occasional
overstatement, a gushing exaggeration, a
little flaw in the truth, and not be too censo-
rious. Music is not all perfect chords—there
are, here and there, diminished fifths, flat
sevenths, flourishes, to give it faulty variety
.ind make the helpful contrasts. So conver-
-;ation, in its higher forms, is an artistic pro-
duct that admits of some partial or embellished
truths. It is difficult, at best, for two persons
talking together to make the most of each
other's thought, since there are at least six
personalities taking part in that dialogue.
Shall I explain?

When Jack and Jim meet, these six per-
sons are present :

I. The real Jack ; known only to his Maker.
2. Jack's ideal Jack ; never the real Jack, and

generally very unlike him.
3. Jim's ideal Jack ; never the real Jack, nor

Jack's Jack, and unlike either.
4. The real Jim.
5. Jim's ideal Jim.
6. Jack's ideal Jim.

Only one, each, of these three Jims and
three Jacks is taxed, wears clothes, and is
seen of men; but die other two Jims and two
Jacks are just as important in the conversa-
tion. Until Jim, or Jack, knows himself as
his Maker knows him, or sees himself as
Jack, or Jim, sees him, there must be six
persons engaged in every dialogue between
the two. No wonder they occasionally dis-
pute, when there are six of them talking and
listening all at the same t:me I

" The invasion of England " proceeds.
Now it is a little California girl, Miss Sutton,
.1ged 18, who, after beating all the crack
tennis players in her own country, sails over
;ea and wins the world's championship from
,tir British cousins. How long will it be
ileil Nve shall have to annex the " tight little

ile," in foreclosure of our mortgage on all
ler prize cups, medals and other bric-a-brac

,lear to the heart of contestants? it is only
1 question of time when the eight-oared race
ill be ours, of course. As for cricket—well,
them change it over to base ball, and we'll

,how them !

What a ripping argument Democracy
,inds against the one-man power, in the
. nstance of that poor, flabby, superstitious,
pineless apology for a man, the Autocrat of

! Absolutism in civilized government
. s doomed. It may perchance .survive the
present Czar for a time, but its years arc

numbered. Whatever the form of govern-
ment, henceforth the people will have a say.

Few of us realize the tremendous
significance of the shrinking of Russian .
prestige, in its effect on future history. A
year ago Russia was the portent in every
plan of international politics—the unknown
factor, big with potentialities; a vague, gigan-
tic power which was courted and feared by
every European chancellery. To-day there
is " none so poor to do her reverence "—
even the Turk puts his twiddling fingers to
his nose and calmly proceeds to fortify the
Dardanelles. The Kaiser is moving ' his
pawns across the board and waiting—wait-
ing ! The little Jap has delivered Europe
from a fetich which dominated her for centu-
ries. The mighty Slav is found to stand on
feet of clay.

There's something perennially fascinating
in the flying-machine idea; and the recent ac-
count of a successful attempt in the West,
when the machine was directed into the very
teeth of the wind, settled down softly as a
bird at the intended spot on a high roof,
then took another flight and finally. brought
up at the exact point of starting, " between
the two bags of sand which were left to mark
the precise spot where the machine had first
been placed "—this account will certainly
stimulate anew the flying-machine fever.
There are too many bright minds now work-
ing out the thought to long permit refusal to
the secret of success to " the uncharted paths
of ether." You and I may not travel over-
head, free from dust and clatter; but our
children, or our children's children, surely
will. The flying-machine is coming—please
have your tickets ready! All aboard!

The admiral of the Japanese navy would
be justified in holding that complacent good
opinion of himself which Goethe found in the
professor at Frankfort-on-the-Main. This
savant, whenever he ventured to speak of
himself—which was most of the time that he
was awake—invariably removed his hat, in
token of profound respect. If there is a
living human being who could justify the
attitude of taking ,off his hat to himself at
repeated frequent intervals, he is in command
of the Jap navy.

— —
A word to those timid ones in the trade

who have been " frazzled " by the disclosures
evolved from the internal fight in one of the
great life insurance concerns : Don't worry.
Don't discontinue your insurance. Don't
have the least anxiety as to the absolute cer-
tainty that your heirs will receive the full
amount of your policy.

The science of life insurance, as now
developed, is a wonderful triumph of aceu-
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rate mathematics. There is no such perfect
protection for your investment, in the amount
you pay in yearly premiums, in any form of
systematic finance—not even in banking.
The supervision of the State is so rigid, the
requirements of the law are so inexorable
and searching, that it is practically impossible
for any existing life insurance corporation,
big or little, to fail to pay its policy holders
the full amount for which they are insured.
Don't get rattled—your wife will get every -
cent of it, whatever happens.

Some men are so shortsighted that they
can't see any farther than yesterday. Some
men are so nearsighted that they can't see
any one but themselves. Some men are so
farsighted that they can't see to-day's work.

The man of business needs normal vision
in his views of men, things and trade.

-- --
I know a homely man who possesses,

set among a variety of various uglinesses of
feature, a particularly fine pair of eyes. It
always seemed to me to be a pity that Nature
should thus have contradicted herself so
violently—and I have been sorry for the man
himself. If one must be plain, it is better to
be plain all over, than amidst a tolerable
residue of features to hang out one that shall
be exceptionable. A face should be consist-
ently ugly, if it must be ugly at all—should
be so complete, so harmonized, as to make
it impossible to admit invidious reservations
in favor of this feature or that. It should
not suggest that some Apelles had picked
out here a lip, and there a nose, and there a
chin, out of all collected uglinesses, from
which to frame a model. It should be a
symmetrical whole; no part should be im-
properly placed; none should swear at the
others; all should co-ordinate. True ugli-
ness, no less than is affirmed of true beauty,
is the result of harmony. This man (for he
is a good fellow) deserved something better
of Fate than that she have put into his face
a pair of fine eyes, and thus throw out of
gear his artistic completeness He must feel
himself a walking monument of inconsistency.

If President Roosevelt isn't " spoiled,"
it will not be the fault of the world's trying.
In the United States of America, to-day,
there is practically only one political party—
the Roosevelt party. The acclaim of his
late political opponents, in and out of his
own party, is virtually unanimous. Then
from oversea, east and west, comes the same
strain of universal laudation. It is not too
much to say that just now he is the first citi-
zen of the world; it is questionable if ever in
history any one man so filled and satisfied
the general approval or exerted so potent an
influence among all peoples. Certainly he is
the most notable figure in contemporary
history. J. T.
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On the Apparent Power of Accommo-

dation in Aphakia
In a recent article in The American

Journal of Ophthalmology, Dr. J. W.
Charles, of St. Louis, Mo., discusses the
seeming power of accommodation of persons
who have no crystalline lens in the eye. He
first gives the views of the authorities as
follows :

In Michel's Jahresbericht, 1872, I find that
Donders demonstrated that the optical focusing of
the aphakic eye for near objects remains the same,
but the narrowing of the pupil comes to the aid of
distinct vision by diminishing spherical aberration.

Also that Foerster (Klin. Monatsbl. f. Aug. X,
p. 39-56), however, reaffirmed that " especially
youths attain, after some years, a certain degree of
accommodative ability. But a source of error has
been recognized in the fact that the reading of
medium or fine print within a certain range only
shows a greater aptitude in perceiving indistinct
images, but in no way proves a change in refrac-
tion. A maximum perception must be maintained
at different distances to demonstrate a change in
refraction, and that in the absence of spherical
aberration. The coincidence that in youth accom-
modation is so effective and that in youth the
apprent accommodation or aphakics is most pro-
nounced proves nothing, because of the presence
of the lens in the one case and its absence in the
other. Clearer media, more movable pupils,
greater skill in deciphering, Ref. gives as possible
aids to more perfect perception."

Foerster gives the occasional micropsia after
operation as an evidence of accommodation. Ref.
" admits the probability that a contraction of the
ciliary muscle does stretch and displace the
chorioid but holds that the micropsia does not
prove any optical focusing."

Abadie (Journ. d'Ophth. r, p. 427, Ref. Michel,
1872) believed that the contraction of the pupil
explains a greater part of apparent accommodation,
saying that for reading one needs no sharp images
and that within limits spherical aberration need
not be suppressed.

Coert (Utrecht Bijbladen [Ref. Michel]) adjus-
ted the eye for a certain distance by means of a
glass. He then proved that visual acuity decreased
as the distance increased from this focusing dis-
tance. If at a given distance within the apparent
range of accommodation, a glass is placed quickly
before the eye corresponding to this distance the
print appears sharp and black which before was
scarcely recognized. This could not have been the
case if perception had been by means of accom-
modation. Atropine diminished the apparent
accommodation only so far as the pupillary surface
become more unfavorable ; once he even found an
increase. rndividual differences in the range of
" distinction " rest upon differences in size and
mobility of the pupil and other side influences
which affect vision, e. g., spherical aberration, etc.
(The greater the acuity just so much more rapidly
does it decrease by insufficient focusing, because
the small letters used do not bear any spherical
aberration.) The gradual increase of apparent
accommodation after operation is explained by the
real increase in vision. He demonstrated, both in
reading tests and by exhibiting spherical aberra-
tion circles on a screen, that even aphakics had a
certain range of acuity, in spite of diffusion circles.

Schweiger, 1875, says : " Since under physio-
logical conditions the phenomena observed in the
lens at least play the most important role in accom-
modation, the conclusion appears unavoidable

that aphakia must result in a total loss of accom-
modation." Coccius lays weight upon the fact
that in many men the eyes advance somewhat in
near vision and recede in distant vision, and since
he established the same in a case observed by him
of accommodation in aphakia, he considers it prob-
able that by retraction of the globe by means of
the recti, the pressure from behind, the eye
becomes far-sighted, by advancement of the eye by
means of the oblique and discontinuance of
pressure, with slight lengthening of the eye-axis,
accommodated for near seeing."

Landolt maintained that any apparent accom-
modation which takes place is brought about by
some change in the distance of the cataract-glass
from the eye, stating, e. g., that the power of a
+ 13 D. Spit. is increased to + 16 D. Sph. by re-
moving it 33 mm. forward.

In our case this possibility was entirely elimi-
nated, the glass remaining constantly at one dis-
tance with the exception of, perhaps, a few mm. by
turning the head and looking through the side of
the glass.

Schloesser (Muench. med. Wochenschr.,
Michel, Jahresb., 1893), found accommodation in
several aphakics. One read with distance-glasses
the finest print, J. z at 50 cm. Young aphakics
have the ability more marked than older. He
believed that he excluded such sources as inclining
the head, or page, and clinching the lids, conclud-
ing finally that the most probable cause was the
lengthening of the globe by pressure from the ex-
ternal muscles, hence older patients have less range,
because of the greater rigidity of their sclera.

Hofhammer (Michel's Jahresb. 1894), ex-
amined forty aphakics and found considerable
accommodation, especially if the operation had
been done sometime before testing. Age had no
appreciable influence.

Fuchs (Textbook, pg. 699.) "The aphakic
eye is moreover destitute of accommodation. The
eye is incapable of altering its refraction. Hence
it follows that by any single glass, the latter is cor-
rected for a single distance only."

Von Arlt (Graefe-Saemisch Bd. III, r, pg.
250.) "If aphakic eyes possess any accommo-
dation, it can only result from a change in the
form of the globe," and he adds, " after extraction
the visual axis might be somewhat longer, the
equatorial diameter shorter."

Schoeler (Ref. Michel, 1875, p. 83,) examined
ten cases " measuring the range within which the
finest Burcharclt point-tests (still recognizable)
could be seen with a cataract-glass without notice-
able suffering in distinctness. This range was so
small that all thought of an accommodative influ-
ence must be given u (534 inches to 5 inches of 4Y4.
inches to 3( inches.")

Mauthner declared against aphakic accommo-
dation after using Burchardt's point-test and
ophthalmoscopic examinations.

0. Walter (Archives of Ophthalmology,
November, 19oo, ) reasoned as follows : " By con-
traction of the ciliary muscle and with it of the
chorioid (Hensen and Voelckers) the vitreous
comes forward against the iris and in some cases
protrudes through the pupil into the anterior cham-
ber the size and shape of its bead varying with the
size of the pupil. Considering the refractive index
of the aqueous and vitreous as almost equal, he
computes the necessary increase in the length of
the globe at 2.7 mm., in order to read at 30 cm.,
if such increase in length were the only factor
in accommodation. If, on the other hand, focus-
ing is effected by a bead of vitreous, the surface of
the latter must have the very small radius of 0.34
mm., and project through the pupil of only. o.68.
Therefore, he says that it is likely that the index
of vitreous in such cases is greater than that of
the aqueous.

Lohnstein (Knapp-Schweigger, 19oo,) ans-
wered that the spherical aberration of such a bead
would be of too high a degree for distinct vision,
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and refers him to Boehmer's statement that a one
per cent. salt solution has only an 0.00146 higher
index than distilled water. " Therefore, the dif-
ference in the amount of salt present in different
persons could alter the refractive index no more
than + o.000rs."

Finally the doctor adds:
It seems then that all of the theories which

endeavor to explain aphakic accommodation by
supposing some phenomenon in the eye, as, e. g.,
a change of shape in the globe, are opposed by as
strong arguments as are brought forward in their
favor. There remains only one factor not yet
mentioned in this connection as far as I know, viz.,
the tipping of the cataract-glass or the equivalent
thereof, looking obliquely through it, causing a
greater curvature in one meridian, and visual acuity
is increased by the ability of the patient to overcome
spherical aberration through diminution of the
palpebral fissure. Dr. John Green, in the " Trans-
actions of the American Ophthalmological Society,
Vol. V, Part III," in an article entitled " An Ele-
mentary Discussion of Some Cases of Centrical
Refraction Through Tipped Spectacle-Lenses,"
has given us a method of computing the difference
in power produced by tipping, closing with a table
of refracting values for the tipping-angle from
5° to 45°.

Regarding the last paragraph the re-
viewer must remark that this calculation
about the different refractive power of a
spherical lens if looked through obliquely was
first given by Prof. L. Hermann in 1874,
that is, almost twenty years before Dr. Green
published his results. If we slightly modify
the formulm as given by the celebrated phy-
siologist we find that the refractive power of
the tilted lens changes not only in the changed
meridian, but also in the one that remained
stationary. For example a ± to D. lens
receives a refractive power of 10.94 D. in the
one and a refractive power of 13.33 D. in the
other meridian if it is tilted thirty degrees.
It is evident, therefore, that many an apparent
power of accommodation in aphakia may
find its explanation in the fact that the patient
looked obliquely through the strong lens.

A Clinical and Statistical Study of
Convergent Squint

About the causation of convergent squint
or esotropia there is as yet no unanimity of
opinion among the ophthalmologists. It is
very probable, indeed, that there are always
different factors at work wherever internal
squint develops. A very interesting contri-
bution in this regard has lately been made by
Dr. Wendell Reber, of Philadelphia, who
made a careful clinical and statistical study of
a number of cases with convergent squint,
and comes to the following conclusions :

I. Esotropia is most likely to manifest itself
before the end of the third year.

2. It cannot yet be said whether any of
the various reasons assigned by parents for the
appearance of strabismus have aught whatever to
do with it. Whooping cough may be related to it.

3. Heredity certainly plays a part in bestowing
upon some children a congenitally deficient visual
apparatus.

(Continued on page 1325)
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4. The degree of deviation will average about
300 in a large number of cases. It is in no special
way bound up with the degree of refractive error.

5. The amblyopia of esotropia is presumably
an amblyopia ex anopsia, the present-day evidence
being against Schweigger's theory of a congenital
amblyopia.

6. The degree of amblyopia increases with the
length of time elapsing between the appearance
and the time of treatment ; especially is this true
after the seventh year.

7. Improvement may be expected in the ambly-
opic eye in fifty to sixty per cent. of cases by
properly-adjusted glasses. This improvement
varies from twenty per cent. to nine-fold better-
ment.

8. While a defectively developed fu-
sion apparatus has much to do with the
genesis of esotropia, the influence of
hypermetropia and its allied states seems
almost as important as in the days of
Donders. The part played by astigma-
tism is no little one.

9. There seems to be no special re-
lation between the degree of refractive
error and the degree of deviation.

to. Hypermetropic conditions of from
one to four dioptrics seem most com-
monly associated with esotropia.

A very high degree of hyperme.
tropia does not necessarily exclude stra-
bismus, as three cases in the series here
presented were of i t D. and over.

12. If taken before the fifth year, there
seems no reason why the strabismus should
not be cured by non-operative methods in
seventy per cent. of cases. This per-
centage will, in all probability, be in-
creased to eighty per cent. in the next
ten years.

13. The results of non-operative treat-
ment in children, if adhered to with any
persistence, are infinitely better than any
" scissors " statistics thus far offered.

A New Statistical Investigation
About Myopia

Lately in his inaugural disserta-
tion Dr. Van Dijck, of Amsterdam,
has reported a very careful statistical
inquiry about myopia among unedu-
cated persons. As he frequently refers
to the opinions of Tscherning we
give here first the views of the
latter as he expressed them in his
" Physiologic Optics " (pages 84 to 87) :
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hy means of the upright image. The influence of
'fear work is seen in the following list:

AI yopes

I 

1 Students  32 per cent.
Persons employed in offices and in trade . . 16
Artists, etc.   

"
13 "

Tailors, shoemakers, e!c.   12 "

H / 
Agriculturists (peasants)   2 

5 per cent.
"

Workmen (hard labor)  

The distribution of the two forms of myopia in
the two groups was the following:

all Myopes < 9 D. Myopes > 9 D.
I 3336
11 51S7

407 (17 Percent.)
169 3 " )

13 (0.56 per cent.)
38(0.73 )

We see that the very great frequency of myopia
in the educated classes comprises only the lowest
degrees. The very high degrees are rather more
frequent in the illiterate (Fig. 6o). Among the
peasants I have even met more cases of myopia
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be the result of prolonged reading, and which
would also produce hyperemia ; third, the com-
pression which the external muscles would exer-
cise on the eye, during convergence for a near
point. Aril, who, by his autopsies, proved for the
first time in 1854 that myopia is due to a length-
ening of the globe, laid special stress on the action
of the superior oblique while reading. The eye
being directed downwards, this muscle may,
indeed, compress one of the veins and thus pro-
duce the development of hyperemia. Sidling tried
to further develop this theory by finding the predis-
position to myopia in a special form of the orbit
(very low—Hypoconatia) which would give to the
muscle a direction more likely to compress the eye.

In spite of the slight degree of accommodation
which myopes need*, ,the theory of the accommo-
dative origin of myopia has, however, many
believers, and I think they are right ; but as the
mechanism of accommodation was scarcely known
until recent times, it is not wonderful that the

solution of the problem of myopia from
near work was sought in vain.

.  
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Distribution of the Anomalies of Refraction among the Young Population of'
Copenhagen — Educated . . . . Uneducated

There exist two forms of axial myopia, one
which depends on near work, and one which does
not.* Myopia from near work appears usually at
an age ranging from six to fifteen years ; it often
stops at the age of twenty-five years. It attains
medium degrees and does not seem to exceed the
limit of 9 D. Complications, except staphyloma,
are rare.

Dangerous myopia is sometimes congenital and
stationary ; as a rule it develops in early infancy,
and continues to increase during the whole life.
At the age of twenty years it generally exceeds
9 D. This form of myopia is to be considered as
a malignant chorioiditis, and it is to it that danger-
ous complications of myopia belong ; like Most
chorioidal affections it seems to be a little more
prevalent among women.

In 1882 and 1883 I examined about 7000 young
Danish conscripts, by determining their refraction

* Even eliminating theme two forms of myopia, It is
probable that there would still remain a certain number, duo
to a congenital disagreement between the optic system and the
length of the axis of the eye, for it is not probable that all
normal eyes are constructed so as to be exactly enunetropfc.
But myopia between 2 D. and 9 13, is so rare among uneducated
persons that this third form must comprise only light degrees.

greater than 9 D. than of myopia between 2 D.
and 9 D.

It is, therefore, a great exaggeration to regard
myopia from near work as a public calamity, as is
done especially in Germany. One exaggeration
leads to another. It was thought formerly that
myopic eyes were stronger than others because
they did not become presbyopic. After the dis-
covery of the ophthalmoscope very grave compli-
cations in cases of strong myopia were continually
met with, and thus originated the idea expressed
in the celebrated phrase of Donders, " I do not
hesitate to declare that every myopic eye is a dis-
eased eye," a phrase which Cohn adopted as his
motto in the first of the great compilations of statis-
tics of school children ever made. Later, many others
were made, but without important results. They
show conclusively that myopia is more frequent
and more pronounced in the higher classes of the
schools ; but as the pupils of these classes are
older, and as the myopia is a condition that develops
with age, these statistics do not establish definitely
the influence of near work.

A satisfactory explanation of the mechanism
by which near work produces myopia has not yet
been given. Donders named three factors : First,
the inclined position of the head which produces
hyperemia of the globe with a tendency to disten-
tion ; second, the fatigue of the eyes, which would

Dr. Van Dijck formed his con-
clusions from the material of the
Amsterdam University Polyclinic,
which is frequented almost exclu-
sively by people who have received
very little instruction. Among these
uneducated people the high degrees
of myopia were found very fre-
quently. Before him Dr. A. N.
Dinger, of the same city, had found
the higher degrees of myopia in ten
per cent. of the myopic pupils of
public schools (age six to twelve
years) and in six per cent. of the
myopes of the higher schools (age
twelve to eighteen years). Now
Dr. Van Dijck found thirty-six and
thirty-two per cent. respectively •
among his uneducated people of cor-
responding ages. He concludes,
therefore, with Tscherning that the
high degrees of myopia are not
caused by the school. Dividing his
patients into groups according to the
age he found, ascending from the
lower to the higher degrees of myo-
pia, in each group less representa-
tives. And this decrease occurred
so regularly that nowhere a certain
limit between higher and lower
myopia could be established. His
statistics, therefore, are not favorable
to the view that the low and the
high myopia must be regarded as

two distinct species of myopia. Not even
the complications of myopia allow of this
distinct differentiation: First, because these
complications are no causes and, gecondly,
because there are found to about the same
degree in the lower forms of myopia. The
myopes of the lower degrees which form two-
thirds of the material are no school myopes,
because they have had practically no school-
ing and Tscherning would count them among
his accidentally light myopes. But the
author does not feel justified in making any
sharp differentiation. To him the whole
myopia appears as one defect which develops
differently under different conditions by

* It is possible that myopes often accommodate more than
we think. In low degrees they frequently work within their
far point, because by bringing the work near they can see more
detail. As to high degrees, other circumstances may bring
about a quite remarkable accommodation, This is why Java/
said that a myopic eye may be focused at once for the extremi-
ties and the in of a line of a book. If the myopia is 10 D.,
the length of the line is 10 cm., and if the ends of the line are
seen distinctly without accommodation, the patient is obliged
to accommodate about two diopt ries when reading the middle,
unless he keeps the book or his head in continuous motion, or
contents himself with seeing diffusely a part of the line.

(Continued on page 1327)
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Concerning Segments

'I' the risk of repeating ourselves, we
are going to try to clear up a little
uncertainty which seems to exist here

there with reference to the matter of
segments. The segment, in a pair of bifocals,
is of course ground of such a strength as to
supply the additional convex power needed
for reading ; that much is plain enough. If
a man needs + t for distance and + 3 for
reading, the segment on his bifocals would
focus, separately, + 2 ; because the + i of
the distance lens and the + 2 of the segment,
added together, give the result + 3, the
power needed for reading. Now, then :

Suppose a man has been wearing bifocals,
and his prescription is changed, so that the
strength of his glasses is increased i D., both

in reading and distance. Is it possible to

save expense, (inasmuch as the amount

added is the same in the new glasses as it
was in the old), by using the old segment on

the new distance lenses?
Sometimes it is and sometimes it isn't.

That is what we will try to explain.
It is usually the custom to put the seg-

ments in cemented bifocals towards the eyes,

more especially when they are on spherical
lenses. In cylinders this rule does not always

hold good. On periscopic convex lenses the

curve on the inside is — 1.25. The various foci

are obtained by altering the outside surface of

the lens, but the inside remains the same. Let

us take a pair of bifocals then, like this:

+ 
+3

We will suppose that after wearing these

for some time the patient's prescription is

changed to:
+ I.50

± 3.50
The focus of the segment is still exactly

as before, + 2 D. added ; can we use the

old segment on the new lenses ? In this case,

yes, because the + I distance lens of the old

pair and the + 1.50 distance lens of the new

pair have each of them a — 1.25 curve on

the inside ; hence the segment will fit equally

well in either case, and will still give the

result of 2 D. added.
On the other hand, let us consider a

prescripition like this ;

+ I C + .50 cyl. ax. 90
0

+ 3 C + .50 cyl. ax. go*

The segment, by itself, focusing + 2 D.
In this instance, the segments would

probably be on the front, as they are always

cemented to the spherical side, and it is cus-

tomary to put the strongest convex away

from the eye ; this would bring the spherical,

and consequently the segment, outside. But

this is merely by the way ; the point is that
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the segment goes on the spherical surface,

and its curves must correspond with that sur-

face. In this case the spherical curve is + 1,

hence the curve of the segment which tits

that is — I. The curves of the segment,

then, will be — i on one side and + 3 on

the other, or, + 2 added.
We will now suppose that the formula

is changed, as in the preceding case. It reads:

▪ 

C.; + .50 cyl. ax. 9o"'

+ 3.50 0 + .5o cyl. ax. 90"'

Here we hate + 2 added, and that is

what we found our segment to focus ; can

we use it ? Decidedly, no ; for the curve on

the spherical surface of the distance lens is

± 1.50, while the concave curve on the seg-

ment, which is supposed to fit the distance
lens, is only — 1. Hence there will be

.50 D. of curvature unaccounted for, and

the segment will not " stick."
But suppose, for the sake .of the argu-

ment, that we were able to make the lenses

stick together ; for a skilful workman can

sometimes make two curvatures hold together,

by using a good deal of cement, even though

they don't fit well.
We will take the same lens we used in

the previous paper ;

• 

I.50 0 ± .50 cyl. ax. 9o*

for distance, which is to have a segment

added to make the reading power

+ 3.5o 0 + .50 cyl. ax. 9oc'

Or, in other words, add + 2 segment

for reading. The segment we are consider-

ing, — I on one side, ± 3 on the other, has

a focus of ± 2. If we could succeed in

making it stick on the distance lens, couldn't

we use it in this case ? Not by any means !

The segment focuses + 2 as long as it is not

cemented ; once it is attached to the distance

lens, it becomes, so to speak, a part of that

lens, and its curvatures are to be considered

in that light. Let us refer to a diagram :

• +3.00

—1.00

+1.50

The lowest curve in the diagram represents

the + .5o cyl. of the distance lens which we

need not consider at present, as it does not

enter into our calculations at all.

The space between the — I curve and

the + I.50 curve is filled up by the cement,

so that the lens becomes practically one

piece. What is the result ? We have a lens

whose outside spherical curve is + 3 D.,

and the formula of lens is

— 3 0 + .50 cyl. ax. go"'

in spite of the fact that we have added a + 2

segment over a + 1.50 distance lens.
—D. V. Browns Our Own Idea
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different factors, as hereditary disposition,
conditions of life and intensity of schooling.
Among the people who have had very little
instruction the author found many slightly
myopic, which points to a hereditary dispo-
sition. From these a very great number of
high myopes developed which is explained
by the unfavorable surroundings. Among
the children which have enjoyed a very good
education more light myopes were found,
because by the continual exertion each pupil
became myopic who had the slightest ten-
dency to it, but from these only a few high
myopes developed because they enjoyed
better conditions of life. The visual acuity
in the material of Van Dijck decreased with
the age and the degree of the myopia, it was
less than that of the non-myopes, and also
less than that of the better situated myopes.
Compound myopic astigmatic astigmatism
was found in eighteen per cent. of the myopes,
that with the rule twice as frequently as that
against the rule. With age the number of
the first decreased, and more oblique axes
were found; still later the oblique axes again
decreased, and that against the rule increased.
Most cases of low myopia also were astig-
matic, and in most cases with astigmatism in
each eye the directions of the main meridians
were symmetrical. The author therefore
believes that the reduced visual acuity and
astigmatism are two possible causes of myopia.
That spots on the cornea act in that direction
is pretty well established; for first one finds
these maculze more frequently with myopia
than with any other refraction and, further-
more, one observes most maculw in youth
among the lower degrees; in old age, how-
ever, among the high degrees of myopia—
which shows that the progression is hastened
by the obscurations.

Investigation on the Comparative
Visual Acuity of Savage and

Civilized People

It is the prevalent opinion among us
that the uncivilized people as a general rule
possess a better visual acuity than civilized
men. However, some years ago we called
attention to the fact that this view is not
borne out by actual investigation. This is
shown again by Dr. W. H. Rivers in the
British Medical Journal, who has examined
a large number of people of all nationalities
and tribes and has come to the conclusion
that apart from errors of refraction, man
everywhere has practically the same acuity of
vision. It is true that there are many
instances in which savages appear to possess
a greater acuity of vision, when for example,
they recognize a man or an animal in a
distant dark spot long before their educated
companion can do so. But this is not to be
explained by a better visual acuity but by
the greater experience of the savage man in
this particular instance. If tested with the
usual test cards, it would be found that the
visual acuity of the savage man was no
higher than that of his civilized companion.
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Suffice to say that any linear after-image, which possesses,
during the primary position of the eye, a given obliquity, when
projected on a gray wall facing the observer, preserves the same
obliquity inviolate whenever the eye glances in the direction
indicated by the length of the false image, or in a direction per-
pendicular to its length.*

Though all observers are agreed as to the truth of Listing's
law, all are not agreed as to the conclusions to be drawn from it.

Agreement of Helmholtz and Donders.—A good deal of dis-
cussion has been made recently about the discrepancy which has
been stated in America to exist between the laws of false torsion
formulated by Helmholtz and those laid down by Donders.

There can be no question that their statements, as they read,
look diametrically opposed to each other.

And yet a careful study of Helmholtz will show that- he has
chosen a different definition and index of torsion, so that his state-
ments do not really contradict those of Donders, but perfectly
agree, as indeed we could only have expected.

Let us look at them in the following parallel columns :

HELMHOLTZ.

"When the plane of fixa-
tion is directed upwards,
lateral displacements to the
rikht make the eye turn to
the left;

DONDESS

"On the diagonal fixation
upwards and to the right,
the vertical mendians of both
eyes suffer a parallel inclina-
tion to the right."

and displacements to the left
make the eye turn to the
right."

" When the plane of fix-
ation is lowered, lateral dis-
placements to the right are

. accompanied by torsion to
the right,

" On diagonal fixation
upwards and to the left, the
vertical meridians of both
eyes suffer a parallel incli-
nation to the left."

" On diagonal fixation
downwards and to the right,
the vertical meridians of both
eyes suffer a parallel inclina-
tion to the left."

and vice versa." " On diagonal fixation
downwatds and to the left,
the vertical meridians of both -
eyes suffer a parallel inclina-
tion to the right."

Helmholtz's Plane of Reference.—The " plane of reference"
adopted by Helmholtz is the " visual plane," by which, he means
the plane common to the two visual axes and to the line which
joins the centers of motion of the two eyes. When the visual
axes are elevated or depressed, the visual plane is elevated or
depressed with them.

In the primary position of the eyes, the visual plane passes
through the horizontal meridian of the retina, which Helmholtz
calls the " retinal horizon." In all the cardinal motions of the
eyes, which, it will be remembered, are motions from the primary
position directly upwards, downwards, to right and to left, the.
retinal horizon lies rigorously In the visual plane ; but in oblique
motions it becomes more and more inclined to the visual plane, in
the sense stated by Helmholtz in the first of the above parallel
columns.

Donders' Plane of Reference.—I do not know what plane of
reference Donders selected, but (since the one which I have
selected gives the same results) probably the same as that which
I have adopted in what follows, namely, a movable, ever-vertical
plane, passing through the line of fixation and moving with it.

No Torsion with Reference to the Median Plane.—Were we
to estimate torsion by reference to the median plane of the head,

*it is true that when the eye glances in oblique directions ether than these, the after-
image does appear to have its degree of obliquity altered, but this is fully explained in every
case by the fact that it is projected on a fiat surface which does not (in that part of it) face the
observer, and the apparent discrepancies, when properly analyzed, only confirm the law.
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or any plane parallel to it, we would have to conclude there is no
torsion at all, for, thus tested, the vertical meridian of the cornea
would be torted in one direction and the horizontal meridian to an
equal amount in the opposite direction.

Indeed, it stands to reason that motion about any axis in
Listing's plane cannot have a component about a line perpen-
dicular to that plane.

The nature of false torsion depends entirely upon the point of
view from which we observe it.

Index of Torsion.—Since the eye is an optical instrument, I
think the index of torsion should be an optical one, and, to my
mind, the best plan is to imagine the point of fixation, or, in other
words, the object looked at, to be an intelligent being, able to tell
us what amount of torsion exists from his point of view. The
torsion would thus be measured by the angle between the originally
vertical meridian of the retina e., the meridian which was ver-
tical in the primary position of the eye) and the vertical plane pass-
ing through the line of fixation.

When calculated in this way, the rules of false torsion agree
exactly with those of Donders, and therefore with all the text-books
which have followed him.

Let us give the name of Dextrotorsion to that which takes
place when the upper end of the vertical diameter of the eyeball
is tilted to the patient's right, and Lwvotorsion to similar tilting to
the left. When we look upwards and to the right or downwards
and to the left, there is dextrotorsion. Conversely, when we
look upwards and to the left or downwards and to the right, there
is lxvotorsion. In fact, the paths of the after-images trace out a
figure shaped like a sheaf of wheat.

Fig. 14

The author's torsion calculator. No. I.—The eye in its primary posiiion. 2.—The eye
looking up and to the right, showing equal and opposite inclinations of II, horizontal
and vertical meridians with reference to the fore-and-aft axis of the head. No. 3.—The eye
looking as in No. 2, but showing equal similar inclinations of both meridians to the patient's
right with reference to the fore-and-aft axis of the eye. No. 4.—Mode of reading same.

(TO BE CONTINTIED]
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Headache in Connection with Myopia and Exophoria

Miss J. C., aged thirty-three years, com-
plains of headache as soon as she begins to
use her eyes for close work.

In addition to the symptoms of which
patient complains, it is advisable for you to
get a history of the case, more or less com-
plete as its seriousness may demand ; this
will often enable you to get a better under-
standing of the case than would be possible
without.

In meeting a patient for the first time,
the proper question for you to start with is:
" In what way do your eyes trouble you ? "
The most common answer to this question is
" headache."

Then you must make more specific
inquiries so as to get more definite knowledge
of this one symptom of which so many per-
sons complain.

In what part of the head is it located ?
Is it in the forehead, in the temples, in the
vertex, in the occiput, or does the whole
head seem to ache?

At what time of the day does the head-
ache come on—in the morning, in the after-
noon or in the evening ? Does the patient
get up with it, or does it come on later in
the day ? Is the headache constant, or is it
periodic ? Does it come on during or after
use of the eyes ? Does it cease when the
eyes are rested, or is it absent altogether
when the eyes are not used ? Is it better or
worse on Sundays as compared with other
days ? Does the headache come on when
shopping, when riding in cars, when attending
.a public place of amusement, or when in a
crowd?

No argument is needed to convince you
of the frequent dependence of headache upon
eyestrain. The cure of headache, oftentimes
stubborn and of long standing, by the cor-
rection of errors of refraction and of muscular
anomalies, is a matter of almost every-day
experience with the optometrist in active
practice.

These two sources of eyestrain are so
often associated that it is really difficult to
determine their relative importance, some
authorities attaching greatest weight to the
strain of the ciliary muscle caused by refrac-
tive errors, while others look upon anomalies
of the extra-ocular muscles as the greater
disturbing factor.

But at the same time we must not allow
ourselves to think that every patient who
complains of headache is suffering from eye-
strain. We must not regard every case of
headache as invariably due to a faulty condi-
tion of the eyes, nor must we delude our-
selves with the thought that glasses can cure
all headaches.

With these two thoughts in mind that
headaches may be due to eyestrain, and that
they may be caused by other conditions of

the body entirely separate from the eyes, a
careful and thorough examination of the eyes
should be made in all cases of continuous or
frequent headache, where the cause of the
same is not evident, and where the usual
medical treatment has failed to afford relief.

In many of these cases the patient is not
conscious of any visual defect or asthenopic
symptoms, and is apt to assert that his eyes
are all right and that there is no use to make
an examination of them. In spite of this it
has been my frequent experience that an
examination has disclosed some refractive or
muscular anomaly that has evidently been
the cause of the headache, as has been proven
by the fact that the correction of the former
has been followed by a disappearance of the
latter. Experiences like this emphasize the
importance of an ocular investigation in every
case of headache, even if there are no eye
symptoms present.

Therefore it is the province of the opto-
metrist to find out just what part the eyes take
in the causation of headache, and not as a
matter of routine expect to cure with glasses
every case of headache, a considerable num-
ber of which may have no direct relation to
the eye.

A browache, due to malaria, may be
mistaken for ocular headache. Hemicrania,
or migraine, or sick-headache, may be an
expression of general nervous exhaustion
and may bear no relation to the eyes at all.
We are keeping well within the bounds of
truth when we say that at least one-half of all
headaches are due to eyestrain. Gould
claims that seventy-five per cent. of all head-
aches are caused by a faulty condition of
the eyes.

The position and character of ocular
headaches vary greatly. It may be simply a
slight aching or dull pain over the eyes, or at
the back of the orbit. It may be an occipital
pain, which is suggestive of congestion of
the base of the brain. Sometimes the head-
ache is stationary in the forehead, or vertex,
or occiput, or it may originate in the brows
and pass to the vertex, shooting to the occiput
and perhaps even down the spine.

Some authorities assert that in ciliary
strain, the pain is generally orbital and frontal;
and when the strain is on the extra-ocular
muscles, the pain is occipital and spinal ; and
that temporal headache is due to astigmatism,
but I do not attach much importance to these
classifications.

The location of the pain in zoo cases of
ocular headache has been divided as follows:
Eyebrows, 41 per cent. ; vertex, zo per cent.;
occipital, 12 per cent. ; occipito-frontal, 8 per
cent. ; temporal, 8 per cent. In one case
the headache was general.

It should be remembered that the position
may vary with the individual. Some per-
sons when they have a headache, no matter
from what cause, always describe it as frontal,
others as vertical, and so on. So, that too
much dependence must not be placed on the
statements of the individual. The commonest
form of asthenopic headache is a dull pain
over one or both brows, as shown by the
analysis of the zoo cases to which I have
just referred.

In getting a patient's history, you must
not fail to inquire it he or she has ever worn
glasses, and if so, how long and with what
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effect ? Make a record also of the character
and strength of the lenses, and whether they
were prescribed with or without the use of
" drops." It is well for us to know whether
the eyes have been relieved by the use of the
glasses, or whether the same symptoms con-
tinue as were present before glasses were worn.

This patient tells us that she has been
wearing glasses twelve years, that they were
ordered after the use of a mydriatic, and
that while they have been of some benefit to
her, the headaches have continued and she
suffers after use of the eyes for close vision.

We ask one of the young gentlemen to
neutralize these lenses, and he tells us they
are — 5.5o D. for right eye, and — 2 D. for
left eye. We ask him if they were simple
spheres, and he replies very emphatically
that they are. We return them to him and
insist on a more careful examination and
neutralization. In looking through the left
lens at the straight edge of the test card, he
finds  there is some displacement when viewed
through the optical center of the lens. This
proves the presence of a prism, which we
find to be I° placed in frame base in.

In neutralizing lenses with the trial case,
a weak prism is very easily overlooked ;
when a stronger prism is combined, the shape
of the edges discloses its presence. When
we use the lens measure, we find that one
surface is plane and the other curved, and
this at once raises the suspicion that the lens
is someting more than a simple sphere, and
we are then led to look for a prismatic element.

We now proceed to measure the error of
refraction by trial lenses, in accordance with
the methods which I have so often described
to you, with the following result :

0. D. — 5.50 S. C — .50 cyl. ax. 9o° =-
2o ? ? ?

0. S. — 2 S. ? ?
It is impossible with any lens, or any

combination of lenses, to raise the vision to
-3.4 full. The lenses mentioned above afford
the sharpest acuteness, and you will notice
they differ but little in focal strength from
the lenses she is at present xvearing.

Now, you will remember, that the rule in
myopia is to give the very weakest lenses with
which serviceable vision is obtained, and there-
fore, we will reduce these lenses .5o D., which
will make the prescription read as follows :

0. I). — 5 S. C -- .5o cyl. axis 90°.
0. S. — I.50 S.
With these lenses she is able to decipher

one or two letters on the No. zo line, so that
they really afford her very fair vision, and, at
the same time, they are likely to be some-
what more comfortable than those she has
been wearing. Now these glasses correct
the error of refraction and answer for distant
vision ; shall we instruct her to wear them
constantly for all purposes, or will she require
some modification for reading ? Before decid-
ing this question, let us look into the condition
of the muscle balance.

With these lenses in the trial frame, we
place a Maddox rod over the right eye. We
have a reason for placing it. over the right
eye, and that is because it is the more de-
fective ; the left eye possessing the better
vision, is likely to be the fixing eye.

The rod is placed in a horizontal position,
which causes the streak of light to appear

((•ontinued on page 1333)
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vertical. We ask the patient if she sees this
red streak running up and down, which side
of the light it is, and how far from the light?
She replies that she sees the streak and that
it appears to be a foot or more to the left of
the light This is a condition of artificial
crossed diplopia, which we know must be due
to an outward deviation of the eyes, which
we call exophoria. We place a prism of 3°
over the right eye base in, which she tells us
brings the streak closer to the light but still
on the left side ; a prism of 4° brings it still
closer ; while a prism of 5° base in brings the
streak directly over the light.

We turn the rod so as to run vertically,
and we say to the patient, in a questioning
way, that she sees the streak now running
crosswise, and ask her whether it is above or
below the light. She replies that it is about
two inches below the light, which we know
indicates a hyperphoria of this eye. A
prism of 1° base down corrects the deviation
and brings the streak up on a level with the
light.

We repeat these tests at reading distance,
using the same Maddox rod and a small
point of light, where we find the exophoria
has increased to to°, while the hyperphoria
remains the same at I°. This is only what
we expect to find ; exophoria is usually
greater at reading distance, because as the
convergence is called more and more into
play its weakness becomes more and more
manifest.

This lady is 33 years of age, and her
accommodation, which is not very vigorous
on account of her myopia, is becoming
weakened on account of the physiological
changes in the ciliary muscle and crystalline
lens, which age brings on ; therefore, both
her accommodation and convergence need
assistance in close vision, which we afford by
placing a convex lens of I D. over her dis-
tance lenses, and combining a prism with
the base in.

We will, therefore, order for close use :

0. D. —4 D. S. C — .50 D. cyl. axis 90°;
prism 3° base in.

0. S. — I.50.
We place the prism over the right eye,

because it will thus cause less disturbance of
vision than if placed over the left eye, which
is the better eye and presumably the fixing
eye. In this case such a procedure is better
than dividing the prism between the two eyes,
and I would advise you always to order the
prism over the more defective eye, or if the
prism is divided, to place the stronger over
the poorest eye.

In analyzing this case, it is reasonable to
assume that the headache is due partly to the
strain on accommodation and partly to strain
of the convergence. In other words, that
the asthenopia, of which the headache is the
chief symptom, is both accommodative and
muscular. This assumption being correct,
we will naturally expect the patient to expe-
rience relief from the reading glasses, which
are so combined as to afford assistance to
both functions.

We must impress upon our patient the
necessity of changing her glasses whenever she
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reads or does any close work. This is some-
what troublesome, and as she is able to see
fairly well with her distance glasses, she will
be tempted many times to read with them,
instead of taking the trouble to change. But
unless she is willing to use each pair of
glasses for its own particular purpose, and
change her glasses as often as necessary, she
cannot expect to be relieved of her headache.

You will notice that I have corrected
only a small part of the exophoria, while the
hyperphoria I have ignored for the present.
It is well to be slow in the prescription of
prismatic lenses ; sometimes, even when they
are unmistakably indicated, they fail to afford
relief. In this case there is such a marked
amount of exophoria that we feel justified in
correcting a portion of it, and especially as
she has worn prisms before. We increase
the prism and place it over the right eye
instead of the left, as before, in this change
expecting to afford greater satisfaction, for
reasons already mentioned. If, after wearing
the glasses for a sufficient length of time, the
patient still complains, I would consider the
advisability of increasing the prism or placing
another one before the other eye.

For the same reasons I may find it
necessary later to consider the advisability
of correcting the hyperphoria. When verti-
cal prisms are accepted, they often afford the
greatest kind of relief ; but more often they
are disturbing to vision even though indicated
by an existing hyperphoria ; therefore, the
vertical prism will be held in reserve until we
see if we cannot afford relief by the glasses
we have just prescribed.

A Shield for the Eye in Skiascopy

I have found that the continual use of
the retinoscope tires my left or unused eye
to such an extent that some days I have been
unable to continue at the work.

In trying to overcome the difficulty, I
constructed a sheet-iron shade with a half-
inch brass tube attached at right angles ex-
tending about two inches. I fixed a carrier
upon this tube upon which to hang my
retinoscope. The result. was a great relief to
my eyes, but the tube seemed to be too
much in the way. Then I made another
one, with a lip extending out about an inch
and a half, and I found that it worked per-
fectly. This shield, or lip, permits the user

to get close to the source of light, which, of

course, enables him to get more light and
allows him to move away to any distance
without the light shining into his left or

unused eye. It also allows the refractor to

keep both eyes open while using the retino-

scope.
I have now had a shade made from

asbestos upon this plan. An eye shield
should be attached to all shadow-test shades,
whether they contain an iris diaphragm or not.

I know this shade will take a great

strain off the retina, and anyone using it will

wonder how they ever got along without it.

It will much shorten the time consumed in
shadow testing and thereby will be quite a
gain as well as a comfort to the patient.

--I. 11. Rhoads, MD., in the Ophlhalmk Record

Microbes in the Normal Conjunc-
tival Sac

That there are usually a great number of
microbes in the conjunctival sac of even
healthy eyes, has lately been proven again by
the researches of Rymowitsch, of Russia.
He examined too healthy persons with nor-
mal conjunctivas, and used as a culture
medium glycerized coagulated ox serum.
Four drops of a sterile physiologic salt solu-
tion were dropped into the conjunctival sac,
sucked up again and dropped on the plates.
From the cultures he determined the fre-
quency with which disease-producing mi-
crobes are present upon the healthy con-
junctiva. From his investigations it is easy
to understand that sometimes sporadic cases
of infectious conjunctivitis may occur simply
from auto-infection. It is probable that this
auto-infection occurs from a change in the
mucous membrane, due to a cold or mechani-
cal injury, and that other diseases, for ex-
ample pneumonia, may occur in the same
manner. The microbes may have been there
for a long time, but they only produce their
special disease after the tissue on which they
were present become less resistant from other
local or systemic causes.

Sues the Optician for Damages

A suit was begun last month in the
United States Circuit Court, New York, for
damages alleged to have been suffered by a
one-eyed man from wearing spectacles manu-
factured for him by a New York optician.
Will. F. Arnold, of Tennessee, the com-
plainant, is a retired United States naval sur-
geon. While on duty in the Philippines,
according to the papers, he became afflicted
with a tropical disease, which totally destroyed
the sight of one eye and impaired the useful-
ness of the other. In New York, on June
1st, he broke one of the bifocal lenses pre-
scribed to aid his sight and went into the
shop of Sally Wiesbader, an optician, at 294
Columbus Avenue, to have his glasses re-
paired. Wiesbader, he says, did not adjust
the lenses according to the oculist's prescrip-
tion. Through this carelessness, Arnold
charges, his remaining eye has been severely
strained and its sight permanently impaired.
He asks for $3000 damages from the optician.

"No suggestions for the improvement of The
Keystone are needed. In the field of optics it is,
in my judgment, without a ,peer and is of great
benefil."—Dr. Howard Miles, Optician, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma Territory.
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A time-saver and an eye-saver
No shadows visible to the eye when looking through this

glass

Everything inside watch as plain as if on outside
It throws the proper light to the proper place
Especially useful on dark days

A New Reflecting Eyeglass of Merit
Price with single glass, 2, 24 or 3 in. focus, $1.25
Price with double glass, 34 in. or i in. focus, 1.50

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.—Always face the source
of light. Place the eyeglass to the eye with the long sidc
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A Few Suggestions for Investigating
the Extrinsic Muscles, and Several

New Methods for their
Development

Bead before the annual meeting of the American Association
of Opticians, by Jolts C. EBERHARDT, Dayton, Ohio.

It is my purpose to present for your considera-
tion some of the principal factors that enter into
the physiology of the ocular motor muscles, and
suggest several methods for their investigation.

We will first con-
sider:

I. The philoso-
phy of involuntary
binocular macular
fiXtition.

2. Why the de-
viating eye sees the
false image dis-
placed in the oppo-
site direction.

3. Maddox ob-
jective method for
determining the
character of mus-
cular inbalance
and locating defi-

nitely and accurately the deviating eye.
4. The desire for central macular vision, the

guiding sensation of binocular fixation.
5. Where the motor muscles are normal this

desire for causing retinal images to fall upon the
macula lutea makes it impossible for the eye to
deviate from the visual line without causing
diplopia, therefore, when the eyes are fixed upon a
given point, and a prism is placed before one eye
base out, it deflects rays of light causing them to
fall upon the outer retinal field producing diplopia,
unless the rectus internus of this eye has the
requisite power, when it will involuntarily rotate
the eye inward until the macula is brought in line
with these deflected rays.

6. Therefore in investigating the efficiency of
the motor muscles it must be born in mind that
only the eye over which the prism is placed par-
ticipates in the enforced excursion, the other eye
continuing rigidly to fix the object.

7. This therefore, is the basic principle which
underlies all investigations of the motor muscles
and should be carefully digested by exhaustive
experiments, which are facilitated by fixing rigidly
at a distance of about thirty inches, the retino-
scope in such a manner that the reflex is formed
upon the cornea, which will appear to the observer
as a brilliant point of light in the pupillary area,
and which, if parallelism exists will occupy relative
positions within this area, whereas, should either
eye turn in, out. up or down, a corresponding dis-
placement will be noticeable in the deviating eye,
whereas, it will occupy the proper position within
this area in the fixing eye. If now a prism is
placed before one eye, base out, this eye will be
observed to turn inward, whereas, the other eye
will retain its primary position, as evidenced by
the position of this reflex.

8. Of the various extrinsic muscles the interni
are most susceptible to development, and in this
nature again reveals her providence, for the func-
tion of convergence, depending as it does upon
these factors, is most in need of assistance, where
either age or disease results in muscular deficien-
cies. Therefore, where asthenopic systems present
themselves (regardless as to the age of patient)

John C. Eberhardt
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after refractive corrections have been supplied, the
efficiency of the interni should be individually
investigated.

9. In order to fix a given point
Minimum at fourteen inches, the eyes
Convergence must converge so that the visual

axis will intersect at this point.
The amount of such convergence depending upon
the mathematical calculation of the triangle formed
by the pupillary distance as the base line and the
fourteen-inch point as the apex. For all
practical purposes the following rule is sufficiently
accurate. One degree of prism power will deflect
a ray of light one-eighth of an inch in a distance of
fourteen inches.

Therefore if the pupillary distance be two and
one-fourth inches, equalling eighteen eighths
inches, it would require eighteen degrees of prism
power or time degrees for each eye to deflect
parallel rays of light so that they will intersect at a
point fourteen inches distant ; this would therefore
be properly termed the minimum convergence.

to. If a papient supplied with
Maximum proper reading lenses be caused

to fix a row of No. 3 Snellen
test letters, placed singly one

under the other he will be forced to exert his mini-
mum convergence, if now prisms base out be placed
equally before both eyes, diplopia will result, unless

he can neutralize it by additional convergence, and
tke combined value of the strongest prism the eyes
can thus fuse, added to the minimum convergence,
will represent the maximum convergence.

This method is valuable for exert:king
deficient interni and when coupled with the
same procedure of each eye employed alternately
while fixing a light at twenty feet will effectively
augment subnormal convergence.

12. The externi as well as the vertical
muscles can be stimulated along similar lines,
although as a rule respond very slowly if at all to
exercise. Vertical inbalances if at all marked, are
generally of a paralytic origin and call for systemic
treatment, prisms properly supplied having value
Nvhere diplopia is troublesome and where eyes

can be taught to accept these.

13. If patient supplied with
reading lenses be caused to fix
a single row of No. 3 Suellen
test letters, with the double

prism before right eye, he will see three lines of
letters, which if orthophoria exists, will be equidis-

tant and parallel, and deviation from the parallel

indicating an imbalance of the oblique muscle,

termed cyclophoria ; if, however, central line is dis-

placed either upward or downward, it indicates an

imbalance of the vertical muscles, termed hyper-

phoria. •

Convergence

Test for
Hypet phoria

Hyperphoric
Correction

14. Experiment seems to indi-
cate that the vertical muscles if

found deficient to any great
extent, but are indifferently

susceptible to exercise and usually effected by
disturbances of a paralytic character. Exercise

should be experimented with, but as a rule such

cases require prismatic assistance, and where such

is the case, much judgment must be exercised.

It is here that the double prism and single row of

letters referred to are valuable, for the question is,
how much prism power is necessary to neutralize

the vertical imbalance ; the test suggested demon-

strates the fact that static conditions as revealed by

a rod test at twenty feet, differ from dynamic con-
ditions obtained by observing the muscle poise at

fourteen inches, while accommodation is made

active by the eyes reading the single line of No. 3
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Snellen type, whereas fixation is suspended owing
to the fact that the right eye through the double
prism fixes the double artificial or deflected images,
whereas, the left eye fixes the real image abso-
lutely independent of its mate, and that prism,
which will neutralize any vertical displacement and
cause these lines at fourteen inches to appear
equidistant is the one which should be applied.

15. Dr. Savage in his " New
Cyclophoria Truths in Ophthalmology,'

published in 1895, and his more
recent work on " Ophthalmic Myology," suggests
the rythmic use of cylinders for exercising the
oblique muscles.

The student will, however, find that the cylin-
ders necessary to neutralize the cyclophoric tilting
of images, so much diffuses vision, that the effi-
ciency of this method is largely defeated. The

following method employed but a short time by
the speaker presents interesting material for investi-
gation and may form the basis of an effective
method. If a single word like " July " in plain
black letters one quarter of an inch in height be
placed upon a plain card, and a circular card disk
one and one-half inches in diameter be fastened to
this card with a pin through the center so that it
can be rotated, the center of this disk being one

and one-quarter inches below the word July, and
an exact fac-simile of this word he placed upon the
center of this rotating disk, and the observer placed
before his right eye a ten-degree prism, base up,
he will find the upper word July displaced down-
ward and over the same word appearing on rotary
disk ; if this disk be now slightly rotated, the word
on this disk will slant or tilt, showing a scissors-
like double image, formed by the real tilted image
on rotary disk and the upper image which has
been deflected downward by the prism, if the eyes
are kept fixed on this crossed double image, they
will gradually fuse into one image, meaning that
the oblique muscles have so rotated the eyeballs
as to compensate for the obliquity of the image.

As stated this is as yet in an experimental
stage, and is presented to students of these phe-
nomena so that many minds may grapple with the
problem presented, in the hope that the results
may contribute to the cause of optometry.

The Human Eye as a Trade-Mark

A curious case of prosecution for infringement
of a trade-mark is reported in the British journals.
Wm. Mellor, eye specialist, of Manchester, was
prosecuted by Thos. Ison, of Leeds, for infringing
a trade-mark taking the form of a human eye.
The defense was that the " eye " had not been
placed on the wrappings of any goods supplied by
defendant, and also that anyone was entitled to
use the " human eye " as an advertisement. So
far this seems perfectly right, but it was pointed
out that Mr. Ison had obtained exactly similar con-
victions in other parts of the country. This, of

course, plunged the Bench into a quandry. They
deliberated and discussed the matter for two

_hours, and then expressed themselves as unfamiliar

with such actions. In the end they inflicted a

small line on the defendant and granted the plain-

tiff expenses. " Our sympathies," says the London
Optician, "are certainly with Mr. Mellor, whose

only remedy is an appeal to Quarter Sessions. Of
course, the primary fault would seem to rest with
the board of trade for allowing a refractionist to
register the human eye as a trade-mark. To
grant a trade-mark for such a thing seems, under
the circumstances, to be little less than absurd."
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Have
Stood the

Test of
Time and

Criticism

Optical
Aids

Gone to success on the wave of good opinions
of Physicians, Opticians and the People

Murine rapidly reduces an Inflamed Eye to its normal condition pre-
paratory to its proper measurement for Glasses.

Murine Clears the Transparent Media and obviates the use of a danger-
ous Mydriatic.

Banene Stimulates the Blood Supply which nourishes the Eye, removes
Floating Spots, strengthens vision, and with Murine greatly aids those
wearing Glasses, hence their value to the Optical Profession.

THE maximum per cent of those ordering Glasses seek your
aid only after continued urgings from over - worked and

defective Eyes-urgings that have left inflamed tissue and
local irritation. Correct Eye Defects with Properly-fitted
Glasses. Correct Effects of Defects with Murine.

Properly- fitted Glasses and Murine Promote Eye Comfort

Banene
This preparation should be in the bands

of every Refractionist

STIMUL ATES the circulation of
the blood supply that nourishes

the Eye, clears the retina of congestion, removes the causes of
floating spots, dimness of vision, cobwebs, and an inability to
wear glasses with comfort.

Banene absorbs opacities of the Crystaline Lens-Cataract
and in many cases renders an operation unnecessary

Murine Eye Salve
( Unguentum Hydro - Marine)

A REMEDY FOR THE EYELIDS

Restores lost Eyelashes and promotes a healthful
growth. Cures Cysts, Styes and Ulcers

THE Eyelashes often fall out in consequence
of neglected disease, both at their roots,

and of the Lubricating Glands which open
near them, resulting in a thickened and crusted
condition. This condition is intensified by
an Error of Refraction, and properly- fitted
Glasses should be worn in addition to ap-
plications of Murine and Murine Eye Salve.

NOTE-The law does not confine the sale of these preparations to any class. Jewelers and
Opticians have a right to sell them, but not the right to compound or administer.

II 
PIN EYE REMEDIESRELI

ABLE 
 

Trade Price List
w
li:hrowevi
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KriggiA

These Prices are regular and are
subject to Cash Discount only

No. A-Muums-Regular size 

No. B - MURINE - Special or Opti-
cians size   1.215 7.20 .60

No. O-MuRINE-1-pound bottle for
Physicians' dispensing  8.00 72.00 6.00

No. D-MURINE-%-pound bottle for
Physicians' dispensing  5.00 48.00 4.00

No, E-MURINE RYE SALVE-
( Unguentum llydro-Munne)  1.00 7.20 .60

No. 0-OXIDO-FLARINE- (Salve)   1.00 7.20 .60

No. F- GRAN ULINE  1.50 10.80 .90

No. G-HvintosF  1.10 8.40 .70
No.H - SULPHO-FERRINE -A systemic

tonic in eye eases 
No. K-BANENE 

No. L-OLIN'S RED CLOVEUCOWOUND 1.50

No. M-HYDRARGYRINE- (POWder). . 1.15

No. Z-MURINE -Trial size. Per gross 
This size has 110 price printed on label or package 

Send for 48-page book which gives full description and
directions for the entire MUILINE °moat, AID FAMILY."

PER BOTTLE WHOLESALE WHOLESALE

RE TA II. PER DOZ. PER won,H

$ .50 $ 4.00 $

1.00 7.20 .60

1.25 9.00 .75

10.80 .90

8.40 .70

$28.80

We supply, when desired. Show•Caso holding two dozen Merino. Cellu-
loid Easels, beautiful Lithographs, Circulars, also attractive Winclow
Displays, and Books on home treatment for Eyes, with your card on Coves.

Granuline
FOR old and chronic cases which have re-

sisted the ordinary methods of treatment
and where most positive action is desired ; Gran-
ulated Lids, Spots, Scums, and Opacities on
the eyes. Granuline is Absorbent, Tonic,
Antiseptic, Astringent and Antiphlogistic. It is
a valuable collateral to Marine in Eye cases.

Q11URIN

L •
1411WEE)Y
Crowned-

not with Jewels but with
Plaudits of the People-
Laurels justly earned as
the "Best Eye Treat-
ment." Safe and pleas-
ant. Used in the eyes of
Infant orAdult. A never
failing source of Relief.
Marine Eye Remedies
have cured thousands
and will cure you.

"There is always one by which the rest arc Inca surcd "

The Murine Eye Preparations are sold by all jobbers. The Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago,
will gladly supply attractive Office Pictures, Booklets and Circulars when desired
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Making a Camera Pay

A MATEUR photography requires a
more or less constant expenditure of
money. The camera, plate-holders,

developing-trays, measuring-glasses and print-
ing-frames, when once paid for, are perman-
ent possessions which seldom require any
future outlay ; but plates and films disappear
with astonishing rapidity, and there is a con-
stant outgo for printing-paper, chemicals,
mounts and other incidentals. The prob-
lem of how to make the amusement profit-
able is of interest to many amateur photog-
raphers.

First of all, the young photographer
must study his field. His opportunities may
be greater in a large city than in the country,
but they will be harder to discover and open
to more competitors. The newspapers,
weekly as well as daily, the national as well
as local, are good customers for photographs
which illustrate the news of the day ; but
this work requires great promptness, both of
perception and execution.

Scenes in the path of a
tornado, the debris of a
railroad wreck, the ruins of
a great fire, glimpses of im-

portant gatherings, such as the Grand Army
encampment, the annual convention of the
Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor
or the convocation of the House of Bishops-
these are all matters of news, which if pre-
sented picturesquely find purchasers among
the papers at good prices. Unusual snap-

shot pictures of prominent persons, too, or

of groups of persons, will often sell for a

good price. But the young photographer

should not forget that courtesy is more im-

portant than cash, and that the " camera
fiend " may easily become a nusiance.

In most cities photographs of places or

objects of historic interest, if placed on view

in conspicuous shop windows, find a steady
sale. Such objects are fine public buildings,
monuments, birthplaces of noted persons,
and occasionally a famous tree. Scenes of
unusual beauty in public parks are also in

good demand, both among residents and
among visitors.

The public libraries and the collections

of historical societies are good hunting-
grounds for the young city amateur photo-
grapher. If he watches the newspapers
closely, he will often find notices of coming
anniversaries or celebrations, for which objects
in the libraries and historical socities will

furnish good illustrations, salable in other

cities as well as in his own. A forgotten or
little-known portrait of some noted character

will frequently bring an especially good
price, and may be " syndicated," that is,

Many Good
Subjects

sold by agreement to one paper in each of
several cities.

There is always a demand

Historic n Dc iV Views for views, both interiorA 
Demand and exterior, of historic

churches, such as the old
Missions of California, St. Michael's in
Charleston, and Christ Church (" Paul
Revere's " ) or the Old South in Boston.
The sexton, since he is so often called upon
to show visitors about, is the best person to
act as agent for these photogrvhs.

To the dweller in the country town or
suburban village, opportunities for making
money with a camera are more common and
easier to discover, although perhaps less im-
portant. First comes the reproduction of
attractive local scenes which have pleasant
associations for residents and visitors.

The " old home week " celebrations
offer peculiarly good opportunities for the
sale of pictures of this sort. One young
photographer cleared a very pretty little sum
by printing his pictures on postal cards, which
he sold for three and five cents apiece.

The reproduction of family portraits-
old paintings or drawings, old photographs
or daguerreotypes-is another opening for
the wide-awake youth. It requires good
lenses and skill, but it is within the reach of
the ambitious. Attractive photographs of
private houses will often appeal to the
dwellers. Photographs of houses that are
for sale or to rent are often desired by real
estate agents.

Popularity of

The making of pictures of
school groups or buildings

Group Pictures is often a source of profit.
The football and baseball

and basket.ball teams, and the officers of

classes are always possible subjects.
Photographs of pets and of live stock

have become a sort of specialty with one

young photographer whose home is in the
country, and another, who lives in a city,

makes a business of calling on parents whose

homes have been blessed with a new baby,

and who want photographs of it at once.
These are but a few of the countless

ways in which a boy or girl with a camera

can pick up a dollar here and a quarter there.

Other ways, which depend upon particular

local conditions or peculiar ingenuity, will

present themselves to the alert. But it may

be said with certainty that no one will make

a camera pay who waits for chances to come

to him. Wherever he lives and whatever

field he cultivates, he will have to look for

his opportunities himself.
The use of the camera has a fascination

that permanently holds the interest of the

person who uses it, making it a life-long

friend and perennial enjoyment.
- William Digby, in Youth's Companion.
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The Printing Light in Photography
Any artificial light is preferable to day-

light, because it is easily controlable and
uniform in intensity. If a certain grade of
paper, exposed for twenty secouds behind a
given negative at twelve inches from a gas-
jet, gives a perfect print, you can duplicate
it at any time by making subsequent prints
under exactly the same conditions. Lamp-
light, gaslight, or electric light are all satis-
factory, but vary in intensity. The Weisbach
light will necessitate making the exposure
about one-third of that required by the ordi-
nary four-foot gas burner ; the sixteen-candle
power electric light is a little slower than the
Weisbach. Probably an ordinary gas burner
furnishes the best light to use, as the shorter
exposures required by the other lights do
not admit of so great latitude in manipula-
tion. You will need to place a box, or a
support of some kind, in front of your light
on which to stand the printing frame during
exposure. This should be at such a level
that the source of light is directly opposite
the center of the printing frame. Parallel lines
should be ruled across this improvised ex-
posure board at intervals of three inches
apart, and marked 6, 9, 12, etc., according
to their distance from the source of light.

Test for Exposure in Photography

Each negative must be tested to find the
time of exposure. So many things influence
the length of exposure that no fixed time can
be given. Most of your good negatives,
however, will print best at twelve inches
from the light, and on special velox the
average printing time will be about one
minute, if an ordinary gas flame is used.
Regular velox will require four times this
exposure. When ready to make the first
exposure, cut a sheet of paper into small
strips about half an inch wide, and placing
one of these over an important part of the
negative, make an exposure, using your best
judgment as to time and distance from the
light. Time should be taken by the second
hand of a watch. Develop this strip, and if
it is not satisfactory try another, varying the
time or distance as indicated by the first result.
When a satisfactory result is obtained, you
can proceed to make any number of prints
from the same negative, and if time and dis-
tance are identical, all the prints will be
equally good. After having made prints
from a few negatives and compared them
with the negatives, you will soon be able to
estimate the time to an accurate degree. It
is a good plan to have a small book in which
to record the exposures and distances re-
quired by different negatives, or to place
these data on the negative envelopes.
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OUT Ca itl 0 0 Gke:
in her new gown shows most stylish ancl dainty. But the
glasses, " ur ono a*" help do the trick.

She could not have the grace and ease with your ordinary
glasses, and did her regular dealer not have our pretty mount-
ing she would go to a dealer that did keep them.

She vht Ha3ve lh©m
We do not claim they will fit all noses, neither will any other
job ; but we have them in the hands of over i000 successful
refractionists with most satisfactory results, and this fact speaks
for itself

The GUIZT(d, haell
can be used everywhere.

Can be used with any stud and spring.
Is attractive and artistic.
Lines up nice, and easily adjusted.
Is clean and antiseptic.
Is made in gold only, so no cheap job shows them.
Costs no more than a standard guard.

MADE IN GOLD ONLY

Wir-swood Guards, to K. Gold, . . . . per dozen, $ 9.00
Calivccuord Mtg., to K. Gold, . . • . .i 4 t 21.90
OtaVVINICIla " IO K. " with regular oval spring, " " 18.50

Sample Mounting or Guards at dozen prices.

If your Jobber does not carry, write us.

It

NT fin 'the maTrkeit TOT anythling Opflcal., wi°fie vi 

No I

PERFECTION GUARDS

When no other guard will stick, try the Perfection
Price per dozen, Gold, . .

" Filled, . •
" " " Nickel-Plated,

$10.50
4.50
1.50

If your Jobber does not carry, write us.

REINHARD

REFRACTORS

We have on hand eleven
Reinhard Refractors. A
most desirable instrument
for quick refracting, which
we wish to close out.

Regular price . . $25.00
Our close-out price, 18.00
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Special Shape Lenses

THla KEYSTON

l'aperread ”Iittal kw c■■ of the American Associa-
tion or 'pi h us, by LI; II AUDI', of Boston, Abets.

All will admit that however great the pains
we take in our correction of the different errors of
refraction, if we overlook the details of having the
glasses properly fit our patients after they are

made, we lose. to a
great extent the results
we are trying to accom-
plish and yet wonder
why the glasses are not
satisfactory. We op-
ticians who do more
or less manufacturing,
sometimes come across
some of the most
ridiculous measure-

__ rnents that one can
Eben-Wardy imagine, and some-

times from men who
think they know the refracting and manufacturing
from A to Z. With the progress that is being
made to-day and has been made in the last ten
or fifteen years, men ought to be educated to the
necessity of the advantages of these special lenses,
as well as in other lines of our profession. Fifteen
years ago you could hardly find a pair of lenses
larger than one-eye—mostly two-eye size being
used. The use of such lenses to-day would seem
ridiculous if put on a patient with a P. I). of 2$
or even 2, with a narrow nose, as we sometimes
find on a large face. Yet they would look no more
ridiculous than to put a regular shape oo eye on a
patient with a P. I). of or 23,., with a broad
nose, as we sometimes see. In order to over-
come these errors, it was found necessary to intro-
duce some new method of making lenses to fit
the different needs which presented themselves.

The first of these special shape
The First Special lenses to be introduced was the
Shape Lenses drop eye, otherwise known as

the Lloyd, Park or Globe shape.
There are several who claim to be the first to grind
this shape lens. I remember grinding this drop
eye seventeen or eighteen years ago, when I first
worked for A. J. Lloyd & Company. Let that be
as it may, it is a very popular lens in the East, this
drop eye being the only special shape lens ground
for a long time. These drop eye lenses are made
in different sizes as the case may need. We find
this shaped lens invaluable in cases where the
patient has a prominent, overhanging brow and deep
set eyes, as it admits of bringing the lenses nearer
the eyes. They are also useful in some cases
where the patient is inclined to look under his or
her lens.

A few years ago another shape was introduced,
that of the full eye. This lens can be ground any
size according as the case may require : 37 x 30,
37 x 31, 38 x 32, 38 x 33, 39 x 32, 39 x 33, 40 x 33,

40 lc 34, 40 x 35, 41X34, 4I x 35, 4I x 36, 43X35.
These are some of the special full shape lenses, which
have a decided advantage over the regular shape,
on a broad nose with a narrow P. D. and using an
A stud. You can put a lens on a patient that
he or she will not be looking under or over all the
time ; also in case of a narrow P. D. when specta-
cles are to be worn, by bending the bridge 47
style, you can get a much larger lens and will make
a decidedly better looking pair of glasses than by
using the regular shape lens.

Round lenses give the wearer rather an owlish
appearance and are not. to be recommended,

except when it is necessary to protect the eyes
from foreign substances flying in the air or when
driving or riding or on a bicycle. Large lenses
give to the wearer a greater field of vision, and for
this reason most of the Eastern optometrists are
furnishing all lenses as large as possible, but, of
course, never forgetting the points which are
essential in their adjustment. The special shape
lens affords a much wider range of vision without
having to move the head, especially when the
tonic lens is worn. Bookkeepers, students, sports-
men, in fact all those who have occasion to turn
the eyes quickly, will derive a considerable advan-
tage by the use of some of these special shape
lenses, especially if the person is nervous and if
they are looking at the edge of the lens all the
time, they will not take any comfort. The demand
is growing every day for these special shape and
large lenses.

In connection with this subject,
Wafers for a few words might be said about

special shape wafers for bifocal
lenses. People are learning to

appreciate the many advantages of the bifocal
glass, and the op.ician and optometrist should be
awake to the many points pertaining to the proper
shape, size and position of the wafers. The pur-
pose for which a bifocal is to be word should
determine largely the shape and size of the wafer.
A person employed as a bookkeeper would not as
a rule get satisfaction with glasses having a small
wafer. They would naturally need a large wafer
rather longer than usual, so as to enable them to
look to either side and still see through the wafer.

On the other hand, a person who is moving
about a great deal and using the reading part only
occasionally, would be more comfortable with
a wafer of small dimensions. Those requiring a
large field in the distance glass, would appreciate
the round wafer, enabling them to look to the side
and down more readily. In fact, the round wafer
may be used in a general way with great satisfac-
tion. They are neat in appearance and if made
very thin, will resemble closely the popular invisi-
ble bifocal. Another form of wafer used in
extreme cases is of oval form, the lower edge of
which is raised two or three millimeters above the
lower edge of the base lens, thus enabling the
wearer to glance under the wafer.

We often hear a customer say : " I know I
couldn't wear such a glass " when speaking of a
bifocal, but a little explanation and demonstration
in regard to the special size and shape of the wafer
suited to their particular case, will convince them
that it is a practical form of glass to wear. A trial
follows, with the result that he reports great satis-
faction and those that have tried unsuccessfully to
wear poorly fitted bifocals, are sent to you through

him to be properly fitted.
This special shape lens also keeps the business

in the hands of the legitimate optometrist and

prevents the wearer of glasses when they break a

lens, going to a man who uses only stock lenses and

sells them as an article of merchandise for a small

advance above the price and puts them in while

you wait. •

Now, just a word or two about

Points on Frame- frameless lenses and drilling
above center. Frameless lenses
are by far the most popular in

this country and I speak of them in this way, for

when Wm. Dunscombe, president of the British

Optical Society visited us last year, he said they

were but little used in his country. I think one

reason why they have grown in favor among those

of us at least who are anxious to have every pair

Bifocal Lenses

less Lenses
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of glasses we send out perfect in every particular,
is the fact that this can better be accomplished by
their use in many cases than by using those having
frames. For, in spite of the great variety of
guards upon the market, we know it is almost
impossible in some cases to make the lenses set
low enough if we mount them in a frame. While
this can easily be accomplished in the frameless
eyeglasses by drilling the lens r, 2 or 3 millimeters
above the center as the case may require.

Perhaps there is nothing which one regrets
more than to be told by his optometrist that he
should wear glasses constantly. We also know
that there are some who would rather suffer from
an uncorrected ametropia than wear an unbecom-
ing pair of glasses. The tailor has learned that a
tall man will look taller if dressed in a striped suit
of clothes, and that the short man will be made to
look shorter if he wears clothing having the stripes
run around the body. But, if we reverse the
order of things, we add to the appearance of
both, and the progressive optometrist of to-day
finds he, too, must give more or less attention to
the cosmetic properties of his product, if he ex-
pects his patient to wear his glasses and receive
the benefits to be derived from their use and he in
turn to receive the credit for his skill in fitting
them.

He must therefore study the features of his
patient and grind the lenses, the size and shape
which will be most becoming to them.

How to Use a Magnifying Glass

Few people seem to know how to use an ordi-
nary magnifying glass in order to obtain the best
results, says the British Optical Journal. The
usual method seems to be to lay the object viewed
upon a table or desk, and to place the lens between
it and the eye, bending the head down consider-
ably until the details can be focused. This is
entirely wrong. The head should be merely tilted,
and the lens brought up close to the eye by the
hand corresponding to the eye used. The object
to be examined should then be raised by the other
hand until it is in focus, the position with regard to
the lighting being so chosen that the light comes
over the shoulder of the same side as that on
which the lens is used.

"He Got it in the Neck"

The scribes of the daily press cannot, of course,
be expected to be familiar with ophthalmology,
and newspaper accounts of eye operations, etc.,
are frequently amusing as a consequence. The
following from the Chandlerville (Ill.) Times is an
instance in point :
" F. W. R— had been troubled with a cata-

ract on his left eye * * * * When the doctor seen
that there were no nope of recovering the use of
this eye * * * * Dr. — performed one of the
most skilful operations known to science, that of
uniting the optic nerve of the left eye to the nerve

of the right eye. The operation was performed in

the back of the neck."

To Remove Frost from Windows

One of the simplest and quickest methods of
removing ice from windows is to place common
coarse salt on a dry cloth and rub the frost. You
will be surprised to see how rapidly the frost is re-
moved, and the glass will not coat again for a day
or two, even in very cold weather.
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STEVENS QUALITY
Better than any guarantee is knowledge gained by per-

sonal experience.

Within the past two months we have received more than

500 direct reports from Opticians who are using goods of

our manufacture. Not one complaint among that number

has been entered regarding workmanship or quality of

material. Was there ever a better average of satisfied users

recorded ? Is it cause for wonder substitutors should be told,

attempting to stiffle legitimate competition.

Stevens Quality or nothing ? We do not believe that the

Opticians of this country will allow themselves to be used at

the behest of a combination, who, by hook or by crook, are

If you desire to purchase Stevens Quality goods, look

for the trade-mark "S--Gt II and if it does not appear on

the goods received, send them back with a gentle reminder

that a square deal in business is as much to be desired as in

the government of our nation.
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Development of the Faculty of
Binocular Fusion

Read before the American Medical Association, by
EDWARD JACKSON, M.D.

HE fusion faculty, which controls the ocular
movements in the interest. of binocular
vision, is one of the most delicate and
exact, yet one of the most constant and

rigid co-ordinations that the human being ac-
quires. That it is not commonly possessed at
birth seems to be well established by the agree-
ment of all careful observers. That it is normally
developed in early childhood, and only during
early childhood, is equally certain. Persistent
intelligent efforts have failed to give any indication
of its acquirement in adult life. I believe it is
well established generally before the age of two
years, and practically always before six. The
earlier age is that of normal development ; the
later is the limit of delayed or obstructed develop-
ment, beyond which its appearance or development
is impossible.

Although development of the fusion faculty
occurs after birth, it is, I believe, determined
essentially by congenital tendency. It is a race
characteristic, and is not a result of the reaction of
the individual to environment. It develops, as do
the sex characteristics and organs, in obedience to
inherited impulse ; not like the power of reading or
writing through conscious effort or training. There
is not very much evidence on this point, yet what

there is is fairly conclusive.
Take, for instance, the case reported by J. L.

Minor to the American Ophthalmological Society

in 1898, of a man operated on for congenital cataract

at the age of forty. After one cataract had been

removed the patient was still able to judge distance

better with both eyes shut than he could by the

sight of one eye. The other cataract was removed,

and ten days later, when he was first allowed to

use the two eyes together, tests with prisms and

stereoscopic figures showed complete binocular

vision. Two days after that when his eyes were

again unbandaged he could judge distance accu-

rately with both eyes open, but he usually missed

when either was closed. His power of overcom-

ing prisms was still comparatively feeble.

The very rapid acquirement of the power of

binocular fusion from a few brief lessons with the

amblyoscope reported by Worth and others, and

which I also have witnessed, seems inexplicable

except on the supposition that the fusion faculty

has spontaneously become well-developed, although

the patient, on account of some obstacle, has never

learned to control or use it. Thus in the first of

Worth's illustrative cases " fusion training " was

given on five different days within a period of. two

weeks. On the fourth occasion it is noted : " The

child has considerable amplitude Of fusion."

After the fifth seance, the eyes remain straight with
glasses. Where the fusion sense has been estab-
lished and the squint continues, Worth speaks of
the repetition of fusion training once a month as
being quite sufficient to keep up the fusion faculty
until operation is permitted.

Evidently our most advanced treatment of

squint to-day simply removes obstacles such as

inequality of vision in the two eyes, or errors of
refraction and the abnormal innervation.they entail,

or demonstrates to the child the existence of the

fusion faculty that has already developed. But

there are rare cases in which, without any apparent

obstacle, no trace of binocular fusion seems to

develop. In these cases without any seriours error
in refraction, with perfect vision in each eye, and
no deviation of the visual axes, there still exists
independence of function in the two eyes. They
have no power of stereoscopic vision and no binoc-
ular diplopia can be provoked. There are also
cases of alternating squint which are precisely
similar to the above, except that the movements of
the two eyes are co-ordinated to excessive conver-
gence or divergence.

In a still larger class of cases a feeble faculty
of binocular fusion or some rudiment of such a
faculty is discernable ; but it is not capable of over-
coming even slight obstacles. The bulk of uncured
convergent, like the neuropathic divergent squints
of Worth, belong to this class. In the manage-
ment of those cases must lie our chief opportunity
for added future success in the treatment of squint.
We now have instruments, the amblyoscope, the
fusion tubes, and the stereoscope, with which we
can in ten-minute exercises demonstrate to the
child the existence of the fusion faculty when it has
already developed, but which he has heretofore left
unused. These instruments, however, are not
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adapted to help in the continuous exercise of a
fusion faculty which, beside being unused, is really

undeveloped.
In seeking an instrument that would aid us in

the actual development of the fusion faculy, I have

worked out one by which the patient can employ
his binocular vision, such as he may possess, not

only on a few specially-prepared objects or slides,

but on all objects that he looks at and continuously,

even while there remains actual squint of any

degree. The matter can be best presented by an

explanation of the instrument.
In viewing the reflection of objects in a mirror

there appears a lateral reversal of relative positions.

If this reflection is reflected from another mirror the

second reversal gives the objects their normal rela-

tive position. If the two mirrors are parallel, each

object seen is seen after double reflection in its true

direction. By inclining the surfaces of the mirrors

to a certain angle each object seen through them

appears displaced to double that angle. When, as

in squint, the visual axis of the fixing eye is directed

toward one point, that of the deviating eye is

directed toward another. But by causing one or

both eyes to look at such double reflections as are

furnished by plane mirrors inclined to the proper

angle, it is easy to present the same object to the

visual axis of both the squinting and the fixing eye.

The accompaning diagram illustrates the effect of

changing the direction of one of the mirrors.

The solid lines represent the mirrors Nand N

as parallel and the eye as receiving the ray L

parallel to its original direction. The broken lines

represent M inclined as for a convergent squint,

the altered direction of the ray after its second

reflection, and the way it would be received by the
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converging eye. By varying the angle of the mirror
/if, the reflected ray can be given any direction
required for even the highest degree of squint.

The instrument can be used for the same pur-
poses as the amblyoscope or an adjustable stereo-
scope, with slides prepared for the stereoscope.
But it can also be used in looking at any object
near or distant, to produce any modification of
direction required in the interest of binocular fusion.
If there be present a rudiment of this faculty, even
with a high degree of squint, the mirror can be set
at such an angle as to constantly stimulate the

exercise of fusion. By varying the inclination of
the mirror Ai, the patient can be induced to increase

or diminish his convergence, and thus exercise his

power of maintaining fusion.
For an instrument not to be worn by the

patient the greatest simplicity is attained by arrang-

ing it to be used before one eye only, the other

being left free as in ordinary vision. The instru-

ment swings either way on the upright that supports

it. so that it can be used equally well for the right

or the left eye. The arc can be graduated to

show just how much convergence and divergence

the position of the mirror represents. The reflec-

tion from two mirrors somewhat lessens the visi-

bility of objects viewed by means of them ; hence,

the mirrors should ordinarily be placed before the

non-deviating eye. To bring down the vision to

an equality with that of the de■riating eye, a series
of smoked glasses of different shades are also

furnished. These can be slipped in front of the

opening, in the clip for this purpose.
With the width between the eyes, the degree

of squint, and the difference in visual acuteness

exactly known, we can, many given case, construct

a binocular instrument very much smaller than

this, which can be attached to a head band and

worn continuously. With such an apparatus all

the child's seeing for hours, or throughout the day,
should be done under conditions that bring the

two images of a given point on corresponding

points of the two retinas.
I believe that with such an application of this

principle of double reflection, we will be able to

bring about the development of fusion faculty in

some cases in which such development would not

otherwise occur. With the fusion faculty once

fairly developed, the complete cure of concomitant

squint becomes possible.

" The Shadow Test"

The latest addition to the wealth of literature

on eye refraction, is a cloth-bound volume of Ho

pages, entitled " The Shadow Test," by Geo. A.

Rogers, of Chicago. The book covers the princi-

ples and methods of applied skiascopy, and the

text is elucidated with sixteen full-page illustrations

containing from one to ten figures and diagrams to

the page, all of them white lined on a dark back-

ground with colored pages to show the movements

of the reflex and shadows during the different

stages of the test. In the twelve chapters of the

book, facts and factors in skiascopy are made

clear, taking the student by easy steps from the

simplest to the more complex features of the test.

The price of the book (not including postage or

express) is one dollar, and it can be procured

from F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago.

"No, sir ; we have no improvement to suggest.
The Keystone is a fine publication. We are especi-
ally interested in articles on advertising and optics."
—Ernest Eimer, Optician, Muskegon, Michigan.
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If you haven't
an

Ophthalmometer
you don't know how much easier and
more accurately you can test eyes with
one than without one.

If you will write to us, we will
send you a pamphlet telling you all
about it and how it will save your
money and time and enable you to
do work more satisfactorily to your
patients. It is an instrument of pre-
cision and gives accurate results as to
meridians of curvature and much
valuable information as to corneal
astigmatism.

14....40 F. A. Hardy 0 Co.
Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians

THE SILVERSMITHS' BUILDING
BRANCHES ; Atlanta. Ga.

Denver, Colo.
Paris, France London, England CHICAGO, ILL.

( California Optical Co., San Francisco, for Pacific Coast
AGENTS 1, Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., for New England

( I). V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will he answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it
Is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points

l.  Age. 
(If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-

mate).
2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement

glasses afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with

them).
5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

" A. T R."-School teacher, eighteen years old,
never wore glasses, eyes pain, headache when
reading. Been studying veiy hard al nights.
Lids are red and irritated. V,- R. E. =18 ;
V, - L. E. = IS. Retinoscope, R. E. 4- .5o
- .50 ax. 1500 ; retinoscope, L. E. + .75
- .50 ax. 15o°. Test lenses, R. E. + .25
C - .25 ax. Lgo°, V. =- II ; test lenses, L. E.
+ .5o C- .25 ax. 165°, V=I; 0. IZ =. 18.
Maddox rod with glasses, /00 B. J to fuse
streak. P. P., with glasses, R. E. 9 cm. ; L.
E. 9 cm. I gave him, R. E. - .50 C -.25
ax. ; L. .E. - .25 C - .25 ax. 165° ; to
be worn constantly. 11.1.-y idea was to correct
the astigmatism and the exophoria. Am I
right, or should I give prism B. I P The
glasses have been worn four weeks without any
benefit. Would be glad of your advice.

The retinoscope and test case examinations
both show simple hypermetropic astigmatism in
right eye and mixed astigmatism in left. Inasmuch
as both methods of examination agreed (except
that retinoscope develops more of the hyperme-
tropic element), we are at a loss to understand
why our correspondent should have prescribed
concave sphero-cylinders. Surely there seems to
be no justification for such departure from the
lenses indicated by the tests he has made apparently
with so much care.

Astigmatism is the most common cause of
headache, but it is usually hypermetropic astigma-
tism, not myopic. Wo would suggest the prescrip-
tion of the lenses indicated by the test case
examination, without any reference to the exophoria
at present. If these fail to afford relief after a
month's constant wear, then an effort should be
made to correct the exophoria, not by prisms base
in for constant wear, but rather by strengthening
the convergence by exercise by weak prisms bases
out, worn for a short time each day, and by visits
to the optometrist's office, when the strongest
prisms (bases out) are used that eyes can overcome.

" C H. S. "-Son of drunkard, eleven years old,
had measles while quite young, had difficulty
to keep up with his studies, and bad headaches
at limes. D. V. -au +. Vision Oroximus

.75 Snellen's type. D. V, R. E. - /.5o D.
sph. C - .75 D. cyl. ax. r8o° V rd, L. _

2.25 D. sph. C - .5o D. cyl. ax. 1800 V. fa.
Ordered use of 2 per cent. solution of atropine
sulph., I drop in each eye three times daily.
Boy on second day got violent, saw snakes, and
I cut the strength down to z per cent. solution.
After using atropine four days, boy came back,
and I found no change in vision whatever, no
amount of depression would reduce his appar-
ent myopia, and make it hyperoic and I gave
him above for distance, while for reading he
required + .3 D. sph. less the cyl. above given,
with which he could see the finest print. In
hying him for his scope of the retina, found
them limited only by the rims of the glasses.
As the foregoing shows, there is absolutely
no accommodation to the boy's eyes, no signs of
disease either, and after four or five weeks of
trial he acts like new-born, he is so frisky.

When a child complains of headache, and we
find distant vision impaired and a concave lens
accepted, we should suspect simulated myopia
made so by spasm of accommodation. However,
in this case, if the use of atropine failed to reduce

the apparent myopia (and in passing we feel it
incumbent upon us to say that a 2 per cent. solu-
tion of atropine is too strong for safety), the pre-
sumption would be that the error is real myopia.
But when we read farther along in the history of
the case that 3 D. sphere is required for reading,
we are inclined to think that our first supposi-
tion is correct and that there must be a hyperme-
tropic element present. These two features of the
case are contradictory, and one is puzzled to deter-
mine which to believe. Surely if spasm of accomo-
dation was present, it would be relaxed by the
atropine. But just as surely, if the case were myopic,
a convex lens would not be required for reading.
We do not think the formula mentioned should be
prescribed without further examination, and, in
fact, it would probably be better to have the advice
of a medical refractionist.

In order that a correct and definite

understanding may be had of each case

submitted, it is necessary that correspon-

dents should give ALL the particulars

asked for at the head of this page.

" G. G. S. "-Lady came for pair of glasses.
Examination with retinoscope shows that she
will accept I?. E. - 3 cyl. ax. 50; L. E.
- C - 2 cyl. ax. 28°. She has IV R. E.
without glasses, and with lenses - 3 cyl. ox.
200, her vision is 1-11,. L. E. without tense Si,
with - so C - 2 cyl. ax. 25°, she gets II vision.
Can see fine with each eye separate, but with
both eyes it bothers her vely much. Is there
any way that I could decenter lenses or fix so
she could wear that combination ? She seems
to see double if she turns her head. I gave
her: R. E. - 3 cyl. ax. 200,. L. E. - 7 c
- 2 cyl. ax. 25° to wear. With left eye she
sees 4 and seems quite easy, but bothered a little.
L. E., with retinoscope shows - 16 C - 2
cyl. ax 25°. She is about thirty years old.
Would you advise hying the - so - 2 cyl.
ax. 25°, in a few weeks?

We are told that vision of R. E. is irs, which
means that patient is seated five feet from the card
and is able to read the No. 20 line. But this is not
the proper way to make the test. The patient
should be seated twenty feet from the card and
should remain there. The only exception to this
rule is in high degrees of defect where none of the
letters are legible at 20 feet, as in the case of the
left eye.

Our correspondent must be an expert skiasco-
pist if he is able to measure the amount of error
and determine the location of axis of cylinder by
the retinoscope alone. We have no record of any
other method • of examination. It is not well to
depend on any single method of examination, and
especially on an objective method ; this should be
supplemented by a subjective test, as by the test
lenses.

In prescribing glasses in a case like this, a good
deal depends on the glasses which patient has been
wearing, for we assume that in the presence of so
great an error of refraction, this lady has not been
without glasses. An examination of her old glasses
will show how much of a difference between the
two lenses the eyes will tolerate, for on the deter-
mination of this point depends the comfort of the
eyes.

If the patient is able to bear the - 7 sphere on
left eye, well and good. The effort should be to
give as near a full correction as is compatible with
comfort, and this is a point that can be determined
only by trial and experiment.

When a person looks through a spherical lens
at any point except the optical center, a prismatic 

ieffect s produced. In lenses as strong as these,
the prismatic effect is considerable ; therefore,
when strong lenses are prescribed, careful atten-
tion must be given to the fitting of the lenses before
the eye to see that they are correctly centered.

The muscular balance should be carefully deter-
mined, and if any heterophoria is found to be pres-
ent, a prism may be combined with the left lens,
provided such addition is comfortable. This is a
point that can be determined by means of lenses and
prisms from the trial case, and allowing patient to
wear them a short time in the consulting-room.
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"H.J. D."- Patient wearing + 3 for reading with,
he states excellent distant vision. Suddenly
and while reading- notices a blur comes over
his sight. Taking off his glasses he finds to
his astonishment that he can read without them.
Noticing a few days later that he cannot see
any distance away, to speak of, he comes to me
for refraction. V., 0. U. -28/y ; with - 5 D. he
reads la. Reads Jaeger No. i out to six inches
without glasses.. Concave lenses don' t help for
reading, but prisms to assist convergence
relieve strained feeling.

Unfortunately our correspondent has failesl to
give us the age of this patient ; this is a very serious
omission in any case in which advice is asked.

The examination made. by " H. J. D.," with
concave lenses, at distance, classes the case as one
of myopia without any question ; this seems to be
corroborated by the location of the far point at six
inches. In the face of this apparently proved
myopia, and of such high degree, it seems incred-
ible that any optician would prescribe + 3 D.
lenses, or that such patient would be able or willing
to wear them.

If the patient was quite young we might sus-
spect latent hypermetropia made apparently myopic
by spasm of accommodation ; but it is scarcely
possible that the spasm would indicate so high a
degree of myopia.

If the patient was able to read comfortably
with + 3 D., he could not be myopic to the extent
of 5 D. or 6 D.

If patient is really as highly myopic as indicated
by the test, he could not need convex lenses for
reading, even though he was well up in the presby-
opic age.

If patient formerly had excellent distant vision
as stated, it would not be possible for him to
become myopic to the extent of 5 D. In view of
these contradictory features, we are not able to give
any definite advice without fuller information.

" G. W C. "-Girl, aged eight, fitted about three
years ago by a prominent oculist in nearby
city. By neutralizing glasses I find they are
for R. E. + .25, L. + .87. Vision with-
out glasses, R. E. 12, part of ; L. E. Tipa.
She used right eye exclusively, and left eye
turns in. Tried fogging method with the fol-
lowing results R. E. + 2.50 sph. C - .5o
cyl. ax. 9e. V. = pail of la. L. E. + 3.5o
sph. V. = part of IS, but with both eyes in
use, left eye still turns in. By alternately
covering and uncovering R. E. succeeded in
producing diplopia, but the strongest prisms in
my trial case would not fuse images. This
was with 200 in front of L. E. and 15° in front
of R. E. As she had become tired, I advised
her to come for another examination in about
a week. fler parents state that very often
when she first rises in the morning her eyes
appear straight, and until recently there would
be occasionally a day when they would remain
straight all day. I should have stated that the
prisms were tried with .the above spherical
lenses before the eyes. Do you think the proper
glasses will afford relief in this case, or would
an operation be necessary. Also do you think
it advisable for me to by to fit her with glasses,
or should I refer her to an oculist?

This is undoubtedly a case of hypermetropia,
the improper correction of which has allowed a
convergent strabisnms to develop. We are at a
loss to understand why the oculist who was first
consulted should have prescribed such weak convex
lenses, so weak as to be almost valueless. The
proper method of treatment is to give as full a
correction of the hypermetropia as possible, in
other words as strong convex lenses as the eyes
will bear. These glasses should be worn as soon
as child begins to use its eyes, and it seems as if
the golden opportunity had almost passed in this
case. However, it is better late than never, and as
the eyes occasionally appear straight, there is hope
that a persistent wearing of the glasses will still
suffice to cure the tendency to excessive conver-
gence. This is not a case for operation, nor do we
think it necessary for her to be referred to an ocu-
list, as our correspondent seems to understand the
nature of the case and the proper method of treat-
ment. The glasses indicated by fogging method
would probably be right.

•
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" Just a Nile be/ler Man anything else ve tried I"

We are still doing

PRESCRIPTION WORK
More and better than ever. Send for price-list

D. V.
Wholesale, Importing, Manufacturing

Optician

The 'BROWN"
Sanitary Guard

Comfortable and convenient—
the maximum of " cling " with the
minimum of pressure

Has broad bearing surface. All metal.
Has the Bonschur Head, which keeps the stud-

screws tight.
I las that little " jump " in the shank—keeps the

stud-screws from cutting the nose.

Prices : Gold, $6.50 dozen. Filled, $2.50 dozen.
Silver, $1.25 dozen

Remember, we carry in stock all the reliable makes of

GOLD FILLED FRAMES
We guarantee every filled frame we sell, and we back

up every guarantee we give

BROWN
736, 738, 740, 742 Sansom Street

Philadelphia

Hardy R Work
is done so promptly and accurately
according to the B that it is a
pleasure to receive it. It saves
our customers from getting
" hotter" this summer weather on
account of wrongly filled
This means something TO YOU.
Think it over

AND

SEND US YOUR NEXT PRESCRIP-

TION SO AS TO SEE FOR

YOURSELF

F. A. HARDY & CO.
Denver, Colo.

300 Optical
Students Wanted

DURING AUGUST ONLY
In order to attract students and stimulate their ambition

during the hottest month of the year, we make the following
special offer for August only:

We will give our regular
$25.00 college course in optics
by correspondence for

$5.00
cash in
advance

This $5.00 covers the entire fee for our complete course
with diploma and degree " Doctor of Optics," which we grant
to every student that passes the examination. This school
was never known to date back or sell a diploma, and for this
and other reasons stands high in the estimation of the medical
and optical societies. Our course is a short cut to the optical
profession. We teach optics in the most simplified way,
stripped of all technicalities. It is easily understood and
thoroughly practical, as thousands of our students throughout
the United States and Great Britain who are now engaged in
successful practice can testify. Our school is incorporated
and chartered. When you enroll with us you enroll with a
school of good standing, and one of the oldest and best optical
schools in the world. Address,

American Optical College
DETROIT, MICH.

August, 1905

Optical Organizations

TH K1YSTONLE

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

HARRY P. HoLmEs, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
E. L. JoNEs, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (F.ngland)
(1629)

HON. ALBAN G. IL GIBBS, M. P., Master.
Cot,. T. DAVIES SEWELL, F. It. A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

Loudon, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. W. DUNSCOBIBEt F. B. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, }.R.S.L„ F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)
F. E. LuKE, President.
11. J. OkittElt, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, Springburn, Glasgow.
D. L. MURRAY, Seeretary, 621 Imke Street, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)

H. A. BARRACLOUGH, B. 0. A., President.
A. A. C. Cocxs, B. 0. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi.Omicron Fraternity (1904)

Jolts' C. EuE.ItitAltirr, President.
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

The Optical Specialists' Association of America (1904)
J. C. CLARK, President, Sioux City, Iowa.
G, E. Bor('k, Secretary, \Valerie°, Iowa.

American Association of Wholesale Opticians (1893)

.1. 'I'. BRAYTON, President, Chicago, Ill.
A. REED MCINTIRE, Secy., 723 Sansom St., Pit iladelphia,Pa.

Next meeting, in New York, in 1905.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

ALBERT A. CARTER, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 'Whiter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President Rochester, Minn.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

IL E. HERMAN, President, Williamsport, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETH, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

W. W. BISSELL, President, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana.Optical Society (1896)

J. II. ELLts, President, South Bend, Ind.
Bliss MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Society of Optometrists (1896)

P. SCHOMER, President, Hancock, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

E. F. RENAUD, President Keokuk, Iowa.
B. M. BILL,, Secretary, Vinton, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

Gnoamt A. Itoottes, President, Chicago, Ill.
O. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

F. IV. LAurEit, President, Oakland, Cal.
ALBERT J. SCIIONA Y, Secy., 308 Ilayes Si-., San Francisco,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon,

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

. Granite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. IVitinc, President, Concord, N. H.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

HENRY WALDECIC, President, Milwaukee, \V is.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Siteretary, Tomah, \V is.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAULER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. Multnocx, President, Portland, Maine.
Romtwr B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
H. J. COOK, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
GEO. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. FINCH, President, Denver, Cob.
R. II. BIEGEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo,
Miss E.H.CIIAPMAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)

F. %V. HUNT, President, Burlingame, Kans.
H. T. CORSON, Secy. and Treas., Kansas City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

C. M. IVIIEELEit, President, Columbia, Mm
ELMAR 11. SCHMIDT, Secy. and Treas., Washington, Mo.

Next meeting, Slay 8, 1906, in Kansas City.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

W. WATT ROYALL, President, Martinsville, Va.
JOHN W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Bielitlintid, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. WALLts, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
L. J. 13Acmts, President, Louisville, Ky.
A. S. REEvits, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

Next meet titg in Georgetown, October 17, 1905.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
CHAS. G. CON YNE, President., Mandan, N. Dak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
FREDF.RICK II. HEWLETT, President, Paterson, N. J.
.I, J. IlAwrmAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAta II. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

D. R. BESKOW, President, Greenville, Texas.
J. M. CRAWFORD, Secretary, DelliSen, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)

WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, It. I.
G M. FREDERIC BEANE, Secretary, 139 athewson Street,

Providence, R. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1908)
W. E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. It. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)

R. DE MESLE, President.
P. G. MOUNT, Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. FoLsom, President, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
C. H. KITTRE LI„ Secretary, Dublin, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City.
A. SHAW, Secretary, 1145 Broadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1905)

LOUIS CLAUDEL, President, New Orleans, La.
S. P. SCHUESSLER, Secretary, Baton Rouge, La,

Nova Scotia Optical Society (1905)

A. C. WHITTEKER, President, Ilalifax, N. S.
G. A. BURBRIDGE, Secretary, Halifax, N. S.

New Mexico Association of Optometrists (1905)

OTTO G. BEBBER, President, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
GEO. F. EVERETT, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

H. C. WATTS, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets third Thursday of each month.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LERov RYER, I'resident.
R.M.LOCKWOOD, Rec. See., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY M. BESTOR, President, Rochester, N. Y.
C. I. SuntErtisitt, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.
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Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.NEWCOMIL President, State and Adams Sts., Chicago, III.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS HOUSE, President, Welland, (tnt.
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Optical Society of Western New York (1903)

RettER i. IVILLIAAIS, President.
En8rksT V. SYRCHER, Secretary, Itti lialo, N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES G. HOLCOMB, President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. I/ET:al.:RS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN II. HENRY, President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)
F. C. CUFF, President.
J. A. McAvov, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

Meets second Thursday of March, September, November.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York (1905)

F. E. BOBBINS, President, Elmira, N. Y.
F. A. Joitims, Secretary, Elmira, N. Y.

Optical Trades Association (1905)
(New York City)

F. D. SCHMIDT, President, New York City.
Jos. FRIEDLANDER, Secretary, 8 Maiden Lane,NewYorkeity.

Detroit Optometry Club (1905)

A. W. KLUDT, PreSidellt.
FRED. R. PRESTON, Secretary, 42 Mott Ave., Detroit.

The Thirst for Professionalism

THE determination of the refractionists to
attain a professional status in spite of all

obstacles, finds an impressive illustration in
the important steps contemplated by the
officers of the Illinois Optical Society. In

view of the failure to pass a law regulating

the practice of optometry in the State, it is
proposed to so amend the constitution of the
society as to enable it to practically pro-
fessionalize its own members. At the next
meeting of the organization a lengthy amend-
ment to the constitution will be offered,
embodying to a large extent, the provisons

of the optometry bill, which failed of passage.
The following extracts from the two first
sections of the amendment contain the vital

feature of the new departure :

It is hereby provided that from and after the
date of this meeting, no person shall be admitted
to membership in this society who fails to pass a
thorough examination in technical and practical
optometry ; such examinations to be at least as
rigid as those of the State boards of examiners in
States in which such boards and examinations are
established by law.

It is further provided that all present members
of this society shall, prior to the next annual meet-
ing, submit to the same test, and that those only
who pass such examination shall continue upon
the roll of members.

The amendment makes provision for the

appointment of a board of regents, the hold-

ing of examinations and the granting of

diplomas, after the manner of the optometry

law. It is held by the advocates of the

amendment that its adoption would greatly

improve the status of the Illinois opticians

before the public, the medical profession and

the State legislature, should they decide to

(Continued on page 1349)
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There's a good trade in

KRYPTOK
"Invisible" Bifocals
for all who want it

Don't hesitate to take up " Kryptoks " because of their
relatively high cost. Fifteen minutes of missionary work
in showing the right kind of a customer why they are cost-
lier than other bifocals and what the compensating advantages
are, in efficiency, comfort and youthful appearance, will make
that customer a good Kryptok SALESMAN.

With a few people wearing them and the community
talking about them, the Kryptok business takes care of itself.

You would rather nake large sales than little ones, with
corresponding profit, so why not set the ball rolling NOW?

The manufacturer controlling your State will give you
fill information.

GOLD MEDAL, AVVARDED AT ST. Louis, 1904

MANUFACTURERS
WHO SUPPLY THE TRADE
A. S. ALOE CO., A13 Olive Street, St. Louis.

MISSOURI, ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA,
GEORGIA.

JOHN L. BORSCH & CO., 1324 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia. PENNSYLVANIA,
DELAWARE, NEW JERSEY.

CHINN-BERETTA OP TICAL CO., 991
Market Street, San Francisco. CALI-
FORNIA.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC.
' 

74 State
Street, Chicago. ILLINOIS, WISCON-
SIN, IOWA, MICHIGAN.

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO., Denver, Salt
Lake City and Omaha. TEXAS, MON-
TANA, NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLO-
RADO, UTAH, OKLAHOMA, WASH-
INGTON and OREGON.

ECKLEY OPTICAL CO., Memphis, Tenn.
TENNESSEV.

F. H. EDMONDS, Washington, D. C. DIS-
TRICT OF COLUMBIA.

CHAS. A. EUKER & CO., 312-314 Howard
Street, North, Baltimore, Md. MARY-
LAND.

E. KLEIN & BRO., 435 Race Street, Cin-
cinnati. OHIO.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washing-
ton Street, Boston. MAINE, NEW
HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT, MASSACHU-
SETTS, RHODE ISLAND.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 104 East 23d Street,
New York; 604 Nicollet Avenue, Min-
neapolis; 360 St. Peter Street, St. Paul.
NEW YORK, CONNECTICUT, MINNE-
SOTA, NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA.

WEDEKIND OPTICAL CO., Louisville,
Ky. KENTUCKY.

JOHN WI5IMER, 16 North Pennsylvania
Street, Indianapolis. INDIANA.

Southern Opticians

can get their orders for both

stock and prescriptions filled
more promptly and accurately
by sending them to us than

from any other source.

All we ask is an opportunity to
" back up our words by (leeds.

Send us your orders

F. A. HARDY & CO.

Atlanta, Ga.

'ENTIRELY NEW"

OPEN

CLOSED, BACK OF CASE

TOPIC LENS
RIDING BOW CASE

A WELL-MADE CASE

The Hinges will hot break, as they are
reinforced with muslin.

NON-CRUSHABLE

The back of the Case is formed to the
curve of the lens. Send ten cents for sample.

Manufactured and patented by

HUB OPTICAL CASE CO.
Cur. Cedar Street and Sanderson Avenue

Oakdale Square EAST DEDHAM, MASS.
Sold by the Jobbing Trade

Mahe Good Use of the
Dull Summer Months

Tak(: ,t(Ivantage of

the special, favor=

ab le opportunity
and learn the most

useful and profitable profession in existence. We teach
how to fit glasses to improve vision ; also how to relieve
nerve strain. We guarantee satisfaction or money refunded.
Call or write for particulars.

Rowley Ophthalmological College
Imorpor., led)

1301 to 1312 Holland Bldg. ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Rapid Changes in Refraction in
a Case of Diabetes

In a previous issue of THE KEYSTONE
we spoke about the sudden and marked
changes of refraction that may occur in a
case of diabetes. In connection with that
article it is interesting to read the report of
a case of Dr. J. T. Carpenter, taken from
the Ophthalmic Record:

This patient, aged fifty-one, had consulted him
six years before on account of presbyopia. In
February, 190t, there was inability to see clearly at
a distance or to read the largest sized type with her
reading glasses, which, until a few weeks before,
had been entirely comfortable, the refraction
having changed from a slight myopic astigmatism
to hypermetropia : R. E., 1.50 D. = .1 V.;
T.. E., + 2.5o D. = / V. With + 2.25 added,
reads ). i at 30 cm. About four weeks previously
the urine contained large amounts of sugar, which
greatly lessened under suit-
able treatment and rigid diet.
With this improvement, vision
rapidly failed. Examination
showed media clear, fundus
healthy, and the remarkable
change in the refraction above
noted. These lenses were
given temporarily. In three
weeks vision blurred with
glasses, the hypermetropia
changing to a myopia of .5o D.
Upon the return to liberal
diet, vision again failed. The
final result was the return to
the low myopic astigmatism.
Dr. Carpenter referred to the
rarity of this condition in
glycosuria, and mentioned as
the only references Risley's
paper, read before the Ameri-
can Ophthalmological Society,
in 1897, and Grimsdale's
paper, read before the Oph-
thalmological Society of the
United Kingdom, in 1899. He
attributed the rapid changes
of refraction to alterations in
the refractive index of the
lens, although no thoroughly
satisfactory explanation of
these cases has yet been ad-
vanced.

As stated at consider-

able length in a previous

article on this subject,

the decrease of refrac-

tion from low myopia to

about two diopters of hy-

permetropia may have been

caused by sugar in the

vitreous humor or sugar

in the cortex of the crys-

talline lens. To approach

the probability of the first

assumption, we must re-
member that in any corn-

pound optic system the two

focal distances are to each
other as the refractive in-

dices of the first and last
medium. If we assume

that the eye in Dr. Car-

penter's case had been built

like the schematic eye of
Helmholtz and had been
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emmetropic before the change, we would
calculate that the new refractive index of the
vitreous would have to be about 1.401 instead
of 1.336 in order to produce a hypermetropia
of about 3 diopters. There is, however, no
data at hand to determine how much sugar
would have to be added to the vitreous in order
to increase its refractive index from 1.336 to
1.401, and it is therefore impossible at the
present to judge about the probability of the
assumption. It would seem, however, that
the usual amount of sugar in the vitreous
(about 0.5 per cent. ) would not be enough
for this large increase of the index. We have
to look probably for other factors besides,
namely, an increased.refraction of the crystal-
line cortex and a temporary change in the
curvatures of the crystalline lens.

I

A Practical System of Near
Test Types

Ry DAVID W. WELLS, M.D., Boston, in the Ophthalmic Record

In presenting these types to the profes-
sion, the writer feels inclined to apologize for

using the word " standard," since the rela-

tion to the generally-recognized visual angle

of five minutes has been entirely ignored.
For purposes of research it may be inter-

esting to use such scientific near type as Thor-
ington suggests, but in order to make the near

test type of any value, as a means of estimating
visual acuity, so many factors have to be
considered that it has seemed to me imprac-

ticable.
The writer pleads guilty to having used

near types principally for
determining the punctum
proximum and in esti-
mating the correction for
presbyopia. When the
patient reading Jaeger " "
or Snellen " 2 " or Thor-
ington's "0.50 D. — 8
cm.," asks how this com-
pares with the newspaper,
one is not able to answer
definitely, as the relative
value is not apparent, and
the only satisfactory answer
had been trial of the news-
paper itself.

This present card is de-
signed to overcome this
necessity. With the assist-
ance of G. W. Simonds, of
the publishing house of
C. H. Simonds & Co.,
Boston, a selection has been
made of types ordinarily
used in papers, books
and magazines, and the
sizes specified. Although
these names of the sizes
are becoming obsolete with
printers, it was thought
best to continue their use,
because the new system,
" 5 point," etc., has refer-
ence to the body and not the
face of the type, and these
two dimensions have not a
uniform relation. The num-
bering is purely arbitrary

and is intended to be used
to call the patient's atten-
tion to a certain paragraph.

As a matter of record,
and in reporting cases, the
words, " diamond," " bre-
vier," etc., will always have
a definite value.

STANDARD TEST TYPES

Arranged by OR WELLS

Diamond Small Bible

The only accurate way to measure sight Is by meane of letters or carefully graded characters, viewed at a dietance of twenty feet. Quite • va-
riety of suoll cards have been devMed by eminent mullets. Near test types are used to determine the patient's ability to see to reed at the
proper distance. Type as entail as tide it not in general use for books or papers, eseept where it m necessary to condense a greet amount of reading
matter into small space, like a pocket Bible. It is hoped that this card will be • great improvement on the somewhat arbitrary standards in use.

Nonpareil-Linotype 2 Newspaper

The names used by printers to designate the different sizes are adopted, and
familiar examples given of the customary use of each. Spacing between types

increases legibility, therefore, the "lending" has been made to conform with

standard typography. Newspapers are usually printed in Nonpareil or Brevier.

Brevier-Linotype 3 Newspaper

This paragraph and the one before it are not set up from single types, but

each line is one piece of metal called linotype. It is not as clear and easy

to read as separate types of the same size, but it is here used to make this

test equivalent to reading newspapers, in which use of linotype is common.

Long Primer 4 Text Books

Books should be printed on dull finished paper. It is very unfor-

tunate that the publishers of text-books for high schools and

colleges so frequently ignore this fact, in order to obtain a good

impression of the illustrations, for which a glossy surface is needed.

Small Pica 5 Books

For prolonged use of the eyes the type should be several sizes

larger than the smallest which can be read. The ordinary book

is printed in small pica or pica, but in order to read this comfort-

ably one should be able to read diamond size or at least nonpareil.

Pica 6 Books

In order to get a proper illumination one should sit with

his back to the light. Objects are seen by the light which

goes from the object to the eye, not from the eye to the

object. This precaution is quite commonly neglected.

Great Primer 7 Children's Books

Children should be allowed to use only

such books as are printed in large, clear

type, and excessive reading forbidden.
—Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., Publishers
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A Comparison
of the regular flat lens and the TORIC
is all that is necessary to convince any
intelligent customer of the great advan-
tages of Toric lenses. And once they
see the advantages, the slight extra cost
will not hinder the majority of people
from ordering them on their glasses.
In most cases the price is of secondary
consideration when it is a matter of the
the welfare and comfort of the eyes.

We Reduced the I1 Price
on Toric lenses August 1st, and so now,
better than ever before,

It Will Pay You to Push Torics
More money on the first sale, better

satisfied customers, more profit on
breakages. You also get an advertise-
ment out of every pair you sell, as
wearers show them to their friends and
talk them up the same as they do their
Panama hats and other more or less
"exclusive" possessions. These friends
naturally ask " Where did you get
them ? " or " Who makes these Toric
lenses ? "

This is your chance to make your
business name a household word wher-
ever glasses are worn.

The above arguments apply to

Kryptok Invisible Bifocals
as well as to Torics. Do not be afraid
to talk up Kryptok Lenses just because
they are high-priced. Many people,
whom you would not suspect at first of
being willing to pay Po or $12 for a
pair of lenses, will order Kryptoks if
you show them a sample and talk up
their advantages. If you have no sam-
ples, write for our terms on them and
also for sample of two-color illustrated
booklet we can supply you (with your
name on) to help you advertise Toric
and Kryptpk lenses,

GLOBE OPTICAL CO.
Makers of

Toric and Kryptok Lenses*

New England Agents for
Shur-On Mountings

403 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.
*Kryptoks for all New England except Connecticut and Greater Boston

st■I C. H. BROWN, M. D.
((Tniv. f Penn'a, '78)

PRESIDENT AND PRINCIPAL
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Established 1889

Incorporated 1892

HOURS: 9 A. M. TO 5 P. M.

400 Perry Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Higher Qualifications. The signs of the times all point to
a wide-spread awakening as to the necessity for more thorough quali-:
fication in Optometry and a higher standard of efficiency.

Attendant Courses. Realizing the opportunities and possi-
bilities in the practice of Optometry, we are prepared to meet the
wants of each ; whether the young man who desires thorough prepa-
ration and enrolls for our Six-Months' or Three-Months' Course, or
the Optometrist who can not remain longer than two weeks or
a month.

Our Dispensary, where the student comes in contact with
the patients and makes the examinations himself, is a most valuable
feature of our Attendant Courses.

Correspondence Course. We carry the same perfection of
teaching and individuality of instruction into our Correspondence
System, where the Matriculate who follows the path outlined for
him, cannot fail to develop into a competent Optometrist.

It interested, enclose 5c. for our Prospectus containing " The Key to Success in Optometry"

Used and highly recommended by the
chief of the United States Navy, Admiral
George Dewey.

Endorsed by General Arthur MacArt hut.,
Commanding General United States Army.

Mayerle's Antiseptic Eyeglass Wipers
Prevent straining, blurring or tiring of the eyes

Guaranteed to give clear vision

Wholesale price, 45c. per dozen $4.00 per gross Retail price, 15c. each

Send cash or money order direct to

Phone South 572

GEORGE MAYERLE
1071% Market Street, San Francisco, U.S.A.

WWlien ordering one gross or more, 'our name, address and occupation, etc., will be
printed on each wiper free of charge. When ordering in smaller quantities, wipers
are sent without your name or address (no printing).

Most eminent clergymen, Judges and
educators of America use George Mayerie's
Eyeglass cleaners. 1 Admiral W. II. Whiting, Commandant

United States Naval Training Station, San
Franciseo,usesand highly recommendsthem

HELLO! HELLO!
Give me 1054 John, New York. Something to talk about.

The New Oval Center

Lenticular Lens

Made in any form of Concave Lenses,
Spherical, Sphero-Cylinder and Cylinder,
or any of the above forms in Toric Lenses.

Manufactured by M. E. STERN, 36 and 38 John St., NEW YORK

complete line of STEVENS & CO. and Frames and Lenses
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL 

CO.}We also Mcarry a 
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

If you want satisfactory results, send us your 13, work.
Our motto is : Speed, Accuracy and Perfect Work.

Send for Price-List
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The Thirst for Professionalism
(Continued from page LW,

again attempt to secure legislation. It could
at least be said for them that they were
endeavoring to eliminate unqualified men,
with all possible earnestness in the absence of
the much-needed legal authority. In regard
to the contemplated action, the president of
the society says : " If the society, after
having been reorganized as above, should be-
come active in the prosecution of spectacle
fakirs on the grounds of fraud and misrepre-
sentation, quite as much could be accomplished
as if the board of regents were really a State
board and legally authorized to act in such
matters."

We fear the president is over-sanguine
in this matter, but his enthusiasm merits
encouragement. The working of the amend-
ment, if adopted, will be watched with
interest by the sister societies in other States.

Minnesota Optical Association
A short session of the Minnesota Optical Asso-

ciation was held in Minneapolis, July 24th. In
view of the meeting of the American Association
at the same time and place, only a short business
meeting was held. An amendment by Mr. Harper,
that the annual meeting be changed from Septem-
ber to February, was laid on the table. Applica-
tions for membership were acted upon and the
association adjourned. The hext meeting will be
held during the Minnesota State Fair.

Following is a list of new members, making a
total of 118 in the association, showing a very
encouraging growth : W. H. Pletsh, Lake City;
John Rosendahl, Mabel ; A. J. Klunick, Little
Falls ; C. C. Staacke, Duluth ; R. R. Frazier, C.
E. Johnson, L. Convey, Minneapolis ; L. 0.
Hulberg, Northfield ; C. 0. Duerna, Madison ;
F. J. Stebbins, Thief River Falls ; F. J. Hallin,
Cambridge. Sixty members attended the meeting.

Canadian Association of Opticians
This association held its annual convention and

banquet at Montreal, on June 3oth and July rst.
The features of the business meetings included the
hearing of a report from the executive committee
and a lecture by President Samuel Grant on " The
Eye, Comparative Anatomy." In this connection
much regret was expressed at the inability of
Lionel G. Arnsden to deliver an address owing to
illness. The election of officers resulted thus:
President, F. E. Luke ; first vice-president, W. H.
Ganetsee, Lachute, Quebec ; second vice-president,
W. H. Kearney, Renfrew, Ontario ; third vice-
president, S. Kermier, Sherbrooke, Quebec ; fourth
vice-president, M. Bockers ; secretary-treasurer,
H. J. Geiger, Toronto. Executive committee : E.
Culverhouse, W. E. Montgomery and T. H.
Brown, Toronto, and Prof. S. Grant, Montreal.
Membership committee : E. A. Lewis, F. E. Luke,
W. E. Montgomery and Alexander Elliott, Toronto.

The banquet, which closed the proceedings,
was a very enjoyable affair. The toast of " Our
Past Officers," was responded to by Prof. Samuel
Grant, ex-president. T. Coffin, Sr., J. E. Norman-
din and W. R. Brown spoke to " Our Wholesalers."

"The Ladies" was responded to by W. I-I.
Ganetsee, of Lachute, and E. Culverhouse,
Toronto, spoke to " The Canadian Optical Associa-
tion." Dr. Leys, of Detroit, Mich., expressed his
pleasure at being among the members of the pro-
fession in Canada. Other toasts, with their respec-
tive speakers were : " Our Travelers," F. L.
Butler and R. Carmeie. "Our Professors," Dr.
Harvey, Toronto.

Interesting vocal selections were rendered
throughout the evening by T. Collins, Jr., and G. J.
Mahoney.

New England Association of Opticians
The committee of the above association in

charge of the lectures for the fall, desires members
to compete for the prize to be given at the annual
convention next May.

Applicants may write on any optical subject
they choose, but the committee suggests the follow-
ing:
" Myopia."
" Myopia Complicated with Muscle Errors."
" Astigmatism."
" Hypermetropia."
" Hypermetropia Complicated with Muscle

Errors."
" Accommodation and Convergence."
" Diseases the Optician Should Recognize, and

Why."
" Muscles."

It is the intention of the committee that the
better papers shall be used as a course of lectures
during the winter, and that the best ones shall be
read at the annual convention.

The first papers will be assigned for Septem-
ber r9th. This will give ample time for prepara-
tion.

Optical Advertising
In the discussion on a paper on advertising

read by J. S.V. Barber at the annual meeting of the
New England Association of Opticians, the follow-
ing interesting questions were asked and answered :

Question. What do you thing, Mr. Barber, of
circulars, as compared with regular newspapers, in
small towns?

Answer. In small towns, if a circular is long
enough, and well enough printed to carry the
argumentative idea, I think the percentage of
replies will be worth the expenditure, but there is
this feature, which I spoke of—the fact, the subtle
fact, and it is a subtle fact in the case of the news-
paper, that if the man buys for the sake of the news
and glances over into the advertising columns, he
is more readily convinced of the merits of the
article advertised than he is by a circular shoved
under his door. I believe a circular in a business
place is money nearly thrown away. In my office,
the special stenographer, whose business it is to
open the mail, sorts it as follows : Advertising,
ranks first ; publishers, second ; third, circulars,
which are simply glanced at, and so on, and per-
haps not one in ten ever gets to me. I have made
a statement and have never had it gainsaid by the
man who looks it over carefully, that the average
man spends more time in the advertising pages of
a magazine during the month than on reading
matter. Any article that he likes, he reads it
through once, and never looks at it again. He
may, perhaps, turn to the table of contents two or
three times, but the advertising section to-day is
understood and recognized to be a resume of latest
things. The average man goes through the adver-
tising pages as a sort of directory of the best goods
in any line he is about to invest in, and spends
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more time on them than he does on the reading
pages.

(Dr. Klein.) I just wish to make a few re-
marks in regard to the circulars in the smaller
towns. I had a student—Mr. Edmunds, whom you
probably all know, who went and got 50,000
circulars printed and had them distributed in
various neighborhoods, and also advertised in
various papers. That man made in a short time
over $ro,000, and he was not in the business more
than ten years. Now, that man advertised freely
through circulars. He sent circulars to the various
houses, and if no reply was received from them,
followed them up, asked if they were received.
He followed them up to introduce himself, and you
all know the Globe Optical Company can back up
my statement, that sending circulars where a young
optician comes into a small place pays. A nice
advertisement, in shape of a good circular, always
pays, provided you can back it up with your knowl-
edge. If you do not understand your business, it
will not matter how you advertise. If you do
understand your business, I believe every time in
sending out circulars. I am sure any of my
students can back roe up in this statement.

Washing and Drying Photographic
Prints

When the prints have been thoroughly
fixed, they should be placed in a large dish
of water in the sink, and water from the tap
should be allowed to run on them slowly for
an hour. The water should not be allowed
to fall directly on the prints, as it is liable to
cause blisters. A good way to avoid this
is to place a tumbler in the dish used for
washing and allow the water to flow into this
first and then over the sides into the dish.
If running water is not available, the wash
water should be changed at least ten times.
Thorough washing is important, for the
prints will fade in time if the hypo is not
wholly removed.

As soon as the prints are washed, rinse
each one off in slowly running water to re-
move all scum or dust, and lay them on a
sheet of glass. Cover them with a white
blotter and remove all superfluous moisture
by the use of a squeegee roller. Then place
them between clean white blotters to dry. A
print when dry will curl a little, but can be
made to lie flat by turning it face downward
on some smooth surface and then drawing a
blunt-edged ruler over the back of it with a
slight pressure, and lifting the print as the
ruler passes over it. It may be necessary to
turn it around several times so as to pass the
ruler over it in opposite directions in order
to act on all four edges alike. Do not bend
any portion of it too sharply, as you may
crack the gelatine surface. After this, place
the prints face down in a pile under a book
or some convenient weight until you wish to
mount them. If the prints are immersed for
a few minutes in a solution of one ounce of
glycerine in fifteen ounces of water, it will do
much to prevent their tendency to curl badly.
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Fox
Lasso

Eye-
glasses

This is Mr. Ivan Fox, thc man NVI1( ) is lc.11 OW11 in thc trade. as the

" Father of the Off-set Eye-glass
His fundamental knowledge of eye-glasses, gained by years of untiring study
practical experience, coupled with his natural inventive genius, have earned for
this proud title and have given to the world

which give the most perfect-fitting and comfortable eye-glasses made.
Mr. Fox's important inventions, which place Fox Lasso Eye-glasses ahead of all others, are:THE LASSO GUARD which is most easily adjusted to all shapes and sizes of noses. The loop-hole in the center of theguard allows the flesh of the nose to adapt itself easily, making the glasses " set " firmly and securely, and with extremecomfort to the nose.
THE TUBULAP SPRING being hollowed on the inside gives great elasticity without fear of breaking, and makesa neater appearance.
THE SCREW LOCK ENDS absolutely prevent the Screws working loose from the stud, and this means no wobblingof the lenses.
THE STUDS AND STRAPS are thicker where strength is most needed—around the screws—and thinner along the edges.They are not as conspicuous as ordinary mountings.

Over a million pairs of Fox Lasso Guards are now in use—and without advertising.
Next month we will begin through the leading magazines the largest advertising campaign

instituted for eye-glasses.
If you don't sell Fox Lasso Eye-glass Mountings, you had better investigate them right away.

cannot afford to be without them.
Write us to-day for samples and full particulars.

Fox Optical Manufacturing Co., Dept. 0
Philadelphia
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Eyestrain

T the recent annual meeting of the
Iowa State Optical Society, held at
Des Moines, E. H. Hazen, M.D.,

delivered an interesting address on
" Eyestrain." He prefaced his lecture by
tracing the modern development of refractive
science, and ernpahasized the necessity of
persistent research. Coming to his subject
proper he said :

What I wish to particularly
What Produces direct your attention to is
Eyestrain the part played by the ex-

trinsic muscles in producing
eyestrain. Von Graefe, I believe, under the
designation of insufficiency first called atten-
tion to the difficulties of the extrinsic muscles
in eyestrain. Its detection since his time
has been very much facilitated, and we
have a nomenclature and a means of
detection of the position of the balls to each
other and the strength of the muscles in
performing this work.

The classification of the derangements
of the extrinsic muscles and direction for the
treatment of the difficulties are arranged in
the books according to the imbalance, and
books of six hundred pages have been written
on this part of the subject of eyestrain.
The object in view in the treatment, as laid
down, is to get a balance of the muscles
and some go so far that when, by the ordinary
tests a balance is shown and certain symptoms
are prevalent, there must be latent " hetero-
phoria," and to find it a prism is directed to
be worn when that which was supposed
appears and their remedy is then applied.

The success we have had in adjusting
the eyeball by tenotomy in strabismus, has
very naturally suggested the same procedure
in the imbalance of heterophoria, since means
have been found to accurately find this con-
dition. This with the adjective " graduated "
prefixed has been extensively practiced by a
few. This adjective raised the price of
tenotomy fifty per cent. The epidemic pre-
vailed with the enterprising surgeon but a
brief period, and now it is difficult to find
one who will say that he does the operation.

I believe that this classifica
Muscular 

-
tion by the phoria is in

Asthenopia error, in that it does not aid
in the accounting for symp-

toms or direct to any certainty the course of
treatment. Any one who will examine any
body of individuals, will find the heterophoria
not at all commensurate with the eye trouble.
These affections of the extrinsic muscles
should be based upon the dynamics of the
muscles, and they can all be classified under
the head of muscular asthenopia, using the
imbalance merely as a concomitant condition
which describes the excursion that the ball
takes in each case. A great percentage of
eyestrain is due to affection of the extrinsic
muscles.

The term muscular asthenopia is often
ignored entirely and it seems not a sufficient
nomenclature, but until we are able to sub-
divide this term muscular asthenopia, it is
sufficient to designate the condition we are
to remove. The term is symptomatic rather
than pathological. There are some who
think that insufficiency should be retained.
We are yet unable to separate the symptoms

definitely to any great extent—those belong-
ing to accommodative and those that are
muscular. A few of them can be attributed
to one or the other distinctively.

Asthenopia symptoms in
Symptoms of eyestrain are : First, those
Asthenopia occurring in the eyeball,

redness, sometimes with hot
tearing, and with others a dry hot feeling ;
intolerance of light especially on use of eyes
and in the morning the lids are hyperemic
and vessels of the lid are loaded down ; there
is an indisposition to fix the eyes ; lancinat-
ing pains shoot through them ; inflamma-
tions more or less deep attack the membranes.

According to the power of resistance of
the physical organism will be the time that
will expire before head symptoms and bodily
reflexes will manifest themselves. By and by
the symptoms will be grouped by the nervous
specialist and this diagnostician will pro-
nounce it nervous prostration, psychosis,
migraine, brain fag, hysteria, threatened
insanity, epilepsy, etc., and prescribe sonic
waters, vacations, change of climate, etc.,
or any way that will get them off from using
their eyes.

It is not astonishing at all that for such
symptoms as insomnia, nervousness, muscles
twitching, loss of memory, sudden black-
ness coming before the vision, dizziness,
temporary blindnesss, sick headache, pains
in heart, stomach, bowels, costiveness, etc.,

• the man not familiar with eye treatment
should prescribe as he does, but all of these
symptoms are often relieved by treatment of
the eyes alone.

In eyestrain we have corn-
Phenomena in plicated phenomena. There
Eyestrain may be a cause set up by

errors of refraction, but there
are found all the symptoms of eyestrain with
no error of refraction, or in persons that
have been made emmetropic by glasses, and
who are also orthophoric of all the muscles,
yet they suffer with severe symptoms. Now
this point I want to make emphatic. There
are great numbers who have been examined
over and over again, some of whom have
been wearing glasses but a fraction of a
diopter, and are yet changed by the next
refractionist. These muscles are at fault and
need only gymnastic treatment. Then the
patient would be entirely relieved of asthe-
nopic symptoms, and would voluntarily dis-
pense with their glasses.

I am well convinced also that there is
actual muscular asthenopia (affection or
disease) in the muscles in most of the cases
of eyestrain. Because a person gets much
relief on wearing glasses and cannot use his
eyes without glasses, is no sign he has had
the right thing done for him ; he has also
muscular asthenopia in his eyestrain, and it
may be that that is all. The majority of
people who wear glasses and have poor
strength of the extrinsic, do not get the
comfort they might have if the muscles
were brought up to the standard strength.

When a person reads
a while and takes off his

Muscular Weakness glasses and holds or
presses upon his eyes, it

is always an indication of muscular weakness.
A solution of that part of eyestrain involved
in the muscular system of this organ is in
the study of the dynamics of this system

Indications of
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and to this ground we find, now and then, a
man shifting his procedure.

The requirements of the brain to engi-
neer this system of nerves to the nicety of
precision demanded, seems to be a vigilant
one. The number of nerves therein, the
concert of the two brains and the pair of
organs that must be maintained as one, and
the probable number of photographs that
must be passed to the perceptive faculties in
a minute, all indicate an expenditure of force
that is sometimes exhausting. When the
mechanism is not exactly in harmony, this
expenditure is greater. Is it any wonder
that this system gets out of order ? That
these nerves don't do their work ; that even
if when the brain generates the force, that
for sonic reason it is not thrown on the
muscle as demanded?

This seems to me to be the condition
mostly in eyestrain and by a system of
gymnastics, the obstruction or the deficiency
is removed ; the symptoms dispersed and
eye cleared up.

Professional
Prejudice

That the part that this
system of nerves takes in
the great labor of easy
vision should be overlooked

so long and that there are still men in the
profession who try so bard to yet ignore
them, is another example of prejudice. It
can be explained only, it seems to me,
because they have no instrument which is
effective in carrying out the requirements,
that with the awkward methods they have,
they get tired of carrying out the suggestion
of the new thought or the patient gets tired
of the slowness of progress.

The few who have endeavored to disci-
pline the muscles have had at best, a very
awkward, bungling and insufficient way to
carry out what is required to bring about
improvement.

The principle requisites in disciplining
these muscles are : First, smooth manipula-
tion, steady and in straight lines, as these
muscles are very susceptible to inaccuracies
of movement, and will not answer correctly
when proper care is not exercised.

Second, the prisms should be carried
before the eyes in succession of small inter-
vals, and with corresponding jumps, which
stimulate the muscles to their best powers.

Third, the tests should be made with
prisms, cylinders or rods with exact axes.

Fourth, the instrument should be con-
structed on the level and the plumb, and the
apertures through which the person looks,
should not be so large that the head may be
allowed to get out of the primary position.

I have constructed an instru-
The Kratometer ment upon these principles

and named it Kratometer.
It combines the necessary tests for the dis-
covery of the phoria, the strength of all the
muscles except the oblique, together with the
means of treatment for all the muscles by
gymnastics. The simplicity of its mechan-
ism is not the least of its merits.

The writer has used this instrument since
1896 in a system of gymnastics, which has
been very satisfactory in its results. The
average number of treatments is about
twenty, removing many distracting symptoms
and the most remarkable thing about it, is
its permanence ; not one in twenty have
relapsed in from two to eight years.
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ATLANTA

In the school of experience the knowledge lies at thc end of the lesson,

not the beginning.

It's aptly applied to your business, but learning by experience may cost

you money and customers.

We are the pioneer surface grinders of the South. And herein you get

your knowledge ahead of the lesson—we solved it for you. You do not

experiment when you send us a prescription to be filled.

You'll find a few translucent signs an
excellent tonic for dull business.
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Importers to offer the very lowest figure on
your Optical Goods. It will be to your advantage
and Profit. This is no idle boast and we can
prove it.
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Service on 1 Work
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Made in
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GOLD FILLED
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A Superior Quality. Style and Finish.
Extra fine white metal of high tern.

PCI. that will not rust or corrode.

ALUMNO Guaranteed not to Tarnish. Superior
temper. Will not lose its luster.

$1.go per dozen. Cable, $2 go per dozen

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES
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Also for Traveling, with
divisions for stock and
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None better made. Send
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to-date Trial Case. Over
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ZEISS-STEREO and PRISM BINOCULARS
at reduced prices

AUDEMAIR opera, Field and Marine Glasses

An INVALUABLE Remedy
Eye-Water A positive cure for weak

" OPTICURA " 
and inflamed eyes.

Price, $1.63 Dozen

Large Assorment, Latest Models in

Race, Tourist and Long Distance
Reading Glasses In Nickel and Celluloid

All Sizes

INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES
We carry'a full line in r, o and oo Eye. Also

SKELETON In 2, 3 and 4 Hole

AUTOMOBILE All the Latest Styles
GOGGLES at Low Prices

COLORED SPECTACLES and EYE-
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Also in Frameless.
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Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, New York
Gold Filled 10 K. Seamless In Three Qualities

2'„, Warranted. All styles, also frameless.
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THE MAGIC OF THE SHADOW TEST
Is its most impressive feature—at least to the patient. The silent mystery of it puzzles and interests

him ; telling him just what he can see without asking him a question convinces him.

To master this most thorough of tests procure a copy ot the well-known work

Skiascopy and the Use of the Retinoscope
the most masterly and exhaustive treatise on the subject. Besides the scientific value of the test there's

professional prestige to It that will add to your reputation and income.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.00 (4s. 2d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE. 10th 0 Brown Streets, Philadelphia. Pa.
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Annuall Conventkom ©f the AmeTAcT-An
Aswciailion of Optlicnans

The seventh annual convention of the Ameri-

can Association of Opticians convened at the

West Hotel on July 24th, under the most favorable

circumstances. The officers and delegates of the

association were on hand early, and the greatest

enthusiasm prevailed. The afternoon was occu-

pied in registration, filing of credentials, welcom-

ing the delegates and seeing that all were properly
provided for and made to feel at home. The gen-

eral reception committee, of which Frank A.

Upham, of St. Paul, is chairman, was on hand to

see that none went astray, and they took good care

that no one was unknown for any length of time.

On the first evening zoo members were registered,

with many more to come.

In the evening a reception was held in the

assembly hall of the West Hotel. Flowers and

greens in profusion were in evidence, and the

function was enhanced by the 'presence of many

beautifully-gowned ladies, wives and friends of

members.
After an informal good time, the programme

of the evening was gone through with. The
address by J. A. Johnson, governor of Minnesota,
was unfortunately stricken from the programme,
due to the unavoidable absence of the governor.

Address of Welcome

Henry Dc..utsch, vice-president of the Cotn-
mercial Club, of Minneapolis, extended a hearty
welcome to the delegates, and hoped they would
all make full use of the Commercial Club apart-
ments. His address was punctured by sincere
expressions of pleasure that the visitors had
chosen his city as a place of meeting, not that the
city and its merchants expected financial returns,

but because he believed that aside from the
generalities of meetings, such as visiting, social
intercourse, etc., there is always the underlying

principle of getting together, of exchanging and
expressing new ideas, of exploiting new discoveries

and methods, all of which resulted in an uplifting

of the profession and benefited humankind more

than the dollars spent by visitors merely as a
necessary accompaniment of such meetings. "We

are not after your dollars," he said. " We want

you to feel that in offering you our facilities we

are aiding in your great work."
President Holmes then introduced Ralph

Wheelock, secretary to David P. Jones, mayor of
Minneapolis, who welcomed the association on

behalf of the latter. In well-chosen words he

extended the freedom of the city to the associa-

tion. He was glad the delegates had chosen the

metropolis of the Northwest for their meeting

place, and hoped they would take advantage of

seeing all its many attractions and be sure to take

in the sights, among which he wished to call atten-

tion to their growing suburb, St. Paul.

In reply to the addresses of welcome, Mr.

Holmes paid a glowing tribute to the great State of

Minnesota—its resources and its enterprise. One

reference was particularly applauded. Said Mr.

Holmes : " Medical laws, dental laws and phar-

macy laws, have, we believe, been blessings to the

people of this land. Optometry laws will be a

greater blessing, and to hold this convention

within the State that enjoys the distinction of

having secured the passage of the first optometry

law ever spread upon any statute book, is, indeed,

fitting and appropriate."

He exhorted the visiting opticians to so enjoy

the occasion : the entertainment, the scenery and

associations that " when the farewells have been

said and our hearts are filled with regret, it would
be a pleasure to know that the regrets were not
all ours and that the happy recollections that will
always be associated with this occasion are as dear
to the entertainer as to the entertained."

John C. Eberhardt, ex-president of the associ-
ation, addressed the meeting and expressed his
pleasure at the reception accorded the delegates.
" We hope to give tangible evidence of our sincere
appreciation of all that has been offered us."

A. B. Choate spoke on " Our Lady Visitors."
His address was a sparkling and witty piece of
oratory and was highly appreciated by all present.
He explained that up to a year ago he was still
outside the ranks of the benedicts and always
responded cheerfully to any requests to speak
about the ladies, but he had since changed his

mind and come to the conclusion • that he knew
nothing at all about them.

Mrs. W. E. Huston responded in a graceful

and neat speech, reiterating that " woman was at

the bottom of all good things, anyway."

During the intermission the association was
entertained with excellent vocal and instrumental

music.

Second Day Sessions

The association got down to its routine work

in an enthusiastic spirit on the second day, and

with the hall filled with members. The following

(Continued on page 1355)
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cablegram, from Mr. Dunscombe, president of the
British Optical Association, was read :

" President British Optical Association, greet-
ings and best wishes to his brethren in convention
assembled."

Mr. Eberhardt offered a resolution which was
unanimously adopted, that an engrossed copy of
honorary membership in the American Association
of Opticians be presented to Mr. Dunscombe, with
an assurance of deep gratitude for his thoughtful-
ness, and offering congratulations upon his promo-
tion to the presidency of the British Optical Society.
The president appointed Messrs. Eberhardt and
Graham a committee to draw up the proper
resolutions.

A telegram was received from P. Scholler,
who was unable to be present to read a paper on
the subject, "The Third Cranial Nerve."

Mr. Eberhardt called attention to the fact that
it was poor policy to wait until the last for nomi-
nations for officers to be made, and offered a
resolution that the chair appoint a committee of
three, which was to receive and transmit to the asso-
ciation nominations made to it in writing and
indorsed by five signatures. The motion was
adopted, and J. C. Eberhardt, E. T. Renaud and
I-I. W. Hitchcock were appointed to serve as such
committee.

Under " new business," several minor amend-
ments to the rather elaborate constitution were
discussed and laid over for one year. Mr. Eber-
hardt presented an amendment to Art.- IV, Sec. r,
of the by-laws, that the words, " Only those in
attendance will be eligible to office," be stricken
out. This was adopted.

Considerable discussion was provoked by a
motion made by Mr. Eberhardt, that Art. I, Sec. 4,
of the by-laws be so amended as to permit State

KEYSTONE

associations to affiliate with the American Associa-
tion without incurring the implied contract for a
fifty-cent per capita tax, leaving membership open
to individuals of such association by the payment
of one dollar. It was brought out that many State
and other associations did not affiliate with the
American Association because of such tax and
that this amendment would remove that objection
without impairing said provision of tax if the asso-
ciations could afford to *affiliate under such condi-
tions. The moral support of all associations was
desired and could be obtained in this manner.
The motion was finally adopted.

The President's Address

The regular order of the day was then pro-
ceeded with, and President Holmes presented his
address, as follows:

Friends and Fellow Members of the American
Assoc-ill/ion of Ofilicians :—Another year in the
history of this organization is drawing to a close—
a year that has not been behind its fellows in
education, in legislation and in the favorable con-
sideration accorded by the public. Two more
States have secured the passage of optometry laws,
making five in all, and there have been several
failures—not inglorious failures, but good substan-
tial stepping-stones that are certain to lead to ulti-
mate success.

After Francis Wilson, in the " Middle Man,"
had prepared and burned kiln after kiln until he had
exhausted his fortune, his home and his credit, at-
tempting to discover the lost art of making a cer-
tain kind of pottery, his daughter said : " Father,
you are no nearer success than you were forty
years ago." " Yes, I am," was the cheerful reply,
" I am forty years nearer." His efforts were finally
crowned with success as ours will be, and it will
not require forty years to accomplish the passage
of optometry laws in every State. Some States
having these laws have improved upon them by
amendments, and the annual reports of State
boards show cash enough on hand to demonstrate
the fact that such boards will be a source of income
to a State rather than a bill of expense.

Within one short year the words " optometry"
and " optometrist " have not only been adopted by
the profession, but they are being accepted and
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used by the press and public. The affiliation plan
is gradually working itself into a permanent and
satisfactory proposition. Ten States are now in
affiliation with this society, and others are on the
eve of uniting with us.

The question is often asked, " What benefit
will we derive from membership in the American
Association ?" At the present time, we can say
that you are brought into touch with an association
of the most able and representative men of the
whole country. You have educational advantages
if you will avail yourselves of them in the library
of the physiological section and by taking part in
the prize-problem contest. Some of the States
who have been struggling for legal recognition,
have received from this organization substantial aid
in the form of cash donations, and this can always
be done if we have the support of all the State
societies. Ways and means must be devised
whereby we may be able to hold out still greater
inducements.

B. B. Clark, of Rochester, in his annual ad-
dress as president of the New York Society, said,
" Of all the progress that has been made within
the last ten years, much of the credit is due to men
who are members of optical societies." A national
association, composed of delegates from all the
States can accomplish vastly more than can be
achieved by the divided efforts of scattering subor-
dinate societies.

It has been stated that this convention would
,be conducted as nearly as possible in accord with
the present constitution and by-laws. It is still the
intention of the officers so to do, but when it came
to the arrangement of the programme it was dis-
covered that there was no time allowed for the
amusement features that all so much enjoy.

To comply strictly with the letter of the law,
we would be in session all day including the
evenings. Any officer who would so far forget
himself as to arrange for evening sessions in the
face of an entertainment committee such as we
have in Minnesota, would be able to build Nica-
raguan canals for a pasttime, to regulate the trusts
after closing his office evenings, and to battle suc-
cessfully with the Japanese army and navy single-
handed and alone.

The House of Delegates will be organized as
early as practical, and all routine business possible
will be dispatched as prescribed by the by-laws.
It should be borne in mind, that the organization
of the House of Delegates is in no way intended

(Continued on page 1357)
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to shut out members whose State societies are not
in affiliation. It is a boiling-down process for the
purpose of getting everything into an intelligible
condition for the final action of the association in
general session. It is calculated to be a time-saver.

The needs of the physiological section have
been fully set forth in President Grant's article in
the programme. This section is doing a grand
work, and all who do not profit by it are standing
in their own light. A committee should be ap-
pointed early in the session to consider the advisa-
bility of adopting a new constitution and by-laws,
or amending the old. While there a few who would
love to listen to and discuss papers from 8 A.M.
until to P. M. , we must all admit that without some
time for recreation and amusement we could not
long exist. The by-laws should provide for this
matter.

A committee on legislation should be appointed
to prepare a series of instructions as to how to
proceed to secure legal recognition. To formulate
a .uniform bill for presentation to legislatures.
Copies of letters to the optometrist, instructing
him as to the best methods of securing pledges
from the legislators of his county or district, and
drafts of letters suitable to be sent by the optome-
trist to his legislator should be printed and kept on
hand at all times. The ins and outs of lobbying,
committee work, selection of a senator and repre-
sentative to father the bill, time and manner of
introduction, etc., should be thoroughly explained.
With such information, a State society would be
much better equipped to enter a legislative cam-
paign than they usually are. It generally takes one
failure to learn these things.

A complete roll of members should be kept by
the secretary of every State society as well as this
association. All dues should be paid to the secre-
tary, and these membership lists kept up to date
and printed at regular intervals, so to have an
available roster at hand at all times. It was a
serious problem and not a wholly satisfactory one,
to secure a mailing list for sending out the pro-
grammes this year.

An affiliation committee should be appointed,
whose duty it will be to bring before every society
at its annual meeting the necessity of affiliation
with this body. A resolution or petition from an
organization composed of the societies from all the
States, would have great weight with a legislative
committee and the individual members of any
State legislature. Every member of every society
should constitute himself a committee of one to
secure members. With plenty of members we can
accomplish everything, without members nothing.

The next item on the programme was an
address, " Strabismus," by Dr. Geo. W. McFatrich,

Souvenir distributed by the
Murine Eye Remedy Co.

Chicago, Ill.
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of the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology
and Otology, of Chicago. The address was highly
appreciated, and was followed by an instructive
discussion.

S. B. Millard, of St. Paul, followed with an
address on the subject " Robbing Peter to Pay
Paul," which dealt with the effects of eyestrain on
the system.

The next address was by F. P. Barr, of Lan
caster, Ohio, and dealt with the subject of " Prisms."

The promised paper by E. LeRoy Ryer, of
New York, was not presented owing to the inability
of Mr. Ryer to attend the meeting.

As there were many membership applications

to be acted upon, the chair appointed a substitute
Board of Delegates to act upon them, consisting of:

W. E. Huston, C. D. Fisk and F. P. Barr.
A motion for adjournment was adopted.

Physiological Section

Immediately following, was held a meeting of

the Physiological Section. Prof. S. B. Grant, of

Montreal, chairman, opened the proceedings with

an address, in which he called attention to the

following members who had been elected to

membership, having presented theses of merit:

W. P. Brush, Fredonia, Pa.; G. R. Bausch, Roch-

ester, N. Y.; G. W. Kostenbader, Groton, N. Y.;

D. A. Syman, Springfield, Ohio ; J. J. Nixon,

Marietta, Ohio ; F. Schurman, San Luis Obispo,

Cal.; M. D. Feast, Washington, D. C.

The following manufacturers presented the

section with the prizes offered in the problem

contest : the Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.;

De Zeng Optical Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.; American Optical Co., Southbridge, Mass.;

E. LeRoy Ryer Optical Co., New York City ; L. L.

Mincer, Rochester, N. Y.; W. H. Reisner Manu-

facturing Co., Hagerstown, Md.; Jos. Friedlander

& Bro., New York City.
The treasurer's, secretary's and librarian's

reports were read and approved, showing the

flourishing condition of this part of the association.

The section then adjourned.

House of Delegates

At I.30 the House of Delegates met and

elected C. D. Fish, secretary. The president's

address was referred back to the association. No

further business being on hand, the meeting

adjourned.
At 2.30 the convention boarded a number of

chartered cars and were conveyed by way of charm-

ing Lake Como to the magnificent State capital at

St. Paul, where the official photograph was taken.

After an inspection of the building, cars were

boarded for Wild wood and White Bear Lake, where

the rest of the day was spent in boating, fishing

and having a good time generally.

Third Day's Sessions

President Holmes called the meeting to order

at 9.30 A.m. The treasurer's report was read and
adopted. It showed a most satisfactory state of

finances, leaving a handsome balance in the trea-

sury. A motion by Mr. Eberhardt was adopted,

that the sum of $25 be appropriated to reimburse

Mr. Stebbins, the treasurer, for miscellaneous ex-

penditures, necessitated by his doing duties which

hereafter will devolve upon the secretary.

A short discussion on amendments of several

of the by-laws, resulted in the adoption of the

recommended changes.
The committee on membership reported favor-

ably on the following applications : E. W. Greirish,
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Minneapolis, Minn.; B. H. Doty, Waukau, Iowa ;
0. B. Tripp, Aberdeen, S. Dak.; M. H. Schlender,
St. Peter, Minn.; L. A. Shogren, Oshkosh, Wig.;
G. R. Simons, Langford, S. Dak.; D. G. Gallett,
Aberdeen, S. Dak.; L. Hanson, Devils Lake,

President B. B. Clark

N. Dak.; S. A. RhOdes, Chicago, Ill.; J. A. Will-
man, Minneapolis, Minn.; F. Lyman, Bridgeport,
Conn.; J. E. McKeom, Medford, Conn.; F. J.
Greeve, Detroit, Ohio.

A letter was read from C. M. Jenkins, of Rich-
mond, Ind., excusing his absence and delegating
Mr. Eberhardt to present his paper. The presi-
dent announced the following additional lectures:

H. Tobbin, "Science of Modern Business

Building ;" C. H. Taylor, Yankton, S. Dak., " De-
velopment of Children's Eyes." Prof. S. B. Grant,

of Montreal, was accorded the privilege of the
floor and spoke in favor of the physiological sec-
tion. He outlined its benefits and called attention
to the prestige attached to affiliating one's self with

progressive and higher education. He was ably
seconded by E. Eimer, secretary of the section,
who outlined the manner of becoming a member,

and at the end of his remarks many of the dele-

gates applied for admission. The section now

numbers some too members.
B. B. Clark, of Rochester, gave an informal

talk on " Legislation," relating his experiences

with the New York legislature in attempting to

obtain the passage of a bill of optometry. It was

hoped that a new attempt would be crowned with

success.
J. W. Grainger, of Rochester, Mimi., read a

paper on "Something the Optometrist Ought to

Know." The association then adjourned for the

noon recess.
The afternoon session was opened with several

songs by Mr. Uhlman.
C. Nerbovig, of Mankato, Minn., read a paper

on " Hyperopia and the Phorias," illustrated by

blackboard diagrams.
The president then introduced W. E. Huston,

of Kansas City, Mo., who gave a stirring and profit-

able address on " Eye, Mind and Purse, the Adver-

tising Triune."
Prof. G. A. Rogers, of Chicago, Ill., gave a

humorous and witty talk on " Lunaphoria I " He

remarked that his attention had been drawn to a
new disease prevalent among optometrists. " For

the want of a better name I will call it ' Luna-

phoria.' One of the symptoms is a tendency to

cut loose from the anchor ' refraction ' and float

(Continued on page 1359)
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about on the sea of optometrist, ophthalmoscopist,
neuro-optometrist, etc. The modern tendency
seeming to be to believe that all ills from ingrown
toe-nails to lunacy ' can be cured by wearing
glasses. There had been a time when glasses were
worn to overcome refractional errors, but now they
were prescribed to make fat men lean and vice
versa, reform liars, make men come home early
at night, make scolds into beautiful and loving
mothers, make young men less bashful and war-
ranted to settle in fifteen minutes the question of
how two hearts may beat as one.' "

In a more serious vein he called attention to
the dangers attendant upon divorcing oneself from
the true principle. The public were already aware
that the terms optometrist, etc., were becoming
tainted and were quick to recognize inherent
weakness.
" My ambition," he said, " is to make refrac-

tion the great thing. Call yourself what you wish,
but never forget to be proud of the fact that you
are a refractionist."

Owing to lack of time, the paper of C. M.
Jenkins, of Richmond, Ind., on " Some Diseases
Essential for the Up-to-Date Optometrist to Recog-
nize," was omitted.

Mr. Eberhardt then gave an illustrative talk on
" A New Method for Individually Exercising the
Recti and Oblique Muscles."

The meeting then adjourned and took cars for
Minnehaha Falls, where Dr. Chalmers Prentice
gave an oration appropriate to the historic sur-
roundings.

Fourth Day's Sessions

An adjourned meeting of the Physiological
Section was called to order by the president, S. B.
Grant, on Thursday, July 29th, at 8.30. The
minutes of the previous meeting were read and
approved. The secretary's report was, read and
several changes in the by-laws were advocated.
The report was accepted.

It was moved and seconded that $5o be allowed
the secretary for necessary and traveling expenses.
It was also voted to combine the secretary's and
treasurer's office in one person.

The president outlined some of the work to be
done in connection with the problem contests.
The prizes in the contest were awarded to David
Kletzky, Pueblo, Colo.; F. M. Taylor, Pasadena,
Cal.; Miss Edith Gallup, Denver, Colo.; Neil Smith,
Superior, Wis.; R. D. Smith, Caledonia, N. Y.

A motion was made that section 2 of the by-
laws be so amended as to make those eligible to
membership in the Physiological Section who have
passed the examination before the various boards
of optometry, exempting them from the regular
thesis. After some discussion, the amendment was
adopted. The election of officers was then pro-
ceeded with. Under the suspension of the rules,
Prof. S. B. Grant was re-elected to the presidency,
W. J. Donovan, of Boston, vice-president ; C. M.
Jenkins, Richmond, Ind., librarian, and E. Eimer,
Muskegon, Mich., secretary and treasurer.
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Upper Row F. P. Barr, Prof. S. it. Grant, C. A. Snell, E. L. .Tones
Lower How : B. B. Clark, P. 11ehlies, C. Eberhardt, .1. K. Siebbina

The regular meeting of the association was
called to order by the president at 9.30. E. C.
Roberts, of Red Wing, Minn., read a very interest-
ing paper on " Presbyopia."

At the conclusion of the address, Mr. Eber-
hardt took the chair and addressed the convention.
He spoke of the efficient service rendered by the
president and the amount of hard work attached
to the position, and in view of the unusual ability
displayed in the guiding of its affairs, it was de-
sired to present some token of appreciation to Mr.
Holmes. A collection was taken up and a corn-
mittee of three appointed to purchase some suit-
able article and present it to Mr. Holmes in appre-
ciation of his services.

A short discussion on a " minimum price-
list " was led by E. F. Renaud, of Keokuk, Iowa.
He called attention to the dissatisfaction attendant
upon the irregularity of charges made in the opto-
metric profession, and believed if the American
Association took up the matter it would lead to a
wholesale adoption. A committee of three was
appointed to present a scale of prices at the next
annual meeting of the association : E. F. Renaud,
Keokuk, Iowa ; F. P. Barr, Lancaster, Ohio;
P. Scholler, Hancock, Mich. The interest of the
morning was centered in the address and clinic of
Dr. Chalmers Prentice, of Chicago. Dr. Prentice
was vigorusly applauded as he was presented by a
few well-chosen words of the president. His sub-
ject was " Higher Optometry," and he presented
some interesting cases to prove his well-known
theories.

The afternoon session

Exhibit of Skein) Se Beard

•

was opened with a song
by Mr. Upham. E.
Hardy, of Boston,
Mass., presented a
paper on " Special
Lenses."

The nomination
committee then sub-
mitted the following
report : For presi-
dent, B. B. Clark,
Rochester, N. Y.;
for first vice-presi-
dent, Briggs Palmer,
Boston, Mass.; for
S ec o nd vice-presi-
dent, W. C. Sommer,
Chicago, Ill.; for sec-
retary, W. E. Hus-
ton, Kansas City, Mo. ;
for treasurer, J. K.
Stebbins, Ashtabula,
Ohio ; for executive
committee : G. R.
Bausch, Rochester,
N. Y.; S. B. Millard,

Minneapolis, Mina.; A. Martin, Philadelphia, Pa.;
H. J. Cook, Knoxville, Tenn.; for regent, E. W.
Eisenschmidt, Louisville, Ky. The above were
elected by acclamation.

Invitations to hold the next convention were
received from Rochester, N. Y.; Atlantic City,
N. J.; Cedar Point, Sandusky, Ohio ; Niagara
Falls, N. Y. Rochester, N. Y., was decided upon
as the next place of meeting.

J. C. Eberhardt, in a short speech iiresented
the retiring president Mr. Holmes, with a beautiful
solid silver loving cup on behalf of the association
and as a token of their sincere appreciation of his
efforts to make this meeting a success.

Mr. Holmes responded in a graceful speech.
A pleasant trip by special train to Lake Minne-

tonka followed by an elaborate luncheon, brought
the convention to a fitting close.

At the conclusion of the banquet, on motion
of Mr. Eberhardt, a rising vote of thanks was
given with a vim to the Minnesota optometrists for
their grand entertainment, also to C. A.Wilkinson,
Providence, R. I., for the souvenir badges, and
closed by the assembly singing Auld Lang Syne,
led by the male quartette.

Notes by the Wayside

Chairman Upham, of the arrangements com-
mittee, was one of the busiest men in the conven-
tion, and he was ably assisted by Secretary Snell.

The attendance. at the convention was very
satisfactory. As is usual in such cases the bulk of
the attendance was from the State in which the
convention was held and from neighboring States.
Minnesota furnished 132, a truly glorious showing.
The Minnesota Optical Society itself furnished 85
members of the assemblege, evidencing a large
and enthusiastic organization. Illinois furnished
24, Wisconsin ii ; South Dakota, ix, and Iowa 8.
In all twenty states Were represented.

The, 1905 convention will go down to history
as being. the grandest success socially of any yet
held. The unusually large number of ladies lent
eclat to the gathering, and to use ex-President
Eberhardt's remark : " There will soon be a law
passed that each member attending unaccompanied
by a lady will have to pay' a fine."

The exhibits were well placed—not too con-
spicuous to be obnoxious, but just where all could
see them. Exhibitors report nice orders placed.

The Murine Eye Remedy Co., of Chicago,
had a prettily-arranged exhibit of their specialties,
the main features of which were monster fac-simile
packages of Marine and Banene, eight feet high.
" The Murine Girl," who so gracefully distin-
guished herself at previous conventions, was in '
evidence, welcoming all with her sweet smile and
graciously presenting the pretty Murine pictures
and samples.
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Best Jewelry Boxes on Earth
Notwithstanding their low prices

The reasons why are easily told

Our boxes are of the best tempered 29 ga. Bessemer steel, they have no visible catch, open and

close with our patented double-action automatic spring, hence no catch to get out of order, they do not
warp nor shrink : when covered in either silk or velvet they have a rich, delicate appearance that cannot

be produced on wooden boxes ; round corners, high dome

and a 29 ga. thickness (which is thinner than the finest

veneer) with as uniform and per-

fect size as a die can make.

(They find their way with a land-

slide the world over.)

DANDY BOX

Our Dandy round jewelry box is
the handiest box you can have in your
store, are made in 2, 24 and 3", covered
in fancy V velvet at $1.75 per dozen,
good quality silk velvet at $2.25 ; order
some of them, and do not judge by the
prices—wait until you see them.

Ask us for prices on Paper
Jewelry Boxes and Silverware
Cases.

Insist of your jobber to give
you the Empire Jewelry Box, as
there are none better nor cheaper
in the world.

VELVET WATCH BOX

We make a line covered in a good quality of silk
velvet for ring, brooch, links, scarfpin, earring and lady's
watches as per cut, which we sell at $2.85 per dozen
(of course we make very fine goods at a higher price.)
Will print orders in not less than Yt dozen of each kind,
and not less than a $5.00 order, with the privilege to
return them to us if not satisfactory,

105 Seneca Street
Empire Jewelry Case Co., Buffalo, N. V.

flan60Painte6 ebina
HAS THE CALL

We Make 1200 Designs on as Many Shapes

Plates

Cups and
Saucers

Bon-Bon

Dishes

Cake Plates

Salad Dishes

Comb and
Brush Trays

Olive Trays

Vases—All sizes

Chocolate Sets

Pudding Sets

Jelly Dishes

Marmalade
Dishes

Tankards

Steins

Punch Bowls

Punch Cups

Pitchers

In fact everything you can imagine in High Art Goods. We will be pleased
to send you a package on memorandum up to September isth. After that
we will be too busy filling orders.

D'Arcy Art Studio, Kalamazoo, Mich.

FOR SALE. This Magnificent Jewelry Store
In city of 33,000 inhabitants ; established 21 years ; large run of work ;

doing a $25,000 business yearly, and considered the handsomest and best-
equipped store in the State of Michigan. We offer this beautiful store so that
we can devote our entire time and capital to the business of decorating china.

Address all communications to

F. P. D'ARCY, or D'ARCY ART STUDIO
Ktilttrriazum), M
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Photography for Beginners

Photographing
Flowers

There are two ways in which
flowers may be photo-
graphed, cut and growing.

Both ways are useful—the former in showing
the details of the bloom itself, and the latter
in depicting the manner of growth of the
plant. To those who wish an occupation
full of pleasure, that will take them to the
very heart of nature, I can offer no better
advice than to take their camera and search
out the wild flowers in their haunts and then
photograph them.

A long-focus camera is, of course, neces-
sary, and a lens of reasonable depth of field.
The fast or medium isochromatic plates
should always be used, and when it is possi-
ble to employ the color screen it is always
best to do so. To do this, however, except
with such sturdy plants as will not be moved
by every passing breeze, largely increases
the chances of failure ; for it is remarkable
what a slight breath of air will cause most
growing plants to sway. So I rarely attempt
to use the screen except on the very calmest
days.

The plants which are chosen
to be photographed should

Poses to Nature never be disturbed in any
way, but allowed to remain

in exactly the original position of their
growth. Nature is generally more artistic
in the groupings of her flowers than man can
ever hope to be, and, therefore, we should
never try to improve upon her arrangement
of them. It may sometimes be found neces-
sary to remove some few of the leaves or
even the flowers themselves, that are some-
what in front of the main group, in order
that they may not be so near the camera as
to be out of focus. This should always be
done with extreme care that no evidences of
their having been removed may show in the
photograph, and it should never be done ex-
cept when absolutely necessary.

Always have the camera as nearly on a
level with the subject as possible—that is, do
not point it downward any more than can be
.helped. In order to escape doing this, I
have frequently placed my camera flat upon
the ground, holding it firm by sticks driven
into the ground upon either side of it. Of
course, this makes the process of focusing
rather awkward, especially if the flowers are
growing in a damp spot, but it gives a cor-
rect view of them. When the camera must
be tilted, use the swing back to obviate the
distortion.

Always focus upon that particular flower
of the group that is nearest to the camera,
and then stop down the lens until all are in
sharp focus. This sometimes necessitates
a long exposure, but that cannot be helped,

Leave the

K EYSTON

and we must take the chances of a breeze
moving our subjects in the meantime.

The size of the image on

The Size of the plates must depend en-
the Image tirely upon the wishes of

the operator. I am in favor
of making it a fair size, but enough of the
surroundings should show- to give one an
idea, when looking at the picture, in what
kind of a locality the flowers were growing.
Always photograph the entire plant.

Flowers should never be photographed
in the direct sunlight, as this causes too great
a contrast of light and shadow. If they are
not already in the shade, then they must be
shaded by the operator holding up a focusing
cloth, or his coat, between them and the sun.

In photographing cut specimens the
greatest difficulty with which one has to
contend is the fact that they so easily wilt.
To obviate this they should be picked and
arranged (and I have found bottles the best
receptacles in which to group them) some
hours before photographing them.

In their arrangement one has the chance
to display whatever of artistic ability he may
possess, and depending upon whether he has
much or little rests the fate of the picture,
whether it be good or bad.

The work should be done
in a building that is least
liable to be jarred, for even
the walking of a person

across the floor will cause the flowers to
vibrate sufficiently to spoil all sharpness of
detail. The work should be done by a win-
dow having a steady light, and that light
equalized on both sides of the flower by the
use of white reflecting screens. The back-
ground may be either black, white or a
neutral tint, as the operator pleases. I keep
all three, and use whichever I think will
show off the particular flower I an about to
photograph to best advantage and give the
best effect.

Do not place the flowers too close to the
window and well to one side, so that the light
may fall upon them as full as possible. Place
the background well back from the subject,
so that its texture may not show in the pho-
tograph.

The slow isochromatic plate in conjunc-
tion with the color screen should be used in
this work, as it gives absolutely the best tone
values, and the necessary length of exposure
can here be given without undue fear of the
subject moving.

It is always well to use a good-sized
plate in this work, and should advise nothing
smaller that a 654 x 84 camera.

Always stop down the lens sufficiently to
bring everything into sharp focus. I almost
invariably use the smallest stop, for that is

sure to give the best results in delicacy and

,Important Detail
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sharpness of detail. Always do the focusing
with the color screen in place.

One should learn to know his light, so
as to time exposures correctly, for only an
accurately timed plate will give to a print
that delicacy which the chief charm of afowerphotogra; wzLwnelhiouting 

Optical Notes

.01 The Baltimore Optical Co., 28 West Lex-
ington Street, Baltimore, Md., have generally
increased their facilities, augmented the equipment
of their grinding plant, and enhanced the conve-
nience and comfort of their office and salesroom.

,,,tt At the third annual meeting of the Kryp-
tok Association, held in New York City on June
26th and 27th, the following officers were elected :
President, E. B. Meyrowitz, New York ; vice-presi-
dent, Almer Coe, Chicago ; secretary and treasurer,
D. B. Aloe, St. Louis.

ji Leo Wormser, of the Julius King Optical
Company, is spending two months in Montreal,
Quebec, visiting the many quaint points of interest
about that historic old town. He is accompanied
by Mrs. Wormser, and making his headquarters at
the Windsor Hotel Montreal.

.4 George A. Barron, of 3 Winter Street,
Boston, Mass., secretary to the New England
Association of Opticians, has just issued a new
axis chart, which is said to be very valuable for
laying out lenses and adjusting frames. It may ty..
obtained for the cost of mailing.

Huteson-Hannay Co. is the nane of a new
wholesale and prescription optical business that is
being opened at Seattle, Wash. This establish-
ment will be conducted as a branch of J. C. Hute-
son & Co., of Omaha, Nebr., and will carry a
complete jobbing stock for the trade of the terri-
tory tributary to Seattle.

ot Thos. Stanley, who has been associated
as a lens grinder with the James Prentice & Son
Company, New York City, has just left on a two-
months' trip to England and the Continent. Mr.
Stanley was accompanied by his wife and daughter.
This is the first long vacation he has taken in his
twenty years' service with the Prentice company.

• 

Opticiam who have recently visited the
American Optical Company's works at South-
bridge, Mass., have admired the set of resolutions
engrossed and framed by the New England Associa-
tion of Opticians, and sent to the company as a
testimonial to their hospitality and courteous atten-
tion on the occasion of the annual convention of
the New England Association on May 17th.

wit Among the recent matriculates at the
Philadelphia Optical College are : Adolph Reiner,
of S. Reiner 8z Co., jewelers, South Bethlehem,
Pa.; John W. Taylor, optometrist, Ayden, N. C.;
J. H. Feaster, jeweler and optician, Piedmont,

W. Va.; Neville H. Clark, son of George H.

Clark, jeweler, Daytona, Florida ; Benj. Hol-

brook, Coatesville, Pa.; Edwin Le Fevre, M.D.,

Moore's, Pa.; Edwin C. Taylor, Parkersburg,

W. Va.; Francis E. Smith, of C. F. Smith & Sons,

jewelers, Vineland, N. J.; I. P. Longtin, Cleveland,
Ohio ; Elliott 13. Smith, Pittsfield, Mass.; Hersch
Horen, Baltimore, 1\1d.; \V. W. Parker, Richmond,
Va., and Rev. Herman Benmosche, Portsmouth,Va.

Write for free catalogue of The National Col-
lege of Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. —Adv.
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Pat. May 31, '98

" YE PRISCILLA "

N 'D 0

SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

OUR IMPROVED BEST OF ALL
ROLLER REMOVER

Our Never Equaled Patent applied for

Pivot Drill Chuck
and Drilling Device
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Price, $1.5o
Finely

ickel-plated

Once used, you would not be
without it for five times its cost.

Description of Tool.
milled band to clutch in screw ing
down set utit B which holds Pivot

Drill in position. Cis hack center taper which tits tail stock of lathe. D shows rest pin entering
C, or tail-stock spindle. Place Pivot Drill in countersink in the staff to 1)5 drilled. PlDil tip tail-
stock spindle and set thumb-serew, and as the drill enters the staff the opening between c and n
shows the depth you have drilled. This device also lessens the breakage. Price, 75 cents.

We also furnish best quality of Pivot from 4 to 30 thousandth for 30 cents per dozen. Order
either from us or your jobber. In ordering, mention name and kind of lathe used. We also manu-
facture tools for watchmakers jewelers and opticians. Write us for estimates.

Our New

Crown Enlarging Tool
This tool sells for $1.00, and wilt
enlarge inside of crowns fret small
swiss to 18 size. Nickel-plated.

DETROIT WATCH TOOL CO., 516 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich.

SIMONS,
BRO. & CO.

SILVERSMITHS

THIMBLE MAKERS

AND JEWELERS

Oil Sansom Street

PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK

9-1 I Maiden Lane
41 Union Square

"CLINCH"

CHICAGO

103 State Street

Hoffman's Safety Catch for
Scarf Pins

Newest and Most Practical Scarf
Pin Fastener on the Market

Fits any size pin. Its a grip like
a vise. No broken finger nails.
Nothing to get It or order. Neat
and simple. It will not mar the pin.

PRICES
st y le No. I. $1.50 doz.

y le No. 2.
ll,iinan gold, 2.00 doz.

St y le No. 2.
I I K. Gold Plate,
polished, $3.00 doz.

Pi Mid applied for.
N. I. 25 cis. No. 2

Retail price.
25 cts.

35 cts.

50 els.

For sale by all leading jobbers
and material houses, or

THE HOFFMAN
NOVELTY CO.

ALBANY, N. Y.

No. 31 XL

No. 116

How the Clinch is operated.

SOMMER CLOCK MFG. CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

High=Grade

CUCkOOS

Office, Removed to 1106 Columbia Avenue

Ask for Catalogue

SPECIAL OFFER for this fall

on our

HAND=PAINTED CHINA
Send for particulars and Illustrated Catalogues ot

China, Statuary, Steins, etc.

L. W. LEVY (Sc CO.
580=582 13roaclvvEty

New York

When in New York, call and see
US at our NEW location—largest
floor in town devoted to Novelties
for Jewelers

August, '905 TI-1

NEW GOODS do' 'NM

KEYSTONE

rite illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
joy/lumps/ feature of Tut; K I oNE, our t wofold object being to keep the jeweler and
optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the workman at
the bench equally well posted on the newest. inventions and improvements in tools and
appliances.]

New Alarm Clock
We show in the illustration here-

with a new alarm clock having a West-
minster chime attachment of four tunes.
This clock rings continuously for about
fifteen minutes, and is, also equipped
with a stopping attachment. The makers
are A. Bach & Co., New York eity.
The movements are solidly made of
brass with steel pinions, and the cases
are nickel or gold plated. The dials
are white or celluloid, with gilt center
pieces. As an entertaining and ser-
viceable novelty the new chiming alarm
has much interest for the trade,

New Optical Sign
The development of advertising of

late years has given a special importance
to the value of the store sign, and a
demand for novelty and attractiveness
in these devices has been the result. In

the accompanying illustration is shown an interesting symbol for the optical
store, known as " A Winking Eye that Winks," and made by the Geneva
Optical Co., Chicago. ' This sign
is the result of five years of labor
and experimentation. It is • a
substantial device, simple in con-
struction and effective in opera-
tion. It represents the human
eye in natural colors, and winks
by means of the "Fire Ii y "
flasher, so that it is visible from
quite a distance. The iris is
painted on a white porcelain
cornea, and the whole can be
attached to any electric current.
Its size is 19 x 24 inches, it winks
all the time if required, and as
there is no clockwork or such mechanism, there is nothing to get out of

order.

New Fan With Mirror

Among the attractive novelties of the time is the new and interesting

fan shown in the accompanying illustration. This fan is the product of
Ignaz Strauss & • Co., 621
Broadway, New York, who
make a specialty of manufac-
turing such goods. A new
and very unique feature of
the fan under notice is that
it has a mirror mounted on
its side, and therefore fulfills
a double function calculated
to make it popular. It is
made of ostrich feathers, and
can be obtained mounted

either on pearl or tortoise shell. As there is no improvement which would

appeal more irresistibly to " milady" than the fan feature, the innovation

well merits the immediate attention of the trade.

Lathe Chuck for Grinding Watch Crystals

The mechanism of an ingenious lathe chuck for grinding watch crystals

is somewhat imperfectly shown in our illustration. It was invented and
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Patented by A. R. Weaver, a jeweler, of Harvard, Nebr., who claims for
it unusual efficiency for the purpose intended. Its chief features are : A
friction head comprising concavo-convex washers and a similarly-shaped
friction disk of greater diameter clamped
between the washers ; the combination of a
friction disk with washers on opposite sides
of it and a compression screw to clamp the
washers on the disk, one of the washers being
of less diameter than the disk and the latter
having an annular bearing surface project-
ing beyond the plane of the washer ; a
friction head comprising a friction disk having an annular engaging surface
projecting beyond the plane of the disk, and means to secure and rotate it.

Invention as a Department of Business
The inventor is popularly regarded as a man who works alone

for years by himself, following out an impelling idea, which leads
him sometimes to success and fame, often to failure and starva-
tion. That there are still many such " free-lance" inventors,
some of them energetic and ingenious enough to create numerous
marketable inventions and thus maintain financial independence,
is acknowledged by French Strother, in an article on " The
Modern Profession of Inventing," in the World's Work, but he
goes on to assert that these are exceptions, and that the typical
modern inventor is the unknown man who toils with hundreds of his
fellows in what are known as the " inventions departments" of
great factories. Says Mr. Strother :

The great majority of practical inventions are made by a group of men
of whom the public never hears. These men are members of one of the
most complicated and highly organized of the modern professions. Every
great manufacturing concern maintains, under one name or another, an
" inventions department," employing men who are paid various salaries
simply to develop inventions. They are supplied with every mechanical
appliance to facilitate their work ; the bills are paid by the company, and
every invention they make is assigned to the company " in consideration of
salary and one dollar." The General Electric Company, at Schenectady,
N. Y., for example, employs about 800 men who devote much of their time
to developing new ideas. It spends $2,500,000 a year in this development
work. The Westinghouse Companies do the same thing ; so does every
progressive manufacturing concern of any consequence in the United States.
And it is these unknown men, grappling with the every-day, practical
problems of great manufactories, who make most of the inventions of
immediate commercial value.

The inventions departments, the modern development of inventing, are
maintained by the great manufacturing concerns. The National Cash
Register Company, the Hoe Printing Press Company, the United Shoe
Machinery Company, the Bell Telephone Company and many others have
each a corps of men who have displayed the inventive faculty, at work
on salary, developing the inventions needed by the companies. In any one
of these departments new devices are being created that will not be made
public for years to come because they are not yet perfected. The inventions
by the time the public knows them are always months, and usually years, old.
The General Electric Company offers a typical example of the use of the
inventions department. In an establishment employing 20,000 men, a round
$2,500,000 is spent each year in developing patentable inventions. There
are about fifty engin€ers at the head of various departments, and each of
them is expected, as a part of his routine duty, to develop such improve-
ments as are suggested by the needs of his department to keep it in a
position to meet campetition. Last year 1412 ideas were carried to the
management by 300 men as patentable inventions. Of these 797 were found
to be either impracticable or not new. The remaining 615 were developed
by the company to such a degree of perfection that applications for patents
were filed with the Patent Office at Washington. In round. numbers, an
average of 500 patents a year are taken out by the company, every one of
them for a device of immediate commercial value. To handle the legal end
of the company's patent business, drawing tip applications for patents,
carrying them through the Patent Office and conducting suits for infringe-
ment, a corps of twelve lawyers and twenty-eight assistants is maintained
at Schenectady, besides two lawyers at Washington and one in Europe.
These figures give some idea of the dignified proportions of the profession
of inventing ; for this company is only one of scores which carry on similar
work on a greater or lesser scale. Follow one of the 615 inventions patented
last year through all the stages of its development and consider what an
inventions department means when that work is multiplied by 615.

But this is not all. Not only are practicable inventions devel-

oped in this way, but laboratories of research in pure science are

often carried on at a cost of thousands of dollars, in the hope

that discoveries will be made in new fields that can afterward be
utilized.
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Our Representatives are out and in your vicinity.
Defer making your purchases—await. their arrival, as our latest produc-
tions are business and money-makers FOR YOU.

Ask to see the BETSY ROSS
Howard, Waltham, Elgin, Keystone, Philadelphia, Crescent, New England
Cases and Movements.

RAILROAD MOVEMENTS
\_nsonia, Seth Thomas, Sessions and In.4-1-aharn Clocks.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Silver, Bric-a-Brac

WHOLESALE ONLY

LEONARD KROWER
536 and 538 Canal Street NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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The Sommer Clock Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia,

Pa., has changed its location from ton to 1106

Columbia Avenue, that city.

C. L. Bryant, Bethel, Conn., accompanied by

his wife and daughter, Dorothy, has recently been

spending a few weeks at Searsport, Me., on a

vacation.

The Middletown Silver Co., Middletown,

Conn., has purchased the plant formerly used

by the Middletown Plate Co. The expansion in

productive facilities was necessitated by the com-

pany's growing business.

The copartnership hitherto existing between

W. P. Hanna and W. J. Eroe, in the firm of Hanna

& Eroe, 58 Washington Street, New Castle, Pa.,

has been dissolved by mutual consent, W. J. Eroe

having retired. The business will be continued by

W. P. Hanna.

Francis D. Bancroft, the jeweler, of Waukesha,

Wis., has-purchased the James Bivins residence on

Wisconsin Avenue, in that city. He now enjoys

the advantage of residing within two and a half

blocks of his store and three and a half of the

center of the city.

J. Weinstein, wholesale and retail jeweler and

optician, 1501 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va., has

found it necessary to devote his personal attention

to business at headquarters, and accordingly the

territory heretofore covered by him is now tra-

versed in his interest by M. Perrell.

C. P. Hall, the Saginaw, Mich., watchmaker

and jeweler, has been receiving the sympathy of

his numerous friends upon the demise, some time

ago, of his daughter, Ellen J. Hall, under whose

name the business has hitherto been conducted.

In the meantime he is running the business under

his own name.

Clay Henry, who some months ago discon-

tinued business as a retail jeweler at Portsmouth,

Ohio, has re-established in that line at Ironton,

Ohio, his home town, where he had formerly been

in business for twenty years. Jeweler Henry

naturally has hosts of friends in fronton, and this,

coupled with the continuous growth of that center,

augurs well for his future in the trade.

The Shoe City Loan and Jewelry Co., Brock-

ton, Mass., have become established in their new

jewelry store at 38 Main Street, where they will be

glad to receive their many friends and customers.

The new store is a large, commodious and well-

fixtured one. Hereafter their loan business will

be carried on separately from the other, a special

room having been equipped for it.with an entrance

on Ward Street.

The Ontario Gazelle announces the incorpora-

tion, under the Ontario companies' act, of A.

Rosenthal & Sons, Limited, of Ottawa. This com-

pany has been formed to acquire and take over

the jewelry manufacturing and diamond-selling

business now carried on by A. Rosenthal. The

share capital is placed at $too,000, divided into

moo shares of $too each. The charter has been

granted to A. Rosenthal, Sr., Samuel Rosenthal,

Martin Rosenthal, Harry Rosenthal and Adolph

Rosenthal.

Emanuel Schuh, detective sergeant, depart-

ment of police, Buffalo, N. Y., recently found on

the person of a prisoner a valuable watch which is

believed to have been stolen, and the owner of

which he desires to identify. It has a heavy

hunting-case, 18-karat gold, a calendar dial and a

Geneva no.1-magnetic movement. Any one claim-

ing this timepiece, however, will have to furnish

the number on the case and on the movement.

Wm. B. Watts, chief inspector of police, Bos-

ton, Mass., desires information of Anatole L.

Cartes, a journeyman jeweler, who until May 21,

1905, worked for Geo. A. Barron, 3 Winter Street,

Boston, and then suddenly disappeared with his

554-year-old daughter, Dorothy. His wife and

family fear he has met with foul play, and it is on

their behalf that information is desired. Jeweler

Caries is 35 years old, 5 feet 8 inches high, weighs

125 pounds, and has reddish hair and moustache.

Prominent among the recent trade visitors to

the United States from foreign countries is Toku-

taro Osawa, managing director of the well-known

wholesale watch and jewelry house of Osawa &

Co., Kyoto, Japan. Mr. Osawa made an inspec-

tion of the watch movement and case factories

during his tour of the country, and was much in-

terested in the ingenious machinery and processes

of manufacture. From the United States he will

go to London, thence to France and Germany, and

return home via the Suez Canal. In addition to its

large establishment in Kyoto, the firm of Osawa &

Co. has branches in Osaka and Kobe, and also in

Sydney, N. S. W.

The Power of Persistence

By way of proving how persistence may accom-

plish the seemingly impossible, a lecturer recently

told the following story : A very interesting experi-

ment was made a short time ago in one of our

great rolling mills. A bar of steel weighing half a

ton was suspended vertically by a slender chain.

Near by a cork from a bottle was suspended by a

silk thread. The cork was started to swinging so

that it struck gently against the steel bar. Of

course, it made not the slightest impression. But

the motion of the cork was continued, and at

regular intervals it struck the great bar of steel in

exactly the same place. Five minutes passed and

still no effect was noted on the bar. After ten

minutes, however, the bar gave evidence of feeling

uncomfortable. A sort of nervous chill crept over

it. At the end of twenty minutes the chill gave

way to distinct vibration, and fifteen minutes later

the great bar was swinging like the pendulum of a

clock. A single week or month of advertising is

merely a blow or two of the cork against the bar of

steel. Its effect is absolutely nothing. It is money

and effort wasted, but the continuous, persistent

hammering, week after week, month after month,

is just as sure to start the pendulum of business

swinging your way as day is to follow night.

Cultivating the Memory

Remembering the names and identity of every

person one comes into contact with is a pretty neat

accomplishment, and it is one of inestimable value.

There is hardly a man living who has not been

unspeakably embarrassed at some time in his career

by being unable to " place " another whom he has

accidentally encountered upon the street or in

some public place and by whom he has been
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greeted with apparent great friendliness and cordi-

ality. In trade it won't do at all to forget who's

who, and the more incidents remembered in con-

nection with the former meeting the better.

A man long experienced in affairs and in youth

afflicted of the unhappy failing of being unable to

remember names relates how he overcame the

difficulty. He entered business for himself and

quickly discovered that it was a sore inconvenience

to be unable to call the names of his customers.

Indeed, he often embarassed them and himself by

getting them confounded. " Jones," an intimate

friend, said one day after witnessing a trivial mix-

up, " pretty soon you'll have to go out and read

the sign to see who's running this store." That

aroused Jones to the point of reprisal on himself,

and this is what he did, as he narrates it : " When

introduced to a stranger I said little, but insisted on

having the name announced to me clearly. I

mentally repeated it three times, and tried to

associate it with something, as William Greenleaf'

brought the idea of green leaves, June, leafy

boughs, and so on ; ' William ' became associated

with Emperor William of Germany. It was all the

work of a brief moment, then I proceeded with

my end of the conversation, studying the person's

countenance and the physical characteristics from

the Bertillon standpoint and getting a mental im-

pression of them. As speedily as possible after the

meeting I wrote the name, address and a few facts

about the new acquaintance in a pocket memoran-

dum book. This I read over once a day for three

or four days. Soon I found that I remembered

these men instantly on second meeting and they

never became hazy after that. Eventually the first

mental impression, dwelt on strongly a moment,

was sufficient to keep a name and identity associa-

ted forever, but I have clung to the habit of writing

the names, addresses and occupation of all business

acquaintances in a book."

Self-heating Soldering Iron

The operation of soldering is a much more

exacting one than the inexperienced person imag-

ines as he witnesses the facility with which it is

conducted under favorable circumstances. It re-

quires a knowledge and expertness which is

secured only from long practice to have the iron at

the proper degree of heat and the surfaces to be

joined in the necessary condition of absolute clean-

liness before the solder will flow. Unless all of

these requirements have been complied with, the

amateur will be surprised to find that the leaden

stick will not be influenced in the least by the

application to the heat of the soldering tool.

The expert workman who is sure of his ground

is somewhat hampered in his work by the fact that

there is much time lost while he is waiting for the

iron to heat. A novelty in the line of tinsmiths'

tools has been recently introduced to the trade,

which is a self-contained soldering iron, dispensing

with the use of the charcoal fire usually made use

of for the purpose of heating the iron. This tool

is self-heating. The handle contains a supply of

gasoline and is fed to the copper point by means of

a pressure generated automatically from the heat.

It is merely necessary to give the copper point an

initial heating by means of an alcohol lamp. The

latter operation requires about five or six minutes,

and after that the device is self-acting as long as

the fuel supply holds out. The consumption of

the fuel can be accurately regulated, and thus it is

possible to adjust the heat of the copper to any

desired point for different kinds of work.
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STYLE IN

I 

Nothing so well reflects the tone of a jewelry store as stylish engraving.
But how is style mastered?
By right teaching from the start.
The only book on engraving that always keeps in view style and art in
execution is the well-known treatise,

THE ART OF ENGRAVING
This book was written by a recognized master of style in engraving
and an experienced teacher of the art.
It is teacher and text-book all in one, being simple in statement and
lucid in explanation.

Over 200 original illustrations by the author

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (ós. 3d.)

PUBLISHED BY

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown."Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

"I didn't understand what a Record Book of
Watch Repairs meant till I saw your book.
I would not be without it now."

Such is a Melbourne jeweler's view of the

Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
All other jewelers speak of it in similar terms, If you saw it you would be similarly impressed.

Besides wide columns for name and address of the customer and for the repairs made and remarks,
there are the following:

Check
No.

Date
Received

- - -

Date
Promised

– ---

Date
Delivered

--

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION
Repaired

by
Private
Number

Amount
Charged

Movement
I Movement

Number
_

Case
Case
Number

Such a record tells the complete story. Each book has space for 1600 entries of watch repairs,
. contains 120 pages, and measures 9 x I I inches. Bound in cloth, with leather back and corners.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $7.00 (4s. 2d.)

PUBLISHED BY

THE KEYSTONE, loth & Brown Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Annual Meeting of the American
Association of Retail Jewelers

The American Retail Jewelers' Association

held its annual convention at the Hotel Normandie,

Detroit, Mich., on July 25th. Over 200 jewelers,

representing nine different States, were in attend•

ance. The meeting was called to order by the

president, Max Jennings, of St. Clair, Mich., who

opened with an address of welcome, which was

listened to very attentively by the large gathering.

He said:

Members of the American Retail Jewelers'
Association:—In calling this, our second annual
meeting, to order, and addressing to you a few
words of welcome, I do so with a degree of satis-
faction and pleasure that it would be impossible
for me to put into words. In behalf of the execu-
tive committee I greet you and extend to you the
right hand of fellowship and welcome. I take it
that we are all here in a common cause—that is,
the betterment of the conditions now prevailing in
the jewelry trade. We are glad to see so many
here, and trust that each and everyone of you will
be benefited by attending this meeting, and return
home with a feeling that your time has been well
spent. I have often been asked the question:
What is the object of your association ? I am aware
that many jewelers, even some who are members
of the association, are not able to answer this ques-
tion intelligently. I will, therefore, quote a part
of the preamble to our constitution, which con-
cisely states the purpose of organizing.

As the trade has long recognized the necessity
of co-operative work for protection against trade
abuses, it is the purpose of the American Retail
Jewelers' Association to furnish such protection as
far as possible and be the means through which all
may work together to bring about conditions more
favorable to the retail jewelers. That there is need
of such an organization as ours, grows more and
more apparent as time goes on. Our association is
yet in its infancy, but the enthusiasm shown by the
retailers everywhere is evidence that the American
jeweler is beginning to sit up and take notice.

The growth of our association is just begin-
ning to spread out in all directions, and to.day we
have interested and enthusiastic members in nine
different States, we being the only jewelers' organi-
zation in America that makes any pretensions to
being a national one.

It has been the policy of the executive corn-
mittee, and I trust that it will continue to be, to
conduct the affairs of the association in a reason-
able, conservative manner, such as will secure the
good will and co-operation of all branches of the
trade. In our judgment the good will of the trade
in all its various branches will do more to promote
the good work and success of the organization than
antagonistic and radical measures. We are begin-
ning to see the wisdom of this policy in many ways,
and are now reaping some of its results.

The manufacturers are beginning to see that
it is to their interest to work with us rather than
ignore or oppose us. The association as yet has
had no remarkable growth, nor has it accomplished
aaything great in the way of results, but I consider
it as being established on a firm and lasting founda-
tion, and that it will soon become of great influ-
ence in the jewelry world.

That we have not had an abnormal growth
should not be considered at all discouraging. The
great and lasting things of life are of slow growth.
You can a raise a vine that will bear pumpkins a
foot through in three months, but at the first blast
of winter it gives up the ghost and is a thing of the
past. But the mighty monarch of the forest that
spreads its branches toward the sky, delighting us
with its beauty and its welcome shades, with-
standing storms and wintry blasts of centuries, was
many generations in its growth. So with our asso-
dation, its growth has been at all times steady and
healthy, and we may well congratulate ourselves

for the progress we are making. Thanking you

for your attention, once more I extend to you a
sincere welcome to our meeting.

The following committee on resolutions was

then appointed by the president : W. W. Sheldon,

Adrian, Mich.; G. J. Daum, Augusta, Ky.; John J.

Jantz, Jr., Detroit. The president also appointed

the following members as a committee on nomina-

tions : W. W. Bridges, Marine City; Mich.; V. C.

Morse, Ithaca, Mich., and Chas. Montfort, Utica,

Mich.
After accepting the reports of the secretary

and treasurer, a discussion arose as to whether a

national stamping act was desirable. The follow-

ing committee was appointed to consider and re-

port the matter later : XV. F. King, chairman,

Adrian, Mich.; 0. B. Hull, Belding, Mich., 0. H.

Lutz, Ann Arbor, Mich.; G. J. Daum, Augusta, Ky.

The committee reported later in favor of such

a law.
A paper on "Simple, Time-Saving System of

Stock Numbering," was read by Edward R. Roehrn,

of Detroit. A paper by F. W. Jameson, of Ashton,

Iowa, entitled " Organization of Retail Jewelers,"

was well received, as was also a paper by

W. J. Lawlor, of Ripon, \Vis., on the subject,

" The Association ; Its Value."

Max Jennings

The newly-elected officers for the ensuing year

are : Max Jennings, St. Clair,: Mich., president ;

A. B. Hull, Belding, Mich., vice-president ; E. R.

Roehm, Detroit, secretary ; John J. Jantz, Jr.,

treasurer.
The local jobbers, opticians and manufacturers

took the association members in hand and enter-

tained them with an enjoyable boat ride along the

beautiful Detroit River, and the ride was followed

by a game supper at Wolff's Point, on the Canadian

shore. The " Jewelers' Outing " was an immense

success, to say the least. A notable feature of the

outing was the strong representation of jewelers

from Adrian, Mich. These enterprising fellows

" closed shop " and all came down with their wives

and families: As one jeweler aptly remarked :

" You couldn't get a watch key in Adrain to-day

for fifty cents, or a watch glass for a dollar and

half."
Such loyalty to the association deserves com-

mendation. The stay at Wolff's was of • some

length, which gave every one an opportunity to

stretch themselves and regale the inner-man before

the return trip. The association passed a resolu-

tion extending- a vote of thanks to the jobbers,

opticians and manufacturing jewelers for the

hospitality and good will which they enjoyed.

The entertainment committee consisted of the

following : Theo. Gorenflo, of Noack & Gorenflo,

chairman ; Henry Lutz, of H. W. Steere, and Mr.

Mathauer, of Mathauer & Koester.
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The following jobbers, manufacturing jewelers

and wholesale and manufacturing opticians con-.

tributed toward making this entertainment a success: .

Noack & Gorenflo, the E. H. Pudrith Co., H. W.

Steere, Burr, Patterson & Co., Weyhing Bros. &

CO., J. F. Plimly, F. A. Drexel, Berkey Cash

Jewelry Co., Mathauer & Koester, Kunz & Rogers,

W. F. Schultz, Gmeiner & Schroeder, Johnston

Optical Co., Charlesworth Optical Co., Kennedy

Optical Co., Bromley Plating Works.

Just before going aboard the steamer a very

good picture of the entire aggregation was taken

at the dock.
It was decided that. the next convention, which

would also be held in Detroit, would be of longer

duration than this one.

Detroit Notes

Detroit has just passed through the hottest

July in a great many years, which intensified the

usual midsummer lull in business. The thermome-

ter favored the nineties the greater part of the

month, and all who could leave the city did so.

Those who remained at home did little shopping,

and business dropped off very materially. All

the wholesale houses are receiving their new fall

goods and are busily preparing their travelers with

new lines to take out next month. The new goods

this year are very handsome and the jobbers look

for a very good fall trade.
S. T. Wood, East Tawas, Mich., has moved

his stock of jewelry to Foley, Minn. W. B. Mur-

ray, of the former place, has moved to Mr. Wood's

old quarters, which have been entirely renovated.

W. T. Walker, traveling representative for

Noack & Gorenflo, spent the month of July on his

farm, near Grand Rapids, Mich.

S. M. Cooley moved recently from Mayville,

Mich., to Corunna, Mich. Mr. Cooley had been

engaged in the jewelry business at the former

place for about eighteen years.
Paul Stamson, Muskegon, was in Detroit re-

cently to take part in the motor cycle races.

Among the buyers from different towns in the

State recently in Detroit, were : Robt. Walker,

Dexter ; W. H. Skeman, Wyandotte ; E. H.

Cressy, Saline ; E. S. Barnes, Rochester ; 0. H.

Lutz, Ann Arbor ; W. W. Hicks, Tecumseh ; F. N.

Prude, Pontiac ; Max Jennings, St. Clair ; W. W.

Bridges, Marine City.

A Memory Ring

If people persist in forgetting the things they

want to do it is not the fault of the horde of inven-

tors, who have furnished innumerable devices for

making such lapses of memory inexcusable. You

can have this memory prodder attached to your

watch chain, to your ring, to your spectacles or to

your watch itself. The time-honored custom of

tying a string around the finger is quite obsolete.

One form of such device is a ring formed of wire

much after the style of the now almost forgotten

flexible wire garters and sleeveholders. The ring,

which is comparatively inconspicuous, will, by

reason of design, fit anyone's finger. It carries a

setting designed to afford space for making nota-

tion of the specific datails to be executed. Another

such reminder takes the form of an attachment to

cover the case of your watch, it being presumed

that some time during the day you will consult

your timepiece, and so be confronted with the

memorandum which is written on a round disk

fitted to the watch case and carried by the stem.
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Do You Want To
Increase Sales .

If you are at a stand-
still, it is time to put new
life into your business.

If trade is not corn-
ing your way, there is a

way to make it come—a way to turn
all of your goods into cash at once and
to give your business a fresh start.
Why drag along when a week or so
of Mitchell & Tillotson service will
make things move, build up your bank
account and give you an advertising
such as you never have had?

No doubt you have on hand a lot
of stock that is earning you nothing.
It is tied-up capital ; that capital ought
to be turned over several times a year
at a good profit, and you are losing
money when it isn't.

May be you do not think well of
auction sales. Let us show you what
some jewelers think of our method of
holding auctions, We have been retail
jewelers ourselves and have been
selling jewelry and kindred goods for
more than twenty years. Not only do
we succeed in selling stocks where
other supposedly-good auctioneers
have abandoned attempts, but we have
often sold more goods in a few weeks
than the jeweler had sold in a year,
selling his stock right straight through
at a good profit—not working off
cheap goods only.

We avoid the common mistakes
of auctioneers ; we do not sell shoddy,
we draw to our sales the best class of
buyers. We do not misrepresent We
do not exaggerate. A jeweler never
loses trade because of our auctions ;
we better his reputation.

We can hold a profitable auction
for you in any month of the year, this
month as well as any other. Wouldn't
you like to have us convert all your
stock into cash ? Tell
us about your business.
We will hold your letter
strictly confidential and
write you at once, giving
you some valuable advice.

Mitchell & Tillotson
Jewelers' Auctioneers, 37 Maiden Lane, New York

"OUR NEW SYSTEM
GETS THE CASH"

and we are to-day the recognized Lead-
ing Jewelry Auctioneers of America.

Remember
These
Cold V
Facts • •

IVe guarantee ymi agdinst
I( ss; your reputatnni remains
the sante aner we finish ; you
secure the services or two re-
liable and sober auctioneers at
the cost olone. 'We never mis-
represent the quality, and you

can :dways depend on us to fill our engagements.
\Se Ivill make pair sale, and will positively

guarantee that 0111' new method willN produce the required results.

F. WORCESTEll

H. S. Lilins, Hattiesburg, Nliss. (2 sales)
A. NI. Cook, lAtti rel, Nliss. (2 sales)
Selutmil Nlay, .\
A. I. Nelson, color:nlo City, Colo.
V. D. Nlorris A, co., NIL Pleasant, Iowa. (2sales)
A. S. Ilarshharger, Girard, Ill.
Rosenhlatt 1111.14.11,11,010, N. C.
A, I. De,hottillous, Savannah, (la.
Laurel Jewelry Co., Laurel,
.1. P. 'haler, Clarl;sditle, Miss.
.10e Freeholder, Memphis, Tenn. (2 sales)
S. IIc licalinemt, Texas.
NI. NIaloney, Itirtninglutio, Ala. 12 sales)
Douglas Jewelry Co., Guthrie, Dkla. 12 sales)

K. crofters. Itloontingion, Ill.
Geo. NA. I■ arc,. Newtt on, Kans.
NVIter111 .1/4 Soo. Lea% en worth, 1.1u1s.
Stockton .1/4 \\ hi I tentore, Denver, Colo,

Worcester & Glendore
AUCTIONEERS

• \Vire or write any Ills. l'our letters
will Is, treated st riet • confidential.
We ret'er to the Following:

2Nri‘ Mill .1;11,:k I & King. St. Louis, NI,
I. G. call, \Vayneslatrg. la. sales1
iless ,1/4 Stager, Jacksonville, Fla. (2 sales)
Dirs. Ellen Nlercer, Birmingham, Ala.

THE BEST SEASON
FOR AUCTION SALES

is all the year round if the sales are properly conducted.

I have successes to my credit for every week and month in
the y.ear, for cities and towns of all sizes and for jewelry
businesses of all dimensions. I guarantee a complete and
profitable sale in every case, irrespective of all considerations,
provided the character of the jeweler and his stock is such as
entitle him to my services. I know by experience, and almost
by intuition, when a successful sale is possible, and will
assure you in advance.

My patrons are the reputable jewelers who are jealous
of their good name and business standing. I see to it that
both are safeguarded. The MARTIN SALE means success
by straight methods and sheer individual genius in the art.

Write me to-day.

S. MARTIN
Jewelers' Auctioneer

524 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. H. H. GLENDORE

MANOR & McCONNELL
America's Premier Jewelry Auctioneers

tot6 Main Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Sales made in any part
of the English-speaking
world for the legitimate
jewelry trade.

If y o u contemplate
holding a sale of your
jewelry stock in the near
attire, we would advise
that you write us for
terms, etc. Upon appli-
cation, we will mail. you
our Booklet on Auctions,
containing references, etc.
No stock too large or

fine for us to successfully
handle.

Long Distance Telephone
Number North 245

784 First Street

Milvvaukee, Wis.

j. V.

MOROSS

jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-brac and
Art China

I GUARANTEE
PROFITS ON ALL

SALES

Standard Work on
Watch and Clock Escapements

Address

MANOR & McCONNELL

No goods misrepre-
sented. Over twenty
years' experience. I
thoroughly understand
the price of goods with-
out asking, which saves
time and money.

NO STOCKS TOO LARGE ; NONE TOO SMALL

Write me now and secure a dating for either now or this fall. Best of
reference and terms furnished.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Io16 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Long Distance Phone 1765

St. Louis, Mo., Office—Room 634 Century Building
Long Distance Phone 1175C Kinlock

Address J. V. MO ROSS
315 West Fifth Street DAYTON, OH10

The new book entitled " Watch and Clock Escapements is
the most masterly treatise ever compiled on the lever, cylinder and
chronometer escapements. This book is a complete education on
practical horology, and much superior to any correspondence course
yet devised. Nearly 200 original illustrations elucidate the text.
No watchmaker or student of watchmaking should be without this
book.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s• 3d•)
PUBLISHED BY

The Keystone) 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, l'a.



114 W. Baltimore St.
BALTIMORE

Watches, Jewelry and Novelties

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Victory Button Back

GERHARDT BROS.
1, of

Diamond Mountings
Class Pins and Badges

Victory Attachments

Samples and New Price-List on application

[ 

BARGAINS jewelry
IN

American Movements
and Swiss Watches
We send selection packages on demand.
We carry the best material and sup-

plies at reduced prices.
An assortment of disemdinued Amer-

ican movements always on hand.
We do work for the trade.

Sem/ foe Imle sl List .

Philip Katz 0 Co.
51-53 Maiden Lane

New York

A HEALTHY JEWELER HAS AN
APPETITE FOR EVERY

GOOD THING

SANGER'S EMERY RING BUFFS

Individual instructions in

Watch Repairing, Engrav-

ing and Optics

Only a limited number of students
taken at. a time

SEND EOlt CATALOG

1371
Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case

Repairing for the Trade
Send for our Price-List

Our Motto: Quick Service
Work returned sante day as received

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
81 W. Court St. Memphis, 'Fenn.

LON BARNHART, Springfield. Ohio
Ilanufsiclurvr ur Flue

Watch & spectacle
Elertric Illuminated 111111

N"'"111"""""''''' Durable, Elegant and At t ract IN

EIES1' SKINS ON BARTH
Send for Catalogue

)‘, JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
0 4c, Enquiries solicited by

C. B.  RICHARD & CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

Engraved Souvenir Spoons

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

Make 's of

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

THE KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Ina Small ROSEWOOD MOITLDING

STEEL LINF.D CASE

NVe Challenge t \ •■■11.1 to l'rothiee a
Itct mr

FRED. A. HASKELL

" I have had my extra watch \ York done 1.y
U number ol' ' watchmakers for the trade' with

to me, since which time have found your work W. H. Craftsth—s 1,11,,, you were recommended
as near perfect as it is possible to make it."

W. E. tillAiEP,,
June 6, 1005 Norwalk, (MM.

210 Pearl ,S7., Buffalo, N. Y.

This holder and driver is unsur-
passed for fastening clock move-
ments In their eases, and for Ilriv-
ing screws in places inaceessildc to
the hand: It has been greatly im-
proved in temper and holding power
and is now the best screw driver in
the market, used with or without
the holder (the spring turns hack
Ott tang, flaking a common driver).
.11. Is simply perfect. Dave added
new machinery and ant enabled
thereby to sell them at a lower
price. The blade is of the finest
tool steel and will not turn in
handle.

Rt-ice, 315 Conte;

Order one front your dealer, er send stamps to

S. I. SNYDER
Clearfield, Rte.

Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

CHICAGO

Makers of all Kinds of

The great advertis-
ing season is now at
hand. Prepare for it
hy sending us a postal
for sample sheet of
illustrations specially
prepared for use in
the advertising mat-
ter of Jewelers and
opticians. These cuts
can be had at a mere-
ly nominal price

The Keystone
19th and Brown Ste.
Philadelphia, Pa.

In future

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

1Vrite for illustrated circular

will be known by
the signature on
the card of

Light I5c. a Month
One Quart Gasoline
burns 18 hours in our

All others are imitations and are an infringe-
ment on patent:. All infringements w i II 'c
prosecuted to the full extent of law.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 126 State Street, Chicago

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelro Sample Trunks anti Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

561 Broadway 688 Broadway
Below rortlandt lit vet Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

{
Correct in principle.

High-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power .Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. (S John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby Street, Rockford III.

Have You
Faith in Your
Repair Work?

GUARANTEES

WATCH REPAIRS

THE KEYSTONE

Tf you have not used
or seen them, write
for our K. S. Catalog.
I ttellsallahoutthem
and our other lamps
and systems. Over
125,000 BRILLIANTS
sold during the last
6 years.

EVERY LAMP
GUARANTEED

51 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Do you wish others to have faith in it ? If so, hack

each job with a signed guarantee. The best 1)i-al to use
is that in

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSt-IES

12 UREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

_---------

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFs

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING 

BRUSHES

SAT1SVACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

.NIONEY 
REFUNDED

It assures the customer and safeguards you. The book
has 200 printed guarantee forms witli stubs. Each guar-
antee is 3% x 71/ inches.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price

$1.00 (45.2d.)

15.1h
.;:rj1

olomattuail oltir,,,".• •

14=;10 1 , Snap complete

[:::10 2. Outside of Snap

Ige=) 3, Inside of Snap

100-Candle Power

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 State Street, CHICAGO

and

Non-pull-out Neck Chain
Snap is a patented snap that
insures the wearer against
loss of

CHAIN or CHARM
for it positively will not pull
out.

Made in ID and 14 Karat Gold

Our patent fasten- Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
ing on all rings. Button Back. Eur hard soldering
Can be applied to Can be applied to any button.

any ring. Write for our New Catalogue of Ring

"Green's Imperial" Safety Guards
(Patent Applied for)

PROTECTION MMINST

No.
80

ine
Gun
Metal
$1.00
per
doz.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Latest, Simplest,
Neatest, Best

For Scarf Pins, Studs, Nat
Pins, Brooches, Etc.

Instantly Adjusted by one
turn of Screw

WILL PIT ANY SIZE PIN

Arranged on handsom, cards,
showing retail price,

25 cents each

F. H. JACOBSON CO.Cuts are exact size Note jobber cannot !Ripply your wants, write direct

209 State Street Chicago

W. GREEN & CO.. Manufacturers. 6 Maiden Lane, New York Send for Our New Price•List

to us, the manufacturers

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

Can be had of the following'
Wholesale Selling Agents :

Messrs. W. Green Sc Co.
6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

M. Sickles & Sons
PHILADELPHIA

mm E. 8,L J. SWigarI
CINCINNATI

mm Swartchild & Co.
CHICAGO

Nordman Brothers
SAN FRANCISCO

mm Leonard Krower
NEW ORLEANS

Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.
ST. Louis

mm E. A. Cowan St Co.
BOSTON

it Karat { silmrit,s7.00
Large, 7.50

J Small, 6.00
io Karat 1 Large, t;.r,tlil l ii

Gold Filled 2."
( Large, 2.'1'5
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Is Tin: OPENING GP (11' 11 PALI. TERNI. If yen want te learn

Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics
wma t.,icaril it right
NVant leani it thermighly
Want to learn It in ;I short time

yt Nv.k NT To \'l'I' •:NI liIIf oN VI It. \ TE.
See ad. MI Inig( 1302, this issue. Send fer 4411r 1 11114,111S, 11 git es

11111 information.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F.W. Schuler, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

"GRID" A new game just out. Lively,instruc-i and interesting rot wear.
Mg rings. Price, 25e. Wanted,
smile jeweler in every lewn III
Si.11 1111S. II Will 1100111 3'0111 ring
trade.Sample pack, line ;I wo,:anc.;
eight, $1.00. Sem prepaid unity
on receipt ofpriem.Ask your jot -
hit fer Wells' Perfect Ring Ad-
usters. or I will send at once an
assorted 1 doz.I0 K.gold,$3.75;

1 doz. u.ie filled, $2.00;1 doz. metal. 85c.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on seleet ion to reliable
man it eat it ri lig jewelers

L. W. STIL WELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

Learn Telegraphy & R. R. Accounting
s50 lii s100 per month salary assured our

graduates tinder bond. You don't pay us until
you lin, e ni position. Largest system of telegraph
scheels io America. Endorsed hy all lailway
ollieials. lio,ralors always 01 dentriud. Ladies
also admit R.,1, w rite for Cal ni,,g,w.

MORSE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY
0. mond., N. I .ttii,nta. Si.

In enc.., a is. Texarkana. Tax. San Francine°. Cal.

Souvenir Spoons
of any locality.
• Buildings

engraved
in bowls.

'nat.., and cheap-
est Sotoenir Fponn
Engraterla America

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR . PROVIDENCE, R. I.

When I Started a Jewelry Store
I wanted a way a guaranteeing watches that.
would stiti,fy the et's:tomer and safeguard myself.

411,vi,441 ,11411 a g111111111114, :Ind 11;111 a 1.1 1111

111:1111:, 14111114411.

Slam. 144901114. W1 1111,11111 111,11114111111.11 M11111, 140

hail thmo copyrighted awl has ■• s4.141 a good
many.

They :ire " i ,uIuululflhu, IF S:des" nuud "
111111, Ii fit!: KIT:dr," put up II 1444411:s.

Either Imind eesis

No. 2 Size, 2 to page, $1.00
I, 3 3 44 

1.50

" 5 " 5" " 2.25
The No. '2 size can lie expressed er mailed for

III the No. 3 fin: 15 ets., and N..... ler 2.. ets.
l'ou van buy them trom your jobber 111' frollt

1-1ARRN'

G.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
Silver Plating,
Satin Finish.
Engraving

and
Engine-

Hirai ng
(Imaging, Old

Mon11.1inneidles
Om, to take

ameenvin S. W.
/110,6Ineld. my

opeolnity.
OLD CASES

MADE NEW
Silversmiths'
Building.
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

LINDNER & CO.
Jewelcr.s'

S. W. cor. Fourth and Walnut

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Fountain and Special Mainsprings

Write for Price-List

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

.4fd,eyou 

•,at.
.3 ..*/ 1,),4.,:! T:1 rl

For Scarf Pine, Studs and Lace
Pius. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price,$1.50 per doz. For
salebyall wholesale jewelers:Ind nuiterialhouses.
Samplebytnall,25e; in 10K. gold,$1.00;14K.$1.25.
M.011OHN,eku..sulamdr.4.8 & 50 MaidenLane.N.Y.

BEA
WATCHMAKER
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The Art isail 24-page Illustrated Book, " How
tette a Watchmaker" free. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, Globe Building, St. Paul,

$9500.00
Gross Profit a Year

With a Stock of About
$12,000.00

Business for the last few years
footed up about $23,500 a year.
You can run the store, keep a
Watchmaker and pay your own
salary for about $300.00 a month.
A good business man can clear
from $5000.00 to P000.00 a year.

I Have Done It and
You Can Do It

The business is here. The best
town on the coast, of about 3000
inhabitants ; large country to get
trade from. Good, up- to-date

Clean Stock and
Excellent Reputation

Change of climate, reason for
selling. We mean business, and
will prove every statement here
made to be correct. If you are
looking for a good, money-making
business, write at once to

Jos. Mayer & Bros.
SEATTLE, WASH.

,Wheit writini;• to advertisers,
mention The Keystone

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ment s, THREE CENTS per vord.

U mier all headings except "Situations
Wanted," TH REE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and allure-
viat•  C I it 4 WMAS, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial letter.

To insure insertion money must ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach ire not lat er than
the 25th of each  th for insertion in
the following month's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enelomed.

The real name and address of every
advert iser in Wit accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers whit are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in wit i ell their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Toiler this heading. ONE l'ENT wor.1, for Next

Ilvenl)-11,mtr.144. Additional words nod 114144,114.441104..144,
111111/..14 CENTS per mint. Ni tolrerll.e  ut Inserted
for less I loot 15 rents.

posrrioN by fine watchmaker and jeweler, 8

▪ 

years' exp.; 3 years ati examiner in \Valtham
Watch Ce. Address, it T. Munro, 765 Wood-
ward hsr,iir, New I t.tven, h 111111.

POSITII/N us Wah.111..11141 1 1', ,Mweler and sales-
, man ; nmod fellew ; tools furnished. Had
exp.; net (11fra id to worli. Kansas or Nebraska
pref. "Il los," earl. Keystone.
VOUNG 111;111, 21, wants position as assistant

watchmaker, good on clock and job work.
Terms reasonable ; good refs. Ad., " T 117,"
care Keystone.
POSITION on the road as traveling salesman
by a watchmaker and engraver of 15 years'

exp., aecustomed to handling city trade.
,i \v 114," care Keystone.
11001 I with:In-maker, jeweler and opt Minn would
U like pesition at once. J. e. AkKelvey,
Demes, Ghia
pElf NI A N po,ii ion by young, married man

capable taking charge of department or store.
Exp. as watchmaker, jeweler, optician and sales-
man. Have all tools. Would take goal pesit ion
as second watchmaker. " C 112," care 1:eysteite.
posITION about Sept. 1. Watchmaker,

111110 optician, plain engraver ; experieneed
in R. R. work. $25 per week. "II 106," care
Keystone.

pRACTICA young man as salesman. Thor-
'. mighty experienced in every line of the
jewelry, silver and diamond business. First-
class store only. " C 109," care Keystone.

fl001) watchmaker and engraver, familiar with
" railroad watches; go any place. Ref, present
emplever. C. It. Smith, 68 Beverley Street,
'feroitio,

VIIIST-CL.% SS watchmaker, jeweler and plain
engraver, age 26, wants permanent positiolt

with reliable Ii rtrr ; 10 years' exp. Own bench
and tools, up en railroad work. Itef.; photo.,
samples et' engraving on request. Sttlary, $20.
ddress, I I. I,. Morris, Newton, Iowa. 

iI IE 32, and :LH fe's exp. in high-grade. foreign
A and American watch work-optician, en-
gra von'. .th took :UM trial case. Can take
charge tor retail business. Chas. Shanar,

Iii.

ItST-c1,.%SS watchmaker, engraver, clock
I and ;jewelry repairer, nol afraid of work or
long !lours. Permanent Isisition of more im-
portance than salar);. " II 14S," care 1:e);stone.

posITIoN by young man, watchmaker, en-
graver, jeweler, ,,''run mourn optician, good

salesman. Best ref.; Idlio pref. Address,
1'..1. l'.," Ili Belmont Ave., NIL Vernon, Ohio.

y Vninnntg map. as first-class letter and 11101111-

gram engraver and salesman. " 11 142,"
care I:eystone.

A ATI 'II NI A K At wants permanent position.
No lIlA man ; 2(1 years' exp. in limiest watch

and clock repairing. Bench, lathe mind tools.
Hen% 1-1 intend, Nlountain in.

ItY watchmaker, engraver, optician, stone-
" setter ; 17 years exp. American, married ;
no liquor or 1111,611dt V. $25 weekly ; close at Cr.
"P 145," earl` Keystone.

00S1TION as watchmaker, ,jeweler and en-

• 

graver about Sept. 1st. tiotal salesman ; 4
yearn' drug exp. Good ref. Own all tools.
" T 147," care Keystone.

VINE optician and engraver, with good knowl-
✓ edge of watch work. Trial ease and tools.
State salary in first letter. "Optician," Pitkin
Block, Corinth, N. Y.

WOULD like to correspond with any one want-
ling all-around man-watchmaker, jeweler,

salesman ; hustler. (linable of linking charge
of business, either on salary or part profits.
Good refs, Box 852, Winston Salem, N. C.

SITUATIONS WANTED

VOUNG man, of good habits, desires position
I at; watchmaker, engraver and general re.
pairer. Refs, W. .1. Downie, 1117 Seventh Ave.,
South, Minnetipelis, Minn.
fiPTICIAN, position wanted by a good refrac-

tionist and all-around nem ; many years'
exp. Western town pref. "Powell," 1905 Tracy
Ave., Kansas City, MO.
YOUNG man, age 21, 5 years' exp lii watch
1 work, clock and jewelry repairing, good
salesman, neat appearance ; best refs, Salary,
$12 to start. Have most tools. Wisconsin or
near State pref. "L 152," care Keystone.
IIRADUAI h optician, exp. with large optical
II houses, would take charge of optical depart-
ment or would invest money in business if suit-
able proposition offered. "Li 154," care Keystone.
ILL-AROUND man, good watchmaker, fine
11 jeweler, clock repairer, plain engraver and
manufacturing, stone-setting, salesman.. Best
of refs., including present employer.' "S 157,"
care Keystone.
VOUNG man, watchmaker, can do plaitt en-
s graving, wants position. Has complete set
of tools, with lathe. Can give good ref.
"A 159," care Keystone.
Hy first-class, all-around man, a position in
" Iowa, Sept. 10th. Fine set of tools ; best of
ref. Will A. Robinson, Baker thy, Oregon.

optometrist exclusively, by Oct. lat.. Must
Li be first-class place. Best of refs. Address,
E. 0. Wiseman, Sharpsburg, Pa.

Ex ,,ERT watchmaker wants position in EasternSlates. Complete set tools. Married ; refs.
State salary and hours. Would accept moderate
salary in a good location. Address, Box 133,
Pelletier, N. Y.

RA DUATE, opt knit), age 25, 5 years' pract ical
U exp., also understands jewelry business,
desires position. own trial ease, tools, etc.
Address, Box 128, East Liberty, Pa,

A FIRST-CLASS sand molder of line rings and
 

▪ 

jewelry. Box 3e9, Aurora, I II.

posmoN wanted by a watelimaker of long
I exp., careful and very thoniugh workman,
competent to take charge of t'cliair department
amid make estimates on cost of work. Graduate
optician, good salesman. "P 138," care Keystone.

II 
hi lean, single, no bad habits, would like

I pesition under good man to finish trade.
Own lathe, tools and trial case. Pacific coast
pref. "B 133," care Keystone.

young man, 22, plaice to finish trade ; fair
11 engraver, good character ; can glve ref. Iowa
pref.; lett Will go anywhere. Own tools. Chas.
Petet'son, 223 \Vest Fifteenth Street, Minne-
apolis, Mien.

'MINT-CLASS watchmaker, engraver, grailii ate

• 

Opt Inilnin W:11I1S permanent pesititill III SM1111-
ern California. by September no; October ; 16
years' exp. Age 31. Al ref. furnished. Address,
"Jeweler," 28 Mechlin a St reef, Cleveland, Ohio.

VOUNG man, of 30, desires position as watch-
I maker. Attended school 9 months ; also
previous exp. at bench. Good ref's. E. A.
Priest, 5815 Easton Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

WATCHMAKElt, jeweler, plain engraver,
Is graduate 4mtician. Own tools, trial ease.
20 years' exp.; refs. Illinois preferred. State
salary paid. Box 401, La Parte City, Iowa,

VOUNG man of line appearance, with good
1 habits. Can do watch, clock, bard 'solder
and engrave ; first-class salesman. Best refs.
Position must be permanent. "F 131," care
Keystone.

AS a first-class engraver, assistant watchmaker,
It plain soldering; can wttit on customers. I
am a graduate Minneapolis School. 21 years
old, tem penile habits. Also have some store exp.
Can give good ref. 'Toward Davis, Parsons,
W. Va.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wants position,
" age 20. Has 6 mouths' exp. after gradttating
from the school. " A 126," care Keystone.

ItER:t1ANENT position by Sept. 15111. Al
web:lifelike'', engraver :mil optician, 10 years'

practical exp. Eine set 111' tools and trial ease,
competent to lake cliargn of repair and optical
department. Young imam unmarried; gilt-edge ref.
celerado, Wyoming or New Mexico pref.
.kildress, I.,. M. Ratliff; Francesville, Ind.

vol'NG man wants to finish trade. Good
I leibits ; have all small tools. Willing to
start tit fair wages. Best of refs. Box 43,
Saegerlown, Pa.

HY first-class watchmaker, jeweler, optician.
ii mAge 30; strictly teperate. Seeks reliable
house oill3r. Alichigan pref. Salary, $18.
H. B. Crane, Ithaca, Mich.

VXPERT optician and plain engraver wants
In position. Do clock repairing and can assist
In watch work. Chicago pref. German, 25.
Address, Heaton, 601 Taylor Street, Chicago.

111' engraver; first-class letter and monogram,
Is cut for enamel ; also some dies for class pins
and stationery work. Ready Sept, 15th.
" IF 130," care Keystone.

VIRST - CLASS watchmaker, 25 years' exp.,
I desires steady position by Sept. 15th with
first-class firm. Capable managing jewelry
111181110SM or take charge repair department, wait
on trade, or would buy in small .jewelry and
repair Mirthless. ran furnish best refs. It K.
Higgins, 153 N. Willow St., ‘Vaterlairy, Conn,

SITUATIONS WANTED

ID.' Al witichnitiker, jewelry repairer mud grad.
Li nate optician. Finest refs.; have tools, etc.
11 V. Keller, Henry, Ill.
WATCHMAKER, optician, jeweler. Single,
" age 25; permanent position. No tobacco
or liquor. " R. 149," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, optician ; drug exp. 40 years
1! of age; speak German. All tools, trial case;
good salesman. Address, Box 332, Flock Rapids,
Iowa.

FVINE appearing single man, 27 years old, with7 years' exp. in retail jewelry stores, wants
to take position oti the road. Will work very
reasonable until route and trade is established,
" W 164," Care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and Jeweler. 10 years exp.
s1 Do all elass work ; experienced in drug
store. Single. South or Oklahoma pref. State
wages in first letter. Lock box 552, North
Judson, Ind.
YOUNG man, engraver, second watchmaker,

Jewelry and clock work, salesman, wants
Position at once. Age 21 ; best of refs. Central
States. C. 1V. Mouch, 607 South Perry Street.
Wapakoneta, Ohio.
RELIABLE man, age 33, learned trade in
is Europe, 17 years' exp. high-grade watches
and waiting on trade, wishes position as manager
of repair departmetit, or will buy interest ia
store. With only first-class firm. Best refs.
Wilson 168," room 1201 Heyworth Building,

Il PTICIAN, watch maker, jeweler, 18 years' exp.;
capable taking tharge-good, all-around

man. Prefer place with druggist ; at once.
H. C. Dixon, 307 Sherman Ave., Dixon, Ill. 

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, single, 28 years
s1 old, 13 years at bench. Speaks Norwegian.
Ref. J. A. Skaugstad, Wiota,

fiPTICAL salesman and refractionist open for
J position Sept. 1st, Been through retttil busi-
ness from A to Z; 9 years' exp. Highest refs.
Particulars by letter. " N 107," care Keystone.

THOROUGH, competent man, of good appear-
' RIM and habits, would like position as head
watchmaker or a good place at the bench. Well
up on very line work. Address, W. Merton
Stoffie, care J. H. Leyson Co., Salt Lake City,
Utah.

Hy thorough, practical watchmaker, jeweler
ii and engraver ; 25 years' exp. with large
houses. Full set of tools, and know how to use
them. Refs. "N 136," care Keystone.

Al MAN in 'Minnesota, 7 years' exp., wants
ILL permanent position soon. Thoroughly ac-
quainted with all departments of business -good
watchmaker, engraver, jeweler and salesman.
Ahem. to COM olete optical course. Age 2/ ; good
appearance, best refs. State salary. "B 140,"
care Keystone.

POSITION by mfg. jeweler, stone-setter and
°tunneler in retail store. Position perma-

nent. State salary in first reply. ".1 71," care
Keystotte.

VOTING man, owning lathe, full set of tools,

▪ 

desires position as watchmaker. For full
particulars, ad.," R. W.," box 563, Phillips, Wis.

EXPERIENCED watch and clockmaker andsalesman wants position. South pref.
Address, "James Johnson No. 78," room 1201
Heyworth Building, Chicago.

I I VATCHM A KER and jeweler, graduate
I optician and engraver ; 3 years' exp. on

II. R. work, good set of tools. Position wanted
by Sept. 1st. Young man, best refs. "S 169,"
care Keystone.

AS it-tanager mail order department, catalogue
11 compiler, etc.; experienced in jewelry and
various other lines. Ad.," K 170," careKeystone.

VNGRAVER wants position Sept. 1st for holt-
'-4 days. Age 23. Will stay permanent if
satisfactory. Good letter and monogram en-
graver. Landis School of Engraving, Detroit,
Michigan.

AN Al watchmaker, of business qualifications,
11 thorough on it. It., foreign and complicated
work, open for a proposition Sept. 1st to 15th.
Proposition for less than $30 not entertained.
" II 171," care Keystone._  
liY lady engraver, willing to assist in selling
sl and lookin r g atte interest of firm. Address,
" L. E.," care 1104 Hey worth Building, Chicago.

DY young man as .engraver ; willing to learn
IJ Other Ia'alICIWS deSilTli and keep stock in
order. AddresS, " It. (I. K.," 1104 Ileyworth
Building, I 'Iticago.

111, engraver and watchmaker ; moderate exp.
" Address, " 0," entre 1104 Ileyworth Building,
Chicago.

pOMPETENT exclusive refracting optician,
U able to build and hold a practice. Only
reliable firm need reply. "L 172," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, mfg. and graduate
Is optician wants. position at. once at reason-
able wages. Own all tools. Can give good refs.
Its to character. F. F. Nelson, box 413, Hum-
boldt, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER open for ettgagement. 15
1' years' exp. in repairing all kinds of high-
gratie watches, clocks, jewelry, etc.; also plain
engraver and optician. 820 per week. Address,
George Fairgrieve, St, Marys, Out,

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, who Call also wait
on trade and do some engraving. Good

salary to good man ; permanent place. " it 100,"
Care Keystone.
11A LI PORN' A. Wanted, first-class combination
1) manufacturing jeweler and engraver. Per-
manent position to right man. In first letter
state age, exp., eyesight anti ability. Must
have highest refs. Joseph Jessop, San Diego.
VOUN6i man of with at least 2 years'
I exp. under manufacturing jeweler. Perma-
nent position in tine retail shop. Fred.McIntyre,
South McAlester, I. T.
WATCH:11A K E It and engraver ; must be good
11 salesman. Permanent position. Good,
hustling city of 12,000 pop. Must have good
refs, Address, Chas. Maurer, Champaign, III.

CUT glass salesmaii, conimissien, te cever
the State of 'lichigait. Factory has estab-

lished trade in the State. Jewelry salesman
would find this in prelitable line to carry.
"0 111," care Keystone.
vrtisT - CLASS engraver, walehmalcer and
1' jewelry repairer of exp. Si Odle Mall ; salary,
$20 a week. Send 'thine., sample el' engraving
and refs. P. C. Hell, Trinidad, na".

all-aretind workman. State wages Mot l'efS.
11M1 what kiwi of Wairlt most prolieient

A. C. t ;rani, mot N. Canal St., Sharpsburg, Pa.
WATC1 1 NI A K El: loy .1imust 211t I. Send photo,
" and refs. Grady Bros., Stillwater, okla.
pY Sept. 1st, young man to do ,vateln, elect: and

,jewelry repairing. Nliist minim 11,11 114.4•0111-

11100111111. $18 per week 10 a 1111N1111 1' ;11141 geoil
workman. tIornian ii kimim ], Salisloiry, N. l'.

iiitiq s he first -class ; one who
'7 can do :40111i. ellgraVIlig pref. Salary, 820 lo
$25 per week. Harris it Esterly, Duluth,

NUFACI1111 Nn I ,jeweler and engraver to
111 run shop for rettiil store. IVemake,iewelry
to order and want a good matt. Steady position.
" It 161," care Keystone,
pIRST-CLASS optician and good watchmaker
S in town near Eastern Ohio state line. $20 to
start and chance to increase. Send refs. and
general information in first letter. All letters
answered. "S 165," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, plain engraver ; permanent.
" State salary and full particulars. "F 162,"
care Keystone.
IEWELLR and stone-setter. State age and
Is refs. Ad., E. G. Hoover, Harrisburg, Pa,
WATCHMAKER, with tools. Steady job for
11 sober, competent num. Box 65, Louisa, Ky.
Pei Q PER week for watchmaker able to do rail-
up I u road work ; some hard soldering and en-
graving. In climate where senstrokes and heat
prostrations are unknown. Box 191, Eagle
Pass, Texas.
VNGRAVER, assistant watchmaker. Oppor-
n trinity tO advance. Iowa. State exp., salary.
"B 166," care Keystone.

watchmaker and engraver.
yrriC;;.sisi to right. man. Send photo.

aVvn

1

a

1

l1S5tItti:tiples of' engraving and state salary in
tirst letter. Chas. T. Fuller. Olean, N. V.
TRAVELINt I salesman for the South to handle

▪ 

watches :mil ,jewelry. Permanent positimi
and good salary to right man. Nlitst have good
refs. Adllress, 1..A !Inert s, 373 NVashingtoti Street,
Boston, SIass.

WAIT!! NI A KIER, good wttrkman. (iota' wages
to right man. F. Laue, 2416 Kensington

Ave., Chicago, Ill.
A FIRS'll-c LASS watchmaker, steady and

• 

sOhdr. Mllst In mm Inn hmmin I mr least 20 to 25 years'
exlv at the bench. Need an be an optician el'
engraver. Norwegian pref., and good ref. re-
quired. Had one man 10 years ; another 18
years. W. C. Leber, 306 Nrcollet Ave., Minne-
apolis, Aliun.

-WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, good sales-
11 mart to take full charge when necessary.
State full particulars ; ,right man permanent
situation, good wages. " it 144," care Keystone.
(10MBINED optichm, engraver and jeweler.
1/ Send ref. and sample engraving. F. A.
Averbeck, Madison, \V in..
EW EL Elt competent to make special order
wink. A steady pin,it bin for a reliable man.

Stale salary expended in first letter. Memphis
Jewelry Mfg. Co., Nlemphis, Tenn.
IEWEILER nleetiStelliCtl 10 .14410,1, WOrk ;
's must he done quick and !Hee steady posi-
tion. State salary expected in first letter.
Memphis Jewelry 5Ifg. Co., Nlemphis, Tenni.
i II 115'1'-l'I.ASS salesman.
/I posted en watches, jeiv
Tercit"r). ("1"cado, \V
1.'irst-elass las it i mini Willi go
man. NV. IV. Hamiliett A 1
WATCH M A ICER, jeWOlor,
" 111/111, With ref, Good,
for right. man. C. A. Wi
Avenue, Terre Haute, Ind.

NI in he theroughly
elry and diamonds.
yenning and Utah.
ed pay for the right

Denver, Colo.
engraver and sales-
jartnanent position
Mattis, 326 Wabash

VOUNG man, fair watchmaker and engraver.
I Swede pref. F. Overstreet, Paxton,

A REFRACTIONIST and mechanical optician ;
one who understands edging and rimless

work to take charge of the finest optical stores
in the South, haunted at Charleston, S. C. Must
be neat and good address, and best ref. MI to
ability and honesty and tiver 25 years of age.
A Master Mason pref. Salary to start, $60 a
month and 10 per sIn I inC the net profits. Will
increase salary if business justifies. Hines
Optical Co., Savannah, Cia,

HELP WANTED

11.1 ° at climaker, not less than 111
1 cars' in 8tate age, wages and semi refs.
with first Icttei. First-class store, up-to-date
city of Hr.,. n ell; good man need apply.
CI1118. I. I non i I ,r,11 halls, Mont.

FIRST-t \ all-around man at 01100.
it Perm:teem .int ion. State ref. and salary
ill ti ESI Inn I nm. NV:irt.:ti A. \Verret), Paducah, Ky.
VIIIST-CLASS mai. Meeker, jeweler and en-

• 

grioer, able to wait on trade. Only high-
class,l1n14111 haired !nen need apply. Photo. and
sample of engraving with first letter. We refer
you to our present watchmaker, J. F. Sprague,
J. L. Duke Jewelry Ctn., Fayetteville, Ark.
VI' once, a lady watchmaker; one who can

:it assist 1110 in waiting on trade ;mil keeping
mmjm stoek. State price and full particulars in
lirst letter. N. liolumnen, Chase City, Va.. _
I 11 11ST-CI..\ SS elect:maker and \valiant:11:er
rl to take charge of eleelm repair depart mem.
Fine work, in large.soire ; city ill New lmmnli
Stale. "S 128," care 1:eyslone.

'I I MA K 111 and jeweler, 0101 who can en-
" grave. Want good, all-around man, State
age, exp., saLiry watited. Address, Lock box
148, Carroll, Lova.
IN Young man, will, 2 or 3 years'
I exp., to finish trade its watchinalmer. ()tie
with some exp. at engraving itref. :Ilitst have
good ref,. " E 12s," 1•,11•1` Keystone.
pout) one lhat can repair jetvell',V
LT pill. Nice tewn, 51Ine pop. Antdress, Imek
box 113, Clarksdale, nl ss.
UT-once a lirst-elass watchmaker, thorough-,
It who has had exp. in watch inspeetion ser-
vice-can repair and adjust a wateli to clese
rating in pesit bins, ele. Permnitient position.
Atl(lres,n, .T 111," can, 1:eystone,

6-61-11/ watchinalier, eligraVer, iMrell•11-111141 MI-

111,11 11 1 1 mnimiim ; 111 111riall pnL. \hilI pay good
wages, and it' an inplician trill git-e half profits
olt l. vot.k. jolt. 'hest il ret 's. as to
ability and charaeter required. Send cliff a
refs., specimen of engraving and full part Molars
in first let ler. S. C. Dieltinson, Cherokee, lotea.

'•4 wMc11111RIOT •ttot mnngnn mr
pat, 812 to 815; steady

lnmnnit inn, Send good ref. .1. \\". Bader, lil - t he-

1411 Rs'e-c SS jeweler and engraver. Must. be
1 high-grade workman with unquestionable
ref. Permaiwnt position and good salary to
right man. :1m1.,(lomalman Bros.,Colunibus,Inhie.
WATCHALNKER and plain idigrayer; St5 a
" mnnnk Only hostler wanted. L. Matusky,
1127 Light Street, Baltimore, MIL

ao()I) watchmaker, jeweler and opt iehtin ; good,aIl-areund man. Address, stating salary
expected and ref's., Frank H. Fry, Iturlingien,
New Jersey.. _
ii ItST-C1, ASS optician, engraver and jeweler;
u good town Central (MM. Steady job to good,
speedy man. .\ thiress, .101in Gardner, 1211
\Vest North street, Carotin, Ghia

VI ItsT-CLASS.jewelry rep.iirer and stone-setter,
and who can olo first-class clock work. (Mined

wages and permanent position. Hive mid's. and
all information in first letter. Ad., " T 119,"
care Keystone.
N experienced, careful and -thorough watch-
. maker. :Rest he neat and good dresser, as

will have to 11111 4.1 1 i V11 111141 deliVer 1111 Watch work.
11'111 pay $30 a ,Veek. nmtily men with exm . and
ability need apply. ,I. I I. Leyson Co., Salt
Lala; City, Utah.
111151A '1..tSS jeweler, stone-setter, engravt-t-r

;'1 arid do some watch work. Permanent posi-
tion to right man ; gocd wages. " II 118," care
Keystone.
a001) i-inak-er,--je))74t n■r-wanted by Sept. 1st.
LI Young man pref. Good I dace ; must send
ref. Box 182, Freneesville, I lel.
IENVELER, good on ;watches, clocks and t epair
U work of all lmi !els. Nlest have lathe and
tools, at least In years' ex :it lamb sawn' and
reliable. \\'ill give 815 to SIS per tYcek. Slemly
position tip the right team NV. It. Washburn,
Fort Nlyers, Via.

1st, gmal W1114.11111:110•11, .11 1 11M111 11

graver ; permanent position 1'er a good nein.

week. Palace Jewelry Store, Fort Smith, Ark.
Send sample of eligraN Mg; will pa y ,t5 per

WATCIIINL\ Kilt, .jewear and engraver; ex-
11 perieneed. Full particulars first letter.
Collett ez lit inn Nebr.

r and engraverFIRST - CLASS WaM11111;111.1

Wanted in a Vi rein ia town very near Wash-
ington ; pop. 25,0titt. (Me who can turn out
first-class railroad %vial: eilly apply. Good,
steady_ position. Slate salary nal ref: " D 120,"
care Keystone.

(.1.001) watchmaker, engraver and salesman.
" Permanent position and good salary to it
reliable party. Address, with refs. and sample
of engraving, .1. Lowinselin, Birmingham, Ala.

AT once, a good jeweler and optician who call
LI speak German, State age and salary, mar-
ried or single. Address, Room 47, care Orleans
Hotel, Estherville, TOW11.

VOUNG than to assist in watch 11111;11ring at
I once. Graduate optician pref. state wages
and exp. Must be sober, .1. II. Nlartin,
Roanoke, Va. 

ANE experienced mfg. 111W014 1 11 and engraver ;
U one practical, Iirst-class witteli maker ; one
optician and salesman and 4111i• tir-t-class watch
and diamond salesman. Ad.. wit It fell Inn Hive-
lars, Albert Pfeifer A Pro., Little Noel:, Ark.

1373
HELP WANTED

\IAN l• F. \ ( I I st. i -n and diamond-.
.01 seller pi. nst.
and salar) e "n. In, 1,114. K. ■•tetie.

6(11'1' n'alcilluaker atul 1,Int1iln 1. um Ito
tinderstaiel, optical ss ctigrat

Will paN 81, timed o, stock antl
Salesman. In, "M. II. 0̀ ,(111 town ; ilice
store. Ilenrie3 Nlet Ghia

B1' maniafaettio r slcrlilid mmnm,'nIn is,
first-class tia,;eling sale:mom oin ewe inissieti.

Oir for %Vest, eto: for East, one for New Vork.
Answer confidentially, "1:' 132, n' i c) stem..
hoot) watchmaker, 820 ; permanent. i rel 's„

exp. and full partieulars in !Hier.
(Ireenville, S. C.
11110-1Vt111101, .h No. 1 adrlit inn s,11 cot

• 

glass oll Cololttission. Non' designs. 114`W

ide:IS, mmml prneeSS. .Nloney tualter as J sid,
for the right matt neforelloos required, also
territery \vented. Samples furtiLled. Liberal
treatment te proper intim Pioncer (dass
Co., ltd., cartmehtle, Pa.

WANTED
UNDER THeS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

:11111 e.

1V:11,114, pi:1111111111. .N1:11.1,1 1.,tid

lty express 141' 1,21,101101 mail. not .ot is-
fhtetory I will return all article,. L. I hal:,
refiner and ,svcco,..tell el; 01' 12,01.1 ;1101 -111 ,M MS-

1111111s114,1 1,711,, 727 1-11„ Philadelphia.

W.\ NT mnlnmnnnti,ntn in settle ;40011, Ihrly 144w mi 441'

Cin, 144 44141•11 :1 .j4,11,11'N Ally pi o.,.
west et' it ally 40M 1;I:44w,
Of 1111 010.11ilm, IV,011141 nm lmismI 144 111.:11. 11,111

then,. .\41111.1 .SS, It. 1,11,111,1•,1i3.1.‘111ill street,
Ilichumiel, Va.

41114m, slim,' cas0 Willi 1111111; 111111 Wall 1.11SI 4

2 Willi 4.1111140:11111. .tildress, AleCall,
1.11111111114ilrg„ N. c

SECON I t-11.NNO nmnginmninig mmmmnn-Inimim I It
Phelps, N. Y.

II I( Mk:ST-cash priee paid i'er out-M.-repair
\ merican movements. Let iine \Olaf

Y011 have. 1;'. C. liockwell, 72;1 Central Avenue,
Ilta Spriegs, Ark.
IIEFOIZE making purchasing trip we WAIT('

On (kW
" I 121," care Keystene.

\ IITNElt to talie half interest in esablished
1 tool and material business with catithigue.
Splendid oppertii nity. II 121." care I:eystone.
It'LlIS 1 !At- \\ III l'IONIII slid.....remt and face-
" plate, retitioseepe "phi hahnometer, Must
be in etimi order anti cheap l'or cash. E. S.
lialsta'd, I len lot rit, N. Intl:.

Witll 11 fe,v thousand in a

• 

whole,ale jeWelry 1.4111‘ 0111. ( 11,11. lii Mit
(luring the first l'ottn: mouth, 4 ,1 11111 111f 111 ) car

III -11113' - 1111111. Itialmn, III 4,1.111 .411114 1 1- i,1:44. to
retire. " I; 10:3," ke)
A sTitEET gt.o11 cendititin. State
Li lieu'. s. Jenen. I lane, "fes.

miEIVELEI: wanted with some Itiolle‘' 10 handle!Mall .‘11111e,S, . \ rt.
To buy I Mi. :11141 W;1141110:1111.1,1

• 

1/11114•11. A11.1111,, part I 1' 41■ 1 111•14

1104 Iley worth thithling, Chicag"
(11'11TH \LNIONIE1- 1,1: ; must Is cheap for
U cash. E. 0. 1Vinidniati, 1 tares, ille, N. 1'.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

WifIllails.,11122''NN!..e2s51711ZISLt.,

OfiN1.1' ;jewelry loisilo,s lively Minnesota
town tor sale. Pop. 7511. .Num 1 - X4.4.111.111 01411.4r-

tunity. \Vrite C. Ilygh, druggist, Ilatieoelm,
111inn.

Srl'IlltE, stock and fixtures for :F)1000
Profit over SI5tto per year only

.jewell'3' shin' in IntwIL 01 11er business.
,1ildress, liox 52, Litt leten, N. c.

110(.11t prigtositien--jewelrY, male:11 business
U anti fixtures establisheti shoot ; betil located
in city ; (top. 15,onn ; only 2 .in hers. About $4000
gash, Answer qu ick. 1,1,11.1,,,v y, Henderson, Ky.

'NIT)* wort n vestigat jug. 53510
U cash or good security will buy jewelry store
iii Miunesota, lx;itli large w;iitelm hispeetion.
Oms1 11101loy-111111:411 HIM It ■111111 ext
" II 62," care KM,101111.

111,1sitt:p jetvelry and optical business,

• 

hest local ion, manufacturing mit y 5000, South-
ern Nlielligan. Steele and fixtures:11mm ::501111
tip to-date. \Intel] inspection. Poor health
reason for selling. "'I' 105," care I:eystoim.
--
t (;(11,1/1:1N opportunity. handsome jetvelvt-
A store in a beatitifiii Nlichignit 4,ily 6eisi
pop. :\ substantial, well-lailt city etintaiiiiitg
Important manufacturing industries, large rail-
road ear and machine shops and Stale hist it -
thins. Watch inspection hosiness lit the division
point rift, large railrmel system_ important and
profitable as any in the state. The 1.1111111y ,1,11

kind In11111.111 trading Ce1111- 1- for many toil, of
time Most pololliollS g in nm nit -v
of the Middle NVest. Business established ler
tirntirly 40 years, doing $20,(I00 annually and a
big nmney-maker. Price about $.0,000. "B078,"
care Keystone.

(Cottlinued on ',age 1371)



FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

( Con lin ued f, wtt page' z3n)
EW ELlt Y and optical business in exceptionally
prosperous Ohio town of 20004 invoice about

$1200. Reason for selling other business. Fine
opportunity. " H 013," care Keystone.
EW ELRY and optical business : invoice about

.1 $1000. Want to retire. Box 146, N'ermillion,
()hie
1;1 I-ItLASS jewelry store. Stock and lix-
1 i .,. invoio.e $4500. Nice, up-to-date Iowa
town el :non Nice, eleati, USW stock. (i00(1
I'M. 01 rci.air work : cleanitig, $1.00; staffs $2.50.
1.asy competition. Year's business, $6500.
liciemn for sidling, other irterests. Write for
particulars. "1. 91.- care Keystone.
N investment gottrauteed to net 20;. 'rho

A owner of a st rio.i I v high-class jewelry busi-
ness, established in 1800, rapiolly growing city
of $10,000, desires to sell. Business this y••ar
will amount to $40,000. Being the owner or
valuable patents, intends entering the manu-
facturing business. If so tiestred will remain
as manager ror next yicir while fictory is being
completed and mie•Iiiiicry installed. Store
newly furnished in ,olid mahogany 1 year ago.
Every modere con lc\i It\
reit i root " l t In," care 1:eystotto.

SPLENDI I) opportunity hits watchmaker tool
optician to step into established jewelry

business. lilt ii cc I tcrt late 1,11 and gas
boom or I la FI I 'oit my. tidied:4. Fine location.
Reason lie- sell log, taller business demands my
attent bow stock si2oo I st te0. \ Vrite for par-
ijcUlI' Ad. liox 93, Marlinsville, III. 

C111.:.\ 1 lily N111e1; Itf jewelry, Hill ical goods,
fixtures, tools and material. Write tit! full

descriptioes 11. I. 10 i't II, .IAspor,
NI) over tenelet's .ontlit or fixtures,

including tom sale, for t...attO cash. .11so
good loration " R 127,"
care Keystone.

'1,11N E repair business- fools and fixtures, 5200.
small stink id invoice. flox 13.1, Newberg,

Oregon.

iiN1,11 jewelry. store ill town of 1300. Stock and
" fixtures will to. sold at big snap; will invoice
$1500. Renal). \rod: Sloe 1ST nil. I iIIH11
t•easons fit' selling quick. Akenhvad, hake
Village, Ark.

HARE chance tolony .jewelry store. Best
tion it) Illinois town od 14,000. \VIII 1.01otee

stock. Must sell opt ick " II 122." core K eyst.ole.

WRITE to O..1. inglield, ■Ittine, if
IT you want a small loll well-paying ,jeWelry
bi siness.

fiN13 of the hes' locations in cent ial Michigim,
U at 80 cents 011 I lie d011:1 I'. AWIlell 11111,1 Sell

at once on account of health. \VIII invoice
about $2100-good lix tii clean stock. Pop.
6000. " L 135, ' care K cyst litle. _

fEWELItl' stop. lixtores,
ft Town of 9000, only ,ten Her. \V aich jui,pect
I). L. & \V. R. R. .\ offinicofill optiertniiii) for
Ike right party. Frank Ilewliog, Nortlittio-
herland, Pa.

u 
E‘' 1.11,1 Y 

 
sto doing il exeellent !indite,

in one m the h.,' 1,,,ns II1Wa 1.411. SiZe.

900 inhabitants. No 1.111111,1.1 Hon. No lIx I ares
011 ,11 1'11 1 11 ifily. sloo•h• lii voicc "bout
oid-csiablishol slam' and moitcysimilicr.
of reasons for sitting. Box 712, Nevada, Iowa.

IIEW1.1.111" store in manufacturing town in
0 Indian:I. Pop. 15,0(11). Pay roll $150,1100 per
nionth. Stock and fixtures invoice $1700.
V. G. I: dile, lied Oak, Iowa._
t BOUT $7111) shock. 6110 hiliabitunts. Only

.11 jeweler within 15 miles. Ad. Gerald I. Smith,
(enl. Del., cedar Rapids, Iowa, for partiodars.

EAI)I Ni jewelry store in Nebraska town, 5000.
" Invoice $3600, can reduce. No dead stock.
Annual sales over $5000. Address, Evans, 1513
Harney Street, Omaha, Nebr.

THE best-paying repair business in town of
1 12,000, also watch end jewelry stock, with
show eases and fixtures. Good reasons for Bell-
ing. Snap for some one. "Watchmaker," 212
West Main Street, Ardmore, Ind. Ter.

IN Ohio town, 1000 pop., good farming country.
1 nth. jewelry store. Next to post office.
"I I20," eare Keystone.

W ECU)" sleek and fixtures. Good location,
0 for right man. Owner wants to go out of
lousiness. Address, L. A. Hartwig, Alexander,
Iowa.

IN a flourishing Maine town, pop. 4000, a
1 jewelry stand with well-assorted stock, mostly
new, and all fixtures, including safe. The stock,
etc., inventories at cost $2100. 1%911 sell for
$1500. Rent of store, $100 per year ; amount of
bench work, $1000 a year. Address, " M 139,"
care Keystone.

QTOCK and fixtures ; all work one man can do.
11 $1200 Bikes it. Eastern Iowa town 800.
" fl 167," care Keystone.

no you want a jewelry and optical business
" paying $2500 per year profit If so, write
" B 156," care Keystone, if  you have $600 cash. 

HOOD-PAYING jewelry business in South
U Carolina city of 10,000. Fine climate and
everything in proportion. Annual sales, $4000;
monthly repair, $270. A bargain and fine future.
" 

,
T 176,' care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

11.111CAGo jewelry store oemer wishes to retire.
I, Established over 24 years near prominent
corner. Stock $5000, rail be reduced to snit.
Repairs over $200 per month. Lease to sit.
" V 124," care Keystone. 

PA Yl NU jewelry and optical business, city
6000, growing fast. Railroad division point.

Best location for store. Three-year lease, rent
small. Business established 10 years. Clean
stock. $4500 buys it ; part cash, balance on
long time. Investigate. Poor health reason 1
ivitut to eill. I, 103," care Keystone. . .
USTABLISIIElf jewelry business, paying $125
Si to $175 per 10011111 111■0Ve expenses; pop ;
1200 • 1 competitor, Big snap. IVrite quick if
you 'have $1000. L. Votroubek, ColtIMInts
Junction, Iowa. 

ABOU'r 51800 buys only jewelry store iti IllinoismanufacturBig and college city, of 3000.
Business over $4000 i1111111ally iii pairing
Don't write unless you have cash. "C 153,"
care Keystone.
HOW would this moil yoit Mt. $70110? Business
" over $15,000 yea r, work s150 month. Business
December last, $26.-.6.65 Nothing but cash QM-
sidered. Don't he afraid to investigate. "1)
143," cure Keystone.

opticul, piano and sewing machine
lnisiness. Stock and fixtures invoict. :theta

$2000. In town of insult lotto, 110 e011111eIll l011.
A very large farmer trade. \101•0 laisiness than
a man o•lin take care of, mid ect good price FRE
eVerVlililig, I am retiring, en account xl i flier-
csleft in 114:miff:let ring business. \ othen ii
located in the Little Sioux Valley, %Odell is a
beautiful and healthful plat,. Ott net answer
this tittles you Inetto business. Litolsay, .1itt
Iowa.

11.1\V E1.111' and optical store, established busi-
!less in count y seal. Nearest opposition 23

1:xcelleill repair stand. Box 1113, Mt.
Olivet, Ky.

()LEAN jewelry stock and fixtures at discount
u foot cash. ft* solol soon. %I'. to Mc:Mahan,
(.ambriolgo., ()hie

$1500 S'I't)CK awl. fixtures ill 11 1,17

1

western

diseonn i. 'zeta $15. ,

11 1 

Keystone.

11 111..V11 snap. (lily stock in Illinois town of
iviork S.611 to Ff9.15. Stock and

fixtures nionot stroll. Low rent. ('ant. Going
\Vest " II 120," care Iteystone.

I EAVELBY and optical store, comity seal.
" .j1,1•IPE 

5

1i

i

1111,1li1,11 ill SPII i

I

flIE Sidling. Investigate. $10110 cash
can gel place. " It 1.111." care 1:cysione.

1
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iv, v y stock tit growing New Mexico

!PT. /gm. N., opposit \Vrite for
tt.,x .\ ph.,M, N. MeN.

1,11(11) 1 111111111 purehase It■-year est al.-
\ I islied jexvelry business city a Homo.
ne,t rent, y,ry healthy tou
Sittel: met fixture, about

Repair nork -11110 per year. Ad.
"C. II. \V.,- Box Id Carlisle, l'a.- _

iiivmee, jewelry SION!, ill
0i at fact 0 ri he 5000

non. (Ither business. " MI.- ear, K cystone.

8 11.1.:N1)11) chance II) lin V

:Ind 11111 1111;i lid\ and.

Will itiyoiet,W.too. . \ II g4ppls ar • IICW
alld \VIII Sell for ,l-500o eash if taken
loefoce sent. 1st. city ha, 720o pop. ; county
sent ; ).41;11•• or Iowa. ( tidy 2 ether jewelers,
booth smaller stock. Go 1101 allsWer you
have Ole spot cash " 134," cal, 1■1•VSli1110.

town, 50110 ants. I a-1111111y, 1111

$3000 SPOT cash buys an lip-le-dab., admir-able jewelry and (optical lousiness.
Invoice or stock $3200 fixtures ,701). Annual
sales $45110 to 150011. Established 12 years, only
2 stores, smithern wkeonsin town, pop. 2500.
Surrounded by a number of smaller towns to
draw trade from ; several factories, 1 employing
150 people. Bills fot• t""' lx bought. are open for
I nspection. Can lease store (the best location
in the cit)) to suit. Reason for.selling, holding
real estate near Seattle needs my attention. No
chronic ad. answerers need apply.' No trade
proposition considered. Relialde refs. to accotn-
pany first letter. Ad., "B 123," care Keystone.. _ 
PIRST-CLASS jewelry store in lively town of

• 

15,000- \Vestern Pennsylvania. Located on
corner in business part of the city. Tile floor,
electric lights, electric fan, finest store fixtures
in city ; good repair busiiiess-over $2000 cash
yearly. First-class basement and office. Rear
door le:toting into the finest liotel in the city.
In fact, it is the hest proposition on the market
and can he bought cheap. It will pay you to
investigate, as it certainly is a bargain. " P 173,"
care Keystone.

flPTICAL offices, stock and fixtures for sale;
U established 12 years, constantly growing-
96000 business. Net receipts this year more
than gross receipts same period last year. Good
reason for selling. Address, Chits. E. Monroe,
Soot libridge, Mass.

HNLY jewelry and repair store in tnfg. town of
U 11,000 within 70 miles of New York. Well
established business, new fixtures. Present
stock and fixtures $5009 ; can reduce stock to
suit. Must reside South. Apply Halley et Co.,
51 Maiden Lane, New York.

FOR SALE
UNOtR THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

s ET of bench tools and material, Including
It crystals. Death reason for selling. Address,
Seery, Vain Ithecuan, New Sharon, Iowa,
A TH °ROI% H I, Y practical invent ion-a lathe-
11 chuck for grinding watch crystals--cheap if
taken soon. Protected by patent.. Simple and
effective. A. It Weaver, Harvard, Nebr.
A CROUCH & Fitzgerald jeweler's trunk, coo-
l\ tailing 2 seal leather telescopes and trays to
tit. Every part in good condition. "S 115,"
care Keystone.
ME Hardy trial case, has never been used.
11 Also a complete mail-order course in optics
of twenty lessons, a bargain for those desiring
to learn the business and start out cheap. Lock
Box 43, Plymouth, Ind.
WELCII regulator, dead-beat escapement,
77 walnut case, 6 ft long, good order, $15.
Universal lathe, face-plate slide-rest, full
nickel-plated, good order, '020. Adjustable
counter-shaft, full nickel-plated, $2. N. W.
Myer, Crawfordsville, Ind.
WE (offer our entire lot of' store and office fix-
" tures, tables and safes at 50 cents on the
ilollar. Reason for selling is, we are moving to
no .e. location and refitting our store. Address,
Albert Pfeifer & Bro., Little Rock, Ark.
1)()ENDIN(1-UP tool, cutters, guides, etc. See
It page 100, Swigart's catalogue. Frank It.
Reynolds, Branford, Conn. 

VNGI: A VI Ni block and type, cheap, good as
new. \V. II, I fines, N‘'est Salem, Ohio.

oph I lialmomete 1 wo-piece, in good
uu condition, $40. One jeweler's show case,
lievelol plate glass top, 8 ft., line oak finish,

new, :1.165. Address, Eric W. Nickell,
hilt hi, Nlo.
ki..w century Eaton engraving. ma-
o, chine, nearly new, price $61). Address,limod-
steck-11..ier Jewelry City, Mo.

(I 

I 

I ii

ulc I uuli pass, I (.1,,,pe, r i pod,
Z+50. \V. L. Altenberg, SI. Charles,

NI kn.
\ K wall ease, good as pew, $20. W. L. Allen-

', be rg, St. Charles, SI icli.
iiN I; Eaton-Engle 1.ngraving machine, good
77 ■■rder, all attachments, cheap. Baker A Class,
Brinkley, Ark.

(III EA l', I $18 watchmaker's bench, 2 Nivea
) staking tools, 1 foot-wheel, 1 counter-shaft,
I wAslibtinl banjo. G. AI. Saunders,
Independence, I0Wa.
lot N("r1- 1:1: - !Toole tires, coaster brake

Ideyele, cheap. " K 105," care Keystone.

fl SELV-IV I N I )INO clocks, made by the /\ Mo-
o mai ie 'IrIck I le., All 0PW 11011 iii g00(1 COD-
diti011. .1,11,s,, .1. \V. Strain, Carrollton, Ili.
otc \ A menor cie, good condition, $65.

Ti Itandoler atioomoidle, $200. Went cash at
wio,..ted, Conn.

•11,1" II sit .1"Weler-wal(11,"ker's l'.018, matel'11118,
hicluding wei•k licoiclo, W. \V. lathe, tine

Swiss regulator, small tools materials. Bargain
for cash. C. B. Barmen, Tecumseh, Okla. 'rer.
VRANCIS engraving maelline, 8 sets of type,
1 figures, 3 emblems good condition, cheap.
W. I'. Griffith, Beaver '11,alls, l'a.
Tit I A I, set and engraving block, good condition,
1 cheap. J. \V. Johnson, IV hitney, Texas.
9r, buys Francis engraver, type and at Midi:

oPuut1 uiiciil,, in Al order, 0. M. Campbell,
Abingdon, III.

a full set of wa.tchinaker's tools, M-
C11141111)4 1111 Ile alld 111111TePPIII bead, all in

c0lidil 1011. Enclose etamp for list.
II. 71. Ileberl, York, l'it.
1,`Nt It, \ INC machine, tlaton & (novel., willi
it 5 ',el:, types 11101 :111,0.110101111P1 111100,1 110W.

1:a1.11,0iii,'2...71 .01110ibiASI.,131.00Ely0.N. Y.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

VOR sale or exchange for merchandise, 1280
I acres Kansas, 1280 acres Texas, city property
Denver, Colo. Address, "Owner, L 724," care
Keystone.
MILANCIS engraving machine and ophtlialttio-
f scope for Moseley No. 2 slide-rest, or what
have you? W. R. Crawford, McKenzie, Tom.
A LOT of KNYSTONES and spectacles for any-
r1 thing I can use. Best offer takes (hem.
I). It. Lesher, Robins, Iowa.
IVANTED, to trade 290 acres of land and some
1' money for an up-to-date stock of jewelry.
Address, Lock box 6, Balsam Lake, Wis.

HORSE-POWE'll steam engine and boiler
I complete. W. B. McLane, Memphis, Mo.
EATON & (11,0V t engraving machine, good
" as new, for good optical trial case. 11111 St
Co., Rockdale, Texas.

HAYING jewelry and optical business for land.
1 Typewriter, gasoline soldering outfit with
furnace, opt ician'a traveling stook case ; or cash
for optical instruments. "306," Mapleton, Iowa,

A STREET clock or a beautiful musical clock,
11 stands 4 feet, for a No. 1 violin. August
Bossen, Grand Mound, Iowa.

!IP-TO-DATE Jewelry stock, fixtures and mate-
U Hal. Good-paying business in modern city
of 5000. Will exchange for good fruit farm.
Invoice for MOO. Ad., " P 95," care Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

FINE Jorgensen watch, 16 size, lousy 18 K.
11 hunting case. Cost $450. Would exchange
for automobile and pay some money, or will sell
at a bargain. " W 174," mire Keystone.
VO. 434 Barnes lathe, tine watch model, 6 inch
11 balance ; No. 6 Barnea lathe, Boynton &
Plummer shaper, 6 inch stroke, Swiss watch
and cluck wheel-cutting machines, agate bearing
scales, mahogany ease, Oliver ring stretcher,
Oliver polishing lathe, Hardy optical table and
stool. A. E. Colburn, Bellingham, Wash.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTs PER WORD

A 0000 opening for an Al jeweler carrying a
11 nice stock, for town of Davis, W. Va. lItive
finest location, pop. 3500, good surroundings,
only 1 jeweler in the town. For further infor-
mation, write, Joseph Verzi, Davis, W. Va.
HEWES' gravers-hard,tough, reliable, straight,
11 35 cents. J. F. Hewes, Titusville, Pa.
THE best staffs made, for fit, finish and temper,

• 

$1.25 to $3.00 per dozen. Best jewels, 8E50.
10ft discount cash with order. Tarbox & Gordon,
manufacturers, Omaha, Nebr. 

GET the people in your store. Read Franklin
Glass C.o.'s ad., page 1320h.

MON El' loomed to jewelers. \Ville for i n forma-
RI lion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid .\ %knot°, Cleveland, obi°

WEITE lior free (•ittalogue of The National
( olh•ge of optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.. _ _

11 IL JEWELER, have a Colonial titmloler sale
01 --it will cost you nothing. Read Franklin
Glass Ce's ad. on page 1320/o. 

.A. LIFE scholarship in our college, includingdiploma and highest degree, for only $7.50.
See our advertisement, page 1358, and write for
new prospectus. South Bend College of Optics.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THis HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

11(1111,1) you desire A Walt.111.1.11:40', jeweler or
00g IA Ver WI'llc 1,011.11,1 l roWer, New

10'lllallS—We !MTV applical ill11S, likewise
reopiests, for positions. 
VASIL paid for diamonds, winches, jewelry. En-

• 

tire stocks bought IVeintritub, 129 South
Seventh Sheet, Philadelphia.
HAVE a tumbler sale. Read Franklin Glass
7' Co.'s ad, on page 13201,.

Horological School, the ololest and most
Ii practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin Horological school, Elgin,I11.
WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
77 every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold ;Ind silvo.r. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. I,. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt  attention given. 
VOU are looking for a good reliable firm to do
I your watch work. Here Is the place. IV. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.
MODLLS, machines or any articles. Work
111 confidential ; mfg. on contract. B. L. Gates,
90 Illinois Street, Chicago.
ALL kinds second-hand watches, gold rings,
/1 etc. Nearly as good AS new ; cost much less.
Selection upon request. B. Gebbard, 129 South
Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
WEINTRAUB 129 S. Seventh, Philadelphia,

ii. diamond setting for the trade. First-class
work. Prompt attention. Importer and dealer
in rare gems and semi-precious stones.
WE make a specialty of changing old antique
77 watch cases to stein-wind. Something that
has been refused by others. Have had 40 years'
exp. and out guarantee satiaraction. N. J.
Felix, 18 John Street, New York. 
t
1 
FOR set of implements with which to

19 block out watch balance stafffi in b nil miles
exactly correct length and heighth of balance
seat AS compared to genuine. G. A. Bailey,
West Brookfield, Mass.
IEWELERS I Your lousiness domande fine
11 stationery-especially letter heads and en-
velopes If interested in sw.o.ial stationery for
jewelers, send a 2-cent stamp for latest samples.
G. IV. Taylor Co., printers, 207 E. Third Street,
Pittsburg, Kans.
IF you wish a position that pays $25 per week,
I it can be obtained through the Kansas City
Polytechnic Institute for Horology, Engraving
and Jewelry Manufacturing ; incorporated end
chartered in accordance with the statutes of the
State of Missouri. This Is a watchmaking and
engraving school, with the most modern meth-
ods and systems of teaching as well as modern
equipments. This school is first-class in every
respect and up to date in all its branches. For
foit•ther information and tuition address, Dr.
S. W. Lane, secretary, suite 202 dissouri Build-
ing, 1023 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

WANTED, every one deeirous of improving
" themselves in watch work, jewelry work
and engraving, to address Bradley Polytechnic
Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one or theli• latest
catalogs. A postal card will get it. See ad. on
page 1294

BUSINESS NOTICES

HAVE a Colonial glass sale. See Franklin
11 Glass Co.'s ad., page 1320/u.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and
1 Optical Institute has no superior. It's
absolutely thorough, and is an institution of
the highest order and offers the best of every-
thing. The expenses are not 80 great as in the
Eastern schools. A school's success depends
upon its moral character as well as upon its
technical instruction. It does not depend on
what it gets out of the student's pocket., but
what it puts into his head. There is no better
school it any price. Honesty, hard work and
thoroughness is the policy of this school. Write
for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

SITUATIONS WANTED

f.;RA DUATE otiotician, engraver, jeweler, stone-
y setter and Al watchmaker. Capable of
taking charge as manager. All tools ; permanent
position. "D 178," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER mod jeweler, must be good
11 salesman, in it shut!l town of 2500, in Maine.
Steady job. " P 897," care Keystone.

1 FIRST-CLASS material man ; one that has
la had it or 4 years' exp. G0011 place and fair
salary. Address, "C 175," care Keystone.

IT once, a first-class watchmaker, capable of
It repait•ing high-grade watches, French clocks,
etc. Bench work only. Wages, $18 to $20 per
week. "P 177," care Keystone.

WANTED

II C. HARDIVICK, Hoopkinsville, Ky., wants
11. New Century engraving machine.

1 YON A Healy double-action harp. A. E.
U Colburn, Belfingham, Wash.

fiROP press, 150 pounds or heavier. Also
1" small screw press. A. E. Colburn, Belling-
ham, Wash.

pEA.RLs PgRuGNSH
If a customer should tiring you any Diamond

Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to
HAS. S. CROSSMAN a CO.
Maiden Lane New York

where you can have an immediate Cash Offer
 Established 1880 

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close,personal attention to repairs sent nie.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

103 STATE STREET, CHICAGO

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Bend for calalogile NEW YORK

Do You Wish to Learn

ENGRAVING
And Learn It Right?

Send nodal card for
our New Catalogue,
just out.

We give personal instruction and also
teach by correspondence.

Good Engravers Earn Good Wages

THE AUBURN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
93 Genesee St., Auburn, N. Y.

Elmer E. Page, Prion.ipni.

I-1 igh-4,..:Itteat4

Repairing
for the Trade

Our work is the kind you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
407 Masonic Temple CHICAGO, ILL.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Cotnpliented and Ordinary

Watches, W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and prom pity done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Eslabitalsed 1899 Lancaster, Pa.
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LEARN
JEWELERS
ENGRAVING
" The Engraving School That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by cot•respond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illuistrate.1 prospec-
tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

When writing to advertisers,
kindly nwntion Ta Keystone
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The Best Lathe Motor

Warranted

Dust Proof ;toil I Ira, iti :■ltde
Base ot lotor, ed , x .-0 ill.

1SIZE Height of Motor, ti ilies.
Front einl to ond of 31an-

• drils, Il iiirlit,

Regular
Price,
soc.

Our
Price,
19(:.

This System is Valuable to Every Watchmaker
lu reordering front us, use bottle ntunber-1, 2, 3, etc.

Warranted to tit. Each pivot gaged and numbered separately for
all Waltham, Elgin, Hampden and Illinois Movements. Six dozen,
assorted, highly polished staffs, including the 72-bottle cabinet, as
shown, for only $6.75.

These are not imported, but high-grade American make.
We have this system for jewels also containing i gross cock and foot,

sapphire and ruby, accurately gaged. Price, $13.00 gross complete.

Motor com-
plete with right a si ett screw arbor
1Ifl w heel and sam arbor, including
insulated wire no attaching to Mee-
rie light ti Nmres. Alternating or
direct current. Our price, only
$29.85. ire voltage and cycles of
your electric plant.

41
The New Carborundurn Crevice
Set as shown. :t wheels. assorted

complete.
price, 35 cents. Only I 9c. Net.

•

A Big Bargain in Benches

No. 6. Hardinge Movement Holder
valuable, and can hold a

mo■ mom,' tightl■ ally watchmaker wishes for setting
jcwels, etc.

(-----..‘VirWATCH MAGNETISM TESTER
CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY
CHICAGO PRICE 504°aSEE OTHER SIDE 

DO YOU KNOW WE ARE THE WATCHMAKER'S
FRIEND and have a little remembrance for every watch-
maker in the Enited States? This improved Nlagnetistu
Tester will be sent free with any order, large or small,
upon request.

Roll top. I I long. 26 wide, 40 high,
with 10-inell curtain. $12.40 Net.

Plain lip. Si 1.11 III long, 20 wide, 40
high. $7.45 Net.

Finished in (Mk only.

We Illo Not the Largest
but our customers tell us

We are the BEST
We are the MOST PROMPT
We are the MOST CAREFUL

and our PRICES are the LOWEST of any house
in America.

Any jeweler will do well to give us a trial in
our Tool, Material, Findings and Optical
Department. You will find the entire line.

If you know any one who is going to start in
business, he will find that we can make prices,
time, etc., to his entire satisfaction. He will like
our methods and we solicit his business.

Calvin Nom Compaq
151-153 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

We do try to make every customer feel that
it is our constant aim to make every transaction
one that will be as satisfactory and profitable to
him as it is to us.

Drop us a card. Use any catalogue

SAMPLES FREE

, '111118640114111,e'

BALANCE STAFFS.
WALTHAM, ELGIN, HAMPDEN AN ILLINOIS.
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Warranted to be made of Special Selected Steel for

CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY CHICAGO

pLGIN iss Double Braced class a_
- ,...:

Manufactured  by

-22zysse c5;ndaz - C.Waded
PRICE $ 1.75 oga a'aux-cle-eFanch

Each Spring Warranted Switzerland

Do You

Carry

Umbrellas

Or

Canes ?

,■• .■li t1n.

Ilright, 41in.;
width, 17
I al:, \Yahoo
or
I lit.rry finish.
Shipped
I ut up
ready for use.

Regular price

Our price,
$6.85 Net

im.cA beRng ablie co . uRornx
oyuI pneee of Englravg
in a. 5hora..a.nme?

The increasing demands made upon you for gratis

engraving are proof enough that people want it. Are

you going to supply this demand and increase your

sales by so doing?

If you send your engraving away you spend as

much time on it as 'twould take to do it on the

machine, BESIDES PAYING FOR IT.

The design of our type is the work of an expert.

The machine reproduces this expert's work, consequently the quality of your
engraving MUST be all right. Another thing! Your hand don't "get out," and you
don't make " slips"; it's something you can depend upon.

A man must have good tools to work with ; you wouldn't think of making a

pivot on an old Bow lathe-because you can save time and labor by doing it on an

up-to-date tool. Why should you do your engraving in the old and most expensive

way, when one of our machines will reverse this condition and make it the easiest

and least expensive.

Whatever way you look at it, you see the need of this machine.

NOW is the time to place your order while you have plenty of time in which to

get a thorough understanding of the machine and to have your engraving well

advertised before the busy season comes on.

Have you had our catalogue? It can be had for the asking.

LaFave Optician's Table
The most m operating

table In the %rot lit Built of iion,
finished in Japan ; leather top.
Size, 16 x 24 ; weight, 35 pounds.

Regular price, 5.6.30

Our price, $4.95

The EzUnt.

Easiest Swing Treadle Foot Wheels
Ni'. 10, --s..-01-40 lb. Ball

mr price $5.90 net
Nu. 101 -0-40lb. Regu-

lar ing I fur price . . 4.48 net

We have OVer ROO regular enstomers on these springs

THE BIO 4 MAINSPRINO at Reduced Prices
are the GENT-INF: I'MPOI2TED ROBERT SELECPED, and are sent
out in the original sealed hoses. Each spring is warranted and
stamped. Acknowledged to he the finest temper. tool yet tua ,-.111,ject
I,, the breakage of other springs. It you try them you Nt 
Other. For all American Watches. We are the sole agent, rol lilt'
BIG 4 si'lliNGs. AMERICAN :dOVEMEN1'S.

Write for Special Prices and Discounts
.latest Improved Jewel Setting Cutter and Burnisher

With t It i• tool you can open any size ,Teel Bezel. No. 72. Each, 47 cents net

Saylre, Pa.

Work that is difficult by hand is easy for the NEW CENTURY-send for a sample of inside ring
engraving and see for yourself.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx3xxxxxxxxxx
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Where they have

stayed for 55 years;

where we intend

them always to
•

remain.

THE STANDARD

for quality

for finish and

for general excel-

lence

J.R.WOOD & SONS
Ring Makers

2 Maiden Lane, New York

COPYRIGHT 1905

BY D.THORPE. PUI3LIS1ER

'HgEk.SROWN.
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them always to

J. R.W001) & SONS
Ring Makers

2 Maiden Lane, New York



lie Sale of an ELGIN Watch
Brings other
Business to

You

()

The sale of an Elgin Watch is often the entering point of a
wedge of profitable business for the dealer. Elgin Watches are
reliable and the selling of them gives you a reputation for reli-
ability. A point to remember is that you always buy

ELGIN WATCHES
under a positive guarantee. Pass that guarantee on to your custom-
ers, and get the benefit that comes from handling guaranteed goods.

See Jobbers' List for prices or write the Company.
Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet,

" Timemakers and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and
development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, Elgin, Illinois, U. S. A. New York Office, 11 John Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago. San Francisco Office, 206 Kearny St.

Ifrg,--1(

ALPINE
VIOLET

Another oi our new

patterns for this

season.

Our new catalogue

shows all the pieces
and sets.

We offer an especi-
ally attractive line of

Chains, Lockets,

Brooches, Brace=

lets, Bar Pins,

Scarf Pins, Hat

Pins, Waist Pins

and Sets, Cuff

Buttons, Crosses,

1 3;7

Earrings, Necklaces and Hair Chain Mountings.
Our catalogue describes all of these, and every Jeweler should have a copy.

If you have not received one, ask us to send one to you.

Theodore W. Foster 0 Bro. Co.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

100 Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.
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American and Swiss

MAINSPRINGS
are so well known by the

expert and most critical

watchmakers that further

claims are unnecessary.

Send for a list of

Styles, Sizes, Width

and Strength by

Dennison's Gage

VW"

FREE OF CHARGE
This Handsome Cabinet

with three drawers and a series of twenty-six handsomely
decorated tin boxes, marked with sizes, grades, class, num-
ber, width and strength by Dennison's gage These boxes
are fitted to the Cabinet, and are specially intended for the
loose mainsprings which naturally accumulate in every
watchmaker's stock. We will send one of these Cabinets
free with the first order for one gross Of Ameri=
can or Swiss Mainsprings.

Size, 15 Inches long. 10 Inches high and 91/, inches deep
Capacity,10 Gross ,61; -American and Swiss Springs

400
614SEN

Ch4COILINGSAINSpRig

MAIL ORDERS we care for promptly, and get them to you according to order
Orders filled from any catalogue

L. H. KELLER & CO.
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS

Fine Watch Materials, Tools, Files, Supplies
and Optical Goods 64 Nassau St., New York

1

cirt4V
T 379

)4fr, c(f'v

14 K. GOLD CASES
All Sizes
All Prices

Assortment Unequaled Anywhere

See our line before buying your Fall Bill

tn#

The Non=Retailing Company
jobbers in

Watches and Chains

Lancaster, Pa.

,
• • rth

*cc'.

.44* t%)
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TheW BC
WATCH GLASSES

Glasses

are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

e•'•

The prices on
are not higher
much inferiors
sold by the
of the United
lows:

9,
B & C glasses

than other and
brands, and aret•••■ leading jobbers
States as fol-

(ienevas   per gross,
Mi-Concaves 
MI-Concaves, Extra Thick
Flat Parallels  
Lentilles  
Flat Concaves . . .
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick
Patent tienevas  
Lunettes  

14

IS

9.00
7.20

I 2.00
1 2.01)
15.00
7.20
3.00

The only medal at the l'aris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN. ARE. AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness id size make

them so that the leading jobbers in the United Slates will use no others at any prim Four-fifths of the ease manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They
used to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom id' the old proverb, "The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS ! ! If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using t(lem), try the W B & C and don') be deceived by 
bluffing and humbug-

ging advert isemenfs, showing, a lot of nonsenical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and never

heard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W g & C
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—and the best one you can make will be to give us a trial order. We will give you prompt service, good goods

and absolutely square dealing. Send the order and we will prove it to you.

BALANCE STAFFS

ALL PRICES PER DOZEN

all sizes, 7 jewel 
Elgin, all sizes, 17 jewel  

all sizes, 21 jewel 
Waltham, all sizes, 7 jewel
Waltham, all sizes, 15 jewel 
Waltham, all sizes, 17 jewel
Waltham, all sizes, 21 jewel
Illinois, all sizes, 7 jewel 
Illinois, all sizes, 17 jewel 

Genuine
Factory
82.00
3.00
4.00
2.00
3.00
4  00
5  00
2.00
4.00

1...v s.
Brand
81.00
1.00
2.50
1.00
1.00
2.50
2.50
1.00
2.50

Eagle
Brand
8 .75

1 moo 1011 GIVES
1111111"" FULL MEASUREI\ \

iiiIIII .,1111111 1111  and tz LITTLE MORE 
mmmiommmmmmomommomomomoommmommmommmommmemmmimmimoumimommmmmimmmmmmimmmm

GETTING AN EXTRA PROFIT

BALANCE JEWELS
ALL PRICES PER DOZEN

Elgin, all sizes, 7 to 17 jewel  
Waltham, all sizes, 7 to 15 jewel
Waltham, all sizes, 17 to 23 jewel
Illinois, all sizes, 7 to 21 jewel  
Hampden, all sizes, 7 to 21 jewel

Genuine E. St .1. S. Eagle
Factory Brand Brand
*2.00 81.50 8 .75
210 1.50 .75
235 1.50 . . .
2.50 1.50 .75
3  45 1.50 .75

ALL ABOVE PRICES SUBJECT TO 6% DISCOUNT FOR CASH

We have been many years accumulating the completest stock of small material in the West. We can match any part of
practically any watch and deliver it to you promptly and right. Our force of experienced and expert watchmakers give faithful and
individual attention to all orders—no matter how small.

Our New Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue will mark a distinct advance in the art of catalogue-
making, both in its beautiful illustrations and make up, and in the large variety of goods illustrated and quoted. It will be ready
about October 1st. Send us your name now—if you are in our territory—and we will send you a copy free as soon as it is out.

The miner has to dig the ore out of the ground and put it through certain processes in order to get the
gold.

If the ore contains a little silver and a little copper it means an additional clear profit for the miner, with
practically no extra labor or expense.

A wise jeweler conducts his business on the same principle. He sells his goods and runs a repair shop in
order to get a profit out of it—the gold.

If the jewelry business and the repair department accumulate a little old gold and silver and bench filings
and sweepings, it means an additional clear profit with practically no extra labor or expense.

Make it a rule to gather together and ship your craps and filings at regular intervals. It rids your store
of old junk and puts an extra profit into your cash drawer—a rule that works both ways.

Our old, tried and true plan is : You send your consignment, we send you a check immediately. If
the amount of the check is not large enough, you return it and we return your shipment and pay the freight.

We are paying 50 cents per ounce for old silver.

E. 0 J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio di
Ii
k.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers
OFFICES, 63 and 65 Washington Street
WORKS, 58th and Throop Streets

immillimmilimmoffimmmoommilmilimmiiimimmilmmimmimmoilimiiiimmimmommilimuommmumoomolommomoommommil
ri-ipiact C,C)‘
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Adjustable Jaw Roller Remover, No. 16
The two movable jaws are easily adjusted so they will take in any size roller

by means of the knurled screw.

Price each, $1.50

Facility Jewel Chucks
Set of 6. Price, $3.00 per set. Single chucks, 6oc.

The " Facility " Jewel chneks enable the operator to adjust the jewel setting to the exact. depth for turning
,,ithee outside diameter or ,heiiidei. er the jewel setting. They are made to lit the No. 38 wire chuck of the

I 1.,1,1, and ”I her i il:111011 latlu. They Will tit the No. 24
wire /bind: of the Iti vett lathe. Besides they :111• s11 (.1111,41111.11•11 that the extol depth ean be regulated without
removing the sub-chink front the lal lie, by means of the adjusting screw " It Which passes through the entire
length iir the 1.1 ,mi either end by the serewdriver slot " b." 'lids adjusting screw which
regulates the depth, is made of hollow wire and enlarged suflieiently on I he face to allow the opening of 111' 
tog the holes when necessary. They tire made in six si/e, and take in from the largest to the smallest A ilicrica
set jewels in um by any °Utile companies.

Lathe Loupe, No. 25
(PATENT APPLIED Fon)

A most useful article, devised by a practical watchmaker. Easily applied to any make lathe. If
great power is required, bring into aetion the two lenses ; otherwise swing the small lens out of place.

Rings of two different sizes are fornished with each loupe to meet all °aa1uiiaiiaeaits. The loupe
will enable anyone to inspect the work without bending close to it as with ordinary eye-loupe.

Price, $1.25 each

Combination Hand and Roller Remover
No. 50

a new tool and a perfect suce,,. labor and time saver.
Price, $1.25

dillM11111111111111M4

Frosting or Matting Tool, No. 1
(eATENTED)

Wheels, Bridges and Plates, which at present can only be polished, may, with this tool, be given
a frosted or matted surface similar to the original tinish produced in the factory. Wheels fluty be
I laced in the lathe or otherwise held, polished with tine emery paper and the small roll used with light
pressure for refrosting. Bridges, Plates or other large fiat surfaces may be treated i ii the saw way
W i I It tine emery paper, after which the large roll is to be passed forward and backward over the work
with light pressure.

Price per set, $1.00

Brown's Stone Setting Cutter
With I hi, tool the stone seat can be cut in half the time it lakes to tile
UI. eu t it with a graver. Ntade in two sizes:

Small, to be used on 1z  to 3; Karat
Large, " " " Karat up

Price each, St.00

The Victor Repair Clamp
The quickest and mod praetield eill1111> on the market. The tedious work of Wiring work is ovm

In be soldered can he platted in any position and with greatest ease.
Price, Japanned Base, $1.25 Price, Nickel-Plated Base, $1.75

Order from your Jobber. If he is
unable to supply you, if you will

write us we will inform you who can.

Iliglallger & Co.
47 & 49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

0.
0

0.

6.

in

Jeweled Bearing Scale, No. 120
Above illustration represents our new line of Jeweled Scales, which we furnish in

various sizes. The bearings supporting beams are jeweled. Pans are hung In hardened
knife bearings. Adjusting screws on ends of beams. Exceedingly sensitive. All parts
heavily nickel-plated. Removable pans. Finely finished hardwood boxes. Weights
finely adjusted.

PRICES

The National Universal Jewelry Holder
\ 114 .‘1. ilittst nit ion, give only a partial idea of the many uses to which this tool (qui be put. 'l'o produce ulean

I. it hats no equal. No cementing and boiling 11111 1'1111111i 1.1.1111i1T11.

Price, $1.50

Complete with set of 2 oz. weights
It 4

6
0 8"

ii 10 0

A fine scale at a moderate price

 $ 8.00
  10.00
  12.00
  t4.00
  16.00

Culman Balance Chuck
I,or refinishing balance pivots without removing the hairspring or roller, and

protect tug them while the pivots are being ..epolished.
Made for all standard sizes of American Lathes.

Price, $3.50

CLow'S r'
Steel Screw Salve.
, REMOVES

IISCREWS,

TAPS

& DRILLS,'
, mFG.Bv
Vir..E. CLOW- C.?

Clow's Steel
Screw Solvent

Is a chemical preparation
for removing steel screws
that have been broken off
or rusted in Watch Plates,
Cro w ns, Eyeglasses or
Spectacle Frames.

It Acts Only on Steel

it abolishes the old cus-
tom of punching or drilling
out screws. With this
preparation a screw can be
removed in from ten min-
utes to one hour without
taking any of your time.

Full direct ions with each
bottle.

Price, so cents

4tIv&LQ 'IrV1 T
CLOCK HAND SET COMBINATION

No. 16
Consists of all the styles used on the

following Clock Co's Move3rnents:

ANSONIA,
GILBERT,
NEW HAVEN

SETH THOMAS,
WATERBURY,
WESTERN.

CONTENTS 50 PIECES. PRICE $1.00

41-)
LI

BACK WINDER COMBINATION
No. 17

Consists of all the styles used on the
following Clock Co's Movements:

ANSONIA,
GILBERT,
NEW HAVEN,

SETH THOMAS,
WATERBURY,
WESTERN.

CONTENTS 50 PIECES. PRICE $1.50

Order from your Jobber.
If he is unable to supply you,
if you will write us we will in-
form you who can.

HAMMEL,
RIGLANDER & CO.

47 & 49 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
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TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

EVERY ROY WATCH CASE is

made from ASSAYED GOLD, and

QUALITY IS GUARANTEED AS STAMPED.

Our new Fall line in attractive designs and unequaled
finish are on sale by leading jobbers who care to supply
their trade with the newest and best solid gold case made.

WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
206 Kearny Street

San Francisco, Cal. 21-23 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

IMPROVED STAKING TOOL
WITH NEW FRICTION SLEEVE

The highest degree of
perfection yet attained in
staking tool improvement is
found in the new K. & D.
tool shown in the accom-
panying illustration. The
most notable new feature is
the

FRICTION

S1L,ENT

for holding the punches up
while placing and removing
parts of watches from the
die.

This tool has also a new
device for tightening the
die in position, consisting of

No. 12. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps
No. 13. 76 Punches, 20 Stumps an adjustable bolt and double-
No. 14. 60 Punches, 18 Stumps bearing cam.

These improvements completely obviate vibration or displacement
and thoroughly safeguard watch parts while in the die.

Kendrick Se. Davis, Lebanon, N. H.

THE LATEST AND BEST

The "Automatic" Safety Catch
Neatest, strongest, best and most practical safety
catch that has ever been presented for consideration
of the trade. It is automatic in action and a positive
lock for the pin. The pin-stem engages readily and

Open Closed positively cannot come out until you release it. ThePatented
release is as simple and can be accomplished more

readily than from an ordinary open catch. A touch of the finger on point A
and the pin is automatically freed from the catch. Made in Gold, SterlingSilver and German Silver.

Samples sent on application from Manufacturers or Wholesale Dealers inJobbing Material.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office-103 State Street

SAMS'  440 
SAFETY 

BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sums'-
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete . . . $12.50
Outfit without bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . • 4.00Sams' Flux . . . . .25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24W. Randolph St., CHICAGO Generator. Size 8%"
high, 53;,"
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Latest and "Improved 1905 Model, Adjustable Combination" Polishing, Buffing, Grinding, Drilling,

Sawing and Turning  Electric Lathe and Power Motors. Six Lathes in One, at Price of One
For JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS, OPTICIANS, SILVERSMITHS, DENTISTS, MACHINISTS, ELECTRICIANS, and for All Trades and Purposes.

Our Motors Save Time, Patience and Money, and Combine Simplicity, Economy, Strength and every known improvement in electricity
NOTE:: :-The strength Of 011I 1- 5 Horse Power Motors ;Lie the equal Of Itte,1 of the 1; Itor,e power motor, of other makes 1111 111e market. We do not e%.,r-rate the output of our motors.

(Each Motor an entire workshop in itself.) Cost to run, 2 to Sc. per day.
4. Nothing better can be made ; absolutely dust-proof, air and water-tight, and fully warranted." Instantly adjusted to any electric light socket and always ready for immediate use,
no further adjustment being required. With reasonable
care these motors will last, in constant use, for 20 years.
Speed 500 to 3000 revolutions per minute as desired.

All chucks ADJUSTABLE and interchangeable.
" Our Motors have no equal at any price."

Showing W. Green & Co.'s
Latest aud Improved Model,

Direct-Current Lathe Motor.
Type No. 4. 4 Separate Speeds.

1-5 Horse Power. With Brush

and Buffing W heels oil Spindles
in position ; also Drilling,
Grindstone, Emery (Sand

Paper) and Saw Chucks ; also
Single and 3-Cone Pulleys,
Adjustable Plug anti Cord-all
used in connection With our

1-5 Horse Power Motors.

Shelving W. Green A Co.'s Latest and Improved
Model, Single Speed, 1-5 Horse Power, Alternat-
ing-Current Lathe Motor. Self-sturting Type
No. 5.

With new style Steel Switch and Patent Key
Attachment in front, Grindstone and Buffing
Chucks with Grindstone and Spindle in position ;
also Drilling and Emery Chuck.„ Adjustable Plug,
Cord, etc.

Showing W. Green & h o.'s Latest and Improved Model, 6 Sep-
arate Speeds, 1-5 Horse Power. Independent Arbor, Alternating-
Current Lathe Motor. sHi-starting. Type No. 9, with new style
Steel Switeb and Patent Key Attachment, and Short Spindles in
position ; also Drill, t iriodstone and Emery (Sand Paper) Chucks,
Single, 3-t 'ene and Hat Pulleys, :Whist:dile Plug, Cord, etc.

Reproduction of Autograph Testimonial
letter and additional orders from TIFFANY
& CO. and CHARLES WELLER & CO., the
famous New York Jewelers and Silversmiths

TIFFANY d. CO.
GOLD ANO SILVERSMITHS

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK

New York, Jan. 12. 1905.
NV. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, New York.

Gentlemen :-In reply to your letter of the
11th inst., beg to say we find the W. Green &
Co.'s Electric Polishing Motor perfectly satis-
factory, and would ask you to send us bill for
same. We will arrange for additional motors
later on. Thanking you for your courtesy,
we are Yours very truly,

TIFFANY & CO.

Order No. 1363 New York, April 3, 1905.
W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, New York.

Gentlemen :-Please send us two W. Green
& Co.'s No. 4 1005 Model Motors, 110 vol s, 1-5
H. P.; one W. Green & Co.'s No. 6, with s metal

spindle and new model speed  
controller, No. 11, 110 volts, %
H. P. Two No. 4's to be deliv-
ered at once ; one No. it as soon
as convenient.

Yours truly,
TIFFANY & CO.Showing W. Green ik 'II. •S Latest and Improved Model, 7 Speeds (Separate

Attachment), 1-4 to 114 Horse Power, Direct-Current Lathe Motors. Type No.6.
With Grindstone anti Butting Wheels on Spindles in position ; also Drill Chuck,

Spindles. Grindstone, Adjustable T-res ,t Tu rning and various other at
u Netc.,used in connection with our Type os. 6 and 7, Direct and Alternating-Current

Motors.

SPECIAL NOTE:-Our Nos. 4, 5 and 9 Motors
include following 5 Adjustable Attachments,

/ no extra charge
rwo Chucks with tapered thread for holding the
brushes 111111 hulling wheels, and three other chucks for
holding grindstones and polishing wheels of various
sizes, which meet the needs of average work.

Our Nos. 6 and 7 Motors include

Long Adjustable Spindles, Grinding, Turning and
Tool-rest Attachment, no extra charge.

Separate and Extra Attachments for our Nos. 4, 5,

9 and 20 Motors

Adjustable Drill (or Burr) Chuck' . . . . Price, $3.00
" Sand Paper (or Emery) Chuck . " 1.50

Single Cone Pulley . . , . . , " 1,75
e Three Cone Pulley   " 3.50

SPECIAL NOTE.-These Motors and Dynamos

Polishing
and

Buffing
Motors
Nos.

4, 5, 6,
7, 9 and

20

CHARLES WESLEY es, CO.
JEWELERS

5TH AVENUE AND 21ETH STREET

New York, June 1, 1905.
Messrs. NV. Green St Co., City
Gentlemen :-We take plea-

sure in advising you that we
consider the W. Green & Co.'s
Motors, which have been duly
installed in our factory, the
most up-to-date machinery on
the market, and are unsurpassed
for polishing and butting silver-
ware, jewelry, etc. The entire
eight motors, viz.; Nos. 4, 6
and 12 are doing excellent work
and we are extremely pleased and
satisfied with our new equip-
ment. We expect to send you an
additional order very shortly.

Yours respectfully,
CHARLES WELLER & CO.

Showing W. Green & Co.'s latest Direct-Current Lathe
Motor, Type No. 20, 1-0 Horse Power, 3 separate speeds with
Brush and Buffing Wheels on spindles in position ; made expressly
for Dentists, Laboratories, Private Dwellings etc:, where only a
moderate OG1011111 Or power is required.

NET WHOLESALE PRICE, complete with Starting Box and
Regulator attached to Motor, t wo spindles for holding Polishing
and Bulling 'heels, one Grindstone, Chuck, Plug, Cord and Socket.

52 to 110 volts, 820.50
115 to 220 " 29.00

For separate and extra attachments see price list below.

Onr small power Motors, Type
No. 12, as shown in cut,of 1-10,
1-8,1-land 1-8 Horse Power,
are made expressly for mulling
watchmakers', aental, and
Ii her small lathes, sewing
machines, for laboratory and
various other purposes. For
reducing or increasing the speed
of these motors, our three-cone
pulley especially arranged for
this small type will be found
very useful. We also supply a
special Switch to enable the
lathe to be reversed if necessary.
Price-list of these Motors quoted
below.
l'rice of Reversible Switch,

81.50
Price of nickel-plated 3-cone

pulley fitted to Motor instead of
single pulley, $1.51) extra.

Net Wholesale Price-List of 1905 Model

Voltage

52
115
52
115
52
115
52
115

115

115

115 

52

52

52

52
115

to 110
" 220
" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220
" 110
" 220
' 110
" 220

Horse
Power

Direct-Current
Motors 

No.  Price 

20 $26.50
20 29.00
4 33.50
4 37.50

• •
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

. . . . . .
33.00
57.50
61.00
66.50
75.00
80.50
85.00
90.50

115.00
125.00

Alternating-
Current Motors
No. Price

• 

•

9
9
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
7

.$ 46.50
51.00
60.00
64.50
74.50
79.00
85.00
95.00
115.00
120.00
130.00
135.00
165.00
185.00

Power
Motors
No. 12
with

flat or
single
cone

pulley

can be supplied through your jobber, but if for any reason they cannot or
do not care to obtain them for you, write to us direct and we will give your order and correspondence prompt attention.

Manufacturers A Maiden LaneW. GREEN ei CO., an Exporters, U New York, U.S.A.

Showing NV. Green & Co.'s Type No. 12,
Electric Power Motor. Indispensable for
all t rades and devices. Made front 1.10 to 5
Horse Power.

/Horse

Output
Power

1-10

1-8

1 1-2

2

2 1-2

Voltage

6 to 110
115 " 250

110
250
110
250
110
250
110
250
110
250
110
250
110
250
110
250
110

6 H
115 "
6 "

115 "
6 "

115 "
6 "

115 "
6"

115 "
6 "

115 "
6 "

115 "
6 "

115 "
6 "

115 " 250
6 " 110

115 " 250
6 " 110

115 " 250
6 " 110

115 " 250

Direct
Current

 PRICE
Alternating
Current

$15.00
17.00
17.50
19.50
20.50
22.50
25.00
27.00
29.00
32.00
33.00
36.00
45.00
48.00
51.00
54.00
75.00
79.00
90.00
95.00
100.00
105.00
118.00
124.00
132.00
141.00

$2.6.06
28.00
30.00
30.50
34.00
39.00
37.00
43.00
50.00
57.00
58.00
66.00
72.00
83.00
80.00
92.00
126.00
137 00
140.00
154.00
161.00
177.10
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"Trade

Follows the Flag!"

Here's a watch with a history, shrined in a beautiful sentiment, and
a trade as surely following it as trade has always followed the flag.
Every American woman will be pleased with the suggestion of per-
petuating the memory of that admirable little woman who made the
first United States Flag—especially the 957,922 members of the
Betsy Ross Association and the tens of thousands who will join the
association during the year. The trade is waiting at your door.
Ask your jobber fo-day for

"e Betsy Ross
The New COMPLETE 0 Size Watch

New York
Chicago

and be oil time to take care of the first inquiry.
The Betsy Ross is a 7-jeweled, pendant-set, nickel,
0 size movement in a Boss 20-year filled case.
Nothing in its class is better—either movement or
case. As a co/Vide watch it has no equal in either
real worth or real value. Do not wait—see your
jobber now. The tide of demand is rising.

Manufactured and Guaranteed by

The Keystone Watch Case CO.
Philadelphia Cincinnat i

San Francisco

Get one of our
If

N0.24
c/iisfissa ea,
FULL OF NEWAND
BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS

eArierefoxa
Alt 017C/1767t.

`` Seasonable
Decorated
Windows
will bring you
dividends.''

FRANK NETSCHERT

Leave It to Our Leaves
Your Fall Opening Display

Oak Leaves, laple Leaves, Grape Leaves—Leaves of

any style, size and price—all made in those rich Fall colors.

You couldn't get a more brilliant and attractive setting

for Fall displays than our Autumn Leaves, to be used

either single scattered around the window floor or twisted

on natural twigs, so getting close imitation to real, natural

rich Autumn-colored branches or trees.

Interest your window trimmer and let's get together—

the result, increased sales !

Paper garlands of bright fall colors for festooning bright

little favors for Fall openings, and natty novelties galore.

Prices to-day—why not?

Don't be a wait-till-to-morrow man. Some stores that

have always been successful are placing orders now.

PRANK NETSCHERT CO.
34 Barclay Street, New York City



English Case as Received As Remodoled for American S. W. Movement

WENDELL & COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS. REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.Key-Wind Cases changed to Stern-Wind.English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.Melting old gold cases and making over into new ease (using same gold) a specialty.
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

Theo. Iwo ruts thow Fist stool Itintod Reicher Meg,as reeelved with claw, loony worn off and too low topermit resetting stoma. again.

Tilf• e en IN thew th • RAMP ringo with new, high claw.,RI ones terorely reoet, it id entire ring?, rellnI.heil like orw.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .76 to SI 26" " " eight " 46 
" " 1.00 to 2.00We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher Tooth anthrings of every description, to costfrom 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition oering and number of claws in setting.

glo•e ring with OUP
eluw ai each end holding .,t.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glovering, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,which holds the sets in very securely.
Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.Four " " " " " 75e.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

103-105 William St. 57 Washington St.NEW YORK CHICAGO
Cameo glove ring with tour

corner. holding •et.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWINti

AS DELIVERED
Cinld Chttism Refillec.1, Renewed and RepairedOld Chains made over into new patterns, using same goldClood Work. Lon..., Illriczes. Prompt Attritiotx

WENDELL & COMPANYTHE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADENEW YORK 
CHICAGOTWO WONDER.103-105 William Street 

FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

0 0 6
Stone-Setting

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stonesfor special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from toecutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozenand gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five tofifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

103-105 William Street TWO LARGENEW YORK FACTORIES
57 Washington Street
CHICAGO

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

BE

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; makingnew part o to match the old ones that, havebeen imbed or broken off the same asziew.

WE REPLATL
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,bronze, brass, oxidized, silver, old bronze,statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds
together with Good kVork and Low Prices are the features that made ourbusiness the only success of its kind in the country:

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doingSpecial Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.
We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Orderfor New Work that is taken into a Retail jewelry Store (except watch work)that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.
It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customersperfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increaseyour entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Just at the beginning of one of the greatest watch selling
fall seasons we find our watch business booming for the reason
that the trade have found out that we are the natural supply
center for the Central West and Southern territory.

Our preparations for this big fall trade are now complete and
we can boast of a Watch Department which stands absolutely un-
rivaled in the volume, quality and comprehensiveness of the stock.

We are sectional headquarters for the products of the Amer-
ican Waltham Watch Company, the Elgin National Watch
Company, The Keystone Watch Case Company, the Crescent
Watch Case Company, the Philadelphia Watch Case Company
and the New England Watch Company. This fact enables us
to furnish everything in watches worth while. Then we have so
systematized our business that, no matter what may be the charac-
ter or dimensions of your requirements, satisfactory selections can
be promptly made, or, if ordered by mail, will be shipped with
like promptness. Buying from us means that you save money
in expressage as well as time.

Our new fall and holiday catalogue will be ready early in October. It lists
over four thousand items in the jewelry line and illustrates nearly every one. It
should be an important part of your buying department, Mr. jeweler, for it will be
the standard by which close buyers gage prices. If your name ts not on our mailing
list, it should be. Send for this catalogue and we will mail it to you as soon as out.
It will surely save money for you. It is free to regular jewelers.

ALBERT BROS.
Cincinnati, OhioThe Quick Delivery House
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EXTRA F FINE
°

SWISS PATTERN FILES
"GOOD WORK REQUIRES GOOD TOOLS"

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

L. LELONG d BROTHER
rosi

Htlirel •

''1 ": tinnmnIni:
,

'IV Inn 4tTgwy)Ii11rnodt....n 
-A "'

114

_ C

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, N. J.

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Sweep Smelters
/3 (ILLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRAM:

Prompt attention given to Old Gol( I
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

We Blank
Form
Swedge

Our finish finest for

the money

Submit sa1i1)1(:
our price

A. N. Clark & Son, Plainville, Conn,

BRAND

MARK

All the Year Essentials
,. STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, finecrocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest specialsteel; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.
SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi-net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.00, with our first orderfori gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted tosuit, for $10.50 net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Balance

Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery cor-
rectly gaged, special ̂  Jewel grades.90c. Ts Jewel grades, polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash.* " STAR " Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot .Jewels in set-tings, made by automatic machinery, correcily gaged, special, per dozen,90c. net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. per(107(.11 ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, inelmling Oak Cabinet with 12bottles.
* " STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.per dozen special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters Sc Co., Birailw7y, New York

R. J. Mfg. Co. Locket and Charm Holder
Fri' ANY I:NORAVINO BLOCK 20 HOLD 38 

ARTICLES — TO INCH
32 32

Dennison's United States Standard Gauge
  1111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111
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Nos. 1 and 3,-Width of Springs.
No. 2,-Diameters.
" 4,-Diameters of Wheels.
" 5,-Diameters of Crystals.
" 6,-Verges, Etc.
" 7,-Steel Thickness Gauge.

Patent Roller and Hand Remover
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and double rollers from

balance staffs with safety and certainty, and will remove all sizes of watch hands

without injury to the dials. Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most
perfect tool of its kind in the market.

INSTRUCTIONS •

The jaws can be adjusted for small or large opening, just by turning thumb

nut ; it has two extra plungers for hand removing, and one extra plunger for roller

remover, which are kept inside of handle when not in use ; the handle has a thumb screw in the back with a steel 
sleeve to tit over plung(•I,.

When changing plungers, open the jaws, hold the lever down, then Unscrew plunger, and put another in for hand 
removing, and keep the

others in handle. For Sale by all Material Jobbers.

Be CO i0

1391
This gauge has been on the market

for the past 30 years as the Standard

Medium between the watchmakers and

material dealers of the world. When

ordering this gauge, write for the

Genuine Dennison (each gauge is
stamped Dennison U. S. Standard.)

Price, $2.50
For Sale by all Material Jobbers

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

Price, $2.50

HENRY ZINIMERN & CO INC., Sole Agents, 'a John Street, NEW YORK

New

l76

Monarch Catalogue No. 60

2. 7

129

Price, $2.00

TTTTTT APPLIED FOR

I I lids articles ?,? to RI inch diameter wilhout marring edge.I smooth surface thr thumb. ‘Vork can Is. 1111111. quicker.
h, used. On any engraving block. ()nce used intlispensablv.

For sale by Tool and Material Dealers
RACINE JEWELRY MFG. CO., Racine, Wis.

1'32 I 3 '3

"..2.

1 3 1

3 z1-

The most complete and most
elaborately illustrated Jewelry Cata-
logue ever compiled.

Hundreds and hundreds of new
and unique designs in every line of
goods: Watches, Lockets, Fobs,
Chains, Bracelets, Brooches, Scarf
Pins, Studs, Collar Buttons and all
manner of novelties.

No jeweler can afford to miss
this catalogue. A copy will be sent
free on request.

Please note that our name does not
appear in this catalogue. So jewelers
may show it freely to customers.

R., L. sei M. Friedlander
Wholesale Jewelers

Jobbers in American Watches

Importers of Diamonds

30 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you want a line of RINGS that will sell

at sight and pay you a good profit—Rings that will not come back
Troith the stones out, to plague you try the BR Y ANT RINGS.
We have made and sold them for 50 Years.

Trade-Mark
M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.

7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
All Jewelers will be interested in our

"Hydrogiant"
A handsome, noiseless, hydraulic motor,
which attaches directly to any water
faucet, smooth or threaded. This motor
is ball-bearing throughout, very speedy,
and serviceable at low water pressures.
We carry a full line of attachments for same,
such as emery wheels, grindstones, leather,

felt or cotton buffing and polishing wheels, silver and steel polishing
compositions, brass taper spindles, pulleys, bottle washers, etc.
Invaluable to Jewelers, Dentists and Machinists. Enameled a dark
claret color, with solid brass trimmings. Power, 1-16 to g horse-power.
Price, with pulley wheel, $5.00, absolutely guaranteed by us.

Our "Arctic 99 7fi Stand Water Motor, with i3 or 3" trans-
mission pulley, will run any kind of light machinery or apparatus
requiring not more than ( horse-power. Price, with pulley, $8.50.

Our 9/ Little Wonder Motor outfit is the only good
sharpening and polishing outfit at a reasonable price on the market.
Indispensable everywhere for sharpening cutlery and tools, polishing
silverware and metals, running light machinery. Motor, emery
wheel, two buffing and polishing wheels, pulley wheel and silver
and steel polishing compositions, packed in neat wooden box,complete, $4.00.

We also make a line of splendid WATER
FANS, and motors up to ro horse-power.
Special inducements made to the trade. Write
us, for we have just what you want.

WARNER MOTOR CO., Dept. 26
Flatiron Bldg. New York City

SPECIAL PRICES FOR AUGUST
Watch Bows, Bars, Toggles, Etc.

U. S. R. Mainsprings
True Blue "

N. E. Watch Material !SNP
Jobbing Stones

any catalogue
Order from

American-made Bal. Staffs, 75c. doz. :ind up
" Jewels, 75c. doz. " "

14

complete Novelties and Souvenirs

Swiss and American
Watches

Nickel Alarm Clocks

Mail Orders our Specialty

L. COHEN & CO.
630 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

OUR IMPROVED BEST OF ALL
ROLLER REMOVER

Our Never Equaled Patent applied for
Pivot Drill Chuck
and Drilling Device

A 
Once used, you would not be

13, C without it for five times its cost.
Description of Tool. — A is- milled band to clutch in screwing

down set nut B which holds PivotDrill in position. 018 back center taper which tits tail stock of lathe. I) shows rest pin enteringC, or tail-stock spindle. Place Pivot Drill in countersink in the staff' to be drilled. Push up tail-stock spindle stud set thumb-screw, and as the drill enters the stair the opening between fund I)shows the depth you have drilled. This device also lessens the breakage. Price, 75 cents.We also furnish .t,est quality of Pivot from 4 to 30 thousandth for 30 cents per dozen. Ordereither from us or your Jobber. In ordering, mention name and kind of lathe used. We also manu-facture tools for watchmakers jewelers and opticians. Write us for estinutteR.
Our New

Crown Enlarging Tool
This tool sells for $1.00, and Will
enlarge inside of crowns fmin small
swiss to 18 size. Nickel-plated.

DETROIT WATCH TOOL, CO., 51'6 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Price, $1.50
Finely

nickel-plated

EIGHT-DAY

SESSIONS CLOCKS
FINEST MARBLEIZED GOODS ON THE MARKET

CATHEDRAL-BELL HALF-HOUR STRIKE ON CUP BELL 5-in. White or Fancy Perforated Dials

DUKE

;31011., •

Columns, Egyptian Green

Height, 11 inches Length, 12 inches

BERRI

'Bronze Metal Trimmings
Columns, Brown Smoked

Height, 11 inches I.engtti, 17 1.2 inches

IMPERIAL

Gilt Met,..! Tr.oinnings
Columns, Onyx

Height, 111.t. inches . Length, 18 il,c!,,•s

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO., Forestville, Connecticut, U. S. A.

STERLING

Gilt Met..
Columns, Onyx Celluloiu

Height, It inches Length, 151 .2 inches

ASTORIA

Bronze ivIetal Trimmings
Columns, Onyx Celluloid

Height. 12 '4 inches Length, 16!..z inches

CARLOTTA

Gilt Metal Trimmings and Colummi
Height. 11!i inches Length, 17 1:2 inche.,



SESSIONS
"DUTCH" HALL CLOCKS.

MADE IN MISSION OAK OR DUTCH BROWN FINISH.

EIGHT-DAY MOVEMENT.

Dial. 12 inches.

ANTWERP.

Raised Cast Figures.
Height, 64 Feet.

HALF-HOUR STRIKE ON CATHEDRAL GONG

Dial, 12 Inches.
HOLLAND.

Raised Cast Figures.
Colored Glass in Door and Corners of Dial Board.

Height, 6' 2 Feet.

(Mission Oak Finish will be sent unless Dutch Brown is specified.)

DENMARK—Same design as Holland, with Weight Movement, Brass Chains and Iron Weights.

FOR SALE BY LEADING JOBBERS.

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO., Forestville, Connecticut, U. S. A.

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

1393
PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DETAIL

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS
,N
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Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of
cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon
years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A
LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to
a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

POR SALE I3Y ALL, JOBBERS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction

THE TRUE BLUE
Beaded Label 

French Watch Glasses

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT."

HIGHEST QUALITY, flNfSH

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

The Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware of imitations

Ask your jobber for them

SUSSFELD, LORSH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

PARIS NEW YORK

21 Rue de l'Echiquier 37 Maiden Lane



1 39 t ---1 Trade with us as you would have others trade with youA GOLDEN RULE

Get on our satisfied list and get the refining end
of your business off your mind

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY
Gold and Silver Refiners

102 and 104 Richmond Street

Providence, R. L

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to orderiiiL; JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of Store Furniture to snit the Icentand of the Inc:Hon, the

business expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to get

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glass
and color of finish is to your individual taste.

WRITE

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman
0 Co. have

held the record
for High Art

Jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW
TO MAKE.

I )u you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are at
your service. No charge for plans, designs or svggestions.

Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealer
to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WM. KLEEMAN & CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World

"SHIP'S BELL"

For use on
Desks,

Mantels,ete.

Suitable for
Regatta
Prize

In Clubs,
Residences

and
Offices

Tells
cot reel
hour
and
baa
hour

ill dark
rooms

AUTO CLOCK
I 395

GOTHIC AND DORIC: PARLOR AND BOUDOIR CLOCKS

TRAVELING CLOCK

24 IN. " SPECIAL" AUTO CLOCK

L.--
VI, re/iv_

THE " CHELSEA ° Striking
lYlock 

Fuisteteodnwii)telst 
Mantels, etc.

Ship's Bell is the best form of Striking Clock for use in sleeping rooms,
libraries, etc.

Clock in its round case, also furnished without the Base. Hour and Half
Hour Striking and Time (not striking) movements furnished in similar Cases
and Bases, when so preferred. Large variety of finishes on Cases and Bases.
Auto Clocks always Yellow Brass, Ship's Bell and Marine for use on Yachts,
Steamships, etc., Composition Brass, and for use in Residences, Offices, Clubs,
etc., Copper Bronze, Black Oxide, Green Bronze, Red Brass, Yellow Brass, etc.

Above are a few of the many styles of Fine Clocks made by Chelsea Clock Co. All are 8-Day,
Best Jewelry, Nautical Instruments and Yachting and Automobile Supplies,

Liberal Discounts to Dealers. Catalogs on application. setting I Pacif!kgents for
ic Coast MORGAN

you want the BEST ?
C. C. Co.

Ask for the 66 CHELSEA
AUTO CLOCK 

Clock {
A

High Grade. These fine goods are dealt in only by Dealers
and are used by parties demanding the Best.

& ALLEN CO., 134 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California

in

Chelsea Clock Co., 16 State St., Boston, U.S.A.
Larger.t :NlakerN in Anteriva of EXCLUSIVELY 8-DAY, HIGH=GRADE

"CHELSEA " Ship's Bell, Marine, Auto Clocks and Office Clocks
(TRADE-MARK) (TRADE-MARK) (TRADE-MARK)

 11■In

RHODE ISLAND RING CO., INC.
No. 103 SABIN STREET

Mr. Jeweler:

This month we

R. „9.,  July 1, 1905.

send you a few more of our new

designs in Signets. These, and our Tiffany and

Wedding Rings carry our Twenty Years Guarantee and are

all made of Gold Shell, which we certify to be 14 K.

They imitate exactly Solid Gold, both in finish and

appearance, and stand the 14 K. test (stone and acid).

yours truly,

kz,,ti., c944-e..



Progressive People Appreciate the Artistic and Impressive Effects
obtained with

METAL CEILINGS
They are Fire Resisting, Sanitary, Will Not Fall
DESIGNS suitable for every kind and class of building. Catalog free

New York Metal Ceiling Co., 535, etc., W. 24th St., New York, U.S.A.
ENAMETILE'' makes rich Wainscoting for Vestibules, Lavatories, etc. This Catalog free, too

The Pelton Electric Furnace is the Busy Shop Furnace
NO DIRT

Intending purchasers

of a furnace for enamel-

ing or other shop work

\ vill save time and

annoyance by buying

this furnace.

NO SMOKE NO ODOR NO BURN OUTS

Written guarantee with each Furnace

A few of my customers to whom I refer by fiermission
A. P. Craft & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Otto Bailer, Memphis, Tenn.
The Gustave Fox Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Steiner Badge & Engraving Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Runde & Upmeyer, Milwaukee, Wis.
A. Bloedel, Milwaukee, Wis.
E. Schmaltz & Son, St. Paul, Minn.

M. Thouren Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Chas. Wathen & Co., Denver, Colo.
Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, Ill.
Roehm & Son, Detroit, Mich.
Henry N. Dotzenroth, Pittsburg, Pa.
F. M. Reiche, Los Angeles Cal.
R. M. Johnson, Chicago

Furnaces are built

for any voltage or cur-
. .

rent, running at a mini-

m UM Cost of 3 to 4
cents per hour.

For further particu-

lars, address

Hugh E. King
103 State Street

Chicago

Landis School of Engraving

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

PALL COURS

WRITE US AT ONCE. If you wish to take a Course
this Fall, please write us and we will assign and hold a place
for you.

We do not accept more than twelve pupils at one time,
devoting our entire time to their personal Instruction and
Advancement.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are the
founders of a New System in the Art of Outing and Design-
ing, which enables a pupil, not endowed with artistic skill,
to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an Idea of what you could
accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

No. 45 A GASOLINE GAS BLOWPIPEFOR FINE SOLDERING

As efficient,
safe and
easily
controlled
as an
illuminating
gas blowpipe
Write for
descriptive
circular

Price of
on with
bellows,
$15.00

•:::;,:ill;',Uill1111111111111111111111 11111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iii

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.
Makers of Gas BlOwpipes and Furnaces

I:011111111.

Swartchild & Company
U3Sl'A1ILISHEA) 1$70

WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLIES

Jewelers' Building, 134-138 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO

'1. ii , it x

Ring, 10.f. x 11;34'

Our 700-page Catal()gue sent free upon application

 - _
}Inv), lu, T I '4 Il

Oak, Walnut or Mahogany Frames
Hand and Oil Rubbed, Plain or to Stack

RUBY, BLUE OR PURPLE SILK PLUSH

No. Each
11162. Plain, ith'xit;14.. . $0.75

11163. " tigx5A  

Watch, 0 size, itg.xilYt ,11164.

11165.

H166.

It

.6o

1.15

6 " ,34'x t 1.15

12 and 16 size,

it3(xr1,14!   1.15

11167. Watch, i8size, ii(xsI4, 1.15

11168. Chain, W‘xlq‘ . . . . 1.15

11169. Thimble, I13u(X574 . . . .90

No.
Huo. Ring, Set, riXxitYl. .

11171.

H172.

11173.

IC

id

" 10/x5N .

Band, it 1

" I I 34 X57;i

11174. Locket, i I '4 xi u 34:

11175. " 11X57`; • •

H176. Brooch, 11?,(X11U: .

11177. Scarf pin, 10.(x10..(

Each
. $1.15
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Watch, new style wells, I 0:‘ 7;

Thirnhit., I I 31

Our Show Case Trays
to warp or split. Made in oak, walnut or
mahogany frames, lined with fine at plush
or best quality velvet in all colors. These are
high-class trays of excellent quality.

RUBY, BOTTLE GREEN OR ROYAL PURPLE SILK VELVET

No. Each
11178. Plain, 113‘xii . . . $1.40

11179. " 1IgX5741 1.20

Ht80. Watch, 0 size, it Yt xtig, 1.75
11181. " 6 " ItXx113.f., 1.75
11182. " 52 or 16 size,   

..... . 1.75
11183. watch is size, ti,14/xli, 1.75
11184. " 0 size, new style,

iigxii 2  25

11185. Watch, 6 size, new style,
itgxtig 2  25

11186. Watch, 12 or 16 size, new
style, tigxtr?‘ . . , 2.25

No. Each
HI87. Watch, 18 size, new style,

iig.iir„ $2  25
11188. Chain, itgxrig . . . . 1.75
11189. Ring, Set, itri.xt 14 . . 1.75
11190. " Band, li3.2..;=.,: . 1.75
11191. i, Set, ti,4x5Y8 . . . 1.40
11192. " Band, t1.)42c5N • 1.40
11193. " Locket, t1(x104, 1.75
11194. ‘, " 1134'x57s . 1.40
11195. Brooch, II You 1 '4' • • • 1.75

11196. Scarf Pin, 113.; x I I 34 . . 1.75
11197. TiliMble, I I 3.4 ,X,T; 7,, • I .40

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS ON SHOW AND WALL CASES!



A LITTLE ARGUMENT

\`‘

Fl LES ? Yes, but—
" Only the best are good enough"—for--
TOOL MAKERS, JEWELERS, WATCH and WATCH CASE MANUFACTURERS, Etc.Ever tried "AMERICAN SWISS "—No ?-----
Then kindly send for Price-List and Samples.
No charge for Files used in trying them.
We offer to pay the freight on Sample order both ways, it you
KIND ? Swiss Patterns, all shapes and cuts. Sizes up to i 2".
QUALITY ? A trial will tell.
PRICES ? Lowenthan imported—higher than any other " made in U. S."
MADE WHERE ?—Elizabeth, N. J., U.S.A.
BY WHOM ? American Swiss File & Tool Co.
Enufsed ?
OH I DELIVERY ?—Prompt by

E. P. REICHHELM & CO.

wish (because they never come back).

Principal Owners and
Selling Agents 2 John Street, New York

Special Sheet and Wire for Jewelers
Seamless Tubing

Platinum Scrap Bought

OUR LATEST BENCH No. 10
Made in Oak, IValnut and Birch ; Mahogany

Finish

WATCHMAKERS
SHOULD KNOW

That all our benches are made S j t ii three-ply
panels. These panels are perfectly straight,
and remain so. They are so strong that it is
almost impossible to break them. 'nu never
split, as one thickness of the wood runs
crosswise.

All our goods are made of perfectly seasoned
and kiln-dried lumber, and it is well-known
that our goods are superior to others, both iii
material, work and finish. We also make every-
thing in wood for watchmakers. 1Ve make
fourteen styles of benches in three kinds of
wood. In ordering, be careful to see that you
get our goods—look for our name plate. if
they have no sueh plate they are not ours.

Send for our catalog, and order through
your jobber.

(lessen &Rosberg
405 W. Kinzie Street CHICAGO

"South BEI" Domagnotizers

BELAIS & COHN
Metallurgisis

13 Dutch St. NEW YORK ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Aherne' tig " 5.00

Agents for England : ORIMSHAW & BAXTER, 29 Gomel! Road, London, carry stock

THE KNOBLOCK-HEIDEMAN MFG. COMPANY
Successors to

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY
South Bend, Indiana.

309

Our ELECTRIC POLISHING HEADS represent the

highest development in the operation of such apparatus, and embody all the essential

features necessary for strictly high-grade, efficient, and durable machines. They will

develop full power as indicated. If you have the electric current on your premises,

let us know whether it is direct or alternating and the number of voltage.

Send for latest catalogues and bulletins6

W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., Manufacturers

1490-1492 Niagara St., BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.

THEY ALL KNOW  What Is Finish?

)»»/- 1405
RICH

if Tazdfr( //

fajta'. ILI/ Agi/

iembi
SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS AND SUPPLY HOUSES

F. H. NOBLE & CO.
Manufacturers Jewelers' Supplies and Novelties

59th and Wallace Streets

CHICAGO
SALESROOMS
Chicago-103 State St.
New York-51-53 Maiden Lana

What is finish, anyway?
Is it the number of coats of varnish?
Is it the amount of sandpapering and rubbing?
Is it the fitting, joining and gluing?
Is it the design, or is it the style ?
We say it is a combination of all these features. This explains why

Illuminated Show Cases

are made just a bit better than any other show case on the market.

We have many styles of both inside and outside show cases that

appeal particularly to the Jewelry trade. We would like the opportunity to

" show you." Write for a set of illustrations. Sent free.

DETROIT SHOW CASE COMPANY, Dept. C

"Show Case Builders to Progressive llierchallts"

482 to 490

Fort Street. West

Detroit, U.S.A.

JOHN PETS, Pres.

ITERI3ERT MALOTT, Secy.

Canadian Branch

Windsor, Ont. 4.?soRso'
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We beg to announce our
purchase of the entire stock
of WATCH MATERIALS,
TOOLS and FINDINGS,
formerly owned by L. C.
REISNER & CO. We also
secured the services of Mr.
J. C. Hahn, former manager
of the Material Department,
and several other competent
clerks.

A large and complete stock of the
Three Popular Brands of

Our stock is now one of
the largest of its kind, and
comprises everything in
SOLID GOLD and FILLED
JEWELRY, "COMMU-
NITY SILVER," WATCH
MATERIALS, TOOLS and
FINDINGS.

We solicit your Mail Or-
ders, which shall receive the
best of attention.

Recoiling, Guaranteed, $1.25 per dozen
L. C. R. Golden,41.00 dozen
Keystone, 85c. dozen,

THE LEDOS MFG. CO. 34-36Newark, N. J., U.S.A.
Pearl Street

Manufacturers of

Watch Case Materials
Jewelers' Findings

Crowns
Pendants
Bows
Springs
Bezels
Centers

Bushings
Ears
Bars and Sleeves
Stems and Collets
Swivels
Chains
Bars

Toggle Chains
Spring Rings
Jump Rings
Snaps
Hooks
Solders, Etc.

Our Specialties
include the patented NOBS SAFETY CATCH,
which makes scarf-pins or hat-pins thief-proof and
accident-proof; also the famous E. P. L. COM-
BINATION SET OF SLEEVE DRIVERS,
the most complete set made, and each one
guaranteed.

All our manufactures are exactly as represented. Our gold goods are the
recognized standard in quality and construction

ItLaS6o9ro614
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Watches
100 Stale St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

The Southern Jeweler who wants satisfactory values and prompt shipments should remember

that-

Baltimore being the

U atural distributing

point for the South
saves you from twenty-

four to forty-eight

hours on your orders.

awEERmAiiirizift
WATCHES and DIAMONDS

Baltimore, Md.
2 East Lexington St., cor. Charles

Selection packages sent upon request

that-

as we sell the Jewelry

Trade only we are

able to anticipate your

needs and to fill your

orders with absolute

correctness.

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
Replacing

I.-Plain Tailstock

,.-Screw Tairstock

3.-Swing Rest

Jeweling Cal:per

4.-Slide Rest

5.-Pivot Polisher

6.-Filing Fixture

7.-Rounding-up Toot

M.-Milling Fixture

9.-Rusty Pinion Polisher

10.-Profiling Fixture

11.-Turret Head

12.-Table Rest

Built for service alone.

Let us tell you
more about it.

Very besi bearings
at all points.

Small parts furnished in fine sectional case

The whole outfit $40.00 STRICTLY NET

Used the world over;
RECOMMENDATIONS
from everywhere.

No man stands still I
Advance or retreat I
Which will you do?

Shorten your hours;
Save your patience;
Do better work.

Faster work;
Better work;
More money.

12 Attachments in one;
30 Advantages beside:
at one-fifth the price.

Don't plug away by hand;
any old job, no fit at all;
DO IT RIGHT,

W. D. CLEMENT, Waltham, Mass.

DOLS :

Turning
Facing
Recessing
Shouldering
Boring
Reaming
Milling
Drilling
Tapping
Counterboring
Sawing
Filing
Stoning
Surfacing
Jeweling
Traverse grinding
Polishing
Snailing
Damaskeening
Rounding up
Etc.

Have it on trial ;
at your own store;
on your own lathe;
there to decide.

If you can't use tools,
who wants you?
What can they pay you?

Without lathe attachments
you can do scarcely anything
for which the lathe was intended.

Send for Catalogue
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HARDINGE BROS., io36 Lincoln
MOSSO'S

MONARCH TEMPERING COMPOUND

Do not
away your
They can

perfect by
in this

throw
old tools.
be made
treatment
compound.

Full directions accompany each bottle

This compound fills a long-felt want in the
watchmakers', jewelers', engravers' and dentists'
business. It has been used by large tool manufac-
turers for the past twenty years with great success,
and we are now placing it upon the market in
quantities suitable for watchmakers, jewelers, etc.

An ordinary drill tempered in this compound
will cut chilled cast iron, tempered steel or the
enamel of a tooth. It will temper a lathe tool, hand
tool or graver which will cut glass and still retain a
keen, tough cutting edge and will not crumble or
break on any kind of work. It makes all steel fully
twice as good as when tempered in water, and with
it a result has been attained that has never before
been possible.

It never evaporates or loses its strength. One
bottle, if not wasted, will last a lifetime.

Price, per bottle, $1.00

HARDINGE BROS., Sole Distributors for
United States and Canada

DALE CHUCKS —For—_ or
60 cents each.

Ave., Chicago, Ill.
all standard sizes watchmakers' lathes
Every chuck guaranteed

We have reached a proficiency in chuck manufacturing excelled by none. We are
selling more chucks now than ever before. Quality and price talk. Buy Dale Chucks,
they are the best that money and experience can produce.

If 
ARDI lig
PIVOT

POLISHER

Fitted to any lathe. Price, $30.00

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGO. BY

HAROINGE BROS

GZE
(1,11

)11!

With Trefoil Peep Holes. Price, $8.00

Reliance 

American
Mainsprings

are guaranteed to be the

most perfectly gaged and

best finished mainsprings

on the market.

Per dozen, $1.00

With your first order for

one gross of our Reliance Brand

Mainsprings we give you gratis

a handsome oak or walnut 20

drawer Mainspring Cabinet.

Balance Staffs and C. & F.
Jewels are American-made
and guaranteed to fit

Jewelers' Findings are
made of the best grades
only

No.168. Balance Staffs, Hardened, Tempered and
Polished . . . . . $1.00 per doz.

No.169. Balance Staffs, Hardened and Tempered,
Gray Finish . . . . . .60 "

No. 170. C. & F. Jewels in Polished Settings, Ruby
and Sapphire . . . . . $1.00 per doz.

No. it!. C. & F. Jewels in Turned Settings, Garnet . .50 "

We send gratis a handsome cabinet and 12 bottles with 6 dozen
of our best grade Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels.

NOTE.—Only the best material and the most up-to-date automatic machinery are used
for making the Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels. All our Balance Stain and Jewels
are carefully examined as to their accuracy by experienced watchmakers before being put
on the market. We will be only too pleased to exchange any Balance Staff or Jewel which
you may find defective.

Orders Filled from any Catalogue
WE CARRY EVERYTHING KNOWN TO THE TRADE

WRITE US FOR PRICES AND CASH DISCOUNT

KORONES BROS.
32 Maiden Lane and

38 Chrystie Street, New York

Importers
and

Jobbers of

Watches
Clocks
and

Jewelry

4ARMF

Brand

No jew el er should be
without our new Catalogue of
Jewelers' Findings. You can
obtain one by sending us your
business card.

Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials

Jewelers'
Supplies

Optical
Goods
and

Silverware

Leaks are Dangerous
Small leaks sap profit from your business. To stop these leaks and give you

time to attend to the big features of your business----increase of sales, gaining
mu.sttithave,:ystemitoun 

A.sf,D

new customers and proper management of your store — you
to take care of these details. System is as
essential as capital. Business requires care-
ful study and encouragement of new ideas
and mechanical devices to relieve you from
all unnecessary worry and detail.

A National Cash Register does not cost
as much as a clerk in consideration that you
pay a clerk a certain rate per week indefinitely.
You pay for a National Cash Register from
the small leaks which it prevents.

Let our representative call and explain our system to you.

me

Cut off here arid mail to us today

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY, DAYTON, OHIO

/ own a  Please explain to

what kind of a register is best suited for my business.

This does not obligate me to buy.

Name

Address

THE KEYSTONE
No. rks

1403

HENRY A LLSOPP A*
TRADE-MARK

ALLSOPP BROS.
Manufacturers of

GEO. A. A LLSOPP

Ladies', Men's, Misses', Children's RINGS
As well as a

Pull Line of Signet, Lion and Cirotesque Rings

SELECTION PACKAGES TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS

Allaopp Building, Camp & Orchard Stn. NEWARK, N. J.

GIVES

5 TIMES More Light
than acetylene

6 TIMES More Light than electricity
10 TIMES More Light than kerosene

100 TIMES More Light than a candle
COSTS LESS THAN KEROSENE

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-
where. A pure white, steady light.

NO ODOR I NO WICK I NO GREASE I NO SMOKE!
LITTLE HEAT I SAFE I

Over 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use

AGENTS  writcforWcaAtaNio/lEistps—anEdxdcilsUcsoluvnetsTerritory

THE BEST LIGHT CO., 259 E. Fifth St., Canton, Ohio

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing 

Can this be Repaired?

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replete SOY article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized SilverOld Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Yes

Silverware
Repaired and
Re plated

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.
CHICAGOF. H. PUTNAM, Manager



Insi.st Upon Getting

The Special Year Long
with large silvered metal dial and compensated pendulum

The " Just as good" won't do

JOS. B. BECI-ITEL, & CO., Importers
Price, $10.50 Net, I-. 0. b. Philada. 725 Sctralloriii Strect, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Every jar of SILVER CREAM

represents thirty-two years of polish

makino-

Write to us or your jobber for our
1905 advertising proposition.

A. Wright Sz Co., Keene, N. H.
Established in 1873

Rivett Lathes and Attachments
I 405

This illustration shows our WHEEL-CUTTING ATTACI I MENT
ready for use on one of our LATHES. This attachment consists of a

Revolvable Tailstock, Quill and twelve Index Plates.

This Quill fits into the top of the Slide Rest

in place of the tool holder, and has a spindle to

take the same chucks as the head spindle. The

Revolvable Tailstock fits the bed of the lathe and

the upper part is made to fit the Slide Rest. The

upright is so graduated that it can be set at any

angle required, and there is also a slide with lateral

feed for very fine adjustment.

No extra belting, pulleys or countershafts are needed to use

this tool, and we claim that it is, without exception, the best attach-

ment there is for cutting wheels.

your dealer for the RIVETT WHEEL-CUTTING ATTACHMENT, or just addressAsk

Rivett Lathe, Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
OUR SPECIALTY—Changing old Antique Cases to

Stemwind

BEFORE

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST MINIATURE PORTRAITS

DEMAGNETIZING

N. J. FELIX, 18 John St., NEW YORK CITY
AFTER

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front.) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

TIGER CI.AW RINO
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I, 2 and 3, 17,, S. Meridian St.

TICKJR CLAW RING
Solid Gold. l'at'd.

MONKEY RINO
Solid Silver, Oxidized

Manufacturing Jeweler

Indianapolis, Ind.

"Star" Foot arta LathesPower
High-grade complete screw-cut-

ting engine lathes, 9 and 11-inch
SW ing, with automatic cross-feed,
with or without compound rest,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling and
gear-cutting attachments, friction
countershaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument makers, optical, lab-
oratory and experimental work, for
profitable use in all lines of tine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog "B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.
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Tip Cup

Mr. Jeweler:

Illi 
*,

' *.:•iirowe 
.

,....S.U.rii
■MRE.. 
. 7 0 lllimo■ .."........,. 1111*

Umbrella Extension

Tip Cup, I.xtension and Tie Clasp made in (mold and Sterling Silver to match the tiandle

Tie Clasp

See that the umbrellas you buy this fall have the new Braitsch Specialties, " Tip Cups," " Tie Clasps " and " Umbrellit
Extensions," illustrated herewith. They are the latest and best accessories now on the market. If your umbrella maker
cannot supply you, write us. Our trade-mark, " NV. J. B. & Co.," on all our goods.

Established 1887 W. J. BRAITSCH & CO., 396=8 Broadway, New York

United States Smelting and Refining Works
t& NI. VVOL.L48TEI1N

Office : 16 .John St., New York

Telephone, 564.1 Cortlandt Works : 17 John St., New York

Smeltems and A,sayr.s
Refiners of all kinds of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Waste

Manufacturers of Sterling Silver
Highest prices paid for Old (bold, Old Silver, Platinum Scraps

Ore and Bullion Assays a specialty

Proprietor of Platina Melting Furnace and Gold and Platina
Filing Separating Process of greatest advantage to manufacturers
of Platina Jewelry

The Matchless
Pocket Cigar Lighter

The only perfected cigar lighter on the market

Made in OUR Metal, Aluminum, Brass, Silver Plate
Gold Plate and Solid Uold

Write for Prices

The Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Co.

Office and Salesroom

16 John Street New York, N. V.

itimtit
cIEWELitIr
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FRom THE WIGWAM HE DEPARTED
LEADING WITH HIM LAUGHING WATER
HAND IN HAND THEY WENT TOOETNEA

THROvON THEWOODIAND AND THE MEADOW

K-AM -NOM N Cf..9
—MAMMOTH WHOLESALE JEWELERS —

--- OF AMERICA --

Hand in hand we'll go together,
Leading you to success and prosperity.

Our 1906 Catalog will be ready for
distribution November 1, i 905

Meanwhile let us send you
our 1905 Catalogs

Oskamp, Notting & CA., 413 Elm street
U., Cincinnati, Ohio

11■11r

Perpetual Trembler
Scarf Pins and Brooches

are not only rapid sellers, but attract buyers of other
goods.

They are always in motion and people will stop to
" Wonder Why."

Order through your jobber, or send for catalogue
and names of nearest jobbers, to

PERPETUAL TREMBLER
Elmwood Station Providence, It.!.

TIDD'S JEWELS

Are made of Sapphire and Ruby. They
are expertly mounted, guaranteed perfectly
true, stripped with a sapphire tool and trued
to hole. Every jewel inspected before

shipping. Sample dozen sent to responsible dealers
for inspection.

Price per dozen, $1.25 Per gross, $13.50

TIDD dc CO., COLU/V1131AINA, 01110

1407

OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cases

Made in 6 Different Grades
10 Ligne, ii Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
heat and cold, and 5 positions

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS

PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEIR MERITS SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

EDMOND E. ROBERT t SELLING {. CROSS BEGUELIN
AGENTS

3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK 17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

4 
NOVELTIES IN FANS, suitable for the Jewelry 

Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

OSTRICH FEATHER FANS
Mounted in Pearl or Tortoise Shell

Mountings. All prices

IGNAZ STRAUSS & Co.
Manufacturers

Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK
Factories lit Vienna, Paris, Kobe,

New York

C. 0. B C. W. BAS In, Vice-Pres.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for

jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N. I.

120 Liberty St.

New York City
1■111/1•1■11■

YOU USE GOLD ALLOY

SHOT COPPER

WE MAKE

AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO.
23=27 Divi.sic)rt 1Place, NE'VVARK, N. J.

Dealers in EVC1-V t ing fi )1- the Manufacturing JewelerImporters of Hessian Sand Crucibles.
CfET ACQUAINTED WITH U. SEND IFOI2 CATAL.c•oue
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Special Manufacturing Jewelers
for the Retail Jewelry Trade

We have every facility for handling your
Special Order Work, Diamond Mounting,
Repairing of Jewelry and Watch Cases,
Class Pin and Medal Orders, etc.

LI 2 Up-to-Date Factories

C-NCIINNATL, 0E1110
Lion Elv.aiRdin

El

KANSAS MY, MO.
GtalontheIl BuiIlding

6■■•■•
^

LI
,,,•■•••
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Do You KNOW
that the majority of our students are sons of
watchmakers and jewelers?

What is the reason for this? Simply,
because the watchmakers and jewelers are
well aware of the fact that their sons learn
more in six months in our School than they
can in nearly that many years at home in
their own store.

We don't mean to say by this that the
watchmakers are not able to teach their sons
just as good as we can, but we do say: that
they cannot devote enough of their valuable
time to teaching, and that it is a great deal
cheaper if the watchmakers send their sons
to our School instead of teaching themselves.

Now, Mr. Watchmaker, if you wish to
give your son a thorough education in the
various branches pertaining to the jewelry
business, you will not make a mistake by
sending him to our School at once.

It is an investment from which your son
will draw interest in better pay and increased
self-respect as long as he lives.

For more particulars send for our new
Catalog to-day,

140 a
We Carry a Complete Stock of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver

and Plated Ware, Watchmakers' Tools and Material

is siv, WALTHAM

o.1203_
Eimmimsioisaitij.10

$ 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Dross

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Dross

Lathe Cone for Rings
OF SOLID (Jim

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
is given FREE with your first order for 1 gross

Regent American Mainsprings

Height 3.

Height 4.

Atts.,%

Height 5.

us%

Height 6.

Height 7.

HttIght 8.

A desirable article for repairing. Is made of solid grit
and will outwear thousands of paper shells. Has a metal
taper cone to fit on brush arbor.

In two grades—one to cut down solder, the other to
finish next to rouge.

Refuse metal can be removed in a few seconds with
ammonia and gold saved if desired.

Price per pair, 75 cents

PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

OtMEI

C 

$ As per Dozen
1.50 per Bross

Fac-Simile of Our

NOTICE —owing to the further advance in
manufacturers, we have revised

Genevas $3  60 per gross
Thick Mi.Concaves . . . 4.00 " "
Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick . 9.00 " "
Parallels 7  20 " "

DOZEN LOTS AT SAME RATE

Label

PATENT CENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE,

ArrIffts.
THICK MI-CONCAVE.

the prices of Watch Classes by European
our prices to date as follows:

Patent (tem% as . . $ 7.20 per gross
I.entilles . . . . 12.00 " "
A n t iq ties . . . . 7.20 " "
Lunettes 3  00 " "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT ON APPLICATION

Discount, 6 per cent. off

ORDERS FILLED FROM ANY C.ATALOGUE

Cross 0 Beguelin,
(A Col porntion;

(7‘) ESTABLISHED /867

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

Engraved by P. RAGSDALE after four weeks instruction

WOOD AND

'Is PHOTO-ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

HALF TONE -AND
FINE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY ,

° -St. Louis Watchmaking School, 5815 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo. TELEPHONE CON

YeffifflA
$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Dross

17 Maiden Lane, New York

Jewelry Store Lighting
made effective, easy and 50 to 7:,'; cheaper than kerosene,
gas or electric lights by using our

BRILLIANT or
HEAD-LIGHT Gasoline Lamps

Brilliancy is increased and they can be used anywhere tor
any purpose, in or out-door, by anyone. Iiver 100,001 in daily
nsl' during the last eight year, rvery lamp guarante,d. 'Write
for L:ttalag: it tells all about ilwia awl r ias“linc sy,tems.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

AIM
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No. 91015. Grape Vine. 9 large green very
finely plated leaves to yard. Per dozen yards,

7 $1.50. Per gross yards, $15.00.
2 8
ric tic

CO'
k. 101
EI 0

t.

.3 .3

.4 .4
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No. 91031. Oak Vine. Autumn shaded, 12 leaves to yard. Per dozen
yards, $1.50 ; per gross yards, $15.00.

No. 91199. AMERICAN BEAUTY
The best imitation to nature yet produced, each

spray 36 inches long, roses can be had in any color.
Lach, 600. ; per dozen $6.00.
No. 91186. Bose sprays, 14 in. long, per dozen, $1.50
No. 91187. " " 14 in. " " " 2.25

Just as pretty and natural appearing tut the
natural ones, hut not quite as expensive, though
better for lasting qualities.

No.
91851
91855
91857
91860

SAGO PLANTS
(Unpotted.)

In. high Lvs. Each
24 4 $ .40
36 5 .70
36 6 1.00
42 12 2.00

Doz.
$4.00
7.00
10.00
20.00

No. 01121
CHRYSANTHEMUM SPRAY
No. In. long Per. Doz.
91121 18 $2.40
91122 24 3.00
01120 14 1.50
9756. Paper Chrysanthe-
mums, any color, per
doz., 40e.; per gross, $4.00

MONSTER GRAPE
A wonderful piece of work, being

equal or even superior in size and shape
to the largest bunch of grapes ever grown
in sunny California, and for appearance
deceptive enough to eat. Just the thing
for fall decoration, for store, show win-
dow, etc.

No. Each
91990. 18 in. long,eont al iti ng 2 gross

of single berries, round $2.50
91991. 12 in. long,coutaining 1 gross

of single berries, round 1.50
91992. 8 in. long, containing 6 dozen

of single berries, round .75
91993. 5 in. long, containing 2 dozen

of single berries, Hat . .20
91975. 4 in. long,containing P/4" doz.

of single berries, fiat .15

The above grape clusters may be
had in either red, blue or green. For
prices of gold or silver grapes, ask for
special quotations.

No. 91896. OAK WREATH
24 inches diameter. Made of fine autumn shaded

oak leaves, Just in season. Each, $1.50.
•

No. 91842. Areca Plant
(Unpotted)

No. 91834. PALM TREE ' , . r;
(Potted) fffb ri "Vg r':

No. Ft. high Lys. Each Pair g 4:a. ..24' 41 AZ
91830 7 12 $3.00 $5.50 91840 24 3 .20 8 2.00
91832 9 18 4.00 7.00 91841 36 5 .75 7.50
91834 12 24 6.00 11.00 91842 42 6 .85 8.50

91843 48 8 1.00 10.00
91844 60 10 1.50 15.00
91845 60 12 2.00 20.00

PREPARED PUFFING
of cotton bunting for trimming the woodwork
and background of your show window. Ser-
viceable for background to my vines. Can
be had in any desired color.
In widths of 1Iyi 81  53/1 7 83,4 1034 inches
Price per yd. 5c. 7c. Sc, I le. 13c. He.

Also Complete Line of

Paper Flowers for Parades,
Carnivals, etc., to decorate
Floats, etc.

If you have not received my fall circular
No. 29 (.2, would be pleased it

you would write for it

No. 91158. OAK SPRAY
Autumn shaded

Per dozen sprays $  751
Per gross sprays   7.50;

No. 91159. Oak Spray, com-
posed of three of any regular
91158 sprays. l'er dozen, $2.25 ,
per gross, $22.50.

No. 91814. PALM PLANT
(Unpotted)

No. In. high Leaves Each Doz.
91800 24 8 8 .18 81.75
91805 36 4 .25 2.50
91809 36 5 .40 4.00
91814 42 6 .50 5.00
91818 42 7 .65 6.50
91822 48 10 1.25 12.50
91827 60 12 ZOO 20.00

140 VVubar31-1 A-venue, CHICAGO

Thousands of Good Things ! !
ILLUSTRATED IN OUR NEW CATALOGUE

You are safe in ordering from us. We assure you that the

M. J. A. lines are standard quality!
" prices are right!

sell and make you money!

66

66 66

Here is One of the Good Things!!

This one dozen

pairs Cuff or

Collar Pins

is a chance!

Don't miss it!

Can be sent by

mail.

Only $7.52

net cash

with order

One dozen pairs plump 10 K. Gold-Top Cuff Pins
for only $8.00 less 6 per cent. for cash

osel=00,4) 44=11111610, RN" ogIttM30.xop

v`4===aitio c=r1M1=10

oiligt=u0 '1=ato

cossalfaiso, dormosio. trilg..14000

461Q;;;;;* 0114111 ,:x3==m0

1 1.1,1 SI(I \ THIN- LI 1,1 1Z V

These Pins are

put up one dozen
pairs on a neat
display card.

One dozen extra

single cards
in box.

This one dozen
pairs only

$8.00
less 6 per cent.

for cash

If the above I dozen pairs Cuff Pins are not satisfactory, return

them and your money will be refunded

Now ! If you want the above sort of goods and the right sort of treat-
ment, buy all your Jewelry and Sterling Novelty needs from

M. J. AVERBECK, Manufacturer, Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York
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STERLING SILVER 925/woo

" POPPY " PAT I .1IN, No. 1287
Mirror, 103 inches iu length

" COLONIAL," No. 1318
Mirror, 10% inches in length

"ORIENTAL," No. 1301
Mirror, 10 inches in length

' The Winners for the Fall of 1905"
Just a few of our new patterns. Do not fail to see our line. The most

complete line of sterling silver goods shown by any one house

MANUFACTURERS

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
f Newark, N. J.

Factories 
Philadelphia, Pa.

Prosperity Without Parallel

Reigns in the United States

And in prosperous times the Jeweler, more than any other merchant,

I

gets the full benefit

See to it that your stock is full arid well selected, and the only way to do this is

to buy your goods from the house that has the goods. We occupy a unique position

in the jewelry trade. We are not only Manufacturers on a large scale of

Fine Diamond Mountings, Emblem Goods and Gold Jewelry of every

description, but are also Manufacturers of Sterling Silver Goods, includ-

ing Sterling Silver Jewelry, Toilet Ware and Novelties ; besides, we are

I
agents for the Elgin, Waltham, Howard, New York Standard 111(1 United

States Watch Movements, Keystone, Crescent, an (l Philadelphia Watch

" Case Companies Cases, in Gold, Silver and Filled, and distributing agents for

the New England Watch Co. ; besides, we are Importers of Diamonds and other

Precious and Semi-Precious Stones, and we carry, without doubt, the largest and most

complete stock of Diamond Jewelry, Gold and Plated jewelry of every description,

Silver-Plated Ware, and have the most complete Watch Material and Tool

Department in t.l 1 e country. Our separate departments are in charge of experienced

men, so that your ()niers are filled promptly and carefully.

The only Jobbing House in the United States
running 2 factories, and where you can get everything

jar Write to us for our Special Bargain Sheets and for information regarding our
Special Order Work and Repair Department.

MANUFACTURERS

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
Newark, N. .1.

Factories Philadelphia. Pa.
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The Great Central Market for Jewelry
and Optical Goods

The foremost market in America for the distribution
Diamonds, Jewelry and Optical Goods. The

place for you to buy your fall bills

of Watches,
best

Excursion Rates and Dates of the Chicago Commercial Association will be found on the opposite page

JOHN H. HARDIN, General Secretary, 9th Floor Great Northern Building, 77 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

We are members of the Chicago Commercial Association. Write us for additional particular!

F. A. HARDY & COMPANY
OTTO YOUNG & COMPANY
H. F. HAHN & COMPANY

tOPYRIGI171903 BY' [tit nr10

CHICAGO THE GREAT CENTRAL MARKET

REDUCED FARES during the months of JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER and OCTOBER
to the Great Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

FALL MEETINGS, 1905, OF

THE CHICAGO COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION
At CHICAGO

The following reduced railroad rates to Chicago are now in force I'm Merchants' Meetings

Western Passenger Association Territory—Rates of one and one-fifth for round trip on certificate plan have
been granted as follows

Dates of Meetings Dates of Sale Return Limit

1st Meeting, July 19-26   July 15-22   July I9—August 1
2d Meeting, August 9-16   August 5-12   August 9-22

4th Meeting, September 6-13   September 
  August  I 9 - 226- 9  August 23-September 53d Meeting, August 23-30  
 September 

November
   61--1149

5th Meeting, November 1-8 . ...... October 28-November 4  

Centeral Passenger Association Territory—Rates of one and one-third fare for round trip on certificate plan
have been granted as follows

Dates of Meetings Dates of Sale Return Limit

1st Meeting, August 9-16   August -ii   August 9-19

A
2d Meeting, August 23-30 

5
  August 23-September 2

3d Meeting, September 6-13   uguSeptemberst il9252-8   September 6-16
4th Meeting, November 1-8   October 28-November 3   November I-II

Illinois Central Territory Points South of Ohio River—Commencing June 1st and continuing- until Sep-
tember 3oth, a -icl bearing- final return limit of October 31st, the following rates from basing points will obtain

Jackson, Terri, 
$19.50 Holly Springs, Miss.   Vicksburg, Miss $26  10Martin, Tenn.  
21  75 Winona, Miss.   25.35 Baton Rouge, La. 33  00

Memphis, Tei 23  70 Greenville, Miss 26  10 New Orleans, La.m 33  00
Jackson, Miss ...... . . 25.35

The rates above are slightly in excess of one and one-third fare for round trip

Make our stores your headquarters when you come to town. We are at your service

BENJ. ALLEN & COMPANY C. H. KNIGHTS & COMPANY STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY
JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO. SWARTCHILD & CO. M. S. FLEISHMAN COMPANY
NORRIS, ALISTER & CO. SPROHINLE & COMPANY M. A. MEAD & COMPANY

1408g
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The Silver Standard, August, 1847.

THE "DICKENS GIRL"
DISCOVERED!

SHE PROYhs F 0 13E A YOUNG

LADY OF SPRINGFIELD.

THE CITY OF HART-
FORD DESCRIBED.

"THE Connecti-
cut River,"

wrote Dickens In
his "American
Notes," recording
certain im-
pressions from
his visit of five
years ago, "is a
fine stream; and
the banks in sum-
mer time are, I
have no doubt,
beautiful; at all
events, I was told
so by a young lady
In the Cabin ; and
she should be a
judge of beauty,
If the possession
of a quality in-
clude apprecia.
tion of it, for a
more beautiful
creature I never
looked upon."
Since the publica-
tion of Mr. Dick-
ens' book every-
one is asking, who
is the young lady
described in such
glowing terms/
One of our Wide

Awake reporters
has ferreted out
the secret and as-
serts with proof
and confidence
that it is Miss
Anna Bartlett
Dwight, daughter
of Jonathan
Dwight, Jr.. of
Springfield. Miss
Dwight couldn'y
have been over et
years of age whe
Dickens met he
and carried t*
recollection of I
beauty and ohs
of manner ht
with him over
ocean, and to
it in his mod
markable be
Dickens t

III Hartfore
days desce
as "bean
situated it
of green].
soil ri
wooded
fully i7
* * *
ways
gratef
tions
ford.'
oI

fri e-
why
rer
Ind

a representation
in the foreground,
of one of the pio-
neer steamboats
which formerly
navigated the
Connecticut, a
crude and primi
tive affair whe.
compared wit
the "Champion
one of our receni
built "floating].
aces." The ,

sents an almost
unbroken range
of brick and stone
edifices, many of
which are elegant.
On this street are
the principal pub-
lic buildings and
church state
stree
brow'
conta
Clew
and
an
nes

v'

1847 A BIG YEAR.
Continued from page i.

town in 1819 by
Merriam & Col-
lins, who used the
best machinery
known at that
time. Their estab-

--omt WAS not
t-oed.

44

Co., of Meriden,
now turn out
about 15,000 or 18,-
000 combs daily,
or about five and
a half millions an-
nually; of these
probably more
than three mu-

and a half
Mer-

Zbe

although made of
britannia metal,
will be silver
plated before sell-
ing. This new
process of electro-
deposition has
been largely ex-
perimented with.
and is now being
used in a small
way by Rogers
Bros. in Hartford.
Our far seeing
Meriden men are
about convinced

oalue, and if
- them,

Bale, Suspenders;
Jeded tall Wilcox.
Carpet Bags.
Even the agri-

cultural products
of Meriden
amount to no
small sum, as the
following list, by
the assessors of
8 4 7, testifies:
Fire wood, 1,147
cords; Wool, 1.191
pounds; Corn,
8,5 2 3 bushels;
Buckwheat, 1,114
bushels; 12 ye,
5,206 bushels;
Oats,7 ao bushels;

- toes, 8,590
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and is interested in the happenings of " 1847,"
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EVER
SINCE
THE

YEAR
"1847,"
ROGERS
BROS.

Plated Spoon

and Forks have

been the choice of

the American peo-

ple. The older de-

signs—our Windsor,

Tipped and Shell—

through popular de-

mand, are still manu-

factured. These, with

the more elaborate Vin-

tage, Berkshire, Avon,

etc., complete a line that

appeals to the most varied

class of buyers and covers

every need in tableware.
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Beware of Bogus Subscription
Solicitors

ESPITE repeated warnings, we find

that an occasional jeweler is still im-

posed on by the swindlers who solicit sub-

scriptions for this and other journals, repre-

senting themselves as authorized solicitors.

These individuals have no authority from us

to collect subscriptions, and have not forwar-

ded us any money so collected. To the

trade generally we repeat this warning : Do

not give your dollar to any one not personally

known to you or of whose identity and trust-

worthiness you are not positively assured.

Every person authorized to receive subscrip-

tions for THE KEYSTONE is provided with cre-

dentials signed by the publisher and business

manager, and jewelers who are not thoroughly

satisfied as to the bona fides of the solicitor

should insist on seeing these credentials. In

case of doubt it is always safe to mail your

subscription direct to this office.

The Purpose and Policy of
THE KEYSTONE

S the purpose of this journal is the pro-

tection and promotion of the interests

of the jewelry and optical trades, and as a

fixed policy of supervision of advertisements

and reading matter is necessary to this pur-

pose, it is advisable that our policy be clearly

understood both by our readers and adver-

tisers. In the matter of advertisements, we

will accept any legitimate advertisement

suited to the character of our journal from

any reputable manufacturer, wholesaler or

dealer in any branch of the watch, clock,

silverware, jewelry or optical industry or

business, provided we have no reason to

question the honesty of its representations.

We reserve, however, the right to refuse

advertisements of goods known to or believed

by us to be of a quality inferior to that repre-

sented, or which fall below certain recognized

standards, as we cannot in justice to our-

selves or our patrons be a party to creating.

a demand for an article which we believe will

ultimately result in a loss in money or repu-

tation to any member of the trade or to an

innocent purchaser.
We also refuse advertisements offering

goods at cut prices in such a way as to be

detrimental to the trade, and those contain-

ing statements, references or innuendoes,

derogatory to any other advertiser or any

reputable concern of recognized standing in

the trade; also the advertisements of those

whose business methods we deem dishon-

orable, or whose business policy we consider

detrimental to the interests of the trade at

large.
Our readers have long been familiar

with the watchful supervision which we exer-

cise over our reading pages, both as to the

quality of the matter and its general relia-

bility. Extreme care is taken to insure cor-

rectness of statement, as well in the personal

news items as in the scientific and business

articles ; and all matter which falls below a

certain standard of utility or interest to our

readers, is rigorously excluded.

This policy is so manifestly founded on

right and on fidelity to trade interests that it

has met with universal approval. Its wisdom

is best attested by the journal itself, our com-

prehensive subscription list and the continued

confidence and support of the entire trade.

Another Advance in Price of
Diamonds

0 N August 22d, a cablegram announced
that the London Syndicate which con-

trols practically the entire diamond output,

had advanced the price another five per cent.,

the advance to apply to all grades and sizes

of stones. The trade have become so accus-

tomed to these periodical advances that the

announcement of this latest was by no means

unexpected. There were last year four

advances, each of five per cent., and there

was a similar advance on January 1st of

this year.
Altogether there have been advances in

the rough goods aggregating about fifty per

per cent. in four years, but some grades of

stones have been put up even higher. In
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addition the cost of stones to the cutter has
been increased by requiring him to accept in
each shipment certain amounts of inferior or
yellow stones and large stones which do not
cut to advantage.

WHETHER the continued rise in the
price of diamonds is due to a gradual

contraction of the supply at the mines or to
the arbitrary policy of the syndicate, it is
difficult to tell. A few months ago a
Johannesburg newspaper created somewhat
of a sensation by an announcement that the
Kimberley mine was being rapidly worked
out. Gardner Williams, the general mana-
ger of the De Beers Company, when inter-
viewed on the subject said that the Kimberley
mine was certainly smaller than formerly,
but the production for the three months
previous averaged over too,000 loads of
diamond-bearing soil per month, and the
mines were actually doing better than for
some time past. With regard to the Wessel.
ton mine, also owned by the De Beers com-
pany, Mr. Williams said there had been no
change in yield or quality, and the only new
fact was that larger stones were now being
found than ever before. Besides this, the
Bultfontein and the Dutoitspan mines are
now being worked, and the results in both
cases are exceeding expectations. " When
these two mines are in full swing," added
Mr. Williams, "as they will be in the next
six months, the position of De Beers com-
pany will be better than it has been so far as
the profitable production of diamonds is
concerned." This statement is somewhat at
variance with the reasons for the advance
given by the London syndicate, who attribute
it to " a scarcity of the grades and sizes
most sought for and increased mining ex-
penses."

An explanation which is corroborated by
the experience of those Americans who have
just returned from the European diamond
markets where they find the scarcity of
desirable stones very pronounced. The up-
ward trend of prices could indeed be
accounted for, at least in part, by the wonder-
ful demand for the gems in this country.
The phenomenal character of our importa-
tions is well evidenced in the following com-
parison of the official figures for the month
of July for the past three years :

July. Cut. Unmet. Total.
1905   $3,149,735 89 $843,096.01
1904   1,368.154.14 811,797.22
1903   1,464,147.60 700,608.00

$3,992,831.90
2,179,948.36
2,164,755.60

As this demand is for the best quality of
stones, the stiffening in the price would find
in the figures a ready explanation apart from
any other consideration. We do not believe
that the advance has been instigated to any
extent by the suspension of work by reason
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of the recent destructive mud rush at the
Premier mine in the Transvaal, the only
mine of importance outside the ownership of
the syndicate. As a matter of fact, the pro-
duct of the Premier mine has so far affected
very slightly, if at all, the diamond market.
Its position in relation to the diamond in-
dustry seems to be stated accurately in the
following interview credited to a New York
importer :

"The total output of the Premier mine is now
75,000 to 78,000 carats a month. The average
value of all the diamonds imported into New York
is $37.50 a carat. Not more than six per cent. of
the Premier stones are up to this average ; while
thirty-two per cent. have an average value of
$12.5o a carat and sixty per cent. are of an average
value of $2.60 a carat.
" When a Premier stone is of fine quality, the

price is fully as high as that of a syndicate gem,
and naturally so, as the new mine pays sixty per
cent. of the value of the stones to the Government.
" The chief effect thus far of the Premier stones

is in reducing the price of bort, which is used for
mechanical purposes. These diamonds from the
new mine are particularly hard, a quality which
increases the amount of labor required to cut and
polish them for gems, but enhances their useful-
ness in engraving, glass cutting and other pursuits.
We now get for $1 a carat better bort than formerly
commanded $2."

TT seems almost a joke to speak of the De
1' Beers company doing better than at pre-
sent, as hinted at by Mr. Williams in the
interview above quoted. On June 22d last
this company declared a semi-annual divi-
dend of twenty per cent., and the payment
amounted to the snug sum of $4,5oo,coo.
An annual dividend of forty per cent. com-
pares very favorably with the earnings of our
own Standard Oil. And yet this is not ex-
ceptional in South Africa, for some of the
gold mining companies of the Transvaal
pay their stockholders from forty to two hun-
dred and fifty per cent. per annum !

Inventor of the Pocket Watch
Honored

FOUR hundred years ago the pocket
watch was invented by a blacksmith of

Nuremberg, Germany, Peter Henlein by
name. Few inventions have proved more
useful to the world at large than that of the
humble Nuremberg blacksmith, and it is fit-
ting that the achievement should be suitably
commemorated. This has been done through
the efforts of the German Watchmakers'
Union, the commemoration taking the form
of a statue of Henlein, erected in his native
city. The statue, which is the work of a
distinguished sculptor of Berlin, represents
Henlein life-size, upon a column bearing a
globe with the astronomical signs and em-
blem of the twenty-four hour day. Henlein's
foot rests upon a clock-weight, signifying
that he was the first who replaced the weights
of clocks by springs, and thus made the
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timepieces bearable in the pockets; in his left
hand he holds a watch, which he contem-
plates. The monument is made of bronz.,
and the pedestal of white sandstone, which
bears the inscription that the monument was
erected by the German watchmakers and the
city of Nuremberg.

This statue was recently unveiled with
an appropriate ceremonial, and the occasion
was further honored by an exhibition of
watches, showing the progress made in the
science of applied horology since Henlein's
time. We are pleased to extend a word of
commendation for the German Watchmakers'
Union, whose patriotism, liberality and trade
pride are responsible for the worthy memorial.

An Industrial Millennium

AS the fall season approaches the American
people find themselves confronted with

conditions and prospects such as are without
parallel in the history of any country. After
well nigh a decade of uninterrupted prosperity,
of continuous debt-paying, mortgage-lifting
and wealth accumulation our people find
themselves looking forward to what will be,
in all probability, the most prosperous fall
and holiday season our country has ever
experienced. Every factor that can be used
in any way to interpret the actual situation
points to a season fairly freighted down with
opportunity and emolument for the energetic
and wide-awake trader. For the jeweler the
outlook is especially luminous, as the present
conditions of comfort and plenty, of freedom
from debt and full pockets, ensure an unusual
demand for the luxuries that largely constitute
his stock in trade.

'r HE period of anxiety in regard to thecrops is now over, and we have the
millennial combination of enormous yield and
remunerative price for every bale and bushel.
The government crop report, issued August
9th, estimates the corn yield at the grand
total of 2,700,000,000 bushels. This, if
realized, will surpass all records. The nearest
approach to these figures was the census
report for the crop of 1899, which showed
2,666,440,000 bushels, but was considerably
in excess of the department of agriculture's
report of the yield of the same year. The
estimate of the total wheat yield for this year
is now 709,731,000 bushels, which has but
once been exceeded—namely, in Igor, when
the total wheat crop amonuted to 748,000,000
bushels. The crop of oats is estimated at
949,698,000 bushels, which falls only a little
short of a record-breaking yield. These
figures mean a corresponding degree of pros-
perity in all branches of trade and industry.
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The Post Office and Lottery Schemes

IN our last issue we notified the trade of
certain recent rulings of the Post Office

Department in regard to the use of the mails

in the promotion of lottery or gift enterprises,
guessing contests and kindred schemes. These
rulings were necessitated by many and auda-
cious abuses of the postal privilege, and the
sole purpose of the department in making the
rulings is the better protection of the public
at large from possible imposition through
the medium of the post office. When the
clever tricksters who infest business life
to-day attempt to make Uncle Sam an inno-
cent accessory in their dubious schemes, it is
certainly time for the authorities to step in
and take such action as will safeguard the
purity and integrity of the postal system.

Those unacquainted with the many
schemes evolved in recent years to prey on a
guileless public, and who have no conception
of the number or character of the complaints
that reach the Post Office Department, may
not unnaturally regard the recent rulings as
unnecessarily severe. This insufficiency of
information, no doubt, accounts for the fol-
lowing communication from a subscriber :

ED. KEYSTONE :—I see the postal authorities
are to stop the sending through the mails all lottery
and gift enterprise advertising, even going so far as
to bar out papers and magazines that contain such.
Where do they get their authority for so doing?
Why do they do it? I suppose that they have a
reason, and I and many of your readers would like
to know about it. Are they merely acting arbitra-
rily and without any good reason ? Or do they
think they have a reason and are they doing it for
the good of all the people?

What is there wrong in lotteries and gift enter-
prises, and why should not those who use them be
entitled to the use of the mails? I think that if you
would have an article in your magazine devoted to
this matter, it would be appreciated. You, of
course, are aware that your paper is read by the
great majority of jewelers (I have not missed a
copy for about twenty years), and you are not
only editors, but educators.

Yours respectfully,
Bangor, Maine. WILLIAM H. BLACAR.

OUR subscriber may assure himself that
the Post Office Department has good

and sufficient reason for the stringent action
taken in regard to the various schemes
alluded to. It is not merely the privilege,
but the duty of the department to take all
necessary precautions against any abuse of
the postal system, and the public may rest
assured that its rulings are no more stringent
than is deemed necessary for this purpose.
It often happens that schemes that are harm-
less and even commendable in themselves or
in hon2st hands, may be so perverted by
some clever trickster that they become in-
struments of fraud and imposition. The
suppression of such a perverted enterprise
may seem on the surface like an unjustifiable
interference with the harmless original,
whereas it is actually necessitated by maul-
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fest fraud. It must be remembered, too,
that the rulings of the department are by
no means irrevocable or beyond appeal. Any
scheme may be submitted to the postal
authorities, and if its legitimacy be conceded
no interference may be feared. Viewed in
this light, the postal restrictions can work no
hardship to honest traders, but merit on the
contrary universal approval by reason of
their protective purpose and their good re-
sults in the suppression of fraud.

AS a sample of the many audacious swin-
dling schemes intended to victimize the

public through the medium of the mails, we
will mention the following : An advertise-
ment appeared in a number of widely-circu-
lated newspapers, in which the advertiser
announced that he was about to put on the
market a new breakfast food, and invited
suggestions for a suitable name for his food,
offering as a prize to the persOn whose name
was accepted an automobile valued at $3000.
The advertisement naturally brought a flood
of replies, and to each one who suggested a
name he sent a form circular stating that he
or she had won the prize and that the $3000
automobile would be shipped on receipt of
$20 to cover cost of transportation. To the
unsuspecting this offer was too tempting to
be refused. After a period, however, some
one who had answered the advertisement,
" won the prize " and sent the $20, corn-
plained to the post office and the swindler's
mail was held up. The money in this held-up
mail is said to have totaled over $t000 in one
day, and was of course returned to the
senders, but as the miscreant escaped it is
not yet known how much he secured pre-
vious to the exposure.

A somewhat analogous scheme was
worked by an individual who had sent to
about 5000 persons in Tennessee and con-
tiguous States a letter stating that he had
been appointed receiver for a publication
called " The Mississippi Valley Farmer,"
and enclosing as proof of good faith a printed
court order signed by a well-known judge,
granting him the appointment. His letter
stated that during the past year the paper had
offered premiums worth from $2.50 to $250
for new subscribers, and other methods of
increasing circulation, and that the court had
directed him to make good these premiums.

With the letter was a printed slip con-

taining a list of the premiums, which ranged

from a piano and horse and buggy down to
silver spoons. He was supposed to have but
one of each premium, yet in sending out his
letters it transpired that he offered the horse
and buggy to over three hundred farmers,
telling each one who received a letter that
he had won the particular prize mentioned,

and that the articles were in his possession
ready for distribution, but that this and that
form of charges had accumulated, in the case
of the horse and buggy, charges for " keep"
to the amount of $68, which, if forwarded in
reply would result in the articles being imme-
diately shipped.

Finally one of the letters came to the
attention of a postal official, and the mail was
promptly held up. In this case the mail
received in a few days is said to have totaled
$300o. Needless to add that " The Miss-
issippi Valley Farmer," the court order and
judge's signature were all bogus.

It will be seen from the above that the
timid tricksters of an earlier day who were
content with enticing from each victim a
postage stamp to be appropriated by the
advertiser, have given place to a formidable
host of clever and audacious swindlers whose
pretentious schemes are calculated to victim-
ize the public in large amounts. The exist-
ence of these parasites on public gullibility
calls for extreme watchfulness on the part of
the Post Office Department, and the recent
stringent rulings merit and will be accorded
the appreciative approval of the people in
whose interest they are made.

Our Foreign Commerce

NOTWITHSTANDING the unpreceden-
ted home consumption in these days of

vast needs and easy affluence, the country's
exports for the past fiscal year again surpassed
all records, as did also our total foreign com-
merce. The exports aggregated $1,518,462,-
833, and imports $1,117,507,500, a grand
total of $2,635,970,333.

The most notable feature of the official
statement of exports is the continued increase
in our exports of manufactures which now
constitute more than one-third of our total
domestic exports—$543,62o,297 out of $1,-
518, 561, 720. This $543,000,000 is more
than all our exports in the centennial year
1876, and $36o,000,000 more than our exports
of manufactures in 1895. Iron and steel led
the list with $135,000,000, or $23,000,000
more than in 1904. Then came copper, $86,-
000,000, being $29,000,000 more; mineral
oils, refined, $72,000,000, no increase; cotton
goods, $5o,000,000, an increase of $27,000,-
000, and leather and manufactures, $38,000,-
000, a gain of $4,000,000. It is a fact of
interest as bearing on our expanding trade
with the Orient that China's taking of cotton
cloths increased from $4,000,000 in 1904 to
$27,750,000 in 1905. It is anticipated that
the current fiscal year will show a much larger
rate of increase, as some unusually large
orders for foreign demand are already booked
by the steel and machinery industries.
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AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
CONCERNING OLD ENGLISH BLACK JACKS

411 The Gorham Company desires to direct attention to
its extremely novel and original collection of Loving

Cups and Tankards, offered under the name of " Old
English Black Jacks."

a These have been designed especially to meet the very wide-spread demand
NI for articles of this nature which shall be as dignified and as decoratively
effective, but yet not so costly as though fashioned of solid silver. They are made
closely to simulate the Old English " Black Jacks " and " Leather Bottels," those
characteristic drinking utensils of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which
are to:day so eagerly sought after by collectors of artistic rarities.

a These strikingly original examples of an artistic revival are to be found in all
Ni sizes from the Drinking Mug to the imposing Loving Cup, the tall Tankard or
the well-proportioned Flagon. The bodies are of heavy hand-worked leather, the
linings of red copper, the mountings, including the shields for monograms, inscrip-
tions or armorial bearings, of sterling silver.

(If Black Jacks are made exclusively by the Gorham
Company for the legitimate jewelry trade. They

will be advertised extensively in the early fall maga-
zines, and as they can be sold at very moderate prices, a
popular demand will undoubtedly be created for them.
The supply must of necessity be more or less limited,
and it is suggested that orders be placed as early as
possible to insure a reasonably prompt delivery.

GORHAM M'F'G CO.
Silversmiths and Goldsmiths

/ \ ...4- Broadway and 19th Street, New York

/
-...N.,---i

(6 BRANCHES &Kt (113
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LONDON

137 Wabash Ave 23 Maiden Lane 120 Sutter St. Ely Place

WORKS : Providence and New York
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Some September Counsel

THE beginning of September finds many

of your .customers still absent on their

vacations ; finds trade not yet briskly active

and the weather hot and sticky ; finds you

furnished with abu,ndant excuses for " taking

things easy." This article is to try to

persuade you that you can do much, in Sep-

tember, to add to the permanent gains of

your business. The very dullness of trade

presents the opportunity.

Our suggestion is that you avail your-

self of the present occasion to initiate needed

reforms in your methods, and improvements

all around in the details of management. A

little later you will be too much occupied

with waiting on customers to inaugurate the

changes ; " now is the accepted time." If

September cannot be made very profitable at

the selling-end, you can make it profitable to

the business as a whole, in the long run.

You should not let September go by without

a good profit in one form, if it will not come

in another.

You have time, now, to " think things

over." The dull months of trade should be

the active months for planning. Work out

your propositions in this deliberating time ;

review the past and sift out the mistakes ;

look forward into the future and outline a

better programme. Analyze the policy that

has guided you heretofore ; inquire whether

your practice is not weak here, or faulty

there ; turn things to the light and go calmly

into a critical self-examination. Do you

believe there is no improvement possible in

your mental attitude toward the " trouble-

some " customer ? Are you entirely satisfied

that your goods are presented to view in the

most enticing way ? Do you give enough

thought to the matters of window dressing,

shelf display, show-case arrangement ? How

about your advertising? Is there any real

ground of suspicion that your watchmaker is

not inclined to earn a little more than his

salary ? What time does Jimmy get to the

store to " clean up ? " Is there any particular

reason, calculated in dollars and cents, why

the slick new salesman should seem to be

pushing Blank's line of jewelry ? Do you

ever count your postage stamps, after corn-

paring the number with your pencil memo-

randum of the number used by yourself ?

Why did the other jeweler get your old

customer ? Are you sure that the filled

watch case which you sold yesterday at a
low price will " make good " on the guar-

antee which went with it ? Do you habitually

understate, rather than overstate, the merits

ofthen thinglasyou sell ? Are you absolutelyfair ad 
square?

Now is the time for a rigid inquiry into

your conduct of trade. Later you will be
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too much occupied with affairs of the moment
for that calm retrospect, prospect and intro-

spect which needs time for profitable fruiting.

It would almost seem that the dull season

was a merciful provision for betterments ;

and it is certainly true that September can be

made as profitable as December, if the mer-

chant will so wisely employ these quiet days

that the December days will be all the busier

as the result of his September contemplations

and resolves. Since September must be

short in sales, as compared with December,

it should provide for December in order that

the earlier month may fairly make claim for

an average on results.
The time to make the needed reforms is

right now, if these lines have stirred in you

a conviction that you can improve here and

there—and there's no system or detail of

business on earth, however nearly perfect it

may be, but can be brought nearer to per-

fection. Half the " reforms " come to nothing

because they are not acted on at once. The

time to begin is when conviction is fresh—

every day subtracts something from the force

of the initial impulse. The postponed inten-

tion loses in vital power with each remove.

" Strike while the iron is hot." September

may be made a most profitable month, what-

ever the sales-book says, if here and now

you inaugurate the many improvements

which should be made in all directions of

your business practices.

A Simple System of Stock Numbering
for Retail jewelers

HE retail trade have made much pro-

gress in recent years in reducing to some

sort of system the slipshod methods of an

earlier day, but much still remains to be done.

Comparatively few jewelers, for instance,

especially in the small towns, number or

register their general stock outside of diamonds

and watches, depending solely on memory for

cost and selling prices and names of makers,

and have no easily accessible reference for

reordering goods. One of the most instruc-

tive items on the programme of the recent

annual convention of the American Retail

Jewelers' Association was a valuable paper

on this subject, read by Edward R. Roehm,

of Roehm & Son, Detroit, Mich., explaining

the excellent system of stock numbering used

by his firm. Mr. Roehm said :

Some years ago we evolved and " boiled down"

a system which is at once short and complete ;

eliminates to the greatest possible degree the

occurrence of errors, and makes the remarking of

goods exchanged or from which tags have been

lost a simple matter.
Invoices are first stamped with a rubber " bill

stamp " which prints headings, and spaces to be

filled in by those handling the bill. The headings

are—" Ordered by," " Checked by," " Priced by,"

" Terms," " Noted for discount," " Dept.,"
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" Marked by," " Approved by?" and a space for
page of credit journal upon which bill is entered.

With red ink we then place our own consecu-
tive number above or following makers' number
and description. Incidentally the date of bill,
maker's name and the last red number are entered
in a small memorandum book. This latter shows
US what number to begin with on next bill—also a
quick reference should you wish maker's name of
any piece of goods.

Close to our red numbers are placed the selling
prices. On the tags we write our number, cost—
in characters—and selling price in plain figures.

After checking, marking and point-marking
the goods, entering bill in credit journal, etc.—
each person doing any of this work placing his
initials opposite headings printed by the " bill
stamp "—we paste invoices in an ordinary invoice
book, arranging according to the red numbers. We
then index by name and page of invoice book.

You undoubtedly have observed that there is
no copying of invoices. It is tedious work and
many errors are liable to occur.

By turning over the pages of your invoice
book—without having to refer to an index—to any
desired number you have before you every detail
needed for ordering duplicates—the maker's name,
address, description and cost, also the selling prices
for marking new lot the same as the old.

If when making sales the number and article
are entered on sales book (slips should not be used
by jewelers) you will find it a simple matter to re-
order any needed stock. For instance : if /65.00
scarf-pins are low, run through your sales book,
picking out numbers of lately purchased pins rang-
ing about $5,00. Then turn to your invoice book
for descriptions.

Mr. Roehm stated that his firm found

this system so satisfactory in its working that

he had no hesitation in recommending its

use to the members of the association, and

we take pleasure in extending the recommen-

dation to the entire tritde.

Telling the Age of Stock

IT w, add be an undoubted advantage forthe jeweler to be able to tell momentarily

the age of any article in his stock. The

identification of the " stickers " would thus

be always before him, and would naturally

stimulate effort to dispose of them. Various

plans have been devised from time to time to

tell the age of stock, but probably the best

and most convenient is by the use of price

tags of different colors. Suppose in the begin-

ning of a storekeeper's business a schedule of

colors be determined upon. For the first

year, red ; the second year, white, and the

third year, blue. This is a combination easy

to remember. All goods purchased during

the first year would thus bear a red ticket.

At the closing time in the second year, when

all fresh stock would be marked with white

tickets, the red ones would instantly betray

their age.
This plan is inexpensive, entails little

work and is thoroughly effective. It is,

besides, capable of much modification, and

may be made to indicate various things in

regard to the goods. With this system there

is much less danger of accumulation of old

stock, and then when stock-taking time comes

around a glance at the goods will give the

desired information.



WALTHAM WATCHES
"TIMING THE TIME-BALL"

Every day the Time-Ball on the Western Union Building, opposite old St. Paul's, BroadWay, New York,
is dropped at exactly 1 2 noon, recording Washington time.

American Waltham Watch Company, Waltham, Mass.
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The Jewelers and the Jewelry
Markets

AS the present month is selected by many
for the purchase of stock for fall and

holiday trade, it is opportune to call attention

to the benefits which will accrue from personal

visits to the big buying centers, and also to

the special railroad rates now offered to out-

of-town merchants by way of inducing them

to make such visits. Now-a-days every large

city has its merchants' association, the pur-
pose of which is to procure special privileges

in railroad rates for its trade constituency,
and to minister to the comfort and conve-
nience of those who take advantage of these
privileges. As a result of these inducements,
a greater number of jewelers visit these big
markets each succeeding year, and these
organized visitations have come to be known
as " buyers' excursions." In their efforts to
attract these excursions in their own direction
there is considerable rivalry among the large
cities, and even this rivalry is a material
benefit to the visiting buyers.

There are many advantages for the
jeweler in periodical personal visits to the big
markets. He will thus halre an opportunity
to survey not some, but all of the latest offer-
ings, to better compare styles and prices and
to select more intelligently such stock as suits
his resources and trade. He will meet per-
sonally the heads of the firms which he
patronizes, and be in a position to deal
more advantageously than Nvith a mere
traveling representative. He will be away
from his home business, its cares and inter-
ruptions, and be entirely free to devote all
his attention to the work in hand, with every
opportunity for necessary information before
purchasing. The trip, too, will have a
broadening and educative influence, as the
observant jeweler cannot fail to see and hear
many things which he can put to profitable
use on his return home.

DURING the first visits of the out-of-town
jeweler to the big markets, he becomes

gradually impressed with the supreme impor-
tance of economizing in time, and with ex-
perience as his teacher he soon succeeds in
so planning his itinerary as to transact a
maximum of business in a minimum of time
and with a minimum of effort. To the more
inexperiencd, a few hints may not be out of
place. Before leaving home the jeweler
should have a very definite idea of the goods
needed to make his stock seasonably com-
plete. He must post himself accurately on
the shortages in his staple lines, and the
quantities, grades and styles needed for fill-
ing in. He should note all customers' calls
for new things which he has not yet in stock,
and familiarize himself with the new goods

advertised in his trade paper. He should
make a note of the lines and goods that sell
readily and of those that move with difficulty,
and be should consult his clerks on all these
points for corroborative information. Refer-
ence to the extent and results of his purchases
on his last trip will serve him, and a glance
at the last inventory of stock may also be
usefully suggestive. All this information
should be written down, carefully sifted and
memorandums made of the kinds of goods and
quantities shown to be necessary.
• It is always wise to secure in advance by
letter or telegraph a room in a favorite hotel,
as there is much crowding at this season and
a possibility of disappointment. In the not
very remote past it was the custom for the
visiting merchant to call on some favorite
house,. go to the theater as the firm's guest
and, in the vernacular of the time, " make a
night of it." This is to be particularly
avoided. A good night's rest must always
precede the day when the buying is to be
done. A clear head, concentration of thought
and a steady nerve are necessary in this task,
and a night around town, with a late supper
and exhilarants, are destructive of all these.
Map out a route after consulting your memo-
randum book, so as to save time and car-
fare, and keep in mind the changes in loca-
tion since your last visit. Devote one day
of your stay to an inspection of the city
retail stores, and note carefully all improve-
ments in method and equipment. Give due
attention to these matters, and your trip can-
not fail to be both a pleasant and profitable one.

Keeping Trade at Home

A SUBSCRIBER, who credits THE KEY-
STONE with being "a gold mine of

practical ideas," informs us that he has de-
cided to follow the example of many of our
readers and publish a little store newspaper
occasionally. " It will be largely advertise-
ments and store news," he says, " but I
would like to lecture my townspeople on the
duty and economy of buying at home instead
of going to H for their needs in my
line. Could you give me a little introduc-
tory editorial on this subject for my first issue
—something homely and not too flowery, but
to the point?" Our subscriber's idea is a
good one, and if properly carried out will

bear fruit. He must court the favor of his
townspeople, however, not by " lecturing''

or scolding them, but by common sense ap-

peals to their reason and self-interest. You

can't coerce people to come to your store.
This was proved lately in a Western town,
where an association of the local merchants
decided to " expose " those residents who

purchased goods from mail-order houses, by
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publishing their names each week in a local
journal. The names were published only
once. After this single publication the
storm burst. The necessary information was
denied the association by the express com-
pany, those whose names were published
were up in arms, and the people of the town
generally resented the action of the association
as an unjustifiable interference with their free-
dom of action. The scheme proved a boome-
rang for the local merchants, who hastened to
make peace with the offended community.

As to the unpretentious editorial of
homely phrase it might run like this :

Through the medium of this little journal we
hope to convince the people of   and vicinity,
of the advantages afforded by their own town as a
shopping place. In doing this, we will not appeal
so much to your friendship or local patriotism as
to your self-interest, having first satisfied ourselves
that for quality, price and service we offer as
economic facilities for the purchase of all goods
advertised herein as do the larger stores in H  
or any more distant city. We are confident that
to similarly satisfy you, we need only your orders.

As a general rule, the much-vaunted saving
opportunities of larger centers, for all those living
at a distance from them, are more imaginary than
real. What is saved in price is spent in fares,
freights and personal expenses ; yes, and more
with it. Add to this your own loss of time, the
inevitable delays and errors, and you will realize
the difference. Further, we would respectfully
assert that you cannot feel so much at home in
large strange stores as you can in your own town.
Here, you are in home surroundings ; you know
us—our goods, our clerks, our reputation. There-
fore, you can buy as all shrewd, intelligent shoppers
wish to buy—completely at ease ; no haste, no
anxiety, no " bargain " scramble, seldom or never
disappointed ; even then you know to whom to
conic for adjustment, with no red-tape rules pur-
posely placed in the way. With us your word is
always enough.

Have the big stores in H as great an ad-
vantage over me in buying or selling as is generally
supposed? " They buy in larger quantity and get
better prices," you say. But what of the greater
expense? They pay an enormous rent, big prices
for advertising, large salaries to their help, live
more expensively, and must ask a larger profit
than I would think of asking. Then it's cash on
the spot, take what you get, and if you are dissatis-
fied it means another going to town, another day
lost and little hope of redress. " More trouble than
she's worth," will possibly be the thankless corn-
ment of the salesgirl.

I boldly claim that I can do as well by you as
the jewelers of H , and only ask an opportu-
nity to prove it.

Finally may we suggest, that if there are sound
economic reasons for dealing at home—with us—
there are others, less practical it is true, but no
less vital to the growth of our town ? The good
nmtto, " Support home enterprise," sums them up
and we would add that " Patriotism, like charity,
begins at home." Your children and mine go to
the same school, mayhap to the same church. liVe
are paying taxes for the same purposes. Might we
not as well help one another when it not only costs
us nothing to do so, but accrues to our mutual
benefit ? Keep these facts in mind if you are in
need of any of the articles advertised in this journal.

HE above we consider a judicious mixture
of business and sentiment, and an appeal

which would strike favorably many of those
who do their shopping in the nearest large
city. If such a little journal and such argu-
ments do not bring people to your store,
they will at least create admiration for your
push and enterprise, and this is certain to
redound to your future benefit.
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"HANDICRAFT" ART CLOCKS
A NEW, NOVEL AND ATTRACTIVI DEPARTURE IN CLOCR. CASE MAKING

OntlInnen Citi 111atap Iblib

-Mot It tbtrtoolibtut iltratrabtel Ittebont.
attb hr 00 plate DI Items.'

No. 3544. TOAST CLOCK
MANTEL 19% in. high, 113/2 in. wide, 43? in. deep.

Case of quartered oak, mission finish.

No. 3536. JAPANESE CLOCK
MANTEL. 17 in. high, 11 iii. wide, 3,14 in. deep.

Quartered oak case, "Verd" finish.

POPULAR PRICED

No. 3542. "STEIN" CLOCK
ILANDINO. 20% in. high, 16 in. wide. Quartered oak ease.

Clock set in end of barrel. Mission finish.

No. 3543. BARREL END CLOCK

II A Ni I N( Hardwood ease. 19 in. in dianieler. Clock set in small
liarrel end. Spigot and clock projevi in. 3lission finish.

NOW READY—TWELVE DESIGNS OF " HANDICRAFT" CLOCKS—ALL PICTURES IN COLORS -

AND PRICES. MOVEMENTS OF BEST STANDARD MAKE

No. 3539. TELEPHONE CLOCK
HANGING. 19 in. high, if in. wide. ease of oak,
natural finish. Clock movement set in mouthpiece.

No. 3535. NURSERY CLOCK
MANTEL. Oak ease. 17 in. high, 91 in. wide,

tY).11 in. deep. Mission finish.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED SHEET

THE ULLMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
FACTORY AND SALESROOM, 338-342 EAST 59T1E STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

HANDICRAFT CLOCKS WILL PROVE A DISTINCT FEATURE IN HOLIDAY TRADE

Bronell "The I:11i lion of the Wnier.:"

OH. cic•ign exectitcli i
th, cioing lines or (he billow, iii i lie forliler

and Ilic curling 1lnin: in the mend.

WoTk ©f zn
am.m.fteuT Cro2e.anifreh 2

BrezAnefocl IR. ThaDeohcao
Fr, IIRENE, SARGENT

In one of his most remarkable
passages of art criticism, Mr. John
Addington Symonds characterizes,
in a way which can not be forgot-
ten, the four great draughtsmen of
the Italian Renaissance. Reaching
Leonardo da Vinci, he describes
him as a gifted amateur devoted to

the quest of the spiral line. Confronted by this rapid analysis of artistic

character, all elaborate criticisms of the old master's style appear unsub-

stantial and elusive, or at least, they may be condensed into it. The single

indication expressed in a few words thus becomes for the student a formula

representing by an available abbreviation the spirit and the accomplishment

of the great genius ; furthermore, a formula to be employed as a guide in

testing the authenticity of the works attributed to him. Equipped with this

test, we can follow the hand of the enamored draughtsman in the undulating

curve of Monna Lisa's smile ; in the supple limbs of the Child in the Madonna

of the Lily ; or equally well in the

course of the stream and the profile

of the rocks prominent in the land-

scape of the Virgin of the Grotto.

We can even argue with strong proba-

bility upon our side that the subtile

mastery of the same hand created the

shell-like convolutions of the exterior

staircase of the old French Castle of

Blois. The undulating curve observed

ill natural phenomena and therefore

based upon fixed laws, was certainly

the structural principle out of which

were developed the masterpieces of

the greatest Italian of a famous age,

who was above all else an experi-

mentalist, an originator, a pathfinder,

a man but slightly influenced by the

thoughts, the actions and the work

of those about him, for the reason

that he was so dominated by his own

impressions and conceptions. His

quest of the spiral line discovered by

Mr. Symonds to be the animating in-

fluence of his artistic and scientific

career, is treated at greater length,

although much less vividly than by

the writer already quoted, in the

essay of Mr. Theodore Andrea Cook,

upon "Spirals in Nature and Art,"

and also, although quite uncon-

sciously, by the Russian novelist
Dmitri Merejkowski, who records
the story of Leonardo's life, without
attempting to extract and concentrate
its essence, and thereby to present its
result in the simplest and strongest
possible form.

In seeking to
Analysis of the recognize in all its

permutations and
disguises the

curve which was the object of

Leonardo's labors in design, the
simple lover of art establishes a
means of communication with the
master. He possesses, as it were, a
code by which to call him, as he tra-
verses book, or gallery ; he is inde-

Artist's Curve

pendent of labored criticism, and
sure of a safe point of departure
from which to extend his re-
searches. That which was before
mysterious to him in the works of
Leonardo,something that bordered
upon the chaotic, traces of the
madness of genius— all this,
through the possession of a bare formula, becomes clear to his understand-
ing, and plain to his sight. Fancy, imagination, dreams, and visions reveal
themselves as governed and directed by laws as strict as those which rule
the physical world.

The acumen of the English critic, the idea of the continuous quest of an
elusive line, the alluring mysteries of wave-motion and shell-structure rise in
the mind of the one, who, acquainted with the life and the works of Leonardo,
pauses to examine the characteristic pieces of metalsmithing wrought by
the American craftsman who forms the subject of our present sketch.

Things are pleasurable in the de-
gree that they suggest and connote,
that they open broad horizons to the
thought ; and judged by this stand-
ard, these objects possess the same
kind of charm as the creations of the
1 LL lian experimentalist in science and
art who has been called " the Latin
brother of Faust ; " resembling also,
as through kinship, certain works of
the two Nature-poets, Palissy and
Rend Lalique.

These compari-
Similarity of sons are not so
Artistic Inspiration remote as might

be supposed at
first ; nor are they a mingling of small
with great things. For while Nature
tying created Leonardo, broke her

mold, yet it is true that individual
talents everywhere and from time to
time appear, which belong to the
same type, although their distinguish-
ing qualities are less pronounced and
less perfect. So, it is not idle and
trivial to unite in one and the same
class Leonardo gathering shells on
the Tuscan sea shore, that he might
seize their structural principle and
petrify it into an architectural tri-

umph ; Palissy wandering on a sterner
coast to gain subjects for his fictile

studies of marine fauna and flora ;
Lalique strolling in the fields of
France to observe a fragile flower, in
order that he might reproduce it in all
its individuality of bearing, and bend-

ing its gauzy petals to the wind, al-
though he wrought it in the stubborn
medium of enamel ; then, as the last

member of a series of individuals

united by a common passion for Na-

ture and a common ability to reflect

and reproduce, through art, some-

thing of her mysterious loveliness,

we have the American metalsmith,

observing the rhythm of the waves,

that he might translate it into con-

crete, tangible form.

Peiciani the er.,-
secti.m 4 :1 ,•-and-grecii tourmaline, ttill
or opale,ccid rriai ions.

Necklace: ivory, wild, and pearls

(1417)
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To examine leisurely and with
care the work of the last-named
artist is to enjoy a rare pleasure
which springs from contact with
originality. Acquaintance with the
work excites in this case the wish
to learn something of the worker,
and having gained the desired
facts, we find that the qualification
of "gifted amateur," used by the
critic to describe Leonardo, applies
to the subject of our sketch in the
strict English sense of the borrowed
foreign term. In the fact that he
comes to the bench and the forge
of the smith from choice, that he
has served no apprenticeship ex-
cept that of patient, self-directed
experiment, that he is subject to no
hampering craft traditions, pro-
bably lies the source of his best
qualities, and certainly the cause of
his originality. A brief biographical note will suffice to show that the quest
of the curve is his recreation, turning him aside from the benumbing round
of existence usually followed by an American financier.

The name of this amateur, Mr. Brainerd Thresher, of
Well-Known Dayton, Ohio, is known throughout the Arts and Crafts

Societies of the United States, to the exhibitions of which
he is a frequent and important contributor ; on occasion,

also, appearing before these bodies to give in all modesty his somewhat de-
cided views regarding the proper use of that class of personal ornaments to
the making of which he largely devotes his talents.

Throughout these verbal expressions, his appreciation of Nature,
amounting to a positive adoration, is as apparent as in his artistic efforts,
and although this appreciation is emphasized but to further his chief argu-
ment, it overpowers all other impressions created in the mind of the listener.
To choose here and there a sentence for special attention is to enjoy a de-
gree of that strong
sensuous delight
which comes from
an animated sum-
mer landscape. In
a paper read before
the National Arts
Club, New York
City, Mr. Thresher
spoke strongly
against the lavish.
indiscreet use of
jewels in costume;
emphasizing the
fact that the excess
of ornament d e -
stroys accent and
climax. In a happy
illustration of his
point, he said:
" Let us go to our
cabinet of moths
and butterflies to
observe and to
learn ! See those
wings, jet black, yet
soft in texture, like
uncut velvet ! They
are trimmed with
sable, deep brown
and rich ; they are
barred andstreaked
with daring scarlet.

THE KEYSTONE

COM:  l Wilk is Etifil laventlet.baroque peal IN

American Artist

September, 1905

The color scheme is hot, and
Nature feels it, and for jewels she
gathers at the base a cluster of sap-
phire spots that cool it with their
clear light. Another moth, clad in
gray dappled with brown, wears for
gems turquoise clasped in gold.
And now observe those warm brown
wings shaded with black, and ssont-
bre to a degree ! There, the clus-
tered jewels are lustrous with
metallic sheen, like groups of rose
diamonds set in silver. Thus, we
are taught that intense brilliancy
should be used as a grace note to 4
the chord of color, and, like the
grace note in music, should be
closely allied to the prevailing
harmony ; flashing forth .sharply
and suddenly to make its appeal to
the sense, but lapsing quickly into
the graver effect of the whole, lest
it shock and paralyze the eye,
instead of pleasurably exciting it."

In another passage
An Appreciative of the paper Mr.
Lover of Nature Thresher reveals

the same love of
Nature, transferred from her animate to her inanimate forms. As if he were
in the actual presence of infinite riches of mineral beauty, he exclaims :
" Here is a large baroque pearl, full, not only of lovely color, but also of
subtile modeling and grace of contour ! Does it not inspire design more
readily than its regular and opulent fellow ? Can we refrain from echoing in
the lines of its settings the swish and swirl of waters, or the sinuous, current-
swayed grasses which once lay about it? Again, we have a polished cross-
section of a rose-and-green tourmaline crystal, rich in color, by reason of a
thousand little friations which give forth glints of light. Convention has
taught us that tourmalines are valuable in the proportion that they are clear ;
while the very virtue and life of the opal, we know, lie in its myriad, spark-
shedding imperfections. So, may we not sweep aside custom and, according
to our convictions, call this tourmaline beautiful, and, in setting it, retain it
in the form found in the crystal ? Here, too, is a blood-opal : a streak of
flame flashing through the matrix. By mutilating it, the lapidary might get

a small gem stone.
But let us use it as
it lies ; only shap-
ing down the ma-
trix to a fitting
frame. And let us
study that matrix !
Now, looking
through the clear
opal tear, note how
it thrusts out fine-
fingered tentacles
of stone to grasp
the gem and hold
it firm ! And ob-
serve the matri,
color ! What a f,
a n d backgrotm(
for the fire of the
gem! Unless we
can do justice to an
opal in providing.
it with surround-
ings, let us avoid
it ; for it is as re-
vengeful when ill-
treated, as it is
gratefully respon-
sive to beauty of
environment. Let
us then tone the
metal of our setting
to the color of theJewel casket silver-gilt and ivory, set with baroque pearls
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Artistic Use of
Minor Gems

goh1, and tender rose coral

A third passage of
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The Work of an
Amateur Goldsmith

matrix, and thus accent and inten-
sify the point of living flame! So
treated, we have in it a jewel within
a jewel. In this case, as is her
custom, Nature gives the suggestion,
which the designer has but to obey
and develop—approaching as
closely as he may her forms and
methods—in order to attain the
beauty of art, whose function it is
to represent and interpret the
moods of Nature,"
the same

paper, which advocates the use
of the small gem and the semi-

precious stone, recalls the spirit of Lalique, whose
practice it is to mount the ordinary red garden
pebble of France in his masterpieces of metal work,
whenever he finds it fitted to a special scheme of
design and effect. Such independence of judg-
ment, which " calls nothing common or unclean,"
and is quick, regardless of convention, to recognize
beauty in neglected places, is a logical outcome of
the absorbing love and the quiet study of Nature.
It becomes a guarantee of good work, and from it
we may argue and imagine the type of objects
produced by the artist who reveals it. Thus, Mr.
Thresher's reference to the diamond, were it the
only indication of his opinions that we possessed,
would at once separate him from such jewel-
makers as force this gem to announce the wealth
of its owner. Opposing the usual idea of the
function of the diamond, he would employ it as
adjunct, rather than as principal ; using it to
heighten the tone values of other stones, and thus—
to borrow his own words—" keeping it to the task
of the drop of dew, which attracts and holds the eye

to the flow-
er." Then,
noting t h at
diamonds,
when massed
near the face,
"cruelly de-
stroy the
brightness of the eye and darken the
fair skin," he compares the present
with the former methods of use, to the
advantage of earlier times, when artistic
effect was ranked before monetary
value, and the taste of the jeweler pre-
vailed over the demand of the capitalist.
As a traveled student and critic, he is
justified in saying that " in the cabinets
of Amsterdam and the Hague, we may
still see the early diamonds, before
they were tortured into exact geo-
metric forms. How full of dignity
they look beside their less chaste suc-
cessors ! Rose-cut, even in large
stones, table-cut, and en cabochon, they
have a magical quality, an inner lustre,

a limpid, liquid light. Here is a neck-

lace of such stones, set in silver, with

a frank use of the metal to assist in the

design : the whole composing a har-
mony of cold tones which might have
dropped out of a portrait by some

Dutch master."
Upon the old Netherland painters

also Mr. Thresher supports his plea
Spoon : silver-gilt set with baroque

pearls

a
for the use of the jewel to
suit the personality of its
wearer, and to add a spot
of value to the costume ;
" to intensify, or shade
colors, as do gold, silver,
amber, coral, opal, and
turquoise, or to bring out
colors which, left alone,
would be passive or dor-
mant, as do the diamond
and the pearl." " In these

Pendant: lavender 1,rn, with glints of gold, and set
ill, tunctli 6IS
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Belt-slide : Noe silver and tender green born

portraits," he continues, " such questions have
been worked out for us with infinite pains and skill.
What fertile fancies have given hints unused by us !
What clasps of gems adapted to drape a sleeve on
ivory flesh ! What loops and chains, what buckles
for the shoe in amethysts and brilliants ! The
single, exquisite jewel to burn upon the forehead !
And all used with perfect sense of color, accent,
and climax ! "

Also from the Japanese, among whom he has
traveled extensively, Mr. Thresher draws a lesson
in the use of personal ornament ; indicating the
fact that the two swords formerly worn by the
Samurai (military vassal) class, with their ferrules,
the fuchi and the kashira, the tsuba, or guard, and
the little menuki (literally, rivets), wrapped in the
handles, supplied the place of jewels, and called into
existence some of the finest metal work ever pro-
duced : " the decorations found upon these objects
possessing that subtile touch of conventionalism
which perfects a design, and suggesting strongly,
yet with no touch of crudeness, winds, clouds,
waves, and other beautiful phenomena observed in
Nature ; excelling also in the adaptation of the
motif to the given space, and in the arrangement
of color values." Moreover, among the Japanese
the critic observes the same preference for coral,
mother-of-pearl, turquoise, tortoise-shell, enamel,
and other substances inherently beautiful, which
was shown by the medieval makers of jewels,

uithout question of commercial value.
In these notes of travel we have the expressions of a refined taste and of

a self-reliant judgment, through the medium of which all ideas received,
whether proceeding from Nature or from art, pass from the state of crude
material into definite form, bearing the stamp of the receiver's individuality.
But yet as works are more effective than words, much the stronger proof of
Mr. Thresher's talents lies in the beautiful objects which he creates.

At the first inclusive glance cast over the twelve pieces of
Our Illustrations his handiwork which we have selected for illustration, we

note the prevalence of the -curve. Then, upon closer
analysis of the forms, we find that much of the pleasing impression created
by the work as a whole results from the absence of familiar designs and
historic motifs of decoration. This latter distinction is especially prominent
in the case of the spoon in silver-
gilt and baroque pearls, which,
surely it is not too much to say,
ranks with the ornaments pro-
duced by Lalique and by Louis
Tiffany, and is worthy of a place
in a national museum. The first
suggestion of this design, it is
apparent, lay in the growth of a
vine and tendrils ; while the fin-
ished object, it is no less apparent,
is the result of a patient system
of evolution and of adaptation

Belt-81W' i Viii y and gold the -howing
water molip iii the metal I:, and
"The Bursting \Vary " i,, the ivory ; wilts
two colored pearls east op by the fotun.
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A less unusual, but very refined treatment of
form, occurs in the necklace of ivory, linked with

The Work of an gold, and set with pearls. Here, perfect sym-
metry is observed in the placing of the units of

LI  0 design, which resemble distantly the honeysuck
pattern found in infinite variation upon the vas(_-

of ancient Greece and Italy. Here, too, the color scheme has all the softness and
delicacy which are characteristic of Mr. Thresher's designs ; the pearls and gold
offering well-placed points of accent in the opaque, creamy mass of ivory, which is
further relieved from monotony by a system of leaf-like carving.

A classic motif, the Roman acanthus, broadly treated, is perhaps recognizable in
the belt-slide, shown at the top of page 1419, although the resemblance may not
result from intention on the part of the designer. The chief beauty of this object
lies in the combination of exquisitely adapted blue and green, and in the contrast of
the opaque metal with the translucent animal substance.

Two other beautiful color-arrangements exist in the pendant of,
Pretty Color carved lavender horn, set with amethysts, and in the belt-slide of

ivory, gold, and faint rose coral. The first of these pieces recalls
an autumn flower, by its rich purple shadings and lights ; while its

attractions are increased by the remote suggestions of plant-treatment, found in the
curves and tendrils of the shape. The second object is a fine study of curves com-
posed under strictly modern influences ; that is, it shows no traces of historic style,
and it has living growth as a basis and inspiration. It loses much in black and white
reproduction ; for its opaque surface-effects in cream, gold, and rose form a color
chord doubling the pleasure which is derived from its harmony of composition.

But the masterpieces of our collection of examples chosen from Mr. Thresher's
work, are two translations of water motives. The first, a brooch, is a billow, caught
in the act of bursting, and rendered in its proper elliptical form, with its sweeping
lines, curling foam, and its treasure trove of pearls. The second, still lovelier, is a freer,
more masterly treatment of the same phenomenon. In the hands of a less reverent
student of Nature, this design might have easily assumed the affectations of the Vien-
nese secessionists, or of the French followers of la,-! nouveau. But it remains sane,
coherent, and comprehensible. It represents and symbolizes its original with no waste
of energy ; recalling the words of Leonardo, when he said that " the eye in one respect
surpasses Nature, inasmuch as the works of Nature are finite, while the things which
can be accomplished by the handiwork, at the command of the eye, are infinite."

Amateur Goldsmith

Arrangements

of form to material. What we may call the Leonardo quality rules the compo-
sition, and, in the fitting of the original idea to the medium of execution, the
piece recalls the story of the Italian master carving a Medusa-head from a
knotted slab of firewood. The texture of the vine is admirably translated into
flowing lines suggestive of.a metal casting, and, owing to this perfect correspond-
ence, no violence is done to either substance. Furthermore, regarded strictly
from the point of view of composition, the object is a fine example of pleasing
asymmetry, as may be found upon examination of bowl, stern, and handle. In
all three of these parts, balance of mass supplies the place of symmetrical
arrangement : a delicate observance of the former law being noticeable in the
terminal curves, or tendrils, placed obliquely to each other on the bowl and the
handle. Further, the composition is well held together by the pronounced
outline, and the distinction of the piece is much heightened by the hollow lines
carried throughout, and representing equally, as has been suggested, the wood
of the vine, or the flow of metal ; while another chief beauty lies in the setting
of the pearls, which do not form " spots " in the design ; but, being disposed
Nvith much skill, become the natural, accented terminations of the tendrils, or
else are inserted between the branches, in a manner justified by living growths.

Another ingenious and beautiful asymmetrical design exists
Beautiful in the comb executed in rose and lavender pearls ; although,

in this case, the device is partial and much less apparent.
This composition, which might be carelessly classed as con-

ventional, since it contains certain familiar scroll-lines, discloses great originality,
when it is attentively studied. The axis of the composition passes through the
Pearl marking the center and top of the comb ; but the setting holding the pearl
is turned aside ; while the two lower similar forms are non-symmetrically placed
with reference to the imaginary perpendicular, or axis, which strikes through
the curling, dragon-like shape ending upon the teeth of the comb ; the whole
affording a skilful and charming solution of a difficult problem. Of this
ornament it may be said further, that while it is not inferior to the best French
and Belgian work in point of the knowledge of composition which it displays,
it is yet quite free from the formality and stiffness which often mar the
foreign designs. But to be appreciated the object must be seen in its deli-
cate beauty of color ; the soft, rich cream-tint of the ivory forming an
exquisite background for the rose and lavender notes of the pearls, in which
the definite color seems again overlaid upon cream ; so close is the harmony
between the setting and the gems.

Comb Design

Tea-caddy : horn, silver, and tourmaline

Special Announcement
For years the fall has found us unable to fill all

orders. At various times our output has been
increased by branch factories, but a new and much
larger plant now seems imperative. Pending its
construction and to get the very best results from
our present plant, We have moved our main
offices from New York to our factory at
Meriden, where they will hereafter be
located. Our customers will therefore be
good enough, after this date, to address
all communications and make all remit=
tances to Meriden, Conn. Our former offices
in New York will be maintained as a salesroom
only for the convenience of out-of-town customers.
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TOASTING GOBLET, " I I EN It "

Now Ready. Eighty pages of half-tone illustrations, full list price,
description and size under each article. Yours for the asking. Electrotypes
for local advertising free. Forty fiages of entirely new goods. Good profits
for the jeweler in every item. Quality, finish and character second to none.

New York
38 Murray St.

The X. '102
,,..ceT gen

erildera, Conn.
Chicago

Silversmiths' Bldg.

Boston

00

Baltimore
146 Franklin St. 522 W. Baltimore St.
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"Look through the world,
'Tis neer met with elsewhere"

PROCLAI [NG MERIT

No. 526. Bowl, Cameron

We are constantly bringing out new styles and designs,
which keeps our line always interesting.

T. B. CLARK & CO., inc., Honesdale, Pa.

THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION
Superior

Silver-Plated
Ware

Photograph Books
of our

Complete Lines
Loaned to the Trade

for Inspection

BRANCHES

38 Murray Street
New York City

120 Sutter Street
San Francisco, Cal.

Temple Building
Montreal, P. Q.

Factories, etc.

New Bedford, Mass.

Rich
Cut Glass

Ware

WATER SET

No. 770. Caraffe, " Nevada"
1/2 P. Tumblers, " Huron"
No. 2857. Mirror

Electroliers

Oil Lamps

Gas Portables

Etc.

In all the

Popular Finishes
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COMPLETE LINES

NOW READY
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Look for our trade-mark
(»I (web piece glass

J. HARE CI CO.
CORNING, N. Y.

The dealer who is fortunate enough to secure

a line of our glassware need not fear competi-

tion. We make the best goods and sell the

best trade. We say very little, but our glassware

" Speaks in tones of thunder." Don't fail to

make a date with our salesman and purchase

your fall supply of Rich Cut Glassware. \A/Trite

for our new catalogue if you should happen to

miss him. Remember we lead all other manu-

facturers in producing new shapes and designs.

1424a

Hawkes Cut Glass

All Cut Glass
is not the same

-Write for our new catalogue ificl discounts, ifid We Will sh )v\T

you can buy the best Cut Glass at prices that will

make you a good margin

OHIO CUT GLASS CO.
Bowling Green, Ohio

SU WI..irf_3( )171 St. Loui SEl I f_41.0101111

35-37 B. Rai-Wolf-3h Stretet 518 Holland Building

you how

Nuw York Sale8roorn

26 Borulay Struut

Chamixigne jug

16 inches high

" Belmont Pattern

GRAND PRIZE PARIS EXPOSITION

A jeweler is known by
the stock he keeps.

And if his stock of cut glass

bears the Hawkes trade-mark (and

it costs no more), he knows he will

not be put into competition with

the department stores.

The Hawkes good name is built

upon more than twenty-five years

of progress in the work of glass

manufacture.
Hawkes wares are always fashion-

able, always just what they are

represented, always unequaled.

T. G. Hawkes & Co.
Corning, N. Y.

No piece is genuine without this trade
HAWKES

mark engraved on same
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We use no pressed blanks

A New CE-eztfiox fin
and a seller, made in several shapes.

Send for our leaflet
showing an assortment
of standard goods at
prices that will be •

profitable to you.

Our Photo. Catalog loaned to the
responsible trade

Cug Glizza

ICE CREAM ox SALAD TRAY

Designers and Manufacturers of

RICH CUT GLAS5
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Designers of the Colonial Edge

Third Ca Catambridge Streets, PTARLAIDELPHIIA, PA.

The first of the year we

removed from 968 Franklin

Street to our present address,

and have increased our cut-

ting capacity three-fold. We

are, therefore, better able

than ever before to give our
customers the best cuttings,

the best prices and the best
service.

If you are just starting to

handle cut glass and do not know

ust what you want, try one of

our $5o.00 assortments. Every
piece up to our standard. Write

for photographs.

NEW ARI CUT GL
SEE HOW CUT GLASS IS MADE

Visit our Factory when in New York—
only a thirty-minute trip.

GO-62 Arlington St., NeWMTR, N. 1,
Established 1898

EE

e',•74

ROS EmARy
FOR 1?EfrIEMBRANCE,..Cer

FULL LINE of this CHARMING

PATTERN now ready for delivery

Send for price-list if you have not
received our salesman's advance card

Only Jewelers Can Buy
Rockford Goods

Order early and you will have to order
often to supply trade

Rockford Silvcr Plate Co., Rockford, III.

No. 491 Nv. Kelva Jewel Box

14" PUNCH BOWL—BELLEVUE
(COLONIAL EDGE)

THE C. F.
MONROE CO.

Manufacturers

Address all communications
to

Factory

Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesrooms

28 Barclay St.

WAVE CREST
has made us famous as manufacturers of most strik-
ing novelties.

KELVA
the proper thing. Richly gold mounted. A distinc-
tive style of artistic merit that has made it a winner.

Our Colonial Edge is a
mark of distinction, being the
newest idea in Cut Glass that
has been brought out for
years, and one of the most
beautiful designs on the mar-
ket. This line is only sold
to one store in a town, giving
the dealer a chance to make

a handsome profit, putting him out
of competition with all other lines.
Are you the best jeweler in your
town ? Write about this line.

SALESROOMS:

W. R. Landram, 120 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.
John B. Kempton, 157 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

No. 531. Ariel Jug

CUT GLASS
excelling in beauty of finish and design. An immense
assortment of novelties innumerable.

STERLING SILVER
Originality combining every feature of this line of
goods.

Our new catalogue will show all our latest productions. If you want one mailed you, kindly advise

When in New York, by all means stop at our store, ground floor, 28 Barclay Street
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(From Gunther's Magazine, September cover)

TCrir ON

to the order and all that it implies is one of the

strong and characteristic features of Elkdom. Its

members are proud of their allegiance and consicr

it an honor to wear the Emblem of the Order. Wc

strive to typify this brotherly feeling in the beau.

tiful charms we make, and an assortment of theal

is not only a necessity but a valuable addition tu

any jeweler's stock. They bring and hold trade.

Let us send you a selection package, also, of

Buttons and Pins. You will then appreciate the

force of our contention, " We Sell Sellers."

Filenrey FTCUITCh.d, ][531roo
9 Maiden Lane, Hew Yairk

DIAMONDS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY

'Egginton's'
Celebrated Cut Glass

Universally acknowledged to be the

most beautiful, brilliant and artistic line

on the market.

Distinctly in a class by itself

our trade-mark engraved on each

piece is a sure guarantee of its excellence

and quality.

Manufactured by

THE 0. F. EGGINTON CO.
Incorporated Oct. II, 1899 Corning, N. Y.
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4 Making a Front

The Value of Appearances Fronts Harmless and

Otherwise A Moral for the Man on the Road

E are all of us front-makers of one

kind or another. The style of archi-

tecture varies but the object of the

huilding is the same.
We all want people to believe we are

fully as good as we are and maybe just a wee

mite better.
Some of us make a front with shirts of

gorgeous hue and open-work socks.

Some of us let our hair grow to an intel-

lectual length and wear the thoughtful frown

- that masks a vacant mind.

One carries a cane when a hoe would be

more in keeping with his needs and his origin.
Another trims his beard to a point, fre-

quents French table d' hote places and gives

the impression that his birthplace in Arkansas

is only a mythical black dot on an unreal map.
The rent may be reekingly overdue but

we've got to wear smiles that rival the brass

sign in brightness.
The clothes may not be paid for, but

we've got to wear them as if they were—got

to make a front and so maybe help to make.
the money to pay.

Somebody asks: " How's business?"
We say: " Great! If we had any more

1k' couldn't handle it." And all the time
I }i i.e is running in our minds the persistent

" Where in blazes are we going to
get money for that blamed pay roll ?"

These fronts are perhaps not objection-
able— maybe they are commendable.

The man with a hole in the seat of his
trousers is justified in wearing a long tailed
coat.

The fronts that are built of talk and talk
only, seldom hurt anybody. It's the trying
to live up to the talk that grinds.

It's trying to live up to a champagne
front when the income only stacks up for
beer that brings premature baldness to men,
and makes women go around the block to
avoid the grocer.

A silk hat makes a lovely front but
maybe a barrel of Olden Time Flour would
do the children more good.

The front that hurts is the one that in
serious matters substitutes pure pretence for
stability.

The young man in business who thinks
making a front will let him out of doing his
work, will end in the mire.

Making a front is all right, but " making
good " is what counts at the finish.

Some boys work harder, to get out of
work, than its actual doing would entail.

The man on the road could become a
star salesman with less effort than he expends
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on making a front to the house, with padded
reports and explanations as to why he didn't
get it.

Making a good appearance physically,
mentally and financially, is desirable and
commendable, but you can't travel far, or
long, on pure bluff. Bye and bye the old
man looks over your expense account and
stacks it up against the profit on your sales—
and then reams of reasons why, backed up
by the fanciest waistcoats and the shiniest
shoes in the business, will not carry you
through. You will look about like nineteen
cents—reduced from thirty.

Why is it that a man who lives on eight
dollars a week when he is at home, wants to
spend eighty when he is traveling for the
house ? Why does he have to have a room
with bath at the best hotel?

He'll tell you it's to keep up the dignity
of the house.

Not a bit of it.
It's to keep up his front with the boys.
As a rule he doesn't deceive his custo-

mers, or prospective customers. If he's a

good man they know it. But if he's a shell
fish he can't fool them by stopping at the
Holland House. If he knows his goods and
will hustle and keep his expenses down, he

may be able to buy the Holland House after
awhile.

This making a hotel front is poor busi-

ness. It is like Eugene Field's remark in

declining out - of -.season strawberries—" it

spoils the appetite for stewed prunes."

The joke of the traveling man's front is

his idea that " the house pays for it." He

knows he can't afford to pay for the things

he does—but he does pay for them. He

builds his front so high that he can't see

over it.
He has to earn every cent to pay for it

—and a profit on it, or he gets fired. It's

simply a balancing of his salary and expenses,

in one lump sum, against the net profit on

his sales.
He pays his own expenses—the house

doesn't do it—not for long.
If he made less front he could make

more salary.
And that's true in more ways than one.

The construction and maintenance of a front,

whether successful or otherwise, is distracting.

The brains and time spent building the front

are just so much taken away from building

business—and building real business pays

better.
A front ought to be pretty well backed

up. The back xvall needn't be so high as

the front—it may well be a little lower, just

so the rain will run off the roof, but there

surely must be a solid back-wall of some sort,

for somebody, some day, is sure to get

behind it and " rubber."

The best structure is that which stands
solidly four-square to the world.

It is what the department stores call—
" As is" and, therefore, is open to nobody's
criticism.

—Charles Austin Bales, in Four Track A'ews.

The Importance of First Impressions

As supplementary to the preceding arti-
cle on the virtue of " Making a Front," we
would have the merchant who seeks new
custom keep continually in mind the import-
ance of first impressions. It is an old saying
that it takes all sorts of people to make up
the world. Accepting this as true, the knack
of meeting people and impressing them favor-
ably requires, on the part of the salesman,
a masterly tact that would do credit to a
nation's diplomatic service. Some customers
want to be let alone and given the freedom
to look around ; others want instant atten-
tion ; others will take the bit of flattery that's
relished by the wisest men ; still others will
take it as an afront ; some are pessimistic ;
others hopeful and sunny ; some can be per-
suaded ; others have their won't power devel-
oped into a mania, and mistake stubbornness
for a strong will ; some people can see a
joke.; others will resent it as flippant, and
still others will receive the most pointed bit
of humor in ox-eyed innocence without a
smile. To meet and deal with all these
people and to please them n all requires a
nimbleness of perception and judgment with
which few men are endowed.

It is the first duty of the salesman, there-
fore, to cultivate the study of human nature.
Every man has some avenue through which
he can be successfully approached, and the
salesman's intuition in divining this short-cut
to the favor of a customer will determine his
value to his employer: One safe rule is never
to forget to be polite, no matter what the
time or the provocation. The salesman should
not forget a dignity which maintains his own
self-respect and the character of his store,
but should not mistake haughtiness for dig-
nity, for the latter is an attribute that lends
grace to warmth and puts a finer edge on a
pleasant greeting. The best sort of dignity
is in the possession of a spirit which merits
respect. It comes from the inside outward
and impresses others ; it is character, which
is one of the elements which lends to the
store the proper atmosphere. The next
point is to know the work and like it, to
know the goods and to be able to tell how
and where they are made, by whom, what
his standing is, and why the store you work
for can give first-class satisfaction. A rare
qualification for the merchant is capability to
select the right help. Incompetent clerks show
a lack of this capability in their employer.



Wheeler rings are
made in five regu-
lar shapes.

Wheeler rings are
made from solid
disks of gold.

The reputation of the sellers of Wheeler's

Seamless Rings is backed up by the long-estab-

lished reputation of the makers. Every opera-

tion of their manufacture, from the metal melting

to the polishing, is so conducted in our Brooklyn

factory as to make Rings which we guarantee

plump quality, perfect shape and finish.

Wheeler rings are
guaranteed by the
registered trade=
mark stamped in
them.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.

RING MAKERS

TWO MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Prices and ring
blanks will be sent
upon request.
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The recent month of July estab-

Another Import a new record for that
Record period ill the importation of

precious stones and pearls at
this port. In view of the new standards established
by each of the preceding months of 1905, this
would not be especially noteworthy were it not
that July begins the fiscal year, and, further, that
the inaugural returns surpass those for all similar
periods in the past, not only in aggregate volume
but in the amount of cut and uncut stones, respect-
ively. The value of the July imports, as a whole,
was $3,992,830.90, or $1,812,983.54 more than those
for the corresponding period of 1904. The whole
was made up of cut stones to the amount of $3,149,-
735.89, and uncut to the amount of $843,096.01,
making an increase of $1,781,581.75 in the importa-
tion of cut, and of $31,298.79 in uncut stones.
The highest previous month of July on record was
that of 1902, when the total imports amounted
to $2,654,755.60, Or $1,338,025.25 less than the
entire imports for the same period this year. Gen.
Geo. W. Mindil's statistics show the classified
itnports for the month of July of the past four
years to be as follows :

1905  
19111.
r.o.;  

$0,1-111,735.89
.... 1,368, 154. 14

1,404,147.00
. . . . 2,143,805.50

.9143,096.01
811,797.22
700,008.00
511,071.07

Total.
S3,902,831.90
2,179,94330
2,104,755.00
2,654,800.05

The incomplete census figures
World's Second indicate that the population of
City New York is now just under

4,000,000, or to be exact, 3,987,-
, 154. The probabilities are that Manhattan and the

Bronx alone will be found to have a population of

411 2,378,696. The standing of New York among the
big cities of the world is shown by the following
figures : London comes first with 4,536,642 people,
.ind next to New York are Paris, with 2,714,008 ;
Berlin, with 1,888,848, and Chicago, with 1,698,575.
Then follow Vienna, Canton, Tokio and Philadel-
phia, all of which have over r,000,000 inhabitants,
the last-named having 1,293,697 in the census of
1900.

The Belmont tunnel, to connect
The Relmont Long Island City with New
Tunnel York, is under way. Work has

been started at the Long Island
end, on property directly across the street from the
big power house of the Pennsylvania Railway. The
tunnel is to be somewhat similar to that of the
Pennsylvania Railway. It will have two steel tubes
and will run under the Long Island Railroad freight
yard, and have a passenger station at Fourth
Street, between Jackson and Vernon Avenues,
which is at a point directly opposite the viaduct
entrance to the new bridge over Newtown creek.
There will be two branches to the Long Island
City end of the tunnel. One will go under New-
town creek and make a connection with a subway
through Greenpoint, and the other will branch off
toward the Queens County Court House, where
the tunnel will come to the surface and make con-

No. 110. 9" liowl—Astoria No. 1

We do not use the figured blank. Our

designs are cut on smooth or plain blanks,

thereby securing a better finish than can

otherwise be obtained.

Write for prices and we will surprise you.

KELLY Ira STERNMAN
HonesdaIlep

of Finish and Workmanship

Our line gives your customers
satisfaction and you increase
your trade by handling it.
Ask for catalogue.

The Coming Cut Grliza,

New York Office, 24 Murray Street Chicago Office, Republic Bldg., Room 1 210

We have no connection with Corning Glass Works and do not me their blanks

nections with the tracks of the New York and
Queens Comity Railway.

The J. D. Bergen Co. are about
J. D. Bergen Co. to change their executive offices
Removes Offices from 38 Murray Street, this

city, to their factory building, at
Meriden, Conn. Actually, this means re-establish-
ment as well .as removal, because for twenty years
the company's executive offices were at Meriden,
having been moved to New York .eight years ago.
The return to the old order of things has all
the obvious advantages of concentration, while
permitting the New York quarters to be used
exclusively as display rooms for the company's
product. These rooms will hereafter be in charge
of Charles Bergen, a brother of J. D. Bergen, the
company's president. The last named, who with
his daughter and his son, Tracy Bergen, has been
living in New York, will resume his residence in
Meriden.

Yankee ingenuity has conceived
Giant Advertising a new idea for the introduction
Project of American products to all the

other nations of the world. The
new proposition is entirely different from all of
the other numerous ideas that have been put forth
for the purpose of advancing American enterprise.
The project is to fit up big trans-Atlantic liners
with the exhibits of American manufacturers and
to stop at all the ports of the world—or at least all
that can be reached within fifteen months. The
enterprise is to be under the supervision of the
Export Shipping Company, of i i Broadway, of
which F. G. Bailey is the president. Ships will be
loaded with all manner of manufactures, and will
be fitted up %%.ith electric lights, so that the guests
in each port may be entertained day and night, and
in equipment vill be a floating palace.

Michael Burnham, the express-

Expressman driver, whose arrest on
Imprisoned a charge of stealing a trunk of

jewelry, valued at about $12,000,
the property of S. Nathan & Co., 65 Nassau Street,
was reported in these columns last month, was re-
cently convicted and sentenced to four years and
three months' imprisonment, by Judge Foster, in
the Court of General Sessions. The original charge
was grand larceny in the first degree, but on the
advice of Deputy Assistant District Attorney
Smythe, the indictment was made grand larceny in
the second degree, and to this the prisoner pleaded

guilty. The Judge remarked, however, that when
he accepted the plea he was under the impression
that the jewelry had been recovered, and that com-
plete restitution had been made. " Having ac-

cepted the plea," he added, " I will accept the

responsibility. I regret this outcome, as the pun-

ishment is by no means fitting to the crime com-

mitted." It %'as while Mr. Nathan was returning

from Philadelphia on the Pennsylvania Railroad

that the trunk disappeared. It was handed to the

New York Transfer Co. by the railroad people,

but was not delivered. Burnham was the driver

to whom it was entrusted for delivery, but his

wagon was found abandoned on the following day.

His arrest in a Boston lodging house followed., 
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With him was his wife. Some of the goods were
found in the couple's room, and it is said that he
disposed of some more throughout Boston at very
low prices.

Nicholas Schwarz, president of

Death of the Schwarz Mfg. Co., 217 E.
Nicholas Schwarz Thirty-eighth Street, died on

August 4th, at the New York
Hospital, as the result of an apoplectic stroke.
He was sixty-two years old and was widely known
as a manufacturer of jewelry cases. He emigrated
to this country from Germany, his native land,
early in life, and by industry and enterprise had
established a substantial trade in his particular line.
His fraternal affiliations included membership in
the Masonic order, the Elks and other associations,
in all of which he was highly regarded. A widow
and twelve children—six sons and six daughters—
survive him.

Richard Friedlander, of the firm of R., L. & M.
Friedlander, 30 Maiden Lane, has just returned
from his annual trip abroad, having made heavy
purchases of diamonds. Carpenters and painters
have recently been very active, improving and
extending the local offices of this firm.

Henry Ditmer, with R., L. & M. Friedlander,
is mourning the loss of his brother, who died on
July 28th, after a lingering illness.

The jewelry store of Schwartz Bros., at 1368
Broadway, near Thirty-seventh Street, was robbed
early one morning recently by thieves, who got
jewelry worth about $1,000. According to the daily
press, to get the jewelry the thieves cut away a
wire netting screen over the window, and then cut
a good sized hole at the bottom of the plate glass
tvindow. On one side is an all-night drug store
and on the other an all-night restaurant. No one,
excepting himself, knows where the policeman
was at the time of the robbery.

Reports will soon be due from the sub-com-
mittee appointed by the executive committee of the
National Association of Cut Glass Manufacturers.
The questions to be therein considered include
price standards, discounts, etc. It is probable
that a general meeting of the association will be
held in the near future, at which the recom-
mendations made by the sub-committee will be
considered.

Notwithstanding the inevitable business obsta-
cles arising out of the yellow fever epidemic in
New Orleans, La., Leonard Krower, the widely-
known jobber of that city, experienced a material
increase of trade in all his departments during the
months of June and July as compared with the
corresponding periods of last year. Mr. Krower
has opened a temporary office at 37 Maiden Lane,
this city, and in order to meet all the exigencies of
the situation and insure his customers against
disappointment, has also' opened an office in St.
Louis, front which his trade in the West and South
is being satisfactorily attended to. From this
branch goods are shipped without delay to any
part of the territories named. Mr. Krower is to
be congratulated upon the very effective methods
which he took to forestall the difficulties inseparable
from a quarantine so necessarily rigid.

(Continued on page 1429)
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Single Stone Diamond Rings
We carry a large stock of Ladies' and Gents' Diamond

Rings. The tag of each ring is marked with a letter or number

to correspond with our " Grading System," to indicate the

quality of the diamond.

This is a time-saver for the expert and a safe and sure

guide for the inexperienced. Where they are marked -as being

perfect we warrant them as being so.

We also have a complke assortment of loose diamonds

and can supply any jeweler's needs. Our prices will enable you

to meet any competition. Order of us and others, and compare

prices and qualities, \'ben you have a prospective sale.

HENRY GINNEL & CO.
DIAMONDS and WATCHES

31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKEstablished 1833

LAST MONTH WE ADVISED OUR FRIENDS TO BUY COPPER !
THOSE WHO FOLLOWED OUR ADVICE HAVE BEEN ABLE

TO SELL COPPER AT GOOD PROFITS!
WE AGAIN ADVISE YOU TO BUY COPPER!!

HERE'S ANOTHER TIP!

BUY 'GREEN COPPER' (A;X:17,E)
MADE IN THE " APOLLO STUDIOS," OF GREEN OPALESCENT GLASS

COVERED WITH METAL IN VERD ANTIQUE FINISH

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED SHEETS

APOLLO SILVER CO.
BERNARD RICE'S SONS, PROPRIFTORS

MAKERS OF

FINE SILVER—PLATED WARE

REAL COPPER AND VERD ANTIQUE

542 BROADWAY

NEW YORK
( 4-8 MARION ST. }

187-189 ELM ST. 
NEW YORKFACTORY
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Judge McMahon in General

Substitution by Sessions, on August 23d, in-
pawnbrokers structed Acting District Attor-

ney Nott to call the attention

of the grand jury to a system which he thinks many

pawnbrokers have adopted of substituting imitation

diamonds for valuable stones pawned with them.

Incidentally, Judge McMahon said that a member

of the Manhattan Club was recently robbed of an

$1800 pin, but when it was recovered from the

pawnbroker he discovered that glass stones had

been substituted for the original diamonds and

emeralds. Arthur Yost was arrested for having

stolen diamond earrings worth $too from Rose

Goldfish, of 83 .East End Avenue. Yost pleaded

guilty before Judge McMahon and was sent to the

Elmira Reformatory. He told the police that he

had pawned the earrings at Louis Rosenberg's

pawnshop, at 386 Eighth Avenue. Rosenberg was

summoned to court and ordered to turn the ear-

rings over to Mrs. Goldfish. Mrs. Goldfish got back

what she thought were her earrings. When she

went home that night she became suspicious, as

the diamonds had lost their brilliance. They

looked all right as to size and shape, but there

wasn't the same lustre. The next day she con-

sulted several jewelers. They told her that she

had pieces of glass for diamonds. Then she went

to the jeweler from whom she bought the earrings,

arid he informed her that she had the cheapest

kind of cheap glass in the earrings. Without get-

ting any more advice, Mrs. Goldfish laid the matter

before Judge McMahon, who sent for the pawn-

broker. The latter said he had given the thief

$25 and that he had been fooled, too. He thought

the pieces of glass were real diamonds, he said.

" This matter should be investigated thoroughly,"

said Judge McMahon to Mr. Nott. " I am not sur-

prised at the information this woman brings here.

It bears out what I have suspected, that pawn-

brokers have been substituting pieces of glass and

paste for real diamonds." Judge McMahon told

Mr. Nott that the grand jury should make an

investigation.
Albert Comstock, a customs

Death of Albert lawyer, whose professional acti-
Comstock vities brought him into close

and continuous contact with the

importing branch of the trade, died on August toth,

at his summer home near Ranger's Island, Lake

George. Deceased had reached only his forty-
sixth year, but for a long time had been ill, and in

January of this year underwent an operation for

cancer. He began life as a clerk in the Custom

House, studied customs law in the meantime, and

when he had attained to the legal profession, made
this branch a specialty. He figured in many im-

portant legal contests. A widow and two daughters

survive him.
A young man, who told the

A Bold police he was James Quigley,
Window Smasher of 34 Bank Street, Manhattan,

was held, on August r6th, in
the Manhattan Avenue police court, Williamsburg,
in $3000 bail pending a hearing on three charges of

burglary. Policeman Hanneman, of the Stagg
Street station, while in the doorway of a store at
Broadway and Manhattan Avenue, is alleged to
have seen Quigley smash a show window in Joseph
Sajor's jewelry store, at 686 Broadway. He was
helping himself to rings and opera glasses, it is said,
when the policeman pounced on him. The young
man gave fight, but was quickly overpowered.

Quigley was taken to the police station, where he
admitted that he had smashed show windows in
two other stores before he tackled Sajor's place.
He had in his possession thirty-six gold rings, ten
silver match safes, one pair of opera glasses, two
new felt hats and a diamond glass-cutter.

Fred. 'I'. Barry is the new man in charge of the
New York office of S. 0. Bigney & Co., the chain-
makers. Mr. Barry comes from Philadelphia, where
he was a buyer in a large establishment, and is
well equipped for the duties of his new position.

George Schilling, for many years in charge of
the New York office of S. 0. Bigney & Co., died
August 4th, after a brief illness. Mr. Schilling
was a hard and consciencious worker, and held
the esteem of all he came in contact with. He

leaves a widow and two small children.
Unsuccessful a ttempts were

A Bogus made to swindle several jewelry

firms in this city last month, by
a man who has been described

as about thirty-five years old, five feet eight inches
in height, weighing about one hundred and forty

pounds, of sallow complexion and wearing a blue

serge suit. At the office of Alfred H. Smith &

Co., 170 Broadway, he posed as the representative

of Frank S. Boyden & Co., Chicago, and thus

endeavored to obtain a quantity of two-carat dia-

monds valued for $2000. Asked why Mr. Boyden

did not go to the Chicago office for the goods, the

man replied blandly that he did not know exactly,

but that as he was to be in New York, Mr. Boyden

told him to call at the Smith concern and get the

diamonds. The fact that the New York concern

and the Chicago are all well-known to each other,

made the former incredulous, and so the stranger's

request was refused. Thereupon he inquired at

Smith's if in their opinion Joseph Frank's Sons or

Stern Bros. & Co. would be able to supply him at

once with the desired goods. Naturally the firm

gave him no encouragement, and on being requested

by him for their business card as a means of intro-

duction to the firms named, they promptly refused

to give it. Meantime F. S. Boyden & Co. were

communicated with by telephone, and from them

it was learned that the fellow had no connection

with nor had any authority to act for them. The

police were then put upon his track.

Among the articles in the windows of jewelry

stores that make a specialty of novelties, are

watches which have Hebraic numerals instead of

Roman or Arabic. The watches differ in no other
way, and the difference adds no expense. A few

are bought for presents, usually intended for elderly

Hebrews, but the jewelers say the sales are small.

It only takes one character to express each of the

twelve hours as in Arabic numeration.

A traveling salesman for a New York jewelry

firm was telling of an experince which happened

on a recent trip through Virginia. " I heard that

the members of the negro Baptist church in a

certain little town were figuring on buying a pretty

fair consignment of chandeliers, so I made it a

point to be present at a business meeting of the

church members. There was a heated debate on

the subject, and finally a good brother in the back

row jumped to his feet and said : " Bruddahs an'

sistahs, ah doan reckon we ought to buy dem dah

chandeleahs 'till we finds out who'se gwine to play

on dem."'
Charles M. Levy, manufacturer of rings,

lockets, etc., has issued his 1905 catalogue, an

illu.strated compilation of his latest product and

patterns. If you do not receive a copy by Septem-

ber 1st, it would be well to notify the house, and

one will be forwarded to you.

" Representative"

Gave Plunder
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Three youths were held in $2000
bail and one was sent to the

as Gifts Children's Society by Maghltrate
Steinert in the Harlem Court,

last month, for having stolen rings, brooches, brace-
lets and other articles of jewelry from the store of
Hyman Fredericks, 1514 Third Avenue. The
police were notified that the place had been broken
into and goods valued at several hundred dollars
stolen. While engaged in working on the case
they were impressed by the rather unusual amount
of jewelry worn by young girls in the neighbor-
hood and set about discovering the reason. One
little miss told Detective Regan that the handsome
pair of bracelets which adorned her wrists were
the gift of one Edward Stevenson, fourteen years
old, 179 E. Eighty-fifth Street. This youthful gal-
lant was promptly arrested, and having learned of
the girl's statement, confessed that he and a num-
ber of other boys had committed the robbery. He
also acknowledged that portion of the goods were
secreted behind some loose tricks of the dumb-
waiter shaft of the house in which Ile lives. Three
other boys were also arrested.

Following the demise of P. 0. Dickinson, late
of Unger Bros., Newark, N. J., whose obituary ap-
peared in the July issue of THE KEYSTONE, a
board of directors has been chosen consisting of
Herman Unger, Eugene Unger and E. P. Beach,
who have been re-elected, and Miss M. J. Rahilly
and T. F. Thompson, who have been elected for the
first time. Miss Rahilly succeeds to the duties of
the late Mr. Dickinson. She is an accomplished
young lady, gifted with a high order of intelligence
and business ability, who thoroughly understands

the manufacturing branch of the business, and is

no less adept in office management and executive

roles.
N. Langford, repairer for the trade, formerly at

51 Maiden Lane is now located at 2665 Broadway,
near One Hundred and First Street, where he will

continue in the repairing business.
Upon the arrival recently of the

Laden With Unde- North German Lloyd steam-

clared Jewelry ship Kronfirinz Wilhehn at this
port, Inspector Donahue, of the

customs service, noticed a second-cabin passenger

with several unnatural protuberances under his

coat, waistcoat and trousers. He bumped against

the man, incidentally felt the bulges and found

them very solid. He showed the passenger, who

is said to be a jeweler, of Boston, his badge and

invited him into a room on the pier. There the

protuberances were reduced without surgical help.

They contained eighteen packages of unset stones,

mostly diamonds ; three packages of loose stones of

less value, twelve pairs of cuff buttons,. a pair of

earrings, four settings for eiirritigs, seventy settings

for gold rings, fifteen gold chains and other jewelry.

The value of the lot will be estimated by appraisers.

It may, it is said, be worth several thousand dollars.

The jeweler was permitted to go after it had been

confiscated.
A novelty noticed in portable

Novel Sun Dials sun dials is one that is con-
tained, along with a compass,

in a gun-metal case that is no larger than that of an

ordinary hunting case watch. The novel feature

of this little sun dial consists in an adjustable

gnomon, which can be moved along a scale that is

marked with degrees of latitude. If the traveler
will set the gnomon of this little sun dial to tin

right figure on the scale it will tell the time for him

as correctly in one latitude as in another. The new

dial is interesting, however, more as a toy than as

a timekeeper.
(Continued on page 1431)



THE VALUE OF A
TRADE-MARK

A number of years ago we recognized

the importance of stamping a Trade-

Mark upon every piece of jewelry we

produced.

To-day there is hardly a gold jewelry

manufacturer of reputation who does

not put a Trade-Mark of some sort upon

his production.

Reputable Retail Jewelers cannot

afford to buy any gold jewelry except

that having a Trade-Mark, as the manu-

facturer thus guarantees the quality and

workmanship.

Under the head of Trade-Marked

Jewelry, look for this mark

"THE" Machine for
Tagging Rings, etc.

Complete Our Eyelet Machine,

consists of I Bottle Ink
Outfit 1000 Celluloid Tags

Price complete,

$5 .00 net

\\3
NO.2.

0 NO. 3.

Style of Tag,

The

HOLD=ON

CLUTCH

sA,s4̀

Hand Plyers are

Useless for

Tagging Rings

YOU slide the

Clutch on—

IT does the rest

Pat. May 20, '02

A Splendid Seller
Retailing at soc.

Pat, applied for
Scarf Pin Insurance

Ask your Jobber or write to

YOUR CUSTOMERS DEMAND
It only the newest productions

ART POTTERY
Inn the finest. This means that you owe it to
your business to see

in 14 K. and 10 K. rings, studs, buttons,

lockets, vest buttons, etc., for back of

this Mark stands over forty years of

reputable manufacturing.

LARTER & SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK CITY

Owens' Opalesce Art

Owens' Opalesce Inlaid

Owens' Art Veil L1111

. Owens' Gunmetal

before you place any holiday orders.
Nothing finer made at home or abroad. Assort-
ments to suit your needs. Send for photos.

J. B. OWENS
ZANESVILLE, OHIO

SALESROOMS
N i.w YORK —GS AND 70 WEST IIROAMVA
l'ttt,.ii, t Pill .% - 11435 NI A 'MET STREET
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The thoughtfulness of his niece

Surprised the was responsible for foiling an
burg-

larize
Bur 

the jewelry store of Harry
Zimmerman,

attempt recently made to 

man, 390 Columbus Avenue. The would-

be robbers gained an entrance to the store by

taking out a pane of glass from a window, and
thereby drop from the street into the cellar. They

then industriously plied an auger and saw in an

effort to cut away an opening in the floor sufficient

to afford an entrance to the store proper. Miss

May Zimmerman, the cashier of the establishment,

was passing on her way home, and, as her uncle

had been unwell for some days, she felt it incum-

bent upon her in his absence to assure herself that

all was well. Her precaution was soon vindicated,

for entering, she saw the auger projecting from the

floor and immediately taking in the situation, she
gave the alarm. While eagerly watching for a
policeman, two men, one pesumably a nergro, ran

from the building. An officer was soon on the
scene, gave chase, but the fellows escaped. Owing

to the timely interruption, however, their scheme
was frhue itIess.T 

traveling force of the Ullman Mfg. Co., of

this city, have started out to show the trade their
new clock, the " Handicraft," which is a decided
novelty. Irwin Strasburger will visit the Philadel-
phia dealers the early part of September, with a

show-room in the Bingham House. He will later
visit the trade in Baltimore and Richmond, Va.
I. W. Ullman will take care of Pittsburg, Chicago
and St. Louis, while J. K. Straus will canvass
Pennsylvania and the Middle West ; R. D. Morgan
will canvass Boston the first three weeks in Sep-
tember and later visit the trade in New York State
and Canada.

Wm. S. Ginnel, of Henry Ginnel & Co., is
touring New England in a 24-horse power Peerless.
He is accompanied by his wife and two sons, as
the whole family are enthusiastic over the pleasures
of touring by an auto. The car will be run on the
trip by Mr. Ginnel's eldest son, who is studying
engineering and who has made several improve-
ments that the motor manufacturers say are valuable
and might be patented. The party will spend
several weeks in the White Mountains and other
popular New England resorts.

Chas. Selegman, son of Jeweler Selegman, of
Homestead, Pa., was married recently to Miss
Gertrude Baum, of this city. The young groom
is engaged in the instalment business in this city.

Outing of the Twenty-four Karat Club

The annual outing of the Twenty-four Karat
Club, of New York—the fourth function of its
kind—was held on Saturday, August 5th, at
Livingston, Staten Island, and was attended by a
success which well vindicated the rosy anticipa-
tions of its promoters. There was a large muster
of members in attendance, and many of them were
accompanied by friends. The twelve o'clock boat
was availed of by most of the participants in
going to St. George, and from the latter place
they proceeded on cars to the hotel. As befitted
the occasion, the proceedings were wholly informal,
and feasting and athletics alternated on the pro-
gramme very pleasantly.

Upon arrival at the scene of the reunion, the
party addressed themselves to a delightful feast of
clam chowder, after which quite a number betook

themselves to the baseball grounds and engaged
in preliminary practice, with a view to being in the
pink of form for the contests in this popular game
that were to follow later in the day. Others in-
dulged in less vigorous pastimes, the most interest-
ing of which were quoit contests. In these,
Messrs. Larter and Tunison defeated Messrs.
Kinna and Weisz by a score of it to 8 ; Messrs.
Benedict and Trewin defeated Messrs. Crippen and
Adler by 21 to 19, and Messrs. Trewin and Crip-
pen had the advantage of Messrs. Benedict and
Schierloh by 7 to 6.

Thus the time pleasantly flew until the advent
of the clambake, to the savory presence of which
all other attractions immediately gave way. The
dining-room of the hotel was handsomely deco-
rated and the members seated themselves at two
long tables, President E. R. Crippen occupying
the place of honor. The feast was a most delicious
one, cooked and served under the most tempting
conditions. It consisted of clams realistically re-
posing in seaweed ; sea bass, hard-shell crabs,
lobsters, chicken and corn, all of which seemed the
more delectable for having been cooked on the
lawn outside. Draughts of nut-brown ale slaked
the palates of the enthusiastic chillers, and music
rendered by an orchestra lent an additional charm
to the feast. Not even the delicious fare, however,
could prevent the more vivacious members of the
party from breaking into melody as the band
reached some popular chorus.

An adjournment %vas afterwards made to the
grand stand on the baseball grounds, and here a
photograph of the party was taken by the club's
photographer. Athletics followed, the inaugural
contest being a potato race, in which there were no
less than a dozen competitors. The race was run
in two heats and was won by Henri Schwob, A. A.
Wood being second and J. L. Bennett third. A
sack race, always a mirth-provoking event, was
next on the programme, and Mr. Schwob was the
victor also, his opponent again being Mr. Bennett.
No other contestant got sufficiently ahead of the
toiling and stumbling to be placed. The commit-
tee on sports, of which Willard H. Wheeler was
chairman, deemed Mr. Schwob to be entitled to
the championship of the club, and accordingly
presented him with a first prize, consisting of the
large covered stein of weathered oak and silver
donated by President Crippen. Mr. Bennett was
awarded a smaller cup, of kindred design, the
donation of John Frick. Both trophies were suit-
ably inscribed.

This cleared the way for a baseball match be-
tween the jobbers and the manufacturers—the event
which, perhaps of all others, was looked forward to
with the greatest interest. After a lively game the
manufacturers had the advantage by a score of 5
to 2. The game was umpired by President Crip-
pen, L. Tallman kept the score, and the teams
were : Manufacturers—Beckwith, c.; Samuel, lb. ;
Prouty, r.f.; Kinna, 2b.; Schierloh, 3b.; Talbot, p.;
Beers, ss.; Trewin, c.f..; Flinn, I.f. Jobbers—
Wheeler, tb.; Alford, ss.; Allison, 2b.; H. Schwob,
p.; J. Schwob, c.; Wood, 3b.; Kohn, 1.f.; Weisz,
c.f.; Fisher, r.f.

'Phis game brought a most enjoyable day's out-
ing to a delightful close. Handsome steins, de-
signed by John Frick, were presented as souvenirs.

The following were the committees in charge :
General arrangements—Percy Savory, J. R. Glea-

son, Albert L. Stearns. Sports—Willard Wheeler,

J. Warren Alford and Stephen Avery. To these

and to C. F. Brinck, who ably superintended the
details, credit for the success of the outing is

largely due.
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When
your

efforts have
been exhausted

elsewhere

Our
display

exceeds that
of

any previous
year

Big Surprises in

Jeweled Crosses
Back and Side

Combs
Bracelets

Absolutely new designs, colorings,
enamels and styles, in

Diamond-Set
Gold and Filled
Brooches, Scarf Pins
Cuff Links

Fobs
Lockets

Chains
Festoon Necks

Cuff Pins
Hat Pins

Rings

SILVER NOVELTIES

TOILET SETS

GUN METAL

EBONY

15 Maiden Lane

INCNV York
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Our very-much-
awake diamond

business is con-
stantly increasing

because our stock is large
and long experience gives

us the ability to fill orders in
the right way and at right

• 
prices.

The diamond pages in the B. A. & Co.
1905 catalogue are good pages to be familiar

with. If the book should not fulfill some
special want, a letter from you will receive
prompt attention.

stticIllinT, 1 905

1
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WESTERN BUREAU Or THE KEYSTONE
ROGNI 1201 HEYWORTII BUILDING

Cittomio, August 26, 1905

The number of dealers in this
Stat p of Trade market the first three weeks of

the month seemed small, but
this week is showing up differ-

ent, and the out-of-town jewelers and opticians are
beginning to arrive in goodly numbers. As a rule,
they are buying liberally, more so than at this time
last year. In fact, we find upon inquiry that trade
is better with the Chicago jobbing houses than this
time a year ago. Traveling men from practically
all sections of the West, Southwest and Northwest
say that crop conditions in general are in excellent
shape. Trade conditions in general are most
favorable, with a tendency to an increase in the
volume of business as the season progresses. On
the whole, we think the outlook is very encourag-
ing for a continuance of the same excellent condi-
tions and tendencies which have existed for the
past three weeks, and we can see no reason why
trade should not increase over that of the past year.

and Outlook

Personal

Arthur A. C. Cocks, head of the house oi
Arthur Cocks & Company, Limited, Sydney and

Melbourne, Australia, and Wellington, New Zea-
land, export agents and manufacturing and whole-
sale opticians, spent a day in Chicago recently,
calling on our manufacturing and wholesale trade.
Mr. Cocks was en route from San Francisco to
New York and London, and was accompanied by
Mrs. Cocks.

Joseph Schwartz, agent of The Keystone
Watch Case Company at Honolulu, Hawaii, spent
a few days in Chicago the early part of the month,
en route home.

Max Noel, of the house of Despres, Bridges &
Noel, has been in the Alexian Brothers' Hospital,
this city, the past four weeks, where he underwent
a severe surgical operation last week. Mr. Noel
has survived the operation well and he is improv-
ing right along. He expects to be about business
again early in October.

S. J. Son, the diamond importer, Columbus
Memorial Building, has just returned from his vaca-
tion spent at Ottawa Beach.

C. H. Knights, of C. H. Knights & Co., and
Mrs. Knights enjoyed a delightful outing at Lake
Geneva last week.

President -Hulburd, of the Elgin National
Watch Company, and Mrs. Hulburd, are spending
the Month of August at Magnolia Beach, Mass.

R. A. Kettle, Chicago and Western manager

for Robbins & Appleton, selling agents for the

American Waltham Watch Company, and Mrs.

Kettle, are visiting factory headquarters at Wal-

tham this week. They will spend a week at East-

ern seaside resorts before returning.

Harry S. Hyman, head of the retail house of

Hyman, Berg & Company, sailed for Europe July

20th, to be absent until September. Hr. Hyman

will combine some fall buying for his firm with

some recreation and sight-seeing on the continent.

The death of Frederick D. Heffron, of the

manufacturing firm of Riley, French & Heffron,

known all over the Western trade as " Fred."

Heffron, nowhere will cause more sincere regret

than in Chicago, where he was best known and
where he spent a
great deal of his
time during the
last fifteen years
of his life. The
announcement of
his death the
morning of Satur-
day, August 12th,
at the family home
in Attleboro, came
in the nature of a
shock to his many
friends in the
trade, for though

his illness was known, it was hoped that his re-

covery would be complete and that he would live

for many years to pursue his work in the trade of

which he had so long been a leading spirit. But

it was willed otherwise, and he passed away in the

prime of a notably-successful career, mourned alike

by his family and intimate friends, and by all in the

trade who had been fortunate enough to associate

with him. His loss is a great one, for men of his

sterling integrity, forcefulness and lovable char-

acter are few indeed, and his place will be hard to

fill. Mr. Heffron possessed rare genius as a sales-

man, and enjoyed the distinction of being the most

successful salesman that ever went out from the

Attleboros. A most kindly and manly man—

always thoughtful of those less fortunate than him-

self, and especially helpful to the younger sales-

men whom he chanced to meet on the road, ever

as ready with his purse as with good will to those

in need ; strong in both his likes and dislikes;

tender-hearted almost to a fault ; merry, of a sunny

disposition, with a keen sense of humor and pos-

sessed of the art of himself expressing humorous'

thoughts. Such was in part our old-time friend.

rederiek Ileirron

B. C. Allen, of Benj. Allen & Company, is

being congratulated these days by his friends in

the trade upon the arrival of a little new woman

at his home.
John T. Montgomery, manager of the Pitts-

burg branch office of M. A. Mead & Company,

spent a few days here the early part of the month,

celebrating the arrival of a second son and heir at
his home in Evanston.

George M. Landon, Chicago and Western

agent for the Homan Manufacturing Company, re-

turned the early part of the month from a fort-

night's jolly fishing excursion up among the North-

ern Wisconsin resorts. He was accompanied on

his trip by Mrs. Landon.
Eugene Swigart, head of the widely-known

tool and material house of E. & J. Swigart, Cin-

cinnati, spent a day in town last week calling on

his friends in the wholesale and manufacturing

trade. He was en route to the wilds of Northern

Wisconsin on a fishing excursion.
Herman F. Jacob, the faithful and hard-work-

ing cashier with the Geneva Optical Company, is

enjoying his summer vacation at Lake Mills, Wis.

He is accompanied by his family.
W. H. Kinna, New York agent of the Elgin

National Watch Company, spent a day in town last

week on a visit to headquarters. He was en route

to his old home in Wisconsin, where he expects to

enjoy a week's outing amid familiar scenes and

faces. Mr. Kinna is looking well, and tells us that

he never felt better.
George A. Camp, for twelve years with Swart-

child & Company, has recently embarked in the

retail business at 1248 East Seventy-fifth Street

this city, and is already doing a nice trade.

News from the Trade

Walter C. Dean, a prominent business man of

Paris, Texas, has embarked in the jewelry business

at Ardmore, Ind. Ter., where he has opened a

modern store. Mr. Dean is already enjoying a nice

trade and will undoubtedly make a success of his

venture.
Jeweler Howard Lyon, of Wauseon, Ohio, has

only recently returned from a fishing trip, which he

enjoyed greatly.
W. C. Morse, jeweler-optician, has recently

established himself at Benton Harbor, Mich.,

moving there from Southern Indiana. Mr. Morse

recently visited the Chicago market on a buying

trip, bringing this news.
D. L. Nielsen, of Vermilllion, Ohio, has just

recently sold out his business. We hear he con-

templates embarking in the jewelry business again

in some larger field.

Jeweler D. B. Stall, of Bryan, Ohio, has re-

cently returned from an extended trip to the Pacific

Coast. Mr. Stall spent a week doing the Lewis and

Clark Exposition and votes the Portland Fair a

success.
L. Beckman, of Kendallville, Ind., has just

returned from a six-weeks' outing, spent among

the Indiana lakes.

H. W. Fields, of Plymouth, Wis., has recently

returned from a three-weeks' trip to the Pacifie

Coast, which included a week's visit to the Port-

land fair.
Philip Jacoby, Kalispell, Montana, has just

moved into a fine new store, fitted up with new

fixtures throughout. Travelers who have made

that town recently, tell us that Mr. Jacoby's new

establishment is an exceedingly tasty modern

store and a credit alike to its owner and the lively

and growing town in which it is located.

(Continued on page 1485)
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BUYERS ATTENDING THE MARKET
Will find that we have made large preparations for this fall's business.
The many novel, handsome, as well as staple and practical things we
show are of a class that sell.

The steady growth of our business and the aggrescive demands on us
for the newest things are a tribute to the reputation we bear throughout
the trade for fair and liberal treatment.

When you come to Chicago we invite you to call—of course we will
make you welcome, and take pleasure in proving to you the compre-
hensiveness, style and freshness of our new fall lines.

STEIN 0 ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Cutters

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO

Hennecke's Statuary

EXCLUSIVE SUBJECTS

NEW EFFECTS AND FINISHES

Producers of the

only High-Grade

Statuary on the

• Market

ESTABLISHED 1865

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

From the Studios of

C. ilennecke Company
Milwaukee, Wis.

GEO. KUEHL & CO.
i 7s 1.. Randolph Street, CHIC, ( ;0, ILL.

Manufacturers and Importers of

GENUINE BLACK FOREST

Cuckoo Clock

TRADE

ith

MARK

ewelers ! If your order Cuckoo Clocks,
order them with the

MARK

They are the BEST. There are none

BETTER.

Our clocks have received the highest award, " Gold
edal, at the Chicago, Omaha, Paris and St. Louis Expositions,

For sale at all Wholesale Clock and Jewelry Houses

September, 1905 THE

Chicago Letter

(Continued front page 1433)

Miss Jennie Martin, optician with the Martin

ywelry Company, Walla Walla, Wash., accompa-

nied by Mrs. C. D. Martin, enjoyed a delightful

• outing the early part of August at Portland, Oregon,I
looking over the Lewis and Clark Exposition.

Jeweler E. F. Mayer, of Butte, Mont., has just

made a handsome improvement in his store by put-

ting in a fine new art room.

Gorton Rushmer, head of the Rushmer Jewelry

Company, Pueblo, Colo., accompanied by Mrs.

Rushmer, are enjoying a month's outing, during

August, doing California and the Lewis and Clark

Exposition at Portland to their great delight and

pleasure.
A. T. Westlake, dean of the horological de-

mili parttnent of the Bradley Polytechnic Institute,

1 

Peoria, Ill., has been enjoying a three-weeks' vaca-

tion this month. Grant Hood, J. A. Miner and

F. J. Bani, instructors in the same school, have

also been enjoying their annual vacation the past

month. The fall term of this widely known horo-

logical school opens early in September with a

. good attendance in prospect.
Smith Brothers, of Elyria, Ohio, have re-

cently enlarged their store to about double its

former size and made other extensive improve-

ments by putting in some fixtures, a steel ceiling

and modern windows. They have also fitted up

an elegant optical parlor. All of which has made

their store most attractive and up to date.

News has reached the Chicago trade that

Jeweler W. B. Kimball, of Waukesha, Wis., has

bought the business of B. J. Morey, of Tama,

Iowa, and that he will take charge September ist.

I lis brother will remain in charge of the Waukesha

store.
Frank Leins, formerly in the jewelry business

at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., has accepted a position

as watchmaker and all-around man for the estate

of the late John Becks, of Michigan City, Ind.

Moses Strauss, a veteran member of the trade

in St. Louis, for over a third of a century connected

with tile L. Bauman Jewelry Company of that city,

and widely known among the jewelers of the West

and Southwest as an old-time traveler, spent a few

days in Chicago the early part of the month enjoy-

ing life in a great city.
Ford A. Smith, practicing optician, Sterling,

III., and wife, spent a few days in Chicago recently

enjoying our fine summer-resort weather.

The following is a list of students who have

recently entered the Northern Illinois College for a

course in optics ; Albert Lant, Guthrie Center,
Iowa ; H. E. Whitney, Chicago ; Roy C. Everts,

Weatherford, Okla. Ter.; A. S. Appleman, Marion,
Ind.; J. W. Pelton, Chicago ; Gus. Cohn, Lead-

ville, Colo.; Martin R. Held, Chicago ; Geo. W.
Stone, Marion, Ky.; Arthur E. Frenier, Aurora,

III.; Wm. M. Irion, Louisville, Ky.; Joseph Urbank,

Chicago ; Wm. N. Nanney, Evansville, Ind.; F. 0.
Richards, VVinterset, Iowa ; L. L. Foot, Richland,
Iowa ; Chas. W. Pool, Chicago ; Eustace Foley,
Greensburg, Ind.; A. G. Terwell, Chicago ; Samuel
Sfulelegaons, 

Cuba.
itl,Icoln, Nebr., and Cloy Gutierrey, of Cien-:

Miss Landsberry, for a number of years pt
with Loftis Bros. & Co., of this city, and Mrs,
k?uch, of Rock Springs, Wyoming, are embarking
Ill the jewelry business in that town, under the
lirm-name of Landsberry & Rouch. Miss Lands-
berry; nesCw tuhivcaegnofrreiends will wish her large successin he 
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Herbert Churchill, of the Churchill Jewelry
Company, Pueblo, Colo., accompanied .by Mrs.
Churchill, are making a trip through California and
the Pacific Northwest this month. They will take
in the Lewis and Clark Exposition at Portland be-
fore returning home.

The Martin Jewelry Company, of Walla Walla,
Wash., have recently put in a new modern store
front and otherwise improved their establishment.

August Jacobs, the %vell-known jeweler, of
Quincy, III., will have the sympathy of the entire
trade in the loss of his eldest daughter, Leona,
whose death occurred at the family home only
recently. She was a bright and interesting girl of
eighteen iighstteoertl. e years and a great help to her father int 

Among the graduates who recently finished a
course in optics at the Northern Illinois College
are : W. T. McCollough, of Dillsboro, Incl.; Carl
A. Anderson of Sioux City, Iowa ; William G.
Payne, of Fairbury, Ill., and Geo. W. Howe, of
Wisner, Nebr. A. J. Orr, a graduate of the college,
has recently located at Vicksburg, Miss., and re-
ports that he is doing a fine business.

An unknown negro burglar was shot and
killed by a night policeman while in the act of
robbing the store of Jeweler Charles Price, of
Jacksonville, Ill., on the night of August 3d.
When the body was searched thirty-one watches,
three watch chains, three rings and fourteen lockets
were taken from under his shirt. The total value of
these goods was in the neighborhood of $2oo. The
coroner's jury exonerated the night policeman
from any criminal intent in shooting the unknown

negro, and commended him for his vigilance in

the discharge of his duties.
Everett Clark, the well-known watchmaker, for

a number of years with August Wetteroth, of St.

Joseph, Mo., but for the past few years with the

Boyd Park Jewelry Company, at Salt Lake City,

Utah, is dead. Mr. Clark passed away August iith,

after a short illness. He was a good workman and

highly esteemed by all who knew him.
Krebs Brothers have bought the stock and

store building of Frank Fee, Hartley, Iowa, and

they will continue the business. Mr. Fee has

removed to North Dakota, where he. has engaged

in the grain business.
E. J. Koorman, of Alton, Iowa, has just re-

turned from a vacation spent among the mountains

of the Northwest, where he was seeking health and

recreation.
A. NV. Miller, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, has sold

his business to Harry Beresford, who will make

extensive improvements in the store. Mr. Beres-

ford expects to make his establishment one of the

most up-to-date and modern stores in that section

of the West, by the time he gets through with his

improvements.

J. D. Moseley, of Clarion, Iowa, has just

moved into his new store, which is much more

centrally located for business as well as more

attractive and modern than his former estab-

lishment.
George T. Howard, Southern traveler for the

Towle IThmufacturing Company, is spending his

vacation in Chicago enjoying our splendid summer

resort weather.
Kent H. Clarke, the well-known salesman, has

accepted a position with Spaulding & Company,

this city, and will enter upon his new duties Sep-

tember 1st.

E. H. Carey, the enterprising jeweler, of Le

Mars, Iowa, has recently made a noticeable im-

provement on his premises by erecting a large

electric-lighted watch sign in front of his store.

H. F. Witt, of Sycamore, Ill., and Mrs. Witt,
have just returned from a delightful vacation spent
visiting in Detroit, Mich.

George M. Stallard, for a number of years
with the Geneva Optical Company, of this city,
but at present Western representative of the Stand-
ard Optical Co., of Geneva, N. Y., spent last week
in Chicago, calling on the wholesale and manufac-
turing trade. Mr. Stanard is en route to the
Pacific Coast, and ‘vill cover the entire West and
Southwest, making the larger towns only, before
he returns to the factory.

L. F. Andrews, traveler for E. A. Dayton 8z
Co., is sojourning in California for the benefit of

his health. He is slowly regaining his strength
'after a long siege of rheumatism. Mr. Andrews

does not expect to resume work on the road before

October.
Charles S. Hungerford, the veteran salesman.

is confined to his home in this city by illness.

There is no improvement to report in his condition

at the present time.
Egbert Lusk, Ohio and Indiana man for the

Towle Manufacturing Company, was at Chicago
headquarters last week after a successful trip over

his territory. Mr. Lusk reports trade conditions
as unusually promising in his territory.

Charles H. Tew, missionary for the E. How-

ard Watch Company, Waltham, Mass., spent last

week in Chicago calling on the trade in the in-
terests of the Howard watch.

Mrs. Renaud, wife of Jules Renaud, the well-

known and pioneer jeweler, of Keokuk, Iowa, and
mother of Emil Remind, president of the Iowa
Optical Society, and junior member of the firm of

Jules Renaud & Son, died August 8th after a short

illness at the family home in Keokuk. This good

woman and her husband had lived together hap-

pily for over forty-nine years and were preparing

for a golden wedding celebration next February.

Both husband and son will have the sympathy of
the entire trade in their great loss.

Jeweler Claude E. Range, of Trenton, Mo.,
has just returned from a three-weeks' outing de-
lightully spent among the Colorado resorts. He
was accompanied on the trip by Mrs. Range.

Calvin Clatter, of the Calvin Clatter Company,
has been out on the road the past four weeks doing
a fine trade. Mr. Clauer says the \Vest is in splen-
did shape this fall, and that there is no reason why
trade should not be much better this fall than it
was a year ago.

I. L. Grady, formerly in the retail jewelry
business at Slater, Mo., later in the same line at St.
Louis, but more recently in business at Clearwater,
Okla. Ter., is in the great central market to-day
selecting a stock of goods for a new store that he
is just opening up in Jackson, Tenn. Mr. Grady is
buying quite liberally with the idea of having a
well-appointed modern store from the start.

A. S. Attell, of Ballingham, \Vasil., has closed
out his business at this point and removed to Ana-
cortes, in the same State, and has opened up an
attractive and modern store there, where he will
give special attention to the cutting and grinding

of native agates.
Max A. Rosenthal, formerly in the wholesale

tool and material business in New York, but now

about to embark in the same line in San Francisco,

is spending his summer vacation in Chicago. Mr.

Rosenthal's marriage to Miss Clara N. Shaffner, of

this city, is announced for September 6th, at the
Great Northern Hotel.

C. S. Williams, for six years with E. & J. Swi-

gart, Cincinnati, has recently accepted a position

with Swartchild & Company, this city.

(Continued on page 1437)
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1r UR elaborate preparation for Fall trade is
now complete, and our record for excel-
ling ourselves each year has again been

grandly maintained. Improvement on the past
would seem impossible, ),et we can candidly say that
never has there been placed at the disposal of the
trade an aggregation of goods so fresh, compre-
hensive and suitable for retail requirements as we
are now showing

If you come to town to buy, visit us first—
it will save time. If you don't come to town
await our representatives, who will soon visit you.
Besides, we fill mail orders as satisfactorily as if
you were in our store or our representative in
yours. There is pleasure, profit and safety in
dealing with us.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.

Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago
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Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 1435)

Out-of-Town Visitors

Jeweler F. P. Barnett, of Lancaster, Wis., was

a visiting buyer in this market last week on t
he

lookout for late fall novelties. Mrs. Barnett accom-

panied him.
Walter Farrell, of the firm of J. C. Anderson

& Co., Telluride, Colo., spent several days in Ch
i-

cago recently, selecting goods for the home market

and enjoying the pleasures of metropolitan life.

J. C. Peers,.the well-known jeweler, of Rock-

ford, Ill., was a welcome visitor in this market for

a day last week. He was here on a buying trip.

E. E. Sutter, of Pamona, Cal., was a caller

among the trade in Chicago recently. •

M. 0. Stanley, of Gallatin, Mo., spent a few

clays in this city recently, combining business with

pleasure.
W. T. Irvine, of La Crosse, Wis., was a visit-

ing buyer in this market for a day recently on the

lookout for fall novelties.

G. W. Hardway, of Port Smith, Ark. spent a

few days in Chicago recently combining business

with pleasure.
J. Vander Zander, of Green Bay, Wis., was a

visiting buyer in this market last week.

E. S. Green, of Fort Wayne, Ind., was among

the many visiting jewelers in this market last week

selecting his fall goods.

Fred. A. Klass, of Hibbing, 111111f1., spent a

few days.in the Chicago market recently selecting

his fall bills.
Charles Maurer, of Champaign, Ill., was in

town recently selecting goods for his fall trade.

Chapman & Armstrong, of Galesburg, Ill.,

were represented in this market the past week by

George Chapman, head of the firm, who was here

on a buying trip looking up late fall novelties.

Frank Isbell, of G. A. Isbell & Son, Clinton,

Iowa, was among the visiting buyers in this market

last week on the lookout for late things in fall

goods.
C. S. Barrett, of Hollister & Barrett, Freeport,

Ill., was in the city last week calling on his friends

in the trade and doing some fall buying.

W. F. Kirkpatrick, head of the firm that bears

his name ill St. Joseph, Mo., spent a few clays in the

Chicago market last week doing some buying and

calling on his friends in the trade. When met in

one of our wholesale offices, he said that every-

thing pointed to a good fall and holiday trade in

his section of the West.
J. L. Wolff, of Paducah, Ky., and Mrs. Wolff,

are spending a few days in Chicago this week com-

bining business with pleasure. Mr. Wolff at pres-

ent is engaged in erecting a new business building,

part of which will be used by himself for a new

store. He was here mainly on the lookout for new

building points and to arrange for the fixtures for

the new store.
C. F. Graff, of Elkhorn, Wis., was a trade

visitor in this market last week on the lookout for

late fall goods.
Lochman Brothers, of Springfield, Ill., were

represented in this market last week by Gus. Loch-

man, who was here on a buying trip.
Charles Ham, of Frankfort, Ind., spent a

couple of days in the Chicago market last week

selecting goods for the home store.
Louis Lechenger, the well-known jeweler, of

Houston, Tex., spent last week in Chicago, calling
on his friends in the trade and enjoying our splen-

did summer-resort weather.
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L. K. Spielman, of Spark & Spielman, of

Hartington, Nebr., spent a few days in Chicago

recently selecting the firm's fall bills.

Frank Thayer, of Rockford, Ill., a familiar

and welcome figure in this market, was here for a

day recently on a purchasing trip.

A. B. MacDonald, of Chillicothe, Mo., was

among the many Western jewelers in the Chicago

market recently selecting fall bills.

B. Gottleib, of Pine Bluff, Ark., was a trade

caller in Chicago recently. Mr. Gottleib was the

guest of the Elgin National Watch Company for a

day during his stay in town on an inspection trip

through through their big plant at Elgin.

Fred. T. Weber, of Danville, Ill., was seen

among our wholesale offices recently selecting

novelties for his fall trade.
Niles 0. Barnhill, with Jeweler V. A. Morse,

of El Reno, Oklahoma, spent several days in

Chicago recently, enjoying life in the Western

metropolis and doing some fall buying for the

home store.
Sam. Prager, of Terre Haute, Ind., was in

Chicago recently calling on his friends in the whole-

sale and manufacturing trade.

A. B. Jones, of Stuart, Iowa, was a visiting

buyer in this market recently stocking up for the

fall trade.
Ed. P. Campbell, a vell-known jeweler, of

Kansas City, Mo., and Mrs. Campbell, spent last

week in Chicago visiting among friends, while Mr.

Campbell attended to some buying. Mr. Campbell

was a pleasant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters
while in town, and brought the news that the out-

look in the Southwest for business this fall never

seemed brighter.
Martin & Hoerr, of Mankato, Minn., were repre-

sented in this market this week by Mr. Martin, the

head of the house, who is here on a fall buying trip.

Claude Wheeler, junior member of the house

of Henninger & Wheeler, the well-known jewelers,

of Columbia, Mo., is spending this week in Chicago

enjoying our summer-resort weather and attending

to some fall buying for his firm. Mr. Wheeler was

a congenial caller at KEYSTONE headquarters while
here and brought the news that his firm had just

completed some extensive improvements in their

store by putting in new fixtures and otherwise

modernizing their store. Mr. Wheeler thinks that

they now have one of the really swell stores of

grand old Missouri. He tells us that trade condi-

tions and prospects in their part of the country are

excellent and that they will be greatly disappointed

if they do not have the trade of their lives this fall,

0. E. De Werthern, the well-known jeweler.

of Columbia, Mo., and Mrs. De Werthern, spent

last week in Chicago enjoying our summer-resort

weather and the sights and scenes of a great city.

Mr. De Werthern said he was not doing much buy-

ing, as their trip was more of an outing than one

of business.
T. J. Howe, the well-known and successful

practicing optician, of Louisville, Ky., head of the

retail house of T. J. Howe & Co., is spending a

few days in town this week enjoying our fine sli
m-

mer-resort weather and doing their fall buying.

Mr. Howe reports trade prosperous in the blue-

grass region.

John C. Pierik, the widely-known and success-

ful jeweler, of Springfield, Ill., is spending a few

days in town this week looking over the market

for the latest things in new fall goods.

H. W. McFraland, formerly watchmaker for

Jeweler John P. Webster, Logansport, Ind., is in

the city this week selecting a stock of goods for a

new store he is just opening up in that city.
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Brumer Bros., of Clinton, Iowa, have been

represented in the Chicago market this week by

U. S. Brumer, who is here on a purchasing trip.

Fred. Nabstedt, of the M. E. Nabstedt

& Sons Company, Davenport, Iowa, and Mrs.

Nabstedt, have been in town for several days,

combining sight-seeing with their fall buying.

T. V. Moreau, the well-known and successful

retail optician, of Minneapolis, Minn., is spending

a few days in the great central market doing his

fall buying. Mr. Moreau reports trade as very

much improved in the Northwest, in comparison

with this time last year, and believes that the fall

and holiday business this season will be the best in

years in the Northwestern country.. Mr. Moreau

says that his camera department has been a great

winner this season and that his trade in this line

has been simply phenomenal.

Bi-Sulphide of Carbon for Bright
Silvering

Nearly every plater knows that bi-sulphide of

carbon will produce a bright silver deposit, but

many are wholly unacquainted with the method of

introducing it into a silver bath. To add it directly

to the silver solution is useless, as it settles down

to the bottom and remains in thick, oily drops.

The addition should be made in the following

manner Take a quart of your regular silver

solution and add eight or ten drops of bi-sulphide

of carbon to it and shake. Allow to remain for a

day and it will be found that a black sediment has

formed in the bottom of the bottle. Filter this out

and preserve the clear solution. This clear solu-

tion is used for adding to the silver bath. The

regular formula is to add one teaspoonful to every

gallon of solution.
Bright silver plating should only be used for

cheap work, as the deposit is not only somewhat

off color but is hard. It is not as well suited for

burnishing as the deposit which is produced by the

regular silver solution. Do not add the hi-sulphide

solution to any bath which is needed for regular

plating as it will ruin it. The bright silver bath

must be kept by itself and only used for certain

classes of work.
The articles come out of the bath with a very

slight film upon the surface ; but otherwise, they

are practically as smooth and bright as the surface

before it went into the bath. Bright silver plating

is used very extensively for coffin trimmings and

soft metal novelties. —me Brass world.

Three-Color Seeing

In a recent discussion before the Royal Society

ill London of the phenomenon of "trichromic

vision," the case was described by Prof. J. J. Thom-

son, known for his researches in electrical science.

When looking at the bright spectrum of sunlight,

l'rofessor Thomson sees only three colors—red,

green and violet. For him there is no definite color

in that part of the spectrum which appears to per-

sons with normal vision pure blue. He can distin-

guish nothing of the nature of pure yellow in the

spectrum. Reddish green would describe the

orange and yellow parts, and greenish violet the

blue parts as he sees them. In testing with colored

yarns two wools changed color to him when con-

trasted, although a normal-sighted person saw no

difference. These facts show how different our

favorite colors may possibly appear to some of our

friends.
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" The Line of Hand-Painted China That Sells  "

MADE BY

WHITE'S ART CO.
CHICAGO

Make no mistake in your selection of
Hand-Decorated China for the coming
season. Our line of Vases, Plates,
Bowls, etc., etc., in new designs and
exquisite colorings is now ready, and
Nvill be presented to the trade for in-
spection through our travelers and
selling agencies. You are cordially
invited to visit our studio.

WHITE'S ART CO.
380 Ontari() Street
Chicago Agelley

BENJ. A1,1,EN
Alzholexale Jewelers
Silversmiths' Bldg.

CHICAGO
New Y..rk Agency
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Notwithstanding that business

Business Outlook conditions in the South are not
encouraging at present, trade is
satisfactory here in St. Louis

considering the time of year. The interruption of

business in Louisiana and bordering States on

account of yellow fever and rigid quarantines en-

forced is quite complete. Most of the traveling

men in the fever-infected territory have been called

home, because they cannot move about on account

of the quarantine, and because the trade is so un-

settled that dealers are very cautious about making

purchases of any kind. The St. Louis Merchants'

Exchange has taken the first move for relief for

Southern merchants whose business is affected by

the quarantine. The exchange has decided to

open its doors to merchants who desire to come to

St. Louis to carry on their business, and will allow

them the privileges of the exchange the same as

were granted during the epidemic of 1878.

The outlook for trade from this

Excellent Crop section of the country still con-
tinues most flattering. Crop
prospects continue uniformly

favorable, and as farmers are realizing good prices

for all of their products, a feeling of prosperity is

in the air in the country that should not be without

effect on trade in all lines, especially in jewelry

and optical goods. The wheat and oats crops are

about all threshed, except where the grain has

been stacked to be held for still better prices. It

is said that more than the usual quantity of wheat

will be held by the farmers this season, which is a

sure sign of prosperity. Interest is centered in the

corn crop, which, according to the present outlook,

will be a record breaker. The recent rains did

much to hasten the ripening of corn, and the early

sown is well advanced towards maturity. It will

only be a short time when the entire crop will be

beyond danger of further damage.
There is much truth in a recent report from

Chicago, which started with the following sentence :
" American farms will produce bigger and better
crops and return many more millions of dollars in

revenue to the farming interests this year than ever
before in the history of the country."

There can be no doubt but what
St. Louis is enjoying great busi-
ness activity. There can be no
doubt also that this activity is
closely related to the rapid

development of the great Southwest. Nearly every
business man traveling into this great and growing
section, reports trade as being in excellent con-
dition and the outlook bright for fall business. Our
St. Louis wholesale houses are sanguine that this
part of the country will witness the greatest im-
provement during the next few years of any section
of the Union. The boom in that region for several
years has proportionately exceeded any other in
the country. Judged by the increase in population,
railroad construction and other solid indications,
the Southwest offers more attractions to new
corners at the presem time than any other part of
the United States. A genial climate, rich soil, low
prices of land, large mineral resources, good trans-
portation facilities and numberless opportunities
found in a fresh and expanding field, are among
the advantages open to all who have the qualifica-

Good at St. Louis

Prospects

St. Louis and the
Great Southwest
Prosperous

KEYSTONE

tions needed in a new country. The building up

of this section of the country means much to the

jewelry, optical and kindred lines. It means that

the St. Louis wholesale and manufacturing houses

in the above lines will increase their business

largely the next few years. It also means that

there will be many jewelers and opticians to

locate in the Southwest who will open up new

stores and that firms that are already located in the

country will expand their business. St. Louis is

rightly situated to be the central gateway to the

Southwest, and is bound to prosper with her pros-

perity. This is true both as a railway center and

in connection with the Mississippi River and its

chief navigable tributaries.

Several graduates of the Rowley Ophthalmo-

logical College of St. Louis, Mo., have recently

opened offices in different parts of the city for the

practice of optics. They are : H. R. Eichenber-

ger, 4504 Easton Avenue ; A. Unger, 4303 North

Twentieth Street ; John Montandon, 4252 Olive

Street ; R. H. Jones, 2953 Dixon Street ; E. F. Poos,

3570 South Broadway ; M. E. Cutner, 1922 La

Salle ; Otto Buder, 2118 South Broadway ; George

A. Abel, 1549 South Jefferson Street ; J. J. Hagen,

corner Seventh and Pine ; A. L. Hoffman, 3508

South Broadway ; F. E. Monville, 4232 West

Belle ; E. J. Norris, Missouri Trust Building ; R.

Adcox, 3631 Olive Street ; J. F. Sisson, 5868 Cote

Brilliante Avenue ; J. A. Key, 413 North Sixth
Street, and C. M. Musselman, Sixth and. Locust.

Otto Ring, of Carlyle, Ill., was a visiting buyer
in this market early in August.

J. H. Booth, the well-known jeweler, of Alton,
Ill., spent a clay in town recently on a purchasing
trip.

George H. Kuhn, of Fayette, Mo., was a visit-
ing buyer in the St. Louis market last month,
selecting his fall bills.

Porter & Radebaugh, of Union City, Tenn.,
were in St. Louis last month stocking up for the
fall trade.

Ed. Steinmeyer, of Cape Girardeau, Mo., was
a visiting buyer in this market for a few days last
month selecting his fall bills.

H. W. Foerste, of Oakville, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in this market recently.

John Koetting, of St•Genevieve, Mo., spent a

clay in the St. Louis market recently selecting his
fall lines.

August Stahlberg, of St. Charles, Mo., was a

visiting buyer in this market last month.
The firm of Hickman & Eysell, of Kansas

City, Mo., was represented in this market recently

by Mr. Hickman, the junior member of the firm,

who was here on a buying trip.
Frank Ricketts, of Charleston, Ill., spent a

day in St. Louis last month selecting his fall bills.

J. Harvell,, of Litchfield, Ill., spent a day in
this city on the lookout for late fall novelties.

Arnold Bros., of Texarkana, Tex., were
represented in this market for a few days last

month by A. Arnold, a member of the firm, who
was in the market selecting their fall bills.

August Kalbitz, of Red Bud, Ilk, spent a day

in town recently! on a purchasing trip.
J. Busche, of Waterloo, Ill., was a welcome

buyer in this market recently.
J. W. Swain, of Sparta, Ill., was here for a

day last month making purchases for the home

store.
M. Meisch, Jr., of Muskogee, I. T., a well-

known and welcome buyer in this market, was

here for a few days last month selecting his fall bills.

J. E. Walz, of Booneville, Mo., was in this

market for a day recently purchasing his fall bills.
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Ed. Massa, of the Bauman-Massa Co., has just

Lturn, I from .a successful trip over the Kansas

and Thssouri territory. He says that the crop
situation in this territory is simply magnificent, and

that the outlook for a good fall and holiday, tracigi
was never better.

NVeiss & kYohlgemuth are a new retail jewelry

firm at 703 Pine Street, this city.
F. L. Jaccard, Texas and Louisiana traveler for

the Bauman-Massa Company, has been obliged to

cut out his Louisiana towns on account of the rigid

quarantine restrictions in that State, caused by the

yellow fever epidemic.
John Klock, has recently embarked in the

jewelry business at Belleville, Ill. The new store

is located at 314 Short Street.
Morrison & Levy have lately opened a retail

jewelry store at 207 North Seventh Street, this city.

John Bolland, head of the John I3olland Corn-

pany, retail, has returned from an Eastern buying

trip.
\\T E, Campbell, advertising man for the

Mermod, Jaccard & King Company, has just re-

turned from a business trip to New York.
Gunsburg & Appel are a new firm of retail

jewelers located at 612 Franklin Avenue, in

this city.
Joe Auer, Mississippi and Alabama traveler for

the Bauman-Massa Company, returned to head-

quarters direct from Birmingham, Ala., August

8th, and will finish  his regular fall trip through

Mississippi later when the yellow fever scare

subsides. Mr. Auer tells us that the three weeks

he spent in his territory before coming home, were

the best of his career in that territory, and that the

lamentable trade situation in that country is only

temporary.

E. Maritz, president of the E. Maritz Jewelry
Manufacturing Co., has just returned from a pleas-

ant outing spent at Mount Clemens, Mich.

Metal Finishes

The number of finishes which are now put

upon metal to be used for ornamental work is so

great that much confusion will sooner or later take

place in designating them, says the Brass World.
"che number of finishes which are made possible
by the use of oxidizing solutions and lacquers is
almost legion, and almost every day we receive
letters from platers who wish to know how a
finish with an unknown name is produced. We
usually send for a sample of the goods and after-
wards find that the finish is an old one under a new

name. Each manufacturer has a different designa-
tion for his finishes, and in many shops the number

has become so great that more or less confusion
has taken place. In order to obviate this difficulty
and leave no room for doubt when an order is
given for a certain kind of finish, many of the

manufacturers have adopted the practice of num-

bering the finishes, and it is by these designations

that they are known in the shop.
This practice is an excellent one, and surely

avoids confusion ; but it is of no value to the
outsider. If, for instance, a prospective purchaser

of a piece of fine metal work were informed that
the article is known as No. 32 finish, he would

probably fail to recognize it, while a name such
as Persian Verde might result in a quick sale.

If there could be some uniformity in trade

designations for finishes, it would undoubtedly
be very satisfactory and the matter of sentiment,

which is so necessary in the sale of finely-finished

wares, would not be dispersed.
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SAN FRANCISCO
LETTER

A Midwinter
Exposition

Exploitation of the California
Midwinter Exposition to be held
in January in this city was
started recently, when R. Tans-

sig and J. M. Cumming, president and secretary of
the San Francisco Mechanics' Institute, opened
offices in the California Building at the Lewis and
Clark Exposition at Portland. Their mission is to
interest all exposition people, and especially for-
eign and State exhibitors. The San Francisco
Exposition will not be of the same magnitude as
the Portland Exposition, but will be on a large
scale. It is the intention of the officers to gain the
co-operation of the Northwest States. The Cali-
fornia Egposition will take the place of the usual
Mechanic Institute fair held every year. Portland
will be used as the seat of operations in securing
exhibits and amusement features, as the San Fran-
cisco affair opens a short time after the closing of
the Northern Exposition. The promoters should
experience very little trouble in interesting the best
exhibitors.

The average increase of the clearings of the
banks of the United States a few weeks ago, over
the same week of 1904 WaS 21.6 per cent. San
Francisco showed up with an increase of 35.8
per cent.

The exports of the port of San Francisco for
the first six months of 1905 were $10,540,539 larger
than those of the corresponding period 1904. The
aggregate for the first six months of this year was
$32,490,549. The indications are that the export
business of the year will make a very high record
mark.

A. Feldenheimer, of the California Jewelry
Co., returned from his • European trip in good
health and is now hard at work again. Mr. Fel-
denheimer helped to open the above firm's two
offices in the diamond markets of Europe, as one
of this firm will always be on the spot to pick up
fancy stones for their American trade.

Hammersmith & Field's new marble and
stained glass front is now in position for inspec-
tion, and it adds considerable to the appearance
of Kearny and Post Streets. As soon as this firm
have completed the interior of this store, it will
probably surpass anything of its size upon the
Coast. The boys hope to say good-bye to the
workmen long before the holiday rush sets in.

J. C. Wahlen, the retail jeweler, of Petaluma,
was among the visiting tradesmen buying novelties
in this market recently.

A. Armer, of Armer & Weinshenk, has just re-
turned to town, after making his annual call upon
his out-of-town friends in the retail trade, and from
the expressions of good-will that we hear, we feel
safe in saying, it pays to keep in close touch with
your trade, both socially and in a business way.

Fred. Levy, president of Schussler & Co., Inc.,
accompanied by his family, has returned from a
much-needed vacation, spent at Lake Tahoe, and
will be well fortified to take care of the rapidly
growing interests of his house.

R. W. Cantrell, formerly with the California
Jewelry Co., was a passenger on the steamship
Dolphin, sailing from Seattle for the gold fields in
the far North last month. He is still interested in
the jewelry business and hopes to have a profitable
trip before leaving for the frozen North.

Peter Engle, of Marysville, and Peter Johnson,
of Angels' Camp, were in town at the same time
recently, and the coincidence raised the question
as to when the consolidation is to take place. Let
us suggest a good corporation name for the new
firm, " Mary's Angelville Jewelry Co."

Geo. F. Blakeslee, of Tonopah and Goldfield,
Nev., was in town last month, taking a well-earned
vacation. He is doing a fine profitable business,
in both of his retail jewelry stores, in these new
gold-mining towns.

Eugene Wachhorst, of the H. Wachhorst Co.,
retail jewelers of Sacramento, called upon his
friends in the trade last month, socially. Eugene
came down to enter his oldest son in one of the
large preparatory schools across the bay and re-
turned to the capitol city as soon as he saw the
young man located.

The Anderson boys, of Auburn and Sacra-
mento, Cal., were both in this city at the same time
last month. Their wives accompanied them and
spent a delightful time sightseeing, while the boys
looked over the market for good holiday novelties.

John Luckenbach, the enterprising retail
jeweler, of Los Angeles, spent one day in this city
recently, calling upon his friends in the trade. Mr.
Luckenbach was on his way home after being away
for a short time, recuperating at Lake Tahoe.

Col. A. Andrews, proprietor of the famous
Diamond Palace, of San Francisco, returned from
a four-weeks' vacation spent at Byron Springs,
feeling in fine health, after taking the waters of the
health resort.

T. R. Jones and his wife, of Tempe, Arizona,
was among the out-of-town jewelry buyers in this
market recently, and left for home with enough
goods to last them through the holiday season.

Jos. Schwartz, jewelry manufacturers' agent,
of Hawaii, returned to the Coast after visiting all
of his principals in the far East and staying with
us a short time before sailing for Honolulu.

The Hanford Jewelry Co. is the new Richmond
in the field. It is located in the town of the above
name, and is under the able management of Hugh
McPhail.

The trade are extending their congratulations
to Vance La Porte, the Visalia retail jeweler, upon
the arrival of Vance, 'junior. The young man and
his mother are doing well.

Walter Green, of Carrau & Green, immedi-
ately upon the return of Mr. Carrau from his vaca-
tion, made tracks for the precious stone markets of
Europe, and will be away for a short period of five
or six weeks. This is Mr. Green's second trip
abroad this year, which indicates the amount of
diamonds that this house markets in this section.

Harry Oberlin, who conducts one of the lead-
ing retail jewelry stores in Fresno, was among the
visiting tradesmen in town recently, on a much-
needed vacation. Harry had been confined to his
bed with a severe attack of typhoid malaria and
came up to our cool city to recuperate.

G. M. Roy and family have returned from
Harbun Springs, where they spent a delightful
vacation. G. M. Roy is now in a healthy condition
to look after the wants of his many patrons in his
new store at 211 Kearny Street.

Leon Carrau and family are back in town,
after spending a very beneficial vacation of six
weeks at Bartlett Springs, in Lake County. Leon
had his usual luck and caught a great many strings
of trout, which are very plentiful in and around
this famous resort.

Al. Haber, one of M. Schussler & Co.'s able
road representatives, is confined to his home,
suffering under a very painful malady. The
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doctors give his many friends hopes for a speedy
recovery, and we will all be glad to see Al. around
his old haunts again.

Nordman Bros., of 134 Sutter Street, will soon
have their new catalogue ready for mailing. Send
in your business card to make sure that you will
receive a copy.

Mrs. Morry Mayer, wife of genial Morry, with
M. Schussler & Co., is home from her Northern
trip. Mrs. and Miss Mayer went North with Morry
to see the exposition in Portland, and unfortunately
became very ill, and was compelled to spend a
month in Oregon City before she was able to travel
towards San Francisco. We are pleased to say
that she is now enjoying her usual good health.

A. I. Hall & Son, Inc., are now issuing their
1905-6 catalogue, showing a complete line of
money-makers for your fall business. Get on their
list by sending in your business card and receiv-
ing in return this new compilation of seasonable
goods.

Genial Louie Koberg, Healdsberg's enterpris-
ing retail jeweler, spent a ten-days' vacation at
Capitola, and looks the picture of health. While
on his way home he spent a day among his friends,
the wholesale jewelers of this city, and selected a
few novelties for his fall trade.

A. S. Levin, the retailer, doing business at
804 Market Street, has just finished the alterations
to his store, and his new massive sign, in gold
letters on its black bacground, make a very attrac-
tive front to the upper part of his windows.

The Great Inventions in Horology
In an article to a British trade journal, a cor-

respondent asks this curious question : " Is it not
remarkable that the most important inventions
connected with watchmaking, as also the most
famous clocks, have been the work, not of men
specially trained to the art, but amateurs?" In
reply to this question, another correspondent
dotibts the correctness of the statement. " What,"
he asks " are the most useful inventions in horo-
logy? Undoubtedly the chronometer and lever
escapements. The chronometer escapement was
invented by Le Roy about 1765, and perfected by
Earlishaw and Arnold about 1780, Arnold adopt-
ing Earnshaw's escapement in a very few years,
thus fully admitting the superiority of it over his
own. The lever escapement was invented by
Mudge in 1765, and first applied by him to a watch
made for Queen Charlotte. The lever escapement
as made by Mudge was a delicate one, and very
costly to make. Shortly after his invention was
introduced, an escapement maker named Savag,
simplified its construction, while retaining III,
principles, and greatly reduced the cost, tine
making it available to be used in ordinary watches.
These most perfect inventions would not be of any
use without a balance spring, which has been
described, and justly so, as the soul of the chrono-
meter or watch. For the invention of the balance
spring we are indebted to Dr. Robert Hooke, who
about 1658 or 166o applied a spiral spring to the
balance of a watch. Now this invention of Hooke's,
and his discovery of the isochronal properties of
the spring, are cited by many as an instance of the
discovery or invention of a most valuable kind by
one not connected with the craft ; but this is not
true, for what are the facts? Hooke's father was
a watchmaker living at Freshwater, Isle of Wight,
and we have it recorded that when he went to
Oxford as a poor scholar, he brought with him a
number of mechanical nick-nacks, which he had
made at home.'
" This is the only instance that I can recall of

one being claimed as unconnected with the craft,
producing any invention of value in horology, until
we came to the time of the late Lord Grimthorpe,
who by his modification of the gravity escapement
and his advocacy of cast-iron gearing for the trains
of large turret clocks, did more to cheapen the
production and improve the timekeeping qualities
of turret clocks than any other man of this period."

STERLING
SILVER

flatware in the newest patterns, the production of our various 
factories,

as well as an unusually large line of hollowware, is sh()wn at our

salesrooms. Our assortment of

RICH CUT GLASS AND SILVER PLATE

of our own manufacture is larger than ever before. \ Like our office

your headquarters when in the city, whether you 
purchase largely or

not. It is your privilege and our wish.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., 913 Maiden Lal1C, NEW YORK



Nickel and Silver Plate
New York

Chicago
San

Chafing Dishes

"Meteor"
Coffee Percolators

Tea Ware

Baking Dishes, Etc.

This " Alcohol " is especially prepared for use in Alcohol
Lamps. Unequaled for use under Chafing Dishes, Coffee Perco-
lators, etc. It should be in the stock of all first-class dealers.

Solid Copper with English Pe
Mountings, and

English Pewter Throughout

Send for Catalogue No. 40 K, illustrating complete line

THE GREATEST
IMPROVEMENT EVER MADE

IN A CHAFING DISH

Pure, clean, durable. It k
constructed that food can only
in contact with the Ivory Enamele,
Dish. The top rim being plated,
the complete Chafing Dish has the
same appearance as when made
entirely of metal.

From testimonials received we
do not hesitate to say that the
Patent Seamless Ivory Enameled
Food Pan is the most desirable one
ever used in a Chafing Dish. Onde
tried, always used.

This is a reduced copy of a full

column " Community Silver " adver-

tisement which will appear in the

October issue of The Delineator,

Ladies' Home Journal, Woman's

Home Companion and the other

leading ladies' papers.

It will be followed by larger and

even more effective ads. in Novem-

ber and December.

The selling value of these adver-

tisements cannot fail to be extra-

ordinary, since they will be seen by

more than five million women, and

will attract every woman who sees

them.

Remember that your profit on

" Community Silver " is unusually

large, and stock now. Inquire of

jobber or write us.

No. 18-19. Crumb Set. $4.50 List
Butler Finish

These designs represent random

selections from our large group

new offerings for the fall trade.

New York Salesroom : 395 Broadway

The originality of its style
and the artistic quality of its
designs have made ''Community
Silver- the most popular plated
ware among women of refine-
ment. It will wear a lifetime.
For sale by your dealer.

Write us for Catalogue 7 B, which

will show much to interest you, both

in designs and prices. No. 16-92. Bread Tray. $3.5o List
Butler Finish
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JEWELRY FOR EVERY AGE

HAT Pins, Baby Pins, Thimbles, no matter what the requirements, you are sure to find them in our lineof high-class jewelry. Popular prices and perfection in design and finish onlyattainable by years of experience explain the ready sale of our productions.
STERN BROS. S CO., 33-43 Gold Street, New YorkMANUFACTURERS FOR THE JOBBING TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

Diamond Cutting Works:
142 West 14th Street, New York

Salesroom and Offices,
Diamond Department:

68 Nassau Street, New York
Branch Offices:

103 State Street, Chicago, III.
29 Ely Place, London
12 Tulp Straat, Amsterdam
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Watteau or Poke Bonnet Baskets

4,0
•

No 2528. List Price, $15.00
Length, 13 inches

A renaissance, pierced design, executed in burnished finish, with graceful applique border, ornamented by French

gray floral clusters in full relief.

CHANGE is the soul of fashion ; NOVELTY the one achievement
she rewards. Creations therefore that are essentially artistic and beautiful,
and have UNIQUENESS to commend them, become at once the vogue.

The Watteau or Poke Bonnet Basket is distinctively NEW in

plated ware.

THE HOMAN MFG. COMPANY
NEW YORK SALESROOM, 32 Park Place
CHICAGO SALESROOM, Silversmiths' Building

BOSTON SALESROOM, Jewelers' Building

Office, Factory and Salesroom

Cincinnati, Ohio



in Illustrations use our Direct
Reproductions and Sunlight
Halftones

rho a man may be fond of cherries,
it is not economy for him to buy
a Cocktail merely (or the sake of
the cherry,

It is not necessary, to buy a lot of
something else of us when you
want but a cherry Aber — if ',coal
want a lot of something else in

in your Catalogue, Booklet, or
other advertising matter you
need our Cover Designs, our
Tasteful Typework and Perfect
Printing ••

We have it ready, to ship same day.
We can serve you "straight," or if
rout prefer, our Factory will "mix"

confections to suit ,'our

Our magazine, "COMMERCIAL ORIGINALITY," and

other good things are sent regularly to all on our

mailing list. Send us proper address. We want all

our advertising to go to the right desk •¢ •••¢
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More advertising this year than ever before.

9 9

Look in any of these magazines for the " World Brand"

advertisements and judge for yourself as to their trade-bringing

qualities : " Delineator," " Designer," " New Idea Woman's

Magazine," _" Good Housekeeping," " Ladies' Home Journal."

This comprises the strongest list of woman's magazines

published and covers a circulation of over Three Million

subscribers.

Our advertising is done entirely in the interest of dealers

who carry " World Brand " Silverware'. It is our aim to secure

customers for such dealers—to send customers directly to their

counters.

We make it easy for you to carry " World Brand "

Silverware.

A factory shipment costs you but $25, or even $10.

Write TO-DAY for "World Brand " Silver Catalogue

Supplement describing special assortments and showing net

" Costs You prices.

We guarantee " World Brand " to be plated 50% heavier

than Standard Plate. It costs you no more. Customers
readily pay a better price for this heavier plate. You make a

better profit.

romeTficzn Velf

1B3E-itatho119 Coma.

Co pmny

The American Silver Company is positively independent of every other Silver Company in the World
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The opening of fall finds the
State of Trade great garden spot, known as
and Prospects for
Fall Business the ' Great Southwest," a ver-

itable Eden. On every side is

heard the self-congratulation that comes from a

people well pleased with the promise of their sum-

mer work, and already assured of crops that mean
business and plenty of it this fall. Missouri corn
promises splendidly this summer, and many farmers

in the vicinity of Kansas City expect to reap a
seventy-bushel to the acre crop. In Oklahoma, it

is said, that the yield of wheat was not the best,

but that other grains and cotton will yield well.
Cotton is going to be the big yield, pastures are
good and live stock in good flesh, and altogether
things look very bright for prosperous Oklahoma.

Kansas is, as usual, in fine shape. The crops are
good and cattle promise better even than usual.

Corn is especially good.
With reports of such prosperity throughout

Kansas City's tributary territory, it would seeni
that Kansas City merchants may well promise

themselves a fine -fall trade. Most of them seem
to expect it, and one of the big houses, especially,
has bought more goods than ever, in the expecta-
tion of a big run. All of the wholesale jewelers
report good business in August, which usually
marks the opening of the fall trade, and all unite in
the expectation that business this fall will be
greater than usual.

The advance guard of fall buy-
Fall Buyers are ers arrived early in August and
Plentiful interested the wholesale houses

to an unprecedented degree be-
cause of the fact that many of them were merchants
who formerly traded in St. Louis, and who have
transferred their accounts to Kansas City houses.
Many of these new customers came a year or six
months ago and made a " try " of prices and con-
ditions here. They found the prices just as low as
at other points. They found that the stocks of
goods in Kansas City were just as ample as in
other cities, they found the best of treatment at
the hands of the wholesalers, and now they have
come here to do their trading. All of the early
purchasers have bought the best sort of goods,
which is, in itself, an indication of unusual moment.
During the years when the crops are not of the
best they always take out goods to meet the needs
of those who patronize them, and, consequently,
buy inexpensive stuff. But this year crops are
abundant. Farmers are feeling good. The big
yields, which they will have this fall, will give
them money to buy the best of everything.

The furnishing of the silverSilver Service for service for the battleship Kan-

Kan 
the Battleship sas, which was recently launchedsas and christened with water, has
been awarded to Ed. Vail, the Wichita jeweler.
Mr. Vail submitted the design provided by the
Gorham people, who will make the service. There
was a great deal of talk at the time the ordering
of a silver service was in contemplation, and it
seemed for a time that the silver layout of the big
battleship would not include a punch bowl, for
Governor Hoch is an enthusiastic prohibitionist,
and Kansas is supposed to be a prohibition State,
in letter if not in spirit. The accepted design for
the service includes a punch bowl, however, though
the silver manufacturers submitted it disguised as
a sort of epergne, filled with flowers. The pattern
Is a very handsome one, in which the Kansas
flower, the sunflower, is freely used. The great
seal of Kansas, and medallions, showing the battle-

ship Kansas, are also in evidence. It was intended
to spend five thousand dollars on the silver service,
but the Gorham Company's bid, submitted through
Ed. Vail, was for $4700. The weight of the
silver service will be a shade under one hundred
and seventy-five pounds. The punch bowl is, of
course, the largest piece of the set, and as stated,
may be used for flowers, if the officers taboo punch.
The service consists of punch bowl with base,
twelve cups and ladle ; four bon-bon dishes, two
five-branch candelabra, tea service, consisting of
coffee, tea, sugar and creamer ; one large tray for
the tea service, embossed with a picture of the
State capitol ; two covered vegetable dishes, one
large meat dish, one large fish dish, one entree
dish, soup tureen, water pitcher and tray, mahogany
cigar box trimmed with silver.

Diamonds valued at $30,000,
Large Shipment of the largest shipment ever clear-
Diamonds Received ed through the Kansas City

custom house, were received
at the local port of entry early in August. The
diamonds were consigned to the Jaccard Jewelry
Company, and came direct from London. The
lot consisted of about two thousand stones, which
made the journey in an ordinary cigar box. This
was the first shipment from Waltar M. Jaccard,
who is making his annual trip abroad. The
diamonds are bought from London diamond
brokers, and were received in the original pack.
ages. They came from Kimberley and were cut in
London and Amsterdam. The duty on this, the
largest single shipment ever received here, was
$3000. The diamonds were closely packed in an
ordinary cigar box, which was probably the most
richly freighted receptacle of its kind that was
ever received here. Mr. Jaccard, who is in a
position to inspect the diamond market at close
range, avers that diamonds will never again be as
cheap as they are now. The reason is, of course,
the increasing demand for diamonds and the
decrease in the production of the diamond fields.

Kansas City real estate, the high mark of
which was reached a few weeks ago in the transfer
of the property at the corner of Eleventh and Main
Streets by the Oppenstein brothers, still seems to
be on the ascendent. The Oppensteins seem to
think that it will continue to gain, for, after making
their record sale, they promptly bought the prop-
erty used as fire headquarters at a price that would
have seemed preposterous a few years ago. The
tpriopceirtyty. is on Walnut Street, between Eighth and
Ninth Streets, and is one of the best locations in
he 

A great deal of thieving of a
Bold Thievery more or less bold nature has

been annoying Kansas City
jewelers recently. The Meyer Jewelry Company
recently detected an employee who has robbed the
firm of eight hundred dollars' worth of gold from
time to time. He worked slowly, taking the gold
in small quantities and selling it a little at a time.
After his peculations were discovered, it was found
that the man was a fugitive from Philadelphia,
where he had formerly been arrested for theft, and
where, it is said, that charges are still pending
against him. J. B. Schmeltz is another victim of
the acquisitive tendencies of an employee. Joe
Haas, a boy of sixteen, who worked for Schmeltz,
has, it is said, been systematically appropriating
articles of jewelry. Some of these he gave away as
presents to young women, but most of it he sold,
spending the proceeds upon automobile rides,
theaters and entertainments of various sorts. This,
of course, aroused the curiosity of his employer,
who caused the arrest of the young man, and
brought to light proofs of his thefts. Another
case, which has required a year for its solution,
came up when the Pacific Express Company suc-
ceeded in catching two young men, one of them a
driver for the company, who had been taking
articles of jewelry consigned to the company for
delivery. This particular case resulted in the trac-
ing and recovery of a package containing a diamond
ring valued at $330, which the two boys had secured
and sold for thirty dollars. The two are being held
for trial.

It is said, upon good authority, that a new
jewelry store will soon make its appearance in
Petticoat Lane, the paradise of locations for retail
business. T. K. Smith, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, is
said to have the refusal of one of the best stores
along there, and if he accepts the lease, will prob-
ably be ready for business when the fall trade
opens up.
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Among the optical students who recently
matriculated at the Southwestern Optical College
are: Paul L. Aronberg, Kansas City; Percy Stevens,
St. John, Kansas : F. C. Clement, Pleasant Hill,
Mo. ; Dr. Francis P. Cowles, P. H. Bauer, Leaven-
worth ; F. N. Newton, Missouri City, and C. C.
McLeese, Davenport, Nebr.

J. R. Mercer, who with Mrs. Mercer has been
spending some weeks in Newboro, Canada, will
visit New York before he returns home about the
middle of September.

H. C. Kionka, of H. C. Kionka & Brother,
New York, has been visiting relatives in Kansas
City.

E. J. Netzhamer, of Hassig & Krieke, was
married early in August to Miss Kuntz, of St. Louis.

Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Woodstock have returned
from an extensive trip through the Northwest.
during which they visited the Portland Fair and
Yellowstone Park. They have been absent from
Kansas City several weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. N. R. Fuller have returned from
their vacation at Colorado Springs.

Miss Edith Winn, of Meyers', attended the
Presbyterian Conference at Pertle Springs, Mo.,
last month.

G. L. Moore, of the Pecos Valley Drug Com-
pany, Roswell, N. M., was in Kansas City last
month, buying jewelry for the fall trade.

Henry Metzger, of Margolis & Metzger, is in
Minnesota on a fishing trip.

Guy Shriner, of Gurney & Ware, has re-
turned from a trip to Fairfield, Iowa, his home
town.

E. A. Hosier, of Cady & Olmstead, has re-
turned from a Western vacation trip.

The Crown Jewelry Company is the name of
a new firm that has opened a jewelry store at 5013
Main Street.

Miss Elizabeth Schmidt, formerly bookkeeper
for J. R. Mercer, was married early in August to
Dr. J. E. McMaster, of Kansas City. Miss Schmidt
is the handsome young woman whose beauty
caused her to be chosen to represent " Pallas
Athene " at the annual fall festivities of 1903.
THE KEYSTONE offers congratulations.

J. E. Mansur, of Gurney & Ware, is at Pertle
Springs, Mo., for a short stay.

William A. Ewers, of Chicago, has sold his
jewelry stock to H. C. Kionka, of New York, and
has returned to Europe to remain permanently.

A. Y. Boswell, of Tulsa, I. Ter., visited the
Kansas City wholesale houses recently.

Tony Krausman, formerly with Worth, Leav-
enworth, Kans., is now in the employ of Harris &
Goar, Kansas City. He has taken the place of Mr.
Reese, who has gone to Portland.

C. M. Kreamer, of Mercer's, is at Clear Lake,
Iowa, for two weeks.

A. H. Thistlewaite, of Topeka, and J. A.
Ricker, of Emporia, are taking courses in engrav-
ing at•the Kansas City Polytechnic Institute, 5023
Grand Avenue.

F. J. Nevin, of Meyers', is spending several
weeks in Colorado.

On August 13th, William F. Walsh marked
his eighteenth anniversary in the employ of the
Meyer Jewelry Company. He is head of the
polishing department, and in point of years of
service is one of the oldest and most valued
employees.

Leo Ludwig, head of the material department
of Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., is in Minnesota
on a fishing trip.

Alfred Sartori has returned from a two-weeks'
stay at Atlantic City.

Harry Snow is spending his vacation in Canada.
R. J. Furnish, of Maryville, Mo., was here last

month.
C. C. Stevenson, the Pittsburg, Kans., jeweler,

attended the sixty-third birthday anniversary of
his mother, at Siloam Springs, Ark., August iith.

Charles Kuhn, of Kuhn & Son, Pittsburg,
Kans., is in Eldorado Springs., Mo., for the benefit
of his health. He is said to be gaining steadily
during his stay there.

Fred. 'Pfeiffer, of Parsons, Kans., was here on
his honeymoon trip a few days last month.

Five of the jewelers of Pittsburg, Kans., are
closing at 6.30 o'clock now after a long siege,
during which two of them failed to close.

Among the out-of-town jewelers here recently
were G. Y. Stanley, Ponca City, 0. Ter. ; C. G.
Dougherty, Cleveland, 0. Ter. ; W. B. Crook,
Holyrood, Kans.; C. H. Rakeman, Sapulpa, I. Ter.



The Debutante
of the coming season will wear a bracelet,
you may be sure.

And the Aiwala
will catch her fancy and win her favor more
surely than any other bracelet you can show
her.

The Simmons Armilla is now being shown by the whole-
sale watch and jewelry trade in a variety of extremely
attractive patterns, both plain and beautifully chased, and in
three finishes—Roman, English and plain polished. It may
be had in gold filled stock or in io K. or 14 K. solid gold.

I.U.SMI1ONS CO.
MAIN 01 ',ICE AND WORKS

ATTL EB ORO, MASS.
SALESROOMS, 9-13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW
YORK, AND 103 STATE ST., CHICAGO
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jewelers' Club

Members and guests of the
Philadelphia Jewelers' Club,

Hold Clambake one hundred and sixty in all,
betook themselves to a pictur-

esque old farm near Burlington, N.J., on Wednesday
afternoon, August t6th, and enjoyed their annual
outing and clambake. In its good humor and
conviviality it was a characteristic reunion of the
Quaker city trade, and well worthy of the enter-
prising social organization under the auspices of
which it was held. The journey by boat from
Chestnut Street wharf to Burlington, was a delight-
ful prelude to a truly delightful day. En voyage
the time flew merrily amid a mirthful din of dancing,
singing, story-telling and laughter. On being put
ashore, the party boarded special trolley cars and
were soon joyously speeding to the trysting place.
An incident of the journey through the town was
the rousing ovation given to Frank H. Fry, a well-
known member of the local trade. It was only
the most earnest protestations on his part that pre-
vented Jeweler Fry from being boldly forced into
participation in the festivities. The official caterer
had his work well in hand when the jolly company
invaded the town precincts, and the jokes, pranks
and merry exuberance of the brethren soon set the
place a-ringing. Meantime the dinner had reached
a gratefully odoriferous stage of evolution and
coincidently the appetite of the fraternity began to
take on edge. When the feast was announced the
entire company seated themselves at one long
table, with President Archie Rutherford at the
head, a happy unification, which made a jovial
family party of the whole assemblage. The dinner
concluded, there ensued a veritable whirl of athlet-
ics, consiting of ball-playing, quoits and other
energizing pastimes. The home journey was made
Ill good time and under ideal conditions. Upon
reaching the quarters of the club, at 1227 Chestnut
Street, the festivities were prolonged until an early
morning hour. Wm. H. Long and Joseph Cad-
wallader are deserving of the highest praise
for the manner in which they perfected the
details. The guests included jewelers from New
York ; Newark, N. J.; Providence, R. I., and other
jewelry centers.

The scampering of a mouse
Mouse Revealed across the floor of the stable of
Missing Jewelry Dr. J. Boger, 2313 N. Broad

Street, this city, resulted in the
discovery of jewelry said to be worth nearly $t000,
which had been obtained under plausible pretences
from J. Castleberg & Co., Mint Arcade, by a
colored man named Dickson, who had been in the
doctor's service. Dickson secured the goods on
memorandum and brought several customers to
the place. He represented that he could sell
jewelry among coachmen and servants whom he
knew, and in this way obtained a valuable selection
of goods. When no returns were being made, the
matter was looked into, and Dickson made all
manner of excuses for his delinquency. He lost in
a game of cards, he said, was afterwards waylaid
and robbed, etc. While Detective Tate, Jr., was
searching the stable a mouse darted from a corner
and got into the feed box. One of the workmen
thrust in his hand to catch the little animal for the
cat, but caught the jewelry instead. The negro
was afterwards arraigned in court.

The jewelry store of Thomas I I. Smedley &
Son, 920 Broadway, Camden, N. J., was the scene
of a diamond robbery some weeks ago, the perpe-
trators being to colored men from this city.
These visited the store and while one diverted Mr.
Smedley's attention the other seized a tray of dia-
monds valued at St000 and disappeared. The
other man remained and Mr. Smedley, who de-
tected the robbery, had him arrested. After an
all-night search the principal was captured, and
both prisoners were held in heavy bail. It is said
that the stolen diamonds will be restored to the
jewelry firm.

J. C. Beitel, of Catasauqua, Pa., accompanied
by his wife, visited the city last month on a com-
bined business and pleasure trip. He was a wel-
come visitor among the wholesale houses.

R. W. Quicksall, Mount Holly, N. J., was
here last month selecting fall stock.

E. P. Lane, Christiana, Pa., was among the
recent callers on the wholesale trade.

J. H. Sweger, president of the Mifflin County
Jewelry Co., Lewistown, Pa., was a recent visitor in
the city, and made extensive purchases of fall
stock. Mr. Sweger formerly did business under
his own name, but recently succeeded in interesting
outside capital, and the Mifflin County Jewelry Co.
was organized. The company rejoices in a fine
new store and a continually expanding business,
under the intelligent and enterprising management
of Mr. Sweger.

Dewitt C. White, of Woodstown, N. J., was
among the trade visitors to this city last month.

E. E. W. Carter, Glassboro, N. J., was a
recent purchaser in the local wholesale houses.

C. F. Rudolph, Wilmington, Del., was in the
city recently selecting fall stock.

R. C. Anderson, of Woodstock, Va., was a
recent visitor to the city, and called on the whole-
sale trade. He looked bronzed and healthy after
his enjoyment of sea and sunshine at Atlantic City.

E. K. Bean, of Lansdale, Pa., was among the
recent callers on the jobbing trade.

David H. Krause, of North Wales, Pa., was
here on a purchasing trip last month.

M. K. Laudenslager, Souderton, Pa., was in
the city inspecting the new lines and making selec-
tions for fall stock.

J. J. Minster, of Elkton, Md., was a welcome
caller on the jobbing trade last month.

Milton M. Bovard, of M. M. Bovard & Son,
Manayunk, Pa., was among the buyers in the
wholesale houses last month. Mr. Bovard is a
remarkable case of physical preservation. Though
in his seventy-eighth year, he is still noted as a
formidable croquet player, and rejoices in such
excellence of eyesight that he can perform all
manner of watch repair work without the aid of
spectacles. He is at present summering at Ocean
Grove, N. J., and on his return his son, Wm.
Bovard, will take a vacation at the same place.

A. Reed McIntire, of McIntire, Magee &
Brown, manufacturing and wholesale opticians, is
spending a vacation with his family at Seaside
Park, N. J.

J. L. Clark, refiner, has moved his place of
business from 727 Sansom Street to 8o7 Sansom
Street.

Otto Jarck, of Easton, Pa., was a visitor to
this city last month, and made extensive purchases
of fall stock.

Josiah B. Hackler, Mainland, Pa., was a recent
buyer among the local wholesale houses.

John Smyth, the jeweler, of 1711 South Street,
has been on an extended pleasure trip through
Massachusetts, Maine and White Mountains.

The Philadelphia College of Horology has re-
fitted the rooms in the engraving department and
also increased its floor space. Among the recent
arrivals at the college are : Philip Schoenhumn,
Cleveland, Ohio ; Sollie Friedman, Cleveland,
Ohio; F. H. Clark, Daytona, Fla.; R. H. Hall,
Cotulla, Texas ; Melvin Parkhurst, Elgin, Pa.;
J. O. Ashcraft, St. Anthony, Idaho ; Morris Kim-
melsman, Philadelphia, Pa.; Jesse Ogusky, Union-
town, Pa.

F. Leach, of Robbins & Appleton, New York,
called on the trade in this city last month. It was
his first visit to Philadelphia in twelve years, and a
hearty welcome was accorded him.
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Albert Bausch, 2516 Ridge Avenae, was pass-
ing out the cigars last month on account of the
arrival of an heiress at his home.

Kenneth Hoffman, bookkeeper for J. B.
Bechtel & Co., spent a ten-days' vacation last
month visiting relatives in Berks County.

F. S. Musselman, who two years ago sold his
business at Bath, Pa., and went West for his
health, has returned fully restored and again
started in business in that town. He has a fine new
store and large stock.

McIntire, Magee & Brown have made a num-
ber of improvements in their Sansom Street sales-
room. Several new, handsome wall and show
cases have been installed, while Mr. McIntire's
desk has been moved to the front of the store. In
the rear the arrangement of stock cases and
counters has been changed to afford needed room
and better light. Some of the stock has been
shipped up stairs.to afford room for these changes,
whtch are aimed to give a better working arrange-
ment for getting out orders promptly and accu-
rately.

Harry Barry, the popular chief clerk of M.
Sickles & Sons, spent a couple of weeks at Wild-
wood, N. J., last month, acquiring an elegant coat
of tan. Harry is certainly a winner in either recrea-
tion or business.

John Smyth, the well-known South Street
jeweler, made an extensive tour of the Maine
resorts recently. Mr. Smyth took the steamer
direct to Boston, then on to Portland, from where
he made an extended tour of the interior points of
interest to the traveler and sportsman.

J. Harry Halt, the enterprising young jeweler,
of Mt. Holly, N. J., was one of the out-of-town
buyers last month. Mr. Halt reports trade as good
in his town, and in consequence was a liberal
buyer. He bought a nice line of cut glass in addi-
tion to his regular lines of staples.

L. P. White and Warner Hutchins have re-
turned from their European trip. They were gone
about twelve weeks and visited the points of inter-
est in Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Paris and
London. Naples was the first stop, after which
the art treasures and the many places of interest of
Florence, Rome, Venice and Milan were done in
turn. Then followed Dresden and Berlin, after
which a tour was made of Switzerland, and then
gay Paris. We doubt if even " Big Tim " Sullivan
saw more sights in this great metropolis than these
shining lights of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club.
Both say they thoroughly enjoyed the trip.

Cornelius 0. Nathans, for many years a lead-
ing pawnbroker and well-known business man in
this city, died last month in Atlantic City, from an
apopletic stroke. Mr. Nathans' place of business
was at zoo North Ninth Street, having been estab-
lished there by his grandfather in 1830. The latter
was succeeded in business by his son, Moses Na-
thans, and in turn the business reverted to his son,
the subject of this obituary.

T. J. Mooney, a leading member of the
Jewelers' Club, of Philadelphia, who formerly had
charge of the stationery department at Wanama-
ker's and afterwards filled a similar role at Straw-
bridge & Clothier's, has accepted a similar position
with a large establishment in Washington, D. C.

A report in the Philadelphia Record states that
Samuel Payton, formerly a Wilmington jeweler,
was recently arrested in New York and subse-
quently brought to Philadelphia on complaint of
Mrs. Julius Payton, who formerly kept a jewelry
store at Ninth and South Streets, Philadelphia.
The Record says that, according to the detectives,
Julius Payton opened a store on South Street and
purchased jewelry from Charles Dean, a diamond
dealer, of 715 Sansom Street. When Dean went to
collect the bill for the jewelry he found the South
Street store closed. He then swore out a warrant
for the missing jeweler, who was finally caught at
the home of his brother, Samuel, in Wilmington.
A settlement for the missing jewelry was effected.
About a month ago Samuel's store in Wilmington
was found closed and all the jewelry was gone,
including some belonging to Julius Payton and his
wife. Then Mrs. Julius Payton caused a warrant
to be issued.

Simons, Bro. & Co., one of the oldest manu-
facturing jewelry firms in the country, are to be
incorporated under the old firm-name, September
itth. Application for the charter has already been
made to Governor Pennypacker. The incorpo-
rators will be the three brothers, Frederick M.,
John F. and Edward S. Simons.
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GEO. B. BARRETT CO.

NEW STOCK FOR FALL AND
HOLIDAY TRADE

Accurately informed as to the requirements of the
trade for the coming Fall and Holiday Season, we have
now ready fbr inspection the largest and most caref-ully
selected stocks ever placed at the disposal of our patrons.

These stocks include the latest ideas models,
styles and patterns in all the standard lines of goods :

DIAMONDS
WATCHES, CLOCKS, MATERIALS, JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE, NOVELTIES, Etc.

Whatever the character or extent of your needs in
these lines, we are in a position to furnish same promptly
and to greatest advantage.

Orders sent by mail will be carefully filled and
shipped same day as received.

GEO. B. BARRETT CO.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

AND DIAMOND IMPORTERS

347 FIFTH AVENUE

PITTSBURG, PA.
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PITTSBURG
LETTER

Local Trade
Conditions

THE KEYSTONE,

August trade in Pittsburg has
averaged up well for the mid-
summer months, according to
the opinions of most of the

Pittsburg jewelers, and, while some will complain,
the trade in general look for a good fall and winter
run of business. A good many of the dealers have
been, or are still away on their summer vacations.
Those who have combined business with pleasure
in a trip to Europe are expected home during the
present month and with them will come the stock
lists of new goods purchased abroad for the coming
holidays. The diamond stocks are enlarged by
these trips in several of the leading stores, particu-
larly those of Gillespie Brothers, in the Park Build-
ing ; Sam F. Sipe, of Fifth Avenue ; Hereen
Brothers & Company,of Penn Avenue, and Smit's,
of Fifth Avenue. Art goods have been selected
in fairly generous quantities, indicating the strong
belief in the demand for these goods, and the dis-
play this fall and winter promises to be unusually
interesting.

The usual number of engagements in the
social world has kept society people busy. The
harvest of weddings will be at least up to the
normal and perhaps a little larger than last year.
Already there have been forebodings of this trade
felt in some of the stores. Dealers are still paying
considerable attention to summer novelties, the
displays, in a majority of windows, being of this
character, and some pleasing effects have been
produced, with, perhaps, some reason for criticism
on account of an over-supply of wares on show,
to the confusion of those seeking ideas from such
sources. The fad for matching summer costumes
x‘'ith leather goods, and particularly shopping-bags,
has made business in that line a trifle better in
spite of the efforts of the department stores
making a strong play for this end of the jewelers'
trade.

Energetic Trade

On Thursday and Friday, Au-
gust path and nth, the Mer-

Missionaries chants' a n d Manufacturers'
Association, including some of

the jewelers, went on a novel trades' excursion up
the Monongahela River. The association chartered
a river steamer and visited all the leading industrial
boroughs through the rich Monongahela Valley as
far as.Brownsville, Pa., taking with them over one
hundred business representatives of Pittsburg, and
meeting and conversing with the retail trade along
the valley. The trip was a most delightful one and
in a territory strictly within the bounds of the Pitts-
burg business influence. It was found, however,
that inroads had been made on this trade by other
jobbing and wholesale centers, and that Pittsburg
merchants could not longer afford to pass the terri-
tory unnoticed. George B. Barrett Company and
Heeren Brothers & Company were on the trip, well
represented and doing some lively hustling for new
custom. The next of these trips will be in Octo-
ber and will take in the lower half of Western
Pennsylvania, as far east as Harrisburg, though
not touching that city.

Pittsburg has gained no new retail jewelry
res during the month. The loss of the Aaron

,,tablishment in Smithfield Street evened up the
gain of a small shop on the same street of the
" mirrored window " variety, which has located

opposite Kaufman's department store. The Wal-
lace Optical Company has departed from the some-
what conservative methods of this line in the way
of advertising, and since the house has secured
spacious offices in the new Diamond Bank Build-
ing, it has covered many well-exposed bill boards
and fences with artistic display advertisements, so
that traction car patrons are made aware of its
existence and where its new quarters are. This is
perhaps the most elaborate advertising that has
taken place in the optical trade of the city, and has
been quite favorably commented upon.

The first of two events of interest
to the general trade during

Watch House the month was the opening of a
Pittsburg branch of the Chicago

house of M. A. Mead & Company, which secured
attractive business quarters on the fourteenth floor
of the Farmers' Bank Building during the latter
portion of July, and are now well established here
and hold the unique distinction of being the only
exclusive wholesale watch house in Pittsburg. The
company has placed J. F. Montgomery in charge
of the local branch. M. A. Mead came with
Manager Montgomery to open the new branch,
and see that the equipment was properly installed.
In addition, C. H. Davis, formerly of Buffalo, a
well-known road man in the Pittsburg district, has
been added to the force to travel from this center,
while W. C. Warren, of Chicago, will be the
inside man and have charge of the oflice at all
times. This is a new territory for Mead & Com-
pany, but the house has a splendid reputation and
hosts of local friends, considering the short time
this branch has been established. Mr. Montgomery
will spend much of his time visiting the trade in
the three cities and immediate boroughs of this
district, and will also be in the office a part of the
time. Mr. Warren said that the purpose of locat-
ing so high up in an office building was to so place
themselves that the business could be conducted
along strictly wholesale lines. The offices have
been conveniently furnished and the location is
one of the most central and convenient in Pitts-
burg. The opinion is that the trade will be
benefited and that the establishment of this branch
will be gratifying to the jewelers in general, as a
large stock of watches will be carried at all times.
Mr. kVarren said that the trade of the house at
this time was excellent in Chicago, and there is no
reason why it should be different in Pittsburg,
which has always been a good market for watches.

The second event of interest to

Collapse of an the trade was the sudden col-

Optical Company lapse of the new business of the
Prosser Optical Company, which

opened one of the most complete and handsomely
appointed optical stores and workshops in Pitts-
burg, at 220 Sixth Street, last month. After a run of
less than four weeks the store was closed, and at
sheriff's sale, the stock and fixtures being sold to
satisfy a landlord's judgment. The action was a
surprise bordering on the sensational at the time.

Mr. Prosser, the head of the concern, has since
then opened an office in the Smith Block, across

the street from the abandoned store, and when
asked for an explanation of the difficulties, said
that for the present he would make no statement.
He said that he would continue in business, how-
ever, and maintain his office in the Smith Block

for the time being. It is intimated that internal

troubles brought about the unfortunate closing up

of the new enterprise, as the business had been
considered fairly well established in the older
quarters, in Sixth Street, before the removal and

the furnishing of a most complete optical plant.

A New Wholesale
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The statements made in THE
Conditions Affect- KEYSTONE last month from this
ing Local Trade city concerning the peculiar con-

ditions that affect trade here
have been commented upon quite generally, and
have met with general approval. The fact that the
industrial plants are all working and some opera-
ting more energetically than ever before in their
history, with a greater number of men employed at
fair wages, would naturally seem to give the jewelry
trade some benefit that is nevertheless not apparent. .
The high cost of living, however, with the enor-
mously high rents of the city for all classes of
houses, and the wage earner's determination to
get away from the landlord's grip, by buying a lot
in some of the new suburbs and building for him-
self, has become almost a popular craze, and at the
same time has taken out of circulation much of
the old-time ready cash when times are good. It
is held, however, that ultimately this will become
a benefit to the trade and to all business concerns,
for the moment the wage earner owns his home,
the restrictive feeling will have passed.

Even with these conditions thus
Business Fairly outlined being present in this

district, the disposition of the
people generally to do some

buying of luxuries is noticeable, and evidences
the characteristic of Pittsburg people as liberal
buyers when it is possible for them to do so. It is
the same spirit that has given Pittsburg the reputa-
tion of being the best local point for Pullman car
service in the country, and shows the disposition of
the people to get the best that is going. The min-
ing industry has had a damper over it during the
past summer, that has kept a good many of the
mining towns on short allowances. The over-pro-
duction of coal and consequent keen competition
has caused generally lower price, and consequently
lower profits for the mining companies. As
miners are some of Pittsburg's best customers,
this has been an influence on trade conditions that
has had to be reckoned with.

Building operations have been on almost a
gigantic scale. There is a shortage of skilled
labor in these trades, and higher wages are being
paid for good labor than for some time past.

Satisfactory

Another Smallest Engine
A mechanical achievement of one of our

subscribers, is tlius described by a local journal of
Davis City, Iowa : "One of the most unique
pieces of mechanism probably ever turned out by
anyone is a stationary, horizontal steam engine,
just finished by that master artisan, 0. W. Hal-
stead, our local jeweler. The engine, complete to
the most minute detail, with cylinder, steam chest,
steam valve, throttle, etc., is in no sense of the
word a ' dummy ' but a practical working minia-
ture of a high-class engine. The outside length of
the cylinder is five millimeters ; while the length
inside the chamber is but three millimeters. The
piston head is 2.7 millimeters. The length of the
stroke is two millimeters. The entire engine
weighs three pennyweights and seven grains, and
sets upon a ten-cent piece with room to spare. It
is capable of running at so high a rate of speed as
to make invisible to the eye any motion, and we
presume that if an engine of ordinary size were to
be speeded to an equivalent rate, the fly-wheel
would burst from the centrifugal force."

"The Keystone suits me all right. I find it all
Jeweler,Knoxville,iowa.



Two Selections from Our Extremely Choice and Up=to=Date Line

We offer

a buyer an

Assortment

to select

from, which

is larger and

more varied

than that

offered by

any other house in our

line. We manufacture

under one roof complete

lines of Silver - Plated

Hollowware, Hotel

Ware, Ormolu G o 1 d

Clocks, Jewel Caskets,

Picture Frames and

Novelties of every

Description.

No. 350. " THE BREAD WINNER." Length, I2!,; inches.
French Gray Border, Burnished Center. Each, $2.50; Less Trade Discount

(Patent applied for)

Main Office and Works, St. Paul, Minn.

No. 3536. GLOVE BOX. Size, 9,,4 x x 4 inches high
Ormolu Gold Plated, Highly Burnished

Anchor Silver Plate Company

We also
make Stet.-
ling Silver
Goods to
order, and
are Head-
quarters for
Loving Cups
andTrophies
for all events,

Our Repair Depart-
ment is one of our Special
Features. In same we
employ only the very best
mechanics, and repairs
made by us have always
proven highly satisfactory.

Don't discard your old
Silverware. Send it to
us. We will make it
equal to new.

San Francisco, Cal., Office, 738 Mission St. ;

WHAT OF YOUR WATCH STOCK?
Every factor in the watch situation this season urges the wisdom of early and liberal

purchasing of stock. Iii the past few years a scarcity of movements late in the season meant

loss of sales to many jewelers.

Forestall this possibility 'his year by

early and suitable selections, keeping in mind

that the prosperity in this section means an

unusual demand.

We are watch people only—have con-

centrated all our attention and effort on this

one line and have organized a system and

service that are perfect.

We handle all the standard makes of movements and cases, and standard makes only,

and can furnish all your wants in these promptly and satisfactorily.

It will pay you to put our service to the test.

ALBERT L. HAMAN, 281-282 Endicott Building, St. Paul, Minn.
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NEWS
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NORTHWEST
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The past month has been one of great anxiety

in this section. Everyone has been watching the

weather and the crops. Notwithstanding the July

rust rumors, which were quite plentiful, the North-

west, as a whole, has seen no rust, and everything

points to an exceptionally-large crop, if August

weather only did its share on the right side. At

this writing the crop looks safe, and will probably

total more than the bumper crop of 19ot. Of

course, there are spots where storms have struck,

and in these places it will fall below previous big

years, but the total acreage is much greater, panic-

ulary in North Dakota, where the land west of the

Missouri River is proving the very best. With ten

days of good harvesting weather the record will be

unprecedented. The jobbing centers have been

watching the outcome closely, and all agree that

prospects for fall business never were brighter, and

all are preparing for the rush that is bound to come.

The vacation season is fast growing to a close, and

regulars in all positions will again set the machinery

in motion. Travelers are jubilant and hustling

hard to see how high a mark they can reach, as all

feel 1905 is going to prove itself the high-water

mark in their sales.
Since writing our last month's letter, Minnesota

has entertained the American Association of Opti-

cians, and all visitors from outside the State agreed

that Minnesota was the genuine stuff when it came

to doing the handsome thing by its guests. The

Eastern visitors were shown what true Western

hospitality was, and we believe all carried home

the feeling that the world is better for having

Western people in it.
Tom Morris, Crookston, Minn., attended the

annual convention of fire chiefs at Duluth, Minn.

Goodman & Robertson succeed Albert Good-

man, at 322 Jackson Street, St. Paul.

J. C. Coomes, optician, of La Crosse, Wis.,

died August 3d, at the poorhouse, Preston, Minn.,

Mr. Coomes was at one time well-to-do, but lost

everything through the trickery of a partner. For

the past two years his health has gradually failed,

and he was in very reduced circumstances.

W. B. Dean, Jr., for the past two years at

Bozeman, Mont., has started in business for him-

self at Meeteetse, Wyo.
A. E. Voegeli, formerly at Dickinson, N. Dak.,

has gone to St. James, Minn.
Paul Pieton, formerly with Nels S. Nelson,

Hutchinson, Minn., has begun business at Overly,
N. Dak.

Chas. Teske, formerly at Hartford, Conn., has

been compelled by poor health to come to the

golden Northwest, and has located at Ray, N. Dak.

C. S. Sutter and Geo. Nebulung have moved

from 182 E. Seventh Street, to 388 Wabasha

Street, St. Paul.
Wm. F. Baier, formerly at Jordan, Minn., is

now located at Granite Falls, Minn.
E. A. Arhart, Lisbon, N. Dak., was married,

August 30th, to Estella Kathryn Rawson. THE

KEYSTONE extends congratulations.
1: W. Mathis, Morgan, Minn., spent a ten-days'

vacation visiting his brother at Lake Minnetonka.

Western members will undoubtedly be present
at the Rochester meeting next year in large num-
bers, as they have learned the benefit of such meet-
ings through experience this year.
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The Anchor Silver Plate Co., St. Paul, has dis-

continued its New York salesrooms, and S. H.

Lesser, who had charge of same, has returned here

and made his headquarters at the factory, where
some of the departments are running nights to

keep up with orders. The company is arranging

to open a branch at Winnipeg, Manitoba.
J C. Morris, Calmer, Iowa, has returned from

a four-weeks' vacation spent in North Dakota.
G. E. Carlson has reopened his store at Ash-

land, Wis.
September, being State fair month in Minne-

sota, there will unquestionably be plenty of visitors

to Twin City jobbers on account of half-fare rates.

All will wish to take advantage of them and make

a business trip just to see how things are done

elsewhere.
Geo. W. Wells and Henry Cady, president

and superintendent of the American Optical Co.,

Southbridge, Mass., spent a few days in the Twin

Cities last month, on their return from the Lewis

and Clark Exposition, at Portland.
Mrs. W. C . Leber, Minneapolis, is in a serious

condition, owing to blood poisoning, caused by a

mosquito bite, and may have to have one of her

arms amputated.
Mel. A. Scherfins, Sauk Center, Minn., is

smiling that broad smile that has only one signifi-

cation. " Mother and babe doing nicely."

A. M. Wilton, Alexandria, Minn., is in Chi-

cago, taking a post-graduate course on refraction.

A. Nelson's jewelry store, Fertile; Minn., was

robbed last month. All the repair watches and

most of the stock was taken by the burglars, who

made good their escape.
W. G. Blakeslee, Gettysburg, S. Dak., has

returned from Minneapolis, where he took a course

in optics with the Minneapolis School of Engrav-

ing, Watchmaking and Optics.

Louis Hansen, Devil's Lake, N. Dak., spent a

ten-days' vacation visiting his old home, Hudson,

Wisconsin.onsin
.Wold, Landon, N. Dak., took advantage

of the reduced fare to the American Association of

Opticians' meeting, at Minneapolis, to visit friends

in Wisconsin.
J. W. Brown, Ortonville, with his family,

visited relatives in St. Paul last month.

F. W. Upson, trade watchmaker, St. Paul, has

moved to 418 Minnesota Street.

John B. D. Wagner, Morton, Mimi., spent

several days in the Twin Cities, buying stock.

0. Van Valkenburg, Chippewa Falls, Wis.,

has returned from the Twin Cities, where he spent

three weeks brushing up on his studies.

Judge Sanborn, of the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals, has decided the now celebrated

case of the United States against ninety-nine

diamonds, in favor of H. Bockstruck, St. Paul.

This case has been pending for over two years,

and shows some of the injustice of our laws when

they can tie up an honest importer's goods for this

length of time. The fact that in this case the

goods were diamonds, was a lucky transaction for

the importer, the advance in the value of the goods

held making it a profitable transaction, but it

might have been otherwise.

Ralph Siegrist, material order clerk with Sischo

& Beard, St. Paul, has returned from a three-

weeks' vacation spent at Green Bay, Wis.

The following trade visitors to Twin City job-

bers were noticed since last report : F. W. Harper,

Renville, Minn. ; Wm. McGuire, Northfield, Minn.;

Ed. Siegfried, Mapleton, Minn. ; Paul Girard, East

Grand Forks, Mimi. ; J. L. Moody, Ellsworth,

Wis. ; Wm. Plackner, Benson, Minn. ; Wm. F.

Baler, Granite Falls, Minn. ; H. Kunath, Spencer,

Iowa ; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, Minn. ;

Louis Hansen, Devil's Lake, N. Dak. ; F. H.

Kahle, Belle Plaine, Minn. ; John B. D. Wagner,

Morton, Minn. ; A. 0. Wold, Langdon, N. Dak. ;

Chas. G. Conyne, Mandan, N. Dak. ; J. C. Morris,

Calmer, Iowa ; 0. B. Tripp, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

H. G. Gebhart, Flandreau, S. Dak. ; L. J. Korstad,

Zumbrota, Minn. ; Hans J. Heram, Elbow Lake,

Minn. ; J. W. Mathis, Morgan, Minn. ; H. W.

Anderson, Red Lake Falls, Minn. ; W. G. Gould,

Glencoe, Minn. ; Ignatius Reiner, Hutchinson,

Minn. ; A. G. Tellner, Jamestown, N. Dak. ; Chas.

C. Staacke, Duluth, Minn. ; A. J. Klimek, Little

Falls, Minn. ; J. H. Girvin, Mankato, Minn. ; G.

R. Simons, Langford, S. Dak. ; Frank K. Randall,

Phillips, Wis. ; A. M. Fargeman, Fergus Falls,

Minn. ; Mary J. Fargeman, Fergus Falls, Minn. ;

E. L. Hunkins, Billings, Mont. ; F. J. Stebbins,

Thief River Falls, Mimi. ; J. W. Brown, Ortonville,

Minn. ; W. G. Blakeslee, Gettysburg, S. Dak. ;

A. E. Michaelson, Zumbrota, Minn. ; W. W.

Armes, Owatonna, Minn. ; Frank L. Willson,

Mantorville, Minn. ; John C. Marx, Shakopee,

Minn. ;. Frank C. Wittenberg, Luverne, Minn. ;

J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn. ; F. W. Leaman,

St. Croix Falls, Wis. ; H. F. Alden, Sauk Center,

Minn. ; S. C. Hone, Osceola, Wis. ; C. H. Ander-

son, Willmar, Minn. ; Jay C. Herdliska, Princeton,

Minn. ; Wm. R. Crandall, Mankato, Minn. ; C.

A. Brown, Appleton, Mimi. ; Nels S. Nelson,

Hutchinson, Minn. ; J. J. Birkebak, Lester Prairie,

Minn. ; L. C. Rathbun, Maynard, Iowa.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of
Minnesota

The second summer meeting was called to

order by President Paegel, at the West Hotel, on

July 26th, at to A.M. The minutes of the previous

meeting were read and approved, and the follow-

ing applications for membership were accepted :

Max H. Schleuder, St. Peter ; Theo. School, Hast- .

ings ; T. Wm. Clark, Edwin ; P. Long, Fritz Guy

and A. F. Robertson, St. Cloud ; E. F. Minder,

St. James ; E. L. Wentworth, Kasson ; Chas. Han-

sen, Twin Valley ; Louis P. Mahler, Olivia ; Jacob

Gruesen, Duluth ; J. F. Ahearn, Melrose ; C. A.

Brown, Appleton ; John S. Allen, Wm. A. Soren-

son, Chas. Olson & Co., C. G. Linguist and Munns

& Pomerleau, Minneapolis. Adjournment was

then taken until 2 P.M.
An interesting article, taken from the Commer-

cial News, of Sioux Falls, S. Dak., was read by

President Paegel, and after full discussion the sec-

retary was instructed, to have 500 copies printed,

and to mail one to every retail jeweler in the State.

The following resolution was adopted :

WHEREAS, Certain wholesale jewelry firms are
in the habit of sending circulars quoting net prices
in unsealed packages, and whereas, the same are
liable to and sometimes do fall into illegitimate
hands, thereby jeopardizing our business interests ;
therefore, be it

Resolved, That we the Retail Jewelers' Associ-
ation of Minnesota do hereby disapprove of such
practice and request that such matter be printed
in price key or sent sealed only.

A committee, consisting of I. M. Radabaugh,

A. E. Paegel and J. C. Herdliska was appointed

to draft and send a copy of a letter to all the job-

bing houses in the Twin Cities.
It was proposed and carried unanimously that

all applications for membership from North and

South Dakota be accepted until such time as they

have individual associations in their States.

The annual meeting will be held in St. Paul in

February, 1906.
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PATENT APPLIED FOR

THE MARSH COMBINATION
THE BEST=SEL,LING CHAIN

ON THE MARKET TO=DAY

A combination of locket chain, and chatelaine pin, which may be worn
as a safety chatelaine, as illustrated above, or the chain and pin may be
worn independent of each other, if desired.

Can be detached in an instant

YOUR JOBBER
has it in his new fall line, and the constantly increasing sales are the best
evidence of the favor with which it is being received by the Trade all over
the country.

Originated and Introduced by

C. A. MARSH & CO., Attleboro, Mass.
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Facts About
Indianapolis

The Commercial Club has issued

a large number of pamphlets,

" Facts About Indianapolis,"

that tell of the advantages of the

capital city of Indiana for trade, manufacture and

residence. Much interesting reading is found in

the pamphlets. The city has a population of

215,000, and ranks twentieth city in the United

States. In the past ten years Indianapolis has

made the largest gain in population of any city in

the country. Its gain was 60.4 per cent. Chicago

ranks second with a gain of 54 per cent. It is

ivithin thirty-five miles of the center of population

of the United States and more than 1,500,000 people

are within two-hours' ride of the city. Twenty-

three hundred manufacturing plants, employing

33,000 people, are paying $t5,000,000 in wages

annually. Indianapolis has become noted for its

freedom from labor strikes and disturbances. All

the great cities of the Middle West can be reached

within five hours by means of thirty-two steam

I.Hlroads and interurban lines. Indianapolis has

the only great union interurban passenger and

freight station in the world. It is the fifth largest

publishing city in the United States. The sanitary

conditions are the best, there are no miles of

paved streets, 151 miles of sewers, 245 miles of

water mains. It is within fifty miles of the most

extensive coal fields in the world. Mine run coal

can be laid down in the city at an average of $1.25

per ton. The resources of its bank and trust com-

panies aggregate $45,000,000. There are eight

public parks within the city limits, covering 310

acres, and eleven parks outside the city boundaries

covering 1311 acres. This city is recognized all

over the world as having a model free public

school system. It contains 165 churches, with a

membership of 65,000. Indianapolis is noted all

over the world for its beautifully-shaded streets

and comfortable homes, second only to Philadel-

phia in the number of workingmen who own their

own homes. The new $2,000,oao post office and

federal building just finished, completes a local

chain of fine public buildings, second only to

Washington, D. C.
The question, " Why the Poor

Poor Boys Who Boy Wins Out," was answered

in a recent issue of the Indian-

apolis Sentinel, by a number of

local merchants. The following is the reason

k'en by John P. Mullally, the Monument Place

'‘eler : " I know from actual experience that it

K because the poor boy knows the value of a

dollar, that he wins out, and he knows the value
of a dollar because of his early struggle to procure

It is what a boy learns in earning his first hun-

dred dollars that makes him successful in after life

and gives him a big advantage over the boy who
has his first hundred dollars given him. With
t\1..iiiisi,ouotf.,course, must be coupled the desire to

struggles of early life are what make the poor boy

‘
better himself. I should say that ambition and the

Elmer Stokes, watchmaker for Horace A.

Comstock, is again at his bench, having returned
mtro a two-weeks' vacation spent in Greencastle,

lad. 

In place of taking a regular summer vacation

this year, Henry C. Schergens, a Washington

Succeed
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Street jeweler, has found much enjoyment in

taking a day now and then, visiting the surround-

ing country and towns in his automobile. He is

usually accompanied by his wife and daughter,

who are excellent auto travelers.
September ist, J. E. Reagan will return with

his family from their cottage at Ludington, Mich.,

and occupy their new home on Central Avenve.

W. J. Eisele, it N. Meridian Street, who has

been more or less ill for over a year, is x,ery much

improved in health, and resuming his old busi-

ness zeal.
H. H. Bishop, a Virginia Avenue jeweler, and

Mrs. Bishop have returned from a two-months'

visit in Colorado Springs and other places in the

West.
Prosser & Burnes, manufacturing jewelers,

have recently moved into more commodious quar-

ters at 115 W. Washington Street.

Carl L. Rost has returned from a business trip

to Terre Haute, Ind., and will leave about the

middle of August for a purchasing trip to New

York.
Louis Kiefer spent a part of August at the

mineral springs at Martinsville, Ind., returning

home much benefited.

Ferdinand Mayer and Albert Zoller, of Chas.

Mayer & Co., returned the last of July from a

European purchasing trip. The firm has added a

full line of " Touchon " watches made in Geneva,

Switzerland, and a fine line of fancy French

clocks. W. Springhorn, the firm's watchmaker,

enjoyed a vacation spent on a farm located in the

Southern part of the State, on the Ohio River. He

was impressed with the beauty of the big river and

high hills, saying it reminded him of his own

beloved Rhine.
Chris. Bernloehr, who is traveling in Europe,

sent a postal bearing, " Ein Gruss aus Koln aim

Rhein," to the Indianapolis KEYSTONE corre-
spondent early in August.

Carleton Wiggam, a South Illinois Street

jeweler, spent a ten-days' vacation in August,

visiting his married children in Kingman and

Lafayette, Incl.

Merchants' and
Manufacturers'
Association

The Indianapolis Merchants'

Association has arranged two

fall meetings, which will be

given from August 25th to 31st,

and from September ist to 7th,

inclusive. These meetings are expected to bring

hundreds of buyers to the city. Special rates will

be given from all points ill the Central Passenger

Association territory.
Contracts have been awarded for the erection

of a new hotel and theater on South Illinois Street.

The location is well adapted for both theater and

hotel users, as it is in close proximity to the Union

Railroad Station, and is accessible to car lines lead-

ing to every section of the city. The hotel will

have 175 or more rooms. The building will con-

form in every detail to the new ordinances govern-

ing theaters and hotels.

The Merchants' National Bank

A Prosperous some months ago purchased the

building in which the manufac-

turing plant of Ikko Matsumoto

was located, with the intention of tearing it down

and erecting a modern bank building. Since then

Mr. Matsumoto has been on the lookout for a new

location. August 12th he moved on the third floor

of the Fitzgerald Block, on Market Street, where

he has a large, well-lighted workshop and a pleas-

ant office. . A new electric motor, 200 horse power,

has been added to his machinery, the old motor

being placed in the basement to operate a heavy

Jeweler

drop-hammer. The force at present consists of

fifeen jewelers and two watchmakers, C. A.

Slinger and C. P. Murphy. Ten windows over-

look the fountain on the east side of the Soldiers'

Monument. The friends of Matsumoto are pre-

dicting that the pool of sparkling water will prove

too great a temptation to that enthusiastic fisher-

man, and fully expect to see him cast a line out of

one of his windows and land an old soldier or per-

haps a policeman.
J. M. Williams, head -watchmaker for J. H.

Reed, spent his vacation at the famous French

Lick Springs.
Baldwin-Miller Co. have placed upon the

market a new Indianapolis souvenir spoon, de-

signed by J. E. Reagan. In the bowl is stamped

the new Federal Building, the handle is formed of

the Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument and the State

House. On the back of the handle is the word

Indianapolis. The whole done in high relief

makes a most effective and appropriate Indian-

apolis souvenir.
Christian Bartlett, direct from the fatherland,

has taken a position as jeweler with lkko

Matsumoto.
The last week in August, found Simon Kiser

deep in the Eastern jewelry marts, looking for

jewelry and novelties for the wholesale firm of

S. L. Kiser & Co. Mr. Kiser always manages to

get much pleasure and fun out of his purchasing

trips as his friends in the East are very numerous.

H. E. Cohen, of FL Cohen & Sons, will con-

tinue the management of the Indianapolis polo

team. Just now he is selecting his men for the

coming season, and promises to give the city one

of the best teams in its history.

Fred. W. Nichols, manager of S. 1'. Nichols

Co., has been enjoying the gay life at Wawasee,

one of our Indiana lakes, for the past two weeks.

Ben. Couchman, head of the material depart-

ment of the same firm, leaves September 1st, for a

trip in Illinois, where he will combine pleasure

and business.
Charles Lauer left August 12th for a pleasure

trip in Colorado Springs. Mr. and Mrs. C. W.

Lauer spent a few days last month %vith Jeweler

C. T. Allen ancl Nvife, of Plymouth, Ind., when the

entire party enjoyed a boat ride on Lake Michigan.

Clinton S. Wallace, house salesman for Bald-

win-Miller Co., has returned from a trip to Brazil,

Terre Haute and other Indiana towns.

Jasper W. Thompson, of Danville, hid., was

met in one of the wholesale houses last month,

where he had stopped to do a little buying on his

way to Martinsville Springs.

The Indianapolis Clock Co. has gotten their

factory, on Fort Wayne Avenue, in line working

order and are turning out a large and varied line

of handsome hall and library clocks. The firm

has recently added an attractive design in auto-

matic advertising machines. 0. E. Bell, manager,

trade.
Four 

company will have a number of traveling

representatives on the road time for the fall

Four skilled workmen, two from Chicago and

two from Cincinnati, have taken positions in the

workshop of the A. P. Craft Co. since August 1st.

'Mr. Craft and family spent their vacation at Bass

Lake, Ind. •

Josh Billing's saying " There's two things I

like about a rooster, the crow that's in 'em and the

spur's that's on 'em to back up his crow with,"

was made use of in one of Julius C. Walk & Son's

recent advertisements, the firm making the asser-

tion that they felt sure of their ability to " back up

our crow " about selling goods at right prices, etc.

(Cunlinued on page MO
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DO NOT MISS

the opportunity of
looking over my lines
of JEWELRY,
put out this season
for the Fall Trade

The Most Exclusive and Varied
Assortment in Roll Plate 

10 and 14 karat

ever shown in New England or the Middle States

JOSEPH COWAN
Manufacturing Jeweler

39 Washington St. BOSTON, MASS.

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
185 Summer St., Boston, Muss.

The only Optical School in the world wherestudents servo a regular apprenticeship onbench and in Mike. All instructions are prac-tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. Nocorrespondent Courses. Address,
Klein School of Optics

185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL
The Emblem Jewelry Manufacturing CO.

D. GOLDWASSER
Jewelry Nfanu fact urers

' 
Diamond Afounting and

Gem Setting, has removed to
Room 87, Jewelers' Building

373 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Fine Repairing, Medals, Jewels, Badges, School

and Class Pins and Rings.

Mpg EScheret
EN WAVER)

ROOMS 71-72
373 WASHINGTON ST . BOSTON

JEWELERS DIM;
(21)

I employ six engravers the
year round. Can give prompt atten-tion to mail and express packages.

PRECRIPTION OPTICIAN
Promptness and Accuracy
Don't forget that there is morethan one place in New Englandwhere they do Standard R Work.Our shop is up to date. Try us.

13EN HARDY
Room 405 21 Bromfield St.. Boson

Tociiiceu, ESP; a l.

Makers id

TOWER 00 STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

TOE KEYSTONE
E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.

Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Engraved Souvenir Spoon.s
BRICitiT CUT STYLE

STATE CAPITOL
FRED A. HASKELL

206 Weybosset St., Providence. R ,

• -Pei.
• •

S uperior
market.

QiNDO
Silver Polish

IS THE BEST

for Jewelers to handlc—it is a
quick seller and pos i ti vely
to any known polish on the
The patent cap used on jar for

CINDO.... is made to perfection.
Wc call special attention to the im-

portance of a package for Silver Polish
that can be RESEALED after it is
once opened.
Samples sent when requested. Correspondence solicited

PAUL, MPG. CO.
Boston, Mass.

Watchmaker to the
Trade

Established 1893 4 Experienced Assistants

Watches Demagnetized
Repairing of all kinds

JOHN S. LOWELL
373 Washington Street

Jewelers' Building, Room 71-2 BOSTON

'k.'kti"4)",i'xx'fr 44extx skti-' ski"' '■tx '■ti= )4
e,kil --4-

I) 4.-.

1 JOHN W. BOYCE i,t„..(I .,,
If lirt-
;4 Manufacturer of
xi 
DIAMOND

-a•

s'l MOUNTINGS÷.
1 

JEWELRYII l)and •-4-

-,4 PLATINUM' WORK A SPECIALTY TxXI I/4-* Dealer in Precious and —4-
3( Imitation Stones
4 i

IN'-
;',.... Stone Setting and RepairingXI
kl a Specialty ix
4-- •4.fli•,1/4 1 New Washington Building I>4--

I 
--aXi 387 Washington St., 1111(11111111(1111 705X li€+0 
•-4-Boston, Mass. 1';.....1 Telephone
•-4-

rttpt.rr.petr.077+X.n+Cyrrix,efstrips.+01:7,

Jewelers Having Tortoise
Shell Goods

that have become dull, can have theerepolished and made as bright as new,at a small expense, by sending them tothe manufacturer,
Wm. K. POTTER, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

FIRST-CLASS
JEWELRY REPAIRING

FOR THE TRADE

DIAMOND SETTING
SPECIAL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

MASONIC JEWELS
FINE HAND CARVING

HARRY SMITH
.1! WL BUILDING. !loom 7,, III_ 1795-4 MoM

373 WASHINGTON Si. BOSTON

F. Schulze'', Jr., SE Son
Watch Case Repairers

( ;old Plating and Watch Case
Coloring Materials

Especial attention given to Watch Case
Repairing, Springing, Re-Engine Turn-
ing, Engraving, Polishing, etc.
Particular attention paid to Orders by
Express.

21 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.
III tiOS

When uniting to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

Scptelllber, 1905 "I' 
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The lookout for increase in
increasing Business August 

was
tabs 

realized
ustites bbusiness that of

While there were few ex-
tremely 

Activity
l

large sales made, there seemed to be aly 
steady stream of fair-sized ones, which do much to
hold up the average. The jewelers near the sum-
mer resorts and in and about the historic cities and
localities, of which there are many in New Eng-
land, are reporting an unprecedented demand for
souvenirs. The wholesale houses are starting
their men out through the country with fine lines
of new goods for fall and Christmas trade. Reports
from this section say that many of the jewelers
have already made extensive alterations and
enlargements in their stores, besides putting their
old stock in condition to mix with the new goods.
The manufacturing jewelers deserve much credit
for the many and various magnificent new designs
and patterns which they continue to turn out, their
supply seeming limitless, yet each pattern appear-
ing more beautiful than its predecessor. This
month the summer visitors will return and after
settling down to their regular existence, will soon
remember the things they need in the jewelry,
silverware and glassware lines.

A most interesting and success-
ful game has recently been
worked on four different Boston
jewelers by three crooks, two

men and a woman. Although the woman has not
made herself conspicuous in all the cases, it is quite
plainly evident that she is one of the gang. In one
instance where they were successful, in the Wash-
ington Building, they played a very clever trick in
first examining the tags on the diamond rings,
then on returning to see them again, took a good-
sized diamond ring from the tray, substituting a
smaller stone with a similar tag to the kind the
jeweler uses. The loss was not discovered until
sometime afterwards. In the Jewelers' Building,
where they were again successful, they were not
considerate enough to leave a smaller ring, but
took one worth about $too. As they had aroused
the jeweler's suspicions, the loss was discovered
immediately afterwards. Before he could catch
them, they had made good their escape. And so
with the other two cases. The two men are
described : one as being tall, light and lean, and as
having fingers stained with cigarettes, the other is
short and dark. He acts as guard, staying out-
side of the office, keeping watch while his tall
frieltlddtoeessntelaolsitngo.f the talking and dickering asvtei as h 

The Globe Optical Company
A Progressive Firm are at present working on the

alterations which were planned
and announced the latter part of last year. The
present change increases their floor space to six
thousand feet. One can hardly realize that but a
few years ago the Globe Optical Company was
in, tailed at 414 Washington Street in two small
rooms, one the salesroom, the other the shop, both
III small dimensions. After their removal to 403
Washington Street, they rapidly commenced to
grow under the conservative but hustling manage-
ment of the members of the firm and an efficient
corps of assistants. One room after another was
absorbed, until at the present time, when by knock-

Substitution
Game Again

KBYS -r N E

ing down the original partitions and making one
large room, they have altogether six thousand feet
of floor space.

Walter H. Litchfield, of Keene, N. H., was
recently found dead in Elks Hall of that city, with
a bullet hole in his head and a revolver in his
hand. He was a prominent member of the Elks,
and was well liked by all with whom he came in
contact. The medical examiner pron. need it a
case of suicide, although it undoubtedly ccurred
during a temporary spell of despondency. Mr.
Litchfield was thirty years of age.

Some of the stock of the Suffolk Supply Co.,
formerly of 21 Bromfield Street, Boston, has
recently been transferred. The newly elected
officers are : Thos. F. Phillips, of the Tremont
Building, President ; David Benshimol, treasurer;
Thos. F. Phillips, Alvin W. W'hittier and David
Benshimol, directors. Abraham Lipp has been
appointed manager. They are now located in the
Washington Building.

David Goldwasser, of the Emblem Jewelry
Co., formerly of 21 Bromfield Street, Boston, has
recently moved into the Jewelers' Building.

David J. Ingraham, optician, of Winter Street,
Boston, is expected to return from Europe about
the first of September, where he and his family
have been spending the summer.

A. B. Farbush, formerly in the jewelry busi-
ness at Berlin, N. H., recently retired, has been
spending a few days in Boston, meeting many of
his old friends in the jewelry fraternity, where he
is quite popular.

Mrs. Squire and Miss Marion Squire, wife and
daughter of N. C. Squire, of Lynn, are spending
the month of August at Casco Bay, Me.

M. N. Smith, of Smith & Patterson, is spend-
ing' the month of August at the Mount Pleasant
House in the White Mountains, N. H.

J. C. Batchelder, buyer for the silverware
department of Smith & Patterson, has just returned
from a much-enjoyed vacation. James Goss, with
this firm, was quietly married the latter part of
July.

J. Perry Carpenter, of Ford & Carpenter,
Providence, R. I., has returned from a much-en-
joyed trip through the White Mountains in his new
touring car, accompanied by his wife and son.
His partner, Parker Ford, is spending his time at
home, while he proudly boasts of his new safety
razor with twelve blades, all sharp.

W. A. Kemp, of East Pepperell, Mass., re-
ports a very good trade for the summer months.
He has been enjoying his vacation at Plymouth,
Mass., as well as at the Weirs, N. H., where he
had very good luck with the rod and reel.

We regret to announce the death of S. D.
Deane, of Norwood, Mass. He passed away at
his home early Sunday morning, August 13th.
Services were held at his home, 53 Cottage Street,
Odd Fellows' services, of which he was a promi-
nent member, was held at his grave.

Arthur Smith, with the Crescent Watch Case
Company, fell from a stool in the office and injured
himself so badly that it was necessary to remain
away from work about a week. Since returning
to work he claims to be much improved, although
suffering occasionally from severe pains, which are
evidently the result of the strain which he received.

George Osgood, who recently sold his jewelry
business at Laconia, N. H., has entered the Frank-
lin steam laundry to learn the business.

E. E. Millet, of Northampton, Mass., had a
very narrow escape from burglars recently. Hear-
ing a noise, he investigated, but found the parties
had made good their escape.
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Frank Lewis, who was in the jewelry business
in Camden, Me., for over forty years, moved. to
Boston last month with his family. Mr. Lewis was
a native of Belfast, Me., and retired from business
about two years ago.

John F. Hill, of Beverly, Mass., has installed
some fine new plate-glass show cases in his store.
They are of the most modern pattern and will be
a decided addition to the equipment of his place of
business.

Albert Jay, of Davis' jewelry store, North-
ampton, Mass., is spending his vacation of two
weeks at Nashua, N. H.

Paul M. Harvey, of Portsmouth, N. H., has
certainly proven that he has an original ..turn of
mind. In his window he displays two clocks, one
of the correct standard time of St. Petersburg,
and the other that of Tokio, Japan.

Henry Scheehan, clerk in A. J. Hurd's store,
Adams, Mass., is spending his vacation in Holyoke.

Nashua, N. H., proudly boasts of C. T. Ridge-
way, the oldest merchant in the city. He recently
celebrated his ninetieth anniversary, but regardless
of the fact, attended business as usual. Mr. Ridge-
way is a native of Amherst, and when quite young,
went to Nashua, where he manufactured silver
spectacle frames. He gradually entered into the
jewelry business, and at the present time carries a
very good stock. Two years ago he took as
partner Charles T. Walton. He also bears the
distinction of being the oldest Odd Fellow in the
State.

The following jewelers have been in town:
J. H. McGovern, Haverhill, Mass.; E. F. Welch,
Westboro, Mass.; L. R. Hapgood, Orange, Mass.;
J. F. McNabb, Newton, Mass.; H. S. Tanner,
Providence, R. I.; D. C. Barrows, Willimantic,
Conn.; Chas. H. Sinclair, of N. C. Nelson & Co.,
Concord, N. H.; N. C. Squire, Lynn, Mass.

Making Good the Losses
Not long ago a United States Senator called at

the treasury in Washington to offer for redemp-
tion the remains of some paper money, believed to
amount to sixteen hundred dollars, which the family
of one of his constituents had found among the
rafters in the attic of their house. After a few days
a check for twenty-nine hundred dollars was issued
to redeem the old bills, which represented a much
larger sum than had been supposed.

A citizen of Ohio lately made a needless trip to
Washington to tell the story of his putting several
hundred dollars into a gas-stove for safety. He de-
sired the government to redeem the fragments re-
maining after the destruction that naturally followed.
Here, again, the identification was so easily made
that he received within ten dollars of what he
originally possessed.

Claimants, however, are often astonished be-
cause the governtnent will not take their word for
losses of this kind. Congress alone can compen-
sate for losses that cannot be proved by a produc-
tion of some parts of the notes. The treasury rule
is to redeem a bill if its major fraction can be iden-
tified, or where, with less than that, affidavits estab-
lish conclusively the actual loss of the rest.

It costs something to keep.money, either metal-
lic or paper, in good condition. Gold coin passes
by weight, and if it is under weight the loss falls on
the owner. Silver coins are redeemed at their face
value, and the loss by abrasion or wear is borne by
the government. Most people think the govern-
should keep money cleaner than it is by more
frequent redemptions ; but this is an improve-
ment that will probably come in time.



Jewelers
Get the people in your
store—have a Colonial
Glass Tumbler Sale

We positively will re-
fund the money for our
glasses if they do not sell.

Try this proposition:
Order a trial barrel ; put
them in the window and
mark 45c. a half dozen,
any size. A trial barrel
consists of:

5 doz. Large Water Goblets,
5% In. high, ® f30c. doz. . 83.00

4 doz. Small Water Goblets,
5% in. high, @Mc. doz. . 2.20

2 doz. Large Wine Goblets,
4% in. high, I® 45e. doz. . .90

2 doz. Small Wine Goblets,
4 in. high, ® 44c. doz. . . .88

2 doz. Cordial Goblets, 3/in.
high, ® 42c. doz. . . . .84

4 doz. Sherbet Glasses, 3% in.
high, ® 67c. doz. . . . . 2.08

4 doz. Water Tumblers, 4 in.
high, 07e. doz. . . . 2.68

23 dozen glasses $13.18

We guarantee you
against any loss. It costs
you nothing to try a sale.

Franklin Glass Co., Franklin, Pa.

The Giant', in Quality
of in Sales

Collar Buttons
Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

WHY?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, OWING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

"r() vcrilv this \\•(: inviw du! trade to rLad " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' ink,"
Nov. 23, 1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stump
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery au d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
Is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
In the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of you order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in tlw

V1101101011&0011STEITIll
(IENEVA, SWITZERLAND

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality and Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

E R ottect

On
Tatt`

TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in { Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York
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Valuable pearls continue to be

Some Valuable found in the Wabash river,
Pearls which seems to abound in the

finest of fresh water specimens.

The latest big find was made near Montezuma,

Ind., by a fisherman who was opening mussels to

obtain bait for a trot line, when a gem valued at

p000 was discovered. Pearl hunters are becoming

numerous, and higher prices are being asked as

the fishermen learn more of their value. Formerly

a pearl hunter would take what he was offered. It

is claimed that pearls that sold on the spot for $too

to pm) have easily brought from $r000 to $15oo

in Paris, which is considered the best market.

Charles F. Artes, of Evansville,

Pistols of John Ind., is the owner of a hand-
some mahogany case, lined in
plush, in which are kept two

large pistols that were the property of the naval

hero John Paul Jones, when he was in command of

the Bon Homme Richard, when that ship brought

the British sloop Seraftis to defeat. The pistols

are fourteen inches long and the barrels twelve

inches long, with a bore of one-half inch. On the

locks are stamped the words " Daniel Cross & Co."

A dark colored wood forms the stocks, while the

flint locks are of steel, The pistols were originally

presented by Admiral Jones to Commodore Dale,

who was Jones' lieutenant on the Bon Homme

Rickard. These interesting relics were presented
to Mr. Artes by General Geo. W. Mindel, who was
at one time connected with a large jewelry house
in New York, but is now appraiser of precious
stones in the customs service.

Carl F. Walk, whose family has been summer-
ing at Lake Maxinkuckee, spends Saturdays and
Sundays at the lake, frequently making the run,
over one hundred miles, in an automobile touring
car.

Early ill the fall, J. H. Reed and wife will take
a trip to the Pacific Coast. Mrs. Reed's parents
are living in Washington State.

J. E. Homrighous, of Arthur, Ill., a well-
known buyer in this market, has sold out to W. M.
Fleming. Mr. Hornrighous has been in the jewelry
business in the same city for the past tell years.

J. M. Veirs, who last May removed his busi-
ness from Knox, Ind., to Mansfield, Ohio, has sold
out to George N. Wood, of Chicago.

Last month, H. W. Harland, of Columbus,
Ind., was enrolled as a pupil at the Northern
Illinois College of Ophthalmology, at Chicago.

Ed. Fasnacht, who has been watchmaker for
Chas. W. Williams, at Terre Haute, Ind., recently
returned to his old home at Peru, Ind., where he is

watchmaking for the well-known jeweler
C. N. Metzner.

Helton A. Pauley, of Bloomington, Ind., was
met in one of our manufacturing houses last
mouth, where he was ordering some special work.
I le has found the summer trade very fair and ex-
pects a good fall business. Mr. Pauley is not only
41 good jeweler, but a great lover of fine horses.
le has just sold an excellent saddle mare that

In: had bought last spring in this State, and has
since had under his personal training, until the
beautiful animal brought a high price in the Cana-
l) iati market.

D. Sheldon Thomen has closed his jewelry
't re at Shoals, hid., and opened up at Sidell, Ill.

E. C. Hamilton has decided to leave Kirklin,
and look for trade in Pittsboro, Ind.

Paul Jones
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W. J. Probasco, jewelry buyer for D. F.

Green, Fort Wayne, Ind., has returned from a
buying trip to New York.

Henry Van Cleve has opened a jewelry store
in the K. of P. Building, at Ladoga, Ind. Mr. Van
Cleve was formerly located at Russellville, Ind.

John Klock, formerly with William Hellen-
grath, of Belleville, Ind., has gone into business
for himself in the same town.

A Poo,000 contract has been awarded for the
erection of a new Knights of Pythias Building at

Pennsylvania Street and Massachusetts Avenue.
This will necessitate a move for L. F. Kiefer &
Son, who have occupied a room in the present
temporary building on the same site. Mr. Louis
Kiefer thinks that ill all probability the firm will
take a room in the same square for a year, when

the new building will be completed, and then find
a permanent home in the handsome new structure.

H. A. Roberts, of Veedersburg, Ind., has

been appointed local watch inspector of the C. &

E. I. Railroad Company.
L; B. Conwell, of Conwell & Drake, Van

Buren, Ind., enjoyed an outing, taking in the lakes

of Northern Michigan.
J. M. Washburn, of the Washburn Jewelry

Co., Anderson, Ind., spent a pleasant week with

friends at his old home, Selina, Ohio.
Godfrey Dold, who is numbered with the

oldest merchants in Madison, Ind., is probably one

of the oldest watchmakers in the State. His boast

is that he is a practical watchmaker.

Chas. 0. Haseltine, of Haseltine Bros., Ko-
komo, Ind., recently visited New York. He was

accompanied by his wife and daughter, and com-

bined much sight-seeing and pleasure with his fall

buying.
The town of Marion, Ind., contains no more

attractive store than the jewelry and optical estab-

lishment of James H. Bober in the McClure Block.

Very extensive improvements, including the en-

largement of the salesroom and the addition of an

optical department, have just been completed.

Burglars visited the town of Westfield, Ind.,

July 19th. Two revolvers were carried off from

the jewelry store of H. A. Barker. The stock was

kept in a safe, which was not tampered with.

The Courier, of Madison, Ind., contained an

article upon the death of the late Wm. R. Ailing,

of Newark, N. J. The old town on the Ohio was

proud to claim him as one of her sons, where he

was born seventy-four years ago, and went East

when only sixteen years of age. Mr. Ailing made

frequent visits to the old homestead, where his

brother, Charles, still lives, and evinced his love

for his native city by naming one of his sons

" Madison," in its honor. Mr. Alling's numerous

friends in Indiana extend sincere sympathy to the

widow and sons in their bereavement.

Miss Flo Dennis, of Westfield, Ind., has made

a marked success in the jewelry business. Begin-

ning in a small way, she has built up a nice trade

in her own town and the surrounding country.

When seen on a recent visit to a local jobbing

house, Miss Dennis had just bought a nice little

piece of property in Westfield. She owns her own

home and rents two other houses, all bought and

paid for out of her jewelry business.

Dr. Lillian Thompson, a highly successful lady

optician, of Monticello, Ind., enjoyed a tour of the

Eastern summer resorts during August. Atlantic

City, Cape May and Coney Island were included

in her itinerary.
After three months' study in the eye hospitals

of Europe, Dr. Frank Morrison, eye specialist, has

returned to his practice in this city.
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Alvaris S. Appleman, of Marion, Ind., has de-
cided to become a professional optician, and has
gone to Chicago to enter a college that will aid
him in his chosen occupation.

I. NI. Rowe, of the Moses Optical Co., enjoyed
, a visit from his son, P. E. Rowe, during August.
The son travels for his uncle, W. J. Rowe, jeweler
and optician, of Memphis, but owing to the yellow
fever quarantine was cut off from almost all of his
territory.

Paul E. Hulsman, of the Moses Optical Co.,
spent his vacation at Ellettsville, Ind. Raymond
Manzey, of the same firm, visited Ohio friends
during his vacation.

I. M. Rowe is back from a fortnight's stay at the
Martinsville Mineral Springs.

Hoosier dealers who made recent purchasing
trips to the Capitol City were : Louis Ott, Veeders-
burg ; H. L. Renner, 'Sanborn ; Helton Pauley,
Bloomington ; S. E. Buchtell, Knightstown ; Mr.
Holman, watchmaker for Sam. Sterchi, Terre
Haute ; R. L. Porter, Tipton ; J. W. Thompson,
Danville ; G. W. Clemons, Greenwood ; D. S.
Whitaker, Lebanon ; Mrs. B. Maier, Edinburg ;
J. F. Harding, Brownsburg ; 'Geo. L. Spahr,
Lebanon ; F. C. Sheldon, Shelbyville ; H. A.
Roberts, Veedersburg ; Wm. Beatty, West Leba-
non ; J. F. Lisher, Morristown ; H. E. Kinnear,
Marion ; W. M. Smith, Jamestown ; L. F. Small,
Carmel ; J. 0. Lutz, Zionsville ; F. W. Green,
Elwood ; D. H. Davis, Knightsville ; Aaron Pursel,
Noblesville.

Fresh-Water Pearls of the Southwest

One of the best-posted men in the Southwest
on fresh-water pearls is W. I I. Cole, the druggist,

of Fort Smith, Ark., who does a large business in
these gems. Mr. Cole says:
" Only a small percentage of the pearls found

are valuable. Those that are dull, lusterless and
bone-like have no value. Those that are symmet-
rical in form, round balls, button or pear-shaped,

with smooth surface and bright, even and decided
color, either white, pink, yellow, purple, brown or

black, and not less than one-eighth of an inch in
diameter, are of value. Also those of irregular

form with rough or granulated surface, but of

brilliant color, have value though not as great as

the perfectly formed, smooth ones—these are called
baroque or rosebuds. Irregular formed ones are
called slugs, and if of good size and fine lustre also
have value.

"The value of pearls is governed by the per-
fection and lustre ; no two being exactly alike, a

small pearl of perfect form and fine lustre is worth
more than a large pearl even if perfect in form but
of inferior lustre. Even a large pearl of perfect
form but with no lustre has no value.
" A pearl fishery is a very interesting sight.

The shells are dug from the mud and sand and
when opened are carefully inspected by men who
are well trained in that business. Many times old
mud puddles are dug into and are found to contain
many valuable gems, while at other times a person
may dig for months without finding one.
" The pearl fisherier o' Arkansas are known

throughout the world, but the supply of pearls
is now rapidly diminishing, on account of the
thoroughness with which the streams are being
fished for the gems."

"Everv article in The Keys/one is so good that
I reread them many limes." —,S .E, Avety, Jeweler,
Soulit Haven, Michigan.
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FALL SEASON
Stock Complete and Choice

Loose DIAMONDS Mounted
Elgin WATCHES Waltham

Gold JEWELRY Gold Filled

A. G. SCHWAB & BRO.
5 East Fifth Street CINCINNATI

DIAMOND CUTTERS
Special

Attention to

Recutting and
Repairing
Diamonds

FOX BROS. & CO.
Importers of Pearls and

Colored Goods

31 to 39 East Fourth Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

THE NEW BAG-NALL CATCH
A new catch for Neck Chains, Bracelets, etc. A decided

improvement on snaps, spring rings and locks ; useful and or-
namental ; never breaking or getting out of order.

BE the first to CATCH ON to this useful ATTACHMENT
that will make your customers happy.

For sale to the Manufacturing and Jobbing Trade by the
manufacturers,

DORAN, BAGNALL & Co.

Patent pending which will be fully protected.

NTW YORK : 194 Broadway CHICAGO : 67 Wabash Ave. SAN FRANCISCO : 126 Kearny St

Doran, Bagnall & Company
Successors to Young, Bagnall & Co. Established 1870

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Rolled Gold Plate and Sterling Silver
Chains, Bracelets and . Novelties

NOTICE Having bought a large part
of the tools and equipment of

the late.). G. Fuller Co., we are prepared to
pie is submitted.
make anything in their former line if sam- North Attleboro, Mass.

DORAN, BAGNALL & CO.

SepteMber, 1905

CINCINNATI
LETTER

THE

Business has been reported bet-

Business Con. ter than usual for this time of

ditions Salk the year, by the members of the

factory wholesale trade. Tray eling

men report conditions very

favorable in the granger districts for a prosperous

and active winter season, and orders for fall and

winter delivery have been generous in volume.

Retail tradesmen are experiencing a touch of the.

usual mid-summer dullness, although business in

high-class wares and in precious stones continues

very good. This applies especially to the diamond

business, dealers declaring that while the price of

diamonds is steadily advancing, the buying public

has only begun to realize this fact, and is doing its

best to secure a few stones before another advance

is announced.
The arrest of a man and woman

A Suspicious Pair at Frankfort, Ind., who claimed
to be man and wife and gave

various names, has led the local police department

to make an investigation into their antecedents, in

the presumption that they are the same couple who

secured a half dozen diamonds from various mer-

chants here some months ago. The Frankfort

suspects had twenty diamonds in their possession

when they were arrested, which they could not give

a satisfactory account of to the police of that place.

The pair who victimized local houses, rode up to

the stores in an automobile, the woman asking to

see some diamonds, while the man would busy

himself with a newspaper, in close proximity to a

tray of set rings. In this manner they secured

several valuable stones. At the wholesale house

of Oskamp, Nolting & Co., however, they were

watched on the suggestion L. L. Boyle, Chicago

representative of THE KEYSTONE, and became

alarmed and fled. The police have since been

unable to trace them, but believe the Frankfort

couple worth investigating.

Edwin Gebhardt, of Gebhardt Brothers, accom-

panied by his wife, recently spent some weeks on

an outing at Glen Springs, Ky.
Joseph Noterman, the Race Street diamond

dealer, last month spent several days visiting his

parents at their home at Henderson, N. C.

Abert Meseke and wife, of Oberlin, Ohio,

recently stopped over a few days while on their

way home from a visit to relatives at Seymour, Ind.

George Selmeier, with E. & J. Swigart,

spent two weeks resting up in the vicinity of

I, unit Clemens.
Messrs. Osterhoff and Pflueger, traveling

n presentatives of the diamond house of Jos.

‘..;terman & Co., left the latter part of August on

',tended trips through their respective territories,

former going South and the latter East and

th. Reports to the firm from each indicate a
,e.y winter business.

J. H. Moore has opened a jobbing house in
tht-2 Sinton Building, at Fifth and Vine Streets, and
K !landling a general line of jewelry.

Joseph Kunkel, the Main Street jeweler, has

returned from a four-weeks' trip through the West.
Ile reports business in general in the States which
lie visited to be prospering.

Charles Cook, Jr., has removed his retail busi-
ness from 532 Race Street to larger quarters at 46

West Sixth Street.

KEYSTONE

A smooth citizen who expected

An Old Trick to secure Poo worth of gold for
a little trouble, stopped a

messenger boy at Fourth and

Walnut Streets some time ago, while the boy was

enjoying his dinner hour, and gave him a note to

deliver to G. W. Seifried, the gold and silver

refiner, at 115 West Fifth Street. The note con-

tained a request that the refiner send pa) worth of

gold by the messenger to Fox Brothers, the Fourth

Street manufacturers. The boy delivered it, and

Mr. Seifreid took the usual precaution to verify the

order by telephone, but was told that the firm had

not ordered the gold. He started out with the

boy for the corner at which the man was to have

waited, but on reaching it, found that the stranger

had evidently seen him first and had disappeared.

Harry Dieters, employed by Joseph Hornback,

of i r West Fifth Street, stole a march on his

friends by going to Covington, Ky., where he was

quietly married early in the month. The young

lady who became Mrs. Dieters, was Anna Fandel,

of Boston. She had been here on a visit to friends.

Leonard Fox, of Gustave Fox & Co., spent a

two-weeks' vacation at Lake Beulah, Wis. A. A.

Spiegel, with the same house, is making the State

of Texas.
Quite a number of retailers were in the city

during the progress of the Oakley fair. The event

lasted four days, and during that time the turnstiles

indicate that more than two hundred thousand

persons passed through the gates.

A. B. Wahl, an Indianapolis jeweler, was

among the contingent of visitors from the Hoosier

State, who were in the city during the month and

made purchases.

'Tried in Vain

The yellow fever epidemic of

Yellow Fever the Gulf States, had the effect
Restricts Business of driving back to this city Mr.

Hugo Lindenberg, of the firm

of Lindenberg & Fox. He contemplated an ex-

tended Southern trip, but owing to the quarantine

at many cities, was obliged to postpone it for a

time, and decided to return home.

Traveling men for Albert Brothers, have made

trips through various States and from the returns in

the shape of orders, the indications are a confir-

mation of the prediction of others, that a healthy

and extensive winter business will be transacted.

Edgar Fox, of the house of Lindenberg &

Fox, spent the latter part of August among the

Northern summering places, and returned con-

siderably improved in health.
Friends of the man who was

convicted and sent to the Ohio

Mistaken Identity penitentiary for a period of

three years, under the name of

Charles Blazer, recently called at the prison and

declared that he was not the real Charles Blazer,

who wrecked the Viaduct Bank, of Columbus,

two years ago. The case is a somewhat notable

one. Blazer victimized a number of firms, among

them being the Duhme Jewelry Company, out of
various large sums of money, by passing checks

on the Viaduct Bank, after that institution had

been looted. A Louisville jewelry house was also
caught for a considerable sum in a similar manner.

After the discovery that the checks were worthless,

efforts were made by the authorities to locate

Blazer. A few months later a man operating

under the name of Leroy C. Harding, promoted a

string of banks in Florida, along lines similar to

those used in launching the Viaduct Bank. The
authorities claimed that Harding and Blazer were
one and the same person and caused his arrest.
Harding put up a hard fight however, and secured
writs of habeas corpus in both Florida and Georgia,

to prevent his being extradited to Ohio. Through
the assistance of the postoffice inspectors' depart-
ment, however, a Cincinnati detective and a Chatta-

Possible Case of

463

nooga inspector succeded in smuggling Harding
into a mail car of a train pulling out of Jacksonville
unknown to State officers, who were seeking to
serve the habeas corpus writs. After the train had
crossed the State line, they discovered the manner
in which they had been outwitted, and telegraphed
to Atlanta, where similar proceedings were at-
tempted. Here they again failed, and the next
day Harding was brought into Ohio. His trial
was a hard-fought one, the best of counsel being
employed and every feature of the law being
worked in the hope that conviction could be
averted. His chief defense was that he and Blazer
were two different persons. He failed to prove
the alibi to the satisfaction of the court, and as a
result, a jury found him guilty on the worthless
check charges, and he was sentenced to the Colum-
bus prison, still maintaining his innocence and
claim of mistaken identity. Blazer had served
time in the Michigan City, Indiana, prison, and
Bertillion measurements were used to connect him
with Harding. The friends of the prisoner are
preparing to ask for his release or pardon, they
contending that Harding's hands are large and
ungainly, while Blazer's were small and neat.
They also say that the voice of the man now in
the prison is not that of Blazer. The Bertillion
series of measurements and identification marks of
Blazer and Harding, compare, However, and the
prisoner's friends contend that this is simply a
coincidence and a possibility ; while Bertillion, the
inventor of the system, claims that no two human
beings will show identical measurements in all the
details to which a suspect is subjected.

D. Gradison, jeweler, at 20 Emery Arcade,
was in New York City two weeks of last month,
making purchases and combining pleasure with the
trip.

Two well-dressed young women recently entered
the store of W. A. Davidson & Co., at 3 Emery
Arcade, and asked to see some rings. They made
a purchase of one ring for $2, and while the clerk
was temporarily off his guard, one of them substi-
tuted a cheap plate ring for one of much greater
value. The women made their escape, the dis-
covery of the exchange not being made until some
time afterward.

S. A. Burgoyne, of Mobile, Ala., was in the
city a few days while en route to Chicago. He
reports business brisk in his section, because of
prospects of a heavy and good-priced cotton crop.

C. J. Nurre spent his vacation in New York
and the neighboring resorts.

C. G. Schlenker, of Hickman, Ky., was recently
in the city, and left for Eaton, Ohio, where he will
visit his parents for a month.

Mr. and Mrs. F. Wittlinger, of Middletown,
passed through the city on their way home from
an extended visit to Florida, some weeks ago.

Miss Matilde Cook, sister of Charles Cook, Jr.,
of West Sixth Street, was married on August 8th,
to Douglas Hazlett, traveling freight agent of
one of the big railroad systems, and stationed at
Columbus. The young couple will make Columbus
their future home.

Joseph Pieper. jeweler, of Covington, Ky., is
spending his vacation at Atlantic City.

W. L. Fredeking, of Hinton, West Virginia,
was one the contingent of buyers from the
Allegheny range, to visit the city during the
month. He reports business brisk in the coal
section, although the output of coal is not as large
as it should be, considering the season of the year.

E. J. Swigart spent the latter part of August
enjoying a needed vacation in the Wisconsin wilds
and waters.

The following visiting jewelers were in the city
during the past month S. A. Burgoyne, Mobile,
Ala. ; C. M. Wallace, Huntington, W. Va. ; A.
Wahlraub, Dayton, Ohio ;W. L. Fredeking, Hinton,
West Va. ; A. E. Axman, Franklin, Ohio ; Andrew
Clooney, Maysville, Ky. ; Henry Horman, German-
town, Ohio ; C. G. Schlenker, Hickman, Ky. ; J. M.
Ireland, West Milton, Ohio ; H. Reisinger, Law-
renceburg, Ind.; F. A. Schweeting, Oxford, Ohio;
D. Staley, Tullahoma, Tenn. ; H. G. Hansgen,
Bethel, Ohio ; M. L. Aron, Springfield, Ohio ; F.
Wittlinger and wife, Middleton, Ohio ; Richard G.
Tafel, Louisville, Ky.; M. W. Goodman, Hamilton,
Ohio ; A. Bergeda, Nashville, Tenn. ; Clay Henry,
Ironton, Ohio ; Edward Holliday, with E. Reed,
Blanchester, Ohio ; Frank Fullilove, Owenton,
Ky. ; Albert Meseke and wife, Oberlin, Ohio ; A.
B. Wahl, Indianapolis, Ind, ; Albert Rolef, Lock-
land, Ohio.
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I. J. Sharick, the %vell-knowq jeweler, ofJuneau, had recently on display in his window aninteresting collection of what a local paper terms" old timers." These included a clock, which atone time adorned the walls of Baranoff Castle, anda lot of old watches that were brought to Juneauin the early days. Jeweler Sharick continues tofurnish the U. S. weather report to the Juneaupress, and to keep his name prominently before thepublic through its advertising columns.

Arkansas

We extend a greeting to Master WaldronHaury, of Helena, who possesses the uniquedistinction of being probably the world's youngestbusiness man. He is the seven-months'-old son ofFrederick Wm. Haury, the well-known Helenajeweler, and his photograph, taken when he wastwo months old, adorns papa's business card.Accompanying it is the slogan, " My papa wantsto see you." It is as a musical instrument dealerthat Waldron has made his bow in the world oftrade. He has special letter heads of his own, andhis father says of him that he possesses "a snugbank account, carries a nice variety of instruments,pays his bills with New York exchange, does hisbanking with the Bank of Helena, receives allmail addressed to him, and deals with the largestmusical instrument house in Kansas City."

Illinois

The jewelry store of A. L. Griffin, Potomac, wasburglarized on the night of Tuesday, August 1st,and on the same night a local hardware store wasalso looted. Between five and six hundred dollars'worth of goods were taken from the jewelry store.It is supposed that the robbers were of the pro-fessional order. One of the strangest features ofthe robbery was the small opening through whichthe thieves entered at both places. At the jewelrystore not over two-thirds of the glass was removedfrom the transom, and through this jagged aperture,small as it was and surrounded by broken pieces ofglass, the body of a man or boy had to pass. Thethieves showed rare discrimination in their work,selecting only goods of the best quality. Twentywatches, which had been left for repairs, andseveral new ones were appropriated, and rings andvaluable repairing material were also among thebooty. A number of other robberies were com-mitted in that section on the same night. JewelerGriffin has offered a reward of poo for the arrestand conviction of the perpetrators.

Indiana

It will interest the trade to learn that a formerAmerican watchmaker has just become presidentof a college in Rome, Italy, namely, E. B. 'I'.Spencer. He served his apprenticeship with thefirm of Hight & Fairchild, South Bend, havingbeen with them four and a half years. He lefttheir employ to enter De Pauw University, in 1882.After graduation there he studied at Johns Hop-kins and later at Harvard and Columbia. He hasbeen for several years professor of Latin in theUniversity of Denver, resigning in June to acceptthe position in Rome.

Iowa

W. C. Cramer, for the past nine years employedas watchmaker, engraver and optician by W. L.Pederson, the Clarinda jeweler, has purchased thebusiness hitherto conducted in that place by JewelerEd. A. Shepard, and has moved it to a new loca-tion. He has installed a handsome new outfit ofmahogany fixtures, and his entire business equip-ment is on a most modern scale. In addition tothe regular lines of jewelry, his stocks will com-prise sheet music, musical instruments and kindredgoods.

Massachusetts

The jewelers and opticians of Ayer, Clinton,Leominster and Fitchburg enjoyed a pleasant out-ing at Whalom recently. It was the first gatheringof the kind ever held in that section and therewere nineteen participants. That future reunionswill attract many more is evident from the successby which the inaugural one was attended. Theparty assembled at the 11111, at 3 o'clock, and therespent a pleasant social hour. After a ride aroundthe lake and an enjoyable period in the bowlingalley, they adjourned to the dining-room of the Innand partook of a substantial supper, which includeda fine turkey and many other good things, to all ofwhich the visitors did ample justice. A theaterparty brought the lay's programme to a close. Itwas decided to meet again on Monday, October 2d,at Leominster, for a social evening. A committeeto take charge of the arrangements for the affairwas appointed as follows : L. F. Whitney, of
Clinton ; R. H. Safford, of Leomister ; H. A.Stone, of Ayer ; W. W. Newcomb, and F. L.Parkhurst, secretary, of Fitchburg. The initialouting was attended by Messrs. Percy Safford,N. C. Rublee, M. J. Fowler, A. E. Nye, W. H.Stevenson, C. M. Smith, F. L. Bennett, F. L.Parkhurst, W. W. Newcomb, F. W. Rice, W. E.Wilder, M. A. Cutler, F. X. Gagnon, Fitchburg;R. H. Safford, E. 0. Thomas, Leominster; H. A.Stone, Ayer ; L. F. Whitney, Joseph F. Bartlettand son, Clinton ; Elmer Read, Boston.

Michigan

Earl Lepper, formerly in the jewelry businessat Watervliet, has opened a jewelry store andphotograph gallery at Lawrence. Mr. Lepper isan energetic young business man who went toWatervliet in 1901 and opened a jewelry store inthe Shankland Block, where he remained a shorttime and then moved to the Hinckley Building.As he kept increasing the size of his stock ofjewelry, his quarters soon became too small andhe had a building erected for his use. He is aclever musician and comedian, and is very popularsocially.
Chas. E. Hight has sold his jewelry businessto George A. Foland and Fred. Russell, who willcontinue it under the firm-name of Russell & Fol-and. Mr. Foland has been connected with Mr.Hight as chief clerk for the past five years, is agraduate of the St. Louis Watchmaking School,a proficient workman and an enterprising youngbusiness man. He will have the active man-agement of the business, Mr. Russell being thesilent partner. The new firm will put in a newstock of goods and endeavor to maintain one ofthe best jewelry establishments. in the country.Mr. Hight had been in Mount Pleasant about eightyears and had worked up a good business. Heintends to locate in a portion of the West wherethe climate will more conduce to his health.

Mississippi

The jewelry store of T. A. Mauch, Yazoo City,was the subject of illustration and interesting noticein a recent anniversary edition of the .S'entinel, alocal journal. Jeweler Mauch is a business man ofthe progressive type, whose energy has been re-warded by a fine store, extensive stocks and a libe-ral natronage.

Nebraska

A. Malmgren has removed from Fall City andis becoming re-established in the jewelry businessat Holdrege.

New York

A. Weeks, the enterprising Peekskill jeweler,returned recently from St. Vincent's Hospital, NewYork City, where he underwent a painful but suc-cessful operation. He bore up well through theordeal and is once more in his wonted cheerfuland optimistic humor, anticipating a good fall andholiday trade.
Albert W. Sing, the Tarrytown jeweler, haschanged his location from 37 to 67 N. OrchardStreet. In his new quarters he enjoys an excellentbusiness situation and abundant space. They arehandsomely equipped with side and counter cases,metal ceilings, tine lighting facilities and a high-class repair department.
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W. H. Saxton, the Middletown jeweler, ,very active in the management of the recent OnCounty fair. Jeweler Saxton is an enthusiastic 1,fancier and poultry breeder, being noted for 1high-class fox terriers and barred rocks andorpingtons. These interesting hobbies afford 1,pleasant relaxation from the demands of his Iness. He officiates as superintendent of the I e„,dog show.

North Dakota

W. A. Percy, the Washburn jeweler, fa,THE KEYSTONE with an interesting specimerhis newspaper advertising. This announcen , •occupies a space of 2 X 4X inches, approximatrelates an incident regarding Admiral Togo .1,his watch and points a moral to the jeweladvantage. This advertisement is attractivel■up and well constructed. In the news column ,the Washburn Leader, the paper in which it appeit is announced that Jeweler Percy has securedagency for the Domestic and Meeler & WIIsewing machines.

Ohio

G. J. Daum, has sold the fixtures of the slhitherto conducted by him at Augusta, Ky. •D. Robinson, of Brooksville, Ky., and has bece in.established in business at Port Clinton. Jew, ,Daum's change of location was for the benefilhis health. He had been in Augusta nine years.After a twenty-years' business engagement atAddison, Mich., A. J. Kempton has combined hi,.stock with that of the Wolfe Cycle Co., at New Iand succeeds them in the jewelry and optical I.,ness there. Besides being a graduate optici.practical watchmaker, he has promoted stpublishing enterprises, and has a range of expel irunusual for a man who is yet on the sunn) • ,of life.

Oregon

H. M. Leffert, of Council Bluffs, Iowa, andA. B. Cherry, who for several years has been incharge of the jewelry department of one of thelarge department stores of Portland, have openeda wholesale jewelry business in the AliskyThird and Morrison Streets, in the lost-named ciunder the name of the Leffert-Cherry Co.

Pennsylvania

E. H. Wetherhold, the jeweler, of 738 Hamil-ton Street, Allentown, has bought the property723 Hamilton Street, occupied by Jeweler E. J.Faust, from H. 13. Schall and Dr. G. G. Blank,executors of the Edwin Blank estate, for $30,000.The dimensions of the property are 17 by 230 feet.Jeweler Wetherhold will be compelled to movefrom his present site because M. S. Young & Co.will erect a large steel frame building, the site ofwhich includes the store he now occupies. Mr.Wetherhold has had this purchase in view for thepast two years and in addition to the property hesecures a right of way up stairs. He has been inbusiness for seventeen years and has enjoyed amost satisfactory measure of success.
C. K Bougher, formerly of Rochester, hasopened a very pretty little store in Beaver.

West Virginia

Henry Rodgin, manager of the Bluefield LoanCo., Bluefield, has purchased the entire stock ofjewelry, fixtures, etc., of T. H. Mebane & Co., ofthat place, so that in addition to their pawnbrokingbusiness the purchasing company now carries first-class lines of jewelry and optical goods, and II
installed a well-equipped watch repair departmeiThe company occupies the store at 221 PrincetAvenue, in which T. H. Mebane & Co. had 1111erto been located.

Wisconsin

A watch, value Pio, was stolen recently fromthe jewelry store of W. J. Gamm, Madison, byGeorge Miller, who had been working for JewelerGamm one year. When first arraigned, Millerentered a plea of not guilty, but afterwards changedthis to guilty. He was given an opportuny torestore the watch or its equivalent in cash.
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Now is the Time for you to send for a memorandum packag-c
of our EMBLEM GOODS. At this season you have the time and
opportunity to make a careful comparison of our goods with emblem
goods you have been buying.

We Invite your most careful scrutiny, as that means business for us and
will mean more business and greater profit lor von.

40/

/38/5

402//3 6'62 , /4-

We Supply the Masonic, Elk, Eagle, Knights of Columbus, Red Alen
and man■ - other fraternal orders with CHARMS, RINGS an(1

BUTTONS •, also Emblem Jewelry for ladies' wear.
Are you with us?

The Miller Jewelry Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIOLion Building



is more complete than ever, showing many

Fob Chains
Lorgnette Chains
Vest Chains
Neck Chains

Stone Lorgnettes
Chain Bracelets
Nethersole Bracelets

Sterling Silver and German Silver Bags

Louis CSTERN 6 Go.
Chainmakers 6 cSilversmiths

RON/IDE, NICE,. fk.

111111111111111111111

RINGS
HAVE ALWA4BEEN FOUND

ality as represented,
workmanship unsurpa5jed,

Designs original 4/
For35year3 wehave niain= '
tained this standard.'
K- E Ring line to day is
one of the most salablelines
the RETAIL JEWELER can
possibly handle -
BurYouR RINOSPIRECT
&buy only the K-E 1 i n e.



Hello, There!
Did you know that every retailer
who carries a large assortment of
S. 0. Bigney & Co.'s Gold Filled
Chains and Safety Fobs is satisfied with the
results ? Design, workmanship and quality play
their part.

Those who neglected the golden opportunity should not letanother season pass without laying in a large variety of our Chains

Procrastination is the thief of time,
He who hesitates is lost.
So get busy and buy our line 
Be in the front ranks at any cost.

Remember, opportunity knocks at your door and mine but oncc
on any single mission

•TRADE MARK •

S. 0. Bigney & Co.
Etc:tun'

Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane

HB RINGS HB
There is that " something" about the HB Ring that greatly
enhances its " selling quality." Our product is always first
in the minds of the retail jewelers, and repetition of orders
shows that HB Rings are on the " move." If you de-
sire " perpetual Ring business," this fall, and at profits
that are interesting—sell the HB Ring. We want

to impress upon the trade in general that, with
our increased facilities, all orders will

receive immediate attention.

Heintz Brothers
Buffalo
New York
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IT doesn't necessarily take a very wise man to understand the
" selling quality " of the 0 & B Ring—but he is indeed a wise

man who buys this

0 & B Factory is the
hind the progressive

September is here and

operation—he who would " reap the harvest'

RINGS
BROOCHES

superior product. The

propelling force be-

jobber. Now that

the machinery is in

' should know that it is
not wisdom but folly to delay. Send in your order—thc time is now.

Illile I t1tfluW Queen
pffilo VflII?

LET ONE OF HER
KNIGHTS OF THE
GRIP ENROLL YOU
AS ONE OF HER
LOYAL SUBJECTS
)&lif

0 0 \

t_0

Queen /(y Ug)
-BUFFALO - sNC



TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

fly JULF.S GROSSMANN, Director of the IIorological School, of Lock, switzerland, and
HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director or the Herological and Electro-Mochatiical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.
Authorized translation by JAMES ALIAS:, JO., Charleston, S. C. Fortner pupil of the

Lode IForological School.
[Copyrighted, 1905, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

fulfilled in this case, since the normal cuts the line of centers at a
point b. In place then of being (201)

the moment of the force transmitted will no longer be expressed
except by the value

(Continued. Part XXI.)

One can then say that the tooth is the "envelope" of the different
positions occupied successively by the leaf during the movement of
the pinion around the center of the wheel. With this method, this
tooth remains constantly in contact with the leaf, and the transmis-
sion Of the force will be effected without loss. The movement of
the wheel being uniform, that of the pinion will consequently also
become so.

Let us take some examples :
212. The transverse section of the pillion leaf of a lantern

earing is a circle whose center is situated on the primitive
circumference. Suppose we wish to determine the form of the
tooth.

If (Fig. 50, which was illustrated last month) the circum-
ference passing through the points o, 1", 2", 3", . . . is the primi-
tive circumference of the wheel, and 0' A B that of the pinion, and
if this last is moved without slipping, around the primitive circum-
ference of the wheel, the successive centers of the pinion will occupy
in turn the points o', I', 2', 3', ... On conceiving, then, the corres-
ponding positions of the pinion leaf whose centers should occupy
the positions o, I, 2, 3, . . , and on drawing the curve a 6 c d, . . .
tangent to the leaf in these several positions, one will obtain the
curve of the tooth sought.

,One sees that, if the pinion leaf is reduced to a point, the form
of the tooth would be an " eficycloid" whose generating circle
would be the primitive circle of the pinion. If the leaf is formed
by a cylindrical pin, the curve for the tooth which results from it is
parallel to this epicycloid, and is found removed a distance, equal
to the radius of the pin.

One could draw a sec-
ond curve tangent exteriorly
to the several positions that
the pin occupies during the
movement ; the curve thus
formed would then drive the
pin by its concavity.

The straight lines i" 1,
2" 2, . . which connect the
points of tangency of the
primitive circles with the
point describing the epicy-
cloid are normal to the curve
at these points.

213. Fig. 51 shows that
if the contact ot the tooth
with the leaf took place at
a point such as c, before the
passage of the line of cen-
ters, there would be pro-
duced an abutting which, if
it did not absolutely pre-
vent transmission of the
movement, would; however,
modify considerably the uni-
form transmission of the
force.

One knows, in fact, that
the normal to the point of
contact should pass through
the point of tangency 1 of
the primitive circumferences';
but one recognizes that this
essential condition is not

b
= F

0 b'

friction being left out. One recognizes, thus, that in lantern gear-
ings, the contact of the tooth and of the leaf should commence
very near the line of centers.*

NOTE.—If the normal passed through the center 0' of the
pinion, the movement would become impossible ; if it passed on
the other side of 0', the pinion would turn in the opposite direction
to the movement indicated by. the arrow, and the. gearing would
become, on that account, " interior."

214. Lantern gearing can be interior and then admits of two
arrangements, according as the interior wheel or pinion carries the
pins and the other the teeth, or as the large wheel carries the pins
and the pinion the teeth.

215. Take, again, as a second example of the application of
this construction, the straight line A 13, given as the form of the
pinion leaf, and let it be required to determine the curve of the
wheel tooth (Fig. 53).

During the movement of the primitive circumference of the
pinion around that of the wheel, the line A B will occupy succes-
sively the positions A' 13', A" B", A" B", etc. From the points
of tangency, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., let us draw respectively the perpen-
diculars to these lines and through the points a, 6, c, d, thus
obtained, let us make a curve pass tangent to the successive posi-
tions of the line A B; we will thus obtain the form of the tooth.

Let us remark that if the wheel is animated with a movement
to the right, the position A" B" can become impossible for the
transmission of the movement, for the reason that the wheel could
then turn without driving the pinion. This shows us, moreover,
that there exist limits beyond which the driving of the pinion by the
wheel becomes practically impossible.

216. When the line A B passes through the center of the
pinion, the curve of the tooth is an epicycloid produced by a
point of a circle whose radius is equal to half that of the primi-
tive circle of the pinion.

217. NOTE. —On comparing the two methods of determining
the forms. of contact which we have just examined, one can .
prove that the graphical method (209) is necessarily analogous to

*The contact of the tooth with the leaf eommenees,
In fart, a little after the passage or the renter of the
pin over the line of renters. It should commence
exactly at the geometrical point where the vpicycloid
of the tooth turns tip.

Belanger, in his " 'l'rca! !, oii K indi-
cates the following on this sublem :

One etill 1101.1'111111e VVI'y approximately the dim-
tance bet s,ell the line of vetoers and I he point Or
11111eXioll, the beginning of the proble 4if the tooth, at
the instant where the contart I. 'his teeth :old the
pin colonienees. Let A' (1.1g. 5:2 be the point or
inflexion at this instant. The normal at this point,
emninen to the tooth and to the pie, passes thiongli
the point of contact A of the primitive eireles and the
center 0 of the pin. 'The distance 0 S is at onee lite
radius or the pin and the radium of curvature of I lie
epicycleid V 0 at the point 0 ; let us, therefore, de
nate it by S. 'The distance A 0 is that which, in the
formula eited in the text,

R'= a +  
+ 2 R

is designated by n, and the distance A .T, equal to
8 — ti, is very nearly the distance sought, been 1.1e
angle of .T (.1 with the line or centers differs very I im le
from a right angle it it (litters sensibly in the figo le it
is because the radius of the pin y is exaggerated to
prevent the confusion of the lines). But the preced-
ing fornutia gives;

8 — n
= + 2 2 It' -I- 2 R

Such is the relation of the distance A A' sought to the radius B of the pin.
According as one makes

--R— 1, 2, 3, 4, ...

8 —0
--8— 4-, L • • •

and that the driving 18 effected, consequently, almost entirely after the passage of this line.

one finds

(147 3) 
(Continued on page 1475)
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A REMINDER"
Our Representatives are out and in your vicinity.
Defer making your purchases—await their arrival, as our latest prodwtions are business and money-makers FOR YOU.

Ask to see the BETSY ROSS
Howard, 'Waltham, Elgin, Keystone, Philadelphia, Crescent, New EnglanCases and Movements.

RAILROAD MOVEMENTS
Ansonia, Seth Thomas, Sessions and Ing-raliam Clocks.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Silver, Bric-a-Brac
WHOLESALE ONLY

LEONARD KROWER
536 and 538 Canal Street NEW ORLEANS, LA.

THE MODERN IDEA
A distinguished college president has said

recently that one year in school will more than
equal four years in business as a means of training.
This is noticeably true in the watchmaker's trade;
but until within a very few years past it has been
impossible to secure good education in this line.
Through the munificence of Mrs. Lydia Bradley, the
Horological Department of Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, at Peoria, Illinois,
has been magnificently equipped for this purpose.
A visit to this school is most interesting. One finds
here a fine building of Bedford stone erected in
1897 and devoted exclusively to the uses of the
Horological School.

It has a beautiful location on a campus of nearly
twenty acres, situated in the outskirts of an attrac-
tive and thriving city. Its students come from
every state and country. Here is a man from
Illinois ; on one side of him works a man from
Massachusetts, and on the other a man from Mexico
or South America. They are all in the same busi-
ness. By visiting this school one gets a new idea
of what can be done to prepare young men for one
of the best trades—that of watchmaker and jeweler.

This would be a good time for you to begin work.
Make up your mind to-day and address a postal cardto the Horological, Peoria, Illinois. HOROLOGY HALL

The Largest Building in the World Devoted Exclusively to a School of This Kind

September, 1905 T H E

Lessons in Horology

KEYSTONE

(COnlinned from page 1473)

that of the envelopes. In short, in order to obtain the form of the
tooth, we make one of the primitive circles with the given form
roll around the other ; the curve sought is, therefore, in both cases,
that which passes through the meeting point of the normals with

ithe given curve, n each of its successive positions. The reason

Fig. 53

which has made us separate these two parts of the same whole is
Eitnply the greater clearness in the explanation of the subject.

218. Let us take, for a last example, gearings formed by the
evolvent of a circle.

The " evolvent " of a curve is another curve, such as
C C' C " . . . produced by a point of a tangent to the first
curve, whose contact changes continually, in such a manner that
the distance of the describing point from the point of contact may
be constantly equal to the space traversed by the point of contact on

the curve. Thus (Fig.
54), B,

being positions of the
tangent, one should have
B' C' = B' C ; B" C"
B" C, etc. The curve
C B' B" . . . on which
the tangent rolls is the
" evolute'' of CC' C". . .

The point C where
the evolute meets its
evolvent is the origin.Fig. 54

1475

219. For gearing formed by the evolvent of a circle, one adopts
for the motive tooth the evolvent of any circle concentric and
interior to the primitive circle of one of the two wheels. The
profile of the corresponding tooth for the other wheel will be
determined, then, in a very simple manner.

Let the evolvent D' D' of the circle E'E' (Fig. 55) be given.
In order to determine the point of contact ill of this curve and of
the form sought, draw the normal A A' from the point of tangency
of the primitive circumferences ; by the construction this normal is
at the same time tangent to the " evolute " circle E' E'. But if
from the centers 0 and 0' we draw the perpendiculars 0 B and
0' B' on this normal, we will obtain two similar triangles whose
homologous sides are in the same relation. But the sides a 0,
a 0' and 0' B' are constant, being the radii of invariable circles ;
therefore, 0 B must be also constant. Consequently, the normal
A A' of the curve D D sought remains always at the same distance
from the center 0 and it, therefore, envelopes a circle E E con-
centric and interior to the primitive circle of the wheel and whose

55

radius is found with that of E' E' in the same relation as those of
the primitive circles themselves. The form of the tooth is, therefore,
another evolvent of a circle.

The point of contact being found at any instant on the line
A A', this line is the geometrical place.

Thus, in g-corings of this kind the place q/ the points of con-

tact is the common tangent to both circles of construction.
The common normal retains, therefore, a fixed position in

space during the movement of the two wheels around their respec-
tive centers.

This right line can make any angle with the line of centers 
from each 

;
it is the general custom, however, to place them at 75°
other.

PTO BE CONT1NUBD4
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THE ART OF ENGRAVING

THE ART

DIGRVIING
0.1.03,

1110/0

To till one of the chief wants of the trade iu technical
instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-
tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise
over written on this subject, being wider in scope and more
copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.
Those who desire the entire serial a once may procure same
in book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-
taining over 260 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.
A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to ally part of the
world on receipt of price, $1.60 (6s. 3d.)

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, relines same and remits proceeds byexpress.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage chargesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold($t to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuationsare accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of thevalue of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for relining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining- charges, by express.Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed bythe price of fine silver.

103-105 William St.
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER
Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your billswith the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms thattake gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they anymeans of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place avalue on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,
ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled andproceeds promptly remitted.

. 111011

57 Washington St.
Chicago

Fine Line
and Bright Cut
Combined

(Continued. Part XXXI. Begun in March, 1903)

A very neat effect can be produced on polished
surfaces by cutting the perpen licular bars fine
line and the angular and horizontal bars with a
flat-face graver unpolished, or vice versa. The

old English fine-line method of cutting can also be combined with
wriggled old English by cutting the perpendicular bars one style
and the horizontal and angular bars another. By making these
various changes it will be readily seen that a great variety of styles
of old English caEnnbgeraevaesrilsy anrieadev

.ery often asked to engrave old
Old English on English on pearl, ivory, celluloid, etc., where it is
Pear, Ivory, etc. necessary to fill the same with enamel. Thel 

method of filling with enamel and the style of
enamel to be used have been mentioned. The style of cutting old
English for this purpose, it can be seen very readily, could not be
the regular bright cut or solid old English style, as the graver
cutting a flat, wide stroke would have a tendency to crumble or
crack the edges of the incision. It is, therefore, necessary to
outline the bars to be cut with a fine-line cut as deep as possible,
and then to cut the surface between the lines thus outlined with a
flat-face graver. This will obviate the danger above mentioned.
Some find it convenient to engrave the old English much coarser
with fine lines, not cutting the lines very close together and then
digging it out with a flat-face graver. The former method would
be more expensive. Of course, we could cut old English on any
of the materials above mentioned by cutting it fine line according
to the method described and illustrated at Fig. 116. This would,
however, except in a very elaborate piece of work, be too expensive.

One of the most difficult styles of letters to en-
Roman Letters grave, either on card plate, steel die, silver or

gold, is Roman letters. This style of letter be-
comes fashionable from time to time for calling cards, wedding
announcements, invitations, etc. It is, therefore, the duty of a
skilled engraver, and one who would do the work with credit to
himself, to be master of this style of lettering, not only for the
reason that it is sometimes the fashionable style, but also because
it is a class of lettering that can be used in connection with general
jewelry and silver engraving to the advantage of the operator and
to the satisfaction of the owner of the article engraved.

The most useful place for Roman lettering in jewelry engrav-
ing is engraving inscriptions, in which case the words connecting
lincs, such as prepositions and conjunctions, should be cut in this
style of letter, because if cut in script they would occupy too much
space vertically, and if cut in Gothic or block letters would be too
prominent for the space occupied, while the Roman letter occupies
a small space and produces a delicate and neat appearance. These
letters can be cut in all the various ways in which a flat-face graver
can be used. In other words, they can be cut in all the different
finishes that Old English can be mit in. The first method we will
mcntion will be the bright cut, and it must be borne in mind that
when the words bright cut are mentioned we do not mean that the
letters cut •after this method cannot be cut in any other way than
bright cut. Whenever we describe a method of bright cutting it
lutist be borne in mind that such class of work applies to deadened
finishes,  and if the same class of work is desired on polished surfaces
the method of cutting and the tool used are exactly the same except
that in cutting on polished surfaces the graver is unpolished.

In Fig. 121 we have the upper portion of the letters R, P and
complete B, the perpendicular bars or all bars of the letters, where
they are the same from beginning to end, being cut with a flat-face
graver. That portion of the bar shown at Fig. 121, indicated by

the letter A, is cut either with a flat-face graver that cuts the
perpendicular strokes or it can be cut with a square graver. It is
better, however, for the beginner to use the flat-face graver for this

purpose, as he will then avoid cutting the
stroke too wide or too narrow if he will permit
the graver to cut the maximum width at the
center of the curve indicated by the line C
In cutting this line the student will know,
from what has been mentioned previously in
reference to the use of the flat-face graver,

Fig. 121 

that the lines should all be cut by curving
around to the right, and that in starting the
line a hair line the left corner of the graver is

used, and as it is pushed forward it is gradually thrown over to
increase the width of the incision as is required, the diminishing
being done by an opposite movement of the graver. When the
graver is thrown out at the point indicated by the letter E, the
flat-face graver can be exchanged for a square graver, and the line
continued to the end with a square graver, or the flat-face graver
can be used if the operator prefers.

Referring to Fig. 122 we have the same stroke with the bar
swelled at the trip, which is the style of these bars at the top and
bottom. They can be left as shown at Fig. 121, in which case the

work could be done quicker
and easier. At Fig. I 2 I A
we illustrate the bar with and

k. without the swell, the arrows
showing the direction for
cutting the swell cuts needed at H H How-

ever, when it is required to swell the bars, as shown at Fig. 122,
the little strokes indicated by the letters C H are cut with the
square graver in the direction of the arrows, beginning the stroke
on the lines directly back of them. The graver, in cutting this
stroke, should be skillfully wielded so that the under side of the
graver will not chip the top line. There is great danger of doing
this and thereby widening the stroke in that particular place,
making an ugly appearance.

We sometimes see this class of work with the
Proper Form stroke swelling the bar simply chipped off on a

straight of Finishing Lines  line. If the engraver will observe the
work in our .text books or on our finished card

plate, he will observe that these lines are, as they should be,
slightly curved. Another difficult part of this class of Roman
letters is shown at Fig. 123. In
cutting the letter S in bright cut,
the main stroke is cut by making
a roll cut with a flat-face graver.
If fine line, it is cut in either of the
two methods illustrated at Fig. 119,
as previously described. The end
of the bottom curve and the be-
ginning of the top curve in the Fig. 123
letter S are difficult to end satisfac-
torily. This same style of ending is required in the initials C
and G. At A, Fig. 123, we show a straight bar, which is cut
vertically at the end of the top and bottom of the S, as shown
in the same figure at the beginning and ending of the letter. After
cutting this stroke downward or upward, it doesn't matter which,
the graver is placed at the extreme lower point of the bar, shown
at and cut up in the direction of the arrow, which connects
with the main stroke of the letter. Then the graver is again placed
at the extreme top point of the bar, as shown at C, and cut
downward, thereby making a stroke in the shape shown at C,
Fig. i23, which is the shape of the beginning and ending of this
letter. In cutting these strokes fine line, the same method is
adop ed except that it is necessary to cut more than one line to

make the proper swell.
In Fig. 124 we show the flat-face

graver in position to cut the stroke at the
top of the F, which is a similar stroke to
the one in E, L, etc. In cutting this
stroke the graver is pushed forward and
gradually turned down from the operator,
thereby increasing the width of the in-
cision. The bottom of the E or L would
be cut in the same way.

Fig. 121 A

Fig. 122

I 11
I Ig. 124

(TO D CONTINUED)



478 THE "VELVET"
ADJUSTABLE BRACELET

Patented December 13, 1004

FITS ANY SIZE OF WRIST
Made in New Narrow Widths; also in Child's Size

A simple arrangement of springs makes this
bracelet adjustable to any wrist, whatever its size
or conformation. It is thus the extreme of

Comfort, Comeliness and Security
Simple in its parts and strong in construction,

it is durable and not liable to get out of order.
Made in rolled-gold plate and sterling silver.

Plain or with signet or locket top.

MASON, HOWARD & CO.
New York Office

18o Broadway

Manufacturers
Factory

Attleboro, Mass.
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A Few Practical Pointers

Article No. 59 of the serial entitled "Gold Working," begun in
the November, 1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

THE NEW NARROW CHILD'S VEI.VI
Made also with Signet Top
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THE NEW NARROW VELVET"
Made also with Signet Top

THE WIDE ' VELVET "
Made also with Signet or Locket Top

HERE are many little ways of ob-

taining results which are of great
advantage to the working jeweler,

especially those whose facilities are limited—

the repair jeweler and one who occasionally

makes a few articles in the precious metals.

Let us suppose there comes in a piece of

jewelry with a small pendant lost ; it repre-

sents an acorn and we have none in stock

and look through our catalogues for the

exact counterpart and perhaps we find it,

but the strong chance among the perhapses

is we do not. Now, let us see what we can

do in making one. We show a diagram of

the acorn we have to make at A, Fig. t.
Measured on the line z it

is 11090- ; on the line y TIAT ,

the length being .264".

We place in a large

wire chuck a piece of steel

wire and turn on the end of

it an acorn of duplicate size. After harden-

ing- and tempering to dark blue, we proceed
to use this as a swage to strike up a new pen-
dant. Tb aid in our explanation we refer to
Fig. 2, where we show a side view of the

steel swage we
have just made.
To make use of
this for our pur-
pose, we must

contrive some way to extemporize a substi-

tute for a drop press. Such a substitute is

easily made and involves but little expense.

It is well before we describe such a device to

explain the principle on which it acts. This

can be done by referring to the cut shown at

Fig. 3. Here the part B is supposed to be

:z
Fig. 1

Ioo pounds. An arm shown at D carries the
swage which does the embossing. The arm
D is jointed at v, said jointing is effected by
placing a strong wooden stud at E and at-
taching the arm D D' to it by two metal
hinges, as shown at v v, Fig. 4, said cut
being a view of the
arm D D' seen in the
direction of the arrow
r, Fig. 3. From the
side opposite to the
arm D is hinged an-
other arm, shown at F, Fig. 3. This last-
named arm is attached to the strong stud G,
in precisely the same manner as the arm D.
This last-mentioned arm (F) is provided
with a block of metal which serves as a
" dead hammer," to prevent the punch or
die front rebounding. In a recess in the
upper face of the bed piece C, we place a
block of printer's type metal. Such type
metal being better than lead for this purpose,
as it is harder and causes the struck-up metal
to '' hug " the die closer. We show at Fig. 5

a diagram illustrating the idea
of this process of striking-up.
In this cut we show only the
working parts involved in the
scheme. The block w, as already

stated, is made up of type metal, and on this

is placed the piece of sheet metal to be

struck up. The part S is a block of brass

securely attached to the arm D D', Fig. 3.

In the face of the brass block S is made a

sort of rude recess in which the steel acorn

A A' rests. Let us, in further illustration,

suppose we wish to strike up the acorn illus-

trated at Fig. I. We make, as previously

stated, a rough recess in S, in which the steel

acorn shown at Fig. 2 rests. There is some

little experience and judgment required to fit

up such recess, in order that the steel acorn

will not be bent or broken as it is driven into

the type metal. To temporarily hold A A'

in its recess in S, we fill said recess with soft

adhesive wax, composed of 2 parts of Bur-

gundy pitch, 2 parts of beeswax and i part

Canada balsam, melted together.
The cement need only lightly

hold the part A A', as the

other parts of the device

will hold it secure enough

as soon as the process of striking-up or

swaging commences. To continue the de-

scription of the operation of swaging: We

lay the piece of metal we desire to make the

acorn of on the type-metal bed, as shown at

w, Fig. 3, then swing over the arm D so the

metal acorn die rests on it; then swing over

the arm F so the dumb hammer H rests on

S. Now, with a heavy hammer or sledge

we strike H, forcing the steel acorn, shown

at Fig. 2, down into the type-metal bed w.

The arrangement shown at Fig. 3 enables us

Fig. 4

o

Fig. 3

Fig. 5

The Operation
of Striking-up
Explained

WE RETURN ALL REPAIR WORK
SANE DAY AS RECEIVED.

The W & H locket line for the fall season is not only equal in all respects topast displays, but a great deal better—each design is a notable creation Thereare many reasons for superiority in our product.
expe-rience; we set the lochet styles. The judicious buyer will appreciate these

We manufacture Lockets exclusively ; we are backed by fifty years' 
TRADE

points. No goods genuine withnut our trade-mark stamped inside.
MARK

3 Maiden Lar vvi/ •New York ghtman & Hough Co. I.R.
Providence

ws■Nwmammir

SEND I/1 YOUR NEXT PACKAGE
AND OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US.

Mg& 10,21740 Stk,rtium EAPOLIS,
/41/41/4. ,

a piece of heavy plank, say, 12" wide, 3"
thick and 24" long. On this is placed a

cast-iron anvil, shown at C.

The weight of this anvil is

A Cheap a matter of choice, and

depends on the size of the
embossing one wishes to

do. For striking-up an acorn such as we
are talking about, C need weigh no more
than 12 or 15 pounds, but if we wished to
emboss from thin green gold a wreath 2
inches across, the weight of C should be 75 or

Striking-up Press

to strike up many little odds and ends which
will readily occur to our readers. The best
plan to pursue in using the device shown at
Fig. 3, is to arrange to have the hammer I
fall between ways, as with the ordinary drop
press.

Not only simple parts can be struck up
in the way described, but colored gold
wreaths can be made in this way. It is not
necessary the swaging die should be of steel ;

hard bronze bordering on bell metal can be

employed. Such dies can be cast in sand

and then slightlY tooled up. What we said

in our chapter on iefiousse work, can be ap-

plied to advantage in making such work.

['iii E EN I).]

Habit of Saving

Individuals who have saved and accumulated

sums of money for lucrative investment are individ-

uals who form the habit of saving.
'ro be prodigal of your resources is natural.

It is a survival of the primal nature. Saving is an

acquired trait. It is necessary, therefore, to form

habits that are conducive to economy. Many men

and women who work for wages or salaries find it

difficult to save, unless some circumstance forces

them to it. The fact that this indulgence only

means a dollar or a dime, as the case may be, is

regarded as a sufficient excuse to spend the

money.
It will take long to acquire a fortune by laying

up the odd pieces of change. Yet many great

institutions derive their entire patronage from

dimes, nickels and even pennies. The habit of

saving means the saving of the little denominations.

It is to curb the inclination to spend money simply

because the denomination is insignificant. Any

one can save the dollars, big bills and gold pieces.

That the prodigal side of man is understood

is found in the devices for catching the pennies and

the dimes. To offset this and to encourage him to

lay by a portion of his earnings, savings banks and

the monthly payment plan for real estate, property

assurance, etc., are in existence. In the possession

of property is centered our material vell-being,

our prosperity.
The habit of saving, if persisted in, will make

all men possessors of property. The value of that

property and the measure of our well-being will

depend upon the amount of our accumulations and

the measure of our desires. A thrifty people is

a contented people. Improvidence results in

want and suffering. Habits of saving will con-

tribute to individual happiness and to general

prosperity in proportion as the habit of saving,

thriftiness, becomes a habit common to all the

people.

The Better Way

Beware of the statement, "Selling below cost."

The vital question to the customer is what it costs

him, not what you lose. He knows you are not in

the business for fun, and if you are continually

admitting that you are selling below cost, he is

likely to conclude that either you do not know your

business well enough to buy right, or that you are

deceiving him. In either case his confidence in

you is shaken. Better say, " We bought them
right, you get the benefit."
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THERE IS GOOD MONEY
in your old gold and silver. You know it in your own heart. But how often do you realize the
full value?

Why not cut out all risks and ship your old metal, scraps and sweepings where you can depend
Upon honest, bulging value? We have built up one of the oldest and largest businesses in this country
Just on equitable and prompt returns. We have no intention of changing our methods.

Old Gold, 8 K., . 32c. a dwt.Old Gold, to K., . 40C."
Old Gold, 12 K., . 48c. "We pay for Old Gold, t4 K., . 56c. 6'
Old Gold, 18 K., . 72c. "Gold-Plated Scraps, 20 to 35c. an ounceOld Silver (fluctuating) Very highest market price

Dollar for dollar you have from us. We make returns on sweepings within three to fivedays. On receipt of shipment we will send you our check, subject to your approval of our offer—then, in case our offer is not up to yours—we will return consignment intact and pay chargesboth ways, you assume no risk—square deal all around.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY

Scptember, 1905 T H

Striking Work for Hours and
Quarters Without Separate
Train or Motive Force

o-latod for THE KEYSTONE front the Revue (ihronometrique

Refiners and Smelters 67 6c 69 Washington St., Chicago, Illinois
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THE BATES"
(Kant Kum Off)

You Want
Because it represents

everything that is good in a
bracelet ; good wearing qual-
ity, handsome design and
unique construction, with no
visible joint or catch, easy

20 to put on or take off—just
a slight pull and a twist, yet
it will not become unfastened
when on the arm.

It is made in plain polished, satin, Old English, Roman, chasedand stone set, and in three sizes, Large, Medium and Small.Buy the "BATES" and you buy The Best.Our line this season is much larger and better than ever, containing many new and handsomedesigns in Fobs, Lockets, etc.

28
Patent Pending

It.

BRACELET
Why?

BATES & BACON, MANUFACTURING JEWELERSNEW YORK OFFICE-9 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO OFFICE-103 State Street Attleboro, Mass.

)I,LOWING is a description of the
mechanism of striking work for
hours and quarters, whose motive

force is entirely derived from the train which
maintains the oscillations of the regulator or
pendulum.

On the prolongation of the arbor of the
minutes, which performs a revolution in an
hour, is fixed a star-wheel F, having four
branches. Above this mobile a three-arm
rocking bar Af, N, 0 oscillates on a stud P
attached to the plate, and returns to its posi-
tion of rest under the force of a counter-
acting spring E. The arm 0, shorter than
the two others, is directed towards the star-
wheel, and its extremity carries a projecting
pill L. The arms N and M extend respect-
ively to the left and to the right of the arm
; the first bears a free click Q, and the

other a pin hr, of which the working will be
explained further on.

The dodecagon star-wheel V and the
hour snail X are formed of one piece, and
turn on a stud placed on the right of the
star-wheel E The rack T and its finger K
oscillate around the same axis. It is the
toothed rack fixed at the lower part of the
piece, which acts bn the levers a and 6 of
the hammers, causing them to strike on the
bells C and D of the hours and the quarters.

When the striking part is silent, the
rack is sustained by the snail by means of a
projecting pin A, and it is on the position
that this pin occupies on the curve when
striking is to occur, that depend the number
of teeth of the rack which are to act on the
hour hammer.

The striking of the hours is repeated
every quarter of an hour in consequence of
tile passage of the teeth of the star-wheel on
the pin L. It is followed immediately by the
striking of the corresponding quarters pro-
duced by the pins 2, 3, 4 fixed on the side
of the rack, which displace successively the
hammer-tail b.

The number of strokes on the bell of
the quarters depends on the depth of the
space, such as I embraced between two con-
secutive teeth of the central star-wheel. It
is in this .space that the pin L engages dur-
ing the striking of the hours, and the nearer
this pin approaches the center of the star-
wheel, the greater will be the displacement
of the rack. It is therefore easy to regulate
the course of the arm 0 for the striking of
the quarters after the passage of each of the
branches of the star-wheel F, giving to each

K EYSTONE

of the hollows, such as /, the depth suitable
for r, 2, 3, 4 supplementary strokes.

The mechanism works in the following
manner : During the progress of the minute-
wheel, a tooth of the star-wheel seizes the
pin L and carries it to its top. At this
moment the arm ill of the rocking bar
occupies the highest position that it can take,
and its click Q, which is free, is engaged in
the teeth of the wheel R of the train of
the clock.

When the star-wheel leaves the pin L,
the bar descends on the side Al and ascends
on the side N, under the action of the spring
E, with a speed which is proportioned to
that of the wheel R, determining the greater
or less acceleration of the striking. When
the pin g raises the arm K, the toothed rack

acts on the tail of the hammer a, and this
strikes on its bell C a number of strokes cor-
responding to the amplitude of the angle
which the bar has caused to the arm of
the rack.

The snail, whose position regulates the
striking of the hours, is placed on an arm vi
attached to the arbor of the minutes (hour
wheel.) This arm acts on the star-wheel V,
of which it causes one-twelfth of a revolu-
tion after each hour. A jumper S keeps
this mobile at rest.

We have seen above how the striking of
the quarters is occasioned automatically in
consequence of that of the hours. It now
remains to explain how the rack can take of
itself before the striking of any hour the
position that it is to occupy without being
impeded by the upper hammer rods.

The lever Z, pivoted below the plate,
carries towards its top and on a cross arm
two pins which can meet the hammer-tails.
This lever undergoes by the action of the
star-wheel E, every quarter of an hour, a
slight angular displacement from left to right,
in the course of which the small arms of the
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hammers are sufficiently inclined to give
passage to the rack ; this turns freely, and
its pin A comes in contact with the hour
snail. A counteracting spring brings back
the lever Z after each of its movements.

Professor Pupin's Improvement in the
Telephone Service

It has always been a difficulty in our telephone
system to transmit over long distances the human
voice in a very distinct and clear manner. There
are certain electric influences which hamper the
communication over long-distance telephones to a
certain extent. It is a well-known fact that the
electric current when entering and leaving a wire
produces another electric current ill a second wire,
which is technically called " inductive circuit."
But not only do these inductive circuits originate
in the second, but also in thcir own wire, which,
again, is called " self-induction." The longer the
wire the more perceptible the self-induction. The
latter has a discriminating influence upon the
conversation carried on over the telephone, and
frequently distorts entire words and sentences.
These disadvantages will be overcome by Pro-
fessor Pupin's improvements. His invention has
already been patented all over Europe. His
system, as has been stated before, consists in the
main of so-called induction bobbins, being switched
on to telephone transmission lines, and can be applied
to underground cables as well as to overhead wires.
These induction bobbins are wire spools, which,
by means of their self-induction resist the injurious
influence of the electric charge of the transmission
wires.

The trials carried on abroad with Professor
Pupin's system have been very successful in every
respect. They were made on the German Govern-
ment telephone line between Berlin and Potsdam,
over a distance of twenty-one miles, and then over
the long-distance line from Berlin to Magdeburg,
some ninety-four miles in length. It has been
shown that when using Professor Pupin's bobbins
the effect of the conversation was from three to
five times clearer than without the spools. Another
feature of the invention is that in future much
smaller wires can be used than those which have
hitherto been required. The invention is, of
course, of the greatest importance for the long-
distance telephone lines.

Measuring Depth by Sound
A new Norwegian sounding- apparatus for the

use of ships consists of an electrical device
whereby a sound-wave is sent to the sea-bottom,
in relatively shallow water, and upon being re-
flected back to the vessel is received by another
part of the same apparatus. An automatic record
is made of the time elapsed between the departure
and the return. Thus, the velocity of sound in
water being known, the depth is at once ascer-
tained. The apparatus is designed to make a con-
tinuous record, and a correspondent of the -Scien-
tific American says that it may be so constructed
as to give an alarm when the water shallows to a
certain depth.

"Articles published in The Keystone that Jam
particularly interested in are : Workshop Notes,
practical articles on advertising, storekeeping and
general news in Me trade. Keep them going."—

Roser, Jeweler, Wellington, Kansas.



Gold Filled on Finest Imitation Shell

Prices lowest consistent with best of material and workmanship
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SCOFIELD & DE WYNGAERT
NEWARK, N. J.

Numerous inquiries have been made

Who Makes The Alliance Ring?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that should you need them, we can supply you.These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.They are easily opened as shown on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.

14 karat, 3 dwts., in 5. dozen lots, $1.ro per dwt., net 18 karat, 3 dwts., in dozen lots, $1.25 per dwt., net
Leonard Krower, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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Fortunes in Small Inventions
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0 you know what is meant by " creeping
rails " ? Probably not—neither did the
traveling auditor of a Wisconsin railroad

when, four years ago, a section foreman

bashfully took him aside and began talking about

them.
The foreman explained : On double-track rail-

ways, where the traffic on the right-hand track

is always in one direction and that on the left-hand

track always in the other direction, the rails, no

matter how tightly they may be spiked, " creep "

forward in the direction the trains travel. Especially

is this true on the grades, the track steadily moving

downhill and twisting at the bottom of the grade,

making it necessary to watch it carefully and make

frequent repairs. Even on the single-track roads

this creeping goes on where grades are steep and

long, and of course, the movement is most pro-

nounced on the mountain systems. The problem

becomes a serious one on the long, steep grades of

the Rockies. Railroad men estimate that if a

double-track road in constant use extended from

New York to the Pacific it would be necessary to

relay one mile of track each year because of the

forward movement of the rails.

" I have invented something to stop it," went

on the foreman, taking from his pocket an odd

piece of iron.
It was merely a clamp to fasten to the underside

of a rail ; from it extended downward a flange two
and half inches long that would press against the
tie. As the rail crept forward the flange would
prevent further progress unless the tie and the earth
beyond it also moved. He wanted some one to
handle it for him. The auditor had seen enthusi-
astic inventors before and did not care to invest in
the property itself ; but he would—and did—take
the management of the business, and organized a
foundry company to manufacture the device.

That was less than four years ago ; last year
the old section foreman was paid $23,000 as his
profits. Only half a dozen roads have the anti-
creepers in use, but so many orders are in from
additional lines that the fortune will heap higher
each year for a long time to come.

There is plenty of money loose if you know
where to search for it.

You have seen the big water-
A Blacksmith's tanks alongside the railroad

tracks, placed there to hold
water supplies for the locomo-

tives? And the big wooden tanks on stock farms;
the- vats for liquids in manufactories? Did you
notice how the hoops around them are fastened?
The straplike iron hoop is welded into a bolt with
screw-threads on its other end. A little iron frame
extends from one hoop-end to the other, and the
threaded ends of the bolts extend into it. Burrs
are placed on the bolts and tightened until the
staves of the tanks or vats are drawn taut. As the
wood shrinks the burrs are tightened with a wrench,
and the service is perpetual.

A western blacksmith invented that little iron
frame and the idea of thus tightening the hoops.
He hired men, and in a little side room of a foundry
made various-sized models. The foundry now
makes for him 600,000 pounds of the tank-hoop
fasteners annually, and his profits are $30,000 a
year. A carload of the devices is shipped each
month to the vineyard district of California, where
they are used on the wine casks.
" It is curious," remarked a manufacturer of

ironwork, " how many inventions come to us from

Lucky Strike
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the farms. Scores of people call on us every year,
bringing all sorts of arrangements for doing some-
thing, each fully convinced that he has a fortune in
his grasp if he can only get the device on the
market. Some of the ideas are good ones, but
are never utilized, because of the cost of intro-
duction.
" One Missiouri farmer brought to us a model

for a hante-fastener, a substitute for the usual
leathern strap. He wanted prices on hundred
thousand lots and was pleased with the quotation.
He went home mortgaged his farm, wrote some
letters and returned, ordering 400,000 hame-
fasteners. We were afraid he did not have a
market for them, and asked if he was sure he
could sell so many.
" ' Of course I can,' was the response ; I can

sell a million.'
" His plan was to have the hame-fasteners

given by the agricultural papers of the Middle
West and by the weekly editions of the Chicago,
Kansas City and Omaha dailies as premiums.
They were to be sold to the papers at cost, and the
benefit was to come through the demand brought
about by the advertising. We made the castings,
and they cost him nearly $2000. We found that he
did not have contracts with the papers, but had
simply written to them about it. Four months
afterwards he came back and sold the whole
output to us for scrap-iron. He is now on his
Missiouri farm trying to pay off the mortgage."

Probably the most fertile field for the inventor

in the West has been in the concocting machines
for fence building. Lumber is scarce, wire is high,
rails are not to be had. Various schemes have
been devised for twisting strands of wire and inclos-

ing pieces of boards or small branches off hedges
or trees, making a stock-proof enclosure. They

are simple and attractive to the farmer—and some

of them are practical. One day a young man living

on a rented Kansas farm was approached by the

agent for such a device. After some argument he
mortgaged his team and growing corps for the

right to sell the fence-machine in two townships,

believing he had a handsome fortune in prospect.

He went out a week later to sell the machines at

twelve dollars and a half each. Day after day he
traveled, and at the end of five days' experience

had sold just one. Discouraged? Slightly. He

was also angry, for everything he had was invested

in that patent right.

The next week he went into the

From Salesman other township, where he was
not so well known, and offered
not the machine but the town-

ship right, showing what enormous profits could be

made from the sale of the machines. In one day

he sold the township for more than he had paid for

the two. He bought more townships, also some

good clothes and a good team.

He devoted his talents to the business. Three

years later he bought and stocked a 480-acre farm,

worth fifty dollars an acre, owned several houses

and lots in town, and was dealing in State rights

for the machine, of which he had become sole

owner.
Fate works in a mysterious way with inventors.

One day there came into the office of a Wisconsin

iron manufacterer a man from the State of Wash-

ington. He lived on a farm and nad invented a

device for streching wires in making wire fences.

He wanted some one to finance and push the

article for him. The manufacturer did not encour-

age him—too much to do ; too mary inventions;

too doubtful a proposition. Howe ter, he would

consider it—come back in the afternoon.

to Owner
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Sitting in the office was a visitor from Minne-

sota, a man engaged in the wholesale hardware

trade. When the inventor had gone he remarked:

" If you don't want to handle his stuff turn him

over to me."
When the stranger came back in the afternoon

he was introduced to the Minnesota merchant, who

had a long talk with him, the result being that a

contract for manufacture and sale of the machines

was drawn up. That was five years ago. Last
year the Washington farmer drew $r2o0 a month

from the sales, clear profit after the manufacturer

and salesman had paid all the expenses.

A brakeman on a Western railroad was an-
noyed by the trouble of fastening freight-cars doors
properly, and invented a simple lock which re-
quired no key. A tongue or bolt was dropped

into a slot and at the bottom was sealed with a bit

of lead which bore the mark or number of the
station at which the door was closed. The lock
could not be opened without breaking the seal.
When off the road on other lines there was no
temptation to break the lock, because it could be
opened easily when unsealed. Railroad men liked
it. The inventor gives the lock to the roads and

they buy seals of him. One factory is kept busy
making seals. The former brakeman sold forty-
nine shares out of one hundred for $10,000 the

other day, and receives dividends enough to make
him one of the envied individuals of Kansas City,

where he is spending his life happily in secured
prosperity.

It is curious, yet logical, that the inventors of
devices for improving railways and similar things
should be workmen on the lines. They are the
ones who realize most strongly the demands of the
situation. It was a workman on a street railway
who grew weary of the constant struggle to keep
the ends of rails in touch with each other, that

there might be no break in the electric current.

He devised a box into which projected the ends of
two united rails, then around them and filling the

box was poured molten iron until the whole was
bound into one solid mass, making the rail con-
tinuous, with neither jolt of car nor loss of power.
It is said that he has received $300,000 in the past

three years for his royalties, and, with the rapid
extension of the electric lines in every part of the
country, he will soon be a millionaire.

The stories of remarkable
The Patent- profits from the sale of patent

medicines are familiar to
newspaper readers. It is a

common expression that though fortunes could

once have been made in that manner, the repetition

of the experience is not possible. Do not believe

it. Less than a dozen years ago a barber came to

a little city in a Northern State. By virtue of the

old custom he was called " Doctor," and when he

compounded an alleged cure for asthma he used

the title regularly. In order to sell his medicine,

he formed a stock company with ten shares ; he

held eight ; a local real-estate dealer took one, and

a manufacturer of the place the other. The manu-

facturer died a few months ago, and his widow,

finding the stock among the papers belonging to

the estate, went to the medicine company's preten-

tious office, and asked if there was anything due
her as a dividend. A clerk went into the inner
office and returned with a check. " This is the
earnings of your stock for the past month, madam,"
he remarked.

She looked at the figures. It was for $t000
Since then she has drawn a like sum on the tenth of
every month, as no doubt did her husband before.

— Saturday Evening Post.

Medicine Croesus
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I Will Guarantee to Increase
Your Salary

if you will give us the chance to teach you Watchmaking,
Engraving and Optics ; increase it so per cent. It won't
take long either, and we will find you a position to do
it in. There is a greater demand to-day for good,
practical workmen than there has ever been in the
history of the jewelry business. We have ten positions
for every graduate. When you have finished our
course, you will be able to do more work in the same
time than ever before ; do it better ; do it right ; do
exclusive work that you now can't do at all.

Remember, the kind of instructions that we give
you cannot be had at any other college. Send for our
prospectus. It gives full information, but do it to-day.

Here is a Sample

OVER 100 PER CENT. INCREASII

Warren, Ohio.
Prof. F. W. Schuler, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Sir take great pleasure in
recommending. your school, and wouldsay I tti n nior., than pleased witlt the
instruction iii atchmaking and en-
graving which I receit'eti while under
your instructions. I think the six
mouths' course whidh I took was a goofin as my salary was more than
doubled in the position, which you
secured for me, and my work has been
perfectly satisfactory to my employer,which speaks volumes for the instruc-tions which you gave me in so short acourse.

Anyone desiring to become a first-class watchmaker and engraver will not
make a mistake by entering your college.

Wishing the college the success whichIt deserves, I beg to remain,
Yours very respectfully,

1). AL BELL.
/NW

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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THE MEMORANDUM DIAMOND HOUSE
If you have sales for Diamonds, send to us

for selection
No place too far to send
No order too small or large to fill

WE BUY RIGHT AND SELL RIGHT

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY *el
..,,

t' HURRY-UP JEWELERS -......
-C-1'

1
FOR HURRY-UP PEOPLE
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"
)...4,- 1008-1018 MAIN STREET KANSAS CITY, MO.zi. Bell Phone, 1765 Main

Homo Phone, 1765 Main ,_
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,,,,..0rilters wishing inquiries answered in this department
, ...mil name and address—not for publitdttion, but as an
0 nee of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
, t,onimunications. Questions will be answered in the

,mMr ill which they are received.
Au /ArDE..1.- to the questions answered In Workshop Notes

.lepartment for each year accompanies each December number.
,obserihers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailingquestions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have
beett answered i it previous issues. These indexes are arranged
alphabetically, accortling to subject covered in each answer, and
tell the innate and page on which the information may be found.

"Amon."—I have an 18-size l/-jewel move-
ment, which I cleaned and put a roller jewel in,
but Ifound when I7oent to regulate it that it would
run about five minutes slow in 24 hours with pen-
dant up, but when laying on face or back it would
17111 fast. nook up the hairspring enough to make
i/ run 0. K with pendant up, but lay it on its back
or face and it would run about twenty minutes fast
in 24 hours. I examined all lhe parts and They
seem to be all right. It may be that some magnet-
ism would cause The trouble. The balance does not
strike in all positions, and the hairspring seems
clear. Please lel me know what you think the
/rouble is.—Changing a hairspring of a watch to
bring it to time is the last thing we should do,
especially in a case of this kind. There is no
question but what the watch ran and kept time be-
fore it was brought to you for repairs. If it had
not, the customer, no doubt, would have com-
plained about it running fast. We advise pinning
the hairspring back into the original place, then
look for the trouble around the balance : such as
the roller jewel being too large or too small for the
slot in the fork, shellac on the jewel or edge of the
roller table. Examine carefully the balance jewels,
both hole and cap ; also the balance pivots ; then
remove the hairspring and the roller table and
place the balance in the watch. Give it a spill and
hold it in all positions. Listen to it to hear if you
can discover any rubbing sound. Then watch the
balance come to a 'Stop, and See that it does riot do
so suddenly. Be sure of this and try it in all posi-
tions ; then replace the roller table, put some
power on the train, move the balance until the
jewel engages the fork and note if the fork impels
the balance as freely as it should. We feel that
after an examination of this kind that you will find
the trouble around these parts.

" Prices."—I saw some price cards on black
paper that I would like to know how to make. The
litrures were raised from the surface and were
quite' hard. How is the paint made and how
arp/ied?—'Fhe figures were, in all probability,
!wide of plaster-of-paris and applied with the aid
of a small funnel, in much the same way as the
confectioners " write " names on chocolate eggs at
Easter time. We have seen some very good
window cards made in this way. If variety in color
Is desired, it can be arrived at with the aid of
aniline dyes, which should be put in at the time
the plaster is mixed, and, by the way, the plaster
should not be mixed too thin—about the consist-
ency of molasses will give the best result.

"Round and Flat."—Will you please give me
Information in regard to poising a balance? Is it
Practical to use timing washers? Is it practical to
throw balance out of round to bring in poise? I
/hive great difficulty in poising-. I can have a
balance fierfect in round and fiat, in poise, but now
Me balance is too light. Should I use washers, or
7aluit should I do? 1 find ii is almost impossible

bring all perfect; but when you do, balance is
edhe:r too light or too heavy, ana you can start over
a.trazn. How is it done in factories on high-grade
initches?—Yes, it is practical to use timing washers.
See answer to " Timing," October, 1904. KEY-
STONE, page 1615. The balance in any watch must
be in absolute round and flat, and never thrown
Out of round to bring it in poise ; also the staff
must be true and the pivots must not be bent. If all
these things are in good condition, then place the
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balance on a poising tool—resting it on the pivots.
Now, if the wheel is in poise, it will stop anywhere ;
if out of poise, it will stop at a certain place each
time. The part that is directly down is heavier
and, of course, the part that is opposite is light. If it
is a balance containing screws, you can do one of
two things : make the heavier part lighter or the
lighter part heavier. You can make the light part
heavier by putting a time washer on, or you can
make the heavy part lighter by removing the screw
and placing it on a wire chuck in the lathe and
undercut it at the shoulder. Don't file the head of
the screw ; that is botch work. As a rule, it re-
quires very little to be taken off the screw to bring
a wheel to poise. If your wheel is a plain brass or
steel one, containing no screw, the one thing you
can do to bring a wheel of this kind to poise, is to
make the heavy part lighter. You do this by
resting the wheel on a bench block, bottom side
up ; take a pivot drill and put it in a pin vise and
drill a shallow hole in the heavier side of the
wheel. Keep drilling until it comes to poise.
There is no doubt but that you have around the
store some old balance wheels, which we would
suggest that you use to practice on -poising awhile
before attempting it on a wheel that belongs to a
fine movement.

"Stones."—(t) Kindly let me know the relative
hardness of precious stones.—In the following table
are given all the important minerals, which may be
used as gems or as ornamental stones, arranged in
order of hardness, from the softest to the hardest.
The numbers refer to their degrees of hardness on
Molls' scale :

Amber  
Jet .  
Malachite
Flour-spar
Dloplase
Kyanite .
Hafiynite

;IA

6 
62

chalcedony fag at it,
carnelian, etc.)   W

A 'done  
*Ja(leite   I A
Quartz (rock-erystal,

amethyst, curl tie,
limiter, chryso-
prase, etc.) . . . 7

Tourmaline . . .  
Cordierite  714
(tartlet (red) . .   7%
Andalusite . .  
Sinitrollte . • • • Vfa
Eitclase  
Zircon . . . . .   73?,
Bcry I t initorald, aqua-

marine ;
t,Iuu,iu:uli iii'  ry,

8
'Iopaz   8

. .   834
Corn ruby, sap-

phire, etc.) .   9
Diamond   10

(2) Will emeralds scratch if WM-11in rings?—
Most any stone will scratch in use, but, as you will
see by the above table, the hardness of the emerald
is 7 and this hardness is but little liable to scratch
from ordinary wearing.

(3) Are rubies and sapphires of the same com-
position, hardness and colon —The hardness (see
table) is the same. The chemical composition is
the same : alumina, 98.5 ; oxide of iron 1, and lime
0.5 per cent. The colors are different, the ruby
embracing all shades of red and the sapphire all
shades of blue.

"Recess."—(1) In turning or Making a jewel
setting after the hole or recess is turned out for
jewel, which is the proper way to insert jewelfor
burnishing it in secure, with the convex part out or
in? I frequently have trouble with the jewel (with
convex in) not running true or even.—In setting a
jewel in a setting, no matter whether it is a plate
or balance jewel, the side that contains the cup
(countersunk) should rest against the shoulder of
the setting. There are several reasons why a jewel
does not rim flat. The hole may be too large ; re-
cess not true ; some chips behind the jewel ; then in
cheap jewels you very often find them made un-
even. A slide rest or jeweling caliper is not abso-
lutely necessary for jeweling. Hand-cutters can be
made out of one-eighth square steel wire, making
them the same shape as those used in the slide rest
or caliper referred to. See answer to " Querulous,"
page 245, February, 1904, KEYSTONE.

(2) Also advise me in using the jumbo chuck,
if there is any quick or true me/hod for centering
large wire, so that it runs true, without much
trouble. I have lots of trouble to get wire true in
tightening up screws.—Patience and experience
are the only true and quick methods of handling
this chuck.

"Nitrato."—(t) How is nitrate of silver pre-
pared f —Silver Nitrate, AgNO3, is prepared by
dissolving silver in nitric acid, and evaporating the
solution to dryness, or until it is strong enough to
crystallize on cooling. The crystals are colorless,
transparent, anhydrous tables, soluble in an equal
weight of cold and in half that quantity of boiling
water ; they also dissolve in alcohol. They fuse
when heated like those of nitre, and at a high tem-
perature suffer decomposition : the lunar caustic of
the surgeon is silver nitrate, which has been melted
and poured into a cylindrical mould. The salt
blackens when exposed to light, more particularly
if organic matters of any kind are present, and is
frequently employed to communicate a dark stain
to the hair ; it enters into the composition of the
" indelible " ink used for marking linen. The
black stain has been thought to be metallic silver ;
it may possibly be argentous oxide. Pure silver
nitrate may be prepared from the metal alloyed
with copper : the alloy is dissolved in nitric acid,
the solution evaporated to dryness, and the mixed
nitrates cautiously heated to fusion. A small por-
tion of the melted mass is removed from time to
time for examination : it is dissolved in water,
filtered, and ammonia added to it in excess. While
any copper-salt remains undecomposed the liquid
will be blue, but when that no longer happens the
nitrate may be left to cool, dissolved in water, and
filtered from the black oxide of copper.

(2) What amount of nitrate can be obtained
from too grains of pure silver f—A bout 16o grains.

(3) What is /he best process to extract the
gold from a bath that has been used for finishing
photographs P—Unless you have quite a lot of such
bath, we do not think you will get sufficient gold
to warrant the time and expense necessary to the
operation. However, the best and easiest plan
would be to precipitate the gold in solution with
the aid of sulphate of iron ; let it stand three or
four days to have all possible effect.

"Running."—(z) Please tell me why it is that
ia watch that ran fine n any position and kept good

Mize, will not do as well after it has been repaired
and put in as good shape as can be seen.—The
watch could not have been repaired by an experi-
enced workman, or it would do as well, if not
better, than before it was repaired. .

(2) Please tell me the best way to put a new
hole or cap jewel in the selling- when broken. Can'
they be cemented, or would that be too much like a
botch job P—Never cement or shellac a hole jewel
in a setting. Such work as this is 'what causes
watches to do not as well after repairing as they
did before. Learn to set up jewels ; to make new
settings. A little practice will soon put you right.

• See answer to " Recess," in another column."

" Develop."—Will you kindly give a few point-
ers on developing roll films f—Procure a round
baking tin five inches deep by seven in diameter,
and coat the inside with black varnish. Fill this
tank with a very dilute developer to a depth
slightly exceeding the breadth of the film. A
suitable formula is : Water, to ounces ; metol,
2 grains ; soda carbonate, I3 grains ; soda sulphite,
22 grains ; potassium bromide, grain. Remove
the film from the backing paper, and after dividing
it at the perforations into two lengths of six expos-
ures each, place one of these lengths in water
until flaccid, and then transfer to the developer, so
that the film rests on its edge in a loosely-rolled
condition. The. outer end of the film should be
attached to the side of the tank by a wooden clip,
and a round glass bottle suitably weighted may
now be revolved along the face of the film until it
has reached the center of the helix, when a reverse
motion is given to it. If tile film is removed, cut
up, and placed in water as soon as the divisions
between the various negatives are visible, the tank
should be capable of dealing with three rolls of one
dozen exposures each before exhaustion. Devel-
opment is, of course, completed in a flat dish with
any developer of normal strength. This method
avoids streaks of extra density and minute strim,
which are so often present in films that have been
drawn through the developer. By squeezing a
strip of glazier's lead on to one edge of a roll film,
it may be coiled into a regular helix, and will then
develop evenly without further attention. The
developer must, in this case, be well diluted and
one not liable to staining.
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JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY

92 TO 98 STATE STREET

CHICAGO

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

"Winfor
Qualify"

Jewelry Store
Fixtures,

from $300.00 up

Utility and Beauty
' CombinedA WINTER " QUALITY CASE

The Finest and Most Complete Book

101111S10 

of its Kind Ever Issued.

1C11 soda fountain fixtures.
separate fixt tires, eases, counters, floor cases,

Illustrated fully, described and listed in

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,

MO plain a manner that you can make your
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fixtures.
ns and estimate the cost of your

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents

own pla 

THE LINE OF QUALITY. Not how cheap, not how much, but how good. At pricesthat are right. Ask our customers. Anything from a store sto9I to the most completeoutfit.

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Established 1865 The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Finlay-Dicks co., \ Orleans, 1.a. Sales A gents Mr Louisiana,Mississippi and \labama.C. D. Smith Drug Joseph, Mo., Sales Agelits for 3lissouri, Kan-sas, Nebraska. tklahomit Territory and Illdian Territory.It. H. Birdsall, Room 7, Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales Agentfor Washington and Oregon.Texas Drug Companv, Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for Northern Texas,Southern Oklahoma and Indian Terrilory.

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets ?

INCORPORATED 1893

A Warning Suggestion:
Some so-called watchmakers say " it is unnec-
essary for a workman to be able to make any
part of a watch, because ready-made material
can be bought to fit."

Such statements are made only by men
who do not, or cannot, do the better class of
work. The finest positions require workmen
able to make staffs, wheels, bridges and other
parts for watches for which material cannot be
had. Our instruction will make you capable of
doing this high-class work, and when you are
competent the most difficult work is easily and
enjoyably done. Write for our prospectus and
other information ; that will be taking a step
in the right direction.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School
of Watchmaking and lingraving

LANCASTER, PA.

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this h 1, anl melt(
must send mune and address—not for publication, litii a, an
I.' itienee of good faith. No attention will he paid lo iv-

ni,viv communications. Questions will he answered in the
miter ill which they are received.

"tieystem."— I would like ins/rite/ions how to
bange a key-wind move.menl to a stem-wind.
tieuld you give such information in The Key-
slone ? If not, where could I get the desired Wm--
ma/ion Y.—As a rule, it does not pay to change key-
wind movements to stem-wind, as it takes more
work than the average customer is willing to pay
for. It depends entirely upon the make of the
\Villa, as to how he would go about changing
it. Each watch would be a problem of its own.
There is an attachment called Abbot's stem-wind
attachment, which can be fitted to all 8-size
American movements with very little trouble.
They can be had through your jobber, and instruc-
tions how to put them in come with them.

" Transparent. "—Kindly give me formula for
making transparent lacquer.—This question has
been answered a number of times in these columns.
Dissolve the best shellac in alcohol in about the
proportion of four ounces of shellac to the pint of
alcohol, and filter. It is then ready tor use.

"Roller jewel." — What method do you use for
correctly setting the roller jewel in rollers where
Me holes are much too large for jewel, as is the
case in old model American watches? lam aware
that in many instances selling Me jewel against the
wall nearest the staff is sahsfactoly, if jewel is of
proper size for fork. I know how to tell if the
jewel is set wrong by testing, but if there is a way
10 set it correctly the first time, I want to know it.
—With a roller table that contains a round hole
for the jewel pin, there is no way that you can tell
just where the roller jewel belongs to have perfect
roller action, without setting the jewel and trying it.

" Hektograph No. 2. "—Please give recipe for
gelatine duplicating pad and ink for same.—Pro-
cure, or have made, a flat, tin vessel somewhat
larger than the paper you propose to use and X"
deep. To make the composition : Take r ounce
of the best gelatine and soak it over night in cold
water. In the morning pour off all the water not
absorbed by the swelled gelatin. Next take 634
fluid ounces of glycerine and heat it to about 2000 F.
This operation is best effected by placing the
glycerine in a dish setting in a vessel of boiling
water and keeping the water boiling while the
softened gelatine is dissolving. It is well to main-
tain the gelatine and glycerine composition at this
temperature for several hours in order to expel as
much as possible of the water taken up by the
gelatine in the process of swelling, thus rendering
the composition harder and more elastic. When
the heated mixture is in the right condition it is
poured; while hot, into the flat tin vessel mentioned.
On cooling, the composition is ready for use. The
Ink used for writing on paper for transferring
to the gelatine pad is made as follows : Aniline
violet X ounce, hot water 334 ounces, glycerine
*ounce and i drop of carbolic acid. After the
aniline is dissolved, put the ink in a bottle and
cork it well for use. To copy, write with the
above ink with a steel pen on smooth-surface paper,
using a full pen to insure a liberal supply of the
ink. on the paper. Light hair-lines should be
avoided, and all lines to be copied should present
a full green look after drying. To prepare the
)4,:latine pad for taking a copy, go over the surface
with a moist sponge, and when the surface is
nearly dry lay the paper, with the written surface
down, on the gelatine pad, and, after laying an
extra sheet on the back, go over the back with the
finger tips, pressing gently down and rubbing.
After about a minute's time take the written sheet
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by one corner and gently pulling the paper peel it
away, leaving the greater portion of the aniline
color. On laying a clean sheet of paper on the
gelatine surface, and lightly rubbing It down with
the finger tip as before, on removal will be found a
perfectly legible copy of the original writing.

"yillack."—I have some thin pieces of silz.er,
made hollow and filled with lead or sqft solder.
What can I use to eat out the base metal and not
attack Me silver ?—Satisfactory results might be
achieved in this case by using strong hydrochloric
acid (X acid and X water), but we rather think
the best plan will be to adopt the method recom-
mended by Gee. Take

Proto-sulphate of iron   2 OZS.
Nitrate of potassa 
Water   to "

13 ozs.

Reduce the proto-sulphate of iron (green copperas)
and nitrate of potassa (saltpeter) to a fine powder,
then add these ingredients to the water, and boil
the preparation in a cast-iron saucepan for some
time ; afterwards allow the liquid to cool, and in
doing so it will shoot into fine crystals ; if any of
the liquid should remain uncrystallized, pour it from
the crystals and again heat it, when, on cooling a
second time, it will all have become crystallized.
The crystallized salt should then be taken and dis-
solved in muriatic acid (spirits of salts), in the
proportion of one ounce of salt to eight ounces of
acid. Now take of the latter preparation one
ounce, and add it to four ounces of boiling water
in a pipkin, keeping up the heat by the means
already stated. In a short space of time the most
obstinate cases of soft solder will be cleanly and
entirely removed, and without the work changing
color, if these instructions are properly carried out
in preparing the mixture, etc.

'Sometimes."—(1) I haz.e. noliced somelimes
in examining a watch when making repairs that
when power is appfied to the train and the lever
moved with a piece qf Pegwood from one banking
to the other, that 1/ will flI back or trip. I fre-
quently find this fault iii some really good watches.
Do you think it safe to fit a watch go out of a
repairer's hands that has this fault? Quite often
I have watches COM' in with the complaint that
they stop while beinir carried, and upon examina-
tion I find the alurve-menlioned fault, and when
it is corrected the watch will perform its work
salisfactory.—See answer to " Forking," January,
1905, K EVSTON F., page 95.

(2) Call _Vale lell me of (Tar 7cat, to sharpen
pivot and other small drills without the use of the
slide-rest or, piz,ot polisher, that is, in the la/he?—
One of the best methods we know of to sharpen small
drills, taps, etc., is to have a fine carborundum
wheel (which can be bought in any wholesale tool
house) mounted on the brass that screws into the
chuck of your lathe. We also need a pin vise to
hold our drill in : the kind that has a double end
and contains a jaw just like a chuck is a good one.
We now get a piece of boxwood, about three-
quarters of an inch square, through which we drill
a hole, so that it goes on the pin vise friction-tight.
Now suppose we want to flatten a drill : we put
it in the pin vise containing the square piece of
boxwood, resting the block against the bed of the
lathe, and grind one side ; we then turn the pin
vise half way around, allowing the other side of the
block to rest against the lathe, when we cannot
help but make our drill absolutely flat on both
sides. Of course, the cutting angle is put on by
hand. For grinding taps, a three-cornered piece
of boxwood is put on the pin vise.

(3) I have a 7-Jewel American /6-size watch
in which I have put a new balance staff and upper-
hole jewel ; in the horizon/al position the watch
will 17111 la lime, hut in the vertical positions it will
lose 2 ininules in 21 hours. Hind the balance to
be in poise, pivots not bent, end and side shakes
about right, jewels not cracked, roller jewel not
loose, fork action .free, .guard pin does not run on
table roller, and the ruby pin has enont,rh freedom
in the fork. It makes no dilli.rence with pendant:
up or down, to the right or to the left, the balance
arcs will be the same ; Mal is, they will all be
shorter than when in Me horizontal positions. 7o

be sure Mat Me pivots were smooth, I repofished
Mem ; this helped mailers somewhat, hut did not
do away with the /rouble entirety, as the balance
arcs in Me vertical positions are about Is degrees
shorter than in the horizontal positions. Can you
advise me/—This is a case where we should see
the watch to tell the trouble, but as repolishing the
pivots helped somewhat, we believe that if you
look carefully you will find some trouble around
the balance or around the balance jewels. Be sure
that the pivot goes through the new hole jewel far
enough to rest on the cap jewel. As you put in a
new balance staff and a new jewel, is the reason we
feel the trouble is there.

" Palancer."— What should be done with a
watch that comes in with the pivots stuck fast in
the jewel-holes so lluy cannot be removed without
breaking either the pivot or the jewel ./—This is a
case so common that we will consider it at length.
The cause is usually thin cases and so great pres-
sure applied as to rivet down the pivots in the
jewel-holes. In most instances only one is suffi-
ciently " clinched " to preclude removal ; and on
removing the cock-screw the cock can be removed,
but either the top pivot will stick in the cock or the
lower pivot stick in the potence hole jewel. If it
requires such force to remove the sticking pivot as
would endanger the jewel, it is better to sacrifice
the pivot than the jewel, because, as a rule, a pivot
upset and clinched in the way we are considering
can never be put into a satisfactory state again.
The true policy to pursue is to break off the bent
and battered pivot and repivot. Of course, at this
point, the old controversy is renewed as to which
is the better, a new staff or a new pivot. We will
not attempt a discussion, but will uphold that no
bent pivot can be made as good as a new one.
This point settled, we will tell how the jewels can
be saved by sacrificing pivots. If the top pivot is
the one which is stuck fast, we remove the upper
end-stone and apply a tiny drop of nitric acid
reduced by adding four times the volume of water.
The diluted acid should be applied only to the
pivot with a fine gold wire flattened at the end
like an oiling tool. In fact, proceed precisely as if
oiling the pivot, except that diluted nitric acid is
used instead of oil. Observe great care that the
acid does not get on any part of the watch except
the pivot. Allow the acid to act for half an hour,
and try if the pivot is free ; if not, sharpen a piece
of pith and touch the pivot, to take up the spent
acid, and then apply more acid, repeating the
operation until the pivot is free. As soon as it is
free, place all the parts in a glass alcohol-cup with
some alcohol to which a few drops of liquid am-
monia has been added. Perhaps we might have
said that if on removing the cap-jewel the hole-
jewel is split ancl cracked, there would be no use of
bothering with acid ; simply use force enough to
remove the pivot, as we must put in a new jewel at
any rate. The same instructions apply if the lower
pivot sticks, except that the watch will have to be
taken down to enable us to get at the lower pivot.
To prevent a repetition of this thing with a watch
having very thin solid gold case, it is policy to have
a heavy, strong filled cap put on. Such cap will
support the hack and prevent the pivots getting
clinched into the jewels.

"Dissolved."—I have some chloride of gold
dissolved in wafer. Is it possible to recover same?
—There are several methods by means of which
such chloride can he recovered. We would sug-
gest that you precipitate the gold in the solution
by the addition of sulphate of iron.

"Bal. Spring."— Kindly Worm me of some
simple way to retard Swiss chatelaine ?mach (with
steel balance) when balance spring is lel clear out,
without changing balance spring.—There is no
way. What is wanted is a weaker hairspring or a
heavier balance. We have often seen a little soft
solder on the bottom of the rim of the balance, put
there for a purpose of this kind. We have also
heard of weakening a hairspring by putting it in a
solution of nitric acid and water, one drop of acid
to a teaspoonful of water, but, of course, it would
not do for us to recommend a method so botchy
as this.
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Revolution in Mining Methods

N telling the story of " the conquest of
the mountains," in the World To-
Day, Mr. Henry F. Cope describes,

in graphic manner, the improvements which
have been made in recent years in the
processes of mining. He says :

It is a far cry from the bucker or sack,
and the whim to cars, skips and hoists
operated by twenty-five hundred horse-power
engines. But it is not long since the miner
cut his whim from the pines, and two men,
one to drill and pick below and fill the bucket
and the other to work the windlass and
empty the bucket, were the operating force.
But the pick and the hand drill have given
place to the electric and the diamond drill,
the bucket to the skip, and the moth-eaten
horse at the whim to the immense steam
hoist. Instead of the ore being carried or
sledged by hand along the underground
passages, it is now swiftly drawn from the
workings to the shaft on trains moved by
compressed-air locomotives. The cars of
this train are run into cages or their contents
are dumped into skips which ascend, in one
case, the fifteen hundred feet of the shaft in
five seconds. Eight to ten tons of ore con-
stitute a load, and this is automatically carried
to the dump or tilted into the fifty-ton railroad
cars in waiting. Some of the hoists carry as
many as four tiers of cages. Modern methods
have reduced the cost of hauling ore within
the mine to less than four cents per ton-
mile.

Water sweeping into his workings has
always bothered the miner. To-day this foe
is met, not by buckets and hand pumps, but
by engines capable of pumping six hundred
gallons of water per minute to an elevation
of more than twelve hundred feet. Not only
must water be taken out ; air must be driven
in. In the deep mines it is frequently neces-
sary to provide as much as five hundred cubic
feet of air per minute for every workman. It
would be manifestly impossible for any small
company to furnish the power, blowers and
piping necessary for this purpose.

Mr. Cope then turns his
attention to the improve-

on the Surface ment in the hauling and
treating of ores on the sur-

face. As to transportation facilities, set the
wheelbarrow alongside the modern fifty-ton
car and standard locomotive. As to treat-
ment of ores, set the old Spanish arras/res,
lying scattered about the hillsides, alongside
any of the immense modern mills. The
tendency in handling quartz to-day is to use
crushers and mills, instead of stamps. For
example, in the Washoe smelter the copper
ore is received in the crusher building, five

Handling the Ore
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stories in height, equipped with very heavy
machinery. First the daily stint . of five
thousand tons of ore will be run through
eight large Blake crushers which are capable
of reducing pieces of ore ten inches by twenty
by twelve into cubes not more than two
inches each way. From these the ore passes
down to sixteen smaller crushers which reduce
the cubes yet more, and from these to the
many heavy mills where great rollers take the
ore and crush it almost to powder. Between
each operation other machines automatieally
separate the gangue, or base rock, from the
true ores. From the heavy mills the ore
passes through the 432 Evans " jigs," which
further separate the gangue and the ores,
sending the former for further crushing and
separation to another department.

Practically this whole process is repeated
with this now finely crushed ore until it has
been reduced so fine that no tailings are made
that will not pass through a one to one and
one-quarter millimeter screen. All this is
simply preparing the ores for the smelter ;
but it takes, in this instance, a battery of
boilers of three thousand horse-power to do
this work in the concentrators alone, and
this department alone cost about $2,000t000
to build. It would be impossible to treat, in
any detail, the roaster, reverberatory, blast-
ing, converting and other departments of
this one great smelter. The construction of
the whole works for the reduction of ores
required fifty thousand yards of masonry,
one thousand cars of brick, thirty-five million
feet of lumber and forty million pounds of
structural steel and iron. And this is only
one of a large number of similar plants, built
up in this revolution of the mining industry.

As with other great indus-
tries as they have developed
so it has been with mining
that some of the greatest

economies have been in the utilization of
what were formerly waste products. Form-
erly the only ore worth bringing to the surface
was that which would pay a profit after the
heavy charges of teaming, freight and smelt-
ing had been met. That meant leaving ten
times as much ore of lower grade in the mine
or on the dump. To-day, by the use of the
concentrator, this low-grade ore can be
crushed and the concentrates shipped to the
smelter. There has been great advance also
in concentration ; ten years ago the highest
saving in sulphide ores was from fifty to fifty-
seven per cent. ; to-day it will run as high
as ninety per cent. By running the old-
time tailings through modern concentrators
and by treating them by the cyanide process
fortunes are being made to-day from these
heaps of waste. The cost of handling by
the cyanide process, for low-grade ores, is
just about half that of the smelter.

Using Waste
Products

September, 1905

An interesting instance of handEng
former waste is seen in Butte. Some years
ago a fire started in the St. Lawcence mine
and communicated itself to the ore bodies.
Soon the water pumped from this mine was
found to be steaming hot and of a greenish
hue, due to the quantities of copper in solu-
tion. This water was then flutned into a
series of tanks into which tons of scrap iron
and old tin cans were thrown. By chemical
process the iron was consumed while the
copper was precipitated on it.. After about a
month this precipitate of pure copper was
withdrawn. Today almost all the water
pumped from the Butte mines is similarly
treated. This suggests another process used
in the Black Eagle smelter at Great Falls,
where, by a process known only to the com-
pany, the fine ores are placed in vats and
electrically charged plates are set in among
them to be withdrawn after a while covered
with sheets of pure copper.

In placer mining the largest steps have
been made through the simple increase of
hydraulic power and in working over old
beds by means of dredges ; the latter yield
a good profit whenever dirt averages six cents
a cubic yard.

Day of

Finally Mr. Cope declares
that the day of bonanza

Bonanzas over strikes is over. These things
persist ; but they are only

incidental now ; the essential thing is that
the extraction of the great values buried in
the earth is placed to-clay on a level with all
our other great industrial processes, that in it
every appliance which modern science and
skill can command has a place, and that, as
a consequence, the profitable handling of
ore is not confined to the higher grades. It
follows, since the deposits of low-grade ore
are practically immeasurable, and, since the
methods of handling them become more
economical every year, that the future of
mining in the West is to be even greater than
its past. Just as we have passed from the
spade to the electric plow, from the bench
and loom and hand tools in the home to the
factory, from the wheelbarrow to the railroad,
so we have passed from the prospect
holes to the immense investment and facilities
of the modern mine and smelter.

Carborundum in Meteoric Iron
Prof. Henri Moissan, of Paris, has discovered

in a mass of meteoric iron found at Cafion Diablo,
Arizona, and supposed to have fallen from the sky,
not only small crystalline diamonds, but carbon
silicid, a substance never before known as a natural
product, although in recent years it has been ex-
tensively manufactured and has become familiar
under the name of carborundum. George F.
Kunz suggests that this mineral should now bit
named moissanite.

ADVANCE
FALL STYLES

When in the market for Holiday
Goods this season, jewelers will do
well to ask their jobbers for WEST-
ERN Gold-Plated Clocks. Our suc-
cess in the manufacture of Alarm
Clocks has decided us to enter the
Fancy Clock field. We are now
offering to the trade for 1905 remark-
able values in " Clocks That Wear,"
" Designs That Sell " and " Prices
That Pay."

The WeaCcelm Ciloch
Mfg. CO.

Lm 5011e, M.
NEW YORK CHICAGO

I 3 t Wabash Ave.51 Maiden Lane



Jas. Boss Screw Back and Bezel Jas. Boss Swing Ring
This pair of Keystone favorites continue to increase in popularity as is evidenced by the fact that for the last six monthsboth the factory product and our sales have shown a steady increase ; in fact it has been impossible to increase our output asrapidly as the demand from the trade for these goods has increased. We have therefore, much to our regret, been compelledto ask the indulgence of the trade on account of the delay in filling their orders. Our production of these two lines is over125 per cent. greater than it was a year ago and still we are unable to supply the demand. Can there be any better evidenceof popularity ?
Do you, Mr. Jeweler, give these lines the prominence in your stock that they are entitled to? We are increasing the outputjust as rapidly as we can without allowing, the quality and finish to stiller, and we hope to be able to fill orders fairly promptlyduring the next three months.
Do you ever stop to think what an extensive line of Screw Cases we manufacture, and how eminently the line is fitted tocover your requirements?

They are made in

SCREW BACK AND BEZEL SWING RING

New York
Chicago

I 18 Size, I Weight
SOLID GOLD ) tO Size, 1 Weight( 

12 Size, 2 Weights

JAS. BOSS
25V EAR

JAS. BOSS
20-YEAR

SILVER

SILVEROID

18 Size
16 Size
12 Size

18 Size
16 Size
12 Size

18 Size, 3 Oz.
16 Size
12 Size

18 Size, 2 Oz.
18 Size, 3 Oz.
16 Size
12 Size

SOLID OOLD /

JAS. BOSS
2Y EAR

JAS. BOSS
20-YEAR

SILVER

SILVEROID

18 Size, 4 Weights
IO Size, 3 Weights
12 Size, 2 Weights

18 Size
16 Size
12 Size

18 Size
16 Size
12 Size

18 Size, 3 Oz.
16 Size

18 Size, 2 Oz.
18 Size, 3 Oz.
16 Size
12 Size

To say nothing of the unlimited variety of models in Plain Polish, Engine-Turned, Engraved, Inlaid, Etc.Write to your jobber to send you a selection of the latest styles of JAS. BOSS Screw Cases.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia Cincinnati

San Francisco

ROMAN
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G.1570.

anscine .4...m Imo on Homan
hni-h, inn engraved.

Hunting
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G. 1600.
Itascine 1,■Id i
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ivOTHER showing of Keystone
Solid Gold Cases, guaranteed
Li A:, 5S5 thousandths fine. This

time 0 size. Just a glimpse of the new
patterns that we have been working- on
during the past six months. Our desiguyr,
Imve surpassed all previous efforts in the
Froduction of these rich and novel effects.
\Vitae holding definitely to the lines of
good taste, they have worked out features
of originality in each pattern that are
commanding the greatest trade we've ever
had in gold cases. The new Brocades,
Etruscans and Romans are fascinating as
examples of art work in gold, entirely new
in conception of design and in the method
of execution. Mechanic 11a.. y /5 our
workers—the world's best—have never
done better. In all, more than 2000 new
effects, done in a masterly style. If you

have not seen them, your jobber is ready
to give you an introduction to the quickest
sellers you ever knew in solid cases. Buy
early—liberally—and begin a trade that
will stimulate a big holiday business.

6.1314.
Bascine—A in, combination of

lilt lug, rOleveit by
,-Iurning and moire.

1 e I odor scheme.
Hunting

The Keystone. Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

Dicw Yark Chicav Cincinnati San Francisco
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New Quarters of Hammel, Riglander & Co.

History of the Firm—Description of New Quarters—System Necessitated by
Material Business—Handsome and Ingenious Fixtures

To thoroughly appreciate the importance of system in modern
business doing, one should be acquainted with the inner working of
one of the large material establishments—where the myriad mate-
rial needs of the jewelry trade constitute one of the chief lines of
merchandise. The countless items that go to make up a complete
material stock, and the almost microscopic character of a large
proportion of this stock, necessitate an extreme of systematization
unknown probably to any other branch of merchandising. This
fact gives unusual interest to the extensive and handsomely furnished
new quarters recently occupied by Hammel, Riglander & Co., the
well-known importers and exporters of tools, materials and optical
goods at 47 and 49 Maiden Lane, New York City. This establish-
ment is especially interesting as showing how a voluminous stock

111!\11A.MM'EL,RIGLANDER & CO7

of very small articles can be accommodated by carefully and inge-
niously designed fixtures specially adapted for the purpose. As
will be seen from the illustrations on these pages, every available
foot of space in the new establishment has been utilized to the
fullest capacity, and has been planned so carefully that the smallest
piece of material or any desired tool can be reached instantaneously.
An idea of the magnitude of the establishment may be inferred
from the fact that 40,000 boxes are needed to classify and hold the
stock of tools and material carried, and that the stock room takes
care of 40,000 gross of watch glasses, which means 53% million
watch glasses.

The firm was founded in 1874 as L. Hammel
History of the Firm & Co. and occupied quarters at 9 Maiden Lane.

In 1877, J. W. Riglander entered the firm,
which afterwards grew to such an extent that larger quarters
became a necessity, and the firm, in 1885, moved to their old
quarters at 35 Maiden Lane, where they occupied the store and
basement. Later, the growing needs of the business necessitated

September, 1905
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Entrance and Salesroom and Material Department

their acquiring the second floor, which was given over to the wants
of the optical department.

In 1891 the firm-name was changed to Hammel, Riglander &
Co., and M. J. Straus was admitted to the firm. In 1901 Mr,
Straus withdrew to engage in another business, but later on
resumed his connection with the concern. In 1902 M. M. Rig-
lander, son of J. W. Riglander, was admitted to the firm, after an
eight years' service in all departments of the business.

The firm moved into their present quarters at 47
New Home of and 49 Maiden Lane on May 1st of this year, but

for two months previous work had been going
on to fit out the establishment in its present com-

plete form. The entire plan of fixtures was designed by Mr. M. M.
Riglander, and the work executed under his personal supervision.
The present quarters contain about 6000 square feet of floor space.
The executive private offices and clerical force occupy the front of
the floor, fronting on Maiden Lane, where they have an abundance
of light and air. Here are found the latest improvements in office
fixtures and appliances for filing records, etc., including a private

the Firm

General 011ives

telephone exchange and a printing outfit for the rapid printing of
circular letters and notices which the firm frequently send out to

the trade. These offices occupy the space on the front of the main

entrance.
To the right, as the visitor enters, are the sales counters, and

running from these to the rear are rows of counters and shelving,

the latter being built clean up to the ceiling to utilize all the space.

The shelving is divided in the center, and a deck running around

makes really two floors in the one room. All the shelving is made

on the sectional bookcase plan, so that it can be taken apart at any

time and adjusted as desired. The stock is arranged in different

departments. The optical department occupies one side of the

floor space, and the tool and material department the other.

An idea of the size and completeness of the shelving and

counter space can be gained from the fact that 75,000 feet of lumber

was used in the construction of the shelving and counters. No

less than 8000 stock boxes have been used and 800 counter

drawers. Other facilities are on an equally imposing scale, and

embody all the improvements which inventive genius has _devised.

Voluminous Re-
serve Supplies

1493

To the rear of what may be termed the active
or general stock department, are quarters for the
reserve stock in bulk. This embraces a space
of about 3000 square feet, but it is so divided

up as to give 28,000 feet of wall space. Here the stock is received
and carried in bulk, and distributed in the front salesroom and
supply department as needed. The amount of detail that is neces-
sary to keep track of such an immense stock of small articles is
tremendous. An idea of what it means to do so, can be realized
when the reader is informed that it takes the services of about zo
employees five weeks to count and record the stock, which is taken

at least annually. Afterwards these records are entered in a specially
designed stock book, and it then requires three weeks' work of the
clerical department to arrive at the final figures of the inventory.
And this, notwithstanding the perfect system evolved by years
of experience, and a staff of employees thoroughly trained in all

the details of their work. Efficiency is the keynote of the entire
business organization, and each one takes pride in the thorough-
ness of his own work. This accounts for the apparent facility

with which the vast aggregate of business is transacted.

Executive °Mee
Tool Department

Recognized
Leadership

In the new establishment, Hammel, Riglander & Co.
have the most complete tool and material emporium

in the world, and the most perfect equipment for
attending to the enormous business of the house.

In the stock, fixtures, arrangement, staff of assistants, etc., nothing

has been overlooked that would add in any way to the thorough-

ness of the service. Built on a solid and enduring foundation and

continually expanding by reason of intelligent management and

the growing patronage of a satisfied clientage, the house is firmly

established in trade confidence, and enjoys a patronage coextensive

with the country itself. To the great body of jewelers, the name

and reputation of the firm symbolize reliability and square dealing—

all that is healthy, stable and progressive in modern business-

doing. Their installation in their new quarters is, therefore, an

event of interest.to every member of the trade, as each one will be

a sharer to some extent in the benefits which will 'accrue from the

greater facilities and perfected service now available. The time of

removal is also auspicious, as it is the general opinion that we are

now on the threshold of probably the most prosperous fall and
holiday season in the history of the trade.
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60 % Profit ! See Special Offer bel)l

A 6-foot-high
MISSION HALL CLOCK

exactly like this
photographic cut

No. 6
No. 8

No. 504
21 inches
high

Retails
for about

$6.00
No. 7

No. 510
20 Inches
high

Retails
for (Mout

$8.50
NO. 9

3 of the best-selling
CUCKOO CLOCKS

and 4 Miniature
DEN CLOCKS

No. 508
IV:. in.
high

This entire assortment of fast-selling clocks, which at our special combination price willyield a handsome profit, is offered just at the time when you are looking for something out ofthe ordinary. Write to-day for descriptive circular giving full details and prices. You willalso receive our nyw cuckoo clock folder, just on the press.

American Cuckoo Clock Company,
Station S 6. 

Philadelphia

THE SIMPLEX
WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

THIMBLES
Gold and Silver

40• 11.MINEMEZEMMIMII

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

l

THE HOWARD COMPLETE WATCH
OF 1905

Made in the following
grades:

fl ruby and sapid] irk. jt,tvels (raised gniti
..1 ings) ; 1nljust.s1 111 p it 11.111111.1.-

,0 isnelirnn ism ; breg,tirl Ilit i ,pri ;
regIllal or ; Iiaiu ;

.1o11111,. rnlIvr ; steel (tseape w heel
irt11.1 ; all steel parts highly ;
ex I., 11111111-111illie, 1111111111.-N11111: iitI ;

timed in the case and certificate of rating
fII rnished with each watch.

to ruby told sapphire .jewels (gold settings);
adfif,teil to 3 position., temperature and

; tiregoet Imir,pring; tit irroint.1 rit.
; gelid 1,1111.1. ; 111/111/11• 1,111.1.;

•11.1•1 1,•;1111. Wheel ,11,1111I13. lit N111111, ; ;Ill
highly 1111iN111.11; IISI l'a his, II:11111-

liFitic. 11..11110-S1111k Ilia] ; tinted in the case
and certificate of rating furnished with each
watch.

17 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold NIIIIIIIgS);

IIII.l11,11.11 to 3 !MAI ilItI. 111111 1E91111Fr:1111W ;

urt hairspring iiirroniel tgILI:ttoI ;
eiiIt sII; ohm 1,1t. iIl ; steel

R•!Wel ; N:1111111i1•1. II:1111.1 ; all .41,1 !tarts
Iltultly finish( .1 ; ext rn lilit, Ito double-

nit hal ; timed in case.

17 rnhy and •opplii jewrls Ohl stntingst ;
11,1,nr•l...1 Ii, run ',end 11 : 1,11101.1
H0,1,11114.1 11•111 1.1.1111.1. lIl ri I ; still

111111.1 ■111111, ; all

clad timed in case. :

; xi ra tine, linifil-made

111 113

..
,,1„,.$111111,1,1,14111,1,;'11

141,111110,: 111111gi rrIlliitl:'

ES1ABLIEMED 1E32

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E "

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from

burning out.
l'ortable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—sie, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

Price, $12 ner • MELT be littrellased through your
jobber. 119 163

205
206

Made in Gold, Silver, Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, Itoyal Copper andStack Enamel. Samples sent upon request

exo

64y7c7;
41111:1111.   -

THE HOWARD WATCH is the superlative expression of

modern W'ittChillaking, unequaled in timekeeping quality or

exquisite finish. Four grades, all 16 line, that meet every

requirement of the disriminating, from the serviceable timer to

an exclusive watch for the most fastidious buyer. So manu-

factured, cased, packed and delivered that the dealer may make

the most attractive display and sell with the greatest confidence.

Your Profit Cluaranteed. \Ve name the retailing-

fizir pric(•—and absolutely protect it. No culling is

permilled. These watches are sold under an agreement that

the price is to be maintained in every sale and xvith the under.

standing that violators will be refused further stock.

No Uncased Movernents--complate watches in every

way. 'File best movements in the best cases. I leavy i 8 K.

or 14 K. solid gold, or Boss or Crescent cases, in designs that

tppeal to people of taste and discernment. Each watch enclosed

in a highly-finished silk-lined mahogany box.

Send for Booklet giving- full descriptions and prices at

which the Howard Complete Watches are sold to the public ;

also a list of jobbers from whom they can be obtained.

E. HOWARD WATCH CO., Waltham, Mass.

1
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Their charming daintiness
of design and beauty of
finish, coupled with their
absolute reliability as time-
keepers, have given them
the widest popularity
among people of discrimin-
ation and refinement. Made
in hundreds of styles and
at prices to suit everyone.
Ask your dealer to show
you the " New England
Trays" and judge for your-
self as to their delicate
beauty and exquisite work-
manship.

Our New England Blue
Book,illustrating the complete
line of watches, is now ready
and will be sent to any ad-
dress upon application. Every
intending purchaser should
see this book before making
their selection.

THE NEW ENGLAND
WATCH COMPANY

NEW TORE OTT CHICAGO
81-89 Maiden Lane 131.110 Waine.1,

SAN FHA MSC% Sprrekels BuHding

N e w

37-39 Art1(1(11 Lane
New V,,rk

Alutee

AWATCH that suits the fashion of the day. Most
appropriate for the use of gentlemen of dis-
crimination. This watch is guaranteed to keep

perfect time, while in appearance it is the equal of
watches costing many times as much.

Ask to be shown the NEW ENGLAND
AMBASSADOR at any jewelers. You will bc
surprised when you learn the cost.
Our New England Red Book (illustrating men's watches) and ourNew England Blue Book of Ladies' xvatches are gladly sent on request.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
37-39 Maiden Lane, New York City 131-137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

San Francisco, Spreckels Building
‘... 151.AKAN

WATCH ADVERTISING
sells watches. Thai's a proven fact. New England Watchadvertising has been planned to give the retailer the directbenefit of every dollar spent. The thousands and thousands ofmen and women who answer our " ads." and receive our " followup " letters could not buy a watch direct from this factory for loveor nioney. They have got to go to a New England dealer, and wesupply them with his address.

The fact that the " New England trays " are in your show case will putyour name directly before the people in your town who have the purchaseof a watch under consideration.
If you could see the piles of correspondence that flood our advertising depart-ment you would realize better just what this might mean to you. If you want tosell the watches that people want to buy, stock with the New England line.Watches for men, women and children in every style and at all prices.Lots of Novelties, too, such as the Skeleton Watch, that are making such talkamong the trade.

The " New England Blue Book " of Ladies' ‘Vatches andthe " New England Red Book " of Men's Watches will besent to any address upon application.

England Watch Co., Waterbury, Conn.,
131-137 W.thash Avenue Spreckels BuildingCliicago San Francisco

\
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Novel Advertising Schemes

IN this era of aggressive advertising everyday brings forth myriads of new schemes

for attracting trade. Only those, however,
which experience has proved a success merit
attention. Such a one is the following re-
ported in the Merchants' Record:

Sixteen business men of Waltham,
Mass., used a co-operative advertising
scheme with a good deal of success.
Each of them had his advertisement
printed on designs similar to the one
shown here, and each party had his
cards printed in sixteen different shapes.
All of the sixteen advertisers took ten
thousand cards apiece and these were
distributed by carriers to every home
and public place in the city.

The trick was to match the cards
of different shapes correctly into a per-
fect square with each advertiser repre-
sented. Hundreds competed, or tried
to work the puzzle, but only three sue-

ceeded. For months the puzzle was the talk
of the town.

incorrect entries have been made the card
can be destroyed, and one bearing the correct
information put in its place.

We recently heard of an instance where
a merchant made a very politic use of his
list of customers. Just before a special sale

[......"..A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD CLOTHES

Keeping and Using a List of Customers

IN a recent issue we told of the modern
innovation of keeping a systematic record

of customers, and a supplementary record of
possible customers. A subscriber wishes to
know the best way to keep such a record.
The card system is
generally used for this
purpose. It is conve-
nient to handle, and
additions and correc-
tions can be easily
made. Information
can be quickly ob-
tained, as each card
should be filed in
alphabetical orde r,
under an index card.
There is another ad-
vantage the card sys-
tem has over a book,
and that is the ease
with which dead mat-
ter can be eliminated.
Where a family re-
moves to some other
place the card can be
taken out and de-
stroyed, and where

GEO. I. KELLY & CO.

Clothiers, Hatters and
Furnishers.

SU FINISHED UT AND

GET UM CANDS AT

Fred. II, Kinela

11,11 & Lyon Ca.

Wahluel Coal Cd.

E. S. Bell

Pelee Warw. & S.

Roben II. lobe..

Lewis

Z. C. DIP

we, II. Yelloy

Wan. F. Earners

Wakefield

C. H. 0-lull

143 MOODY STREET Cenval Dry Gm& Cy.

r. H. Crane & Son

Geo. I. Kelly & Co.

Fred T. nearte

when you moth tly the 0 earth ihat lam thi• directory pesste. you .111 be eelllleel
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he addressed a circular letter to them, stating
that he intended advertising such a sale on
a certain date, but that he was notifying his
customers that the reduced rates would go
into effect for their benefit two days earlier
than the date to be advertised so as to give
them the pick of the stock and the preference
in purchases. This act of courtesy was no
doubt appreciated and resulted in increased
business for the merchant.

A Beautiful Jewelry Store

AMONG the jewelry stores of recent con-
struction which are remarkable for ex-

cellence of arrangement and luxurious fur-
nishings, is that of J. L. Cohen, Reading, Pa.,
an interior view of which is here shown. This

store is conceded to be one of the
handsomest in the State. The front is
very attractive, especially the windows,
■■ hich, with their great bulk, are admir-
ably adapted to display purposes. They
are entirely of plate glass, made with
clamps, and include 378.feet of glass in
all. Three large signs, made of gold
leaf, are conspicuous features. To the
left as one enters the store is the diamond
room, enclosed in mahogany with brass
and wrought iron grille work ; opposite
is the watchmakers' room, enclosed in
plate glass, brass grille work and ma-
hogany. Further down are the safes
and cashier's desk. In the rear of the

store, to the right, is the entrance to the
gallery which leads to the optical depart-
ment. In the center is the cut glass room.

The store extends to a depth of 125 feet,
and upon its interior finishing alone entailed
a vast expenditure. The fixtures are of
solid mahogany, and on either side there
are too feet of wall cases divided into six
sections. The cases are separated by mirrors

4 x 5Y3 feet in size. There are sixteen

Beautiful New Store of J. L. Cohen, Readiug, Pa.
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counter cases on low
mahogany tables. No
wood is used, the
plates being clamped
together. Each is 30
inches wide and 24
inches high. A num-
ber of electric fans
conduce to the com-
fort of shoppers in
summer. A maple-
wood floor has been
laid and a metallic
ceiling added, the lat-
ter being finished in
green. Six arc lamps
hanging from the cen-
ter of the ceiling, in
addition to the five-
burner chandeliers
over each show case,
supply an abundance
of light.
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"If it burns alcohol we make it"
Daily Growing in Popularity

CieSTERNAU
COFFEE
MACHINE

The name and address of the
dealer will be printed here.

The foregoitig. is a reproduction of the illustration on cover
of the new two-color i 2-page circular that illustrates and describes
the superiority of

The

Sternau Coffee Machines
laid you ever stop to think, how few people can make good

coffee?
With the Sternau Coffee Machine it is the easiest thing in the

world for anyone to make not just good coffee but delicious coffee.
Its very construction makes this an assured fact.
To begin with, it is simple, therefore easy to handle. Then

there are no intricate parts to get out of order, so it is always ready
for use ; this also makes it impossible for there to be any variation
in the brew from time to time. The coffee you make to-day will
be just the same as that of yesterday and the day before—always
Perfect.

And another thing, the Sternau in design, finish and general
appearance is all that skill and craftsmanship can make it. Indeed,
it is a triumph of the craftsman's art.

Write for our booklet and let us tell you more about it.

S. Sternau 0 Co.
New York Showrooms,
Broadway and Park Place,
Opposite Post Office.

p

Office and Factory,
195 Plymouth Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The "Hiawatha" Hat Pin Set
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The Hat Pins represent two principal characters from Longfellow'spoem, Minnehalia and Hiawatha. These heads are made of SterlingSilver, stems of German Silver, 8" long. The tops are mitered, makinga complete head.
The Hat Pin Holder, made of Silverine Metal, finished in FrenchGray, loaded base and covered with felt.
Each set, consisting of the two Hat Pins and Holder, put up ina paper box.

We show a large line of new goods in Sterling Silver Toilet Sets, ManicurePieces, Salt Shakers in Cut Mass, Individual Salt Shakers in allSterling, Hat Pins, Brooches, Belt Pins, Scarf Pins,
Link Buttons, Fobs and Link Purses

ROTHSCHILD BROTHERS COMPANY
Manufacturing Jewelers

and Silversmiths Attleboro, Mass., U.S.A.
Address all communications to the factory

NEW YORK OFFICE, 37 Malden Lane 
".'. 'iii:l'aitreVeileVoarstr())111111eVi"
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Protecting a Jewelry Stock

Kcc ping Tab on a Jewelry Stock—Losses by Theft Comparatively Small—Pro

vrbial Honesty of Jeweiry Shop Employees—Organizations for Protection
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INCE the public learned that the Tiffany's
had lost $35,000 in diamonds from their
workshop, the public has wondered much
how the manufacturers of jewelry guard

themselves against thievery by workmen, and a

good deal has been said about the " system " by

which it is done, says the New York Sun.

The fact is, say the manufacturers, that they

have no " system " at all. It is a curious fact about

the business that while the employees have every
opportunity to steal, they rarely do so. This is

highly creditable to the jewelry trade and is a re-
markable tribute to the class of men who are en-

gaged in this select craft.

The foreman is boss of stores
in a jewel factory. He has atHhoencehstieWf 

Protection little, grated cage, surround-
ing a strong safe. From this,

when any piece of work is assigned, he issues the
nmterials to the worker. These are all carefully
weighed, and the workman gives a receipt for
them. This is done not so much to guard against
theft as to insure economy.

For when the workman hands back his com-
pleted piece it is weighed, together with the filings
tnd scraps. A very slight allowance is made for
waste, and with this allowance the weights must
tally or the workman is called down.

From the time the material is handed over to
the \vorkman until the time when he hands it in, a
completed piece, he has plenty of opportunity to
steal it all and skip. The workman may have his
material out for two weeks ; any night of that
period, he might hand in an empty box and skip
with the material—but he never does.

" You see, we handle gold and

Insignificant 

precious stones like cordwood,"
said the head of a big jewelry
factory. " We cease to think of

their value. That has something to do with it.
Then we are very careful about our employees.
No man who has not a first-class record can get a
job in a jewelry factory. It is a well-paid trade, too.
My hands get from $2o to po a week. Fancy
branches run even higher.

" I've been in this business twenty-five years.
All I've ever lost was one small piece, and to this
tliiiye 

it''

not sure whether it was lost in the office
or the factory—or whether some outsider didn't
take 

Manufacturers fear small thefts of gold filings
wore than big robberies. The dust, sweepings and
refuse of such a factory are, of course, valuable.
To save this to the last grain, the system is as
elaborate as in the United States mint. The work-
men must change their clothes at the door of the
factory. Their work clothes never leave the room
mail, old and impregnated with gold dust, they
are taken to be burned in retorts. Before leaving
at night the men wash their faces, hands and heads.
'I he waste water is saved to be reduced. The
sweepings, the sediment of the waste water and
the. old clothes are sold every month to firms
which make a business of handling such refuse.

Losses by Theft

The return from this source may run in a big fac-
tory from $200 to $500 a month.

From time to time workmen
have been caught in small tricks

Dishonest on this refuse. For example, a
jeweler with oily hair had better

keep it short if he doesn't want to be regarded
with suspicion. A few years ago several dishonest
jewelers were caught powdering a long, oily head
of hair with rich dust.

The big hauls in the jewelry business have
been made from the trunks of traveling salesmen
or from the stocks of retailers. The war between
the jewelers and the crooks is constant. As soon
as the jewelers leans to beat one game, the thieves
invent a new one.

There are two big organizations against the
outside crook. The Jewelers' Protective Union is
a co-operative insurance agency to protect travelers
on the road. The members pay certain annual
dues. From this fund all losses by trunk and
valise thefts are made good. At the end of every

two years the money remaining in the treasury is
divided and returned to the subscribers. There is
also a detective agency, to which the members pay
$25 a year.

Jewelry salesmen on the road must observe
certain rules. They must personally check their

trunks and valises and see them aboard the bag-

gage car. At every stop the train makes they

must get out and watch the baggage car until the

conductor yells " all aboard." Arrived at his first

stop, the salesman goes immediately to the bag-

gage room, presents his check and rides with the

trunk or valise to his hotel. There, if the goods

are in small compass, he puts them in the safe and

breathes freely.

Tricks of the

Checkmating

The precaution of watching the
baggage car at every station,

the Crooks arises from an old game of
Western crooks. The thief

bought a ticket and accompanied the salesman on

a " short stop " trip. For baggage he would check

a trunk or valise looking just like the salesman's.

At a station along the line Ile would slip into the

baggage car and Thift the checks, receiving the

salesman's trunk at the terminal.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance is another co-

operative organization. It looks out for the safes

of retail stores, insuring their contents and running

down safe robbers. It keeps track of crooks and

makes a business of informing the trade about any

new dodges of jewel thieves, and offers a reward

for the arrest and conviction of window smashers.

For the retailer still has his troubles. In spite

of detective agencies, of mechanical devices and

of education in the ways of crooks, they are still

the point of attack. The alliance reported last year

about 300 robberies of retail stores.

A big retail store protects itself by a dozen

mechanical devices which the public never notices.

To begin with, there are the mirrors which nowa-

days back up the counters of nearly every big

retail store. The careless observer supposes that

they are for ornament. Not at all. They are to
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enable the clerk to watch customers, even when
his back is turned.

Again, any store which is at all careful has its
show cases built solid to the floor—not raised on
legs. For an old game with jewel sneaks, is to
creep under the counter at a time when there are
few in the store and open a case while a confede-
rate is holding the clerk's attention. Many stores
have the front door connected by an electrical
apparatus to push buttons behind their counters,
so that the door may be closed from far back in
the store in case a sneak tries a dash.

No jeweler who is wise will
have his front-door latch so

Window Smasher arranged that it can be fast-
ened from the outside, since

this is a pet trick of window smashers. To beat
these window smashers, jewelers used to fasten an
iron grating inside the show window. This spoils
the display, and a better plan is to have a second
and stronger pane of plate glass set a few inches
inside the first. This device is invisible, unless
one is looking for it, and the force of a thrown
brick, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred will
smash only the outer window. The bottoms and
sides of show windows are often lined with iron
to beat the window thief who cuts through to the
display. It is considered unwise to display window
goods in trays, since this gives the window smasher
a chance to make a big haul in one grab.

Many stores now arrange their rings in a
patent tray, so made that only one ring can be
taken out at a time. This cuts off the sneak who
smuggles rings from a tray into a handkerchief or
umbrella. It is the custom to show larger articles
only one at a time, leaving the trays inside the

show case.
The jewelers have never found any satisfactory

way of beating the " pennyweighters," those sneaks
who visit the store in rush hours and substitute a
worthless imitation for a genuine article. Eternal
vigilance is the only way of dealing with them.

About Maiden Lane there is a continual police
cordon. At least two headquarters detectives and
several private watchmen are in the district all day.
Of course, the larger stores all have their regular
store detectives.

Against thieving employees, the big stores have
no real protection except careful choosing. Some-
times clerks and heads of departments are placed
under bonds. In establishments of moderate size
every article is counted, catalogued and checked
off when the stock is put into the safe at night.
This method is too cumbersome for the great
establishments. There the owners must always
take more or less risk.

Frustrating the

Yet they say at the offices of the two indem-

nity companies that thefts by employees in retail

stores are surprisingly uncommon.

The Glass Plumber

Attention is called in the Technical World to

the fact that the introduction of the vacuum-tube

light has brought into existence a new trade—that

of " glass-plumbing." The glass tubes, in which

the light is produced by an electric current flowing

through a gaseous conductor, are an inch and

three-quarters in diameter, and are put up in

lengths of about eight and a half feet, and her-

metically sealed in situ. For the purpose of this

work a new set of glass-blower's instruments has

been devised, including cutting tools, blowers and

hand torches, and experts perform the necessary

operations with surprising rapidity.



The

Calumet

THE CRESCENT

WATCH CASE CO,
Main Office

2 1 Maiden Lane

New York

A novelty in watch case con-
struction, with a reason for
becoming a stale. The use of
single joint promotes unusual

thinness, elegance of form and
finish, and greater protection to
the movement. It is a filled
case that will have a vogue and
remain a trade standard.

Crescent watch cases have
.ilways been highly regarded
for quality and for their ap-
proach in appearance to solid
gold. The Calumet will further
sustain this worldwide repu-
tation and increase the con-
fidence of purchaser and dealer
alike.

The Calumet is made in 16
and 12 size only, in 25-year
quality. Now in the hands of
all first-class jobbers.
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Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

Interest to the trade. As this page is for the use
of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex-
pressed. Editor The Keystone.

The Jeweler and his Employee—A
Pathetic and Instructive Experience

ED. KEYSTONE :—A story of how valuable a
young man's labor and talents become in his own
estimation, and what methods he may employ to

enforce demands, may interest employers of help

as it has interested me, contrasting present ideas

and practices with those prevailing twenty-five and

fifty Ayesarasn oagok.l.
timer, employing men for the past

fifty years, I have had experience with varying
temperaments and talents, mostly with placid re-

sults and amicable relations, but with an occasional
variation. I used to imagine, and came to believe,
that my intuition in selecting candidates was on

the average correct, as evidenced by harmonious
tenure through consecutive years.

One young man remained with me six years
and left to embrace a good opportunity to go into

business in New York City, where he is prospering

to-day. His successor was here six years and left
to go into business in Providence, where he is still
located. The third candidate was here about five
years and left to 'accept an offer much better than
my business could afford, but the change was dis-
astrous to him, for not only did his employer de-
fault in his promises, but the young man contracted
a fever and was an invalid for six months, emerging
to find his situation gone and his funds depleted.
In (lire necessity he attached himself to a jeweler
ill Pittsburg, shortly after transferring himself to
another employer in Washington, D. C.

His experience with these people, as described
by himself, was everything but desirable, and
finally in dire distress he begged me to receive him
back, a sadder but wiser man. He remained three
or four years more, to finally abandon the jewelry
business in favor of physical culture work, for
which he seemed well adapted.

These years, covering substantially a quarter
century, are pleasant reminiscences of relations
almost wholly devoid of friction—of mutual re-
spect and friendship. They are examples of old-
time justice, toleration and contentment, quite out
of keeping with the modern practices.

In the year 1899 I ran across a young man and
engaged him as watchmaker, clerk and salesman,
at a salary he was willing to work for. In three
months I thought well enough of him to voluntarily
raise his wages. six months more a second
voluntary raise of wages still further attested my
appreciation of his value, and I soon saw visions

:
a vigorous and competent young man to take

and accord to the old man a well-merited release.
the burden—who might succeed to the business

Things went well for more than two years ;
young man was energetic, resourceful, a good

salesman and apparently—as he was ever ready
;aid forward to declare—working to build ancl in-
-rease the business. At this stage, he announced
his determination to learn the craft of the optician,
saying to me, " I will make new business for you
atid will share in the profits." In this I acquiesced,
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bidding him God speed and promised to do all
things to further his ambition.

Upon his return with the acquired science, his
proposition was this : That one dollar be added to
his regular salary each week, and that half the
optical profits should be his.

In this, too, I acquiesced without condition or
objection, reasoning that he should be encouraged
in every incentive, and it was with measure of
gratitude on my part, that his income shared very
material augmentation at the end of the year.

About this time he manifested a disposition to
buy stock for his department and assume responsi-
bilities, of which I was only too glad to be relieved.
The status at the beginning of a new year was
regarded by me complacently. I had imbibed
confidence in the young man's superior abilities,
business was good and the signs of the times
auspicious. But soon a cloud sailed athwart the
horizon. One day the young man appeared at my
desk requesting a letter of recommendation to a
\Vestern firm, adding that an opportunity had come
to him—a larger field with greater scope for his
rapidly developing powers.

I could only reply that my efforts had been
unstinted to encourage his ambition and reward
his services to the utmost possibilities of the busi-
ness. That he well knew its limitations. That his
loss would be a disappointment, but that if he had
resolved to sever our relations my best wishes
should be his, and the letter of recommendation
was written. My contemplations were rudely
upset, of course, for the time being. Visions of
new search for his successor—of breaking in a
man—the luck of finding a suitable candidate, and
adaptations to conditions. However, the irony of

fate was mine, and being possessed of enough
philosophy to make the best of conditions I could
not avert, my slumbers continued peaceful and the
routine showed no surface agitation.

This went on for several weeks, apparently,
with no sign of dissolution. One day the young
man said the Western venture had a hitch in it.
Things had not panned out as expected, and he

didn't think he ‘x.ould go. He was open for re-
newal of our relations, on a basis satisfactory to

himself.
" Please state your proposition," I said.

"An addition of two dollars per week to my

wages, half the optical profits, and a commission of

five per cent. on jewelry and kindred sales in excess

of $2, I 15. I I per annum " (the latter amount, he

claimed, being the average increase in the business

during the past three years, due to his efforts).

I told him I would take his proposition under con-

sideration and confer again, later. This was early

in March, 1903.
The matter was taken up a few days later, with

the result that I agreed to all his demands—the

agreement to begin April 1st of that year. No

further incidents marked the closing of 1903, no

commission was demanded by the young man,

apparently none had been earned under his propo-

sition, and 1904 began auspiciously and continued

until its end.
During this latter year, however, certain traits

and idiosyncrasies developed in the young mall's

conduct, new to me and disagreeable in many

aspects. A spirit of superiority and dictation and

domineering, seeking to override the policy of the

owner in the conduct of the business, and also

antagonizing most of the contingent of traveling

salesmen who visited us to sell goods. Veracity

and integrity were flatly denied these people. He

could give aces and spades about quality and

prices of goods—a brazen, impudent attitude

meriting the calling down, occasionally adminis-
tered, by me.

But our business v'as good during the fall, and
particularly so thianigh the holiday season, and I
regarded conditions at the end of the year so com-
placently, that in sincere generosity I tendered the
young man it voluntary gift of thirty dollars as
evidence of my appreciation of his services. Ordi-
narily such act evokes mutual felicitation and
cordial regard, but in this case it operated to un-
cork the vials of wrath, vituperation and a flow of
vile billingsgate that would have put to blush the
devotees of hell's kitchen. In my genuine amaze-
ment at this outburst, the young man informed me
that he should present a bill for commission on
excess sales for 1903 and 1904, and should collect it.

All attempts of mine to reason with hint or
restrain his violence proved unavailing, until I felt
so outraged by his insults that I commanded him
to cease at once or quit the premises.

Next day his statements for commissions for
1903 and 1904 were presented, aggregating nearly
$200, purporting to be compiled from his personal
record. This, of course, I said, it would be neces-
sary to analyze in detail, an account from which
such astonishing results could be deduced. This
was how he made the calculation : Gross amount
of income from bench work, for which he had
been paid all he had ever demanded in wages.

Gross amount of optical prescription work,
upon which Ile had already been paid half the gross
profits, and sales made by everybody else in the
store.

Gross amount of jewelry and kindred sales
made by himself and everybody else in the store,
for the years, including all sales made by extra
help through holiday times

Rather an astonishing compilation of figures,
juggled to embrace something in sight, and com-
pounded to swell his grand total

From this simplification of amounts he was
able to make a liberal basis for his 5 per cent.
commission. I could only admire his nerve in
presenting the exhibit.

The first thing I did was to eliminate the in-
come front the bench and the amount for optical

work ; upon which, as before stated, he had already
been paid all the wages he ever asked, and all the

profits he had ever asked—drawing money every
Saturday night—never missing. Next, I attempted

to sort out such record of jewelry and kindred
sales, as might seem reasonably to belong to him,

but finding it a difficult matter to do this, and de-

siring to exhibit to the young man a spirit of gene-
rosity, quite in contrast with his sordid measures,

I did bulk the entire amount of such sales for the
years 1903-04 (including, of course, everybody's

sales).
The result I arrived at was different from the

young man's figures. I made a detailed exhibit,
written out, and also made some suggestions about
justice and equity in matters of business, couched
in moderate sentences, designed to invite reflection
and induce his rational estimate of the situation.
This I submitted in his pay envelope and awaited
results.

His answer was speedily emphasized in the
crumpled-up paper I had submitted, with an in-
sulting threat written across its face I

Our next verbal interview began very stormy
on his part, until restrained by me in a few words,
that no further negotiations could take place be-
tween us, except conducted with moderation as
becoming gentlemen, and he was given to under-
stand that his disgraceful conduct had reached the
limit upon my premises. My advice to him was to

(Continued on page 1608)
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Leading Importers and Manufacturers of

)
FANCY CLOCKS 

CUCKOO CLOCKS

Hand-Painted

Animals

have

Glass Eyes

ALARM CLOCKS 

EVERY CLOCK STRICTLY GUARANTEED

Largest line of Black Forest Cuckoo Clocks in
the U. S. constantly on hand

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE

Ask your jobber for I. Bach 's Cuckoo Clocks.
They give no trouble, sell quickly and allow
handsomer profits than other makes.

"OUR MOTTO"
Best Quality- -Attractive Designs—Lowest Prices

No. 4868

No. 102329
Automatic Alarm
7 different designs

2 mations on Null Dial

The Perfect Shape Umbrella

Don't Buy a Case of Us
because you like the name " Silent Salesman " or because we've been
in business over forty years.

Investigate—look into our goods and the guarantee that goes with
them.

The fact that we've made more good cases than all the other facto-
ries combined is not sufficient reason either why you should pick us.

Go into your store-equipment investigation with an open mind.
Use the same judgment you do in buying merchandise, and—

We'll Take a Chance

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd.
Emablisii,.,1 1,1

DETROIT

MICH.

e_
P. S.—Ask for our Catalogue of Unproved store front bars before retuodeling your

store fr.'s!.

WINDSOR
ONT.

No SorINS16

No Screw.

Can be placed in a trunk

Should our representative
not reach you, write for
samples. Will send ex-
press paid.

" MAIDEN BALTIMORE"

As a jeweler you want exclusive
designs. This we give you.

We make UMBRELLAS and CANES
for the jewelry trade, of sterling quality,
which you can sell with a guarantee (we
stand back of this).

Our latest patent DETACHABLE
HANDLE UMBRELLA has proven the
greatest seller in the umbrella trade. It
is exclusive (being our own patent), and
without springs, screws or levers, it is
impossible to get out of order, and there-
fore the best.

We are now showing our Fall i:nd
Holiday line of exlcusive designs in ster-
ling and gold-trimmed pearls and hand-
carved ivorys. We warrant our sterling
Silver Ty3r5v fine and our gold to Nt..ar
from five to twenty years.

Siegel, Rothschild 8z Co.
418-420 West Baltimore Street

Baltimore
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(Continued front page 1801)

tithe the paper again, think over it in
 the spirit of

rc,I,on and come to me, calmly, with the result o
f

honest deduction.

A few days of sullen ugliness seemed to 
be his

answer. Meanwhile, his contemptible attitude 
had

had its effect upon myself. I had done consider-

able thinking, and had arrived at th
e conclusion

that our relations had been too long 
continued.

This was communicated to him, wit
h request to

inform me of the date he would leave.

His reply to this was a long drawn out con
-

glomeration of figures recapitulating the amounts'

he had been paid in wages and 
in cash commis-

sions for optics, and the amounts of sales of 
him-

self and every other person in the store, a
nd ended

with the assertion that our verbal agre
ement of

April, 1903, meant that his commissions on sale
s

comprehended the "volume of business done," and

this was the claim which he proposed to c
ollect!

A very few words conveyed to him my ultima-

tum. I said that no such claim would be paid,

that I required notice in two days of his depar
ture,

in default of which his services would terminate.

The limit of time having expired on Saturday

night, and notice not being given, I tendered him

full payment for wages and commission due tha
t

week, amounting to more than $26, and the full

amount of his commission on excess sales as I had

offered previously, which, it must be borne in mind
,

was greatly in excess of what was his due, and re
-

quested the removal of his presence and belongings

from my premises without delay ; adding, gratui
-

tously, that any legal action he might see to insti-

tute would be promptly met.

The incidents recorded herein came to an end

in January, 1905. A few days after the young man's

departure a sheriff's attachment was placed upon

my stock, which was promptly receipted. I ex-

pected to be summoned to court early in February,

as the writ specified, but on the named date it was

put over time after time until it was evidently the

expectation of the prosecution that overtures for a

compromise might come from me. As I did not

manifest a disposition to compromise, the case was

put over and over until April last, and I imagine the

plaintiff's lawyer got tired waiting for his fee and

forced a trial.
At all events the case was tried in April.

The plaintiff's evidence was substantially upon the

points as I have described them here. My own

testimony admitted everything, and the crumpled-

up paper that I had given the young man, to be

hurled back upon me with such disdain, was handed

to the court as an " exhibit." Suffice it to say, no

plea was made to the judge by either side—just

evidence. So far as I was 'interested I had no ap-

prehension of an adverse division, and awaited it

with indifference.
My lawyer, to this day, has said not a word to

me, except at the outset—one laconic remark,

" Don't you worry." I haven't, and but for the

" squealing" of the enemy, might not have heard

one word as to the outcome. One of his intimates

volunteered the information that " the decision of

the court was against the young man—that his

lawyer had written him to that effect, but received

no response. That he had written several letters

since, all of which had failed to evoke reply, and

the inference was that the lawyer was anxiously in

quest of his fee for services."

This suggested to me that the lawyer was de-

ficient in foresight, to say the least—for the astute

judge insisted that the young man put up a cash
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bond to cover full costs of court before he would

allow the action to proceed.

The aftermath of this experience and ordeal

of surprises has left upon my memory a most in-

tense feeling of resentment against this young

man. His impudent mendacity, inspired by the

insane idea that the business could not go on with-

out him, prompted such threats as these : " I can

get situations right in this town, and take all your

trade with me. I will go into business here and

ruin you.!"
Then, after his departure, the discovery of over

fifty dollars' worth of optical prescription work

tucked away, not paid for, but upon which his

" profit" had been collected.

Over $150 worth of goods delivered to irre-

sponsible customers without payment. Watches

left for repairs and upon the record book and not

to be found. I have already made good three of

these to owners.
People inquire and express surprise that the

young man is here no more. To some he had

represented himself a partner, to others that he

was sole owner of the department.

Oh, he was a slick rascal, with craft and in-

famy ! I have a desire to 'print the foregoing facts

that jewelers all over the country may read them,

and if any old veteran like myself is prompted to

portray anything as had, or worse, I shall he in-

terested to hear about it.
Yours truly,

" NEW ENGLAND."

Value of Fresh Water Pearls

ED. KEVSTONF. 11 your issue of last month

" Enquirer " expresses his surprise that a fresh

water pearl should fetch a price of seven hundre
d

dollars. Many a pearl finder has received on the

river bank more money than that for some f
inds,

and if the inside history of some of such finds

were divulged it would not be surprising to 
find

that some fresh water pearls had ultimately 
been

sold for prices expressed in five figures.

The pearl is found where shells are being

gathered for button cutters, and to the obs
erver

and pearl buyer, the field of operations has

seemed to be growing narrower and narrower

year after year. This is due to the dual fact that

the price of shells in the past year has
 steadily

declined and the beds have been gradually
 ex-

hausted.
Two years ago the main operations were bein

g

conducted from a point near Red Wing, Minne
sota,

on the Mississippi, south to a point near 
Dubuque,

Iowa, a distance of about two hundred 
miles.

Last year the main operations were being 
conducted

along a distance of about fifty miles on the

Wabash River, and along the Ohio Rive
r from a

point below Evansville to a point just abo
ve Cairo,

Illinois. This change of operations undoubtedly

indicates the scarcity of the shell in paying 
quantities.

Every mussel is not a pearl bearer. 
Indeed, a

man may work a whole season an
d his search

prove absolutely fruitless, except for the half-

ounce of " river run slugs" or " chicke
n feed,"

which a ton or ton and a half of shells 
may yield.

Now, reckon that it will take him a d
ay and a half

to dig, " boil out " and sort his 
shells. Having

done this and rejected about a half 
or a third of

his shells as worthless, his find of shel
ls and " river

run slugs " at present prices is worth 
to him about

two dollars and seventy-five cents. Now, if

" Enquirer " will consider that the "
 digger " can-

not ply his trade all the year around
, nor even in

season every day because of weather 
conditions,
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perhaps he will realize that there is an economic

reason why fresh water pearls should be worth so

much.
As to comparing them in value with the Indian,

with the exception of the absence of " customs

duties " there is no reason why the fresh water

pearl should not rank as highly in value both

because of their growing scarcity and because they

are becoming more and more appreciated on

account of their variety and brilliancy of tints.

While some American pearls have been known

to fade in color and crack, these are not faults

peculiar to the species, and in the opinion of the

undersigned, much of the remedy lies in the hands

of the individual " digger," who steams his shells

too long, to the consequent injury of whatever

pearls they may contain, and who, while sorting

his shells still hot, will not hesitate, on finding a

pearl, warm as it must be, to precipitate it in any

convenient receptacle of cold water to clean it off.

Respectfully yours,
New York City. GEn. C. SCHMIELEWSKI.

Decentered Hole Jewels

ED. KEYSTONE :—I agree with Mr. Green in

his article regarding decentered hole jewels, on

page 1313, August KEYSTONE, and in addition

would advise him to examine closely the conditio
n

of the hole itself. I have recently made a systern-

atic examination of various grades of hole jewe
ls

and find at least 30 per cent. are extremely roug
h

and chipped in drilling, and not a few are ova
l-

shaped. By the way, new hole jewels should

always be cleaned thoroughly before being put 
in

the movement, to remove any diamond dust th
at

may adhere to them. Of course no one woul
d

expect to examine hole jewels successfully with
 a

watchmaker's loupe. I use a small-sized physician's

compound microscope, and consider the inves
t-

ment a good one, as it has become a very necessar
y

adjunct to my " kit."
Truly yours,

Saginaw, Mich. 0. L. ALTENBERG.

Closing the Lid of a Watch with a
Four-wheel Truck

A four-■■ heeled electric truck, of the largest

type of delivery wagon used in New York City,

and weighing over seven thousand pounds
, was

used recently to close the lid of a watch that 
had

been placed open near the curb for that purpose
.

The lid was closed without injuring the wat
ch or

even breaking the crystal. The experiment is

related in Me Scienti fic American, which describ
es

it as a slendid instance of perfect control. 
The

motor in this truck is a high-speed one of the

bipolar series type, and is normally rated as a 
two-

horse power. It rotates at a speed of 1400 rota-

tions per minute, which is reduced in the ra
tio of

twenty-five to one through single reduction ge
aring

of novel construction. With this reduction, the

motors drive the truck at about six miles
 an hour.

The great traction and control secured be
came evi-

dent when the giant vehicle dropped slowly 
off the

curb and closed the lid of the watch witho
ut break-

ing it and without damaging the crystal. 
This

truck, according to the further information 
given in

The Scientific American, can be backed 
against a

twelve-inch curb and then made to climb 
it from

rest. This feat was accomplished in the prese
nce

of witnesses," and it furnished," adds our 
authority,

" a striking demonstration of the tractive
 power of

the truck."
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The season on which we are now entering should be brimful of

inspiration for the enthusiastic window-trimmer. He is already

confronted with the faint beginnings of fall activity and the new

purchases of stock should serve as a stimulant to his genius. At

this opening of the busy season we must again remind him that the one

purpose of all displays is the sale of goods, and that no trim is a success

Iron) the mercantile standpoint which fails of this purpose. Like newspaper

advertising, window displays must necessarily be judged by results. Hence,

if the crude, the clumsy and the grotesque bring more business than the

refined and xsthetic, the practical dealer has no choice but to utilize them.

It is always better for the jeweler, however, to err on the side of the artistic

and beautiful, for his appeals are generally made to a class who are most

favorably impressed through these channels.
Considerable attention is now being paid to the matter of

Lighting the effectively lighting the show window. All agree that the

Window lights should not be visible to the observer, and how to

obtain a maximum of luminosity in the window from

concealed lights is a fruitful subject of discussion. We show, roughly, in

the accompanying illustration, the plan of lighting from the ceiling, adopted

by C. Lumsden & Son, Richmond, Va., whose windows are noted for their

beauty and brilliancy. All the lights, in this case, are in the ceiling, and are

not visible to pass-

ing observers. The
lights are arranged
in quadrilateral
form, as shown in
the diagram ; there o000(2 000o0 0 0 0 0 0j

0

0 

de0o
being fifty lights
around the border
of the quadrangle
and seven larger

and at the angles. 0

Po•-•■-•1,
lights in the center 0

This plan is very
effective, giving 0
abundance of illu-
mination without
betraying the o 0 o o 0 0-00 0 0 0 00 0

Source.

We are indebted
to the Merchant's
Record for the fol-
lowing description
of a mechanical illusion for the show window, suggested by Henry

Remillard, of Holyoke, Mass.
" The illustration shows the mechanism of this contrivance, by

means of which people are to be made to believe that there is a bird

that lives under .the water and flies about among the fishes as ordi-

nary birds do in the air. The drawing shows an ordinary aquarium

with square glass sides, in the bottom of which is inserted a large round-

topped glass cover such as is used to cover microscopes and other fine

instruments.

" The construction of the aquarium is as follows : aa are the glass sides

which are made tight at the bottom by the mouldings (g g) on the outside

and the putty (hh) on the in! ale. A well-fitted moulding (kk) is used at the

top to hold the sides in place. In the wooden bottom of the tank (ii) is cut

a round hole into which the glass cover (b) fits as snugly as possible. A

line of putty (hh) should make the joint around the glass cover waterproof.

This makes a watertight tank with the round glass cover protruding up from

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0j

0 C/I0. 4,), 0
0 0 _
0 U

0 0

."° 000 000000 0000 00

the middle of the bottom. A movable bottom (j) is made to the cover.

This bottom is held in place by catches (ff ) and is removed by means of a

common drawer-pull (e). The tank can now be filled with water, but the

compartment surrounded by the glass cover will be filled with air.

" Fill the tank and put in it a nun.ber of fishes of any kind that can be

had. In the air-filled compartment put a bird or two-the holes in the •

bottom (ddd) will allow plenty of fresh air. From the outside, the appear-

ance of the resulting combination is very startling. The glass cover is

invisible and the birds seem to be hopping about among the fishes on the

bottom of the tank with the utmost unconcern. Of course, it is necessary to

cover the floor in such a manner that the outline of the lower part of the

inner glass does not show. This can be done with small stones, bits of

shell, etc. A perch also should be provided for the birds in order that they

may •be able to fly about. If this contrivance is made properly, a person

who is not in the secret finds it extremely difficult to understand.

The jewelers, as a rule, have a special predilection for mechanical dis-

plays and take much delight in their construction. The more intricate and

puzzling the mechanism, the more effective the trim is, for then it is not only

an advertisement for the goods in the window but for the mechanical skill of

the jeweler, which is quite as much of a consideration. It does not pay,

however, to make such displays for the mere love of constructing them. If
the main purpose of
every window trim be
not subserved, that
is, increased sale of

ItiMP goods. the display,
no matter how inge-
nious, is a mere waste

a of time. In fact, the
one serious draw-
back to mechanical
trims is the time
taken in their con-.

struction, and it is a
matter for the
jeweler's judgment
whether the probable
results will justify the
time and labor he

4  d d has expended.

' 6 a In the bird scheme
above described it

•
is well to use the

methods of the circus press agent. A few press notices should be used to

arouse curiosity, and one or two people could be let into the secret to help

the thing along. A window card could be made to read something like this :

See the wonderful
FILLELULU,

Or Senegambian Water-Bird,
Captured in  Creek.
The only one in captivity.

A scheme of this sort would certainly attract a good deal of attention

and create a good deal of fun. The tank would either be shown in the

window or some place in the store where people would have to conic in to

see it. In either case it ought to draw a good crowd if properly managed.
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Handsome Papeteries for the Holidays

The papeteries manufacturers have this

year quite surpassed themselves in the pro-

duction of rich and handsome designs. This

is especially true of the grades retailing at

from forty cents to one dollar and fifty cents.

More numbers are shown in this grade than

ever before, and the styles and decorations

are new and unique. In the higher priced

papeteries there are boxes that will form a

permanent adornment and convenience to my

lady's dressing or work table. Some of these

are in beautifully polished mahogany and oak,

some in smooth leathers, some in suede and

others in tapestry. •
One very pretty box for holiday stock

has an entirely new holly design, very dif-

ferent in conception from the conventional

holly decoration. These boxes are all red

trimmed at lap, flange and corners, which

gives them an unusually rich appearance.

The bark line is also extremely effective,

the covering being made of a remarkably

realistic representation of birch bark, with

a handsome landscape in colors at one side

of the top.
Some very attractive drawer boxes are

shown in one, two and four quire sizes.

These are covered with plain papers of rich

textures and colors, with embossed decora-
tioitIshe iittoprld, white and colors at one sideof 

Perhaps the most beautiful boxes shown
are those having a series of hand-painted floral

tops, the flowers being outlined in raised

gold. These paintings are exceptionally bril-

liant and true to nature.

There is also a line of exclusive " pulp"

boxes, the coverings of which are moulded
in beautiful plastic effects and exquisitely
tinb-d in graduated shades.

I n the new lines are many boxes especially

suited to the fall trade before the holiday
goods are put out. These lines are distin-

guished by handsome boxing and. dressing,
fine fillers and novelties in the character of the

papers and shapes of the envelopes. Among

are fancy water-marked papers in fabric
till '5h. The water-marking produces with

absolute fidelity the patterns of fall fabrics,
with most pleasing effect.

Another line shows paper and envelopes

bordered with a narrow stripe of darker color

opes in this line have fancy flaps, painted,
t:te, match lhe tint of the paper. The enve-

ruiind cornered wallet, square cornered

din 

A handsome series of one-quire boxes is
appropriately entitled " Fragrant Flowers."
These boxes are decorated with fancy paper,

on which are reproduced English violets and

the like, contained in a violet panel with

scalloped gold border. Paper and envelopes
are tied with violet ribbon to match the other

decorations.
The " Early American " box is decorated

with a brilliantly colored Navajo blanket with

a fine Indian head in the center. The box

contains, as an innovation, a 50-sheet leaflet

with the top decorated with a design to corre-

spond with the box top. There are also in

the box envelopes to match. " Snap Shots''
is an upright cabinet with an opening in the

front of the cover, through which are seen
photographs of pretty girls, surrounded by a

fancy border. The box contains two quires
of paper.

Similar to the above in style is a series

entitled " Equestrian Notes," which have a

horsey appearance. The opening in the cover

is in the shape of a horseshoe, and there are

several photographs in the series.
The climax in novelty boxes seems to

have been reached in a very substantially

made metal cash box, handsomely lacquered

in bronze and decorated in gold. It is fitted

with a Yale lock and two keys, and has a

lift-out metal tray, which contains part of the

envelopes, the balance of the envelopes and

the paper being stored in the compartment

below the tray. This box would make a good

present for a gentleman, being of a size to

hold policies or similar documents.

The Latest Card Game

One of the most fascinating of games is

roulette," but heretofore it has not been a

game of the home, as the paraphernalia was

seldom available. The roulette idea has now

been incorporated in a pack of cards, and

the popularity of the new game is fully

assured.
The " roulette " pack consists of fifty-

four cards, thirty-nine of which are " wheel''

cards, and fifteen " layout " cards. Each of

the thirty-nine " wheel "' cards contains one

of the character that occur on the ordinary

" roulette " wheel, and are a substitute for

this wheel and the little ivory ball that is used

with the wheel. These characters are the

numerals from I to 36, inclusive, half of them

printed in red, and half in black ; the other

three characters are the single zero, the

double zero and the eagle, and they are

printed in green.
Instead of revolving a wheel and spin-

ning a small ball to finally settle in one of the

compartments of the wheel, these thirty-nine

wheel cards are shuffled and cut, as with

ordinary playing cards, and a single card
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turned up to represent the character that

would otherwise have been struck by the

little ball.
The other fifteen cards in the pack, called

the " layout " cards, are to be arranged on

a table in the manner shown outside the box
containing " roulette " cards ; they can be

laid down loosely or can be pasted to a board,

sheet of paper or muslin. This " layout''

is used for the purpose of indicating the guess

of the players as to what character or color

will show when the wheel card is turned up.

These guesses can be indicated by the players

placing small objects, like beans, grains of

coffee or buttons (but preferably game chips)

on the layout over the character or color they

may be guessing for. One very amusing

method of enjoying the game will be to play

for points, say 500, the player guessing well
enough to receive a total of 500 points first

winnin2; the game.

Opening of the School Season

Thu (yelling of the school season this

month furnishes a rare opportunity to the

jeweler-stationer. lie will find prestige as

well as profit in supplying the school wants

of the children, and attention to this specialty

will be an effective antidote to the usual dull-

ness at this time.
That the retailers are now taking full

advantage of their opportunity may very

justly be inferred from the reports of the

jobbers that they have just closed one of

the most successful school supply seasons

they have ever experienced. As indicat-

ing more definitely just how successful

the season had been, the head of one of

the most prominent school supply firms in

New York City stated that the business

of his house for July had shown an increase

of fully 15 per cent. over the sales for

the corresponding month of last year, and

that the sales for the entire season would

probably compare even more favorably than

this with the sales for the entire season of

1904. Practically all of the other important

houses in the city give out equally satisfactory

reports.

New Form of Sun Dial

In a new form of sun dial, devised by an

English scientist, the ordinary triangular gnomon

was replaced by a wire stretched parallel to the

axis of the earth, and having threaded On it a

small bead. The wire was also on the axis of a

brass cylinder, on the interior of which was cast

the shadow of the bead. Every day the shadow
travels circumferentially round the cylindrical sur-

face at a height depending on the season of the

year. At every hour the shadow cuts one side of

a series of closed loops, each of which represents

an elongated figure of 8, and the time elapsing
between the shadow cutting two consecutive curves

is always exactly one hour.



HOLD YOUR TRADE
by handling Bassett Chains—quick sellers,

hio- profit makers and satisfaction
guaranteed. Select styles for

fastidious purchasers —
popular styles for allTIE TO

BASSETT CHAINS
and Av aid Dead Stock
and dissatisfaction

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Factory

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO OFFICE, MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE -SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
Masonic Temple Vaults 617 Lumber Exchange 120 Slitter Street

DESCRIPTION OF KEYSTONE JEWELER'S OUTFIT
Made of oak. finished light antique, gulden or flattish oak, or made of birch, imitationof cherry or mahogany finish. Glass, double strength AA quality.

WALL CASES.—Base part 30 inches high, 23 inches deep, outside ; three drawers in center. cup.boards either side with hinged paneled doors. Upper part 59 inches high, 17 inches deep, inside.One 10-inch, one 12-inch and one 14-inch wide shelves on brackets. Shelves and interiorlined with dark blue felt. Two doors sliding up and balanced by weights
SHOW CASES AND TABLES.-42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 14 inches high, top glass 24 inches wide. front and

top in two lights each, horizontal sliding doors lined with American
mirrors. These tables have band-sawed French legs.
SCREENS.-66 inches high to top of rail, 71 inches high

over all, paneled below, glass above.
We can furnish jewelers any quanti

cases, show cases, tables and screens
ately. Send list of each kind requir
we will be glad to quote prices. We
send our catalogue upon request.
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A Prize for a Non-Poisonous

Diamond Cutter's Composition

ONSIDERING the fact that the set-

ting and resetting of diamonds for

cutting purposes involves the use of

an tllOY, consisting of tin and lead, the
 hand-

ling of which has been ascertained to pro-

duce injurious effects, i. e., lead-poisoning,

the government of the Netherlands has 
deci-

ded to open a competition under the foll
ow-

ing conditions :

The government desires a medium for

the setting and resetting of diamonds to
 be

cut —which need not necessarily be an all
oy—

the use of which cannot produce effects

detrimental to the health of those handling

the same, or an elaborate project of alte
ring

the method now in use, in such a man
ner

that no such injurious effects can be produc
ed.

The following requirements

Conditions of the 
have further to be fulfilled :

Contest I. The medium or the

method must be practicable

for all sizes and shapes of diamonds in the

following branches of the diamond industry,

viz., brilliants, roses, and so-called non-

cortfics , now being cut in the Netherlands.

2. The application must be such as to be

learned by the workmen, adapted to the

present method of work, without any great

difficulty, while the setting and resetting

must not require more time, or considerably

more time, than is usual now.

3. The application and use must not

entail considerable pecuniary outlay.

The Minister of the Interior has appoin-

ted a committee of experts to consider the

answers submitted, and to award the prize.

The answers must be written in the Dutch,

French, English or German language, and

must be accompanied by samples or objects

to enable the committee to form an opinion

of the practical value of the invention, and

a(lisnoip)ibetyitoar. 
legibly written address by the

e 
The answers and the samples or objects

purtaining thereto, must be sent carriage

paid, and if sent from foreign countries duty

paid, before January 1, 1906, to Professor

Dr. Aronstein, chairman of the com-

mittee, Chemical Laboratory of the Poly-

technic School, Delft, Holland.

The prize to be awarded for

tial Prize 

a complete solution of the

problem is six thousand

florins. The committee is

empowered to divide the prize among differ-

ent competitors, or to award the prize partially

in case of a partial solution of the problem,

for instance if it is applicable to one of the

above-named branches of the diamond in-

dustry. The committee is also empowered

A Very &Aston-

K E Y SI 'I' () N E

to prescribe certain conditions, to be fulfilled

by the competitor, before awarding the

prize.
For the use of those who desire to enter

the competition, the manner in which the

diamond workers come in contact with the

poisonous metal while engaged in setting and

polishing is here briefly explained.

The metal, or solder, used, is an alloy,

consisting of two parts of lead and one part

of tin ; by heating the composition becomes

kneadable before melting ; by cooling it

regains its former firmness. This plasticity

is an important property of the solder, as

will be seen hereafter.

Before the polishing of the split and

cut stones is commenced, they are given to

the setter, who places them in a " dope,"

consisting of a nearly semi-spherical brass

pan, into which a tough, thick copper wire is

screwed. Into this pan solder is put, so that

not only the pan is filled, but that a conical

eminence is formed also, which is kneaded

into shape.
When the solder is rendered kneadable

by means of the gas flame, the " dope " is

placed on a wooden bloek, called " verstel-

-blok " (setting block) ; the diamond is then

pushed into the top of the conical eminence

by means of a pointed pair of iron pincers,

so that only the facet or facets to be polished

remain exposed ; the setter then fastens the

stone and smoothes the still plastic solder

into shape with his unprotected fingers.

The " dope " is then cooled and handed

to the polisher.

Danger of Lead

Poisoning

Considering that one setter

works for four or five

polishers, and that about

two hundred " dopes " have

to be daily manipulated for each polisher

(when the stones are very small this number

is considerably larger), it is evident that the

setter's fingers are constantly polluted with

lead-laden particles, which easily attach them-

selves to the skin, while he is, moreover,

exposed to the lead-laden fumes arising from

the heating of the solder.

The polishing process is as follows :

The polisher is seated before a bench, in

the center of which a metal disk is hori
zon-

tally placed ; this disk revolves rapidly on it
s

own axis (about 2,400 revolutions a minute).

The polishing medium consists of a mixture

of pulverized diamond and olive oil. The

" dopes," wherein the diamonds are fastened
,

are held by their copper wires in tongs, to

which a fixed position in relation to the

bench can be given ; by bending the copper

wire more or less the diamond is placed

against the disk in the proper angle and is

firmly pressed against the same by loading

the tongs with heavy weights, for which

purpose iron blocks are successfully used in
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Holland since ION, instead of the leaden

blocks that were used before them.

The friction occasioned by the polishing

process creates a great heat, so that the

" dopes " have to be repeatedly cooled.

The " dope," however, never gets so warm

locally that the solder turns soft, because it

conducts heat well.

If the diamond were set in the cement

(a mixture of resin, shellac and sand), used

in the process of cutting and splitting, the

" dope " would conduct the heat badly, turn

soft, and the diamond would be immersed.

The constant manipulation,

the ceaseless turning and

bending of the " dopes " in

the tongs (four tongs at least

are being used on each bench), and also the

fact that the stone and the solder-cone are

wiped with the bare hand every time the

polisher wants to see whether the facet has

attained the required shape and size, are so

many reasons why the polisher's hands are

constantly polluted with particles of solder.

The way in which diamonds are cut and

polished is therefore not without danger to

the health of the workers. The setters and

polishers are constantly in touch with metallic

lead, which exposes them to the peril of

chronic lead-intoxication, when no adequate

precautions are observed.

Instances are given in the medical litera-

ture, a. o. by Dr. Coronel in the Nether-

lands' Medical Review (1864). Hirt, who

verified Coronel's statement in 1870, relates

that of ninety setters he examined in Mr.

Coster's factory, about thirty showed traces

of lead-poisoning. (Dr. L. Hirt, Die Krank-

heiten der Arbeiter, vide vol. I., die Staubin-

halations-Krankheiten, p. 102).

Dr. Pel, professor of medicine at the

Municipal University of Amsterdam, has

described a remarkable case of lead-poison-

ing in a diamond setter in the Centralblatt

fur innere Medizin, year 1897, No. 23. Dr.

A. Norden, of Amsterdam, medical adviser

to the Amalagamated Society of Diamond

Workers (who examines the majority of the

members of that society applying for sick

pay), has had a large and varied experience

on the subject. He drew attention to this

important matter in the journal of the said

organization, issues of June 28 and July

5, 1901, (Nos. 26 and 27).

Polisher's Hands

Hold the Poison

--Scienlific American.

The Observation Auto-man's Joke

" Union Square, Tiffany's on the rig
ht, ladies

and gents," barked the lecturer on the
 rubberneck

truck. " You will notice that the clock which

stood on the front of the building is
 gone. But

that is not at all remarkable, as that sel
f-same clock

had been going for years." And all the country

brides and bridegrooms agreed that 
he was too

witty for anything.
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TRENTON MOVEMENTS, IN ALL SIZES, ARE NOW MADE TO FIT REGULAR PENDANT-SETTING CASE:

TRENTON
Pendant

No, 130. Bridge 310del. It; size, 7
Jewel, Hunt I ng and Open - Fa e e,
l'entlant Setting

Ni.•Itel dailiaskeened, quick train, straight
IllS t.s. apentent, exposed pallets, cot

1,11:1114,. 'MI11011,41

hreguet ■a*.ty 1111ll -i

hankings, polishvil lii ii

wheels, dust Itand, roman or a falai ,I ti

enamel dial with monogram " T. \V.

No. 320. "1,0111'11NA."
12 Size, 7 .1 .ivel, Hunt-
ing and Open - Face,
Pendant Set ling

Niekel tlainaskeened, cot 
iit to 

°span-
halauce, safety pinion,.

•erew !tanking:4, straight line
let er apement, hardened and
tempered hivgitet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding
wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed seconds and
red lila twine! figures. Open-race,WI thout seconds.

Decorated Dials
and Louis XV
Hands for all
grades and sizes

WATCHES
Setting

No. too. Bridge Model, 0 Size, 7
Jewel, Hun i lig and Open-Face,
Pendant Set ting

Nickel domoskeened, quick train, straight
line lever escapement, exposed palici,,
cut expansion balance, lianlefled and tem-
pered breguet hairspring, sali,ty pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or arable
whlte enamel dial and red marginal figures.
Open-face, without seconds.

; titer, 1905 T H E

ie Steel Ceiling in Store

Construction

Det.orative Factor--Conducive to Safety and

Strength --Beautiful Designs to Suit 
all

Kinds of Stores

•111;11i',

No. 310. FORTUNA,.
a Size, 7 Jewel, Hunt-
ing and Open • Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, cut ex-
pansion balance, safety pinion,
screw bankings, straight line
lever escapement, hardened and
tempered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding
wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed seconds and
red marginal figures. .0pen-face.
without seconds.

No, 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewel,
Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hard-
ened and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, depressed center and seconds
white enamel dial with monogram "T. W. Co."

Jobbers sell TRENTONS

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

Price-List
furnished on
application

TRENTON WATCH CO., Trenton, N. J.,

MIRROR PLATEAU

HE historic steel-making invention of

Sir Henry Bessemer, which gave the

world the sky-scraper, steel ship,

steel rails, etc., is also responsible for m
any

invaluable improvements in store construc-

tion. One of these is the handsome modern

steel ceiling, the serviceability and popularit
y

of which have built up the now importan
t metal

ceiling industry. It was only natural that with

the cheapening of

raw steel, the idea

of ceilings of this

material should

occur to those

who had to do

with improve-

ments in store

construction.

Strength, securi-

ty, possibilities of

decorative design, cleanliness, durability 
and

economy—all pointed to the availability o
f

steel as a suitable material for store ce
ilings.

The metal-ceiling industry sprung from 
this

idea, and its growth in recent years and

present magnitude are proof of its great

advantages in the evolution of modern s
tore

architecture.
The history of the metal-ceiling industry

is short, but its development in the past

two decades is typical of the general in
dus-

trial progress of our country in other li
nes.

Those who were in business, say, sixteen

years ago, remember well that the indus
-

trious and ambitious salesman might wal
k

miles to find a possible customer, and t
hen

spend days of time, eloquence and whateve
r

of hypnotic or other influence he might have

before he convinced his prospective customer

of the merit, and converted him to a belief

in their worth.

To-day t lie

principal thor i.-
oughfares of

all cities show
U nbroken
miles of stores
and other busi-
ness structures
Ft andsomely

decorated with
steel ceilings.

The public has become, in this short

period, fully impressed with their advantages.

They recognize that a better effect is obtain-

able compared with cost than from any oth
er

material. They are also more protective,

No. 140. Bridge Model, 16 Si/e,15
JeWeLlituiting and Open- f are,
Pendant Setting

4 pairs in settings, micrometer regulator,
nickel damaskeened, quick train, straightline lever escapement, exposed pallets, cat
expansion balance, hardened and tont.
pered breguet hairspring, safety pintos
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or
arable depressed center and seconds white
enamel dial and red marginal figures.

U.S.A.
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I'Ve manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
No. B-10 Inch. Net Price, $4.50

Best French Plate
Mirrors

Mounted on Quadruple= Pla led Hard NV bite Metal I :ra mes

We are the Originators of this Novelty, and have the finest and most
extensive line in the market. Prices and styles to meet all demands. Writt.for Catalogue No. 4.

The Biggins=Rodgers Co.
Main Office and Factory , Wallingford, Connecticut

Manufacturers of Medium =Priced Silver-Plated Hollowware

In I4K., 10K., Sterling,
Gilt and Gold Filled

.Also, all kinds of

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION

Tortoise Shell Combs
Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Are.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

KEYSTONE

and this especially appeals to the jeweler, for

there is scarcely any line of business in which

falling plaster will be attended with greater

loss. Another great advantage is the fire-

proof character of the material. In case of

a conflagration

these ceilings

are not injured

by the water,

do not collapse

and are repair-

able at a very

slight cost,

while their in-

definite dura-

bility makes

them more

economic than probably any other kind of

ceiling.
Cleanliness, richness and beauty are

three recognized essentials in a jewelry store,

and this triple qualification belongs in a

unique degree to steel ceilings. It is in the

designing and decoration of their product

that the steel-ceiling manufacturers have

shown their greatest progress and triumphs.

There are shapes and patterns illimitable :

there are panels, beams and arches, and de-

signs to suit gothic, renaissance and every

other shape or style of ceiling. Friezes,

side walls or wainscoting may also be for
med

from the myriad designs now available to th
e

t1AtTL:1104tili,

vre vri vri r't

store builder or decorator. The illustrations

here presented, for which we are in
debted to

the New York Metal Ceiling Co., 
537 West

Twenty-fourth Street, New York City, s
how

a few of the innumerable shapes an
d styles of

panels now on the market. Very beautiful

specimens of this work may be seen in
 the

pictures of handsome store interiors 
shown

from time to time on our pages. It is need-

less to add that the metal-ceiling 
industry,

prosperous as it now is, has a still more 
pros-

perous future before it, these products 
furnish-

ing the ideal ceiling in economy, 
serviceability

and beauty, and destined to the univer
sal use

that this combination assures. Those inter-

ested in store improvements can b
est obtain

information as to these ceilings from any

manufacturer ot these goods, who will 
gladly

furnish catalogues, plans and miscellaneous

suggestions to suit each particular case.
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Papier Mache in Window Decoratio
n

The evolution of the store window from

a mere medium for the admission of light to

its present importance as an indispensable

adjunct for the display of stock, has resulted

in many improvements in window-trimming

devices and furnishings. The professional

window decorator of the time has at his

service special tools and material and a great

wealth of ingenious devices for lessening the

labor of decoration and emphasizing the di
s-

play. A new and economic idea in win
dow

trimming is the use of papier =elle, and

very beautiful effects, especially in back-

grounds, can be produced by this serviceable

material.
Papier mache is by no means a new

material—some, indeed, date its manufacture

back for centuries ; but much has been don
e

in recent years to make it available for

every-day purposes. As now made, it has

remarkable perfection of form and finish and

an adaptability that makes it serviceable f
or

a wide range of utilities. Though made 
from

paper pulp, many ways have been found to n
ot

only beautify but strengthen it. The moder
n

decorative papier mache is light, strong and

beautiful. The designs are made by able

sculptors, and in every part is embedded

strong steel wire, which gives strength an
d

rigidity. It will not shrink, warp or break,

and can be kept in position by a few tack
s.

Papier mache is generally furnished in

white bisque, but can be repainted any col
or

or combination of colors. For backgrounds

for show windows, it is especially useful and

convenient.

How to Tell Pottery and Porcelain

" How shall I know pottery from porce-

lain ? " is a question often asked. They ma
y

be distinguished by the following simple test :

If you hold your piece up to the light and

can see through it—that is, if it is transluce
nt

—it is porcelain. Pottery is opaque, and is

not so hard and white as porcelain. The

main differences in the manufacture of stone-

ware, earthenware and porcelain are due to

the ingredients used, to the way they are

mixed and to the degree of heat to which

they are subjected in firing. Most of the

old English wares • found in this country are

pottery or semi-china, although the term

" china " is commonly applied to them all.

The potteries in Staffordshire, covering an

area ten miles long, were the most important

in England. These pottery wares were sold

at ridiculously low prices when they were

first made, and the price has risen little by

little until it has become quite preposterous.

It is, however, the historic crockery only

which is so valuable, decorated with scenes

relating to our own early history or heroes.
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FMVCDTHe AN ARTISTIC CREATION

"THE VIOLET"
When Buying
Watch Stock for
fall trade, no jeweler
can afford to overlook
that latest marvel of
timekeeping worth,
mechanical simplicity
and low cost,

Twenty-five pieces now ready
French Gray Finish Send for Catalogue No.

V >LET COLD MEAT FORK

HIGHEST QUALITY SILVER-PLATED WARE

THE NEW CHRONOGRAPH WATCH
Main Office, Hartford, Conn.

Manufactured by

Hartford, Conn.
Hartford Conn.Factories NV;illingford

Chronograph watches are associated in the popular m i n (I with three
things—complicated mechanism, high price and exclusiveness.

It will be news for your customers to learn of one that comhinc, thc
highest degree of accuracy with a surprising simplicity of mechanism and ,t
correspondingly low price.

These watches have all the qualifications of the most desirable stock—
they cost little, always give satisfaction, are easy of repair and bring an
1111USUa1ly large profit.

They are made by the New York Standard Watch Co. and appeal
irresistibly to those in any way affiliated with sports.

Enliven your fall stock with a selection of the new Chronograph
.watches. They have already proved their worth as quick sellers and big
profit-makeis. They can be had in Nickel, Silver and Gold Filled and
Gold Cases, made by leading manufacturers.

[ VIICTOR NITVOIS, maige7;411.7„,,m.,, N©w YoTk. CantY

THE HULL DETACHABLE

HANDLE is so simple in construction

it costs no more than ordinary makes

and is guaranteed to be stronger than

any other handle, either regular or

detachable. Almost every umbrella

above one dollar each that we have

made during the past five years has

been made detachable, and every one

was absolutely satisfactory. We created

a universal demand for detachable

handles, and other manufacturers,

noting our success, have made detach-

able handles, but they are so 
complicated

they are not only liable to get out 
of

order, but cost from ten cents to

twenty-five cents extra, and will not fit

perfectly when interchanged from 
one

umbrella to another.

111111 Brothels
Norwalk

In placing your order for HOLIDAY

UMBRELLAS, buy the kind that has

a REPUTATION and SPECIAL

FEATURES.
The HULL line is distinctly a

JEWELER'S. line, because they are

BETTER MADE and MORE

SIGHTLY than any other line on the

market. Over a thousand styles of

FINE HANDLES to select from.

Write to-day for BOOKLET, CATA-

LOGUE and EXCLUSIVE SALE for

the jewelry trade in your city.
Do not make the mistake of buying

a detachable handle at an extra cost,

or one which has not stood the test of

time. Thousands of jewelers have

found that " HULL " is " the name to

tie to."
Samples sent prepaid.

Ohio

The • II I I.I." way. The old way.

llull detnehables guaranteed

stronger than any other handle.

Trade-Na rk
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Fashionable Engraving
Brings Fancy Prices
The more exclusive a jeweler's patronage themore profitable it is.
Style comes high, but stylish people are alwayswilling to pay the price.
Herein lies your opportunity.
For instance, society is especially critical andexacting in the matter of engraving.

7 OUT OF EVERY 8
Jewelers my men call on, place an order for " Triangle " Clocks.

Surely this is sufficient evidence of the merits of the clock, and
proves that the price is right.

The "Triangle" Clock is the best seller you could possibly have in
stock. Experience has proved it.

It is new, unique, attractive and beautiful in its simplicity.
Made in the popular mission style.
Especially suitable for the den, office, hall, bedroom, library or dining room.
Runs thirty-six hours and is wound by simply drawing up the weight.
Practically dust-proof.
Made in Quartered Oak.
Fitted with fine (brass) American Movement.
Finished in copper or brass, with chain, xv(24.!ht, pulley and dial trimmed and

lacquered so as to prevent any possibility of tarnishing.
'Workmanship guaranteed and every clock fully warranted a perfect timekeeper.

DIMENSIONS : 25 inches high.' 5 inches wide.
)ial I I inches from tip to tip.

Price per dozen, $33.00, F. o. B. Buffalo
Packed singly in wood box. Shipping \ v eight, to pounds.

J. Rollin Ansteth, Manufacturer, 13 Mooney-Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N.Y.

In all branches of businessthere is one BEST line.
It is gratifying to know that

representative Jewelers have
placed STOUFFER'S HAND 
PAINTED CHINA on the high-est pinnacle.

Our goods are the product ofthe most efficient force of skilledartists ever assembled in aChina Studio ; hence the super-iority of our work over allothers.

In towns not visited by our
salesmen, the success of our$50.00 assortment has exceededour most sanguine expectations.It is made up of staple, popularpieces, in twenty or more beau-tiful fruit and flower decora-tions.

Send at once for the assort-ment and secure for your townthe exclusive sale of the finestline of Hand-Painted China onthe market. Can ship im-
mediately upon receipt of order.

Call and see us when in
Chicago ; complete sample
line always on display.

It's a question of excellence rather than of cost,and only an artistic engraver can hold such patronage.
If you do engraving for the social set or desireto do it, procure at once a copy of that wonderfulcompilation of stylish lettering " Hornikel's Engra-vers Text-Book,

This portfolio represents
the standard of excellence
in monogram work.
Show it to customers and

it will make you trade ; use
it as a model and it will
insure big price work.
Its a mine of suggestion

for the high-class jeweler
wlio can't afford poor
engraving.

The work consists of sixty-one page plates ofletters and monograms, pretty patterns and allmanner of combina-
tions—all s t yl c s Of
monogTarns fo r. a I 1
kinds Of purposes, for
lockets, spoons, trays,
cigarette and match
cases, loving cups, rings,
fobs, etc.
A copy will be sent

postpaid to any part of
the world on receipt of
price, $6.00 VI 5s.)

Let ANSTETI-1 do your Watch Repairing. Send me a trial package
and be convinced

'THE TRIANGLE." I tesign Patented June 6, 1905

emith ofWmtch Stoch. for Fai,..a Trmae
We have completed elaborate preparations

for supplying promptly and satisfactorily

the fall and holiday watch needs of the

trade. Our stocks comprise full lines of

the product of the Keystone Watch Case Co.

Keyatone Sollfid. GoRd 

Jae,. Ii© FidiRed 

163.e.Coy Rom. Compliete 

Watch, etc.

WALTINIAM MOV16D41NT5G MOVEHE'1175
For sale by THE KEYSTONE

CHICAGO
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
42 Madison Street, Chicago

11114 4.4 11.1t - ̀4,/ ELLS CO

Full line of RAILROAD WATCHES

Also Cases of the Crescent Watch Case Co. and the Philadelphia Watch Case

H. O. HURTZURT
5r-r- W' 114 5math Tenth St.

PhiIladeRphia, po
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Four Unsurpassed Patterns in Sterling

LES CI NQ IJlI

TRADE MARK

STERLING

Here are shown the tea spoons of four remarkable selling
patterns. Illustrations and prices of the full line of plain
and fancy pieces of each, will be sent upon request.
The Devon is a new and popular-price pattern.

LA SPLENDIDE

REED Sc BARTON
zilvert3111itho-Established 1824

Offices and Factories, TAUNTON, MASS.
CHICAGO SALES OFFICE-103 State Street
SAN FRANCISCO SALES OFFICE-115 Kearny Street

Complete Catalogs of our Silver-plated Flat and Hollow Ware productionswill also be mailed upon request.

Catalogs and Prices will be furnished only to
the recognized Jewelry Trade.

INTAIi1.10

ILLUSTRATIoNs OD
TEA sP(Hrss

ABE EXAIT SIZE

No goods sold to
Department Stores

TIIE DEVON

September, 1905 Til

PoEmpoihtn fiE•verveare

el-IE Naples Museum contains a number of very handsome
silver pieces which come from Pompeii and Herculaneum.

*■..r-,'-o Some of the most remarkable of these are illustrated here.
Conspicuous among them is a large vessel of bucket form

with a movable handle. It is decorated with a relief design repre-

senting the interior of the baths, with four female figures in

different attitudes. On either side is an incense burner, consisting

of a richly-ornamented silver vessel, of cup form, supported upon

a four-footed bronze support. The latter is, however, of modern

xvorkinanship and is intended to replace the ancient tripod, which

is missing. These two pieces are practically alike. The cups

sh,)w a high order of design, and are ornamented with festoons

and foliage, set with small garnets. Among the most remarkable

spechnens of silver found at Pompeii are four vases of two-handled

chalice form which are shown here. They were known as sophce.

These cups are decorated with bas-reliefs representing centaurs

and bacchic symbols. A double bottom or lining is provided in

the interior of the cup, in order to prevent the sediment of the

liquid from depositing in the cavities of the relief. Under the base

of one of the vases is engraved the name SOSINI LAPIL These

specimens measure five inches
high and somewhat less in
diameter.

Between
Commemorative the two

above -
me nt ioned

vases cm the top YOW will be
observed a fine specimen in

thc shape Of a mortar, deco-
rated with a well-executed
relief design representing the
Apt ■theosis of Homer. Here
we have the great poet, 1Vidl
the head partly veiled, clothed
in the vestis fa/avis, and seated
upon an eagle which is bear-

him to the celestial re-
gions. On one side (which is
visible here) we see a warrior
with his head resting upon the
right hand and holding a sword
iind a steering oar, represent-
ing the Odyssey. The pendant
on the other side represents
the Iliad by a similar figure

of the Great Poet
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Claones and Vessels

Seyplue or Vases and Cups

Bucket and Incense Burners

armed with the sword and
lance.

Another specimen in the
form of a mortar, lying just
below the former, is orna-

mented with a relief repre-
senting a combat between
Theseus and an Amazon. In
the upper row is a shallow cup
with a well-executed design
representing Minerva mounted
upon a chariot drawn by two
horses. The • owl, which is
consecrated to the goddess;

is sitting in front of the chariot
upon a wand or lance. The
remaining figure in this group
is a censer or perfume-burner,
which carries a perforated
cover and a chain for swing-
ing it. The interior is entirely
preserved from oxidation.

The circular plate which
is observed in the middle of
the second engraving is used

to form the back of a mirror. The design represents a female

figure seated, with the head thrown back. She is sustained by a

second draped person in the rear.

Another female figure and a Cupid are placed

Wonderful in front of the group. The composition is said

to represent the death of Cleopatra. Two inter-

twined serpents form the handle of the mirror.

On either side of this specimen are two plaques in high relief

representing Apollo and Artemis. The figure of Apollo is espe-

cially well preserved. The three specimens below are cups of

different forms ornamented with leaf designs.
—Scientific .9 merican.

Craftsmanship

Scientifically-Made Glass

In a lecture at Oxford, Prof. Raphael Meldola described the

rapid progress in the development of the glassmaking industry

of Germany. Since the improvement of the microscope and

the telescope lay with the maker of the glass, a glassmaker, a

chemist and it physicist united their efforts, and the result was

the now world-renowned Jena glas. Glass can now be made

with almost any optical properties that may be desired. The

manufacture has been placed upon a strictly scientific footing.
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Luxury in Shopping as found in Nem" York—Separate Rooms for Each Customer

Average Woman can't tell False Gems from Real—Even Experts Err

T
HERE is absolutely no way for the average

woman to tell the difference between false

and real jewels, particularly when the jewels

are in a setting," said a Fifth Avenue importer

of precious stones.

His shop is modeled after some of the exclu-

sive Paris establishments and is designed to cater

to the women who spend thousands every year for

new bits of jewelry and in having rings, necklaces,

tiaras, stomachers and corsage pins reset and done

over acccording to the latest fashions. Here the

customer does not jostle elbows with other buyers

in front of a counter lined with show cases—there

are no show cases.

Safes and vaults line the handsomely appointed

main room, from which open smaller rooms lighted

by windows reaching from floor to ceiling. The

place is flooded with light, for how else could

the beauties or defects of a stone be properly

studied?

Room for Each

In one of the small rooms the

customer takes a comfortable

Customer chair near a window and before

a mirror. A table is put before

her and from one or another of the big safes are

taken trays of jewels, or small boxes of jewels if

the stones are of highest cost, and these are placed

before her.

Then, if she really means business, an expert

points out to her the differences between the stones

and gives advice as to the latest thing in setting.

If she is especially fastidious a setting will be de-

signed for her, and the promise given that it

will not be duplicated and that the order when

it is completed will not be shown to any other

customer.
Mrs. Jones, for instance, may meet Mrs. Smith

in the elevator going to this jewelry establishment,

but neither will be any the wiser as to what the

other has purchased of the jeweler. Each customer

while there will have a room and a salesman at

her disposal.

" In Paris," said the jeweler, " this sort of

place is common enough, but so far as I know this

is the only one of the kind in the retail section of

New York City.

" There is no particular reason," he went on,

" why a woman should know how to distinguish

between real and imitation stones, unless indeed

she means to buy from private individuals. I never

heard of a reputable dealer trying to pass off stones

for other than what they were. It wouldn't pay

him to do it, for the reason that sooner or later his

deception would be found out and his reputation

in consequence be practically ruined.

" Women, however, are often

fooled in purchasing stones

from friends and acquaintances.

For instance, the other evening

after the play I met at one of the restaurants a lady

with whom I have had business dealings and who,

in the course of a chat, pulled off her gloves and

Amusing
Impositions

flashed a handsome amethyst ring before my eyes,

with the remark :
" 'Now, tell me, Mr. Blank, is this real or

imitation?'
" I gave a glance at the thing and then said in

all sincerity : Really, madam, in this artificial light

and without examining the stone with a magnifying

glass it is impossible for me to tell. Come to my

place to-morrow and I will answer your question

with pleasure.'
" She came, and in a few minutes I told her

the stone was an imitation—a suggestion, it seems,

which she had received with bad grace the day

before from her brother, who, although not a

jeweler, knows a good stone when he sees it. The

amethyst had cost what would have been a very

low price for the real thing, but under the circum-

stances it was exorbitant.

" 'How came you to buy it?' I asked the lady.

" Then it came out that while at Palm Beach

the week before she met an acquaintance who had

been plunging heavily at the card tables, had used

up her supply of ready cash and was afraid to

ask her husband for more. The acquaintance

confided her troubles to the other and ended by

saying :
" 'See here, I will part with this ring for—',

naming the sum, which is only two-thirds of

what I paid for it. Do you know any one who

will buy?'
" The other woman thought she had a bargain

—and most women, you know, dearly love a bar-

gain—and slipped the ring on her own finger, pay-

ing cash on the spot.
" Even an expert would be apt

to be deceived occasionally if

times Deceived he bought stones off-hand.

To illustrate : The other day a

woman of wealth who has many handsome jewels,

among which are some costly pearls which I sold

her, came in here to see about about a new setting

for a corsage ornament. She was wearing a string

of small pearls outside her collar, which were of

an exquisite pinkish tint ; that is, they were neither

a blue nor a cream white, but represented a shade

which is extremely rare and very costly.

" 'Let me compliment you on your pearls,' I

said to her.
" She looked surprised, then laughed and

finally said :
" ̀Do you really mean that?'

" 'Why, certainly I do,' looking at the pearls

more closely as I spoke. They are beautiful.'

" 'Well, they are only imitations, and I gave

them that pink tint myself.'

" ̀Do you mind telling me the secret?' I

asked.
" 'Not in the least, for I think it a huge joke.

You see, in order to save my best pearls I bought

this string, which I thought an excellent imitation

until a friend the other day said bluntly that she

thought they looked altogether too waxy. Soon

after I went to the manicure's and while there I got

Experts Some-
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an idea. I went home and one by one went over

the pearls with pink nail powder, polishing them

exactly as I would my nails, and now everybody,

you included, is envying me my pearls.'

Detecting Spurious

" Perhaps the easiest way to

tell genuine stones, or rather

Stones the best quality stones, is by

the color and before they are

set. Often a setting is arranged to give a particular

tint to a stone. There are stones which can't be

guaranteed not to change color, like turquoise,

for instance.

" The highest priced turquoises are a perfect

blue, with scarcely a trace of green about them.

Here is a string of beads I consider perfectly

matched, which costs $115o. As turquoises go,

they are perfect in color and size.

" Here is a small string, just long enough to

reach around the neck and clasp behind, which

costs only $115, and this string in which the beads

are larger is $175. So far as size goes the beads in

the cheaper string are perfectly matched, but a

keen eye can discover that here and there is

one with a white or green tinge in it. In other

words, every bead in the string isn't the perfec-

tion of tint.

" But supposing the larger, the perfectly blue

string, is purchased to-day, I can't guarantee that

the color of the turquoises will not change to a

greener tint before a year is out, for this reason ;

turquoises are sensitive, and they respond quickly

to the health condition of the wearer.

" Let a woman with a more than normal quan-

tity of certain acids in her blood wear turquoises,

and they will deepen in color and go a shade off

from a perfect blue toward a green blue. There

are people, however, who prefer the green-blue to

the pure blue turquoise, even though the latter

cost more.

Mysteries of
the Ruby

" The pigeon-blood ruby stands

at the head of the ruby family

in cost and beauty—a color so

bright and clear that it is difficult

to describe, and, as a rule, the lighter color ruby

fetches a higher price than the darker one. Here

is a light ruby, however, which, although very

brilliant and beautiful, has a flaw in it which lowers

its price considerably.

" The flaw is a slight tinge of purple some-

where in its heart, which gives to the deep rose red

of the stone a purplish tint. The average buyer

would call it perfect, but a connoisseur knows

better. It is less to be desired even than this much

smaller ruby, which is a trifle too dark to come up

to perfect requirements.

" In emeralds it is the medium shade, neither

light nor dark, which brings the most money.

This is a perfect example."

The unset stone the dealer held up was square

and a trifle more than a quarter of an inch across.

It gave out a light as clear as crystal and was of a

vivid green. Its price was $6000.

" A very light emerald is apt to look watery,"

remarked the dealer, sending the emeralds back to

their niche in a safe. " The finest rubies come

from Burmah and Ceylon, and the pick of the

emeralds from South America and Brazil.

"The deeper the blue of the sapphire, the

finer it is. Compare these two, for instance, one

much darker than the other. In the lighter one

there is a white gleam almost, which is quite lack-

ing the other. That 'white gleam means a good

many dollars off the price which I ask for the

other. The cashmere sapphire is the best."

—New Fork Sun„:
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Tales of the Road

TI-1 E

I:TTING a merchant's attention, said the

iurnishing-goods man, is the main thing.

You may get a man to answer your ques-

tions in a sort of a way, but you really do

nut always have his attention when
 he talks to you.

You had better not call on a m
an at all ,than go to

him in a listless manner. This is where the old-

timer has the bulge over the new man
.

" I once knew a man, who had

In Interesting been a successful clerk for

many years, who started on the

road with a line of trousers.

He had worked for one of my o
ld custonnTs. I

chanced to meet him when I was starting on my

trip, at the very time when he was ma
king his first

attempt at selling a bill to the man for whom he

had formerly been working. Of course, this was

a push-over for him, because his old employer

gave him an order as a compliment.

" Well, sir, when that fdlow learned that I

was going West—this was on the Northern Pa
cific—

he hung right on to Ine and said he wou
ld like to

go along. Of course, I told him I should be very

glad to have him do so, and that I would do 
for

him whatever 1 could. But here he made a mis-

take. When a man starts out on the road he must

paddle his own canoe. It is about as much as his

friend can do to sell his own line of goods, much

less to put in a boost for somebody else. And,

furthermore, a man who takes a young chick under

his wing will often cut off some of his own feed.

Still, this fellow had always been very friendly with

me, and I said, ' Why, to be sure, Henry ; come

right along with me.'

" In the second and third towns that we made

he picked Up a couple of small bills that just

about paid his expenses. He was just beginning

to find that the road was not such an easy path to

travel as, in his own mind, he had fancied it to be.

" The next town we struck was Bismarck,

North Dakota. We got in there about three

o'clock in the morning. It was Thanksgiving Day.

To be sure, I went to bed and had a good sleep.

A man must always feel fresh, you know, if he

expects to do any work.

" It was about eleven o'clock

The Discouraged before I breakfasted, opened up,

Amateur and started across the street.

My old customer had burned

out there, and I, too, had to go out and rustle

some man. Just as I started over toward town I

met my German friend Henry coming back. His

lice mindcelool.:ed like a full moon shining throu
gh a

cloud. I could see that there was trouble on

Ii 
" ' Well, Henry, how goes it?' said I.

" ' Id don't go so goot,' he said. ' But vat 
can

a man expect on Danksgifing? I vent to see von

man and he said : " I haf an olt house dat alvays

dreats me right, so vat's de use of chanching?"

Voll, vat archument could I make against dot? I

• at to see anodder man and he said : " I haf an

uit friend dot I buy from "--and vat archument

could I make against dot? I vent in to see still

anodder, and he said : "I haf just bought "—
so

Vat archument could I make against dot ? The

next man I vent to see said : " Vy, man, don'd you

suppose I am going to rest von day in de year?"

So I Vought dere vas no use fooling mit him.'

" All right, Henry,' said I ; ' but I guess I'll

go over and try my luck.'

" The first man that I went to see was the one

who had said to my friend Henry that he th
ought

Experience
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he ought to have one day in the year to rest. He

was the biggest merchant in the town. When I

reached his store he was putting the key in the

door to lock up and go home for dinner.

" I couldn't talk to him out

Tricks of the there in the cold—we were

Drummer strangers—so I said to hint :

' I should like to buy a couple

of collars, if you please.' He sold me the collars

and then, just for a bluff, I made out that mine was

hurting me and took a few minutes to put on

another one. 1 didn't say anything about what

my business was, and the merchant, in order to

have to say, asked : ' Are you a stranger

in 
to 

" Yes, sir,' said 1, I am. But I hope that I

shall not be very much longer. I am out looking

for a location.'

' t‘.‘ 
You are a physician, then?' said the mer-

chan •

" ' Yes, sir—in a way,' said I ; ' but I treat

diseases in rather a peculiar way. I fancy. I believe

in going down to the cause of disease and treating

the cause rather than the disease itself. My

specialty is the eye. Now, you see, if the eye

looks at bright, sparkling snow it is strained, but

if it looks at a green pasture that color rests it. In

fact, if the eye looks upon anything that is not

pleasing to it, it does it an injury. Now, my way

of getting down to the root of all this eye trouble

is to place before it things that are pleasing to

look upon, and in this way make eye-salves and

things of that kind unnecessary. • In just a word,'

said I (I had his attention completely), I am sell-

ing the prettiest, most up-to-date line of furnishing

goods there is on the road. They are so attractive

that they are good for sore eyes. Now, the o
nly

way I can back up this statement is by showi
ng

you what I have. When will it suit you to look 
at

them ? The location that I am looking for is 
a

location for my goods right here on your shelves.'

" Well, sir, that merchant really came down to

my sample-room on Thanksgiving Day—he har
dly

took time to eat his dinner—and I sold him.

" I didn't see any more of my friend Henry

until the next morning. The train was late a
nd

left about seven o'clock.
" Vell, what luck yesterday?' said Henry, as

he came up to me in the train where I was 
sitting

with a friend. I said : ' Well, I sold a bill.'

" Who bought of you?'
" ' The clothing man here.'
" ' Veil, dot's de feller,' said Henry, 'dot told

me he vas going to haf von day in de year for
 his

family. And you solt him? Veil, how did you

do id?
" I briefly told Henry of my experience.

" ' Veil, dot vas goot,' said he.
" My advance-agent friend, who

A Poor Imitator had sat beside me—Henry had
fallen in with us in our double

seat—said to Henry : ' Now, that's a good 
line of

argument. Why don't you use that somet
ime?'

A twinkle came into my theatrical fri
end's eye

when Henry did, in fact, ask my permission
 to use

this line of talk. I told Henry : ' Why, sure, go

on and use that argument anywhere you 
want to.

I shall not use it again, because in every tow
n that

I shall strike, from this time on, I hav
e an old-

established customer. I have no use for that

argument. Just go and use it.'
" ' You'd better write that down with a penc

il,

Henry,' said the agent—Stanley was his nam
e.

" No, dere's no use of writing dot 
down,'

said Henry. ' Dot archument vas so c
lear dot I

haf it in my headt.'
" But, sure enough, Henry took out hi

s lead

pencil and jotted down the points in the 
back of

his order-book. In the next town we struck one of

the merchants was a gruff old tartar. Ile was the

first man that Henry lit on to.
" Now, an old merchant can size up a 

travel-

ing man very soon after he enters the d
oor. The

shoe man will go over to where the shoes are

kept ; the hat man will turn his face towa
rd the

hat case ; the furnishing-goods man will size up

the display of neckwear ; in fact, a merc
hant once
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told me that he could even tell the difference

between a clothing num and a pants man. A

clothing man will walk up to a table and run his

hands over the coats, while the other sort will

always finger the pants to a suit.
' Well, sir, when Henry walked into this gruff

old merchant's store he found him busy waiting 
on

a customer, so up he marched to a clothing table

and began to feel of a pile of pants.
" After the customer went out he went up to

the old man and said to him : ' Goot morning, sir.

I am a physician, sir, I am looking for a

logation—'
" ' You are no such a d—d thing,' said the

old man. ' You are selling pants !'
" Henry told me of this experience when he

came back to the hotel, and he was so broken-

hearted that he almost felt like going back home.

In fact, he dichi't last more than about three

weeks. He had started too late in life to learn the

arts of the traveling man." •
" Yes," said the wall-paper

Another Interesting man, who had heard this

Experience story, ' attention in the whole
thing. I once tried my hardest

to get hold of an old Irishman down in Tex
as.

He was a jolly old chap, but I couldn't get 
next.

There wasn't any satnple-room in the town, an
d if

I showed my goods to any one I would have 
to get

his consent to let me bring my stuff into his st
ore.

When I struck old Murphy to let me bring my

goods in he gave me a stand-off so hard 
that

another one of the boys who was in the store g
ave

me the laugh. This riled me a little, and I said to

my friend who thought he had the joke on m
e :

I am going to sell that old duck just the s
ante.'

I'll bet a new hat you don't,' said he. Something

flashed across me, somehow or other. I got bold

and I said : I'll just take that bet.'

" I had to wait in town, anyway, for several

hours, so that I couldn't get out until after supp
er.

So I went up to the hotel for dinner. That after-

noon I went back to Murphy's store, pulled ou
t a

cigar-case and, passing it over to the old gen
tle-

man said : Take one, neighbor. These are out

of my private box.' It was really a good cigar,

and the old man, giving me a little blarney, sa
id:

'Shure, that cigar is a birrd !" I'm glad you 
like

it,' said I. I have those sent me from Chicago, a

fresh box every week. If you like it so well,

here, take a couple more. I have lots of them in

my grip.' I laid a couple on the old man's desk,

and he didn't object.
" 'Now, Mr. Murphy,' said I,

A Trick
That Worked 

' I know you don't wish to look
at any of my goods whatso-
ever, and I'm not the man to

ask you a second time. In fact, I am really glad

you don't wish to buy some goods from 
me,

because it gives me a chance to run throu
gh my

samples. I've been aiming to do some work on

them for several days, but really haven't had 
the

time. I've been so busy. But there's nobody else

here in the town that I care to see.' (A mild 
close

of smoosh,' given at the right time and in the

right way, never does any harm, you know.)

' And as there's no sample-room here, I
'm sure

you'll allow me to have my trunks thrown 
in your

store where I shall not be in your way. I wish to

rid myself of " outs." '
' Shure, me b'y ; shure, me b'y,' said the old

man. ' Toike all the room you will, but ye k
now

Oi'm not for lookin' at your goods. Oi'm waitin'

fer a frind, ye know.'
" ' Very well, thank you ; I promise you 

faith-

fully, Mr. Murphy, that I'll not show you any

goods. I merely wish to get rid of my " tear-

outs " and straighten up my line."

" When the drayman clumped my trunk 
into

the back end of the store I opened up 
on the

counter and tore off several outs.' I let my
samples lie there and went up the street, bu

t came

back several times and peeped into the front

window to see what the old man was doing. 
I did

this three or four times, and finally I saw him 
and

one of the clerks back where my samples 
were,

fingering them over.
" Then I went around to the back door, which

was near where my samples were, marched 
right

in and caught the old man in the act."
"Sell him?" spoke up one of the boys.

"Sure," said the wall-paper man," and I
made the man who had lost the hat come down
and buy one for me from the old Irishman."

—Charles N. Crewdson, in The Saturday Evening
 Post.
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Full line of German Silver Bags and Purses
ROMAN, SILVER

GUN METAL and 

OLD ENGLISH FINISH

WHITE KID LININGS

These bags have many meri-

torious points in style, construc-

tion and finish. The principle

upon Nvhich they are made

obviates rivets, and the tops

are not drilled. Just as good

is but a tribute to their superi-

ority, and should be so under-

stood. Our Bag is the best.
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IN SIZES FROM 2 INCHES TO 6 INCH}:s

BROOCHES
BEAD NECKS

BACK COMBS
BRACELETS

CUFF PINS
HAT PINS

SCARF PINS
NECK CHAINS

ETC.
CIGARETTE CASES

MATCH BOXES
LOVING CUPS

COIN HOLDERS
CIGAR CUTTERS
KEY RINGS

KNIVES

SCISSORS
ETC.

The "American Beauty," the Marvel Show Case of the Age

• American Beauty "Jewelers Floor Case, No. 410

Readll)haf is said of if by Mr. J. Geo. Kapp:

Toledo, Ohio, July 12, 1905.
; RAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Gentlemen :—I am pleased to inform you that the fourteen

" American Beauty " Display Cases bought of you some time
ago have been installed and are perfectly satisfactory. Herein
I enclose my check in payment of same, less discount, which
I will thank you to acknowledge at your convenience.

For several years I have realized that the day was not far
di.; ant when every merchant in the country would be forced

Htange his method of display. Yet "I made haste slowly,"
fia. I realized that if I invested in fixtures unadvisedly and
later they should be unsatisfactory, that it would prove to me
a very serious loss.

Before placing my order with you for your " American
Beauty " Cases, I think I investigated the respective meritsof almost every show case made by every prominent manu-
facturer in the United States, and I know that your cases
were without an equal and in a class entirely by themselves.

When I consider their brilliancy, gracefulness, the beautyof the fastenings, not a hole in the glass, that they are as rigid
as a stone wall, and that they are dust-proof, they are one of
the " wonders of the century " in show ease construction.

I feel that you have solved with your "American Beauty"
Case a show case problem that will not only be appreciated by
the high-class merchants, but will bring to them enormous
returns, for they have no equal for displaying merchandise.

Wishing you very great success in your business, and
thanking you for the masterful execution of my order, I am,

Very truly yours,
J. GEORGE KAP?.

GRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE COMPANY
New York Office-718 Broadway

Same floors as Frankel Display Fixture Co. Grand Rapids, Mid.
THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD
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uying a Store with an Old
Stock

N a certain small railroad town in

Michigan a practicing physician had

for several years conducted a general

store. He finally .sold out to two men from

another part of the State. These men had

been successful in their former
 location; but

for some reason they did 
not make satisfac-

tory progress at the new 
point, and after

nearly a year they gave up the 
struggle and

left town. The writer visited the place once

and spent a few minutes in t
hat particular

store, but knows only a little of the 
facts in

the case, his information being gathered

from conversation with a resident of the

community. This man said they seemed

fair and honorable in their deali
ngs, and con-

ducted themselves in society as r
espectable

people should, and he could not see, 
for the

life of him, why they should not 
have done

a good business there, unless it w
as on ac-

count of that old stock, for which 
he thought

they paid too much.

Pondering the question as

The Handicap to how much an old stock

might affect a merchant, all

other conditions being favor-

able, it seems a matter worthy of considera-

tion, especially to any one who buys out an

old-established business. If the stock is not

up to date, not well adapted to the class of

patrons, or if it consists largely of odds and

ends, the accumulation of many years, the

buyer certainly ought to know before he

purchases just how he intends to handle it.

If he thinks he has only to step into the

tracks of his predecessor and go right on

with the same volume of business without

making any decided changes or improve-

ments, he will very likely be sadly disap-

pointed. He doesn't understand human

nature, and he has not considered what the

people expect of a newcomer.

Some old customers, if they find the

goods they need and prices are satisfac-

tory, and the proprietor and salespeople

agreeable, will continue to patronize the

tore.
Others will come at first out of curiosity,

but if special endeavor is not made to hold

their trade, they will be very apt to do most

of their trading at the other stores, or near-

hy towns if there are such. It will not be

Jong after the new merchant arrives, be-

;ore the people will discover that they are

tired of " that old stock " and pre-

vent others from trading there. Competing

merchants will make use of the fact to dis-

parage their neighbor, even when their own

stock might just as appropriately be so

called.

of Old Stock

K IYSTON E

Whether there is much

Clear Out the or little foundation for this

Obsolete Patterns talk, or whether it is all a

great bugbear, the mer-

chant should at once set about doing some-

thing to improve matters. He cannot safely

ignore the condition. That stock and that

store should be thoroughly renovated. If he

doesn't know exactly what to do, he better

call to his aid some one experienced in such

matters. It won't help much to attempt a

closing-out or sacrifice sale, unless it is

done wisely and successfully. Better sell

the whole stock for whatever it will bring

to some broker or auctioneer, and begin

all anew.
A carefully planned and intelligently con-

ducted clearing sale might be made the big-

gest possible advertisement. It would be

just the thing to get acquainted with the

people and attract new trade. However

much people may decry " that old stock,"

they will buy it just the same if they can get

it at reduced prices. They'll buy things

they don't need and will never use if they

are offered to them cheap enough.

There are treasures in that old stock

which some have long earnestly desired to

possess. Give them a chance to secure these

things at their own price and so gain their

friendship and future patronage. There are

articles not worth the space they occupy.

Give them away to whoever will accept them

and you will not lose thereby. There are

goods ten or twenty years old, that are in

some respects jost as good as the day they

were put ill, but improvements of the age

have rendered them obsolete. Put them out

of the way at least, and don't spend time

wondering how you can get money out of

them.

Delay that
Costs Money

Some merchants will hang

on and try to get first cost

out of an article. They can-

not bear to lose a cent, not

realizing that by so doing they are losing

good profits from trade which they do not

get, but might have just as well as not.

Get the old .stock completely out of the

way at any price and put in goods that will

sell and make a profit. Better lose a few

cents or-asoven a few dollars now and then

than to keep goods on hand until out of

date or shopworn.

For a merchant in a new locality it may

be necessary to adopt the same hustling,

planning, care and constant study of the

situation that are needed to establish a new

business. No merchant should expect when

he buys the stock and good-will of another

that the good-will means any more than that

his predecessor yields the location, the chance

to do business, and will not do anything to

injure his successor's trade. Ile cannot
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transfer his customers nor their patronage

against their desires.

It is better sometimes to

succeed an unpopular mer-

chant than a popular one.

Better to secure a depleted

stock than an abundant one, especially if it

contains undesirable goods. Better to build

up a business than to buy one, and, not

not knowing by what methods it was estab-

lished, fail to maintain it.

In entering a new field one very impor-

tant thing should not be overlooked, namely,

the adaptability of the merchant to the class

of people found there. Race distinctions

and differences of religion cut no small

figure. A merchant of the same nationality

as a majority of the residents often has a

bond so strong that convenience, distance,

prices, quality of goods or almost every con-

sideration to be named, have no effect in

winning trade for one of different birth. A

successful merchant in one locality may be a

misfit in another. And the strange part of

it is that he does not know why it is so,

when others can see the cause so well.
—Michigan Tradesman.

Considerations
Before Buying

Dreaming and Doing

Come out of the clouds !
Clamber down from your Castle in Spain !

What the world needs to-day is fewer projected

schemes and more injected grit and gumption to

carry them out.
Less dreaming ; more doing.
Yet ambition is a priceless asset.
The ambitionless man is a chip in the stream

of life.
The individual who sees only the common

places of to-day—whose to-morrow is as yester-

day, for whom the future holds no inspiration, no

promise of achievement, who looks forward to

nothing but the dreary drag of time—such a fellow

is a fit mate for the plow-horse.
But ambition without accomplishment, idle

dreams that never shape themselves into realities,

a brain so full of the morrow that it has no room

for the clay : these are the thieves of time and

enemies of attainment.
Rub the idle fancies from your eyes. Get

your bearings here and now—begin to make your

actions count—your dreams come true.
It is well enough to say, "/
It is a thousand times better to say, "I'm at

it now."
Don't linger for another dream.
Some of the most brilliant and plausible

schemes for success that were ever evolved had

their origin in a feather bed—and ended there.

Don't be full of plans. Make it singular, plan.

One good healthy project at a time is quite

enough for the normal mind to swing and the

human energy to carry out.
And having tackled one, see it to a finish.

Don't drop it half-way and go back for another

—as a cat carries her kittens.
Versatility is a doubtful accomplishment,

after all.
I knew of a young fellow once—one of those

whom you " couldn't lose."
He dabbled a little in art, scribbled a bit in

literature, fiddled a trifle with music, could repair

an automobile, played ping-pong divinely and

operated a chafing dish with great success.
His friends used to think him immensely clever;

but reverses came at length and he found that he
couldn't realize $6 per week on his entire bundle

of accomplishments.
Do one thing well and live up to your ambi-

tion—if it is a laudable one.
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Visit Our Box Department when in the city

Fine Embossed Paper Jewelry Boxes
Will mail sample of paper on request

Put hp three colul -„ )1h (1, VIZ. : Mike, apple green andturquoise. Printing up cIl oh theSe colors.

•We have ample facilities for filling your
box orders promptly

FANCY LEATHERETTE SILVERWARE BOXES
Just the Thing for Holiday Trade

Made in three colors-White, Maroon and Dark Green, with White Brocade Lining
Per Itozt0
  64.50

3.50
5.25
5 00
6 50

  4.50
5.00
6.50
.3,00
3.25
5.50
7  00
7.00
4.00
4.00
.3.50

1.3.50
12.00
3.50
3.00
6 00
 00

4 00
4 20
6 00
10 50
6 00
3 50
8 00

No. 700. For 6 Coffee Spoons
" 701. For 6 Tea Spoons  
" 702. For 12 Tea Spoons  
" 703. For 6 Table Spoons
" 704. For 12 Table Spoons
" 705. For 1 Pie Knife . .
" 706. For 6 Forks  
" 707. For 12 Forks 
" 708. For 1 Sugar Spoon 
" 709. For 1 Butter Knife 
" 710. For 6 Knives 
" 711. For 12 Knives
" 712. For 6 Knives and 6 Forks  
" 713. For 6 Fruit Knives  
" 714. For 1 Berry Spoon  
" 715. For 1 Butter Knife and 1 Sugar Spoon" 716. For Large Soup Ladle  
" 717. For Small Soup Ladle  
" 718. For Gravy Ladle 
" 719. For Cream Ladle  
" 720. For Comb and Brush  4. 721. For Comb, Brush and Mirror  " 722. For Bon-13on Spoon  
" 723. For 6 Nut Picks and 1 Crack  
" 724 For Cold Meat Fork  
" 725 For 6 Tea Spoons to lay flat  
" 726 For 12 Tea Spoons to lay flat  

727. For 2 Military Brushes and Comb " 728. For Olive Spoon  
" 729. For Salad Set

No. 606. Small Ring Box, velvet-
lined. Per gross,

No. 600. Short Cov,r Nrs1 b , r. ,izes, ssOrtctl pci• $1,50

These boxes
will advertise
you, because
your customers
will keep
them.
Write for
samples of
paper.
Notice the
complete line
in our
August
Supplement.
Priceá quoted
are subject
to 6 per cent.
cash discount.

No. 607. Medium Ring Box, velvet-lined. Per gross, $2.75No. 609. Thimble Box,
Per gross, $2.75

No. 608. Large Ring Box, velvet.
lined. Per gross, $3.00

\,,. 1101. Tele,e011e Nest Boxes, 6 sizes, its.orted, pel

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO., 131 to 137 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
ross, $1,75
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Advertising by Megaphone

OUR attention has been called to an
entirely new and original method of

advertising, practiced in a town in the far

West. We are inclined to remove our

Panama in profound respect to the inventor

of the new form of publicity-withholding,
however, our indorsement of the proposition,

as an advertisement for the jewelry store,

except in frontier towns in the far West.

It seems that a tall office building domi-

nates the center of the town. An enterpris-

ing shoe merchant rented a small upper room,

looking out upon the public square which is

always more or less populated by visiting

shoppers from miles around. From the
window of this room he projected an immense
megaphone, and put a clear-voiced, strong-

lunged man, with a clever wit, behind it ;.

and whenever a bunch of people came within

the focus of the sound they were directed

to " See Smith's Two-Fifty Shoes." The

.tdmonition sometimes took the form of rhyme,

was sometimes sandwiched with really good

conundrums, and was at all times enlivened

with bright talk. It is said that the result of

I he enterprise was a practical monopoly by

Smith of the local shoe trade.

No, brethren, we do not say, " Go thou

and do likewise" ; nor do we hold it up as

a horrible example. We merely repeat the

evasive instruction of Mrs. Hornaby : " Them

that likes it may like to try

The Golden Age of the South

WHAT the grain crops are to the West

the cotton crop is to the Southern

States, and the present prosperity in that

section has inspired a writer on the subject

to designate the present as " the golden age

of the South." That the phrase is aptly

descriptive is evident from an analysis of con-

ditions in that section by the Manufacturers'

Record, of Baltimore. From this journal

we learn that between 1900 and 1904 the

assessed value of property in fourteen of the

Southern States increased at the rate of nearly

$250,000,000 a year, and that this average is

likely to be much greater in 5905. We are

also told that between March, 1900, and July

of this year 942 national banks, with an

aggregate capital of nearly fifty millions, were

organized in the Southern States.

But the most impressive revelation of our

contemporary's analysis is the leading part

played by the cotton crop in our domestie

and foreign trade. Of the total value of

exports $i491,744,695, as mentioned above,

more than 30 per cent., Or $458,654,074

represented cotton and its products. While

the total value of all manufactured exports

increased from $452,415, 92i to $543,620, 297,

or $95,204,376, the exports of cotton cloths

advanced in quantity from 247,380,737 to

694,500,715 yards, and in value from $54,-

696,599 to $41,320,542, or $26,624,343, the
value of other cotton manufactures increasing

from $7,707,514 to $8,345,538, or $638,024,

making the total increase for such goods

$27,262,367, while the increase for manu-

factures of iron and steel was $22,779,335.
Cotton manufactures rank fourth in actual
value in the list of exports of manufactured

goods.

Busiest Waterway in the World

Al. this time when it is fashionable to be-

laud the marvelous achievements and

undertakings of the present, it is wholesome

to recall one magnificent project of an earlier

generation which was fraught with immeasur-

able good to our country and the world at

large: Last month in the little village of

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., was celebrated in

fitting manner the semi-centennial of the

opening of the Sault Ste. Marie ship canal,

the artificial connecting link between Lake

Superior and the lower lakes. It is doubt-

ful whether the projectors of this great water-

way had any fairly accurate idea of its future

importance as a factor in the development of

the country. Michigan finished the " Soo''

canal in 1855, and transferred it to the

government in 1870. Several times since it

has been broadened and deepened, but the

expansion and pressure of traffic will necessi-

tate further broadening and deepening.

THE importance of the " Soo " can best

be appreciated by a comparison with

the Suez canal. The traffic through the

latter, which carries a large part of the com-

merce between Europe and Asia, in 5904 was

52,000,000 net tons. This was for twelve

months. The traffic through the Soo canal

for 5904, for the seven and a half months in

which ice was absent, was 32,000,000 net

tons, 27,000,000 of which was through the

American locks and 5,000,00o through the

Canadian. This year will show a much larger

record. The national worth of this canal

was well summarized by one of the orators

on the occasion of the celebration in the

following words : " This waterway furnishes

a cheap and convenient highway for the

transportation of grain, flour, iron, copper

and other products of the West to the East

and to Europe ; has aided in building up

great industrial communities at Chicago,

Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo ; has helped

to make Pittsburg the world's greatest iron

and steel center ; has incited the discovery

and development of iron and copper in the

Lake Superior region, which has contributed

to give the United States a lead in those
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metals ; and has immeasurably increased the

population and social and political importance

of the middle West, while at the same time

giving the East cheap food, giving the whole

country cheap metals and machinery, and

giving the United States its primacy in agri-

culture, mining and manufactures."

Such a project as this certainly merits

suitable commemoration, and it was fitting

that the nation should proclaim its indebted-

ness and gratitude to the great State which

conceived and executed the then vast under-

taking.

Stick Pins

TT all depends upon the point of view.

-L The jeweler thinks Jones a selfish fellow

because he bought himself an automobile

instead of buying his wife the diamond

necklace for which he had been tentatively

dickering ; and Jones's note-creditor thinks

both the automobile dealer and the jeweler a

brace of seductive frauds. And there you are !

The invaluable citizen doesn't know he

is, if he is modest.

Some advertising is like the " music "

made by a baby thumping with its fists on a

piano-much sound and little sense.

If all wearers of filled watch cases event-

ually get to heaven, some jewelers will find

the other place more tolerable.

The " drummer " may be pleasing, and

may not be ; but you do not buy him for

stock. It is what he has in his telescopes

that should interest you only ; and the goods

will forget him soon as he has laid them out.

You will get the same price for the stick-pin,

whoever sold it to you, if the pin and the

price are right. Invest in goods, and not in

drummers.

Dust is bad in a jewelry store, under

any circumstances ; but if it must be found

there, let it appear on the goods rather than

in the eyes of the buyer. Beware of the

slick salesman who throws dust in your eyes

when he opens his telescope.

Some clerks are surprisingly well

supplied with hands. We know of one (who

is habitually late in getting to the store)

who thus manifests possession of a right

hand, a left hand and a little behind-hand.

2 and 2 are 4 ; but the fact does not

establish the absolute certainty that " figures

do not lie ; " for 2 and 2 are also 22. It

instead opens up a reasonable assumption

that (under temptation) liars will figure.
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SMITH CLOCKS

HALL
BRACKET
WILLARD

Our 1905 Catalogue

is now ready for (listri-

bution, and contains

illustrations of the larg-

est and most complete

line of chiming and strik-

ing Hall Clocks ever

offered the trade.

We have made up for

1905-6 Season a great

number of new, original

and exceptionally meri-

torious designs of which,

owing to the unusual

stock which we carry,

we are enabled to make

immediate shipment.

No 77

HIGHEST AWARD

LOUISIANA

PURCHASE

EXPOSITION

We are prepared to fill
any requirement both as
to range of price and as
to style, our patterns in-
cluding examples of
Plain and Ornate Colonial,
Gothic, Rococo, Chippen-
dale, Sheraton, Renais-
sance, Arts and Crafts
and other Periods.
Our Movements are

thoroughly guaranteed
to be unexcelled as to
chiming, striking and
time-keeping qualities
and all details of finish
and appearance.
For the convenience

of the trade we have
placed on display in our
New York showroom a
sample line of our Clocks.

Catalogue and literature upon request

GEO. W. SMITH 0 CO
New York —III Fifth Avenue

• INC

3907-19 Powelton Avenue, PHILADELPHIA
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Hot, dry weather still prevails, and there seems

to be no material change in the business situati
on.

Dallas is very busy getting ready for the fair visitors,

and it is expected there will be the largest atte
nd-

ance this year that has ever been since the beg
in-

ning of the institution. The magnificent exhibit
ion

building and music hall will soon be completed,

and the structure is certainly a credit to Dallas and

the Southwest. The Fair Association is to hav
e a

scenic railway, something new here, and it is sup-

posed that the people will keep it going from the

opening until the closing each day.

The latest cotton crop report shows that the

yield will be decreased about ten per cent. this

year, but the advanced prices will make money

matters about the same, as the cotton brokers

think the fourteen-cent mark will be reached by

October.
Southwest Texas is enjoying a period of pros-

perity, as this section has had the finest crop this

year that it has had for ten years, and fortunately

is not troubled to a great extent with the boll

weevil.
J. L. Mitchell, a prominent jeweler, of Hous-

ton, is enjoying the automobile that he recently

purchased.
J. W. Pittman, of Cleburne, was a recent buyer

in the Dallas markets.

C. A. Randolph, of Huntsville, spent some

time in New York the past month, selecting

stationery and jewelry for his store.

W. M. Kidd, president of Shuttles Bros. &

Lewis, spent several days in Mineral Wells

the past month, and reports his health greatly

improved.
Frank E. Chase, traveling salesman of Chas.

L. Trout & Co., New York, spent a while in Dal
las

recently.
R. W. H. Hamilton, traveling salesman of

C. L. Norsworthy, is spending his vacation in 
Wills

Point and vicinity. Dick Kirkpatrick, of the same

house, is spending his vacation in South Tex
as.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, was a buyer in t
he

Dallas markets recently.

L. Gantert has opened a jewelry store at

Shiner, Texas, and reports that he is well plea
sed

with his new location.

L. Lechenger, of Houston, is now in the

Eastern markets purchasing his fall stock as 
well

as holiday goods.

C. A. Moore, traveling salesman of Sh
uttles

Bros. & Lewis, has just returned from an 
extended

trip over South Texas and reports busine
ss very

good.
Chas. Maag, head watchmaker for C. L. Nor

s-

worthy, was on the sick list several days recent
ly,

but is at work again.

E. I. Pittman, of Ennis, was in Dallas recen
tly

making some fall purchases, and reports busin
ess

in his town very quiet.

A. S. Fonville, of Wichita Falls, was in Dallas

recently on business.

J. C. Walton, of Fort Worth, was visiting 
his

old friends in Dallas recently.

A. Weatherford, of Plano, Texas, visit
ed the

Dallas markets last month.

P. J. Narry, of Narry & Alexander, jew
elers,

of Venus, Texas, was in Dallas recently.

C. L. Norsworthy, of the firm C. L. 
Norswor-

thy, has just returned from an extended visit to
 his

old home in Huntsville, Texas. He reports
 a very

enjoyable trip, as he took his automobile with h
im.

He also spent several days in Houston, 
Texas,

visiting relatives and friends.

C. F. Wendel, of Longview, Texas, was
 a

buyer in the Dallas markets recently.

M. W.Walker, of Waxahachie, Texas, was 
here

last month on business.

R. B. Ustick, formerly of N. Fort Worth, has

sold his business to C. W. Irwin and mov
ed to

Merkel, Texas, where he will engage in a s
imilar

business.
A. M. Wesson, of Midlothian, Texas, was a

buyer in the Dallas markets recently.

Joe Wilson, engraver for R. C. Glover, is

spending his vacation in the cool Colorado.

Glen A. Coulson, of Greenville, was in Dallas

recently, looking over the new things in his line
.

Wes. Goodwin and daughter, of McKinney,

Texas, spent several days in Dallas recently, 
visit-

ing relatives and friends.

The Columbian Optical Co., who recently

opened a wholesale and retail business in this c
ity,

reports business so far very good.

Jack Durritt, jeweler for T. J. Hines, this city,

is spending his vacation in Rockport, Texds.

Dawes E. Sturgis, of Houston, Texas, spent

several weeks in New York the past month.

J. W. Howell, of Nocana, Texas, was a buyer

in the Dallas markets recently.

A. T. Threadgill, traveling salesman for Shut-

tles Bros. & Lewis, is in for a few days' stay 
after a

very successful trip.

M. M. McGregor, of Rockwall, was in Dall
as

recently.
Every jeweler must attend the fair this yea

r.

Reduced rates on all railroads will be offered.

A. L. Bell has recently accepted a position

with L. Lechenger, of Houston.

W. A. Peck, jeweler, of Denison, was in D
allas

recently, on business.

D. A. Bruton, of Clarksville, was in Dall
as

recently, buying goods. He is expecting a 
good

fall trade.
Ewing Feree, of A. A. Everts, Dallas, spe

nt

his vacation in St. Louis, Mo.

Miss Mamie Poage, of Shuttles-Mitchell Co
.,

has returned from a three-weeks' vacati
on trip to

Virginia and other States in the East.

Joe A. Martin, Jr., is now with J. H. Greer,
 of

Fort Worth, Texas.

W. A. Brasfield, of Gainesville, was in D
allas,

recently. He reported that in the near 
future he

would open a branch store in Mineral Wel
ls, Texas.

A. E. Kujawski, of Fort Worth, has 
moved

into his new brick store building.

M. Holmberg, of Fort Worth, is 
taking a

course of engraving with the Southern 
Horological

Institute, Dallas.
S. F. Stewart spent a week in Mine

ral Wells

recently, and was much benefited by his 
sojourn at

that place.
Henry Iversen, of H. Iversen & Co., of 

Corsi-

cana, was in Dallas recently,•visiting the
 wholesale

houses.
T. J. Hines has removed from Main 

Street to

a better location on Elm Street, where 
he has fixed

up a very pretty store, having much large
r quarters

than those which he formerly occupie
d.

H. H. Hawley, formerly interested in the

Morgan & Hawley Co., was in Dallas 
for about

two weeks recently, attending to 
some special

business,
J. M. Grogan, of Arlington, was in th

e city

lately.
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Duty on Imitation
Intaglios

The classification under the

tariff act of imitation carne-

lian intaglios, was considered

recently by the Board of

United States General Appraisers. The question

came up on a protest by Bruhl Bros. & Co., Provi-

dence and New York City, against the exclusion

of these goods from Par. 435, of the tariff act, as

dutiable at 20 per cent. The board overruled the

importers' protest on the ground that the goods in

question had been ornamented by a superadded

process of engraving. They therefore decided that

the merchandise was excluded from classification

under Par. 435, and affirmed the assessment on it,

by the collector, of duty at 45 per cent. A protest

by the same firm against the exclusion of a quan-

tity of imitation half pearls imported by them from

the same tariff category was sustained, however,

the board declaring that the duty on these goods

should be 20 per cent.
A number of banks in the

jewelry manufacturing sec-

tine Trade tion, among them the First

National Bank, of Attleboro,

of which Joseph M. Bates, of Bates & Bacon, is

president, have been appointed fiscal agents for the

Argentine Republic—this as one of the results of

the initiative taken by some United States capi-

talists with the object of promoting an industrial

scheme in this very progressive republic of the

southern half of the continent. It is hoped that a

trade connection will be established between New

England and the Argentine Republic that will

prove mutually beneficial. The place which

jewelry manufacturing holds in the industrial ac-

tivities of New England suggests that its followers

should appeciate the possibilities of this promising

field and be the first to take advantage of them.

Aldridge B. Gardiner, formerly

Death of Aldridge a member of J. W. Richardson

B. Gardiner & Co., Providence, R. I., died

on August loth, at his home,

147 Elmwood Avenue. He had been ailing for a

week before, but his illness was so slight as to

cause little apprehension, and his death was con-

sequently a surprise. He was advanced in years,

however, having been born at Wickford, R. I., 
in

1821. He learned the jewelry trade from Hunt &

Owen, a firm which formerly occupied the present

location of the J. A. Foster Co. It was in 1865,

that he associated himself with J. W. Richardson,

under the firm-name of J. W. Richardson & C
o.,

one of the pioneer manufacturers of emblem 
goods

in this section. He had not been engaged i
n busi-

ness since 1895, however, having retired tha
t year.

He was a member of the leading secret and 
fraternal

orders. Two daughters, one of whom i
s Mrs.

Frank T. Pearce, survive him.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co., medal, badge 
and

emblem manufacturers, Attleboro, have iss
ued an

elaborate catalogue and price-list, printed 
through-

out on enameled paper in black ink, 
abundantly

illustrated with rich half tones and bound in a

strong and handsomely ornamented cover o
f light

brown. Practically every page is illustrated, and

the goods are numbered, priced and arr
anged with

care and regularity. Pictures of various university

buildings throughout the country make 
an in-

teresting feature.

(Continued on page 1519)
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Stocks flat Suit the Season
New Lathe Loupe

NEW GOODS oil' INVENTIONS

The flood-tide of prosperity in this section means for every jeweler unusually
large requirements of standard goods. We have made preparations commensurate with

sive and •

this unusual demand and have assembled for fall and holiday trade the most comprehen-

Largest Stocks in the Southwest
in all staple lines—watches, clocks, diamonds, jewelry, silverware, novelties, etc.—all selected
with a view to supplying trade needs promptly, satisfactorily and at favorable prices. Our
central location and facilities assure quick and economic service. Mail orders are filled as
soon as received and shipped with the greatest possible dispatch."

Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Co.
Ninth and Walnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

THIS IS THE
I■1111111111I■

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a

permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, ou
r twofold object being to keep the jewele

r and

.ptician thoroughly posted on the ver
y latest and most salable goods, and the 

workman at

the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and im
provements in tools and

appliances.]

MODERN WAY

Attractive Clock Novelties

The clock with its end-

less possibilities in case work

furnishes a fertile field for

artistic ingenuity, and the

result is an imposing succes-

sion of clock novelties. The

latest in this line are the

" Handicraft Art Clocks," a

combination of artistic wood-

work and pictures, made by

the Ullman Mfg. Co., of

New York City. The sample

shown in our illustration is

a Dutch design, the picture

of the Dutchman being pret-

tily shown in colors. In this

way a great wealth of appro-

priate ideas are worked out

ill the artistic wood cases.

For instance, a clock suitable

for either a physician or the

nursery shows a stork hold-

ing a baby, and so with other

patterns. There are dining-

room clocks, kitchen clocks,

hall clocks, library clocks,

tc., each having an appro-

priate design and picture.

The predilection for artistic novelty,
 which is a characteristic of the age in

which we live, will find much grat
ification in this new line.

Locket and Charm Holder

The increasing demand for high-class 
engraving in the jewelry store

gives a practical interest to the l
ocket and charm holder shown in the

accompanying illustration. This device is said to immensely facilitate
 the

work of the engraver and enlarge
 the scope of his activities. It is made by

The watchmak-

ing trade will be in-

terested in the new  

lathe loupe, shown •

in this illustration.

This loupe is a very

useful device and has

been designed by a

practical and expe-

rienced watchmaker

with an especial

view to speed and

efficiency in lathe

work. It is supplied

to the trade by Ham-

mel, Riglander & Co., 47-49 Maiden 
Lane, New York, and chief among its

advantages are that it can be appli
ed to any make of lathe, and it permits

anyone to inspect the work without 
having to bend close to it, as in the case

of an ordinary eye-loupe. Rings of two different sizes are furnished 
with

each loupe to meet all requirements. If a

great power is required, the operator c
an bring

into action the two lenses ; otherwise
 he may

swing the smaller lens out of place.

of tying up those little parcels--and the only way that combines
daintiness with strength—so essential to jewelry packing. It's strong
and silky comes in many bright tints—i-16 to 1-4 inch width. In
addition to its obvious advantages over string,

Iffigliallalan1111MXIMMIN■

Reis' Advertising Tape
carries your name and address, printed plainly, from four to ten times
every yard, and provides a novel and forceful way of getting your ad.
" home." Strongly endorsed by many successful jewelers.

Let us send you samples— just write.

G. REIS 0 BRO. Department K
640 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

the Racine Jewelry Mfg. Co., 
Racine, Wis., and possesses many 

meritorious

features, such as a capacity to fit an
y engraving block and to 

hold articles

1 a to inch diameter without marring 
the edge. It affords a smooth sur-

face for the thumb and condu
ces to the speed and accuracy in 

the interesting

and important art of jewelry 
engraving.

New Pattern of Silver Flatwa
re

In the accompanying illustra
tion is shown a pretty specimen o

f a new

pattern of sterling silver flatwa
re entitled the " Devon." The pattern

is produced by Reed & Bar
ton, of Taunton,

Mass. It is a simple and artistic style of

decoration, graceful in outline, and shows

well-executed die work. Those
 whose tastes

run in the direction of the 
chaste and rich

rather than over-decoration, 
will be attracted

by this new pattern, which is 
only one of many

new designs prepared by this 
firm for fall and

holiday trade. It has the style and e
xclusive-

ness that will be so much in 
demand this season.

New Art Pottery

Among the interesting showing of fall 
and

holiday stock is a new line of art pottery, a

sample of which appears in the a
ccompanying

illustration. This ware is made by J. B. Owens,

Zanesville, Ohio, and is remarkable for its 
beauti-

ful color combinations and fine artistic 
effect. The

line comprises different varieties of 
material and

different styles of ornamentation, such 
as opalesce

art, opalesce inlaid, art vellum and 
gunmetal—all

pretty in finish, new and novel in 
outline and very

seasonable from the viewpoint of sal
es.

New Style of Silver Basket

We show in the

illustration herewith

one of a new line of

plated-ware baskets,

which are very novel

and unique in concep-

tion. These interest-

ing baskets are named

" Watteau " or " Poke

Bonnet," the former

designation after the

eminent eighteenth-

century French artist

of that name, in whose

pictures of court life

the " poke " bonnet

is a pervading feature.

They are made by the

Homan Mfg. Com-

pany, Cincinnati3Ohio,

and are of a Renaissance, pierced
 design, executed in burnished 

finish, with

graceful applique border and 
ornamented with French gray floral 

clusters in

full relief, this latter being a very
 pretty and unique feature.

(Continued on page 1521)
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Our new catalog- is now ready, and we will be pleased

to mail it to all regular dealers

Our line of flail Clocks is the largest am.1
most complete we ever manufactured, and comprises all
the latest features of high-class construction.

We have some new designs of Watchmakers' Regu-
lators, which excel anything we have heretofore produced.

Our new WILLARD or " BANJO " Clock is an
elegant specimen of our high-class work and is built for
the fine trade.

Waltham Clock Company
Waltham, Mass., U.S.A.

THE

REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL
Every Graduate

an Artist

Every Student

Successful

The Oldest, Largest
and Finest Equipped
School in the country

F. H. REES
Author " The Art of Engravtur,

Proprietor and
Instructor

0.17,

oGu

Steele Memorial Library Building, Elnlita, AT. K

ONE OF A NEW LINE
of Rich Enameled Iron Clocks we have ready for the Trade

LEYTON
Height, 15 in. ; width, 1034' in. ; dial, 4 in.

Eight-day, half-hour strike, cathedral gong.
Ivorized porcelain dial.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATIONS AND PRICES

THE NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Sole Manufacturers TATTOO Intermittent Alarm

Dept. M
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Business during the past month has been ve
ry

satisfactory. Usually the mid-summer is very dull

but this year there has been a good diamo
nd busi-

ness and now the local jobbing trade i
s buying

larger bills than ever from the manufacturers
. All

feel that the fall business will justify a little 
plunging.

The outside lines of trade, such

Iron Ore and Coal as iron ore, coal and s
teel pro-

ducts, are very prosperous.

There has been a temporary lull in the ore
-shipping

trade, caused by excessive rainfall in the Su
perior

mining district, which caused a flooding of 
all the

mines. This put shipping out of business for a

time. The coal-mining labor problem, whi
ch last

month might have produced a disastrous 
strike,

has been settled here in these soft-coal distri
cts.

Capt. R. E. Burdick has just returned from his

usual European trip. He reports, as did 
many

others, the apparent shortage of desirable di
amond

stocks in the markets abroad.

Webb C. Ball has just returned from an ex-

tensive business trip to the East.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. have had on di
splay

recently in their show windows the silver t
rophy

cups that were given by the Cleveland Autom
obile

Club at the recent races. Several of the cups

were of special design and were furnished 
by the

above firm.
Chas. Ramp, of the Scribner & Loehr Co

.,

will spend the next two weeks in upper
 Lake

Michigan, Mackinac and surrounding islands. 
Geo.

Eroe, of the above company, has just re
turned

from a yachting cruise up the lakes. George par-

ticipated in the recent yacht regatta at Put-i
n-Bay.

L. F. Boyer, of the Solomonson Co., with

his family, spent several weeks on the 
Agawa

River, which flows into Lake Superior o
n the

north. This is a famous fisherman's paradise.

0. D. Howland, jewelry buyer for Cowe
ll &

Hubbard Co., is in Detroit for a week.

Chas. Davis, silverware buyer for Sigler Bro
s.

Co., has been in Sarnia, for two weeks' rela
xation

from business.
Byron E. Cully, manufacturing jeweler, 90

Euclid Avenue, has sold out his interests and
 plant

to Frank Widman, who will continue the
 shop.

Mr. Cully will go to Colorado.

It was erroneously reported in these colum
ns

last month, that Webb C. Ball had been app
ointed

watch inspector to the Erie Railroad. It should

have been the Union Pacific Railroad. An ap
ology

is extended to F. W. Arnold, of Chicago, th
e Erie

watch inspector, and also to Mr. Ball.

Chas. J. Kretchman, the well-known man
u-

facturing jeweler, 117 Euclid Avenue, has g
one on

a two-weeks' bass fishing trip to Orchard 
Lake,

Michigan.
H. Beddow & Son, tool and material job

bers,

have vacated their quarters in the Schofie
ld Build-

ing, and are now established on the fifth 
floor of

the Central Trust Building, 176 Euclid 
Avenue,

where they have the increased accommodation

demanded by their growing trade.

C. A. Danner, watchmaker, has joined t
he

force of the Lewis Jewelry Co.

The Whittlesey Optical Co. was recently i
ncor-

porated with a capital stock of $15,000. 
The

incorporators are: Grant Whittlesey, A. M. 
Snyder,

F. E. Wood, N. I. Young and E. G. Derr
.

KE YSTONe

F. X. Dietz, manager of the material depar
t-

ment of the Bowler & Burdick Co., is pa
ssing

around cigars over the arrival of a :ton at his 
home.

Earl Chamberlain, engraver, was married o
n

the 9th of the month, to Miss Windsor, a 
well-

known young lady, of Akron. The honeymoon
 is

being spent on the Muskoka Lakes.

The well-known traveler, 0. P. Rowley, has

again joined the force of the Bowler & Burdic
k Co.

Mr. Rowley has been ill for many months, 
and his

friends will be glad to hear that he is out again.

The local police deserve a good measure of

credit for the clever way in which the two mu
rder-

ers of Pawnbroker Jos. Moyer, of Detroit,
 were

caught. The two men were run down i
n a very

few days and turned over to the Detr
oit officers.

Since then one of the murderers has 
confessed.

The crime was a cold-blooded and 
brutal one, and

was done in broad daylight.

F. C. Cook, Janesville, Wis., was 
a trade

visitor the middle of the month.

Fred. Gunzenhauser, manufacturing 
jeweler, is

spending a month on the lake shore.

W. C. Little has just returned from
 a trip to

upper Lake Michigan.

W. A. Cawood, for many years 
located in

Toledo, has joined the staff of the Cowell
 & Hub-

bard Co., and has taken charge of 
the jewelry

repair department.

W. J. Eroe and wife, of New Castle, Pa.,

spent part of last month visiting their
 son, Geo.

Eroe, of this city.
The following Ohio jewelers were se

en in town

last month : Richard 0. Carter, Ne
w London;

A. E. Kintner, Painesville ; C. F. 
Gardner, New-

ton Falls ; Phil. McCracken, Barbe
rton ; G. A.

Clark, Lorain ; W. C. Fisher, Lorai
n ; E. E.

Critz, Elyria ; J. 0. McClintock, Chagrin Falls;

P. F. Sharick, Ashland ; A. C. 
Rogers, Seville;

A. E. Oyster, Alliance ; W. J. H
iggins, Shelby;

Mr. Burns, Coshocton ; E. N. Davis, 
Kent ; W. P.

Huntley, Orwell ; Albert Zang, Allianc
e.

Providence and Attleboro

(Continued front page 1515)

The employees of Room M-3,

Gorham Workers 
of the Gorham Mfg. Co., Provi-

Disport dence, held their fourteenth an-

nual field day at the Warwick

Club, on Saturday, August 7th. The 
journey from

the city was made in a special car, a
nd quite a

number participated in the day's amuse
ment. The

programme embraced a varied and 
interesting

series of athletic events, including a g
rand hunt,

bowling, quoits, too yards dash, siren r
ace, tug-of-

war, Room M-3 vs. the guests ; a gu
essing contest

and a baseball game between Room
 M-3 and the

guests. The tug-of-war was won by R
oom M-3,

while the guests captured the ball ga
me. At I

o'clock the members partook of l
uncheon, and

towards evening a genuine Rhode Isla
nd clam

dinner was enjoyed. Brief addresses by Messrs.

Joseph Straker, Sr., and William C. 
Codman, Sr.,

were also a feature of the day.
Frederick D. Heffron, junior

member of the firm of Riley,

French & Heffron, of North

Attleboro, died at his home on

Church Street after an illness

extending over several months. In his youth he

attended the public schools and Fallis 
Seminary at

Fulton, N. Y. After completing his schooling, he

entered the railway mail service, in whi
ch his pro-

Death of
Frederick D.
Heffron
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motion was rapid, finally being made chief cl
erk

in the superintendent's office at Washington,
 D. C.

Soon after he left the mail service and enter
ed the

employ of H. D. Merritt & Co., of North 
Attle-

boro. Subsequently, he entered the firm of Riley,

French & Heffron. He was born in Fulton, N.
 Y.,

June 4, 1855, and was married in 1885. 
He is

survived by his wife and one daughter, Miss Vir
-

ginia Heffron. Mr. Heffron was a member of

Bristol Lodge, F. and A. M., Bristol Commander
y,

Knights Templar and another Masonic lodge 
in

New York.

Population
and Trade

The recently-published census

returns show that Attleboro

continues to grow in the matter

of population, and this, of

course, means growth all around. The 
progress

indicated in this direction by the cen
sus record

fails, however, to satisfy quite a numbe
r of Attle-

boro citizens, who are firmly convinced 
that there

are more people in the town than 12
,702, the num-

ber with which it is credited. The last census

taken, five years ago, showed a 
population of

11,335; thus the growth in the interium 
has been,

according to these figures, 1367. Not a few

Attleboreans, no doubt laudably enthu
siastic for

the progress of their native town, look
 upon this

showing on paper as comparatively far
 below the

mark. They believe that actually there
 are no less

than 14,000 inhabitants now in Att
leboro. This

latter view is even shared by the 
selectmen, who

have voiced their doubts in public i
nterviews with

the result that a number of newspaper
 men, with

characteristic newspaper enterprise, unde
rtook an

independent canvass and are said to hav
e discov-

ered many omissions on the part of 
the official

censors. Taking the official figures as a reliable

criterion, Attleboro still has ample reason 
to flatter

itself upon the fact that it is keeping st
ep with the

progress of the country at large in popu
lation and

prosperity. And as the growth of the t
own and

the growth of its jewelry industry are 
almost con-

vertible terms, it becomes evident th
at the past

half decade must have been one of a
ppreciable de-

velopment for the trade which, without 
exaggera-

tion, may be said to have made more 
than one

New England town famous.

Col. Sidney 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney &
 Co.,

Attleboro, is waging a popular campaign f
or a seat

in the Governor's Council. He is cons
tantly in

demand as a speaker at important function
s, and it

is thought that his election to the office 
which he

seeks is already a foregone conclusion. His oppo-

nent is reported to have made only little 
progress,

so little that his retirement from the co
ntest would

not be unexpected. Col. Bigney's popularity

seems to grow with time. He is kn
own as an

ardent apostle of the full dinner pail, b
ut his high

place in public favor is certainly due no
 less to the

man than to his political principles.

The Vennerbeck & Clase Co., 
Providence,

have filed articles of incorporation with 
the Rhode

Island secretary of state, naming the following

officers : C. M. Vennerbeck, president 
; A. S.

Vennerbeck, treasurer and general manag
er ; R. J.

Shoemaker, Jr., secretary. The company is capi-

talized at $40,000, and its object is to m
anufacture

and sell jewelry and transact business 
incidental

thereto.
The Fontneau & Cook Co., Attleboro, feted t

he

employees of its shipping department, on 
Satur-

day, August 12th, at Narragansett Bay. At 
Field's

Point a clam dinner was served, after whic
h the

party betook themselves to Rocky Point and

whiled the time away in healthful amusement
s, re-

turning much benefited by the day's outin
g.



'52Ivery Jeweler should have at least a Few Pieces of our New IOGA WARE
It cannot be distinguished from and has the exact appearance of ware that costs ten times as much. The twelve exquisitepatterns of this new Ioga Ware shown on this page are made for us exclusively. To properly appreciate the matchless colorblending and shading of this fine line of American pottery, the ware must be seen. No illustrations or words can do it justice.It is absolutely guaranteed as to its wearing and non-crazing qualities.

No. 10. Iris Vase

No. 6. Derby Claret Jug

No. 12, Tankard Stein

No. 9. Bouquet Vase No. 5. Robin liood Vase

No. 3. Biscuit Jar

No. I. Cracker Jar

No. I I. Hyacinth Vas,

No. 4. Lemonade Jug

No. M. Flower Vase

No. 2. Tobacco Jar

Meteor Assortment of Ioga Novelties, $14.00
12 Pieces, assorted, complete set, net cash.

Separate Pieces furnished at the following net prices:
No. 1. CRACKER JAR
No. 2. TOBACCO JAR
No. 3. BISCUIT JAR 
No. 4. LEMONADE JUG . . .
No. 5. ROBIN HOOD VASE . . .
No. 6. DERBY CLARET JUG . .
No. 7. CHRYSANTHEMUM VASE
No. 8. FLOWER VASE  
No. 9. BOUQUET VASE  
No. 10. IRIS VASE  
No. 11. HYACINTH VASE  
No. IL TANKARD STEIN .

Height, 7 inches  

" 5 "

.1

$d

dd

dd

5
63(
II

to •A

Is

$ .85
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.25
1.10
1 25

 75
1 10
1 25

I 35
2.40 No. 7. Chrysanthemum Vase

A. C. BECKEN, The Chicago Wholesale Jeweler, 156 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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(Continued from page 1517)

A New Fern Dish

KEYSTONE

It may be said with

truth nowadays that we

are living in a cut glass age.

The number of useful or

ornamental articles procur-

able in this beautiful ware

is continually growing. In

our illustration is shown a

novelty in the shape of a

fern dish just placed on the

market by the Newark Cut

Glass Co., Newark, N. J.

The shape and decorative

design are very attractive

and will appeal to the army

of cut glass connoisseurs.

New Style Mission Clock

We show in the accompanying illustration 
a new

clock of mission style, known as the " T
riangle." It

is made of quartered oak and the metal
 parts are

finished in copper or brass with chain, weight
, pulley

and dial trimmed and lacquered so as to pr
event any

possibility of tarnishing. It is fitted with an American

brass movement, runs thirty-six hours and
 is wound

by simply drawing up the weight. The clock is

manufactured by J. Rollin Ansteth, Buffalo, 
N. Y., who

was granted a patent on the design on Ju
ne 6th of this

year. The dimensions are 25 inches high an
d 5

inches wide. The dial is tg inches from 
tip to tip.

Improved Electric Motor

Electricity as a motive power ior the bench-

worker is being made more available 
by the inven-

tion of improved machines. Among the latest of these are two
 new

motors that have been placed upon the market
 by W. Green & Co.,

6 Maiden Lane, New York. One of these is a direct-current lathe

motor, one-sixth horse power, having thr
ee separate speeds and brush

and buffing wheels and other access
ories. The other machine is made

from one-tenth to five horse power, an
d is expressly intended for watch-

makers' lathes. For increasing or decreasing the 
speed of these small

motors the three-cone pulley system has 
been specially arranged, and by

 a

special switch the lathe can be reversed 
if necessary.

New Idea in Hat Pins

A poetically familiar and very

appealing idea is embodied in a pa
ir

of new hat pins just placed on
 the

market by Rothschild Brothers Com
-

pany, of Attleboro, Mass. The new

designs, as shown in our illustra
tions,

represent the two principal characte
rs

in Longfellow's famous poem, Mi
nne-

haha and Hiawatha. The heads 
are

made of sterling silver and the s
tems

of german silver, eight inches long.

The tops are mitered, making a 
com-

plete head. The two pins are pl
aced

in a unique hat-pin holder mad
e of

silverine metal, finished in French

gray. It has a loaded base and is

covered with felt, showing a pictu
re of

Hiawatha's wooing. The pins and

holder constitute the " Hiawatha 
Set,"

and no doubt will find ready favor 
with

sentimental femininity.
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How Gold Leaf Is Made

The art of the gold-beater is one of the oldest
 handicrafts in

the world, and among those which have c
hanged least. Much

of the decoration of Solomon's Temple is 
believed to have been

covered with gold leaf, hammered to the requisite thinness 
by

hand as it is to-day.
The gold-beater receives his material not 

in the

The Gold-Beater's form of the sixty
-pennyweight ingot in which it is

Material cast, but in the form of a ribbon about 
an inch

wide and twenty-four feet long. This ribbon is

first cut into two hundred squares and
 placed in the " cutch,"

which is a pile of square pieces of a pe
culiar paper, part animal

and part vegetable in composition, the 
preparation of which is a

secret. The best cutches are made in London. A 
square of gold

is placed between each two leaves, and th
e whole mass is ready for

the first beating.
This is done with an iron hammer, wei

ghing from twelve to

seventeen pounds, while the cutch rests upon
 a granite block, which

is supported by a heavy wooden post. 
Under the heavy, measured

blows of the hammer the sheets of gold begi
n to stretch or expand

until, in half or three-quarters of an hour, 
they have reached the

edges of the cutch. They are then removed, and with a thin 
strip

of bamboo are cut into quarters, so that
 the two hundred become

eight hundred. Next comes the "shoder," a collection of 
eight

hundred pieces of skin, four inches square, 
made from the intestines

of cattle. As in the cutch, each piece of gold is p
laced between

two leaves of skin, and bands of parchm
ent or vellum are slipped

over the whole pile, to keep it together.

Another beating-this time with a hammer 
weigh-

ing from eight to ten pounds, now follo
ws. This

takes about an hour, during which the 
sheets of

gold are all the time expanding. The last stage

is the " mold," which, like the cutch 
and the shoder, is composed

of alternate leaves of gold and skin ; bu
t the mold is about five

inches square and made up of gold-beater
's skin. The preparation

of this is a jealously-guarded trade secret.

The skin, like that in the shoder, is made 
from the intestines

of the ox. It is translucent, and not unlike raw
hide in color.

Although it will stand continuous beating 
without breaking, it will

tear like a sheet of thin paper. The making of a single mold

requires the intestines of five hundred bul
locks. Between each two

beatings the skin is rubbed with baked and 
pulverized gypsum.

A mold contains moo sheets. After the second beating the

workman takes from the shoder a single le
af of gold at a time,

handling it with bamboo pincers, and when 
necessary smoothing it

with a rabbit's foot. With a strip .of bamboo he cuts each sh
eet

into quarters again, so that the origina
l two hundred have now

become three thousand two hundred. 
One shoder, therefore;

contains more than enough gold tc fill th
ree molds.

The final beating in the mold is done with a seven-pound

hammer, and requires from three to four ho
urs. By this time the

gold leaf should have expanded again to 
the edge of the skins, and

should be of the requisite thinness, which is
 determined by holding

it up to the light. If it transmits green rays it is done, and wi
ll

measure about one two-hundred-and-eighty
-thousandth of an inch

in thickness.
The hammers used in beating gold are slig

htly convex on the

face. The art of the workman consists in so st
riking that the gold

will always be thinnest in the center. He must pound with even-

ness all over the square, in order that 
the sheets of gold may

expand without losing their form, but at 
the same time he must

keep the thickest part near the edges, so 
that when the sheets are

finally trimmed to size, the thicker porti
ons may fall in the waste,

to be recast. No machinery has ever been devised 
which will do

this successfully.
The tools of the craft are interesting and 

peculiar.

Gold-Beater's 
Tools 

The rabbit's foot is exceedingly soft and ju
st oily

enough to prevent the gold from sticking, 
and the

bamboo pliers and cutting slips are the only
 things

with which it is possible to do this delicate 
work, The gold does

not adhere to the fibers of the reed as it doe
s to steel.

The gold-beater performs his work standing
. The use of the

heavy hammers in such continuous pou
nding would, one would

think, impose an almost intolerable strain up
on the hands and arms.

The men say, however, that their arms never
 ache.-- Youth's companion.

The Varions
Processes
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One of the Many Jewelry Stores Designed and Furnished by us

Manufacturinc
To Order

Our Specialty

State your want,

Estimates
cheerfully
furnished

ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO., Manufacturers
Rees, Dayton, Eastman Sts. and Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BOOK that will Tell All About 1905 Jewelry
Get on our mailing list at once for a copy of our Unabridged Fall and Holiday

Catalogue containing over six hundred pages devoted to everything needed by jewelers,
This catalogue will be out about October 1st, and will be the most elaborately

illustrated and the most thorough in its description of any jewelry catalogue published
in America. It quotes prices on over ten thousand articles, illustrating nearly
all of them.

A copy of this catalogue should be in the hands of every jeweler, as its prices are
a reliable criterion of correct market values. It will be sent free upon application,
only to regular established jewelers.

An application for a copy of this catalogue implies but one obligation : that, when
you receive it, keep it in a place secure from the intrusion of those who have no right
to the information it contains.

We invite your co-operation in this matter if you are a regular dealer, and we
want to assure the trade that we are doing everything in our power to see that our
new book goes to established jewelers only.

Ask for our new Catalogue right away.

NORRIS, ALISTER & CO.
134-136 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO
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Death of Duane H. Church

The death of Duane H. Church, mechanical

superintendent of the American Waltham Watch

Co., Waltham, Mass., which occurred on August

1st, removes one of the most conspicuous figures

in the watch industry of the United States. 
Fifty-

six years ago he was born at Hamilton, N. Y., an
d

from his boyhood he followed the watchmakin
g

business, having been apprenticed to J. E. Gridley,

St. Paul, Minn., at the age of sixteen. In after

years he worked at the bench for well-known firms

in St. Paul and Chicago, continuously enlargi
ng

his practical experience and developing the i
n-

ventive genius and mechanical skill which after-

wards made him an industrialist of uncommon

achievement and national note. For a time he was

one of the partners in the jewelry firm of Frohne

& Church, St. Paul.

He formed a connection with the American

Waltham Watch Co. in 1882, when he was sent to

represent that concern on the road by Steadman

Hale, its Western agent. A Western territory was

assigned to him, but he was out of sympathy with

this particular work, wisely gave it up and, having

been introduced to the officers of the company,

was immediately set to work designing improve-

ments in its noted product. Like most other

master mechanics, an initial step in many of his

inventions was the creation of tools and facilities

to be used in giving his ideas material form.

Indeed, the most astonishing products of his head

and hand were appliances of this character, som
e

of them labor-savers solely, others—and these t
he

most wonderful—devices which not only superseded

the human factor as a mechanical force, and pe
r-

form tasks with which no human skill could grappl
e,

but do so with a speed, accuracy and facility whic
h

no human skill could ever equal.

One versed in this field has aptly said : " Mr.

Church's brilliancy lies in his ability to app
roach

closer to ideal automatism than is usual a
mong

designers and constructors. The basic principle

Duane II. Church

of his method is the carriage of a unit or pa
rt

of a watch from one tool or machine to another

tool or machine for each successive operatio
n,

by means of various mechanical movements 
in

lieu of like service by human hand." His

machines have been described as " all but human,"

and they truly seem capable of almost every-

thing but actual thought. Nothing indicates

more clearly or more impressively the extent 
of

Mr. Church's inventive achievments than the de
-

crease in the cost of watch manufacturing, for

which they were responsible. This has been com-

puted at s per cent., a figure which surely speak
s

more than volumes of eulogy. Considered in con-

nection with his extraordinary life-work, there is
 a

pathetic interest to the fact that for several yea
rs

KE YSTON

prior to his death he was an invalid from heart

disease, and that some of his most notable inven-

tions were evolved in the .confinement of his sick-

room.
As one who rendered lasting service to the

manufacturing interests of the country, he was not

without public recognition. He was accorded a

place among the galaxy aptly named " captains of

industry," and in this honorary capacity was one

of those invited to the historic luncheon held at

Sherry's, New York City, in honor of Prince

Henry, of Prussia, when the royal German visited

this country early in 1902.
Mr. Church leaves a widow, one daughter and

two sons to mourn his somewhat early demise.

f- NOTES ABOVT—'

F. M. Neefus, for many years with the E. N.

Welch Manufacturing Co., Forestville, Conn., an
d

afterwards with their successors, the Sessions

Clock Co., is now traveling representative for th
e

Western Clock Manufacturing Co., of La Sall
e,

Ill., and 51-53 Maiden Lane, New York City.

A. Bollock, representing the Anchor Silver

Plate Co., St. Paul, Minn., is covering the Pacif
ic

Coast and adjacent territory with a full sampl
e

line, and has his headquarters at 738 Mission

Street, San Francisco, Cal. R. E. Williams, with

the same company, is also visiting the trade in h
is

territory, which comprises Michigan, Indiana, Ohi
o

and Kentucky. Julius J. Woolf, another of the

Anchor representatives, is in the Southwest, wit
h

headquarters in Chicago, Palmer House, and Guy

Shroyer is looking after the territory adjacent to

St. Paul.
C. A. Gebhardt, Fred. Longden, A. G. Pape

and M. H. Chaffee compose the traveling force o
f

Albert Brothers, Cincinnati, for the fall season. Al
l

of these gentlemen are out in their respective 
terri-

tories doing a fairly good trade.

Leo Bauman, who travels in Southern Illinois
,

Southwestern Missouri and a portion of Arkansas,

started out early this season and reports a 
good

business.
Will. Torrance, Western traveler for Leys,

Christie & Company, of New York, has been d
oing

the far West and Pacific Northwest country the

past month, doing a good business. Mr. Torr
ance

spent several days the middle of the month at 
Port-

land, looking over the Lewis and Clark Exp
osition.

He reports seeing a number of jewelers fro
m all

parts of the West at the fair.

C. B. Clausin, of S. H. Clausin & Co., Minne
-

apolis, Minn., won the George H. Doerr 
trophy

in the recent Gun Club shoot. His score was

35 straight.
H. C. Edwards, formerly with the Edwards &

Sloane Jewelry Company, Kansas City, has 
gone

with the L. Bauman Jewelry Co., St. Louis
, and
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will cover Missouri and Kansas territory. Mr.

Edwards is now out on his first trip and is meeting

with fair success.
J. D. Leys, of Leys, Christie & Co., New

York, is on an extended trip in the far West. He

was a visitor last month at the Lewis and Clark

Exposition, at Portland.
C. T. E. Smith, in the Central West for Reed

& Barton, traveling from their Chicago office, is

finding business quite fair on his early fall trip, an

improvement over the same period last year.

P. G. Storm, Western and Southwestern trav-

eler for Reed & Barton, with headquarters in

Chicago, has been enjoying a fine trade in Okla-

homa and Kansas the past month.

James H. Donnelly, Missouri, Kansas, Illinois

and Ohio traveler for Sproehnle & Co., Chicago,

belongs to that class of salesmen that " make

good " to both their customers and their house.

Mr. Donnelly is giving a good account of himself

already this season.
M. H. Cowen, who travels in the far West and

the South for Sproehnle & Company, of Chicago,

is enjoying'an increasing and satisfactory business

this fall. There is a good business in his territory,

and Cowen is one of those salesmen that will get

his full share of it.
Two salesmen who knew each

Rival Salesman's other well, happened to call on

Joke the same man at the same time,

only to discover that his office

door was locked. One of them suggested that

they leave their cards sticking in the crack of the

door.
" Not on your life," said the other, " and I'll

tell :you why. I had a good customer in the

machinery line who had an office in one of the

down-town buildings. One day when I called he

was out and the office was locked, so I stuck my

card in the crack as you suggested just now. Not

long after a rival salesman blew in and saw my

card. He wrote on the face of it, just over my

name : ' I have been trying to find you for two

days ; now you can go to h—I.' All I could say

never squared it with the customer, and the other

fellow got the trade.
" How do I know who did it? The scoundrel

had the nerve to tell me."

Book Notice

A convenient little volume that should be of

much practical service to all firms carrying on an

export business, whether on a large or small scale,

is " The Foreign Traders' Correspondence Hand-

book," compiled by Jas. Graham aud Geo. A. S.

Oliver, and published by the Macmillan Co., New

York. The book is conveniently arranged in sec-

tions devoted respectively to German, French,

Spanish and English correspondence forms, both

of a private and a business character. In all of

these tongues forms of commencing and con
clud-

ing business letters are given, as are also a misce
l-

laneous collection of business phrases so compre
-

hensive as to be of value in practically any branc
h

of the exporting trade. A cursory list of the
 sec-

tional headings comprises offers of goods, 
orders,

forwarding packages, arrival of goods, accoun
ts

current and statements, remittances, letters of

credit and of introduction, etc., all of which ma
tters

are treated in the concise and practical wa
y de-

manded by the exigencies of trade. The book 
has

a timely interest in view of the continuous 
growth

of the foreign trade of the United States and 
of the

vast possibilities in this field which still await

development. The price of the book is 75 cent
s.



I 5 24 THE MIDDLETOWN SILVER CO.
1VIIDDLETOWN, CONN.

FINEST GRADE
SILVER PLATED

HOLLOWWARE

A Line Guaranteed Strictly
Hand Burnished

NEW YORK, 14 Maiden Lane

PHILADELPHIA, 929 Chestnut Street

401.

317 1111.11'. I'. (1. Ill"RNISHED

CHICAGO, Temporary Office, 22 St. James Place

We Are Well Pleased
We are pleased with the unanimous endorsement of visitors, among them

leading wholesale and retail jewelers of the South.
We are pleased with the hearty endorsement of our patrons. We are

pleased with our school, its splendid equipment and facilities for satisfactory
instruction.

We are pleased with the encouragement and support we are receiving.
We are well pleased with our success.

A NEW BOOK—" Progressive Horology," by the Southern liondegieal Institute. \
Cateehisiii an the theory of %Vittelianaking as applied ill Modern Irat principle set forth in plain words, illustrated with plates and drawings, eveei,(11■adapied to the understanding of the l'(ginner and, at the same thee, a useful reference fur the111101T experienced workman. Price, $1.00.

SOUTHERN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
Write fur Catalogue 253 Main Street, DALLAS, TEXAS

Ohio Flint Glass Company
LANCASTER, OHIO

WE desire to call the attention of the Jewelry Trade to a line
of goods which is made by a different process from the ordi-

nary methods used for producing a high-grade line of goods. We call
this line the CONCORD, and this name is covered by trade-mark.

We make it in a large variety of goods, and samples will be fur-
nished at the regular prices. Illustrated catalogue will also be mailed,
with complete price-list to cover it.

The line is well worthy of attention, and the goods are without
competition, both in quality and in prices.

PHOTOGRAPH BOOK

Loaned to the Trade

for Inspection

SAN FRANCISCO, 134 Sutter St.
ATLANTA, 70-80 Peachtree St.
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WRITE FOR OUR NEW FALL CATALOGUE
Ready September 1st _____ —

It will be to your interest before buying your fall stock
We manufacture and sell direct to the retail trade by mail

Our catalogue illustrates a full line of
c-, GENTS' RINGS LOCKETS

LA DI ES' RINGS KNIFE EDGE AND
DIAMOND RINGS PEA R I. PENDANTS

SCARF PINS
LINK BUTTONS

S. Frackman, Manufacturing Jeweler
51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

We are pleased to send Selection Packages to rated jewelers on request

D G----

Paten( applied for.
No. I. 25 cis. No. 2

'CLINCH"
Hoffman's Safety Catch for

Scarf Pins

Newest and Most Practical Scarf
Pin Fastener on the Market

Fits any size pin. ilas a grip like
a vise. No broken linger nails.
NO1 Ii log I() get out of order. Neat
and simple. It will not mar the pin.

PRICES Retail price.
Style No. 1. $1.50 doz. 25 ets.
Style No. 2.
Roman gold, 2.00 doz. 35 ets.

Style No. 2,
14 K. Geld Plate.
polished, $8.00 doz. 50 els.

For sale by all leading jobbers
and material houses, or

THE HOFFMAN
NOVELTY CO.

ALBANY, N. V.
How the Clinch Is operated.

SPECIAL OFFER this fall

on our

HAND=PAINTED CHINA
Send fur particulars and Illustrated Catalogues ot

China, Statuary, Steins, etc.

L. W. LEVY & CO.
580=582 E3roadvvay

Nevy York

When in New York, call and see
us at our NEW location—largest
floor in town devoted to Novelties
for Jewelers
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A. P. Owens, the Vinita, Ind. Ter., jeweler, is

erecting a fine two-story residence, which is ample

evidence of substantial progress in a business way.

Ash Bros., the wholesale and retail jewelers, of

139 Court Street, Binghamton, N. Y., have opened

a branch store at 244 East Water Street, Elm
ira,

N. Y. J. Walter Ash is in charge of the new

enterprise.

J. B. Bennett, of J. B. Bennett & Co., Norfolk,

Va., returned from his European trip on the Kaiser

Wilhelm der Grosse, arriving in New York 
on

August 28th. He received a hearty welcome from

his many friends.

In the notice of a new alarm clock with West-

minster chimes, which appeared in our last is
sue,

the name of the firm which makes it was give
n as

A. Bach & Co., New York City. This was an 
error,

as the correct name of the concern is I. Bach 
& Co.

H. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa., purchased

at receiver's sale the stock of watch material, 
tools

and findings formerly owned by L. C. Reisne
r &

Co., of that city, and also secured the services of

J. C. Hahn, former manager of the material 
depart-

ment of that firm.

C. H. Benson, hitherto at 1134 Lake Street,

Elmira, N. Y., is now located at 853 Lake 
Street,

having purchased the stock and good will of

G. Kuhn, who had been in business for 
years at

that address. Mr. Benson has made alterations in

the store and-increased the stock to meet a 
growing

demand, especially in railroad goods. He is 
watch

inspector for the D., L. & W. R. R. at Elmira.

KEYSTONLE

C. H. Rieclemann, watchmaker and jewe
ler,

Vinita, Ind. Ter., reports that prospects for 
fall

business in that section are very promising. Trade

conditions are uniformly favorable. Jeweler Riede-

mann finds that the artesian water of Vinita is c
on-

siderably benefiting his health.

"Selinger's," the well-known Washington,

D. C., jewelry firm, which recently removed from

816 to 820 F Street, have a conspicuous landmark
in their new location, consisting of a handsome

new street clock, the only one of its kind in the

city that is illuminated all night.

The Wayne Cut Glass Co., of Honesdale, Pa.,

is one of the firms which are giving this town a
wide reputation as a center of the glass-cutt

ing

industry. This company was incorporated and

began business in February, 19o4. Its officers are:

J. Samuel Brown, president ;John H. Weaver, tr
eas-

urer ; John Kuhlbach, secretary, and L. W.

Kimble, manager.

J. Guy Daniels, the well-known jeweler, of

Newberry, S. C., against whom an action for $5000

was brought for having killed a negro with a 
sky

rocket during a display of fireworks on Christ
mas

Eve, 1903, has been exonerated by the Comm
on

Pleas Court on the ground that the suit sho
uld

have been brought against the town which g
ave

permission for the use of fireworks and not against

an individual who availed of the privilege. 
The

suit was entered by a local doctor on behalf of 
the

dead man's sister.

The affairs of the M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co.,

Syracuse, N. Y., which went into bankruptcy 
in

February last, have been in process of administra-

tion. The outstanding accounts, merchandise on

hand, machinery and fixtures and real estate have
been valued by the appraisers at $176,586.19, 

and

the total liabilities aggregate a little over 
$36o,000

as far as made known. The first meeting of 
cred-

itors was held on August 4th, and the Syrac
use

Trust Co. was appointed trustee of the b
ankrupt

concern. The bond was placed at $5o,000.
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Kelly & Steinman, cut glass manufacturers, of

Honesdale, Pa., have just added a sixty-foot ex-

tension to their cutting plant, which will enable

them to put in fifty or sixty additional cutting

frames. Their increasing business necessitated

this enlargement of their manufacturing facilities.

A parcels-post arrangement has been perfected

between the United States and Australia. Parcels

weighing not more than four pounds six ounces,

measuring not more that three feet six inches in

length, and of a value not exceeding $50, may be

mailed from this country at twelve cents per pound

or fraction. A similar arrangement has been 
in

force for some time with many other countries.

The Middletown Silver Co., of Middletown,

Conn., have greatly increased facilities in their new

factory. The increased space, new machinery and

large force have enabled them to treble their

capacity. For the greater convenience of patrons,

the company has opened an office at 14 Mai
den

Lane, New York, where a comprehensive line 
of

their products is always on display. H. A. Axe
lby

is in charge of this office.

Wm. Allen, an experienced cutter of fine

glass, who was for many years connected wit
h a

prominent cut glass manufacturer of Corning, N.Y.,

has organized the Johnstown Cut Glass Compa
ny,

which is about to begin the manufacture of 
that

commodity at Johnstown, Pa. The new company

will inaugurate business under promising 
condi-

tions with ample capital and modern mac
hinery.

Mr. Allen will be its general manager.

Baker & Company, Inc., refiners and manu-

facturers of platinum, of Newark, N. J., and New

York City, are making extensive additions to t
heir

Newark works. The increasing consumption of

platinum in the industrial arts has made this ext
en-

sion necessary, especially in their refining dep
art-

ment, which will be enlarged over one hundred

per cent. New and larger offices are also be
ing

erected,and the entire plant equipped with the most

modern appliances for economical manufacture.

Keep at It
Judiciously

11, 

The foremost authority on advertising in Ame
rica says.

in a recent journal devoted to that subject
:

" Advertising gathers force as it g
oes—stop it for any

length of time and you have to make up for
 loss of mo-

mentum. The merchant or manufacturer who drop
s his

advertising during dull seasons is dropping 
his oars in

midstream and letting the current bear him 
backward.

" Account, of course, must be taken of 
times and sea-

sons. The shrewd business man won't attempt to 
sell fur

coats in June or tennis rackets in Winnipeg 
during January.

He will, however, keep his name before 
the public, week

in, week out ; will try to create a dema
nd by carefully

considered advertising ; will not stand still and let the

sheer force of inertia carry him backward."

C. Don't let your Optical Advertising lag. 
Keep it bright,

new and convincing, week in, week out, by 
using

Davis' 52 Optical Ads No. t.

Davis' 52 Optical Ads No. 2, ..

(IL 

A new ad for each week in the year. You could not

afford to do without them for many times that prim

Order to-day.

$1.00
$1.00

R. A. DAVIS
Specialist in Jewelry and Optical Advertisin

g

Springfield, Tenn.
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COMBS AND BRACELETS

These are but a Suggestion of Our Large Line of

Combs.
These Cuts are % Actual Size.

This will be a COMB

and BRACELET season.

We are thoroughly pre-

pared for this, and offer

you a line of both, in

solid gold and gold filled,

at prices that will appeal

to both you and your

trade.
These, together with

our usual complete line

of

DIAMOND RINGS

GOLD AND
DIAMOND JEWELRY

CHAINS

FESTOONS
HAT PINS, Etc.

are now on the road.
A card to us will bring

o u r representative to
you when in your sec-
tion.

You will agree with us
after inspecting our lines
that we have the right

goods at the right prices.

JULES ASCHEIM

37-39 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
••■■•■■•■■■•■■••■•■■■•■■••
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Progress Leads to Success
What will these rings do for your stock ? Your answer respectfully solicited

CHARLES M. LEVY, Manufoafcturer

Signet=Photo. Locket
Rings

(Patent pending)

FINE GOLD RINGS AND
DIAMOND LOCKETS

90 William Street, NEW YORK

Interchangeable
Signet Emblem and

Initial Rings
(Patented June 13, 1005)

Pacific Coast

representatives :

A. EISENBERG & CO.
126 Kearny St.

San Francisco, Cal.

300

No. 1740 No. 1730

Interchangeable
Encrusted Initial and

Emblem Rings
(Patented Nov. 27, 1000)

Send for
1905 Catalogue.
Ready Sept. ist.
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HIGH-GRADE
JEWELRY STORE

FIXTURES
THE EXTREME OF BEAUTY in store furniture is attained in our special
jewelry store fixtures in

ORIGINAL DESIGNS

Counters, Show Cases, Wall Cases and all manner of artistic cabinet work.

EXCLUSIVE AND UNIQUE 

Drawings and estimates furnished free.

First Ave., Forty-firstGlaser, Rohrer 0 Co., to Forty-second St., New York

September, 1905 THE KEYSTONE

Emerald Mines of Colombia

Location, History, Ownership and Operation- For-

mation of the Gems--Product and Profits

Kir.taN

HE celebrated emerald mines of Muzo,

Colombia, are owned by the govern-

ment and are among its most valua-

ble assets. Colombia is seeking a loan in

foreign markets with which to carry on opera-

tions in the mines. Mr. Lloyd-Owen, a well-

known expert, was employed by the govern-

ment and made a very elaborate report, a

copy of which was furnished the State De-

partment by Mr. Russell, United States min-

ister at Bogota, and from which the following

paragraphs are taken:

The Muzo mines are situated

Location of in the State of Boyaca, and
the Mines are about one and one-half

hours' ride on mule back

from the small town of Muzo, which at pre-

sent seems in a state of stagnation, but was

formerly of considerable importance. Muzo

can be reached by three days' hard riding on

mule back over very bad roads from Zipa-

quira, the terminus of the Northern Railway,

and about two hours' railway journey from

Bogota.
The area of emerald-bearing ground at

Muzo" is very large; it has never been prop-

erly explored and tested, but undoubtedly

extends over many square leagues of coun-

try, the government property alone, which

forms the district around the Muzo mines,

being estimated at 40,000 hectares (98,840

acres), of which a large portion is emerald-

bearing.

The mines have probably been worked

for woo years. First by the Indians, then for

some 300 years by the Spaniards, and since

then by various persons or syndicates under

some arrangement with the Colombian Gov-

ernment. Most of these arrangements or

leases were for short terms, and each party

working the mines got out as many emeralds

as possible without regard to the future open-

ing or working of the mine. As a result,

each party left the mine blocked with debris

for his successor, who in turn got out what

emeralds he could without thinking of the

future of the mine. Naturally, under this

system, although many emeralds were ob-

tained, and some parties did well, the general

output of gems was not large, compared with

what can be produced in the future with a

better mode of working.

Under great heat and pres-

sure, due no doubt to further

and subsequent volcanic ac-

tion, these various minerals

in the fissures or veins have crystallized in

different shapes and forms, according to the

Formation of
Emeralds

various minerals contained in any particular

vein or fissure. Under favorable circum-

stances the most beautiful deep-green

emeralds have been formed in these small

veins, the green color being undoubtedly due

to the presence of chrome in sufficient quan.

tity. In other veins the emeralds are found

of a light-green color, due, no doubt, to the

fact that there was not chrome enough present

to give the deep-green color.

Again in other veins no chrome was

present, and as a result the crystals are pure

white or colored red or yellow by oxide of

iron. Many of the crystals are pure silica

and others have various minerals combined

with the silica.

Thus many kinds of crystals have been

formed in the veins, according to the vary-

ing circumstances. But the general ten-

dency in these emerald-bearing rocks is to

form crystals of emerald of more or less green

color, and the quality of the emerald, if it is

clear and free from flaws, depends upon its

size and color, the darker green being the

most valuable.

The thickness of the eme-

Thickness of rald-bearing strata at the
Emerald-bearing
Strata 

present workings of the

Muzo mines varies from roo

to 200 feet. Although some emeralds are

found in the upper strata the amount is in-

considerable, and practically all the emeralds

are found in the lower strata.

All this means that immense quantities

of barren rock and strata have to be removed

in order to get at the emerald-bearing ground

by open workings, and as it would not pay

to remove this overburden by hand labor the

agency of water is employed.. The present

system is as follows: A small stream of water,

coming down the mountain side above the

workings, is intercepted and caught in a tank;

when this tank is full the water is released,

and rushing down and through a long, wind-

ing ditch finally comes to some of the debris

and washes it down the valley, where it accu-

mulates until washed away by the stream from

the cross hills. This arrangement answers

fairly well in wet weather and for working on

a small scale only.

In order to insure a regular supply of

emeralds, it is important and necessary that

after the present accumulation of debris has

been removed, work should at once be com-

menced to remove the overburden from the

next portion of emerald-bearing ground pro-

posed to be worked, and this should be

pushed on as fast as possible during the wet

season when water is available. There should

never be less than twelve months' work of

emerald-bearing strata exposed and clear of

debris. This, of course, means an expendi-

ture of capital, but it would pay well in the
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long run and would insure a more regular

supply of emeralds.
It is stated by the expert

Grades of Emeralds that the production of the

mines for the period in-

cluded between May r, 1904, and January

31, 1905, was as follows, stated in carats:

First-class emeralds, 262,548; second-class,

467,690; third-class, 22,700; fourth-class,

r6,000. These figures give a total of 768,-

938 carats sent to Bogota in the period

named. Of the relative value of the several

classes of emeralds shipped to Bogota the

expert says:
It will be noted that one-third of the

emeralds sent from the mines are considered

first-class here, but I understand that a con-

siderable proportion of these when examined

by an expert are reduced to the second or

third class; on the other hand, it may happen

that emeralds considered second-class at the

mine may be found on examination to be

first-class. In making my estimates I do

not take into account the second or third or

fourth-class stones, nor do I estimate any-

thing beyond the average for the exception-

ally large stones of high quality which are

sometimes found and which bring such high

prices.
I consider it would be a fair estimate

to say that ro per cent. of the emeralds sent

from the mines are first-class. These in cut-

ting will probably lose one-half their weight.

Taking this as a basis of calculation, the

profits of the Muzo mines for the last ten

months' work for which I have the produc-

tion, should not be less than the following

and may be more: Ten per cent. of the pro-

duction, 76,893 carats; allow one-half for

cutting, 38,446 carats; production, estimated

value, ,6153,784; less wages and other ex-

penses at mines, £10,784; net profit, £143,-

000 ($695,910).

Future Profits
of the Mines

With reference to the future

Profits of the Muzo mines,

if my recommendations are

carried out and the mine is

managed with skill, energy and honesty, the

results should be as follows: An average out-

put of 100,000 carats per month, a reason-

able estimate, would be equal to r,200,000

carats per annum; taking ro per cent. of

these as best quality would leave 120,000

carats; loss of one-half in cutting leaves

6o,000 carats; 6o,000 carats at £4 per carat,

L240,000; deducting for cost of working

mine, staff and contingencies, £40, coo,

showing a profit Of ‘200, 000 ($973,300) per

annum.
In conclusion, I may say that in the

Muzo emerald mine the Republic of Colom-

bia has a magnificent property which should

conduce to the prosperity of the country for

generations to come.
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" Our Own the Best"

BY JOHN TWEEZER

At the summer resort from which I have
just returned after storing up health and
energy and sunburn and reminiscences in
exchange for an imposing number of hard-
earned dollars, I met, among other delight-
ful people, a certain Mr. Hailfellow—though
not known by that precise name except in
this chronicle. He had that grace of
manner and speech which is always captivat-
ing, and a certain charity of thought which
expressed the patient and considerate gentle-
man. I could easily understand why it was
that he was always the most popular fellow
in any gathering which included his presence ;
and I casually remarked to the mutual friend
who had introduced us, " Hailfellow must be
perfectly charming in his own home—and
happy the family that shares his daily life."

My friend looked up quickly and smiled

a queer little smile. " Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde were not in it with Hailfellow, as two

men in one. Why, as a matter of fact, and

strictly between ourselves, Hailfellow is the

very worst bear in his own family that I ever

knew—the severest critic, the greatest tyrant,

the sourest, glummest and solemnest mortal

that ever afflicted wife and children !"

I gasped. This paragon of social charm,

this jolly, generous-minded man a bear?

In all his attitudes before the public and

even in the circle of his intimate friends, his

place was " a little lower than the angels,"

in the universal estimate ; but at home he

proved the fiend incarnate !
Hailfellow, alas ! is the type of a multi-

tude of men, women and children who are

generous of their speech and act to the world

at large and stingy in the exercise of their

graces and charities at home. There are

those, of course, who reverse this practice—

who seem severe, or cold, or unentertaining

outside the family circle, but who within that

hallowed precinct are • gentle and kind and

radiant. It is not of these that I would

speak to-day ; they need no eulogist. Let

us consider, instead, the " horrible example"

and take to heart a little sermonizing.

There is no such human fraud in the

whole wide field of make-believe as the

fellow who poses to the public as the expo-

nent of all the social virtues but in his home

lives out his true character. Hypocrisy in

all other directions merely touches the edge

of other lives—in church, in politics, in

trade. But in the home it is daily and

hourly poison, " fretting the soul with con-

stant contact." I care not how great the

man's achievement, how cheering his public

presence, how impressive or enlivening his

public manner, he is not worthy your or my
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respect if he does not carry into his home
this same uplifting cheer and even larger
measure of those communicable joys which
make life worth living.

Indeed in the last analysis tew of us will
be able to conscientiously plead " Not guilty"

to the charge that we have failed in proper

duty to the family as individuals and as a
whole. It will not do to plead that we have

kept the market-basket full, and paid • for
clothes and schools and doctors, and all that.
There is another obligation upon us quite as

urgent—the duty of making each one of the

family as happy as is in our power by the

daily practice of kind speech and considerate

act and such entertainment as our dull brains

may furnish. We should, at least, be as
affable and polite and gracious inside the

family circle as without it. We should con-

duct our daily home lives so as not to deserve

the reproach of the poet who wrote :

"We have cheerful words for the stranger,
And smiles for the sometime guest,
But oft for our own the bitter tone,
Though we love our own the best."

" We love our own the best "—but we

should not ask them to take it for granted.

We should unceasingly demonstrate our love

for them ; and there is no proof so satisfying

as the continual effort to make them happy.

Let us not squander our sunshine upon those

outside the " charmed circle of the hearth,"

while the home folks are chilled to their

hearts by the contrast of your public and your

domestic courtesies. Let us not feed the

outside world on the bounty of our intellect-

ual wealth, while those at home are starved

for entertainment. Let the world think what

it will of you, but first let wife and children

think best of you of all human creatures.

Away, then, with the censorious critic,

the inconsiderate scold, the mean tyrant, the

morose complainer, the cruelly-exact dis-

ciplinarian, the petty fault finder, in the

person of husband and father ! and in his

place install a man who will carry into the

home circle something of the charm and

interest and delight which his outside friends

find in him but which, through one of the

strange contradictions in the human equation,

he denies to his own because " he loves his

own the best.'

When

When it is the practice of competing

merchants to think only of the customer's

good, and Jones will consequently urge the

buyer to go down to Smith's for the particu-

lar thing which this buyer has in mind,

because Smith can do a little better than

Jones, on this line, in assortment and prices—

When it is a rule of conduct to in-

variably defend a competitor from criticism

and say the best, instead of the worst, that
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can be said of his methods, manners and

morals—
When it is the fashion for fashionable

women to parade their economies instead of

their extravagances, and cultivate the domes-

tic virtues as the chief aim of polite society—
When men of great wealth shall be

prouder of the ways of getting than of the

ways of spending, and spend in such ways

that their wealth becomes a public blessing—

When politicians universally consider

the interests of the State before their own

interests and each boy and girl gives thought

to the civic duties of the citizen—
When the Golden Rule is the standard

of conduct and Christianity is translated into

the comings and goings of the daily life—

When these things come to pass, what

a solemn hush will fall upon the ghosts

gathered to witness, and how, among the

others, you and I will lament, " Why, 0 why

was this delightful condition postponed from

our days on earth, ten thousand years ago !"

Hits and Misses

The most entertaining talker is he who
listens best to what you have to say.

The American Eagle seems to be the

original and genuine dove of peace.

The son who does not attempt to im-
prove on his father's worn-out business
notions is a chip of the old blockhead.

The one asset in your business which
never suffers depreciation by change in fash-

ion, never becomes shop-worn, cannot be
stolen or destroyed by fire and always im-
proves in value as it grows older is your
reputation for telling the exact truth. about
your goods.

There is no surer way of getting poor
in men's opinion than by attempting to get
rich very rapidly.

If all men wore blinders there would be

no charm in the art of picking a pocket.

If the thermometer dropped into the bulb

and the snow piled to the housetop, it would

still be timely to inquire of the Czar, " Is it

hot enough for you ? "

The Road to Happiness always seems

to lead through your neighbor's property.

Date:
Wait.
Late !
Skate I I J. T.
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Latent Hypermetropia, the Cause of
the Difficulties Attending

Refraction Work

In a late number of the Ophlhalmic
Record, Dr. F. C. Todd reviews an article of
the title above given, which is from the pen
of Dr. Lewis S. Dixon. Dr. Todd argues
from the experience of Dr. Dixon that a
cycloplegic should be used in practically every
case of refraction, and that he " would expect
that cases where a cycloplegic has not been
used would show an average of fully two
diopters more hyper-pia when thorough
paralysis had been produced." The reviewer
of THE KEYSTONE cannot agree to these
views. He knows by personal experience
that it is possible to get very near to what
the ophthalmologist calls the full correction
without the use of a cycloplegic, if the
refractionist is patient and careful ; and he

• also knows of a good many cases where the
refraction found under a cycloplegic could
lie increased by one or even two dioptries
afterwards without the use of a mythiatic.
And furthermore : Does Dr. Todd mean to
say that the refraction obtained under the
use of a cycloplegic is more permanent than
that found without it ? The doctor knows
very well that his patients come back just
the same as if they had been refracted with-
out a cycloplegic, and on the other hand
there are plenty of persons wearing for live
or ten years the same correction which was
found without a drug. But we will not dis-
cuss the question any more at present.
There are so many good points in his article
that we reprint it here in full.

To solve the problem of relies'-
Extensive ing those patients from symp-
Researches toms believed to be referable tO

eyestrain who do not respond
at once or permanently to the prescribing of glasses,
has been the object of Dixon's studies of his
practice covering a period of fifteen years ex-
clusively devoted to refraction work. The con-
clusions of a man of Dr. Dixon's experience, one
A% ho is devoting his time exclusively to refraction
work, should be worth much to all ophthalmolo-
gists, for all have the unhappy experience of fail-
ing to relieve patients suffering from symptoms
which seem surely to be caused by eyestrain. In
view of the tendency of many enthusiasts, students
of muscular insufficiencies, to believe and teach
that such failures arise from a lack of appreciation
of the importance of disturbances in the balance of
the extra ocular mu -.cles and that these difficult cases
will invariably be lound to be due to some muscle
imbalance, to be :-orrected by some muscle treat-
ment, the cont.,. acm that latent hyperopia is the
disturbing fact'. I. is a relief. If it becomes neces-
sary to believ€ that extra ocular muscles showing
only a slight abnormality are at fault, we are at a
loss to know how best to overcome the difficulty,
since we are urged by one never to operate and by
another that operation is the necessary treatment.
In any event the mistakes made by the improper
treatment of supwsril mg real latent squints .are

the cause of much suffering and deformity to many
unfortunate patients and it were better to disregard
them entirely than to do SOmething which has to be
undone, the undoing being more difficult than the
doing, while the overcorrection of hyperopia can-
not result in anything serious. In view of these
teachings we believe Dr. Dixon's statement that
the correction of a latent or undiscovered hyper-
metropia satisfactorily solves this problem and
proves a " pass key " to all his difficulties.

While the doctor seems to
Dr. Dixon's Con- occupy an extreme position, we
tention Plausible believe that there is much truth

in what he says and far more
than in the case of the muscular extremists, though
we think that there are many difficult cases which
are dependent upon muscle insufficiencies and our
lack of knowledge as to how to overcome them, as
well as inaccurate correction and astigmatism and
overlooked inconspicuous fundus diseases and
many other considerations which are at least con-
tributing factors, such as disturbances of the
general health.

Dr. Dixon says " the origin of the eyestrain is,
of course, easily and quickly traced to the muscles
involved in the optical adjustment of the eyes ; for
the refractive and perceiving elements are entirely
passive in their functions." This is a premise
which is undoubtedly true in most cases, but
certainly symptoms of eyestrain identical with
those which occur from strain of the ocular muscles,
occur as a result of a dependent or inflammatory
diseases of the chorioid and retina. He believes in
correcting the total hypermetropia in all cases at
once, if possible, and he has found that in those
cases where he or other oculists have corrected
what they supposed to be the total hypermetropia,
who have difficulty after the correction, that the
trou'Ae is caused by a latent hypermetropia. On
inor. thorough examination by means of persistent
research he has been able to develop more latent
hypermetropia, on correction of svhich the patient
is relieved.

Dr. George I. Bull, of Paris,
Dr. Bull's has shown in a series of photo-
Investigations graphs of a test card, the damag-

ing effects of putting Weak con-
vex glasses in front of the objective of an accurately
focused camera. (ne-fourth D. will blur, quite
beyond recognition, two lines, nearly three ; one-
half I). will blur out live lines ; three-quarter D. blurs
out six or seven, and one and one-half D. leaves
nothing discernible on the card. This result is a
mathematical necessity at all times. If, therefore, a
+ .25 lens is put in front of an eye having normal
Alsion with its ciliary muscle thoroughly relaxed,
it must produce the same blurring effect : and no
practice or lapse of time, or number of experi-
ments would ever overcome the blur. If, how-
ever, after a few minutes, or half an hour, or even
at any trial, vision does become fairly'clear for the
normal line, even for a moment, there must have
been, at that moment, some compensating relaxa-
tion of the ciliary muscle ; for any action must, of
necessity, increase the blur. But, if the muscle
relaxed, it could not have been at rest before. A
muscle at work may refuse to relax even under
much urging and for a very long time ; but a
muscle at rest cannot possibly relax at any time.

Fifty refusals to see through a glass prove
nothing ; one moment's acceptance does. Failure
to find hypermetropia is never proof of its absence;
finding it is positive proof of its presence.

Studying his own records he found that so long
as he prescribed a correction which was found to
give the sharpest vision the results were only
temporary and that success in relieving symptoms
of eyestrain was attained only after increasing the
convexity of the lenses. Taking three hundred
cases at random he found that astigmatic correc-
tions had been decreased in converging power less
than r/too D. on the average, and increased less
than iito D. Spherical corrections had been

(iw)

diminished only 1/2o D. and increased over i D. on
the average. This increase was in addition to
what was supposed to be, at first, the proper cor-
rection ; and mydriatics had been used in full half
oI lhe cases.

Correct conclusions cannot be
The Use of drawn from such statistics be-
Cycloplegics cause it is the rule that latent

hyperopia cannot be brought
out even by the fogging system mentioned, with-
out the use of a cycloplegic, and the doctor would
have done better had he included in his statistics
only cases where a cycloplegic had been used.
We would expect that cases where a cycloplegic
had not been used would show an average of fully
two diopters more hyperopia when thorough
paralysis had been produced.

While we believe in the importance of fully
correcting the total hyperopia, at least as an ulti-
mate aim in most cases, and that failure to do so is
a common error, we believe that Dr. Dixon has
overestimated its importance as a panacea for all
our troubles and that he has arrived at these con-
clusions because he had not used a cycloplegic in
many cases (in the statistics given only about one-
half). We think his paper is a strong argument
for the use of a cycloplegic in all cases where not
contraindicated, and while we appreciate the
necessity for such practice with opticians, we
fail to see why oculists who are licensed to use
medicine fail to use a cycloplegic in all cases
m here not contraindicated.

Neither do we consider that full relaxation of
the ciliary muscle can be secured, excepting rarely,
by using a solution of In matrofin, not that this
remedy %ill not prove effective if absorbed, but it
is so irritating that the flow of tears it stimulates
causes the homatropin to be m ashed away. Com-
parative tests made by several observers and in
our experiments have shown that the solution did
not produce, but rarely, full paralysis as com-
pared with atropin, while the gelatin disks of
homatropin and cocaine (of Casey Wood) applied
after dropping in a drop of cocaine solution com-
pelling the patient to keep the eyes• closed and
repeating. the application in twenty minutes again,
having the eyes closed for forty minutes more
would produce as complete paralysis in nearly all
cases as atropin. Used in this manner, the irrita-
tion is prevented by the use of cocaine, which
further facilitates absorption of the homatropin
into the aquous humor. The gelatin disk is not
washed out, the eye being kept closed, but is
gradually melted and gradually, hut continuously,
allows the homatropin to be absorbed.

His contention is certainly
Should Wear correct and rational that pa-
Glasses Constantly tients requiring correction for

hypermetropia. should wear
•their glasses constantly and not alone for near
work, as is so often the custom, arguing that with
the normal eye the ciliary muscle is brought into
play only for near work, that at all other times
there is rest and consequently the normal eye is
able to perform its function without eyestrain ;
that the patient with hypermetropia uncorrected
except for near work is constantly straining his
ciliary muscle while his eyes are open, and that even
though a convex lens is used for near work they
are not capable of as easy use because they are
called on to perform labor after they are already
exhausted. " Exhaustion and strain do not come
primarily from close work, but from forcing tired
eyes to do close work ; eyes that get no rest six-
teen hours out of the twenty-four ; and that do not
know how to accept it if offered. Rest should not
come in near vision, it belongs with distant vision ;
yet, knowing this, we do not even urge the patient
totlearn how to rest his weary muscles."

He maintains that a small amount of uncor-
rected hypermetropia will cause considerable diffi-
culty, and this we believe is true, in fact, we have
seen cases where a patient had not suffered from

((ontinue,' on pngc MO)
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the nervous effects of eyestrain to a great extent,
who had a high degree, say 6 D. of hypermetropia,
but the correction having been given because of
blurred vision such patient not having been able to
strain sufficient to aid vision, but upon having been
given glasses which corrected a portion of the
hypermetropia even up to 5 or 534 D., would
sooner or later complain of symptoms of eyestrain,
such as headache, which was relieved by the cor-
rection of the remaining comparatively small
amount of hypermetropia.

He complains of the difficulty
Aversion to of getting patients to follow the
Wearing Glasses advice of wearing the glasses

constantly. We can only advise
after doing our best to explain to our patients the
whys ; unfortunately many of them cannot under-
stand after a proper explanation, and if they do not
take the advice the responsibility rests with them.
We have the satisfaction of knowing that sooner or
later they will find our advice correct. He suggests
for some such cases the use of a pair of bifocals
with small segments at the top ; the lower glass
being strong enough to dull distant vision to about
2/3 of the normal, while the upper glass allows for
fairly distinct vision, such glasses to be worn con-
stantly, by which means the old habit, straining
accommodation, may he gradually broken up. He
calls attention in the same connection of the over-
correction of myopia which is so commonly prac-
ticed by opticians and those who do not use a
cycloplegic.

An Interesting Discussion About the
Correction of Exophoria by the

Development of the Interni

In the section of ophthalmology at the
last meeting of the American Medical Asso-
ciation at Portland, Oregon, Dr. W. H.
Roberts (Pasadena, Cal. ) considered that
oculists were guilty of an error of omission
when they treated asthenopic symptoms as
though all were accommodative and none
muscular, and recommended the necessity of
determining the muscle balance in all refrac-
tion cases, emphasizing a known and tried
method of relieving the majority of cases in
which exophoria exists.

While not opposed to operative measures
when indicated, the author believed they
should only be performed when the lack of
balance could not be cured or relieved by
other measures. A routine examination of
muscle balance-should be made in every case
of refraction. The method used for develop-
ing the adductors consisted of exercises at
home, reinforced by regular visits to the
office for supervision and additional exercises.
He placed the proper ametropic correction
before. the eyes, and directed the attention of
the patient to a point of light six meters
distant. Weak prisms, bases out, were then
put on, and the strength rapidly increased
until the patient had difficulty in keeping the
point of light single.

He was then told to close the eyes, while
slightly stronger prisms were inserted, and on
opening the eyes he looked at an ivory ruler
twelve inches to fourteen inches from the
eyes, the examiner's body shutting off the
point of light. With the patient looking
intently at the ruler, the examiner walked off
back toward the light, and on reaching it
stepped aside, the patient's gaze being
qnickly transferred to the point of light,
which was usually single. If double, a
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weaker prism was used until the image could be
fused, and then the strength increased. Prism
exercises were also carried out by the patients
at home. A number of cases were reported
in detail to illustrate the author's views.

In the following discussion, Dr. G. C.
Savage (Nashville) considered that the proper
treatment of the condition was to correct the
tonicity of the interni ; that the muscles
should be exercised ; that accommodation is
strong, but convergence is weak, and the
prism exercises offer the proper remedy,
exciting to activity the two basile centers and
increasing the tonicity of the interni muscles.
Dr. F. B. Eaton (San Francisco) thought
that the best way to cure the condition was
to build up the general health of the patient ;
that otherwise it did not make much difference
how much exercise they were given. He
considered the condition a neurotic one.

Dr. Dudley S. Reynolds (Louisville)
agreed with the last speaker that systematic
dieting and proper medication, the adminis-
tration of full doses of nux vomica, etc.,
constituted the best treatment. Dr. W. C.
Posey (Philadelphia) thought the correction
by prisms lasted only so long as the exercises
were continued ; when the exercises were
discontinued the trouble returned. Dr. S.
D. Risley (Philadelphia) referred to the cases
dependent upon faulty or abnormal develop-
ment of the orbit, in which faulty attach-
ment of the muscles existed, and said that
no amount of exercises would cure them. He
doubted very much if any amount of exer-
cise ever strengthened the ocular muscles
in the sense that the biceps might be
strengthened.

Dr. John E. Weeks (New York) be-
lieved that there is a class of cases that may
be benefited by these exercises, but that there
is also a class of cases, as Risley had men-
tioned, that never could be benefited by
prism exercises ; each class of cases should
receive its proper treatment, and the means
of determining what that treatment should be
could be found in the perimeter or the tropo-
meter. Dr. C. H. Williams (Boston) said
that in the use of the Maddox rod he found
that there was always a tendency to bring
the line and the light together ; a tendency
to fuse images. This could be avoided by
the use of the apparatus which he had shown
to the section at St. Paul, consisting of a
series of green figures with a red line running
through them, while in the spectacle frame was
placed before one eye a red glass and before
the other a green one, so that the line is seen
with one eye and the figures with the other.

Dr. Wm. Zentmayer (Philadelphia)
thought a great many cases might be relieved
without prisms by putting on a very partial
correction and relieving the disturbance
caused by the correction of the hyperme-
tropia. Dr. Leartus Connor (Detroit) be-
lieved that the essential truths of the paper
could not be controverted. He had not been
able to explain, however, why so many cases
of muscle imbalance got along without any
trouble. He also advocated the use of very
deep massage over the medulla, and of the
vibratory variety. Sometimes where he had
not obtained results with the lower prisms,
he had used as high as too or 1200.

Dr. J. S. Kirkendall (Ithaca) said that
aside from general systematic conditions there
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might be causes that should always be looked
for. He had had one case which was relieved
by the removal of a plug of cerumen from
the ear. Nasal conditions were also to be
taken into consideration, spurs of the septum,
enlarged turbinates, etc. These reflex causes
should always be looked for.

Importance and Limitations of
Eyestrain

In order to establish a trustworthy rela-
tion between headache and eyestrain, Dr. G.
L. Walton, of Boston, examined three classes
of people with reference to this connection.
The first class comprised one hundred healthy
individuals with sight, the second forty-two
patients who either suffered from partial blind-
ness, whether acquired or congenital, or had
acquired blindness after the habit of fixation
and convergence was well established. The
third class examined contained individuals
who had been totally blind since infancy.
From a careful study of this material the
doctor reports the following conclusions in a
recent number of the Boston Medical and
Surgical Journal.

1. Among individuals totally blind since in-
fancy, 66 per cent. were free from tendency to
headache, as cor.trasted with 31 per cent. of those
having sight, and 29 per cent. of those with partial
or with acquired blindness.

2. If these figures should prove constant the
inference would seem justifiable that half the head-
aches in health are due to eyestrain.

3. The headache, when present among those
totally blind since infancy, partook sufficiently
often of the migrainoid character to preclude the
supposition that all migraine is due to eyestrain.

4. The results of this study would indicate
that while migraine and migrainoid headaches have
a constitutional basis, and while other factors than
eyestrain may act as exciting causes, still eyestrain
is one of the most, if not the most, important of
these exciting causes, and steps for its relief are
imperative.

5. In no case has correction of refraction been
given a thorough trial until (a) the glasses are
properly centered, (b) their continued readjust-
ment is practiced, (c) the patient looks as much as
possible through their centers instead of from side
to side, (d) efforts are avoided at straining the eyes
to see distant objects with the glasses, (e) specta-
cles instead of eyeglasses are used, and (f ) the use
of spectacles is constant, not intermittent.

6. The constitutional headache of the deviate
is probably allied to the headache of " brain fag,"
but is out of all proportion to the sources of fag.
Little can here be expected of spectacles.

7. In the proportion in which obsessive tenden-
cies and other signs of constitutional peculiarity
accompany errors of refraction, efforts at the cor-
rection of refraction will prove unavailing for the
relief of nervous symptoms.

The Hygiene of the Eye

In the section on ophthalmology at the
fifty-sixth annual meeting of the American
Medical Association last month, Dr. Christian
R. Holmes, of Cincinnati, Ohio, read a
very interesting paper on the hygiene of the
eye in schools and hospitals. He reminded
the members of the amazing expansion of all
human activities in this country in the past
few years, and especially of the efforts given
to the building of new schools, colleges and
hospitals. As a people, he thought, we were
slowly awaking to the importance of properly

(Continued on page 1537)
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T is well known to every reader of
these columns of THE, KEYSTONE
that a not-accommodating, ametro-
pic eye does not perceive a small

point of light as a point but as a little circle
the diameter of which is the greater the
greater the optical defect of the eye. If for
example a bundle of parallel rays falls upon
the hypermetropic eye with the pupil ft,
Fig. 54, these rays would focus only behind
the retina and therefore must form a circle of
light, the circle of diffusion, upon the retina.
It is evident from a look at the diagram that
the upper rays of the bundle will remain the
upper ones on the retina, so that they will be
projected by the mind as if they came from
the lower part of the disk. If now there is
placed before the hypermetropic eye an
opaque disk with two small holes, the upper
one covered with red glass and the lower one
by a high cylinder with axis vertical, the
experimenter will see one lower red spot and
one upper bright line. Of course, in myopia,
where the light rays focus before they reach
the retina, the reverse phenomenon
will be seen, or in other words, the
red spot will appear above the white
line in the same way as the red glass
is above the cylinder before the eye.
In emmetropia, however, the red
spot will appear in the middle of
the bright line, as all rays of light
emanating from the small source of
light will focus exactly at one spot
at least in the emmetropic meri-
dian. The relative position there-
fore of red dot and white line is a
very good index of the refraction
of the eye.

This fact has been made use of
very cleverly by Drs. William and
Archibald G. Thomson, of Phila-
delphia, in the construction of their
new refractometer which they have
brought forward lately " as a rapid
and accurate method for determin-
ing the refraction without a mydri-
atic." It may be said that the latest
instrument is an improvement upon
the one described by them three
years ago, and that the whole is a
refinement upon a simpler instru-
ment which Dr. William Thomson
first described in The American
Journal of the Medical Sciences,
in 1870, more than thirty-five years

ago. The authors, in the transac-

tions of the American Ophthalmo-
logical Society, describe their instru-
ment as follows :
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movement of the milled head enables us to use this
limit in the time that would be required to take
from and return to their places a very few of the
glasses. On the tube is a finder, and the eye.

Fig. 54 ( From Tscherning's " Physiologic Optics." )

pieces have a spring in which a glass from the test
case can be placed if necessary.

To attain this range, it becomes
How to Use requisite to use a sufficient

magnifying power to permit the
markings on the tube to be

visible. This was found to be about three diame-
ters, and, with a view to simplifying the construc-
tion of a proper test card, we conclude to take
that magnifying power which would convert feet
into diopters, and decided upon 3.3 powers. This
range answers for most of the cases, but for defects
higher than minus 6 or plus 7 a glass from the trial
set can be placed in the eyepiece. In one tube

the Instrument
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there is a plus sphere ; in the other a minus sphere,
to be moved by a rackwork supported upon a tri-
pod. To this is added an eyepiece, attached to
which is a spring, as is seen in the ordinary test
frame, large enough to hold any glass from the test
set, so that glasses from the case may be used if
degrees of hyperopia or myopia higher than the
instrument may record, or cylinder glasses when
the astigmatism is determined. One test glass,
half of which is composed of a hemicircular piece
of ruby glass and the other half white, is required.
In another an opaque disk the size of a test glass is
mounted, a hemicircle of ruby glass ;i centimeter
in diameter, and the other half containing a series
of Maddox rods, the bases of the rods coinciding
with the edge of the piece of ruby glass. These
are placed in the spring of the first eyepiece so as
to coincide with a protractor engraved on the end
of the tube. These two colored glasses may also
be used in the trial frame with the larger lights with-
out the instrument. *

The test object is a point of light gained by
using an asbestos chimney with a disk having open-
ings of so, 5, 234, I and mm. The light may be
electricity or gas ; or a spring candlestick, with a
tin shade blackened to prevent any reflected light,
properly perforated, may be used.

The second eyepiece contains a circular
opening, half of which contains a hemi-
circular piece of ruby glass and the
other half a high cylinder of white glass

It consists of a telescope mounted on

a stand worked by a milled head, which

brings its lenses near or farther apart,

mounted in tubes carefully graduated in

diopters, which enables us to bring be-

fore the eye conditions equal to spherical

plus and minus lenses from plus 7 to

minus 6 diopters. Thirty sphere lenses

plus and the same number minus glasses

are required for this purpose in our test

boxes, making sixty in all. A rapid

so mounted that the side of the red
glass is in close apposition in the center
of the opening with the exposed end of
the cylinder. This enables the light pass-
ing through it to be divided into a red
spot, bisected by a white line in emme-
tropia. In myopia the spot is seen to the
same side of the line as the red glass is to
the cylinder when placed before the eye,
while in hyperopia the red spot is seen
to the other side of the line, when the
image of diffusion is properly examined
with the rackwork of the instrument.

The most valuable result of this
method is when the light is emitted
from a hole in a blackened surface and
passed through the instrument it is
placed on the retina one-half reduced
in brightness by the red glass, the other
changed into a long fine white line. In
this condition it stimulates the eye so
little that the accommodation is, if not
entirely, mostly suppressed. The light
for this fine test should be at six meters
away, and should come from an opening
of but one-half millimeter in diameter.
Should these views be found to be cor-
rect, after a more extended use of the
instrument by other observers, it will
mark an epoch in the correction of opti-
cal defects, and eliminate the use of
mydriatics so much dreaded by the
patients and the public. In practice
almost a moment only is needed with
the large light point to determine if poor
vision is caused by ametropia, or lesions
of transparency, or ill-fitting glasses.

For astigmatism we have
a rapid test in the .use of
the first described half-
red, half-white trial glass,

for with the instrument the red and white
spots as they are reduced from a condi-
tion of high ametropia by the use of the

Testing for
Astigmatism

(Continued on page 1587)
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rackwork, these two images approach each other,
but do not cover each other, as in myopia or hyper-
metropia, but arrange themselves side by side.
The degree with the axis of ametropia is quickly
found by the second eyepiece with the cylinder
and red glass, and the proper rotation of the eye-
piece, to accord with the protractor, will give the
two meridians of greatest and least ametropia
promptly.

Emmetropia is found by the rackwork when a
fine white line of light passes through a small red
point, in form like a Graefe's dot and line ; turning
the rackwork then puts the red on one side of the
line in myopia or on the other in hypermetropia.
The scale on the tube should then indicate the
degree of defect in diopters.

The necessity of a test card, suited to the
instrument and constructed with perfect accuracy,
led to the one here described where fac-similes of
letters from Snellen's Optotypi are used, from r
diopter to 12, reproduced by careful drawing and
photography and etching. No. 6 D., which should
be 8.75 mm. in size, will be found to be 9 mm.
This gives 1.5 mm. for No. i, and the same scale
exists throughout. The half of the well-known
clock face has been adopted for astigmatism, with
a short line added between each hour.

The power of enlargement by 3.3 enables the
conversion to be made from diopters into English
feet for those who use that measurement, and on
the card this has been done, and No. i Snellen =
to feet, or 3 diopters, No. 2 = 6 diopters, or xx
feet, etc., with the use of the instrument.

The card is very useful when
Use of the used alone or with the test

glasses, as it conveniently
enables the V. to be ascertained

by merely approaching it from 6 to r meter, or less.
In feet the range is from 3.3 to 40 feet, but with the
instrument added is from to to 120 feet. All other
cards may be disused. The size of the card is one
foot square. It should be mounted or hung on a
blackened board or backed by a black curtain.

When there is a low acuity of vision found
after a short trial some lesion of transparency may

be suspected and looked for by an entoptic test,

using the light and the plus 7 of the scale, aided,

if required, by a higher plus from the trial box.
The circle of the light may then present evidences
of opacity in the media, especially of the cornea or
lens. This can be studied promptly also by the
cylinder eyepiece, as the white line of light may

appear rough, partly broken, or with a spindle-

shaped portion between clearly defined ends. A
shield cover to exclude one eye when the other is
examined is found requisite.

Cases quickly diagnosticated are those of
conical cornea, mixed and irregular astigmatism,

opacities of the cornea or lens, or other forms of

ametropia.

Special Card

The test glass, half white and

An Illustrative half red, may be held in the
Case hand or placed in a test frame

before the patient, with or with-

out his glasses, and the manifest refraction tested

by using any small light. Its usefulness is proved

by the following case : Mr. B., over eighty years,

feeble in health, lives in the country, two hours

away by rail and carriage. He had been operated

for cataract by extraction with good results, and
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could not leave the house to be examined for his
aphakia. With a few high + glasses, some astig-
matic lines and test letters, and a small pocket
electric torch, a correction was commenced. At
four meters, the length of his room, he described
his diffusion image as an oval with long axis,
about 30°, but failed to split the image with the red
and white glass, describing it as half yellow and
very dark yellow. Being pressed for a reply to the
question do you see the light half white and half
red ? he reminded me that he had not long known
that he was color blind for red and green. At the
next visit a trial glass of white and cobalt blue
gave perfect reaction, and soon gave as best result
+ 13 S. :72.. — 4 cyl. ax. 105° for V. of 4/6 ; and by
adding + 4 S. more for near he read D = 33 at 25
centimeters. His color defect was proved by his
calling a pink colored handkerchief blue. When
corrected his distant point of light could no longer
be split by the white and blue glass : V. for far
= 4/6, and for near 25/33. These glasses gave
entire satisfaction.

The second trial glass, multiple rods, and red
glass can be used with more rapidity, with any
small light, held in the hand or in a trial frame,
and with the usual trial set.

Both these trial glasses can also be used with
the refractometer.

When greater accuracy is required the light
should come through openings of i or mm.,
using the cylinder and red glass eyepiece, and the
rack and pinion for finding the ametropia and
correcting it. Emmetropia is shown when the
long white streak of light has upon it a small red
spot. With care the accommodation seems re-
duced to a minimum, a change of from .25 to .5o
diopters being enough to throw the red spot to one
or the other side of the line. All lights should be
excluded if possible except that from the test
opening.

To find the acuity of vision
Finding Acuity you remove the cylinder eye-

piece, and use only the simple
one. Place the test card in full

illumination, and record the smallest letters that
can be read, keeping in mind that No. 2 Snellen
with the tube is now equal to the No, 6 of the
usual test card, and will equal V. t/t at 6 meters,
or 2o/xx. When the V. is less, direct the attention
to the radiating lines, and correct any remaining
astigmatism by the motion of the rackwork. Find-
ing the probable cylinder required, place it from
the trial set in the spring of the eyepiece, and with
the rackwork in use obtain the + or — spherical
needed for high acuity. Using again the cylinder
eyepiece, see if the same result is found with streak
and spot of light. The absence of disturbing
astigmatism is found when the streak and spot
separate as the rackwork produces minus spherical
conditions.

That the accommodation is suppressed by the
device of the eyepiece, and the exclusion of all
but the light from a minute point may be accepted.
That accommodation is possible with the refracto-
meter used with open eyepiece, full illumination,
and test card is found by moving the tubes so as to
place — [minus] condition before the eye, when

young persons can see the small letters with — 4
or 5 S. With a short trial the patient may be

trusted with the milled head, and place it where
the best result is obtained.

The small card, used as an illumination, pro-

vides us with a valuable test for near vision, being
reduced by photography to one.quarter the size of

the Snellen letters used. No. I can therefore be

seen at 25 centimeters. The card gives an excel-

of Vision

lent test for acuity at the near point, and is useful
to make sure of the astigmatic correction, when
± 4 or 3 S. are placed in front of the correcting
glasses.

The refractometer complete, and the test card,
are made by Queen & Co., and can be obtained
from them.

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

(ontinued from page 1533)

lighting, heating and ventilating these new
buildings in accordance with scientific laws ;
we no longer took old buildings and tried to
remodel them to make them resemble what a
school, college or hospital should be, but
made efforts to construct them upon the
latest and most improved principles. He
considered the problem of the lighting of
school houses as a comparatively easy matter,
and said the law laid down by Risley could
not be broken without disaster to the children's
eyes : " That it is the duty of the architect
to secure in his plans all the window surface
possible consistent with safety of construc-
tion." Pupils should face a blank wall of
neutral tint, and the abundant light should
be admitted from the left, or left and rear, so
that the writing hand should cast no shadows
upon the writing surface.

A number of pictures were projected upon
the screen, showing badly-lighted school
houses and those which were proposed as
good models. He referred to the physical
deterioration of children soon after entering
school life, and to the large number brought
to the attention of the oculist on account of
progressive myopia. Out of 30,000 children
examined in the schools of Cleveland in 1899
to 1900, he said 20 per cent. was found to
have defective sight, and in Indianapolis, out
of 25,696, 32 per cent. were trying to do
school work with defective vision. He advo-
cated Risley's proposal that the schools
should introduce a modified curriculum
adapted to the physical capabilities of these
scholars ; the hours of eye work and brain
work should be cut down, or so distributed
as not to become a drain that would be felt
as a burden. In hospitals sunlight and
brilliant diffused daylight should have free
admission. A more difficult 'problem in hos-
pitals was the matter of ventilation.

The different systems for securing proper
ventilation were described and discussed in
detail, with pictures showing the methods
adopted in various hospitals and public build-
ings. Sanitarians and educators everywhere,
Holmes said, were clamoring for proper
and systematic medical inspection of school
children, and it behooved those whose prov-
ince is the eye to heartily second their efforts.
He commented upon the work of Cohn, of
Breslau ; Williams and Ayers, of Cincinnati ;
Agnew, of New York ; Derby, of Boston ;
and of Risley and his associates in Philadel-
phia, in working up the subject of the
production of myopia by the ill-lighting of
school rooms, and thought we had already
gathered sufficient facts to justify a vigorous
demand for the expert examination of the
eyes of all school children as soon as they
reach an age when they can be intelligently
examined.
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Facultative Hypermetropia

Miss A. R. B., aged twenty-eight years,
stenographer, complains of headache and
frequent styes. Says she sees a speck be-
fore the left eye like a fly when in a bright
light. Also photophobia.

We ask her if she has ever worn glasses:
she tells us she got a pair about three years
ago, but that she hasn't worn them much, as
they proved of no benefit. We neutralized
them and found them to be + .50 D.

The first step in the examination of this
case (as it should be in the examination of
any case of refractive error) is to ascertain
the Acuteness of vision. We find that she
can name every letter on the No. 20 line
with each eye separately, although she says
it is brighter with the left eye. We record
the visual acuity as -R.

We now hand her the reading test card,
asking her to look at the small type (.5o D.)
at the top of card, with which we find her
near point is 6" and her far point 20".

Now what are we to suspect in this
case? Certainly not myopia, on account of
the normal acuteness of vision. The head-
ache, the styes, the sensitiveness to light, all
point to eyestrain, such as usually caused
by hypermetropia or hypermetropic astigma-
tism.

When the acuteness of vision is B
clearly, we are not so likely to find astigma-
tism, because this error does not allow of
perfect definition of objects ; therefore, by
this process of exclusion we have now
narrowed this case down to probable hyper-
metropia.

How can we determine the presence of
hypermetropia, and measure its amount?
By two general methods : first, subjective by
the use of trial lenses, and dependence upon
the answers of the individual under exami-
nation. Second, objective, by the use of the
retinoscope, in which the patient is asked no
questions, the examiner depending solely
upon his own judgment.

We will ask one of the members of the
class to take the trial case, and ascertain
whether the refraction of this case is hyper-
metropic, and if so the probable amount of
manifest hypermetropia.

He commences by placing the opaque
disk before one eye, and while this is usually
the proper way to examine each eye sepa-
rately, yet in this case where both eyes possess
normal vision, it is easier and quicker in our
preliminary tests, to examine both eyes.
together.

Our examiner places a pair Of --I- .5o D.
spheres before the eyes, and asks patient if
she can still read the same line, to which we
receive an affirmative answer. Just here I
wish to make a remark about the form of
the question : do not ask the patient if the
lenses make vision. better. This would be
the proper question to ask in astigmatism or

myopia, where the vision is impaired ; but in
hypermetropia (of the facultative kind)
where the vision is not below the standard,
the proper way to frame the question is
whether the patient is still able to name the
letters on the same line.

The lenses are increased .5o D. at a
time until + 2.50 D. is. reached, when
patient says the letters are blurred and she
can name only a few of the letters on the
No. 20 line, and those only with difficulty.
We now drop back to ± 2 D. spheres, with
which vision is if, and which represents the
amount of the manifest hypermetropia.

The ability to see through convex lenses
at a distance proves the presence of hyper-
metropia, because such lenses make parallel
rays of light convergent, and none but a
hypermetropic .eye can receive convergent
rays ; and the strongest convex lenses with
which the No. 20 line remains legible, is the
measure of the manifest error.

So far, so good for the subjective
method, and now I will ask another member
of the class to take his retinoscope and make
an objective examination.

The pupil is illuminated, the mirror is
rotated and the shadow is seen to move in
the same direction as the movement of the
mirror. What does this indicate : either
emmetropia or hypermetropia. How are we
going to decide which is present : by placing
± I D. spheres before the eyes to neutral-
ize the distance. If such lenses stop the
movement, the case is one of emmetropia;
if the movement still continues " with,"
hypermetropia.

Our examiner tells us the movement is
still with through the ± D. spheres ; we
direct him to increase the strength of the
lenses until the movement is indistinguish-
able, which he informs us is accomplished
by + 3 D. spheres.

After making deduction for the distance
at which the mirror is used, the result of the
retinoscopic examination is 2 D. of .hyper-
metropia. In this case therefore both
methods yield the same finding, and the
objective verifies the subjective method.

This case then is one of manifest faculta-
tive hypermetropia. Let me stop long
enough to explain just what is meant by
these terms.

Hypermetropia may be overcome or -
concealed by the involuntary action of the
ciliary muscle, when it is said to be latent.
When the accommodation is able- to relax so
that the compensating accommodation or a
certain portion of it may be replaced by a
convex lens, in other words when a convex
lens is accepted for distance, the hyperme-
tropia is no longer concealed, and is then
said to be manifest.

This latter is the condition in this young
lady's case • the defect is overcome and the
vision made good by the action of the
accommodation. But as convex lenses are
placed before the eyes, the accommodation
relaxes and its place is taken by the convex
lenses, which in this case are + 2 D., and
which represents the amount of the manifest
error:-

The proportion of hypermetropia that
remains latent varies in different individuals
and at different ages. In childhood the
error is usually all latent, but a gradually
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increasing portion becomes manifest with
the advance of age and the lessening of
accommodative power, until in old age
all the latent hypermetropia has become
manifest.

Manifest hypermetropia may be either
facu/taiire or absolute. This young lady,
whom we know to be hypermetropic at least
2 D., enjoys normal. acuteness of vision with-
out any correcting lenses ; and she still has
normal vision with + 2 D. spheres ; in other
words her hypermetropia may be corrected.
by these lenses or by an equal effort of
accommodation. The hypermetropia is
manifest because the convex lens is accepted,
and we call it facultative because the error
can be entirely overcome by the exercise of
accommodation.

In thirty-five years from now, when this
lady has reached the age of sixty-three
years, at which time the amount of accom-
modation at her disposal will have been re-
duced to nothing, the hypermetropia will
still be manifest, but instead of being faculta-
tive, it will now have become absolute. The
vision will be considerably impaired, perhaps
to -N10-, because the accommodation is no
longer able to neutralize, and then the + 2 D.
spheres will be required to overcome the
error and raise the vision to normal.

We will now return to the examination
of our case, which we roughly determined to
be hypermetropic and approximated the
amount of defect. We must now test each
eye separately, and we can probably get
the best results by means of the. fogging
method.

Covering the left eye with the solid
metal disk we place a + 5 D. sphere before
the right eye, with which the patient can see
only the large letters at the top of the card;
that is, with this strong convex lens vision
=.2209-6.. We gradually reduce with concaves,
increasing .50 D. at a time, each change
causing an improvement in vision, until we
reach — 2.5o D., with which vision has been
restored to if.

Now what have we in the trial frame?
+ 5 D. and — 2.50 D., which by algebraic
addition equals --I-- 2. 50 D., which represents
the amount of hypermetropia as revealed by
the fogging method. We try the other eye
in the same -way, and with the same result,
viz., 2.5o D. of hypermetropia.

We now proceed to investigate the
muscular balance. With these lenses (4- 2.50
D.) in the trial frame, we place a Maddox
rod over the left eye in a horizontal position.
We direct the patient to look at the point of
light across the room, saying to her that she
will see a red vertical streak and asking her
on which side of the light it is and how far
from the light. She replies that it is on the
right side of the light and about three inches
away. The images of the eye being crossed
indicates exophoria, which is corrected by
a prism base in, and we find that a 2° prism
brings the red streak back to the light.

You will probably recall from your
studies of muscular imbalances that esophoria
is usually associated with hypermetropia, and
exophoria with myopia. In this case then
we have an anomalous condition, exophoria
with hypermetropia, showing a disturbance
of the normal relation that should exist

(Continued on page 1541)
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Clinics in Optometry

T H E

(Continued from page 1539)

between the functions of accommodation and
convergence.

We will also make a test of the insuffi-
ciency of convergence at the reading distance,
where we find 8° of exophoria, the so-called
" exophoria in accommodation." This is
not uncommon, in fact, exophoria is always
greater at the reading point than at a distance,
because the closer the object is held the
greater the amount of convergence that is
necessary, and hence any insufficiency of this
function becomes the more manifest.

We will make a further investigation of
the muscles by means of the duction tests
for determining the relative power of con-
vergence and divergence.

The patient is directed to keep her eyes
fixed on the light, while we place prisms bases
in, gradually increasing their strength until
diplopia is caused, when we return to the
strongest prism base in with which single
vision can be maintained, which will repre-
sent the power of abduction or divergence,
which in this case we find to be 6°. This is
about normal.

Then we place gradually increasing
prisms before the eyes bases out until diplo-
pia is produced, which we encourage the
patient to overcome by looking inwards
towards the nose, by " trying to look cross-
eyed," as we express it, and we find that 8°
bases out are the strongest prisms with which
single vision can be maintained, and this
therefore is the measure of the adduction or
convergence. You will recall that the normal
power of adduction is from 20° to 30°, and
therefore in this case it is insufficient. This
means an absolute weakness of the internal
recti muscles, which accounts for the ex-
ophoria.

Now then what glasses shall we order
for the correction of this case ? I have
always advised you to be slow in the pre-
scribing of prisms, and if possible to influence
the muscular imbalance through the refrac-
tion, but such advice will not hold good in a
case like this. Convex lenses tend to increase
exophoria, and if we prescribe full correction
for the hypermetropia, we will certainly
aggravate the muscular insufficiency.

But we must prescribe convex lenses for
the hypermetropia, not allowing them to
be too strong however. I think + I.50
D. would be about right ; this is making
some concession to the exophoria, and at
the same time corrects the major part of the
error of refraction.

Shall we dismiss the case with the pre-
scription for these convex lenses ? No, we
think that prisms should be combined with
them to assist the convergence, and we will
order as follows :

O. D.1+ I.5o D. S. c prism 1° base in.O. S.

We will direct these glasses to be worn
constantly, and we prescribe them with the
greatest confidence that they will afford relief.

This is a clear-cut case ; there is no
doubt as to the condition of the refraction
and the muscle balance. The patient has
answered the questions without hesitation
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and without contradicting herself, and the
presence of hypermetropia and exophoria is
fully established.

The patient asks us how long these
glasses will last her : this is a question no
one can answer with certainty. We would
advise a re-examination in two years, and
sooner if the symptoms seem to call for it.

The Nervous Symptoms Produced in
Children by Uncorrected Refractive

and Muscular Errors

1)1. J. Herbert Claiborne, in the Journal
of the American Medical Association, states
that refractive errors give rise to eyestrain
mainly by reason of the following three
factors :

1. The accommodation effort which at times
degenerates into spasm.

2. The spasm which is the frequent result of
the fruitless attempt on the part of the eye to over-
come astigmatism or myopia.

3. The mental confusion and psychic perturba-
tion which ensues when an imperfect image persists
on the retina.

In conclusion the doctor sums up as
follows :

1. Nervous symptoms of a variety of kinds
occur as the result of eyestrain.

2. Eyestrain is due to refractive errors, to
imbalance of the external ocular muscular system,
or, more frequently, to a combination of the two.

3. Of these two, the refractive errors are by
far the more frequent cause.

4. Muscular imbalance alone may cause it.
5. Headache is by far the most common nerv-

ous symptom in children, caused by eyestrain.
6. The headache is chronic or induced directly

by near work and is generally in the forehead or
temples.

7. Migraine or hemicrania, due to eyestrain, is
comparatively rare in children.

8. Any nervous symptom in children should
arouse the suspicion of ocular defects, either as the
direct or contributory cause.

9. The refractive correction should be made
under atropin.

10. Muscular defects are secondary to the re-
fractive, and should be corrected only in certain
cases.

The Blind Watchmaker

William Rippin was a watchmaker in England.

Three or four years after he began business he

caught cold in his eyes, and at the age of twenty-

eight became blind.
Did he therefore murmur or repine ? Not in

the least. Without delay he fell to learning his

trade over again, as it were, and soon grew as

clever as before, cleaning and repairing watches

and clocks, and musical instruments and other

articles, with a skill that was little short of marvel-

ous. The only help he needed in taking a watch

to pieces and fitting it together again, was in the

unpinning and pinning of the hairspring, which a

sightless man could not do, but which he taught

his wife to do for him.
There were often a hundred watches at a time

in his shop waiting for repair, many coming to him

from a distance of too to 200 miles. Every watch

he knew by touch, every customer by voice.

Intelligent, handsome, five feet ten inches in

height, he was a striking figure, and many who

spoke with him were not aware he was blind.

Truly, this blind William Rippin, finding his work

to his hand and doing it with his might, was every

inch a hero.
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'Do's and Dont's"

As the season of extreme " rushness" is upon

us, when the manufacturer is working ninety to the
minute, we venture a few little points that should
be borne in mind writing out prescription orders.
These are things we often call attention to—not
because we want to, but because they are often
overlooked. Neglect of them causes 25 per cent.
of the worry there is in the optical business—not
only on our end, but on your end as well.

Be sure to sign your name. Please don't for-
get this ! We try to remember all our friends'
handwritings, but we are getting to have so many
friends that it's very hard to do it. And if we
don't know who sends the order in, we can only
file it, and wait till the duplicate comes along—
most likely with a hot letter attached.

Be sure your prescription is dated. It doesn't
make much difference just at the time, but when it
comes to referring back to it, as we sometimes
have to do—then the undated prescription is a
thorn in the flesh.

Be sure to give either the patient's name or an
order number on the prescription blank. The
blanks we send out have spaces for both. It pre-
vents mistakes in referring to bills, as well as in
other ways.

Don't forget the + and — signs, and don't
forget the axis on cylinders.

If you are ordering two pairs of glasses for the
same party, write them on two separate sheets.
The sheets are furnished gratis ; all the trouble it
takes is turning over the leaf ; and by keeping
the orders separate, there is no danger of getting a
pair of bifocals when you wanted two separate
pairs of lenses.

When you order bifocals, remember that the
lower focus is supposed to be the complete reading

prescription,unless otherwise ordered. For instance,
+2. . +2.

is one thing ; -
+ 3.50 +3.50 added

is something decidedly different. So if this last is

what is wanted, be sure to specify "added."
Don't forget the size of eye. We usually fur-

nish o eye when not specified, but sometimes some-

thing else is wanted, and that makes trouble. It's
simpler to say what is wanted at the beginning.

There are some spaces on the blank for the

various dimensions. Try to keep the right measure-

ment in the right space. A bridge high and Ar

out is sensible enough ; but if you reverse it, and
it appears on the blank as izg high and out, it's
going to look odd when done.

It is always better to use a catalogue number,
rather than a written description. " Gold frame-
less spectacles " may be filled in several ways, but

" 798, to K." can only mean one thing.
Finally (which really includes all the others),

be explicit. Long practice has made us good

guessers, but even we guess wrong once in a while.

Don't make us guess any oftener than you actually
have to. —D. I'. Brown's Our Own 14va.

Eyeglasses and Romance

It is curious to observe, says Mrs. John Lane,
in the London Outlook, that even the greatest real-
ists do not venture to bestow eyeglasses on their
heroines. It is rather odd, too, seeing how many
charming women do in real life wear them, and are
not debarred by them from the most dramatic
careers and the most poignant emotions. But
while the modern novelist has bestowed eyeglasses
on everybody else, he has not yet had the hardi-
hood to put them on the nose of his heroine. Why?
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ACCURACY ? PROMPTNESS
are the two most important considerations for the
refractionist, and as September and October are the
busiest months in the year for the optical man,
these two things mean more to him now than at
any other time.

OUR SPECIALTY
is the filling of R exactly as written, and the re-
turning of the completed work on the same day
that the order is received. Our system of handling

R work is such that we are enabled to take care of
the increased business of these two months with the
same prompt service that we give the balance of
the year. We solicit R business particularly at
this time because we know that if the refractionist
finds that we can give perfect service now that he
Nvill know we can do it all the year round.

Send us some of your ik now and be convinced
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for pithlieation, hut
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases onbinittoil to is, it,
IR essential that we he furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:
trnh ae tine! )).. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxl-

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"G.G. S."—Parly can see very good with lenses,
R. E. — 3 ax. .25 ; L. E. — 7 — 2 ax. .25,
but when she reads the letters gel smaller and
smaller until they are about one-ftiii0
What causes this? She has worn — 3 ax .25
R. E.; and — 2 ax-z .25 L. E. for a number of
years, but gets no vision out of L. E.

This is another case tn the history of which the
age of patient does not appear. In young people
who have a myopic condition of refraction, the
ciliary muscle is vigorous enough to overcome the
diminishing effect of the concave lenses and afford
good reading vision. But as patient grows older
the accommodation becomes weaker, and reading
is no longer possible or comfortable with the con-
cave lenses. Therefore it at once becomes evident
that a knowledge of the age of patient becomes neces-
sary in order to be able to give intelligent advice.
It is quite possible in this case that a convex sphere
should be added to the concave cylinders for close

Another feature in this case is the great differ-
ence in the refractive condition of the two eyes.
The left eye will scarcely bear its full correction,
but must be modified sufficiently to allow of com-
fortable binocular vision. We have no record of
the acuteness of vision of each eye, which is a
serious handicap to one who is attempting to form
a mental picture of the case.

"F. A. S."—Man, us:17 twenty-eight years ; never
wore glasses. L. V = improved to ;;;
with — + .25 D. ax. /5° ; R. V =
improved to fa with — jo D.° — 2.25 /).
/65°. WM/correction before each eye and /(.V/1/
both eyes .for reading, lw sees double. With
above correction at /4 inches there is 100 exo-
phoria, as shown with Stevenson's instrument,
having 7° base up over R. E. and 7° base
down over L. E. (lower arrOW seen to the
t(ft RP). L. .E., near point with above C07,
rection = 10 inches, No. / Jaeger ; L. E., jiir
pint, with above correction =-- about lo inches.
L. E., near point, without glasses, about 6
inches, far point, obeli/ io inches.
Maddox rod, R. E., exophoria = 2° al first
and then coines back to nothing ; same with
prism. With Maddox rod over R. E., line is
seen above flame 4° =-- left hyperphoria.
With 3° base in can fuse (no more)= 3° abd. ;
with 2° base out, can fuse (no more) = 2° add.;
with 3° base out, the hyperphoria of 

o shows
itself Both eyes will follow point of pencil
I)) limit (average limit) in field of fixation,
namely, downward about 600, upward 3o°,
out 400 ; can converge to 4 inches. Mould
he wear constantly his correction for L. E. i"

myopia in L. E. be likely .to progress a/
his age if he does not wear glasses? Mould
he be given same correction for both eyes?
Would you correct hyperphoria?

The essential feature in this case is the aniso-
metropia. In a case of this kind, where one eye is
so much more myopic than the other, the better
eye is used for distant vision and the poorer eye
for close work. But in this particular instance the
myopia of the right eye is of such high degree
that the unaided near vision would scarcely be
satisfactory, and therefore probably the burden of
vision both near and far falls upon the left eye.
This is a point that must be determined by the
examiner, as the treatment depends on this knowl-

IKEYSTONE

edge ; we do not feel able to decide this point
from the history as given us.

We will assume, however, that vision is
binocular, and that the left eye is the dominant
Under such conditions we would first order the
proper correction for this eye, keeping the concave
lens as weak as is possible consistent with service-
able vision. Then we would order for the right
eye as strong a concave lens as the patient can
comfortably bear, which can be determined as fol-
lows : place the proper correction before each eye.
This we are told causes double vision ; now place
convex lenses over the right eye's concave lens,
commencing with + i I). and increasing until
binocular vision becomes comfortable and satis-
factory. Then the difference between the concave
and convex lenses will represent the correction
that can be borne by the right eye.

'This seems to be a clear-cut case for prisms,
and yet it does not follow that prisms would prove
satisfactory. There is a marked weakness of
adduction and an unmistakable hyperphoria. We
would suggest the use of prisms tentatively, con-
fining them entirely to the right eye, about 2 base
in or base up, as seems to afford most pleasant
vision. for which we must depend on the answers
of our patient.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"C. R. T."— lady, age about fifty-five, complains
.of a tired feeling around Hu' eves. R. E.,

▪ 

- L. E , + 1.50 -7- Exophoria,
2° ; abduction, 4° .. adduction, /SO. The
with prism base out is very unsteady, /witches
a great deal. Added for readiug,
Refilrih ; Still Art IS Mal tired feeling- after
reading, bid much better than her old ghisses,
fitted twelve months as,' 0, which wcre te.
-I- 3.72.— .25 (rt. at. 70° distance ; L. +
3 C — cy/. a.r. 70° distance. 4,- this a case
of weak internal real ? Eyes small and much
sunken in 1/1/, head. II'auld not accept e.ylinder,
even .25 blurred.

In consequence of the clOse relation existing
between accommodation • and convergence, we
usually find esophoria associated with hyperme-
tropia ; but when exophoria is present instead, as 

iin this case, we know that there s some disturbance
of the close relation Which should - exist between
these two functions, and as a result the patient is
likely to suffer from asthenopic symptoms.

The adduction does not seem to be relatively
weak, as it is more than four times as strong as the
abduction. We are told that the exophoria is 2°,
which we presume was determined at a distance ;
but inasmuch as the tired feeling is worse after
reading, and as the exophoria is apt to be more
marked at the reading point, we should have the
nutscular balance at the reading point looked into,
I0) that we may know just how:much exophoria is
present when the accommodation is used.

If the refraction has been accurately deter-
mined and the loss. of accommodation properly
measured, we think it advisable to combine a
I° or 2° prism base •in. over each eye with the
reading glasses.

"R. E. S."—Young lady, twenty-three _years, has
not u,orn .4,-lasses before. Vision . both (yes,
without lenses, and cannot improve it any.
As to the radiating lines, sees them all alike,
makes no difference which way you turn them,
and takes a strong cylinder of about 1.50 to
make them change, and says she sees a spot in
her left eye, no difference 7060/ it'ay she looks.
Ilao eme in the right cye, Intl that has disap-
peared. Complains of having sore eyes a good
deal. Is a youll,4;- school /each(',' a ad does a
great deal of reading. Can _you enlighten me
on the case?

A vision of Of in a young person always sug-
gests the possibility of astigmatism. The fact that
the radiating lines look all alike to the patient does
not positively disprove this defect. In fact, the better
test is the acceptance of cylinders and their im-
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provement of the acuteness of vision. While the
patient looks at the test letters, put on a .5o D.
cylinder, or a + .5o D. sphere with a — .5o D.
cylinder. and rotate the cylinder through the dif-
ferent meridians ; if there is distinct improvement
or impairment of vision at different positions,
astigmatism is proven and a cylindrical lens is
indicated.

If astigmatism is not present, you must search
for hypermetropia. Even if you cannot improve
vision, you must try convex spheres, and if vision
remains as good, hypermetropia is proven, and the
strongest convex lens with which the No. 20 line
remains legible, will be the measure of the mani-
fest hypermetropia.

In this case we would suspect either astigmatism
or hypermetropia, and the most careful tests must
be made.to determine their presence or absence.

" L."—Please advise me as to how I may be
able to diagnose the amount of hypermelropia
or hypermetropic astigmatism with retinoscope
where there is a marked shadow .against in
plane mirror at i ill. and vision is HP Can
spasmodic action be controlled in any way
besides by atropine

It is impossible to measure the amount of
hypermetropia or astigmatism in a case whet e the
movement of the shadow is against when using a
plane mirror retinoscope. It is reasonable to
assume that the opposite direction of the move-
ment is due to spasm of accommodation.

In such a case we would advise the fogging
method and would suggest that plenty of time be
given to it. Commence with -I- 4 D. and reduce
.50 D. at a time very slowly. If hypermetropia is
present, you will be pretty sure to detect at least
some of it. Afterwards try a pair of + D. If
with these V. = fg or better, hypermetropia is pres-
ent. If the case would seem to justify it, you may
prescribe these lenses for constant wear for a
week, explaining to the patient their fogging effect
on distant vision ; this is the best way to relax
SI asm.

"7: B. S."--lanty, age about Mirty years. Dur-
ing confinement (not her fir.NI ) about nine
months ago was too much II:ght in the 1. oom .
Since Men has been unable to see with leg eye.
When doing any kind of near work has bad
headache, which is worse right over left eye.
Does a great deal of sewing, but .not b
reading, as the reading utwravates the head.
ache. I,.Yes are veiy sensitive to light. Ilas
been wearing- medium dark smoked glasses
(Nano), which she Minks help some. Eyes
feel better in the moiwing or when in the dark.
Vision in right eye 7R ; vision in left eye
= -22015, Br fogging I brought out .75 D. of
Hy. in right eye. II 7, en opaque disk Was over
kft eye, could see with less irritation than
withOut it. Could not improve vision of left
eye with lenses or pin-hole disk. !then I first
placed opaque disk before right eye, said she
couqdistinguish nothing., but oiler a moment

• contd.-See the E, which could not be improved.
I'. P. right eye, with -} .75 D., about six
inches. No evidence of astigmatism.

Without expressing a definite opinion as to
the quantity of light in her room during bier con-
finement being- the cause of the trouble in left eye,
we are not inclined to think so. But whatever
may have been the cause, the condition at present
must be accurately diagnosed and this can be done
only by means of the ophthalmoscope. If our cor-
respondent is not an expert in the use of this
instrument, it would be well for him to refer the
case to a medical specialist ; in fact, it is a safe rule
for every optometrist to recommend consultation
with a physician in those cases where it is not pos-
sible to raise the visual acuity to normal, and par-
ticularly in a case like this, where the eye does not
respond in the slightest to any lens placed before it.

The photophobia, the pain and the almost total
loss of vision, indicate some intra-ocular inflamma-
tion, possibly some form of retinitis. This can be
determined by an ophthalmoscopic examination,
and then the proper treatment can be determined
upon, which will probably be medical and not
optical. This is a case in which delay is dangerous
in fact, too nitwit time has been lost already.
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Have
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Optical
Aids

Gone to success on the wave of good opinions
of Physicians, Opticians and the People

Murine rapidly reduces an Inflamed Eye to its normal condition pre-
paratory to its proper nzeasurement for Glasses.

Murine Clears the Transparent Media and obviates the use of a danger-
ous Mydriatic.

Banene Stimulates the Blood Supply which nourishes the Eye, remove
Floating Spots, strengthens vision, and with Murine greatly aids those
wearing Glasses, hence their value to the Optical Profession.

THE maximum per cent of those ordering Glasses seek your
aid only after continued urgings from over - worked and

defective Eyes-urgings that have left inflamed tissue and
local irritation. Correct Eye Defects with Properly- fitted
Glasses. Correct Effects of Defects with Murine.
Properly- fitted Glasses and Marine Promote Eye Comfort

Banene
This preparation should be in the hands

of every Refractionist

STIMULA TES the circulation of
the blood supply that nourishes

the Eye, clears the retina of congestion, removes the causes of
floating spots, dimness of vision, cobwebs, and an inability to
wear glasses with comfort.

Banene absorbs opacities of the Crystaline Lens-Cataract
and in many cases renders an operation unnecessary

Murine Eye Salve
(Unduentum Hydro-Marine)

A REMEDY FOR THE EYELIDS

Restores lost Eyelashes and promotes a healthful
growth. Cures Cysts, Styes and Ulcers

THE Eyelashes often fall out in consequence
of neglected disease, both at their roots,

and of the Lubricating Glands which open
near them, resulting in a thickened and crusted
condition. This condition is intensified by
an Error of Refraction, and properly-fitted
Glasses should be worn in addition to ap-
plications of Murine and Murine Bye Salve.

NOTE-The law does not confine the sale of these preparations to any class. Jewelers andOpticians have a right to sell them, but not the right to compound or administer.

Tie
RELIABLE

EYE REMEDIES

Trade Price List Mel Bugs
'1110=int"

These Prices are regular and are
subject to Cash Discount only
No. A-MURINE-Regular size 
No. B - MURINE - Special or Opti-

cians size  
No. C.MURINE-1-pound bottle for

Physicians' dispensing..  
No. D-MunprE-54-pound bottle for

Physicians' dispensing  
No. E-111URINE EYE SALVE-
( Unguentunt Hydro-Murine)  

No. 0-OXIDO-FLARINE-(Salve)  
No. F-GRANULINE 

No. G-HYDRONE 
No.H-BULPHO-FERRINE-Asystemic

tonic in eye cases 
No. K-BAxErtz 
No. L-01.1tes RED CLOVER COMPOUND
No. M-HYDRARGYRINE-(POWder) 

PER BOTTLE W.OLESALE WHOLEPLE

RETAIL PER DOZ. PER 1101-11,

$ .80 $ 4.00 $

1.25 7.20

8.00 72.00

5.00 48.00

1.00 7.20
1.00 7.20
1.50 10.80
1.10 8.40

1.00 7.20
1.25 9.00
1.50 10.80
1.15 8.40

.60

6.00

4.00

.60

.60

.90

.70

.60

.75

.90

.70
No. Z-Mtrnmn-Trial size. Per gross  $28.80

This size has no price printed on label or package.
Send for 48-page book which gives full description and

directions for the entire "MURINE °Priem. AID FAMILY."

We supply, when desired. Show•Case holding two dozen Marine. Cellu-loid Easels, beautiful Lithographs, Circulars, also attractive Window
Displays, and Books on home treatment for Eyes, with your card on cove'.

Granuline
FOR old and chronic cases which have re-

sisted the ordinary methods of treatment
and where most positive action is desired ; Gran-
ulated Lids, Spots, Scums, and Opacities on
the eyes. Granuline is Absorbent, Tonic,
Antiseptic, Astringent and Antiphlogistic. It is
a valuable collateral to Murine in Eye cases.

2EMEDY;„.11
Crowned-

not with Jewels but with
Plaudits of the People-
Laurels justly earned as
the "Best Eye Treat-
ment." Safe and pleas-
ant. Used in the eyes of
In f ant or Adult. A never
failing source of Relief.
Marine Eye Remedies
have cured thousands
and will cure you.

The Murine Eye Preparations are sold by all jobbers. The Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago,
will gladly supply attractive Office Pictures, Booklets and Circulars when desired

"THERE IS ALWAYS ONE BY WHICH THE REST ARE MEASURED"
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. 1'.
Wm. E. HUSTON, Secretary, Kansas City, Mo.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in Rochester,
N. Y., in 1906.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

HON. ALBAN G. H. GIBBS, M. P., Master.
COL. T. DAVIES SawaLL, F. It. A. $., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

51. W. DuNscom BF, F. B. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F. 11.S. L., F.11,0.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, 1V,, England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (18)16)
F. E. LUKE, President.
H. J. Gimma, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (190)1)

JAMES CHALBIERS, President, Springintru, tilasgew.
D. L. MURRAY, Secretary, 621 Duke Street, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1(104)
H. A. BARRACLOUtilf, B. O. A., President.
A. A. C. COCKS, B. 0. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)
JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President.
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, MUSS.

The Optical Specialists' Association of America (1904)
.1. C. CLARK, President, Sioux City, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, Waterloo, Iowa.

American Association of Wholesale Opticians (1893)

J. T. BRAYTON, President, Chicago, Ill.
A. REED MCINTIRE, Secy., 72:t Sansinit SI., Philadelphia,151.

Next meeting, in New Y nrk, in 1905.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

ALBERT A. CARTER, President, IlOst011, Masa
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass,

Meets third Tuesday of each mouth, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Mine.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minu.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

H. E. HERNIAN, President, 1Villitunsport, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETH, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1806)

W. W. IlissELL, President, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER F. WILLI...us, Secretary, 455 Main St., Butfale, N. 1'.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

.1. H. ELLIS, President, Sunlit Bend, Ind.
MISS MARGARET .1. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Society of Optometrists (1896)

P. Scnot.t.Ea, President, Hancock, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

lowa Optical Society (1897)
E. F. RErtAvo, President Keokuk, Iowa.
B. M. BiLLs, Secretary, Vinton, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)
GEORGE A. ROGERS, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, 111.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

F. W. LAUFER, President, Oakland, Cal.
ALBERT J. SCHOHAY, Secy., 308 Hayes St., San Francisco,Cal.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (19oo)
L. E. Wurrit, President, Concord, N. It.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)
A. .1. STOESSEL, President, Milwaukee, \Vie.
E. E. THOMAS, Secretary, Milwaukee, Vis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)
F. W. MAULER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALMERS, President, Lake lily, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

KEYSTONE

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)
H. E. MoRDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
Roma II. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
H. J. CoOK, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
GEO. It. CA 1,1101'N, Sceret a ry , Union and Summer

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. Ftsett, President, Denver, Coln.
R. to. llimouiu., Secretary, 636 Sixteenth :4t., Deliver, Colo.
Miss E.H.CitAPAIAN,Cor.Secy., 161(5 1Velton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)

F. W. IICNT, President, Burlingame, Kans.
II. T. CoRsos, Seey. and Treas., KIDISIIS Cif y, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians 0901)

C. Al. Wm.:I.:Lt.:it, President, Columbia, Mo.
EutAit II. St it i m Ii , Secy. and Tre:ts., Washington, Mo.

Next meet i lug, 3Iay 5, 19116, in Kall,a, rit,‘

Virginia State Optical Association 11902)

W. IVA RovALL, President, Martinsville, Va.
JOHN W. M.TH.\ NAN, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)
F. W. WALLIS. I, I .1;1111111)11s, Ohio.

EDWIN I,. .1oN I.s, seeret,try, sandosky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

L. J. BACKUS, President, Louisville, Ky,
A. S. ltEi.:v seeretary, Winchester, Ky.

Next meeting In titorgetowtt, October 17, 1905.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
CHAS. G. CoNYNE, President, Mandan, N. Dak.
W. ft. BLA m ELy, Secretary, Grafton, N. link.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
FREDERIcK II. 111.wt.E.yr, Pn.sident, Paterson, N. .1.
.J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard $t., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1)103)

WILLLim II. Furrz, President, Siottx Valls, S. Dalt.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dalt.

Texas Optical Association (10010

WEST CATHCART, President, ialye,litn, Texas.
B. R. STomitiot, Secretary, Belton, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)

WALTER BLAKE, Pre,ident, street,
G. FREDERIC DE N S‘Tretltry,

Providence, It. I.
3leets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)
W. E. Avt:Itv, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. R. Atm.:, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
R. DE MESLE, President.
P. O. MorNT, St•cretary, eon St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,

:Montreal, ()nvitee.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. FoLsom, President, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, 11a.
C. 11. KITTRE1.1., Secretal.y, (Ia.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. Mfivitowurz, President, New York City.
A. SHAW, SOTO:try, 1115 Broadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1)1031

Louts CLAtiinfi., President, New Orleans, La.
S. P. Son u Ess LER, Secretary, Baton Rouge, La,

Nova Scotia Optical Society (10)15)

A. C. WHITTEKER, President, Halifax, N. S.
A. Br Run I DoE, Seeretary, Halifax, N. S.

New Mexico Association of Optometrists (1905)

Orro I 1, ItiateEn, President, Albuquerque, N. Alex.
OK°. EvEnrcr, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. Flex.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

H. C. WATTS, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Steels third Thursday of each mouth.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LERov Itv iIm, l'resideut.
R.31.1.octiwoon, Rec. See., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York,

Meets second Wednesday of each month.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY M. BESTOR, Preddent::„11 mi:::!:1:esl No■r,. y. N. Y.
C. 1. StInxtosio, Secretary, (I

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RicuARD PEttt.Ex, President.
C. T. Ev NS, St.eretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W. F. N iv( SI II, President, State awl Adams Sts., Chicago,
0. J. lin Lux, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, 111.
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Niagara District Optical Society (1902)
JONAS Hors E, President, tint.
F. G. DUNLoP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Optical Society of Western New York (1003)

ROGER F. WILLIAMs, Pre,ident.
ERNEST V. SVIG•IIER, Seel etary, Midair), N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES G. HoLcomn, President.
LEANDER 11PIT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1908)

nom. DETsiEttS, President.
F. LEE FCLLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1908)

ourN Pre.id,n), Pueblo, Colo.
dAmt.s !Inward, Secretary, Pueblo, ruin.

curr, L,tirewediellitOptIcal Society (1903)
C.

isi 

J. A. 3IcAvor, Secretary, Lowell, lIass.
3Ieets second Thursday of 3lat.ch, September, November.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York (1905)

F. E. ROBBINS, PreS(dt•III, ElMiT11, N. Y.
F. A. JORDAN, Secretary, Elmira, N. Y.

Optical Trades Association (1905)
(New York ('ity)

F. D. ScumluT, President, New York City.
Jos. FRIEDLANDER, Secretary, • Maiden Lane,NewYorkCity.

Detroit Optometry Club (1905)

A. W. KLVDT, President.
FRED. It. PRESTON, Secretary, 12 Mott Ave., Detroit.

Southern California Optical Society (1905)

Los Angeles, Cal.

American Association

ANOTHER annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Association of Opticians has passed

into history. The attendance and interest
were fairly good, and an improvement over
the previous convention held at Milwaukee a
year ago. The exhibits were few and this
feature was less imposing than at any of the
annual gatherings previously. This was no
doubt due to the fact that for the first time a
charge was made to the exhibitors for the
space occupied. The attendance for several
years past has not justified this, and as the
exhibitors did not get returns enough from
their former exhibits to warrant a charge
being made, the falling off was to be expected.
'The exhibits should form an important
feature of these gatherings, and every possi-
ble inducement offered to make them large
and interesting. As in former years, the
bulk of the attendance at the convention
was from the State in which the con-
vention was held and immediate vicinity,
the State of Minnesota representing about
three-fourths of the attendance, which
is certainly a proud record for the opticians
of that State, who gave the convention loyal,
earnest and hospitable support.

As is also quite true, there was much
tinkering with the constitution and by-laws.
The growth of the association since the Bos-
ton convention, when the recent constitution
and by-laws were adopted, has not been of such
character as to sustain the elaborate arrange-
ments provided in the changes then made
for the carrying on of the association's busi-
ness in convention assembled. As originally

(Continued on page 1547)



You Can Sell

FIELD GLASSES
if you have a good stock to show up.

Holiday time will soon be here—look over your stock—
and then at pages 141-132 of our complete catalogue.
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Order now and get first selection from our import lines of

Field Glasses, Spy Glasses and Telescopes
AV111C111 are just coining in, making our stock unusually
complete.
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Busch

Binoculars

Bausch 8,z.

Lomb

and

Bausch &

Lomb-Zeiss

The recent reduction in the selling price of prism binoculars
\vill help sales.

Have you a sample pair?

If you put in a good line of glasses we will help you sell
them, by supplying you with illustrated booklets for dis-
tribution, sample livwspaper advertisements, etc.

GLOBE OPTICAL CO.
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS

403 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
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C H. BROWN, M. D.
( (Ttriv. of Penn'a, '78)

PRESIDENT AND PRINCIPAL

Established 1889
Incorporated 1892

HOUR, 9 A. M. To 5 P.M.

400 Perry Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Professionalize Yourself

The determination of Optome-
trists to attain professional status
in spite of obstacles, finds proof in
the proceedings of optical organ-
izations all over the country..
While deploring the failure to
secure laws regulating the practice
of Optometry in all the States, it
is even now within the power of
every ambitious Optometrist to
professionalize himself, by an up-
to-date optical education and a
thorough examination and certifi-
cation by a recognized College.
Such action by each practitioner
of Optometry would command
recognition and the desired statutes
would be sure to follow.

Stepping Stones to
Professionalism

Attendant Courses

Six Months J For higher educa-
Three Months lion of young men.

One Month
{ Covers the whole

field of Optometry.

Special and Post-Graduate Courses

Our Dispensary affords the
practical experience that is so
much desired.

Correspondence Course

Represents the cream of Opti-
cal Instruction after sixteen years'
continuous improvement.

It interested, enclose 5c. for our Prospectus containing ' The Key to Success in Optometry "

HELLO! HELLO!
Give me 1054 John, New York. Something to talk about.

The New Oval Center

Lenticular Lens

Made in any form of Concave Lenses,
Spherical, Sphero-Cylinder and Cylinder,
or any of the above forms in Toric Lenses.

Manufactured by M. E. STERN, 36 and 38 John St., NEW YORI:
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.We also carry a

4.0inplete lino of STEVENS & CO. and Frames and Lenses
BAUSCH & LOMII OPTICAL co.

If you want satisfactory results, send us your l work.
Our motto is : Speed, Accuracy and Perfect Work.

Serid for Pric.c.L.,Ist

e*HUB CASE" with Lip Fastener
A well-made case in

three grades of leather.

Made in two sizes for
eyeglass and one size for
Riding Bow Spectacles.

111antira(ttired aifil patented by

Hub Optical Case Co.
Oakdale Square

EAST DEDHAM, MASS.

Ask your jobber for New Prices on above cases. Send 10c. for ',ample.
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American Association
(Continued from page 1545)

drafted, the constitution was of a very gen-
eral and broad character, and provided for
the enrollment of any one connected with
the optical trade in any capacity. Clerks,
mechanics, dispensing and refracting opti-
cians, manufacturers, all came in under one
general heading on equal terms. Soon after
its organization the few dispensing opticians
who had been enrolled, withdrew from the
association, as they have likewise withdrawn
from participation in State or local optical
societies. This left the bulk of the member-
ship composed of refracting opticians, and
these naturally asserted themselves and at
the Boston convention demanded a change
in the constitution and by-laws, which placed
the governing power in the hands of the
refractionists, but also provided for manu-
facturers, publishers and others interested in
the trade, under the classification of associate
membership with limited powers. As stated,
the necessary machinery to put this idea into
operation was rather too elaborate for the
present membership, so at the recent conven-
tion it was decided to adopt a more simple.
form, so a number of changes were made in
the by-laws, and other amendments offered
to the constitution, to be voted on at the next
convention. 'These do away with associate
membership, the house of delegates, and
provide that all the business of the association
be transacted by the whole membership in
the annual meetings.

Should these amendments be adopted, it
will tend to broaden the association's work, but
it is doubtful whether it will attract the desired
increase in the membership, as the proposed
changes lower greatly the standard of the
association below that of the various State
societies, whom it invites to affiliate with it.

The natural desire and tendency of all national
organizations is to have them of a higher

standard than the lower affiliating bodies, and

thus make them something worthy to aspire
to. This was the prevailing opinion which

led to the standard being raised at the Boston
convention, and while we believe that the
present changes in the constitution were pro-
posed in good faith and with the single
purpose of increasing the membership and
scope of the association, we doubt that this
purpose will be accomplished by the proposed
changes, if these should be accepted at the
next meeting. In any case it is assured that
the great majority of the membership will be
composed of refracting opticians, and no
matter under what constitution they will be
working, they will still dominate the associa-
tion and direct its policy and action.

The selection of Rochester as a meeting
place for the next convention is a most happy

one, as that city is, undoubtedly, the greatest
optical center in this country, and has made
a record, without a peer, for holding success-
ful optical conventions. The weather con-
ditions are favorable at the time of the year
the convention usually meets, and the great
lake, on which the social events are usually
held, is only few miles distant. The city
itself is one of the most beautiful in the
country, and is amply provided with hotels,
whose rates are exceedingly moderate. Furth-
ermore, it is the home of the most successful
optical society in this country, which has to
its credit the minimum price-list, the code of
ethics and a number of other innovations
that have done much to improve the condi-
tion of the refracting optician and elevate the
general science of optometry in this country.
Almost all the opticians of the town are
enrolled in both the local and State societies,
and are enthusiastic workers in the general
cause. Backed up as they are, by the large
manufacturers of the town, they are sure to.
make the next convention a success, and it
will be such if they receive the co-operation
and support to which their efforts will
undoubtedly entitle them. The new presi-
dent and chairman of the executive committee

are both residents of Rochester, and thus in

a position to work to the best advantage for

the success of the next meeting. Both are

old, tried workers in the cause, who have won

their spurs and showed their worthiness in

successful years of service in the interest of

optometry.

Optometry in Oregon

The Oregon State Board of Examiners in

Optometry held a meeting in Portland, on August

7th, and examined and passed on about one hun-

dred and fifty applications for registration under

the law recently passed in Oregon. C. W. Lowe,

of Eugene, president of the board ; Herman W.

Barr, of Salem, secretary, and E. 0. Mattern, of

Portland, were present. The board will soon hold

a meeting in Portland for the examination of such

opticians as came into the State after the passage

of the law.

Texas Optical Association

At the third annual meeting of the Texas

Optical Association, held in Houston, Texas, on

July 24th-25th, there was a good attendance and

several new members were admitted. A number

of very good papers were read, and the eagerness

of the members for progress in the educational

line is evidenced by the fact that each mem-

ber present subscribed $5 toward securing a

good lecturer on ophthalmology as part of the

programme for the meeting to be held in Waco

some time next year. The association has issued

a new code of by-laws. The following officers

were elected : West Cathcart, Galveston, presi-

dent ; J. R. Segall, first vice-president ; Mrs.

Mollie Armstrong, Brownwood, second vice-presi-

dent ; B. R. Stocking, Belton, secretary ; L. C.

Allen, Beaumont, treasurer.

5.17

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists

The above association met under the name of
the Wisconsin State Optical Society, in the Plank-
inton House, Milwaukee, Wis., some weeks ago.
The principal features of the meeting were the
adoption of a new constitution, the alteration of
the organization's name, the making of arrange-
ments for its incorporation, and the election of the
following officers : President, A. J. Stoessel, Mil-
waukee ; vice-president, J. A. Wilcox, Waterloo ;
treasurer, H. McEwan, Fond du Lac ; secretary,
E. E. Thomas, Milwaukee ; directors, W. H.
Becken, of Beaver Datn ; A. Snyder, of Beloit,
and I. M. Addleman, of Tomah. H. Waldeck,
Milwaukee, was elected delegate to the meeting of
the American Association of Opticians to be held
next year in Rochester, N. Y. The alternates are
H. E. Wiegant, of Racine, and L. Muskat, of
Milwaukee. The annual session will be held in
Racine in 1906.

New Jersey State Optical Society

The fourth quarterly social meeting of the
above society was held on August 15th, at L. B.
Hilbron's optical parlors, 19 West Park Street,
Newark, N. J. The principal feature of the meet-
ing was an address on " The Practical Use of the
De Zeng Ophthalmometroscope." Many topics of
practical interest to the optical profession were
discussed, and the meeting, socially and education-
ally, was a success.

The Minnesota Society

The annual meeting of the Minnesota State
Association of Optometrists will be held at Builders'
Exchange Hall, 414-416 Robert Street, St. Paul,
Minn., on September 5th and 6th, 9905. Besides
the :election of officers for the ensuing year and
other regular business, the meeting will be a
valuable one, as the papers read and illustrated
at the American Association meeting, by S. B.
Millard and C. H. Nerbovig, will be reread and
discussed. Several volunteers are also on the pro-
gramme with interesting reminiscences on " What I
Learned at the American Association Meeting."
One of the subjects of Dr. Chalmers Prentice's
clinic has also volunteered to be present and report
progress. • This should certainly prove a drawing
card and bring out a full attendance. The member-
ship committee, also the committee on minimum
price-list, will present interesting reports.

The Northwestern Optical Association

This society will hold a regular meeting at the
State Capitol Building, St. Paul, Minn., on the
evening of September 7th and 8th. The pro-
gramme will open on September 7th with a lecture
on " Diseases of the Eye," by Dr. G. M. Haywood,
followed by an address by E. W. Grievisch, on
" Amendments to the Optical Law." J. A. Walman
will speak on 'Tile Effects of Eyestrain on the
Cranial Nerves," and P. C. Hirschy, on "The
Different Kinds of Lenses." Dr. A. C. Roberts and
F. J. Pratt will close the first day's session with
interesting papers.

On Wednesday evening President Grainger
will speak on " Light," and Dr. E. C. Roberts will
explain his theory of " Light Waves," and how,
under certain conditions, they effect the nerve
system. Prof. L. L. de Mars will lecture on " The
Chart, by Donders."
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STEVENS QUALITY
Better than any guarantee is knowledge gained by per-

sonal experience.

'Within the past two months we have received more than

soo direct reports from Opticians who are using goods of
our manu

has been

material.

facture. Not one complaint among that number

entered regarding workmanship or quality of
Was there ever a better average of satisfied users

recorded ? Is it cause for wonder substitutors should be told,
Stevens Quality or nothing ? We do not believe that the
Opticians of this country will allow themselves to be used at
the behest of a combination, who, by hook or by crook, are
attempting to stiffle legitimate competition.

If you desire to purchase Stevens Quality goods, look
for the trade-mark "S—Gi and if it does not appear on
the goods received, send them back with a gentle reminder
that a square deal in business is as much to be desired as in
the government of our nation.

STEVENS & COMPANY
Manufacturers

Providence, R. I.
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Toric Lenses

TN E

Paper read before the Granite Stale optical Association, by
L. W. BUOBEE, Vice-President of (he Tilton Optical Co.,

Tilton, N.11.

After a brief review of the history of lenses
for the correction of defective vision, Mr. Bugbee
proceeded to discuss the subject proper as follows:

To reason out the advantages,
if any, of the toric form of

Toric Lenses lens over the cylindrical, let us
take up the ordinary periscopic,

with which we are all familiar. The main character-
istic of this lens is described by its name, which
is derived from the Greek words wept (Peri),
"around," and Esoirsw (Skopeo), " I see " ; seeing
around. Now, the periscopic lens is, as its name
implies, a wide-angled lens. With the ordinary
— 1.25 curve, it does not give a very wide angle of
vision, though better than a double convex, but
with the — 6 curve of our meniscus or deep peri-
scopic lenses, it is easily possible to get nearly as
wide a range of vision as one would be able to get
without glasses. The human eye has a motion of
about 55° in every direction, or an angle of vision
of about no°. Now, anyone who has ever worn
ordinary double convex or compound lenseE knows
that it is necessary to look practically through the
center of them in order to get distinct vision.
This means a constant turning of the head in order
to see objects within a comparatively narrow angle.
You are probably asking what has this to do with
the toric lens ? Simply, that the toric lens can be
ground, and is ordinarily used as a meniscus or
deep periscopic lens, thus giving a meniscus lens
with cylindrical effect. Therefore, the chief ad-
vantage of the tonic lens is that it can be made in
the meniscus form, and this gives us good definition
of objects viewed at practically any angle in which
the eye can be turned.

The principal reasons for this better definition
of the meniscus I have never seen stated, except in
a general way, that it enabled one to look radially
or normally through the lens. It is my opinion that
the comparative freedom from internal reflections,
and also the very slight spherical aberration are the
main reasons. In a double convex lens a ray of
light entering the lower part of the lens at an angle
around 45° from the axis of the lens would be sure
to be incident on some parts of the surface of the
lens next to the eye at greater than the critical angle,
thus being totally reflected, and, of course, such
rays must confuse the vision. With a meniscus
lens of a 6 to 9 base curve, the rays entering at

the same angle would be incident on the surface of
the lens at very near the normal, and therefore be
refracted and not reflected.

Now, as to spherical aberration,
the text books tell us, in a gen-

Aberration eral way, that a double convex
lens has four times the spherical

aberration of a plane convex, the light being inci-
dent on the convex surface, and that a crossed con-
vex lens with radii about r to 5, the light being
incident on the stronger surface, has less aberration
than either. This certainly does not seem to favor
a meniscus lens, and certainly if we were to try
and throw an image upon a screen with a meniscus
lens we would probable find a great amount of
spherical aberration, but if we remember that the
screen is stationary with regard to the lens and
takes in the whole picture at once, while the eye
moves in its socket looking at simply a point at a
time, we will see at once that conditions are different.
The formula for a lens of least possible spherical
aberration is very complicated, but the principle

Advantages of

As to Spherical
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involved is that the lens should be of such shape
that the opposite angles of the incident and re-
fracted rays would be equal. For a spectacle or
eyeglass lens, meniscus form more nearly fulfils
the conditions required. For a spherical lens,
then, the ordinary meniscus answers every require-
ment, but when a lens is required to correct
astigmatism, one surface of the lens must be of
such form as to give a cylindrical effect. This is
accomplished by making one of the surfaces a
toric form.

Meaning of

Now, as to the tonic surface ;
the word toric is descriptive of

Word "Toric " the shape of the surface. It is
derived from the Latin Torus,

the name of the semi-circular convex moulding
around the base of a column. The architectural
term for this curve is a tore and a slab sawed from
a tore would be of the same shape as the surface
of a toric lens.

L. W. Bugbee

As to the other advantages of the tonic, one of
the greatest is the absence of reflections from the
surface next the eye. When a ray of light m,...ets
a reflecting surface, the angles of incidence and
reflection are equal, and it is almost impossible for
a ray of light to meet the concave surface of the
lens at a great enough angle to be reflected on to
the retina. This is a good talking point for the
meniscus lens, although it might not work with a
school teacher, as she could not work the scheme,
which I remember to my sorrow, of watching the
scholars behind her by means of the reflections on
her glasses. I would not recommend a toric lens
for a strong sphere, as the outside convex curve
then becomes extreme. It would be a better plan
when such. a sphere is called for to grind a convex
toric on one surface of the lens and a plus curve on
the other, making a double convex form of lens.

The operation of grinding and
polishing perfect tonic surfaces

Lenses requires the greatest skill and
care. To begin with, the tools

should be mathematically correct, and this means
expensive machinery to make them, and to fre-
quently true them up. The curves should be the
true torus, and ‘vith the most perfect machine
imaginable, but a few pairs of lenses should be
ground on a tool. It should then be trued up
before being used again.

To save glass, time and wear on the tools, I
have with great success for a year or more made
my toric blanks by melting the glass and moulding
the shape. They require very careful annealing
afterwards to prevent them from breaking. This,
however, is a simple matter with the proper kind

of furnace. The blanks are then fastened to the

Grinding Toric

blocks with pitch, and brought into shape on a tool
made for the purpose. They then go to the machine,
and here only very tine emery is used to smooth
the surfaces and insure accuracy. The motion
imparted to the lenses by the machine must be
such that any wear on the tool will be' evenly dis-
tributed over its whole surface, so as not to change
the shape. The machine which I use, and on
which I have recently been granted a patent, will
generate circular, oval or straight line motions. In
practice I use a very long oval, being almost a
straight line, and this line changes its direction
every stroke, distributing the wear with mechanical
precision, and making hundreds of motions before
a given point on the lens touches the same point
on the grinder twice.

After the lenses are ground
comes the polishing, and as it

Lenses is of the utmost importance that
the lenses be ground theoretic-

ally correct, it is equally important in polishing not
to destroy that shape. This is where the utmost
skill is required, and has been the most difficult
problem to solve. The finished surface should be
perfectly free from waves. A wavy surface on a
toric lens is hard to detect, but is simply ruinous
to the eye of the wearer. After the tonic surfaces
are ground, the next operation is grinding the
spherical side. If the proper allowances for the
curves and thickness of the finished lens have not
been made, the finished lens will not neutralize.
To illustrate : If you were to grind a + 6 on one
side and — 6 on the other side of a piece of glass
1" thick, you might at first think the — 6 curve
would neutralize the + 6 curve, but you would really
have a fairly strong P. cx. lens , and the thicker the
glass the stronger would be the lens. Of course
the til thick lens is an exaggeration, but it serves
to illustrate the principle.

Next comes the edging ; and right here is a
chance for a great talking point, if your customer
is a sportsman, billiard player or, in fact, interested
in any pursuit requiring a wide range of vision. It
is possible to so shape a tonic or meniscus that
when properly mounted, the lens will practically
touch the face all around its edge except at the
extreme outer end of each lens. This is done by
giving the lens a sort of half-eye shape, the top of
the lens flat-fitting along the eyebrows, the ends of
the lens well rounded and the lower half of the
lens very full shaped. The bulge or curve of the
lens makes it clear the eyelashes. It may be
necessary, in order to get the best result, to use an
inset stud to get the lenses close to the face.

One word more in the nature of
advice : Use the concave toric
surface, for this reason, that you
are always sure of a deep lens.

For instance, supposing the Rx. calls for + 6 =
+ .50 cyl., if the toric surface is convex, the result-
ant lens is a piano convex, and might just as well
be an ordinary compound. If the toric surface
was concave, the lens would have been a meniscus
form with all its advantages. Of course, in case
of a bifocal, the segment would require to be on
the outside of the lens, but that is the place for it,
as it does not collect dirt from the lashes, and, if
properly made, will be as near invisible on the out-
side as on the inside when on the face.

Personally, I do not believe that the convex
toric can be as accurately ground as the concave,
although it is considerably cheaper to make. Judg-
ing from my experience with toric lenses, I believe
that no one who has been properly fitted and worn
them long enough to get accustomed to them, would
be willing to go back to the flat form of lens.

Polishing the

A Word of
Advice
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A clear, unobstructed view is better than
seeing through a fence.

The Kryptok " Invisible" Bifocal is the ONLY near-and-far lens
without the fence.

If you will put your customers in the way of making comparisons,
you will soon have a valuable trade in Kryptoks.

For prices and other information, please apply to the manufacturer
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We Wish to Remind The Southwestern Optical College

The Southern Optician

that we have recently largely
increased our establishment,
floor space, stock, force and
facilities, and are better pre-
pared than ever to serve you
with promptness and accuracy
during the comincr
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Incorporated and Chartered

A School for Scientific, Practical and Theoretical Instruction in Optics
and the Use of Optical Instruments

Each pupil is given personal instruc-

tion from models, charts and eptical

instruments. The school is co-educa-

tional, admitting women as well as

men. The capacity of the school has
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of now inst ruments, models and charts

added, of which the itupils have FREE

use while taking the course. Our

method of teaching is to translate,

analyze, define and pronounce each

and every technical word or phrase.

This saves the pupil much valuable

time. Tuition refunded to any student

who cannot fit correctly any CO that

glasses will help, after taking our course

of instruel ion. It is simple facts based

upon practical demonstrations. Wehavo

Ito secrets to sell. Show how to measure

the nerve supply or nerve energy.

We are making a Special Rate of
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will be sent upon request Atlanta, Ga.
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Suite 202 Missouri Building 1023 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo
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The Commercial and Profes-
sional in Optometry

Paper read by litmus S. PALM ER, of Boston, at the Annual
Convention of the New England Association of Opticians

A
FTER an exordium in which the speaker
paid a just tribute to the progress made
Ill the professional side of optometry and
expressed a hope that like progress would

be made on the commercial side, he proceeded as
follows:

To the optometrist who is doing but a small
business and who does all the refracting himself,
the need of a complete commercial system does not
come with great force, but as soon as assistants are
employed and the commercial side assumes larger
proportions, he will find it very necessary, for
system is the oil that smoothes the stormy waters of
the professional as well as the commercial man.

The system that I have inaugurated in my
place of business is made possible by the adoption
of one of the very latest National cash registers,
a No. 97. To appreciate what a help such a sys-
tem would be to you, you must stop and see what
things you do in your place of business, of which
YOU should keep a proper record.

The ordinary daily transactions
between my salesmen and

Optical Business customers I have arranged in
twelve departments, as follows:

" Repairs," " Old Customers," "New Customers,"
" Oculists' Prescriptions," " Reorders," " Mer-
chandise," "Special Merchandise," " Paid on
Order," " Received on Account," "Charge,"
" Paid Out," and changing money as an accommo-
dation.

When one or more keys on my cash register
are pressed, nine results are accomplished at the
same time : First, the indicators showing the last
recorded transaction disappear. Second, indicators
appear, showing a new transaction. Third, the
cash drawer is unlocked. Fourth, a spring throws
it open. Fifth, a bell is rung, announcing that
a registration has been made and calling the
customer's attention to the indication. Sixth, the
proper record is made inside the register. Seventh,
a check is printed. Eighth, it is cut off and thrown
out into the receiver, and, ninth, a detailed state-
ment of each transaction is printed on a strip of
paper under the hood. On the check is printed
the date, the consecutive number, the amount of
the transaction, the initial of the salesman and the
department to which the transaction should be
credited.

It is important to know exactly the amount
received from each of these departments from
month to month and year to year.

In regard to our old and new
customers, it is essential to not

Customers only know the amount of money
received from each, but also the

number of each examined. A system to be of
great value must give the relation each of these
departments bears to the total receipts. It is not
enough to know that your business is growing:
you should have some way of knowing how each
department grows, for without this knowledge your
business may grow in one department and lose in
another. Take, for example, a year where you
have made a satisfactory gain. You naturally
feel pleased ; but would you feel satisfied if you
knew that the previous year you had fitted many
more new customers, or that your repair work
(which should show a steady gain) had dropped
off? If you employ others to assist you in your

Conducting an

Old and New
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refraction work, you should know how much each
person does. The best and, I might say, only
accurate way to gain this information is by using
the latest improved National cash register.

After considerable investigation of these won-
derful machines, I selected one of their four hun-
dred styles best suited to my business. You see
before you one of the registers of this size, and
from the diagram of the key-arrangement on the
wall you can see how much change the National
Co. made from their standard register of this size
to suit the machine to the requirements of an
optometrist. By its use I obtain all the information,
from a commercial standpoint, necessary to the
successful operation of my business, and also find
that it takes much less time for a salesman to
handle transactions and make change than it did
formerly, when a cashier was employed, and at the
same time the chance of errors in the cash is re-
duced to a minimum.

In explaining my system to one
of our foremost optometrists,

Experience he brought out the objection
that the employees in his office

would object to a cash register and system of this
kind because they would feel that their honesty

was questioned. In reply to this objection, I would
say that in my office I ant fortunate to have associ-
ated with me people of the highest integrity, and
they feel that the cash register is one of the best
things in the office. When viewed from the right
standpoint, the honest person is glad to have as
complete a check as is possible on all his trans-
actions.

I have used my register for nearly two years.
Prior to that time each salesman kept the record of
his work. Errors were sure to creep in, but with

the register we have an accurate record. The
register has never failed to do its work. Each
month it becomes more and more indispensable.

By the use of the register, I obtain the amount
of the orders taken, and at the same time, I can
tell from what division they came and who the
salesman was. This I call tile factory or order
account. It also tells me the amount of cash
received and this, plus the charges and orders
undelivered, must balance the factory account.

The keyboard on our National
cash register contains the fol-

Cash Register lowing special keys : " Re-
pairs," "Old Customers,"

" New Customer," "Oculists' Rx.," " Reorders,"
" Mdse.," " Special Mdse.," " Paid on Order,"
" Received on Account," "Factory," " Charge,"
and "Paid Out."

I will first show transactions involving the
use of all the special keys and then show you how
it would be used in a day's business. As I explain
this method, it may seem to some that there is
altogether too much system, but I can assure you,
from my experience, that it is not nearly as intri-
cate as it appears at first.

Let us suppose a new customer has just been
examined and has given an order for Po, on which

a deposit of $5 is to be paid. We press the $5

key, the paid-on-order key, and before the record

can be completed it is absolutely necessary for the
salesman to press his initial key, which is equiva-

lent to his signing his name to the transaction. 1-le

then turns the handle and the register issues a

check upon which the salesman writes the customer's

name, John Smith, for instance ; and he then

deposits the check in the cash-drawer. The

amount paid is then marked upon the job envelope.

It is also our custom to give a deposit slip,

which is really a receipt, for the money paid.

The Results of

Features of

Obviates Lapses

Without a National cash regis-
ter on busy days it is quite easy

of Memory to forget to mark upon the
envelope the amount of money

paid on deposit or in advance, as is often done
when glasses are to be sent. As all the transactions
of the register are recorded upon the detail slip,
it is a simple matter to trace back and find
out any mistake that might possibly have been
made ; moreover, the bookkeeper will usually dis-
cover the mistake before a bill has been sent, and
your customer's good will and confidence is there-
by retained, which is the backbone of any business.

As soon as the envelope has been made ready
for the factory, the following keys upon the register
are used: " Factory," " New Customer," "Amount
of Job, $10," and the salesman's initial key, which
identifies him . with the transaction. The check
which is issued by the register is put into the
envelope and goes into the factory. The stock-
keeper, in a few seconds, has compared the check
to see if the letter of the salesman's initial key
corresponds to the name of the salesman ; to see if
the amount on the check is the same as amount on
the envelope, and also if the amount Po, charged
for the order, is the regular price. If not, the
order is held up until my " 0. K." permits it to go
to the work-bench ; but before it goes to the bench

it is numbered by a duplicate numbering machine

and a corresponding number put into a book,

which we call our job book.
You will notice the name on the envelope has

been put opposite the number. This we have
found very helpful in tracing an order. Each man

at the bench clearly understands that no work
shall be done on an order until it is numbered.

The order having been finished,
the stockkeeper examines it,
checks it on the job book and
sends it to the office. It is

again examined and put -away to await delivery.

When this order is delivered, there is only $5 to
pay on it, as $5 was paid when the order was given.
These two five-dollar transactions equal the ten-
dollar factory check, and as they balance, show
that the whole business transaction has been
accurately carried out.

I wish to say, when the " Factory " key is
pressed, in connection with an " Amount " key,
the amount does not add into the total addling
counter, but, as I have shown you, the transaction
is printed on the detail strip and also on the check.

You can see by this how our factory book is
balanced by our cash book. If you sent $io,000
worth of work into the factory within a given
length of time, you would either have the cash or
charges to balance it, or the difference must be in
your order boxes waiting to be called for. After

being delivered, the envelopes are kept until a
convenient time, when the fronts are cut off by a
simple cutting machine, and these fronts which are

a true record of the order as it went through the

factory, are filed in numerical order. I find them

most valuable and worth all the time it takes to
put them ill order.

If in the transaction we have been considering,
the $5 still due when the customer called for the
job, should have been charged instead of having
been paid in cash, the salesman would have pressed
the charge key on the register, the amount key,
and his initial key, and received a charge check
from the register, upon which he would have writ-
ten the customer's name and deposited the check
in the drawer as a memorandum for the book-
keeper to charge it up to the customer in the regu-
lar way. If this charge check was lost, the special

(Continued on page 1555)

The Final
Records



PROTECTION against prescribing
the wrong lens is what the

Ametropometer
Guarantees to the Optician

It also saves time, which means more
profit to you on your work.

You cannot afford to overlook anything
which increases your profit and at the same
time guarantees your accuracy. It costs
you nothing to INVESTIGATE.

Full information free on receipt of your
address.

The price is $20.00 net.

Johnston Optical Co.
Detroit, Mich.No Goods Sold at Retail

Read the following testimonials, just received:
Columbus, hid., July 1, 1905.

.1, ill s,TON OPTICAL CO., Detroit, Mich.
1,entlemeu i—After giving your Ametropometer ten days' trial I

jul it satisfactory. Will send check in a few days.
Yours truly, J. P. WEAVER.

Douglas, Wyo., May 1, 1905.
ilINSTON OPTICAL CO., Detroit, Mich.

Dear Sirs :—Herewith find draft in payment for Ametropometer
which I am perfectly satisfied with. In several difficult cases it has
been of special value. One case in particular of mixed astigmatism
It proved its value and convinced thi, eustomer that he was being
fitted. He has better vision ilua. he has had in 20 years.

V ,111', II. R. DANIELS.1 

" It is easy enough to be pleasant
When life glides by like a song,"

But show us the man
Who don't care a HURRAH
When his Eyeglasses go dead wrong,

Moral : Have your Jobber supply all your nosepieces with
Bonschur Locking Shoulders and avoid the "HURRAH"
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An Invaluable Eye Remedy—The Original
and ONLY

GREAT GERMAN EYE WATER
(From the formula of the late Dr. Agnew.)

A HARMLESS PREPARATION WITH WONDERFUL
CURATIVE PROPERTIES

Twenty-five years on the market ; sold by thousands of Jewelers
and Opticians throughout the United States and Canada with per-
fect satisfaction. This preparation is invaluable for all persons
whose business requires use of the eyes at close range several hours
daily. It should be used after exposure to winds or dust, its anti-
septic properties destroying the germs and preventing acute inflam-
mation. Its immediate effect in cases of chronic or acute Conjunc-
tivitis, Iillepharitis or Scaly Eyelids, Burning, Smarting or Itching
of the Eyck or Inflammation from any cause, is phenomenal. For
the Toilet every one should use it. Two or three drops in the eyes
in the morning not only give brilliancy Mid luster to the eyes, but
give clearness of vision and prevent disease.

This formula is not the product of any Optician or Eye Spe-
cialist, but is from one of America's Greatest Ophthalmic
Surgeons. Beware or imitations that are inferior or injurious.
Remember, Dr. Agnew's portrait is on every box. PRICE, $19.50
per gross, $1.63 per dozen. Order from your Jobber or direct
from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN,

THIS IS AN EYE WATER
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES

wilAT IS A REMEI/Y ? Any substance or preparation used with the view of curing or
allaving tuur401 Ay....01 require many of the valuable pages of THE KEYSTONE to
iiIII th, 0-4 intuni,.4. 1.0..0is 0.1 From dealt.rs and users of The Great German Eye Water, I refer
iiiIsr. ma i :in. Is 0. a Fes ■■1' I he leading opticians in different parts of the country, selling
this licineth fur 111"11. limo 21) years. This remedy is NOT for sale in drug stores,
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Interesting History of Optics

N a recent address, Professor Sylvanus
Thompson, of London, gave an un-
usually interesting account of the

evolution of optical science from the remotest
ages. The story has a sentimental as well as
scientific interest, as illustrating the struggles

of the human mind in its efforts to find an
explanation for the various natural phe-
nomena.

Greek Ideas
on Optics

Professor Thompson said
that from the time of Pytha-
goras to Empedocles, a
period of about 600 years,

the Greeks of the pre-Christian era had some
idea of optics ; and their earliest notion—one

that we could hardly understand—was thitt
light or vision, or the science of optics, con-
sisted of rays which went out from the eyes
of people and settled on the things they were
looking at. In the present day such an idea
seemed incomprehensible. It appeared to
bear a relationship to that mode of thought
which regarded the mind of man as the
center of the universe, into which universe

man projected himself, as it were, reaching
out with his eye as he would reach out with

his hand.
Another primitive notion hard to under-

stand was to be found in Plato, who thought

that color was a species of flame which

played on the surface of things. In Plato's

time the Greeks had not the classification Of

colors now in existence. For some inter-

pretation of this they might consult Mr.

Gladstone' s "Homeric Studies." The Greeks

represented things as wine-colored, sea-col-

ored, or sky-colored. Before the term

sky-colored was used, they .employed the

term violet-colored. Apparently they had

not the same developed sense of colors that

we have. They thought very simply of color,

like the man whose classification of colors

was that some looked cold and others warm.

Mr. Gladstone held the view that Homer

did not understand the color blue at all.

A hypothesis had been advanced to the

effect that red was the first color recognized

by primitive man, that yellow and green

followed, and that blue was a late discovery.

Another idea of Plato's was

that light consisted of cor-
puscles, which were shot

out of those colored bodies

and entered the eye. Another idea to be

found in the early Greek writers was that

when the observer saw in a mirror the image

of a thing, his eye projected that image

through the mirror to some point in the space

at the back. That was part of the old idea of

the eye sending out rays. In the middle of

all this they came upon writings of Aristotle,

who did not give us much bearing directly

Theories of
Plato and Aristotle
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upon optics, but who controverted some of
the ideas current. He controverted the

notion that the eye sent out corpuscles or
rays. In those days all things were classed
as belonging to four elements, and the eye

was classed as fire or a fiery body which shot

out corpuscles or rays. Aristotle disproved

that notion with the pertinent query why the
eye, if it were a fiery body, could not see in

the dark. In other branches of optics Aristotle

made further advances. In his book on

" Meteors " he treated of the rainbow, in

which he distinguished three colors only ;

and he wrote about the scintillation of the

stars and why they twinkled. It was sur-

prising that a man of such gigantic intellect

did not give more attention to the science of
optics. Nearly Too years later came Euclid,

whose work on optics had been lost for a

long period. In the form in which it had

been handed down to us, one could not say

how much was Euclid's and how much the

work of other writers or editors. This

extremely interesting book was divided into

two parts—general optics and reflection.

There were axioms, and then followed a

number of theorems, each hanging to one

another and developing the subject.
Coming to the time of Hero,
of Alexandra, 260 B. C.,

Slot Machine Professor Thompson charac-
terized Hero as the inventor

of the slot machine. To him was due the

discovery of the law of reflection, the doctrine

of least time. M. Fermat afterwards devel-

oped this doctrine ; and it was also associated

with the names of Hamilton and Chalmers.

Archimedes, who discovered hydrostatic dis-

placement, was certainly acquainted with the

law of reflection. Around his name had

grown up considerable amount of literature

on the subject of the burning mirror, with

which, it was alleged, he had set fire to the

Roman vessels in the harbor of Syracuse. In

1646 a Jesuit published a marvelous book

treating of a variety of subjects, including the

laws of reflection and refraction. Another

interesting treatise on optics, written by

Alhazen, the Arabian, was printed at Basle,

in 1662, giving another version of the mirror

of Archimedes. Then they had the treatise

on the same subject by Seguer about 1730,

and other treatises by various authors, in-

chiding Buffon, the naturalist.

Clearly, Archimedes attracted a deal

of attention from those interested in optics.

They wrote about the mirror and told how

to repeat the experiment, but it was a pity

they did not go back to the original account.

There was no reference to Archimedes'

mirror in the writings of Polybius, or Livy,

or Plato who were his contemporaries, or

nearly so. Although Polybius wrote a de-

tailed account of the siege of Syracuse, and

Inventor of the

mentioned the fireships that were sent out
against the Roman fleet, he did not mention
the burning mirror. There was every reason

to believe that this story of Archimedes'
burning mirror was a spurious one, and it
seemed that someone, 600 or 700 years after-
wards, mixed up that geeat philosopher's

work in defending Syracuse with this story of
the burning mirror.

Claudius Ptolemy gave us
the first mention we have of
dioptrics, the law of which
he investigated. It was to

Ptolemy that we owed the first approxitna-

tion to the law relating to the angle of refrac-

tion in the case of air and water. Other

works which might be singled out for men-

tion in connection with the burning mirror

were the treatises of the younger Pliny,

Vincent de Beauvais ( i 240) and Saint Isidor.

Among the Arabs, two writers treated of

optics, one of whom was Alhazen (1038-

too). Alhazen confirmed Ptolemy as to

refracted light, and to him we owed the doc-

trine of optical reversibility, confirming the

doctrine that light can always retrace its

own path. To him we were indebted also

for the use of the magnifying glass. Yet

Alhazen somehow never mentioned specta-

cles. Roger Bacon described the use of two

lenses, but these were only a sort of superior

magnifying glass.
It was not certain when spectacles came

in. Salvini sometimes was credited with the

invention, and in 1299 there was a distinct

reference in an Italian treatise to spectacles.

About the year 1300 there was a clear refer-

ence to the same subject, and in 1305 another

writer spoke of spectacles as having been

invented about twenty years before.
The Abbe Maurolycus,
teacher of mathematics at
Messina, and author of a
treatise entitled "De Lumine

et Umbra," in 1755, deal with focal planes,

and investigated for the first time, as far as

he (Professor Thompson) knew, the cause

of short sight. They came now to a contem- •

porary of the Abbe, in Joannes Baptista

Porta, of Naples, who wrote the first book

on refraction in 1593. This Neapolitan in-

vented the camera obscura, and discussed

the actal path of a ray through the lens.

Kepler's contributions to dioptrics were well

known. He invented the astronomical tele-

scope and made many valuable contributions

to our knowledge of dioptrics. He gave a

new formula in refraction and he was the first

to put a draw tube to a telescope. Among

the great contributors to the science of optics

whose names were mentioned in this review

of the progress of the science were Descartes,

Robert Boyle and Robert Hooke (5635-

5678), the inventor of the micrometer.

First Mention of
Dioptrics

Myopia First
Investigated
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DO YOU KNOW
that the Ophthalmometer gives more valuable information to the
refractionist than any other optical instrument ? It shows the meri-
dians of greatest and least curvature on the cornea and the amount
of the cylindrical error.

WHY TRY TO DO WITHOUT IT? ORDER NOW
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Please
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C. I. Ophthalmometer,
together with price, etc.
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Address,
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DO NOT DELAY. DO IT NOW
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counter for the charge key would have indicated

that there was a charge check missing, and by

taking my detail strip I could very readily ascer-

tain the amount of the missing charge, and the

salesman who made it, and he could very easily

remember the entire transaction, and thereby pre-

vent one of the many financial leaks which are

liable to occur in the daily routine of your business.

If when the order was given, an amount of old

gold to the value of $1 had been taken as part pay-

ment, the old-gold account would have been

charged $1, to be credited when the old gold is

sold.
An order from an old customer for a repair or

for a reorder, would pass through the cash regis-

ter in practically the same way.
When a prescription is received,

the prescription key on the

Prescriptions register is pressed when the

order is ready for the factory.

If the prescription is received on one of our blanks

showing that the oculist sent it directly to us, the

doctor's name is placed upon the prescription

check issued by the register. I do this in order
to know what oculists are sending me prescrip-
tions, and when I have occasion to refer cases for
treatment or operation, I endeavor to send them
cases in proportion to those I have received.

I cannot help saying at this point, that I glory
in the independent position it is possible for
an optometrist to take. He does not depend for
his business upon the favor of any oculist.

In sending people to oculists, we should send
to the best ones in our vicinity, no matter if they
do not send us any extra cases. This is the only
exception I make to the above plan : I would not
send to an inferior oculist if he sent me all his
prescriptions.

If the prescription comes to me on another
optician's blank, I use the prescription key as
above, but mark the check N. C. This shows me
that no oculist has the credit of sending it, and
simply gives me an idea of how *many of my pre-
scriptions are sent direct, and how many people
come of their own accord.

If when the order was given, an amount of old
gold to the value of $1, had been taken as part
payment, the paid-on-order check would show $5
paid, and immediately the salesman would press
the paid-out key for $1, and write on the check
" old gold." This would be charged to old gold,
and when the old gold was sold, the account would
be credited.

Merchandise sales are recorded
Recording on the cash register about the
Merchandise Sales same as prescriptions. The kind

of merchandise sold is marked

on the check issued by the machine, and the check

is put into the drawer. The X key is used for

special merchandise, if you wish to keep track of
some special article sold as merchandise, such as

smoked eyeglasses. We use it most for ex-
aminations where glasses are not purchased, or for
amounts received for prism exercise.

When money is received on account, we
handle the transaction in this way : Say, for
instance, the customer to whom we charged the
$5.00 still due on the $1o.00 job when he called to

get it, comes in a few days later to pay this $5.00.

The salesman receives the money, goes to the

register, presses the $5.00 key, the " Received-on-
Account" key and his initial key, turns the handle

and writes on the check which is issued by the

machine the customer's name and deposits the
money and the check in the cash drawer. It is
now impossible for the customer not to receive the
proper credit, because an indelible record has been

made by the register, and we are absolutely sure

the customer will not receive a second bill for this
amount, which would naturally cause him to think

we were trying to " beat" him and which would
probably result in the loss of his future trade. This

is a serious matter, and you can readily see the

In Filling

importance of having an absolute check on a
transaction of this kind.

When money is paid out for any purpose, the
salesman presses the key representing the amount
to be paid out, the " Paid-Out" key and his initial
key. He then writes upon the check issued what
the amount is paid out for, pays out the money and
puts the check, which is a voucher for the transac-
tion, into the cash drawer.

This uses all the keys, and I
How the Register will now try to make it clear
Works how it works out in actual prac-

tice. The following is a part of
an actual day's work represented by the enlarged
detail strip. I have selected only those transac-
tions which are necessary to show all the register
does.

Our first transaction for the day is a repair
job amounting to $1.25, and this is the way we
handle it : Salesman A waits upon the customer.
He presses the $1.25 keys, the " Factory " key and
the ' Repair " key. Here is an enlargement of
the check resulting from this operation, and here
is the transaction recorded on the detail strip.
You will note that the record on the check corres-
ponds to the record on the detail strip. This is
the factory number on the envelope, and this is the
record in the factory book.

The next transaction shows an order taken
from an old customer, where the amount of the
whole job is $6.00 and is paid for in advance. The
salesman presses the " Paid-on-Order " key, the
$6.00 key and his initial key, and the register issues
a check and the transaction is printed on the detail
strip. When the order is sent to the factory the
salesman presses the " Factory " key, the " Old-
Customer ' key and the amount key, and the regis-
ter issues a check like this, and you will note on the
detail strip the transaction is printed the same as it
is on the check. The envelope is then sent to the
factory with the necessary information. You might
think because the $6.00 key has been used twice in
recording this transaction that $12.00 has been
added in the machine • but such is not the case, for
the reason that when the " Factory " key is pressed
in connection with an amount key the amount is
not added into the total counter, but the whole
transaction is printed on the detail strip as well as
the check.

The next transaction on the de-
Records of Various tail strip, represented by " D.
Transactions 0." $4.00 is for cash received

for an order delivered on this
day, although you can see by the envelope that the
order was taken on a previous day ; so, therefore,
a record of the order, when it was taken, is on a
previous day's detail strip and the record showing
it was paid is, of course, on to-day's detail strip.

The next transaction on this detail strip repre-
sents a record of a new customer. This transac-
tion is handled in precisely the same manner as we
handle the record of an old customer, except we
press the " New-Customer " key on the cash regis-
ter instead of the " Old-Customer " key.

I show you here the factory check issued by
the register and the record on the detail strip ; also
the factory envelope, which is filled out. On all
new orders or reorders we obtain a deposit. But I
have already shown you how such a transaction is
recorded ; therefore, it is not necessary to go into
the details again.

The next item on the detail strip shows that
salesman K received on account $2.50. The check
which was issued by the register at the time the
transaction occurred shows that Mrs. G. Smith
paid this amount on account, and the bookkeeper
will credit Mrs. Smith with this amount.

The next transaction on the detail strip shows
how we treat a repair free of charge. You will
note that the " Repair" key is pressed, the " Fac-
tory " key is pressed and the salesman's initial key
without any amount. The envelope is made out
and opposite the word "Due" is put "N. C.,"
which in this case means no charge. All of these
orders are handed to me for 0. K. before delivery.
This keeps me informed as to how much work we
are obliged to do gratuitously.

The next record on the detail
All Transactions strip shows where we filled a
Recorded prescription. It was not sent

to us, however, as you will note
the check is without a name.

The next is a charge transaction of 75 cents.

The check shows, as you see, that it was charged

to Mrs. White. As I have explained previously
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the details regarding charge transactions, it is not
necessary for me to do so again.

Next is a record of a re-order. This is the
envelope, and this the check issued by the register.

The next item on the detail strip represents a
merchandise cash sale for $1. This transaction is
recorded on the register simply by the salesman
pressing the merchandise key, his initial key and
the amount. The kind of merchandise is written
on the check which is issued by the register, and
the check is put into the cash drawer.

Use in 
In this connection I wish to say
that it is my intention to keep a

Detecting Leaks very strict account of merchan-
dise. I shall charge to my

merchandise account the cost of the merchandise
in a column for that purpose, and shall also charge
the merchandise account with the merchandise at
the retail price, so that by subtracting the cost
from the retail price I will get the amount that
should be my profit. When merchandise is sold
the merchandise account will be credited with the
amount of the sale and the inventory on hand will
prove whether or not there has been any leaks.

The next item on the detail strip shows that
salesman K paid out so cents. To do this it was
necessary for him to press the paid-out key, and
before the transaction was complete he was obliged
to sign his name by pressing his initial key. The
check which the register issued shows that sales-
man K paid out 50 cents, and he has written on the
check what the amount was paid out for.

The next transaction showed that we received
$2.50 for prism exercise. In this case you see we
have used the X key to record money received for
prism exercise.

The last transaction shows that a prescription
was received for which we charged $1.5o. This
transaction was put through the factory the same
as a previous transaction which I have explained to
you. In this case, however, we have written the
name of Dr. Brown on the check to show that
Dr. Brown sent the prescription to us, and we will
give him proper credit for it.

I have now shown you how the
Keeps Record of register takes care of the daily
Salespersons transactions which occur be-

tween my customers and sales-
men, and I want again to impress upon you the fact
that no transaction can be recorded on this register
until the clerk presses his initial key, which, as I
have said before, practically signs his name to
the transaction. This, you will agree, is a very
important feature, for if a transaction is recorded
incorrectly, I know where to place the responsibility.

The next day the bookkeeper checks off this
detailed strip. Herein lies one of the strongest
points of the register. Every transaction of any
nature will be shown on the detail strip and must
have a check or envelope to correspond to it. It
absolutely prevents mistakes and errors. After
the slip has been fully checked up and every trans-
action accounted for, the bookkeeper divides the
checks into piles for each separate key. The result
is shown on this sheet, which is handed to me each
morning, and by this I see how much business was
done, of what it consists and who did it. I also
have the cash sales, the number of retests, the
number of prescriptions received, the number of
persons sent to oculists, and as the formula number
is recorded, I can tell in a minute why they were
sent. At the end of the month this daily record is
condensed into a monthly record, and at the end
of the year, into a yearly record.

By means of these reports the proprietor or
manager is changed from the man who guesses to
the man who knows ; and knowledge is power.
He knows just how his business is gaining or
losing, and, like a wise general, he begins at once to
strengthen the weak places.

The advantages of a complete
Uses of the system when used with the
Record National cash register, are

accurate knowledge as to re-
ceipts from each department, and an opportunity
to compare them from month to month and year to
year. You know how many old and new custom-
ers you are obtaining. These points alone make the
system worth installing. Aside from this, you
obtain complete information regarding your re-
orders, oculists' prescriptions, merchandise, and
the part each salesman takes in building up your
business. It leaves no room for guessing as to the
relative value of your assistants, as the salesman's
individual key on the register tells a true story.
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We are hard at work digging up dollars for you.
Our magazine advertising is creating an ever-increasing

demand for Shur-On Eye-glasses and is sending customers
to opticians everywhere.

This is easy business for you to get, and is very desirable. It brings
people into touch with your store and adds to your prestige.

Shur On Eye=glasses
are right in every way, give perfect satisfaction and

you can guarantee the mountings for one year—we stand back of you.
Here are some of our special styles of guards particularly adapted to

Shur-On Eye-glasses:

la
7 and 7A have loose cup-shaped pads which adapt themselves to the angle of the nose and require lessadjusting- than other style guards.

Why not let us send you sample set?
Then you'll have a complete set for fitting purposes, and you get the lenses and tray free of charge. Forthe price of the 6 or 12 pairs of Shur- On mountings alone, you get in addition 6 or 12 pairs of lenses and atray for holding the samples.
Don't forget us on your J work. We have quite a large trade along that line. Our knowledge andexperience give us exceptional advantages in filling orders.

E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.Established mit
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Eye, Mind, Purse

Address on "Advertising " before the American Association of
Opticians, by Wm. E. HUSTON.

Definition of
Advertising

The modern, thoughtless accep-
tation of the term "advertising"
simply implies a mere use of
type and printer's ink in its

many and varied forms. From this false viewpoint
the science of advertising like that of optometry,
and for like reason, has been brought somewhat
into disrepute. I choose to dwell upon the sub-
ject in a much broader and more comprehensive
sense—more theoretical, if you will, than practical
—yet we always find hidden in the practical,
throughout all walks of life, that indefinite adjunct—
theory, the foundation.

Al! authorities on the eye tell us the sympa-
thetic nervous system connects the eye, mind or
brain, heart, lungs and stomach. I say the sympa-
thetic nervous system connects all vital organs—
*the heart, lungs, stomach, eye, mind and purse.
While the purse connection may not be so directly
essential to life, it is certainly essential to the life
of the business of the optometrist, and with waning
business, whence comes the staff of life ? So we
see that indirectly the purse connection does affect
even life itself. I deem the purse connection as
necessary to the success of the individual optome-
trist as is a knowledge of the sympathetic nerve-
force connections in the human system necessary
if we would attain proficiency in the science of our
chosen profession.

You may he a successful opto-
metrist, yet a failure in business.
Some of our most able men,
our best practitioners are failures

in a financial way, simply because they have neg-
lected making this vital connection a study. In
conversation with an optometrist a few days ago, he

was telling me how, at a recent meeting of an optical
society, the method of which he is an advocate and

practitioner, was denominated as one especially

adapted to open the purse-strings. I want to ask,

as did this gentleman, what good is any method

that doesn't reach this consummation? Yet the

average optometrist seeks to reach the purse-

strings without thought, preparation, energy or

work. He will spend weeks, months, years in

close and diligent study, seeking to perfect himself

in the science as the facilities of our day afford;
he knows intimately the province of each of the
twenty muscles necessary to the function of bi-
nocular vision ; he will tell us that sixteen of the

muscles of this human " kodak " receive their

nerve supply over the third cranial, the other four

from the fourth and sixth, and he will tell us that

the nerve cells which control this supply lie in

certain portions of the brain ; how these cells may

become weakened through eyestrain, and lying as

they do in close proximity to other nerve cells

which furnish nerve force to kidneys, heart, lungs

or stomach, may cause disturbances in these organs

remote from the seat of cause. All the details of

the function of accommodation are at his tongue's

end. Presbyopia, hypermetropia, myopia, astigma-

tism, and all the phorias are an open book to him.
Thoroughly qualified for the
scientific practice of optometry,

Clients ambitious, with high and lofty
ideas of the honor, dignity and

responsibility of his calling, he decides upon a loca-

tion, swings his shingle to the breeze and sits and

sits and waits, but the clients come not. Here a

case confronts him requiring individual diagnosis

and heroic treatment. But, alas, he finds his

To Succeed
in Business

The Hunt for

education lacking in that most essential element of
any business or profession—a knowledge of the
science that will enable him to reach and open the
purse-strings that will bring him and his the com-
mon every-day necessities of life. Don't imagine
for an instant that this word picture is a cheap
chromo. It is an oil painting, true to life, facts and
conditions. In the four years just past I have been
in the business places of 2600 followers of opto-
metry, in fourteen different States. In well nigh
half of these places I have found listless, struggling,
discouraged, " don't care " sort of men. It is one
thing to be a competent laywer, physician, dentist,
minister or optometrist ; quite another to make a
business or financial success of that profession.
The science of advertising—mind I say the science
of advertising—not advertising, for advertising is
very old indeed, but the science which underlies
that art is a twentieth century product, and sup-
plies the missing link which enables the profes-
sional man to obtain a legitimate profit from his
labors. No matter whether we are selling mer-
chandise, ideas, experience or services, the process
of final analysis will disclose the same scientific
lever-persuasion, advertising.

Upon rugged hills, beneath
Oriental skies, recently occurred
the greatest siege-battle of mod-
ern times. Hardy Japs scaled

almost impregnable walls lined with death-dealing
cannon and fierce:browed despairing Russians.
To-day, we think only of results—a battle won.
Yet forty-two outer posts reduced ere Japanese
saw walls of inner fort, tell of patience, tact,
energy and bull-dog persistence—qualities neces-
sary in the modern battle of business. I shall
confine my remarks to a very few of the many
different methods of advertising which tend to the
education and advancement of the individual, as
well as to his material progress.

Show me a successful man and I will show you
a history of tact. Macaulay, I think it was, said,
"Tact is rarified sight." So, while we are striving
to give good sight to the human family, let us
utilize a little of Macaulay's rarified sight for our
material advantage, so we may, individually and as

a whole, accumulate a little more of this stuff they

call " the root of all evil," that we opticians so

rarely see in quantity.
To be able to work along lines
of least resistance, to " smooth
the fur the right way," is an
advertising asset of priceless

value. It is a faculty, moreover, which may be
acquired through the development of intuition and

a study of types, motives and temperament. Clean-

liness is good advertising. We know of no profes-

sion or business wherein cleanliness of person, as

well as of heart and mind, is more essential than

in the practice of optometry. Our every motion

is watched by patients : hands, face and form con-
stantly observed,while untidy dress, hair, teeth,nails

or hands proclaim in trumpet tones a want of true

refinement and loses many a prospective customer.

Occasionally we find a human being who fan-

cies neglect of person indicates a high brand of

culture, imagining himself in a rarified atmosphere,

superior to the things of earth, earthy ; he fails to

realize that we have passed the log-cabin, pioneer

days when our forefathers were too busy hewing

paths and blazing trails to cultivate life's finer side.

Such men have no permanent haven in the new
optometrical field. Incorporate good luck as one

of the phases of good advertising, for I believe

that if we understand and correctly practice the

science of psychological advertising that we may

grow good luck, may cultivate it just as definitely

A Military
Illustration

Factors in
Advertising
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as we cultivate voice, or develop muscle, or train
memory. That man whose amazing good luck
causes us to marvel, possesses no power different
from that which we ourselves can develop. The
causes of this prosperity are invisible—they belong
to the realm of mind. The secret of his luck lies
in the fact that he has drawn about himself the
thought forces that attract.

The gift is ours if we but develop it. Every
thought creates mental conditions that add to our
good luck forces or detract from them. Reject
those influences that pull down, seize upon those
that stimulate and inspire. This sort of advertising
costs not a penny, yet returns are bountiful.

Aside from these special
features of personal adver-

to the Optician tising, there are a number of
allied professions or sciences

of which even a superficial knowledge affords us
an opportunity for excellent advertising. Do you
know that one of the great, possibly the greatest,
railroad systems of the United States is to-day call-
ing to its aid the science of phrenology to enable
it to determine the fitness of employees for certain
branches of its voluminous business. At the head
of these corporations are some of the brightest
minds--men who don the senatorial toga, or step
with one stride into the presidential cabinet. Is it
bosh and buncombe these shrewd men endorse?
Not on your life ! Tangible returns must come
from every penny dropped from the clinging clutch
of modern corporations. Not to know phrenology
is a handicap which keeps the optometrist standing
undecided on the highway to possible success. In
no business or profession does it more aptly apply—
well may it be denominated a kindred science.

We study eyes, ears, nose and face in the ad-
justment of frames for fit, symmetry and cosmetic
effect of our glasses, but to most of us no thought
comes that we may utilize these observations for
more beneficial results than the mere adjustment
of frames ; ignorant of the fact that eyes, ears, nose
and face are tell-tale symbols of the inner, life,
thought and disposition, which might enable us to
size up our patient quickly and accurately, tell
whether he is a thinker or a mere looker, a selfish
man, an obstinate man, one in whom intelligence
predominates or the sensibilities. In short, to at-
tain results when ignorance might defeat our best
endeavors.

Phrenology Useful

An Advertising

A word on the educational and
profitable advantages to the

Illustration profession of optometry as a
whole. For instance, an illus-

tration in a kindred field of optics. Twenty years
ago a bright down-east Yankee hit upon a bright

idea, in coining a bright word. To-day all dictiona-
ries contain that word—a household one through-
out the land, and every fifth person owns a kodak.

The art of amateur photography was then a weak-

ling compared to our sturdy young science, opto-
metry of the present day. Mr. Eastman saw
opportunity, seized the lever—persuasion, made
amateur photography a " necessary fad," kodak a
household word and himself a millionaire.

Gentlemen, what will twenty years bring to
optometry and its followers in a practical way?
Will scantily furnished offices of struggling men
still dot the land from coast to coast to tell of lost
opportunity, or shall we avail ourselves of these
opening days of the twentieth century and nurse
our weakling into sturdy manhood by seizing upon
these psychological truths which will enable us to
rise above petty internal strife and free ourselves
from the slimy tentacles of ignorance, prejudice
and selfishness, which retard us in our onward
progress into the realm of great professions?
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The Chemistry of the Camera

How Pictures are Produced—Action of Light on
Sensitive Surfaces--Plates and Films

The Camera
Obscura

The original camera obscura,
or sketching camera, was
simply a portable, darkened
room, often a tent of black

cloth, within which was a small table having
a lens inserted in one side opposite a small
opening in the room, and a mirror placed
under the center of it at such an angle as to
reflect the image upward. Set into the top
of the table was a piece of ground-glass to
receive the image, which was copied with a
pencil as it appeared through a thin sheet of
white paper laid on the ground glass. From
this first invention has gradually been devel-
oped that complicated thing of lens, wood,
leather, brass, lacquer and varnish, which
the beginner calls a " camera." Manufac-

turers have vied with each other and added
improvement after improvement to their
cameras, until now many of them have been
brought to a degree of perfection which seems
almost impossible to excel.

The various fittings and appliances have
been added simply to increase the beauty
and compactness of the camera, and to make
it more readily adaptable to the varying con-
ditions under which it may be used, and the
many different classes of work which the
photographer may wish to attempt. The
beginner should not regard his camera as
anything complicated, for, with all its fittings,
it is simply a light-tight box with r. lens fitted
into a small opening at one end and an
arrangement at the other by which the sensi-
tive plate or film may be held at the desired
distance from the lens. Pictures of simple,
ordinary scenes, just as good as can be made
with the most complicated and ornamental of
cameras, have been produced with a rough
packing box, made light-tight, and provided

with a lens at one end and some means of
holding the sensitive plate in position at the
other. The fact is mentioned merely to show

that the essential requirements are very few,
while the helps, comforts and conveniences
which camera makers have devised are many.

After the camera obscura

Action of Light had been in use many years,
on Silver Bromcle there was a very natural

desire to discover some
means by which the unsatisfactory and labori-
ous method of tracing out the image with a
pencil could be bettered. Scientists began
to study the action of light on different sub-
stances, and the final result was the discovery
of a light-sensitive surface from which have
been evolved, by successive improvements,
the dry plates and films which are in general
use at the present time. On this sensitive
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surface the image projected by the lens is
received, and after the light has done its
work, the image is made visible by chemical
means. Scientists found in their experi-
ments that the action of light was quite
different on different substances. With one
it had a tendency to bleach, while with
another it darkened or discolored the sub-
stance. The whole principle of photography
is dependent upon the action of light on
certain salts, the most sensitive of which
is silver bromide. Bromine is a gas Which
has a great affinity for some other substances,
and therefore a tendency to combine or
react with them or their compounds. When
it combines with silver, silver bromide is
formed. These elements, which are them-
selves insensitive to light, form a compound
which is very sensitiv* to it. Silver bromide
absorbs moisture from the air, and if it is
exposed to light part of its bromide reacts
with the water thus absorbed, and the salt
gradually darkens, becoming partly reduced
to metallic silver. Darkening will take place
more rapidly if there is a substance present
with the silver bromide which combines or
reacts with the bromine more readily than
water, thus reducing the salt to metallic silver
faster. These substances are called sensitizers.

Since silver bromide can be
made so extremely sensitive

Plates and Films to light by the use of sub-
stances known as sensitizers,

it has come to be considered the best medium
for making plates and films. For this pur-
pose it is combined with gelatine and a thin
coating is spread on a sheet of glass or
celluloid for support. Where celluloid or
some other flexible material is used to sup-
port the emulsion, it is called a " film,"
becausc of its extreme thinness ; if glass is
used, it is called a " plate." Other chemicals
are used in making a sensitive emulsion, but
they do not play important parts, and need
not be considered here. The gelatine is

used to hold in suspension the finely divided

atoms of silver bromide in an evenly distrib-

uted state, and it is also the chief sensitizer

in ordinary plates and films. Many sensitizers

are more powerful than gelatine but they

cannot be used in plate and film emulsions,

because they would reduce and blacken the
silver bromide long before the exposure was

made. Of course, such plates and films could

not be kept any length of time before use.
It should now be per-
fectly clear that a plate is
covered with a thin emul-
sion of gelatine carrying in

it silver bromide, and when an exposure is

made by opening the shutter of the camera

for even the fraction of a second, it is suffi-

cient to produce an effect upon the sensitive

surface and form an image. Every part of

The Action of Light
During Exposure

the picture before the camera reflects light,
bright objects more and dark objects less ;
this light passes through the lens and forms
an image on the plate, reproducing all the
varying intensities of light and shade seen in
the picture itself. These different intensities
of light instantly begin to work a change in
the composition of the silver bromide in
proportion to the brightness of the light on
this or that part of the image, and the length
of the exposure. This change is caused
entirely by light action ; for, as a result of
exposure, the silver bromide is subjected to
the action of a weak sensitizer (gelatine),
and the decomposition or reduction to metallic
silver is very slightly commenced. The par-
tial reduction to metallic silver, which the
action of the light just barely starts, is not
uniform on all portions of the plate, but is in
proportion to the brightness of the light
reflected through the lens by the different
parts of the picture photographed. Parts
that are in deep shadow reflect very little
light, and, as a result, the portions of the
plate corresponding to these parts of the

view are affected very little, if at all, and
remain unaltered silver bromide. Parts of
the view which reflect bright light cause a
slight reduction of the silver bromide on cor-
responding portions of the plate.

If a plate is examined after

The Nature and exposure, no change will be
Action of a seen in it, but the applica-
Developer

tion of certain chemicals
will bring out an image of

the view photographed. This proves that a
change caused by light action has taken
place, since an unexposed plate will not pro-
duce such an image. It will thus be seen
that an exposed plate needs to be further
sensitized or developed to make the latent
image visible. A developer is simply a sen-
sitizer which acts after exposure, but cannot
be compounded in the plate emulsion because
it is so powerful. This sensitizer continues
the reduction of the silver bromide to metallic
silver, which was started by the weak sensi-
tizer (gelatine), in proportion to the amount
of light action. The chemical action pro-
duced by development is the same a that
produced by exposure, only it proceeds much
more rapidly and to an extent so much greater
that it is visible to the eye. It is evident
that exposure has affected those parts of the
plate subjected to the action of bright light,
while the parts which received no bright light
remain unchanged The silver bromide that
has not been affected by light is sufficiently
stable to resist the reducing action of the
developer when it is applied, while that which
has been so affected, and consequently lost
part of its bromide, readily gives up the rest
and becomes reduced to opaque metallic
silver, forming the negative image. —Photo Era.
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By MARK D. STEVENSON, M. , in ilic JouriiNI (,f Ow American Medical Association

Reflex Action of
the Nerve System

The medical practician of to-
day is not so prone as his
forefather was, to refer sen-
sations, pains, functional

states of organs, to organic changes in them.

He is, or ought to be, quite familiar with

many common reflex phenomena, and he is

constantly seeking to learn Of new relation-

ships existing between neighboring or distant

structures, and to determine the nature of

their inherent connection.
The unit or body is not made up of

individual independent systems, but of de-

pendent ones. The systems of the body,

circulatory, muscular, lymphatic, nervous,

or digestive, are not made up of separate

free organs, but of kindred ones. The

organs are not composed of unrelated, but

of dependent tissues. The secreting cell is

supported by the connective-tissue cells

around it, and both depend on the different

systems, circulatory, nervous, etc., for their

maintenance. Every organ and every tissue

of the body is dependent on these great

systems, and the chief systems exist and are

of great importance in every part of the

body. Hence it is important to study these

relations carefully. Every one knows that

if the circulatory system be abnormal, every

tissue, every organ must suffer, and if one or

more organs are so diseased, or abnormal, as

to interfere with the proper function of this

system, all other organs are thereby affected,

some more, some less. Practically the same

may be said about all the different systems,

but I wish to confine my remarks to the

influence of the eye on the digestive system,

and of the digestive system on the eye, which

influence is chiefly, but not wholly, exerted

through the nervous system.
In the output of energy—

The Nerve Force muscular, heat, etc.—a cer-

of the Body tam n part is nerve force,

varying in different Indi-

viduals, and is necessary in the regulation of

all physiologic processes, respiration, circula-

tion, digestion, secretion, etc., and in voli-

tion and all cerebral activities.

Only a certain proportion of the whole

force or energy of the body Should be

nervous ; if more than this is required, the

other manifestations of force will be lacking.

It is also important that nerve force itself

should be distributed in proper proportions

for the different activities. If one item of

expense is too great, the remaining needy

processes must go begging. The amount of

energy or force varies greatly in different

individuals, and its distribution likewise

varies. If there is too small a supply, or if

abnormally distributed or wasted, the person

must suffer for it.
The nervous system may be compared

to an electric battery with numerous appli-

ances attached. If one appliance is used

too much, or requires too strong a current,

there is less electric force for some or all the

others, depending on how each is connected.

It must also be remembered that dead cells

adding more resistance to the circuit, lessen

the strength of any battery.
A waste of nervous force in any one

direction diminishes its necessary strength to

other processes, and if any one of these pro-

cesses which help to produce nervous energy

is interrupted, its production is interfered

with. Sometimes there is a leakage in this

nervous energy in different ways, but often

the system can succeed if one or more of the

chief wastes are prevented. Sometimes a

person's nervous system is abnormal in many

particulars, wasteful in many ways, and the

removal of one waste avenue will give a

return to health. Witness, that many head-

aches and other nervous phenomena disap-

pear when the eyes are fitted with proper

lenses. It is but relieving one cause. No

doubt in many of these cases other agencies

.are at work, but it is always the last straw

that breaks the camel's back.
The normal eye views the
surrounding objects without

the use of much force or

energy ; of course, it must

accommodate, move upon its axis in differ-

ent directions, rotate, etc. Some force also

is used for the act of conduction, volition

and the interpretation of the image. How-

ever, in an abnormal eye in which a constant

effort of the will is often necessary to main-

tain sufficient accommodation, convergence,

etc., an expenditure of much nerve force is

often required. It may not have occurred

to some that sight is the only special sense

constantly used. It is impossible to strain in

tasting, smelling, or touching, and the strain-

The Eyes and
Nerve System
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ing to hear merely consists in concentrating
the attention closely to sounds. If those per-
sons with abnormal eyes must use their eyes
much, an excess of expenditure is the result,
and the economy must suffer. The nerve
force of the bank is overdrawn, the reserve
is even being used, and a nervous bankrupt
is the consequence. It is remarkable how
the use of abnormal eyes will often com-
pletely deplete the nerve force of an indi-
vidual. Putting on an improperly-fitted pair
of spectacles often produces dizziness, nausea
and even headache and faintness within a
few minutes. Those who are without proper
lenses are in the same condition as those who
have used the improper ones. The former
have become more accustomed to the evil
conditions existing in their eyes, and that is
the reason they usually do not experience
such acute distress. The eyestrain caused
by abnormal strength of the eye or its
muscles, usually, but not always, gives rise
to loss of nerve force directly in proportion
to the degree of the abnormality and the
amount the eyes are used.

Many seem to forget the fact that the
eye has any nerve supply other than the
optic. This latter is purely one of special
sense, viz.., vision, and has little or nothing
to do with the direct sensory or motor
nerve supply, but only as concerns reflex
acts. As the aqueduct of Sylvius and the
floor of the fourth ventricle contain the
nuclei of all the motor and sensory nerves of
the eye, and also the pneumogastric, which
are intimately connected by associate fibers,

lesions in this neighborhood are apt to affect

both. Branches of some of these 'nerves,

e. g., the fifth, also supply the upper portion
of the digestive tract and have close commu-
nication by means of some of the ganglions

with its nerve supply. In this connection

the sympathetic nervous system is the prin-

cipal link, especially the three cervical sym-

pathetic ganglions.

The function of the diges-
tive organs is under the
constant control of the ner-
vous system; the amount

of blood to each organ must be regulated,

secretion excited, controlled, and the move-

ment of certain organs regulated, c. g., the
intestinal movement. If too much nerve

force has been expended on other activities

the nervous control of the digestive system

is not normal; and the other systems (blood,

lymph, etc.) affecting this particular system

are also not properly regulated. Therefore,

eyestrain often gives rise to nausea, loss of

appetite, and even to constipation. It prob-

ably often affects the real digestive processes

in the manner stated, and in return this in-

fluences nutrition and assimilation.

continued on page 1563)

Nervous Control of
Digestive Organs
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The Eye and the Digestive
System

(Continued from page Men

I ask every patient who comes for

glasses if he has nausea or vomiting, and it

is surprising what a very large proportion of

people with weak eyes have one or the other.

Hundreds of times patients have stated that

after being properly fitted with glasses, nau-

sea and vomiting entirely ceased. I have

not questioned very much about constipation,

but in a considerable number of cases with

otherwise good results I have made bold to

ask afterward, and have often been told that

whereas they had suffered from constipation

before using proper glasses, they did not

now. This may seem to be drawing force

from the stars, but these are mere facts. No

doubt a great many other functional digestive

disturbances, such as flatulency, pyrosis,

hyperesthesia, eructation, colic, etc., are

sometimes caused in a similar way. It is

easy to understand that an exhausted ner-

vous vitality may cause otherwise healthy

organs to act imperfectly. The pains of iritis,

eyelids and glaucoma are sometimes partly

referred to the teeth, causing neuralgic tooth-

ache. Solutions of atropin and other drugs

dropped into the conjunctival sac sometimes

find their way through the nose into the

throat in sufficient quantity to cause toxic

symptoms.

Phenomena of
Cerebral Origin

It must not be forgotten that

nausea and other symptoms

usually referred to the diges-

tive tract are often, if not

usually, cerebral in their origin. There may

be nothing wrong with the organs to

which the sensation is referred, i. c., the

stomach may be perfectly healthy, but a look

from a dizzy height or out of the window of

a rapidly-moving car, is often sufficient to

give rise to them. No doubt, seasickness is

greatly due to the disturbance in our sense

of equilibrium, and is always aggravated by

looking at objects not on board of ship. It is

well known that vertigo is often due to dis-

eases of the ear, when the semicircular canals

are affected.

The digestive system, on the other

hand, is often the cause of symptoms refera-

ble to the eye. The eyes may be abnormal

but still capable of performing their functions

without pain or discomfort, if the stomach or

other digestive organs are normal. These

people have discomfort in trying to use the

eyes after a too-hearty meal, when sufficient

energy is not left to supply the eyes. Poor

digestion influences all the other systems and

processes of the body, such as the blood,

lymph and muscular systems, and therefore

the great processes of assimilation and nutri-

tion are interfered with. All these systems

and processes should be normal if the eye

would properly perform its delicate functions.

The innervation and the proper tone of the

muscles must be retained, or the eyes will

not be properly directed, and accommoda-

tion and convergence will be interfered with.

The patients so troubled may complain

of dimness or blurring of vision, specks

before the eyes, even doubled or contorted

images, and especially is this so if some

abnormality of the eye is present. It is very

common for people, and even some of the

profession to ascribe nearly every defect of

vision to the stomach. Headaches due to

the eyes and accompanied by nausea, diz-

ziness and vomiting, and especially sick-

headaches, are often called " stomach head-

aches " by the laity. These patients are

often totally and quickly relieved by proper

glasses, or by wise treatment of their ocular

muscles, after having taken remedies to cure

their digestive ills for years without any ben-

eficial result.

Various Causes
of Blindness

Hemorrhages o f various

sorts are often immediately,

or after some time, followed

by partial, or complete tem-

porary blindness. Hemorrhages into the

intestines, and especially the stomach, seem

particularly apt to cause this loss of vision,

although uterine, nasal or traumatic hemorr-

hages will also cause blindness. Recovery

is less apt to occur in gastric hemorrhage

than in any other variety. It is not clearly

understood why this is so, though different

explanations have been given.

If the eyes in these patients are examined

ophtbalmoscopically soon after the onset of

blindness, there may be discovered slight

retinal edema, or signs of acute inflammation

of the nerve and retina, with hemorrhages

and white patches. If examined later the

optic disks are often atrophied, the retinal

vessels shrunken, and signs of degeneration

of the retina are present. A few cases of

dysentery and severe vomiting have been

reported as causing blindness.

Diseases of the liver, accompanied with

jaundice, sometimes causes yellow vision

(xanthopsia), and it is claimed by some that

retinal hemorrhages sometimes occur in these

cases. The cause of many eye affections,

especially of the conjunctiva, cornea, iris,

and even blindness and optic neuritis has

been attributed to decaying or decayed teeth.

Toxic amblyopias are often accompanied

by chronic gastric catarrh, due to alcohol,

tobacco, etc.
I appeal only to those who are willing

to receive facts for their worth, and while I

might have written much more on this inter-

esting problem, and mentioned other symp-

toms that I have found, I have merely tried

to suggest the more common. I will feel
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amply repaid if I can direct greater attention

to the many complex relationships of these

widely separate organs, in the hope that this

interesting subject may be better underatood.

California State Association of
Optometrists

The regular quarterly meeting of the above

association was held in the California Hotel, San

Francisco, on August 7th, President Laufer in the

chair. After the usual routine business had been

disposed of, a report was received from the board

of directors stating that a code of ethics had been

adopted, the text of which was modeled after that

of the Minnesota State Association of Optometrists.

Messrs. H. M. Ward and E. A. Benson were

unanimously admitted to membership. The audit-

ing committee, consisting of John W. Davis and

A. Nordman, reported that the books of the financial

secretary and treasurer were in good condition and

verified the report of those officers which showed

the finances to be satisfactory.

Mr. Chinn, in the course of an address, told the

assembled members of the progress the board

of examiners was making in the prosecution of

unlicensed practitioners. One case, in San Fran-

cisco, was mentioned, where a fine of po was

imposed, but judgment was suspended for one

month ; another case, in the same city, will be

called in the near future. A case in Oakland has

been appealed by the defendant to the Superior

Court.
Mr. Lawson read a paper on the title,

" Doctor." He saw no ojection to its use by the

optometrist, provided his professional acts were

such as to strengthen the public confidence in him.

The paper was discussed by those present and it

seemed the universal opinion that the matter

of using the title should be optional with the

individual.
Mr. Wood spoke on the advantages of giving

lantern exhibitions of the anatomy of the eye and,

to this end, very graciously proffered the use of

his fine dissolving stereopticon, provided the asso-

ciation would procure the necessary slides. Mr.

Chinn thereupon moved to empower the board of

directors to act unconditionally in the matter, and

the motion was carried.

The meeting afterwards adjourned.

Examining Board of the Ohio Society

The board recently met in Dayton, Ohio, when

it was decided that the first examination be held in

February or March, 1906. Members of the State

society, who have read the five books prescribed

by the committee, will be granted a " reader's

diploma," but those who so desire, may study the

books and submit themselves for examination in

the subjects with which they deal. To such of

these as attain a percentage of seventy, a " student's

diploma" will be awarded. Messrs. F. W. Wallace,

J. C. Eberhardt and Jas. B. White, the last-named,

of the White-Haines Optical Co., compose the

examining board.

Filling for Cracks in Floor

Cracks in a new floor that is to be stained and

varnished may be filled with a putty made as fol-

lows : Dissolve 2 parts common glue in 14 parts

water, then mix in 4 parts plaster of paris and 2

parts litharge. -master Painter.
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JOHN L. MOORE 0 SONS
42 N. Broad Street ATLANTA, GA.

4` It's the little things that count," so the saying goes : No less true in optical work.
With the rule that everything must be perfect in a piece of work turned out of this Prescription

Department, little details become big things. None so small as to be passed over in a slipshod manner.
We're the Pioneer Surface Grinders of the South.

Manufacturing, Wholesale and Importing

OPTICIANS
Do you believe in signs ? Want a sign that tells

at a glance the fact that you deal in Optical goods
everytime a man passes your door ; be very apt to
bring him in when he's in need of just these things?
More than apt, too, we find. Translucent Signs cost
25c., 50c. and 75c. Very little, you see, and very
effective.

Write for Catalogue

Another point : Perhaps right

adding new goods or installing

machinery.

Write to us before you close any deals.

We believe we can show you why.

now you are

new optical

The Peerless 
Refractor an 
Retinoscope 

The only instrument
combining- the objective
and subjective methods.

The ease and accuracy with which
the " PEERLESS " corrects all

errors of refraction has made it the most popular instrument
on the market to-day.

Write for booklet.

Price, $35.00

For sale by all jobbers or the manuEcturers

Peerless Specialty Mfg. Co.
495 Broadway, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

We have burst the bounds
store and have been compe
lease an adjoining room in
have large enough quarters
to carry on our business.

of our
lied to
order to
in which

Our growth is due to prompt and accurate service in all
departments—especially our DEPARTMENT. Look over
your stock of summer goods. Field glasses, compasses, magnifiers,
etc., and if you are getting low on anything, write us to-day I

ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Boston Optical Company
BOSTON, MASS.Jewelers Bldg., 373 Washington St.

•

Rochester School of Optometry
A Thorough and Practical Optical School

40 Hours a Week Devoted to Lectures, Quizzes and Practical Work

you LEARN HERE the Theory and flow to Conduct the Practice
YOU OET EXPERIENCE in the examination room and workshop

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED COURSE you are capable
of making a success in the practice

If interested, write for terms and out.ine of
CourseA. H. BOWEN, M. D.

President B. B. CLARK
Secty.

Triangle Building, ROCHESTER, N. V.
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Constitution and By-Laws of the
American Association of

Opticians

The constitution of the National Association
as amended at the Minneapolis convention, and
which will be acted on at the convention in
Rochester next year, is as follows:

ARTICLE I.

This association shall be known as the Ameri-
can Association of Opticians.

ARTICLE II.

The object of this association shall be to fede-
rate into one organization all branches of the opti-
cal profession of the United States and Canada, for
the purpose of fostering the growth and diffusion
of optical knowledge ; for promoting friendly in-
tercourse among opticians ; of safeguarding the
material interests of the optical profession ; of
elevating the standard of optical education ; of
assisting in securing the enactment and enforce-
ment of optical legislation and of enlightening and
directing public opinion in regard to the problem
of optometrical science.

ARTICLE III.

COMPOSITIoN OF MEMBERSHIP.

Section i. The membership of this asso-
ciation shall consist of active and honorary
members.

Section 2. Active members must be of adult
age, good repute, and engaged in the optical
business.

Section 3. Honorary members shall consist
of those that have distinguished themselves in
some branch of optics. They shall have the privi-
leges of the floor, but shall be ineligible as voters
and shall hold no office.

ARTICLE IV.

This constitution may be altered or amended
by a two-thirds vote of the association, provided
that the amendments are proposed in the general
session of the association one year previous to
being enacted.

The by-laws of the association as amended at
the Minneapolis convention and adopted are as
follows :

ARTICLE I.

Section I. No person shall take part in the pro-
ceedings of the association until he has registered
his name and address in the registration book.

Section 2. The annual dues payable in ad-
vance shall be $2, except to members of State so-
cieties, whose dues shall be $1.

The entire membership of any State society
will be admitted to the American Association upon
the payment by said State society, into the treasury
of the American Association, the sum of fifty cents
for each one of its members in good standing.

Section 3. Any member in arrears for two
years shall be dropped from the roll after being
notified, if the same is not paid in three months
from mailing of notice.

Section 4. The general sessions of the associ-
ation shall consist of registered members of the
association, who shall have equal rights to partici-
pate in the discussions and vote on any pending
questions.

ARTICLE II.

OFFICERS.

Section i. The officers of the association
shall consist of a president, two vice-presidents, a
secretary, a treasurer and an executive committte
of four active members, and a board of regents of
three active members.

The president, first and second vice-presidents,
secretary, treasurer, together with the executive

committee, shall be elected by ballot at the first
general session of the last day of the annual
meeting.

Section 2. The board of regents shall be
elected for the term of three years—one for the
term of three years, one for the term of two years
and one for the term of one year. After the adop-
tion of these by-laws, and each year thereafter,
there shall be elected one regent for three years.

ARTICLE III.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

Section I. The coresident shall preside at all
meetings of the association, call special meetings
upon the request of fifty active members, appoint
all committees, unless otherwise provided for in
the by-laws, and appoint officers to fill vacancies
for unexpired terms of office, occasioned by death
or otherwise.

Section 2. In the absence of the president, the
vice-presidents in their order shall perform the
duties of the president.

Section 3. The secretary shall keep a record
of all meetings of the association and its commit-
tees, conduct all correspondence, notify all com-
mittees of their appointments, and give notice to
all members of all meetings, collect all dues and
assessments, and perform such other duties as
pertain to his office or may be prescribed by these
by-laws.

He shall send out notices of the annual meeting
thirty days prior to the date thereof.

He shall receive all applications for member-
ship, which shall be placed in the hands of the
executive committee on the first day of each
month. He shall make a report to the treasurer
on the first day of each month, handing over all
moneys received and take proper vouchers there-
for.

Section 4. The treasurer shall keep all moneys
of the association and disburse the same upon the
signed order of the president and secretary, keep-
ing a correct account of all his transactions and
reporting the same at each annual meeting and
when required by the president. He shall upon
his election file with the president a bond for
p000, the expense of same to be paid out of the
treasury of the association.

Section 3.. The executive committee, together
with the president and secretary, shall constitute
the board of directors. They shall name a proper
time for the annual meeting of the association,
conduct all business not requiring a special vote.
They shall be an advisory board and act on all
matters not already provided for in these by-laws.

Section 6. The board of regents shall have
charge of all educational matters undertaken by
the association, and shall make a report at the
annual meeting each year regarding their official
action.

The chairman shall serve for a term of one
year, in the turn of their election to the board, the
oldest member succeeding.

Section 7. The president shall immediately,
upon the assembling of the annual meeting, ap-
point an auditing committee, who shall audit the
books of the secretary and treasurer and report
upon same.

ARTICLE IV.

Any member may be reinstated by a two-thirds
vote of the board of directors.

ARTICLE V.

The place of holding the annual meeting shall
be fixed by the association in annual session.

ARTICLE VI. •

Section I. The association shall be governed
by the rules of order prescribed in Roberts'
Manual.

Section 2. No new business shall be intro-
duced at the general session of the association on
the last day of the annual meeting except by unani-
mous consent.

Section 3. These by-laws may be altered or
amended at the annual meeting by a two-thirds
vote of those present.
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Professor Grant's Regalia Suggestion
At the recent annual convention of the American

Association of Opticians, Prof. Samuel S. Grant, of
Montreal, Canada, president of the Physiological
Section of the association, created a stir among the
members by advocating a special regalia for the
members of this section. He exhibited a sash of
the orthodox form as shown in the illustration, the
material being silk and the colors the national trio,
red, white and blue. He strongly advocated the
adoption of the sash as a distinctive badge of mein-

Prof. Samuel S. Grant

bership in the Physiological Section, and explained
the symbolic significance of its various parts. The
sash is to be worn over the left shoulder in dis-
tinction to the military sash, which is worn over the
right shoulder. The novelty of the suggestion
and the sight of the tri-colored regalia somewhat
startled the convention, and when the members
regained their composure they decided that the
motion and the sash be laid over till next year.

Prof. Grant is an active spirit in optical organi-
zation in three countries—Canada, the United
States and England. His business card credits
him with the following offices, connections and
distinctions :

Hon. member, British Optical Association.
Ex-president Canadian Association of Opticians.
Prof. phys. and applied optics, Optical Institute of Canada.
Graduate litocklin's School of Optics, 1889.
Member the Optical Society, London, England.
President Physiological Section, American Association of

Opticians.
Member American Association] orlipt icians, 1898.
Iron. president Association Optivialoo, Province of Quebec.
Patentee Grant's bifocal lenses, 187:1.
Patentee Grant's great guard, 1897.special representative or the The f)j.ti,n and Photo. Trades

Review, London, England, to the opt ie al eonvention at Mil-
waukee, Wis.

In favoring us with the photograph above
shown, Mr. Grant says : " The intention is that
the scarf should be worn at State or other Optical
gatherings, and would serve to distinguish the
members of the Physiological Section. I firmly
believe that the Physiological Section should be
the ' keystone ' of the optometrical arch of which
the plinth or base should be the American Asso-
ciation of Opticians." We appreciate the implied
compliment to this journal.
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BALTIMORE
Importing and

OPTICAL
Manufacturing Opticians

COMPANY
28 W. Lexington Street

BALTIMORE, MD.

A
Trial

ZOrder Will \
Show That We Carry

Complete Stocks, With All
The Latest Patent and

.•N Standard Goods z
of all

N Makes

PRESCRIPTION
Work With Us is a

SPECIALTY
This 1)cimrtmcnt Contains All
APPARATUS

Needed to Turn Out Orders

WRITE TO=DAY PROMPT.ACCURATE

BISIGHT "
T121 n A It 1:

The only Invisible Bifocal ground in one piece
19115. 1 /111er Intleiils petoling

I will give agencies to a leading
Optical house in the principal cities
of the country. If interested, write
for information to the inventor and
sole manufacturer :

B. MAYER
Wholesale Manufacturer of Optical Goods

6 East Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

Distributing Agent for Philadelphia :
D. V. BROWN, 740 Sanscau Street.

Distributing Agent for New York City :
W. T. GE( /RGEN CO., 32 East 23d Street.

" Doctor of
Optics"

—is the degree on the diploma granted by the American
Optical College to every graduate of its correspondence
course. Hundreds of our graduates are

Making a Good Income from
Optical Practice

gained solely by the proficiency they have attained through
taking our course.

It is safe to say no other course of instruction is more
complete and practical, enabling its students to have a
thofough working knowledge of how to examine and fit
eyes. We are giving by correspondence a regular $25
college course, including diploma at its completion, for only
$8.00 ($2.00 down and balance $1.00 weekly, if (lesired),
combining a complete course of lectures and answers to all
questions which may arise. You can take this course with-
out any neglect of your daily avocation. It is given in
simple, precise langimge, which anyone can understand.
Write to-day and enroll your name.

Address,

American Optical College
1 11111,1 Illeorletraled

..11.11,11olitlelleti 11,1 iiuI Se110111 DETROIT, MICH.

The Merit of the Shadow Test
The most impressive feature of the shadow test is that you can tell the patient just what is the

matter without asking him a single question. This is the magic of the test, and it means money
and reputation for you.

The best treatise on the shadow test is

Skiascopy and the Use of the Retinoscope
a thoroughly practical work, explaining- with wonderful clearness every step in the examination of the
eye, and not only describing the phenomena, but the why and wkerefore of them.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.00 (4s. 2d.1

Published by TH E K EYSTON EI loth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles
The famous work Of ERNEST [:. .A1 ■ 11tP■ N, I. 11., I. S. Etl., specially revised and

greatly extended by the author. Th., add,' ...I let. cii\i`IS the latest rese,,'Ii it musetilar
anomalies—theories, tests and methods of leaf meld mot includes an entire new chapter on
Nystagmus // llight,

(Continued. Part IX)

Torsion Calculatoro—I have constructed a simple little model,
which, though difficult to describe on paper, makes it very easy to
demonstrate the true nature of secondary torsion and even to indi-
cate automatically its amount in degrees for any oblique motion
whatever of an eye.

In its home-made form it consists of a circular piece of card-
board (shown in No. r of Fig. 14), with a vertical diameter V V
drawn upon it and fastened to a knitting needle R R which lies
against some oblique diameter, about which it can rotate as axis.

The cardboard is transfixed through its center by another
knitting needle 1 perpendicular to its plane and not, therefore, visible
in No. I except as a round spot (being seen foreshortened) at 1.

From the extremity of this needle (compare 1 in No. 2) is
suspended a small weight W by a fine thread.

The cardboard is to represent the equatorial plane. The
thread-bearing needle represents the " line of fixation," and is,
therefore, perpendicular to the plane, under all circumstances.

Mode of Use.—First adjust the whole as in the primary posi-
tion of the eye (No. t, Fig. 14). The cardboard will be in a
vertical transverse plane and the line of fixation will look straight
forward.

Let the anterior extremity 1 of the thread-bearing needle repre-
sent the " point of fixation," and the thread itself be the ever-
vertical line passing through the fixation point.

Now, let the observer hold his eye so as to be in a line with
the thread-bearing needle ; its extremity will then hide its length
from view, and the appearance will be that presented in No. r.
The thread will appear to coincide with the vertical meridian V V
of the cardboard, showing that there is no torsion.

To proceed to the next step : since any oblique motion of the
eye from the primary position must take place about an axis in
Listing's plane, let R R be that axis, and rotate the card, as in
No. 2, just as the equatorial plane of the eye would be rotated
actually. Let us, for instance, make the eye look upwards and to
the (patient's) right, as in the figure. The thread-bearing knitting
needle, which represents the line of fixation, now, therefore, points
upwards and to the right. While it continues to do so, notice that,
if your own eye is still in the same position as before, the appear-
ance presented is that of No. 2.

From this point of view, the vertical meridian V V no longer
appears parallel to the vertical thread, but slopes towards the
patient's left, as if to indicate lxvotorsion of the eye.

The horizontal meridian, on the other hand (It 11), appears
tilted from the horizontal in exactly the opposite direction, as if to
indicate dextrotorsion of the eye.

Moreover, the apparent lievotorsion indicated by the tilt of the
vertical meridian is exactly equal to the apparent dextrotorsion
indicated by the tilt of the horizontal meridian.

From this point of view, therefore, namely, from directly in
front of the patient's face, there is no torsion whatever. This
proves what we have already said, that the eye is deprived of one
degree of freedom, and that rotation about any axis in Listing's plane
cannot have a component about a line perpendicular to that plane.

Are we to conclude that there is no false torsion, then ? By
no means ; but we must look at the eye from the true point of
view to see it, namely, along the length of its own visual axis, as
already specified.

Let us do so. Leaving the model as in No. 2, let the observer
move his own eye till he looks along the line of the knitting
needle 1, and now it is evident that both meridians tell the same
story, for they are perpendicular to each other and both indicate
that the eye is dextrotorted. This is illustrated in No. 3.

The amount of dextrotorsion can be read off from the graduated
arc on the cardboard disk by seeing what degree appears crossed
by the weighted thread. To facilitate doing this, the eye may be
held lower down in the same vertical plane, taking care, as in
No. 4, to keep the thread in apparent coincidence with the needle
it hangs from.
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A pretty way of demonstrating to others is to hold a strong
light in such a position as to make the shadow of the thread pass
through the center of the card, as in No. 4. This linear shadow
will then record the amount of torsion on the scale. The light
should be held on a slightly lower level than the center of the
cardboard disk.

For greater accuracy, a rather better-made apparatus is de-
sirable. In my own model the card is replaced by a graduated
circle, of some white material, like ivory ; and is pivoted at its
center to the oblique axis, so that this can be brought to coincide
with any required diameter, and the axis itself is, by a graduated half-
circle, capable of adjustment to any required degree of obliquity.
Moreover, the degree of rotation imparted to the cardboard disk is
registered by a small graduated circle (SS in No. 1) fixed on the
oblique axis perpendicular to it.

If accurately made, such a torsion calculator at once tells us
the amount of secondary torsion which belongs to any motion of
the eye from the primary position about no matter what axis or to
what extent.

A very little experimenting with this apparatus will easily
show the reader that if Listing's law be true the following facts are
also true for binocular parallel movements of the eyes :

(a) Fixation upwards and to the right is accompanied by
parallel dextrotorsion.

(b) Fixation downwards and to the right, by parallel lwvo-
torsion.

(c) Fixation upwards and to the left, by parallel kevotorsion.
(d) Fixation downwards and to the left, by parallel dextro-

torsio
Clinical Import.—Though of great physiological interest, the

clinical importance of secondary torsion and of Listing's law, which
it expresses, is very small. It, or rather the unnatural absence of
it, accounts for the obliquity of the false image in paralyses of the
internal and external recti, during diagonal fixation ; and when a
strong paralysis of one of these muscles is complicated by a feeble
paresis of another muscle, the proper paretic torsion due to the
slight paresis might conceivably be overborne by the false torsion
in the opposite sense.

Geometry of False Torston.—The torsion calculator makes it almost
unnecessary to lead the reader into an analytical study of false torsion, and
I will simply show how to obtain my formula.

To start with, we will assume Listing's law proved and suppose the eye
to be in the primary position before the motion commences. Required : for
any given rotation about any given diameter in Listing's plane, to find tly:
amount of " false torsion."

It will serve our convenience best to select, not the vertical meridian of
the retina, or the vertical meridian of the cornea, by which to gage the
amount of torsion, but that diameter of Listing's plane in which it is inter-
sected by the plane which passes through the vertical meridian of the cornea
and the retina and which, therefore, is itself strictly vertical in the primary
position of the eye. This diameter corresponds to the line V V on the
cardboard model of Listing's plane in
No. r of Fig. 14. We wish to ask, for any
position of the eye : What is the angle
included between this line and a vertical
plane passing through the center of
motion of the eyeball, and the point of
fixation?

It is evident that if the eyeball were
free to rotate unhinderedly about any
oblique axis, this vertical diameter qj
Listing's plane (as we may call it ) would
describe two right cones with their
vertices meeting at the center of motion
of the eye, and they would be what are
called opposite ' cones, since they
have one axis in common, namely, the
axis of rotation of the eye. Let Fig. 15
represent one of these cones, C being
the center of motion of the eyeball, 0 C
the axis of rotation and V C the vertical
diameter of Listing's plane during the
primary position of the eye, while C n
is the same line after a given amount of
rotation ; V C is, ill fact, the generating
line of the cone.

The triangle V S C lies in Listing's
plane, and the angle formed between it
and the plane n 0 C measures the rota-
tion of the globe about the axis 0 C
Let us denote this angle of rotation
(n 0 V), whose arc is n V, by the let-
ter A' ; and let /denote the angle 0 C V
by which the axis of rotation 0 C is
inclined to the vertical.

Fig. 15

Design proposed by ant h,,r for solving false
torsion. 0.—Cenier Niot ion or the
eye. passing through

perpendicular to the Visual axis.
n (..•-saine Plato• after flotation of
eye l'n awl 10 1 lic IirlII Wool an oi-
il,iu,' a x i ()Cs I.. I Vert hal !thine
throtigh 1 - C, pt,rt.etolicular to it I/ C.
While tt C was the It igittal Vedic:it
l/iatneler of the eye 1H I Ile 1'11111;1,y
Positiott she, Iterote kill it

with I' • ( 111e New Verti-
cal Dittnieter—IIIe itogl■• het ween
(a ("at) being the angl,

[TO IIE CONTINUED.'
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We Settle the Question of Prisms
Our Course in Optics Tells You Just When and How to

Prescribe Prisms and When to Let Them Alone

There is no question or guess work in our system.
Our rules have been applied in hundreds of thousands of cases and have neverbeen known to fail.
They cover every possible complication of muscular insufficiency and refractiveerror that can arise.
We take up the subject of Higher Prisms so thoroughly that the student knowsexactly what to do in every case that comes to him.
Not only that, we teach him the reason \\Thy.
We tell him why some cases of unbalanced muscles should be given prismswhile other similar cases should not.
We tell him why a case of Hypermetropia with Exophoria needs them and whya case of Hypermetropia with Esophoria does not need them.
We tell him how to discriminate between those cases requiring a full prism correction, those requiring only a partial correction and those requiring no correction it all.We drill him upon these points so thoroughly that there is no doubt or hesitationupon his part when he comes to actual work.
He knows at once just what to do for his patient and knows absolutely that it isthe right thing to do.
This is only one of the many subjects that we cover in our course.
We teach you how to fit Astigmatism quickly and correctly.
We teach you the scientific use of the Ophthalmoscope, Retinoscope and Trial Set.We teach you the principles upon which every instrument is based so that youcan handle them skillfully and intelligently.
We have omitted nothing that would help our graduates to become expertopticians in every sensfL
We believe our 64-page prospectus, " How to Become a Good Optician," willinterest you.
It tells all about the most thorough and painstaking optical college in America.It gives testimonial letters from some of the most prominent opticians in theworld, who are our graduates.
We will be glad to mail it to you free upon request.
Your name and address on a postal will bring it and a personal letter from us byreturn mail.
Send us the postal—NOW.

The South Bend College of Optics

No. I McDonald Building

(Incorporated)

South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.

September, 1905 T H E

Optical Notes

A Ernest V. Syrcher, secretary of the Optical
Society of Western New York, has recently
been spending an enjoyable vacation at Lake
George, N. Y.

A B. Mayer, wholesale and retail optician, of
6 E. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md., has invented
and placed on the market a one-piece, practically
invisible bifocal.

A The police of Omaha, Nebr., have been
asked to arrest Jonh J. Brands, formerly connected
with the wholesale optical trade, for passing a
worthless check on J. C. Huteson & Co., opticians,
of that city.

jS F. A. Hardy & Company, Chicago, have
secured the sole agency for the De Zeng instruments
for Chicago and all territory tributary to that city
between Pittsburg and Salt Lake City, and between
Canada and the Gulf.

A E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
recently obtained an injunction against the Red
Cross Optical Co., of Boston, Mass., restraining
it from making and selling bridge springs in imita-
tion of the Ela Shur-On springs.

The California State board of examiners
in optometry recently caused the arrest of several
opticians in San Francisco on the charge of prac-
ticing optometry without having obtained the
license necessary under the optometry law of the
State. These matters will come up for hearing in
court, and, as test cases, the legal decision will be
awaited with considerable interest.

K E,' S 0 N E

A The Baltimore Optical Co., Baltimore, Md.,
are rejoicing in the excellent facilities which they
have in their new quarters at 28 W. Lexington
Street. The equipment comprises the latest im-
proved machinery for quick and satisfactory work.

A C. K. Haynes, the Jamestown, N. Y.,
optician, has installed an elegantly equipped grind-
ing department, replete with the most improved
automatic machinery. This makes quite a notable
addition to his handsome optical parlors, and
affords him excellent facilities to accommodate a
growing trade.

,st G. E. Holmberg, the enterprising optician,
of Peekskill, N. Y., takes special pride in the beauty
and convenience of his store and office equipment.
He enjoys a capacious and well-appointed recep-
tion room, a line testing room, both handsomely
fixtured, and the last-named equipped with the
most improved refractive instruments. Mr. Holth-
berg is an optometrist of the progressive type, who
keeps abreast of all developments relating to the
business in which he is engaged.

.4 C. J. Sullivan, an oculist, of Fargo, N.Dak.,
recently camted the arrest of a " Dr. Newman," on
the charge of practicing optometry in North Da-
kota without having qualfied and registered in
compliance with the optometry law of that State.
The defendant pleaded his own case, basing his
defense on the growl& that he was a medical man
not requiring registration in order to practice. A
fine of $25 was, however, imposed. Mr. Sullivan
states this is the first arrest made since the opto-
metry law went into force in the State about three
years ago. He adds that it has been continuously
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violated by traveling opticians and others conduct-
ing optical stores. The law was revised last winter
to suit the North Dakota Optical Society, and
" from now on," writes Mr. Sullivan, " it is the
determination of every registered optician in the
State to endeavor to have it lived up to."

A W. C. Riley, optician, of Nora Springs,
Iowa, has been the subject of extended and lauda-
tory notice in the local press for enterprise in his
business. Mr. Riley is a graduate of two well-
known optical colleges, is a liberal advertiser and,
being quite a young man, has, no doubt, a success-
ful career before him.

Providence, R. I., has a new, up-to-date
retail optical establishment. It is located at 185
Mathewson Street, in the center of the shopping
district, and will be conducted by Fred. Hamilton,
well known to the optical trade of the East as a
refractionist of experience and an inventor of seve-
ral optical instruments. Mr. Hamilton has one of
the best fitted-up optical stores in the State, and
starts with every prospect of success.

JO " Summer is the season for telescopes,"
said a New York dealer in optical instruments.
" We sell four times as many telescopes in summer
as in winter, and, while they are equipped for
either celestial or terrestial observation, the tele-
scopes sold at this season are most likely to be
used for observing things on the earth. Owners of
country homes and of homes in the mountains or
by the seashore, buy them to set up on their
verandas."

Write for free catalogue of the National Col-
lege of Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. —Adv.

There's more than one kind of

Do you use the

" BROWN"
SANITARY GUARD?

WORK •
but you only get one kind from us—

THE BEST
We have a long experience, a thorough equip-

ment and a good system, and we don't spare any
pains in using them to your advantage.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST, Etc.

D. V. BROWN.,Wholesale•and Manufacturing Optician

1)IRECT IMPORTER

736, 738, 740? 742 Sansom St., PHILADELPHIA
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
MASON IC TEMPLE

DRS. J. B. .5) G. W. McFATRI CH
Eye aad Ear 6urgeor25

MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO
.4140111111limutiatisi;wior

..„11101111.1111111.1111P"'

AND OTOLOGY.
FACU LT Y

J. B. McFATRICH,M5.,M.D.,
President and Professor of the
PrinciplesotOphtbalmology and
Otolosy.

HENRY S.TUCKER,A.M..M.D.
Professor of Anatomy and Physiology
of the Eye and Brain.

Hon LAWRENCE Y SHERMAN,LLD
Lt-Govertor of Illinois
Professor of Optical Jurisprudence.

CEO. WILBUR McFATRICI-1, M.D
Secretary and Professor of Clinical
and DidacticOphthalmologyand Otology

E. G TROWBRIDGE. M.D.
Professor of Dioptrics.

CHALMERS PRENTICE,M Ct
Latent Brom Strain

GEORGE A.ROGERS,Oph.O.
Professor of Optornerry.

JAMES J. LEWIS, Oph.D.
Professor of Refraction

CONFERS FOUR DEGREES
A PRACTICAL SCHOOL OF OPTICS
CONDUCTED BY EIGHT ABLE

AND PRACTICAL INSTRUCTORS

LEADING OPTICAL COLLEGF
IN THE WORLD.

Correspondence
and Attendance Courses

Write for particulars

PRESCRIPTION WORK OUR SPECIALTY
The Ivey in avlaiell you have your prescriptions filled is of vital importance

to your customer. You want an et, raey, you want high quality, you porfect
workmanship, v oil mit ploniptness, you want reasonahle privos. A I I these
requirements we m e rodtly I t, IltII. Wo have the equipment and facilities,
the men and the ..toek There nothing add lir out l mo,. ;mom ou, premise, ;
ever) tiling is 114'11, 1110111.111, 1•21.1.111ily ileleeilid intl l'Orrel'i.

THE KENNEDY OPTICAL CO., Manufacturing Opticians
21 Rowland, cor. State, DETROIT, MICH.

My Catalogue is ready
for shipment

If interested, write for same, as 1 1, ill
nave you Molloy On every article
ill my line. We are ready to supply the
trade all over the earth. Our it plant
is the best equipped in this country, in
machinery and workmanship. All orders
will be shipped the sante day as received.

B. MAYER.
Wholesale, Importing and Manufacturing

Optician

6 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

BARRON'S
WORK for the trade satisfies.

Returned same day as received.
Send for the best AXIS and FRAM I -
LESS chart ever printed.

GEORGE A. BARRON
Manufacturing and Refracting Optician

Room 22, 3 Winter St., BOSTON

When writing- lo ,rriverliscrs,
menlion The 1■-(yslone

G.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlatIng,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing Old

Englivb and:twin
Cases to take

American S. W.
Movements my

apecialty.
OLD CASES

MADE NEW

Silversmiths'
Building.
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

Souvenir Spoons
of any locality

Buildings
engraved
in bowls.

The best and cheap-
evt Souvenir Si 
Engraver In America

CHAS. A. STA H L, JR., PROyIDENCE,

BARGAINS JewelryIN 

American Movements
and Swiss Watches
We send select in packages on demand.
We carry the best material and sup-

plies at reduced prices.
An assortment of discontinued Amer-

ican movements always on hand.
We do work for the trade.

Semi !or Latest List

Philip Katz & Co.
51-53 Maiden Lane

New York

My lifetime study has been the Auction business. My record proves I lead them all

First— In making- large
profits.

Second—In holding and
entertaining large audiences
successfully.

I always guarantee large
profits.

I invite the trade to look
up my record. What more
can any person expect or
ask.
FREE. Write for one. A

booklet giving some valua-
ble information, daily paper
notices and many references.

A.L.Gottlieb & Co.
AUCTIONEERS

203 South Clark St., Chicago,
Phones f Central, 1610Automatic, 8029

VERY IMPORTANT
ewelers, do) not have

a sale for the sole ben-
efit of the auctioneers.

Protect yourself or
your goods may be
slaughtered. There-
fore, by all means em-
ploy some one who
will guarantee to make
money for you.

Jewelers, you can-
not be too careful if you
value your interests.

September, 1905 THE KEYSTONE

A Common Misconception of
Astigmic Refraction

By Wu. NORWOOD SOUTER, M.D., in Annals of Ophthalmology

It might seem that an article dealing
with so fundamental a matter as astigmic
refraction is out of place in an ophthalmic
journal. I have, however, been so impressed
with the widespread misconception prevalent
on this subject that I believe a short explana-
tion with a diagram, .will serve a useful
purpose in the enlightenment of some
students who have been misled by the
inaccurate teaching given in many of our
best text-books.

Fuchs, in his text-book on ophthalmo-
logy, one of the most widely-used and cer-
tainly one of the best books on general
ophthalmology, describes astigmic refraction
incorrectly, though a careful study of his
diagram, which has been transmitted from
older works, shows the matter correctly.
Fuchs says : " In .this case
(regular astigmia) we would
have one meridian which
refracts rays most strongly,
and one perpendicular to it
(the vertical meridian),
which refracts most feebly ;
and corresponding to these
are the most anterior and
posterior foci, f, and f These two meridians
thus distinguished from the others, are called
principal meridians ; those meridians lying

between them represent all intermediate
stages of curvature and refractive power, and
the rays passing through them cut the optical
axis in the portion lying between', and f."
There are two misleading statements in this
description. The first consists in the inser-
tion of the word " most" before "anterior
and posterior foci," thereby leading the
student to believe that there are other foci
between je, and f The other, and more
flagrant error, consists in the statement that
in the intermediate (i. e., in the oblique)
meridians, the rays cut the optical axis
between f, and!

Hansell & Sweet, in their " Text-Book
on Diseases of the Eye," say : " Parallel
rays of light entering an astigmatic cornea
are converged to form a line of focal points
instead of one focus, the anterior extremity
of the line being the focus of that part of the
dioptric system that has .the shortest radius
of curvature, and the posterior extremity of
the line the longest radius of curvature. The
intermediate points of the line are the foci
of sections of the dioptric system lying suc-
cessively between the section of greatest and
the section of least curvature."

The same error occurs in Duane's article
on refractive errors in " Posey's Ophthal-

mology," and in Gibbons' recent work on
" Refraction and Diseases of the Eye." In
the latter book a diagram is given illus-
trating the focus in an oblique meridian. A
number of other books on refraction and
ophthalmology which I have consulted,
dismiss the subject with the assertion that
" astigmatic refraction is that condition in
which the rays are not refracted equally in
the various meridians," no effort being made
to show the true significance of the anterior
and posterior meridional foci and the course
of rays passing through oblique meridians.

The fact that writers of the very highest
standing, such as those above mentioned,
are seriously at fault in their teaching of this
subject to younger students is, I think,
sufficient justification for my calling attention
in this journal to the error.

In the accompanying diagram, H Hand
V V represent respectively the meridian of
greatest and least curvature of a regularly
asymmetrical surface. In the meridian HH

uea4110. VP.
22

Refraction at an asymmetrical surface. Modified 'roan diagram in "llefraCtion and
Motility of the Eye."—By perrnissio I of Lea Bros. St Co.

the focus is represented by I, while T repre-
sents the focus in the meridian V V The
former is the anterior, the latter is the pos-
terior meridional focus for rays proceeding
from 0, and it is apparent that they are the
only foci for such rays—that is, they are the
only points on the optic axis 0 7' in which
rays from 0 will be united after refraction.

The line ./1 12 and T, 7',, perpendicu-
lar to the optic axis at I and 7', and lying
respectively in the meridian of least and
greatest curvature, are the focal lines,
through which (as shown in the diagram)
all refracted rays pass.

The rays 0 SI and 0 S, lie in the
oblique meridian S, L S,. It is apparent
from the diagram that these rays do not,
after refraction, cut the optic axis between
and 7, as stated by Fuchs and others.

The ray 0 S1 is so refracted as to cut the
anterior focal line at /1, and the posterial focal
line at while 0 S, cuts the anterior focal
line at 1,, and the posterior focal line at T1.
Neither ray will ever meet the optic axis,
nor will the two rays ever meet each other,
and consequently there can be no focus for
rays lying in this or any other oblique
meridian. We thus see the fallacy of the
very common belief that for each oblique
meridian there is a focus lying somewhere
between the foci for the two principal
meridians.
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Quality of Light in Photography
A well-known photographic authority,

writing in The Amateur Photographer, and
of exposure, says " many photographers are
still to be met with who hang on to the scat-
tered fragments of a long-exploded fallacy,
and judge the quality of the light by the
image on the focusing screen, forgetting
entirely that there are two distinct properties
in light between which there is no fixed con-
nection, viz., the optical and chemical lumi-
nosity." Now, I am one of the few, alas,
getting fewer and fewer day by day, who
still " hang on to the fragments of a long-
exploded fallacy," although by no means
ignorant of the difference between the lumi-
nosities of the chemical or actinic and visible
image, but 4o claim to be able, in spite of
that difference, to judge as if by instinct,
what shall be sufficiently near to a correct
exposure by the appearance of that image.
I am not, however, quite sure that this latter
statement is quite correct ; not sure that the
result is arrived at altogether from the appear-
ance of the image on the screen, as not
while such an examination is in progress, not
in fact till about to remove the cap, or press
the bulb (although the latter is employed
more often than not, not for so-called shutter,
but for time exposures) is it borne in on me
just what the exposure should be.

This, however, is a result of long ex-
perience, so long that in the light of the aid
given by the Wynne and the Watkins expo-
sure meters, far be it from me to recommend
anyone beginning now to acquire it. With
either of these aids to a correct exposure,
and the latitude of the modern plate and
film, there is no excuse for the under-exposure
that is the characteristic of nine-tenths of all
the snapping that passes for photography,
but which is little better than a wasting of
material.

An Instructive Optical Ad.

The Empire Optical Co., of Rochester,
N. Y., is making use of a very effective
and instructive advertisement in the shape of
a large postal card which they are mailing to
the public. A corner-piece on the address
side of the card says: "This is mailed to you
because we believe that the public know but
little in regard to the human eye. If it will
prove to be the means of greater care being
exercised in the use or abuse of one pair of
eyes, its mission will have been accom-
plished."

On the back of the card is shown a
tranverse section of the human eye, printed
in colors, with a description of all the mecha-
nism and parts; also a brief statement of the
modern methods of examination and an in-
vitation to call at the company's quarters.
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YOU ARE INTERESTED
_ _  

rift

Patented April 20, 1897. kelt. 21, 1899, Sept. 29, 1903

In Frink's Special Patent Window Reflector
Because it offers the only thorong Illy satisfactory method
of lighting your store windows. It is built of metal, lined
with silver corrugated glass set on scientific angles, so
that all the light is thrown on the goods displayed ; yet
concealed from the sidewalk. The successful experience
of hundreds of merchants should be a guarantee that
Frink Reflectors are needed by you.

Some Stores We Have Lighted
114,1V York

in, Pierik, Springfield, III.
I In \ 16,111i, NI•W YOrk

herry co., 'Washington, It. C.
.I„ H, sons, New York

>Hoot, ,\ Co., New Haven, Conn.
\vim hart hnian, New York

Lambert, New York
I' smolt/erg, Fargo, N. Pak.
1,, lz Bros., New York

.1. S. Lewis & Co., Ogden, Utah
Marcus & Co., New York
Bancroft Bros, Columbus, Ohio
Collamore's, New York

Catalogue No. 45 shows our line for stores

I. P. FRINKsTtrePeerl New York

•............

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder of the

Jewelers' School of Engraving

WEBSTER'S ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK
( Patented Pee. 3, 1903)

_

0.

Showing jewelry pads

Block as lisc,1 hridge work

It Will Save You Time
and Trouble

No pins or hi ii i I wire necessary. lIolds
speetaele frames, rind,— bridges, hat pins, stick
pins, en if bur tom. I•ih.. t uds and many odd jobs
of ,jewelry repairing.

This Idock is not au experiment, it lots been
it,,t for the past two yea's. When I

say that it will thr yollr %York iillickvr 11.I heifer
than any other adjustable soldering device on the
mtrket, I :tin telling nothing hot the troth. 'molt
take Illy I lilt, 1 611 il, I am prejudiceil, try olie V1)111,-
S1.11. 611' thirty Ilays, itil if 11111 61111111 perfectly
sal 1.famory I will retort! your

1r your jobber tloes not have 1111.111 I will send
by mail upon receipt of mita. awl 10 i•eids postage.

Price with Pads for Holding Spectacle
Frames  

Price complete with both the Fpectacle
and Jewelry l'ads   2.00

$1.75

ARTHUR R. WEBSTER, Milford, IN. H.

QUID A
•ententinsr
d Pallet Je

-MURPHY.
13111LLIA, CANA])

17111 z-lUCCD.ISSIF'T TT,

'he Jewelers'
31:sr.en3izsuun 3

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

11 has no equal for fixing Pallet, Stones and Roller
Pins, making a much stronger and cleaner job than
shellac. H. is quite transparent, and will successfully
repair Brolcen Cut Glass, China, etc. The ,ame proper-
ties make it invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It will
fix a slack Watch Glass so that dirt cannot work
I hrough the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,
clean cement is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America
Price, 25C.

SUSSFELD, LORSCI1 & CO.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

Achool of engraving
Uit 1104 Heyworth Building., CHICAGO

IIICTIARD 0. TiA flr.,Bat, I itornin:1•00 AND CDIEr I NSTRI TC-1()I

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL
OF ITS KIND

BEST AND ORIGINAL
SYSTEM

SEND FOR HANDSOME
NEW CATALOG

CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED

811V.:C11114.:n of INIDIlt >grit ni.s,

and Lettering . . . . 75 cents

Spoon lEiluovvl Erlizrcavi ii g
Names, 82.00 up. Buildings, 64.50 up

Artits,tic: Nlartogrutmt4 . 15 cents up

RICHARD 0. KANE/1_4ER
Studio : 1104, 42 Madison Et.

Chic...ago

rat

9
BLOCTE

BUFFALO, H.
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Material for Optical Ads.

There is sound sense and much that will
interest the optician in the following from

Printer's Ink:

Good advertising is simply the news-
paper reflection of good business manage-
ment—of the trading advantages that such
management makes possible. In fact, good
advertising is just as much a part of good
business management as the buying of goods

and their arrangement on the shelves and in

the windows, for though it may be entirely
true that " goods well bought are half sold,"

there is still the other half of the process to

be completed, and good newspaper adver-
tising is more than half of that half. That is

why the good business manager will also be

a good advertising manager, or employ some-

body who is, and will not allow his advertis-

ing to be neglected or subordinated to matters

of less importance. Some of the best possi-

ble material for good advertising, as well as

some of the most valuable pointers on busi-

ness management, will be found in the chance

remarks of customers—the compliments and
criticisms that are not especially, intended for

your ears. Such remarks will give you the

outsider's conception of your goods and

methods, and though it would be unsafe to

be guided by the opinion of a single customer,

you will do well to sit up and take notice

when you find a number of them making the

same comment on the same subject. The

advertising man who knows his business

keeps his eyes and ears open all the time,

and often develops a vahable idea from

something which apparently has nothing to

KEYSTONE

do with advertising. For instance, the col-
umns of a newspaper are a very prolific
source of advertising ideas if you know how
to look for them. News items of various
kinds can be turned to good account. Take,
for instance, this item from the Washington,
D. C., Star, regarding the alarming preva-
lence of defective sight among the school
children of Minnesota :

MANY SORE EYES IN STATE

Over 6o,000 Minnesota School Children
Have Defective Eyesight

Fully 6o,000 pupils of the Minnesota
public sehools are suffering from defective
eyesight, and not less than to,000 are afflic-
ted with defective hearing.

This is the record of the first year's
inspection of the eyes and ears of the
school children, which has been carried
On by the State Board of Health, assisted
by the State superintendent of public in-
struction and the school authorities through-
out the State.

The official report of inspections
made during the school year which has
just closed was announced recently by
Dr. H. M. Bracken, secretary of the State
Board of Health. It shows of 21,768
pupils examined 3,141, more than fourteen
per cent. had defective eyesight, and 512,
about 2.33 per cent. suffered with defect-
ive hearing.

Now, there is an opportunity for the

oculist and the optician. There is his argu-

ment, ready-made, with official figures well

calculated to frighten any parent whose off-

spring is attending school. It is particularly

good for oculists and opticians doing business

in Minnesota, but it is good without regard

to location. Such items can be clipped and

reproduced by a photo-engraving process, at

a cost of fifty cents to a dollar, and if slightly

reduced in size to allow of its being set at an
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angle in a single column space, or so arran-

ged, without reduction, in a double column

space, is pretty sure to attract attention and

be read. All that's needed in addition are a

few words stating the qualifications of the

advertiser, as an oculist or an optician as the

case may be. If the size of space used will

not permit of reproducing or reprinting the
item, the next best thing is to make a brief
statement of the facts it embodies, following
them with your own argument. However
you choose to handle it, the basis for an
excellent ad. is there.

Eyesight and Electric Light

We quote the following letter from a
British optician, published by the London
Daily

Dr. Allan Wilson's broad statement
before the Public Health Congress, that the
electric light did a large amount of harm to
the eyes, is liable to give unnecessary alarm
to the public.

It has been, to some extent, admitted
that the ultra violet or chemical rays of the
electric arc and naked filament lamps are
irritating, but the same is said of the incan-
descent gas mantle. The ordinary incandes-
cent (electric bulb lamp) is practically harm-

less when protected by frosted glass. The

cases where defective eysight is attributed to
such lizht are invariably explainable on other
grounds, chiefly that in big towns ventilation
and daylight exist in inverse proportion to
the use of such lamps. It is the absence of
healthy surroundings that is the real factor.

HERE IT IS JUST WHAT YOU

ARE LOOKING FOR

We Are in Position as Aanufacturers and
Importers to offer the very lowest figure on
your 01)6( .11 Goods. It will be to your advantage
and Profit. This is no idle boast and we can
prove it.

THE "HOLDFIRM
1 9
GUARD
' TIn

Made in
GOLD
GOLD FILLED

and ALUMNO

Promptness and Accurate
Service on 11, Work

Quality and Low Price

PLATINOIN A Superior Quality. Style and Finish.
Extra fine white metal of high tem-

per that will not rust or corrode.

ALUMNO Guaranteed not to Tarnish. Superior
temper. Will not lose its luster.

$1 no per dozen. Cable. $2 go per dozen

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES
For Office in oak, cherry,
and leather.

Also for Traveling, with
divisions for stock and
lenses.

None better made. Send
for pamphlet.

Most modern and up-
to-date Trial Case. Over
11,000 in use. No fault-
finders. They make a
friend wherever they go.

ZEISS-STEREO and PRISM BINOCULARS
at reduced prices

AUDEMAIR Opera, Field and marine Glasses

An INVALUABLE Remedy
Eye-Water A positive cure for weak

''OPTICURA " 
and inflamed eyes.

Price, $1.63 Dozen

Large Assorment, Latest Models in

Race, Tourist and Long Distance
Reading Glasses in Nickel and Cellithwil

All Sizes

INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES
We carry•a full line in 1, o and oo Eye. Also

SKELETON In 2. 3 and 4 Eole

AUTOMOBILE All the Latest Styles

GOGGLES at Low Prices

Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, New York

COLORED SPECTACLES and EYE-
In NICKEL, SILVER and GOLDOIN.GLASSES Also in Frameless.

to cents per dozen up

Gold Filled 10 K. Seamless In Three Qualities
."„. Warranted. All styles, also frameless.

Pro'm $3 so to $6 5o per dozen.
12 K. & 14 K. ,'„• The equal to gold in style and finish
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T. R. REID

"By Meir works ye shall know Mem"

A. E. GATES

REID & GATES
Auctioneers

JEWELRY, BRIC-A-BRAC, FINE ART GOODS

Just closed the S. TAPPIN sale at Troy, N: V., a summer
sale that has no precedent.

We have gained,
unsolicited, an en-
viable reputation by
conducting success-
fully some of the
greatest sales held
in the United States.
WE GUARAN-
TEE SUCCESS.

IT DOES NOT
REQUIRE THE
SERVICES OF AN
AUCTIONEER TO
GIVE YOUR
GOODS AWAY.
YOU CAN DO
THAT YOURSELF.
WE GET A PRICE
AS ANY
SALESMAN
SHOULD.

But will give a list
of just 20 months'
work, as follows:

John Krank Jewelry Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
First sale, over $.53,000. Second sale for same
party $41,000.

Jos. Green & Co., Scranton, Pa., $11.000
A. J. O'Brien, Oshkosh, IV's., two sales, $32.000.
L. P. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa., two sales, $23,000
J. Harwell Sc Son, Litchfield, Ill., $13.000
(4H Osterle Joliet III $23,000
Petusky Jewelry Co., Petusky, Mich., $8,000
Haywood, the Jeweler, Erie, Pa., $7,000
S. A. Adler, Omaha, Nebr., $16,000
L. II. Hilton, Neenah, Wis., $9,000
Geo. F. Schmidt, Matton, Ill., $22,000

S. J. Martin, Amsterdam, N. Y., $21,000
F.. S. Smith, ()lean. N. 1.. ,12,111111
Horton's China Hall. ittifl, N. Y., 58,000
Chas. 13. Engell, Seramea. Pa..
G. Wm. Spaniel, l'harlm, \V. Va., :■.26,000
Rosenhim k Cm, (in..m.1er., N. C., $18,000w, aeiac, 31 icI., 513,000
Vieb.r Mau ra,ct It. I i rand i:a osmou
A. Neeaanec, 1., 817,500
J. Lowinsolni, Birmingham, Ala., Ala., 831,000
Geo. M. Winter St., 13oston,$84,01al
S. Tappin, Troy. N. V., $28,000
K I. Waddell. Presque Isle, Me., $8,200

We can mail a list of our past sales.that would only take up
space here, of the most reputable jewelers in the United States
who are willing to substantiate what we say, and that is what talks.

The above list of IS months' work should convince you
that we are always busy, and if we could not do the work we
would not be the busiest auctioneers in America.

We make you no hot-air " promises
We do guarantee you a profit
Will others do it?

We know our ability and know what we are able to
guarantee

We substantiate this by an iron-clad contract, and if we do
not live up to every letter of it you do not need to pay us one cent.

If you wish to sell your stock and fixtures outright, we will
buy you out and pay you cash for same.

Write or wire for date.

REID & GATES
39 Maiden Lane, New York City

H. J.

HooPER

Auctioneer

There is no stock too large or too fine but

what I will guarantee a profit, and can give ref-

erence to that effect from almost every State in

the Union. With my 22 years' experience, it has

enabled me to give you this iron-clad guarantee.

Write me. All letters strictly confidential.

11. J. HOOPER
22 _John Street, New York City

111=11.1■•••• 
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“OUR NEW SYSTEM
GETS THE CASH"

" Yellow Fever Scare " and Ther-
mometer IOW in the Shade did lint
prevent us from making a very success-
ful sale for Warren & Warren, Paducah,
Ky. Ask them about us. They were not
going out of business—simply a business
proposition. Wire or write any time.

F. A. WORCESTER

Refer to the following:
Menai:4, jsecard &King, St. Louis, Mo.
L. 0. Call, Waynesburg, Pa. (2 sales)
Hess Ji Singer, Jacksonville, Fla. (2 sales)
Mrs. Ellett Mercer, Birmingham, Ala.
Si.hattl & May, Atlanta, On.
V. IL Morris & Co., Mt. Pleasant, low,. (2 sales)
A. I,. Desbouillons, Savannah, Ga.
.1. P. Bailer, Clarksdale, Miss.

Preplander, Memphis, Tenn. (2 sales)
s. Iti.ek, Beaumont, Texas.
)1. Maloney, Birmingham, Ala. (2 sales)
I heights Jewelry Co., Guthrie, Okla. (2 sales)
I.:. E. Crothers, Bloomington, III.
ceo. W. Kates, Newton, Kans.
Wilerth &Son, Leavenworth, Kans.
Warren & Warren, Paducah, Ky.

Worcester & Glendore
Auctioneers and Appraisers

524 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

Remember

Cold V
These 1

Facts • •

We guarantee you
against loss ; your
reputation remains
the same after we
finish ; you secure the
services of two reli-
able and soberauct i,fficers at the cost of one. We never

misrepresent the quality, and you can
always depend on us to •fill our engage-
ments. We will make your sale, and
positively guaramtee that our new
method will producc ilie required
results,

H. IL 01.1:NOORF,

RESTED

Well yes, and better prepared than ever to continue the record that I

have made for myself during the last ten years in the auction business.

Mr. Jeweler, if you are at all interested in the Auction Sale and its

results, allow me to send you some of my printed matter. In it you will

find no extravagant statements, as to what I will do for you, but a plain

straight statement of what can be done and of what cannot be done.

It may save you from some financial loss in the future, as well as

mental worry.
My slogan is and always has been

A Square Sale for Square People 

IF YOU HAVE ANY CHEAP GOODS TO SELL, DO NOT

SEND FOR ME—I am not in that business.

Dates are filling fast. Are you going to get left because you did not

write in time ?
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P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer
Canadian address—00130U RG, ONTARIO FOND DU LAC, WISCONSIN

 THE MAN WITH A SQUARE RECORD 

EVERYBODY LIKES IT

a hit with jewelers who have a high-class line of

that I have been kept busy for fifteen years. Any

tell you that I haven't been sleeping. Now whe
auctioneering and good common sense business

ashamed of " Your Uncle Dudly." When you get

JOHN H. RAVEN, Holland,

All the people like to
attend a properly conducted
auction sale of jewelry.
Seldom a salesroom is large

enough to accommodate the
crowds. There is some-

thing unexplainable about

it which attracts and inter-

ests the public. They buy

things they need and things

they don't need, and the

price they pay is controlled

very largely by the sales-

man. With me that one
point is an art. If I could
not control the selling price

I would be just like every

other salesman—sell the

goods to the highest bidder

at the ex pense of the

jeweler. My plan has them

all beat in this profit-getting

proposition. It enables me

to guarantee in " black and

white " a satisfactory profit

at the close of each day's

sale. That guarantee made

goods, enough so, at least,

bank in my home city will

II it comes down to jewelry

methods, you will not be

ready, let me know.mh 

Jewelers, having good stocks, well located
with reliable reputations:

I will guarantee nice profits and no bad reaction from result of sale.
I am a practical jeweler and know how to describe your goods intelligently.

My last big sale was for R. U. Hendrick, of St. Joseph, Mo., $35,700.00.
Reference from the leading Jewelers of America.

Address all correspondence to

C. W. BOWMAN, 402 Hewson Bldg., KANSAS CITY, MO.
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burden that is

Do you want your "dead stock" to sell you out, or would you prefer to sell it
- • for cash? We can raise for you $2,000 to $5.000 per week through the saleof goods that you find "unsalable"; expensive bric-a-brac, hollow-ware, etc., as

well as the small, out-of-date jewelry that represents the accumulations of years—dragging your business down to bankruptcy. We can sell these goods, at a profit, without mis-representation. The records of our years of experience in this difficult class of salesmanship prove conclusively that anoccasional M. & T. auction not only keeps the stock up-to-date, and your cash balance high, but favorably advertises thebusiness and creates a new list of permanent customers. Our endeavor is to give perfect satisfaction, to buyer and toseller, and we have ample proof that our efforts are successful.
Don't be blinded by prejudice! Let us tell you the experiences of some of the biggest andthe country, who now regard our "business house-cleanings as a modern

necessity. Write for our booklet, stating size and condition of your stock,
and whether there have been any auctions in your town recently.
We have some information worth money to you.

Mitchell a Tillotson
Jewelry Auctioneers

37 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.

John F. Turner

JEWELERS'
AUCTIONEER

2 Maiden Lane

New York

SALES CONDUCTED IN ANY PART OF 'CHF

UNITED STATES AND CANADA

I have conducted most all the large sales from New York
City to San Francisco, Cal., and have to my credit the great-
est number of sales with the largest percentage of profits.
Am now filling dates for fall and winter sales. If interested,
will be pleased to send terms.

MANOR & McCONNELL
America's Premier Jewelry Auctioneers

tot6 Main Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Sales made in any part
of the English-speaking
world for the legitimate
jewelry trade.

If y o u contemplate
holding a sale of your
jewelry stock in the near
future, we would advise
that you write us for
terms, etc. Upon appli-
cation, we will mail you
our Booklet on Auctions,
containing references, etc.
No stock too large or

fine for us to successfully
handle.

Address

MANOR & VIcCONNELL
rot6 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Long Distance Phone 1765
St. Louis, Mo., Office—Room 634 Century Building
Long Distance Phone 1175C Kinlock

Always keep an eye on iii' feller th't offers t' help you bunco somebody else

Good References
Gained by honesty and profit sales count with
business men.

Methods
Requiring a lifetime study of conducting sales,
goes with the wide-awake jeweler.

Reputation
When built by years of hard work, is priceless

• to the

AUCTIONEER who never has had a failure

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102 156 VValboash Avenue

Chicago
CORRESPONDENCE CONFIDENTIAL BEST OF REFERENCES
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An August Sale
Write Otto P. Ream, Hartford City,

Ind., as to his sale and profits during hot
weather.

j. A. SINCLAIR

There are TWO CLASSES of JEWELERS
whom we are desirous of appealing to
through this ADVERTISEMENT

FIRST—JEWELERS that need an AUCTION
SALE to RAISE a CONSIDERABLE SUM
of MONEY within a LIMITED TIME or to
REDUCE STOCK.

SECOND—JEWELERS that NEED the
BENEFITS of an AUCTION SALE, but
having tried one with DISASTROUS RE-
SULTS, owing to an INEFFICIENT
SALESMAN, are reluctant in trying another.

If you are in either of these classes and would
like some positive proof as to our ability to make
your sale a BIG SUCCESS, drop us a card and

we will put you in touch with many Jewelers throughout the United States who will tell you in their own way just what we
have done for them under similar conditions.

FURTHERMORE, WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE YOU AGAINST ANY LOSS IN YOUR SALE AND
SHARE PART OF THE EXPENSE AS WELL.

Write now and secure the date you desire. All correspondence confidential.

J. E. GABRIEL

SINCLAIR & GABRIEL
1105 IIeyworth Building, Chicago, Illinois

FIFTEENTH YEAR

JEWELERS' AUCTIONEERS
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Pat. May 20,102

The
Holdr-On
Clutch

$6
Per Dozen
rt.k.e according to
Keystone Key

The best of
all safety
devices

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory
51-53 Maiden Lane

HOOPS

in solid gold

and in superior

quality

gold fi

the celebrated

"Sturdy 99 and

"Simmons"
makes.

.S'atotles cheerio/1y submitted

Blowers Blow-Pipes
J. M. WESTMACOTI' CO.

ma-fae- Jewelers' Gas Blast Furnaces(I '('IS tII
for Soldering Plate, Melting, Annealing,

Enameling, Boiling Out, Etc.
FlIFINICOS ,Ve»,/ for (Wolof/ .4

made to order. 159 to 161 Orange Street
Ingot Moulds Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

Lu

•
a.

;;,. 1 42,

47=49 Maiden Lane
New York

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK
for Refinishing Balance Pivots without remov-

ing the Hairspring or Roller, and protecting
them while the pivots are being polished.

OVER 1000 SOLI) THE FIRST YEAR.
SUN'S " It's "rill it, weight in gold."

Smith " It's \\ octli the times its cost."
Brown " "Just what lie has been \visiting
Meyer " " As good IS LI wax chuck affil lc?!
Above:ire extracts from 10111'S 1.1.4,k1'11 1411144•144.1."

Order from your Material Jobber.

Guaranteed by C. CUL,MAN
316 North Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Hundreds of watchmakers testify that this chuck is what
I claim it to be, Practical, Safe, True and the Greatest
Time-Saver ever offered to a Practical Watchmaker.

Made for Webster-11'1,1month, Whiteomit Its. lark E,
Moseley No. 1, Mosele■ x o,ole■ N. 2, I 41411, :4,
Rivett, Hopkins it x 44. 1111,11 4.41. :■11 y 1:1111.•
%Odell I receive ten orders.

$ow Polishillg and Grillgillg Mane
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds II) 2500 revoititiollS a mititIte.

Economg of space reduced In lc minimum
We also make a line of Foot-l'oiver Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby St , ROCKFORD, ILL.

+Mow 

4,„11, N., JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR

4e' g 4C C. B. RICHARD & CO.1/4
Enquiries solicited by

0 0

Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers
31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK4,A'r

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close,personal at to repairs sent me,
l'romptuoss toy motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

108 STATE STREET, CHICAGO

\\71)(
4.

 
-›-.xl,d ix„31 RUDOLPH NOEL if,
i
iT

i 1,
1 .4.i,
-.-•37-39 laiden Lane, NEW YORK I)
'Si

'Si

.-4-

i
Importers of

Zian1oni):4, 1Pcarl 1st
1I:rccioth-

ii Z'cini,preciott9 anb
lmitation gStonct3

•4_

44. ,11-4-1:rn X.

Fine Series of Scientific

RUBIES

REINHARD & PATTERSON, 054 BALTIMORE
NEW 

St.

NEW FIRM New GooDs

A HEALTHY JEWELER HAS AN
APPETITE FOR EVERY

GOOD THING

SANGER'S EMERY RING BUFFS

ARE A

PURE
BUSINESS

FOOD

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

giteam
Lapidary

DIAMOND CUTTING
A complete line of up-to-date Sterling popular-price Novelties

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Fr
GEBHARDT BROS.

maker, ,If
Diamond Mountings
Class Pins and Badges

OPEN

Victory Button Back Victory Attachments
Samples and New Price-List on application. LION

CLOSED

VICTORY
PAT'S.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Importers of

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

Individual instructions in
Watch Rcpairing, Engrav-
ing and Optics

Only It limited nutnber of students
taken at a time

SEND FOR CATALOG

When writing to advertisers, kindly•
mention The Keystone

Jewelers' Show Cases

Precious and Jobbing Stones

In future

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

will be known by
the signature 00
the card of

All others are imitations and are an infringe-
ment on patents. All infringements will be
o, tiled to the full extent If law.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 126 State Street, Chicago

Our Small ROSEWOOD 1110111.1)INt I
STEEL LINED CASE

We Challenge the World to Produce a
Better Case

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
to 17 North Ann St.

CHICAGO

Makers of all Kinds of

Jewelers' Fixtures
Write for illustrated eirettlar

OUR MOTTO: The Best of Everything

Jobbing a Specialty

BLDG., CINCINNATI

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
' I 11;1;1 111y 1.,Ira

a itunther atehnialier, for the trade' with
111(1BD:rent s, Ie...-. until prii NA 1,4` r(.414111411(411.(led

to ale, since agile!) t ime I I vsss loom! your work
as near perfect a, it is po,,Ible to make it."

NV. E. tit
Norwalk, Ohio.June 6, 1905.

W. H. Craft
210 Pearl Si., Buffalo, N. Y.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

i.ATISFILCTION 
GU4RANTEED On 

1102SEY 
REFUNDED

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

J. BULOVA CO.
51 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

p
lq 1c)

ig

',,,44.01111110111P .e.,...,

Our patent fasten- Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
tug on all rings. Button Back. For hard soldering

Can be applied to Can be applied to any button.
tmy ring. Write for our New Catalogue of Ring

BNB L.
W Rae.)

44.44.4441,4

11:1441,5i044E

The Only Perfect
Watch Record Book
E. L. SPENCER, Richmond, Ind., writes:

"Send int at onee one ICEYSTON REColt It 1100K 5 51..

WATCH It EPA I I It. I have used this style fin. years and none

■sther satisfies lee."

tk'M

DUPLEX
SCREW DRIVER

This bolder and driver is unsur-
passed for fastening clock move-
ments in their eases, and for driv-
ing screws in places inaccessible to
the band. It has been greatly im-
proved in temper and holding ismer
and is now the best screw driver in
the market, used with or without
the holder (the spring turns back
on tang, making a COIIIIIIIIII driver).
It is simply perfect. Have added
neer machinery and am enabled
thereby to sell them at a lower
price. The blade is of the finest
tool steel and will not turn in
handle.

.35 Cents

order one frolll your dealer, or send stamps to

8. 1. SNYDER.
Cieurficid, Pa.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

This is the opinion of all jewelers who

have used it. The book has space for i Goo

entries of watch repairs with printed headings. All pro-

gressive jewelers use it.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of 
price

$1.00 (4s. 2d.)

Published 'ME KEYSTONEby

I Oil & Brown Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

special Cases made to ;■1'111.I' ut I ;Old and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.

209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our Nov Pricc•List

1579
Jewelry, Watch and Watch case
Repairing for the Trade

Send for 1511 I'

Our Motto: Quick Service
Work returned $111111' day as received

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
81 W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

LON BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio

IGNS
llium'apturirr it FIlu•

Watch & Spectacle

Electric Illuminated:mil

N""-Iii,,,III,,flt,'1l. Durable, Elegant and Attract i

13ES-1' SIGNS ON EARTH
Send for Catalogue

Established
1839

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrll Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

161 Broadway 688 Broadway
itelow Cortlandt Street Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between and 42i1 Streets

NEW YORK

er-=*

&--1 3.

The E. P.

, Snap complete

Outside of Snap

Inside of Snap

II Patent
Non-pull-out Neck Chain

Snap is a patented snap that
insures the wearer against
loss of

CHAIN or CHARM
l;il- it p)sitively will Hot pull
out.

Made in 10 and 14 Karat Gold

and in Gold Filled

Can be had of the following
Wholesale Selling Agents :

Messrs. W. Green & Co.
6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORE

" M. Sickles & Sons
PHILADELPHIA

E. & J. SWigart
CINCINNATI

Swartchild & Co.
CHICAGO

Nordman Brothers
SAN FRANCISCO

Leonard Krowcr
NEW ORLEANS

Bauman-Massa Jewelry CO.
ST. LOUIS

E. A. Cowan & Co.
BOSTON

-PRIG:ABS 

Small, 67 MO ree (144%., 1141
Large, 7.50 t. ‘•

J Rattan, 0.00
1 Large, 0.50

Gold Filled I Small'I Large, 2.25
2.00

14

114

64

44

46

44

14 Karat

10 Karat
44

66

66
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There is a
Scarcity of
Engravers

If you will attend our college now we will make an engraver ofyou before the holiday season. You will bu able to do all theengraving that will come Into the average jewelry store. Nowhere
(jail you learn Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics in a morethorough and practical manner, nor in a shorter space of time thanat our college. See ad. on page 1484 this issue, send for ourprospectus-it gives full information.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. II; Schuler, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

AN11■1101=1■111W 

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

k.,,,f.... L11
For Scarf Pins Studs and Lace
Pins. Tho most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Priee.$1.50 per doz. For
salt•byall wholesale jewelers andmaterialhouses.
Sampleby mai I, 25e; in 10 K. gold,$1.00;14 K.1I1 .25.
M.CROH*14,1ttr.).)11,1,4 it & 50 Maldenl_ane,N.Y.

HAIR CHAINS AND
RING BRAIDS

MATCHED AND MADE TO ORDER

GEO. SIEGFRIED
70 STATE STHET, CHICAGO

5EORri/)prnCELfSr,CE Z. r

"GRID" A new game just out. Lis ely,inst rue-II tire and interesting for i.er,olis wear-
ing rings. Wanted,
come jeweler in vie. y town to
sell this. II will Imola your ring
I ralle.Sanipici. k, .:t wo,:ltic.;
eight, ',Leo. s. Id prepaid nilly
on 11•■•(•V Of price),ASk von r job.
her for ells' Periect king Ad-
justers, or I will send at ()Ocean
asSorted1 doz.I0 K.gold.$3.7 5;

I doz. gold filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal. 85c.
Address Chester Wells. leweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

CATCHY
ENGRAVING

_ ill SPOON BOWLS at
I'mailar Prices

Sample ittit lal order,per dez.
Buildings . . $3.00
Names . . . . 1.00

Artistic Monogram feel 'Niter
Filaray Mg. Reliable Plating.
I it•op for priee-list.

UL.1-.STROM ige CO.
Memphis Nei-wastes

When I Started
a Jewelry Store

wantiql a way of guaranteeing watches
that would sat isfy t lie ell-tomer and sun.-
guard myself. I such a guarantee
and had it l'ew blanks printed. Some peo-
ple who saw them wanted some, so I liaol

...op.,. righted atol have since seld
good Many. They atc " I Maratitee tor
sale," and t.ilarantee for Nepal rs,"
pm lip in 1,00k... Either kind cest.
No. 2 siZe, 2 to page, $t.On: No. 3 Mae,
:I I., page. No. 5 size, it to page,
s2.'25 The x size can be expressed
or mailed I'm in cis., the No. 3 for 15ets.,
iuiil for ill,. You can buy them
I* I-. 11 potir p1,1■■ r or 611111111e.
Harry Entrie, cineinnati, Ohio

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled On
WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made front
any photograph

or print
Send 5 two-cent stamps for a beautiful sample

dial anti price-list

CARMAN ART COMPANY
11$ Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

It would be a pleasure to fill your
orders

LINDNER & CO.
J•vvelcr.s' Supplie.s

S. W. cor. Fourth and Walnut
se any Catalogue CINCINNATI, 01110

Learn Telegraphy & R. R. Accounting
$50 to $100 per month salary assured our

graduates under lime. You don't pay us until
you have a posit ion. Largest system of telegraph
sehools 1mm Aineriva. Endorsed by all railway
officials. Operators ahcogs in demand. Ladies
also admitted. Write for Catalogue.

MORSE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY
Cinelotentl, 0. Itotroto. N. V. Alloolls, Ga.1,11 Crime, 11 Is. Tex urk ono, Tex. Non Fronelsro, Col.

Do You Wish to Learn

ENGRAVING
And Learn It Right?

Send p,c,tal card for
our New Catalogue,
just out.

We give personal instritetion and also
teach by correspondence.

Good Engravers Earn Good Wages

THE AUBURN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
93 Genesee St., Auburn, N. Y.

Elmer E. Page, Pri etelpt

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Nlaker it l'ine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

fiend for catalogue NEW YORK

Souvenir Postal Cards
Y.111 I, ill 111.%er regret
(ordering then!. ,11•Wel-
erS ii Ii,, noW carry
hem are laiying in

greater quantities than
ever. start at °lament'
con v l nee yourself of
the immense sale and
big profit that you will
realize not enjoy on
SOU veil it pestals.

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR $10.00

To make an induce-
ment to get you started
and to prove our argu-
ment, we will give with
your first order 1000
comic colored postals
of 50 subjects, this tine
rotary display stand
FUER Stand alone is
worth $5.00 and cards
retail t wo for live cents.

BURNT LEATHER
POSTALS

have the largest sale of
any son veer postals in

the country. $4 per 100, 75 assorted subjectm,
name of your eity put en free, retail 10 (oafs.

GEO. GARTNER
Medinah Temple, Chicago, III.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-live
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," THREE C ENTS per word.

Name, address, Ill Mak and abbre-
viations 0 t Its \VONIS, and are charged
for aft part of I he advertisement. No
display oh her t ban t WO-litle initial letter.

To insure insertion money must me-
c patty aIl orders for advertisements,
and copy 111114 14,114.11 1114 Hot later than
I he 25th of each  th for Desertion 1111
the following  th's issue.

If tins Went Hee to In' forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage mtamps must be
enelosed.

The real name and addrefes of every
aflvertimer must nee pany the copy of
the advertinement.

Advertisers who are not subaeri berm
mast semi 15 cents (special ineten 25
cents) if they desire a copy of tile paper
in which I beir advertisement appears.

AddreSS,
THE KEYSTONE

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ruder 1111. howling, ONE CENT per word, for findtwenty-lhe word. Ailillnonol wordkotol

'matt VEN114 per word. No adverthentent ho.ertedfor too, than MI rent..

Y first-elass watchmaker, jeweler, optician.
Age 30 ; at rietly temperate. Seeks reliable

house only. Michigan pref. Salary, $18,
B. Crane, Ithaca, Mich.

111" young lady as engraver and jewelry re-
', pairer ; can assist as saleslady. Best refs.
May G. Pat t ison, 6 Center Street, Elgin, 
VOUNG matt, complete outfit of tools, desires

to finish trade with first-clasm watchmaker
and ,jeweler. Will work for moderate salary.
Prefer Illinois or the Vest. Write for pas•ti-
cellars. "C 182," care Keystone.
1/1' watchmaker and engraver, young Mall of

temperate habits. Address, It. L. Smith,
99 Twelfth Street, South, Minneapolis, Minn.
1/Y watchmaker, 20 years' experience, past four
1, years instructor in watch school. A. L.
washburn, 1219 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis,
Minn.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, yoking man,
IT wants permanent position with n good house.
A first-class place would be more desirable then
large salary. Address, " Watchmaker," Box
SOS, Pottsville, Pa.
‘'OUNG man, watchmaker, 10 years' exp.,
I good habits, wishes settle in one of Western
States. Good ref. Address, George Foerster,
care T. Haustnann & Sons, New Orleans, La.
PXPERIENCED, all-around men, about Octo-

• 

ber 1st. Good watchmaker, salesman,  clock
and jewelry repairer, plait) engraver. Capable
taking charge. $18 to start. "0 218," care
Keystone.
l'OLING man with 11 years' experience wants

situation as watchmaker. Best refs. Cen
also help in optics, Address, F. J. Tukey,
Franklin Falls, N.  IL 
yOUNG man, 21 years old, with 4 years' exp.

▪ 

in watch material and wholesale jewelry
business. Can furnish first-class refs. "S 187,"
care Keystone.
DV honest, sober you matt of 23 as watch,
1' clock and jewelry repairer. Beat ref. State
wages and If permanent. " G 205," care
Keysone.
POSITION by a young lady 1114 general letter
I and monogram engraver and saleslady. Exp.
Refs. Address, " D 212," care Keystone.
AS engraver and salesperson by competent
Li young lady. t II 208," care Keystone.
IllY you lady as general letter and monogramI, engraver. Willing to wait on Dade.
" It 102," Care Keystone.
WA'rclINI A K El) jeweler, plain engraver, 5
t, year,' I. III 10.11111, 2 years with practical
optician, can wait ott trade, speak 1:erman and
English. Address, Henry If. Schlender, 2408
I liawatha Ave., South, Minneapolis, Minn.
j,)001) watchmaker, familiar with railroad
" watches. 15 years' exp., hard-soldering, good
salesman, take charge of business. Best refs.
Married. Write at once, state wages. " K 204,"
(-are Keystone,
pOSITION as watchmaker, jeweler, plain en-
, graver, wait on trade ; understand optivs.
Age 24, no bad habits. Give full particulars
first letter. "G 213," care Keystone. 
ITUATION Wanted, you man, steady habits,

• 

with ref. Can do plain engraving, watch,
clock and jewelry repairing, all small tools and
lathe, Address, John Veir, Money Creek,
I !Olsten Co., Minn. 
11EFRACTIONIST open for retail position or
" Instructor in optical college ; thoroughly
posted I mu theory and all modern methods, 14
years' practical exp., on road, office and store.
No objection South or West. " II 216," care
Keystone.

VNG RAVER, graduate optician, saleslady.
IJ Prefer Western States, with chance to work
up in other branches if trade. Best refs. " En-
graver," 15 P. I. Building, Seattle, Wash.

SITUATIONS WANTED

fiERMAN, Jewish watchmaker, accepts positionU itnmediately. 32. Tools and ref. $12 weekly.
Indiana, Illinois. Edward Brann, General
Delivery, Main Post Office, New York City. 
IPRIRAVER-young man, good tnonogrant and
" letter engraver, with S yettrs' exp., desires
a position. Good ref. Would prefer permanent
position. " H 202," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, of business qualifications,
thorough on railroad, foreign and compli-

cated work, Al jewelry repairer, plain engra-
ver, graduate and practical optician ; have 23
years exp. in watch work ; bee refs Will
accept position as watch repairer or optician,
would prefer near New York, Less than 525
not entertained "It 195," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain engraver

wants permanent ponition. Own tools. No
Lund habits, best refs. State salary and hours.
Eastern States preferred. "11 190," care
Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, 25 yea prs' ex.,
desires steady position by Sept. 15th with

first-class firm. Capable managing jewelry
business or take charge repair department, wait
on tratie, or would buy a 81111111 jewelry and
repair business. Can furnish best refs. R. K.
Higgins, 153 N. Willow St., Waterbury, Conn. 
UV practical watch repairer and jeweler, 16
" years' exp., elean stock keeper. Not afraid
of work. No engraving. Box 90, Bloomfield,
Iowa.
WANTED, by a strictly first-class watchmaker,
" position in a city store, where ability and
strict attention to business will be appreciated.
Competent to take management. Good sales-
man and graduate optician. " P 104," care
Keystone.

AS jeweler, with druggist. 15 years' exp. at
bench. Sober, honest and steady. liave

tools. Address.,"(' 185," care Keystone.
YOUNG man, owning lathe, full set of tools,
I desires position as watchmaker. For
full particulars, address, "R. W.," Box 563,
Phillips, Vis.
yOUNii man, watchmaker and optician, wishes

• 

a steady positi(111 With hustling firm, about
September I Si h. Refs. gladly furnished. Lock
Box 431, Weikel, Iowa.
XPElt I ENCED watch and cloelonaker andE salesman wants position. Best ref. Address,

care Keystone. 
UNPERIENCED salesman of high-class jewelry,
" capable of taking charge of diamond depart-
ment, it practical man with best of refs. wishes
to make a change. "51 219," care Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and engra-

• 

ver, with some knowledge of optics, wants
position in town not less than 10,000. Central
States preferred. Single, own tools. Best refs.
All letters promptly answered. "F 196," care
Keystone.
WATCHMAKER- young 1111111 wishes good
ty position with first-class watchmaker in
good location, for the purpose of improving in
Jewelry trade. " P 200," care Keystone. 
1/1." young man, 20, as watch, clock and jewelry
11,1 repairer, own tools. Good habits. Best ref.
New York State. "S 206," care Keystone.

A FIRST-CLASS watchnotker and salesman,
presently employed, wants to make a change

on account of climate. Capable taking charge
of repair department. 20 years' practical exp.
Address, "P 186," care Keystone,
11Y an experienced and reliable 1111111 as watch-
LI maker. have tools. Ref. Married. Address,
"I) 209," caro Keystone.
POSITION, by a young noun under workman

as assistant watchmaker, plain engraver and
salesman. " R 217," care Keystone.
TIESIRE position as watchmaker and plain
I/ engraver, have complete set of tools. Highest
refs. Ago 28. Only permanent position consi-
dered. I) S. Niecoli, 61 Cedar Ave., Patchogue,
Long Nand, N. Y.

IV A'ffi'll MA K ER, jeweler, engraver, optical
graduate New 1 ork and Chicago. also have

drug exp. All-around good Mall. Have tools.
Good refs. " I, 211," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician, 10

years' exp., no bad habits, desires position
in Central States. Address, "Isi 233," care
Keystone.
fiRADUATE optician, can do plain watch,
ul clock and jewelry repairing. Six years' exp.
Capable of taking charge of mit teal department.
Good appearance, good aalesnutn, temperate
habits. E. F. Robinson, .1r., Ellsworth, Maine.
lilIRST -CLASS engraver, exp. young man.
1 Chicago preferred. Honest, willing and
Industriou Hs. Refs. Address, erman Thell,
650 E. Adlison St., Chicago. 

UPTICAL grinder, refractor, salesman, age 29 ;
13 years, exp., expert in rimless and bifocal

work, capable taking charge. $25 week. II.
Sehmlel, 865 North Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
AS optician, salesman and general manager, 10
/I years' exp. in jewelry business. First-class
refs. State salary and requirements. "G 224,"
care Keystone.

fly practical watchmaker and salesman, Al refs.,
" 9 years' exp. Salary $20 per week to begin.
Age 27, married. "It d31," care Keystone.
VOTING man, age 19, 2 years at bench, would
I like to advance in watchmaking and learn
engraving. No bad habits, good refs. Small
tools. Central States preferred. "K 240," care
Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

1 ADY watchmaker wishes position in ailed
" establishment. tioutl refs. A ddreas, " II.
I)," 246 East St., Ravenna, Ohio._
I! V all-around manufacturing jeweler, stone-
" setter, with hrst-class retell jewelry store.
State salary in first reply or I will positively
not atinwet. " 227," care Keystene.
WATCH MA I: Ell and ilIallein

man, age 25, Single. Wage, 2:-■ per week.
Ref. exchanged. " 220," care I: ey -Ii-.
ItY first-class engraver ate waftli repairer.

• 

Had 21 years' pram ical exp., iii I capable of
acting as manager of store. "I i 223," care
Keystone.
WA remtAlichit, jeweler, engraver and grad-

• 

uate optician, 5 years' exp., desires position
in place where he can ativanee. Temperate,
willing to work. " It 225," care Keystone.
VI BST -CLASS man ; good watch work, fine
✓ jeWelry and elock repairing, plain engraving
and manufacturing, stone-setting, salesman.
Finest refs., presen I employer included. "S239,"
t•are Keystone
yoONO man desires p.sit ion as watchmaker,

engraver awl •,,tiestitail. hims knowlede of
optics • no bad Mild Is. west preferred. 5I 51. C.,
Box 34'5, Johnstewn, I'm.
11' A '1 K '1'1 IM A and engraver, graduate Nal-
', clan, ded re, position Oct. 1st. Have own
toes. Nil )ii lila. WSSISE11 States preferred.
''S228,' care keystone.
l'Ol1Nti mail, 22, 114•SirPS 11081)1011. 7 years exp.
1 under manufacturing jeweler. Ctin ti ,,iishu
Al ref. Western states preferred. " 1) 235,"
care Keystone.
HY young man, graduate optician, good appear-
" 1111001 temperate. Three years' exp. in the
jewelry business. Can do watch and jewelry
repairing, but prefer optics. Unquestionable
ret 's. I live full part Molars In first letter. Own
I rial ease. J. Stab, 415 Jackson Boulevard,

VIII Ni; man of ability, with 2 yearn' exp.
S wider manufacturing jeweler, d.,ires posi-
t1011 loo finish Irade. AI ret furnished. west
preferre.l. " It 243," care I:t ysione.

Ii Y engraver, moderate exp. \V ill go 11111' where
I) and accept 811101 Salary at tile beginning,
willing to assist in keeping stock in order.
Address, "M. S.," 1104 Hey worth Iluildiug,
Chicag.)
I/ walehmaker, jeweler and optielan of 20
11 years' exp. " W 21:4," ea! • k stone.

WILL work 118111' liere for right pally :if
per week on auecount net bein g .donl,

qualifications as watchmaker, jeweler, eilgraver
and optician are worth $30. i. veal,' exp. and
choice recommend:it bets. 502 E. K lows St.,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

LESM A N, young man, 9 years' exp. as Batea-
u man retail store, also capable taking In work,
tine appearance, best ref., no bad habits. State
wages first letter. " I) 255," care I:eyst one.
DR.ACTICA I, yeutig man 11S salesman. Thor-
, °uglily experieneed in every line if the
jewelry, silver and diamond business. First-
class store "1: 1119," care 1:eyslolle.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I - Cl,ASS engraver, watchmaker and
1 jewelry repairer ef eXII. Single man ; salary,
$20 a week. seed plodo., sample of engraving
and refs. F. C. Ile!, Trieithul, Colo.
1-?f itST-C 1,.1 ss jewel ry repairer and stone setter,
I Mid WIloo Call 110 lirSI-elass chiek work. Good
wages alit permanent list ion. Give tot's. and
all inffirmation in first hiter. Ad., " T 119,"
care Keystom•.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler, must be good
II salesman, in a small town of 2500, in Statue.
Steady job. " 807," care Keystone.
(IPTICI A N-etigraver---sitlestuan,-in large, old-
5) established retail house in Pittsburg, Pa.
Good salary tile celeinission on all optical busi-
ness. Send rm. oil samplen. A. E. Siedle,
East End, Pit isle. rg, Pa.
IVATC11 NI A K ER. I orrespond with lita Feu &
II C... , I mimeses, .11a.
WAD 'II NI plain engraver, position per-
" 'melee. State salary and full particulars.
Ad., W. 10. A Muumuu & Son, 21 North Pearl
Street, Albany, N. Y.  
Ai FRACTION IKr and salesiumn wanted ;
IN I must have lb rat-class refs. Good salstry
and permanent position to the right man.
Address, " A 183," care Keystoue.
WATC11MAKER, jeweler and engraver, expo-
" rienced. Full particulars first letter. L. 'I'.
Babcoek, Waterloo, N. Y. 
fiN C0111111i881011, a competent road salesman for
U an excellent line of mediunt-prired hollow-
ware. State exp. and give refs. The Biggins-
Rodgers Co., Wallingford, Conn.
A WATCHMAKER and engraver by first-class
ci house. Address F. W. Meyer, 1114 Alain
Street, Kansas City, Mo.

'pi MST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, engraver-
r high-class, experienced man. Cit y of '20,000
pop. Permanent position to good nett) Stec
age, esp,, salary, ref. and full part ieulars first
letter. C. 1V. se Legue, Logansport, Ind, 

VIRST-CLASS optician, good watchmaker and
I salesman. $20 per week to start and chance
to increase. Send refs. and general information
In first letter, All letters answered, E. II.
Schaefer, Beaver Falls, Ps.

HELP WANTED

UI RST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler allItl good,
✓ plain engraver. Good. salary and permatient
ponitien ffir right man. C. M. Bankston,
IV inotia, Miss.
UNGRAVER-steady, reliable young man who
ii can engrave, to leant watchmaking, optical
and stenesnetting business. 1.irst-class uppur-

y to complete trade. Fleming Bros., Eau
1.1aire,
W ft 'II MAK ER that can repair watches. $18
" to *20 a week. Keystone State. Give par-
ticulars. Address, "  II 222," care Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS jeweler, engraver, and cluck

• 

repairer. Assistant watchmaker. Samples,
copies recommendation and full information
first It ter. 1108111011. Wages $18 to
$20. .1. T. Laughlin, Boise, Idaho.
11001) watchmaker, able to tin jewelry repairing
" and plain engraving. Must have complete
set tools. Geed salary and permanent position.
Beat refs. required. Store located in city near
Boston. Address, " 8," Box 5256, Boston, Mass.
WANTED, watchmaker, strictly Ii rat-class.
" Permanent I ,' liii. iilve ref, exp. and
salary expecte.) 101 s. High St., Celitinbus,
Ohio.
AT once, a ti r:st -elass watelimaker, jeweler, en.
Lu graver anti taw opt imam Permanent job to
right matt. 5Iust own tiled.. 1-x1.111i 1'4ml-wheel
and trial case. Single proifet red. litre full
partieulars in flrnt letter, a eh it a, Salary 630
a week. Store closes at 6 o'cleek. Kohn Jewelry
Co., Missoula, NImit.
_l( 151 wateilinaker, jeweler, plain en-
. graver, strietly temperate. Slate full parti-
culars, with ref. first letter. Present watch-
maker leaves er i, 'V ft aCeOrd to go \Vest. II. \V.
Wood, coif:ix, tetra.
0,-001) ww..hwali,l. ale jewelry repairer and
u engraver. take eare (if stock and be
salesman. Cheap pleastint town, nice
store. C. lisle'''. Itrad fool, Pa.

IIST-1 ss Heck and jewelry repairer, also
ter, W1111 goopl rel. II. honesty.

Perin:Went position. Slate salary in letter.
Address, Box 527, Kansas City, Mo.
-11..',TivE you Mali of good address to finish
It trete ; must IM able to do clock and jewelry
repairing and assist in watch work3. il 

Butler
tuatiteerl

exp. in find letter. C. E. Snyder, 
71 

St., Pit Imburg, Pa. 
A p.rtJsTEus want..a on high-grade watches.
A Allist liaVe il1Orollgll knowledge of the work.
Reply, giving age,eNp., refs. and salary wanted,
E. lloward 11'ateli 4'0., %Vallhatit, Mass.
VOIJNO man with 3 or 4 years' exp. as watch-
. maker, jeweler and salesman. State wages
and part ietilar,. 14.3olinsten, Pittsfield, Ill.

iiII-arolllid huh. IIaVe all necessary
it took., iiteltoliitg the lines( maim Mettiring
jeweler's beds III the Stall II. 1-111.•
fur 3011 to iii h'" Yllit Nell'. what elle Yell do
and wages ex pee ted A. J. Churl:, Clarksville,

VIRST-CLASS wati•11 maker, engra, er and stilles-
t' man. Permanent jcisitien fer gmcl, reliable
man. Send sample ef engraving, refs. and state
salary wanted. lice. It Cook & Co., Prescott,
Arizona.
VI HST- CLASS watchmaker tor up-to-date
L' jewelry store and huan office. Must give good
ref. and photo. Good position to right party.
Position open after Sept. 1st. State salary.
Address, Fletcher M. Noe, 103 N. Illinois Street,
Indianapolis, Ind.
11EFItAil'IONIST, one capable of taking

charge of optical •deparment and acting as
salesman in jewelry departtneitt. Permanent
positien 1.1 right than. J. Herbert Hull,
l'aSailiala, Cal.

watchmaker who can also
Is engrave. I oeoI perinaneut position. Best
ref. req.. i red. .\10,1■ , Stenger, 820 I, Street,
N. It., ‘VaShiligloil, 11,
1,11)1 NI; unto lo it,, engraving, to assist with or
1 learn cloek and watch repairing, and keep
stock In oriler. rhanee to adtance. A. Ilawkius,
727 Eighill .\ ;Aloe, New York City.

11 N pericto;ed tool and materiel man for
wholesale ,jewelry Address, Norris,

A lister & Co., Chicago, 111.
IACTOBER I walchniater, jeweler, optician.
u Drug exp. preferred. 'Must have tools and
trial ease. Salary $60 per month. Permanent
position. Schultz Bros., Williams, Iowa.

(106-11 watchmaker and inlet:loan. E. 8. Smith,
U Olean, N. V. _
Wi--ATC115IAKEit,-jeweler, engraver and all-
!, around man. (food wages and permanent
position. '1'n save time send sample of engrav-
ing, copy of refs. and full particulars hi first
letter. S. C. l)1ek Cherokee, Lowe,
WA'ITHMAK ED whii- thoroughly umiuder-

It the lubduess and is an engraver.
"P 214," euro Keysteate.
HY' the latter part of September, jeweler and
U plain engraver. Must come well recoil).
tnended. Steady sett:110m and no loss of time.
0. 0. Stillman, New Brunswick, N. J.
A YOUNG man who can do first-elass engraving,
11 and who has had exp. on watch work, and
competent to wait on customers ; no applica-
tion will be consider -0 unless aceompanied With
a sample of engraving. Edward Vail & Co.,
Wichita, Kans.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, clock and jewelry
" repairer. Pleasant, permanent position.
Stud refs., photo and siitliluh iii engraving with
first letter. "D 238," care lieystoue,

HELP WANTED

It 
COMPETENT watchmaker, steady, isrma-
nent positiou. Wages $15. P. A. Fctcrson,

Trenton, N. J. 
ASSISTANT watchmaker, to work under exp.
It German watchmaker, in soutliet it ii I',
health resort. eXp and wag,. wanted ilt
first letter. "S 221," ear,. Ku ome.
1111%TENT wind. ..taker wallicd.
U J. T. Nelsen, Mereer,

AT OUCC, n at e1111131er, lone %VIM is

520
reliable b. right party in e,lablislitid Store.
hood refs. 111141 Sallii.1,• ..r ,hgra,ing ii iist
letter, write at ence. " 1; 22n," .•1Ire Ke■ stone._
WATC I I \ K KIt it "nee. Mils( lw able 1.1 lake
Iv run .•iiarge of general repair depart ...eat.
State salary in that letter. Plato engra,er
preferred. Permaileilt pesitien. ,1, E. Baldwin
Co., Shelbyville, Ky.
UNGItAVER, watchmaker and jewelry nil:liner,
u one whit oh ell l) I" w
Peyser, 31 South Tejeti St., remade springs,
Colo.
WA'TCI I M A plain engraver ; permanent.
IT State salary and full part Millar,. Address,
Jtidd .It•Nyelry Co., litrion, Ill.

GOOD all-around inan, Waleloinalier, jeweler,
ellgra,er and olol iuiiui. Nice pay, ',Di NV1,1:

to right itiltit te sort Permaneet nesii bat anti
olten it one,. I imsi elinia le t. Hebb,
Dyersburg, Teel,

7,074;171'i 1 iN' I .1 n,,s y \l irul,:te'l II g'1. 111

• 

salesman, canicd. ,alary and steady
position. Seed sample engraving. German
Hiss, Bay City, Mich.
A MAN Willi I.Sp. as edge grinder mid
ZN rimkss work. time salary IO right man.

as In character requiretl. "S 201," care

IrliCteYilliti.:1;%I.:::i:11-'1.1117:1“111‘,elr';1,0.11.na.I
engraver and salesman. J.

elogra-

1::(1,11t•kS:ir-( ■11'11SI SoiVil IW11.L.111.111'1:er'l loot-. 1.'1111

ye r. Single nriti, neat all!
IR %Vail WI I radii, Ilia alraill

111111itilllarS 111,1
.). NV. C81111111111, liondilig i reen, i y.

\V.1TCII \ and engrave?,

111.1 house. pernninent ir I'. 11'.
x Nri.))w; les from Philadelphia.

ll 
ss watehmakor, only ont) %vie) is

tompetent I, de high-grade » "it mei
watelt trade in large st ore. seed limo) and

stale refs and exp. in or. E. .1. Si.liillir &
CO., 11-1:1111in SI. I.;., Doclm•Icr, N. 1'.
A Tilottoulmix learn,•.1 itli tin-e
a Swiss watches, with u'i-1iuilliIl iii
and honesty. *18 per wee:. Selmpperle, 1/11
City, Pa.

'it G001/ watelinial;er and engraver. None but
reliable, exp. Tail need apply. Address,

August oilICOgiSloo od(Ill i u 
wor jeweler whoL'ITHER a

Li cal' do eloelc well( ate net as salesman ;
must 0011111 WRII to

a 

• 

want cliance Mill steady job. Send ref. awl
slate ability along with salary in 111,1 letter.

A l Once, a goo(1 Illid
W111. Kappeler, 314 S. Main St.,

luhiulit ut taking charge of repair uhuliluib-
ili,-uul Position p.m:unlit, salary $15. liox
2011, ,I reltbold,
I 1'1 MST, perliwiletil position, mostly agate
LA A, i„pania, 13,111agham, Wash.

Wd11'CHALAKElt, jewelry and clock repabrer
and engraver. Salary $20 to $25, according

to ability. Address, with tiers. and sample of
engraving, J. Lowinseliii, Dirmingliam, Ala.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADIND THREE CENTS PER WORD

A STREET, post or hanging cloek wanted.
Mellin, 1903 South Street, Philadelphia.

i1.1, Or hadr of ...di investment, well-paying

• 

refracting optical business. 38 years' old ;
3 diplomas, 15 years' exp.; also jeweler. Choice
recommendations. E. A. hlaxwell, 502 E. ICIOWQ
Street, Colorado Springs, Colo.

-GENEVA ophthalmoscope and retinoseope,
latest model, good cenditien. Also adjustable

table. Must be cheap. Walter Ileladt, St.
Nicholas Hotel, 1:entee, Deo.
IN EVA retinoseope mid oplillutlinescope com-

u blued for cash or geods out of store. Address,
" II 232," care Keystone.

501111 OLD watch movementa out of repair,
tAY key or stentwitel, suell as humus been laid

aside. Write me for estimates. S. W. Cooper,
Ilays, Kans.

11.11' EL ING rest, with calipers, cross feed screw,
For IV. IV. or 114 11'hitcontli lathe. Send best

cash price. E. I. Jones, 1516 Douglas Street,
I /maim, Nebr.

TEST case. II. N. Hull, Deep River, Conn.

UPTICAL instruments, especially (mitt halm-
u meters. Must be in good condition, priced
right. CI, S. Dunlap, Mapleton, Iowa.

][581
WANTED

To buy signet ring dies. Send sample and
wive. .1..1. Clark, Clarksville, Tulin.

11( )11: INS' 3 x 4 lir Welo,ler-W lo !Womb lathe.
II Nhist be in good order. . \ ddre,s, SI. hreen,
Pieayti tie, its.
1.10 hay stock 'delimit $3000 Moo III central

slaw,. F," bo x I Ill.
f111;1.\ I. set and migraving Meek. u ood condi:
1 eheap. .1. W..lolins,m, \Alin licy, '1'..XaS.

p.11: IN td; wanted hy it sight specialist with
hielatite praet .loti Fishing Sold II-

eastern Ali-m.0d tewn of upwards or 3000, a
pram ical %yawl...later and jeWeler-oolle 1,110

v IlliderSlands lon■iloses and liaS
Illooll1"11H111 o•asli-to join advertiser in opening
ii  je, Ho. o11I,11 ',toll.. time! oppor-
tunity lor :1 Willi Rill. I Mill :0,04.

Ii 0,:;,- care Kc■

S.I. NC"), 1.,.,1 geod ir ,ery cheap.
Itate, \V.-afield, N. V.

't IN 11-11AND lower ORO:, With
pad Slalli

and lowest lilac, Fay ratiVi Ile, N. Y.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEsooso THREE CENTS PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

11.ANDS()5IEST store i n smith ca mu. Itums-
II two sim 0-, I c ill the steel: and fix-
tures of nty totem c., ■101.1. al invoice
price less 111i, providing ;ill the :sold ;
if lixturt.s RIIIV are iii, S ill 
1)rlee (I11.1.111 Ii1.111111. I
ctfvering ;dont 11.00,11.1 territer\.

per.onal attention. II poi are interested,
tvrite Stint a., CH lbw Forge, VII.
AT a bargain, stoek jewelry, elthot. cut
I, brie-a-brae. New shod:, new xt tires,

jo,oleri,' and watchmakers' tools, Shiii
sell. moue Mal location, 1,11.1.1, 11/4 C1 1.,

Oil city, Pa. Inquire IV.
particulars.

I. .11,selry store awl business ill the
ripple 1 ti.ek gold Mining district. Cash

-2.1,0ilo to 7i10,11On annually, AI, tile1111
Stock, iii oh, about *2.1.1sie eau reduce to

Ili till days. Dig rimiiir trade,
lures. A

nioncymia 1(er Est allidied ii ■ ears. ()weer
m11.1 °is, iploor ,ork. A.1.1,-, "1 1,1,"

\ 1111.1111-
11,11-111r11 11111c lialr

I II. Tlircii )1 ii•11.
$101111 IICVS Hr., lio-iitess

"ki, in county seal town, ti-
resu,m-t. ( riot' NOIR to
make 111011ily. iSlinitory for
P. I/. Its 0:1. NI)0.) vie.% N.

%veil te mill all ear store and iilii,u tixiuuius
ti till,,, he dollar at Rtice. 'teasel. fee

I' tu-ili-
,1/4W ..u.i

.
-li. A 'hurt

$7,11, Buy, Jew, ry business in arraying
uo town in Southern I ialilortila pop. iii110.

Have oilier business. N. \V. I 'rant". Ilemet, Cal.
1) N t; ,jeweiry store, York railroiol

town-4 railroads. Repair), $too per ....nth ;
stiles gtiotl. Stock and it xt re,, uur fi

Keyst one. 

oresettly.
Fine opening for optician. "It 2-15," cam

$50/11i BUYS a .jewelry business in Southwest -
vu ern Texas, the cash reccipts or which

were $5300 front hluiu. Ist to .1111y I, 15115. Cash
receipts for tub uhiiuu_ -tou:,.7.5. I ood business
C very month-no dull season. climate fine.
Ni in malaria Iun yellrav fever dist riet. Good
rea,oli for selling•
pale, finding itti■ thing have
their ()spew., yd.) Person, SI Olt cash only
neetl write. To suell any infialliat s-u uu ill be
giNitin. Add cart. 1:eyi•liolle.
iNh jt•welry !siert% tewn ef 121111 pop. in best
larMing see11011 01 New England. L,tablislicti

15 years. Sttfek and ti x1111,, inventory z.,2200.
Last year's business $1800. %V ill make big sacri-
fice. Best ()I' reasons. .Alltlress, "S 249," care

uiuty scat

ii5telY(4)Isirtt::',...'I'' I I 211," can; 1:eystone.
)() I 1 s■(!al.r); '1.:(1)(11;•ler;I:);tier

Q'ffin I. and ti x t tires for *700. Bench work $65
%.) month. Net profit $1200 year. "S 242,"
care_ k; ystone.

VPLEN HD opportunity to buy jewelry hue-
" it,- in presperees Illinois city of 7000;
estahlideid II cars ; bent location in city,
inmiern building, reasonable rent. flood repair
and opt Mal trade. Annual business $6000. (food
stitek aunt fixture,. About $4500. City has good
institutions. Ono competitor. Snap for some
one. Reason for selling, have real estate inte-
rests in the far West. "T 234," care Keystone.

UP:co-HATE jewelry store live Iowa town
of 5000. Stook and fixtures invoice $4500.

Good-paying business; large repair trade at
good prices. Easy competition. An exception-
ally good opening. Good reasons for selling.
Write for particulars. " (1 '236," care Keystone.

$121111 CASH takes jewelry business that in-
vu voices $1800, no dead stock, in Southern

IViseonsin town. No competition. Rich dairy
country. Eine repair trade. Reason, falling
health. "S 2:17," cam Keystone.

(Continued on page 1480
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

(Continued from page 1381;
IEWELRY and optical store. Fine stock and
Ii fixtures, invoice about 82500, at a genuine
bargain if sold lit once. Fine location, rent low.
Reason, poor health. P. 0. box 536, Southington,
Connecticut.
1lLTNLY jewelry store in Ohio town of 1200.

Stock and fixtures about $1000. Account
sickness. "C 241," care Keystone. 
()NE of the finest optical stores in one of the
31 largest and best cities of the South for sale.
Excellent stand and everything an up-to-date
optical store needs. A bargain, and fine opening
for right man. For full particulars address,
"B 230," care Keystone,

1011(I MA's the ui ly jewelry business in town
II uu of 800, with several nearby smaller
towns and rich farming community in Central
New York. No other jeweler within 10 miles.
Big repair trade-all one man can attend to.
Grand opportunity for young man. Reason for
selling, can't stand the work. Ad., "131 229,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY business, established 30 years, in
11 a good, central Ohio town. For particulars,
write G. Ryder, Delaware, Ohio.

E-XCEPTIPN A L eppert ii nil for bright man to
step int, an mtahlislied well-paying, up-to-

date jewelry stor,,, upper West Side New York
City. owner retiring. Invoice about 82500
with steel: ; will reduce to suit purchaser. Big
run of lpluirs and optical trade. Address,
A._ Pasch, 45 Maiden Lane, New York. 
Q07,1111 WILL purchase a long - established

jewelry business in Rome, lia. Store
Sit uated in the best retail district.. Rome and
Floyd County have a trailing population of
40,000. The city is very prosperous. Cause of
sale, owner's death. Aadress, C. B. Goetchius,
Rome, Ga.
RSITAIL -stock ati-d-fixtures in Western Iowa.
U Stock invoices 8664; fixtures, including wall
case, 2 show cases and tables, Diebold safe, $243.
Big discount for cash. Good reasons for selling.
For particulars address, D. C. McCormick,
lielle Plaine, Iowa.

nmitoLI) best steel-lined jewelers' safe, oak
1.1 wall case counter cases, work benches, reug -
lator., watch, elock and jobbing material, with
or without tools at big sacrifice. Good opening
for jeweler. Writ., 3Yeedst ock-Iloefer Jewelry
Co., Kansas City, 11 , for particulars.

II3W13LRY and optical stock and fixtures in
11 good Ohio town, 40 miles south of Cleveland ;
also store and residence combined. W. W.
Wells, Lodi, Phio.
EA DING jewelry and optical business in fine

1Visconsin 1011'11; pop. 2500. Best lecatien,
low rent. If you ',Nita a well-estahlklesi busi-
ness it will pay you to investigate. Stock ;URI
fixtures, $4000. " F 210," care Keystone.
fe0c1)11 STOCK and fixtures for sale in a beau-
1,9-1uuu tifully located orange belt town in
Southern Cal i font' a. Climate unsurpassed.
Advanced years, cause of retiring. A. fine
opening. J. P. Borthwick, Ontario, Cal. 

lIEWELRY and optical business. Fixtures
0 and tools, 83600 ; stock, 820,000-201, discount.
Prefer retaining optical department and paying
pro rata rent. Healthy Southern city of 30,000.
Fine location, good business, low rent. Half
cash and easy terms on good security. " B137,"
care Keystone.

P009-PAYING jewelry business, busy town
11 

,
no opposition. Big repair trade. .11ust sell

to first comer-5300 or less. 1/rawer 39, Joint-
son, Nebr.

IEWETLRY-OPTICAL bieS-Itiess, Iowa city of
11 2600. Good opportunit y ; $2800 ; can reduce.
Expense ef 2 cents will bring full particulars.
" l b(l7,' l.11111 Keystone._
IEW ELICT stock in best location iii town of
u 2200 to 2500. Invoice July 6, 1905, 85070 ; can
reduce. Fixtures go with rent at $18 per month.
Address, Raines Bros. , Tarkio, Mo.
L'INE opportunity. .Jewelry ani.I optical bust-
r ness, about $1000. Best loeation in pretty
town of 1000. Most prosperous farming section.
Other jewelers 14 to 23 iniles. Investigate now.
Must make change for health. Emil Schwenke,
New Richland, Minn. 
A CLEAN little jewelry store, well established
11 and doing a good business in the beautiful
city of Colorado Springs. Invoice about $8000.
Box 707, Colorado Springs, Coln,
RARE chance to buy jewelry store. Must sell
11, quick ; sell for 75c. on the dollar. Bench
work $65 ; good sales. Michigan town, 6000.
Rare bargain for some one. "L 198," care
Keystone.

IEWELRY store. New stock and fixtures in
U best manufacturing Northern Michigan town
4500 pop. Big pay-roll. Owner noist sell on
account of having other business away from
here. "L 199," care Keystone.
Rim SALE-lhe fixtures of the old-establishedI- jewelry and optical store of the II. B. Shellito
Co., the present owner is retiring from the
jewelry business. We have the finest optical
edging plant that money can buy, and do a good
business in this line. Our watch repairs run
from 82000 to 82200 a year. A lirst-class man
with about $1000 and a little good credit can
step into one of the biggest things in the State.
H.13. Shellito Co., Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.__

VOUTHERN Michigan. Stock, $3000 ; with fix-
11 tures, fine business; city 30,000 pop. 1200 to
1500 residences built this year ; great manufac-
turing town, up-to-date stock. Cash or good
security. Other business forces me to sell.
"B '253," care Keystone.

1KWELRY business; fine location Central Ohio,
Lu Splendid chance for practical man, Invoice
83000. Bargain if taken at once. Address,
Oskamp, Notting & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

JEWELRY business with elegant, new, all plate-
11 glass fixtures. Splendid location next door
to post office in new building, with modern all
plate-glass show windows. 'flits is a new busi-
ness started Nov. 1, 1904, on 82000. Did 85000 first
five months. Business will invoice now about
$3000. Prosperous outlook for a good workman,
and the surroundings will justify more stock to
be added. Investigate my reason for seining.
A. C. Maxwell, Magnolia, Ark. 
7cc. ON dollar buys almost new stock jewelry,
U tools, fixtures. Invoice about 91800. Write

immediately ; have other business. " Y 191,"
care Keystone. 

JEWELRY and optical store, established 15
u years. Best location New England town
35,000 inhabitants. Fixtures, small stock, fine
repair trade. Excellent opportunity for able
watchmaker. Address, " II 188," care Keystone,

RTORE and stock of jewelry. Only optician
11 here. Town, 1000. Reason, failing health.
Must diauge climate. Will sell store without
stock if wanted. G. A Scheel, Weyauwega,
1Vis.

ABOUT $1800 buys only jewelry store in Illinois
11 manufacturing and college city, of 8000.
Business over $4000 annually ; repairing $75.
Don't write unless you have cash. "C 153,"
care Keystone,

flOW would this suit you for $7000? Business
11 over, 815,000 year, work $150 month. Business
December last, $2656.65. Nothing but cash con-
sidered. Don't be afraid to investigate. " D
143," care Keystone. 

IEWELRY store of $2500, and fixtures, in a
11 Tinning town of 7000. Only one other store.
Coalgate Jewelry Co., Coalgate, I. T. 
fINLY regular jewelry store in county of 50,000
U pop., hi iIf 9 of the best coal-mining
camps it] thc South. Bench work will more
than pay all expenses ; well-established trade.
Reason for selling given on application. Two
new Hall's fire-proof jewelers safes, inside
doors, 7 show cases, 2 wall cases for watch work,
Stock consists of watches, clocks, jewelry, spec-
tacles, silverware and high and medium grades
books and slat iiinccy. Long lease on corner
brick SI1111', 25 .sc teUI; business worth $5000.
Will sell, if taken at once, for $2500. Will trans-
fer lease for 4-room cottage, with basement, and
sell all household goods. City water in store
anti cottage. The best bargain known for a man
wanting a good established business where all
'he has to do is to bring his family, walk in and
hang up his hat. None except those who mean
business and have the cash need answer. Pos-
session given at once. Apply, K & J. Swigart,
15 W. Fifth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
D ETA I I, jewelry store at Plicenix, Ariz.; capital
11 el territory, pop. 12,000; 3 railroads. Estab-
lished business paying good profits. Desire to
retire, reason for selling. Address, H. F.
Vain i I burg, Pluenix, Ariz.
WI I, sacrifice, on account of bad bearing,
" stock  and fixtures, which invoice $6300, for
35000 spot cash. Goods are new and up 10 date.
Best city of 7000, in State of Iowa county Seat.
Only 3 jewelry stores; mine biggest stock.
"C 203," care Keystone, 

$181111 CLEAR by Jot!. 1st. Being interested in
uu large house furnishing business here,

want to devote entire time to same. Offer my
jewelry and optical business, together with fix-
tures, lease, good-will for sale. Pop. 111,000',
only 2 others; best town In State. Best located
stand in town-run as jewelry store 25 years.
$1,000,000 Eastern capital interested in coal
fields; 2 mines running-other shafts sinking.
Golden opportuility to start now and be estab-
lished for Christmas trade. Don't write tailless
you mean business. About $4000 cash or equiv-
alent required. Phil. Levy, Henderson, Ky.

As 
I have other intetests will sell my jewelry
and optical -dor, ill good location in town of

130,0110 pop. at i II, Si ocic now about $10,000,
but ,.iii reduce if de, i red. This is an Al opopor-
tea I y fl,r anyone s location. Address,
" eare Key,Iono.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

WATER motor. Ill.:it-clam condition. Cheap.
" R. lies], ow I na. Co., Greenville, Texas.

A t- a Iturgain, a tone bus-
11 grinding machine, almost new, Address,
W180," 0 180," care Keystone.

WEBSTER-WHITCOMB lathe, chucks, face-
" place and slide-rest ; Moseley lathe and
chucks, polishing wheel. S. W. Cooper, Hays,
Kansas.

(1ENEVA trial case, ophthalmic and watch
11 cabinet, as good as new, cheap. " W
care Keystone.
QOME jewelry, rings and material so you can
3,1 make some money. " W 247," care Keystone.
ATON & GLOVER engraving machine, style
A, $55, outfit No. 1, $48, total $103 ; will sell

for $65. Also fire-proof safe, 2300 lbs., inside
space 24 by '27 inches, will sell for $40. Reason
for selling, have quit the business. "M 256,"
care Keystone.

IEWELER'S safe, cheap, good as new. S. It,
Esely, Fredericktown, Ohio 

WATCHMAKER'S bench, good condition, 34 x
11 22 x 47, cost 816. First money order of 86
takes it. J. AL Eby, Elizabethville, Pa,
A FEW second-hand show eases and tables, also
11 a few second-hand travelers' trunks. Benj.
Allen & Co., 131-137 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

gil-vcrii iron spectacle signs, $10. Rivett
uu lathes and attachments. Great bargains
while they last. Keystone, Lancaster, Pa.

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

(WE universal engraving machine in good con-
,/ dition, $15. Henry Austin, Jacksbore, Tex.

MARINE chronometer, made for Riggs & Bro.
111 Very close timekeeper. Address, " II 189,"
care Keystone.
17c DOZEN lenses, 1 and 0 eye, beveled and
I, skeleton ; lot frames and mountings; Whit-

canto lathe chucks and foot wheel ; small elec-
tric motor ; lot watch material and jewelry
findings. Send self-addressed and stamped
envelope for description of what you want.
J. H. liales, Newport News, Va. 

VOUR oak wall cases and show cases to match,
I good as new. J. F. Carr, Kenton, Ohio.
ACME diamond drill anti edger ( carboril talent) ;
11 A. 0. Co. diamond cutter, all new ; 250 dozen
compounds in lens cabinet, $594. Address,
" W 251," care Keystone. 

TRIAL case, good as new, cost 853. Highest
C cash offer takes it. Address, H. Slider,
Janesville, Minn.

MOSELEY 1 x 2 hard lathe, 22 hard wire, 5
111 wheel and 1 chuck fin' brasses, Moseley
countershaft and stepping device. All in good
order except plating. $25 cash takes outfit.
K. L. Bills, 4205 Canal St., New Orleans. 
$1 Qc SAFE, 845 regulator, 820 bench, show
IUU cases, trays, sign, etc., etc., 8200. Box

190, Rockville, Ind. 

IEWELER'S case for sale. Elegant case at a
U bargain. Quarter-sawed oak, golden finish,
4 plate-glass doors ; length, 30 feet. For par-
ticulars, address, The Churchill Drug Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

LOT of KEYSTONES and spectacles for any-
It thing I can use. Best offer takes them,

P:!. Lesher, Robins, Iowa,
1 I HOUSES, rent for $125 per month, price
I I $7000 ; 5-roomed modern house, rents for
$15 per month, price $1250 ; 7-roomed house,
rents for $25 per month, price $2000. Will ex-
change any of the above for stock jewelry of
equal value. Write for particulars, giving
descriptions of stock. Will. S. Wood, Cripple
Creek, Colo, 
TRA OE for money, marble or chalk, Thomas
I motor cycle, 1% blouse-power, perfect run-
ning order, good condition. C. Spencer,
Blanchard, Iowa.

QPLENDID jewelry business, fixtures, mete-
r) rials and findings. Good-paying business in
modern city of 5000. Will exchange for good
fruit farm near good town. Business averages
$30 per clay ; invoice for 84500. Reason, old age.
Address, " P 254," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKERS' lathe for cash or bicycle.
11 S. H. Lapoint, 20 Buckingham Street, Hart-
ford, Conn,
Oc BUYS Be Zenies refractometer complete,

0I14A, good as new, 1898 model, or exchange for
good repeating Winchester trap shotgun, 12
gage, A. J. Miller, Manilla], Ohio, 
fIENEVA retinoscope, first-class condition.
31 Will sell or trade for prismatic field glasses.
W. B. McCullow, Greenwich, Ohio.
tl-RA-N—CIS engraving machine, good order, for
I typewriter or offers. Early Drug Co.,
Early, Iowa.
TWO lots in a growing town in Kansas. Value,
I $150. Can use jewelry, optical goods tools
and material. What have you ? Address,
M. C. Weyer, Faribault, Minn. 
(CASE of over 100 dozen assorted watch glassesU and lot, of material. Cash or exchange for
diamond or jewelry. A snap. Also lot of
KEYSTONES. T. E. Cassill, Hudson, S. Dnk. 

ADVERTISING, cuts, jewelers. Sell cheap, or
a exchange. Address, Brunner, jeweler,
Circleville, Ohio. 
IN assortment of 186 balance staffs for nearly
/1 all makes American watches, $10; or second-
hand American movements. J. Freistadter,
Waltham, Mass.
(WE Cary safe holds 26 trays; 1 watch case for
I) 50 watches, 1 rack holds 50 watches, 1 work-
bench, 3 guns and spectacle case. F. T. Hannon,
Scottsburg, Ind. 

$40-CORRESPONDENCE course in book-
keeping and business forms. Wants type-

writer, trial case or hammerless shotgun. Box
861, Armour, S. flak.
A GOOD Grout watch sign in exchange for
II second-hand watchmaker's bench in first-
Class order. Would like to make this trade in
Chicago. Address, J. A. Dallas, 113 North Park
Avenue, Chicago. 

pill DOUBLE veneered mahoyany upright
uuu piano, not used 3 months just like new ;

also fine old violin, Magini model, and I3oosey
Distin cornet, high and low pitch, silver-plated,
satin finish, burnished bell, little used and
newly plated ; cost $66. Bargains at $175, 830
rind $25 ; or what have you ? Address, Horace
Shade!, 107 Madison Street, 4th floor, Chicago.

NEAT' 
established jewelry store, best (for

amount, of capital invested) in St. Louis.
Fine location, 4 plate-glass windows ; jewelry,
optical, stationery, leather goods. Stock and
fixtures about $4000 ; could reduce. Owner
must change climate. Will sell or exchange for
good income property, er would consider part tier
with about $1500 cash. One who would be
capable of entire management and good work-
man and Al refs., etc " B 252," care Keystone.
QTORE building, renting for 880 per month, for
"stock ofjewelry. Box 54, Le Roy, Minn. 
BE 2ENG refractometer, Loring ophthalmo-
11 scope, Blickensderfer typewriter, fine Conn
Fib alto, slide trombone and case. B. S. Morgan,
Cooperstown, N. Y.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

aor the people in your store. Have a I ',denial
U glass sale. Read Franklin Glass Co.'s ad,
on page 1460. 
WRITE for free catalogue of The National
11 College of Optics, Cedar Itapids, Iowa._ _
THE best stare made, for fit, finish and temper,
I 81.25 to 83.00 per dozen. Best jewels, 81.50.
1096discou at cash with order. Tarbox & Gordon,
manufacturers, Omaha, Nebr.
RET the people in your store. Have a Colonial

glass sale. Read Franklin Glass Co.'s ad.
on page 1460.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for informajut -
tion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,

143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

A LIFE scholarship in our college: including
LI diploma and higheat degree, for only $7.50.
See °tar advertisement, page 1568, and write for
new prospectus. South Bend College of Optics 
allsT the people in your store. Have a Colonial
11 glass sale. Read Franklin Glass Co.'s ad,
on page 1460. 

RELIABLE watch work, prompt returns, mode-
Ir rate prices have made my business a large one.
L. E. Winslow, 407 Masonic Temple, Chicago.
1 PAY cash for gad order, stem-wind, regular
I size movements. L. E. Winslow, 407 Masonic
Temple, Chicago. 
11,ET the people in your store. Have a Colonial
U glass sale. Read Franklin Glass Co.'s ad,
on page 1460. 

fiEWARE of second-hand Clement combined
" lathe attachments offered for sale. They are
old models; they sell them to get our latest.
W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

LANGFORD, watchmaker, at Si Maiden
11. Lime, has removed to 2665 Broadway, near
101st Street, New York, where he will continue
a repairing business. 

flET the people in your store. I lave a Colonial
U glass sale. Read Franklin Class Co.'s ad.
on page 1460.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

A LI, kinds second-hand watches, gold rings,
LI etc. Nearly as good as new •, cost much less.
Selection upon request. B. Gebbard, 129 South
Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
1MAIIN liorological School, the oldest and most

--

" practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin liorological School, Elgin,I11,

yOU are looking for a good reliable firm to doyour watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Alcmene! Building, Chicago. 

tv
make u specialty of changing old antique

1 watch cases to stem-wind. Something that
has been refused by others, Have bad 40 years'
exp. and can guarantee satisfaction. N. J.
Felix, 18 John Street, New York. 
IT makes no difference if you do not sell glass
J or china. If you want a lender to get the
people in your store, read the Franklin Glass
Co.'s ad, on page 1460. , 
1jOTICI3.-1 have moved from 727 Sausom Street
u to 807 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, where I
will cop ti nue to buy all kiritla of old gold and
silver ; also refine all kinds of jewelers' waste
containing gold or silver. Send by mail or
express and receive pronipt attention. J. L.
Clark. Established 1870. 

WANTED, every one desirous of improving
11 themselves in watch work, jewelry work
and engraving, to address Bradley Polytechnic
Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one of their latest
catalogs. A postal card will get it. See ad. on
page 1474. 

R WEINTRAUB, 129 S. Seventh, Philadelphia,11, diamond setting for the trade. First-class
work. Prompt anent iou. Importer and dealer
In rare gems and setni-precious stones. 

REND all your repair jobs that must be back
11 on time to L. E. Winslow, Masonic Temple,
Chicago. 

IT makes no difference if you do not sell glass
A or china. If you want a leader to get the
people in your store, read the Franklin Glass
Co.'s ad, on page 1460.

ii ('OLDEN Nuggets" is the title of a new book-
11 let we have just isstted for jewelers' all-

year-'round advertising. Eight pages and cover.
Place an order for the holidays. Sample copy
for the asking. 0. W. Taylor Co., printers, 207
E. Fourth Street, Pittsburg, Kans,

iF you desire to sell your stock, small or large,
I write details and lowest price to "Boestua
League," Syracuse, N. Y. 

VOR sale- Key-winding movements,131gin,Wal-r than' and Howards, in fine condition ;81.50
each. Send money with order. Jollies Broadbent,
4 S. Forty-second Street, Philadelphia. 

IT makes no difference if you do not sell glass
I or china. If you want a leader to get the
peoplea in your store, read the Franklin Glass

d. on page 1460. 

I CAN do your work cheaper and better with a
I high-class mechanic than can be done by a
poor one. Try Inc. I have the hest watch repair
men in America. L. E. Winslow, 907 Masonic
Temple, Chicago. 

IT makes no difference if you do not sell glass
I or china. If you want a leader to get the
people in your afore, read the Franklin Glass
Co.'s ad. on page 1460.

BUSINESS NOTICES

f1ASH paid for diamonds, watche
s, jewelry. En-

v tire stocks bought. Weintraub, 129 South

Seventh Street, Philadelphia 

1110W ready, our portfolio of sam
ple letter-heads

11 for jewelers. Just what the trade has been

looking for in business stati
onery. Send 2-cent

stamp to G. W. Taylor Co., 
printers, 207 E.

Fourth Street, Pittsburg, Ka
ns.

IT makes no difference if you 
do not sell glass

1 or chiva. If you want a leader to get th
e

people in your store, read the 
Franklin Glass

Co.'s ad, on page 1460. 

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, 
Engraving and

I Optical Institute is noted for its 
expert in-

structors, who devote their entire 
time, ability

anti energy to the perfecting of 
their respective

departments. They secure a grade 
of practical

results that for thoroughness an
d excellency is

not generally approached by o
ther schools of this

character. Our graduates exce
l in workman-

ship and give perfect satisfa
ction wherever em-

ployed. There is no better school to be 
found

anywhere. This is a model, 
up-to-date institu-

tion. Write for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox &

Gordon.

Too Late for Classification

IVANTED-Engra
ving machine, second-hand,

for cash. Box It, Greenville, Ky.

HELP WANTED-In North 
Carolina moon-

II tains. Good watch repairer, w
ho can also

wait on trade. 512 a week.to 
start ; permanent

position, with good chance to 
advance. Wanted

at once, A. W. Dula, Lenoir, 
N. C.

IIELP WA
NTED-First-class watchmaker

, at

once. Good permament 
position to right

num. Philip Jacoby, Kalispe
ll, Mont,

PEARLS
BOUGHT
FOR CASH

If a customer should bring you 
any Diamond

Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and 
you du not

care to buy them yourself, send 
them to

C11AS. S. CROSSMAN 
ok CO.

a Maiden L.arre New York

where you can have an immedia
te Cash Offer

 Established 1880  
_

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on selection to reliable

manufacturing jewelers

L. W. STILWELL

   Deadwood, South Dakota

On August 1st we added to our

business a

New Jewelry Repair
and Manufacturing

Department
under an exceptionally good fore-

man, and with new equipment

of the best modern machinery

and tools.

This department is

turning out perfect work

in Repairing, Stone

Setting, making of

Special Order Work

and everything in the

line of First- Class

Jewelry Work.

We would be pleased to 
have

some of your work to prove

to you what we claim for 
our

new department.

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons

Watch Repairing, Jewelry R
epair-

ing and Engraving for the T
rade

LANCASTER, PA.

Estoblishol tsyy

Repairing
Irc)r the Trade
of Complicated and mi.litiory

Watches, W heel and PiuIlI,II I'Itt-

tiug, Demagnetizing, etc., ■ar,
folly and promptly done by an

expert. A. JETTE
Lancaster, Pa.

1-figh-Clas4s

Repairing
tor the Trade

Our work is the kind you call you
r own

L. E. WINSLOW

407 Masonic Temple 
CHICAGO, ILL.

LEARN
JEWELERS
ENGRAVING
"The Engraving School That Gradu

ates

Experts." A fascinating, high-s
alaried and

easily learned trade, taught thoroug
hly and

practically by correspondence. Your 
imt rue-

tor is the foremost authority 
and master

workman in the world. We will te
ach Ole

beginner better engraving by 
correspond-

ence than he can gain in years of r
igid ap-

prenticeship. We will improve the 
skill of

any engraver one hundred per
 cent. and

make him master of the trade, The 
demand

for competent ..11 gravers far exceeds
 the sup-

ply. Send fit handsome illustrated 
prospec-

tus. PAGE-I/AVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICA

GO

The Most Important Feature
in a school's equipment Is the 

instructors ;

no one can get around that. We
 have the

men. for circular:.

Canadian Horological Institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King Street

Toronto. Ont.
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It is Not Economy to Save Money
When you are able to do business with us on modern methods of closest
margins and volume of business. We ship to all countries. Everything
used by watchmakers and jewelers.

If you know of any one about to start into business, tell him about us—our interests are mutual

Watchmakers' Screw Plate Jewelers' Screw Plate

CARD'S
WATCHMAKERS' SCREW PLATE

!MU!
10,16r 

Sto. k, , to . long ; Ides, h III di dueler.
4 taps mei dies, including tap wrench die,

cutting SO, toll, I211, 140 threads.
Th4. sizes and threads in this plate correspond to

the sizes of watell
The 4lie's in I hi, plate are adjustable for making

tight or loose Ills.
No. 10. II, Hardwood ('ase. $2.98 net

CAR'S
/JEWELERS' SCREW PLATE

D \

 v71.1-,007 rt-.• ria...,7,0 -0 _E-:-...-c-,-  
NM.. 

:- ,..___-,,__}..E.

rn
Stock, :t, , inches long , dies, ,,-„ inch in diameter.
4 taps and 5 dies, int•Itoling tap wrench die,

cut ling . 7: ; 4, 60 ;' ,., :,0 ; , 40,
lVe in, e ..elected I he,t. ,.ize, and threads as those

best suited 1 ,, the uses of t to je, eters.
The dies in this plate are adjustable fitt tasking

tight or loose tits.
No. 20. lu hardwood Case. $2.98 net

The Little Gem Blowpipe
Lamp

A WONDER WORKER
This lamp has a copper body, nickel-plated, and is arranged

for three ditil.rent sized names, the smallest being suitable for
watch work, and the largest for bicycle brazing. The lamp is
well made and is divided into two compartments. Alcohol is
burned in the mull), and the other compartment is designed for
gasoline, from which the gas i generated, adding tremendous
force to the flame. Price, $3.15 net.

1111 r maehirtes have openet1 a Ilea' field it ocell-
pillion rar moinell. Wark is easy to learn, :mil
Is light anti int eresling. Alany of out. in:whine, gu
to jeNveler- whose wives or daughters, and some-
times holy elerks, operate them. :%lost of them ;tie
11Seli ill file shires, bill lot iii frelitmitly they tire
;Ikea 114)1114. awl the engraving done at 401,1

Showing Section of Big 4 r rowers

Reversible Roller Remover mid Replacer
All Orders

Filled

Same bay as
Received

Big 4 Watch Glass Cabinet
PrLe, $5 85 net

This eabinel is itiatle of well-sea,olled fealllres ill Wiliell il is e011-
strueleti loive no superior. lie cciiipartIllelds are bail! 10 hold each Illiniber and
height of glass senarale, Tile 11r1111VI, liaVV the saute curvature as the glass; you
will also observe that the partitions do 111■1 go clear down, hut are left with a space
open.' at the hot tont, so no dust or Hell, of watch glasses eall accumulate. The
Anil' lir:Wert: are Ili ci,Icl into 78.1 spates, enabling you to keep a run stock of glasses.

Size of cabinet, 27 inches long, 1.1! inches wide, 111!._., inches high.

A Big Bargain in
Benches

Tills loot is designed to rreVeill breaking ilhols in taking 011' rollers and
loosening I he roller table. 4VorliS easily and is endorsed Icy the best, authorities
on watch work. Price, $3.25.

Our Findings and Jewelers' Supplies
Are Unexcelled

1 dozen G. F. Pendant Bows, assorted sizcs
1 " 1st quality R. P. Hat Pin Backs
" 1st " " Scarf Pin Stems  

1 gross 1st " " Jump Rings  
1 " 1st " " Pin Stems, assorted

$1.50

.85
00

sizes „ 1.00

Total   $5.10
This lot of 5 items, Special Price, $3.73 net

Roll top, size 441ong, 26 wide, 40 high,
with 10-inch curtain. $12.40 net.

Plain top, size 40 long, 20 wide, 40
high. $7.45 net.

Finished in oak only.

CALVIN CLAUER CO.,

.,•_• • •

• • • •

Do You
Carry

Umbrellas
or
Canes ?

FilleSi 25-11010
CII•eloll lice
Markel.
Height, 41 in.;
width, 17 in.
(kik, ‘Valtint
or
Cherry finish.
Shipped
Inc t Ill)
ready for use.

Regular price
$9.00.

Our price,
$6.85 Net

WHIR

It's short and to the point.

Our sales of New Century Engraving
Machines this year have been greatly in excess of
last year for the same period. From present indica-

tions our fall business will be way ahead of our

expectations of two months ago.

We have been working a large force in our factory for months past

to get a stock of New Century Engraving Machines ahead so that

we can be sure of supplying the demand for them THIS year and not

keep anyone waiting.

WE HAVE ONE FOR YOU, but you should get your order in eti-ly

it not only insures your getting the machine promptly, but you will then

have ample time to get into thorough touch with it before your 1)Ltiest

season comes on.
If you have not yet become acquainted with the New Century,

send us your name and address on a postal and let us tell you all about

it—our catalogue and samples of engraving done on the machine are also

yours for the asking—BUT ASK NOW.

We have a special proposition to fit your pocketbook either cash or

CCIII 0111..
time. ASK ABOUT IT.

MENDS
INSTANTLY,PERFECTLY
AND PERMANENTLY

ANY MATERIAL EXCEPT
METAL

The Emkprm   GLoverc
Szyrce,

Packed neatly, 1 dozen in
box for ease display, $1.50
Price per bottle, 25 cents.

.1 trial will convince you
that this cement will accom-
plish all we claim and is
uot misrepresented.

151 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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Over 8o per cent. of the finely cut diamonds weighing
half a carat or more that are sold in the United States are
cut in America.

We are operating Diamond Cutting Works at 1327-
1329 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn.

Buy from us and save all unnecessary intermediate profits.
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Over 8o per cent. of the finely cut diamonds weighing
half a carat or more that are sold in the United States are
cut in America.

We are operating Diamond Cutting Works at
13 29 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn.

Buy from us and save all unnecessary intermediate profits.

Mailden Lmne„ New Y. irk



An ELGIN
Art Treasure for You

This large Father Time and Lady Elgin" calendar, because of its
matchless beauty and superiority of execution, compels the admiration
of the most discriminating lovers of art. Hanging on the walls of any
home, it will share attention with the most highly prized masterpiece of
painting. It is entirely free from all advertising matter. Size 8x15 inches.

The calendar is the work of Maud Humphrey, the well-known artist.
It illustrates in four beautiful pictures the popular periods of English fash-
ion—the fifteenth, seventeenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Its
strikingly delicate color effects, combined with remarkable originality of
conception, places it among the treasures of art. It is instructive and
valuable from a historical point of view as well. Send for sample calendar.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO., General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

Size of Mirror and Brush Illustrated % Actual Size. File and Other Articles Actual Size.

SCARF PINS. 654.—Rose Finish, Brilliant
Set. 647, 649, 650, 653.—Can be furnished in
Rose or Green Finish and Assorted Stone
Settings, Sapphire, Garnet, Amethyst and
Topa.
COLLAR SUPPORTERS. 3554.—Assorted

Stones, Pearls, Amethyst, Turquoise, Chry-
sophrose and Garnet. 3546.—Roman Finish.

SCARF PINS. 661.—Rose & Green Finish.
6113.—Rose & Green Finish. 655.—Rose Bril-
liant. 651, 652 —Rose or Green Finish and
Assorted Stones, Sapphire, Garnet, Amethyst
and Topaz.
COLLAR sUPPORTERS. 3547.—Assorted

Stones, Pearls, Amethyst, Turquoise, Chry-
sophrose and Topaz.

COLLARS. 202.—Rose or Green Finish.
203.—Rose or Green Finish. 204.—Rose or
Green Finish. Can furnish in Amethyst,
Sapphire, Topaz, Turquoise, Chrysophroae,
Aqua Marine and Rose Stone Settings.
BRACELETS. 469.—Rose & Green Finish,

470 —Rose & Green Finish. Can furnish in
Amethyst, Topaz, Aqua Marine and Sapphire
Settings.

Look for Thesc
Fa. Trade-Marks

whenever you want

GOODS OF GOOD QUALITY

They stand for our guar-
antee and are your protec-
tion from imitations.

We are continually add-
ing new goods to our lines,
and the Jeweler who does
not have Fa goods in his
stock this season is going
to lose business.

The goods illustrated

are all 11QW. The Collar
Supporters are made in

different shapes and with

assorted stones, and the

Collarettes are of different

finishes and a variety of

stones set, as are also the

Bracelets.

Chains, Lockets, Brooches,
Scarf Pins, Hat Pins,
Waist Pins, Bracelets,
Link Buttons, Crosses,
Earrings, Necklaces and
Hair Chain Mountings,
Sterling Silver Toilet and
Manicure Sets and Useful
Novelties.

See our Cala/ague for other goods.

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BROTHER COMPANY
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

100 Richmond Street, Providence,
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The

American and Swiss

MAINSPRINGS
are so well known by the
expert and most critical
watchmakers that further
claims are unnecessary.

•Send for a list of
Styles, Sizes, Width
and Strength by
Dennison's Gage

VW'
FREE OF CHARGE

This Handsome Cabinet
with three drawers and a series of twenty-six handsomely
decorated tin boxes, marked with sizes, grades, class, num-
her, width and strength by Dennison's gage These boxes
are fitted to the Cabinet, and are specially intended for the
loose mainsprings which naturally accumulate in every
watchmaker's stock. We will send one of these Cabinets
free with the first order for one gross of Ameri-
can or Swiss Mainsprings.

Size, 15 Inches long. 10 Inches high and TR. Inches deep
Capacity, 10 Gross American and Swiss Springs

,t0KGO
NSEN

ChOILINGoC 14111141SPRIgGS $

MAIL ORDERS we care for promptly, and get them to you according to order
Orders filled from any catalogue

L. H. KELLER & CO.
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS

Fine Watch Materials, Tools, Files, Supplies
and Optical Goods 64 Nassau St., New York

Watches

KF1'4

Non=Retailing
Watches

Fri C a n s—that we protect the Retail Trade by
Positively Refusing to sell inv goods other than
at Wholesale. Any Jobber who retails I wcomus
a competitor of the Retailer.

Are you buying your Watches from a
competitor of yourself? We llc not your
competitor, and WC solicit y011i tradC.

Watches

The Non=Retailing Company
Jobbers in

Watches and Chains

Lancaster, Pa. Watches

1587

EXTRA F FINE

SWISS PATTERN FILES

"GOOD WORK REQUIRES GOOD TOOLS"

--7sramsMo\"

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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We handle tools and materials in such large quantities that we can give you the best goods at the lowest prices. We are among

the largest dealers in this class of goods in the United States, and we pass the benefit of our large-quantity-buying on to you.And another thing-we fill your orders promptly and as you give them. Our stock is large and complete and our facilities
ample. We have what you want and we lose no time in getting it to you.Try us with a trial order and we'll convince you.

ALL PRICES PER DOZEN

Elgin, all sizes, 7 .jewelElgin, all sizes, 1/ JewelElgin, all sizes, 21 jewel
Waltham, all sizes, 7 Jewel  
Waltham, all sizes, 15 jewel 
Waltham, all sizes, 17 jewel
Waltham, all sizes, 21 .jewel
Illinois, all 9iZtlfig 7 Jewel Illinois, all sizes, 17,f ewel

ALL PRICES PER DOZEN

BALANCE STAFFS
Genuine E. & J. S.
Factory Brand

Eagle
Brand  82.00 81.00 1§4 .15  3.00 1.00  4.00 2.50
•

  2.00 1.00 .75
3.00 1.00

. 4  00 2.50
5  00 2.50

•2.00 1.00 .75  4.00 2.50 . . ,

BALANCE JEWELS
Elgin, all sizes, 7 to 17 jewel  Waltham, all sizes, 7 to 15 jewel .......  Waltham, all sizes, 17 to 23 JewelIllinois, all sizes, 7 to 21 jewel  Hampden, all sizes, 7 to 21 jewel

Genuine
Factory

E. & J. S.
Brand

Eagle
Brand

82.00 81.50 8 .75
2.10 1.50 .75
2  35 1.50
2.50 1.50 .75
3  45 1.50 .75

ALL ABOVE PRICES SUBJECT TO ISci DISCOUNT FOR CASH
Genuine Factory Material. We keep the different makes and grades of material for American Watches invariety. We sell th.-se materials at lowest factory prices. All orders are carefully selected and promptly returned to you.

largeOur New Catalogue will be extraordinarily handsome and something new in catalogue making. It will be in our hands
for October delivery, the printer says. If you have not sent us your name for a copy, do it now-if you are in our territory-and we
will send the book free of charge.

E. 0 J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

lillonimmilmmimommoffilloollommommosilimmisolomilimmoinimmoomilmmommilimmoomii,
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GETTING AN EXTRA PROFIT
The miner has to dig the ore out of the ground and put it through certain processes in order to get the

gold.
If the ore contains a little silver and a little copper it means an additional clear profit for the miner, with

practically no extra labor or expense.
A wise jeweler conducts his business on the same principle. He sells his goods and runs a repair shop in

order to ger a profit out of it-the gold.
If the jewelry business and the repair department accumulate a little old gold and silver and bench filings

and sweepings, it means an additional clear profit with practically no extra labor or expense.
Make it a rule to gather together and ship your scraps and filings at regular intervals. It rids your store

of old junk and puts an extra profit into your cash drawer-a rule that works both ways.
Our old, tried and true plan is : You send your consignment, we send you a check immediately. If

the amount of the check is not large enough, you return it and we return your shipment and pay the freight.

We are paying 50 cents per ounce for old silver.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers
OFFICES, 63 and 65 Washington Street
WORKS, 58th and Throop Streets CHICAGO, ILL.
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BETSY ROSS
TERRI FORY

The Betsy Ross Memorial As-
sociation has 957,922 members.
Here is where they live. Most
of them will buy the Betsy Ross
Watch if you let them know
about it. Isn't this a su.bstan-
tial nucleus of trade?

Six New England States

Massachusetts, 60,570
R hode Island, 17,070
Connecticut, 1'6,350

New Hampshire, 3,480
Maine, 2,520
Vermont, 1,290

Four Middle States

Pennsylvania, 295,080
New York, 210,780

New Jersey,
Delaware,

97410

Eleven Southern States
Maryland, 23,040
West Virginia, 1,620
Virginia, 1,560
Louisiana, 1,500

750
Georgia 690

Ohio,
Illinois,
Indiana,
Missouri,
California,
Wisconsin,
Michigan,
Kentucky,
Minnesota,
Iowa,
Nebraska,
Colorado,

North Carolina,
Texas,
South Carolina,
Alabama,
Mississippi,

4,830

600
570
300
270

Twenty-four Western States

28,800
19,590
9,630
8,190
7.800
6,960
6,060
3,300
3,090
2 940
2,760
2,190

Oregon,
Kansas,
Utah,
Tennessee,
Washingtori,
North Dakota,
Montana,
South Dakota,
Arkansas,
Idaho,
Nevada,
Wyoming,

Territories and Colonies
New Mexico, 480
Hawaii 33o
Philippine Islands 210
Alaska, 120
Arizona, 6o

Oklahoma,
Ladrone Islands,
Indian Territory,
Porto Rico,

90

1,890
1,740
1,170
080
930
870
570
33o
300
210
180
6o

60
6o
3o
30

District of Columbia, 8,280
U. S. Navy,

Foreign Countries
Canada, 180
France, 150
England, 120
Greece, 90Rep. of Colombia, 6o
Cuba, 60
Australia 60
Nova Scotia, .3o

Scotland,
South Africa,
Italy,
Germany,
China,
Costa Rica,
Mexico,

330

30
30
30

30

30

30

30

1421,280

607,800

3(1, yoo

110,64o

1,380

960
In club form, 866,220In miscellaneous form, 91,702

Grand total, 957,922

_ 0-s • 13 o

D I I) you ever see a prettier headpicce to an
advertisement than these new Jas. Boss

20-year cases we are using for the Betsy Ross
Complete 0-size Watch ? They are entirely worthy
of this interesting association, and the movement is
entirely worthy of these admirable examples of case-
making-a combination that has created a pheno-
menal demand. There is no better seller than the

BETSY
ROSS
"MT WATCH

Its intrinsic worth makes the demand and the story
of Betsy Ross colors it with enthusiasm. If you
have not ordered, you have a trade waiting ; if you
have ordered, you will need more this fall, and yet
more as the holiday trade develops. Do not delay
-the pressure on the factory is getting greater every
day. There is no other such value in 0-size com-
plete watches. Order from your jobber.

New York
Chicago

We have just prepared a very interesting folder-in colors-illustrating the Betsy Ross Watch andtelling how and where she made the first Americanflag. We print your name on them and furnish freeas many as you can use. Send your business card.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia Cincinnati

San Francisco

Lathe Loupe, No. 25
(PATENT APPLIED FoR)

A most useful article, devised by a practical watchmaker. Easily applied to any make lathe. If
great power Is required, bring into action the two lenses otherwise swing the small lens out of place.

Rings of two different sizes are furnished with each loupe to meet all requirements. The loupe
will enable anyone to inspect the work without hemline (lose to it as with ordinary eye-loupe,

Price, $1.25 each

Frosting or Matting Tool, No. 1
(PATENTED)

Wheels, Bridges and Plates, which at present can only be polished, may, with this tool, be given
L frosted or matted surface similar to the original finish produced in the factory. Wheels may be
placed in the lathe or otherwise held, polished with fine emery paper and the small roll used with light
pressure for refrosting. Bridges, Plates or other large flat surfaces may be treated in the same way
with fine emery paper, after which the large roll is to be passed forward and backward over the work
with light pressure.

Price per set, $1.00

Jeweled Bearing Scale, No. 120
Above illustration represents our new line of Jeweled Scales, which we furnish In

various sizes. The hearings supporting beams are jeweled. Pans are hung in hardened
knife bearings. Adjusting screws on ends of beams. Exceedingly sensitive. All parts
heavily nickel-plated. Removable pans. Finely finished hardwood boxes. Weights
finely adjusted.

PRICES

Comp 
a 

Complete with set of 2 oz. weights   8.00
a 4 a   10.00

4. a II 6 a a 
  I 2.00

a a 8 a   14.00

64 0 II 10 e   16.00

A fine scale at a moderate price

Adjustable Jaw Roller Remover, No. 16
The two movable jaws are easily adjusted so they will take in any size roller

by means of the knurled screw.

Price each, $1.50

Culman Balance Chuck
For refilliAling balance pivots without removing the hairspring or roller, and

protecting them while the pivots are being ^epo11_s1aed.
MR111` for all standard sizes of American Lathes.

Price, $3.50

GLOW'S
tee! Screw Solve

11' REMOVES

SCREWS,1i. .0,11 TAPS i:
& DRILLS'
mFa.BY r,V1

‘1111 1E.CLOW-t2
i drI lr-"CHICAGO LL'1'
Or RICE 50't

Clow's Steel
Screw Solvent

sirmiriirv
CLOCK HAND SET COMBINATION

No. 16
Consists of all the, styles used on the

following Clock Co's Movements:

SETH THOMAS,
WATERBURY,
WESTERN.

ANSONIA,
GILBERT,
NEW HAVEN,

CONTENTS 50 PIECES. PRICE $1.00

BACK WINDER COMBINATION
No. 17

Consists of all the styles used on tho
following Clock Co's Movements:

ANSONIA,
GILBERT,
NEW HAVEN,

SETH THOMAS,
WATERBURY,
WESTERN.

CONTENTS 50 PIECES. PRICE $1.50

is a chemical preparation
for removing steel screws
that have been broken off
or rusted in Watch Plates,
Crowns, Eyeglasses or
Spectacle Frames.

It Acts Only on Steel

It abolishes the old cus-
tom of punching or drilling
out screws. With this
preparation a screw can be
removed in from ten min-
utes to one hour without
taking any of your time.

Full directions with each
bottle.

Price, so cents

Order from your Jobber.
If lie is unable to supply you,

if you will write us we will in-
form you who can.

HAMMEL,
RIGLANDER & CO.

47 & 49 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
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English Case as Received 
Remodoled for American S. W. Movement

WENDELL 6 COMPANYWATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERSSpecial Cases to order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.
Key-Wind Cases changed to stein-wind.English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.

Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed. "Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

103-105 William Street. New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

These two taut. show Flat and Hoots! Fleisher Ringsas resolved, with claws badly worn 54 and too low to 
The e rub; ho. the PeMc rings wilh new, high Oases,permit resetting stonea again. stones securely reset, and entire thus; refinlubed like new.Net Price fpr six new claws, resetting stone and In ring like new, $ .75 to $1.25eight

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones

for special work and replacing lost sete'.4,We import them direct from thecutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices. 'Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five tofifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.No job too small to-receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 CompanyRepairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade103-105 William Street TWO LARGENEW YORK FACTORIES 
57 Washington Street
CHICAGO

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade1)0 we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

• 6* 6 • We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth andwings of every description, to cost

•1 .1 1.00 to 2.00from 75c. to 82.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws 10 setting.
These two cuts show initial and cameo glovering, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,Which holds the sets in very securely.

Two new Mavis on glove ring, 50c.Four " " 75c.

WENDELL 6: COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers forthe Retail Jewelry Trade
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

slaw attach end holding set. NEW YORK CHICAGO elst.0 .t1 sorners holding att.

Initial glove ring with one 103•105 William St. 57 Washington St. Cameo glove ring with four

Veer'
FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RF.NEWIN(I

AS DELIVERED
Gold Chains Refilled, Renewed anci RepairedOld Chains made over into new patterns, using same goldClood Work. Low tat-Ices. Prompt Attention

WENDELL & COMPANYTHE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADENEW YORK
103-105 William Street TWO WONDER. CHICAO0

FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

11E1,0 12

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; friskingnew parts to match the old ones that havebeen melted or broken off, the sante as new.

A I I l■ 12

WE REPLATL
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,bronze, brass, oxidizeoi silver, old bronze,statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell & Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Great Promptness in Getting OutSpecial Order Work and Re-pairing of all kinds
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made ourbusiness the only success of its kind in the country.For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doingSpecial Order Work and Repairing for the Trade. - •We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Orderfor New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.-It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customersPerfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increaseyour entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

American-Made Balance Staffs and Hole Jewels "93
for American Watches, in Separate Size Holes and Pivot

.
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Cut showing set of 6 cabinets

The cabinets
are made an
even, that, uni-
form size for
convenience of
placing one on
the other ; two
S m a 11 cabinets
being exact size
of one large cab-
inet. They are
compact, handy
and readily
placed in a small
case or in safe.

Contents o f
each cabinet is
stamped promi-
nently in silver
leaf.
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4410°. HOLE Jewels

We desire to call your attention to the accompanying illustrations

showing and describing the highest grade American-made Balance

Staffs and Balance-Hole Jewels in Settings. Both Staffs and Jewels

have been made on scientific principles and are interchangeable-the

staffs fitting the jewels of corresponding size and number as shown in cut

and index. The Staffs are highly polished, tem-

pered and guaranteed to be perfectly true and

correctly gaged. The Jewels are genuine Ruby

and Sapphire of the finest quality, and settings

are gaged to fit accurately. Particular attention

has been given to making the countersink in jewels
sufficiently deep to prevent the spreading of oil,

also to have the walls of jewels as short as possible

without making them too thin. which is one of the

main faults with most American jewels in the market.

By having a supply of our American Staffs and

Jewels arranged in our cabinets, with each size

hole and pivot in a separate bottle, it affords

greater facilities in selecting the material, and much

time and annoyance is thus avoided. This method

of keeping staffs and jewels saves time, patience and money, and com-

bines simplicity with economy. Each bottle is numbered to corre-

spond with an accurate directory and guide, placed in each cabinet,

to enable any size or style to be duplicated by simply quoting the num-

ber. The sets as described below are arranged in velvet Compartments

in handsome well-made Leatherette Cabinets, with hinged cover and

nickel-plated snap lock, containing evenly-made bottles with corks.

W. GREEN 0 CO., 6 Maiden Lane, New York
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JEWELS
Set 1000. Cabinet containing 36 bot-

tles, with 1 dozen in each bottle. Total
quantity, 3 gross. Price complete, $40.00.

Set 1001. Cabinet containing 36 bot-
tles, with %dozen in each bottle. Total quan-
tity, 1 j2' gross. Price complete, $22.50.

Set 1002. Cabinet containing 36 bot-
tles, with dozen in each bottle. Total qt11111-
tity, .3-4 gross. Price complete, $12.25.

Set 1005. Cabinet containing 72 bot-
tles, with 1 dozen in each beide. Total
quantity, 6 gross. Price complete,$75.00.

Set 1006. Cabinet containing 72 bot-
tles, with N dozen in each bottle. Total quan-
tity, 3 gross. Price complete, $42.50.

Set 1007. Cabinet containing 72 bot-
tles, with ;14 dozen in each bottle. Tond quan-
tity, 1.3,!, gross. Price complete, $24.00.
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i= -IMPERIAL' AMERICAN 'WO' 
HOLE JEWELS.

W. GREEN 0 CO., 
Maiden Lane
NEW YORK, U.S.A.

STAFFS
Set 1010. Cabinet containing 36 bot-

tles with 1 dozen in each bottle. Total quan-
tity, 3 gross. Price complete, $40.00.

Set 1011. Cabinet containing 36 bot-
tles, with 34 dozen in each bottle. Total quan-
tity, 13. gross. Price complete, $22.50.

Set 1012. Cabinet containing .36 bot-
tles, with 34 dozen in each bottle. 'fond quan-
tity, 3-4 gross. Price complete, $12.25.

Set 1020. Cabinet containing 72 bot-
tles, with 1 dozen in each bottle. Total quan-
tity, 6 gross. Price complete, $75.00.

Set 1021. Cabinet containing 72 bot-
tles, with %dozen in each bottle. Total quan-
tity, 3 gross. Price complete, $42.50.

Set 1022. Cabinet containing 72 bot-
tles, with 1% dozen in emit lint t In. Total quan-
tity, 134 gross. Price complete, $24.00.

For replenishing stock

Price per Gross, $15.00
44 Dozen, 1.35

NOTE :-Cut this page out of THE KEYSTONE and insert

it either in your Catalogue or paste in a con-

venient spot near your workbench. Do not cut

or destroy the illustration, as we can fill all

orders correctly simply by quoting number

desired.

Importers Watch Materials, Tools,
Exporters
Jobbers Jewelers', Engravers' and
Manufacturers I. Opticians' Supplies
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Hewes Hand-Wrought Gravers e
F.HEWES .1A11111D,...

B
• _

Made entirely by hand, by skillful workmen.

•••,. ..... ll l 

Each one carefully tempered and tested. They arehard, tough and reliable will cut anything fromlead to steel. Every one warranted unconditionally.This style can be had with round, flat or squaretops, assorted sizes.

Straight Gravers
Curved Gravers •

For sale by all jobbers.

••••••.o.

• 

. 35c.

• 

. 50c.

HOC

T.W5

Two articles each cost a dollar. One sells for $1.25, the

other sells for $1.75. Why ? Send for our emblem

catalogue and you will know.

...... _ ........

Try the Phoenix Recoiling Mainsprings
The best in the market. Expert watchmakers pronouncethem to be perfect in every respect. Order from yourjobber. If he is unable to supply you, write us and we willinform you who can.

$1.00 Dozen ; $12.00 Gross

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., 1NC., Sole Agents, ZZ John street, NEW YORK
12_

t THESE ELECTRO -PLATING SALTS 'ARE....-‘PREPARATIONS iliMayeaNker CONTAINING,..4).1111STALAzra CHEMICALS IN ACCURATE PRO.
).2011,TIOlt,PRODUCING ATC11.1 liviLIth3 CORRECTSHADES. icsoLyEn INWATER THE I3AIRLSRTONCEREADY TOR USE:WORKED 'WM EITHER DYNAMO13  T 

SOME OF THE SALTS : Rose Gold, Green Gold, Parisian, Roman, 14 or 18 K., Red, Guinea, Old EnglishGuinea Green, Guinea Rose, Gold Dip, Silver salts, French Gray Dip, silver Ebonizer, Oxides, Etc.OUR ELECTRO-PLATING
SALTS FOR Dark Green Gold 22 Orange Rose Gold(Antique Green) (Orange Yellow)are the leading shades now extensively used for single and double coloring. Directions for doing thiskind of work with order. Our Electro-Plating Salts are universally used. Write for circular.U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hirschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St., NEW YORK

p‘cititt istt,ax, AuToMATIccSArtn,c,
470v,

OPEN

OPEN

PAM
NOV. 1904 CLOSED

CLOSED

ACTUAL SIZEopeN mom:).

YOUin, have this wonderful catch, which locks itself, on all your Diamond Brooches or Mountings without extra charge.It absolutely secures the pintongue ; simply insist on having it.
Special Prices on this Catch, in Large Quantities, to

Manufacturers, Wholesalers and Exporters
We make every possible conception in Diamond Mountings, MountedDiamond or Rich Gold Jewelry at values that defv competition, because webuy all our loose stones in Europe for spot cast of first hands.When YOU intend purchasing your DIAMONDS, Rubies, Sapphires,Emeralds, Pearls, etc., for the Holiday business, write us for a selectionpackage.

ABEL BROS. & CO.
Importers and Cutters of Diamonds. Makers of Fascinating Diamond Jewelry
Abel Building, John et William Streets, NEW YORK

Branches In Amsterdam, Antwerp, Paris, London, Mar, Oberstein

No. 6=F Automaton Blowpipe
For Light
Solderi ng

The flame
can be instantly
changed from a
needle point to
a large brush flame. A slight movement ofthe hand does it.

Price by mail, $2.00
The " B. D. M. Co.'s " original No. 6.F Automaton Blowpipeis substantially made and correctly proportioned to give best results.Order direct, or specify " B. D. M. Co.'s " when ordering throughyour dealer.
Write for catalogue " B. k." illustrating gas and gasolinefurnaces and blowpipes, foot blowers, etc.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.
587 and 589 Main St. BUFFALO, N. V., U.S.A.

IN LINE FOR THE FALL TRADE

Everything in American

Tools and Materials

Send for
Prices on our New
Nickel Alarm Clock and the
New Guaranteed Dollar Watch,

Stem Wind and Set.

Order from
any catalogue

Jobbing Stones
Novelties and Souvenirs

Mail Orders our Specialty

L. COHEN & CO.
630 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

allem■e■

. 7(79
NO.14 - 16 East. Fourth. St CI N C1N NATI, O.

EL)1ROPEda" OFFIGE, TWERP.. 13E17-P11..),

STAR

Mk. Ts

All the Year Essentials
" STAR" Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine

crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest special

steel; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.
net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi-
net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.0o, with your first order
for t gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted to
suit, fot $10.50 net cash.

* 'STAR" Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades.

Tewel grades, polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Balance Hole Cock and 
Foot Jewels in set-

tings, made by automatic machinery, correctly gaged, sy,ecial, per 
dozen,

90c. net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit 

properly, 25c. per

dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet 
with 12

* " STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit 
properly, 20c.bottles.

per dozen ; opecial, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 
bottles.

sir All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

I-I. B. Peters & Co., Blrg;i'sgy, New York

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Ecclesiastical Art Metal Workers

203 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL
Steele Memorial Library Building, ELMIRA, N. Y.

ortn light ; a beautiful building ; ground floor location. The finest equipment. Your

Instructor the author of "The Art of Engraving," " 
Modern Letter Engraving," etc.

In Pure Stone
Amethyst,Topaz, Garnet, Crystal,
Onyx and Turquoise. Mounted
in 14 K. rolled-gold plate, $10.00,
$12.00, $14.00 each. Mounted
in solid gold, $35.00 to $50.00
each.

In Imitation Stone

Mounted in 14 K. rolled-gold
plate, stones of good color, clear
cut facets, Amethyst, Topaz,
Garnet, Emerald, Crystal, Opal
and Turquoise.

Mother of Pearl

Prices—$2.00, $2.50, $3.50, $4.00 and

$5.00 each.

Our new illustrated Catalogue now ready for

distribution. Mailed on request.
Selection package on application.

Our list includes Chalices, Ciboria. Osten-

soria, Crucifixes, Candlesticks, Candelabra,

Pulpits, Altar Lamps, Sanctuary Rails and

Memorial Tablets.
No. 3296

In Sterling Silver, $1.00 each
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A GOLDEN RULE
Trade with us as you would have others trade with you

Get on our satisfied list and get the refining end
of your business off your mind

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY
Gold and Silver Refiners

102 and 104 Richmond Street

Providence, R. L

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.Every piece of Store Furniture t( iiit the demand of the lordtion, thebusiness expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to getthan you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glassand color of finish is to your individual taste.

f 

ocithe 

Kleeman
Fortic 4: 

record

3h. h yearsAavr
Wm 

held 

. 

Art
Jewelers'

Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOWTO MAKE.
Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are atyour service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.
Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealerto pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WM. KLEEMAN & CO., 54th to 55th Streets, nth to nth Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures. Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World

TO THE RETAILER:—If you want

at sight and pay you a good profit

Tvith the stones out, to plague you

We have made and sold them for

Trade-Mark

a line of RINGS that will sell

Rings that will not come back

—try the BRYA1VT RINGS.

50 Years.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

411=•••••:■■•11■1=1111M.".

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
.31'raZitne 11■47-lental

,

HIGH-GRADE
JEWELRY STORE

FIXTURES

THE EXTREME OF BEAUTY in store furniture is attained in our special

jewelry store fixtures in

ORIGINAL, DESIGNS

Counters, Show Cases, Wall Cases and all manner of artistic cabinet work.

EXCLUSIVE AND UNIQUE 

Drawings and estimates. furnished free.

Glaser, Rohrer 0 
Co., Firstto  

Forty-second 
 Ave.,, Forty-first s  New York
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 No. 91015. Grape Vine. 9 large green very

finely plated leaves to yard. Per dozen yards,
$1.50. Per gross yards, $15.00. No. 91031. Oak Vine. Autumn shaded, 12 leaves to yard. Pee dezeoyards, $1.50 ; per gross yards, $15.00.
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No. 91199. AMERICAN BEAUTY
The best imitation to nature yet produced, eachspray 36 inches long, roses can be had in any color.Each, 60e. ; per dozen $6.00.

No. 91186. Rose sprays, 14 in. long, per dozen, $1.50No. 91187. " " 14 in. " " " 2.20
Just as pretty and natural appearing as thenatural ones, hut not quite as expensive, thoughbetter for lasting qualities,

SAGO PLANTS

(Unpotted.)

No. In, high Lys. Each Doz.
91851 24 4 $ .40 $4.00
91855 36 5 .70 7.00
91857 36 6 1.00 10.00
91860 42 12 2.00 20.00

No. 91121

CHRYSANTHEMUM SPRAY
No. In. long Per. Doz,
91121 18 $2.40
91122 24 3.00
91120 14 1.50
9756. Paper Chrysanthe-
mums. any color, per
doz., 40c.; per gross, $4.00

MONSTER GRAPE
A wonderful piece of work, being

equal or even superior in size and shape
to the largest but uu eh of gra pes ever grown
in sunny Cali fo rn ía, and for appearance
deceptive enough to eat. Just the thing
for fall decoration, for store, show win-
dow, etc.

No. Each
91090. 18 in. long,con tattling 2 gross

of single berries, rotund $2.50
91991. 12 in. long,containing 1 gross

of single berries, round 1.50
91992. 8 in, long, containitug6ulozetu

of single berries, rotund .75
91993. 5 in, long, containing 2 dozen

of single berries, fiat . . .20
91975. 4 in. long,containing 11/t doz.

of single berries, flat .15

The above grape clusters may be
had in either red, blue or green. For
prices of gold or silver grapes, ask for
special quotations.

No. 91834. PALAI TREE
(Potted)

No. Ft. high Lea. Each
91830 7 12 $3.00
91832 9 18 4.00
91834 12 24 6.00

No. 91896, OAK WREATH
24 inches diameter. Made of tine autumn shaded

oak leaves, Just in season. Each, $1.50.

No. 91842. A reca Plauut
(Unpotted)

t . 
.i

• . 4 t.02  i f 

C.

1 41'
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Pair 

.4 „a ei

91841 36 5 .75 P':c7:5081517.: 005000 91842 42 6 .85 8.50

91840 4 3 .20 $ 2.00

91843 48 8 1.00 10.00
91844 60 10 1.50 15.00
91845 60 12 2.00 20.00

PREPARED. PUFFING
of cotton bunting for trimming the woodwork
and background of your show window. Ser-
viceable for background to my vines. Can
be had in any desired color.
In widths of 13' 33. 55% 7 8% 103 inch,
l'rice per yd. :lc. 7c. 9e. 11c. 13e. 15c.

Also Complete line of

Paper Flowers for Parades,
Carnivals, etc., to decorate
Floats, etc.

If you have not received my fall circular
No. 29 C, would be pleased it

you would write for it

No. 91158. OAK SPRAY
Autumn shaded

Per dozen sprays 8  75
Per gross sprays   7.50,

No. 01159. Oak Spray, com-
posed of three of my regular
91158 sprays. Per dozen, $2.25,
per gross, $22.50.

No. 91814. PALM PLANT
(Unpotted)

No. In. high Mares
91800 24 8
91805 36 4
91809 86 5
91814 42 6
91818 42 7
91822 48 10
91827 60 12

194,ale° 140 VVabcusli Avenu, CHICAGO

Each Doz.
$ .18 $1.75
.25 2.00
.40 4.00
.50 5.00
.65 6.50
1.25 12.10
2.00 20.00

11111.m.... Oa
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BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS
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FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.

Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of

cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon

years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A

LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to

a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

PERFECT1'll
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DETAIL

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS
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FOR. SALE BY AL,L.., JOBBERS

IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

ill building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction

THE TRUE BLUE
Beaded Label 

French Watch Glasses

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

HIGHEST QUALITY , FINISH,

CORRECT SHAPE

The Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware of imitations

Ask your jobber for them

SUSSFELD, LORSH & CO.

Wholesale Agents

PARIS
21 Rue de l'Echiquier 37 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
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I6i-IARDINGE BROS.,
MOSSO'S

MONARCH TEMPERING COMPOUND

Do not
away your
They can

perfect by
in this

throw
old tools.
be made
treatment
compound.

Fall directions accompany each bottle

This compound fills a long-felt want in the
watchmakers', jewelers', engravers' and dentists'
business. It has been used by large tool manufac-
turers for the past twenty years with great success,
and we are now placing it upon the market in
quantities suitable for watchmakers, jewelers, etc.

An ordinary drill tempered in this compound
will cut chilled cast iron, tempered steel or the
enamel of a tooth. It will temper a lathe tool, hand
tool or graver which will cut glass and still retain a
keen, tough cutting edge and will not crumble or
break on any kind of work. It makes all steel fully
twice as good as when tempered in water, and with
it a result has been attained that has never before
been possible.

It never evaporates or loses its strength. One
bottle, if not wasted, will last a lifetime.

Price, per bottle, $1.00

HARD1NGE BROS., Sole Distributors for
United States and Canada

DALE

1036 Lincoln

CHUCKS-For
60 cents each.

Ave., Chicago, III.
all standard sizes watchmakers' lathes
Every chuck guaranteed

We have reached a proficiency in chuck manufacturing excelled by none. We areselling more chucks now than ever before. Quality and price talk. Buy Dale Chucks,they are the best that money and experience can produce.

P

1".114q&
PivOT

. POLISHER

A SIZE

Fitted to any lathe. Price, $30.00

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGO. BY

HARDINGE BROS.

With Trefoil Peep Holes. Price, $8.00

Reliana Balance Staffs and C. & F.
Jewels are American-made
and guaranteed to fit

American
Mainsprings

are guaranteed to be the

most perfectly gaged and

best finished mainsprings

on the market.

Per dozen, $1.00

With your first order for
one gross of our Reliance Brand

Mainsprings we give you gratis
a handsome oak or walnut zo
drawer Mainspring Cabinet.

-0-41•-•

Jewelers' Findings are
made of the best grades
only

No.168. Balance Staffs, Hardened, Tempered and
Polished . . . . . $1.00 per doz.

No. 169. Balance Staffs, Hardened and Tempered,
Gray Finish . . . . . .60 ‘,

No. 1'0. C. & F. Jewels in Polished Settings, Ruby
and Sapphire . . . . . $1.00 per doz.

No. M. C. & F. Jewels in Turned Settings, Garnet . .50
We send gratis a handsome cabinet and 12 bottles with 6 dozen

of our best grade Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels.
NOTE.-Only the best material and the most up-to-date automatic machinery are usedfor making the Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels. All our Balance Staffs and Jewels

are carefully examined an to their accuracy by experienced watchmakers before being put
on the market. We will be only too pleased to exchange any Balance Staff or Jewel which
you may find defective.

Orders Filled from any Catalogue
WE CARRY EVERYTHING KNOWN TO THE TRADE

WRITE US FOR PRICES AND CASH DISCOUNT

Brand

000

16ot

We Carry a Complete Stock of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver
and Plated Ware, Watchmakers' Tools and Material

W"1114M
No. .2203-

2yrtoNsinsavsnala

$ 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Oross

8 .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Lathe Cone for Rings
OF SOLID GRIT

VkAlkUsni NiNfitAll

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
Is given FREE with your first order for 1 gross

Regent American Mainsprings

Height 3.

 4N%

Height 4.

Height 5.

Height 6.

Height. 7.

 vs%

1111.,

Height 8.

A desirable article for repairing. Is made of solid grit

and will outwear thousands of paper shells. Has a metal
taper cone to fit on brush arbor.

In two grades-one to cut down solder, the other to
finish next to rouge.

Refuse metal can be removed in a few seconds with
ammonia and gold saved if desired.

Price per pair, 75 cents

41111111111.1111111.1111
PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

t--
$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Oross

PATENT GENEVA.

Ric-Simile of Our Label

NOTICE-Owing to the further advance in the prices of Watch Classes by European
manufacturers, we have revised our prices to date as follows:

EXTRA THICK Nil-CONCAVE.

.101111
THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Geneves $3  60 per gross
Thick Mi-Concaves . . . . . 4.00 " "
Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick . 9.00 " "
Parallels   . 7.20 " "

DOZEN LOTS AT SAME RATE

Patent Genevas  $ 7.20 per gross
Lentilles ..... . . . 12.00 " "
Antiques 7  20 " "
Lunettes 3  00 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT ON APPLICATION

Discount, 6 per cent. off

ORDERS FILLED FROM ANY CATALOGUE

Cross ei Beguelin,
(A Corporation)

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

17 Maiden Lane, New York

0 1
ognsip °limo* 014;Po

No jeweler should be
without our new Catalogue of
Jewelers' Findings. You can
obtain one by sending us your
business card.

KORONES BROS.
32 Maiden Lane and

38 Chrystie Street, New York

Importers
and

Jobbers of

Watches
Clocks
and

Jewelry

Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials

Jewelers'
Supplies

Optical
Goods
and

Silverware

N 
Inill

-'-i1011111111111111

s II

II LOCK
BUFFALO, N. Y.
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The Southern Jeweler who wants satisfactory values and prompt shipments should remember

that—

Baltimore being the

natural distributing

point for the South

saves you from twenty-

four to forty-eight

hours on your orders.

WATCHES and DIAMONDS

Baltimore, Md.
2 East Lexington St., cor. Charles

-;election packages sent upon request

that—

as we sell the Jewelry

Trade only we are

able to anticipate your

needs and to fill your

orders with absolute

correctness.

ESTABLICA-IED 40 YEARS

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
OUR SPECIALTY—Changing old Antique Cases to

Stemwind

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

-

BEFORE

MINIATURE PORTRAITS

DEMAGNETIZING

N. J. FELIX, is John St., NEW YORK CITY

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front.) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Bold-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I, 2 and 3, I7 S. Meridian St.

TIGh.,R CLAW RING
Solid Gold. Peed.

MONKEY RING
Solid Silver, Oxidized

Manufacturing Jeweler

Indianapolis, Ind.

A FT E R

"Star" Foo ii,,.,,,etirrici Lathes
High-grade complete screw-cut-

ting engine lathes, 9 and II-inch
swing, with automatic cross-feed,
with or without compound rest,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling and
gear-cutting attachments, friction
countershaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument makers, optical, lab-
oratory and experimental work, for
profitable use in all lines of fine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog " B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.
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A LITTLE ARGUMENT (

FILES? Yes, but—
"Only the best are good enough "—for—
TOOL MAKERS, JEWELERS, WATCH and WATCH CASE MANUFACTURERS, Etc.
Ever tried "AMERICAN SWISS "—No ?—
'[hen kindly send for Price-List and Samples.
No charge for Files used in trying them.
We offer to pay the freight on Sample order both ways, it you wish (because they never come back).
KIND ? Swiss Patterns, all shapes and cuts. Sizes up to 12".
QUALITY ? A trial will tell.
PRICES ? Lower than imported—higher than any other "made in U. S."
MADE WHERE ?—Elizabeth, N. J., U.S.A.
BY WHOM ? American Swiss File & Tool Co.
Enufsed?
OI I ! DELIVERY ?—Prompt by

E. P. REICHHELM & CO. Principal Owners andSelling Agents 23 John Street, New York

PLATINUM
Special Sheet and Wire for Jewelers

Seamless Tubing

W
e
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e 

Platinum Scrap Bought
at

Highest Price

BELAIS & COHN

We Blank
Form
Swedge

)ur finish finest for

the money

Submit sample for
our price

A. N. Clark & Son, Plainville, Conn.

"South Belli Demagnotliers

Melallurgists

13 Dutch St. NEW YORK
ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England : GRIMSHAW & BAXTER, 29 Goswell Road, London, carry stock

THE KNOBLOCK=HEIDEMAN MFG. COMPANY
Successors to

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY

South Bend, Indic-um
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Swartchild & Company
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

Watchmakers', Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies
Jewelers' Building*, 134-138 Wabash Avenue CH I CAGO

Established iS7o Our 700-page catalogue sent free on application

Our Fine Gray Cheviot Paper Boxes
The Most Popular-Attractive-Rich Looking Covered with Gray Cheviot Paper of Medium

Shade, with White Border, Telescope Style

No charge for printing name and address
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Clement Combined Lathe Attachment

Shown above as
ROUNDING-UP FIXTURE

Does the regular work of the tounding-

up tools.

If its use is not fully understood, please

write for further information ; we are

always pleased to give it.

REPLACING 12 ATTACHMENTS

including the two shown

Did you ever find a wheel that was not

free in its pinion ? This attachment will fix

those wheels P. D. Q.

Did you ever find rusty pinions in your

watches ? And did you ever try to polish

them out by hand ? Can you imagine how

nice it would be to have a machine that

would do the work in one=tenth of the time

and ten times better ? This does it.

Did you ever see the nicely polished

staffs and pinions of the highest grade Swiss

watches ? D:d you not w:sh that you

might do work of that kind ? By use of

this attachment you can duplicate that

work exactly.

Complete in every detail

$40.00 strictly net

W. D. CLEMENT, Waltham, Mass.

Shown above as the

RUSTY PINION POLISHER

For polishing new or rusty pinions.

Not necessary to remove the wheel.

It works like a charm.

Is entirely new.

Stroke fully adjustable.

Set of 12 polishers furnished to fit the
different sizes of pinions.

Exceptionally Good
Jewelry Repairing
stone-setting and special order work is what we are equipped

for in our new department.
Many words of appreciation of its work have reached us

from customers and we would be pleased to add you to the

number of our well-satisfied patrons.
We have everything in personnel, machinery and ample

stock of material, to turn out the very best work promptly.

Let us send you our price-list.

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons
Lancaster, Pa.

Our Latest Flat-Top Bench, No. S

Made in Walnut, Quarter-sawed Oak, Plain
Oak and Birch

JESSEN 0 ROSBERG, 397 to 405 W. Kinzie St., Chicago

PLAIN FACTS
We have been ■mgaged in the manufacture of

watchmakers workbenches for almost it quarter of

a century. We are the originators of the modern

bench and know.a thing or two about them.
Our benches are made of different kinds of wood,

such as Mahogany, Walnut, Quarter-sawed Oak, Plain

Oak, Birch and Ash. They are honestly and well
made in every detail and of the best seasoned and

kiln-dried lumber. We finish them in any shade of

color desired. We ship our benches to every State

in the Union and to foreign countries as well.
Besides benches we make Watch Repair Cases,

Jewelry Repair Cases, Material Cabinets, Material

Cases, Glass Cabinets, 'Mainspring Cabinets, ()Mimi

Cabinets, Lens Cabinets, etc. We make to order

special benches and woodenware of every descrip-

tion that an up-to-date watchmaker needs.

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS

Send for our new illustrated catalogue 
and order

what you want through yozir Jobber. Insist upon

getting our make. Our name-plate is on every

article we make.
Almost all Jobbers handle our goods.

Did You Get
That Bottle of

Get it
To-Day

It makes your Hard Soldering Easy. Never " balls up," which means a
whole lot to the Jeweler. It saves a lot of time and maybe wicked words.

FREE I FREE!

You get a large piece of E-Z-Floe Silver Solder free with every bottle.
These Reliable Jobbers handle it :
Otto Young & Co., Chicago, ill. Lindner & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Henry Paulson & Co., Chicago, Ill. Jos. Mehmert, Cincinnati, Ohio
A. Hirsch & Co., Chicago, III. 0. H. Bingenheimer, Milwaukee, Wis.
F. W. H. Schmidt, Chicago, HI. Reed-Bennett Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
A. C. Becken, Chicago, III. S. H. Clausin & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Calvin Clauer Co., Chicago, Ill. Pelot Haroldson & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Henry Zimmern & Co., New York City Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
L. H. Keller & Co., New York City W. P. Ellis 6c Co., Toronto, Can.

Sischo &Beard, St. Paul, Minn.

Write for our free book " How to 1-lard Solder."

E=Z=FL.Oe CHEMICAL CO.
Cilcobe Bldg., St. Pctul,

 4■1■11•N

TIDD'S BALANCE STAFFS
are made of Stubbs steel, finely tern-
perecl, accurately sized. Every staff is
guaranteed to fit, finish equal to any

made, made in two qualities, viz :

Gray finish body, polished pivots - - - $1.00 doz.

Highly polished for high-grade movements, 1.25

Single staffs matched, 15c. each. Try a sample dozen.

TIDO ec co., Columbian., cmito
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up tools.
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write for further information ; we are
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Did you ever find a wheel that Was not

free in its pinion ? This attachment will fix

those wheels P. I). Q.

Did you ever find rusty pinions in your

watches ? And did you ever try to polish

them out by bend ? Can you imagine how

nice it would be to have a mmhine that

Would do the work in one tenth of the time

and ten times better ? This does it.

Did you ever see the nicely polished

staffs and pinions of the highest grade Swiss

watches ? DA you not w:sh t hit you

might do work of that kind ? By use of

this ittlachment you can duplicate that

work exactly.

Complete in every detail

S40.00 strictly net

W. D. CLEMENT, Waltham, Mass.
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For ar ru:dy pinions.

Not necessary to remove the heel.

lt works like a charm.

k entirely new.

Stroke fully adios told,.

Set of 12 polishers furnished to fit the

different s:r es of pinions.
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Our Catalogue
Is Made to Buy From

It is not the " biggest " Jewelry Catalogue in print, for we have
aimed at compactness and the listing of absolutely new goods, so that
our new catalogue would suit the busy, up-to-date jeweler. We have
tried to keep it as small as possible and still show the biggest line
of goods.

It is the most concise and best illustrated catalogue gotten up by
an American wholesale jewelry house.

It quotes but one price and that is the lowest.

All of our goods and our only prices are there before you in plain
black and white. Every item is illustrated and all the facts about it
are given.

We believe every progressive jeweler in the Central West and
Southern territory to be a possible customer of ours, and feel confident
that he will buy of us sooner or later. The best we can do is to talk
to him through our Catalogue; the best he can do is to consider what
we have to say.

Get our new Catalogue. It will be sent out to the trade about the
latter part of October. If your name is not on our mailing list, it should
be. Should you not receive our new book by October 25th, write for it.

Get our new Catalogue, which is free to all regular jewelers for
the asking. Use its goods and hints for more business now. And
from the holiday goods it displays choose the goods for easy business
in December.

ALBERT BROTHERS
The Quick Delivery House

CINCINNATI, OHIO

PRACTICAL UP=TO=DATE TOOLS
THE LIGHTNING
PIVOT POLISHER

FIND GRINDER

THIS tool can be attached
to the counter shaft in a
moments time.

It has two bell metal laps,
straight and one conical.

It needs no adjusting and
so simple, any one can operate
For grinding, use oil ston

powder and oil.
For polishing, use diamantine

and oil.

The Lightning Pivot Polisher and Crinder
No watchmaker should be without this tool. As a labor saving device it has no equal

PRICE EACH $2.50

)IJ h FIII HT

The Perfect
Movement Holder

TH I S movement holder has
three compartments and is
just the thing for the work

bench. Oftimes when the watch-
maker takes a movement apart, he
finds some part broken which it will
be necessary for him to send for.
This movement holder will hold

three movements and is covered
with a glass cover, keeping out
dust, etc.

Price, 6o cents each

We "Perfection"

909&900619430a899
Hungarian

ansparent Ceme
FUR

t,Je Watelimarcei•'4.
:; 37CurawDealiirs Use:i

PRICE 25CTS IJ
• Non evaporative

eee9F6E-eaciesei3fel

at.

r

Hungarian Transparent
Cement

Especially adapted for cement-

ing 4 Pearls, also used for Watch

Glasses when size is a little small.

PER BOTTLE 25 CENTS.

Soldering Block

This is the only Asbes-

tos Soldering Block that
work can be pinned on,

as it takes pins readily,

and will outlast dozens of
charcoal blocks.

Price, with 1 doz. Pins 50c.

YOUR MAIL ORDERS ARE WHAT WE ARE AFTER
We are accurate and quick.

All orders filled the same day as received.
Orders filled from any catalogue.
Our catalogue is free for the asking.

NIMerial Dealers can obtain the above tools from

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., New York, or direct from us

JOS. HORNBACK & CO., EVERYTHING IN WATCH MATERIALTOOLS AND SUPPLIES

I I West Fifth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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A Profitable Side Line
FOR JEWELERS

In any city, town or village, a good business can be quickly developed
in the world-renowed Edison Phonograph. Extensive advertising and
continuous improvement have made the

Improved Edison Phonograph
and Gold Moulded Records

so popular that good profits await the jeweler who prepares to meet the increasing demand.
As every dealer must sell at the retail list price, there is no price-cutting, and his sales yield a
gross profit of 666 cents on every dollar invested. We want a dealer in every town to develop
new business and to sell those who answer our advertisements.

Start now while the business is heaviest. Write for full information on your business
letter-head.

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 55 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

X ,t,t, \tAe ,t,t)t Xiirv,t)elktfi XIX XiinktieNkt)tv,iir \tie v,lieXiit‘kti, Xfir Xtinktii xt.te X15( XtifXlie Xt, Xt)e YtitXtfi Xt,te Xtir \tx xtx 4,4(4, 4,4, N.1),
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Elgin, Waltham
N. Y. Standard
Movements

Keystone, Boss,
Crescent, Crown
Royal Cases
Jewelry, Diamonds
Optical Goods
Tools and Materials
for Watchmakers
and Jewelers

and

and

N.OEINE
limporter anb

'Wholesale 'eater

H Harem ChaTiles. aelceeq

3althamolre, •

Being advantageously

located for the Southern

trade, we solicit your

orders, and guarantee

every satisfaction regard-

ing prices and qualities.

Special attention paid

to mail orders, and

memorandum packages

1-1 cheerfully sent.

X 74■Tiepc-74.574i-aW.143-k7e.F74Nrii.■74■774.177417145k71.1.5i71. 7fiCc7e.p.i3-k7(43774■77/437113-iFIC,Te.i.N.T -7/43k,4■771.R-743774■7715,74,x-74■774,7,4,77k7.74)V74N-7.47,4C5qiii.iait)7743771)c X
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Radical Reduction

$8.90 Net Cash, f. o. b. Philadelphia

725

YEAR-LONG CLOCKS

J. B. BECHTEL, & CO.
Son.soni .Street P1-1111_,ADEIL,P1-11A

"WINTER QUALITY 0Jewelry Store Fixtures

The Best at Right Prices from $300.00 up
In the Good Old Harvest Days

l- sissasmossimatusem4Aomissusses.r."--

A WINTER" QUALITY CASE.

L. LELONG & BROTHER
Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
:::111:11:::;44-.111111: 114 
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BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Gsr4

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
separate fixtures, eases, counters, floor cases,
soda fountain Ii x tures.

Illustrated fully, described and listed in
90 plain a manner that you can make your
own plans and estimate the cost of your
fi xtu res.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents

THE LINE OF QUALITY. Not how cheap, not how much, but how good. At prices
that are right. ,Lsk our customers. Anvthing from a store stool to the most complete
outfit.

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Established 1865 The High-Grade Fixture Makers

Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for Louisiana,
Mississippi and Alabama.

C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-
sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory.

R. IL Birdsall, Room 7, lIamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales Agent
for Washington and Oregon.

' Texas Drug Company, Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for Northern Texas,

1
 

Southern Oklahoma and Indian Territory.

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets?

Jewelers' Findings, College Seals and Flag Pins,

SPECIAL EMBLEMS of every description.

E. H. NOBLE & CO.
SALESROOMS
Chicago-103 State St.
New Vork-51-53 Maiden Lane

59th and Wallace Streets

CHICAGO, ILL.

Scoutlhiwo.st Corner
Halsey an Marshall Sta.

Newark, N. J.

GEO KUEHL & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

178 E. Randolph Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

Genuine Black Forest

CUCKOO CLOCKS
with TRADE MARK

Jewelers ! If you order
Cuckoo Clocks, order
them with the . • •

14•1111

They are the BEST. There are none BETTER

Our clocks have received the highest award, Gold Medal," at the Chicago, Omaha, Paris and St. Louis Expositions

For saI4:p at all Whole.sitle Clock and Jewelry 1-lou.ses



Rivett Lathes and Attachments
The Rivett Universal Head i made with a

spindle just like that in the regular Rivett Lathe head,
of the very best tool steel, hardened and ground, by a
machine especially made for this work. The pump-
center is fitted with a light spring, and the solid nickel
face-plate has three peep-holes, which makes it easy for
the watchmaker to see around the pump-center to
examine his work. It is considered by all who have
used it to be a great improvement over all others.

In our Patent Jaws we do away with the spiral spring. The
thumb screw is grooved and runs in a T-slot in the sleeve of the lower
jaw, which enables it to be thrown in and out without any trouble.
The lower jaw can be bound to any position on the plate with the
thumb nut in the center of the jaw, which holds it firm and steady.
This will be found of great advantage when it is necessary to take out
and replace the watch-plate a number of times.

Ask your dealer for Rivett Tools, or just address,

Rivett Lathe, Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

-

setteltlet.19611tVeleitituto

The Object of Our
Instruction
is to produce competent workmen without loss of time.
We receive many letters asking whether a student who
conies here with some previous experience is required
to go over the entire course. Our reply is, that
because we teach individually, it is not necessary for
the student to go over ground which he has already
covered, but we always test him to learn whether he
has learned proper methods of doing what he already
can do, and we generally find that we can show him
better or quicker ways of accomplishing some of the
operations he has been doing, and we can correct such
deficiencies in a very short time. Then he is ready
to advance into new and higher subjects with the
assurance that he is building on a perfectly sound
foundation. Our pleasure is to impart the knowledge
which can be converted unceasingly into hard cash.
Send for our catalogue, which is full of new ideas.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School
of Watch maki ng and Engrav i ng

LANCASTER, PA.

..........

Pat. May 20, '02

The
Hold=On
Clutch

$6
Per Dozen

Price according to
Keystone Key

The best of
all safety
devices

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory
51.53 Maiden Lane

vatrAV

HOOPS 

in solid gold

and in superior

quality

gold filled,

the celebrated

"Sturdy" and
"Simmons"
makes.

cheerfully s7tbmilicri

Our ELECTRIC POLISHING HEADS represent the

highest development in the operation of such apparatus, and embody all the essential

features necessary for strictly high-grade, efficient, and durable machines. They will

develop full power as indicated. If you have the electric current on your premises,

let us know whether it is direct or alternating and the number of voltage.

Send for latest catalogues and bulletins

W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., Manufacturers
1490-1492 Niagara St., BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.

47=49 Maiden Lane
New York

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
" J hay', had my ext ra WILIVII Work ilolle hy

a number of watchmakers for the trade ' with
indiftbrent success until you were recionnienile,1
1.0 ine, since which time I have found your work
as near perfect as it is possible to make it."

W. E. GILGEIL
June 6, 1905. Norwalk, Ohio.

W. H. Craft
210 Pearl SI., Buffalo, N. K

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

Polishing
Plating
Coloring

The above illustration shows the No. 9 Dynamo connected with it Type " A" 
1.5 H. P. Electric

Polishing Motor made by the W. W. OLIVER MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. 
V. (Descriptive price

,.ireulars on application.)

The Rheostat ( illustrated in the upper left-hand corner) is used in 
connection with the

N). 9 Dynamo to regulate the current that any required amount may be 
allowed to flow through the

an k. ( Price, $1.00.)

Prompt attention given to applications for price circulars and Mlle, information regarding

Electric Polishing Motors, No. 9 Dynamo, K. St D. Rheostat, Plating Tanks, etc. 
Address,

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N. H.

W. W. OLIVER MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. Y. oit

N°- 9 DYNAMO
Man u fat: t tired by

PRICE

$8.00

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N 11.

A shunt-wound and very powerful little Dynamo which can he oper-

ated from any convenient source of power. As a Plating Dynamo it has

every advantage over primary batteries ; this arrangement does away with

the renewal of elements and solution, besides having the strength to operate

a 5-gallon bath successfully.

Speed, 2200 R. P. M. Volts, 2. Size, 6 x x 6. Weight,

9 pounds.

Its design and construction embody the best practice common to the

larger machines in general use.

The Field is of the ring type cast solid with the frame.

The Coils are form wound and taped, and are safe from mechanical
injury or breakdown.

The Armature is laminated and slot wound, which prevents its
heating.

The Commutator is of hard copper and sparkless.

The Brush Holders are of new design, and add greatly to the

efficiency of the machine.

The Brush Holder Yoke is adjustable ; an advantage in regulating

and operating.

The Bearings are of hard bronze, nicely fitted.

Only the Best Material is used in its construction ; the Dynamo

being finished in black enamel and furnished with grooved or flat

pulley as desired.

At Speed of 2200 it generates 6 amperes and 2 volts, an output of 18 watts.

37 MAIDEN LANE
SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., WHOLESALE AGENTS, NEW YORK



CHICAGO-THE GREAT CENTRAL MARKET

REDUCED FARES

The Great Central Market for
and Optical Goods

most market in America for the distribution

Diamonds, Jewelry and Optical Goods. The

place for you to buy your fall bills

Excursion Rates and Dates of the Chicago Commercial Association will be found on the opposite page

JOHN H. HARDIN, General Secretary, 9th Floor Oreat Northern Building, 77 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

We are members of the Chicago Commercial Association. Write us for additional particulars

during the months of JULY, AUOUS'T, SEPTEMBER and OCTOBER

to the Oreat Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

FALL MEETINGS, 19051 OF

THE CHICAGO COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION
•The following reduced railroad rates to Chicago are now in force for Merchants' Meetings

Western Passenger Association Territory—Rates of one and one-fifth for round trip on certificate plan have

been granted as follows
Dates of Meetings Dates of Sale

1st Meeting, July 19-26  July 15-22   

juiRyet1u9r—n ALuignulistt 1

2d Meeting, August 9-16  August 5-12   August 9-22

3d Meeting, August 23-30  Augusteptenthe19r -9   
September 6-19

-226 August

November

- 

1-14

23-September p t e m b e r 5

4th Meeting, September 6-13   
s

5th Meeting, November 1 8 . October 28-November 4  

Centeral Passenger Association Territory—Rates of one and one-third fare for round trip on certificate plan

have been granted as follows
Dates of Meetings Dates of Sale Return Limit

August 5-11  1st Meeting. August 9-16  
2d Meeting. August 23-30   

August 9-19
August 19-25  August 23-September 2

3d Meeting, September 6-13   September 2-8   September 6 16

4th Meeting, Noveinber 1-8   October 28-November 3   November 1-1 1

Illinois Central Territory Points South of Ohio River—C724m9e0ncing June 1st and continuing until Sep-

tember 3oth, a lcl bearing final return limit, of October 3 1 st, the following rates from basing points will obtain

Martin, Tenn 
$26  10Vicksburg, Miss.

Jackson, Term,   
Holly Springs, Miss.  

25  35 Baton Rouge, La. 33  00

n  Memphis, Ten 
Winona, Miss.
Greenville, Miss 26  10 New Orleans, La. 33  00
Jackson. Miss 25  35

The rates above are slightly in excess of one and one-third fare for round trip

Make our stores your headquarters when you come to town. We are at your service

OTTO YOUNG & COMPANY BENJ. ALLEN & COMPANY C. H. KNIGHTS & COMPANY STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY

F. A. HARDY & COMPANY NORRIS, ALISTER & CO. SPROEHNLE & COMPANY M. S. FLEISHMAN COMPANY

H. F. HAHN & COMPANY JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO. SWARTCHILD & CO. M. A. MEAD & COMPANY
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Tip Cup

Mr. Jeweler:

Umbrella Extension

Tip Cup, Extension and Tie Clasp made in Gold and Sterling Silver to match the Handle

Tie Clasp

See that the umbrellas you buy this fall have the new Braitsch Specialties, " Tip Cups," " Tie Clasps " and "Umbrella
Extensions," illustrated herewith. They are the latest and best accessories now on the market. If your umbrella makci
cannot supply you, write us. Our trade-mark, " W. J. B. & Co.," on all our goods.

W. J. BRAITSCH & CO., 396=8 Broadway, New YorkEstablished 1887

United States Smelting and Refining Works
L. ec M. VVOLL,STEIIN
Office: 16 John St., New York

Telephone, 5644 Cortlandt Works : 17 John St., New York

Sweep Smelters arid Assayers

Refiners of all kinds of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Waste
Manufacturers of Sterling Silver

Highest prices paid for Old Gold, Old Silver, Platinum ScrapsOre and Bullion Assays a specialty

Proprietor of Platina Melting Furnace and Gold and Platina
Filing Separating Process of greatest advantage to manufacturers
of Platina Jewelry

The Matchless
PoOet Cigar Lighter

.Il u. only perfected cigar lighter On the inarl:et

Made in Gun Metal, Aluminum, Brass, Silver Plate
Gold Plate and Solid Gold

Write for Prices

The Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Co.

Office and Salesroom

16 John St., New York, N. Y.

WEBSTER'S ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK
(Patented Dec. 3, 190;;)

GREAT
,i0/40.1■ A

%
drEwELitir
GtirA11°G-

- 1906 •

Showing jewelry pads

FP00, THE WIGWAM HE DEPARTED
LEADING WITH HIM LAUGHING WATER
HAND IN HAND 'THEW WENT TOGETHER

THROUGH TM WOODLAND AND TM MEACMW

HIAWATHA'S WOOING.

It Will Save You Time
and Trouble

No pins or binding wire necessary. Holdsspectacle frames, rimless bridges, hat pins, stickpins, cuff buttons, riligs, studs and MLLE y odd jobsof jewelry repairing.
This block is not an experiment, it, has been

sitccossitilly used 14 the past I wo years. 'When I
say that it will II. ylIIII• quicker 1111(1 licl1(.1.
than any other ailjustalile soldering device on the
111.11.1,1, I am telling nothing lint the truth. Don't

11€' llLII
self An. thirty days, and it' not found perfectlysatisfactory I will 1.0111'n your money.If your jobber does not have them will sendby mail upon receipt of price and 10 cents postage.
Price with Pads for Holding Spectacle

Frames  

$1.75Price complete with both the spectacleBlock as used for bridge work and Jewelry Pads  2.00
ARTHUR R. WEBSTER, Milford, N. H.

,-- -,,,c,i,„,
..„7„0,. ,) •.—

0
i •

I 00

°
e 0 — Ii

\ a , )c t
\ `f_`

.,
—_-,--_.

GA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cases

Made in 6 Different Grades -
,.

10 Ligne, II Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size n
n

,
From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, Adjusted to -

heat and cold, and 5 positions

ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS

PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL

YOU OF THEIR MERITS SEND FOR PRICE—LIST

ROBERT l SELLING f CROSS & BEGUELIN
AGENTS t_

NEW YORK 
j 

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

SOLD

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE

EDMOND E.
3 Maiden Lane,

NOVELTIES IN FANS
• suitablefor the Jewelry

.71 
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

YOU USE

0/K-A112-NOLTIrsIG &Co.)
-MAMMOTH WHOLESALE JEWELERS--S OF AM ERICA

Hand in hand we'll go together,
Leading you to success and prosperity.

Our 1906 Catalog will be ready for
distribution November 1, 1905

Meanwhile let us send you
our 1905 Catalogs

--Oskam-p Notting & Co., 413 Elm Street

Cincinnati, Ohio

QUIDA
unentIng Im
11 Pallet Jew
MURPHY. +Dv,

ORILL1A. CANAD

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and BollerPins, making a much stronger and cleaner job than
shellac. It is quite transparent, and will successfullyrepair Broken Cut Glass, China, etc. The same proper-
ties make It invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It will
fix a slack Watch Glass so that dirt cannot workthrough the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,clean eentent is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America
Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

OSTRICH FEATHER FANS
Mounted in Pearl or Tortoise Shell

Mountings. All prices

IGNAZ STRAUSS & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK
Factories at Vienna, Paris, Kobe,

New York

C. D. BA KIM, Pres. C. W. BAKER, Vice-l'res.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for

jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N..1.

120 Liberty St.
New York City

GOLD ALLOY

SHOT COPPER

WE MAKE

AMERICAN OIL, cFc SUPPLY CO.
23=27 Division Place, NEVVARK, N. J.

Importers of Hessian Sand Crucibles. Dealers in Everything for the Manufacturing Jeweler

GET ACQUAINTED WITH U. SEND FOR CA'TAL.00UE



Because of the Volume of Mims 
that we are enabled to sell goods on narrow margins, net cash.

It will pay you to get in touch with us. TRY n HERE.

We Carry in Stock all Styles of Lockets. Reduced Prices

No. 4301 No. 4300

Send for
Selection Shapes and Styles I

All Sizes,

 [of Crosses

Measure by
Lengths

No. 4299 No. 4302
$2  00

10 " " . .74   .60  

$13 143060(

 tis

10 K. solid gold, 85.25   $4.80
" " 2.40   1.80

i2 -year filled . . 1.3'3 1  20  
,1 

81

N. ini1 I. N,.. 1-9. 8 No. 5931
5955

No. 5941 Nos. 5958 and 5917

White Stone or Pearls. Roman, Gold Filled.
Set. in Silver, Roman 10 year. It. P.
gold sides and back. 1 in., 8 .40 $ .30

% in., 8 .75 ty, in., .50 .85
1% in., .90 17 hi., .70 .40
1% in., .99 2 in., .711 .50
2% in., 1.12 2!,:, in., .8'3 .60

3 i-,■., 1.00 .76

II

No. 5917

No. 5955
Heavy Solid Gold
Front and Back.
Warranted 25 yrs.
1% in., 8 .66
1% in. .83
2 Fn., .95
23. in., 1.06

No. 5917%

No. 5931
Plain or Engraved
Solid Gold Front.

lin., 8.85
11/ in., .66
2Y. In., .99
Solid Gold.
1% in., $1.35
2 in., 1.65

CUT OUT THIS PACE

for reference

We have a complete line of
all the latest styles of Hat
Pins, Solid Gold, Gold Filled,
Signets and Fancy Patterns
from i9c. to $1.85.

(Order a selection.)
No. 4051. 1 dozen, assorted as

shown, $1.35. Sterling Silver Tops,
No. 4051 warranted and stamped. (Average
Assort- price, iic.)
Merit Retail for 5oc. each

221n. 15 ill. 13 in. 12'152i/l1li0ent.11';211;i.:111
Solid Gold.

76:‹042/2r.:40000ST.C2/11-iMal222D- --C4,:g.r.-tar"-4ANo. 2607. $3.45 82.50 f.2.00 $1.06 .75

We carry all styles of BEADS

1 Ilustration shows small size No. 5 ; the
largest size No. 14.

Gold Filled, 10 year.
Solid Gold Staniped W. G. C. Hold-Plated

No. 5. $4.50 81.20 $ .60
No. 6. 4.85 1.30 .60
No. 7. 5.110 1.40 .60
No. 8. 6.00 1.50 .60
No. 9. 7.00 1.60 .75
No. 10., 7.50 1.70 .75
Graduate, t7.00 1.70 .75

PEARL BEADS
Fine Cream, extra luster, 14 in.

Size 8, 90c. Size 14, 00c.

Dark Azure Blue, Finest Quality

Size 6, 10, 14 or graduate, 90c.
Regular Blue Beads, No. 6 to 14, 85c.

We carry a stock of all styles

Amber Beads, Amethyst Beads
Black Beads, Coral Beads

■  1302.

' t :63• as • & " C. " la Ft. o. 2738.

Mr:WI .211307017WIMSWATSZWINK&WrZA/MM N. 0 • 2719.L No. 2733.

,-_A..e.r.orzr.aorcoarocascow-mw.ccrozezr.e...,z4v.zro N'. "23'

No. 9828

1.85 1.20 1.08 .65

5.00 3.50 3.00 1.06 .611

5.85 4.10 3.75 1.06 .75

5.10 3.75 2.70 1.85 1.65

2.50 1.70 1.30 1.06

We carry the largest line oi
Combs in Chicago

Shell, Amber and New Pearl Gray

No. 9828. Rose and Green Colored Gold (l'earl Gra3
Comb).

Back, $1.06. Side, per pair, $1.20.

No. 9811. 1/10 Filled Top.
Back, 99e. Sides, per pair, $1.80

No. 98111%. R. P., like cut.
Set of 3. Back and Sides, complete, $1.3

No. 9811% It. P., but square ends.
Set of 3. Back and Sides, complete, 75e.

We have the new back 2-prong fancy tops,
75c. to $1.12.

Regular back combs, fancy patterns, with
rose gold ornaments, 50c. to $1.20.
We only sell goods we can guarantee.

Calvin Clauer Company, 
WHOALENSDALSUEPJPLEIWEESLERS

151-153 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

NOTICE-If you know of anyone who is about to start into business, tell him of

CALVIN CLAUER CO., 151-153 Wabash Ave,, Chicago, Ill.,

Wholesale Jewelers and Supplies

•

RINGS RINGS RINGS RING 
Our Ring business this season has been simply immense

Why?

The designs are up to date

The finish is perfect

The stones are all selected

The Prices are right

They are Sellers

PURCHASE YOUR FALL STOCK OF RINGS NOW

Our salesmen will call or you can order from catalogue.
Our goods are all shipped direct from factory. They are fresh and clean and not shop-worn,

as is usually the case when selected from a salesman's sample trunk.
To our neighbors we extend a cordial invitation to call and inspect our office stock.
We assure you a hearty welcome and courteous treatment, whether you wish to buy or not.

M. J. AVERBECK, Manufacturer, Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

RINGS RINGS RINGS RINGS 

THE SECRET
Of your " SUCCESS " is largely due

to the " Character " and " Constancy" of your
REPAIR TRADE.

This, in turn, is governed by the kind of

MAINSPRINGS you use.
If you wish to enjoy this distinction, you cannot afford

ONE DOZEN

"GOLDEN: 
....o.P.1111.111111111111111111■11111111111.11111,1 ,11. .

\ MAINSPRINGS...)
FOR

ALL

A EMI CA
WAT C 1ES.

voixt*VVI xdaractratekVa,

to be without either our " GOLDEN" coiled or "RECOILING" Guaranteed.

The STANDARD for 20 years
"RECOILING " Guaranteed, $15.00 gross, $1.25 dozen.

L C R "GOLDEN" $12.00 gross, $1.00 dozen

H. S. MEISKEY COMPANY

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLI I )

Cs

,

, WATCHMAKERS' and JEWELERS' SUPPLIES

LANCASTER, PA.
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RHODE ISLAND RING CO., INC.

NO. 10 3 SABIN STREET

R. (9.,  July 1, 1905.

Mr. Jeweler:

This month we send. you a few more of our new

designs in Signets. These, and our Tiffany and

Wedding Rings carry our Twenty Years Guarantee and are

all made of Gold Shell, which we certify to be 14 K.

They imitate exactly Solid Gold, both in finish and

appearance, and stand the 14 K. test (stone and acid).

Yours truly,

c- €L c9pt_e-.

DOUBLE YOUR INCOME

and in many cases more than three times their

former salary, is the verdict of young men who

have availed themselves of an opportunity to

take a course in the Horological Depart=

ment, Bradley Polytechnic Institute,

Peoria, Illinois.

It does not cost much to find out about

these things. You have been thinking of in-

vestigating something of this kind fur years,

perhaps, why not send a postal to Horo=

logical, Peoria, 111., and learn all about it.

It is a fact not generally known that one-

half the students entering this school have had

previous experience more or less, and wish to

improve their condition as a workman, and at

the same time swell their bank account.

IT WILL DO IT

Green's Electric Automatic Demagnetizer'
(Patent applied for)

ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT

A perfect instrument " Simple—Quick--Sure"

Actual time to demagnetize a watch with this instrument 3 seconds.
demagnetized in 36 seconds, which pays cost of machine.

1 2 watches

any, with flexible cord, socket, etc. Price, 
$12 00 Net•

Complete in Polished Solid Mahog-

"FULL INSTRUCTIONS ACCOMPANY EACH INSTRUMENT"

I me of the greatest necessities of a \watch-maker's outfit at the present time is a thoroughly fel
I lentagnet i -ter. t:very jeweler appreciates this necessity, becati,...i.thietuatty watches which daily bec,,,,
magnetized by close contact with Electrical Machinery, Street I 'al 310t0r$, 1)ynalillni, In' Other 1'1(1'1

luad lif li■:ravr't;::1 .A  containing iron or steel will bovonie magnetize(' if plated in or near zt magnetic field,
which magneti,Iti may be taken trout Ityitannts, Electro or l'ermattent .Ittgitels. When the
iitiiIt magnetized is hardened to any tieglve it II ill 11.taill a certain amount of magnetic flux, I hereMre
ow parts of a \yawl' tvhich are made ,teel I t inagnci, I tu ing to the delicate
Mainsprings mid Hairsprings being allbcted the watch on being magnetized become., Il l a lin,
ii,.eper, :old the only 1111,111S II, destroy the III:4411H t11111 II) WI ■1;11111;11.11
MI,' mote, is to tlemagnetize the movement Il\ 1.111plooyili ,g I Ile alternating current in doing,

In the majority et' eit it, anti itornitt, Iii i.eet current only is used for lighting and IlllI\PI ptirpo.c.; it is
I! erefore necessary I 1111 this into LtItertiating current to the proper degree of strength to II P1 natty

l'lii 11(11 hhhIlhhhIhIt 1' Itemagnetizer i llaced on lite market to supply a long-felt wain it, ttii direc-
bin, and is without doubt the most usettil article of it, 1:itnt Ill 1. it 111,1 1111 I tilri a., if shier, sm„si
direct-current into alternating=current, giving absolutely perfect pulsations, I ;
III III alternating-current eirettit with the -hi hill

111.1. 1111 W11COIS. pulleys, ■viring attachments or mechanic:II parts to get out of order tin this
machine, awl in this also it is entirely ililliTent to all I ,111,.r deinagtictizers wart:rt.

The 41,ign I neat, ,,,nlpart. al I rael i re and twilainental. It i, made or Solid Polished Mahogany,
with iliekel triuttoitta, it,-title and ton. Ilie drum ettvert,1 iii iijjit leather and Hurd in,idt, NV 1111 Waler-
ight kat \ II parts. 11111 11 ex terbor and interim., are libub• rnall lhP,.I material ”laainable. 1111, (1111-

rIcI• lions perinailentl■ wade and s■Ilderi•li. I Ile wiring arranged by Irldeli a short circuit
is tiot possible, and totter init.tritult troultle, are avoided. It may lie liscd lin any standard lighting
circuit by simply removing lamp from electric light socket and placing ii in the sucliet on the tip 01.
ili-IlIhhuhlhhl ; then attach the !plug in!, the suel:rt Ill Iii hi hielt the lamp has been taken.

t\iIli ordinary usage and reasonable care thi, in,tritment will last indefinitely. II neither direct.
nor alternating current is availahle. we can supply wound instrument complete with dry
I it tory which will produce stone results.

\VIlolesale trady :;unplied by

41111011.

-H

AUTOMATIC •

"" I/MAGNETIZER
LICROTINEMALCICURONT

611.11100MM

W. GREEN 0 CO., o Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A.
HAMMEL, RIGLANDER 0 CO., 47 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A.
HENRY ZIMMERN 0 CO., 77 John Street, New York, U.S.A.
SUSSFELD, LORSCH 0 CO., 37 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A.
SPECIAL NOTE.—Order Demagnetizer from your jobber, but if for any reason they cannot or do not

will give your order and correspondence prompt attention. Yours truly,
1•1111••111■1, 

Q.

N1.

care to obtain it for you, write to us direct and
W. GREEN & CO.

Importers and Jobbers

Watchmakers' Tools and
Materials, Jewelers' Supplies
and Findings, Paper and
Plush Boxes

()Been

C. M. Co.
City Material Company

BUFFALO, NY.

C.

American Agents

Genuine
NEUCHATEL Mainsprings

$1.00 per Dozen

None Better

C(1.

. . ...... v .
17TH ST_TCC'ESSFT I.: A It

Zhe Jewelers' Achool of (Engraving
ic.sweanassmaa 18t4o ..SuitQ 1104 1-leywort1-1 Building, CHICAGO

nrekrA.un 0. if..A.ND7,111, I 'Itormr.rrort AND ( Irlo -INSTIL"( TUTC)1(

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL
OF ITS KIND

BEST AND ORIGINAL
SYSTEM

SEND FOR HANDSOME
NEW CATALOG

iiaia lElook. of N1(lotitIgit-utim.4

and Lettering . . . . 75 cents

Spoon Liovvi Eli-Bart:wing

Names, 82.00 up. Buildings, 84.50 up

Artistic Ailortogrum.s . 15 cents up

HOROLOGY HALL

The Largest Building in the World Devoted Exclusively to a School of This Kind

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder of the

Jewelers' School of Engraving

CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED

RIC:HARE. 0, KANIDI.JHR

Studio: 1104, 42 Madison St.

•
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STERLING SILVER 9254000

" POPPY " PATTERN, No. 1287
Mirror, 1034 inches in length

" COLONIAL," No. 1818
Mirror, 10% Inches in length

" ORIENTAL," No. 1001
Mirror, 10 Inches In length

ee The Winners for the Fall of 1905"
Just a few of our new patterns. Do not fail to see our line. The most

complete line of sterling silver goods shown by any one house

MANUFACTURERS

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
( Newark, N. J.

Factories 
Philadelphia, Pa.

Prosperity Without Parallel
Reigns in the United States

And in prosperous times the Jeweler, more than any other merchant,
gets the full benefit

See to it that your.stock is full and well selected, and the only way to do this is
to buy your goods from the house that has the goods. We occupy a unique position
in the jewelry trade. We are not only Manufacturers on a large scale of
Fine Diamond Mountings, Emblem Goods and Gold Jewelry of every

- description, hut are also Manufacturers of Sterling Silver Goods, includ-
ing Sterling Silver Jewelry, Toilet Ware and Novelties ; besides, we are
agents for the Elgin, Waltham, Howard, New York Standard and United
States Watch Movements, Keystone, Crescent and Philadelphia Watch

I Case Companies Cases, in Gold, Silver and Filled, and distributing/ agents for
the New England Watch Co. ; besides, we are Importers of Diamonds and other
Precious and Semi-Precious Stones, and we carry, without doubt, the largest and most
complete stock of Diamond Jewelry, Gold and Plated Jewelry of every description,

I Silver-Plated Ware, and have the most complete Watch Material and Tool
Department in the country. Our separate departments are in charge of experienced
men, so that your orders are filled promptly and carefully.

The only Jobbing House in the United States
running 2 factories, and where you can get everything

gir Write to us for our Special Bargain Sheets and for information regarding our
Special Order Work and Repair Department.

S.

MANUFACTURERS

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
( Newark, N. J.

Factories
Philadelphia. Pa.



Every Customer Advertises You
If You Tie Your Parcels With

No. 2145. Rose Bush

No. 2143. Rose Bush, 24
Inches high, 3 roses and
3 buds, each, $1.00;
dozen, $11.40.

Reis' Actverti.sing Tape
It is strongly woven and finished like silk ; made in many

bright color shades and different widths-from 1-16 to Yt inch.

Saves time in packing, because it sets flat and snug around the

parcel and neither slips nor breaks in tying. The tape carries

your name and address plainly printed from four to ten times

every yard-providing a novel way of making EVERY CUS-

TOMER ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS. Hundreds of

successful jewelers use it.

Costs but a trifle more than string ; infinitely better.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

No. 274v.
No. 2750.

No. 2206:

.. 2208.

N 2209.

No. 2745. Palm Plan ts
inches

Leaves Iligh I.aell Dozen

Plants 5 36 $ .40 $3.20
7 36 .50 5.40

" 10 45 1.00 9.00

Palm Tree, Potted
Palm Tree, S feet high, 15 leaves.

Each, $3.110
Palm Tree, 12 feet high, 18 leaves.

Each, I :,11
Palm Tree, 14 feet high, 24 leaves.

F.a..11, 3 :do

G. REIS 0 BRO. 461-A%
Department K

640 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

The Improved "Ever Ready" Plato Clock
Guaranteed to be mechanically perfect and to keep accurate time

Make a most attractive
window display

" Watch the Tim,'

NO HANDS
NO DIAL

Wound, set and regu-
lated like any clock

EVER READY 
"PLATinp"

LATEST IMPROVED 
CLOCK

ACCURATE TIME 
GUARANTEED

No. I No. 2 No. 3
$6.00 $6.50 $7.00

No. 4
$8.00

Upper plates represent
the hour

Lower plates, the
minutes

An appropriate

HOLIDAY

BIRTHDAY or

WEDDING GIFT

This elegant display case given free with order for eight clocks, two of each design

ORDER NOW TO INSURE HOLIDAY DELIVERIES

For trade discount apply to your jobber or

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg. Co., 304 Hudson St., New York City

VINES

Chrysanthemum Sprays

(cm repre,ono, 1 

No. 2530.k. .1111. 12 1111 111, long. I 1105., $1.00
NNNNui.... 2222 .,5515.1 1122:1:77, 51 

" II 2.40"
1, " " " " 6.00
27 " " " " 12.00

The Chrysanthemum-Me flower selected
foI Ill 1to, liew---give, a 1,11■1.1i .Ir aristocracy
and elegance, ,peeially in displaying jewelry.

1Vhite and yellow are the most favored.

No. 2533. Rose Sprays
No. 25:12. Dozen roses, $1.50
No. 2533. " " 1.80
No 2134. " " 3.00

A of limn-colored grape, maple, oak or holly vines.
Per dozen yards, 75c.

z1 per dozen yards, 5oe.
I 2 ;oat IS Vines, 4 flowers, 12 lea ll per dozen yards,

I y Vines, 18 leaves ; per 1 ■ a rds, 80c.

Do not fail to ask for our new
Catalogue 1905, No. 20, just

from press. Free for the asking

No. 2975B. Fall Grapevine Garland. (Cut representing two yards)
No. '.=:,7513. 12 extra line, large, Miley, :int mull colored grape leaves, as red, brown and green

leaves, mixed in each yard ; per dozen yards, 75e.

Send for Catalogue No. 2, of 1905, just from press

Frank Netschert C
34 Bctr4.:.1.Ety NEVV VOI2K1

No. 2707

Folding Ciarland

\ III1111111 colors, as yellow,
II. I I osvd in a pack-

, \ .2 1111 III. upened, it
reel. fol. 300. ; per

,i.,zojk I :111:111,1,,

FLAG PINS
ARE YOU SELLING FL,A0 PINS?

Many a jeweler is getting ready to make some extra money selling Bastian's Flag Pins.
Are you going to let the opportunity go by?

Flag Pins, as illustrated, in Sterling Silver; $1.88 a dozen.
We have dies on hand for a great many school pins.
Write us, and if we have the die you wish in stock, you can order in any quantity. We will

make a special die for any School if the order amounts to $5.00 net. These pins are rapid sellers at
25 cents each and you have our guarantee of satisfaction.

We create a demand for Bastian's Flag and Class Pins by extensive magazine advertising.
We also make to order Badges, Medals and Buttons in Gold, Silver, Bronze or Ribbon. Special
designs and estimates free of charge. Send for our new catalog-it's free.
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RICHLY IMPORTANT
INTELLIGENCE

(FROM THE

CITY OF MEXICO
By Special and Extraordinar

Overland Express

From New Orleans to Bal

and thence

TELEGRAPH

The Confirmation of

brought by th

Osceola to Pens

t3th the American
troops took Che-
pultepee and the
Citadel and went
into the city that
night. General
Bravo w killed
and rite
Ann
ed
ha

done one hun-
dredth part of the
injury it had a
right to do and
which European
armies have done
under similar cir-
cumstances. We

not see that

its way through
the fields and Fort
of Contreras. San
Antonio, Churu-
bosco, Molino del
Rey, Chepuitepee
and the gates of
San Gastea and
Taeubaya to the

leo.

TERRIBLE AND BLOODY CON;

TREMENDOUS LOSS OF LIFE

THE FLIGHT OF SANTA ANNA 11
GUADALOUPE

GEN. SCOTT'S ORDERS TO THE ARMY

THE intelligence
-4 received by
the special over-
land express last
evening is of the
greatest import
ance. We give it
in these columns
to the exclusion
of other matter of
less consequence.
The public will
read these tele-
graphic details
and also those re-
c eiv ed by the
mails, which we
annex, with the
most intense in.
terest.
Our thanks are

due to the tele-
graphic operators
for their atten-
tion.
"Telegraphic
Despatch—No. x

Origaba,
Sept. 59, 1847.

I have the honor
to inform you that
anexpressarrived
here this evening
from Mexico
which brings in-
tel I igenc e that
General Scott was
in the City of Met-
imp. That on the

FILIBUSTERING!

EXCITEMENT

IN CUBA!
, SHIPS WATCHED,

TI-IE LEADING NEWSPAPER
uf New England, the

SPRINGFIELD REPUBLICAN
edited by Samuel Bowles, says :

A novelty in advertising is the " Silver

Standard," published by the Meriden

Britannia Co. One side advertises the
company's goods ; the other has every
appearance of being a remarkably enter-

prising illustrated journal for August,

1847, giving accounts of events which

took place at that time, including the

issue of the first American postage stamps,

the drafting of a new treaty with New

Granada, giving the rights of the United

States on the Isthmus of Panama, and a

movement for the settlement with the

heirs of Paul Jones.

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Optical Trades. The purpose and policy of this

journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of

all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements

that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.
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who have not seen this " remark-

ably enterprising illustrated jour-

nal ' should write the publishers

at Meriden, Conn.
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SCOTT'S ARMY ENTERING THE CITY OF MEXICO.

Drawn by our artist from telegraphic descriptions.

once of everybody
and everything up
to the moment of
departure. Four.
teen young men
of good con-
needons were ar.
rested and thrown
Into prison on
Friday, on sus-
picion of being
connected with
the revolutionary
party.
By letters from

Havana, we are
apprised c f the
most cruel treat-
ment of all per-
sons suspected of
liberalism. The
chatn gang is full
of young men who
have dared to
breathe of hope
for liberty, and a
large number of
young women,
particularly front
the inland towns,
are confined in the
city prison, . be.
cause of singing
some air wedded
to republican
verse!

NEWS FROM

THE

GOLD FIELDS.
Gold dust was

selling at San
Francisco on the
3rd ult., at $17 per
ounce, with the
freight, insurance
of 5 per cent., ex-
pense, making a
loss of 2 per cent.
on remittances.
Col. Fremont

hascompleted and.
confirmed the sale
of his Mariposa
tract of gold land
In. California to a
London company
for one million of
dollars.
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THE November number of this journal

will be .our annual Holiday Number,

with the customary extra attractiveness of

cover and contents. We anticipate, indeed,

that the forthcoming number will be the

most magnificent and valuable which we

have ever issued—an impressive reflex of

current conditions, in that it will symbolize in

external richness and internal worth the

flood-tide of prosperity which the country

and the trade are now enjoying. The special

cover design will be an accurate reproduction

in colors of an exquisite oil painting executed

to our order by an eminent artist, and beau-

tifully symbolic of the jewelry trade in its

most refined and poetic aspects. The con-

tents will be enriched by many special features

of seasonable interest to the trade, and an

unusual wealth of high-grade illustration.

In view of the extra value and beauty

of this issue, we would suggest that all whose

subscriptions expire this month renew at

once, so as not to miss this unique Holiday

Number.

than the jeweler can afford. In the serial

the subject will be treated from the one stand-

point of practical value to the jeweler, who

will thus acquire the knowledge that serves

him with a minimum expenditure of time

and study. An installment of the serial will

appear in each issue till concluded.

New Serial " Electricity for Jewelers"

IE LECTRICITY is now used for such an

infinite variety of purposes, that a

knowledge of its properties and utilities is a

recognized part of a modern liberal educa-

tion. For the mechanic of the time, how-

ever, this knowledge is a necessity rather

than a mere accomplishment, and for the

jeweler in particular, the time has come when

a practical acquaintance with the working of

the mysterious fluid will have much to do

with the successful practice of his craft.

Already there are on the market myriad

electric machines for facilitating the work of

the jeweler and optician, and the number is

being increased almost daily. In view of

this, our readers will be gratified to know

that we are beginning in this issue the publi-

cation of a serial aptly entitled " Electricity

for Jewelers." The various books on elec-

tricity, which treat the subject in an academic

and general way, call for more time for study

Growing Audacity of Jewelry Thieves

IN view of the growing audacity of the

thieves and swindlers who make jewelers

and jewelry stores their special prey, it is

opportune at this time to impress upon the

trade the necessity of extra watchfulness

against this mischievous and resourceful

fraternity. Last month a new record was

made by the Eastern operators, when a num-

ber of robberies were committed within the

well-watched Maiden Lane district. A "dead

line " was supposed to exist around this dis-

trict which no robber could cross with impu-

nity, but the bolder spirits have shown their

contempt for this circle by several successful

robberies at its very center. In one case a

piece was cut out of the show window and seve-

ral hundred dollars' worth of goods extracted

under the very nose, so to speak, of watch-

men and police. In another case, the bur-

glars simply opened the front door with a

key, .locked it behind them and went about

their work in a leisurely fashion, operating

by the aid of the electric light on the corner.

They passed everything that was bulky and

decided that silver knives and forks would

do. They emptied a score of boxes of knives

and forks, and when they had enough to load

a dress-suit case they departed and locked

the door behind them. That this should

happen within the well-watched precincts of

Maiden Lane, should be a sufficient warning

to the trade in less-guarded localities.

T N justice to the burglars, thieves and

window-smashing desperadoes, we are

compelled to say that the majority of the

thefts in jewelry stores are made possible by

the almost incredible guilelessness of the

storekeeper and culpable laxity in the pro-
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tection of his stock. One country jeweler
recently left several hundred dollars' worth
of goods in his window over night to find
them gone next morning, and the Maiden
Lane jeweler did likewise. He " intended
to remove them later," of course, but the
burglar was more prompt and attended to
business in the interval. Almost daily we
hear of jewelers being victimized by plausible
swindlers, from whom they very considerately
accept bogus checks in payment for goods,
not infrequently giving a considerable amount
in change. This is a most inexplicable mani-
festation of mercantile imbecility. Need we
repeat that jewelers should never neglect to
put their goods, or the most valuable part of
them, in the safe before leaving the store,
and they should never countenance payment
by check except in case of such customers
as are personally known to them.

In view of recent happenings, we must
also warn our readers to be extra watchful of
strangers who examine such goods as dia-
monds, rings, etc., lest they be made victims
of the substitution game as has happened
very frequently in recent months. There is,
indeed, little excuse for being swindled by
such tricks as this. Ordinary care, a judicious
suspicion of strangers, and a fixed rule never
to allow your attention to be diverted from
the customer or the goods in the course of
the examination, will generally give sufficient
security.

A Novel Method of Advertising

TIIE strenuousness of modern business
competition, and the sometimes ridicu-

lous extremes to which the modern adver-
tising man will go, found a unique illustration
in a recent happening in Brooklyn. It is a
peculiarity of many business streets that one
side of the thoroughfare is patronized much
more by pedestrians than the other side, and
very often a store on one side is, for this
reason, much more valuable than a store on
the other. A portion of Fulton Street,
Brooklyn, is one of the thoroughfares which
have this peculiarity, and the merchants of
the dull side started a co-operative movement
to attract the passing crowds to their side.
An advertisement appeared in the local
papers on the morning of September 18th
announcing that every morning of the week,
between 9 and ro o'clock, a man would start
walking up and down the " bargain side " of
Fulton Street, as the merchants interested
have dubbed their location, and would con-
tinue to do so until between 4 and 5 P. M.
The man, it was announced, would carry a
pocket full of silver dollars, and at every
half hour and quarter hour, to the moment,
figured from the time he started, he would
turn around sharply and present one of the

silver dollars to the person he found directly
behind him—man, woman or girl. No money
was to be given to boys.

All that the recipient of the money was
required to do in return for the money was
to give his or her address, so that the " bar-
gain man," as the representative of the firms
was called, might be enabled to prove that
he had actually given away the money. In
the windows of the five leading stores was
displayed each day a list of the names and
addresses of those who received the dollars
distributed for the previous day. .

This novel method of advertising is
chiefly remarkable for its spectacular charac-
ter. As a means of spreading the fame of
the so-called bargain side of the street it
may have been temporarily successful, but it
is not the kind of advertising which would
have the endorsement of business ethics or
indeed of common sense. A preferable way
and the only permanently effective one to
enliven and popularize the dull side of the
street is by new store fronts, more attractive
windows, better light and thoroughly pro-
gressive business-doing.

The Patent Office a Paying Institution

TT is but natural to suppose that the rapid
industrial development in this country

should stimulate unusual activity in the field
of invention, and the recently published re-
port of the Commissioner of Patents shows
that such is the case. We learn from this
interesting report that the twelve months
ended June 3oth last were the banner year in
the history of the United States Post Office.
The report states :

There were received in the last fiscal year
52,323 applications for mechanical patents, 749 ap-
plications for designs, 174 applications for reissues,
1846 caveats, 11,298 applications for trade-marks,
1236 applications for labels and 448 applications for
prints. There were 30,266 patents granted, in-
cluding reissues and designs, and 1426 trademarks,
1028 labels and 345 prints were registered. The
number of patents that expired was 19,567. The
number of allowed applications which were by
operation of law forfeited for non-payment of the
final fees was 5154.

It is a gratifying fact, and an excep-
tional one in government departments, that
the Patent Office not only pays its way, but
makes a very substantial profit. The report
for the past fiscal year states : " The total
receipts of the office were $1,737,334; the
total expenditures, $1,472,467, and the sur-
plus of receipts over expenditures, being the
amount turned into the Treasury, was $264,-
667." As there is no greater benefactor of
his country than the inventor, and as the
compulsory precaution of patenting should be
facilitated and cheapened as much as possible,
it is but natural to expect that the surplus
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income of the Patent Office should be used
for the purposes of the office and not diverted
to general treasury needs. As a rule, inven-
tors are not overburdened with individual
wealth, and the extra amount paid in by
them, if used in perfecting the equipment of
the office, would, at least indirectly, revert
to its worthy source.

Floating Exposition of American
Manufactures

OF all the plans devised for the extension
of American trade in foreign countries

the most novel and, let us hope, the most
effective, is the floating exposition organized
by the Export Shipping Company of New
York City. Arrangements have been com-
pleted for chartering a 500-foot, 8000 tons
register, trans-Atlantic steamer, for a fifteen-
months' trip around the world.

The voyage of the American invasion,
or the American Floating Exposition as it
has been named, is to begin with the year
1906, and the itinerary includes stops at the
principal ports of Great Britain, Russia,
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany, Hol-
land, Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal, Italy,
Austria, Greece, Turkey, Bulgaria, Egypt,
India, China, Japan, Australia, New Zeal-
and, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Uruguay, Brazil,
the Northern South American countries,
Central America and the West Indies, making
a sea voyage of about 6o,000 miles.

THE ship is to be equipped with three
decks for the purpose of displaying

samples of what the United States has to sell
to her neighbors, and the space available for
the purpose is about 30,000 square feet.

On the first or shelter deck will be shown
samples of industrial art and novelties of all
kinds, such as small tools, hardware and
articles of small bulk. The second or upper
decks will be devoted to agricultural imple-
ments, vehicles, musical instruments and other
bulky articles, while the third deck will
contain machinery and heavy articles. On
this deck both steam and electric power will
be developed and supplied to the exhibitors
throughout the vessel so an actual working
sample of machine demonstrating its uses
can be shown.

The saloon deck will contain dining
rooms, smoking rooms, library and school

room, and the promenade deck has cabin
capacity for the two hundred representatives
who will accompany the exhibit for the pur-
pose of exploiting the goods on exhibition.

The enterprise is to be managed entirely
in the interests of the exhibitors, who share
the expense on a most economical scale.
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The Flood-Tide of Prosperity

THE period of prediction is now over

and the country stands face to face with

the greatest opportunity in its history. The

crops are no longer at the mercy of the fickle

elements or destructive insects, and their

volume runs into figures that would stagger

belief if prediction had not made them so

familiar Once again corn is king, the total

yield being placed at 2,625,000,000 bushels,

which surpasses all previous records. The

whcat crop falls but a little short of the
largest previous yield, with an estimated

total of 685,000,000 bushels. This year's

grain crop, as estimated on gov-

ernment data, compared with the
ascertained harvests of 1903 and

1904, is as follows:
1905. 1904. 1903

Bushels. Bushels. Bushels.

Corn°. 2,625,000,000 2,407,000,000 2,224,000,000
Wheat 685,000,000 552,000,000 638,000,000
Oats 899,000,000 894,000,000 784,000,000
Rye . 27,000,000 27,000,000 29,000,000
Barley 130,000,000 139,000,000 132,000,000

Totals 4,366,000,000 4,079,000,000 3,827,000,00

TO convey some idea of the
immense volume of these

crops, many ingenious calculations
have been made. One statistician
has figured that to transport this
grain crop it would take 1,500,000
cars, which divided into trains
of fifty cars each would require
37,500 locomotives. These trains
would extend a distance of 12,286
miles, and would occupy four
tracks, extending from New York
to San Francisco. To hold the
corn crop alone, it is estimated,
would require trains 21,000 miles
in length. It is little wonder that
the railroads have placed orders
amounting to millions of dollars
for new equipment in locomotives,
cars and improved roadway. The Pennsyl-
vania Railroad alone has ordered no less
than 16,000 new freight cars for delivery
early next year, at an approximate cost of
about P6,000,000, and other railroads,
especially the Western roads, are said to be
doing even more in proportion.
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minor farm produce in hay, vegetables, fruit,
poultry and animals. There are also cotton,
tobacco, sugar cane, rice, ,hops and other
articles to swell the grand total of wealth for
the farmers.

QUITE naturally these immense crops
have infused life into every branch of

business. R. G. Dun & Co.'s latest weekly
review says : " Current trade shows a dis-
tinct gain in comparison with the same time
last year ; crop reports are reassuring and
evidences of continued activity are noted in
almost every department of industry. A
wholesome growth, without the threatening

1627

August aggregate of bank clearings for the
United States reached the stupendous figure
of $30,838,989,760. This amount was never
approached by any previous August total,
and the reports from the first weeks in
September indicate a similar rate of increase
for the present month. For the week ending
September 21st, the bank clearings were
$2,514,652,749, which is 17 per cent. in
excess of the clearings for the same week of
last year.

Nearly every month of 1905 has shown
an increase over the corresponding period of
last year, and the total figures for the ninety

clearing-house cities of the United
States,from January 1st to the end
of August, were $92,298,470,000,
against a total of $66,785,409,243,
for the corresponding period of
1904. Business failures, too, indi-
cate the gradual strengthening of
the mercantile situation. The num-
ber of failures for the week ended
September 21st was 173, com-
pared with 203 for the same week
of last year.

All this is indicative of a record-
breaking holiday business for the
trade at large and suggests the
wisdom of early and liberal pur-
chasing. In view of the unusual
demand, late-comers may find
jobbers' stocks so picked and
depleted that there may be de-
lay in filling orders. Such an
exigency would be unpleasant for
the jobber who is desirous for
policy as well as for profit sake to
please every customer, while the
retailer would only have himself
to blame for the loss he would sus-
tain through lack of the goods.
Under present conditions the

danger of over-buying is reduced to a mini-
mum, and it is wise to be on the safe side.

407:

FROM HARPER•5 WEEKLY

BUT it is when converted into dollars
that the billions of bushels impress us

most forcibly. We would then have $1,312,-
500,000 for the corn crop at 5o cents a
bushel; $548,000,000 for the wheat crop at
8o cents a bushel; $233,740,000 for oats at
26 cents a bushel; $16,200,000 for rye at 6o
cents a bushel, and $65,000,000 for barley at
50 cents a bushel, making a grand total of
$2, 1 75,440,000.

This divided among the entire popula-
tion of the country would make a snug sum,
and yet it does not include the values of the

4,

COPV1114HTEO, 1901, By HARPER A BROTHERS

Uncle Sam and his Best Girls

danger of reckless inflation of prices, is a

commercial condition greatly to be desired,

and these elements are recorded in the ma-

jority of dispatches." Brads/reel's informs

us that " the tenor of jobbing trade and

industrial advices is more unanimously

favorable than at any preceding period this

year," and that the industrial activity is

unprecedented. " Collections are unusually

good, money is easy and railway tonnage

very heavy. Labor is well employed, and

additional reports of a scarcity of help come

from widely-separated points." Similar re-

ports come from all other sources. The

iron industry, that great barometer of trade,

is having an unprecedented demand, and the

production will be the greatest ever recorded.

ANK clearings, which are a pretty accu-

rate measure of mercantile activity, tell

the same story of unusual prosperity. The

Patenting Articles in Japan

TT is an interesting fact that the result of
the Russian-Japanese war has introduced

a new factor in the matter of patents. The

attention of America and the European

countries has been officially directed to the

importance of patenting their inventions in

Japan. It is pointed out that Europeans

generally are not fully alive to the importance

of patenting their inventions in Japan, one

reason being that most of their inventions

have not as yet much to do with the trade of

the far East. But inventors are warned that

if they still continue indifferent and omit to

patent their future inventions in Japan, they

will be necessarily deprived in the near future

of the privileges of Japanese patent law.
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THE GORHAM

TO THE JEWELRY TRADE

(if The Gorham Mfg. Company beg to announce that
they have moved to the New Gorham Building

at Fifth Avenue and Thirty-sixth Street, New York.

g Advantage is taken of this opportunity to im-

press upon their friends in particular, and the

trade in general, their earnest desire that the New

Building may be regarded as the headquarters of

jewelers who may visit New York.

qi Special accommodations have been reserved for

them and every facility is tendered to further

the transaction of their business, not only with our-

selves but, by appointment, with other houses.

Here their letters may be addressed and here

business appointments made.

GORHAM M'F'G CO.
Silversmiths and Goldsmiths

...c2-

._.,.,
„v (6) Fi fth Avenue and 36th Street, New York

BRANCHES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LONDON

137 Wabash Ave. 23 Maiden Lane 120 Sutter St. Ely Place

WORKS : Providence and New York
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The Making of the Clerk or Salesman

A Word to Employers

IT is too frequently the practice to let theclerk make himself. If he is ambitious,

and possesses unusual natural ability, such a

course is probably best for the clerk, as it
affords opportunity for the exercise of his

own initiative ; but if he is of the quality of

the majority he needs guidance, so that he
will subsequently not have to confess, with
Topsy, that he " just growed up." He needs

the guidance for his own good ; but he likewise
needs the guidance for his employer's good.

Yet few clerks and salesmen get real
guidance, instruction, coaching, business edu-

cation, from the employer, but must acquire
knowledge entirely from observation and
imitation. Such indifference or shortsighted-
ness on the part of the employer is wasteful of

the opportunities which are at hand for increas-

Mg the efficiency of his force and thus imme-
diately promoting the welfare of his business.

You are quite willing to spend time on

the preparation of your advertising matter,

but grudge the time given to showing the
salesman why and how ; yet your advertise-

ment speaks at long range while the salesman
must speak at close range ; and effectively,
if the advertisement is to show returns in
profits. The subsequent personal contact
must make the advertisement pay, else the
advertisement is wasted ; yet many employers
ignore that close attention to the schooling of
the hands which insures the efficiency of the
selling-end, after the publicity-end has brought
the people to the store.

" Business " schools are all right, within
their limitations, but they cannot supply
just what you want for your store ; for
they cannot furnish that particular quality of
personality which is in yourself and which
should be reflected in some degree from those
you employ. The ready-made clerk or sales-
man is not the best for you ; your make will
pay you best.

It takes time and trouble to " make " a
clerk ; but everything worth while takes
time and trouble. If you employed fifty or
live hundred hands, individual instruction
would be too great an undertaking ; but the
average jeweler employs from one to five.
It should not be felt impossible to take a
single clerk in hand, day by day, for a brief
schooling ; to show the differences in qualities
of goods, the why and wherefore of your
preferences, the manner of meeting objections
and answering inquiries ; to explain your

theories of salesmanship, and illustrate them ;
to quiz the clerk on how he would do in
such-and-such cases, and then improve his
ideas ; to encourage him to make suggestions
for the improvement of the service ; to act
as his " guide, philosopher and friend."
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The result of such effort on your part to
" make " the clerk would be to add immedi-
ately and considerably to his value to you ;
and thus simply as an investment you would be
the gainer for the time spent upon his improve-
ment. Indeed it is most surprising that
while merchants will haggle for the ultimate
last penny in buying, or will be parsimonious
in their store economies,so many of them seem
to overlook the gains which would come to
them by increasing the efficiency of their sales-
men through careful and systematic teaching.
From the view-point of selfish self-interest, •
the employer should " make " his clerk.

And from another quarter comes the
same call upon him. The employer of from
one to five clerks is charged with certain
moral responsibilities to them. He is a
trustee for their development while in his
employ. The old man of eighty who planted
a young fruit tree recognized his obligations
to the future. The employer has no defence
on the ground that " his efficient clerks gen-
erally leave him when they know all he can
teach." If they do, theirs is the responsi-
bility ; he must assume, instead, that they
will "act squarely." Without attempting
to divine the future, he must act up to his
full duties in the present ; and his duty is
clearly to do the best possible for those under
him, in the way of counsel and instruction.
And while they get, he will surely gain.

Transforming " Dull Monday"

THE merchants' associations throughout
the country, which are now so popular,

are proving their usefulness in a great variety

of ways. For instance, Saturday, in most

towns and small cities, is usually a very busy

day, while on Monday business is correspond-

ingly dull. This was the case in Knoxville,

Tenn., and the local association decided to

adopt some measure whereby trading on the

two days might be more equally divided.

Accordingly they agreed to boom Monday as

a bargain day and each one advertised a

goodly list of bargains. The newspapers

lent their aid to the movement by devoting

considerable space to the plan and explaining

its advantages.
The result, as reported in the Merchant's

Record, was highly satisfactory. The corn-

bined announcements of the merchants

brought out a great crowd of shoppers and,

while Saturday' s business did not suffer to

any great extent, Monday's trading was be-

yond all precedent. The merchants are so

well pleased with the idea that " Bargain

Monday " will be a regular event in Knoxville,

and no doubt similar action will be taken by

the local merchants' associations in other towns

and cities. To transform " dull Monday"

into a busy business day is well worth while.
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' Improvements in Modern Store
Construction

IT was our privilege a few days ago to
examine with some particularity the mag-

nificent new store now being erected by that
world-famed master of merchandising, John
Wanamaker. One of the things of interest
to the trade which particularly arrested our
attention in this new structure was the close-
ness of the window floors to the level of the
sidewalk. The distance between the window
and the ground does not seem to be more
than six or eight inches, and this, we were
told, is in accordance with the very latest
ideas in show-window construction. As six
inches seemed to us to be the limit which
good judgment would suggest, we were sur-
prised to learn that a large shoe manufacturer,
who has some forty stores in as many different
cities, recently gave instructions to have the
sh.ow-window floors lowered to the level of
the street. This seems to be rushing to the
other extreme, but jewelers who contemplate
reconstructing the front of their stores should
keep in mind the advisability of having the
window floors as low as possible. In this
age of hurry the window display should be
easily visible, and to this end should be
placed in the natural line of vision. This
necessitates a low floor, high, window-filling
displays being no longer in order. In our
day the show window has attained such
importance as an advertising factor and sale-
maker that, architecturally, it merits more
attention than probably any part of the store.

ANOTHER feature of the new store is
the greatly improved method of light-

ing. It has long been evident that, in the

case of the store as well as the window, the

ideal lighting system would be one in which

the lamps would be hidden from view. In

the new method this has been practically

attained, the much-desired effect being made

possible by ingenious improvements in the

arc lamps and the steel ceiling, or rather by

a combination of these improvements. The

scientifically designed steel ceilings of latest

construction have a circular light-balancing

cove, in which the improved lamp is practi-

cally hidden from view. This cove, which

forms an ornamental part of the ceiling itself,

has other advantages besides the lamp con-

cealment. It results in a better and more

evenly distributed light and does away with

the annoying shadows thrown by the old

form of arc lamp. The excessive brilliancy

of the illumination below the lamps and in

the immediate vicinity is toned down to nor-

mal requirements, while the fainter light

between the lamps is increased to a percepti-

ble degree. This improved lighting system

is admirably adapted for use by the jeweler.
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g?re New Simmons Chain
Posterette

I
T is by far the handsomest window poster we've ever put out and tells most attrac-

tively a pretty story sure to appeal potently to all women and to all men who are

thinking of gifts for women.

In this miniature reproduction in cold black and white, there's no hint of the

rich, harmonious warmth of tint shown in the posterette itself—which is ii, x 15

inches and mounted on a handsome tinted and pebbled mat.

It's an ideal attraction for a jeweler's window--striking, yet wholly refined

and artistic. If shown in your window, unquestionably it would draw all eyes—

not only to itself, but to whatever goods were displayed with it.

IT WILL BE SENT FREE—POSTAGE PAID—UPON YOUR REQUEST, so

secure it without delay; better write at once.

R. F. Simmons Company
Main Office and Works, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Salesrooms, 9-13 Maiden Lane, New York, and 103 State St., Chicago
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Fighting a Sudden Blaze in the Store

TN a recent issue we reported the almost
total destruction of a jewelry store by a

fire which started in broad daylight and in a

few moments gained such headway that the

single clerk in the store at the time was

unable to extinguish or control it. This

accidental conflagration affords food for

thought, now that we are on the threshold

of the holiday season, when the stock in the

store is exceptionally valuable,. when the

long, dark evenings call for abundant illumin-

ation and when the inflammable materials

usually used in window displays are necessarily

in close proximity to many lights. Merchants,

as a rule, are all too negligent in this matter.

Some of those whose property is insured

seem to think that the insurance policy in the

safe makes the store fire-proof, and some

will tell you that there is not so much reason

for care as they have sufficient insurance to

cover any loss that may occur. But it must

be kept in mind that the loss in stock or in

the structure is not the only loss to be con-

sidered. It is a recognized and very serious

fact that a loss of trade invariably follows the

destruction of a store building and its con-

tents. This is mainly due, no doubt, to the

fact that customers find another store in the

interval of reconstruction.

WITH these thoughts in mind, you

should ask yourself what would hap-

pen if a fire broke out in your store, or in

the rubbish of the cellar or in any other part

of the building. We have still with us the

match-chewing mouse, the faulty insulation,

the explosive benzine and gasoline and numer-

ous other unlikely, but always possible, sources

of a blaze. We cannot eliminate the sources

of fire, but we can do much to reduce the

possibilities of serious damage to a minimum.

In every store or workshop some form

of fire extinguisher should always be at hand,

and a pail of water is probably the cheapest

and most available of all. If a faulty insula-

tion should start a blaze in your Christmas

window, a pail of water at the moment will

be a much more effective property-saver than

the entire fire-brigade ten minutes later.

Tank extinguishers are another serviceable

invention in case of a sudden blaze, but, as

in the case of the pail of water, they are

rarely in their proper place when wanted.

A more recent device which should be

conveniently placed in the store and window

is the dry compound extinguisher. We have,

from time to time, stated in our columns the

formula for this powder, but it can be more

cheaply purchased than made. These extin-

guishers have one good advantage in that

they occupy little space, being about two

inches in diameter and twenty-two in length.

Besides their small dimensions they have the

following qualifications to commend them :

They are effective. The powder in one tube
will do the work of several buckets of water, and
in much less time.

They can be operated by any one. A preco-
cious child could easily handle one of the tubes, if
necessary, and with telling effect.

They are always available and for instant use.
It is simply a case of " yank and throw," as a tube
weighs only three pounds.

The powder is absolutely harmless—except to
the fire. It will not injure the finest fabrics, but
will brush off as easily as ordinary dirt.

The expense is inconsiderable—one-fifth that
of the usual tank extinguishers.

The tubes are never out of order. The con-
tents can never freeze, cannot explode and will
not deteriorate.

In the fight with fire, science and inven-

tion are accomplishing much, and it behooves

the merchant to keep posted on the many new

contrivances.

A Cash Discount Calculation

A. MERCHANT, who was evidently awak-, ening to one of the fundamental factors

in successful merchandising, recently pro-

pounded the following very practical question

to our esteemed contemporary, The Dry

Goods Economist

What advantage, if any, has a merchant of lim-
ited means and of good credit, if he borrowsp000
from bank and pays interest at the rate of six per
cent. per annum and uses said money to pay his
bills, and also for anticipation at the rate of six per
cent. per annum, or fifty cents on each hundred
dollars?

We have frequently answered this ques-

tion in its various forms, but the subject is

one of such importance at this purchasing

season that we can well afford to give space

to our contemporary's very complete reply :

.ACCO R DI NG to circumstances, there maybe an immense difference between inter-

est at six per cent. per annum and six per

cent. cash discount.

If a merchant borrows $r000 at six per

cent. per annum, he can have the use of the

sum for a whole year for $6o, but by dis-

counting one bill amounting to Stow at six

per cent. he could get $6o in one day. And

if the terms of the bill were : " July 1st, six

per cent., otherwise strictly net July 2d,"

the $6o discount would be the equivalent of

interest at the rate of over two thousand per

cent. per annum.
A merchant certainly will gain in various

ways by discounting his bills, even if money

does cost him six per cent. per annum. There

is little doubt that merchants who discount,

especially those who " anticipate," obtain

advantages in regard to prices, etc., which

are not enjoyed by merchants who do not

pursue this policy.
For example, wholesalers at times give

to favored merchants (those who discount,

etc.) exceptional " net " prices, perhaps far
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below what the usual discount prices might

be, knowing that such merchants will pay the

net bills when due ; whereas they hesitate to

give such " net " prices to merchants who

are not in the habit of discounting, lest such

merchants, though taking advantage of the

low net prices (thinking that, since it is " net "

there would apparently be no gain thereby),

may not pay the net bill when due.

BUT laying aside all such considerations,

there is no doubt that a merchant would

gain by borrowing money from a bank at six

per cent.
As an everyday example, let Us take a

bill subject to the low discount of two per

cent. Say it is dated July 1st. The terms.

read, two per cent. ten days ; sixty days net

—which means that if the bill is paid on or

before July i all, two per cent. may be

deducted—but that if the buyer waits until,

say, August 30th, he must pay the full

amount of the bill without discount.

Therefore, if he pays the bill on or

before July ith—i. e., fifty days before

maturity—and deducts two per cent., he

earns an amount that, in this case, is equiva-

lent to interest at the rate of more than

fourteen per cent. per annum.

Let us take another bill, dated July 1st,

with terms as follows : Six per cent. ten

days ; sixty days extra ; four months net.

This bill is due net about six months after its

date, say December 3oth ; but in this case

the merchant has three options.

Firstly, he may pay the bill on or before

July Irth and deduct at least seven percent.,

being six per cent. for ten days and — per

cent. extra for anticipation. In this case also

this is equivalent to interest at the rate of

more than fourteen per cent. per annum.

SECONDLY, he may pay the bill seventy

days after its date, say September 9th,

and deduct only six per cent. For paying

the bill almost four months before its maturity,

he gets six per cent., which, in this case, is

equivalent to interest at the rate of about

eighteen per cent. per annum.

Thirdly, he can wait till maturity and

not deduct any discount.

From the above example it seems plain

that the higher the discount--and in many

cases bills are subject to more than six per

cent.—the greater will be the advantage of

the merchant if he borrows, as mentioned, and

discounts.
As to anticipation, if the allowance for

the period covered by the dating is at the

rate of only six per cent. per annum, then

the merchant will only come out even, except

in so far as the reputation for anticipating his

bills gives him an exceptional advantage.
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16 size movements

16 Size, 34 Plate, S. W. Movements
Pendant Setting
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Throughout the industrial nations the decorative arts hold to-day a
position of importance which they have never before attained. In these arts,
it is too well known to need comment, France was the pioneer. From the
fifteenth century onward, beginning with Louis XI. of sinister memory,
sovereigns, prime ministers and, upon occasion, even royal favorites, set
their energies to found the enterprises which have contributed so largely to
the prolonged artistic and economic predominance of their country. But
fate, fortune, evolution—perhaps it were better to say. ultimate justice—does
not permit any one people to absorb, to the detriment of all others, that
degree of creative energy which is necessary to permanent supremacy.
Therefore, in accordance with this fixed laW, we find that excellence in the
decorative arts is at present divided and diffused among a variety of nations
and races. Ours is an age of decentralization, and the tendency to diffusion,
favored by the rapidly multiplying means of communication and transport,
will strengthen with advancing time.

France, to argue even from the opinion of her most loyal and enlight-
ened children and admirers, will never again regain her old-time dictatorship
in the arts, major or minor. But we may compare her present, and her
probable future position with reference to competing nations, to the place
occupied in American educational interests by Harvard University, which
was long recognized as the paramount intellectual force of the new world,

raising up a constant succession
of great scholars to cope with
the constantly changing prob-
lems of science and of society.
This position, altered through
the gradual development of the
entire country and the conse-
quent multiplication of centers
of culture, still remains unique ;
for the past cannot be effaced,
and individuality is persistent.
Thus it is with France, and in
all that pertains to art her con-
temporaries must yet learn of
her. Her technical skill is un-
paralleled, her power of selec-
tion unique, and such is the
delicacy of her vision that it
recalls the refinement of the
ancient Greek.

For these reasons the
American artist, especially the
designer or the art-artisan, can-
not turn his thoughts in a more
profitable direction than to
study the work, tile methods,
and the habits of his French
similar, as well as the condi-
tions by which the latter is
surrounded.

1. Feuilletre Vase: enamel and crystal

Gifted highly
Superiority of b y Nature,

the French-
man is also

greatly aided by inherited taste,

as by a capital upon which to

base his experiments ; further-

more, he lives in an atmosphere
from which he absorbs patience
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and constancy in labor. Finally, the economic situation prevailing in his
older country is well worthy of study, as presenting pitfalls to be avoided

and advantages to be sought in the new world.
The opportunity for such important and interesting research is best

offered in the yearly exhibitions, or salons, which are, Os it were, landmarks

of art-evolution : showing, as they must, every indication of progress, of
arrested development, or of decline. But to understand and to interpret

such indications there are required a trained mind and an experienced eye,
such as are possessed only by those who are at once critics and artists.

This happy combination of judge and technician exists in the French
writer, M.Verneuil, well known in the United States, who, in the latest issues

of the Parisian review, Art el Decoration, estimates, from a careful, impartial
survey of the exhibits made in the salons of 1905, the actual state of the
decorative arts in France.

M. Verneuil's historical notes upon the modern move-
Rapprochement of ment, his schemes for the co-operation of the designer
Art and Industry with the manufacturer, his investigation of industrial

methods, his denunciation of false economy on the part

of the manufacturer, and of false pride on the part of the designer are too

valuable to be confined to expression in a single language. In short, his
admirable common sense demands that his summary of the situation in
France be given to the English-speaking public. And it would seem that

no more fitting place than these pages could be chosen to contain this sum-

mary; since, ow-
ing to the influ-
ence of theschool
of Lalique, the
craft of the gold-
smith has risen
to the first rank
among the deco-
rative arts, or, to
speak more
truly, it has taken
its place beside
the exclusive fine
arts of painting
and sculpture.

The sum-
mary of M. Ver-
neuil, broad in
its scope and
references, might
be criticized by
one devoted to
some special
craft, as dealing
too largely with
generalities to be
of service to him;
but the error of
such a critic is
apparent in the
truth of the
axiom that what
is true of a class,
is also true of
any individual
belonging to that
class. To be N.. Bonvallet

(x633)
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more explicit, we
may say that M.
Verneuil's illu-
stration of the
cost of commer-
cializing a new

may be carried, with small loss in its appli-
from the textile art to that of the gold-
And so we might continue indefinitely to

comment upon
the argument of
the able French
writer ; but it is
better that the
reader, until
now furnished
with bare sug-
gestions, be
placed in direct
commit i cation
with M. Ver-
neuil,vvhowrites
as follows:

"Each year,
the Salons af-
ford us the pre-
text to discuss
the state of de-
corative art, and to compute artistic pro-
duction. For this reason, on the present
occasion, instead of occupying ourselves
at length with the objects exhibited, it
may be interesting to cast a more searching
glance than is usual upon the progress of
the modern decorative movement ; further-
more, because, perhaps, we are approaching
a turning of the
way which may
become danger-
ous, both for our
national decora-
tive art and for
our artists them-
selves.

'The re-
generative i m -
pulse in the de-
corative arts is
yet new in
France ; counting
among us but a
few years of life.
This impulse had
previously
awakened
among the En-
glish and the
Belgians. In
England,
Morris, Walter
Crane, Burne-
Jones, and
others had im-
parted to this
new art charac-

teristics which charmed the public and led it captive.
The Belgians succeeded, although less brilliantly,
through the pursuit of other methods.
" In France, the movement at first timid,

rapidly grew emphatic ; artists, fully understanding
the importance existing in this development, for
themselves as well as for art, devoted themselves
to the previously despised crafts. At the instance
of Cazin, the noted painter, a section was granted
to art industries in the expositions of the National
Society of Fine Arts ; the advancing public interest

Paper Knife : Horn and metal
simulating a locust.

M. Rena Lalique
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in the section keeping pace with the rapidly
increasing number of exhibits. The Society of
French Artists was forced to follow the example
thus set, and a movement of considerable power
was instituted : one, it is necessary to remember,
which was created solely by artists. Such action
was certainly logical, since the artist is above all
else a creator. As a result of this movement,
ceramists were developed who still to-day charm
us ; examples of
cabinet - making
were produced,
which gradually
gave us simple,
flexible forms re-
leased from t h e
current common-
place ; goldsmith-
ing, owing to
Lalique, revived,
and resumed its old
importance among
the arts ; objects in
pewter and leather,
marquetry, enam-
els, and embroid-
eries added further
testimony to the

new spirit of the times by revealing charac-

teristics of freshness and grace.
" As was inevitable, and especially at the

beginning of the movement, imperfections

were observable in the things produced.
Extremists threw themselves forward, who,
wishing to annihilate everything old and to
begin anew, compromised in the public mind

a movement which
although incipient,
was yet already in-
stinct with life and
strength. But that
was only an incident.
The greatest wrong
to the natural, logical
developments of the
decorative arts has
been effected
through the seizure,
the monopolization
of ' the modern style'
by low - class pro-
ducers. What enor-
mities have been per-
petrated under cover
of this title ! Pieces
of carved cabinet-
maki n g, fantastic,
outrageous, the more
closely representing
the modern style'

in that they were
unpractical, re pe 1 -
lent, and annoying!
Paper wall-hangings
insipid in coloring,
tracked with crawling worm-like designs ! Work
in other mediums distasteful to an equal degree!

" But what effort did the artists
make to correct this unfortunate
deviation of the movement?
Did they organize among them-
selves societies for production?

Or, by allying themselves with manufacturers, did
they seek to ensure a logical production of their
work, based upon sound industrial principles ? No.

Pendant Their action was quite to the contrary. RemainingM. Brandi
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aloof and segregated, they appeared to
regard the questions which we have
indicated as beneath the proper level

of their consideration. Thus miscon-

ceiving their own dignity, and failing

to appreciate things of paramount
importance lying outside their own

sphere of thought and action, the

authors of the movement whose birth

was attended with such brilliant hopes,

see it to-day writhing in death-agony.
" To create is good, without doubt.

But to create and to produce in the
industrial sense—that is, to multiply

one's creations—is better. The artist
congeals, so to speak, his powers by
devoting himself to the slow elabora-

tion of single pieces, the price of which

is necessarily very high—although the
remuneration of the artist is nominal—

and for which purchasers are rarely
found. For this latter fact the artists
hold the public responsible, and unquestionably certain faults exist upon this
side of the question. But can we reproach the consumer for refusing to
purchase articles—for instance, chairs—of the artist-artisan, when he may
easily find excellent, although less unusual and recent, designs, at a much
lower price, by making selections from commercially produced objects?
We must admit that he must follow the latter course, and, consequently that
unless the modern movement shall consent to become industrialized, it will

die in infancy, or, it were better to say, it is still-born.
" But we must hasten to add that the artists are not wholly
responsible for this threatened danger. For, while they
may be criticized for their lack of practical sense, the
manufacturers are also gravely in fault, even those who
produce honest and legitimate wares ; all others being

excluded from the present considerations.
" The faults of the latter

class may be summarized briefly.
First, they long ignored, upon
principle, the modern move-
ment. Their methods of pro-
duction were established upon
old designs which had been
tested and approved by the
public. They therefore saw no
reason why they should under-
take new things, and follow
untried courses. They resisted
as best they could, and their
opposition was vigorous.
" It would be logical and

just that, in causing their new
models to be accepted and
adopted by the public, the manu-
facturers should pledge them-
selves to produce in all possible
perfection. But they are far
from acceding to such condi-
tions of justice.

Without taking into con-
sideration the long, laborious
study demanded by every work
which rises above the current
commonplace, manufacturers,
as a rule, under the pretext of
economy, purchase their models
from low - priced designers.
Their action in this respect will
be be.t understood by means of
information gained from mem-
bers of their own body.
" If we ask, for instance, the

cost of putting upon the market
a new design in textiles, we shall
receive for answer that heavy
expenditure is required to cover

THE KEY- STONE
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the price of pointing,' (enlarging the
original design upon paper pointed,'
or divided into minute spaces, each
representing a single knot of the fabric),
and of the cartoons used at the looms.
They thus estimate the price paid by
them for the first metre of cloth pro-
duced, at several thousand francs.
They plead, and with truth, that they
are forced to practice economy. But
they do not exercise judgment in
retrenching. Spending freely for the
pointing,' and the cartoons, for every-

Bell slide thing which makes for the realization
of the idea into material form, they
economize in the matter of the design :

the very thing upon which depends the success, or the failure of the new
model. To summarize their proceedings : they consent to risk a large sum
of money, and, at the beginning of their enterprise, under the pretext of
economy, they annihilate all chances of success.

" The question now arises as to the extent of the saving
False Economy thus made. This, upon examination, is found to be quite

insignificant. They might purchase the design of a good
artist for two, or three hundred francs ; while they choose, instead, to pay
eighty, or one hundred francs for a work of no merit. The resulting saving
thus reaches, at the most, two hundred francs in a total expenditure of five,
six, or ten thousand francs, made in placing upon the market a new design
in textiles. From these investigations it is plain that such small economies
are illogically and ignorantly devised.
" Having proceeded in the manner

NI. (Millard Bronze vases

just described, the manufacturers
declare that modern art lies in a
hopeless condition. But they
are self-deceived ; for the new
movement will take root and
propagate in France. It is im-
possible for a people or a coun-
try willingly to sterilize itself :
the general evolution must be
followed, and the universal im-
pulse obeyed. England, Hol-
land, Belgium, Germany, Aus-
tria, Hungary and Italy are
advancing, and France must take
the direction indicated by them.

" But instead
Art Industries of a new

French a r t
rising from

our soil and developing as we
might expect it to do, it is ex-
otic art that will adapt itself to
our conditions. Already in
Paris the representatives of for-
eign art-industries multiply and
flourish. In cabinet-making we
have the houses of Waring and
Gillow, and Maple, whose heads
are Englishmen; Serrurier, who
is Belgian ; and Amstelhock,
who is a Hollander. To repre-
sent the ceramic art, Copen-
hagen and Rozenburg have es-
tablished important depots of
their wares ; further, there are
the beautiful Liberty fabrics, the
practical Kaizerzinn, and many
other industrial products distin-
guished for their esthetic value.
From the fact of the existence
of these establishments there

in Paris
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follows a result which appears illogical and

absurd : namely, that when Parisians wish

to purchase tasteful articles, they must select

English paper hangings and textile fabrics,

0 LI German pewter, Danish pottery, and so

acknowledge the excellence of foreign pro-

ducts in the very branches of industry which were so long controlled by

France throughout the markets of the world.

" If now we investigate the
causes of this unhappy result, we
shall find no lack of talent among
ourselves, but we must acknowledge
the absence of the practical sense.
The moment has now arrived when
the decorative artist must understand
that his work will remain sterile, if
he does not produce it commercially :
that is, in sufficient quantity, and in
such a way as to make it purchas-
able at reasonable prices. And the
manufacturer, on his part, must
understand that his efforts will be
fruitless, if he refuses to introduce
into his products that artistic quality
which is indispensable as the sign of
correspondence with the spirit of
the times.
" In a word, the modern move-

ment so promising in its infancy,
will speedily perish, if artists and
manufacturers do not unite ; each
side bringing into association its
peculiar gifts and qualities : on one
hand, creative talent ; on the other
abundant material resources and the
facilities for marketing the things
produced. In such association both
contracting parties will find advan-
tage, but the time for forming this
union must not be delayed.

"Against such a
Individuality of consummation,as
the Artist in every other

similar case, ob-
jections may be urged. The ques-
tion of price is not the only one
which often divides artists and manu-
facturers. Beyond this, upon the artists' side, there is also a legitimate
question of independence and self-respect. The manufacturer follows the

invariable policy of absorbing and suppressing the personality of the artist.

The object, or article which we put chase is either anonymous, or else—and

very frequently—it bears the name of the manufacturer as that of its

creator.
" This fact witnesses injustice. The manufacturer is in reality a pub-

lisher, if we may extend the meaning of that term. If, in addition to his

primary function, he himself creates designs and models, he can legiti-

mately sign them, but in all other cases his signature is false. He should

leave to his fellow-laborers not only the honor, but also the responsibility

of their works. If we ask a manufacturer, of whom we wish to purchase

some product, the name of the designer of the desired object, he invariably

replies : ' It is our own design.' But this is not true. It was not created

by the firm. It owes its existence to X, or to Y, from whom the firm

bought it, and to whom the artistic profit, at least, should be left, in

default of any other. The manufacturer cannot derive any supplementary

profit from suppressing the name of the artist ; while, on the other hand,

he sometimes defeats his own purposes of sale, since the public would be

often influenced by the name of the designer, if it were judiciously presented.

Thus, for instance, in England, the purchaser of wall-hangings is attracted

by the name of Walter Crane, or of Lewis Day, which heightens the value

of the design to which either of these signatures is attached.

" Again, if a book-publisher should declare himself the author of all the

works which he gives to the public, he would commit no more flagrant

injustice than is daily practiced by firms marketing the product of the

decorative arts.
"The Biblical command regarding the rendering of Cwsar's dues has

to-day lost nothing of its strength, and its principle should be enforced in

Decorative Art

in France

)1. Bea, Lalique
l'endant ■•■•■•stal and small diamonds

October, 19(35

the case of the artist-designer. Justice and recognition, granted him by the
manufacturer, can but encourage him to do his best, and to send out from
his workshop nothing except such works as he judges to be complete and
perfect.
" As a last word, we insist that our artists must join to their functions as

creators the practical qualities of merchants ; that, in order to be really
successful, they must create, not only to satisfy their own desires and for
their own pleasure, but also with the view of selling their products. The
practical sense must be cultivated among our decorative artists ; for France
should satisfy her own xsthetic needs, and we debase her singularly, both
in her own self-respect and in the eyes of foreigners, if we permit her to
acknowledge her inability to market her own works, as do the nations by
which she is surrounded. The moment when she shall evidence the
possession of the commercial sense which we have just discussed, will see
the beginning among us of a serious and important movement in the
decorative arts."

Having thus finished his argument, M. Verneuil proceeds to comment
specifically upon certain of the works exhibited in each of the Salons of the
current year. But as, in most instances, his notes merely record the progress,
or the retrogression of some well-known artist, as judged by his exhibits of
previous years, these comments have small value and interest for a public
other than that of Paris. For this reason, new comments have been attached
in this place to a portion of the illustrations which originally accompanied
M. Verneuil's article, and these, properly, have been restricted to such as
reproduce specimens of the art of the jeweler and of the metalsmith ; while
others, equally interesting in themselves, have been rejected Ps irrelevant.

In making any reference to modern goldsmithing, we are
Pre-eminence naturally carried in thought toward the dominant person-

ality of M. Lalique, whose works, as they successively
appear, never fail to
prove that his genius
is subject to a constant

of Lalique

M. Bouvet : Pendant : mistletoe Iiiotif, in pearls, opal, and enamel

process of renewal,
like the productive
powers of Nature her-
self. With the mem-
ories of his flower,
insect, and animal
designs strong in our
minds, we approach
him to find that he
has developed new
qualities of the classi-
cist. His most recent
tendencies are shown
especially in the beau-
tiful corsage piece
(on page 1641) ; com-
posed of crystal and
diamonds. Upon
studying the design,
we observe that it is
an old motif treated
with a new force to
the degree that it
becomes unique and
original. We observe
later that, although
obviously a new de-
parture, it is closely
allied in outline with
previous examples of
the same artist : nota-
bly with his insect-
forms reaching out

long antenna,. Yet this resemblance does not detract from either the

originality, or the excellence of the work. Indeed, it is doubtful whether

what may be called the " vase and growing plant motif " has ever been more

successfully treated, even by the artist who is said to have transformed the

acanthus, overflowing its containing basket, into the ornate Corinthian

capital. The vase striking the classic note is a swelling amphora, one of the

most pleasing of antique forms ; equally by its shape and by its associations

affording a natural surface for the display of the exquisitely engraved Bacchic

figures. Further, the vase and the plant admirably supplement each other,

from the point of material, as well as from that of composition : the clear,

large crystal strongly accenting the center of the design ; while the small

(Continued on page 1641)

Special Announcement
For years the fall has found us unable to fill all

orders. At various times our output has been

increased by branch factories, but a new and much

larger plant now seems imperative. Pending its
construction and to get the very best results from

our present plant, we havc moved our main

offices from New York to our factory at
Meriden, where they will hereafter be
located. Our customers will therefore be

good enough, after this date, to address

all communications and make all remit=
tances to Meriden, Conn. Our former offices.

in New York will be maintained as a salesroom

only for the convenience of out-of-town customers.

1905=06 Catalogue
of

,Popu„mr-)PTAced,

TOASTING GOBLET, "HENRY "

Now Ready. Eighty pages of half-tone illustrations, full list price,
description and size under each article. Yours for the asking. Electrotypes

for local advertising free. Forty pages of entirely new goods. Good profits

for the jeweler in every item. Quality, finish and character second to none.

The X. -30 nekton Coo
Mertzidera, Conn..

New York Chicago
Silversmiths' Bldg.38 Murray St.

Boston Baltimore

146 Franklin St. 122 W. Baltimore St.

■•■■
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Eve, picee is en.:;ra•zy,1 • our ira,k-mark

Manufacturers of

RICH CUT GLASSWARE
at Corning, N. Y.

have for over a quarter of a century furnished the majority of Cut Glass for
Tiffany & Co., Gorham Mfg. Co., and many others who seek only for the best
goods that Call be procured. The question is often asked, "Why are your
goods so popular ? Simply because \VC make the best and are continually
turning Out new shapes and designs. We do not sell it the lowest prices, but
all of our prices are reasonable. If you have not been fortunate enough to
secure our line, write us for a small selection. Do not write for a catalogue,
as it does not show the quality of our goods. The catalogue is calculated to
cover up defects and deceive the customer. "rhe ..,:roceryman, blacksmith or
lawyer can get a photograph book of purchased or copied samples and send
out a. salesman to show he is a "Cut Glass Nkmulacturer," and by guessing
at the prices with the only idea of selling- lower than anybody else, can secure
some business and apparently prospers for a period. But it is high time that
all merchants wake up to the fact that the cut glass business can be entirely
demoralized and trade ruined by cutting prices to such an extent that Arood,
lirsi-class work cannot be produced. If you buy our glassware, you will be
more than pleased 1.11(1 you \\•ill hold your g-ood trade.

•• Look through the world,
'Tis neer met with elsewhere '

Hawkes Cut Glass
GRAND PRIZE PARIS EXPOSITION

VoT.',,Z1m3i41;■.;,,

No. 541 Vase. Baroness Rothschild

A line of glass that is a "good seller" holds its position at the front
only by improving style and design and maintaining quality and good
value at low prices.

All this and more is claimed for the CLARK line.

T. B. CLARK & CO., inc., Honesdale, Pa,

The Hawkes good

twenty-five years
manufacture.

Hawkes wares are always fashionable, always just

what they are represented, always unequaled.

T. G. Hawkes & Co.
Corning, N. Y.

A jeweler is known
by the stock he
keeps.

And if his stock of cut

glass bears the Hawkes trade-

mark (and it costs no more),

he knows he will not be put

into competition with the
department stores.

name is built upon more than

of progress in the work of glass

No piece is genuine without this trade
PIAW KES,

mark engraved on same



11)401* Egginton's'
Celebrated Cut Glass

Universally acknowledged to be the
most beautiful, brilliant and artistic line
on the market.

Distinctly in a class by itself
our trade-mark engraved on each
piece is a sure guarantee of its excellence
and quality.

Manufactured by

THE 0. F. EGGINTON CO.
Incorporated Oct. ii. 1899 Corning, N. Y.
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STERLING SILVER

RICH AMERICAN CUT GLASS
AND SILVER PLATE

FERN DISH

Fenn Dch_ 

I N these departments our Warerooms

contain an almost endless variety of

patterns and values. The out-of-town

dealer will do well to call upon us on

his arrival in the city and inspt'ct what

we have in the lines covered. Make

your headquarters with us, whether

you purchase largely or not that is

your privilege and our wish—and we

offer you the freedom of our New York

establkhment.

A New Cremaon An
and a seller, made in several shapes.

Send for our leaflet
showing an assortment
of standard goods at
prices that will be
profitable to you.

Our Photo. Catalog loaned to the
responsible trade

Cwt CGamo
FAcroRiEs

THE NtEuinEN rt"r GI,Ass
THE nAuum.it
THE HOLMES ■‘: EOWA I:DS SILVER ro.

:NIP:MOEN BRITANNIA CO.

1847 _ROGERS BROS.

ltOGERS & IlliOTHER
ROGERS, SMITII ,St CO.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.

THE DERBY SILVER CO.

ii u: E M ERI DEN SILVER PLATE CO.

TOE WM. llo(■ERS :ME(;.
THE Eol ',ENS IIA:MILI)N CO.

11.\1,1„ N111,1.1.:11 & CO.

1111.: WATItol'-; )11.'1■. Co.

1('N c1:1,:.NAT OR SALAD TRAY

NEWARK CUT GIASS CO.
SEE HOW CUT GLASS IS MADE

Visit our Factory when in New York—
only a thirty-minute trip.

60-62 ATelin

EN

INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
Warerooms

9=11=13=15 Maiden Lane, New York

to 5e.D Nem-writ, N.
Established 1898

JO



No. 49I-Nv. keva Jewel Box

THE C. F.
MONROE CO.

Manufacturers

Address all communications
to

Factory

Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesrooms

28 Barclay St.

WAVE CREST
has made us famous as manufacturers of most strik-
ing novelties.

KELVA
the proper thing. Richly gold mounted. A distinc-
tive style of artistic merit that has made it a winner.

No. 531. Ariel Jug

CUT GLASS
excelling in beauty of finish and design. An immense
assortment of novelties innumerable.

STERLING SILVER
Originality combining every feature of this line of
goods. AffIn5aC

Our new catalogue will show all our latest productions. If you want one mailed you, kindly advise

When in New York, by all means stop at our store, ground floor, 28 Barclay Street

The Pairpoint Corporation

Superior Silver-Plated
Ware

Rich Cut Glass Ware

Electroliers, Gas Portables, Oil Lamps

New Bedford, Mass.

Our No. 383 TEA WARE
Design Patented

BRANCHES

38 Murray Street, New York City
120 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.
'Temple Building, Montreal, P. Q.

Photograph Books

loaned to the trade for
inspection.

zne 

Deep

cuakrehg

Made by

PORTLAND PUNCH SET (5 ft. high). Price, $5000. At Lewis and Clark Exposition

1640 C

PQA2-e

and

BE-AU:Ann:a

Lzil

55 CO., Rocheatherr, JF
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IF IT'S NEW, WE HAVE IT
Imprisoned rainbows in a crystal sea,

Naught can their bonds e'er sever.

A source of joy 'twill always be,

,A thing of beauty ever.

WRITE FOR OUR PROPOSITION

ONE OF OUR 357 VARIETIES

LOUIS HINSBERGER
CUT GLASS CO.

300 OAKLAND STREET

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HARRY T. BRODEN, REP.

ST ILTER

A Word to the Wise is
Sufficient

We GUARANTEE our goods
superior to all others.

Decorations are new, origi-
nal and exclusive, having been
designed especially for fine
jewelry trade.

Unfortunately our salesmen
were unable, this season, to
visit all the smaller cities. To
towns not visited we will con-
tinue shipping our popular $50
assortment which has created
so much interest. Be the first
to order and secure the exclu-
sive sale in your town of the
finest line of hand-painted china
on the market. Contains only
the BEST SELLERS. Twenty
or more beautiful decorations
in fruit and flowers. Can ship
immediately upon receipt of
order.

You will have sufficient time
to test the selling qualities of
our goods and order again for
your holiday trade.

Our record is unprecedented.

Not a single complaint
from a customer the
entire year.

" October's child is born for woe,

And life's vicissitudes shall know ;

'But lay an opal on her breast,

And hope shall lull those woes to rest."

AND many a girl has

felt herself lucky

when receiving one of the

handsome opal brooches

or rings we sell. Luck is

matter of opinion. Many

of our customers say "We

IL? great luck wilh
but for ourselves

we prefer to think the

success was due to the

careful selections of pat-

terns, the style, the finish,

'workmanship, and the
' price, all of which help to
make our lines "Good

Sellers."
If' you come to New

York let its show .rou—or
we send selection pack-
ages on request.

\ATE have had a good
many customers call

on us of late, and they all
said with one accord,
" New York is the Place."
So we think. It is the
market place of the
Western Hemisphere, and
we are fully alive to
everything that goes on
in the "Jewelly World"
and are therefore in a
position to supply your
wants efficiently and
rapidly. " Special Orders"
are one of our specialties.

There is nothing in the
line of Diamonds, Watches
or Gold Jewelry which we
do not carry or cannot ob-
tain. We have many cus-
tomers to whom the
thought comes naturally
"Anything Special, write

to Freund's." We would

like to add your name to
the number. Try us once
and be convinced.

No. 8-97. Sugar and Cream. $5.4o List
French Gray

This class of goods is selling splen-

didly just now.

Our variety of designs is extensive.

Our French Gray finish is the peer

of (my.

Get our Cataloue 7 B.

Makenos oT Fiume PRated

HOLLOWWARE

Diamonds, Watches and
Jewelry

9 Maiden Lane, New York

fUNER -WELLS CO Ck, .

Henry Freund & Bro.

" Sellers of Sellers"

9 Maiden Lane, New York

Elk goods a specialty

01111111111 !HP!

No. 15-36. Baking Dish. Pomo List
Burnished or French Gray
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COMMUNITY

SILVER

41. Believing that Cvery dollar spent on maga-
zine advertising means larger sales for the
dealer, we are this year getting out the most
striking series of silverware advertisements
which has ever appeared..

The list of magazines in which we advertise
is one of the strongest in the world. Its enor-
mous aggregate circulation brings " Community
Silver" advertisements before nearly ten million
readers.

41. The extraordinary sale of " Community
Silver" following our fall advertisements last
year—in many cases lasting far beyond the
holidays—is practical evidence of the tremen-
dous selling power , of such advertising.

IL By ordering " Community Silver" now you
can secure the full benefit of all our fall adver-
tisements, and thus increase the sales of your
store in a profit-making line.

(I Remember that your profit on " Community
Silver" is unusually large, and stock now. In-
quire of your. jobber or write us.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD,
ONEIDA, N.Y.

Founded In 1848

New York Salesroom : 395 Broadway

COMMUNITY
SILVER,

41. This beautiful two-column

- Community Silver " advertise-

ment will appear in the Novem-

ber issue of the

Ladies'
Home Journal

1,Voman's
Home Companion

Minneapolis
Housekeeper

Ladies' World

Delineator

Good
Housekeeping

Harper's

Century

McClure's

and other leading magazines.

41 It will be followed in Decem-

ber by an even more effective

full page in the same magazines.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD.
ONEIDA. N Y.
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forget that it also has the
heaviest plate, and. is the
longest-wearing plated
Ware in the world.
Made only in a plate

heavier than triple—
will wear a lifetime.
Its cost is moderate.

For sale by your
dealer.
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THE INTAGLIO
STERLING

TOILET WARE

MIRROR
FRONT VIEW

HALF SIZE

REED & BARTON
Silversmiths

Factories, Taunton, Mass.
Established 1824

Chicago Sales Office
103 State Street

San Francisco Sales Office
115 Kearny Street

PATTERN No. 140

A new and beautiful pattern in
Sterling Silver, just completed, and
now ready in the full line.

Designed to meet the require-
ments of the best trade at a mod-
erate price.

Already the largest-selling pat-
tern yet produced by us.

Orders should be placed
promptly to insure early delivery
for the Wedding and Holiday
Seasons.

Prices furnished to the Jewelry
Trade upon request.

NO GOODS SOLD TO

DEPARTMENT STORES

MlitHOR
BACK VIEW

HA LE SIZE

TRADE MARK

STERLING

We make also many other
designs in both Sterling and
High-Grade Silver Plate.

Reed & Barton Productions Bear a Distinct, Artistic Fineness, and their Absolute Reliability rnables the Jeweler to Inquestionably Warrant Them

Gamna Val.2ze 

Sto Lui 1904 

Be sure to see the many

new ideas in our kill line

of cut glass before placing

your orders.

Quaker City Cut Glass sells
all over the world. One of the greatest sellers ever produced. Why?

Because price is right and quality first-class.
Made in all sizes.

umlkerc CHy Cut G,,m.s3' Co.
Factory,, 6oth Ca Baliamore Avenue, PhiLadellphiEl

October, 1905 THE KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 1636)

diamonds, studding the eucalyptus leaves, fall away, like
bouquets of sparks dying in the air. At the first glance,

the casual observer might judge this jewel to be lacking

in the peculiar boldness characteristic of Lalique ; but if,

in this case, the bare theme has been not infrequently
used in various arts, the treatment is here intensely

original, and the very signature of the artist stands in the

masterly lines of the interlacing leaves. A final beauty

is added to the ornament by the chaste whiteness of the

crystal and of the diamonds, delicately appropriate to the
composition based upon a Greek motif Altogether, this

piece is a blending of historical learning, of genius in

design, of skilful handling of material, such as render it

of rare distinction even among the works of the greatest

goldsmith of modern times.
An afterthought—much less happy—of the corsage

piece exists in the pendant illustrated on page 3636, showing a variation of

the same design and a use of similar materials. But its presence detracts

much from the first ornament, as a plain sister detracts from a beauty by

revealing ugly possibilities of family features. The vase and the eucalyptus

plant are used without that "art which conceals art," and after the manner

of a commonplace designer, left to work out a problem with given substances

and forms. The crystal is
here obviously a weight to

I
hold the pendant in its proper

place ; the curved leaves are
nothing more than the claws

of the setting ; while the
symmetry of the design is
almost aggravating : the one
point of welcome irregularity

, occurring in the leaf which
; curls through t h e loop,

1
.' although even that is plainly
a device for filling an other-
wise too great void in the
composition.

Two minor pieces by the
same artist, shown on page
3634, are paper - knives, of
which one, in translucent
horn, is carved with wheat
ears, the design lending itself
naturally to the necessary
shape of the blade, and the
rich color of the material
adding suggestiveness to the object ; while the other, a combination of horn
and metal, simulates a locust with folded wings. This little work is really a

, masterpiece, rendering the insect in all its sinister individuality, and revealing,

0
as by a flash, the unique ability of the artist to interpret life, whether under
animal, or plant form.

Between the virile genius of Lalique and the feminine talents of such
goldsmiths as Charles Boutet de Monvel, Remand, and Bouvet, there lies a
great difference, which is appreciated especially by the wearers of jewels,
the majority of whom prefer the latter more conventional artists.

Of these three the noticeable qualities are delicacy of design and excel-
lent workmanship. We observe also that all of them show the modern
French tendency to reject the historical styles. In the examples of their
work here illustrated, the eye receives keen pleasure from the beautiful
arrangement of precious stones and pearls offering fine color and sheen;
nor is it wearied by too familiar designs : the pendant of M. Bouvet being
attractive by its clever rendering of a mistletoe motif in miniature ; the neck-
lace of M. Remand showing much historical knowledge of goldsmithing,
together with ability in the use of purely conventional forms ; while M. Boutet
de Monvel's jeweled collar is the work of an accomplished art-student, which,
as a drawing liable to be neglected because of its delicacy, reveals, upon
close examination, an admirably treated, remote and obscured flower motif,
based probably upon the Greek honeysuckle.

From  tslpteescei. artists the transition is again abrupt to a designer like
M. Brandt,
mens of whose

M. Brandt Belt slide

edge of his training, it is
safe to place him as a
student of the School of
the Louvre, if we may
judge from his outlining
forms, his love for large
voids, for certain linear combinations, and for floral
treatments. In all these points he resembles the more
widely known M. Marcel Bing, although he is clearly the
stronger and more skilful draughtsman of the two. It
would appear also that he is attracted by certain designers
of the modern Munich school of ornament, among whom
are Oppenheimer and Friedrich Dunn, although their
pencils are much less facile and pliant than his own.

Once more turning to another class of artists, we find
certain ones among them so enamored of metalmithing

and of Nature, that they have, this year, almost abandoned the making of
personal ornaments, in order more fully to satisfy their desires. From this
class we select three individuals for illustration.

The first, M. Feuillatre, who will be remembered from his exhibits of
jewels at Turin in 1902, and his use there shown of ari nouveau combinations
of female heads and insect-wings in translucent enamels, now produces a

charming vase, in crystal and
enamel, composed upon his
favorite butterfly theme. The
motif is admirably devel-
oped ; the insect being far
removed from realism, al-
though it retains its distin-
guishing characteristics, ac-
cording to the proper em-
ployment of natural forms in
design. The chaste, tapering
lines of the butterfly wings
in their long extension, con-
trast exquisitely with the
softly swelling Greek contour
of the crystal jar, for which
the metal serves as a frame;
while the repetition of the
markings of the wings in the
enamel bands traversing the
triangular spaces at the neck
of the vase, offers a very
pleasing artistic device.

The second artist, M.

Gaillard, of no lower reputation than M. Feuillatre, is represented by two

bronze vases which present simpler problems of form than are usually

wrought out by French designers. But the distinction given to the handles

of the one, and the beautiful bulb-outline of the other prevent poverty of

drawing. A further interest is lent to the objects by the fine patina, or surface

treatment of the bronze, and, in the instance of the bottle-like vase, by the

long-horned insect clinging to the metal stem, as in Nature, he might explore

the length of a twig.
The work of the third designer, M. Bonvallet, of our final
group, is a silver cup of rare beauty. Raised upon a high
standard, it recalls in its relative proportions of stem and

bowl the chalices of the Middle Ages. But its outline is

simpler than is found in the majority of those pieces of metalsmithing, and

the ornament is here made an integral part of the design. Thus, the stem is

built from the scales of a cone, between which the elongated drops of resin

are introduced, in order to break the monotony of a simple motif; while the

plaited foliage and the cones forming the decoration in relief of the bowl, are

necessary to complete and enrich the composition. The motif here seen is

as old as the gods of Greece, and, like them, it is gifted with perennial youth.

The pine-cone, used in antiquity to give flavor to wine, became, for this

reason the symbol of Bacchus. Then, its decorative qualities having been

acknowledged, it persisted in art, independently of its symbolism. To-day it is

greatly favored by the new French school, and its most notable recent em ploy-
ment occurs in the
iron-work and the

f)]
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M. Bent! Lalique

work are shown
in several pen-
dants and buc-
kles. Without
positive knowl-

Corsage ornament : crystal and small diamonds

A Beautiful
Silver Cup

Charles Boutet de Monvel Jeweled Collar

low relief sculp-
tures of M. Lali-
que's residence
on the Cours-la-
Reine, Paris.



PLAIN GOLD RINGS1----

REGISTERED

TRADE-MARK

Made by special machinery producing a seamless ring of
absolutely uniform shape, and from gold, guaranteed to assay as
well or better than stamped, the Wheeler rings afford the very
best value for the money. In shape and finish they embody the
newest ideas and the finest workmanship.

Every ring guaranteed by the registered trade-mark stamped in it

Prices and Ring Blanks on request

—Li HAYDEN W. WHEELER 0 CO.
RING MAKERS

TWO MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

REGISTERED

W

I RADE -MARK

E CORN:NG
GLASS CO.
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Diamond Imports

August proved an exception
to the long series of record-

for August breaking months in the vol-
ume of pearl and precious-

stone imports, the figures for that month being

2,275,873.59, or $53,632.37 less than those for the

same month of 1903, so far the highest month on

record. They were greater, however, by $254,-

578.17 than the total for August, 1904, an increase

over that period being recorded in both cut and un-

cut varieties. On the other hand, the decrease

from August, 1903, was confined to imports of cut

stones, as there was an increase of $71,797.04 in

the uncut kind. On the whole, however, the im-

ports for the recent month of August reached a

comparatively high standard, so that the slight

shrinkage from those of the same month of 1903

can in no way be regarded as indicating an appre-

ciable falling off in general demand. The returns

, of Gen. G. W. Mindil, jewelry examiner at the

public stores, show that for the month of August

of the past four years the classified imports are as

follows:

Highest Quality

of Finish and Workmanship

Our line gives your customers
satisfaction and you increase
your trade by handling it.
Ask for catalogue.

The Cort-nRnd CuA (Maze. Co.
C"rmina, Y.

New York Office, 24 Murray Street Chicago Office, Republic Bldg., Room 1216

We have no connection with Corning Glass Works nod do not use their blacks

No. 133. 3-lit. Jug, "Romani,

EEAUTTIFUL and
A.ATISTIC

We do not use the figured blank. Our designs

are cut on smooth or plain blanks, thereby securing a

better finish than can otherwise be obtained.

Write for prices and we will surprise you.

KELLY STEINMAN
Riloreaesdile, PrA.

Aug. Oul. Uncut. Total.
1905 . . .81,815,718.61 $460,154.98 $2,275,873.59
1904 . . . . 1,632,937.48 388,357.94 2,021,295.42
1903 .. . 1,905,995.19 377,653.02 2,283,648.21
1902 .. . 2,124,078.42 205,427.54 2,329,605.96

flat Pins

The Board of General Ap-

praisers recently rendered a

and the Tariff decision regarding the classifica-

tion under the tariff act of orna-

mental hat pins and millinery articles, which will

be read with interest by importers. The board's

finding disposes of a vast number of protests under

this head, but was evoked specifically by that of

Dieckerhoff, Raffioer & Co., who appealed from

the assessment of the collector of customs at New

York. In addition to certain ordinary glass-head

hat pins, belt pins and millinery ornaments which

by judicial determination are not jewelry, these pro-

tests related to the rate of duty assessable on orna-

mental hat pins composed entirely of base metal

made to imitate gold or silver or of such metal, set

with imitations of precious stones, upon which

duty was assessed by the collector at the rate of 6o

per cent. ad valorem under Par. 434, and which

were claimed to be dutiable at 45 per cent. ad valo-

rem under par. 112 or 393. The decision sustains

the collector in some particulars and reverses him
in others. It reads : " Hat pins, unlike millinery

ornaments, are substantially constructed, and

although serving a useful as well as a decorative

purpose, they do not differ in this respect from

shirt studs, shirt buttons and watch chains, which,

under proper conditions, are typical articles of

jewelry. Nor does the common meaning of the
term jewelry ' limit articles included thereunder
to those made of precious metals. On this point,

turning to accepted authorities, we find, among
other definitions, the following:

"Century : Jewelry.—* * * * Berlin

jewelry, delicate trinkets of cast-iron introduced in

Prussia during the domination of Napoleon. The

',..ia■iithlittai;t1i.:A.tlahihioilaikAinU 

manufacture of such jewelry has continued to the

present time, and its products have been fashionable.

" ' Temple Jewelry. — Jewelry of inexpensive

material, made at the Temple in Paris.'

" Standard : ' Jewelry.—* * * * Berlin

jewelry, personal ornaments made of iron, as at

Berlin.'
" Electric Jewelry.—Articlesof jewelry having

tiny incandescent lamps instead of gems, the lamps

being lighted by small storage batteries carried on

the person.'
" Electric jewelry is made of base metal set with

imitations of precious stones. See G. A. 5549 (T. D.

24935)•"
The board found that the requirements neces-

sary to bring the disputed pins in question within

the term " jewelry," as defined by lexicographers,

viz., article of personal adornment, the handiwork

of a jeweler, was complied with.

Further the board found : " I. That such of

the hat, bonnet, or shawl pins as are made entirely

of metal in imitation of gold or silver, having

enameled or other ornamented heads, or of metal

set with imitations of precious stones faceted, or

set with pearl, ivory, paste or other materials, the

mountings ornamented with metal bands, scroll

work or other ornamental designs, are commonly

known as jewelry.
" 2. That the hat, shawl, belt, toilet or lace

pins with black heads, faceted or otherwise, or

with so-called plain wax paste or glass heads of

various colors, intended to harmonize with the

drapery of the apparel to which attached, or with

heads imitating round and baroque pearls, all of

the foregoing, if not adorned with metal work, are

not commonly known as jewelry are similar to the

pins held by the Circuit Court of Appeals in the

case of the United States vs. Schiff (reported in T. D.

26492) to be dutiable at 45 per cent. ad valorem.

" 3. That the millinery ornaments are similar

to those passed upon by the Circuit Court of Appeals

in the Schiff case (supra).

" Based upon these findings and upon the

authority of the decision of the United States Circuit

Court in Bader vs. United States (116 Fed. Rep.,

541), wherein Judge Cox held that ornamental pins

similar to those now on appeal were commonly

known as jewelry, and of the decision of the Circuit

Court of Appeals in the Schiff case (supra), we

overrule the protests and affirm the collector's

decision relating to the first class of goods, and

sustain the importer's contention that the mer-

chandise included in Classes 2 and 3, respectively,

is dutiable at 45 per cent. ad valorem under Par.

112 or 193 of the present tariff act. To this extent

the collector's decision is reversed in each case."

Mary Drennan, her nephew

Stealing by Proxy Michael J. Ryan, and a pawn-

broker, named Morris Lipp-

man, are involved, according to the daily press, in

thefts from the pawnshop of A. J. Heany & Co.,

214 Atlantic Avenue, amounting in the aggregate,

it is said, to $15,000. The female member of the

trio was employed as a scrubwoman in the estab-

lishment, and she and Ryan lived at the same ad-

dress in Congress Street, Brooklyn. Recently a
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man called at the Heany establishment to redeem

a ring worth $35o. When it was not found after

some search, an investigation was started, and the

firm learned that goods valued at $15,000 were

missing. The police authorities immediately went

to work on the case, and learned from the Drennan

woman that Ryan had told her to take advantage

of being near the open safe each morning and steal

one or more of the little packets that were within

sight. She did this, she says, turning over the

booty each night to her nephew. She says she got

only about $25 from Ryan for what she did. Ryan

was traced from her home to Loch Sheldrake, a

summer resort, where he was sojourning with a

female friend. He is said to have told the police

that he had disposed of some of the stuff that his

aunt had taken for him to Morris Lippman, a

pawnbroker, and the latter was also arrested. A

$1500 brooch had been sold for $300 and the $35o

ring went for $80. In the Butler Street police

court, Brooklyn, Mrs. Drennan was held in $3000

bail to await the action of the grand jury, and

Ryan was held in the same amount. Lippman,

who denied that he had any knowledge of the fact

that the goods were stolen, was held in $15oo bail.
A window of George W. Shieb-

ler & Co.'s silverware store at

Robbery 5 Maiden Lane was broken
about midnight on Thursday,

September 7th, and silver valued at $450 was

stolen. In this store, as in many others in the

block, it is the cusom to leave bulky articles, such

as larger pieces of silverware, in the show windows

overnight. In fact, few of the jewelers would

have hesitated much to leave jewels exposed to

view, for there are five night watchmen employed

especially to guard property on the block between

Broadway and Nassau Street, and they have the

help of a policeman whose beat is from Broadway

to Pearl Street. The block is only about 350 feet

long. The Shiebler store adjoins that of W. R.

Phelps & Co., dealers in diamonds and watches at

3 Maiden Lane. There are two large pillars in the

front of the Phelps shop, and the entrance is back

from the street. A window ten inches wide in

the Shiebler store fronts upon the alcove. It is

partly shielded from view by one of the pillars.

At the bottom of this window a strip of glass

eight inches wide and a foot long had been cut,

evidntly by a diamond. It had then been driven

in, the noise being deadened by that made by

workmen doing street repairing in Broadway.

Using probably a hook attached to a stick, the

burglar had then fished in the window and ab-

stracted without trouble the pieces it contained.

The pieces taken, it is said, consisted of cups and

saucers, teapots and finger bowls. Besides these

there were three pieces of a colonial service. The

silverware was displayed on silk and plush mounts,

which the thieves pulled toward the window.

Policeman Degenhardt, who went on the beat at

midnight, thinks that the robbery was committed

between that time and 12.15, while he was toward

the Pearl Street end of nis beat. The watchmen are

inclined to accept this time as correct. The burglars

have not been apprehended at this writing.

(Continued on page 1645)
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A. Blue white and perfect
B. Blue white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
Bl. Blue white and slightly imperfect
BX. Blue white and imperfect

C. Extra white and pe:fect
D. Extra white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
E. Extra white and slightly imperfect
EX. Extra white and imperfect

I. White and perfect
2. White and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
3. White and slightly imperfect
3X. White and imperfect

4. Commercial white and perfect
5. Commercial white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
6. Commercial white and slightly imperfect
6X. Commercial white and imperfect

7. flood color and perfect
8. Good color and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
9. flood color and slightly imperfect
9X. Good color and imperfect

Copyrighted, July, 1904, by S. C. Scott

will, of course, make good to a purchaser who has purchased a
Diamond, which has been misrepresented, however innocent the
misrepresentation. If a man has bought an imperfect stone under
the impression that it is a perfect stone, no jeweler can afford to
compel him to stand by his bargain. Still, it is humiliating and hurts
your business if you make such mistakes.

Why not buy Diamonds of us, where their grading is guar-
anteed by our guarantee certificate, and where you can get a large
assortment of beautiful stones bought at cash prices and sold at
special concessions?

We can suit you in any size or quality. Try us with your
next sale.

DIAMONDS and WATCHES

31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

HAVE YOU TAKEN OUR TIP TO BUY COPPER?

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED SHEEP

OF "REAL COPPER" AND " GLAS

AND METAL"

Atel

FINE SILVER-PLATED WARE

REAL COPPER AND VERD ANTIQUE

Wk: ILLUSTRATE A FEW PIECES OF OUR

MADE IN THE "APOLLO STUDIOS," OF GREEN OPALESCENT
COVERED WITH METAL IN VERD ANTIQUE FINISH

A DESIRABLE LINE FOR YOUR HOLIDAY TRADE

Tiffany & Co. are now located
New Store of in their palatial new home, at
Tiffany of Co. Fifth avenue and Thirty-seventh

Street. The building, as shown

in our illustration, is modeled after the celebrated

Palazzo Grimani, of Venice, designed by the

famous architect, San Michele. Crowning Murray

Hill, the shining facades of marble occupy one of

the finest sites in the city. The Fifth Avenue front

is 117 feet long ; that on Thirty-seventh Street,

132. The building is a noble example of the
second period of early Venetian
architecture. The shell of the

entire building is fireproof, be-

ing constructed of marble, iron

and terra cotta. Although exter-

nally the building gives one the
impression of but three stbries,
it is internally subdivided into
seven stories, basement and cel-

lar. The color scheme of the
principal floor has been studied

and excuted by an artist who has

not only produced beautifully
harmonizing tones and values in

all the effects, but has thoroughly
understood the possibilities of

the materials employed. The
result has been that the interior

is without question the most
beautiful commercial interior in
our country. The portion of the
second floor facing Fifth Avenue,
devoted to the exhibition of
bronzes, is subdivided by col-
umns of the Pompeiian Ionic
character. The president's room
and the board room are both
executed in mahogany. The re-
mainder of the second floor is
devoted to the counting rooms,
correspondence and mail-order
departments The larger part of
the third floor is given over to
the pottery and glass depart-
ments. On this floor are also • 

the registry offices and order
departments. On the fourth floor
are the library, heraldic, design-
ing, engraving and photographic departments;
also the watch shop. The fifth floor has the gold-
smiths' shops and the diamond-cutting and polish-
ing departments. The sixth floor contains the
clock, case goods and leather workshops, store-
rooms, etc. The seventh, or top floor, did not
exist on the original plans. The architect, finding
how much available room remained, decided to
vault up under the outer iron framing, and so
constructed a magnificent hall of 13,000 square
feet. The safe deposit vaults and storage for
valuables are in the sub-basement. One tie binds,
architecturally, Tiffany & Co.'s old building to the
new, for the old Herculean Atlas, supporting a
dock, still stands in front of the building.

Attorney-General Mayer has

Diamond Club brought an action against the
Annulled Preferred Mercantile Company,

of New York, to procure a judg-
ment vacating its charter and annulling its existence,

' on the ground that it has abused its powers and
forfeited its charter, incidentally mulcting custom-
ers out of thousands of dollars. The press reports

of the matter state that the corporation was organ-
ized in June last. The business of the corporation
consisted in issuing contracts, under the terms of
which the holders thereof agreed to pay $1 a week
for Ito weeks, when the contract was deemed
mature. Of this sum the corporation was to retain

20 cents as an expense fund and carry to the
redemption fund 8o cents. The company agreed
to redeem these matured contracts in the order of
their seniority by delivering to the holder thereof a
diamond of the commercial value of $2oo, or, at
the option of the holder, to redeem by payment of
$16o. The fraudulent character of the contract is
apparent from the fact that when $1 to had been
paid in $22 constituted its expense fund and $88

::: : 

The Palatial New Store of Tiffany & Co.

was carried to the redemption fund, so that every

time the company redeemed a contract paying $160

it suffered a loss of $72. Occasionally a contract

would be redeemed, but the other holders had no

means of knowing whether it was redeemed in the

order of its seniority or not. The corporation was

driven out of the State of Missouri in 1903. The

proprietors immediately organized another corpor

ation under the name of the Preferred Mercantile

Company of Boston, with its home office in Boston.

The government forbade this corporation the use
of the mails, whereupon it did its business by

express. The attorney-general of Massachusetts

brought an action last year to annul the corpora-

tion and forfeit its franchises. This action was

successful and the officers of the corporation in

that State were directed to transfer all its assets

to a receiver of the corporation appointed in that

action. The receiver was able to secure but $14.06.

The attorney-general of Massachusetts then began

proceedings to punish the officers for contempt,
and the president and secretary of the corporation

are now serving a year's imprisonment in the

common jail of Suffolk County, Massachusetts.
Immediately after the dissolution of the corpora-
tion in Massachusetts, the same officers organized
in this State the Preferred Mercantile Company of
New York, and commenced issuing certificates
underwriting or taking over all contracts they
could secure issued by the Boston corporation.
Upon having his attention called to this corporation,
Attorney-General Mayer got into communication
with the attorney-general of Massachusetts and
brought proceedings for a dissolution of the corpora-
tion in this State. The papers were served on
Saturday, September 2d, and Robert Ten Eyck, of
New York City, was appointed receiver of the cor-
poration in this State.

Dr. Geo. F. Kunz,
Honors for g e in expert of

Tiffany 8z Co.,
whose mineralogi-

cal lore has won him so much
recognition in the past, repre-
sented the United States, by
special appointment of the State
Department, at the International
Congress for the study of radi-
ology and ionization, held last
month at Liege, Belgium. Al-
most simultaneously Dr. Kunz
received from the United States
Government Board, Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, a hand-
some diploma in acknowledg-
ment of his services and co-ope-
ration in the Interior Depart-
ment's exhibit in radio-activity.

The partnership hitherto ex-
isting in the firm of Bent & Kohl,
diamond cutters and polishers,
i6 John Street, has been dis-
solved, Daniel Kohl having
retired. Chas H. Bent, senior
partner, will continue the busi-
ness at the same address.

Louis Nordlinger, with L. &
M. Kahn & Co., diamond deal-
ers, 170 Broadway, has the sym-
pathy of his numerous friend:: on
the loss of his mother, who died
recently. The deceased lady had
been ailing for the past six
months.

ineke & Co., is the name
ne

of a new firm which has opened

at 48 W. Twenty-second Street, for the produc-

tion of artistic jewelry to special order for the
high-class trade. The members of the firm are
Alfred Heineke, hitherto designer for Wm. Scheer,

433 Fifth Avenue ; Charles Appeldorn, formerly

with Tiffany & Co., and later with Wm. Scheer;

and Hans Brassier, hitherto designer with Mc-
Teigue, Manz & Co., 31 West Thirty-first Street.

In the window ot a West Side pawnshop is

what appears to be a diamond ring. The pawn-
broker, with a creditable amount of humor and

truthfulness, has the following sign attached to it :

" Almost a diamond. Price $3.50."
Scofield & De Wyngaert, the Newark, N. J.,

Jewelry manufacturers, have issued a catalogue
and price-list, printed in green ink on enameled

paper and copiously illustrated with half-tones.

Save for the greeting and foreword on the first

page, there is no reading matter proper. The

goods are carefully listed, numbered and priced,

so that the book is valuable as a reference and an
aid to stock selection, especially at this time, when

all manner of new goods call for special attention.

(Continued on page 1647)
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THE STAMPING

of a Trade-Mark in our rings is as

important with us as the pattern or

finish. We know there can be no

question as to the quality or work-

manship, therefore we confidently stamp

each ring like above picture, thus

guaranteeing them to the R et a il

Jeweler.

If you want rings for Man, Woman

or Child that you can honestly recom-

mend, buy rings with the above

Trade-Mark, for back of this Trade-

Mark stands over forty years of honest

manufacturing.

4
over
40

years
Ring Makers

Larter Sons
21-23 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

"THE" Machine for
Tagging Rings, etc.

Complete ( Our Eyelet Machine,
Outfit -', 1000 Celluloid Tags
consists of I 1 Bottle Ink

Price complete,

$5.00 net
NO. I.

0 N O. 3.

Style of Tags

Hand Plyers are

Useless for

Tagging Rings

Pat appl ell fur

1191•111l11

The

HOLD=ON

CLUTCH

Im,s‘
sAcsk

xe"s4̀

YOU slide the

Clutch on—

IT does the rest

Pat. May 20, '02

A Splendid Seller
Retailing at soc.

Ask your Jobber or write to

Scarf Pin Insurance

Hold=On Clutch Co., 33 Gold St., NEW YORk

10 K. SOLID COLD LINK BUTTONS

356. $6.60 358. $6.60 352. $6.70 357. $6.70

The above buttons are set with nice, whiter snappy dia
monds, weighing 1/16 et. per pair.

Without diamonds, $4.50 less for each pair.

862 $3.50 354. $3.50 360. $3.50 355. $3.67 :1;i.

The above buttons are set with nice, white, snappy diamonds, weighing I :12 ci per pail..

Without diamonds, $2.25 less for each pair.

10 K. SOLID COLD LOCKETS

311. $7.40 312. $6.50 307. $5.50 303. $6.31

The above lockets are set with nice, white, snappy diamonds, weighing 1/32 ct.
 each.

Without diamond, $2.25 less for each locket.

We manufacture a complete line of gold and diamond Jewelry and sell direct to the retail
trade by mall. " Our gold always stands the test."

S. FRACKMAN, Manufacturing Jeweler
We are pleased to send select i1111 tags 51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

to responsible Jewelers Write for OM' new fall catalogue

October, 1905

New York Letter

(Continued from page 1645)

The 1905-1906 tournament of

the Jewelers' Bowling League,

Bowling League of New York, was inaugurated

under happy auspices at Hermini

Ehler's Universal Bowling Academy, 271-277 Wash-

ington Street, Brooklyn, on Tuesday, Spetember

12th, and will continue, according to the schedule,

until March 23d, 1906. As will be remembered,

last season's games proved a fruitful source of inter-

est and pleasure for numerous friends of the

participating clubs and patrons of the alley, and

provided a most beneficial relaxation for the stren-

uous votaries of the jewelry trade in the metropolis.

The manner in which interest in the successive

contests continued to grow and ripen, until the play-

ing of the final game, was likewise most gratifying

to the promoters of the pastime, and it goes with-

out saying, therefore, that the new series will be

followed with a pleasure no less keen and an

enthusiasm no less enduring. There are the same

number of competing teams this year as there

were last, namely, fifteen, but the withdrawal of

three of the teams, who figured in the 1904-1905

tourney, is responsible for the infusion of some new

blood into those now competing, to-wit, the repre-

sentatives, respectively, of Cross & Beguelin, and

N. H. White & Co., New York, and of A. A.

Webster & Co., Brooklyn. The participating clubs

represented. are as follows : Aikin-Lambert Co.,

Avery & Brown, Cross & Beguelin, Dennison

Mfg. Co., Elgin National Watch Co., Joseph Fahys

& Co.,Gorham Mfg. Co., Julius King Optical Co.,

Alfred H. Smith & Co., Tiffany & Co., Udall &

Ballou, L. E. Waterman Co., A. A. Webster & Co.,

N. H. White & Co., C. F. Wood & Co. The

officers of the league are : J. B. Wood, I Maiden

Lane, president ; F. P. Seymour, 15 John Street,

vice-president ; E. H. Dean, 19 Maiden Lane,

treasurer, and J. F: Schierloh, 21 Maiden Lane,

secretary. Mr. Dean is the only one of last sea-

son's executive who continues in office. Appended

are the results of the initial games :

September 1201.—Cross & Beguelin, 690, 656,
752, vs. Gorham Mfg. Co., 561, 653, 616.

September x3t11.—Dennison Mfg. Co., 732, 779,
737, vs. N. H. White & Co., 775, 637, 772.

September z401.—Tiffany & Co., 714, 784, 807,
vs. A. H. Smith & Co., 792, 782, 780.

September I5t11.—Aikin, Lambert & Co., 653,
669, 621, vs. Joseph Fahys & Co., 746, 697, 677.

September I9th.—King Optical Co., 754, 723,
707, vs. L. E. Waterman & Co., 737, 774, 711.

September 2oth.—Avery & Brown, 699, 670,
761, vs. Elgin National Watch Co., 679, 656, 611.

September 21st.—C. F. Wood & Co., 789,
796, 8o8, vs. A. A. Webster & Co., 623, 697, 742.

September 22d.—Udall & Ballou, 674, 663, 675,
vs. Cross & Beguelin, 772, 719, 721.

Following are the standings of the teams to
date :

The jewelers'

THE KEYSTONE

Per High
Won. Lost.. cent.. score

. 1.000 772
8 1.000 808

. 1.000 761
8 . 1.000 746
2 1 .667 807
2 1 .667 775
2 1 .667 774
1 2 .383 792
1 2 .333 779
1 2 .333 764

3 . . 742
3 . . 679

675
3 669
3 663

Cross & Beguelin  
C. F. Wood & Co.  
Avery & Brown
Joseph Fahys & Co. . .
Tiffany & Co.  
N. H. White & Co. 
L. E. Waternmn et. Co 
A. H. Smith & Co 
Dennison Mfg. Co.  
Julius King Optical Co.  
A. A. Webster & Co.  
Elgin National Watch Co 
Udall & Ballot,
Allan, Lambert & Co.  
Gorham 31fg, CO.

The American Waltham Watch

Medal for Co. has been advised by W. H.

Tolman, director of the United

States section of social econ-

omy, at the Liege, Belgium, Exposition, that its

Waltham Exhibit

exhibit of industrial betterment installed thereat,

has received the award of a gold medal from the

international jury in social economy.

Miss Hettie Oldden, for several years past

chief clerk for the Keller Jewelry Co., resigned her

position last month. We understand that she is

interested in a wedding ceremony that is to be

performed in the near future. Miss Morrison, who

has been connected with the company for several

years, takes Miss Oldden's place.

Max J. Lissauer, senior member of the firm of

Lissauer & Co., of this city, recently returned from

a four-months' trip to London and the continent.

Mr. Lissauer was accompanied by his wife, and

after a two-months' stay in the diamond markets

of Amsterdam and Antwerp, the balance of the

time was spent at Carlsbad and other well-known

resorts. Mr. Lissauer reports that good stones are

rather scarce and high, but after considerable skir-

mishing around he fortunately secured a sufficient

quantity for his needs, at reasonable rates. Most

of the stock was bought in the rough, and then cut

specially to his order to suit this market.

The Frank Netschert Co., manufacturers of

artificial flowers and grasses, supplied the arti-

ficial flowers and grasses that were used to decorate

the floats of the Coney Island Mardi Gras, which

lasted for several days.

The regular monthly meeting of

the executive committee of the

Security Alliance Jewelers' Security Alliance was

held on Friday, September 8th,

the following members being present : Chairman

Butts, President Sloan, Vice-Presidents Wood and

Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes

and Messrs. Alford, Bowden and Stern, of the

committee. The following new members were

admitted:

Jewelers'

J. C. Ertel, Indianapolis, Ind.
Jacob Garber, Philadelphia,

Pa.
Krattss & Secttor, Indianapo-

lis, Ind.
L. C. Pedersen Walnut Iowa.
C. A. Radde, Cleveland,Ohio.
Jos. L. Schopp, Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Wilson Bros. Co., Boston.

Mass.
Eckart Jewelry 111111 Mig. Co.,

New Iberia, La.
Forteson Jewly Co., Sawyer,

Wis.
C. W. Goodwin, Milford,

Conn.
The Leonard Jewelry Co.

Mosley, Kans,
One. F. Rose, Cleveland,

Ohio.
New York Silver Co., New

York City.
M. H. Richardson, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
Geo. W. Reichard, Cleveland,

Ohio,
Reineman Bros., Allegheny,

Pa.
F. P. Robey, Danville, Ill.
N. Rosenthal & Co., Hart-

ford, sotto.
Salisbury & Nellis, Newark,

N. J.
Frank Schario, Danville,
L. E. Scharf°, Danville, Ill.
Witt & Shork, Genoa, Ill.
Burns & Gosser, Coshocton,

Ohio,
0. F. Ericson & Co., Pitts-

field, Ill.
Jos. Gumpert, Philadelphia,

Pa.
L. Ileller & Son, Providence,

R. I.
Adolph Kahn, Washington,

1). C.
W. C. Pfaeffle, Enid, Okla-

homa Ter.
Geo. Rickman, Kalamazoo,

Mich.
Saks Optical Co., Washing-

ton, D. C.
H.J.Sevy, Battle Creek,Mieh.
Wm. J. Burkhardt, Dayton,

Ohio.
D. C. Griswold, Clinton,Wis.
Kleiner & Ilein, Chicago, Ill.
E. A. McIntire, Chicago, Ill.
J. T. Stalford, Athens, Pa.

31. S. Fleishman Co., Chi-
cago, III.

Walter C. Dean, Ardmore,
Ind. Ter.

'William J. Miller, Baltimore,
Md.

William Pretter, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

E. Strassburger, Citiettgii, III.
Chas. IT. Allen, Turtle

Bair liros., Harrisburg, III.
CarIV.Bergstrom,Chleagii,I II.
J.N. Comegys, Ash Grove,310.
R. IV. Edwards, Oakland,Cal.
Geo. Fake, Oakland, Cal.
Chas. A. Joneson,Chicago,T11.
J. N. Kunkel, New Rockford,

N. Dak.
Frank E. Lister, Carnegie, Pa.
The Little Long Co., Char-

lotte, N. C.
'1. W. Otto, Crawfordsvillc,

Ind.
Henry Rhein, Chicago, Ill.
I. Schwartz, Chicago, Ill.
Thos. H. Smedley & Son,

Camden, N. J.
Thompson-BrannonCo.,Ashe-

ville, N. C.
Claude M. Wall, Gallipolis,

Ohio.
S. Wechter & Co.,Chicago,
Millard F• Wood

 Lowell,Mass.
Nathan Trani, ltonkers, N.Y.
A. Thalhofer & Son, Chicago,

David Samuels, Jersey Shore,
Pa.

Milton Reed, Doylestown, Pa.
Wm. F. Mueller Jewly Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
G. A. Camp, Chicago, Ill.
F. S. Shepard, Clarence, Mo.

HKrebs Bros., artley, Iowa.
Ike Samuels, Sayre, Pa.
Burnett Bros., Seattle, Wash.
Capo-Hohusen Jewelry Co.,

Tucson, Ariz.
Allen H. Wentz, Baltimore,

Md.
V. E. Blake, Fort Collins,

Colo.
Owen-Cotter Jewly Co.,

Tampa, Fla.
Vanderbilt & Donnelly, Win-

sted, Conn.
Burtiss A O'Connor, Utica,

N. Y.
J.E. Homrighous, Tuseola,I11.

(Continued on page 1656)
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Our very-much-awake diamond business is constantly
increasing, because our stock is large, and long experi-
ence gives us the ability to fill orders in the right way
and at right prices.

The diamond pages in the 840-page 1906 B.A.& Co.
Catalogue, just published, are good pages to be familiar
with. If the book should not fulfill some special want,
a letter from you will receive prompt attention.

October, 1905 THE KevsToNe

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
ROOM 1.01 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, September 26, 1905

The West, Northwest andThe State of Southwest have now settledTrade and down to the long pull that willOutlook reach its climax about mid-
night on the 23d of December. Here in Chicago
business is good in all directions. The outlook
for the future is very promising. The corn crop
is now assured, and the harvest of other grains
is all in. Seldom, if ever, have they been more
bountiful. A very large quantity of both small
and large grains will be marketed before Decem-
ber, and it is expected that this important feature
will create a season of business activity that will
last all the late fall and through the winter. Upon
the whole the outlook is most favorable, and a
fine fall trade is expected.

The last week in October andGood Work the first week in Novemberof the Chicago practically close the season ofCommercial
merchants' fall excursionsAssociation under the auspices of the Chi-

cago Commercial Association. In the Western
Passenger Association territory the dates for sale
of reduced rate tickets to the last meeting of this
year are October 28th and November 4th, inclu-
sive. In the Central Passenger Association ter-
ritory the dates for the same privileges to the last
meeting of the Association are October 28th and
November 3d, inclusive. In Illinois Central Ter-
ritory points south of the Ohio river, from Sep-
tember 30th to October 31st, inclusive, reduced
rates to the Chicago market will prevail. The
four metings already held, beginning with July,
have been very successful. These "meetings"
have been instrumental in bringing to,000 country
dealers to the great central market of Chicago.
There can be no doubt but that the work of this
Association has given a tremendous impetus to Chi-
cago's trade. In nearly every line the trade has been
double that of last year, and 1904 was not consid-
ered a bad year by Chicago wholesalers and manu-
facturers. The founders of the Association no
longer consider the enterprise in the light of an ex-
periment. The results of the work accomplished by
its aid have assured its permanence. It is now con-
sidered an important adjunct in the work of making
Chicago commercially and industriously preeminent
among the great cities of the nation. In speaking of
the prosperity now abroad in the Chicago market,
John H. Hardin, secretary of the Association and
a member of the firm of F. A. Hardy & Company,
said : "Wholesale trade conditions in Chicago
never have been better than at the present time.
I make this as a general statement, as there may
be some lines that the prosperity wave has not
fully reached as yet. It is also true, however,
that there has not yet been any great influx of out-
of-town jewelers and opticians in this market thus
far this fall. But this is a matter that is easil)I.
explained when I state that these people seldom
do much of their holiday buying until October,
and they do not as a rule come to market until
they are ready to select their holiday lines. Our

next and last meeting will just about catch the
jewelers,. and I anticipate seeing a great number
of them in the great central market the last week
in October and the first week in November."

Benjamin Chauncey Allen, John A. Cox and
Benjamin Allen, of Benj. Allen & Company, re-
turned last week from an enjoyable automobile
jaunt through Indiana and Michigan to Detroit
and then over into Canada for a few days. The
trip, though a new experience to most of the
party, was made without accident, and proved
thoroughly enjoyable. They returned home by
way of Toledo.

Samuel Swartchild, head of the house of
Swartchild & Company, and Mrs. Swartchild, left
London September moth and sailed that day on the
Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse for home. They ex-
pect to reach Chicago by October 1st. Mr. Swart-
child writes from London under late date that
Mrs. Swartchild and himself have enjoyed their
travels in England and the Continent very much,
and that they have had a most pleasant summer.
He also states that he has spent a great deal of
his time in his four months' journeying through
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France and Eng-
land in the interests of the watchmakers and
jewelers of the United States, on the lookout for
new and desirable novelties in tools and other
articles that will interest them. He further states
that he has found quite a number of new and
useful articles that he will spring on the trade
through THE KEYSTONE very shortly.

Walter S. Campbell, of the general office force
of the Elgin National Watch Company, was mar-
ried August 23d to Miss Madge D. Burdick, of
Elgin, Ill. The wedding occurred at the home of
the bride's parents in Elgin, and a throng of
friends and relatives were on hand to wish the
young couple great joy in their new relation. Mr.
Campbell is a bright and worthy young man with
a future, and THE KEYSTONE joins with his many
friends in the trade in extending congratulations.

Louis Manheimer, Mrs. Manheimer and Miss
Manheimer returned last week from a four
months' trip abroad. While away they traveled
at easy stages through England, Scotland and the
Continent, spending a larger part -if their time
among the pleasure resorts of Germany. Mr.
Manheimer is looking well, and says he never
felt better and that they enjoyed their trip, but
that they all were mighty glad to get back to
grand and glorious America.

0. D. Richardson has been chosen secretary
of the Chicago Jewelers' Club to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Geo. H. Hazlett. Mr.
Richardson's election dates from September 1st,
and the club is to be congratulated upon the
choice of its board of directors. From what
we have long known of Mr. Richardson we be-
lieve he is the right man in the right place.

We are glad to note that Max Noel, of Des-
pres, Bridges & Noel, is again able to be about
business. In our last issue we stated that he had
undergone a severe surgical operation and was
in the hospital recovering from it. Mr. Noel is
getting on nicely, though he is not able to do a
full day's work. He does not expect to get out
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on the road again much before the middle of
October.

Conover Fitch, son of President Fitch, of the
American Waltham Watch Company, spent a few
days in town recently.

John H. Hardin, of F. A. Hardy & Company,
has only recently returned from a three weeks'
fishing excursion up among the wilds of the Lake
Superior country. Mr, Hardin has long been
noted as a good fisherman, and he has only added
to his laurels on this trip.

The family of Fred G. Thearle, of C. H.
Knights & Company, have returned to town for
the season from their summer home at Lake
Geneva.

Ed. Swartchild, of Swartchild & Company,
is at his desk again after a six weeks' illness.

C. P. Dungan, of the International Silver
Company, returned the first of the month from a
three weeks' Western trip, going as far as Salt
Lake City. Mr. Dungan's trip was mostly as a
vacation, and he tells us that he enjoyed a de-
lightful outing among the wilds of Wyoming.

A. L. Wiffin, with Benj. Allen & Company,
returned last week from a most enjoyable vaca-
tion spent in Colorado. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Wiffin and the children.

President Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen
Company, is now in the European diamond marts.
This is Mr. Ellbogen's third visit so far this year
to Europe, each trip being a buying trip. This
firm's business in diamonds has been good this
year, and the demands of the trade have made it
necessary for Mr. Ellbogen's third trip to the
world's chief diamond marts.

H. A. Bredel, manager of the watch depart-
ment of A. C. Becken's, returned from a four
weeks' trip to the Pacific Coast the early part of
the month. Mr. Bredel journeyed west over the
Southern route through California, and returned
home by the Northern route, taking in the Port-
land Fair.

J. B. Hoecker, of the Hunter-Hoecker Corn-
pany, a well-known optical house of New York
and Brooklyn, spent several days in this market
last week.

A. L. Sercomb, Chicago manager for the
International Silver Company, left the 1st of Sep-
tember for a month's outing in the Pacific North-
west. Mr. Sercomb expected to spend a week
looking over the Lewis and Clark Exposition at
Portland and to make a side trip up into British
Columbia.

F. A. Hardy, of F. A. Hardy & Company, and
family have returned to their Evanston home
after a pleasant summer spent at their summer
home on the Macanac Islands.

Theo. H. Purple, formerly well .known in the
Chicago trade from his long connection with tile
Holmes & Edwards Silver Plate Company as
their Chicago manager, but of late engaged in
other lines, has returned to his old love as Chi-
cago and Western representative for the Middle-
town Silver Company, Middletown, Conn., and
the cut glass line of Taylor Bros. & Company, of
Philadelphia. Mr. Purple has opened an office in
Room 1103 Heyworth Building.

E. M. Lunt, Chicago manager for the Towle
Manufacturing Company, has just returned from
a ten days' trip to the company's factory at New-
buryport, Mass.

Gossip Among the Trade
The Northern Illinois College, of Chicago,

draws students from all over the world. F. W.
Howson, of Canterbury, England, has just regis-
tered for a course in optics at this widely-known
school.

The M. S. Benedict Manufacturing Company
have removed their Chicago salesrooms to the
sixth floor of the Silversmiths' Building.

The Geo. H. Fuller & Son Company will
remove October 1st from the seventh floor of the
Columbus Memorial Building to enlarged quar-
ters on the tenth floor of the new Heyworth
Building, at Madison street and Wabash avenue,
where they will have a considerably larger space
than in their old quarters. The new office will
be fitted up in first-class style with modern con-
veniences. The removal is fully warranted by the
increasing business of the firm. Mr. Mather, the
Chicago and Western manager, tells us that they
have long felt the need of more room.

(Continued on page 1651)
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will depend on the adaptability of your stock to the

wants of your patrons. Our big cutting plant, our large

supplies and accurate knowledge of trade requirements,

enable us to supply the diamond stock that best fits

your needs, and at prices that will mean quick and

profitable sales.

We can help you to a greater extent than any other

to take advantage of the unusual diamond-selling possi-

bilities of this prosperous season. Prompt attention given

to all mail orders.
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Chicago Letter

(Continued (rain page 1649):

The following students have just recently

graduated in optics from the Northern Illinois

College of this city: L. Leubrie, Winnetka, Ill.;

A. G. Kirmse, Dubuque, Iowa ; John B. Clopton,
Arlington, Texas; M. R. Held, Chicago, and

Howard E. Whitney, M.D., Otsego, Mich.
Benj. Allen & Co. have issued their annual

catalogue to the trade. This is an 840-page book,

copiously illustrated with handsome half-tones

and abounding in information of everyday interest

and usefulness to the dealer. The scope of this
catalogue embraces practically everything sold by

the jeweler, and in typography and general ar-
rangement it is a very fine specimen of adver-

tising literature, and one which the trade will find
valuable as a means of reference.

A. C. Becken has issued his thirteenth annual
catalogue and price-list. This is a very volu-
minous compilation, containing over 700 pages,
handsomely printed and profusely illustrated.
The book is methodically arranged, and embraces
within its scope not only all varieties of jewelry
and kindred goods but tools and materials as
well.

News from the Trade

J. B. Ingalls is a new jeweler who has re-
cently embarked in business in Rock Island, Ill.
Mr. Ingalls bought his opening stock in this
market.

L. W. Bruns, the lively Western representa-
tive of the Juergens & Andersen Company, with
headquarters at Denver, is spending a few days
in Chicago after a prosperous trip of ten weeks.
Mr. Bruns says that trade is quite good in the
West at present and that the outlook for fall
business was never better.

Phil. Noel, house man with Despres, Bridges
& Noel, and brother of the genial Max, has been
covering his brother's territory since the latter's
illness, and "making good" right along. The Noel
brothers—Max, Rudolph and Philip—are the kind
of salesmen that are born, not made.

The retail optical house of T. J. Howe &
Company, Louisville, Ky., were represented in
this market last week by Mr. Sackstedder, who
was here for several days, combining business
with pleasure.

Cards have been received at this office an-
nouncing the wedding of Jeweler Robert N.
Phipps, of Fulton, Ky., and Miss Irene Cason.
The ceremony will occur at the home of the bride's
parents in Jackson, Tenn., on the evening of Octo-
ber 4th. THE KEYSTONE takes pleasure in extend-
ing congratulations.

George Robb, city salesman for F. A. Hardy
& Company, is being congratulated by his friends
upon his recent marriage to a Chicago lady.

The Boyd Park Jewelry Company, of Denver,
Colo., have been represented in this market the
past week by Mr. Knox, who has charge of their
manufacturing department.

J. M. Gandere, with Bitterman Brothers,
Evansville, Ind., was a trade caller in this market
recently.

C. M. Perkins, of the St. Louis Silver Com-
pany, spent a week in town the early part of the
month calling on the Chicago trade in the inter-
ests of his firm.

C. E. Roy, Western traveler for A. C. Becken,
left headquarters the early part of the month for
an extended trip over his territory. He will go
as far as the Pacific Coast before returning home.

Wade Williams, of Warren & Williams, ring
makers of Providence, is spending this week
among the Chicago trade in the interests of his
house.

George M. Landon, Chicago and Western
agent for the Homan Manufacturing Company,
which has only recently succeeded to the business
of the Homan Silver Plate Company at Cincin-
nati, returned last week from a successful trip
oyer the "Western Circuit," touching the larger
cities only. Mr. Landon says that fall business
is opening up fine all around the "Circuit," and
that he expects to see the boom keep on right up
to the holidays.

Dave Axman, Chicago and Western repre-

THE KEYSTONE

sentative of the J. D. Bergen Manufacturing
Company, is out on the road on the lookout for
cut glass orders.

C. L. Glines, jeweler-optician of Harrison,
Ark., spent several weeks recently in Chicago,
where he was pursuing a post-graduate course
in optics at the Northern Illinois College.

F. Laraway, the well-known and success-
ful jeweler at Glenwood, Iowa, has recently estab-
lished a branch store at Hood River, Oregon.

J. W. Neasham, of Ottumwa, Iowa, is about
to make. extensive improvements in his store by
rearranging it and putting in modern fixtures for
the main part of his store. The new fixtures will
be of mahogany, richly finished, and when the
improvements are completed Mr. Neasham ex-
pects to show his customers and friends one of
the really handsome jewelry establishments of the
Hawkeye State and the Western country as well.
The work is being done by F. C. Jorgeson &
Company, of this city.
. C. A. Kiger, the well-known Kansas City
jobber, was in town for a day early in the month
calling on the manufacturing trade.

Following is a list of students who have re-
cently taken up a course in optics at the Northern
Illinois College of this city: Thomas B. Sanders,
of Texas; Clark A. Beswick, Libertyville, Ill.;
Ella B. Dimond, of Oregon; 13. H. Goll, Chicago;
Charles Mantor, of Colorado; John A. Weeks,
Arensville, Ill.; William J. Krueger, of Minne-
sota; Charles Tribe, Milwaukee, Wis.; P. S.
Dougherty, M.D., of California; M. L. Rooney,
Coalport, Pa.; Eugene G. Wiseman, Harrodsburg,
Ky.; Edward A. Mack, Oakland, Cal.; Alton D.
Guion, Chicago, and Edward S. Kernen, Battle
Creek, Mich.

John Hillinger, of R. J. Hillinger & Company,
is on an extended Western trip, which includes
the Pacific Coast country and the Rocky IVIoun-
taM territory. He reports trade as excellent in
that section of the couuntry.

A. N. Dennes, of Fred. Fuchs & Brothers,
the well-known New York silversmiths, is spend-
ing a few days among the Chicago trade in the
interests of his house.

L. M. Ratliff, formerly of Francisville, Ind.,
is now with Jeweler L. M. Lauterman, of Colo-
rado Springs, Colo.

Jeweler H. E. Fox, of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, has recently returned from a trip to
British Columbia and the Portland Fair. Mr. Cox
reports a delightful outing.

H. Harrison, of Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan,
has j ust recently returned from a trip to the West,
where he was visiting his parents.

L. W. Williams, who travels in Texas, Okla-
homa and Kansas territory for Norris, Alister &
Company, left headquarters last week for his sec-
ond fall trip. Mr. Williams is expecting to find
trade quite prosperous in the Southwestern coun-
try, as his July and August trip gave every in-
dication for a brisk demand for goods as the holi-
day season approached.
Claude E. Range, of Trenton, Mo., has just

been appointed local watch inspector for the
Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City Railroad. Mr.
Range has for several years past been watch in-
spector for the Rock Island system. With his
new road he now has to inspect the watches of
over three hundred railroad men every fortnight,
and regulate their watches at least four times
a year.

Hugo F. Gruschow, buyer and catalogue
man for Noack & Gorenflo, Detroit, was in town
for a day recently, calling on his friends in the
trade. Mr. Gruschow is an old Chicago boy, and
for a number of years was connected with Otto
Young & Company and always enjoys visiting
here.

Jeweler Vernier, of Toledo, Ohio, is a lover
of outdoor sport and always improves his oppor-
tunities for hunting and fishing. He spent the
early part of this month in the woods, enjoying
some rare sport in hunting.

L. Cook, of Cook & Shepner, Flint, Mich.,
spent the early part of September in the northern
part of that State on a fishing excursion which
he enjoyed very much.

Jeweler Bowley, of Belvidere, Ill., is spending
a few weeks up among the wilds of Northern
Minnesota, enjoying some rare sport in hunting
and fishing.
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Al. E. Henry, the well-known jeweler of
Rockford, Ill., had his show window shattered
and broken into Sunday night, September 17th.
The thieves got away with something like $300
worth of goods, and up to this writing have not
been apprehended.

W. H. Rankin, in charge of the material de-
partment for the Lewis Jewelers' Supply Com-
pany, wholesale, Denver, Colo., was in the city
for several days last week, enjoying life in the
Western metropolis and calling on the manu-
facturing trade.

Fred. R. Sheridan, of Arnold & Steere, and
W. A. Fay, Western man for the John T. Mauran
Manufacturing Company, left Chicago headquar-
ters the middle of September for their second
fall trip to the Pacific Coast. These gentlemen
expect to return to Chicago by October 15th.

Jeweler S. J. Gilger, of Norwalk, Ohio, is fit-
ting up and will soon have completed one of the
really swell stores of the Buckeye State.

G. A. Clark & Son, the well-known jewelers
of Lorain, Ohio, are making extensive improve-
ments in their store and adding new fixtures in
order to keep up with the demands of their grow-
ing business.

G. G. Case, of Jackson, Michigan, has only
recently returned to business looking much im-
proved, after a delightful outing spent at his sum-
mer home in the northern part of his State.

J. A. Schoenthaler will enlarge his premises
on the sixth floor of the Columbus Memorial
Building by taking in the adjoining room on the
south. This enlargement of his quarters is made
necessary by increasing business. Mr. Schoen-
thaler expects to occupy his enlarged quarters
about October 15th.

S. H. Clausin, head of the house of S. H.
Clausin & Company, wholesale, Minneapolis,
Minn., spent a day in town this week, calling on
the manufacturing trade.

Jeweler J. Murbach, of Elyria, Ohio, has just
returned from a several months' stay on the
Pacific Coast looking well and hearty. Mr. Mur-
bach enjoyed a delightful trip and was greatly
pleased with the prosperity and progress he met
with in the great and growing West.

McCoy & Company, of Minot, North Dakota,
have just recently been making improvements in
their store by putting in some new fixtures. This
enterprising firm now has one of the really swell
stores of that section of the country, so travelers
tell us who have recently called on them.

C. T. E. Smith, who covers the Central West
for Reed & Barton, will have the sympathy of his
many friends in the trade upon the loss of his
mother, whose death occurred at their home in
this city early in September.

R. N. Blair, the well-known road salesman,
has succeeded F. E. Blackburn as manager of the
Colonial Jewelry Company, located in the Atwood
Building.

Smith, general time inspector for the
c

Mexican Central Railway and other Mexican
railroad lines, with headquarters at the City of
Mexico, is in town this week, calling on his old
friends in the trade. He is accompanied by his
family.

S. Swart, the veteran jeweler of West Bay
City, Mich., is dead. His death occurred at the
family home in that city the first week in Sep-
tember.

H. E. Scattergood has recently opened a first-
class jewelry store in Hinsdale, Mich.

B. H. Broer, of Toledo, Ohio, is fitting up a
modern store, having outgrown his present lo-,
cation.

Norris, Alister & Co. will have ready for dis-
tribution about October t5th their thirty-eighth
annual catalogue. This compilation will contain
500 pages, attractively printed and abundantly il-
lustrated with rich half-tones. An unusual amount
of care has been exercised in the preparation of
this catalogue, which as a result is replete with
useful information on the vast lines carried by
this firm. The book will be sent to regular
jewelers on request.

Otto Young & Company have issued their
1906 catalogue, which is a very comprehensive
book, containing fine illustrations and full de-
scriptions of the extensive lines carried by this
well-known firm. This catalogue marks an ad-

(continued on page 1653)
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Our 1906 Catalogue
Was sent about October 1st to all legitimate jewelers with whom we
have had the pleasure of doing business. Are you on our list, and have
you received our book? If not, advise us, and if there is a possibility of
doing business with you, and you are a legitimate jeweler, we will be
pleased to send it to you, all charges prepaid.

It is the most complete book of the kind ever published, containing
616 pages of illustrations, showing all desirable staples and novelties in
Watches, Diamonds, Rings, Charms, Jewelry, Pens, Canes, Umbrellas,
Novelties, Toliet Goods, Clocks and Optical Goods ; in fact everything
needed by Watchmakers, J ewelers and Opticians, excepting Tools,
Material and Findings. These goods are shown in a separate book.
If you have not received same, advise us, and we will forward it to you,
free of charge.

We have moved into larger quarters in the new, modern, fire-proof

HEYWORTH BUILDING

34 to 48 Madison St. an  125 to 129 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Our store-room contains 14,400 square feet, and is the largest
exclusively wholesale jewelry establishment in the world. We have
added new lines to our stock, and increased the variety in every depart-
ment, but have made no change in our prices, which remain as heretofore,
uniformly low. We invite comparison of goods and prices, as it will
help us, and make you our customer.

All orders filled promptly and accurately.
Call and see us when you come to Chicago.
Send us your orders and we will guarantee to please you.
Wishing you prosperity, we remain,

Respectfully,

OTTO YOUNG 0 CO.

October,

1.
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vance on all previous advertising productions got-
ten out by the firm in matter, typography and
systematic arrangement. It should prove a very
useful addition to the jeweler's collection of
advertising literature as a ready means of refer-
ence. It is distributed free to the retail jewelry
trade, and dealers who will not have received a
copy by October 15th should notify the firm.

Out of Town Viaitors

C. Pieper, of Zeeland, Michigan, spent a day
in town last week on the lookout for late fall
novelties.

E. J. Price & Company, of Reinbeck, Iowa,
was represented in this market last week by the
head of the firm, who was here selecting his fall
bills.

H. J. Dale, of Linton, Ind., was met in one
of our wholesale offices last week. Mr. Dale was
spending a week in Chicago, visiting his relatives
and doing some fall buying.

F. D. Day & Company, the well-known
jewelers of Duluth, Minn., were represented in
this market last week by C. W. Bagley, the man-
aging partner of the firm, who was here on a
fall buying trip.

W. N. Boynton, the pioneer and well-known
jeweler of Manchester, Iowa, was in the Chicago
market for a few days last week, selecting his fall
bills.

Martin & Hoerr, of Mankato, Minn., were
represented in this market last week by Frank
Hoerr, who was selecting their fall lines.

C. R. Smith, of Huntington, Indiana, paid the
Chicago market a visit last week, and was a
liberal buyer in fall lines.

S. B. Holley, of Continental, Ohio, spent a
few days in Chicago recently, combining business
ith pleasure.
0. H. Weedman is a new jeweler in Monti-

cello, Ill. Mr. Weedman spent several days in
Chicago last week, purchasing his open stock.
When seen in one of our wholesale houses he
said lie was buying rather liberally as he had a
good town and expected a fairly good business
from the start.

S. Jacobs, head of the well-known jewelry
house of S. Jacobs & Son, Des Moines, Iowa.,
was a welcome visitor in this market last week.
Mr. Jacobs is one of the pioneer jewelers of the
T-Tawkeye State, and has been quite successful in
building up a nice business.

C. F. Baldwin, of Berran Springs, Michigan,
was among the many visiting buyers in this mar-
ket recently.

W. P. Reichert, of Canton, Ill., accompanied
by Mrs. Reichert, was in Chicago last week, corn-
bining his fall buying with pleasure and sight-
seeing.

John Schmelzer, of Centralia, Ill., was in
town recntly selecting his fall bills.

F. E. Shortiss, of Traer, Iowa, the well-known
and always welcome buyer in this market, was
here for several days recently, selecting his fall
bills. He was a liberal buyer, as he thinks Iowa
is all right this year for a prosperous fall and
holiday business.

C. A. Church, of Belle Plaine, Iowa, was
among the many Western jewelers in this market
recently, selecting his fall and holiday bills.

Albert Opbendyk, of Grand Rapid's, Michigan,
spent a day or two recently in this market, on the
lookout for late fall novelties.
. T. E. Taylor, of Bloomington, Wis., was a

visiting buyer in this market last week, selecting
his fall bills.

R. Herrick, of Edmore, Michigan, spent a day
in Chicago recently, selecting goods for his home
store.
. Frank Mayr, the head of the well-known re-

tail house of Frank Mayr & Son, South Bend,
Ind., was a welcome visiting buyer in this market
last week. He was accompanied by Mrs. Mayr.

C. D. Gardner, of Manistee, Michigan, who
has bought goods in this market for over thirty
years, was a welcome visiting buyer here last
week.

F. A. Vogt, of Mishawaka, Indiana, spent a
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few days in this market last week, laying in a
supply of fall goods for the home store.

Otto Eggers, of Atlantic, Iowa, was a trade
caller in this market last week, on tlie lookout for
late fall novelties.

J. C. Hoagland, of Sheldon, Ill., spent a day
in town recently on a purchasing trip.

Lochman Brothers, the well-known jewelers
of Springfield, Ill., were represented in this mar-
ket recently by G. Lochman, of the firm, who was
here on a buying trip.

J. D. Taylor, of Logansport, Ind., was a recent
buyer in this market, selecting goods for the home
store.

W. C. Alexander, of Salida, Colo., spf-nt sev-
eral days in Chicago market recently, doing some
fall buying and enjoying life in the Western me-
tropolis.

J. M. Scribner & Son, of Attica, Ind., were
represented in this market recently by Mr. Scrib-
ner, Jr., who was here attending to the firm's fall
buying, accompanied by Mrs. Scribner.

J. H. Smyth, of Fort Smith, Arkansas, spent
several days in Chicago recently, doing some fall
buying and enjoying our fine summer resort
weather.

Ernest Starkey, of Waterford, Wis., was
among the many fall buyers in this market re-
cently.

A. D. Lemon, of Attica, Ind., was in town
recently, on the lookout for late fall novelties.

A. B. Macdonald, of Chillicothe, Mo., was a
welcome buyer in this market for a few days last
week.

Robert D. Worrell, the well-known and suc-
cessful jeweler of Mexico, Mo., was in Chicago
for several days last week, doing his fall buying
and enjoying life in a great city. Mr. Worrell
brought the news that he was making extensive
improvements in his store, in expectation of a fine
business this fall and holiday season. He says
that grand old Missouri is in mighty good shape
this year, and that trade conditions and prospects
were never better.

W. A. Grant, Harrisburg, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in this market recently.

T. G. Studel, of Chilton, Wisconsin, was in
Chicago on a purchasing trip recently.

George A. Young, of Moberly, Mo., spent a
few days here recently, combining business with
pleasure.

E. L. Thayer, of Rockford, Ill., was among
the many buyers who visited this market recently
on a fall purchasing trip.

F. B. Crane, of Mount Pleasant, Iowa, was
in the city for a few days recently, looking over
the market for the newest things in fall novelties.

W. T. Hixson, of the Wm. T. Hixson Com.
pany, the widely-known jewelers of El Paso,
Texas, is spending a fortnight in Chicago, visit-
ing relatives and attending to the firm's fall
buying.

C. E. Prouty, of Bradford, Ill., spent a day
in Chicago recently on a purchasing trip.

Andrew Rovelstad, of Rovelstad Brothers,
Elgin, Ill., was seen in one of our jobbing houses
this week, where he was doing some buying for
the home market. Mr. Rovelstad was of the
opinion that trade would be excellent this fall and
winter, and said that he could see nothing to
hinder an unusually prosperous holiday business
this season.

Joseph F. Higginbotham, of Brandon, Canada,
spent several days in Chicago, combining his fall
buying with seeing the sights of a great city.

The Cook Jewelry Company, of Fayetteville,
Ark., was represented in this market last week
by the head of the firm, who was here on a fall
purchasing trip.

S. R. Mace, for over thirty years a jeweler at
Moulton, Iowa, was a visiting buyer in this mar-
ket last week, selecting his fall bills.

E. F. Schmermund, of Greenville, Ohio, was
a liberal buyer in this market last week. He is
expecting a good trade this fall and was buying
accordingly.

J. Crossno, of Sallsaw, Indian Territory, was
among the many Western buyers selecting their
fall bills in this market last week.

P. S. Schander, of Missoula, Montana, spent
several days in Chicago recently, selecting his fall
and holiday bills.

Gardner & Pennington, of Longmont, Colo.,
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were represented in this market recently by Mr.
B. Gardner, the senior member of the firm, who
was here for a few days, seeing the sights and
attending to the firm's fall buying.

Fred A. Klass, of Hebbing, Minn., spent a
few days in this market recently, on the lookout
for late fall novelties.

F. A. Averbeck, of Madison, Wis., spent a
day in this market recently, on the lookout for the
late things in fall novelties.

A. Elbe, of Bloomington, Ill., accompanied by
Mrs. Elbe, was here for a day early in this week,
combining their fall buying with pleasure.
" M. E. Leavens, of Fulton, Mo., spent a few

days recently in the Chicago market, selecting his
fall and holiday lines.

H. G. Reid, of Liberal, Kans., and Mrs. Ried,
spent several days in Chicago last week, doing
some fall buying and enjoying the sights of a
great city.

0. C. Cobb, of Iowa Falls, Iowa, a familiar
and welcome buyer in this market, was here for
a few days recently, selecting his fall bills.

Ray E. Stuart, of South Wayne, Wis., spent
a day or two in the great central market of Chi-
cago recently, selecting goods for his fall trade.

A. Krautheim, the well-known and successful
jeweler of Muskegon, Mich., was here for a few
days recently, looking over the market and select-
ing his fall bills.

U. S. Bond, of Osceola, Iowa, spent a few
days in the Chicago market the early part of the
month, selecting his fall bills. Mr. Bond reports
Iowa as in good condition for a prosperous fall
and holiday business. The crop and the general
trade outlook in the Hawkeye State never were
better.

A. H. Pike, the well-known jeweler of Rock-
ford, Ill., was in the market recently on a fall
purchasing trip.

W. A. Pfister, of Sheboygan, Wis., was a wel-
come visiting buyer in the Chicago market re-
cently.

H. F. Witt, of Monticello, Iowa, was in town
for a day or two the early part of the month,
attending to his fall buying.

J. C. Peers, of Rockford, Ill., spent a day in
this market recently, on the lookout for late fall
novelties.

F. D. Harris, of Lincoln, Neb., and his little
son spent several days in Chicago last week,
selecting his fall and holiday goods.

Jeweler H. S. Miller, of Milwaukee, was in
the city recently on a fall purchasing trip.

W. H. Carew, of Streator, Ill., spent a few
days in town early in the month, attending to his
fall buying.

J. L. Mahon, of Aurora, Ill., was in this mar-
ket recently on a purchasing trip.

A. F. Hall, of Janesville, Wis., was in Chi-
cago recently on his return home from a two
months' trip in Europe. Mr. Hall was looking
well and said that he never felt better. He re-
ports a most delightful outing.

Frank Ricketts, of Charleston, Ill., was in
Chicago for several days recently, looking over the
market for early fall novelties.

Dan. Robinson, the well-known retail optician
of Galveston, Texas, spent several days in this
market the early part of the month. doing some
buying and enjoying our delightful fall weather.

A. H. Fraudsen, of Monmouth. Ill., was here
for a few days recently, selecting his fall bills.

C. L. Glines, of Harrison, Arkansas, spent the
last month in Chicago, pursuing a course of optics
at the Northern Illinois College.

P. H. Spolin, the well-known jeweler of
Greensburg, Ind., spent several days in this mar-
ket recently, combining business with pleasure.

E. C. Pike, of Kankakee, Ill., a familiar figure
in this market, spent a day in town recently on a
buying trip.

L. Ratzesberger, of Milford, Ill., was a visit-
ing buyer in this market last week.

H. S. Lilius, of Hattiesburg, Miss., is in Chi-
cago to-day en route home from a six weeks'
stay at the Battle Creek Sanitarium. Mr. Lilius
says that they have not as yet had any yellow
fever cases in their town, though situated only
about too miles north of New Orleans, but that
the fever scare has hurt their business seriously
for this season. Mr. Lilius was a congenial caller
at KEYSTONE headquarters while here.
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Bracelets are having a greater sale this season than for many years.

The new Sturdy bracelet has made a distinct hit, being the most

perfect and complete bracelet ever produced. It is made of gold

filled stock, also in io K. or 14 K. solid gold, in plain finishes, hand-

chased designs and stone sets. The joints are invisible, and when

closed the bracelet presents the appearance of a solid circle.

We shall have one more size ready for the trade by Sept. 1st.

Jewelers who have not been supplied can obtain samples from any

representative jobber.

Jo 0

Made only by

'SURDY'S
Makers ©f

The Sturody Lirae of Stzncolmml. Wmech Chrn
Main Office and Works

ATTLEMORO FALL5, MASS.

Salesrooms : 7 Maiden Lane, New York, and 713 Market St., San Francisco
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We are very glad to state that
trade conditions are fairly satis-Conditions factory in St. Louis, and thatSatisfactory since our last report general

Trade

siness conditions in the South have improved
considerably. While the yellow fever is still in
existence in some sections, and probably will be
for some weeks to come, the authorities seem to
have it in pretty thorough control. The people
are becoming used to the situation and are not
allowing the pestilence to interfere so much with
business as they did a few weeks ago. Letters
from jewelers in Louisiana state that the most

iserious inconvenience from the plague s the de-
lay in their mails. Nearly all the traveling men
who abandoned their territories on account of the
fever are now on the road again, in territory where
there is no quarantine, giving a good account of
themselves. A rush is expected, however, when
the yellow fever quarantine is raised, and jobbers
hope to regain most of the business lost.

St. Louis has enjoyed a great

St 
Louis influx of out-of-town dealers

Trade Conquestsonquests thus far this fall, through the
efforts of the Inter-State Mer-

chants' Association. Kansas, Arkansas, Oklahoma
and the Indian Territory, Texas, Arizona and
New Mexico have been especially well represented,
the number of buyers being fully as great this
season as it was a year ago. For at least two
reasons this is a remarkable fact. Last year many
new buyers were attracted here by the World's
Fair. This year the yellow fever in the gulf tier
of States was expected to diminish trade in this
center, for the reason that the St. Louis market
has always enjoyed much good fall trade from
Louisiana and Mississippi, which will be largely
shut out in 1905. The pestilence has cut down the
demands for merchandise in those States, and con-
sequently they will not be such a factor in our
trade as they are in the average years. But from
Texas, Oklahoma, the Indian Territory and Ar-
kansas the flood of buyers is as large as it was
one year ago. From Kansas, New Mexico, Ari-
zona and Colorado the volume is larger than it
was in August and September, 1904. This is a
tribute to St. Louis' advantages as a purchasing
center for the country immediately surrounding
us. We get many buyers from Illinois, notwith-
,tanding Chicago's efforts to catch all of that
State's trade. Many buyers are coming to us from
Iowa, Minnesota, and the Dakotas. For their
trade we have to compete with Chicago, which
makes special endeavors to attract the favors of
the whole of that big district. In many lines of
goods, however, buyers from that field can deal
to advantage in St. Louis as compared with the
City at the south end of Lake Michigan. St. Louis
is boldly extending the scope of its commercial
relations every year. Our wholesalers in all lines
are reaching out farther and farther and making
conquests in new fields. In the Northwest we are
steadily and rapidly extending our sway. From
Minnesota to Montana we are making gains in
sales of all sorts of merchandise every year, de-
spite the competition which is being offered by
Chicago and New York.
The Great It is in the Southwest, how-
and Growing ever, that St. Louis is making
Southwest her largest conquests. The re-

gion from Missouri down tothe Mexico line is growing with greater rapidity
than any other part of the United States. Thatvast. stretch of country naturally looks to St.
Louis as a distributing center. More homeseekersare going into the Indian Territory and Texasthan into any other section of the country. TheUintah and other reservations which are being
thrown open to settlement are not attracting so
many immigrants as are moving into Texas andthe two territories between that State and the
Kansas and Missouri line. Texas has just got
ahead of Illinois in the extent of railway main
track, thus depriving Illinois of a preponderance

which she has held since 1870. More of the new
railway mileage of the country for the past five
years has gone into the Southwest than into any
other locality in the country of the same popula-
tion. The prosperity which the entire country
has in particularly large measure in rgo5 is espe-
cially conspicuous in the territory commercially
tributary to this city. To the great Southwest and
its commercial capital, St. Louis, this season is
notably lavish in fortune's favors.

W. B. Elliott & Brother, of Camden, Ark.,
were represented in this market last month by W.
B. Elliott, the head of the firm, who was here
selecting the firm's fall bills.

A. Guyot, of Jefferson City, Mo., was among
the many visiting buyers in this market last
month, selecting his fall bills.

A. Stortz, of Little Rock, Ark., visited St.
Louis last month for the purpose of stocking up
for the fall trade.

To encourage commercial immigration to the
Southwest and Middle West the Business Men's
League of St. Louis has adopted a novel system
of furnishing information of business openings
to all who desire such information.

The St. Louis Clock & Silverware Company
are sending out to the trade this month their
handsome new fall catalogue. It is larger, hand-
somer and more interesting than its predecessors.
The front cover is quite attractive and the print-
ing of the book is in excellent taste. It is, of
course, profusely illustrated, and the engravings
are of the highest class, among them being nu-
merous half-tone phototype plates especially illus-
trative of silverware and cut glass effects, leather
and art goods effects. Every department of this
business—clocks, silverware, cut glass, art goods,
lamps, leather goods and all the late novelties—is
represented in its pages. Not the least attractive
feature of this new catalogue are the prices at-
tached. It will be sent free to any reader of THE
KEYSTONE who is a regular jeweler in the trade
.territory covered by the above firm. If you have
not received the new book when you read this
item. send for it.

President Goodman King, of the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Company, has just re-
turned front his second European buying trip
this year.

Morris Eisenstadt, president of the Eisenstadt
Company. has recently purchased a handsome
auto machine, and is getting no little enjoyment
each day speeding over our streets at a lively
gait. T-Te has already become skilled in the man-
agement of the machine, and says he enjoys the
sport greatly. Mr. Eisenstadt also thinks that the
automobile is a great invention for the busy busi-
ness man. especially as a health-giving power.

Sam Lowenstein, who travels in Missouri and
Illinois territory for the Bauman-Massa Company.
was at headquarters for a week the early part of
September, stocking up for his second fall trip
over his territory. He reports good business.

Joseph W. Cary, head of the wholesale tool
and material firm that bears his name, returned
last month from his summer outing spent at Har-
bor Beach, Northern Michigan. While away he
and a friend encountered a severe storm while
voyaging in a sailboat from Charlevoix to Harbor
Beach. They started in a sailboat, the property
of Mr. Cary, and encountered rough weather,
making the voyage a very perilous and trying one.
They arrived safely at Harbor Beach, completely
exhausted by the trip. During the entire voyage
the boat was kept under full sail, which was neces-
sary as a safeguard on account of the heavy sea
running. Mr. Cary, who is said to be one of the
most experienced sailing masters in the Missis-
sippi valley, was mighty glad to escape from this
experience with his life.

Louis M. Fey, of Chamois, Mo., visited this
market last month on his fall purchasing trip.

C. C. Stevenson, of Pittsburg, Kansas, was
seen among our wholesale houses last month, buy-
ing fall goods.

M. T. Graham, of Fort Smith, Ark.. spent
several days in this market last month, selecting
his fall bills.

H. E. Kay, Cape Girardeau, Mo., WAS seen
among our wholesalers last month, selecting his
fall lines.

Altenmueller & Bea, of Washington, Mo.,
were represented in this market last month by H.
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Alteninueller, who was here on a fall purchasing
trip.

Jeweler 0. L. Davis and Mrs. Davis, of New
Madrid, Mo., were trade callers in this market
last month. Mr. Davis reports a bright outlook
for fall and holiday business, and was selecting
his fall lines accordingly. •

Jeweler A. NI. Zerweck and Mrs. Zerweck, of
East St. Louis, returned last month from a de-
lightful outing spent among Northern Michigan
resorts.

0. C. Stegmaier has succeeded to the retail
jewelry business of R. Reichard at Washington,
Mop

The announcement of the death of Mrs. Rob-
ert E. McMath, nee Trent, wife of the president
of the St. Louis Board of Public Works, at her
home in this city, September 7th, cast a gloom
over the trade. 17.,r ten years previous to her
marriage to Mr. McMatli, about five years ago,
she was the faithful and efficient cashier of the
Eisenstadt Company. Eight years previous to her
connection with this house she held a similar posi-
tion with the old Providence Jewelry Company,
so that her acquaintance with the trade was quite
extensive. Mrs. McMath, whom everybody knew
as "Miss Trent," was a woman of rare business
ability and high character. She had many friends
in the trade who will read this item with sadness
and will remember her as a true lady of the old-
fashioned type.

Ed. Massa, of the Bauman-Massa Company,
returned the middle of the last month from a
most successful two weeks' trip through Okla-
homa, Kansas and Nebraska. He reports trade
conditions in that territory as most promising. In
fact, he never found the outlook for a good fall
and holiday trade better in this territory than he
did on this trip.

August Kurtzeborn. head of the retail house
of A. Kurtzeborn & Sons, returned early last
month from a nine weeks' outing spent among the
Northern lakes.

George R. Stumpf has recently returned from
a six weeks' trip to California and the Portland
Fair. He was accompanied by his wife and
mother and reports a delightful outing.

John Bolland, head of the John 'Rolland
jewelry Company, returned early in the month
from an extended Eastern trip.

W. T. Kemper. the Franklin Avenue retailer,
has just returned from a delightful outing spent
in Colorado.

Meyer Bauman, of the L. Bauman Company,
returned early last month from a three months'
stay in Europe, accompanied by his daughter. Mr.
Bauman reports a delightful summer spent ,;broad.

A. Swink was a visiting buyer in this market
last month.

M. Roberts, of Troy, Ill., spent a day here
recently. selecting his fall bills.

V. L. Prevallet, of Perryville, Mo., spent a
day .in the St. Louis market last month, replen-
ishing his home stock.

G. H. Geer, of Jackson, Term., was a welcome
buyer in this market last month.

W. R. T-Taselwood, of Bardwell, Ky.. was in
St. Louis last month, selecting his fall bills.

J. Jones is a new jeweler at Casa. Ark. Mr.
Jones was formerly with Jeweler J. E. Ketchem,
of Morrilton, Arkansas. He bought his open stock
in this market last month.

Fred. Herrold, of Jerseyville, Ill., paid the St.
Louis market a visit last month for the purpose
of stocking up for the fall trade.

B. Gottlieb, of Pine Bluff. Ark.. spent a few
clays in town last month, combining business with
pleasure.

J. Schmelzer, of Centralia, Ill., was among
the large number of visiting buyers in this market
last month.

Fred. Studer, the well-known jeweler of
Waco, Texas, spent a few days in town last
month, combining some fall buying with the pleas-
ures of life in the great Southwestern metropolis.

C. B. Cook, of West Point, Ark., visited the
St. Louis market last month on his fall buying
trip.

Geo. P. Vogt, of Montgomery. Mo., paid this
market a visit last month, on the lookout for fall
novelties.

S. G. Parker, of Newport, Ark., was a visit-
ing buyer in this market last month.
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The opening, last month, of the
Gorham Building new store of the Gorham Mfg.

Co., situated at Fifth Avenue
and Thii ty-sixth Street, was a noteworthy event in
the commercial progress of
this city, and one of which
the jewelry trade has special
reason to be proud. In size,
architecture and general ap-
pointments this establish-
ment ranks with the greatest
of its kind in the world. It
has the unique distinction of
being the first store of such
magnitude and beauty to be
exclusively devoted to the
sale of one manufacturing
company's product. It be-
longs to a Florentine renais-
sance style, rises to the lib-
eral height of eight stories
and occupies sixty-seven
feet on Fifth Avenue and
one hundred and sixty-
seven feet on Thirty sixth
Street. To the casual ob-
server it does not appear
so high, owing to the archi-
tectural characteristics of
the facade, which latter is
horizontally divided into
three sections, one above
another ; first an arcaded
story, then a section of plain
masonwork and over this
a handsomely colonnaded
loggia surrounded by a deep
cornice. The lower story
consists of three bays divi-
ded by round arches and
supported by Ionic columns
of polished granite. Among
the chief ornamental fea-
tures are the basreliefs, exe-
cuted by Andrew O'Connor,
representing art and indus-
try ; a bronze frieze, made
by the company,which corn-
passes the building between
the first and second stories
and the handsome metal-
work and gilding of the cor-
nice. The entire first floor
is used as the principal
show room. It contains
ten thousand square feet;
the second floor, of similar
area, is also used for dis-
play; the third is given over
to ecclesiastical art ; the fourth to wholesale
interests ; the fifth, the executive offices, and the
others to stock, repair and sundry departments.
The basement contains ample vaults for special
storage purposes. The ceilings are all pretty, that
of the first floor markedly so ; the show cases are
of richly carved mahogany, and the gilded bronze-
work of cage, balustrade and elevator door exem-
plify the fine work in this way,done by the firm itself.

F. F. Fulcher, jeweler, of Great Barrington,
Mass., was a buyer in this city recently. Although
he has not been in business a very great while,
Mr. Fulcher reports a very satisfactory trade, with

prospects for a good business this fall and during
the coming holiday season.

The frequency with which
Robbers' jewelry robberies have been
Perennial Activity committed or attempted in this

city for the past few months
suggests anew the need of constant and unremitting
vigilance on the part of store attendants. Every
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pressed a desire to see some diamond rings. See.
eral $5 rings were submitted, but he wanted some
of a better quality. One worth $50 was shom n,
but after he had inspected it he decided he would
take one of the $5 variety, and requesting the
jeweler to lay one of these aside for him, he essay
to leave, saying he would return for it in the evt a-
jug. To his consternation, however, he was seized

by Mrs. Berkowitz, the mils.
cular and plucky wife of the
dealer,, and charged with
having slipped on his finger
and retained the $50 ring.
The lady's husband came to
her assistance, a policeman
was soon on the scene and
the fellow placed under
arrest. To the magistrate
he said he had not intended
to steal the ring, as he had
paid a deposit of $5 on it.
He was ordered to return
the article to the jeweler,and
if he spoke the truth regard-
ing the payment of $5, to sue
the jeweler in case the latter
failed voluntarily to refund
it. Thus far there have been
no subsequent develop-
ments. A dapper young
man who twirled a cane care-
lessly, walked into Henry
Marronstein's jewelry store,
at 523 Amsterdam Avenue,
on the evening of September
13th, at 6 o'clock, and told
the jeweler that he wanted
to look at rings and diamond
pins. The jeweler spread
trayfuls on the counter,
which the young man in-
spected carefully. A fine
gold watch worth $600, the
property of a local hotel
manager, lay on the counter.
Jeweler Marronstein turned
his back a moment, and the
young man grabbed the
watch and ran out of the
store. The dealer followed,
yelling at the top of his voice.
Detectives Coleman and
Cummings, of the Weq
Sixty-eighth Street station,
who were on the other side
of the avenue, heard the
commotion and ran acros!-.
Two men who had bee .1
waiting, apparently, for tli •
thief, sprang toward hit
as he sprinted out of th
store. He threw the watc.1
away and it fell behind tw )

ash barrels. The confederates saw the detectivei
and took to their heels. Coleman and Cumming
grabbed both jeweler and thief, letting the COn-
federates get away. At the police station the
prisoner said he was Frederick Johnson, of 323 East
One Hundred and Twenty-third Street. He said
that he had an appointment to take a girl to dinner
and the theater, and he hadn't enough money to
make good. He thought he would take a chance
at Marronstein's store, Ile said. He didn't explain
about the confederates. Several other attempts
have been made to victimize the trade during the
past month with varying success.

The Gorham 31fg. Co.'s >a.w noihnog

strange visitor, especially those of the male sex,
must nowadays be searchingly scrutinized and the
scrutiny must be unrelaxed if is to be always
effective, for the wily sneak thief, the skillful sub-
stituter and their more desperate brother, who
grabs and runs, are ever on the watch for an un-
guarded moment. The thief, of course, we shall
always have with us, but this makes the need of
caution all the more imperative. An example of
the saving value of quiet precaution would seem
to be afforded by the attempts recently made to
rob the store of Bernard Berkowitz, 15 Cooper
Square. A young man visited the place and ex-
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An Extensive Line of Gold

Jewelry al Popular

T
HE "stamp of excellence'' cover-
ing the extensive line of Jewelry we
offer to the Jobber gives him con-

fidence to buy without hesitation, well
knowing the " selling quality " of our
goods. The attention of the trade is
called to our line of

COLLAR SUPPORTERS

Prife.v

An unusual assortment, artistic in design, color
and finish. Special attention is called to our patent
adjustable clasp. It is possible to use this Supporter

on collars of different heights.

CROSSES

New suggestions in the various finishes— plain,
chased, Art Nouveau and artistic effects set with stones.

BRACELETS 

While our bracelet line is a comparatively new
acquisition, we are carrying a complete assortment in
plain and ornamental designs.

:1:113 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK

STERN BROS. & CO.
Salesroom and Offices

Diamond Department, 68 Nassau Street, New York

Diamond Cutting Works
142 West 14th Street, New York

Branch Offices : 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.
29 Ely Place, LOndOn
12 Tulp Straat, Amsterdam

1114:60

414
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Meriden
Manning, Bowman & Company, Connecticut

Nickel and Silver Plate

No. 269. CHAFING DISH OUTFIT
All Chafing Dishes furnished with patent Seamless " Ivory "

Enameled Food Pans if mentioned on orders.

"M. & B." CHAFING DISH ALCOHOL
This " Alcohol " is especially prepared for use in Alcohol

Lamps. Unequaled for use under Chafing Dishes, Coffee Perco-
lators, etc. It should be in the stock of all first-class dealers.

Chafing Dishes
4 4 Meteor"

Coffee Percolators

Tea Ware

Baking Dishes, Etc.

Prize Trophies
Solid Copper with English Pewter

Mountings, and
English Pewter Throughout

Send for Catalogue.No. 40 K, illustrating complete line

New York
Chicago

San Franci ;co

TRH

BEST

KNOWN

METHOD

M A K IN ,

Sectional View

" METEOR"
CIRCULATING COFFEE

PERCOLATOR

ALWAYS insures Delicious Coffee
and SAVES ONE-THIRD

THE SIMPLEX
WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

N

•.,..r,J1111111111111.
;:..11;11111111111
Iltd11011 01

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from

burning out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

Price, $12 net. May be purchased through your
jobber.

THIMBLES
Gold and Silver

ESTABLISHED 1682

KETCHAM al MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD ee. STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

3 7 A N 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E "

149 163

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

Made in Gold, Silver, Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, IlOyal Copper and
Black Enamel. Samples sent upon request

1659

No 2527. Cake Basket

Combination French Gray-Burnished Finish $3 75 List

Rich clusters of grapes beautifully embossed constitute the border. The center is highly burnished and shades

imperceptibly into the dark gray of the leaves. The grapes are finished in a manner suggestive of

color. A platted vine with smaller grape ornamentation lorms the handle and feet

A Fragment of Lincoln's Philosophy

The truth of Abraham Lincoln's homely maxim You can't fool all the people all the

time " has always impressed us. It is the governing principle of our departments for

the manufacture of popular-priced goods.
41 We have consequently never attempted to thrust upon the people, by mere virtue of

cheapness, productions devoid of merit.
1111 The artistic unity of the design here illustrated is characteristic.

C. Patterns conforming to the demand for popular prices are not less beautiful. than those of

a more exclusive character. They are distinguished only by adaptation to modern

cost-reducing methods of manufacture.
I. We have devoted energy and initiative to the origination and perfecting of those methods,

and our assortments of such designs are more distinctive, more varied and of a higher

excellence than those of any other maker.

Ro1/o/I/2e1' that alniost sixty years of fioihular ay:cepa/ire

attest the integrity .of Honran Mote

THE HOMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY

New York Salesroom, 32 Park Place
Chicago Salesroom, Silversmiths' Building
Boston Salesroom, Jewelers' Building

Office, Factory and Salesroom

Cincinnati, Ohio
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SILVERWARE THAT SELLS

New York

Office

Room 43

Number 14

Maiden Lane

66

Latest design in the French Gray Finish

99

sr--

Twenty-five pieces no W ready

Chicago Office

Room 2 I 2

Silversmiths'

131 Wabash Ave.

Send for new Catalogue No. io
WE ARE NOT IN THE TRUST

HIGHEST QUALITY SILVER-PLATED WARE
lantifilettirecl by

Simeon L. and George H. Rogers Company
Factories—Hartford and Wallingford, Conn. Hartford, Conn.

1661
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ROS EMARY
POR REIVEMBRANC..

FULL LINE of this CHARMING

PATTERN now ready for delivery

Send for price-list if you have not

received our salesman' s advance card

Only Jewelers Can Buy
Rockford Goods

Order early and you will have to order

often to supply trade

Rockford Silver Plate Co., Rock ford, III.

• 11

.11
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KEYSTON
SOLID GOLD CASES

Guaranteed 14 K. 585 thousandths fine

916,

liascine In. 1,11,4 on IIC
bacl.. and c1.1111'1. 4 ,i III, ,arved
out of loa,ive,tock, ,ize Minting,

Bascine—Relief work carvol oio of
massive stock, leaves beam i I I.,
modeled, background of vermicelli
and moire. 0 size hunting.

G- 1938
Bascine—Very bold design. Relief
work carved I I I I. massive stock.
Background of tine quality of vermi-
celli. 0 size hunting.

\‘13

Baseine—Art non yeah design carved
mit of IMISSIVe SiOek, Ole row work
in the design bealltirully n dried.
0 size hunting,

Bascine—.1 ich design. The
relief work i, ot massive
stock. The background is moire in
rich tones, 0 size hunting.

Home or abroad, Keystone Solid Gold Cases are the best that money can buy or that brains and skill can make.These five 0 size cases show the new carved-engraved effects, the very newest things from the engravers' blocks,inexpensive for work of this class. The relief work is cut out of massive backs, not soldered on. Get your share early ;everybody looks here for the good things, and there may be another famine in 0 size cases. Surely the supply will behard to keep up on these remarkable designs. Sixteen size shown in Jewelers' Circular of September 27th.

New York
Chicago

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
Philadelphia Cincinnati

San Francisco

663

1, 24:1-I

liaseine shape. .latin finish, Inight
cut and I 11,4i,Sis, NvI■rk. Syninil't -
rical anti beautifully poz.port lotted.

F 2809
Ilan* e,alloped center, matching
lIl'rIalIIIrI Ill i1/11 On backs. Engine
til rI ,ind bright cut work. An
attracii, ,ffithination.

F 2453

Bascine shape. Beautiful combina-
tion of circle lining, fancy engine
turning and landscape work.

2797
Ttascine shape. Buts engravol with
center matching backs. Very elfcc-
ive. Plain parts :111. Iliad,' 'Mill ill

llaiii polish and satin finish.

Compare the Boss 25-Year Cases
with Solid Gold Cases

There is no marked difference except

in weight. Fitting, finish, design is all that

you can wish. Very highest class of work

possible to put on a watch case. Orna-

mentation fully up to the standard of solid

0-old work. Modeled like solid 0-old cases.

Look at these new 0-size cases—this

daintiness of contour and delicacy of

treatment is exclusive to the Boss Cases

sure to create a great demand. Your

jobber has them now.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
New York Philadelphia Cincinnati

Chicago San Francisco
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HOWARD
COMPLETE WATCHES

Made in 16 size only in
the following grades:

23 ruby and sapphire jewels (raised gold
set t i tigs; ; adjusted to 5 positions, temper-
att; re and isoehronism ; hreguet hai rspri lig ;
TO icro tnet regn lator ; gold trai ii wheels ;
double roller ; tel esen no wheel ; sapphire
pallet stones ; all steel parts highly finished ;
ex I ra hand-made, do it be-sunk dial ;
timed in the case and certificate of rating
furnished with each watch.

19 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings);
adjusted to 3 positions, temperature and
is... 111,m ism ; bregnet hairspring ; micrometric
p.m' a tor ; gold renter %Mom! ; Itililt 1,111.1.;

sleol ,clipt; wheel ; sapphire pallet smiles ; all
steel parts highly finished ; ex t ra line, hand-
made, double-sunk ti ial I timed in the case
and certificate of rating furnished with each
watch.

17 ItIh tittl sapphire jewels gold settings);
adjusted to 3 positions and ;mop, more ;
brogue' 11;kin- prille ; i.• regl; la tor ;
gold eel' ter wlJeol 11■1111,11. 1,11( I : ,11•1•1 4,11111(,
W111.01; SIII■phint 11:1110 :MINI,: all Sleet parts
highly finished ; ext ra fine, hand-made, double-
Ott id: dial ; timed in case.

17 ru hy and sapphire jewels (gold settings);
adjusted to hempunitu re ; bregnet hairspring ;
micrometric regu 1 at ; gold ‘;enter wheel ; steel
escape wheel ; sappliii.c pallet stones ; all steel
parts highly finished ; extra tine, hand-made
dial ; timed in case.

ADJUSTMENT

of

It is impossible to emphasize

too strongly the importance

of adjustment. Perfection

mechanical construction is labor lost without adjustment,

just as adjustment would be worthless in a watch of faulty

construction. Adjustment makes the watch, although it is

not a visible feature. Adjustment is the one thing that can-

not be added or aided by machinery ; the timekeeping quality

that may be imparted only by the skill of the human hand,

directed by a scientific knowledge of the subject supported

by years of practical experience. It is all handwork

based on precise calculations, done by men whose

services are invaluable and who are rarely to be

had. It is the costly part of a fine watch.

In the feature of adjustment Howard Watches excel.

The effort and care put into the adjustment of Howard

Watches we believe to be the limit of useful endeavor in

watch manufacture : We know there is no other watch of

such real worth and value at the price we put on it. The

time card sent with each 19 and 23-jewel Howard Watch

indicates the faithful work of our adjusters and as well fore-

casts the good such a sale will do in building your reputation.

Write to us for book giving full descriptions and prices at

which the Howard Complete Watches are sold to the public;

also list of jobbers from whom they may be obtained.

F. HOWARD WATCH C()., Waltham, Mass.

October, 1905 THL

An unique evidence of the

President Holbrook happy relations which exist
between the Gorham Mfg. Co.
and its employees was fur-

nished last month upon the occasion of a visit paid

to the company's factory, at Providence, by its

president, Edward Holbrook. A singularly-pleas-

ant surprise awaited Mr. Holbrook in the

form of a testimonial, artistically con-

Honored

ceived, beautifully illuminated and cor-

dially expressive of the honor and esteem

in which the recipient is held by the fifteen
subscribers, to wit, William C. Codman,

head of the designing department, his
ingenious subordinates and J. F. P.

Lawton, who has achieved many triumphs

in connection with the printing and pub-

lishing of the company's books and other
compilations. The testimonial was de-
signed and executed by Mr. Codman, with
Messrs. Kingman and Barrett as collabora
tors. It is an art work of its kind, both in
outline and embellishment. Its pleasing
color tones, impossible of photographic
reproduction, and handsome ornamenta-
tion recall the glories of the ancient manu-
scripts. The top left-hand building on the
document is the establishment of the com-
pany at Nineteenth Street and Broadway,
New York ; the structure to the right of
this is the palatial edifice recently opened
by the firm at Fifth Avenue and Thirty-
sixth Street, in the last-named city, while
the Providence factory occupies the lower
portion. The center base contains the
cross of the Legion of Honor awarded by
the French Republic to Mr. Holbrook in
1900. The sunflower which dominates
the decoration was chosen as symbolizing
happiness, and the clover leaf and blossom
as typifying prosperity. The figure on the
upper left-hand corner panel represents
the process of die-sinking, that on the par-
allel panel designing, while the left-hand
bottom panel represents the chasing pro-
cess, and that on the right, silversmithing.
Subdued green, yellow, rose and gold are
harmoniously blended in the color scheme.

A quiet boom is reported in
North Attleboro's the jewelry business of North

Attleboro. A constant stream
of orders, it is said, has been

coming in from the West for the past few weeks,
with the result that manufacturers have been
enlarging their productive forces. The Attleboro
Sun cites an instance illustrating the pressing need
for operatives at this time. E. Ira Richards &
Co., North Attleboro, hired an old-time jewelry
worker named Thomas F. Lynch, who, according
to the paper mentioned, is no less than seventy-
eight years old, He has been out of the business
for some years, but he volunteered to go back for a
few months in order to assist in taking care of this
almost unprecedented trade. Mr. Lynch is em-
ployed as a scratch-brusher, and despite his age, is
able to do a good day's work. The Sun adds:
"It looks more like the old days to see so much
jewelry business. At the present time several
factories are running until 7 and 9 o'clock even-

K YST ONE

ings in order to keep up with the orders, and it
will not be long before others will be forced to
swing into line. This excellent jewelry business
has its effect in all branches of trade, and the
merchants report a substantial increase in their
revenues."

RosWell C. Smith, well known in the Provi-
dence trade, and chairman of the executive com-
mittee of the New England Manufacturing Jewelers'
and Silversmiths' Association, despite the protests
of his constituents and many friends, has with-
drawn, at least temporarily, from active participa-
tion in politics, and, therefore, will not be a
candidate for re-election to the Providence Corn-
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The Providence Jewelry Co. is the name of a

concern that has recently been incorporated under

the laws of the State of Rhode Island. The corn-

pany's object is to manufacture jewelry, the capital
stock is$50,000, and the incorporators are : J. L.
Records, Harry Cutler and Theodore Loveland.

The Wightman & Hough Co.,
A Forthcoming Providence, is now rounding
Anniversary out its fiftieth year of existence,

and already preparations are

being made to fittingly commemorate the estab-
lishment of the firm. In a review of the com-
pany's history the Providence Journal states that
in 1856 it had a shop in the top of the Richardson

& Hicks Building, on Friendship Street,
between Richmond and Page, and the part-

't_  f the Desili iti9.1.1eparlaierit or the (ilorialtcp
Goirpa4th &sore  dohereliyexpress; llppreet1(.111 cfty_ .4

Nov...wars whs.hyou has dew ea 0
this aoiripuity mid so successful have

those cfrortshoott thatyour oppeeriutiott 0115 love for tho bout*

III  1511Vel. ware ltaw avalteso tite croft of stlicermiptirio a wror
1 1;ho hottor59r.v.iL155si coures it Well ilos,

desererd .nclopa_deJetritt of_your
armee to express cur 5Neere thix,„

eourtooigas.ttrouruswatele which bus wws slintulatea us too
otte best . We wtskyou had' life ulp) hupairss cola ILil ou.aeyo.

0.—fra51,74.• °Km:*

" 411.7`,

Testimonial presented to Pres. Edward Holbrook, of the Gorham Mfg.

Trade Boom

mon Council. Last year Mr. Smith had deter-
mined upon a like course, but in due deference to
the wishes of his political admirers, he altered his
purpose. Now, however, he is firm in his decision
to exclusively devote himself to his business inter-
ests, the demands of which are constantly in-
creasing.

New Bank
Officials

The directors of the First Na-
tional Bank met on September
18th, and elected Clarence L.
Watson as president to fill the

vacancy caused by the death of J. M. Bates.

Charles R. Bates, elder son of the late president,

was elected a director to fill the vacancy on the

board of directors caused by the death of his

father. No other business of public interest was

transacted at the meeting. The directors present
were : C. L. Watson, Albert A. Bushee, John W.
Wolfenden, James E. Blake, Harvey Clap, David

Makepeace, R. M. Horton, E. A. Sweeney and

C. H. Tappan.

ners were A. Augustus Wightman and
Walter S. Hough. Before the war a gen-
eral line of jewelry was manufactured in
addition to lockets. The business was
profitable until 186x, when the jewelry trade
was demoraliznd by the war. Mr. Wight-
man went to the battleground and Mr.
Hough became foreman of the Burnside
Rifle Works. The jewelry, tools and ma-
chinery were stored for a time till Mr.
Wightman returned to Providence, and
business was resumed in the old quarters.
In 1873 the business was removed to the
G. & S. Owen Building, at the corner of
Snow and Chapel Streets. In 1875 the
product was limited to lockets. In January,
1893, Mr. Wightman died, and his interest
was purchased by Mr. Hough, who, with
his son, Edward B. Hough, applied for a
Rhode Island charter for the incorporation
of the Wightman & Hough Co. In 1896
the increase of business necessitated larger
quarters, and the company removed to the
fourth floor of the Manufacturers' Building,
on Beverly Street, where two shops cover
9000 feet of floor space. The firm is con-
sidered the largest in the country making a
specialty of lockets.

R. F. Simmons Company, the well-
known chain manufacturers, of Attleboro,
will mail to the retail trade, postage free,
upon request, an attractive advertisement
for the Simmons product in the form of a
" posterette," bearing an appropriate illus-
tration entitled, " The Ideal Gift." It
measures ii34 x 15 inches, is handsomely

Co. colored, and is mounted on a tinted and
pebbled mat. Its special function is to'
attract admiration in the show window, and

this it has all the necessary qualities to fulfill. It
is much of an improvement even on the beautiful
posters this company prepared some time ago.

The Irons & Russell Relief Association, a
philanthropic and mutually beneficial body, com-
posed of the employees of the firm named, held
their annual outing on Saturday, September x6th,
on the pleasant grounds of the Warwick Club.
Thither they journeyed on a special car, and upon
arrival partook of a delicious dinner, after which
they held a formal business meeting, with Alfred
Williams in the chair. Reports were submitted
by the officers which showed the association to be
in a satisfaciory condition both as to membership
and finances. At the conclusion of the meeting a
series of athletic contests were held, the most
interesting being a baseball game between the
bachelors and the married men. The single men
were victorious, but ci.:spite the advantages of
bachelorhood they were only one point to the
good, the score being 6 to 5.
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GEO. B. BARRETT CO.

NEW STOCK FOR FALL AND
HOLIDAY TRADE

Accurately informed as to the requirements of the

trade for the coming Fall and Holiday Season, we have

now ready for inspection the largest and most carefully

selected stocks ever placed at the disposal of our patrons.

These stocks include the latest ideas models,

styles and patterns in all the standard lines of goods:

DIAMONDS
WATCHES, CLOCKS, MATERIALS, JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE, NOVELTIES, Etc.

Whatever the character or extent of your needs in

these lines, we are in a position to furnish same promptly

and to greatest advantage.
Orders sent by mail will be carefully filled and

shipped same day as received.

GEO. B. BARRETT CO.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS 347 FIFTH AVENUE

AND DIAMOND IMPORTERS PITTSBURG, PA.

)1)cr, 1905

PITTSBURG
'LETTER

THE K YSTON

Trade conditions among the

A Bright Outlook jewelers of the Pitt
sburg dis-

trict promise a very satisfactory

tall and winter season. The reports from sal
esmen

ill the vicinity of the city and throughou
t the

neighboring States, indicate a strong tendency

among the retailers to buy quite freely, and while

stocks are probably small compared with what has

been customary in the past few years, the very

conservatism shown indicates a healthy condition.

The jewelry business is nothing if not sympathetic

with the financial and stock markets. The indus-

trial situation is bright. The employment of all

grades of labor is on a large scale and wages have

improved materially. Skilled mechanics are being

sought for in many of the larger establishments,

and bankers report a fairly easy money market.

The opening of the annual exposition, which draws

so many thousands to the old point district of

Pittsburg, has brought strangers to the city in vast

numbers. Heeren Brothers & Company have on

exhibition there this season a somewhat different

collection of art ware than heretofore. Last

season the bronzes displayed took up all of the

space. This season other art goods are shown, all

the imported kind and some of rare beauty of

form and finish.

Manager J. F. Montgomery, of

M. A. Mead & Co., and his office

staff are already feeling at home

in Pittsburg. They find the

jewelry trade in this city somewhat different from

that in Chicago, but the difference is pleasing in

many respects. In spite of the fact that the com-

pany's offices here have been opened but a short

time, they are well satisfied with the progress

made. The watch trade, of the Pittsburg district

has, like the general run of jewelry, been a little

quiet during the summer months. The falling off

has been mainly due, it is believed, to the some-

what slow recovery of the buying public, after the

depressed conditions, and possibly to the further

fact that the high cost of living is taking up

much of the surplus cash of the people.

Rich Displays 
The usual fall display of stock

in the show windows is being

made in a refreshing manner.

Cut glass has been pushed for-

ward in this manner. and some fine displays have
been shown. In silverware, new designs of stand-
ard articles are abundant, while china and decora-
ted ware are playing a most important part in the

stocks of the dealers. A good many of the stores
are still endeavoring to attract attention to the

mission clocks of various sizes and designs, and
find this profitable. Leather goods are conspic-

uous, and the finer electroliers are being shown to
good advantage. The theatrical season has just

fairly opened, and with the additional element of

outlook more interesting from a social stand-
the Belasco syndicate in the field, has made the

Point, for it gives Pittsburg another first-class
play house.

ing events closely. 

The social season has opened
Social Season with brilliant promises. At
Favors the Jeweler least this is the prediction of

sAoclliatlhseasgeetshianngds thhaovsee aw a t c h 
bear-

tog on the jewelry trade, and are watched with

Among the
Local Trade

of Stock

more or less interest. The Pittsburg orchestra

season is to be lengthened somewhat, and so is the

grand opera season. Golf and tennis are nearing

an end for the present year, and both have taken

up much time among the social set. The only dull

spot on the commercial horizon is in the mining

fields. The coal trade has had a burden all year,

and no special activity has marked that branch of

Pittsburg industries. The miners are not as pros-

perous owing to the intermittent operation of the

mines and the severe competition in the Northwest

trade. Just what relation this industry has to the

jewelry trade is perhaps best indicated by the fact

that during the past month, a miner's home was

robbed by burglars near Pittsburg, and three

articles of jewelry taken valued at nearly poo.

Such families may not be numerous, but neither

are they rare.
Interest is centered at this time

New Installment in the rapid development of

the installment trade among

the jewelers. The Pittsburg

district has only recently developed along this line

to any serious extent, and the latest addition to

the installment dealers is Loftus Jewelry Company

of Chicago, which has opened a branch in Pitts-

burg. By a coincidence, in searching for a suitable

location, the company came upon the handsome

store that had just been fitted up for the Prosser

Optical Company, on Sixth Street, and had only

been occupied for a few weeks before a disruption

occurred in the company and the place was closed

out. The Loftus Company took over the store and

its fine optical equipment, and retained Mr. Prosser

as manager of the optical department which has

been added to the business. Jewelers who have

been through the establishment, regard the new

place as one of the best appointed stores both as

to fixtures and arrangement in the country. The

arrangement of the interior is out of the ordinary,

lacking the usual stiffness of the jewelry shops,

and with easy seats and center tables for the

examination of stock.

Active plans are being prepared

Suggestive by Gillespie Brothers for further

inprovements in their handsome

store in the Park Building. In

addition to a new diamond room, which had been

planned earlier but not installed during the sum-

mer, the house is adding much more shelf room

and many handsome cases, some of which will

surround large columns in the center of the sales-

room. The cut glass department is to be enlarged

and a much larger stock of this line is to be

carried this year than ever before. Regarding the

trade conditions for the past season, the firm views

the summer as one of the most satisfactory it has

experienced. Business has held up well and the

fall is brighter. Buying for the holiday trade has

been generous, and estimates place the stock to be

carried at fully double former years. Of course

the store is larger, but the general tone of business

seems to warrant the expansion.

The optical trade has been

Optical Trade enjoying improved conditions

with the approach of the fall

season. Aside from the usual

demand for opticians' regular lines, the popular

call for improved forms of frames has given an

added interest to the business, and has given also

a basis for considerable advertising. There has

been much competition in some of the optical

specialties by the extension of stocks in depart-

ment stores, and as a rule the trade is avoiding the

cheaper stocks and carrying only the standard

lines.

House

Improvements

Satisfactory
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A. A. Gillespie has returned from his Euro-

pean trip, which was both for business and pleas-

ure. The stock of imported ware that Mr. Gilles-

pie has brought back with him has not reached

Pittsburg yet, but will be opened during the month.

As to fads and fancies for the season, interest is

apparently awakening in the new lamp globes for

chandeliers and electroliers, some of the newer

designs having been quickly crowded into popular

favor. C. B. F. Gillespie is on a trip to the Pacific

Coast, and has written home with numerous

souvenirs of his journey, one being a little bag of

gold ore from Colorado. P. C. Gillespie is in New

York on a buying trip. F. F. Lang, of the same

house, is congratulating himself on the completion

of his new home, which he has been building all

summer.
Traveling men are thick in Pittsburg this

season, and they come from all directions. Among

these men on the road, there is a cheery disposi-

tion, in discussing the outlook for the coming

season. They are pretty good judges, too, and

measure up conditions pretty closely.

Tampering With Credit

Credit is cheap. This is proverbial, but has it

occurred to the average mercha,it that the principle

on which credit is based—confidence—may be so

abused that credit is seriously weakened if not

entirely destroyed? To obtain credit integrity of

purpose is the first essential. However efficient

the merchant, without integrity of purpose his

credit can not be A i. He who contracts an

indebtedness and makes no provision or effort to

meet his obligation when due, but relies on excuses

and begs for extensions, has no real integrity of

purpose. When a bill of goods is purchased on a

specified time it is expected that the obligation will

be met when due. If through some good cause it

cannot be met, the contracting party is under obli-

gation to notify his creditors of the necessity of an

extension, naming a reasonable time when he can

and will meet the obligation.
How often do we find, however, that the mer-

chant, instead of so doing, allows his bills to

mature with no explanation why payment is with-

held, paying no attention to notices of draft to be

drawn on some future dates, never writing or

requesting that draft be withheld or setting forth

reasons why, but allowing draft to be drawn, pre-

sented and returned without comment. Such

action will surely weaken if not ultimately under-

mine the credit of the merchant. Credit to a man

of business is what chastity is to a woman : Neither

can afford to be fooled with.

A Remarkable Metal

Although the existence of tantalum, the new

material employed for incandescent lamp filaments,

has been known for a hundred years, it is only very •

recently that the metal has been prepared in a pure

state. This is effected with the aid of the electric

furnace. Tantalum combines extreme ductility

with extraordinary hardness. When red-hot it is

easily rolled into sheets or drawn into wire, but

upon being heated a second time and then ham-

mered it becomes so hard that it has been impossible,

with a diamond drill, to bore a hole through a sheet

only one millimeter thick. Such a drill, working

day and night for three days, at five thousand rev-

olutions per minute, made a depression only a

quarter of a millimeter deep, and the diamond

point was badly worn.
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Wholesale Jewelers

Importers of Diamonds

Jobbers in American Watches

30 Maiden Lane, New York City
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Do not make your holiday purchases until you see one of our representatives or our Complete Watch,

Diamond and Jewelry Monarch Catalogue No. 6o. If in New York City, call upon us and we will

gladly show you the finest line of WATCHES, DIAMONDS and JEWELRY carried by any

wholesale house. Please note that our name does not appear in any of the catalogues we publish.
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The fall business began unusually early in this

city this year, and the outlook for the holiday sea-

son is of the brightest. In fact a general belief

prevails that the jewelers will enjoy during the next

six or seven weeks the greatest business in the

history of the trade. Preparations on an unusually

large scale are being made, and high-grade goods

are in special favor.
A. Dobrowsky, of Redding, Cal., found it

necessary to come to town to replenish his stock,

as he had an unusual rush in the last two months.

The large line of goods that he purchased while in

this market will make an attractive exhibit in his

show cases, and will find a ready market between

now and the holidays.
H. A. Minnasian, retail jeweler, of Sutter

Creek, Cal., spent a few days calling upon his

friends in town recently, and purchased a line of

jewelry suitable to the tastes of his customers in

this old mining section.
Mr. Smith, buyer for Smith Bros., the Visalia

retailer jewelers, was among the out-of-town buy-

ers here last month, and returned home greatly

benefited, as the cool climate of our invigorating city

is quite a relief to the heat of Mr. Smith's section.

Alphonse Judis Co. have added another clerk

to their office force, having accepted the services of

Louis Calm, formerly in the employ of the late

Emile Hirschfeld and Wolff Bros., in this city.

Mr. Cahn will be employed in the stock depart-

ment and will look after the interests of the visiting

retailers.
J. M. McGee, formerly in business in Cherokee,

Iowa, was in town last month with his family. Mr.

McGee spent a few days visiting the wholesale

trade, and incidentally looked over this territory
with the purpose of settling somewhere on the
Pacific Coast, in a jewelry and optical establishment.

Mr. Boss, who has looked after the city trade
of A. I. Hall & Son for the last two years, is now
making his initial trip out of town, and it is need-

less to say that he is meeting with success, as his city

experience is of the best. While his many friends
among the retailers ,in town are sorry to part with
him, they are pleased with his advancement.
J. Valentine is filling Mr. Boss' old position, and is
next in line for an out-of-town position. This
wholesale house has graduated quite a few success-
ful traveling representatives from their city salesmen
in the past, having advanced five of their city men
to the road in the last few years.

Mr. Dana, manager of the watch department
of Shreve & Co., of this city, is visiting friends in
his old home city, Brooklyn, N. Y., and will look
over the Eastern market for high-class novelties
suitable for the holidays. Mr. Dana expects to be
back in about a month or six weeks.

R. F. Allen, of Morgan & Allen, of 134 Sutter
Street, is now visiting the Eastern manufacturing
concerns that he represents on the Pacific Coast,
and will be away from his usual haunts for two
months, as he contemplates calling on his friends,
the retailers, in his territory before returning to
San Francisco. He will show them a large assort-
ment of goods suitable for the holiday trade.

S. Conradi, president of the Conradi Co.,
located at Second and South Spring Streets, Los
Angeles, Cal., spent a few days rapently visiting
the hest-class jewelry stores in this city, looking for

new ideas in up-to-date furnishings, as he is about
to increase the size of his store, by taking in an-
other store adjoining his original location. After
the intervening wall is removed, Mr. Conradi
will fit up the interior in a first-class manner, and
we feel safe in saying it will compare favorably
with any of the jewelry stores, in this city of palatial
jewelry establishments.

Harry Frutig, one of the leading retail jewelers,
of Gilroy, Cal., was among the out-of-town trades-
men in this market recently, and purchased a nice
line of ready sellers for his fall trade.

0. M. Howard, watch inspector, Southern
Pacific Railroad, located at 308 Hayes Street, is
receiving the congratulations of his friends in the
trade, upon the recent addition twins family. The
stork visited his home on August 3oth, and we are
pleased to report that the young lady and her
mother are doing nicely.

M. Saier, one of the old retail jewelers, of Fres-
no, called upon his friends in the trade in this city
recently, and posted himself upon the newest things

in the market, gathering up a large line of staples

for his patrons' future wants.

Eugene Wachhorst, of the H. Wachhorst Co.,

the oldest retail jewelers in Sacramento, was in
town on a fall-buying trip recently, accompanied

by his wife and family. Eugene reports business in

the capital city as being in a first-class condition,

and predicts a holiday season second to none.
M. Schussler & Co. have accepted the services

of Arthur J. Prouty, as traveling representative,

making a total of five trade producers traveling for

this house. Mr. Prouty has started upon his initial

trip for his new house, and the boys in the office

are kept busy filling his orders.
Ed. Fano, the hustling retail jeweler, of San

Diego, was among the tradesmen in this market

last month on a holiday-buying trip.
J. G. Donavan, buyer of the Donavan Co.,

one of the leading retail jewelry establishments on

South Spring Street, Los Angeles, called upon his

friends in the wholesale jewelry district last month

and selected a large line of novelties for his fall

trade. Mr. Donavan reports business in the south-

ern section of the Pacific Coast as the best in its

history, and looks forward to a very large trade

during the Christmas holidays.
E. Haas, of Stockton, called upon his friends

in the wholesale jewelry trade in San Francisco

recently, and purchased a full line of jewelry for

his holiday trade.
Frederick H. Satterwhite, who is connected

with the new firm of Manson & Ray, San Bernar-

dino, Cal., returned from an Eastern sight-seeing

trip recently, and called upon the wholesale jewelers

in this city while en route for the South.

Geo. F. Blakeslee, of Goldfield and Tonopah,

Nev., was among the visiting tradesmen in this

market last month, and spent a very pleasant time

calling upon his many friends among the wholesale

jewelers.
Chas. Noack, who conducts one of the leading

retail stores in Sacramento, found it necessary to

come to town to replenish his stock last month, as

the Native Son celebration held in the capital city

on admission day was very profitable for Charles,

the visiting purchasers depleting his stock of staples

considerably.
J. B. Williams, the Susanville retailer, is up

and around again, after an eight-weeks' attack of

typhoid fever. Mr. Williams recuperated in this

city and returned home greatly benefited by our

bracing climate. This gentleman while in this

market purchased a new line of holiday novelties

for his fall season.
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Harry B. Oberlin, of Fresno, was in town on a
buying tour last month, and his new show cases
will show the results of his selections, as he has
purchased a large line of new, up-to-date, salable
novelties for his holiday trade.

Geo. H. Cook, of the firm of that name, who
conducts two stores in Prescott and Phcenix,
Arizona, paid this market a visit last month, and
incidentally looked over the wholesale jewelers'
stocks, for money producers for the holiday season.

E. M. Ackley, manager of the Chinn-Beretta
Optical Co.'s, Stockton, Cal., establishment, was
in San Francisco with his family recently, spending
a well-earned vacation, and incidentally called upon
his many friends in the jewelry and optical trade

while here.
James Montgomery, of Montgomery Bros.,

retail jewelers; of South Spring Street; Los Angeles,

Cal., is soon expected home, after making his

annual purchasing trip to the wholesale jewelry

centers in the East, where he gathered a fine new
line of novelties for his holiday season.

H. Richard Condy, the retail jeweler, of Grass
Valley, Cal., has improved his establishment by

installing an entire new set of show cases and wall

fixtures, which gives his store a fine appearance,

and enables him to give more floor space to his

customers. Mr. Condy is building up a fine busi-

ness in his thriving mining section, and looks

forward to a banner holiday trade.
Herman H. Hadenfeldt, of the wholesale firm

of Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, after many delays,

due to scarcity of labor, has moved into his new

domicile on the hills of Piedmont. Herman will

be greatly missed hereafter around his old haunts

in San Francisco.

A. Eisenberg, the wholesale jeweler, of 126
Sutter Street, has purchased a new palatial resi-
dence in the coming section of the city, with a fine

marine view overlooking the world-famed Golden

Gate. His friends are singing the praises of the

house and congratulating Mr. Eisenberg upon his

good judgment in this last real estate deal.

How Courtesy Pays

" Courtesy pays," said a merchant who em-
ploys many clerks. " I am almost inclined to

place it at the head of the list of virtues in an
employee of mine. I have known men of what

you would term ' ordinary ' capacity to succeed
because they observed the rule of uniform polite-
ness and deferential regard for other people's
feelings, when their fellow-workmen, depending
on their genius ' and appropriating the license of
genius themselves, fairly did themselves out of
good opportunities by surly mannerisms.
" I don't thing it occurs to the average man

that a word on this topic is necessary in what we
are often pleased to call this enlightened age.'
Yet, if you will take account of your next hundred
transactions with the minor employees with whom
you come in contact, you'll find that may be seventy-
five of them have room for improvement in this

one particular. You meet the manager of a store ;

you find him, most times, everything you could

desire. And as you go down the line the difference

is marked. The fresh ' clerk in the cigar store is

ten times as touchy and as fearful that his dignity

will be injured by unbending as the man who

makes it possible for him to hold a job. The

jewelry salesman who puts on a patronizing way

when he learns that you have only $3o to spend

with the firm will probably never wear many

diamonds, to say nothing of importing them."
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Do Not Miss
the opportunity of
looking over my lines
of JEWELRY,
put out this season
for the Fall Trade

The Most Exclusive and Varied

Assortment in Roll Plate

10 and 14 karat

ever shown in New England or the Middle States.
Give me a trial order for material. I carry

a complete line of all kinds of watchmakers' and
jewelers' supplies.

JOSEPH COWAN
Manufacturing Jeweler

351 Washington St. BOSTON, MASS.

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only Optical School in the world wherestudents sem a regular apprenticeship onbench and in otl price. All instructions are ac-tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. Nocorrespondent courses. Address,
Klein School of Optics

185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL

The Emblem Jewelry Manufacturing CO.
D. GOLDWASSER

Jewelry Manufacturers, Diamond Mounting andGent Setting, has removed to
Boom 87, Jewelers' Building

373 Washington Street, Boston, Mass,
Fine Repairing, Medals, Jewels, Badges, Schooland Class Pins and Rings.

AuguslfScherer

EN GlaVEim

ROOMS 7112
373 WASHINGTON 5L BOSTON

JEWELE(S, [AVG

employ Mx engravers the
year round. Can give prompt atten-tion to mail and express packages.

PRECRIPTION OPTICIAN
Promptness and Accuracy
Don't forget that there is more

than one place in New England
where they do Standard 1 Work.
Our shop is up to date. Try us.

EBEN 1-1A1RDY
Room 406 21 Bromfield St., Boston

Telepliono 4557-85.

TV

4;1

Makers of
TOWER..? STREET CLOCKS

For particulars, write us, mentioning
THE KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

WE DON'T CLAIM TO COVER THE EARTH
but uur New England customers know that there is no other house
that fills their lt work with more promptness or accuracy.
A trial will convince YOU.

C. A. L. LANGTON, Manufacturing Optician
Write or phone. 419 Boylston Street, BOSTON

10K. Scarf Pins

Designs and
Prices Right

Our New
Catalogue

will assist you
in Fall Selections

Scofield 0 DeWyngaert
NEW YORK OFFICE, 9-11 Maiden Lane Newark, N. j.

Watchmaker to the
rrade

Established 1893 4 Experienced Assistants

Watches Demagnetized
Repairing of all kinds

JOHN S. LOWELL
373 Washington Street

Jewelers' Building, Room 71-2 BOSTON

xtx xj), xfsf xf.t,txj2, Nclx xfie )(

—4-
1M atm racturer of IN)

JOHN W. BOYCE

DIAMOND 
it

MOUNTINGS

and JEWELRY 11-3-
1)4_PLATIN UM WORK A SPECIALTY ix
4

Dealer in Precious and
Imitation Stones

Stone Setting and Repairing
a Specialty

New Washington Building
387 Washington St., Room 705

•-+

I)

Telephone Boston, Mass. I')
•—.--.—.—.--t—t--.--•—•—•Apt .714's. Apt iefsipleIt44.i.R.84:7‘,44.‘,X+9.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

BARRON'S
R WORK for the trade satisfies.
Returned same day as received,

Send for the best AXIS and FRAME-
LESS chart ever printed.

GEORGE A. BARRON
Manufacturing and Refracting Optician

Room 22, 3 Winter St., BOSTON
.411

FIRST-CLASS

JEWELRY REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

DIAMOND SETTING

SPECIAL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILL ED

MASONIC JEWELS

FINE HAND CARVING

=

HARRY SMITH
J wrtros. BUILDING. PoOti IL It,

373 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON

F. Schnetzer, Jr., & Soil
Watch Case Repairers

Gold Plating and Watch Case
Coloring Mater ials

Especial attention given to Watch ( Ise
Repairing, Springing, Re-Engine Tti,n-
lug, Engraving, Polishing, etc.
Particular attention paid to Orders by
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From the manufacturers in Providence and the

Attleboros come the most encouraging reports

in regard to fall trade. Many of the factories are

working nights to catch up with their orders,

while nearly all are working some extra time. In

fact, the whole manufacturing district seems im-

bued with new courage, and with the present pros-

pects of large western crops all are looking forward

to a record-breaking fall . business. Manufacturers

are badly handicapped this year by a shortage of

capable and efficient workmen ; almost all are

advertising for help. The manufacturers cannot

offer all of the help employment the whole year

round, and as a result the workmen find themselves

for a good part of the year obliged to seek other

employment. This condition has existed for some

years past, but continuous expansion in the cost of

living has necessitated a change by many. Although

while working they receive very fair salaries, many

saw the advisability of entering some trade which

gave them work the year round. It is to these

causes that many manufacturers attribute the pre-

sent dirth of efficient workmen. The retail

jewelers evidently incline toward the opinions

of the manufacturers, as it is due to their heavy

fall purchases that the manufacturers are so rushed.

The return of the vacationists has increased sales

to a considerable extent, in fact, to a greater ex-

tent than was generally anticipated. The jobbing

houses report fine business in all their different

lines, the diamond business particularly showing

new life and increased sales.
Again crooks are creating havoc in Boston

among the jewelers. This time it is a man de-

scribed as being of about medium height, light

complexioned, with a crooked nose and a scar be-

low his left eye, plainly but neatly dressed. He

does not answer the descriptions given by any of

the victims of the gang of crooks who infested the

jewelry section last month. His especial prey

seemed to be the Cowans, all three of whom were

visited. After some clever exhibitions of his art,

he came out successful in but one case. It seems

almost impossible to realize that a sneak thief can

enter a jewelry establishment, be caught at his

game, yet continue in his work at another place,

after being allowed to escape ; yet such was

the case. When seven jewelers in the Wash-

ington and Jewelers' Buildings have had to

cope with thieves in . one month, it certainly

seems time that some decisive action should be
Liken by the jewelers, the lessees of the buildings
or the police, to give them the protection which

they should have as tenants, or the protection

which any body of merchants controlling the

amount of stock contained in these two buildings

should rightfully have from the city. The police
are at last thoroughly aroused and exerting all
their power to capture the thieves. Some jewelers,

however, will feel that their awakening is tardy,
tor the losses have been keenly felt by some.

A reward of $r000 has been offered by Myer

Slotopolsky, of Boston, for the return of a wallet
of diamonds containing 28 papers and valued at
about $12,000, which he claims to have lost on

Tuesday, September 5th. Mr. Slotopolsky is a

KEYSTONE

A. A. Robert, formerly of Robert & Foster,

casemakers, of Boston, has returned from his

European trip, much benefited in health by the

pleasant and enjoyable trip of three and one-half

months, which were spent journeying through

Germany, Switzerland and Italy. His family

accompanied him on the trip.

Extensive alterations have recently been made

by W. S. Brown, of Bangor, Me., who has con-

verted his building into an up-to-date jewelry

establishment. He will, undoubtedly, reap the

benefits of his progressiveness by the increase in

his Christmas trade.

Another jewelry concern, Vaughen & Burnett,

of Brandon, Vt., has recently added to the attract-

iveness of their store by installing a handsome new

wallcaseof quartered oak for the display of novelties.

D. W. Coffey, who was formerly employed by

C. L. M. Bugbee, of Newport, Vt., has left that

city, where he was well spoken of, to enter the

employ of Whitcomb Bros., of Berlin, N. H.

W. F. Newhall, with his wife and son Roland,

of Lynn, have returned from a vacation of a week

spent in the White Mountains.

F. H. Moulton, employed by Harriman, the

jeweler, of Augusta, Me., spent his vacation of two

weeks at Stockton Springs.
James Mahoney, with the Gaffney Jewelry

Company, of Waterbury, Conn., had a very enjoy-

able time on his vacation, which he spent at Coney

Island and other New York shore resorts. He

made most of the journey home by trolley.

J. E. Wiggins, with W. F. Newhall, of Lynn,

has returned from a three-weeks' sojourn in the

wilds of Maine. He diverted himself by hunting

and fishing.
C. W. Clifford, of Bath, Me., with his wife and

daughter, has been spending a week in Boston,

where they have many friends.

Samuel M. Shore, who has traveled for I.

Alberts & Co., for the last six or seven years, has

started in the wholesale jobbing business himself.

He is now located in the Jewelers' Building.

Herbert F. Guilford, of Fitchburg, for several

years clerk for F. S. Hall, of that city, has severed

his connections with Mr. Hall, that he may take a

course at the Klein School of Optics, of Boston.

The Providence Watch and Jewelry Company

has opened a store in J. W. Hart's building, at the

junction of Main and Mill Streets, in Fitchburg,

Mass.
We are pleased to note the recovery of George

A. Bartlett, of Holliston, Mass., after a serious

illness of over six weeks. While suffering from

nervous prostration, he could not successfully com-

bat the complications which set in and, as a result,

although able to be about, he is still in quite a

weak condition.
The former manager, W. L. Persons, of the

jewelry department, in the store of the Vermont

Marble Company, has returned to his home in

Hudson, Mass. In the near future he may open a

store of his own in some of the New England cities.

Elmer Tyler, with F. A. Lovejoy, of Augusta,

Me., has been confined to his home for some time,

because of illness:
Herbert L. Giuber, of Boston, who, for some

time past has been located on State Street, has

started on an extensive trip through the United

States and Canada', reaching as far West as Cali-

fornia. He will combine business with pleasure,

and, being a hustler, will make the trip pay for itself.

Many are the jewelers who will be pleased to
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quired about an hour and a half to perform, was

undergone about three months ago. The operation

was in every way successful, although he suffered

considerable from the effects of it. When he fully

recovers his strength, he will be in far better con-

dition than before his illness. He claims to feel

about ten years younger, and his many friends
assert that he appears so.

Fred. H. Woodman, formerly of Woodman-

Cook Co., on Washington Street, Boston, who,

since leaving the above-mentioned concern has

been located in the Jewelers' Building, has recently

changed his address to 352 Washington Street.

We are pleased to hear that J. C. Donnell,

with the Ripley Howland Mfg. Co., is soon to be

about and covering his regular territory.

A. B. Leighton, of Everett, who announced

some time ago that he would close out his business

and go to Maine to live, has just succeeded in set-

tling up all of his affairs.
Eben Hardy, a prominent Boston optician,

has returned from a trip to Montreal.
Alvah Skinner, for many years located on the

corner of Winter and Washington Streets, Boston,

has established himself in his new headquarters on

Milk Street, in the Old South Building. Mr Bullard,

the optician, who has been in the same office with

Mr. Skinner for a number of years, is also located

in the new office.
Washington Street, in the jewelry section is, as

it has been for some months past, obstructed by

stationary engines, mortar-beds and dump-carts,

with numberless openings in the street, through

which the material is passed, to further the con-

struction of the subway below. The whole street

is dug away in many places and nothing remains to

support the passing traffic but heavy planks, which,

due, fortunately to careful engineering, have not as

yet given away with any serious results. So far,

Boston is congratulating herself on the scarcity of

accidents during the construction of the Washing-

ton Street subway, and it is to be hoped that no

such accidents as occurred during the construction

of the subway on Tremont Street near the Touraine,

causing so many deaths, will occur.

Geo. E. Homer, 45 Winter Street, Boston, has

installed an excellently equipped optical depart-

ment in his jewelry store, and has secured for it

the services of Frederic W. Stone, a graduate

optician, of many years' experience, and, till re-

cently, in the employ of the Davis Optical Co., of

Boston.

The following jewelers have been in town :

George A. Bartlett, Holliston, Mass. ; F. H. Jes-

sup, Wareham, Mass. ; C. A. Trefethen, Man-

chester, N. H. ; Chas. Sinclair, Concord, N. H. ;

H. E. Bellows and Geo. E. Bellows, Stoneham,

Mass. ; H. S. Tanner, Providence, R. I. ; C. W.

Clifford, Bath, Me.; M. F. Charles, Reading, Mass.;

J. E. Whiting, E. J. Hodgdon, Haverhill, •Mass. ;

Hollis S. Howe, Concord, Mass.

Points
Be dignified.
Be firm in your convictions.
Listen to others, but depend on yourself.

Remember wit is a great weapon, but don't

mix sense with nonsense.
Don't talk too much—think a good deal.

Prove your ability and you won't have to

preach it.
Aman of the right stamp enjoys the best night's

Express.

21 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass
Room 508

diamond dealer, of Boston, and was recently before
the public eye in a failure which ended rather dis-

astrously for his creditors.

hear of the complete recovery of Charles Findley,

of A. Paul & Co., and to know that he is around

once more. A serious operation, one which re-

rest after a good day's work.
Don't give up. Drive away despair by keep-

ing up your spirits. —Harry C. Avon.
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CINCINNATI
I,ETTER

Favorable Trade
Conditions

Trade in all lines has been

exceptionally brisk during the

past month, the jobbers,manu-

facturing jewelers and retail-

ers all generally reporting business of a satisfactory

nature. The reports from the Southern States are

also of a nature which indicate an active and pros-

perous winter, which means much for Cincinnati as

the distributing point.
The Advertisers' Club, of this

city, has started a movement for

the creation of a fund of a half

million dollars, to be used for

purposes of advertising the city. A number of

innovations are being talked of as good advertising

mediums, among which is the suggestion that a

brass band under the leadership of Herman Bell-

stedt, the famous cornetist, be toured under the

name of Bellstedt's Cincinnati Band. The move-

ment for the creation of the advertising fund is

receiving considerable support from the business

intereshtes.T
Homan Manufacturing Company a short

time ago shipped 200 pieces of high-grade silver-

ware to the Philippine Islands. The plate is in-

tended for a new hotel which was recently com-

pleted in Manila. The same firm some time ago

sent out a complete set of silver plate for a military

club.
The retail firm of Loose & Loose, of Colum-

bus, have arranged to open a new store at the

State capitol, at 18o East Fourth Street, under the

name of the Hub Jewelry Company. Both mem-

bers of the firm were recently in the city to pur-

chase fixtures and supplies for the new place.

Leonard Fox, of the firm of

Gustave Fox & Co., was re-

Hold-up cently the victim of a bold

atempt at hold-up, while he

x'as returning from a visit to friends at College

Hill. At a late hour at night he was making his

way along the North Bend pike toward a trolley

line when he was approached by a colored man,

who flashed a badge and declared that he was the

marshal of the community and demanded an ex-

planation of Fox's late appearance on the road.

The pseudo officer professed to be very suspicious

of the young man, and declared that he would be

obliged to arrest him and take him to the village

until his identity could be proven. He gave out a

statement that a number of burglaries had been

committed in the neighborhood recently, and would

listen to nothing but that Fox accompany him to

the town hall. The latter did not suspect that all

was not right until they reached a village and he

was being led down a side street. He then noticed

that his custodian was a colored man and at once

demanded to see his badge again. As soon as the

stranger drew aside his coat Fox saw that the
badge was but a piece of plate, and with one

lunge he floored the negro and then fled. The
fellow gave pursuit for a short time, but when

Fox's voice began to break the stillness of the

night he disappeared in the brush.
The Harberger Jewelry Company is the name

of a new stock company which filed articles of in-

corporation with the secretary of state, at Colum-
bus, some weeks ago. The new concern starts out

with a capital stock of $20,000, the incorporators

To Advertise
the City

Daring Attempted

given in the charter being : Bernard Harberger,

M. J. Schroder, Anna L. Dwyer, H. S. Valhi and

Stanley Stoms. An extensive jobbing and whole-

sale business will be established in the vicinity of

the Fountain Square.
A. Scheme!, the well-known retail jeweler, at

Mohawk Place, spent a vacation of several weeks,

during the past month, at Mackinack.
J. H. Wahlrub, Jr., jeweler, at Dayton, Ohio,

was in the city several days during the middle of

September, inspecting the show windows of some

of the big house furnishers, and announced to his

friends that he expeeted to embark in a matrimo-

nial venture within a short time. The young lady

is a resident of Dayton.
A negro giving the name of

Audacious Thievery Sumter Jackson, and claim-

ing to live at Los Angeles,

Cal., made a daring attempt to get away with a tray

of valuable rings from the store of Henry Korf, at

625 Main Street, some weeks ago, but failed and
fell into the hands of the police. Jackson entered
the store and asked to see some diamond rings,
which were shown to him by one of the clerks,
who set a filled tray before him, but kept a close
watch. Jackson picked out two expensive soli-
taires, and while apparently deliberating as to
which he would choose, he snatched the tray and
started for the door and down the street. Mr.
Koff and two clerks gave hot pursuit, yelling for
his apprehension. Near the Fountain Square,
Jackson ran into the arms of two detectives, and
for a moment attempted to offer resistance, but
changed his mind. He was locked up on a charge
of robbery, and at a subsequent preliminary hear-
ing was bound over to the county grand jury to
answer to the charge. The police believe is
wanted in other cities and desire information con-
cerning colored tray snatchers.

The Homan Manufacturing Company recently
filed amended articles of incorporation with the
secretary of state, changing the stock to 2500
shares of common and 1500 shares of 6 per cent.
cumulative preferred stock, each with a par value
of poo. The company is making extensive im-
provements in its new plant.

George Newstedt has moved to his handsome
new quarters in the Neave Building, and had his
formal opening early in the month. Mr. Newstedt
has been obliged to move several times in the past
few years, because of the march of progress which
is on in Cincinnati. Three years ago he was forced
from his store at Fifth and Walnut Streets, to make
room for the new Traction Building. He moved
farther down the same block and a short time later
it looked as if he would be obliged to move again,
to make way for the Mercantile Library Building.

His last move was occasioned by inability to get a
renewal of his lease.

Edward Swigart, of the jobbing firm of E. & J.
Svvigart, is home from a ten-days' fishing trip spent
among the lakes of Wisconsin.

Albert Valentien and his wife,
Expert Pottery Anna M. Valentien, two of the
Decorators oldest and foremost decorators

of china and pottery connected

with Rookwood Pottery and the Art Museum, have
resigned with the avowed desire of pursuing indi-

vidually the work which they have been doing for

the institutions for a quarter of a century, and
which has assisted in making Rookwood work

famous. Valentien developed many of the famous

glazes of the institution, while his wife studied

modeling under the ablest Paris preceptors, with a

view to introducing a new style into Rookwood

work. On her return she began the modeling of

figures in intaglio and relief upon the vases, which
departure at once became a pronounced success

and is considered one of the most valuable of

Rookwood's adjuncts.
Mr. Andrea, connected with the firm of

Hutchinson Brothers, at Shreveport, La., passed

through the city early in the month, en route

to Battle Creek, Mich., where he expected. to rest

up a few weeks. Mr. Andrea reports indications

for business in the Southern and Gulf States to be

very promising for the coming winter season, pro-

vided that the yellow fever scare can be gotten. rid

of by that time. He remained over in the city a
day to take in the sights.
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William Fink, the Main Street jeweler, has
returned from an extended Western vacation tour,
and expects to .make another some time during
the next year.

A number of jewelers from
Visiting Jewelers Frankfort and central Ken-
Entertained tucky cities were in Cincin-

nati, September 14th, as the
guests of the Cincinnati Business Men's Club.
The occasion was the invasion of this city by the
Commercial Club of Frankfort, the members of
which came at the solicitation of the local organ-
ization. A delegation of 150 persons composed
the party, among them several of the retail jewelers
of the section represented. All were pleased with
their reception at the hands of the Cincinnati
commercial interests. In order to promote closer
commercial relations between the two sections,
Cincinnati business men are also discussing the
proposition of building ad,boat to ply in the Ken-
tucky river trade and have Cincinnati as its
destination.

The police believe that a man and a woman
arrested by the authorities at Albany, N. Y., are
the same couple who visited a number of the
larger wholesale houses in Cincinnati some months
ago and got away with a number of valuable rings
and diamonds. The hauls which the pair made
here aggregated more than a thousand dollars'
worth of diamonds. They were handsomely
dressed, and were aided in carrying out their game
by dashing up to the various business houses in an
automobile. The Jewelers' Security Alliance has
turned the case over to the Pinkertons, who are
supposed to have assisted in rounding up the
Albany pair.

Mrs. Janette Plant, related to a number of the
Plant family of well-known local jewelers, died at
her home in the Stansifer Flats, Avondale, some
weeks ago, after a brief illness.

Edward Kaelin, the upper Vine Street retailer,
spent some weeks in Chicago during the early part
of September.

The change in the ownership of
Local Railroad the C. H. & D. Railroad, which
Development has been turned over to J. P.

Morgan, the Wall Street opera-
tor, and his associates, is expected to have a con-
siderable effect upon the future development of
Cincinnati. With the acquisition of control of the
C. H. & D. and its allies in the Great Central
saytem, Morgan is accredited with now controlling
every line entering the city. Two plans for de-
veloping the city's railroad facilities are well under
way, and are expected to meet the approval of the
new powers. These are the construction of a new
$10,000,000 union depot, the site for which has
been selected along the canal, and the completion
of a belt road which will enable freight from the
North and East to be conveyed to the Southern
lines without having to be dragged through the
city. All that is necessary to complete the belt
road is the building of a bridge across the Ohio
River at Columbia, so as to connect the Pennsyl-
vania and the C. & 0. near Dayton, Ky. The rest
of the belt road will then be over the C. & 0. to
Newport, to the L. & N. tracks, and from these to
the Kentucky Central at Milldale, the Cincinnati
Southern at Walton, and the Short line, over L. &
N. tracks.

Travleling men for a number of the local
houses have returned from Southern and Western
trips and report business flourishing, and indica-
tions over the cotton States as better than for a
number of years.

The following were among the latest of the
visiting jewelers who were here last month : H. A.
Rohs, Cynthiana, Ky.; R. J. T. Timmerman,
Batesville, Ind.; Edward Dannacher, with C. H.
Thompson & Co., Greensburg, hid.; G. H. Hans-
gen, Bethel, Ohio ; Charles Sederberg, Milford,
Ohio ; Walter Eisensmith, Charleston, W. Va.;

A. T. Maupin, Athens, W. Va.; George Kreche,
with D. Adler & Son, Lexington, Ky.; G. W.
Meyer & Son, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Fred. Heinz,
Lexington, Ky.; William Loose, of Loose &
Loose, Columbus, Ohio ; Mr. Douglas, of Watkins
& Douglas, Elizabethtown, Ky.; A. J. Wahlraub,

Jr., Dayton, Ohio ; Mr. Andrea, Shreveport, La.;
D. A. Lamb, Wilmington, Ohio ; J. D. Ward,
Rising Sun, Ind.; E. S. Clifton, Rogersville, Tenn.;

J. W. Roop, Greenville, Ohio ; Charles Keller,

Frankfort, Ky.; E. 0. Collins, Franklin, hid.;

Frank C. Taylor, Carlisle, Ky.; E. G. Masiman,
of Masiman & Co., Frankfort, Ky.
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A FEW ADVANCED STYLES IN FANS
from a large line purchased in Europe this summer. Every lady enjoys a pretty fan, and they are always acceptable,

whether for a Birthday, Wedding or Holiday Gift. Write for samples

October, 1905 THE

K 30939—Empirc shape fan, double-faced silk gauze, heavy fancy spangles, silk
embroidered designs, inlaid bone sticks . ... . . . ..... . . $2.25 eachK 30323—Beautiful full spangled, raised embroidered and ettomine center and
edge, carved and inlaid bone sticks   $3.50 eachK 30873—Double-faced silk gauze, hand painted in three subjects with flowers, gold
Inlaid bone sticks  $2.50 each

IC 30942—Double-faced silk gauze, full spangled, real Duchess lace top, bone sticks, $3.00 eacnK 30944—Double-faced silk gauze, hand painted, two subjects and flowers, gold and
hand painted inlaid bone sticks . . . . . ........ . . . . .  $4.00 eachK80945—Cream. colored double-faced gauze, beautiful insertion, gold tinsel etto-
mine, gilt spangles, gilt and flowered inlaid bone sticks   $4.50 each

K 30355-1ien large line quality Nv It lie ostrich feathers, gold inlaid bone sticks . . $7.50 eachK 30750—Uentaine white ostrich feathers with real pearl sticks ..... . . . . $4.50 eachK 30356—Same as 30750, larger and finer ,feathers  $10.00 eachIC 10747—Peacock feathers, handsome green and brown com on, with celluloidbinati
shell colored sticks  $2.25 each

K 30351—White Maribou and ostrich feather fan with real brown bird raised orna-
ments, serpentine silver inlaid bone sticks . . . . . . . . .. . $1.50 eachK 30352—Maribou and ostrich raised feathers, in two color effect, white and pinkand white and heliotrope, inlaid serpentine wood sticks   02.no eachK 30265—Fine quality large white ostrich feather fan, plain bone sticks   $3.50 each

K 30905-1'ull .ize, double-faced silk gauze, full spangled, real white pearl sticks ._ $5.00 eachK 30903—Eninire shape, double-faced silk gauze, Swiss butterfly embroidery, and

bone sticks
white lace insertion, flower paintinp, carved, gilt and colored feather shape

K 30910—Empire shape, real Duchess lace, handsome carved bone sucks  $6.00 each
  $5.00 each

K 30874—Magnificent, antique and full hand paintings in old. master colors on
gauze and sticks. A beautiful gift . . .......... . . . . $10.00 eachK30950—Full size, double-faced gauze and ettomine, full spangled, silver inlaid
real pearl sticks . . . . . . • • . . .  $9.00 eachK 30904—Beautiful artistic hand painted fan in high colors, with gold and colored
bone sticks, subjects painted by popular artists 

Subject to 2 per cent. only 
$6.75 each

ManKunstadter Brothers Manufacturers ufacturers and 1. Jewelry, Fans, Leather Goods, Hair, Importers 1 Ornaments, Belts, Gold Purses, etc.
238-24o-242-244-246-248 Adams Street, corner Market Street, ILLCHICAGOp. S.—Always Something New 1 •

The outlook for trade from this

Trade Outlook section of the country is most

Flattering flattering. Crops have been

bounteous, prices good and as

a result the farmers have prospered greatly. Manu-

facturers are working full forces and collections are

satisfactory. The city merchants have success-

fully tided over the to-be-expected summer quiet,

and are well prepared to meet the natural increase

that comes with cooler weather. The past few

weeks have seen an increased volume of trade that

can reasonably be expected to continue.
In a list of one hundred and

Five Million forty-six " Five Million Dollar

National Banks " the Financier
(New York), named four in

Indianapolis that have deposits of that amount.

Fletchers', $8,867,742 ; Indiana National, $7,019,-

347 ; American National, $5,592,572 and Mer
chants'

National, $5,549,766.

On October 1st, the Indianapolis Clock Co.,

0. F. Bell, manager, moved from 932 Fort Wayne

Avenue, to 304 Hanson Avenue, where more

commodious quarters were secured for the grow-

ing business.
A delay in receiving their full stock has necessi-

tated the postponement of the opening of the

beautiful new jewelry store of H. Cohen & Sons,

at 50 North Pennsylvania Street. The handsome

solid mahogany wall fixtures of colonial design,

the show cases of American beauty design and the

highly hand-painted wall decorations, make a

background of unusual beauty for the attractive

line of watches, diamonds and jewelry that has

been purchased by the firm.
On September 1st, L. F. Kiefer

An Old and & Son moved into temporary

quarters at i14 East Ohio

Street. When the handsome

new Knights of Pythias Building is erected on the

site of their former location, on Massachusetts

Avenue, the firm will have the choice of one of

best store rooms on the ground floor. The firm

of L. F. Kiefer & Son is one of the oldest and best

known watchmaker and jewelry firms in the city.

Louis F. Kiefer, founder of the business, learned

his trade in Rhenish, Bavaria. He came to this

country in 1837, and in 1867 settled in Indianapolis.

The following year he opened a jewelry store in

the Odd Fellows Building on Washington and

Pennsylvania Streets. The oldest son, Louis, was

taken in the business, and the style of the firm be-

came L. F. Kiefer & Son. Upon the death, several

years ago of the senior Mr. Kiefer, his two sons

Louis and Charles continued to conduct the busi-

ness under the same name, a name that continues

to merit the confidence and trust won by its

founder.
C. A. Slinger, watchmaker for Ikko Matsu-

moto, is erecting a pretty little home on Morris

Street, where he hopes to eat his next Thanks-

giving day dinner.
Rudolph Boemker, who very recently arrived

in this country from Germany, is doing watch work

for Carl L. Rost.
S. R. Saylor, who has been with Fletcher M.

Noe, on North Illinois Street, has returned to his

old home at Rossville, Ind., where he will resume

the jewelry business.

Dollar Banks

Esteemed Firm

KEYSTONE

Horace A. Comstock is a member of the
Columbia Club team, which is one of the clubs
that compose the Indianapolis Bowling League.

Charles Lauer, senior member of the whole-

sale firm of C. W. Lauer & Co., has just returned

from a visit to his daughter in California.

Allen Pickett, watchmaker with George W.

Kern in the State Life Building, spent his vacation

with his father, J. A. Fickett, jeweler, in New

Castle, Ind.
The Hoosier Jewelry Company

A New was incorporated with a capital

stock of $15,000. The directors

are : S. J. Burford, L. F. Hurt

and S. F. Rutherford. The company will do an

extensive installment business in this city. Mr.

Burford is president of the Rhodes-Burford furni-

ture house with stores in Indianapolis, Louisville

and several other cities. Mr. Rutherford was

formerly with M. F. Smith, installment jeweler on

West Washington Street, and Mr. Hurt is a practi-

cal jeweler of experience.
James Baker, representing Frank M. Whiting,

North Attleboro, Mass., was the genial host at a

dinner given at the Claypool Hotel in this city

August 22d. The following well-known jewelers

were his guests : C. W. Bernloehr, John A. Bern-

loehr, Indianapolis ; E. 0. Collins, Franklin ;

George Greyer, Anderson ; Harry Greyer, Muncie,

and R. C. Eisenbach, Lafayette, Ind.

Chris. Bernhoehr, who spent the summer

traveling in Germany and Switzerland has re-

turned, delighted with the beauty and life of the

foreign cities. He found much to interest him in

his own line of trade, and is already planning to

repeat the trip in 1906.
Charles Moore, manager for the diamond and

jewelry house of S. F. Sipe, at Pittsburg, Pa.,

visited in the city last month. J. C. Sipe spent

several weeks recently in Adams, New York.

Upon his way home, he visited his brothers A. E.

Sipe in Buffalo and S. F. Sipe in Pittsburg.

Carl F. Walk left on October ist, to select

holiday novelties in the New York market for the

firm of J. C. Walk & Son.

Edward G. Gardner, manufacturing jeweler

in the Cordova Block, recently turned out several

handsome badges. He has increased his working

force and reports business on the up-grade.

A most attractive line of solid

Novelties from silver ware from Holland was

purchased by Ferd Mayer for

Charles Mayer & Company

during his recent trip abroad. All the decorations

are of Dutch designs—wind mills, storks and sail-

ing vessels. One of the most unique pieces is a

glass liquor bottle blown in three separate divi-

sions (three bottles in one) so that the same bottle

can contain three liquors. The top and stopper

are of silver in an artistic design.

' A. B. Wahl, who conducts a jewelry store at

Lafayette, Incl., and has the State agency for the

Edison phonograph in Indiana and Ohio, with

stores in Cincinnati and this State, has recently

added a jewelry stock to his store in this city,

located on South Illinois Street.

Roy Neighbors, with A. P. Craft & Co., has

been confined to his home for several weeks, the

result of a sprained back.

M. M. Johnson, watchmaker for H. P. W.

English, Hartford City, Ind., and Mr. Koerber,

Fort Wayne, Ind., were buyers in the Cincinnati

markets early last Month.

Charles Lauer, of C. W. Lauer & Co., spent

the week of September ijth to 17th, in town

entertaining his State fair week visitors.

Installment Firm

Holland
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Of course it was a Hoosier jeweler who loved

the poems of James Whitcomb Riley, who walked

into a local material house and asked for a Whit-

comb-Riley lathe, but the clerk understood and

gave him a Webster-Whitcomb lathe.

L. L. Norton, traveling repre-

A Travelers' sentative of S. T. Nichols &
Rosy View Co., was on his recent return

" off the road." He said busi-

ness was very good both in the material and optical

line. He considered fall prospects fine, as the

confidence in the jewelry trade is better than for

some years. A better quality of goods is called

for. Retail merchants are prepared to handle

more diamonds this season than for many years.

past.
George S. Kern And A. B. Swift, both trade

watchmakers in the State Life Building, report an

unusual amount of repair work for the past few

weeks. Out-of-town dealers are sending in watch

work in large quantities.
"The Brooks Store," at Madison, Ind., con-

ducted a special low-priced sale during September

in order to make room for a large and early pur-

chased holiday stock. The advertisement read

" Madison will be proud of the Brooks store this

fall." F. 0. Brooks is one of the oldest and best-

known merchants in that city. He was formerly a

partner of Godfrey Dold, the firm-name being

Brooks & Dold. Later they dissolved partnership,

each opening a jewelry store of his own. Recently

Mr. Brooks admitted his son-in-law, John Chap-

man, who was manager, into the firm, which is now

styled Brooks & Chapman.

L. R. Ratliff has sold his stock at Francesville,

Ind., and taken a position with a large jewelry

house in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Alfred J. Meissen, of the jewelry

Successful Fair firm of A. J. Meissen & Son,
in Cicero Cicero, Ind., was in the city

recently. He reported his town

as one of the liveliest in the State during the week

of September 4th, when a highly successful horse

show and street fair was conducted by the hustling

business men of that pretty little city. The fair

was not intended to be a money-making institution,

but was gotten up by the merchants to advertise

the town ; by giving the home people and visitors

from the surrounding country and near-by town

lots of enjoyment, good music and free shows.

The firm of A. J. Meissen & Son did their part to

make the enterprise such a marked success.

Henry Rossier, one of the best

Death of a Well- known residents of Martinsville,

Ind., died at his home in that

city, August 26th, after a linger-

ing illness. He leaves a wife, one daughter and

three sons. Mr. Rossier was born in the Canton

of Vand, Switzerland, in 1839, where he learned

the watchmaker's trade. When twenty-one years

old he came to this country and settled in Indian-

apolis for a short time, then went to Terre Haute,

Ind., where he married Emily Drotz, in 1865. In

1867 he removed from Terre Haute to Mooresville,

and in 1886 moved to Martinsville, where he con-

ducted a very successful jewelry business and

became prominent in the business life of the town.

His first wife died in 1893, and he afterwards mar-

ried his present wife, who was the widow of

Harrison Olds, one of Martinsville's prosperous

citizens. Mr. Rossier was an active member of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, Odd Fellows and

Masonic orders. His frequent and ever welcome

presence in the wholesale market of Indianapolis

will be greatly missed. To his family the local

trade extends sympathy.

(Continued on page 1677)

Known Jeweler



The Giant
of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

Millions of' Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold
all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON=
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Storyof a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amouitt of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
elass, to send a two-cent stamp
111 Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
lIsIr leaflet, "The Story of a

Button." Afterward, if
115 pil will send to l'rinters'
:mother leaflet, new or old,

t hat is half as good as this one,
that approaches it in excel-

lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution.
" The Story ofa Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of you order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality and Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory.

PARKS BROS. 8.E. ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

Jewelers 
Get the people in your
store—have a Colonial
Glass Tumbler Sale

We positively will re-
fund the money for our
glasses if they do not sell.

Try this proposition:
Order a trial barrel ; put
them in the window and
mark 45c. a half dozen,
any size. A trial barrel
consists of:

5 doz. Large Water Goblets,
5% In. high, ® 60c. doz. . $3.00

4 doz. Small Water Goblets,
534 in. high, ® 550. doz. . 2.20

2 doz. Large Wine Goblets,
434 in. high, ® 45c. doz.. .90

2 doz. Small Wine Goblets,
4 in. high, ® 44c. doz. . . .88

2 doz. Cordial Goblets, 8%in.
high, ® 42c. doz.. . . . .84

4 doz. Sherbet Glasses, 3y, in.
high, © 67o. doz.. . . 2.68

4 doz. Water Tumblers, 4 In.
high, ® 67e. doz. . . 2.68

23 dozen glasses $13.18

We guarantee you
against any loss. It costs
you nothing to try a sale.

Franklin Glass CO., Franklin, Pa.

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

VEICHEBON&CONSITIIITIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

°°4'stAtO
WRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in f Quality Durability
Adjustment Style 

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades--New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOL1 AUENT

3 Maiden Lane, New York

October, 3905
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(Continued from page 1675)

A diamond ring valued at $5oo

A Substitution was stolen August t6th from the

Game Again jewelry store of Mayr & Son,

South Bend, Ind. Two men

entered the store and asked to see diamond rings.

During the inspection, one of the men substituted

a ring with an imitation stone for one bearing the

real gem, but the loss was not noticed until some

time after the strangers had left the store. Later,

Frank Mayr, accompanied by the Chief of

Police of South Bend, visited Chicago to look

over the photographs in the Rogue's gallery in the

hopes of identifying the thieves but failed to recog-

nize the photographs of his recent costly visitors.

F. C. Sheldon, the well-known and successful

jeweler, of Shelbyville, Ind., accompanied by his

wife, visited friends in the city during the State

fair. Mr. Sheldon was looking fine and said he

was enjoying the best of health. He thinks this

will be one of the best years he has ever had.

Everything in his section of the State is in a pros-

perous condition, as the factories are all busy and

farmers had fine crops and got good prices for

their products. He considers THE KEYSTONE as

an old and valued friend.

William Harrison McCain, aged seventy-live

years, recently died at his home in Kokomo, Ind.

He was the first white child born in Carroll County,

in the State of Indiana. He was the father of

the well-known and popular jeweler, Corbin K.

McCain, who has for years been one of Kokomo's

leading merchants.
Turner & Son, Arcadia, Ind., are nicely set-

tled in a new room, which is a decided improve-

ment over the old quarters.

J. F. Ratliff, Richmond, Ind., spent his vaca-

tion at his old home at Canby, Ind.

W. E. Jenkins, at one time manager for Jenkins

& Co., Richmond, Ind., has returned to Blooming-

ton, Ind., where he has been appointed librarian

of Indiana University.
Mrs. Rowe, wife of Jeweler C.Z. Rowe,of Argos,

Ind., is recovering from the effects of a recent runa-

way accident that just escaped being very serious.

George W. Clemons has moved into a new

store room that has just been erected on the main

street, in Greenwood, Ind.

John W. Hudson, Fortville, Ind., a regular

visitor to this market, was recently met upon his

return from a delightful trip to Denver and Colorado

Springs. He was accompanied by his wife, who

always shares her husband's annual vacation trips.

Albert Meseke, watchmaker with W. P. Car-

ruthers, Oberlin, Ohio, enjoyed a vacation in

August at his former home, Seymour, Ind.

Successfuloliecto  r   Pearl 

A large collection of pearls of

much value was recently exhib-

ited by an aged man, giving his

name as John Swanson, who
was accidently discovered living the life of a her-
mit in an abandoned oil rig in a wood on the river

bank, near Marion, Ind. The man refused to say

where he came from, but said domestic troubles

had caused him to seek a life of seclusion. He

had lived almost two years in the old rig and had

engaged in pearl hunting with marked success.
He shipped his pearls to a New York dealer. This
is another incident that proves the mussel industry
in the Wabash and other Indiana rivers to be lucra-
tive. At no time during the present season has

there been less than twenty buyers on the field
from the larger Eastern markets. Some of the

KEYSTONE'

fishermen have shipped their pearls to Paris. Two
pearls recently found near Vincennes, Ind., brought

$550 and $35o. The latter is said to have been

worth at least $1800.
The citizens of Boonville, Ind., have decided

to erect a fine town clock to cost about $15oo.

Steps have been taken to raise the necessary funds.

August 3ist the large plate-glass window in

E. F. Stark's jewelry store, at Newpoint, Ind., was

broken with a heavy stone wrapped in a cloth.

Three revolvers and some small articles of jewelry

were taken. The total loss was poo.

L. J. Savage, Macy, Ind., is receiving the con-

dolence of his friends upon the recent death of

his wife.
Among the changes made by

Trade Changes Indiana jewelers recently, we

note the following : V. B. Teach-

out has removed from Kendall-

ville to Sturgis, Mich. Edward Hainz, formerly

of Muskogee, is now doing business at West

Salem, Ill. George E. Kinney, formerly engaged

in business in Anderson, has opened a store in

Grand Rapids, Mich. M. D. Eatinger, North Jud-

son, has sold out to his son, who will continue

business at the old stand, but with a larger stock.

Cox & Hodgin is the new name of the old firm of

M. S. Hodgin, at Lynn. Harry Stevenson, last

month moved to Indianapolis from Frankfort.

John H. Sutherlin, Ladoga, has quit the jewelry

business. N. F. Stedman has removed his jewelry

business to Ladoga from Waveland.

The City Council of Michigan City, Ind.,

recently adopted an ordinance licensing and regu-

lating pawn-brokers and forbidding persons en-

gaged in such business from buying or receiving

any article whatever from miners without the con-

sent of their parents or guardians. The ordinance

was passed for the purpose of eliminating abuses

practiced for years.

F. C. Toepp, South Bend, Ind., has remodeled

his establishment and added a complete optical

department under the management of Charles

Schnell.
The store of A. J. Fisher, watch repairer and

optician at 156 Virginia Avenue, was entered

August 24th by burglars, who broke open a window

and carried off trays of spectacle frames valued at

$5o. The police found the empty trays under the

viaduct. The thieves are supposed to have escaped

on a passing freight train.

Z. Staples, manager of the prescription depart-

ment of S. T. Nichols & Co., spent the first week

in September in Southern Indiana resting up after

a very busy summer in the optical business.

B. A. Orndoff and J. J. Scott, of Valparaiso,

Ind., have returned from Chicago, where they

finished a course in optics.

Charles E. Crecelius, of New Albany, Ind.,

has been enrolled as a student of the Northern

Illinois College of Ophthalmology, Chicago.

A lens grinding plant has been installed in the

optical establishment of Oberreich & Arnold at

Laporte, Ind.
William E. Huston, secretary of the American

Association of Opticians, is an old Indiana man.

He was a charter member of the Indiana Optical

Society, held office several times and contributed

much to the life and welfare of the society.

H. L. Rost and family, of Colum-

bus, Ind., were the guests of his

Jeweler brother, Carl L. Rost, during

the State Fair. H e reports

trade conditions very good down his way. Mr.

Rost had just purchased the corner lot, opposite

the St. Denis Hotel, in Columbus, upon which he

and Removals
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will erect, early in the spring, a modern business

block, and occupy the corner room. Mr. Rost

owns the building he is now in, but will have a

larger and more modern store in the new building.

Besides his numerous enterprises in Columbus,

Mr. Rost is vice-president of the Progress Lead &

Zinc Co., of Joplin, Mo., a mining enterprise that

has prospered and is making money for its stock..

holders.
K. D. Ronk, of Ladoga, was in the city Lst

month, buying a full stock of tools and material,.

He is on the outlook for a good location.

Wm. Beatty has enlarged his store room, at

West Lebanon, Ind., and added a larger stock.

Aaron Pursel, Noblesville, Ind., a familiar

figure in this market, was recently met in one of

the wholesale houses. Mr. Pursel says trade is

good and prospects bright. He is beginning to

find himself cramped for room, and is longing for

larger quarters.
Geo. F. Long, New Richmond ; Louis F. Ott,

Veedersburg, and Wm. Beatty, West Lebanon,

formed a pleasant party, who visited the mineral

springs at Martinsville, Ind., during State Fair week.

President J. H. Ellis, of the Indiana Optical

Society, recently appointed M. C. Klein, Crawfords-

ville, Ind., treasurer to finish out the unexpired

term of R. H. Denney.
The improvements on the Wiley Block, occu-

pied by John Wimmer, optician, are almost com-

pleted. The handsome new plate-glass front and

interior decorations have greatly improved the

appearance of his salesroom. The second floor,

devoted to the manufacturing department, has

also undergone a number of changes.

C. V. Stephens, of Carthage, Ind., is offering

his jewelry stock and fixtures for sale.
Out-of-town dealers in the city

last month were numerous.

Visiting Jewelers Many of them came to visit the

State Fair, September tith to

15th, when the Indiana State Board of Agriculture

opened its gates for the fifty-second annual exposi-

tion of live stock and farm products. Thousands

were in attendance. One of the great attractions

was Dan Patch, the world's greatest harness horse,

Hoosier born and bred. It was a week when the

" glad hand " was extended by the members of

the wholesale and manufacturing firms to their

customers from all over Indiana. Many did some

fall buying, while others just dropped in to ex-

change greetings. All were most welcome visitors.

Among them were noticed the following:

An Army of

.T. A. Meissen, Cicero.
I,,. Pennington, Knightstown.
A. R. Cooper, Slooresville.
II. Wheeler, Dana.

!tooth, Tipton.
.1. V. Oswald, Crawfordsville.

Wilhort, Upland.
N \V. Mayer, Crawfordsville.
VI slielborn, Zionsville.
I c. Eisenbach, Lafayette.
.1. Mayer, Elwood.

senton, Clayton.
.1. Hardin, Greenwood.
A. S. ()ry, Greenfield.
L. E. Heaps, Spencer.
Turner &Scat, Arcadia.
.T. 1 1. Babel., Marion.
J. H. Smith. I■reenficid.
I). S. Whittaker, Lebanon.
.1. A, Pickett, New Castle.
Will. Hazeltine, Knkortio.
C. 11. Ankeny, Lafayette.
C. 0. Lafayette.
Sant. Sterehi. Terre Haute.
C. C. Faris, .Marion.
Samuel Prager, Terre Haute.
.T. F. Ratliff, Richmond.
Wm. Best t y, West Lebanon.
G. W. Fleninns, Greenwood.
W heel,. V. Dana.

Chits, i \VI let t, Royal Center.
W. J. Lamb, Losantville.
Mrs. August Anderson, North

Salem.
Eugene Wilson and wife, Mar-

tinsville.
T. N. Bonifield, Warren.
It. L. Renner, Sandtourn.

Aaron Pursel, Noblesville.
Louis Int, Veedersburg.
( i. W. K t.i I.00gootee.
W. V. K hi,,.
George Long, New Richmond.
A. 11. Pan It, 1;1.,nlington.
J. E. II add nil, Dana.
Al. Sin ii Ii, lfinomington.
M. s. Acton.

\V. 111111S1111, Fortville.
C. E. KI,V1.1., Fountain City.
B. Maim., Edinburg.
J. F. Lidnir, Ylirristown.
Scott Mullin, Liberty.
.1. E. Ward, Worthington.
.T. W. l'hompaon, Danville.
Fred. Mills, Greensburg.
Mr. Dressler, Bowling Green.
Flo. Dennis, Westfield.
11. A. Davis, Pennville,
J, A. Bard, Brazil.
C.O.Rentschler, Center Point.
S. M. Royer, Patricksburg.
F. C. Sheloon, Shelbyville.
H. L. Rost, Columbus.
A. C. Harrison, Fisher's Sta-

tion.
J. A. Pickett, Newcastle.
J. A. Spencer, Spiceland.
H. S. Werneke, Greencastle.
John L. Duncan, Wingate.
L. H. Royer, Bowling Green.
Mr. Campbell, Darlington.
NV. H. Markle, Itigdon.
H. E. Kinnear, Marion,
E. B. Scott, Linden.
C. E. Wright, Sims.
J. W. Vest. Greenwood.
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EVERYTHING
NEEDED FOR
HOLIDAY
STOCK

Diamond Goods
Watches
Clocks
Jewelry

Silverware
Novelties

CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS IN

GREAT
VARIETY

The Retailers' First Profit
is made in the purchase of stock. Wise and economic
buying means quick and profitable selling. We see to
it that our ihafrons huy right—that they have every
possible advantage in price, quality and service. Keep
this in mind when selecting your holiday supplies.

Our- stocks comprise in unusual abundance every
requirement of the trade. We made our preparations
with an accurate knowledge of the demands of the season,
and car i assure at all times satisfaction and prompt de-
livery—the goods you want just when you want them.

Woodstock= H oefer
Watch and Jewelry Co.

Ninth and Walnut Streets Kansas City, Mo.

More Specimens of the "AMERICAN BEAUTY"
THE MARVEL SHOW CASE OF THE AGE

" AMERICAN BEAUTY " CENTER CASE No. 420

Nampa, Idaho, February 23, 1905.Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand Rapids, Mich
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find freight receipt and draft to balance my account in full.The "American Beauty " came in fine shape, and I can't help but think how well youhave it named. Everyone who sees it says, "Isn't it a beauty?" and I fully agree%vith them. I thought I had the finest ca.se before that could be made, all bevel plateides ends and top, with marble base, but this looks richer. Wishing you success, IremaIn,

Yours truly, W. H. MANKEY.

" AMERICAN BEAUTY" FLOOR CASE No. 406

Ord, Nebr., July 10, 1905.Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Gentlemen :—I received the " American Beauty " Cases all O.K., and am very much

pleased with them. There is no comparison between them and the old-style cases.
They show off' the goods to the very best advantage ; also keeping them clean and
bright, as the doors fit so nicely no dust can get in.

Yours truly, E L. CARD.

GRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE COMPANY, Grand Rapids, Mich.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 718 Brody—sae floor as

Fran/eel Display Fixture Co. THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD!

October, 5905 THE

KANSAS CITY
2nd 1h

GREAT
SOUTHWEST

The Immense
Harvests

The season of harvest-time re-

joicing is here in full blast, and

everybody is taking a sort of

holiday before winter sets in.

The gratification of the country over the abundant

crops this year, is finding manifestation in many

localities, in harvest fetes of various sorts. Con-

spicuous among these was the corn carnival at

Atchison, where an elaborate programme was

carried out, and visitors were reminded of the

abundance of corn by having it showered upon

them. Corn took the place of confetti, and every-

body joined in the merry battle. Extensive prepa-

rations were made, and Ed. Howe, editor of the

Atchison Globe, and leading spirit of the corn

carnival, had Ellery's Royal Italian Band to give

a succession of concerts.

The carnival spirit in Kansas

City is marked always by the

annual festivities of the Priests

of Pallas, who during a whole

week furnish entertainment for all Kansas City

and its thousands of guests. October zd is the

opening date of the carnival this year, and it will

continue throughout that week. Sousa and his

band are to be here the entire week and give

several concerts, besides appearing in conjunction

with the Epperson Megaphone Minstrels in their

two performances. Other entertainments of the

week are the annual Priests of Pallas ball and the

Bal Masque. By the time this is printed the festivi-

ties will be well on, and it is likely that the pro-

phecy of a record-breaking crowd will be borne

out. The programme this year is so attractive and

the country itself in such good condition that

many out-of-town people will take a little vacation

and come to see Kansas City's big show. It is

quite proper that people of our tributary territory

should do this, not alone because of the excellence

of the attractions, but because a little rest and

vacation is good for everybody, and a few days in

Kansas City while it is at its best, and there is a

great deal going on, is enough to benefit those who

are, as a rule, engrossed in business. Many out-

of-town merchants postpone their coming to the

City until festival week, and then combine business

with pleasure by placing their orders while here.

All of the wholesale houses

Trade Conditions agree that conditions could not

and Prospects be better for the time of year

than they are now. Basing their

estimates on the bumper crops, and the general

good times, they have placed larger orders than

usual with the manufacturers, and the big factories

are, as a rule, anywhere from three to five weeks

behind with their orders. Early orders for Christ-

mas goods have come in plentifully, and this is, no

doubt, a result of the constant urging of the job-

bers, who have repeatedly pointed out to their

customers the necessity of early orders when a full

selection of goods is desired at once. With the

orders of the wholesale dealers already so large, it

is likely that many retail buyers may have to wait

for their goods. All of the optical houses are as

busy as they can be, and their fall business is now

The Annual
Carnival
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at its height. The manufacturing jewelry estab-

lishments are all working overtime. The Meyer

people have had to work extra hours for several

weeks, and the Eciwards & Sloane shop have been

so rushed that four new men were hurriedly put

into the manufacturing department. What is true

of these two firms is true of all the other manufac-

turers, who have all the business they can attend

to. Good watchmakers are as scarce as the pro-

verbial hen's teeth, and all of the members of this

craft are constantly busy. The large amount of

work that is being done in the shops is a distinct

indication of good times in the country. The

small jewelers, when business is good, have to

constantly leave their watchmaking benches and

attend to their stock, and when business is excep-

tionally good, the work is, of course, hurriedly

packed up and sent to the big shops in Kansas City.

Kansas City real estate is still

Oil the up grade. Prices,

especially for business prop-

erty, are extremely high.

Many down-town sites have

changed hands at big prices. Residence build-

ing is especially brisk, for in these days of " easy

payments" everybody is in the notion of acquiring

a home. Many new additions to the city have

been laid out and homes are springing up in the

suburbs like mushrooms.

A few Kansas City jewelers placed extensive

orders abroad for goods for the holiday trade. The

import order of J. R. Mercer, which has just been

cleared through the custom house, is one of the

largest of its kind. It includes rare specimens of

Dutch silver and many beautiful bronzes.

Mrs. C. C. Hoefer has returned after a three-

months' absence from Kansas City, duing which

she visited in the East and spent some time at

Plum Lake, Wis.
C. A. Thomas, of Norborne, Mo., has sold his

jewelry stock to R. E. Meehan.

A. S. Fonville, of Wichita Falls, Texas, spent

a fortnight in Kansas City, during which time he

selected his winter stock of jewelry.

Louis Meyer, of the Meyer Jewelry Company,

has been very ill at his home for two weeks. It

will probably be some time before he will return

to business.
Walter Jaccard, of the Jaccard Jewelry Com-

pany, has returned from his summer trip to Europe,

bringing back with him inany novelties for Christ-

mas buyers.
W. H. Reed, of Golden City, Mo., was a

Kansas City visitor last week.

Mrs. Otto Burklund, wife of the Ossawatomie,

Kans., jeweler, is in Kansas City taking a course in

engraving at the Kansas City Horological and

Engraving College. Mrs. Burklund shows unusual

talent and promises to make an especially fine

engraver. She was not entirely untutored in the

art when she begun her studies here, for previous

trials with the engraving tools had so pleased her

that she decided to take a practical course.

Bass & Company, jewelers, of Huntsville, Mo.,

have sold out their stock.

The Nelson Jewelry Company, of Cotter, Ark.,

recently suffered considerable loss in a fire which

destroyed several other business houses.

J. R. Mercer is back after an extended absence,

during which he spent several weeks fishing in

Canada, and visited the big Eastern manufacturing

centers.
F. W. Meyer will soon inaugurate extensive

alterations and improvements in his store, planning

to have all complete by the time that the Christmas

trade is well on.

Kansas City Real
Estate on the Up
Grade
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Mr. and Mrs. Paul Margolis have returned from

a vacation outing of several weeks.

New students recently matriculated at the

Southwestern Optical College are Herbert S. Elli-

son, Hobart, Okla. Ter.; Obadiah Holmes, Blue

Springs, Mo.; B. L. Coldron, Leavenworth ; J. B.

Miller, Coffeyville, Kans., and R. W. Easton, of

Kansas City. Dr. E. A. Lane, of this college, has

returned after a visit of several weeks with rela-

tives in Denver and Pueblo.

C. S. Weed, of Woodstock-Hoefer Watch &

Jewelry Co., is ill.
S. Joseph, the Des Moines jeweler, spent seve-

ral days in Kansas City last month.

Thomas Ware, of Gurney & Ware, has re-

turned from his outing at Plum Lake, Wis.

Miss Anna Collins, of Mercer's, is spending

two weeks on a ranch in Western Kansas.

E. D. Martin, formerly of Carl Junction, Mo.,

has opened a retail jewelry store at 507 West Ninth

Street.
W. C. Schaible, of Falls City, Nebr., and

M. Queen, of Kansas City, are taking courses in

watchmaking at the Kansas City Horological

College.
Ed. Dunning, of the Dunning Jewelry Com-

pany, is building himself a handsome new home.

V. F. Kirkpatrick and Mrs. Kirkpatrick, of St.

Joseph, were Kansas City visitors recently.

A. S. Tucker, of the Tucker Jewelry Company,

recently bought his fall goods here.

Dr. C. W. Crosby, 1024 Walnut Street, has

gone to Chicago and New York to take a post-

graduate course in neurology. His office will re-

main open in his absence.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who visited

Kansas City within the last two weeks were J. W.

Phillips, Chanute, Kans.; T. L. Basket, Chilli-

cothe, Mo.; Walter Starcke, Junction City, Kans.;

Wm. G. Glick, Junction City, Kans.; G. H. Lee,

West Plains, Mo.; W. H. Haupt, Bartlesville,

Ind. Ter.; J. C, Haupt, Peabody, Kans.; W. H.

Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; W. W. Whiteside, Liberty,

Mo.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; F. Mel-

luish, Ottawa, Kans.; E. Hostetter, Garden City,

Mo.; C. A. Clement, Springfield, Mo.; H. E.

Tucker, Higginsville, Mo.; W. E. Crollin, Chilli-

cothe, Mo.; Will. Pfeiffer, Parsons, Kans.; L. Me-

gede, Richmond, Mo.; J. B. Hayden, Topeka,

Kans.; E. D. Dunning, Concordia, Kans.; L. S.

Grins, Jewell, Kans.

A New " Far-Speaker"

The "auxetophone " is an attachment for re-

enforcing the sounds given forth by phonographs

and gramaphones, invented by C. A. Parsons, the

inventor of the steam turbine, and Horace Short.

A small valve of peculiar construction controls the

admission into the trumpet of compressed air sup-

plied from a pump or bellows. The action of the

apparatus is compared in the Scientific American

to that of an air relay, whereby not only are greater

power and volume imparted to the sounds, but the

fullness and richness of tone are heightened. It is

said that on a calm day the auxetophone can be

heard distinctly at a distance of two or three miles,

and that in speech every word may be clearly dis-

tinguished as much as five hundred yards away.

"The Keystone is so good now I could not pos-
sibly offer a suggestion to better it ; so will leave
it to you. I am particularly interested in Work-
shop Notes."—W. H. Crisp, Jeweler, Enid, Okla-
homa Territory.
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PHILADELPHIA
LETTER

The partnership hitherto existing between
Richard M. Cooper and John S. S. Cooper, trad-
ing at 722 Sansom Street as Richard M. Cooper &
Son, has been dissolved, Richard M. Cooper hav-
ing withdrawn. The business will be continued at
the same address by John S. S. Cooper under the
old firm-name.

A. M. Kendall, the Millville, N. J., jeweler,
visited the jobbing trade in this city last month,
renewed friendship with the local dealers, looked
over their interesting lines and gave some appreci-
able orders. Jeweler Kendall was agreeably sur-
prised by the novelty, beauty and extent of the
stocks now being shown in Phi.ladelphia's whole-
sale market.

C. S. Hunsberger, of Souderton, Pa., paid a
visit to the Philadelphia market last month, and
made some choice purchases of stock to meet an
anticipated brisk demand during the holiday
season.

Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., were awarded
the contract for the cups and other handsome
trophies contested for at the eleventh annual Bryn
Mawr horse show, held September 20th to 23d.
These prizes were an attractive feature of the
company's window displays, in which connection
they were very much admired.

Benjamin Gebhard, manufacturing and whole-
sale jeweler, has removed from 129 South Seventh
Street to 735 Sansom Street. The new location
affords him a considerable amount of extra space,
and in its general appointments is admirably
adapted to his increasing trade.

Recent visitors to the local jobbing trade in-
cluded Capt. Geo. Bowen, of Bridgeton, N. J.
Capt. Bowen spent several days inspecting the new
fall and holiday lines of the Quaker City whole-
salers, made numerous purchases, and took back
with him some very pleasant memories of his visit.

J. W. Tyler, of Tylersville, Pa., was a buyer
in the local market last month. He secured some
choice lines for fall and holiday trade.

Wilson Streeter, one of the foreign buyers
for Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., who left for
Europe in May last, has lately been ill in Paris
with sciatic rheumatism.

W. H. Waltz, the Schwenkville, Pa., jeweler,
called on the wholesale trade of this city last
month, and made some seasonable purchases. He
speaks favorably of prospects in Montgomery
county.

Samuel Kind, of S. Kind & Sons, returned
lately from a sojourn in Europe. Mr. Kind has
been away for nine weeks, most of which time he
spent at the German health resorts.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. furnished the cups and
other interesting trophies for the Atlantic City and
Cape May automobile races.
a 0. Stillman, the well-known jeweler, of

New Brunswick, N. J., renewed acquaintanceship
with his numerous friends in the Philadelphia
jewelry trade last month. Mr. Stillman was highly
pleased by his visit to this city, and marked his
appreciation of the new fall and holiday lines
shown by the jobbing trade, by making liberal
purchases.

Harvey Feldman, of B. J. Feldman & Sons,
of Franklin, Pa., who was one of the injured in
the recent railroad accident at Harrisburg, died

last month, the immediate cause of death being
neuralgia of the stomach. The funeral took place
on September 14th, when a large number of
relatives and friends followed the remains to their
last resting place.

William Wildemore, well known to the local
trade, having been in the employ of L. A. Scherr
& Co. for twenty-five years, died recently.

Among the recent arrivals at the Philadelphia
College of Horology are : E. Wicks, Pittston, Pa.;
C. C. Murry, Timpson, Texas ; W. Leyberger,
Salem, New Jersey ; W. P. Cook, Salem, N. J.;
E. H. Smith, Vineland, N. J.; H. Steffier, New
Philadelphia, Ohio ; L. H. Hepworth, Hope Val-
ley, R. I.; A. G. Bloom, Harrisburg, Pa.; Miss
Kathryn Clark, Bristol, Pa.; J. B. McBain, Middle-
burg, N. Y.; H. J. Hood, Ozark, Ala.; H. McLee,
Sharon, Pa.; P. H. Haggerty, Mauch Chunk, Pa.;
0. S. Wiggins, Patchogue, L. I.; W. M. Powell,
Emporia, Va.; W. F. Evans, Mount Savage, Md.;
W. B. Wallace, Jr., Lexington, Va.; G. B. Pruett,
Oakland, Cal.; E. A. Hollis, Martinsburg, W. Va.;
R. E. Stone, Keene, N. Y., and J. T. Umpleby, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., who is taking a special course in
optics.

DALLAS, TEXAS 
i
,
fLETTER '

There is a general improvement in business in
this section and trade is more brisk than at this
period last year. The outlook for the fall and holi-
days is most hopeful, especially in Dallas, which
is becoming the metropolis of the Southwest. It
is now the headquarters of numerous wholesale
houses and is favored by the vast extent of the
trade territory tc which it caters. The great Texas
State Fair, originally scheduled to open on Septem-
ber 30th, and close on October r5th, has been
postponed owing to the yellow fever scare in some
sections of the South. Under the new arrange-
ment, the fair will be inaugurated on October 28th
and concluded on November 12th. Fortunately no
cases of the disease have been reported in Texas
so far, but it was opined that to postpone the fete
would contribute to its greater success, as by Octo-
ber 28th most of the quarantines will have been
raised, the attendance, no doubt, will be conse-
quently greater, the spirit of the occasion more
genuinely festive, the attractions more numerous
and the business benefits more abundant.

John L. Boland, of St. Louis, has opened his
sample-room in Dallas, under the management of
Chas. C. Mitchell, and, as usual, is now ready for
all fall orders.

The business of Fletcher Allen, Kosse, Tex.,
is now in involuntary bankruptcy.

Frank P. Moring, or Ladonia, Tex., was in
Dallas, recently, making some fall purchases.

Lee S. Smith, of Bowie, Tex., made a pleasure
and business trip to Dallas, visiting his sister, as
well as laying in a fall line of goods.

W. H. Gumm, of Van Alstyne, Tex., made a
business trip to Dallas recently.

A. L. Jones, of Llano, Tex., spent several
days in Dallas last month, selecting his fall line
of goods, consisting of jewelry and musical in-
struments.

A. D. Honeycut, of A. D. Honeycut & Co.,
druggists and jewelers, of Galesville, Tex., was a
recent buyer in the Dallas markets.

October, I9Os

The Dallas Trade League entertained a large
number of visiting merchants from all parts of the
State, for two days last month. A well-attended
business meeting was held, at which the city's
trading facilities were praised, and an enjoyable
banquet was afterwards given at the Oriental Hotel,
in honor of the visiting dealers.

W. E. Brown, a jeweler, of Boyd, Tex., was a
buyer in the Dallas markets last month.

C. W. Thompson and wife, of West, Tex.,
spent several days visiting relatives near Terrell
last month, and on their way home Mr. Thompson
visited the trade, making necessary purchases for
his jewelry store.

A. M. Wesson, of Midlothian, was a recent
buyer in the Dallas markets. Mr. Wesson has
moved into larger and more commodious quarters,
and has now a very pretty jewelry store, having
added new fixtures.

L. N. Pittman, son of E. I. Pittman, a jeweler,of Ennis, Tex., was a recent visitor in Dallas.
C. T. Moore, of Mineola, Tex., spent several

days away from business, taking a little rest and
recreation.

Mr. Bradford, of the Bradford Drug Co., of
Mineola, Tex., paid Dallas a two-days' visit last
month, making some fall purchases.

I. Tendler, of Rosebud, Tex., was in Dallas
recently. Mr. Tendler has lately opened a jewelry
store at the above-named place.

B. Z. Friedman, of B. Z. Friedman & Co.,
Fort Worth, Tex., was in Dallas recently on a
business trip.

Watchmaker Henderson, of J. E. Mitchell &
Co., Fort Worth, spent a day in Dallas recently.

T. H. Benninger, watchmaker and jeweler for
J. W. Pittman, of Cleburne, Tex., made a business
trip to Dallas recently.

J. H. McCoy, watchmaker for J. W. Lane &
Co., Coalgate, I. Ter., was a recent buyer in the
Dallas markets.

J. B. Russell, watchmaker for D. E. Austin &
Co., Grapevine, Tex., made a business trip to
Dallas last month.

Will. F. Dietrich, of Kaufman, Tex., made a
business trip to Dallas recently, laying in a part of
his fall line of goods.

L. E. Miller, of Golclthwaite, Tex., spent sev-
eral days in Dallas last month, attending to some
business in his line.

Thos. M. Cave, of Thornclale, Tex., spent
several days in Dallas lately. Mr. Cave combined
pleasure and business together and spent a very
enjoyable visit.

B. G. Glass, of Madill, I. Ter., was a recent
buyer in the Dallas markets.

C. N. Bushnell, formerly watchmaker for S. R.
Glidewell, Whitevy right, Tex., has opened a busi-
ness of his own at Channing, Tex.

Victor Hunter, jeweler for Sam. F. Stewart, of
this city, spent his vacation at Whitney, Tex., and
reports a very pleasant visit.

L. B. Platt, of the Platt Jewelry Company, is
just getting up from a seven-weeks' spell of sick-
ness. Mr. Platt at one time was very low, but he
is fast improving.

W. A. Peck, of Denison, made a pleasure trip
to Dallas recently. Mr. Peck is a Shriner, and
attended the general meeting which took place
September 15th.

R. E. Allen, formerly of Jos. Linz & Bros.,
Dallas, has accepted a position with C. L. Nors-
worthy, as watchmaker.

T. S. Dennis, of Eastland, spent a few hours
in Dallas recently on a business trip.

J. P. Oliver, of Hearne, Tex., was a recent
buyer in the Dallas markets.

B. Gorman, of Winnsboro, Tex., spent several
weeks in West, Tex., on his vacation, and reports
that he feels much better and is now ready for
business.

W. D. Frey, material clerk for C. L. Nors-
worthy, Dallas, was on the sick list a few days last
month, but is now at work again.

G. H. Fisher, formerly of Wichita Falls, spent
several days in Dallas recently, on a visit to rela-
tives. Mr. Fisher is now taking a rest at Mineral
Wells, Tex.

Aubrey Dunn, formerly of J. C. Dallas & Co.,
Temple, Tex., has resigned his position and opened
a business of his own at Coleman, Tex.

STAR (*) BRAND

)1,1) :111,..1T FORK

(Two-thirds size)

OUR LATEST PATTERN

The "BELMONT"
\IMO. uNLY IN TI1E

COLD MEAT FORK
and BERRY SPOON
Now Ready for Delivery

TRADE-MARK

* ROGERS & BRO. A-1

If you have not already placed your order for fall trade,

it would be well to send it early, either to us direct or

through your jobber. I I not fully posted as to the merits

of the celebrated STAR (lc) BRAND of electro-silver

plated flatware, send for catalogue and full particulars.

Made only by

International Silver Co.,
Successor to 

Rogers & Brother/ Conn.
Waterbury

NEW YORK WAREROOMS : 9-11-13-15 Maidcn Lane
MA:1;1

SOLD BY LEADING JOBBERS
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New York Standard Watch Co.
Announce a New Watch made especially

for the Watch Trade

SOLE MAKERS OF THE " AMERICA " ALARM

NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO
LA SALLE, ILL. 131 Wabash Avenue51-53 Maiden Lane

A watch built especially for you. A low price for a serviceable move-
ment ; a showy watch that will force sales. An improved model all the way
through ; entirely new design of plates and character of finish ; compensating
balance, breguet hairspring, seven jewels, lever escapement; two finishes—
nickel damaskeened and combined fancy gilt and nickel damaskeened, very

handsome and attractive ; _pendant set ; fully gparanteed
by the makers : in every way measur-
ing up to Our claim of

How can we make so good a watch for so little money ?
We have one of the largest American factories running full time on this
one thing—producing nearly 2 ,000 movements a day—always making
them thoroughly good, yet reducing the cost to the minimum. If we
were working on twenty-five different models, the price of these new
watches would be perhaps double. You get the benefit of our specializa-
tion. Your jobber has these new models now—order early, the demand
is great and growing. Price-list on request.

"Strenuous " Long Alarm

The Kind You Have to Gel Ufi lo Stop

THE "STRENUOUS" LONG ALARM rings for five minutes continuously unless

stopped by a brass shut-off attached to the bell. It is put up in a large nickel-

plated case, 4% inches wide across the dial and 234 inches deep. The movement has all the

advantages of our unique CASTING CONSTRUCTION which permits the use of very

THIN HARD STEEL PIVOTS, reducing the friction to a minimum, assuring absolutely

true wheels and producing perfect timekeepers.

The "STRENUOUS" does not cost any more than most of the short-ring alarm

clocks on the market, and can therefore be retailed for $1.00 at a good profit.
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66 IRTA3
511F,VER

)1V:LLIT:5-NG

More advertising this year than ever before.

Look in any of these magazines for the " World Brand"

advertisements and judge for yourself as to their trade-bringing

qualities : " Delineator," " Designer," " New Idea Woman's

Magazine," " Ladies' Home Journal."

This comprises the strongest list of woman's magazines

published and covers a circulation of over Three Million

subscribers.

Our advertising is done entirely in the interest of dealers

who carry " World Brand " Silverware. It is our aim to secure

customers for such dealers—to send customers directly to their

counters.

We make it easy for you to carry " World Brand"

Silverware.

A factory shipment costs you but $25, or even $10.

Write TO-DAY for " World Brand " Silver Catalogue

Supplement describing speci:il assortments and showing net

" Costs You " prices.

--.Ae
46 W. Broadway

New York

We guarantee " World Brand " to be plated 50% heavier

than Standard Plate. It costs you no more. Customers

readily pay a better price for this heavier plate. You make a

better profit.

alcaiczn 5Lverc Co zny
r5TfiaCcollo Conn. Silversmiths' Building

Chicago, Ill.

eep Thur Stock Fresh ,
raiild New Patterns and Shapes

Our Cut Glass sells out of stock

and the line is noted for its

Heavy Blanks

Rich, Deep Cutting

Brilliant Finish

Moderate Prices

To keep up to date, send for

our complete catalogue—all

half-tone illustrations.

Important

We offer a special in Cut Glass each

month. Send for description of this

month's offer and get –our name on

our list.

UNGER BROS.
Anufacturing Jewelers, Silversmiths and

Glass Cutters

412-418 Halsey St., Newark, N. J.
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CLERMONT VASE
18" high
No. 9419

We do not job our glass, but
cut every piece we sell here in
our own factory.
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If you haven't already received our catalogue of

"Ornaments for the Hair
Write for one to-day

It is to your interest to see it for we make the
largest and most comprehensive line of combs and
barrettes in America.

Our new and complete catalogue of all the goods
manufactured by us is now on the press and will be
ready to mail the day you see this ad. It contains all
the latest novelties of the season. Be sure and ask
for one at once.

FISEIEL, NESSLER & CO.
Silversmiths and Jewelers

OFFICE AND WORKS-
79, 81, 83, 85 Crosby Street

SALESROOM-
556 Broadway

New York, N. Y.
,atentees of the "Breakless" Bay l'in.

TRADE MARK
STERLING SILVER HAIR ORNAMENTS PLATED JEWELRY

These well-known trade-marks on the back of each article
manufactured by us are a guarantee of originality, artistic distinc-
tion and perfect workmanship.

WeeLth. of Wnech. Stock fazFii Tmmeile
We have completed elaborate preparations
for supplying promptly and satisfactorily
the fall and holiday watch needs of the
trade. Our stocks comprise full lines of
the product of the Keystone Watch Case Co.

Eceye SoLkol. Golld 

Xas-3. ac-D,§‘ FREed 

Hetw Rooa Compileae 
Wa.ach, etc.

SS —

8519 sr-■',21

4689

MOVEMEHTS WALTHAM MOV),MILHT5
Full line of RAILROAD WATCHES

Also Cases of the Crescent Watch Case Co. and the Philadelphia Watch Case Co.

Jijo CO). HURLBU1KT s(cH R4 Oma.ah Tenal Eran
9 Prcafula.deRphilm,

96:11

New England Watches

1 A few of the choice designs that

are proving to be great sellers

No. 8473, with arabesque bezel, is novel and attractive

and with rose gold finish makes a unique and stylish

watch. The other designs, 8519 and 8521, are very

effective, and the entire line of

ELF WATCHES ARE THE MOST UP=TO=

DATE FOR A TEN—LIGNE SIZE

No. 4689 Rugby — the ten size boys' hunting in

20-year cases. The entire line of Rugby Watches is

very salable.

Numbers 9631, 9633 and 9635—the Cavour fifteen-

ligne size.

THE BESTSELLING LINE OF LADIES'

WATCHES ON THE MARKET

Accurate, reliable, and carry our unquestioned twenty-

year guarantee. All sizes, in open-face and hunting

cases.

Send to-day for Catalogue describing

all our lines and prices

New England Watch Co,, Waterbury, Conn.
Spreckels Building
San Francisco, Cal.

37-39 Maiden La
New York

131-137 Wabash Avenue
Chicago,

1687
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60 % Profit!
Write for

Our Special Offei.

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

A 6-foot-high
MISSION HALL CLOCK

exactly like this
photographic cut

3 of the best-selling
CUCKOO CLOCKS

and 4 Miniature
DEN CLOCKS

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

No. 6
No. M

No. 504
21 inchos
high

Retails
tor about

$6.00
No. 7

No. 510
20 inches
high

Retails
for about

$8.5o
No. 9

Our announcement in last month's KiNsToNE has caught the trade by storm, and orders
are coming in from every section of the country. jewelers seem to have been waiting for just
such an offer as we made last month. Write at once for descriptive circular giving full
details and prices. You will also receive our new cuckoo clock folder, just off the press.

American Cuckoo Clock Company, Inc.
Station S 7

Philadelphia

No. 508
17% in.
high

Retails
tor about

$7.50

CMIMIRMIRR■rem=11=IRMSREMERIMARIMImmm.

SESSIONS CLOCKS
Ask to see our latest designs in

Marbleized Wood, Mission Mantel, Mission Hanging
and Dutch Hall Clocks

A profitable line for you • For sale by leading jobbers

THE SESSIONS
CLOCK CO.

HOLLAND

Main Office and Factories

Forestville, Connecticut
U.S.A.

New York Salesrooms, 37 Maiden Lane
STERLING

By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological School, of Loele, Switzerla
nd, and

ligustANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-Mechanical
School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, JR., Charleston, S. C. Former pupil of the
Lode HorologIcal School.

[Copyrighted, 1905, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part XXII.)

The especial advantages of this system of gearings are, first,

that the two wheels being similar and the teeth not showing any

change of curvature at the passage of the line of centers, any one

tooth will drive the other before as well as after the line of centers.

Moreover, the construction of a wheel not depending in any way on

that which it should drive, all wheels evolvents of circles can gear

together ; the relation of the velocities which they have is only to be

considered. This is a valuable property which allows a single

motive wheel to drive at once several others, or to make several

wheels gear together successively, as is the case in the screw-

cutting lathe. Another advantage to be considered is that the

distance of the centers can vary between certain limits without the

regularity of the gearing suffering in consequence.
The gearing of evolvents can be interior ; the form of the

teeth, in place of being convex, is then concave. This fact is an

inconvenience which makes this combination little used. One can,

in these cases, diminish the concavity by multiplying sufficiently the

number of teeth.
220. Third—Roller Method. The principle of this method

differs from the preceding, but is just as general.
Let us imagine, first, any polygon, ABCDEFG(Fig. 56),

compelled to roll without sliding the length of a line X Y. At a
certain moment of the movement
one of the angles, A, for example,
is found in contact with the line
X I< During the rolling around
this point all the points of the
polygon, and with them all those
which, interiorly or exteriorly, could
be unalterably connected with them,
describe arcs of circles around the

A center A. As, for example, the
Fig. 56 point H, exterior to the polygon

but unalterably connected with it,

will describe an arc a b during the instant of the rolling considered.

The radii of these diverse arcs of circles will be their normals

and will necessarily pass through the point A.
Let us remark that the length of each arc described depends

on that of its radius and on the number of sides that compose the

polygon. If we suppose this geometrical figure formed with a great

number of sides, the length d of
the arcs described while it turns
around one of its sides, will
diminish. At the limit, that is to
say, when the number of sides
becomes infinite, the polygon is f
confounded with a continuous
curved line, and each of the
points which compose it will de-
scribe, nevertheless, as the poly-
gon rolls around an instantane-
ous point of contact, an infinitely
short arc of a circle. But, how-
ever small it may be, this arc pos-
sesses, nevertheless, two extreme
radii, drawn infinitely near to
each other and passing through
the instantaneous center of rota-
twn. Since they are drawn infi-
nitely near to each other, either
of these radii of curvature is,
consequently, normal to the
point considered of the total Fig. 57

curve described by this point during the continual rolling of the

generatrix along the line of the directrix.

This established, let there be, moreover (Fig. 57), any curve,

a b c, which we cause to roll on the exterior of the primitive cir-

cumference of a wheel and at the interior of that of the pinion.

If, to be more clear, we suppose that a point H taken outside of

this curve may be connected with it in an invariable manner, the

movement of this point will be similar to that of all the points

composing the given curve.

During a certain period of the curve's movement at the

exterior of the primitive circle of the wheel 0, this point H will

describe a trajectory d Hg ; then, when the movement takes place

at the interior of the primitive circle of the pinion 0', its trajectory

will be the line f H e. These two curves can be adopted as the

profile of conjugate teeth. In fact, we imagine that the curve a b c

follows the movement of the two primitive circumferences in such a

manner that these three curves remain constantly tangent at a.

The trajectories meet at H, since this point describes them both ;

moreover, they are tangent there, since the normal for each is

obtained on joining the describing point H to the point of con-

tact a of the moving curve a b c with both of the primitive circum-

ferences established.
Consequently, the common normal of the teeth, at their point

of contact, passes through the point of tangency of the primitive

circumferences, and the verification of this fact suffices, we know,

in order to have the curves obtained, adopted as forms of teeth.

Let us examine from this point of view the following case :

221. Flank Gearings. In or-
der to obtain a profile very much
used in the practice of horology,
one chooses as the generating
form the circumference whose
diameter is the radius of one
of the primitive circles and one
takes the describing point on its
circumference (Fig. 58).

In the movement of the
generating circle around the
primitive circle of the wheel, the
point A describes an arc of an
" epicycloid " A D.

In its movement in the
interior of the primitive circle of
the pinion, this same point A de-
scribes a straight line 0' A, which
is a radius of the circle 0'. This
plane surface 0' A is called a
"flank."

Let us remark that the epicy-
cloid which forms the profile of
the tooth in flank gearings is not
the same as that which we have
determined for the lantern gear-
ings (212). In the first case it is
produced by a point of a circle
with a radius less than one-half
that of the primitive circle of the pinion, and in the second this

curve is produced by a point of the primitive circumference itself.

222. We are now going to prove that in the rolling of the

interior of the circle with twice the radius, the moving point tra-

verses a diameter.
If one represents in effect any position whatever, 0", of the

moving circle during its movement in the interior of the primitive

circumference of the pinion, the angle inscribed, A' 0' AI, has for its

measure the half of the relation of the arc A' M comprised between

its sides to the radius 34 A' 0', that is to say,

One can, on the other hand, measure it as an angle to the

center 0' by the relation of the arc comprised A' A to the radius

A' 0' ; therefore, 1,144

But, if the expression of the theorem is true, that is to say, if

the point A of the generating circle is carried to 111 along the

straight line A 0', the two angles A' 0' Nand A' 0' A should be

(Continued on page 1691)

Fig. 58
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r690TRENTON MOVEMENTS, IN ALL SIZES, ARE NOW MADE TO FIT REGULAR PENDANT-SETTING CASES

TRENTON
Pendant

WATCHES
Setting

No. 100. Bridge Model, 0 Size, 7
Jewel, Ounti iig and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line lover escapement, exposed pallets,
Cut expansion balance, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw baukings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or arable
white enamel dial and red marginal figures.
Open-face, without second..

October, 1905

equal and
the terms :

T1-1 E

Lessons in Horology

KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 1689)

superpose ; we would, therefore, have the equality of

Al  AI A
Al — 0'.

The arc A' M is equal, in fact, to the arc A' A, since the
rolling of the generating circle is effected without slipping ; the two

relations are, therefore,
equal and the point Nis
found, in consequence,
on the radius A 0'.

Since it relates to any
instant whatever of the
movement, this point,
therefore, does not leave
the diameter 0 A, which
is, then, properly the
trajectory sought.

223. If one imag-
ines the flank in any po-
sition whatever, as, for
instance, 0' D (Fig. 59),
its point of contact M
will be obtained by erect-
ing to it the perpendicu-
lar A M The angle
A M 0' being a right
angle, the point M will
be found on the circum-
ference which has A 0' as
diameter ; consequently,
in flank gearings, the
location of the points of
contact is the generating
circumference itself.

224. An analogous
reasoning to that which
we have developed for
a preceding case (213),
shows that in the simple

,C1 flank gearings the driving
Fig. 59 can only take place on one

side of the line of centers.

225. In order that the contact of two similar teeth may com-

mence before the line of centers and end on the other side of that line,

it suffices if each tooth has a mixed profile formed with a flank interior

to its primitive circle and with an epicycloidal part exterior, generated

by a circle with a diameter equal to the radius of the primitive circle

of the other wheel. Thus, for example (Fig. 6o), the circle 0"

furnishes in its successive rollings a flank 0' A for the wheel 0' and

a curve A D for the wheel 0. The circle 0," furnishes in an analo-

gous manner a flank 0 A for the wheel 0 and a curve A D' for the

wheel 0'
This combination is called " reciprocal " flank gearing. One

can, therefore, say that in reciprocal flank gearings the driving

takes place on both sides of the line of centers.
Let us add that the form of reciprocal flank gearings cannot

he employed for interior gearings.
226. Two wheels with plane interior flanks and epicycloidal

ut \ es exterior to the primitive circles should, according to the

generation of their profiles, be made especially for each other, since
a wheel cannot gear regularly in several others of different diame-

ters. This inconvenience is avoided for a series of wheels that one

wishes to make gear with the same wheel, by replacing in the wheels

9f the series the straight flanks by curves, one chooses for generat-

ing circle of these interior curves and of the corresponding exterior

curve of the particular wheel, a constant circle whose diameter dif-

fers the least possible from the radii of the wheels of the series.

One encounters in horology an example of this case in the

gearings of the dial wheels and the setting wheels. The cannon

pinion drives the minute wheel, in which also gears the main setting

wheel ; this drives, in its turn, the small setting wheel (168).

No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line escapement, exposed pallets, cut ex-
pansion balance, hardened and tempered
breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel windingwheels, dust band, roman or arable white
enamel dial with monogram "T. W. Co."

No. 320. "FORTUNA."
12 Size, 7 J .wel, Hunt-
ing and Open - Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, cut expan-
sion balance, safety pinions,
screw bankings, straight line
lever escapement, hardened and
tempered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding
wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed seconds and
red marginal figures, Open-face,
without seconds.

Decorated Dials
and Louis XV
Hands for all
grades and sizes

No. 310. 0 RTUNA."
0 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunt-
ing itild Open Face,
Pe ii dant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, cut ex-
pansion balance, safety pinion,
screw bankings, straight line
lever escapement, hardened and
tempered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding
wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed seconds and
red marginal figures. Open-ace,
without seconds.

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewel,
Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hard-
ened and tempered 'linnet hairspring, safely pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, depressed center and seconds
white •enamel dial with monogram " T. W. Co."

Jobbers sell TRENTONS

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

Price-List
furnished on
application

TRENTON WATCH CO., Trenton, N. J.,

No. 140. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 15
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

4 pairs in settings, micrometer regulator,
nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line lever escapement, exposed pallets, cat
expansion balance, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring, safety pinion
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels. dust band, roman or
arable depressed center and seconds white
enamel dual and red marginal figures.

U.S.A.

Che

CTTi1 I.JQm§e.
We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
In 14K.. 10K., Sterling,
Gilt and Gold Filled

Also, all kinds of

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION
Tortoise Shell Combs

Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

We are receiving our usual " shower " of orders and promptly filling each one.
Many buyers are prejudiced in our favor for the reason that they are assured of re-
ceiving a Locket Line that will sell, whatever be the selection—each design is a
distinctive creation. No goods genuine without our trade-mark stamped inside.

3 Maiden Lane
New York VVIghtman & Hough ProvidenceCo_. R. I.

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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An inverse movement is produced when the hands of the watch

are set to the hour, and it is then the small setting-wheel which

drives the other wheels.
One can, in this case, take the circle 0" half of the primitive

circle of the cannon pinion, as generating form of the exterior

Fig. 00

epicycloids of the wheels and afterwards make this same generating

circle roll in the interior of each of the primitive circumferences
considered, in order to obtain the interior form of the teeth, this

form is then a " hypocycloid " (Fig. 6i).

Fig. 81

In practice, one substitutes very often straight lines for these

hypocycloids, and thus one obtains a general outline recalling that

of the flank gearings, although incorrect from the point of view of

its construction.

.[TO BE CONTINUED]
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds byexpress.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage chargesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold($1 to $25o), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuationsare accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of thevalue of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed bythe price of fine silver.

t03-105 William St.
New Vt/rk

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your billswith the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms thattake gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they anymeans of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place avalue on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled andproceeds promptly remitted. 57 Washington St.
Chicago

THE KEYSTONE

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technical

instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

in book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, 81.50 (lis, 3d.)

(Continued. Part XXXII. Begun in 
March, 1903)

The middle stroke of an E or an 
F is cut in the manner

described in our preceding issue, it being
, of course, necessary to

cut in both 
Fig. 

5 yotFhdireIc2tiolens.A 
illustrate the method of

cutting this stroke in fine lines. The lines

should all be cut down, each succeeding
 line

being sho ter ; then a line cut down 
across

the extreme tops of these lines, as

shown at Fig. 126. These lines

are sometimes cut by beginning

all at the same point and gradually

swelling out. This produces a

star effect, which is entirely wrong.

Fig. 126 For this reason the engraver is especially advi
sed to

follow the methods shown at Figs. 125 and 12
6. It

will not be necessary to describe the methods 
of wriggling Roman

letters, as this class of letter is very seldom cut in 
any way other than

mentioned. If, however, it is desired to cut them in any othe
r way,

Fig. 125

A B

H

0 P

V W

C D E

K IA

Q 1 S

X Y Z &

F G

MN

T U

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Fig. 126 A

sufficient knowledge of wriggling as applied to 
old English is known

to the student to be able to easily apply it to 
this class of letter.

OAdtdFLigc:. tteir2s6A we illustrate the complete Roman 
alphabet and figures.

At Fig. 127 we illustrate the word " 
Engrave" in

the Japanese style of lettering. These letters can

bevicllut to the best advantage with a flat
-face graver,

the size of which 
,lepend upon the size
uf the letter. The
graver should be as
wide as the widest
portion of the letter.
It will be seen that the
letters are simply composed of lines starting in a fine line and

:sliding up heavy, gradually increasing from 
the hair line to the wide

,troke. These and other letters to follow 
under this head are to

be used in such places as the engraver will 
find that they can be

used to best advantage. Of course, it must be ackn
owledged, and

the student is advised that script letters and
 old English are the

styles used mostly by engravers. The class of lettering we are

considering under this head is seldom used
, but a knowledge of the

method of cutting it will be found very 
useful and in some cases

valuable. This is especially true when applied
 to lettering sou-

venirs and bowls of teaspoons, where po
ssibly this class of letter-

'Ed‘ag/Vg'
Fig. 127

1693

ing is most used. We often find very cheap napkin rings, 
children's

cups and inexpensive souvenirs engraved in such letters.

At Fig. 128 we illustrate a style of letter which might prop
erly

be called a piccadilly letter. These letters are composed of several

cuts, one of which is shown at A. It will be seen that the three

widest portions or the wide extremity of the letters

are illustrated at points indicated by the letter C,

Fig. 128. This style of letter is very often used

by engravers in ornamental work.
At Fig. 129 we have a block letter H, with the

left half perfectly plain and the right half with the

little cut, after the style of those which compose the
letter shown at Fig. 128, added to each of the

corners of the letter. The arrow B and the cut

directly under it illustrates the direction in which

these cuts are made in the lower right-hand

Fig. 129 corner of a letter. The cuts are made by

cutting hi the extreme corners of all the let-

ters, allowing the graver to increase the width of the 
incision as

it advances, thus making the letters pointed, as shown 
in the right

half of the letter H. To complete the letter H in this 
style would

necessitate eight strokes. The E, same figure, would also neces-

sitate eight strokes. The upper and lower left corners of the letter

E require one cut only. This work can be reduced by making the

cuts very short, allowing them to protrude beyond the co
rners of

the letters only a very little, which would make the 
letters, if they

were very small, appear to be very sharp and pointed, whil
e if they

are allowed to be drawn out farther, as shown in the 
letter H, an

effect will be produced which would change the general 
appearance

of the letter radically. This method of squaring up letters is

sometimes used in cutting letters for printing in order to 
make the

corners very sharp. A letter cut in this style is very useful for

prominent lettering such as would be used on a dog 
collar or some

coarse piece of work. It can be done on very fine work, but usually

heavy lettering is not used on that class of work
, unless it is

outlined and filled in.

At Fig. 130 we illustrate what is known as a cap 
block letter.

We have already told how to cut block letters and 
all the technical

points in connection therewith. In this illustration we

merely show that these letters can be changed in 
their

general formation by adding a bar across the end of
 the

bars, as shown here, and are then known as cap 
block

letters. They can be cut in the various forms previously

mentioned for cutting plain block letters, and can als
o be

shaded as in plain block letters. A letter of this kind on a coffin

plate can be engraved so as to appear very s
howy and neat by

wriggling the vertical bars coarse with a narrow 
graver, and with

a wider graver wriggling the horizontal and 
angular bars very fine.

Then add the shade on the lower right side.

At Fig. 13t we illustrate the word " Harmonium
s"

Block Letter in a block letter shaded at the top only. We illus-

Shaded trate this style of letter to show the student how

a slight shade will change the position of the

letter. As here seen the letters appear to be tipped for
ward at the

top. The opposite effect would be produced if the shading was

reversed and placed at the bottom. Letters to be cut in this style

should be designed and outlined very accurat
ely, and then cross

lined as here shown. The white portion of the letter at the top, it

is unnecessary to say, is not cut at all. The dark showing between

the letters and just above the top of the letter is
 made by cutting a

series of fine lines. The ornamental work above the word, and at

the end, is made with a square graver. In fact, the entire illus-

Fig. 128

Fig. 131

tration is made by a series of fine lines, 'all of 
which is done with

the one tool, the square graver. Such work as this is seldom

practical, except in a very elaborate inscription on a 
fine piece of

work, and is referred to here for the benefit of the 
student from an

artistic standpoint, showing him the effect of shading.

(To BE CONTINUED)
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JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY

92 TO 98 STATE STREET
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The Perfect Shape Umbrella

Don't Buy a Case of Us
because you like the name "Silent Salesman " c.n- because we've beenin business over forty years.

Investigate—look into our goods and the guarantee that goes withthem.
The fact that we've made more good cases than all the other facto-ries combined is not sufficient reason either why you should pick us.Go into your store-equipment investigation with an open mind.Use the same judgment you do in buying merchandise, and—

We'll Take a Chance

JOHN PHILLIPS CI CO., Ltd.
DETROIT
MICH.

1tablished ISG1

tWe/w7e
e_

P. 8.,--Ask for our Catalogue o improved store front bars before remodeling yourstore fron

WINDSOR
ONT.

N o Sprints.

tio Screws,

Can be placed in a trunk

Should our representative
not reach you, write for
samples. Will send ex-
press paid.

.01

riPADA"

"MAIDEN BALTIMORE"

As a jeweler you want exclusive
designs. This we give you.

We make UMBRELLAS and CANESfor the jewelry trade, of sterling quality,which you can sell with a guarantee (westand back of this).

Our latest patent DETACHABLE
HANDLE UMBRELLA has proven the
greatest seller in the umbrella trade. Itis exclusive (being our own patent), and
without springs, screws or levers, it i:-
impossible to get out of order, and there-fore the best.

We are now showing our Fall and
Holiday line of exlcusive designs in ster-ling and gold-trimmed pearls and hand-
carved ivorys. We warrant our sterlingSilver 11)-0-yo. fine and our gold to wearfrom five to twenty years.

Siegel, Rothschild & Co.
418-420 West Baltimore Street

Baltimore

How to Make a Hall Clock Case

HE accumulative prosperity that has 
invigo-

rated, broadened and evolved to a higher

degree of perfection almost every industry

in the land has been espe-

cially favorable to the

clock industry. Stimu-

lated by the demand for

all manner of clocks the

manufacturers readily de-

parted from the conven-

tional patterns, and we

1111 now have clocks of all

forms and sizes, and of all

!ILL_ manner of materials, clocks

with hands and clocks

without, hall clocks, Mis-

TOMO sion clocks, French clocks,

Dutch clocks, myriad

aro styles of mantel clock,

1111141 
office clock, den clock,

etc., in short, as many

clock novelties as inventive

genius can produce, and

it would seem as if a

3 ma ready market awaited

Al 
-- 
/

II 

 

all of these.
One of the novelties

which many have made

for themselves is rustic

clocks. These are

made from branches of trees—the more 
rugged the

more picturesque—so assembled as to form a 
crude

case. This form of clock is capable of infinite

variety, and many quaint timepieces have 
been

evolved from the crude material. But a special

favorite of the time is the Mission clock, which

now reigns in all its sombreness in many 
homes.

The mission style is, of course, adaptable 
to all

kinds of clocks, but seems to be specially 
suited

for hall clocks. The mission idea is probably too

sombre to be permanently popular, but its 
suitability

for the dignified time-teller in the hall is 
beyond

question. This modern replica of the 
grandfather's

clock calls for strength, solidity, dignity of 
form

and duskiness of appearance and all these 
qualifi-

cations are idealized in the heavy and sombre

mission styles, with their durable workmanship 
and

absence of decoration. There is nothing puzzling

or exacting about the construction of these 
cases

which can be made in odd moments by any 
craftsman

of ordinary ability.

In a recent issue of The Craftsman

appeared an instructive article on hall clocks and

giving specifications for the construction of the

case. The article stated:

This simple, yet almost necessary piece in a

well-equipped house, is made of oak, mahogany 
or

other suitable hard wood. It is six feet high, with

a door the whole size of the front. The upper

part is a glass panel and the lower is filled 
with

square panes. Small butt hinges are used for the

door, and it is made so as to lock. The face is made of wood with the figures

burned on, or of metal. If preferred, the enameled zinc or tin face usually

supplied with the clock movements may be used, 
though we like the wood

or metal better. The face is twelve inches square. If the case is made of

mahogany, a brass face is most appropriate ; if of oak, a copper face. If a

wooden face is used it should be of a light colored wood with fine 
grain, such as

holly or orange.

MILL BILL FOR CLOCK

r— —Rough 

Pieces No. Long W ide

Sides   2 72 in. 14:: in.

Top   I 23 in. II in.

Bottom rails   2 23 in. 434 in.

Door stiles   2 66 in. 2.14 in.

Door rails   2 15 in. 24 in.

Lower door rail   1 15 in. 334 in.

Door. mullions   3 47 in. I y,. in.
Door mullions . . . It 15 in. ix in.
Back stiles   2 50 in. 3 in.

Back rails   2 IS in. 6,4 in.

Back panel   I 44 in. 14 in.

Bottom   I 19 in. 834 in.

Back door stiles   4 19 in. 2( in.

Back door panel   1 14 in. 1434 in.

Movement shelf   1 19 in. 5 in.

Stops   2 72 in. 134 in.

,-Finish---

Thick Wide Thick

is in. to in. ig in.
ig, in. toli, in. IX in.

IYI. in. 4 in. I in.

I in. IN in. xi in.
I in. 2 in. N in.
I in. 3 in. g in.

I in. I in. N in.
I in. I in. N in.
I ill. 2 in. x. in.
I in. 6 in. g in.
g ill. 14 in. % in.

I in. 8 in. N ill.
I in. 234 in. YI, in.

yi. in. 14 in. in.

I in. 5 in. N in.
ri, in. i!.; in. in.

-FANO"

PE3LG1N -FOR.
A- CLOCK.---,



The Best Time
From October to January you will probahly il;Evemore use for a good Ring Stretcher than any other timeof the year.
Your holiday trade will soon begin to move, and youshould hu fullv prepared to meet all demands promptly.
Our Perfect Ring Stretcher will I1c.1p you notonly in meeting- these demands in making quick sales, butin reducing the size of the stock of plain rings that youhave to carry.
If you have not tried our Stretcher let us have thename of your Tool Jobber and Ile will gladly send youone of these indispensable tools on approval.

would be glad to mail you copies of Our latest catalogue.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
MANUFACTURERS

1490-1492 Niagara Street
Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A

COOPER DIAMOND CO.
8th Ave. and 18th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

NET PRICE-LIST FOR RE-CUTTING AND POLISHING DIAMONDS
Ct. Stone, $1.50 each
Ct " 2.25 "
Ct

1, Ct.
Ct

A. Ct.

3.00
3 50
4.00
4.50

%, (ft. stone,
Ct..

ct.
Ct.
Ct.

2 Ct.

$5.00 each
5.50
6.25
7.00
7.50
8. oo

Above 2 Ct. at rate of $4.00 Ir

Lapidary Repair Work, $1.00 to $3.00 each Stone

300 NEW DESIGNS IN DIAMOND MOUNTINGS
If we have not got what you want, will make it

DIAMONDS SENT ON MEMORANDUM

, I., 1:)t5

Electricity for Jewelers

T H E

hi- :triiele we begin tlii pt ii uaI i I or lin

• 

ht• above important subject. 'rhe serial will

, tt"roll ghly the subject of electricit v u its various

ttl tplicatitt, to the work of the jeweler and optician. An

it,talliticot will appear iu each issue.—En.]

What jewelers most need for practical

ork is not a knowledge of all the intricacies

of the science, but a thorough comprehen-

sion of a few of the fundamental principles—

those which are brought into play in every-

day workshop life. We shall take up those

principles, with such explanations and ex-

amples as are necessary to make the reader

familiar with them, and able to consider new

problems as they arise from day to day and

Ivork them out for himself.

A battery is an electro-chemical appa-

ratus for producing a " current" of electricity.

It does not produce electricity, but an electric

current or flow, as it is generally expressed.

In its simplest form, which will illustrate the

principle as well as any, it consists of two

plates of dissimilar metals (or of a metal and

carbon) immersed in a solution adapted for

keeping the surfaces of the plates clean and

fresh. One of the plates acts or is acted

upon by the solution, and it is called the

active or " positive " plate or " electrode ;"

the other is not acted upon, and is called

the " negative" plate or electrode. Zinc is

the metal generally employed for the positive

plate, and copper or carbon for the negative.

Fig. i represents such a battery, Z being

the zinc plate, and C the copper, arranged

parallel to each other in a solution of sulphuric

acid in water (say 7 parts of water to t part

of acid), which fills the jar Jup to the dotted

cross line. When so arranged, both the

copper and the zinc are slowly dissolved by

the acid and no current is produced. But if

we connect these metals, above the solution,

by a conductor of electricity, say by copper

wires w w, a current of electricity flows

through the wires and the copper plate ceases

to be acted upon by the acid. Only the zinc

k now dissolved, and the quantity of zinc

:onsumed is in proportion to the current

produced. . The explanation is, that the two

.uetals are differently related to the acid

olotion, both chemically and electrically,

; he zinc being more " electro-positive " than

the copper, in consequence of which it is

,,ted upon chemically and produces an

,ectric 'current from itself to the copper, by

hich the copper is protected as long as the

,irrent continues.
Every current flows through a complete

ircle or " circuit," of conducting material.

If there is no complete unbroken circuit for

It to flow through, there will be .no current

:It all. It invariably flows from the positive

to the negative metal in the solution, i. e., in

Fig. t it flows from the zinc. to the copper,

KEYSTONE

as indicated by the arrow below them. It

then passes through the copper up to the

wire w, through w w, around to the zinc

plate, and so completes the circuit. This

flow continues while the circuit is closed and

complete (called a " closed circuit"), but if

it is opened or broken at any point (called

an " open circuit ") the current stops.

The portions of the plates outside of the

solution have nothing to do with producing

current; they are only useful for holding the

plates in position and making connections

with the external circuit, by means of bind-

ing posts and screws. These posts are called

the " poles " of the battery. The one out of

which the current flows is called the positive

pole and marked +, the other is the negative

pole and is marked —, being the one into

which the current flows on its return to the

battery. By tracing out the circuit you will

see how it conies about that the positive pole

is on the negative plate of the battery, and

Fig. I

14,

I 0010
Fig. 2

the negative pole on the positive metal.

Such an arrangement is usually called a cup

or " cell " of battery.

A current of water flowing through a

chute or opening at the bottom of a reser-

voir is measured by its volume, multiplied by

the pressure. The size of the opening gives

the volume of the stream, and the height of

the water above the opening is the head or

pressure forcing it out. The greater the

pressure or head, the more water escapes per

second. In a similar way, a current of elec-

tricity has volume and electric pressure. The

pressure is more properly termed " electro-

motive force," and is expressed not in feet

or inches, but in " volts." Such a battery

as described gives an E. M. F. (electro-motive

force of about x volt. The volume of a cur-

rent of water depends on the resistance it

meets to its escape, being greater as the

opening is larger and the resistance less. So

the volume of an electric current depends on

the resistance it meets in the circuit through

which it flows; the larger the cross-section of

the conductor, the less the resistance, and

the greater the volume of current which

flows. This volume is expressed in " am-

peres," and the current is measured by

multiplying the number of amperes in the

current by its E. M. F. in valis; .the 4aroduct

1697

is said to be so many " watts " of current.

Thus, a current of io volts and 2 amperes

would be io X 2 20 watts. An electric

current has energy, and can do work. For

comparison of electricity with steam and

other power, it may be stated that i horse-

power is equal to 746 watts of current.

A very clear explanation of the elec-

trical terms " volt " and " ampere " might

here be made by using the analogy of a

waterfall to explain. Say we have a current

of water and a turbine-wheel. If we have a

turbine-wheel and allow a thousand gallons a

second to fall from a height of one foot on

the turbine we get a certain power, we will say

one-horse power. Now, the one foot of fall.

will represent one foot of pressure in elec-

tricty, and the thousand gallons will repre-

sent the ampere or the amount of the current.

We will call that one ampere. Thus we have

a thousand gallons of water or one ampere,

falling one foot or one volt, or under one

volt of pressure, and the water working the

turbine-wheel gives one-horse power. If,

now we go a thousand feet high and take

one gallon of water and let it fall on the

wheel, we will get the same power as before,

viz., one-horse power. We have got a

thousand times less current or less water and

we will have a thousandth of an ampere in

place of one ampere, and we will have a

I000 volts in place of one volt, and we will

have a fall of water a thousand as against

one foot. Now, the fall of the water, or the

height from which it falls, is the pressure or

volts in electricity and the amount of water

is the amperes.

In diagrams of electrical apparatus, the

battery is generally represented, not by a

drawing of the cells, as in Fig. 1, but by a

number of thin parallel lines, alternating

with shorter and thicker ones, as shown in

Figs. 2, 3, etc. One thin and one thick line

together represent I cell of battery, and

these are repeated to designate the number

of cells of which the battery consists. Thus,

5 couples indicate 5 cells, and so on.

The number of kinds of batteries is

legion. They may have two metals and one

solution, two solutions and one metal, two

solutions and two metals, or one solution

and one metal in two different states. With

each arrangement may be employed different

metals and different kinds of solutions. The

same arrangement and the same materials

may have many different relative positions

and forms. But in all of them the funda-

mental principle is the same as explained :

the production of electro-motive force by

chemical action, setting up a current when a

complete conducting circuit is offered. In

selecting a battery, reference should be had

to the purpose for which the current is re-

quired. There are three general types of

(Continued on page 1701)
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! A REMINDER ! ! 
Our Representatives are out and in your vicinity.
Defer making your purchases—await their arrival, as our latest produc.tions are business and money-makers FOR YOU.

Ask to see the BETSY ROSS
Howard, Waltham, Elgin, Keystone, Philadelphia, Crescent, New EnglandCases and Movements.

RAILROAD MOVEMENTS
Ansonia, Seth Thomas, Sessions and Ingraham Clocks.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Silver, Bric-a-Brac
WHOLESALE ONLY

LEONARD KROWER
536 and 538 Canal Street • NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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HURRY-Up JEWELERS

If you have sales for Diamonds, send to us
for selection

No place too far to send
No order too small or large to fill

WE BUY RIGHT AND SELL RIGHT

FOR HURRY-UP PEOPLE

1008-1018 MAIN STREETLAO" KANSAS CITY, MO.
Boll Phone, 1765 Main

Homo Phone, i765 Main 
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October, 1905 THE

hscribors \Vishi ill(11,1irjeS uiisw i II I his department

mou send name and iiiiilress—not f
or pi' Ijeation, hut as an

of good faith. No attention will be paid to ationy-

iiiq communications. Questions will be answered in the

order iu which they are received.
Alt LAT EX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.

.elcrit)erS are requested to preserve these indexes, and, befor
e

loading questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may hav
e

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arrange
d

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information may be
 found.

" Clock Dials. "—Kindly let me know through

"Workshop Notes" the solution to use for resilver-

Mg clock dials P—Take of nitrate of silver crystals

I dram and dissolve in 2 ounces of water contained

in a glass or earthen vessel. In another glass or

earthen vessel dissolve 3 drams of pure cyanide of

potassium in 1 ounce of water. Pour both solu-

tions into a six-ounce bottle and shake well. At

first they will be black but soon settle clear-; then

add I ounce of whiting. Pour out enough of the

solution to do the job in hand and apply the fluid

with a stiff brush, rinse well with pure water. If

any of this solution which has been poured out is

left over, do not put it back into the stock bottle.

Shake well before using to stir up the whiting. A

better process is done by what is called cold silver-

ing. To do this dissolve some old scrap silver in

nitric acid reduced one-half with water. After the

silver is all dissolved, add eight times the bulk of

water, and then common salt as long as any pre-

ciptate is formed. The white precipitate is chlo-

ride of silver. Let settle and pour off the

supernatant fluid ; then pour on more water, let

settle and again pour off the water, repeating the

operation three or four times to wash the precipi-

tated silver chloride. Dry this precipitate in the

dark, and add 3 parts by weight of carbonate of

potash (sal tartar) ; I part of whiting and i34 parts

of finely ground table salt. To use this mixture

wet a large even-textured cork with water and dip

in the mixture and rub the surface to be silvered,

which must be bright and free of grease. After a

good coating of silver is formed, rinse well with

pure water and dry by heating. When cool rub with

clean, soft chamois skin and varnish with white

collodion lacquer.

" Glass."—Will you let me know when and

where glass was first made, also when first used

for watch glassesP—The invention of glass

dates from the earliest antiquity, and the honor

of its discovery has been contested by several

nations. As the oldest known specimens are Egypt-

ian, its invention may with great probability be

attributed to that people. It is mentioned as early

as the fifth or sixth dynasty, and called bashnu, the
Coptic bijni; and articles made of it are represented
ill the tombs of the period ; while its fabrication is

depicted in sepulchres of the twelfth dynasty—i. e.,
about B. C. t800. An Egyptian specimen now in
the British Museum has on its underside hierogly-

phics giving the name Nuantef IV., whose data is

assigned by Lepsius as B. C. 2423-2380. The

glass of Egypt was generally opaque, rarely trans-

parent, and always colored, the articles made of it
ing of small size, and principally for adornment,
heads, vases, small figures and objects for inlay-

ing into wood or other material. Specimens exist
I)! this glass bearing the name of the Queen Hatasu
of the eighteenth dynasty, B. c. 1445, and vases of
blue glass with wavy lines in white, light-blue,
yellow, black, red and green, of that and a later
age, have been discovered. The Egyptians also

successfully imitated precious and other stones in

glass—as emeralds, lapis lazuli, turquoises, jaspers,
onyx and obsidian ; for this purpose, they used
nyarly the same materials as • at present—man-

ganese, copper, iron, cobalt, gold and tin. Trans-
Tent glass, indeed, does not appear earlier in

Egypt than the twenty-sixth dynasty, about B. C.

7,5'). when bottles and a few other objects—as

figures for inlaying, and beads imitating gems
re made of it. According to Herodotus, the

Ethiopians, two centuries later, placed their mum-
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mies in glass coffins ; but the fact has never been
proved. by the discovery of such coffins. Under
the native Pharaohs, Egyptian glass seems to have
been. extensively exported to Greece and Italy,
and its reputation continued under the Ptolemies,
when the furnaces of Alexandria produced glass
vases. of numberless shapes and considerable size.
At this period, the Egyptians invented the milleflori
glass, consisting of small threads of glass arranged
vertically and then fused, so that the whole
rod thus formed was of one pattern ; and by cut-
ting eff slices, each piece produced the same
pattern. The beads of madrepore glass found in
the tombs of Greece and Italy, and formed by
placing slices of such rods in a mold and fusing
the whole, are probably of Egyptian or Pheenican
origin. Egypt retained the pre-eminence in the
manufacture under the Romans, the sand of Alexan-
dria .being indispensable for the finest qualities,
and it exported glass to Rome. Hadrian, on his
visit, was struck with the activity of the mann-
fixture, and sent to his friend, the Consul Servianus,
one of the vases, called allosontes or " opales-
cent;" .and the Roman writers mention with
admiration the melting, turning and engraving of
Egyptian. glass. To the most flourishing period of
the empire are to be referred certain vases and
slabs with white camel figures of fine execution in
relief on a blue background, and plates of opaque
glass for inlaying the walls of rooms, such as those
which are said to have decorated the mansion of
the usurper Firmus. The art of glass making, in
fact, has never become extinct in Egypt, the Fad-
mite caliphs having issued glass coins in the tenth
and eleventh century, and beautiful lamps of glass
enameled on the surface with various colors hav-
ing been made in the fourteenth century. Although
the art has fallen to the lowest ebb in Egypt, the
workmen are said to show aptitude in its pro-
duction. After the Egyptians, the people of
antiquity most renowned for glass were the Phceni-
cians, who were the legendary inventors. Certain

of their merchants, it is said, returning in a ship
laden with natron or soda, and having been com-

pelled by stormy weather to land on a sandy tract

under Mount Carmel, placed their cooking pots on

lumps of natton on the sand, which fused by the

heat of the fire, formed the first glass. Sidon,

indeed, was long celebrated for glass wares made

of the sand brought down from Mount Carmel to

the mouth of the river Belus. The nature, how-

ever, of the earliest Phcenician glass is unknown,

unless the opaque little vases of the toilet found in

the tombs of Greece and Italy, and the beads of

the same discovered in the barrows and tumuli of

the old Celtic and Teutonic tribes, were imports

from the Plicenicians. The vases of Sidon were,

however, highly esteemed at Rome under the

Antonines, fragments of bowls of blue and amber

glass with the names of the Sidonian glass makers,

Artas and Irenmus, stamped in Latin and Greek,

have been found in the ruins. Perhaps the Assy-

rian glass vases were made at Sidon ; at all events,

the earliest stated specimen of transparent white

glass is the vase having upon it stamped or en-

graved in Assyrian cuneiform a lion and the name

of Sargon (reigned B. C. 722), found at Nimrud by
Mr. Layard ; and glass seems to have been im-

ported to or even made in Assyria as late as the

time of the Parthians, when Nineveh became the

Roman colony of Claudiopolis. Under the Sassa-

nides, molded glass vessels, elaborately decorated

were made, as shown by the cup of Chosroes, A. D.

531-579, in the Louvre ; and Persia continued to

manufacture glass vessels in the middle ages. The

Arabs seem to have derived their glass from the

Byzantines, and specimens introduced into Europe

by the Crusaders were called in royal and other

inventories Damascus glass ; this was colored and

not plain. Although the art of glass making

appears to have been practiced in remote times

this nation does not appear to have attained any

proficiency in it, and is content at the present day

to remelt European glass ; while some of its

highest efforts do not exceed the imitation of jade

and other stones. There is still in the East* an

extensive use of glass beads, made chiefly at

Khalib or Heron. Glass was equally unknown to

the Hindus, except in the production of a few

trinkets and inferior objects, till the settlement of

Europeans in India ; and the country was, at the

remotest period, supplied by Phcenician, and, in

the middle ages, by Venetian traders. Although

josephus cla
ims the invention of the art of the

ews, no remains of Jewish glass are known, and

it is probable that the Jews were indebted for their
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supplies principally to the neighboring .cities of
Tyre and Sidon. Even in Greece itself glass was
not ancient. In the days of Homer it was un-
known. Herodotus, indeed, mentions its employ-
ment for ear-rings, but these may have been
of Phcenician fabric. It was called hyalos, crystal
•or ice, and lithos chyle or fusible stone. Aristo-
phanes, B. c. 450, mentions glass or crystal vessels,
and various inscriptions confirm its use, but its
value was next to gold, which could hardly have
been the case if it had been of native manufacture.
The glass making art in Italy does not (late earlier
than the commencement of the Roman Empire,
importations from Sidon and Alexandria having
previously supplied the lack of native manufacture ;
but there is ample evidence of its extensive manu-
facture at that period having been introduced in
the days of the Ptolemies, large plates being used
for incrusting chambers, vitrea camera; and
hollow columns of this material, with lamps inside,
were used to illumine the public theaters. As
early as B. c. 58, the theater of Scaurus had been
decorated with mirrors or glass plates, disposed on
the walls. Glass was used also for paving, and for
the blue and green tesserm of mosaics window glass
does not appear till about the third century after
Christ, the houses at Herculaneum, destroyed in
the reign of Titus, being glazed with talc and some
doubt remaining as to the use of glass for this
purpose at Pompeii. Lactantius in the third century

and St. Jerome, 422, mention glass windows.

Other windows of this material are said to have

been found in Ficulnea, and even in London.

Under the Romans, colored as well as white glass

was extensively used ; it had a greenish tint in the

first days of the Empire, but had sensibly improved

in color and quality in the days of Constantine.

The first production of white glass like crystal was

in the days of Nero. As far as the use of glass in

horology is concerned, entire cases of rock crystal

were common in the last quarter of the sixteenth
century, while glasses or " crystals " were not in use
for about fifteen or twenty years later, or about

1615. Rock crystal, however, was used for the
purpose of protection as early as 1550.

"Alumi."—I have been watching your col-

umns for some time in the hope of learning how to

solder aluminum—especially spectacles, which I

have been told has been done. Can you help vie

out P—The soldering of aluminum is a matte • that

has not been thoroughly solved as yet. There are

experimenters who have been working at the

problem for years. We have given in these col-
umns formulae for doing such work, although

always stating that it is a most unsatisfactory pro-

cess. You can locate such replies with the aid of

the index accompanying each December issue.

Below we give a formula that recently appeared in

Popular Mechanics: What is reported to be the

most successful solder for aluminum yet secured,

consists of tin 64 parts by weight, zinc 30 parts,

lead I part, and i-Juininum i part, to which add a
small portion of resin. To solder, clean the sur-
faces and face with the solder. No chemical is

used, but the surfaces of the parts to be soldered

should be gently heated to assist in making a good
adhesion. While the foregoing may give good
results, we rather think it would be a good plan to

use a ferrule on such a delicate piece of work as a
spectacle. In fact, ave lean to the opinion that a

new frame would be the cheapest in the end, and

also the most satisfactory.

"Tort."—Will you kindly inform me how to

distinguish genuine tortoise shell combs from imi-

tation S--11 we bear in mind one remarkable quality

of genuine tortoise shell in being easily softened

by a heat equal to that of boiling water and of

retaining any form when cold that has been given

to it when heated, it is not likely that we will be

caught by the imitation. Again, it would be quite

easy to tell the difference by having a piece of the

known genuine article and keep it for comparison

with any suspected piece that comes along. There

are certain marked characteristics, hest judged by

the eye, that cannot be very well imitated ; conse-

quently the test by comparison is not only as good

as any other for the determination of the genuine,

but it is cleanly and avoids all bother necessary to

other tests.
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in your old gold and silver. You know it in your own heart. But how often do you realize thefull value?
Why not cut out all risks and ship your old metal, scraps and sweepings where you can dependupon honest, bulging value? We have built up one of the oldest and largest businesses in this countryjust on equitable and prompt returns. We have no intention of changing our methods.

We pay for c
Old Gold, 8 K., .
Old Gold, to K.,
Old Gold, 12 K., .
Old Gold, 14 K., .
Old Gold, 18 K., .
Gold-Plated Scraps,
Old Sliver (fluctuating)

32c. a dwt.
40c. "
48c. "
56c. "
72c. "
20 YO 35C. an ounce
Very highest market price

Dollar for dollar you have from us. We make returns on sweepings within three to fivedays. On receipt of shipment we will send you our check, subject to your approval of our offer—then
, 
in case our offer Is not up to yours—we will return consignment intact and pay chargesboth ways, you assume no risk—square deal all around.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY
Refiners and Smelters 07 ec 69 Washington St., Chicago, Illinois

c_

A

THE BATES"
(Kant Kum Off)

22 You Want
Because it represents

everything that is good in a

24 bracelet ; good wearing qual-
ity, handsome design and
unique construction, with no
visible joint or catch, easy

20 to put on or take off—just
a slight pull and a twist, yet
it will not become unfastened
t'hen on the arm.

411=11111111:119

28

Patent Pending

BRACELET
It. Why?

.17V.4 aMt-;;rei$001,1 '

It is made in plain polished, satin, Old English, Roman, chasA
and stone set, and in three sizes, Large, Medium and Small.

Buy the "BATES" and you buy The Best.
Our line this season is much larger and better than ever, containing many new and andsonle

designs in Fobs, Lockets, etc.

BATES & BACON, MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
NEW YORK OFFICE-9 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO OFFICE—io3 State Street Attleboro, Mass.

( , .■her, 1905

Electricity for Jewelers

T E

k Continued from page 1697)

battery principally used in practical work :

the Daniel or " gravity," the 
Leclanche and

the bichromate.

The gravity, or Daniels battery, is very

largely used, as it is not subject to polariza-

tion, and its E.M.F. remains constant what-

ever the resistance in the external circuit

may be—being the nearest approach to a

constant battery that we have for practical

work. It will supply a moderate volume of

current regularly for a long time, but it is

not well adapted for being left unused for

some time and then suddenly called on for a

large volume of current, being a " closed-

circuit battery," e., it can be left with the

circuit closed, to furnish current continuously

for long periods of time

The Leclanche is excellent for ringing

bells, signaling and other purposes requiring

light currents for occasional use. But for

furnishing a large volume of current, as for

electroplating, for working large magnets or

induction coils, it is of little use. It might

answer for small plating operations required

by watchmakers, but the gravity would be

better. This is an " open-circuit battery,"

1. e., the circuit is to be normally open, and

is only closed while current is actually needed

for use, and opened again when the work has

been done. It is very convenient to use,

however, requiring very little attention to

keep it in order.

When the Leclanche and the gravity

batteries (especially the latter) are not in use,

it is well to close the circuit through a high

resistance, say several hundred ohms per

cell, to preserve the electro-positive and

negative relation of the elements, and pre-

veht the battery from being injured by acci-

dental reversal of the action or by local

action of the solutions on the plates or on

each other. The bichromate batteries do not

need this precaution, as they are provided

with means for raising the zinc out of the

()littion when not in use; which, of course,

Protects them.

The bichromate or chromic acid cells

furnish a very powerful current for plating,

induction coils, etc.—more powerful than

the nitric acid batteries, while they give off

no fumes and are ready for use ata moment's

notice, even after being set aside for weeks.

But they have the fault that their force

rapidly falls off during use, and it is neces-

sary to frequently stop the work and raise

the zinc out of the solution an instant to

depolarize it and produce circulation in the

liquid, then slide it down and go on with the

work. It is said that a small gas jet, arranged

under the cell., will heat it sufficiently to pro-
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duce a constant circulation of the liquid and

prevent polarization, so that it can be used

continuously till nearly exhausted without

any fall of the E.M.F. When the action

becomes sluggish add more sulphuric acid,

but not before. This is an open-circuit bat-

tery, as are the following.

Storage batteries are adapted for fur-

nishing very large currents, slowly or quickly,

as may be desired ; but, if laid aside for any

length of time, they gradually lose their

charge by internal or local action. Owing

to the necessity of constant recharging from

external sources, they are not fitted for gene-

ral use by jewelers.

Having thus given a general idea of the

subject, we will now come down to details,

explaining them according to the generally

accepted idea about currents, etc.

Electro-molive Force; Coupling in Series.

Different batteries produce different E.M.F.

The Daniels or gravity gives about x volt;

the Leclanch6 1.5 volts, and the bichromate

about 2 volts, the exact E. M. F. differring

according to the arrangement and nature of

the elements composing the battery. The

only way to ascertain the exact E.M.F. of a

battery is to measure it, with a voltmeter or

other means. We shall treat the subject of

measuring apparatus and electric measure-

ment hereafter, but the foregoing items give

information enough for ordinary working.

When a greater E. M. F. is wanted than is

furnished by one cell, enough more are

added to make it up. Thus, if r cell gives

volt, to of the same cells in series will give to

volts, and so on. The cells are all arranged

in the same way, with the + pole of each

one connected to the — pole of the next,

and the two poles left free (at the ends of the

series) are the + and — poles of the whole

battery. This is called " to cells in series."

The current flows through all of them, and

and has the combined E. M. F. of all the cells

in the series. Different kinds of battery can

be used together in a series, if desired, pro-

vided their poles are connected as described.

But small cells should not be put in series

with large ones except for using currents

adapted for the smallest ; 1. e., such a

volume of current as the latter would furnish

if " short-circuited " by itself, or having

its poles connected without any external

resistance. [TO BE CONTINUED)

Inventions to Be Invented

An inventor recently enumerated the followi
ng

as inventions which would bring fame and 
fortune

to the inventor : .

A silent typewriter. The great objection to

typewriters is their noise, yet it should be easy to

deaden the click of the keys.

An automatic stamp fixer. To affix a postage

stamp to a letter there is no method but the awk
-
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ward one of dampening the stamp and pressing it

on the envelope with the hand. The world needs

an automatic letter stamper. This should be an

instrument shaped like a seal. It should carry in

its interior a hundred or more stamps. Pressed

upon an envelope, an inside mechanism should first

moisten the stamp and then fix it firmly on the

letter. Such a contrivance, capable of stamping a

hundred letters a minute, would sell like hot cakes.

Some chemical solution that will make flannel

unshrinkable would, if patented, sell at a high rate.

A rotary toothbrush. Dentists clean their pa-

tients' teeth with a brush, as round as a marble,

that revolves by electrical or by foot power. The

dentist moves the brush slowly over the teeth, and,

whizzing powerfully, it cleanses more thoroughly

than the violent rubbing of an ordinary toothbrush

could do. A rotary brush, revolving from the

pressure of the hand, would afford an easier and a

better wart() clean the teeth than the world now

possesses, and hence it would sell well.

A cheap substitute for rubber.

A flying machine.

Newspaper the Best Medium

The most experienced advertiser in the United

States says : " Without depreciating the value of

any of the good advertising mediums, for there are

many, I wish to state emphatically, and without

qualification, that the newspaper is the best and

cheapest advertising medium for the retail Adver-

tiser, and is the only local medium worthy of being

called ' indispensable.' I cannot too forcibly im-

press upon you the intrinsic value of newspaper

advertising space. I base my opinion upon twenty-

five years of actual experience in weighing adver-

tising values. I am speaking through the head of

experience, and not through the hat of conceit,

nor have I any self-interest whatsoever."

Friendliness Among Competitors

Not so very long ago it was generally taken for

granted that one's competitor was necessarily a

rival, and therefore an enemy, says the weekly

ImpIemeni Trade News.

It might be permissible, under favorable cir-

cumstances, to speak to him if one met him in

society or at a church, but that was about all ; and

even to unbend that much was often esteemed a

weakness.
To call on him at his place of business, unless

to pick a quarrel with him over some actual or

fancied act of poaching on one's preserves, would

have been beneath one's dignity, a confession of

cowardice, a signal for the competitor to keep an

eye on him in the belief that he was attempting to

sneak some of his trade secrets.

This picture is not extremely exaggerated, nor

is the condition like that of the giant lizards

recently unearthed, wholly of a previous age. But

thanks to the spirit of the modern association,

which is working like leaven throughout the trade

in the West,the old-time conditions are changing an
d

giving way to more rational and neighborly ones.

It is possible now for competitors to be good

friends. It is not even considered necessary to

lock the safe and call in the clerk to defend one

when one sees his competitor entering one's store
.

In fact, while it probably would not look well

to see competitors in business hanging around on
e

another's store too much, a reasonably frequent

call, to talk over mutually important business

affairs, would not be out of the way, and good

results could hardly help follow such a course.
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LOOKED THREE YEARS BEFORE DECIDING
PROF. F. W. SCHULRR : LYNN, M tss.DICAR SIR AND FRIEND—Doubtless you will be surprised to hear from me at this time,hut I cannot refrain from informing you of the marked success I have had since leaving yourschool.

The knowledge obtained under your instruction has proven its value over and over again,and I have had beautiful results with my complicated work.For three years previous to entering your school I looked the ground over very carefully
ever made.
and when I decided to cast my lot with you it was the longest step in Ithe right direction that 

To any young man who is desirous of a thorough knowledge of watchwork, engraving and
c-\)

optics, I can only say, enroll yourself at once with the Philadelphia College of Horology, aswithout &obi ii is the peer of any institution in this country to-day. Sincerely wishing for acontinual MI i of' your success, I am,
15 Broad si PlAce. 

Yolirs very respectfully,
H. B. Donos.
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would your employer pay you if you were a first-
class engraver ? You will see the advantage of
knowing how to engrave in the next month or so.
Better make up your mind to learn how. We
can teach you and it won't take long by our
method.

The demand for first-class Watchmakers,
Engravers and Opticians was never so great as it
is to-day and they are offering good salaries for
such workmen. There is not a Horological Col-
lege in this country that is better equipped to
make a thorough, practical Watchmaker, En-
graver and Optician of you than we are. We have
the teachers who are experts, up-to-date methods;
tools and appliances and have had over eleven
years' experience in teaching. Write for our
prospectus ; it will give you full information.

The Philadephia College of Horology
Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Established I89.4 F. W. SCHULER, Principal
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Now is the time to. get in your supply
of

Watches
What is there that offers to

the jeweler such novelty combined
with stability, such low price
coupled with reliability, and such
volume of sales at such fa i r
profits?

Progressive jewelers are daily
learning that Ingersoll watches
attract many to their stores and
make many new friends.

Send for new circulars and ask
tbout our new ladies' watch.

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.
" Watchmakers to the American People

51 Maiden Lane 304 Masonic TempleNEW YORK
CHICAGO

BOUDOIR ALARMS
SATIN GOLD FINISHED NOVELTIES

Fitted with our Celebrated Intermittent Alarm Movement, which
rings every twerty seconds for five minutes on a bell-metal gong on
hack of clock. Alarm can be stopped by turning a switch.

.•

g`g 
44),

HEATH ALARM
Height, 04 in. Width, 5%in. Dial, 2 in.

A NUMBER OF STYLES TO SelLECT IPROMI
Write for Illustrations and Prices

THE NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.
Dept. M NEW HAVEN, CONN.

subscribers wishing inquirics answered in this department

must send name and address—not f
or publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No at
tention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

"Resist."-1 would like to know a good method

of plating part of an article 
and leaving other

Parts unplated ; for instance, in plating
 the bowl

of a teaspoon when you do 
not want any plating on

Me back. I have sometimes use
d wax but it comes

off easily in the solution. What is a good way to

do such work f--If you use your s
olution warm,

SVC can readily understand why the wax c
omes off

the work, although if the temperatur
e is not above

125° F. ordinary beeswax should pro
ve satisfactory

as a " resist "—this being the technic
al term of the

substance in question. Old wax is the best—it

seems that the oftener it is used the better it g
ets.

If you heat the solution above 125°
 you will find

asphaltum varnish to be an excellent resist, though

some workmen prefer the ordim y shellac varn
ish,

which, in fact, is in most genera. use among manu-

facturers doing this class of work.

"Plates."—Will you please tell me how to

remove silver from gold-plated chains that were

silver plated through a cynaide solution used 
,for

cleaning silverwate.—If the chains acquired a

coating in such a solution, and there was no action

thereon by an electric current, it is quite possible

that you can remove the silver by polishing on the

lathe. If, however, the coating is very thick, it

will be necessary to remove the silver by a strip-

ping process, and it is not likely that a gold-plated

chain of the ordinary run will stand this treatment.

Of course, if the chains are gold filled (not plat
ed),

there would be no danger in the operation. In

such stripping you could merely allow the chains

to play the part of the anode in a cyanide solution.

We would suggest that you try the polishing plan

before resorting to stripping.

" Show Windows."— What can you recommend

to prevent dampness in show windows Y—The best

remedy for troubles of all kinds, whether mental

or physical, is to remove the cause. Now, let us

investigate as to the cause of windows sweating.

The term " windows sweating" does not mean that

the moisture exudes from the pores of the glass,

but that moisture condenses on the glass from the

atmosphere immediately in contact with it. It is a

well-known physical property of air that it will

hold and maintain in diffusion a certain amount of

water in a gaseous state, such state being main-

tained by heat, and any falling off in heat or, in

other words, lowering of the temperature outside,

causes the molecules of water diffused in the air to

unite and form drops, or " sweat " as the phenom-

enon is usually termed. There is a further cause

for such condensation on the glass, which lies in

the natural attraction between the surface of glass

and the molecules of water. The problem of con-

densation of water from the gaseous to the fluid

state, is a complicated one and requires a lengthy

explanation to make it understood. But it suffices

to say that molecules of water held in the air as a

vapor (that is, strictly in a gaseous state) are as

transparent as air and entirely invisible. At the

instant such molecules combine to form water they

part with the heat which held them in a gaseous

state and combine into water drops and attach

themselves to the glass, the glass probably taking
to itself the heat which held the water as gaseous

molecules. Now, in order to cause glass to sweat,
It. must be brought to a lower temperature than the

air which holds the moisture. Hence, if we can

contrive to keep the temperature of the glass above
the condensing point of the moisture contained in

the air in contact with it, there will be no sweating.
If we cannot do this we must direct our efforts

toward reducing the humidity, that is the quantity

of moisture held by the air which conies in contact
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with the glass. This end can be achieved by plac-
ing in the window some substance like freshly-
burned lime stone, an open vessel containing strong
sulphuric acid, lumps of cyanide of potassium, and
many other substances having a chemical affinity

for water will do it ; but all involve bother and
expense, and no suggestion has so far proved
entirely satisfactory. Gas burned in a show window
will generate moisture, actually produce water by
causing a combination of the oxygen of the air
with the hydrogen of the coal gas. Lights from
kerosene also generate water in the same way. In
fact, all lights arising from combustion produce
water, moisture, and consequently tend to produce
sweating of windows. Hence, electricity (prefer-
ably incandescent) lighting has the least tendency to
produce sweating of windows.

"Pennyweight."—I have a lot of scrap gold,
amongst which is a lump of o dud. mixed with
mercuty. Will it injure the gold to melt all in one
crucible P—It will not injure the gold to melt all in
one crucible, although it would do no harm to give
the lump containing the mercury a preliminary
heating. It would not be necessary to carry it to
the melting point, for at about 600° F. the mer-
cury will be dissipated in vapor. This fact is taken
advantage of in present-day methods of mining—
the finely-divided gold is collected by means of the
mercury, which is then dissipated by heat ; but in
the operation (on account of the large quantity
used), the mercury is carried by means of a flue to
a condenser, where it is gathered and used over
and over again.

"Foxy. "—For some time past, I have had
trouble with deposits from my gilding solution.

Can you advance reasons for it P—In the operation

of gilding, the color of the deposit may be influ-
enced momentarily in several ways. .Assuming

that the current of electricity is neither too strong

nor too weak, and the bath in perfect order, if too
small a surface of anode is immersed in the bath,

the gold deposit will be of a pale yellow color. Or,

on the other hand, if too large a surface of anode

is exposed in solution, the deposit may be of a

dark brown or " foxy " color, whereas the mean

between these two extremes will cause the deposit

to assume the rich orange-yellow color of fine or

pure gold. Again, the color of the deposit is

greatly affected by the motion of articles while in

the bath ; for example, if the gilding be of a dark

color, by briskly moving the articles about in the

bath, they will quickly assume the proper color.

The temperature of the solution also affects the

color of the deposit, the tone being deeper as the

solution becomes hotter, and vice versa. The color

of the gilding is likewise much affected by the

nature of the current employed. A weak current

from a Wollaston or Daniell battery may cause the

deposit to be of a paler color than is desired,

whereas a Smee, Grove or Bunsen (but more

especially the latter) will produce a deposit of a

far richer tone. The presence of other metals in

solution, but copper and silver more particularly,

will alter the color of the deposit, and therefore it

is of the greatest importance to keep these metals

out of the ordinary gilding solution by careful

means. When gilding in various colors is needed,

recourse must be had to the solutions described

elsewhere, but on no account should the gilding

bath used for ordinary work be allowed to become

impregnated with even small quantities of any

• other metal. When we state that small causes

will sometimes interfere with the natural beauty of

the pure gold deposit, the importance of preserv-

ing baths from the introduction of foreign mat
ters

will be at once apparent. Another thing that

affects the color of the gilding is the accumulation

of organic matter ; that is, vegetable or an
imal

matter, which is introduced into the bath by the

articles immersed in it ; thus, greasy matter from

polished work, and beer from the scratch-brush,

will sometimes lodge in the interstices of ho
llow

work, and escape into the bath even after the arti-

cles have been rinsed ; each in their turn co
nvey

organic matter to the gold solution, by which it

acquires a darkened color ; indeed, we have known

solutions acquire quite a brown color from these

causes. In our experience, however, the presence

of a small amount of such foreign matter, in mod-

eration, has often proved of advantage, especially

in the gilding of insides of vessels, when a rich
 and
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deep-toned gilding is required a solution in this

condition we should prefer, for insides of cream

ewers, sugar-bowls and goblets, to a newly-pre-

pared gold solution ; indeed, when a bath works a

little foxy, it is, to our mind, in the best condition

for these purposes, since the former is apt to yield

a deposit which is too yellow for such surfaces.

There is an extreme, however, which must be

avoided, that is when the bath yields a brown-

yellow deposit, which is very unsightly, though not

uncommonly to be seen in our shop windows.

When the gilding upon chains or articles of that

class is of a deep brownish-yellow color when re-

moved from the bath, it will, when scratch-brushed,

exhibit a fine gold appearance, specially suited to
this class of work, and more like jewelers' " wet

color work" than electro-gilcling, which will render

it more acceptable to those who are judges of gold

color. Indeed, when the electro-gilding process

was first introduced, it was a general complaint

amongst shopkeepers that electro-gilding was too

yellow, and that electro-gilt work could easily be
distinguished from colored gold in consequence,

which was admitted to be a serious defect, since a

person wearing a gilt article would naturally wish

it to be assumed by others to be of gold. In gild-

ing such articles, therefore, the aim of the gilder

would be to imitate as closely as possible the color

of gold jewelry, whether it be dry or wet colored

work. In the latter there is a peculiar depth and

softness of tone which is exceedingly pleasing ; in

dry colored work a rich dead surface is produced,

which it is not so difficult to imitate in electro-

gilding.

"Whilening."—Can you tell us how to prepare

a while enamel for ornamental articles Y—Calcine

together and convert completely into oxide 2 parts

of tin and / of lead. Mix i part of this oxide

mixture with 2 parts of pulverized white crystal

glass, and after adding a very small quantity of

saltpeter or pyrolusite as a decolorizing agent, fuse

in a small crucible and pour the fused mass into

cold water. Repeat the fusing twice or three times,

or until the mass is no longer blistered, but thor-

oughly homogeneous. It is then rubbed to a fine

powder and may be applied either by itself or, for

small surfaces, by mixing it with oil of lavender

and laying it on, like oil paint, with a brush. For

the preparation of white enamel with a lower fusing

point, the following composition may be used:

too parts of the tin-lead oxide, 6o of pure quartz

meal .and 25 of common salt. In place of pure

quartz meal, sand may be used, which must, how-

ever, be subjected to purification, in order to yield

a white product. For this purpose calcine roo parts

of sand with 25 of common salt. The iron con-

tained in the sand combines with the chlorine of the

common salt to a combination which evaporates on

heating, and a fritted mass sufficiently free from iron

remains behind. The sand is then mixed with 25

parts of red lead and fused. In this manner a fritted

mass representing a lead-soda glass is obtained. To

prepare enamel with this mass, it is finely pulverized

and mixed with a zinc oxide, or with the mixture of

tin oxide and lead oxide, by using ioo parts of oxide

to 50 of the frit. The larger the quantity of tin oxide

in the enameling mass, the thinner the coating may

be. Enameling masses containing no tin oxide may

also be prepared, sodium antimonate being gener-

ally used in this case. A composition giving a very

beautiful enamel consists of a mixture of 3 parts of

crystal glass, I of sodium antirnonate, and a very

small quantity of saltpeter. In preparing all these

kinds of enamel care must be had in fusing to

prevent the action of the reducing bodies in the

crucible by closing the latter with a well-fitting lid.

If the gases penetrate into the crucible, enameling

masses of inferior quality are obtained.

"Marked ."—I find in an adjusted American

movement Me balance jewels marked ; some have

one, some Iwo small holes in ; after they are taken

out there is no way of telling how they were in,

and if new ones were put in how would you pro-

ceed? It seems to me that this question was an-

swered in The Keystone once before, but I am

unable to find it. Would you be kind enough and

give such information where to find the reply, or

give such instruction as may be of some help as to

how to understand the meaning of such jewels 7—

See our reply to " Examiner," page 1135, July,

1905, KEYSTONE.
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Photographs on Watches, Cigar-
ette Cases, Etc.

HERE is evidently a growing taste
for photographic portraits on such

21.H- 's articles as watches, gold or silver
cigarette cases, match-boxes, etc., and the
jewelers who undertake to get this class of
work done usually charge a pretty good
figure for it.

As the carbon method of
producing pictures of this
kind may be of service to
many of our readers, we

shall here describe it in detail. We shall
assume, at once, that the reader is already
quite familiar with the practical working of
that process, for we here say that anyone
who takes up the working of this process for
the first time, and attempts to apply it to the
present purpose, must not expect to meet
with any great success in his first few essays.
It goes without saying, that it is the double
transfer system that must be employed—the
picture being developed on a temporary sup-
port, and then transferred to the article
desired. It will at once be seen by practical
workers that the ordinary commercial flexible
support is not suitable for the work, for the
reason that it is too thick and unyielding to
be pressed into sufficiently close contact on a
convex surface, such as the dome of a watch
case, for example, to obtain a perfectly finished
transfer. It may, however, sometimes be
successfully used for quite cylindrical articles.

For the above reason, 4t will
be obvious that a more flex-
ible and yielding support
must be employed. One is

the India rubber support as first used by
Swan ; another is a film of collodion. We
will deal with the former first. Some thin
" foreign post " paper, the thinner the better,
so long as it will withstand the warm water
in the development, is coated with a solution
of India rubber about the consistency of thin
treacle. The best way of obtaining this is to
get a tin of solution from the rubber stores
and thin it down with a benzole to the required
consistency. It is poured into a dish and the
paper floated upon it, and then hung up for
the benzole to evaporate. The paper had
best be coated a few days before it is required
for use, so as to ensure that all the solvents of
the rubber have thoroughly evaporated.

This India rubber support is used in pre-
cisely the same way as the ordinary flexible
support, the exposed tissue is squeegeed
upon it, developed, and then allowed to dry.
The picture need not be alumed ; indeed, it
will be better for our present purpose if it is
not. The picture is now ready for transfer-
ring to whatever may be required, which, for
the moment, we will assume to be the dome

g*Tr

The Carbon
Method

The India
Rubber Support
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of a watch case. It is unnecessary to men-
tion that it must be removed from the watch ;
this a neighboring watchmaker will do for
one. The dome is then cleaned with benzole,
to remove all traces of grease or dirt. It is
then coated on the outer side with a solution
of gelatine containing a little chrome alum,
such as that used for double transfer paper.
The following is a good formula to employ:

Nelson's No. t gelatine   14 oz.Water   ro oz.Chrome alum, dissolved in r oz. of
water   6 gr.

The dome is evenly coated
with this and allowed to dry.
To make the transfer neatly,
trim the print to the required

size, and put it and the watch dome in cold
water for ten minutes or so. Next, put the
latter in warm water, at about 105 degrees to
m degrees Fahr., until it just feels slimy.

Then take the print, having previously marked
it as a guide to position, and put it into the
warm water and bring it into contact with the
dome, of course, avoiding air bubbles, and
remove the two, and press in close contact
with a soft dry handkerchief, gently rubbing
towards the edges with the finger so as to
remove all superfluous water. It is then
allowed to become thoroughly dry spontane-
ously. When dry, the back of the paper is
moistened with bonzole, and after resting for
a minute or two the paper can be slipped off,
leaving the picture firmly attached to the
metal. Should any rubber remain on the
picture it may be rolled off with the finger,
or removed with benzole. It now only re-
mains to varnish the work. The proper
varnish for the purpose can be obtained
from any photographic supply house, and is
practically a cold lacquer, and when dry

Making the
Transfer

is as hard and
our lenses. It
drained off, and

Collodion as a
Support

durable as the lacquer on
is simply flowed over and
it dries in a few hours.
We mentioned just now that
collodion might be used as a
temporary support, and per-
haps, on the whole, it is the

best to employ. Here is the method : A
glass plate, after being waxed, or prepared
with French chalk, is coated with ordinary'
enamel collodion, thickened with two or three
grains per ounce of pyroxiline, so that it
yields a thick film. After the collodion has
thoroughly set, the plate is put into a dish
of water to soak, and is afterwards washed
under the tap to get rids of the solvents of
the collodion. The exposed tissue is then
squeegeed on that, developed in the ordinary
manner, and allowed to dry. When dry the
film can be stripped off and trimmed, and
then mounted on the metal as just described.
It is a good plan to trim the picture while it
is still on the glass—a wheel trimmer and
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zinc shape is convenient for the purpose.
The collodion film has an advantage over the
rubber support, inasmuch as it is transparent,
so that air bubbles can be seen, and the
picture the better arranged in position. After
the transfer, the collodion can be dissolved
off with a mixture of ether and alcohol.

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that
for carbon pictures on metal a tissue should
be selected that contains a large proportion
of pigment to gelatine, and should also be
printed from a tolerably thin negative, so as
avoid a high relief in the image, which is
objectionable in this class of picture, and,
moreover, it serves to indicate the method
by which it has been produced, which, in
some instances, it is not desirable to do.

- British Journal of Photography.

Taking Promissory Note in Payment
of Account

A Pittsburg correspondent asks the result in
taking a long running note in payment of an
account, and if " we would have protection prior
to the maturity of the note in case we would
acknowledge receipt of note stating that same would
be credited to the account when paid, and regard-
less of the wording of the receipt would make anentry crediting our customer's account and charg-
ing the amount to bills receivable, or would it be
necessary to withold credit from our customer's
account until the note was paid."

It is the law in practically all jurisdictions, in-
cluding Pennsylvania, that a promissory note,
though negotiable, given by a debtor to his credi-
tor, does not operate as payment of a pre-existing,
indebtedness, in the absence of an agreement
between the parties that it shall so operate, and an
action may still be maintained on the original
indebtedness. This is also true of a contempor-
aneous indebtedness.

It is also the law that an agreement that the
acceptance of a note shall operate as a payment of
the debt is binding and that in either case th
acceptance of a note suspends all right of action
against the debtor until the maturity of the note.
After maturity it is the duty of the creditor to first
surrender the note, when be may resort to an
action available at that time to collect the original
indebtedness. When the note is expressly accepted
as payment subject to the subsequent performance
of specified conditions upon the non-performance-
of such conditions, it will not operate as payment,
as when the note so taken is expressly to operate
as payment when paid, as suggested in the above
inquiry.

We do not see how the creditor could have any
protection prior to the maturity of the note unless
expressly agreed with the debtor that suit may be
brought at any time. It would be unwise to credit
the account and charge the amount to bills receiv-
able, for this would be some evidence, although
not conclusive, that the note has been taken in
payment of the account.

—Business Men's Magazine.

"The Keystone seems to be all the jewelercould desire. We need it in our business, couldnot do without it; we tried, but it wouldn't work.It gives not only real facts and assistance to thestorekeeper, but lots of .food for thought."— T. S.Byers Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
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ICING & EISELE
Wholesale Manufacturing Jewelers

Importers of Diamonds

jobbers in American Watches
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Quality and workmanship
considered the li.6.66o.
goods give the best value
for the money asked, and so
are money makers for the
retailer.
ASK YOUR JOBBER AND HE WILL BACK UP OUR
STATEMENT.
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King & Eisele occupy this entire building

OUR FALL LINE IS THE BEST  THAT 
EVER HAPPENED

Chainmakers cSilversmiths

Solid Gold Jewelry

Solid Gold Watch Cases

Elgin and Waltham Movements

Gold Filled Jewelry

Boss and Crescent Gold Filled Cases

New England Complete Watches

DIAMONDS

11C-E RINGS We manufacture the K—E Ring cr Line and sell direct to the RETAIL JEWELER.

Do not complete your fall purchases without 
first seeing our line. Our salesmen will call

on you soon. Selection package sent to responsible jewelers.
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proefamation
Hui. Highness having appointed

us goldsmiths for the United States
she has issued a royal command
to every jeweler, upon penalty of
losing trade, to 'write at once for
a selection package from our fall
line of one thousand differ ent
styles of io karat solid gold stone-
set rings.

The Queen brooks no delay

0
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"Ring-
Leaders"
We are unquestionably

the "Ring-Leaders" of the
Country, and our product
reigns supreme. October
is the Ring month of the
year; a month of thirty-
one days for the Jobber to
reap his profits. Present
prospects point to one of
the most successful sea-
sons in years. All orders

are receiving prompt

attention; the "side-track-
ing " process is not in order
here. You, as a buyer of
"selling" goods will appre-
ciate what that means.

Ostby &
Barton Company

Providence, Rhode Island

9 Maiden Lane 103 State Street

New York Chicago
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REMEMBER
No order too large for our capacity
None too .small for COUr careful consideration

THE stain!) HB in each Heintz

Ring is an imprint of Ring

perfection. The Retail Jeweler

knows that, in the holiday season

just ahead, the Heintz productions

%%Till lead the way to a successful and

profitable Ring business. Remember:

"Weeds develop into flowers only by

transplanting." Weed out your old

stock and cultivate a growth in your

sales by selling the HB Ring.

HEINTZ BROTHERS, Buffalo, N. Y.
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SIX
DIAMOND
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A Kaufman Special
If you are a stranger to the Kaufman line

of rings, we are Arrtiotlarly desirous of
sending you the above six rings " on sus-
picion." We will send them a/ our exfruse,
and if you decide they aren't the best values
you've seen this season—send them back al
our e,v5eizse.
Our traveling men may not get to your

vicinity but we want to sell you just the
same. After seeing these six rings, if you
like the sort, we'll gladly send you *a selec-
tion package of any proportion you wish.
Let us get started with you—that's all.

Newspaper Cuts
We don't stop at selling you our rings—we'll

help you to sell them by furnishing- newspaper cuts
free of charge. A single column cut like the above
design (without the lettering) goes with each sale of
the six rings.

LOUIS KAUFMAN & CO.
Makers of Gold Rings

82 AND 84 FULTON ST., NEW YORK

THE KEYSTONE

A New Sun.-Diiall

HE art of dialing was one of the earliest applications of

the knowledge of the apparent motions of the sun, and is

of great antiquity. But, since the advent of the transit

telescope and the invention of clocks and watches, it has fall
en

into disuse, owing to the fact that it only give
s very approximate

time indications, and that the kind of time (solar) which
 it gives

is unsuitable for ordinary commercial purpos
es.

The first defect is due to the very short length of

Defects 
the shadows cast by the gnomon ; the second is a

of Old Dials result of the varying speed of the earth in its orbit

round the sun, and of the inclination of the ecliptic

to the equator, causing the time intervals to var
y. In its primitive

form, therefore, it is of small use for present-day requirements
, and

it only justifies its existence by

its claims as a historical and an

educational instrument and, in a

smaller degree, as an ornamental

garden accessory. Time is now

obtained from the sun or stars by

means of the transit instrument,

consisting of a telescope attached

to a horizontal axis, and capable

of movement in the plane of the

meridian only, and furnished with

means for accurate adjustment.

An instrument of this kind must,

however, always remain a high-

class scientific instrument, the

care of which is beyond the ordi-

nary amateur, requiring for its

proper adjustment special expert

knowledge.

Superiority
of the New Dial scribed, whilst

making no pre-

tensions to the scientific accuracy

of the transit telescope, is far superior to the old p
rimitive sun-dial,

and will furnish time to within the limit of a second
. It consists of

the usual form of sun-dial on an ornamental stan
d with engraved

dial and gnomon. This latter is composed of two metal plates

separated by an interval. Between these plates is placed a special

form of narrow cylindrical lens, covering an arc o
f seventy-five

degrees, so arranged that it gives an image of the 
sun or a star at

all ordinary altitudes without being moved. As is well known, a

cylindrical lens has no effect on rays of light in on
e meridian—that

imrallel with its axis—and that the image of any so
urce of,illumina-

tion formed at its focus is a line of light. • This is arranged,' in this

ci..;e, to be in a vertical direction and, Whatever the 
altitude of the

sun or stars, a line image is always present in the 
field of vision.

image is viewed in the ordinary way by a 
positive eyepiece

fl., -nished with cross wires, the rays; for 
convenience of observa-

c-n, being turned at right angles by the 'intervention
 of a totally

r(!ilecting prism.
The instrument is, therefore, a combinat

ion of the

original sun-dial with a special form of 
telescope,

and Telescope the object-glass of Which is formed: 
by the narrow

segmental cylindrical lens, which projects 
into the

field of vision an image at all altitudes of the sun 
or a star, without

any movement or adjustment. The metal work is permanently

fixed to the dial and not liable to derangement or 
damage, the lens

The new transit

dial here de-
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being perfectly protected by the plates of the gnomon. • It is easy

to use, and tables are furnished rendering unnecessary the usual

calculations. The method of making the corrections is here given,

using two examples—the sun and a star.

If the sun is used, the time must necessarily be at or

near noon, at the time of the sun's southing or

passing the meridian. Greenwich being taken as

the standard meridian, all other places at other

longitudes are referred to this, and allowance made for their distance

east or west. We must also know the difference between mean and

apparent time for the day ; or, in other words, the " equation of

time," which is given in the almanacs. We will presume that our

place of observation is, by the ordnance map, 2 deg. 15 min. west

of Greenwich. As 360 degrees of arc are equal to 24 hours of

time, the proportion is 360 to 24, or 15 to 1. If, therefore, we

divide 2 deg. 15 min. by 15, we obtain 9 minutes as the distance in

time front the meridian of Green-

wich and, being west, the sun will

transit this amount of time later

than at Greenwich. Taking the

transit on July 30, 1905, we find

that on this date the equation of

time is 6 min. 14 sec. + ; or, in

other words, the real sun does not

arrive at the meridian until 6 .min.

I4 sec. past 12, and as our station

is 9 min. later also, the time shown

by a mean-time clock when the

sun souths on this date must be

12 hrs. 15 min. 14 sec.

Place
of Observation

SPICA.

Combined Dial

Jr. M. S.

Mean time at apparent noon, 12 6 14

Correction for longitude, o 9 o

12 15 14

If the place of observation is

east of Greenwich, then the cor-

rection is minus and must be de-

ducted also. If the time had been,

say, February 12, 1905, 14 min.

26 sec. would have to be added for equation
 of time. If time is

taken by a star, we must have a table of convers
ion from sidereal

to mean-time intervals, as the right ascension

Time by Star of stars is given in sidereal time., ,Sidereal time

at noon is the distance from the first point of

Aries, from which all distances of stars are measured in right

ascension. This, on June 1st, was 4 hrs. 37 min. 12 sec.

Taking the well-known star Spica,. we find, from t
he almanac,

that its right ascension is 13 hrs. 20 min., so
 that it will come to

the meridian at this time minus 4 hrs. 37 mi
n. 12 sec. = 8 hrs.

42 min. 48 sec., and this, .correctcd into mean-tim
e intervals, given

on page 574 of the. " Nautical Almanac,".. is
 found to be 8 hrs.

41 min. 23 'sec., the 61116 a mean-time clock 
should show . when

Spica passes the center Wire Of. transit dial. 
The same Method is

applicable to any other star, and the almanac giv
es particulars of

some visible all the year round.

In the English Medanic, for every month, a lis
t of twenty-

four stars is given, with their mean times of 
southing on the first

day of every month. The times for any other day is obtained by

multiplying 3 min. 56 sec. by the day of the month
, minus one,

and adding this to the time given for June 1s
t. This list of

stars is fairly comprehensive and will be found to answer' for

all ordinary purposes.
—W. Banks, F R.A .S., in he London Watchmaker

, , Jeweler and Silversmith.
_ _
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TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

EVERY ROY WATCH CASE is

made from ASSAYED GOLD, and

QUALITY IS GUARANTEED AS STAMPED.

Our new Fall line in attractive designs and unequaled
finish are on sale by leading jobbers who care to supply
their trade with the newest and best solid gold case made.

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY
206 Kearny Street

San Francisco, Cal. 21-23 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

IMPROVED STAKING TOOL
WITH NEW FRICTION SLEEVE

The highest degree of
perfection yet attained in
staking tool improvement is
found in the new K. & D.
tool shown in the accom-
panying illustration. The
most notable new feature is
the

FRICTION

SL,ENT 
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THE LATEST AND BEST

The 'Automatic" Safety Catch
Neatest, strongest, best and most practical safety
catch that has ever been presented for consideration
of the trade. It is automatic in action and a positive
lock for the pin. The pin-stem engages readily and

'pen Closed
Patented 

positively cannot come out until you release it. The
release is as simple and can be accomplished morereadily than from an ordinary open catch. A touch of the finger on point Aand the pin is automatically freed from the catch. Made in Gold, SterlingSilver and German Silver.

Samples sent on application from Manufacturers or Wholesale Dealer, inJobbing Material.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office— 103 State Street

1111111.. ,11.11riill

No. 12.
No. 13.
No. 14.

100 Punches, 24 Stumps
76 Punches, 20 Stumps
60 Punches, 18 Stumps

for holding the punches up
while placing and removing
parts of watches from the
die.

This tool has also a new
device for tightening the
die in position, consisting of
an adjustable bolt and double-
bearing cam.

These improvements completely obviate vibration or displacement
and thoroughly safeguard watch parts while in the die.

Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H.

'CLINCH"

Stock Purchasing in the Big Markets
N an article in our last issue we enumer-

ated the advantages to the jeweler of

occasional personal visits to the big markets

for the triple purpose of stock purchasing,

physical and mental relaxation and business

edification and enlightenment. We have now

before us a letter from a subscriber, com-

mending our views on the subject, but warning

his brother jewelers against the temptation to

over-buying, which, he claims, is particularly

strong in the wholesale centers. The immense

volumes of stock and multiplicity of styles

and patterns have, he contends, a bewildering

and fascinating influence, while the suavity

and persuasiveness of the salespeople and

the overwhelming friendliness of the various

firms are calculated to produce a hypnosis

which is fatal to cold-blooded bargaining and

conservative selection. " It is an old saying,"

writes our subscriber, "that a rooster has most

nerve and fights best in his own barn-yard. I

have known men who were proof against all

the blandishments of the most gifted and persis-

tent traveling man, but who succumbed readily

among the big stocks and in the soothing

atmosphere of State Street or Maiden Lane."

Hoffman's Safety Catch for
Scarf Pins

Newest and Most Practical ScarfPin Fastener on the Market
Fits tiny size pin. has a grip likea vise. No. broken linger nails.
Nothing to get out of order. Neatand simple. It will not mar the pin.

PRICES Retail price.
Style No. I. $1.50 doz. 25 Os.
Style No. 2.
Roman gold, 2.00 doz. 35 ets.

Style No. 2.
14 K. Gold Plate,
polished, $3.00 doz. 50 cts.

Patent applied for.
No. 1. 25 cts.

For sale by all leading Jobbers
and material houses, or

THE HOFFMAN
NOVELTY CO.

No. 2 ALBANY, N. Y.
Row the Clinch is operated.

PrHERE may be some basis for this

contention, but our subscriber's pretext

is certainly over-drawn. If the jeweler is, as

he ought to be, thoroughly posted on his

requirements before visiting the market, and

if he possesses, as he should, the qualifica-

tions of a shrewd purchaser, there is not

only no danger for him in the immense stocks

or in the firm's effusiveness, but on the con-

irary all these things can be turned to his

.tdvantage. The fundamental fact remains

that here he has before him all the latest pro-

ducts of the jewelry world, the varying prices

at which they may be offered by a hundred

.:ompeting firms, the bargains and special

,,Eferings of rival houses, all of whom would,

no doubt, make some little concession for his

business. This is where the merchant with

cash in hand makes his first profit, and even if

he should need credit or exceptionally lenient

terms of payment, he will, in this way, get

closer to the heads of the establishment and

quite likely secure more satisfactory arrange-

ments than through the long-distance medium

of the traveling man or the mails. But why

reiterate ? The actual experience of the trade

is the best guide, and this has proved con-

clusively the wisdom of keeping in fiersonal

touch with the jobbing centers.

THERE is one point on which we can

agree with our correspondent, namely,

that whether the jeweler buys from the trav-

eling man across the counter or at headquarters

in one of the big cities it is always well for

him to have the reputation of being a shrewd,

hard-headed purchaser. The merchant who

goes into the market with the reputation of

being " a nice fellow to sell to," is not likely

to get the consideration of the one who is

known as a captious critic of goods and

values. Confidence in that the jobber will

treat you right under any circumstances may

be justifiable, but we doubt whether such

faith can be classed among the business

virtues. Even the jobber, who is honored

with your confidence, may regard as a much

safer patron the shrewd, close-figuring mer-

chant, for such a one is much more likely to

be successful in his business. Traveling men

sometimes claim that the " nice fellows to sell

to " get all the " snaps " and " inside prices''

because the salesman and his house "will

take care of them." We grant this may be

true in some cases, but it is just like human

nature to use these snaps and inside prices to

coax some jeweler to buy who has the other

kind of a reputation.

IT must be remembered that the 
jobber is

as much interested in making a profitable

sale as the retailer is in making a profitable

purchase, and that no matter how honest he

may be or however much he may feel like

treating you well, he will necessarily be

swayed to some extent in his own favor by

self-interest. The jobber is not in business

for his health any more than the retailer, and

he must not be expected to make sacrifices

for your profit. It is always more satisfac-

tory for him to do business with a man who

knows how and what to buy than to have

thrown on him responsibility for the retailer's

selections.
In buying as in selling the jeweler must be

on the eternal lookout for his own interests,

quick to take advantage of opportunities and

quicker to detect when advantage is being

taken of him. Confidence in those with

whom we deal is an admirable thing, but
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there's safety in flavoring one's faith with a

pinch of suspicion. It is no longer the cus-

tom for the jeweler to limit his patronage to

any one house. He rightly claims the free-

dom of the market as his privilege, and the

exercise of this privilege puts a business

premium on tact and shrewdness. The

advice which the poet Burns gave to his

young friend, is not without applicability to

modern business conditions:

Aye, free, off-han' your story tell
When wi' a bosom crony,

But still keep something to yoursel'
Ye scarcely tell to ony.

Conceal yoursel' as well's ye can
Frae critical dissection,

But keek through ev'ry ither man
Wi' sharpen'd, sly inspection.

Benjamin Franklin, wise old seer, said

that in business, unlike religion, we were

saved not by faith but by the want of it.

Our correspondent is right in advising that

the merchant should bring with him to the

jewelry market all his powers of resistance

and self-assertion. The meek and confiding

may possess the earth, in accordance with

the Biblical promise, but they are not the

ideals for shrewd stock purchasers.

How to Read Your Trade Paper

IN a forceful article on the necessity of

the merchant reading his trade paper,

Printer's Ink says:
Few men are so busy that they have no

time to read trade papers. The evenings at

home cannot be spent to better advantage

by him who wishes to achieve the greatest

possible success, than in reading one or more

in an understanding way. Right here comes

the rub—in an understanding way. And it

is because a great many men do not know

how to read a trade paper that they do not

read them at all. The right way to read a

trade paper or any other kind of paper, for

that matter, is to place one's self in a state of

mind which may be termed both perceptive

and receptive. By doing so, one will per..

ceive that which is of value and store it away

where it may readily be found when wanted,

instead of reading the articles as if they were

just so much reading matter which must be

read somehow or other. Then, that which may

be read between the lines, is often of greater

value than that which is printed,and the reader

should be alert to see and feel such things.
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HOLD YOUR TRAD
by handling Basset

bio-
t Chains—quick sellers,

profit makers and satisfaction
guaranteed. Select styles for

fastidious purchasers —
popular styles for allTIE TO

BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and dissatisfaction

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO,
Factory

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
. NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE

37 Maiden Lane Masonic Temple Vaults
MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange 120 Sutter Street
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Sample Advertisements of Progressive Jewelers

We are now nearing the period when every jeweler who

wishes to make the most of this promising season s
hould inaugu-

rate a vigorous advertising campaign. The time to advertise is, of

course, all the time, but it always pays well to increase 
the usual

space and appropriation as the holiday season draws n
ear. It must

be remembered that in our day advertising is no l
onger optional

with the merchant ; it is compulsory. Exacting competition

uk■\■■ 1 BRING

.0164104
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness,,.\\ Hers with a keen eye in every case rel;iii th■dr business, saw at ■■1,.■•
the beauty, utility ancl cheapness of our 4 IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polishedshelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legssix inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.
DIMENSIONS 1—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE
Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, I foot 4 inches (10 uinsithi. Doors Ade up, fastened to Alortotrs steel chains and weights. Inside of ease tuishelves lined with black felt. Made to ship ii t Ile knock down.
Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case C04,  
424-428 

105 Ey. LakeF Stree
rank St. 

t, CHICAGO, 
Maxwell

IsLt.1

YOUR
INAIVIONM

to us often and

have them ex-

amined to see

that the moun-

tings are in

good order.

An examina-

tion costs you

nothing and it

may save you

the jewel.

P. H. STEVENS
12 Asylum St.

Ha Mord

If a man chooses to carry

an inaccurate timepiece,
That's his business.

If he prefers to have it re-

paired and made accurate,

That's my business.

And I know my business thoroughly.
An insecure' e timepiece may cause

one a world of inconvenience. It may
cause the loss of many dollars or even a
loss of life.
That's why many great corporations

require their employees to carry per-
fect Watches.
I am an authorized inspector of

Watches for swill a corporation—the
great Rock Islami System.
Does that. not show confidence in my

ability as a watchmaker?

A. B. Jones, S
tuart's Reliable

Jeweler
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necessitates recourse to all the trade-bringing agencies, and 
news-

paper advertising is the chief of these. The advertisements here

shown are purposely contracted in space in order to sho
w as many

samples as possible, They are the newspaper announcements of

enterprising jewelers, some of them being slightly changed 
in form,

and will suggest ideas to many who are less proficient in 
the art.

It should be needless to repeat at this time that the 
capability

to write an advertisement is one of the most valuable of the

(Continued on page 1719)

DIAMONDS FOR

THE BRIDE
A piece of fine diamond jewelry

will please her best. It is most ap-
propriate as a token of love, admira-
tion and friendship, but it will bt-
prized the most of all for the beauti-
ful sentiment it expresses.

The Finest Stock in Rochester at
Rochester's Finest Jewelry Store

Rinifiso.oiefs,fasn actiy,pelloursetsers ool of IT, a

Turquoise, Emeralds, Ho. . . $25 10 $600
Hearts of Pearls,Diamond comers 32 to 75

2155 II  5500(01
111
)
.(aitarNiiitiRfIlli7edgres, all he Keehn, g. ',is 5 0 65

Rings   25
.

Bracelets, sot. with Di:mood, 50 to 100
Chatelaine Watches, s■•1 with Pearls

and Diamonds, beau fi t'ut modeled
eases of flower design and old rose

coloring, dragon chatelaine 50 to 75
Broochesof Diamonds and I Yarls 15 to 750

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE ENOMIEmENT
RINGS, $25 TO $1000

TIFFANY WEDDING RINGS, IN ALL

WEIGHTS, $3.50 TO $10

WEDDING FAVORS—Brooch Pins, Sig-
net Rings, Ilat Pins, :Mounted Combs, Scarf

cuff Watch Fobs, Rings set
with gem,,

E. J. SCHEER & CO.
144 Main Street East

EXTRAORDINARY
WATCH VALUES

DO YOU WANT A WATCH ? Most
every one does. Everybody needs one.

Some people, however, don't feel 'like
paying a large sum of money for one.. They
try to get along by depending on the public
clocks and their friends for the time.

Inconvenient, of course.
1 have a number of watches taken in ex-

change that I shall sell at bottom prices.
All the leading makes.

I have put them in first-class condition
and they keep as good time as new ones.

There's no further excuse for your going
without a watch.

JEwELER AND 
SOuTH AVE

A. OPTICIAN A C TUCKER WHITMAN

RllDElCt
and their friends should not forget.
tit btok over our reasonable priced,
but guaranteed quality, new goods
for wedding gifts and favors. If
you are

1E,NGAGED
IliI't fall togeltittre,(,,a,„ ti.ing to commemorate
hal flet, and get it of us, I II 1110I

I or ■ iiiir money. \\

aloi have “111' ,r c- ///111W
eHera,IIIC 'hem FA: EE—l000 Hugs to pick

id gold, from $1.00 op to the fine
diamont I, 'licit run from 24.98 to $175.00.

FINE SILVER TEA SETS, special, $2.08
Ctikii,,B1,aiskets—line, large size, well

.00

yrroupPI 1111110i89.1, 8c.:11 .1tno.a 41.48

These are only a few things
I f the choice, new stock

Hilt. 1.111 I■kiss
Cruet, 23.48

BEST
CO.

JEWELF.RS, OPTICIANS

11 Genesee Street

Sterling Silver
Belt Buckles

Here is a coileotioti (4 Sterling Silver Belt
Buckles in a Variely of most attractive designs—
both floral and figure subjects—that we're able to
offer to-day at half prices, or less. Some are in
French gray finish, others in rose gold; and many
are attractively set with stones.

Altogether, a pleasant chance to pick out pretty
adjuncts to the winter frock, at a material price-
saving—$1.00 and $1.50, worth $2.50 to $6.00.

Evans, 105 Market St.

FALL WEDDING GIFTS
QUADRUPLE PLATE

SILVERWARE
Tlo, ',micros were never so
1.1A and handsome us they
are this season.

Single pieces, $1.10 to $15.00
Tea Sets . . 28.00 to $40.00
Coffee Set s . P10.50 to $24.50

CUT GLASS
Aiwa) in got al taste as a
wedding ores1111. Articles
from $1.50 to 235.50.

The event may be a
few weeks away, but
it is a good idea to
look around early.
We have the choice
new things of the
jewelry market in
that generous assort-
ment which is found
only in a wholesale
stock. -

Hofman's,

STERLING SILVER
HOLLOWWARE

:\ selection flow this ele-
gant class of goods means
that you are buy ing some-
thing that will become an
heirloom.
Single pieces, $2.25 t o $80.00
Tea Sets .$110.00 to $108.00
Coffee Sets . $53.00 to 265.00

WEDDING RINGS
solid (mid

$2.50 to $11.00

JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS

78 North High Street



These levers keep
track of credit custom-
ers. Also keep lot and
size, stock numbers or
cost and selling prices.

Here under lock for
proprietor is printed
record of every trans-
action, including cost
and selling prices, lot
and size numbers, etc.

Improved way of
handling the credit
sales, money received
on account and money
paid out. Makes it
impossible to forget to
charge.

Here under lock is
record showing total
number of customers
waited on each day.

Here under lock is a
record showing total
number of charge sales,
total number of cus-
tomers who paid on
account, and the num-
ber of times money was
paid out during the day.

Sample Advertisements of Progressive Jewelers

(Continued from page 1717)

qualifications of the modern 
jeweler. He should also be posted on

typc and display and have some sort 
of an idea of the general

prinHples of the printer's art. If he is so " set in his ways " as to

he beyond instruction in this 
important branch, he should at least

insist on such qualifications in one or more of his clerks.

The advertising jeweler should always insist on a proof of 
his

DECIDE today that you will let automatic machinery take
care of your greatest troubles. You cannot afford to

waste time and energy doing things that a machine will do.

National Cash Register Company Dayton Ohio

The ways of a watch
a re past finding out.
Don't try. If your
watch is lazy and
won't run, let our
repairer spur it up

—he'll make it on time to a dot.
Ten to one you've neglected it—let it get

dirty ; or rusty from lack of oil ; maybe

given it to the baby to play with. We get

plenty of watches bearing the telltale marks

of little teeth.
Whatever's the reason, don't delay ; de-

lay costs money and spoils the watch.

We give thorough examination
and regulating free—anything
more costs as little as satisfac-
tory work ■•:111 be done for.

advertisement being sent to him for correction and approval before

publication. Poor language, bad grammer and misspelled words

always leave an unfavorable impression on the reader, and these

should be carefully guarded against. The jeweler who scratches

off an advertisement in a few moments and leaves the rest to 
the

printer, is not doing justice to his reputation or his business. He

is of the class who tell you that advertising does not pay, while his

competitors are making money by careful use of this very agency.

But such a merchant is little less than an amusing anachronism.

A DIAMOND RING
p 11/# f

er 

/.:tlx.inelcuttely

Absolutely
feet. 

13.4 carat.

11, carat

807972 $125
$125 

1k'
,,

vt.;;.•
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We have a line of gold
rings of manifold designs.
Beautiful plain gold,light
weight, round wire rings;
ornamented and p 1 10 11
gold bands, etc., set with
rich white diamonds and
—but you most 5503 them
to appreciate tle•ir tone.

"

Let us furnish the i it I hat
binds true lovers What-
ever style or weight you
desire is here. We guar-
antee our wedding rings.

LESLIE E. CARL

J 1).)1nr

Manufacturers of

Ladies', Men's, Misses', Children's RINGS
Pull Line of Signet, Lion and Grote.sque Ring

ELECTION PACKAGES TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS

.Allsopp Building, Camp Se Orchard -•tti;.
Leslie E. Carl
The Jeweler
,̀ i7 Front Street

1;lephorie 14 Deposit

When I sell you any
article of Jewelry or
Silverware I engrave
the article, free of ex-
pense, to your special
order.
It may he a single
letter or an elaborate
monogram, according
to the article and the
suitableness for en-
graving.
All my engraving is
done Ity hand in a
perfect manner, so as
to be a lasting plea-
sure.
Engraving makes an
article more valuable,
a gift more personal.
You can't overlook
the value of engrav-
ing if you have good
taste,

SPECIAL WHILE THEY LAST. We recently
;imported a lot that enable us to offer

some wonderful bargains

Write for Catalogue

Every one who buys a Diamond
of us feels that be or she has secured
a good bargain. We intend that every
oS e shall Wel that way. Every gent
,VI.,011 must be right i 0 quality, color,
ent and price. We have smile nice
ones to show you.

Emblem Signet Rings with raised
gold letters or emblems in their
respective colors. t I euuine ELK
TEETH and EAGLE CLAWS in

all my charms,

Elk Red Men
Masonic Odd Fellows AlligS

Each emblem is designed intelli-
gently and sure to please the most
critical patron. For beauty, qual-
ity and finish my line excels. Get
my prices, for they lire right.

LESLIE E. CARL, Reliable Jeweler
82 Front Street, Deposit

GIVES

5 TIMES More Light
than acetylene

6 TIMES More Light bt-an electricity
10 TIMES More Light than kerosene

100 TIMES More Light than a candl
COSTS LESS THAN KEROSENE

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-
where. A pure white, steady light.

NO ODOR! NO WICK I NO GREASE I NO SMOKE I
LITTLE HEAT I SAFE I

Over 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use

AGENTS WANTED—Exclusive Territory
Write for catalog, lists and discounts

THE BEST LIGHT CO., 259 E. Fifth St., canton, Ohio

we Repair 11 
Can this be Repaired? Yes!

nny rtiocrlemie3tetldieoiSfiltvieerwsaamreelainser;ezaking new parts to match the old on,

'Vo Replete any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silv, rOld Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, et..

Silverware 
Repaired and Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Av(

F. H. PUTNAM, Manager CHICAGO

Men are tired of
clumsy watches.

11118, SI111111, thin
model ease is 1111)11!
convenient and easy
to carry.

Very handsome
gold tilled case, war-
ranted 10 years; tine
American Waltham
movement.

This week only
we quote the ape..
cial price of $10.50

Geneva Watch
and Optical Co.

305 S. Broadway

qcsoct
&or $8.50 a. c. luxicAtr

We're having quite a sale on this watch—
it has proved eminently satisfactory to a great

number of peopkt who want a moderate-priced
timekeeper. It has all the appearance of a

high-grade chronometer, and we will guaran-

tee the works to be all right. Here are the

details :
Seven-jewel American movement,
gold filled case, $8  50

We do all kinds of Watch Repairing.
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Our new catalog' is now ready, and we will be pleased

to mail it to all reArular dealers

Our line of Hall Clocks is the largest and
most complete e ever manufactured, and comprises all
the latest features of high-class construction.

We have some new designs of Watchmakers' Regu-
lators, which excel anything we have heretofore produced.

Our new WILLARD or " BANJO " Clock is an
elegant specimen of our high-class .work and is built for
the fine trade.

Waltham Clock Company
Waltham, Mass., U.S.A.

The "Hiawatha" Hat Pin Set

///'

i
—"".,C•n4• - ANt iktr.'

'1)11 1111(
1114.

Patented
June 28, 1905
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r c0411e%
tot

729i; Actual size

The Hat Pins represent two principal characters from Longfellow's poem,Atinnelutha and Hiawatha. These heads are made of sterling Silver, stems of GermanSilver, 8,, long. The tops are mitered, making s ,Theplete head.The Hat Pin Ihdder, made of Silverine Mobil, finished in French Gray, loadedbase and covered with fell.
Each set, consisting of the two Hat Pills and Holder, put up in a paper box.

We show a large line of new goods in Sterling Silver Toilet Sets, ManicurePieces, Salt Shakers in Cut Glass, Individual Salt Shakers In allSterling, Bat Pins, Brooches, Belt Pins, Scarf Pins,Link Buttons, Fobs and Link Purses
This Hiawatha set for sale by all leading jobbers. If the jobbers have not gotthem, write to Its.

ROTHSCHILD BROTHERS COMPANY
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro Mass., U.S.A.and Silversmiths

Address all connnunications to the factory

New York Office, 37 Maiden Lane Tlew England Selling Agents
Thomas Long Co.We show a complete sample line

41 Summer St., Boston, Mass.iu our New York office

October, 1905 THEE KEYSTONE
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An Ingenious Apparatus Which Records Millionth of a 
Second

Thc Velocity of Projectiles—A New Method of Determ-

ining the Speed of Flying Cannon Balls

REMARKABLE series of experi-

ments for the determination of the

law of the resistance offered by the air

to spherical projectiles have just been con-

chided by' Professor A. F. Zahm, of the

Catholic University of America, at Washing-

t11, D. C. 19 these :experiments it was

necessary to measure, with the utmost degree

of accuracy, the inconceivable brief space of

time of one millionth of a second, and this

unique achievenient Professor Zahm attained

by an apparatus which he invented, and

hiCh must take its place as one of the most

onderful of scientific instruments.

Professor Zahm was told,

before beginning his ex-

periments, that the accurate

measurement of one-ten-

thousandth of a Second would be sufficient

for the purpose :of determining the phys-

ical law which he was required to establish,

namely, the part the air played in retard-

ing the progress of cannon balls. No

instrument then existed for the measure-

ment of one-ten-thousandth of a second,

and it was felt by Professor Rowland, of

Johns Hopkins University, who suggested

the matter to Professor Zahm, that if the

latter succeeded in inventing such a con-

trivance the cause of science would be

very materially advanced. There have

been many efforts made to devise an instru-

ment for this purpose, but heretofore unsuc-

cessfully.
The relation between the velocity of a

projectile, and the resistance opposed to its

motion by the air, has been the subject of

experiment from the earliest times. All of

the results, however, are inaccurate owing to

faulty methods. The electric wire recording

device employed by artillerymen is, as Pro-

fessor Zahm points out, imperfect, as the

ball, in cutting the wire, first deflects the

latter, while it is impossible to determine the

point of contact. His own experiments have

demonstrated that, contrary to the theory of

Professor Rowland, the elimination of the

millionth part of a second would have ren-

dered the results valueless for the purpose

of scientific accuracy.

As it is, Professor Zahm is the first

to establish the law of air resistance to

Measuring Small
Sub-Divisions
of Time

spherical bodies at speeds at and below

one thousand feet a second.

There were three factors

Measuring Cannon 
which enabled Professor

Ball's Flight Zahm to devise his apparatus

for measuring the flight of a

cannon ball to the millionth of a second.

One consisted of the very accurate and

frequently verified computations of the law

of falling bodies, the other of photography,

and the third of the possibility of obtaining

sunbeams one-hundreth of an inch or less in

thickness on a falling photographic plate.

The method involving these three factors,

called by Professor Zahm " photo-gravity,"

he had conceived in its essential elements

some years previously. The problem now

lay in obtaining sharp traces of the sunbeams

Upon a photographic plate attached to a fall-

ing body, and further and vitally important,

a perfectly sharp record on the plate indicat-

ing where the sunbeam had, for the minute

fractional part of a second, been interrupted.

In order to test how sharply a light-

beam record could be interrupted, Professor

Zahm had a carpenter make a columnar box,

five feet high and three by five inches inside

section, and having two grooves down which

a board carrying a sensitive plate should fall.

Placing a small condensing lens in the side of

the box, he allowed sunlight from a vertical

slit a hundredth of an inch wide and fifty feet

distant to come to an approximate focus on

the falling plate, whicIr was dropped from a

latch.
While the plate was falling he struck

the beam with a stick. It was an anxious

moment for Professor Zahm when he looked

at the plate to see if the interruptions of the

trace of the sunbeam were sufficiently strongly

marked for accurate measurement. The

record was examined under a micrometer

microscope, and showed that the edge of the

interruptions could be located accurately to

one-five-thousandth of an inch, which is,

perhaps, nearly as close as one dare measure

a film. As the plate was moving one hundred

inches a second, this test showed that the

time of interruption could be fixed accurately

to one-five-hundred-thousandth of a second.

By increasing the speed of the plate and

using stronger light, the accuracy was made

less than one-millionth of a second, while

Professor Zahm hopes, by a further modifica-

tion of the apparatus, to determine intervals

of one-hundred-millionth of a second.

The perfected apparatus em-

ployed by Professor Zahm

for the measurement, with

this marvelous degree of

accuracy, of the variation in the speed, or,

in other words, the slowing-up of cannon

balls due to air resistance, and thereby the

physical law of the latter, represents much

labor and ingenuity.

The gun from which the balls are fired

is of peculiar construction, every precaution

being taken to guard against deflection of the

ball, which is of hollow steel or wood. The

latter is fired across the room into a box

thickly padded with cotton. On its way it

cuts three minutely narrow sunbeams, admit-

ted by mirrors and apertures, which are

deflected on the rapidly falling photographic

plate.
Professor Zahm takes one of these plates

which has been •used, and points to three

minute dots close together at the lower end,

which are barely visible to the naked eye.

These are the so-called " zero marks," or

initial positions of the streams of light before

the plate is dropped. The making of these

zero marks involved the invention of a special

apparatus consisting of a thin disk, having a

radial slit, and mounted on a handle by a

spiral spring stiff enough to rotate it very

suddenly. The disk is held cocked before

the open camera-hole and allowed to snap.

As the radial slit flies past the hole, light is

admitted much less than one-thousandth of

a second, thus marking the bottoms of the

straight lines which are seen above, and which

are traced when the plate is dropped. In

these lines are clearly to be seen the breaks

made by the cannon ball in passing each

beam.

A record of this sort obtained, the plate

is laid on a dividing engine. Thus the linear

measurement of the ball' g course between the

first and second, and the second and third

beams of light is determined, and the time of

exposure of the plate is no less accurately

computed by the known law of falling bodies.

The difference in the time of transit of the

ball between the first and second and the

second and third beams can only be repre-

sented ill millionths of a second, and hence

the necessity of Professor Zahm's photo-

gravity device. The measurement of one-

ten-millionth of a second, which the professor

hopes soon to achieve, will serve further to

determine the exact resistance offered by the

air to cannon balls, and the problem will then

be to evolve a form of projectile best calcu-

lated to overcome this factor.

A Marvelous
Apparatus
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Motion and
Mechanism

Coincident with the gradually rising standard of skill and

taste in window decoration, the utility of motion and

mere mechanical attractions has been in constant process

of development. This is especially true as regards single-

line dealers, with many of whom attempts at fine artistic effects were

impracticable, to say the least. In the larger cities people seem involuntarily

to look to the department stores for all that is rich, rar
e and beautiful in the

art of displaying merchandise. The department store in this respe
ct enjoys

one of the advantages inherent in sheer bigness. With its myriad wares and

fabrics it has vast possibilities for variety, change and charm. Its window

area is, in itself, an attraction, and every decorator knows f
rom experience

that the greater the area the greater the facilities for the production
 of

striking and impressive results.

But there is a no less inherent magnetism in jewels and

jewelry never more powerful than in our day, so that, let

Display Stock the department store develop how it may, the jewelry

store will never lose its human interest so long as human

nature remains what it is.

This is not the jeweler's only compensation, however, for in view of the

mechanical side of his calling, the growing value of motion and mechan
ism

as window attractions, to which we have referred above, gives 
him a

singular advantage over his brethren in other lines. There could be no

better evidence of how the trade has come to realize and appreciate 
this

advantage than the numerous letters which have of late been received
 by

THE KEYSTONE, requesting suggestions for the designing of m
echanical

displays. One jeweler, who lives in a gold mining town, writes that a

traveling man told him of a stamp-quartz-mill window display, 
described

some time ago in our journal, and requests us to favor him with th
e inform-

ation. As this may interest others similarly located, we will repeat 
that the

" stamps " were made of curtain poles, surmounted by tin c
ans, all painted

a dead black, to look like iron. Underneath the head of each stamp, and

fastened to a horizontal rod, was a four-sided cam, and these c
ams were

placed irregularly, so that each stamp rose and fell independently.
 Back of

the screen was a trough inclining toward the front, so that when fe
d with

water from a hose the trough overran, the water rushing through 
the screen

and into the front pan, from which it also overflowed to be 
caught in a

trough at the front and conducted to a waste-pipe. The display o
f watches

and other goods may be made upon little uprights of tin soldered 
to the

bottom of the pan, or upon blocks of wood high enough to raise 
the goods

aboveiue 
electric motor.
ltehcetrsurfaceof the water. The stamp mill was kept in motion 

by a
l

While on the subject of mechanical displays, we will 
recall others

which have been used to good purpose : Take a large tin pan
—a bread

1.):1■!,isbtest—anda two-quart tin dipper. Have the tinsmith solder the(1 of he 
dipper 

to he edge of the
pan, in the position
tiky would occupy
if one were pouring
water from the dip-
per. into the pan.
IL\ a slot made,
on, ball inch wide

,ur inches long,
III bottom of the
di; per, and also a
corresponding slot
II! , he edge of the

, near the bot-
t(,'1. Through these.)

run an endless
ba,lci of black velvet

Jewels as

passing over rollers back of the pan and dipper which are connected with a

motor. Cover the surface of the velvet with brooches and gems of all

kinds. When the motor is running the effect will be that of a cascade of

jewels pouring from the dipper into the pan. The pan should be filled with

puffed chiffon or some gauzy material, and the dipper also filled with it, so

as to hide the places where the band passes through the slots. On this

puffing may be displayed rings, chains or other articles.

Another idea is to utilize neck-chains, by making a bell of them, to be

suspended in the center of the window. A frame for the bell should first be

made of light wire, having a four or six-inch ring at the top and a twelve or

fifteen-inch ring at the bottom. Fasten one end of a chain to the top ring

and allow it to drape gracefully to the bottom ring, in bell shape. The

chains should lie close together or with but short distances between. The

tongue of the bell may be made of one chain bearing a padded ball at the

end, which may be used for displaying stick-pins, etc.

Nothing makes gems sparkle so delightfully as electric light in motion.

An electric fixture with horizontal arms, bearing two or four lights, should

be made to revolve rapidly by means of a motor. The effect will be to make

your display of jewels glitter and sparkle wonderfully.

In those sections of the country where agriculture over-

A Harvest shadows all other industries, and more especially in the

Display grain belt, very attractive and seasonable window trims

are based on the harvest idea. In all such displays the

spirit of abundance must find expression, for harvest-time is proverb
ially

the time of plenty. This year the idea is susceptible of additional emphasis,

for agricultural conditions are unusually favorable and, consequently, 
trade

is on a stable basis, for business is safe when all's well with the f
armer. A

pretty idea is an agricultural scene with a figure of the goddess Ceres 
holding

under her arm a cornucopia. Here, however, the conception must be modi-

fied to suit the mercantile purpose, for from the cornucopia should prot
rude

watches, chains, diamonds, rings, pins, brooches and all such articles. 
Cover

the floor and background with a russet-gold cloth puffed and 
puckered in

the best possible taste. The sides may be draped with the 
same material.

*At either side of the foreground place a corn sheaf and, if 
it can be conve-

niently improvised, a harvest man, sickle in hand.

Any jeweler or ingenious jeweler's assistant should be able to 
make a

cornucopia out of cardboard or tin and cover it over daintily ; 
nor should

much trouble be experienced in finding a suitable figure to symb
olize the

season in stores which carry a line of statuary. The corn 
sheaves may be

freighted with watches, and all other articles not likely to 
get lost in the

straw and other goods should be appropriately exhibited i
n the remaining

spaces. As appropriate legends for the display, " A 
Jewelry Harvest,"

" Harvest Offerings," A Harvest of Opportunities," suggest themselves.

The letters of the one chosen may be made of 
straw ribs and, provided it

does not interfere
with the perspective

from without, the
sign may be con-
spicuously attached
to the glass, prefer-
ably to form the seg-
ment of a circle.
The trimmer can

vary the idea to suit
himself.

Under present
conditions fall trade

will begin early ; the

trade should, there-

fore, now begin a
vigorous campaign

of publicity.
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Correct Forms in Social Corre-

spondence

To properly conduct a stationery busi-

ness the jeweler should be well posted o
n all

matters connected with the social use of his

wars. He should know the proper sizes and

form in visiting cards, invi-

tations, etc., and also be well

versed in the correct forms

in social correspondence. His

advice is often solicited on

such matters and if he is

qualified to enlighten his

customers, his service will be

appreciated. For personal

as well as business use, he

will find useful the following

information, for which we

are indebted to the Ladies'

Home Journal : -

For social correspondence

choose pitiii, unruled stationery,

folding once to fit the envelope,

white, cream white, gray or gray

blue of good quality. Men of

good taste use only white paper.

Avoid eccentric shapes and

colors, monograms or heraldic

devices of unusual size, and any-

thing conspicuously odd.

An embossed or colored ad-

dress at the head of each sheet

is the sensible fashion of to-day.

Initials used with the address, or

in its stead, are small and usually

inclosed within a ring or scroll.

Social correspondence should

never be conducted upon postal-

cards or upon business or office

paper. That bearing the club

address is correct, as is hotel or

steamship stationery %viten one's

(aril is not available. Half-sheets

III,, not used. Exceeding neatness, a clear, legible

without flourishes commends the writer.

Bb
of the sheet. The words should

e clearly separated, a three-

quarter-inch
Leter 

margin at the be-

gil:aing of each line, and the writing carried not

quite to the edge of the page. A new paragraph

sh-uld introduce each new subject, leaving an inch-

" ide margin at the left.

If one cannot write evenly and straight a shee
t

of black lines may be slipped under the page. It

he present fashion to write on the first and

..rib pages, then crosswise on the third and second;

t- convenience in blotting. The date, written in

fsj, should be placed at the top of a letter at the

I It side. On a note it is written at the close at

the left of and below the signature.

Business letters begin with " Sir" or " Dea
r

Sir," or " Dear Sirs" or " Gentlemen," prefaced

KEYSTONe

by the name and address. Either " My dear " or

" Dear " is equally good form for social. corre-

spondence. " Dear Miss" is provincial ; a woman's

surname must follow that prefix, though " Dear

Madam " is perfectly correct for formal or business

letters, whether the woman addressed be married

or unmarried and the writer man or woman.

Women of the same social rank, though total

strangers, address one another " My dear Mrs.

A—" when need arises for correspondence.

A woman addresses a man who is a stranger,

" Mr. John Jones," and beneath it " Dear Sir,"

though if he be the friend of a friend she may write

" Dear Mr. —."
The most ceremonious letters are written in

1725

desired. A lady inquiring the character of a servant

need not do this.
In addressing the envelope write name and

address distinctly. " John Smith, Esq.," is the

fashionable form of addressing a gentleman, rather

than " Mr. John Smith," though inside the letter

one says " Dear Mr. Smith." Never write " Mrs.

Doctor " or " Mrs. General" any more than " Mrs.

Shopkeeper."
A letter is written conversation and should be

simple, cordial and with a flavor of personality,

like a chat with a friend.

When discouraged, sick or sad do not write—

a letter carries atmosphere. Never write anything

over your signature of which you might later be

ashamed. Write kindly of every

one. Letters are like debts,harder

to pay when overdue. Read over

your friend' s letter just before

beginning your reply—and then

answer it. Out-of-the heart letters

are the most welcome.
Notes of thanks
should be sent
promptly; it
costs less effort,

and thanks lose their grace when

deferred. Notes of condolence

are expected only from intimate

friends of the bereaved or of the

deceased. They should be sent

shortly after the funeral has taken

place. Their expression must

come warm from the heart to

find its way to the hearts of others

—short and sincere. Answers to

notes of condolence should not

be expected. When convenient

the recipient may write or send

;1 line on a card saying, "Your

sympathy was most warmly ap-

preciated."
An engagement is announced

by informal notes written by the

betrothed to their friends, and by

their parents to the family con-

nections. Happiness will inspire

expression for the former.

Notes of congratulation

should be prompt, natural and

marked by joyous spontaneity.

Notes announcing the birth

of a child are usually sent to inti-

mate friends, and should be an-

swered with hearty and kindly

sympathy. If on a card beneath

the parents' names is written " announce the birth

of a son, on May fifth, etc.," a card may be sent

ill acknowledgment bearing the xvord "

a line of friendly felicitation.

For invitations,the conventional

Formal Invitations wording is in the best taste.

.• "Unique" modes suggest ba-

zars and Money-making entertainments. In writing

formal inVitations, follow the wording of engraved

ones, le:tving an entire line for each name, the• •
whole. occupying the center of the sheet, with

ample Margins, the top margin twice the width of

the ()diet's. Abbreviatfuns and numerals are not

used.
One never writes any form of regret or accept-

ance on a visiting-card; however informal the

invitation.

Formal regrets usually plead " a previous"

or " another engagement." Where none exists an

informal regret may be written.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

We have a very large and varied stock of

Stationery Supplies for use in school and college—

everything needed by the pupil or teacher—and

all at lower prices than ever before.

Slates and Slate
Pencils

Assorted Lead Pencils

Crayons in Assorted
Colors

Pen and Pencil Tablets

Map-drawing Tablets

Drawing Books

Stenographers' Books

Patent Letter Clips

Pen Wipers

Pencil Cases

Cloth School Bags

Folding Lunch Boxes

Pens, Ind and Writing

Materials

There have been many improvements - in

Fountain Pens since last season. Call and see the

new styles : self-filling and norr-leakable.

SMITH 6: FOX
General Stationers

Sample Stationery Ad vertisenold

the third person, in

signed at the close.
The formal ending for letters is

Ending of Letters " Yours truly " or " Very
 truly

yours," for geileral social corre-

spondence ; " Very sincerely yours " and " 
Yours

very cordially," among friends ; while " 
Fondly,"

" Affectionately " or " Lovingly you
rs " are the

terms used among close friends. " 
Respectfully

yours " is not a correct term among social 
equals.

Sign your full name, avoiding initials.

When a woman wishes to indicate to a 
stranger

that she is married Or single- she signs her 
name

thus : " Mary Holmes Lee (Mrs. Henry 
Lee)" or

" (Miss) Mary Lee."

Since envelopes now adequately safeguard

their contents, sealing-wax is used only as a
 deco-

ration, and should be neatly affixed.

Inclose a stamp or self-addressed stamped

envelope when writing to strangers if an 
answer be

which case the name is not

Thanks, Con-
dolence and
Congratulation
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THE HULL DETACHABLE
HANDLE is so simple in construction
it costs no more than ordinary makes
and is guaranteed to be stronger than
any other handle, either regular or
detachable. Almost every umbrella
above one dollar each that we have
made during the past five years has
been made detachable, and every one
was absolutely satisfactory. We created
a universal demand for detachable
handles, and other manufacturers,
noting our success, have made detach-
able handles, but they are so complicated
they are not only liable to get out of
order, but cost from ten cents to
twenty-five cents extra, and will not fit
perfectly when interchanged from one
umbrella to another.

In placing your order for HOLIDAY
UMBRELLAS, buy the kind that hasa REPUTATION and SPECIAL
FEATURES.
The HULL line is distinctly a

JEWELER'S line, because they are
BETTER MADE and MORE
SIGHTLY than any other line on themarket. Over a thousand styles ofFINE HANDLES to select from.

Write to-day for BOOKLET, CATA-LOGUE and EXCLUSIVE SALE forthe jewelry trade in your city.
Do not make the mistake of buyinga detachable handle at an extra cost,or one which has not stood the test oftime. Thousands of jewelers havefound that " HULL " is " the name totie to."
Samples sent prepaid.

The old way.

lin]] detachables guaranteed
stronger than au v other handle.

Yoolish Patents That are
Applied For

E don't have to look over so many tom-
fool applications for patents nowadays as

in former years, but the funny practition-

ers of patent law still favor us with

occasional farcical applications," said a principal

exatniner in the patent office. " These applications

are always in regulation form, and the specifications

describe all sorts of nonsensical contrivances.
" Not long ago one of these ap-

ArtificIal Tails plications drifted in, covering

of i)os claims for an attachable tail for
stump-tail dogs. The applica-

tion was drawn up with great elaboration, and

accompanied by numerous drawings that must have

cost the expenditure of considerable time and effort.

It was plainly the work of an idle young attorney.

" The specifications recited the difficulty which

short-tailed dogs are alleged to experience in turn-

ing sharp corners, and also dwelt feelingly upon

the obvious humiliation with which short-tailed dogs

regard their abbreviated caudal appendages, especi-

ally when they come into social contact with other

dogs better fixed out in that respect. Then the
specifications described the attachable tail at great
length, and the application wound up with numer-

ous serious and technically worded claims for the

propriety of the invention.
" This, of course, is all fun, or at any rate it is

meant to be fun. But many of the bona fide appli-
cations for patents are more genuinely funny than

the farcical applications.
" There is a never-ending stream

A Hog-Killing of applications for freak patents.

Apparatus Not long ago a Chicago man
applied for a patent on an

electric hog-killing apparatus. The contraption
was so devised that the unsuspecting hog stuck
his head through an aperture in an electrically
wired compartment, closed a circuit by butting his
snout against a metal sheet, and with his head firmly

held within the aperture by a drop clutch appara-
tus, practically committed involuntary suicide.
" Another man from the West applied, not

long ago, for a patent on an electric horse. The
horse is fashioned of aluminum, the body com-
pletely covered with the hide of a deceased horse,
and in every respect the animal is made to look as
natural as life, even being provided with movable
eyeballs.

"The electrical horse is intended to run with
the natural movements of a sure-enough live horse,
and, according to the applicant, is capable of doing
a mile a minute, just cantering,' as he states. The
applicant doesn't state what he is going to do with
his electrical horse after he gets his patent—suppos-

14 he gets it—but it is presumed that he meditates
.tering his imitation runner as a ringer in races
ith honest and truly live thoroughbreds.

" A few years ago a queer genius
in New England applied for a

rnbstone patent on an improved tomb-
stone, a metal affair involving a

4 odd kinds and designed to resist wind and
Idler for many thousands of years. The appli-

, int has died since filing his application, and one
his tombstones adorns his own resting place in a

nall Massachusetts village, with the following
,cription wrought on the face of it:

fere lies Wendell, an inventor by trade,
\ nd this you will see, is an invention he made.
its strange to say, though 'tis most truly said
rhat he made it while living and enjoyed it when

dead.'

" Still stowed away somewhere in the base-
ment, I believe, is the rough model of a combined
plough and cannon, a patent upon which was
applied for by a Nebraska farmer. His farm was
near the Sioux Reservation, and the cannon attach-
ment to his plough was meant for the sun-dancing
Ogallalas, who engaged in farm raiding.
" While ploughing in his field the crafty agri-

culturist could, by simply turning his plough upside
down, load a small but effective cannon wherewith
to shoot or scare the prowling red persons. The
cannon was provided with an ammunition box and
all of the appliances necessary for the proper serv-
ing of the piece.

" Another queer application

Hens and from a Western farmer was for

Inventors a patent on a thing he called a
hen pusher. It was intended to

prevent hens from scratching and monkeying

around in garden patches. Hooks of peculiar

construction were to be attached to the hen's feet so

that when she dug into the ground she was gently

pushed forward by the hook and spring apparatus.

" Another application for a patent on a device

for the bewilderment of the abused hen came in a

while ago. It was called a patent hen's nest. The

idea of it was to prevent weasels, rats and the like

from raiding hens' nests and sucking the eggs.

" There was a small hole, concealed by a

natural-looking straw flap in the bottom of the nest,

and through this secret orifice the egg, as soon as
the hen laid it, was dropped to a padded compart-
ment below. There was a lot of meanness about

that device, in my opinion. But some of these agri-

cultural inventors are forever fixing up underhand
devices for the humiliation and discouragement of
the hen.
"A few years ago a machine called the

mechanical housemaid was actually patented. The
apparatus churns butter, washes and irons clothes,
rocks the baby and performs all the rest of the
household work except the fancy sewing and put-
ting the cat out at night. The patentee, in his
specifications, describes the operation of the

machine at great length:
" You place your baby in the cradle,' he

wrote in essence, your cream in the churn, your

clothes to be washed in the receptacle provided
therefor,' etc., and the rest was the merest turning

of a magical crank that started all of these various

activities to buzzing.

" A pecular patent, actually
granted, for the saving of human

Parachute life from burning buildings is a
portable parachute contrivance

which the inventor aims to have installed in every

room of every hotel on the globe. The man who

is caught on the twelfth or twentieth floor of a

burning hotel has only to fasten the parachute

firmly to his head by means of chain and neck

straps, and then jump into space, with or without a

muttered prayer.

" Before donning the portable parachute he

has fastened shoes with thick rubber soles to his

feet—the shoes being part of the apparatus—in

order to give him a gentle bounce when he hits the

ground. The chap who invented this thing gave a

demonstration of the working of the contrivance

before he received his patent, hopping off the roof

of a hotel in a Western city, unbeknown to the
proprietor of the hostelry.
" The parachute opened up all right, but the

inventor's descent was so extremely gradual and

deliberate that he was considerably more than

three parts hanged by the neck when he reached

the ground.

" An invention for the terrifying of rats and
mice was patented long ago, and I understand that
it has become a seller. The invention was simply
a papier mache cat provided with luminous eyes.
The idea is to plunk the papier mache cat down
before a rat hole and the luminous eyes do the rest.

" All sorts of patents have been

Mechanical granted for rendering the milking
of cows easy or easier. Orville
Grant, a brother of General

Grant, got out one of these patents. The fact
that it wasn't particularly practicable was mani-
fested by General Grant's description of how it
worked:

" ' Orville tried the thing on an untrained cow
that had no respect for patents,' said General
Grant. Orville didn't look so pretty when he got
through, but he knew a — sight more.'
" A Chicago man who stated in his application

that he had been twice held up by footpads, neither
of whom he cared to shoot to death with the pistol
he carried on his person, because he didn't want to
have the shedding of human blood on his soul,
applied for a patent on a hollow bullet with a
gelatine tip.' The hollow bullet was to be filled
with a certain powerful gas.
" Upon striking the miscreant intended to be

brought down, the soft gelatine tip of the bullet
would drop off, permitting the escape of the afore-
mentioned pewerful gas, the overpowering narcotic
properties of which were designed to put the victim
to sleep for an indefinite length of time. The
Chicago man couldn't exactly prove his case, and so
he didn't get his patent.
" Some patents taken out by a number of great

men look freakish enough when viewed from the
standpoint of present-day ingenuity. The working
model of Abraham Lincoln's device for raising
vessels from shoals, upon which a patent was
granted, is an oddly out-of-date affair to look over.

So is the model of Mark Twain's scrapbook, upon
which the humorist took out a patent many years
ago. It was thought to be very ingenious and
clever at the time Mr. Clemens got it out, but
improved scrapbooks came so thick and fast that

he never made anything out of it."
—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Where Electricity is Troublesome

Everybody has noticed how friction generates
electricity, whether on the back of a petted cat, or
on a rubbed glass or gutta-percha. rod, or at the
fingers' ends of a person who has vigorously
shuffled his feet over a dry carpet. Sparks can
often be drawn from swiftly-moving belts on
machinery, and in weaving and spinning processes
the fibres sometimes accumulate troublesome
electric charges. A method known as the Chap-

man process has been devised for neutralizing the

static electricity generated in cotton and paper-
mills, printing-press rooms and other places. It

consists of a transformer stepping up in an alter-

nating current to I0,000 or 20,000 volts and an
inductor composed of fine steel wires encased in
hard rubber, and arranged with its points placed
above the web or other object in which the static
electricity is to be neutralized. Charges passing
from the points produce the desired effect.

"The Keystone is good enough for me ; I
could not suggest any improvement. I lake an
interest in the entire book, mostly in Workshop
Notes and optics."—B. F. Cowles, Jeweler,
Tahnage, Nebraska.



Full line of German Silver Bags and Purses

These bags have many meri-

torious points in style, construc-

tion and finish. The principle

upon which they are made

obviates rivets, and the tops

are not drilled, Just as good

is but a tribute to their superi-

ority, and should be so under-

stood. Our Bag is the best.
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IN SIZES FROM 2 INCHES TO 1NCHEs

BROOCHES
BEAD NECKS

BACK COMBS
BRACELETS

CUFF PINS
HAT PINS

SCARF PINS
NECK CHAINS

ETC.
CIGARETTE CASES

MATCH BOXES
LOVING CUPS

COIN HOLDERS
CIGAR CUTTERS
KEY RINGS

KNIVES
SCISSORS

ETC.

Codding & Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass.
New York—Chas. Van Ness, 11 Maiden Lane Chicago—G. S. Titus, 88 Monroe St, San Francisco—H. C. Van Ness & Co., 115 Kearny St.

The State of Kansas, yclept " bleeding,"

in ye olden time, has a different reputation

nowadays. Her fertile soil, her oleaginous
subterranean seas, her fat herds, her enter-

prising people and her spirit of independence

and self-assertion have given her a promi-

nence, a wealth and a lift towards plutocracy

that are the envy of her sister States. A

punch-bowl or centerpiece, shown on this

page, with the accompaniment of a ladle and

twelve cups all of beautiful design appropriate

to the State ; a large tray, four-piece tea set,

two five-light candelabra, a soup tureen, two
covered vegetable dishes, a meat dish, a fish
dish, an entre dish, a water pitcher and tray,
four bon-bon dishes and a cigar box.

The designing is characteristic of the art
department of the Gorham Company in its
appropriateness and artistic conception. The
State floral emblem, the sunflower, of course,

occasion of much comment on account of the
innovation of baptizing her with water instead
of the traditional champagne. But "all's
well that ends well," and the good ship
Kansas was happily launched and will be
creditably equipped for the national service,
even to her tableware.

The precedent set in the presentation of
silver services to the warships by the States
and cities after which they are named is now
being followed without any exception, and
the fact that many such ships are being

that the majority of our students are sons of
watchmakers and jewelers ?

What is the reason for this ? Simply,
because the watchmakers and jewelers are
well aware of the fact that their sons learn
more in six months in our School than they
can in nearly that many years at home in
their own store.

We don't mean to say by this that the
watchmakers are not able to teach their sons
just as good as we can, but we do say: that
they cannot devote enough of their valuable
time to teaching, and that it is a great dtal
cheaper if the watchmakers send their sons
to our School instead of teaching themselves.

Now, Mr. Watchmaker, if you wish to
give your son a thorough education in. the
various branches pertaining to the jewelry
business, you will not make a mistake by
sending him to our School at once.

It is an investment from which your son
will draw interest in better pay and increased
self-respect as long as he lives.

For more particulars send for our new
Catalog to-day.

Engraved by E. 1'. RAGSDALE after four weeks' instruction

Centerpiece of Silver Service to be Presented to the Battleship liansas

recent honor paid the State was the conferring
of her name on a battleship, and Kansas
showed her appreciation and good taste by

presenting the big war craft with a silver

service of regal richness. The contract for
this service was awarded to Edward Vail &
Co., jewelers, of Wichita, who submitted

deigns and estimates on behalf of the Gor-
ham Mfg. Co., of New York and Providence,
Who have furnished many other warships
wilt a similar equipment. The service in its

entirety weighs two thousand ounces, and
the cost is $5000, which was appropriated by

the State for this purpose.
The service, which will consist of thirty-

five pieces, will comprise the following : The

has a prominent place in the decoration,

being shown on every piece. On one side of

the punch-bowl, as here shown, is an etching

representing the battleship Kansas, and in

a similar space on the other side is an engrav-

ing representing the capitol building. The

seals of the State of Kansas and of the

United States are also prominent in the design.

The service to the Kansas was notable

for the publicity given it, from the inception

of the project until the order was finally

placed. Some of the more economic legis-

lators of the Sunflower State objected to such

lavishness, but pride and patriotism triumphed

and the costly service was finally agreed upon.

The launching of the big ship, too, was the

constructed furnishes our designers with a

magnificent opportunity for distinguishing

themselves. The competitive manner of

awarding the contract and the liberality of

the appropriations also stimulate to extra

effort, and our leading silverware manufac-

turers can look hopefully forward to many

such contracts in the future. The drawings

submitted in each case are triumphs of

artistic designing, and even the unsuccessful

ones are well worthy of preservation as

embodying in harmonious unity the various

things symbolic of the various States. These
designs may be used to good purpose in

many other ways. It is gratifying to know

the designs accepted showed excellent taste.
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Engraved by E. p. RAGSDALE after four weeks' Instruction

St. Louis Watchmaking School, 5815 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo

905 TN
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• State of Kansas, yclept "bleeding,'

in .io•ti time, has a different reputation

ii()\)- Her fertile soil, her oleaginousdays.
..onean seas, her fat herds, her enter-

nri • do; and her spirit of independence
[lion have given her a promi-

wealth and a lift towards plutocracy
• the envy of her sister States. A

KEYSTONE

punch-1)owl or centerpiece, shown on this

page, with the accompaniment of a ladle and

twelve cups all of beautiful design appropriate

to the State ; a large tray, four-piece tea set,

two live-light candelabra, a soup tureen, two)

covered vegetable dishes, a meat dish, a fish
dish, an entre dish, a water pitcher and tray,
four bon-bon dishes and t cigar box.

Ihe designing k characteristic of the art
department of the Coorliani Company in its
appropriateness and artistic conception. The
State floral emblem, the sunflower, of course,
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occasion of much comment on account of the
innovation of baptizing- her %%all %vater instead
of the traditional champagne. But " all's
well that ends \vell,'' and the good ship
/'ti/,vas was happily launched and will be
creditably equipped for the national service,

even to her tableware.
The precedent set ill the presentation of

silver services to the warships by the States

and cities after ■vhich they He named is now
being followed wit In out anv exception, and

the fact that many such slnps are being
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honor paid the State was the conferring

name on a battleship, and Kansas

r.d her appreciation and good taste by

nting the big war craft Nvith a silver
,•• off regal richness. The contract for

--rvice was awarded to Edward Vail &

jewelers, of Wichita, wlio submitted

us and estimates on behalf of the C,or-

\ fig. Co., of Nev York :Ind Providence,

have furnished many other warilips

a similar equipment. The service in its

v WeighS two thousand ounces, and

,st is Soo, which was appropriated by

-'late f(m- this purpose.

The service, which will consist of thirty-

pieces, will comprise the following : The

has a prominent place in the decoration,

being shown On every piece. On one side of

the punch-bond, as here shown, is an etching

representing the battleship Kansas, and in

a similar space on the other side is an engrav-

ing representing the capitol building. The

seals of the State of Kansas and of the

United States are also prominent in the design.

Thu service to the Kansas Was notable

for the publicity given it, from the inception

of the project until the order was finally

placed. Some of the more economic Icgis-

lators of the Sunflower State objected to sllell

lavishness, but pride and patriotism triumphed

and the costly service was finally agreed upon.

The launching of the big ship, too, was the

constructed furnishes our designers with a

magnificent opportunity for distinguishing

themselves. The competitive manner of

awarding the contract and the liberality of

the appropriations also stimulate to extra

effort, ancl our leading silverware manufac-

turers can look hopefully forward to many

such contracts in the future. The drawings

submitted in each case ;ire triumphs of

artistic designing, and even the unsuccessful

ones are yell w,frtliv of preservation as

embodying in harmonious unity the various

things symbolic of the various States. These

designs may be used to good purpose in

many other ways. It is gratifying to know

the designs accepted showed excellent taste.



[The illustration and descrqa ion of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
puntaneut feature of Tug Kr.rsTostt, our I wound Object being to keep the Jeweler and
optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the workman at
die bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and
appliances.]

that we are going to have one of
the most prosperous seasons in the
history of the jewelry industry.
Don't forget this. Make prepara-
tions for it by placing orders for
your goods early.

There will be an de-
mand for up-to-date goods. We
have them. Our new Bracelets and
Crosses are 6 6 par excellence."

The growing demand for rapidity
and efficiency in the repair depart-

ment makes it imperative upon the
progressive jeweler to keep in line
with all improvements in workshop
equipment. One of the latest addi-
tions to the jewelers' mechanical
outfit is the lightning pivot polisher

and grinder, shown in the accom-
panying illustration. This tool, which
has been placed upon the market by
Jos. Hornback & Co., ix West Fifth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, can be

attached to the countershaft instantaneously. It has two bell-metal laps,

one straight and one conical. It needs no adjusting and is very simple.

A New Demagnetizer

As the demagnetizer has become an important feature of the watch-

maker's outfit in this electrical age, the jeweler will be interested in the new

electric automatic demagnetizer, shown herewith, which is furnished to the

trade by W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, New York. This demagnetizer

not only transforms direct current into alternating current, but it can also be
used on an alternat-
ing-current circuit
with equally satis-
factory results.
There are no
wheels, pulleys or
wiring attachments
to get out of order,
and the device is
constructively neat
and compact. It
is made of solid
Polished mahog-
a fly, with nickel
trimmings, inside
and out ; the drum
is covered in solid
leather and lined
inside with water-
tight leather. This
demagnetizer may

be used on any
standard lighting
circuit by simply
removing the lamp
from the electric-
light socket and
placing it in the
socket on the lamp;
the plug is then
to be placed in the
socket from which
the lamp has been
taken. The same

company has placed upon the market, under an improved system, American-

made balance staffs and hole jewels for American watches in separate size

holes and pivot. Both staffs and jewels are interchangeable. The staffs

are highly polished, tempered, perfectly true and correctly gaged. The

jewels are genuine ruby and sapphire of the finest quality, and settings are

gaged to fit accurately. The countersink in the jewels is sufficiently deep to

prevent the spreading of oil, and the walls of the jewels are short without

being too thin. The staffs and jewels are arranged in cabinets, each size

If you wish to be in it when the sun shines bright
Buy the goods which sell at sight

hole and pivot in a separate bottle, thus facilitating selection. Each bottle

is numbered to correspond with an accurate directory and guide, placed in

each cabinet, to enable any size or style to be duplicated by number,

A very pretty idea is embodied in
the little clock from Vienna, shown in
our illustration. The maker took into
account the number of times a day it is
necessary to look at the face of a clock,
and wished each of these glances to
bring a pleasant thought. So the
frame of the clock was designed to
hold a photograph of the one most
dear to the owner of the clock ; hence,
the name, " Forget-Me-Not." The

illustration shows in detail one of the

four different designs in which the

" forget-me-not" clocks are made.

While they originated in Vienna, they

are modeled in very graceful lines

after Parisian l'art nouveau designs.

The clocks themselves are made of

metal, finished in beautiful colors and

will hold a photograph x x 3 inches.

They are imported by the American

Cuckoo Clock Co., of Philadelphia,

Pa., who have prepared a folder in

colors which reproduces the clocks

faithfully.

New Automatic Electro-Plating Machine

Now that a serviceable electro-plating outfit has become a recognized

essential of the jewelry shop, the trade will be interested in the device

shown in this illustration, which represents the latest developments in the

construction of these machines. This apparatus has been placed upon the

market by H. Hirschbach, proprietor of the United States Electro Chemical

Co., So Elm Street, New York. It works automatically and will fulfill all

the requirements necessary to successful plating. No acids are used, as the

electric motive force lasts for months ; enough is supplied with the machine

AUTOVAllf (111110- 1

1111111

to last for a year, and another year's supply can be purchased for about fifty

cents. The patented devices are so constructed as to instantly set the

machine ready for action when needed, or out of action when work is

finished. In the cut a lever will be noticed, which, if turned to No. t, will

automatically lower an trm, producing a weak current ; another turn to

No. 2 lowers the second arm, increasing the current strength, and a turn

to No. 3 produces a still stronger current, suitable for all kinds of work.

When finished, a turn of the lever to No. o will move all the arms upwards,

at once stopping all further chemical or electrical action and preserving the

electrical elements as well as the electrical fluid. The machine is supplied

with anode and cathode posts, to which the wires leading to the plating

solution are attached. A current indicator shows the strength and the cor-

rect working of the machine.

(Continued. on page 1728 e)
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The " NORMA" Adjustable Bracelet
( Patented 1905)

Worn with perfect ease. Adjustable to any wrist. Flexible and smooth.
Adapted to the requirements of the finest jewelry trade.

No. 184

Bright Fish Signet, Gold Front Center for Monogram

The most novel display box
ever shown. In two separate
parts. The Bracelet rests on
pad held by a spring. Slight-
est jar sets Bracelet in motion.

No. 115

Plain Roman Finish

No. 109

Plain Bright Finish

No. 114

Bright Finish, Rose Center, with Olivine and Pearls or
Ruby and Pearl

The " NORMA" is made in
14 K. 1,2. plate stock. In style,
finish and workmanship is un-
surpassed.

Prices range from $27.00 to
$72.00 per dozen. We illus-
trate but a few of the many
styles. Send for new catalogue.
Ask your jobber to show you
the New Bracelet.

No. 119

Bright Finish, Rose Center, Set with Pearls

t ober, 1905 H EE

New Goods an Inventions

(Continued from page 1728c)

Unique Glass and Metal Novelties

Among the most
interesting and timely

offerings of the season

are the lines of glass

and metal stationery

goods and novelties
that have been placed

upon the market by
the Apollo Silver Co.,

, Broadway, New York. These goods, a sample set of which is here

,Istrated, comprise desk sets made in opalesque glass, mounted in pierced

nietal and finished in verd antique ; loving cups, steins, alcohol lamps, etc.,

inade in real copper and trimmed with zinn and brass. The designs are

riginal and ornate and the articles themselves of everyday usefulness. The

dmand for gifts and novelties, inevitable at the close of the year, seems

Amirably anticipated in these unique lines.

New Decalcomania Optical Sign

In the accompanying illustration is

shown, in reduced size, a novel advertising

device specially designed to help the busi-

ness of the optician. It consists of a decal-

comania sign exploiting the Titan eyeglass

guard, manufactured by F. A. Hardy & Co.,

Chicago, from which firm this attractive sign

may be obtained free of charge upon request.

These signs are a decided novelty in their

way, and in this age of advertising, competi-

tion and ingenious store attractions, their

practical advantages are obvious. The

optician must needs keep his business prominently before the 
public if he

would escape being eclipsed, and to do so a decalcomania sign, 
such as is

here shown, will prove a valuable and manifestly economic aid.

A New Spring-Lock Bracelet

A feature of the season's product in the jewelry line is a 
multiplicity of

bracelet patterns, there being an unusual wealth of new styles as
 well as a

number of constructive improvements. A new addition to 
the list is shown

New Flexible Bracelet

In the accompanying illustration we show a flexible bracelet of an

original and attractive design. This bracelet has been named the " Norma,"

and is made in 14 karat, one-twentieth gold plate, by the F. H. Sadler Co.,

Attleboro, Mass. It is worn

with perfect ease, is smooth

to the skin and, being flexi-

ble, can be adjusted to any

size of wrist. The " Norma "

is handsomely finished and

comes in various centers and

settings. Its attractive quali-

ties are enhanced by the

display box in which it is

supplied. This box consists of two separate parts. The bracelet rests on a

pad held by a spring, and is set in motion by the slightest jar, thus
 attracting

additional attention.

New Silverware Pattern

A very pretty and seasonable pattern of silverware is shown in thi
s

illustration. This pattern is known as " The Violet," from the beautiful

flower after which it has been designed, and is finished in French gray
. It

No. 117

Roman Finish, Set with Imitation Olivine and Diamombor Ruby and Diamonds Alternating. Very Effective

Patented and made only by

THE P. H. SADLER COMPANY
Manufacturers of Rings and Jewelry

Attleboro, Mass.

is made by Simeon L. & George H. Rogers Co., Hartford, 
Conn., and is a

very handsome example of the silversmith's art. The flower see
ms to lend

itself to the beautification of the metal with very artistic effect, 
the die work

is excellent and the general contour graceful and pleasing. In view of the

approach of the holiday season such patterns as " The Violet " should 
prove

very popular features of the jeweler's stock.

A New Revolving Display Stand

An admirable new window fixture is

very imperfectly shown in our illustration.

It is a revolving display stand, in which

the mirror, glass disk and gold trimmings

revolve in different directions and at dif JJ-

ferent speeds with the electric globe at the

top remaining stationary. Trimmed with

jewelry it makes a window display that

cannot fail to arrest the attention. The

stand is durably constructed. The stand-

ards are made of seamless steel tubing,

running on hightly tempered steel ball

bearings, with brass pulleys and gearings.

These stands are made by the J. H. James

Mfg. Co., Fort Scott, Kans. The first and

third section of shelves revolve to the right,

and the second and top to the left, and at

different rates of speed, ranging from four

to ten revolutions per minute, the electric

globe at the top remaining stationary. The

lower shelf is a 32-inch French plate mirror;

the others are heavy plate glass, 27, 22 and 17 
inches respectively, all having

half-inch bevel or polished edges as ordered. The trimmings between the

shelves are brass, polished and lacquered, and 
can be had in gilt or nickel

finish as may be desired.

in the accompanying illustration and is made 
by the Wolcott Mfg. Co., of

Providence, R. I. This is a spring-lock bracelet and is styled the

" Alethea." Its convenience to the wearer and security, in
 conjunction

with its refinement of design and richness of finis
h, entitle it to a prominent

place among the salable lines of the season.

New Issue of Watch Movements

The unprecedented activity in the

watch market lends timely interest to the

announcement by the American Waltham

Watch Co. of a new issue of its 16-size

nickel movements. These movements,

which are g plate, stem wind and pendant

setting, are described as follows : 17 jewels,

red gilded settings ; exposed pallets ; cut

expansion balance ; patent breguet hair-

spring, hardened and tempered in form;

patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed

winding wheels ; red gilded center wheel.



TO THE RETAILER
Wc wish to remark that

QUALITY TALKS
We do not have to say our chains arc as good

as some others, but we do say emphaticallythat if you desire some of the very best on themarket, purchase from your Jobber the ones with the C. A. M. & Co. stampor trade-mark, which are guaranteed not only in quality but in thickness andkarat of gold.

PATENT APPLIED FOR

A combination of locket chain, and chatelaine
pin, which may be worn as a safety chatelaine,
as illustrated above, or the chain and pin may be
worn independent of each other, if desired.

Can be detached in an instant

YOUR JOBBER
has it in his new fall line, and the constantly
increasing sales are the best evidence of the
favor with which it is being received by the
Trade all over the country.

Originated and introduced by

C. A. MARSH & CO., Attleboro, Mass.
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Frank Weakly, alias Harry Johnson, and Harry

Parker, were convicted recently for murdering and

robbing Pawnbroker Moyer, of Detroit. Judge

Phelan immediately sentenced the pair to Marquette

Prison for life. The crime for which they were

convicted was one of the most brutal murders in

the history of Detroit. .The pair entered Moyer's

pawnshop while he was alone, his clerk having

gone to supper. They immediately set upon him

and pounded his head with a loaded hammer-

handle. Mr. Moyer put up an awful fight and the

brutes had to hit him fifteen or twenty times. He

die :1 within an hour after the attack. As soon as

they saw he was helpless, the murderers helped

themselves to all the diamonds that were on display,

amounting in value to thousands of dollars, and

$woo in cash. They escaped out the back

way, and took the night boat for Cleveland. When

their money was gone they tried to pawn some of

the articles in a Cleveland pawnshop and, the

broker becoming suspicious, sent for the police.

They arrived and caught the pair with the goods

on them. The goods bore the original price tags.

The prisoners were brought to Detroit, and John-

son confessed and then denied his confession.

Their trial lasted five days.

Harry Piper, for many years with D. E. Hol-

land, Lapeer, Mich., has had the good fortune to

be bequeated $10,000 in cash by the will of the

late Julia E. Hockley, of Muskegon, Mich. Mr.

Piper is over seventy years of age.

Capt. George Doty, aged ninety years, died

recently at his home in Detroit. He was a resi-

dent of Detroit since 1825. He came here from

New York. He established in Detroit the first

jewelry store in Michigan, and for many years this

store was considered the finest west of New York.

Deceased Was the oldest Odd Fellow in the State.

He is survived by A widow and three daughters.

W. C. Morse has opened a jewelry store at

Benton Harbor, Mich. He was formerly in Terre

Haute, Ind.
T. E. Dexter, of Bellevue, Mich., has been

compelled to give up his jewelry business on

account of poor health.

W. W. Bugg, of Detroit, has bought the jewelry

store of J. B. Tomlinson, at Jackson, Mich.

G. T. Wood, who formerly conducted a jewelry

store at East Tawas, Mich., has moved to Foley,

Minn., where he will engage in the same business.

A. G. Wood, formerly with J. Leith, Bay City,

Mich., is now doing watch repairing for J. L. P.

Gentil, Monroe, Mich.
Oscar Weseman, formerly with Geo. E. Childs,

at Flint, Mich., has started in business for himself

at El Reno, Oklahoma.

J. F. Plimley, manufacturing jeweler, of Detroit,

recently delivered an order for one thousand society

lmttons.
Burr, Patterson & Co., manufacturing jewelers,

of Detroit, recently made a ring for a Detroit retailer

that was valued at $3000. It was made of 18 K.

gold. Diamonds and rubies composed the settings.

Weyhing Bros. & Co., finding that their present

quarters at 16 John R. Street were no longer

sufficiently commodious for their business, have

secured roomy apartments in the Valpey Building.

They will avail of their increased space to instal

everal new departments.

KIEY8TON

Peter BloomStrom, jeweler and well-known

man, of Escanaba, Mich., died suddenly at his

home in that place recently. Deceased was thirty-

eight years of age.
The Fair, a store at Decatur, Mich., was robbed

recently. The thieves got away with about it too

worth of jewelry.
S. P. Flayer, a jeweler, of Detroit, had a very

narrow escape from death recently. He was riding

his wheel when he was struck by an auto. He

luckily escaped with a very few bruises.

Recent callers on the trade in Detroit were:

L. W. Kerbs, Wayne, Mich. ; Mrs. H. Siegel,

Copac,, Mich. ; F. N. Pauli, Pontiac, Mich. ; W.

F. King, Jr., Adrian, Mich. ; M. Ferguson, Romeo,

Mich. ; Geo. E. Hopps, Kingston, Mich. ; M. D.

Walton, Armada, Mich. ; E. R.. Britten, Eaton

Rapids, Mich. ; E. E. Atyeo, Belleville, Mich. ;

C. E. Marvin, Howell, Mich. ; Roy Hinkley, Fen-

ton,. Mich. ; 0. H. Lutz, Ann Arbor, Mich. ; Fred.

Grimm, Mount Clemens, Mich.

Dealers now anticipate the largest fall and holi-

day business in years, and they are laying in stock

in accordance with those views. All lines of trade

are active, especially the steel trade, which is in-

creasing by leaps and bounds. There is apparently

nothing to stop the wave of prosperity for another

year. The jewelers have no complaint over the

trade for the year so far, and with three of the

best months to come, there is a general feeling of

confidence in the future. The next two weeks will

see great numbers of out-of-town buyers among

the. jobbing houses, and it is safe to say that there

will he liberal buying by the jeAvelers who read the

signs of the times.
A. T. Hubbard, of Cowell & Hubbard Co., is

in the East on a tour of the markets.

Sidney Ball, of the Webb C. Ball Co., has been

in Chicago on business for his firm. The Ball com-

pany had hoped to be in their new building in time

for the holiday trade, but as the structural iron

workers are still on a strike, there has been noth-

ing done on the building for over two months.

J. P. Johnston and Jack Hubbard, the opti-

cians in the Colonial Arcade, have decided to

branch out in their optical trade, and have opened

a branch office in Akron, Ohio, which will be in

charge of Mr. Hubbard. The Akron office will be

opened October 1st.
W. D. McVitty, of Hastings, Florida, was in

town last month renewing old acquaintances. He

will join the staff of the Cowell & Hubbard Com-

pany for the next three months, and then return to

his potato farm, which has proved to be a success-

ful venture.
Geo. Tipling, the diamond salesman for Sigler

Bros. Company, is mourning the loss by death of

his aged mother.
F. B. Guyon, for some years past with the

Lewis Jewelry Company, has resigned.

Herbert W. Burdick, of the Bowler & Bur-

dick Company, had an exciting time on Lake

Superior during the fierce storms which swept

the lakes two weeks ago. Mr. Burdick was with a

party of friends on one of the big freighters, and

the experience is not one that he will care to repeat.
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Walter Miller has returned from his first fall

trip and reports an unusual gocd trade. He will

leave again in a few days.
C. F. Keim, secretary of the Scribner & Loehr

Company, has gone to the Adirondacks with his

wife for a short trip.
Harry Rickesheiser, formerly with Abrecht,

the engraver, has joined the engraving force of the

Cowell & Hubbard Company.
A. D. Weed has resigned from the Burt

Ramsay Company, and gone with the Lewis Jewelry

Company, in the Colonial Arcade.

W. J. Eroe, New Castle, Pa., was in town last

month buying an entire new stock of goods for his

new store, which he will open in about two weeks.

John A. Hirt accompanied Mr. Eroe and will be

associated with him in his new venture. Mr. Hirt

has just returned from Detroit, where he took a

post-graduate course in optics from Dr. Owen, the

well-known oculist.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Cobb, superin-

tendent of the Ball Watch Factory, the novelty

watch recently made for L. F. Loree, the well-

known railroad manager, was shown to your corres-

pondent. The watch is about one inch wide and

about- three inches long, and has an oval crystal

similar to a minature case, showing hour and

minute dial above and seconds dial below.

Richard 0. Carter, of New London, Ohio, has

joined the Burt Ramsay store in the Schofield

Building.
H. M. Wollam, 237 East Main Street, Galion,

Ohio, is a new recruit in the jewelry business in

that town.
Chas. Haimes, the watchmaker for A. E.

Oyster, Alliance, Ohio, for the past few years, has

resigned and taken a position with F. R. Mont-

gomery, Sandusky, Ohio.

Joe. Schuster, the jeweler, of 997 Pearl Street

this city, returned lately from a month's sojourn at

Mount Clemens, Mich., much improved in health.

A. C. Collins, of this city, has moved in a new

and commodious store, and has equipped it with

handsome fixtures.
Timely discovery prevented the jewelry store

of M. Meckes, 535 Pearl Street, this city, from

whole or partial destruction by fire recently. One

of the workmen had soldered a ring on a piece of

charcoal and laid it in a press at closing time.

At 2 A.m. the store was found to be full of smoke.

The fire originated in the press, but was extin-

guished before serious damage had been done.

James Logan, 1139 St. Clair Street, recently

returned to business much improved in health,

having enjoyed a pleasant vacation.

The youngest child of J. F. Goodfellow, a

local jeweler, met with a serious accident recently,

having been bitten by a vicious dog. It is hoped,

however, that the little sufferer will recover from

the effects of the mishap without serious conse-

quences.
Mr. Younglove, of Austin & Younglove, Green

Springs, was in town last month. The firm are

adding new fixtures to their store.

C. M.Wilson and wife, Salem, Ohio, stopped off

on their way home from a fishing trip in Michigan.

Among the Ohio jewelers here last month

were the following : A. E. Kintner, Painesville;

C. E. Whitaker, Clyde ; Harnes & Allen, Napol-

eon ; D. Leonheiser, Huron ; 0. G. Carter, New

London ; F. R. Montgomery, Sandusky ; C. Straus-

meyer, Fremont ; W. H. Hoyle, Sidney ; W. G.

Smith, Youngstown ; A. E. Oyster, Alliance ; J. C.

Joss, New Philadelphia ; Harry Downs, Bellevue;

L. J. Goddard, Ravenna ; H. S. Sumner, Akron;

A. Washburn, Medina ; H. C. Rogers, Seville.
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PATENT APPLIED FOR

The desideratum long sought by bracelet manufacturerscombining

ELEGANCE OF DESIGN

SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION and
STRENGTH OF CONSTRUCTION

MANUFACTURED Sy

THE WOLCOTT MFG. CO., n Peck St., Providence, 1Z.I.

HIGHEST AWARDS

LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION

This is our FAMOUS
Cut reduced 3,2 times

''SELWELL ASSORTMENTS'
OF SILVER ALUMINUM NOVELTIES

and the best-selling souvenir assortment put out this year at

$10.50
This assortment consists of ONE GROSS of twelve articles, one dozeneach. Hand-painted letters in two colors, with the name of your town on earticle. a

SAME ASSORTMENT, NOT LETTERED,

SMALL INVESTMENT—BIG PROFIT
Send for FREE SAMPLE letteri,(1 with your town

THE E. A. FARGO COMPANY, Taunton, Mass.

A petition in involuntary bankruptcy has been

filed against Klein Bros. Co., 51 Maiden Lane,

New York, by A. Roseman. Robert G. Perry has

been appointed temporary receiver under bond of

S3500.

J. C. Pilcher, who has succeeded Geo. E.

Boyer in the jewelry business at Wellsville, Mo.,

prides himself upon the fact that he has been con-

tinuously a reader of THE KEYSTONE since it was

first published.

Harry E. Tilghman, the jeweler, of 6To Main

Street, Crisfield, Md., has lately been on a trip to

the East. Among the places of interest visited was

the factory of The Keystone Watch Case Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

James A. Montgomery, president of Montgom-

ery Bros., Los Angeles, Cal. one of the largest

jewelry firms on the Pacific Coast, is on a purchas-

ing tour in the Eastern markets. He will make a

five-weeks' sojourn, most of which will be spent in

New York City and Providence.

S. Frackman, manufacturing jeweler, 51 Maiden

Lane, New York, has issued an interesting 1905-6

catalogue and price-list of rings, links, buttons,

pendants, etc. It is printed on enameled paper in

black ink and abundantly illustrated. Each article

shown is numbered and appended to the book is a

price-list in which these numbers serve to facilitate

reference.

As we continue to receive letters from jewelers

requesting information as to the present where-

abouts of the Courvoisier, Wilcox Mfg. Co., we

have to inform those interested that this company

has passed out of existence. Its affairs were placed

in the hands of a receiver and closed out some

months ago, the plant and machinery having been

finally disposed of at public auction.

A. & R. Bergman, wholesale jewelers, for-

merly located at 238 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.,

are now established at 181 Main Street, a much

more desirable location for the firm's business.

The premises at the new address were altered to

suit requirements, a new front having been in
-

stalled and the interior handsomely decorated.

The store is brilliantly lighted by electricity.

Murphy & Greene have succeeded G. E.

Wheelhouse Co., as manufacturing and retail

jewelers, at 2 Blandina Street, Utica, N. Y. The

partners in the new firm are T. F. Murphy and

H. M. Greene, both of whom had been for m
any

years with the firm which they have succeeded.

Thus they have had an abundance of practical ex-

perience, and as they are business men of the pro-

gressive type their new enterprise should prove a

success.

Schutt 8z Peterson have purchased and will

continue the wholesale jewelry business hithert
o

conducted by Nicholas Kos, 137 Genessee Street
,

Buffalo, N. Y. The partners in the new firm are

Louis Schutt, who for thirteen years was with

Jeweler Kos, the erstwhile proprietor, and F
red.

Peterson, formerly in the retail jewelry business 
at

1227 Jefferson Street, Buffalo. Both partners are

therefore well known locally, and this with 
their

practical experience in the trade should conduc
e to

the success of their enterprise.

Miss Bertha Louise Blkkle, daughter of Jeweler

J. B. Blickle, of Rochester, Minn., was married on

Tuesday, September igoth, to George Smith Han-

non. THE KEYSTONE tenders felicitations.

The Whiting Mfg. Co. are preparing to move

into the big building at the corner of Nineteenth

and Broadway, recently vacated by the Gorham

Mfg. Co. The Whiting Co. will occupy the four

or five lower floors, which will give them about

double the space they now have in their old quar-

ters at Eighteenth and Broadway. The new

location is an unusually good one, and especially

valuable through its former occupancy by the

Gorham Co.

Fire destroyed the interior of the factory of

the Anchor Silver Plate Co., of St. Paul, Minn., on

September 19th. The company which had attained

a position of considerable importance in the silver-

plate industry in the Northwest, was capitalized at

St5o,000, had a total invested capital of Sigo,00
0

with $120,000 of insurance, and employed one

hundred and twenty-five people. The fire is

especially deplorable at this time, as the company

was working overtime, filling orders when the

conflagration forced a temporary suspension.

Geo. A. Clark & Son, an enterprising jewelry

firm, of Lorain, Ohio, recently secured for exh
ibi-

tion, upon furnishing bond for $11,000, the 
dia-

monds which had been in the possession of the

notorious Mrs. Chadwick. They consisted of a

diamond necklace containing 932 gems and valued

at po,000 ; a tortoise-shell hair comb, set with 13
7

diamonds and said to be worth p000. These were

displayed, in conjunction with some costly jewels

from the firm's regular stock. They attracted

much attention and gave the firm wide publicity.

As some of the trade seem to be under the

impression that the M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co., of

East Syracuse, N. Y., have gone out of busin
ess,

we are requested to inform the trade that such 
is

not the case. The company is now being ru
n by

the Syracuse Trust Company, as trustees. In fact,

the Benedict factories are running over-time 
in

order to keep up with the fall trade. The same

line as was formerly made is being manufactu
red,

and the full force of traveling salesmen are on
 the

road. The company is in a position to fill all

orders promptly, as in years past.

The F. H. Sadler Co., Attleboro, Mass., have

issued their 1906 catalogue, containing rich illu
stra-

tions and appropriate descriptions of the many

new and attractive styles of rings and other jew
elry

manufactured by this firm. The book is printed

on enameled paper, in black ink, is well arra
nged

and should be found useful for reference. A 
hand-

some half-tone, showing a lady wearing a "Nor
ma"

bracelet made by the firm, accompanies the c
ata-

logue, and another interesting feature contained 
in

the book is the sample front cover of the retai
ler's

" Ring-Booklet," issued free by the firm.

The Waltham Clock Co., Waltham, Mass., has

issued its 1905 catalogue, with detached price
-list.

This catalogue is printed on enamel paper 
and

richly illustrated with half-tones of the many b
eau-

tiful timepieces manufactured by this co
mpany.

The type matter, chiefly in black ink, is taste
fully

relieved by touches of green. A foreword, a talk

on regulators, marble clocks, banjo clocks 
and

other makes, inserted at the beginning of the 
sec-

tions devoted to these goods, constitutes the r
egu-

lar reading matter. A pouch in the back c
over

contains the price-list, together with a numbe
r of

sample pages.

P. E. Kern, gold and silversmith, Skaguay,

Alaska, who is well acquainted with the journey

from Seattle to Skaguay, writes enthusiastically o
f

its wonders and natural beauties, which, he be-

lieves, need only be known to be appreciated. In

time, no doubt, and with the advance of com-

merce northwards, this rare country will become

a favored tourist route. Jeweler Kern says of it:

" The panorama from Seattle to Skaguay—the

sea and the mountains ; the long, deep inlets with

their crystal waters, shading into the distant dark-

ness of surrounding heights ; the great glaciers,

the long lingering twilights that separate the days

in the far North ; the wild precipices of White Pass

and the mighty Yukon slipping down from between

its flower-strewn hills to the far-off sea—all in our

journey, have a varied grandeur and an abiding

charm which once beheld are not soon forgotten."

Improvements in Dialless Clocks
uite a catchy novelty at the time of its intro-

duction to the trade was the " Ever-Ready" Plato

clock, which has the distinction of being without

dial or hands. The manufacturers of this novelty,

the American Electrical Novelty and Manufacturing

Co., of New York, have now made such improve-

ments in construction and finish as make the new

clocks much more perfect as convenient, ornamental

and accurate timepieces. These clocks, as now

improved, would make a pleasing variety in the

holiday lines.

Book Notices

" The Gambler " is the expressive title of the

latest novel by Katherine Cecil Thurston, whose

fame as a novelist had already been made secure

by her previous thrilling story "The Masquerader.
"

The new book is in every way up to the high

standard of its predecessor. Clodagh Asshliii, the

heroine of the tale, is a young Irish beauty, who

inherits from her father a fearless, impulsive, high-

spirited disposition and high sense of honor along

with a passion for gambling. The romance of he
r

life develops along passionate and dramatic lines
,

verging upon a tragic climax in the culmination o
f

her love for Sir Walter Gore. Mrs. Thurston again

proves herself a born story-teller, who can hold

the reader's attention with almost magic power. A

number of well-executed page illustrations add to

the interest of the book. It is published by Harper

& Brothers, New York, price $1.5o.

" Engraving Metals " is the title of a convenient

little volume of i6o pages published by David

McKay, Philadelphia, Pa., and containing a com-

prehensive digest of the information on engraving

metals by incision and corrosion, published from

time to time in Work, an English industrial

weekly. It has been compiled and edited by

Paul N. Hasluck, editor of that journal and o
f

The Building World, and author of "Handy

Books for Handicrafts," who has many simila
r

works to his credit. The book is divided into ten

chapters, which deal with the subject of engravin
g

in practically all its phases. It contains 115 illus-

trations, showing the various articles in the en
-

graver's outfit and numerous examples of mono-

gram work. It may be obtained from this office

for the publisher's price, 50 cents.
From the same publisher comes " Electro-

Plating," a book similar to the foregoing in siz
e

and compiled by Editor Hasluck from practically

the same source. A number of articles by anothe
r

well-known English technical writer have, how-

ever, been incorporated in the text. All electro-

plating processes are covered by this book in

regular order, beginning with the tanks, vats and

and other apparatus required, then dealing in tur
n

with batteries, dynamos and electrical accessories
,

preparing and finishing appliances—silver, copper,

gold, nickel and cycle-plating and finishing pro
-

cesses—the final chapter being on electro-plating

with various metals and alloys. The book con-

tains seventy-seven illustrations, chiefly represent-

ing the devices used in electro-plating operations
,

and all admirably elucidative of the text. It may

be obtained from this office on receipt of the pub-

lisher's price, 50 cents.
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It will be well for the jewelers to remember during the busy season
that we handle watches only. In this line you can rely on us at all
seasons and in all emergencies. We have at all times the right kind of
stock, and in such quantity as permits the promptest filling of orders.
Our supplies and system are such as make delay or disappointment
practically impossible. We make a specialty of mail orders. A lettef
will be given the same attention as yourself.

ALBERT L. HAMAN, 281-282 Endicott Building, St. Paul, Minn.

LANCASTER, OHIO

WE desire to call the attention of the Jewelry Trade to a line
of goods which is made by a different process from the ordi-

nary methods used for producing a high-grade line of goods. We call
this line the CONCORD, and this name is covered by trade-mark.

We make it in a large variety of goods, and samples will be fur-
nished at the regular prices. Illustrated catalogue will also be mailed,
with complete price-list to cover it.

The line is well worthy of attention, and the goods are without
competition, both in quality and in prices.

Landis School of Engraving

WE RETURN ALL REPAIR WORK
SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.

SEHD IR YOUR NEXT PACKAGE
AND OPEN AN ACCOUHT WITH US.

/0)4P Ara* st
PuntiEAPOLIS,
' MINN.

M. I.. Landis
Proprio or end I ii i rector

PALL COURSE

WRITE US AT ONCE. If you wish to take a Course
this Fail, please write us uiid we will assign and hold a place
for you.

We do not accept more than twelve pupils at one time,
devoting our entire time to their personal Instruction and
Advancement.

Our methods are original and entirely now. We are the
founders of a New System in the Art of Cutting and Design-
ing, which enables a pupil, not endowed with artistic skill,
to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you all idea of what you could
accomplish by taking a Course wit It us.

M. L.. LANDIS, lo Koch Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
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6 Wave of
Prosperity

The Northwest is happy and
crops have all been safely housed

and THE KEYSTONE'S predic-

tions have been fulfilled. The

actual reports of harvested grain even surpass our

estimate. The farmer is now busy with fall plowing

and taking advantage of every good day to get

things in shape for the winter. Hauling of grain

to market will begin early, money will circulate in

large quantities and the retail jeweler, anticipating

his share, is preparing his stock accordingly. Job-

bers report fall lines now complete and business

brisk. We have even heard the remark made:

"We have done more business this year, so far,

than we did all of last year." We hear no com-

plaints and all are enjoying good trade. Travelers

are jubilant and agree that never were they better

received by the trade than this year. Orders are

reported to be running far ahead of previous years.

All of which seems to indicate that 1905 will go on

record as a banner year.

0. H. Olson, formerly at Volga, Wis., but

more recently in Tennessee, has returned to the

Northwest and opened a store at Osceola, Wis.

I. spent a few days in the Twin Cities buying his

stock.
0. D. Leidal, Fergus Falls, Minn., is mourning

the death of his twenty-four-year-old son, from

consumption.
W. B. Dean, Jr., for the past two years with

D. G. Lockwood, Fort Benton, Mont., has suc-

ceeded W. J. Iliffe, Forsythe, Mont.

George W. Hauenstein, Red Wing, Minn., met

death by drowning, in view of several hundred

people, on August 31st. Mr. Hauenstein was stand-

ing in a rowboat watching a yacht race, when his boat

was capsized by a wave. He was fifty-five years

old, and one of the most prominent jewelers in the

city. He leaves a wife and three grown children

to mourn his sad end.
Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, have just issued a

thirty-six-page supplement to their tool and material

catalogue, and expect to have their jewelry supple-

nient out this month. Both are typical of this

popular and progressive Northwestern house. They

will be sent to any jeweler, on request.

W. A. Funk, of F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.,

spent his vaction visiting the old folks at Mankato,

Alinn.
Albert J. Krueger has repurchased his old busi-

ness at North Branch, Minn., from his brother,

W. A. Krueger.
A. J. Simpson, one of Minnesota's prominent

optemetrists, was married at Redwood Falls, Minn.,

on September 5th.
W. Harry Palmer, Mankato, Minn., who died

last month, was the father of A. E. Palmer, Grand

Forks, N. Dak., and of W. E. Palmer, Mankato,

both prominent jewelers, who have the sympathy

of their friends in the trade.

It is reported that John Rosendahl, Mabel,

Minn., has bought out J. C. Hub & Co., Mapleton,

Minn. Mr. Hub has been in poor health for almost

a year, and will rest up for a while.

J. N. Kunkel, New Rockford, N. Dak., is the

latest Northwestern jeweler to hang up the Jewelers'

Security Alliance sign. They are getting very

common in this section but should be more so, as

there is no better or cheaper insurance available.
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Walman & Co. have started a new jewelry and

optical business at Detroit, Minn. J. A. L. Walman,

of the firm, spent two weeks lately in the Twin

Cities, buying stock and fixtures.

F. M. Nelson, formerly with I. S. Phippeny &

Co., Manistique, Mich., is now at the bench for

C. Overby, Rice Lake, Wis.

C. A. Hoffman, Minneapolis, was successful in

his competition with Eastern houses, and has re-

ceived the contract to supply Uncle Sam's officers,

at Fort Snelling, with binocular field glasses.

L. A. Freeman, the progressive jeweler, of

Cloquet, Minn., has added some new fixtures to

his store room.
L. G. Howatt, of C. A. Swanson & Co.,

Superior, Wis., recently passed through the Twin

Cities on his way to Portland, where he will visit

the exposition.
C. H. Nesbitt has succeeded C. H. Nesbitt &

Co., Harvey, N. Dak.
A. R. Butler has opened a new jewelry store

at Sanborn, Minn.
M. A. Allen spent several days in the Twin

Cities lately, buying stock for his new store at

Mandan, N. Dak.
The factory of the Anchor Silver Plate Co.,

St. Paul, Minn., was completely destroyed by fire on

September 19th. The company estimate their loss

at $6o,000. It was insured for $12,000. This comes

at a very bad time of the year for the firm. The

factory was being worked overtime for more than a

month, to keep up with orders. On the night of

the fire worked stopped at to o'clock. The night

watchman discovered the fire one hour later. It

seemed to spread all over at once. As the business

was in a very prosperous condition, there is no

doubt that the factory will be rebuilt at once, and

business resumed on a better scale than ever.

C. W. Logan, formerly in business at Clara

City, Minn., has bought out Chris Rygh, at Her-

man, Minn.
E. S. Halstead has begun business at Sarles,

N. Dak.
Ernest L. Hardenberg, lately with M. Hend-

rickson Jewelry Co., Duluth, Minn., has started in

business for himself at 302 E. Superior Street, in

that city.
F. W. Kinnoin, for the past two years with

A. L. Haman & Co., St. Paul, is now with 0. H.

Arosin, of that city.

I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn., has pur-

chased a store building, has had it remodeled and

is now ready for business therein.

W. J. Iliffe, recently at Forsythe, Mont., has

moved to Dickinson, N. Dak.

The Twin City Watchmaking and Engraving

College has opened for business at 710 Nicollet

Avenue, Minnapolis.

Isaac Mann, Shelden, Iowa, is enjoying a trip

to the Coast. Mr. Mann expects to be gone about

six weeks.
C.E Barker, of Peterson, Iowa, spent a few days

in Chicago at the beginning of September, 
making

some purchases for fall trade. He also took occa-

sion to visit his native place near Sheridan, 
Ind.,

where his father and several other relatives still

live. Jeweler Barker reports that this year corn in

his section is exceptionally good and all other

crops better than they have been for some years

past. People have plenty of motley, he adds, and

business is good. This, surely, is a very satisfactory

state of things and we wish the jewelers well of it.

The State Fair brought in a goodly number of

visitors to Twin City jobbers, who were pleased to

renew the many old acquaintances and welcome

the new ones. Among the visitors THE KEYSTONE

noticed were : Edw. Pelant, Lonsdale, Minn.;

Herman Hoch, Alma, Wis.; Herman Osterberg,

Superior, Wis.; 'Wm. F. Baler, Granite Falls, Mimi.;

R. M. Horr, Prentice, Wis.; Wm. F. Hurst, Duluth,

Minn.; A. L. Freeman, Cloquet, Minn.; Carl W.

Slocum, Cando, N. Dak.; J. F. Ahearn, Melrose,

Mimi.; F. K. Randall, Phillipo, Wis.; Jack Boerner,

Duluth, Minn.; Hans J. Heram, Elbow Lake, Minn.;

Phillip Perlman, Washburn, Wis. ; I. M. Radabaugh,

Hastings, Minn.; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls,

Mimi.; Mr. Stacey, of Crane Bros., Lake City, Minn.;

F. W. Zimmerman, Staples, Minn.; R. H. McEwen,

Stewart, Minn.; W. M. Thorston, Keusal, N. Dak.;

C. L. Barnett, Frederick, Wis.; Mark Rideout,

Rushford, Minn.; Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Brann, Fred-

erick, Wis.; S. C. Hone, Osceola, Wis.: Mr. and

Mrs. E. A. Arhart, Lisbon, N. Dak.; Geo. L.

Rochat, Ada, Minn.; E. H. Treiber, Scotland, S.

Dak.; A. S. Heimark, Battle Lake, Minn.; G. M.

Gazely, Arlington, S. Dak.; J. F. Brown, Enderlin,

N. Dak.; R. Sloan, Ironwood, Mien.; H. T. Hol-

verson, Alexandria, Minn.; Mr. and Mrs. C. H.

Nerbovig, Mankato, Mum.; D. W. Smith, Pipe-

stone, Minn.; J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn.;

O. J. Temason, Ostrander, Minn.; 0. M. Steven-

son, Fountain City, Minn.; H. 0. Schlender, Spring-

field, Minn.; G. A. Heckel, Oakes, N. Dak. ;C. E.

Peterson, Pepin, Wis.; C. A. Westerbaum, St. James,

Minn.; L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota, Minn.; C. A.

Manning, Lisimore, N. Dak.; Edward Dawson,

Winona, Minn.: Mr. Williams, Cannon Falls, Minn.;

Geo. K. Monro, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; H. Stewart

McLean, Mitchell, S. Dak.; A. C. Peterson, Gibbon,

Mimi.; Archie Stevenson, Madelia, l inn.; Miss

Lillie, Spring Valley, Wis.; J. A. Clnugh, Spring

Valley, Wis.; S. Milavetz, Virginia, I\ l inn.; Chas.

W. Heidbrink, Ellsworth, Wis.; Fred. Soderberg,

Braham, Minn.; J. W. Grainger, Rochester, Minn.;

0. P. Yaeger, Riceville, Iowa ; I. R. Bunker,

Superior, Wis.; T. Jacobson, Colfax, Wis.; J.

Henry Eggers, Plainview, Minn.; E. P. Sundbetg,

Red Wing, Minn.; J. J. Palmer, Wells, Minn.;

Albert J. Krueger, North Branch, Mimi.; E. E. Gay-

lord, Brookings, S. Dak.; J. W. Brown, Ortonville,

Minn.; Fred. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.; W. G.

Gould, Glencoe, Minn.; Orville L. Mellin, Red

Wing, Minn.; Fred. Giebler, Norwood, Minn.; Mr.

and Mrs. F. C. Robins, Benson, Minn.; 0. H.

Olson, Osceola, Wis.; N. A. Allen, Mandan, N.

Dak.; L. G. Howatt, Superior, Wis.; Wm. Lenz,

Osakis, Minn.; Chas. Monroe, Hutchinson, Minn.;

R. G. Ingraham, Menomonie, Wis.; C. M. Leffing-

well, Little Falls, Mimi.; F. W. Harper, Renville,

Minn.; E. C. Roberts, Red Wing, Minn.; F. H.

Straub, Fergus Falls, Minn.; C. 0. Querna, Madi-

son, Minn.; H. Princen, Minneota, Minn.; L. T.

Dillon, Litchfield, Minn.; G. W. Dillon, Manley,

Iowa ; Albert L. Mealy, Delano, Minn.; E. P.

Long, St. Cloud, Minn.; Wm. Krohn, Annandale,

Minn.; C. 0. Peterson, Lowry, Minn.; C. W. Wick,

Clark, S. Dak.; Chas. Wesalie, Waconia, Minn.;

M. G. Van Loan, Spring Valley, Minn.; W. S.

Blake, Duluth, Minn.; R. S. Swarthout, Pine Island,

Minn.; G. Chellin, Cassell, Minn.; G. A. Lacey,

Wahpeton, N. Dak.; J. L. Egleston, Wadena,

Minn.; A. 0. Banks, Michigan, N. Dak.; T. J.

Thompson, Barron, Wis.; E. E. Wheeler, Cando,

N. Dak.; C. Nygaard, Brownton, Mich.; E. J.

Steuerwold, Two Harbors, Minn.; H. H. Buck,

Goodhue, Minn.; A. G. Rost, St. Peter, Minn.

"The Keystone is already of such a hick stan-

dard Ma/ we can Mink of no way ta improve it.

Arlie/es interested in.. By gum., all of Mem."

—Wilmer D. Nelson Co., Jewelers, Pierre,

South Dakota.
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The Continuous Advance
in Diamond Prices

and the plethoric prosperity make Diamonds the
safest of all stock to purchase. You simply can't
over-buy. The goods will increase in value even in
the show case, and the left-overs from your big holi-
day sales may be even more valuable the day after
Christmas than they are to-day.

Our Diamond Stock
Is the Trade Ideal

It is so easy to make from it the selections that suit,
and you know beforehand that the prices are the
best. There are qualities in diamonds as in other
goods. Our stock comprises only such goods as we
and you can handle with safety as well as profit.
Mail orders given prompt attention.

C. H. KNIGHTS 8z CO.

L
Columbus Memorial Building CHICAGO

Oct( ■Itcr, I 9°5 1'1-1E KIEYSTON

Silver SeTVIICC TOT U. 5.

Warohfip)

T
HE presentation of costly silver services to the United States

warships by the States and cities after which they are named,

was a happy idea from many points of view. The patriotic

gift creates a bond of union and mutual interest and
 pride between

the State or city and its fighting namesake and
 confers a benefit on

the jewelry trade by the very material stimul
us it gives to artistic

designing. Some thirty of these presentations have already been

made; and the aggregate expenditure would no doubt total be-

tween $200,000 and Moo,000. The competitive designing ensures

the highest degree of art craftsmanship, and we doubt 
whether

any more beautiful collection of silverware could be brought

together than the services which have already been presented to

the lucky warships.
A contract to furnish the silver service to be presented to the

battleship Nebraska was recently granted to the Reichenberg-

Smith Co., of Omaha. This service, which will be one of the

most artistic yet made, will consist of a centerpiece, loving cup,

punch bowl, punch ladle, silver waiter and eighteen silver goblets.

The total weight of the service will be 1300 ounces and the
 cost

p000. This exquisite service, two pieces of which are here shown,

is being made by J. E. Caldwell & Co., of Philadelp
hia, Pa., and is

a marvel of artistic and appropriate designing. This firm, it will

be remembered, was also the successful competitor for 
the services

which were presented to the Iowa, Kentucky and Pennsylvania.

The centerpiece of the Nebraska service here shown is 35

inches and its height is 21 inches. The lights have silver candle

shades with the seal of the navy and the seal of the State et
ched

on them. A picture of the Nebraska is etched on 
the central panel, while at

one side is an etching of the Union Pacific bridge at 
Omaha, indicating the

first overland route to the West, and on the oppo
site side a scene on the

Platte River. On the corresponding panels of the re
verse are etchings of

the capitol building with a picture of the stock yards at South Oma
ha on one

side and a herd of cattle on the other. Commingled with the etchings is

relief work showing the chief products of the State, including 
corn, wheat

and cattle. An eagle holds in its talons the golden rod, the State flower
, and

the laurel branch, indicating victory. Seaweed is introduced in connection

with a shell effect, indicating the nautical purposes of the 
objects. The

centerpiece weighs soo ounces. The loving cup or flow
er vase shown

Punch Bowl and Ladle of Nebraska Silver Service

in the centerpiece may be used separately from the pie
ce. It is 12 inches in

height and has dolphin handles, with shell border. An 
Indian is etched on

one side and on the other the head of a buffalo. It weighs loo ounces.

The punch bowl, illustrated on this page, is 21 inches
 in height and 16

inches in diameter, interior measurement, and weighs 30
0 ounces. It is plated

with gold on the inside and its handles are sur
mounted with full modeled

eagles. The seals of the State and navy, surrounded
 by the State flower,

adorn either side of the bowl. The three massive 
feet on which it stands

represent the head, shoulders and forefeet of buffalos
, and between these

feet are modeled, in relief, a number of animals' 
heads. The etchings on

the bowl include a representation of the Nebraska in 
the center and at one

side a picture of a

sod house, one of

the cabins of the

early settlers ; the

prairie schooner is

also shown. In the

center of the ob-

verse side is the

inscription, at one

side of which is a

stage coach and at

the other a modern

train of steam cars.

The punch ladle is

18 inches long and

weighs 18 ounces.
The function of

the silver waiter is

to hold the punch

bowl and goblets.

The center of the

plate contains an

etching of the bat-

tleship. The waiter

has a shell border

with entwined dol-

phin handles and

also the seals of the

State and navy,

while on the side a

bear's head, in re-

lief, is shown. The

waiter weighs 260

ounces.
Centerpiece of Silver Service to be Presented to

 the United States Battleship ..Vebraska
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NOW READY
Our new fall Catalogue—the most complete and

important we have ever issued—will be ready by the
time you can get a request for same back to us.

We do not send it broadcast in the trade, but if any reader of
THE KEYSTONE who is an established jeweler in our trade territory
will ask us for a copy (mentioning THE KEYSTONE), one will be
sent by first express or mail prepaid.

You ought not to do your fall and holiday buying without it,
for it lists, describes and illustrates the most complete, up-to-date
line of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and Quick-Selling Wares
and Novelties in the country.

We do not believe any retail jeweler can spend even ten
minutes scanning this new Catalogue of ours without feeling that
it is a pretty good book to have around.

You will find that it is built for the use of busy buyers who
put a value on their time as well as on low prices.

There can be no question but that the jeweler who fails to get
and study this issue of our Catalogue will miss some of the lowest
prices and best values of the season.

You are welcome to a copy, free, if you will write for it.
Shall we send you one?

NORRIS, ALISTER 6 CO.
Wholesalers in Everything Needed by Jewelers

134-136 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

"4,140r " t 
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Death of Joseph M. Bates

Joseph M. Bates, head of the well-known firm

of Bates & Bacon, Attleboro, Mass., and one of

the leading members of the jewelry trade in America,

died at Cottage City, Mass., on Thursday, Septem-

ber 7th, aged seventy-two years. His death was

the result of a complication of diseases. One week

prior to it he went Cottage City, where, with the

reviving air of the sea, undisturbed rest and

complete relaxation from the tension of business

responsibility, it was hoped he would recover.

At one time it seemed as if the hope would be

realized, but a reaction set in which terminated

fatally.
From boyhood Mr. Bates led a life of continu-

ous activity. He was born in Wickford, R. I., and

in 1852 went to learn the jewelry business in the

factory of Reynolds, Dodge & Co., Providence.

He afterwards served as a foreman for Wightman

& Hough Co.,and his first step toward a proprietor-

ship was to secure an interest in Skinner, Vial! &

Joseph M. Bates

Co., Attleboro. This he subsequently disposed

of, and the next firm with which he connected

himself was the first to bear his name, to-wit,

Bates, Capron & Williams, Attleboro Falls. After

two more years he disposed of this interest and went

into business on his own account in Attleboro.

It was in 1866 that he was joined in partner-

ship by George M. Bacon, who died a few years

ago, and it was then that the widely-known firm-

name of Bates & Bacon was assumed. In 1881 the

concern added the making of watch cases to their

regular productive activities, but within compara-

tively recent years this interest was sold to the

Philadelphia Watch Case Co., Riverside, N. J.,

and the plant moved to that place. Coincidently

Mr. Bates purchased the plant and chainmaking

business of G. A. Dean & Co., considerably

enlarged the scope of its activities and conducted

it for some time as the G. A. Dean Co., but the

name of Bates & Bacon was subsequently resumed.

In 1898 the Bates & Bacon plant was visited by

a severe fire, in which a new factory erected by Mr.

Bates fourteen years previously was burned, to-

gether with the shops of seventeen other concerns.

Nothing daunted by his considerable loss, deceased

built a temporary factory on County Street and

followed soon after with a larger factory, of which

he occupied one entire floor. The partnership

between Messrs. Bates & Bacon was dissolved in

May, 1890, and Mr. Bates, with the assistance of

his son, Charles R. Bates, continued the business.

In all he owned five of the factory buildings de-

l'Oted to the jewelry industry in Attleboro, and
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owned other real estate extensively. Another

notable achievement to his credit was the erection

of the Attleboro Opera House, which bears his

name.
For thirty-three years before his death he had

been president of the First National Bank, of Attle-

boro ; he had also been president of the Attleboro

Steam and Electric Co., and was interested in

other laudable enterprises. His death, therefore,

is a distinct loss to the community in which he

lived and which he served so long and so substan-

tially. The survivors are a widow and two sons,

Frank M. and Charles R. Bates, the latter of whom

was associated with his father in the firm of Bates

& Bacon, and is now in charge of the concern.

Age of Invention

The inventive genius of Americans in these

modern days appears to be aimed more generally

along the lines of transportation than any other

field of activity, and the patents applied for and

granted on automobile and steam-power vehicles

exceed all previous records.

The patent office has no statistics of the num-

ber of patents on any one subject, but those who

have been working on the files of the office for

years tell of tendencies along certain lines of

activity. For instance, in 1896, at the height of the

bicycle craze, when, instead of the usual five exam-

iners in a division, thirteen were required to do the

work. Now one attends to bicycles and does other

work besides. The bicycle has been supplanted

by the automobile, a large number of patents for

new developments of which are constantly being

filed under classifications of vehicles, motive-

power machines, and steam and gas engines. The

number is on the increase every week.

The desire of the human family to imitate the

birds and fly through the air is shown by the num-

ber of patents on that kind of invention. Only

five or six a month appear at the present time, but

this division is looked upon as sure of growth.

The inventions in transportation appliances con-

tinue to hold the palm and lead them all. Sixty-

eight patents of this sort were filed in one week,

and despite the fact that the railroad has reached a

very high state of efficiency, the work of inventors

continues. In general machinery the steam turbine

is being developed especially for use on the big

battleships, one having been ordered for the big-

gest battleship in the world, which is to be built by

the British govenment. Pneumatic tools cause an

increasing number of patents.

On munitions of war the experts who have

been examining patents for a decade past have

noticed that there is little that is practically new, and

that guns are merely being developed to greater

efficiency along the same lines. New devices for

sighting, which make allowance for so slight a

factor as the humidity of the atmosphere, are

frequently filed.

Discovery of a Lost Art

Among the many secret processes of porcelain

manufacturing and decorating, which were guarded

so zealously by the Chinese for centuries, and which

in time even they ceased to excel in, none was so

sought after by the European manufacturers to dis-

cover, as their beautiful ruby red glazes, known as

"Sang de Boeuf," "Rouge Flambe," "Peach

Blow " and " Haricot ;" the first of these being,

as its name denotes, a wonderfully rich ruby or

blood red, while the others were varieties of the
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same color, blended with yellow, or streaked or

mottltd with blue, purple, gray or green.

The museums of Europe are rich in choice

specimens of these exquisite chemical curios of

ancient Chinese manufacture, as are many well-

known private collections, notably the Rothschild

collection, of London, and the famous Walters

collection, of Baltimore ; but the Chinese have long

since ceased to produce anything to compare with

these gems of the Nang-Si Dynasty.

All that was known of the coloring matter was

that it was some form of oxide of copper, and that

to obtain these glorious reds the porcelain had to

be tired in a reducing atmosphere. The difficulty

which most of the European manufacturers had to

contend with was their paste or porcelain, as well

as their glazes and firing, were so different to those

of the Chinese as to afford them little help toward

the solution of the problem.

Messrs. Doulton & Co., of Burslem, England,

however, have at last solved the difficulty, and

practically discoverd this long-lost art, after two

years of experimenting, fraught with many failures

and disappointments. This experimental depart-

ment was placed in the hands of a rising young

ceramic chemist, Cuthbert Bailey, son of John C.

Bailey, managing director of Messrs. Doulton &

Co., and after study and watchfulness and the

chemical examination and analysis of numberless

specimens, fired at various temperatures, treated in

various ways, and the building and rebuilding of

special kilns, his efforts were crowned with success;

and he is now turning out specimens of these myste-

rious glazes with all the various combinations of

color effects.

Artistic Engraving for High-Grade
Goods

It is conceded that the bulk of the demand this
season will be for the highest-grade goods.

And this means a demand for high-grade en-
grav

gh.o wants a rich piece of silverware disfigured
tiv

by a crude, scratchy monogram?
Our people have outgrown the amateurish let-

tering of a decade ago, and can now appreciate
ornamental cyphers and artistic workmanship.

And this is what they insist on.
Knowing this, are you prepared for it?

The fundamental preparation is a copy of the
world-famed compilation " Hornikel's Engravers'
Text Book," a veritable gold mine for the letter
engraver.

There's art, genius and skill of the rarest kind
in every letter, every monogram, every inscription.
The contents comprise :

Plain and Fancy Ornamented Cyphers.
Ribbon, Drop and Block Monograms for

watches, lockets, spoons, trays, tea sets, cigarette
and match cases, loving,prize and presentation cups.

Monograms and Initials for seal rings and fobs.
Monograms, Inscriptions, etc., etched on Silver.

No jeweler could see this book and be without
it. A copy will be sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of price, $6.00 (X1 58.)

For sale by THE KEYSTONE
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
Room 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago.

•Idv,
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THE B. A. & CO. 1906 CATALOGUE 

Our new 84o-page Catalogue will be sent out

this month. Our Catalogue has long been the

standard book among the trade it has sold

more goods than any other book published.

A jeweler that knows our book, knows that

it is an asset of great value_and it goes to

established jewelers only. Be familiar with our

1906 Catalogue and make use of it. Our

large business and years of experience enable

us to fill all orders to the satisfaction of our

C ustomers.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.

Silversmiths' Building

Chicago, Ill.

OCtobc:, 1905

AMONG
h

T RADE
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The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Arkansas

1Kiness hitherto conducted at Merion by

h L irt under his own name, has been re-
Iii Hope, where it is now carried on on a

1,o-ger ile under the name of E. P. Stewart &

Bro.
Connecticut

l'uter J. Donnelly, formerly with
oderbilt Jewelry Co., Amsterdam,

p11rcl):1(1 the jewelry stock of N. S.
Win-i,

the A. R.
N. Y., has
Lincoln, at

Georgia

Frud. E. Vaissiere has purchased a store in
Rome, and is making extensive alterations and
improvements therein preparatory to opening in

the retail jewelry business.

Illinois

II; up.; read the report of the robbery of
A. I.. (;rillin's jewelry store and of other business
i d.ices :It Potomac, as reported in the last issue
,,f I:Evs-roNE, E. Jeanmairet, the jeweler-

of Mt. Carroll, writes to inform us that

on the same night his store, a saloon, a restaurant
and a dry goods store in that town were burglar-
ized, The robbers, Jeweler Jeanmairet states, were
experienced, and took only the best class of goods.
He sustained a loss of several hundred dollars.

Indiana

R. A. Brown has removed his stock from
Gaston to Albany, and will continue in the jewelry
business in the last-named city.

Henry Vancleave has moved his jewelry stock
from Russellville to Ladoga, where he has a very
handsome and well-appointed store, having leased
the K. of P. Building in that place, for three years.
He has installed new and modern fixtures and his
store measures 20 x too feet. He states that pros-
pects for future business are most favorable.

Iowa

J. H. Lepper, the Mason City -jeweler, who
has long felt the need of more room for his busi-
ness, has secured larger quarters, having leased an
ample store room in the Willson Building, South
Main Street. These premises are being completely
overhauled, the floor lowered to the street level
and a new and modern front installed. He now
enjoys copious facilities for displaying his jewelry
and musical instrument lines. Fits optical depart-
ment is likewise roomy, well apportioned and
replete with modern refractive apparatus.

The partnership hitherto existing between
Jules Renaud and Emile F. Renaud, in the firm of
Jules Renaud & Son, Keokuk, has been dissolved,
Jules Renaud having retired. The business will be
continu-d by Emile F. Renaud, under the firm-
name of Jules Renaud's Son. This business change
Amalstilie retirement of one of Keokuk's business
patnan hs, Jules Renaud having been a resident
0.f Keokuk for forty years, during all of which
time he has been engaged in the jewelry business.

paper remarks of him : " His business
operati, ns have at all times been conducted upon
a standard which has established a lasting con-
fidence with the public in general, and the patrons
of the firm in particular." And it adds : " Emile
Renaud, while comparatively a young man, has

proven himself in every way capable to assume the
otirlItrheeslioansstifibfitleiteiens3o,efarssole, proprietor of this thriv-
mg establishment, as he has been active manager

Kentucky

Robert N. Phipps, the well-known Fulton

jeweler, was married on October 4th, to Miss Irene
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Gason, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Charles
Cason, of Jackson, Tenn. THE KEYSTONE tenders
congratulations.

Louisiana

L. Jansen, 112 Bourbon Street, New Orleans,
recently enjoyed a steamer trip to New York City,
which combined business with pleasure. Since
starting in business in New Orleans two years ago,
Jeweler Jansen has given continuous and active
attention to his enterprise, and consequently there
was an additional zest to the pleasure of his partial
relaxation.

Massachusetts

William H. Robinson, senior member of the
well-known jewelry firm of Robinson & Anderson,
375 Main Street, Worcester, died on Sunday, Sep-
tember 3d, in his sixty-ninth year. Mr. Robinson
was born at Amherst, and upon completing his
education, went to Knoxville, Tenn., where he
conducted a dry goods store for a few years. He
afterwards returned to New England, and opened
a gentlemen's furnishing business in Boston. In
t868, recognizing the fine business prospects of
Worcester, he removed thereto and succeeded in
building up a valuable trade. In 1896, the firm
was incorporated under the name of the Robinson-
Hilton Co., but six years afterwards, upon the
application of Mr. Robinson, the corporation was
dissolved, and the business continued until Decem-
ber, 1904, by deceased alone. In the following
March there was another change, when with the
entrance of FL S. Anderson, the firm-name of
Robinson & Anderson was assumed. A widow,
three sons and two daughters survive Mr. Robinson.

Missouri

Culpepper & Dortch, who last March closed
out their business in Hazel, Ky., and removed to
Hayti, have succeeded in building up a desirable
trade in the last-named place. The firm are official
watch inspectors for the 'Frisco Railroad.

New York

M. R. Dower, manufacturer of badges and
medals, who was located in the Meyers Building,
Syracuse, for twenty-four years, is now established
in the Bastable Building, where he has the advan-
tages of a more central situation, and has con-
siderably increased his facilities.

The business formerly conducted under the
name of William Lutz Co., 71 Seneca Street,
Buffalo, (Miss A. M Davies, proprietoress), has
been succeeded to by the firm of Schnieder &
Davies., the respective interests of Miss Davies and
of A. Schnieder, who has hitherto conducted a
retail jewelry business at 96 Seneca Street, having
been consolidated at Miss Davies' location, 71
Seneca Street. These premises have been occupied
as a jewelry store for twenty-two years, having
been originally opened by William G. Lutz, whose
death occurred some years ago. Miss Davies has
been connected with the store for a number of
years.

M. L. Levine, 163 East Genessee Street,
Buffalo, has executed some notable alterations
and improvements in his store. The walls and
ceilings have been newly decorated and painted
and new cluster electric lights installed. The side
cases have been fitted with front bracket electric
lights, which lend considerable brilliancy to
Jeweler Levine's handsome display of goods.

T. C. Tanke, 378 Main Street, corner of Eagle
Street, Buffalo, has made extensive alterations in
his store building, having installed on the Eagle
Street side new show windows and an entrance.

The interior has also been equipped with new and
modern fixtures and fine display facilities. The
second floor of this establishment is devoted to
clocks, bronzes, cut glass and art goods, and the
third used for manufacturing and repair shops.

Daniel C. Fischel, 2 George Street, Green

Island, is the inventor of a new artificial fuel which

lie has named " coaline," and for which he has

applied for a patent. This invention seems to pos-

sess a special economic advantage from the. fact

that it is made from garbage. A favorable private

test was made of its efficacy as a fuel in comparison

with a like quantity of anthracite coal. The Troy

Telegram says of it : " The coaline is a black

solid. It can be made very hard or soft, also heavy

or light. It is of most use for steam purposes
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where steam is required to be raised in short time.
It will raise heat in a much shorter time than coal.
The reporter saw. the material in the different
stages. Mr. Fischel had a small box containing a
light colored powder. This was the refuse vegeta-
ble matter after it had been dried and ground.
Another box contained the pulverized slag. The
coaline had a slight smell of tar, but during the
process there was no odor at all." Jeweler Fischel
has more than one other triumph of inventive
genius to his credit, the most useful, probably,
being an adjustable umbrella handle.

M. L. Mantel!, the Syracuse jeweler, who has
been ill for some weeks, is reported to be slowly
improving.

XV. D. McLean has removed from 284 River
Street, Troy, to a more central location at 259
Broadway, in that city. Jeweler McLean is an
expert watchmaker, who has been in the trade for
many years.

J. R. Sturges, the enterprising jeweler, of 99
Congress Street, Troy, is the inventor of an inge-
nious gas stove for heating purposes, and has been
granted on it four United States and two foreign
patents. He has tested this stove against the best
similar devices now on the market, with the most
favorable results. He states that his stove pro-
duced fifty per cent. more heat at fifty per cent.
less expense than the best of the other makes, and
he has vindicated his belief in the superiority of
his invention by leasing for three years a factory in
which he will begin the manufacture of these
articles. THE KEYSTONE wishes him success in
his enterprise.

Ohio

C. H. Harris, of Portsmouth, has sold his
store to J. F. Carr, of Kenton, who took posses-
sion of it on October mt. Mr. Harris will again go
into the jewelry business as soon as he can find a
suitable location. His health, however, would not
permit him to continue at Portsmouth.

J. F. Carr, formerly of Kenton, has purchased
the jewelry business of C. H. Harris, Portsmouth.
He has refitted the store throughout with mahog-
any fixtures, largely increased the stock and made
a number of other improvements which, when
completed, will make this one of the handsomest
jewelry stores in Southern Ohio. THE KEYSTONE
wishes Mr. Carr abundant success in his new
location.

Pennsylvania

J. H. Lepsch, the Portland Mills jeweler, who
is manager of the Standard Wood Co.'s factory at
that place, intends to open a new jewelry store at
Portland Mills on November 1st, under the firm-

name of J. H. & C. Lepsch. A new brick build-

ing is being erected for the firm, which it is antici-
pated will be ready for occupancy on the date
mentioned.

The demise, recently, at Allegheny, of Rev.
Henry Seifert, a retired Lutheran clergyman,
formerly of Franklinville, has a special interest for
the trade by reason of the fact that three of his
sons are well-known jewelers, namely, John M.
Seifert, of Mulberry, hid., D. I. Seifert, of
Monessen, and C. H. Seifert, of Apollo. Besides
the foregoing, the deceased clergyman leaves one
other son and three daughters. A few days prior
to his demise, he attained his eighty-third year,
and he had been in the ministry for half a century.

Edwin Keller & Sons, the well-known Allen-
town jewelry firm, celebrated on September 12th,

the fortieth anniversary of its establishment in that

city. The founder of this prosperous business,

Edwin Keller, is a native of Kellersville, who
leerned the jewelry trade in Easton, and became
an expert workman. Forty years ago, in company
with his brother, Samuel S. Keller, he went to
Allentown, bought the jewelry store of John
Newhard, at 737 Hamilton Street, and began busi-

ness there September 12, 1865, under the firm-
name of Keller & Brother. This firm continued
until the year 1888, when Samuel Keller retired

and Mr. Keller conducted the business alone. In
1893, he took into partnership his eldest son,

Herbert C. Keller, who had become an expert

optician. In 1897, his youngest son, Arthur E.

Keller, became a partner under the firm-name of

E. Keller & Sons. In August, 1892, the business

was removed to its present quarters, 711 Hamilton
Street. Apropos of its fortieth anniversary, the

firm issued a very handsome little calendar, con-

taining a brief resume of its history.
I i
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Modern Gold Seekers and
Their Methods

*MU)

IS methods differ from those of old

prospectors. Takes advantage of

progress in the sciences. Use of

t Ite drill in discovering veins or their extent.

The yield from the gold

Increase in mines has increased 6o per

cent. in less than a decade.

In seeking the reasons for

this truly remarkable development one is

especially prominent—the great advance

which has been made in the methods fol-

lowed by the modern gold seeker. The

prospectors, says the Scientific American,

have taken advantage of progress in geol-

ogy, chemistry and other sciences and have

provided themselves with mechanical aids

which are far superior to the crude imple-

ments employed by the metal hunters of the

past.
Their examination has not been con-

fined to merely the bed of a creek or the side

of a mountain, but often is so extensive that

it embraces miles of area. Many a pros-

pecting tour rises to the dignity of an expe-

dition and embraces a variety of apparatus,

to say nothing of a staff of geologists and

other experts.

Gold Production

In the old-fashioned system,

The Old-fash- as it might be termed, of

seeking precious metal, the

prospectors can be divided

into two classes—those who are satisfied to

obtain the metal in any form and the

"pocket hunters." The latter individual

considers himself above the other type of

prospector, terming his calling professional.

Many a one has spent the better part of his

life in exploring beds of streams and dry

valleys in search of pockets. In southern

Oregon the pocket hunters have been per-

haps more numerous than elsewhere in the

United States proper, as this section of the

State has yielded a large amount of gold in

this form. Pocket prospectors depend upon

the pick, shovel and pan, as do their fellows,

but they seldom dig further into the side

of the bank or hill than their shovel will

each.
The ordinary prospector wades along

the bed of the stream or tramps through its

sand if it is "dry," here and there filling his

Pan with the material. Then immersing the

pan in water, he thus separates the sand

from the other matter and gradually spilling

out the sand, eagerly gazes at the bottom of

the pan to note any glittering streak which

may betoken the presence of gold. If he is

working along the side of a hill where he

believes the ledge of rock may contain a

ioned Methods
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vein of gold-bearing ore, he breaks off likely

portions with his pick, crushes them as best

he can and dumping the dust and fragments

into his pan repeats the separation process.

In the examination of rock for metal-

bearing ore, the arrastra of the Mexicans

and Spaniards has been used extensively,

especially in California and Oregon. This

contrivance consists of a vertical shaft or

axis, which supports several wooden bars

fastened at right angles to it. To the ends

of the bars are attached heavy flat stones,

which, by the movement of the axis, revolve

in a circular pit. The specimens of ore are

placed in the pit, a stream of water is turned

upon them and the arrastra placed in motion

by animal or water power. The ore is re-

solved into a slimy sediment by being

ground in the water and passes off through

the sluiceway, which is provided with riffles

for catching the gold.

The modern Methods for

The Modern searching for deposits of

precious metal are so radi-

cally different from those

described that it may be said a revolution

has taken place in prospecting in the United

States. In the Rocky Mountain region the

formation has been pierced as far as 2,000

feet in the effort to ascertain the existence

of a vein or the dimensions of one already

discovered. Some of the projects which

have been carried out preliminary to the

opening of mines represent an outlay of

more than $1,000.000 in the purchase of

apparatus, the employment of noted experts

and in the general magnitude of the opera-

tions.

Among the mechanical appliances

which have been of great assistance to the

modern prospector is the drill. With it he

can make borings in a week where, if a shaft

were sunk, a year would be needed. If the

formation is to be examined by a shaft,

however, the cost of sinking it is reduced

to a minimum by means of explosive cart-

ridges, which are now manufactured espe-

cially for such service. They are ignited by

means of the electric current, and it should

be said that an essential part of the modern

prospecting outfit is the chemical battery,

which is of value not only for this purpose

but in the application of electrolytic methods

to separating the precious metal from the

dross.

Methods

Scientific
Knowledge
Necessary

Few expeditions of any size

are sent out without an ex-

perienced geologist, who is

usually provided with maps

and other data giving the best information

available regarding the region to be ex-

plored. Maps giving the extent of the
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claims, the direction of the veins and the

general topography of the region where the

mine is to be opened are obviously of much

value, and a draughtsman is frequently in-

cluded in the staff, with material for prepar-

ing the maps on the spot from the data

obtained by the investigators.

Besides the geologist, the services of an

expert chemist are also of great importance,

and a laboratory in minature is contained

in the packs carried by the animals. So

complete is this portion of the equipment

that a fairly correct field analysis can be

made of the specimens secured by the use of

the drill or by the other prospecting tools.

If the outcropping of a quartz vein is dis-

covered, enough is broken off to allow its

character to be studied both from a geologi-

cal and a chemical standpoint.

After examining it in connection with

the formation in the vicinity, the geologist

is often able to indicate where the surface

can be bored with the possibility of reaching

the ore-bearing stratum at once. The value

of the ore from the outcropping and that

from the interior can be approximately de-

termined by the chemist. To crush the ore

is a slight undertaking, and with the lead

which he has brought along the material can

be readily fused in a portable furnace. In

fact, he has the essentials for making a

"dry assay" on a limited scale, for cupels

are now made of such light weight that they

can readily be carried on muleback.

Taking the ingot of lead

and of precious metal he

can easily oxidize the lead

by placing it in his cupel

and heating the latter to the required tern-

perature in an oven constructed of material

which he can obtain in the vicinity. With

his nitric acid he separates the silver which

may remain, leaving the gold only to be

tested for its value. The proportion of the

gold to a given quantity of ore can be deter-

mined by his scales, but by using his touch-

stone or black basalt he can detect the qual-

ity of the gold by the color which this sub-

stance makes when drawn over the surface

of the metal.
In the outfit of the modern prospector

quicksilver has become practically indispen-

sable. Its affinity for gold makes it a most

valuable agent. Where the existence of

placer gold is imagined, the introduction of

mercury into the test washer soon solves the

problem and avoids the use of riffles and

other crude appliances which were forme
rly

depended upon almost entirely. After

crushing the specimens of test ore, the

quicksilver can also be used to ascertain the

quantity of free gold among the particles.

As the mercury can be eliminated by h
eating

the composition to a sufficiently high 
tem-

perature, it is now utilized in large quanti-

ties by the modern prospector.

Chemical Tests
for Gold
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Write for list Catalogue 1905-6, with latest styles of Diamond
Mountings, Rings, Pendants, Doublet Set Rings, etc.

We make every piece we sell.

Readers are req uested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use
of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex-pressed. - Editor The Keystone.

Mutilation of Coins

ED. KEVSTONE ;—In regard to the article in
your August issue as to " Mutilation of Coins by

jewelers, I wish to state that in the late '8o's and

early '90's there was a fad of making bangles of

coins. To such large proportions did it grow, that

the government, to stop the use of coins for this

purpose, passed the law prohibiting the mutilation

of coins.
Shortly after the passage of this law, a jeweler

(if I remember right, of Boston) had an order to

myke up some ornaments from a number of coins.

When completed, the work was to show that it

was made of coins ; yet the coins were to be in

such condition that they could never be used again

as currency. To assure himself that he was not vio-

lating the law, this jeweler wrote to the Treasury

Department, explaining how he wanted to use the

coins and asking for a ruling in the matter. The
reply seemed to indicate that such use of the coins

would not be a violation of the law. The jeweler

then went on with the work, and later was hauled

up for violation of the law. He offered in extenu-

ation or defence the letter from the Treasury De-

partment. At the trial this letter was repudiated

by the court, the jeweler was adjudged guilty and

had to pay a heavy fine.

The intent of the law is the protection of the

coinage, and any mutilation, however slight, is a

violation. Any one has the right to melt his coins

into bullion, but nothing short of complete destruc-

tion as coins will suffice.

Truly yours,

Columbia, ̀;. P. H. LACHICOTTE.

Gold Rings Blackening the Finger

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have sold several 14 K.
solid gold band rings and am having trouble with

them turning the finger black. Will you kindly

tell me through your valued columns the cause and

remedy. The rings were sold last Christmas and

have been in constant use.
Truly yours,

Dunkirk, Ind. G. W. C.

P. S.—Please do not refer me to some back

number of your journal, as I have no file for any

considerable time back.

[We will make this letter the occasion of a

word of advice to the trade, on the necessity of

keeping complete files of this journal. Had our

subscriber had a file with the annual indexes, he

could have found this information in a moment,

saved his time and ours, and also the space in our

columns which might be used to better purpose

on some less familiar subject.
As most of our readers are aware when the

skin blackens a ring, it is caused by the sulphur

thrown off in the insensible perspiration. The

subject of gold rings blackening the finger is one

which, we think, has interested the human family

about as long as gold rings have been worn. The

belief usually held by people is, that a gold ring

will not blacken the finger, while a brass ring will.

The facts are, gold rings will in some instances
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blacken the finger. There is always a distinguish-
ing feature between the blackening produced by
gold and that produced by brass ; the black from
gold is a true black or gray, while the black from
brass is a green-black. The explanation of a gold
ring blackening the finger is, the gold is soft and
the skin of the finger wears away gold enough to
give a black color, not a stain but an absolute
painting of the finger with a black pigment, which
really is gold in a N,ery fine state of division. In
proof of this, write your name on a piece of enamel
cardboard with a five-dollar gold piece. The
board used must be enameled, to remove enough

gold to give a color. A better medium or substance

to use is a thin kind of hard white leather drug-

gists use for tying over the corks of bottles. A
piece of such leather glued to a bit of board, and
used like a buff, will show a black streak after a

few rubs on the edge of a gold coin.
Another proof that fine gold appears black

can be shown by chemical action. Alloy some

pure gold with three times its weight of silver.

Roll out the alloy extremely thin, then cut into

small bits and dissolve them in pure nitric acid,

diluted one-half with water. After the metal is ap-

parently all dissolved there will remain in the bot-

tom of the vessel a black powder, which is nothing
more nor less than the gold which was alloyed with

the silver, which can be proved by fusing the black

powder to a yellow button of pure gold of the

same weight as was alloyed with the silver. It
follows, as a natural sequence, that the softer the

gold the more easily it will wear away and blacken

the finger. To those who are incredulous about

the human skin being rough enough to perceptibly

wear away gold, we suggest consulting a barber who

strops his razor on the palm of his hand. There is

much difference in persons in regard to the abrasive

properties of their skin, and we presume that with

the same person a dry, rough condition of the skin

would tend more toward blackening than would a

soft, moist condition.—ED.]

" Putting Up a Front"

IN an interior town, one evenin
g recently,

the representative of a prominent jobbing

house, just arrived, was sitting in front of the

hotel planning his operations for the next

day. He heard the " chug-chug " of an

approaching automobile and, looking up,

saw Mr. Blank, the jeweler, whizzing by.

Two citizens, standing nearby, were thus

heard to remark :

" That's a fine machine of Blank's."

" You bet ! Paid me $15oo for it, cash,

a week ago. Blank seems to be getting on

—the jewelry business must be paying."

" Well, you can't tell. Maybe Blank is

only putting up a front.' I'd sooner have

Jones' business, around the corner. He

doesn't put on the style that Blank does, but

he's getting there in a business way. Blank's

a bluffer."
The jobber's man sat up and thought

things over. He turned to his memorandum

book and saw that Blank owed the firm just

about $1500, past due ; and Blank had " paid

cash" for the automobile the week before.

The jobber's man had come to the town

specially to offer Blank a " good thing " in

a job lot of discontinued styles of staple goods,

amounting to about St000. He had not

been disturbed by the overdue account but

had intended to sell the job lot on top of the

old bill, if he couldn't get cash on account ;

for Blank had always successfully " bluffed "

the firm. But the automobile butted in on

his plans.
The next morning he took the goods to

Jones, who bought them with an " extra to

off for cash."
The incident suggests a variety of profit-

able morals, which might be tabulated as

follows:

I. Your cash belongs to the man whose

bill is past due, not to the vender who will

help you to " put up a front."

2. " Putting Up a front " is only justifia-

ble when there's something behind the front.

3. There's no such brake for an automo-

bile on the road as a fat bill-file at home. It

seems to interfere with the whiz.

4. Blank's satisfaction in " putting up a

front " is as nothing compared to Jones'

satisfaction in contemplating his discounted

and receipted bill.

5. Blank is fooled in thinking the people

are fooled.
6. Jones will sell the bargain lot at a big

profit ; an automobile can't sell goods.

7. Better smell of watch-oil than gaso-

line, until your bills are paid.

8. $1500 past due for goods sold or in

stock seems twice as big as before the $1500

was paid in cash for a luxury.

9. A pretence that is found out is the

flattest proposition possible. A toy balloon

looks like a solid globe until you prick it

with a pin ; and there's nothing quite so

absurd as to hope that a business balloon

may long escape an inquiring pin.

To. An unpretentious man generally car-

ries with him the quiet sympathy and good

will of his neighbors ; but the man who

" puts up a front " challenges the criticism

of the people, in demanding something of

their credulity. No man likes to believe that

another thinks he can be made a fool of.

I 1. An autmobile is not the only way to

excite attention. Sometimes superior work-

manship at the bench, or having the best

goods, or the lowest prices, does the trick ;

and it costs less—and pays better.

Food Deposits on Desert Islands

The New Zealand government has pro-

vided for castaway crews by establishing

depots where food and clothing may be ob-

tained on several islands off the coast. Not

long ago a French crew, shipwrecked and

cast upon the Auckland Islands, were sus-

tained for a considerable period by this

thoughtful provision. At most of the islands

a boat is left, also, while finger-posts point

out the way to the depots. The govern-

ment steamer visits most of the islands twice

a year, and no island is visited less than

once a year,
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Mr. Up-t0-Date Jeweler:

HAVE you seen the new lines of
Art Pottery we have just

produced?

nO you know that they are abso-
lutely new—that they are dif-

ferent from any ever made?

WILL you be interested when
we tell you, and investigation

will prove, that they sell readily at
good profit, and give perfect
satisfaction P

WE think you should be inter-
ested and see them sure be-

fore buying a dollar's worth of
pottery—it'll pay you. Send for
catalogue to-day.

SALESROOMS:
NEW YORK-6N and 70 West Broadway111 LADELPIIIA-1035 Market Streetit cmio—.514 Hartford Building
BosTox-146 Franklin Street
PITTSBURGII-420 Bissell Block
PORTLAND, OREGON-96 and 48 Front Street
BALTIMORE-2 Clay Street

J. B. Owens
Zanesville, Ohio

50 Per Cent. More ,
Attractive

Illuminated Show Cases
(Jo)1n l'etz, Patentee)

are fitted with best German Plate Mirrors which show true reflections of the goodsdisplayed. This, combined with our clever Illuminating Device, makes "Quick Sales"Cases attract SO% more attention than others. The experience of progressive mer-chants everywhere proves it.
American Shock Mirrors—used by nine-tenths of our competitors because they arecheaper—are wavy—do not show true reflections, and haven't the remarkable brilliancyPeculiar to German Plate.
It's the details fit construction—the mirrors—the glass—the wood—the glue—theworkmanship—and the finish that makes " Quick Sales" Cases more rigid, more durableand more attractive than others. It's the " Quick Sales" quality that insures "quicksales and more sales." Write to-day for prices and information.

DETROIT SHOW CASE COMPANY, Dept. C
"Show Case Builders to Progressive Merchants"

Joust PET; Pres.
HERBERT MALOTT, Sec -Trans

Canadian Branch
Windsor, Ont,

S‘c 482 to 490

Fort Street, West

Detroit, U.S.A.

THE MIDDLETOWN SILVER CO.
FINEST GRADE

SILVER PLATED

HOLLOWWARE

A Line Guaranteed Strictly
Hand Burnished

NEW YORK, 14 Maiden Lane
PHILADELPHIA, 929 Chestnut Street

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

817 FRUIT. F. G. J3U14NISIIED

CHICAGO, Temporary Office, 22 St. James Place

PHOTOGRAPH BOOK

Loaned to the Trade

for Inspection

SAN FRANCISCO, 134 Sutter St.
ATLANTA, 70-80 Peachtree St.

Numerous inquiries have been made

Who Makes The Alliance Ring?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that should you need them, we Can supply you.These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.They are easily opened as shown on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.

Id karat, 3 dwts., in dozen lots, pao per dwt., net 18 karat, 3 dwts., in 34 dozen lots, $1.25 per dwt., net

Leonard Krower, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal Street, NEW ORLEANS. LA.
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The Origin of Pearls

D,:e to Boring Sponges and Burrowing Worms—

Most Important Fisheries of India—Pearl

Fishing in the United States

S PEAKING generally, the substance

forming the inner layers of the

OA shells of any nacreous mollusk is

termed "pearly." In the mass it constitutes

what is known as "mother of pearl," while

in the form of a detached lustrous concre-

tion it is a "pearl." Dr. W. A. Herdman,

nf the University of Liverpool, England, in

Icporting recently on the pearl oyster fish-

eries of Ceylon, makes some very interesting

statements as to the origin of pearls, from

which it appears that some pearls, or pearly

excrescences on the interior of the shell, are

due to the irritation caused by boring

sponges and burrowing worms, says Ran-

dolph L. Geare in the Scientific American.

It would seem that minute grains of

sand and other foreign particles gain access

to the body inside the shell, which are popu-

larly supposed to form the nuclei of pearls,

only under very exceptional circumstances;

in fact, only one pearl out of a large num-

ber which Dr. Herdman decalcified con-

tained in its center what proved to be be-

yond doubt a grain of sand. It is only

xvhen the shell is injured, as by breaking off

or crushing the projecting "ears"—thereby

enabling sonic fine sand to work in—that

such inorganic particles supply the irritation

which gives rise to pearl formation.
Another class of pearls,

Varieties of found in the muscular tissue
Pearls of the animal, are called

"muscle pearls." They have

no organic nuclei, but seem to start as mi-

nute calcareous concretions in the tissue.

The choicest pearls, to which Dr. Herdman

gives the name "cyst" or "orient," occur

in the thin muscular margin of the mouth,

or in the thick, white lateral part over the

stomach and liver, or at times are found

free in a cavity of the body ; and Dr. Herd-

man's observations have caused him to re-

mark that the majority of the fine pearls

found in the soft tissues contain more or

less recognizable remains of parasitic
worms, so that the stimulation which event-

ually causes the formation of an "orient"

pearl is due to infection by a minute worm
which becomes encased and dies ; thus, as
Dr. Herdman puts it, justifying in a sense

Dubois's statement that "the most beautiful'

pearl in the world is in short nothing more
than the brilliant sarcophagus of a worm."

Dr. Kelaart, another prominent author-
ity on pearls, is credited with having been

the first to connect their formations with
,he presence of wormy parasites, although

as far back as 1852 Filippi proved that the

trematode worm, known as Distomum du-
plicatum, was the cause of pearl formation
in some of the fresh water mussels. Other
authorities, such as Humbert, the Swiss nat-
uralist, agree that these worms play an im-
portant part in the formation of pearls, and,
this being so, it may be asked what is to
prevent the possibility of infecting oysters
with these worms, thereby increasing the
supply of pearls.

The true pearl oyster (Me-
The True Pearl leagrina margaratifera) is

Oyster found chiefly in the Indian
Ocean, the Red Sea, the

warmer parts of the South Pacific, the Gulf
of California and the Caribbean Sea. The
local conditions supply, &c., vary greatly in
different regions.

The pearl fisheries of India have long
been famous. The .most important are in
the Gulf of Manar. On the Ceylon side the
fisheries were very profitable in 1903 and
1904. The seasons are irregular here, as
elsewhere, owing to the frequent disappear-
ance of the oysters before they reach the
proper age of production, which is four to
six years.

As the mocha operandi of these fish-
eries is in general similar in every region
a brief description of that employed in the
Ceylon fisheries will suffice for all. When
conditions are favorable a fishery is organ-
ized and two hundred or more large boats
are fitted out, manned by sturdy natives,
each boat having its complement of divers.
The boats, grouped in fleets of sixty or sev-
enty each, start at night so as to reach the
banks by sunrise.

Each boat generally carries two divers
and is manned by ten rowers, a steersman
and a shark charmer (pillal karras). He is
a very important personage, for upon his
mystic ceremonies the diver Chiefly relies
for protection from the numerous sharks,
but he also arms himself with a club in case
the incontations of the charmer should fail.
As soon as the bank is reached a signal gun
is fired and diving commences. The diver
has a stone of granite weighing about forty
pounds attached to the cord by which he is
let down in order to facilitate his descent.
Divers work in pairs, one going down while
the other stays on board to watch the signal
cord. When this is jerked the stone is
pulled up first, then the basket of oysters
and lastly the man. Divers generally re-
main below about a minute and are expecte:1
to make forty or fifty descents a day.

The pearls are sorted into
Sorting The ten different sizes by pass-
Pearls ing them through brass

sieves containing respec-
tively 20, 30, 50, 8o, TOO, 200, 400, 600, 800
and i,000 holes. The number of oysters
obtained daily in these fisheries is estimated
at about a million. These are auctioned off,
and frequently bring $10 to $14 a thousand,
while even as high a price as $24 a thousand
has been reached. The present local price
for selected pearls of one caret and upward
is about $20 per carat. In 1903 the Govern-
ment realized $271,850, and in 1904 $351,-

564 from these fisheries.
Among other localities where pearl

fisheries are carried on may be mentioned
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the Merguian Archipelago under the Gov-
ernment of Burma, the lower end of the
Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, the waters
around the Molucca Islands, in the neigh-
borhood of Zanzibar, and on the west coast
of New Caledonia. Nearer home are the
fisheries of La Paz, in lower California,
British Honduras, Panama, along the coast
of Ecuador and of Peru, and in the lower
Gulf of Maracaibo. There is also a flourish-
ing pearl fishery on the northern coast of
Australia, where a large fleet of vessels is
employed, and another extensive industry
has lately been reported in the neighbor-
hood of Thursday Island, north of Queens-
land.

The gathering of pearls
Value of Fresh from fresh water shells has

been carried on for centu-
ries on this continent.

When De Soto was made Governor of Cuba
it was agreed that one-fifth of all treasures
won in battle, including pearls, should be
given to the Spanish crown, and on one oc-
casion his men are said to have obtained
350 pounds' weight of pearls from Indian
graves in Cutifachiqui.

The value of pearls from fresh water
shells varies greatly, depending on their
size and color. One pearl from a fresh
water mussel was sold for $1,500, while a
round pink pearl from Tennessee brought
$650. One of the finest pearls ever collected
in the United States was the "Queen." It
had a beautiful luster and weighed ninety-
three grains. It was found near Paterson,
N. J., in 1857, and was sold to the Empress
Eugenie for $2,500. To-day it is probably
worth $10,000.

Pearl fishing in the United States has
been carried on in many States, including
Kentucky, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin,
Illinois, Arkansas, Missouri, Georgia and
Kansas.

The manufacture of ornamental ob-
jects, such as pocketbooks, hand satchels,
jewel cases, etc., from pearl shells, has dur-
ing recent years become an important in-
dustry, and with their iridescent shades of
salmon, purple, pink and cream, very beau-
tiful articles are made.

The pearl button industry
Pearl Button has increased extensively
Industry during the last eight years,

and several factories, espe-
cially in towns in Iowa and Illinois border-
ing on the Mississippi River, are now in op-
eration. The principal species of fresh
water mussels whose shells are used in their
manufacture is the "niggerhead" (Quad-
rula ebena), while several varieties of "sand
shells" are also employed, including the
"yellow" (Lampsilis anodontoides), the
"black" (L. rectus), and the "slough" (L.
fallaciosus). One of the best shells is the
"deerhorn" (Tritigonia verrucosa); and
another favorite is the "butterfly" (Plagiola
securis).

The pearl button industry in the United
States began in 1891, the first factory being
established at Muscatine, Iowa. The largest
factories turn out as many as a thousand
gross of finished buttons a day, the average
price obtained being thirty-five to forty
cents a gross.

Water Pearls
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What to Do with Small Savings

VERYBODY would like to save money,

and almost everybody can. But it is gen-

erally agreed that money is harder to keep

and safely invest than to get. Especially

is this true of small savings. What shall we do

with them?

Open a bank account. Booker T. Washington

says to his people : "As soon as you have saved a

dollar open a bank account. And if you do not

have a dollar, open it with half a dollar."

Select the strongest and best-managed bank

you can, but any bank is safer than your bureau

drawer, and when a bank does fail, which is not

often in proportion to the number of banks, the

owners of the bank must lose all their investments

in it first, so the depositors usually lose nothing.

Or go into a building association. Usually an in-

vestor pays into his building association one dollar

a month for each share he takes. This money is

invested by the managers of the association, gene-

rally in mortgages on real estate in the town where

the association is located. The interest thus earned

tor you is added to your principal and is kept accu-

mulating until each of your shares is worth two

hundred dollars, when your money is drawn out

and paid to you. The time that it takes for a

share to amount to two hundred dollars varies

somewhat according to the local demand for

money, but it is usually about ten or eleven years.

A simple calculation will show you that you have

received a very good rate of interest upon your

savings while they were accumulating.

One advantage of a building

association is that you are

tions Most Helpful compelled to save money,

and to resist temptations that

come to you to spend it unnecessarily. You can

withdraw from the association at any time and get

back all that you have paid in, together with a fair

interest upon it ; but to get all that your money

has earned, you must continue to pay until the

shares mature and are worth the two hundred dol-

lars apiece. Building associations are especially

helpful to a man who wants to buy a home with his

savings. He can borrow most of the cost of a

home from the association, pay the interest each

month, which will be much less than rent, and

at the end of ten or eleven years his matured

shares will pay his debt. Many thousands of

men with small incomes have paid for home
s in

this way.
The building associations here referred to are

home associations well managed by careful, 
con-

servative men. But you should be very cautious

about investing in building associations in dis
tant

places, especially if they are spending mone
y to

pay agents to travel about and promise high r
ates

of interest. Some of these associations have

proved to be disastrous to those who investe
d in

them.
When you have saved five hundred or a thou-

sand dollars look around for a permanent 
invest-

ment. But first make up your mind what not to

do. Do not invest in some mining or oth
er plau-

sible scheme which you see advertised, or 
which

has been urged upon you by an agent, as 
certain

to pay you ten or twelve per cent. upon 
your in-

vestment. Do not forget that there are millio
ns of

dollars lying idle in the banks of this country

whose owners would snap at a chance t
o invest

them safely at five per cent. or even less. 
And if

the Investments thus advertised were rea
lly safe

you would never hear of them. Their manage-

Building Associa-

went would certainly not spend money in adver-

tising or sending out agents when the man next

door has a million dollars to invest at half the rate

which they are promising you. While an occa-

sional one of these may turn out fortunately, such

are very rare indeed. The best of them are specu-

lative, and many of them are frauds. It is a great

misfortune that the newspapers publish their ad-

vertisements. The best papers and magazines

do not do it.
First of all, then, look out for the safety of

your investment. Be more anxious that your prin-

cipal shall be safe than to get a high rate of interest.

Do not expect ta find any permanent and safe in-

vestment that will pay you more than five per

cent. There is no greater dicouragement to further

saving than to lose what you have already saved.

If you are permanently located

and need a home, buy one. Pay

an Investment all you can upon it, borrow the

rest of its cost upon a mortgage,

with the privilege of paying off a part of the mort-

gage every time you pay your interest, and then

pay for it as fast as you can. There is no safer or

more satisfactory investment of savings than in a

home. But if you do not need a home, real estate

is often an unwise investment. It is often difficult

to sell without a sacrifice. It is a common and

true saying, that real estate is much easier bought

than sold. Repairs, taxes and insurance use up a

large part of the rent. Securing tenants and col-

lecting rents is troublesome and sometimes uncer-

tain ; and persons with little practical business

experience, which includes most women and many.

men, had not better buy real estate as an invest-

ment.
Next to a home, there is no better investment

for you than a first mortgage on real estate in your

neighborhood. A mortgage is a pledge of property

for the payment of a debt. A second mortgage is

a second one placed on the same property. The

first mortgage and its interest must be paid in full

before anything is paid upon the second mortgage,

so don't buy a second mortgage. If the property

is sold, whoever buys it assumes the mortgage and

must pay the interest, and the principal when it is

due. Should the owner of the property fail to pay

the interest or principal when due, the property

may be sold by the sheriff, and the mortgage, prin-

cipal and interest, is paid from the proceeds of the

sale.
To invest safely in a mortgage you must be

sure that the property really belongs to him who

gives the mortgage, that it is worth considerably

more than you lend upon it, that the buildings upon

it are insured, and that it is recorded in the proper

office in the county courthouse before any other

mortgage on the same property is recorded there,

for it is the order in which the mortgages are

recorded, not the order in which they are given,

that makes them first or second mortgages. It is

the business of a conveyancer or a lawyer to attend

to these details, and this service is usually paid for,

not by you but by the borrower. Such a mortgage

needs no further attention so long as the interest

and all taxes on the property are promptly paid
,

except to see that buildings are kept insured, and

possibly to call in your loan if the property seems

to be depreciating much in value.

Except in neighborhoods remote from business

centers, or in those which are rapidly developing

and increasing in value, the best rate of interes
t

now paid upon good mortgages is five per cent
.

Most of the best ones, placed in or near the large

Eastern cities, do not pay more than four or four

and a half per cent. Almost everywhere the de-

A Home as
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mand for good mortgages is greater than the sup-

ply, but they can usually be got after a little

waiting.

Bonds as an
Investment

Bonds are a favorite kind of in-

vestment. When a railroad or
other such company wishes to

borrow money, it, too, usually

gives a mortgage upon its property. But as no one

person could or would lend a railroad all the

money it needed, a mortgage is given to some

trust company, and this mortgage is cut up into

thousand, or five hundred, dollar pieces, called

bonds, and these are sold to investors. The trust

company holds the mortgage for the security of

the bondholders. Bonds run a term of years,

rarely less than ten, often twenty, thirty, and even

fifty or a hundred years. The longer a bond has

to run the better it is, because it saves one the

trouble and risk of finding a new investment.

When a company is well established, is doing a

good, safe business, ,and is bonded for only a

reasonable part of the value of its property, its

bonds are among the best andsafest kinds of invest-

ment. The interest is usually collected by cutting

off, when due, coupons which are attached to each

bond, and which are promises to pay six months'

interest when due. These may be collected through

a bank like checks.

The safest bonds are municipal bonds, or those

issued by the government, State, county, city, bor-

ough or township. Good municipal bonds pay but

small interest. Any State or important city in the

United States can borrow money at from three to

three and a half per cent., and no county or town in

the country with first-class credit is now obliged to

pay more than four per cent. upon its bonds. All the

late issues of United States Government bonds pay

but two per cent., and they sell at a premium, but

their value is increased by the fact that national

banks need them in order to issue bank notes upon

them. But the bonds of good trolley roads, water

or coal companies and other corporations can be

bought which pay almost, and sometimes quite,

five per cent.
It ought to be added, that once railroads and

similar enterprises were built from the sale of both

stock and bonds. Stock was subscribed and paid

for by the builders of the road, and bonds were

sold to pay only the rest of the cost. Then its

bonds represented only a part, say one-half, of the

cost of a railroad, and were almost always a safe

investment. But now many enterprises are paid

for wholly by the sale of bonds, so the company

has really borrowed all, and sometimes even more,

than its property cost. This is especially true of

the trolley roads that are now building everywhere
.

They are usually built wholly from the sale o
f

bonds, and they should be carefully investigated

before buying their bonds.

Stocks are another favorite form

Be Careful in of investment. The stockhold-

Buying Stocks ers are the owners of the rail-
road, etc. There are all kinds

of stocks, some good, some very poor, and h
ere,

too, it is important that inexperienced per
sons

should carefully consult experienced, capable
 and

honest men as to which should be bought. 
The

best stocks pay a low rate of interest on 
their

present cost. They, too, usually pay their divi-

dends twice a year. These dividends in well-

established companies seldom change, but the

directors. have the right to change them or to 
stop

paying them at any time. An important advantage

of stocks and bonds is that they can be sold at 
any

time and practically for their full value.

—Geo Morris Phillips, in Ladies Hoe Journal.
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We will soon call on you with an entirely new line of
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Advertising for Retailers

Importance of Advertising—Advertising in

Small and Large Towns - Use of

Price Tickets

W. A. VAN PATTEN, Ohio and Indiana
JOHN BAILEY, Pennsylvania and West Virginia
H. S. OSMUN, Michigan

GEO. F. YALE, Illinois

M. E. WRIGHT, New England States
E. A. KANE, New York and New Jersey
CHAS. W. FUSSELL, Atlantic Coast States
C. C. GRAHAM, Pacific Coast States
H. L. HAWKINS, Middle West

GILMORE BROS., Canada

D. M. BANKER, New York Office

R. H. BECKLEY, Boston Office

NEWTON OWENS, St. Louis Office
E. H. BANKER, Chicago Office

C. T. AHLBORN, General Representative
W. E. WIRT, Kansas

WM. G. KING, Wisconsin

H. C. KELLEY, Minnesota and Dakotas

HE retailer who has advertised per-
sistently and intelligently and has

achieved success by reason of it is

the one on whose advice and experience we

can most rely. Such a merchant is C. H.

Casey, of Jordan, Minn. At the last con-

vention of the Minnesota hardware merch-

ants at Duluth he read a paper on adver-

tising that was so full of practical wisdom

that it will be read with interest and profit

by every jeweler. Mr. Casey said:
"This subject of advertising
is, I believe, one of the most
important of all matters
which a business man must

consider, for in many ways it involves the

vital interests of his business ; it is a selling

agency, and in a retail business it is proba-

bly the most important of all the selling

agencies of your business.
"The first question is, does it pay to ad-

vertise in small towns ? The answer to this

may be found in the methods of the mail

order houses. They do not advertise in

the large cities, they strike the small towns.

They describe their goods, not to the city

people, but to the people in the small towns

and country, and they get results. If the

retail hardware man will take his cue from

this and go at the people right, mean busi-

ness in advertising, and make a business of

it, they will succeed. When the city graft

houses stop advertising through the terri-

tory covered by your home paper, you may

conclude that advertising in a small town

doesn't pay, but so long as they are getting

business right out from under your noses,

getting cash for goods not as good as you

sell on time, you cannot say that advertising

does not pay. The same people who are

willing to follow their ads. will read yours

if you give them something worth reading.

Put in something that means something,

keep it fresh, and the results will justify the
statement that advertising does pay in

towns, large or small.
"There is, however, a vast

and Large Cities
Small Towns differw  ritinegn c ea ni in a tdhvee r tsitsyelme e on tf

for a large concern in a
large town and the local dealer in a country

town. The man living in a town of 5,000
inhabitants or less, talks in his advertising
to the people he knows personally, and to

people who know him personally. The
large retailer in Chicago or New York talks
impersonally to some hundreds of thousands
of people whom he does not know, and who
do not know him personally. In this case
it's the 'business' that is addressing the

public, but in your case it is the 'man' that
is the chief factor. Too many merchants,
it seems to me, make the mistake of attempt-
ing to follow the impersonal methods of the

big city advertiser. They realize that those
big retailers are very successful, and that it
is their advertising that is making them so,
very largely, and they try to follow their ad-

Importance of
Advertising
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vertising methods, which do not fit or apply
to the smaller locality at all.

"My belief is, and always has been,that
if a thing is worth doing at all, it is worth
doing well, and I believe that this applies as
directly to the advertising of your store and
your business as anything one could think
of. If you are going to spend money at
all, spend enough and apply it in a way that
it will attract attention, or what you do
spend will be practically a waste.

"To start right in advertising requires
a certain amount of 'sand! To put out a
good quantity of your hard earned dollars,
that are already safe in your pocket, or in
bank, and seek in exchange what might be
called an unknown quantity, takes grit and
faith, both in your ability to write convinc-
ing, pulling ads., and in the results in dollars
and cents. Here is, I believe, where many
a merchant 'falls down.' He is solicited
by the local newspaper man for an ad. ; he
asks what it will cost, and being told, hesi-
tates and thinks of how good that money is,
of the nice things he could buy with it, or
perhaps of how hard he had to work and
scheme to make, but finally decides to take
a few dollars' worth of space and see what
he gets out of it. The consequence is he
gets little or nothing in the way of benefit
from his investment, because he didn't spend
enough or keep at it long enough to be
noticed. Very often that merchant never
has the courage to try advertising again.

Distribution of 

"In regard to distributing
advertising matter, I think
many merchants make the
mistake of being 'penny

wise and pound foolish!. They buy or get
tip a piece of advertising that in itself is
very worthy, and make the mistake of trying
to get it into their customers' hands by
handing it to them as they come into the
store. This soon becomes an old thing,
clerks get careless, even you forget it your-
self, and the result is that perhaps not much
more than half the edition ever gets further
than .the office or a shelf under the counter
until it's old and out of date. And what
you do get out, only a small fraction is ap-
preciated as it should be, from the fact that
your customer received it at a time when,
to him, he had more important things on his
mind. If you get up a booklet or a calendar
that is worth giving at all (and it is useless
to get any other kind), it is worth the
trouble and expense of sending it to your
customer through the mail. Deliver it right
into his house, where he is bound to pick it
up and look it over, and in all probability
when he is in the best frame of mind. Thus
he will form the most favorable opinion of
you and your business.

"With such advertising you ought to
send a nicely written letter, calling his at-
tention to it, and to any other matter, con-
nected with your business. I have found
this extremely good in sending out my an-
nual calendar at the beginning of the year.
It affords you the opportunity to thank your
customers for the business they have given
you during the previous year, shows that
you appreciate it, and you can express the
hope that their account will be largely in-
creased during the coming season.

Advertising
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"In my own business I have,

Use of Mailing and keep up, several mail-
Lists ing lists, which we use in

sending out advertising

matter. We have one list that contains the

names of the head of every family, in the
territory from which we draw trade. This

we use for general advertising, such as cir-
culars and booklets. We have another that
contains the name of every person with
whom we have done business, or with whom
we feel that we should do business, which is
used in distributing calendars and more ex-
pensive advertising. Then we have lists of
carpenters, thteshermen, well-men, town
and school officers, etc., and use them when
we have anything that is especially interest-
ing to them. One thing I have done in this
line that all of you may not have thought of,
is, that when I get up an especially good ad.,
one that appeals to a certain class, I have
the printer take this out (I am speaking of
a newspaper ad. now), put a nice border
around it, and run off a few hundred of
them, then mail them direct to the persons
most interested. For instance you get up a
good, strong ad. on belting and fittings, and
you mail them in the manner I have de-
scribed to every thresherman, creamery man
or mill man in your territory, and the
chances are you will get good results, and
with a minimum of expense.

"Make your advertising
truthful ; do not announce
'bargains' in glaring head-
lines, unless you have bar-

gains, for perhaps your competitor down the
street is offering the public the same or bet-
ter goods at as low or lower price, and not
making a fuss about it. Your customers
will soon begin to doubt all your advertise-
ments and even your personal talks, and it
will leave you in really worse shape than if
you had not advertised at all. Tell your
trade just what your goods are and what
you propose to do, and when the time comes,
do it.

"In my judgment, an error with many
merchants who are considered good adver-
tisers, is that they show too much anxiety to
sell. There is an apparent fear that those
who read may not come to buy ; an uncer-
tainty lest what the advertiser says will not
be believed. They assert almost as if with
tears in their eyes, that 'this store is an
honest store;' that 'people who deal with
us will not be cheated;' we will treat you
square,' and other words to the same effect.
When one is continually bellowing about his
honesty it gives you the feeling that perhaps
it's just as well to keep one hand on your
pocketbook, and the other on your watch, or
even send for the police. In other words,
honesty rarely needs to make an assertion
of virtue. You get the public to your store
by general publicity, and fair dealing, good
merchandise, and low prices will speak for
themselves.

"Your show windows are one of your
best, and at the same time, very cheapest
advertising mediums, and you ought to give
them all the time and what little expense
they require to keep them in the very best
shape. Keep them clean and neatly
arranged."

Truth in
Advertising
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Gems of the Pacific Coast

NE exhibit in the Mines Building, at

the Lewis and Clark Exposition, in

Portland, Oregon, which especially

attracted the attention of the visiting jewelers,

was the remarkable collection of precious

and scini-precious stones of the North Pacific

States, prepared by George F. Kunz, the

noted mineralogist, and loaned by Tiffany

& Co., New York. The collection com-

prises a representation of all the more

remarkable gem minerals from the entire

Pacific Coast region and from many points of

the interior Northwest, together with some

from Arizona and Utah The following de-

scription of the exhibit, by Mr. Kunz, is

very interesting:
Among the most valuable gem materials

shown are beautiful blue

sapphires from Yogo

Gulch, Fergus County,

Mont. These present

a striking contrast to

the varied colors, red,

yellow, brown, blue,

green and white, of

those found in the

placer washings near

Phillipsburg, Granite

County, Mont. These

latter are all obtained

by sluicing, whereas, in

Fergus County sap-

phire is mined in a

solid igneous rock.
Montana is also repre-
sented by some fine
and remarkable exam-
ples of amethyst and of
smoky quartz, sometimes curiously mingled,

and the latter filled with inclusions of black

tourmaline. These are very interesting

varkies, found a few years ago in the Little

Pipestone district, in Jefferson County.

From the Pacific Coast proper the most

northerly exhibit is that of the peculiar

large crystals of garnet from Fort Wrangell,

Alaska. These garnets are distributed

through a gray micha chist, like plums in a

pudding, and although beautiful as cabinet

specimens, have little or no value as precious

gems. From Prince of Wales Island are

shown magnificent large crystals of dark

grecn epidote, wonderful for their perfection

as minerals, but not of gem value. They

Were found by accident in ruining for copper.

Of especial interest are speci-

mens of aboriginal c e 1 t s,
of Green Jade hammers and knives made

of green jade, found in

graves in Alaska. One large mass of stock

piece shows how the natives cut off enough

of this precious mineral to form their imple-

ments for hunting, for war or for the camp.

Lieutenant Stoney succeeded some years

ago in finding the substance in place as a

vein material at Jade Mountain. Thus was

disproved the hotly-contested theory of a

great German anthropologist, who spent a

lifetime in discussing the history and use of

this everywhere-prized aboriginal material,

and in attempting to prove that jade existed

only in two places in Asia, hence that all the

material, whether found in ancient Roman

graves, in France, in the Swiss lakes, or in

America, must have been brought by immi-

gration from Asia. Oregon is represented

by various specimens of agate. Chalcedony

(sapphrine), from Kern County, Cal., is

also shown, and likewise charming green

chrysoprase, from Visalia, Tulare County,

Cal., where the finest examples of this

Calaveras County, Cal., when great masses

of this mineral vere found, that cut, as

shown in the case, rock crystal balls measur-

ing from 23jti to 5';" inches in diameter. It

was believed that the Japanese only could

work quartz crystals in this manner, but

Tiffany & Co. cut these in their own estab-

lishment from this American material, and

no finer examples of such balls have ever

been produced.
Southern California is fast becoming

known as as one of the most remarkable gem

regions in the world, rivaling the long-cele-

brated treasure ground of the Ural Moun-

tains. San Diego County, with its won-

derful yield of gems, was hence more fully

represented than any other part of the coast,

notably in the splendid tourmalines from

Mesa Grande and Pala—red and green and

bicolored crystals that

weigh several pounds,

and wonderful gems

that weigh up to 30

carats each—red,

g re e n , yellow, and

sometimes single gems

showing two or three

distinct colors.
Wyoming was rep-

resented by the fine

pieces of moss agate, in

large polished slabs,
from Hartville, and

New Mexico by speci-
mens of turquoise and

of the pyrope garnets

from the Navajo na-

tion, which are often

quite erroneously mis-

called rubies.

From Arizona there was a

rich display of the wonder-

fully beautiful malachite, and

azurite specimens from the copper mines at

Bisbee, Clifton and Morenci ; also the ele-

gant chrysocolla, with a brilliant coating of

crystals of quartz, from the Globe mine.

Fine examples were shown of peridot

(chrysolite), from the lately-dicovered local-

ity for this mineral at Talkalai, Ariz.; one of

these was a cut stone of 253A carats. Tur-

quoise matrix, from Gila County, is a some-

what novel ornamental stone — the rock

traversed by small veins of turquoise being

cut and polished so as to produce a very

pleasing effect. Another ornamental stone,

resembling lapis lazuli, and like that cele-

brated mineral, adapted to choice uses in art

work, is quartz so penetrated and filled with

a dark blue fibrous mineral known as dumor-

tierite that it presents a homogeneous opaque

mass of an indigo or violet blue, that can be

cut and polished like the real lapis lazuli.

This is from Clip, Ariz.

'this illustration shows a sample of the dazzling petrified remains ,.r n California forest. maim! ion

offered is that, ages ago, during an eruption or mount St. Helena, the trees NVi're overthrown anti entombed, their

petrifaction being the natural result of the hot alkaline waters which Howled them, and 
which contained silica iii

solution.

No. 43. WALL CASE.
No. 43. Case 8 Feet Long, Oak Only. Made in
length, 8 feet ; width inside of ease, 18 i Indies ; width
on brass tracks, titled with glass of Ile. 1,e,f  I d
and sides ; has two shelves on Marl:,
made throughout of the best materials and %tail; finish,
any 87500 CRAP you van buy and we make the price so I
it ; shipped in knock-down  

Chicago NORRIS, ALISTER 0 CO., 134 to

0Ali ONLY

oak. Dimension. : Height, 8 feet 6 inches ;
of base outside. 27 inches. The doors slide
no hie thick, full length gla, in both doors
1,-, for storing surplus i I. The ease is

is as good in I I .•l i and finish as
hat none 114.4 d • 
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No. 44. WALL CASE. OAK ONLY
No. 44. Case 3 Feet Long, Oak Only. Dimensions : Height, 9 feet 236 inches;
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I. agth,8
feet ; width of base, 2 feet 3 inches ; depth of show ease, 17'.; ITICIIPS; glass best quality, dela'thick, full length in doors and sides ; size of glass in each dooF 40 x 54. Well adapted for Ills dls.play of goods, has six large commodious drawers and two cupboards for. storing extra sto. k . I.. • he
doors are made to slide on bra,s tracks, making the ease practically dust-proof. This iiitse tt
construeted in a first-class manner and well finished ; shipped in kmaik-down . . .

Net Cash 4)4-

Chicago
138 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

Useful Articles

material found on the American continent

have been obtained in some quantity.

Of much interest is the compact green

vesuvianite, from Yreka, Siskiyou County,

Cal., a stone with some future as an orna-

mental material, being almost as tough and

as beautiful in color as the best jade. An-

other elegant green mineral is utahite, a gem

stone peculiar to Utah, where it is found in

the Floyd mining district, in Clay Canon.

It is a rich golden green stone, slightly

translucent, that seems capable of use as an

ornamental material, and has some use in

quaint jewelry.

Transparent

It is a striking circumstance

that where the West and

Roc k Crystal East meet—in Japan and in

California—should be found

such masses of transparent rock crystal, from

which can be cut those wonderful balls which

the collectors of the world have always

obtained with such delight from Japan. It

was quite a surprise some years ago, in

working a gold mine at Mokelutnne Hill,

Gem Stones

from Arizona
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GEBHARDT BROS., Lion Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio

Manufacturers of

Diamond 
Mountings
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We have made the manufacturing of
Diamond Ring Mountings in gold
and platinum our special study for
the past eight years.

Quality, Style and

Price Unexcelled

Diamonds
Loose and
Mounted

We will send (by request) samples
of our choice patterns to any repu-
table house in the United States
on memorandum.

WHAT IT MEANS TO CARRY 
EXCLUSIVE GOODS IN YOUR STOCK

Signet=Photo. Locket
Rings

(Patent pending)

No. 1740 No. 17.)1.)

open

Pacific Coast
representatives :

A. F.ISENBERG & CO.

126 Kearny St.

San Francisco, Cal.

Think of it! Try it!

Interchangeable
Signet Emblem and

Initial Rings
(Patented June 13, 1905)
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CHARLES M. LEVY

Interchangeable
Encrusted Initial and

Emblem Rings
(Patented Nov. 27, 1900)
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The sth Edition Cata-
logue has been mailed
by this date to every
Jeweler in the United
States. If you have not
received it, please send
for one.

Manufacturer of FINE GOLD RINGS AND
9 DIAMOND LOCKETS

AO William Street, NEW YORK

October, 1905

Hints on Fire Insurance

The Policy Form—Attachment Forms Placing
Insurance—Adjustment of Losses

—Schedule Rating

IRE insurance is a subject that
should have the careful attention
of every proprietor and manager.

If they cannot personally attend to their in-
surance affairs, they should delegate a com-
petent salaried employe to that duty—it
should never be left entirely to a local agent
or broker, no matter how competent they
may be.

The local agent and broker each has his
place and both are very necessary to the fire
insurance business, as it is now conducted.
Most of them are good men personally and
a large percentage are competent insurance
men who really take a great deal more in-
terest in the insurance affairs of their clients
than do the clients themselves ; but, the fact
that the average local agent and broker are
both conscientious and competent should not
serve as a reason for any business manager
to neglect his insurance affairs.

Fire insurance is a necessity
Necessity of and should be bought and

handled with the same care
that is exercised in the pur-

chase of any other article. It is also a
contract and should have the same consid-
eration from a legal standpoint that any
contract demands ; this, of course, involves
the form of policy, and the printed form
which is attached to the policy, as a part of
the contract.

The standard form of policy adopted by
different states should be studied ; their re-
strictions noted and tabulated ; and when-
ever a policy is offered that is not a stand-
ard form, it should be read and studied with
unusual care, for not infrequently, they con-
tain clauses that make them absolutely
worthless, and it is a pretty safe assumption
that there is a "Niger in the woodpile," or
a standard form would be used. Some-
times policies are offered that are marked
in print "Standard" when in reality clauses
(usually objectionable) have been added.

These should be prepared
with utmost care. After
having studied the policy
form carefully and having

noted its restrictions, the business should be
studied and the points at conflict with the
policy form should be listed ; then the at-
tachment form should be prepared. The
first item is the "cover." This should be
defined very plainly, so as to leave no par-
ticle of doubt as to its intent. Next comes
the "privilege clause" and the same import-
ance attaches to it. One must be sure that
privilege is granted to cover every point of
conflict between the business as it is con-
ducted and the policy form, else the policy
is of no value ; on the other hand if the priv-
ileges asked are unreasonable the insurance
companies are liable to curtail their lines or
refuse to write the risk at all.

The companies sometimes require that
certain conditions of "Co-insurance" or
"Average" or both, be made a part of the

Fire Insurance

Attachment
Forms

KEY STONES

contract, and in such cases these "Co-insur-
ance" and "Average" clauses should be
complied with, for in the case of loss they
will certainly be considered in the adjust-
ment. In some places the policies are
stamped with a condition requiring the ap-
proval of the electrical equipment by an in-
spector in the employ of the underwriters,
and in such cases this matter should have
attention.

Policies are usually written
Time in Insur- from noon to noon, and in

view of the fact that the
question of whether solar

or standard time is intended has been the
basis of many lawsuits, it is well to have in
the attachment form a clause covering this
point, which clause should also state
whether the time will be calculated from the
place in which the policy is signed or from
the place in which the property is situate.

In many lines of manufacture, the
methods are often changed and in all lines
there is more or less changing in the plants;
each time a change is made the insurance
should be considered, and in case of conflict
with the existing contracts, indorsement
covering the new conditions should be im-
mediately procured for all policies inter-
ested. It is important that the written por-
tion of all policies covering on one risk read
exactly alike, and to accomplish this it is
only necessary to be sure and use but one
style of attachment form.

After the "Attachment
Forms" have been prepared
the insurance should be
placed. To avoid the vex-

ing question of apportionment and contri-
bution, in case of loss, it is advisable to have
all policies on a risk cover specific amounts
on each item, that is, if the property, say
stock, is in three different buildings, and the
policy is for $1,5oo, have it specified that
$500 attaches on the stock in each building,
or make such other division as seems neces-
sary. Better still, have separate policies
for each building, but under no circum-
stance place same insurance blanket on the
stock in the three buildings if placing any
specific insurance on the items, unless famil-
iar enough with the subject of contribution
to know just where you will land in case
of loss.

If the business is large the question of
securing enough desirable insurance is
sometimes a serious one, and it becomes
necessary to accept policies from companies
who write "Surplus Lines," that is, com-
panies who are not authorized to do busi-
ness in the state in which the property is
located, but who write the policies from
their offices in other states. Generally, in
case of loss, these companies abide by the
settlement of the admitted companies, but
if suit is necessary, it will, of course, have to
be brought in the state in which the com-
pany or its representative is located. Some-
times it is necessary to go still further and
seek insurance in foreign countries. Usual-
ly the foreign policies contain "Warranty
Conditions," and these conditions must be
strictly complied with. Not infrequently
the foreign policies and sometimes some of
the domestic policies contain the "Highest

ance Policies

Placing
Insurance
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Rate Clause" and it also is imperative in its
demands.

In determining what policies to accept
and what not to accept, the "insurance man-
ager" becomes a credit man. He surrounds
himself with Best's, Garret's and other re-
ports and gathers together from other
sources whatever reliable information is ob-
tainable about all the companies ; being
especially careful as to the "Surplus Lines."
Each company must be studied separately
and analyzed as to its underwriting, policy,
quality of management, character of assets,
promptness in payment of losses, etc.
Many bogus companies solicit lines through
the mails and otherwise ; sometimes offering
to write the risks at reduced rates and hold-
ing out other inducements. These, of
course, are easily recognized, as they are
either reported as worthless by the agencies,
or if of recent manufacture, are not reported
at all, and inquiry develops their character.

in case of a loss by fire, the
Adjustment first thing to do after noti-
of Losses fying the agencies, is to

comply with that part of the
policy regarding the care and assortment of
damaged goods, protection of property from
further loss, etc. Then the records should
be put in the best shape to exhibit quickly
and conclusively just what was in the fire
and its value, this will aid much in the ad-
justment, particularly as to the length of
time consumed, but also in a general way.

In the adjustment it will develop
whether or not the "attachment form" used
was a good one, and in the collection of the
loss after its adjustment will develop
whether or not wisdom was shown in the
selection of companies. The loss adjust-
ment, therefore, is really more or less of an
exhibit of the ability of the insurance
manager.

The adjuster or adjusters are soon on
the ground. They ask for their policies,
read them carefully, note the conditions of
co-insurance or average (if any), and pro-
ceed to look over the damaged property.
They then take such steps as they deem
necessary to satisfy themselves as to the
amount of the loss and usually come to some
agreement with the insured as to the
amount ; but they are sometimes unable to
do this, and ask for an appraisal as provided
for in the policies, in which case the final
settlement is sometimes delayed several
days.

All conditions of policies as they exist
with the attachment forms on them, enter
into the adjustment, and are fully consid-
ered by the adjusters in the apportionments
of the loss after the amount of it has been
established. If co-insurance or average
conditions are contained in the policies, it
is necessary to determine the sound value
and average, as well as the amount of loss,
and as these values have direct bearing on
the amount to be collected by the insured
from the companies, proper steps should be
taken so that the values are correct.

Schedules and full information as to
building and equipment can be had without
charge from the nearest office of the Board
of Underwriters.—The Business Man's
Magazine.
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FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES

No. 238

No. 240
Genuine Eagle Claws

No. 232, Genuine Eagle Claw
No. 234

No. 233, Genuine Eagle Claws

No. 231
Genuine Eagle Claw

No. 56. Lapel Button

No. 57
Lapel Button

Genuine
Eagle Claw

No. 58
Lapel Button

No. 236
No. 48

No. 55. Lapel Button

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. 0. E. and B. P. O. E.Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen employed when notbusy on special order work.
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidiouscustomer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

WENDELL & Cø 103 anD 105 William St., NEW YORK We sell
et, 57 Washington St., CHICAGO to Retail Jewelers

PRESENTATION JEWELS, MEDALS AND BADGES MADE TO ORDER IN GOLD AND SILVER

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS

No. 276 No. 277

No. 246

GENUINE ELK TEETH

No. 299 No. 245 No. 291 No. 249 No. 289 No. 262 No. 298 No. 293

October, 1905 T H E

The Origin of the Diamond

Sir William Crooks, F. R.S., the world-
famed British scientist, recently delivered a
lecture on diamonds in the city of Kimberley,
South Africa. The lecture had special interest
by reason of the eminence of the lecturer.

Sir William began by point-
The Riddle of ing out that from the earliest
the Diamond times the diamond had fasci-

nated mankind. It had
been a perennial puzzle—one of the " riddles
of the painful earth." Of late years, the
development of electricity, with the intro-
duction of the electric furnace, had facilitated
research, and if the diamond problem was
not solved, there was every probability that it
shortly would be solved. He had studied
diamonds scientificially for thirty years, and
in 1896 spent nearly a month at Kimberley
collecting facts connected with the birth of
the precious stone. After giving a detailed
description of the Kimberley mines, and
pointing out that the five mines were all con-
tained in a precious circle, three and a half
miles in diameter, Sir William said that be-
fore the discovery of the mines, there was
nothing in the superficial appearance of the
ground to indicate the precious treasures
below. Since the filling of the volcanic ducts
with diamondiferous ground, denudation had
planed the surface and the upper parts of the
craters and other ordinary signs of volcanic
activity being smoothed away, the superficial

KEYSTONE

and ubiquitous red sand had covered and dis-
guised the whole surface. Other diamondi-
ferous pipes in the neighborhood were small
and did not contain stones in payable quanti-
ties.

How the great pipes were
A Geological originally formed was hard
Plum Pudding to say. They were certainly

not burst through in the
ordinary manner of volcanic eruption, since
the surroundings and enclosing walls showed
no signs of igneous action, and were not
scattered and broken up even when touching
the " blue ground." It was pretty certain
these pipes were filled from below after they
were pierced, and the diamonds were formed
at some previous time and mixed with a mud
volcano, together with all kinds of debris
eroded from the rocks through which it
erupted, forming a geological " plum pud-
ding." It might be that each volcanic pipe
was the vent of its own special laboratory—
a laboratory buried at vastly greater depth
than they had yet reached—when the tem-
perature was comparable with that of the
electric furnace, where the pressure was
fiercer than in our puny laboratories and the
melting point higher ; where no oxygen was
present, and where masses of liquid carbon
had taken centuries, perhaps thousands of
years, to cool to the solidifying point.

The chemist arduously manufactured
infinitesimal diamonds, valueless as ornamen-
tal gems ; but nature, with unlimited tem-
perature, inconceivable pressure, and gigantic

I 744 a

material, to say nothing of measureless time
and appalling energy, produced without stint
the dazzling, radiant, beautiful, coveted
crystals he was enabled to show them.

After describing the pro-
cesses by which an infinitesi-

Theory mal diamond might be arti-
fically manufactured, S i r

William Crookes, dealing with the meteoric
theory, said he was enabled to show photo-
graphs of true diamonds he had himself
extracted from the Canyon Diablo meteorite.
A fine slab of the meteorite was on the table.
Here they had incontestable proof of the
meteoric theory. At the same time, although
in Arizona, diamonds had • fallen from the
skies, this descent of precious stones was
what might be called a freak of nature rather
than a normal occurence. It was certain
from observations he had made, corroborated
by experience gained in the laboratory, that
iron at a high temperature and under great
pressure—conditions existent at great depths
below the surface of the earth—acted as the
long-sought solvent for carbon, and would
allow it to crystalize out in the form of a
diamond. But it was also certain, from the
evidence afforded by the Arizona and other
meteorites, that similar conditions had existed
among bodies in space, and that on more
than one occasion a meteorite freighted with
jewels had fallen as a star from the sky.
Many circumstances pointed to the conclu-
sion that the diamond of the chemist and the
diamond of the mine were akin in origin.

The Meteoric

Special Offer to Retail Dealers

If there is no wholesale dealer in your vicinity, on

receipt of $1.00 in cash or money order, we will

send to any express office in the United States,

all charges prepaid,1 dozen boxes, regular size

cigfi 919
s u coN

and 100 samples for free distribution,

handsomely packed in box for counter display.

Its exceptional merit has made it famous around

the world. Used by owners and makers of

Valuable Plate for more than a quarter of a century.

ELECTRO-SILICON SILVER SOAP, $1.25 per Dozen.

THE ELECTRO SILICON CO., 30 CLIFF ST., NEW YORK.
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The D'Arcy Line of Hand-Painted Chinais the largest and finest line in America, comprising over 1200 different models
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D'ARCY ART STUDIO, Kalamazoo, Mich.
....... ...... '":"\/-7\f":V.-../:V7v7 

...... ..

No. 4848
20 :nches

high,
15 inches
wide,

51/-inch
Alai.

No. 4857
22 inches
high,

14 inches
wide,

43%-inchI.

I. BACH & CO.
484 Broadway, NEW VC.)12K

Leading Importers and Manufacturers of

CUCKOO CLOCKS

FANCY CLOCKS

ALARM CLOCKS

EVERY CLOCK STRICTLY GUARANTEED

No. 999
21 inches
high,

14 inches
wide,
8-inch
dial

No. 4886
to inches

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN GOOD AND high,

i4 inches

FAST-SELLING CUCKOO CLOCKS 4117.c"
WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE, JUST ISSUED

.Ask your jobber for I. BACH'S CUCKOO CLOCKS. They give

no trouble, sell quickly and allow handsomer profits than other makes.

Best Quality 

'OUR MOTTO'
Attractive Designs Lowest Prices

Pouyat China
has gained a name
for superior excel-
lence which is as
enduring as

Pouyat
China

is durable

YOU Will il\vays know it by these marks

ON DECORATED ON WHITE

J. P. 

19At'kt"

Write for handsome booklet, " Porcelain "

PAROUTAUD & WATSON

37-39 Murray Street
SOLE AGENTS

NEW YORK

FALL 1905

COMBS AND BRACELETS
This will be a COMB

and BRACELET season.
We are thoroughly pre-
pared for this, and offer
you a line of both, in
solid gold and gold filled,
at prices that will appeal
to both you and your
trade.

These, together with
our usual complete line
of

DIAMOND RINGS
GOLD AND
DIAMOND JEWELRY
CHAINS
FESTOONS
HAT PINS, Etc.

are now on the road.
A card to us will bring

o ur representative to.
you when in your sec-
tion.

You will agree with us

These are but a Suggestion of Our Large Line of after inspecting our lines

Combs. that we have the right

These Cuts are % Actual Size. goods at the right prices.

JULES ASCHEIM
37-39 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

■•■•■■■■•■•■■■■■■■••■■■■■W■■■■•..••■••■■11



IT WILL PAY YOU TO PUT IN A STOCK OF

TUCK'S POST CARDS
The most welcome, artistic and up-to-date, and the most appreciated line of POSTCARDS in the WORLD.
The " OILETTE " series lead the way everywhere—unrivaled for quality, beau/and artistic merit; the " WIDE-WIDE WORLD" series of picturesque views ofwell-known places all over the world ; a large variety of humorous designs.
The celebrated " WRITE AWAY SERIES " of Comic Cards, Photographs ofStage Favorites, Flowers, Fruits, Animals, Children, Marine Views and a host of miscellaneous subjects.

TIM TUCK POST CARD
possesses the greatest interest to collectors, for the reason that over Five Thousand differ-ent designs are to be found in this popular line. We make up assortments, to suit allclasses of buyers, from $10.00 upwards. A handsome Post Card Album, containing 667Cards, all differeh for $10.00. With an initial order, amounting to
$100.00, we send an elegant revolving display stand, as shown in
accompanying cut.

Complete lists, giving description and prices, will be sent on
application. Send for our lists now. It will pay you.

Raphael Tuck & Sons Company
122 and 124 Fifth Avenue, New York

Ltd.

TRADE MARK
None genuine without

this trade-mark

L. A. LI- TLEFliELD 511LVER. CO.„

Novelties in

BON—BONS

MaEers cf
Hfigh-Grade 5Elver-PREMed Hollowware

COLLAR BUTTON BOXES

HAT PIN HOLDERS, Etc.

No. 118 ISON-1311N

All goods are

GUARANTEED

FULL PLATE AND

EXTRA FINE FINISH

ce and' Factory, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

.445N1.4:2kr,Patent applied for

THE NEW BAG-NALL CATCH
A new catch for Neck Chains, Bracelets, etc. A decidedImprovement on snaps, spring rings and locks ; useful and or-namental ; never breaking or getting out of order.
BE the first to CATCH ON to this useful ATTACHMENTthat will make your customers happy.
For sale to the Manufacturing and Jobbing Trade by themanufacturers,

DORAN, BAGNALL & CO.
Patent pending which will be fully protected.

NEW YORE : 194 Broadway Clocm;o: 67 Wabash Ave. SAN FRANCISCO : 126 Kearny St.

Doran, Bagnall & Company
Successors to Young, Bagnall & Co. Established 187o

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Rolled Gold Plate and Sterling Silver
Chains, Bracelets and Novelties

NOTICE Having bought a large part
of the tools and equipment ofthe late J. G. Fuller Co., we are prepared tomake anything in their former line if sam- North Attleboro, Mass.pie is submitted. ,DORAN, BAGNALL & CO.

AikrioEL
17 IV

ARE

Jhi 5TamoRelre Arcacilea

A most original line. In great favor with
ladies for holiday gifts for their smoking
friends.

A postal will bring Catalogue

Address

The limmael

This mark
is suggestive
of Quality
and Merit

ornpany
Merriclen, Conn.

Manallfatcturers

TRADE-MARK:

.14,301 0

  :HICACIO • 

HAND PAINTED

" The Line of Hand-Painted China That Sells"

MADE BY

WHITE'S ART CO.
CHICAGO

Make no mistake in your selection of

Hand-Decorated China for the coming

season. Our line of Vases, Plates,

Bowls, etc., etc., in new designs and
exquisite colorings is now ready, and

will be presented to the trade for in-

spection through our travelers and

selling agencies. You are cordially

invited to visit our studio.

WHITE'S ART CO.
380 Ontario Street
Chicago Agency

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
Wholesale Jewelers
Silversmiths' Bldg.

CHICAGO
New York Agency

rosTLEY & coWEN
is Park Place
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High-

Grade

Modern

Jewelry

Store

Fixtures

and

Show

Cases

One of the Many Jewelry Stores Designed and Furnished by us

Manufacturin,,

To Order

Our Specialty

State your want-

Estimates
cheerfully
furnished

ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.) Manufacturers
Rees, Dayton, Eastman Sts. and Hawthorne Ave., CH I CAGO, ILL.

THE "VELVET"
ADJUSTABLE BRACELET

Patented December 13, 1904

FITS ANY SIZE OF WRIST

Made in New Narrow Widths; also in Child's Size

A simple arrangement of springs makes this
bracelet adjustable to any wrist, whatever its size
or conformation. It is thus the extreme of

Comfort, Comeliness and Security
Simple in its parts and strong in construction,

it is durable and not liable to get out of order.
Made in rolled-gold plate and sterling silver.

Plain or with signet or locket top.

MASON, HOWARD & CO.
New York Office

18o Broadway
Manufacturers Factory

Attleboro, Mass.

THE NEW NARROW CHILD'S "VELVET"
Made also with Signet Top

THE NEW NARROW "VELVET"
Made also with Signet Top

THE WIDE " VELVET "
Made also with Signet or Locket Top

( )(Jo! wr, :905 THE KEYSTONE

Don'ts for the New Salesman

ALESMEN are told many things they

should do ; perhaps they ought to hear a

few things they should not do. If there

is one thing above all others that a sales-

man should observe it is this :

Don't grouch I The surly sales.

Value of man who goes around carrying

with him a big chunk of London

fog does himself harm. If the

sun does not wish to shine upon him—if he is hav-

ing a little run of hard luck—he should turn on

himself even with the greatest effort, a little lime-

light. He should carry a small sunshine generator

in his pocket always. The salesman who ap-

proaches his customer with a frown or a blank

look upon his face is doomed right at the start to

do no business. His countenance should be as

bright as a new tin pan.

The feeling of good cheer that the salesman

has will make his customer cheerful ; and unless a

customer is feeling good he will do little, if any,

business with you.
I do not mean by this that the salesman should

have on hand a full stock of cheap jokes—and

pray, my friend, never a single shady one ; noth-

ing cheapens a man so much as to tell one of

these ! But he should carry a line of good, cheer-

ful, wholesome talk. " How are you feeling?" a

customer may ask. " Had a bad cold last night,

but feel chipper as a robin this morning." " How's

business?" a customer may inquire. "The

world is kind to me," should be the reply. The

merchant who makes a big success is the cheerful

man ; the salesman who succeeds, whether on the

road or behind the counter, carries a long stock of

sunshine.

Cheerfulness

Don't Be
Insistent

Another thing : Don't beef!

There is a slight difference be-

tween the " grouch" and the

"beef." The man may be

grouchy without assuming to give a reason there-

for, but when he " beefs " he usually thinks the
re

is a cause for it. I knew a man who once lost a

good customer just because he "beefed " when 
a

man to whom he had sold a bill of goods counter
-

manded the order.
The merchant was stretching his capital in hi

s

business to its limit. Things grew a little dull with

him and he figured it out. after he had placed 
all

of his orders, that he had bought too many g
oods.

He used the hatchet a little all the way aroun
d. I

had some of my order cut off, but instead of 
kick-

ing about it I wrote him that he could eve
n cut

off more if he felt it was to his advantage ; t
hat I

did not wish to load him up with more th
an he

could use ; that, when the time came that I 
knew

his business better than he did, it would th
en be

time for me to buy him out. But a friend of mine

did not take this same turn. Instead, he wrote to

the man—and the merchant thought a g
ood deal

of him, personally, too—that he had 
bought the

goods in good faith, that expense had been 
made

in selling the bill and that he ought to ke
ep them.

Well, now, that was the very worst thin
g he

could have done, because it went against the

customer's grain. He let his countermand 
stand,

aud since that time he has never bought 
any more

goods from his old friend. He simply marked

him off his list because it was very plai
n to him

that the friendship of the past had been 
for what

there was in it.
Don't fail to make a friend of your 

fellow

salesman I

This can never do you any harm and you will

find that it will often do you good. The heart of

the man on the road should be as broad as the

prairie and as free from narrowness as the Egyp-

tian sky is free from clouds. One of my friends

once told a group of us, as we traveled together,

how an acquaintance he made helped him.

" I got into Dayton, Washing-

An Instructive ton, one summer morning about

4.30," said he. "Another one

of the boys—a big, strong, good-

natured comrade, until then a stranger to me—and

myself were the only ones left at the little depot

when the jerk-water train pulled away. It was the

first trip to this town for both of us. There was

no 'bus at the depot and we did not know just how

to get up to the hotel. The morning was fine—

such a one as makes a fellow feel good clear down

to the ground. The air was sweet with the smell

of the dewy grass. The clouds in the east—kind

of smeared across the sky—began to redden ; they

were the color of coral as we picked our way

along the narrow plank walk. As we left behind

us the bridge which crossed a beautiful little

stream lined with cottonwoods and willows, the

clouds had turned a bright vermillion. There was

not a mortal to be seen save ourselves. The only

sound that interrupted our conversation was the

crowing of the roosters. The leaves were still. It

was just the right time for the beginning of a

friendship between two strangers.

" ' Isn't this glorious I ' " exclaimed my friend.

" ' Enchanting !' I answered. I believe I

would have made friends with a crippled grizzly

bear that morning. But this fellow was a whole-

souled prince. We forgot all about business and

the heavy grips that we lugged up to the hotel

seemed light. My friend—for he had now become

that to me—and myself went out to hunt up a cup

of coffee after we had left our grips at the hotel
.

" The next time I met that man

The Sequel was at the Pennsylvania Station

at Philadelphia, ten years after-

ward.

" ' God bless you I ' " said he. ' Do you re-

member me?'
" You bet your life I do I ' said I. We walked

together one morning ten years ago, from the depot

at Dayton, Washington, to the hotel." Do yo
u

remember that sunrise?" Well do I ?" What

are you doing down here?" Oh, just down o
n

business. The truth is I am going over to New

York. My house failed recently and I'm on th
e

lookout for a job.'
" And boys, that very fellow fixed me up the

next morning with the people that I am wi
th

to-day."
Again : Don't fail to be friendly with anyone

who comes in your way.

You bet your life it never hurts a fellow to be

friendly with anybody. Once, when I was going

down from a little Texas town to Galveston, t
he

coach was rather crowded. The only vacant sea
ts

in the whole car were where two Assyrian peddl
er

women sat in a double seat with their packs 
of

wares opposite them. But as I came in they very

kindly put some of their bundles into the 
space

underneath where the backs of two seats 
were

turned together, thus making room for me. 
I sat

down with them. A gentleman behind me re-

marked : " Those people aren't so bad, after
 all."

"Yes," I said, "you will find good in every 
one if

you only know how to get it out."

I had a long and interesting talk with 
that

gentleman. He gave me his card, and when 
I saw

his name I recognized it as that of a noted
 lecturer.

Experience

Ten Years After
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" Wt II what good did that do you " said one

of the boys who was not far-seeing.

Good ? Why, that man asked me to come to

his home. There I met one of his sons who was

an advertising man for a very large firm in Galves-

ton. He in turn introduced me to the buyer in his

store and put in a good word with him for me. I

had never before been able really to get that

buyer's attention, but this led me into a good

account. You know I don't care anything for

introductions where I can get at a man without

them. I'd rather approach a man myself straight

out than to have any one introduce me to him, but

there are cases where you really cannot get at a

man without some outside influence. This was a

case where it did me good.
But with all this, don't depend

Make New upon your old friends I A
Friends salesman's friends feel that

when he approaches them he

does so because they are his friends, and not

because he has goods to sell that have value.

They will not take the same interest in his mer-

chandise that they will in those of a stranger.

They will give him, it is true, complimentary

orders, charity-bird bills, but these are not the

kind that count. Every old man on the road will

tell you that he has lost many customers by mak-

ing personal friends of them. No man, no matter

how warm a friend his customer may be, should

fail, when he does business with him, to give him

to understand that the goods he is getting are

worth the money that he pays for them. This will

make a business friendship built upon confidence,

and the business friend may afterward become the

personal friend.
A personal friendship will often follow a busi-

ness friendship, but business friendship will not

always follow personal regard. Every man on the

road has on his order book the names of a few

who are exceptions to this rule. He values these

friends because the general rule of the road is:

" Make a personal friend—lose a customer "

Don't switch lines
The man who has a good house should never

leave it unless he goes with one that he knows to

be much better and with one that will assure him a

good salary for a long time. Even then a man

often makes a mistake, to his sorrow. He will

find that many whom he has thought his personal

friends are merely his business friends ; that they

have bought goods from him because they have

liked the goods he sold. It is better for a man to

try to improve the line he carries—even though it

may not suit him perfectly—than to try his luck

with another one. Merchants are conservative.

They never put in a line of goods unless it strikes

them as being better than the one they are carry-

ing, and when they have once established a line of

goods that suits them, and when they have built a

credit with a certain wholesale house they do not 
like

to fly around, because the minute that they s
witch

from one brand of goods that they are carryi
ng to

another, the old goods have become to them 
mere

job lots, whereas, if they continue to fill in 
upon a

certain brand, the old stock would remain ju
st as

valuable as the new.
Don't fall on prices!

The man who does this will not gain the confi-

dence of the man to whom he shows his 
goods.

Without this he cannot sell a merchant successf
ully.

Don't carry side lines !

You might just as well mix powder with saw-

dust. If you scatter yourself from one force to an-

other you weaken the force which you should

put into your one line.
—Charles N. Crewdson, in Saturday Es enin

g Post.



YOU

CAN SECURE THAT

CLASS PIN ORDER

BY SHOWING

OUR DESIGNS AND SAMPLES.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS.

WRITE TO EITHER FACTORY.

WENDELL & COMPANY,

103-105 WILLIAM ST.

NEW YORK.

57 WASHINGTON ST.\
\

CHICAGO.

, 
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The Die-Sinker

The part which the die-sinker fulfills in the

successful production of silver and plate is a duty

that demands much thought, artistic ability and

no end of patience, says H. I.. Clulee, head of the

die-cutting department of R. Wallace & Sons

Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn.

From the plain block of steel to the finished

die, the process is one of the most interesting con-

nected with the silversmith's craft. From times

far back in history the use of a die or mold for the

duplication of coins, medals and all articles of use

and ornament has been the means employed to

gain that end. Crude as at first some of these

efforts were, the art has grown until at the present

time it is looked upon as almost the only method

of producing artistic silverware in duplicate.

In the making of a spoon as far back as 1835,

when Robert Wallace first started in the business,

the die consisted of a small block of steel with just

the tip of the handle cut into it. This was placed

on an anvil, and a man holding the spoon in one

hand, struck the impression of the tip on to the

blank by the means of a hammer held in the other

hand. After much forging and filing the spoon

was ready for the shaping of the bowl, which was

accomplished in about the same way. From that

small beginning the process has gradually grown,

until it requires a drop hammer of nearly a thou-

sand pounds weight and a pair of dies upon which

a great amount of skill and labor has been expended

to produce the result attained at the present day.

You will readily see how much depends on

good die-cutting. One may have a beautiful de-

sign, a most carefully worked out model, and yet

if the work of the designer and modeler is not

faithfully carried out the result will not be satis-

factory. It is a study in progress to follow the

productions of the first patterns in spoon work up

to those of the present day, noting the change

from simple ornamentation as first used to the

elaborate creations of the modern silversmith.

How Rouge Is Made

For the final polishing of metals, or " color-

ing," as it is usually called, it has been found that

rouge is the most satisfactory of any known material.

As most of the examples of fine metal work origi-

nated in France, it is natural that the name of

" rouge," which in the French language means red,

should be applied to this red polishing material.

Rouge occurs in commerce in two forms : First,

dry rouge ; second, rouge in sticks or cakes. The

sticks or cakes of rouge are made from the dry

rouge by incorporating it with tallow, wax or other

forms of binders. This is simply to hold it together

so that it may be applied to the buffing wheel in a

convenient manner. The dry rouge is also used

for many purposes.
Chemically, rouge is an oxide of iron. Red

iron ore or hematite is of the same composition,

but this is very hard and would not answer for

polishing purposes. The surface of the metal

would be scratched, both by the hard oxide of iron

itself and also by the sand or other silicious material

which is always associated with it. Polishing rouge,

therefore, is made in another manner.

Sulphate of iron, or green vitriol as it is

frequently called, occurs in commerce in a very

cheap and pure condition. It is formed in large

quantities as a by-product in the pickling of iron

and steel wire in its manufacture. Sulphuric acid

(oil of vitriol) is used for the pickling, and the

sulphate of iron is crystallized out of the pickling

vats. It will be appreciated, therefore, that the

sulphate of iron when it is made in this manner

is not a costly material. It is for this reason that

rouge is not costly.
When this sulphate of iron or green vitriol is

heated, the sulphuric acid is gradually given off as

the temperature is increased until finally all the

acid is expelled and only oxide of iron is left. The

hardness of the oxide of iron (or rouge which it

now is) depends upon the heat. The hotter it is

heated, the harder the rouge ; and, for this reason,

the hard rouges for polishing nickel require a much

higher temperature than those which are to be used

on copper or brass.
The rouge which has heated to a low temper-

ature is scarlet in color, and is known as "jewelers'

rouge" and is sufficiently soft for polishing gold

and silver. That which has been heated to a high

temperature is of a bluish tint and is very hard. It

is called " crocus " and is used for polishing steel.

The intermediate grades are used for copper, brass

and nickel.
The rouge is mixed with any convenient

material for a binder, but the best forms of binders

are substances which are not difficult to remove

after buffing. A mixture of equal parts of tallow

and yellow soap is excellent, as it does not resist

the fish-soap solution or other compound which is

used to remove the rouge which remains in the

crevices of the work after buffing.
—The Brass World.

WATCH GLOVES
Price, $1.25 per dozen

EXCLUSIVE SUBJECTS

NEW EFFECTS AND FINISHES

Producers of the

only High-Grade

Statuary on the

Market

Made of the best glove kid

with celluloid front, fits closely

to the watch and is the best

watch protector ever devised.

For sale by

F. W. H. SCHMIDT

Wholesale Jewelry, Tools, Materials and
Optical Ooods

1104 Beyworth Bldg., C1IICA(i0, ILL.

ESTABLISHED i865

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

Holiday and Wedding Presents

From the Studios of

Made especially for the jewelry Trade

LOUIS STEINER, Imptwter

520=522 Broadway, New York
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YOU ARE INTERESTED

Patented April 20, 1897. lab. 21, 1899. Sept. 29, 1903

In Frink's Special Patent Window Reflector
Because it offers the only thoroughly satisfactory method
of lighting your store windows. It is built of metal, lined
with silver corrugated glass set on scientific angles, so
that all the light is thrown on the goods displayed ; yet
concealed from the sidewalk. The successful experience
of hundreds of merchants should be a guarantee that
Frink Reflectors are needed by you.

Some Stores We
Little, riew York
Jut). C. Pierik, Springfield, Ill.
Theo. A. Kohn, New York
Shaw & Berry Co., It'itshington, D. C.
J. Ehrlich's bons, New York
Simons & Co., New Haven, Conn.
Wm. Barthman, New York

Have Lighted
Lambert, New York
E. P. Sundberg, Fargo, N. flak.
Schwartz Bros., New York
J. S. Lewis & Co., Ogden, Utah
Marcus & Co., New York
Bancroft Bros., Columbus, ()mu
Collamore's, New York

Catalogue No. 45 shows our line for stores

I. P. FRINK,511trPeeerl New York

SAMS'

SAFETY
t BLOWPIPE OUTFIT

c;L FOR JEWELERS
The original Saws —
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.P.

JO

ti

.tt

-■111.

'liana neve

Outfit complete . . . $12.50
Outfit without bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4..00
Sams' Flux . . . , ,25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.) .-

18-24W. Randolph St., CHICAGO Generator
high, 5,

-

Vf.,-hP 00,

°AUL MFG GO.

CINDO
Silver Polish

IS THE BEST

for Jewelers to handle—it is a
quick seller and positively

superior to any known polish on the
market. The patent cap used on jar for

CLNDO_ is made to perfection.
We call special attention to the im-

portance of a package for Silver Polish
that can be RESEALED after it is
once opened.

Samples sent when requested. Correspondence solicited

PAUL MFG. CO.
I3oston, Mass.

OUR IMPROVED BEST OF ALL
ROLLER REMOVER

Our Never Equaled Patent applied for

Pivot Drill Chuck
and Drilling Device

A

Price, $1.50
Finely

nickel-plated

Once used, you would not be
without it for five times its cost.

  amm. Description of Tool. — A ls
milled band to) cl itch in screwing
down set out B Which holds PivotDrill in position. Cis back center taper which lits tail stock of lathe. D shows rest Join enteringO, or tan-stock spindle. Place Pivot Drill in con ii end nk in the stall to be drilled. Push up liii I-stock spindle and set thumb-screw e,,and as the drill liters the stair he opening between ("and Dshows the depth yott have drilled. 1 his device also lessens the breakage. Price, 75 cents.We also furnish best quality of l'ivot from 4 to 30 thousandth for 30 cents per dozen. Ordereither from us or your Jobber. In ordering, mention name and kind of lathe used. We also manu-facture tools for watchmakers, jewelers and opticians. Write us for estimates.

Our New

"asG
Crown Enlarging Tool

  This tool sells for $1.00, and will
enlarge inside of crowns from small
SWISS to 18 size. Nickel-plated.

DETROIT WATCH TOOL CO., 516 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich.

We are now offering our entire 1905 sample line of

Bric=a=Brac, Bronze and Metal Goods 
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Special Offer for this fall on our HAND-PAINTED CHINA.
Send for particulars and Illustrated Catalogues of China, Statuary, Steins, etc.

When in New York, call and see
Its at our NEW location—largest
floor in town devoted to Novelties
for Jewelers

L. W. LEVY eic CO.
580=582 Broadway

New York

THIEVES
foiled by

Clipper-Proof Stud

The piece of carbon steel shown by the arrows is not

visible in the stud.
The clipper-proof stud absolutely prevents diamond studs

from being nipped by thieves.

A cutting plier will break before the stud.

No jeweler should be without it.

We are the Selling Agents

••••••■

 11 IL 1CDC)c>- --<DC>C1

Send for Sample

T744 k

Jewelry Watches Diamonds 
If you have not seen our line send

for selection package

EVERYTHING NEW AND UP TO DATE

 1

Aller-Newman-Wilmes Jacky Co.
ST LOUIS, MOGlobe-Democrat Building
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Every jeweler in the country
has more or less money tied up
in "dead stock." Once "dead"
it's always " dead." And each
season makes its addition to
the accumulation of bygone
years. This is the millstone
about the neck of your business
that is slowly but surely drag-
ging it down into bankruptcy
—possibly so slowly that you
will not realize it until it is too
late. But sooner or later the
time will come when this
"dead stock" will sell you out
unless you have been fortunate
enough to appreciate the evil
in time, and sell it out.
We are " dead stock " ex-

perts. We can sell, without
misrepresentation, all the goods
that you find " unsalable "—
expensive bric-a-brac, hollow-
ware, small out-of-date jewelry,
etc., and in doing so can place
from $2,000 to $5,000 a week
in your cash drawer.
We succeed in satisfying

both buyer and seller. The
result is that when we com-
plete your sale we leave you a

long list of new customers. Let us send you some valuable
information in the form of testimonial letters from jewelers
who have brushed away the cobwebs of prejudice and in-
dulged in a " M. & T. Business House-Cleaning." This
information is worth money to you. Write for it to-day,
stating the size and condition of your stock, and whether
there have been any auctions in your town recently.

Mitchell & Tillotson
JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS

37 Maiden Lane New York City

H. J.
HOOPE,R

Auctioneer

There is no stock too large or too fine but
what I will guarantee a profit, and can give ref-
erence to that effect from almost every State in
the Union. With my 22 years' experience, it has
enabled me to give you this iron-clad guarantee.

Write me. All letters strictly confidential.

H. J. HOOPER
22 John Street, New York City

MANOR & McCONNELL
America's Premier Jewelry Auctioneers

io16 Main Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Sales made in any part
of the English-speaking
world for the legitimate
jewelry trade.

If y o u contemplate
holding a sale of your
jewelry stock in the near
future, we would advise
that you write us for
terms, etc. Upon appli-
cation, we will mail you
our Booklet on Auctions,
containing references, etc.
No stock too large or

fine for us to successfully
handle.

Address

MANOR & McCONNELL
lore, Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Long Distance Phone 1765
St. Louis, Mo., Office—Room 634 Century Building
Long Distance Phone 1175C Kinlock

11ways keep an eye on th' feller th't offers t' help you bunco somebody else

Good References
Gained by honesty and profit sales count with
business men.

Methods
Requiring a lifetime study of conducting sales,
goes with the wide-awake jeweler.

Reputation
When built by years of hard work, is priceless
to the

AUCTIONEER who never has had a failure

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102 156 VVabasli Avenue

Chicago
CORRESPONDENCE CONFIDENTIAL BEST OF REFERENCES
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August and September
Otto P. Ream, Hartford City, Ind.
J. B. Haverback, St. Marys, Ohio.
J. C. Slick, Mishawaka, Ind.

Write the above firms as to my methods of con-
ducting sales and the profits I make for my customer,.

R. M. HARDING
[56 Wabash Avenue Cl IICAGO, ILL

America's Most Successful Auctioneer
I not only guarantee a suceessful sale, but also that you will stand just as

high in the community as a result of the AL- crioN, and that your business
subsequent to the sale will be better than before.

AUCTIONS as conducted by me are business-building as well as money-
making. As a proof of this I give below a list of jewelers, both in the United
States and Canada, for whom I have conducted sales. Write me for full
particulars.

Hesse di. Sturges, Boise, Idaho
Geo. E. Emmaus, Joliet, Ill.
L. L. Berens, Bellingham, Wash.
Frisch Brothers, Seattle, Wash.
A. C. Becken, Chicago, Ill., 3 sales
Strelitz Bros., Chicago, Ill.
David W. Allen & Co., Montreal, Canada
Drake Carle & Co., Davenport, Iowa
Jos. Brown & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Price Keeth & Co., Chicago, Ill.
T. L. Coughlan, St. John, N. B.
K. Bezanson, Moncton, N. B.
K. Bezanson, Sydney, Cape Breton
C. L. Newman, Halifax, N. S.
Fair & Square Jewelers, Joliet, Ill.
J. Merrel & Co., Anaconda, Mont.
W. C. Stull, Whatcom, Wash.
F. A. Reynolds, San Francisco, Cal.
A. II. Simons, St. Paul, Minn.
L. Blumencrance, Minneapolis, Minn.
M. Greenburg, Minneapolis, Minn.
L. Zuckerman, Chicago, Ill.
Ramie' & Bennet, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Cuttiug & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
M. Greenberg, Chicago, Ill.
D. A. Hank, Logansport, Ind.
J. C. Hilton, Neena, Wis. •
P. H. Pierce, Lawrence, Kans.
J. W. Clegg 8E Co., Charleston,
E. F. Kirchkessner, Adrian, Mich.
P. IC. Wiser, Mankato, Minn.
J. G. Hoff & Son, Waterloo, Iowa, 3 sales
B. Vaneot, Madison,Wis,
A. Sakie, frookston, Minn.
T. C. Lindsey, Dayton, Ohio
Hart & Ernest, Tiffin, Ohio
G. R. Thompson, Findlay, Ohio
L. D. Dana, Antigo, Wis.
F. J. Bedlam, Nevada, Iowa
AV. II. Hilton, Denison, Texas
C. W. Dudgens, Ames, Iowa
A. L. Cleaver, .Ames, Iowa
A. L. Cleaver, Boone, Iowa
ILL Whitley, Los Angeles, Cal.
H. Hinges, Salem, Oregon

B. II. Ballard, Reinbeek, Iowa
A. Jackson, Eau Claire, Wis.
J. Iverson, Stevens Point, Wis.
P. II, Kuhn, Quincy, Ill.
Porterfield Bros., Sanborn, Iowa
H. C. Clamor, Elmira, N. Y.
J. C. Long, Kane, Pa.
S. Goldstone, St. Louis, Mo.
C. Veieht, Milwaukee, Wis., 2 sales
S. Whipple, Trinidad, Colo.
J. McNamara, Lakewood, N. J.
Hooker Jewelry Co., Des Moines, Iowa
W. T. Testen, Houston, Texas
Goodspeed & Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.
Parker Bros., Sterling, Colo.
NV. C. Alexander, Salida, Cob.
Triukley & Koerber, Fort Wayne, Ind.
A. J. Reinhardt, Lincoln, Ill., 2 sales
Keppler Jewelry Co., Anaconda, Mont.
J. Merel, Seattle, Wash.
C. W. Underwood, Racine, Wis.
A. C. Bechtel, Ogden, Utah
W. A. Kirkham', Leavenworth, Kans.
E. S. Smith, Sherman, Texas
E. M. Blakely, Trenton, Ont.
F. C. Boomer, Fort Worth, Texas
Brock & Feagans, Los Angeles, Cal.
Berre Brothers, Winnipeg, Man.
Bonnet & Ross Co., Columbus, Ohio
Davis Jewelry Co., Lansing, Mich.
New Haven Clock Co., Chicago, Ill.
International Silver Co., Chicago, Ill.
Wm. A. Rogers Co., Chicago, in.
Sproehnle & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Geo. S. Davis, Newton, Iowa
J. B. Lucas, Rockwell City, Iowa
Berry Bros., Clarksville, Tenn.
California Jewelry Co., San Francisco, Cal.
M. Schussler & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Holsman & Alter, Chicago, III.
A. L. Kingsbury, 206 Kearny Street,

San Francisco, Cal.
A. M. Smythe, Elgin, Ill.
Hesse A Sturges, Boise, Idaho
A. G. Bedford, Ionia, Mich.



710. 7 Jeweled. 711. 10 Jeweled.
0. F. 18 size gold filled, 25-year guarantee, screw

back and jointed bezel.

718. 7 Jeweled. 71-9. 10 Jeweled.
0. F. 18 size gold filled. !.5-s r guarantee, screw back
and jointed bezel. Eng vi rived top and bottom.

706. 7 Jeweled. 707. 10 Jeweled,
0. F. 18 size gold filled, 25-year guarantee, screw

back and jointed bezel, Engine-turned spot.

An Announcement!
We are now supplying the NEW

CHRONOGRAPH WATCH, made by
the New York Standard Watch Co.,
in Jas. Boss 25-year Gold Filled Cases.
This combines the Best Chronograph
Watch with the World's Standard
Filled Case. A complete watch that
merits a place in the stock of every
jeweler. Ask your jobber to show
you these new watches. Owing to the
great demand for them, orders should
be placed early.

706. 7 Jeweled. 707. 10 Jeweled.
0. F. 18 size gold filled, 25-year guarantee, screw
buck and jointed bezel. Engine-turned spot.

706. 7 Jeweled. 707. 10 Jeweled.
0. F. 18 size gold filled, 25-year guarantee,

screw back and jointed bezel. Perfectly plain.

TO BE HAD FROM ALL JOBBERS

712. 7 Jeweled. 713. 10 Jeweled.
0. F. 18 size gold filled, 25-year guarantee, screw

back and jointed bezel.

716. 7 Jeweled. 717. 10 Jeweled.
0. F. 18 size gold filled, 25-year guarantee, screw back
aud jointed bezel. Fancy engine-turned top and bottom.

sp,S • a 000
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706. 7 Jeweled. 707. 10 Jeweled.
0. F. 18 size gold filled, 25-year guarantee, screw
back and jointed bezel. Engine-turned shield.

VICTOR NIV(C)15, New Yolek Ckly

TR:1°0)E MARK.
The Newest Thing

We have just placed on the market some-

thing entirely new in the way of solid gold

decorations on our 0 Size Open-Face QUEEN

Crescent 25-year cases. It is impossible to show

in an illustration the beauty of this new orna-

mentation. It is made of solid gold leaves and

ornaments engraved and modeled to form, with

bright edges, applied on a rich roman gold

background.

Ask your jobber to show them to you.

THE CRESCENT WATCH CASE CO.

Main Office, 21 Maiden Lane, New York

D MARK.TRA0 E

MARK.

DMARK.TRA 
SINOMPOINI■
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Have You Ever Paid Good Money for a
Correspondence Course in Optics and
Found That it was Simply a List of
Questions Nothing More ?

Our correspondence course is not conducted in that way.

The questions that we ask are the least important part of our system.

We devote one hundred and eighty closely typewritten pages to lectures and
explanations and practical illustrations.

Instead of asking the student what he would do in certain cases we TEACH
him what to do.

We talk to him and answer his questions and explain each point to him just as if
he were right here with us.

We do not leave him until he is fully qualified to handle satisfactorily any case
of refractive error that may come to him.

With the exception of one small text book there are no books or literature required
The lessons themselves cover the entire ground.

We have spent more time and money to perfect our system than has ever been
spent on a similar course of instruction.

That is the reason why we have more graduates than any two other colleges
in the world.

It is the reason why we have students in almost every town of any size in the
United States and Canada.

It is the reason why our students everywhere are doing better and more perfect
optical work than their competitors.

Our 64-page prospectus, " How to Become a Good Optician " will give you full
particulars of our course and system.

We will be glad to mail it to you free upon request.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated)

No. I McDonald Building South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.

October, 1905 THE

My Opal : and Sunsets

BY JOHN TWEEZER

Chief among my scant personal posses-
sions of value (outside some rare books in
my library) is an unset, irregularly-shaped
opal, the charm of which, to all who have
seen it, is in its suggestion. It is unique—
a dream of lambent color. Rainbows glow
on its face and drift across when it is moved;
fires burning in spaces that mathematics may
disprove, but that lie a mile below the stone,
shine upward eerily and break in flame-
flowers; now it is a splendor of the deep,
pure, vibrant red of the prism; now it light-
ens to orange; then a tender blue, like June
skies, shoaling into turquoise, is seamed with
gold; now it shines green, like moss in sun-
light, with purples misting at the edges; now
its lights dance and gleam through the whole
gamut of the possibilities of color—which
may be a faulty figure of speech, but what
will you when the color itself suggests
music ? In one light it sets you a-dreaming
of quiet pools and sedges; in another you
think of a phosphorescent sea under the
stars; but in another (and in this last quality
I find its best account) you see the sunsets
of October. My opal is a joy because so
many sunsets abide in it.

But all the opal holds, and thousandfold
more, is anyone's without the asking. Look
up, man, and let your starved eyes revel in
the pageant. Look up at the gorgeous
spectacle, so full of mystery and invitation.
Look quickly and all over, while you can;
for sunsets are precious because they are so
brief. We could not endure them constantly;
they would be too stimulating. The exceed-
ing and superlative is only fit for occasion;
Nature, in her wisdom, chooses an average
for man. She gives us the blue sky for daily
food and the brilliant sunsets only for des-
sert. Such pleasures and profits of beauty
cannot last—they would cease to be such if
they did. Drop your tool and your pen and
your care and share them when they offer.
They may be the only bits of heaven you can
be sure of.

The power of sunset is not merely the
power of beauty, rare and precious as that is;
it is the power of freedom that it gives to
the beholder—the compulsion to enter great
spaces. One is calmed by this opening of
heaven's gates at nightfall. If only we had
not taken on this habit of caring for the
morrow ! If only we could be saved from
thinking upon our stomach, our rent and
our sins, what liberty we might enjoy ! We
are but little people, even the biggest of us.
There is in man just so much room, no more.
If he troubles about the morrow, he loses
peace now.

KEYSTONE

Look up. Things splendid, lovely and
grotesque offer to our vision. Beauty, rich,
vast, serious, romantic, floods the earth with
ruddy tints as the light strikes through these
oriels of vapor. Now the cirro-stratus takes
on its oranges and crimsons, kindling at
lakes of molten gold, while the far-off lean
moon seems foreign. Kites have flown two
miles above the earth; men have climbed
four miles and risen in balloons to seven; yet
how easily the fancy swims up past them all,
unchilled in the weak upper air, unscared by
the black spaces that open behind the blue,
untired of wing, unstrained of sight, and
floats on cloud-cars of gold and silver, ivory
and pearl, ruby and rose-leaf, amethyst and
opal!

Therefore, look up and see the October
sunsets. For heaven then seems not far,
and the sight of it, though it comes as we
plod the streets, kindles answering beams of
hope, of joy, of love, of wonder, in our
souls. How poor the richest are if they
cannot use this wealth ! What riches fall to
to the poorest if they will lift their eyes to
take them from the sunset sky I

How to Take a Vacation Without
Leaving the Store

Simply let your m ind vacate; and change
your points of view.

A successful man once said, " I can sit
in my chair for an hour and never think
once." He could secure a vacation at any
time, on call.

Emptying the mind frequently is a
wholesome practice. There is too much
striving, studying, thinking about gain and
being in a hurry makes us think small. If
Socrates had lived out at Piraeus and had
to catch the 8.42 every morning for Athens;
and if Plato had bolted his chops while
watching his clepsydra; there would 'nave
been two philosophers the less though both
men had lived a century longer.

The bothering over details is " the
chiefest sin " of the man at the head. Take
a broader view; then the little things will fall
into groups and the needless things drop out
of sight. We do not really count for much
until we have broken some of the rules and
made them over to fit our ideas, or found
how to do without them entirely. A real
physician can practice medicine with only ten
drugs. A very famous painter used only
seven colors. all told—but he mixed brains
with his pigments.

Change your habitual points of view.
Get outside of yourself, and the bricks will
not seem so full of trouble as even they now
are to your jaundiced eye. Keep your eyes
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on far prospects—your thoughts will clamber
after them, or else the sun will get into them
and the bad ones go a-dozing like the bats
and owls. Ask yourself, " What will my
present trouble matter in a hundred years?"
And recall some unfortunate who has a worse
trouble, and be comforted.

Caught in the Cobwebs of an Empty
Skull

There are seventy-seven ways, or more,
of going from this place to that, but there is
only one straight path.

We hear of the advantages of fore-sight
and the lessons of hind-sight; but no men-
tion is made of side-sight. Yet he who looks
on an action from the side is generally the
largest gainer of all.

Experience is the wet-nurse of knowledge.

It isn't the number of things you think
you know that counts, but how well you
know the things you k-now.

To tabulate the varieties of ways at your
disposal for making a fool of yourself would
bankrupt the whole numerical system.

The death of the best man in the com-
munity is no loss to the undertaker that
coffins him. In the burning of any great
building there is immediate profit to the men
whose business is to cart away rubbish. The
storm which lays low the fine old shade trees
makes money for the workman with an axe.
There is no such thing as a universal calamity
—there is compensation to some one for
every loss to another. Somehow there is
always a smile nearly, whenever a sob is
heard, and some answering satisfactions in
the shadow of every distress. " 'Tis an ill
wind blows no one good."

Falling leaves—falling prices : There's
the germ of a suggestion for an October
window.

If Today knew Tomorrow's program
there would be no sad Yesterdays.

Some men never feel at home with them-
selves unless they are unhappy.

Tell me what he does with his spare
time, and I'll pretty accurately gage his
future progress. J. T.



ANOTHER NEW INSTRUMENT

Phoroscope
A combination of

many instruments
in one.
Write for full

particulars.

Price, Complete

$40.00

• 

The Geneva Ophthalmoscope and Retinoscope Combined
We invite the most thorough investigation and critical inspection

OVER TWO THOUSAND IN USE TO=DAY

Price, complete with one lighting attachment,
either oil, gas or electric,

Write for Bodlet to-day

Geneva Optical Co.
Chicago St. Louis Des Moines
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

Eyestrain and Nervous Disorders. A
Reply to Dr. Dana's Critical Paper

Not long ago we reviewed in these
columns a paper of Dr. Dana, in which he
severely criticized the view that eyestrain
could be responsible for almost every ailment
of the human flesh. At that time we stated
that, in our opinion, many ophthalmologists
were going too far when they accepted the
assertions of Dr. G. M. Gould without a
great deal of reserve, but that at the same
time there could be no doubt that many
cases with nervous disorders could be im-
proved very frequently by the correction of
their refractive errors. We now reprint here
an editorial from the August number of the
Ofildhalmic Record, which appears to come
from the pen of Dr. Francis Valk, of New
York, and,. on the whole, agrees with the
views expressed in these columns:

In a recent editorial in one of our medical
journals we find this statement : " Of late the view
has been widely and insistently promulgated that
eyestrain is responsible for many, if not the
majority, of the physical ills to which flesh is heir."
The writer of this would decidedly object to any
such sweeping statement as that, nor can he see
any reason why it should be made in a reputable
medical journal. As this editorial is read it seems
to have been based upon a sort of one-sided sym-
posium on eyestrain at a meeting of the ophthalmic
section of the New York Academy of Medicine,
held under the auspices of the academy itself.
The writer was present at that meeting, and as far
as his remembrance extends the discussion was not
participated in by any very prominent ophthal-
mologist. The papers read were by two neurolo-
gists and only one by an oculist. Furthermore, as
one listened to the reading of the papers and to
the discussion that followed, the entire spirit of the
occasion seemed to be of a certain levity, rather
out of place in a scientific meeting, which was
principally directed against the writings of one
member of the profession who has been perhaps
too extravagant in his published work, and whose
enthusiasm over some of his wonderful cures has
led him to make very extravagant claims which
others have not been able to find or fulfill in their
ophthalmic work. The remarks of the speakers
would have led a hearer to suppose that this gen-
tleman was a leader in the profession of ophthal-
mology, and that his teachings were the principles
of that branch of medicine at the present time, but
this writer seriously objects to any assumption of
that sort, and that Dr. Dana's concluding " pun-
gent " remarks as quoted in the same paper :
" The psychosis connected with eyestrain is that
shown by a group of oculists who have become
obsessed with the idea that eyestrain forms the
background of most pathological conditions," has
no justification in the work of the best oculists,
nor can it be considered as the true conception of
this subject by the oculist of the present day.

Ophthalmology, in its best sense, is a true
science, in which I am inclined to think we are yet
on the threshold, particularly so in reference to the
motility of the eyes, and if this work is yet in an
experimental stage, then any such extravagant
solution as is implied in the editorial referred to
finds no justification in the opinion of this writer.
But what was the evident conclusion of Dr. Dana's

paper on that occasion ? It seemed to me that in
reference to the minor psychoses, eyestrain may
play a very important part, even sometimes as a
direct factor in certain mental conditions, and that
it frequently is a contributing cause, inasmuch that,
in many reflex conditions referable to the head,
eyestrain, either refractive or muscular, is fre-
quently the only cause. But all this does not imply
that we have a pathological condition present. I
think this may be considered as the view of most
oculists in this country, and the proposition " that
it is a potent factor in many serious diseases " is
simply a supposition that must exist in the mind of
one who has not informed himself of the true work
that the oculists are now doing. This writer would
assure him that the oculists of the present day are
not vexed with the idea that eyestrain is the cause
of any pathological conditions, but that they are
trying to know just what influence an eyestrain,
either refractive or muscular, may have on the
minor psychoses, either primary or secondary, and
simply according to the limits to which Dr. Dana
himself accepts, as he has acknowledged that some
cases of minor psychoses may be due to the eye-
strain.

One of our most prominent alienists stated to
this writer that he did believe that eyestrain may
have some influence on certain conditions, but put
great stress on this remark : " When there is eye-
strain!" Now, who shall settle that question, the
oculist or the neurologist? The matter will even-
tually adjust itself to the true value, and until that
time comes it will be well for most of us to restrain
our views until we know what the correction of
eyestrain will and will not do. F. V.

What are the So-called Reflexes which
can be Properly Referred to

Eyestrain?

This interest ug question was discussed
at the last annual meeting of the American
Ophthalmological Society, at Boston, Mass.
Dr. Lucien Howe, Buffalo, stated in his
paper that he had sent out 206 letters, in
which he had asked prominent ophthalmolo-
gists regarding the reflexes which should be
properly referred to eyestrain, and had re-
ceived 105 replies. He considered the crite-
ria by which to decide whether or not a
given symptom might properly be regarded
as of reflex origin and divided the reflexes
into three groups : those which manifested
themselves in the eye itself, those that showed
themselves in the accessory muscles of accom-
modation, and finally those which occurred
in other portions of the body. The doctor
stated there was still a great deal of confu-
sion, especially regarding the systemic re-
flexes, and that twenty of his confreres had
not seen any of these reflexes. He thought
it very desirable that there should be a more
accurate definition of symptoms and disease,
and that there should be perfect agreement
about definite criteria in this direction. He
believed that there was great need of a patient
investigation of the subject, instead of the
dogmatic statements which were simply re-
peated so frequently. This somewhat nega-
tive attitude of Dr. Howe was to some extent
counterbalanced by Dr. B. Alex. Randall, of
Philadelphia, who stated that he was not
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prepared to bring forward statistics, nor to
make any startling assertions with regard to
reflex disturbances due to eyestrain, but he
was very confident of the existence of such
conditions; anatomical lesions in retina, the
chorioid and other portions of the eye, as
well as various reflex neuroses, as a result of
eyestrain. He had never seen epilepsy cured
by this relief, but he had seen it so mitigated
that patients practically ceased to have at-
tacks. He thought that if those who doubted
would consider the matter further and care-
fully, they would recongnize that such things
do exist.

A Worm in the Anterior Chamber
of the Eye

That sometimes an insect will succeed in
laying an egg in the eye, is again shown by
the following interesting case of Dr. Ewet-
zky. His case was that of a boy of five and
a half years, who had signs of inflammation
in one eye, lasting for a week, and relapsing
for a short time, after a month's free inter-
val. Four months later there was found epis-
cleral injection, particularly below, with opacity
of the corresponding segment of the cornea,
posterior synechia, contracted pupil, which did
not react to atropine, and in the lower portion
of the anterior chamber a worm, which moved
actively, although not directly visible. After
the operative removal of the worm, which
was found to be the larva of a fly of undeter-
mined species, recovery rapidly took place.
E— considers it possible that the larva
was that of hypoderma bovis, a fly that is
found on the skin of cows.

" Ophthalmic Neuro-Myology"

The writings of Dr. G. C. Savage are
not new to the readers of these columns.
His latest contribution to ophthalmology
treats of the normal and abnormal actions of
the ocular muscles from the brain side of the
question in a small volume of 220 pages.
He here restates and upholds his former
views about the rotation of the eyeball. It
seems to the reviewer that the author's views
suffer very much from the assumption that
the eyeball is a mathematical sphere, which
makes him utter such statements like the
following (page 5): " Since the equator is a
line equally distant at all points from the two
poles, the equatorial plane must be at right
angles to the axis and must cut it at its cen-
tral point. This point in the eye is the center
of rotation." Now the question is, not
where the center of rotation ought to be, but
where it really is. This can be established
only by experiments, such as have been
made by Donders, Volkmann, Mauthner,
etc., and these have shown that this point
lies one to two millimeters behind the center

(Continued on page 1749)
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Bausch Lomb
Ophthalmo-

scopes
Plane, Concave

Folding
Thorington

(Front View)

Bausch Ci Lomb
Ophthalmological Apparatus

Ophthalmoscopes, 1.oring form
Retinoscopes, plane mirror, to 2 in. dia.

Thorington, 4. to 72 in. dia.
Folding, I 3/4 in. dia.
Concave mirror, 3% to 2 in. dia.

Throat Mirrors, plane mirror, % to i in. dia.
Concave mirror, 3, to 4 in. dia.

Head Mirrors, concave, 2 to 4 in. dia.
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of the optic axis, and that besides with the
elevation of the visual plane the point of
rotation recedes somewhat from the cornea.
It will not do, therefore, to simply postulate
that the center of the axis must be the center
of rotation when experiments have shown
the incorrectness of that view. But the
book makes very interesting reading, espe-
cially about the innervation of the different
muscles, and though it cannot be said that
all the views expressed there rest on a firm
experimental basis, the reader interested in
this subject will peruse the book with great
benefit. Thirty-nine full page plates and
twelve other figures illustrate the views of
the author, and a good index of ten pages
makes reference to a special subject an easy
matter. The book can be had from this
office on receipt of publisher's price, $2.50.

Regarding a Universal Agreement as
to the Determination of the

Visual Acuity

Lately, in the Zeilschrift f. Aughk., Dr.
E. Landolt, the celebrated ophthalmologist,
contributes a lengthy article regarding this
important subject. He defines the visual
acuity as the ability of the human eye to
recognize two points as separate under the
smallest visual angle. The smallest interval
which two points on the human retina may
have without being united into one single
sensation is called the minhnunz separabile,
and the angle which is formed by the two
lines connecting these two retinal points with
the nodal point of the eye is called the smallest
visual angle. If we want to judge the visual
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This is well explained by Fig. 2, the upper
diagram for hypermetropia and the lower
for myopia.

The visual acuity is, of course, inversely
proportional to the visual angle, and the
question now is what angle must be taken
as the unit. Hitherto, according to the
recommendation of Snellen and Giraud-
Teulon a visual angle of one minute has
been taken as the unit, but in order to avoid
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should not be difficult to soon propose an
artificial illumination which overcomes all the
difficulties hitherto encountered.

New Observations on the Process of
Accommodation

It cannot be said that the process of
accommodation has been explained satisfac-

torily in every detail.
At present there is still
going on an ardent
fight between the fol-
lowers of Helmholtz
and those of Tscher-
fling with regard to
this matter. Not long
ago we reported in
THE KEYSTONE how
the objections of Hess
had been refuted by

B Tscherning, but now
Dr. Hess again brings

A forward observations
which seem almost fatal
to the views of Tscher-
ning, unless the latter
can again adduce dif-
ferent testimony in his
behalf. The experi-
ments and observations
of Hess are as follows :

I. Tscherning found
that the radius of the an-
terior surface of the lens
in air did not correspond
to that of the accommo-
dating lens, so that the

form of the latter could not be accepted as repre-
senting equilibrium. Hess now shows that the
relative increase of weight of the lens after extrac-
tion (transition from water to air) produces a
change of form which cannot be made to apply to
the lens, surrounded as it is by water.

2. Tscherning produced an increased curvature
of the anterior pole of the lens by traction on the
zonule of the isolated lens of the ox and dog.
Hess proves by examination of the anterior lens
reflex that when the lens of man or apes remains
in connection with the ciliary body, traction on the
zonule decreases the curvature of the pole, while
relaxation of the zonule increases it.

3. Tscherning explains the sinking of the lens
in accommodation as a sinking not of the entire
lens, but of the free lens mass in the capsule, in
consequence of relaxation of the posterior capsule,
when the anterior capsule is stretched. Hess was
able to show in a patient with brown punctate opa-
cities on the anterior surface of the lens, that these
points participated in the sagging of the lens, so
that the anterior capsule must be concerned, as
well, in.this movement.

A
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Fig. 2

fractions Dr. Landolt recommends that we
take a unit ten times smaller than before, so
that what now is called a visual acuity of 110.,
would then be called 1.

After discussing the different objects used
by different authorities to test the visual acuity,

the doctor recommends
his broken rings (Fig. 3),
which have been de-
scribed in a former issue
of THE KEYSTONE, as
the best opto-types.
These rings he takes
with a diameter five times
larger than the breadth,
and the interrupted space
is as long as the ring is
wide, forming therefore
almost a square. Landolt
has used them very suc-
cessfully in his own prac-

tice since several years.
Regarding the progression according to

which the different optotypes should be
arranged, whether this should be a geome-
trical or an arithmetical progression, the doc-
tor advises the indi-
vidual refractionist
to follow his own
judgment. There
should, however,
be more uniformity
regarding the illu-
mination of the test
types, and the doc-
tor thinks that in
the present condi-
tion of science it

A

Fig. 1

acuity by the smallest visual angle, AK B in the
figure, we must not forget that in differently
constructed eyes the same angle covers a
greater retinal area in myopia and a smaller one
in hypermetropia than is the case in emmetro-
pia. But 'if we remember that in axial ametro-
pia the correcting glass, if placed at the ante-
rior focal point of the eye, that is about
thirteen millimeters before the cornea, brings
the nodal point so much forward in hyper-
metropia, or so much backward in myopia,
that now in the corrected eye the distance
from retina to nodal point is the same as in em-
metropia, it is evident that the same retinal
area corresponds to the same visual angle
and that therefore the latter can be taken as
the measure of the visual acuity of the eye. Fig. S

Views of Well-known Ophthalmologists
Regarding the Use of Atropine for Determining

the full Correction of Myopia

At the last meeting of the Societ6 Fran-
caise d'Ophtalmologie, Dr. Bourgeois spoke
extensively about the full correction of myo-
pia. After giving an analysis of all the
former work regarding the full correction of
myopia, and after stating the views of many
members of the society whom he had ques-
tioned upon the subject, he gave his own
conclusions from his practice. As they do
not differ from those prevalent in this coun-
try, and frequently given here in these
columns, we shall not restate them here.
The doctor, however, in his paper also

(Continued on page 1750
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The
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Shur-On Eye-glasses open up great
possibilities for every dealer. They
bring customers to him, enable him6
to make more money, increase his prestige
and help him build up a larger business.

They are easy to sell, and the advertising which we do in the leading maga-
zines and our guarantee for one year, make the selling still easier. Every succeeding
advertisement that appears drives the wedge in deeper and deeper.

Shur On Eye-glasses
are made in shapes to fit all noses and give the very best results when fitted with our special guards—
particularly adapted to hold eye-glasses that open horizontally.
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them, but you pay us only for the mountings.
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Clinics in Optometry
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[All rights reserved)

[Each of these clinics is complete in itself, and one of them
Is published each month in this department. They cover all
manner of eye defects, from the simplest to the most compli-
cated, and give the most authoritative procedure in the diag-
nosis and correction of the various visual defects. In order to
make these clinics of maximum benefit, we invite our readers
to Join in them by sending us any criticisms or suggestions
they may have to make in regard to the treatment here
given. The first clinic of the series appeared In the May, 1904,
i138110.—ED.]

Hyperphoria

A. H. J., thirty.seven years of age, a
machinist by occupation, complains of head-
aches at times and a soreness and aching in
eyeballs. In reading he must make a con-
scious effort to adjust his eyes for the print.
Has felt for some time that his eyes needed
attention, but has simply neglected the .mat-
ter. Has never had his eyes examined, and
has never worn glasses.

We find the acuteness of vision a little
better than normal, as he is able to name
about half the letters on the No. 15 line. In
ascertaining his range of accommodation, we
find that by an effort, he is able to read the
smallest print as close as 8 inches and as far
away as 28 inches.

These findings practically exclude myo-
pia and astigmatism, and narrow the refrac-
tion down to a choice between emmetropia
and hypermetropia. How are we going to
determine which of these two conditions is
present ? The most practical and easily ap-
plied methods at our command are the trial
case and the retinoscope.

In using the test lenses the diagnosis of
hypermetropia depends, of course, upon the
acceptance of convex lenses for distant vision,
while the rejection of the same would indi-
cate emmetropia.

We place a pair of + x D. lenses before
his eyes, knowing that if vision equals or
better, with such lenses, hypermetropia is
present. In answer to our question as to
whether he can see the same line, patient
replies in the affirmative. Mark you, we do
not ask if the glasses make vision better;
this is not the proper form of question when
the vision is already normal. In myopia,
and even in astigmatism, where the vision is
greatly impaired, and where our effort is ex-
erted to raise it to normal, we very properly
ask patient if such and such lens improves
vision, and whether one is better than the
other. But in hypermetropia when the ac-
commodation is able to maintain the vision
at the normal standard, there is no question
of improving vision by convex lenses, but
rather the ability to see through convex
lenses as well as without them.

Patient tells us he is able to see through
these lenses very clearly, naming the same
letters as before; this proves hypermetropia,
and in order to determine its amount, we in-
crease the lenses .50 D. at a time until +
2.5o D. is reached, which produces a notable
blurring of the letters. We therefore esti-
mate the probable amount of hyermetropia
at 2 D.

Having thus determined the condition
of refraction with both eyes together, we
now proceed more carefully to measure the
amount of defect, by testing each eye
separately.

As is our usual custom in hypermetro-
pia, we use the fogging system. We place
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+ 5 D. lens in front of the right eye, with
which even the No. 200 letter is illegible.
We partially neutralize with concave spheres,
commencing with — .5o D. and increasing
.50 D. at a time, each change of lenses pro-
(hieing a still further improvement of vision.
In this method of testing, where the vision
is so greatly fogged by the strong convex
lenses, it is perfectly proper to ask as we
place the concave lenses if they improve
vision, as our effort now is to raise the vision
to normal in spite of the convex lenses.

When we reach — 2 D. the vision has
become normal, some of the letters in the
No. 15 line being again legible. The result
of — 2 D. placed over + 5 D. is 3 D.,
which represents the amount of hypermetro-
pia we have uncovered. We repeat the
same test with the left eye, where we find
2.50 D. of hypermetropia.

We will now turn to our test by the
retinoscope. The direction of movement of
the shadow in both eyes is unquestionably
" with." This may mean either emmetropia
or hypermetropia. In order to determine
between these, we place + D. lenses be-
fore the eyes; if these neutralize the move-
ments, emmetropia is present. But if the
movement is still " with," the refraction is
hypermetropic.

In this case we find the movement is
still in the same direction, thus classing the
refraction as hypermetropic. We now
measure each eye separately, increasing the
strength of the convex lens as long as the
movement continues " with," and we find
that a + 4 D. neutralizes the movement in
the right eye, and a + 3.50 D. in the left
eye. We subtract i D. to allow for the dis-
tance at which the test is made, the result
being exactly the same as that found by the
trial case.

This is quite a marked amount of defect,
and it imposes a tremendous tax upon the
accommodation, which at this age is scarcely
able to bear it. A hypermetropia of this
amount at this age would be sufficient to
account for the headaches, the aching in eye-
balls and the effort required to adjust the
eyes for reading.

But we must not be content to stop
here, we have finished only half our exami-
nation, and as conscientious optometrists we
are bound to make the examination of each
case thorough and complete.

We therefore pass on to an investigation
of the muscular equilibrium, for which we
depend on the use of the Maddox rod. This
is placed before the left eye in a horizontal
position, causing this eye to see a vertical
streak of light. In answer to our questions
as to which side of the light the streak ap-
pears and how far from the light, the patient
tells us about a foot or more to the left. This
being on the same side as the eye over which
the rod is placed, indicates esophoria, and is
correctible by prisms, bases out, the amount of
prism required being the measure of the eso-
phoria, which in this case we find to be 8'; in
other words, a prism of this strength is required
to bring the streak up to the light. While
we would expect to find some esophoria in a
case of hypermetropia like this, we are
scarcely prepared to find so much.

We now turn the Maddox rod around
to the vertical position, when the image
formed in this left eye will be a horizontal

streak of light. We ask the patient if this
streak is above, below or through the light.
He answers that it is away below, at least
six inches. This indicates a hyperphoria of
this eye and is corrected by a prism, base
down. The degree of prism required to
bring the streak up to the flame will be the
measure of the hyperphoria. We commence
with a 2° prism, which brings the streak
somewhat closer, but still considerably below.
We increase to 3°, then to 4°, and then to
50, when patient tells us the streak is now
through the light. We make the entry in
our record book L. H. (the abbreviation for
left hyperphoria), 5°.

This throws a new light upon the case,
and instead of being one of hypermetropia
with its accompanying esophoria, we are in-
clined to regard the hyperphoria as the
essential feature of the case.

I have seen the statement made by an
optical writer that in high convergent stra-
bismus there is almost always in addition an
upward deviation of the squinting eye. I
have not been able to verify this statement
in my own experience, but it is well for
you to bear in mind the possibility of such
connection. This may serve to explain the
hyperphoria in this case occurring in connec-
tion with a marked degree of esophoria.

A hyperphoria of t° is capable of giv-
ing rise to asthenopic symptoms ; much
more so than an equal amount of esophoria
or exophoria, and therefore this form of devia-
tion calls for our careful consideration.

The average strength of the vertical
muscles is scarcely more than 2'; a hyper-
phoria of t° is one-half the total strength of
these muscles, and hence it can be easily
understood why a hyperphoria of this com-
paratively small amount is such a disturbing
factor.

The external and internal recti, on the
other hand, are much stronger, and besides
the action of these muscles is influenced by
the effort of accommodation. This explains
why a higher degree of exophoria or esopho-
ria produces much less marked symptoms of
asthenopia. And then again, we can at least
partially correct the former with concave
lenses and the latter with convex lenses,
through their action on the accommodation,
but we have no such means of influencing
the hypherphoria.

When we come to inquire into the
etiology of hyperphoria, the only explanation
that can be given for its occurrence is that
the balance of power between the superior
and inferior recti muscles of one eye differs
slightly from that of the other.

Hyperphoria may be latent just as hyper-
metropia is latent. It is that portion of the
anomaly which the observer fails to find.
What is latent at one time to one man, is
manifest to another under other conditions.
A relatively greater amount of defect may be
latent in the superior and inferior recti than
in the external and internal recti, for the
reason that the latter in the performance of
their functions are alternately converging and
diverging the optic axes, while the superior
and inferior recti are never called upon to
produce any change in the relative position
of the two optic axes. Whatever position
they assume, they must not deviate from the
same horizontal plane; consequently, the
impulses to the vertical muscles become more

(Continued on page 1753)
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fixed, and for this reason defects in these
muscles are less likely to manifest themselves.

The treatment of hyperphoria may be
optical or surgical. In the higher degrees of
hyperphoria, an operation may be advisable,
if the symptoms are of sufficient gravity to
justify operative interference, either tenotomy
of the superior rectus of the hyperphoric eye
or advancement of the inferior rectus. But
even in these cases we would advise a trial
of prisms first, in order to note their effect.
If prisms do not afford a fair measure of re-
lief, there is always room for doubt whether
an operation will be any more successful.
For it must be remembered, that the exist-
ence of a hyperphoria cannot by any means
be accepted as positive proof, that this is the
cause of the headache, or asthenopia or
other reflex nervous disturbances of ,which
the patient may complain.

In the optical treatment of hyperphoria,
some interesting questions arise in the pre-
scription of the correcting prisms. In cases
of of hyperphoria a single prism suffices,
and the question occurs over which eye it
shall be placed. If the vision of one eye is
decidedly poorer than the other, we prefer-
ably place the prism over the more defec-
tive eye. In cases where the- vision of the
two eyes is about equal, it has been customary
to place the prism over the left eye.

Now, my experience has been that a
prism, base down, is not so comfortable as
one base up. In other words, the raising of
objects by the base-down prism is apt to
cause more disturbance of vision than the
lowering effect of the base-up prism, proba-
bly because the lines of vision are more
often and more naturally below the level
of the eyes than above.

For this reason, unless there are indica-
tions to the contrary, I think it is better to
place the prism base up over the cataphoric
eye rather than base down over the hyper-
phoric eye. For instance, in a case of right
hyperphoria of 1°, instead of ordering prism
base down over right eye and raising the
vision of this eye to the level of the other,
I would order prism base up over left eye
and thus lower the vision of this eye to the
level of the right.

There are other indications for varying
the position of the prisms, as, for instance,
the following: A case of left hyperphoria, of
which t° is shown, when the Maddox rod is
over the right eye, and iX° when over the
left eye. In this case the right eye is proba-
bly the fixing eye, and a prism of i, base
up, over this eye would be likely to cause
more disturbancee of vision (at least, when
first worn) than one of base down over left
eye, for obvious reasons.

The necesssity of prisms for the correc-
tion of hyperphoria is often easy of demon-
stration. While the patient looks at the test
card through his refractive correctien, a ver-
tical prism in its proper position is placed
over one eye and then in a moment reversed,
when the patient can quickly decide which
position is comfortable and which disturbing
to vision. In the absence of such indica-
tions, that is, if patient is unable to decide

which position is comfortable, a prism would
be of doubtful value.

When the hyperphoria is 2° or more, it
is customary to divide the prism between the
two eyes, base down before one eye and base
up before the other. This applies to the
case under consideration, and we will order
2° base up right eye and 2° base down left
eye, thus depressing the image of one eye
and elevating that of the other, in this way
restoring the visual lines of the two eyes to
the same level.

We are now ready to order the glasses
for out patient. We must, of course, pre-
scribe for the hypermetropia, but as he has
never worn glasses we cannot make them too
strong. Nor do I think it well to order a full
correction for the hyperphoria. The esopho-
ria for the present can be safely ignored.
With these considerations our prescription
will read:
0. D., + 2 D., sph. ̂  prism 2°, base up,
0. S., + 1.75 D., sph. C prism 2°, base down,

which we wl direct to be set in spectacle
frames and worn constantly.

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

(Continued from page 1740)

referred to the use of atropine and reviews the
French status as follows: The majority of
ophthalmologists is opposed to the use of

- atropine or any other cycloplegic for the
determination of myopia. The speaker him-
self has never employed it, and expressed
his opinion that the so-called spasm of ac-
commodation, which is adduced as the reason
for atropine by its users, was very rare and
only found in nervous and hysteric persons.
He further states that Dianoux, in his
writings, also rejects the use of atropine and
mentions Tscherning who also denies the
existence of a spasm of accommodation, and
who has explained the decrease of the myo-
pic refraction after the use of atropine by
the weaker refraction of the more peripheral
parts of the optic system of the eye. Sulzer
likewise objects to the systematic use of
atropine, and Koubli is of the same opinion.
Dr. Bourgeois finally observed that for
purposes of refraction, atropine should only
be used in such cases where there was a
great difference between the objective and
subjective tests, and that for the treatment of
myopia it should be employed only in cases
with grave complications like detachment of
the retina.

Have Certain Congenital Affections
of the Eye their Cause in Strong Impressions

Made upon the Mother before Birth
of the Child?

Dr. H. Derby, of Boston, in his paper
before the last meeting of the American
Ophthalmological Society, cited a number of
coincidences of this kind, which embraced
various forms of congenital disease.

In the discussion Dr. Herman 'Knapp,
New York, said that in too,000 private
patients he had never seen a case that would
remotely strengthen such a hypothesis.
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Dr. E. E. Holt, Portland, Me., reported
a case of a boy, twelve years old, brought
to him with no eyes. The mother informed
him that the child had been born without
any eyeballs. Inquiry elicited the informa-
tion that, when about three months pregnant,
men were digging a cellar at the house and
a little child came out on a pile of sand, and
the workmen, not seeing it, threw a shovel-
ful of earth in its face. The sight of this
accident, the mother believed, was the cause
of her child having been born without eyes.

Dr. Walter Pyle, Philadelphia, had ex-
amined nearly all the records of maternal
impressions from the time of Hippocrates
down and failed to find any scientific evidence
at all.

Dr. Lucien Howe, Buffalo, thought the
negative evidence which could be obtained
by examining the pupils of blind asylums of
importance. A repetition of changes would
often be found in two or more of the same
family. If due to maternal impressions, the
mother would have to have had the same
impression before the birth of each child.

Packing Exposed Photographic Plates

At a meeting of one of the London
societies a member said that recently he
packed a number of exposed plates in tin-
foil, and at the same time another set in
simple paper. On proceeding to develop
those in the tinfoil, nothing but the ghost of
an image could be obtained ; while those in
the paper, treated in every way the same,
and exposed under the same conditions, were
quite satisfactory. The statement was fol-
lowed by considerable discussion, without
any satisfactory suggestion as to the cause of
the fading of the image. Tinfoil, as is well
known, is not always or often all pure tin,
and as Russell has shown that quite a num-
ber of metals give off a vapor that acts in-
juriously on the latent image or on the sensi-
tive film, it may be that to some of those
mixed with the tin, is to be attributed the evil.

Photography in the Russo-Japanese
War

A Tokio correspondent of our contemporary,
Photographie Francaise, sends to that journal
some interesting notes on the use of photography
by the Japanese. For some years the headquarters
staff of the Japanese army have been studying the
subject, and have founded an army photographic
service corps. Folding film cameras are used, and
the films are developed at the rear of the advance
line, and positive films quickly sent to the front.
Light bamboo stands are used, and most of the
cameras are fitted with telephoto lens, which, how-
ever, only gives a magnification of eight diameters.
Cameras are attached to captive and free balloons,
and special orders have been to the wronauts to
destroy the films and cameras in case of capture.
Photography is also used to duplicate the orders
of the day, and the microphotographs of these
are carried, it is stated, by the Chunchuses and
Chinese under their nails, between their toes, up
their nostrils, and even in their stomachs. In the
latter ease, it is stated that the document is hidden
in a small ivory tube, which the porter swallows if
he thinks there is a chance of his being captured,
the ivory resisting the gastric juices, and thus pre-
serving the document. When the microscopic
document arrives at its destination, it is enlarged
by projection and copied, as was done in the
Franco-German war of 1870.



DID YOU EVER THINK
how much time is wasted in finding the axis of the cylinder in fitting the eyes
by the old method of asking patients questions and how many mistakes are
made by depending upon their answers.

The

Ophthalmometer
does away with thc necessity of all this and
makes fittin,(..; much easier, quicker and
more accurate, because it shows absoluiely
ihe meritiza. ns of greatest and least curva-
ture of the cornea, besides giving approxi-
mately the amount of cylindrical error.

No refracting room is complete with-
out one and this, the busiest season of the
year for the refractionist, is the best time
to give this instrument a trial.
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Optical Questions anD Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must ti e name and address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order ill W hich they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points

ti Age. 
(If not possible to give exact age, always approxi

mate .
-

2. have glasses been previously worn? flow long and what
num ber ?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement

gtihtlents'e:. 

afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

L. L. E."—(i) What would be Me focal power of
a lens that would focus rays of light coming
from 20 inches to a point at 13 inches?

(2) In all cases of retinoscopy, where he
operator is seated one meter from the patient
and a plus I 1) lens stops the shadow, the
patient is considered an emmetrope, and would
it not be the saute in myopia ?

5D.
2) In myopia of i D. the far point is at 40

inches and the emergent rays would exactly focus
on the retina of the observer seated at this distance.
Therefore, there would be no movement of the
shadow, or, in other words, it is neutralized by the
myopia. From an emmetropic eye the rays
emerge parallel, and in such a case it requires a
+ I D. to focus them on the observer's retina and
to stop the movement. This demonstrates the
difference between the movement in emmetropia
and low myopia. In the latter case the + D.
lens would cause the shadow to go against, which
would indicate the opposite condition of refraction.
It is not often we meet with myopia of exactly
D., and therefore we usually find some move-

ment of the shadow : if with, it is either emme-
tropia, hypermetropia or myopia of less than i D.;
if against, myopia over i D.

" F. P. S. "—Lady came to me a few days ago who
had her eyes dilated with atropine and fitted
with glasses fifteen years ago. They worked
fine until about six months ago. Since that
time a traveling oculist changed the lenses
but failed to benefit her in the least. I tried
testing her eyes. A .25 D. and + 5 D.
look almost the same to her. I think I will
have to have a physician dilate her eyes again.
Please advise me in this matter, also how to
proceed after they are dilated.

Our correspondent's description of this case is
so indefinite that we find ourselves unable to offer
any intelligent advice. In fact, he has failed to
give us information on any of the six points asked
for at the head of this page. In order to form a
proper conception of this case, we must have
definite information on the following : Age ; if pos-
sible, the number of the lenses which she wore for
Si) many years with comfort ; the visual acuity of
each eye and the strongest convex lenses accepted
by distant test ; near point without glasses, or if
unable to read with unaided eye, then the near
point with that convex lens with which she can
read comfortably ; evidence of astigmatism as
shown by any of the customary tests.

Reference is made to the fact that this lady
previously had her eyes dilated ; now, it should
be borne in mind that atropine is used not for the
purpose of dilating the pupil, but the main object
in view is to place the accommodation at rest. The
dilation of the pupil is an incidental effect, or a
side issue it may be called, which is of no value in
determining the condition of the refraction by the
trial case.

The statement that " a + .25 D. and a + 5 D.
look almost the same to her," indicates a lack of
understanding of the principles involved. If the
visual acuity is impaired, we find the strongest
convex lens that raises it to normal. If the vision
is not impaired, then we seek the strongest convex
lens with which the No. 20 line can still be plainly
seen. If a ± .25 and a + 5 are the same, then
we keep .on increasing the strength of the lenses
until we reach one which begins to blur the vision.
After atropine is used, the test is made in the same
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way. If hypermetropia is present, the use of the
drug reduces visual acuity and the strongest con-
vex lens that restores it to normal will be the total
error.

"0. F. S '— Will you please give me a few words
of explanation as to how to measure the
pupillary distance of eyeglasses? Is the frame
laid on the measuring card with the spring- in
a slate of rest, or is it spread apart as it would
be while being worn ? If not asking too much,
could yon give an illustration how the frame
should be laid on card for that and also for
measuring " top and bottom of guards apart"?
In measuring spectacles, what is meant by
" bridge in" and " bridge out" ?

In order to measure the pupillary distance of
eyeglasses, or rather the distance between the
optical centers of the lenses, they must necessarily
be laid on the measuring card in the same position
as when on the nose of the wearer. It is obvious
that such distance could not be correct if taken
with spring at rest. It can be easily seen about
how much the nose spreads the guards, and then
they can be laid on the card in a like position. At
the same time and in the same way the frames can
be laid to measure the distance between the top
and bottom of the guards.

But, after all, there is no exact and practical
way of measuring the face and nose for the eye-
glasses. The only way it can be done satisfactorily
is by trying them on the face, and for this purpose
it is necessary to have a set of samples, comprising
different sized lenses, different lengths of studs,
different styles of springs and different kinds of
guards. These can be tried on in turn until the
one is found that suits the patient best, as to
holding the lenses in proper position and with
guards that are comfortable and that will not easily
shake off.

No matter how careful the measurements for
eyeglasses, they cannot be strictly accurate, and
hence when the finished product is ready to be
handed to the purchaser the guards must be
adjusted so that the pressure on the sides of the
nose will be uniform along their whole length, or
perhaps a shade closer at the tops of the guards.
At the same time it must be seen that the lenses
are not allowed to droop.

By " bridge in " and " bridge out " is meant
the inclination of the bridge. This is a most im-
portant part of the measurement, so that the lenses
may be held at the proper distance from the eyes.
The desideratum is to get the lenses as close as
possible, just so they escape the lashes. Some-
times the nose is flat or the lashes long, which
calls for inclination of bridge back. Sometimes
the nose is prominent and lashes short, when the
inclination of bridge is front. This also can best
be determined by a set of sample frames.

" A. G. .P."—Man, age thirty-seven, musician, was
filled fifteen years ago with: R. E. — .75 C
— .25 ax. go° ; L. E. — .50 C — .50 ax.
He wore this combination for about five years
and then discarded the glasses except for vely
fine print, or where the light was bad. He
came to me complaining that his sight was get-
ting poorer and that his eyes became inflamed
and paiitful whenever he caught cold or used
them to excess. I have no dark room and have
to depend entirely upon my trial case. I made
the following examinations : Muscle test at
20 feet. He could overcome .15° base in, t6°
base out. With Snellen' s chart: R. E. gg, with
— 5.50 C — .37 ax. .12501g: L. E. gg with
- 2 C — .50 ax. 3o° la. Vision, both eyes
without glasses and using accommodation gg
and part of 11. Without accommodation e.,
with .to° prism base in gg dim. !Mat I want
to know is how to account for the axes of the
cylinders changing 25° in fifteen years. Does
astigmatism in myopes change with the progres-
sion of Me myopia ? Owing to the change in the
position of the cylinders, I was particularly
careful on this point but found that with the
axes, as in his original prescription, vision
both eyes was only gg dim.
Cases of astigmatism are frequently met with in

which the location of the axis of the correcting
cylinder varies from time to time. It is not impos-
sible for the curvatures of the cornea to change,
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and it has been found that this occurs most often
in uric acid patients. We have to take things as
we find them even though we cannot always offer
a plausible reason for certain changes.

We feel that we must question the result of the
muscle test in regard to the overcoming a 15° prism
base in. This is almost an impossibility unless
there is an evident strabismus, of which we have
no account. The power of abduction is normally
from 6° to 8° ; it would be unusual at io°, excep-
tional at 12°, and almost impossible at 15°. Why
was not the Maddox rod used in addition to the
duction tests?

The formula mentioned may represent the
error of refraction and afford good distant vision,
but such glasses will scarcely answer for reading.
If this man has been reading without glasses, his
accommodation has been but little used and is,
therefore, weak. Under these conditions, at this
age, he could not be expected to read through full
correction concave lenses.

"C. I. W.''—Lady, about thirty-three, has worn
glasses for several years, is froubled with bad
headache and neuralgia. lision, A'. E.
L. E. -1-2A. Has been wearing. R . F. -F
+ I my. 75° ; same hi lefl. Ilith Mese z,ision
in A'. E. is ;in hi/ no better Man without
any. I gave her a thorough lest and fOund
vision as follows: A'. E. ± sph. C ty/.
750 gg at 2o feet L E. 7 2 iyl. a.r. 1050 C
3 cyl. ax. 15° brought vision down to ig al 20
feet. I had Mese .f/acsrs ground and she
could see to:Petty in Mem, hl awaltin7 War
them, saul they made her ; so I put a
piano in left eye and she g,ol along better, but
still had attacks of headache. Has been wear-
ing a grab front over distance glasses, + 2.50
for reading ; she accepts this all right. About
ten days ago I gave her ammo/her pair of
glasses, the sante for A'. E. and reducing L. E.,
had it ground + sph. C — ax. 15°.
This she is wearing, sees well, but still has
headache. I couldn' I find any muscular trouble.
What do you think is the mailer Y

This is a most interesting case and one that
will tax the skill of an expert optometrist. A large
part of the trouble is doubtless due to the aniso-
metropia. Now, each case of anisometropia must
be studied by itself ; there is no rule that can be
laid down for the management of these cases.

Inasmuch as there is a considerable myopic
element in the left eye, the question occurs as to
whether this eye may be used preferably for close
vision, and the right eye, which is entirely hyper-
metropic, be used for distant vision. This is a
point that must be definitely determined in order
to arrive at a proper understanding of the case.
Not only must each eye be.examined separately
to measure the error of refraction, but the accom-
modation must be measured in the same way.

The fact that a 2.50 sphere must be added
for reading in a patient aged thirty-three, indicates
an error somewhere. At this age the glasses that
correct distant vision should suffice for reading,
otherwise we are led to suspect that the distant
correction is at fault or that there is probably con-
siderable more hypermetropia present than is
indicated by the distance correction.

The effort should be made to give the left eye
as near a full correction as can be borne ; just what
lens should be prescribed is a matter that can be
determined only by actual trial. But whatever
lenses are given, it would be well for her to have
a pair with the full correction, which she should
wear for a short period each day, gradually
increasing the length of this period until the time
will finally come when the full correction lenses
can be worn constantly. The writer has often
been surprised that glasses of widely different
focus, which at first could scarcely be tolerated for
a moment, were finally after patient perseverance
worn with entire comfort and relief. •

It is possible that stronger glasses may be re-
quired for reading, and if so the added lenses will
probably be different for each eye. But it is more
than probable that the distance glasses fail to
represent the hypermetropic defect, which may be
one reason for a continuance of the headaches.

Our correspondent says he couldn't find any
muscular trouble ; did he use the standard tests,
and with care ? In a case like this, where one eye
is so different from the other, there is usually some
latent deviation.
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A Method of Measuring Latent
Hypermetropia

By A. E. BLACK111 A N, .1/Stie Flirt/VS Bay, I In run, 'fasiiiiiiia

HIS method is by fogging, in which the
lessening of the lens power is not made
by sudden steps, but continuously, as if
we had an elastic lens, whose surface

could be flattened slowly and without gradations.
Let E be the eye under examination, R P the

usual position of the refracting plane of a spectacle
glass before the eye. A L a large achromatic
aplanatic lens (the more nearly it is so; the better
the result) of one meter focal length. Let 43 be
the focus for parallel incident rays of this lens.
The achromatic aplanatic lens is supported by a
stand, which slides along a graduated bar to or
from the patient's eye, so that its axis corresponds
with the line between the eye and the center of the
card of test letters at twenty feet distance as usual.
The lens itself is fitted
into a metal ring,
which has two pivots
diametricallyopposite
each other; these
pivots take bearing in
holes in a second ring,
which can be turned
round in its own
plane, like a wheel—
it sliding in the ring
of the support. This
allows us to tilt the
lens about its d i a -
meter which has the
pivots, and by turning
around the lens, its
ring and pivots and
the ring into which
they take bearing,
we can bring the tilt-
ing axis of the lens to
any position in the
common plane of the
supporting rings ; by means of springs the lens is
held to this same plane and a projecting lever is
the means by which a tilt of the lens can be made

in any axial position.
By looking at the diagram it can be seen that

the virtual focal length of the lens is the distance
of the focus from the virtual refracting plane

R P—the focus 4, moves with the lens and is
always one meter distant from it.

The lines running parallel to one another and
towards the lens, as indicated, are representative
of the parallel rays from a point upon the distant

test card. Those that pass through as continuous
lines represent the rays as they are converged after
refraction by the lens ; the dotted lines represent

the course the rays would have taken had the lens
not been there. Now suppose that the rays had

reached the virtual refracting plane R P in the
parallel condition shown in dotted lines, and had
there met a lens which refracted them to 4, , that is
to say, had met a lens whose focal length were
equal to the distance of 43 from the plane R P, the
result is the same as far as the eye is concerned as
if they had passed through the lens A L, only—it
being in its present position. As we move the
large lens A L from the eye, we lessen the virtual
focal length, which is the distance between 4. and
the plane R P—this being always equal to one
meter, less the distance between the plane R P
and the lens A L.
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If we allow one-third of an inch for the usual
distance of the refracting plane of a spectacle glass
from the cornea, we can easily graduate the slide,
which carries the large, movable lens, so as to
indicate all virtual dioptric powers of the lens from
to 20 D., without running any risk of being any-

thing appreciably out. We can provide a chin-
rest and lens-holder to keep the correct position of
a trial lens before the eye, if wanted, in the course
of the test. This also guarantees the correct posi-
tion of the patient's eye, the chin-rest, etc., being
supported by the same bar that carries the sliding
support of the lens.

Having a person seated, and one eye covered
as usual by an opaque disk, we place the lens at a
distance from the patient, which fogs the eye.
Suppose the scale indicates 6 D. Without disturbing
him we slowly move the lens towards his eye ; he
begins, he says, to see the test letters at twenty
feet more distinctly ; we ask him to be as restful
as he can. This we do to encourage the relaxation
of the ciliary muscle as much as possible ; we can

A

direction, then a line at right angles to this direc-
tion represents the position of his eye's meridian
of deficient refraction, because the lens augments
the meridian at right angles to its axis of tilt. We
can now place a plus cylinder in the lens-holder in
front of his eye, with its axis parallel to the tilting
axis of the lens A L, and we can change this for
another stronger or weaker as indicated by further
rotation of the lens about the axis of its pivots,
until we get a cylinder in the holder which makes
it impossible to make any improvement by tilting.
Maybe alter the position of the large lens a little.
Thus we are enabled to measure his astigmatism
as well as his hypermetropia ; the lens in the
holder will be the measure of the former, and the
large lens' position upon the graduated bar that of
the latter.

The advantages of this method over the usual
fogging system are that, the patient being undis-
turbed during the changes of dioptric power aiding
that of his eye, and the eye not receiving rays of
suddenly changing degrees of convergence, there

is a far greater chance
of completely relax-
ing the ciliary muscle:
we simulate the
changes of converg-
ence of rays upon the
retina which are
brought about by the
crystalline lens itself,
and must leave the
eye doubtful whether
the changes are due
to its own muscular
alterations or to out-
side changes, and in
that way the eye is
led to co-operate in
a most subtle manner
—especially must this
be the case, when
making the small
finishing changes.

I do not know
whether this method

inay or may not be already known to the readers
of THE KEYSTONE, but I think it a duty which
every optician owes to his profession to exploit for
the benefit of all such discoveries or new methods
as he may unearth in his researches.

RP IS T H C USUAL POSITION
OF -rHE P.EFRACTINOv PLANE

OF SPECTACLES.

E is HE REAL FOCAL LENGTH OF
Willie'. IS cOws-rANT BEATA% I METER.,

L.

THE VIRTUAL POWER 1H olOIPTEtEs vS oHE

pAE_TER DIVIDED BY YHE VIRTUAL FOCAL

LENc,-rH; i 1. TH Is ILLvSYRATioti A LITTLE.

MORE THAN 3 DioPTR ICS .

lessen the illumination perhaps a little (shoukl his
pupil appear at all contracted) in order to take
away any need of nervous supply by the third

nerve, which acts upon the circular contracting

fibres of the iris and upon the ciliary muscle as

well. This gives him the very best conditions for

relaxation of the muscle of accommodation, and

consequently enables the optician to get as great a

measure of the latent hypermetropia as is possible

by fogging.
Suppose we stop finally at 3.50 D. on the scale

as being the first place where the patient can

distinctly read the same line of test letters that he

could read without the lens A L, supposing, with-

out this lens, he has had his manifest hyperme-

tropia corrected by a lens placed in the holder, if

necessary ; which lens should be removed during

the fogging. Then 3.50 D. is the measure of his

total amount of hypermetropia. If i D., say, was

the measure of his manifest defect, then 2.50 D.,

or the difference, is the measure of the latent

error.*
We can also make use of the tilting of the lens

to detect any astigmatism ; should we find his

vision improved by a tilt about any particular axial

* The writer here forgets that the I D. lens enlarges
more or less, according to its distance from the eye, and that the
Image will appear larger with the correcting lens A tium with
the usual lens at R P. Allowance should be made for this fact,
which will make the latent hypermetropla appear higher than
it really is.—ED.

Plant Photography

If photographs of a germinating seed were
taken by the cinematograph at regular intervals
during many days until the seed had germinated
and sent up its seed leaves, the photographs could
be thrown on the screen and spectators could see
the earth raised up by the swelling seed, the seed-
coat thrown off, the seed leaves emerge, and the
first leaves burst forth. A recent lecturer explained
some first experiments made with a film cinemato-
graph in which there were defects, as the film would
not stand the damp of the greenhouse. More suc-
cessful were experiments made with the kammato-
graph, in which the photographs are taken on a glass
disk. The disk, 12 inches in diameter, was sus-
pended in a metal ring and coated with a sensitive
emulsion. It was put into the machine, which was
light-proof, and by means of a handle rotated, so
so that every part of the plate was exposed before
the small oblong opening in front of the lens and
the photographs appeared in a spiral on the disk. In
many stages of the process a photograph taken once
every quarter of an hour was found sufficient.
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The Lasso Guard, by means of a large opening at the end and a series of
grooves on the inside, holds the center of the glasses steadily before the pupils, without
pinching or squeezing the nose. They are entirely comfortable and make perfect vision
possible.

The Tubular Spring, hollowed on the inside, has increased resiliency, allow-
ing the spring to be bent freely without breaking. The hollowing makes the spring
stronger and neater-looking.

Screw=Lock End. Both Lasso Guard
screw-lock ends, which press outward against the
keeps the screws from working loose in the stud

The Strap and Studs
around the screws, where

and Tubular Spring are provided with
screw-head, making a positive lock that
S.

strongly constructed — thicker
strength is most needed, and

better appearance.

Mr. Ivan Fox has spentmost of his life studying the needs of eye-glass wearers,
and as .a result has produced Fox Lasso Eye-glass Mountings, which insure bet-
ter vision and more comfort from eye-glasses than has ever been possible before.

A man who has been in one business for 25 years and made it a constant study ought
to know what people need and should command their confidence in his ability to produce it.

Mr. Fox does know, and
over a million pairs of Lasso Guards already sold

show that people believe he is right.
Our instructive little Book "0," written by Mr. Fox, "Eyes Worth Having," will interest
Write for it to-day and ask for samples.
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles
The famous work Of ERNEST E. MADDOX, M. D., F. R. C. S. Ed., Specially revised and

greatly extended by the author. The added matter covers the latest researches on muscular
anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment—aid includes an entire new chapter on
Nystagmus. [sill Rights Reserved]

(Continued. Part X)

It is this a-ngle, indeed, by which we define the axis of rotation, for
there are an infinite number of diameters in Listing's plane about which the
eyeball might rotate, but only one for each specified angle from the vertical,
though we need to take account of whether the inclination is positive (to
the patient's right) or negative (to the patient's left).

From V, drop the perpendicular Vm upon 0 n.
Then m Cn gives us the angle of false torsion required ; for n C is the

position of the generating line at the close of the rotation, and shows the
new position of the vertical diameter of Listing's plane, while the plane
m C V is the vertical plane passing through the center of motion and the
point of fixation, the angle between these two being the angle of torsion.

It is evident that the plane m C V is a vertical plane, since it passes
through the vertical line V C.

It is equally easy to prove that the plane m C V, if prolonged, would
pass through the fixation point, for it is perpendicular to the plane n 0 C', to
which the line of fixation is also of necessity perpendicular, and they both
pass through C; therefore, the line of fixation must lie in the plane, and
conduct it, so to speak, to the fixation point.

Taking V C as unity—
Since 0 V = Sin. I

0 m
and — Cos. R

0 V
• . Ont ---- Sin. I Cos. R.

Moreover, 0 C Cos. I
0 m Sin. I Cos. R
OC Cos. I
0111 

But, — Tan. ( I — x)
C

• • • Tan. ( I — x) =---- Tan. I Cos. R.
Or, x = I — Tan. (Tan. I Cos. R).

Putting this into language :—The false torsion is equal to the angle from
the vertical, or from the horizontal, of the axis about which the eye rotates,
less the angle whose tangent is the multiple of the tangent of the inclination
of the axis of motion with the cosine of the angle traversed by the line of
fixation.

The following short table will give an idea of the amount of false torsion
which takes place on looking in any diagonal direction midway between any
two of the cardinal directions.

Since the greatest false torsion of which the eye is capable occurs at the
extremities of these diagonals, we may see at once that it does not ever
much exceed to°.

— Tan. I Cos. R.

ROTATION ABOUT AN AXIS 45° FROM THE HORIZONTAL.

Degrees 5° 100 15° 200 25° 300 350 400 45
0

Torsion 634' 26/ i° 1047 2°49' 4°6' 5°40/ 7
0
33/ 9

0
44/

Azimuth and Altitude.—The ocular motions can, for exact work, be
analyzed with refere ice to three principal axes, a vertical axis, a horizontal
axis and an antero-posterior axis.

When the eye looks directly upwards or downwards it rotates round a
horizontal (or transverse) axis.

When it looks directly to the right or left, it rotates round a vertical axis.
These will be recognized as the cardinal movements of the eye.
In astronomical language, we might call the upward and the downward

motion, " motion in altitude," and the motion to right or left, " motion in
azimuth," these being the terms that would be used were the eyes two
telescopes.

Motion in azimuth may be illustrated by that of a weather-cock : it is
motion about a vertical axis.

Motion in altitude may be illustrated by a piece of cannon, or by a
toilet looking glass : it is motion about a horizontal axis.

It will be seen that the cardinal motions of the eyes are those of either
pure azimuth or pure altitude.

When the visual axis, however, is directed obliquely to an object, alti-
tude and azimuth are combined. What is so
wonderful is that they are combined in the same
proportion at every instant during the motion, so
that the visual axis instead of first moving side-
ways, and then up and down, moves at once by the
shortest route into its new position.

An astronomer would direct his telescope by
first moving it in azimuth and then in altitude, but
this is far too clumsy a plan for the eye, since it
means two motions instead of one, and a longer
route instead of the shortest. •

The visual axis, therefore, sweeps along what-
lig. 16 ever incline plane is common to its Initial position

and its new position, and loses no time (Fig. 16).
It is evident that in motion of this kind the globe

To show how the eye reaches
any new position by the
shortest possible route.

must rotate about an axis perpendicular to this inclined plane, an axis,
therefore, which is neither horizontal or vertical, but somewhere inter-
mediate. All the same, it can be described in terms of its component
azimuth and altitude as if it had reached its new position like a telescope.
The horizontal component of the motion is the azimuth, and its vertical
component the altitude.

When motion is to the right from the initial position, the azimuth is by
astronomers called positive—when to the left negative.

Similarly, motion upwards gives positive altitude, and motion down-
wards negative.

In analyzing any motion, it is a good plan to adhere to the rule of
allowing azimuth the first place, or preference, over altitude, so that, for
instance, a motion of (— 20 to°) means that there is negative azimuth
of 200 with positive altitude of io°, or, in other words, the eye looks 200 to
the left and to° upwards.

For ordinary clinical work, however, it is well to substitute for motion in
azimuth, motion " to right and left" (dextroduction and kevoduction), which
leaves it an open question whether it is about an axis strictly vertical, or with
an inclination forwards or backwards. For motion in altitude, elevation and
depression are suggested as terms which do not bind us too closely.

Helmholtz's Plan of analyzing the ocular motions was to consider the
fixation plane (in which both the fixation lines lie) as first elevated or
depressed, above (brow-wards) or below (chin-wards) its " initial position,"
by an angle called the "elevation angle " of fixation. Then, in this plane,•
the angle between its mesial line and the fixation line was called the side-
turning angle. By this plan, however, the altitude of the fixation line
steadily lessens as the lateral deviation increases, and it was partly its
adoption which led to the apparent discrepancy between Helmholtz's laws
of false torsion and those in the text-books. It may be illustrated in a
simple way by a weathercock with a bent stem, as in Fig. 17, where motion

Fig. 17
Varying altitude (to

illustrate torsion-
less motion ac-
cording to Helm-
holtz).

Fig. 18
Constant altitude (to

lutist rate torsion-
less motion ac-
cording to Don-
dors).

Fig. 19
No altitude

in azimuth and in altitude are compounded. Fig. 19 illustrates pure motion
in azimuth, and Fig. tp motion in azimuth with a constant altitude, as in
Donders' plan.

Since many of our tests are conducted with the patient facing a flat wall,
it way be well to point out in what respects the two plans differ with
reference to such a plane surface.

By Helmholtz's plan, horizontal lines on the wall represent lines of
elevation of the visual plane, and if each is marked in tangents of degrees
to right and left of a central zero, these represent the amount of lateral
deflection. If, however, the lateral deflection take place first, during the
primary position of the fixation plane, then elevation and depression of this
plane makes the fixation line describe a hyperbolic curve on the wall, with
its concavity outwards.

By the other plan, lines of equal altitude on the wall are hyperbolic
curves with their concavity upward when the eves are elevated, and down-
ward when depressed ; but when the eyes are first deflected to the right or
left, elevation or depression makes the fixation line describe vertical lines
on the wall.

Fig. 20

Horizontal section of an eye abducted
from A to A', to show the author's
conception of the difference be-
tween the laws of false torsion
formulated by Ileimhoitz and Don-
ders.

Fig. 21

Side view of an eye, seen in (ortho-
graphic) projection against a ver-
tical plane, superducted front .A to
A', the three circles being pro-
jected as straight lines, to illus-
trate author's conception of what
would be the path of no torsion
according to Donders, and what
would be the path of no torsion
according to Helmholtz, while the
actual torsion is as if the cornea
nursiled the intermediate path
towards P.

In Figs. 20 and 21 I have represented graphically the different points of
view taken by Helmholtz and Donders. Fig. 20 is a horizontal section of
an eye, viewed from above, and abducted from A to AI. The diameter
which I have named " agreed axis " is the one about which rotation would
produce exactly the false torsion which all observers are agreed upon.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Geneva rest Lens Cases are the Standard
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26. Asthenopia
27. Practical Work in Refraction
28. Work with Student's Practice Eye
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A New Instrument
To Shorten the Subjective Branch of Refraction

and to Make it More Accurate

By J. N. RHOADS, M. D., intitilletOr in the Ophthalmological
Department of the Philadelphia Polyclinic Hospital

and College for Graduates in Medicine,
in the "Ophthalmic Record"

XON

PRESUME it is the custom of most
refractors to use minus and plus lenses
alternately before a patient's eye when
nearing the point of correction to see

whether he will choose a weaker or a stronger
glass. Such, at least, was the method I was taught
at the Polyclinic Hospital years ago, anti more-
over, such is the method being taught there to-day.

It was while as an assistant at the hospital that
I first felt the want of a lens holder in subjective
refraction. When I would want a pair of plus and
minus 0.25 lenses they could not be found. One
or both might be in use, that is, might be in the
trial frame, or they might be in use by some brother
assistant or student. The truth was, as far as the
hospital was concerned, they were eternally
misplaced.

One day I thought of using a pair of hemostatic
forceps to hold the two lenses,
and upon trying it found that it
answered well enough, but the
rings of the shanks were ill the
way. Then I tried riveting the
handles of the two lenses together,
but I found them too short, con-
sequently my hand would con-
tinually get into the patient's
range.

I then had constructed by
D. V. Brown, 736 Sansom Street,
Philadelphia, the instrument as
shown in the cut. This instru-
ment is six and one-half inches
long, and contains a plus and
minus lens of the same relative strength, that is,
a plus 0.50 spit., and a minus 0.50 sph., or minus
and plus quarters. The long straight shank has
the minus lens attached to it and the short shank
carries the plus lens. The short shank is movable
and is held in place by a spring, but when its upper
short end is pressed upon it it rises up parallel and
directly over the long shank, and consequently the
lenses neutralize each other, thus making a third
.glass. I also use a pair of cylinders fastened to

the same kind of shanks, which neutralize them-

„ ,: selves in the same manner. The axes of the

cylinders, as seen in the cut, are placed parallel

with and straight out from the shanks ; they might,

however, with equal advantage, be placed at right

angles. The lens rings I have made one inch and

a quarter in diameter. Every test case of lenses

should contain at least two sets of spheres and two
sets of cylinders; 1. e., one pair of half diopters and

one pair of quarter diopters of both spheres and
cylinders.

After using and testing this instrument for a
long time, I believe it tO be just a little less import-

ant than Jackson's cross-cylinders. It shortens the
time consumed in refraction exceedingly and
renders the result far more accurate. Indeed, after

a case has been shadow-tested, it rarely takes over

five minutes with each eye to finish the refraction

by this method. Really, I am sometimes ashamed

to take the patient's money, so quickly is the
refraction completed. Owing to the short time it

takes with this instrument and system, nervous

and even illiterate women answer promptly and
correctly, and thus are not tired out and sent home

to their beds for a couple of days, as is quite often
the result by the generally used method.

This instrument has caused me to entirely
change my method of case-testing. It has been
my custom-and it seems to be the custom now in
general use-to hold a minus and plus lens in my
fingers before a patient's eye alternately and ask:
" Which is better, this or this?" From the nature
of the question the patient is bound to answer:
"This." Could anything be more indefinite?
The patient instantly forgets which this he means,
and the refractor is only a shade less dumb. With
this instrument in my hand I now say to the patient:
" Fix your eye on the first letter of the lowest line
you can read, for I am going to place three glasses
before you and I want you to tell which is best:
first, second or third?" It will be seen that the
question is definite and that the answer cannot help
but be. I do not always ask them to take the first
letter in the lowest line they can read ; sometimes
I have them take the last, or a special one in the
line, but I invariably have them fix their attention
on a certain letter ; in fact, I occasionally restrict
their attention to a certain part of a letter, as for
instance the cross of an A. If the patient, having
been examined before and remembering his former

11111.k.'N6A NINO
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two cylinders in a hemostatic forceps when I want
to use higher ones than I have on my instrument,
but, of course, they cannot thus be neutralized,
yet, as I stated above, the third one can be made
by passing the lens beyond the eye.

It seems almost unnecessary to show how the
instrument acts, or rather how it brings the result,
as, except for the third glass, it acts, of course, the
same as though they were held in the fingers. We
will suppose that a given eye needs a plus 1.25 sph.
to correct it, and you have in the testing frame
before it a plus 1.5o sph. This is evidently a plus
0.25 D. too strong. Now, if you place the half
diopter sphere before him and ask : "I.Vhich is
best, first (+ 0.50 sph.), or second (- 0.50 sph.),
or third. (plano) ? He will instantly choose second,
because it is self-evident that the plus 0.50 sph.
made it three-quarters of diopter too strong, while
the minus 0.50 spit. made only an error of a quarter
of a diopter. The piano, it is apparent, makes no
change. Continuing the examination by reducing
the lens a quarter you have in the trial frame his
exact correction and he is unable to choose between
the first or second, as both make it worse, but at
once accepts the third or neutralized glass, which
as will be understood, makes no change.

By this method of refraction
one need never ask leading ques-
tions. The fact is, it never should
be done. What a common thing
it is to hear a refractor ask :
" Better on or off ?" Now, if an
opinionated person is being ex-
amined, especially an old one,
who thinks he can see well
enough with the glass before him,
and fears that if it is taken away
it cannot be found again, he is
sure to answer : " Better off,"
because lie has made up his mind
to stick to that glass through
thick and thin ; but with the first

second or third testing system he will answer the
question : " Which is better, on or off ?" without
knowing it.

I never ask a patient to judge between two
lenses when there is only a slight difference. To
illustrate : I will suppose a patient's true correction
is plus 2.00 sph. I do not hold before him a plus
2.25 sph. and then a plus 2.00 sph. and ask him to
choose between them, because it is a difficult and
nerve-harrowing task. I put either one of them in
the trial frame and have the patient quickly select
the correct one by the use of my instrument.
I wish to call the attention to the fact that it always
magnifies the error. In the case given above, if I
use the half diopters, in the plus test it triples the
error, and in the minus test it halves it. If I use
quarters, in the plus test the error is doubled, and
in the minus test it is exactly right, so that the
patient has an easy task to judge between the
proper correction and plus 0.50 sph. added. The
cylinders act the same as the spheres.

Anyone using this instrument and carrying out
this system will be surprised to find out how much
shorter will be the time consumed in refracting
each case, and what I believe is more to the point,
he will not have his patients go away half sick,
complaining to everyone they meet, and dreading
the day when they will need to return.
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catechism, begins to answer : " The first is better,
doctor," or " this is better," or any other remark,
I quietly but firmly break in and say : "Answer
only first, second or Third, please, and we will
progress much faster and obtain better results."
Even when only two glasses are used, or when
using the cross cylinder, there is no earthly reason
why a refractor should not say : " Which is better,
first or second Y" And make the patient strictly
confine his answer tofirst or second.

I make it a habit to use this instrument always
one way, that is to say, that I always begin by
holding the plus before the eye first, and then
minus and then neutralize. Sometimes, instead of
neutralizing I just let the minus glass pass below
the trial frame and ask : Third ? The patient
never seems to realize the difference between that
and the neutralized lenses. Then, too, I often use
only the minus and plus alternately at first, and
use the third or plain glass when I am on the
" knife edge." If I suspect my patient is trying to
lead me astray, of course I vary my movements.
It is a good thing, however, to have and to stick
to a regular system.

It is surprising how much quicker one can
come to accurate results by using this lens holder.

Its long handle enables one to keep out of the line
of vision, and so quickly can one change from
minus to plus or neutralize that the patient can
instantly and accurately judge which is best.

If there are any left who do not use the cross-
cylinder test, they can much shorten their work,
and I humbly add, make it decidedly more accu-
rate by using these cylinders. I frequently use

" The Optical Deparhnent and Workshop
Notes in The Keystone are of the greater interest
to me."-Irvin H. Ecker, Jeweler and Optician,
Whitehall, Wisconsin.
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DE ZENG INSTRUMENTS

De Zeng's Luminous Ophthalmoscope
In this new Ophthalmoscope, which is attracting universal attention because of the remarkably clear, wide and beau-

tiful view it gives by either the direct or indirect method of examination, perfection in instrumentation is realized. It con-
sists of the latest model of the Loring Ophthalmoscope, in combination with the De Zeng Electric Lighting Attachment.
We make it also in the Knapp, May or Morton Ophthalmoscope. You can use it on your own battery or reducer. The
lamps are 54 volts.

De Zeng's Luminous Retinoscope
Of the various methods for estimating the refraction of the eye objectively, Retinoscopy is by far the most practical

and accurate.
As the science of Retinoscopy is based upon the study of the fundus reflex, light is the all-important factor in pro-

ducing the phenomena from which the deductions are made.
In the Luminous Retinoscope, which consists of the Thorington Plane Mirror Retinoscope in combination with the

De Zeng Electric Lighting Attachment, the ideal Retinoscope is obtained.
The bright and beautiful reflex which this Retinoscope presents to view, justly places it in the foremost position

among all of the instruments used in the practice of Retinoscopy. It gives the exact character and amount of the refractive
error in a moment and dees not fatigue or annoy the patient.

De Zeng's
Ophthalmometroscope
FOR EXAMINING THE EYE AND MEASURING

ITS REFRACTION OPHTHALMOSCOPICALLY

This instrument consists of the De Zeng Luminous Ophthalmoscope with the addition of an illuminated test object ofmultiple radiating lines, so arranged as to be projected and focused upon the retina.
This instrument gives a brilliant illumination and wide field of view, which is wholly unobstructed when the testobject is thrown out of focus. It also furnishes an exact objective test of great value, because by reason of the absoluteindependence existing between the means employed for focusing the test object on the retina and those provided for viewingit there, the element of inaccuracy, due to the unknown state of the observer's accommodation, is wholly eliminated.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS, PRICES, ETC.

F. A. HARDY 0 COMPANY
Exclusive Agents

Atlanta, Ga.BRANCHES
Denver, Colo.

Pittsburg to the Rockies—Canada to the Gulf
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1 Paris, France
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

It. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
Wm. E. HUSTON, Secretary, Kansas city, Mo.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in Rochester,
N. Y., in 1906.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

HON. ALBA N G. II. GIBBS, M. P., Master.
CoL. T. Wyo.:8 SEwEbt., F. It. A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. W. DusscomnE, U. A., President,.
J. H. SuTet.tteFE, s. L., I. 11.0.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, Lcicbm, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)
F. E. LUKE, President.
II. J. GEIGER, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, Spring liti rn, Glasgow.
D. L. MURRAY, Secretary, 621 Duke SI ITO, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)
H. A. 13ARRACLOUGII, II. 0. A., President.
A. A. C. Coots, 13. O. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)
Jon N C. EBEIIII ‘I■ DT, President.
C. S. IL\ nT, Seerviary, Lyon,

The Optical Specialists' Association of America (1904)
C. CLARK, President, SioliN City, Iowa.

G. E. BOYCE, Seeret ;try, Waterloo, Iowa.

American Association of Wholesale Opticians (1893)

J. T. BRA )-1 ,.N, President, Chicago, III.
A. Blum M. I Nil RE, Secy., 723 Summon St., Philadelphia,Pa.

Next meeting, in New York, in 1905.

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians (1894)

ALBERT A. CARTER, President, 110510II, SIgss.
G. A. BAnaos, Secretary, 3 Winter St. Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each inotitli, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, 1:.1( 11,1er, Minn.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Rot Wing, Minn.

STATE
Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

H. E. HERMAN, President, NVillianisport, Pa.
C. A. LososTawrii, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

W. W. BissELL, President, Rochester N. Y.
Roatut F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

.T. H. ELLIS, Prosident, South Demi, Ind.
Miss MARGARET .1. EltISMAN, Serrelary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Society of Optometrists (1896)

P. Scnot.1.611, President, Hancock, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)
E. F. RENAUD, President, Kenktlk, Iowa.
B. M. Btbcs, Secretary, Vinton, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. It0oxits, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. IIALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

F. IV. LAurEit, President, Oakland, Cal.
ALBERT J. Scitoll A Y, Secy., 308 Hayes St., San Francisco,Cal.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EvEnsobE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDNIR Bun', Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (WOO)
L. E. WHITE, President, Concord, N. II.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)
A. J. STOESSEL, President, Milwaukee, Wis.
E. E. 'rEosiAs, Secretary, Milwaukee, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)
F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Dttrilant, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. AL CHALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., pp ,N1c9119t. Ave.,1%tipaeapolts,,1419a,

•
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Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MununeE, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
H. J. COOK, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
GEO. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sta.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. Ftscit, President, Denver, Colo. .
R. H. BIEOEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H.CHArmAN,Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)

F. W. HUNT, President, Burlingame, Kans.
H. T. CORSON, Secy. and Treas., Kansas City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

C. AT. NV ii t:i..A.En, President, cclombitt, Mo.
El,m %I: II. SclINIIDT, Secy. and Treas., Washington, Mo.

Ni xt meeting, May 8, 1906, in Kansas City.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

W. WATT ROYALL, President, Martinsville, Va.
Jou./ W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Rielltnelld, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)
F. W. WAws, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
L. J. BACKUS, President, Louisville, Ky.
A. S. REEvEs, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

Next meeting in Georgetown, October 17, 1905.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
CHAS. G. I'ONYNE, PrOSident, MIllIdall, N. Dak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. link.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
FREDERICK II. HEWLETT, President, Paterson, N. J.
J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, IS Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM II. FRierg, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dalt.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

IVEsr CATticAtcr, President, Galveston, Texas.
KB. It. STOC I N■., secretary, Belton, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, It. 1.
G. FRP:twin: l4i. t NE, Secretary, 139 Mathewson Street,

1Plreoevtsi zie ( I.
Sleets 

ay
of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)
NV. E. AVERY, President, columbia, S. C.
M. R. ABBE', Secretary, Cohnnida, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)

P11". GB.E 1‘1%101LISLN'Il'' ', 'con St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,
Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. FoLsom, President, 28 IVIIitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
C. II. KITTRELI., Secretary, Madill, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

K B. METRowurz, President, New York City.
A. SttAw, Secretary, 1415 Broadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1905)

LOUIS CLAUDEL, President, New Orleans, LR.
S. P. SoluEssbEE, Secretary, Baton Rouge, La,

Nova Scotia Optical Society (1905)

A. C. Wiiirrimat, President, Halifax, N. S.
G. A. BunintiDoE, Secretary, Halifax, N. S.

New Mexico Association of Optometrists (1905)
OTTO IL BERBER, President, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
GEO. F. EvEnEvr, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

LOCAL
Central New York Optical Society (1895)

H. C. WATTS, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets third Thursday of each month.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LER° v !Ma, President.
R.Df.Locawoon, Rec. Sec., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY M. RESTOR, President, Rochester, N. Y.
C. I. SUMERISKI, Secretary, Rochester,

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

NY.F.NEwcostn, President, State and Adams Sts, Chicago, Ill.
Q. J.. trsjunc, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chieago,
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Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS HOUSE, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Ont

Optical Society of Western New York (1903)

Roosat F. WILLIAMS, President.
ERNEST V. STROME, Secretary, Buflalo, N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES G. 1101.comn, President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN H. HENRY, President, PlIeldn, C010.
JAMES A. 110Ward, Seerelary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)
F. C. CurF, President.
.1. A. McAvoy, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

Meets second Thursday of March, September, Novembez

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York (1905)

F. E. ROBBINS, Presich•nt, Elmira, N. Y.
F. A. JORDAN, Secretary, Elmira, N. Y.

Optical Trades Association (1905)
(New York City)

F. D. SCHMIDT, President, New York City.
Jos. FRIEDLANDER, Secretary, 8 Maiden Lane,NewYorkCity.

Detroit Optometry Club (1905)

A. NV. ICLUDT, President.
*FRED. R. PRESTON, Secretary, 42 Mott Ave., Detroit.

Southern California Optical Society (1905)

L. APFFEL, President.
T. N. Dxsclius, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Eyes of School Children

THE widespread and intensifying interest
in the matter of school children's eyes

is a happy development, credit for which is
mainly due to the refractionists. At the time
of reopening the schools last month, many
of the leading journals of the country de-
voted editorials to the subject, impressing on
school boards and parents alike the necessity
of attention to the eyes of the children be-
fore allowing them to enter upon their studies.
The persistent advertising of the opticians
did more to bring about this reawakening
than all the statistical compilations of the
medical press, and oculists cannot fail to
recognize in this salutary publicity an agency
for good, of which they are deprived by their
ethical ban on advertising.

Now that medical men, refractionists,
school boards and the public are alive to the
importance of the subject, the next step is
to evolve a plan for the proper examination
of the school pupils' eyes. Past experience
has proved that a slip-shod, unprofessional
examination by the teachers is a compara-
tively useless and a very dangerous make-
shift. It has been tried both in the United
States and England and found wanting. In
a letter to a British exchange, a Manchester
optician criticises very forcibly the system of
examination by teachers recommended by
the medical officer of the education com-
mittee of that city. He writes:

Though the testing is desirable, the scheme
has very serious defects ; one of the worst, proba-
bly, being that the schoolmaster might pass as
normal cases of really defective vision. In one
case, at least, this was what actually took place.

(Continued on page 1767)
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4 SEASONABLE GOODS

LE SOUVRAIN

White or Oriental Pearl Bodies.
Finely finished. Gilded Tops,
Branches and Tubes.

11 Ligne . . $3.80
13 . . 4.00

Same as above

White or Oriental Pearl Bodies.
Finely finished. Gilded Tops,
Branches and Tubes. Marquise
Shapes.

13 Ligne . . $4.20

Send for our Illustrated Booklet
of

Opera Glasses, Barometers,

Readers and Lorgnettes

for the Holiday Trade

OUR BARGAINS
Will interest you

McIntire, Magee & Brown
723 Sansom St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Fine Quality Barometer

Heavy Brass Case, HOLOSTERIC
Movement, with showy illuminated dial
and entire construction exposed.

4-inch diameter, $4.50
5 6 5.50

Good Quality Barometer, card dial.

31,4-inch diameter, $1.85
4 6 6 6 2.10

USE our new

Guard
on your next prescriptions for eyeglasses.
"They stay on where others fail."

SANITARY

SIMPLE 

ADJUSTABLE

and capable of being adapted in most
any way desired as shown by the way
we have spelled their own name above
by the use of the guards themselves.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
The only Exclusively
Wholesale Optical House
in the entire South

Atlanta, Ga.

The Human Eye and Nervous
System Requires the Skill of the
BEST INFORMED Specialists.

All Graduates of our School can GUARANTEE to remove the
cause of eye or nerve strain or refund the money charged for
their services.

We satisfy the students or return the tuition paid. Write for
additional information to

Rowley Ophthalmological College
1,;( ()RPORATED

SA INT LOUIS, MISSOURI

TILTON OPTICAL, CO.
TILTON, N. H.

We are

Manufacturers of Lenses
nd

Jobbers of Optical Goods

Prices upon application

of all kinds

October, 1905 T E

New Apparatus for Photograph-
ing the Fundus of the Eye

S.
•111■61

()ME time ago we called attention
to the attempts made to photograph

■6 
the interior of the eye, especially to

those of Dr. Professor Dimmer, who at that
time had succeeded in producing excellent
pictures of the eye-ground of cats. Since
that time Professor Dimmer has made several
improvements in his apparatus, so that he
now can photograph the fundus of the human
eye in an instant. We give here a transla-
tion of the description of the apparatus as
given by Professor Dimmer :

In my paper read before the last Con-
gress of Ophthalmology I mentioned that as
I had entirely got rid of the ocular reflexes

and succeeded in getting a sufficiently large
field of view, nothing remained for me to do

beyond obtaining photographs with still
sharper definition. My endeavors were

crowned with complete success, and to-day

I, am able to lay before you a collection of

photographs which show a marked advance

as regards sharpness of detail, so much so

that almost all the minutke seen with the

ophthalmoscope can be seen in the prints.

This success was not due to any improve-

ment in the apparatus, but to the fact that

the exposures were practically instantaneous.

The duration of exposure, which formerly

took one-fifth of a second, or longer, is now

reduced to one-sixteenth—one-eighteenth of

a second, or even one-twenty-fifth. In order

to reduce the time as much as this I found it

a sine qua non that the whole of the light which

emerged from the half of the pupil should be

concentrated on to the photographic plate.

The accompanying diagram shows my

apparatus as I now use it. The arrange-

ment by which I have got rid of the con-

fusing reflexes and flare is by placing a

plane mirror S, Fig. 2, exactly in front of

the patient's pupil at an angle of forty-five

degrees with the optical axis. This mirror

receives the whole of the condensed light

from the source L, and reflects it into the

eye through half the pupil, so that the light

which passes out of the remaining half of the

pupil is alone employed to form the image.

In order to obviate the formation of reflexes

near the edge of the mirror, due to half of

the pupil being hidden, half of the camera

objective is blocked out by an opaque

diaphragm 02. This lens 0, is a Zeiss

planar objective of 16o mm. focus. In the

diagram the light from the lower half of the

pupil will pass through the upper half of

the planar lens, while the light proceeding

to the lower half of the planar is screened

off by the diaphragm. It will be noticed in

this my last model that the very large

aperture of the planar f/ 4.5, which I may
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add is 45 mm. in diameter, takes in the

whole of the rays emerging from the half

pupil, so that none is wasted. The image

of the half pupil formed by the first objec-

tive 0, is, of course, half-moon shaped, and

so large that in my former instrument the

decentered lens (an astigmat of only 19 mm.

diameter) invariably cut off a portion of the

light.
The frosted screen used in the illumi-

nating apparatus is now abandoned, so that

the image of the electric arc L is formed in

the plane of the open diaphragm D. From

this diaphragm an inverted image of the

illuminating system B is formed in the half

of the pupil reflected in the mirror S, by

which means the area of the background of

the eye which appears in the photograph, and

no other part, will be illuminated.

Fig. 2

The shutter I/1 lies immediately behind

the diaphragm D, while the second shutter

I/2, which I have changed to a roller blind,

lies just in front of the plate P. By means

of a mirror (not shown in the figure) the

image of the fundus can be observed up to

the very moment of exposure. A squeeze

of the rubber ball T causes the mirror to flap

up, and at the same moment both shutters,

controlled by a single wire, are opened and

closed again by an electric current. The eye

is thus exposed a trifle longer than the plate,

i. e., about one-eighth second.
The front part of the instrument between

tire two objectives must never be touched.

The focusing due to anomalies of refraction

in the examined eye, is obtained by racking

the focusing screen P in or out, as the case

may be.
The position of the eye to be examined

is obtained by getting the patient to fix the

image of a flame (seen in a mirror placed

before him) with his other eye, or else by

means of a cross wire placed in the illumi-

nating zone, which is observed by the patient

with the eye about to be photographed.

By this latter method a patient possessing

only one eye can have it photographed.

In emmetropia the image taken by

the direct method has a diameter of about

30 mm. The original negatives show an

enlargement of three diameters, so that

the largest picture shows a magnification

1765

of to to ii diameters. I have shown that

by lateral and vertical movements of the

patient's eye a much more extended area can

be photographed. This extension, after re-
peated trials, is found to be about To-12

times the diameter of the disk in the meri-

dianal line. The construction of the instru-

ment has been undertaken by the firm of
Zeiss, which has met my wishes in the fullest
way, so that all the requirements necessary
have been carried out and no further adjust-
ment or alteration in the illuminating appara-

tus has been found to be needed. The two

large tubes,* one of which contains the con-
densing lenses for illumination, the other the

two sets of objectives for the camera, are

firmly fixed to each other, but, nevertheless,

are capable of coarse and fine adjustment for

the eye. All that is necessary to take a
picture is to adjust the arc light (which is

identical with that employed by Zeiss for his

projection camera), so as to illuminate the

fundus to enable the image to form a focus
on the plate in the camera slide. Last year
I used a Nernst lamp, but this I have been

able to replace by the more powerful arc

light, so that a photograph can now be

taken in an instant even by the merest tyro.

*These tubes are indicated in the diagram. The entire
apparatus is very massive and heavy, being about five to six
feet in length. The wheels in the apparatus are attached
to long screws, which enable the instrument to be raised or
lowered, turned laterally, or moved nearer to or further from
the patient's eye, whereby much time 18 saved, as the adjust-
ments can be instantly effected.

Single Lens versus Anastigmat in
Photography

That a single lens of sufficiently long

focus is infinitely superior to the most ex-

pensive anastigmat listed for any particular

size of plate in landscape work, says The

Amateur Pholografther, is capable of demon-

stration, as we have often shown; and there-

fore we are always glad when we can quote

an opinion in support of our own on the

subject by one whose work is pretty well up

to the top. Such is the statement of J. H.

Field, of Berlin, Wisconsin, in an address

before the twenty-fourth convention of the

Photographers' Association of America, the

whole of which is well worth quoting, although

we have only room for the following:

" One does not need an expensive
camera or costly lens, although there are

times when they come handy. A camera

with a generous length of bellows so one can

use a long focus lens--say, of about four-

teen or fifteen inches for a 5 x 7 plate, make

a very good combination; and other sizes in

proportion. Personally, I prefer a single

lens used at full opening; and if the picture

be too sharp (as it generally is), a judicious

use of two or three thicknesses of celluloid

or bolting cloth between negative and print-

ing paper will work wonders,"
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Smokers Outfit 13521

Our Holiday Stock
includes many lines that will prove quick
sellers and at the same time \yin give you a
large percentage of profit.

It will pay you to look over these lines
now and place your orders for future delivery,
while our stock is new and the lines unbroken.

Venetian Bronze Novelties
Smokers' Outfits, Ink Stands, Pin Trays,
Clocks, Vases, Mirrors, Mantel Ornaments,
etc., etc.

Lorgnettes

Opera
Glasses

Ther mom -
eters

11325

Fancy

Handle

Reading

Glasses

FANCY THERMOMETERS
from $2.00 to $20.00 per dozen

Globe Optical Co.
Importers and Jobbers of

OPTICAL GOODS

403 Washington Street Boston

ORDERS' ,51110PED
ON DAY RECEIVED
is an iron-clad rule of this house----and we live
up to it.

Send to us next time you are in a hurry, or
have an unusually difficult order to fill— we

promise you a surprise in promptness, accuracy
and quality.

Everything optical is here, awaiting your
immediate demand. The facilities and service of
our prescription and stock departments are as
good as we can make them, and

tell us they are the best.

How abotit Opera Glasses?

you some money.

our customers

We can save

McIntire, Magee & Brown
Wholesale Manufacturing and Jobbing Opticians

723 Sansom Street PHILADELPHIA

October, i 905

The Eyes of School Children
(Continued from page 1768)

A girl whom I had fitted and who saw barely Bo, in
the left eye without glasses was passed as nor-
mal (vision in right eye was 1), and was told she
could see as well without glasses as with, giving
the girl, of course, the impression that the glasses
were useless. She was tested with both eyes open,
as were all the rest. How the medical officer hopes
to obtain " results carefully and accurately," as the
circular states, by such means, I do not know.
Perhaps he does. Anyhow, the teachers would
certainly prefer to be left alone with their teaching
and leave optology to the optologist or oculist.

And we are sure that American teachers,
cognizant of their inability as eye specialists,
would prefer to leave optometry to the opto-
metrists or oculists, as the case may be.
This question of school children's eyes is
one which has An exceptional interest for the
opticians, in that their profession and the
public good would be equally benefited by
its proper solution.

New England Association of Opticians

The New England Association of Opticians
held its regular monthly meeting at Young's Hotel,
Boston, Mass., on Tuesday evening, September
19th. Dr. Wm. L. Ripley, assistant professor of
Physiology at Tufts' College Medical School,
Boston, was the speaker of the evening. His sub-

ject was " Physiology and Neurology of the Eye."

The remaining lectures of the season will be

delivered by members of the association. A large

attendance at forthcoming gatherings is therefore

anticipated, as the subjects to be treated are

interesting and have a direct bearing upon the

practical work of the optician. Llewellyn A.

Webster, of Metford, Mass., was admitted to

associate membership.

Rochester Optical Society

The above society after first partaking of a din-

ner at the Masonic Club, held its regular meeting

at the offices of Clark & Bowen, Rochester, on

Tuesday, September 12th. After preliminary busi-

ness had been disposed of, the question of an

educational campaign for the coming year was

considered. Mr. Bausch proposed, Mr. Clark

seconded and it was carried that a committee be

appointed to make arrangements for a series of

lectures, the first to be delivered at the next meet-

ing. The president appointed Messrs. Bausch,

Bissell, Benedict and Clark as a committee with

power to act in this matter. An application for

membership was received from J. A. Burchard,

which was read and referred to the executive com-

mittee. The meeting then adjourned.

Optotypes for Determining the Sight
of Myopic Eyes

To measure the sight of myopic eyes in the

remotest point there exist small optotypes by

Huger and also by Bjerke. Koster did not find

these very satisfactory, so he tried, states G. F.

Rochat, in the Ophthalmoscope, to get better results

by photographing on glass ; the difficulty was to

reduce print to a sufficiently small size and yet get

clear and sharp photographs. The letters must be

very small indeed, for to measure full sight in the
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p. 2 of a myope of 20 D., the letters must not
exceed 0.075 mm. (for they should be seen at 5 cm.
under an angle of 5 minutes). The optotypes, as
phographed on glass, are protected by a metal
frame, and should be read against the sky. Their
distance from the eye can be measured on a metal
rod, along which a small " visir " is movable. The
letters are small that a non-myopic examiner can-
not control the patient's reading. Therefore, the
same letters have been photographed on a larger
scale for the ophthalmic surgeon's use.

Diamond Anniversary of J. J. Bausch

J. I. Bausch, of the Bausch & Lomb Optical
Company, Rochester, N. Y., recently celebrated

his seventy-fifth birthday, and one of the most

notable features which marked the occasion was

the presentation to each employee of the company,

including those attached to the New York, Boston

and Chicago offices, of a sum equivalent to one
week's wages.

Mr. Bausch is in the truest sense a pioneer of
the optical industry in the United States, and has

literally grown up with the business. He is a

native of Suessen, Wurtemberg, Germany, and his

early life was spent in the employ of his brother,

a maker of and dealer in optical goods. He came

to this country in 1849, and the American optical

industry being still in embryo, he gave his atten-

tion to wood turning, which business he pursued

for sometime both in Buffalo and Rochester.

The accidental loss of two fingers, however, ren-

dering further progress in this line impossible,

Mr. Bausch, then more sure of his ground and

more favored by the continuous advance in science

and mechanics, turned again to the optical trade,

purchased a photographic studio in Rochester,

which he conducted in partnership with his com-

patriot, Henry Lomb. Thus was laid the founda-

tion of one of the largest and most important

optical and manu:acturing concerns in the world.

The subsequent nistory of thd firm has been

one of uninterrupteil growth, increase of output

and enlargement of interest and productive end

distributative facilities. The original partnershi,)

has been welded with the passing of years, but the

business has also had the benefit of fresh energy

and younger blood, as witness the following active

members of the firm in addition to its patriarchial

founders : Messrs. Henry, William and Edward

Bausch ; Carl F., Henry C. and Adolph Lomb and

W. Drescher.
For a man of his activities, Mr. Bausch wears

his seventy and five odd summers well. THE

KEYSTONE joins his numerous friends in wishing

him many more years to enjoy the ample fruition of

his labors.
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Affection of the Light-sense in Myopia

Dr. Seggel was the first to draw attention to
the fact that the light-sense shows a marked
decrease in all forms of myopia, even if not
accompanied by visible ophthalmoscopic changes.
In his latest contribution he refers to the examina-
tion of nearly three hundred school children, and
finds his former surmises amply corroborated.
Most impaired is the faculty of central perception
of light as tested with Treitel's test (a modification
of Forster's photometer), in which he uses, states

R. Gruber in the Ophthahnoscope, a small white
square of 3 nun., instead of Forster's black lines

and notes—the smallest aperture of the diaphragm,

3 mm. in a normal eye—necessary for its determin-

ation. Seggel finds that even very small degrees

of myopia lead to decrease of perception of light,

which attains exceedingly low figures in the higher

forms of myopia of the normal between 7 and

9 dioptrics).
Decrease of vision in failing light is a well-

known symptom of declining age, but this must, of

course, be much more marked if, as in myopic

subjects, this failing of the light-sense dates from

the years of youth. It is also important to know

that the hemeralopia in myopics is least trouble-

some in reading, which remains satisfactory even

in bad light, while they experience great difficulty

in finding their way in the twilight. Hypermetro-

pins, on the other hand, require strong light for

reading, not because they are hemeralopic, but so

as to derive the benefit of a contracted pupil.

Seggel concludes that his results revealing dimin-

ished light-sense in even low myopia prove that

myopia implies a morbid affection of the neuro-

epithelium, and that, therefore, its progress and

spreading should be checked by all possible means.

Cliffs of Glass
While on his way from Chicago to Philadelphia,

the other day, says the Saturday Evening Post, a

traveler was interested to observe, along the line of

railroad where it ran through the Alleghanies, odd-

looking little factories nestled here and there at the

feet of tall cliffs. By inquiry he ascertained that

these were glass mills, engaged in getting the raw

material out of the quartz rocks. The cliffs, he

was informed, were cliffs of glass, practically, and

the work done consisted in blasting the stuff out,

heating the fragments of quartz red-hot, then throw-

ing them into cold water (which causes them to

split into small pieces), and filially grinding the

material to powder, in which shape it was shipped

to the glass-makers, who converted it into glass by

melting it in a furnace and adding the proper ingre-

dients. Such glass, said the person who knew,

was only fit for bottles and other inferior uses, fine

glass being made from clear quartz sand, of which

large deposits are found in some locailites.

Toe conductor on the train, who joined in the

conversation, remarked that railroad ties, cheap

and decay-proof, were being made of glass, and

quoted a scientific passenger who had told him the

Crne might yet arrive when people would ride in

glass cars over glass rails, watching the glass tele-

graph poles fly by at seventy-five miles an hour,

and even crossing rivers by glass bridges upheld by

glass piles. The traveler replied thoughtfully that

already glass piles were used for supporting docks

and piers, being decidedly preferable to wood for

the reason that they are rot-proof, and in addition

cannot be attacked and riddled by the destructive

teredo.
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If you give your customers a choice of bifocal glasses,
they are pretty apt to choose the kind without lines—
" Invisible " Bifocals—

KRYPTOKS
'There is nothing in the whole line of optical goods more

satisfactory FOR THE DEALER To SELL than
KRYPTOKS

If you lack information as, to the ways and means of
handling Kryptoks most effectively, write the manufacturer
controlling your territory,

GOLD MEDAL AWARDED AT ST. Louis, 1904

MANUFACTURERS
WHO SUPPLY THE TRADE
A. S. ALOE CO., M3 Olive Street, St. Louie.

MISSOURI, ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA.
JOHN L. BORSCH & CO., 1324 'Walnut

Street, Philadelphia. PENNSYLVANIA,
DELAWARE, NEW JERSEY.

CHINN-BERETTA OPTICAL CO., 991
Market Street, San Francisco. CALI-
FORNIA.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC., 74 State
Street, Chicago. ILLINOIS, WISCON-
SIN, IOWA, MICHIGAN.

COLUMBIAN ovricAr. CO., Denver, Salt
Lake City and Omaha.. TEXAS, MON-
TANA, NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLO-
RADO, UTAH, OKLAHOMA, WASH-
INGTON and OREGON.

ECKLEY OPTICAL CO., Memphis, Tenn.
TENNESSEE.

F. H. ED510NDS, Washington, D. C. DIS-
TRICT OF COLUMBIA.

CHAS. A. EUKER & CO., 312-314 Howard
Street, North, Baltimore, Md. MARY-
LAND.

E. KLEIN & BRO., 439 Race Street, Cin-
cinnati. OHIO.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washing-
ton Str elf) t, Boston. MAINE, NEW
HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT, MASSACHU-
SETTS, RHODE ISLAND.

E. B. MEYRO WITZ, 104 East 23d Street,
New York; 604 Nicollet Avenue, Min-
neapolis; 360 St. Peter Street, St. Paul.
NEW YORK. CONNECTICUT, MINNE-
SOTA, NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA.

JOHN L. MOORE & SONS, Atlanta.
GEORGIA

WEDEKIND OPTICAL CO., Louisville,
Ky. KENTUCKY.

JOHN WIMMER, 16 North Pennsylvania
Street, Indianapolis. INDL&NA.

AN ACTUAL FACT
The Great German Eye Water
(From the formula of Dr. Agnew) is the best,
simplest and most effective preparation ever
compounded, for n estimation of the eyes or eye-
lids, Conjunctivitis, Blepharitis or scaly eye-
lids, burning, smarting or itching of eyes. Its
antiseptic properties destroy the germs and
prevent acute inflammation. The phenomenal
success of this Eye Remedy, has encouraged
several opticians, (would-be) eye specialists and
" home-made" Doctors to put upon the market
Eye Remedies of divers kinds, and by extensive
advertising attempt to divert the attention of
the trade from a valuable Collyrium that has
been used for years in nearly every hospital in
the world, to remedies of which little is known,
except by the advertisers, but the many opti-
cians who have sold the German Eye Water for
20 to 25 years will attest to its value and recom-
mend no other. Dr. Agnew's portrait is on
every box. Get the original. Sold on its merits.

A handsome Show Case with your order for three dozen bottles. Also your special label onbottles if six dozen are ordered, and express paid to all parts of the United States. Price, $1.83per dozen, $19.50 per gros% order from your Jobber or direct. from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN, 711 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES

WHAT IS A REMEDY? Any substance or preparation used with the view of curing or
allaying morbid action. As it would require many of the valuable pages of THE KEYSTONE IOpublish the testimonials received from dealers and users of The Great German Eye Water, I referdealers in optical goods to a few of the leading opticians in different parts or tlio country, sellingthis remedy, some of them for more than 20 years. This remedy is NOT for sale in drug stores,
but by the optical rade EXCLUSIVELY. NO COCAINE in this formula.

NV. Guilbault, Biddeford, Me. Mawhinney & Ryan Co., Omaha, Nebr.
E. W. Folsom, Sommersworth, N. II. 3. S. Jenson & Sons, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dr. W. W. Hutchins, Newport, Vt. 1‘'ili. Wilson, Oakland, Cal.
D. M. Chapin, Springfield, Mass. It. W. Chamberlain, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Eastman & Co., Providence, It. I. Bight & Fairfield Co., Butte, Montana.
F. Lyman, Bridgeport_ , Conn. C. L. Cook, Clarksville, Tenn,
John Emdin, Utica, N. Y. Dr. E. H. Armstrong, Jacksonville, Fla.

REFER- B. H. Brooke, Brooklyn, N. Y. The G. A. Balm Dia. 8c Optical Co., Aus-
ENCES: August Kost, Jr., Jersey City, N. J. tin, Texas.

J. G. Corbett, Sharpsburg, Pa. W. I. Haynes, Liverpool, N. Y.
S. Engwiller, Mansfield, Ohio. 11. Castieberg, Baltimore, Md.
Wm. Gross, Delphi, Ind. C. S. hart, Lynn, Mass.
II. D. & C. II. Lockwood, Joliet, Ill. Mermod & Jaceard ('o., St. Louie, Mo.
Dr. L. I'. Merar, Marinette, Wis. Oscar Muller, Panama.
Dr. A. C. Eaton, College Mound, Mo. And 1000 others.

The Following Jobbers in Optical Goods are Selling Agents for The Great German Eye Water:
D. 'V. Brown, 740 Sansom St„ Philadelphia, Pa. (;lobe optical Co., Boston, :NI ass.
Jos. Friedlander & Bro., 8 Maiden Lane, New York. Chinn-lieretta Optical co., San Francisco, Cal.

John Scheldig & Cu., 43 :Maiden Lane, New York

BALTI1VIORE
Importing and

OPTICAL
Manufacturing Opticians

COMPANY

BALTIMORE, MD. WRITE TO=DAY PROMPTANDACCURATE

28 W. Lexington Street 
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Photographing Pictures

produce a really good copy of a
photograph or print, writes Percy J.
Slater in the Focu.s., often appears

one of the most difficult of photographic
operations with which the average worker is
acquainted, but with reasonable care, and
attention to details, good results may readily
be obtained, even by a beginner.

In the first place, it should
Reproducing a be carefully borne in mind

that when copying we are
not photographing an actual

solid object, but merely the representation of
the object, printed on paper or other sup-
port. The subject may perhaps be a land-
scape, but to attempt to photograph the
print under the same conditions, and in a
similar manner to the actual landscape,
would certainly mean failure. Whilst the
landscape proper consists of various planes,
the print consists of one plane only, the
original planes of the landscape being repre-
sented by a series of gradations, ranging
from almost white paper to black, or other
colored deposit. When photographing the
print we are at the same time photographing
the surface of the paper upon which it is
made, and it is through ignoring this fact
that failures sometimes are due.

For instance we have, say, to copy a
photograph printed upon a rough paper. If
we set up the print and camera, and make
an exposure without taking any special pre-
cautions as to the lighting, we shall be almost
certain to obtain a negative in which the
grain of the paper is very pronounced.
Although we should probably scarcely notice
the grain of the paper on the ground-glass
screen while focusing, the lens transmits its
light and shade on to the sensitive plate with
unerring accuracy.

As in all special photogra-
phic work, there are certain
types of cameras which are
more suitable for copying

purposes than others, and while practically
any stand camera may be used for the pur-
pose, and even many hand cameras, a camera
of the square bellows pattern is preferable to
one fitted with tapering bellows. It should
be fitted with rising, falling, and cross fronts,
and be rigid and firm, and fairly heavy. If a
very light, conical-bellows form of camera is
used, it should be clamped to a heavy base-
board, or weighted in one way or another, in
order to insure the utmost rigidity. Double-
extension bellows are necessary when a copy
as large as the original is required, unless
one is able to shorten the focus of the exist-
ing lens by means of a supplementary lens.
By using such a supplementary lens, or mag-
nifier, a camera with a comparatively short
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Best Cameras
for the Work
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pull of bellows. may be pressed into service,
but I always prefer to use a lens of fairly
long focus when possible.

The lenses should be care-
fully selected, and single or
other lenses likely to pro-

duce distortion should on no account be em-
ployed for copying, especially when straight
lines appear on the print. The modern ana-
stigmats give the finest results, and I advise
all those who possess one of these to use it
ill preference to any other lens for all copy-
ing purposes. A good rectilinear, by a reli-
able maker, will also give reliable results,
though it may sometimes be necessary to
stop down tofu r orf/i6, to secure marginal
definition. Never use a smaller diaphragm
than is absolutely necessary—personally, I
generally use f/8.

Whilst a specially constructed stand is a
great convenience, it is not an absolute neces-
sity. A board measuring, say, 5 feet long by
18 inches wide, will be a valuable assistance
to those who do not possess a proper stand.
On this board the camera may be moved
backward and forward, taking care that the
focusing screw is just off the board, or the
camera will be tilted. A drawing-board may
be employed for holding the print to be
copied. The print should be affixed to the
board by means of drawing-pins, and as near
to the right end as possible. The left end
of the board may then be firmly sandwiched
between six or eight 5 x 7 boxes, filled with
waste negatives or anything weighty. The
drawing-board will then stand firmly at right
angles to the board or table on which it is
resting.

The Lens to Use

Obtaining the
Required Size

again, from the
screen, in order
I find, however,

One is sometimes recom-
mended to measure the dis-
tance from the copy to the
diaphragm of the lens, and
diaphragm to the focusing
to obtain the required size.
that racking the camera to

longer or shorter extension, and adjusting
the distance between the camera and the
print to be copied, is much quicker, and a
far more certain method of obtaining the de-
sired size. To focus the print, the camera is
racked out to what is judged to be the cor-
rect extension. By slowly sliding the camera
backwards and forwards, and examining the
focusing screen the whole of the time, the
correct focus is readily obtained. If the
image appears rather too small, the camera
is extended rather further; if too large, the
focusing screen is racked slightly nearer to
the lens. In any case, the final focusing
should be done by moving the camera itself,
and not by manipulating rack and pinion.

To prevent the grain becoming unduly
prominent in the negative, the lighting must
receive very careful attention. A strong side
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or top-light throws any grain into bold relief,
which in the negative appears very much
exaggerated. If the work is being done in-
doors, the window should be at the back of
the camera, so that the light strikes the print
fully at right angles. Any side light should
be cut off from the print by means of pieces
of card-board or sheets of paper. I find
that an out-door light produces the best
results, being more diffused than an ordinary
indoor lighting. To reflect and counteract
the strong top-light, a piece of white paper
may be laid on the board or table, close to
the drawing-board holding the print. A
sheet of white tissue paper, arranged to form
a canopy over the print, will be found most
useful for making the light still more diffused.
A shady spot should, of course, be selected
for the purpose.

When copying glossy prints,
Cproipntysing Glossy or prints under glass, reflec-

tions often cause trouble and
annoyance. To avoid them,

see that the brasswork and all bright portions
of the camera are covered up as much as
possible. It is a good plan to employ a fairly
large sheet of cardboard or other material
with a dark, dead surface, in which a hole
has been cut for the lens alone to protrude.

For copying old and faded photographs,
the image of which has changed to a pale
yellow color, slow, ordinary plates should be
employed. It is surprising what really good
results one can obtain from some of the old
faded prints one is asked to copy. The yel-
low image, being of a non-actinic color,
makes very little impression on an ordinary
plate, therefore good contrast is secured.

If, however, the paper itself should be-
come yellow, or if we are copying an engrav-
ing on toned paper, it will be necessary to
use an isochromatic plate, preferably with a
pale yellow screen. If an ordinary plate is
e d nenlpsliotyy.ed, the high-lights will be lacking in

The Exposure
Important

The exposure should always
be as accurate as possible,
as upon this generally de-
pends the character of the

resulting negative. Personally, I find the use
of a Watkin's meter of great assistance in
ascertaining the required exposure. In cal-
culating the exposure when copying equal
size, one important factor must be taken into
consideration, viz., that the exposure with
any given stop must be quadrupled. When
the camera is used at double the normal ex-
tension, ://8 really becomes f/t6, fit r be-
comes f/22, and so on. If in doubt as to
the exposure, it is always better to err slightly
on the side of over rather than under-exposure.

In conclusion, I would advise the use of
backed plates for copying, as for all other
work.
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PROTECTION against prescribing
the wrong lens is what the

Ametropometer
Guarantees to the Optician

It also saves time, which means more
profit to you on your work.

You cannot afford to overlook anything
which increases your profit and at the same
time guarantees your accuracy. It costs
you nothing to INVESTIGATE.

Full information free on receipt of your
address.

The price is $20.00 net.

Johnston Optical Co.
Detroit, Mich.No Goods Sold at Retail

Read the following testimonials, just received:

Columbus, Ind., July 1, 1905.
.IIIlNTONN OPTICAL CO. Detroit, Mich.

leineu :—After giving your A metropometer teo days' trial I
fiiH it ,..tt isfaetory. Will send check in a few days.

Yours truly J. P. WEAVER.,

Douglas, Wyo., May 1, 1905.
.h I I NsTON OPTICAL CO., Detroit, Mich.

Dear Sirs i—herewith find draft in payment for A met ropometer
am satisfied with. In several difficult cases it has s

al value. One case in particular of mixed astigmatism
I t proved its value and convinced the customer that he was being
lined. Ile has better vision than he has had in 20 years.

IYours truly, t. DANIELS.

Independent Safe Guard
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The Latest and Rightly Named
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TI1E SAFE GUARD applied to any guard and the glasses are always sate

BAY STATE OPTICAL CO.
Attleboro, Mass.

HELLO! HELLO!
Give me 1054 John, New York. Something to talk about.

The New Oval Center

Lenticular Lens

Made in any form of Concave Lenses,
Spherical, Sphero-Cylinder and Cylinder,
or any of the above forms in Toric Lenses.

Manufactured by M. E. STERN, 36 and 38 John St., NEW YORK
A )1 Eat cAN OPTICAL CO.IX, also carry a f, STEVENS & CO. andhue o' (BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.} 

Frames and Lenses

If you want satisfactory results, send us your 11 work.
Our motto is : Speed, Accuracy and Perfect Work.

Scitac.1 fed- 1,4-ic.f.t.s.L.,Uat

'HUB CASE" with Lip Fastener

A well-rwale case in
three grades of leather.

Made in two sizes for
eyeglass and one size for
Riding Bow Spectacles.

Manufactured and patented by

Hub Optical Case Co.
Oakdale Square

EAST DEDHAM, MASS.

Ask your jobber for New Prices on above cases. Send 10c. for sample.
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Frame Fitting and Adjustment

As the mechanical part of the refrac-
tionist's work is quite as important as the
strictly professional part, being essential to
the success and completeness of the latter, it
behooves the aspiring optician to thoroughly
master the mysteries and niceties of correct
frame fitting and adjustment. Though we
have frequently covered this subject in these
columns, our readers Vill find much that is
instructive and useful in the following con-
tribution by Lionel Laurance to the Lon-
don 11;(lchmaleer, leaver, Silversmith and
Oft/kid/I :

Points for
Consideration

Not only shoukl lenses
selected for the correction
of refractive errors be those
best suited for the purpose

for which they are needed, but the frame in
which the lenses are mounted should be that
which keeps the lenses in front of the eyes in
the needed position. The frame must also
be comfortable, becoming in appearance and
possess sufficient durability.

There are many points for consideration
in connection NV411 the fitting of frames, and
none should be given attention to the exclu-
sion of others—a fault which, however, is not
of infrequent occurrence. Finish and temper
may perhaps, for instance, be thought of
more importance than a proper interpupillary
distance. Quality is of primary importance,
because no frame of pure quality can main-
tain its shape for any length of time. A
frame of " quality " also is lighter and more
elegant ; and this applies, therefore, gener-
ally to the whole stock of the optician. In
other words, goods of poor quality should
not be stocked by the progressive and up-
to-date optician, and it is necessary to have
the requisite assortment of dimensions in
each line of spectacles kept, and a full va-
riety of styles of eyeglasses. And even then,
since the variation in the human face is great,
in order to fit successfully a spectacle or eye-
glass, some slight adjustment of the frame
may also be needed, and the nack of adjust-
ing a frame is one that, while not difficult to
acquire, needs practice.

In order that lenses may have the effect
intended and achieve fully the benefit which
should be derived from their use, their cen-
ters must be so placed that the lines of vision
pass through them ; otherwise there is the
effect of lenses combined with prisms, which
may produce a condition of heterophoria.
They must be so placed that their refracting
planes are at right angles to the lines of
vision ; for if they are oblique thereto, sphe-
ricals have the effect of sphero-cylindricals
and artificial astigmatism is produced ; while
lenses possessing a cylindrical element have
the latter altered by the obliquity of position.
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Conditions thus produced by mal-position of
the lenses are rectified only by undue action
of the external motor muscles in. the former,
and of the ciliary in the latter case. Again,
if the lenses are too far away from the eyes,
their effect is that of stronger or weaker
lenses than those which are supposed to be
prescribed.

Artificial
Astigmatism

So that no prism effect be
produced by the lenses, the
optic axis of each lens must
correspond to the visual axis

of the eye for which it is supplied ; the frame
must be neither too wide nor too narrow,
too high nor too low. Due attention is more
often given to the correct horizontal location
than to the vertical, but actually the horizon-
tal muscles are often more capable of adapt-
ing themselves to slightly-decentered lenses
than are the vertical muscles, for even if de-

pression or elevation of the chin is resorted
to in order to neutralize the effect of lenses
which are too high or too low, artificial
astigmatism is produced by the obliquity of
the lenses to the lines of vision.

A frame required -for distances only
should have such an interpupillary distance
that the lenses are centered for the eyes
adjusted for vision of a distant object. The
height of bridge should fulfill the same con-
ditions, and the plane of the lenses should be
perpendicular to that of the ground. Lenses

are, however, seldom needed for viewing dis-
tant objects only, for instance, as for theaters,
etc. ; distance glasses are generally those re-
quired for constant wear as distinct from close

work.
The eyes are constantly being rotated in

various directions, so that if there is coinci-

dence of the visual axes, in their primary
position, with the optic axes of the lenses,
there is some decentration of the lenses for
every secondary position of the visual axes.

Such decentering is, however, not usually of

material importance, for both lenses act with
prismatic effect, up or down, as the two eyes

rotate in the vertical plane, and with the
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effect of a prism base in for the one and base
out for the other lens as they rotate to the
right or left, so that little, if any, inconve-
nience is felt from such decentering, unless
•the difference between the lenses is consid-
erable. Only when convergence is brought
into action, is the decentering, due to the
fact that mounted lenses have a fixed inter-
pupillary distance, likely to cause any incon-
venience.

The Action
of the Eyes

Glasses, therefore, for con-
stant wear, should be cen-
tered, not for the primary
position of the visual axes,

but for the position of general employment
of the eyes, so that decentration may be,
generally, as small as possible when the
glasses are in use. The average business or
professional man is more often- occupied in
viewing near objects and those situated be-
low the level of the eyes than objects which
are at the same level or above. The eyes are
turned downwards when walking or driving,
reading or writing, and when engaged in
practically all near work in which the hands
are engaged, Sc) that the eyes are generally
in a state of convergence, and lowered when
the ordinary individual is engaged in his
daily occupations. Also with a frame whose
height of bridge is adapted for " distance''
on looking downwards, without depressing
the head, the lower part of the eye-wire is
liable to interfere with vision.

Therefore, a frame required for con-
stant use should be, as to height, adapted
for a position which is between that for
" distance " only and that for near work
only, or about 2 111111. less than for the
former. And in order that the plane of the
lenses may be at right angles to the visual
axes, they may, with advantage, be slightly
tilted so that the upper edge is the more
advanced. The interpupillary distance for
constant wear, however, as a rule, should be
as for distance.

A frame for close work only, supplied
for hypermetropia or astigmatism, should be
studied as if for constant wear, for the non-
use of the lenses for distance is merely a
concession. For presbyopia the frame
should be adapted for the position of the
eyes when adjusted for reading, so that the
distance between the centers is shorter and
the bridge higher than for " constant " use.

Frequently the distance of the center
of each eye is at a different distance from its
corresponding side of the nose. Should the
difference be small, and especially for presby-
opic glasses, it can be ignored, but for con-
stant use it may need to be considered.
Saddle or W bridges and some forms of eye-
glasses can be easily adjusted by increasing
the angle of the spur on the one side or
the other.

(Continued on page 1775)
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Have
Stood the

Test of
Time and

Criticism

Gone to success on the wave of good opinions
of Physicians, Opticians and the People

Murine rapidly reduces an Inflamed Eye to its normal condition pre-
paratory to its proper measurement for Glasses.

Murine Clears the Transparent Media and obviates the use of a danger-
ous Mydriatic.

Banene Stimulates the Blood Supply which nourishes the Eye, removes
Floating Spots, strengthens vision, and with Murine greatly aids those
wearing Glasses, hence their value to the Optical Profession.

THE maximum per cent of those ordering Glasses seek your
aid only after continued urgings from over- worked and

defective Eyes-urgings that have left inflamed tissue and
local irritation. Correct Eye Defects with • Properly- fitted
Glasses. Correct Effects of Defects with Murine.

Properly- fitted Glasses and Murine Promote Eye Comfort

Banene
This preparation should be in the hands

of every Refractionist

TIMULA TES the circulation of
the blood supply that nourishes

the Eye, clears the retina of congestion, removes the causes of
floating spots, dimness of vision, cobwebs, and an inability to
wear glasses with comfort.

Banene absorbs opacities of the Crystaline Lens-Cataract
and in many cases renders an operation unnecessary

Murine Eye Salve
( Unduentum Hydro - Murine)

A REMEDY FOR THE EYELIDS

Restores lost Eyelashes and promotes a healthful
growth. Cures Cysts, Styes and Ulcers

THE Eyelashes often fall out in consequence
of neglected disease, both at their roots,

and of the Lubricating Glands which open
nearthern, resulting in a thickened and crusted
condition. This condition is intensified by
an Error of Refraction, and properly- fitted
Glasses should be worn in addition to ap-
plications of Murine and Murine Eye Salve.

NOTE-The law does not confine the sale of these preparations to any class. jewelers and
Opticians have a right to sell them, but not the right to compound or administer.

ifitiNNE.„, RELIABLE
EYE REMEDIES

Trade Price List

These Prices are regular and are
subject to Cash Discount only

PER BOTTLE WHOLESALE WHOLFSAL E

RETAIL PEP OOZ. PER BOTTLE

No. A-Hualsra-Regular size $ .50 $ 4.00 $

No. B - MURINE- Special or Opti-
cians size  1.25 7.20 .60

No. C-MURINE-1-pound bottle for
Physicians' dispensing.. 8.00 72.00 6.00

No. D-Mmustg-)i-pound bottle for
Physicians' dispensing  5.00 48.00 4.00

No. E-MURINE EYE SALVE-
( (Jnguentunt Hydro-Murine)  1.00 7.20 .60

No. 0-OXIDO-FLARINE-(Saine)  1.00 7.20 .60

No. F-GRANVLINE 1.50 10.80 .90

No. 0- HYDRONE 1.10 8.40 .70

No.11-SULPHO-FERRINE-A systemic
tonic in eye cases 1.00 7.20 .60

No. ii-BANENE 1.25 9.00 .75

No. L-OLIN'S RED CLOVER 00M/OUND 1.50 10.80 .90

No. M-Hviabirtallusta- (Powder) 1.15 8.40 .70

No. 5-MmusIE-Trial size. Per gross $98.80
This size has no price printed on label or package.
Send for 48-page book which gives full description and

directions for the entire "MURINE OPTICAL AID FAMILY."

We anpply, when desired, Show-Case holding two dozen Moline. Cellu-
loid Easels. beautiful Lithographs, Circulars, also attractive Window
Displays, and Books on home treatment for Eyes, with you-curd on cove'.

Granuline
FOR old and chronic cases which have re-

sisted the ordinary methods of treatment
and where most positive action is desired ; Gran-
ulated Lids, Spots, Scums, and Opacities on
the eyes. Granuline is Absorbent, Tonic,
Antiseptic, Astringent and Antiphlogistic. It is
a valuable collateral to Murine in Eye cases.

I11[YIN

difflEIEBY
Crowned-

not with Jewels but with
Plaudits of the People-
Laurels justly earned as
the "Best .Eye Treat-
ment." Safe and pleas-
ant. Used in the eyes of
1 fant or Adult. A never
failing source of Relief.
Marine Eye Remedies
have cured thousands
iind will cure you.

The Murine Eye Preparations are sold by all jobbers. The Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago,
will gladly supply attractive Office Pictures, Booklets and Circulars when desired

"THERE IS ALWAYS ONE BY WHICH THE REST ARE MEASURED"
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New Apparatus to Detect Malingering
A new apparatus to detect malingering

was recently presented by M. Bouchart, at
the meeting of the Paris Ophthalmological
Society. The inventor remarks that we
have various means to employ with subjects
who claim to have one good eye and one
poor eye. But as regards those who declare
that both eyes are amblyopic, it is more
difficult to verify the truth or falsity of their
statements. The apparatus consists of a
box, 50 X 20 X 7 centimeters. The sight-
hole comprises a short tube, closed by a
plane glass to keep out dust, and has grooves
for the correcting lenses. It contains four
mirrors, three of which are movable and
controlled by keys on the outside, as in our
illustration. Duplicate types of four gradu-
ated lines are placed at Oand 0', illuminated
by openings in the box.

The four tests provided for are, accord-
ing to Dr. C. H. Beard, best made as fol-
lows : The three movable mirrors are placed
in their working positions. The subject is
asked to call the letters he sees through the
sight-hole. By a subtle movement of its key
mirror r is turned down, leaving 2 to catch
the image. The subject again reads. Mirror
is then brought into its position of repose,
leaving 3 working. The third test is made.
For the fourth test the movement of the
third mirror is very slight-only about 15°-
just enough to throw it out of the line of
types 0 and in line with the reflection of 0'
in the fixed mirror. Between each test the
box, which is held in the examiner's hands,
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either be sincere or reply at random. If his
replies are false their non-concordance reveals
it. The principle of the mechanism is by a
box of such small dimensions to give to the
object viewed an apparent distance much
inferior to the real. The subject is thus led
to approach the truth more closely than in
processes of examination where he can appre-
date the actual position of the test objects.

Terson, for such tests, in preference to
a complex apparatus, cuts out the letters of
an ordinary test chart and glues them, all
mixed up, but in lines, upon a piece of card-
board. The subject is asked to read this
chart, and the results carefully noted. Some
simulators will read the smallest letters as
well as the largest when thus in lines. Lastly,
he is made to read the same letters as they
appear on the original chart. Adler, in
1896, devised a similar scheme, but caused
the normal chart to be read first. Terson,
however, deems it better to entrap the simu-
lator at the very outset-especially one who
is seeking a personal injury indemnity.

Mounting Photographs

It is the little things-the attention
to minute details which tend to com-
fortable working and success in photo-
graphic matters, and when we discover an
easy means of accomplishing an awkward
little bit of manipulation, it is well to remem-
ber the dictum of the famous Captain Cuttle,
" When found make a note on."

The particular note which appears last
on the tablet of our memory refers
to a dodge for mounting photo-
graphs so that they shall appear on
a definite place upon the mount, and
also be perpendicular with its edges.
Once upon a time we should have
written, " The middle of the mount,"
for then it was the fashion to follow
the example of the engraver, and
to place the picture in the center
of the space upon which it rested,

or, in some cases, perhaps a trifle above
the center. But " other times, other man-
ners "-in the present day, as far as one
can judge by examples which have been
thought good enough to hang up for pub-
lic exhibition, there seems a tendency to
glorify the mount at the expense of the
picture, and instances are not wanting in
which a quarter-plate eccentricity is mounted
in the corner of a vast expanse of dark card-
board. One is tempted to exclaim with the
poet, " Oh, monstrous ! But one half-penny-
worth of bread to this intolerable deal of
sack." Only one can understand the temp-
tation of a bibulous person to spend more of
his substance on good wine than he does
on the staff of life, while it is difficult to
imagine the condition of mind which exhibits
a broad area of cardboard as a work of art.
But as these things do happen, we may

0 0', test types ; .M, Used mirror ; 1, 3, 3, movable mirrors ; E, sight-hele

is removed from the examined eye, under
some pretext, in order to manipulate the
key. Each time also the results obtained
are noted. The distances at which the
images are viewed are 40, 6o, too and 150
centimeters. The gamut of visual acuities
comprises many degrees between -2r, and 1,

as shown by the following :

lstline. 2d line. 3d Um:. 4111 line.

Test I. V. - T45- A TO I'S

Test II. V. --- T65 1 I's -As
Test III. V. = 3 i

1 A

Test IV. V.= 1

The subject is placed in a predicament.
Being unable to judge as to the responses
that would be favorable to his case he must
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suppose that there is some reason for them,
and our only regret is that in many cases the
cardboard, being the most interesting por-
tion of the exhibit, should be burdened with
any photograph at all.

Of course, it is a dark mount which
we have in view, for no one nowadays
uses a light one. It must be dark brown,
or dark green, or dark neutral tint, with-
out any distinctive color. It would be easy
enough to get our picture in the center
of it if we could mark it with pencil or chalk,
but such marks are prone to permanence,
and one hesitates to venture upon them.
The temporary guide which we suggest is
made with removable pieces of sewing cotton,
and the procedure is the simplest thing in
the world. Let us cite a case, as the
lawyers say.

We have a to by 8 print, or enlarge-
ment, and we have elected to mount it on a
dark brown card which measures 18 by 14
inches, and further, we have decided that it
shall occupy the center of the card. We
take two pieces of sewing cotton and tie one

piece across the mount lengthwise and the
other piece crosswise, and when this is done
we must, by the help of a foot rule, make
them occupy definite positions on the mount.
Take the longer one first. As our print is
8 inches broad, and the mount is 14 inches,
there is clearly 6 inches to spare, which will
allow a margin of 3 inches on each side.
Our cotton thread must, therefore, be placed
at 3 inches from the edge of the mount, in
order to indicate the place where one edge
of the picture should rest. We can now
adjust the other thread, which is tied across
the smaller diameter of the card. Here the
difference between the size of the print and
the mount is 8 inches, and we must, there-
fore, fix our cotton at 4 inches from the edge
of the mount. Take care that both threads
are strictly parallel with the nearest edge of
the card. You can then cover the back of
your print with adhesive and drop it in its
place on the mount without the smallest
difficulty. Cut away the cottons directly
this is done and smooth the print down the
usual way. It will be seen that .any eccen-
tricity in the way of mounting can be carried
out by this method, and so we commend it
to all workers-sane or otherwise. In the
annexed diagram the dotted lines indicate
the guiding threads. -Photographic News.
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When a man, or a manufacture'r does anything better than

any one else can do it, the buying public are quick to find it out,
and that man or manufacturer must keep on doing it better or
the buying public will find that out, too.

This Prescription Department has a standard of its own.
itself higher than any other in the South
ing. It has lived up to its standard.
and disprove it. Why not trust your
reputation to uphold.
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Catalogue
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Frame Fitting and Adjustment

(Continued from page 1771)

The distance between the lenses and the
eyes depends on the projection of the bridge.
The effective power of the lenses in relation
to the eyes is changed as this distance is
greater or smaller.

The size of the ideal retinal
image is that which obtains

Retinal Image in emmetropia, and this
result is corrected ametropia

also, when the lens is in the anterior focal
plane of the eye or, say, 13 millimeters from
the cornea. For this, lenses should, usually,
be as near to the eyes as the lashes and brows
permit, but they must not touch the lashes,
which is annoying and causes the glasses to
become smudgy and obscured. Also the
prismatic effect produced when the eyes are
rotated from the primary position depends on,
and is smaller as, the distance between the
lenses and the eye is less.

It is essential, in theory at least, that the
two lenses should be in the same plane, so
that the one be not farther from the one eye
than from the other. This is not always
possible, as it frequently occurs that the one
eye is more deeply set in its socket than the
other. If a spectacle frame, owing to the
sides not being true, or the bridge too
shallow ; or an eyeglass, owing to the plac-
quets being out of place or unsuitable, causes
the two lenses to become oblique to the
visual axes a horizontal cylindrical effect is
produced on sphericals, or • the effective
power of cylindricals is changed, and if the
one lens is higher than the other owing to
rotation of the frame, a vertical prismatic
effect is engendered, and, in the case of
cylindricals, the axes are not in the required
meridians ; therefore, care must be taken
that the frame is so adapted that the long
diameter of the lenses is at right angles to
the plane of the nose.

A bridge, if too thin, is

The Bridges liable to indent the skin of
the nose, especially if the

lenses are heavy. The angle of the flat of
the bridge-wire should be neither too hori-
zontal nor too vertical, but rest on the nose
the whole of its depth ; the usual angle is
about 45 degrees to the plane of the lenses.
The bridge should be of such a width that, if
the frame be worn constantly, its weight is
partly supported at the sides, and not wholly
on the crest of the nose. The C bridge is
better for the presbyope, and may be fairly
thin and wide enough to move freely up and
down the nose. The constant-wear bridge
should be " spread," and fit so snugly that it

will not pass below the thick part of the nose.

The frame should be just sufficiently

wide for the sides to be free from contact

The Ideal

with the sides of the front of the head, but,
if too wide, the frame is unbecoming.
Straight sides must be long enough to main-
tain a fair hold behind the ears, and curled
sides must be just long enough to obtain
security without pressure on the nose. They
should be fitted to the curve of the ears, and,
if necessary, any difference in the height of
the two ears must be allowed for.

In an eyeglass the top spring must be
neither too long nor too short, or the lenses
will not set horizontally, and the grip is
either too weak or too strong. If the grip is
too weak the eyeglass is insecure ; if too
strong it produces soreness at the sides of
the nose and may be the cause of headaches.
Placquets must correspond in curve to the
sides of the nose, as it is by full contact,
rather than pressure, that security of hold is
obtained. The length of placquets and their
inclination both in the plane of the nose and
in that of the face, are matters of importance.
Where the two sides of the nose differ, fixed
placquets are preferable to those which rock.
A fair degree of tension at the top of the
placquets and the tops resting behind the
brows are necessary to prevent an eye-glass
from tilting forward or sliding off upwards.

The size of the lenses is a matter of
importance, both for the effect on appearance
and because of their optical properties. The
requisite size depends chiefly on the inter-
pupillary distances, also on the width of the
head and that of the nose. All people can-
not be suited with the same sized lenses, and
although the I " eye " is a fair average size,
it is too large for some and too small for
others, and both the 2 and o " eye " are
necessary for the stock of the optician who
wishes to be all up to date in frame-fitting.

A frame should be becoming

The Frames to the wearer as well as be
comfortable and fairly se-

cure. For appearance sake an eyeglass is
always preferable to a spectacle, and for con-
venience it is often so, it being more easily

portable and more easily put on and off, and

it does not cause an appearance of increased

age. With a knowledge of how to fit

placquets, there is hardly a nose that cannot

be comfortably suited with some form of
pince-nez. Consideration of the cosmetic

effect of frames has great influence on the

success of the optician's business, and many

people will wear pince-nez who refuse to wear

spectacles.
It is better to select a frame from stock

for the individual customer. If this is not

possible, a frame or frames, as near as possi-

ble to what is needed, should be found, and

the measurements taken front it or them ;

any necessary allowances being made for

those details which are not exact, the required

frame can be ordered.
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In the opinion of the writer the best,
and indeed the only practical rule, for taking
measurements for frames from the face itself,
is the " Orthos," when such measurements
are necessary.

Taking
Measurements

In the following description
of how to take measure-
ments of the face and head,
it should be remembered

that right and left of the rule are respectively
to the right and left of the optician, while
right and left of the customer's face are re-
spectively to the optician's opposite hand.

-The interpupillary distance for " dis-
tance " and " constant wear " is obtained by
directing the customer to look straight into
the optician's left eye, the rule being held
horizontally with the projection directed
downwards and with the right edge of the
projection bisecting the right pupil. Then
the customer is directed to look into the
optician's right eye, the rule not being
moved. The interpupillary distance is then
indicated by the number, on the lower scale,
just above the center of the left • pupil. The
full distance between the centers of the
pupils, when the eyes are at rest, is thus
found, the average being about 6o milli-
meters.

When the distance of the two eyes
from the center of the nose is unequal, this
is measured for each separately to the center
of the nose, that of the right when looking
at the optician's left eye, and vice versa.
The reading for the right eye is made to the
right of the projection, when its right edge
bisects the right pupil ; that for the left eye
is made to the left when the right edge of
the projection bisects the left pupil, both
readings being on the lower scale. The
interpupillary distance for presbyopia is found
similarly when the customer is looking at the
center of the optician's face. This is usually
about 4 millimeters less than for " distance."

The height of the bridge is
obtained when the customer

of the Bridge is looking straight forward.
The rule is held horizontally,

with the lower edge placed on the bridge of
the nose. The height is taken on the pro-
jection on a level with the center of the
pupil, if for distance only ; at the bottom of
the pupil if for constant wear, at the bottom
of the iris if for presbyopia. The height for
presbyopia is some 4 millimeters greater than
for constant wear.

When the two eyes are of unequal height

the distance is taken for each separately and
the- one lens decentered to the extent of
difference. If the bridge should be below
the centers of the eyes, the rule is held hori-
zontally with the lower edge bisecting the
pupils, and with the projection directed down-
wards at the right side of the nose ; the

(Continued on page 1777)

The Height
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DO YOU KNOW
that the Ophthalmometer gives more valuable information to the
refractionist than any other optical instrument ? It shows the meri-
dians of greatest and least curvature on the cornea and the amount
of the cylindrical error.

WHY TRY TO DO WITHOUT IT? ORDER NOW

2,

Please
mail me pamphlet
descriptive of the
C. I. Ophthalmometer,
together with price, etc.

Name,

Address,

For Sale by all Jobbers

DO NOT DELAY. DO IT NOW

October, 1905

Frame Fitting and Adjustment

( it iiimd from page 1775)

distance is then read on the vertical scale at
a point on a level with the bridge of the nose.

For the projection of the bridge the
optician stands to the left of the customer's
head ; the rule being horizontal, with its
lower edge resting against the bridge of the
nose, the projection pointing inwards at the
left temple. The reading is taken on the
vertical scale at a point level with the tips of
the lashes. The lashes of the one eye usually
project more than the other, so that this
measurement must be taken On both sides,
and the frame made for the greater projec-
tion. The lenses should be as near the eyes
as possible. For presbyopic glasses, the
projection of the brilge is of little impor-
tance.

When, owing to the nose being flat, the
bridge has to be set back of the plane of
the lenses, the projection is placed on the
bridge of the nose, and the reading on the
vertical scale is taken at a point level with
the tips of the lashes.

For depth of the bridge the

The Facial Width rule is placed with the pro-
jection at the side of the

nose, and the necessary length of spur is
taken on the vertical scale, at a point level
with the bridge of the nose. The facial
width is obtained by placing the rule with
the projection pointing backwards near the
left temple. The dimension is taken on the
lower scale near the right temple, or the dis-
tance to the middle of the nose may be taken
and ibis doubled. The facial width is usually
about 45 millimeters greater than the full
interpupillary distance.

The width of nose for a spectacle bridge,
or for the distance between the placquets of
an eyeglass, is found by )lacing the rule
horizontally with the edge of the projection
pointing downwards at the right side of the

nose. The distance on the lower scale is

read to the middle of the nose, and being

doubled gives the width. Or the required
bridge can be obtained from the standard
spreads of the rule. For distance and con-

stant use the spreads should be selected which

so fits the thin part of the pose that it will

not pass over the wider part, while for
presbyopia, that should be selected which will
just freely slide over the wider part of the
nose.

The length of a curl slide is found by
placing the projection at the back of the ear,
and the reading on the lower scale is taken
at a point level with the tips of the lashes.
the usual length is about TOO millimeters and

the total length of the side is about 5o milli-

meters greater.

KEYSTONE

The length of a straight side is obtained
by placing the right edge of the projection at
the side of the head where the tip of the
side should rest, and the reading is taken on
the lower scale at a point level with the tips
of the lashes. The average length is about
130 millimeters or about 30 millimeters
greater than that from the tips of the lashes
to the back of the ear.

What is the Most Expressive Title
for a Refracting Optician?

A large number of American refracting
Opticians are now using the word "Optome-
trist " to designate their calling. In Eng-
land many of the refractionists use the word
" Optologist " for the same purpose. Some
philologists contend that neither word ex-
presses fully the work of the eye-examining,
prescribing and spectacle-furnishing optician.
A professor of Cambridge University, Eng-
land, who is an accomplished philologist, has
furnished the following interesting contribu-
tion to the literature on the subject :

The

I would recommend as the most
appropriate titles for a sight-

Greek Derivatives testing optician ( r ) OPSIOLOGIST
Or (2) OPHTHALMICIAN. OPSI-

OLOGIST [1:4Ls (OPSiS), "sight," and Xliyos (logos),
"science "] should mean " one skilled in the
science of the eyesight," or "an eyesight specialist,"
i. e., " a sight-testing optician " ; cp. physiologist
pinitns (physis), " nature," and Xiryos (logos),
"science "]. The word opsiologist is (I) philo-
logically sound, (2) new, (3) euphonious, (4) com-
prehensive, (5) not too long.

OPHTHALMICIAN [043004.1.K6S, " Of or pertain-
ing to the eye"] should mean "one versed in
matters pertaining to the eye," and, like opsiolo-
gist, is ( i ) philologically sound, (2) new, (3)
euphonious, (4) comprehensive (5) not too long.
But it should be noted that optician from meaning
" one versed in optics " (Sir Isaac Newton was
called " the Great Optician " in a work dated 1687)
has come to mean " a maker of or dealer in optical
instruments." On the analogy of optician, the
word ophthalmician would possibly suggest in
many minds merely " a maker of or dealer in
medicines or instruments for the eye," and a sight-
testing optician is a great deal more than that.
Those who feel any doubt about the connotation of
ophthalmician would be quite safe in adopting
opsiologist.

OPTOLOGIST should mean, since
The British Title it is derived from irwrds (oft/os),

"seen," and XOlos (logos),
"science," "one skilled in the science of things
seen." Some would-be humorist, who says he
knows " a little " Greek and Latin, forgetting the
proverbial danger of a little knowledge, has rushed

into the columns of a contemporary with the
dogmatic assertion that optologist can only mean

"a wise cook." There is a Greek word 61rT6s

(Otos), "roasted," " broiled," " baked" ; and by

the analogy of other compounds with -logist a

word might be coined, viz., opto-logist, with the

meaning, " one skilled in the knowledge of things

roasted, broiled, or baked," i. e., "an epicure,"

rather than " a cook." But there is no derivative

meaning "a cook" formed in Greek from birros
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(opios), "roasted," the Greek word for a cook
being inpotrocos (opsopoeos); nor is there any deriva-
tive in English from Oirrds (oft/os), " roasted " ;
hence all analogies would lead us to connect
optologist with " things seen," or " the vision."
The word should be rejected as being (I ) ambigu-
ous, (2) philologically objectionable, if taken to
mean " one skilled in the eyesight."

My attention has also been drawn
to the word OPHTHALMIATER

Popular Favor [64,0aXp4s (ophthalmos),"eye,"
and tarilp (iater), "healer"]. It

is not quoted in the Standary Dictionary, while the
great Oxford English Dictionary gives it as " rare,"
and as meaning " an ophthalmic surgeon," " ocu-
list," the latest quotation given being 1852, Jerden
Autobiog., H, 71. " A glorious quack oculist, or
ophthalmiater,' as he styled himself." The word
has some associations of quackery that do not
commend it as suitable for the genuine eyesight
specialists, and these gentlemen do not usually
profess to heal the eyes.

I would add to my note on OPTIST that the
word is not only philologically objectionable, hut
it has recently been used of one who makes and
inserts artificial eyes, in contradistinction to the
optician whose business is with the natural eyes;
and optist originally meant " an optician." An
optist is described in " Horn and Robotham,"
Gale Lang. Gni. lxxvi, § 769 (dated 1639), as one
who " frameth spectacles and perspective glasses"
(v. Oxford Eng. Dia.).

The terms OPSIOMETRIST, OPTOMETRIST and
OPHTFIALmomwraisT, as referring merely to the
measuring of the vision, do not seem to be com-
prehensive enough for the modern sight-testing
optician.

Terms not in

Instantaneous X-Ray Photographs

The long exposures required in X-ray

photography have been a great disadvan-
tage in its use for practical purposes. After
many experiments, however, Prof. Rieder
and Dr. Joseph Rosenthal, of Munich, have
succeeded in taking instantaneous X-ray
photographs. The apparatus used includes
strong electric currents, especially good
X-ray tubes, very sensitive photographic
films and intensifying screens. Photographs
of the human chest were taken in less than a
second, the patient ceasing to breathe in the
meantime.

Taking photographs between heart beats
was another important experiment tried.
The period of exposure required was meas-
ured by a contrivance consisting of a wooden
disk, thirty-nine inches in diameter, and
covered with lead. A sector, one-seventh
of the entire surface, was cut from the
disk. The object to be photograped and
the sensitive plate were placed behind the
disk and the X-ray apparatus in front of it.
The disk was revolved on its center once in
a second, and the open place in it exposed
the plate to the rays just one-seventh of
that period.

"I am most interested in Clinics in Optomeby,
Lessons in Horology and Workshop Notes. '—B. F.
Spencer, Jeweler and Optician, Remington, Ad,
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N planning your business for the coming year you will give a large
measure of consideration to your Gold Filled Lines of Optical
Goods and the opportunities they present to you for a profitable

and satisfactory business. We assume that you desire to increase its
volume and that you also wish to add to the foundation or structure of
your reputation.

In this connection we beg to summarize and offer for reflection
some advantages of the S—Q Lines, and we believe that we are
safely within the province of fact in stating that these advantages can-
not be offered you by another manufacturer.

The Standard of Quality and Improvement

What new inventions or improvements in Gold
Goods have been made in the past ten years which did

=— inception with us?

What source of supply other than ourselves can
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nrol"

point to as manufacturing no cheap lines of Gold Filled
What other optical lines have

Coast to Coast?
established prices

Filled Optical
not have their

your salesmen
Goods?

known from

The answers to these questions are some of the advantages we
offer you and are visible evidences of our desire to perpetuate and
make profitable the interests of our customers. You may be very
sure that the management which has made possible these improvements
and conditions will have in the future other and more desirable things
to offer.

STEVENS & COMPANY
Manufacturers

Providence, R. I.
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Optical Notes

of S. R. Peck, manager of the Pacific Optical
Co., Seattle, Wash., has lately been in the East for
one month, having visited Southbridge, Mass.,
Providence, R. I.; Philadelphia, Pa., and New
York City.

„0 H. W. Liggette, optician, with J. N. Mul-

- ford, 294 Main Street, Memphis, Tenn., has re-
cently been on a tour in the Eastern States. While
in Philadelphia, Pa., he visited the factory of The
Keystone Watch Case Co.

.0 E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
have issed their 1905 catalogues and price-lists,
consisting of a prescription catalogue; a Shur-on
catalogue and price-list and a price-list of spectacle
and eyeglass cases. These compilations are all
handsomely printed and illustrated, and should

P" e very useful for immediate reference. The
case price-list comes ap-
propriately in the form
and appearance of one

• of the articles with which
it deals.
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.0 Robert V. Lee,
late of 2054 Clark Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio, and his
associate, 0. H. Perry,
expect to engage in the
optical business at Co-
shocton, Ohio, in the near
future. It is their purpose
to equip their parlors in
the most modern fashion.
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Glines & Griffin
is the name of an optical
firm which has opened
with ample facilities at
10 Main Street, New Lon-
don, Conn. This firm
carries a line of kodaks
and supplies, and also
makes a feature of de-
veloping and printing for
amateurs, to which end it has installed a dark

room for photographic processes. It has like-

wise put in machinery for automatic edge-grinding

and compound work.

.0 Silbert Bros., wholesale and manufacturing

opticians, of Buffalo, N. Y., have consolidated

their offices at 482 Washington Street, where they

possess improved facilities for the conduct of their

growing trade. Hitherto they have had an office

at 520 Main Street, and another at 482 Washington

Street.

.0 One of the exhibits that attracted much

attention at the Minneapolis convention of the

American Association of Opticians was that of the

Eye-Fix Remedy Co., Detroit, Mich., which was

represented at the convention by Dr. F. T. Leys,

salesman, and F. J. Grewe, manager of the com-

pany. An illustration of the exhibit is shown

herewith.

.0 George A. Barron, 3 Winter Street, Boston,

Mass., has invented a new axis chart that is of

great convenience to opticians in making their

lenses, and also in frame fitting, as the chart not

only gives the axis of the lens, but the height of

the bridge and other measurements needed in fitting

up lenses and frames. Mr. Barron is distributing

these cards without charge to his patrons in the

trade. and also selling them to the wholesale trade

for distribution among their customers.

.0 Wm. A. Copeland, of Martin, Copeland &
Co., Providence, R. L, optical manufacturers, left
recently on a trip to England and the Continent.
Mr. Copeland may look over trade conditions a
little, but the trip is mainly one for recreation and
pleasure.

,„.4 Mr. Mansfield, for seven years connected
with the Globe Optical Company, of Boston, has
started in the optical business at 272 Boylston
Street, under the firm-name of Harbach & Mans-
field, successors to Herron & Harbach, formerly
on Dartmouth Street, Boston.

.0 W. Arlo Moore, optician, has severed his
connection with C. M. Banks, the Wilmington,
Del., jeweler, and has accepted a position with
E. H. Schaefer, of Beaver Falls, Pa. Mr. Moore
had been connected with the jewelry and optical
business in Wilmington for a number of years.
His friends wish hint success in his new sphere.
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.0 Andrew V. Brown, son of D. V. Brown,
wholesale and manufacturing optician, Philadel-
phia, Pa., who takes an active interest in local
politics, was honored at the recent City or Reform
Party Convention, by a number of votes for the
position of City Commissioner. Mr. Brown's
affiliations are naturally with the new party which,
aided by the reform administration, is doing such
commendable work for the purification of city
politics.

.0 The tenth annual outing of the employees
of the Globe Optical Company was held at the
Riverside Recreation Grounds, Auburndale, Mass.,
Saturday afternoon, September i6th. They were
joined by the employees of the Boston Optical
Company, whose outing was set for the same day.
The programme of the afternoon included tennis,
bowling, billiards, pool, canoeing and a ball game
between the teams representing the store and the
factory. The few little showers during the game

did not dampen the ardor
of the players, who
played a full nine-inning
game, with the final
score 13 to 8 in favor
of the store team. At
5 30 the company of
Globe and Boston em-
ployees and friends, num-
bering about 125, sat
down to a banquet, which
was served in the large
dining-room overlooking
the Charles River. Before
dinner was served, the
guests listened to a vocal
selection by the well-
known Commonwealth
Quartette, which was so
well appreciated that an
encore was demanded.
After the banquet the
company again scattered

Exhibit or the Eye-Fix Remedy Co., Detroit, Mich., Itt the Minnenpolle Convention

.0 B. Mayer, 6 East Baltimore Street, Balti-

more, Md., was by an oversight referred to in our

last issue as a wholesale and retail optician. Mr.

Mayer is not a retail optician, his business being

solely wholesale, importing and manufacturing.

He is the inventor and sole maker of a one-piece

invisible bifocal, patented August 29, 1905. His new

catalogue has recently been issued, and is a useful

book for the trade, especially in the matter of

prescription work.

.0 Joseph Anspach, senior member of Ans-

pach Bros., the well-known optical firm of 595

Broad Street, Newark, N. J., was one of those

killed in the elevated railroad accident in New

York City on September itth. It had been Mr.

Anspach's custom to go from New York to Newark

each day, as he and his family had closed their

summer home at Avon and had been temporarily

living in New York City, while the house which he

had temporarily leased at Belleville Avenue, New-

ark, was being made ready for occupancy. Mr.

Anspach was only thirty-four years old, and prior

to going into nosiness with his brother in Newark

had been with E. B. Meyrovvitz, of New York.

His death recalls the fact that the late Oscar Meyro-

witz, of that firm, came by his death some years

ago under similarly sad circumstances in the colli-

sion which occurred in the New York Central

Railroad tunnel. Mr. Ansbach was a member of

the Newark Board of Trade.

to the bowling alleys,
pool room iiid music
room, while others took

canoes and went down river to Norumbega Park.

Those who found their way to the music room

were entertained with several selecions by the Corn-

monwealth Quartette, and with solos by the quar-

tette members, two of whom are among the Globe

employees. At a late hour the combined party took

a return train for Boston, unanimously expressing

thanks to the Globe and Boston companies and

declaring it a most delightful outing.

Write for free catalogue of the National Col-

lege of Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. —Adv.

New York City Optical Society

A meeting of this society was held in Parlor

D. R., Fifth Avenue Hotel, on September 13th,

when Wm. Sesmick and W. A. Johnson were

elected to membership. A report was received

from the banquet committee outlining the arrange-

ments for the annual banquet of the society, which

is scheduled to take place in November. The
scientific feature of the meeting was a paper by

R. M. Lockwood, on " Fitting Eyeglasses from

Sample Eyeglass Frames and Mountings."

"I am most interested in optics. I hope soon
to abandon evelything else except optical work and
expect to see The Keystone keep up to its present
and past high standard of excellency." —L. Bur-
kett, Optician, Abbeville, Louisiana.
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Did you ever wonder why so
many wearers of riding bow
temples complain that they
cut their ears?

If you did, just put on a pair and by using two
looking glasses, watch the temples behind your
ears while you make a few faces, see how they
move ? Well, it stands to reason that if you put
rubber tubes or cable bows behind those ears,
they must move when the skin on the nose moves
the glasses.

Get a Sample Pair of
20th Century Ear Guards

and put them on, adjust your glasses properly and notice how they allow the
temples to move while they lie comfortably on the ear. Does it take any
argument to convince you that they make ears comfortable ! Don't you
know people who would wear riding bows every clay and eyeglasses on Sunday,
if they knew the riding bows wouldn't cut their ears ? Haven't you customers
who would gladly spend the price of a pair of ear guards for the comfort they
give? Wouldn't you rather be the one to put them on, or do you prefer letting
somebody else put them on your customer while you continue to use rubber
tubing that looks like a worm behind your patient's ear ? Be modern, get the
name of having the best things in the optical line. By all means get a window
card and a list of the wide-awake jobbers who carry 2oth Century Ear guards,
and when you get the guards keep up the standard price ; Alumnico, 25 cents;
Gold Filled, 50 cents ; Gold, $1.00.

Send for list of Jobbers TO-DAY—NOW—use a postal and mention
THE KEYSTONE.

A. A. Laforest
Watch for the Far Guard News in
next month's Keystone. Look for
my name in the index.

St. Louis, Mo.

NOT A CENT

"ro Test

OF COST TO AN OPTICIAN

SUREFIT RIMLESS

SPECTACLE AND EYEGLASS

MOUNTINGS

They Fit Every Lens—Thick or Thin.

A CHILD can fit lenses to the mount-
ings in one minute.

Save time and money.

Manufactured in all metals.

MICHIGAN OPTICAL CO.
DETROIT, MICH.

Only a few copies now remain of the first and only edition of
the well-known standard treatise

The Ocular Muscles
by Ernest E. Maddox, M. D. This may be your last chance

to get a copy.
This book contains 420 pages and 112 illustrations and is recognized as the

standard treatise on the muscles of the eye—their functions, anomalies, insuffi-
ciencies, tests and optical treatment.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

The Keystone •
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

•
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The Minnesota State Optical
Association

The fifth annual meeting of the Minnesota
State Optical Association was held at Builders'
Exchange Hall, St. Paul, Mimi., September 5th and
6th, and proved one of the most instructive meet-

ings the association
has ever held. The
papers, being more
in the nature of
leaders for discus-
sion, brought out
some very valuable
pointers. The dis-
cussion of " What
1 Learned at the
Meeting of the
American Associa-
tion,'' brought
Messrs. Harper,
Hitchcock, Snell,
Millard, Upham
and Ostrem to their

feet, and all agreed that the clinic led by Dr.
Chalmers Prentice was worth a great deal to

. the students, and by experiment each was able to
report some very peculiar results. Personal experi-
ences were presented where cures had been stum-
bled on with the use of spheres only, and there is
no doubt that proper refractive correction will
greatly aid the physician in making cures of cases
that do not seem to get along with medicine only.
. S. B. Millard's paper, " Robbing Peter to Pay
Paul," with photographic and blackboard demon-
stration, was discussed thoroughly. This was a
case of a young man, twenty-one years of age,
subject to spasms and who had lost control of his
tongue and palate, had taken treatment from physi-
cians and was finally given the rest cure for three
weeks, being kept in a dark room from which he
came out much improved but soon began to fall
back into his old ways. When he came into Mr.
Millard's hands, after bringing his patient up to a
proper refractive correction, he was finally cured of
his spasms, and is now going to night school and
progressing very favorably.

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year : President, J. W. Brown, Ortonville,

Minn.; first vice-president, I. M. Radabaugh, Hast-
ings, Minn., re-elected ; second vice-president, H. 0.
Schlender, Springfield, Minn.; secretary, C. A.
Snell, Minneapolis, re-elected ; treasurer, E. W.
Kittredge, Minneapolis. F. A. Upham, St. Paul,

was elected to the board of directors for four years,

and S. B. Millard for three.
Before election, President Chalmers made a

neat little speech, in which he thanked the associa-

tion for its indulgence in putting up with him for

two years, and hoped they would be as courteous
to his successor. Mr. Chalmers also gave the
association a few pointers in what he thought they
should do in the future. His address was well re-
ceived, and a vote of thanks given him for his able
handling of association matters.

A telegram was received from President-elect
Brown, stating that it was impossible for him to be
in time for the meeting, hilt he would meet any
members desiring to see him on Thursday morning
Upon Isis arrival in the city.

The • reports of the secretary and treasurer
respectively were received, and ordered to be
placed on record. The treasurer reported a balance

of $533.80 on hand with all bills paid.
The report of the legislative committee was

also placed on record. The membership corn-

President J. W. Brown
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mittee reported that more new members were
admitted during the past year than for any single
year previously, except the first and second of the
society's existence.

F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis., was
elected a member.

Vice-president Radabaugh on taking the chair
made an appropriate speech, in which he called
attention to the fact that the real work and success
of the association lay with the members and not
with the officers, who were only the instruments to
carry out the wishes of the members, and that each
and every member should and must put forth an
earnest effort if they would have a strong and suc-
cessful association.

A vote of thanks was tendered treasurer De
Mars for his able attention to duties during his
two years in office.

Mr. De Mars then presented a paper on the
" Nerve .System" and the application of the rule
that "the eyes are the expression of the bodily
ills," which brought forth quite a discussion.

A motion by Mr. Straub, that this association
establish a circulating library for the use of its
meMbers, was unanimously carried. It was moved
and carried that a committee of three be appointed
to establish rules, receive donations of books,
make recommendations and report at the next
meeting. The chair appointed C. A. Snell and

S. B. Millard, Minneapolis,, and Geo. T. Hartmann,
St. Paul, to constitute this committee.

A vote of thanks was extended to all trade
journals that have aided the cause of optometry by
their liberal space given to all things optical and to

the Minnesota State Optical Association especially.
Article V, section 5, of the by-laws was amen-

ded to read : The annual meeting of the associa-
tion shall be held in the month of February of each
year, subject to the call of the board of directors,

signed by the president, was carried, all agreeing

that State fair week was too busy a week during

which to hold an annual meeting.
A vote of thanks was ordered to be sent to the

Builders' Exchange for allowing the free use of
their beautiful hall for the meetings of the associa-

tion.
C. H. Nerbovig then gave a review of the

paper read by him before the American Association.

Mr. Nerhovig stated that he did not intend to re-
read his paper, but was there to discuss and answer
questions. With the aid of a blackboard he was
kept busy for an hour and fifteen minutes answer-

ing and explaining whatever questions were brought
out in the discussion. He gave some very instruc-

tive demonstrations, and all left the hall at the con-
clusion of his talk with the idea that just such dis-

cussion is what makes an optical meeting a

success. " These meetings are too valuable to

miss, and .I promise I will not miss any more,"

was the way one member put it who had missed

the last three meetings.

The two important features of the meeting

were the changing of the date for the holding of

the annual reunion to February, allowing Twin

City members a better opportunity to be present,

and the resolution to establish a circulating library.

The carrying out of this latter idea is in the hands

of a capable committee, who are expected to

report progress at the next meeting of the associa-

tion.
Secretary Snell was re-elected to the office he

has held since the organization of the association.

On being called on for a speech, said his only

reason for accepting was that he was interested in

the success of the profession, and furthermore, no

one else seemed to want the salary.
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The New President of the Minnesota Optical
Association

J. W. Brown, of Ortonville, Minn., the newly-
elected president of the Minnesota State Optical
Association, is one of the most active and pro-
gressive optometrists in the State. Mr. Brown is a
native of Minnesota, having been born in the
Southern part of the State in 587o. When but four
years of age, his parents moved to a farm near
Ortonville. In 5883, he moved into the then village
of Ortonville, and entered the store of his elder
brother, J. 0. Brown, to learn the watch and
jewelry trades, and also take advantage of the
.better schools there. In 1887, he graduated from
the first high-school class ever graduated in Orton-
ville, and afterwards opened a jewelry business of
his own. He soon became interested in optics, a
science for which he seemed to have a special
liking, and has taken several different courses in
his desire for higher optical knowledge. Mr.
Brown is a charter member of the American
Association of Opticians and of the Minnesota
State Association of Opticians. He is also a mem-
ber of the Physiological Section of the first-named
body. His able work as chairman of the memlier-
ship committee of the Minnesota State As icia-
tion during the past year, brought his exccutive
ability to the attention of its members.

Minnesota State Board of Examiners

The Minnesota State Board of Examiners in
Optometry, will meet at the old State capitol, St.
Paul, on October 25th and 26th, for examination
of applicants for license to practice optometry in
the State. A class of fifteen to twenty is expected
by Secretary Snell. Any optometrist having evi-
dence of illegal practice, is requested to apprise
the board, as every effort will be made to suppress
such operations.

Chicago Optical Society
At the regular monthly meeting of the above

society, held in quarters of the Jewelers' Club, 218
State Street, Chicago, Earl J. Brown, M.D., made a
proposition to deliver a series.of lectures covering
the Anatomy, Histology and Diseases of the Eye,
the inaugural one to be delivered during the last
week in September, and the final one during the
first week in December, just before the busy season
opens. The members present considered this a
very liberal offer, and one which every optician
in the city should take advantage of. Accordingly
the initial talk was delivered at the close of last
month, and will be followed by others. These
lectures afford a valuable educational opportunity,

of which non-members of the society, as well as
members, are eligible to avail. The circular
announcing the course has this to say : " Particular
attention 'ihl be given to the practical side of the
subject, and quizes will be conducted each evening,
so that all may thoroughly understand the work.
An engrossed certificate of attendance will be pre-
sented to each one who attends the course.

Dr. Brown gives his service gratis, but it will
be necessary for the society to make a small charge

to cover expenses, such as Ilan rent and lights, etc.
The charge has been placed at the extremely low
price of five dollars for the whole course.

It makes no difference whether you are a mem-
ber of the society or not, you are earnestly solici-
ted to send in your application for a course ticket.

Kindly let the secretary know at once if you
accept the proposition."

The address of 0. J. Halbe, the secretary-
treasurer, is room 4o8a Trude Building, Chicago.
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HERE IT IS ARE LOOKING FORJUST WHAT YOU

We Are in Position as dnanufacturers and
Importers to offer the very lowest figure on
your Optical Goods. It will be to your advantage
and Profit. This is no idle boast and we can
prove it.

THE " HOLDFIRM' GUARD
B

Made in
GOLD

GOLD FILLED
and ALUMNO

Promptness and Accurate
Service on It Work

Quality and Low Price

PLATINOIN A Superior Quality, Style and Finish.
Extra fine white metal of high tern-

per that will not rust or corrode.

ALUMNO

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES
For Office in oak, cherry,
and leather.

Also for Traveling, with
divisions for stock and
lenses.

None better made. Send
for pamphlet.

Most modern and up-
to-date Trial Case. Over
11,000 in use. No fault-
finders. They make a
friend wherever they go.

ZEISS-STEREO and PRISM BINOCULARS
at reduced prices

AUDEMAIR Opera, Field and Marine Glasses
Large Assorment, Latest Models in

Race, Tourist and Long Distance
Reading Glasses In NickejZllasnidzesCelluloid

Guaranteed not to Tarnish. Superior
temper. Will not lose its luster.

.go per dozen. Cable, $a go per dozen

Eye-Water An INVALUABLE Remedycure for weakA positive
" OPTICURA " and inflamed eyes.Price, (10.63 Dozen

INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES
We carry a full line in r, o and oo Eye. Also

SKELETON In 2, 3 and 4 Hole

AUTOMOBILE Al! the Latest Styles
GOGGLES at Low Prices

COLORED SPECTACLES and EYE-
GLASSES In NICKEL, SILVER and GOLDOIN.

Also in Frameless.
to cents per dozen up

Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, New York
Gold Filled 10 K. Seamless In Three Qualities —fitt,

n'rr. Warranted. All styles, also frameless.From $3.50 to $6 50 per dozen.
12 K. & 14 K. T1„• The equal to gold in style and finish

gThe Peerless 
Refractor an 
Retinoscope 

The only instrument
combining the objective
and subjective methods.

The ease and accuracy with which
the 4 PEERLESS " corrects all

errors of refraction has made it the most popular instrument
on the market to-day.

Write for booklet.

Price, $35.00

For sale by all jobbers or the manufacturers

Peerless Specialty mfg. Co.
495 Broadway, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

" BISIGHT "
TRADE-MA RK

The only Invisible Bifocal ground in one piece
Ii.,z A. lat. August 29, 1905. Other patents pending

I will give agencies to a leading
Optical house in the principal cities
of the country. If interested, write
for information to the inventor and
sole manufacturer:

B. MAYER
Wholesale Manufacturer of Optical Goods

6 East Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

Distributing Agent for Philadelphia :
D. V. MOWN, 740 Sansom Street.

Distributing Agent for New York City :
W. T. GEORGEN CO., 32 East 23d Street.

THE USE OF THE RETINOSCOPE
Is as necessary to the optician now-a-days as Ili.. lest ease. It SRVIM time, obviates error andgives professional prestige. The oue imuk that I Imruutrbly explains its use Is

SKIASCOPY (By Rogers)
whieh eovers the shadow test so and simply that any refractionIst can master it to the greatbenelii ..r his business.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.00 (4s. 2d.)
hibusbed by THE KEYSTONE, 19th Cs Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD
BERGH

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

having had over
twenty years' ex-
perience, I can
with safety guar-
antee you a nice
profit and sell
your goods. My
methods of con-
ducting a sale are
decidedly differ-
ent from other
auctioneers.
am thoroughly
conversant with
all classes of
goods; am a prac-
tical watchmaker and jeweler, which gives me a big advantage ovr

others in the business. All correspondence strictly confidential.

Lock Box 147

EDWARD BERGH
:\Iiiineapolis, Minn.

os.s.w.t.ANE,Pmrsr. Oft.t.O .I.SN teV. DR.E.A.LANE,TnrA3. I 783

SUITLEOZ MISSOURI lido •

1013 GRAND AVE.

!KANSAS CITY. MO.
BEL L. 3153 X MAIN.

PHONES'
HONE ez94 MAIN.

We are making a Special Rate of Tuition that if you are the least Interested in An
Optical Course it will pay you to Investigate.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOGUE—JUST OUT
Address, IDR. B. W. LANE, President and Founder

Suite 202 Missouri Building 1023 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

AN EYE
FOR BUSINESS!

Every jeweler should have an Optical Department in connection

with his business. It draws trade and it PAYS well.

How to do It: Take a course. by correspondence in our school.
Complete, practical, scientific. It enables you to test and fit eyes per-

fectly. We have graduates all over the world, making big money. Write

to-day. We are offering regular $25 course for .00 ($2.00 clown;

balance $1.00 week). Address

American Optical College
Oldest Correspondence Optical

School in the World DETROIT, MICH.

My lifetime study has been the Auction business. My record proves I lead them all

First—Ill making large
profits.

Second—In holding and
entertaining large audiences
successfully.

I always guarantee large

profits.
I invite the trade to look

up my record. What more

can any person expect or

ask.
FREE. Write for one. A

booklet giving some valua-

ble information, daily paper

notices and many references.

A. L. Gottlieb & Co.
AUCTIONEERS

203 South Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
I Central, 1610Phones Automatic, 8929

VERY IMPORTANT
Jewelers, do not have

a sale for the sole ben-

efit of the auctioneers.

Protect yourself or
your goods may be
slaughtered. There-

fore, by all means em-

ploy some one who

will guarantee to make

money for you.

Jewelers, you can-
not be too careful if you
value your interests.
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THE STANDING

OF AN

AUCTIONEER

is best attested by the character of

his patronage. All my clients are

J( welers of high sumding in the

trade and of reputation in the corn-

numity—Illen who insist on a

strictly reputable sale as well as a

highly successful one.

The ideal in auctioneering—

my ideal—is prestige and publicity

for the store as well as profit for

the proprietor.

.

.
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SPECIALIST
IN THE SALE OF

HIGH-GRADE JEWELRY
BRIC-A-BRAC AND ART GOODS

MY PLAN OF

CONDUCTING

SALES

has been evolved from long experi-

ence in selling large stocks for the

best jewelers.

My methods 'ogm_mtntee success,

zmd not only safeguard your repu-

tation but give to your store a

creditable publicity that will per -

manently benefit your business. If

you wish this kind of sale, write at

once, for demands are pressing and

the tulle favorable.

JOHN F. TURNER, 2 Maiden Lane, New York City

A. E. GREGORY
THE WIZARD OP THE HAMMER

TIIE MAN WHO TURNS JEWELRY INTO MONEY

High-Class Auction Sales of Jewelry,Cut Glass,
Bric-a-Brac, Antiques, etc., My Specialty

A. E. GREGORY
jewelers' 2Iuctioneer

206 South 3rd Ave., Maywood, III.
Phone, 631 Maywood

REFERENCES CHEERFULLY ALL CORRESPONDENCE
FURNISHED STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

A thorough knowledge of the jewelry business, and a record
of twenty-five successful years as a jewelry auctioneer, qualifies me
to make your sale a success.

I have changed my office to Maywood, Ill., one of Chicago's
most beautiful suburbs, and am now ready to 'make dates for fall
and winter business.

I would advise early correspondence, stating size and location
of store, amount of stock and if you have ever had any sales before.

It will pay to look me up for dates, terms, etc.

A MARTIN SALE IS NOT

A SACRIFICE SALE

Many jewelers hesitate to hold an auction sale because they anticipate
a partial failure, a loss of reputation or a loss on the goods sold.

I guarantee a complete sale and a satisfactory profit in every case,
and in thirty years of continuous selling I never failed once to make good
this guarantee.

In fact the profit made is greater as a rule than if the goods were
sold across the counter.

I will give you the names of hundreds of reputable jewelers, many in
your own State, who will be glad to corroborate this statement.

No risk, an assured profit, a complete sale, a satisfied community and
a big ad.—this is the Martin sale.

Right now the result would mean release from obligations, ready
cash, new goods and an unhandicapped holiday trade.

Write me at once, as time is my greatest want.

S. MARTIN
Jewelers' Auctioneer

784 Pinst Strct

Long Distance Telephone
Number North 245

EVERY SALE A PROFIT

Milwaukee, Wis.

Kansas City's

Leading

Auctioneer

Is now at your ser-
vice. Start your sale
with the right man
and have the abundant
success of others.

More success Man ever.
Bigger sales than ever.

Everybody has money this fall.
Everybody „spends money this fall.

You'll get yours, Mr. Jeweler, if you have him conduct
a sale for you. Now is the harvest time of the year. Shall
you be one of the lucky ones ? Ask any Kansas City whole-
sale house for references.

H. B. LINDSEY
204 East 12th Street • KANSAS CITY, MO.
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MAKE IT A POINT
to get the best when
engaging an Auctioneer.
When you get RAVEN
you get your money's
worth.
There are no sales

I ike Raven's because
there is no Auctioneer
just like Raven.
And he is a bird!
Reliable, forcible and

magnetic, his superiority
is unquestioned.

His guaranteed profit
plan attracts the con-
servative jeweler, an d
his quaint Yankee ori-
ginality and shrewdness
peculiarly fits him for
the work he follows.

Gentlemanly, co U r --
teous and business-like

he holds the attention of the best class of people from beginning to
end of every sale he makes, and the jeweler has no calls° for humiliation
with Raven on the block.

It's no dream when Raven guarantees a profit—you can depend
upon what he says. Ask about it. .

John H. Raven, Holland, Mich. Istaft
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A complete line of up-to-date Sterling popular-pi ire Novelties
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
1:toptiri,, solicited by

)c° C. B. RICHARD ce CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

Foot=Power Lathes
Correct in principle.

{I Ugh-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby Street, Rockford III.

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK

11111,111, TNT 11111111111111

N
iksimulimaw

For Refinishing Balance Pivots without remov
ing the Hairspring or Roller, and protecting
them while the pivots are being polished.

Dar. OVE:.! 1000 SOLD THE FIRST YEAR.

.1.4, • says " II 1 orill its wiaght in gtilit."
" " winali live times its etist."

lti4m411 " "111,1 What he ha, he011 wishing for."\ it „ „ „x IIIit and Sri 
 times

\ 144,-eareextracts Irian ita ha's recta vett. [quicker."

Order from your Material Jobber.

littarantuud by C. CUL.MAN
316 North Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, Mo.

Hundreds of watchmakers lest i iv that I his chuck is what
I claim it to lie, Practical, Safe, True and the Oreatest
Time.-Saver ever offered ton Practical Watchmaker.
To supply the demand, I have added 14, the former

si;tk In 4,1141wing: littpkiti, Nit, '2, Hopkins No. 3,
1arni4y, 1:Igin twit Olin, alai made for any
lathe hi111 I l'eCeive ten taller,.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD
Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases

Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

i61 Broadway 688 Broadway
Below Cortland' Street Below Folio h St reel

723 Sixth Avenue
Het ween .list and ■1211 street.

NEW YORK

x +.+.1x.ir‘curfxx+fix+rx+),„+x,+„„+„,+„ )(.. p4,
31 RUDOLPH NOEL it
2:1 & CO. •_,_
:=1 37-39 Maiden Lane NEW YORK .r)ek

Importers of
*.
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Fine Series of Scientific
L' tk-;* RUBIES
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St.)LIV ii i .Spoons
BRIOHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence. R. I.

12 GRLEN 
STREET

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISI'ACTION 
GUARANTEED 015 

MONEY REFUN 
DI 1)

444444 4 14 44$ ,4441111111 ,,,141„,,4141ggitril

41.4 1 

4l 
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This cut represents Twenty.Three
Nickel Plated, Finely Finished SIZE RINGS 

4 Dvvt. (1/4 inch) NN kith

The Rings aro sccuratcly macike to ALLEN'S; GAGE, 4 to 15

Note the larger you have needed them. Thesi• wide size rings are
especially desirahli• in sizing fin plain oval, wide flat hand or society rings. Price per Set, $1.25
Manufactured by the RACINE JEWELRY MANUFACTURING CO., RACINE, WIS.

For Sale by all Tool anci Material Dealers

JEWELRY STORE LIGHTING
made Hro•ii,,.. easy aml 5o
to 75,4 elleoper than ke,
none, 41,1 electrie
by using our

Brilliant or
HEADLIGHT

Gasoline Lamps
Brilliancy is

iill•reased an d
they all he used
:to I w re for
any purpose, in
SI mit-door, by
anyone. Over
100,000 in daily
use during the
last eight years.
Every lam p
guarant cod.
Write for Cata-
log ; it tells all about them and our
tiasolitte Systems.

BRILLIANT OAS LAMP CO.
42 State St., Chicago, Ill.

20th Century
Revolving Display Stand

Especially Adapted to Jewelers

This elegant fixture is a mechanical wonder,
as well as the most beautiful and attractive dis-
play ever placed in a window. It is entirely dif-
ferent from all other revolving stands, as in this
one each shelf revolves independent of the others
AND REVOLVES IN DIFFERENT DIRECTION
AND EACH AT DIFFERENT SPEED. Electric
globe remains stationary. The lower shelf is a
heavy plate mirror 32 inches in diameter; the three
other shelves are heavy plate glass, 27, 22 and i7
inches respectively. There are no cuts or words
that will do this fixture Justice. Send for price and
further description. It will make you money.

J. H. JAMES MFG. CO.
Fort Scott, Kans.

Eastern Salesroom, 377=370 Broadway, New York

BARpINS Jewelry

American Movements
and Swiss Watches
We send selection packages on demand.
We carry the best material and sup-

plies at reduced prices.
An assortment .f discontinued Amer-

ican movements always on hand.
We do work for the trade.

Silo/ for Latest List

Philip Katz 0 Co.
51-53 Maiden Lane

New York
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LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

will be known by
the signature on
the card of

All others are imitations and are an infringe-
utent on patents. All to will be

prosecuted to the full extent of law.

O. W. YOUNG & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 483 Ogden Avenue, Chicago

J. BULOVA CO.
51 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

44 14.0101111,1114° wf'44444,

our patent fasten- Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
ing on all rings. Button Back. For hard soltloving

Call be applied Ill Call he appih'll to Ill y button.

any ring. Write for our New Catalogue of Rings

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

NIRSt

CATCHY
ENGRAVING

_ 111 -liS)N BOWLS at
Popular l'rices

Sample initial order,per doz.
Buildings $3.00
Names . . . . 1.00

II ist le 'Monogram and Letter
1:Intl',1,111■Z. Reliable Plating.

pri,

1JL,L.STRO1I ee CO.
Memphis, Nt....bra.sk LI

F. C KLEIN ..444 14,44,

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

5-team
Itapidarg

DIAMOND CUTTING
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones

4=Zia 1, Snap complete

2. Outside of Snap

3. Inside of Snap

The E. P. H. Patent
Non-pull-out Neck Chain

Snap is a patented snap that
insures the wearer against
loss of

CHAIN or CHARM

or it positively will not pull

Made in to and 14 Karat Gold

and in Gold Filled

Can be had of the following
Wholesale Selling Agents:
Messrs. W. Green Sr CO.

6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

M. Sickles & Sons
PHILADELPHIA

E. & J. Swigart
CINCINNATI

Swartchild & Co.
CHICAGO

Nordman Brothers
SAN FRANCISCO

Leonard Krower
NEW ORLEANS

Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.
ST. LOUIS

E. A. Cowan & CO.
BOSTON

-PRICES 

{ siiiI, 87.00 per (107 .714.1
Large, 7.50

.1 
7.0 " 4." ••
0.00 " '• "

1 Large,

(:„Id Fined  2." " "Largv, 2.25

64

46

14

46

66

14 'Karat

10 Karat

r7S7

Jewelers Having Tortoise
Shell Goods

that have become dull, can have them
repolished and made as bright as new,
It a small expense, by sending them to
I he imtlltlfacturer,

Wm. K. POTTER, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

When I Started
a Jewelry Store

I 11551 I .1 of guaranteeing watches
I 115 I hl t i i I ho anal alice■

■1 5 ■ If. I li 'bed such a guarantee
ic had a few blanks printed. Some pen-

plc IS, silil (111.111 WailtUd some, NO 1 hall
I holei Copyrighted and have since sold a

In:my. They ar, " litutranice 144r
Sal," and " for
pot tip Ill 1115oks. Either kind costs 4.
No. 2 size, 2 to page. 74 t.00 ; No. 3 site,
3 to page, ii.1.50 ; No. 5 size, .5 to page,
$2.25. The Ni,. 2 ,ize can be expressed
Ill mailed for Io IS.. the No. 3 for 15 ms.,
and No. 5 Islpr'.2:". Os. vu 'aii buy them
from your jolther ttr from itu•.

Barry Einrie, Cincinnati, Ohio

Jewelers' Show Cases

()or Small ROSEWOOD MOITLDING

STEEL LINED CASE

We challenge the World to Produce a
Belie, I.:Ise

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
II to 17 North Ann St.

CHICAGO

Makers of all Kinds of

Jewelers' Fixtures
W'rite for illustrateil circular

OUR MOTTO: The Best of Everything

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

anti

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving

and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed tort
American
Stem-Wlnd
Movements

Special Cases made to order in (told nod Silver
for English, Swiss awl A no•rican Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our Neu, Price•LiA



There is a
Scarcity of
Engravers

If you will attend our college now we will make an engraver of*you before the holiday seatten. You will be able to do all theengraving that, will come into t lie average jewelry store. Nowherecun you learn Watehneak I ng, Engraving and Optics in u morethorough atel pradit•al manner, nor in a shorter space of time thanad our eel lig. See ail. on page 1702 tItis issue, send for ourprospectus-it gives full information.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
/. JI Schul,r, Principa/ Broad and Som efSet StS., Philadelphia, Pa.

It would be a pleasure to fill your
orders

LINDNER & CO.
JwLer'Supplie.s

S. W. cor. Fourth and Walnut
Use any Catalogee CINCINNATI, 01110

Tho Crohn Patent Safety Guard
1

7_1.71
Studs and LaceFor Scarf l'ins

Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable oneinvented. Price.$1.60 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelers:111,1feet eri al houses.
Sampleby mai1,250; in 10 K. 1,;01,1,01.00 ; 14K.$1.25.
M.CROHN,31kr.&lavtr.413 8t 50 MaidenLane,N.Y.

HAIR CHAINS AND
RING BRAIDS

MAI-CrlED AND MADE TO ORDER

GeCl... tleGFRI ED
lli15$tt.grE STHEET, CHICA00

'''7Pa 44'S r'04444.:41,S

TRY [HEW Wells Perfect Self-Conforming
Ring Adjuster, eel front in K.
goln filled sae,•k. Gehl in front
twice as th lel: a, on back. Ask
your jold■er lor them, or I will
send prepaid ai (wee ( only on
receipt. of price), 1 doz. astd.
sizes, gold filled, $2.00; I doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75:1 doz.metal, astd.sizes.

85c. For samples, ono small and tun, medium
large size gold tilled not elle ina•tal adjuster,
AddresaChester Wells,Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

BEA
WATCH AKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

Write for our Free Book, " How to be a Watch-
maker." A postal will do. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, I :lobe Building, St. Paul, Minn.

•••••1

  ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent, on selection to reliable

manta:act u ring jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

G.F.Wagsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,•

Gold and
SilverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing Old

Cfro. to Dike
Alwerlean 8. W.
IllinemolO 07

OLD VASES
MADE NEW

Silversmiths'
Building,
131.137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

SOUVOIllf Spoons
of any 1, teality

Buildings
engraved
in bowls

Ehe And elii.50•
est Siouri•vilr Spoon
Engrmer In America

A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I.CHAS

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close,personal atteld ion to repairs sent me.Promptness my Tomtit. Send for toy printedPrice-List, m 11 h i. free for the te.I,

103 ST A T STREET, COI( ; 0

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
Send 5 t woment stamps for a beautiful sample

dial and priee-liq

CARMAN ART COMPANY
Ifs Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

We Teach

Engraving by 

Correspondence 

as well as giving
personal instructioli
at our school.

Send to-day for our new
catalogue

THE AUBURN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
93 Genesee St., Auburn, N. Y.

Ebner E. Page, Prim.ip,t/.

Souvenir Postal Cards
You will 00VIIII 1.2lOti
ordering them. Jewel-
ers who now ea rr y
them are buying in
greater quantities than

  ever. Start at once and
con vince you melt' of
the immense sale and
big profit that you will
realize MO enjoy ou
souvenir postals.
SPECIAL OFFER
FOR $10.00

To make an i!d(1IICd(-
1(111 to get you marled
and to prove our argu-
ment, we will give with
your first order 1000
comic colored poste's
of 50 subjects, this tine
rotary display stand
FREE. Stand alone is
worth $5.00 and cards
retail t wo for fi ve cents.
PrIee to the trade et the
enril, lonc, 500 kir 01,50
BURNT LEATHER

POSTA LS
have the largest sale of
any sou venir postalm in

the country. $4 per 100, 75 assorted eubjectm,
name of your city put on free, retail 10 amts.

0E0. GARTNER
Medinah Temple, Chicago, Ill.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading °Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional Woe(18 and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all 11141(111MM except ''Situations
Wanted," TI I REE CENTS per word.

Name, attith•ese, initials and abbre-
viations count 1114 word t4, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-lillo initial letter.

To insure insertion money intuit ac-
company all orders for advertieemente,
mei copy must reach us not later than
the 21st Ii of each month for insertion in
tite f tit's isse.ollowi ng   u 

If answers are t 0 be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name anti address of every
advegtiser munt ace panty the copy of
tite advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
toted send 15 cents (special issues 25
c(.nts) If they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Ender Mk bending, ONE l'EN'Ir Ir word, foe Ilrod.twerily•Ilo• words. A414111101111 bb uruls aus,l niherlhiptitenO,TIMEX CENT; pm. word, Nu niloirlItienoiril. lehertedtar Ilion 25

VNGRAVER, young man, 27, wants poaition as
engraver and salesman. lie desires to learn

jewelry and repair work. Address, Landis
School of Engraving, Detroit, Michigan. 
THOROUGHLY exp. graduate refractionist,
I expert frame fitter, lens-grinder and 1155010-
tiler, clock, typewriter and Ilittsie box mechanic,
wants position. Address, E. E. Heilbron, 3152
Vernon Ave., Chicago. 
It Y a watchmaker and jeweler of 20 years' exp.,I) a position after November 1st. South pre-
ferred. Can engrave some. A. G. F. Diehl, care
C. E. Diehl, 1518 Cherry St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
YOUNG man desires steady position as watch-
'. maker and engraver ; hoe lathe and complete
set of tools. Best of ref. Pennsylvania pre-
ferred. " %V' 274," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, 22 years' exp., desires to

make change. Callable managing repair
department. Only firm appreciating thorough
and competent man and who pay liberally for
such bleed answer. State hours. IVest. preferred.
Refs. exchanged. "S 273," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler, 4 years' exp.,
" can do watch and clock, hard solder. Have
had exp. on railroad watches and French clocks.
Swede, age 26, best ref. G. W. Kilquist, Griffin
ctorliere, N. 1.
WATCHMAKER, jewelryinau, graduate opti-
" clan and fair engraver, 22 years, would
like position in Michigan or the West. Address,
!lox 82, Reese, Mich. 
W A feir-MA-KER-thorougli, practical, rapid

n" ad exp. Refs. and full particulars sent
t Itti,e having opening in Eastern States. State
,t1t,t . .1. H. Coon, Salt Point, N. Y.

yt tong lady as general letter and monogram
engraver and saleslady. Address, " B 262,"

care keystone.
VIRST-CLASS watch repairer, 11 years atI bench, own tools. Some exp, in optics and
engraving. Young man, single, good ref. Colo-
rado or adjoining States preferred. Ira C.
I mgan, 832 E. 31entitnent St., Colorado Springs,

wATCHMAKER, optician and salesman who
" can speak German. 7 years' exp., have own
tools. Best of refs. given. .Ad., "Watchmaker,"
room 1201 Hey worth Building, Chicago. 
YOUNG man, 3 years' exp., 23, as watchmaker
I and optician, moderate salary. Wish chance
for advancement. l'erfer Ohio. Address, H. E.
U., Box 72, Attica, Ind. 
vCANDINAITIAN, age 30 years, want position

to finish watchmaking. Served in } inland.
Speaks English. Small wages to begin with.
Willing to work. 000(1 ref. Have lathe and
small tools. Wm. Lundquist, Box 349, Idaho
Springs, Colo._ 
VT watchmaker, jeweler, graduate optician,IA capable taking charge when necessary, best
of ref. North Central States preferred. Lock
Box $4, Walkerville, Mich. 
I/Y first-class watchmaker and engraver, near
IT Kansas City. Stade salary. Best of ref.
Addrees, C. W. Lindsey, 204 E. Twelfth ht.,
Kansas City, Mo. 
VXPERT watchmaker, long exp. ill all gradesIA watches and clocks. Able to take full charge
department or retail store. Own tools, best ref.
Want steady and reliable position. "8 282,"
care Keystone.

.f-POSTTION by en expert optician' of exp.Doctors' refs. furnished. E. D. Marshall,
Sheldon, Mo. 

AS watchmaker, jeweler and salesman, young
" man, 21 years' exp., own took, not afraid
of work, no boozer. Kansas, Oklahoma, Indian
Territory preferred. " I/266," care Keystone. 
FNGILAVER, young man, wishes position, goodIi letter and monogram engraver with 3 years'
exp. mei good refs. Address B. Kettiewell,
100 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich,

SITUATIONS WANTED
A wrisTIC, energetic young man, 22, desiresA position in New York or Brooklyn. Ilasspe it 2 years' in small factory anti 1 in a prac-
tical repair shop. At liberty atfter October 20111.
Refs. W. A. Jones, care T. IV. Blake, Raleigh,N. C.
pERMANENT position by young man, age 24,

• 

watchmaker, eller:aver and graduate opt whin.
Own tools, best ref. State wages, also hours.
"1%1 272," care Keystone.
WANT a position or leention ill Illinois, by
If first-class wattehlititht•r. Address, Box 23,
Tonics, Ill.
A j WATC1IMA K Eft anti jetytiler, gratillitte.op-

• 

tician and engraver. Permanent position.Young man, best ref , have tools. Chicago pre-
ferred. Address, n The Jeweler," 1033 Masonic
Temple, Ch Icago.
VoNI Ill NATI( IN t u kk,,1,er and salesman ; 26I) years old, married, limo HO tobacco or liquor.
5 years' exp., 0111 furnish best refs. " E 2S I,"
care Keystone. 
WATC1151AKEit wants permanent II II
1' DO some engraving. !lentil jet. and Nil Ii-
west States preferred. 1 I as,. geod teols. "81 2s0,"
care Keystone.
fIRADUATE opfieitall wishes a po,III011 IIIU refractionist. Ile understands refraetion
thoroughly. Best of refs. Address, " II 575,"
care Keystone.
yOUNG man, with 2 Vt•IIIIS' exp as walchnialter

▪ 

and jewelry repairer, wishes posilitin in a
Western State. Good ref. Address, Lock Box
417, Alexandria, kl
witTci I IIA KEIL optician, salesman, fair jaw-

eirv repairer. 18 years' exp. ; married.
A No. 1 house only. $20 to $25 week. Address,
1Vateliteaker," Box 164, Chester, S. C. 

WATCI I NI A-KEIL and engraver, with lathe and
'I tools, desires a steailv position. "J 275,"
care Keystone. 
AS traveling salesman I I jewelry or kindred11 line about .1au. 1st. Itefs. furnished. 255,"
care Keystone.
yOUNG man bat Mg mIteii course in watch

• 

school wishes shit e exp. OM engrave and
repair jewelry. Own leek, :toed habits; grad-
uate opt ieian. "112811, " can.
WATCH M .1 eligraIer, fl ChIll, Nov. 1st,
11 10 years' exp., thimble managing. Iowa
pref.-town 5000 ilIllIiIIILIIId. 1/111)/ exp. R. E.
Jones, Shullsburg, \V i,. 
pOSITION as traveling m1(541111111 for 0111il'ai
I firm. I have been in the wholesale 1111,1
retail business for 11 years as indoor salesman.
Address, "K 290," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and optician of highest quad-

ifications desires to correspond with 111111111-
sible house needing first-class services with view
to changing location. " C 283," care Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, with tools, desiresS permanent position with reliable house.
Sober, steady workman ; experienced in hight•st
grade watches and docks. Box 45, Mountaintop,
Pennsylvania. 
POSITION wanted by young man as watch,

▪ 

clock, jewelry repairer and engraver. I MVO
tools and refs. West preferred. Address, "
L." 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago. 
IIEFRACTIONIST of ability, long exp. fitting

• 

most complicated cases, practical watch-
maker, good salesman, good appearance, to
locate with good house. Pennsy iconic preferred.
"D 295," care Keystone. 
IIY watchmaker and engraver, 12 years' exp.,ii have full set of tools, no bad habits, can give
satisfactory ref. "G." Box 582, Mayville,
N. Dak. 

•
YOUNG man wishes to finish trade under good
I workman. Prefer Indiana or Illinois.
Address, " I, 305," care Keystone.
IIPTICIAN, first-class, all-atround $hop man,
‘, capable doing only A No. 1 work, would like
to hear front first-class house on California coast.
"G 306," care Keystone. 
VNGRAVER and salesperson, by competent
IT young lady. "II 800," care Keystone. 
/IV engraver and assistant watchmaker, mauler-
", ate exp.•, will accept? moderate salary if there
is chance of improving. Addikiss, " 1104
Heyworth Building, Chicago.

tY good engraver, can do let teritig, monogramsand spoon bowl engraving, 11150 assist ili
clock-work. Prefers to go West. Address,
"K. 1104," 42 Madison Street, Chicago. 
lly engraver with only moderate exp., willing
LI to accept moderato salary, if given a chance
to learn more about jewelry business. Address,
"S.," care 1104 Heyworth Building, Chicago.
VXPERT watchmaker, optician, stone-setter,
12 good jeweler and engraver, desires change
at once, 14 years' exp.; best Northern or South-
ern ref. Employer must be practical. Pittsburg
or vicinity preferred. F. G. Cheek, Chester,
8. C.
YOUNG man wants position as watchmaker.
I Can do plain engraving ; has full set of tools.
Can give good refs. "A 307," care Keystone. 
VY all-around manufacturing jeweler, stone-
" setter, with first-clase retail jewelry store.
State salary ill first reply, or I will positively
not answer. "C 227," care Keystone. 
KILLED optician and engraver wishes mum-
" nerative position until Jan. 1,1906. Indiana
pref. Refs. "R. S. I3.," flat No. 80, The Mar-
guerite, 528 N. Senate Ave., Indianapolis, Ind. 
VI' young lady as general leiter anal monogram
engraver. Willing to wait. on trade. "II 312,"

care Keystone,

SITUATIONS WANTED

AN U FACTURINGjeweler, who does diamond
21 setting and enameling. Hatve rolls, lathes,
etc. Desire to work for some retail store.
Box 1250, Los Angeles, Cal.

WY expert watchmatker and fair engraver. Age
TT 35. Capable taking full charge and waiting on
trade. Al refs. Box 66,0 reenville,Norwich,Conn.
WATCHMAKER, engraver and jeweler-an
" expert on all 3 branches. Have my tools ;
best ref. IVest Prof. Address, "F," South Oil
City, Pa. 
A GRADUATE of IlleCormick's wishes, or de-
n sires, a situation with a first-class optical
house on a salary or percentage. Address,
" F care Keystone.
ft Y competent Italian watchmaker, letter and

monogram engraver, perfectly familiar with
complicated Swiss work. 25 years of ago,
married, good refs. and ceittplete tools. Demand
14..1 salary and position in Los Angeles or San
rralIvist.0, S. Randazzo, 820

Ave., Kansas I it y ,

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

HELP WANTED

TRUSTWORTHY 1111111 to manage branch office
and distributing depot for large mainufue-

turer. Salary to start with, $1500 tint year, and
extra commissions and expenses. Applicant
must have good rel. and $1000 cash ; capital
secured. Exp. unnecessary. Ad., "
P. 0. box 613, Detroit, Midi.

AT once, young man, plain letter and mono-

• 

gram engraver who knows something of
watch, clock and Jewelry repairing, and desires
to learn more under competent watchmaker and
diamond-setter. Steady position to right man
Town 6000 pop.-Western New York. "T 259,"
care Keystone.
.VIRST-CLASS engraver nod jobbing jeweler.
I Sober and reliable. To the right. man it good
salary. Pleasant and permanent position with
tnan.who hats at3rved 20 years at the bench and
can appreciate good workman. Extremely
healthy city-no fever here. Silas A. Burgoyne,
10 S. ltoyal Street, Mobile, Ala. 
11000 watchmaker and engraver •, must be
U honest, young man of good habits and ap-
pearance ; good ref. required. State exp. and
salary expected to start.. M. J. Scudder, 507
Main Street, Bradford, Pa.
(IPTICIAN and jeweler. Good wages. D.

• 

McGruer, Hannah, N. Dak.
WATCHMAKER anti engraver, able to do
" jewelry repairing ; must have own tools.
State salary, single or married, ago, sample of
your engraving and refs. lit first letter. P. 0.
Box 2.48, Lexington, Ky. 
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker (ono who can di-
n grave preferred), to go South at once. Must
be Al workman, honest, strictly sober, intim-
triotts and own tools. $20 per week to begin
with and more if after fair trial you are worth
it. Send refs. and photo in tiret letter, also
state whether married and age. H. E. Adams,
Tampa, Fla. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, to take
" charge repair department, $20 to $25 per
week. Fine town, 7000 population ; best climate,
none more healthful. Permanent position. Send
refs., samples engraving, full particulars first
letter. Duke Jewelry Co., Fayetteville, Ark.
QURFACE grinders on optical lenses. Exp.
U Good wages. Apply to F. A. Hardy & Com-
pany, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
WATCHMAKER and plain engraver wanted
" at once. Permanent position. Must be
well up on watch work. Salary, $18. Address,
Whaler's Jewelry Store, Miami, Fla.

AT once, watchmaker and engraver, first-class,
It good work ; best all-the-year climate in the
world. State particulars first letter. Send
samples. Robert J. Tamped, Las Vegas, N. Mex.

RIMLESS worker, permanent position to right
I1 party. Give ago, exp., ref. and salary wanted.
Tim Kennedy Optical Co., Detroit, Mich. 
WATCHMAKER and engraver. Must be ready
" to take position at once. Must be able to
do good watch work and artistic engraying.
Permanent position to right man. Clean linen
and neat appearance demanded. Send sample
of engraving and full statement of ability ill
first letter. Don't take position if you cannot
do good work. State age and if married. $20
per week. The F. 0. Brooks Jewelry Co.,
Madison, Ind.
IRT-CLASS jeweler and engraver ; mutt be

I first-class on cluster work, must not chew
tobacco or use liquor. Send sample of engrav-
ing and ref. with first letter. Salary $25 per
week. Address, L. Lechenger, Houston, Tex.

1;001) watchmaker and engraver for the largest
TI store in Virginia. Permanent position to
right party. Salary, $20 to $25 per week. Apply,
Heyman Sr. Kramer, 65 Nassau Street, New
York City. 
QTRICTLY first-class jeweler, engraver and

salesman wanted for Atlanta, Ga. Must
have exceptional refs. as to character and ability.
Wages, $25 per week ; permanent. Address,
"K 292," care Keystone. 

KYORuU8N. G man as assistant watchmaker, who is

anti salary wanted. J. S. Pfeiffer, Parsons,
also good at jewelry repairing. State refs.

1iP-10-DATE watchmaker, jeweler and opti-
u clan. Fine opportuuity for a good, all-around
man. Refs. required. Colleu & ileilborn, Lin-
coln, Nebr.

AT once, good German jeweler and optician,
it who will make himself useful all-around in
drug and jewelry store. Address, "8 288,"
care Keystone.

AT once, a first-class watchmaker and engraver.
n Steady position for the right party. A. Jupate
& Sons, Established 1863, 122 \V. Federal St.,
Youngstown, Ohio. 
YOUNG, man with 2 or 8 years' exp. at watch,
1 clock and Jewelry repairs and pretty fair
salesman. Kuhn, jeweler, 1748 Chouteau Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo. 
WATCHMAKER and jeweler with drug exp.
" Steady Job for right man. Give refs. C. 11.
Blanchaine, Casten, Iowa.
YOUNG man to do clock and jewelry repairing
1 and help wait on trade. Chance to finish
trade with good firm. Salary, $8 a week. State
age and exp. Ross J. Haseltine Co., Kokomo,
Ind.

K.IGt and jeweler,. must be good
" salesman, a small town ot 2500, in Mateo.
steady joh. " sI17," KeystottO.

14̀ Ntilt.\ VI.:11 bit. 30 days Ii II Dee. 1, '05 to
Ii dati. I, '110, .Ntigust..lacobs, jeweler, Quincy,I11.
WATCI K atini-e-lig-raver at once. Vlil
I pay .7,20 a week for lirst-class man. Perma-

nent position. Refit, sample engraving, photo.
first letter. Mar,ted man pref. L. A. Ott,
Mansfield, Ohio. 
MAN who is good watchmaker and engraver,
Au between age of 25 and 40 ; good appeau•ance;
must not chew tobacco or use liquor. Salary,
$20 to $22 per week. Position permanent. Ref.
and sample of engraving with first letter.
L. Lecheuger, 419 Main Street, Houston, Texas.
1.1001), reliable watchmaker and jeweler-need
U not be engraver or optician, must be sales-
man. Wages, $15 per week. J. W. Hansen,
Princeton, Ind.
WATCHMAKER, first-class workman ; good

habits ; $20. W. It. Hale, Greenville, S. C.
Two manufacturing jewelers wanted. Most be

• 

first-class on new work. State wages ex-
pected, also full description of yourself and
abilities in first letter. Good refs. indispensable.
Jessop, San Diego, Cul. 
VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and opti-
✓ clan wanted. 511,51 be' fine on high-grade
watches. State wages expected, alS(1 it full
description of yourself and your abilities in
first letter. :lessee), San Diego, Cal._
A TRAVELING salesman for Pennsylvania,
II- New Jersey and Delaware • experienced in
watch and jewelry jobbing 'line. Address,
" IV 270," care Keystone.
TOOL and material clerk with exp. First-class
I Northwestern house. Full particulars and
salary wanted first letter. Refs. required.
" 11 269," care Keystone.
tintsr- CLASS engraver, watchmaker and
L jewelry repairer ; experienced. Stale full
particulars. For a good town in ichigati.
Address, IL F. Hahn & Company, Powers
Building, Chicago.
IlliOSITION it; open to a young man, single and

• 

of good habits, its a clerk in a Western
wholesale tool and material house. State exp.
and give refs. Address, " Ward & Company,"
room 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago. 
VNGRAVER, at once, to do trade work. Must
11 be good at lettering, cyphers and monograms
on jewelry and silverware. Address, "C 268,"
care Keystone.
A GOOD engraver and repairer of jewelry. A
ci steady position. Estherg & Sons, Waukesha,
Wisconsin. 
flool, letter aunt monogram engraver, who

understands clock work thoroughly to assist
in watchwork. Salary, $15 per week. Ref. and
sample If engraving in first letter. Address,
"Jeweler," 103t Up. Third St., Evansville, Ind.
VIRS'T-t ii.A SS watchmaker. Apply by letter
I to James II. Kelly, care of the Bailey, Banks
A Biddle C■rilipatty, 1218 Chestnut Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
LI one that can do hard solder work. Address,
'fill 'III loek Jewelry Co., Oklahoma City, 0. '1'.

\I A KEIL wanted, first-class workman.
IT Steady position anti good salary in Phila-
del plaiiI. " NI 263," care keystone.
pEIRAC.FING optician ; one that can take

charge of small business in Now England
town. It do plain watch, clock and jewelry
repairing (no engraving), must wait upon cus-
tomers, be neat, of good address and not a
drinking man. Age from 25 to 50 years;
Amerlean pref. State wages expected, with
refs. in first letter. " H 267," care Keystone. 

rob 1) watchmaker and engraver. Send ref.
U and state salary. Permanent position for
the right man. Chas. F. Miller, Cairo, Ill. 
1,IATEItIAL, clerk. Young man with exp. as
III Watehtilaker to till material orders. good
opportunity for advancement. iAddress, n own
handwriting with ref., "S 264," care Keystone.

AT once, assistant watchmaker, plain engraver.
It Address, Lock hex 254, Parsons, NV. Va. 

YOUNG num that is both druggist and jeweler.
Permanent position, good salary for the

right man. Frank 111111x, Weston, Mo.

HELP WANTED

VOUNG man m III) CEO engrave some and do
I plain wattelt work. Send sample of engraving
and, state wages. Eh dohs', jewelers, Lynchburg,
Virginia. 
A (moo, reliable watchmaker, engraver anti
11 optician. }lust be a man of good address.
Will pay good salary. Refs. must be unques-
tionable. Address, "L 293," care Keystone.
WATClIMAK}IR to take eldiTrge in sniall town

in North Carolina, one who understands
optical work. $65 per month to start. Address,
M. J. Averbeck, 19 Maiden Lane, New York
City. 
WATCHMAKER anti jeweler. E. J. Avery,
" Grand Haven, Mich.
1.1000 watchmaker and jeweler, help as sales-
u man. Steady work, Biwa hours, good town
and schools, cheap living. $10 to start. "8 301,"
care Keystone.
A FIRST-CLASS engraver, clock and jewelry
Li repairer and assistant watchmaker. Single
man preferred. Givemxp., ref. and state salary
wanted in first letter. Must be a hustler. Per-
utanent situation. M. H. BelL Kalamazoo, Mich.
WATCH MA KER, jeweler, engraver and assist-
" ant salesman. Permanent situation to com-
petent man. T. A. Mauch, Yazoo City, Miss. 
QALESNIAN-Leading Eastern wholesale watch
U house wants representative (Jan. 1st) for
Pittsburg and contingent territory, and South.
" W 261," care Keystone.
WA ICHMAKER, jeweler and clock repairer
" and engraver. Salary, $20 to $215, according
to ability. Address, with refs. and sample of
engraving, J. Lowlusoliti, Birmingham, Ala, 
flOMPETENT jeweler and clock repairer ; per-
tuowtilLain,eau. t situation. W. II. Appel, Allen-

ERIENCED letter and monogram (III-
iiXPgraver ; good, permanent job. Address,
"IV 311," care Keystone.
IIIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver, do
I. 

•
50011? jewelry work. Man to demand good

salary. Send ref. first letter. Thos. Van Auken
& Co., 516 Pearl St., Beaumont, 'rex.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker to have charge o
Li a retail store for a manufacturing corpora-
tion. One who would tatko stock preferred.
"B 309," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, good engraver and salesman ;
" steady job. Town 5000. Ed. J. Niewohnor,
Columbus, Nebr. 
IMMEDIATELY, first-class, all-around work-
,. man to take charge our prescription depart-
ment. Must thoroughly understand lens drill-
ing, mounting, fume bending, surface alit
edge grinding. Good pay and permanent
position. Wholesale only. Dallas Optical Com-
pany, Dallas, Tex.
ll RST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler engraver-
r high-class, experienced tnan. City of 20,000
pop. Permaneut position to good man. Stale
age, exp. salary, ref. and full particulars first
letter. C. W. So Legtte, Logansport, Ind.

tNGRA-Vitit-steady,-reliable young num who can engrave, to learn watchmaking, optical
and stone-setting business. Ei t •,a -class oppor-
tunity to complete trade Flenta lig Bros., Eau

IkK 'XII Itveling salesman with a trade follow-
lug can find 0 good opening with a t %Immo

wholesale jewelry house itt Iowa Ulla Nebraska
territory. Address, " Norton & Compaily,"
room 1201 lid worth, Chicago.

HY Chicago wholesale jewelry house, an exc.
IT traveling salesman Mr Southwestern terp-
tory. A good opening. Fey part icithirs, address,

. y worth Build-i"nAg,11(dhOrittcong00..1c Co.," room 1201 11

HST-CLASS  lllf5. jeweler and stone-setter.
I Permanent position. Send particulars, milady
expected and ref. I. A. Scribner, Groeu Bay,
Wis. 
AT once, a good watchmaker, do not want num
Al to wait on trade. State age, married or
single, exp. and salary. Ilarvey Fritz, Oil
City, Pa. 
IA/ATTAIMAKER, strictly honest and lirst-class
mm salesman, to demonstrate the Clement com-
bined lathe attachment in St. Louis, IV. D.
Clement, Waltham, Mass.
WANTED, expert watchmaker, optician, plain
II engraver ; permanent position ; salary, t20
and percentage on opti,cal work to start with ;
best refs. required. rho Haut-Caddie' Co.,
Norwich,  Conn. 
A BRIGHT young mechanic, with some know-
ft ledge of watchwork and wishing to be an
expert, can find an opening by addressing with
full particulars. George Winning, room. 1201
Hayworth Building, chithgo.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, salesman ; perma-
r mut position ill leading store in city of
40,000 pop. within 70 miles of Philadelphia.
Good salary to right man, with best chance for
advancement. Best refs. required ; give full
particulars. "B 308," cure Keptone.

WANTED
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WANTED

NG. I Oliver drop press. E. 6. Smith, Olean,
ii New York.
flOOD second-hand }atton & Weyer engraving

machine. J. A. l'ower, Owingsville, Ky. 
WALNUT roll-tm watchmaker's work bench.
mm Address, "h 294," care keystone.

LL kinds and sizes Elgin, Waltham, Hump-
" den, Hamilton, Illinois, Rockford move-
ments ; filled, silver, nickel dotes, at bargain
prices. Send complete list what you live. Mrs.
N. IL Alicia, Box 273, Tecumseh, ok I i 't'er.

IJENti-EDGING Mott III IA heel, lens-
cutter, drill and Motor. Slate loWeSt eltSit

price tirst letter. Box 121, A nacertes, Wash.
AMERICAN lathe, staking tool, watch
It watch glasses ; Iii old Mull: ilex 420, Boyne,
Alichigam.

WANT good wateli sign, 24 to 30 inch. Wm.Conrad, Wapello, Iowa. 
fIENEVA office trial catae, Nos. 905, 901 pre-

ferred. Must be complete and price right.
Leo Thompson, Andrews, Ind.

UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

/MEIJER'S safe, largo size. I. B. l'owell,
t; Greenwich, N. Y. 

(INE Clement combined lathe attuchmenL L.
Watson, 500 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

VNGINEER'S Y level or transit. L. P. Arnold,
1,1 Carlisle, Ark.

W -W. wheel-cutting attachment, index plate,
TT Index pointer, idler pulley. J. Freistadter,
Waltham,  Mass. 

clENEV A retinoscope and ophthalmoscope cm-
u bined-must be in first-class condition. Send
lowest price. C. S. Hayes, Norfolk, Nebr,

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

r„E hest jewelry store end 101SIIIi., Ill the
Cripple 111.0k gold mining dislriel. cash

business, $25,000 to 530,000 annually. AI,
stock, invoice ithent *20,000 ; call retitle, to
about $10,000 in 60 days. Big repair trade,
railroad inspector. Lip-to-date ti x tures. A
money-maker. Established 10 years. Owner
mist give up indoor work. Address, " C 184,"
care Keystone. 
QE1.1,jewelry stook and rent:mace. " Druggist,'I
I-) 11500 Mit:bijou Avenue, Chicago. 
sicji BUYS jewelry store, including fixtures,s,

MA, tools and location. Chas W.
Thex ton, 530 W. Sixty-ninth St., Chicago,

ENV EL RI and music store in live, new town
" for sale. Terms on part. Owner gone to
settle am estate. " DeClark," Emmett, Idaho. 
QTocic and fixtures, Eastern Iowa town 800. All
work one man can do. " it 316," careKeyetone.

WILL purchase a tong - established
jewedy business in Rome, Ga. Store
in the beet retell district. Itome andsituated

$2 5O 0 

Floyd County have a trading population of
40,000. The city is very prosperous. Cause of
sale, owner's death. Address, C. B. Goetchius,
itome, Ga.

LI Y and optical stock and tixttires
girl"' /Ole town, 40 miles south of Cleveland ;

'In Il l': 
ks,"1..:(*Cmlia,n(d)hitrie.sidence combined. W. W.

RE'L'AILjewelry store at Men's, Ariz.; capital
of territory. pop. .12,000 ; 3 railroads. Istab-

lislied business paying good profits. Desire to
retire, reason for selling. Address, II. F.
Vant Pinanix, Ariz.
11,11IcAt to jewelry store owner wishes to retire.
u Est ii It over 24 years near prominent

Stock $5000, can he reduced to suit.
c,11°,\rili':'it'i:I.:1,,,,o,N.;eure$K2001:.,,ti:i;i1:e.titoulli. Lease to suit.

„1„„i I.,.1„,;11,1. n1,11 engraver. 1011,,Tr I 3to

1 uNi1 established jewelry business in Ift.
I

I

I

l

 

II i

I

, 

V01'111,11, f'1,111 SI MI:. Snap fill'

■11.111:111 11S illy I J,
Smith,

lig jewelry and optical tititti-
ties, in apdo-date biwo

pop. I1i, I farming country. real opyorttlidly
rigl mil an ; investigate. n 11 '..79," care

Iy.E lid,

I l'IW ill AllS1 hi., doing a good
s,

W I Idt sacrifice good-paying. jewelry
" Best location in [limos town of 12,000.
Will invoice $40101, but will reduce. " II 271,"

claNre oKlaelY-asil°•st:111■1.khet1 optical 'easiness to settle
in estate in Wie-le tigt en, U. C. Chas. Bauman,
atttorne) , st., N. \V., Washingon, D. C._

TS tine of the nicest tetnii,istliVetsVhroyql,Jus
oireruius 

 OptIti o,,lv Ii I Ii I- ii III Ii.
y
dii 

 can

step ill and reap I he letliday I rade. Address,
Geo. C. Hasslinger. Jackson, Mo.
lEIVELRY anti optical busiitess-a money-
(' maker. See my ad. In last monties KEY-
STONE. Phil. 1.eVy, Henderson, Ky. 
$4 1111 TO $500 buys jewelry and fixtures ill

uu good Iowa town of 1000 pop. Mud t sell
at once. Good opening for young man. Address,
Lock box 22, Patillina, Iowa.

ft..00D-PAVING jewelry busineem in growing
vl town of 3500. Steck and fixtures invoice
about $4000. Will reduce or give time. G. it.
Jettison, Blaine, Wash.
pINE jewelry store, established for 2$ years in
r city of 14,000 in Northwestern Ohio. Address,
"Id 265." care Keystone.

$A1 RUTS a guild-paying optical business in
'tit, a town of 2300. Address, "Optometrist,"
box 226, Harrison, Ohio. 
$101111 CASH buys first-class, up-to-datejewelry

uu stock and fixtures (Ito old stock) estab-
lished 15 years. Good rowan for selling. Very
little competition ; always has paid ; a good
thing. l'resent owner cleared $500 above ex-
penses first 4 months. No optician within 20
miles. Don't answer unless you mean business.
Michigan town. " W 260," care Keystone.

(Continued on page 1790)
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

(Continued from page 1789,
A GOOD-PAYING business, $10,000 stock and
LI fixtures ; Minnesota city, 10,000. Reason,
dissolution of partnership. "C 291," care
Keystone.

RARGAIN.—Good location in first-class Wis-
I, cousin town ; NI). 8000. Old-established
business ; stock and fixtures can be bought
cheap. Ad., L. J. Rusk, attorney, Chippewa
Falls, Wis.

$4700 CASH if taken this mouth. Will buy
first-class jewelry stock and fixtures,

which will invoice $6500. All goods are up-to-
date—no old stock. Iowa county seat ; best
location in city. Do not write unless you have
the cash and mean business. Address, "E '284,"
care Keystone.
fiNLY jewelry, stationery, china and optical
U business in Iowa town, 800. Invoice about
$1500. Good Cm01/8. Nearest jeweler 12 miles.
Address, "P '287," care Keystone.
IEWELRY store at a bargain. sioek and lix-
(I tures about $4000. Store estald 1st 1 25 years ;
main street. A bargain for quick, ea,l, :Hoottier.
William A. Goldsby, 1514 Fourteettill St CVO,
N. W., Washington, D. c.

sf2fifl CASH takes Jewelry loc‘iin,s that in-
vv voices $1800, no dead ',mei:, it, southern

Wisconsin town. No i', pi ii in. I; dai Ty
country. Eine repair t t•atle. I ii, failing
health. "S 237," care Keystone.

$4000 RCVS up-te-olatt• jewelry ,tore, fine
fixtures, located in center of 10,11 1 of

15,000—Pen nsy I van ia. I it voices over s5tiou.
Don't write unless you mean business. " M 297, '
care Keystone.

$500 CASH will buy prosperous Jewelry storein New York State. Climate suitable
to a person with lung trouble, Ad., " It 298,"
care Keystone.

$32fin BUYS 8011Vell I spoon factory in %Vesternvv city. Sales, $1500 to $2000 a month.
Can be raised easily to $3000 or $4000 with same
line. A fine opportunity. Address, " D 299,"
care Keystone,

$1000 OR less, only jewelry store. Work for
one maul. Farm and dairy country.

Write if you mean business. Halstead, Davis
City, Iowa.
R A I 1.110A D fare to Little Rock, prov id i tig you
II purchase our entire lot of store fixtures, con-
sisting of 6 12-foot wall cases, 1 mirror cabinet,
1 plain cabinet, 10 8110W CtIlieti and tables, 1 round
horseshoe Case and table, 2 utuibrelia cases, show
case trays, etc. All for the stint of $625 spot
cash. Address, Albert Pfeifer & Bro., Little
Rock, Ark,
fiNLY jewelry store in Illinois city of 3000,
u doing business over $4000 annually. 6,.'• dis-
count now, or 10 discount Jan. 1st. Fine
chance ; about $1800 required. "C 302," care
Keystone.
IOWA. Jewelry-music store ; town of 2600 pop.

Stoek and fixtures about $:3000 ; can reduce.
No gold 1,, Mk. Write for particulars. "M 304,"
care K,ystone.

prtospEitous jewelry business in thriving
county seat, Iowa town 5000 ; paved streets,

otherwise up-to-date. Stock and fixtures invoice
about $4500. Will take $4000 cash if taken
quickly ; especially good opening. Repairs,
$100 per month ; light competition. Reason for
selling, other interests. Write for particulars.
" G 303,'' care Keystone.

HOOD-PAYING jewelry business in Northern
" New Jersey town of 5000 inhabitants for a
man with $3500, cash money. Receipts, $5000
per annum. Up-to-date stock. Good reasons
for selling. Now or Jan. 1, 1906. Address,
" A 1".," 91 Park Avenue, Irvington, N..1.

IEWELRY and optical business in Northern
U New York mfg. town. Bargain if taken at
once. "D 313," care Keystone.

IEWELRY and optical store. Fine stock and
U fixtures. Invoice about $2500, at a genuine
bargain if sold at once. Fine location, rent low.
Reason, poor health. P. 0. box 536, South-
ington, Coon.

JEWELRY and optical store. Best location on
U main street ; city Northern California. Pop.
12,000. Price, $2500. Must sell; reduce stock
if necessary. Reason, poor health. For further
particulars address, " P 314," care Keystone.

HREAT opportunity for jeweler and optician.
u On account of other business which requires
my immediate attention I am discontinuing the
jewelry business and offer my fixtures complete
or in part at a great bargain. Safe alone cost
$1000 to install. Fixtures complete, making
I iberal discounts, amount to $950. Will sell for
$700. Best location in city. No better oppor-
tunity offered to the man that wishes to start
for himself. Send for list. Geo. E. Holmes,
Lock Haven, Pa.

QOUTHERN Michigan. Stock. $3000 ; with fix-
u tures, fine business ,• city 30,000 pop. 120(1 to
1500 residences built this year ; great manufac-
turing town, up-to-date stock. Cash or good
security. Other business forces me to sell.
" Ii 253," care Keystone. 

HAVE 2 stores, can't attend both. Will sell
11 Circleville store, bargain if taken at once.
Population 7000; yearly profit $3500. Can re-
duce stock to $2000. Holiday business will pay
f or it. $1000 down, balance easy, or discount
for cash. L. W. Lewis, Circleville, Ohio.

FOR SALE
LINDER THIS HEADING THREE DENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

T a bargain, a Pink ham A Smith toric lens-
11 grinding machine, altuost new. Address,
" W180," care Keystone.

MARINE chronometer, made for Riggs & Bro.
01 Very close timekeeper. Address, "II 189,"
care Keystone.

NO. -Fiancis engraving machine, type and
attachments, good condition, $60. E. B.

Smith, Santa Ana, Cal.
e9 FOR nickel-plated eagle watch rack, holds
V1•1 AO watches, used 1 year. W. G. Frederick,
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
IN AI condition guaranteed, oplithalinometer
,1 and aditistable st aml. Best offer accepted.
Box 598, Dunkirk, Ind.

(10MPLETE set of watchmaker's tools, almost
12 new. Also books on watchmaking and elm-
tro plating cheap. Address, "J 289," care
Keystone.
MOROCCO pocket trial case, $12.50, cost $22.50.
All Traveler s case, $28.50 cost $35. Itetino-
scopie o i rors, 75 cents anti $1. Creigleith stone
on Webster ;stand, 820. 1 h. p. gas engine, $50.

gt ■010 typewriter, $35. II. Brodhun,
NVi I kes-liarre, Pa.

1-1'11;11T engraving niachine with four sets oftype, $10. Also small polishing lathe with
stand complete, $5. Both in good order. Parti-
culars on appl Mat ion. W. Ware, Waverly, N.  Y.
w It- W III ft '(.1.113 lathe, tailstoek, coun-

tershaft, root a heel, universal face-plate,
Jacot pivoting lathe, all bench tools, 21 chucks,
2 at tools, all kinds of material. Address,
II. Fit neke, Empire Building, Pittsburg, Pa.

REGULA'FOR, 3 eight-foot oak cases, tables
11 and trays. Will sell all or part. A bargain,
Cole & McElwain, A dant a, lowa.

FRESH water pear's, hansillo•s and slugs, rightfrom the river. Phil Levy, Henderson, Ky.
VATON A 0 lover engramig machine, new
14 model, lirS1-C111SS COIldili011. $65 takes it, full
out lit or type. J. E. Al Hier, Glen Campbell, Pa. 
OM 0; EN I.:1'A retinoseope and ophthalmoscope
t110,, used three months, $60. L. .1. 1Veiler,
Carbondale,

pATI)N A Glover engraving machine, only
b used 6 months, positively amid as new, all
appliances. \Vitt Forward promptly to first
person sending me check for $35. Ray Call,
Waynesburg, Greene Co., Pa.
TRIAL WISP. practically new ; cost me $45, will
I sell for $311 if taken at once. Write for fur-
ther particulars. " K 257," cure Keystone.
TWENTIETH century polishing lathe, 89 ; No.
1 6 metal watch sign, 22 inch, $7 ; Leather
telescope, sample case, with trays for watches,
rings, jewelry, etc., lock straps, made to order,
$12; DeZeng refra metoeter, 825 ; 'Cachet trial
case, $15 ; book of monograms. cost $15, $3;
first money received gels the article. F. 0. B.
The S. T. Litt lo• Jewelry Co., Cumberland, 111d.
VINE English regulator, 8 foot tall, carved ease,
I nu•reurial po•noluiton, silver dial. Cost $350.
Don't miss 0 his chance. Can be bought cheap.
Aoltiret,s, z 296," care Keystone.
PULL set of watchmakers' toois and material

good as new ; at $221. A bargain to
the first man for st:in. 1.:(1. G. Nix, 111 North
Jefferson St reef, I t ii i l ngton, Ind.
A 20111 Century engraving machine, 5 sets of
LI type. fl. S. Smith, Oleau, N. Y. 
JANE 9 x 36 foot-power screw-cutting lathe, same
u as new. J. A. Power, Owingsville, Ky.

A. 
FE1V second-hand show cases and taloles,
also a few second-hand travelers' trunks.

Benj. Allen & Co., 131-137 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
IEN KS' engraving block, complete outfit
0 strong's metal transfer type. C. Guide,
Fort Wayne, Ind.
011 IT'f 1,1.; c ;tai, " melting furnace, perfect

12 eonolition, almost new, $9. J. W. Spence,
Racine, 1Vis.
RRANcis engraver, 3 fonts type and attach-
, meas. I-1. L. Dodge, Anacortes, Wash.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

11 1101,SEs, rent for $125 per month, price
$7000 ; 5-roonted modern house, rents for

$15 per month, price $1250; 7-roomed house,
rents for $25 per month, price $2000. Will ex-
change any of the above for stock jewelry of
equal value. Write for particulars, giving
descriptions of stock. Will. S. Wootl, Cripple
Creek, Colo.

w -W. slide-rest for aliotgun or rifle. W.Kantle-
. huer, West Branch, Mich. 

RXCHANGE $7 foot-wheel for " Ifornikel's
11 Engravers' Text-Book." J. F. Cole,McKi n ney,
Collin County, Text's. 

TWO jeweler's cases, solid cherry, 12 x 3 feet,
L each, plate glass fronts and ends, mirror
between (5 x 3'1 cases, compartments and pulls;
111:1111. iI/IIS. COSt $1500. Photograph.
Will sell cheap or trade for diamonds. Emmett
Beek ley, St, Joseph, Mo.

411 %( It E farm near Norfolk, Va. Splendid
11/ dark soil, good elitnate ; 600 acres Improved

—bale pa.1 Ill. Twenty-live thousand dollars
(825,000 I Ito tarn', else's, teams and implements.
Will t ke good st,a•k ofjewelry, $20,000 to $40,000.

HB. L. Scott, box 150, Holland, touch.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

A $75 ItEt ;IN \ music box. Take $50 in watches.
Johu ir101t I, Bockville, Ind.

A LI :copies of 'Fill,: KEYSTONE from February,
11 1890, to 1Im Hi, 1906. Would accept good
Marlin or Stevens' 22 calibre repeating rifle.
W. S. Simmons, Massena, Iowa.
lifY jewelry business in central part of Pennsyl
lit 

-
vania, established 38 years, worth $12,000,

for sale, or exchange for farm or unencumbered
city real estate and cash. Can reduce stock if
desired. "8 276," care Keystone. 

BRISOPTOMETER, lens-measure watch sign,
spectacle case, staking tools, watch glass and

cabinet at half price, or exchanged for card
index cabinet, 4 to 8 drawers. Clark Bros.;
St. Cloud, Minn. 
TO exchange diamonds for spectacle and eye-
'. glass frames and uncut lenses. C. S. Apple,
Statesville, N. C.
A 1905 model Cadillac au tomobile,10 horse-power
a runabout, in use only 8 months. Will ex-
change same for diamonds or watches. Address,
Lochnian Bros., Springfield, Ill. 

IINE Culbertsoe s prisoptometer and one John-
stoles dloptrie evemeter to exchange for a

good  perimeter. "V 258," care Keystone.
QTOCK of jewelry, with tools and fixtures;
LI about $2000. Iowa county seat. Will sell
cheap and give terms, or take small income
property. Rare chance. It. U. Craig, Oska-
loosa, bottom.

pill Al' have you to trade for a lot of Wm.
1 Rogers " Eagle " brand fancy flatware.

Aid Bros., (Innen'', Mo.

lf:LECTRIC train, complete outfit for windowdisplay, wool Ii $18, to trade for engraving
block and tools. C. I,. Spencer, Blanchard, Iowa.

sgc -BICYCLE, with -coto-der brae, perfectuu order; Geneva lathe, good order, 9 wire
chucks and foot-wheel to trade for trial case
and things optical. J.P.Inman, Midland,Texas.
(IASI register and coaster brake bicycle.
U " II 310," care Keystone. 
cII ACRES of mineral land in a Colorado gold
uu camp. Address, "C," box 54, Salida, Colo.
(ILEA It 160 11C1111 farm land in t'onatinche Co.,
1/ Kans., for jewelry store. Address, Miller
Optical Co., Kingman, Kans.

RICYCLE, Recycle Pacemaker, 112 gear, for
" Eaton & Glover engraving niaelti tie or trial
case, in first-class condition. Ism is Mackenzie,
Pulaski, Tenn.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADiNG THREE CENTS PER WORD

ilET the people in your store. Have a Colonial
U glass sale, Read I anklin Glass o.'s ad.
on page 1676.

J' OR rent. Best located room for jewelry store,
city of 30,000, Central Illinois ; occupied by

jeweler 30 years. Present firm now C108ing out
business. Room will be vacated Nov. 1st. A
chance or a lifetime fror party wishing to invest
from $20,000 to $30,000. Louis Foust, Bloom-
ington, Ill.
RINE opening for jewelry store in growing
u Washington town. E. Andrew, Palouse,Wash.
WRITE -for free catalogue of The National
11 College of Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
HET the people in your store. Have a Colonial
U glass sale. Read Franklin Glass Co.'s ad.
on page 1676.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for in forma
or tion. The Collateral Loan atul Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

I MAKE a specialty ■of good straight legitimate
1 Witlelltv■ork. E. %Winslow, 407 .Masonic
Temple. Chicago.

HET the people in your store. Have a Colonial
u glass sale. Read Franklin Glass Co.'s ad.
on page 1676.
REST balance staffs on the market. Made by
" an Elgin staff-tnaker. From $1.13 to $2.70,
net. Cash with order. Money refunded if not
satisfactory. Bes1 balance Jewels, $1.35. Tarbox
& Gordo'', (MIAMI, Nebr.

1;E of ,,,,,tol-Itand Clement combined
loot loo ii m, 'tote,,t. otrered for sale. They are

old models ; they .,•11 !hem to_get our latest.
See our ad. in this number. W. D. Clement,
Waltham, 1:Iss.

f4E1' the people In your store. Ilave a Colonial
U glass sale. Read Frauklin Glass Co.'s ad.
on page 1676. 
A LIteE scholarship in our college, Including
It diploma and highest degree, for only $7.50.
See our advertisement, page 1744p, and write for
new prospectus. South Bend College of Optics.
HET the people in yotir store. Have it Colonial
U glass side. Read Franklin Glass Co.'s ad.
on page 1676.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

pqm ppm) to do particular Jewelry and watch
12 case repairing. also special order work quick-
ly. Benj. Gebhard, 735 SIII1S0111, Philadelphia.

RUBBER galena, lfic, per line. .I.J. McClelland,
LL nage, 837 Market Street, Wheeling, W. Va,

BUSINESS NOTICES

REND all your watch work directly to mc and
U get it back when you want it and right. L.
E. Winslow, 407 Masonic Temple, Chicago.

1VEINTRAUB; 129 S. Seventh, Philadelphia,
U. diamond setting for the trade. First-class
work. Prompt attention. Importer and dottier
in rare gems and semi-precious stones.

Jr makes no difference if you do not sell glass
I or china. If you want a leader to get the
people in your store, read the Franklin Glass
Co.'s ad. on page 1676

FLGIN Horological Svhool, the oldest and most
u practical school fo or watchmakers, Send for
catalogue to Elgin I  liwological School, Elgin,I11.

YOU are looking for a good reliable firm to doyour watch work. here Is the place. W. IC.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago. 

HIGHEST prices paid for diamonds, old gold,
if broken jewelry, etc. New and second-hand
watches bought and sold. Benj. Gebhard, 735
Sansom, Philadelphia. 

IT makes no difference if you do not sell glass
I or china. It' you want a leader to get the
People III your store, read the Franklin Glass
Co. 't; ad. on 'page 1676. 

1VE make a specialty of changing old antique
" (i/1A('S 0,0 steni-wind. Something Hint
has 1/CCII 1.1.1.118141 liy others. Have had 40 years'
extt and can go:motile° satisfaction. N. J.
Felix, 18 Jelin Street, New York,

I T makes no difference if you do not sell glass
or china. If you want a leader to get the

people in your store, read the Franklin Glass
Co.'s ad. on page 1676.

VOTICE.—I ha vo• '11 toyed from 727 Stinson' Street
11 to 807 Sansoni St rem, Philadelphia, where I
will continue to buy all kinds of old gold and
silver ; also refine all kinds of jewelers' waste
containing _gold or silver. Send by 'Mal Or
express and receive prompt at J. L.
Clark. Established 1870. 

WANTED, every one desirous of improving
themselves in watch, work, jewelry work

and engraving, to address Bradley Polytechnic
Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one of their latest
catalogs. A postal card will get it. See ad. on
page 1618.

I T makes no difference if you do not sell glass
or china. If you want a leader In get the

people in your store, read the Franklin Glass
Co.'s ad. on page 1676.

9cc. FOIt ingredients to make 2 quarts Jewelry
1d1 wash equal to ;III v out the market. Contains
no acid or poison. Will 1101 iII.i1111' time finest
articles. Guaranteed satisfactory. L. D. Lord,
Kirkwood, Ill.

IT 111/1kOS 110 difference if you do not sell glass
5 or china. If you want a leader to get the
people in yottn• stere, read the Franklin Glass
Co.'s ad, on page 1676

THE Onutha Wale!' Repairing, Engravint.A andOptical Inst it itte is noted for its expert in-
structors, who devote HIM!' entire time, abilil v
and energy to the perfecting of t heir respect i to
departments. They secure a grade td' practical
results that for thoroughness and excellency is
not generally approached hy other sehools of this
character. Our graduates excel in workman-
ship and give perfect satisfaction whorever em-
ployed, Thsre I,, DO 1/(41(.1' SC11001 to 11P f011 Ild
anywhere. 'This is it model, up-to-dale institu-
tion. \Vrite for prospectus. Dr. 'Tarbox &
Gordon.

Too Late for Classification
HELP WANTED—At once, exp. watehmaker
11 and engraver, salary $25 Weld:. F. 11i,1e1hurg,
Charleston, W. Va.

HELP WANTED—Good watchmaker, engraver.
11 Permanent position. Baltimore. " V 317,"
care Keystone.

HELP WANTED—Salesman wanted with wen-
n established, high-class trade, to lin none artis-
tic sterling silver jewelry and novel! or. Ad.,
"F 318," care Keystone.
HELP WAN rhi)—At once, first-cluss watch-
!' maker, engraver, salesman, for responsible
position. Good salary and permanent position
for AI, all-around It ler. Send refs. and sam-
ples engraving, state salary first letter. L. W.
Lew is, ('olt' minis, Ohio,

11E1,1' WA NTEI)—Experienced salesman of
is good address, with entree to best retail trnde.
Right num • may acquire interest In business of
old-established Newark firm. Address, 0,
Box 500, Newark, N. J.

WANTED—Second-hand Francis engraving
1, machine and type and attachments, first-
class condition. NO. 1, 2, 3. " 319," care
Keystone.

pEA.R.Ls BOUGHT
FOR GASH

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not.
care to buy them 3miirself, mend them to

CHAS. S. CROSSNIAN t* CO.
3 Maiden Lane New Vturk
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer
 Established 1880

TO JEWELERS, PIANO AND

MUSIC DEALERS
I will sell you stenciled pianos at very at

-

tractive prices, and after 4 months 
will carry

504 of your ateeount. Pianos guara
nteed by the

maker and marked with copyrig
hted names.

This propositiou is good in ally Sta
te, and I eau

interest you.

A. L. CREED, 266 Main St., Hartford. 
Conn.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

Individual instructions in

Watch Repairing, Engrav-

ing and Optics

Only a limited number of 
students

taken at a time

SEND FOR CATALOG

High-Clmss

Repairing
for the Trade

Our work is the kind you cal
l your own

L. E. WINSLOW

407 Masonic Temple 
CHICAGO, ILL.

Learn Telegraphy & R. R. Ac
counting

$50 to $100 per month sa
lary assured our

graduates under bond. You clon't pay us until

you have a position, Larges
t system of telegraph

schools in .kiiierlea. Endorsed by all itilway

ofileials. Operators Ithettys demand. 1..adies

alsto ;Mutated. Write for Catalogue.

MORSE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPH
Y

(rIorlsiiiii11,1). BONI. N. Y. lis.

(!rlikr.P. 111, T.Itrkomit.'fvx. Sim Frillirihro.Cal.

LEARN
NAWELERS
ENGRAVING
"The Engraving School That 

Gradua es

Experts." A fascinating, high-s
alaried and

easily learned trade, taught 
thoroughly and

practically by correspoinlence. Your
 instruc-

tor is the foremost authority 
and master

workman in the Ivorld. 1Ve will teach the

tooaiiioier 111.11e1. 1112 E.IN i lig by correspond-

ence than he can gain in years of 
rigid ap-

prenticeship. We will improve 
the skill of

any engraver one hundred per 
cent and

make him master or the trade. 
The demand

for competent engravers far excee■Is the 
sup-

ply. Send for handsome il
liistrated prospec-

tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY

Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., 
CHICAGO

CAE

us0.

-)14.

Yea! Ycit !! Yea!!!

Yours for a successful

AUCTION SALE

Just tap the wire to

A. E. SPRAGUE
Jewelry and Art AUCTIONEER

1080 N. High Street, Columbus, Ohio

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention 'The Keystone

Springfield, Ohio
LON BARNHART,

16311om0.cturpr of 1130.

Watch & spectacle

ElerIrle Illumlnateduml
"".111"."1,,00(,'lt. DO ruble, Elegant and Attractive

•=3EST SIGNS ON EARTH

Send for Catalogue

Repairing
For the Trade

II ('Ohio 110''.00011 :1101 I

WIIIC111,,W111,d :1101 Pi 11 1011 ClIt-

f ing, Dennignetizing, etc., care-

fully mmild prouyl I y done by an

expert. A. JETTE

Established 1899 
Lancaster, Pa.

Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case

Repairing for the Trade
Send for our l'rice-List

Our Motto: Quick Service
Work returned same day as received

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.

81 W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

The Most Important Feature
in a school's equipment is the i

nstructors;

no one can get around that. We 
have the

men. Send for (*ciders.

Canadian Horological Institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King Street

Toronto, Ont.
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Geo. W. Winder, Troy, N. Y.
Chas. W. Crankshaw, Atlanta, Ga.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos.W. Field,Galveston,Texas, 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Ore.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland,Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Ore.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, hid.
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio.
A. M. Goldman, Seattle, Wash.

The Man Behind the Gun

The Men Behind the Flag
When a firm holds first place for a period of more than

twenty years, (luring which time hundreds of jewelry auctioneers
have come and gone, it proves not only their commercial standing
but their qualification as salesmen. The best reply that we can
make to some adverse criticism that recently appeared in a trade
journal relative to auctions, is our list of firms whom we have
made sales for in years past who to-day are leaders in their
various cities. Among the many are the Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry
Co., St. Louis, Mo.; Chas. Crankshaw, Atlanta, Ga.; Win. Beck,
Sioux City, Iowa ; A. M. Hill, New Orleans ; Sigler Bros. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio ; G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.; The Parmlee
Bros. Co., Los Angeles, Cal,

It is not the business that makes the man, but the man that
makes the business. Our methods are to-day as they always
have been—to build up a firm's trade and obtain money at the
same time by closing out undesirable merchandise on a commis-
sion basis. That we have been successful our credentials speak
for themselves. The list below cannot be equaled by all others
now engaged in the business combined.

REPERENCeS

Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.
Woodward, Smith & Randall, Colorado Springs,

Colo.
Wilbur, Lanphear &Co.,Galesburg,Ill.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjamin, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King, Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Wash.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Mont.
Dolle Bros., Chicago.
Bonner Bros., Fort Worth, Texas.
Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.
Carlton Jewelry Co., Kenosha and Racine, Wis.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles,Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S. C.
Allen Bros., Savannah, Ga.

•

Duhtne Bros., Cincinnati, Ohio
Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
W. H. McKnight, Sons & Co.,Louisville,Ky.,

dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.
L. J. Marks, Kansas City.
Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Lame, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.
Pittsburg Jewelry Co., l'ittsburg, Pa.
J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.
P. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
The Hight & Fairfield Co.,Butte, Mont.
C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
L. G. Call, Waynesburgh, Pa.
The Max Rollins stock, Youngstown, Ohio.
P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
A. M. Marwede, Alpena, Mich.
Mrs.SarahDickinsonWood,NiagaraFalls,N.Y.
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
Louis Reinheimer, Joplin, Mo.
Henry C. Briggs Estate Howell, Mica.
R. Van Kuesin & Co., Savannah, Ga.
A. J. Renkl, Augusta, Ga,
The Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ohio.
Margileth & McFarland, Springfield, Ohio.

More than 100 others, and thejobbers from Maine to California.

The trade will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the services of two lifelong experienced men at the cost of one. The
audience never gets tired, each has his own methods, there is a change of voice and manner, also in case of sickness it is an invincible argument.
We work in perfect harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known. We have proved conclusively it is the greatest
combination of talent now available. The work speaks for itsself. Every reference given above represents a successful sale made. We refer to
the trade and its representatives throughout the country.

BRIGGS & DO'DD.45 an 47 Plymouth Place
CHICAGO, ILL.

The
New Century
Engraving
Machine

The
Standard of
the World

MR. JEWELER
Each year you spend a large amount of money for engraving that could

and ought to be done in your store.
The annoyance and delay caused by sending goods away to be en-

graved, and the expense incident thereto, could be avoided by using the
New Century Engraving Machine. You have been neglecting your best
interests up to this time by not doing so.

YOU Can Do Satisfactory Work After Very Little Practice

Perhaps you are an engraver and think that therefore you do not need
a machine. Just consider for a moment how rushed you are at times, trying
to do your engraving, watch work, selling of goods and the thousand and
one other things that press upon you ; what a big relief it would be if you
could have one of your assistants do the engraving, and thus save your
time, which is more valuable in other directions. Hundreds of jewelers who
are using our machine have found it so ; why not you ?

This machine is adapIed for - Plain and Fancy Engraving, cuts Old
English, Gothic, Script and Fancy Letters, Landscapes, Monograms and
Ornamental Designs on flat or irregular surfaces, rings, spoons, hollowware,
etc., etc., and shades up the letters equal to the finest hand work.

They are in successful operation by jewelers everywhere, in many
cases being operated by boys and girls.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO 1313 WITHOUT IT

If you are not prepared to engrave, people will patronize " the other
fellow " who is. It is therefore to your advantage to look into the merits of
our machine AT ONCE.

Remember that this is October and the holidays are but a few
weeks off.

Write for our complete catalogue and we will send you samples of the
machine's work at the same time. DO IT NOW.

The Eaton & Glover Co.
Sayre, Pa.
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And you know your money

is perfectly safe.

When you pay your good

money for our Diamonds, you

get full return for it. No

misrepresentation here. Every-

thing we sell is uncondition-

ally guaranteed exactly as

represented.

There is but one

modest profit between

the price you pay for

the diamond and the

actual cost of produc-

ing it.

///\
J.R.Wo OD E SONS

2 Maiden Lane, New York

COPYRIGHT, 1905, BY B. THORPE., PUBLISHER, 19TH AND BROWN STREETS, PHILADELPHIA
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An ELGIN
Art Treasure for You

This large "Father Time and Lady Elgin" calendar, because of its
matchless beauty and superiority of execution, compels the admiration
of the most discriminating lovers of art. Hanging on the walls of any
home, it will share attention with the most highly prized masterpiece of
painting. It is entirely free from all advertising matter. Size 8x15 inches.

The calendar is the work of Maud Humphrey, the well-known artist.
It illustrates in four beautiful pictures the popular periods of English fash-
ion—the fifteenth, seventeenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Its
strikingly delicate color effects, combined with remarkable originality of
conception, places it among the treasures of art. It is instructive and
valuable from a historical point of view as well. Send for sample calendar.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO., General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

638 639

64c 679

634

SUMMER IDYL PATTERN. cut size

802 Set—Large handles. 948 Set—Medium handles

SCARF PIN 638-639.
" " 634-637.

643.
'' 679.

Old English finish, Baroque Pearl
Green finish, Old Coin
Rose and Green finish, Baroque Pearl

it Garnet Set

COLLARETTE 226. Green finish, set with Topaz or Amethyst

NECKLACE 221. Green finish, Baroque Pearls
PENDANT 16. Rose finish, set with Turquoise, Pearl Drop

1 " " " " Amethyst, Pearl Drop

637

NECKLACE

221

17

16

1793

raB. 16:07.

We Are
Headquarters

for Sets

and have 978 different
patterns and combinations
in Toilet Sets, Manicure
Sets, Shaving Sets, Smok-
ing Sets, Traveling Sets,
Desk Sets, Sewing Sets,
Scissors Sets, Mending
Sets, Baby Sets, and
almost every useful com-
bination that can be
made ; and they are put
up in handsome and ser-
viceable silk-lined cases,
covered with r e al and
imitation silk and with

leatherette.
We also put up Travel-

ing and some other sets
in fine leather rolls.

We also make

CHAINS

LOCKE-1:s

SCARF PINS

HAT PINS

WAIST PINS

BROOCHES

BRACELETS

CROSSES

LINK BUTTONS

EARRINGS

HAIR CHAIN

MOUNTINGS

Sterling Silver and
Gold Filled Photo.
Frames and Useful
Silver Novelties

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co. 
Man1u0f0acktuirmingdJsetwelterpsRaonvdmSEilwvecrEsmRithIs
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Over 700 different styles of CUFF BUTTONS

Innumerable patterns of plain and fancy LOCKETS

BROOCHES, RINGS, SCARF PINS, FOBS, TIE 

PINS, LORGNETTE CHAINS, NECK CHAINS 

We ESPECIALLY invite your inspection of the WORKMANSHIP
and design, as compared with those shown by other manufac-

turers.

We are constantly adding something new and attractive.

Our workmen are all from 14 karat shops ; excellence of finish, and
artistic design are our constant watchwords.

DON'T FAIL to see the Keller Line during the year of 19o5.

64 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

FACTORY, 8 LUM ST., NEWARK, N. J.

E

1 795

Watches and Chains for the Holidays

VVe are showing the Largest stock of Watches and Chains
this fall ever shown by us

Gold Cases: AU sizes, weights, designs and prices

Filled Cases: In endless varieties
Movements: All 0-rades in Elgin altharn

Chains: Thu celebrated R. F. Simmons Co.'s make

Also the new Simmons Armilla Bracelets. The seller of the season

SEE OUR STOCK BEFORE BUYING

The Non=Retailing Company
Jobbers in

Watches and Chains

Lancaster, Pa.

W.W%210f0c .&LonOf

OUR GOODS ARE INSURED WHILE IN 
TRANSIT

Established 1866

,.•••■""
2 Tulpstraat, Amsterdam

12 Maiden Lane (onernghtup)

P. 0. Box 1625 NEW YORK

1,Lrge shipments

of DIAMONDS

specially cut for

Its in Amsterdam,

constantly

received. The

Rough " WaS

bought by Mr.

Max J. Lissauer

from the London

syndicate before

the late advance

in prices.

We can therefore

offer you very
substantial

inducements.
You \N.-ill find

it to your

advantage to give

us your orders.



The pursuit of prosperity
is at best attended by many
difficulties, but those reach
the goal first who are most
particular about little things.

No man ever yet rolled in
wealth who neglected the
apparent trifles in his busi-
ness.

You may think that the
question of where you send
your scraps and filings is an
unimportant matter, but we

want to assure you that it is not. In the long run it
will pay you well to send them where you can get
the most for them—to us.
We can absolutely prove to you that the prices we

pay are higher than you can get anywhere else, and,
such being the case, why consider anybody else ?

Send us your gold and silver sweepings, send us
your filings and scraps. Ship us one lot and ask us
what we will pay for it. If the price doesn't suit
you, we will send it back at our own expense. This
shows that we have the courage of our convictions.
We make remittances for old gold and silver the day

of receipt, and for sweepings five days after receipt.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

Meyerstlale, Pa.
Goldsmith Bros.

Check received and is entirely satisfactory.
Yours respectfully, W. J. Seattor

Lowell Mich.
Dear Sir : Your check and estimate is satisfactory.

Thanking you for same,. I remain,
lours truly, U. B. Williams

Springfield, Ill.
Goldsmith Bros.

tientleman : Returns are satisfactory.
Respectfully yours, A. F. Gourley st Bro.

Seattle, Wash.
Gentlemen : Your check for $306.60 in payment for

gold is received and is satisfactory.
Respectfully, H. L. Freyd

fam ilton, Mo.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, III.

Dear Sir : Received your check for $12.00 and NM
littliStied With the alitouni.

Yours truly, • Dr. A. H. Brown

Natchez, Miss.
eildsmith Bros., Chitstg■I

I ;old and h011eh NVItste sent you a few clays ago brought
V our cheek for same, and almost within five cents of my
own estimate.

Yours, F. T. Bessac

Lake City, Minn.
Gentlemen : Your favor of 6th, enclosing check for

$13.31 for old gold case, received wills thanks. The offer
is quite satisfactory.

Very truly yours, J. M. Chalmers

Lincoln, Nebr.
Remittance satisfactory for old gold and silver of lath lust. We

always feel so confident of absolute valuation that we are sometimes
derelict in cliff weighing. Very many t hanks.

J. B. Trickey Co., Ltd.
■

Park City, Utah
I am more than satisfied with the amount of the cheek sent me in

sett leunnt of the gold sent you. You gave two dollars more than I was
looking for.

Yours most respectfully, L. E Hubbard
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"SEEING IS
BELIEVING"
That is one reason why we

believe in testimonials

We have so many com-

mending our methods that we

could publish them ad libitum,

but, as space is expensive,

we must content ourselves

Dear Sirs: Check received 0. K.
Yours truly,

I 797
Potsdam, N. Y.

K Collins

Mobile, Ala.
Gents.: Check received. Many thanks. Satisfactory.

Gus Brettel

Massillon, Ohio
Gentlemen : We were very much surprised at the

return for old gold. We did not suppose that we hail
this value lying around.

Respectfully, A H. Coleman

Millwaukee, Wis.
Gentlemen : We received your cheek for bench

sweeps and are satisfied with the roar:1,i. Thanks.
Yours truly, Ed. Waidech st Co.

Greenville, III.
Gentlemen : T accept check from you Mr silver ,cnt

you on the Nth inst.
Itespect fully, J. M. I fawley

Richmond, W. Va.
Goldsmith Bros.

Dear Sirs : Your check for $30.38 for old gold and
silver to hand. I am well pleased with the price you paid.

Yours truly, J. K Kessler

Jamesville, Wis.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago; Ill.

Gentlemen : Your cheek duly received. The same is
very satisfactory. Thanking you for your promptness in
this matter, we are,

Yours very respectfully, Hall it Sayles

:10 0° 00
00000Xo

OX

0

GOLDSMITH BROS. I;0.
WORKS, 5826 Throop St.

OFFICE, 63 Washington St.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners
and Assayers

oo
0 0

ioldsmith Bros.
:

0 0 0 00)0100>0 co
0 $-&-\

New Albany, Ind.

Very well pleased with remittance.
Very respectfully yours, H. Cerf

Grand Island, Nebr.
Dear Sir : Your check for old gold and scraps received

and is very satisfactory.
Yours truly, Max J. Egge

Covington, Ga.
tint lumen : Your favor received with $13.18 enclosed.

Than ks tor your promptness.
Very t lilly, Bank of Newton Co.

New Bern, N. C.
Gents.: Your check for gold and. silver received. Am

very well pleased and think you do an honest business.
Respectfully, J. 0. Baxter

Garner, Iowa
Gentlemen :—Your checks on both consignments were

satisfactory.
Very truly, D. Watterston

Perry, Iowa
Goldsmith Bros.

Check arrived 0. K. Returns are satisfactory, as they
always are.

Yours, B. Roy Emma

Macon, Ga.
Gentleinen : Check I o hand and satisfactory.

Very truly, Otto von B. Dingelhoef

Henderson, Texas
lieur Sirs Price for old gold is satisfactory.

Yours truly, Has Redwine

0)41
by publishing only a few.

We have satisfied hun-

dreds of jewelers. Wily can
we not get your business and

HOLD IT? You to take

no chance in the matter. If

you are not satisfied with the

size of our check, return it,

and we will return your ship-

ment in exactly the same con-

dition as received, and pay all

charges. Make us a trial ship-

ment and be convinced.

Chicago,111.
0 o 0 o ci

0)2 to

Xo XXXX°:co oo

East Liverpool, Ohio

Dear Sirs : Yours of the 18th, with $5.13 enclosed, came to hand

and contents noted. You folks are certainly all right. We thank you.
Yours truly, W. J. McKinney &Sons Co.

Greencastle, Ind.

Goldsmith Bros.
I received your draft for old gold and silver. You sent more than

I expected to receive. I thank you.
H. S. Wernecke

Kewanee, Ill.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gents.: Yours of the 7th with enclosure meets our
expectations and we thank you for tosolipt aud polite
attention.

Respectfully, W. A. Bowen

Yates Center, Kans.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Dear Sirs : 'Your check at hand and 0. K. Many
thanks for same.

Yours respectfully, C. V. Johnson

Rockford, Ill.
Gentlemen : You r check for old gold and silver is

satisfactory. Thanks tir prompt remittance.
Yours truly,
The New Riiek ford Watch Case Co.

Eau Claire, Wis.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gents.: Check received for $20.72. Thanks !
John Holt

Eagle Bend, Minn.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen : Check of July 20th very satisfactory.
Thanks.

Yours respectfully, August Melsness

Detroit, Mich.
Gentleman : Check for e63.92 canto this morning I/. K.

Yours very truly, Wright, Kay st Co.

Dixon, Ill.
Goldsmith Ilros., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen : Estimate on gold is satisfactory. Thanks
for prompt attention and check.

Yours respect fully, C. C. Burkart
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"AMERICAN SWISS"

7s111

TOOLMAKERS' Fli_vs
Iii " SUPERFINE" quality of FILES, heretofore " MADE IN SWITZERLAND " (almost exclusively)

Toolmakers, Jewelers, Watch Case Manufacturers, Machinists, etc., and for whose uses

"ONLY THE BEST ARE GOOD ENOUGH"

are now "MADE IN AMERICA " by the AMERICAN SWISS FILE & TOOL CO., .of Elizabeth, N. J.

TRY THEM—They Are Unexcelled Ask Your Dealer for "American Swiss Files"

Prices and samples on application to

E. P. REICHHELM Principal Stockholders
& and Selling Agents 23 John Street, New York

GOOD
ADVERTISING

Ti Your
1-lackt.s- With REIS' ADVERTISING( TAPE

Dainty as a silk ribbon, but very much stronger. It sets snug and flat around
the packet, and neither breaks nor slips in tying. Your name and address printed
plainly from four to ten times every yard.

Reis' Advertising Tape is made in many bright colors, and may be had in any
width, from 1-16 to of an inch.

Strongly endorsed by leading jewelers everywhere.

We will send you Samples Free. Write

G. REIS 0 BRO. ,r 
E 

Department K
AIZPT5

640 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

English Case as flee. 1 \ As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement

WENDELL & COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American 
Movements.

Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.
English Cases changed to lit American Movements without a

ltering outside appearance.

Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.
Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.

Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using 
same gold) a specialty.

' TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

These two ruts show Flat and Round Reich
er Rings 

at on eTshnieseoucrVi ,t de": g7ir"e'tiTni 7I■el:11 fit edia:w.:
se reeelved, with claws badly worn off Itnd

 too low to

permit resetting atones again.

Net Price fpr six new claws, resetting stone and refini,shi
ng ring like new, $ .75 to $1.26

" " 
f,

eight " " • " " 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, 
Belcher Tooth anthrings of every description, to vest

from 75e. to $2.00, according to the condition oering
 and number of claws in setting.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove

ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,

which holds the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 60c.
Four " " " " " 76c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
1111111111111111',1!1611 1111111

initInl glove ring with 011e 1103405 William St. 57 Washington St. !....11.0 Sieve ring with four

claw atcnh pilot holtting Net. NEW YORK CHICAGO claw. at eornere holding ,et.

FANCY LINK CAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWINO

_113 vit7r13 tiv -a;r lali=601 -̂4
-It • AA,,, 

AS DELIVERED

Cicala Chains Refilled, Renewed and 
Repaired

Old Chains made over into new patterns, using 
same gold

Cifood Work. Love PI-locos. Pro
mpt Attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE 

RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

CHICAO0

57 Washington Street
NEW YORK

103-105 William Street
TWO WONDER.
FUL SHOPS

0
Stone-Setting

79')

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones

for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the

cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen

and gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to

fifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.

No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell & Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

103-105 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street

NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade

Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

BEFORE

WE REPAIR
any article In the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off, the same as new.

AFTER

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell & Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewe

lry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds

together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features t
hat made our

business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business 
of doing

Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Speci
al Order

for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except 
watch work)

that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers

perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work,
 you increase

your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work 
Catalogues

Wendell & Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings

103-105 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicaic,



Rivett Lathes and
Attachments

The Rivett Tip=Over T=Rest is a general favorite because of the ease with whichit can be adjusted, the wide swing when tipped over--a swing of iSo degrees—and thefacility Avith which it can be cleared. A single wipe of the finger is sufficient to dislodge anychips that may fall upon it, as there are no corners or nicks
in Nvhich they can catch and thus make trouble. The
Tip-Over T-Rest is a great convenience and even a neces-
sity when Nvork has to be tested or gaged often.

The Rivett Filing Rest for squaring barrel arbors,
etc., is held in the same mariner as the T in the Hand-Rest.
The rollers are made of the best tool steel
hardened and ground, running in small

center, causing the roll-
ers to move freely under
the file. The adjustment
is very complete, being
adjusted by a thumb-
screw at each end of the
rest. Glazing can be avoided by lowering the front roller by means of thethumb-screw underneath. Ask your dealer for Rivett Tools, or just address

RIVETT LATHE, Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
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HENPIY ALLSOPP

Ladies',

A*
TRADE-MARK

ALLSOPP BROS.
Manufacturers of

GEO. A. ALLSOPP

Men's, M'losses', Children's RINGS
As well as a

Full Line of Signet, Lion and Grotesque Rings

SELECTION PACKAGES TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS

All.scipp Building, Camp ee Orchard Sta.
NVVAR,11‹, N. J.

(JIVES

5 TIMES More Light
than acetylene

6 TIMES More Light t- han electricity
10 TIMES More Light than kerosene

100 TIMES More Light than a candle
COSTS LESS TIIAN KEROSENE

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-where. A pure white, steady light.
NO ODOR! NO WICK 1 NO GREASE I NO SMOKE I

LITTLE BEAT I SAFE!

Over 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use

AGENTS WANTED—Exclusive Territory
Writc for catalog, lists and discounts

THE BEST LIGHT CO., 259 E. Fifth St., Canton, Ohio

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

we Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,broken or melted off, the same as new.We Replete
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.
CHICAGOF. H. PUTNAM, Manager

Duck Shooting is Good
Some of the Time

0  Gold Solder is Good all the Time

\ / /
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F. H. NOBLE & CO.
SALESROOMS

103 State St., Chicago
51-53 Maiden Lane,New York

59th & Wallace Sts., Chicago
Manufacturers

Jewelers' Supplies, Badges, Emblems, Flags

and College Seals

GREEN'S ELECTRIC
AUTOMATIC DEMAGNETIZER

1

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes ;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing A gents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

STAR

TRADE

90c. 1%

Attractive Specials!
" STAR" Brand American Mainsprings. 

Extra quality, fine
crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of 

the finest special

steel; the tips are fitted perfectly. 
Price per dozen, 85c.

ttet cash •, price per gross, $9.50 net cash.
SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak 

Mainspring Cabi-

net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.eo, 
with your first order

fort gross of " Star " American 
Mainsprings, assorted to

suit, for $10.50 net cash.
* " STAR" Brand American Balance

Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-

rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,

Jewel grades, polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per dozen, 
net cash

*" STAR" Brand American Balance Hole 
Cock and Foot Jewels in set-

rings, made by automatic machinery, correctly 
gaged, special, pet dozen,

90c. net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels 

that will fit properly, 25c. per

ibloltell;,.special, $2.50 per gross net cash, 
including Oak Cabinet with 12

" STAR" Brand American Long Case 
Screws that will fit properly, 20c.

per dozen; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, 
including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

311r All the above prices are 
strictly NET CASH.

Orders filled in rotation as received,

I-I. B. Peters & Co., B::707;d.'„ly, New York

(Patent applicd for)

ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT

A perfect instrument " Simple—Quick—Sure "

time to demagnetize a watch with I I i t riiment 3 seconds. 12 watches demagin

36 seconds, which p1). cost of machine

Price. $12
any, with flexible cord, socket. etc.

I Complete in Polished Solid Mahog-
" FULL INSTRUCTIONS ACCOMPANY EACH INSTRVMENT

One of the greatest necessities of a watch-
maker's outfit at the present time is a thoroughly
reliable Demagnetizer. Every jeweler appreciates

this necessity, because of the many watches which
daily become magnetized by close contact with
Electrical Machinery ,Street Car Mot ors,Dynamos,

yeroeitic.or steel will be-
or otAhnery ealeretitetilecueloinutaacoludinne:

come magnetized if placed in or near it magnetic

field, which magnetimii may be taken from Motors,
Dynamos, Electro lii Permanent Magnets. When

the article magnetized is hardened to soy degree

It will retain a certain amount of magnetic flux,

therefore the parts of a watch which are made of

steel become permanent magnets. Owing to the

delicate Mainsprings and Hairsprings being
affected the watch on being magnetized heroines

useless as a timekeeper, and the outs' means to

destroy the magnetism, and to bring the watch to
its proper standard once more, is to demagnetize

the movement by employing the alternating
current is so doing.

In the majority of cities and towns, direct
current only is used for lighting and power pur-
poses ; it is therefore neces-
sary to convert this into
alternating current to the
proper degree of strength
to effectually destroy this
magnetism.

This ne w automatic De-
magnetizer is placed on the
market to supply a long-
felt, want in this direction,
Lind is with doubt the
most useful article of its
kind manufactured. It not
only transforms direct - current into
alternating - current, giving absolutely

perfect pulsations, but it can also be used

on an alternating-current circuit with the
same equally satisfactory results.

There are no wheels, pulleys, wiring
iittachtuents or mechanical parts to get out

of order on this machine, and in this also

it is entirely different to all other demagne-

tizers on the market.
The design is neat, compact, attractive

:Ma ornamental. It is made of Solid

Polished Mahogany, with nickel trim-

mings inside and out, the drum covered in

solid leather and lined inside with water-

1,111,tda ei rt,h
tight leatherold, .111 parts, both ex 

i 

wrier

int 
dee

t and soldered, the wiring arranged inside of 'else,

by which a short circuit is not possible, and other 
important troubles are avoided. It may be

used on any standard lighting circuit by 
simply removiug lamp from electric light socket and

placing it in the socket on the top of instrument ; 
then attach the plug into the socket front

which the lamp has been taken.
With ordinary usage and reasonable care this 

Instrument will last indefinitely. If neither

direct nor alternating current is available, we can supply 
a specially wound instrument complete

with dry battery which will produce same 
results.

Wholesale trade supplied by

W. GREEN Cu CO., 6 Maiden Lane, New York, 
U.S.A.

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 47 Maiden Lane, New York, 
U.S.A.

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., 77 John Street, New York, 
U.S.A.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., 37 Maiden Lane, New York, 
U.S.A.

. I•y C

SPECIAL NOTE.—Order Demagnetizer from your 
jobber, lad fir any VILS■111 till 11111101,

or do not care to obtain y011, write to us (Uwe! lind we will give your 
eriler and

You, lolly, W. GREEN & CO.
correspondence prompt attention.

Mi 0 0 
Net

L. LELONG BRoTHER

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, N. J.

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Sweep Smelters 
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty



FOR THE HOLIDAY LINES, 1905 
The wise buyer will purchase all his jewelry needs from

M. J. AVERBECK, NINETEEN MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Solid Gold
High-Grade Real Stone BANGLE BRACELETS

and Real Pearl Heavy, well - made. Secret
Locks. Plain English and

SET RINGS for Ladies Roman finish, faceted, hand-
chased, stone-set (diamond,
ruby and amethyst) bracelets

■■■

Solid Gold aa Gold Filled Solid Gold SCARF PINS
CROSSES Transparent enamels. Rose

Plain, Fancy, Stone-Set. We gold and Roman gold. Set
are showing some of the best with Diamonds, Pearls and
styles ever offered. other precious stones.

Solid Gold CUFF PINS
We have some very "attrac-
tive offers " in this line. It
will pay the retail jeweler to
consider these. These little
pins are excellent sellers.

Heavy Solid Gold FOBS
High-Grade Gold Filled

FOBS
Our designs are quite un-

usual. Our prices
are right

TOILET SETS

Sterling and Gold Filled I
Fittings

Handsome Green Moreen
Cases

Solid Gold
DUMB-BELL LINKS

Every pair a sell

You will make no mistal“.
ordering Dumb-bells from us

LORGNETTE CHAINS 

Solid Gold (HID Gold Filledl

Many of the above set
with  Amethysts, Real

Pearls, etc.

MANICURE SETS 

itli .-̀itcrling and Gold
Filled Fittings

Handsome Green Moreen
Cases

Fancy Back and Side
COMBS 

Solid Gold, also High-Grade
Gold Filled Mountings

You will find our line of Back
and Side Combs extraordinary'
sellers.

Solid Gold BROOCHES 

Dainty enamels. Over 500
different styles to show you.
Set with Diamonds, Pearls,
A methysts, Topaz, Opals, etc.

HAT PINS, Solid Gold
at unusually low prices !

High-grade Gold Filled and
Sterling. A very large as-
sortment at very attractive
prices.

Sterling Silver
NOVELTIES

We are pioneers in this line
and show you good, salable
goods at fair prices.

SOUVENIR SPOONS 

That Sell

We have a splendid line
and engrave them with
buildings and names.

Solid Gold and High-
Grade Gold Filled

LOCKETS 
We have never shown such

perfect Die Work in
Fancy Lockets

Solid Gold ana Gold Filled
NECK CHAINS

For secret lockets
A large assortment

Solid Gold BEADS 
14 Karat, Roman Finish
A popular article of jewelry

for ladies' wear

No article of jewelry more
staple

Iso3

I

11 

Be sure and send to us for selection 
package

of Emblem Goods for the Holidays

WILD ROSE Sterling

Silverware
Extra heavy handles, gold-lined
bowls. Bon-Bon Spoons, Sugar
Shells,Sardine and Pickle Forks,
Cold Meat Forks. Gravy and
Cream Ladles, etc.

Averbeck's $1.00 Busi-
ness FOUNTAIN PEN 

has hand-finished hard rub-
ber barrel, under feed, 14
karat gold pen, large size.
Every jeweler should handle

this pen

FOR THE HOLIDAY LINES, 1905 
The wise jeweler will buy all his  jewelry needs from

M. J. AVERBECK, NINETEEN MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

N.0. 14 - 16 East Fourth. St. 
C1N C1NNA.T1, O.

EUROPEAN OFFICENT"WERP, 
13.1EILGIUM.  

No. 6=F Automaton Blowpipe
For Light
Soldering

The flame
can be instantly
changed from a
needle point to
a large brush flame. A slight 

movement of

the hand does it.

0
THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY

Ecclesiastical Art Metal Workers

203 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Price by mail, $2.00

The " B. D. M. Co.'s " original No. 6 F 
Automaton Blowpipe

is substantially made and correctly 
proportioned to give best results.

Order direct, or specify " B. D. M. Co.'s " 
when ordering through

your dealer.
Write for catalogue " B. k." illustrating 

gas and gasoline

furnaces and blowpipes, foot blowers, etc.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.

587 and 589 Main St. 
BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.

Vt.

_imogfarm

IN LINE FOR THE FALL TRADE

Everything in American

Tools and Materials

Send for
Prices on our New
Nickel Alarm Clock and the
New Duaranteed Dollar Watch,

Stem Wind and Set.

Order from
any catalogue

Jobbing Stones

. Novelties and Souvenirs

Mail Orders our Specialty

L. COHEN & CO.
630 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.

Washington, D. C.

Mother of Pearl

In Pure Stone

Amethyst,Topaz, Garnet, Crystal,

Onyx and Turquoise. Mounted

in 14 K. rolled-gold plate, Po. oo,

$12.00, $14.00 each. Mounted

in solid gold, $35.00 to $5o.0o

each.

In Imitation Stone

Mounted in 14 K. rolled-gold

plate, stones of good color, clear

cut facets, Amethyst, Topaz,

Garnet, Emerald, Crystal, Opal

and Turquoise.

Prices-.—$2.00, $2.50, $3.50, $4.00 
and

$5.00 each.

Our new illustrated Catalogue now ready 
for

distribution. Mailed on request.

Selection package on application.

Our list includes Chalices, Ciboria, Osten-

soria, Crucifixes, Candlesticks, 
Candelabra,

Pulpits, Altar Lamps, Sanctuary Rails 
and

Memorial Tablets.

No. 3296
In Sterliug Silveu, $1.00 each
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Your
Holiday Supplies

interest you just at this time. In buying your holiday
lines this season keep in mind three conditions—money is
more plentiful than ever before, the people ;ire in a more
liberal buying humor and public taste is unusually well
educated as to quality and design. This means a more
general demand for goods of standard grade, the product
of the best makers—such goods as our enormous stock is
entirely composed of.

We wish to emphasize the fact that we are now in a
position to supply every holiday requirement of every
customer promptly and satisfactorily. Our holiday stocks
were never more complete and comprehensive. In buying
from us you get the best goods at the lowest price, quality
considered. Then our situation makes us the natural
supply center for the Central West and South, and you
thus save in time, freight and express charges. Our new
catalogue is yours for the asking.

ALBERT BROS.
Wholesale Jewelers

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Our
Holiday Catalogue

Tells you all about the good things,

the newest things in Watches, Diamonds,

Jewelry, Clocks, Silverware and Novelties.

Did you get it? We would have sent you

one if your name had been on our mailing

list. Why wasn't it there? Not too late

now if you send in at once. It is a book

you will be glad to have. It will be sent

absolutely free to any retail jeweler who

asks for it.

ALBERT BROS.
Wholesale Jewelers

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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SWARTCHILD
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

Watchmakers', Jewelers'
and Engravers' Supplies

& COMPANY
Jewelers' Building, 134-138 Wabash Ave.

Established 1870 CHICAGO
Our 700-page catalogue sent free on application

Full Hard I x 2 Lathe. Interchanging with I X 2 Moseley

Holiday Offer
Entire Watchmakers'

Outfit, consisting of a
14-chuck combination
Lathe, Bench, Counter-
shaft and Foot-Wheel for

$32.50 Net

No. Kgoo. S. & Co. Special Hard Lathe, including to wire chucks,2 wheel chucks, i screw chuck and cement chucks, as shown, $22.00

Warranted hard and absolutely true and guaranteed in every respect

No. Ksol. Slide-Rest for above lathe
No. K502. Face-Plate " 44

No. 10503. Extra chucks  

  $13.50
8.00
.5o

No. K504. Plain-Top Bench, $7.75. Ilard wood, oak finish ; 4 drawers and closet.
No. 10505. Foot-Wheel

Heavy and well made. $5.00 No. 1(506. Countershaft. $1.25

N. 91007. HOLLY VINE

No. 91006. Holly Vine, 12 green and while edged leaves and 12
berries to yard. Per dozen yards, 75e.; per gross yards, $7.50.

No. 91007. Holly Vine, 18 green and white edged leaves HMI 18

berries to yard. Per dozen yards, $1.15 ; per gross yards, $11.50.
No. 91009. Holly Vine, 24 green and while edged leaves and 21

berries to yard. Per dozen yards, $1.60 ; per gross yards, $15.00.

No. 91005. Chrysanthe-
mum Vine. 3 large paper
chrysant )W111111118 ill a ti v
color and 12 leaves to yard.
l'er dozen yards, $3.00 ; per
gross yards, $30.00.

MONSTER GRAPH
A wonderful piece of work, being

equal or even superior in size and shape
to the largest bunch of grapes ever grown
in sunny California, and for appearance
deceptive enough to eat. Just the thing
for fall decoration, for store, show win-
dow, etc.
No. Each

91990. 18 In. long containing 2 gross
of single berries, round $2.50

91991. 12 in. longmontaining 1 gross
of single berries, round 1.50

91992. 8 in. long, containing 6 dozen
of single berries, round .75

91993. 5 in. long, containing 2 dozen
of single berries, flat . . .20

01975. 4 in. loug,containing 134 doz.
of single berries, flat .15

The above grape clusters may be
had in either red, blue or green. For
prices of gold or silver grapes, ask for
special quotations.

No. 01134. holly Spray. 21 in, bee long,
ry lino, per dozco ..l -ays, $1 5o

0. 911:16. ILL, -..otay. 4 1. aveS and
Is 25e.;

\ -play. 11 I, n■es and
, 1.,

N., 9 11..11■ tool

I807

CHRYSANTHEMUM
The Most Admired and Cherished

Flower of the Day

No. 91057.
No. 91056. holly

Per dozen yards, 75v.; per
No. 91057. !lolly Vine. is

Per dozen yards, : per gro.,
No. 91658. holly Ville, 21 w

Per dozen yords, $1.50 ; per gross

HOLLY VINE
hit, leaves and 12
:ink, $7.50.
hit.. leaves and 18
yat.ls, $11.50.
bite leaves and 24
yards, $15.00.

No. 91158. OAK SPRAY

Autumn shaded
Per dozen sprays $  75
Per gross sprays   7.50

No. 91159. Oak Spray, eons-
posed of three of toy regular
91158 sprays. Per dozen, 32.25
per gross, $22.50.

No. 91034. PA 1,Ni TREE
Potted)

lgo. it. high 1,vs. Eaeli Pair
91830 7 12 $3.00 $5.50
91852 9 18 -1.00 7.00
91854 12 24 5.00 9.50

*flu

*yr

No. 91012. Grape Vine.
12 autumn shaded leaves to
yard. Per dozen yards,
$1.25; per gross yards, $12.50.

No. 91158
MISTLETOE SPRAY

Per dozen $120
Per gross 12  00

HOLLY WREATH WITH BERRIES
Ea(41 Per doz.

12 in. diameter, $ .18 51.75
15 It 11 .25 $50
18 11 14 .40 4.00
20 " " .60 6.00
24 " " .75 7.50

No. 92200.
No. 92202.
No. 92204.
No. 92206,
No. 92208.

No. 91122. CHRYSANTHEMUM SPRAY

No. 91122. 24 in. long, very line, !HT doe. 33.00
N■I. 01121. IS in. long, per doz. 240
No. 111120. 14 in. long, per do7  1,50

No. 0756. Paper Chrysanthemums. Per doz.

Crepe Pauper Chrysanthemum Electric Light
Globes, 

40c.; per gross  

Globes, per doz. $3  00

No. 01811. I'. \ 1.21 PLANT
( I merited)

No. In high Leaves Each Doz.
111800 24 3 8 .18 51.75
41805 36 4 .26 2.50
91809 36 5 .40 4.00
91814 42 6 .50 5.00
91818 42 7 .65 6.50
91822 48 10 1.00 10.00
91827 60 12 1.50 15.00

red berries to yard.

red berries to yard.

red lat rries to yard.

No. 91031. Oak Vine. Autumn
shaded, 12 leaves to yard.
Per dozen yards, $1.50 ; per
gross yards, $15.00.

No. 91863. SAO )
(Po)ted)

No. Ft. high Leaves
91862 5 15
91864 8 18
91863 12 24

Each rail'

4.00 7.01/
6.00 11.00

SAGO PLANTS. (Unpotted.)
No. In. high Lys. Each Doz.
91851 24 4 $ .40 54.00
91856 36 6 .70 7,00
91857 36 6 1.00 10.00
91860 42 12 2.00 20.00

Write for my New Christmas Circular No. 9 C
Contains the latest goods for

140 Wabash

Christmas displays

Averiu, Chicago



We lead all others in up-to-dateness of
Our Nvork is strictly " Grand Rapids," the
synonym of highest elegance and unsurpass-
able excellence!

"AMERICAN BEAUTY" CENTER CASE No. 420

"AMERICAN BEAUTY" CASE No. 422

Styles, Construction
and Finishes

JEWELERS' WALL CASE No. 216

The handsomest fixture of its kind on the market

Send at once for our catalogue "13 "
We can outfit you better than any one else !

r

"AMERICAN BEAUTY" JEWF1 r'RS
TABLE CASE No. 410:

"AMERICAN BEAUTY " JEWELERS'
CASE No. 403

GRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE' COMPANY, Grand Rapids, Mich.
New York Office, 718 Broadway—same floors as

Frankel Dis,nlAy Fixture Co. THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD

Our Latest Flat-Top Bench, No. 8
little in Walnut, quarter-sawed Oak, Plain

oak and Ititeli

PLAIN FACTS
We have been engaged in the manufacture of

watchmakers workbenches For almost a quarter of
L century. We are the originators of the modernbench and know a thing 11r IWII :1111,111 I

1 1t1 I. benches are made of dialTent kithk.rsuch as Mahogany, Walnut, Quarter-sawed oak, Plainnak, Birch and AA). Th■•■• are honestly and wellmade in every detail and of the best seasoned andk Hit-dried lumber. We finish them in any shade ofcolor desired. We ship our benches to every Statein the Union and lo foreign countries as well.
Besides benches we make Watch Nepali. Cases,

Jewelry Nepair Cases, Alatcrial Cabinets, MaterialCases, Illass Cabinets, Afainspring Cabinets, Optiea.
Cabinets, Lens Cabinets, vie. We make to orderspecial benches and 'ootivilware of every descrip-tion that an up=to-date watchmaker needs.

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS
Semi for our new illustrated catalogue and ,mler

what you want through your Jobber. Insist upon
getting our make. intr name-plate is on every
article We make.

Almost all Jobbers handle (air goods.

JESSEN 0 ROSBERG, 397 to 405 W. Kinzie St., Chicago

NOVELTIES IN FANSsuitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

OSTRICH FEATHER FANS
Mounted in Pearl or Tortoise Shell

Mountings. All prices

IGNAZ STRAUSS & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK
Factories at Vienna, l'aris, Kobe,

New York

SAMS'

SAFETY
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Gredtly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete . . . $12.5o
Outfit without bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4.00
Sams' Flux . . . . .25

Metal Specialities Mfg. Co.
Onle Mfrs.) 011

18-24W. Randolph St., CHICAGO Generator. Size 834"
1 ittli 5141 diain

Hand Piece

C. 0. BA KKR, Pres.
r. W. BAK at, V iev-Pres.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, maria expressly for jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 19(4

GOLD MEDAL, Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition
Portland, Oregon, 1905

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N. J. 120 Liberty St., New York City

IS )

4 9

:A.414174***

ld̀t -g.4*444,4t:
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OPEN=FACE

Betsy Ross Watch
Plain Polish
20=Year Boss

• • 6

•■ • ••lt...••••(•
• • t • Ao.• ,

Just out—and in the jobbers hands. This dainty little

open-face watch is a new one now ready for the trade—

coming at the most opportune moment just when the

big annual rush for 0 size open-face watches begins.

You will recall your trials of previous years in getting

0 size watches near holiday time—and especially open-

face. Don't delay now. There was never a more popu-

lar ladies' watch than the

41••■

4.%

4.1

gr. lj

ETSY ROSS
Complete

WATCH

NS. BOss

Its already large sales will go up with a bound as soon as

the trade gets this announcement. Better make sure of

your share now. Movement—high grade, 7 jeweled,

pendant set, nickel. Cases—Jas. Boss 2o-year. A union

of the very best qualities in their grades—value greater

than in any other 0 size complete watch.

We have just prepared a very interesting

tolder—in colors—illustrating the Betsy Ross

Watch and telling how and where Betsy Ross

made the first American flag. We print your

name on them and furnish free as many as you

can use. Send your business card.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York
Chicago

Cincinnati
San Francisco
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We Carry a Complete Stock of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver
and Plated Ware, Watchmakers' Tools and Material

AIMPRINGS

s,„ WALTHAM

No—Z203_
11,11611.NF,INVOINTO

$ 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Gross

4CESk

191,410,

$ .75 per 10o7en
7.50 per Gross

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
is given FREE with your first order for t grossRegent American Mainsprings

Height 3.

Height 4.

• • •
Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

Lathe Cone for Rings
OF SOLID ORIT

A desirable article for repairing. Is made of solid grit
and will outwear thousands of paper shells. lias a metaltaper cone to fit on brush arbor.

In two grades—one to cut down solder, the other tofinish next to rouge.
Refuse metal can be removed in a few seconds withammonia and gold saved if desired.

Price per pair, 75 cents

,

4111111111111111■1111M
PARALLEL.

..oiwomwowolm.m.Ema•mma..%.

LENTI LLE.

. 111̀ "m"
PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK. MI-CONCAVE,

4.111111■11

THICK MI-CONCAVE.Fac-Simile of Our Label
NOTICE—Owing to the further advance in the prices of Watch Classes by Europeanmanufacturers, we have revised our prices to date as follows:Cienevas $3  60 per grossThick MI-Concaves . . . . . 4.00 " "Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick . 9.00 " "Parallels 7  20 " ..
DOZEN LOTS AT SAME RATE

Patent Cienevas  
Lentilles .....
Antiques
Lunettes

$ 7.20 per gross
.
7  20 11
300 " ■•

BLANK ORDER SliF.ETS SENT ON APPLICATION
Discount, 6 per cent. off

ORDERS IFIL,L.F.T) FROM ANY CATAIL.OGUE•

$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Ciross

V YAM iffEeffi
$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Cross CI Beguelin, Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 17 Maiden Lane, New York
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers

Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.(A Corporation)

SE5252.52.5252.525-2525-2_5-52.525a52.5252_525-2525a52.525252S2S2.525-25-25252.5252.525-25-2525-LSESESES25-25252.52525

HERPERS PATENT SAFETY CATCH
The Crowning Feature of a
Well-Made Brooch Mounting5 SIZES

10,14 AND 18 KARAT AND SILVER

PiPtIPP
516 761 800 801 865

HERPERS BROS.
SETTING MAKERS

MAIN OFFICE, 18 CRAWFORD ST., NEWARK, N. J.
%52.52_525252_57_52_52_5252525252525E5E5252.5252.52.52.525-2.5252.52525252.52525ESP_EF_S-252.52525252.52525252_52_525

PAT, DEC. 3, 1901 

NEW YORK OFFICE, 41-43 MAIDEN LANE

Lathe Loupe, No. 25
(PATENT A PP1.1 E I DR)

A most useful article, devised by a practical watchnker. Easily applied to any make lathe. If
great power is required, bring into action the t wo lenses ; otherwise swing the small lens out of place.

Dings of two different sizes are furnished with each loupe to meet all requirements. Theloupc
will enable anyone to inspect the work without bending close to it as with ordinary eye-loupe.

Price, $1.25 each

47-",  

Roller Remover, No. 23
Hue two beads to take all sizes of rollers. W,11 math, and true in all respects.

Nickel-plated. Each, St.00

l'ill;IIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111111111111111

NATIONAL

11111110,11.iii111!11

ISI

Adjustable Jaw Roller Remover, No. 16
The two movable jaws are easily adjusted so they will take in any size rolit r

by means of the knurled screw.
Price each, $1.50

e

New Adjustable Jewel Bezel Closer, No. 43
This new Jewel Bezel Closer .161 bi. 6Sed sit the smallest as I h,•

largest setting. Are easily adjuste.i to desired size. The four jaw eiit
polisher, giving the setting a clean, tini,hed ap)'earance. .111 even 1.1..-61,

exerted on the setting, thus overemoil.)... the po—thility or getting a crool;...1 ie)).•1

In the setting.
Price, 75 cents

—

7ifir7Cm4amia4

Frosting or Matting Tool, No. 1
(PATENTED)

Wheels, Bridges and Plates, which at present can only lie tadished, may, with this tool. be t;',Net
a frosted or matted surface similar to the original finish produced ii the factory. ■th.

pilleed In the lathe or otherwise held, polished witli line emery tamer and the all t I I. .0,1

pressure for refrosting. Bridges, Plates or other large Oat ,itif.tees may he u.' II in the calm. %,

with tine emery paper, after which the large roll is to I birwarit and backward over ill.'
with light pressure.

Price per set, $1.00

Improved National Staking Tool
100 Punches 24 Stumps. $16.00

ill eVery lieu. Nifill• hotter made. New .1. ie., for keening punches

away from the work while Itringitig work in place. This pressure upon the punches
Is not continuous 1.10 ean he removed at will, giving I II,. ■.11.1it•e of a loose or

I riction-held pouch.

GLOW'S
See! Screw Solve

Ftr:MOVESI

SCREWS,
; TAPS
& DRILLS

Gi•BY

VI. E. CLOW- C 2
CHICAGO 'LL

501

11. 11,1 I

Clow's Steel
Screw Solvent

Is a chemical preparation
for removing steel screws
that have been broken off
or rusted in Watch Plates,
C ro w us, Eyeglasses or
Spectacle Frames.

It Acts Only on Steel

It abolishes the old cus-
tom of patching or drilling
out screws. With this
preparation a screw can be
removed in from ten min-
utes to one hour without
taking any of your time.

Full directions wit tu each
bottle.

Price, so cents

_

1611111111N

11-11-11, 1111111011119flia

Gem Poising Tool
Made of German sik rr it, liniimer. Accu-

rately lined up 811 jaWS l';1•1`. Slighti■

concave to prevent artiel. from rolling Otli lot op in

morocco, velvet-lincit hos.

Each, $3.50

Order from your Jobber.
If he is unable to supply volt,

if you will write us we NV111 in-
form you who can.

HAMMEL
RIGLANDER & CO.

& 49 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
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If worn or damaged return to me with 25 cents
You will get it back like new

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK

For Refinishing Balance Pivots without remov-
ing the Hairspring or Roller, and protecting
them while the pivots are being polished.

0,111r. OVER 1000 SOLD THE FIRST YEAR

Ton, ,a■ II', worth eight in gold."
Flick " " I th lot; I ii• it •,,I,"
I IIITTy " " ,111,1 W11,11 110 lwell vibiiig

" " gmiti 1.1111,1: :11111 1111
.Above are Ext Facts from letters reeci ed. [quicker."

Order from your Material Jobber

Guaranteed by C. CUL.MAN
316 North Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

"To the Victor Belong
the Spoils"

TO be properly equipped
for success one needs

to take advantage of very

help that will assist in

making a goatspeedily, In

thelizicchy Field this means

our line of "Sellers."

It will enable you to tackle

the fall business satisfac-

torily and to guard against

your competitor making

sales which you miss by

not having the right

(mods. When the scrim-

/nage .towards the end of

the season begins you will

have a strong line that will

be bound to bring success.

If necessary we can rush

to you anything you wish

on any special order.

Henry Freund & Bro.
Diamonds, Watches and

Jewelry

9 Maiden Lane, New York

Elk and F. 0. Eagle Goods
a specialty

CANDIDATES for pop-

ular favor ought to

have a record to which

they can point with pride,•
and the desire to " Make

Good " on their promises.

We are candidates for

popular favor with the

jewelers, and our record

for fair and square dealing

for forty years past speaks

for itself. We have

always "Made Good" in

our treatment of our cus-

tomers and it will con-

tinue to be our endeavor

to satisfy and please

those with whom we

have dealt with for years

and to constantly add to

the number.

Henry Freund & Bro.
Diamonds, Watches and

Jewelry

9 Maiden Lane, New York

Elk and F. 0. Eagle Goods
a specialty

Hundreds of watchmakers iesi ify that this chuck is what
I claim it to be, Practical, Safe, True and the Greatest
Time-Saver ever offered toe Practical Watchmaker.

Made for all standard sizes of American Latlws, and
will be made tor any lathe for which I receive ten orders.

This is one of the best Xmas presents an employer can give
his watchmaker-It will pay him and will be appreciated

•■■■111MWN••••••••■■11•11■S 
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A NEW EPOCH IN

Horological Study
has been inaug-urated by the pub-
lication of Vol. I of the standard
treatise

Lessons in
Horology

by J tiles and Hermann Grossmann,
the greatest living authorities on
and teachers of the science.

The volume just published covers the
principles of cosmography and mechanics
relating to the measurement of time, mo-
tive force, mainsprings, trains. gcarings,
etc., and has over too original illusiration.

The work was compiled by the Messrs.
Grossmann at the instance of the Swiss
government, and is intended to supersede
all other treatises as the great permanent
classic 00 this subject. The work will be
in three volumes.

Vol. I now ready, contains nearly 300
pages %vith over too illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world
on receipt of price, $1.50 (Ds. 3d.)

Published by

THE KEYSTONE
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ilermann Grossmann

1813

Latest and "Improved 1905 Model, Adjustable Combination" Polishing, Buffing, Grinding, Drilling,
Sawing and Turning  Electric Lathe and Power Motors. Six Lathes in One, at Price of One

For JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS, OPTICIANS, SILVERSMITHS, DENTISTS, MACHINISTS, ELECTRICIANS, and for All Trades and Purposes.

Our Motors Save Time, Patience and Money, and Combine Simplicity, Economy, Strength and every known improvement in electricity
NOTE :-Tho strength of our 1,5 Horse Power Motors are the equal Of most of ow '■.;, horse power motors of other makes on the market. We do not over-rate tiw output of our motors.

Each Motor an entire workshop in itself.) Cost to run, Ic.to Sc. per day.
siothing.better..can be made ; absolutely dust.proof, air and water-tight, and fully warranted." Instantly adjusted to any electric light socket and always ready for immediate use,

no further adjustment being required. With reasonable
. cure these motors will last, in constant use, for 20 years.
Speed 500 to 3000 revolutions per minute as desired.

All chucks_ADJUSTABLE and interchangeable.
" Our Motors have no equal at any price."

Showing W. Green & Co.'s
Latest and Improved Alodel,
Direct-Current Lathe Motor.
Type No. 4. 4 Separate Speeds.

is Horse Power. With Brush
and Buffing Wheels on Spindles
in position ; also Drilling,
Grindstone, Emery (Sawl
Paper) and Saw Chucks ; aI
Single and 3-Cone Pulleys,
Adjustable I'lug and Cord-all
used in connection with our
1-5 Horse Power Motors.

,

virfitrenirlIffillflillIP 11,73' IR,' 111,111,11111'1,111.‘,11.1.1. ;;

Showing IV. Green & (.0.'5 Latest and Improved
Model, 1-5 Horse Power, Alternating-Current
Lathe Motor. 5,.1 f-sna i lig Type No. 5. -

With new style Steel Switch and Patent Key
Attaelitecitt in ii- it. i rin t1.1 ott e and Buffing
Chuck- ',nil t■rintistone and Spindle iii position ;
81S.1 loaning and Emery l'huck, Adjustable Plug,
Corti, etc.

SPECIAL NOTE :-Our Nos. 4, 5 and 9-1-5 H. P.
Motors.incittde following 5 Adjustable Attach-
ments, no extra charge

Two chneks with tapered thread tor holding the
brushes and hulling wheels, and 11111.1.1011er chucks for
holding grindstones and polishing wheels of various
sizes, which meet the needs of average work.
Our Nos. 6 and 7-1-4 to 1 H. P. Motors include

V,ong Adjustable Spindles, Grinding, Turning and
(Tool-rest Attachment, no eXt I'll cite go.
Separate and Extra Attachments for our Nos. 4, 5,(

9 and 20 Motors
Adjustable Drill (or Burr) on Chuck . . . Price, $3.00
" Sand Paper (or Emery) on Chuck " 1.50
" Single Cone Pulley " " " 1.75
" Three Cone Pulley " " " 3.50

Net Wholesale Price List of 1906 Model Polishing Motors

Voltage Horse
Direct-Currentl Alternating-

Power 
Motors Current Motors

No. Price No. Price
52 to 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110

1 15 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220

1-6
1-6

20
20

$26.50
29.00

1-5 4 33.50 5
1-5 4 37.50 5
1-5 0 I
1-5 0

1=4 6 53 00 7
1=4 6 57.00 7
1-3 6 61.00 7
1=3 6 66.50 7
1.2 6 75.00 7
1=2 6 80.50 7
3-4 6 85.00 7
3-4 6 90.50 7

6 115.00 7
1 6 125.00 7

$ 46.50
51.00

16000
49.0,1 j 64.30

• 74.50
• 79.00
• 85.00

95.00
115.00
120.00
130.00
135.00
165.00
185.00

We can submit moo reliable testimonials
on principle of the one shown herewith

CHARLES WELLER S CO.

JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

STH AVENUE AND ROTH STREET

New Yeax, June 1, 1905.
l‘n:_s ‘st v

re in advising you that
we consider ilie W. Ilreen & Co.'s Motors, Which liii,, been
duly installed i II oiti faCtOT)',1.1117 1110SI tip-to.date machinery
on Olt 111111 I:1.1, and are unsurpas,wi for polddiing and
buffing silverware, ,Hvelry, TIlll !lilii re ei12111 '1111011.s,
vie: NOs. 4, 6 .ind 12. ar■• :1.1111 we are
extremely pleama.1 and sai 14; d wilt) our new equipment.
We expect to semi you an :1.1 ,1116,11ot order very shortly.

Yours n i t tfully,
I 'G.\ II ll-5 IV ta. LER & CO.

IMICEMBEMMi•

important to Watchmakers !
Is it not t roc that everyone adloires an up-to-date

workman awl a =it in)? in this cid iIttened age, no one
has time for old-t..-d.ioned notions or ideas. " To be wide-
awake and up to date" is the ninly true road to success.

The cost of a good foot-, heel is $10.00, occupies valu-
able room, and at the lwst is unsteady, uncertain and
decidedly in thing'of the pa,d. Why wa:dt: your time and
energy by its use, when a small elect tic motto:, built especi-
ally for this purpose cant he procured for only $15.00, which

P33' its cost. in 60 days, by quick, better and neater work.
1...aking of pivots by unsteady action of the foot-wheel

is t lo.refore avoided.

showing W. Green it Co.'s
Type No. 12, Electric
Power Motor and Dynamo.
litdispensable for till trades
and devices. Made from
1-40 to 5 Horse Power.
--Chu. small power SI ot ors,
Type No. 12, as shown in
cut, of 1-10, 1-8, 1-7 and
1-6 Horse Power, are made
expressly for ru iiningwatch-
makers', dental and other
small lathes, sewing ma-
chines, tic laboratory and
various other purposes. For
reducing or increasing the r:
speed if these motors, our
three-cone pulley especially
arranged for
;his small type 

Power
Hor se 

will b ne llitid
very useful, G
We also spply 

lut:utO
u

a special Switell
to enable the
lathe to be 1-8
reversed 
If necessary. 1-7
Price-list of
Motors quoted 1-6
I 

Price of Revers- 1-5
ible Switch,

$ir;0e o0. 
1-4

f nickel-Pc

jalvitt ley 3fHedctoneto 
1-3

Motor instead of 1-2
single pulley,
$1.50 extra.

  PRICE  z•ei
PVoltage Direct Alternating

Current Current N e-;
6 to 110

115 " 250
6 " 110

115 " 250
6 " 110

115 " 250
6 " 110

115 " 250
6 " 110

115 " 250
6 " 110

115 " 250
6 " 110

115 " 250
6 " 110

115 " 250

$15.00 E
17.00 . . .. . :f.'o
17.50 $26.00 =a
19.50 28.00 I et;
20.50 30.00 I -a
22.50 30.50 o a
25.00 34.00 

7 P...-O27.00 39.00
29.00 37.00
32.00 43.00 r0-5*
33.00 50.00 8°1
36.00 57.00 = C
45.00 58.00 o‘e

Iso48.00 66.00 e e
51.00 72.00 ,.=9
54.00 83.00 q g

For price of Plating Dynamos,1-6,1-4,1-3 & 1-2
Horse Power, add 105g to above prices

The W. Green 0 Co. No. I Dynamo
Cut showing IV. Green
& Co's No. 4 1-5 H. P.
POLISHING AND BUF-
FING MOTOR with Pul-
ley and Buff Attach-
ments.
(Illustrated I 'slalogtiO

sTol ..f OUT

ta;aors on

GUARANTEED.

Price, only $8.50
A Powerful Little Shunt-Wound Low Voltage Dynamo,

num. than any other small dynamo on market, anti Is
tt,ed extensivel■ with tin ,t satisfactory results.
Can be run either by DIRECT or ALTERNATING Current Motor.
Size, 73.1. x 534 x 4%. Net Weight, 10 lbs. Gross Weight, 14 lbs.

This fanc-simile photo. reproduction which we stibinit,viz : DYNAMO,
MOTOR and TANK has been designed to enable operators to arrange
THEIR DYNAMO for plating purposes.

Observe the Dynamo (see cut type No. 1) is run by belting attach-
ment front the IV. (liven & Co.'s 1-5 it. p. 1 nirect-Current Motor (see cut
I ype No. 4). It can also be attached to any motor on hand, EITHER
DIRECT OR ALTERNATING.

We also call attention to connection of Dynamo by spiral copper
wires to Plating Tank, the whole showing entire apparatus In active
working operation.

Cut showing Dynamo Type, No. 1

c'S
0.
cc
=

11
`I 5:

Ofl'
a;

Is7s3i.

trlij

For Gold, Silver and Nickel
Plating and Coloring

DESCRIPTION OF DYNAMO.--Speed, 2200 to :1200 r. p. m. ;
voltage, 2 to 6, accordingly, at 3200 r. ti tnt. ; it will light from 20 to
25 3-C. P. 6-volt high-grade miniature lamps eonnected in multiple ;
this is actual and not indicated ; will also do high-grade electro
plating, furnish current for running small motors, charge storage
batteries and other work of similar nature.

ADVANTAGES. -For Boman b,l'ininiricisti,gasalfsodlloPwlsatting,Lothwe
dynanno has many advantages niscr
PRICE." " (()SI To RUN, 1 to 4c. per day." "NO SOLUTION "
or zinc to replace. " CONNECTIONS do not corrode." "CERTAIN
to generate an even current of proper strength." "INSURES a
quick deposit and a rich and lasting color."

THE FIELD is of soft Fray iron of the iron-clad type, which
affbrds protections for field cells and armature ; plenty of iron is used
and the magnetic circuit is without joint. The rear bearing Is cast
solid with the frame and pole pieces, and is bored at the same time
as the seat for front bearing, and pole pieces are machined.

THE BEARINGS are long, being about four times the diameter
of the shaft, giving ample hearing surface.

THE SHAFT is of Yrinch steel, 6,4 inches long.
THE ARMATURE Is a modified tunnel drum of 6 sections,

134 inches diameter, 1.1,4's inches long and well insulated ; double
cotton wire is used in both armature and field, well shellaccd ; the
field coils are also taped, insuring freedom from break-downs through
faults, insulation.

THE COMMUTATOR Is % inch by Yi inch and of ample carry-
ing capacitv.

THE BRUSHES are of strip copper, long and springy, held in
slotted brush holders, allowing adjustment and easy renewal at cost
of a few cents only.

THE FINISH is a dead black and a pulley 11/ inches diameter,
V-grooved for 5-16 inch round belt., or flat face crowned for %-inch
fiat belt, is furnished with each machine.

W. Green 0 Co.
6 Maiden Lane, New York

Manufacturers, Exporters
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GIFTS OF THIS NATURE are appreciated
by both the giver and recipient

Let us serve you and send you a catalogue. Every
tool of our manufacture is first-class in every respect
and fully guaranteed.

;-----

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGO. BY

HARDINGE BROS.
/At

czE-
F 

ir
Qr,

4sy

NVith Trefoil Peep Holes. Price, $8.00

Round-Faced Wire Chucks
For ail standard sizes of

watchmakers' lathe. 60 cents
each.

()II Lind, II ,

F■
EXACT SIZE

Hardinge Roller and Hand Remover
Price eomplete with 6 cap
•

s
pH', without cups . . . . 1.75

for life

...47

j0 ?ND!

PIVOT
POLISHER

Ya SIZE

Hardinge Balance Chucks

I, 1905, until further notice, we will sell this tool at
Former lin,   5.11)

7

Complete in neat ease. Price, $30.00

Flat-Faced Wire Chucks
For all standard sizes of

watchmakers' lathe. 60 cents
each.

HARDINGE BROS., 1036 Lincoln Ave., Chicago,

&DO SILVER Po LI M'
IS THE BEST

This cut represents our Wire Display Rack, a handsome
for a jeweler's counter (not large and cumbersome, but
stylish), which we furnish free to our customers.

CORRESPONDENCE solicited. If you do not carry

C,INDO in stock, send for sample

ornament
neat and

MIIM111•111111111111■11f1=110111•111111111MINIOMMErMI

QINDO Silver Polish
has acquired a reputation of being the
BEST IN THE WORLD. Its sales
have more than doubled the past year.
It outsells all other Silver Polishes.

Every jeweler should have it either
under the Cando name or his special
label. There is nothing better made. All
jewelers want to recommend to their
customers the best up-to-date goods,
especially Silver Polish, which requires
the most care in selecting.

CINDO gives perfect satisfaction in
every instance. It pays a good profit to
the dealer. Put up in attractive form
with patent cap, that can be easily opened
and resealed.

Paul Manufacturing Co.
36-38-40 Fulton St., BOSt011, Mass.

1815
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AND

The Bassett Chain Still Leads
All The Rest!

The following was the result of the August v , 1905, as sll()\\-n in
The Goldsmil'h and Sil7sev-s,with

280

281

282

283

2

285

HO Gold Filled Vest Chains, Minus Swivel, Bar and Ring

Chain Number

83

3005

3006

roof

3509

733

Net Cost of ; Gross W, ight
Chain Ounces Decimal

$1.67

2.30

3.00

2.70

3.33
2.42

86

81

63

58

79

Fineness
Gold T000ths

'9

33

4734

55

45

Value

0.338

0.561

0.622

0.659

o• 7 3 .3

73 52 0.783

This list of United States Government Assays was made, of course,
without reference to whom it would hit or benefit. Number 285 was a
chain made by the Bassett Jewelry Company, and the price of this chain
shows that it contains more gold than any other of the six makes that
were tested.

NEED WE SAY ANY MORE TO ANY LEVEL=HEADED JEWELER?

The Bassett Jewelry Company
The Manufacturers' Building, Providence, R. I.

WE SELL DIRECT TO RETAII. TRADE ONLY



ie Jewelers'
Electric Polishing Head

1-5 H. P. Direct Current

These Heads are the result of many
months' study and thought. They embody
all the essential features necessary for strictly
high-grade, efficient and durable machines.
With each machine are furnished

2 Brush Chucks
I Pulley Chuck for connection with a dynamo
I Face Plate Chuck, mounted with emery or

carborundum cloth

5, Dozen assorted Cloth Disks
I Screw Press for use in mounting disks
I Can of Cement

This makes a complete outfit not before offered. Our latest Bulletin (just issued) will
give a full description as to dimensions, prices, etc. Do not fail to send for it. Following this
in a short time we will be ready to supply the Head for alternating current.

Responsible parties can arrange with us or through the jobbing tool trade to be supplied
with these Heads on thirty days' trial.

W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., Manufacturers
1490-1492 Niagara St., BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.

I —

1 M All

Mit

Polishing
Plating
Coloring

The above illustration shows the No. 9 Dynamo connected with a Type '' A" I-3 H. P. Electric
Polishing Motor made by the W. W. OLIVER MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. Y. (Descriptive price
circulars on application.)

The Rheostat ( illustrated in the upper left-hand corner) is used in connection with the
No. 9 Dynamo to regulate the current that any required amount may he allowed to flow through the
tank. (Price, $1.00.)

Prompt attention given to applications for price circulars and othe, information regarding
Electric Polishing Motors, No. 9 Dynamo, K. & D. Rheostat, Plating Tanks, etc. Address,

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N. H.
W. W. OLIVER MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. V. it

1V- 9 DYNAMO
Manufactured by

PRICE

$8.00

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N H.

A shunt-wound and very powerful little Dynamo which can be oper-
ated from any convenient source of power. As a Plating Dynamo it has
every advantage over primary batteries ; this arrangement does away with
the renewal of elements and solution, besides having the strength to operate
a 5-gallon bath successfully.

Speed, 2200 R. P. M. Volts, 2. Size, 6 x 44 x 6. Weight,
pounds.

Its design and construction embody the best practice common to the
larger machines in general use.

The Field is of the ring type cast solid with the frame.

The Coils are form wound and taped, and are safe from mechanical
injury or breakdown.

The Armature is laminated and slot wound, which prevents its
heating.

The Commutator is of hard copper and sparkless.

The Brush Holders are of new design, and add greatly to the
efficiency of the machine.

The Brush Holder Yoke is adjustable ; an advantage in regulating
and operating.

The Bearings are of hard bronze, nicely fitted.

Only the Best Material is used in its construction ; the Dynamo
being finished in black enamel and furnished with grooved or flat
pulley as desired.

At Speed of 2200 it generates 6 amperes and 2 volts, an output of x8 watts.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., WHOLESALE miENTs, 37 MAIDEN LANENEW YORK

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION .„..„.„.„..„.„/

Lathe including Taper and Screw Chuck,
. $29.006 'Cement Chucks and belting .

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . .75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of
cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved method's based upon
years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A
LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to
a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST TI IE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

PERFECT'
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DETAIL

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS
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FOR 8ALE 13Y ALL, JOBBERS

IN THE UNITED STATES' AND CANADA

This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction

THE TRUE BLUE
Beaded Label

French Watch Glasses

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINISH,1;

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

The Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware of imitations

Ask your jobber for them

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

PARIS

21 Rue de l'Echiquier

NEW YORK

37 Maiden Lane



Radical Reduction
YEAR-LONG CLOCKS

$8.90 Net Cash, f. o. b. Philadelphia

J. B. BECHTEL, tic CO.
725 Stirt.sorri Str-kt.t
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507-5il5 wazh'ingtorm BUFFALO, H. I.

The Kenilworth Bracelet is the simplest and
prettiest bracelet on the market. It is self-closing. There is no trouble in
putting it on or taking it off.

The KENILWORTH COLLARETTE is something entirely new as ii

ornament for the neck. It works exactly the same as the KENILWORTH
BRACELET. Manufactured by

DORAN, BAGNALL & COMPANY
Successors to YOUNG, BAGNALL it CO. Established 1870

New York-194 Broadway
Chicago-67 Wabash Ave.
San Francisco-126 Kearny St.

North Attleboro, Mass.

Our at the Dallas Fair under title of

"THINGS WE MAKE"

shows as a creditable record and splendid advertisement for

our School. " Seeing is believing," and we expect good results

at least throughout Texas from this exhibit.
We will arrange to have some of the more interesting

features reproduced and appear in later issues of THE KEY-

TONE. Among these will be the following :

A LARGE WATCH MOVEMENT (lever escapement,
steel escape wheel) made entirely by V. R. Jones,
of Farmersville, Texas, during a three-months'
course in watchmaking.

A LARGE STUD MOUNTING and a variety of smaller
stud and ring mountings made by W. H. Denson,
of Pittsburg, Texas, after three weeks' instruction
in jewelry making.

A LARGE PLATE OF ORNAMENTAL ENGRAVING

designed and executed by H. L. Allen, of Okmulgee,
I. T., during a six-weeks' course of engraving in
our School.

Southern Horological Institute
253 Main Street, Dallas, Texas

1819
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You cut a " pay streak " of profit when you use absolutely trustworthy tools to take
care of your work.

We keep that kind—and that kind only—at all times and at prices that go right down
to the bottom.

We guarantee every Lathe or Attachment
we sell. .And we save money for you on every-
thing you buy.

If we do not quote the make of lathe you
want, or if you need lathe fixtures, write us for
prices.

Low prices, promptness in correspondence
and immediate attention to orders with no delays
in shipment have made our business what it is.

Countershaft No. 12
N. P., each 94c. net

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
With 10 Chucks . . $32.90
" 17 " . . . 37.85

41.35
" 42 " . . 56.40

Net Cash Prices

Moseley Lathe No. 2
With 10 Chucks . .

Net Cash Prices

$32.90
37.60
41.35
56.40

Countershaft No. 9
N. P., each, $2.58 net

Foot-Wheel No. I
Each. $2.15 net

Gem Lathe Outfit Complete

$21.15 net cash
14 Chucks, 6 Cement Brasses and

Belting
There is no better lathe sold for the price
I hall our "Gem." Every one is warranted
rite or you can have your money back.

Geneva Lathe Outfit Complete

$14.10 net cash
Packed in wood box same as Gem Lathe

14 Chucks, 8 Cement Brasses and
Belting

Our Geneva lathes are strictly first tin:tilt:,
and have index and latch

Our printer says, " Early in November, sure," for our
new catalogue. It is a longer job than he figured on, but
the handsomest thing of the kind he has ever seen. We
want every watchmaker and jeweler in our territory to
send in his name NOW. We'll send the catalogue as
soon as it's out.

E & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio
Headquarters for Jewelers' Supplies

dit



Tly PorY411f- Rings•(,„,„
TO THE RETAILER:—]f you want a line of RINGS that will sell

at sight and pay you a good profit—Rings that will not come bach
74,1th the stones out, to plague you—try the BRYANT RINGS.
We have made and sold them for 50 Years.

Tradv-mark

FIRE

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

SEND AT ONCE
for tile moSI complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-

ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
ra 15655156arki

' HIGH-GRADE
JEWELRY STORE

FIXTURES

THE EXTREME OF BEAUTY in store furniture is attained in our specialjewelry store fixtures in

ORIGINAL DESIGNS

Counters, Show Cases, Wall Cases and all manner of artistic cabinet work.

EXCLUSIVE AND UNIQUE 
Drawings and estimates furnished free.

Glaser, Rohrer 0 Co., tFoi r Fs to rAt s. e, con  d Forty-firs t s t
New York

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
Replacing
1—Plain Tailstock
2 -Screw Tailstock
3-Swing Rest

Jeweling Caliper

4-Slide Rest
5-Pivot Polisher
6-Filing Fixture
7-Rounding-up Tool
8-Milling Fixture
9-Rusty Pinion

Polisher
10-Profiling Fixture
II-Turret Head
12-Table Rest

Does
Turning
Facing
Recessing
Shouldering
Boring
Reaming
Milling
Drilling
Tapping
Counterboring
Sawing
Filing
Stoning
Surfacing
Jeweling
Traverse grindinz
Polishing
Snailing
Damaskeening
Rounding up
Etc.
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U. FILING FIXTURE

JEWELING CALIPER
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PLAIN a,b SCREW

TAIL5TOCK

For
Watchmakers

(Patented)

Fitted to any

lathe

Complete as

Shown

$40.00
strictly NET

New Catalog

just Out

Fully

illustrated

Attachment

sent on

trial free

We trust that all who have watched the rapid and continuous improvements in, and additions to, this attachment, will
fully appreciate the great effort we are making to give the watchmaker the finest and most complete article that can
possibly be produced.

We now consider the attachment perfected, and are placing before you not one of those tools which you buy, try
and pack away to be seldom used, but one which if you try, you will buy and use every day, simply because it does
the work of twelve attachments, is always ready, convenient and can be used and its work done in the time required
to get the old-style attachment from its resting place in the back end of the bottom drawer. Therefore, as we find
that every workman who sees, and especially those who have a chance to try our attachment, are very much pleased
with it, we request that you send in your name, and make of lathe, and let us send you one of the latest models on
6 days' trial absolutely without any expense to you whether you keep it or not. We pay return charges.

a " This attachment will do all you claim for it, and would
rather have it than all the attachments it replaces."

H. A. LA.soz, Little Rock, Ark.
"Not a day passes but that some repair conics in and I have

111.;,g without‘,'si°Iltou  
it."use your attachment. I do not ,cc how I ever got

H. F. SHERMAN, Victor, Colo.
" It is the best tool out for use on general jobbing of all

descriptions." A. PHANEUF, Thomaston, Conn.

" It is 0. K., and more than you represent it to be."
ELBIENE BROWN, Kans.

"I think your attachment Ow finest thing I ever saw. I
cannot say enough in its praise, it is simply periVet."

(1. P. LowE, Farmington, Ill.

"I feel that no workman can afford to be without it, as it
covers such a wide 'Imp of work. Fur jeweling It is perfection."

A. W. THISTLEWAITE, TOIlganoXio, Kans.

" And I would not be without It for anything as long as I
all, in the jewelry business."

C. A. CACRITHENS, Elizabethtown, Ky.
"Have found it a practical tool in every way ; easy to

manipulate, rigid and accurate."
It. L. MUDD, Lebanon Junction, Ky.

"For $40.00. I am agreeably, surprised in the tool alto-
gether. I was afraid that it would be too frail to be a perfect
tool, but it is more than sufficiently heavy."

FRED. GROSS, New Iberia, La.
"The more I use it the better I like it. I am sure that if

you can get the watchmakers to try it they will not be without it."
H. E. DOTER, Lewiston, Me.

1

"I could not get aloiltr. ;.1,111

I.!',

,i nott 

I.!',

, Jet, Mo.

"Your Combiumi Lola. Attachments used in the 'Watch
Department, Bos .1, w Mail, IL IL, arc giving entire satisfact ion.
Your Jeweling I .:direr limos will, special favor."

JOHN A. CoVII.I.E, Cider luspeotor, Boston, Mass.
"The most complet,, of anything on the market, especially

would I Iii, jeweling attachment-it cannot be
W. IL WI its, Boston, Ma.ss.imlw"vol,"

(NI r Wilk. beside having a large experience ill a Job shop,
is known :ill cr ii,, wio Id, having Isiiiii,:i.h,:ni,,,,,i111,11 y,i(ictliteljeweling
job at Ow A ,iiiirican Watch Compaity

" I have the Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
Mr watchmakers, and in my ■ipinion it is a very useful and

D. II. Clinwit, Waltham, Mass.
" I would not part with it under any consideration if I could

0. A t. N Walt ham, Mass.not get another right away.
"Its range of work exceeds that .,r any attachment I know

of. Our work is exclusively railway a atch work and demands
the best apparatus that money can tiny."

W. ALLAN I/DE1.1„ NIeNico, I). F.
With the Smith Railway Time Service Dept.

[Formerly Inspector in Charge, Terminal 'Watch Inspection
Service, Montreal, Canada.]

"Your Lathe Attachment is a wonderful tool, and am much
pleased with it." A. K. C. PIKE, Athens, Mich.

"I have found no place that it is not equal to the regular
attachments, and in many ways is far ahead of them. The
Jeweling caliper is worth I I rice of the attaehIllelli :11..ne."

I It. STELZER, Frailkimt, Mich.

"I am having great success with your Attachment-it is
beyond all thy expectations." J. D. LIFotosT, Henning, Minn.
" Your Attachment Just fills the bill., such a tool has long

been nee, imi. I i. complete, simple, effective and correct in
every driail. J. C. LENEY, Manchester, N. H.

altogether in my business now 7ith satisfactory
results." EDWIN LEGRO, Farmington, N. II.

"I consider it a very tine tool. The more I become familiar
with it, the better I like it." C. B. HIBBARD, Pulaski, N.Y.
" Your Attachment is .1 (1st What I have been looking for.

It does better work than .t 1.117 i,ikit.;; jt;eNIellionNg,clatlhiy:tecar.,"N.
Y.

'I simply could :mi.
c'tectady, N. 1'.

"I cannot recommend it too highly, for to be without it
would mean a great loss to me."

C. M. }CRAMMER, Albany, N. Y.
"It is my right hand partner, I would not part with it for

ten times its value."
W. J. ROBERTS, 1516 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"I would not sell mine for five times the price if I could not
get another."

"It is a groat advantjageB1o8belelAsbElFeEtRo'oSwanndsousiknyanyOhtoiOls at
so small a cost ; and this cost is soon made up in time saved, to
say nothing of the improved workmanship, and consequently
increased satisfaction." Otto. D. PARSONS, Washington, D.C.

"It takes the place of several other attachments I have; it
being so much handier I always use it in place of them."

PERRY P. CAMS', Mukwanago, Wis.

W. D. CLEMENT, WALTHAM, MASS.
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Original and Artistic Designs
in these, "Our Lines"
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RETURNS FOR
YOUR

OLD GOLD,
•)ILVER,FILINGS
SWEEPINGS

a c.
H.S. MEISKEY,

F A.PETERS,

W. F MEISKEY.
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Memorandum Packages Sent
to Reliable Jewelers
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Elgin, Waltham and
N. Y. Standard
Movements
Keystone, Boss,
Crescent, Crown and
Royal Cases
Jewelry, Diamonds
Optical Goods
Tools and Materials

;,1 for Watchmakers
and Jewelers

Importer anb
'Wholesale Dealer

ll Haireh Chanleo. Slweet

...danklamolre, Md.

Being advantageously

located for the Southern

trade, we solicit your

orders, and guarantee

every satisfaction regard-

ing prices and qualities.

Special attention paid

to mail orders, and

IN;

4
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-4-

memorandum packages 1;2

cheerfully sent.
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A GOOD BALANCE JEWEL
We make our own settings for our American Balance

Jewels and try to get them right in diameter and
thickness.

'The Jewel itself is the best we can buy.

Hole Jewels in Settings $1  00 dozen
Cap Jewels in Settings 7 "
Unset Balance Jewels (the kind we use) . .75 "
Unset Cap Jewels (the kind we use) . . . 1.50 "

Q. C. M. Co.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Mooney Building

MAIL, ORDERS
All our employees are watchmakers, and they know that

when a man sends in for a piece of material he has the watch
apart on his bench and wants that piece in a hurry, and he
gets it. We carry a complete stock of watch material.

A GOOD PAIR OF "SPECS,'
We put up a spectacle complete which you need not

be ashamed to sell.
A Nickle-Plated Straight Temple Frame, screws and

pin in end piece, with a pure white lens, standard inter-
changeable one-eye size, for $2.00 per dozen, any numbers.

Or an Aluminum Riding Bow Frame, screw and
screw and pin in end piece, pure white lenses, inter-
changeable one-eye size for $2.25 per dozen, any numbers.

Order a sample dozen, and return them if they are not
BETTER THAN YOU EXPECTED

ItLaSSo9ro6.64 o
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
Watches NEW YORK

100 State St

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

WE BUY
Old Gold and Silver Filings, Polishings, Sweeps, Hand
Washings, etc. We will make accurate valuations and hold
consignment subject to your acceptance. If valuation is
not satisfactory, we reship to you at our expense.

WE PAY FOR OLD COLD:
22 K. 88c. per,flvvt. 12 K. 48c. per dwt.
20K. 80c.
18 K. 72e. " 8 K. 

▪ 

32e. 

▪ 

"
16 K. 64e. " 6 K. 24e. "
14 K. 56c. " 4 K. I6C. "
MARKET RATES FOR SILVER AND PLATINUM

WE SELL
Gold, Silver and Platinum, various qualities, rolled flat or
drawn to wire of any gage.

PRICES OF ALLOYED COLD:
1102 K.K. perg, 

6 K. 72c.
dwt.

1 "
14 K. 64c. per dwt.

18 K. 800. per dwt.

Gold and Silver Solder, either from formulas furnished
or our own. "T. B. H." Alloy, 25c. per oz. Guinea Gold,
75c. peril). Shot Copper, 40c. per lb. We will send tables
for alloying without charge. They save figuring.

Try us and you will appreciate our Squareness, Promptness and Accuracy

T. B. HAGSTOZ, LTD., Main Office, 709 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.
SMELTERS, ASSAYERS, REFINERS

•,11■

THE : BEST : PRINTING
Requires the best facilities-men and material-for its execution. Having
the largest plant in Philadelphia, and one of the largest in the world, we
command these.

In our composing room we have eight linotype machines, a complete
type foundry and thousands of fonts of job and book type ; in our press
room we have rotary presses for the long runs, flat-bed presses for the
shorter and higher-grade runs, and platen presses for the little job runs;
in our bindery we have stitchers, sewing machines, gathering machines,
folders, etc., to take care of a practically unlimited output.

We have printed and bound this magazine for over fifteen years,
and the two largest printing contracts in the United States, namely, the
directories for the New York Telephone Company and for the Philadelphia
Bell Telephone Company are executed in our office.

We solicit your orders for all kinds of booklets and catalogues, for
the turning out of which in any quantity we have unexcelled facilities.

GEORGE F. LASIIER PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Opinions that Convince
TI toMAS Q. CHA r )1 A N, Pentads, i I lc, says :

"I will gladly ,sa■ t hat I am II I,,r I hat, 1.leased with the book I sent
for a few weeks :k g°, ' Watch and Clock Escapements,' as it, is the best I
have ever seen of its kind."

LEWIS S. CURRIE, of Gypsum, Kans., says:
" The book, ' Watch and Clock Escapements,' is grand. It cannot

be beat."

This book is a complete education on practical

horology, and much superior to any correspondence

course yet devised. Nearly 200 original illustrations elucidate the text.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

PUI1LISIIED nv

The Keystone, Igth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

A Detailed Record of All
Watch Repairs

is now kept by all progressive jewelers. There's prac-
tically no labor or loss of time in keeping these necessary
records if you use

THE KEYSTONE RECORD

BOOK OF WATCH REPAIRS

PECORD

Rtywa.

KEYSTONE

This book has space for 1600 entries with printed headings. It contains 520
pages, and its dimensions are 9 x it inches. A complete record of any watch
repairs is the work of a moment.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.00 (0. 2c1.)

by T oHE KEYSTONE, T, and Brown Sts Philadelphia, Pa.
lished 
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A GOLDEN RULE

 1 Trade with us as you would have others trade with you

Get on our satisfied list and get the refining end
of your business off your mind

THE BROWN DEAN COMPANY
Gold and Silver Refiners

.102 and 104 Richmond Street

Providence, R. L

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the leration, the

business expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to et

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glassand color of finish is to your individual taste.

WRITE US ; WE'LL

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman

ei Co. have
held the record
for High Art

Jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW
TO MAKE.

Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are at
your service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.

Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-tinie dealer
to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WM. KLEEMAN 0 CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World

Price, $2.50

Patent Roller and Hand Remover
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and double

rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty, and will remove
all sizes of watch hands without injury to the dials. Expert watch-
makers have pronounced it the most perfect tool of its kind in the
market.

INSTRUCTIONS

The jaws can be adjusted for small or large opening, just by
turning thumb nut ; it has two extra plungers for hand removing,
and one extra plunger for roller remover, which are kept inside of
handle when not in use ; the handle has a thumb screw in the back
with a steel sleeve to fit over plungers. When changing plungers,
open the jaws, hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger, and put
another in for hand removing, and keep the others in handle.

For Sale by all Material Jobbers

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST'''

•wi

Liget-1'10r

W: 185.  

"7 
C.
msPrinA5

 9 LAF AVETTE  

2203

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRINCI" is Superior
st —It is guaranteed to be made of the Best Steel.
2d-14 is made by Skilled liand Labor.
3d—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoids

exposure to the moisture of the nir, and therefore all danger of rust is prevented.
4th—Each Spring bears a .Nletal 'fag, indieal ing the watch it is intended for, which accuracy

is warranted.
5th—Each dozen is put in a neat Box, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, so the

handling of several springs at one time is avoided.
6th—The finish of the " Lafayette Spring" is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

HENRY ZIMMERN & Co., INC., Sole Agents, 'a J01111 Street, NEW YORK

IMPROVED STAKING TOOL
WITH NEW FRICTION SLEEVE

No. 12. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps
No. 13. 76 Punches, 20 Stumps
No. 14. 60 Punches, 18 Stumps

The highest degree of
perfection yet attained in
staking tool improvement is
found in the new K. & D.
tool shown in the accom-
panying illustration. The
most notable new feature is
the

FRICTION

SLEEVE

for holding the punches up
while placing and removing
parts of watches from the
die.

This tool has also a new
device for tightening the
die in position, consisting of
an adjustable bolt and double-
bearing cam.

These improvements completely obviate vibration or displacement

and thoroughly safeguard watch parts while in the die.

Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H.

R. J. Mfg. Co. Locket and Charm Holder
FIT ANY 1:NORAYINO BLOCK

Price, $2.00

20 3811011) RTICLES — TO — INCH
32 32

PATENT APPLIED FOR

diameter without marring edge.
ti ri; ui I I' I ii ii III W“1.1: t I I I ,(IiI9tI V 1. r.

Citit he used any engraving block. thicti used indispelisalde.

For sale by Tool and Material Dealers

RACINE JEWELRY MFG. CO.. Racine, Win.

"CLINCH"
Hoffman's Safety Catch for

Scarf Pins

Newest and Most Practical Scarf
Pin Fastener on the Market

Fits ally size pin. lias a grip like
a vise. No broken linger nails.
Nothing to get out of order. Neat
and simple. It will not mar the pin.

PRICES
style No. L $1.50 doz.
H Vie No. 2.
roman gold, 2.00 doz.

!--..1‘ le No. 2.
I I.. oold Plate,
polished, $3.00 doz.

Patent applied for.
No. 1. 25 ets. NO. 2

For sale by all leading jobbers
and material houses, or

THE HOFFMAN
NOVELTY CO.

ALBANY, N. Y. How the Clinch is operated.
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Geo. W. Winder, Troy, N. Y.
Chas. W. Crankshaw, .Atlanta, Ga.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos. W. Field, Galveston,Texas, 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Ore.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, III., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland,Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Ore.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo. •
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind. •
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio.
A. M. Goldman, Seattle, Wash.

WHAT WILL THE
HARVEST BE?

Writers on financial affairs of the near future honestly differ
in opinion. Some of them predict a continuation of prosperity ;
others the contrary. It is certainly up to you, Mr. Jeweler,
whether to take the chance of procrastination or get the money
now. It is needless to add that dealers in luxuries are the first to
feel the effects of hard times, and the last to recover from them.

The glory of the auctioneer is the result of his labor. He
stands close to the jeweler as to his ability and the opportunity,
that is, the jeweler's reputation enters into the result of his work.
The subject of auction sales becomes tiresome, and instead of
interesting, repels the dealer, especially when an auctioneer is
obliged to keep harping on one or two little sales made a year or
more ago. We will not be long-winded, but, on the contrary,
tell our story in homeopathic doses. We have always believed
in sticking closely to actual facts ; the jewelers appreciate truth-
fulness and straightforward dealing. We are now conducting
our third successful sale for W. A. Kirkham, of Leavenworth,
Kansas, within ten years.

Please send for a copy of our new booklet, just from the
publisher, with more than thirty pages on the subject of auctions,
with credentials and press notices not equaled by all the other
men combined in the business to-day,

REFERENCES

Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.
Woodward, Smith & Randall, Colorado Springs,

Colo.
Wilbur,Lanphear &Co.,Galesburg,I11.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjamin, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King, Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Wash.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Mont.
Dolle Bros., Chicago.
Bonner Bros., Fort Worth, Texas.
Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.
Carlton Jewelry Co., Kenosha and Racine, Wis.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles,Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ohio.P. H. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S. C. Margileth & McFarland, Springfield, Ohio.Allen Bros., Savannah, Ga. More than 100 others, and the jobbers from Maine to California.

Duhme Bros., Cincinnati, Ohio
Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
W. H. McKnight, Sons & Co.,Louisville,Ky.,

dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.
L. J. Marks, Kansas City.
Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Larue, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.
Pittsburg Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, III.
P. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
The Hight & Fairfield Co.,Butte,Mont.
C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
L. G. Call, Waynesburgh, Pa.
The Max Rollins stock, Youngstown, Ohio.
P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
A. M. Marwede, Alpena, Mich.
Mrs.SarahDickinsonWood,NiagaraFalls,N.Y.
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
Louis Reinheimer, Joplin, Mo.
Henry C. Briggs Estate Howell, Mich.
R. Van Kuesin & Co., Savannah, Ga.
A. J. Renkl, Augusta, Ga.

We are in the market with the cash to buy anything and everything you have in the way of merchandise in very large or small lots. Let usknow whether you have anything in jobs, discontinued lines or goods that for any cause you are desirous of cleaning up on for cash. We willbuy jewelry stores out complete in any part of the country. We are in a position to make use of anything you have at a better price than youcan obtain elsewhere. Send samples, price, etc., or wire us and we will have our buyer call on you.Have you any specialties in your line that we can use to advantage in making auction sales?

BRIGGS & DODD9 
45 an 47 Plymouth Place

CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE most forcible way we can exploit the merits of our
Diamond Department is to have you get our large new

Holiday Catalogue (if you are a regular jeweler and have
not already received it, a request will bring it to you free
of charge) and compare pages Nos. 2 and 16 inclusive with
any other jewelry catalogue issued, and you will find our
stock is varied and complete and that our prices are the
lowest, quality considered.

Our success in the diamond business has been reached by the most careful study

of the wants of the retail jeweler and by giving the best values for our customer's

money. But to prove this you must examine our new catalogue. It's easy to get.

NORRIS, ALISTER 0 CO.
Wholesalers in Everything Needed by Jewelers

134-136 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

The

Clutch
Hold=On

$6
Per Dozen
Price according to
Keystone Key

The best of
all safety
devices

Pat. May 20. an
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HOOPS

ill solid gold

and in superior

quality

gold filled,

the celebrated

"Sturdy 99 ;111(1
"Simmons"
Iakes.

Samples cheerfully submitted

Rosaries and
•df Colored Stone Necklaces y

4
:y r,"0 4̀4- 4113 tal)00-0.41.00.

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory
5i. 53 Maiden Lane

IN"Wstil aZtt
47°49 Maiden Lane

New York

Special 

Holiday

Offer
in

Low-Priced

Watches
ONLY ONE GROSS OF

SWISS CYLINDER MOVEMENTS

IN GUN METAL CASES

These watches are thin model, neat in shape, rich in appear-
ance, good timekeepers and quick sellers.

Price, $2.15 each
In dozen lots, express prepaid. Cash must accompany order

G-RIEGER & CAESAR

PORT HENRY, N. Y.
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Special Offer to Retail Dealers

If there is no wholesale dealer in your vicinity, on
receipt of $1.00 in cash or money order, we will
send to any express office in the United States,
all charges prepaid,1 dozen boxes, regular size

15E12
SILic0"

and 100 samples for free distribution,
handsomely packed in box for counter display.
Its exceptional merit has made it famous around
the world. Used by owners and makers of
Valuable Plate for more than a quarter of a century.

ELECTRO-SILICON SILVER SOAP, $1.25 per Dozen.

THE ELECTRO SILICON CO., 30 CLIFF ST., NEW YORK.

TheW B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They L.re guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches
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The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

The prices on
are not higher z
much inferior
sold by the
of the United
lows:

(2,
YIBGC glasses

IV than other and
b./ brands, and are

leading jobbers
AV' States as fol.

Genevas .. . . . ...... per gross, $3.60
Mi-Concaves   4 1 

" 4.00
Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick   " " 9.00
Flat Parallels   " " 7.20
Lentilles   " " 12.00
Flat Concaves .   " ,' 12.00
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick   " " 15.00
Patent Genevas   4 1 7.20
Lunettes   .. " 3.00

I

EXTRA F FINE

SWISS PATTERN FILES

" GOOD WOR K R EQU I R ES GOOD TOOLS"

N I 0

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

uwwwwww

PLATINUM
Special Sheet and Wire for Jewelers

Seamless Tubing

Platinum Scrap Bought

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 182(i
Everybody kneory8 that (ha W B & C trlasses HAVE BEEN. ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility, and correctness ot size inah

them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. Tho
used to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, "The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS 1 If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W H & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug-
ging advertisements, showing, a lot of nowtenical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a groat many brands have sprung up In one day, and never
heard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B & 0

at
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We Blank
Form
Swedge

Our finish finust t(d.

the money

Submit sample for
our price

A. N. Clark 8z Son, Plainville, Conn.

Highest Price "South Beni Demaglletizors

BELAIS & COHN
Meted/ ir 'gists

3 Dutch St. NEW YORK

SOUTH BEND,

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

PRICES:

For Direct Current, $15 00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England: OR1MSHAW & 
BAXTER, 29 Cioswell Road,

THE KNOBLOCK=HEIDEMAN MFCi
StILLes.ors to

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC 
MFC.

Smith Bend, Indittitit

I.ondon, carry stock

. COMPANY

COMPANY
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Perfect Shape Umbrella

" MAIDEN BALTIMORE"

REMOVAL TO THE OLD STAND

Wm. E. Wood
Wm. P. Newhall

,N)

As a jeweler you want exclusive
designs. This we give you.

No Spring,.

IlleSerews.

Can be placed in a trunk

Should our representative
not reach you, write for
samples. Will send ex-
press paid.

We make UMBRELLAS and CANES
for the jewelry trade, of sterling quality,
which you can sell with a guarantee (we
stand back of this).

Our latest patent DETACHABLE
HANDLE UMBRELLA has proven the
greatest seller in the umbrella trade. It
is exclusive (being our own patent), and
without springs, screws or levers, it is
impossible to get out of order, and there-
fore the best.
We are now showing our Fall and

Holiday line of exlcusive designs in ster-
ling and gold-trimmed pearls and hand-
carved ivorys. We warrant our sterling
silver ?M. fine and our gold to wear
from five to twenty years.

Some brand-new, clever things just added to our already
enormous line for the holidays

Siegel, Rothschild & Co.
418-420 West Baltimore Street

Baltimore

PETER L. KRIDER CO.
Silversmiths

618 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

Learn Watchmaking Correctly
Save $300.00 While You Learn

Correspondence and Attendance Courses
BY THE DeSELMS CHART SYSTEM

Mr. H. E. Li—. P— C—, Ohio, Writes
ani pleased with your course. I would never have been able to learn without it, as I Wald

not stand the expense of going away to school and the jewelers of my acquaintance did not care
to take all apprentice. I him, been Milling a repair shop for six months and have been able to
do all my repair work and please my customers. I made enough the first month to pay the
whole cost of the course."

Mr. P. J. W—, M—, N C Writes •
" I like your course fine—think it is the thing I have been looking for. My father is a watch-

maker, but has not the time to teach me."

Write for booklet and terms

The DeSelms Watch School, Attica, Indiana

irk

In the months of November and December

the merchant, especially the Retail Jeweler, wants

the goods he orders in a hurry, and he wants just

what he orders and not something "like it" or

" just as good." The only way to get this is to

order your goods from the houses who carry the

stock, not only the largest stock, but the best-

selected stock—the goods that sell. We can state,

without fear of contradiction, that we carry the

largest and most complete line in the East. We

are both Manufacturers and Jobbers. If you want

Movements or Cases, Lockets, Chains, Jewelry of

any description, solid gold or plated, Diamonds 
and

Precious Stones, set or unset, Sterling Silver

Novelties, Silver-Plated Ware, Emblem Goods in

gold and plate, etc., etc., all you have to do is 
write

for them. We can fill your orders—anti the 
,rices

are right.

FLAG PINS ARE SELLING
LIKE HOT CAKES

This is the season for Flag Pins, and Bastian's are the ones that give the most satisfaction and
give the jeweler the most profit. Write to-day for our new catalogue and find out how to make some
extra money.

Flag Pins, as illustrated, in Sterling Silver, $1.88 a dozen.
We have dies on hand for a great many school pins.
Write us, and if we have the die you wish in stock, you can order in any quantity. We will

make a special die for any School if the order amounts to $5.00 net. These pins are rapid sellers at
25 cents each and you have our guarantee of satisfaction.

We create a demand for Bastian's Flag and Class Pins by extensive magazine advertising.
We also make to order Badges, Medals and Buttons in Gold, Silver, Bronze or Ribbon. Special
designs and estimates free of charge. Send for our new catalog—it's free.

MANUFACTURERS

726 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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The Southern Jeweler who wants satisfactory values and prompt shipments should remember
 MEN1111••■•••=1.11..114111•0■41114......e 

FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES

1833

that—

Baltimore being the
natural distributing

point for the South
saves you from twenty-

four to forty-eight

hours on your orders.

WATCHES and DIAMONDS

Baltimore, Md.
2 East Lexington St., cot. Charles

Selection packages sent upon request

that—

as we sell the Jewelry
Trade only we are
able to anticipate your
needs and to fill your
orders with absolute
correctness.

No. 2. lienttine Eagle Claw

No. 233. Genuine Eagle Claws

ESTABLICHED 40 YEARS

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
OUR SPECIALTY—Changing old Antique Cases to

Stemwind

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing

No. 2:'.1
Genuine Eagle Claw

No. 57
Lapel Button

Genuine
Eagle Claw

No. 58
Lapel Button

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

BEFORE

MINIATURE PORTRAITS

DEMAGNETIZING

N. J. FELIX, 18 John St., NEW YORK CITY

TIDD'S BALANCE STAFFS
are made of Stubbs steel, finely tem-
pered, accurately sized. Every staff is
guaranteed to fit, finish equal to any

made, made in two qualities, viz :

Gray finish body, polished pivots - - - $1.00 doz.
Highly polished for high-grade movements, 1.25

Single staffs matched, 15c. each. Try a sample dozen.

TIDO ec Co., 4.;o1umblana, 01-110
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"Star" FOOtalfld Lathes
High-grade complete screw-cut.

Vag engine lathes, 9 and 11-inch
awing, with automatic cross-feed,
with or without compound rest,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling and
gear-cutting attachments, friction
countershaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument makers, optical, lab-
oratory and experimental work, for
profitable use in all lines of fine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog " B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.
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No. 56. Lapel Button No. 236 No. 43

No. 240
Genuine Eagle Claws

No. 337. Seal No. 55. Lapel Button

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. O. E. and B. P. O. E.
Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen employed when not
busy on special order work.

If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidious
customer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-
ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

103 an D 105 William St., NEW YORK We sell these goods only
57 Washington St., CHICAGO to Retail JewelersWENDELL & CO 

PRESENTATION JEWELS, MEDALS AND BADGES MADE TO ORDER IN GOLD AND SILVER

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS

No. 276 No. 277

No. 245

GENUINE ELK TEETH

411111•11■•••■

No. 299 No. 245 No. 291 No. 249 No. 289 No. 262 No. 298 No. 293

4•11,



Alternating and
Direct-Current Lathes
Highest type. Most liberal guarantee. Absolutely noiseless.
Simple mechanism. Four speeds. Economic operation. Eight
chuck combination.

100 to 120 volts, Alternating, $60.00
200 to 250 volts, Alternating, 65.00
110 volts, Direct • • 45.00
220 volts, Direct 51.00

Descriptive matter on application.

%
0

ONE VERIBEST DOZEN
RESILIENT MAINSPRINGS

FOR JOS. B. BECHTEL & CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NAME WALTHAM
SIZE. 8 8c 6 2215 CLASS

Reliana Balance Staffs and C. & F.
Jewels are American-made
and guaranteed to fit

American
Mainsprings

are guaranteed to be the

most perfectly gaged and

best finished mainsprings
on the market.

Per dozen, $1.00

With your first order for
one gross of our Reliance Brand

Mainsprings we give you gratis
a handsome oak or walnut 20
drawer Mainspring Cabinet.

T he

Veribest Mainsprings
.ire exactly what the name implies. By special arrangement v■ith
the Waltham Watch Co. we offer our friends•the best Spring which
American workmanship of the highest type, regardless of expense,
can produce. Each spring is carefully inspected before leaving
the factory, which enables us to give a liberal guarantee.

We feel sure that a single trial will convince anyone of their
excellence, and that the watchmakers will be supplied with that
rarest of rare articles, a good mainspring.

Price, per Gross, $15.00 1
,, ., Dozen, 1.25 j. 

Less 6(l''

Jos. B. Bechtel & Co.
725 Sansorn Street PHILADELPI-IIA

Jewelers' Findings are
made of the best grades
only

No. 168. Balance Staffs, Hardened Tempered and
Polished • • • • . $1.00 per doz.

No. 169. Balance Staffs, Hardened and Tempered,
Gray Finish . . . . . .60 "

No. 1'0. C. & F. Jewels in Polished Settings, Ruby
and Sapphire . . . . . $1.00 per doz.

No. 171. C. & F. Jewels in Turned Settings, Garnet . .50 "

We send gratis a handsome cabinet and 12 bottles with 6 dozen
of our best grade Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels.

NOTE.—Only the best material and the most up-to-date automatic mad, nery are used
for making the Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels. All our Balance St a Ilk and Jewels
are carefully examined as to their accuracy by experienced watchmakers before being put
on the market. We will be only too pleased to exchange any Balance Staff or Jewel which
you may tied defective.

Orders Filled from any Catalogue
WE CARRY EVERYTHING KNOWN TO THE TRADE

WRITE Es FOR FRIcF.s AND CASH DISCOUNT

Brand

For Beauty of Design, Perfection of Finish and Reliability "
Combined with Moderate Price,

TRENTON Watches Are Unequaled.
A sample line is convincing. They are Pendant-Setting in

all sizes, fitting regular pendant-setting cases.
Order promptly from your jobber to insure delivery in time

for your holiday trade.

A Neat Sign or Advertising Booklets for the Asking

A FEW OF MANY RECENT UNSOLICITED TRADE OPINIONS

La Crosse, Wis., Sept zi, 1905.
I sell a great many of your movements now

and like them very .much. They are the best
low-priced watches I handle.

La Crosse, Wis., Oct. 2, 1905.
As I stated in my previous letter, I like your

watches very much, and at these reduced prices
they will afford the dealers a very nice profit. I
find you use a more correct escapement than
some of the companies who are making higher-
priced watches.

Tarboro, N. C., Sept. 21, 1905.
We have just received from - ten move-

ments of your make and expect to order more in
a few days. I take pleasure in adding my testi-
monial, believing them now to be the most reli-
able timepieces, price considered, of any make
that I know of.

Louisa, Va., Sept. 4, 1905.
I am pushing the sale of your movements,

believing them to be the best for the money on
the market.

AMMIMIN.11■11Yo,

Baltimore, Md., Sept. 22, 1905.
desire to state that I carry your new Bridge

Model Movements in stock and I find them very
reliable timekeepers. I wish you would send me
some of your advertising booklets, with my ad-
vertisement printed on same, as on this letterhead.
Also a sign to hang up in my store. Hoping you
will oblige me with the same, I remain

Goreville, Ill., Oct. I, 1905,
You may be sure that I fully appreciate the

kindly favor extended me. Tbie " Fortuna"
Bridge Model is very satisfactory. I have been
handling them for years, with not one word of
complaint, except the above-mentioned repair.

Indiana, Pa., Oct. 9, 1905.
We are much pleased with looks of move-

ments you sent us. The make and finish is cer-
tainly all right and we will talk them to our cus-
tomers.

 TM.

No.100. Bridge Model, 0 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line lever escapement, exposed pallets,
cut expansion balance, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or arable
white enamel dial and red marginal figures.
Open-face, wIthout seconds.

n in
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No jew el er phould be
without our new Catalogue of
Jewelers' Findings. You can
obtain one by sending us your
business card.

KORONES BROS.
32 Maiden Lane and

38 Chrystie Street, New York

Importers
and

Jobbers of

Watches
Clocks
and

Jewelry

Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials

Jewelers'
Supplies

Optical
Goods
and

Silverware

Nt.. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel datnaskeened, quick train, straight
line escapement, exposed pallets, cut ex-
pansion balance, hardened and tempered
l.reguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, roman or arable white
enamel dial with monogram "T. W. Co."

No. 320. " FORTUNA."
12 Size, 7 J wet, Hunt-
ing and Open - Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, cut expan-
sion balance, safety pillions,
screw bankings, straight line
lever escapement, hardened and
tempered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding
wheels, handsome white enamel
dial vii depressed seconds and
red marginal figures. Open-face,
without seconds.

Decorated Dials
and Louis XV
Hands for all
grades and sizes

La Grange, N. C., Sept. 22, 1905.
Please send me one of your attractive watch

signs to hang up in my store. My customers
are well pleased with the Trenton Movements,
which I have been selling. They are good.

Richfield, N. C., Sept. 21, 1905.
Enclosed please find $2.54, for which send me

one No. 130 0. F. 16 size movement. My jobber
is out of this size movement just now and will,
therefore, send to you for this one movement for
a special customer. I have been selling quite a
number of your movements and have had no one
to make complaint as to the quality of the watch.
Shall be pleased to have you send me a quantity
of your advertising booklets with my name on,
and also sign which you say is free for the asking.

Big Creek, Ga., Sept. 6, 19°5.
We are agreeably surprised with the work-

manship and designs and the efficient timekeep-
ing qualities of your watches, especially the 16
size " Fortuna," and have decided to keep them
in stock. You may send my order to one of your
bestNewYorkCity jobbing houses who sell them.

No. 310. FORTUNA."
6 Size, 7 Jewel, Hunt-
ing anti Open Fame,
Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, cut ex-
pansion balance, safety pinion,
screw baukings, straight lino
lever escapement, hardened and
tempered breguet hairspring,
quick troll, exposed winding
wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed seconds and
red marginal figures. Open-face,
without seconds,

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewel,
Hunting 1tild Open-Face, Pendant Setting

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hard-
ened and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, depressed center and seconds
white enamel dial with monogram "T. W. Co."

Jobbers sell TRENTONS

1\lanufacturecl and guaranteed by the

Price-List
furnished on
application

No. 140. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 15
Jewel. Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

4 pairs in settings, micrometer regulator,
nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight.
hue lever escapement, exposed pallets, cot
expansion balance, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring, safety pinion
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or
arabie depressed center and seconds white
enamel dial and red marginal figures.

TRENTON WATCH CO., Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.
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SETS
With FILES, SCISSORS,
KNIVES, PENCILS and
CIGAR CUTTERS

Also with loop on side
for Thermometer or Foun-
tain Pen.

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

Ateam
Lapidary

DIAMOND CUTTING
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones

LON BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio
Manufacturer of Floe siGNs

Watch & Spectacle
Electric Illuminated nnd
Nott•IllumInnted. Durable, Elegant and Attractive

BEST SIGNS ON EARTH
Send for Catalogue

SI

CATCHY
ENGRAVING

- in SPOON BOWLS at
Point lar Prices

• Sample initial order,per doz.
Buildings $3.00
Nanu•s . . . . 1.00

Artistic Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Reliable Plating.
Drop postal for price-list.

UL...,L,STROM a CO.
Memphis Nebraska

REINHARD & PATTERSON, I'4 ilUiliairom St .

New FIRM NEW GOODS

A complete line of up-to-date Sterling popular-price Novelties
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Engrtiveci Souvenir Spoons
aRiutrr CUT STYLE

Colors of cases—made in English
morocco, red, green, black,

pig skin and seal.

Sets are made up with two,
three, four and five pieces, as
may be desired. Price from
$2.50 each up. Will send selec-
tion if reported upon at once.

EDWARD TODD & CO.
Manufacturers

1 West 34th Street

NEW YORK

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence. ti I

PrgthAAL*1 fiLlalt11111
Tins machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It vill carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Econoing of space reduced to tile minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

NEWARK BRUSH 
CoMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

sKrisFeerrios 
GUARANTEED Olt 

1,105EY 
REFUNDED

It would be a pleasure to fill y.)u
orders

LINDNER & CO.
Jew eler.s' Supplie

S. W. cor. Fourth and Walnut
Use any Catalogue CINCINNATI, CHI

The Bachelor's
Alarm

A Most Novel Alarm Clock
The figures on the dial are represent,

groups of tiny men Iii 1 Fess suits, each
a separate picture, forming by their varyin,,:
tit titles the numerals, one to twelve.

In place of hands on the clock's fac,
there is a dainty, beast ifully-eolored ball, t
whose pointed loos in herjourney about Ili.
designate the time of day—Can you mom
her position at a quarter of three?

The E'achelor's Alarm
has been universally pronounced the cic,
novelty produced in years. In the lwdrooIll I

cozy corner,the den—it's wonderfully at t mcit

A VERY BIG HOLIDAY SELLER
EVERY CLOCK GUARANTEED for ONE YE-
From your jobber or us direct.

$9.00 Dozen
We prepay carriage on dozen lois.
No time to he lost.
Filling holiday orders right now.

THE GOLDSMITH CO.
812 Lippincott Building, Philadelphia, E

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Si Iv.
for English, Swiss and American Moverneut-

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chica4(

Send for Our New Price-List

MARK
TRADE ---

There is no trade-mark in the jewelry trade more

respected than this TRDIsA22-ul emblem, which is stamped

in all the manufactures of the Crescent Watch Case Co.

Whether in our 25-year or 20-year Filled, Silver or

Nickel Cases, it is recognized as the hall-mark of

worth and conscientious work. Since the inception

of this business, there has been unswerving fidelity to

quality : in the design, in the materials used, in the

processes of manufacture, in our dealings with the

trade, in the maintenance of an unqualified guarantee.

These things have compelled the use of the most

expensive materials, the employment of the highest

form of skilled labor and constant creation of artistic

design, which in turn have brought us the most

desirable trade of the world. Improvement is con-

stant—your jobber will show you our latest thought

and our best work.

THE CRESCENT WATCH CASE CO.

Main Office, 2 1 Maiden Lane, New York
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DOUBLE YOUR INCOME
and in many cases more than three times their former salary, is the verdict of young
men who have availed themselves of an opportunity to take a course in the

HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
Bradley Polytechnic Institute

Peoria, Illinois

HOROLOGY HALL—The Largest Building in the World Devoted Exclusively to a School of This Kind

It does not cost much to find out about these things. You have been thinking of in-
vestigating something of this kind for years, perhaps, why not send a postal to
Horological, Peoria, Ill., and learn all about it.

It is a fact not generally known that one-half the students entering this school have had
previous experience more or less, and wish to improve their condition as a workman, and
at the same time swell their bank account.

Colorado, Texas, Sept. 9, 1905
Gentlemen—You have supplied me with two fine workmen within the last

five years and I now need another. Can you send me a nice, honest young
fellow—one whom you can recommend as a workman?

I am, fraternally, J. P. MAJORS.

We have hundreds of similar applications each year. Will you be one to take one of
these positions next year ?

Get in immediately after the Holiday rush and prepare yourself to be ON TOP.

IT WILL DO IT

This is a Watch Year!
1839

MR. RETAILER:
It costs money to remind you, but judging from the large number of orders

we have received lately, we feel justified in advising you of the fact that this is a

WATCH YEAR.
We are noted for being- LIBERAL, so would suggest you ordering NOW

whatever goods you think you can reasonably use for the HOLIDAY business.
If we do not already know you, would be glad to make your acquaintance, and

Ithe best way of getting acquainted is to send us your orders. We carry all kinds

of goods a jeweler needs.

4

4I_

CROSS & BEGUELIN
(A C.,orporriatiori)

Established 1863 17 Maiden Lane, NEVV YORK

A HOLIDAY NECESSITY

Jewelers' Show Case Paper Roll
Always ready for use. Neat in appearance

Price, including roll of paper . . $1.25
Extra rolls of paper . . . . Each, .35

Color, pink or white. Size, 7;,,,: inches

Your MAIL ORDERS are what we are after. We are accurate and quick,
and fill orders same day as received. Orders filled from any catalog.

OUR CATALOGUE FREE FOR THE ASKING

Jos. Hornback & Co.
EVERYTHING IN WATCH MATERIAL, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

11 West Fifth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

BEST AMERICAN=MADE
Balance Staffs
Gray Finish . . . $1.00 per doz.
Bright Polished . . . 1.25 "

Balance Hole Jewels
Garnets . . . . $1.00 per doz.
Ruby and Sapphire, Fine Finish, 1.5o "

Spectacle Screws, 50 cents per gross.

Imperial Mainsprings, $12.00 per gross

Genuine Roller Jewels,Watch Crystals at catalogue prices. Many new styles in
Ladies' and Gents' Fobs, Chains, Rings, Carded Jewelry and Emblem Goods.

Your mail orders are solicited, and will have our prompt attention.
Selection packages sent upon upplication to responsible dealers.

JEWELERS' GUILD DISTRMUTING CO.
J. F. McEwen, Manager Manchester, Iowa

l'aton ed

The New

HERCULES
CLASP

THIS IS THE LATEST AND BEST

t is neat and attractive.
It is strong and reliable.

It engages easily and it releases just as easily.

It is made right and is quite the nicest clasp that you have seen.

Ask your jobber for the HERCULES

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
42 Madison Street, Chicago PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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,
IIIIETRLATri3 CHENIICALS.iN.ACCURATE PRO.

%. ).15ORTION,PRODTJCIDTG AT 4IPA it 'WW1& L4,3 CORRECT: •• .•. SHADES. III5501.YEZI 1NWATER: THE BATH. ISTITONCE_
READY FOR V5E:WORKED van( EITHER DYNAMO on ,

BATTERY, SAME AS OTHER 5OL1TION5.

THESEELE–CTRO-PLATING SALTS ARE
PREPARATIONS niFlailliM CONTAINING

T S 
SOME OF THE SALTS : Rose Gold, ( treen Gold, Parisian, Roman, 14 or 18 K., Rod, Guineri3 Old English

Guinea Green, Guinea Rose, Gold Dip, Silver salts, French Gray Dip, Silver Ehonizer, Oxides, Etc.

SALTS FOR. Dark Green Gold ea Orange Rose Gold
(Antique Green)

OUR ELECTRO•PLATING oh

(Orange
irectns forYel  doing this

Yellow)

a rc the leading shades now extensively used for single and double coloring. T io
kind of work with order. Our Electro-Plating Salts are universally used. Write for circular.

U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hlrochbach, Prop., 80 Elm St., NEW YORK
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WHAT SHALL BE
DONE WITH
MEXICO?

PRESIDENT POLK'S VIEWS
FORESHADOWED.

1/1 E X IC 0 hay- the required in-
ing refused demmty.

to come to terms, The doctrine of
President Polk in no territory is the
his message to doctrine of no in-
Congress dated demnity, and if
the 7th inst., says sanctioned would
that he is per- be a public ac-
suaded that the kn o wle dgin en t
best means of yin- that our country
dicating the na- was wrong and
tional honor and that the war de-
interest and of clared by Con-
bringing the war gress with extra.
to a close will be ordinary unanim-
to prosecute it ity was unjust
with increased and should be
energy and power abandoned-an
in the vital part of admission un-,
the enemy's coon- founded in fact
try. By theaction and degrading
of the enemy we to the national
could not honora- character.
bly have avoided A treaty of
the war. Ulti- peacewhichwould
mately Mexico terminate the ex-
must agree to the isting war without
just and reasona- providing for in-
ble terms we have demnity would en-
tnairrtained. Be- able Mexico the
sides New Mexico acknowledged  e 
andtheCalifornias debtor and her-
there are other self the aggressor
Mexican provin- in the war, to re-
ces which have lieve herself from
been reduced to her just liabilities.
our possession by By such a treaty
conquest. It has our citizens who
never been con- hold just demands
templated as an against her would
object of the war have no remedy
to make a per- either against
manent conquest Mexico or their
of the Republic of own Government.
Mexico or to an- Our duty to these
nihilate her sep- citizens must for-
arate existence as ever prevent such
an independant a peace, and no
nation. We de- treaty which does
mand an honora- not provide ample
ble peace and that meansof discharg-
peace must bring ing these demands
with it indemnity can receive my
for the past and sanction.% If an
security for the adequate Cession
futui e. of territoryshould
It swell known bemadebytreaty,

that the only in- the United States
demnity which is should release
in the power of Mexico from all
Mexico to make in her liabilities and
satisfaction of the assume their pay-
just and long de- ment to our own
ferred claims of citizens.
our citizens There can beno
against her and doubt that themo-
the only means by ment the United
which she can re- S tat es shall re-
imburse the linquishtheirpres-
United States for ent occupation of
the expense of the Mexican territory
war is a cession to and their claim to
the United States it as indemnity, an
of a portion of her effort would be
territory. Mexico made by some
has no money to foreign power to
pay and no other possess it, either
means of making by conquest or by

JAltiEB K. POLK.

purchase. If no
foreign govern-
nent should ac-
quire it in either
of these modes, an
independent revo-
lutionary govern-
mentwould proba-
bly be established
by the inhabitants
and such foreign-
ers as may remain
in or remove to
the country as
soon as it shall be
known that the
United States
have abandoned
it. Suchagovern-
ment would be too
feeble long to
maintain its sep-
arate independent
existence, and
would finally be-
come annexed to
or be a dependent
colony of some

more powerful
state.
Should any for-

eign government
attempt to possess
It as a colony, the
principle avowed
by President Mon-
roe in 5824, and re-
affirmed in my
first annual mes-
sage, that no for-
eign power shall
with our consent
be permitted to
plant or establish
any new colony or
dominion on any
part of the North
American contin-
ent, must be main-
tained. In main-
taining this princi-
ple and in resist-
ing its invasion by
any foreign power
we might be in-
volved in other

wars more ex
pensive and more
difficult than the
present one.
UpperCalifornia

is bounded on the
north by our Ore-
gon possessions,
and if held by the
United States
would soon be
settled by a hardy,
enterprising, and
intelligent portion
of our population.
The Bay of San
Francisco and
other harbors
along the Cali-
fornia coast would
afford shelter for
our navy, for our
numerous whale
ships, and other
merchant vessels
employed in the
Pacific Ocean.

The territory shown by shaded part will probably
be demanded of Mexico in lieu of indemnity.

NO. s

UNITED STATES

NAVAL ACADEMY.

WHAT ITS ESTABLISHMENT

WILL DO FOR OUR FU-
TURE AS A NATION.

THE United
States Naval

Academy, near
Fort Severn, An-
napolis, founded
two years ago by
the Hon. George
Bancroft, Secre-
tary of the Navy,
promises to be one
of the most mem-
orable achieve-
ments of Presi-
den t Pollc'sadin in-
istration. The
technical training
which is being
given cannot fail
to still further im-
prove a service
which, through
the exploits of the
past,already com-
mandstheadmira-
tion of the world.
Thirty-six mid-
shipmen were
graduated in 1846.
Thepresentsuper-
intendent of the
Academy is Geo.
P. Upshur, su c-
c ee d in g Com-
mander Franklin
Buchanan. The
course originally
prescribed was
five years-the
first and last to be
spentat the school
and the interven-
ing years at sea,
but this plan has
not been strictly
adhered to, the
exigencies of the
service having
already called out
the men. These
men, trained ac-
cording with the
highest standards
in gunnery and
warfare in times
of Peace, will be
ready at the coun-
try's call for that
quick, wise, deci-
sive action which
Is the reason of
victory. As the
years roll on, the
methods of in-
struction must of
course be modi-
fied to keep up
with improve-
ments in ordnance
and the prog-
ress of the times.
The studies must
eventually lead to
the making of
ready diplomats
as well as brave
fighters. History,
Treaties and the
Laws of Nations

must ultimately
become important
parts of the course
-thus it will bean
agency for Peace
though carrying
the arms of Des-
truction, for only
th us may we in the
future avoid wars.
It is due to the
prejudice and
ignorance of those
in power that
most quarrels
arise. We predict
that the Academy
will become the
greatest Naval
School in the
world-worthy of
the great nation
which established
It. When the
Academy wasfirst
organized, some
of the buildings
near the military
post at Fort Sev-
ern were purchas-
ed for $1,8or.00and
were simply fitted
up. All unneces-
sary expense is to
be avoided in its
management and
the first housing
will provide am-
ple accommoda-
tion for the needs
of the Academy
for some time to
come. It is not
expected that the
Academy will at
any time ask for
new an n ua 1 ap-
propriations.

CALORIC
POWER.-The
fate of steam is
certainly decided,
and the experi-
mental ship, just
built by Air. Erics-
son, a Swedish
engineer, at New
York, is entirely
successful. Truly
this is an age of
discoveries-we
might almost say
an age of mir-
acles.

IRON RAILS.-
There are now in
the United States
twenty-two rail-
ways, whose ag-
gregate length is
five thousand two
hundred and fifty-
four miles. What
nation can com•
pare with this for
railways?

We are indebted to New York Herald, New Haven Palladium, Gleason's Pictorial and others of the " 1847" period for material
in this issue. Meriden, Conn., November, 19o5-MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.-International Silver Co., Successor
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The Lesson of this Holiday Number

TH. modern trade journal is at all times
so faithful a reflex of the conditions in

the trade to which it is devoted, that it is
with peculiar gratification we present to our
readers this voluminous Holiday Number.
Impressive in its proportions, presentable in
its beautiful cover and invaluable in its con-
tents, could our readers have any more
convincing proof of the flood-tide of pros-
perity which the country and the trade are
now enjoying? Could volumes of statistics
as to crops, industrial activity, labor or
wages arouse in the breasts of the jewelers
and opticians a tithe of the enthusiasm, con-
fidence and ambition that will come to them
on opening this issue of their favorite
journal ? We are happy ill the anticipation

that our efforts will be fully appreciated, and

that our readers will accept this greatest of

all the issues of THE KEYSTONE as an in-
spiring reflex of the ideal conditions with

which Providence has favored them. Issued

on the threshold of the greatest holiday

season in the history of the trade, it is in
truth a herald of unprecedented opportunity

to every jeweler and optician in the land.

Holiday Precautions Against Jewelry
Thieves

VEN at the expense of repetition, we

feel constrained to again warn the trade

against the thieves and swindlers who seem

to be especially active at this time. It is a
misfortune that as civilization progresses, so

does the perverted ability of the audacious

fraternity who make the trade their prey.

Their operations take on so many unsus-

pected and novel forms, that eternal vigilance

is the price of immunity. Our Detroit corre-

spondent reports ill his news letter, printed

elsewhere, a scheme for making spurious

" diamonds " look like genuine, that is said

to have been worked suceessfully even on

jewelers and pawnbrokers. Almost daily,

reports reach us of some new trick to gain

unlawful possession of the jeweler's property.

The features by which the holiday trade

is characterized, make this season an especially
inviting time for the wily jewelry thief. Dis-
plays are rich and tempting, and because of
the rush and bustle in the store there is liable

to be relative relaxation of alertness on the
part of the salespeople. During the weeks

of greatest activity, wherever the magnitude
of the business would justify it, it would be
well if some one person should be especially
allotted to the detection of dishonesty. In
the case of less pretentious stores the task
of balking the evil-doer must depend, of
course, on the foresight and strategy of the
proprietor and his sales force. But, how-
ever the jeweler may be circumstanced, there
should be a convention of the store em-
ployees called at this time, and ways and
means discussed for the prevention of swin-
dling operations. Individual watchfulness, a

few common sense precautions and good
detective team work, will generally give the
necessary security.

The Millennium of Skilled Labor

IN our last issue we devoted considerablespace to the phenomenal agricultural
prosperity which the country is now enjoy-
ing ; nor has anything transpired in the
month just ended to call for any modification
of the sanguine views then expressed. On
the contrary, the holiday outlook becomes
more luminous as the days pass, the benefi-
cent influences of the immense harvests being
already reflected in the increasing industrial
and business activity. The feature of the
situation now most in evidence is the unpre-
cedented demand for labor. While there is
abundant work for all the unskilled labor
available, it is in the market for skilled
workers that the scarcity is most pronounced,
and this is especially true of the industries
which furnish the varied requirements of the
jewelry trade. The watch and watch case
factories, the silverware plants, the jewelry
and novelty factories-all are working to their
full capacity, many of them day and night,
in a supreme effort to cope with the situation,
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and the entire output is being swallowed up
with a rapidity that is truly amazing.

T N view of the extraordinary conditions in
the jewelry manufacturing centers, the

Providence journal says :

Nearly every large manufacturing jewelry place
in this city is now running overtime, some for a
few hours in the evening and some the whole
twenty-four hours of the day. The fact that every-
one is so busy has caused a scarcity of help, and
the employers are complaining that it is almost
impossible to get experienced people, either girls
or men, a fact which is borne out by the large
number of advertisements for help which have
appeared lately in both trade publications and news-
papers.

The extent to which the jewelry manu-
facturers are hampered by a scarcity of hands
may be inferred from the fact that in a single
issue of a Providence evening paper before
us, there are advertisements for the following;
Stone setters, scratch brushers and satin
finishers, plated locket-makers, ornamental
engravers, silver brooch and scarfpin workers,
ball locket-makers, first-class colorers, solder-
ers, gold-stone-ring makers, locket-seal and
slide makers, spoon makers, bracelet-chasers,
enamelers, chain makers, brass workers,
platers, gold brooch makers, etc. As many
concerns have similar advertisements, we can
well understand the eager competition for
competent workers.

This urgent demand for labor reflects
the prosperous condition of the jewelry in-
dustry, and most other industries are simi-
larly circumstanced. The big iron works,
we are told, are actually bidding against each
other for skilled men, which leads the Iron
Age to say editorially:

A time may come when the labor-bureau idea
will have developed into a clearing house of labor,
which will obviate the almost fierce striving of the
present time to secure enough of good men,
especially first-class mechanics, to meet the volume
of business which the manufacturers in metal lines
have in hand.

While skilled workers are so profitably
employed, there is no time or opportunity
for the agitator ; and the absence of labor
troubles is another favoring factor in the
situation. In fact, the latest bulletin of the
New York State labor department declares
that the last twelve months have been so
favorable to employment that, instead of
providing new measures for the relief of dis-
tress among those who cannot find work, the
State finds its established institutions but
partially used, a condition that may be truly
described as millennial.

- - — -
er HE conditions in the jewelry industry, as

above described, will suggest to the
shrewd jeweler the advisability of early and
liberal purchasing of staple stock. The pres-
sure forebodes a probable scarcity in some
lines later in the season, with the vexatious
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possibility of a loss of sales to the jeweler
who is not well supplied. While conservatism
in the matter of buying stock is generally
commendable, the trade can well afford,
under present favorable conditions, to pur-
chase liberally in advance, if only as a
precautionary measure.

America's Need of Technical Schools

A glance through this voluminous issue of
our journal with its imposing wealth of

artistic illustration cannot fail to impress on
our readers the vast untitled field of technology
that awaits the cultivation of our American
youth. While we Americans boast of citizen-
ship in the best educated country in the
world, we must reluctantly admit that in the
matter of technical teaching our system of
education is deplorably lacking. Schools
like the Cooper Institute, New York ; the
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn ; the Institute of
Technology, Boston ; the Drexel Institute,
Philadelphia ; the Carnegie Institute, Pitts-
burg ; the Armour Institute, Chicago ; the
Bradley Institute, Peoria, and all such are
models in their way, but mere privately en-
dowed institutions can never furnish even a
tithe of the facilities necessary for the tech-
nical education of the young men now eager
for such tuition. This eagerness was impres-
sively and pathetically illustrated last month
when the new Andrew Carnegie School of
Technology in Pittsburg was opened. No
less than seven thousand applications were
received for admission to the school, and out
of this vast number only one hundred and
twenty can be accommodated ! There is
something singularly touching in this yearning
of the young people for a technical education,
facilities for which are denied them.

This condition cannot possibly continue,
and already initial steps are being taken to
meet it. In New York the pressure became
so great that the school board opened four
trade night schools, one of which, located in
Brooklyn, reached an enrollment of five
hundred and ten in the opening week. The
course is seventy-two nights long with three
sessions a week, and instructions are given in
practically all forms of handicraft. In this
manner boys who have left the grammar
schools learn the rudiments of a trade, or
obtain systematic instruction in the lines of
work in which they are engaged during the
day, thus improving their competency and
opportunities. So great is the rush to these
schools that their rapid multiplication all over
the country is regarded as a certainty.

BUT the innovation in New York, even
should it spread to the limits of the

land, can never be other than an unsatisfac-
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tory makeshift for the radical solution of the
difficulty which the situation calls for. Nor
is the nature of the solution a mystery, for
Germany has pointed the way, and her
industrial progress in recent years furnishes
conclusive proof of the wisdom of her policy.
Few in this country, outside our German
population, have any idea of the thorough-
ness of the technical education system in
Emperor William's dominions. The city of
Munich alone, with nearly a half million
of inhabitants, maintains about forty trade
schools, for bakers, carpenters, butchers,
shoemakers, barbers, wood turners, glaziers,
gardeners, confectioners, wagon makers,
blacksmiths, tailors, photographers, deco-
rators, painters, waiters, coachmen, paper
hangers, bookbinders, potters, stove setters,
watchmakers, jewelers, foundrymen, metal
workers, printers and various other trades.
On getting through with the elementary
school at the age of thirteen or fourteen,
the Munich boy, under a compulsory law,
must attend a continuation trade school for
from eight to ten hours a week for four years
longer. Employers are required by law to
see that the necessary time is allowed, and
many of the technical schools are con-
ducted by day. The teachers in general
are members of the trade or the business
concerned.

As a commentary on this, it will natur-
ally be said that it takes a long time to bring
about a change of this character. As a mat-
ter of fact it is only five years since Munich
initiated the. reform and already all her local
industries are covered, while technical con-
tinuation schools have been established for
the more ambitious and talented pupils

M UNICH'S achievement in this line is
summed up as follows by an American

educator, who recently investigated the sys-
tem : " The city has furnished a way by
which the systematic and useful education of
boys is continued by law until they reach the
age of seventeen or eighteen ; that the eight
or ten hours a week, being compulsory, results
in prompt and regular attendance ; that the
object in view is strictly adhered to, which is
the progressive education of a youth as an
individual and citizen, with technical instruc-
tion in his chosen calling ; that the teachers
are capable and make every hour of instruc-
tion count ; that the business men of the city
take an active interest in carrying on the
schools, and that the schools embody a well-
defined policy that underlies all forms of
activity in Germany, namely, that every
worker, whether in trade, business or pro-
fession, requires general education, and, also,
technical preparation for the particular work
he is to do."
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Trade Straws in the Booming West

THERE are two features of the trade in

the West which evidence in an unmis-

takable way the healthy conditions there
prevailing. One is the almost universal

activity in store improvement. In the past

few years this movement has been gradually

gaining strength, and seems to have reached

its climax this fall when almost every jeweler

felt it incumbent on himself to do something

in the direction of store beautification. As

a result, the traveling men report a vast
change for the better and a very noticeable
consequent improvement in the status of the
trade generally. The healthy rivalry engen-
dered by the movement is still in active ex-
istence, and after the big holiday business
a resumption of the good work may be
expected.

The second suggestive feature is the
unusually large number who are starting in
business for themselves. The jobbers report
that they have never sold so many outfits for
new stores, the increase being particularly
noticeable in the Northwest, a natural result
of the expansion in this prosperous region.
THE KEYSTONE welcomes the new recruits
to the fold, and wishes for them such a holi-
day trade as will place them securely on the
path to success.

The Yellow Fever Spectre Fades
Away

THE one cloud on the business horizon
for some time past was the yellow fever

scare in the South and the trade demor-
alization caused in that section by the
quarantine regulations. It is, therefore, grat-
ifying news that the contagion has been
conquered and that normal conditions are
being resumed. It now transpires that trade
was by no means so severely affected as was
generally supposed. Bradstreet' s special cor-
respondent says : " After three months of
yellow fever, New Orleans is entering on an
autumn trade that practically every whole-
sale merchant in the community prophesies
will be the best in the history of the city,
and with a record in business for the past
ninety days that proves the city actually to
have done a greater volume of trade than
during the same period in 1904. Sales on
the real estate market prove that values have
not fallen, but, on the contrary, have risen.
Sales of local securities, financial and indus-
trial, show that all valuations have increased.
Building activity has never ceased, and prepa-
rations are now being made for increased
activity in this line. Exports during August
and September were greater than during the
same period in 1904. Imports during the
same months were greater than during the
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corresponding months of the season prior.
Bank clearings have increased, especially dur-
ing September, when they exceeded the same
month last year by over i per cent., despite
the fever and the smaller cotton movement.
The reaction seems to have already set in,
and during the past ten days the business
world has been evolving new suggestions,
plans and ventures for the future."

Such is the good news. Freight quar-
antines have been lifted or relaxed and there
is a general bustle to get the busineFs
machinery in normal condition preparatory to
the holiday season.

HAT authoritative exponent of Southern
interests, the Manufacturers' Record,

of Baltimore, says : The real great fever
now noticeable in the South is the fever of
industrial expansion. In all our history there
was never before a time when everything was
as favorable as to-day for guaranteeing a
really marvelous expansion of business. The
farmers of all sections are prosperous, and
not only practicality free from debt, but, as a
class, having large accumulated earnings
they enter the new crop year with the assu-
rance of the largest aggregate grain and
grass crops ever produced, commanding a
good price, with an equal assurance that the
cotton crop, which in value will rank as one
of the best ever sold, giving to Southern
farmers for this staple alone $600,000,000 or
more.

Coincident with this agricultural wealth,
is the greatest expansion ever known in iron
and steel. Cotton manufacturing and lumber-
ing interests vie with iron and steel in pros-
perity. Railroads are crowded to the limit
of their capacity, and new rolling stock and
thousands of miles of new lines are needed
to meet the demand for transportation.

W it EREVER one turns, the same con-
ditions prevail. In the coal and iron

sections there is a great rush for business
and investment, and anyone studying the
coal regions of West Virginia, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Virginia and Alabama might be
justified in imagining that here, indeed, is
centering the broadest possible development
of the South. All the States send up tales of
activity, of the incoming of new settlers, of
heavy investments and new enterprises, of
new and more costly dwellings, of new and
larger factory and office buildings, of new
railroads.

UNIQLTE manifestation of Southern
enterprise is the manner in which seve-

ral of the States propose to take advantage
of the "American Floating Exposition"
project, described in our last issue. The
State of Louisiana has taken the initiative

_ .
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and asked for an estimate from the Eastport
Shipping Company, who are the managers
of the exposition, covering not only space
charge, but the cost of installation and main-
tenance of a comprehensive exhibit of the
State's products, with illustrated descriptions
of the State lands offered for settlement.
South Carolina has also, through her depart-
ment of Agriculture and Immigration, indi-
cated a desire to participate, and steps have
been taken to secure the necessary funds to
cover the cost.

As the floating exposition moves around
the world, the story of the wealth-producing
lands of these States, when backed by an
exhibit of their actual products, will cause
longing eyes to be turned towards them by
thousands whose possibilities for develop-
ment are minimized by local conditions
where they now reside.

A Ten-Million Dollar Increase in Post
Office Business

HE Post Office Department at Washing-
ton reflects the prevailing prosperous

conditions in an unprecedented increase of
receipts for the past fiscal year. The advance
returns show that more letters, packages and
newspapers were handled and more money
went through the mails from June 30, 1904,
to June 30, 1905, than in any like period
since the government was established. During
the twelve months 600,000,000 more postage
stamps and stamped wrappers and postal
cards were used than in the preceding year.
This resulted in an increase in receipts of
approximately $10,000,000. The number of
stamps and mailing devices issued during the
last fiscal year foots up the marvelous total
of more than 7,700,000,000.

Advance figures from the larger post
offices indicate that the business in money
orders will aggregate close to $1, 000,o0o,000,
a gain of nearly zo per cent. With few ex-
ceptions these transfers of money are for
small amounts, averaging on domestic orders
less than Po and on foreign orders about
$20. The great bulk of the postal income
is derived from the sale of stamps, postal
cards and envelopes and wrappers with
stamps attached. In the fiscal year ended
June 3oth last, 7,704,982,165 stamps, wrap-
pers, envelopes, postal cards, etc., valued at
$141,486,483 were sold by the government.

The official report, when issued, will
show that the department earned during the
twelve months ended June 3oth last the
greatest amount of revenue for a similar
period in its history, and that exclusive of
the rural free-delivery system this great pub-
lic service institution is on a self-supporting
basis.



Waltham Watches
The issue is announced of the following

16 size movements

16 Size, 3/4 Plate, S. W. Movements
Pendant Setting

Hunting or Open-Face

No. 625, Nickel

17 Jewels, Red Gilded Settings ; Exposed Pallets;
Cut Expansion Balance; Patent Breguet Hairspring,
Hardened and Tempered in Form ; Patent Micro-
metric Regulator; Tempered Steel Safety Barrel;
Exposed Winding Wheels ; Red Gilded Center
Wheel.

American Waltham Watch Co.
Waltham, Mass.
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Should the " Bargain Table" be Shown
in the Holiday Season?

TT is not too early to plan the details of
A- your holiday effort; for all successful
campaigns require preliminary thought for
the working-out of projects and policies, and
the best results come to those who give care-
ful consideration to all aspects of a question
long before the time comes that the question
is to be put to the practical test.

The question of disposal of old stock is
always present with the jeweler; and the
usual practice is to keep this old stock in the
background during the holiday season, bring-
ing it forward in January for the " house-
cleaning sale." In previous issues of THE
KEYSTONE we presented the arguments in
favor of this practice—chief of which is the
sentiment associated with Christmas goods
as making them distinctive in character and
therefore requiring the display to hint at
newness and freshness.. But there is another
side to the question, and it needs be con-
sidered in determining the best course to
pursue in each particular instance.

All Christmas shoppers are not bent on
getting the very latest goods. Many do not
care whether a particular thing was made
this year or last, if only the quality is right
and the price is satisfactory. Many do not
know that the latest shape is the prettiest;
and though their taste may be in fault, their
taste directs them to some older product.
All are not connoisseurs in things beautiful;
and many, if left to their unguided judgment,
will select the thing which your own taste
rejects. •

For such the " Bargain Table " seems
fore-ordained, even in the midst of the holi-
day season. Put this table back of the center
of the store, so that it does not obtrude upon
the fresh and fetching goods. Put on it the
articles which heretofore, at Christmas, you
had felt constrained to keep in the back-
ground, lest they would jar your Christmas
scheme. Do not label it " Bargain Table,"
but by a conspicuous tag on each piece let
the observer discover for herself that the
goods are marked below the former regular
prices. This will be the result : The thrifty
shopper, whose taste or appreciation is not
over-refined, will be rejoicell to find on the
table something of the same general charac-
ter as another thing which appears among
the goods at the front of the store; and the
price will make it seem all the more the fit-
ting Christmas gift to this prudent shopper.
You will sell an unexpectedly large number
of old goods from that bargain table, even in
the very height of the Christmas business.

And you will not have to sacrifice as
much on the original selling price as if you
held them for the January " house-cleaning

sale." In January the only argument to
bring to their sale is price ; and to move
them, after the Christmas buying is over, you
will have to cut the price to cost, or less. In
the quick-selling season these separated
goods will bring a better figure; and by
judiciously guiding slow or thrifty or stingy
buyers to the table, after they have mani-
fested a panicky feeling that the new goods
are beyond their limit, you will keep many
from going elsewhere and will at the same
time dispose of some stock which has dragged
along since the Christmas of the year before.

Then what is left can go into the January
sale to be sacrificed; but little will be left if
you have handled your opportunities wisely.

An Advertisement for November 30

Una11t;30iving Var,1005
I want to thank all my friends and the

public in general for the encouragement given
to my efforts to provide the people with a
jewelry store and repair shop where all may
get " a square deal " cud the best value for
their money.

I thank you all for enabling me to do the
biggest business between two Thanksgiving
Days that has ever been toy lot since coming
to Smithville ; and I accept your favor as an
obligation on nte to continue to improve my
stock, my service and my efficiency in every
way possible.

I thank you for accepting my intentions
as the apology for occasional mistakes ; for
overlooking this and that, and taking the will
for the deed ; for your confidence in my earnest
desire to do right for the sake of right.

Especially do I thank the many of you
who, after having found my goods, my prices
and my ways satisfactory, hav3 told your
friends of your satisfaction and so have
Increased the number of my customers through
that best sort of advertising—the spoken
words of personal approval.

I thank the faithful clerks and others in
my employ who have contributed to the suc-
cessful results of the year by their loyalty and
zeal for my interests, and the manufacturers
and wholesale dealers for many unusual O'er-
Inge of goods whereby I was enabled to make
selections of the best values in all lines.

Finally, I thank my critics for calling atten-
tion to my faults, for I now may mend the
worst of them and thus noire agreeably and
efficiently serve you, and you, :mod you.

JOHN SMITH. Jeweler

The Test of Salesmanship

NY salesman can sell a seven-jeweled
nickel-cased watch to the man who

wants to buy an " inexpensive " watch.
Such a salesman is merely an automaton; the
watch virtually sells itself.

A good salesman will sell the man a full-
jeweled movement in a filled case, with a
chain in keeping. He will have convinced
the man that such a Watch is the least expen-
sive. A veiy good salesman will see that the
man goes away pleased, with such a watch
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for himself, a piece of jewelry for his daughter
and something for his dining table or dress-
ing table to make his wife happy.

Selling the man something better than
he intended buying is the mark of the supe-
rior salesman ; and sending the man away
with a sense of obligation that you showed
him the wise or right thing to buy, so that
he will resolve to come again to the store
when in need of other things, is the test of
the salesman come to perfection.

Standing Still is Going Backward

IN these strenuous days the world of trade
is constantly going forward; so that the

merchant who stands still is relatively going
backward. You must progress to retain your
mercantile equilibrium.

Have you ever stepped on a moving
platform ? You had to face in the direction
it was going, or take the chances of being
thrown; or if you stood outside and looked
on, you were no part of the show.

The merchant who is not stepping for-
ward with the other forward-steppers in trade
is slowly but surely being pushed back into
the idle crowd of loafers that line the edges
of the procession. He has no place among
the quick-thinking men who give character
and expression to modern affairs. He is ad-
vertising himself as a present or prospective
" has been." His standing still is a confes-
sion that the pace is too swift for him. But
the procession shows no mercy to laggards
and the lingerer sneaks from the ranks into
oblivion.

You must go forward and keep going
forward, to keep your feet. Once down you
are " down and out."

Special effort to please the customer in
the busy season, when you have " little time
for courtesy," may secure his goodwill for
the dull season when you may find more
time than trade.

Each sale should make the customer
decide to come to you for his next purchase,
else it has not been a good sale whatever the
profit.

There's more in the sale than the money
in it. Each sale should make another. The
perfect satisfaction of the customer is the
supreme desire of those merchants who
achieve continuous and cumulative success.

Treat every whim seriously, when the
customer is whimsical. Argue the whim
away—never laugh it away ; for " he laughs
best who laughs last '.'—and the customer
with money always has the last laugh.



GORHAM SILVER

A HOLIDAY SUGGESTION

(if On the eve of what bids fair to be an unusually
stirring holiday season, the Gorham Mfg. Co.

calls attention to the stock of Gorham Silver that
has been prepared to meet anticipated demands.

qi It can with confidence be asserted that no such
opportunity for varied and extensive selection

has ever been offered to the Jewelry Trade of
these United States.

(if Customers are urged, in order to ensure prompt-
ness of delivery, to send in their orders without

delay. The goods will be shipped at once or held
for later delivery.

GORHAM M'F'G CO.
Silversmiths and Goldsmiths

14 .42-  Fifth Avenue and 36th Street, New York(6) 
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The Season and the Salesman

Now that we are on the threshold of the
jeweler's great annual harvest-time, it

is opportune to indulge in a little heart-to-
heart talk with our readers as to the most
effective means of reaping maximum benefit
from the unusual opportunity. At this
advanced date we may take it for granted
that the work of purchasing stock has already
been attended to, at least in greater part, and
that the jeweler's every thought and effort
are now being concentrated on the all-
important task of profitably disposing of his
purchases. The holiday season is, indeed,
pre-eminently the season of salesmanship. It
is the arch opportunity of the year for the
man who has thoroughly mastered the science
of selling. This science as now understood,
however, implies much more than the mere
transaction across the counter. Every sale
presupposes the presence of a customer, and
1,1i:tii:s.the keynote to your present responsi-

This imperative duty of at-

The Art of tracting customers, calls for
Attracting Custom certain activities within the

store and without. In the
first place, the store itself should be inviting.
Its exterior, no less than its interior, should
appeal pleasantly to the public and convey to
the observer a favorable idea of the proprietor
and his wares. A clean, unobstructed pave-
ment, a tasteful, prosperous-looking store
front, a handsome modern sign, an attractive
entrance—all these are important factors in
giving to the store an individuality that
appeals favorably to the public. In this
category, too, is the show-window, which
should be a crystallized edition-de-luxe of the
-lore itself, reflecting, in a striking way, not
only the beauty and merit of the stock, but
the enterprise and good taste of the proprietor.
Brilliant lighting, spotless mirrors, rich drap-
ing and effective arrangement in the window
\N ill speak volumes for the goods and service
within. And care must be taken, especially
at this season, that the interior of the store is
worthy of the exterior presentment—that the
floors, walls, fixtures, decorations and goods
,tre harmoniously bright and bewitching.
Christmastide is a time of joy and good
cheer, of giving and receiving, of happiness
and pleasantry, and the spirit of the season
should be reflected not only in the store and
decorations, but also in the unobtrusive polite-
ness and graciousness of manner of the pro-
prietor and clerk.

Granting, then, that you

Liberal Publicity have made a 1 1 necessary
Imperative preparations in and around

the store, that y o u have
purchased liberally and discriminatingly, that
seasonable goods are scintillating on shelves

and in show cases, that suitable decoration
has given the surroundings the genuine Christ-
mas atmosphere, and that competent clerks
are ready to welcome the local public, have
you attended to the important essential of
announcing your preparations through the
local press and the mails ? Have you sent a
prettily-worded, sealed letter to the most
likely people in your town or vicinity, inform-
ing them of your purchases and inviting them
to visit your store and inspect the new goods
and styles, impressing on them particularly
that the visit is not to be a purchasing one
but rather for inspection and com'parison of
styles, prices and quality ? Have you mailed
them a circular or booklet giving lists of sug-
gestions for suitable gifts for the various
members of the family from baby to grandpa,
telling them of the variety of these articles
that may be seen at your store ? Instructive
and interesting pages for such a booklet were
published on pages 13t7 and 1319, of our
August issue. And finally, and most impor-
tant of all, are you pulishing daily in the
local press tasteful and catchy announcements
of your goods, your prices and the wisdom
of buying from a reliable jeweler, who stakes
his reputation on every sale?

It is needless to repeat that

Cultivating Public the confidence of the public
Confidence is the jeweler's best asset ;

and the holiday season fur-
nishes the chance of the year to profit by this
confidence. You should see to it, therefore,
that every possible jewelry purchaser in your
locality should have his memory refreshed at
this time as to your reliability, your experi-
ence in the business, your expert knowledge
of the goods, the completeness of your stock,
your honest and liberal treatment of patrons
and the thousand-and-one other things which
serve to ingratiate you and your methods in
the favor of the reasoning public. It is an
accepted truism that Providence helps those
who help themselves. This year, at least,
Providence has done its part generously and
well. If results are unsatisfactory, the blame
is yours, and now is the time to take such
precautions as will save you this loss and
vexation of spirit.

Location and Advertising

THE following, taken from the personal
experiences of an advertising man, as

published in the Advertising World, has an
interest for many jewelers, especially at this
time :

Some two years ago a jeweler struck this place
between seasons and rented a house away out at
the end of town. He happened to be a good
repair mechanic, and to have had some good ex-
perience with stock jewelry. The front room of
his house was fitted up for a store room and repair
shop. The usual signs were hung to the front.
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Suppose his capital was limited or he would have
gotten down town, where the other fellows prosper.
Perhaps he had worked on salary and, in starting
up for himself, decided to do it on a small scale at
first. Nevertheless, he came from some germ-
infected district, for he shortly developed a well-
defined case of advertising. Little folders went the
rounds called " Fixings." They named about
the usual prices for repair work, but told how
much better he did it and how careful and prompt
the service. He got into the papers, too, with one
column, six-inch space, that told the people certain
facts about diamonds and stock goods, that the
other fellows never thought of telling. Instead of
blowing out or going under, as predicted, he's
been there more than two years and somebody is
building an addition to the house to give him room.
You never find him on the street—too busy. But
he's a side-streeter, just the same.

It is an advertising axiom
that publicity should be pro-
portional to competition.
On this principle the holi-

day season would seem to impose special
obligations in the matter of advertising on
those jewelers in cities and large towns, who
are located, as in the above instance, at a
distance from the central section or principal
thoroughfares. The down-town " stores,
with their more favorable location, greater
capital, more imposing stock and wider repu-
tation, have such an advantage over their
brethren less centrally situated that the latter
must needs offset the handicap by persistent
local advertising and such methods of mer-
chandising as will interest and gain the
confidence of the people in their section,
thus halting the local trade in its natural
gravitation towards the big down-town stores.
Yet we think we would be safe in saying that
the off-the-main-street and suburban jewelers
in cities do less advertising proportionately
than any of their brethren. Take up any of
the city papers, and a moment's inspection
of its advertising pages will show how few
jewelers use its columns outside of those
situated right in the central section. If
you ask them why they do not advertise,
they will tell you that their location and busi-
ness do not justify the expense ; that, situated
as they are, they cannot spend money to good
purpose in the big dailies. The experience
of the many enterprising jewelers similarly
situated, who advertise aggressively in the
press, has disproved this contention.

But presuming that it would be useless
for these jewelers to attempt any competition
in newspaper advertising with their more
favorably located brethren, this does not
justify indifference to other forms of pub-
licity. They can use to excellent purpose
the personal letter, the booklet, the little
store newspaper, and the many other effective
forms of advertising to a local community,
as enumerated in the preceding article.

To-day no jeweler, wherever located, is
absolved from the obligation of advertising,
certainly not the jeweler who is in close
proximity to the big city stores.

Relation
of Advertising
and Competition
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The Long Chance That Was
Safe to Take

LL that I want to know about a

customer," the credit manager of

Fletcher & Co., was saying, " is

how much he is worth, how much he owes us,

how long his account is overdue. I have

kept my losses down to one-half of i per

cent. for ten years on that principle. What

do I want to bother with a lot of reports for ? "

"The richest man in the world," I

replied, " is the richest man because, when

he got to the point where he was making a

profit of three cents on a gallon, he immedi-

ately looked around to see what he could do

to fix it so as to clear six cents a gallon.

Now that you have succeeded in reducing

your bad debts to one-half of i per cent., it

is up to you to learn how to shrink that to

one-quarter of i per cent.

" Credit information is peculiar. You

have to acquire a mass of it merely on the

chance of needing one fact at a time. A bit

of a fact may lie dormant in your brain for

ten years, and then its being there will save

your house a thousand dollars.
" Just as an illustration, let

me tell you the story of the

man from Salina, Kansas—
Barnell was his name. He

was running a men's furnishing business, and

was buying from a half-dozen Chicago whole-

sale houses. A young fellow, with slender

capital, he was doing a good business, for he

was turning over his goods often and quickly.

Naturally enough, he had to carry a pretty

big line of credit.
" If your house is doing any business

out West, you remember the bad summer in

Kansas nine years ago. There were no

crops ; the farmers could not pay up ; Barnell

could not meet his bills. The pinch began

in June ; he pulled along, hoping for better

times. June, July, August passed ; he ex-

tended his credits to unaccustomed lengths ;

his bills payable began to run up into the

thousands—thirty, sixty, ninety days overdue.

" His record was so good that the

Chicago wholesalers had let the matter run.

But they, too, knew of Kansas conditions

and they began to get anxious. Their col-

lection methods became pressing—insistent ;

Barnell's orders in two cases were held up.
" He had been hoping that
things would take a better
turn ; that the loss from one
crop might be offset by a

gain in another ; but no improvement in con-
ditions came. His wife told me how he used
to worry and fret during these times. Every
night he filled sheets with figures, seeking
some way out of his difficulty—only to
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Misfortune
Pursued Him
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crumble them up into the wastebasket ; for

no combination of figures opened a path.

" Barnell was honest. When he found

that his debts were in excess of his stock,

when he found no improvement coming and

saw the end of his Chicago credit, he wrote

a letter to each of his Chicago creditors,

briefly outlining his condition and telling them

he would be in Chicago the next week to

meet them.
" The five Chicago houses determined to

call a creditors' meeting at which he should

be present. It was held in the office of

Morris, the credit man for the big clothing

house of Hollenberg & Co. When the last

of the representatives of the five houses had

come in, Barnell, a rugged, honest-looking

young fellow, took .a booklet out of his

pocket and made his statement. He gave

the exact figures of his indebtedness, the

amount of stock he had on hand, and the

amount of outstanding bills owing him.

" Gentlemen,' he said, in

A Candid conclusion, I have con-
Statement cealed nothing from you. I

have given you the exact

status of my business and my finances ; the

debts that are owing me by my customers in

Salina will pay twice the amounts I owe your
houses. I know I cannot collect these debts
for eight months, at least. There is no human

power that could get this money out of my

farmer debtors, for they haven't it. But I

know my people ; I know that they will pay

me when they get money, whether it be in

eight weeks, eight months or eight years. I

have always had most pleasant relations with

your houses ; you have treated me fairly in

the past ; you have been indulgent to me in

this difficulty. Up to this time I have always

done what is right. If you will hold these

claims in abeyance until my customers can

pay me, or if you will take my notes for the

amounts I owe you and extend me such

further credit as I may need for purchases

over the intervening period, as I stand here I

believe I can pull through and save not only

all your accounts, but my business and my-

self. If you cannot do this, take what I have

and divide it up among yourselves; it will

not pay one hundred cents on the dollar ; it

will insure you part of your claims.

" Gentlemen, I am in your hands.

What is your will ? '
" The Westerner had spoken in the

frankest and most earnest tones. There was

a stir among the men present, but before

anyone could speak, Morris, of Hollenberg

& Co., raised his voice in a query. Morris

was one of the old-fashioned kind of credit

men—the kind who believed that every buyer

was trying to get out of paying his bills, that

every customer was trying to cheat the house,

that the credit man's functions were that of
the fox and the bloodhound.
' How much property have you outside

of your business, Mr. Barnell ? ' he began.
' Are you married ? Has your wife any prop-
erty ? Wouldn't your family be able to put
up any money to help you?'

" Without a pause, in an arrogant fashion
and an I-know-you-are-trying-to-cheat- us-
anyway tone, these questions were flung at Bar-
nell. He began to flush; his mouth hardened.
" When Morris paused, there was silence.

Barnell did not reply.

" Then it was that Emmons,

Credit Man's the young credit man of a
Diplomacy large furnishing house,

spoke. Emmons was of the
new school of credit men—one of those who
believe that the seller's and the buyer's inter-
ests are identical, that only by co-operation
between the two, co-operation built up by
fair treatment and personal feeling, can the
interests of both sides be farthest advanced.
" I am confident,' he began quietly,

that I am voicing the sentiment of all the
creditors when I say that we believe fully
Mr. Barnell's good intentions, that we take
his statement as true and have faith in his
ability to work himself out of his difficulty.
But good business men want more than be-
liefs and intentions. I have brought with
me some of the data I have in my office,
which lays open very plainly Mr. Barnell's
record with our house, and his business
career for the past five years.'
" Without reading the figures he had,

Emmons made his deductions from them.

He estimated the average amount of stock

that Barnell carried, the number of times a
year he turned stuff, his annual income, the

ratio of his expenses to his trade, the amount
of credit he was capable of carrying—a good
showing all through.
" ' Why cannot we,.' he concluded, co-

operate with Mr. Barnell, save ourselves one
hundred cents on the dollar, and keep a good
customer, valuable to all of us ? My house

is ready to do that.'
" It did not take that meeting half an

hour to outline a programme for Barnell and
each of his creditors to follow, which would
allow Barnell to stay in business, get the
goods he needed, and finally dig himself out
of his hole. That night Barnell went back

to Kansas, hopeful of the future, confident
and eager for the fight. And each of those
five houses had a customer whom no one could

ever steal away.

" What would have happened if Emmons
had not had his own data to back up Barnell's
statement and to show those creditors that
what looked like a long chance was the best

chance to take ? " —Oliver Norman, in System.

The Czaz Muoy Tuzi.ng
'eweLelco to hcc. Er-ilmne of Szvoy*
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It is most interesting to study the industrial arts, as they are affected by
social and political institutions, and in no case is this study plainer and more
attractive than in the art of the goldsmith and jeweler. Thus, the Church,
dominant and unified in the Middle Ages, inspired the makers of those
reliquaries, chalices, and croziers whose beauty, like that of the cathedrals
which treasure them, is unique and inimitable. So, also, at the present day,
France having become republican, evidences her radical changes in the work

of René Lalique, who, choosing his models and materials wherever his fancy
guides, elevates by the force of his genius the humble and the common to a
place beside that which is rare and costly.

No less truthfully does the art of the goldsmith and
Characteristics of jeweler, as now practiced in Italy, respond to social

conditions : since in that country it is an aristocratic
art, producing for the sovereigns and the court;

"
i: selecting its materials only from the most precious mineral substances ; hold-

ing to the traditional and the conservative in design ; and aiming at brilliancy

of effect. At the same time, yielding to a certain degree, to such foreign
influences as are distinctly modern, it has modified its productions ; thus

showing its own vitality, and rendering the objects themselves attractive and

useful to the student.
The typical representatives of this art are easily chosen, since certain

conditions govern the choice. First of all, such representatives must be
Piedmontese, for this race, firm of purpose, laborious, highly intelligent,

and of keen wsthetic sense, has assumed leadership in Italy ; thus succeed-

ing to the position occupied by the Florentines in the late Middle Ages and

during the period of
the Renaissance.

Italian Craftsmanship

These Northern-
ers, sacrificing
themselves utterly
in the fierce and
prolonged struggle
through which Italy
was unified, were
the first to appre-
ciate the benefits of
t h e consummation
which they had so
largely aided to ef-
fect. Together with
their neignbors, the
Lombards, they de-
voted themselves to
the internal develop-
ment of their region:

: to questions of agri-
culture, industry and
finance ; to sociology
and all that makes
for the development
of humanity. And
thus, after three de-
cades of reform and
advancement, t h e
North of the penin-
sulastandsassharply
divided from the
South in civilization,
as it does in physical
nature. In place of
spontaneity, it re-
veals diligent cul-
ture, whether we
consider the land,
or the people. In
place of wasted
effort, it shows en-
ergy directed to use-
ful ends and pro-

ducts. Commanding comparatively restricted means, it has attained
splendid results. While Sicily, overflowing with corn, wine and oil, is
yet stricken with poverty. the North with its artificially watered fields and
its carefully tended mulberry trees, yields rich rewards to the farmer
and the industrial capitalist. So, also, in the things of the mind, the
Lombards and the Piedmontese are more rationally productive than their
imaginative, gifted, but erratic southern compatriots. Finally, among
the inhabitants of the North, the Piedmontese have been the most sensi-
tive and sympathetic to the modern revival of art ; making their
capital, Turin, one of the world centers of the new movement, while the
Lombard capital, Milan, has chosen to forget her artistic, in favor of her
political and social traditions.

Indeed, Turin, like Brussels, may be considered a smaller
High Culture Paris : a capital in every sense, a multiple focus of life ;
in Turin having its great schools, literary and technical, its exten-

sive industries, largely productive, like those of the
French capital, of articles of luxury ; having also a hereditary aristocracy,
now the most important of Italy, since its highest representatives constitute
the reigning House of Savoy.

As thus for centuries Turin has been the scene of the pomp and dis-
play incident to a court, so it has naturally produced goldsmiths and
jewelers of the first rank : the demand for the work of such artists being
especially great in Italy, where the love of personal ornament is intense and
universal ; where the peasants spend their substance in purchasing trinkets
in the precious metals, which pass from generation to generation often as the

sole inheritance ; the
Government having

Brooch : Pear-shaped pearl and brilliants
Brooch : Brilliants and Siberian amethysts
Brooch : Miniature upon ivory framed in gold and red chalce-

dony, with elder-flower motif
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Brooch : Flower in small brilliants
Comb : Translucent enamel, framed in gold, with cyclamen

flowers in brilliants
Comb ; Moos agate, with border in chiseled gold

recently taken cog-
nizance of this singu-
lar condition by
establishing special
pa wnsliops at con-
venient and widely
distributed points,

\vhich these valu-
able pledges may be
sent by their pos-
sessors inhabiting
t h e rural regions.
Whatever portion of
t h e peninsula we
may visit, we find
the peasant beauty,
the painter's model,
and the gaily attired
nurse wearing their
necklaces, combs
and beautifully
wrought hairpins
with as great taste
as is displayed by
our own society wo-
men in the arrange-
ment of their orna-
ments. So too, in
every Italian town,
the bourgeoise owns
her more or less
valuable pearls and
brilliants, although
her residence apart-
ment may be
small and plain,
and her manner of
life restricted.
Again, in the higher
ranks of society, the
ownership of mag-
nificent jewels is a
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The Casa Musy
of Turin

matter of course ; the
princes of the House of
Savoy, and, above all
others, the Dowager
Queen Margherita, being
particularly rich in such
possessions.

On the occasion of
royal fetes, such as mar-
riages and birthdays, re-
publican eyes are daz-
zled by the stones and
gems of great value,
which glitter upon the
persons of the sovereigns
and the court ladies, as
they ride through the
public ways in open car-
riages, to be admired by
the populace whose
Latin love of splendor has not changed from the time of the Cmsars.

Having thus taken into consideration the temperament
and the traditions of the people, it becomes easy for us
to figure to ourselves the kind of productions demanded
in Italy from goldsmiths and jewelers of the highest class.

We are now excluded from the imaginative world of Lalique and of all those
free followers of the New Art, whose workshops we may find equally in
France, the United States, England, Denmark, and the most advanced cities
of Germany. We must now deal with the artists approaching the type of
Philippe Wouters, the Belgian master, whose works, vital with talent, are yet
distinctly formal, and never fail to suggest by their splendor the atmosphere
of a court, and the dignity of a royal
patron. But yet, the goldsmiths and
jewelers whom we now choose as the
representatives of Italy, have grafted
their individuality and the influence of
the modern movement upon the time-
honored stock of their traditional art;
thus producing works at once graceful
and typical, simple and elegant : such as
meet the demands of aristocratic wearers,
and are yet rich in suggestions to those
for whom beauty, separated from value,
is the one essential of personal ornament.

But our present considerations far
from being restricted to a few individuals,
extend to a large number of artists and
artificers directed by the members of the
old Turin house of Musy, Padre e Figli
(father and sons) ; artists and artificers
being associated in great, well-ordered
botleghe, or workshops, like those of the
old guilds : designers, modelers, chisel-
ers, and enamelers concurring in com-
plex, but thoroughly unified work. To
the Casa Musy the best sculptors and
draughtsmen of Piedmont bring their
work without hesitation, since their pro-
fessions, strictly speaking, no longer
afford them ample means of support.
Thus, at the same time, the capitalist,
the designer, the workman, and the pub-
lic are reciprocally benefited, and the
cause of art is advanced. Results such
as these might be profitably studied in
America, with a view to adopt the
methods which lead to them. For among
ourselves, talents and capital are often
sadly at variance, and through a lack of
co-operation, these forces defeat their
own ends : the artist lacking the practical
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sense and the financial
means to materialize his
conceptions ; while the
manufacturer pursues a
short-sighted and event-
ually ruinous policy by
neglecting artistic inter-
ests : sometimes erring
through want of knowl-
edge, sometimes wilfully,
and in the endeavor to
economize upon the cost
of design and execution,
and thus to assure him-
self more considerable
profits.

As a contrast to such
unfortunate conditions,
we may regard the Casa
Musy, which is quite
comparable to a great
publishing house ; since
it serves as a medium by
which beautiful works of
the imagination are not
suffered to remain sterilein the brains of their creators, but are materialized, rightly commercialized,and sent out upon the world's market, to please and benefit the public, to

encourage the producing artist, to repay the capitalist, and to improve the
economic conditions of the region supporting the enterprise.

Work of this extent and character is accomplished by theThe World-Famed Casa Musy, whose efforts to sustain and develop allCasa Musy branches of the fine and the decorative arts in the king-
dom, are the subject of much admiring comment fromthe Italian press. Thus, while remaining strictly metalsmiths and jewelers,the present controllers of the House acquire the right to reproduce in bronzeand in different dimensions the models of the most noted sculptors of the

country ; the metal figures and groups
being mathematical reductions of the
originals, distinguished by great accuracy
and exquisite finish. Among such is
Rubini's fine group of three female fig-
ures, entitled "The Dance," which is
executed in three sizes, as we often find
the works of antique sculpture repro-
duced in half, in quarter, or in much
smaller dimensions, and with all perfec-
tion, by Barbedienne, of Paris, or Bos-
chetti, of Rome.

Reaching out to ally itself with an-
other of the decorative arts, the Casa
Musy also receives the beautiful wares of
the Florentine Ceramic Society, in order
to mount them on silver settings, accord-
ing to the designs of Professor Ceragioli,
who ranks as one of the most serious ex-
ponents of l' art nouveau, in the advanced
city of Turin.

But however attractive these exten-
sions of interest, these experiments and
results may be, still, the goldsmithing
and the jewels produced by the Casa
Ilinsy must receive our closest attention;
for the excellence of these objects first
gave reputation to the House, which has
just celebrated the two-hundredth anni-
versary of its foundation, and has enjoyed
the patronage of the princes of Savoy,
from the time of Victor Emanuel I., early
in the nineteenth century.

Throughout its long existence con-
stantly attracting notice and acquiring
honor, the House greatly heightened its
reputation abroad by its carefully planned
and important display at the first and
memorable International Exposition of
Decorative Art, held in Turin, in 19°2,

Tea kettle in hammered silver

THE

Upon this important occa-
Exposition sion, the Casa Ilinsy occupied
Honors a kind of apartment, or pavil-

lion, treated, as to walls,
wainscoting, and movable furniture, in the dis-
tinctively modern style, which, while it offered a
quiet background, was kept rich and decora-
tive, and not allowed to degenerate into its too
frequent monotony, crudeness, or eccentricity.

The background being thus provided, the
display of the smaller objects was arranged with
that " art which conceals art," upon desks,
toilet-tables, and other movables adapted to the
salon, or the boudoir. Then, in a number of
niches, or frames, lay figures were posed, which,

in one or more instances, copied pictures of
noted portrait artists. Finally, upon these fig-

ures magnificent jewels were disposed, such as
were worn by the very rich upon occasions of
great ceremony, or on gala nights, at the opera,
in capital cities.

These ornaments were diadems, necklaces,
bracelets and brooches, all containing exceptionally large and rare precious
stones, all of superb workmanship, and all closely akin to the jewels which
may be seen in the rue de la Paix, in Bond Street, or at Tiffany's.

One ornament among these superb conventional jewels struck an indi-
vidual note ; this consisting of
two masses of wild roses exe-
cuted entirely in brilliants, and
worn by the lay figure over the
ears, only the lobes of which re-
mained uncovered. These flower
clusters surmounted large single-
stone earrings, and accompanied
a double circlet which, together
with a graceful knot of brilliants,
formed the diadem ; the circlets
being set with diamonds of great
size and purity. The beauty of
this ornament lay in the unusual
treatment of the materials com-
posing it ; since, in the clusters,
stones and hard metal supplied
the place ordinarily filled by
fresh flowers, or ribbon. But
the stubborn substances were
subordinated to the mastery of
the artist, and the value of the
jewels was surpassed by the
beauty of the work, which bore
a suggestion of the freedom and grace of Nature.

In this ornament, the influence of the new school was seen in the choice
of the model employed : a flower of the fields, which, a few years ago, would
have been rejected in favor of some aristocratic garden- or hothouse-type.
But the impetus given by Lalique has extended throughout the art, causing
these court jewelers to obey it;
while it was even yet more evi-
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Brooch : Diamonds, hi•illiants and oriental pearls

admirable contrast
and balance of
composition. The
sun, here typified
in a great diamond 0 0
encircled by a
corona of rays in small brilliants; is joined effec-
tively with a large, luminous moonstone : the
two gems forming the center of the design,
which is further enriched by ingeniously planned
details supporting the central figures. Thus,
the sun is accompanied by a cock, minutely exe-
cuted in gold work, and represented with raised
wings and open beak ; while about the disk of
the moon flutters a troop of bats, studied to the
very life, as to poise and flight.

An ornament less valuable commercially,
but of high artistic merit, again represents the
new school. This is the pendant illustrated at the
right of the plate in the center of this page, and
based upon a dragon-fly motif so frequently em-
ployed by French decorative artists, especially

by the enamelers. The insects, posed upon the circumference of a large
opal disk, with half-folded wings, form, together with the garlands of bril-
liants at the base of the gem and with the long pear-shaped opal pendant, an
outline which, although seized at a glance, is yet sufficiently rich and varied

to repay close study. This ob-
ject, executed after the drawings
of Professor Ceragioli, displays
on the part of its designer deep
knowledge of historic art and the
skill to employ it judiciously ; a
fine sense of the possibilities of
metal and gems ; and above all,
a vital, modern impulse.

The central figure of the
same plate deserves also a pass-
ing word of praise for its beauti-
ful, simple composition. Evi-
dently based upon the idea of
the winged Egyptian sphere, the
parts of the original design
are fancifully developed;
while the rich ornamenta-
tion is built up from plain
units of lines and balls ; the
lines of gold work simulating
the veinings of insects' wings,
and the balls, which render
the con t ou r firm and pro-

nounced, consisting of brilliants of graded sizes.
Purely linear combinations of much grace, which are modern and ori-

ginal, but yet show the influence of historical study, and compare favorably
with such designs as the Henry Second interlaced crescents, or the Louis
Sixteenth bow-knot, are found in two of the brooches in the plate at the

bottom of this page. They evi-
dence on the part of their designer

The Casa Musy
of Turin

Brooch : Brilliants and opal
Brooch : Brilliants and sapphires
Brooch : Opal disk and pendant, translucent enamel and brilliants

dent in the Tiffany exhibit at St.
Louis, where the beauty of more
humble flowers, the wild carrot
and the bitter-sweet, was found
translated into exquisite work in
goldsmithing, enamels, and
precious stones.

Another inter-
Classicism in esting jewel

contained i n
the same col-

lection, and which unfortunately
cannot be illustrated here, repre-
sents the classic art of Italy. It
is a pendant recalling by its sym-
bolism the very pleasing works
known as "Raphael's Hours."
Its subject, " Day and Night."
affords opportunity for an

Italian Jewelry

Brooch: Brilliants anti solitaire
Brooch : Sapphires and brilliants
Brooch ; Brilliants and solitaire

the educated mind, the trained
hand, the taste, and the progres-
sive spirit, which are the safe-
guards of decorative art.

Still another example of fine
modern treatment exists in a
brooch set with a miniature, seen
among the objects illustrated in
the plate on page 1849. Formerly,
gold work and brilliants, used in
similar cases, were composed into
a mere frame for the portrait;
but here instead we find a plant-
treatment suggesting living
growth, and conventional, al-
though the conventionalized ob-
ject retains the marks of its
species. The model chosen is
t h e elder-flower, aga in an
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 0 inhabitant of the fields, and one which is
rapidly becoming a favorite with EuropeanThe Casa Musy decorators, as its flowerets, growing in thickof Turin
umbels, may be effectively reproduced in0 El precious stones, or enamels.

Examples of the beautiful color treat-
ment, which only recently has been introduced into personal ornaments, are
found in the two combs, one of which shows brilliants, formed into cyclamen
flowers, which blend their rainbow tints with a background of translucent
enamels ; while, in the other, a rare specimen of moss agate is framed by a
wreath of wild flowers in chiseled gold work.

The costly diamond tiara and the brooch set with the great pear-shaped
pearl, shown on pages 1851 and 1852, require no comment, since they belong
to the class of formal jewels of which, earlier in the present article, extended
criticism has been made. They are suggestive of royalty and courts, and
are imposing through their magnificence and monetary value. For the rest;
they bear no special marks of the artist who designed them, or the place of
their production. They might have been made equally well in London or
in Saint Petersburg.

But the same judg-
ment can not be passed
upon the exquisite ex-
amples of gold and silver
plate executed by the
Casa May. Of these, two
pieces are here illustrated;
the finer artistically re-
garded, being the silver
tea kettle, which it is safe
to rank as a specimen of
modern work unrivaled
in its class : the French
silversmiths, like Chris-
tofle and Armand-Calliat,
having produced nothing
at once so distinguished,
simple, and logical, while
the masterpieces of the
Tiffany designer, Mr.
Paulding Farnham, are,
in reality inspired repro-
ductions of classic Italian
art.

The originality of the
Turin work lies in the
beautiful use of linear
combinations, which are
here both structural and
ornamental, as m a y be
learned by directing the
eye from the base of the
object upward. The un-
usual and pleasing interlaced design, formed of stems, and perfectly suited
to the qualities of ductile and malleable metal, offers a firm standard for the
kettle, upon the body of which the lines are continued in two different ways:
first, in bold relief, and proceeding by sweeping extensions to form the
handle ; second, in lower relief, and rising centrally between the handles to
make a charming decoration, in combination with the leaves and flowers of
the daisy plant. This carrying over of line from structure to ornament is
often seen in the works of Lalique, Feuillthre, and Gaillard ; the former of
whom sometimes subjects a design to treatment in parts : producing certain
details in one substance, and certain others in another, as when he carried
the pine-cone motif over the whole facade of his residence, using as his ma-
terials, in a single, unified design, marble, glass and iron. But in no case
has the device been more successfully employed than in this object of silver-
smithing, which possesses many other beautiful qualities. Its outline is
excellently balanced and " held together ; " the spreading standard supple-
menting the ovoid body of the kettle above it, with such harmony of line as
to suggest a work of Nature rather than of art, and the handles framing the
composition freely and lightly, so as perfectly to balance the open work of
the standard. Again it may be said that this piece is unique and inimitable.

The other example of metalsinithing is a bouillon cup with accompany-
ing tray, executed in gold repousse. This object a superficial judge might
criticize as imitating too closely a piece of porcelain. But the censure would
be unfounded, for, if examined carefully, the work reveals the characteristics
peculiar to metalsmithing : that is to say, the rise and fall of the surface,
with its clearly defined plans ; the sharpness and hollow effect of the curves;
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the fineness of detail imparted by delicate tools. As to the ornamentation
of the piece, it is beautiful in itself, and interesting from the manner of its
use. As is evident, it is a new and free rendering of an old theme, composed
originally upon the acanthus motif, and having passed through the arabes-
ques of the school of Raphael. In this case, the prickly thorn growing upon
the Roman campagna, has been replaced by the field poppy and ears of
wheat, which appear in several charming combinations ; the border upon
the tray being unified by the connected roots of the plants, and the design
as a whole strengthened by the introduction of a winding ribbon.

A third piece of metalsmithing of which, it is to be re-
gretted, no photograph is obtainable, is a centerpiece,
exquisite in design, and of extreme simplicity when corn-
pared with the French works intended for similar use.

The latter, for the most part, resembling fountains, because of the grouping
of many figures rising from a kind of basin, or else, representing vintage
festivals, or other classic scenes, interest us largely through their fine work-
manship. But the Italian work charms us by its freshness, and the simplicity
of its design. It is a flat, oblong tray, which might be described as the con-

junction of three oval
figures : the central one
being much larger, and

A Notable
Masterpiece

Tiara in diamonds and brilliants (actual size)

having a fuller swell than
those placed at the ends.
Upon this surface, lily-
pads are traced in low
relief, as if they were
floating upon the water,
and with their stems ex-
tended to form a raised
and twisted band about
the edge of the tray.
Then, among the leaves,
groups of lilies, closely
set at the ce n te r, and
fewer in number at the
ends, rise, forming vases
for natural flowers.

To b e appreciated
this lovely work needs to
he seen and studied, but
in its absence, our avail-
able illustrations hav e
proven that the Casa
Illusy of Turin rivals the
first artists of the world
in the production of
jewels and of work in the
precious metals.

During century upon
century, artistic enterprise
in Italy has necessarily
followed the fortunes of

the country itself, which has been oppressed by Church and State, plundered
by the foreigner, and torn by internal dissensions. But since, under the pre-
sent constitutional monarchy, the ancient freedom and enlightenment are
once more returning and asserting themselves, throughout the peninsula, so,
as a necessary consequence, the arts are gaining a new and strong impetus.

The Turin Exposition of 1902 was an epoch-making event, the results of
which were quickly apparent in all those portions of the Old and the New
World which devote themselves especially to the art industries.

The Exposition of Fine Arts, now just closing at Venice, will be an oc-
casion equally memorable. Opening with a water-fete, in which government
warships took part, and for weeks crowding from the journals political dis-
cussions and even news, it has proven that the Italians still regard art as an
integral part of their national life. The significance of their inheritance from
the mediaeval and the Renaissance periods is inspiring them with pride and
hope, and to-day they are rising to defy the judgment pronounced by Virgil
upon the Romans, when he put into the mouth of Anchises the words:

"Others shall shape with finer touch the breathing bronze,"I can well believe it, and draw forth from marble the living countenance."But do thou, 0 Roman, rule the nations by thy power (this shall be thine art) I"

This prophecy lost its force with the submersion of the ancient world,
and now, for a second time, since the advent of Christianity, Italy appears as
the fostering spirit of the fine and the industrial arts. Venice has this year
received and honored the productions of the most varied nations. She has
appreciated equally the tempered spirit of the English and the Oriental
fancifulness of the Hungarians.
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BETTER THAN EVER
New 8o-page catalogue for the asking
(40 pages of entirely new goods)

GOOD PROFITS 1UR THE RP.TAILER IN EVERY PIECE

" (1.1 1:," a nil ,I: I

OVA " EDITII." 7 x Is inehes; 1 inches high

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Bowls and Nappies, Punch, Wine, Whiskey, Water, Lemonade,
Cordial and Fancy Sets, Ice Cream Trays, Plates, Vases, Celeries,
Water Bottles, Oils, Sugars and Creams Comports, Olives and
Bon-Bons, Pitchers, Deemiters, Tumblers, Stemware, Novelties, etc., etc.

" DET,1t.11:," PI BOX
43 -hich 5I.ritieli sizes

Best _till-Around Line in the Market

The X.
meTcne_;ien, Conn.

New York

38 Murray Si.

Derogen Co.

Chicago
Silversmiths' Building 122 W. Baltimore St.

Baltimore Boston
146 Franklin St.
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RICH CUT GLASS

Good, well-cut glass, is ready-selling
ware it is especially so when offered at
right prices.

We are sure of the values
in our line and it contains
many pleasing combi-
nations for gift season
sales.

T. B. CLARK & CO.,
Honesdale, Pa.

" Look through the world,
'Tis neer met with elsewhe

=
=

Champagne or
Lemonade Set. King
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TAYLOR BROS. & CO.
Designers and

Manufacturers uf

announcement

No Figurol
Blanks l:st•

RICH CUT GLASS =g,;:"Lo; thOe

For the benefit of our North-
western trade, we have opened
a SALESROOM, with a com-
plete display of our new produc-
tions, under the management of
Mr. Theo. H. Purple, in Chicago,
Room 11,33 Heyworth Building,
42 Madison Street.

Cord
A cordial in ,ilation is extended

to the trade to call on me.
Most respecefully yours

PICO. H. Purfile
Flirt" Illy With Ihr/ err, 8 Edword.v Silrer Co.

1

It is not necessary to say
anything about our Colonial
edge, as this design speaks for
itself. • If you are not handling
this, you are not handling the
best-selling line on the market
If you have the best store in
your town, you are entitled to
the exclusive sale of this line in
your town.

Photographs of our fifty.
dollar assortment on application.

SALESROOMS
Philadelphia—H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, i4 South

Tenth Street
Chicago—Theo. H. Purple, 42 Madison Street
Boston—John B. Kempton & Co., 157 Summer

Street

16" VASE BELLEVUE
(COLONIAL KOOK)

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE

Third and Cambridge Streets
Philadelphia

From the crude material
to the finished product is
made by them, thus insur-
ing to the purchaser per-
fectness in the glass itself,
which, together with the
infinite care taken in the
cutting of each piece, has

▪ 

secured its sale among the
leading dealers in this and

• 

other countries. Cut glass
and Hawkes cut glass is
different : Hawkes cut

▪ 

glass is unique. Hawkes

▪ 

cut glass invariably bears
this trade-mark
engraved on each
piece, without
which none is
genuine.

T. G. Hawkes
& 

C o .

TRADE MARK

HAW N ES

Corning, N. Y.
Grand Prize Awarded

Paris Exposition
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OHIO CUT GLASS COMPANY
IF IT'S NEW, WE HAVE IT

Imprisoned rainbows in a crystal Sea,

Naught can their bonds e'er sever.

A source of joy 'twill always be,

A thing of &will', ever.

WRITE FOR OUR PROPOSITION

6,01PI

/Orb,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Rich Cue

Highest
Honor
awarded to

H. C. Fry
Cut Glass

Demanded
Recognition

" The American

:public demands the
:best, and the trade

that lasts and is per-

manently profitable
is the trade that is
built in catering to
this demand."

(Patent applied for)

ONE OF OUR 557 VARIETIES

LOUIS HINSIIERGER
CUT GLASS CO.

300 OAKLAND STREET

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Write factory or branch offices for new catalogue,
showing a selection of our 1905 fall line.

IIARRY T. BRODEN, REP.

Factory Bowling Green, Ohio
Chicago Office

35-37 E. Randolph Street
New York Office St. Louis Office
26 Barclay Street 518 Holland Building

PORTLAND PUNCH SET (S It. high). Price, WOO
Received gold medal for best individual piece at Lewis and Clark Exposition

1857

1905
Grand
Prize
awarded by

International Jury

at I,ewis and Clark

Exposition, Portland

to the

H. C. Fry Glass Co.

H. C. FRY GLASS CO., Rocheafterr, Pz.



1858 THE C. F. MONROE CO.
IN ew l'c.,rk Salesrooms

28 Barclay St.

No. 491 =Nv. Kelva Jewel Box

KELVA

INI,A.INUF'AC'TUR I .:1-218

Address all communications to Factory, MERIDEN CONN.,9

WAVE CREST
has made us famous as
manufacturers of most
striking novelties.

CUT GLASS
excelling in beauty of
finish and design. An
immense assortment of
novelties innumerable.

tho proper thing. Richly gold mounted. A distinc-
tive style of artistic merit that has made it a winner.

Ellal■111110•11MIP, 

No. 531. Ariel Jag

STERLING SILVER
Originality combining every feature of this line of
zoods.

Our new catalogue will show all our latest productions. If you want one mailed you, kindly advise

When in New York, by all means stop at our store, ground floor, 28 Barclay Street

fe4s:PN
•44. 4

411

No. 375. 14" Footed Punch Bowl, "Sunburst"
14" across the tot)

KELLY & STEINMAN
Manufacturers

icb Cut ata$s

Our line is one of the finest
on the market, and we have no
hesitation in recommending our
(roods to all lovers of cut glass.
The beautiful and the artistic
are chief features in our line,
and we cheerfully invite inspec-
tion of the snme.

Pacttlry wad,

Honesdale, Pa.

fe 

Egginton's
Celebrated Cut Glass

1859

Le No. 350 Bowl with Stand. Arabian No. 2

Distinctly in a class by itself universally acknowledged as the

I
'most artistic and beautiful line on the market—" none superior."

Our trade-mark

excellence and quality.

engraved on each piece, a guarantee of its

THE 0. F. EGGINTON Co.
nc orporated Oct. II, '99 CORNING, N. Y.
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A BIG SELLER

e IrdicT_Afry

In placing your cut glass orders for
the Holiday trade, be sure and see the

QUAKER CITY LINE before so do-
ing. There are many advantages both in

style and price. Remember QUAKER
CITY CUT GLASS leads them all.

The increase of our business over last
year is nearly double, which is the best
guarantee that we have given perfect
satisfaction to our many customers.

Owing to the increased demand
for

Stouffer's
Hand-Painted China

as the season advances, we
have had frequent requests for
a larger assortment.

In addition to our popular
$50 assortment previously ad-
vertised, we offer a crackerjack
$100 assortment. Contains
such pieces as follows : Salts
and Peppers, Jellies, Olives,
Bon-Bons, Cups and Saucers,
Plates, Berries, Sauces, Salads,
Lemonade Jugs, Vases, Tank-
ards, Chop Dishes, Pudding
Sets, etc. Decorations are new,
snappy and original ; each piece
painted by a skilled artist.

We GUARANTEE our goods
superior to any on the market.
If you want the best there is,
send for an assortment at once.
Can ship goods hnmediately
upon receipt of order.
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Jewels d American Womeni

1 Vast Fortunes Invested in Gems—Lavish Display of

Society Leaders—Fabulous Prices for Special

Pieces—Wonderful Creations in Set Jewels

<
) 
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It may in truth be said that the millennium of the jeweler is now

here. As the country has advanced in civilization and wealth the

craze for jewels has intensified, and the desire for the possession of

gems to-day seems to be limited only by the means of the people.

In society and on the stage the passion for expensive jewelry has

resulted in a display that rivals the dazzling barbaric costumery of

the Indian princes and princesses, and all grades of society have

followed suit according to their means. The most startling feature

of the trade at the present time is the unprecedented demand for

diamonds, and probably for the first time in the history of the

country practically every jeweler is a diamond merchant to some

extent. The merchants' and farmers' daughters consider a few

sparklers a desirable portion of their outfit, and even the comfortably

circumstanced papas are not above the frivolity of a diamond ring

or scarfpin.

Wealth in
Artistic jewelry

Such, indeed, is the craze for rich jewelry that few,

even of the jewelers, have any idea of the almost

incredible extent of the investment. In an article

on this subject in a recent issue of Success, to

which magazine we are indebted for the use of the illustrations here

silown, Cleveland Moffett says :

Quite recently the New York World published the picture of

a very rich American woman (whose fortune, be it said, was wrung

from the servitude of thousands in torturing mines), " wearing

eight hundred and forty thousand dollars' worth of pearls, photo-

graphed at the Wicks-Haven wedding," and of these the lady wore

r-,

two black ones in her ears worth forty thousand dollars, five pink

ones in a brooch worth fifty thousand dollars, a rope of very white

ones worth three hundred thousand dollars, and around her neck

two strings of large ones (large excrescences), worth three hundred

thousand dollars and two hundred and fifty thousand dollars,

respectively. So that as she stood there, posing for the camera, she

was worth in pearls of various sizes and colors, the enormous sum

of eight hundred and forty thousand dollars.

And the newspaper adds : " Her pearls represent scarcely a

third of her jewelry. She has two diamond crowns, one studded

with sapphires and another with rubies, she has necklaces that

would have been envied by queens a hundred years ago."

According to the New York Herald, there is no need of

going back a hundred years to find queens envying the jewels of

our rich women. In a special London cable to the Herald a

few weeks ago, we are informed that " Queen Alexandra

has been so impressed with the beautiful jewels worn by

a well-known American society leader in London that she

has asked the favor that a superb tiara of sapphires and

diamonds might be sent to Buckingham Palace for closer

inspection."
" But," someone may ask, " are these newspaper state-

ments reliable ? Is it true, for instance, as one paper declares

that New York has ten rich women who own jewels to the

value of half a million each, or five million dollars' worth

b all ? "
This question I submitted to one of the head men at

Tiffany's, who is, perhaps, the best authority on jewels in

the United States, and he assured me that beyond question

there are ten women in New York who between them own

five million dollars' worth of jewels !

" Is it an exaggeration," I asked, " to say that there are

women in New York City who own single strings of pearls

worth from two to three hundred thousand dollars apiece ? "

" Two hundred thousand dollars," he said, " is no exag-

geration, but three hundred thousand dollars—" He hesitated.

" We have sold a single string of pearls for two hundred

(Continued on page 1568)

Factuyiry-602h (8). Iltalltimoree Ave.
CHICAGO

'S. ,11 A:4 - WELL:, ■40

417

This is a bird of paradise for a corsage ornament ; Its head is crested with pear-shaped diamonds
its breast is blue with pendant sapphires and its wings are set in conventional diamond °mimeo-.
tation. The price of this piece of jewelry is over ten thousand dollars
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• A Desirable Lot

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS
A.
B.

- • -

Blue white and perfect
Blue white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
Bt. Blue white and slightly imperfect
BX. Blue white and imperfect

C. Extra white and perfect
D. Extra white and very slightly imperfect.

commercially perfect
E. Extra white and slightly imperfect
EX. Extra white and imperfect

1. White and perfect
2. White and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
3. White and slightly imperfect
3X. White and imperfect

4. Commercial white and perfect
5. Commercial white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
6. Commercial white and slightly imperfect
6X. Commercial white and imperfect

7. Good color and perfect
8. Good color and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
9. Good color and slightly imperfect
9X. flood color and imperfect

Copyrighted, July, 1904, by S. C. Scott

We have just cut a lot of Top Silver Capes in sizes from Y3

to I carat. This lot having turned out very advantageously,

we were able to figure our cost from 5 to Jo% below pres-

ent cost of such goods. This enables us to offer you this

advantage in prices. Send to us and others and compare

prices.

HENRY GINNEL & COMPANY

Established 1835

Cutters of Diamonds

31 Maiden Lane, New York City tfi

HAVE YOU TAKEN OUR TIP TO BUY COPPER?

WE ILLUSTRATE A FEW PIECES OF OUR

`*GREEN COPPER,, 
(ANTIQUE)

MADE IN THE "APOLLO STUDIOS," OF GREEN OPALESCENT GLASS
COVERED WITH METAL IN VERD ANTIQUE FINISH

A DESIRABLE LINE FOR YOUR HOLT DA Y TRADE

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED SHEETS
OF " REAL COPPER" AND "GLASS.
AND METAL"

APOLLO SILVER CO.
BERNARD RICE'S SONS

PROPRIETORS

FINE SILVER-PLATED WARE
REAL COPPER AND VERD ANTIQUE

542 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

4-6 MARION ST.FACTORY t 187-189 ELM ST. NEW YORK

New York Letter

The imports of gems and prec-

Another Import ious stones received at this port
during the month of Septem-
ber, amounted in value to $3,-

250,880.32, and were $1,058,277.16 more than those

for September 1904. The total was made up of

cut stones valued at $2,240,987.68, and uncut at
$r,o09,892.64. The advance over the figures for

the previous September was in cut stones only,

there being a decrease in the imports of the uncut
variety, amounting to $164,657.85. The statistical
report of General Mindil, jewelry examiner at this
port, shows the imports for the month of Septem-

ber for the past five years to be as follows ;

Sept. Cut. Uncut. Total.

1905 . . $2,240,987.68 $1,009,892.04 $3,250,880,32
1904 . . . 1,018,053.66 1,174,550.49 2,192,603.16
1903 . . . 1,099,860.0:1 862,524.91 1,962,384.94
1902 . . . 1,205,051.t37 818,473.00 2,053,524.72
1901 . . . 978,611.97 384,345.50 1,362,957.47

Record

The inspection of the home

Ragman's Plun- of Antonio DeSisto, an Italian
dered Silverware ragman, by Detectives Nugent

and McGinnis, who represented
themselves as board of health inspectors, revealed,
III addition to a quantity of dry goods, a valuable
lot of silverware, bearing the names of such well-
known firms as the Gorham Mfg. Co., Reed &
Barton, Rogers & Bro., Derby Silver Co. and
Wilcox Silver Plate Co. A number of cases of
spectacles were also discovered, marked Julius
King Optical Co. and Spencer Optical Co. The
whole was valued at $2o0o. The officers also un-
earthed two bank book, showing an aggregate
balance of nearly $6000 to the credit of DeSisto's
wife. Husband and wife were then arrested and
accused specifically of having burglarized the sales-
rooms of Isaac C. Cokefair, 25 Maiden Lane, on
the night of September 20th, when plated ware to
the value of $300 was taken from these premises.
)etectives Nugent and McGinnis were immediately

called in and made a careful investigation. A piece
of Italian newspaper set them thinking. They
were informed that the Italian ragman and his wife
gathered waste paper and such refuse in the dis-
trict every morning ; a search of their home fol-
lowed and the occupants were arrested. There
was no evidence that force was used to enter the
store, nor was there any disarrangement of the
goods, so that a false key must have been used.

Gold jewelry and some rare
A $3000 Burglary antiques, to the reputed value

of $3000, were stolen recently
front the store of M. Naftal, 744 Sixth Avenue.
The burglars adopted quite an ingenious scheme
to accomplish their end. One of them rented a
room from a Mrs. Goff, who lives on the top floor
of the house, and was given a key which afforded an
exit to the hallway. This he utilized to carry out
the design at the first apportunity. At about 2 A.M.
one morning the tenant and his burglarious partner
worked undisturbed in the hallway, thus effected
an entrance to the jewelry store and secured rich

booty. Mr. Naftal particularly regrets the loss of
two antiques, and is very anxious to recover them.
They are described as a watch set with rose dia-
monds, sapphires and emeralds, suspended from a
snake-like chatelaine pin, the latter also set with
diamonds and pearls. The other is the hand-
somely carved and gold-framed figure of a deer in
natural colors. It measures about r,4 x 3 inches,
is set with diamonds, and said to be more than two
hundred years old.

jewelers' Security

The regular monthly meeting
of the Jewelers' Security Alli-

Alliance ance was held on October
r3th, the following members

being present : Chairman Butts, President Sloan,
Vice-president Champenois, Treasurer Karsch,
Secretary Noyes and Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bow-
den, Brown and Stern of the committee. The fol-
lowing were admitted to membership :

M. Abramson, New York
City.

A. D. Ackerman, Nelson,
Nebr.

Geo. E. Bangle, Vallejo, Cal.
David W. Booker, Ly1111,

Nathan Blume, Newark N. J.
Chas. A. Hoglund, Chicago,

Thos. J. Juzek & Co., Elgin,

William B. Kimball, Tama,
Iowa.

Lollis Bros. & Co., Pittsburg,
Pa.

R. E. Meehan, Norborne, Mo.
(has. E. Plitt, Washington,

I). C.
Claude E. Range, 'Trenton,

ItodeliIIS & Rosen, Evanmon,

T. IL Sachs, Catskill, N. V.
Ott 0 C. Steginaier, Washing-

ton, N10.
Louis I'. IVeher, Washington,

D. (%
A. IL Woodworth, Columbia

City, Ind.
Wm. 1`. Mueller Jewelry Co.,

St. Louts, Mo.
51. M. Stivers, Lovington,
Pederson & Waters, Leeds,

N. Oak.
Phillips Bros., Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Shreve & Co., San Francisco,

Cal.
L. A. Horn, Chicago, Ill.
F. P. Beswick, Racine, Wis.
Edward L. Britt, Boston,

Mass.
Fuchs & Hentschel, Milwau-

kee, NVis.
Alfred Fuchs, Milwaukee,

Wis.
.Tohn J. Lange, Racine, Wis.
O. A. Scherer, Toluca, Ill.
Stouthamer Bros., Milwaukee,

Wis.
Wiegand Bros., Racine, Wis.
Frank P. Wilde, Milwaukee,

Mayland P. Foss, Pittsfield,
N. H.

Christopher Franz, Chicago,

Kasten hu her it Leh rfeld, New
York City.

Duty on

Reed & Barton Co., New York
City:

Wells E. Lee, Corning, Iowa.
W. B. Murray, East Tawas,

Mich.
Victor Nyht nd, Chicago

Heights, Ill.
W. L. Salmon, Tarkio, Mo.
A. Sigwttrt, Oakland, Cal.
Louis A.Wirth, St. Louis, Mo.
C. J. Duncan, Massillon,

Ohio.
1). NV. Applegate, Lamar,

Colo.
Geo. L. Dietrich, Kenton,

Ohio.
Nels Nelson, Chicago, Ill.
Milo Young, Chicago, Ill.
John F. Breitenstein, Antigo,

Wis.
Calvin Clatter Co., Chicago,

A. H. Reynolds & Co., Mont-
rose, Colo.

It. V. Marshall, Freeport, Pa.
Arthur West, Galena, Kans.
Herron Bros., Mattoon, Ill.
Koshland & Italic Co., Phi la.,

Pa.
A. Malmgren, Holdrege,

Nebr.
Lewkowitz, New York
thy.

William J. Eroe, New Castle,
Pa.

B. Blumenstock, New York
City.

Elof Benson, Youngstown,
Ohio.

K lame & Moberg, Sacra-
men to, CM.

Marquardt-Scott Co., Chicago,

H. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster,
Pa.

Newton Moore, Los Angeles,
Cal.

Norsman & Feagans, St. Paul,
Minn.

Reed & Barton Co., New York
City.

H. E. Runnels & Son, Port
Huron, Mich.

F. R. Stearns, San Jose, Cal.
F. E. Vaissiere & Co., Rome,

Ga.
E. M.Wittigschlager, Niagara

Falls, N Y.
Younglove & Singer, Peoria,

Three decisions were recently
handed down by the board of

Imitation Stones United States general apprais-
ers regarding the duty on imita-

tion precious stones. In two of these cases the
importers' protest against the collector's assess-
ment was wholly and in one of them partially
sustained. The protest of Albert Lorsch & Co.,
involving the duty on imitations of precious stones,

(1863)

was sustained. If less than one inch in dimension
these goods are held to be dutiable at 20 per cent.
ad valorem, under Par. 435 of the tariff act, and
if more than one inch in diameter at 45 per cent.
under Par. 112. Loeb & Co., New York, appealed
from an assessment of 45 per cent. ad valorem
Oil imitation precious stones in the form of hat and
bonnet pins, submitting that these goods are duti-
able at 20 per cent. ad valorem, and the importer's
view was upheld. The protest of Bloomingdale
Bros. was to the effect that imitation pearls com-
posed of paste, pierced and temporarily strung,
were dutiable at 45 per cent. ad valorem, under
Par. 102 of the Tariff Act. This protest was up-
held, but the appraisers sustained the collector's
assessment of 6o per cent. on an imitation pearl
necklace imported by the same firm.

On Saturday morning, October
A $4000 Burglary 7th, burglars broke into the

factory of Nathan Anusewitz, 37
Clinton Street, and secured goods valued by the
proprietor at $40oo. Entrance was gained to a
hallway adjoining the store ; the cellar door was
then forced open, and from that apartment a hole
was cut in the floor directly behind the safe, and
through this opening the apartment in which the
goods are kept was reached. The stolen goods in-
cluded twenty-five diamond rings, twenty gold
chains, four dozen gold watches, one dozen gold
bracelets, three dozen gold pins, twelve pairs of dia-
mond earrings, four dozen diamond set lockets, two
dozen scarf pins, two dozen silver watches, three
dozen brooches and one dozen stick pins. The
robbers displayed their discrimination by ignoring
the imitation and filled goods, but there must have
been a slight hitch otherwise, for they left several
burglarious appliances behind them. On the
following day, Max Price and Simon Lichenstein
were arrested on the charge of being the perpe-
trators, and were held in $r000 bail each. Mr.
Anusewitz states that on the day preceding the
robbery, two men were permitted to enter the
cellar on the representation that they were gas
inspectors.

Chester Billings & Son have moved to new
quarters at the southeast corner of Fifth Avenue
and Thirty-fourth Street, a fashionable location.
The store is pretty and commodious and makes an
interesting addition to the many other beautiful
jewelry stores which adorn this fine thoroughfare.
Externally, the most attractive feature of the build-
ing, is the bronze and glass awning which spans
the entire front and side of the store, broken, how-
ever, by two ample marquises overhanging the
entrances from Fifth Avenue and Thirty-fourth
Street, respectively. The woodwork is also unique

in its way, the window frames being of Circassian
walnut, handsomely carved in Louis XV style and

said to be the only fixtures of their kind in the
country. The show cases and other interior equip-

ment are of fine mahogany and are admirably
arranged with a view to the adequate display of
the goods and the convenience of buyers and
salespeople. The lighting arrangements are on a

relatively elaborate scale.

(continued on page 180.2)
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Our registered trade-mark in a ring is guarantee that we have given expert attention to
every detail of its manufacture ; also that we can and do assume the responsibility that
its quality, shape and finish are the very best. All our rings are made from solid gold
discs and by our own special machinery.
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Catalogue and Ring Blank on request

HAYDEN W. WHEELER 0 CO.
RING MAKERS

TWO MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Pouyat China
has gained a name
for superior excel-
lence which is as
enduring as

Pouyat

China

is durable

You will always know it by thes(
ON DECORATED ON WHITE

J. P.
L. 6.

A?mAur

marks

Write for handsome booklet, " Porcelain "

PAROUTAUD & WATSON
37-39 Murray Street

SOLE AGENTS

NEW YORK

TRADE-MARK

REGISTERED

FALL, 1905

COMBS AND BRACELETS

These are but a Suggestion of Our Large Line of
Combs.

These Cuts are N Actual Size.

This will be a COMB
and BRACELET season.
We are thoroughly pre-
pared for this, and offer
you a line of both, in
solid gold and gold filled,
at prices that will appeal
to both you and your
trade.

These, together with
our usual complete line
of

DIAMOND RINGS
GOLD AND
DIAMOND JEWELRY
CHAINS
FESTOONS
HAT PINS, Etc.

are now on the road.
A card to us will bring

our representative to
you when in your sec-
tion.

You will agree with us
after inspecting our lines
that we have the right
goods at the right prices.

JULES ASCHEIM
37-39 Maiden Lane

November, 1905

New York Letter

(Continued from page 1863)

At Washington, on October
16th, Postmaster-General Cor-
telyou, made the public a

statement from which it appears that since March

1st, in order fully to meet the growing demands in

New York City. the facilities for handling mail

matter in this city have been greatly increased. On

February 18, 1905, the total number of letter

carriers in New York City aggregated 1821. Since

that time the force has been increased by 127

carriers, making the total 1948. The number of

collection wagons was increased from 27 to 29

on July 1st and from 29 to 30 on October 1st.

The cost of each wagon under the new contract,

effective from July 1st, is $1320, as against $1038.60

under the old contract.

The total horse-hire
allowance is $44,100, an

increase of $88o since

July 1st. The carfare

was increased from July

ist last by $628.65, the

total amount now in force

being $ r 1,550. The allow-

ance for auxiliary service

is $11,970, an increase of

$1970 over that of last

year.
Maurice Brower re-

cently sailed on the
Deutschland for Europe,

where he will spend a
month visiting the pearl

markets.
F. Kroeber, formerly

of the F. Kroeber Clock
Co., is now connected
with the clock depart-
ment of Sussfeld, Lorsch

& Co., 37 Maiden Lane.

A daring thief got
away with two diamond
rings, one valued at Poo
and the other at $150,
from the store of L. M.
Piccard, 705 Fulton
Street, Brooklyn, on Sat-
urday, October 7th. The fellow was young and

well dressed. He visited the Piccard store and ex-

pressed a desire to buy a ring. While scrutinizing

two diamond rings, respectively valued at the

figures stated above, ne asked to be shown a third.

The jeweler reached for a third, and, as he did

so, the thief seized the other two and ran. The

dealer dashed after him but was obstructed by a

woman, apparently unintentionally, and the thief

disappeared. The police were notified, but failed

to run him down. It is thought that the woman

who impeded the jeweler at the critical juncture,

may have been the fugitive's accomplice.

The 24-Karat Club held a meet-

24-Karat Club ing on Friday afternoon, Octo-

ber t3th, in the Astor House.

Vice-President Leo Wormser occupied the chair

in the absence of President E. R. Crippen. A com-

mittee, with full executive power, was appointed Jo

take in hand the arrangements for the fifth annual

banquet of the club. This committee is composed

of James R. Gleason, John B. Wood, William T.

Gough, David Kaiser and A. L. Brown. The

banquet will probably take place in January. A

report was received from a committee, of which

Increased
Postal Facilities

THE KEYSTONE 1865

Leo Wormser is chairman, and which had been
appointed to take counsel with members as to the
best means of enlarging the membership roll. An
extension of time was granted to permit the corn-

mittee to elicit the views of the entire membership,

to which end a circular letter has been sent to
each one, requesting his opinion on the subject.

A vote of condolence, proposed by C. F. Brinck,

was passed upon the demise of Moses Weiss.

The death of John H. Mabie,
junior member of Mabie, Todd

John 1-1. Mabie & Bard, manufacturers of gold
pens, pencils and fountain pens,

occurred on Tuesday evening, October loth, in his

fifty-seventh year. His death was rather sudden

and unexpected. He attended his office as usual

on the clay of his demise and afterwards took an

automobile ride, but upon returning home corn-

plained of not feeling well, and lay down. He

Death of

was arrested on a charge of having appropriated
the ring and was held by Magistrate Shields in
$25oo bail for the United States grand jury. A
number of jewelry articles and some pawn tickets

were found in his possession. Aikin, Lambert &

Co. and Hugo Baer were among the complainant

firms. A number of fountain pens sent by or to the

first-named concern failed to reach their proper des-

tination, and the losses were regularly reported.

Articles of greater value the firm sends by express.

A chase of several months by

Smuggled a secret service men and special

$22,000 Necklace agents of the treasury depart-

ment after a prominent New

York woman who smuggled' a $22,000 diamond

necklace into this country through the custom

house in this city, was ended a few weeks ago

when a lawyer appeared before the collector of

customs at New York and tendered a payment of
about $13,2oo for duty
on the necklace. The
incident is now closed,
as there can be no prose-
cution because the gov-
ernment, it is said, has
accepted the money,
The customs service
learned of tile purchase
of the necklace in
Europe not long after
the woman left the other
side, but not in time to
detect the jewels when
she came into port.
When the information
finally came to this
country from one of the
department's age n ts
abroad, secret service
officers were set on the
woman's trail and the
pursuit was long and
hard. The woman, with
the officers following,
went to Arizona and to
many cities in the West.
While it was known that
she had the necklace in
her possession and that
it had been smuggled,
the officers were never

able to get her with the article in her possession

except once, when she was seen in Madison Square

Garden wearing the necklace. For some reason

no arrest was then made, but the chase became

fast and furious from that time on. The voluntary

payment of the duty was probably the result of the

renewed efforts of the government officers. The

officials of the treasury department refused abso-

lutely to divulge the woman's name or that of

her lawyer.

View taken from City Hall l'ark, showing the Post (Mice on the left, Broadway on the right 
and entrances to the

Subway or underground rapid transit system

grew worse so rapidly that before the arrival of the

physician he had expired. Deceased had been

connected with the business of Mabie, Todd &

Bard since 3862, when he entered the firm's shop

as all apprentice. He mastered the practical side

of the business and in 1872 had reached the posi-

tion of factory foreman. Upon the retirement of

his father, John Mabie, in 1873, the subject of this

obituary and his brother, George W. Mab.e,

assumed their father's interest, formed a partner-

ship with Henry H. Todd and J. Sprague Bard and

continued the business. In 1900 the two last-named

partners retired, and subsequently the brothers

conducted the business themselves. It was the

function of deceased to superintend the operations

of the factory. George W. Mabie will continue

the business without changing the name of the firm.

As the result of reports made by

a number of Maiden Lane firms

in the Toils of the loss of goods in the

mails, a decoy package, contain-

ing a turquoise ring, was recently posted, subse-

quently missed and eventually traced to Charles P.

Tucker, a distributing clerk in the package depart-

ment of the New York general post office. Tucker

Postal Clerk

The board of United States

Duty on general appraisers, in a recent
decision, averred that magni-

fying glasses are dutiable at

forty-five per cent. ad. valorem, as manufactures

of glasses under Par. 132 of the tariff act of 1897,

thus sustaining the action of the collector of cus-

toms at this port in his assessment of duty on a

consignment of these goods imported by A. Riegel-

man. The importer's contention was that the

glasses should be assessed under Par. 102 of the

act as cylinders on ground glass, dutiable at four

per cent. By the way, the board has little leisure

nowadays, as the protests seem to crowd one

another in rapid succession.

continued on page 1867)

Magnifying Glasses
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1.ave no connection with Corning
Glass Works and do not use their blanks

THE CORNING CUT GLASS CO.
Creators of Original Designs 

Your trade will increase if you handle our
line, because it is striking, attractive and artistic.
It has the

Highest Quality of Finish

and Workmanship

Ask for Catalogue

THE CORNING CUT GLASS CO.
Howell Building, Corning, N. Y.

New York Office, 24 Murray street

DIAMOND

KNIFE

EDGE

PENDANTS
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New York Letter

(Continued from page 1865)

The upward trend of diamond
prices still continues, the ad-
vances following one another
with startling rapidity. Again,

last month, a cablegram from London announced

a further advance of 5 per cent., and there is not

even a probability that the limit has been reached.

The American diamond market is active beyond

all precedent, and the continually advancing prices

give it unusual strength and security. The latest

previous advance was announced on August 22d,

not three months ago.
Solomon Bachrach, at one
time a wholesale and retail

Solomon Bachrach jeweler in this city and subse-
quently a large investor in real

, estate, died on Wednesday morning, October x ith,

at his home, 19 East Sixty-fourth Street, from a

complication of diseases, aged sixty-four. Deceased

, opened a retail store on Grand Street many years

ago and afterwards admitted his sons, Isaac and

Abraham Bachrach, to partnership in the business,

the firm thereupon becoming known as S. Bachrach

& Sons. Subsequently, the concern branched into

the wholesale business also. Deceased purchased

the building in which the store was located, and in

the course of time so extended his real estate

operations that he disconnected himself with the

jewelry business, the care of which then devolved

entirely upon his sons. The firm, however, has

been out of business for several years. Deceased

is survived by a widow, one daughter and six sons.Chicago Office, Republic Bldg., Room 120

'THE" Machine for
Tagging Rings, etc.

Complete 'rel. Eyelet Machine,
Outfit IOW Celluloid Tags
consists of I I Bottle Ink

528 529
These pendants are hand-made, extra heavy in gold and set with fine, white, snappydiamonds, weighing 14 et. each. complete, $14.20. Fumble,' as a mounting,

$5.20 each.

111114,1 .,;1:11[Iiriiri

SOLITAIRE DIAMOND RINGS
0111i1111111:01111iftwil1111

Price complete,

$5.00 net  

NO.2 .

NO. I.

0 NO. 3.

59 69 

Extra heavy gold mountings, set with fine, white, snappy diamonds, weighing 1, ct.
each. • $10.50

Style of Tags

10 K. GOLD SCARF PINS

Hand Myers are

Useless for

Tagging Rings

403—$3.14 406—$3.50 408—$3.30 400—$3.35 410—$3.80 407-83.50 413—$3.50
These scarf pins are 10 K., extra heavy in gold, finished in rose, roman and polishedgold, and set with fine, white, snappy diamond, weighing 1/32 et. Furnished withoutdiamond for $2.25 less for each of the above.
We manufacture a complete line of Gold and Diamond Jewelry and sell direct to theretail trade. The above are only a few of the many good things Illustrated in our newcatalogue. Write for one. " Our Gold Always Stands the Test"

S. FRACKMAN, 51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
We are pleased to send selection packages to responsible jewelers

Pat. applied for

The

HOLD=ON

CLUTCH

Ny,4
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sovv4

YOU slide the
Clutch on—

IT does the rest

Another Advance

in Diamond Prices

Death of

Pat. May 20, '02

A Splendid Seller
Retailing at SOC.

Ask your Jobber or write to

Scarf Pin Insurance

Hold-On Clutch Co.,_ 33 Oold St., NEW YORK

What might have been a sensa-

Negro's Daring tional diamond robbery from

Exploit the store of Cross & Beguelin,
17 Maiden Lane, on Thursday,

October 5th, was averted by the courage and

tenacity of one of the clerks, R. Woodrow by
name. About noon on the date mentioned, the

clerk who was in charge of the diamond room,

went out for a few moments on an errand. A

negro entered the store and went right into that

apartment. Across this room runs a counter, be-
hind which are the cases of diamond jewelry. The
negro was in the act of vaulting the counter to get
at the goods when Mr. Woodrow happened to pass

and noticed him. The clerk immediately chal-

lenged the fellow, and was met with the explana-
tion, " I was waittn' for the gemman with the

glasses," meaning the absent diamond clerk. Order-
ing the fellow to be seated, and directing the other

clerks to detain him, Woodrow went in quest of a

policeman. Meantime, the negro drew a pocket
knife, struck at the clerks and dashed out of the
store. In his effort to escape he almost collided
with Mr. Woodrow, who had not yet found a police-
man. He went in pursuit. With the open knife
in his hand the negro sprinted across Broadway,
and just as he was going down Courtlandt Street the
clerk caught up and upset him. A struggle ensued,
in which the negro wielded the knife viciously,
but, by good fortune, with no more dangerous

consequence than cutting the clerk's clothes across
the stomach. Regaining his feet the negro dashed
on, with the clerk still in hot pursuit, and turning
north on Greenwich Street was again overtaken.
By this time the police, hitherto so elusive, were
on the scene and placed the fugitive under arrest.
He gave the name of Louis Brown and was recog-
nized as a late inmate of King's County Peniten-
tiary and previously of Elmira Reformatory. His
picture is in the Rogues' Gallery. Magistrate

Poole held him in $t000 bail for assault with a
knife and in $500 for unlawful entry.

Larter & Sons, 23 Maiden Lane, have issued
a unique brochure entitled " The Larter Gold
Book," which in form and substance aptly merits
its exclusive title. It is not a catalogue of the
complete products of the firm, being intended
merely to convey a general idea of their lines. The

little compilation about reaches the acme of per-
fection in the printer's, photographer's and engra-
ver's art, the half-tone page plates being a striking
exemplification of the excellence of modern illus-
tration. Rings, lockets, shirt studs, vest buttons,
etc., are shown in great variety. The cover has

an appropriate design and is finished in gold, justi-
fying the title, the " Gold Book." The brochure
is, in truth, a thing of beauty as well as utility.

The New York State Court of Appeals an-
nounced on October 24th, decision in the case of
Green vs. Davies et al. The brief preliminary
notice of the court's decision is as follows :
Green vs. -Davies et al., appellants : Order of

appellate division and interlocutory judgment of
special term reversed and judgment rendered for
defendant on demurrer, with costs in all courts,
with leave to plaintiff to serve an amended com-
plaint within twenty days upon payment of such
costs ; question certified, answered in affirmative."

Several years ago, Asher Green, who was formerly

a member of the firm of Green Bros., wholesale
material dealers, withdrew from the firm under

conditions that engendered some feeling, the out-

come of which was several suits instituted in the

courts. The suit which the Court of Appeals has

just taken action on was brought by Asher Green
against Andrew Davies, an employee of W. Green
& Co., charging conspiracy and slander. Similar

suits were also brought against Wolf Green, of

New York City, and I. H. Oppenheim, of Atlanta,
Ga., members of the present firm of W. Green &

Co. The case was originally argued before the

judges of the Appellate Court on a demurrer, and

then carried to the Court of Appeals, with the

above result. As the charges in the Oppenheim

and Green cases are exactly like those in the Davies

case, on which the court has rendered a decision,

of course the same order of the court applies to

them as in the Davies case.

Charles L. Trout & Co., of 15 Maiden Lane,

have issued an interesting and seasonable cata-

logue and price-list under the caption " Uncommon

Jewelry." It contains thirty-two enameled pages

given over almost entirely to illustrations of rings,

pins, brooches, cuff and collar buttons, lockets,

fobs and novelties. On a small space at the foot

of each page the articles illustrated above are

numbered, very briefly described and systematically

priced, a detachable discount slip being enclosed.

Mr. Ira Barrows, of H. F. Barrows & Co.,

recently returned from a four-months' tour of

Great Britain and the continent. The trip through

the continent was made in a new French touring

car, which Mr. Barrows purchased on his arrival in

Paris. In this way many places of interest were

visited that are not usually touched on by ordinary

tourists. The party had one accident which might

have been a very serious one, but luckily danger

was avoided by a close margin. It happened just

outside of the town of Vichy, in France. The

party was speeding along at a high rate, when a

dog dashed into the machine and the impact bent

the steering bar on one side, which caused the

machine to swerve, and before the chauffeur could

straighten it out, they missed by about the margin

of a yard the trees that line the French roads. A

turn in the opposite direction then carried the

machine towards the trees on the other side of the

road, but these also were missed by a close margin,

and the machine gotten under control. Several

hours in the repair shop at the next village, put

everything in good order again, and the party pro-

ceeded without further incident.

The tourney of the Jewelers'
Bowling League of New York

League is now in full swing at H.
Elder's Universal Bowling

Academy, Brooklyn, and already there are evi-

dences that the success which marked the 1904-5

series will be repeated, if indeed it is not far sur-

passed. At this stage the players are beginning to

display excellent form, and with the development

of the schedule, some very fine exhibitions in this

manly and healthful pastime should no doubt be

forthcoming. This seems all the more inevitable,

in view of the experience gained in last year's

games by the players, nearly all of whom figured

in the series. Therefore with each year that passes,

the tourney should provide better sport, and it

surely goes without saying that interest in the

games will grow in proportion as long as the con-

tests shall continue. There have been some fine
games of late, all of which are included in the ap-

pended list of results attained since our last report:

Jewelers Bowling

September 26th:
Dennison Mfg. Co.  749 713 838
Gorham Mfg. Co.  690 1:55 678

September 27th:
N. If. White & Co.  858 798 776
Tiffany & Co.  742 711 723

September 28th:
A. H. Smith & Co.  753 783 775
Aikin, Lambert & Co 652 760 695

September 29th:
Jos. Fahys & Co.  721 817 944
Julius King Optical Co.  583 768 670

October 3d:
Elgin National Watch Co 729 672 628
Chaa, F. Wood & Co. 785 836 741

October 4th :
L. E. Waterman & Co.  674 767 749
Avery & Brown  770 666 754

October 5th:
A. A. Webster & Co.  • 748 626 586
Udall & 658 750 713

October 6th:
Dennison Mfg. Co.  730 786 738
Cross & Beguelin  831 776 706

October 10th :
N. H. White & Co.  777 695 735
Gorham Mfg. Co.  638 589 532

October Ilth :
Atkin, Lambert & Co 740 758 710
Tiffany & Co.  713 813 767

Octobeil2th :
A. H. Smith & Co.  737 748 772
Jos. Fahys & CO.  727 828 759

October 13th:
Avery & Brown  827 763 754
Julius King Optical Co 651 747 745

October 17th:
Elgiu National Watch Co 763 718 665
L. E. Waterman & Co.  750 702 636

October 18th :
C. F. Wood & Co.  85l 810 804
Udall & Ballou ....... 697 703 698

October 19th :
Cross & Beguelin  784 688 777
A. A. Webster & Co 808 731 734

October 20th:
Tiffany & Co.  814 882 841
Gorham Mfg. Co.  583 614 605

October 24th:
A. H. Smith & Co 821 731 729
Dennison Mfg. Co 758 797 776

October 25th :
N. H. White & Co.  711 636 691
Aikin, Lambert & Co 669 723 692

October 26th:
L. E. Waterman & Co 721 704 778
Jos. Fahys & CO.  757 787 740

October 27th :
Julius King Optical Co.  666 718 740
C. F. WOO& & Co.  867 746 773

Standing of Teams
won.

Per High
Lost. cent. score

C. F. Wood & Co.   12 . 1.000 867
Avery & Brown   8 1 .888 827
Jos. Fahys & Co.   9 3 .750 944
N. H. White & Co.   9 3 .760 858
Dennison Mfg. Co.   8 4 .667 838
Cross & Beguelin   8 4 .667 831
Tiffany & Co.  7 5 .508 882
A. H. Smith & Co  7 5 .508 821
A. A. Webster & Co.  3 6 .333 808
L. E. Waterman Co.   4 8 .833 778
Elgin National Watch Co 3 6 .833 763
Aikin, Lambert & Co 8 9 .250 760
Udall & Balton  2 7 .222 750
Julius King Optical Co.  1 11 .083 763
Gorham Mfg. Co. . 9 .000 690
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thousand dollars, and it is not uncommon for rich women to add

new pearls to a string. Very likely there are single strings in

New York worth two hundred and fifty thousand dollars and per-

haps three hundred thousand."
Then I showed him statements that there are diamonds in

New York City to the value of one hundred and seventy million
dollars. Was that possible?
" It is not only possible," he replied, " but I am sure it is an

understatement. There are about five hundred million dollars'

worth of diamonds in the United States and I believe nearly half

of them are in New York, say, two hundred million dollars' worth,

at least."
Two hundred million dollars' worth of diamonds in New York

City ! Think of that !

The more one looks into this matter the more one's
conviction grows that never since vanity came upon
the earth have Eve's daughter decked themselves
with precious stones as they are decking themselves

to-day in America. Here is a rich woman, Mrs. Leland Stanford,
who died, leaving a million dollars' worth of jewelry I Think of
that ! And here is the government report showing how amazingly
the demand for precious stones has increased in the past decade and
stating that we are actually importing over two million dollars'
worth of diamonds a month, cut and uncut, with a total for the past
year of over twenty-six million dollars' worth ! To which must be
added the cost of cutting, the cost of gold settings and the profits
of retailing, all borne by the purchaser ! Indeed, I am told that

every year we spend
three times as much on
diamonds as on sewing
machines ! A pretty
subject there for a
sermon !

Probably the jewelry
monomania of the time
has reached its climax in
the fad of having jewels
to match every change
of gown. A fashionable
New York jeweler, who
was showing a customer
trays of elaborately-
wrought dog collar
necklaces of unique
workmanship, said to
a reporter of the Sun:

" Never before has
jewelry been so seriously
considered in its rela-
tion to costume as this
season. In fact, most
of the distinctly new
swell necklaces are de-
signed especially f o r
wear with high-necked
gowns—to be clasped
about standing collars.
Undoubtedly the fine
lingerie blouses that are

,Jewel-Wearing
a Craze

A Wild Rose Branch in Precious Stones (much re-
duce(1 ). Thk is a strange flower all of gems and
gold. The spray of wild rose is made up of pink
tourmalines set en masse on the leaves of the flower
to give the natural color. The leaves are of emeralds
shaped like the natural leaf. The main branch is of
green gold. The central topaz is surrounded by
small diamonds to represent the little calyxes as in
nature. There were twenty marquise emeralds, sixty-
two pink tourmalines, one yellow topaz, seven pearl-
shaped emeralds and one hundred and sixty-four
brilliants used in its manufacture.

the rage now have
been a strong fac-
tor in bringing
about this general
fad for outside
necklaces. T Ii e
pretty white
blouses need to be
relieved about the
throat with a touch
of color.

" Dog collar
necklaces will be,
by all odds, the
special rage of the
coming season for
this purpose. It
seems to me that
the first thing that
a woman does on
coming to town is
to rush to purchase
a dog collar or to
look over the va-
rious stocks now
displayed with an
eye to the later
purchase of the
canine necklace.

Wonderful
Dog Collars

November, 1905'

Tilt, pie,. contains forty-three large rose diamonds
and nine h■ttol ',I and eighty small brilliants. Its menu-
facture re.ptired three thousand six hundred hours of
labor, or AntoNt a year of an expert's time, working tell
hours a day . Tho price of such a piece of Jewelry is
considerably ot ICII thousand dollars.

" They are pretty expensive dog collars, but aren'
they beautiful ! " He held up a string of linked
square topazes. Each stone was almost as big as
a postage stamp. Each was set in a slight frame

of gold only, so the stone had the charm of transparency. " The
old-fashioned malachite promises to be much liked in these collars,"
he said. " One almost forgets to call it old-fashioned, used as it is
in this decidedly up-to-date manner. Jade is also much used in
collars wrought in art noveau designs.
" Rough turquoises—that is, the turquoises mingled with

stone—which have been a fad for the past several years, are doing
effective service now in dog collars. A favorite collar is this chain
of beaten gold shields, each set into one of the pretty blue and
pale brown mottled stones. Usually the shields graduate down
slightly from the center one.

" Perpendicular 'little rods of jewels form the slender links ()
some collars. In some of these four stones are set in each rod link
Some of the collars are studded with jewels of one kind. In th(
links of others two kinds of stones alternate, as pearls and sapphires
pearls and diamonds. Of course, these are for distinctly dress■
outside wear.

• " Collars with links, each set with a large semi-precious stone
different in color from the other stones used in the necklace, give
charmingly odd appearance. They have this practical advantage—
they will go well with any gown, for every color shows in this rain
bow succession.

The Gold
and Setting

" Every color of gold is used for collars, the colol•
of the setting always harmonizing with the stone,
used for adornment. The pale tones of gold almos;
invariably are used for setting for opals, stones pre

eminently favorites for this sort of work. The red-toned golc
or the gold in deep yellow shades is almost invariably used
for the setting of heavy dark stones like sapphires, malachite
and lapis lazuli.

(Continued on page 1877)
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AIM

to buy gold jewelry that you can thoroughly

recommend to your customers in these two

essential points, QUALITY and CONSTRUC-

TION.

To do this successfully buy only gold

jewelry that has a trade-mark stamped upon it;

this is the safest way to prevent the purchase

of goods sailing under false colors in quality

or construction.

Trade-marked jewelry readily identifies

the maker and holds him responsible if any

piece does not measure up to the above quali-

fications.

We stamp every Ring, Button, Locket or

Stud with this registered f trade-

mark and back of that trade-mark stands many

years of honest manufacturing.

No stronger argument can be used to con-

vince any retail jeweler to buy liberally from

our salable line of goods,.

4
over
40 21-23 Maiden Lane

years
Ring Makers NEW YORK

Larter 0 Sons
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HE outlook for business is most promising, a

record-breaking holiday trade is about to be

experienced ; therefore we have prepared for

more than the usual number of orders. Our stock is

large and will be kept up ; more than 100 house em-

ployees will systematically handle the business and get

out the orders promptly.

Be familiar with our 850-page Catalogue—it will

give you the best service, the kind you want when

business is rushing.

Our 1906 Catalogue, bigger and better than ever,

has been sent to you. It goes only to established

jewelers, and has long been the jeweler's standard

book. It illustrates everything that a jeweler sells,

and a careful examination of its pages will interest

and instruct the man on the lookout for the best

goods at right prices.

BENJ. ALLEN 0 Co., JEWELERS,WHOLESALE Chicago

A View in our Enlarged Art Room A Corner in our Enlarged Art Room

BENJ. ALLEN & Co., JEWELERS,
WHOLESALE Chicago
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Photographs Taken at our Enlarged Stores

A View Through the Office

"I am glad I came to Chicago to select my goods" is a universal
remark made by visiting jewelers. When you come, we want you
to see our store, where you will find more goods and at better
prices than elsewhere.

Our Busy Jewelry Department

BENJ. ALLEN 0 HOLESALECo.,.9 JEWELERS, Chicago

Our diamond stock is abundant in size and
complete in variety. The high average of its
quality is certain to please buyers. The diamond
pages of our 1906 catalogue will interest you.

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO., Chicago
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"Beautiful Woman's Beautiful Jewel," a
dainty brochure telling all about the pro-
duct of the only mines in the world where
turquoises can be found sufficiently perfect
in form and color for a necklace, will be sent
free on request to readers of this magazine.

The Toltec Gem Mining Company
I Maiden Lane, New York

The Bfig-ahotone TOT Decembek-
THE TURQUORSAL

This fact makes this beautilnl gem a special favorite for
the holiday season, and will still further increase the popu-
larity and sales of the handsome

TOLTEC TURQUOISE NECKLACES
now the leading favorites xvith .people of fashion. The prev-
alent fad for colored gems gives the Turquoise the leadership
in necklace sales.

In hardness, durability and color the." Toltec" Turquoise
are unequaled by any others in the world, and are the only
genuine Turquoise capable of being matched up in necklaces.

WE SELL ONLY THROUGH THE TRADE

The Thiltec Gem HAnfing Co.
CHAS. vvoon CO., Scllitig Agiits

Mmfiden Lane, HEW 'YORK

The Brainard & Wilson Co.
DESIGNERS AND
MANUFACTURERS OF

Art 3flelat Cnoobs

SOUVE\IRS, ETC.

IIIRIIMINt

i„-L,i,NA:kair,,,,aannerroisfolar- woo

ONE OF OUR LATEST PATTERNS

Our Novelties have placed us at the head of the list as
manufacturers of Jewel Boxes and Artistic Novelties,
Clocks, Inks, Candlesticks, etc.

These goods are Quadruple Plate, and Lacquered, and will not tarnish
Send for Catalogue 19o5

NEW YORK OFFICE, 621 Broadway, Cable Building
CHICAGO OFFICE, 103 State Street
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, I15 Kearny Street

REM EMBER
No order too large for our capacity
None too small for our careful consideration

Main Office and Factory, Danbury, Conii,



\\ ill be the great prize of this prosper-

ous season. There's just one sure way

to capture it, and that is to be able to
offer as good goods as your competitors, at a
little more tempting prices.

41 Here's a suggestion that will put you wise.

41, We are now showing the largest, most carefully

selected and most suitably assorted Diamond stock

4,1, All the gems were personally selected in the Euro-

pean markets by the head of our firm—a recognized

diamond expert, thoroughly posted on the situation

and on the individual needs of the trade.

111ISS1072 was to select the stock that

mi/s you, and at such ftrices as would

give you (7 monofioly of your local trade.

This means so much to you at. this time that

you owe it to yourself to become acquainted Nvith

our offerings before buying elsewhere.

(I, We invite comparison of stock and prices, confi-

dent in our ability to give you advantages you can't

easily find elsewhere.

Jewels Qf American Women

(Continued from page IMO

" Coral bead collars are popular. As a rule the transverse

bars of gold are set with diamonds or pearls. String pearls have

for a long time been used for dog collar necklaces.

" Collars of cut jet or dull-finished jet with supporting bars set

with pearls or diamonds are sought by older women, who would

not be left out of the fashion. Without the evidence of any gold,

they are used for deep mourning. Gold beads make a most ser-

viceab,le scoolludalr., I h
advise women who cannot afford to spend a goodly

sum for a dog collar to confine themselves to a single string of

beads, or a pretty chain necklace, or a dainty long chain, or one of

the short chains carrying a pendant. All these ornaments are seen

in new and tempting designs.

" Dog collars should be noticeably fine in every detail

now that every one's eyes are upon the fad. And no such

collar can be bought now save by a most generous outlay."

A small fortune—or

New Jeweled a big one, for that
Combs m a tter—may be

spent this season

simply on hair ornaments. It is the

back combs that claim chief attention,

and, come what will, the woman up-

to-date must have one that carries a

band of shell carving, of burnished

gold or a line of glittering stones

across the back of the head. Back

combs vary in size, but it is safe to

say that the average length is from

three and a half to four inches. As

a rule the back of the comb, holding

theornamentation, is about an inch

deep. 
A band of gold, burnished to

looking-glass brightness, chased in

elaborate design or deeply engraved,

forms the back of many of the solider

kinds. The plainness of these broad

relieved by tiny scattered jewels.

Amber in a new palish green tone is

A ufe..stao swallow in Jewels. is eorsage ornament Is reduced from a
life-size original ; the blue sheen of the wings is given by American sapphires,
the other ornamentation by brilliants set in a framework of solid gold.

backs of these amber corn

stained into deeper shading

beautified with gold ornam

bs are treated with carving, which is

S and set with harmonizing stones, or

entation.
Lotus flowers with waving stems

and curling leaves sweep in several

shades of light gold across the back

of one striking comb. Across the

back of another stretches a dragon

fly in gold that is almost as pale as
silver. Daisies, lilies-of-the-valley,

wheat, ivy leaves and gold stars

gleam on others in the case.
A striking comb dis-

A Unique in a jeweler's
Creation shop has caught along

the back edge a little
hanging net of fine chain. At the
crossings of the net a pearl or diamond

is set. When the comb is in place

this net falls over the hair. The comb

should be so placed that the back will
not show any more than is absolutely

necessary.
Tortoise shell is used for combs in

the same styles as those mentioned, but for use in adorning tortoise

shell every stone is employed, as every stone harmonizes with its

rich browns and yellows. A comb, back lined solidly with rows

of alternating rubies and diamonds, in imitation of real

stones, catches the sunlight in the window of a shop

devoted to the sale of hair ornaments.

An unusually high comb back, reaching almost

to Empire altitude, Ehows a most elaborate design inset

in the shell. The center of the design is a graceful

vase. From this vase spray flowers and vines that

scroll over the entire shell surface left free by the vase.

New, also, is the use of cameos and miniatures in

comb backs. Four cameos set in a gold openwork

back make a comb beautiful enough to claim atten-

tion in a show case full of effective styles. Four

miniatures wreathed with gold leaves make a rival

comb in the same case.
The variety of styles in combs and the richness of

the ornamentation are the outcome of the efforts of

the • manufacturers to take advantage of the unusual

popular desire for personal display now in evidence as

a result of the prosperity everywhere prevailing and

which is still on the increase.

Collar of Diamonds and Sapphires (mtich reduced). This heavy-gold

collar, when opened out, M over a foot long and contains live hundred and

forty-seven American sapphires, t wo hundred and sixt hive brilliants Rini

thirty-six rose diamonds. The sapphires are set in 20-k. gold, the diamonds

in platina. The gold in this collar weighs two hundred and eighteen penny-

weights, and the making of it required eighteen hundred and sixty hours

of expert labor—over six months at ten hours a day.

one of the novelties. The

Jobbers in Diamonds, Watches, Fine Jewelry,
Materials and Optical Goods

London Office
Audrey House

Ely Place

Tiara of Emeralds and Diamonds (much reduced). This Is a beautiful head ornament, composed of three
very large emeralds surrounded by a cluster of large brilliants. The sides are flexible, so that 

the piece may be

worn at the corsage. The three emeralds weigh over one hundred and twenty-four carats, and there are four

hundred and ninety-six diamonds, counting all the small ones in the oruaniental work. Mr. Moffett has been

asked not to give the price of this tiara, but it is safe to say that it cost considerably more than twelve

thousand dollars. Many pieces of similar design have been manufactured.



On an experience of 28 years we have built up a system so perfect

as to insure absolute satisfaction in stock and service to every patron,

whatever the extent or urgency of his demands. It is worth much

when purchasing- your Holiday stocks of

to have the assurance that you have BOUGHT RIGHT—that you

have secured just such reliable goods as suit your trade and at the

most favorable prices the market can furnish. Our stock, our knowl-

edge of your requirements, and our help in making selections insure

this satisfactory result.
All mail and emergency orders given instantaneous attention.

W ESTE RN BUM %I. OE THE KEYSTONE

ttono 1201 limmowrit BUILDING

CHICAGO, October 28, 1905

Reports from the Western field
are very satisfactory, indicating

and Conditions a large demand in the lines
represented by this journal.

Trade in general is active as between manufac-

turers and jobbers and the retail dealers. At the

esent time holiday goods.are in demand largely,

the jewelers are getting ready for the trade that

vill soon set in. The factors chiefly responsible

If or the good business all over the West, North-
west, South and Southwest are the enormous

crops. The assurance of these large crops makes

prosperity during the coming holiday season and
the coming year about as certain as anything

fan well be. They mean an enormous amount of
‘N'ett I th to be distributed in all of Chicago's territory.

We hear that the old jewelry
Look Out graft is being systematically
for Them worked in the Southwest this

fall. It is only once in awhile
hat we learn of jewelers being caught by the
ane. But look out for it. The plan is to get a
eater to sign a contract and notes for a " show

case" full of jewelry on the strength of the state-
ent that the goods may be returned at any time.

-ater when the dealer discovers that the goods are
heap and worthless and decides to return them,
e finds that he has not lived up to some pro-
ision of the contract, which is placed in it for the
xpress purpose of catching him napping and mak-
ng him pay a high-grade price for low-grade
oods. When the " show case assortment" man
comes along, better give him a wide berth unless
.00 know all about the house and its business
methods.

The State of Trade

Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Cutters Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO

That the twin territories will
come in as a State in x906 there
is no room for doubt. They
not only have the population to

make them a first-class State, but they have the
railways, banks, schools, churches, cities and
other appliances of a high-class civilization. It is
estimated that Oklahoma's population in 19o5
reaches 750,000. These figures would indicate
something like a doubling of the Territory's popu-
lation in five years. There is nothing improbable
in this. The Territory grew from 61,000 in 1890 to
98,000 in 1900. Oklahoma's neighbor, Indian
rerritory, which had 392,000 inhabitants in 19oo,
as also grown fast in the past five years. It is
elieved that the Indian Territory had about 550,000
eople in 1905. The twin Territories when ad-

mitted as a single State in 1906, will start out with
fully r,3oo,000 people. They will thus hold a high
place on the State roll of population. They will
lead Maryland, Nebraska, West Virginia, Connec-
ticut, Maine, Colorado, Florida, Washington,
Rhode Island, Oregon, New Hampshire, South
Dakota, Vermont, North Dakota, Utah, Montana,
Delaware, Idaho, Wyoming and Nevada. This is
the order in which these States stood five years
ago in the federal count. The business world
favors the admission of this new State and will
hail its accomplishment with no little satisfaction.

There can be no doubt but that
Iowa Again the splendid corn weather of the

last half of September and the
first two weeks of October has

assured Iowa of one of the largest corn crops in

the history of that State. It has demonstrated that

the Hawkeye State, which has for several years

suffered from crop failures to a greater or less ex-

tent, is again prosperous. This means that the

jewelers and opticians of Iowa will buy more libe-

rally this fall than last, and that they will enjoy a
record-breaking holiday trade.

\Vali the immense crops pre-
vailing throughout the greater
portion of the entire West,
and the rapid settling up of
the country west of the Mis-

sissippi, new stores are being opened in small

towns everywhere. For several years improve-

ments have been chiefly confined to residences and

repairs to buildings. Empty houses were filled

and unoccupied stores began to have tenants. Now

there is scarcely an empty store building, and many

new structures are seen in nearly every village.

Some little towns in the wheat belt have added a

dozen store rooms to their capacity this year.

That means a great deal of additional trade for the

jobber and manufacturer, and is the best index of

the effect of generous returns from the fields. In

the furnishing of their homes the farmers are also

making great strides. Common furniture of the

varnished oak variety is not good enough for the

average farmhouse these days. Going into a farm-

house in Central Kansas less than a month ago, a

visitor found it fitted out in mission furniture, with

Flemish oak bookcases, and Remington pictures

on the wall. It was typical of the tendency toward

better taste in adornment. This indicates a new

era in business, and shows that the jeweler must,

of course, share in the prosperity that has come to,

the corn and wheat belts, for fine jewels and fine

jewelry go hand in hand with fine furniture and

fine pictures.'

Personal Mention

Samuel Swartchild, of Swartchild & Company,
who returned October ist from a five-months' trip
abroad, looking well and hearty, tells us that his
trip was the most enjoyable of all his travels
abroad. Mr. Swartchild is familiar with Europe, as
he goes over frequently. He says he found trade
conditions better in Germany than in any other
European country. When asked for his impres-
sion of business conditions and sentiment abroad,
he said : " The one thing that overshadows every-
thing else is the achievement of Theodore Roosevelt,
President of the United States, in practically ending
the Russian-Japanese war. Leading English, Ger-
man and French business men that I came in
contact with on my trip, said : ' What a marvelous
country the United States must be, when its Presi-
dent can accomplish such a result.' The action of
our President in this matter has raised the opinion
of foreigners as to the strength and ability of our
nation as a world power as few other events have
done. It has proved the most effective of the
typically effective American advertisements." Con-
tinuing, Mr. Swartchild said that American goods
were steadily gaining a foothold in Europe. In
Berlin nearly all the people are wearing American-
made shoes. He attributes the success of the
American business man to the fact that he works.
" The difference between the American business
man and the business man abroad," he states, " is
the difference of six to eight hours every business
day in the year, and it does not matter how smart
the other fellow is, he cannot in four hours accom-
plish what another can in from ten to twelve hours."

Morris Eisenstadt, president of the Eisenstadt
Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, has been
spending the past week in Chicago, the guest of
the Great Northern Hotel. Mr. Eisenstadt is fond
of visiting in the Western metropolis, as he has
many friends here who delight in making his stay
pleasant.

John P. Wilcox, who will be remebered in the
trade from his long connection with Hyman, Berg
& Company as their head watchmaker, died at
Los Angeles, Cal., the middle of the month. Mr.
Wilcox left the employ of the above firm a little
over a year ago to engage in the automobile trade.
Mr. Wilcox enjoyed the reputation of being an
able mechanic and a genial gentleman, whose
death will be regretted by all who knew him.

H. P. Cutter. the well-known Eastern manu-
facturer's agent who was recently injured about
the head in a wreck on the Pere Marquette Rail-
road a month ago, is attending to business again
and tells us that he has about recovered from his
injuries. Mr. Cutter will carry a prominent scar
on his forehead the remainder of his days as a
result of the accident.

J. R. Holly, general manager of the American
Silver Company, of Bristol, Conn., spent last week
in Chicago looking over the Western trade situa -
tion, so that the American Company may judge the
needs and requirements of their Chicago office for

next year. Mr. Holly was being shown around
among the trade by R. C. Demorest. the company's
Chicago manager.

John H. Hardin, manager of F. A. Hardy &

Co., returned the first of the week from a ten-days'

trip among the Eastern manufacturing centers.

S. Goldsmith, of the house of Goldsmith Bros.,

the refiners, has just returned from a flying business
trip to New York.

Harry S. Hyman, of Hyman, Berg & Com-

pany, has recently returned from a two-months'
trip to Europe. Mr. Hyman is looking fine and
tells us that he enjoyed every minute of his absence.

(Continued on page 1881)
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N. B. Barton, of the Ostby & Barton Company,

was in town for several days the early part of the

month looking into the Western trade situation.

Mr. Barton thinks that the outlook for a good

business in the West for the next twelve-month is

exceptionally good, and predicts that the present

fall season will be a record breaker among the

Eastern  
manager of Norris, Mister &

c Hm. aspuef cc et tri emr s.a

Co., is at his desk again after a three-weeks' vaca-

tion spent at his old home in Oswego, N. Y., and

leading points in New England.

The death of Marcus Zuckerberg, secretary of

he L. Seligman Jewelry Co., Columbus Memorial

Building, occurred at his home in this city on Sun-

day, October 15th, as a result of cancer. Mr.

Zuckerberg was fifty-nine years old, was well-

known to the trade of the State, no less than of the

city, having traveled through Illinois for many

years. At different periods he represented A.

Hirsch & Co. and the Stein & Ellbogen Co. He

was at one time partner in the firm of Rubens &

Zuckerberg, and subsequently in that of Felsen-

thal & Zuckerberg. For seven years past, how-

ever, he had been a partner in the L. Seligman

Jewelry Co. He underwent two operations in the

hope of recovering from the dread disease, but

‘vithotit avail. One daughter survives him.

Gossip Among the Trade

R. W. Doig, practicing optician with Hyman,

Berg & Company, has removed his office from

room 704 to room 703 in the Columbus Memorial

Building, where he is more conveniently located to

the elevators of the building.
The Ostby & Barton Company have removed

their Western offices in the Columbus Memorial

Building from room 607 to room 706.

Simons, Bro. & Co., have removed their West-

ern office from 703 to room 601 in the Columbus

Memorial Building.
A. C. Bard & Company have removed from

room 704 to 703 in the Columbus Memorial Build-

ing.
The Schrader-Wittstein Company have en-

larged their quarters on the fifth floor of the Colum-

bus Memorial Building by adding room 501.

News from the Trade

William T. Feetham, for three years past with

Harrison & Company, Saulte Ste Marie, Mich.,

has bought out the H. B. Shillito Company store,

of that city, and will continue the business in his

own name in the future. Mr. Shillito and his

partner, C. W. Norton, expect to spend the winter
in California, but at present are undecided as to

where they will locate permanently. Mr. Feetham

spent several days in this market last 'week re-

plenishing his stock for the holiday season.
P. H. Watson, for seven years with Jeweler

C. A. Church, Belle Plaine, Iowa, spent several
days in the Chicago market early in the month,
selecting 

just 
enecistinogpasitnogckuop af goods oodsfor his new store that he

Abingdon, Ill. Mr. Watson
walsila.

J 

ar pleasant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters
while here, and said he expected to open with a
modernBloo  stock and up-to-date store in every par-
ticular.

E. Stone, of Anamosa, Iowa, was

married, October i9th, to Miss Ethel Reed, of

KEYSTOIN1E

The Western office of the Fontneau & Cook
Company, the well-known chainmakers, of Attle-
boro, is now located in room 1203 of the Heyworth
Building. Frank T. Barton, their Western repre-
sentative is in charge.

J. S. Coffman, with Jeweler E. J. Hervey, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., spent his annual vacation in
Chicago the early part of the month enjoying a
week of city life. Mr. Coffman made a pleasant
call at KEYSTONE headquarters during his stay
in town.

Al. Henry, the well-known jeweler, of Rock-
ford, Ill., recently made a trip to Racine, Wis., on
his automobile to his great pleasure. Mr. Henry is
a great auto. enthusiast, and takes much delight in
touring the beautiful country that surrounds his
home city.

W. J. Withers, for several years past located
at Jackson, Minn., in the retail jewelry business,
has recently removed to Dixon, Ill., where he has
opened a modern 'store, and already is doing an

encouraging trade. Mr. Withers recently spent a
few days in this market replenishing his stock with

goods for the holiday season.
The many friends of Will. H. Beck, the widely-

known Sioux City, Iowa, jeweler, will sympathize

with him in the great loss he has sustained in the

death of his little two-year-old grandson, his only

grandchild.
August Wetteroth, the pioneer and successful

jeweler, of St. Joseph, Mo., has lately remodeled

and rearranged his store and otherwise improved

it in preparation for a prosperous holiday season.

Travelers who have recently called there, tell us

that the store is greatly improved in appearance.

Mr. Wetteroth is one of the oldtimers among

jewelers of the Missouri valley, having located at

old " St. Joe " about thirty-five years ago, moving

there from Moberly, Mo. In the years that have

passed, he has seen many change in the trade,

until he is about the only jeweler left in that sub-

stantial and prosperous Missouri River city, who

were there when he landed in town. The writer,

who has known Mr. Wetteroth all through these

years as an honest and hard-working jeweler,

takes pleasure in noting his success, and trusts that

he may live many more years to enjoy the fruits of

his labor.
Fidel Huber, of Huber Bros., Dillon, Mont.,

has recently returned from a six-weeks' tour of

California and the Lewis and Clark Exposition.

He was accompanied by a sister, and reports a

delightful trip.

Charles H. Hess, well-known in the Western

trade from his long connection with the Wood-

stock-Hoefer Company, wholesale, Kansas City,

Mo., is now handling the Heintz Bros., Buffalo, ring

line west of the Mississippi, with headquarters at

Kansas City.
R. A. Houghton, of Corunna, Mich., has just

recently improved his store, by putting in some

new fixtures preparatory to the coming holiday

season.
E. A. Sohm is a new jeweler, at Quincy, III.,

who has just recently embarked in business. Mr.

Sohm bought his opening bill in this market. He

was formerly in the employ of Trask & Plain.

Jeweler William A. Gahlenbeck, of Pensacola,

Fla., who spent a month with his family at the

Battle Creek Sanatorium in order to escape the

yellow fever epidemic, spent a few days in Chicago

the early part of the month, en route to their South-

ern home.
H. T. Blank, of Elsie, Mich., has recently

made extensive improvements in his store hi antici-

pation of a fine fall and holiday trade,

1881

A. M. Shepard, Western traveling salesman for

A. C. Becken, of this city, lost a trunkful of dia-

mond jewelry valued at $65oo, at Leeds, S. Dak.

in September, and up to this writing, the goods

remain unrecovered, and the perpetrators of the

robbery—for such it proved, are unknown. At the

Parker Hotel, Leeds, he ordered the trunk sent
to the station for the midnight train, but upon
learning that this train would not suit him, he
decided to stay over night, and so countermanded
the order, but the countermand was evidently
forgotten or unheeded, for the next morning the
salesman discovered the trunk had been sent to the
depot. Forthwith he went to check it, only to find
that it was not there. The trunk was afterwards

discovered near the station, broken open and the
bulk of its contents carried away. Whoever con-

veyed it from the hotel, must have left it on the

station platform, there was no record of it in the

baggage room. The property is insured in the

Jewelers' Safety Fund Society, and the firm is a

member of the Jewelers' Protective Union.

The Parritt Jewelry Company, one of the lead-

ing jewelry houses of Bloomington, Ill., are remov-

ing to Des Moines, Iowa, where they are opening

up a swell modern jewelry establishment.

George Durner, the popular and successful
retail jeweler, of Milwaukee, has just enlarged his

store and made other extensive improvements by

putting in handsome new fixtures. Travelers who

have recently called there inform us that Mr. Durner

now has one of the really elegant and swell stores

of the Cream City. He is enjoying a fine trade and

believes the outlook for a prosperous holiday sea-

son never was better. THE KEYSTONE takes

pleasure in noting Mr. Durner's prosperity, as he

fully deserves it all.
Jeweler W. H. Reeves, of Newton, Iowa, has

closed out his business at that point and removed

to California.
C. E. Hurd is a new jeweler at Sycamore, III.

Mr. Hurd spent several days in this market recently,

selecting his opening stock.
Charles W. McKee, for sonic time past city

salesman for Bartels Optical Company, has resigned

to enter the retail optical business again as McKee

& Co. Their location is at 115 Dearborn Street.

August Rack, one of Milwaukee, Wis., popular

jewelers, has become a land owner and will shortly

build a fine store building to house his growing

business.
Hugh S. Fechheinaer, of Detroit, Mich., spent

a few days in Chicago the early part of the month,

buying an opening stock for a new jewelry store he

is opening up in his home city.
F. B. Guyon, of Cleveland, Ohio, spent a few

days in Chicago the early part of the month,

selecting his opening bill for the new store he has

just opened in the Colonial Arcade, in his home city.

A. J. Zimmerman, for several years past a

faithful employee of John C. Woelfe, the well-

known Peoria, Ill., jeweler, spent several days this

week in the great central market, buying a stock of

goods for a new store he expects to open in Peoria

early in November.
Wm. I, Fritz, of Clearfield, Iowa, has just

recently put in a stock of jewelry in connection

with his drug business.
The death of Jeweler George Offenhauser, of

Norfolk, Nebr., is announced. He dropped dead

from heart disease at his home on Sunday morning,

October 8th. It is expected that his wife will con-

tinue the business.
David Hitsman, watchmaker for Behner &

.Behner, Newton, Iowa, has resigned and gone to

Colorado for the benefit of his health.

(Continued on page 1883)
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Our 1906 Jewelry Catalogue
has been sent to our regular customers by mail or express prepaid ; if it should fail to
reach you in due time, kindly notify us and we will have same traced, .as we are
desirous of using every precaution to prevent its falling into improper hands.

This catalogue has been gotten up with great care, regardless of expense, and con-
tains 616 pages of thoroughly up-to-date goods at down-to-date prices, which should
be especially interesting to you as a retail jeweler, as you can display same with per-
fect freedom on your counter, and thus get your own customers interested, and corres-
pondingly increase your trade, our own name on the catalogue having been purposely
omitted.

This catalogue is undoubtedly the most comprehensive and reliable of any pub-
lished, being carefully indexed and condensed. The system of numbers as applied to
each article makes it exceedingly convenient to order by. It saves time for all inter-
ested, and eliminates the danger of mistakes in filling orders. It gives, fully illus-
trated and described:

77 pages of Watches
14 " " Diamonds and Diamond Jewelry
22 44 

" Rings
61 46 

" Watch Chains
9 „ " Neck Chains
2 44 

" Hair Chain Mounts
8 4/ 

" Bracelets
27 61 

" Lockets and Charms
15 .4 " Emblem Pins and Buttons
1 .. " Thimbles
3 44 

" Back and Side Combs
36 .4 " Pins and Brooches
2 44 

" Ear Knobs and Ear Rings
10 44 

" Buttons

2 pages of Studs
6 " " Pens and Holders
2
5
45
125
8
4
5
66
4
46
5
9

46

44

44

64

44

46

44

" Canes
" Umbrellas and Handles
" Novelties
" Silverware
" Cut Glassware
" Opal Glassware
" Leather Novelties
" Clocks and Ornaments
" Electric Novelties and Candelabra
" Optical Goods
" Photographic Goods
" Jewelry Boxes, Trays, Show Cases, etc.

Our new, commodious and extensive quarters in the Heyworth Building give us
increased facilities for handling our ever-increasing business. We await your orders;
our large staff of experienced salesmen are here to serve you. We do not believe in
flashy advertisements, but make strenuous endeavors to please our customers, whom
we look upon as our best friends.

OTTO YOUNG & CO.
Wholesale Jewelers and Importers and Jobbers in Watch Materials, Tools and Jewelers' Supplies

Heyworth Building, Wabash and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

November, ioo5 T H E

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 1881)

Kristian Falkenberg, who has been engaged in

the jewelry business in Alaska the past six years,

laterly as Traeger & Falkenberg, at Rampart, has

sold out his Alaskan interests and removed to

Walla Walla, Wash., where he will open up a swell

modern jewelry store about November 1st. Mr.

Falkenberg spent the first week in October in the

Chicago market, selecting his opening stock. He

was buying liberally and said to us that his new

store would be up-to-date in every particular.

Gus. Basheim, for several years past a sales-

man with Hyman, Berg & Company, has gone to

Pittsburg, Pa., where he recently embarked in the

Chicago and Western agent
retail jev■F rank,elHry bcuhsainneesns:

for the Ohio Cut Glass Company, has recently

returned from a trip through the Central West in

the iRnt.erDest Wofohrris fiell,rmof.
Mexico, Mo., has sold an

interest in his Louisiana, Mo., branch store to Mr.

Bass. The business at the Louisiana store will

hereafter be carried on under the name of the

Worrell-Bass Jewelry Company.

Jeweler A. D. Ackerman, of Fairbury, Nebr.,

has opened up a branch store at Nelson, Nebr.

S. R. King, Northwestern traveler for C. H.

Knights & Company, spent a week at headquarters

stocking up for his holiday trip. Mr. King tells us

that the out-of-town dealers are feeling good these

times, and buying better than ever. He says his

last trip was the best he ever made.
Raines Bros., of Tarkio, Mo., are moving

their stock to Maryville in the same State, where

they will open up a modern store.
Geo. A. Brock, of Brock & Feagans, Los

Angeles, Cal., spent several days in town the past

week, attending to some buying for the home store

and calling on his friends in the trade. Mr. Brock

is well known here, from his long connection with
Geo. E. Feagans, of Joliet. Mr. Brock is looking

well and tells us that he is glad they located at
Los Angeles, as Southern California is the only
place to live. He brings the news that they
are about to enlarge their store to over three
times their present space to accommodate their
growing business which has been a success from
their opening in Los Angeles a little over two
years ago. They are located in one of the leading
corner stores in Los Angeles, but have been
cramped for room from the beginning. Mr. Brock
believes that Los Angeles and Southern California
have a great and brilliant future, and feels that
they are fully justified in enlarging their premises.
We were glad to greet Mr. Brock at KEYSTONE
headquarters during his stay in town.

Geo. E. Feagans, the well known and success-
ful jeweler, of Joliet, Ill., was in the city yesterday,
doing some buying for his new St. Paul store,
which will be located on Sixth and Minnesota
Streets, one of the best and most prominent loca-
tions in that city. The St. Paul store will he run
under the firm-name of Morsman & Feagans.
Mr. Morsman has been connected with the Feagans
store, at Joliet, for several years past, and is thor-
oughly acquainted with the methods that have
made that store famous among the trade as one of
the best managed and most successful in the
country. Mr. Feagans will remain in Joliet. Mr.
Morsman will move to St. Paul and manage the
new store, which will be a swell modern retail
establishment that will open its doors sometime in
November with a $too,000 stock of goods. This

KEYSTONE

venture makes the third store Mr. Feagans has
established—the home store in Joliet, the Brock &
Feagans store at Los Angeles, and the new
Morsman & Feagans establishment at St. Paul.
The new store will open about the middle of
November.

E. 0. Baumgartner, Western and Southwest-
ern traveler for M. F. Barger & Co., was at head-
quarters for several days last week. He reports
trade as exceptionally good, and expects the com-

ing holiday season to break all records in the
country he covers.

M. R. Peck, who makes the larger towns of
the West and Southwest for M. A. Mead & Co.,
has just returned from the Puget Sound country,
where he found business unusually good.

Out-of-Town Visitors

Knapp & Davies, druggist-jewelers, of Nelson,

Nebr., were represented in this market the early
Part of the month by D. L. Davies, the senior

member of the firm, who was here buying holiday

lines. Mr. Davies found time while in town to

drop ii) at KEYSTONE headquarters and say that

times were good in his part of Nebraska, and that

they were expecting an exceptionally good holiday

business this season.
0. I). Johnson, jeweler-optician, of Wemat-

chee, Wash., was in Chicago the early part of the
month en route West from a visit to his old Ken-

tucky home. Mr. Johnson speaks in glowing terms

of the Great Pacific Northwest country, which lie

says is growing and expanding wonderfully and

enjoying unusual prosperity. We are glad to hear

that Mr. Johnson, whom the writer knew in the

retail jewelry business in Wellington, Kans., over

twenty years ago, was prospering in his far Western

home, and that he was pleased with that country.

J. A. Ruehling, of VVymore, Nebr., spent a

few days in Chicago the early part of the month

attending to his holiday buying. Mr. Ruehling

found time to call at KEYSTONE headquarters and

say that times were good in Nebraska, and that the
outlook for a fine holiday trade was unusually good.

C. Christenson & Son, jeweler-opticians,

Stoughton, Wis., were represented in this market

early in the month by Trace Christenson, the junior

member of the firm, who was spending a few days

in the Chicago market selecting their holiday lines.

Mr. Christenson was a pleasant caller at KEYSTONE

headquarters during his stay in the city.
W. P. Waters, of Sheridan, Wyo., was a con-

genial caller at KEYSTONE headquarters the first

week of the month. Mr. Waters said he was

spending a few days in this market selecting his

fall lines, and was buying liberally for the reason

that dealers generally in his section of the far West

were anticipating a most prosperous holiday season

this year. He remarked that everything indicated

a prosperous fall and winter trade in his country,

and that the good times had already started in.

J. Raubert, a pioneer VVestern jeweler, for a

number of years located at Ligonier, Ind., was in

Chicago for a few days recently doing some fall

buying and calling on his friends in the trade. He

made a pleasant call at KEYSTONE headquarters

while in town.
Charles Ham, the well-known jeweler, of

Frankfort, Ind., accompanied by Mrs. Ham, was

in Chicago for a day last week, en route home from

an extended Western trip.
A. Michaal and Mrs. Michaal, of Green Bay,

Wis., spent several days in town last week attend-

ing to the buying of their holiday line, and enjoy-

ing the life of the great city.
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H. U. Meyers, practicing optician, De Kalb,
III., was in town recently on a buying trip. He
paid his respects at KEYSTONE headquarters.

L. E. Hubbard and family, of Park City, Utah,
spent a few days in Chicago recently, combining
pleasure and sight seeing with their holiday buying..

E. H. Hagerty, of Waterloo, Iowa, was among
the many Western jewelers in this market recently
selecting their holiday goods.

C. T. J. Delaporte, of Berlin, Wis., was a
visiting buyer in this market the early part of the
month selecting his holiday lines.

Chas. I. Vlach and wife, of Wahoo, Nebr.,
spent a few days in Chicago recently attending to
their holiday buying and enjoying the sights of the
Western metropolis. While here Mr. and Mrs.
Vlach were the guests of the Elgin National Watch
Company for a day's visit to their big factory plant
at Elgin.

L. R. Hyde, of Gettysburg, S. Dak., spent a
few days in the Chicago market recently on a holi-
day purchasing trip.

S. B. Walton, the well-known jeweler, of
Unionville, Mo., spent several days in Chicago
recently selecting goods for the holiday trade.

Walter Mellor, a successful jeweler, of Michi-
gan City, Ind., spent a day in this market recently
selecting goods for the home store.

A. Hahn, of Durango, Colo., spent a few days
in the Chicago market recently selecting his holi-
day lines.

E. J. Price, of Reinbeck, Iowa, was here for a
few days last week on a holiday buying trip.

J. J. Vernier, of Toledo, Ohio, was in Chicago
for a few days recently selecting goods for his late
fall and holiday trade.

A. L. Bonewell, of Gibonsburg, Ohio, spent a
few days in Chicago recently on the lookout for
holiday novelties.

Ezra Nuckolls, the pioneer and well-known
jeweler, of Eldora, Iowa, was here for a few days
early in the month attending to his late fall and
holiday buying.

J. J. Rummele, of Manitowoc, Wis., was a visit-
ing buyer in this market recently selecting goods
for the holiday season.

Wm. J. Graff, of Bascobel, Wis., visited the
Chicago market recently on a holiday buying trip.

E. A. Marsh, wife and daughter, of Grinnell,
Iowa, spent several days in town recently enjoying
life in the Western metropolis, and attending to
their holiday buying.

H. B. Clark, of Rantoon, Ill., was in this
market for a day recently selecting his holiday
lines.

J. J. Heath, of Lansing, Mich., accompanied
by Mrs. Heath, were in Chicago for a few days
recently, enjoying the sights of our town and doing
some holiday buying.

Geo. W. Flanders, the well-known jeweler, of
Three Rivers, Mich., was a welcome buyer insthis

market the early part of the month.
Jos. D. Lorenzi, of Mishawaka, Ind., spent a

day in Chicago recently on a buying trip.
J. Harris, of Marquette, Mich., spent a few

days here recently buying goods for the holiday

season.
T. P. Owen and wife, of York, Nebr., spent a

few days in the Chicago market recently selecting

their holiday bills.
F. W. Jameson of Ashton, Iowa, is spending

a few days in Chicago buying goods for the holi-
day season.

J. C. Herkner, head of the Herkner Jewelry
Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., was a welcome trade
caller in this market recently buying holiday goods.

((ontinued on page 2011)
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E take pleasure in calling special attention to the
steady, healthy and even rapid growth and de-
velopment of our business, and we hereby express

to our friends and patrons our sincere appreciation of
the valued clientele they afford us. It is our constant
aim to maintain the established reputation of this house
for the "square deal " with every one. Wherever it
is possible to improve our facilities for serving you, it
is our pleasure to do so. We are just now displaying
our full and complete holiday lines, which are remark-
able for their kind and volume, so much so that we
believe we are in a position to supply every holiday
requirement of every customer promptly and satisfac-
torily. We earnestly invite every jeweler who may
visit the Chicago market the present month and next
month, to call and inspect our lines, as we believe it
will be to their interest to do so. Furthermore, we wish
to impress on your mind that we have made special prepa-
rations to attend to mail orders during the rush season.

DESPRES, BRIDGES & NOEL
Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Importers

Columbus Memorial Building CHICAGO

The Ai-gestic TreatmenI

of MetaR
fr)

EDOUARD MONOD-HERZEN

The execution of a work of art is the realization of an aesthetic mental

concept, through the aid of a material, a process, and a tool. But the

very fact of choosing a material entails certain limitations, and the

problem becomes one of selecting the method and the tools which will

produce the best effect in the material, and, at the same time, respect its

individuality.
This simple rule is universally misunderstood. Sculptors choose for

their marbles poses which necessitate the addition of stays, in order to

prevent the arms or the legs from breaking. So also, the doors of the

Pantheon are decorated with bronze vases, which are exact copies of similar

Roman objects in stone : the decorative metal work becoming thus

meaningless.

A Fixed
Principle of Art

Yet the principle above quoted is so rigorous that never,

in Greek art, do we find, for instance, the same molding

executed indifferently in hard and in soft stone. Thus,

the severely plain moldings of the Temple of Agrigentum

are wrought in a stone offering little resistance to the chisel ; while the

delicate, deeply excavated profiles of the Parthenon, correspond with the

hard, firm substance of the marble. The same model of a vase can not be

executed at will, in copper, in silver, or in gold. The nature of the material,

its grain, its manner of reflecting light, demand treatment which is especial

and characteristic : thus, for silver the work is carried farther than for

copper, and for gold farther than for silver.

There is also an adaptation to realize between the conception and the

execution : the adaptation to the material, which must be complete and

perfect, in order to give to a work its highest

aesthetic expression.
There is a method which renders this

adaptation entirely natural : that of the tool

held in the hand throughout the period of exe-

cution, from the beginning of the rough out-

line to the last finishing stroke. In this method

the incessant contact with the material counsels

and teaches the artist at every turn, and the

idea which he desires to realize, yields with-

out struggle to the requirements of the given

material.
The other methods may all be classed

with the preceding, according to the greater
or less element of mechanical means which
they allow. The intervention of such means

may offer certain practical advantages, but,

from the artistic point of view, it presents

great dangers and obstacles.
A danger common to all mechanical pro-

cesses is the suppression of the close relation-
ship which ought constantly to exist between
the artist and his material. The material no
longer rules the tool, but the machine restricts
the possibilities of the material, and by vio-
lating it, threatens to produce objects abso-
lutely inferior.
, Together with this general danger, methods
which introduce mechanical means offer de-
fective points which are individual and peculiar
to them, and which show that they should not
be employed, except in special and well-
defined cases.

* * * * * * * *

Molding by stamping in a steel or a bronze
matrix, is suited to the production of medals
and of small plaques. This process does not
permit either of high relief, or of details not

TranoRatedi from the

French

IIRENE SARGENT

Frown "Art et Decortation"

diminishing downward (details a depouille). Beside, it impresses the result

obtained with the character of the matrix, and not with its own. Pewter,

for example, is a soft metal, harder than lead, but yet having less consis-
tency than the former, for time causes it to undergo singular obliterations

from which lead is exempt. Therefore, a pewter vase should receive only

decoration in high relief and rounded in contour. But in spite of its nature,
this material is stamped in molds of bronze of very hard alloy, and, thus, we

see many objects in pewter decorated with too fine detail, which is destined
to disappear at the first cleansings. Such a method is gravely at fault. An
.object of art must be so conceived that use, far from injuring it, makes it
more beautiful, by emphasizing its characteristics.

For this and other similar reasons, stamped pieces often present an
indescribable appearance without emphasis or distinction.

A method of preventing this undesirable result consists in only partially
stamping the piece to be produced. Examples of this method are found in
certain Chinese coins, which are developed from rectangular parallelipi-
pedons. The characters, or symbols, decorating them were produced by
means of a puncheon struck by a hammer. This operation destroyed
regularly the edges of the primitive solid, giving them a new and very
harmonious contour ; while the untouched parts rose in gentle relief, which
contrasts happily with the delicacy of the beaten parts.

The process of stamping can further render excellent services, provided
nothing is required of it beyond a kind of preparation for further work. In
this instance, as an example, we may take a metal butterfly intended as
a personal ornament. Developed, like the preceding example, from a

rectangular parallelipipedon, in its first stage
it is blocked out by the hammer, and given
the breadth necessary to the spread of the
wings ; afterward, it is stamped in a bronze
matrix. But by this latter means an approxi-
mate shape only was intentionally obtained.
Lastly, the object was subjected thoroughly to
the scorper and the chisel, in order to give it
final modeling and that indefinable vital quality
which is the unmistakable trace of the hand.

In molding by casting, the
material is still more sub-
servient, for in the tempo-
rary absence of its individu-

ality, demands are made upon it, which, only
too often, are arbitrary. As an illustration of
this improper treatment may be cited a bronze,
recently seen at an exposition. It was the
figure of a camel, cast after a clay model of
somewhat careless execution. The casting re-
produced all the half-broken bubbles, and
even the finger-prints visible upon the original.
But as bronze is not a material which forms
soft bubbles and yields to the pressure of the
fingers, the result was absurd in the execution
of a work of art.

Except in the case of large medals, or of
objects of considerable dimensions, specially
devised and executed, it is always an error to
attempt to obtain a complete work by the
process of casting, which, still more than the
process of stamping, ought never to serve
otherwise than as a means to prepare and
facilitate further work. This for two reasons?
the first of which is that every casting being
smooth and unemphasized in appearance,
must be thoroughly subjected to the tool, in
order to give it the necessary sharpness andFigure 1: Bronze vase, incrusted with mused silver

(1885)

Molding by
Casting



LI El accent. The second reason resides in the
fact that the upper strata of a casting areArtistic Treatment
rarely firm, and that it is necessary to removeof Metal
a thickness of metal sometimes amounting

EJ 0 to two millimeters, before reaching a really
homogeneous substance. In industrial enter-

prises this defect is remedied by employing only such metals as have been
previously hammered and rolled into sheets : a species of kneading which
restores their homogeneity. But the process of casting has as its object to
obtain by a single effort—as it were, by one leap—an object practically
finished. Therefore, it can never give other than inferior results.

To this rule bronze offers an exception, as we realize when we recall
the masterpieces produced by the Japanese in this metallic composition,
which is first treated by casting, and then retouched by the graver and the
chasing-tool : a method most satisfactory in results. Other metallic compo-
sitions are always brittle and perforated by innu-
merable pores. They are, so to speak, metal-
sponges. Furthermore, they have an ugly color.
To appreciate this latter fact we have only to place
a silver, or a gold coin beside a mass of pure silver, •
or of pure gold. Nevertheless, from these composi-
tions or alloys, artistically so inferior, are produced
all the jewels and the vases that are sold upon the
market. In order to avoid the difficulties occurring tV
III hand labor, objects of the latter class are melted
and cast. But a happy chance does not permit the
precious metals thus to be molded, for their surface 

•itto,

would show such " blisters," as to render casting
impossible. It is not one of the least defects of 
casting that it cannot be used in connection with

-the most valuable materials. But it appears that
our age has lost the taste for fine and delicate work,
or that, at least, by a singular impulse it desires
and appreciates it only in " antiques."

Galvanoplasty is a kind of cold
Process of casting. In this process, t1 •
Galvanoplasty metal is deposited slowly, grain

by grain, in the hollow receptacle
prepared for it. The fidelity of the rendering is
perfect, and the process allows the use of virgin
metals. But, unfortunately, the very manner by
which the deposit is effected, permits us to foresee I.
the irreparable injury done to the substance. A .
glance at a galvanoplastic molding is sufficient to
reveal its imperfections: the metal is dull and tame,
deprived of all brilliancy and life. The material
so obtained is an aggregation of molecules, insuffi-
ciently unified. It has lost the greater part of its
malleability and even of its cohesiveness. A piece
of jewelry molded ill this way is brittle, and offers
no resistance to wear. At the end of a very brief
period, it acquires what is known among metal
workers as a " soapy " surface. In this deteriora-
tion lies the secret of the mysterious disappearance
of certain once admired works, particularly of
damascene effects which are, almost always, galvanoplastic products.

Galvanoplasty should be restricted to certain uses, as artistic effect
cannot be obtained from it. Its proper and exclusive function is to furnish
exact reproductions of interesting originals for exhibition in the glass cases

of museums. To sum up, we note
that galvanoplasty is to be rejected
without mercy ; while stamping and
casting should be employed only as
preparatory processes. Of the two,
making an exception in the case of
bronze, stamping is the better, since
it permits the use of unalloyed metal.

But stamping is but hasty and
summary reproduction, the crude
form of repoussE-cisele (chiseled re-
'Sousse), the treatment which, above
all others, is fitly applied to metals.
So, we are led back to the hand-
work which, reasoning from cause to
effect, we have recognized to be the

to be developed best of methods.

We shall see that this
hand-work is a difficult, often
an ungrateful task. But the
artist has nothing in common
with the manufacturer, and he
should spare neither time nor
energy in his efforts to pro-
duce creditably. A work born
before its term, is weak and
sickly; rarely has it the strength
to survive. There are abortive

e

beings which do not pardon the
vil which has been done them.
The work of art demands sound
material, a clear conception, a

1 o n g ' forma-
t i v e period,
during which
it Must be
nourished by
the. care and
the attentions
necessary to
bring it to birth without accident or violence. It
must have a very slow growth; watched in all
details from the germ ; it must be developed and
expanded without ever being forced. To produce
it is a labor of patience, love and respect.

* * * * * * * *
We shall begin our notes by a brief

Work Done reference to work done with the
with the Chisel chisel : this, with slight specific

differences, being the same in the
treatment of wood, stone, and several other mate-
rials. The chisel is used for sculpture in the round.

To illustrate, let us take the group of " The
Knight Raymond and the Fairy Melusina," by the
Belgian sculptor, Jean Dampt (Fig. 2). It is.wrought
from a parallelipipedon of steel, and, as it were, hewn
out, according to the indications given by a wooden
model. First of all the block is pierced by holes
made in sufficient number, and to the proper depth;
then, the surrounding metal is removed by the
chisel. Later in the process, when the cuttings are
required to be finer, the hammer is thrown aside
for scorpers, or graving-tools, which are kinds of
planes directed by slow thrusts, ill order to remove
thin shavings. The work is finished with files of all
sizes ; the extremities of these instruments being
cut into the form of finger-tips, so that they may
penetrate into all cavities.

• As WitS stated earlier in the present pape:, the
treatment best fitted and peculiar to metal is that
of repousse-cisele (chiseled re/Sousse), which is
accomplished entirely without the use of heat. In

this treatment there are employed none but pure metals, whose character is
so sympathetic, and whose effect is so brilliant and beautiful. Their high
degree of malleability which might appear to offer an objection to their use,
could be such only in case of casting : a process which, independently of
" blisters," would give too soft a product ; but when a metal has been
subjected to a mechanical process of disintegration, by means of the roller,
screw-plate, hammer, etc., it gains properties very different from those
which it originally possessed. It is now, technically speaking, "hardened."

" Hardening " (hard-hammering) is a modification of
Process of the structure of a metal, which lots undergone a perma-
Hardening nent change in molecular arrangement, below a fixed

temperature (annealing temperature). It corresponds to
a loss of heat, and produces a lower degree of plasticity. The metal thus
acquires intense resistance.

By this process virgin gold and silver, worked- for a long time, while
retaining their fine color, become as firm as any of the alloys into whose
composition they habitually enter.

If the heat lost during this change of structure be restored to the metal,
the effects of " hardening " are lost. A " hardened " metal is brought back
to its primitive state of molecular equilibrium by heating followed by a slow
cooling ; that is to say, by a process of annealing. In the case of silver and

:igure 2: The Knight Rayn
in chiseled ste

Figure 1: Line drawing of an ornament

mud and Melusina : group
el and ivory

Figure 4 : The interior line of Figure 3
bats received at limiting contour ; the simple
line has become a flat drawing; tile interior
strueture is indicated by dotted lines.

Figure 5: Sketch made by the mat, anti n repoiesse

and it must be left free, before it reaches that dangerous

pieces ornamented with accessory parts to be joined at

of solder, the objects must be exposed to the

fire before their decoration is far advanced.

In this way, the chasing which remains to do,

will adequately anneal the metal, otherwise

left too soft by this forced heating. As the

addition of new parts can seriously hinder the

progress of the chasing-work already begun,

it is often difficult to reconcile these opposing

demands, and to choose the proper moment

in which to undertake the various details.
As a sequence to these general notes,

specific developments of certain points will be

fitting in this place ; since they refer to gold-

smithing and the production of jewelry.
In order not to complicate our explana-

tions, we shall center them about a very simple
abstract ornament. Our problem is to con-
struct a buckle, or clasp.

First of all, we make a line
Method of drawing, which is architec-
Procedure tural and indicates the

structure of the edifice, if
such a comparison be admissible in the case
of so small an object (Fig. 3). Then, thick-
ness is assumed for it, so as to render it
a flat sketch ( Fig. 4). By this means, the outline
of the object is attained. This latter drawing is then reproduced by a steel
pencil upon a thin sheet of metal, having a thickness of two millimeters. In
manufactories, where economy is the first essential, ornaments in the precious
metals are cut from sheets, the thickness of which is measured by tens of milli-
meters. But in the production of a work of art economy cannot be a factor.

The above process being finished, work is begun with the chasing-tool,
which neither cuts the material nor removes from it the slightest particle.

The chasing-tool is a kind of steel nail, which, held vertically in the hand
of the workman, is struck upon its head with a small hammer. It leaves, at
each stroke, upon the metal, the impress of its extremity, which is shaped
specially, according to the depression desired to be effected in the surface of
the metal. These chasing-tools should be made by the workman himself ; for
the chasing-tools of commerce are inferior tools, lacking versatility, and made
to meet the requirements of current designs. Every workman who desires
to be other than an ordinary copyist, will fashion these small instruments ;
giving them the swell which best pleases him, and which will allow his
individual touch to be transparent throughout his work. The number of
chasing-tools required rises to several hundreds. They should be made at
different times, as occasion requires their use.

In order to be chased, the metal plaque must be made

Preparations immovable. It must, indeed, be supported on all sides;
for Chasing as otherwise a stroke of the hammer would not only fail

to leave the impress of the chasing-tool upon the metal,
hut it would crush in the whole surface. Then, the piece is set in jewelers'
cement, a mixture composed of bottle-wax, of tar, and of tallow. With

gold, the metals
are brought to
the point of red
heat.

The pro-
cess of " hard-
ening" must be
watched with
great care, for,
beyond a cer-
taiit limit, the.
metal becomes
brittle. It is
necessary then
to anneal it,
and these ope-
rations must
not be repeated
i tidefin itely.
For the metal
ends by suc-
cumbing to a
kind of fatigue,

point. In the case of
a red heat, by means

this composition half-shells of cast-iron are
filled, and these receptacles are fixed in a

Artistic Treatmeat
heavy band, or strap of leather, which allows

of Metal
the half-shell to assume any desired angle.
This cement is solid at an ordinary tempera- 0 
ture ; but by directing upon it the flame of
the blow-pipe, it is easy to set the metal in the thin, liquefied stratum.
Next, the design is sketched upon the metal, by means of a tool called
the tracer, whose mark may be compared to the keel of a ship : since it
leaves a hollow wake upon the surface over which it is made to pass. I3y
this means, the design to be chased is indicated in outline. Then, when
selection has been made of the future projections and depressions, these
latter are produced by the aid of a small chasing-tool called a planer.

To this process alone many Arab vases owe their decoration ; but the
sketchy and, therefore, simple character of the method is compensated by
a great richness of detail. The Hindoos also show a great preference for
this kind of treatment.

When the workman desires to decorate his piece with points in relief, it
becomes necessary to obtain the material for these projections by thrusting
it out from behind. To do this the metal is placed face downward, upon a
mixture called "jewelers' cake," composed of cement and oil, which
remains moderately viscous at an ordinary temperature. In this case, the
cake is reduced to a medium softness, and is lightly sprinkled with talc.
With a chasing-tool suited in form to the proposed relief, and a hammer
heavier than the one used in chasing, the workman strikes with quick, sharp

blmvs the points to be thrust upward. \\lien
it is desired to make the reliefs somewhat bold,
they are rarely obtained at the first attempt.
The metal is again fixed in the cement, the
tracing-tool is again used, and the background
again depressed. This operation brings out
the reliefs. Then, the " thrusting " is re-
peated, and so on, until the desired effect is
obtained. Fig. 5 shows the ornament which
we have chosen for illustration, after it has
been subjected to the process just described.
In Fig. 6, we see the depressions made on the
reverse side of the metal, which has been
twice annealed.

The repousse process gives
The Repousse only very feeble and insig-
Process nificant reliefs, as may be

easily judged from Fig. 5.
All the worthless product, more or less oriental,
which periodically floods our bazaars, is re-
p011ssi1 work upon thin sheets of metal. The
really valuable work begins with the chasing.

To accomplish this, the piece is re-set in
cement, and the entire reverse is wrought with
the chasing-tool, by means of which each detail
is modeled, and made to assume its proper

character. Perforations, if any are introduced, are made last of all.

The outline of a perforation must be carefully studied ; for a dark spot, or
a hole plays a part in
decoration equivalent to
that of a point in relief.
Perforations give to
pieces of jewelry a pleas-
ing effect . of lightness.
To produce them a point
of the metallic surface
is pierced with a drill,
and a small hand-saw is
passed through the aper-
ture thus made ; the
perforations being out-
lined by the latter instru-
ment, and their edges
finished by a fine file
and emery-paper.

It is exceedingly diffi-
cult to obtain gentle and
continuous cu r v es by
means of an intermittent
process like that of ham-
mering with the chasing-

1 • g Ile f e pree 'ding sketch
sho v he repousse work upo

seen fin the h ck Mel to
n the reverse of the object

Figure 7; The preceding buckle, chased and tin klied



tools. The novice disfigures shockingly
all that he touches, and long practice is

Artistic Treatment
necessary to render the hand sure and

of Metal skilful. But this point once attained, noth-
ing can equal the appearance at once firm
and vigorous, graceful and delicate of good

chasing. Figs. 8 and 9 show the two surfaces of another buckle. On the

reverse, it will be noted that the ground or field is stippled (matte). This

effect is produced with a chasing-tool, whose extremity being shaped, and

before being tempered, has been matted by passing over it a sharp steel

point, struck with more or less force, ac-
cording to the size of the grain desired.
By means of mats of different grains, metals

may be made to assume a great variety of
tones, without the application of artificial
color.

* * * *

The resources of metal-

Aids to are supple-
Ornamentation mented by the insertion

of colored stones, by the

incrustation of other metals, or by the
application of colored enamels.

It is a great error to make an ornament

serve expressly as the setting of a precious

stone. Nothing is more commonplace

than jewels always similar in cutting, and

held in mountings indifferent as to whether

they are round or square, or whether their

contour harmonizes with the dominant

lines of the composition.
It is the opposite of this treatment

which we advocate. When a piece of jewelry presents solid portions which

might be agreeably accented by a spot of color, to occupy this position a

stone of the proper hue should be cut into the special form pre-determined

by the design as a whole. This condition alone will assure the unity
necessary to render a work Harmonious and beautiful.

In order to set a precious stone, the workman begins either by soldering

to the body of the piece a thin wall of metal set upon the surface, or else
by chiseling a small "cushion." Then, the stone is introduced into the
enclosure so formed, and by means of a chasing-tool and a wooden hammer,

the wall is made to encircle it closely and firmly. The pressure upon the

stone should be carefully adjusted, since

the tension caused by the " hardening " of

the metal would tend to fracture the
jewel. But through care and intelligence,
the workman learns to transmit the sensi-
tiveness of his finger-tips to the point of
the chasing-tool. Nothing is more inter-
esting than to study, among the various
trades, the means by which the ingenuity
of man seeks to extend the power of the
organs of sense.

"Man is a tool-making animal.'

* * * * * *

The work of incrusta-
Process of is somewhat dif-
lncrustinf To begin this

process, cavities of

about one millimeter in depth are exca-

vated, at the points desired, by means of
small chisels, or scorpers. Then, the
bottom of the cavity is so treated as to
give the walls the form technically known
as a " swallow-tail." Within this void a sheet of a more malleable metal

being adjusted, it is struck with the special chasing-tool called the planer.

The inserted metal is thus crushed to the bottom of the cavity, and fits itself

into place. According to its thickness, the incrustation is filed down to the

level of its support, so as to keep only a simple spot of color ; or it is

chased by the tracer according to the process (trace-matte) earlier described;

or again it is modeled in high-relief. The buckle which we have chosen for

illustration, contains six triangular points ; two near the center which are

left plain, and four toward the edges of the wings, lightly chased with the

tracer. These are six points of incrusted gold.
Fig. i shows a vase in bronze, incrusted with chased silver. Incrusta-

tions are easily inserted into steel and bronze, which are very hard metals.

In red copper they are less easily effected. With pure silver as a back.
ground, they are difficult of execution. Pure silver which has not been
" hardened," is very malleable, and when the gold to be incrusted is struck,
there is danger of breaking through the silver bottom, and of crumbling the
edges of the cavity which enclose the insert. This tends to modify the
outline selected.

Finally, as incrustations are easy to make with thin sheets of metal, so
they are equally difficult of execution in sheets which have a thickness of
one millimeter and upwards. These conditions result from the fact that the
hammering of the planer destroys the molecular arrangement of the upper

strata of the sheet, before it extends to the
deeper layers, which should flatten and fit
themselves into place. For this reason,
incrustations of gold in high relief upon
silver are almost never attempted ; for,
without doubt, artists hesitate to engage in
a long and difficult work, whose value few
persons are able to appreciate. Neverthe-
less, the warm, rich appearance of pure
gold, beside the somewhat cold and severe
tone of virgin silver, forms a beautiful and
effective contrast.

Other than from precious
Enamels in stones and metals, varied
Ornamentation effects may be obtained

through the aid of enam-
els. Regarding this treatment, we shall
limit ourselves to one specific observation.
It concerns the kind of enamel known as
champleve, in producing which certain
artists excavate in the metal (silver and
copper only), by means of the corrosion of

diluted nitric acid, the cells, or compartments destined to receive the enamels.
But this process, like many others which are too simple, is an unworthy one.

Easy art is rarely true art. Upon copper the perchlorate of iron produces

much cleaner and sharper corrosions than nitric acid. However, copper is

not sufficiently valuable to justify its use in personal ornaments.
In silver champ/eve nothing equals hard work with the aid of the scorper

and the graving tool. If necessary, the artist sketches, so to speak, with
the planer : a treatment which gives a slight projection to the edges of the
cells, and by encircling them with a tracer, allows them all to be framed
with a narrow band in relief, adding much to the interest of the piece.

The process of enameling anneals the
metal receiving it, since it is effected at
red heat. It is therefore necessary to
subject the enameled object to the chasing-
tool, in order to " harden " it. This final
chasing should be accomplished with
extreme care, as a single heavy blow
might break out the enamels.

* * * * * * *
Soldering allows metallic

Uses of objects to be executed in
Soldering the round. The art of

soldering metals by the
aid of an alloy more fusible than the ele-
ments to be united, is one of the most
important operations practiced in the pro-
duction of objects of art. It is often the
most perilous also : for the slightest error
can destroy, in a second, the work of
several weeks.

The art of soldering depends upon
the laws governing the fusibility of alloys,

and upon capillary attraction. The point of fusion of an alloy is lower than

the point of fusion of the least fusible of the metals constituting it. This is

a general truth to which there are exceptions : for example, in the case of

certain alloys of aluminium. It is this fact which gave rise to an erroneous

belief that fragments of aluminium could not be soldered together.

Silver solders are alloys of silver and red copper. Gold solders are

compositions of gold, silver, and red copper. According to the proportions

of the metal added, solders are strong, medium, or weak : the strong being

fusible at the highest temperature. Ordinarily, workmen employ a gamut of

four solders, which is indispensable in the production of an object having

several parts : since usually the separate sections cannot all be joined
together at the same time. The second process of soldering might destroy

(Continued on page 1897)

Figure 8: Belt buckle: silver 1 in t ,tid in repousse decorated with six
appl in gold

Figure a : The belt buckle shown above seen from the reverse
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the effects of the first process, and in order to avoid such an accident, in

joining the second group of parts, a weaker solder is used than for the

iist firststeol f
Let
bienp

us 
group.l 

suppose that the small bar at the back of the buckle (Fig. 8),

soldered. If possible, the bar is adjusted in such a way as to hold

ace. If, on the contrary, it will not do this, the bar is tied in

position with flexible wire. The parts which are to be soldered—that is to

say, the ends of the bar and the points corresponding to them on the body

of the buckle—are filed, and then touched with a brush dipped in a saturate

solution of borax ; the latter substance having the property of dissolving all

the oxides that might soil the points of contact, and, therefore, of permitting

the solder to flow, and to unite itself closely with the metal surfaces. In

order to prevent the heat intended for the piece of jewelry from being

absorbed by the support, the ornament thus prepared, is placed upon a

block of coke, contained in the pan of a small gas forge ; when, the coke,

being a bad conductor of heat, serves to isolate it. The forge consists

simply of a gas blow-pipe, to which lead two india-rubber tubes ; the one

supplying gas, and the other, fed by a foot-bellows, supplying air, the

oxygen of which burns the excess of carbon in the gas flame, and thus raises

it to an intense heat.
At the desired point, a small quantity of solder is placed,

and heated gently, in order to evaporate the water of the

solution, without permitting ebullition to displace the

solder. Then, the fire is increased, so as to bring all

the parts of the piece simultaneously to the same point of red heat : a

difficult operation when the accessory parts differ greatly in mass from the

body of the object. But it is absolutely necessary to do this, in order to

give uniform temper to the piece, and to allow the solder to flow freely.

When the whole has reached the desired point of red heat, a slight increase

of temperature is given to the point at which the union is to be effected;

but, as soon as the solder is observed to flow, the fire must be slackened,

else the whole work may be injured. By virtue of capillary laws, the solder,

instead of flowing without special direction, rushes into the narrow space of

the two parts in contact with each other, and joins closely with them. The

piece has now become unified. Allowed to cool, it is then plunged into a

weak solution of sulphuric acid, which dissolves the borax and cleanses the

metal. Then, it is fixed into the cement previously described, and decorated

by the chasing-tool.
Our headpiece shows a silver brooch, executed in the round, and

modeled upon the wild flower known as
toad-flax (Linaria Vulgaris). The object
is composed of seven or eight portions,
and has been subjected to fire about
the same number of times.

We shall end these remarks upon
the artistic treatment of metal by two
observations.

First, it could be believed that in-
stead of undertaking the difficult work
of incrustation, the artist might as well
shape the part destined to rise above
the surface of the piece, and solder it
upon the unexcavated metal. This
would be a grave error ; since it is
impossible to solder gold and silver,
without allowing the solder to "wet'
the edges, just as the concave meniscus
characterizes the surface of water in a
glass. The solder is much paler than
the gold, and more yellow than the sil-
ver, and detracts from their color.
Beside, as it not only unites with their
surfaces, but also penetrates into the
metal, it is henceforth impossible to
remove it by the file or the scorper.
The gold and the silver are thus irre-
parably soiled, and the result, how-
ever great the skill of the workman,
hasneverthe brilliancy of the true
Incrustation. 

The second observation concerns
the changes in structure produced by the

Delicate
Processes

1897

hammering of the chasing-tool. Metal is a substance malleable, but not com-
pressible ; so that every depression made in its surface is compensated by
a corresponding elevation. But while the depression effected by a single
stroke of the chasing-tool, being restricted in extent, is visible, the corre-
sponding elevation, being distributed over a much larger space, is invisible.
That is, it only gradually appears, after a considerable number of blows

have been made upon the object. This fact constitutes a quite serious
danger, since if it be disregarded, the continually advancing elevation may

end by destroying the regularity of the general outline and the continuity of

the modeling. Other disturbances of similar nature are produced also, if

the angle at which the chasing-tool should be held, be not correctly observed;
or if the tool be allowed to sweep incorrectly the surface of the metal. A
complete art resides in the manner of striking the blow. The workman
should constantly foresee the alterations of form, the disturbances as yet
invisible, which will inevitably result, in the course of time. So, he will be
able to direct them, and urge them forward to a happy conclusion.

Indeed, by a sort of refinement of sense, the artist may excite these
dangers, at points designated by him in advance ; he may emphasize them,
and force them to serve decorative purposes. This study is the most difficult
of the tasks occurring in the whole range of metalsmithing, but, at the same
time, it is the most fascinating, since it establishes the exchange of obedience
between the will of the artist and that of the material, and allows the
quickened mind of the workman to discover in the hard, unyielding
substance actual life and being.

A whole volume might be written upon the dermis and the efiidermis of
metals ; upon the laws which govern the displacement of their molecules;
upon the reaction and the resistance which are shown by them in their
struggles and which indicate their character ; upon the conditions of their
exhaustion, their illness and their recovery. They offer an entire new world,
as yet scarcely entered, and quite unexplored.

The Key to Roman and Block Monograms

The universal popularity of the monogram at this time makes every
aid to the monogram engraver opportune and desirable. The most recent
effort in this direction is eminently practical, and will, no doubt, be corre-
spondingly appreciated. As all letter engravers are aware, there are many
books of monograms in existence, some containing the most beautiful
designs, but without any guide to the student and designer of monograms as
to the right way to combine letters harmoniously and easily in such a way
that the combination may be easily read. This want is admirably supplied
in the key to Roman and block monograms here illustrated, which was
devised and is copyrighted by Prof. R. 0. Randier, proprietor and chief
instructor of the Jewelers' School of Engraving, Chicago.

Our readers will notice a narrow, medium and broad A, likewise the
letters B, C, etc., through the whole alphabet. An illustration is given of
the monogram A, B, C, being combined by narrow A, medium B and wide
C. The letter Q is quite like an 0, with an additional stroke as indicated
by the dotted line. Only comparatively plain letters are shown, which may
be changed to simple or elaborate designs. The key is quite ingenious and
contains much that is interesting and of practical utility to letter engravers.
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that our trade-mark inside a locket is an assurance of highest quality. We manufacture
lockets exclusively, and therefore are better equipped to fill your Holiday Orders than
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Factory & Main Office
New York Office IA /* Providence
3 Maiden Lano vvightman & Hough Co. RI.

Our new catalog- is flow rean'y, and' we vnll be pleased
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OUR LINE OF

HALL CLOCKS
is the largest and most complete we ever manufactured, and
comprises all the latest features of high-class construction.

We have some new designs of Watchmakers' Regu-
lators, which excel anything we have heretofore produced.

Our new WILLARD or " BANJO " Clock is an
elegant specimen of our high-class work and is built tbr
the fine trade.

Waltham Clock Company
Waltham, Mass., U.SA.

A REAL Watchmaker

must understand the functions Of each and every

watch-part clearly, and how their actions are inter-

related ; he must be able to detect accurately the

trouble in a watch and go right " to the spot " with

the proper correction, instead of as many so-called

watchmakers do, trying everything under the sun in

the hope that during all these proceedings he will

maybe hit upon the right plan. Even if he does hit

the original trouble after many guesses, he has by

this time generally spoiled the watch in its other

parts.

We can make of You a real watchmaker; one

who finds as much pleasure in work as in recreation,

and certainly the high salary is never objectionable!

Write for our catalogue. It tells of our school

and of other things important for you to know.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

LANCASTER, PA.

Extraordinary The jewelry trade of Provi-

Trade Boom dence and the Attleboros is

now enjoying a boom which is

probably unique in the industrial annals of these

centers. A few months back the demand for

operatives had become somewhat general ; still

later it was pressing, and at this writing it is extra-

ordinary. This tells the story of business pros-

perity with an eloquence there is no gainsa
ying.

But this is not all. For weeks past nearly every

large jewelry manufacturing plant has been run-

ning overtime in • an effort, not in all cases suc-

cessfully, by the way, to keep abreast of a verit-

able deluge of orders. Every factory is working

to the limit of its capacity,

some far into the night, a

few twenty-four hours con-

secutively. Superannuated

workers and "green" hands

have been hurriedly pressed

into service to fortify regu-

lar forces at the critical junc-

ture, and where hearts are

willing and hands are deft,

it is remarkable what a vol-

ume of business can be

handled. The phenomenal

activity of these interesting

jewelry shops is naturally a

source of gratification to the

entire communities in which

they are operated. Infer-

entially, it betokens wonder-

ful prosperity in the country

as a whole. The Providence

Daily Journal has the fol-

lowing to say on the situa-

tion :
" It would appear from

the size and number of the

orders which the local manu-

facturers are straining every
nerve to fill, that the entire population of the coun-

try has gone mad on the subject of ornamentation,

and that each individual is trying to wear as much

jewelry as the ruler of an Indian principality.

Jewelry men declare, however, that it is not a case

of a few people wearing more jewelry than ordi-

narily, but of more people wearing some sort of

ornament of gold, silver, the plate of one of these

metals or their imitations. The extraordinary

prosperity which the country is now enjoying is

given by the manufacturers as the reason for this

boom in jewelry business, many people investing

in jewelry at the present time who could not afford

to gratify their desire for personal adornment at a

less prosperous hour.

,'The fall is alway
s a busy time with the manu-

facturing jewelers, the trade taking a boom about

thc first of September and continuing good through

the winter, with a lull after Christmas. During the

Past summer the business was unusually good in

this city for the season of the year, but about a

month ago it began to pick up rapidly, until at

present it is considered extraordinarily good. The

fact that everyone is so busy has caused a scarcity
of help, and the employers are complaining that it

Is almost impossible to get experienced people,

either girls or men, a fact which is borne out by

the large number of advertisements for help which

have appeared lately in both trade publications

and newspapers.
" No one particular branch of the trade appears

to have any particular advantage in the matter of a

rush of business, the orders being very evenly dis-

tributed among the manufacturers handling various

lines. Some of the manufacturers who do the

finest grade of work object to running their plants

overtime, claiming that the best work can be

turned out only by adhering to the regular hours,

but the pressure of business has forced them to

adopt lengthened schedules in order to keep up

with other concerns."

In the Republican caucus held

in North Attleboro, some weeks

Politics ago, for the election of delegates

to the State, county, councillor,

senatorial and representative conventions, the

representative delegation pledged to Albert Tot-

ten, formerly of the firm of Totten Bros., but now

Manufacturers in

Fontneau & Cook Co., of Attleboro, have

been making some alterations and improvements

in their quarters, having appreciably enlarged their

polishing department. This enlargement of the

company's premises was executed at a timely

juncture, and enables them to handle to the best

advantage the unusual rush of business which, in

common with all other concerns, they are now

experiencing.

Death of A. F.

Death recently removed a
pioneer jewelry manufacturer

Bennett of North Attleboro in the

person of Alonzo F. Bennett,

who succumbed to a paralytic stroke at his resi-

dence in Wrentham. He was sixty-five years old,and

a native of West Wrentham. It was at ‘Vrentham

Center that he first became connected with the

jewelry business, having entered there the service

of Sturdy & Sheghardson, jewelry manufacturers,

with whom he remained about two years. He

afterwards held a position with E. Ira Richards &

Co., North Attleboro. In

partnership with Charles

Young, of that place, he
engaged in the manufacture
of jewelry, but the firm was

dissolved in 1888. Mr. Ben-
nett then became a silent
partner in the firm of Riley,
French & Heffron, and con-

tinued thus during the first

five years of its existence.
Thereafter he did not engage
in any business. A widow

and two daughters survive

him.

_
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Westminster Street, Providence, North from Dorrance Street

retired, was successful. Mr.Totten, therefore, will

be one of the representatives of this double dis-

trict in the legislature of 1906. Among well-known

manufacturers also elected on delegations are the

following : On the State delegation—G. Herbert

French, Theron I. Smith and Walter Ballou ; on

the councillor delegation—Edwin E. Hale ; on the

county delegation—Thomas G. Sandland ; on the

senatorial delegation—Woodbury Melcher and

Herbert J. Straker. Fred. S. Gilbert, Alpin Chis-

holm, George K. Webster and George G. Wheeler

were nominated as members of the Republican

town committee for 1906.

Whiting & Davis, the Plainville jewelry manu-

facturers, have opened a branch factory at Frank-

lin, where they make a specialty of manufacturing

purses. Only female workers are employed in this

factory and the force is being daily increased. The

enterprise promises to be a complete success, and

will add one other important industry to this pro-

gressive town.
Among recent changes of location by Provi-

dence jewelers are those of B. L. Colvin & Co.,

who have moved from 14 Blount Street to tit

Point Street, and of Waite, Mathewson & Co.,

from 140 Orange Street to the Irons & Russell
Building, Chestnut and Clifford Streets.

Harold E. Sweet, of

the R. F. Simmons Co., the
well-known Attleboro chain

manufacturers, was last
month elected to office in
t 11 e Attleboro Universalist
Men's Club.

William Nerney & Co.,
of Attleboro, are at this
writing changing their loca-
tion from the rear of the R.

F. Simmons Co. Building,
191 N. Main Street, to the

Robinson Building, 136 Railroad Street, a shop

formerly occupied by E. A. Fargo & Co. This

affords the R. F. Simmons Co. a much desired

opportunity for much needed expansion, and ac-

cordingly an enlargement of this growing and

progressive firm's plant is now in order, and from

all indications should soon materialize.

From the Nicholson File Company, Provi-

dence, come two interesting booklets, both firmly

bound in stiff, paper covers, printed in black ink

on enameled stock, abundantly illustrated and

dealing with the subject of files, rasps and tools.

One of them, a fourth edition, bears the allitera-

tive title, "File Philosophy," a name that is fully

justified by the thoroughness, clearness and intel-

ligent arrangement of the contents. This little

compilation partakes somewhat of the nature of a

text-book, from the amount of practical informa-

tion which it gives on the character and use of files

and rasps. The companion booklet is practically

given over to illustrations of the various makes of

tools produced by this firm.

At the Republican caucuses held in Providence,

last month, William A. Schofield was chosen as

delegate to the city convention from the Second

Ward, and Roswell C. Smith was elected to repre-

sent the Fifth Ward in the State convention,

(Continued on page 1903)
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The Giant,„ Quality
of in 

Collar Buttons 
Sales

Millions of' Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

WHY?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GI VINCI THF MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON=
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from "Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster DOW
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz dr Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N..1., ;Ind ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attentioli
III the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of you order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK: •

Jewelers 
Get, the people in your

store—have a Colonial
Glass Tumbler Sale

We positively will re-
fund the money for our
glasses if they do not sell.

Try this proposition:
Order a trial barrel ; put
them in the window and
mark 45c. a half dozen,
any size. A trial barrel
consists of:

5 doz. Large Water Goblets,
81.(1 in. high, ® 60c. doz. 63.00

4 doz. Small Water Goblets,
8% in. high, ® 55c. doz. . 2.20

2 doz. Large Wine Goblets,
4% in. high, @ 45c. doz. . .90

2 doz. Small Wine Goblets,
4 in. high, (41 44c. doz.. . .88

2 doz. Cordial Goblets, 3341n.
high, Op 42c. doz.. . . . .84

4 doz. Sherbet Glasses, 3% in.
high, ® 67c. doz.. . . . 2.68

4 doz. Water Tumblers, 4 in.
high, tin 67c. doz. . . 2.68

23 dozen glasses $13.18

We guarantee you
against any loss. It costs
you nothing to try a sale.

Franklin Glass Co., Franklin, Pa.

The Highest Achievemen
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

111011ERON&CONSTIINTII
Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality and C011StrlICi1011 have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons--of every quality--
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

THE LEADER in 1 Quality
Adjustment

The amount of gold bullion

Vast Gold Receipts received at the Philadelphia

mint, thus far this year, is

greater by several million dollars' worth 
than that

received in a similar period in many years,it
 is said.

From the Klondike al( ale more than 
$14,000,000

worth of gold has been received, while the
 total is

nearly $30,000,000. The only reason a
ssigned for

the larger shipments of the precious 
metal, is the

discovery of several new mines in the West
 and in

the Klondike and the greater activity
 which pre-

vails in gold mining. Shipments from the Klon-

dike have been particularly large and 
frequent. On

Monday, October 9th, $719,-

000 worth of gold was re-

ceived and $651,000 arrived

on the following day. All

the gold from the Klondike

and the northwestern part

of the United States, and

also from Canada, is shipped

from the assay office at

Seattle. It is sent in strong

boxes and reaches the mint

in an ordinary express wagon

with a man or two in charge. •

West of Chicago, where there

is danger of train hold-ups,

special armed guards are in

the express cars.

The Jewelers' Club, of

this city, recently held a

shuffleboard tournament,

tvhich afforded delightful

physical relaxation and no

little amusement to the

members of this interesting

organization.
Theo. C. Kremer, Phce-

nixville, Pa., was a visitor

to the city during the base

ball contest between the two

pennant winning teams, and gratified his pre-

dilection of the sport, by attending some of the

games. He also visited the local jobbing trade,

and made purchases for holiday stock.

An interesting achievement M

A Diminutive microscopic mechanism, was

recently completed by Joseph

Figarotta, an employee of The

Keystone Watch Case Company, of this city.

The diminutive machine is a watch case makers'

lathe complete in every respect, consisting of
 a

revolving spindle, with a three-speed cone of 20,

25 and 30 diameters, adjustable center and expand-

ing chuck. The tool rest is universal in all its

movements, with clamping screws of .04,, diamet
er.

The tail stock is movable, with a screw center

of .034 diameters, too threads per inch. The

inch, which is very complete in every re-

spect, is made of satin wood ; the dimensions

are 2" X 411. The tools on the bench con-

sist of a mallet .85 long, tweezers .75 long and

a spanner wrench .75 long. The vise is com-

plete in every respect, with operating screw and

spring and clamping screws. The width of jaws

is .2o" and opens to .2c1/ ; a filing block, filing

pan and tool drawer, with stool and cuspidore,

Which has a removable top, is very complete.

Durabillty
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, S011 MII-NT
3 Maiden Lane, New Yor

Lathe

The length of bed is 1.6o", the width of bed

is .2e, the swing of lathes is .25's, the base of

bed is .3o/1 x .6o". The entire machine rests

upon an oak pedestal and is covered with a glass

case, and is considered one of the most wonderful

works of mechanical art ever produced. Among

similar diminutive mechanical curios made by Mr.

Figarotta are a bicycle, a locomotive and other

complicated mechanisms, true in all their parts and

exact miniature duplicates of the big machines.

It was with regret the jewelry

Death of trade of Philadelphia learned of

of the demise some weeks ago

of Frank H. Fry, the well-

known jeweler, of Burlington, N. J. Mr. Fry's

death was due to heart disease, from which he had

been a sufferer for a long time. He had attained,

however, the ripe age of seventy-seven years, and

for thirty-eight of these he conducted a retail

jewelry store in Burlington. He was a native of

Frank H. Fry

Broad Street, Philadelphia ; North from 
Walnut Street

Germantown, Pa., received his education th
ere,

and at the outbreak of the Civil War, enl
isted in

Baxter's Fire Zouaves. It was upon leaving the

army that he opened the store at Burlington
.

Thereafter he became well-known to the trad
e in

this city. Aside from his regular business, he took

an interest in politics, and for two years held the

office of city tax collector. He was also 
active in

the affairs of the Methodist Church, and 
his frater-

nal affiliations included membership in the 
Knights

of Pythias and in the Masonic order, 
under the

auspices of which latter body his funeral 
services

were held.
Geo. W. Smith & Co., 3907-19

A Handsome Powelton Avenue, have issued

an unusually handsome cata-

logue of the hall clocks manu-

factured by them. This catalogue is printed 
in black

ink, on enameled paper of a cream t
int, and the

color tone is enriched by red ornamental h
ead and

tail bands. The typography is admirab
le through-

out—agreeable to the eye and such as to make

perusal a pleasure. The illustrations are beauti-

fully executed, and some of them have
 a practical

value, in so far as they represent sectio
nal views of

the inner mechanism of the timepiece
s. A large

cut of the company's factory adorns 
the second

Catalogue

page, and a very unique feature is the mus
ical

setting of the Westminster and Whittington

chimes. A pocket in the back cover contains th
e

price-list, discount slip, an abundance of richl
y

illustrated satnple pages and a dainty little bookle
t

practically similar in typographical arrangement

to the larger compilation, and dealing in a mor
e

concise but no less interesting manner with th
e

beautiful clock products of this firm.

I. Bedichimer & Co., jewelry manufacturers,

hitherto at Eleventh and Sansom Streets, have

moved their entire establishment to a commodi
ous

and well-appointed building at loo2 Chestnut

Street. At this writing the new quarters are still

being enlarged, decorated and improved.

R. Woodrow, with Cross & Beguelin, of N
ew

York, who recently detected a colored man 
con-

cealed in the store for the presumable purpose o
f

robbery, and was instrumental in his capture a
t

great physical danger, is well-known among th
e

trade in this city, having

been formerly in the em-

ploy of M. Sickles & Sons.

Geo. Seligman, of Selig-

man & Co., Tamaqua, Pa.,

was among the large num-

ber of visiting jewelers here

last month. He made exten-

sive purchases for holiday

nn trade and looks forward to

a good business.
A. M. Kendall, of Mill-

ville N. J., spent Sunday,

October 15th, at Wildwood,

N. J., with L. Sickles, of

M. Sickles & Sons.
Steven Bell, of B. M.

Smith Jewelry Co., Atlantic

City, N. J., visited this city

last month and inspected

the latest ideas in holiday

stock.
Captain G. A. Bowen,

of Thos. H. Bowen & Co.,

Bridgeton, N. J., was among

the purchasing jewelers in

this market last month.

He reports favorable pros-

pects in his section.

Harburger Bros., 8o8 Chestnut Street, opened

a branch store ill the Citizens' Trust Building,

Cleveland, Ohio, last month, under the nam
e of

Harburger Bros. & Co., with Ralph Harbu
rger

and Edward Green in charge.

George S. Katz, Jr., son of George S. Katz,

the well-known retail jeweler, of 1943 Germ
antown

Avenue, has resigned his position with Straw-

bridge & Clothier, and is now connected with
 the

wholesale department of the Gorham Manufac
tur-

ing Company, New York.

W. P. Hanna, who recently succeeded the firm

of Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa., was a 
buyer

in this city last month. His liberal purchaves of

diamonds and other expensive lines, indicated hi
s

sanguine ideas as to holiday business in his sec
tion.

Mr. Hanna is a capable and enterprising 
mer-

chant—and is being rewarded with an unusual

measure of success.

Theo. Kampman, of Bethlehem, Pa., made a

purchasing trip to this city last month. He antici
-

pates a prosperous holiday season, and made 
exten-

sive purchases of stock.

E. Fulmer, of Easton, Pa., was in the 
city

recently looking over the latest in holiday g
oods

and making selections. He looks forward 
to a

brisk holiday trade.

(Continued on pogo 1908)
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SMITH
HALL CLOCKS

THERE are few gifts more
I acceptable to the average

family than a fine Hall Clock.
You will frequently discover
that had you had one of our
Hall Clocks • of a certain pat-
tern in stock or could guaran-
tee its delivery for the holidays,
you could have made the sale.

IN this connection we wish to
advise the . trade that our

exceptional facilities and stock
will enable us to make imme-
diate shipments by Fast Freight
or Express of Duplicate and
Holiday Orders.

BY consulting our Catalogue
you will find that any re-

quirement of price or style can
be filled from our list.

Geo.W. Smith & Co.,
3907-19 Powelton Avenue

Philadelphia
I I I Fifth Avenue, New York City

I M.

REES' STUDENTS ARE ARTISTS

A Class of Successful Young Men

Increase your salary, advance in position by learning a trade RIGHT
Write for our booklet.

Rees Engraving School
Steele Memorial Building

The " Art of Engraving," " Modern Letter En-
graving," by F. If. Rees. $1.50 each, by mail. Elmira, N.Y.

THE

COMB HOUSE
IVe manufacture a complete line of

Fine Mounted Combs in 14 K.,
10 K., Sterling, Gilt and Gold
Filled.

Also, all kinds of

Plain, Real and Imitation Tor-
toise Shell Combs

Seleclion Pat-kerces Sem! la Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty
Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

■■•

November, 1905 THE

Letters from the Trade

Readers are requested to send for publication new 
ideas

on any subject, technical or merca
ntile, of general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use
of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex-
pressed. - Editor The Keystone.

To Protect Diamond Displays

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have devised a means 
of

protecting diamonds while on display in the win-

dow, which will, no doubt, be of interest to my

brother jewelers. The method consists in hanging

a heavy piece of plate glass into the window

proper, extending full width to either side and

standing about two and a half feet high. Should

a thief break the outer plate he would 
then have

to break the inner plate also, and the 
diamonds

would then be covered by broken glass, making it

practically impossible for one hard pressed, as he

would be, to secure any.

Moreover, the breaking of the second plate

would cause a delay, which not many thieves would

care to risk. I will gladly furnish further informa-

tion to any dealer desiring it.
Yours truly,

MATT. TRION.Louisville, Ky.

A Few Seasonable Pointers

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have two or three sugges-

tions to make that I think will be of interest and

benefit to the trade in general if followed. In the

first place, I enclose you a postal card from one of

the New York jobbers, giving the net prices of

watch cases, the same having come through the

mail, and, of course, all of the mail clerks on the

route, having the time and wishing to investigate

the matter, would naturally read the large headlines,

which mention a big cut in watch cases, and then

follows net prices.
In my town we have several mail clerks. Sup-

posing one of these clerks comes into my store and

wants to buy a watch case. Should I accidentally

show him one of these cases and charge him our

legitimate profit, the first thing he says, is : " You

are charging me too much profit and robbing me."

I think the wholesale prices at all times should be

under cover and not exposed for perusal by the

general public, and if the jobbers would kindly

adhere to these rules it would please the retailers

very much and we would have a greater respect for

them.
Another item I would suggest : When jobbers

ship boxes or packages to their customers, it would

be advisable for them to see that their name and

address is on each package. Having just opened

UP in a new storeroom, I had a large accumula-

tion of boxes of merchandise, and in trying to sort

Out the boxes that came from each of the different

houses, it was a hard proposition to tell which box

to open first. Some of the jobbers were thoughtful

enough to place their name and address on the

boxes and these made checking up bills an easy

matter.
Another suggestion I have to make concerns

watchmakers who wish to secure a position, and,

in fact, I presume it would include jewelers who

wish to secure watchmakers. In the past thirty

days I have written several dozen watchmakers

about coming to work for me. I have had less

than half a dozen replies to my letters, which, cer-

tainly, according to my ideas of business and

business etiquette, is not quite right on the part of

these people. When I place an advertisement in

KEYSTONE

one of the trade papers, stating that I wish to secure

a workman, it makes no difference to me how

many applications I have, I take the time to

write them.
Among advertisements in THE KEYSTONE, I

have thought very favorably of some of the people

who were advertising for a position ; thought they

would be just the kind of help I would want. I

have held off other workmen several days awaiting

their reply, which, alas, never came. I think when

a person receives a letter of inquiry, good business

policy and etiquette says it should be answered.

Yours truly,
J. H. LEPPER.Mason City, Iowa.

Retarding Swiss Chatelaine Watch

without Changing Balance Spring

ED. KEYSTONE :—I read on page 487 of the

September number of your valued publication, a

question as to the proper way to retard a Swiss

chatelaine watch without changing balance spring.

My method of retarding cylinder of chatelaine

watches with brass or steel balance is as follows:

Have a common Roman solution on hand, such as

is used for coloring jewelry, and lay your balance

on a perforated zinc strip ; it will gild in a few

minutes, as all watchmakers know. In order to

avoid gilding the cylinder, cover it with tinfoil,

which is very pliable, easily wrapped around the

cylinder and pivots, and will absolutely protect

these parts against gilding.

On some balances the metal may be drilled out

in the rim, in the direction in which a cylinder

motion limit-pin is drilled, and then platinum put

in to get more weight. The first method is, how-

ever, the best.
Yours truly,

Ottumwa, Iowa. CHAS. A. BRAUN.

Philadelphia Letter

(Continued from page 1901)

Mrs. Sallie Gropengeisser, the widow of Louis

C. Gropengeisser, formerly in the jewelry business

on Thirteenth Street below Sansom, died recently.

Howard Fitzsimmons, West Chester, Pa., was

among the visiting jewelers to this city last month.

He inspected the latest in holiday lines and made

liberal purchases of stock for Christmas trade.

Wm. Sartorius, Pocomoke City, Md., called

on the local ,obbers recently and made extensive

purchases of holiday goods. He considers pros-

pects very favorable in his section.

Robert Garman, an enterprising jeweler, of

Tyrone, Pa., was given a cordial reception here a

few weeks ago when he came on a visit of business

and pleasure. He made many seasonable selec-

tions from jobbers' stocks.

Robert Beitel, of James C. Beitel & Sons,

Catasauqua, Pa., called on the jobbing trade in this

city last month and made extensive purchases of

holiday stock. He spoke favorably of holiday

prospects in his section.

Among the new students at the Philadelphia

College of Horology are : Fred. Spelling, Des

Moines, Iowa ; V. A. Hirsh, Altoona, Pa.; Fred.

Newman, Meriden, Conn.; A. W. Elliott, Twines-

burg, Ohio. W. C. Flault, of Federick, Md., has

finished his course at this school and has accepted

a position in Blue Field, W. Va., and C. A. Mi
ner,

of Altoona, Pa , also a former student, has accepted

a position with Jeweler Bolte, of Atlantic City.
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C. C. Mussina, of Williamsport, Pa., was in

this city last month and spoke very favorably of

business conditions in his section. His liberal

purchases of holiday goods bore out his optimistic

opinion.

E. Richards, of F. C. Richards Sons, of Belle-

fonte, Pa., purchased holiday stock in this market

last month, and spoke favorably of prospects in

his part of the State.

Providence Letter

Honor for
Col. Bigney

(Continued from page 1,119)

The nomination of Col. S. 0.

Bigney, of S. O. Bigney & Co.,

Attleboro, for the governor's

executive council, which took

place at a convention of Republicans held early

last month in Boston, while by no means a surprise

to the Colonel's numerous friends and admirers,

was none the less gratifying. The nomination of

Col. Bigney is considered tantamount to his elec-

tion. Col. I3igney's name was offered to the con-

vention by W. H. Pond, delegate from North

Attleboro, who told of the candidate's meritorious

Col. S. 0. Bigney

career from a place at the jewelry work bench to

proprietorship of an important manufacturing busi-

ness. His activity in the interest of tariff protec-

tion for the American jewelry trade was also dwelt

upon. Col. Bigney's nomination was unanimous,

and upon his formal acceptance of the honor he

was presented with a basket of flowers. He after-

wards entertained the delegates at a banquet.

A unique evidence of the Colonel's popularity

was furnished by a number of Attleboreans, among

them not a few well known in business and profes-

sional life, who prior to the convention took

occasion to register their endorsement of his can-

didature for the council by presenting him with a

testimonial, in which laudatory reference was made

to the many services which he has rendered to the

trade.
The Masonic Royal and Select Masters elected

to office last month the following well-known

members of the Attleboro jewelry trade: J.Thomas

Inman, of J. T. Inman & Co.; Everett S. Horton,

of the Horton, Angell Co. ; Clarence M. Dunbar,

of the Dunbar, Leach & Garner Co., and William

A. Spier, of W. A. Spier & Co.
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VlaboRmlIe arrAd Aa-Cnoqic CRocls.

NE of the most wonderful clocks ever constructed is at
present the property of a Mr. Mulder, a watch and clock-
maker of The Hague, Holland, and not the least remark-
able fact in regard to this complicated horological creation is

that the name or identity of the maker is unknown. This clock, as
described by H. C. Faddagon, of Amsterdam, in the Leipsic
Uhrmacher Zeitung, consists of two parts, the total height being
two meters. The first part comprehends the mechanism, properly
so called, with its ten dials ; and the second part, the case of violet
ebony and crystal of the Louis XVI style.

The mechan-
Its Complicated ism is attached
Mechanism to a plate of

white marble
3 centimeters in thickness, by
four solid decorated strips of
brass. The height of the me-
chanism, including the ten dials,
is 5 centimeters. The large
center dial, of a diameter of 18
centimeters, indicates the hours,
minutes and seconds. The hour
and minute hands, of gilded
brass, are filed and engraved
with great skill. The seconds
hand, of blue steel, is of simple
execution and is fixed concen-
trically.

Around the large dial are
grouped eight small dials, to
centimeters in diameter. The
one placed over the figure XII
has singular inscriptions giving
the days of the week.

The second dial, on the
right of the first, is a pictured
representation in genuine red
and blue Sevres enamel of the
fable of the "Man in the
Moon." It is designed to mark
the Inflations expressed by the
figures 1 to 294, from one new
moon to another.

The third dial, near figure
III of the principal dial, bears
the names of the week ; the
fourth gives the days of the
month ; on the fifth four female
figures represent the seasons—
on the top winter, on the right
spring, at the bottom summer,
and on the left autumn. Small stars placed between the figures
facilitate the reading of the months of each season. The months
are also indicated on the sixth dial, below on the left. A circle of
black enamel gives in white the number of the days of each month.

The seventh dial, near figure IX of the principal dial, indicates
the years, bissextile or not. The dial is divided into four parts—
first, second, third and fourth years (or bissextile year). This
part of the mechanism has been contrived with great ingenuity. It
is coupled with that of the other dials in such a way that even in
the bissextile year all the data are strictly exact.

The eighth dial at the top, on the right, shows the
Dial Showing position of the sun. On a circle finely decorated,

capable of contraction even to the quarter of the
diameter of the dial, the daily course of the sun is

exhibited in a very natural manner. The sun placed on a hand
accomplishes its revolution every twenty-four hours. The circle of
figures divided into twice twelve hours gives the hours of the day
in black on a white ground, and those of the night in white on a
black ground. The noon hour (XII) will be at the top of the dial
when the sun has attained its culminating point, while the XII of
midnight is at the bottom. With the aid of the circle, capable of
extension, and of which the extension corresponds to the hours
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during which the sun is below the horizon, the duration of the day
and of the night, as well as the rising and setting of the sun, can be
seen at a glance. The second and the eighth of these small dialsare connected by a circle bearing in red on a white ground delicate
figures of Sevres enamel. These are signs of the zodiac and con-stellations traversed by the sun duriug the year. The position ofthe sun is indicated by a hand, whose point of support is in thecenter of the circle.

In the rear view can be seen the marble plate bearing the
mechanism, and having two openings, one of which gives passageto the chain of the weights and the other to that of the windingwheel. The latter, of hard bronze, is 18 centimeters in diameterand 23 in thickness. Two transmission wheels reduce to a minimum

the force necessary for winding
the weight of 35 kilograms ; this
guarantees the clock against
severe shocks which might affect
its good working. The regular
movement as well as the mechan-
ism of the striking part, is corn-
posed of three large wheels, each
having an approximate diameter
of 18 or 19 centimeters. These
wheels, attached to the two
plates, can be seen in the side
view, and are distinguished by
the elegance and delicacy of
their execution. The principal
wheel, whose arbor carries the
chain wheel, transmits the mo-
tive force to the second wheel,
from which it is conveyed to
the third.

Fig. 1—Artistic Clock of the Eighteenth Century

Position of Sun

I h. 5 m. , one stroke on the

Intricate Striking

The striking
works are quite

Apparatus corn plicated.
At exactly

o'clock a stroke is heard on the
large hour bell. At i h. i m.,
one blow on the large bell, and
one on that of the minutes ; at
I h. 2, 3 or 4 iii., two, three or
four strokes of the minute bell
are heard. At i h. 5 m., one
stroke on the large and a double
stroke on the five-minutes bell ;
at I h. 6, 7, 8 or 9 m. are heard
one, two, three or four strokes
on the minute bell. At i h. to m.,
one stroke on the large and two
double strokes on the five-min-
utes bell ; at i h. xi, 12, 13 or
14 m. one, two, three or four
strokes on the minute bell. At

large bell and one stroke on that
of the quarters, and so on.

The third wheel of the mechanism that has been spoken of
carries cams and makes a revolution in six minutes. The cams are
divided in six parts, three on each side of the wheel. Their lengths
correspond to one-third the circumference of the wheel, and they
are so arranged that the two ends of each part correspond on one
side to the middle of two parts of the other.

On one side pins are fixed, designed to raise the hammers for
striking the hours and quarters ; on the other side the pins for the
striking work of the minutes. Each minute below five has a separate
pin, while the longer pin for the fifth minute raises at the same time
two hammers, which fall on two bells of different tone, producing a
double stroke. In order to regulate the speed of the striking works
the third wheel is followed by a small wheel and fly.

As may be noticed by the engraving of the rear of the clock,
each set of strokes has a special star wheel with an upright piece
designed to displace the arbors of the hammer levers, so that the
latter approach more or less near the cam wheel, which conse-
quently cannot be raised except for the one desired of the four pins
of different lengths placed one over another. If the mechanism
of the striking part is interesting the regular movement is not

(Continued on page 1910
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Technical. crx©o in the
Unnecd1 5teAea

•

HE exhibition of the work of the art students of the

Rochester (N. Y.) Atheneum and Mechanics' Institute,

  held in June, called renewed attention to an unusual

  development in art instruction in this country. The

striking feature of this exhibition was the exhibition room, made

throughout by the students themselves ; to be precise, by six of the

advanced students chosen for the work beCause of their special

need of such practical experience, and their work evidences

unusual ability and care in detail.
The ideas embodied in the institute's curriculum

A Prosperous are neither uncouth nor startlingly novel. The

Technical School school has now enjoyed twenty years of a

prosperous and increasingly-useful career. The

ideas for which it stands have been naturally called into ac
tion by

the great industrial development in which this country has 
led the

way, but they have only gradually begun to forge to the front. With

such schools as the Drexel Institute, of Philadelphia, and the

Pratt Institute, of Brooklyn, the Rochester Athenmum stands

midway between the trade schools which fit their pupils specifically for

various mechanical callings, and the manual training schools, where manual

work is made use of largely for its development of mind and body, for i
ts

value in general education rather than in application. In the fine arts

department of such a school one naturally finds a recognition of the wider

ranges of art, and a consequent cultivation of the crafts.

There are several most interesting points of departure in this new style

of art instruction from the firmly-established concepts of past generation
s.

The newer way, like any other good thing, can be rendered ridiculous by a

lack of proper balance ; and theorists have not been lacking who have

sought to supplant the solid, thorough technical training of the atelier with

an ill-directed abstraction of aim that can lead to no good end. But on the

whole, if there is one thing not characteristic of the movement, it is, of

course, a lack of practicality. The whole inspiration of the arts and crafts

idea is that art is an every-day affair, that we need not be in a gallery or

before an easel to see art works or to be artists. If then we are not only

willing to admit that woods and metals and fabrics and what not are

mediums as legitimate for expression as any other, but if we are engaged

in making practical demonstration of such conviction, we shall find that

old courses of instruction devised for a training that did not embrace so

catholic a field, will need revision.
Accordingly, one of the several points of divergence that

Unusual Course will be noticed at the Mechanics' Institute is the shifting

of emphasis from antique and life drawing. The plaster

cast loses its industrious circle of devotees forthwith.

Instead of marking the beginning of the pupil's work, the study of the

antique is permitted only in the advanced stages, and even then rather for

purposes of reference and comparison. Throughout the student's training,

from first to last, the stress is laid on the development of the creative faculty.

The study of form, color and composition are not carried on in separate

classes under different instructors, but are kept together, in order that the

student may realize that the mastery of various technical mediums is not the

end but only the means thereto. Nor is the student restricted in any class

to the use of certain mediums. He is taught that the medium and the

of Study

No. 2375 Punch Set. Complete set, consisting of 2-gallon bowl, 12 goblets and tray, poo.00 list

A virorop...-gt the- vill7rlbe A big stock and a selling one
A brisk season and a profitable one

A prosperous Christmas and a happy one

PEACE HATH HER BATTLES AND HER VICTORIES
There will be an active campaign this fall among the plated-ware forces.
The battles of the Yalu river and Togo's victory of the Sea of Japan attest that undeveloped resources and inefficientequipment do not avail.
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New York Salesroom, 32 Park Place
Chicago Salesroom, Silversmiths' Building
Boston Salesroom, Jewelers' Building

First and Second Year Pottery

Wrought Copper, Brass, Silverware and Painted Poreeinin

ability to manipulate it are both only vehicles for the expression of ideas.

In the first year, indeed, the student is not allowed to specialize in any

one direction, as it is believed that the broadening knowledge and experience

to be found in a variety of methods and processes is highly important to his

equipment in any one. He is, therefore, given a general training in both

the msthetics and mechanics of art. More than many arts schools the

department of fine arts of the Mechanics' Institute is able to offer opportu-

nities for a broad and varied experience as a basis for later specialization,

being as it is an integral part of a school embracing many departments of

technical and scientific education, by the side of the theoretic and classical,

and equipped with workshops and laboratories of the first order.

After the first year the student has a choice between four

Four Different carefully-planned courses of study : The fine arts course,

Courses intended for the training of painters, sculptors and illus-

trators ; the decorative arts and crafts course, for the

development of the artist-craftsman ; the architectural course, for the

training of constructive designers, and the normal art course, for the

training of teachers.
The effect of this new arrangement and direction of art instruction,

which, though planned at the school for some time, has been put into effect

only recently, was happily illustrated in the showing made at the June

exhibition. There is a freshness of touch in work that has been done with

the sense that it is not a mere example of a separate and distinct technical

process, but an instance of expression in a medium that must, in general,

answer the demands and observe the aims of all artistic effort. Drawings,

paintings, pottery, wrought metal, carvings, tapestry, architectural plans

found themselves in juxtaposition without a look of careless grouping. The

various art forms became a community rather than a mob.

In the exhibition room put up by the students, this element was con-

spicuous. Furniture, metal ware, pottery and mural decorations showed

thought and discrimination in design and a high degree of technical excel-

lence in execution. Of special interest was the frieze of panels extending

about the upper walls of the room and presenting alternate long and square

spaces, treated respectively with figure and landscape subjects. The theme

of the decoration was most character-

istic of the temper of the school.

Here was no trace of beaux arts tra-

ditions or classic forms. The students

had caught the delightful possibilities

in the picturesque life along the Erie

Canal, with its many suggestions of

beauty and living interest drawn from

the humblest life of the every-day

world. No better illustration could

have been offered of the value of

such a system in fitting its students to
cope successfully with professional

problems. There are quite a number
of other schools in the United States

which are doing good service.

For this excellent article and
illustrations we are indebted to that

excellent art magazine, the Interna-

tional Studio.
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Another Handsome ,nllvett-
Seievilce

I IE silver service to be given by the State of New Jersey to

the United States battleship named in honor of that com-

monwealth, was designed by Tiffany & Co., and is now

heing made at their Forest Hill Works, Newark, N. J. It will

o)st about $i o,000, and promises to be the richest and most 
sub-

.4.:Intial service ever furnished to a vessel of the navy. It is not

(Ally a fitting expression of the generosity and good will of the

1909

the early history of the State. Conventional chased leaves and

flowers form the ornamentation of the base of the bowl.

Upon either side of the oval base are two female figures,

seated, representing " Prosperity " and " Liberty," symbolizing

the prosperity of the State and liberty-loving characteristics of its

people. Surrounding the figure are delicate shells and other sug-

gestions of the sea, while the culmination is reached in the effect

of the ocean waves dashing, as it were, against the base of some

impregnable fortress, but in reality supporting the punch bowl.

Along the front of the base is an inscription reading, " Presented

to the Battleship New Jersey by the Citizens of the State," with

Monogram Models for Busy Engravers 

The craze i4 monograms and inscriptions makes it imperative at this seasen
for every jeweler to have at hand a collection of cyphers for suggestion, imitation or
reference. The one accepted classic in this line is the masterful compilation

Hornikel's Engravers' Text-Book
It will mean for you good workmanship and satisfied patronage. The sixty-one pa e

plates of this unique portfolio show every form of letter, cypher and inscription for all manner of articles which the jeweler au y
be called on to engrave—Watches, Lockets, Spoons, Trays, Tea Sets, Cigarette and Match Cases, Loving, Prize and Pres-
entation Cups, Seal Rings and Fobs.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of
price, $6.00 (Xi 5s.) For sale by TH E K EYSTON F 19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia,delphia,

Room 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago

The chief pit,•t,s of the silver ,ervlee now being made for the battleship Yew ,lersey

•)ple of the State, but also exemplifies the high degree of artistic

rit attained by its manufacturers.

The complete set consists of some 57 pieces and contains

ut 1500 ounces of sterling silver Mir fine. The keynote of the

:gn is colonial, symbolizing the colonial period of the State's

.ry.

A superb centerpiece, consisting of a large punch bowl and

forms the principal piece of the service. This bowl has a

tcity of gallons, a diameter of 18 inches and stands 1454

h high, while the base or stand upon which it rests is 4 inches

h, 2854 inches long, with a width of 19 inches. On either side

he bowl are eagles' heads, with laurel wreaths suspended from

1r beaks. The wreaths also serve as handles. Festoons of

vers are gracefully draped from the necks of the eagles, and at

;tilar intervals are caught by bows from which hang anchors.

1 , 1 the semi-circles formed by the festoons of flowers are the great

seals of the State of New Jersey and the United States. Other

medallions contain reproductions of scenes and periods typical of

the seal of Annapolis inserted between the words "Battleship" and

" New Jersey."
While the centerpiece with the large punch bowl is designed

for banquets and other special occasions, there is another smaller

bowl for less formal use. This latter piece has a capacity for 254

gallons, a diameter of 12 inches and stands 95 inches high.

When completed the entire service will be fitted in two hand-

some, large oak chests, which are alsr being made at Tiffany &

Co.'s Forest Hill Works,

The name of the makers is sufficient warrant that this large

service will be a masterpiece of its kind, and be notable among the

many creations which now grace the dining rooms of Uncle Sam's

warships. The next opportunity for a presentation goes to the

State of Maryland, which has already fallen in line with her sisters

and appropriated money for a becomingly-rich service for the new

battleship named after the State. Others will follow in rapid

succession. If all these services were exhibited together they would

constitute a most wonderful exhibit of artistic siiversmithing.
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HE articles by Miss Irene Sargent, published in several

recent issues of this journal, were a gratifying revelation

of individual achievements in this country in the line of

jewelry. That Americans have abundant talent in this line is

unquestionable, but heretofore many of the more gifted ones were

groping in the dark. Now, however, the road to success has

been pointed out to them, and the pioneers in this specialty are

meeting with a degree of success that is very promising. The

1.reat. Lalique raised art craftsmanship to such a height that even

the greatest French painters were proud of the association of their

work with his, and the United States is not without instances of

like association.

An Interesting

The Minnesota State Art Society recently held

its second annual exhibition in three cities of

Exhibit Minnesota—St. Paul, Winona and Minneapolis.

In the latter city the exhibition was conducted

under the auspices of the Minneapolis Society of Fine Arts.

Among the artcraft work shown was the silver plate of the accom-

panying illustration, designed by Mary C. Knight, of the Handicraft

Shop, at Wellesley Hills. Some interesting work in jewelry was

also on view. Jessie M. Preston sent a silver gilt necklace with

pearl medallions. Another necklace, with the butterly as motif,

was designed by Mabel Wilcox Luther, of Providence, R. I. A

brooch of rough pearls in silver setting came from the studio of

Christia Reade, of Chicago, and a belt buckle and chain with

pendant in chalcedony, from Cleveland. Mrs. Frances B. Smith,

of Cleveland, was represented by a brooch with the pond lily as

motif. B. Bennett, of the Chicago Art Institute, sent a gilt chain

with pendant arranged with three amethysts. From Hull House,

in Chicago, there was a pendant with large turquoise, designed by

A. G. Collorozi. E. B. Rolfe, of Boston, showed a scarf pin in

silver and opal, and an attractive necklace in silver, tourmalines

I I I

Silver Enameled and Strainer, In Mary 1. Knight

and topaz. James H. Winn made use of a dark opal matrix for

the center of a brooch of silver, colored with gilt and inlaid with

green enamel. Effects in enamel indeed appeared to be particu-

lady popular among the exhibitors.

For the illustrations here shown we are indebted to the Inter-

national Studio, which devotes much space to this class of work.

The taste and prosperity of the time have given a much-needed

stimulus to art jewelry of this character. Forty or fifty years ago

the jewel-wearing few liked their jewels to represent converted

capital ; they preferred quantity to quality, solid bullion to beauty

of form and finish. But the development of taste and the high

culture of to-day made a change. Now the intrinsic value of the

stones is becoming a secondary consideration. The points first

considered are their artistic worth and their setting in perfect corn-

bination with various metals and substances, such as gold, ivory,

enamels, crystals, oxidized silver, horn and even rare and precious

woods. So far our own country is

behind in this field. Many of the

visitors at the St. Louis exposition

wondered at the seemingly exorbi-

tant prices asked and obtained by

foreign art metal workers for the

product of their skill. The fame

and fortune achieved by these crafts-

men should be an inspiration to

young Americans who have genius

for the applied arts, for no country

in the world offers so tempting a

field for artistic skill of this character

or so rich a market for its products.

No doubt in the near future such

exhibits as were shown at the Minne-

sota State Art Society will be seen

frequently and in greater abundance

and variety.
THE KEYSTONE is doing its

part in furthering this movement,

and we are gratified at the measure

of appreciation accorded our efforts.

The innovation is one of marked

progress, and will have the very

desirable effect of raising the status of

the trade and increasing the oppor-

tunities of the members of the craft.

it4Veh
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""HEN eighty men out of a

hundred evidence their

belief in a proposition, that evi-

dence ought to carry- considerable

weight with the other twenty.

More than eighty out of every

hundred jewelers in this country show

that they believe in the goodness,

stability and " going " quality of
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(Continued from page 1904)

less so. This movement, which includes only an escapement without other

wheels (even the mechanism of the 
hands is lacking) is between the two

plates—that is, between that of the back and a small r
ound plate attached

by three feet to the back plate. 
This carries the escapement, which is a pin

escapement, provided with a 
remontoir

This part of the mechanism is arranged in the foll
owing manner : The

arbor of the escape wheel, which wo
rks on a bridge attached to the back

plate, is furnished with a small crossed-o
ut wheel, carrying a small endless

chain. To this chain are suspended 
two small weights, of which the heavier,

on the left side in the engraving
, causes the escape weeel to revolve. The

length of the chain is sufficient to enable th
e escape wheel to make a complete

turn—that is, to revolve in a minute. At the top of the mechanism, on the

lengthened arbor of the cam wheel, there is another 
chain wheel, which

gives passage to the small chain. While the striking part is in movement

the latter wheel is kept moving, rewinding the heav
ier wheel.

Behind this chain wheel is the small ungearing wheel, by mea
ns of

which the striking work is disengaged through a series o
f levers, moving in

the following way : On the escape-wheel staff—th
at is, between the latter

and the small chain wheel, is a very slight spiral spring, on 
which a lever is

placed ; at the end of one minute the latter arrives at its 
culminating point,

afterwards falling back. At this moment the lever effects the disengagement

of the striking part, and at the same time the rewinding of 
the secondary

weight. But it has also another purpose. As has been noticed, the clock

does not have the mechanism of hands, properly so-called, and we
 shall see

in what way the hands receive their impulse.

Behind the escape wheel and concentrically with it, is a large, light

ratchet, of a diameter of about 8 centimeters, and the minute a
pparatus,

which may be designated as the cannon pinion, for it is entirely 
isolated

from the motive force.
The lever mentioned raised a second lever provided with a click, 

which

enters between the teeth of the ratchet of the motion work, the 
movement

of the first lever causing the ratchet to advance regularly one 
minute.

At the instant when the first lever descends from the spiral spr
ing of

Nig. 2—Rear View of the Mechanism

Fig. 3—Side View of the li-iellitnisin

the escape wheel the ratchet is prevented from returning by a click, but

the second lever at the same time answers for a different purpose. Besides

the movements of the minutes it operates the movements of the hours by 
a

spring fixed on the ratchet. By this movement it displaces an hour star

wheel fixed at the top of the mechanism on the right and accomplishing th
e

ulterior adjustment of the mechanism of the striking work.

The only Wheel on the front plate belonging to motion work is fixed on

the arbor of the principal wheel ; it serves for actuating the mechanism

of the dates.
For working the hands the principal wheel of the clock

Mechanism for performs a revolution in twelve hours ; it carries on its

front pivot the hour hand. The principal wheel, the

ratchet of the minutes and the escape wheel are arranged

concentrically. The arbor of the rear wheel being hollow gives passage t
o

the escape-wheel staff, which carries the seconds hand as well as the cannon

pinion of the ratchet carrying that of the minutes. The hands are therefor
e

not connected ; that is the reason why each of them must be adjusted

separately.
The train being wound by the striking mechanism, it is necessary that

this should terminate its course regularly. It cannot, therefore, be stopped

like former clocks generally. But on the other hand this clock has a

different arrangement. The hammers can at will be prevented from strikin
g

on the bells. This arrangement is in the marble plate nearly above the

winding arbor. A plated brass slab carries all the necessary indications for

stopping the striking work completely or for suspending it in part.

The pendulum rod is of brass ; it is attached by two pivots supported by

a brass bridge fitted.under the front plate on the marble base. The seconds

pendulum, compensated, has a total length of 1.20 meters, a weight of

18 kilograms, and the diameter of its bob is 30 centimeters.

The entire clock is of extremely elaborate workmanship. The case is

furnished with a glass door both in front and in rear. It is 1.25 meters

high and 62 centimeters wide. The mechanism itself is surmounted by a

magnificent bell of engraved brass and of crystal 42 centimeters wide b
y

55 high. The value of this bell alone is estimated by antiquarians at nearl
y

four thousand francs.

Working Hands

*Constant force ; equal maintaining power ; on no horologleal device w
as greater skill

exercised during the eighteenth century than on the varied rementoir 
escapements. TE .o

study of them is of continuing interest and profit —Trans,
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A PHENOMENAL

HOLIDAY TRADE

is a certainty in this section. The surplus prosperity now avail-
able in the Southwest means a golden harvest for every jeweler
who has in plenty the kind of stock that suits his trade.

In these conditions you will find our stock and service a
bulwark to your business. Our preparations have been thorough.
However voluminous the demands of the trade, we can furnish
them instanter from our immense supplies. In

Cases: Movements: Diamonds Rogers 1847 Flatware
Gold Elgin Loose and Mounted 6 6Wallace
Boss Waltham Gold and Plated Pairpoint Hollowware
Crescent Howard Jewelry Toilet Ware
Crown Standard Emblem Pins Sterling Silverware
Royal Betsy Ross Rings and Charms Pearl Handle Ware
Victory Nit Size Novelties Clocks, All Makes
Silver Jewel Series

we have stocks so large and comprehensive as to guarantee
your orders prompt attention and satisfaction—no delay.
A telegram or letter will receive the same attention as if you
came in person. Rush orders are our specialty. Orders filled
from any catalogue published.

Woodstock=Hoefer
Watch and Jewelry Co.

9th & Walnut Sts. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Business Lively at Kansas City is now having a
little breathing spell, after
entertaining t he greatest

number of visitors that has ever come here for a

fall festival season. Usually the fall festivities are

considered to be those provided in the week which

the Priests of Pallas has for its own, but now there

are really three weeks to be reckoned

Priests of Pallas week, which

opened October 2d, was fol-

lowed by the American

Royal Live Stock exhibit,

one of the biggest shows

in the world, and in this

case the biggest show of the

sort which Kansas City has

ever given. The third week

of a gala sort is devoted to

the Horse Show, which is

given in Convention Hall.

Such a combination of

attractions, fairly treading

on each other's heels, has

been too persuasive f o r

anybody near Kansas City

to stay at home. The throng

of visitors has been enor-

mous, and at the end of

Priests of Pallas week, they

did not depart, but remained

for the cattle show and horse

show. Retail and wholesale

merchants in every branch

of business have been fairly

swamped with visitors, but

in accordance with Kansas
City's well-known hospital-
ity, all have been heartily welcomed. Most of the

wholesale jewelry houses had at least part of their

traveling forces in to help entertain callers, and

between the sight seeing, and the rush of business

which came with the visitors, both hosts and

guests were decidedly busy. There was some-

thing to entertain everybody, and best of all,

lovely weather marked the festival season, and

there was not a single untoward incident to mar

the success of Kansas City's three-weeks-long

reception day.

Kansas City

with.

KEYSTONE

& Olmstead also showed four handsome loving

cups for the horse and cattle shows, and Gurney

& Ware also furnished some of the trophies.

Gurney & Ware are among those who offered

prizes in the horse show, their special being a

handsome punch bowl, cups and ladle, to be corn-

peted for in one of the ladies' classes.
Kansas City wholesale and
retail jewelers are more than

in the Southwest delighted over trade condi-

tions. Business is booming,

some of the wholesale stores reporting a gain of

from forty to sixty-two per cent. over last year.

Everywhere the wholesale dealers are urging their

customers to buy Christmas goods as soon as pos-

sible, for orders have increased so greatly, that it

will be the early buyer who gets what he wants,

and the late one will have to take what he can get.

The factories are all working overtime, and the

Business Booming
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Dr. I. R . Lane, who is on his fruit farm at Moun-

tain Grove, Mo., suffered a fracture of a hip bone

recently. His brother. Dr. S. W. Lane, of the

Southwestern Optical College, was summoned to

Mountain Grove, but has recently returned.

The store of the Bass Jewelry Company,

Huntsville, Mo., has recently changed hands.

Miss Lena Whiteside, sister of W. W. White-

side, the Liberty, Mo., jeweler, is taking a course

in engraving in Kansas City.

Among the new pupils at the Southwestern

Optical College are W. P. Kennedy, Mrs. E. M.

Edler Howe, Atchison, Kans. ; Mr. J. T. Edler

Howe, Atchison, Kans. ; Dr. A. W. Leonard, Kan-

sas City ; Dr. F. E. Allen, Kansas Cily ; G. P.

Haley, Mexico, Mo. ; Dr. F. D. Stanford, Freder-

ick, 0. T.; F. E. Moore, Pleasant Hill, Mo.; Stella

Anderson, Newton, Kans. ; T. G. McGall, James-

town, Kans. ; W. E. Austin, Bolivar, Mo ; H. B.

Lebrach, Sterling, Nebr.; T.

B. Stutzman, Daven p o r t,
Neb.; G. B. Austin, Bolivar,

Mo. ; F. W. Hanger, Des

Moines, Iowa ; Catherine A.
Daly, Kansas City ; G. W.

Kern, Kansas City ; R. C.
Horner, Hanover, K a n s.;

R. C. Bonebrake, Holton,

Kans. ; Herbert S. Ellison,

Hobart, I. T.
0. J. Weseman has suc-

ceeded T. W. Rowe in his

jewelry business at Pratt,

Kans.
Louis Meyer, who has

been ill for six weeks, is re-

cuperating at Hot Springs.
He expects to be back at his
place of business in about
four weeks. Mrs. Meyer
accompanied him to Hot

Springs.
Sherman Swartz, for-

merly of Coalgate, I. T., has
opened a new jewelry store
at 218 E. Twelfth Street.

H. B. Carswell, who has
been ill for two weeks, has

returned to his store and resumed his duties.

John Betcher and Jeff Creviston have started a

new jewelry mauufacturing establishment on the

fifth floor at 1021 Grand Avenue.

E. 0. Girard, formerly with Edwards & Sloane

Jewelry Co., is now in the stock room of the

Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Company,

of this city.
Dr. S. W. Lane has sold out his interest in the

Kansas City Horological School to Stuhl & Miss-

man, who will continue to operate it along the

same lines as heretofore. Dr. Lane disposed of

his interest in order to devote his time exclusively

to the Southwestern Optical College, of which he

is president and founder.

Mrs. C. W. Bowen, of Brunswick, Mo., is

taking a course in watchmaking and engraving at

the Kansas City Horological College.

An attractive window at Jaccard's is filled with

" Black Jacks," which are so new as to appeal

particularly to the holiday shopper who is ever on

the lookout for something out of the ordinary. A

combination of heavy black leather, copper and

silver, forms the new ware, which comes in steins,

tankards and loving cups. The handles of all the

articles are of the heavy leather stitched in true

shoemaker fashion.

A Trade
Harvest

All of the jewelry and optical

establishments had on their gala

dress, and the up-town retail

stores, especially, vied with

each other in the beauty and variety of their

window decorations. The cattle show and the

horse show both gave many orders for trophies to

Kansas City jewelers, and these were, as a rule,

exhibited conspicuously. J. R. Mercer furnished

two handsome vases, and two big loving cups.

These trophies, which are among the handsomest

offered at the Royal American Cattle show, are pre-

sented by the National Bank of Commerce, Woolf

Brothers, and the Columbus Buggy Company.

The two silver vases are of especially ornate de-

sign, and stand fully twenty-six inches high. Cady

Main Street, Kansas City, North of Eleventh Street

optical manufacturers all report active business.

Among the great number of visitors who came to

Kansas City during the festivities were:

Otto Burklund, Ossawatomle,
Kans.

Amos Plank, Hutchinson,
Kans.

W. W. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.
James Lear, Jr., Mound Val-

ley, Kans,
I. E. Griffin, Elk City, Kans.
E. B. Vanness, Mound City,

Kans.
C. A.Stevens, Nickerson,Kans.
D. L. Davis, Falls City, Nebr.
E,A.Durflingir, Burton,Kans.
P. II. Morehouse,Topeka, Kans.
Henry Hobbs, Des Moines,

Iowa.
F. J. Howard, Joplin, Mo.
C. C. McLeese, Davenport,

Nebr.
Walter Sperl ing,Seneca, Kans.
C. E. Dickinson, Garden City,

Kans.
S. D.Willitt, Hiawatha, Kans.
O. A. Karnes, Overbrook, Kans.
F. W. Jordan, Minneapolis,

Kans.
Rafter & Below, Huntsville,

Mo.
Rhodes St Scott, Nevada, Mo.

Powell & Kreyer, Fort Scott,
Kans.

C. B. Libby, Weir City, Kans.
A. F. Kendall, Sy racuse,Nebr.
D.D.Johnson,Sedgwick,Kans.
Henry Tholer,Vietoria, Kans,
A. Danzig, Herkim Ker, ans.
W. W. Spaulding, Eskridge,

Kans.
AV. Edmonds, Topeka, Kans.
J. Walton Bishop, Chelsea,

Ind. Ter.
L. Megede, Richmond, Mo.
W. II. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.
W.E. Crelliu, Chillicothe, Mo,

Emporia,Kans.
G. II. Methe, Council Grove,

Kans.
F. II. Robertson, Blackwell,

Okla. Ter.
A. J. Carruth, Herrington,

Kans.
II.E.Bertholf, Cherokee,Kans.
L. G. Inner, Coweta, Ind. Ter.
F.W.Hunt,Burlingame,Kans.
C. It. Paxton, Paola, Kans.
S. M. Sparks, Shelbine, Mo.
A. Rosenfield, Leavenworth,

Kans.

Mr. and Mrs.Walter Jaccard, who have been in

Europe all summer, and who stopped in New York

on their way back, have returned to Kansas City.

Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Sparks, of Shelbina, were

Carnival visitors to Kansas City.
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TO THE RETAILER

\Ve wish to remark that

QUALITY TALKS
We do not have to say our chains are as good

TRADE=MARK 
as some others, but we do say emphatically
that if you desire some of the very best on thc

market, purchase from your Jobber the ones with the C. A. M. & Co. stamp
or trade-mark, which are guaranteed not only in quality but ill thickness and
karat of gold.
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A combination of locket chain, and.chatelaine
pin, which may be worn as a safety chatelaine,
as illustrated above, or the chain and pin may be
worn independent of each other, if desired.

Can be detached in an instant
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Oil?
has it in his new fall line, and the constantly tem
increasing sales are the best evidence of the
favor with which it is being received by the
Trade all over the country.

Originated and Introduced by

C. A. MARSH & CO., Attleboro, Mass.

November, 1905 THE

INDIANAPOLIS
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During the last week of Sep-

A Convention City tember and extending through

October, Indianapolis has wel-

c, aned the annual meeting of the Scottish Rite

Masons, of the Northern Masonic jurisdiction of

the United States ; the national convention of the

Rural Letter Carriers' Association ; the biennial

convention of the Supreme Lodge, Knights and

Ladies of Honor ; the national convention of the

Alliance of German-American Societies ; the an-

nual State convention of the Indiana Union of

Literary Clubs, and the Mississippi Valley Medical

Association, in addition tO wrestling with political

questions to be settled at the November election,

when the city will either continue under a Demo-

cratic mayor or pass to Republican rule.

Henry Ellsworth recently gave a beautiful and

interesting pictorial reproduction of " Oberam-

mergau, Its People and Their Plays," under the

auspices of the fraternal order of Eagles. John P.

Mullally, the Monument Place jeweler, is president

of the Indianapolis eerie, and to him is due most of

the credit in obtaining an entertainment of such high

order. Mr. Mullally presented a fine gold F.O.E.

emblem locket to the member selling the greatest

number of tickets.
Early in October, J. C. Sipe,

A Jeweler the diamond merchant, folded

Huntsman his tent and started for Colorado,

where he was met by the cele-

brated Rocky Mountain guide, Steve Elkins. Mr.

Sipe %'ill spend a month or more chasing deer and

tracking bears. Mr. Sipe's friends have been very

much interested in his last bunt, when he was

accompanied by Mrs. Sipe, who thoroughly enjoyed

camping fifty odd miles from a railroad, riding

horseback and living in a covered wagon drawn by

a pair of mules. A collection of skins, beautifully

mounted, form an attractive and interesting corner

of the Sipe store. In the collection are the skins

of seven bears—a grizzly, two cinnamon and four

brown bears—a wildcat, a timber wolf, two badgers

and a mountain lion, the result of seventeen days'

hunting. The largest bear weighed nine hundred

pounds, the smallest, brought down by Mrs. Sipe,

weighed four hundred pounds. The wildest game

and best sport was found in New Mexico, along

the Tularosa River, and in the La Platte and

Mingnell Mountains, of Colorado. Mt. Sipe does

not relate any tales of great danger or hair-breadth

escapes ; is very modest in relating his experience,

hut can tell many an interesting story of the Western

guides, and enjoys showing his trophies to his

friends.
Ikko Matsumoto spent a day last month in the

Morgan County gold fields, trying to verify some of

the tales daily told of the " finds " and great pros-

pects of that region. He found much to interest

him and enough to convince him that gold as well

Is numerous stones, such as chrysolite, garnet,

topaz (smoke), jasper, moonstone, quartz and cats-

eye are to be found in that region. Mr. Matsumoto

says he would like nothing better than to spend

several months in the hills and along the creeks

of Morgan County, prospecting and making a

thorough study of that section.
Early in October, I. Grohs, president of the

I. Grohs Jewelry Co., made a purchasing trip to

New York.

KEYSTONES

Recent improvements in the A. P. Craft &

Co.'s. shop, include an additional dynamo and a

plating plant.

Many Local

The E. Howard Clock Co. re-

cently erected a handsome street

Street Clocks clock in front of Charles Mayer

& Co.'s store, on West Wash-

ington Street. In design the clock is a large open-

face watch, stem-wind, with pendant and bow. The

dial is three feet in diameter with plain black

figures, and is equipped with an automatic switch

which regulates the electric illumination. This

makes the seventh street clock within the retail

shopping district of this city. Four on Washington

Street : Chas. Mayer & Co., J. H. Reed, J. C.

Walk & Son, H. A. Comstock ; one on Pennsylva-

nia Street : F. M. Herron's ; one on Meridian

Street ; W. J. Eisele's, and one on Illinois Street:

Gray, Gribbin & Gray's.

Carl F. Walk, of J. C. Walk & Son, visited

New York last month, selecting goods for the holi-

day trade.
F. M. Herron purchased a large and beautiful

line of electroliers upon his recent visit East.

Lou Critzer has taken the position as manager

of the repair and watch-work department of the

H. Cohen & Son's new jewelry store.

E. A. Herrmann, a well-known trade watch-

maker, is building a modern house on East Wash-

ington Street, vhere he hopes to move his family

before the snow flies.

Henry C. Schergens has greatly improved the

appearance of his store on E. Washington Street,

by repainting inside and out and redecorating his

signs. The store will have on gala attire for the

holiday trade.
Chris Bernloehr, of Chris 13ernloehr & Bros.,

spent several days last month in Terre Haute, Ind.,

looking after the firm's watch business in that city.

Architects have drawn very attractive plans for

the remodeling of the front of W. J. Eisele's store,

7 N. Meridian Street. Since the tnarked improve-

ment in his health, Mr. Eisele has become anxious

to improve his store, which is conveniently located

III the heart of the shopping district. The near

future will see these plans well under way.

After a serious illness of some weeks' duration,

Emil Kernel, head watchmaker with Carl L. Rost,

is again at his bench, well started on the return

road to good health.

The Hoosier Jewelry Co. expected to throw

open the door of their handsome room, in the

Terminal Station, for trade October Toth, but an

unexpected delay in . getting the store fixtures,

delayed the opening a couple of weeks.

Albert Berg, watchmaker with Carl L. Rost,

visited his former home in Pittsburg, Pa., last

month. He has found Indianapolis so much to his

liking that he has brought his family here.

I. I). 13elasco, the busy foreman of the A. P.

Craft Manufacturing Co., is a brother of David

Belasco, the successful theatrical manager and

playwright.
Lou R. Mauzy, a Massachusetts Avenue jeweler,

recently enjoyed a visit from his father, Z. T. Mauzy,

one of Rushville, Ind., well-known and successful

merchants.
A recent visit to the store of Carl L. Rost,

N. Illinois Street, found the employees busy open-

ing a most attractive line of holiday specialties.

Mr. Rost, who belongs to the " hustlers," bought

his stock early. He has every confidence in the

trade outlook and reports his September sales fifty

per cent. better than for the same month last year.

Mrs. Rost, whose serious illness kept her husband

home much of last month, has fully recovered.

1917

Fred. C. Fogas has opened a watch repair shop

and put in a small but well-selected stock of jewelry,

at 926 South Meridian Street. Mr. Fogas is a

brother of Geo. A. Fogas, a young man who came

to this city a stranger about five years ago, and, in

thatiime, built up an established and growing trade

on busy Massachusetts Avenue.

The Fidelity Watch & Diamond Co. has made

some changes in its room that add to the appear-

ance as well as to the convenience. Wall cases

bave been installed and the office moved to the rear.

October, with bright and bracing

Catches by weather, was a fine month in

Jewelry Fishermen which to enjoy the sport of bass

fishing in the lakes and streams

of Indiana. Julius C. Walk and Charles Kiefer

added to their laurels by making some great catches

at Lake Maxinkuckee ; S. T. Nichols caught any

number of big. bass at Lake Wawasee. H. A.

Comstock sent home some fine specimens of bass,

which he caught in the Tippecanoe River ; while

big John Gardner, known all over the State for his

prowess as a fisherman, caught fifteen good-sized

bass, in a half-day's sport, from the streams near

Brooklyn, Ind.

Charles L. Schmidt, who a few months ago

withdrew from the firm of Leo Lando and opened

an optical establishment with H. A. Comstock, the

jeweler, has found business beyond his expecta-

tions. Mr. Schmidt's brother, Adolph, is manager

of the manufacturing and grinding department,

which is located on the second floor.

I. M. Rowe, of the Moses Optical Establish-

ment, in the Y. M. C. A. Building, says the optical

business in September has been very good. The

first week of the month was the best week in the

whole year for the firm.
Leo Lando, optician, in the Newton Claypool

Building, is a strong and active opponent of legis-

lative protection for opticians. He has been

opposed to every effort made in that direction by

the Indiana Optical Society, and openly declares

that he will fight any and all bills prepared for pre-

sentation to the State Legislature, in which there

are any restrictions placed on the practice of

optics in this State.
The Winters Optical Company, is a new firm

that has opened up at 50 North Delaware Street.

H. H. Bishop, a Virginia Avenue jeweler, has

returned from a most enjoyable trip of several

weeks' duration in Colorado, looking fine and with

several pounds additional weight. Mr. Bishop was

accompanied by his wife.

Urfer Brothers, 923 Massachusetts Avenue,

have recently made some improvements in their

jewelry store. Urfer Brothers, who are both watch-

makers and jewelers, also conduct a furniture and

hardware business. The three stores are distinct

in themselves but connected by archways. Each

store has its own manager, but the entire business

is under the personal supervision of one of the

Urfer Brothers.
Joseph Hummel, Jr., Muncie, Ind., a frequent

visitor to this market, was among the buyers in the

city recently selecting novelties for the home store.

On October loth, the Bureau of Statistics of the

Department of Agriculture, at Washington, D. C.,

reported that the Indiana corn crop in the finest

condition of any in the whole country, being only

one point below perfect.

The friends of Ed. Roy, watchmaker for J. D.

Taylor, of Logansport, Ind., extend their sincere

sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. Roy upon the sudden

death of their infant son, Edward, September 3oth.

The dread disease pneumonia attacked the little

fellow, and despite all efforts proved fatal.

(continued on page 1919)
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J. A. Darragh, a mining engineer

from Cambourne, British Co-

in Indiana lumbia, recently made a pros-

pecting trip through Brown

County, Ind. He found several varieties of gems.

Mr. Darragh agrees with W. S. Blatc
hley, State

Geologist, in regard to the glacial origin of the

stones. The origin is supposed to tie somewhere

in the,neighborhood of James Bay, Britis
h America,

and the stones were carried down by glacial 
drifts.

Mr. Darragh will do considerable prospecting

between the Great Lakes and Hudson Bay before

he returns to Southern Indiana, where he believes

are to be found diamonds and other precious s
tones.

J. W. Royse, manager of the Gold Creek Min-

ing Company, in Morgan county, is making a

specialty of mining small

rubies to be used for watch

jewels. The stones are

found in abundance.

F.O. Brooks, of Brooks

& Chapman, Madison, Ind.,

recently enjoyed a visit

from his brotker, Austin

Brooks,of Galesburg, Ill. In

1850, the Brooks Brothers

opened a jewelry store in

Main Cross Street, and con-

tinued in business until 1863.

when Austin went West and

engaged in the wool and

hide trade, his brother con-

tinuing until the present

date in the old town, where

he has achieved deserved

success. Last week,. Mr.

Brooks made a visit to the

East, combining a purchas-

ing trip with a visit to his

daughter.
George L. Spahr, a

popularjeweler, of Lebanon,

Ind., was a visiting buyer in

this market recently.
S.Barrow, of Kempton,

Ind., was a recent buyer in this market. Mr.

Barrow was accompanied by his daughter, who

assisted in selecting holiday novelties.

October 4th was a lucky day for

Many Valuable a mussel digger named C. F.

Newman, of Vincennes, Ind.

On that day he received $5000

from D. W. Langdon, buyer for an Eastern house,

for a pearl that he had taken from a mussel shell

dragged out of the Wabash river. It was the

most valuable ever taken from the river at that

point. Newman also found two other pearls for

which he received $50 and $65 apiece. In the win-

do k■ s of the Vincennes jewelers are pearls and
slugs found near that city. It is estimated that

within fifteen miles of Vincennes, something like a

thoti,land people are more or less interested in

mussel shell digging. A number of Eastern houses

keep buyers there all the time.

The expedition sent to Spain by

the Indiana University, The

Indianapolis News and the

Reader Magazine to observe
the total solar eclipse, which occurred on August

30th, have returned feeling that the trip resulted in

much benefit to the scientific world. The photo-

graphs taken show many interesting features of the

MOVEMENTS ARE FINE TIMEPIECES

A trial will con-

vince you of their

merits.

Send for price-list.

All made with Lever Escapement and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cases

Made in 6 Different Grades
10 L1GNE 11 L1GNE 0 SIZE, 12 SIZE 16 SIZE

From 7 jewels to 21 jewels
Adjusted to heat and cold and 5 positions

EDMOND E. ROBERT SELLING

3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK j 
AGENTS

r-

Why is it so many
watch movements
are sold under the
pica that they are
just as good as the
OMEGA? There
must be a reason.

 .J)

I CROSS & BEGUELIN
17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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THE 
ss 
BATES "(K„„t Kum Off) BRACELET

2Z You Want It. Why?
Because it represents

everything that is good in a
bracelet ; good wearing qual-
ity, handsome design and
unique construction, with no
visible joint or catch, easy

2o to put on or take off—just
a slight pull and a twist, yet
it will not become unfastened

when on the arm.

It is made in plain polished, satin, Old English, Roman, chased

and stone set, and in three sizes, Large, Medium and Small.

Buy the "BATES" and you buy The Best.
Our line this season is much larger and better than ever, containing many new and handsome

designs in Fobs, Lockets, etc.

Patent Pending

41111M-PlISVOrir

BATES & BACON, MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
NEW YORK OFFICE-9 Maiden Lane

CHICA00 OFFICE-1433 State Street
Attleboro, Mass.

Precious Stones

Pearls

eclipse that were not visible to the naked eye.

The Indiana camp had the longest photographic

camera in Spain, with this camera (sixty feet long)

were obtained eight pictures in the three minutes

and forty-two seconds during which the eclipse

lasted. The Indiana party operated twelve

cameras, varying in length from eight inches to

sixty feet. The longest was designed with the idea

of getting pictures on a large scale and of minute

detail, the short ones being valuable for speed.

With all the cameras at work, thirty-four pictures

were obtained in the three minutes and forty-two

seconds of totality.

Numerous and

Travelers for local jobbers

have been sending in very

Satisfactory Orders satisfactory orders, all calling

for a nice class of goods.

Indications are very favorable for a holiday trade

that will be sure to produce "the smile that won't

come off." The retail trade can hardly be said to

L. L. Norton, traveler far S. T. Nichols & Co.,

was called to New York City last month on busi-

ness matters of a personal character.

E. 0. Collins, a well-known jeweler, of Frank-

lin, Ind., was recently met at a local manufacturer's

looking after special orders for the home trade.

Charles J. Marson, Cambridge City, Ind., has

recently made a number of improvements in his

store. A workshop, for which he has long felt the

need, has been added and thoroughly equipped.

E. M. Green, until recently with Samuel Pra-

ger, Terre Haute, Ind., is on the lookout for a

good location in which to open a jewelry store.

E. B. Edmunds has succeeded to the business

of the recently dissolved jewelry firm of Hale &

Co., at Bluffton, Ind.

0. F. Farr, Wabash, Ind., has sold out to L. L.

Daugherty, who will continue at the old stand.

The city of Muncie, Ind., recently lost one of

its old landmarks when the small frame building

at 207 West Main Street

was torn down. In 1846,

A. M. Klein erected the
modest little building, and

in it conducted the first
jewelry store in that town.
The original business,grown

almost beyond recognition,

is now being carried on in

handsome and spacious
quarters by Henry C. Klein

& Sons.
Wickliffe, Md., has a

new jewelry repair shop

located in the McElmurry

Building and owned by J.L.

Will jams.
Brunstein & Kilbert

have bought out the jewelry

and loan business of the

Star Loan Co., at Evans-
ville Ind.

C. A. Rigdon, Warsaw,

Ind., is preparing to retir&.

from active business. His
jewelry store is for sale.

The store of John J.
Harrison, of Clayton, which
is nine miles from this city,

was visited by burglars early last month. The

safe was blown open, but no goods were taken, the

cracksmen satisfying themselves with some $r5o

cash. The interior of the room, however, was

wrecked and the safe completely demolished. The

explosion aroused the neighborhood and the people

rushed to the scene, but the robbers had made

good their escape.

'Washington Street, Indianapolis •

have taken on fall activity yet, but prospects are

bright. The opticians all enjoyed a fine October

trade.
H. W. Hicks, Alexandria, Ind., visited the

local jobbers last month, and selected goods for

the home store.
F. C. Sheldon, Shelbyville, Ind., stopped off in

Indianapolis en route home from a purchasing trip

to Chicago early in October.

Joseph P. Mingle, Yorktown, Ind., was in the

city recently doing some stocking up for the fall

trade.
The jewelry business formerly conducted by

Conway, Stanton & Lanham has been bought out

by Stanton & Lanham, and moved to 19 Virginia

Avenue.
The Libby Prison Association, of Chicago,

has recently come into possession of an iron letter

1), with which the cheek of a Civil-War deserter

was branded. Isaac Booth, senior member of the

well-known jewelry firm of Booth & Son, Tipton,

Ind., made that letter D and distinctly remembers

when it was used, and says he would readily recog-

nize the iron brand of disgrace. At a recent re-

union of the 75th Indiana Regiment, held at

Wabash, Ind., the incident was discussed, many of

the survivors being familiar with it.

Matches for Cutting Gage Glasses

The easiest method of cutting gage glasses is

wall red-headed matches. Measure off the glass,

wet the head of a match thoroughly, and with it

mark a circle on the inside of the glass at the point

where it is to cut. Strike another match, hold it

on the outside of the glass under the marked circle

and the glass will break off with smooth edges at

the point marked. The trick can be done with but

one match, says a correspondent of Power, and is

so simple and easy that a gage cutter is wholly

unnecessary. If you cannot reach far enough

into the glass the first time, make a second cut.

"I do not know of anything to improve your

journal, as I think TheKeystone is ' it.' "—C. M.
Ration, Jeweler, Colegrove, California.



THE KEYSTONE
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TRADE

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

California

S. Conradi Co. have considerably enlarged
and improved their handsome store at 203 South
Spring Street, Los Angeles, and have augmented
their stock, force and facilities. This firm is now
admirably equipped to cater to its increasing num-
ber of patrons, and is in excellent shape for their
holiday trade, which they anticipate will be un-
usually large.

G. E. Wolf, who held a responsible position
with the San Luis Jewelry Co., of San Luis Obispo,
and his wife, suddenly disappeared from the place
recently. A local paper states that, owing to
Wolf's position he was extended a line of credit
which he proceeded to take advantage of to the
fullest extent. From casual remarks made on the
day of his disappearance, it was learned, the paper
states, that Wolf had left unpaid bills to the amount
of two hundred dollars. It is said that Wolf left
on the South-bound night train, presumably for
Mexico.

Colorado

H. C. Otwell, formerly watchmaker for H. B.
Carswell, of Kansas City, Mo., has accepted a simi-
lar position with A. J. Stark & Co., of Denver.

A. M. Wood, one of Denver's enterprising
jewelers, has removed from 1120 to 913 Seven-
teenth Street. In his new location he has a neat
and well-selected stock of watches, jewelry and
novelties, and is in excellent shape to handle his
Christmas trade. This latter he hopes to be the
greatest in the history of his business.

Connecticut

H. M. Amadon, formerly of Bellows Falls,
Vt., has opened a jewelry store in Stamford, this
State.

Jeweler Bates has opened a new jewelry store
in the Opera House Block, Stamford.

Illinois

Jeweler A. F. Pierce, of Milford, has lately
been passing the havanas upon the arrival of a
fine ten-pound baby girl at his home. THE KEY-
STONE extends congratulations to the rejoicing
parents.

Stanley McPherron, the jeweler-stationer, of
Greenfield, has been executing some notable im-
provements in his store, the most important being
the installation of new and handsome wall cases,
to be exclusively devoted to the display of silver-
ware. The regular jewelry department has been
enlarged to provide room for his increased stock,
so that, in point of fixtures and accommodation,
Jeweler McPherron has now an admirable store
and is well equipped to handle a large holiday
trade.

Indiana

E. B. Edmunds has purchased the interest of
E. M. Hale, in the firm of Hale & Co., Bluffton,
and will hereafter conduct that business under the
name of Hale & Co., E. B. Edmunds, proprietor.
The purchaser had been associated with Mr. Hale
for the past eight years, and during the last half of
that time had been manager of the store.

Iowa

Having been appointed time-lock expert for
the Iowa Bankers' Association, J. W. Loyer, of
Newton, now confines his activities in the jewelry
business to the repairing of chronometers and fine
watches.

C. J. Schroeder, of Manning, has moved his
jewelry business from the East side of the street to
handsome quarters in the fine, new, two-story
building of G. H. Grau, on the West side. In

his new location, Jeweler Schroeder enjoys many
notable advantages. His fixtures are of mahogany
and plate glass and afford the fullest display facili-
ties for his watch, diamond and jewelry stocks.

Massachusetts

Following the demise, a short time ago, of
Wm. H. Robinson, of Robinson & Anderson,
375 Main Street, Worcester, reported in these col-
umns last month, it has been announced that the
business will be continued by Hjalmar S. Ander-
son, the remaining partner, under the old firm-
name of Robinson & Anderson. Mr. Anderson
assumes all the firm's liabilities and will receive all
its outstanding accounts.

The jewelers, watchmakers and opticians of
Fitchburg and vicinity held an informal banquet at
the Hotel Columbia, Fitchburg, some weeks ago,
which was followed by a discussion of matters per-
taining to the trade, W. W. Newcomb, jeweler, of
Fitchburg, presiding. The feature of the evening
was a questioa box, in which questions concerning
the trade were deposited, and later answered by
those who could give the desired information. It
was voted to hold three similar banquets and
meetings each year—one at Fitchburg, one at Leo-
minster and one at Clinton. Those present were:
F. L. Parkhurst, C. M. Smith, M. J. Fowler. W. E.
Wilder, P. H. Safford, W. H. Stevenson, N. C.
Rublee, William Keating, M. L. Cut•ler, A. E. Nye
and F. L. Rice, of Fitchburg ; E. I. Thomas, C. H.
Abbott, Frank Richardson, M. J. Gillespie and
R. H. Safford, of Leominster ; J. F. Bartlett, Ed-
ward Bartlett, Carl Schmidt and L. F. Whitney, of
Clinton, and H. E. French, of Hudson.

Mark P. John, an expert watchmaker and
jeweler of long experience, has taken permanent
quarters in the store of the Lowell Drug Co., Lowell,
and has inaugurated a retail jewelry and repair busi-
ness with an excellent stock of watches, clocks, etc.,
and a complete mechanical equipment.

Michigan

The jewelry store of C. S. Rutledge, St. Jo-
seph, was recently visited by a severe fire, in which
the safe, fixtures and practically the entire stock
perished. The loss is but partially covered by in-
surance. THE KEYSTONE tenders its sympathy to
Jeweler Rutledge and trusts he will soon overcome
the unfortunate reverse.

New York

John Walter Ash, of Ash Brothers, the well-
known jewelry firm, 144 E. Water Street, Elmira,
also of Binghamton, was married recently in Zion
Episcopal Church, Windsor, to Miss Lilia May
Lovell Brown, of Elmira, Rev. J. B. Andress
officiating. THE KEYSTONE joins with their many
friends in extending congratulations to the happy
couple.

Ohio

A. E. McKinstry, who for the past four years
had been watchmaker for J. G. Kapp, 415 Summit
Street, Toledo, and a youth named W. Donohue,
who had been in the employ of the Swigart Optical
Co., also of that city, were drowned recently in
Maumee Bay, under sad circumstances. McKin-
stry, who was an ex-commodore of the Maumee
River Yacht Club, his wife, their six-months' old
baby and a number of other friends, including the
drowned boy Donohue, went on a fishing expedi-
tion on the watchmaker's launch Tourist. When
some distance down the river the batteries failed
to work satisfactorily, and after a futile effort to
rectify them, McKinstry decided to go ashore in
the dinghy, get new batteries and return to the
launch. The Donohue lad volunteered to accom-
pany him, and, despite their friends' discourage-
ments, set out. Some hours afterwards the watch-
maker's botly, in a life-preserver, was recovered,
and that of the boy still later. The only solution
to the drowning is that the boat with its tiny sail
either capsized or swamped. Much sympathy is felt
for the bereaved relatives of both victims.

J. G. Kapp, the enterprising jeweler, of 415
Summit Street, Toledo, has of late made some
very notable improvements in his store. He has
installed an entire new front with prism lights, a
handsomely decorated metal ceiling and fifteen full
plat; marble--base show cases, equipped with

November, /

lighting fixtures of antique bronze with orien
glass globes. A mosaic tile floor also contribu
to the striking appearance of this interesting sto

Ontario

Norman Bassett, the Whitby jeweler, is
earnest believer in the advertising power of ar
dressed windows, and, accordingly, handso
window displays are an important feature of
business methods. One of his recent displa
which attracted a good deal of admiration, had
a background cheese cloth trimmed with bands
red silk ribbon. The floor was covered with wh
washable China silk, which latter material he fin
the most economic and practicable for the purpo
He changes the color frequently, but of late
been using white. The display embodied ma
pleasing contrasts and exhibited the goods tot
cellent advantage.

Tennessee

The jewelry and drug business of Menees
Patton Co., Springfield, has been purchased
Dulin, Glenn & Co., of that place. Since Feb;
ary last, when fire consumed a large portion of tl
business houses of the town, including the store
Menees & Patton Co., there was no suitable piac.
in which that firm might re-open. Dulin, Glenn
Co. have completed a mammoth building on
portion of the burned district and have equipp,
it in magnificent style. R. A. Davis, hitherto
progressive proprietor of Menees & Patton Co., h '
joined them and will manage their jewelry depar
ment. The new firm will employ a watchmab
and will carry in stock a full line of watches, (11
monds, jewelry, cut glass and clocks of the 'tight,
grade.

Utah

L. E. Hubbard, the well-known Park Cit
jeweler, and his wife, retnrned home recently fm
an extended tour of the Eastern cities. Jewelt
Hubbard was a delegate from Park City to t
Odd Fellows' convention held in Philadelphia, Pa
at the conclusion of which he continued his tor.
and visited Atlantic City, N. J.; New York Ciu
Baltimore, Washington, Niagara Falls, besides
big cities of the Middle West. Jeweler Hubba
is of the opinion that Philadelphia is the cleane
most beautiful city of the East, not exceptin
Washington, D. C. The grandeur of Niaga
Falls impressed the visitors, and a short jaunt
the Canadian side was much enjoyed. The touris
brought back some unique souvenirs of the vario
places of interest on their route, among them
large and beautiful collection of picture pos
cards.

Wisconsin

L. A. LeMieux, of Seymour, has retired fro
the jewelry, optical, stationery and drug busine
and will hereafter devote himself exclusively
his increasing practice in ophthalmology. To the
end he has opened a fine new office in the Fi
National Bank Building. Mr. LeMieux had be
engaged in business as a jeweler, stationer and
optician for many years, having been located I
Seymour since 1873.

The Firefly's Secret

The light of the firefly is believed to have 10

efficiency of virtually too per cent. of the energp

expended, whereas recent tests indicate that tht

light efficiency of the ordinary incandescent lamp

is only 2.6 per cent.; the rest of the energy il

expended in producing heat which is not needed.

Inventors do not yet despair of success in imitatin

the firefly's economical method of producing Ii

illumination. In a recent paper F. C. Caldwe

says that it is well within the range of possibilit

that we may see the transmission of light-producin

energy entirely done away with. and a return mad4

to some form of portable lamp, consuming s

exceedingly small amount of material, and pre
ducing a " cold," or firefly-like light.

I

1"The Best Watch in the World
for the Money"

T1 1 Is has always been the trade slogan of the New

York Standard Watch Co. Our new watch for

jewelers is making it more emphatic than ever before.

This is a watch worthy of any trade—comfiensating bal-

ance, breguet hairspring, 7 jewels, lever escapement ; two

finishes—nickel damaskeened, and combined fancy gilt

and nickel damaskeened ; pendant set, in i 8 size

Open-Face and 6 size Hunting and

Open-Face; fully guaranteed.

S Size Hunting and Open Face

A Low-Priced Watch
Made Especially
for Jewelers

:- -_

-
siie Hunting and Open Face

This watch has a thoroughly good finish

throughout—in all its parts, and is carefully

constructed to give the jeweler a watch he can sell with

perfect confidence and that will satisfactorily meet the very

large demand that exists for a low-priced watch. Made 
in

one of the largest American factories, running full 
time

on this one thing. That is the reason the price is so low.

Write to us for price-list. Your jobber has a full

stock, but early orders are necessary—the demand is grea
t.

New York Standard Watch Co., Jersey City, N. J.
 ••■•■•■



THE WATCH HOUSE
d the Northwest

The largest
and most complete
stock in the Northwest

Our 20th year in
Minneapolis

1885=
1905

A full and complete line of new and up-to-date

Gold and
Gold Filled Jewelry

/

• =-

Our new Tool and Material Catalogue will be ready soon and we will be pleased
to send it to you, free of charge, upon application

TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

Every

Roy

Watch Case
is made

from

Assayed

Gold

Presentation Watches WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

and

Quality

is

Guaranteed

as

Stamped

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY 21-23 Maiden LaneNEW YORK
206 Kearny Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Why you should give

HOWARD WATCHES
the PREFERENCE

Made in 16 size only in

the following grades:

23 ruby and sapphire jewels ( raised gold
set Hugs) ; adjusted to 5 posit ions, Iv iii per.
ut ir s and istsehronism ; breguet Inds-Awing ;

icrotiostric regulsttor ; gold t iiii heels ;
double roller ; st eel tsscape whe-1 H. hi re
pallet stones ; all stoel parts highly ti iiIe1;
ex I ra fine, hand-made, doulde-su n h (ia I ;
timed in the case ond certificate of rating
furnished with each watch.

19 rolsy and sapphire jewels (gold settings):
adju,ted to 3 positions, temperature stud
tsoch on ism ; breguet hairspring ; micrometric
regulator ; gold center wheel ; double roller •,
steel escape wheel ; sappliii•e palls•t stones ; all
steel parts highly finished ; est 1.0. tine, hand-
made. double-sunk 1 i ti ; timed in the case
and certificate of rating furnished with each
watch.

11 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings) ;
adjusted to 3 positions and temperature;
bregttet hairspring ; micromet ric regulator ;
gold center wheel ; roller ; steel escape
wheel ; sapphire pallet stones ; all steel parts
highly flitishbri ; extra fine, hand-made, double-
suuk dial ; timed in case.

17 ruby and sapphire jewels (gold settings);
adjusted to tem perm u re ; breguet hairspring•,
micrometric regulator ; gold center wheel ,• btt•el
escape wheel ; salads ire pallet stones ; all steel
parts highly finished ; extra fine, hand-made
dial; timed in case.

QUALITY

1923

Every sale you make should

be the preparatory move for

another sale; every transaction

of any kind an invitation to your customer to

come back—an inducement to buy from you only.

There is but one way to do this—build on quality.

The Howard Complete Watches give you the key

to the watch situation. No other watch is its

superior in construction—whatever the price; no

other watch is more carefully adjusted; no other

watch is readjusted after casing at the factory;

no other American watch has a rating card; no

other watch is so elegantly packed for show or

selling—individual polished mahogany, silk-lined

boxes; no other watch is priced from the factory

—absolute fairness to seller and buyer—certainty

of good profit to the dealer—cutting penalized—

trade prices never published.

Write to us for booklet giving full description

and prices at which Howard Complete Watches

are sold to the public. Also list of jobbers from

whom they can be obtained.

E. HOWARD WATCH CO., Waltham, Mass.



Jas. Boss Gold Filled Watch Cases Keystone Solid Gold Cases
Cross
Section

Guaranteed K. 585 1.1101.1sainithS line

  Tho Bow of the BOSS Filled Case is Solid
loll (in the 25-year quality).

Showing thickness of sheet of Gold on C1,0,1,
.,1* Ilie BOSS Filled Case.

Showing ion-metal supporting Gold
Oil Cron.,

The heavy
lines

Indicate the
Solid Gold

in the
Boss Case

Sine% Inc thiekness of sheet of 1;014 on
Penibiei of i lie lit Filled lase.

OF COURSE

YOU KNOW
HOW THEY

ARE MADE

stISTON4...

Showing thickness of sheet of' composition-
metal in Pondant. But do you stop to think what

a great amount of gold these
black lines represent?

,-.114,vilig
„I. ,111,11 !odd, 10 1)1.

.1,11.1 line inilieate, the clasS, 01' "vry,I;11...

All the outside or wearing surface of
the case is a heavy sheet of Solid Gold,
of sufficient thickness (proved by 50
years' wear) to justify our guarantee
which is stamped in the 25 and 20=year
cases.

And how little may be on the other kind
that is a little cheaper?

More on these Boss Cases
than is ever worn off a solid
case. In some instances 48
years' straight wear has not
brought the composition to
sight.

roti:trit,thw ”t. this
1/INifIP ( 'Up k sante
as Front Lid. In the
BC/SS Filled Case.

showing thickness of sheet of Gold on the outside of
['loon/ Lid of the BOSS Filled Case.

■■1. •114.4 t i ll011-Inetal

■.old.

Showing thickness of sheet of Gold on the inside of
Front Lid of the BC/SS Filled Case.

The inner sheet of very hard and
tough stiffening metal, between the two
sheets of Solid Gold, adds much to the
strength of the case, takes nothing from
its beauty, and reduces its cost.

./eiii/s aro tilaile
oI :solid in all ;

You remember how often the others come
hack with dissatisfied customers back of
them.

Certainly, the Boss Cases cost
more. It is a matter bf gold ;
nothing more.
It is an exchange of gold for
gold.
The Boss Cases are made bet-
ter, but you pay no more for
that—our organization a n d
specialization work at less cost
than the smaller makers.
See the hundreds of rich new
designs at your jobber's.

D.960

,0,1S-roA,

0

D. 1020.

ing 111,Ild supporting Gold on
( ,frr, or " liiiL of

tillek11,s tlf ,111 ,ct (of I 'mid MI the tallSitle
u/er, or " Riot," of the It( )SS 1,illed Case.

THE
KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
Now York

Chicago

Philadelphia Cincinnati

San Francisco

BY THIS MARK YOU KNOW THEM

The illustrations on this page are all of 0 size

Hunting Cases, set ‘vith brilliants. The different

effects can be furnished in Plain, Satin or Roman

Finish. We bought a big stock of diamonds before

the rise in prices ; but give you the benefit of both

our foresight and capital. Although diamond prices

are still climbing up, our prices have remained

stationary. Stock large ; variety greater ; stones

lovely in a pure whiteness.

Better buy now for the whole year ; better

buy TO-DAY, before the holiday demand

disturbs the assortment. See them at your

jobber's.

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
Philadelphia

Chicago
CincinnatiCincinnati
San Francisco
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The New Chronograph Watch
made by the New York Standard Watch Co., is now being
supplied to the trade in Jas. Boss 25-year Gold Filled Cases.
This combines the Best Chronograph Watch with theWorld's
Standard Filled Case—a complete watch that merits a place
in the stock of every jeweler. Ask your jobber to show you
these watches, and place your order early.

706. 7 Jeweled. 707. 10 Jeweled.
0. F. 18 size gold filled. 25-year guarantee, screw

back and jointed bezel. Engine-turned spot

AN IDEAL

HOLIDAY

SPECIALTY

TO BE HAD FROM ALL JOBBERS _

706. 7 Jeweled. 707. 10 Jeweled.
0. I,. 18 size gold filled, 25-year guarantee, sew

back and jointed bezel. Engine-turned shield

All the qualifications of durable holiday stock are found
in a special manner in these watches. The very high prices
of imported chronographs and their time-honored association
with wealth have given a prestige to this make of watch that
at the very moderate price of the new chronograph must
make it the readiest of sellers. Just think ! Equal to the
best imported, and at a price within the reach of all.
Something to talk about and to give your watch stock
variety, life and up-to-dateness.

VICTOR NIVOIS, 47-49 Maiden Lane, New York

LADIES WATCHES
Each one a little gem of artis-
tic beauty and a thousand styles
and designs to choose from.
Guaranteed by the makers to

keep perfect time all the time.
Ac cur a c y, daintiness and

elegance (a combination rare in
a lady's watch) are assured to
purchasers of the New England.
Ask you jewelers to show you
the " New England trays."

Sold Everywhere from

$5.00 to $36.00

The New Englanu Blue Book(Edi-
tion A) of Ladies' Watches and
the New England Red Book (Edi-
tion B) of Men's Watches fully
illustrate the entire line. Write
to-day for the book you wish, to

THE NEW ENGLAND
WATCH COMPANY

3749 Malden Lane, New York City

CHICAGO and SAN FAANCItil 0

New England
Watches

are being more widely advertised to-day than

any other watch. The advertisement repro-

duced herewith is one of several New England

Watch ad v er ti s em en ts now appearing in

rnagazines and weekly periodicals, entering

each issue more than

Four Million Homes
This ;1(1\-crtisiiig is being supplemented by

direc t correspondence with thousands of

individuals who have written us inquiring

about our watches and where they may be pur-

chased. We always refer these inquiries to the

nearest dealer.

Are -V 0 U prepared to receive these

inquiries, Mr. Dealer? If not, write

The New England Watch Company
MAKERS OF COMPLETE WATCHES ONLY

WATERBURY, CONN.

37-39 Maiden Lane

New York

131-137 Wabash Ave. Spreckels Building

Chicago, Ill. San Francisco, Cal.
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The Watch House of Philadelphia

H. 0. HURLBURT Ci SONS 
14 South Tenth Street 

Philadelphia

I Everything in Watches
 ANN=Nii44.1

GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES

1.S1 AIM MI. C IA A:

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AN. 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E "

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

203

An•

kNGFCF.1".‘

307

205

•1 • F

 .01.1.4201110OCINM,

IM-

•*FA .

204

I 206

mad,. silver, Rolled-Plate, ffun'Afetal, Royal Copper and
19. 1: Enamel. Samples sent upon request

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT 

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

Ily JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and
HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-Mechanical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

athorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, JR., Charleston, S. C. Former pupil of the
Lode Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1905, by R. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part XXIII.)

226 a. Determination of the Profile of a Tooth Corresponding

to a Profile Chosen Arbitrarily (according to Reuleaux). Suppose

gk en a b cde fg ..ijkthe profile chosen, A and B the primi-

tive circumferences of the two wheels whose respective centers are

0 and 0' (Fig. 61 a).
One draws the normals a6, b5, c4, . . . 2h, 8i, 4 j, 5k, to the

profile given. Through the points a, b, c, d . . . i, j k, one passes

arcs of circles described from 0' as center. From S as center with

the lengths a6, b5, c4 . . . 4j, 5k (normals) one describes arcs of

circles which will determine the intersections V/, V, IV, III, II, I,

11, Ill, III„ IV,. This series of points, connected, form the

to'
"- r - - '''''''''' 1,-;:›111

Ns' '''''''''' ''''''' •••••treo..•• ..... . ..•• •

.
• .........

.....

, 

. .............. *,`

. ................. .. .

......

Fig. fila

I'sqc of the gearing (place of the points of contact). This done,

lroin the point 0 as center, one describes arcs of circles passing

through the points J If, HI, . . . 1.11, 111„ . . . The lengths

of arcs Si, 1.2, 2.3, 3.4, 4.5, taken on A, will be retaken on B

and will determine the lengths of the corresponding arcs S

1,2,, 2,3,, 3 4„ 4, 5, (instantaneous centers of rotation). If

from these last one lays off the lengths of the normals a, 61= a b,

b, 5, b5, I:, tj = C4, etc., and if these are connected by a con-

tinuous curve, one will have the profile sought, a„b,,c,...i,, j1 k.

226 b. Gearings by the Evolvent of a Circle. In extension of

that which we have said about evolvent of circle gearings (219),

one c (0).an2f2urth further establish, in a very simple manner, the kind of

generation of the forms of contact by employing the method of the

rollers
In effect, the primitive circumferences of such a gearing being

known and the generatrix being the straight line A A' (Fig. 55)
in lined on the line of centers and passing through the point of

..:;ency of the primitive circles, the rolling of this line around a
I. rent circle .E E, interior to the primitive circumference of the

will cause to be described by a point M of this line an

e\ )lvent D D. The rolling of the same line around a circle

t but interior, to the primitive circumference of the pinion,

,‘ 1 cause to be described by the same point M a second evolvent

D' D', which is the form of the conjugated tooth.
It is clear that the rotation of a line tangent to a circle is

effeectceirdelei.n the same manner when, according to the condi-

tion established, it must be accomplished on the exterior of the

wheel's primitive circle and on the interior of the pinion's 
primitIv

-

Remark : Let us further state the fact that an evolvent of a

circle is nothing more than an epicycloid described by a point of a

generating circle whose radius is infinite.

Teeth-Range.

227. Up to the present, before approacfiing the details relative

to the distribution of the teeth on their wheels, we have been

occupied solely with the determination of the curves, or profiles

of contact, by which these teeth mutually drive each other, without

determining the points where they terminate. The time has now

come to pay attentian to these questions.
From the geometrical point of view, a single tooth could,

strictly speaking, suffice for the transmission of the movement ;

but, in practice, there would result complications and physical

impossibilities, independently of the obstacles also very serious,

arising from friction. One furnishes, therefore, the wheels with

several teeth, and it is, for this reason, necessary to make them

all identical.
Each tooth has two profiles. Strictly speaking, the posterior

face could be left any shape ; such are, for example, the teeth

called " wolf," in some gearings for stem winders. It happens,

however, often enough, in mechanics, that sometimes one wheel

drives another, and sometimes it is driven by the other ; therefore,

the movement takes place in both directions. It is best, for this

reason, to construct the two faces alike. The tooth is then

" symmetrical " with relation to a radius of the primitive circle,

which is, in some degree, its " bisectrix."
The teeth being identical and their number a whole number,

they, therefore, divide the primitive circumference into a certain

number qf equal parts between them, which is called the " _pitch"

of the gearing (184). This pitch is subdivided into three parts,

the full, the blank and the filay. The full is the space measured

on the primitive circle and occupied by the material of the wheel ;
the blank is the surplus, which should remain clear to allow the

introduction of the conjugate tooth ; the play is an accessory blank,

which does not seem at first to be necessary from the geometrical

view-point, but which, in reality, is indispensable.
Numerous causes render the play necessary for the action of

gearings : for instance, imperfections in the divisions of the wheels

by the machine, the shake necessary to the pivots in their holes, the

expansion of the bodies of which the mobiles are formed and the

inevitable introduction of foreign bodies in the wheel teeth, are all

so many reasons for this necessity.
228. It can be said that the play is the relation of the arc not

occupied by the sum of the breadths of the tooth and of the leaf,

to the pitch of the gearing.
If we represent by p the pitch of the gearing, by a the length

of the arc occupied by the tooth on the primitive circumference
and by b the length occupied on this same circumference by the

corresponding tooth of the other wheel, the play j will be expressed
by the formula

p — a — b
J — ft

If, for example, we had for a given case

fi = 6 mm., a = 2.8, and b = 2.8,

one would obtain the play of the gearing

6 — 2.8 — 2.8 Tts..
6

229. To determine the quantity of play necessary for a gear-

ing, one has to examine two conditions : First the solidity of the

wheel teeth and then the space to be reserved for the free passage

of small foreign bodies, such as dust or the particles which, inevi-

tably, are detached from the bearing surfaces on account of wear.

One or the other of these conditions can have the predominance,
according to the nature of the gearing.

Thus, in the gearing of stem-winding works, of the setting

gear, the rack of a repeating watch, etc., the conditions inherent

to the solidity of the wheel teeth should evidently predominate. In

the gearing of the fourth wheel with the escape pinion, there must
necessarily be reserved space for foreign bodies.

The same two conditions should also guide us in the choice of

the form to give to the part of the wheel teeth which forms what is

(14:429) (Continuea on Page 1931)
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226 a. Determination of the Profile of a Tooth Corresponding

to a Profile Chosen Arbitrarily (according to Reuleaux). Suppose

Ovenabcdefg...ijkthe profile chosen, A and .8 the primi-

ti circumferences of the two wheels whose respective centers are

,ind 0' (Fig. 6i a).
One draws the normals cto, 65, c4, . . . 2h, 8i, 4j, 5k, to the

profile given. Through the points a, b, c, d . . i, j k, one passes

arcs of circles described from 0' as center. From Sas center with

the lengths a„, b5, c4 . . . 4j, 5k (normals) one describes arcs of

circles which will determine the intersections VA V, IV, HA IA I,

I„ III,, IV1. This series of points, connected, form the

Fig. 61 a

line Of the gearing (place of the points of contact). This done,

from the point 0 as center, one describes arcs of circles passing

through the points I, g liZ . . . III„ . . . The lengths

of arcs Si, 1.2, 2.3, 34, 1.5, taken on A, will be retaken on B

and will determine the lengths of the corresponding arcs S z,

Il 21, 21 3,, 3 4„ 4, 5, (instantaneous centers of rotation). If

From these last one lays off the lengths of the normals a, 6, = a b,

1,1 5, =-- b 5, c, 4t1 = c 4, etc., and if these are connected by
 a con-

tinuous curve, one will have the profile sought, al, b, c,.. .11, j, kl.

226 b. Gearings by the Evolvent of a Circle. In extension of

1,, it which we have said about evolvent of circle gearings (219),

0:Ie can further establish, in a very simple manner, the kind of

-leration of the forms of contact by employing the method of the

ors (22o).
In effect, the primitive circumferences of such a gearing being

...i,,wn and the generatrix being the straight line A A' (Fig. 55)

in. lined on the line of centers and passing through the point of

t :,;.ency of the primitive circles, the rolling of this line around a

-:ent circle E E, interior to the primitive circumference of the

will cause to be described by a point M of this line an

I vent D D. The rolling of the same line around a circle

t .ent, but interior, to the primitive circumference of the pinion,

cause to be described by the same point M a second evolvent

D', which is the form of the conjugated tooth.
It is clear that the rotation of a line tangent to a circle is

eficcted in the same manner when, according to the condi-

tion established, it must be accomplished on the exterior of the

,el's primitive circle and on the interior of the pinion's primi-

circle.

DEPARTMENT

Remark : Let us further state the fact that an evolvent of a

circle is nothing more than an epicycloid described by a point of a

generating circle whose radius is infinite.

Teeth-Range.

227. Up to the present, before approacfiing the details relative

to the distribution of the teeth on their wheels, we have been

occupied solely with the determination of the curves, or profiles

of contact, by which these teeth mutually drive each other, without

determining the points where they terminate. The time has now

come to pay attentian to these questions.
From the geometrical point of view, a single tooth could,

strictly speaking, suffice for the transmission of the movement;

but, in practice, there would result complications and physical

impossibilities, independently of the obstacles also very serious,

arising from friction. One furnishes, therefore, the wheels with

several teeth, and it is, for this reason, necessary to make them

all identical.
Each tooth has two profiles. Strictly speaking, the posterior

face could be • left any shape ; such are, for example, the teeth

called " wolf," in some gearings for stem winders. It happens,

however, often enough, in mechanics, that sometimes one wheel

drives another, and sometimes it is driven by the other ; therefore,

the movement takes place in both directions. It is best, for this

reason, to construct the two faces alike. The tooth is then

" symmetrical " with relation to a radius of the primitive circle,

which is, in some degree, its " bisectrix."
The teeth being identical and their number a whole number,

they, therefore, divide the primitive circumference into a certain

number of equal parts between them, which is called the "pitch"

of the gearing (184). This pitch is subdivided into three parts,

the full, the blank and the play. The full is the space measured

on the primitive circle and occupied by the material of the wheel ;

the blank is the surplus, which should remain clear to allow, the

introduction of the conjugate tooth ; the play is an accessory blank,

which does not seem at first to be necessary from the geomarical

view-point, but which, in reality, is indispensable.
Numerous causes render the play necessary for the action of

gearings : for instance, imperfections in the divisions of the wheels

by the machine, the shake necessary to the pivots in their holes, the

expansion of the bodies of which the mobiles are formed and the

inevitable introduction of foreign bodies in the wheel teeth, are all

so many reasons for this necessity.
228. It can be said that the play is the relation of the arc not

occupied by the sum of the breadths of the tooth and of the leaf,

to the pitch of the gearing.
If we represent by p the pitch of the gearing, by a the length

of the arc occupied by the tooth on the primitive circumference

and by b the length occupied on this same circumference by the

corresponding tooth of the other wheel, the play j will be expressed

by the formula

(1929)

,-_-_—
p — a — b

ft

If, for example, we had for a given case

ft == 6 mm., a = 2.8, and b = 2.8,

one would obtain the play of the gearing

6 — 2.8 —2.8

6

229. To determine the quantity of play necessary for a gear-

ing, one has to examine two conditions : First the solidity of the

wheel teeth and then the space to be reserved for the free passage

of small foreign bodies, such as dust or the particles which, inevi-

tably, are detached from the bearing surfaces on account of wear.

One or the other of these conditions can have the predominance,

according to the nature of the gearing.
Thus, in the gearing of stem-winding works, of the setting

gear, the rack of a repeating watch, etc., the conditions inherent

to the solidity of the wheel teeth should evidently predominate. In

the gearing of the fourth wheel with the escape pinion, there must
necessarily be reserved space for foreign bodies.

The same two conditions should also guide us in the choice of

the form to give to the part of the wheel teeth which forms what is

(continue° on page 1931)
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called the depth of the teeth. Thus, when one desires a solid set

teeth one chooses in preference the If,roonundedthecocielitpratrh, asy,oneFigvi 62.shes

to construct a set of teeth leav-
ing place for foreign bodies,
one will adopt a form such as
is indicated in Fig. 63 ; in this
last case, one can also use the
lantern gearing.

230. In the gearings of

Fig. 62 stem-winding mechanism; of
change wheels for setting, etc.,

ne divides the play equally between the two wheels ; in the gear-

ings of the train of the watch
(Hie deducts it from the pinion
leaf alone, for the reason that
this last mobile is made of

tempered steel and offers,
consequently, more resistance
than the brass of which the
wheel is made. The solidity
of the leaf is, furthermore,
also increased by its greater
transverse length.

Another reason which makes us deduct the play from the leaf,

is that the wheels generally drive the pinions ; consequently, it is

the profile of the tooth which drives the flank of the leaf after the

line of centers. The curve of the tooth, therefore, must be of

sufficient length to be able to drive the flank far enough to prevent,

as much as possible, the tooth following entering into contact before

the line of centers. This, however, is not always possible for the

pinions of low numbers.
231. For the mobiles of the train, the general rule adopted is

to give in the wheel half of the pitch to the tooth and the other

half to the blank. The pillions of 6, 7, 8, 9 and to leaves would

then have one-third of the pitch appropriated to the leaf and

two-thirds to the blank. In the pinions of 12 leaves and above,

one would give two-fifths of the pitch for the breadth of the leaf

and three-fifths for the blank.
l'houfs the gearings with pinions of to leaves and below havea play 
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One draws a straight line A A' equal to the base w D of the

cycloid. One describes the circle 0 with the diameter D tangent at

the point A to the line A A'. One divides the generating circum-

ference and the base into the same number of equal parts, 12, for

example, which are numbered in the manner indicated by the figure.

From the point of the center 0 one draws a straight line.parallel to

the base ; this line will contain the successive places transversed by

Fig. 63

J
. 6— 6 — 6 7 —  7 — 7

6 7

and the pinions of 02 leaves and above

t 2 — 1 2 — FI.1 2
i2
  — etc., — 13u.

2a32.. For the gearings of the change wheels, one can admitply
.
  -17-5-

2n3t3xit.v Fh of yFor .the stem-winding mechanisms, one can beinte 

Third—Total Diameters.

234. Before entering into the details relating to the determina-
ti n of the total diameters of the mobiles in a gearing, we will

, ilinence by the geometrical study of the curves employed in

-:.i ri(t e)15ieyo d1hoegirccyallooif gearings. The principal among these we know to be

.the cyAs calopareface to this question, let us establish, first,

Cycloid.

:ii2ti3g5h.t 

line.

Definition. The cycloid is a curve described by a point

o f the circutnference of a circle which rolls without slipping along
r 

This curve is employed in the rack gearings ( 191), which
I.--Ilblish a connection between a uniform transfer and a uniform
:::idgh t on nd an axis perpendicular to the transfer. This is then

' particular case of gearings around two parallel axes in which
,:),“! of the primitive circles, having its radius infinite, becomes a

diameter 

t3e6r 0. 17Fwigin.g64.of) the Cycloid. Let it be desired to describe
hy points the cycloid generated by the point A of a circle with

eKbk\

--111%kboon.
JILOEI

,41:N0V 27190Q,
TIMET
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Fig. 64

the center of the generating circle during its rolling. Let us indicate
on this parallel the positions of the center 0, corresponding to the

positions of the circle when it is in contact with the base at the

division points, and, from each of these centers, let us describe cir-
cumferences with diameters equal to that of the generating circle.

Let us remark that when the generating circle has arrived at

the center ro, the point i, of its circumference is lowered to .1, and

the point A, whose movement describes the cycloid, should be ele-

vated to a height equal to the distance which the point 1, is lowered.
This, in this new position, the point .4 should be found on

the circumference whose center is at z and also on a line parallel

to the base passing through r,.
In the same manner, we could determine the successive

positions occupied by the point A while the center of the gene-

rating circle is found at 20, 3,, lo, etc., and on connecting all

the points thus obtained by a continuous line, one obtains the

cycloid A B A' sought.
237. Drawing of the Cycloid of a Continuous Movement. One

understands that the circle 0 is a circular plate on the circumference

of which a point or pencil A is fixed (Fig. 64). If one causes the

plate to turn without slipping along a straight rule whose edge

coincides with A A', the point or pencil A will describe the cycloid

of a continuous movement.
238. Normal and Tangent to the Cycloid. Let M be any

point whatever on the cycloid .4 Al B (Fig. 65), through which

it is desired to draw a normal, then a tangent. Having traced

the base A A' and
its parallel E
containing the
places occupied suc-
cessively by the cen-
ters of the generat-
ing circle during the
rolling, we will find
the center 0 of the
generating cir cle
corresponding t o
the point AI of the
cycloid, by tracing
from the point M
with an opening of
the compass equal
to the radius of the generating circle, an arc of a circle passing

through the line E B'. The point of intersection 0 will be the

center of the generating circle.
Dropping from the point 0 a perpendicular on the base A A',

the point P will be the momentary center of rotation of the gene-

rating circle. Its movement is composed of a movement of trans-

lation parallel to the base and of a movement of rotation around

its center 0. The point P being thus the center of this combined

movement, the point 111. will describe an arc of a circle infinitely

small around this momentary center ; the straight line Al P being

the radius of this arc will consequently be the normal to the point

sought. The tangent being perpendicular to the normal, should

pass through the point T of the generating circle ; one knows, in

fact, that every angle inscribed in a semi-circumference is a right

angle.

Fig.65

ETO BE CONTINUED]
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Meaning of the
Term "Resistance"

A current flowing through
a circuit meets and over-

comes what is called re-

sistance. Resistance is the

opposite of conductivity, or conducting power,

and is expressed in formulas by the letter R.

Every part of the circuit offers resistance.

The solution between the electrodes Cand Z,

the plates themselves and their connecti
ons

to the poles, all have more or less re-

sistance, and they constitute the internal

resistance of the battery, while all the wires,

apparatus and work done between the poles

is called the external resistance. The inter-

nal and external resistances together make

up the resistance of the circuit.

Resistance is measured in ohms. Wires

of the same size, but of different metals,

have different resistances ; as also have wires

of the same metal but of different sizes. The

larger the wire or conductor, the less the

resistance, and the more current can flow

through it. The longer the wire the greater

the resistance, and vice versa. Copper is

generally employed for conductors. One

hundred feet of No. 2r copper wire has

ohm resistance, approximately, 500 feet of it

has 5 ohms resistance, and so on. A No. I

wire, being much larger, is more conductive,

and moo feet of it would have only i ohm

resistance. The resistance is inversely pro-

portionate to the cross-sectional area of the

conductor and directly proportionate to its

length. The resistance of the solution in

the jar (or any vessel through which the

current flows), is therefore the resistance of

a body whose cross-section is that of the

immersed surface of the electrodes (or the

smallest of them) and whose length is the

distance between them—just as if it was a

liquid wire. Therefore, the closer the elec-

trodes are together, the less the resistance of

the solution between them, and vice versa.

But if the electrodes are not parallel, if

the lower ends, for instance, are nearer to-

gether than the upper, the resistance will be

lower there, the action more intense, more

current will flow there, and the ends will

soon be eaten away. When the plates are

close together, there is also danger of some
foreign substance lodging between them. If

the substance was a conductor of electricity,

current would flow through it instead of the

circuit w w, either wholly or partially, and

the battery would be to that extent useless.

Another objection is that if the plates are too

close together, there is not proper circulation

and diffusion of the solution, it soon becomes

exhausted of acid between the plates, which

are no longer kept clean and fresh, and the

action becomes slower and weaker. The

contact resistance between the plate and the

liquid increases when gas is given off, the

surfaces are dirty, etc., in a battery cell.

Sometimes an electrode becomes corroded at

its upper end, causing a poor contact between

it and its connection, with increased re-

sistance.

A poor contact anywhere in

Causes of the circuit produces more or

Resistance less resistance. It may be

so little as not to be percep-

tible in amount, or it may amount to hun-

dreds or thousands of ohms, and partially

stop the current. All points N'here the con-

ducting surfaces are brought together should

be frequently examined, to see that their

contacts are clean, dry and bright. If rusty

or greasy, clean them. And see that there

is sufficient surface in contact. For examp
le,

if two wires are merely laid across each

other, you will see by looking that only a

very minute bit of surface touches, and 
the

area of the contact may not be 316 of the

cross section of the wire; if so, the resistance

at the crossing will be 20 times that of 
the

wire. Contacts should be soldered when the

connection is to be permanent; if not, a con-

nection should be made by a screw or ot
her

tight fastening. If the wires are connected

by twisting them together, several turns

should be made, after which feel by turning

back a little, to see if the twist joint 
conies

loose. It is also a good idea to flatten wires

when they come together, so as to get 
plenty

of surface in contact.

Every time the battery is set up for

work, look for loose binding screws, and

other poor contacts. But be also careful

that your screw point does not crush the

wire, or crush it in two. Wires should be

taken out and examined often. Wherever

the wire becomes cut, crushed, worn, eaten

away with rust, or otherwise diminished in

cross-section, the size of the metal at the

smallest part is the cross-section of the con-

ductor at that point. It is like putting in a

piece of smaller wire there, and its resistance

will, of course, be greater than that of the

perfect portion. If you imagine a length of

water pipe I foot in diameter to be diminished

at some point to a bore of I inch, it is evident

that the whole pipe will only carry the

amount of water that can get through the

I inch portion. Similarly, a small section of

conductor or a poor contact at any point will

cut down the current through the whole

circuit, but not so much as in the case of the

water pipe, for the current depends on the

total resistance in the circuit, and if that

amount of current is more than the defective

wire can carry, it will be melted or burned up.

No current can flow un-

An Electric circuit less there is a complete

circle or circuit for it to

flow through. If the circuit is open or

broken at any joint, no current can flow

anywhere in the circuit, either through the

wires or the battery. All action stops until a

complete route is offered for the current. And

when it flows, the same volume of current

passes through every part of the circuit,

B /Ar

a

Fig. 3

Gar*

Fig. 4

LiP

large or small. If any wire or part is tao

small for the current, it will be manifested by

the heating of the wire or part—the heat in-

creasing with the resistance. If the resist-

ance is so great that no current flows, it is

called an infinite resistance. When the

circuit is open or broken then, also, there is

said to be an infinite resistance between the

ends of the wires. But in the former case

the circuit is not called broken or open, but

is said to be closed through an infinite

resistance.
It is not necessary.for the circuit to be

all of wire, for a part of it may be the earth,

as shown in Fig. 3. Here both wires are

connected to the earth at G G, and are said

to be grounded. The circuit consists of the

battery, the wires from the battery to the

earth, and the earth between the grounded

wires. The resistance of the earth is

(Continued on page 1535;
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SOUVIENIIRS SOUVENIIRS 0,017VENURS SOUVIENIIiikE,

OUR "M"S SELWELL ASSORTMENT
THE GOODS

From left to right in the
picture

One doz. of each number

No. 651. Pin Tray

No. 71. heart Book.
mark

No. 102. Match Box

No. 611. Pin Tray

No. 61. Pin Tray

No. 8t. Desk Rocker
Blotter

No. iii. Bag Tag Fob

No. 52. Pocket Mirror

No. 18x. Memo Book

No. 285. Pick or Match
Holder

No. 41. (lame Counter

No. 4,31. Cup

OF SILVER ALUMINUM NOVELTIES

Same assortment not lettered, $9.00

5OUVIENRR5--aouvENITR.S--SOUVENIIRS

Cul reduced 33 imes

BIGGEST SOUVENIR
Sensation of the Year.
We put the name of your
TOWN, CITY or POINT
OF INTEREST ON
EVERY PIECE.

The lettering is artisti-
cally done by hand in
two colors (red and
black) and is durable,
bright and very attrac-
tive.

SMALL INVESTMENT

BIG PROFITS

Send for

FREE SAMPLE
lettered with the name
of your town.

One Gross Pieces, $10.50

THE E. A. FARGO CO., Taunton, Mass.

Hennecke's Statuary

EXCLUSIVE SUBJECTS

NEW EFFECTS
AND FINISHES

Producers of

the only High-

Grade Statuary

on the Market

ESTABLISHED r865

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

From Ike Studios of

C. Hennecke Company
Milwaukee, Wis.

0OUVEN111-(3°

.teso•O

C

arr

Good Profit in Art Pottery
That is—if you sell OWENS

Send for an assortment to-day costing

$25.00 $35.00 $50.00 $75.00 $100.00
I f either of the following leaders :

Gunmetal Opalese Venetian
Henri Deux Vellum Utopian

YOU CAII'L LOSE. 1.:a4.11.,111.1i  .r. Will make fine selee11011 ill every en,e. Order early

SALESROOMS:
NEW YORK-68 711 Wi.,1 Broadway
PHILADELPHIA—le:15 larkel i iii
Cil1eA00-1514 Hartford Building
BOSTON-146 Franklin Si root
PITT:BRAM-120 ifi,e1 Meek
PORTLAND, and 4S Friuli, Street
BALTIMORE-2 I 'lily Street

J. B. Owens
Zanesville, Ohio
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practically nothing, but if there are poor con-

nections between the wires and the earth, the

resistance of the poor earth contacts may be

very large. If one wire, or pole of the bat-

tery, is connected to earth and the other is

not, no current will flow, because there is no

complete circuit. The earth connection or

" ground " is usually made by connecting

the wires to gas or water pipes, which have

a great extent of surface in contact with the

earth and make good connection. In the

absence of them, a large copper plate should

be buried where the ground is always moist,

and the wire conducted to that. Dry earth

is almost a non-conductor of electricity and

makes a poor " ground." The action of

apparatus in a grounded surface is the same

as in an all-metal circuit. This arrangement

is useful for long telegraph lines, etc., as it

gaves the expense of a return wire, but it is

of no use in the shop. It is described be-

cause many suppose that if a battery is

grounded, it is less liable to affect watches

near to it or to the wires. But it makes no

difference in that respect.

Volume of current is ex-

pressed in amperes, and

the number of amperes of

current which a battery will

furnish is proportional to its electromotive

force, and inversely proportional to the re-

sistance through which the current must

flow. If we use the letter E to designate

E.M.F., R the resistance, and C for the

volume of current, the rule is C= E R.

If our batttery has to cells in series with an

I:. M. F. of to volts, and the resistance of the

('ii cult is to ohms, we have the equation

10 ÷ to = C= i, 1. e., there will be a cur-

rent of x ampere. If the resistance is 50

ohms, we have to ± 50 = ampere, and

Si) with any other numbers. If there was a

poor contact somewhere, whose resistance

was woo ohms, the current would be less

than ATI ampere. As your solution grows

weaker, and has a higher resistance, your

current must diminish. If you move the

plates farther apart, or lift them farther out

of the solution, then, too, the volume of

How Volume
of Current is
Expressed

current will diminish. The foregoing rule is

known as Ohm's law, and is the foundation

of all electrical calculations. It seems simple

enough, but some of its applications are apt

to puzzle one at first. We will give one

example.
Suppose you want more current (1. e.,

more amperes) to work with. If your bat-

tery is in proper order, and is capable of

furnishing more, you will ordinarily increase

the E.M.F. of the battery (by putting more

cells in series) or diminish the resistance of

the circuit, if you can. But in case the ex-

ternal resistance of the circuit is already very

low, you will find it difficult to get more

current by the ordinary arrangement of bat-

tery. For example, say each cell has i ohm

internal resistance and i volt E.M.F., and

the external resistance is i ohm. With 5

cells of battery in series, you have 6 ohms

resistance in the circuit, and 5 volts E.M.F.

Hence, the current will be 5 6 = II am-

pere. You put on 5 cells more in series,

making to, and the resistance of the circuit

will be II ohms, with zo volts E. M. F., and

the current will be to = 4-1- ampere.

You then use zo cells in series, and the cur•

rent will be 20 ÷ 21 =---- it ampere. You

see the gain is very slight, almost nothing.

If the external resistance had been 50 ohms,

the result would have been very different,

5 cells would have given 5 55 = TIT am-

pere; to cells, lir ampere, and 20 cells, 4- am-

pere, being a large proportional increase.

In case of coupling cells in

Coupling Cells parallel or multiple arc the

remedy is to use a larger

battery, 1. e., one with larger electrodes,

which would diminish the internal resistance,

or to couple up two series of cells in paral
lel,

as shown in Fig. 4. This practically doub
les

the surface of the plates, and halves the in-

ternal resistance of the battery as a whole.

If you now get too much current, you can

reduce it by increasing the resistance in the

circuit, or by taking a cell or two off the

end of each series, and so reducing the

E.M.F. In either case, you can calculate

the result by the familiar rule C= E R.
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The trouble with the parallel arrange-

ment of battery is, that if either series has a

greater total E.M.F. than the other, it will

send a part of its current back through its

weaker neighbor, as well as through the ex-

ternal circuit, and the battery furnishes less

external current than if the weaker series

had not been used at all. The stronger series

will also be exhausted more rapidly, and may

injure or use up its neighbor by the reversed

current through it. Great care must be taken

to use batteries of the same kind and the

same E. M. F. in each series, as well as the

same number of cells in each. This danger

of short circuiting through the battery itself

is still greater when three or more series are

coupled in parallel. Even in the most ex-

perienced hands there is liable to be a con-

siderable loss from this cause. No way has

been found to prevent this, except to have an

exactly equal E. M. F. in each series, which

is obviously somewhat difficult to do, when

we remember that the E.M.F. of most cells

varies more or less during use. It is known

to electricians as the most uneconomical and

wasteful of all arrangements of batteries.

Danger in Agitating Nickel Solutions

All solutions plate more evenly if they are

kept in motion, and some plating baths,

notably an acid copper solution, are thus

treated. If the condition would allow it,

other solutions would be equally improved

by this agitation. Were it not for the pre-

cipitates or sediment which are found in

plating baths, they could be agitated without

danger. This sediment, however, forms a

danger which must be considered. It is par-

ticularly prevalent in a nickel solution, as all

nickel anodes--even the rolled article—con-

tain a certain amount of iron, and this

gradually changes to the form of hydroxide

(ferric hydroxide) and settles to the bottom

of the bath. Stirring up the solution, like-

wise, brings this up and deposits it upon the

work. As long as it remains in the bottom

of the tank no harm is done ; but as soon as

stirred up it takes a long time to settle,

and if it settles upon the work, pitting and

streaked deposits result.

We desire to say to the plater that he

should not agitate his nickel solution, as it

has been found that good work is done when

it is not. Let the sediment remain in the

bottom of the vat and it will do no harm.

Once in six months or, if necessary, within

a shorter period, siphon off the solution

into a spare vat and clean out the sediment

from the bottom. By refraining from stirring

the solution at night, as many do, and fol-

lowing the above practice, dark colored and

pitted work will be avoided.
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THEE KEYSTONE

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To till one of the chief wants of the trade in technical
Instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-
tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise
ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more
copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.
Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same
in book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-
taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.
A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of price, 81.50 (M. M.)

(Continued. Part XXXIII. Begun in March, nog)

At Fig. 132 we have the word " Homes " in a fancy blockletter. Space would not permit, neither would it be advisable, togive many of the styles of fancy block letters that can be used.The engraver will learn from
text books and from obser-
vation and study of fine
specimens of engraving many
fancy letters which are the
result of years of experi-
ence of skilled artists. The
letters at Fig. 132 will show
the student that the general form of a block letter can be made very
elaborate. It will be seen here, which is very noticeable in printing
from type, that the spacing is not accurate. The space between the
H and 0 and the 0 and M is noticeably more than the spacing
between the other letters. This is necessary, as these letters were
printed from type. If we were designing the word we would close
up the space each side of the 0. This is an advantage that the
engraver has over the printer, and it is a point that should be
considered very carefully by the engraver when designing. The
letters shown at Fig. 132 are all cut with a square graver, with the
exception possibly of the shading on the lower right side, which is
done with a flat-face graver if cut bright cut. If cut on to a fine
piece of polished metal this could be done with a series of fine lines.

At Fig. 133 we have the same class of ornamental letter, formed
after the style of Gothic let-
ters. This illustration is given

nut et aim% to show the student that
almost any kind of letter

Fig. 133 can be applied to the forms
of the various alphabets.

At Fig. 134 we illustrate what is known as French script. This
style of letter is nearly vertical, and is formed after the style of the
round-hand script and is used quite extensively in printing. We
show these letters here, not to encourage the student in the use of
this style of script, but as an aid in cutting them. These letters

•

Fig. 132

dilation°
Fig. 134

can all be cut with a square graver after the method of the regular
script letters. It is very often the case that a beginner, when he
has a piece of work to do that differs from the regular style with
which he is familiar, uses the wrong graver and does not cut the
letters properly. It is for the correction of such possible errors
that we advise that the same should be cut with a square graver and
after the method of the regular script.

At Fig. 135 we illustrate the word " Cruiser" in a
Where Italics style known as italics. This class of letters, which
Can be Used is familiar to all students in lettering and can be

found in text books, is useful in engraving the
prepositions and conjunctions and connecting
letters in inscriptions, etc. Some engravers
use this style of lettering quite extensively.
It is seldom practicable, but it is sometimes
necessary to either reproduce some work or
execute it according to directions, in which case our judgment
cannot be exercised. For the benefit of those who have this class

Cruiser
Fig. 135
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of lettering to do we would say that the general method of cuffingit is the same as for script except the capitals, which are prac-tically the Roman letters, and a description of which has pre-viously been given. These letters can be either bright cut orfine line, and can be ornamented by making little cuts each sideof the letter.
At Fig. 136 we illustrate the block letters shaded by a seriesof fine lines on the lower right side. These lines, it will be sen,

do not come up to the main stroke, wl ich
can either be cut bright cut or fine line.
By not permitting the hair lines to come
up to the main bar we leave a prominent
line of surface along the edge, the effect
of which, as will be seen here, is such as
to increase the prominence of the letter.

At Fig. 137 we have just the reverse of Fig. 136. In Fig. 137
we have a block-shaded line, which can be easily made by cutting
bright cut or fine line and the surface of the letters cross lined.
Figs. 136 and 137 show the stu-
dent how radically the cutting of

tically the same form. 
ll OEN

letters can be changed in prac-

At Fig. 138 we illustrate a
bar of music. The object of pre-
senting this to the student's con-
sideration is that it is often required of an engraver to engrave a
bar of music on to a watch case. We have had in the first part
of this work sufficient instruction in reference to mechanical draw-
ing to show us the correct method of procedure in laying out
the horizontal bars for this work. The heavy bars should be cut

Tr HP411 11111116
Fig. 180

Fig. 137
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with a flat-face graver, the fine horizontal bars with a square graver
and the oblong dots on the notes are made with a round-face
graver. The round-face graver can be used in such a way as to cut
a round dot or an oblong one. In the latter case the graver should
not be inserted as deeply in the metal. The dots between the
notes are made with a round-face graver. The little crescent cuts
and bars at the left of the notes are cut with a flat-face graver.
It will be seen that the same are pointed at the beginning and end
up wider on the horizontal line. This is done, as described for
beginning the vertical bar of bright-cut old English, by beginning
on one point of the graver and gradually turning it down until
the full width of same is reached.

At Fig. 139 we illustrate some Hebrew letters. It
Hebrew and Greek is very often required of an engraver to engra,e
Letters Greek and Hebrew letters on to various articl-s

for presentation, and the engraver often being
unfamiliar with such letters has to depend upon the rough drawing
that may be submitted to him by the customer. All engravers
should supply themselves with text books, so that they may know

Fig. 139

the exact form of any style of letter. Type books are easilyobtainable from printers, and alphabets of Greek and Hebrew letterscan be found made in their exact form. If the engraver has such abook he can easily submit it to the customer and have him pointout the letters which he wishes used. The cutting of these letterswould be done, as here shown, with a flat-face graver or by cuttingfine lines. If cut with a flat-face graver their form is such that
instructions given for cutting similar bars in old English letters
would suffice for cutting these.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

The " NORMA " is the acme of style, comfort
convenience and quality in adjustable bracelets.

No. 111

NO. 115

Made in 14 K. -h plate stock. Prices from $27.00 to $72.00 per dozen
Ideal holiday stock. Patented and made only by

THE F. H. SADLER 
COMPANY

t)f. 1.01-sgs rtrIct

Attitt,b01'0, Mass.

No. 117
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THE GREATEST SELLER
OF THE SEASON

THE "STURDY" BRACELET
Patented February 28, 1905

Patented July 4 1945.

MADE ONLY RY

J. F. STURDY'S SONS
MAKERS OF

The Sturdy Line of Standard Watch Chains
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

Attleboro Falls, Mass.
Established 1865

SALESROOMS

7 Maiden Lane, New York
713 Market Street, San Francisco
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"VOIYOrLeflUjusialile Bracelet
1Ia(le now in both narrow and wide patterns

FITS ANY SIZE, OF WRIST

Comfort, Comeliness and Security
Simple in its parts and strong in construction, it is durable and not

liable to get out of order. Made in rolled-gold plate and sterling silver.
Plain or with signet or locket top.

Many other styles of bracelets. Our line of joint and catch goods
are particularly good sellers.

MASON, HOWARD & CO.
MANUFACTURERS

New York Office

180 Broadway

Factory

Attleboro, Mass.
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TI1E- STAMP or aCELLENCt

THE stamp of expert workmanship is shown in the design and finish of our Tie

Clasps, Cuff Links and Lockets, as well as in every article of our very extensive 
line

of high-class jewelry at popular prices.

STERN BROS. ge, CO., 33-43 Gold St., New York
MANUFACTURERS FOR THE JOBBING TRADE 

EXCLUSIVELY

48

NOW, GIOCONI 1[1003
Harmonious 1/4'ombination of Beauty,

Solidity, Fine Workmanship.
.%11 y I I K. Backs, Patent

I .114.111,, •-■•1 gentling'
These handsome effects are produced
by the artistic blending of Green

and Rose Colored Gold

N". 147. $32.00.
N. Its. $26.00.

▪ 

I 0. $37.00.

• 

IA. $23.00.
Il. $27.00.

$25.00.
N“. 110. $27.00.
No. IA. $40.00.
No. 153. $23.00.

Cleopatra Head set with three Oriental full pearls, 011TV rubies, two diamonds.Olbson's Famous I lead set with three neark, three i'aney-shaped real garnets and One diamond.trace and Beauty 1'1,110.1110d. Three large rt,al wIe diamond and six genuine rubies.Brunhilda. Set with ime real pearl, two garnets.
Art Nouveau Combination. Set with two real garnets, lour rubies and one diamond.Same as No. 149. Different stone decoration. Set with one garnet, nail' latbies and one diamond.The Debutante. Set with t WO large real pearls, one diamond and one garnet.(lassie Egyptian Head. Extra heavy, set with five diamonds and two rubies.Eastern Beauty. Combination of beauty and grace. Set with one ruby, two large real pearlsand two garnets.

PRICES ACCORDING TO CATALOGUE DISCOUNTS

1 55
Salesroom and Offices,
Diamond Department:

68 Nassau Street, New York

Diamond Cutting Works: Branch Offices:

142 West 14th Street, New York 103 State Street, Chicago, I.

29 Ely Place, London

12 Tulp Straat, Amstetclam

Leonard Krowa
Manufacturing Jeweler

and Importer

536-538 Canal St.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.



LISTEN!
Quality and workmanship
considered the 11.6.d Go.
goods give the best value
for the money asked, and so
\are money makers for the
retailer.
ASK YOUR JOBBER AND HE WILL BACK UP OUR
STATEMENT.

LOUIS oTERN & GO.
Chainmakers 6 (Silversmiths
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E?"1VIPL.1E.,'QS OF GEOWTH

In 1855, Kansas City, then known as Westport Landing, was only a 
stroggling village on the Missouri River. Its geo-

graphical location was recognized and it was predicted that it was in time to become the 
storehouse and market place for the West

and Middle West. In these fifty years the Great West has offered and still offers great opportunities to the 
young men, whom

Horace Greeley advised to " Go west and grow up with the country," and in its prosperity and growth Kansas City has kept

pace with it. Note the Point—Kansas City a Great Market

- In 1882 there came to Kansas City a Horace Greeley disciple, one S. D. Mills, 
who organized and started the S. D. Mills

Jewelry Co., which later was succeeded by the EDWARbS (Sz SLOANE JEWELRY 
COMPANY. This tirm has keptopuancter\\\,(itlilitlehye

rapid growth of the West and Kansas City, and to-day is recognized as 
one of the foremost jobbing houses in the c

occupy the entire second floor of the building shown above, and have it well stocked and equipped with 
the most modern

machinery, appliances and systems known to the business world.

Note the Point—
EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO.

a Good Firm to Buy From

4ver

'

EDWARDS 511, ANE TE ELM(' CO.
Whoe1 an,& ManufacquTfing jewellerra

bbeir ©' Th© mnd Mz.cceni.mT,

(We issue a Jewelry and Manufacturing Catalog, also a Tool and :Material Catalog)

KANSAS CITY MESSOIITRIT
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Needs No Introductiq
Sells Better Than Ever

•••••••■

Leading jewelers throughout the country
who are opposed to handling anything
but genuine diamond goods are selling
the "BREAKLESS" in large quantities
and drOlicating their orders.

'The difference between the "Break.
less" and ordinary pins is that the joint,
catch and bar of the " Breakless " are

made of one solid piece of sterling silver, neatly rounded at each end, and therefore guaranteed not
to break ; besides, the stones are more brilliant and always retain their lustre.

A Display Pad of

"Breakless" Bar Pins
Showing four each of the most popular sizes

Pad Complete, $15.00. Try one

'The stones, which have
an exceptional and last-
ing brilliancy, equal the
real diamond in depth
and clearness.
Our imitation diamond

goods are sold by the
best jewelers in every
city, and are worn by the
most fashionable people.

Write for our large
illustrated catalogue, if
you are not on our mail-
ing list. It is only out
two weeks and we are
gratified with the many
orders we have already
received.
The merchant of to-

day recognizes the advan-
tages of buying direa
Jam  faclory.

This shows the actual size of the pins and gives some idea

of the beauty and brilliancy of the stones

The "Breakless" Bar Pin

AC141,

1

12

'tirt 1 1 1 F •

'et

No. 12 No. 15 N. 18 No. 21 N. 2.1 No. 27 No, :;o

$12.00 $15.00 $18.00 $21.00 $24.00 $27.0o $30.00 per , len

14 K. Gold on Sterling Silver

FISHEL, NESSLER Ci CO.
Office and Works-79, 81, 83, 85 Crosby Street 1 m

ew YorkSalesroom-556 Broadway "

This class of jewelry is entirely separate and distinct from the so-called imitations heretofore offered to the public

°Fvlitiits1
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How ft,D Cllean WatchoNa

Special ci triliution by CHARLES VV. I-1AV DEN, Oakland, Cal.

•.

WILL begin this article by saying

that I never read THE KEYSTONE

without learning something new. I

will also admit that I always learn something

every time I visit a jewelry store and have a

talk with the watchmaker.

I wish now to present to your readers

what I consider the best parts of my glean-

ings on the subject that always interests

watchmakers : How to make watches chemi-

cally clean—not the way but a way that

can be readily put in practice without the use

of hot water and hot sawdust, and I feel sure

it will appeal to the sedulous workmen who

read your most excellent journal ; and

perhaps your correspondents, " Cleaner,"

" Levers" and " Busher," of the August

number, may find in it something interesting..

When any piece of metal is

to be cleaned it should,

when finished, have its sur-

face in an absolutely chemi-

cally clean condition. This is true whether

it be a frying pan or the parts of a delicately

constructed and beautifully finished timepiece.

I find many workmen who are using a cyan-

ide dip and many others who will not allow

one on the premises. I wish to say to the

disbelievers in cyanide that, fire and water,

when properly controlled, are of a great

benefit to men ; so is cyanide when used

intelligently, an indispensable adjunct to

giving watch parts a fresh and new appear-

ance. Alcohol and benzine are also ruinous

to good results when not used properly.

Alcohol should never be used to clean a watch

with, at least not by itself, and the same

must be said of benzine.
As the parts of a watch when in need of

cleaning have more or less dirty oil upon

them it is our desire to destroy this old oil.

Alcohol will not do this to advantage, but

simply mixes with the oil chemically and

makes a paint or lacquer, which adheres to

the parts when they are withdrawn, and, ii

they be put into the sawdust, the alcohol

evaporating, leaves the lacquer to glue the

dust particles to the plates, and then a heavy

brushing is resorted to so as to rid us of

the ugly mass.
Benzine is our friend when it comes to

removing the old oil effectually. But it is

also equally our enemy in as much as its

Principles of

Cleaning

fumes will remain in the watch long enough

to render unfit the oil recently applied,

especially when the steel parts are not re-

moved. To clean a watch by immersing in

benzine and then brushing until dry, is worse

than the old chalk and spit method, because

it is impossible to brush the benzine entirely

away, enough remaining to ruin the fresh oil.

After we have used our friend benzi:ie, we

must do something to kick him out and

entirely destroy his injurious fumes, and

alcohol is our friend in this dilemma.

First provide yourself with

A Way to Clean 
the following articles ; Two

a Watch alcohol cups and three glass

• jars of a little more than one

pint capacity (I use cheap plain glass sugar

bowls with covers) ; one one-half-inch good

bristle paint brush such as a painter calls a

marking brush ; two artist's No. to sable

brushes ; one box 6 inches deep, and 8 x io

inches square with 3 inches of finely sifted

boxwood sawdust on the bottom. Put into

one bowl a half ounce troy of the best

cyanide of potassium (crushed) and one pint

of water (distilled or rain water. ) Make this

solution by weight and measure. Do not

guess at it, but be very particular about it.

The next bowl contains clean water to be

changed as often as used, and be particular

about this also. The other bowl has best

grain alcohol to the depth of two inches.

One of the cups is to contain the best ben-

zine you can buy. Do not use common

stove gasoline, as while it will effectually

remove the old oil, it will also quickly destroy

your alcohol. Alcohol may be used repeat-

edly after good benzine, by adding a little

fresh occasionally. Do not put in more than

three-eighths of an inch deep of benzine, as

more will spatter unpleasantly. The other

cup has two-thirds its capacity filled with best

grain alcohol. Wood alcohol will answer

just as well when fresh, but it gets greasy on

top very quickly, and must be thrown away.

The grain alcohol is cheapest in the end.

We are now ready to clean

the parts of a watch or a

diamond ring, or some arti-

cle that is to go into our

gilding bath. If for the gilding bath, the

water and second alcohol must not be used ;

put in bath direct from cyanide dip. Our

First Operation

in Cleaning
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watch has been taken down completely, and

all steel parts removed from the plates.

Leave the jewels just as they are for the

present, whether there are seven or twenty-

one ; we will attend to them later. Put a

plate, with its jewels still in place, into the

benzine, holding it with a pair of tweezers

made from bamboo. You can make them

yourself in several shapes. They have the

advantage of not scratching if a slip occurs.

Then with your paint brush, scrub the plate

and jewels vigorously and thoroughly. Re-

move it when clean to a pad made by folding

conveniently an old linen handkerchief. This

absorbs a large part of the benzine and saves

the life of the alcohol. Proceed to scrub

each part separately, and do not put more

than one piece at a time into the benzine

while scrubbing. The balance only remains

for our attention later.

Now transfer all the parts from the pad

to the alcohol cup (not the bowl) and never

use alcohol that has dissipated benzine to do

the same for water. Pile the parts into the

cup in a careful manner so that no scratch-

ing occurs. Now to satisfy yourself, watch

the surface of the alcohol as a part wet with

benzine is put in. The benzine will strip off

like a scale and dance around on the surface

until it is entirely evaporated, which it will

not do on water. So your parts wet with

benzine should never go into the cyanide.

Many cyanide baths are spoiled in this way,

and the repairer blames the cyanide. Good

benzine will evaporate almost instantly, while

if gasoline is used it will do so slowly, and

unless the alcohol is fresh it will not do so

at all.

Picking Out
the Parts

Now proceed to pick out

the parts from the alcohol,

and lay them on the same

pad as before. The steel

parts do not go into the cyanide, but are

dried all together in a sawdust shaker, made

by removing the top glasses of two 18-size

movement boxes and fitting a wire screen,

the tops being soldered together with the

screen between, using what were the bottoms

for covers. All steel parts, except the pallets,

are dried at once in the shaker. The pallets

I put in alone to avoid possible injury to deli-

cate parts, and they are immersed in the

alcohol, for an instant only, although by tests

with old ones, I find it takes half an hour

and sometimes longer for cold alcohol to

loosen the stones. We now proceed to place

the plates (jewels still in place) and train

wheels in the cyanide dip. These plates and

wheels are to be hung on wires so as to

avoid the solution coining in contact with the

fingers, which must not come in contact with

any one of the parts during this whole pro-

cess. There is a right and a wrong way

to string parts on the U-shaped wires, so

(Continued on page 1947)
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Needs No Introduction
Sells Better Than Ever
Leading jewelers throughout the country
who are opposed to handling anything
but genuine diamond goods are selling
the "BREAKLESS" in large quantities
and (11W/eating their orders.

The difference between the "Break.
less" and ordinary pins is that the joint,
catch and bar of the " Breakless " are

made of one solid piece of sterling silver, neatly rounded at each end, and therefore guaranteed not
to besides, the stones are more brilliant and always retain their lustre.break;

A Display Pad of

"Breakless" Bar Pins
Showing four each of the most popular sizes

daba/

Pad Complete, $15.00. Try one

The stones, which havv
an exceptional Incl last-

ing brilliancy, equal the

real diamond in depth

and clearness.

Our imitation diamond

goods are sold by the
best jewelers in every

city, and are worn by the

most fashionable people.

Write for our large

illustrated catalogue, if

you are not on our mail-
ing list. It is only out
two weeks and we are
gratified with the many
orders we have already
received.
The merchant of to-

day recognizes the advan-
tages of buying direct`
from facto/7.

This shows the actual size of the pins and gives some idea

of the beauty and brilliancy of the stones

The "Breakless" Bar Pin

1 "

f.1111°).
I?

No. 12 NO. 15 No. 1S No. 21 No. 2.1 N.,

$12.00 $13.00 $18.00 $21.00 $24.00 $27.00 $311.110 per ./en

14 K. Gold on Sterling Silver

FISHEL, NESSLER 0 CO•

VSTERLI

Salesroom-556 Broadway

NG '

Office and Works-79, 81, 83, 85 Crosby Street New York
This class of jewelry is entirely separate and distinct from the so-called imitations heretofore offered to the public
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Special contribution by CHARLES W. HAYDEN, Oakland, Cal.

WILL begin this article by saying

that I never read THE KEYSTONE

without learning something new. I

will also admit that I always learn something

every time I visit a jewelry store and have a

talk with the watchmaker.

I wish now to present to your readers

what I consider the best parts of my glean-

ings on the subject that always interests

watchmakers : How to make watches chemi-

cally clean—not the way but a way that

can be readily put in practice without the use

of hot water and hot sawdust, and I feel sure

it will appeal to the sedulous workmen who

read your most excellent journal ; and

perhaps your correspondents, " Cleaner,"

" Levers " and " Busher," of the August

number, may find in it something interesting..

When any piece of metal is

to be cleaned it should,

when finished, have its sur-

face in an absolutely chemi-

cally clean condition. This is true whether

it be a frying pan or the parts of a delicately

constructed and beautifully finished timepiece.

I find many workmen who are using a cyan-

ide dip and many others who will not allow

one on the premises. I wish to say to the

disbelievers in cyanide that, fire and water,

when properly controlled, are of a great

benefit to men ; so is cyanide when used

intelligently, an indispensable adjunct to

giving watch parts a fresh and new appear-

ance. Alcohol and benzine are also ruinous

to good results when not used properly.

Alcohol should never be used to clean a watch

with, at least not by itself, and the same

must be said of benzine.
As the parts of a watch when in need of

Cleaning have more or less dirty oil upon

them it is our desire to destroy this old oil.

Alcohol will not do this to advantage, but

simply mixes with the oil chemically and

makes a paint or lacquer, which adheres to

the parts when they are withdrawn, and, it

they be put into the sawdust, the alcohol

evaporating, leaves the lacquer to glue the

dust particles to the plates, and then a heavy

brushing is resorted to so as to rid us of

the ugly mass.
Benzine is our friend when it comes to

removing the old oil effectually. But it is

also equally our enemy in as much as its

Principles of
Cleaning

fumes will remain in the watch long enough

to render unfit the oil recently applied,

especially when the steel parts are not .re-

moved. To clean a watch by immersing in

benzine and then brushing until dry, is worse

than the old chalk and spit method, because

it is impossible to brush the benzine entirely

away, enough remaining to ruin the fresh oil.

After we have used our friend benzin,, we

must do something to kick him out and

entirely destroy his injurious fumes, and

alcohol is our friend in this dilemma.

First provide yourself with

the following articles : Two

alcohol cups and three glass

• jars of a little more than one

pint capacity (I use cheap plain glass sugar

bowls with covers) ; one one-half-inch good

bristle paint brush such as a painter calls a

marking brush ; two artist's No. to sable

brushes ; one box 6 inches deep, and 8 x io

inches square with 3 inches of finely sifted

boxwood sawdust on the bottom. Put into

one bowl a half ounce troy of the best

cyanide of potassium (crushed) and one pint

of water (distilled or rain water.) Make this

solution by weight and measure. Do not

guess at it, but be very particular about it.

The next bowl contains clean water to be

changed as often as used, and be particular

about this also. The other bowl has best

grain alcohol to the depth of two inches.

One of the cups is to contain the best ben-

zine you can buy. Do not use common

stove gasoline, as while it will effectually

remove the old oil, it will also quickly destroy

your alcohol. Alcohol may be used repeat-

edly after good benzine, by adding a little

fresh occasionally. Do not put in more than

three-eighths of an inch deep of benzine, as

more will spatter unpleasantly. The other

cup has two-thirds its capacity filled with best

grain alcohol. Wood alcohol will answer

just as well when fresh, but it gets greasy on

top very quickly, and must be thrown away.

The grain alcohol is cheapest in the end.

We are now ready to clean

the parts of a watch or a

diamond ring, or some arti-

cle that is to go into our

gilding bath. If for the gilding bath, the

water and second alcohol must not be used ;

put in bath direct from cyanide dip, Our

A Way to Clean
a Watch

First Operation
in Cleaning

watch has been taken down completely, and

all steel parts removed from the plates.

Leave the jewels just as they are for the

present, whether there are seven or twenty-

one ; we will attend to them later. Put a

plate, with its jewels still in place, into the

benzine, holding it with a pair of tweezers

made from bamboo. You can make them

yourself in several shapes. They have the

advantage of not scratching if a slip occurs.

Then with your paint brush, scrub the plate

and jewels vigorously and thoroughly. Re-

move it when clean to a pad made by folding

conveniently an old linen handkerchief. This

absorbs a large part of the benzine and saves

the life of the alcohol. Proceed to scrub

each part separately, and do not put more

than one piece at a time into the benzine

while scrubbing. The balance only remains

for our attention later.

Now transfer all the parts from the pad

to the alcohol cup (not the bowl) and never

use alcohol that has dissipated benzine to do

the' same for water. Pile the parts into the

cup in a careful manner so that no scratch-

ing occurs. Now to satisfy yourself, watch

the surface of the alcohol as a part wet with

benzine is put in. The benzine will strip off

like a scale and dance around on the surface

until it is entirely evaporated, which it will

not do on water. So your parts wet with

benzine should never go into the cyanide.

Many cyanide baths are spoiled in this way,

and the repairer blames the cyanide. Good

benzine will evaporate almost instantly, while

if gasoline is used it will do so slowly, and

unless the alcohol is fresh it will not do so

at all.

Picking Out
the Parts

Now proceed to pick out

the parts from the alcohol,

and lay them on the same

pad as before. The steel

parts do not go into the cyanide, but are

dried all together in a sawdust shaker, made

by removing the top glasses of two 18-size

movement boxes and fitting a wire screen,

the tops being soldered together with the

screen between, using what were the bottoms

for covers. All steel parts, except the pallets,

are dried at once in the shaker. The pallets

I put in alone to avoid possible injury to deli-

cate parts, and they are immersed in the

alcohol, for an instant only, although by tests

with old ones, I find it takes half an hour

and sometimes longer for cold alcohol to

loosen the stones. We now proceed to place

the plates (jewels still in place) and train

wheels in the cyanide dip. These plates and

wheels are to be hung on wires so as to

avoid the solution coming in contact with the

fingers, which must not come in contact with

any one of the parts during this whole pro-

cess. There is a right and a wrong way

to string parts on the U-shaped wires, so

(coutintwa on page 1947)
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THERE IS GOOD MONEY
in your old gold and silver. You know it In your own heart. But how often do you realize thefull value?

Why not cut out all risks and ship your old metal, scraps and sweepings where you can dependupon honest, bulging value? We have built up one of the oldest and largest businesses in this countryjust on equitable and prompt returns. We have no intention of changing our methods.

Old (bold, 8 K., . 32c. a dwt.
Old tiold, lo K., . 40C. 4.

Old (jolt!, 12 K., . 48c. 4.
We pay for Old Gold, 14 K., . 56c. .,

Old tiold, 18 K., . 72C. .4

Gold-Plated Scraps, 20 to 35c. an ounce
Old Silver (fluctuating) Very highest market price

Dollar for dollar you have from us. We make returns on sweepings within three to fivedays. On receipt of shipment we will send you our check, subject to your approval of our offer—tnen, in case our offer is not up to yours—we will return consignment intact and pay chargesboth ways, you assume no risk—square deal all around.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY
Refiners and Smelters 67 45c 69 Washington St., Chicago, Illinois

"N(
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Increase Your Sales by Selling
The Edison Phonograph

You cannot find a more popular or money-making line than Edison
Phonographs and Gold Moulded Records. Jewelers all over the

country are giving them a prominent position in their store. Extensive advertising
in the leading magazines and newspapers is creating a wide-spread

DEMAND FOR EDISON GOODS
and their intrinsic qualities make the sales easy and numerous. There is a
profit of 66;,.3 cents on every dollar invested, and The National Phonograph
Co. stand firmly behind the dealer in strictly maintaining- prices. Buyers of
Edison Phonographs and Gold Moulded Records are a liberal, money-spend-
ing class, and will prove profitable customers for your other lines. Stores
that sell Edison Goods are " always busy." Write us on your business
stationery for full particulars.

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 55 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N.J.
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proceed in this manner : Take first the top

plate on the wire and next to its 
unfinished

side put the pillar plate and then the 
barrel

bridge with its finished side out. This

arrangement prevents sharp points of adjoin-

ing parts from injuring finished surfaces.

Do not put any other parts on this wire ;

get another and put on the balance bridge,

finished side out ; then the train wheels, and

then the barrel and its cover.

Many object to the cyanide

dip, saying that it will injure

Considerations the fine finish of the jewel

settings, and of the balance

tin). This only happens \Olen the. solution

used is too strong or the parts left in for a

great length of time. Five seconds and the

cyanide has done its work. Do not leave

the parts in longer. Cyanide will not touch

rust nor deep stains on the metal, so do not

try by a long immersion to remove such

stains. Remove at once to the jar of clean

water and agitate rapidly for not less than

thirty seconds. Then to the other bowl of

alcohol until the water which will cling to the

parts is entirely dissipated. Then to the

boxwood sawdust, one wire at a time to

avoid scratching. Take loaded \l'ire from

the alcohol, and dig it into the sawdust, keep-

ing in motion all the while. Bring to the

surface, shake the mass of wet sawdust off,

Mg again into the sawdust, drag them in

circles and figure eights, until all the .sawdust

will fall away when shaken, and do not let

the parts be still a moment before they are

perfectly free from wet sawdust. Above all,

do not " leave the parts to dry." For the

sake of the beautiful polish on the steel parts,

dry them as quickly as possible. Now only

a slight dusting brush is needed to bring the

par !() the appearance of new.

I have found with con-

ed, chee Jewels siderable advantage that

the cleaning of the

jewels can be left until

tin: last. After the plates are scrubbed,

dipped, dried and dusted then take out an

endstone and its hole jewel, clean them with

a pegwood point and then replace them

exactly as they were, before taking out

another pair. In this way it is impossible to

gel them mixed, and there is no tray to up-

Some Cyanide

set, scattering and losing the jewels, as fre-

quently happened under older methods.

The balance still remains for our atten-

tion. The most delicate part is cleaned the

same way as any other part, and you need

not remove the hairspring unless you want

to. Instead of using the heavy bristle brush

the sable brush is now taken up. The balance

is scrubbed carefully, of course, in benzine.

Hold it with the bamboo tweezers, and go

over it entirely, especially the roller side ;

then drop it for an instant into the alcohol

cup ; then put it on a dipping wire and place

it in cyanide for three seconds ; then in the

water for thirty seconds ; then another dash

into the alcohol and drag it carefully over the

surface of the sawdust, not trying to force it

into the dust. Upon the first contact a great

mass of wet sawdust will adhere to the

balance, and you can imagine what would

happen if " left to dry." This mass will

rapidly disappear as the balance is carefully

dragged along. Only a little fine dust re-

mains. The second sable brush, which is

always kept dry, is now used to remove from

the balance and spring all little particles

of dust.

Removing the

If you should wish to re-

move the hairspring, you

Hairspring will find this means effect-

ive. Procure six needles

that will tit No. 70 of Stubbs' wire gage,

and put them all in a tin movement box and

heat until all area a deep blue. Select one

needle, holding it in an obvious manner, and

with an oilstone grind it into a long two-

sided taper. Fit this taper by stoning back

the end until the point fits tightly the slot o
f

the collet. By forcing it into the slot the

collet will spread, but the edges will cling t
o

the needle, and you can easily remove 
the

spring from the balance. A little practice,

and you will soon have enough wedges in 
neat

little handles for any size slot. Be careful

not to spread the collet too much ; some 
are

quite brittle, and there is danger of breakin
g

them.
Sometimes I have trouble with the

my scrubbing brush.

the metal mounting

that usually tightens

I remove the wooden

bristles dropping out of

To mend this, I heat

until the wax flows and

them, but if it does not,

t 941

handle and melt in quite a lot of sealing wax,

heating the ferrule thoroughly. This always

tightens the bristles. This brush should never

be put into alcohol, as that will loosen the

bristles.
As oiling and repairs do not come within

the province of this paper, the writer will

close and hope some one may be benefited.

Mechanical Marvels

The Patent Office at Washington does

not refuse to consider perpetual motion inven-

tions, but in every such case it demands, as

a preliminary, a working model. It might

be supposed that this requirement would be

a " poser." Not so. The inventor, if he

has no model ready, goes to a model maker

and, after putting the latter on oath not to

divulge the precious secret, has his world-

revolutionizing thought reduced to concrete

shape. When he brings the model back to

the patent examiner, it invariably fails some-

how to work. But he always goes away per-

fectly confident that, with slight alterations,

the machine will meet all requirements.

A favorite type of perpetual motion appa-

ratus involves the use of a pair of springs, one

of which, while running down, winds up the

other. If this could operate satisfactorily, a

clock might be constructed that would go

forever without winding. Another utilizes

water, which, pouring by gravity out of a

tank, causes a wheel to turn, thus actuating

a pump, which forces the water back into the

tank. As soon as one or two little defects

have been remedied this machine will solve

the problem of everlasting power.

Not less promising is a wheel with hollow

spokes, each of which contains a small quan-

tity of mercury. As the wheel revolves, the

quicksilver in each ascending spoke drops to

the hub end, while the mercury in the de-

scending spokes falls to the rim end. Accord-

ingly, the wheel goes round forever ; or, at

least, it ought to, but it don't.

There was one applicant, whose machine

was composed of a couple of hundred small

sticks, with rubber bands attached to them in

such a fashion that when one of them was

started to spinning—they were all mounted

on pivots—all the rest were set going, thus,

as the inventor explained, multiplying the

power to such an extent that he had been

obliged to refrain from introducing a greater

number of sticks, for fear the whole affair, by

reason of the great force developed, should

fly to pieces and cause a frightful catastrophe.

''lent most interested in the Technical, Work-
shop Notes, Window Dressing, and Store Improve-
ing Departments, as published in The Keystone
Iron; month to month."—Harty S. Hoof, Jeweler,
Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
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ESTABLISHED 1854

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY

92 TO 98 STATE STREET

CH ICAGO

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND
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FRO," TME WIGNNAIN NE DEPARTED
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OZKAMP-NOLTING &C.91
-MAMMOTH WHOLESALE JEWELERS -

-- OF AMERICA -----

Hand in hand well go together,
Leading you to success and prosperity.

Our 1906 Catalog will be ready for
distribution November 1, 1905

Meanwhile let us send you
our 1905 Catalogs

Oskamp, Notting & Co413 Elm StreetU., Cincinnati, Ohio

INCORPORATED 1891

BOUDOIR ALARMS
SATIN GOLD FINISHED NOVELTIES

i I 1111 with one I i•le•brated Intermittent Alarm Movement which rings every twenty i IIisutes on a Ite ,II-inetal Gong on back of clock. Alarm can be stopped by turning as,

SANDEAU ALARM
Height, 9 in. Width, 4%in. Dial, 2 in.

A number of styles to select from Write for Illustrations and )ricet

THE NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.
Dept. At New Haven, Conn.

NI !iber, 1905 THE KEYSTONE

-. Fillers wishing hope i • ...I in (his deparl unmet

1,1,1 - II name and address --no' lov poldivation, but as an
of good faith. No :ohm ion win paid to anony-

mous Annunications. Questi,iis will be answered in till'

ortie1.1.:i'7.■.1/1.)1(11/'1'.1. 
1hey

retoll utegele.eoesetij roteEts'answored In 1Yorkshop Notes
,Itpalloweie for each year accompanies each December number.

■.'.vrs are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
„,ain,,,...I aestions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have
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xes are arranged

,11 1,1 1,,h. t lenity, according to subjeet covered in each answer, 151111

ill I I. ■ssile and page on which the info
rmation may be found.

Penzine."—I would like to know how you

would make a three-arm balance on an o-size New

England iwiz slower when the hairspring is fully

out and the regulator fully back ; or how y
ou

weight such a balance.—It is impossible to weight

a balance like this except by a botch method. 
A

newohairspring is what is wanted and required,

although some workmen weaken the hairspring by

placing it in a solution of nitric acid and water (about

I part acid to 15 parts of water) and allowing t
he

spring to lay in the solution a second or two,

then giving it a good cleaning with benzine.

This operation may have to be repeated, and as to

how long the spring should lay in the solution de-

pends upon how much weaker it wants to be made.

Of course, we do not recommend this method of

bringing a watch to time, but, as it has been asked

for so often, we see no harm in giving it and allow-

ing the workman to use his own judgment as to

when and where to use it.

"Third Wheel."—Al present I have a chro-

nograph to repair, in which the third-wheel jewel

is broken ; this is the jewel in the bottom plate, and
/he plate is brass, nickel plated. The one great

trouble is right here : fully two-fifths of The Jezvet

bezel is missing and it has evidently been missing

since /he watch left the factory ; and, in addition to

this, a part of the remaining portion of the bezel

is cracked where it joins the plate, aud it is impos-

sible to make this bezel hold the jewel true. The
question now is : What is the best thing to do in

order to make a first-class job, and also just how
to do the proper work? I would esteem it a

yea/ favor if you would enlighten me on this job,

for I am a little uncertain how to proceed and I

do not like to cement a jewel if I can avoid it. Is

Mei e wg way by which a new bezel can be soldered
to this plate, and would this be advisable Y—It is

never advisable to soft solder, cement or shellac

a plate or balance hole jewel in a watch ; this is

only botch work, and never will give satisfaction.
The proper way to put a jewel in your watch is to

first place the plate containing the third-wheel
bridge true in the universal head, truing it by the

jewel in the bridge (see answer to "Universal,"
May, 1903, KEYSTONE, page 790. After the plate
is tanning true, remove the bridge and with a
small graver open the hole in which was the old
jewel until it is smooth and straight all the way
thri iugh and large enough in diameter to take a
new jewel in the setting ; then select a new jewel
wit!: the proper size pivot hole and proceed to set
it t,-) a piece of nickel or German silver wire.

.t.t the jewel, follow the instructions given
" rulous," page 245, February, 1904, KEY-

In placing the jewel in the wire, be sure
you !lave the cup side against the shoulder ; this

; the flat side to face out and is the part the
taw, di or bezel goes against. In setting the
jew, the same kind of graver can be used by
hail,' as is used in the slide rest or in the jeweling
caUl rs, only it must be longer, in order to be able
to I I it in the hand ; about four inches is a good

1(-11 After having set the jewel, turn the wire
(I,. with a very little taper until it will fit in your
i)l• friction-tight, and then saw it off a little
1,,. r than the plate is thick ; now place the new
srl 1g in the hole, resting the plate on a flat stir-
fa . and by using a flat-face punch you can drive
tIi tting ( jewel) as far in as required. At dif-
II., it intervals you should stop and try your wheel
it, en the plates for end shake. After having
OH -ail shake correct, we replace the plate in the

universal head, allowing the unfinished part of the
jewel setting to face you, when, by stripping it even
with the plate, you will have a creditable piece of
work. For stripping and final finish, see answer
to " Reflector,' page 1101, July 1904, KEYSTONE.

"Hot Air."—Can you tell us how to snake a
hot air engine like the one mentioned on page iii,
of the July, 1905, KEYSTONE ? What we want to
know is the principle of such engine.—A most ex-
celent description of such an engine is given in
" Home Mechanics for Amateurs," from which we
extract the following : In the motor here ShOWI 1,
(Fig. I) the air contained in the expansion cylinder
is alternately heated
and cooled, and no
fresh air is intro-
duced. This action
is so rapid in a small
engine that the crank
shaft can make 600
or 700 revolutions a
minute. By exam-
ining the sectional
views (2, 3 and 4,
Fig. 2) a good idea
of the construction
and operation of the
motor may be ob-
tained. In brief, the
larger and longer of
the t w o cylinders
(the expansion cylin-
der) contains a long,
hollow piston called
the "transferpiston"
which fits the cylin-
der very loosely. To
this piston is attach-
ed a rod extending
through a close fitting sleeve in the top of the
cylinder, the piston rod being provided with a
connecting rod fitted to the crank at the middle of

the shaft. . The upper part of the expansion cylin-

der is furnished with a wide flange forming a cap

which fits over the sheet iron fire box, and to the

top of the expansion cylinder are secured the

standards in which is journaled the crank shaft.

To the flange is attached the power cylinder, which

is shorter and smaller in diameter than the expan-

sion cylinder. This cylinder is provided with a

piston to which is pivotally connected the lower

end of a connecting rod, the upper end of which

receives a crank pin projecting from one of the fly

wheels at right angles to the transfer piston crank.

A hole bored in the flange connects the expansion

cylinder and the bottom of the power cylinder, as

shown in No. 2, Fig. 2, and the outer end of the
hole is stopped
by screw plug
which can be
removed f o r
cleaning the
hole, should it
become stop-
ped by oil or
otherwise. An
alcohol lamp is
provided for
heating the ex-
pansion cylin-
der, it being
placed in posi-
tion to heat the
lower end of the
cylinder, as
shown in the
larger view.
The top of the
lamp is provid-

ed with a hemispherical cavity, at the bo
ttom of

which is the aperture for filling. The stopper con-

sists of a marble dropped into the hemisp
herical

cavity and serving the double purpose of stop
per

and safety valve. The expansion and power 
cylin-

ders contain a certain amount of air which is ne
ver

changed during the operation of the engine, exc
ept

by expansion and contraction. Heat having been

applied to the lower end of the expansion cylind
er,

the engine is started by giving the crank shaft 
one

or two turns in the direction indicated by the

arrows on the rims of the fly wheels. The air at

the top of the expansion cylinder is transferred
 to

the lower end of the cylinder by the transfer pis
ton

Fig. 1

Fig. 9
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as it rises ; at the same time the power piston
descends, and by this time the air is heated in the
lower part of the expansion cylinder and begins to
expand. The power piston is in position to be
pushed up by the air pressure. As the power
piston reaches the upper end of its stroke, the
transfer piston descends and transfers the heated
air to the upper end of the expansion cylinder,
where it is cooled, thus reducing the pressure and
allowing the power piston to descend again. This
operation is repeated at every stroke. It is almost
impossible to believe that the air can be heated and
cooled so rapidly. The efficiency of the motor
can be increased by surrounding the upper portion
of the expansion cylinder by a water jacket pro-
vided with a water supply pipe at the bottom and a
discharge pipe at the top, as shown in No. 5, Fig. 2,
and keeping a continual flow of cool water through
the jacket. When the motor is used for pumping,
the water is forced through the jacket. This little
motor is only a toy, but it very completely illustrates
the principle of one of the most successful hot air
engines ever devised. If the reader is mechanic-
ally inclined, he may make a motor on this plan on
a much larger scale, and use it for driving machinery.
There can be no doubt about its successful con-
struction or operation, if it is made airtight and the
bearings and friction surfaces are made to run free.
The proportions may be about the same as shown
in the cut. The dimensions of the motor from
which the views were made are as follows:

Inches

Length of expansion cylinder . . .
Internal diameterolexpansion cylinder, ITog
Length of transfer piston   2+1
Diameter of transfer piston   1M.
Length of power cylinder   1M.
Diameter of power cylinder  
Length of cranks .  176
Diameter of fly wheels  3
Height of firebox from base 5

"Spring. "—I have two .h1-size movements, one

7-jewel and the other ii-jewel, and they can be used

as key-wind or stem-wind. I have failed to get

either of them in beat properly. The hairspring

is fiat and round, no cracked jewels, lock the same

on both pa/lets; when mainspring is lel down,
jewel pin exactly in line with balance stag, and
fork and arbor banking set 0. K.; guard pin 0. K.

Both movements keep good time, but I cannot gel

them to beat even ; there is a slight limp in each

one of them.—Did you ever stop to think what

causes the tick in a watch or clock ? After your

attention is called to it, no doubt you know it is the

dropping of the teeth from one pallet stone to the

other. We have seen any number of watches that

were in beat but sounded when running as if they

were away out of beat. Now, a watch that is in

beat and sounds out of beat, the cause is that the

pallets have unequal drop, which produces a

greater noise at every other beat. This can be

remedied by making the drop equal, bring the

pallet stones closer or farther away from one

another, as the case may be.

"Stoppers."—(1) What is the best way to

straighten a balance pivot when it is bent just a

little ? Is there a better or safer way than using

the jacol lathe t"—There is an old saying. among

good watchmakers that the best way to straighten

a bent pivot is to put a new one in, or a new staff.

To use a Jacot lathe is one of the best methods to

straighten a pivot.
(a) I have had a great deal of trouble with

some watches stopping after being cleaned a week,

a month or three months. I believe the oil is

good and I believe I do good work. I have been

using gasoline, then brush good with chalk and peg

out, then use good alcohol and thy in sawdust. I

have been advised and began to use i part of sul-

phuric ether to 9 parts benzine or gasoline and pro-

ceed as before. What would you suggest that

would be better than my way, and where do you
think my trouble is? Should the pallet jewels or

escape-wheel teeth be oiled after cleaning a watch P

See answer to " Gasoline," page 1103, July, 1904,

KEYSTONE. We have known, in many cases,

where watches have stopped in a few weeks after

cleaning, caused by no oil being put on the escape-

wheel teeth. It is absolutely necessary that they

should be oiled. This may be your trouble.
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Power Rolling Mills
The progressive jeweler vill

see the advantage in having a
modern equipped shop. Power
Rolling Mills are fast supersed-
ing- the antiquated hand rolling
mills, not only saving your
strength and time, but doing
better work. If you are inte-
rested we would like to give you
an estimate cost of either of the
Mills here illustrated—for belt-
driven or electric-motor connec-
tion. Let us have your address.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
MANUFACTURERS

C9!Iiro

=71.

1490-1492 Niagara Street Buffalo, N. Y., U.S A,

The Reputation of Our College Assures a
Position to Every Graduate

We have the reputation of turning out the most thorough and
practical Watchmakers, Engravers and Opticians in this country.
Our students are in demand everywhere. Jewelers from all over
the country write for them. We have ten times more applications
for workmen than we have students. Better let us teach you the
Jewelry business. We will teach it to you right. We have been
doing it over II years, and know how to make a first-class work-
man of you and it does not take long; but remember the kind of

instruction we give you, 'cannot be had at any other college.
Attend now if you can; if 'not, make arrangements to come the first

week. in January, 1906, but send a postal to-day for our prospectus.
It gives proofs of the above claim and full particulars.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

-1ber, 1905 THE
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Plates."—I have a Hitrdinge face plate, but

If( not have good success 
selling jewels in plates.

I edn center the Work al
l right, but do not under-

stand opening and closing the brass 
around the

jewct. Will you give me some information, and

atso tell me what kind of tool to use?—If 
your idea

is to replace a broken jewel in a 
watch plate where

the new jewel goes back into the old 
setting, then

you want to use what we term a 
"jewel-bezel

opener." A good tool for this purpose is the

" opener " made by Kendrick & Davis
, which can

he had from any of the wholesale mater
ial houses

whose announcements appear on our advertising

pages ; they come in sets of three. In putting in a

new jewel in this manner it is not ne
cessary to

place the watch plate or the bridge in the universal

face plate. To replace a jewel, select one of 
the

openers that will just go into the setting and be

sure it rests on the shoulders, then tighten up 
the

opener and give it a few turns ; tighten it up again

and turn it, and continue doing this until the jewel

bezel stands up straight. We are now ready to pick

out a jewel that will fit our pivot, and at the same

time it must fit into this hole without side shake.

After having selected the proper jewel, we are

ready to throw or burnish back the bezel. We do

this by hand, using a regular jewel-bezel burnisher

(shaped something like a cigar), and the job is

finished. Should you %vain to set a new jewel

right into the watch plate, cut a new seat, etc., we

wOuld refer you to our reply to " Third Wheel," in

this issue. There is no difference between setting

a jewel in a piece of brass or nickel wire than into

a watch plate, except that the job in the watch plate

requires a little more care to get the jewel the proper

depth and not to slip while burnishing it in.

'Gill Plate."--Iwould like to know if it is ad-

visable louse a gold coloring solution on gilt watch

plates. I find it hard to polish Hie' plates of some

watches, especially o/d ones. How can such a solu-

tion be used without the jewel settings r—

We rather think it a good plan to give gilt plates a

dip in the gold plating solution, after cleaning,

especially if they are old. Such treatment greatly

enhances the appearance of the plate, and as a rule

is greatly appreciated by the customer, who, of

course, is not aware of the method by which the

extra nice appearance was imparted, and puts it
down to superior skill on the part of the workman

in the cleaning operation. The parts not to be

gilded can be coated with a resist before being put

in the solution—either asphaltum varnish or shellac

varnish may be used for this purpose. •

".S7rass."—Please gim me an idea of what

Ihr' different imitations of diamonds are composed.
Is Mere a paste diamond ? flow is it made Y—The

most common imitation of the diamond consists of
a roadily fusible, colorless glass, rich in lead, to
which has been given the names strass, paste or
main:: flux. The constituents of strass are, as a
rule: the same as those of ordinary glass with the
addition of one or two other substances, especially
of 1(-:(1 lead. The most important constituent is

(Iwolz, which must be quite free from iron, and is
be,t,uited for this use in the purest form if rock
Fry! 1. Potash in the form of potassium carbonate

al...0 used, and it must be as near chemically pure
as I; possible. Lead in the form of chemically
ptlr l'ed oxide (red lead) is employed, and some-
liple.; a little white arsenic is added. As a flux
eitiv•r a little borax or pure boracic acid is used,
hut Mis cannot be said to enter into the compost-
him the glass inasmuch as it is volatilized by the

of the furnace.s One of the best of the van-
01r. iormulas in use is the following : Nine parts of
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quartz, 3 of potassium carbonate, 3 of fused borax,
2 of red lead, X of white arsenic. Another is,
7X parts of quartz, to of red lead, tX of saltpeter.
The physical quedities of such glass or strass vary
considerably with the chemical composition, the
amount of lead especially having a marked influ-
ence. When the amount of lead is smaller, the
hardness of the glass is greater, while the specific
gravity, the index of refraction and the dispersive

P°"' er are lower. The materials mentioned a
bove,

after being powdered finely and intimately mixed
are fused together in a hessian crucible and kept at
as constant a temperature as possible, which should
not be higher than that just sufficient to produce
complete fusion. The fused mass, which should
then be homogeneous, and as free front bubbles
as possible, is allowed to remain in the furnace for
about twenty-four hours, during which time it cools
gradually and slowly. Any disturbance of the
fused mass must be avoided, in order to prevent
the introduction of air bubbles, which cannot be

again expelled, and which render the product

unsuitable for the intended purpose. The forego-

ing tells of the true " imitation " diamond ; there

are also quite a few minerals that have been sub-

stituted for genuine diamonds, and which might be

termed " counterfeit" diamonds. Among these

are rock crystal, colorless varieties of spinel, topaz,

emerald, sapphire, beryl and zircon. White zircon

and phenakite come nearest to the true diamond in

play of colors of all the " natural counterfeits."

"I -niter' States."—.1 have an IS-size wakh

which is givini; me considerable trouble on account

of its eccentric habits. It is nearly a new move-

ment ; the jewels and pivots are all in good condi-

tion and i/ seems to lake (in e'qua//j' good motion

in all positimis, as feir as the eve can detect.

re4;utate it pendant up, and Then try it dial up, it

will lose Jo minutes in 2./ hours. I have regulated

it dial up avd vice zwrsa, and I leave pointed Me

balance pivots as much as I thought advisable but

it does not seem to make much difference.—Any

watch, no matter of what make or grade, that will

vary 20 minutes in 24 hours in a certain position,

has something radically wrong with it. We be-

lieve the trouble is in or around the balance (not

particularly the pivots). Strip the watch and place

the balance in alone, with the hairspring on ; give

the balance a start and note very carefully if you

can hear any scraping sound, particularly so in the

one position ; when it loses, examine the hair-

spring, see that it is flat while the balance is vibrat.

jog—does not rub on the balance arms- -or, if a

breguet spring, see that the ends of the curb pins

do not touch the flat part of the spring. Some

fault of this kind you will lind to be the trouble.

" (Woride."—(1) How do you make soft sol-

dering acid out of chloride of :dm' and alcohol P—

Simply dissolve the chloride of zinc in the alcoho
l

in the proportion of X oz. zinc to 3 ozs. of alcohol
.

‘Ve think you will add greatly to the efficiency o
f

the solution by adding X oz. of salammoniac to it
.

(z) lad kind of acid do you use for removing

blue ?—\\'e presume you mean to remove blue from

steel. If such is the case, you use hydrochloric

acid.
(3) How do you make a good pickling arid/

—The pickle in general use is merely a to per cent
.

solution of sulphuric acid. Some workmen prefe
r

it a little stronger, but to per cent. will a
nswer

nicely, as a rule.

"Eighteens"— I have an hs'-si:e American

watch Mal 7e17/ stop SWIM/I), by Iniwing the h
ands

backward. liinnon pillion is not too litrht on cen-

ter post. Watch left to be cleaned. This is the

first time I have' &end this trouble on akv 
watch. —

The cannon pinion must be too tight, and 
when

you set the watch backward it takes all 
the power

off the train, causing the escape wheel an
d the

train to run backwards, which forces the 
guard

pin against the roller table, stopping the 
watch.

After fixing the cannon pinion, examine the safet
y

action. See that the guard pin is not too far front

the roller table ; also that it is smooth. The 
edge

of the roller table must also be smooth and 
highly

polished, so that when the guard pin touches

the table there is no danger of it catching and

staying there.

want to know if the points of

those nickel clock balance pins are turned down just

so true to lit the cone or hole in the adjusting

screw. I have a lot of trouble with them not run-

ning otter thev have been jarred. I find also in

.coine thal iii one position llhy run 0. li. face up,

and Men when turned ji:ce down they slop at once.

The /rain in all seems to be fine. I note /he pencil

point pin of the staff wears not round ; what's the

cause I also find they are al/ very loosely adjusted;

why is this? / would think that the' sonic principle

holds good in the end .shake of a clock as Teel/ as in

it a wick. .16, /rouble is in the balance, I am sure,

and / have quite a lot of these clocks that haven't

run au), lime and then slop, and I cannot get them

to run, so / lay the trouble to the staffs and bear-

ings. I don't like to throw these clocks away.—

Most every nickel clock that comes in for repairs

should have the balance pivots repointed and

polished. The points of the pivots want to be of

such a length that the point and not the side runs

on the adjusting screw, so as to have as little fric-

tion its possible. To repoint the pivot, place the

staff in the lathe and use an oil-stone slip, and then

polish the same as you would a balance pivot.

Sometimes the adjustment screws should be ground

and polished. Place them in the chuck, and by

using a piece of steel wire the same shape as the

balance pivot, they can be ground smooth by

using oil-stone powder and oil, finishing with

diatnantine. The end shake should be no more

than is necessary to allow the balance to be free.

Another great trouble you will find is the lack of

power, caused by the pivot holes of the pallet,

the escape and four wheels being worn too large.

These, when .so worn, should be closed, and you

will be surprised to see what an improvement in

the action of the balance it will make.

" e'lose Timing." —( can 0 7-jeweled or a

/5-jeweled flg 01-Ilia/ham, or any make of watch,

be iutjusled that is not marked adjusted ? Will say,

take a 1.5-jeweled watch /hal is not adinsled and is

clean and in perfet / order, and must be rir.:utated

for close timing , and pendant up it runs fast

7eith rewldator relde'l en. inele'.1' Nate ; parts

in order, balance in poise. ll'hat can be done to

make it nen I if,rhl in all positions / must be

done to have watches adjusted as they are marked

Oh the movements Y—The difference between an

ordinary 7-jeweled or 15-jeweled movement and an

adjusted one is nothing more than the construction

of the movement on a liner basis. For example,

in 11 7-jewel movement, if you vill examine it

you will find the train all the way through very

coarse, the pivots of unequal size, the teeth of the

barrel and train wheel very rough ; little or no

attention is paid to the thickness of the walls of the

balance jewels or the exact amount of brass and

steel used in making the balance ; the balance

spring pinned at roost any point, just so the watch

runs to time but not to keep a rate. But, in an

adjusted movement the hairspring must be pinned

at a certain point (isochronal) to get equal time.

Therefore, to change a 7-jeweled or 15-jeweled

ordinary movement to an adjusted movement,

all of these things must be carefully looked into

and changed.
(2) ln putting a balance staff in an adjusted

watch, the balance in true and Wheel poised,

has the adjustment of said watch been interfered

with, and if so, what can be done to restore it to

adjustmenIP—A first-class workman can replace a

balance staff in an adjusted movement without

interfering with the adjustment. Careful handling

and the proper-fitting staff is all that is •tecessary.

The trouble with a great many workmen is, they

do not take into consideration the trouble that

conies from using poor material in fine watches.

Take, for example, the replacing of a broken

balance jewel : with some workmen, any old jewel

%%111 do, just so long as the hole fits the pivot and

the setting fits the bridge. Now, if the walls of

this jewel are thicker than the original ones, we

have destroyed the adjustment of our watch, be-

cause there is more friction on that balance pivot

than on the other one. What we should have

used was a hole jewel sent out by the factory for

that particular grade of watch, and if bought from

a reliable wholesale material house, we will get the

right article. The different factories make it a

business to supply the proper material for the finer

grades of movements.
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S the result of a donation the city of Leitmeritz, in Bohemia,

has a meteorological column that is original in more than

one respect. It is designed to embrace the following

features : (r) Good meteorological instruments and registration

of the telegraphic reports from the nearest meteorological station ;

( 2) a list of the astronomical observatories and the most importan
t

localities of the world and their distances from Leitmeritz as the

crow flies ; (3) indication of the time in every part of the world.

The meteorological instruments were furnished by Lamprecht,

of GOttingen. A table six meters in diameter gives the direction

and distance of nearly three hundred of the most important cities.

The clock was constructed by the Horological School of

Karlstein, according to the patent of M. Theodore Lande, super-

intendent of the public schools of Leitmeritz. It is a timepiece

of great precision, the mean diurnal variations not exceeding one

second.
As may be seen from the cut, each of the hands indicating

hours, minutes and seconds, is in connection with the sector of a

circle indicating the exact position of the hands in a given city at

a given moment ; for instance, at midday at Greenwich. Thus

the time of various cities may be read with as much ease as the

time of an ordinary clock. The primitive way of representing the

hands on the disks by lines with inscriptions is maintained for

about a hundred cities, but the arrangement of the hands going

with the other disks has been simplified without in any way

diminishing the exactness of the reading.
The time of any city

of given longitude may be

read by means of a simple

arrangement of movable

disks, rotating with refer-

ence to the graduation of a

fixed dial, so that at mid-

day at Greenwich all the

indications of the latter

appear to be represented

on the disks, and thus week

days, hours, minutes and

seconds may be read as

usual.
It follows that this clock

can determine not only the

mean local time of all places

of the earth of a given lon-

gitude, but also the times of

the twenty-four horary sec-

tions adopted by the rail-

roads of most civilized

countries.
The adjustment is ef-

fected by a Glashiitte regu-

lator. The reading does

not require higher know-

ledge than what is conveyed

in primary schools for the

reading of ordinary clocks,

so that the school children

at Leitmeritz find the clock

a means of instruction, a

point which was kept in

view by the generous
The Universe, Clock

donator. This clock, both in its conception and construction, is

quite unique, and is a remarkable tribute to the perfection which

the science of horology has attained in recent years.

The Use of the File in Repairing Watches

[Translated for Tux: KEYSTONE from the Moniteur de la Bijouterie et de I* llorologe
rle]

It is said that a wise man thinks three times before opening

his mouth to speak. A watchmaker should certainly turn his file

round three times before applying it to any piece in repairing a

watch. To file the lower part of a bridge, or to thin a wheel,

requires deliberation. No piece should be filed except in case of

absolute necessity, for the very good reason that when the

substance has been removed it cannot be restored. When watch-

makers have the opportunity of readily procuring the inter-

changeable pieces, which are now made in great variety and for

all calibers, it is better to replace the piece than to use the file

when the piece has already been worn a great deal.

The thickness of the wheels of a train, as known, should

diminish progressively from the center wheel ; the third wheel

should be a little thinner than the center wheel and the seconds

wheel (fourth), called incorrectly the crown wheel, since it is now

made flat, should be thinner than the third. But these variations

should be very small. It is never well to run things to extremes.

Recently, I had occasion to compare two watches of the same

make, which had been in use for fifteen years. One of them had

the pinions of the last three wheels so worn and punctured that

it was absolutely necessary to replace them ; the pinions of the

other watch were in good condition.

What was the cause of the wear of the first watch ? Simply,

that the wheels had been thinned until they were reduced to one-

half their original thickness. All the strain resulting from the

force of the mainspring was concentrated on points so reduced

that continued rapid wear was inevitable. If the pinions had been

actuated by needles during these fifteen years, they could scarcely

have been in worse condition.

Watch repairers, especially those who are prone to leave a

watch in such a defective state, should turn the file round three

times before undertaking their work.
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S the result of a donation the city of Leitmeritz, in Bohemia,

has a meteorological column that is original in more than

one respect. It is designed to embrace the following

features : (t) Good meteorological instruments and registration

of the telegraphic reports from the nearest meteorological stati
on ;

(2 ) a list of the astronomical observatories and the most important

localities of the world and their distances from Leitmeritz as the

crow flies ; (3) indication of the time in every part of the world
.

The meteorological instruments 'ere furnished by Lamprecht,

of G6ttingen. A table six meters in diameter gives the direction

and distance of nearly three hundred of the most important cities.

The clock was constructed by the Horological School of

Karlstein, according to the patent of M. Theodore Lande, super-

intendent of the public schools of Leitmeritz. It is a timepiece

of great precision, the mean diurnal variations not exceeding one

second.
As may be seen from the cut, each of the hands indicating

hours, minutes and seconds, is in connection with the sector of a

circle indicating the exact position of the hands in a given city at

a given moment ; for instance, at midday at Greenwich. Thus

the time of various cities may be read with as much ease as the

time of an ordinary clock. The primitive way of representing the

hands on the disks by lines with inscriptions is maintained for

about a hundred cities, but the arrangement of the hands going

with the other disks has been simplified without in any way

diminishing the exactness of the reading.
The time of any city

of given longitude may be

read by means of a simple

arrangement of movable

disks, rotating with refer-

ence to the graduation of a

fixed dial, so that at mid-

day at Greenwich all the

indications of the latter

appear to be represented

on the disks, and thus week

days, hours, minutes and

seconds may be read as

usual.
It follows that this clock

can determine not only the

mean local time of all places

of the earth of a given lon-

gitude, but also the times of

the twenty-four horary sec-

tions adopted by the rail-

roads of most civilized

countries.
The adjustment is ef-

fected by a Glashiitte regu-

lator. The reading does

not require higher know-

ledge than what is conveyed

in primary schools for the

reading of ordinary clocks,

so that the school children

at Leitmeritz find the clock

a means of instruction, a

point which was kept in

view by the generous
The Universa. Clock

donator. This clock, both in its conception and construction, is

quite unique, and is a remarkable tribute to the perfection which

the science of horology has attained in recent years.

The Use of the File in Repairing Watches

[Translated for Tit i k I front the Monitenr de In Bijou!, le et de PlIorologerie]

It is said that a x% i-e man thinks three times before opening

his mouth to speak. A watchmaker should certainly turn his file

round three times before applying it to any piece in repairing a

watch. To file the lower part of a bridge, or to thin a wheel,

requires deliberation. No piece should be filed except in case of

absolute necessity, for the very good reason that when the

substance has been removed it cannot be restored. When watch-

makers have the opportunity of readily procuring the inter-

changeable pieces, which are now made in great variety and for

all calibers, it is better to replace the piece than to use the file

when the piece has already been worn a great deal.

The thickness of the wheels oi a train, as known, should

diminish progressively from the center wheel ; the third wheel

should be a little thinner than the center wheel and the seconds

wheel (fourth), called incorrectly the crown wheel, since it is now

made flat, should be thinner than the third. But these variations

should be very small. It is never well to run things to extremes.

Recently, I had occasion to compare two watches of the same

make, which had been in use for fifteen years. One of them had

the pinions of the last three wheels so worn and punctured that

it was absolutely necessary to replace them ; the pinions of the

other watch were in good condition.

What was the cause of the wear of the first watch ? Simply,

that the wheels had been thinned until they were reduced to one-

half their original thickness. All the strain resulting from the

force of the mainspring was concentrated on points so reduced

that continued rapid wear was inevitable. If the pinions had been

actuated by needles during these fifteen years, they could scarcely

have been in worse condition.

Watch repairers, especially those who are prone to leave a

watch in such a defective state, should turn the file round three

times before undertaking their work.



60 °X) Profit!
Write for

Our Special Offer

A 6-foot-high
MISSION HALL CLOCK

exactly like this
photographic cut

3 of the best-selling
CUCKOO CLOCKS

and 4 Miniature
DEN CLOCKS

No. 6
No. 8

For use on
Desks,

Blantelsostc.

Suitable for
Regatta
Prize

No, 504
21 inches
high

Retails
for about

$6.00 No. 7

No. 510
20 inches
high

Retails
for about

$8.5o
No. 9

No. 508
17% in.
high

Retails
for about

$7.50

Our announcement in last month's KEYSTONE has caught the trade by storm, and orders
are coming in from every section of the country. jewelers seem to have been waiting for just
such an offer as we made last month. Write at once for descriptive circular giving full
details and prices. You will also receive our new cuckoo clock folder, just off the press.

American Cuckoo Clock Company, Inc.
Station S 7 Philadelphia

SHIP'S BELL'
In Clubs,
Iiesidenees

and
()Sikes

AUTO CLOCK GOTHIC AND DORIC ; PARLOR AND BOUDOIR CLOCKS

00 0

4„ 11 \

Tells
correct
hour
and
hall
hour

in dark
rows

TRAVELING CLOCK

234 IN. " SPECIAL" AUTO CLOCK

_

MARINE CLOCK

\-T

II •

THE " CHELSEA FulsteteocInwpitehs 
Desks, Mantels, 

tBealsseettocr

Ship's ItcH is the best form of Sinking Clock for use in sleeping rooms,
libraries, etc.

Clock in its round ease, also furnished without the Base. Hour and HalfHour Striking and Time ( lot striking) movements furnished in similar COWSand liases, when so preferred. Large variety of finishes on Cases and Buses.uto Clocks always Yellow Brass, Ship's Bell and ittarine for use on Yachts,steamships, etc., Composition Brass, and for use in Residences Offices, Clubs,etc., Copper Bronze, Black Oxide, Green Bronze, Red Brass, Ye'llow Brass, etc.
Above are a few of the many styles of Fine Clocks made by Chelsea Clock Co. All are 8-Day,Best Jewelry, Nautical Instruments and Yachting and Automobile Supplies,

Liberal! Discounts to Dealers. Catalogs on application. Selling Agents for
Pacific Coast MQROAN

you want the BEST ? Ask for the
66 A CHELSEA Clock

,P

" CHELSEA " C. C. Co. All FO CLOCK
(TRADE-MARK) , TRAOF.MAWN) 0.01-MAk,)

2

High Grade. These fine goods are dealt in only by Dealers in
and are used by parties demanding the Best.
& ALLEN CO., 134 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Caliiornia

Chelsea Clock Co., 16 State St., Boston, U.S.A.
Largest Alakels in America of EXCLUSIVELY 8-DAY, 1110H-ORADE

Ship's Bell, Marine, Auto Clocks and Office Clocks

THE WESTERN CLOCK MFG. CO.
SOLE MAKERS OF' THE " AMERICA" ALARM

NEW YORK
57 Maiden Lane

Vine

Idyls

LA SALLE, ILL.
CHICAGO

131 Wabash Avenue

Gladys

Nymph

Dore

Cremona

Ormolu Gold Clocks

Our Complete Catalogue Sent Upon Request
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GEO. KUEHL Sz- CO.
178 E. Randolph Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers and Importers of

Genuine Black Forest
No. 32

Guaranteed to be mechanically perfect and to keep accurate time. Makes a most attractive window display

" Watch the Time Ply"

NO HANDS, NO DIAL. Wound, set and regulated like any clock

Cuckoo Clocks
ith

TRADE MARK

Jewelers ! If you order Cuckoo Clocks, and 400-Day
Clocks, see that you get the same with our trade-marks.

These are the BEST. There are none BETTER.
Our clocks have received the highest award, " Gold

Medal," at the Chicago, Omaha, Paris and St. Louis Expo-
sitions.

Sole Agents of

400=Day Clocks
with

TRADE MARK

For sale at all Wholesale Clock and jewelry Houses
TRADE

f_Isp

Design No. I Design No. 2 Design No. 3

$6.00 $6.50 $7.00

UPPER PLATES REPRESENT Tin: HOUR. LOWER 
PLATES, THE MINUTES

An appropriate HOLIDAY, BIRTHDAY or WEDD
ING GIFT

Elegant display case given free with order for eight clo
cks, two of each design

ORDER NOW TO INSURE HOLIDAY D
ELIVERIES

For trade discount apply to your jobber or

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg. Co., 304 Hudson St., New York City

It may he possible to make a bet-
ter polish for silver and cut glass than

Wright's Silver Cream, but up
to the present time it has never been
done.

For 33 years Silver Cream has
been used by the best families in the
land with perfect satisfaction.

Sold by all jobbers or direct

J. A. WRIGHT & COMPANY, Keene, N. H.

SESSIONS CLOCKS
Ask to see our latest designs in

PATENTED

JUANITA
31 inches high

Marbleized Wood, Mission Mantel,
Mission Hanging and Dutch Hall Clocks

A profitable line for you For sale by leading jobbers

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO.
Main Office and Factories

Forestville, Connecticut, U.S.A.

New York Salesrooms, 37 Maiden 
Lane

Height, I23, inches ASTORIA Length, 16% inches

HOLLAND
HALL CLOCK

6 feet high
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Suggestions for the Holiday Trade
The American
Coffee and Tea
Extractor

Considered by Ex-
perts THE Coffee
Machine for making
the most delicious
Coffee, and recom-
mended by Physi-
cians as the only
way of making a
pure and healthful
cup of coffee.

Very appropriate
for either a
Wedding
or Holiday Gift

Manufactured by

Coffee Extractors
Chafing Dishes

5 O'Clock Teas

The Buffalo Manufacturing Co. Coffee, Tea and Hot Water Urns, Crumb Sets,
Manufacturers of Water Coolers, Water Filters, 442 to 446 Niagara Street

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST

The
Chafing Dish

or any of its Acces-
sories is in constant
demand and, to-
gether with the 5
O'CLOCK TEA,
always finds a
cordial welcome
during the Holiday
season.

Useful, convenicili
aid

always acceptable
as Presents

Cuspido, rs Bath Room Fixtures, etc. BUFFALO, N. Y.BRANCH OFFICES: 18 Warren St., New York 40 Dearborn St., Chicago/ 512 Commerce St., Philadelphia 247 Coronada Bldg., Denver Colo. 61 Stewart St., San Francisco

Special Manufacturing Jewelers for the Retail Traci(

THE DORST COMPANY
Kansas City, Mo. Cincinnati, Ohio

No. 2534. American Beauty
Beauty Rose Sprays are unsurpassed

i',•■• dozen  61.20
,• dozen 1  50

.1 Pci• 110%■•11   . . . . 2.50

They are worth more than double the price

Nu. 2584. Holly Bouquet I 3 sprays in a bouquet ; per
ilmen bouquets, $1.20 ; per dozen single sprays, 40c.
2585. Holly Spray, 5 berries and 4 loaves to each

-Pray, per dozen, 35e.

A Splendid Seller for 10c. Each, Single Spray

Especially decorative between jewelry in show window

Chrysanthemum

Spray

The Chrysanthemum, selected for the
,* Show, gives a touch of aristocracy
' ••leganee. Per dozen

sprays

1'. Japanese, 12 inches long . . $1.00

10 " " . . .40

..,itherhead 15 " " . 1.50
• CT 18 " " 2.40

I i kado 16 " " . . 6.00

20 " " . 12.00

No. 2970. Holly Vines (Cut representing 2 yards)
In natural green-colored leaves, white edges

N... 2970. 11,11 y Vine, 12 leaves and 12 red holly berries, per doz. yards, $ .75
No. :2971. I I. Vine, 18 leaves and 18 red holly berries, " " " 1.25
N. 2972. Holly Vine, 24 leaves and 24 red holly berries, " " " 1.50

Wherever decorations are to be made with light effect, we recommend our

Frosted Holly-that is, white leaves with delicate green plates and covered

with diamond dust-will give a beautiful ice effect in the afternoon where

windows are lit up ; the best selling number is No. 2969, made of 18 leaves and

18 berries; per dozen yards, $1.25 ; per gross, $12.50.

Holly Wreath

No. 2770. Holly IA- re:Hi, 12 inches diameter 
No. 2771. Holly w h, inches diameter 
No. -2772. 11.11, io:ii h. l., ladies diameter  
N.. '277::. lIIl \\ 15 Howler 
N., 2771. Holly \\ r. 18 ini diameter

Leaves Berries
44 44
72 72
96 60
144 120

  180 225

Each
$ .25
.35
.50
.90
1.50

Cqmplimenhs

of

,,YZ.8,71 211811e & Co.
1 b., 14,,,:k :;ETSCILERF COMPANY, Nv,/ York •

Will you be a member of this company ? Then do not wait until the

rush of season, but order above Souvenir Cards, 8 x 534, of olive-green

color, trimmed with holly sprays, and provided with your firm-name.
Per 500 Per 1,000

  $40.00 $75.00
No. 2777. Xmas Souvenir Card, with your firm-name

Or per 100 without firm-name, 27.50

Htz.2.1:

No. 2916, Hood of firepteel )41;1 pc
paper ; no duplicate in this country:
without smilax streamer, per dozen,
$5.00, in any color, as red, especially
appropriate for Christmas decera-
tions ; electric illuminated plants,
etc., to brighten your window.

Folding Christmas Bell
(Red)

Per doe
No. 2730. 81/2 in. diameter, $ .60
No. 2731. 10y2 i,,. diameter, 1.20
No. 2732. 12;...2 in. diameter, 2.00

18 in. diameter, 9.00

For Electric Lights

Our illustrated catalog

contains valuable hints

and suggestions for the

HORSE SHOW, FALL

AND HARVEST,

THANKSGIVING AND

CHRISTMAS.

Just say "Send us your

new catalog." You'll

get it post haste.

rank Netschert Company, 34 Barclay St., New York



Electric Portables The New Swell Electric Lamps for Dining Rooms, Libraries and Dens. These
lamps are all finished in the latest style with handsome decorated shades in colors;
have 8 feet of silk cord with plug and the new patent pull socket. You pull the lain
and the lamp is lit, and by pulling again the light is put out. Put them in your ..how
window if you have electric light and see them sell.

1111111111111011111111141111111111111,111111a11111111111111tha11116111111111.11111111011

No. 3011K. Electric Portable
Old brass and green finish. Height of body, 11.1.

inches with 10-inch cologne decorated shade. $22.80
Assorted colored beaded fringe to hang from shades,

10 inch, $2 40
Keystone list and discount

()„,
1906

Catalogue

7,7
,

A comparison is all we ask

We feel safe about the result

Let it post you

Send us vour orders
DOUBLE LICIHT

No. 3070K. Electric Portable
Old brass and green finish. Height of body, 12

Inches with 10-ineh Vienna decorated shade. $27.60
Assorted colored beaded fringe to hang from shades,

10-inch, $2.40
Is u dune list and discount

St. Louis Clock and Silver Ware Co.

,ftve

No. 3085K. Electric Portable
Finished in old brass with 8-itielt decorated Boston

shade, has patent pull automatic. socket ; by pulling
chain light is lit and by pulling again light is put out.
Height, 16 inches, with 8 feet of silk cord.

Price, $12.00
Assorted colored beaded fringe to hang from shades,

8-Inch, $2.10
Keystone list and discount

No. 616 Locust St.

ST. LOUIS, Mo.
Locust Street

Between Sixth and Seventh

If it has not reached
you, drop us a

line
Electric Portableold th gri i:gi.nTd.  18111

or hod)',shade  i% illeill's lo-inch Baltim ore (1(44,0141
.p25.20.

Assorted colored beaded fringe to hang from shades,
10-Inch, $3.00

Keystone list and discount

THE CATALOGUE WITH THE GREEN COVER

Keep Your Eyes Off the Clock

DURING my experience, covering a pe-

riod of twenty years as head of different

departments in a large wholesale house, said

David C. Litt, of Chicago, I have come in

contact with hundreds of young men of all

characters, the farmer boy fresh from the

meadows, the rich man's son just from col-

lege, and the city boy, the widow's only

support. They all wanted to work in a

wholesale house, to begin at the bottom,

work their way up, so they could some day

become the buyer and manager of the depart-

ment to which they were assigned.

What becomes of the majority of these

young men, who at first make promises that

are certainly worthy of attention and should

be credited with aspirations that are worthy

of consideration ? If you watch, as I have,

you will observe that, while at first they begin

with a vigor that is truly promising, they

gradually get into a rut, as it were, and, in

spite of repeated warnings, you are forced to

discharge them.
The trouble seems to be that these same

young fellows, who
,titer considerable
effort once get into
a wholesale house

- as generally

these houses are

irtrticular whom
they hire—no mat-
ter how firm their

resolutions were at
first, begin to act
as if their positions

were as firm as the
rock of Gibraltar.
They do not seem
to appreciate the
fact that, no mat-
ter how many men
the manager may
have under him,
he is always on
the alert for the
y■ aing man who
does not have a
dead line on his

allotted work.
And right here is
where the princi-

pal trouble lies.

Most stockkeepers (which at first is what

young men in a wholesale house usually are)

labor under the impression that, while his

particular division may be in good order, he

should not help his fellow stockkeeper across

the aisle, whose stock happens to be in poor

shape. He simply sits on the end of his

table, and frequently you can hear : " Hey,

Joe. Get a move on you if you are going to

catch the 5.25 train." Incidentally it might

be mentioned that the store closes at 5.30.

Not even a piece of paper will such a

young man pick up if it does not happen to

be in his stock. He always is looking at the

clock, always seeking an excuse for a day off,

maybe for a picnic, or it may be he is sick, or

says he is. Then, when he is really sick, he

fails to report by telephone.
To the many to whom this

description applies, I want

to give a word of advice. If

you want advancement, both

in position and salary, don't look at the

clock so often ; don't absent yourself under

false pretenses, and when the manager asks

Keep Your Eyes
Off the Clock

you to work a few hours overtime, don' t sulk,

but show a willingness.

Heads of departments are always look-

ing for bright, snappy young men who are

always on time, neat in appearance, and will-

ing to help fellow employees.

.TL
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The handsome Jewelry Store of 0. J. Fuchs, Chillicothe, 0610

(1953)

A Handsome Jewelry Store

WE illustrate on this page the handsome

new store of 0. J. Fuchs, Chillicothe,

Ohio. This store measures 65 x 15 feet, and

is one of the prettiest of its size in the country.

The ceiling and two side walls are of pressed

steel and the former is equipped with cove

and center decorating lights. From each

cluster in the ceiling drops a brass stem, which

carries a revolving buzz fan on its end. The

furniture is of cherry throughout ; the wall

cases are attractively lighted inside, and have

single-light plate-glass doors, each eight feet

in length.
The room has 135 electric lights and 12

Welsbach gas lights. On either side are bent

panel guard rails, but the photo, having been

taken at night, fails

to show them. The

color scheme is

very pretty, the

ceiling beingpaint-

ed in dead white

to the picture

mold, which latter

is sky blue, and

the wainscotting is

turquoise b 1 u e .

These colors har-

monize well with

the red of t h e

cherry fixtures.

Only plate glass is

used, and the mir-

rors are be v el -

edged. The ap-

pearance of t h e

store has attracted

wide admiration,

its judiciousappor-

tionment being no

less an object of

praise than its

handsome fixtures

and beautiful dec-

oration.
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It will be well for the jewelers to remember during the busy season
that we handle watches only. In this line you can rely, on us at all
seasons and in all emergencies. We have at all times the right kind of
stock, and in such quantity as permits the promptest filling of orders.
Our supplies and system are such as make delay or disappointment
practically impossible. We make a specialty of mail orders. .A letter
will be given the same attention as yourself.

ALBERT L. HAMAN, 281-282 Endicott Building, St. Paul, Minn.
•■■•■■■=froislINI■MImmimm

In placing your order for HOLIDAY UMBRELLAS, buy the kind that has
a REPUTATION and SPECIAL FEATURES. The HULI, line is distinctly a
JEWELERS' line, because they are BETTER MADE and MORE SIGHTLY
than any other umbrella on the market to-day. The HULL DETACHABLEand INTERCHANGEABLE HANDLE is the most practical feature ever inventedfor umbrellas, and is guaranteed to be stronger by actual test than any other
handle, detachable or regular ; so simple in construction, it is guaranteed to neverget out of order, and costs no more than ordinary makes. It is no experiment,but has been sold for over five years to thousands of the best merchants from the
Atlantic to the Pacific without a single complaint. We are willing to pay a
premium for a HULL UMBRELLA that is not absolutely PERFECT in WORK-
MANSHIP, SHAPE and FINISH. They are rolled as no others are, and theties and cases fit. In fact, there is something about HULL UMBRELLAS that
distinguishes them from all other makes. They also sell more readily, yield a
better profit and give better satisfaction. Write for booklet, " The Name to TieTo," catalogue and samples. We have provided for filling late special orderspromptly.

Umbrella Co.
Ohio

The "HULL" way. The old way.

Hull detachabjes guaranteed
stronger than any other handle.

No, "tither, 1905

NEWS

NORTHWES 1

THE

Fall trade has started in nicely and October

will show good sales all along the line. Never

were conditions more favorable. Crops have all

been safely housed, and they, were good, large

°tics. Only a small portion of them has been

marketed so far, as the farmers have taken advan-

tage of the nice weather to get their fall plowing

don. This has progressed nicely, and November

ivill find the roads lined with teams busily hauling

grain to market. Jobbers report everything satis-

factory ; orders are coming in nicely and their only

trouble is in getting goods from the factories, the

exceptionally brisk demand making it difficult to

get goods fast enough. But

shipments during November

should bring the stocks up to

normal. The wise ones are

buying early, and in some

cases jobbers are receiving

orders for November 15th to

December 1st shipment. Col-

lections are coining in nicely,

and more beginners' outfits

have been sold the past month

than in any one month for a

long time, which proves the

Northwest is on the up grade •

and will continue so for some

time.
Paul Pieton, Cloverly,

N. Dak., has started in busi-

ness there.
N. Megorden, formerly

at LeRoy, Minn., has suc-

ceeded the Hayfield Drug

and Jewelry Co., Hayfield,
Minn.

Burns Bros. are the new
jewelers at Pierpont, S. Dak.

Ferdinand Setterberg,
Cokato, Minn., has started
in business at Lamson, Minn.

Hawkinson has started in business at

N. 
D 

A. M. Fargeman, Fergus Falls, Minn., spent a

few clays in St. Paul last month, serving as a grand

juror in the U. S. District Court.

St. Paul jewelers were very popular last month

jurors, George R. Holmes being called on for

gy.ind jury duty and Lawrence Hope, Charles E.

Ralph Siegrist and A. R. Franke serving

petit jurors.
,iiCt.olJb. Anderson has started business at 1956

-versity Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.

William Pu mtna, Luverne, Minn., has gone to

.k 

S. Dak., to work for Livingston Bros.

0. N. Steenstrup has begun business at Mabel,

R. H. \\Ting has opened a store at Lankin,

succeeded 

tek:■lke:r.d N 

Orris 

.d r aJ. iC?bly.tka.o pin has started in business at Dick-

sdMt iclIkeire,r.S. Dak., has been

William 
i  Ne Ei.:m 

fixtures
Mai.yer,Butto 

his 
Ms , i 
store.

.has added an art rooma

H. J. Robertson is the new jeweler at Camp-

hell,
Engebert Kock, a Stone-School graduate, has

shined in business at Red Wing, Minn.

KEYSTONE

E. F. Huhner, Stillwater, Minn., had a clean-

up sale last month He says old goods have no

room in his store.
G. D. Bruce Tudor, St. Paul, Mimi., has filed

a voluntary petition in bankruptcy with debts of

$908.
0. I). Johnson, Wenatchee, Wash., called on

Twin City jobbers on his return from Kentucky,

where he had been to visit his parents.

C. E. Stellar, for the past nine years with

W. E. Chamberlain, Great Falls, Mont., has started

in business himself there. A. H. Roach, formerly

at Duluth, Minn., has taken his place with Mr.

Chamberlain.
C. H. Pratt, Helena, Mont., has added some

new fixtures to his store room. ,

Holdor Anderson, Fessenden, N. Dak., has

moved into his new store building, and is now

better situated than before the fire.

Walman & Co,, reported last month as starting

1955

Newman, a stranger in the city, on October mth.

Mr. Fink had sold him a revolver and was trying

to sell him a watch, when Mr. Newman offered a

silver watch in trade, for which he Was offered

$1 by Fink. This seemed to enrage him; and

without provocation he fired two shots from

his revolver, both taking effect. At present

accounts Mr. Fink is improving at the hospital,

with a good chance for recovery.
Wennerlund & Nelson have purchased the

0. G. Hulbtrg stock, at Duluth, Minn.,. and will

continue the business.
B. Bailey, Virginia, linn., has returned from

Chicago, where he was visiting his mother.

Frank Phillips, Aitkin, Minn., is confined at

home with inflammatory rheumatism. •

Albert Rohrer, Eveleth, Minn., spent a week

duck hunting last month.
Alfred Johnson is the latest acquisition to the

list of jewelers at Mandan, N. D k.
Picard & Mt.ss, James-

town, N. Dak., have added

new fixtures to their store.

0. M. Varnson, Valley
City, N. Dak., had his store

gutted by fire last month,

caused by a gasoline explo-

sion. He expects to be ready

very shortly with an entire

new outfit.
C. S. Vail, Rock Valley,

Iowa, passed through the

Twin Cities last month, on

his return from a three-weeks'
vacation.

C. S. Sutter, St. Paul,

has received his discharge in

the Bankruptcy Court last

month.
J. Blank succeeds

A. T. Malmberg, Webster,
S. Dak.

W. G. Shane, Chisholm,

Minn., has returned from

Duluth, where he spent a

short time in the hospital.

Mrs. Fred. A. Klass,

Hibbing, is confined at home

with typhoid fever.

0. Knudson, Valley City, N. Dak., has added

sonic new fixtures.
Visitors to Twin City jobbers last month were:

Charles H. Johnson, Marshall, Minn.; A. M.

Fargeman, Fergus Falls, Minn.; Carl R. Damuth,

Redfield, S. Dak.; John Fredell, Center City,

Minn.; 0. M. Varnson, Valley City, N. Dak.;

0. D. Johnson, Wenatchee, Wash.; John C. Marx,

Shakopee, Minn.; C. A. Sherdahl, Montevideo,

Minn.; C. G. Reim, Osceola, VVis.; Bert Kock, Red

Wing, Minn.; H. H. Starr, New Richmond, Wis.;

E. F. Minder, St. James, Mimi.; A. Voegelei,

Dickinson, N. Dak., 0. E. Oslund, Milaca,

C. J. Nelson, Willmar, Minn.; F. P. Burns, Pier-

pont, S. Dak.; F. ‘Villman, Stillwater, Minn.;

J. A. L. Wahnan, 1.ittle Falls, Minn.; H. M.

Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, Minn., Prof. J. W.

Grainger, Rochester, Minn.; A. Sweningsen,

Moorhead, Minn.; A. M. Wilton, Alexandria,

Minn.; J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn.; Albert

Mellin, Jr., Stillwater, Minn.; Dave R. Cohen,

Lincoln, Nebr.

Nivollet Avenue, Minneapolis

at Detroit, Minn., changed their minds at the last

moment and started at I.ittle Falls, Minn., where

they are now nicely fixed.

0. D. Hayden, Minot, N. Dak., has left for

parts unknown. His stock was seized by custom

house officials on the Canadian line. . •

E. Forberg has begun business at Aneta,

N. Dak.
D. C. Greenleaf is a new jeweler at Minot,

N. Dak.
Gust. Widsteen, lately with A. J. Johnson,

Ada, Minn., has gone to Fort Benton, Mont., to

work for D. G. Lockwood.

George R. Melton has begun business at

Helena, Mont.
F. J. Tichy has opened a repair shop at 667

Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.

J. H. Anderson succeeds Stoddard & Halstead,

at Madison, S. Dak.

F. M. Bigelow has opened a store at Finley,

N. Dak.
C. G. Chyrklund, Pine River, Minn., had his

store destroyed by fire last month and immediately

purchased a new outfit and made a fresh start.

George Wegen, St. Paul, Mimi., has started in

business at New Spain, S. Dak.

Benjamin A. Fink, a clerk in the Store of

M. Samuelson, St. Paul, was shot twice by James

'I can't think of anything that would im-

prove The Keystone. Can' I do business without it.

The most newsy watch and jewchy journal that is
printed. I like the tette? s and Workshop Notes.

lam among the oldest subscribers to The Key-
stone."—G. IV Hood, Jeweler, Gilmer, Texas.
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SEE THIS JOINT?
The only five-knuckel jointed helmet on the market. Cannot
wabble, work loose or break apart.

High-Grade 14 K. Hand-Made
Knights Templar l Consistory Charms.
Send for selections whenever you have calls for some-
thing better than you carry in stock.

Wendell & Company
New York or Chicago

Our Emblem Rings are different from the other kind.
They are 14 K., 6 and 8 dwt., with center emblem raised
and side emblems cut in bas-relief, finely modeled and
enameled. They sell well because they are fine goods
at reasonable prices. Our catalogue tells all about them.
Selections sent.
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The Localization of Gems

It is truly interesting to compare the

birthplaces of precious stones, says C. Mathews

in the Watchmaker, Jeweler and Sil
versmith,

for they vary surprisingly in appearance

according to that portion of the world from

whence they come, and consequently form a

most fascinating subject for those scientists

who love to reveal the secrets of natur
e.

This study, although hitherto neglected,

would make much interesting reading, not

only for the public in general, but also for the

technical minds of the jewelry trade.

I purpose, therefore, to re-

view and compare some of

the well-known character-

istics of precious stones ac-

cording to the locality in which they are

found. So far as the diamond is concerned

most of us are, of course, familiar with the

varieties emanating from different sources,

such as the Brazilian, Indian and Cape stones;

although no definite reason has ever been

propounded as to why they should differ.

An expert in rough diamonds has even been

able to assert what mine a stone has been

taken from. Thus the stones from the com-

paratively new Premier mines have quite an

individualism of their own. They are not

found in very many instances in their true

crystal form as from the Jaegers and Wessel-

ton mines, while many of them are slightly

marked in parts more than is the case with

most stones coming from South African mines.

The average also is n o t

nearly up to the standard of

quality of those found in

other districts in the same

country, the probability being that they will

not be, therefore, very serious rivals to other

productions ; indeed the greatest effect has

been that bort has dropped from $3.50 of a

kw years ago to something near 75c. a carat.

Hort is an imperfect form of diamond used

for ,.i:Itr m drilling and is also crushed to powder for

the purpose of polishing diamonds. This
p 

the mineralogical point of view,

should be of deep commercial interest, as the

vahie is enormously increased or otherwise

ao'ording to the origin of any particular

class of stone when valued in bulk, although,

as explained hereafter, the mere origin does

individual 
gmienme the beauty or value of anyn 

The Diamond

A Comparison

Rubies

The principal characteristic

attached to the great major-

ity of rubies from Burma is

the silky lustre that is never

fo,ind in those from neighboring Siam. The

latter are almost free of silk, but differ so

gh‘atly from the blood-red Burma that their

ownish-red and sometimes purplish hue is

mistaken for a practically valueless garnet.

KEYSTONE

The rubies obtained from Ceylon are not

unlike the Burma stones in appearance, but

again these prove their individuality in not

containing the silky character of the Burma,

and, moreover, are generally lighter in color,

and produce more brilliant stones when cut.

Of course, it cannot be over-

looked that one particular

country may produce a far

greater abundance of valu-

able stones than another ; indeed, so true is

this that the public think a ruby, no matter

what its defects, if from Burma, is more

desirable. Contrariwise, many diamonds

from the Cape will compare favorably with

some Brazilian. 'or Indian • diamOnds, while

rubies from Siam or Ceylon will compare

favorably with some from Burma.

The spinel ruby is also obtained from

many of the same localities as the true ruby,

but it is a much different stone, the composi-

tion containing a larger percentage of magne-

sia, while the true ruby is of a much harder

composition, and when cut and polished has

nothing like the same hard lustre as the true

ruby, but as it is not nearly so much used in

jewelry it is unnecessary to compare its indi-

viduality.
Of all precious stones the sapphire is the

most prolific in color, ranging from a deep

blue, yellow or green to a colorless variety

somewhat resembling a brilliant. It is found

in many countries, but from whatever source

it collies so it varies in color. The beautiful

rich blue of the Cashmere sapphire is rightly

prized most of all by connoisseurs.

A Popular Error

A Watch Puzzle and Its Solution

In a recent issue of the ..S'eientilie Amer-

ican, A. D. Williams, of Highwood Park,

Weehawken, N. J., describes the following

interesting watch puzzle and its solution :

The face of the watch is shown with the

hour, minute and second hands all on the

same dial and so placed that the angle be-

tween any two of the hands is i zo degrees.

The question propounded is : " How soon

will the hour, minute and second hands

again appear at equal distances apart ? It

looks easy. Can you do it ? " It is not

stated that the watch is of the split-sec
ond

variety, hence the supposition that the second

hand is directly connected to the train of

gearing moving the other hands, and if t
his

is the case the position of the hands 
shown

is one in which it would be impossible for

them to place themselves, unless the d
riving

mechanism was somewhat irregular. If the

watch is a split-second stop watch it can
 be

so manipulated that at intervals of 2 I /PT 
min-

utes the three hands will either be at 
angles

of 320 degrees or immediately super
imposed.

1957

In the illustration the position of the

hands can be best defined by using the 6o

one-minute spaces on the face of the watch

as units. The hour hand has covered I4-TOT

spaces, the minute hand has covered 54-1-6-r

spaces and the second hand, as shown, has

covered 34 6  spaces and is qtr spaces in ad-

vance of its proper position, if its movement

occurs in the proper ratio with the move-

ments of the hour and minute hands, its

proper position being 32-1-81- spaces if the

movements of the hands occur in their normal

ratio. If the second hand can be manipulated

it would be possible to have the three hands

an equal distance apart again after an interval

of 43/7/- minutes had elapsed, and their re-

spective positions would then be as follows :

The hour hand at 18-121- spaces, the minute

hand at 38111- spaces, and the second hand at

58-A- spaces ; while if the second moved at

its normal ratio with the other hands its

position would be at to14 spaces.

Problems of this character which involve

an infinite series of terms are solved by a

simple rule or formula.

The limit of an infinite descending geo-

metrical series is  a in which a is the firstr '

term and r is the ratio. For the watch prob-

lem a equals 73 of 6o, or zo, and r equals

uJ for the time in which the minute hand

will gain of a revolution, or 120 degrees,

over the hour hand, and this formula works

out that the hour hand moves IT9T minute

spaces while the minute hand moves 211-91-

minute spaces, and the second hand, if it

moves in its proper ratio with the other

hands, makes 6o revolutions while the minute

hand makes one, and hence will in 2 r i9, rev-

olutions, or, to state it another way, will

make 21 revolutions and 49,,, minute spaces.

By carrying out this computation it will be

found that if the proper ratio of movement

of the three hands is adhered to it will be

impossible for them to arrive_at a position in

which they are equal distances apart. Of

course it would be possible to set the second

hand so that at twelve o'clock it did not

agree with the other hands, and in this case

once in twelve hours the hands would assume

the position shown in the illustration, or

by using a stop watch the second hand could

be manipulated as before mentioned, or if the

gearing of the hands was improperly propor-

tioned such a position of the hands would be

possible, but this last would mean an inaccurate

watch. Assuming that the puzzle is based

upon inaccurate ratio in the motion of the

hands and that the second hand only was

affected, this hand gains TiPr seconds in 2

hours 54A minutes ; that is, its ratio of

movement to that of the minute hand, instead

of being 6o will be 6o I74ft
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We Are Now Making a Line of High-Grade

Makers of

Send for samples

WM. LOEB 80z CO.
Providence, R. I.

Gold Shell Rings U. S.A.
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Revell No. 400 K Outfit 1 1 Walli. Ceas es es ,s ea ancdh $3a fbel ee ts leo an, Si:

PRICES QUOTED UPON APPLICATION 
2 
8 feet long;

Screens, each 6 feet long.

Modern
ewebry,krixfures

ShOW Cases

Aleranater i. I .Bevellss Co.
hayloft. Rees. Eastman Sts. & Hawthorne Ave- CHICAGO

ctnttfarttlrers

We can furnish you any quan-
tity of wall cases, show casts,
tables and screens immediately

Send list of each kind required and .ve
will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION

Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. G. s
double strength.

WALL CASE

Base part 30 inches high, 29 1nches dec
outside ; three drawers in center, cu.,.
boards either side with horizontal slia g
paneled doors. Upper part 54 inch .s
high, 18 inches deep, inside. One
inch and one 12-inch wide shelves
brackets. Shelves and interior lined wi Ii
dark green felt. Two doors sliding i p
and balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outsi, .
Show case front glass 14 inches hip ,
top glass 24 inches wide, front and t■
in two lights each, hotizontal slidii
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN
66 inches high to top of rail, 71 iliac-
high over all, paneled below, glass above

Ab(
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man
up-to ,tte salesman 

should desire to be on the best

of ter ns with truth. 
The more of. it he knows the

bettei ,alesman he becomes. It's ignorance that

keep, a salesman down, an
d yet more astonishing,

it's 4..iorance of hims
elf and his position as a man

and a worker, ignorance 
of his true relation to his

houcta and to his customers.

A man who has spent a life-

time on the road does not

necessarily know all about

salesmanship. In fact there

is a point where he finds himself,
 as it were,

encased in a hard shell of old-fogyism, and

as a result, younger and more 
progressive

men " put it all over him " in selling 
goods.

" I have been on the road twenty years,

and I know my business ; I do not need

either advice or suggestion. I will do my

own thinking. My house sends me a lot of

printed matter every week or so, and expects

me to read it. Well, I don't do it. I just

look at the change in prices and that's 
all.

My time is too valuable to be taken up b
y a

lot of rot. I know what my trade wants a

good deal better than my house does. I am

right on the ground and they are not."

I heard a salesman talk that way last

week. Just to satisfy my curiosity, I made a

few inquiries about him and his business.

This is what his employer said : " Yes,

B— travels for us, does a fair business, bu
t

he is one of those men who will not do what

we ask him to do, and never sells anything

that we want him to sell. The only way to

handle him, is to tell him not to sell a thing,

and he will be sure'to do it. He is a good

enough fellow personally, but out of date,

aml we do not get the kind of business that

pa■ from his territory, nor the volume either.

I-1(, has been with us a good many years and

we do not like to discharge him. We may

have to do it, however, as we must get more

bti 'oess from that section.'' •

B— is one of those who never takes

he 1 of a new thing, and his persistent

f that he knows what his trade ought to

ha yet himself adhering to old-fashioned

m( hods, is not only causing him to become

a I .,‘Ic number, but is probably making back

nfl hers of the few old customers who believe

in lin.

her, 1905 T H E

it a Salesman Doing What

Employer Asks Him to Do

its received. You believeit's about right,

and conclude to make no objection
s to

o. 2? Well, I'll admit that the truth does

ird sometimes, but the truth neve
r hurts a.

o wants to be "friends " with it, and 
every

Dangcr of

Fogyism

Sa' .sman u

A n energetic, up-to-d ate

salesman makes energetic,

Scl.00l Teacher up-to-date merchants of his

customers. He shows them

11( , to do things right, and generally how to

ihings right with the goods he,(the sales-

m.1') handles. The more a merchant knows

of salesman's line, the more orders a sales-

K E N' S 'I' 0 N E

man is likely to receive. In spite of this

well-known truth, the average salesman

doesn't show one-quarter of his samples,

doesn't talk about his goods, doesn't do a

thing but cut the price of " sugar " and

enter the order. Many times I have seen a

grocer's salesman walk into a customer's

store and say, the first thing : "Want any

sugar ? How much are you paying ? All

right, I'll meet it. Ten barrels? O.K. Any

groceries ? No ? Well, good-by."

He sends the order in probably at cost or

less, and because he has added $175 to his

business, believes he is doing well.

" I never bore a man," some say proudly,

but it is better to be a bore than do busines
s

as some men do it. Their extreme delicacy

of feeling actually prevents them from do
ing

business at all. Many salesmen are too thin

skinned.
Others say, " Samples are too heavy. I

don't intend to be a pack horse," and 
leave

their samples in a hotel or depot check-ro
om.

The smart man finds a way to prese
nt

samples, and talk his goods without being

either a bore or pack horse. There are tricks

in all trades and this is one of them:

" SHOW samples if your goods are sold

that way, but show them and TALK 
them

and all of them."
" I don't have time," you

will say. Now the man who

gets over his territory in the

least time, doesn't sell the

most goods in the long run. It' s the man who

gets acquainted with his trade and m
akes his

trade acquainted with him ; it's the 
man who

takes time to let his customers know 
what he

has to sell, who does the business.

" Why didn't you give me that order ?
 "

I have heard salesmen ask. The customer

answered : " I didn't know you handled

those goods." Whose fault was it?

A salesman said to me : " I wish 
you

would just take one trip over my 
territory,

and you will find difficulties of which you

never dreamed." Of course, there are dif-

ficulties. If there were not, your house

wouldn't need salesmen !

Most of the difficulties are those wh
ich

your competitor is building up for 
you. The

best way is not to take time to tear 
down his

work, groaning meanwhile, but to 
build up

difficulties to bar the way of your 
competitor.

It will be a change of occupa
tion and pay

better.
One grocer's salesman of whom I

 heard,

sent in an order for twenty-five cases of

canned peaches, of a brand bel
onging to a

competing house, and said he did i
t because

he didn't want the salesman of th
e competing

house to get the order. A wonderfully wise

proceeding ! A man who will do such a

thing is in need of instruction.

Man Who
Hasn't Time

1959

An exhibition Of good salesmanship

would, in most instances, have resulted in a

sale of twenty-five case of his own brand,

displacing the other, instead of adding to

the business of a competitor.

Every house has a certain

individuality — certain fea-

of the House tures which make it distinct

from others—and it is possi-

ble for a grocer's salesman to be largely a

specialty man for this reason.

By a specialty man, I mean one who

makes strong efforts on the special lines

belonging to his house, or upon those lines

which in the judgment of the employer, should

be given special attention at the time.

A vigorous effort on certain lines at cer-

tain times will often result in wonderful busi
-

ness. The house knows when to act and

instructs its salesmen.

But how often the very strongest rea-

sons on the part of the house are not give
n

the slightest attention by the salesmen. Thi
s

is so much so, that the most discouragin
g

problem which confronts an employer is the

one of securing good men on the road—
the

kind that respond to instruction and advice
.

An hour taken from the so-called "valu-

able time" for selling goods, devoted to

careful, attentive reading of bulletins, and

letters from the house, containing info
rma-

tion and advice, gives a man double po
wer

afterward—if he acts on the suggestions

offered.

Individuality

Cannot Obey

Many salesmen unfortun-

ately do not know how after

Orders they are told. As one em-

ployer said to me, " I have

thirty traveling men, but only two of the
m

are salesmen "—a sermon in itself.

To be able to do well what his employer

wants him to do (to sell what his emplo
yer

wants him to sell) is the chief requisite of 
a

salesman. It's the quality which makes him

right with his house, and yet only one out 
of

fifty salesmen possesses this simple thing. 
He

cannot or will not obey orders.

It seems that nearly every salesman

thinks he should be the general—he d
oes

not want to serve in the ranks.

A man must learn to obey before he can

lead. It is said that the reason why so

many salesmen fail, who go into business 
for

themselves, is that they have not learned t
o

obey. There are many bright salesmen who

could lead if given the opportunity, who

could be capable, efficient business man
agers,

but if their knowledge of this ability pr
events

them from obeying while in their present

position, they should change their tactics.

It will pay better to do well what th
ey are

employed to do now. Their time to manage

will come later.
— w. N. Aubuchon, in the Sample Cu,
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Inspiration for Holiday Advertising

Never in his history had the average jeweler so much reason
for liberal expenditure as at this time. Every conceivable factor in
the situation is favorable, and the stimulus to extra preparation is
irresistible. Every day from this date the daily papers in your
town should have an eye-catching, attractive advertisement telling
of the preparation you are making to furnish the right kind of gifts
at small profit-prices, announcing the arrival of new purchases of

s s Lamps
ME%

eke,

of Beautiful
Design

bton lip I ho home these winter
c■■•iling, with tioe of our prettylamps They include

PARLOR LAMPS
READING LAMPS
LAMPS FOR USE
LAMPS FOR ORNAMENT

Their cost is nothing compared to their appear-ance. They beautify their environs and radiategood cheer. We advise au early Inspection, as theyare selling rapidly.

Ferguson, Miller CO., Liberty Ave.

November, 1905

stock, telling of the fashionable novelties of the season and suggest-ing lists of suitable gifts. Change your advertisements each day,and, as a rule, it is wise to exploit each line separately, withoccasional general announcements. Diamonds, silverware, rings,cut glass, lamps—all goods specially adapted for gifts—should hegiven extra publicity at this time. Use neat illustrations in theadvertisements, if you have them, and if you have not, use aliberal amount of white space around the type matter. For the
(Continued on page 1969)

Sample Newspaper Adverti.semerits

CLOCKS

for Every

Room 

A clock should be
in every room In
the house, includ-
ing the kitchen.

It needn't be a
striking Mock, irthe
t.ise is annoy i Mg—
though the soft
booming ol a rick
cathedral gong
could hardly Jar
the jilost mensi ive
lierVe8.

hilt with te good
rlock in each room,
meals are apt to be
on time, the chil-
dren get to school
on time, folks need
not be late at church
for lark of knowing
"what's o'clock," as
the English say ;
and "company" can
see when it's time
for " him " to go—
t hough it has Imp-
pened that the
hands of the parlor
rlor lc hare been set
hark Ito t t hen,
I'Vel 3 body k 11 0 ICC
I hal parlor clocks
are liable to vaga-
ries at such times.
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Our %tack of Motinteb

li)iamonbs
was never so large, and for
variety it is unexcelled. It
also includes other precious
stones in combination with
the Diamonds, making our
stock the most attractive we
have ever placed before our
customers.

Diamond Rings
$5 to $300

S. Joseph, RELIABLE JEWELER400 Walnut Street

A woman can
scarcely com-
plete her toi-
let nowadays
without a set
or two of t hese
pins for fast-
etri ng her
cuffs, holding

GOLD
HANDY

her eollartritn
at the back, or
using tit some
such way, A
easeful of
pretty styles

P I NS 1417i.to,z'elfees!
hints :

Solid Gold Pins—plaln, Roman or fancy de-
signs. Sets of two, 75e.

Solid Gold Pins—extra heavy, set w 1111
pearls or turquoises. Sets of t wo—'2 to $5.

Solid Gold Pins—handsome designs in Ro-
man or rose finish ; some set with stones, Sets
of two—s1.25 to 87.

eV

STERLING SILVER
1-z01.2 'THANKSGIVING

The making cf Sterling Silver is now a fine art. We are showing a line—specially bought for Thanksgiving—which surpasses any we have ever han-dled. The patterns are rich, rare and artistic; the prices reasonable in everysense, and there is an infinite variety to select from. When you see them webelieve you will agree with us that there is a tone to these goods peculiarto themselves.

JOHNSON eic CO., Johnsonville

Leather
Gifts for
Ladies

Don't wait for the Christmas crowds
—much nicer to pick out the leather
gifts now—you have better choice
and more leisure.

Ladies' Pocket Books . . . 25c, to $10.00
Ladles' Card Cases . . . . 25c. to 5.00
Ladies' Purses . . 25c. to 2.00
Ladles' Jewel Boxes . $1.00 to 5 00
Ladies' Music Rolls . . 2.00 to 20.00
Ladies' Writing Tablets . 75e. to 8.00

RIM

KNEESSI
Washington, D.C.

And hundreds of
other eqttally de-
sirable and inex-
pensive gifts for
ladles

BEAUTIFUL

SOUVENIR 

PHOTOGRAPH
of your school building, or the Ferry
County court Rouse, to every pur-
chaser of school books at the Eureka
News Co.

Bring your old school books and ex-
change them for the new series.
We have a complete line of the latest

styles in pencil and ink tablets, compo-
sition and exercise books, pencils and
pens, slates, San ford's inks in all colors,
lunch boxes and hook straps—In fact,
everything carried by a first-class book
store and needed by a pupil attending
school .

Wishing all a prosperous school year,
we remain Yours truly,

GEO. B. STOCKING

How Is Your
Watch Running?

Is It always fast or slow?
e. Never quite on lime? Per-

haps the watch is capable of
very accurate running, but it
is lint. in perfect order. You
know the tiny mechanism of
a watch absolutely demands
that each of the dozens of little
parts—springs, wheels, jewels,
etc.—be just right, or good
timing is out of the question.

Watch
Repairing
always
has been
a hobby
of ours,
to do the
Bet • Work
possible.

J. C. Sharer, Alliance, Ohio

Republic, Washington

The 11
Retail Jeweler

veil knows the

artistic merit of

1-11i Rings ; their

beauty of design, work-

manship and finish. From

the incoming- orders and

shipments made, HB Rings

will play an important role in

the holiday season just ahead.

Prompt shipments through-

out the year—and for the two

months ahead—we have more

Mau eloubled our fired/lies in

our shipping department.

HEINTZ BROTHERS
Buffalo, New York
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K.E.Rings possess

\ an Individuality.
11(0E0Rings sell at

KE.Rings are soid
4isect to the Retail-

R for_

K. T.

Blue Lodge

R. it Orders

Scottish
Rite

313

322 327

3.35

(04/4 73R CO.

Elk

Eagle

K. of C.

Red Men

Shriu

The plreaen.a fl a an age eaT SIPECHALMATITON

OUT pecha_ y As _EX)W,T,EM GOMM

wiffiee fog, em megnoIcandlum pachage and aIlilow to
convince y©i og' this fact

THF, QM EERY CO.
Clincknnaa, Ohio
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Wholesale Jewelers
Importers of Diamonds
Jobbers in American Watches

R., L. & M. FRIEDLANDER
30 Maiden Lane, New York City

Do not make your holiday purchases until you see one of our representatives or our Complete Watch,Diamond and Jewelry Monarch Catalogue No. 6o. If in New York City, call upon us and we willgladly show you the finest line of WATCHES, DIAMONDS and JEWELRY carried by anywholesale house. Please note that our name does not appear in any of the catalogues we publish.

Has gm t 1tuw Queen
ipmflaillta VIIII?

proefamation!
Her Highness having appointed

us goldsmiths for the United States

she has issued a royal command

to every jeweler, upon penalty of

losing trade, to write at once for

a selection package from our fall

line of one thousand different

styles of lc) karat solid gold stone-

set rings.
The Queen brooks no delay

—

"1"taLticoatr

„

`da-mfbe
Queen &fey- lag

'Burnie°
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Initials or Emblems are never

2210 E 2210 E 2214 E 2210 E 2214 E

6 110 6314 6310 2214 1: 2210 R

These are all fastened with our two-screw patent, and interchangeable one with the other

LOST
when fastened with

Our Well=Known Two Screw Patent
The most simple and secure device. Can be applied to any
ring. Have your stock or job rings fastened this way.
We make the largest line in this specialty.

If you have not received our new catalogue, write for one

Glohn Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button RaHr. For haril •■■1,11.ring.
Can be applied to atly button.

Made in Solid Gold, Gold Filled and Silver

J. BULOVA CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

51 & 53 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

2211, 11.

3510 E

3514

)01,0414,11V

Open Closed
Both sides alike; folds on hinge and

slips easily through cud:

]FRACTCAL TREATISE

LETTER F,NGIR VIING

The 5600 jewelers who have purchased copies concede that the most thoroughly
reliable 11-1(1 exhaustive treatise on letter and monogram engraving is

Th rt EigTEVfinP-)
CO,

whi( h cuvers the entire subject in a practical way, from the elementary principles
thc highest flights of complicated designing. The unique character of the

book is due to the fact that it was written by a recognized master of the art and
experienced teacher.

Over zoo original illustrations by the author

Sent fiostfiaid to any fiart of the world on receW of firice

$1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE, i,th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa

Buyers of the 0 & B product know t
hat we are

prompt in shipping orders. This month and the

one to follow will keep our Shipping Depar
tment in

constant action. Many people are employed in this

department, and all orders received will be filled and

shipped as rapidly as possible. We want to assure

the trade that our best efforts are thrown in their

direction during the " rush " season.

(C)) S BY `le- SARTON CX%

Fr; Ovili7EN'CE, q
2 A11 PAE r:,` S.-17-\ F-

N EN"' 'CP\ 11'<



Just to
Break the
Ice
We freely and frankly con-

fess that we Possess a strong
hankering for your acquaint-
ance—so masterful and over-
powering a desire to do busi-
ness with you that we are
Willing to go to almost any
extreme to break the ice.

Which is why we offer you
these

Six Diamond Rings
for $51.00

(Price according to Keystone Key)

But unless the rings are the biggest $5 r worth you've set eyes on
this season, we don't want you to have them,

so we say, "Let us send these six diamond rings for your examination.
genuine bargains, keep them. Otherwise, send them back /et. 0111- C.11)(71Se."

If they strike you as being

We believe we can afford to do it this way—because we arc confident that the rings will please bothyou and your customers. And we really are very anxious to introduce ourselves to you—to open up a
business relationship which cannot fail to be mutually pleasant and profitable.

Yes, we are mighty sure that when the ice is once broken we shall get a holiday order from you—and more orders and yet more orders as time flits away.

The best time to say you want the six rings is to-day. "To-morrow throttles more profits dailythan you could shake a stick at.

"Do it now."

LOUIS KAUFMAN 0 CO.
Makers of Gold Rings

82 and 84 Fulton St., NEW YORK

niber, 1905 THF

Inspiration for Holiday Advertising

KEYSTO NE

(Continued from page 1660)

benefit of the trade, we are furnishing a great vari
ety of suitable

cuts at merely nominal prices, and we will take
 pleasure in sending

you a sheet of illustrations with prices, on 
request. A cut of a

diamond ring, for instance, %vitt serve to rivet attention 
on a ring

advertisement, and add greatly to its 
value. Those contemplating

the purchase of diamond rings will see the 
illustration, which they

19(,9

.would be liable to pass over were it merely type. 
It always pays

to take extra space at this season, and also to have 
your advertise-

ments prepared by some one who knows how. An 
aquaintance

with type and the tricks of display are worth much 
to the adver-

tiser, and you should always insist on seeing a proof of your

advertisement, before it goes to press. We live in an age 
when a

merchant's advertising is an accepted criterion of his business

ability and even of his success. It helps his reputation both with

the public and xvith those from whom he purchases stock.

Sample Nevv-paper AcIvertis,emen
t

Clocks

For Gifts
The jeweler's art, the skill
of the potter, the deftness
of the cabinet maker and of
the marble artisan and of
the iron worker—all ha% 0

contributed of their handicraft in

making this assortment of clocks so

beautiful and "choosy " for gift....

One pays as little as a dollar 
and

gets a givahle gilt novelty clock ;

or as much more as purse and incli-
nation prompt, up to rich mahogany

clocks in " grandfather" at yles.

Gilt Novelty Clocks, $1 to $9.
Porcelain Mantel Clocks, $5 to

$9.50.
Enameled Iron Mantel Clocks,

LO
$4 to $11.50.

Bronze Figured Clocks, $1 1 to
$16.50.

(lilt and Crystal Regulators,
$14.25 to $70.
M Clock Sets, three pieces,

$15 to $75.
Weathered Oak Mission Clocks,

$14.50 to $42.
Mahogany Hull Clocks, $100 to

$325.

'AC xf,K A, x.4), skt
I

CUt GI\Ii55
IR

R,1•

TuacAl-, )11eT5
Set of Six r.

and upwards

4.-xN,
xl 

Many pieces of Cut Glass

/(1 Flower Globes, Tankards, 
l's'gare new on our tables--4—

I !,..',..
--i— Bowls, Vases, Liquors. All

of highest quality and fin- 1.,-‘
-.0-. I

St. 

ish. We buy at first hands \

4-. and save our customers all 1,.4̀.

til 
intermediate profits. r`

4-• .-4.-ix

_.■II 'Monson 0, Co. l_
(i g'
(1 

jewelles-,...•

857-9 Chmipen t.

04R. ,e.fx qs,X+R. l4 e ca 04.... -.K.

tylish Umbrellas

Suitable for Gifts

l'ilihrellas fine in ottani y

with stylish handles,

instead of $5 and $6.

'holee of all silk or a

, :mu taffeta with tape edge.

[loth men's and women's.

They are all ornate, but

odly so. A twist or rib-

1' silver, silver, perhaps a cap

finishing out long,

Ir pearl handles.

nteu's are handsome

nullier way. B tt r

:11■O 110111,

gse.trt or 

gold

nmetul lit tiltv 

 plate
g 

An Umbrella is always a

useful gift. Those we are now

showing have beauty as \veil

as use to commend them.
They look \ yell, they wear

well and. the giver of One is

long held in grateful remem-

brance.
It woulcl be sensible policy

to buy some of these and lay

them away for Christmas gifts.

Shall we reserve you one

or more?

Robinson & CO., The Select Jewelers

It's a good
time now
to buy

MOM.

DIAMONDS
A stone for $75.00

bought from us now

will cost you $90 to

$loo in a year or so

MITCHELL'S
DIAMOND

STORES

3Z S. Eighth St.

56 N Eighth St.

FINE TABLE CHINA

Englishhina
China

tiil
1,1:11

tl iii

'1

I ii ii 
1 ,

and other well-
k ioTtievrnies1::tiglishp 

French
China

izeprodilet ions
of Sevres and
Ii ewest ideas
f1.11111 the best

I' otteries of
Limoges.

Dresden and
Vienna
Plates

head-: and
,igto

Iry relubral.•.1
artists.

The China Department has

this season been augmented

to the largest display of fine

China Plates, Cups, Saucers

and Serving Pieces in Phil-

adelphia.

The Main Floor Showroom

contains the more costly

wares. In the Downstairs

Showroom are Dinner Sets,

sold complete or in single

pieces; and the more mode-

rate priced China.

Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.
1:18-23-22 Chestnut Street

Colonial

China

repro-
'mi imis of out
. mon ial shapes

iddecoritt ions.
Entirely new.

Russian
China

PI ales, Cttpa

S aucers and
unique ili.ltus
from dm Impe-
rial Pelt,' ies if
ltussia.

There is a
freedom

to N.:111101e

tir

1 sot -

im.nt or ihis
:I III i .1.1111.11 I

1;111101 i• “.0

''greeabh. I"
I LOT'S.
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AIKIN, LAMBERT & CO.'S
Self=Filling Fountain Pen

3A, $.3.00 4A, $3.so 15 A, $4.150

We offer to the trade a new self-filling device in Fountain Pens that we believe for convenience, durabilityand simplicity to be the best yet invented for this purpose, and shall be pleased to furnish samples to dealerswith prices and discounts.
It has no ink joint to soil fingers or clothing. Holds three times as much ink as any other self-filler.Ink is held in a hard rubber reservoir instead of soft rubber sack. Pressing the bulb expels the aiflows into the barrel. r and ink

NEW and GOOD

Made and fully guaranteed by

AIKIN,
LAMBERT & CO

19 Maiden Lane

NEW YOLK

WRITE FOP.. SAMPLES AND PRICES

TfEb1IEf.s 5IEAND
PIATI

„PRINTINC

EST—  
. 

'FE 
Ni"\OTA

1865 
4°"IA • qt:b

Jewelers
'We have the most
complete sample
book of Eng-ralickl
Invitations, Cards
and Society Sta-
tionery.
Do you wish to

represent us in your
city? Particulars
upon request.

MOORE'S/
cY (i/ 4 

2 2

/ ill) 7)
AottRiaill

WILL CARRY
IN ANY POSITION

NEVER FAILS
TOWDOT. INSTANT. V'

RHO MOMENTARILY
wndotor ull$L WANG

AND IS TNT MY

LADIES PEN

_ ANRICOI tit NT+ IN Pi tn,r

Or POORE'S S■Cal..rMOT MI(16  l 

CLEAN TO USE—CLEAN TO HANDLE--CLEAN TO CARRY
The Student's Pen

The Business Man's Pen
The Ladies' Pen

THE PERFECT PEN is ,

MOORE'S Nonleakable Fountain Pen 
The ONLY absolutely. cican ii in tlio

BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE

No. 140. Sterling Silver. Tourist size
No. 144. Oold
No. 246. 14 K. Solid Ciold. "

- $ 9.00
" = 10.00

40.00

No. 148. Plain Sterling Silver = - $10.00
No. 248. 14 K. Solid (bold - 36.00

FULL COVERED, F1LAOREE PERFORATION, V TRY HANDSOME

pfl 

EVERY PEN No. 162. Sterling Silver. Full size .
No. 166. Oold Filled.

UNCONDITIONA I.Y WARRANTED Fifty other patterns. Prices, $2.50 upwards

t 4 4

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO., Boston, Mass.

- $12.00
.= 14.00

Send for samples or catalog

ADAMS, CUSHIND & FOSTFR
Selling Agents

Is1( wember, 1905 T H E

PI.• veiling Styles

All the exclusive stationers

have purchased their goods

for fall and some, no dotubt,

have placed orders for their

h,,liday supplies. Probably, however, the

jeweler-stationer has been less prompt in this

matter and has a portion of his stock still to

purchase. He will find that while some num-

bers in the large manufacturers' lists may be

exhausted, there are others, which have be-

c,,ine popular meantime, which will amply

ipensate for any loss occasioned by reason -

of the dealer's inability to sectfre supplies of

the other popular varieties.

Stationery has continued severely plain

throughout the year. For the past three or

four years the tendency of first-class manu-

facturers, as a result of a demand by discrim-

inating consumers, has been toward plainness,

but this has not precluded the richest and

most attractive effects. This feature is mani-

fested in the boxes put out by leading

manufacturers. Formerly nearly all manu-

facturers believed it essential to pack their

papeteries in. highly decorated boxes, but

they are gradually getting away from that

idea and are using plain boxes, only slightly

figured.
This is not true of all grades made by

any one manufacturer, but is mentioned as

indicating what is being done with the best
'A

grades, and these are the only ones in which

the jeweler-stationer is interested. He can

(.arcely afford space for the proper display

i ,f the cheaper stock, inasmuch as it is

assumed that he doesn't care for any partic-

ular notoriety for his department, other than

Illat the stock should be reputed the best

liocurable in the vicinity. That reputation

annot be gained if all sorts and grades of

siationery are introduced.
All sorts of fancy shades and

colors are being shown in

Variety the best goods, as in former

years, but this season there

e more of them. There is, apparently, no

id to the varieties of shades which come

!.,nn the factories. Some are attractive and

iII, eventually, take their place in the staple

ock ; others will be relegated to the left-

, ver files. But even with this multiplicity

,1 colors and shades, nothing quite equals

bite, or a slight departure, cream. If a

-;ittioner, or one about to establish a station-

.y department for the first time should

iltroduce nothing but these two colors or

Itades, he would, under ordinary circum-

.,tances, be successful. The best buyers have

treater Color

KEYSTONE

a special preference for them, but practically

all buy them to the exclusion of other shades

and colors.
There are substantial reasons for this

attitude which it may benefit the beginner in

this business to know. To begin with, white

is always permissible. It matters not what

one has to write, if it be written upon good

white paper and sealed in a good white enve-

lope it is in proper form. On the other hand,

if one uses colors and shades it is frequently

difficult to determirie just which color or

shade should be used for notes of certain

specific characters. It is permissible to vary

A Fountain
Pen

to be serviceable must accomplish

certain results. After these results

are realized, no amount of money

can make the pen better from a

working standpoint. The

Hoskins
Dollar
Pen

is Well made- OlTubstantial wearing- fin-
terial—the feed works up to the last drop
of ink and is always ready—the pen point
is 14 K. gold • with a perfect writing
iridium tip—it will not sweat and soil
the fingers every time it is used.

$1.00, postpaid

When ordering send sample of the steel
pen you use.

Each pen is fully guaranteed

HOSKINS, 904-906 Chestnut Street

An Effective Advertisement:

the white with cream, if desired, but cream

so closely approaches white that it really

seems white, unless a white sheet is laid

beside it. The difference then becomes

obvious. These two shades or colors are the

best that can be introduced and should sell,

under ordinary circumstances.

Of course a dealer can vary

his stock by introducing dif-

in Styles ferent shapes and sizes and

thus giving variety and scope

to his stock. For those who desire to keep

abreast of the times upon these seemingly

inconsequential points, the matter of having

the latest and most orthodox shapes and

sizes will be of more importance than appears

possible, from the average person's outlook.

To very many the size or shape makes no

difference. It is the question of color or

shade that interests them ; but there is a

-steadily increasing number who are de
voting

Need of Variety

1971

more attention to the other two features. It

matters not how small one's town, or how

scattered one's constituency, there is certain

to be what has come to be termed a " smart

set." If the jeweler-stationer caters to these

people, he will secure a good trade, and a

trade from which he can exact high prices.

They want the best goods. The quality must

be unquestioned, while the sizes and shapes

must be in accordance with the latest dictates

of fashion. Otherwise they are dissatisfied

and will not purchase a second time.

All large factories can supply these goods,

but some of them have so few demands for

them that the production is limited in pro-

portion. There are, however, factories which

devote the bulk of their attention to the pro-

duction of such goods, and these the jeweler-

stationer ought to patronize. The class of

makers mentioned will be glad of his patron-

age, because they are, in most instances,

endeavoring to build tip a business in those

lines, to the exclusion of cheaper goods.

Having procured the line,

and assuming that it is com-

Show Window posed of the best goods, the

dealer should then exert him-

self to advertise it properly. There is the

medium of the window display, which, at this

season of the year, can be made very effective.

If manufacturers are requested to do so, they

will supply samples of the paper to be utilized

as window decorations. These will help, but

the best thing for the purpose is the display

of the artistic and delicate boxes themselves

with their equally artistic and delicate con-

tents. It is the goods that count, not some-

thing which may resemble them, and, except

as accessories, the introduction of samples

from the manufacturers is not recommended.

Some dealers have been successful in sending

samples, with the prices marked, to a select

list of purchasers. These may well be the

best purchasers in the jewelry end of the

business. They are generally ready to take

up anything in stationery which will accord

with their other purchases. This method has

proved exceedingly effective in some instances

while in others it has, apparently, failed

utterly. Only a knowledge of environment

can enable one to state positively whether

such a method would succeed.

Finally, buy as sparingly as good busi-

ness policy dictates. Buy only the best and

what appears to be the stock roost likely to

be attractive to your particular customers.

Then exert yourself to push sales. In the

proper carrying out of these features of the

business lies the success of the stationery

department in jewelry stores.

The prosperity of the country is espe-

cially favorable to the jeweler-stationer, and

such an opportunity as the present season

affords may not recur in a lifetime.

Value of the
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-Jim Key." the educated
horse, operating cash
register. Used by bins in
daily exhibitions at Louis-
iana Purchase Exposition
teas. At White City Park
Chicago 1905

Merchants with horse sense use National Cash Registers and
increase their profits. Money is saved and the register
purchased on easy installments from the money saved.

Please cut off here and mail to us today

National Cash Register Company
Sending in this card places me under no obligation

to buy. I would be glad to have your agent call and
explain the workings of your latest cash register, and
the best system for my business.

------- 

•

Dayton Ohio

• THE KEYSTONE

Name
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THE MEMORANDUM DIAMOND HOUSE 1

If you have sales for Diamonds, send to us -c-i
-cc.)

3
24. 

or selection 

R. No place too far to send

LI. No order too small or large to fill

0 .a.
WE BUY RIGHT AND SELL RIGHT S

-ri

gi MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY 14
0. HU -4—iHURRY-UP JEWELERS

G 
FOR HURRY-Up PEOPLE

LI! 100 s'c,1

a 
8-1018 MAIN STREET KANSAS CITY, MO. .C":4‘

CZ:1Z 

41
Bell Phone, 1765 Main Homo Phone, 1765 Main
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Holiday Writing Papers

Declin• of
Loud Colors

The new lines of holiday

papeteries are varied and

interesting, some of them

numbering upwards of five

hundred samples. A significant develop-

ment has been the discontinuance of some o
f

the showy colors, this as a result of the

indifferent success met with in the effort

hitherto made to popularize them. Some of

the more delicate tints are still in mo
derate

demand, blue especially so, but pronounced

hues have faLlen somewhat into disfavor.

The demand for hand-made

Demand for
goods is reported on the in-

Hand-Made Goods crease and a prolongation of

this seems an assured con-

tingency during the Christmas and New

Year season. Simultaneously with the de-

cline in favor of deep tints, there has been
 a

departure from fantastic shapes in envelope

flaps and a return to the conventional styl
e.

For some time past the two leading fla
ps

have been the wallet and the pointed, but

the first-named variety has ceased to char
-

acterize the more expensive papers as markedly

as in former seasons, the pointed flap being

shown in the high-class ream goods almost

solely, while it is also shown in the high-grade

papeteries by manufacturers who hitherto

have not made it a feature of these goods. .

Striking novelties are not

shown in abundance, but

there are some very unique

productions nevertheless.

Ideas, hitherto conventional, have been trans-

formed into more pleasing shapes and unique

combinations. A noteworthy feature of the

new lines is the facility with which they lend

themselves to display. The boxes have again

a two-fold utility, so that, after the filler has

been used they make convenient receptacles

for handkerchiefs, gloves, collars, jewels, etc.

Most of these boxes naturally belong to the

high-priced goods. They are covered with

rich tapestry, handsomely embroidered silk

and satin cloths, decorated leathers, etc.,

but are likewise to be obtained in coverings

of imported lithographed papers. In this

class are some dainty writing-cases, which

fold into compact shape, and, when opened,

show the blotting-pad in front, the envelope

boxes at the side and the paper cabinet at the

rear. A cash box made entirely of metal,

attractively finished and provided with a

strong lock, is another number in this class

that should, no doubt, become popular, as it

is equally suitable as a present for a lady or

a gentleman. In fact, the limit of ingenuity

seems to have been reached in devising

attractive boxes to catch the eye of milady

and tempt the cash from the pocket of her

Novelties and
Box-Styles

K F Ni"STOINE

admirer who may fancy stationery as a gift.

Some of these writing paper receptacles are

really irresistible in their beauty.

Pictorial box-covers suitable

for framing or passe-partout-

ing, originally placed on the

market only a few years ago,

have been reinforced by some pretty designs,

which come at a very opportune time, as the

demand for this class of goods is said to be

on the increase. Their characteristic features

include sketches by well-known American

artists, and they seem assured of a brisk and

ready sale with shrewd, economic buyers no

less than with those in quest of pleasing

artistic effects, for if purchased separately

they would cost more than the papeteries.

The cover of another variety of box is taste-

fully hand-painted on the inside.

Fabric paper of a certain

variety continues to be a

Fabric Paper popular filler and has practi-

cally a monopoly of the less

expensive boxes. Plain papers, popular be-

fore the fabric-finish had attained its vogue,

dominate the more expensive receptacles.

White fillers are the rule, and blue is also in

evidence.

Pictorial
Box-Covers

Vogue of

A Unique Stationery Display

Much admiration was re-

Gift Window cently aroused by a hand-

some window display of gift

stationery, designed some time ago for

Abraham & Strauss, of Brooklyn. The goods

consisted of blue writing paper solely, and the

color scheme was arranged accordingly. For-

get-me-nots were painted on everything in

the window susceptible of such embellish-

ment, and this proved a very pretty feature

of the display. The display was arranged

on a base of rich, tan-colored velour, and

five sets of pipes in the background were

constructed cornucopia-like.

The forget-me-nots hand-painted on these

were pleasingly conspicuous and obviate a

monotony otherwise seemingly unavoidable.

The five pieces were set in a wooden standard,

and the base of the pipe-clusters beautified

by bunches of forget-me-nots tied with a wid
e

blue ribbon. The display numbered about

forty boxes, of which, however, the two

largest were obscured by the window post
s.

These boxes were the most interesting, havi
ng

been made of blue satin and embroid
ered

with dainty white rosebuds and forget-me-

nots, intertwined. These boxes measured

15 x 12 inches. Eight other boxes were

satin-covered, satin-lined and hand-pai
nted

with beautiful forget-me-not bouquets.

There were ten other styles of boxes, all

of Swiss blue paper and bearing kindred 
floral

decoration. In every box the top sheet was

A stationery

1973

stamped with a monogram or address die,

and sheets and envelopes similarly stamped

were strewn here and there throughout the

window. Among the interesting creations

which completed the display were pieces of

deskware made of blue moire silk ; guest

books, lap tablets, portfolios, address books,

autograph albums, etc. In the center was a

large silver bouquet holder containing a pyra-

midal bunch of forget-me-nots.

A three-arm sterling silver candelabra

with three blue candlesticks and blue silk

shades adorned either side, and among the

minor features were prettily designed menu

cards and silver-framed, illuminated mono-

grams on Swiss blue cardboard.

Christmas and New Year Cards

That Christmas and New Year cards

continue to grow in popularity is well evi-

denced by the many new and beautiful

designs brought out this season by manu-

facturers. Nearly every house has consider-

ably enlarged its lines, and one firm is said

to have put forth an assortment of no less

than three thousand designs. This year's

lines are, accordingly, comprehensive in

every sense, ranging in price from a cent to

a dollar, and embracing within their scope

conceptions calculated to appeal to an infinite

variety of tastes. The one-dollar cards are,

of course, elaborate and pretty, appealing

exclusively to high-class trade.

Some handsome ideas, however, are

shown at lower figures, especially those at

fifty and twenty-five cents, cards which seem

assured of a large sale within the next seven

or eight weeks. Some very beautiful cards

show sprays of flowers made of velvet and

decorated by hand, in the natural colors. The

parchment card, decorated with a photogra-

vure, is another idea that seems certain to

win admiration, and there are some very

novel and pretty ideas among the " oilette,"

" crystalette " and " morning dew " cards,

all of which varieties are attractively em-

bellished with flowers, landscapes and

figures.
The cheaper goods, on the lithographed

and embossed order, while containing nothing

remarkably new or novel are, nevertheless,

interesting for unusual originality in the

choice of subjects and unusual care in execu-

tion. There is a liberal showing of holly and

private greeting cards, a class of goods f
or

which, just now, there is reported a brisk

demand, this, no doubt, partly owing to th
e

fact that, last year, the supply fell short 
of

the demand.
Special lines of post cards are shown in

increased abundance and greater variety than

at any former season.

•



P. C. JORGESON & COMPANY

COLONIAL WALL, CASE No. 123
8 ft, long 8 ft. high outside
Upper part is 18 inches deep inside

SPECIAL No. 1071t
Counter Case and Table

"THE REST OP EVERYTHING, "

II to 17 N. Ann Si.

Chicago

Makers of

High-Grade

Jeweleri

Fixtures

Send for the New Radium Star Brooch and Pendant
Patenied Join. 21, Every mounting MUST be made in our on factory

No. 2354 wit Vile 0; carat Diamon4 I, $50 ii,!
MTlif • 43 "

/.4
i/ . 35.'

This pattern has so fascinating an effect that you will
find it the most rapid seller you have ever purchased.
You will re-order it. The center of this Brooch is con-
vexed—the rays, being very highly polished, have the
effect of making the Diamond "look" larger. Also made
in Platinum at $12 additional.

235,3 I • • ••

" ••

ABEL BROS. 0 CO.
Importers and Cutters of Diamonds, Rubies, Sapphires, Emeralds.
etc Makers of Rich Diamond Jewelry and Artistic Diamond
Mountings and Gold jewelry

Abel Building, 64 C../ 66 John St., cor. William Street, NEW YOM
'2:1511

Branches at Paris, Amsterdam, Antwerp, London, ldar, Oberstein

1Also makers of
Oold Pens, Fine Pen Holders, Pencils,
Toothpicks, Thermometer Cases and Stylographic Pens.

THE JOHN HOLLAND GOLD PEN CO. 
I -

THE
OF
SUCCESS

90J507 HOLLAND FOUNTAIN PENS
I Mel) imp °Ned /111a PATENTED FEEDING DEVICE

Established 1841 127-129 e. Fourth St.. CINCINNATI AGE
PEN

The MODEL"
Fountain Pen

THE MODEL OF PERFECTION. Retail Price, $1.00 to $10.00. Made of finest grade rubber and fitted with
and returned same day received.
a 14 K. Gold Pen. No extra charge for special imprint. Every pen guaranteed. Write for samples and prices. All makes repaired

HERING & CO., 17-19 John Street, New York
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Precious Stones Long Known to have Existed There—Diamonds

have been Found by Modern Prospectors and also b
y Prehistoric

Inhabitants in the District between the Great Lakes and Hudso
n Bay

--)1.1) mining men and prospectors in this

.1 region did not need to be told by Dr.
of the Geological Survey, that great

mond wealth lay hidden in that part

Canada between the Great Lakes and

I ludson Bay. In the Rainy River district,

and in the auriferous valley of the Seine,

many diamonds have been obtained from

Indians and French-Canadian voyageurs, who

had picked them up in their wanderings with-

mit any idea of their character and value.
At the hamlet Mine Center,
in the Seine River country,
George R. Douglass is the
resident agent and assayer

for the Rothschild interests. Mr. Douglass

was a long resident of South Africa. He

says the geological conformation of the

Rainy Lake and Seine territories is almost

identical with that of the Kimberley district,

which has given to the world the famous

diamond mines.
Forty miles from the mouth of the Big

Fork River, which empties into the Rainy

from northern Minnesota, are many ancient

mounds, whose origin extends beyond the

traditions of the Ojibways. Until recently

these mounds were inviolate, for they are in

a wild region but little visited by white men

and reached only by canoe.
One summer, however, a party of scien-

tists from the University of Toronto came

Out to explore them. From one of the

mounds on which a sturdy oak was growing,

a large human skeleton perfectly preserved

was exhumed.
It was not that of an Indian, and in the

cavity whence it was taken were evidences of

prehistoric civilization, in the form of articles

of pottery, some stamped with unique and

beautiful designs. Around the skeleton's

neck was a massive band of pure copper, and

On its bosom rested a curiously wrought

necklace of the same metal, into which were

interwoven shells and colored stones.

What arrested the attention of the ex-

;iloring party, however, was a stone which

leamed from the center of a pendant to the

ecklace. At first it was judged to be

.othing more than a clear piece of quartz,

:nit closer examination and testing proved

that it was a diamond.
Although half a dozen mounds were

ipened up before the party left the region,

And copper ornaments and pottery found,

with skeletons in all of them, no more dia-

atonds were unearthed.
On their return the party
met a band of Ojibways,

'vith the Diamonds to whom the articles
found in the mounds were

shown, in the hope of obtaining traditions

, oncerning their origin. As to the copper

Opinion of
an Authority

ndians Familiar

 , In astonishment he inquired

The squaw's of the squaw where she
Diamonds found the gem.

" Oh, it," she replied,

contemptuously, in her guttural tongue.

" My man picked it up when he was getting

the poles for our tepee up the river."

the Indians were ignorant, but they grunted

disdainfully when the pottery and diamond

were shown.
Specimens of the former, they said,

could be obtained in almost any quantity

from the remains of an ancient pottery works

that once existed on the banks of the Big

Fork, near the Big Falls, a few miles up the

stream, while in the same region glittering

stones of the sort the palefaces seemed to

regard so highly had frequently been

found.
Startled by the information, the Toronto

party pushed on to the Big Falls, which

marked in old days the disputed boundary

between the Hudson's Bay Company and

John Jacob Astor's American Fur Company.

fhere they found an old hermit squatter,

Dan. Campbell.
He took them to the ancient pottery

field opposite his cabin, and, what was more,

brought from a pouch which he carried three

stones, which in purity and brilliancy greatly

exceeded the one found by his visitors.

These stones he had found in the course of

his thirty years living by the Big Fork, while

scratching the surface of the pottery field

with his hunting knife.
Old Dan had no idea that

Stones were his finds were anything more

Real Gems than quartz, despite the care
with which he had preserved

them. So skeptical was he of his visitors'

assertions that the stones were diamonds,

that he entrusted them to their care to be

appraised in Toronto and their value sent to

him. Nor were the party mistaken in their
judgment. The four stones were pronounced

to be real gems of an aggregate weight of

twelve carats and worth $25oo.
Mr. Douglass was sitting in the trading

post at Mine Center one afternoon when

a young buck and his squaw entered to

exchage pelts for provisions. They had

come by canoe fifty miles • down the Seine

Valley. •
Strapped to a birch bark frame the

mother carried a pappoose on her back. She

took off the frame and leaned the mummifie
d-

looking youngster against the counter, while

she joined in her husband's dickerings wi
th

the storekeeper.
Mr. Douglass noticed that the young

redskin held something firmly in his hand,

which every now and then, after. gazing

upon it, he attempted to put it into his

mouth, but he was prevented from doing

so by the vigilant mother. Curious - to

see what kind of toy the Indian baby 
had,

Mr. Douglass pried open his little brown

fist, and there lay scintillating a di
amond

as large as a hazel nut. There was no

-mistake about it.

Douglass pulled out a twenty-dollar bill

and offered it to the squaw for the stone.

But paper money has little significance for

the Ojibway in the wilds.
A gleam of avarice shot into the squaw's

eyes and tightened the corners of her mouth

as she saw how anxious the white man was

to get her baby's plaything.
She shook her head and grunted a de-

cided negation. Douglass smiled, for he

knew the Ojibway character.
" Give me all the chicken feed you' vc

got," he said to the trader.
The storekeeper emptied a sack on the

counter, containing about St° in small

change. The squaw's eyes and those of the

buck glittered.
" Here," said Douglass, as he shoved

the coins toward them, "give me the stone."

In a trice the mother snatched the gem

from the pappoose and tossed it over to

Douglass. The diamond was taken to

Toronto and appraised, valued at nearly

sI 000.
To Rainy Lake town drifted Jim Ropes,

a prospector for the yellow metal, after spend-

ing the money he had obtained by the sale

of a gold mine discovered by him in Michi-

gan, and also known by his name. Ropes'

days of activity were nearly over, and about

the best he could do was to pass judgment

on samples of quartz brought to him by less

experienced prospectors.
One day a thirsty French-
Canadian squaw man,
Le Febre, came to the

camp from the Seine district. On his gaudy

brass watch chain hung a sparkling stone,

which he had made into a charm by twisting

some wire about it. He ran into Ropes in

the barroom of the hotel of the camp, and

with ugly demeanor demanded that Ropes

buy him a drink.
The old prospector's eyes had caught

sight of the stone angling from the squaw

man's chain, and another glance was

sufficient.
" That's a prett5r piece of quartz you've

got there," remarked Ropes, quietly, " If

you'll give it to me, I'll buy you all the

drinks you want."
The man glowered at the prospector for

an instant, undecided whether he was being

guyed, but Ropes' countenance was serious.

Le Febre tore the stone from its setting and

snapped it over to his companion with a loud

guffaw.
" By gar, 1 guess youse want it worse

than I do," he remarked. " Now, let's get

those drinks pretty quick."
In two hours Le Febre was snoring in a

drunken stupor on the floor of the shack,

while old Ropes with his purchase was pad-

dling to Fort Francis, thence to make his

way back, the worse for wear and poor

whisky, but carrying in his pocket a part of

the $1500 for which he had sold the diamond

that had cost him a bar bill of 85 cents.
--New York Sun.

One of Many Stories
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011el-Fanhfinned Tfimepieceo

The jeweler is especially favored in the prestige and distinction that
is attached to his calling. His skill as a worker in precious metals has
had royal favor in all ages, and the younger science of horology from its
earliest beginnings has had a trade exclusiveness peculiarly its
own. With the development of the art of time measurement to
its present degree of almost incredible accuracy, greater interest
is manifested in the history of horology and a knowledge of
antique timepieces has become almost an essential of the modern
jeweler's qualifications. For this reason our readers
will no doubt be interested in the following article
by the well-known expert, N. Hudson Moore, here
reproduced with illustrations through the courtesy
of The Delineator:

Instruments for marking time may
be included under a few great
heads : sun-dials, hour-glasses and
clocks. The origin of the earliest

timekeeping device is lost in antiquity, but among
the first clocks composed of an assemblage of
wheels, of which there is no doubt
as to age, are the clock in St. Paul's
Cathedral, London, which was put
up in 1286 ; one at Canterbury Cathe-
dral, 1292 ; one at Exeter, 1300, and
one in the Palace Yard, London, at
about the same period. All these
were in England ; but Froissart
speaks of one at Courtrai, France,
which was taken to Dijon by Philip,

The Earliest
Timepieces

Duke of Burgundy, in 1370.
Viollet le Duc remarks that

from the twelfth to the fourteenth
century no space was arranged in
church towers for dial plates. Still
there were clocks in many towers,
but they were without dials, and
only struck the hours, the act of
striking often being performed by a
wooden figure, several feet tall,
which beat upon a metal bell.

During the fourteenth century,
clocks with various mechanical de-
vices became popular ; puppets
were arranged to perform little
scenes at the hours, like "The
Mystery of the Resurrection,"
" Death," etc. Nor was skill in
clockmaking confined to England
and France. Saladin, of Egypt, in
1232 presented to Frederick II, of
Germany, a clock run by weights
and wheels, showing figures which
represented the sun, moon and
other planets and the twelve signs
of the zodiac. In 1358, in the
palace of Abu FLIMMOU, Sultan of
Thencen, was a clock ornamented
with figures carved from solid silver.

The first of the
celebrated Stras-

Clocks burg clocks,
The Strasburg

which were
Placed in the cathedral there, was
begun in 1350. From that time to
the present there has been no inter-
ruption in the wonderful mechanical
clocks which have been made in the various countries.

The clocks in which we are chiefly interested are those for
household use, and the earliest of these came from England. By
the year 1600 there were clocks made for a moderate price and for
the use of the average householder. These clocks were known by
the names " bird cage," " lantern," or " bed-post" clocks. They
were put on shelves or brackets attached to the wall, and were
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wound by pulling down the opposite ends of ropes on which the weights
were hung. Some of these were striking clocks ; others were furnished
with an alarm, and none of them were expected to run for more than
thirty hours.

The pendulum, which was introduced about 1661, superseded the
balance. The first form was known as the " bob " pendulum, which by

168o was followed by the " royal " or long pendulum. The
lantern or bird-cage variety were small, ranging in size from
three and one-half inches to five inches square. One of

unusual size was eight and one-half
inches by sixteen inches high. A
peculiarity of these clocks is that
the dial face often projects an inch
or two beyond the sides of the
frame. They are not uncommon in
England yet, for they were made
continuously till about 1825, and as
the works are of brass and well
made, they are excellent time-
keepers. The little ornaments which
stand up in front of the clock are
known as " frets," and they are
quite a sure indication of when the
clock was made. The design of
crossed dolphins came into use about

1650, and was a favorite pattern.
Another style in use about this period was

known as the "bracket" clock, and these clocks
had a handle either on top or on the sides. Such
clocks as these were luxuries, however, and cost
what would be equivalent to seven hundred dollars.
There are records showing that a popular clockmaker

*-11.174,1•11
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FROM COLLECTION OF OR. 0. W. OM ER

A Wooden Clock made a cen-
tury ago but still a good

timekeeper

of the period, Henry Jones, of Inner Temple Gate,
London, charged Xr5o for a similar clock, which he
furnished to Charles II in 1673. This style of clock
continued in use for one hundred years and more,
and with them the fret was now placed in the corners
of the dial plate.

The long-case or " grandfather " clocks were
developed from the brass chamber clock with a
wooden hood, which had to be entirely removed
before the clock could be wound. Corkscrew or
twisted pillars at each corner of the hood were

characteristic of this period and that of
Queen Ann, and frequently the cases
were splendidly decorated with mar-
quetry, which was the work of some of

FROM TNE COLLECTION OF MRS. H. P. BROWNELL

Such a Miniature Grandfather's
Clock In a Marquetry Case

is rare

FROM THE COLLECTION OF MISS WA WARREN

An Unusual Scheme of Decora-
tion is a feature of this rONC-

wuod mantel clock .

the numerous Dutch cabinetmakers at
that time settled in England. Many of
the early tall clocks were very narrow in
the waist part, where the weights and
pendulum hung, and the swing of the
pendulum was allowed for by the addi-
tion of " wings" or extra width at the
sides.

There were many variations of the
hour circles on the dial. Before the
minute hand came into use there were
double circles where the numerals were,
dividing the hours into quarters, the
half hours being indicated by an orna-
ment of extra length, like an arrow
head or fleur-de-lis. The engraving on
cluck faces and on the brass plates at the
back was very beautiful, and artists were
frequently employed upon it. Borders,
intricate rings about the winding holes,
birds and flowers were all introduced
into the decoration, and the spandrel
or ornaments at the corners still further
ornamented them.

On many of the clocks of the seven-
teenth century the maker's name will is
found engraved on the edge of the did
plate below the circle with the numeral
Later it was engraved on the dial plate

Cvatinuod on page 19S3)
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I Eternal hustle, coupled with honesty and integrity,

is the just price of success." s R

Our chains sell. The United States Assay has demonstrated the 
fact that there is more

gold on them for the money than any other make. 
Therefore it will pay you to dress your

windows for the Holiday trade with a large 
variety of these chains. You can have no

greater drawing card.

If you desire we will send you one of 
our 19 x 23 inches, beautifully embossed signs,

which will assist you in your decorating.

S. 0. Bigney Ci Co.

New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane 
Factory, Attleboro, Mass.
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The INGERSOLL WATCHES and
a Unique Line of Christmas Gifts

•• 

An innovation in Ingersoll Watch advertising appears this season.
Of course hundreds of thousands of these watches are sold each Christmas for presents to boys alone.
Their extensive advertising makes a big demand for them now. They are well and favorably known to the

public, and the dealer who cannot supply them loses a chance to bring many people into his store and send many
pleased customers away.

If you do handle them, by all means get them displayed in your window, plainly labeled and priced. Then
all who pass will connect your store with the advertising. It is by pulling together that we get the biggest results.

Remember that they yield a good profit and are never sold at cut prices.
We will supply advertising matter and electrotypes.

Ingersoll Specialties Advertised—Be ready!
But Ingersoll advertising is no longer confined to the Dollar Watch. There is the " Eclipse " in solid nickel

case at $1.50. And now there is the new " Midget," a ladies' watch with a tremendous future for women, girls
and boys. Retail price, $2.00.

Besides these, there are the Ingersoll Dollar Chains ; the Desk Watch, which every man with a desk ought
to have, retail $1.25.; the "Auto Watch," for automobiles, retail $2.00; the " Jumbo " Watch-Clock, for the home,
retail $3.00; the " Traveler," at $3.50.

All of these are heavily advertised in the leading periodicals. There
will be a splendid Christmas harvest in them.

Write to=day for proof sheets of our advertisements, description of
display fixtures, signs, etc., and information and prices about our goods. Be sure
to do this if you already handle them. Let's work together.

ROI3T. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.

5' Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

" Watchmakers to the American People"

304 Masonic Temple, CHICAGO 812 Drumm St., SAN FRANCISCO

THE

I\ A
WATCHES

Stockitigfull sf
Timely Christmas
Presents.

The Dollar
Watch

The "Eclipse"
Watch

The New
" Midget"
Ladles'Watch

The Ingsrsoll
Dollar Chains

The Desk
Watch

The
" Auto
Watch"
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Watch
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Jewelers' School of Engraving

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED

17th successFILAL, YEAR

rhe Zlemeters ;School
of Engratiing

Established 1889

* -A.. -A. -.A._•■•■
.... ......... . . . .

Suite 1104 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL of its kind
BEST and ORIGINAL SYSTEM

Send for HANDSOME NEW CATALOG

'RICHARD 0. KANDLER, Proprietor and Chief in.structor

1 arrillii5h School]. Tor arewelera

and Sfaveramiraha

S one of the most glaring defects in the American system of

education has been the neglect of provision for technical

instruction, and as much is now being done to remedy this

defect, our readers will peruse with interest the fol
lowing account

of a technical school in Birmingham, En
gland, which has done

much to raise the status of instruction for jewelers 
in that country.

For this account of the school we are indebted to 
the magnificent

art magazine, the International Studio

The Birmingham Jewelers' Association was founded

in 1887, and from its commencment one of its chie
f

objects was the better artistic training of the young

people engaged in the jewelry trade. As a result

of the endeavors of one or two influential members 
of the committee

an arrangement was made with the Municipal School of Art,

whereby special accommodation was provided at one 
of the existing

branch schools to enable the jewelers to fit out p
roperly organized

workrooms, to be under their supreme control, in wh
ich the trade

students might be afforded full technical training in their craft.

This technical course was, however, to run 
concurrently with the

A Creation of
the Jewelers

4

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS SIPECIMEN BOOK
designed to order Monograms and • Lettering, 75 cents

India ink or water color, Sr.00
In Pencil, 25 and 50 cents 1

Send money with order ENGRAVINO TOOL,S
Ready for use. Send for Price-List

TRADE ENORAVINO

RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDIO, 1104 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO

Study from.Nature by a Pupil A steen

regular art classes already in existence there, 
which remained under

the control of the municipal art committ
ee. Further than that,

admittance to the technical course was to a
 considerable extent

dependent upon the attendance and progress o
f the students in the

art classes, and therefore largely under 
the control of the head

art master.
Naturally the success of this scheme depended upon the

harmonious blending of the two separate 
controlling interests ;

and in spite of their efforts to make it 
successful, both parties to

the scheme felt that the system was not 
satisfactory, chiefly because

of the widely divergent ends, in the 
way of examinations princi-

pally, for which each section was working.

The technical training became too t
echnical, and aimed at

success in the examinations conducted b
y the City and Guilds of

London Institute, which demanded pure
ly technical knowledge,

including alloys of metals, with assay tests, etc., and required

written papers and accumulation of book 
knowledge.

Such training had its value, of course, 
but there

was little connection with the art side of 
the school;

and although some progress was 
made in the

following years, necessitating removal to larger

premises in order to accommodate the increasing number of

students, the dual control scheme never 
quite succeeded to the

The School
Reorganised

Studies from Nature by a Pupil Aged Fifteen

extent anticipated by its promoters. The growth in attendance

and the increasing financial expenditure involv
ed only strength-

ened the desire of the association to improve its 
school, and finally

a joint conference of the two interested commi
ttees met in 1901 to

discuss the matter. The jewelers' committee acknowledged that,

in attempting to follow the example of the more
 strictly technical

schools, so successful in Germany, they had m
ade a mistake ; and

that all the necessary technical training required b
y the pupils could

be better taught in the employers' workshops
. As a result of this

conference the Vittoria Street School was created as 
an independent

art school, under the control of a sub-commit
tee formed from the

two governing bodies, the Jewelers' Association 
and the School of

Art. With ample funds to command good instructors
, the next

step of the committee was to find an art 
teacher of the hightest

standing, with a sufficiently intimate acquaintanc
e with metal work

to fit him to take over the organization and 
control of the new

school, where art was to be considered primarily, but always in

conjunction with its application to craftsmanship. 
The selection of

R. Catterson-Smith, a sculptor, painter and 
draughtsman, whose

association with Sir E. Burne-Jones and Wi
lliam Morris in the

production of the Kelmscott Chaucer was s
ufficient guarantee of

his suitability from the point of vieW of art, 
and who for some years

past had devoted himself to the profession of
 metal work, marked

the inauguration of a new school in more 
senses than one.

The result of the first year's work, as sho
wn in the exhibited

drawings, etc., was highly gratifying, and the 
jewelers were well

satisfied with

it ; but the im-

mediate out-

come of this

success was
rather a blow

to their com-

mittee. In the

spring of 1902

E. R. Taylor,
headmaster of

the Birming-

ham Central

School of Art,

retired from

that position,

which, during

his tenure, he

had raised to

such a standard

as to make it

the blue riband

(Continued no page 1983
Chipping in Tirass from Natural Design



firs Because of the Volume of Business
that we are enabled to sell goods on narrow margins, net cash.
It will pay you to get in touch with us. TRY IT HERE.

We Carry in Stock all Styles of Lockets. Reduced Prices

No. 4301
10 K. solid gold, 85.25  
4 " " 2.40  
20-ear filled . 1.33
1o •"

No. 4800

Send for
Selection

No. 4299
84.80  

. 1.80
1.20
.60

83 36
I  60

 90  
 40  

No. 43)2
$2  00

81
88

No. 5941

No. 5941
I) hil si:» , or Pearls.
sal in I Vet', Homan
gold 8 ides laud back.

in, .75
1 in., .90
1% in., .99

in., 1.12

All Sizes,
Shapes and Styles

of Crosses

N,,. 111: I

Nos. 5958 and 5917
Itoman, Gold Filled.
10 year. 11. P.

8 .80
.35
.40
.50
.60
.76

I in, 8 .40
1% M., .80

In., .70
2 in., .79
234 in., .83
3 in., 1.11(1

>ts . t fl Yal

N. 5917

Measure by
Lengths

5955
Heavy Solid I iold
Front and liack.
Warranted 25 yrs.

11/ iii., 5 .66
1% in., .83

ill., .95
21.; in., 1.01:

N. 5917,1;

No. 5931
Plain or Engraved
Solid Gold Front.

1 in., $.35
1y III., .66
2% in., .99
Solid Gold.
15, in., 81.35
2 in., 1.65

I CUT OUT THIS PACE I

for reference

We have a complete line of
all the latest, styles of I-Jat
Pins, Solid Gold, Gold Filled,
Signets and Fancy Patterns
from 19c. to $1.85.

(Order a selection.)
No. 4051. 1 dozen, assorted as

shown, $1.35. Sterling Silver Tops,
No. 4051 warranted and stamped. (Average
Assort- price, ltc.)
ment 

ie
tail for soc. each

1/10 10-year
Solid Gold. Filled Filled
221n. 15 in. 131n. 22 in. 22 in.

,o2r-vV1prta.2,2117:C2r.ire2tatr.t...4-L.)..%Ant=:::::::22,:iptiaN». 2697. :1.45 $2.50 f'2.00 171.06

We carry all styles of BEADS
Illustration shows small size No. Ii ; the

largest size No. 14.

Solid Gold

No. 5. 94.50
No. 6. 4.85
No. 7. 3.50
No. 8. 6.00
No. 9. 7.00
No. 10.
Graduate,

Gold Filled, Ill ear.
Stamped ■1'. .1

81.2o
1.:»
1.40

, Gold-Plated
.60
.6(1
.60
.60
.75
.73
.75

PEARL BEADS
Fine Cream, extra luster, 14 in.

Size 8, 96c. Size 14, 00c.

Dark Azure Blue, Finest Quality
Size 6, 10, 14 or graduate, 90c.

Regular Blue Btads, No. 6 to 14, 85c,

We carry a stock of all styles

Amber Beads, Amethyst Beads
Black Beads, Coral Beads

1:152. 1.85

aE+19*}00400N".

41.1f, 255§=p2 ffirw, Z.Fis gria212 2719.

No.

1.20 1.08 .85 .60

5.00 3.50 3.00 1,06 .60

5.85 4.10 3.75 1.06 .75

5.10 8.75 2.70 1.85 1.65

•e,r,sorx- 
jrzr.,==.0.,,x0=2.../14,,x0=,...csozzyr.„=„0„, NO. 2720. 2.50 1.70 1.30 1.06 .75

No. 9828

er

NI, 9:111

We carry the largest line of
Combs in Chicago

Shell, Amber and New Pearl Gray

9:12). Dose and Green Colored Gold (Pearl Gray
I '01111.0.

Back, 81.06. Side, per pair, 81.20.
No. 9,11. 1'10 Filled Top.

Back, 99e. Sides, per pair, 81.80
No. 981r%. IL P., like cut.

Set of 3. Slack and Sides, complete, 61.85
No. 9811% It. P., but square ends.

Set of 3. Back and Sides, complete, 75c.

We have the new back 2-prong fancy tops,
7:3c, to $1.12.

Regular back combs, fancy patterns, with
rose gold ornaments, 50c. to $1.20.
We only sell goods we can guarantee.

Calvin Clauer Company, WHOLESALE JEWELERS
AND SUPPLIES

151-153 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
NOTICE-If you know of anyone who is about to start into business, tell him of

CALVIN CLAUER CO., 151-153 Wabash Ave,, Chicago, Ill.,
Wholesale Jewelers and Supplies

New Conceits of Extraordinary Beauty
1981

The Damascus finish which is used on the goods here i
llustrated is the secret process discovered first and known as

Homeric. Tiffany, Kerr, Krementz and other manufacturers of Art 
Jewelry, for the exquisite tastes, use this Damascus

process, which is a series of operations to bring out the soft green
, rose and copper colors of refined gold.

Enchantment's
Power

:■1■Inulid, slightly
tinted w i th copper
color, and the sea ser-
pent of rich green,
with tins and head of
deli rose gold. Only
produced by casting.

Price, $1.65. each

Defiance
The deep lines of

the faee rich green,
wit h vv es and mouth

and ea.rs of rose color
produced only by
casting.

Price, $1.65 each

Speed

The antlers of rose gold. The head

and neck rich iireen tinted with copper
eolored gold. St x faceted rubies. L

apel

button, with patent back, produced

UIIIY by casting.
Price, $1.25

Same as above without stones,

98 cents

SIIII1C ns above, but with scarf pin

98 cents each

Freedom
The body rich green and pale rose,

and the wings tinted with rose,
copper find green. Only produced

by casting.
Price, $1.20 each

Meditation

The edge of the gown rich rose color,

shaded with green and eopper-colored

fine gold. Produced only by casting.

Price, $1.80

LATEST COLLARETTE EFFECTS

To be worn outside the lace 
or regular collar

(JP

(2)

,
el .

CP

• of
No. 100. rolloreto, 1:■,se colored, 13 inches long. 

Amethyst.

$2.10 each. The above eon be had 
in the following stones. 

Turquoise.

Aquamarine, Topaz and New Rose Stone. 
$2.10 each.

LATEST COLLARETTE EFFECTS

'ro In worn 1111iSII1P the lace or regular ,..dlar

4`)

No.101. Rose gold, of amethyst shmes. 
Price, $1..80. Can be ha

d in

y stones same as No. 100. $1.80 each

SOLID 10 K. SIGNETS

Mercury Fleur-de-Lis

The wings of soft green
and rich rose color. The
Fleur-do-Lis slightly tinted
with copper shin led to green,
with a Roman gold edge.

Price, 90 cents each

Acuteness
The Eagle's head of

ruse gold tinted with
green. Face delicately
tinted with the copper
color. One of the newest
conceits.

Price, 55 cents

Prudence
The flowers and

hair of rose gold.
ma body of rieh
green. ii cheeks
and neck heautifully
tinted with copper-
colored gold.

Price, 75c. each

Splendor
The Peacock of

rose gold, tinted with
green. 'rhe face deli-
cately tinted with the
ropper color, line of
Die newest conceits.

Price, 55 cents each

64701pmpxo!!,,41,,ii!
qtamasifii.

  4oWs0, '‘

No. 517 1. Homan gold, bright edge, car
d of six solid gold signet scar

f pins. Good

-lie), weight. Price, $3.15 per card
No. 5172, Same an above, gold filled ; will 

stand engraving. Price per card of six, $1.17

MARGUERITE BRACELET

Neatest, strongest and most sensible

adJusiaole bracelet ever made.

No. 2. Illustrated, medium size, pol-

ished, gold filled . . . . Each, $2.15

No V.:. Signet, same as above . . . 2.45

No. 3. Large, saine as No. 2  2.60

No. 1 . Small, same as No. 2   1.80

Love's Messenger
The bird and flowers
of rose gold ; the
background rich
green tinted with
copper color.

Price, 75c. each

Vigilance
The ears and the dog

collar of rich rose color.
face rich green tinted
slightly with copper-
colored gold. One of the
latest eimeeits.

Price, 55 cents each

Confidence
The IOW: Of the

face rielt green;
ears of rose color ;
mouth and eyes
tinted with copper-
colored gold.

Price, 75c. each

Strength
The elephant's ears are

of rose color. The body
and trunk of rich green,
slightly tinted with cop-
per color. l'roduced
only by casting.

Price, 75 cents each

BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED

No. 3466. Oval lapped gold front . $ .36 
pair

No. 3465. Hound " " " . .36 "

No. 3467. Square " " " .36 "

No. 3470. Plain Roman oval signet .36 "

DESIRABLE GUARDS AT LOW PRICE

No. 2427. Special made by W. II. It. & ro. 
Warranted 10 year filled. Six assorted

patterns. Special price, $1.15 each. Lot of six, 
$6.30-only November and December.

SWEETHEART NECK CHAINS FOR LIT
TLE GIRLS

.11-C4-e-fr.e4r,Ce...EXOCZCCE.Clr..5:57$
7.C.Car.rJ:CCr 

No. 2474. Solid gold with MI1111011 1 1 chip. Each, $1.80.

nee l'r. St. Co. 10 year filled, 
heurt. 45 cents each

NOTICE. If you know of anyone who is ab
out to start into business,

tell him of CALVIN CLAUER CO., 
151-153 Wabash Avenue,

Chicago, Ill.. Wholesale Jewelers and 
Supplies

Calvin Claw Company 
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

AND SUPPLIES 151453 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
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"Show cases that are famous
for high quality"

SPECIAL JEWELERS'
SHOW CASES an
WALL FIXTURES

We make a specialty of S1)\\ cases and
fixtures for the jewelry trade, and iL is a matter
of pride with us that we do a lot of this kind of
work. We feel the same keen pleasure in
achieving artistic, high-grade, attractive effects that
a master jeweler does in turning out a beautiful
and useful piece of handiwork

In the construction of

'Quick Sales'
Illuminated Show Cases

only the finest quality material and the best work-
manship are employed, resulting in a finish, beauty
and individuality that makes our wall cases, for
cut glass and silver plate, and our Illuminated
Show Cases, a fit setting for the finest goods.

Our prices are honest and just a little bit lower
than you would expect to pay for goods of
" Quick Sales " quality. Send for illustrations,
and let us put you on the route to " Quick Sales
and More Sales." Write to-day.

Petz Corner Post and
Transom Bar

a practical and useful invention that gives every
inch of window space for display, doing away
with pillars and posts. Glass set from the out-
side. Indorsed by leading and most progressive
architects. Write for circular.

Detroit Show Case Co.
''Show Cafe Makers to Progressive M•rchants''

JOHN PHTZ, President
HERBERT NIALOTT,

See. and Treas.

Canadian Branch
Windsor, Ont.

482 to 490

Fort Street, West

Detroit, U.S.A.

20th Century
Revolving Display Stand

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO JEWELERS 

This elegant fixture is a mechanical wonder, as well as
the most beautiful and attractive display ever placed in a
window. It is entirely different from all other revolving
stands, as in this one each shelf revolves independent of
the others AND REVOLVES IN DIFFERENT
DIRECTION' AND EACH AT DIFFERENT SPEED.
Electric globe remains stationary. The lower shelf is a
heavy plate mirror 32 inches in diameter ; the three other
shelves are heavy plate glass, 27, 22 and 17 inches respec-
tively. There are no cuts or words that will do this fixture
justice. Send for price and further description. It will
make you money.

ADDRESS

J. H. JAMES MFG. CO•
Eastern Salesroom

3U-379 Broadway, New York Fort Scott Kans.

BrnilE.h Schooll TOE' jewellers
and Sfillvemaitha

(Continued from page 1a7O)

of the art-teaching profession, and R. Catterso
n-Smith was unani-

mously elected to succeed him.

The young student, upon first entering the Vittoria Street

Schools, may have some knowledge of his craft, but abso
lutely

none, perhaps, of drawing, or if he has any knowledge, it is very

elementary. Under the generally-adopted practice of school-of-art

instruction he would be made

to enter upon a course of

drawing in freehand, from flat

outline, of the classical or

Renaissance type, which would

have for its object merely the

accurate copying of an already

interpreted and conventional-

ized design. Accuracy of

reproduction and an even, ex-

pressionless line would be the

desired end to attain. This

might be followed by studies

in model drawing, in which he

would be initiated into the

values of perspective from com-

monplace and unit er e st i n g

models. After this preliminary

training in pure line only,

shading from a model or from

ornament in plaster casts would

follow ; and in many cases the

student would be expected, in

acquiring a knowledge of mod-

eling and of surface as inter-

preted by light and shade, to

attempt a standard of finish

beyond his powers, and, con-

sequently, beyond his interest.

In all cases such

cf Teaching 

gasrestshiiss 

slow, 
the   pa rnod-

The Method

almost inevitably

lacking in real interest to the

student. Only the faculty of

imitation is at first exercised, while imagination remains 
practically

dormant. The pupil is apt to lose interest in proportion as the

course of study extends beyond the achievements of 
the actual

value it was intended to have.

Now trace the course of Catterson-Smith's young student.

His whole education in art is based upon personal 
interest. In

place of the old flat outline, a spray of natural foliage of simple

form is placed before him and he is told to draw what 
he sees in

this model. He is instructed how to examine carefully its str
ucture

and form, and to draw it, not as his master shows h
im it is, but as

he himself sees it ; to make his pencil speak, as it 
were, of what

his eye perceives. This is, of course, not always an easy matter,

and much careful supervision and patience are required 
in order to

coax from some of the lads that which at first they 
themselves

hardly know they have within them. The master's influence is

then used by challenging his pupil's accuracy step by 
step, and

by forcing him to compare his efforts by the aid of his own

observation with the true lines of the model ; to make 
the correc-

tion and instruction proceed from the pupil himself ; to 
correct and

lead him by means of his own gradually-increasing faculty of

insight and observation. For though at first such efforts as he

makes are inaccurate, his conception may be excellent, 
and by

giving the beginner a glimpse of his possibilities, add an 
enormous

interest to the prosecution of his study.

The fault is seldom with the eye. A badly-drawn

leaf or petal, ruihlessly compared with the living

original, is condemned, not by the teacher but by

the student himself ; and his perception of form

and outline grows rapidly, often beyond his ability to arre
st and

place them on paper. What

a significant difference in

method, and yet resulting in

such gain to the student

From outline to contour

and color the progress is 

ple. In his own often halting

and crude fashion the student

is encouraged to try and add

life to the outline he has learned

to express ; to suggest, as well

as he can, the sense of surface

and modeling that he gathers

from his observation of the

model. Here progress may

be slow and false steps more

easily made, but with the same

assistance from his master, and

possibly little technical hints

as to the methods to be used,

there arrives again the result,

not of someone else's interpre-

tation of the model, slavishly

copied and lacking imagina-

tion and expression, but the

first—possibly crude, and cer-

tainly immature, but still the

first — development of th e

student's own perception and

analysis. How much this indi-

vidual interpretation counts

may be judged by noting the

striking differences in the

treatment in work from a

common model which is yet all

of equal merit and interest. The progress fr
om inanimate to animate

nature is rapid, and the spectacle of rows of 
first-year students busily

engaged in arresting the movements of a live 
bird or animal and

recording them vividly on paper, though co
mmon enough in Japan,

is somewhat a novelty here. The results are such as to amaze one.

The innate capacity of quite rough and un
tutored

lads to appreciate the grace and movement of 
their

Talent subjects, and to record their impressions with 
the

only recently-handled pencil, is in many cases

quite marvelous. Now comes one of the most vital parts of 
their

training—to prove the sum of their observation, 
and show that it

is really developed. The class in memory drawing is a fairly good

test. The students are allowed a few minutes' 
study of either a

plant, animal, or perhaps, in the elementary classes, 
some simpler

form, and are then required to draw it from the
 recollection of the

very brief space allowed for its observation. 
They are expected,

as they progress, not only to remember 
accurately its outline, but

its structure and texture.

Developing by
Experience

Waist-(11Na in Wrought Steel with Damasc
ened Ornament

Much Natural
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Catch Phrases
are a development of the times. People are so busy that
their attention must be caught " on the fly " as it were.

We named our line of show cases "SILENT
SALESMAN" before trade names and phrases becamea fad. We christened them as we did became thousands of merchants had already namedthem " SILENT SALESMEN " in effect, if not in so many words.

Phillips' eWte2/144 Show Cases

are just what-(and all) that their name implies. They cost less per unit of merit than anyother fixtures in the market. There is more "know how " built into their construction thanany other make. The reason is apparent, they started in the lead and have been increasingthat lead for forty-two years. If you want
the best at the right price, ask us for our
catalog.

John Phillips & Co.,Ltd.

i•stat-id 1+-4()4

Detroit, Pvticil.
P. S.—Don't remodel your store front before getting our catalogue ofImprt,ved Store Front Bars.

■■■■••■■■•■■..
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THE "ADMIRAL"
Jeweler's Plate-Olass Case
There Is None Better Made

WINTER FIXTURES ! Have Stood the Test of Time
THE LINE or QUALITY. Not how cheap, not how much ; But How Good. .\ t prices that are right.Ask our customers. . \ nything from a store stool to the most complete outfit.

The Finest and Most Complete Book of Its Kind Ever Issued

Plans, 'Interiors, Views, New
Suggestion,, separate l'ixttin.s,
Cas('.., (.41111111N, HOW' Case,, Soda
Fountain Fixtures.

Illustrated Fully. Described
and lisod in so plain 11 manner
that you can make your own
plans and estimate the cost of
your fixtures.

SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF 25 CENTS

M. Winter Lumber Co.
SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

Established 1865 THE H1GH-GRADE FIXTURE MAKERS

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets?
I'iiiI1i I. I. ('... ()deans, La., Sale, Agents for Louisiana,1..l.aina.
C. 0. Stoll h rug .10...1111. Ms., Sales Agents for Missouri,Kansas, Nebras1;a. 'ferritory and Indian Territory.It. Boom 7. I iiiIi Ithig., 131 trItim St., Portland,()re., Sales Agesi ,&.g ii anti Washington.Texas Drug Comptni■. Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for NorthernTexas, Southern 0.1ationta end Indian Territory.

NiArember, 1905 KEYSTON

OM-Fashioned Tiimmepfiecen

(Continued from page 1978)

.-tween the numerals V and VII. Sometimes two names are found, par-

' idarly in the earliest clocks, and in this case the name engraved in the

Ater of the dial surrounding the hands
the name of the maker, while the

me at the foot of the dial is the name
the seller of the clock.

Some of the most fa-
mous English clock-

Clockmakers makers were : Bar-
tholomew Newsam,

ho was established in London as early

1568 ; Ranulph Bull, keeper of

His Majesty's great clock in 1617;

Ferdinand° Garrett, a working clock-

maker, in i6o0 ; William North, in x615;

l'homas Alcock, in 1661, and Daniel

Ramsay, in 161o. The Clockmakers'

Company was chartered in 1631, and

\vas a trade guild for protecting the

trade in London, or within ten miles

thereof. Edward East, one of the most

noted of English makers, was at work

by 1620, and became watchmaker to

Charles I. Henry Jones was at the

height of his fame about 1673, and

Samuel Betts about 1640. Thomas

Tompion, known as the " Father of

English watchmaking," had by 1658

attained much renown. He was suc-

ceeded by Daniel Quare, who had a

shop at St. Martin's le Grand, London,

in 1676. Then came George Graham,

an apprentice of Tompion's, and much

beloved by him, ano who succeeded to

his business 10 1713.
As I have said, the spandrels or

corner ornaments are important indica-

tions of the age of a clock. Very early

dials have a line of verse in the corners.

Then came the angels' heads, which

design was later elaborated ; then

two cupids holding a crown, which

lasted through the reign of Queen Anne.

After this came the Rococo, during the

eighteenth century, and then the period

of George III, where the design be-

came degenerate, and the spandrels

were cast without even being retouched

with a chasing tool.
Oak has always been a favorite

material for the cases, and walnut,

both inlaid and plain, was particularly

favored from about 1675 to 1725. Very

elegant cases of Dutch marquetry were

made as early as 1665, and specimens

ol Oriental lacquer were by no means

unusual from 1740 onward. From 1750,

when Chippendale began to work and

design, mahogany, both solid and ve-

neered, became popular, and has con-

tinued so ever since.
The clock shown on
this page, besidesAHisCtoloryck with a
being remarkably

elegant in its case of

Oriental lacquer, has an interesting history as well. It was imported

from London in 1738 by Thomas Hancock, and was made by Marma-

duke Storr, foot of London Bridge, who was a famous maker in his

day. The order reads that the clock was to be ten feet high, " the

price 15 not to exceed 2o Guineas, and as it is for my own use, I beg
your particular care in buying of it at the Cheapest Rate. I am advised

to apply to one Mr. Marmaduke Storr, at the foot of London Bridge."

Most Famous

1985

But long before this there were many watches and clocks in this
country, though I doubt if anything but sun-dials, portable or stationary,

and perhaps a watch or two, found their way over here in the first ship

loads. By 1628, however, one Joseph Stratton, of the Massachusetts

Colony, was the possessor of both a clock and a watch, and Henry Parks,

of Hartford, who died in 1640, left by will to his church a clock.
lit inventories before 1677, I find many records of

"striking clocks," " watches," and also " larums."
These early clocks must have been of the bird-cage or
lantern variety, though some large clocks seem to have
found their way over here. In October, 1688, " ye 4th
year of the Reign of our Sovereign Lord, King James
the second," a commission was appointed to examine
into the condition of the Fort at New York. The
report is long and interesting, noting among other
things the fact that there is a "great old clock in ye
Armourer's room."

Joseph West, of New York, in an inventory dated
May 6, 1691, leaves, among many items of value, to
his " loving kinsman Edward Hastings, of Shipton, in
Oxfordshire, Gentleman, my Diamond watch, one hun-
dred pounds, and thirty French pistoles in gold."

By 1712 there were many clockmakers

Old American prepared to make and repair time-
Clock Repairers pieces. In old newspapers, like the

Boston News Letter, there are adver-
tisements such as this of a man who " performed all

sorts of new Clocks and Watch works, viz.: 30 hour
clocks, week clocks, month clocks, Spring table clocks,
chime clocks, quarter clocks, quarter chime clocks,
Terret clocks, etc." A few years later, in 1716, there
were advertised " lately come from London, a Parcel

of very Fine Clocks. They go a week and repeat the

hour when Pull'd. In Japan cases

or Wall Nutt."
The long-case clocks of early

manufacture had a square face to the

dial. Then the top of the clock case

and the top of the dial rose in an arch,

and above the dial were inserted the

phases of the moon, moving figures

such as ships in motion, Father Time,

etc., the moving figures being pre-

ferred by the Dutch makers, who were

very proficient in this style of work.

Two such clocks are shown on this

page. The first is of English make,

the second American, and both are of

about the same age, being made about

1800. The English piece has brass

works, and a solid mahogany case

decorated with lines of inlay. The

phases of the moon and days of the

month are shown above the painted

face, and the clock is in fine condition

and an excellent timekeeper. There

is no name upon it anywhere, and

its history is obscure, but some of the

details are that the clock was brought

from England in 1810, was owned

in Hingham, Massachusetts, then

changed hands and was taken to Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts,and now belongs

to a collector in Montpelier, Vermont.

The American tall clock has on

its face the name of Luther Smith,

Keene, New Hampshire. This is no

indication that he made the clock,

since it was the custom, if the owner

desired it, to paint his name on the

face of the clock. This face is very

prettily painted with flowers and

medallions, and the brass hands are

beautifully pierced. Like its English

mate, it shows the phases of the moon

and days of the month, Its case, too,

(Continued on page 1987)

ROM THE COLLECTION OF MRS. E. P. SMILIE

This Long-Case Clock was
brought from England

about 1810

John Hancock owned this
Flue Clock of Oriental

Lacquer

FROM THE

COLLECTION

OF MISS

IDA WARREN

A Tall Clock of Early
American Make



No. 999. Exceptionally Fine
Case. 21 inches high, 5-Inch dial.

J
No. 4902. OET-UP ALARM

Fine Polished Nickel Case. Fancy
and Plain Dials.

No. 5291-1085. German
Bronze Thermometer, Ink
and Bull's Eye Cloak.

No. 1029. 21 inches high.
Nicely Carved.

484 Broadway, NEW VC-IRK
You cannot make money on Cuckoo Clocks, if you don't carry our line.

All our clocks are strictly guaranteed. Our prices are the lowest.
BEST QUALITY AT'T'RACTIVE DESIGNS

If your jobber does not carry our line—Write to us direct.
ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instruct"'

WINTER COURSE
Opens January 2, 1906

If you wish to take a course this Winter, please
WRITE US AT ONCE and we will assign and hold a
place for you.

We do not accept more than twelve pupils at one time,
devoting our entire time to their personal Instruction and
Advancement.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are the
founders of a New System in the Art of Cutting and Design-
ing, which enables a pupil, not endowed with artistic
to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an Idea of what you could
accomplish by taking a Course with us.

LANDIS, 1 lo Koch Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Dattelbaum & Friedman
Makers of

GOLD RINGS
of All Descriptions

t5 John Street, New York

Our Trade-Mark " D. F." in all our Rings
is the guarantee of quality.

SEND POR CATALOGUE

November, 1905 T ti E K EYSTONE

Olid-romatalfiorhed Tinaepfiece

(Continued on page 19815)

is solid mahogany, without inlay, however, but the brass mou
nts on the

pillars of the case are unusually handsome, and the pillars themselves as

well as those on the hood are fluted. A variation from the grandfather
's

clock was the same shape in miniature. Such a clock is shown on page 1976.

It is not four feet tall, and such a specimen in a marquetry case is not 
often

found. It was discovered in an attic in Rhode Island, where it had lain

undisturbed for forty years or more, waiting for a fortunate collector.

In another illustration, page 1976, is shown a clock with

a wooden face, painted with flowers, and with wooden

Wooden Clock works also. It is wound by pulling the weights, and is

even yet an excellent timekeeper.

It is supposed to have been made about 1800. The

Antique

fine case is mahogany with satinwood inlay.

On page 1976 is shown a very handsome mantel

clock, made with brass works which run eight days

and in an unusually choice rosewood case. The two

sets of doors with paintings on them is not a common

feature, and with the side pillars of polished wood

and their large brass tops it makes a fine example of

this style of clock. The pictures, although not named,
view .of Mount Vernon and the shipseem to be a

Constitution
and Cuer-
riere, both of
them favorite
subjects for
all patriotic
Americans.
One of the

best - known
'names of
the clock-
making fra-
ternity dur-
ing the first
half of the
nineteenth
century was
W illa rd.
This family
manufactur-
ed a style of
clock which
was general-
ly called by
their name,
the term
" banjo " be-
ing of corn-
paratively re-
cent origin.
The Willards.
—there were
four of them
at least,
Simon Aaron, Benjamin and Simon, junior—were

natives of New England, and Benjamin, who had

workshops at Roxbury, Boston and Grafton, took out

patents as early as 1802. Terry was a great rival of

the Willard, and increased his business by using

water power, so that he flooded the market with

clocks. This was in the year 18(37, when Terry made

five hundred clocks. In 1814 he introduced the short-

shelf clock or mantle clock, of which another variety

is shown on this page. In this example the wood is

richly carved and has an eagle on the top, a fitting

emblem to go with the portrait below. Inside the

case of this clock is a paper which reads as follows:

PATENT CLOCKS.
Patented by Eli Terry

And made and sold by Seth Thomas,
Bristol, Conn Warranted if well used.

There was almost always one of these papers in

these mantle clocks, but few of them are dated, a

1987

great mistake as we think who would like so much to know just how

old these very interesting treasures really are.
A Willard or " banjo " clock is also shown on this page.

A " Banjo " Clock The case is mahogany with inlay of satinwood round the
door. The ornaments on top and sides are brass, the

face is covered with a convex glass and there is but one key-hole, these

clocks generally being made without a striking attachment. Another very

fine clock shown on this page seems to be a variation of the banjo-design,

and this case is also mahogany, handsomely carved. There is no name of

the maker on the clock, but inside the door is a record of repairs. The first

of these is dated 18o8, showing that the clock must have been made some

years previously. It has a striking as well as a winding key-hole.

There are to be found, also, in various parts of the country French

clocks of elegant design and workmanship. Many of these are covered

with glass shades to protect them from the dust, and

most of them are inlaid or have elaborately-carved or

alabaster pillars and fine gilt mounts. A very splendid

example is here given, and the clock has an interesting

history. At first sight, the eagle that surmounts the top

would seem to indicate that the clock was intended for

an American, but the truth is that this is not a republican

but an imperial eagle. The clock belonged to Jerome

Bonaparte, and was brought by him to this country in

1803. After these many years the clock is to be found

at the rooms of the Antiquarian Society in Concord,
Mass., where
it is surroun-
ded by other
relics of like
age but more
democratic
extraction.

America
has contribu-
ted many val-
uable inven-
tions to the
science of
clockma k -
ing, the most
important
being steel
springs; they
could be pro-
duced at a
low price,
and thus en-
able the
production of
cheap clocks.
Another in-
vention was
the pendu-
lum covered
with gold-
leaf, which is
a necessary
part of a reg-
ulator clock,

and which was made by Silas B. Terry, a son of Eli

Terry, of Windsor, Conn., who was one of the early

makers of American clocks.

James Harrison was another early maker, and

the first clock he made was sold Junuary rst, 1791, for

£3 12S. 8d. .This was at Waterbury, Conn. In 1783

a patent was awarded to Benjamin Hanks, of Litch-

field, Conn., for a self-winding clock. The Eli Terry

previously mentioned started at Plymouth, Conn., in

1793, and made his first clock with a brass dial, silver

washed. His tall case clocks were very often sold

without the cases, which were made by local cabinet-

makers. East Windsor was another clockmaking

town in Connecticut, and here Daniel Burnap carried

Oil the manufacture of clocks with brass works. XVil-

liam Tenny also began at an early date to make clocks

with brass works. A clock was an expensive item in

those days, the prices ranging from $18 to $7o.

The Eagle is Imperial—not Republican—foi
this clock belonged to Jerome Bonaparte

PROM TE COLLECTION OF MC WM. U. Korr
ROY THE COLLECTION OF MRS. E. •. SWUM

Mantel Clock richly Carved and
Decorated with a Portrait

of Washington

FROM THE COLLECTION OF MRS. E. P. BINLiE

The " Banjo " Clock was trot
. produced by the famous

elookmakers, the
Willards

(kid " Lyre" Clack is a variation of
the " Banjo" Design



OUR HOLIDAY
PREPARATIONS

have been so complete that our patrons are assured
of the promptest and most satisfactory service during
the Christmas rush. Our stocks of

JEWELRY, WATCHES

DIAMONDS 

have been most carefully selected and embrace every
possible holiday requirement—in staples and special
gift stock.

Our central location, comprehensive stocks and
quick, economic service, will be an invaluable boon
to the jewelers of this section.

Mail orders given prompt attention.

ALLER-NEWMAN-WILMES JEWELRY CO.
Globe=Democrat Building

• ST. LOUIS, MO.
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The Show Window

tchilittN

LIE approach of the Christmas season suggests

that the jeweler, in common with his brethren

in other lines of trade, should turn his atten-

tion to the matter of store and window decora-

tion. This is a duty which of late years has become more

and more imperative for reasons upon which it 
is not

necessary to dwell. Every dealer knows that to be

negligent in this matter is to make himself conspicuous

for indifference to the bountiful business opportunities

which the season never fails to bring.

It is always advisable for the window trimmer to

formulate his Christmas plans early, so that when the

busy season arrives he will be in a position to take profit
-

able advantage of it. Indeed, like forethought is neces-

sary in all departments at this time, but in decorativ
e

KEYSTONE
r9fig

arrangements it is especially so. Imposing displays mus
t

be the order of the day if the dealer is not to be eclipse
d

by all the other traders in his locality. In this connec-

tion, one of the first display factors which suggests itself, is 
that of lighting

the window. Obviously the window must be well lighted, or the display

will be imperfectly shown. The attractiveness may moreover
 be enhanced by

pretty color effects and tasteful ornamentation of bulb, sh
ade and chandelier.

Broadly speaking, the lighting of the window is best

Lighting the accomplished by a row of lights at the upper edge of the

Window window pane, hidden from public view and having strong

reflectors to throw the light down upon the goods. There

is much shopping in the evenings during the week p
receding Christmas,

and the window should remain lighted every evening, 
whether the store

itself is open or not. There are many interesting methods of illumination

by which the jeweler can render his window attractive 
during the busy

season, Small hoops covered with delicate colors of tissue paper and
 hung

in the window with an incandescent light suspended
 behind each, have

proven attractive. Another idea is to make a dark-blue background, and

cut a moon in the upper part of it. This space should then be covered with

delicate yellow tissue and a light placed behind it. Across the face of the

blue blackground run some white chiffon, gathered to i
mitate cloud effects.

These are not only capital backings for evening, but l
ook well by day, as

most windows will bear electric effects in the daytime.

It is especially important during Christmastide, the seaso
n of new

goods and new ideas, that displays be changed and
 varied to preclude

monotony. Even at normal periods, a display grown stale naturally

betokens neglect, and the public is quick to draw an 
obvious moral from it

which bodes ill for the dealer. New goods soon grow old if left long on

display—old in the most unprofitable sense. At the holiday season, displays

should be changed every day or two. To this the dealer 
may object on the

ground that it requires too much time at a junc
ture when time is most

valuable. But it may be asked, in what way could the ti
me of a store

assistant be more valuably occupied than in an effort 
to focus public atten-

tion upon the store and its wares?

Attractive Display Suitalile for any Season

A young jeweler who recently started in business in

A Display That St. Louis, Mo., in sending us his first subscription, writes:

Proved Successful, " While employed as a clerk some years ago in a store

in Atlanta, Ga., the jeweler dressed his Christmas

window in a way described in THE KEYSTONE at that time. It was a snow

scene with a sled as centerpiece, the sled being used in a very attracti
ve way

for the display of jewelry. The window so impressed me that I have 
never

quite forgotten it, but if you could send me the instructions you gave
 as to

how to prepare the display, I know I could reproduce it more successf
ully."

'We have furnished from time to time so many ideas for Christmas 
displays

such as our subscriber suggests, that we are unable to identify the par
ticular

one to which he refers, but the following will no doubt serve his purpo
se and

prove interesting to our readers generally :

Clear the window of everything. Cover the floor thickly with white

cotton, not laid smooth but in tufts and clumps here and there, so as to 
pre-

sent an uneven surface ; sprinkle it with diamond powder, to simulate

snow. Similarly cover the posts, the entire surface of the sides and all the

woodwork of the window—everything in sight except the plate glass
—with

tufty cotton, sprinkling with the sparkling powder. (Do not omit to 
extend

this snow effect to the curtain in the rear of the window—which can
 be of

any cheap white material, for this temporary purpose, inasmuch as it is

only to serve as a base on which to attach the " snow.") The cotton 
can be

secured to the wall of the window, and to the iron posts, and to the 
fine

woodwork which must not be scarred or injured, by quilting it loose
ly on

white cheese-cloth or muslin, or by pasting it on manila paper, and
 then

tying or pinning it to the parts to be covered—just as a light curtain 
should

be anchored.
. When completed, the window will have every portion covere

d with

fleecy, sparkling " snow," except the glass through which the obse
rver looks.

Get a boy's sled at a toy-store. Cover it with light woven wire, like

that used by florists in making up their forms—the meshes will furn
ish the

needful anchorage for fastening bits of hook-shaped

wire to it. This wire netting must lay close and snug

to the framework of the sled, so as not to destroy its

lines and thus disturb the ultimate artistic result.

With the little hooks and various tiny

clamps which can be made from bind-

ing-wire, fasten small articles to every

part of the sled. Very much of the

success of the display will depend upon the art shown

in the arrangement of these articles on the sled. Ob.

serve a harmony in their disposition, and a definite

plan throughout. Do not fasten the objects on hap-

hazard, but give painstaking study to the best effect.

The top of the sled might be thus treated : In the

center arrange a " sunburst," or rosette, or five.

pointed star, of silver articles—pencils, scissors, small

paper-knives, etc., radiating from the center of the

sled top to the edge, at it narrowest part. Leave a

round circle in the center sufficiently large to con-

tain a handsome gold watch ; and around the out-

side of the rosette (or whatever radiating device 
is

selected) put a circle of collar buttons, all of the same.

style. These articles must all be placed with geomet•

ries! exactness. On the four corners of the top, ot
her

(Continued on page 1991)
Display of Ru1o j h Steller, of Milwaukee, Wis.

Decorating
the Sled



COOPER DIAMOND CO.
8th Ave. and 18th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

NET PRICE-LIST FOR RE-CUTTING AND POLISHING DIAMONDS
% Ct. Stone, $1.5o each
4 t• 2.25
4 Ct. 3.00
% Ct. 3.50
4 Ct. 4.00
4. Ct. 4.50

44
Ct. Stone, $5.00 each

I Ct. " 5.50 "
i X. Ct. 6.25
'5' Ct. 7.00
I4. Ct. 
2 Ct. 8.00

i4

44

Above 2•Ct. at rate of $4.00 per Carat

Lapidary Repair Work, $1.00 ti) $3.00 each Stone

300 NEW DESIGNS IN DIAMOND MOUNTINGS
If we have not got what you want, will make it

DIAMONDS SENT ON MEMORANDUM

16111111b
Tip Cup

Mr. Jeweler:

Umbrella Extension

Tip Cup, Extension and Tie Clasp made in hold and Sterling Silver to match the Handle

Tie ClaspSee that the umbrellas you buy this fall have the new Braitsch Specialties, "Tip Cups," "Tie Clasps and "UmbrellaExtensions," illustrated herewith. They are the latest and best accessories now on the market. If your uthbrella makercannot supply you, write us. Our trade-mark, " W. J. B. & Co.," on all our goods.

Established 1887 W. J. BRAITSCH Sc. CO., 396-8 Broadway, New York

United States Smelting and Refining Works
L. ec NI. Woi.L.sTeIN
Office: 16 John St., New York

Telephone, 5644 Cortlandt Works : 17 John St., New York

Sweep Smelters and A.ssayers
Refiners of all kinds of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Waste

Manufacturers of Sterling Silver
Highest prices naid for Old Oold, Old Silver, Platinum ScrapsOre and Bullion Assays a specialty

Proprietor of Platina Melting Furnace and Gold and PlatinaPiling Separating Process of greatest advantage to manufacturersof Platina Jewelry

The Matchless
Pocket Cigar Lighter

Tho ily lwrrected Hgar lighter ■rn illy market

Made in Gun Metal, Aluminum, Brass, Silver PlateGold Plate and Solid Gold

Write for Price,

The Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Co.

Office and Salesroom

16 John St., New York, N. Y.
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The Show Window
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(Continued from page 1989)

articles can be arranged in fan shapes, the out-spread portions toward

the center of the sled. The " legs " of the sled may consist of chains

neatly laid in spirals, the toggles, bars and swivels concealed from view.

Remove the actual runners of the sled entirely, and substitute instead

half-inch-wide tube of pasteboard (such as is used in mailing prints and

pictures) split lengthwise, forming a long cup-shaped form, or trough ;

into this put, alternately, silver thimbles and gold rings, in close conjunction,

so as to form a continuous tube of contrasting silver

and gold in a graceful and effective combination. The

"snow " must be deftly packed against the pasteboard

holder, so that nothing but the thimbles and rings are in

evidence. No part of the wood or wire-work on the

sled must be seen at all, and the artistic triumph will

depend upon the arrangement of its component parts

and the effect of lightness and delicacy of touch.

Stand the sled diagonally across the window, a little

to one side, as if it had been carelessly abandoned in

the snow. Put half a dozen impressions of a boy's shoe

in the snow, leading toward the curtain in the rear, a

boy's mitten near the curtain and another half under it.

Inscribe on a card which stands against the curtain :

The Boy has just stepped into the store to inquire prices

on some beautiful cut glass which came iu this morning.

He knows a good thing when he sees it 1

(Of course, for " cut glass " substitute the fitting

thing of the moment.)
A writer in the Merchants' Record

A Polar Region and Show Window makes the fol-

Display lowing suggestions for a Christmas

1991

place a row of electric lights. A series of colors can be made to flash

alternately, which will add wonderfully to the attractiveness of the display.

The pieces B and C should be placed about the same distance from the

background as from A and D. A cut-out picture of Santa Claus and his

sleigh, drawn by reindeer, could be made to appear between A and B,

travel across the window and disappear between C and D. Any decorator

with ingenuity can arrange a display of this sort and if carried out with

the alternate flashing of different colored electric lights, it will prove a great

attraction and sell merchandise.
A dealer in a large Eastern city some time ago resorted

to a novel method of riveting the eye of the community

upon his window. His plan has much to commend it in
A Curiosity
Provoker

Display of Wm. Arimid, Ann Arhor,Mich.

the way of simplicity and effectiveness, and it stimu-

lates human curiosity as if by a magnetic charm. A

four foot, two by eight plank had been taken and a

triangular piece sawed from one end, so that when the

square end was propped inside the window and the

plank inclined against the plate glass at an upward

slope of forty-five degrees, the sawed end rested plumb

against the inside surface. The triangular piece that

was sawed off was then glued upon the outside of the

glass, in such a manner that it appeared as if the end

of the plank had been shoved clear through the window.

The apparent break was then made more real by

gluing numerous slender pointed strips of really broken

glass, in the shape of an irregular many pointed star,

on the inner surface of the pane, the center of this star

being, of course, the apparent hole.

The result was realistic in the extreme. When

persons caught sight of the window they began to won-

der how the plank happened to have dropped against

the glass. Then they switched to wondering if the

plank had been left as it fell to save the shattered

window from completely capsizing. Many persons

crossed the street for a nearer inspection and when they saw that the

whole thing was a scheme to attract attention, they couldn't refrain

from taking a look at the goods that were displayed in the window.

Display of 5. E. :Wicks Co., Elkhart, fud,

display which is comparatively easy of construction and by no means

expensive. It can be used to advantage in the display of holiday goods,

and should prove a trade-winner at the holiday season. A platform is

constructed in the rear of the window as high as it is deemed practical,

and from this platform to a point near the front of the window, steps are

built for the display of goods. At the top of the window place a cut-out

design (E), made of heavy card-board, covered with muslin, painted white

and sprinkled with frosting powder, as shown in the illustration.

A scenic background is used representing the polar regions, with large

cakes of ice painted here and there. In the center of the background, as

shown, cut out a semi-circle to represent the sun and paste red tissue paper

over the opening. Back of this tissue place an electric light with a good

reflector to spread the rays of light properly. In the foreground of the

platform place cut-out designs of huge pieces of ice, as shown in A and D.

Now, directly back of these, place two more similar designs, B and C, at a

distance of about ten inches. These designs should all be covered with

muslin, painted white and sprinkled with frosting powder. A more realistic

effect can be obtained by tinting the tips of these with a real light blue paint.

Back of the upper design (E) and at the top, so as to be hidden from view,

A

■ I II
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GEO. B. BARRETT CO.

NEW STOCK FOR FALL AND
HOLIDAY TRADE

Accurately informed as to the requirements of the
trade for the coming Fall and Holiday Season, we havenow ready for inspection the largest and most carefully
selected stocks ever placed at the disposal of our patrons.

These stocks include the latest ideas—models,styles and patterns—in all the standard lines of goods:

DIAMONDS
WATCHES, CLOCKS, MATERIALS, JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE, NOVELTIES, Etc.

Whatever the character or extent of your needs in
these lines, we are in a position to furnish same promptly
and to greatest advantage.

Orders sent by mail will be carefUlly filled and
shipped same day as received.

GEO. B. BARRETT CO.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS
AND DIAMOND IMPORTERS

347 FIFTH AVENUE

PITTSBURG, PA.

November 1905

Outlook for the
Holidays

A good strong current of trade

has set in, in the Pittsburg

jewelry centers, and the indica-

tions of a heavy holiday season have become so

pointed that, as a general rule, the dealers have

been stocking up more liberally than usual.

Money has been plentiful among the smaller towns

of the Pittsburg district, and as much of the busi-

ness is measured by the conditions

of the iron and steel trade, there is

liftle in the future to darken one of

the brightest outlooks that has

marked the business horizon in

some years. The traveling brig-

ade has been conspicuous in the

city for some weeks. They have

been found daily in all of the lead-

ing stores and in the wholesale

establishments. They all give

good reports of general trade con-

ditions, and remark on the hopeful

feeling found in all of the smaller

retail shops and in the small bor-

oughs of this section of Pennsyl-
vania.

Suspension of

The general
trade condi-

Allegheny Bank tions are health-
ful. Banking

affairs as a whole are in satisfactory

shape, and the stock market is

active. The only black eye that

has come recently was the closing

of the doors of the Enterprise

Nation4 Bank of Allegheny at

noon of Wednesday, October 18th.

The closing of this bank was pre-

ceded by the suicide of the cashier,

T. Lee Clark, and while at this

writing, it is too early to make any

definite statement regarding the

causes or the conditions that led

up to the unfortunate and tragic

event, it is known that the bank

was heavily involved in Western

enterprises, and had loaned money

to politicians for investments in

distant portions of the country.

The losses sustained are not known,

but are said to be quite large. The

deposits are given as $2,340,410. Of this amount

individual deposits amount to $2,070,160. The

loans amounted to $2,242,807, and the capital

stock was only $200,000, a surplus of $200,000, and

undivided profits of $82,759.

The suspension is not due to any local condi-

tions, and has no bearing on Pittsburg trade. The

bank is located in lower Allegheny and had no

specially large dealings at home owing to the

gradual drifting away of the old business center

of lower Allegheny. The general effect of this

catastrophe, however, has been just a bit depress-

ing. So far as known, there are none of the

jewelry trade involved in the closing of the doors,

unless it be among the smaller depositors of that

section of the city. Late developments seem to

indicate that the losses due to the failure will not be

as great as at first supposed, and much of the bank's

indebtedness has been paid since it closed.

H F KEYSTONe

Pretty Window There has been a marked effort

Displays among the retailers in window

decorations this month. The

showing made has been splendid and full of new

ideas, in effective groupings of art goods and

imported ware. Most of the larger stores are

showing fine statuary and novelties, and have

brought into play some of the richest colorings

that have ever graced jewelers' windows. Leather

goods are still in popular demand, and the trade

has been enjoying a good run on watches and

clocks. Some of the dealers have made unusually

fine displays of clocks this fall, the demand being

affected somewhat, no doubt, by the tremendous

movement in building operations that has been on

I993;

movement. The Eastern men, and particularly

New Yorkers, can get into that field, though far-

ther removed from it, before Pittsburg, because

of the habitual freight congestion in this section,

and consequent slow movement of freight for local

points. It is hoped to get at the facts of this, and

have the association take up the railroads when

the excursionists return.
The annual exposition, which has been on

for some fourteen weeks, closed October 21st, at

the Point. The big show attracted more people

than ever this year, and has long passed out of the

realm of local affairs. The exhibitors along the

line of the jewelry trade have this season been ex-

tensive and the showing fine. Heeren Brothers

& Company report the results as

satisfactory in the extreme. Their
magnificent booth contained a

beatitiful array of imported stock,
bronzes and electroliers. The fac-

tory of this house has been oper-
ating steadily, and with lots of

orders on hand. In the watch
trade, the report made by Manager

J. T. Montgomery, of the M. A.

Mead & Company branch in Pitts-

burg, of the Chicago jobbers, is

full of encouragement. The dis-

trict surrounding Pittsburg has be-

come awakened to the fact that

there is a jobbing house in the

City exclusively for the watch trade,

and with the short time the branch

has been in operation, the trade

connections established have been

large and are growing rapidly.

The local branch expects to oper-

ate into the East, as far as Balti-

more and Washington, and have

direct charge of the entire Eastern
territory.

Fifth Avenue, Pittsburg

for some months, most of which has leaned toward

new dwellings. The golf season has been on with

a generous swing, and prize cups have been

donated with much frequency, and this trade has

fallen to Pittsburgers.
The event of the closing of the

Merchants' and present month of October is
Manufacturers' the fifth out-bound trades ex-
Association

cursion of the Merchants' and

Manufacturers' Association, which will take up the

greater part of the week of October 23d. The

special train will carry several jewelers, including

Otto Heeren and a representative of George B.

Barrett Co. The trip will cover the western and

central portion of Pennsylvania, and down into

Cumberland, Md., where there is perhaps more

competition with the Eastern houses than any-

where else. The local jewelers say that the great-

est difficulty in that section has been the freight

The Geo. B. Barrett

Good Reports C o. say that the
reports of their
salesmen are all of

the brisk kind, with many orders,

showing a tendency for large buy-

ing. The house has put in an

unusually large stock of goods this

fall, and being noted for its conser-

vatism, this action is taken as a

good sign by many of the retailers.

Among the many jewelers that

were at this house from neighbor-

ing towns recently were Frank

Ward, of Canonsburg; William Hunt,

of Uniontown ; William Fisher, of

Greensburg ; E. F. Preiss, of Homestead : Henry

Reineman, of McKeesport ; R. V. Marshall, of

Freeport ; R. H. Wolf, of Smithton, and Jacob

Wolf, of Suterville, the latter having just removed

to Monessen, one of the growing industrial centers

of the Monongahela Valley. From these retailers,

a pretty clear idea of the feelings of the smaller

trade is secured, and there is not a discordant

note sounded among them.

One of the latest additions to the trade here

has been the branch house of Castelberg &

Company. The store secured by this concern

is at 408 Smithfield Street. This brings the two

leading installment houses from the east and west

to Pittsburg—Loftus Jewelry Company from Chi-

cago, and Castelberg from Baltimore. The new

concern has been advertising generously in the daily

papers, and attracting much attention. The store

has been attractively fitted up, with a handsome

(Continued on page 1999)

from Travelers



"The Alethea"

PATENT APPLIED FOR

The desideratum long sought by bracelet mandicturerscombining
ELEGANCE OF DESIGN 
SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION and
STRENGTH OF CONSTRUCTION

MANUFACTURED BY

THE WOLCOTT MFG. CO., n Peck St., Providence, R.I.
KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS

185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.
The only Optical School in the world wherestudents serve a regular apprenticeship onbench and in office. All iisi 711,.1i011N are prac-tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. Nocorrespondent courses. Address,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL
The Emblem Jewelry Manufacturing Co.

D. GOLDWASSER
.Tewelry Manufacturers, Diamond Mounting andGem Setting, has removed to

Room 87, Jewelers' Building373 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Fine Repairing, Medals, Jewels, Badges, School

and -Class Pins and Rings.

AugusIEScherty
ENGPAVEZ

ROOMS 71-72
373 WASR I N GTO N ST . BOSTON

JEWELERS BLDG
('_1)

I employ six engravers the
year round. Can give prompt atten-
tion to mail and express packages.

BARRON'S
it WORK for the trade satisfies.

Returned same day as received.
send for the best AXIS and FRAMELESS■•hart ever printed.
Eyes Examined for the Trade

There is Money in it For You
OEORGE A. BARRON

Manufacturing and Refracting Optician
Room 22, 3 Winter St., BOSTON

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

THE KEYSTONE
E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

WE DON'T CLAIM TO COVER THE EARTH
but our New England customers know that there is no other housethat fills their _132 work with more promptness or accuracy.A trial will convince YOU.

C. A. L. LANGTON, Manufacturing Optician
Write or phouv.

419 Boylston Street, BOSTON

Our New
Catalogue

will assist you
in Fall Selections

Scofield 6 DeWyngaert
miw YORK OFFICE, 9-11 Maiden I one

Watchmaker to the
Trade

Established 1893 4 Experienced Assistants

Watches Demagnetized
Repairing of all kinds

JOHN S. LOWELL
.373 Washington Street

Jewelers' Building, Room 71-2 BOSTON
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FIRST-CLASS

JEWELRY REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

DIAMOND SETTING
SPECIAL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

MASONIC JEWELS
FINE HAND CARVING

HARRY SMITH
JEWELERS' BUILDING, ROOM 76 TEL. 1795-4 MAIN

373 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON

F. Schnetzer, Jr., & Son
Watch Case Repairers

I ;old Plating and
Coloring

Watch Case
Materials

Especial attention given to Watch Case
Repairing, Springing, Re-Engine Turn-
ing, Engraving, Polishing, etc.
Particular attention paid to Orders by
Express.

21 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.
Room 508

'Souvenir Spoons
of any locality

Building's
engraved
in bowls.

Tbelnat And
est flouvenlr Spoon
Engr,,,er I,. Anterlo■

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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The month of October last year was considered

In ideal month, but if anything, it was exceeded
by the beautiful weather which we have been enjoy-
ing the past month. With the many improvements

which jewelers have been making in their establish-
ments the past year, they will be better fitted for a
prosperous season than ever before. A suggestive

feature of the situation is the increased size of the

Christmas bills, which the retailers are buying. All

New England jobbers claim a good, steady, healthy

increase in the patronage of most every customer

on their books over that which was done with them

in the corresponding season of last year.
The usual influx of out-

of-town buyers have visited
Boston, making, in many
cases, their semi-annual, and,

in a few cases, their annual
visit to the New England
jewelry center, Boston. All
bring in the most encouraging
reports of business for the
past year and they feel, as
their purchases denote, that
they are expecting an unusu-
ally large Christmas trade.
Undoubtedly prosperity
reigns free and full for all
jewelers this fall.

A reward has been offered
by W. E. Morse, of Salem,
Mass., for the capture or
information leading to the ap-
prehension of the hoodlums
who destroyed one of his
signs, as well as destroying
much other property in the

vicinity.
George J. Taylor, of West

Sommerville, Mass., who
closed his store at 1913 Hol-
land Street, and disappeared

from that city the first of September, has been

freed from the charge of larceny which was pre-

ferred against him.
George P. Reed, the veteran jeweler, of Mel-

rose, Mass., is seriously ill at his home in that city.

George L. Kerr, of Cornish, Me., has recently

purchased a house in that city.
Jeweler Garrison, who for some years has been

located in Pittsfield, Mass., has- decided to move

from his present location in that city. He will

locate in Lenox Dale.
The first part of October witnessed a most

successful auction at the store of Nelson Bros., of

Chelsea, Mass. The business done on one Satur-

day amounted to over $12oo. After the auction,

Nelson Bros. continued their business in their mag-

nificent new store, which is but two doors away

from their old location, in a block of their own,

which has been recently completed, they occupying

the middle one of three stores on the street floor.

They are putting in a larger and more extensive

stock than ever.
Fred. Newhall, of Lynn, has returned from a

much-enjoyed hunting trip to the Cape, where he

was accompanied by a friend. Besides shooting a

number of birds, Mr. Newhall was successful in

bagging a fine fox, which he is having mounted.
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A change has been made by H. D. Cole, of
Morrisville, Vt., who was recently employed by

A. R. Campbell. He is now located with J. W.

Tulkey, of Franklin Falls, N. H.
The circumstances surrounding the suicide of

John H. Nickerson, of Providence, R. I., were

unusually sad. It was undoubtedly brought about,

as he claimed, by separation from his little daughter,

whom his wife took with her when leaving home

to live with her parents but a short while previous.

Even when faced by death, after taking the cyanide
of potassium which caused it, his thoughts were of
his wife, as he requested her not to kiss him for
fear she, too, would be poisoned.

Another change has been made in the office of
D. C. Percival & Co. The balcony has been
extended several feet, bringing their watchmaker,
Myron Keyes, nearer the light, as well as giving the
stock clerks extra room, which was much needed
to facilitate the marking of new goods.
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The store of George W. Sayer, of Spencer,
Mass., was closed for some time, while he was con-
fined to the hospital suffering from heart disease
and grip.

Albert H. Sprague, of Swampscott, formerly
employed as agent by J. S. Rounds & Co., jewelry
installment dealers, of Boston, has at last been
apprehended on a warrant which was issued last
May, charging him with the larceny of over $loo
from that concern.

E. L. Sawyer, of Lawrence, employed as a

traveling salesman by a jewelry concern, had a

narrow escape from death by asphyxiation in a

Taunton boarding house. He went to bed early,

reading a paper by the light of a lamp ; later,

falling to sleep without putting it out. In the

course of the night the lamp smoked so badly that

he nearly suffocated, as well as falling out of bed

and dislocating his right hip and shoulder. He

was taken to the hospital, where, besides doctoring
him, they were obliged to
restore him to his normal
color, as he had turned black.
The work of cleaning him
was a difficult task, and as
yet he is not right, as far as
his color is concerned. For-
tunately no one section of
Massachusetts gets the blame
for this, as he was a Lawrence
man, the affair occurred in
Taunton and a Fall River
newspaper tells the story
after this style.

Albert Rand, of Kingsley
& Rand, Manchester, N. H.,
has been confined to his
mother's home, on Pine
Street, by a serious illness.

A. E. Dumas, of Man-
chester, N. H., was been in
Boston buying his Christmas
goods. This summer he has
been altering as well as en-
larging his office.

C. W. Flagg, for over
twenty-five years a leading
jeweler of Woonsocket, R. I.,
has retired from active busi-

ness, disposing of his entire stock and fixtures to
Chas. E. Dollman, who has been in his employ as
clerk for the past twenty-three years. Mr. Flagg
has not made definite plans as to his future course.

Geo. McL. Presson, of Farmington, Me., has
gone into the woods on a hunting trip.

I. G. Perry is in charge of the store of Perry &
Stone, of New London, Conn., while Eben Stone
is camping with friends at northern Moosehead
Lake, Me.

By breaking a rear window, burglars entered the
store of Wetherbee Bros., in Arlington. They
secured a small amount of cheap jewelry, but did

not try to force the safe. It was undoubtedly the

work of amateurs.
The announcement of the wedding of Harry

A. Harwood, of Harwood Bros., Boston, Mass.,

was a great surprise to his many friends. The

bride, Miss Elizabeth T. Sumner, is a graduate of

Columbia University, of New York, and the groom

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The ceremony was performed by Dr. Alexander

Twombly, of Newton, at the home of the bride's

parents, at 162 Charlesbank Road.

After being ill for some time, Chas. Easton, with

N. G. Wood & Sons, of Boston, has returned to

his duties, feeling much improved.

(continued on page 1999)

Wanhington Street, Boston

H. R. Woodward, of Norwich, Conn., passed

through Boston on his way to the Maine woods,

where he is bound on a hunting trip.

W. E. Wilder, of the Fitchburg Hardware Co.,

has been in Boston and New York, purchasing

goods for his fall trade.
One of the biggest catches of the season was

made by one of a party of jewelers, who chartered

a launch and spent the day out beyond Boston

lightship on a fishing trip a few days ago. Among

this jolly party were Walter Snow, Sam Leonard,

Pete Ackerman, Bob Fenno, Jim Nelson and Mr.

Howland. After fishing for some time with vary-

ing luck, Mr. Ackerman felt a vicious jerk on his

line as he slowly lifted it up and down. Quickly

pulling in to hook the fish, he found it was so large

he could hardly haul it up. After considerable

see-sawing back and forth, he soon realized the

enormity of his catch. Soon his hands became

tired from the exertion, he not being a very hard

working man, and he was slowly but surely becom-

ing exhausted. Suddenly, with a big swirl and

commotion, with one mighty pull he brought it

to the surface, revealing a most ordinary article of

housekeeping : a wire bedspring. It is interesting

to note that this may have been from the wreck of

the ill-fated Portland a few years ago.
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A. G. SCHWAB C./ BRO., Cincinnati
Diamonds
WatchesSPECIALTIES

Bracelets anD Dog Collars

SILVER, CUT GLASS AND
CLOCKS

We offer special inducements
order to reduce our largy stock preparatory
to our removal to new quarters on
January 1st.
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" Time Is Money"

Clock Bank
Something-entirely new and
novel for the holiday season

Clock Cannot Be Wound
or Set Without Inserting
a Coin Any Size )

As a timepiece the CLOCK
BANK is guaranteed. The
Bank apartment is of steel
construction with strong
lock and key. Casing fin-
ished in Antique Brass of
artistic design. Ornamental
to bedroom or parlor.

Where introduced the Clock Bank amounts almosta fad.

Reorders are invariably the case. It sells on sight.
Be first to introduce this to your trade. It beats all compe-ion for a quick-selling staple or a popular holiday novelty.

Ask your jobber or us
Retails $3.00
Trade, $24.00 dozen
Wc prepay carriage on dozen lots

The Goldsmith Company
805 Lippincott Building Philadelphia, Pa.

Jewelry Store Lighting
made easy, effective and 50 to 75% cheaper than kerosenegas or electric lights by using our

BRILLIANT or
HEADLIGHT Gasoline Lamps

Brilliani y and glitter is increased ; the■ eaii he 11,111 all \ WIJI■rehir any intrp ose, in or out-door, by anyone bet. iii dailyrise during the last eight years. Every lawn guaranteed. We allspecial attention to our new Low Pressure and Gravity GasolineI.ighting Systems. liVrite for K. S. Catalog it tolls all allow them.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 State Street, .1-IICA6O, ILL.

FANS
For Holiday and Weddino-6 Presents

Made especially for the Jewelry Trade

LOUIS STEINER, import‘w

520=522 Broadway, New York
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Bright Business

THE

Business continues to hold up,
according to reports from the

Prospects Ohio Valley and a number of
the Southern States. As an in-

stance of the varying trade conditions which have
prevailed during the past year, a visiting retailer
from a small interior town was here some months
ago looking for another location. He could not
find one at the time which suited, so waited before
making the move. Recently he was here again,
and he said that he did not expect to leave the
town for a year at least, as business had unexpect-
edly picked up at his old stand. Reports, generally
from the South, are that busi-
ness is very good.

W.D.Stewart, of Pleasant
Plains, Ohio, was among the
past masters to attend the
annual session of the Ohio
Grand Lodge of Masons,
which was held here the
middle of the month. He is
a young man and only re-
cently included jewelry in his
business.

R.A. McClelland, of West
Union, Ohio, passed through
the city on his way home
from Missouri, where he spent
several weeks with relatives.

The Homan Manufactur-
ing Company was recently re-
incorporated under the Ohio
law, with a capital stock of
$400,000, of which amount
$250,000 is common, and the
remainder a 6 per cent. pre-
ferred. The preferred stock
is being offered on the market
at par, and is considered one
of the best of the industrial
issues at that figure. The
company reserves the right to take it up in fifteen

years by paying 106 for it. The stock is virtually a

mortgage against the concern, one of the charter

stipulations being that no mortgage shall be placed

upon the property. unless three-fourths of the pre-

ferred stockholders agree to it. None of the corn-

mon will reach the open market.

Joseph Klein, a member of the
optical firm of E. Klein &

Romance Brother, recently sailed from
Lemberg, Austria, for this city

accompanied by a sweetheart of years ago, whom

he will marry when they reach here. Mr. Klein

years ago came from the old country seeking fortune.

She smiled upon him, and as the years passed by

he kept up the correspondence with the sweetheart

of his younger days. In his prosperity he decided

to wed the girl who had remained faithful so long,

and some months ago he sailed for Austria, to ful-

fill the pledge.
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is a millinery salesman for Apt & Co., of Philadel-
phia. He purchased diamonds on several occa-
sions from Greenwald, and claims that some of his
last purchases were not paid for, as he had an ac-
count with the jeweler. Greenwald alleges that
the stones not paid for were taken by Sternberger
to sell for Greenwald. Last December Detective
Crim went to Philadelphia and Sternberger agreed

to accompany him here, to answer to a warrant
charging embezzlement. The local grand jury
found no indictment against him and he was dis-
charged from custody. The damage suit is the
outcome.

A large plate-glass window in
Curious Automobile the store of the Oskamp

Jewelry Company was broken
at an early morning hour, re-

cently, by a large automobile occupied by several
men who were taking in the sights. The vision or
control of the operator was so defective that the

Escapade

able to throw some light upon the manner in which
the ring disappeared from the Bingaman store.
The local police claim that suspicion was directed
toward them from the fact that the ring was never
turned over to the firm, after ownership had been
proven, because of a question of payment of the
reward.

Inducements to

With a view to bringing buyers
from surrounding towns and

Out-of-Town Buyers States into closer touch with
the wholesale and manufac-

turing interests of this city, the Business Men's
Club has created an excursion bureau and will
spend $1o,000 a year bringing the buyers to the
city and entertaining them for a day. The visitors
will subsequently be turned over to committees of
the commercial organizations or private interests.

The well-known firm of A. G. Schwab &
Brother has secured the entire front third floor of
the new Harrison Building at 31 East Fourth

Street, and is arranging to
get into the new quarters by
the first of November. The
building is modern in every
respect and is already head-
quarters for a few of the
large jewelers. Schwab &
Brother expect to have their
new business apartments made
a model of convenience and
beauty.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Charles
Hummel have arrived home
from a trip abroad and are
established in a new home on
Lawrence Street, Price Hill.
Mr. Hummel is connected
with a well-known house at
5 Emery Arcade.

C. S. Taylor, of Denni-
son, Ohio, has opened a new
jewelry store and was in this
city during the month to pur-
chase fixtures and stock.
The new store was opened
formally, for business, Octo-
ber 1st.

A. LeBron, a well-known
jeweler, of Montgomery, Ala.,

was here some days and left a number of orders.
He says that the cotton country is looking for
high-price cotton, and, as a result, great pros-
perity is anticipated during the winter.

The diamond dealers of the city report heavy
demand for stones of good quality. Traveling men
for these firms have toured a number of States and,
with few exceptions, report business in all lines to
be very good.

Nadage Doree, the young authoress and actress
who was detained by secret service operatives at
Washington, a few weeks ago, as she was in the
act of entering St. John's Episcopal Church to
appeal to Mrs. President Roosevelt in behalf of the
oppressed Jews of Russia, is a Cincinnati girl and

the sister of former jewelers here. Her right name

is Goldberg and her three brothers, Samuel, Solo-

mon and Jesse Goldberg, until a few years ago

conducted a large wholesale establishment at

Fourth and Elm Streets. They subsequently re-

moved to New York and their sister accompanied

them. The young woman was considered by the

secret service department to be somewhat of a
crank on the question Which led to her detention.
She was released, however, and has written books

and pamphlets, covering her sentiments, regarding

the Russian alleged oppression.

(Continued on page 1999)

An Optician's

Damage Suit by

John Sternberger, a Philadel-
phia salesman, has sued Jeweler

a Salesman Ben. Greenwald and police
Detective Crim for $50,000 dam-

ages for alleged false imprisonment, in the United
States Court of this district. The incidents lead-

ing up the suit covered a year's time. Sternberger

Government Square, Cincinnati

big machine was sent over the sidewalk and
through the window, causing a damage of about
$250. The identity of the parties, who drove away
at full speed after the damage had been done, was
subsequently learned.

A diamond valued at almost
Mysterious Diamond Poo° was stolen from
Robbery the store of Bingaman ,& Co.,

at Sixth and Vine Streets,
some weeks ago, and was subsequently recovered
in Hamilton, Ohio, in a somewhat peculiar manner,

as a result of reward of $450 being offered for its
recovery. The theft of the stone from the store
was mysterious in itself, as it was one which was
on exhibit. After it was missed the local police
were notified. A few days later information came
from Frank Clements, clerk to the mayor of Ham-
ilton, announcing that the stone was in his posses-
sion. He said that two Hamilton boys who had
come to Cincinnati some time prior, to take in the
show at People's Theater, had turned the ring over

to him, telling him that they found it in the street.

A detective went to Hamilton and arrested the

two boys on suspicion, but they were subsequently
released as their story could not be disputed nor

disproven. They demanded the reward, and the

police for a time thought they might have been



Full line of Sterling and German Silver Bags and PursesIN SIZES FROM 2 INCHES TO 8 INCHES
ROMAN, SILVER, GUN METAL and OLD ENGLISH FINISH. WHITE KID LININGSThese bags have many meritorious points in style, construction and finish. The principle upon which they are made obviates rivets, and the

tops are not drilled. Just as good is but a tribute to their superiority, and should be so understood. Our Bag is the best.
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BROOCHES

BEAD NECKS
BACK COMBS

BRACELETS
CUFF PINS

HAT PINS
SCARF PINS

NECK CHAINS
ETC.

CIGARETTE CASES
MATCH BOXES

LOVING CUPS
COIN HOLDERS

CIGAR CUTTERS
KEY RINGS

KNIVES

SCISSORS

NOVELTIES
ETC.

Codding- & Heilborn CO., North Attleboro, Mass.
New York—Chas. Van Ness, Maiden Lane

AINT■mmee
Chicago—G. S. Titus, 88 Monroe St. San Francisco—H. C. Van Ness & Co., 1 IS Kearny St.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relatitig. to their business, saw at oncethe beauty, 'utility and cheapness of our tt IDEAL CASE.It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-glass top. double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polishedshelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legssix inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.
DIMENSIONS 1—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. it has a nicely molded top, orna-mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE
Made and sold by

%,v all Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deepinside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of ease andshelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.
Net price, $58.00. Worth 870.00

Union Show Case C0 105 E 
1 f 

. Lake Street CHICAGO ILL.
• FACTORY -56-66 Frank St. and 424-428 Maxwell Si.
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Walter Lydick, who was a
trusted employee of one of the

Employee largest jewelry houses in Wash-
ington, five years ago, was in

this city for a brief period, a few days ago, in the

custody of officers of the District ot Columbia.

He was subsequently taken East to answer to a

charge of having disappeared with jewelry to the

value of $7500 belonging to his former employers.

Lydick made a fight against extradition from Mis-

souri, where he was arrested, and on arriving here,

attempted to stay his return, but failed. He was

traced to Europe by federal officers, but track of

him was lost. It develops, according to his state-

ment, that he has been in Oklahoma promoting

land deals. He claims lack of identification.

The Dorst Company, of this city and Kansas

City, some weeks ago swore out warrants in the

police court for the arrest of Charles Meyers and

Mark Berk witz, the latter a former employee of the

company, charging them with the theft of diamonds

to the value of Poo. Both young men were out of

the city at the time, but Meyers, hearing that a

warrant was out for his arrest, surrendered himself

to the authorities. In surrendering himself, he ex-

plained that he had been out of the city for two

weeks and that he was away at the time the robbery

was reported to have occurred. Berk witz has not

been located by the police department.
Anne Bradley, a domestic brought back from

Chicago on a charge of having stolen valuable

jewelry from the residence of Elliott Pendleton,

where she had been employed, is confined in the

county jail. When she was returned here she

wore a pair of diamond earrings valued at $250.

Some days after her confinement Herbert L.

Joseph, a jeweler, brought a replevin suit against

her, claiming that she had only paid him about

one-half the amount due on the jewels. Justice

Winkler rendered a judgment against her and

turned over the stones to Josephs.
All the members of the trade who have been

late in taking their summer vacations have returned,

and are now hustling for business. A large per-

centage spent their time among the lakes, although

quite a colony was to be found in New York and

other eastern points of interest.

The wedding of Miss Alma Koch, daughter of

Gustave Koch, of the Fourth Street glass and

chinaware firm of Koch & Braunstein, is an-

nounced for midwinter, to Louis Hillhouse, a

newspaper man. Miss Koch, until recently, was

society editor of the Commercial Tribune.

The following visitors were in the city during

the past four weeks : J. H. Bovard, Newcastle, Ky.;
A. B. Wilson, with J. Middleburg, Charleston,

W. Va.; F. A. Schweeting, Oxford, Ohio ; E. H.
Didot, Versailles, Ohio ; D. A. Sewell, Wilming-
ton, Ohio ; R. A. McClelland, West Union, Ohio;
R. M. Bagby, Bluffton, Ky.; C. L. Taylor, Denni-
son, Ohio ; E. Sensenbrenner, Circleville, Ohio;
F. G. Henizle, Tell City, Ind.; A. K. Diefen-
bach, West Alexandria, Ohio ; August Vial, Horse
Cave, Ky.; H. Reisinger, Laurenceburg, Ind.;
J. W. Roop, Greenfield, Ohio ; J. H. Sherwood,
Brooksville, Ky.; G..H. Hall, Sumner, Ill.; A. Le-
Bron, Montgomery, Ala.; F. W. John, Rockport,
Ind.; W. A. Metzger, with King & Metzger, Lex-
ington, Ky.; H. H. Hauer, Columbia, Tenn.;
Joseph E. Smith, Lockland, Ohio ; W. M. North-
rup & Son, North Baltimore, Ohio ; Mr. and Mrs.
C. G. Schlenker, Hickman, Ky.; G. H. Hansgen,

An Absconding
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Bethel, Ohio ; A. B. Wilson, Greenfield, Ohio;

W. R. Jackson, Franklin, Ky.; Frank Carey, Love-

land, Ohio ; J. E. Zimmerman, New Holland,

Ohio ; B. Zimmerman, Bainbridge, Ohio.

New England Letter

matinued from page 1995)

Frank Pearson, formerly employed by J. D.
Perry, has been visiting in and about Houlton, Me.,

as well as at Brighton, N. B. It is his first trip
home since he left for the West five years ago,

living in Michigan and Texas. He expects to

locate somewhere in New York.
A very enjoyable canoe trip of three weeks,

through the Maine lakes, has been ended by the
return of 0. M. Turchin, employed with A. S.
Haskins, of St. Johnsbury, Vt.

George Poole, of the Poole Silver Co., is suf-

fering from the effects of a serious accident which

occurred the sixth of October. While talking with

some friends on the sidewalk, lie noticed his car

coming along, and, suddenly breaking off the con-
versation, he started for the car. While crossing
the street in his hurry, he was so intent on watch-

ing the car that he did not notice a carriage, which

was being driven in the opposite direction, until too

late. He was struck by the shaft and knocked
down, the horse stumbling over and falling on top

of him. On examination it was found that he had
two severe scalp wounds .and serious contusions,

from the effects of which he was semi-conscious

for over a week. He is now on a fair road to

recovery, in which his magnificent physique and
rugged health played their part. He was to have

been a candidate for alderman, but, owing to his

injuries, will undoubtedly forego it for this cam-

paign.
Passengers on the elevated from Sullivan

Square are confronted with a sign of Jasper A.
Stone, jeweler, and frequently comment on how
appropriate the name is to the business. Another
Charlestown jeweler, who has recently started in
business, is not so fortunate. He had his name,
A. Swindel, in large letters over his door, when a

friend one day remarked that the name was too

suggestive and conspicuous, advising the use of his

full name. The jeweler shook his head sadly and

said : " I don't see how that will improve matters.

I was christened, Adam Swindel."
A clearance sale by auction has been most suc-

cessfully completed y the Waltham Jewelry Co.,
of Waltham, Mass. They are now moving into
their fine new store, which is near their old location.

The old story of "The Cat Came Back," is

again repeated by Fluffy, a magnificent coon cat,

in the employ of 11 C. Percival & Co. Last

spring, after beiag Ased for some time, he was

shipped back to Boston from Marlboro, where he

was found by a brother jeweler of that city, H. W.
Eager. His latest trip was a visit to the Masonic

Temple, on the corner of Boylston and Tremont
Streets, where, as luck would have it, he was found

by one. of the firm's salesmen, who successfully

piloted him back to the office.

Among the jewelers in town were : Guy 0.

Vickery, Augusta, Me.; Geo. H. Griffin, Portland,

Me.; E. Mace, Calais, Me.; S. C. Bennett, Guil-

ford, Me.; A. E. Garnsey, Sanford, Me.; P. A.

Freeman, Biddeford, Me.; A. B. Dumas, Man-

chester, N. H.; A. B. Duncan, Portsmouth, N. H.;

B. D. Loring, Plymouth, Mass.; W. A. Kemp,

East Pepperill, Mass.; E. A. Doyle. Lynn, Mass.,
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J. F. Swain, Nantucket, Mass.; L. P. Brigham,

Hudson, Mass.; W. L. Pierce, Stoughton, Mass.;

Herman S. Hewitt, Brockton, Mass.; H. W. Deans,

Spencer, Mass.; W. E. Wilder, Fitchburg, Mass.;

H. R. Woodward, Norwich, Conn. ; A. F. O'Leary,
Waterbury, Conn.; J. E. Stephens, Rumford Falls,
Vt.; Harry W. Randall, of Randall & Whitcomb-
St. Johnsbury, Vt.
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window and fine fixtures of mahogany. The
stock being shown is quite large and of a varied
assortment. The innovation of this class of
jewelry trade, as noted in this letter some time ago,
is causing some uneasiness among the retailers,
and it is claimed that a good share of the trade is
drifting to the new-method houses.

W. H. Kenna, the representative of the Elgin
National Watch Company, was in Pittsburg during

the week of October f8th, calling on the trade,

and was entertained by Manager Montgomery, of

M. A. Mead & Company. He reported trade
conditions excellent and the outlook highly satis-

factory.

Thefts at the Rail-

Owing to the value of their
wares, salesmen of the jewelry

road Station trade are interested in the fre-
quent thefts that have been

going on in the waiting room of the Pennsylvania
station ill Pittsburg. Satchels have been lifted by
sneak thieves there until the police have been

deluged with complaints by both the railroad
company and unfortunate victims. Among the

latter was a jewelry salesman whose satchel con-

taining twenty-eight watches was carried off. The

police, on the night of October 18th, arrested

Leroy Roberts, a former theater usher, seventeen

years old, whom they believe has had a hand in

these thefts. They are now trying to get track of

some of the stolen property. Others are impli-

cated, and a warning is issued to passengers at all
passenger stations to hold on to their grips and

satchels in the waiting rooms and train sheds, if

they want to retain them.

The first classes have been
started in the new Carnegie

School Technical Schools of Pitts-
burg, which are the gift to

Pittsburg from Andrew Carnegie, for the pur-

pose of training skilled mechanics and the devel-

opment of all the applied sciences. The trades
department opens next month. This is the school

that was open for the teaching of the jewelry trade

with the others, and was waiting for proper rep-

resentations from that trade before instituting a

department for this trade. The matter is still held

in abeyance, it is said, owing to the lack of proper

interest by sufficient number of manufacturing

jewelers, who must now go to foreign countries for

the skilled labor that they require. The new

schools ultimately will have a capacity for 6000

students, and the first group of buildings consists

of seven fine structures. There are all kinds of

shops, where actual practice is given to the trades

schools, and on the largest scale ever known in

technical educational fields. A number of Pitts-

burg jewelers in the manufacturing line are inter-

ested in this matter, but have been alone thus far

in this respect.

Carnegie Technical

"Lel well enough alone. I could not do with-
out The Keystone at any price. "—John Moults,
Jeweler, Akron. Ohio.
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Shall 'we mail you our
Coffee Machine Booklet ?

Jeweler Jones sat at his desk one Fall day,
Longing for something that he could make pay." I have it," said he "to New York I will go
And purchase a stock of the. well-known Sternau."
At home he tried one of them, so he would knowI-f to talk the advantages of the Sternau.
His wife was so pleased with the coffee it made, .That she said it put all the old pots in the shade.
The next clay Miss Smith came into the store
And spied The Sternal' as she entered the door.What's that? Did you say it's a Coffee Machine?And Jones answered " Yes, it's the best I've yet seen "
The old coffee pot now stands on a shelf
And Miss Smith distils perfect coffee herself,
At the table each morning, which all goes to showThat pleased are all users of The Sternau.
Her friends now all use this Coffee Machine,For a sale of The Sternalz does many sales mean ;And you, Mr. Jeweler, now have the some chanceTo brighten your stock, and your profits enhance.

S. STERNAU 0 CO.
New York Showrooms:

Broadway, Cor. Park Place,
Opp. Post Office.

Office and Factory:
195 Plymouth Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The

Sternau
Coffee
Machine

Now Is THE TIME
to enter the St. Louis Watchmaking School.the St. Louis Watchmaking School are:

READ THIS TESTIMONIAL

FOLSOM CITY, CAL., Sept. 20, 1905
St. Louis Watchmaking School.

Gentlemen : —A f ter having com-
pleted a course in your School, I find it
my duty to express tuy thanks for tho
valuable instructions I received. The
system in your School is so perfect anti
siniple that the students progress step
by step, so easily and gradually, that
they arc unconscious of ally 090.

There is no question about, the
St Louis Watchmaking School being
the best of its (lass, therefore I have no
hesitancy whatevcr in recommending
it to those wishing to become finished,
tirst-quality workmen.

Wishing your School all the success
it deserves, I remain

Yours very truly,
J. W. ORft.

The reasons why you should attend

Our manager is a past master, a man of high professional ideas,perfectly educated in every branch of the work, and practical to the lastdegree.

2. Graduates of this School can always obtain and hold a good payingposition, or go in business for themselves and make a success.
3. This School will make you a finished, first-quality workman, capable ofhandling the most delicate work.

4. Graduates of the St. Louis Watchmaking School enjoy a wide reputationby watchmakers and jewelers in all parts of the country.

If you wish to be successful in
without the advantages the St. Louis
new Catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking

the jewelry business, you cannot afford to be
Watchmaking School offers. Write for our

School, 5815 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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A careful review of business conditions for the

past month, confirms the predictions of the month

before as to the trade of the coming season. All

dealers are unanimous that this is to be a banner

year for the closing months. There seems to be

no serious disturbance for business in sight, except
possibly the coming labor trouble with the hard-

coal miners. Political affairs this year will not

affect our national prosperity, as the issues in the

various States are purely local, and in, no way

affect our national policy.
The end of navigation is now in sight, and

this has been the greatest year for shipping

interests. The volume of iron ore brought down

the great lakes has exceeded by a large margin

any previous tonnage, and even now plans are

being made by the great fleets to even exceed next

year this year's record. The steel industry con-

tinues to improve, and seems to give promise of

even greater things for another year.
Coal prices are advancing, and as a result

large consumers are eager buyers. This has pro-

duced a new problem, and that is the lack of cars

to supply the demand. In this district this has
grown to be a serious problem in the past month.

The end of the celebrated Chadwick case with

its accompainment of jewels and fake trust certifi-
cates, was brought to its final accounting last
month, by the public sale of these so-called " gems"

by public auction at the Court House. The lot
had been appraised at $12,000. A great many of
the stones that were seized by the Government for
duty, were redeemed by the recipients of her
generosity, and the duty. and costs paid. The
jewelry sold by the court realized $2217—an
iliotint considerably less than the inventory price.

J. H. Dareforth, secretary and treasurer of the
Cowell & Hubbard Co., spent several days last
month in Boston and other Eastern cities.

H. W. Burdick, of Bowler & Burdick Co., was
one of the party of business men who took in the

trade excursion sent out by the Chamber of Com-
merce. The itinerary took in Western Pennsyl-

vania and Eastern Ohio.
The Cowell & Hubbard Company have taker

additional rooms in the Garfield Building for their

work rooms, and have now installed the watch and

clock repairers there. This shop has been fitted up

with all the latest improvements for adjusting and
repairing watches, and is a most complete plant.

Chas. F. Groth, secretary of he Bowler &

liurdick Company for the past ten years, has re-

signed, and on November 1st, will become secre-

tary and treasurer of the Chas. A. P. Barrett Co.,

Dayton, Ohio, who are manuficturers of paints

and allied products. Mr. Groth was presented by
his fellow associates with a diamond ring as a

mark of their esteem.
Harburger Bros., the credit jewelers, of 'Phila-

delphia, have opened a branch store in this city,

and had their formal opening last month. This
concern sells watches and diamonds on the credit

plan, and expect to make this city an important
branch. An office is now maintained in the Citi-

zens' Savings and Trust Building.
C. R. Aldrich, of Chicago, has taken charge of

the Colonial Arcade store of Burt Ramsay. Mr.

Aldrich was for a number of years associated with

C. E. Graves & Co., of Chicago.
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Chas. F. Keim, secretary and treasurer of
Scribner & Loehr Co., has returned from his trip to
the Adirondack Mountains.

Sidney Farrow has left C. P. Coyne, and taken
a position with Scribner & Loehr Co. in the em-
blem department.

Chas. Liebenauer, who for some years occu-
pied part of the store room of the University Book
Concern, Euclid and Doan Street, has removed to
the corner of Fairmount and Euclid, and is now
nicely established.

F. B. Guyon, for many years with the Lewis
Jewelry Co., will soon open a store in the Colonial
Arcade.

Gilbert L. Sigler, of Sigler Bros., was another
jeweler who took ill the Chamber of Comme:
trade excursion.

Gus J. Kasper, jeweler for several years with
Chas. J. Kretchman, has opened a new store a
987 Clark Avenue.

Camillio Taussig, salesman with Bowler &
Burdick Co., is receiving congratulations of his
friends over his engagement to Miss Koblitz, of
this city.

Fred. Meyer, of St. Clair Street, has removed
to a new and better location on the Superior Street
viaduct.

A. Brunner, of Brunner Bros. Co., was in
New York for some days last month.

The Webb C. Ball Co. donated a handsome
cup to the Trolley Baseball League, which is made

UI) of the employees of the C. and S. W. Traction
Company.

Mr. Wilcox, of Wilcox & hi ibbarcl, Akron,
Ohio, was recently met ill this city. He reports a
good business for the fall.

W. C. Little, spent several days recently ill
Massillon and Canton.

F. E. Stinson, Kenton, Ohio, will move into
his new storeroom about the first of the month.

0. G. Carter, New London, Ohio, has put in a

line of new floor cases and otherwise improved

his storeroom.

L. A. Ott, Mansfield, Ohio, has made use of
the precepts of the President, and now has a fine

thirteen pound jeweler. The mother and child are

doing finely.
Steve Emery, jewelry buyer for Birrel & Fobes,

Kinsman, Ohio, was in town last month.
J. W. Dunlap and wife, Greenville, Pa., were

trade callers recently.
G. V. Dickinson, of Chicago, was in town last

month on it business trip. Mr. Dickinson is general

agent for the Elgin National Watch Co.
Hayden Winzenreid has left the employ of

Jeweler Knapp, and gone with C. Roseberry, of

Detroit Street.
W. Z. Searle, Petoskey, Mich., was in town a

few days last month.
J. F. Goodfellow, formerly located at 985

Woodland Avenue, is now at TOT Perry Street,

where he has a larger store, is more centrally

situated and better equipped to meet the demands

of his increasing trade.
W. G. Hilderbrand, formerly at 297 Pearl

Street, is now located' at 267 Pearl Street, near

Detroit Street. Jeweler Hilderbrand made needed
alterations in his new quarters, has installed new

Fixtures therein and considerably increased his

stock. He is highly pleased with his new stand,

and is well equipped to handle a large Christmas

trade.
Harry Goldberg, 311 Superior Street, has

opened a branch store at 248 Superior Street,

nnder the management of F. J. Blumkin. The

fixtures of this store, which were made-to-order,
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are most attractive and of the highest order of
workmanship. Excellent judgment is shown in
the arrangements. Every feature is made to facili-
tate the work of selling, the display arrangements
being especially elaborate.

A. M. Zarle has succeeded to the business
established and formerly conducted by his father,
John Zarle, at 883 Lorain Street, and continues it
under the firm-name of A. M. Zarle Co. The
present proprietor has been connected with the
trade for the past ten years as an expert watch-
maker and jeweler.

D. Lightman has moved from 445 to 501 Wood-
land Avenue. In his new quarters he has the
advantage of larger space and display facilities,
having installed some handsome new fixtures, in-
cluding wall and counter cases.

The following jewelers visited this city last
tonth : L. J. ey'oddard, Ravenna, Ohio ; E. L.

Noll, Wadsworth, Ohio ; Wm. M. Sheldon, Adrian,
Mich.; Harry Downs, Bellevue, Ohio ; Frank
Elgin, of Ewing & Elgin, Kent, Ohio ; W. F.
Hittig, Dundee, Mich.; F. H. DeWitt, Port Clin-
ton, Ohio ; H. S. Sumner, Akron, Ohio ; F. R.
Montgomery, Sandusky, Ohio ; J. L. Miller,
Middlefield, Ohio ; H. D. Davis, Kent, Ohio;
Albert Zang, Alliance, Ohio ; D. Leonheiser,
Huron, Ohio ; E. E. Critz, Elyria, Ohio ; W. C.
Fisher, Lorain, Ohio ; T. H. Adamson, Carrollton,
Ohio ; W. G. Smith, Youngstown, Ohio ; C. E.
Whittaker, Clyde, Ohio ; Frank Dyer, Cairo,
Mich.; C. U. Wales, New Carlisle, Ohio ; C. A.
Keefer, with G. W. Loehr Co., Grafton, W. Va.

Putting Heart Into It

The customer was a prudent matron from the
country, careful in her shopping. " It is a pretty
piece of goods," she said, " and the color I want ;

but I'm afraid it will not wash."
One of the shop girls behind the counter

bowed indifferently, and turned away. The other
.said eagerly : "Are you going to another part of

the store, madam ? For it is my lunch hour, and

I will take a sample to the basement, and wash it

and dry it for you."
The color of the fabric proved to be fast, and

the customer bought it, and asked the name of the

obliging shop girl. A year afterwards she was

again ill the same store, and, on inquiry, learned

that the girl was at the head of the department.

" She puts as much life into her work as ten other

women," said the manager.
One of the most prominent business men of

New York said once : " I have always kept a close

watch on my employees, and avail myself of any

hint which would show me which of them pos-

sessed the qualities requisite for success for them-

selves and usefulness to me.

" One day as I was passing the window of the

counting-room, I observed that the moment the

clock struck six all the clerks, with but one excep-

tion, laid down their pens, though in the middle of

a sentence, and took up their hats. One man alone

continued writing ; the others soon passed out of

the door. Pettit,' said one, ' has stayed to finish

his paper, as usual." Yes, I called to him to come

on, but he said that if was his own business he

would finish the paper before Ile stopped work.'

' The more fool he I I would not work for a com-

pany as for myself.' The men caught sight of me

and stopped talking, but after that I kept my eye

on Pettit, who %vorked after hours on my business

because he would have done it on his own, and he

is now my junior partner."
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(The illustration and descrintlim of new goods and inventions as hereunder is apermanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the jeweler andoptician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and tie workman atthe bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools andappliances.)

New and Improved Gold Filled Frame
The popularity of gold filled frames and the demand for them will,no doubt, be affected very favorably by the new frame entitled the" S-Q Special," just placed on the market by Stevens & Co., of Providence.R. I. Noticeable features in the new frame are the artistic proportions given

the end piece, and a decrease in weight with accompanying increase instiffness and resiliency, while the new method of construction has eliminatedthe sharp edges that have rendered the bridge liable to wear through at thesharp bend of the shank. The braced form of bridge for the eye-wire Con-nection has been retained, and the color is rich and distinctive. The newframe also establishes a new standard in quality which is found in the bridge
• and temples, in which the quantity

of gold has been doubled, one-fifth of
the entire weight of bridge and temples
being of solid 12-karat gold, instead
of one-tenth as heretofore.

New Idea in Cut Glassware
It was a happy idea in the con-

struction of elaborate pieces of cut
glass, such as vases or punch bowls,
to have the body so mounted on the
pedestal or base that it may be turned
around at will. We show in our illus-
tration a sample of the goods con-
structed in this fashion by the Quaker
City Cut Glass Co., of Philadelphia.
This company has patented a device
which consists of a silver tube run
through the ball that joins the vase
with its base. Smaller silver tubes
that are set in the vase above and the
base below fit into the tube that runs
through the connecting ball and thus
form a very easy and secure revolu-
tion of the vase. The vase here illus-
trated shows one of the new cuttings
by this company, the pattern being
known as the " Roosevelt," a popular
title which aptly expresses the supe-
riority of the workmanship.

New Collarette
One of the interesting novelties of the season is the Kenilworth collarette.manufactured by Doran, Bagnall & Company, North Attleboro, Mass. Thiscollarette is something entirely new in feminine ornamental neck gear. It iswholly devoid of embellishment, but is simple and tasteful in curve andoutline, constructively firm, self-closing and very easily adjusted. Alto-gether it seems admirably to anticipate the desire for newness and novelty
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which actuates the feminine shopper at all times, but never so much a:during the great gift-buying season of Christmas. It is sufficiently unique teensure prompt attention and a ready sale, especially at this season.

A Novelty in Clocks
The latest novelty in clocks

is known as the " Time is
Money" clock bank which, be-
sides doing its honest duty as
a timepiece, compels its owner
to become systematically thrifty
and saving. Ecclosed in an
ornamental case, finished in
Flemish brass, is an alarm
movement and a strong steel
bank. It does not seem differ-
ent from an ordinary bedroom
or parlor clock, but the first
attempt to wind it reveals the
mystery, as the winding keys
cannot be reached until a coin
is inserted. This clock is pat-
ented and made by the Gold-
smith Co., 810 Lippincott Build-
ing, Philadelphia. A desirable
feature is that any piece of  
money will answer, from a
penny to a dollar, but something must be saved every night. Time is intruth money as far as this clock is concerned.

New Safety Catch for Scarf Pins
In this era of expensive scarf pins, safety catches are in generaldemand. The latest invention of this character, entitled the "cinch,"is shown in our illustration. One sharp turn of the lower end to theright grips the pin so that it is perfectly secure, and one turn to theleft releases it. This catch, which fits any size pin, is made by the HoffmanNovelty Co., Albany, N. Y. It can be adjusted at either end, is neat andsimple and can be easily removed.

Novelties in Smoker Sets
We show in the accompanying illustration a sample of a very attractiveline of novelties in smoker sets. The bodies of these goods are of porcelainwith trimmings finished in gun metal. The designs and decorations are
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hand painted. The colors are vitrifiable and will not be affected by hot
ashes or burning matches. The piece shown is a novel-shaped jar, suitable
for either tobacco or cigars, and has a double-hinged porcelain cover with
knob sponge holder. The rich brown covering and " old home " decora-tion are very attractive. These goods are made by the Handel Co., of
Meriden, Conn., and seem especially suitable for holiday stock.

(Continued on page 20q9)
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'rade on the
ricrease

There has been an unmistakable
increase in nearly all lines of

trade here in St. Louis the past
month": The jewelry. and opti-

trades, both retail and wholesale, have enjoyed

their full share of the good times. The weather

has been fine as a rule these delightful October

(lays, too pleasant for many lines. The last week

,f the month, however, has been more like the

isual October weather, and has awakened the

aisiness world to the fact that winter is not very

ar away. As a consequence, there has been more

fe in all kinds of business. The yellow fever

Atuation in Louisiana and Mississippi is greatly

Improved. Trade in that section is reviving fast,

and it is expected that the dread scourge will be

entirely stamped out before the present month has

passed. Travelers why have been kept out of the

Southern territory since the first day of August,

expect the quarantines to be raised this month,

when they will resume their regular trips. A num-

ber of opening bills were purchased in his market

last month by jewelers who were embarking in

business in the Southwest. That section is rapidly

increasing in population, new towns are being

located, and older towns are growing fast. St.

Louis enjoys not only the advantage of being the

gateway and the natural source of supply of the

Southwest, but having catered to that trade for so

many years, the stocks of goods in this market in

all lines are particularly suited to the requirements

of this new and developing country. The real

estate and building boom in St. Louis continues,

regardless of the approach of winter, and there is

evidence on every hand that our city has had an

immense army of newcomers in 1905. The har-

vest is now completed, and the new crop situation

never was better in St. Louis territory. These are

the Mississippi Valley's golden days. The extent

of her crops and the volume of it's trade are

making new records. The outlook for a prosper-

ous holiday trade in the West and Southwest was

never brighter than just now. A very confident

feeling pervades all commercial classes, and to this

the great crops contribute. Summed up, the busi-

ness situation is very satisfactory in all respects.

The heavy growth of postal

heavy Postal operations in St. Louis is a
Growth matter of congratulation. Even

compared with the world's fair

year, as a whole the postal receipts of the year

1905 in St. Louis is likely to stand at the head.

For the first nine months of 1905, the receipts are

$313,000 ahead of the corresponding period of 1903,

an increase of twenty per cent. During the first

three quarters of 1905, the St. Louis postal receipts

were $2,387,000. It will take, for the next quarter,

receipts of $851,000 to bring the footings up to the

last year's total, which were $3,189,000, but the

probability is that the final aggregate for the

present year will be the largest on record. The

gain of twenty per cent. over 1903, is made in

the face of the fact that immense preparations for

the world's fair were then culminating, adding a

heavy stream of business to the work of the post

office at this center. This heavy growth of postal

operations in St. Louis is due to the unexpectedly

rapid expansion of the city and to the development

of the region tributary especially to the great
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Southwest. Much of this is due to our world's
fair, which undoubtedly served to make the merits
and prospects of the city better known. Solid,
steady elements are at work to advance the great
central city of the Union to its true position among
the great cities of the country. St. Louis is bound
to keep on growing, because it is the key to the
door of the great Southwest, which unquestionably
is to-day and will continue to be for the next
twenty-five years, the seat of the greatest improve-
ment, prosperity and expansion of any section of the
United States. Already gains are noted over any
preceding year in our building, movement of real
estate, bank clearings and manufacturing enter-

prises. The St. Louis of 1905 is much more
populous and prosperous than the city was in the

period of our great world's fair. What the postal

figures signify is confirmed by all other evidences
in sight.

Missouri's corn crop this year is

Missouri's Big estimated at 233,000,000 bushels,
or about sixty bushels for each
inhabitant in the State, a fact

by the way, which ought to satisfy most any reason-

able man that the holiday season next month will

be about as lively in the way of trade as ever

happened in this grand old State.

There are jewelers still in busi-
ness in the Southwest, whose
first bill of goods was hauled
out to them years ago by ox or

mule teams. " A great many changes have taken
place in that country, now the most thriving and
growing portion of the United States," said one of

the old-time travelers the other day. "Now the

great Southwest has railroads," he continued " and

all parts of that section can be reached by fast

overland limited trains, for some of the finest

equipped trains in the country are running through

this prosperous land of sunshine. In former years

the dealers did not come to the market to buy their

goods, on account of the long stage ride it re-

quired to make the trip, so they ordered their

goods by mail mostly. But now, with railroads to

nearly every point, together with the advancement

made by the people in their demands for the up-

to-date merchandise, nearly every jeweler in that

country will go to the market at least twice a year

to select his goods besides doing considerable buy-

ing at home from the travelers' trunks. In nearly

all of these towns, the stranger is surprised to find

new modern jewelry and optical stores with im-

provements right up to the minute, all of them

doing well, and with a bright future. There can

be no question but that the Southwest has made

more progress in the last ten years than any other

section of the country, and it is still in its infancy,

and with a system of irrigation which they expect

to have in the near future, should turn a tide of

immigration in that direction which should make

it one of the best producing and money-making

parts of the United States for years to come."

Reports about the corn crop in

A Great Year the territory tributary to this

market, are to the effect that it

is one of the largest, if not the

largest ever raised. As the time for the laying in

of the crop is at hand, farmers in some localites in

Illinois find that they cannot get men enough for

the harvest, and have been in St. Louis hiring

help. One farmer offered $1 per day and board

for men to do ordinary farm work, and twelve and

a half cents per shock of sixteen hills of corn and

board. It is claimed that ordinary corn cutters

make $2.50 and $3 per day at such work. This is a

great year for everything, and we are glad to know

Corn Crop

The Great
Southwest

for Everything
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thatood eteseven farmer is feeling the " burden " ofg

Captain Klein, of the well-known jewelry
house of Klein & Fink, Fort Smith, Ark., spent
several days in this market last month selecting
goods for their holiday trade. Captain Klein is one
of the. pioneer jewelers of the great Southwest,
and knows all about the great growth and expan-
sion of that country. He is a well-known trade
visitor in this market, and always a welcome one.
Captain Klein reports that Fort Smith is enjoying
unusual prosperity and a steady growth. It is his
opinion that this section of the country will enjoy
an unusually good holiday business, and he was
doing their buying accordingly.

H. P. -Hall, the well-known and successful
jeweler, of Carthage, Mo., spent a few days in St.
Louis last month stocking up for the holidays.

Jeweler Joseph Mazer, of South McAlester,
I. T., spent a few days in this market recently
selecting his holiday line.

J. J. Johnston, of Pittsfield, Ill., was a holiday
buyer in this market last month.

Frank B. Ross, of Columbus, Ohio, was a

trade visitor in St. Louis recently.
W. J. Krug, of Staunton, Ill., spent a day in

this market recently selecting his holiday goods.

Samuel A. Hughes, general immigration agent

of the Frisco System, has just returned from a trip

through England, France, Switzerland and Italy,

bringing with him a party of Swiss farmers. The

visitors are on an experimental mission. They will

report to their government on the adaptability of

lands in the Ozarks for vineyard and dairy pur-

poses. Should this report be favorable, many Swiss

immigrants may settle in Missouri or further South-

west. More than 15,000 farmers leave Switzerland

every year, the most of them going to the Argen-

tine Republic. It is hoped to turn the tide of

immigration to the Southwestern portion of the

United States.

J. J. Gaffney has only recently opened a retail

store at St. Jacobs, Ill. He purchased his opening

bill in this market.
Jeweler E. R. Williams, of Richmond, Mo.,

was a welcome trade caller in this market last

month selecting his holiday lines.
Jule J. Meyer, formerly with W. C. Ran,

Berger, Mo., has recently embarked in the jewelry

business at Sullivan, this State.

T. L. Ferguson is a new jeweler at 2306 Olive

Street, this city, where he has fitted up an attrac-

tive retail establisement.
Otto C. Stegmaier, of Washington, Mo., has

just opened up a new jewelry store in that town.

Mr. Stegmaier was here for a few days early in the

month selecting his opening bill.

A. Y. Boswell, the well-known and enterpris-

ing jeweler, of Tulsa, I. T., was here for several

days last month selecting his holiday lines.

J. W. Buchanan, of Benton, Ill., was a visiting

buyer in St. Louis market last month selecting his

holiday line.
Mrs. J. Ketchem, wife of Jeweler Ketchem, of

Morrillton, Ark., spent a few days in St. Louis last

month, combining some holiday buying with

pleasure.
Charles Mauch, of Marshall, Mo., senior mem-

ber of the well-known firm of Mauch & Adams,

Marshall, Mo., was here for a few days last month

selecting his firm's holiday line.

Julius F. Schmitt, a jeweler, of this city, died

on October i9th, aged forty-two years. He was

engaged in business in St. Louis from boyhoodl

and was well-known and popular with the local

trade. A wife and two sons survive him. 

(continued, 1111 ()lige 20115),
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St. Louis is particularly proud
of her position as a hardware
distributing center. It is now
an established fact that we are
the largest distributing point in

the United States for hardware of all kinds. It is

interesting to note that the sales thus far for this
year have been larger than for recent years. The
sales for July were in advance of those of the same
inonth in 1904 ; for August they were twelve and a
half per cent. greater, September has surpassed
the corresponding time last year by more than
twenty-five per cent. October is one of the
heaviest months in the hardware line, and it is
expected to surpass any other month in 1905. It is
estimated that the sales for July, August and
September have been about
$1o,000,000. A jobber who
is in a position to know, says
that this has been the heaviest
season in the history of hard-
ware in St. Louis. " It has
surprised us all " said he,
'especially when the handi-
cap imposed by the yellow
fever in Louisiana and Mis-
sissippi is considered. Most
of our sales are made through
our representatives,and those
who travel in the South, have
not been able to do any busi-
ness, because of the quaran-
tine. This will be made up
for we expect when the
plague has abated, and will
run up the total sales for the
year far beyond those of any
former period. There have
been more buyers on the
ground this season than ever
before."

A. M. Zerwig, the well-
known jeweler, of East St.
Louis, was met in one of our
jobbing houses last month.
He remarked that he expected a fine holiday trade

next month, for the reason that conditions were

never better for it.
C. L. Morris, of Richmond, Mo., was a holi-

day buyer in this market last month.
M. J. Motsinger, of Rector, Ark., was here

last month on a holiday buying trip.
Wm. Brazeale, a jeweler, of Pacific, Mo., died

on October 18th, of typhoid fever. He was forty-

six years old, and was in business at Pacific for

twenty-one years. A wife and daughter survive

him.
Ernest Nickl has recently opened up a new

retail store at 2237 South Grand Avenue, in this

city.
W. F. Kemper, the Franklin Avenue jeweler,

and secretary of the Retail Jewelers' Association

of Missouri, returned recently from a pleasant out-

ing spent in Colorado.
E. Zimmerman, of Stonington, Ill., spent a

day in St. Louis last month selecting goods for his

holiday trade.
Chas. Mosby, of Batesville, Ark., spent a few

days in this market last month on the lookout for

late fall novelties.
W. H. Jahn, of St. Claire, Mo., visited this

market last month on a holiday buying trip.

There We Excel
Il the Other

Cities

T11 K EYSTON

C. S. Shepard, of Shepard & Son, Hannibal,

Mo., was here for a day selecting his holiday bills.

E. B. Hall, of Springfield, Mo., spent a day in
the St. Louis market last month.

F. Courvoisier, of Freeburg, Ill., was here
recently looking over the market for holiday goods.

M. Peel, of Rutherford, Tenn., was a welcome
visitor in this market recently.

Patterson Bros. Co., of Jennings, La., was
represented in this market for several days last
month by G. Wren Patterson, who was here on a
holiday purchasing trip.

George F. Longnecker, of Winchester, Ill.,
was a visiting buyer here last month.

Bichsel Brothers, the well and favorably-known

jewelry firm, of Sedalia, Mo., was represented in

this market last month by Emil Bichsel, who was
here on a holiday buying trip.

Martin Buerk, of Paris, Mo., was here for a
day last month buying goods for his holiday trade.
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this line will not be less complete than the other
lines. It is a carefully compiled book, and one no
live jeweler in the West or Southwest should be
without. It is yours for the asking.

Jacob Gartner, of Thomas, Okla., spent a day
or two in St. Louis selecting his holiday lines.

L. S. Smith, of Kosciusko, Miss., spent a few
days in this market recently on the lookout for late
holiday novelties.

F. D. Hobb, of Dyersburg, Tenn., spent
several days in this market recently selecting his

fall bills.
J. R. Spradling, of Flat River, Mo., was here

on a purchasing trip just recently.

Story of an Invention

In a recently-published autobiography of Sir

Henry Bessemer is told how, in 1833, when he was
a youth of twenty, he learned
that the British government
was losing about $5oo,00o a
year through the use of forged
stamps. He set about find-
ing a remedy. I ii nine
months he discovered how
to forge government stamps
with the greatest ease. This
was a risky bit of knowledge
for a struggling young man
who wanted money where-
with to get married to the
girl of his choice. But young
Bessemer, having invented
forthwi th the perforated
stamp that is now known
everywhere, went gayly
to the government officials
with the forgeries in his
pocket to ask if they were
genuine. When Sir Charles
Presley passed them as gen-
uine, Bessemer remarked
that he knew they were for-
geries—" simply because I
forged them myself." Then
he suggested a remedy. It
was accepted. Bessemer

was offered the post of superintendent of stamps—

for plant and staff must be reorganized—at from

$3000 to p000 a year.
Young Bessemer went away happily to tell his

good luck to the girl of his choice. He explained

to her the situation, how old stamps had been

picked off documents and used again and how he

had invented an elaborate plan to remedy this.

" But, surely," said the young woman, " if all the

stamps had a date put on them they could not at a

future time be used without detection." This

rather startled young Bessemer. But he devised a

simple method of marking the date. The British

government was delighted. The device was

accepted, and as no change of machinery or staff

was needed, Bessemer was informed that no super-

intendent of stamps would be appointed. Thus he

had deprived himself of a job.
Forty-five years later, after he had invented

the "Bessemer process " of preparing iron and

had made a great fortune, Bessemer wrote to

Lord Beaconsfield, then prime minister, pointing

out that he had saved the country millions with-

out the reward of a penny. He no longer was

in need of money, but the British government

acknowledged the debt and paid it by conferring

on him knighthood. —Chicago News.

Broadway, North of Olive Street, St. Louis

A. Hollister, of Monett, Mo., was among the

many Western buyers who visited this market last

month.
The new holiday catalogue of the St. Louis

Clock and Silverware Company, was sent out to the

trade last month. This firm are proud of their

new book. It contains three hundred and forty-

four large pages, just three times as large as their

tgot issue, and twice as large as their issue for

1902. A feature of the new catalogue is that it

contains seven pages of colored work exact to

nature. The different departments of the business

have the following number of pages devoted to

each : One hundred and four pages of clocks and

clock ornaments, one hundred pages of silver-

plated ware, twenty pages of cut glass, twelve

pages of pearl goods and carving sets, fifty pages

of sterling silver, seven pages of chafing dishes

and coffee machines, eight pages of umbrellas and

canes and a complete line of opera glasses, leather

goods, bric-a-brac and novelties of every descrip-

tion. One of the special features of the catalogue

is the immense array of toilet ware, of which it

shows over four hundred illustrations. In keeping

with the progressive policy of the house, new lines

have been added each year. The opera glass line

is the latest addition. It goes without saying that
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New Goods an Inventions
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Another New Bracelet

which may be had plain, engraved or stone set.
lines of Wm. Loeb &Co., of Providence, R. I.,
as ring makers. The present popularity of
tempting to many manufacturers.

An admirable
feature of the more
popular lines of holi-
day goods now being
shown is the great
variety in bracelets.
In our illustration we
show another addi-
tion to the list, a
daintily-designed
gold-plated pattern

It is a new addition to the
so well-known to the trade
the arm circlets has been

parts being made proportionately heavy, the machine is strong and rigid
its action. The belt pulleys are larger and wider than those on any lathe (
its size, thus increasing the power without using an overtight belt. 11. •
nose of the spindle is threaded, takes large chucks and face plates, a featin
which, it is claimed, no other lathe under the three-bench lathe siz
possesses. All its parts are interchangable ; the head stock may be plact
where the tail stock is shown in the cut, which will be appreciated b...
workmen who find it more convenient to " work to the right." The hal
that front and back of the bed are planed parallel with and at right angle;
to the top of the bed, renders it convenient for workmen to make and apply
attachments for wheel-cutting, screw-cutting, etc. The whole lathe occupie;
a space of 6 x 25 on the bench when the head and tail piece are both in place

Watchmaker's Head Light
Watchmakers will be interested in the illu-

minating device shown in position in the accompa-
nying illustration. This is an electric head light,
possessing obvious advantages in the inspection and
close scrutiny of watches. It is made by B. L. Gates
Mfg. Co., 90 E. Illinois Street, Chicago, and is
particularl} useful for night work or on dark days.
It is a powerful light, and its position is such
that it cannot cast a shadow ; neither does it shine in the eyes, but from
them. It is small and light, so that its attachment to the head entails practi-
cally; no burden or inconvenience.

Strike Mechanism for Clocks and
Watches

A diagram of a strike mechanism for
clocks, invented by Frank Berling, a jeweler,
of Bay City, Mich., is shown in our Ilus-
tration. This device, on which a patent
has been granted, can be applied to the
common forms of clocks without interfering
with the clock mechanism and without
requiring any extensive changes iii the
clock works or frame. It can also be
adapted to repeat hours and quarter hours
or other subdivisions whenever desired, and
to insure steady, uniform strokes of the bell
at regular intervals. The invention is both
ingenious and simple, and reflects credit on
the inventive talent of the jeweler who
devised it.

An Improved Watchmaker's Lathe
The accompanying illustration shows an improved lathe made by

W. E. Emory, of Washington, D. C. This device is called the intermediate
precision lathe, and among the points of merit claimed for it are that it is

How Lead Pencils Are Made
The first pencils, in the modern sense, were simply pieces of pure

plumbago, the more common name of which is black lead, or graphite.
This mineral has always been rare, and as the very qualities of softness and
blackness which made it good to mark with made it also disagreeable to
handle, it was not long before a covering of wood was provided, partly to
protect the hand and partly to economize the plumbago.

The best graphite in the world has been taken from
Where Graphite mines in Borrowdale, England, and in Eastern Siberia.is Found The quality in both places was such that solid slabs of it

could be sawed out, and these in turn cut into the slender
strips which form the " leads" of modern pencils. The quantity, however,
was not sufficient to permit this method to be adopted exclusively. The
Borrowdale mines, indeed, have long since been exhausted. Most of the
graphite now comes from Bavaria.

Plumbago for the best pencils now undergoes a number of processes,It is mined in irregular lumps, or in any form in which it may be got out
most cheaply. Shipped to the pencil factory, it is there ground and mixed
with pulverized clay in quantities which depend upon the hardness or
softness which the pencils are to possess. For hard pencils, such as are used
by mechanical and architectural draughtsmen, the mixture is one part of
plumbago to two parts of clay. The softer the pencil the greater the
Proportion of plumbago.

The mixture is " thinned " with water and repeatedly ground until
it is perfectly smooth and free from grit. It is then placed in canvas
bags and squeezed by machinery until enough water has been removed
to leave a tenacious, dough-like mass, from which the leads are to be
formed. •

The " dough," as it is called, is placed in a strong steel cylinder, one
end of which is perforated with holes of the same size as the leads whichit is desired to make. The pressure of a slowly-descending piston
forces the " dough " out through the holes in long strings, which
are quickly removed and laid in grooved or on cleated boards to straighten
and dry.

1,111'1 1

made just as the watchmakers' smaller lathes are made,
cone bearings front and back, accurately ground with
spindle and burnishings being of tool steel " full hard,
claims that it is as accurate in operation as human skill

having 3° and 45°
diamond hips, the
' Jeweler Emory
can make it. A

The next step is the tempering of the leads by heating to
a red heat in crucibles. By this process the hardness cn
softness of the pencils is still further modified, impuritie:
are burned out, and the little strips of plumbago an

considerably strengthened. After this stage they are ready for their
wooden cases.

These, in all the better grades of pencils, are made of red cedar
most of which comes from Florida. This wood, better than anything
else, answers the requirements of softness and straightness of grain and
permanency.

The wood is sawed by machinery into strips, two of which, when placed
together, are equal to the diameter of the pencil ; but if the lead is to be
square, the two strips are not of equal thickness. That which contains the
groove for the lead is the thicker. Most pencils, however, have round leads,
and in this case the two strips are of equal thickness, and each contains a
semicircular groove.

The lead is now inserted in the groove, and the two strips are glued
together. When dry they are passed through a circular cutter similar to
the so-called hollow bits by which the ends of ladder-rungs are rounded and
made. They emerge at the other end perfectly rounded. Nothing remains
but cutting the sticks into suitable lengths, painting pr polishing and
stamping with the maker's name and the degree of hardness.

Pencils made of the pure graphite would not be superior to those in
which the graphite is mixed with clay. The modern pencils possess not only
greater strength, but there are fewer gritty spots, and they correspond more
regularly to the marks which are stamped upon them.
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There has been a considerable improvement in

business here during the past month.• Some parts

of the State report somewhat unsatisfactory trade,

owing to a mediocre cotton crop, certain portions

of North Texas suffering most in this regard. In

all sections of the State, however, merchants

figure on doing a larger business than last year.

Dallas welcomed hosts of visitors on October

28th, on the occasion of the opening of the great

State fair, which is meeting with phenomenal suc-

cess. The managers of the Southern Horological

Institute, recently opened here, are well pleased

with the success of the school, which now has

quite a number of pupils on its roll.

H. H. Hawley, formerly of Morgan-Hawley

Co., recently opened a tool and material business

at 312 Main Street, this city. Mr. Hawley also

purchased the stock of Zimmerli & Ritter, the

latter firm retiring from business.

J. W. Pittman, the up-to-date jeweler, of Cle-

burne, Texas, was married to Miss Roberta Cyrus

on October 17th. Mr. and Mrs. Pittman have the

well wishes of THE KEYSTONE. Their future

home will be at Cleburne.
Ewin Johnson, an enterprising jeweler, of

Saint Jo, Texas, was a recent buyer in the Dallas

markets.
R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, Texas, had the

misfortune to have his store damaged by fire re-

cently. Mr. Russell reports that the loss will not

exceed $500, and that he is now ready for business

again.
C. F. Wendell, of Longview, Texas, made a

business trip to Dallas recently.

S. W. Rauch, formerly of Edina, Mo., has ac-

cepted a position with J. W. Pittman, Cleburne,

Texas. Mr. Rauch succeeded T. H. Benninger,

the latter opening up a business of his own in that

city.
L. N. Pittman, of Ennis, Texas, was in Dallas

last month making some purchases for the firm of

E. I. Pittman, of that city.
G. B. Moffitt, of Pilot Point, Texas, was a

recent buyer in the Dallas markets. Mr. Moffitt

has added some new fixtures to his store, which

have greatly improved its appearance.

S. F. Knight, of Commerce, Texas, spent

several days in Dallas, recently, on a business as

well as a pleasure trip. Mr. Knight reports a very

enjoyable visit.
A. Weatherford, of Plano, Texas, was in

Dallas last month laying in a part of his holiday

goods.
J. H. Gordon, of the firm of Schultz & Gor-

don, Fort Worth, Texas, made a business trip to

Dallas recently.
The statement in a recent issue that Joe A.

Harris, of Waxahachie, had admitted his brother

to a partnership in the business was erroneous.

Mr. Harris is sole proprietor.

S. D. Brewer, of Wortham, Texas, made a

business trip to Dallas recently. Mr. Brewer re-

ports business in his section a little dull at the

present time.
W. G. Young, of Frost, Texas, was a recent

buyer in the Dallas markets. Mr. Young is think-

ing of changing his present location to some more

desirable point, but at this writings definite locality

has not been decided upon.

KEYSTONE

J. M. Clower, of Clarendon, Texas, spent

several days in Dallas visiting his brother, and also

buying fill-ins for his jewelry store.

J. W. Johnson, of Whitney, Texas, spent seve-

ral days in Dallas selecting goods for the holiday

rush, which he anticipates.
F. H. Russell, of Kemp, Texas, was a recent

buyer in the Dallas markets.
W. R. Thomas, of Celeste, Texas, was in

Dallas last month making some purchases for his

fall trade.
Jno. W. Keeling, of Jno. W. Keeling & Co.,

Mineral Wells, Texas, was a recent buyer in the

Dallas markets.
W. F. Grothe, has closed out his business at

Longview, Texas, and is opening up a similar

business in Texarkana, thinking the location better

than the former one.
A. 0. McCollum, of the Crawford Drug Com-

pany, Crawford, Texas, spent several days in

Dallas recently on a business as well as pleasure

trip.
T. D. McIlveen, of Fairfield, Texas, was a

recent buyer in the Dallas markets. Mr. McIlveen

is having considerable trouble with his eyes. Six

months ago he was totally blind, but is gradually

regaining his sight.
B. M. McGregor, watchmaker for W. T. More-

head, Sulphur Springs, Texas, spent a day in Dallas

recently.
I. H. Park and wife, of Big Springs, Texas,

spent the week of October 16-21, in Dallas, making

purchases for the drug and jewelry firm of Mitchell

& Park at the above-named place. Mr. Park

reports business in this section very good.

P. J. Narry, of Narry & Alexander, Venus,

Texas, made a business trip to Dallas recently.

W. C. Fisher, of Terre!, Texas, made a flying

business trip to Dallas last month.

Joseph Theirs, formerly of New Haven, Conn.,

has accepted a position with C. L. Norsworthy as

head watchmaker.
C. T. Moore, formerly of Mineola, Texas, has

closed out his business at that place, and expects

to make Dallas his future home.

Chas. A. Moore, the popular traveling sales-

man of Shuttles Brothers & Lewis, of this city,

spent a day in Dallas, recently, replenishing his

road stock preparing for the large holiday business.

There was an error in the note made in our

last letter, which stated that Watchmaker Hender-

son, with J. E. Mitchell Co., Fort Worth, had been

a visitor to Dallas. The name of our late welcome

caller is N. Hearn.

Business Chances To-Day

"The commercial agencies' reports show that

a large percentage of the men who engage in busi-

ness are failures," said one of a group of several

men dining together the other evening in an up-

town restaurant.
" I have no doubt they are accurate," com-

mented a second.

" They are believed to be so," said the first

speaker, " but they do not really carry the dis-

couragement that appears on the face of them.

" Some time ago I desired my son to engage

in business instead of entering an overcrowded

profession. One of his objections was this, that

too many men failed in business—more than in the

professions. I began an investigation of the many

business failures. A large percentage are of very

small concerns that carry little influence in the

trade. They are confined to no locality. The

2007

reasons for these numerous failures in business
in ordinarily prosperous times are principally a
lack of knowledge and carelessness.
" That is the point I wish W make. I never

neglect to urge my employees to aspire to become
independent citizens by getting into a business of
their own, but I invariably qualify it by the injunc-
tion that they must understand every detail of the
business they undertake to conduct. After that,
they must exercise the greatest economy, care and
industry to make it a success. Nothing is easy in
itself, but all things become easy when the proper
force is applied to them. That others have failed
need not act as a discouragement to the ambitious.
There are better opportunities for the young man
with the proper qualifications to succeed in busi-
ness for himself to-day than ever before."

The group agreed that there was logic in the
speech of the merchant to whom they listened.

The Tantalum Lamp

The new incandescent electric lamp, in which

tantalum is used instead of carbon to form the fila-

ments, is said to give satisfactory results. Samples

of the new lamp were exhibited at a recent meet-

ing of the Iowa Electrical Association, and it was

stated that there was no doubt of the superior

efficiency of the tantalum filaments. The con-

sumption of current for equal candle-power stands

in the ratio of about three to five in favor of tanta-

lum as against carbon. The new lamps are turned

out in considerable quantities by manufacturers in

Germany, who say that their " life " also compares

favorably with that of carbon lamps.

Welding Copper

As a consular notice has recently appeared in

which the discovery of a method for welding

copper is given, it may be of interest to those who

are interested in the subject to know that copper

may be successfully welded by the use of micro-

cosmic salt as a flux. This method is not new,

but it is not generally known.
Copper oxidizes when heated and the oxide

which is formed prevents the union of the two

pieces which are to be welded. The same obstacle

is encountered in welding iron, but borax is used

to dissolve the oxide, and produce a clean surface

so that the two metallic surfaces may unite. Borax,

however, although particularly suited for welding

iron and steel, melts at such a high temperature

that, at the temperature of melted copper, it does

not fuse. • Some flux is needed therefore, which

melts at the welding temperature of copper and

this flux is found in microcosmic salt.
Microcosmic salt is a phosphate of soda and

ammonia, and contains a large percentage of water.

In this condition it is unsuited for welding and the

water must be driven out of it. For use the salt

is heated until the water has been driven off, and

the whole melts to a clear liquid. Pour out on to

a flat surface and break up when it is cool.

This flux should be pulverized and sprinkled

upon the surface of copper to be welded in the

same manner that borax is upon iron. A coal or

coke fire must not be used for heating the copper,

as the carbon of the coal reduces the phosphorus

in the microcosmic salt which combines with the

copper to make it brittle.

The copper to be welded .s treated at the joint

in the same manner that iron or steel is treated for

welding. The scarfed joint is the best and the

surface must be clean. —The Brass World.
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'A SAMPLE FROM OUR 1906 CATALOGUE
Twelve Fine, Heavy,
Hand-Engraved,
10 K. Solid Gold
Band Rings

New Patterns and
Assorted Sizes

In Fine Leatherette
and Plush-Lined
Box with Spring To

No. B1506

$11.28 
Nc

If you have not already received a copy of our 1906catalogue, write for it TO-DAY. It is indispensable to progres-sive and ambitious jewelers. You will find it invaluable as areference-book and more handy and easy to sell from than anyother catalogue on the market.

AND DON'T FORGET
when in need of goods and when your rush begins that we carry one of the largest, bestand most complete lines of watches, diamonds and jewelry in Chicago, and fill orders thesame day as received whenever possible.

However, all indications pointing to a record-breaking fall business; we would adviseevery careful jeweler to lay in a sufficient supply NOW, as a great many factories arealready taxed beyond their capacities in getting out goods.

Opening Stocks a Specialty. Write for Terms
Our travelers go everywhere North, South and West of Chicago
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M. S. Fleishman Co.
Masonic Temple
Chicago
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William E. Meadows, one of the best known
jewelry salesmen, died suddenly recently, after
returning from one of his out-of-town trips. Mr.
Meadows was connected with Phelps & Adams for
a number of years, having worked up from errand
boy. His sudden taking off was a great shock to
his family and his many friends in the wholesale
and retail trade. THE KEYSTONE wishes to extend
its sympathy to his wife and recent employers.

Abe Isaacs, proprietor of the Keystone Jewelry
Co., located on Kearny Street, this city, has signed
a contract for a new plate-glass window for his re-
tail jewelry store, and hopes to have ,it installed in
time to show some of the new goods that he has
purchased for the holiday season.

A. F. Dobrowsky and family, the retail jeweler,
of Redding, Cal., spent a delightful vacation in
San Francisco last month, enjoying our bracing
climate. Mr. Dobrowsky visited his friends among
the wholesale trade, and incidentally looked over
a large line of novelties, preparatory to placing
orders for his Christmas trade.

M. Marshall, who conducts a first-class jewelry
store in San Luis Obispo, Cal., called upon the
trade in this city last month and purchased a line of
ready sellers to replenish his stock.

C. H. Hinges, after spending a long vacation
in New York, has opened a new store in his old
burg, Salem, Oregon. Mr. Hinges purchased one
of the prize-winning sets of show cases that were
exhibited at the Lewis and Clark Exposition, re-
cently held in Portland. These new fixtures are
made entirely of Persian mahogany and plate glass,
with all of the trays to match. The cloth inside is
the new white velvet, making a striking combina-
tion of black and white, which will show off his
stock to the best advantage. Mr. Hinges contem-
plates building a new home on the outskirts of
Salem, and his family will remain in New York
until the new home is ready for occupancy.

Mr. Lippman, formerly employed with his
father, J. Lippman, the retail jeweler, of Kearny
Street, this city, has accepted a position as sales-
man with Hammersmith & Fields, of this city, as
this house have found it necessary to increase
their working force.

0. L. Wuerker, one of the Los Angeles retail
jewelers, was a visitor to this market recently and
looked over several of the wholesale lines for fall
novelties. Mr. Wuerker predicts a banner year
for the merchants on South Spring Street, both in
the jewelry and other lines, as the outlook was
never better than at present.

W. A. Lord, of Blakeslee & Lord, retail
jewelers, of Goldfield, Nevada, was among the
visiting buyers in this market last month, and re-
turned home with a large stock of diamonds and
first-class jewelry for the holiday wants of the
many prosperous miners in this thriving mining
town.

F. Selkinghaus, who was formerly connected
with the jewelry business in Denver, Colo., is now
nicely located in his new store at 502 South Broad-
way, Los Angeles, Cal.

S. P. Anderson, formerly in Arcata, Hum-
boldt County, is doing a nice business in his new
location in Pasa Robles, Cal. The store is cen-
trally located and will gather in a fair amount of
business between now and the holidays.
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Charles Nelson was in Fresno, Cal., recently,
buying jewelry for his store in Fowler, Cal. Mr.
Nelson was too busy to come to town and had one

of our leading traveling salesmen meet him in
Fresno, thereby saving both his and the traveler's
valuable time.

Peter Johnson is closing the stock of his
Angels Camp jewelry store, preparatory to open-

ing a new store somewhere in this city in the near
future. We predict a bright future for Peter when

he joins the city throng.
R. A. Veiro, who conducts a retail jewelry

store in Honolulu, Hawaii, was in this market last

month, buying a large line of salable goods for the
holidays. Mr. Veiro sailed for home on the steam-

ship Sonoma, that cleared from this port on Octo-

ber 12th.
Walter Green, of Carrau & Green, is back

from his European purchasing trip, after being
away only five weeks, which we think is close to

record time. It is needless to say that he brought
back an abundance of nice things for his custom-
ers' Christmas wants.

Harry Frutig, of. Gilroy, paid the wholesale
trade a visit last month and selected a line of
jewelry for the holidays. This jeweler keeps in
touch with his business by visiting this market
regularly, thereby getting all of the salable articles
as soon as they are put on the market.

Hambright & Walsh, jobbers of jewelry, are
a new firm located on South Spring Street, Los
Angeles. Geo. F. Hambright was formerly con-
nected with one of the leading jewelry and mate-
rial houses of Los Angeles. E. W. Reynolds and
Paul D. Walsh had been in the employ of Armer
& Weinshenk, of San Francisco, and recently rep-
resented an Eastern manufacturer on the Pacific
Coast. The young men are starting out under
very bright conditions, as their friends among the
retail jewelers are legion. We join the vast army
in wishing them a successful issue in their new
venture.

Jas. Montgomery, of Montgomery Bros., has
reached Los Angeles, and their show windows are
showing some of the recent novelties in jewelry that
Mr. Montgomery gathered up while on his annual
purchasing trip to the manufacturing centers in the
East.

The Chappel Jewelry Co., of Santa Barbara,
Cal., is a new Richmond in the field, and their
store is a fine combination of plate glass and
weathered oak, with a display of artistic novelties
in high-class jewelry and bric-a-brac. Mr. Chappel
was formerly in business at Fort Collins, Colo.,
and displayed good judgment in locating near the
Arlington Hotel, as the tourist traffic in his new
city amounts to considerable.

L. C. Koburg, Healdsburg's retail jeweler,
improved his store by installing a complete new
set of show cases and wall fixtures, and his altera-

tions will enable him to show his holiday novelties

to better advantage.

Jeweler L. V. Carter, of Santa Rosa, paid this
city a flying visit recently and purchased a few
novelties to replenish his stock for the holidays.
'rhe conditions in Santa Rosa are very promising

for a good healthy holiday trade.
Jerry Wilson, a leading retail jeweler, of

Dunsmuir, Cal., was in town last month, attending

the Grand Lodge of Masons of California, when

they held their annual communication, in the
Masonic Temple.

Ed. Fano, of San Diego, was in town recently

buying up a large number of diamonds for his

future trade, as he expects a banner year for the

extreme southern end of this golden State.
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Crouch Bros., who opened a new jewelry store
on South Broadway about a year ago, have been
cramped for room recently and have decided to
add to their floor space, so as to allow them to
handle their growing business to better advantage.
" The London Jewelers " are making quite a suc-
cess of their imported art and jewelry novelties.

Mr. Goodenough and family, of Canty &
Goodenough, who are located in Watsonville, Cal.,
spent a short vacation visiting some of their old
friends in this city last month, and incidentally did
a little buying of jewelry to freshen up stock for
the coming season's trade.

Eugene Wachhorst, of the old reliable house
of H. Wachhorst & Co., the pioneer jewelry firm
of Sacramento, Cal., was among the out.of-town
buyers in this market last month. Gene says if
future business keeps up to the present record, he
will be compelled to visit this market monthly,
which will enable him to keep his stock in first-
class condition.

M. VanVliet, of the Baldwin Jewelry Co., is
now hard at work again, after spending a health-
making vacation of four months in his bungalow
at Willow Camp, in Marin County, Cal.

Percy H. Greer, the Pacific Coast auctioneer,
is the proud father of a bouncing baby boy. The
young man reached home via the stork route on
September 17th.

Samuel Kraft, of Hermosillo, Mexico, was
one of the visiting buyers in this market last
month, looking at goods that will be salable in his
section from now until the holidays. Mr. Kraft
finds it pays to visit some of the large jewelry
centers yearly, thereby keeping posted on things
jewelry. He was accompanied by his daughter.

Mr. Eppstein, buyer for the Frank Golden
Jewelry Co., Carson, Nevada, was among the out-
of-town tradesmen in this city last month, on a
holiday-purchasing expedition.

R. Kocher, one of the pioneer retail jewelers
of the Pacific Coast, located in San Jose, called
upon his friends among the wholesale dealers last
month and renewed old acquaintances. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Kocher.

The following out-of-town buyers were in this
market purchasing goods for the coming season

recently : M. K. Giant, Vallejo ; H. Hauschildt,
Haywards ; J. R. Alvison, Tulare ; L. H. Service

Madera ; E. Meybem, Chico ; C. A. Daunt, Mo-

desto ; C. W. Wickersham, Bakersfield ; F. F.
Barr's, Placerville ; J. J. Fretwell, Los Gatos ;

W. E. Lean, San Jose ; Mr. Ackerman, Yreka.

Aluminum Brass

Experiments aimed at developing the resist-

ance of brass to the action of sea-water, with a

view to its employment for constructing submarines

in France, have shown some remarkable results

from the addition of aluminum. The internal

structure of the alloy is strikingly changed by a

very small percentage of aluminum, and the color

changes are surprising. From half of one per

cent. up to five per cent. of aluminum gives the

brass a deep golden color. If the quantity of

aluminum is increased beyond five per cent. a

" superb rose-color " results, which reaches its

maximum when the aluminum amounts to seven

per cent. With ten per cent. of aluminum the

color turns to a silvery white.

"It would be very hard to suggest any im-
provement in your excellent publication. "—Felix
McManus, Jeweler, Saskatoon, N WT, Canada.
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A FEW ADVANCED STYLES IN FANSfrom a large line purchased in Europe this summer. Every lady enjoys a pretty fan, and they are always acceptable,whether for a Birthday, Wedding or Holiday Gift. Write for samples

K 30939—Empire shape fan,. double-faced silk gauze, heavy fancy spangie,, iIkembroidered designs, inlaid bone sticks . . . . . . • • • . , • . $02.25 each1(30323—Beautiful full spangled, raised embroldere'd and ettomine center andedge, carved and inlaid bone sticksK 30873—Double-face4 silk gauze, hand painted in three subjects with flowers, goldInlaid bone sticks 
$3  50 each

$2  50 each

K 30355—Real large title quality white ostrich feathers, gold inlaid bone slicks . $7.50 eachK80750--Genulne white ostrich feathers, with real pearl stickyK 30356—Same as 30750, larger and finer feathers   ._$1.50 each
K 10747—peacock feathers, handsome green and brown combination, with celluloid

$10.00 each
shell colored sticks

$2  25 each

K 30906—Full size, double-faced silk gauze, full spangled, real white pearl sticks . '5.00 eachK 309J:1—Empire shape, double-faced silk gauze, Swiss butterfly embroidery, and
bone sticks  
while lace insertion, flower paintings, carved, gilt and colored feather shape

K 30946—Empire shape, real Duchess lace, handsome carved bone sticks   $6.00 each
each

Subject to 2

Kunstadter 
Brothers, 

Manufacturers and { Jewelry, Fans, Leather Goods, Hair

K 30942—Double-faced silk gauze, full spangled, real Duchess lace top, bone sticks, $3.00 eacaK 30944—Double-faced silk gauze, hand painted, two subjects and flowers, gold andhand painted inlaid bone sticks
K80945—Cream colored double-faced gauze, beautiful insertion, gold tinsel etto

-$4.00 each
mine, gilt spangles, gilt and flowered inlaid bone sticks  $4.50 each

K30851—White Maribou and ostrich feather fan with real brown bird raised orna-ments, serpentine silver inlaid bone sticks . . . . . . . . eachIC 30352—Maribou and ostrich raised feathers, in two color effect, white and pinkand white and heliotrope, inlaid serpentine wood sticksK 30265—Fine quality large white ostrich feat her fan, plain bone stloks   $3.50 each
42  00 each

K 30874—Magniticent, antique and full band paintings in old master colors ongauze and sticks. A beautiful giftK 30950—Full size, double-faced gauze and ettomine, full spangled, silver inlaid
$10.00 each

real pearl sticks .
K 30904—Beautiful artistic hand painted fan in high colors, with gold coloredhone sticks, subjects painted hy popular artists $6  75 each

per cent. only

Importers Ornaments, Belts, Gold Purses, etc.238°240-242-244-246-248 Adams Street, corner Market Street,P. .S.—A N()rric,thirtg Navy CHICAGO, ILL•
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(Continued from page 1883)

James H. Sharry, jeweler-optician, Hopkins-

ville, Ky., spent a few days in Chicago the early

part of the month combining business with pleas-

ure. While here Mr. Sharry was the guest of the

Elgin National Watch Company on a trip to Elgin

for an inspection of their big watch factory.

W. H. Potts, of Mason City, Iowa, accom-

panied by Mrs. Potts, spent a few days in Chicago

the early part of the month selecting their late fall

and holiday bills, as well as enjoying the sights of
a great city.

Nagel & Meyer, of Paducah, Ky., were repre-

sented in the market early in the month by H. L.

Meyer, who was in the great central market for

late holiday novelties.

Ludy & Taylor, the well-known jewelers, of

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, were represented in this

market the early part of the month by Mr. Taylor,

who was here combining business with pleasure.

L. W. Swen, of West Liberty, Iowa, is spend-

ing a few days in Chicago this week, taking in the

horse show, and selecting his holiday bills. Mr.

Swen has been buying goods in the great central

market for the past twenty-five years and says that

he has no hesitancy in saying that Chicago is the

greatest distributing point and best market for the

retail jeweler that he knows anything about. He

reports things as prosperous in the Hawkeye

State, with a splendid outlook for a good holiday

trade. He was a liberal buyer while here.

T. L. Combs & Co., of Omaha, were repre-

sented in this market this week by Mr. Combs, the

head of the firm, who was here looking over the

horse show and selecting goods for the holiday

season.
H. S. Burley, of Hailey, Idaho, has been in

town for several days, combining pleasure with his

holiday buying.
Fred. Borzhardt, of Kirkland, Ill., visited the

great central market this week, on a holiday-buying

trip.
J. A. Gartland, of Rock Valley, Iowa, was

among the many Western jewelers in Chicago this

week, selecting his holiday bills.

C. C. Thoma, of Battle Creek, Mich., a familiar

and always welcome buyer in this market, is spend-

ing a few days in town this week, selecting lines

for the holiday season. Mr. Thoma reports times

as prosperous in his city and that the outlook is

excellent for a brisk holiday business.

N. A. Hueman, of McHenry, Ill., is in town

this week, looking up his holiday buying.

The Arnold Jewelry and Music Company, of

Ottumwa, Iowa, were represented in this market

recently by J. E. Arnold, who was here scanning

the market for late holiday novelties.

A. C. Hanger, of Des Moines, Iowa, spent a
few days in Chicago recently buying goods for the

late fall and holiday trade.

The Wilbur, Lanphear Company, of Gales-

burg, Ill., were represented in the great central

market last week by 0. L. C. Lanphear, who was

here on a holiday buying trip.

George L. Goodale, of Lenox, Iowa, spent a

few days in this market stocking up for the holiday

season.
Frank Le Bron, of the Le Bron Jewelry Com-

pany, Keokuk, Iowa, is spending this week in

Chicago, combining business with the pleasure of

life in a great city.
E. R. Kreig, of Kewanee, Ill., was in Chicago

for a day recently on a holiday purchasing trip.
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W. E. Crellin, the well-known jeweler, of

Chillicothe, Mo., and Mrs. Crellin, are spending a

few days in Chicago, enjoying life in the Western

metropolis and selecting their holiday lines for the

home store..
B. C. Clark and wife, of Purcell, I. T., have

been spending a few days in Chicago this week,

making their holiday purchases and enjoying the

sights of a great city.
Chambers 8t Stewart, of Mt. Clemens, Mich.,

were represented in this market this week by both

Mr. Chambers and Mr. Stewart, who were spend-

ing several days in town selecting goods for the

holiday season.
M. L. Truby, of Independence. Kans., spent a

few days in this market early in the week buying

his holiday lines.
R. J. Letchertt, of Winchester, Ind., was

among the throng of out-of-town buyers in the

grand central market last week buying their holi-

day bills.
S. Nordlinger, the well-known pioneer jeweler

of Los Angeles, Cal., is a visiting buyer in Chicago

this week making holiday purchases.

Burns & Gosser, of Coshocton, Ohio, have

been represented in this market the past week by

Mr. Burns, the head of the firm, who has been

pursuing a course of advanced optics, as well as

attending to some buying in holiday lines for the

firm. Mr. Burns is one of those wide-awake dealers

whom it is a pleasure to meet. He is in love with

his business, and constantly on the lookout for new

methods that will help it along.

Ira B. Wiley and Mrs. Wiley, of Springfield,

Ohio, spent a few days in Chicago last week com-

bining business with pleasure.

W. J. Collins, of Warren, Ill., was in Chicago

recently on a buying trip.
F. W. Andrew, of Ludington, Mich., was a

visiting buyer in this market recently.

Ben. Overstreet, of Farmer City, Ill., spent a

day in Chicago recently selecting his holiday bills.

A. A. Burbank, of Rochelle, Ill., was in town

recently buying goods for the home market.

H. M. Turney, of Stockton, Ill., spent a day

in the great central market last week selecting

goods for his fall and holiday trade.

A. R. McClintoch, of Griswold, Iowa, was a

visiting buyer in this market last week. Mr.

McClintoch is just embarking in the retail jewelry

business in the town, and was selecting his opening

stock.
Charles Hinges, the well-known jeweler-opti-

cian, of Eugene, Oregon, who sold out his business

at that point about a year ago, and has been

sojourning in New York since, where Mrs. Hinges

has been pursuing her musical studies, spent a few

days in Chicago the early part of the month, en

route for his old home in Oregon. Like most

Western men, Mr. Hinges thinks more of the

West than the East as a business proposition, and

he has decided to go to Eugene, and again embark

in business there.
C. I. Josephson, of Moline, Ill., one of the live

jewelers of the Prairie State and a familiar and

welcome figure in this market, spent a day in town

last week on the lookout for late holiday novelties.

The W. H. Beck Company, of Sioux City,

Iowa, were represented in this market recently by

John S. Casey, a member of the firm, who was here

for a few days combining business with pleasure.

Mr. Casey was a congenial caller at KEYSTONE

headquarters while in town.

Armstrong & Armstrong, of Ottawa, Kans.,

were represented in this market last week by Mr.

Armstrong, Jr., who was here on a business trip.
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Percy Williams, with Geo. R. Calhoun & Co.,

Nashville, Tenn., was in Chicago last week with

his bride. Mr. and Mrs. Williams spent a week in

town enjoying their honeymoon.

A. H. Richards, of El Paso, Texas, was a visit

ing buyer in this market last week, selecting his

holiday lines.
Charles Manahan, of What Cheer, Iowa, was

in Chicago last week, on a holiday-buying trip.

H. E. Kinnear, of Marion, Ind., spent a few

days in Chicago recently, selecting his fall bills.

W. Kronmeyer, of Murphysboro, Ill., was a

visiting buyer in this market recently.

Miss Bertha Spence, of Racine, Wis., was a

welcome buyer in this market recently.

Henry Basse, son of Jeweler August Basse,

Quincy, Ill., was a trade caller in Chicago last

week.
Eugene L. Parker, of St. Johns, Mich., spent

a day in Chicago recently, scanning the market for

late holiday novelties.
W. S. Still, of Delavan, Ill., was in town

recently, making purchases for the home store.

L. S. Robinson, of Glenwood, Iowa, was

among the many Western jewelers who were buy-

ing holiday goods in this market the past week.

J. T. Holmquest, of Somanauk, Ill., spent a

day in town recently, selecting his holiday line.

F. Rolshoven & Co., one of Detroit's oldest

and most prominent retail houses, were represented

in the Chicago market this week by Herman Rol-

shoven, who was here on a holiday-purchasing trip.

When met in one of our manufacturing offices, he

said that Detroit was certainly prosperous and that

the outlook for the holiday season was most pro-

mising.
Howes Brothers, of Clinton, Iowa, were rep-

resented in this market the present week by Ed.

Howes, who was here on a holiday buying trip.

John Roark, of Winchester, Ill., was a visiting

buyer in this market this week, selecting goods for

his late fall and holiday trade.

C. B. Conyers, of Oneida, Ill., spent a day in

this market recently, on a buying trip.

Gorton Rushmer, head of the Rushmer Jewelry

Co., of Pueblo, Colo., is spending a few days in

the great central market of Chicago, selecting his

holiday lines.
Charles Maurer, of Lexington, Ky., was among

the throng of out-of-town buyers in the Chicago

market this week, buying holiday goods.

The J. H. Leyson Company, of Salt Lake City,

Utah, was represented in this market recently by

J. H. Leyson and C. R. Pearsall, both of whom

were warmly welcomed by their friends in the trade.

Mr. Pearsall, the manager, was on the lookout for

the latest fall novelties.
The J. E. Micks Co„ of Elkhart, Ind., were

represented in this market this week by J. E. Ivlicks,

who was here on a fall purchasing trip.

Gold-Plated Lace

A novelty of French invention is a process for

eloctroplating delicate laces so as to give them a

brilliant flexible surface of gold, silver or other

metal. It is announced that a company has been

formed for the development of the process on an

industrial scale. So thin is the metallic deposit

that the softness of the lace is not destroyed. The

first suggested uses of the metallized lace are for

furniture covers, wainscoting and the incrustation

of wood, but it is thought that they may also be

employed in the trimming of garments and the

ornamentation of head-dresses.
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A Buyer's Guide
That's what several thousand jewelers consider our

new unabridged holiday catalogue of 776 large pages to be

because they know it is a complete jeweler's encyclopedia

showing the right and profitable kind of merchandise at

the lowest possible prices, quality considered.

Our catalogue is made to sell goods and illustrates,

describes and quotes prices on more quick-selling and

useful articles needed by jewelers than any other jewelry

book issued by a wholesale jewelry house. If you use it

as a criterion you will always buy right and be sure of a

comfortable profit.

To make more money you should increase your sales.

Adding new lines to your stock is a good way to .do this.

There are hundreds of items which you do not handle

which you could iinquestionably sell to advantage.

Get our catalogue and examine it carefully, and we

know you will find many goods there which you can profit-

ably add to stock. Besides this there are many other

goods you can sell from our unabridged catalogue without

carrying them in stock.

Getting the catalogue is the first step. Shall we send

it to you ? Absolutely free to all regular jewelers.

Also, we want to say to the trade that we have
just issued an Optician's Pocket Prescription Book
of roo duplicate pages. It enables the practicing
optician to keep a record of each prescription and
is a mighty handy and useful little book which is
sent free on application. Shall we send you one?
A postal request will bring it.

A. C. BECKEN
THE CHICAGO WHOLESALE JEWELER

‘1=1■•■•■•••■ 156 Wabash Avenue, Chicago
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Trade conditions in this section point to a very

prosperous holiday season, both for the jobber and
the retailer. The jobbers have been very busy for
the last month attending to the wants of the retailers
and now everything is about ready for the holiday
trade. The retailers in this section have received
most of their stock, and a very fine lot of window
displays now greet the eyes of the prospective
buyers. In imported articles the fancy electroliers
are very popular. The artists and designers of
Europe seem to have made a special effort in these
fixtures, and a lot of fine-looking articles have been

received here during the past few months.
It is with most

Death of sincere regret
C. E. King that we are

compelled to
chronicle the death, on
September 29th, of Charles
Edward King, the youngest
son of W. F. King, the
leading jeweler, of Adrian.
Death was expected f o r
several days before t h e
final summons came. Mr.
King was ill for fourteen
weeks. Charles Edward
King was born in the home
where he died, on March 9,
1870, and always lived in
Adrian. He was an attache
of his father's jewelry store,
and associated with h I to
and his brother, W. F.
King, Jr., in managing the
down-town ticket office of
the Wabash Railway. He
was also quite closely con-
nected with the Cro3well
Opera House, being Man-
ager Hardy's assistant for
some time. For one season
he and Harry Cook had the sole management of

the opera house under the name of Cook & King.

Charles King was one of the brightest young men

Adrian has had, and numbered everyone who knew

him as a friend. He was light hearted to the

extreme, and even in the face of death kept up the

spirit of always looking on the bright side of things.

It is said he dropped off into the death sleep

calmly and serenely, feeling that all was well.

There are left to mourn, father and mother, who

have now seen the third of their children pass to

the beyond, also the brother, W. F. King, Jr. His

wife and children deeply mourn the loss of a fond

husband and most loving father. He married

Miss Etta Mawdsley, daughter of City Clerk John

Mawdsley, on Christmas Day, 19oo, and two

daughters bless the union, Helen Mawdsley King,

aged four, and Margera Isabella King, aged two.

Adrian Lodge No. 19, F. and A. M., conducted

the services at the grave.
Three clever confidence men

worked the paWnshops in

Detroit recently with " phony''

jewels that for a time fooled

experts employed at Wright, Kay & Co.'s place,

when brought there by the police for examination.

The discovery came with the arrest of • Robert
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Crawford, of Philadelphia. Crawford, witn two
other men, ehtered the pawnshop of Isaac Gerreson,

Tor Gratiot Avenue, and sold him a handsome
ring for $42. They had left the place but a few
minutes when the stone lost a good deal of its
luster. Two detectives answered the call sent to
the department by Gerreson and captured Craw-
ford. Crawford denied selling Gerreson the imita-

tion ring, and said he had sold Gerreson a good

one, which he had left with the phony one. The

detectives were doubtful whether they had done

right to hold him, and finally sent one of thel

number to Wright, Kay & Co. to have the stone

tested. The experts were practically satisfied as

to the worth of the ring, announcing that it was

just a little off color, otherwise it was all right. To

make sure, one of them pried out a stone from the

center of one of the rings. Imbedded at the bottom

of the stone he found a piece of metallic substance,

which gave the stone its luster. When it was
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Streets. The style of the firm-name now is the

Chas. A. Berkey Co.
William Denz, engraver, and Harry Kaspary,

manufacturing jeweler, will occupy space with the
Chas. A. Berkey Co., at Woodward Avenue and
Congress Street.

Among the recent visitors to the Detroit
markets were the following Michigan jewelers:

W. F. King, Adrian ; D. C. Spears, Azalia ;
F. N. Pauli, Pontiac ; E. S. Barnes, Rochester;
Mrs. H. C. Siegel, Capac ; C. W. Chamberlin,
Farmington ; C. E. Marvin, Howell ; James P.
Walton, Durand ; E. J. Brown, Cassopolis ; W. Z.

Searle, Petoskey.

Some Good Ideas About Window
Cards

Many %vinclow dressers cannot write cards, and

many more can write them indifferently. No
matter what kind of busi-
ness you do, it is to your

A Dangerous
Swindle

court a lIonor, looking up Woodward Avenue, OH n

removed, the stone had no more brilliancy than a

chunk of glass. " The discovery that such jewelry

is being passed in this section of the country is

worth thousands of dollars to jewelers," declared

John Kay, a member of Wright, Kay & Co. "They

are among the best imitations I have ever seen."

Doyle Datyon, Mason, Mich., has discontinued

business.
George W. Durkee has opened up a store at

Lapeer, Mich. He was formerly located at Brown

City, Mich.
L. Black & Co. have made extensive improve-

ments to the rear of their store, at 156 Woodward

Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
The Detroit police recently arrested W. H. T.

Crouch, an alleged diamond thief, who gave his

home at Brighton, England, and is well known in

Toronto and Montreal, Canada, where he was

wanted for stealing $600 worth of gems and

watches. He was arrested in Weiss' pawnshop.

Crouch tried to dispose of some goods, and Weiss

grew suspicious and pressed the buzzer, which is

connected with police headquarters.
The Berkey Cash Jewelry Co., of Detroit,

having outgrown their quarters at i West Lamed

Street, have moved into more spacious and modern

quarters, at the corner of Woodward. and Congress

advantage to have good
cards in your window. We
do not mean by this that
every figure must be geo-
metrically correct and abso-
lutely true as to outline, but
there must be harmony in
the card. The lettering may
be rough, but it is absolutely
essential that the size of
each letter must correspond
in its true relation to the
sizes of the others.

Some ot the most effec-
tive window cards that we
have known have been
simply rough lettering on
brown paper, and the very
fact that they were so dif-
ferent from anything else in
that vicinity made t 11 e ni
attract attention. The style
of the wording was almost
as rough as the cards, but
there was nothing that
would jar the finer sensi-
bilities. Still, we believe for

the average store a good neat card is much pre-
ferable. The general style is plain white card
with black lettering, but for variety gray card with
black lettering, green with white lettering, occa-
sionally dark green with a rich venetian red letter-
ing would be pleasing. This latter, however, does
not show off so strongly in a window as other
color combinations in which there is more con-
trast, but it is very neat. We believe cards of this
nature, however, would be excellent. for your
opening displays, when the price figures are of
less importance, leaving the blacks and whites,
either white cards with black lettering, or black
cards with white lettering, to the time when prices
count for more. A good deal may be inculcated
in these cards without a great deal of extra effort.

We do not believe in too elaborate borders or

other decorations ; that is, the borders should not
dominate the card, but should be merely incidental

and assist in the general effect. By the use of

carbon paper you can trace along the edges of the

card any fanciful border which may strike your

fancy and then fill it in with a brush. You can fur-

ther embellish your cards by cutting out figures

from illustrations that appear in the various trade

publications and bringing appropriate letter head-

ing around them or beside them. —Sales Agent.
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Value of Single=Mindedness
in Business >34

MET
WO New York brokers were walking
down Broadway when a man came

ii out of an office building and passed
them. His clothes were shabby and he had
a nervous, worried look.
" Did you notice that fellow ?" asked

one of them.
" Yes. Who is he?"
." The usual story. Five years ago he

was a rich merchant in Mississippi. He had
made Poo,000 in the dry goods business.
He thought he could make more in New
York by becoming ' a general broker.' He
got an office and a big safe. The safe is all
he has left."

" You can meet dozens of
The Cause of failures like this man every

day in New York and in
every other city," says John

S. Gregory in the World' sWork. They are
men who have made money in the one busi-
ness that each knew, and who have each
taken up another that they did not know and
lost everything. Their experiences empha-
size the value of single-mindedness in busi-
ness. They hint at the importance of "a
shoemaker's sticking to his last."

The case of one of the most successful
dress-goods salesmen in New York is to the
point. Fifteen years ago he was an assistant
to his uncle, who was a salesman in a large
notion house. The uncle sold goods in big
quantities and got 5 per cent. commission on
all his sales. He had an extensive acquaint-
ance among the buyers who flock to New
York every year, and in the course of ten
years he accumulated $75,000. Then he
decided to go into business for himself. In-
stead of starting a wholesale establishment,
the kind of enterprise he knew, he went to a
town in Kentucky and opened a retail
store. In three years be was bankrupt. He
is now working for his nephew, who is
making more than Poo° a year. But the
nephew stuck to the job of selling dress
goods at wholesale.

Now the uncle had what business men
call a "wholesale mind." He knew all
about dress and other dry goods. He sold
big bills and he got 5 per cent. commission
on the whole amount. When he went into
the retail business he bought dress goods.

Many Failures

He knew all about the quality and he made
good bargains. But that was not all. For
example, he paid eight cents a yard for a
bolt of forty yards of cloth and he sold it at
retail for ten cents a yard. Two cents a yard
was a good profit. But he did not consider
that in many cases he sold only five or eight
or ten yards out of a whole bolt, and that
the rest of it laid idly on his shelves, a dead
loss. That is why he failed. He did not
have the " retail mind." He had gone into
a business that he did not know.

On the other hand, the
Stick to the Business career of one of our great
that Suits You merchants shows how

singl e-mindedness suc-
ceeds. He started in life as a small mer-
chant and built up an enormous retail busi-
ness. He was the father of the department
store. He was the kind of man who could
walk around his stores, smiling at his custom-
ers, asking if they were well cared for, and the
people whom he was solicitous about were
pleased and came back. When he had made
a large sum of money, he decided that it was
just as easy to make more by going into the
wholesale clothing business. But his retail-
store methods did not succeed and he almost
bankrupted himself. This same man, in-
spired by his personal success in the retail
business, tried politics, but he repeated the
failure of the wholesale venture. So he stuck
to his department store and is now a multi-
millionaire.

A prominent Massachusetts felt manu-
facturer, who was " raised in the business,"
made such a success that at one time he was
making $185,000 a year. Then he thought
he would try something else, so he built a
a small railroad. It cost just four times the
sum he had calculated to spend. In order
to make up for the outlay, he became a
partner in a metal manufacturing business,-
about which he knew nothing. To-day he
is a traveling salesman on a salary.

Single-mindedness is essential to all
business activity. The traveling salesman
who " sticks to one line " is the man who
succeeds. The head salesman of a large
New York worsted mill tells this story :
" I used to travel in the South a great

deal. I always knew that the salesman who
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greeted me in this way : Hello, what are
you selling now ?' was one who had made a
great many changes and rather expected
everyone else to be doing the same thing.
He was usually seedy and dissatisfied—one
of the unsuccessful.

" I once knew a salesman
who sold worsteds with me
ten years ago. He was mak-
ing $5000 a year. Then he

went to selling candy because he was offered
a little larger salary. After six months he
went out as a clothing salesman. In a year
he changed to something else. Now he is
selling worsteds again, but his salary is
smaller than it was five years ago. Changes
are bound to count against a man."

The president of one of the largest
hardware houses in New York said to me :
" Whenever a man applies for a position and
says he has made a number of changes of
business, I feel suspicious. It is the men
who have not changed that we want. Usually,
when we ask a man why he has changed
from one kind of business to another, he
says that he wanted a wider scope,' but we
find on investigation that he has simply gone
from a business that he knew to one that he
didn't know and has failed."

There are, however, men who know one
business, enter another and succeed. The
general manager of the largest notion house
in the world told me of two striking cases.
Both men were successful salesmen. One
abandoned his profession to buy a grocery
store in Boston. Now he owns a whole chain
of stores. The other organized a collection
agency and now has one of the most exten-
sive agencies in New York.

Successes like this can be made occa-
sionally by men of unusual versatility. But
in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred expert-
ness in one business is as much as most
business men can gain.

Many Changes
Hurtful to
Reputation

Selenium in Time-Recording
An ingenious application of the peculiar

property of selenium of varying its electric
resistance with change of illumination has
been made by Mr.Courvoisier, of Heidelberg,
in the electric transmission of pendulum beats
to a distance, for recording time and compar-
ing clocks. " Heretofore the beats have been
electrically transmitted through confact made
by the pendulum itself. This method intro-
duced irregularities of consequence, where
hundredths of a second are taken into account,
as in astronomical observations. Courvoisier
causes the swinging pendulum, just as it
touches its lowest point, to reflect a beam of
light upon a selenium cell, which transmits the
message without physical contact ‘A,ith the
pendulum.
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Glen McGraw, formerly watchmaker with
H. M. Shafer, of Cleveland, Ohio, is now hand-
somely established in business for himself at 1971
Lorain Street, that city.

Grant Hood, for several years instructor in
watch work in the horological department of the
Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, III., has re-
signed on account of ill-health.

The Handel Company, of Meriden, Conn.,
have just completed the changes in their plant, on
which they have been at work for over a year.
The improvements and extensions will provide
greatly increased facilities and enable them to triple
their output.

Chas. E. Rose, jeweler, of Telluride, Colo.,
recently paid an extended visit to the East, and
spoke entusiastically of conditions in his State. Mr.
Rose is well-known in the publicity world on
account of his genius as an advertiser and his faith
in the art. Needless to add, he is succeeding
accordingly.

Robert Nelson & Co., wholesale jewelers, of
Toledo, Ohio, have moved into new quarters at
the corner of Summit Street and Madison Avenue.
The new establishment affords the firm more space
and a more convenient location. It is handsomely
equipped with new fixtures, and the methodic
arrangement is such as will greatly facilitate their
growing business.

The H. C. Fry Glass Company, of Rochester,
Pa., was awarded the highest attainable honors at
the recent Lewis and Clark Exposition, Portland,
Oregon, for its magnificent exhibit of cut glass. The
central feature of the exhibit, a masterpiece punch
set, was also granted a special highest award.
The exhibit was greatly admired by the hosts of
visitors to the exposition.

F. W. Juengling, who for several years has
been in charge of the silver-plated ware and clock
department of • King & Eisele, wholesale and
manufacturing jewelers, Buffalo, N. Y., has sev-
ered his connection with this firm and accepted a
position with the Sessions Clock Co., Forestville,
Conn. As a token of their regard, his brother
employes of the Buffalo firm presented him with
an expensive gold fob.

Leonard Krower, the well-known jewelry
jobber, of New Orleans, La., donated to the
Diamond Festival, held in that city, a very hand-
some fan, which has recently been on exhibition at
a local music house. This rare gift is to be pre-
sented to the lady who sells the second highest
number of tickets for the festival named. Mr.
Krower, however, supplemented his generous
donation by purchasing $20 worth of tickets, which
he presented gratis to his employees.

G. E. Elicker, watchmaker and jeweler, 1804
North Sixth Street, Harrisburg, Pa., was married
on Thursday evening, October 19th, at St. John's
Reformed Church, to Miss Matilda E. Weimer,
Rev. J. Rauch Stein officiating. Mr. and Mrs.
Elicker afterwards left on a wedding trip to
Bedford Springs. The young couple were the
recipients of many beautiful gifts. They will
reside at 2117 North Sixth Street, Harrisburg.
THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.
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The contract for supplying the beautiful silver
testimonial for the U. S. cruiser Maryland has
been awarded to Samuel Kirk & Sons Co., the
well-known wholesale silverware dealers of Balti-
more, Md., the firm which also supplied the silver
service for the Baltimore. This service will cost
$5000, and will comprise forty-eight pieces, thirty-
one of which will represent the counties of Mary-
land. In addition there will be twelve punch cups
representing the first twelve colonial governors,
and there will be three ladles and servers.
" Hospitality and Plenty " are to be the dominant
notes of the decoration. On each piece there will
be chased a design representing an important event
in the history of the State, accompanied by a suit-
able inscription.

Goodman King, president of the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., of St. Louis and New
York, recently celebrated the fortieth anniversary
of his connection with the firm. Mr. King entered
the employ of the house as bookkeeper, and was
gradually advanced through the various positions
of responsibility to the presidency. He returned
from Europe a few weeks ago and told entertain-
ingly of how the great exposition spread the fame
of St. Louis. In regard to jewelry-wearing, he
said : " The people of the European cities wear a
great many jewels. The American people with all
their accumulated wealth, have not learned the art
of spending their money artistically. We are a
rather sober people in the matter of dress and self-
adornment. Our workmanship in jewelry surpasses
that of the European jewelers, but we do not have
the exquisite designs."

Miss Louise Nihan, of Attleboro, and Edwin
Harlow, of North Attleboro, Mass., were married
on October 18th, at St. John's Roman Catholic
Church, Attleboro. The ceremony took place at
nine o'clock, and the church was crowded with the
friends of the happy couple, who have a very ex-
tensive acquaintance in the Attleboros. A wedding
breakfast followed the ceremcmy at the bride's
home, after which a reception was held from twelve
to three o'clock, when the couple started on their
wedding trip. The .bride has been engaged for a
number of years with the James E. Blake Co.,
having charge of the shipping department, and is
very highly regarded by the firm and companions.

Mr. Blake presented her with a check of handsome
proportions as a wedding gift. The groom occu-
pies an important position with Doran, Bagnall &
Co., manufacturing jewelers, of North Attleboro.

On October 16th, E. Beeton, Canadian repre-
sentative of the Elgin National Watch Co., and
Messrs. W. C. and C. S. Ellis, of P. W. Ellis &
Co., presented to successful students at the Cana-

dian Horological Institute, Toronto, Ont., extra
heavy I8-K. solid gold watch cases, which had
been offered in competition. The inscription on
the one presented by Mr. Beeton reads " Presented

by the Elgin National Watch Co. to the Canadian
Horological Institute Class of 1904. Won by W.
Douglas Smith, Ax Diploma graduate, maker of

the contained twenty-three jewel movement, mod-

eled after the ' Veritas ' masterpiece of watch
mechanism." Mr. Smith was also awarded the
nineteenth diploma issued by the school since

189o. He is now in the employ of the Elgin Co. in

their Toronto office. The one presented by
Messrs. Ellis contained this inscription : " 'Omega'

Scholarship Prize. Won by Garnet G. Harper.

Presented by P. W. Ellis & Co. in recognition of

his skill in making the contained movement after

the twenty-three jewel Omega, 16-size model,
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made at the Canadian Horological Institute, H. R.
Playtner, Director, Toronto, 1905." Mr. Harper
will also be eligible to enter for a diploma when
the position adjustment is finally completed. The
gentlemen concerned decided to continue the offer
of similar prizes to the.class of 19°6.

Baker & Company; Inc., refiners and manu-
facturers of platinum, gold and silver, Newark,
N. J., and New York City, were awarded a gold
medal for their exhibit at the Lewis and Clark
Centennial Exposition, Portland, Oregon. Being
the first exhibit of its character on the Pacific
Coast, and located in the Mines and Metallurgy
Building under government supervision, it attracted
the special attention of a large number of visiting
miners and metallurgists, who in recent years
have been devoting greater care to the recovery
of the platinum known to exist in the alluvial
deposits along the Pacific Coast. The exhibit was
comprehensive in character, including numerous
samples of crude platinum ore, the.salts and solu-
tions of the metal, and various forms of platinum
ware, such as are used daily in the arts and indus-
tries. A more extensive exhibit, which they dis-
played at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in
1904, was awarded the grand prize.

How to Resign

" Going to resign, are you?" asked Assistant
Postmaster General Wynne, of an indignant person,
who had been pouring his grief into his ears.
" Can't stand it another minute, eh ? Put up with
it as long as you could, and now you're going to
throw up your job and tell your chief what you
think of him Yes, I know. Last straw and all
that sort of thing ? Uh-huh ?
" Did you ever see my set of rules for resign-

ing ? I framed them up years ago when I was in
the newspaper business, and I have used them ever
since. I have resigned often since then, always in
the way prescribed in these rules. Perhaps they
will be of service to you. Here they are:
" Rule I. After receiving the last straw don't

do anything for two hours. Above all, don't write
anything.

"Rule 2. At the expiration of two hours
write your resignation and make it as hot as you
can. Relieve your feelings and say everything
you have been penning up in your breast. Scorch
the scoundrel.
" Rule 3. Then go home.
" Rule 4. The next morning, immediately

upon arising, read over your resignation and tear
it up.
" Rule 5. Go to work at the usual hour.
"Take a copy of them," concluded Mr.

Wynne, "and you will find that they are abso-
lutely essential to any man who expects to resign
frequently and still continue to rise in the world."

—Neu/ Vor k Times

How to Make Celluloid Incombustible
Make an ether-alcohol solution of celluloid

and an ether-alcohol solution of ferric perchloride,

then mix the two solutions. This will give a
clear, syrup-like liquid, yellow in color and yield-

ing no precipitates. Pour it into a suitable vessel

and leave for spontaneous evaporation. A shell-
colored substance will be produced, which after
washing and drying, gives the result desired, says
the Model Engineer, London. '

Celluloid so treated will be pliant, transparent,
uninflammable and incombustible.
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The D'Amy Line of Hand-Painted China
is the largest and finest line in America, comprising over 1200 different models
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His Mother Gives Some Advice

BY JOHN TWEEZER

"Well, I'm glad you think it was a good
dinner—I think, myself, the apple pie was as
good a one as I ever made. And I'm glad
you enjoyed the dinner, because a man is
always better prepared to listen to advice
after he's comfortably filled—and I've some
advice to give. I'm sure you'll listen better
if you have another cup of coffee—so now,
there!
" I remember it was just about this time,

a couple of years ago, that your father talked
to you about your preparations for the
Christmas trade. He told you a lot of things
that I know nothing about—window-dress-
ing, and advertising, and such like. If he
were living, I don't doubt that he'd give you
some good points again on those practical
subjects; and it may seem out of place for
me, now, to be advising you, since I must
confess that I don't know the names of some
of the things in your jewelry store. But
even an old woman, who has kept her eyes
and ears open and exercised her common
sense in considering people and their ways,
may be able to make some suggestions which
you will find worth while. You'll find that
IU y advise will be on subjects which do not
often come to men's minds; and if my advice
will do you any good it is because it is a
woman's advice. You know that three-
fourths of all you sell, from now to Christ-
mas, will be to women; so what I have to
say is from the woman's point of view. And
you will listen to it all in the same spirit as it
is spoken, since it is your loving mother who

speaks!
" In the first place, Henry, don't try to

persuade a woman to buy something different

from her own first selection. She may have

no sense, or no taste, but she knows what

she wants when she sees it; and it is always
dangerous to try to sell her the thing which

you think she should want. When she gets

home with the thing which was your selection

she comes to believe that she was talked

into it;' and right then and there you have

lost her good will. Twenty years ago our
neighbor, Mrs. Rattletrap, started out one
morning to buy a certain poplin dress at
Spick's, but the clerk argued her into buy-
ing a black silk instead; and for twenty years

she has lamented that poplin—and bought

elsewhere than Sp:c.k's. It always pays to

proceed along the line of least resistance.

Of course there are exceptions—as, for in-
stance, if the customer is not buying the

best value that you can give for her money;

then it is proper for you to put her right as

to values. But as to taste—well, let her have

her way without so much as your lifting
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an eyebrow, and you will prosper in her
affections.
" And another thing: Never hurry the

sale, when selling to a woman. The store
may be full of customers, waiting; let the
woman who is having your attention come
to think that she is the only person in the
world, in your eye, at that time. There is
no such fetching flattery—and that sort of
flattery wins a woman, every time. If she
is too unreasonably slow, a little diplomacy
(prearranged for this and similar instances)
will help. Let one of the clerks (each sales-
man should keep an eye open for the others'
predicaments) come to you and, asking
pardon for the interruption, pretend to
whisper an inquiry. Answer, ' I'll be there
presently,' or They must wait—I am busy,'
or 'After Mrs. A.' Then turn to Mrs. A.
and proceed as intently as if there had been
no evidence that you were wanted elsewhere;
but the evidence will help Mrs. A. to a con-
clusion. When you are not very busy, and
Mrs. A. is admittedly only looking around,'
show her everything pretty with as perfect a
patience and good humor as if she had dis-
tinctly shown that she intended to buy a
good piece—and especially if Mrs. A. is fair,
fat and forty,' with a fortune. You may argue
the ethics of it as you will, but you must
discriminate between the women of influence
and the lightweights.
" Speaking of ' good humor ' reminds

me to say that women like to do business
with cheoful salesmen. The cheerfulness
must not run into jokingness, which is gene-
rally offensive and always dangerous; nor
must it descend to an undignified grinny-
ness, which is only one remove from famili-
arity and just a step above mere freshness.'
Cheerfulness can go comfortably hand-in-
hand with dignity; it is not so much in words
as in manner. It is the expression of your
optimistic faith in your store's efficiency;
the evidence that the community is good to
you; the open advertisement of your success.
Such a cheerfulness on your part carries
itself to your customers and makes them
believe in your prosperity—and makes them
believe there must be reasons for your pros-
perity. Women invariably run in one direc-
tion when they find, or create, the direction.
Your cheerfulness furnishes the evidence that
many people are helping your fortune; hence-
forth the fashion will 'make' your store.
There's nothing so successful as success.'
The man with an anxious countenance—with
a tense expression like that of the chaffeur
of an automobile rounding a sharp corner at
high speed—is not the man whom women
will preli.'r to deal with, if there's another
near by who smiles from his face, his walk
and his greeting.
" There's one thing else, Henry—and I

know you'll not take offence at my frank-
ness. I notice your nails are not nicely
kept, your collar is not immaculate, and
your skin looks—well, sort of greasy.
Twenty-five years ago, even a dozen years
ago, this would not so much have mattered;
in this day it is almost an unpardonable sin.
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We have advanced tremendOusly in civiliza-
tion, in the last decade; and personal clean-
liness and good 'grooming' are the individual's
expression of his appreciation of the advance.
Women are much more sensitive to these
subtle influences than men; and women are
unconsciously influenced in their likes and
dislikes by their aesthetic sense. You boast
of your beautiful goods, your effective win-
dows, your fetching advertisements; now go
one step farther and make your physical se if
a little more attractive. Your clothes need
pressing—and you need better clothes, better
tailored. Your linen is not laundered per-
fectly—nor is it in late style. A bath and
shave every morning are indispensable; and
—do look at your nails ! How can a man
be cheerful, even with a storeful of lovely
goods and his bills all paid, when he stops to
realize the risks he runs of dainty women's
displeasure with his own slovenly personality!
" What's that? You'd like to put me

in the store over Christmas, to captivate
your customers ? Nonsense, my boy—I'd
make so many blunders that you'd discharge
me before the week was out ! No one can
give 'pointers ' to my Henry, as to how to
run a jewelry store successfully—except his
old mother, who doesn't know gold from
brass, but who does know feminine human
nature. Between us, we will increase your
present great success in the business; I'll be
your ' silent partner,' with permission to talk
unceasingly across the apple-pie and coffee !"

" Go to my father, sir !" she said,
Now he knew the life the father led,

And he knew she knew the life he led—
So he understood (for the father was dead)
What she meant when "Go to my father'? she said.

The criterion by which we judge others
is the one by which we admire ourselves.

Those who value praise the most value
opinion the least.

One may be humble out of pride.

There never were two faces, or two
opinions, exactly alike ; the most universal
quality is diversity.

Man cannot make a worm, yet he makes
gods by dozens.

When I play with my dog, who knows
whether I do not make him more sport than
he makes me? If animals wore sleeves they
they would sometimes laugh in them at man's
complacently assumed superiorities.

Nothing is so firmly believed as that we
least know.

Had you or I been present at the crea-
tion we probably would have volunteered
some useful hints for the better ordering of
the universe—and the universe i.vould have
gone back again into chaos in about thirty
minutes thereafter. Yet you and I have
heard preachers, in their prayers, presuming
to advise the Creator as to the need of a
rainfall or the ordering of a political victory.

J. T.
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ANOTHER NEW INSTRUMENT
The

Phoroscope

A combination of
many instruments
in one.
Write for full

particulars.

Price, Complete

$40.00

The Geneva Ophthalmoscope and Retinoscope Combined
We invite the most thorough investigation and critical inspection

OVER TWO THOUSAND IN USE TO=DAY

Write for Booklet to-day

Price, complete with one lighting attachment, %000either oil, gas or electric, tf"

Geneva Optical Co.
Chicago St. Louis Des Moines

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

New Inquiries With the Ophthalmo-
meter

That the human cornea has neither the
shape of a sphere nor that of an ellipsoid,
but that it is of rather irregular shape has
been confirmed again by the researches of
Baslini. He investigated the curvature of
the cornea with special reference to the peri-
phery of this most important refractive
surface. He found that this periphery is
flattened, but not quite sufficiently so to
compensate for the spherical aberration. By
numerous tables he shows the differences
between the central refraction of the princi-
pal meridians and that of the more peripheral
parts and also the deviation of the whole
astigmatism from that observed by the
ophthahnometer. He also demonstrates the
influence of the size of the pupil and shows
therefore again that there is not much
logic in the assumption that the refraction of
the human eye could be determined correctly
only by a mydriatic, whereas this opens up
areas of the eye that usually admit no light
at all.

Accurate Determination of Errors of
Refraction Without Cycloplegia by

Means of Astigmatic Charts

In the August number of the St. Paul
Medical Journal, Dr. C. Spratt, of Minnea-
polis, has recorded the comparative results
obtained with the use of charts without
cycloplegia and again of the same eye after
instillation of homatropin, 2 per cent., every
ten minutes, for a period of one and one-half
hours. The patients, all of whom were
adults except six, were selected only with
reference to their intelligence. In 95 per
cent. of cases the astigmatism determined by
the use of charts and fogging, but without
cycloplegia, was within .25 D. of that found
after the use of homatropin. This includes
95 (75 per cent. ), of a total of 126 eyes in
which there was no difference in the amount.
In four cases there was an apparent error of
.37 D. and in one case an error of .50 D.
No eye in the above series would have been
given too strong a concave glass if the cyclo-
plegic had been omitted. In two-thirds of
the eyes the total myopia corresponded ex-
actly with that found under a cycloplegic.
The remaining one-third would have been
under-corrected from .12 D. to .37 D.
Several cases showing from — .3 D. to — .7
D. of myopia are included in the above. As
would be expected, there was less uniformity
in results obtained in the eyes showing hyper-
metropia. Fourteen cases showed less than
.50 D. and in thirty-five eyes (or 42 per
cent.), the total hypermetropia was correctly

determined without cycloplegia. Spratt con-
cludes his paper as follows : With intelligent
adults, subjective methods of refracting are
preferable to objective methods. The com-
parison of two lines at right angles, these
corresponding to the axis of maximum and
minimum refraction of the dioptric system of
the eye, is a more accurate method of deter-
mining errors of refraction than by the use of
test letters. Astigmatic charts, as devised
by Verhoeff, are preferable to the single line
charts, as the contrast produced by the cross-
lines enables one to estimate more accurately
any difference in distinctiveness in the test
lines corresponding to meridians of maximum
and minimum refraction. In practically all
cases the astigmatism and myopia can be as
accurately determined without as with cyclo-
plegia. A large proportion of cases of
hypermetropia can be satisfactorily refracted
without the use of cycloplegia.

Two Interesting Cases Showing the
Existence of Amblyopia Ex-Anopsia in Squint

and the Gradual Return of Normal
Vision After the Loss of the

Good Eye

At the one hundred and thirty-ninth
annual meeting of the Medical Society of
New Jersey a few months ago, the president
of the society, Dr. Walter P. Johnson, of
Paterson, N. J., read a very suggestive paper
entitled : " The proof of the existence of
amblyopia ex-anopsia in strabismus." In
this paper the doctor gave the history of the
following cases, which are of unusual interest
regarding the question of impairment of
vision from disuse of the eye, and which are
also of great importance for the practical
refractionist, as by referring to them, he may
give comfort to many a patient who is greatly
alarmed by such an amblyopic eye.

Case t. T. McK., aged nineteen. June, 1887.
File forger. Has been cross-eyed since he was
three years of age, and states that during his recol-
lection he had been unable with the left eye to dis-
cern any object and define its character.

He has manifest hypermetropia and constantly
fixes with the right eye.

R. V. = ; fi w. ± 1.25 D.
V. = fingers at six inches, no improvement

with glasses.
The fundus was apparently normal.
He applied for treatment, intending to have his

squint corrected by tenotomy.
June 13th, while working at a forging, a hot file

flew from his tongs and struck him in the right eye.
Two hours after the injury, the eyeball was

examined, a large wound of the globe was dis-
covered, having extremely ragged edges and
involving almost the entire globe, cutting through
the cornea, iris, lens and sclerotic in the ciliary
region. Enucleation was advised and performed in
the usual manner in the afternoon of the same day.

June 18th. The patient was doing nicely, and
stated that he believed he could see better.

L. V. = fingers at three feet.
Ophthalmoscopic examination discloses a per-

fectly normal fundus and a hypermetropia of +
1.50 D.

(2019)

June 19th, was first instructed in locating letters
on the test card. His field of vision was limited to
any single object upon which his attention was
fixed ; if placed directly in front of a test card with
the region of the macula in the axis of vision he
could see L. V. = If allowed to read the
letters on a plane of his own choosing, bringing
the hypersensitive retinal spot into use and wear-
ing + 2 D., the test card would appear to be
thirteen inches to the left of its actual place of hang-
ing ; but he was able to read 726, and as his instruc-
tion was continued he read A and at times A and
L the letters being apparently moved ten inches to
the left of their actual position. He finally read T45.

June 20th, after fifteen minutes' instruction, he
was able to read L. V. = n w. + 1.25 D. on a
new test card, never seen before, stating that in
order to see the card he was obliged to look to the
left of it, although he apparently saw it directly in
front of him ; he could read 720°6 without a correct-
ing glass ; although there are six cards on the test
frame, he insisted that he could only see one of
them at a time, and that in its false position.

June 21st to 25th. He has been instructed
daily, with constant improvement in the field of
vision and in the rapidity with which he could
locate the letters and cards, 1.75 D. having been
ordered and worn constantly.

June 26th. He is able to select letters on any
of the test cards and now locate the card in its
exact position and can see all six cards at once
without special effort. His vision for near was
tested for the first time since the loss of his eye
with + 1.75 D. He was able to read Jaeger
No. 9, but in locating a word on the test paper with
a pointer, he would point considerably to the left
of its actual position.

July tat. The improvement has continued
daily since last date. He can read with his cor-
recting glass and Jaeger No. i at twelve inches,
locating the words with a pointer in their correct
place. He declines to accept the + 1.75 I). He
had been wearing and was ordered 1.25 D.
His visual field is normal.

January 23, 1890, nearly three years after the
loss of his eye, his vision = IR with or without

• 

1.25 D. He reads Jaeger No. i with or without
any correcting glass, although he prefers his

▪ 

1.25 D. for reading.
He has never had any pain or discomfort or

any blurring of his sight since last examined, and
has worked at his trade constantly since that time.

His vision continued the same until the winter
of 1896, when he died of pneumonia.

Case 2. J. F., aged thirty, a strong, healthy
man, applied for treatment at the Paterson Eye
and Ear Infirmary. When a child he had a con-
vergence of the right eye, xvhich persisted until he
was about seventeen or eighteen years of age ; at
that time he was operated by Dr. Althoff, at the
New York Eye and Ear Infirmary ; he was not
fluted with glasses. He did not consider the
operation perfectly successful, as his eye would
turn at times, especially when he became at all
nervous or self-conscious.

He was not aware that there was any difference
in the vision of his eyes until one year ago, when
he called upon an optician for the purpose of select-
ing glasses for use in reading, in consequence of a
scratching, burning and heaviness of the lids uhich
troubled him at night.

He then discovered that he could not see to
read as well with the right as he could with the left
eye, and that a glass made no improvement in the
vision of the right eye either for near or distance.
His left eye he thinks was slightly improved both
at distance and near by + which he bought at
that time, and has since used in reading at nights.
August 28, 1893, while working at his trade as a
machinest, he was struck in the left eye by a flying
piece • of wrought iron, chipping about one-half
inch by three-fourths of an inch in size. He
immediately applied for treatment. Examination

(Continued on page 2021)
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disclosed a wound of the cornea about three mm.
in length in the infra-nasal quadrant with the iris
prolapsed.

There was an appearance indicating the pre-
sence of some particles of iron adherent to the
wound, which was probably due to pigmentation
from the iris, as it could not be removed by the
magnet and subsequently disappeared.

The cornea was stroked until the iris receded,
although a portion midway between the pupillary
margin and the limbus still remained in contact
with the corneal wound, the interior chamber
being empty.

The vision of the right eye was then tested
and found to be a ; no improvement with glasses.

The patient was then sent to the hospital, cold
applications were used continuously, and one drop
of a solution of sulphate of eserin, one-half grain
to the ounce, was dropped into the eye three times
a day.

ptember 1st. The injured eye had made
extremely satisfactory progress, the corneal wound
having closed, the anterior chamber being re-
established, a slight anterior synechia only being
present. The patient had suffered but little pain;
ophthalmoscopic examination, however, disclosed
a traumatic opacity of the lens ; the pupil is slightly
irregular and there is some circumcorneal injection.
Left eye, V. =- fingers at one inch.

On this date, only four days after the injury,
the right eye, on examination, shows R. E. V.
— ; 

Ophthalmoscopic examination is negative, no
lesion being discovered, and the fundus appearing
perfectly normal.

September 4th, one week after the injury, the
vision is still further improved.

R. E., V. ; —w.
September 9th. His vision is still improving;

on this date, for the first time he is able to read
large print at the near point.

R. E., V. = 11-; — w.
September 12th, fifteen days after the injury,

the eye used singly had normal vision, the patient
was able to read Jaeger No. r at ten inches.

R. E., V. =ff; —w.
L. E., V. =, fingers at four feet.
September 21st. He had experienced great

difficulty in accurately locating objects, and has a
constant lack of confidence in walking, which is
decidedly improved since the glass over the left eye
was blackened three days previous to present visit.
Although he can only see to count fingers at four
feet with the left eye, he complains that unless it is
covered, it interferes with his vision for near or
distance, producing a blurring of objects, probably
due to a cerebral impression that the left eye is
about to engage in the visual act. He states that
he feels now as he used to with the other eye before
the injury, as though he could do better with one
eye closed. When reading with both eyes open
and withoutglasses he has great difficulty in separat-
ing and locating objects, and a feeling of con-
fusion and blurring rapidly supervenes. In distant
vision he describes a peculiar brightness and dis-
tinctness around the line of letters on all sides.

October 4th. R. E., V. = if w.
L. E., V. =-- fingers at six feet.
The vision in the left eye is improved in con-

sequence of the absorption of some of the softened
cortex of the lens the patient finds that he is still
unable to dispense with the black glass over the
left eye without great confusion, especially when
out of doors, although he frequently does not wear
the glasses in the house.

November 18th. The patient tested with both
eyes open and without glasses V. .--.--

With the left eye closed and without glasses,
there was but slight difference in the vision,
although the patient was much more comfortable.
V. =TR.

With both eyes open and glasses + Ill over
each V. =

With the left eye closed and a glass 4- .2-14- over
the right eye V. = f8. w.

The vision in the left eye was fingers at six
feet. He still wears the glass over the eye black-
ened when reading and for distance, when walking
or cycle-riding. In all the tests of vision, the

KEYSTONE

Snellen test type was used, the patient, however,
being placed Only fifteen feet from the card,
although twenty had been used throughout as a
numerator of the fraction.

Regarding the philosophy of these cases,
the doctor made the following remarks :

Case i here reported presents the character
and history of many other cases of concomitant
convergent strabismus. It shows conclusively that
whatever the change which led to the loss of
vision, it was not structural either in the eyeball or
the nerve centers, but was in all probability a pure
case of amblyopia, which resulted from the long-
continued mental visual suppression induced by
the confusion of images caused by the loss of
parallelism of the eyes, and that the amblyopia
was in all probability the result of the squint.

The amblyopia having entirely disappeared
after the loss of the fixing eye, when all the
existing conditions were changed, indicates the
certainty that in this case amblyopia was a con-
dition and not a disease. The remaining eye,
which had been apparently almost sightless, having
become excessively amblyopic, after instruction
and exercise designed to assist the visual effort,
gradually increased its power of vision until per-
fect sight resulted and the sensitive point returned
to the region of the macula lutea. The results of
any past amblyopic condition entirely disappeared,
the eyeball itself and the nerve centers returning to
a perfect state of health and visual acuity.

Case 2d demonstrates not only the existence of
amblyopia ex anopsia, but it also shows in an inter-
esting manner how the mere impression of the use
of the injured eye affects the nerve centers and
clearly indicates that the amblyopic eye does not
enter into the visual act even though the eye may
be successfully operated upon ; and that although
it does not resume its functions while the fellow eye
is still selected for use, it has the ability to, and
does return to its normal condition immediately
after the loss or destruction of the fixing eye. The
confusion of images, caused by the mental impres-
sion of sight in the formerly fixing but not catarac-
tous eye in this case, indicates the persistence of
mental impressions and explains why continued
closure of a fixing eye in strabismus cases does not
frequently result in any meterial improvement in
the vision of the amblyopic eye, the mental im-
pression of the ability to see with the covered eye
preventing the amblyopic eye trom assuming the
function of sight.

The fixing eye being almost invariably chosen
to continue the visual act, the squinting eye not
only has no stimulus to increase its power of vision
but is deterred from resuming visual acuteness by
the cerebral centers even if the visual lines have
been paralleled by operation, because of the con-
fusion of images accompanying any effort- at
vision.

The cerebral centers having lost the conscious
activity of the visual functions from continued sup-
pression, generally remain in that condition in pre-
ference to re-establishing binocular fixation with its
attendant confusion and discomfort.

The persistence of the hypersensitiveness of
the eccentric portion of the visual field in this case,
even after the partial central scotoma had dis-
appeared and central vision had practically re-
turned, is indicated by the peculiar brightness and
distinctness around the point of central fixation,
and by the decreasing mental confusion in locating
objects and lack of confidence in walking until
normal projection was finally established.

The difficulty of a return of normal vision in
an amblyopic eye is apparent, and in the cases of
Nos. I and 2 here reported, only occurred after loss
of, or loss of sight in, the fixing eye, and which in
case No. 2 was not influenced by a tenotomy,
would seem to indicate that amblyopia is, in a
large proportion of squinting eyes, an acquired
condition resulting from squint and but rarely a
disease which is an etiological factor in the pro-
duction of squint.

The etiology of acquired amblyopia can be
logically demonstrated if it is admitted that hyper-
metropia produces a constant tension of accom-
modation necessitating an increased convergence of
the visual lines, and that the deviation from the
normal axis of vision thus produced causes con-
fusion of images and subsequently diplopia.

The natural tendency of the visual centers is
to relieve themselves of this diplopia, which is an

2021

offending condition, and relief is attained by a
gradual loss of physiological sensibility through
psychical exclusion of the vision of one of the
eyes. The selected eye may or may not have
diminished visual acuteness due to a geater refrac-
tive error than the fellow eye, each eye, however,
generally having a hypermetropia of a greater or
lesser degree which is almost always present and is
undoubtedly an important etiological factor in the
production of convergent squint.

The importance of hypermetropia as a factor in
producing squint is illustrated in the correction of
refractive errors by properly adjusted glasses after
operations for tenotomy ; the relief of the tension
of accommodation assisting in maintaining the
parallelism of the eyes by removing the cause of
the previous convergence, the eyes frequently
appearing to be on a perfectly parallel plane with
the glasses in position, and decidely converged
when the glasses are temporarily discarded.

The conscious activity of the visual functions
of each eye is maintained and the condition of
visual suppression does not generally occur as
long as the eyes converge only periodically, or
even when the convergence is of the alternating
variety ; but when constant convergence of one or
the other eye is present the mental process of sup-
pression may occur rapidly to an extent sufficient
to prevent confusion of images and may subse-
quently become so excessive that amblyopia will
render the eye practically blind in consequence
of the continued condition which favors a desire to
mentally abstract the power of vision. The facts
presented indicate the desirability not only of early
operation in all cases of convergent squint before
the amblyopic condition is fully established, but
also the adjustment of correcting lenses which
relieve the tension of accommodation and should
be used in all cases of convergence whether an
operation for tenotomy of the recti muscles is
resorted to or not.

Cases Nos. i and 2, in each of which the use-
ful eye was destroyed by accident, established the
fact that loss of vision from the amblyopia of dis-
use certainly could and did exist without any
diseased conditions being present either in the eye
itself or in the cerebral centers, as was indicated
by the resumption of normal vision. The rapid
recovery of perfect vision in the amblyopic eye in
each case, within fifteen days, admitted no explana-
tion except that loss of physiological sensibility
had occurred, through psychical exclusion result-
ing from unconscious suppression of the visual
image. This amblyopia ex anopsia was imme-
diately overcome when the stimulus of exclusive
sight perception incited the functional activity of
the dormant, but not diseased, cerebral centers.

New Observations About Myopia

Not long ago Dr. Widmark examined
the myopics of a higher school with 151
pupils in an aristocratic suburb of Stock-
holm. The percentage of myopia for the
whole school was 4 per cent., and only one
pupil had a higher myopia than i D. ( — 1.25
D.). These numbers are much lower than
those of the higher schools of Stockholm
and Sweden in general. The more favorable
numbers of this school are not due to less
schoolwork or to the more hygienic condi-
tion of the school, but most probably to the
fact that the children, when away from school,
had better opportunities to play in the open
air than in other schools of a similar nature
in other cities where the pupils had not
sufficient playgrounds at their disposal. The
author then remarks that in the last twenty
years in Sweden the school myopia has
decreased considerably. The cause, he finds,
partly in the improved hygienic conditions of
the schools, partly in the decrease of the
study of Latin and the increase of the study
of modern science, which strains the eyes
much less, and, finally, in the greater love for
bodily exercises and plays in the open air.
In conclusion the author gives some statistical

(Continued on page 2023)
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

New Inquiries With the Ophthalmo-
meter

That the human cornea has neither the
shape of a sphere nor that of an ellipsoid,
but that it is of rather irregular shape has
been confirmed again by the researches of
Baslini. He investigated the curvature of
the cornea with special reference to the peri-
phery of this most important refractive
surface. He found that this periphery is
flattened, but not quite sufficiently so to
compensate for the spherical aberration. By
numerous tables he shows the differences
between the central refraction of the princi-
pal meridians and that of the more peripheral
parts and also the deviation of the whole
astigmatism from that observed by the
ophthalmometer. He also demonstrates the
influence of the size of the pupil and shows
therefore again that there is not much
logic in the assumption that the refraction of
the human eye could be determined correctly
only by a mydriatic, whereas this opens up
areas of the eye that usually admit no light
at all.

Accurate Determination of Errors of
Refraction Without Cycloplegia by

Means of Astigmatic Charts

In the August number of the St. Paul
Medical Journal, Dr. C. Spratt, of Minnea-
polis, has recorded the comparative results
obtained with the use of charts without
cycloplegia and again of the same eye after
instillation of homatropin, 2 per cent., every
ten minutes, for a period of one and one-half
hours. The patients, all of whom were
adults except six, were selected only with
reference to their intelligence. In 95 per
cent. of cases the astigmatism determined by
the use of charts and fogging, but without
cycloplegia, was within .25 D. of that found
after the use of homatropin. This includes
95 (75 per cent. ), of a total of 126 eyes in
which there was no difference in the amount.
In four cases there was an apparent error of
.37 D. and in one case an error of .50 D.
No eye in the above series would have been
given too strong a concave glass if the cyclo-
plegic had been omitted. In two-thirds of
the eyes the total myopia corresponded ex-
actly with that found under a cycloplegic.
The remaining one-third would have been
under-corrected from .12 D. to .37 D.
Several cases showing from — .3 D. to — .7
D. of myopia are included in the above. As
would be expected, there was less uniformity
in results obtained in the eyes showing hyper-
metropia. Fourteen cases showed less than
.50 D. and in thirty-five eyes (or 42 per
cent.), the total hypermetropia was correctly

determined without cycloplegia. Spratt con-
cludes his paper as follows : With intelligent
adults, subjective methods of refracting are
preferable to objective methods. The com-
parison of two lines at right angles, these
corresponding to the axis of maximum and
minimum refraction of the dioptric system of
the eye, is a more accurate method of deter-
mining errors of refraction than by the use of
test letters. Astigmatic charts, as devised
by Verhoeff, are preferable to the single line
charts, as the contrast produced by the cross-
lines enables one to estimate more accurately
any difference in distinctiveness in the test
lines corresponding to meridians of maximum
and minimum refraction. In practically all
cases the astigmatism and myopia can be as
accurately determined without as with cyclo.
plegia. A large proportion of cases of
hypermetropia can be satisfactorily refracted
without the use of cycloplegia.

Two Interesting Cases Showing the
Existence of Amblyopia Ex-Anopsia in Squint

and the Gradual Return of Normal
Vision After the Loss of the

Good Eye

At the one hundred and thirty-ninth
annual meeting of the Medical Society of
New Jersey a few months ago, the president
of the society, Dr. Walter P. Johnson, of
Paterson, N. J., read a very suggestive paper
entitled : "The proof of the existence of
amblyopia ex-anopsia in strabismus." In
this paper the doctor gave the history of the
following cases, which are of unusual interest
regarding the question of impairment of
vision from disuse of the eye, and which are
also of great importance for the practical
refractionist, as by referring to them, he may
give comfort to many a patient who is greatly
alarmed by such an amblyopic eye.

Case t. T. McK., aged nineteen. June, 1887.
File forger. Has been cross-eyed since he was
three years of age, and states that during his recol-
lection he had been unable with the left eye to dis-
cern any object and define its character.

He has manifest hypermetropia and constantly
fixes with the right eye.

R. V. -= .f1; w. + 1.25 D.
L. V. = fingers at six inches, no improvement

with glasses.
The fundus was apparently normal.
He applied for treatment, intending to have his

squint corrected by tenotomy.
June 13th, while working at a forging, a hot file

flew from his tongs and struck him in the right eye.
Two hours after the injury, the eyeball was

examined, a large wound of the globe was dis-
covered, having extremely ragged edges and
involving almost the entire globe, cutting through
the cornea, iris, lens and sclerotic in the ciliary
region. Enucleation was advised and performed in
the usual manner in the afternoon of the same day.

June 18th. The patient was doing nicely, and
stated that he believed he could see better.

L. V. =-- fingers at three feet.
Ophthalmoscopic examination discloses a per-

fectly normal fundus and a hypermetropia of +
I .5o D.

(2019)
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June 19th, was first instructed in locating letters
on the test card. His field of vision was limited to
any single object upon which his attention was
fixed ; if placed directly in front of a test card with
the region of the macula in the axis of vision he
could see L. V. = Th. If allowed to read the
letters on a plane of his own choosing, bringing
the hypersensitive retinal spot into use and wear-
ing + 2 D., the test card would appear to be
thirteen inches to the left of its actual place of hang-
ing ; but he was able to read 720-, and as his instruc-
tion was continued he read -125 and at times A and

the letters being apparently moved ten inches to
the left of their actual position. He finally read -145-.

June 20th, after fifteen minutes' instruction, he
was able to read L. V. = w. 1.25 D. on a
new test card, never seen before, stating that in
order to see the card he was obliged to look to the
left of it, although he apparently saw it directly in
front of him ; he could read y4 without a correct-
ing glass ; although there are six cards on the test
frame, he insisted that he could only see one of
them at a time, and that in its false position.

June 21st to 25th. He has been instructed
daily, with constant improvement in the field of
vision and in the rapidity with which he could
locate the letters and cards, + 1.75 D. having been
ordered and worn constantly.

June 26th. He is able to select letters on any
of the test cards and now locate the card in its
exact position and can see all six cards at once
without special effort. His vision for near was
tested for the first time since the loss of his eye
with + 1.75 D. He was able to read Jaeger
No. 9, but in locating a word on the test paper with
a pointer, he would point considerably to the left
of its actual position.

July 1st. The improvement has continued
daily since last date. He can read if with his cor-
recting glass and Jaeger No. i at twelve inches,
locating the words with a pointer in their correct
place. He declines to accept the ± 1.75 D. lie
had been wearing and was ordered + 1.25 D.
His visual field is normal.

January 23, 1890, nearly three years after the
loss of his eye, his vision = with or without
+ 1.25 D. He reads Jaeger No. i with or without
any correcting glass, although he prefers his
+ 1.25 D. for reading.

He has never had any pain or discomfort or
any blurring of his sight since last examined, and
has worked at his trade constantly since that time.

His vision continued the same until the winter
of 1896, when he died of pneumonia.

Case 2. J. F., aged thirty, a strong, healthy
man, applied for treatment at the Paterson Eye
and Ear Infirmary. kVhen a child he had a con-
vergence of the right eye, which persisted until he
was about seventeen or eighteen years of age ; at
that time he was operated by Dr. Althoff, at the
New York Eye and Ear Infirmary ; he was not
fluted with glasses. He did not consider the
operation perfectly successful, as his eye would
turn at times, especially when he became at all
nervous or self-conscious.

He was not aware that there was any difference
in the vision of his eyes until one year ago, when
he called upon an optician for the purpose of select-
ing glasses for use in reading, in consequence of a
scratching, burning and heaviness of the lids IA hich
troubled him at night.

He then discovered that he could not see to
read as well with the right as he could v■ ith the left
eye, and that a glass made no improvement in the
vision of the right eye either for near or distance.
His left eye he thinks was slightly improved both
at distance and near by + TJT, which he bought at
that time, and has since used in reading at nights.
August 28, 1893, while working at his trade as a
machinest, he was struck in the left eye by a flying
piece of wrought iron, chipping about one-half
inch by three-fourths of an inch in size. He
immediately applied for treatment. Examination

(Continued on page 2021)
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Two Interesting Cases, Etc.
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disclosed a wound of the cornea about three mm.
in length in the infra-nasal quadrant with the iris
prolapsed.

There was an appearance indicating the pre-
sence of some particles of iron adherent to the
wound, which was probably due to pigmentation
from the iris, as it could not be removed by the
magnet and subsequently disappeared.

The cornea was stroked until the iris receded,
although a portion midway between the pupillary
margin and the limbus still remained in contact
with the corneal wound, the interior chamber
being empty.

The vision of the right eye was then tested
and found to be 4,8 ; no improvement with glasses.

The patient was then sent to the hospital, cold
applications were used continuously, and one drop
of a solution of sulphate of eserin, one-half grain
to the ounce, was dropped into the eye three times
a day.

September 1st. The injured eye had made
extremely satisfactory progress, the corneal wound
having closed, the anterior chamber being re-
established, a slight anterior synechia only being
present. The patient had suffered but little pain ;
ophthalmoscopic examination, however, disclosed
a traumatic opacity of the lens ; the pupil is slightly
irregular and there is some circumcorneal injection.
Left eye, V. = fingers at one inch.

On this date, only four days after the injury,
the right eye on examination, shows R. E. V.

= 180;paiwalnistpic examination is negative, no
lesion being discovered, and the fundus appearing
perfectly normal.

September 4th, one week after the injury, the
vision is still further improved.

R. E., V. =U; w. 21T.
September 9th. His vision is still improving;

on this date, for the first time he is able to read
large print at the near point.

R. E., V. =. TR ; ft — w.
September 12th, fifteen days after the injury,

the eye used singly had normal vision, the patient
was able to read Jaeger No. r at ten inches.

R. E., V. =---- fg; fi — w.
L. E., V. = fingers at four feet.
September 21st. He had experienced great

difficulty in accurately locating objects, and has a
constant lack of confidence in walking, which is
decidedly improved since the glass over the left eye
was blackened three days previous to present visit.
Although he can only see to count fingers at four
feet with the left eye, he complains that unless it is
covered, it interferes with his vision for near or
distance, producing a blurring of objects, probably
due to a cerebral impression that the left eye is
about to engage in the visual act. He states that
he feels now as he used to with the other eye before
the injury, as though he could do better with one
eye closed. When reading with both eyes open
and without glasses he has great difficulty in separat-
ing and locating objects, and a feeling of con-
fusion and blurring rapidly supervenes. In distant
vision he describes a peculiar brightness and dis-
tinctness around the line of letters on all sides.

October 4th. R. E., V. = w.
L. E., V. = fingers at six feet.
The vision in the left eye is improved in con-

sequence of the absorption of some of the softened
cortex of the lens; the patient finds that he is still
unable to dispense with the black glass over the
left eye without great confusion, especially when
out of doors, although he frequently does not wear
the glasses in the house.

November 18th. The patient tested with both
eyes open and without glasses V. --

With the left eye closed and without glasses,
there was but slight difference in the vision,
although the patient was much more comfortable.
V. = g.

With both eyes open and glasses + 21T over
each V. =

With the left eye closed qnd a glass + 214- over
the right eye V. =-- 42- w. 21T.

The vision in the left eye was fingers at six
feet. He still wears the glass over the eye black-
ened when reading and for distance, when walking
or cycle-riding. In all the tests of vision, the

Snellen test type was used, the patient, however,
being placed only fifteen feet from the card,
although twenty had been used throughout as a
numerator of the fraction.

Regarding the philosophy of these cases,
the doctor made the following remarks:

Case i here reported presents the character
and history of many other cases of concomitant
convergent strabismus. It shows conclusively that
whatever the change which led to the loss of
vision, it was not structural either in the eyeball or
the nerve centers, but was in all probability a pure
case of amblyopia, which resulted from the long-
continued mental visual suppression induced by
the confusion of images caused by the loss of
parallelism of the eyes, and that the amblyopia
was in all probability the result of the squint.

The amblyopia having entirely disappeared
after the loss of the fixing eye, when all the
existing conditions were changed, indicates the
certainty that in this case amblyopia was a con-
dition and not a disease. The remaining eye,
which had been apparently almost sightless, having
become excessively amblyopic, after instruction
and exercise designed to assist the visual effort,
gradually increased its power of vision until per-
fect sight resulted and the sensitive point returned
to the region of the macula lutea. The results of
any past amblyopic condition entirely disappeared,
the eyeball itself and the nerve centers returning to
a perfect state of health and visual acuity.

Case 2c1 demonstrates not only the existence of
amblyopia ex anopsia, but it also shows in an inter-
esting manner how the mere impression of the use
of the injured eye affects .the nerve centers and
clearly indicates that the amblyopic eye does not
enter into the visual act even though the eye may
be successfully operated upon ; and that although
it does not resume its functions while the fellow eye
is still selected for use, it has the ability to, and
does return to its normal condition immediately
after the loss or destruction of the fixing eye. The
confusion of images, caused by the mental impres-
sion of sight in the formerly fixing but not catarac-
tous eye in this case, indicates the persistence of
mental impressions and explains why continued
closure of a fixing eye in strabismus cases does not
frequently result in any meterial improvement in
the vision of the amblyopic eye, the mental im-
pression of the ability to see with the covered eye
preventing the amblyopic eye trom assuming the
function of sight.

The fixing eye being almost invariably chosen
to continue the visual act, the squinting eye not
only has no stimulus to increase its power of vision
but is deterred from resuming visual acuteness by
the cerebral centers even if the visual lines have
been paralleled by operation, because of the con-
fusion of images accompanying any effort- at
vision.

The cerebral centers having lost the conscious
activity of the visual functions from continued sup-
pression, generally remain in that condition in pre-
ference to re-establishing binocular fixation with its
attendant confusion and discomfort.

The persistence of the hypersensitiveness of
the eccentric portion of the visual field in this case,
even after the partial central scotoma had dis-
appeared and central vision had practically re-
turned, is indicated by the peculiar brightness and
distinctness around the point of central fixation,
and by the decreasing mental confusion in locating
objects and lack of confidence in walking until
normal projection was finally established.

The difficulty of a return of normal vision in
an amblyopic eye is apparent, and in the cases of
Nos. x and 2 here reported, only occurred after loss
of, or loss of sight in, the fixing eye, and which in
case No. 2 was not influenced by a tenotomy,
would seem to indicate that amblyopia is, in a
large proportion of squinting eyes, an acquired
condition resulting from squint and but rarely a
disease which is an etiological factor in the pro-
duction of squint.

The etiology of acquired amblyopia can be
logically demonstrated if it is admitted that hyper-
metropia produces a constant tension of accom-
modation necessitating an increased convergence of
the visual lines, and that the deviation from the
normal axis of vision thus produced causes con-
fusion of images and subsequently diplopia.

The natural tendency of the visual centers is
to relieve themselves of this diplopia, which is an
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offending condition, and relief is attained by a
gradual loss of physiological sensibility through
psychical exclusion of the vision of one of the
eyes. The selected eye may or may not have
diminished visual acuteness due to a geater refrac-
tive error than the fellow eye, each eye, however,
generally having a hypermetropia of a greater or
lesser degree which is almost always present and is
undoubtedly an important etiological factor in the
production of convergent squint.

The importance of hypermetropia as a factor in
producing squint is illustrated in the correction of
refractive errors by properly adjusted glasses after
operations for tenotomy ; the relief of the tension
of accommodation assisting in maintaining the
parallelism of the eyes by removing the cause of
the previous convergence, the eyes frequently
appearing to be on a perfectly parallel plane with
the glasses in position, and deciclely converged
when the glasses are temporarily discarded.

The conscious activity of the visual functions
of each eye is maintained and the condition of
visual suppression does not generally occur as
long as the eyes converge only periodically, or
even when the convergence is of the alternating
variety ; but when constant convergence of one or
the other eye is present the mental process of sup-
pression may occur rapidly to an extent sufficient
to prevent confusion of images and may subse-
quently become so excessive that amblyopia will
render the eye practically blind in consequence
of the continued condition which favors a desire to
mentally abstract the power of vision. The facts
presented indicate the desirability not only of early
operation in all cases of convergent squint before
the amblyopic condition is fully established, but
also the adjustment of correcting lenses which
relieve the tension of accommodation and should
be used in all cases of convergence whether an
operation for tenotomy of the recti muscles is
resorted to or not.

Cases Nos. i and 2, in each of which the use-
ful eye was destroyed by accident, established the
fact that loss of vision from the amblyopia of dis-
use certainly could and did exist without any
diseased conditions being present either in the eye
itself or in the cerebral centers, as was indicated
by the resumption of normal vision. The rapid
recovery of perfect vision in the amblyopic eye in
each case, within fifteen days, admitted no explana-
tion except that loss of physiological sensibility
had occurred, through psychical exclusion result-
ing from unconscious suppression of the visual
image. This amblyopia ex anopsia was imtne-
diately overcome when the stimulus of exclusive
sight perception incited the functional activity of
the dormant, but not diseased, cerebral centers.

New Observations About Myopia

Not long ago Dr. Widmark examined
the myopics of a higher school with 151
pupils in an aristocratic suburb of Stock-
holm. The percentage of myopia for the
whole school was 4 per cent., and only one
pupil had a higher myopia than i D. ( — 1.25
D.). These numbers are much lower than
those of the higher schools of Stockholm
and Sweden in general. The more favorable
numbers of this school are not due to less
schoolwork or to the more hygienic condi-
tion of the school, but most probably to the
fact that the children, when away from school,
had better opportunities to play in the open
air than in other schools of a similar nature
in other cities where the pupils had not
sufficient playgrounds at their disposal. The
author then remarks that in the last twenty
years in Sweden the school myopia has
decreased considerably. The cause, he finds,
partly in the improved hygienic conditions of
the schools, partly in the decrease of the
study of Latin and the increase of the study
of modern science, which strains the eyes
much less, and, finally, in the greater love for
bodily exercises and plays in the open air.
In conclusion the author gives some statistical

(Continued on page 2028)
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New Observations About Myopia
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data about the frequency of myopia among
the medical students of Stockholm, and
especially mentions the fact that of sixty-
three male students about 30 per cent. were
myopic with an average defect of 2.3 D.,
while of the thirteen female students which
showed about the same percentage of myopia
the average degree of myopia was 6.25 D.
These statistics confirm the observations form-
erly made in Sweden, that under the same
schooling, the female sex is more inclined to
myopia than the male sex. The author be-
lieves that these findings should be well
considered by all who favored the same
schooling for both sexes, but the reviewer
feels, with the reader, that these observations
are probably only of local value and that at
least in the United States the eyes of the female
students have stood the strain of severe study
as well as those of the stronger sex.

A New Operative Treatment of
Astigmatism

At the last meeting of the Societe Fran-
caise d'Oplithalmologie, Dr. Deschamps-
Grenoble reported several cases in which
subconjunctival injections produce a change
in the curves of the cornea. He believes that
the repeated injections under the conjunctiva
cause an irritation in the episcleral tissue
whereby the conjunctiva grows to the sclera
and produces a traction on the cornea which
may change its curves materially. From his
experience, the doctor was convinced that an
astigmatism of 2 D. could be made to disap-
pear by this method. There can be no doubt
that these injections under the conjunctiva are
much to be preferred to the incisions which
have also been tried for the cure of astigma-
tism, and which have been reported in former
issues of THE KEYSTONE. But it remains
to be seen whether any lasting benefit can
be expected and whether these injections are
not followed by other consequences much
worse than the orgininal refractive difficulty.

Results of the Operative Treatment of
High Myopia at the University

of Moscow •
In his dissertation, Dr. Lintkewitsch

gives an exhaustive review of the whole liter-
ature on the operative treatment of myopia
and the clinical histories of one hundred and
ten operations as performed at the univer-
sity eye clinic, of Moscow. He comes to
the following conclusions :

I. In considering the indications for the opera-
tive treatment of myopia, not only the degree of
myopia but also the ability of the patient to work
should be taken into account. Operation is indi-
cated only when glasses cannot be worn, there is
asthenopia, and the patient is thereby incapacitated
for work.

2. The fear expressed by many writers that the
capacity for near vision is lessened after operation
is unfounded.

3. The danger of infection is important, especi-
ally in children.

4. The eye operated on is greatly predisposed
to detachment of the retina.

5. To people who perform severe physical
labor, it is better to refuse the operation, because
after the operation, hard work, especially in a stoop-
ing position, is apt to cause detachment of the
retina.

6. The operation for myopia is not a prophy-
laxis against detachment of the retina.

7. Loss of vitreous and incarceration of the
vitreous are the principal causes of post-operative
detachment of the retina.

8. The claim made by Fukala and Vacher that
progressive myopia is arrested by the operation is
not confirmed. The progress of the myopia is to
be recognized rather from the ophthalmoscopic
changes in the fundus than from the post-operative
direct change of the refraction. The former can
be demonstrated after from eight to twelve months,
the latter not before two, three or four years.

9. In high myopia, anomalies of the corneal
refraction are frequent and often important.

to. A high degree of corneal astigmatism is
more frequently met with in high myopia than in
other forms of refraction. The same is true of
perverse astigmatism.

II. The administration of iodine salts after
discission of the clear lens induces a slower swell-
ing of the lenticular mass, and guards against an
attack of acute glaucoma.

Two Cases of Squint Cured by Cor-
recting Glasses and Stereoscope

Lately Dr. St. John.Roosa, of New York,
has reported two interesting cases where he
obtained a complete cure by the prolonged
use of glasses and stereoscopic exercises.
His first case did not yield to the treatment
usually employed, but finally, after two and
a half years, after all treatment except the
use of the stereoscope and correcting glasses
had been dropped, the intermittent strabis-
mus ceased and has not returned. The other
patient was cured by the use of glasses and
exercises which involved exclusion of the
good eye at intervals, and the use of the
stereoscope. Now, at the end of eight years,
the strabismus has disappeared, though cor-
recting glasses are still worn.

Transplantation of the Eye of a Rabbit
to Make a Better Stump for

an Artificial Eye

Any experienced reader of these columns
knows how hard it is sometimes to obtain a
good cosmetic result with an artificial eye,
because the contents of the orbit have sunk
in too much. Many attempts have been
made to remedy this defect by inserting into
the capsule of the enucleated eye a small
round body made of glass, parafin or other
light and suitable material. Some of these
attemps have been successful, but most of
these little spheres have been expelled sooner
or later, so that lately Dr. Lagrange, of
Bordeaux, supplanted the eyeball of a rabbit
into a capsule of a human eye. He reported
good success. One should indeed think that
an organic substance, taken from a living
mammal, should give rise to less disturbance
than an inorganic object, like a sphere of
glass, but it seems from the experience of
other observers, like Valude, that on the
whole the operation is not very successful as
the transplanted eyeball shrinks to such an
extent that the remaining stump is hardly
greater than before the transplantation.
Valude believe that the Mules' glass ball still
gives the best results, on the whole.
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Motor Goggles

A "goggle" competition is now going on
in Paris. The idea originated through a
prominent member of the Automobile Club
of France, who offered a prize of 140 for the
best pair of motor spectacles. Other persons
added substantially to the prize money.

In point of fact, the question as .to the
right kind of glasses to be worn when motor-
ing is far more important than many persons
imagine, says the Concourse des Lunettes.
The , motorist traveling on country roads re-
quires glasses to protect his eyes from the
dust and from the wind. As a rule he makes
use of a style of goggles consisting of a
couple of pieces of window-pane, set in a
leather mask, or edged with some fluffy and
moisture-absorbing trimming, suggestive of
a lady's work-basket.

A few holes are drilled indiscriminately
in the frames of .the glasses to serve for
ventilation. Either the holes are too .small,
with the result that, owing to differences of
temperature between the outer and inner
sides of the glasses, the latter are continually
being obscured by the condensation of mois-
ture, or they are too big, in which circum-
stances draught and dust come through and
inflame the eyes of the wearer.

For the motorist who, through short
sight or other cause, always wears lenses, the
difficulty is far greater. The average optician,
continues our authority, when shown the
glasses normally worn in everyday life by
the motorist, and ordered to provide goggles,
takes the optical measurement of the glasses
and fits to the goggles glasses of similar
optical design, but of larger size. The
motorist when he wears them finds that in
order to get good vision he must look with

one eye to the right, and at the same time

have the other directed to the left. The
reason for this squint is not difficult to
understand.

The usual glasses are so ground that the
center of the glass is the true center of the

lens, and, at the same time, when worn is over

the center of the eye. The centers of the

eyes are approximately two and a-half inches

apart, and examination of a pair of spectacles

will show that the centers of the glasses have

a similar distance between them. On exami-

nation of a pair of goggles it will be seen

that, owing to the larger size of the glasses,

the centers of the latter are nearly three

inches apart ; in other words, the centers of

the glasses are not over the centers of the

eyes. The motorist, therefore, who suffers

from short sight, and requires the use of

glasses, must either order his goggles to be

specially made with lens centers eccentric, or

he must wear his ordinary eyeglass or specta-

cles beneath very roomy plane-glass goggles.
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A Case of Astigmatism, Illustrating the Value of
the Ophthalmometer

Mabel M.. aged sixteen years, in good
general health, has always had trouble with
her eyes. Complains of headache, aching
of eyeballs and dimness of vision.

This young lady has been sent to us by
one of our former students, with the state-
ment that he recognizes it as a case of some
difficulty, that it seems to him to be spasm
of accommodation, and that he does not
wish to assume the responsibility of prescrib-
ing glasses, as he confesses he does not
understand the case.

He further tells us that the girl comes to
him wearing - .75 D. cylinders, ordered by
some other optician, which glasses have
proved of no benefit.

In using test lenses, we always com-
mence with convexes ; cylinders if astigma-
tism is present, spheres if astigmatism is
absent. In the first examination of a case,
we do not know if the refraction is myopic
or hypermetropic, but as the majority of
cases are the latter, convex lenses are usually
accepted ; but if rejected, no harm is done.
Whereas if convex lenses are tried first, they
are very often accepted even in the presence
of hypermetropia, especially if the error is
not of high degree.

An eye instinctively makes an effort to
overcome concave lenses when placed in front
of it, the ciliary muscle is thus called into
action and may result in spasm of accom-
modation, which is essentially a condition of
false or artificial myopia, and for this reason
concave lenses are accepted and cause an
improvement in vision. Therefore, the fact
that a patient accepts concave lenses is not
proof that he has myopia, because such
lenses really produce a condition that favors
their acceptance.

The rule to always try convex lenses
first and the reasons for it, as I have just
stated, are doubtless well known to you all,
and yet it seems necessary to mention and
emphasize them occasionally, lest you become
careless about their observance.

We find the acuteness of vision in this
case is Ur with each eye separately, and that
the range of accommodation with small print
IS from 3,14" to 9".

Now here we have a case in which the
distant vision is impaired and the reading is
held close to the eyes, the far point being
located at 9". This condition of distant and
near vision makes us think of myopia, be-
cause we know that the essential features of
this defect are an impairment of distant vision
and a holding of the book close to the eyes.

This might lead us to commence our
test with concave lenses, presuming the case
to be one of myopia ; but I admonish you all
to resist any such temptation under like con-
ditions.

Let me call your attention to a dis-
crepancy between the amount of possible
myopia indicated by the distant vision and
that indicated by the far point of reading
vision. With an acuteness of vision of 1-8-,
there could not be a myopia of more than
D. or I.50 D., whereas a far point of nine

inches indicates a myopia of 4.50 D. This
discrepancy should at once raise your sus-
picion that you have not a case of simple
myopia to deal with, and if there were no
other reason should be sufficient to prevent
you from beginning your test with concave
lenses.

We now take a + .5o D. sphere and a
.5o cylinder, and place first one and then

the other over the right eye, rotating the
cylinder through the several meridians. The
patient tells us that neither lens or any posi-
tion of the cylinder makes any difference in
vision either for the better or worse.

This is not encouraging, but still we
must not try concave lenses. What method
of examination can we make use of to throw
Some light on this case, the refraction of

'fhe Ophthalmometer

which is so much in doubt ? We will use
the ophthalmometer. In my private office
it has become my routine habit to use this
instrument after ascertaining the acuteness of
vision and the range of accommodation, and
before commencing with the trial lenses or
the retinoscope or ophthalmoscope.

Perhaps you may be inclined to ask the
reason why I use the ophthalmometer so
early in the examination of every case, and
my reply is that I wish to determine the pre-
sence or absence of astigmatism, and when
this is done, much time is saved and the
case is simplified.

Ordinary cases of hypermetropia and
myopia are as a rule easily detected and cor-
rected ; but even here certain definite methods
of examination should be followed. Per-
haps some of you may think that the ophthal-
mometer is not of any value in case of simple
hypermetropia and myopia, but I hasten to
assure you that it is invaluable in every case
of refractive error that passes through your
hands. In case of hypermetropia and my-
opia, it practically eliminates the question of
(corneal ) astigmatism. This is a most im-
portant matter, for when we know that
astigmatism is absent, our trial case exami-
nation is more easily and quickly made.
Therefore, even ill simple axial errors, the
ophthalmometer is of great value in furnishing
negative information.
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Astigmatism is one of the most common
refractive errors, and is the cause of much
trouble both to patient and prescriber, espec-
ially when oCcurring in the compound and
mixed forms. In the correction of refrac-
tive errors, astigmatism stands first in im-
portance. Therefore, if we have any ready
method by which we can detect its presence
early in the examination, it is well for us to
take advantage of it, and such a method we
have ill the ophthalmometer.

We place our young patient seated be-
fore the instrument, with her chin upon the
chin-rest and her forehead pressed against
the head-rest, so as to keep her head fixed
and immovable. Both eyes wide open, and
the black cover in front of left eye, while we
ask patient with right eye to look directly
into the telescope. The two eyes should be
on the same level, as otherwise the least
rotation of the bead will change the axis
50 or to' from its proper position, thus lead-
ing the examiner astray and perhaps throwing
an undeserved blame upon the instrument.

We now look through the telescope,
moving it from one side to the other and up
and down, until we have the cornea in the
center of the field. Then we focus by moving
the instrument closer to and farther from us
until the mires are at their most distinct point.

Now we obtain the " primary position,"
which is in the meridian of least curvature,
and is that point where the transverse guide
lines are coincident and form one continuous
straight line, thus indicating the position of
one of the principal meridians.

We rotate the telescope so that the
mires are in the horizontal position, where in
the majority of cases the guide lines are con-
tinuous. But in this case the lines are
broken, and we slowly rotate the instrument
until the lines become continuous. This we
soon find to be at 2o°, and this then is the
primary position in this case, and one of the
principal meridians. It is now necessary to
note the position of the mires ; they must
not overlap nor must they be separated, and
hence we move them slightly so that they are
barely in contact.

We are now ready to obtain the " secon-
dary position," which is exactly at right
angles to this and is the other principal
meridian, or the meridian of greatest curva-
ture.

We rotate the telescope slowly, and we
see the one mire creeping over the other
more and more, and when we reach the one
hundred and tenth meridian, the guide lines
have again become continuous, and the mires
have overlapped to the extent of five steps or
5 D.

We can now place the blind in front. of
the right eye, and turn the telescope so as
to cover the left eye. Going through the
same steps as with the other eye, we find the
primary position to be at 160°, and the secon-
dary position at 700, where the mires over-
lap to the extent of five steps or 5 a

Now what have we found : we have
ascertained the presence of astigmatism, the
amount of astigmatism, the location of the
meridians of least and greatest curvature,
and the position of the axis of the correcting
cylinder.

As to the amount of astigmatism as indi-
cated by the opthalmometer and the strength

(Continued ou page 2027)
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DO YOU KNOW
that the Ophthalmometer gives more valuable information to the
refractionist than any other optical instrument ? It shows the meri-
dians of greatest and least curvature on the cornea and the amount
of the cylindrical error.

WHY TRY TO DO WITHOUT IT? ORDER NOW

Please
mail me pamphlet
descriptive of the
C. I. Ophthalmometer,
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DO NOT DELAY. DO IT NOW
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of the cylinder accepted by the patient, some
little allowance must be made. In astigma-
tism " with the rule," the ophthalmoineter's
indication is from .50 D. to i D. greater
than it should be, whereas in astigmatism
" against the rule," the instrument's read-
ings are .50 D. to i D. less than they
should 1,e. •

Tits case then is one of symmetric
astigma _ism with the rule. We call it sym-
metric, because the axis of right cylinder is
just as far to the right of the median line as
the axis of the left cylinder is to the left ; or
in other words, the combined value of the
two meridians equals t8o degrees. We call
it " with the rule," because the excess of
curvature is vertically.

Perhaps the question may occur to some
of you as to why the mires in this case have
overlapped as we turn the telescope from the
primary to the secondary position. It is
simply because of the increased curvature in
the vertical meridian, or rather of the lessened,
radius of the curvature, which crowds the
doubled images of the mires into less space,
which can be accomplished only by over-
lapping at their inner edges.

Now with this definite information gained
from the ophthalmometer, the trial case ex-
amination is much more simplified. We no
longer have to try one lens after another to
the weariness of the patient and the tiring of
her eyes, but we have quickly determined by
an objective method the condition of refrac-
tion, which we can verify or disprove by the
subjective method without the trying on of
innumerable lenses.

I place a 4 D. cylinder in the trial
frame over the right eye with the axis at i to°.
This at once causes a marked improvement
in vision, and enables the patient to read the
No. 30 line. I rotate the cylinder first one
way and then the other, with the effect of
producing great impairment of vision. Our
patient without any hesitation decides on
11o° as the best position for the axis of the
cylinder.

I hold a + .5o D. and a + z D. sphere
in front of this cylinder, both of which
spheres are promptly rejected. I place a
+ .50 D. cylinder over it with axis in same
position, which our patient hardly knows
whether to accept or reject, but finally
decides it is better without.

I then try a — .5o D. cylinder with axis
at right angles, which is at once accepted
and raises vision to H. I rotate the concave
cylinder so that its axis coincides with that of
the convex cylinder, and this position is not
as good as when their axes are at right
angles.

I make my test of the left eye in the
same way, using the strength of cylinder and
the position of axis indicated by the ophthal-
mometer, and after one or two trials, I quickly
find the correcting lens, and am now in posi-
tion to prescribe as follows :

0. D., — .5o S. + 4.5o D. Cyl. axis Ho°.
0. S., -I- 4.5o D. Cyl. axis 70•

which lenses as a matter of course must be
worn constantly.

This is really a difficult case, especially
so for a man who depends upon his trial
lenses, for the reason that the weaker lenses
with which it is customary to commence
our examination, are so far from the proper
correction that they produce but little effect
on vision, and the examiner gropes around
in the dark trying aimlessly spheres and
cylinders, convex and concave, with no
result at all or most likely an incorrect pre-
scription.

How different in this case ; before we
try any test lenses at all, we use the ophthal-
mometer, and this at once indicates the
character and extent of the error, and points
out the lens to be used and how it should be
placed before the eye.

Perhaps every case may not be so clear
and positive as this one, but let me give you
a few general directions for putting glasses in
the trial frame after the ophthalmometer
indicates astigmatism with the rule as in
this case.

1st. Try convex cylinders alone, placing
the axis in the position indicated by the
instrument and about .50 D. weaker than
the overlapping calls for. Increase strength
of cylinder as long as patient accepts, or de-
crease slightly if necessary. Rotate cylinder
slowly both to right and left, in order to be
sure that you have the correct position for
the axis.

2d. After having determined the con-
vex cylinder that affords best vision, try
convex spheres in front of it, making the
effort to have them accepted.

3d. In case the vision is not made per-
fect by the convex cylinder or sphero-cylinder,
try concave cylindrical lenses with axis at
right angles, commencing with — .25 D. and
gradually and slowly increasing same until
normal vision is reached.

This would be particularly indicated if
in a case like this one under consideration,
where the mires overlapped 5 D., and the
patient would accept only ± 2 D cylinder
axis 900 with improvement in vision, all
additional convex cylinders and convex
spheres being rejected, we would at once
suspect mixed astigmatism and proceed to
try concave cylinders with axis at right
angles to the convex cylinders.

4th. If convex cylinders are positively
rejected, then concave cylinders with axis in
same meridian as the primary position.

5th. If such concave cylinders fail to
raise acuteness of vision to normal, then the
cautious addition of concave spheres.

I would suggest to yOu the following
routine of examination :

1st. Ascertain acuteness of vision.
2d. Measure amplitude of accommoda-

tion.
3d. Use of ophthalmometer.
4th. Trial case examination.
5th. Muscle tests.
6th. Ophthalmoscope.
7th. Retinoscope.

If I have impressed upon you the great
assistance offered by the ophthalmometer in
the early stages of an examination, as demon-
strated by this case, I have succeeded in my
purpose to-day ; and as our time is exhausted,
I will not detain you further to complete
the remaining steps of the examination.

Lights and Shadows in the Oculist's
Waiting Room

The oculist's waiting room was nearly
full, and Charlotte Fraser, delayed by unfore-
seen hinderances, received check number
fifteen, says the Youth's Comfianion. That
meant at the least two hours of waiting. She
glanced wearily about the room, although
she was familiar with the various types of
patients—the bored, the nervous, the stolidly
enduring. Three or four were glancing idly
through the magazines on the table ; one
was reading a letter ; two, who evidently had
come together, were talking in suppressed
voices.
" I suppose," the thought crossed the

girl's mind whimsically, " I suppose they
really are as interesting as the average of
humanity if one had any way of knowing,
but how dull they all do look here !"

The door opened again, and everybody
looked up except the woman with bandaged
eyes in the darkest corner. The newcomers
were two, a little, brown-eyed old lady and a
young woman, apparently her daughter.
The old lady was talking, and she kept right
on without a thought of listening ears :
" There, now, Ellen, you go right along

and do your shopping. I don't need you
here any more than a cat needs two tails. I'll
have company enough, from the looks."

An amused smile went round the room.
Ellen, after a low word or two, apparently
agreed to " go along " and the little lady,
with a quick glance round, dropped into a
seat beside the woman in the corner.
" There wasn't any use in Ellen's wast-

ing a morning sitting round with me," she
said, conversationally. " Sitting round's
real fidgety work, don't you think so ? "

The woman looked surprised, but after a
moment she answered, and the little old lady,
not at all disconcerted, chatted on. Presently
the woman, too, began to talk in a low, ner-
vous voice, and before long the old lady's
hand was holding hers. When she was
called—she happened to hold the next num-
ber—everybody heard the last words :
" Don't you be discouraged, dear ; it

will come out all right."
For a moment after the bandaged eyes

left the old lady sat silent ; then she crossed
the room to a chair beside a mother with a
little girl. In three minutes she was telling
about her own daughters, and learning all
about the child. Everybody was watching by
this time, and the room held no bored faces.

When number fifteen was called, Char-
lotte went eagerly into the office :
" There is such a dear old lady out

there !" she said. " You ought to have her
for an assistant. She's comforted six people,
and entertained all of us."
" Mrs. Pentland," the doctor replied,

with a quick smile.
" I hope she is not a serious ' patient ? "

the girl asked.
The doctor's face changed. " She is

growing blind," he said, gravely. " I can
only delay it. The end is inevitable."
" Oh !" the girl said, with a quick

breath. Then she added, softly, " Her heart
will never grow blind."
" Never, Miss Charlotte," the doctor

answered.
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles
The famous work or ERNEST E. MADno.' i. I.., F. R. C. S. Ed., specially revised and

greatly extended by the author. The added matter ei, ers the latest researches on muscular
anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment—and includes an entire new chapter on
Nystagmus. [All Rights Reserved]

(Continued. Part X1)

Of the two authorities in question, each adopts the diameter indicated

by his name as the axis about which torsionless rotation would take place.

Since these diameters are inclined at equal angles to the "agreed axes,"

though on opposite sides, Helmholtz's tables hold good for Donders' plan

if only the signs be changed.
Fig. 21 shows a side view of an eyeball, not in section but solid, though

viewed as projected on to a vertical plane ; to demonstrate that for any

given elevation of the cornea from A to A', the path of zero torsion
adopted by such authority is that circle indicated by his name, the path
which would give the actually observed torsion bisecting the angle between

them. In fact, we may say that, for any secondary position of the eye
whatever, the false torsion is the same as if the cornea had reached that
position by vertical motion, and then through an arc of a circle passing

through the center of the cornea (As) and the primary position in space (P)
of the posterior pole of the eye. It will not, of course, be supposed that

the cornea actually takes this path, but its torsion is the same as if it

had taken it.

CHAPTER III.

Individual Ocular Muscles

The Laws of Motion are not Explained by the Anatomy of
the ocular motions up to this pointthe Muscles.—Our studies of

have been quite independent of the ocular muscles, and our deduc-
tions from them would not have suffered had we possessed no
knowledge of their anatomy.

No sooner do we investigate the musculature, than we find the

remark of Helmholtz to be true, that " The manner in which the
eye is fixed presents no obstacles to any rotations whatever of a

moderate amplitude : the existing muscles would suffice equally \veil

to rotate the eye about any given axis whatever."
But, he adds, " In the ordinary circumstances of normal visioti.

the eye is far from executing all the movements of which the
mechanical possibility is recognized."* These remarks are con-
firmed to a considerable extent by the phenomena of paralysis of

isolated ocular muscles.
The Laws Explained by Innervation.—The limitation, there-

fore, of the parallel ocular motions to rotations about diameters
perpendicular to the visual axis, is a limitation which finds no

proper explanation from anatomy, but is due almost entirely to
cerebral co-ordination.

If we except the internal and external reed, any one of the
other muscles, acting in an isolated way, would rotate the eye
about an axis lying far out of the perpendicular ; but, is a matter

of fact, they never do act in an isolated way, but in innervational
conjunction with some other muscle in such a manner that the
resultant axis is perpendicular.

Brief Description of the Recti.—Each eyeball is controlled by
four recti and two obliques. The recti spring from an oval tendinous
tube at the apex of the orbit. Since, however, there is not quite
sufficient room for their origins round the optic foramen, this tube
spans the sphenoidal fissure to be attached to the well-known spine
on its lower margin. From the orbital surface of this common
tendon, so as least to affect the optic nerve by their contraction,
spring the muscular fibres of the four muscles, those of the superior
rectus being almost continuous with those of the levator palpebrae
at first, though separating later, while the internal rectus is con-
tiguous to the origin of the superior oblique. From the upper
span across the sphenoidal fissure, as well as from the spine itself,
springs the external rectus, while the lower span gives rise to the
inferior rectus.

The internal ?Telles proceeds almost straight forwards and lies
rather close to the slightly-convex inner wall of the orbit.

The external recites proceeds forwards and outwards to the
outer side o the globe.

The superior and inferior recti proceed forwards and somewhat
outwards to the upper and lower parts of the globe respectively.

Spiral of Insertions.—The insertions of the internal, inferior,
external and superior recti lie, in round numbers, five, six, seven
and eight millimeters respectively from the corneal margin (Tillaux).

*" Optique Physio1ogique," It. 598.
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The internal rectus, therefore, has the greatest mechanical advantage
and the inferior next.

Description of Insertions.—The insertions of the internal and
external recti form two perpendicular lines, so that their tendons
appear to have rectangular extremities. The tendon of the internal
rectus is strong and well defined : that of the external is thinner,
its margins passing almost insensibly into the lateral expansions
connected with Tenon's capsule.

The superior and inferior recti have oblique insertions, the
outer extremities of which are rounded and lie farther back than
the inner extremities. In operations on their tendons this should
be remembered, so as to approach them on their inner, more
accessible, side. Otherwise some difficulty may be experienced in
hooking them up.

Relative Strength.—Of all the muscles, the internal rectus is
the strongest, or at least the most bulky, weighing, according to
Volkmann, .747 of a gramme ; the external rectus comes next,
weighing .715 of a gramme ; the inferior rectus weighs .671, and
the superior rectus (the weakest of all) .514 of a gramme.

Description of Obliques.—The superior oblique arises from the
medial side of the upper part of the origin of the internal rectus
and runs forward ; but its tendon is reflected in a fibro-cartilaginous
pulley or " trochlea " near the upper inner corner of the orbital
outlet, whence it passes backwards and outwards over the orbital
surface of the superior rectus tendon to be attached to the globe by
a flattened expansion mostly in the upper and outer quadrant of its
posterior hemisphere. The line of insertion is subject to con-
siderable variation, its direction, according to Fuchs, being more
longitudinal in myopes. In emmetropes it forms nearlv equal
angles with the antero-posterior and transverse meridians of the
globe. Though the anatomical origin of the superior oblique lies
on the apex of the orbit, the pulley may be regarded as its virtual
origin.

The inferior oblique arises from a little depression in the bone
near the lower and inner corner of the orbital outlet, and passes
backwards and outwards, beneath the orbital surface of the inferior
rectus, continuing to curve round the globe between it and the
external rectus, till, without a tendon, its muscular fibers gain
insertion about a quarter of an inch from the tendon of the superior
oblique, either in the same quadrant or between the upper outer
and the lower outer quadrants of the posterior hemisphere. The
line of insertion is not parallel to that of the superior oblique.

Why a Pulley at all?—Many must have wondered lily one

of the oblique muscles should have a pulley and the other not.
There must, of course, be a reason, and the following con-
sideration is advanced as a possible one :

The speed with which a muscle's point of insertion moves is
proportional to its length. By this it is not meant that a long
muscle takes necessarily a different time to attain its maximum con-
traction, from a short one ; but that in the same period of time it
\via MONT its insertion through more space than a short one and,
therefore, with a greater speed of motion. The obliques, therefore,
must have a certain length if they are to keep pace with the recti ;
and this length could not be afforded Nvere they both to have
origins similar to that of the inferior oblique, unless, indeed, they
passed each other in curling round the globe, which would spoil
their action, for it is advantageous that their insertions should be
opposite each other, rather than side by side.

To secure sufficient length for its muscular belly, the inferior
oblique has to curl round more than its own share of the globe,
and this would leave the superior oblique short. In fact, to gain
more space, the inferior oblique dispenses with a tendon of insertion
altogether, its muscular fillers extending quite to its attachment.

Why the Superior Oblique and not the Inferior?—Why, Own,
it may be asked, does the inferior oblique not have the pulley
instead of the superior, seeing it is the inferior which is supplied by
the third nerve and thus might be expected to rise in company with
the third-nerve recti, rather than the superior oblique, which is
supplied by the fourth nerve?

The reason may just possibly be this : that prolonged looking
downwards is more important for daily work than looking upwards,

a view which is confirmed by the fact that the continuous down-
ward excursions of the eye are more amply provided for than the
upward excursions.

a Really, the insertions of the obliques move 'Imre slowly than those of the reeti during
most movements of the eyes.

(TO RE CONTINUED) '
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THE NORTHERN ILLINOIS COLLEGE
of Ophthalmology and Otology

OUR NIOHT CLASS COMMENCES MONDAY, JANUARY 8, 1906 

Will teach you how to fit glasses by correspondence or attendance and furnish a beautifuldiploma when proficient.
The largest and best-equipped optical college in the world.
A corps of eight able, painstaking teachers constitute its faculty.
The best course in Optometry, Ophthalmology and Neurology for the most reasonable foe.
Write for our
Announcement G. W. McFATRICH, M. 1)., Masonic Temple, Chicago, III.
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The Most Comfortable Ever
Are Triangle Guards

10 K. Gold Triangle Guards, - $7.50 per dozen
10 K. Gold Filled Triangle Guards, 2.00
German Silver Triangle Guards, hoo

Less 6 per cent.
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Sample pairs, postpaid, Gold, 75c.; Gold Filled, 3oc.;
German Silver, 15C.

Geo. Mayer & Co.
Nictratthicturing Opticittim

134 S. Eighth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

This cut was made to show the vast difference between
the bearing surface or SO ordinary templet and the

20th Century Ear Guard
The engraver has not exaggerated, and the next time you fit
riding bows on children you should use a pair and see how
many school children will come to you for "those things you put
on the other fellow's glasses."

Complaints have reached me that the Alumnico Guards were
"too soft." I havi. p'aced a much stiffer guard on the market.

Some optieians have requested me to furnish them %vith a
grade of gold filled equal to the best filled frames. I have placed
a 1-10 10 K. Filled guard at their disposal. My regular filled
stock is 1-20 10 K. (the first I made were 1-40, but these are
no longer made, and 1-20 are sold at the same price.) You willmac [he extra grade have double the amount of gold in them but the price is not double.

have had trouble with any gold filled stock send them to me and I will return new guardsof Aock by return mail, and will refund the postage you used no matter if the returned
guards have been worn. I want my filled guards to make a reputation.

The two illustrations below show the way " Stiff Alumnico " and " Extra Quality Filled"
should come to you. See that the envelopes are unbroken.

—
I 2 pair Alum nico

20th Century

Ear Guards, - 50c.

STIFF

6 pr. extra quality
Gold Filled

20t11 Century Ear
Guards $1.00
Don't Ream the Holes

When traveling salesmen call on you ask to be shown the new things in the optical line;
find the old ones in the cattLogues. Don't forget to drop Inc a postal for a list of

„brs who carry good things that arc new in the optical line, and I will send you a seven-
-1,w holow card that will please you.

Watch for the Ear Guard News in next month's KEYSTONE ; 100k for lily name in the index.

A. A. LAFOREST, St. Louis, Mo.
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EYES,
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The Great
German Eye Water

From the original prescription of the late Dr. Agnew

This wonderful remedy has been on the market for twenty-liveyears, and is sold by thousands of Jewelers and Opticians through-out the United States and Canada with great satisfaction. Thisis the ONLY Eye Remedy from the formula of any eminentoculist over put upon the market. Its immediate effect in NOS'S of
chronic or acute conjunctivitis, blepharitis or scaly eyelids, burn-ing, smarting or itching of the eyes, or inflammation from anycause, is phenomenal. It contains nothing poisonous, therefore
is perfectly harmless to use freely in any case.

This Eye Water WILL NOT prevent a person's eyes from
growing old, restore the sight of a person that is blind, or remove
cataracts, hut it WILL CURE or prevent more diseases of the eyes
than any other preparation ever compounded.

lieware of imitations that nre inferior or perhaps injurious,
Remember, Dr. Agnew's portrait is on every box.

Price, SI9.50 per gross; 111.63 per dozen
Customers' business card on each bottle if six dozen or moreare ordered. Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN, 7z BoVston Street
OSTON, MASS.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES

wHAT IS A REMEDY ? .k liv substance or preparation used with the view of curing orallaying morbid action. As ii would require many ot the valuable pages of THE KEYSTONE toplibilsh the testimonials received from dealers and users of The Great German Eye Water, I referdealers in optical goods to a few of the leading opticians in diderent parts of the country, sellingthis remedy, some 01 them for more than 20 years. This remedy is NOT for sale in drug stoles,but by the optical rade EXCLIJSIVELY. NO COCAINE in this tormula.
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J. 0. Corbett, Sharpsburg, Pa. W. I. Haynes, Liverpool, N. Y.
S. Hugs/111er, Mansfield, Ohio. H. Castleberg, Baltimore, Md.
Wm. Gross, Delphi, Ind. C. S. Hart, Lynn, Mass.
H. I). & C. H. Lockwood, Joliet, Ill. Mermod & Jaccard Co., St. Louis, Mo.Dr. L. P. Merar, Marinette, Wis. Oscar Muller Panama.
Dr. A. C. Eaton, College Mound Mo. And 1000 others.

The Following Jobbers In Optical Goods are Selling Agents for The Great German Eye Wattr:D. V. Brown, 746 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa. Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.Jos. Friedlander & Bro., 8 Maiden Lane, New York, Chinn-Beretta Optical Co., San Francisco, Cal,
John Scheidig & Co., 48 Maiden Lane, New York .
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Ethics of Optical Advertising

Paper read by P. SCHOLLN:R, of Hancock, Mich., before the
Michigan Optical Society

Every person born into this world is

under moral obligation to the Creator to do

his share towards making the world brighter

and better, commensurate with the special

qualifications and abilities received from the

Creator direct, or those developed as a result

of the employment of the qualifications and

abilities first referred to; and in my humble

opinion it is not only our duty to fulfill our

obligations as regards making this world
brighter and better, but it is also our duty

according to the biblical quotation, " to let

our light shine before men," to let others

know what our qualifications consist of. In

other words, it is at least a moral privilege,

if not a moral duty, to advertise.

The means of advertising
are so numerous that, to
refer only briefly to those
most popularly known, would

be beyond the time limit of this paper.

The fragrant flower advertises itself by the

perfume which emanates from its petals. The

delicious apple tries to force these qualifica-

tions upon others by the hue of its ruddy

cheeks. We, likewise, have means at our

command to inform others as to what we can

do towards the improvement of their mental,

moral and physical condition.

For the reasons already referred to I

will discuss only three means of advertising,

which are of special interest to opticians,

viz., the sign at the office door or business

entrance; the public press, and the inter-

course with our patrons and the public in

general, and consider them very briefly as

regards the duty to ourselves, to our patrons,

the public, and to our brother opticians.

You will notice that I have placed the duty

to ourselves first, and have done so because

of an inspiration received from the Shake-

spearean quotation, " To thine own self be

true, and it must follow as the night the day

thou canst not then be false to any man."

From this I take the liberty to conclude that

if we are conscientious in the performance of

the duties to ourselves as regards our obliga-

tions to the Creator, the duties towards our

patrons, the public and our contemporaries

will follow as a natural sequence.

The Sign : Any optometrist, who is a

graduate of a legally chartered school, has

the right to use the title conferred upon him

by said school. Should this title be " doc-

tor," he has the legal right to use the • same,

should he so desire. But in justice to him-

self, his patrons and contemporaries, he is

morally obliged to, at the same time, state

what kind of a doctor he is.

Various Ways
of Advertising

KEYSTONE

The Press: In my humble opinion, to

observe and carry into effect the Golden

Rule, with the appendage of "attend to your

own business and let others attend to their's,"

will be sufficient to cause the fulfillment of

our moral obligations to all concerned, while

writing and publishing advertising matter for

the public press. We should aim to inform

others of our qualifications in as plain and

intelligent a manner as possible, the nature

and result of these qualifications and the

benefit to be derived by the application of

said qualifications.
Here, however, is where the

greatest temptation exists in
regard to violating our

duties, especially those to-

ward our brother opticians. On the other

hand, the lines of ethics may be drawn out

to such a fine extent that nothing but silence

would avoid their being broken. But we will

leave the discussion of ethics from this fine

standpoint to narrower minds than those

possessed by the members of the profession

of optometry.
Here are a few advertisements that I

wrote but never published, as I thought they

infringed upon the rights of contemporaries;

nevertheless, I sometimes have asked myself

the question, " Was I true to the public and

myself in not publishing the same?''

No one, not even an optician, will give his
services free of charge, and when you see a sign,
" EYES TESTED FREE," you can rest assured that
either the optician does not know his business
(because a man of skill is not obliged to work free
of charge), or else he does not give a thorough
and scientific examination, or else he will charge
you for the examination when you purchase the
glasses.

All of the above does not apply to us, because
we make a reasonable charge for examining the
eyes and you know just exactly what you are pay-
ing for.

The most valuable part to a pair of spectacles
or eyeglasses is the skill of the optometrist or per-
son who fits them, and, as a rule, a few dollars
paid for skill to an expert optometrist is money
well invested, while the free examinations of un-
skilled persons, as a rule, proves an expensive ex-
penditure in the long run, of time, suffering and
cash.

There is as much difference in the value be-
tween the eye examinations and the work of a
down-to-date optometrist and that of the " Eyes-
Tested-Free " optician, as there is between a horse
chestnut and a chestnut horse, or if you find them
the same, you will find that you pay the " Eyes-
Tested-Free " optician as much for his glasses as
you do the other for glasses and services rendered.

The following, however, I consider

proper for publication:

To make a thorough examination of the eyes
takes knowledge, time and skill, all of which are
valuable ; the advice we give regarding the eyes,
their use and care, and information regarding the
effect of eyestrain upon the nervous system, is also
valuable to those who consult us ; besides, no
intelligent person expects to obtain anything of
value free of charge. These are some of the
reasons why we make a reasonable charge for ex-
amining the eyes, and the result is that our office
rooms are constantly occupied by intelligent people
seeking our counsel, advice and glasses, because
they realize that they are getting good value for
their money.

Ethics of
Our Profession

Opticians and
Oculists wards opticians advertising

free examinations. The fol-

lowing refer to oculists. The first remains

thus far unpublished, the second I consider

ethical :

Atropine is the alkaloid from belladonna and
is a most violent poison.. This is what the oculist
uses when he examines your eyes. Beware of this
kind of treatment. It is fraught with great danger.

We do not resort to the annoying and much-
dreaded drops in making eye examinations, or fit-
ting glasses ; but we are able to demonstrate to
physicians and others that we are capable to do as
good, and in most cases more accurate work, than
can be done by resorting to the drug referred to.

As a rule, it is not very difficult in ad-
vertising through the public press to be true
in our obligation to the public, with perhaps

the one exception of posing for something

greater than we really are and failure of being

up to date in paying our printing bills.

Advertising by intercourse with our

patrons and the public: In our intercourse

with our patrons and the public we often

" talk shop." Here, again, our greatest

temptation is a disregard for the moral obli-

gations toward our brother opticians. But

it is the poorest kind of advertising in trying

to obtain publicity by deriding and minimiz-

ing the qualifications and methods of those

engaged in the same line of work. Neither

should we permit the public to get wrong

impressions in regard to the merits of our

methods, no matter how advantageous they

might appear at the time, for eventually

there will be some unpleasant reaction.

With these few remarks, I will dismiss

the subject under consideration, and by way

of diversion will mention a few means of

advertising sometimes employed by people

who consider advertising immoral, improper

or unprofessional, and let you draw your own

conclusions in regard to conformity with the

philosophy of morals: Telling every man,

woman or child they come in contact with

how busy they are. Having an attractive

sign over their office door or place of busi-

ness. Joining every lodge to which they are

eligible. Driving at breakneck speed to see

a customer on business of minor importance.

Having a seat in a conspicuous place at the

theater, or front pew at church, and permit-

ting themselves to be called out on impor-

tant (?) matters. Seeing to it that a reporter

is around to publish all about their business

transactions, as far as the public is interested.

Reading the Declaration of Independence on

Independence Day under the guise of a lead-

ing and influential citizen. Going fishing

with the expectation of receiving a newspaper

puff regarding the necessity of recuperation

from the strain of prolonged attention to

business duties, etc., ad infinitum and ad

nauseum.

2031

The foregoing advertise-

ments referred to ethics to-
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Samples of Optical Advertising

K F V T 0 IN E

The development of optical advertising has now reached a
stage when little fault can be found with either the matter or form
generally used. The opticians have come to realize that the pro-
fessional character of their calling should be reflected in their
advertising and hence the exaggerated claims and bombastic egotism
of an earlier day have given place to plain, dignified, logical
announcements which appeal primarily to reason and common

Sztritipl

When Buying
Glasses

remember that this is an arti-
cle that depends on the quality
rather than the quantity for its
value. Don't hesitate at a few
cents extra cost in the price.
I L's these few cents which in-
sure the quality of glasses.
Von need the best and should
have it.

E. A. Ludwigs, Optician
560-570 Main Street, Buffalo

,L 
Spectacles

They're
Eye-Helps
If Right

Eye-Hurters and
Headache-Makers
If Wrong

w hi. led yourself van prevent your having them0104 a • don't get then' at the right place?Net tlic average speetitele seller. !Its mission NCIMIIS
I., Is. to get your 111,1. 11,1ille,̀1.11 With it pair thatri kes your fancy iti01 up... your purse.

It is ily klieWirpz, I he optical t11011/11,411iy
iid :ilt,iitii,g l. t iv that we hope hello!

Mel lel kelp a relelt:It i.e.

LESLIE E CARL, Graduate Optician
82 Front Street, Deposit, N. Y.
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sense. One's own eyes or the eyes of one's child are a very
serious matter, and the reasoning that influences people to regard
them seriously is that which will be most effective in creating
patronage. To the optician even more than the jeweler the conh-
dence of the public is an essential, for none are so thoughtless as to
risk their eyesight in the hands of an incompetent. This fact
should always be kept in mind by the optician when writing his
advertisements and in all his dealings with the public. Vision is a
precious gift, with which the public will brook no trifling.
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E Are You Thinking E—= of buying glasses? Then come at once. _== The purchase of a pair isn't such a se- =
rious question us it mat' at first appear.If you place yourself (II Illy care there

= is little or no risk. My lenses are good= investments. I warrant they will prove= beneficial and he a comfort to you.

-2 By All Tests

• 

all the glasses purchased of me have

• 

given entire mai:Or/jou. I have letters
from minty patrons throughout • the

• 

county, IlililIg me how well my goods
have stood the list and how pleased
they are with their purchase. No other
glasses any where me better made for
■eVere

L: To Prove the Merits
"I' my goods I should simply point to

• 

I he inereasing daily sales, which hav
cI me through the C011 lidence I he people
hare in me, my square dealitigs and
the fact that they get such good value.
here. All goods will be as I say they
:ire in every particular, and von cal
Illy of me with confidence, as all repre-

= otations will be made good.

E. I Am Not Through
with you when you buy glasses—Hwy
mi./ satisfy you. and iito goods s III

• 

prove to he the hest to be had for III,
money. I halve built this optical busi

• 

loess to the present proportions by giv-=

• 

lug the pat rons good values. My knowl-
edge tit the business, cash buying and

▪ 

lash selling enable me to quote lowest
priees tin tiff goods. Come and 700your eye t roubles and I will NI you what
I,. best ant: it will cost you nothing. •

• 

P. A. LUDWIOS, Optician
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GOOD VISION
is much to be desiveci by us
a:
t in°i?, it ,e \°4:psoaerneta et-

t, 0

JOHN SMITH

LUDIN(TOPTicALA,.516rITSPMALIST

Let Us Show You How
We Can Make You Look

WE CAN REI.IEVE THAT SQUINT
TAKE AWAY THOSE FROWNS

and in many cases overcome headaches and relievemuch nerve strain which. if left uncorrected, willcause irreparable harm. We offer you careful ser-vice, for we can't afford to make mistakes. Youare safe if you come to us for glasses. Every pur-chase guaranteed satisfactory.

F. A. Ludwigs, Refracting Optician

Chfilic19,.§.

HOW 51111 ii IS to sec a ChIilhl with cross-
eye or squint. Yet, parents, you ought
to know that in 8 out of 10 cases of cross-
eye the defect is caused by an error of
refraction, the proper correction of which
in nearly every case will straighten the
eyes. You've tried glasses and it didn't
work? Well, notice we said " the proper

correction." But it will
not be an easy matter if
not attended t 0 early.

Dr. E. MONSON
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

YOUR EYES
are surely worth
more to you than
the price of a pair
of glasses.
If you value your t ■
have them properly Most
at onee. Delay, and your
eyes may become so had
that no glasses will liclp
them ; then you will re-
gret it. all the rest of
your days.

That i, I rue—every word 01' IL Do 1101
• .1■I kill1119 11111.1 Spell ;11.11` 11141-

dlel'S to III y1,II Willi glasses. 'I hey gel 3 oil tI oney—and you get experienee. This w •I now, because it is told no by people t 1 III
clue 10 us for glasses after haviug hough!

..f I ho .speelttele peddler.
II c have the best lenses made, each lel,1111115 ground for each eve defeet. We will

exami lie your eyes free if you will come in.

LESLIE E. CARL
Graduate Optician

82 Front street Deposit, N. Y.
..„))

FIRST AID TO WEAK EYES
Glasses, If worn
when first needed.
will save a heap of
trouble. You may
put it off and put it
off; if the eyes need
glasses, the sooner
you know it the
better— for both
your eyes and your
pocketbook.
That which helps

you to accomplish
more is an invest-
ment—not an ex-

HUTESON OPTICAL C 0 . , 213

pelvic. It will re-
quire an invest-
ment here of St up.
depending on your
Individual require-
ments, selection of
frames and mount-
ings, to fit you with
glasses. The first
cost is the least
cost —there's noth-
ing gained by de-
lay. Think this
over carefully—see
his right away.

S. i6th Street, Omaha

.; t 1 II

re So Easy ' Mountings

The new " So Easy " Eye-glasses are so constructed that

a slender gold band connecting the lenses is practically all that

is visible, all superfluous metal being eliminated.

Julius King Optical Company
CLEVELANDNEW YORK

2 C..1 4 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO
State and Madison Erie and Euclid
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These glasses are now
dealer to place

Your holiday stock will not be
complete without i. full line of

Bausch & Lomb-Zeiss

STEREO
Binocular Field Glasses

SO well known that it is only necessary
them in stock and they sell themselves

SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS

for the

Bausch ei Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
New York Boston Washington Chicago San Francisco

BRITISH OPTICIANS' UNIQUE TRIBUTE

DR. M. TSCHERNING

The London Optical Society, comprising- the most
eminent Of England's optical luminaries, recently voted on
the question " WHICH ARE THE SIX MOST USEFUL
BOOKS FOR THE OPTICAL STUDENT?" The
second largest number of •votes was given to

Tscherning's
PHYSIOLOGIC OPTICS

No book ever received a more unique tribute from men of science than
this, and the vote should result in every optical student placing a copy of
this masterly work in his library. The competency of the judges is

beyond question, and their opinion is final. " Physiologic Optics " is in truth the royal road to
professional competency in practical refraction. It is the work of the recognized master of this
important subject.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price

$2.50 (los. sd.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE, 19L1 aiicl Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
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STEVENS QUAIUTY
SPECIAL We beg to announce to the Optical Trade (not

forgetting the imitators) that we have placed a

NEW GOLD-FILLED ME on the market, which will be known as the
Q 51PECItAl,"

In this we have em-
bodied

TWO NEW
STANDARDS OF
EXCELLENCE

One for

Quality of
Material

One for
Mechanical
Construction

The improvement in qual
ity consists of

BRIDGE and TEMPLES
made of

1=5 12=Karat Stock

Double the Quantity

of Gold Used in the

1=10 12-Karat Frame

Its Distinguishing Mechanical Features Are

Important Improvements in Bridge and Temple Construction

New End-Piece, of Artistic Proportions

Decreased Weight

Increased Stiffness and Resiliency

S—Q Goods ,Ire not merely

The " S—Q SPEC I A L," in every detail of
workmanship, quality and application, is the

Highest Type of Gold-Filled Frame 

yet produced, fully maintaining the established
supremacy of STEVENS QUALITY and
marking the most advanced position yet taken
by this firm.

"l)etter "—they're THE BEST 

STEVENS & CO Manufacturers, Providence, R. I.
•
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KEYSTONE

N our October issue we described a new idea in sun dials evolved
by an Englishman. We are now enabled through the courtesy of
The Ofitical Instrument Monthly to favor our readers with the

following description and illustrations of a still more remarkable

sun dial, which tells standard time, invented and patented by an American.

While the construction of sun dials is one of the oldest of arts, it

appears not to be too late for the issuance of a patent on a new one possess-

ing genuine scientific interest. The letters patent referred to have just been

granted to Mr. Albert C. Crehore, of Yonkers, N. Y., but a number of im-

portant installations of the dial have been made. A very artistic photograph

sent us by Mr. Crehore, and here reproduced, shows a dial made by Sir

Wm. H. Preece, and located at Carnarvon, in North Wales. This instrument

was exhibited by him the present year at the Conversazione of the Royal

Society, in London, and has been favorably commented upon. A replica of

the Preece dial is located at Columbus, Ohio, being presented to the Univer_

say of Ohio by the graduating class of r9o5. A similar one is located at

Evanston, Ill., being presented by the class of 1904 to the Northwestern

University. A typical design was placed some time ago at the home of Rev.

C. H. Buck, Yonkers, N. Y., and was described and illustrated in ('cushy

Life in America.

Diagrams
Explained

The two line drawings that we print herewith are repro-

duced from the patent specifications, and seem to agree

in general design with the dial last referred to. The first

of these cuts shows a section in the plane of the meridian,

through the dial, which is one solid piece of bronze except the face (depicted

below it), which is an engraved bronze sheet bent to fit the surface of

revolution—in the present case a cylindrical one. The axis N S is inclined

to the horizontal plane H Z at an angle equal to the latitude of the place

where the dial is erected, and the whole casting oriented until the axis comes

into the plane of the meridian, when the axis N Sand the line P Q will each

be parallel with the earth's axis of rotation. The small bead or " gnomon"

11, which casts the shadow, is held in position by a bronze wire IF, extended

in an axial line constituting focus of the cylinder, and kept taunt by a spring.

2037

halves of the year corresponding to the two sides of the analemmae, each
group having a pointer corresponding to one of the pointers on the sides of
the analemmae, and a gnomon or indicator co-operating with said surface."

This sun dial is manufactured solely by John Williams, bronze founders,
556 West Twenty-seventh Street, New York, who are prepared to execute
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ally special order for dials. We learn that they are now making a small

portable one which will be comparatively inexpensive.

It may be deemed worth while to print in full an explana-

The Principle of tion of the scientific principle of this instrument furnished

us by Mr. Crehore. "The relative motion of the sun

and the earth is such that the sun's apparent path in the

heavens, when mapped with reference to the horizon plane or

some fixed locality, is only completed so that the sun begins to

describe approximately the same path once every year. It does

not describe quite the same path because of several component

motions of very long period, which are for the present purpose

of the second order of magnitude and may be neglected. Con-

sidering the sun's path results from two component motions, the

rotation of the earth on its axis once per day, and the revolution

in its orbit once per year, it will be seen that this path is one

continuous curve which is . approximately completed only once

a year, and will be retraced • each succeeding year. Each day

the path is almost a complete circle, but the circle is not quite

closed, as the path the . following day is a similar circle very

near the preceding one, so that the path resembles a screw

thread except that the pitch of the screw is not uniform

throughout the year, but changes from its maximum at the

time of the equinoxes to zero at the solstices.

" For a sun dial which is to indicate time it

is necessary to know more than the mere

sary to Know path of the sun in the heavens, which is

only a geometrical curve described in space.

It is necessary to know where the sun is situated on this curve

at all times. If a point is marked on the sun's path, as above

described, for every hour throughout the year, it will be found

that the points made at the same hour, say three o'clock, on

succeeding days lie very close together as compared with points

corresponding to succeeding hours of the same day. At three

o'clock on the succeeding day the sun will have made a com-

plete revolution in its screw thread path, and will then be at the

corresponding point on the next adjacent thread. If it were

exactly at the corresponding point for each succeeding day, all

the Instrument

Patent claims are usually too tough reading for quotation, but as in this

case they are limited to a single sentence, they may be given as they stand :

" A sun dial comprising a surface of revolution having marked thereon

a series of complete analemmae corresponding to the hours of the day, one

or more of which has pointers marked on its respective sides and pointing

in opposite directions, two groups of dates marked on the dial for the two

What it is Neces..

the three o'clock points, for example, would be located on a

portion of a meridian circle, there being twenty-four such

meridians at equal intervals around the equator.

" This would be strictly the case if the earth's orbit around the sun

were a perfect circle. Because it is an elipse, however, the earth travels

fastest when nearest the sun in January, and slowest in July, gaining in speed

each day from July to January, and losing each day during the other half

of the year. This gives rise to the well-known ' equation of time,' which is

(Continued on page 2041)
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OPERA CHATELAINE BAG

POMPADOUR POCKET OPERA GLASS

CHATELAINE OPERA GLASS

OPERA VANITY BAGS OPEN CLOSED

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 MAIDEN LANE.

IM1'O11E .

NEW YORK AND PARIS.

Match Boa
No. 1302a

Holiday Fancy
Goods

Venetian Bronze Novelties.
Candlesticks, Pin Trays, Ink
Wells, Smokers' Outfits,
etc., etc.

Quick Sellers
Large Profits

Globe Optical Company, Bon,II satsos 

Holiday Fancy
Thermometers
All sorts of designs, from
2" tall, $2.00 dozen, to 6"
tall, $1 2.00 dozen.
Also plate-glass thermo-
meters and new styles of
regular line goods.

Globe Optical CompanNoy113,29814)Satgl'

HOLIDAY OPERAS

This season's
importations

now in

New exclusive
styles that

will sell quick

AT ROCK=BOTTOM PRICES

The largest and best line on the market

GLOBE OPTICAL COMPANY, Boston, Mass.

Holiday Readers
Black handles and nickel rims

(round or square lenses), pearl
handles and gilt rims. Rimless
readers, achromatic readers.
Also low-priced imported line
in black handles.

Globe Optical Company, 1311■11saTsil:

Holiday Lorgnettes
New, exclusive designs, both imported and domestic
in Gold, Silver and Gun=Metal.
Write for prices.

BostonGlobe Optical Company, Mass.,
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J. B. McFATIZICH, M.D.

President Murine Eye Remedy Company
President Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology

Chicago, Ill.
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(Continued from page 2037)

accurately calculated and may be found in the Ephemeris for ever day
throughout the year. The change from day to day is very small, but for -
considerable portion of the year the effect is cumulative, so that the difference
between apparent time and mean time which we use amounts to as much
as 16 minutes 20.55 seconds on November 4th, which is its maximum
amount.

"The position of the sun at the hour of three o'clock by mean time is
not on the meridian but on a curve somewhat resembling a figure '8'
situated almost symmetrically about the meridian already described. The
larger loop of the figure 8 ' is described during the January half of the
year, when the earth is moving fastest, and is therefore situated south of
the equator.

" Having now formed a picture of the imaginary path
Calculations for of the sun in the heavens with its system of figure '8' 
Sun Dial curves representing hours, we may calculate how to

make a sun dial which will indicate the sun's position at
any time throughout the year, or conversely, which will indicate the correct
time for every position of the sun throughout the year.
" If we abandon at the beginning the method of letting the shadow of a

line (the gnomon in the common form of dial) indicate the time, it will be
evident that more can be shown by having the shadow made by a point or
small sphere. The system of curves in the heavens representing the sun's
path may be projected through this point upon some material surface upon
which the curves may be permanently marked. They may be projected
upon a surface of almost any shape, but the first one which might naturally
be selected is a horizontal plane. When the sun is north or south of the
equator the imaginary surface described by a straight line from the sun
through the fixed point is, during the day, the surface of a cone of revolution
having the small circle which the sun describes parallel to the equator for its

4lt
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base. This point is cut by the horizontal plane on which the shadow falls,
so that the conic section described by the shadow during the day is an
hyperbola. Thus each day a different hyperbola is described on the hori-
zontal surface, and we have a system of hyperbolas, those for one-half of
the year, when the sun is north of the equator, being convex toward the
north, and for the other half of the year convex toward the south, the line
for the dates of the equinoxes being a straight east and west line. On such
a dial the hour curves or figure '8' would each be different from the other,
that nearest the noon hour being the least distorted, and it would not be
possible to follow the shadow very far from noon before it becomes indis-
tinct, due to the increasing distance from the point. A horizontal surface
would not be suitable to use in such a dial for another reason. The system
of curves would not be the same for any two places on the earth, and the
dial would have to be constructed for one place only.

" Another surface which might be considered for a dial is
Dial with a spherical surface having the point which casts the
Spherical Surface shadow at its center. This would give an exact repro-

duction of the curves already described as representing
the sun's path in the heavens. This surface has been used in some ancient
dials, but they were not arranged to indicate either mean or standard time.
The chief disadvantage in this form of dial is that the distance traveled by
the shadow for one hour differs at different times of the year, so that there is

no fixed linear distance corresponding to an hour throughout the year.
" For this reason a cylindrical form of surface is adopted, having its

axis parallel with that of the earth, and the bead which casts the shadow is

on thts axis. The circles are then all of the same diameter, and the distance

from any point on one figure ' 8' to the corresponding point on the next is

fixed throughout the year so that the same scale may be applied at any time

to interpolate between the hour curves.
"If in such a dial it is desired to indicate the time of some other

locality it is merely necessary to revolve the cylinder about its axis by an

amount corresponding to the difference in time between the two places.

This has been done whenever standard instead of local mean time is wanted,
or when Greenwich time instead of local mean time is desired,"

Interior Views of the Store and Workshop of Lutz Co Schulz, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina

View Workhop View of Optical Department Surgical and Electrical Instrument Departments 

As an evidence of the progress being tnade In the optical industry in Sout
h America, we show on this page several views of the well-known establi

shtnent of ',Mx & Schulz, of Buenos

Aires, Argentina, opticians and dealers in optical, mathematical, I lieLeorlogica
l and photographic goods. This firm is one of the most progressive south of the equator and their stock

 cotnprises,

besides optical goods, a great variety of scientific instruments. The
y are importers on a large scale of eyeglasses, spectacles, opera glasses and ey

e-testing apparatus ; also engineering, surgical,

ntathematical and meteorological instruments, electrical apparatus, sterilizers
, photographic supplies, etc. 'The business is divided into four departments : the optical anti 

mathematical. the

photographic, the surgical, electrical and hactereological and the workshop, ea
ch department being complete and provided with the latest goods an

d equipment.
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Simmering down the success of this Prescription Department and you have—carefulness,
c_1. et eilleSS and c.rfierf methods.

The interest of every patron at heart.
And in serving your optical customers you'll find it the best economy in the end.
Saves disappointment and unflattering comparisons—makes your optical work do

honorable duty.
We are the Pioneer Surface Grinders of the South.

Or it may be more than prescriptions—perhaps
your business has grown to where new machines or
increased stock are necessary.

Let us figure with you—'twill certainly be to your
advantage. Write for Catalogue

Eye Fix Sells—Eye Fix Repeats
Success in the optical business comes from handling salable, meritorious articlesthat people want, buy and buy .again. Such an article is EYE-FIX. It has come tothe front on its own merits because it cures, because opticians use it, because physiciansrecommend it, and because people call for it. EYE-FIX is the only complete eyetreatment on the market ; liquid and salve in every package. Retails at 50 cents.

One optician writes : " I
of inflamed and swollen eyes
the EYE-FIX and Salve there

Another optican writes:
good medicine, the best I ever

have used EYE-FIX and Salve with the very best of results. • Had one caseon my hands for some time and was surprised that after a few days using ofwas a change for the better, and his eyes are steadily improving."

."Send me five more regular-size packages of EYE-FIX. It is a grand,saw."

An oculist and optician in Baltimore, Md., writes as follows : " Have used EYE-FIX in my practice.under personal observation, and found it to do all that is claimed for it."

EYE-FIX is sold on the price-restriction plan, both jobbers and retailers signingthe contract. Druggists and opticians get 5o cents for EYE-FIX, making 66/3%profit. We are now making a very attractive proposition to retailers. Your jobberwill give you full particulars, or write us direct.

The Eye=Fix Remedy Company
Detroit, Michigan
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Determination of the Various
Forms of Anomalies of the

Ocular Muscles

EFORE the Section on Ophthal-
mology,College of Physicians of Phil-
adelphia, Dr. Alexander Duane, of

New York, gave his tests for muscular anom-
alies, in the following excellent exposition :

To insure accurate fixation
t h e test object must be
sharply defined, well sepa-
rated from surrounding

objects, and just large enough to be distinctly
visible. Projection is eliminated by placing
the object on or but little in advance of a
large blank surface, serving as a background.
It is important that the object should not
consist of vertical or horizontal lines, or a
figure bounded by such lines, since the
patient unconsciously strives to unite or make
continuous with each other the parallel lines
seen, and masks the deviation that is present.

Fulfilling all the requirements are:
(a) A small, sharp, bright light, set close to
a large black background ; (b) a fairly large
round target with a round bull's eye, the
latter just large enough to be seen at the
given distance.

It is necessary to distinguish between
tests that determine : (a) The position as-
sumed by the eye at rest—the static tests—
and (b) those that determine the ability of
the eyes to perform the various normal move-
ments—dynamic tests.

I. Of the numerous static

Tests of tests, the test of binocular fix-
Binocular Fixation ation, namely, the screen test,

a if ords a knowledge of
whether the two eyes fix accurately the same
object at the same time, or whether one or
the other deviates or tends to deviate. This
test I apply as follows :

The patient is placed with his head
straight and the eyes in the primary position,
and directed at the test object. A card is
passed from one eye to the other, and, stand-
ing a little to one side, we notice whether
either moves when covered (movement of
deviation) or jumps back into place when
uncovered (movement of redress). If any
movement is detected, prisms are placed
before the eye, and are rapidly exchanged
for stronger ones until not only is the original
movement abolished, but there is a slight
movement in the contrary direction. By
deducting 2 degrees from the prism that just
produces a perceptible contrary movement,
a close measure is obtained of the amount of
the deviation.

If there is no screen deviation to start
with, we can generally say that there is no
heterophoria greater than i degree, or at
most, 2 degrees. In such a case I take a 2-

Test Objects

degree prism and place it before one eye,
first base in and then base out. If now the
prism, base in, produces a slight but percept-
ible movement in behind the screen, and the
prism, base out,a similar slight movement out,
I feel assured that there is orthophoria, or at
all events, no heterophoria greater than o.5
degrees. If, however, it should take a prism 3
degrees base in to produce a movement in be-
hind the screen and only i degree base out to
produce a movement out, we would say that
the test showed i degree of exophoria.

In cases of paralysis and

Primary and often also in cases of squint,
Secondary it becomes of importance
Deviation to determine the relative

amount of the primary and
secondary deviation. To do this we first
measure the screen deviation, in the way just
outlined, with the prism placed before the
right eye, and then, carefully keeping the
patient's head and eyes in the original position,
measure the deviation by a prism placed be-
fore the left eye. Thus in a given case with
paresis of the right externus, I may find with
the prism before the right eye an inward
deviation of to degrees in the primary posi-
tion, 18 degrees when the eyes are directed
on the right, and 5 degrees when the eyes
are directed on the left. Placing the correct-
ing prism before the left eye, I find the
measurements to be 15 degrees in the primary
position, 40 degress with the eyes directed
to the right, and 5 degrees when they are
directed to the left. That is, when the patient
looks on the left, the primary and secondary
deviations are equal ; when he looks straight
ahead, the secondary is 1.5 times the primary,
and when he looks on the right, the secondary
is over twice as great as the primary.

Having made the screen test in the fore-
going way, I then proceed to determine by it
whether the deviation found is a squint or a
heterophoria. To do this the patient looks
with both eyes open at the test object. The
screen is then placed before one eye, say the
right, and then suddenly removed. If this
eye deviates when covered, but returns to
fixation when uncovered, while the other eye,
which has remained uncovered, remains in
the position of fixation, we are dealing with
a case of heterophoria. If under the same
conditions neither eye moves (and yet alter-
nate covering has shown that there is a well-
marked deviation), the right eye is squinting.
If both eyes move, the left eye is squinting.

2. Of the tests of binocular
Tests for vision, that is, those which
Binocular Vision show, not so much whether

the eyes deviate as whether
both see the object in the same place or not,
the parallax test affords better than any other
subjective test a comparison of the relations
of the eye as regards binocular vision and
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binocular fixation. It is conducted simulta-
neously with the screen test, the patient indi-
cating whether the object moves as the screen
is transferred from one eye to the other.

The recognition of this parallactic move-
ment is really a recognition of diplopia ; only,
instead of the double images being seen sim-
ultaneously they are seen in succession. Thus,
suppose the eyes deviate in when screened,
then when the screen is passed from the right
eye to the left, the right eye, which is, so to
speak, caught in the act of deviating inward,
sees the object not straight ahead, as the left
eye (which was fixing) saw it, but off to the
right, i. e., the object appears to the patient
to have made a jump from left to right. This
condition, which is strictly analogous to
homonymous diplopia, is properly called a
homonymous parallax. So, too, if the right
eye was turned out behind the screen, the
object, when the right eye is uncovered,
would appear to move to the left (crossed
parallax ) ; if the right eye was higher the
object would appear to move down (right
parallax) ; if the right was lower, the object
would appear to move up (left parallax).

Really, the eye should be

In Homonymous aware of a double jump of
Parallax the object looked at. In

homonymous parallax, the
object, when the right eye is uncovered.
should appear to jump first to the right and
then back to the left—(the latter movement
corresponding to the movement of redress of
the eye itself ). Some few do, indeed, per-
ceive this double jump, and occasionally we
find some that see only the second move-
ment, getting thus an inverse parallax, which
is just opposite in direction to the ordinary,
or direct parallax. This should occasion no
confusion.

Occasionally the parallactic movement is
not perceived at all, and, not infrequently,
even if it is perceived, the patient refuses to
admit its existence until by the use of some
artifice—the production, for instance, of an
artificial parallax by means of prisms—its
presence is forced upon his attention. Some
few allege that the movement is always in one
direction. But in the great majority of cases
the test succeeds. The parallactic movement
is measured by means of prisms ; in fact, we
measure it when we are measuring the screen-
deviation, the prism that corrects one in most
instances serving to correct the other also.
In the cases of the parallax, the prism that
just abolishes the movement measures the
deviation.

The Phorometer

I use the ordinary Stevens'
phorometer and find it usu-
ally reliable, although at
near points it sometimes

gives an excess of exophoria, particularly if
too coarse a test-object is used. The ambly-

(Continued on page 2045)
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oscope may be used as a phorometer, partic-

ulary if it is fitted with a vertical movement,

as in Dr. Black's modification, and if, further-

more, it has a graduated arc, on which the

amount of rotation required to put the two

pictures vertically over each other can be

read off directly.
The Maddox rod usually gives an excess

of esophoria (about i degree more than the

other tests), so that if it shows i degree of

esophoria, I expect to find almost complete

orthophoria by the parallax, screen and pho-

rometer. With some few the test fails

altogether, because of the strong tendency

that they show to bring the line of light into

the image of the flame, even when actually

there is a very marked deviation present.

The determination of the declination can

be done either by Stevens' clinometer or by

the Maddox rod clinometer. In general,

little of clipifcal value is gained by the measure-

ment of declination, except occasionally in

complicated cases of paralysis. Otherwise,

the disturbances of declination seem to me

rare, and when they do occur , are to be

regarded simply as pathologic curiosities. I

have never been able to persuade myself that,

except to a very insignificant degree, they

were productive of symptoms.
The dynamic tests comprise:

I. Tests of monocular move-

Tests ment (determination of the

maximum excursive power

of each eye in all directions), i. e., of the

monocular field of fixation. This is done

either with the tropometer or perimeter (the

test object used with the latter being a fine

double dot on a small card). The test is of

little value except for differentiating between

paresis and spasm in certain obscure cases.

Generally it gives very varying results, and,

moreover, an eye which by it seems to have

normal excursive power in all directions may,

as the diplopia tests show, lag considerably

behind its fellow in making some particular

movement.
2. Tests of binocular parallel movement.

I determine the field of binocular fixation and

the field of binocular vision simultaneously. I

cover the patient's right eye with a red glass,

and then standing in front of him and about

three feet away, hold a candle, or better, a

small electric light, directly in line with his

eyes. From this point, the " eyes-front "

position, I carry the light first to his left, and

then successively up and left, up and right,

to the right, down and right, and down and

left, skirting thus the whole periphery of his

field of fixation and occupying in turn each

The Dynamic
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one of what may be called the cardinal posi-

tions of the gaze. At each cardinal position

I pause and ask the patient if he sees one

light or two, what color the light is, where

the red light is with relation to the white and

how far off from the white. I thus determine

the amount and kind of diplopia in each of

the cardinal positions. * * * As we note

the diplopia that the patient shows in each

cardinal position, thus delimiting his field of

binocular single vision, we also observe

whether one eye lags behind the other at

any point, and thus ascertain whether his

field of binocular fixation is normal or no.

This latter may also be examined in the

ordinary way by making the patient, with

both eyes open, follow a pencil held a foot or

so from the eyes. In making these two tests,

of course, it is essential, first, that the patient

should keep his head still ; second, that he

should really try to follow the light with his

eyes.
3. Tests of converging power. (a) The

relation between the amount of imbalance for

distance when the eyes are not converging,

and for near when they are converging, affords

important indications as to the presence of

any excess or deficiency in the converging

power. (b) Convergence near-point. I

measure the distance of the convergence

near-point from the root of the nose, using

for a test object a fine dot, a pencil point, or

a small bright light. In cases of hyperphoria,

when even if the convergence is normal the

patient finds it hard to keep up the effort
because the images tend to diverge vertically,
these test objects are replaced by a vertical

line.
The attempt to determine the conver-

gence near-point should be made even in

those cases where there is no binocular fixa-

tion, as in divergent squint. Here it is of

importance to know whether the patient does

or does not make an attempt to converge,

and, if he does, how nearly he succeeds in

bringing the eyes together. In many cases

the attempt at convergence will be kept up

until within two or three inches of the nose,

the eyes getting nearly into line, but never

quite succeeding. Such cases are of much

better prognosis than those in which the con-

vergence-effort is almost lacking.
(c) Prism - convergence (adduction).

This is of comparatively subordinate import-

ance as a test, the two previous tests afford-

ing much more valuable indications. Nothing

is gained by estimating the relation between

prism-convergence (adduction) and prism-

divergence (abduction). In one and the

same patient prism-convergence varies greatly

from time to time and can be increased by

practice to four or five times its original

amount ; prism-divergence is nearly a con-

stant quantity and can not be increased by

exercise.
4. Tests of the diverging power. (a)

The relation between the amount of imbal-

ance at near-points, when the eyes are not

diverging, and the amount for distance, when

they are, affords a valuable indication as to
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whether the eyes diverge excessively or not
enough. (b) Prism-divergence, determined
by the amount of prisms, base in, which the
eyes can overcome when looking at a distant
object, is also a valuable measure of the
diverging prism. A prism-divergence under
3 degrees indicates subnormal, and one over
9 degrees a pathologically excessive degree
of divergence.

5. Tests of supravergence, or the ability
of the eyes to diverge in a vertical plane,
measured by prisms base up or down, afford
very little information, and can usually be
dispensed with.

The Practical 

Not all the tests are needed
—e x cep t in complicated

Routine cases, when we may require
every help we can get. To

make a satisfactory examination we must per-
form the test for binocular fixation and one or
more tests for binocular vision, determining
by both means the imbalance for both distance
and near, and we must get a good idea of the
ability of the eyes to converge, diverge and
make parallel movements. In choosing our
tests, we must insist, in the first place, upon
accuracy ; in the second place, upon delicacy;
and, out of the several tests which are accu-
rate enough and delicate enough to serve our
turn, we will select those that are the simplest
and quickest. These considerations lead us
to the accompanying routine.

I. Determine deviation for distance by
(1) Screen and (2) parallax

simultaneously.
(3) Maddox rod.
(4) Phorometer.

II. Determine deviation for near by
(5) Phorometer.
(6) Screen and (7) parallax sim-

ultaneously.
(8) Maddox rod.

III. Determine
( 9) Convergence near-point.
io) Prisms-divergence.
( I I ) Prisms-convergence.
(12) Field of binocular fixation

and ( is) field of binocular
single vision taken simul-
taneously.

This answers for all ordinary cases ;
indeed, I usually omit the determination of
the prism-convergence and often omit the
Maddox rod for near, and if the other tests
show concordant results, I often omit the
phorometer for both distance and near. With
these omissions, examinations can be made

in two or three minutes.
In squint all the tests of binocular vision

usually fail us, and we are dependent on the

screen test, which is hence of especial value;

also upon the determination of the conver-

gence near-point and upon the excursions of

the eye. I regard the screen test as far

superior to the perimeter or to any similar

device that depends upon the position of the

corneal reflex.
In paralytic cases the special routine

should be : Screen test in different directions

of gaze ; special care to measure primary and

secondary deviation ; special care in deter-

mining field of binocular single vision and

field of binocular fixation ; determination of

declination in paralysis of elevators or depres-

sors. If necessary, use tropometer or per-
imeter.
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DID YOU EVER THINK
how much time is wasted in finding the axis of the cylinder in fitting the eyes
by the old method of asking patients questions and how many mistakes are
made by depending upon their answers.

The

Ophthalmometer
does away with the necessity of all this and
makes fitting much easier, quicker and
more accurate, because it shows absolutely
the meridians of greatest and least curva-
ture of the cornea, besides giving approxi-
mately the amount of cylindrical error.

No refracting room is complete with-
out one and this, the busiest season of the
year for the refractionist, is the best time
to give this instrument a trial.

REMEMBER
our offer to send the Hardy XX Century
Ophthalmometer on trial for 30 days,
with the privilege of returning at our ex-
pense if not found to do all we claim for
it, is still open.

Send for descriptive pamphlet.

DO IT NOW
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Optical Questions an? Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to 118, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If uot possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"R. j. B."—The vision of my patient's right eye
is impaired by what I would call floating spots,
or clouds. Though the large cloud is not near
as large as it was about seven weeks ago, Me
last couple of weeks it has stayed about the
same. The eye is slightly inflamed, but not
much pain. Can distinguish large sign letters
at a distance of from 30 to zoo yards, can see
houses and trees, but cannot tell the time on
watches and clocks. In bright daylight, the
eye twitches or acts like disturbed water in a
pond. He has used glasses, eye-waters, oils,
poultices, Mnrine and Pa/tit's eye salve.
Remedies for a speedy and permanent cure
would be appreciated.

This eye is evidently in a serious condition,
and it would scarcely be possible for us to prescribe
without an examination by ourselves, nor would it
be proper for us to attempt to do so. At any rate,
a case like this is without question beyond the
province of the optometrist. This is not a case
for glasses, but for active and intelligent treatment.
It is the height of folly to use eye-waters, poultices,
ointments, etc., as recommendeed by friends, but
the case should be placed in the hands of a com-
petent medical specialist, in whom confidence can
be felt, and by whom all treatment should be
directed. There is apparently some serious intra-
ocular inflammation, which perhaps by this time
has irreparably impaired the vision.

"G. F. H."—Young man, thirty-five years old,
health only fair ; has not worn glasses previous
to my first lest. Visual acuteness : R. E. la,
L. E. ig; R. E., with —. D. sph. ̂  .50 D.
cyl. ax. go°, *ft; L. E.,. with .5oD. cyl. ax.
go°, 1.4. I am unable to stale what range of
accommodation is, excepting that near point
would probably be about 7 inches. In October,
1904, I supplied glasses asfollows : R. E., _
+ .50 D. cyl. ax. go° ; L. + .25 D. sph.

.50 D. cyl. ax. ge. These proved help-
ful, but in a short time were very Mlle good.
February, 1905, tested the extrinsic muscles,
first having proved the correctness of above
test, and found an esophoria of 3°. A few
weeks later this had developed to 5°. I then
supplied the above lenses, adding to each 2°
prism, base out, and the result was most satis-
factory, but patient was still unable to read
very long at a time. The application of
-I- .75 D. sph. each eye has proven helpful, but
not entirely satisfactoty. In June I again
tested muscles and found the esophoria to
have increased to 7%°. I then increased the
strength of prism in one eye only making
a total correction of 534°. Six weeks later
the Maddox rod showed an esophoria of 100.
Now, when is this increase going to cease .?
One would expect .came latent error to uncover,
but hardly this much. Have I treated this case
properly ? My own inclination would he to go
on increasing strength of prism until relief
is obtained, but I feel Mal I want some critical
advice before doing anything-further.

Hypermetropia is the most common cause of
esophoria. When the excess of convergence is
marked, a great and continuous strain is imposed
upon the nerve centers, in order to supply sufficient
innervation to the divergence muscles for the pur-
pose of counterbalancing the over-active conver-
gence.

Prisms bases out lessen the strain on the ex-
tra ocular muscles and make binocular vision more

easy of accomplishment. But this method of cor-
rection has its limitations, for, on account of the
distorting property of prisms, it is not possible to
wear them very strong, perhaps 4° for each eye
being the limit.

In this case, instead of advising an increase in
the strength of the prisms, we would suggest an
increase in the strength of the convex spheres.

The co-operation of the patient must be en-
listed, in order to make success of this method of
treatment. Prescribe glasses strong enough to
reduce the acuteness of vision to and direct
them to be worn constantly. The public, as a rule,
expects glasses to improve vision, and it is difficult
to make them understand that they should be
worn for any other purpose. But, as this gentle-
man has suffered a good deal and has failed to
find relief, he can probably be induced to bear this
slight haziness of distant vision, in the hope that
the cause of his eyestrain xi ill be discovered and
relieved. It is probable that after wearing such
glasses a short time, vision will improve to 18
again, when stronger glasses may be prescribed.
By working along this line, the excess of conver-
gence will probably be overcome.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

" E. C. K"—I would like a good method for testing
eyes with the test case, for invisible strabismus.

In using the term invisible strabismus, we pre-
sume our correspondent has reference to what is
known as latent strabismus, or, in other words, to
heterophoria.

The two methods of testing muscular imbal-
ance by the test case are by prisms and by the
Maddox rod.

When a prism is used an artificial diplopia is
produced which nature is unable to overcome,
under which conditions a latent deviation becomes
manifest.

In testing the internal and external recti, or in
determining the presence or absence of exophoria
or esophoria, an 8° prism is placed over one eye,
in the vertical position ; this causes a vertical
diplopia, the image of one eye being above that
of the other. If the two images are in the same
vertical plane, the external and internal recti are
shown to be equally balanced. But if the image of
the eye over which the prism is placed deviates to
the same side, it means esophoria ; if to the oppo-
site side, exophoria. And the prism base out, in
the first case, or base in, in the second, that re-
stores the images to the same vertical plane, will
be the measure of the 'phoria.

In testing the inferior and superior recti, or
in determining the presence or absence of hyper-
phoria, the prism is placed in the horizontal position,
preferably base in. This produces a horizonal
diplopia, the image of one eye being to the side of
the other. If the two images are on the same
horizontal plane, the inferior and superior recti are
proven to be equally balanced. But if the image
of one eye is lower than that of the other, hyper-
phoria is present. If the right image is the lower,
it is right hyperphoria ; if left image lower, left
hyperphoria ; and the prism base down over right
or left eye, that restores the lower image, will be
the measure of the hyperphoria...

A Maddox rod is to be found in every complete
trial case. In testing for esophoria or exophoria,
it is placed in a horizontal position, thus causing
patient to see a vertical streak of light. If this
streak runs through the flame, the external and
internal recti are balanced. If it is on the same
side as the eye over which the rod is placed, it is a
case of esophoria ; if on the opposite side, exopho-
ria. The prism, base out or base in, that places the
streak over the flame, will be the measure of the
'phoria.

In testing for hyperphoria, the rod is placed
over one eye in a vertical position, thus causing a
horizontal streak of light to be seen by this eye. If
this streak runs through the flame, the superior
and inferior recti are shown to be balanced. If the
streak is below the light, it is hyperphoria of the
eye over which the rod is placed ; if above the
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light, it is hyperphoria of the other eye, and the
prism base down over one eye or the other that
places the streak through the light will be the
measure of the hyperphoria.

In making these tests a small point of light
should be used at a distance of twenty feet, and we
would suggest that our correspondent make a trial
of his own eyes first.

"E. have a patient whose both eyes need
— 2 D. S. He sees false and imagines circles
of diffnsion. I tried to increase the strength
of the lenses, however the error was growing
a Nile better, but patient feels an eyestrain.
With prismatic lens (ylindric, I can obtain
some salisfactoty mesa/Is, but unfortunately I
have not the eanintele set of these glasses.
The patient is young and a newspaper reporter.
Please give vie some in.:Oro/Ohm in regard to
this case and how much it a .ou/d cost to buy the
lenses for distance which I refer to.

Our correspondent states that his patient
needs — 2 D. spherical lenses, but he fails to tell
us what methods of examination were used to de-
termine that these were the correct lenses. In
order to arrive at a proper understanding of the
case, we must know the acuteness of vision of the
unaided eyes, and the amount of vision afforded
by the — 2 D. S. lenses. Without this information
we are unable to suggest any changes that might
prove beneficial.

It is quite possible that there is some astigma-
tism present, and that a sphero-cylindrical combi-
nation may be necessary ; but these tests cannot
be made without a complete trial case containing a
full assortment of cylinders as well as spheres.
Inasmuch as the patient is young, great care must
be exercised not to get the concave lenses too
strong.

In regard to the prices of trial cases or com-
pound lenses, we would suggest that our corres-
pondent write to some of the wholesale opticians.

"E. C. F."—I wish you to give me some ea-plana-
tion in regard to the presbyopic table for the
emniefropic eye, according- to age. The ex-
planation which I would like to have is very
simple and it would be very useful. Age 48,

-I- /.50D., +3.00 D.; age 53, z2 in.,
+ 2.50 D., -I- 2 .00 D. Explain the following
cases according to the above examples .. in
either of these two ages, what lenses must be
chosen for Me patient at eight inches? If hal
number must the ophthalmometer mark for
choosing the lenses that must be prescribed?

The amplitude of accommodation begins to
lessen and the near point begins to recede from ten
years of age, and when the person reaches the
forties these changes have progressed so far as to
produce the condition we call presbyopia, which
may be defined as that state of near vision where
the amplitude of accommodation has fallen below
5 D. and the near point has receded beyond 8
inches. Such a person requires artificial assistance
in near work to supplement the failing accommo-
dation and restore the receded near point.

At the age of forty-eight the near point has
receded to 14 inches, which represents an ampli-
tude of accommodation of 2.75 D. In order to
afford such a patient an accommodation of 5 D.
and restore the near point to 8 inches, a lens of
+ 2.25 D. is necessary.

At fifty-three years of age the near point has
receded to 23 inches. which indicates an accom-
dation of 1.75 D. In such a case a lens of
-I- 3.25 D. is called for to afford the necessary
assistance in reading.

The loss of accommodation is a steady and
gradual process, and therefore we have tables pre-
pared showing the position of the near point and
the amplitude of accommodation at the different
ages. And when these facts are known it is a
simple matter to calculate the lens required to
raise the accommodation to 5 D. or, in other
words, to correct the presbyopia.

The ophthahnometer is of value only in astig-
matism, not in presbyopia. It serves to locate the
two principal meridians and to measure the differ-
ence in their curvatures, and thus to indicate the
strength of cylinder to be prescribed and the posi-
tion of its axis.
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An Optometry Bill for the
British Isles

A
(Ckki..3

S the proper framing of optical legis-
lation is one of the duties of optical
organizations, the American refrac-

tionists will find very interesting and possibly
instructive the new measure framed by the
British Optical Society for introduction in
the British House of Commons. Our readers
will remember, in perusing the bill, that the
British word " optologist " corresponds with
the American term " optometrist."

A Bill to Regulate the Practice of Opticians as
Regards the Testing of Sight

WHEREAS it is expedient that persons profess-
ing to test sight should possess a competent prac-
tical knowledge of the subject, and that provision
be made for the regulation and registration of
persons specially qualified to test sight in the
United Kingdom, and that the law relating to per-
sons so practicing be otherwise amended.

BE IT ENACTED by the King's Most Excellent
Majesty and with the advice and consent of the
Lords Spiritual and Temporal and Commons in
this present Parliament assembled and by the
authority of the same as follows

Short title.
I. This Act may for all purposes be cited as

" The Sight-testing Opticians' Act, 1905."

_Interpretation.
2. In this Act " Sight testing " or " optology"

and the practice of sight testing and optology
means the science of measuring the refraction of
the eye and the adaptation of lenses for aiding de-
fective sight and the practice of the said science.
" Sight-testing Optician," or optologist means

a person registered under this Act.
"The General Optical Council " means the

General Optical Council as constituted by
this Act.

" The Registrar " means the Registrar to be
appointed by the General Optical Council
as hereinafter provided.

3. The provisions of this Act shall not apply
to any legally-qualified medical practitioner.

No person to be registered without compliance
with Aa.

4. No person shall be registered under this
Act until he has complied with the rules and regu-
lations to be laid down in pursuance of this Act.

Registration not to imply medical qualification, etc.
5. Registration under this Act shall not confer

upon any person the right or title to be registered
under the Medical Acts, or to assume any name,
title or designation implying that he is by law
recognized as a medical practitioner or that he is
qualified to practice ophthalmic medicine or
surgery.

Qualification for registration.
6. Subject to the provisions of this Act any

person who—
(A) Prior to the first day of January, one thou-

sand nine hundred and five, has been bona
fide engaged in the practice of sight testing
or optology or is at the passing of this Act
an assistant over the age of twenty-one
and has been bona fide engaged in the
practice of sight testing or optology for
three years provided that in either case

application for registration is made before
the first day of January, one thousand nine
hundred and seven, or

(a) Has passed the examinations in sight test-
ing required by the General Optical Coun-
cil or has such other certificate or qualifica-
tion as the General Optical Council shall
approve ; And has duly complied with
the rules and requirements of the General
Optical Council hereafter constituted and
referred to shall be entitled to be registered
under this Act.

Registered persons may practice anywhere and
recover fees.

7. A person registered under this Act shall be
entitled to practice sight testing or testing sight in
any part of His Majesty's Dominions subject to
any local law in force in that part and from and
after the first day of May, one thousand nine and
six, a person shall not be entitled to recover any fee
or charge in any Court for practicing and advising
as a sight-testing optician unless he is registered
under this Act.

Persons not to assume title, etc., implying regis-
tration under This Act.

8.—(A) After the date on which the register
comes'into force a person shall not be entitled to
take or use the name or title of " Sight-testing
Optician " or any other name, title, designation,
addition or description whether by means of
initials or letters placed after his name or other-
wise implying that he is registered under this Act
or that he is a person specially qualified to practice
sight testing or testing sight unless he is registered
under this Act.

Penalties.
(B) Any person who after the date aforesaid

has not been registered under this Act takes or
uses any such name, title, designation, addition or
description as aforesaid shall on summary convic
tion be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.

Constitution of Optical Council.
9. On the passing of this Act the Lord Presi-

dent of the Council shall take steps to secure the
formation of a General Optical Council to be called
the Council of Optical Registration (hereinafter
called the General Optical Council) which shall
consist of

(A) Four persons to be appointed for the term
of three years by the Lord President of
the Council ;

(B) Four persons to be appointed for the term
of three years by the British Optical
Association ;

(c) Four persons to be appointed for the term
of three years by the Master Wardens and
Company of Spectacle Makers if that
Company shall within three months from
the passing of this Act signify in writing
to the Lord President of the Council their
intention of being represented on the
General Optical Council ;

(o) Four persons to be appointed after the
establishment of the register provided for
by this Act for the term of three years by
direct election by the members of the
register.

The first election of members to the General
Optical Council under the sections (A) (a) and (c)
shall take place within six months from the passing
of this Act and the members so elected may exer-
cise all the powers and duties of the General Opti-
cal Council until the election of the direct repre-
sentatives as hereinafter provided. The first election
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under the sub-section (o) shall take place on the
first day of May, one thousand nine hundred and
eight.

Any vacancy occurring by resignation or death
shall be filled up in the case of a member appointed
under sub-section (A) by the Lord President of the
Council and in the case of a member appointed
under sub-sections (n) (c) and (D) by the body
which appointed such persons. Members appointed
under this section shall on the termination of the
period for which they have been appointed be
eligible for re-appointment for a like period.
Qualification and election of direct representaliz,es.

10.—(11 The members of the General Optical
Council representing the members of the register
(in this section referred to as " direct representa-
tives " ) shall themselves be registered under this
Act but the proceedings of the General Optical
Council shall not be questioned on account of a
vacancy or vacancies among the direct represen-
tatives.

(2) The President of the General Optical
Council or any other person whom the General
Optical Council may from time to time appoint
shall be the returning officer for the purpose of
elections of direct representatives and such return-
ing officer shall some time not less than six weeks
nor more than two months before the day on which
the term of office of any such representative will
expire and as soon as conveniently may be after
the occurrence of any vacancy arising from the
death or resignation of any such representative
issue his precept requiring the members of the
register to cause a representative to be elected by
members of the register within twenty-one days
after the receipt of the precept of the returning
officer.

(3) The election shall be conducted in such
manner as may be provided by regulations to be
made by the Privy Council provided as follows:

(A) The nomination shall be in writing and
the nomination paper of each candidate
shall be signed by not fewer than six
members of the register ; and
The election shall be conducted by voting
papers and it shall be the duty of the
General Optical Counicil to cause a voting
paper to be forwarded by post to each of
the members of the register but the elec-
tion shall not be rendered void by reason
of the omission to cause such voting paper
to be forwarded in any particular case or
cases and any member of the register to
whom a voting paper has not been sent in
pursuance of this Act may on application
to the Secretary to the General Optical
Council obtain one from him ; and

(c) Any member of the register entitled to
vote at such election may vote for as many
candidates as there are representatives to
be elected.
A direct representative elected in place of

any such representative retiring on the expiration
of the period for which he was elected shall come
into office at the expiration of that period and a
direct representative elected to fill a vacancy caused
by the death or resignation of any such representa-
tive shall come into office on the day on which he
is certified by the returning officer to have been
elected.

(5) The expenses attending the election of a
direct representative shall be defrayed as part of
the expenses of the General Optical Council.

(6) For the purpose of the first election of
direct representatives the returning officer shall on
the first day of April, one thousand nine hundred

(Continued on page 20151)
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. and eight, issue his precept to the members of the
register requiring them to cause the proper number

of representatives to be elected within twenty-one
days after the receipt of the said precept and the
said representatives shall come into office on the
first day of May, one thousand nine hundred and
eight.

Duties of General Optical Council,
II. The duties and powers of the General

Optical Council shall be as follows :
(I) To frame rules—
(A) Regulating their own proceedings;
(a) Establishing, keeping and controlling a

register by the General Optical Council
and regulating the conditions of admission
on the register;

(c) Fixing the date on which the register shall
come into force;

(G) Regulating the course of training and the
conduct of examinations;
Regulating the admission on the register
of persons already practicing sight testing
or testing sight at the passing of this Act;
Regulating, supervising and restricting
within due limits the practice of sight test-
ing or testing sight ;

(G) Deciding the conditions under which per-
sons registered under this Act may be
struck off and may be re-admitted to the
reester.

(2) To appoint a Secretary Registrar and other
officers and assistants.

(3) To appoint examiners.
(4) To issue and cancel certificates.
(5) And generally to do any other act or duty

which may be necessary or expedient for the due
and proper carrying out of the provisions of this Act.

Rules framed under this section shall be valid
only if approved by the Privy Council and the
Privy Council may confirm any such rules without
modifications or with such modifications as the
Privy Council may think fit and any rules so con-
firmed shall have effect as if enacted in this Act.

Any rules made under this Act may be re-
scinded, revoked, amended or varied by the rules
made in the same manner and subject to the same
approval.

Provisions as to register.
12.—(A) A register shall be kept by the Regis-

trar to be styled the Register of Sight-testing Opti-
cians which shall contain a list in alphabetical order
according to the surnames and shall state the full
names and addresses of registered persons and
subject to the provisions of this Act shall contain
such particulars and be in such form as the Gene-
ral Optical Council may from time to time direct.

(a) The register shall be deemed to be in
proper custody when in the custody of the Regis-
trar appointed by the General Optical Council and
shall be of such a public nature as to be admissible
as evidence of all matters therein on its mere pro-
duction from that custody.

(c) The General Optical Council shall cause a
correct copy of the register to be from time to
time and at least once a year printed under their
direction and sold which copy will be admissible
in evidence.

(G) Where a person entitled to be registered
under this Act produces or sends to the general
registrar the document conferring or evidencing

(E)

(F)
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his license or qualification with a statement of his
name and address and other particulars if any re-
quired for the registration and pays the registration
fee he shall be registered in the register of Sight-
testing Opticians.

Registration fees.
13. There shall be payable in respect of the

registration of any person who before the first day
of May, one thousand nine hundred and six, applies
to be registered under this Act a fee not execeeding
ten shillings and sixpence and in respect of the
registration of any person who after that day ap-
plies to be registered a fee not exceeding five
pounds.

Appeal from decision of General Optical Council.

14. Any person deeming himself aggrieved by
any decision of the General Optical Council re-
moving his name from the register may appeal
therefrom to the High Court of Justice within six
months after the notification of any such decision
to him but no further appeal shall be allowed.
When any person deems himself aggrieved by any
determination of any Court of Summary Jurisdic-
tion under this Act such person may appeal there-
from to a Court of Quarter Sessions.

Parties to be heard by the General Optical Council.
15. No person shall have his name removed

from the register without having been previously
given an opportunity of being personally heard by
the General Optical Council.

Penally for obtaining registration by false repre-
sentations.

16. Any person who procures or attempts to
procure registration under this Act by making or
producing or causing to be made or produced any
false and fraudulent declaration certificate or repre-
sentation either in writing or otherwise shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and shall on conviction
thereof be liable to be imprisoned with or without
hard labor for any term not exceeding twelve
months.

Penalty for falsification of register.
17. Any person wilfully making or causing to

be made any falsification in any manner relating to
the register or forging or issuing any certificate
purporting to be a certificate under this Act shall
be guilty of a misdemeanr and shall be liable on
conviction to imprisonment with or without hard
labor for any term not exceeding twelve months.

Change of address and death of a practitioner.
18. Every person registered under under this

Act shall forthwith notify to the Registrar any
change in his name or address and any person
neglecting so to notify shall be liable at the dis-
cretion of the General Optical Council to be struck
off the register and every Registrar of Deaths on
receiving notice of the death of any person regis-
tered under this Act shall forthwith transmit by
post to the General Registrar a certificate under
his own hand of such death with the particulars of
time and place of death and may charge the cost
of such certificate and transmission as an expense
of his office.

Duty of registrar to make and keep register.
19. It shall be the duty of the Registrar to

make and keep a correct register in accordance
with the provisions of this Act of all persons who
shall be entitled to be registered under this Act
and to erase the names of all registered persons
who shall have died or whose names shall have
been removed from the register and from time to
time to make the necessary alterations in the ad-
dresses of the persons registered under this Act to
enable the Registrar duly to fulfill the duties im-
posed upon him it shall be lawful for the Registrar
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to write a letter to any registered person addressed
to him according to his address on the register to
inquire whether he has ceased to cirry on business
or has changed his residence, such letter to be for-
warded by post as a registered letter according to
the Post Office regulations for the time being and
if no answer shall be returned to such letter within
the period of six months from the sending of the
letter a second of similar purport shall be sent in
like manner and if no answer be given thereto
within three months from the date thereof it shall
be lawful to erase the name of such person from
the register provided always that the same may be
restored by the direction of the General Optical
Council should they think fit to make an order to
that effect.

Accounts to be kept.
zo. The General Optical Council shall enter or

cause to be entered in books kept for that purpose
a true account of all sums of money by them re-
ceived and paid under this Act and such accounts
shall be certified as correct by an accountant who
shall be a member either of the Institute of Char-
tered Accountants or of the Incorporated Society
of Accountants and a statement of such accounts
shall be annually laid before the Privy Council.

Service of notices by post.
21. Subject to the other provisions of this Act

all notices and documents required by and for the
purposes of this Act to be sent may be sent by
post and shall be deemed to have been received at
the time when the letter containing the same would
be delivered in the ordinary course of post and in
proving such sending it shall be sufficient to prove
that the letter containing the notice or document
was prepaid and properly addressed and put into
the post.

Recovery oPpenalties.
22. All fees under this Act may be recovered

as ordinary debts due to the General Optical
Council and all penalties under this Act may be
recovered and enforced in accordance with the
provisions of the Summary Jurisdiction Acts.

Timing Motorists by the Camera
One of the evils of the age is the reckless

driving of automobiles, and the souls of motorists
have been made sore by sentinels posted to record
their speed. But as the evidence of these is often
uncertain and questionable, a mechanical method
of noting speeds has been devised, the results of
which are absolutely beyond question. A time-
recording camera is used. In this process a range,
or " trap," is measured with a recording camera
at each end.

As the motor-car flies past, it is caught by an
almost instantaneous exposure, and by the same
movement a watch-face is photographed, thus
giving the exact time. On passing the second
camera a similar photograph is taken, and the
difference in time between the two photographed
watch faces accurately indicates the time occupied
in transversing the distance.

The watches used are sealed in a way that
renders it impossible for the person in charge of
them to tamper with the hands without breaking
the seal The camera thus makes a record which
can be produced in court, and can be referred to
months afterward, if necessary.

"I am ;nos/ interested in optics and all articles
fiertaining to same in The Keystone, including
advertising ef an optical business."—J.E.Slrecker,
Optician, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Try it on your next R
We have sample sets of the six most used styles that we sell

for $6.25 per set, complete with box

F. A. HARDY & CO.
The only Exclusively
Wholesale Optical Establishment
in the entire South

Atlanta,

Brown & Burpee
Cabinet

For all particulars consult your
jobber or write us

We are publishers of Standard

and Special Charts for every

known visual defect

Prices quoted jobbers on application.

Collyrine Ton made. Full size trial
is the best Eye Renovator and

bottle, loc. by mail.

BROWN & BURPEE
940 Elm Street Manchester, N. If.
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Letters from Opticians

American Association and Its Critics

ED. KEYSTONE :—I noticed in a cotemporary

of THE KEYSTONE some editorial criticisms of the
Minneapolis convention which it seems to me

should not be allowed tsi go unchallenged. The

phrase, " more of a fiasco than ever, from a prac-

tical point of view," is a pretty strong expression,

mid implies that all of the previous conventions

were failures, including those held during the time

when our critic says he was " among the hardest

practical workers for its welfare."

Looking through the various editorial para-

graphs of your cotemporary for evidence of what

the author considers a practical point of view, I

find the statement that " the original hope and

plan of the founder of the association was that it

would harmonize conflicting interests, that industry

and inventions would be encouraged, suitable laws

be enacted for the suppression of fakirs, and a

standard set and raised for the guidance of future

optical generations."

Considering the convention from the point of

view of " conflicting interests," I fail to recall that

any conflict occurred during the entire three days,

or that anything was said or done antagonizing

interests represented there, or allied interests not

represented there directly. But what are these

so-called " conflicting interests ?" Presumably

they are the manufacturer, jobber, dispensing

optician and the to-day well-recognized optome-

trist. Do these varied interests antagonize each

other? It is absurd to suppose that the first two

mentioned are opposed to the latter two, or vice-

versa. At the same time it is equally absurd to

presume that they could meet upon common

ground in organization and introduce subjects for

discussion that would directly concern both, or be

of vital interest to both, or sufficiently so to unite

and draw them together in annual convention.

They are dependent upon each other more or less

for commercial prosperity, but there is great diver-

gence in their business itself and in their methods

of conducting the same, and their relation as buyer

and seller are entirely different from the relation of

the optician and optometrist to whom they sell—

namely, the general public. It would be just as

consistent to expect the manufacturing chemist,

the wholesale druggist, the pharmacist and physi-

cian to meet together in one and the same organ-•

iza ti on.
This is where most of the trouble has arisen in

the past of the American Association. There was

only one of two courses logically left open for us

to pursue, either to evolve an association of jobbers

or follow the course that was taken and develop

the optometrist, and considering the nucleus that

was in the American Association the latter course

was doubtless the wiser one to follow. A jobbers'

association has since been organized, and will

pursue its natural bent as is right and proper. As

for the optician, as commonly known, the man

that retails optical merchandise exclusively, there

will not be enough of his kind left in a few years

more to form an organization by themselves.

All the papers and discussions were in absolute

harmony with the proposition to encourage indus-

try and invention, and if the aggregate result was

not equal to some of the former conventions it

was only an incident and not due to any premedi-

tation or untoward act upon the part of anyone.

The sentiment regarding legal enactment was, so

far as openly expressed, favorable and encourag-

ing. The standard was not lowered, but on the
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contrary received support for maintenance and

encouragement for further elevation.

I maintain that the quality of the membership,

as at present composed—namely, optometrists, is

the natural and logical sequence of the develop-

ment of progress, and is coincident with the eleva-

tion of the standard set. The retail optician quite

extensively practices optometry, and by virtue of

such practice he should be interested in and feel

at home in an association of optometrists. The

only other dominant interest commonly involved

is the price-list, and this should secure his co-

operation.
In an editorial in your September issue you

assign as the cause for a lesser number of exhibits

than formerly obtained, the fact that a charge was

made for space. This cannot be true, for as a

matter of fact the expense to most of the exhibitors

was really less than formerly, for the reason that

none contributed directly to the expense of the

convention as in former years. Was it not rather

due to distance ? It is, however, true that exhib-

itors should be free, in my opinion, after late expe-

rience, both from solicitation and charge for space.

The disorder incident to acquiring a proper consti-

tution and by-laWs is due to the complex character

of the organization at the start, but will not neces-

sarily prove fatal. The difficulty in securing proper

results along this line is made greater by reason of

the fact that the meetings are held so far apart, and

also to the fact that the extent of the country is so

great that the distance to travel operates against get-

ting the same constituency from year to year, and

besides new accretions of membership are being

constantly made and not all keep in touch with the

successive steps effected. Each State will sooner

or later secure its proper representation in the

association, and a strong and resourceful organiza-

tion will, I believe, result.
I agree with the statement that the association

is not properly named. It should be called the

"American Association of Optometrists."
Yours very truly,

Minneapolis, Minn. CLIFTON A. SNELL

An Optician's Interesting Deductions

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am a constant reader of

THE KEYSTONE, and am especially interested in

the optical department. I wish to say that in all

my work I use the fogging system exclusively, and

have never yet been guilty of prescribing — lenses

where + should have been used. I read the ques-

tions propounded in your journal and answers

given with much interest, and there is one point

I wish to touch upon that cannot fail to be of inter-

est to all who are engaged in optical work. Read-

ing the September KEYSTONE, I am impelled to

write this because of the questions asked by " T. L."

and " T. B. S." Without taking up the matter of

replies to these two correspondents' questions, I

wish to say that I have found in my practice some

fixed rules by which I anf governed absolutely and

which have never failed me in a single instance.

Hence I have come to .recognize them as laws

instead of rules. They are as follows:

1st. Where vision with either eye, one at a time,

is fg there is no astigmatism, and I never hunt for it.
zd. Young people, those who have not reached

the presbyopic age, who are performing only

normal duties of life, (and by this I mean where

the close work does not exceed three to four hours

per day), who have tg vision with either eye, have

at least Loo D hyperopia, and I never prescribe

less. By this I mean that I do not reduce my fog

below that power, and very frequently find in
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varying degrees from + Loo to 2.00 and even

+ 2.50 (according to the age of the patient)

spheres the full correction of hyperopia. In cases

where the patient comes complaining of severe

troubles, for which glasses are fitted, I only allow,

after equalizing vision of the two eyes, la vision
with either eye which will give is dimly with
both eyes.

3d. I am never afraid of putting on too much

+ sphere as this power can absolutely do no harm,

and if after the patient has worn the glasses two

days or two weeks, the troubles they came com-

plaining of have ceased and vision is still fogged, I

then reduce the power ; otherwise, I never reduce

until relief is experienced.
4th. When esophoria is present at times of

making test, I know there is some degree of spasm

of accommodation and that I cannot get full cor-

rection of spheres on and 0, vision.
5th. VVhere esophoria is present, there cannot

possibly be myopia no matter how poor the vision,

and I never prescribe in such cases less than

t.00.
6th. In cases where astigmatism may safely be

suspected, as the case of below nornal vision, and I

am in doubt as to my findings, I prescribe + spheres

for temporary wear for one week to two weeks'

constant wear. These rules if followed will save

much annoyance and perplexity to both practi-

tioners and patients.
Yours truly,

R. H."

An Optician's Suggestion

ED. KEYSTONE.—Referring to the clinic in the

September KEYSTONE, do you think that you have

done the best that can be done for this patient

under consideration? To sum up the case, we

have one in which there is 2.50 D. of hypermetropia

manifested with 2 degrees of exophoria. This is

associated with extreme weakness of the adductor,

the adductors not being any too strong. You state

that the " exophoria is no doubt due to the weak-

ness of the intetni." This is what I thilik. Such

being the case, proper development of these

muscles would relieve this and probably cause an

esophoria, which would allow the wearing of the

full correction. It is always my practice Where the

adducting power is so low, to bring it up to at least

three times the power of the abductors. The past

month I have had two of these cases, which have

been very interesting, owing to the previous trouble

experienced and the results obtained. I would

therefore suggest the prescription you advise, as a

temporary one, and advise prisms as aevelopers,

changing the prescription to a full correction with-

out prisms after the adduction has been brought up

to about 50 degrees. I usually bring them up to

this, as I find after the exercise has been stopped

the pulling power diminishes somewhat.

Yours truly,
"G. H. D."

[The cases presented in the clinics are intended

to illustrate the various anomalies of refraction

and muscular balance, and the different methods

employed to correct them.
The patient whom we examined in the Septem-

ber clinic was hypermetropic, and we showed the

methods of detecting and measuring- this defect,

and at the same time explained the different forms

of hypermetropia. A muscular imbalance was

found, and we showed the various steps which led

to its detection. Then we considered the proper

correction for these two anomalies. This used up

our time and as we had illustrated the desired

points, we stopped. Of course, development of

the interni is indicated in any case of exophoria, as

we have already advocated in these pages, and

shall do so again.—Eo.]
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You Are Thankful
If you are using the Kachoo Guard,

because

—It " holds on " your customers' glasses
as nothing else will.

—It "holds on " to their trade and brings
new business.

—It enables you to fit Ez2 nose with ease.

—It is antiseptic, perfectly balanced, does
not mark the nose and eliminates
grease and verdigris.

—You are dealing with a house that ships
all orders same day as received.

BUT IF YOU ARE NOT USING the KACHOO,
why not send for samples and literature, and
Investigate what others have pronounced the
most popular seller they ever handled?

We have special facilities foc:,r, I Work

TRY US on your HOLIDAY STOCK,
Eyeglass Chains, Opera Glasses, Reading
Glasses, etc.

Mdntire, Magee 0 Brown
Wholesale, Manufacturing and Jobbing

OPTICIANS

723 Sansom Street, Philadelphia

Michigan Optical Co.:

Have been using your Surefit Mountings for
over a year. They are 0. K.

F. J. PRATT (optician

St. Paul, Minn.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N.Y.
Wm. E. HUSTON, Secretary, Kansas City, Mo.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in Rochester,
N. Y., in 1906.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(I62B)

HON. ALBAN G. H. GIBBS, M. P., Master.
Cob. T. DAVIES Suwimr„ F. R. A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. W. DUNSCOMBE, F. B. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

F. E. LUKE, President.
II. J. GEmina, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, Springburn, Glasgow.
D. L. MURRA.Y, Secretary, (121 DlIke Street, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)

II. A. BARRACLOCOH, B. 0. A., President.
A. A. C. COCKS, B. O. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)

Jolts C. EBERHARDT, President.
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

The Optical Specialists' Association of America (1904)

J. C. CLARK, President, Sioux City, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, Waterloo, Iowa.

American Association of Wholesale Opticians ((893)

J. T. BRAYTON, President, Chicago, Ill.
A. REED MCINTIRE, Secy., 723 Sansoni St., Philadelphlaya.

Next meeting, in New York, in 1 5.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1891)

cART ER, President, Boston, Ilass.
1. A. BARRON, Secretary, Winter St., Boston,

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except .lttly and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Alien.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, 1liiii.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

H. E. lIkumAN, President, Williamsport, Pe.
C. A. LONOSTRETII, Sm•retary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

W. IV. BISSELL, President, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER I'. WILLIANIS, Secretary, 155 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

J. H. &Lis, President, South Bend, Ind.
MISS MARGARET J. ERMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Society of Optometrists (1896)

P. s■•IIOLLER, President, Hancock, Mich.
I.IMER, Secret :try and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,
Muskegon, II i ch.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

E. F. Ilks A I.I, President, Keokuk, Iowa.
13. M. ilti.t.s, seeretary, Vinton, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. Ittoinas, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 408A Trude Building, Chicago, 111.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

F. W. LAUFER, President, Oakland, Cal.
A t.iskit St•ttolIAY, Secy., 308 Hayes St., San Francisco,Cal,

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EvEasobn, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. WittTE, President, Concord, N. H.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

A. .T. STOESSEI„ President, Milwaukee, Wis.
E. K TnomAs, Secretary, Milwaukee, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. W. BROWN, President, Ortonville, Minu.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

H. J. Coon, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
GEO. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. Emelt, President, Denver, Colo.
R. H. BotonL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
MISS E.H.CHAPMAN,Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)

F. W. MINT, President, Burlingame, Kans.
H. T. CORSON, Secy. and Treas., Kansas City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

C. M. WHEELER, President, Columbia, Me.
ELAtAit II. StiliMIDT, Secy. and Treas., Wasitington, Mo.

Next meeting, May 8, 1906, in Kansas City.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

AV. WAYT ROYALL, President, Martinsville, Va.
JOHN W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, RiChIllend, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. AVALLIs, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

L. J. BACKUS, President, Louisville, Ky.
A. S. REEVES, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

CIIAS. U. CONYNE, President, Mandan, N. Dak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

FREDERICK II. liEwLETT, President, Paterson, N. j.
J. .I. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

11(11.r.,Got 18. Fitprz, President, Sioux Falls, S. Oak.
D. Cr. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1003)

WEST CATHCART, President Galveston, Texas.
B. R. STOCKING, Secretary, Belton, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)

WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, it. I.
G. FREDERIC BEANE, Secretary, 139 Mathewson Street,

Providence, R. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. It. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)

R. DE MESLE, President.
P. Cr. MOUNT, Secretary, eon St. Denis and Dorchester Sta.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. Fobsou, President, 28 Whitehall SI., Atlanta, Ga.
C. H. EITTRELL, Secretary, Dublin, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
Dispensing Opticians)

E. 13. METROWITZ, President, New York City.
A. SIIAW, Secretary, 1145 Broadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1905)

Louis CLAtiont., New Orleans, La.
S. P. ScituEsst.Eit, l( try, Baton Rouge, hat,

Nova Scotia Optical Society (1905)

A. C. WHITTEKEIi, President, Halifax, N. S.
G. A. 13untsattnin, Se('retary, Ilalithx, N. S.

New Mexico Association of Optometrists (1905)

OTTO G. BEImEtt, President, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
GEO. F. EVERETT, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

-•

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

If. C. WArrs, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets third Thursday of each month.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LuRor RYN:R, Pri,ident.
R.M.Locnwoon, Bee. see., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY M. liESTOR, President, Rochester, N. Y.
C. I. SUMERISKI, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PEHLKE, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W. F. NEWCOMB, President, State and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 408A Trude Building, Chicago, hi.
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Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JottAs HOUSE, President, Welland, Ont.
F. 0. Dutmor, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Optical Society of Western New York (1903)

ROGER F. WILLIAMS, President.
ERNEST V. SYRCIIER, Secretary, Buffalo, N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES G. HOLCOMB, President.
LEANDER Burr, Secretary mid Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association If Opticians '1903)

FEED. DETNIERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1908)

OXEN IL HENRY, President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAMES A. llowani, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)

P. C. CUFF, PreSideld.
J. A. MeAvov, Serrcia ry, Lowell, Mass.

Meets second Thursday of March, September, November.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York (1905)

F. E. Rottnixs, President, Elmira, N. Y.
If. A. JORDA N Secrt eiry, Elmira, N. Y.

Optical Trades Association (1905)
(New York ( 'ity)

p. p. Scumum, President, New York City.
Jos. FRI c DLAN DER, Secretary, S Maiden Lane,NewYorkCity.

Detroit Optometry Club (1905)

A. W. K murr, President.
FRED. R. PRESTON, Secret ;try, 42 Mott Ave., Detroit.

Southern California Optical Society (1905)

L. APFFEt , President.
T. N. I)) si lit's, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

Second Story versus the Ground Floor

IN a letter before us a subscriber propounds

the following question, which is typical of

many received from time to time :

ED. KEYSTONE.—I am now located on the
ground floor, two squares away from the principal
thoroughfare, and have a chance to get quarters
right in the business center, but the new rooms
would be on the second ,floor. What would you
advise me to do?

Truly yours,
"S. IVIcC."

We would advise our correspondent to

hasten very slowly in making a change of

this character. We know a great number of

opticians who are doing a successful business

on the second floor, but they belong to one

or other of two classes : those who have a

well-established name and clientage, or those

whose professional work is largely dispensing

doctors' prescriptions. The merchant or

professional man in any line must keep in

mind that people have a certain inherent

aversion to going up stairs, or even going up

a few steps. The store on a level with the

street is always more inviting than one that

is elevated, however slightly. There are

instances known to us where the jewelry

store is on the ground floor and the optical

department on the second floor. In such

cases the client has to enter the store before

he knows he has to go up stairs, and conse-

quently the danger of loss of business is not

so great in this case. Suppose, nowever,

that a customer calls in such a store to have

his glasses examined, and it is necessary to

send to another floor for the optician, the

delay and necessity of repeating his or her

(Continued on page 2057)
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Our Catalogue,
giving illustrations

and full description

of the various styles

of Geneva Cases,

sent on request.

Geneva Optical Co. Geneva, N. r
N. B. "Geneva R Work is accurate'

Automatic Toric Lens
Grinding Machine

This machine is entirely
automatic in its working and
produces Tonic Lenses or
any kind of Cylindrical
Lenses true to curve, with
axes absolutely true in each
meridian, perfectly free
from aberration, and surface
equal to any spherical lens.

The machine will grind
any from of Toric curve,
plus or minus.

The patent rotary move-
ment of tool holder in com-
bination with lens action
produces a cycle of seven-
teen figures to complete the

path of the lens during revolution, comprising elliptical, hyperbolic,
parabolic and spherical movements, thus insuring an accurate working
of the lens over every section of the surface of the tool.

A boy can run a half dozen of these machines and automatically
produce work equal to that of the most skilled workman.

For sale by all ihe leading. jobbing- houses

Manufactured by

PINKHAM & SMITH
2 8 8-2 90 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

6 6 BISIGHT "

The only Invisible Bifocal ground in one piece
I.. S. A. Pat. August 29, 1905. Other patents pending

I will give agencies to a leading
Optical house in the principal cities
of the country. If interested, write
for information to the inventor and
sole manufacturer:

B. MAYER
Wholesale Manufacturer of Optical Goods

6 East Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

Distributing Agent for Philadelphia:
D. V. BROWN, 74o Sansom Street.

Distributing Agent for New York City :
W. T. GEORGEN CO., 32 East 23d Street
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Second Story versus the Ground Floor
(Continued front page 2055)

story will always leave an unfavorable impres-

sion on the customer.
But the great handicap to the second-

story optician is the lack of a display window,

and for the beginner this alone would elimi-

nate from consideration the second-story

quarters. Besides, the ground-floor store,

two blocks away, is by no means hopelessly

circumstanced as compared with that in the

busy quarter. Professional competency, an

appealing personality, attractive quarters, and
dignified, aggressive advertising, amply com-
pensate for the handicap of location. While
not sufficiently posted on all the affecting
circumstances to give infallible advice, we
think our subscriber will save disappointment
and possibly loss by remaining in his present
quarters. We would welcome the views of
our readers on this important subject.

Rochester Optical Society

The regular monthly meeting of the Rochester
Optical Society was hela October loth. Minutes
of the last meeting, held September 12th, were read
and approved.

A number of communications were received
from different optical societies in answer to a letter
of inquiry for a comparison of prices in the different
sections of the country, and upon comparison, the
prices agreed with the list of the society.

Motion was made and carried that the Roches-
ter Optical Society affiliate with the American
Association of Opticians.

The committee on the educational feature,
reported that they had secured Prof. Williams to
give a series of lectures on anatomy and physiology.

President Beston announced that he had a
promise from a prominent oculist to give a talk on
the eye at the November meeting.

An application was received from M. T. Carney,
which was referred to the executive committee.

Georgia Optical Society

A goodly number of members of the Georgia
State Optical Association met in Atlanta on the
night of October 18th, in the lecture room of
Carnegie Library, to hear an address by Dr. A. W.
Calhoun, on " How the Non-Medical Refractionists

May Recognize Incipient Cataract."
Dr. Calhoun's reputation as an oculist, and

especially the fact that he is conceded to be without

a peer in the South as a cataract operator, caused
the members to anticipate great pleasure in this
lecture. They were not disappointed. The doctor
held the closest attention for over an hour. His
talk was illustrated with anatomical specimens,
charts and blackboard drawings, and covered not
only the present-day procedures in diagnosis of
cataract, but was replete with historical reference
regarding former opinions of this disease.

Members coming from the extreme limits of
the State expressed themselves as being well repaid
for the trip, and a movement is on foot to arrange
for some future date a lecture on glaucoma.

President Folsom presided at the meeting.

Other officers present were Vice • rresident

Dr. L. A. Hines, of Savannah, and Secretary
C. H. Kittrell, of Dublin.

On the following day the officers and ladies
present were entertained at a theater party, followed

by a dinner given in their honor by Mr. Folsom, at
the Piedmont Cafe.

A directors' meeting will occur at Dublin, Ga.,
in January, at the call of the president.

New England Association of Opticians

The regular monthly meeting of the New

England Association of Opticians was held in

Young's Hotel, Boston, Mass., on Tuesday even-

ing, October 17th. The lecturer of the evening

was F. P. Simmons, of the Davis Optical Co.,

who took for his subject 'Accommodation and

Convergence." Messrs. F. W. Putnam, Newport,

R. I., and J. H. Newbegin, Hyde Park, were elected

to associate membership.

Minnesota State Board of Examiners
in Optometry

The Board met at the State Capitol, St. Paul,

on October 25th and 26th for the purpose of hold-

ing examinations. The total number of points

which it was possible to obtain was moo ; 700 for

the written examinations and 300 for the oral.

These were divided as follows :

Practical Examination

Care and accuracy in adjusting trial frames
and lenses   20

Dispatch.  10
Method of procedure   40
Accuracy of diagnosis   too
Muscle test   30
Retinoscopic test   30
Frame fitting . .   3o
Neutralizing lenses   40

Written Examination

Group 1, 150 points.—General optics ; refraction ;
properties and effects of lenses in their differ-
ent forms ; mathematical problems, including
transposition.

Group 2, too points.—Anatomy and physiology of
the eye, including the muscles and nerves
which control the movements of the eyeball ;
the functions of accommodation, with mathe-
matical problem involved.

Group 3, 200 points.—Hypermetropia, myopia,
astigmatism, presbyopia and their character-
istic symptoms and treatment.

Group 4, 250 points.—Muscular imbalances, their
causes, diagnosis and treatment ; frame fit-
ting ; retinoscopy ; ophthalmoscopy ; disease
symptoms.

The above outline shows the general ground

covered and embraces nothing more than an opto-

metrist should be familiar with. The optometry

law has certainly accomplished much in this State,

and the direct beneficiary is the general public,

who have been protected from ignorant practi-

tioners.

Southern Tier Optical Society

At a recent meeting of this society, held in the

offices of F. A. Jordan, RA East Water Street,

Elmira, N. Y., F. A. Jordan, the secretary, read a

paper on "Gold Frames ; " C. H. Vernoy, of

Waverly, one on "The Retinoscope," and F. E.

Robins, of Elmira, one on "Transposing Lenses."

The members composing this society, which has

been only seven months in existence, reside mostly

in Southern New York and Northern Pennsylvania.

Meetings tire held on the first Thursday of every
month,
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California State Association of
Optometrists

The following self-explanatory communication
has been addressed by the secretary of the Califor-
nia State Association of Optometrists to every
member of that body, in compliance with an order
of the board of directors:

Important Notice

The California State Association of Optome-
trists, wishing to get an expression of opinion from
all registered optometrists, would like you to kindly
answer the following questions on the attached
postal. Detach same and mail to the secretary.
We desire all reputable optometrists to join our
society, therefore if you are not a member, send to
the secretary for an application blank.

Are you in favor of the optometry law as it
now stands?

Are you in favor of an amendment to the pres-
ent law that will be of benefit to the optometrists?

Are you willing to give your moral support to
the California Sthte Association of Optometrists in
upholding the law?

Book Notices

The second and final volume of "The Eye;
Its Refraction and Diseases," by Edward E.
Gibbons, M. D., from the press of the Macmillan
Company, presents a systematic study of the
diseases of the eye in as concise a manner as is
consistent with the requirements of the subject.
It embraces over 600 pages,. including an elaborate
index, and is printed in large and very legible type,
which the student will be sure to appreciate.
Numerous cuts are shown, made from drawings by

the author, many of which are in colors. There is

a very comprehensive chapter upon the eye symp-

toms in systemic diseases, which the author con-

siders should be especially valuable to the student

and practitioner of general medicine. Some of

the newer appliances and drugs used in the treat-

ment of the various eye diseases, the author has

ignored, because, in his opinion, they had either

not proven of any special value or had not been

long enough in use to justify a pronouncement

from him regarding their efficacy. The work may

be obtained from this office on receipt of the pub-

lishers' price, $5 net per volume.

The sixth edition of " The Microtomists' Vade-

Mecum," a handsome book of microscopic anat-

omy, from the pen of Arthur Bolles Lee, and pub-

lished by P. Blakiston's Son & Co., while it scarcely

exceeds the last in length, contains a great deal of

new and important matter on this interesting

science. Including a copious and useful index and

appended data, the book contains upwards of 600

pages, divided into thirty-six chapters, and is

substantially bound in a stiff cloth cover. The

present edition embodies the very latest findings

in ma.Ay branches of the subject. Accordingly, a

number of chapters have, been largely re-written,

those on the nervous system made the subject of

more extended research and the tenor of the entire

volume completely modernized. It is pre-emi-

nently a student's book, comprehensive in scope,

lucid in text, concise in definition and exact in

formula. It exploits the science step by step in

orderly sequence, dealing thoroughly with every

phase of it.
The book may be obtained from this office on

receipt of publishers' price, $4 net.

"l am most interested in Optical Department
and Workshop Notes,"—J. H. Willis, jeweler owl
Optician, .Vorris Cit,v, lainok!



Pages Z82 to Z89 of the 1906 B. A. & Co. Catalogue
Illustrate our Opera Glasses. On this page we list our

celebrated Bartholdi French Opera Glass

No. 663

No. 663. White"Pearl " Bartholdi," Fancy Gilt Trimmings, Fancy Gilt Band, Achromatic Lenses, in Fine Plush BagNo. 664. Oriental " 41 11 14 it 11 41 C 
•11 4iNo. 568. White " 44 Pearl Top, Gilt Trimmings, Pearl Handle, " i t

No. 569. Oriental " if II f4 44 44 44 44

No. 583.
No. 584.
No. 585.
NO. 021.

White Pearl "Bartholdi," Gilt Trimmings, Pearl Top, Achromatic LensesOriental " 11 4t

41 14 41

41 44

41 14

11 4t

13 L.
  Each, $24.00

'4 24.00
'' 20.00

20.00

" Tubes and Top, Achromatic Lenses " Top, Achromatic Lenses, Marquise Shape

11 L. 13 I.
  Each, $11.00

" 11.00
$112.00
12 .00

$13.50
13.50

15.00 16.50
14

$.00

Your December stock should contain these Opera Glasses
(Prices Subject to our Catalogue Discounts)

Our 1906 catalogue contains zoo pages of optical goods. Theoptical department contains a large stock, at right prices. Your orderswill have prompt and expert attention.

BENJ. ALLEN & Co., CHICAGO
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How Do They Stmnd H?

"1' it really surprising, when you come
to notice it, what people will put up
with in the way of glasses—some

people, that is. The most striking example
that ever came under our notice was that of
an old colored man who brought his glasses
to be repaired to one of the retailers in Phila-
delphia ; and when the workman started to
take them apart, (they were bifocals), he
found that the reading part was at the top,
and the distance part at the bottom. He
was asked how long he had been wearing
them that way, and he said : " About two
yeahs." " Two years ! Weren't they very
hard on your eyes ? " " Oh no, dey was
well enough, only sometimes dey seemed a
little bit strange !" How's that ? And it is
a positive fact.

Careless
Wearers

Spectacle

Of course, the number of
people who could wear bi-
foclas upside down is very
limited ; at the same time,

there are a good many folks whose eyes will
stand almost anything. It is curious, for
instance (when we reflect how much atten-
tion is paid just now to the subject of prisms
and the centering of lenses), it is curious to
see someone going around with a frame which
is perhaps one-quarter of an inch too narrow
in the pupillary distance, without ever
noticing the difference. One reason for
this lies, no doubt, in the weak lenses which
so many people wear. For instance, if a
man wears plain cylinders, axis 1800, it does
not matter in the least whether his frame
centers properly before his eyes or not, in a
horizontal direction, because the meridian
of no motion in the lens corresponds to
the direction in which the lenses are decen-
tered. Or, in another case, we will suppose
the patient wears B .25 spheres. On a
lens of .25 D. strength, it requires a decen-
tration of about 40 mm. to equal a ° of
prismatic effect. Now we will imagine, that
as above, the frame is too narrow by about
one-quarter of an inch. Then each eye will
be decentered one-eighth of an inch, or
about 3 mm. And as 40 mm. equals j°,
3 mm. will aqual 4.31y, or about /18-* in each
eye—an amout so small as to be almost
imperceptible. Of course, the glasses look
just as badly on the face as though the lenses
were strong ; and we are not putting up an

excuse for careless fitting, we are simply
showing how it is that people can wear such
looking things with comfort.

The same thing applies to people wear-
ing crooked frames with cylindrical lenses in
them, so that the axis of the cylinder is thrown
away around from where it ought to be.
In cases where the cylinder is very weak,
the injurious results produced by the dis-
placement of the axis for a few degrees, when
the frame is crooked on the fact, are so small
as to cause little or no annoyance..

But how are we to account
for the fact that we fre-

of Observation quently see people with
strong lenses and strong

cylinders, who wear their glasses all " out-of-
kelter,'' so that neither the centers nor the
axes are nearly right, and yet who seem to
suffer no inconvenience ? We believe the
explanation lies in the fact that many people
have such feeble powers of observation that
they actually don't know the difference.
That seems a rather queer thing to say, and
yet we really believe it is absolutely Arne.
Ask ten people of your acquaintance to tell
you about something they have seen, and
see how much detail you will get. In a
great proportion of cases, you cannot get
any definite idea of the thing at all. Is this
defective memory ? Not at all, it is defective
observation—the thing that they had seen did
not make any definite impression on them at
the time. Now the same defective sense of
observation makes it easy for such people to
wear their glasses in any sort of shape. They
put on a cylindrical lens with the axis out of
position, and they don't notice that the effect
it gives is not the same as when it is in the
proper position. Or in other words, the
mental impression that they get in looking
through their glasses when they are right is
so hazy, that the mental impression they get
when the glasses are wrong seems " much
about the same." This fact is brought out
very clearly by the uncertainty of the patient's
replies when his eyes are being examined ;
and it is this very thing that necessitates
the use of objective methods in refraction.
It seems an odd thing to say that a person in
his right sense frequently doesn't know what
he is looking at, and yet it is undoubtedly
true.

Defective Powers
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The Opticians' Show Window

We spoke the other day about the
prime necessity of lighting up your show
window. Now we just' want to venture
a few words with reference to the advisa-
bility of making the show window really a
" show " window. The window is the cheap-
est form of advertisement that we have. It
practically requires no expenditure but brains
and a little time, and it is almost a " sure
thing.," as regards bringing results, if it is at
all properly managed.

The first point, as we said before, is—
light up ! In the old days, when the streets
themselves were poorly illuminated, it didn't
take much expenditure of gas to make your
window a bright spot ; but now that the
streets are lit up like day, almost, you've got
to increase your own illumination in propor-
tion, or you won't " stand out." Then,
almost or quite as important, keep the window
clean. Not only the glass itself, but the floor
of the window, and the goods that are dis-
played in it.

Now as to the goods to be displayed.
We feel sure that many opticians would get
much better results from their display windows
if they would not adhere too closely to the
idea that they must put nothing in the win-
dow but optical goods. Of course, an optical
store must display optical goods, but you can
often make your window a point of interest to
the passer-by by putting some attractive dis-
play in the window, even though it may have
nothing to do with the optical business at all.
The various holidays, as they come around,
afford many suggestions as to the decora-
tion ; and if you are able to exhibit an
appropriate display which will make you
talked about, even though it may not sell any
goods at the time, you will have accomplished
your purpose.

Of course, in the great cities, it is hard
to do so much with the window, because the
big department stores, with their professional
window dressers, rather " take the shine"
off the effects of the smaller fry, but in
smaller towns it is by no means difficult to
snake a sensation. For instance, during vaca-
tion time, you might exhibit a gun, a tennis
racket, a fishing rod, a couple of pictures of out-
of-door sports—(pictures can be had for next
to nothing now-a-days), and combine these
with a line of smoked goods and field-glasses.
Or, for the beginning of September, you
might show a child's school outfit, with an
assortment of spectacle frames, and a card to
the effect that " If you are having your
child's eyes attended to before school opens,
bring the prescription here "---etc., etc.
The little things are bound to have an effect,
direct or indirect, and you will find they are
worth trying. —Brown's Own Iirea•
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If Our Twelve Years' Advertising in THE KEYSTONE has not
Convinced You that we have the Most Practical
Course in Optics in the World, then the Fault has
been in the Advertisements--not in the Course Itself

Successful opticians and oculists in every civilized country on the globe have told
us that it was the best investment they ever made.

Students who have taken two or more personal attendant courses in other colleges
tell us that they learned more practical optics. from our correspondence course of
twenty lessons than from all the others put together.

Almost every mail brings us from one to a dozen strong testimonial letters—
entirely unsolicited.

Letters from students who are making more money than they ever made before
and give our thorough system of optical training the credit for it.

Where there is so much smoke there surely must be a few hot embers.
We couldn't conduct an institution of this kind all these years if we did not give

our students more than the worth of their money.
We couldn't afford to spend the thousands of dollars that we do spend every year

to advertise our college if our proposition were not a good one.
We could never have reached our record of more than twice as many graduates

as any other college in the world if our course of instruction were anything short
of the very best.

We do not leave the student until he is competent to handle easily the most
difficult and complicated cases of eye trouble.

We do not leave him even then. Every student is a life member of our institution
and entitled to come to us for consultation and advice whenever and as often as he likes.

This advisory service is worth a good many dollars a year to any practicing
optician. But it is absolutely free to our graduates.

Under our reduced rate this course and degree and service are all yours for only
seven dollars and fifty cents.

Ask for our 64-page prospectus, " How to Become a Good Optician." It is free.

The South Bend College of Optics

No. i McDonald Building

(Incorporated)

South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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Portraits on the Retina of the Dead

Dr. Lindsay Johnson had the following

letter in a recent number of the London

Daily Telegrafth :

SIR :—I noticed in the columns of

your paper of Saturday, a letter by " An

Amateur Photographer," who writes to the

effect that in cases of violent death at the

hands of another an impression of the mur-

derer may sometimes be left on the retina.

He also alludes to the portrait of a butcher

being found on the retina of an ox who was

slaughtered by him. As this idea seems to

be very widely prevalent, it might be as well

if the real facts of the case were clearly

stated.
The trace of truth underlying the story

is based upon some experiments made by

the late Professor Kuehne, of Heidelberg,

which were founded upon the previous dis-

covery of Professor Boll, of Vienna. The

latter discovered that the layer of pigment

cells immediately behind the rods and cones

of the retina secreted a pinkish-purple color-

ing-matter which spread between the ends of

the rods. He called this Sehpurpur (visual

purple), and found that it became rapidly

bleached by light. Kuehne succeeded in

taking a photograph, or " optogram," as he

called it, of a window, showing the panes, on

a rabbit's eye, and fixing it in a solution of

alum. The experiment is extremely difficult

to perform, and requires the utmost care and

precautions.
To succeed in obtaining a portrait of

anyone on the eye of a person suddenly

killed, the following conditions are necessary,

and the failure of any one would probably

prevent any portrait being formed at all. The

victim would have to be chloroformed and

fixed immovably in a dentist's chair, the eye-

lids held apart by an instrument, and the

pupil dilated with a mydriatic. The murderer,

in the same way, would have to have his face

kept immovable, at a distance previously

agreed upon, during the whole of the ten

minutes' exposure, while his face was bril-

liantly illuminated—all extraneous light being

carefully excluded.

It would also be necessary for the refrac-

tion of the victim's eye to have been previ-

ously ascertained, and such a spectacle lens

placed in front of it as would sharply define

the face of the murderer on the victim's

retina. The moment the exposure was suf-

ficient the eye would have to be smeared

over with lamp black, at once removed from

the body in a subdued non-actinic light,

divided in half, and the back half placed in a

solution of alum. If all these directions

were implicitly followed the result might yield

an image sufficiently distinct to be recognized

as a human face, but in any case it would be

ridiculously small.

If, for example, the murderer's face were

nine and one-half inches long, and at a dis-

tance of one yard from the victim's eye, the

size of the face on the retina would be under

four millimeters, i. e., a little over an eighth

of an inch, nor could it be enlarged, as the

light used for that purpose would cause the

image to fade.
We may, therefore, at once dismiss the

possibility of any such photographs being

formed, except in the laboratory and under

the conditions above named.

Yours very truly,

GEO. LINDSAY JOHNSON, ME)., F. R. C. S.

Japs Tested Eyes of Gunners

Surgeon-General S. Suzuki, of the Im-

perial Japanese Navy, in his address before

the fourteenth convention of military sur-

geons of the United States, recently held in

Detroit, made what was declared by Medical

Director J. S. Wise, of the United States

Navy, to be the most valuable contribution of

modern times to naval surgery. He said

that before every engagement the surgeons in

the Japanese fleets examined carefully the

eyes of all the gunners. Any of them

found with slight impairment of vision were

treated, and if the impairment was too grave

to yield to immediate treatment they were

transferred to another station and their places

filled by men whose eyes were perfect.

During engagements, every battery crew

was supplied with water in which a i per

cent. solution of boracic acid had been mixed

to wash out their eyes when they became

affected with powder smoke or dust.

Changes in Optical Glass

The following questions were recently

propounded to an authority on optical glass:

" What changes does optical glass undergo

with age ? How would these changes affect

the optics of, say, an ordinary binocular

telescope? In what space of time may we

expect such an instrument to become really

affected through age deterioration ?"

The interesting reply was as follows :

Taking the best glasses, such as hard crown

and borosilicate crown, properly treated and

kept under favorable conditions, no percep-

tible deterioration would occur in thirty years

or even longer. On the other hand, handling

with the fingers, careless cleaning, dust and

a warm damp climate, will produce much

more rapid deterioration, which would ap-

pear in the form of tarnish or dimness of the

polished surfaces, either in spots or over the

entire surface.
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With some special glasses the process

of surface tarnish is very rapid—a thin iri-

descent film appearing upon the surfaces,

under unfavorable conditions, in two or three

months, finger marks developing first. Ulti-

mately, this surface tarnish will spoil the

optical performance of any instrument, but a

very perceptible amount of tarnish will be

found consistent with excellent performance

—except in special cases where a glass sur-

face is close to the focus of one of the lenses

of the system, a moderate amount of tarnish

affects the appearance of the instrument

much more than its optical value.

The standard prism binocular is usually

made of the most permanent varieties of

glass, although the conditions of use may be

severe. As a rule, with proper care, the

glass should outlive the mechanical portions,

adjustments, etc. It cannot be said with

certainty how soon signs of age deterioration

would set in with an instrument stored in a

dry, dust-free case, but it would be surprising

to find any within the first ten or fifteen years.

Alleged Loss of Visual Power in
School Children

Dr. R. A. Katz, in the Roussky Vratch,

maintains that the nervous irritability and the

depression which overstudy, especially before

examinations, produces in school children,

may give rise to a neurasthenic condition in

which loss of vision is the effect of auto-

suggeston. He reports that of six hundred

and twenty-three children of school age

whom he had examined 2.89 per cent. had

defects of vision which were the results of

auto-suggestion or malingering, having no

real visual defect. The great majority were

girls and there were only two boys among the

eighteen cases reported. This shows the

difference between the resistance of the ner-

vous systems of the boy and the girl.

It is difficult to say in how many of these

cases the defect of vision is caused by auto-

suggestion, and in how many others it is

simply a result of malingering. In a few of

these cases there was simply malingering with

the desire of obtaining glasses, or simply of

exciting sympathy. In some of the cases

also, both malingering and auto-suggestion

played a role. The treatment of these cases

should consist of the removal of the cause of

auto-suggestion, if this can be found. Some-

times foreign bodies in the eye, or other

causes of irritation, induce the impression of

diminished vision in school children.

"The Keystone is very complete, and I hardly

see where it can be improved upon and con
tinue to

cover all branches of the jewehy and 
optical

trades ."—L. Burkett, Jeweler and Optician, Abb
e-

ville, Louisiana.
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The Peerless 
Refractor anD

Retinoscope 
does away with the trial
frame. The PEERLESS
corrects all errors of refrac-
tion in one-fifth of the time
required by any other
.methods.

Read following testimonial

Peerless Specialty Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.
Gentlemen :—I find your Peerless Refractor and Retinoscope a

very handy and efficient instrument for correcting errors of refraction.
It is very accurate and certainly a great time-saver.

Respectfully yours, J. F. BROWN,
State Prison Physician.

Write for Booklet

Sept. 12, 1905.

Waupun, Wis.

For sale by all jobbers and the manufacturers

Peerless Specialty Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE

BeStO
Ask for them they
are the standard of
perfection

211so see our 20th Century
12 K. Frame

BAY STATE OPTICAL CO.

Attleboro, Mass.

Send tis vow-

R WORK
We guarantee prompt and
accurate service

Our R business has increased
50 % over same time last year

We have recently enlarged this department
owing to increase in the business.

We Manufacture Lenses
of all kinds

Write for prices

Tilton Optical Company
TILTON, N. H.

BOSTON
OPTICAL
COMPANY

Wholesale
Dealers

Optical
Lens

Grinders

Experts

Do Not Forget that
Our service is prompt
Our goods the best
Our store up-to-date

OPERA GLASSES
We are now carrying a complete line
of Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, etc.

SEE OUR LINE

Boston Optical Co.
373 Washington St. 14-16 Bromfield St.

BOSTON

Rochester School of Optometry
A Thorough and Practical Optical School

40 Hours a Week Devoted to Lectures, Quizzes and Practical Work
YOU LEARN HERE the Theory and How to Conduct the Practice

YOU GET EXPERIENCE in the examination room and workshop
WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED COURSE you are capable

of making a success in the practice

If interested, write for terms and outline of
A.. H. BOWEN, M. I). Course B. a CLARK

President Secty.

Triangle Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

A
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Optical Notes

F. W. Martin, optician, of Nashua, N. H.,

expects to move into the Masonic Temple, in that

city.

al The Central Optical Co. has opened a

new store in the basement under the Central Bank,

East Main Street, Rochester, N. Y.

di The Spencer Optical Company, of New

York, recently received from Paris a large consign-

ment of opera glasses especially adapted to holi-

day trade. They comprise many novel and unique

designs of the Audemair grade and others.

.0 C. H. Cronise, of Santa Barbara, Cal., has

moved his optical stock into his new quarters at

the corner of State and De la Guerra Streets, where

he has fitted up a complete refractive establishment,

including a dark room fully equipped for retino-

scopic testing.

.0 The Rochester School of Optometry,

Rochester, N. Y., has issued a new prospectus of

the institution, faculty and course of instruction.

The little compilation will be found interesting by

those contemplating a course in practical refraction

in all its branches.

Je The Optical Society of the City of New

York, held its annual banquet on the evening of

November ist, too late for a detailed report to

appear in this issue. The affair was held at Reisen-

weber's Circle Hotel, Fifty-eighth Street and Eighth

Avenue. President Leroy Ryer presided, And after

the dinner, a number of short speeches were made

by guests and members.

J1 W. H. Walmsley, a well-known Philadel-

phia optician, died on Tuesday, October 24th, at his

home, 4228 Pine Street, aged seventy-five years.

Mr. Walmsley came of a very old Philadelphia

family. When a young man he went into the

dry goods business but afterwards left that trade to

study optical science. He was founder of the

American Microscopic Society. A widow and three

children survive him.

01 M. E. Kenney, of Kenney & McConnell,

jewelers and opticians, Corning, Cal., also of the

wholesale and retail optical firm of M. E. and A.

M. Kenney, Utica, N. Y., recently returned to

Corning, after a visit of two months to Utica and

vicinity. He made the return journey per the

Canadian Pacific Road, visiting en route Vancouver,

B. C. ; Seattle, Wash.; the Portland, Oregon, Expo-

sition ; San Francisco and Los Angeles, Cal.

..I1 L. L. Sharpe & Son, St. John, N. B., have

issued an eight-page booklet, entitled " Toric

Lenses," as an advertisement for their optical

department. It is printed on ' white enameled

paper in black ink and bound in a cover of bluish-

gray. It contains a very interesting talk on lenses

and their properties, and the best proof of its value

as an advertisement lies in the fact that, as the

firm states, it is " doing good work in helping to

sell these goods."

J1 F. C. Chidsey, who has been engaged in

the optical business in New London for some time

past, has moved, with his family, to Hartford,

Conn., where he will enter into partnership with

his uncle, F. N. Taylor, who is established in the

optical business in that city. He has sold his old

place to Chas. H. Seyfried, of New York, who is a

native of New London, where he is well and favor-

ably known. For several years he has been

employed by the Heggaman Optical Co., of New

York.

K ''YSTOINT

,0 The Standard Optical Co., Geneva, N. Y.,

have issued their 1905 catalogue of optical ma-

chinery. This is a thirty-two page book, printed

on rich, enameled paper in black ink and illustrated

with fine half-tones. The catalouge is instructive,

showing with rare clearness the interesting points

of the various optical instruments manufactured

by this company. A photo. of their factory adorns

the first page, and every second page thereafter is

illustrated. The text bears directly on the devices

shown, points out their principal features, and

explains their mode of operation.

Jt Geo. Johnston, president of the Johnston

Optical Company, Detroit, Mich., some time ago

devised a plan of profit-sharing with some of the

employees of the company. The plan on which

the profits will be shared this year is as follows :

The capital actually invested, as shown by the

inventory at the close of 1904, shall first draw

seven per cent. interest, the balance then remaining

to be divided in such proportion as the capital

invested in the business bears to the salaries and

wages of those participating. Should any employee

wish to leave any profits or funds with the corn-

pany,not exceeding one thousand dollars, seven per

cent. interest per annum will be paid on it if left

one year or longer.

,pe The optical firm of Johnston & Hubbard,

composed of J. P. Johnston, his wife, and J. W.

Hubbard, 37 Colonial Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio, has

opened a branch store at Akron, Ohio, with Mr.

Hubbard in charge. The Cleveland store of this

firm is one of the most conveniently laid out and

thoroughly equipped places of its kind in the

country. The apportionment all through is de-

signed to facilitate examinations and all refractive

processes. The entrance from the arcade forms a

commodious reception room and general office.

Adjoining the reception room is the examination

room, in which are installed the latest refractive

appliances. A stairway connects this apartment

with the balcony, which skirts the office and recep-

tion room and constitutes a handsomely furnished

rest and recreation room for the convenience of

waiting patients.

.18 The Globe Optical Co., of Boston, Mass.,

has all its departments now under one roof, at 403

Washington Street, in that city, with the exception

of the machine and cabinet shops, which remain

at 352 Washington Street. The company obtained

a long lease of the second floor of the building at

the first-named address, and removed the corridor

partitions in the rear and made one capacious

room, which accommodates the factory and sales-

rooms. The changes effected give the company

about three thousand square feet of additional

floor space. The chief advantage accruing from

them, however, lies in the concentration of practi-

cally all the firm's departments, thus enabling it to

keep in close touch with orders and prescriptions

from the time they are received until delivered to

the post office or express company. Obviously

much time will be saved and the possibilities of

error considerably minimized by the new arrange-

ment, which embodies a private telephone exchange

mutually connecting salesmen, bookkeepers, pre-

scription clerks and shop foremen, and all of these

with F. A. Barber, of the company, who is thus

enabled to immediately communicate with any

department at any time. The premises have been

apportioned with a view to facilitating, as much as

possible, every productive and distributive process,

and, in all respects, the establishment approaches

the ideal as to layout and equipment. A fine

lighting system has been installed, the workshop
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being illuminated by new, patent gas lamps of

three hundred candle-power each. A department

of unusual interest is the instrument room, specifi-

cally Room 3, in which the latest and most unique

creations in the way of optical appliances, trial

cases, tables, cabinets, signs, etc., are shown. A

thoughtful provision was the arrangement, near

the entrance, of a number of writing desks, intended

for general use by customers, but especially con-

venient for making out orders. Coincidently with

the expansion of the plant and mechanical equip-

ment, the working 'force, especially in the clerical

and shipping departments, have also been appreci-

ably enlarged. Intending visitors should experience

little difficulty in identifying these interesting pre-

mises owing to the conspicuous gilt sign on the

front, consisting of a unicorn supporting a globe

upon its head, while the name of the firm is equally

salient.

Write for free catalogue of the National Col-

lege of Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. —Adv.

Index of Refraction of Glass

ED. KEYSTONE :—I will greatly appreciate it

if you would tell me how can I find the index of

refraction of glass. Can the index be computed

by specific gravity ? If you have any books on this

subject kindly send price and name of. Perhaps

it is better for me to explain further. I have a

lens that was ground on a To or D. tool, and

when finished it neutralized + 12.25 D. It has a

specific gravity of 3 before it was ground—that is,

the slab used was 4 mm. thick and was of flint. Its

weight was:

In air   12 drams
In water   8 "

Difference   4
t4

12 12
= — = 3

8 — 4. 4

From what I hear no glass has a greater

density than 2. Am I right or wrong in using this

method of obtaining index of refraction?

Truly yours, M. W. K.

[The index of refraction of glass cannot be
computed by the specific gravity. The following
table will show at one glance the difference between
the two numbers in a few well-known substances :

Substance
Specific
Gravity

Index of
Refract ion

Water 1.000 1.333

Crown glue No. 9  2.535 1.529

Flint glass No. 3  8.512 1.608

Flint glass No. 30  3.695 1.630

Alcohol 0.815 1.365

Silicate flint glass 6.33 1.962

It will be clear that a substance may be lighter

than another—for example, alcohol and water—and

still have a greater index of refraction, and that in

other substances which have a greater specific

gravity, the increase in the index of refraction is

by no means proportional to the increase in the

former. As regards the last observation that no

glass has a greater density than 2, it must be

remarked that all glass has a greater density than

2, and there is one peculiar glass the density of

which even increases to over 6. The specific

gravity was determined by you correctly in prin-

ciple, though not accurately enough for such fine

work, but the index of refraction is determined

only by very refined instruments, usually the Abbe

refractometer, and its determination requires such

special training that it ought to be left to special

experts at the factory. Any good book on physics

will give in detail the method which is employed

for determining the refractive index of a trans-

parent substance.—ED.]
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THE STANDING

OF AN

AUCTIONEER
-,

.

MY PLAN OF

CONDUCTING

SALES

is best attested by the character of has been evolved from long expert-
his patronage. All my clients are ence in selling large stocks for the
jewelers of high St mding in the best jewelers.
trade and of reputation in the corn-

munity — men who insist on a ,... ,

My methods gmirantee success,

and not only safeguard your repu-
strictly reputable sale as well as t tation but give to your store a
highly successful one. creditable publicity that will per-

The ideal in auctioneering— manently benefit your business. If
my ideal—is prestige and publicity SPECIALIST you wish this kind of sale, write at
for the store as well as profit for IN THE SALE OF

once, for demands are pressing and
the proprietor. HIGH-GRADE JEWELRY the time favorable.

BRIC-A-BRAC Am) ART GOODS

JOHN F. TURNER/ 2 Maiden Lane, New York City

A. E. GREGORY
THE WIZARD OF THE HAMMER

THE MAN WHO TURNS JEWELRY INTO MONEY

High-Class Auction Sales of Jewelry, Cut Glass,
Bric-a-Brac, Antiques, etc., My Sfiecialty

A. E. GREGORY
jewelers' _ductioneer

206 South 3rd Ave., Maywood, Ill.
Phone, 631 Maywood

REFERENCES CHEERFULLY ALL CORRESPONDENCE
FURNISHED STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

A thorough knowledge of the jewelry business, and a record
of twenty-five successful years as a jewelry auctioneer, qualifies me
to make your sale a success.

I have changed my office to Maywood, Ill., one of Chicago's
most beautiful suburbs, and am now ready to make dates for fall
and winter business.

I would advise early correspondence, stating size and location
of store, amount of stock and if you have ever had any sales before.

It will pay to look me up for dates, terms, etc.

R. M. HARDING
156 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO, ILL
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America's Most Successful Auctioneer
I not only guarantee a suceessful sale, but also that you will stand just as

high in the community as a result of the AUCTION, and that your business
subsequent to the sale will be better than before.

AUCTIONS as conducted by me are business-building as well as money-
making. As a proof of this I give below a list of jewelers, both in the United
States and Canada, for whom I have conducted sales. Write me for full
particulars.

Ilesse A Sturges, Bois.., 1,11alto
Geo. E. Feagans, Joliet, III.
L. L. Berens, Bellingham, \\ ash.
Frisch Brothers, Seattle, W:1,11.
A. C. Becket], Chicago, III., sales
Strelitz Bros., Chicago, III.
David W. Allen & Co , Canada
Drake Cade & Co., Davetipori, Iowa
Jos. Brown A Co., Clticago, Ill.
Price Keeth A Co., chlettgo, III.
1'. L. Coughlan, st. John, N. B.
K. liezanson, Mit n, N. B.
K. Bezanson, sytIney, Cap_e Breton
c. I.. N1,1'111:111, Halifax, N. S.
Fair & Square Jewelers, Joliet, III.
.1. :%I ii & Anaconda, Mont.
W. c. sitill, Whatcom, Wash.
F. A. Reynolds, San Francisco, Cal.
A. I:. sinions, St. Paid, linn.
I,. Itholien,ralice, Minneapolis, linn.
NI. Oreenbtirg, l inneapolis,

Zuckerman, Chicago, III.
Handel S.: Bennet, Colorado Springs, Colo.
I utting & \Villein', Minn.
NI I ;reenburg, Chiotgo, Ill.
O. A. Hunk, Logansport, Ind.
.1. c. Hilton, Nevin', \V is.
P. If. Pierce, Law r■lice, Kans.
J. W. Clegg & Co., charlotte'', Ill.
E. F. Kirchkessner, Adrian, Mich.
P. K. Wiser, Mankato, Minn.
J. G. Hoff &Son, Waterloo, Iowa, 3 sales
B. Vancot, Madison, Wis.
A. Sakie, Crookston, Minn.
T. C. Lindsey, Dayton, Ohio
Hart & Ernest, Tiffin, Ohio
G. R. Thompson, Findlay, Ohio
L. D. Dana, Antigo, 1Vis.
F. J. Nerham, Nevada, Iowa
W. H. Hilton, Denison, Texas
C. W. Dudgens, Ames Iowa

Iowa
A. 

L. Cleaver, Ames, 
A. L. Cleaver, Boone, Iowa
IL J. Whitley, Los Angeles, Cal.
H. Hinges, Salem, Oregon

B. IF. Balard, Reinheek, Iowa
A. Jackson, Eau Claire, Wis.
.1. Iverson, Stevens Point, Wis.
I'. II. Kuhn, Quincy, Ili.
Porterfield Bros., Sanborn, Iowa
II. C. Clamor, Elmira, N. V.
.1. c. Long, Kane, Pa.
5. tinldsione, St. Lotti., N10.
C. Veklit, NI ilwatikee, W is., 2 sales
S. Whipple, Trinidad, Colo,
J. McNamara, Lakewood, N. .1.
Hooker Jewelry Co., Des Atoiln,, Iowa
W. T. Testen, Houston, Texas
Goodspeed A Co., Colorado Slid og,, '.•10.
Parker Bros., Sterling,
W. C. Alexander, Saltda. :olo.
Trinkley A Konrl• .r, For: Way is., I 11.1.

.•\. .1. Reinhardt, Lincoln, III., 2sales
Kipple!. Jewelry (,o.,_ \ naconila, Aiwa.
.1, Mere!, Seattle, Wii,11.
C. W. IMilenlomi, lb us, \\ is.
A. I. licchicl, ()Oen, riall
W. A. Kirkham, Lea enwortli,
E, S. Smith. Sherman, Texas
DI M. Illaliely, Tm111.11, Ont.
F. C. liocrlicr, Fort 1Vori II, Texas
Brock & Feacans, LOS A nceles, I 'al.
Berre Brothers, \V initipeg, Man.
Bonnet & itoss Co., C(lumbus, Pbio
1)avits Jewelry Co., Lansing, NI
New Haven Clock Co., Chicago, III.
International Silver Co., Chicago, Ill.
will. A. Rogers Co., Chicago, Ill.
Sproehnle & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Geo. S. Davis, Newton, Iowa
J. It. Lucas, Rockwell City, Iowa
Berry Bros., Clarksville, Tenn.
California Jewelry Co., San Francisco, Cal.
M. Schussler & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Holsman & Alter, Chicago, Ill.
A. L. Kingsbury, 206 Kearny Street,

San Francisco, Cal.
A. M. Smythe, Elgin. III.
Hesse A Sturges, Boise, Idaho
A. G. Bedford, Ionia, Mich.

MANOR & McCONNELL

America's Premier Jewelry Auctioneers
toto Main Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Auction! Auction!
Why Not?

A letter to us will bring
you a very interesting little
booklet, full of valuable in-
formation for the up-to-date
jeweler. It tells you all about
AUCTIONS, why sotne are
successful and some are fail-
ures. It contains suggestions
which if followed cannot but
be of great benefit to YOU.

Write for it at once, even
though you do not contem-
plate having an auction.

All correspondence
treated strictly confidential.

Address

MANOR & McCONNELL
tot6 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Long Distance Phone 1765

St. Louis, Mo., Office—Room 634 Century Building

Long Distance Phone 1175C Kinlock

H. J.

Ho o PER

Auctioneer

There is no stock too large or too fine but

what I will guarantee a profit, and can give ref-

erence to that effect from almost every State in

the Union. With my 22 years' experience, it has

enabled me to give you this iron-clad guarantee.

Write me. All letters strictly confidential.

H. J. HOOPER
22 John Street, New York City
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Do you wish
to increase

your income?

We can tell you how it can be done
with but little expense or effort on
your part. You will find that a well-
selected line of musical instruments
will add to the attractiveness of your
store. If you have the celebrated

Durro
Violins, Bows, Strings, etc., you will
find that your musical friends know
at once of their high standing. Ar-
tists prefer them.

Then we have all kinds of Accor-
deons, Mandolins, Guitars and Har-
monicas, at lesser prices, but which
are superior to any on the market at
the same price.

It will pay you to order a sample
line aNance. You will then see how
profitable it is to devote a portion of
your store to the exhibition and sale
of small goods.

Write for catalogue

Buegeleisen &
Jacobson

113-115 University Place
Cor. 13th St. NEW YORK

AWARDS FOR

H. H. jleinrich's Marine Glironomelers
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1089 B ROC, 1689

A few very good Cult.-
NOMETERS On baud ; ms•6161-
hand Chronometers made
equal to new for sale at
m.olerate prices. Repairing,

springing and adjust-
I n g Chronometers,
also fineWatch repair-
ing for the trade.

JOHN SCHROEDER
& CO.

'F. C. REDFERN, Mgr.
Stiterktorli to H. H. Heinrich

192 water Street, NEW YORK

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker or Eine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send tor catalogue NEW YORK

When I Started
a Jewelry Store

I wanted a way of guaranteeing watches
that would satisfy the customer and safe-
guard myself. I devised such a guarantee
and had a few blanks printed. Some peo-
ple who saw them wanted some, so Iliad
them copyrighted and have since sold a
good many. There are "Guarantee for
Sales" and "Guarantee for Repairs,"
put up in books. Either kind costs :
No. 2 size, 2 to page, 81.00 : No. 3 size,
3 to page, 81.50 ; No. 5 size, 5 to page,
82.25. The No. 2 size can be expmssed
or mailed for 10 cts., the No. 3 for 1.-■ et s.,
and No. 5 for 25 cis. You can tiny ilicm
from your jobber or from me.

Harry Emrie, Cincinnati, Ohio

" Ever since THE KEYSTONE existed
I have been most of all interested in the
' For Sale and Exchange' columns, and
also ' Want ' ads. I have made sales and
trades as a result of these ads. from
Itfichigan to Idaho, and from the North
to Florida and South Carolina. These
ads. T turn to first thing, even after
having about everything traded off that
I can give a clear title to."

JOHN M. IRMEN
Louisville, Ky.

,,,,,,i
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"The Leading
Question"

Can you afford to carry
that dead stock over an-
other year?

No I A thousand times
No!

FINEST QUALITY

LEATHER
WATCH FOBS
With Gold-Plated

EMBLEMS
of all the popular orders

WRITE FOR LIST

Retails for go cents

ELECTRIC HEAD LIGHT
Watchmakers, jewelers and engravers. Most powerful light, from a
position which cannot cast a shadow. It does not shine in the eyes,
but from them. for nights and dark days Dry Cells, . $5.00
it has no equal. Street Current, 4.50

Small, Ligh and Powerful Wet Cells, . 6.50

B. L. GATES MF(I. CO., no E. Illinois St., Chicago
1■11•4.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
"I have bad toy extra watch work dune by

a !mintier of ' watchmakers for the trade' With
indifferent success until you were recommended
to me, since which time I have found your work
as near perfect as it is possible to make it."

W. K GILGER,
June 6, 1905. Norwalk, Ohio.

W. H. Craft
210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

■•■■114.

EVERY SALE A PROFIT

Get out of that old rut,
That has caused all those gray

hairs,
And start the New Year right,
With the spot cash on hand
Instead of the dead stock on

the shelves.

It's up to you! Now what are you going to do ? Wait
until your competitor jumps in and fills the whole community
up with Xmas goods, or will you wire me to-day regarding
my terms, dates, etc., and have the glory all yours for the
New Year?

H. B. LINDSEY
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER

204 East i 2th Street KANSAS CITY, MO.
Long Distance Home Phone, nor Main

Best of References

Let me sell 'cm ! I.'
Those odds and ends that litter

the store. Those "lurn-downs ;"
those " pass-ups."

clear 'em out/ /I
Before the Xmas Holidays
I'll turn Mat junk into price
Don't carry dead wood
Let me sell 'em

A. E. SPRAGUE
Jewelry and Art AUCTIONEER

1080 N. High Street, Columbus, Ohio

Weaver Mfg. Co.
Mt. Holly, N. J.

AND ALL JOBBERS

GEBHARDT BROS.
Makers of

Diamond Mountings
Class Pins and Badges

Victory Button Back Victory Attachments

Samples and New Price-List on application Lion BLDG., CINCINNATI

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
PA-re.

A uT OMATI C
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a Specialty

JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
Enquiries solicited by

C. B. RICHARD & CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

Miniature Portraits

BARrNs Jewelry

American Movements
and Swiss Watches
We send selection packages on demand.
1Ve carry the best material :Bid sup-

plies at reduced prices.
An assortment of discontinued Amer-

lean movements always on hand.
We do work for the trade.

Send ,Thr Latest List

Philip Katz 0 Co.
51..53 Maiden Lane

New York

on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES

and LOCKETS

Our work w ill not fade or peel oft

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from any Photo.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.

45 Maiden Lane, New York

Established 58 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

A1.1. Q " A 1.111 ES OF GOLD AND SILVER, In Plate, Square and 
Round Wire,

Rolled to Any Gage.

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
11U Y ERS OF
OLD GOLD AND SILVER

sOMMER CLOCK MFG. CO.

Cuckoo Clocks

Our Cases and Hand Carvings are artistically

finished ; made at our Philadelphia factory. The Move-

ments, which are the largest and best on the market,

come from our factory, Black Forest, Germany.

COMPARE OUR CLoCKs 'WITH OTHERS AND
YOU WILL BE CONVINCED

Office, 1106 Columbia Avenue, 
Philadelphia

witiTE FOR CATALOGUE
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Blowers Blow-Pipes

J. M. WESTMACOTT CO.

Man"fac- Jewelers' Gas Blast Furnacestttrers of
for Soldering Plate, Melting, Annealing,

Enameling, Boiling Out, Etc.
Special Furnaces fin- C0talog .4
made to order. 159 to 161 Orange Street

Ingot Moulds Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

BE•A •
WATCHMAKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

Write tor our Free Book, " How to be a Watch-
maker." A postal will do. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, Globe Building, St. Paul, M inn.

ar:;=)6 1. , Snap complete

[=:ZJC:i 2

 ) 3.

Outside d Snap

Inside of Snap

The E. P. Patent
Non-pull-out Neck Chain

Snap is a patented snap that
insures the wearer against
loss of

CHAIN or CHARM

for it positively will not pull
out.

Made in 10 and 14 Karat Gold

and in Gold Filled

Can be had of the I, )110\\
Wholesale Selling- Agents :

Messrs. W. Green & Co.
6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

M. Sickles & Sons
PHILADELPHIA

E. & J. Swigart
CINCINNATI

Swartchild Sc Co.
CHICAGO

Nordman Brothers
SAN FRANCISCO

Leonard Krower
NEW ORLEANS

Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.
ST. LOUIS

E. A. Cowan & Co.
BOSTON

—PRICES 

f Sitittil, 87.00 per doz., net
1 Large, 7.50 " "

I Small, 6.00 a
1 Large, 6.50 "
Sall, 2.00 "

Gold Filled {
m Large, 2.25 „

44

14 Karat

to Karat
66 44

6. 41

46 41

id 41

ELKS' BUTTON
( Front ) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfactior,
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I, 2 and 3, I7 S. Meridian St.

TIGER CLAW RING
Solid Gold. Pat'd.

MONKEY RING
Solid Silver, Oxidized

Manufacturing Jeweler

Indianapolis, Ind.

I ii II III

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

will be known by
the signature on
the card of

All others are imitations and are an infringe-
ment on patents. All infringements will be
prosecuted to the full extent of hog.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 483 Ogden Avenue, Chicago

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Individual instructions in

Watch opairing, Engrav=

ing and Optics

Only a limited number of students
taken at a time

SEND FOR CATALOG

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print

Sc id 3 two-cent stamps for a beautiful sample
dial mid price-list

CARMAN ART COMPANY
115 Dearborn Street CHICADO, ILL.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrq Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

6161 Broadway 88 Broadway
Below Cortland! si reel Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between itst and 42d Streets

NEW YORK



Education
that
Pays

The education we _gije you in WATCHMAKING,ENGRAVING and OPTICS is far st111C114■1 110 that
which you can get at any other college, I I will makea thorough workman of you, and one that 1'1111 c,,iiimand
a good salary. see ad. on page t950, this
for our Prospect'', it gives full in 6 pritiall011-1,..1 Ir do
it to-day.

Better
Attend
the first
week in
January
1906

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. IV. Schuler, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

:-..:,, f Pins, 
. 

I.

At'l 1-1"1For

'`..::;)

Studs and Lace
Pins. 'file most practical and only ad-justable one invented. PrIce,$1.50 per doz. Forsalebyall wholesale jewelers and materi al houses.
Sampleby mail,25e; in 10 K . gold,61.00;14K.$1.25.
M.CIROFINdtkr.&taytr.48 &BO Maiden Lane.N.Y.

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE.
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
sent on seleet ion to reliable

mitutifitet it ring jewelers

L. W. STIL WELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
canted alli,n1 to be without an
assortment of Wells' Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
use %Olen wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.76;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00;1 doz.metal,astd..85c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
will forward at sante time, prepaid, one game

of " Grip" for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester Wells,leweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

HAIR CHAINS AND
RING BRAIDS

MATCHED AND MADE TO ORDER'
GED. SIE-CsFF?lED

STt STREET, CHIC.P.00
rsaica Pnar r

LEARN GOLD COLORING

BY MAIL
and increase your salary one half. A jewelry
repairer of to-day must be able to restore the
odor to almost every piece ofjewelry undergo-
ing repairs.
A re you espable of performing this operation ?
If you are tett, then let me teach you the latest

and most up-to-date method of compounding a
Gold Coloring Solution that will positively
produce as fine and as rich a Roman, Old Rose
or English finish on jewelry as is possible tor
anyone to obtain. You ars (aught by 110W
to P011(10C1, the Ivied peration of making the
Solution from start ti) tin i,11, also how to obtain
the different colors front the solution. It's easy
when you know how. Write to-day for my plan.

Address' STANDARD GOLD COLORER
126 Munroe Ave., MUSKEGON, MICH.

G.F.Watlsworth
Watch Case

Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlating,
Satin Finish.
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Ch•nelog Old

Enall.hrtndtOrisa
Cages to take

American B. W.
Movements my

speelnIty.
OLD VASES

MAIM NZW

Silversmith&

131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICA00

RELIABLE CONCERN
ola tut fact tiring hig I h. le for st ionery,
rIg anti jewelry iliiade de.,i les to mak,. side

• trIaugen1enl u ith responsible, hustling
ission salestie n. New up-to-date article

,iiel excellent prepe,oit lo right parties.
None but responsible Inn I es giving reference
need reply. State terrii e: y. Address
MacMANUS.KELLEY CO., Toledo, Ohio

Repairing for the Trade
40 rears' experience. One-day clocks altered

le eig•lit-daw. All kinds of Watches and (locks
repah•ed, altered and made to order.

EUGENIE NAEC3E1...,E
Watch and Clockmaker

1220 Filbert St., Room 14, Philadelphia

Reduce Your Stock
At a Profit

s(.11 Entire Stock at Cost
Itaidt ruptej Presented

"THE NEW IDEA MEN"
460 Monon Bldg.

CHICAGO

Write for particulars

•

• Jewelers Having Tortoise
Shell Goods

that have become dull, can have them
repolished and made as bright as new,
at a small expense, by sending them to
the manufacturer,
Wm. K. POTTER, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing watches a Specialty
I give close,personal atteution to repairs sent use.
Promptness lay motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

ColumbusMemorialBldg.,103 StateSt.,ChIcago

tuts thst Prin-r
end far

Cfitea00 &She et of
LETTERHEADS& ADVERTISING CUTS
SMITH BROS 119 S-4St', ,„•PHILADELPHIA,FA.

Holiday and Comic

Souvenir Postal Cardsyou will never l'egret
ordering them. Jewel-
ers who slow carry
them are his y ng tic
greater enantit ies thall
0%1.1'. Start al ■111,4! and
'Sett viice yourself of
he immense sale and
big 1slit that you will
realize and enjoy on
soli %Tic I i ir

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR $10.00

With your first order
involute colored post-

a of 50 subjects, this
ne rotary displaystand
HIKE. Stand alone is
worth $5.00 and cards
vet ail t wo for five cents.
Prier 10 lho trade of the
rard. alone, 500 tor 04.5o
BURNT LEATHER

POSTALS
have the largest sale of
II ny sou venir postals Iii
the cou ntry. $4 per 100,
75 assorted subjects,
name of your city put
Ill free, retail 10 cents.Christmas and New Year Souvenir Postals

will be sold by the millions. Order at 011eo. Ele-
gant assortinent of them for $5.00 and $10.00.

GEO. GARTNER
Medinah Temple, Chicago, III.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for lessthan 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"ONE CENT per word for first twenty-fivewords. Additional words and advertise-ments, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except"Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbre-

viations count as words, and are chargedfor as part of the advertisement. Nodisplay other than two-line initial letter.To insure insertion money must ac-company all orders for advertisements,and copy must reach us not later thanthe 25th of each  tic for insertion inthe following month's issue.
If answers are to be forwarded,TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be

enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in which thtir advertisement appears.

Address,

THE KEYSTONE
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
rn,Ipr Mk, hemIllta, ONE CENT per lowd, tor flratlnenty-lite A,111111ousd 5101•110 AIRerlInpmeRls,THREE CENTS per nord. No lalverlitemen1 insertedfor less (intl. dS pools.

IyA Tel IMAK ER, a years' exp. at bench-opti-
den ; 'MVO engraviug machine ; have drug

exp. Ref. Young man. Position at once.
Illinois pref. " I) 371," care Keystone. 

1.1 RADUATE .iptician, plain engraver, wants
k, permanent or temporary position in South-
west. Would assist in general benchwork if
necessary. .1. M. Young, Hutchins, Texas.

110M PETENT mfg. jeweler desires to get in51 swift 501110 retailer. Owns fair complement
of shin) baits, rolls, lathes, ete. Box 1250, Los
Angeles, Cal.

WC HAT MAKER, engraver, practical optical
" exp., wishes position with practical man
who is willing to pay front $20 to $25 per week.
" P 372," care Keystone. 

AS watchmaker at once ; age 25. Dwn all tools.
a Wait on trade, speak tIerman and English.
Good habits and refs. " Watchmaker A A,"
407, Nicollet Ave., Min uullIpol i 5, M inn.

YOUNG man, 27, wants to fin Mt trade. Work
I reasonable under good workman. Eight
months in watch school ; not engraver. Havemost tools ; refs. Prefer Indiana. " I. 356,"
care Keystone.

DOSITION wanted at once by graduate opti-

▪ 

clan and watchmaker. It. It, exp., all tools
and first-class refs. " If 361," care Keystone. 

COMPETENT young man wants position
I, Jan. 1st as watchmaker and jeweler. No
engraving, good refs. West of Mississippi River.
Address, "F 867" care Keystone.

AS traveling salesman for jewelry or kindredLI line about Jan. 1st. Refs. turn haled. " T 285,"
care Keyst °tie.

POMPETENT, exclusive refractionist wants
If position with a reliable firm doing only
highest grade work. " K. C. H.," 26:1 custer
Avenue, Youngstown, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER, Al, exp. 22 yeztro, managerI watch repair department, had charge of
stock, ant good salesnmn, age 36 years, desire
permanent position where ability, energy and
results are appreciated. Good, all-around man.
Best refs. Would buy good stand on reasonable
terms. Address, "Jeweler," 26 East Court St.,
Cincinnat i, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain engraverIT desires a position. Eastern Pennsylvania
pref. Has own lathe and tools. " It 359," care
Keystone. 

YOUNG man, experienced traveling salesman,
I Al refs., position by Jan. 1,1906, as traveling
representative of reliable manufacturing or
jobbing house. " ft 960," care Keystone. 

YOUNG man desires a position as watchmaker

• 

and engraver. Have lathe and tools." IV 342," care Keystone. 

YOUNG man desires a rteady position as watch-' sulker and engraver. Have lathe and tools.
"7, 344," care Keystone.

aoon watchmaker, jewelry repairer and plainU engraver desires a steady position. Have
lathe and all tools. " L 341," care Keystone.

fly good watchmaker, salesman and plain en-
graver ; 7 years' exp., first-class refs.

"S. IV.," 1104 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

AS watchmaker by young man with slight
A knowledge of engraving and jewelry by
middle of December. Moderate salary, Age 26.
" V 858," care Keystone,

pERMANENT positiou by young man as watch-, maker and engraver. " Iii 357," care Keystone.
YOUNG man wants position as watchmaker.a Can do plain engraving and wait on trade.
Best of refs. Pennsylvania pref. Address,
ly 352," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver. Young
" man, single, 11 years' exp. Speak German
and English, experieured on railroad work ;
have tools. Furnish refs, from last employer.
Box 904, Peoria, Ill.

'DECEMBER 1st, by watchmaker and plain en-
" graver, 5 years' exp.; good refs. Permanent
position desired. Address, Care of "C," 106
South Adams Street, Peoria, Ill. 

WATCHMAK ER, optician, manager, salesman,ii jeweler, hustler. All tools, trial case ; 10
years' exp. Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa or Minne-
sota. $20 ; permanent. L. E. Grant, Portage,
Wisconsin.

IS traveling salesman, jewelry or kindred line,LI about Jan. lot. Have :unbitten and ability." \V 351," care Keystone. 

yOUNG man, of good character, wants us posi-
, lion as assistant watchmaker. Will accept
moderate salary' f there is a chance of improving.
Can repair jewelry, clean watches, do pivotieg
and stuff work. Fair engraver and know some-
thing about optics. Do not object to wait on
trade part of time. Own all tools. Would
prefer a position in Iowa, but will go anywhere
in the adjoining States. Will give good refs.
Frank Nehlson, Dakota City, Iowa.

VI RST-CLASS refractionist, graduate of McCoy-
✓ 'Ma's; 12 years' exp, in jewelry business.
Steady, no bad habits, good appearance, desires
position with first-class house only. "R 350,"
care Keystone.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker wants position.LI Have, the skill, exp. and tools. Reference.
Address, " D 345," care Keystone. 

WATIAIMAKER, jeweler, wants good, steady11 situation. Can do all kind watch work.
Exp. in drug store. West or Middle States pref.
Ref. present employer. "J. F.," lock box 78,
Hicksville, Ohio. 

VOUNG man, of fine appearance and correct
& habits; good watelimaker, salesman, opti-
cian, plain eugraverand hard solderer, Capable
of taking entire charge of store. Wettld
position where I could buy an interest in tlis
business or prospects of doing so ill the nit ti re.
Own tools ; refs. exchanged. Address, 44 1';;4s,''
care Keystone,

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver de-
' sires a change the 15th of January. 25 years
familiar with complicated Swiss watches, rating
and position ; engraver, designer and finisher
of raised work. 40 years of age, single; nothing
less than $25 per week will be considered.
Address, " It 347," care Keystone.

yOUNG man, aged 21, with 2 years' exp. in

• 

watch and clock repairing. Want place as
apprentice to finish trade. Write me, stating
salary. C. C. Shea, Ramer, Tenn.

YOUNG man, with ref., can do plain engraving,

• 

watch, clock, jewelry repairing. Also good
knowledge of optics. Have small tools and
lathe. A d.,joe F. Janousek, Montgonu'ry, Minn,

aIGHEST grade watchmaker-life's exp.-opt i-
u clan, engraver and jeweler. All tools ; can
take charge. Age 32 ; good appearame. South
pref. " Watchmaker," care of J. L. Shamir,
Knox, Pa.

A STEADY job to finish trade. Have 3 years'it exp. Can do watch, clock, jewelry repairing.
Have no bad habits ; single man. Good refs.
Ad.,Hein'y Bromine, care Bliley Co., Monett,  Mo.

AN Al optician and amateur photographer
wants position in finishing department.

Capable of taking full charge of kodak depart-
ment. Al ref. Ad., I. 5 343," care Keystone. 

young man, permanent position as watch-
') maker and engraver. Can also wait on
trade. Best ref. "0 886," care Keystone.

pOSITION as watch repairer and engraver ; can
furnish good refs. as to honesty and habits ;

am a total abstainer. Desire situation with
first-class store. Edward Allen, Newberry P.O.
Luce Co., Mich.

yNGRAVER, 3 years' exp. on watch, clock and
II jewelry repairing. Would like permanent
posidan by Dec. 1st. Excellent refs. Geo. A.
Ten Eyck, Johnstown, N. Y.

'LIME appearing single man, 25 years old, withI 9 years' exp, in jewelry business, wants
position on the road. WM work very reason-
able until trade and route Is established.
"J 321," care Keystone. 

A PERMANENT position as watchmaker byLi careful young man. Good script and mono-
gram engraver, considerable exp. Temperate
habits, ref, ; North pref. Box 47,Wiudharn, N.Y.

WATCHMAKER wants a position with a first-
', class jewelryman to finish trade. Have
tools, lathe, etc. "P 879,".eare Keystone.

YIRST-CLASS optical gold worker would like

• 

a situation in Chicago. Address " Frank
Seaton" room 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago.

yXPERIENCED missionary and material sales-Ii nil-around business matt, 30 years of
age 12 years with Elgin National Watch Co.,
desires change of position. " L 376," care
Keystone,

Ely all-around manufacturing jeweler, stone-
u setter, with first-class retail jewelry' store.
State salary in first reply, or I will positively
not answer. "C 227," care Keystone,

SITUATIONS WANTED

AA' A'fCIIM Elt anti clients er, :lit lathe anti

tools, desires a steady posit ten. " .1 356,"

care Keystoue.

BY young lath' as general letter 
and monogram 

 
 

engraver. Willing to wait on trade. " 
312,"

care Keystone.

A POSITION by December lot. Good watch,

clock and jewelrw repairer ; also 
plain en-

graver. Address, J. W. Burns, Fort 
Plain,

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS 

PER WORD

1:001) jewelry repair and 
engraver. Permanent

I, position, good wages. Walter stareke,

Junction City, Kaus.

QALESMAN-Leading Eastern 
wholesale watch

l) house wants representative 
(Jan. lst) for

Pittsburg and contingent 
territory, and South.

" W 261," care Keystone.

W ERATCHMAK and plain engraver. A mau

" that can wait en trade. 
Send ref. and state

salary. J. B. Swain, Sidney, Ohio.

IEWELER and stone-setter. 
Penusylvauitt.

a Slate age and part 
ietilars. Give ref. Address,

"II 378," care Keystone.

VOUNO man, good on 
ordinary watch work

and jewelry repairing, who is 
also plain

engraver. Nice stem. Good salary, 
permanent

position. J. S. Pfeillr, Parsons, kana.

0001) watchmaker and 
salesman at once.

HELP WANTED

'1`1; \ V ELER for Indiana and MM. 
Must come

1 g the highest 
rectmenendations and have

exp, iu the general line 
ofjewelrw swatches.

Give refs., state age, exp., etc. 
Eisenstadt, Mfg.

Co., St. Louis, Mo.

YIRST-CLASS watchmaker and 
engraver , pre-

r for one who can do some 
stone setting.

State wages and send refs. and RUM* 
engraving

with first letter. Must be speedy 
and do first-

class work. G. E. McKelvey, 615 Felix

Street, St. Joseph, Mo.

A WATCHMAKER and a clockmaker. Must

It be first-class men. I feeren Bros. &

715 Penn Ave., Pittsburg, Pa,

A JEWELER, all-around man. Must be a

III good salesman and take charge of 
railroad

watch inspection. Write I. L. Talbott, Ladd,

Bureau County, Ill.

11..00D watchmaker and 
jewelry repairer, able

to wait on trade. Must be of 
good habits

and sober. Permanent position to right man.

W. M. Sawyer, Belvidere, Ill.

ASSISTANT watchmaker and jewelet. 
Give

Li ref. in first letter. Howard Thomas,

Wenatchee, Wash.

FIRST-1: I,AS 
watchmaker, one capable of eon-

Jessop & Sous, San fiego, Cal.

VIRST-CLASS optician and 
watchmaker. State

sranvDerieygfottlel aplurticulars iu lirst 
letter. Jesse'',

structing contecte watch from the rough.

Salary, $.15 per week. Full purtienlitrz first 
LADY or gent. engraver during 

holidays. W.o.

McMahan, Cambridge, Ohio,
- -

letter. Position permanent,. S. C. Nofzinger,

Archbold Ohio.

AT once, a good ivamliniaker and salesman.
,` Chance to titivate, ; want salary to start.

Position permanent. " I 373," care Keystone.

- SALESMEN wanted for 
Michigan and Ohio. ittENG t.0 finish trade who has had 6

HELP WANTED

NY .vrcil MAK Ell, ly honest and capable

'‘ of denionatratiim ttc Clement combined

I attachment be,iness-like manlier in

Chicago. Also one iii itmeapolis. See our

ad. W. 1). Clement, NI:in hain, Muss.

WATCHMAKER at t?nce ; if 
competent, steady.

Pedersen Clarinda, Iowa.

A ll` once, a good, general repair 
matt. Mantifite-

S, turing jeweler to do work 
for the t rade. No

boys apply. L. A. Orr ce., SI

Aiiii,fs'e-cLAss retail Jen elrs salesman i a large

ry 111151e 11(1,1 of refs.

(loot! l'or the right team Position must

he 1111,1 immediately. ,-,11,1 refs. and state salary

wantcd. .1. .1. sw...eitey Jewelry Company,

Houston. Texas.

Tito\ v 
mapinn Lana

1 jewelry lion want, IX III and estab-

lished tiayeier in Ilichigan, 
isoinsin, lintie-

sota and Illinois. Highest salary. "'I' :12:i,"

cal, Keystone.

TN.\ w anted. Experietteed traveler

for East and southeast 
States, Kentucky and

Tennessee. ltist lia“• i,lii101iS11,11 1 rails'. ilia,

I,. Timut 15 Minim) Laite, New York cit y. •_

1)1MI.:111.VITLY, emitimtent. men in (In watch-

' ii.ork and engraving. Must be sober and

industrious, and thoroughly competent to do

ivnilt in both lines. Single man pref.

send rs'E. and samples engraving, and stale

,ihtry wanted. D. It. Ryland & Co., Lyntlt-

burg. Va. _

, A FIEST-CLASS infg. jeweler and 0115010 ('5..

a Stead v employment, $24 per week. 
Must
les of

permanent position. W'ages, $15. W. L,

- -

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, 
jeweler and :ill- .have sn.i.ti habits. Set]

I around man who can take 
charge or the engraving with first, letter. Address, "11," care

store if required. Must have Al rei. and g■■■■,I 061'1111111 Mfg. t'o., Chicago, Ill.
tools, pleasant address ; 

must lie :sot ;el' atel

AT once, first-class 
watchmaker and engraver

tt 
right
ntI) i t i oputtsr.t y . Persnintatireyu,t,s2p5lealswain I wie,ai you

tiegbititi

il with tools. Steady job for sober, reliable

Il watches and wait on trade. Permanent 1 Nov 15th or Dec. 1st. Send ref, in first letter. man. Send good ref. Address, C. B. Sanford,
CLOCK and jewelry repairer that 

can assist on

lace; $10 a week ; state 
experience. Itoss , fIobriel .14'‘‘_'411 I'v 4 0.; Mobile, - • •  liamilton N. V.

A Goon watchmaker who engraves well. Steady 
wo111).(1,„1,1•iil,lerstth-tcltlut81810, 

orsaixyenititilt:sexfrioLinApigiotsobtlueriginnciet.fior.

A position, 620 ts week. Ref. and sample ttf file same. W1' 11" 11414 wi'11 l'• Inman ;If Co , MeKees Rocks, Pa.

1:1.•11 ---- •

Fair Street Atlanta, Ga. 

lig p good nu it (us •
experiment, and will be glad te hear 

front

of proven ability. K y 0tot NOD watch repairer, hand 
engraver and sales-

Vlaseltine, Kokomo, Ind.

2069

HELP WANTED

pAWNBROKER salesman most understand

I the business and knot% 
imw to sell goods.

$20 week and room. Steady 
job for right man ;

first-class refs. required as to honesty 
and ability.

13ox 276, Albuquerque, N. H.

ASSISTANT watch, jewelry and clock 
repairer.

II State age, exp. and salary 
expected. U. W.

Wildt & Son, Alexandria, Va.

YOUNG man in shop for retail 
optical business.

Chas. G. Lord, Sort Worth, Texas.

1100D watchmaker and 
engraver, and optician

%,‘ pref.; permanent position
-Central Massa-

chusetts. "li. 328," care Keystone.
-

engraving wanted. Address, " A. H.," ,.

u man wanted at once. 
Full particulars iti

Detroit, Mich. - first letter. Address, S. J. 
Gilger, Norwalk, Ohio.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HE•DING THREE CENTS 

PER WORD

1,`Nll IN EER'S Y level or transit. L. 
P. Arnold,

ii t'arlisle, Ark.

MEI:WAN lathe, staking tool, watch 
sign,

;1 watch glasses ; no old stud. II. Aldred,
rand laritis, Miehigan.

ON h' Clement 
combined 1:1010 attachment. L.

" M. WILIS011, 000 NV ashingten St., 
Boston Mass.

- - ----

1 ()CATION forjewelry slime in Central 
Indinun,

14 or will buy stock from $1000 to 
$4000, town

from 2000 to 12,000. "C 330," 
care Keystone.

TRIAL case cheap for 
cash. Box 92, North

Alt'(' 1st, by a young salesman of 6 
years'

11 exp., a manufacturer's line to sell 
direct to

the retail trade. A gold line preferred. Well

acquainteil with the Middle Western trade.

Address, Samuel Perkins, Room 1201 
Hayworth

Building, Chicago. __-

aENEVA adjustable table, 
Geneva adjustable

U chair or stool, Geneva 
retino.cope and

ophthalmoscope. Ad. " 327," care 
Keyston!:

FLECTRIC street clock, good I Iori_et, ow price ;

L' also one alternating current 
poleMing lathe.

Must be cheap. Ad., " B 337," ear,. KcyAinte.- --

WANT optical 
instruments and t i•ase.

iNiust be in good condition and 
priced right.

Give description. GS. 
Dunlap. Mapleton, lewa.

QPECTACLE and eyeglass frame, 
anti 

:mii 

em

lenses. Will give diamonds in ex. 
bange.

C. S. Apple, 
Statesville, N, C.

TO buy jeweler's lathe 
cheap. .1. C. k redenek,

HY practicing optician, a 
ia!sn or opportu-

I) inty to buy an interest In or 
purchase en-

tirely a well-eatablished optical business in

some live and growing city. 
Address, E. .1,

Bart, 1915 Everett Street, 
Houston, l'exits.

ATHE wanted; 
\\*clisier_sv laiha, with

us elineks and attaeltment, ; 
must he in good

order. State what yeti Ita1e, emolition and

priee. Address, " Webster- \\ ititceinh," Box

017, Springfield, Mass. _

1;Ni;I:AvING biork, Moo:m.i, or Lancaster,

1, cheap. Walter Bold, 407 East 12'2 St., New

York _

1EWELRY and Xmas goods to sell 
on commis-

,/ sion during December and 
the holidays. Can

give security. Address, Box 91 Osgood, lnd.

COMPLETE test case, American 
Optiettl pre-

y ferred. Must be good as 
new, cheap for cash.

"II 3as," ear,. 1:cy,ione.

AT once, a reliable 
watchmaker, optician and

tient position. Address, w it h 
ple engraving timid t.xp.clock work. . y,

C. . 
and Fels., J. Low it. o , ' \ la Co. Laboratory, Pittsburg, Pa.

engraver. Permanent situation; wages, oetileneg.

$18. A. (I. Stone, Sleet pelier, Vt. 11 who can do jewelry: repttit:i isgetn.,11,* it‘v t 
alitatrngeorellueceteritiaculiegabitaibriguite‘yo7latiniI ETTER or monogram 

engraver. Prefer elle

Ys'otatieT

THOROUGHLY emiti,tent 111211 to 
take in and kilo heny County Light

I ive prices on jewelry repair '
('St I'., State ex p,

Slate And Adams St., Chiettgo. -- 
---

WATCHMAKER, clock atilt ,jewelry repai 
,,,,.. Two waichmitliers immediately, steady Mk illtADUATE optician am! practical 

jeweler to

" Permanent position. State 
age, esp., saki yy ' One good oil wateIn•s. sillier as 

simian!. State " take cbage of our 
optical tlepartment. Apply

and ref. M. A. Seibert, 
Frankfort , K y. how long id the bench ; 

11:2.1., single or marided, 0, superintendent. Stewart & Co., 
Howard and

' wages wanted 111111 n.l.., sand phola. .1, .\ . 1.t.sington St reels, Baltimore.

WATC1IM,KE!1, a )-',""'1, ex111',1"111"1"I "111411- Await, Joplin 1\ lo. 

- ---

" make,  raOlti 
workmall• ','25 1,''t we,k ■ind - -- -- '- 

\ \vATcli MAKER, strietly ilt1111,1 and 
capable

loIrillall,111 1111Siii1111 to right matt. No drunken W ATCHM .1 KER at once. 
Permanent position • of demonstrating the Clement 

emiibined

or coneeited person about 
ability ne,•,i apply. It jo sit ,, tr and .1,,,Ir■ ..toi.,. State ■sages lathe attaeliment in a business

-like manner ill

t;o0,1 etiolate awl everything 
agreeable. N,t.al wanted attic send refs. Simon Bros., Manilla, San Francisco. A Ise me' in Kansas City• see

S at once ; if 
propo,ition silits fit, 100( Waste Iowa.-_-____ 

our ad. IY. D. ( lenient, ‘Valthaiti, Mass.

time iu uorrespondence btu win! at mice.

E. Hertzberg Jew.elry 
s111 .\ ntoltio 'I '5515, 

pECEM.BER lot, first-class wat 
(bleaker and W.\ \ K El: NV 111111111. FilS1 -1•111,

, . salesman. Capable ill nil: ill,. charge of busi- 'T maker, who eau do pivoting, 101e. 11 Veal.

11(0S, Good wages, Elloa.al -11 ii'' ii w 1 lagfl. short po■il I 10111•V 1111115, .1 1% 1•21i Al boil is. 11.,

• 1{1 1101 \ 111111 it• City, N. ,I.NVATCIDI.%1:Elt, single ; Amerman prel.

ti e and complicated hours. Ad.„ . am' "i, i I i

'I' ones. ion 1101As e011111(11 1111l on ti

watches. Steady position for the right 
isarty

for Florida, Address " W 
361," care Keystone._ , _ 

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker with 
some exp. as

I salesman ; 618 to $20 per weeek ; 
single man .

pref. Write Y. M. C. A. Employment 
Dept.,

Springfield, Mass. - '

YIRST-CL ASS watchmaker and 
salesmau. Must

E have good habits and. address; 
position per-

manent. E. P. Sunberg & Co., Fargo, 
N. D. I

YIRST - CLASS watchmaker 
and engraver;

L strictly temperate. State age, if married,

salary expected and full refs. T. R. J. Ayres & ,

Sons, Keokuk, Iowa.

YIRST-CLASS bawd_ solderer and 
engraver;

I' good wages. Middle West. "S 365," care

Keystone.

A N till-itrolind man, who is it first-clas, 
S111111-

'1 maker, jeweler and plain 
engraver. I apable

taking charge when so needed. 
:Must be st Het ly

temperate mid honest. A steads job the N1•111'

round to the right man at $.21 
per week. town

on Mississippi River, 35t)t) ; lienit by. Cints.

Goodrich, Cartithersvill,', - -

AT once, a good engra‘ et and 
jewelry repairer ;

a 620 per week. 
Alut•hert & Cool:, Sherman,

Texas.

YOUNG man, 2 or 3 years' 
exp.; $10 week to

start. Good chance to finish 
trade under

expert workman. Plenty of work, good store;

city 16,000, 50 miles north of 
Chicago. T. J.

Dale, KCI1021111, Wis.

WATCHMAKER, fair engraver, optician ;

tl I steady, sober, industrious. Wages, $15 to

620. If suitable, will admit to 
interest in busi-

ness. Send sitinvle engraving, 
photograph,

refs tirst letter. ' 354 " care 
Keystone

PLOCK'MAKE-11, first-rate ability, 
thoroughly

U acquainted with Me business in factory

making high-grade marine clock 
movements.

Address, stating exp., etc. " 
334," care

Keystone.

YOR Colorado, first-class 
watchmaker and en-

1, graver ; one capable of taking charae with

view to acquiring interest, or will sell half

interest. Great opportunity for hustler-$20 
to

start. Address, Box 102, Salida, Colo,

Kilt icTi.Y tirst-.1,,,,, sssirinosk,,r and en-
" rriver. Must he able to take roil ,lwrge ,I•

.'ili Ii ii ,department; permanent position. .'

Single man pref. Send 
sample of engraving and

refs. .\ ddress, " I.; :110,, c
ar,. K oyst,,,,,..

A ALAN to do plain watch, Heel: and jewelry
it repairing. Iittat be nt.at and ot 

temperate

habits. State salary expect 'ii. "1\1 346," ear,

Keystone.

VI RST-Cl. ASS .1:tithing 
jeweler and stone-setter

I for roaii ,tor,.. Able 10 do clock all.1 SH11111

Willell repairing and wait on trade. 
Nlitst have

best of refs. State wages and 
refs. it, first letter.

Cole&_Young, South Chicage, Ill.

"'-rItAVELINtI optical or jewelry salesman lo

carry staple art MIL. as side 
line. itig 1•11111-

1111,i1111S, 
Z011110111±111_111S0lIly, CH1111111111S, 1 lido.

, repai ri o g aild hell) With 1 rade. 1Z. .1. . \ I Well,\T "11,,, ■ 56111n Illatt to dit ,e,,e 1 r..v and : ot Is
- ---

NI idd1H" "' S'"""' --

TN\'t ) experieue01 jewelry 
salesmen for \‘'esterti

I eeast ens. ; one with a 
knowledge t .I. tile

()Wien! business pref.; permanent positions.

Apply by letter, stating age, exp. 111151 W 1111E1'

fennel ly employed and salary 
wanted. Address,

" X. Y. Z.," room 805, 103 
Stale_Stl,("11 Maw>, I It.

QUPEBINTENI)ENT for factory making higli-

/I grade marine clock 
movements. Liberal

salary :led pernement position for an 
Miorgel lc,

resent eel' ill man. .Idilress, stating exp., ete.,

" Y 335," care I:t, ',IOW'.-- _-_-_ -_ i

AT once, reliable piling 1111111 1 1011e WW1 call ilo

a all kinds of gold 
jewelry :11111 sleek 1TO:14111g

Mid IISSitit Oil watch work. Must IS. M' good,

habits ; state age, exp., 
whether yeti have tools

and salary to start. 
Position permanent to

right party. J. N. 
llotIer,lloniestetel. Pa.

VOUNG man who wants to finish 
trade. 'Nit's(

I be plain engraver and own 
tool,. A. L.

Sargeant, Attica, Ind.

IAN. 1st. First-class watchmaker, jeweler,

" engraver and salesman ; single 
man pref.

Must own watchmakers' tools i permanent

igittli:tierVIltiseeojittl;,7trailifft7tIn
';esdttoetTelti:17.

J , W, Catophell,Jewoler, Bowling Green, Ky.

1't' Slit's',

v5:1.. Permanent position tor the right.i

mail. Si ogle mall orof. ..%I. E. 1.:1 Vake,

Prim ot.,II, N..1.

1,1 ItST-cl„\ SS w 
atellitniker ; salary. $17, a week.

Young num prof.; ,lead■ , oil: . I i 1 limo At

1 01111 \ . rill) I'll., A Ve11111,, I. 1.0011i,. :\ 111 -

11..\li."'.",'"-.1-',.,,,,,,,...\-,,,,,I,1111 S11.11,1111111. i'1.111111111.111 "T1111001011 is, 1'00111-0

10011.111 1111111. I. .k. N11111011, 1.11Z011 City, liss. _

11)uNt ; man II I111 1.1111 1111 H1•11i11111‘ S al 1•11, 111.1.4

111111 ii•Nvolry repairing, :old ail x Wiis lo

111.11NC 111111er fil•S1 - 1•111SS Will'1:1111111. .\ 1111E11S:4,
Kainhoro, -

Vol NC, 111:111, with exp., to Stock in a 
South-

,1 western teol and material house. Good

sbanee OW the right eswer 111 own

115511d', ,-i0iig. " it :SS I," earl. Ke■.
stone.

ilESDiNER. An awl 
praetieal and expe-

l' rietteed designer by a largo awl 
orogrOsSIVC

mann Meinrer of silver-pi:1101 white metal

hollow ware. Address. " II :;s:5," eare 
Keystone.

matt as assistant repairer. Western

New York. Vu ll parliculars first letter,

"5' 362," ear.. 1:eysterm.

001■IPETEN'f and reliable watchmaker and

v jewelry repairer who eau engrave and 
wait

Ott trade, Enclose refs., ibotograpli, sample

Scituate, 'Mass.

engraving. Cele J: eo., Jewell. low a._ - --

A be honest, sober and 
indust riotts. A rnitt-

nent position to ript. matt. 
State salary and

, age when attswering. Jacob Voting, 305o

, Magazine street, New Owleims, La.

GOOD watelintaker and 
eleel; rep: liver. Must

(`.ANDIN.\ A'I.1N watchmaker and jeweler;

Johnson .1/4 Co., Ellillw 1,:ike, Mimi.

ctitsT-CI,ASS watchned:er, eleel: ;eel jewelry
, 1 repairer ; engra i er pref. 

Permanent post-

thin In right man. Salary, $20 
per wet,k ., ref'.

rogaired. Ad., 1Z. 11. GolVill, Geneva, N. 
Y.

I drug exp. pref. Mils( have own tools. O. A.

Sioux Falls, S, D.

Ili" 
Shill 

eli?lgelee: 

Idust

I tie I :11.  Nnitees •

"11 392," care I■cys10119.

A GOOD 
jewelry business, New England 

pre-

t5 fared. Must be bought right for 
cash.

" II 375," care KeystontL.---
Ii ENEVA retinoscope and 

ophthalmoscope com-

u bitted. Must be cheap ,• a latest 
model.

"Optician," 396 Antoine St., Detroit, 
Mich.

WANTED for Rivett lathe, slide relit, 
jeweling

%\
tool with caliper and pivot 

polisher. City

Jewelry Store, Quinton, Ind, Ter.

A M A RINE chronometer, in 
good order. Ad.,

II. Ttieker, 831 West 47th St., 
Chicago, Ill.

_

IA' \ NT to buy jewelry store in good, 
live Iowa

one doing a good business, to invoice

about -no to 02000. Address, Box 712,

tsI Ii is, 1;,, a.

FOUR ..11i 011111-hand 
show eases, s

in leiter X. L." 136 Maio, ewier,on, Ky.

11001 1 ,terling silver line en 
center by

stale fulls style,condit i.on

-

U experienced man. " 353," tare Keystone.

1-V.AN.'1' jeweler-able-to invest
$1000. Fine loca-

l' non, old stand. Or a man who will do

bench work alone. Address, Box J, Harrison,

Arkansas.

ALL kinds American 
watches, new, second-

1t hand, good order, broken 
movements that

can be put In order very cheap
-all stem-wind,

hunting and open-face-for 
cash. Ed. Allen,

Milford, Texas.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS 

PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND 
BUSINESSES

(1,001), clean stock tif jewelry in 
town of 700

U pop.; old-established stand ; 
no fixtures or

safe to buy. An 
opportunity. Address, Box

514, collies, Iowa.
I.Continne(f on page ;op)
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

(Continued from page zo69,

11.
1 V E the " California fever." IVill sell exec
lent stock, watches, diamonds, jewelry cult-

glass, sterling and plated nilverware, clocks,
Mather goods, framed pictures, fine stationery,
etc., for the insured value. 2 burglar-proof
safes, 9 maitogauy "Silent Salesinau " show-
cases, wall cases, grill work, etc. Room 22 1,
75. 4 story brick block. Established 18 year
Electricity and natural gas, optical lairlor 2
feet Mug. Refer to any Buffalo jobber or hank
K R. White, Main and Glenwood, Builitlo. N. 1
A N old-established optical business to settl
n estate in %Vashington, D. C. Chas. Bauman
attorney, 323 4,114 St., N. W., Washingon, D. C.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

VINE jewelry Store—stock and fixtures $5000.
I' 1305t location. %Yam!' inspector two rail-
roads. Fine opening. Buy at once and secure
the Christmas business. T. K. Smith, Albia,
Iowa.

A rAyiNG jewelry store in manufacturing cityMassachusetts, pop. 15,000. New fixtures
$7:i(p stock , i reduce stock to suit.

stilson, 19 Maiden Lane, New York City.
1E11' EI.R1' and optical store. Stock, fixtures,

tools, invoice about $2500. tiood manufac-
turing town. !IOW, Southern pen miyicania.

" Bensons selling, other business. " W 318," care

1 ()LI, and fixtures in good Ohio town, pop.
" 111,000. Ilepair work averages 8125 per n tli.
(I II on accoil n1 of health. interestedpact ies need reply. B 31o," care keystone.

: I ocK and fixtures el It (SI store, also lathe
awl niee assortment of optical tools. Rare

opporl unity. No ri•ason a loh, offer refused.
Address " A 331," fare Keystone.

ROOD-PAYING jewelry business in Northern
New Jersey town of 5000 inhabitants for a

man with 0, cash money. Receipts, $5000
per annum. Up-to-date stock. Good reason
for selling. Now or Jan. 1, 1906. Address,',A. F.," 91 Park Avenue, Irvington, N. .1.

TEWELRY and optical store. Best list inn oi
main street ; city Northern California. Pop.

12,000. Price, $2500. Must sell; reduce stock
if necessary. Reason, poor health. For ill it or
particulars address, " P 314," care K 
MY service free until Xmas. If you want a
IR good thing, investigate my offer to sell my
jewelry store. Notice my ad. in Sept. Keystone.
Phil Levy, Henderson, Ky.

IEWELRY and optical store, fine stock andIi fixtures, invoice about $2500, at a genuine
bargain if sold at once. Fine location, rent
low. Reason, poor health. P. 0. Box 536,
Southington, Conn. 

VINE jewelry store, established 11 years, about
r 1000 pop., most prosperous section. Invoice
$2000, can reduce. Made motley here, want to
retire, other business. Buy now and reap
holiday trade. Box C, New Richland, Minn. 

(IPTICAL attire for sale. Good business. For
U terms address, "N 377," care Keystone. 

MORTHERN Pennsylvania. Small jewelry,Li optical store, established 6 years. Repairing
more than one man can do. Reason, injury
and failing health. "M 374," care Keystone. 

ARIZONA—Jewelry and optical business estab-
n Hefted 11 years. Fine cash trade, no compe-
tition. Fine climate for throat and lung trouble.
Reasons, have other interests. T. It. Jones,
Tempe, Arizona.

AT once, old-established Jewelry and optical
a business. Recently refitted, up-to-)1,11, fix-
tures, clean stock. In wealthy North ivmstern
Missouri County seat, $3000. Want to ret ire.
" II 369," care Keystone.

QMALL jewelry stock and fixtures in good
Western Iowa town. Will lease building to

purchaser. " P 363," care Keystone.

VSTABLISHED jewelry and optical business.
I/ Best location in manufacturing and oil and
gas town of 6000, in Northwesterii
Invoices between $5000 and $6000. Must be seld
this year, the sooner the better, as I have oilier
business taking toy time. If good, reliable
man, Will sell half interest. " II 320," care
Keystone.

$50()() buys a jewelry business in Southwestuu Texas, the cash receipts of which were
85300 from January 1 to July 1, 1905, cash
receipts for July alone, $1095.75. Good business
every month, no dull season. Climate flue,
not in malaria or yellow fever district. Good
reason for selling. Anyone coming to investi-
gate finding anything misrepresented can have
their expenses paid. Persons with cash only
need write; to such, any information will be
given. Address, "S 256," care Keystone.

(IPTICAL and jewelry business in a 'Minnesotaif town of 2000, in dairy section where Germans
predominate. One competitor with small stock
and not an optometrist. Nearest optometrist,
30 miles. Will sell for 90 cents on the dollar
for cash or bankable paper. Business will pay
15 to 20t Splendid chance for one competent
in optical work, who is willing to hustle and
advertise. Purchaser can have possession Jan-
uary 1,1906. Reason for selling, a desire to take
up medical and surgical eye work. Address,
"E 353," care Keystone.

A SNAP—jewelry business in lively town init California, in the richest oil district in the
state. Poor health makes this move necessary,
Get in before holidays. "S 3M," care Keystone.

IEWELRY and optical business, town of 2500.
u Established 8 years. Invoice about 83500.
Don't answer unless you mean business. Good
reasons for selling. Address, J. F. Keuly,
Caldwell, Idaho.

IEWELRY and millinery store, in town of 800
If pop., no competition in either line, if you
wish to clear $1200 per year, this is the place for
you. I have done It, and you can do the tonne.
Will invoice $1200; will take $900. Reason for
selling, too much other business. Box 29,
Clarksburg, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER or engraver ean buy entire
II business for 83000, controlling int(•rest 82000,
established 87000 business last year. Write
further information. Health, reason change.
Address, It, W. Dineen, St, Anthony Falls,
Minneapolis, Minn.

IN Celorado, a line jewelry business for sale.
'invst clliuiutle in the world. lug mouthly

pa v Stock and fixtures invoice 82500, no
old -iock. A tim• opportunity for some one.
Neilson tor selling, have business interests in
the smith that require iny attelltiOn. Don't
w ru,, unless you have the cash and mean

big Christnas lousiness. "E $26,"
cal', luystuuuuu.,

jewelry and fixtures.$1800 iislialOS: 18VtloisclkAgton. For particulars
write, " e;tre Keystone.

IEWEI.111 mere—stock and fixtures invoice
$1800. Good town, two railroads, pop. 3500.

Good reasons for selling. Address, Box 112,
Holdenville, Ind. Ter.

a001)-PAYING jewelry business, busy mining
LI town, 1000 people, Southern Indiana. No
opposition. Fine opening for $700 or less:.
Owner must sell at once on account of other
business interests IlWily. "C 324," care Keystone.
jEWELRY and optical business, established 20
" years. New oak fixtures, cicall clock, best
location, invoice about 83000. Pm». health.
Geo. H. Thoma, Three Rivers, Mich. 
A BARGAIN—jewelry store, also fixtures.LI Terms easy. Rent reasonable best location,
county seat, 4000 pop. Stock invoices about
$2500. " K 339," care Keystone. 

$8000 will buy a stock and business (includinglargest repair trade in the city) in the• largest city between Winnipeg and the coast, in
Western Canada. Cash business over $14,000
per year. "B 333," care Keystone. 

M US'il:cfboeresolit)leentiiiiiti)eccrotisutt, ofhesicibcon:tss,loociatteos

jewelry store in Bismarck, a good stock anddoi ng a good lousiness. Will be sold at a
bargain. .1(1 ro•ss, 1'. II. Phelps, Bismarck, N. I).

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEAPING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQU I PM ENT

WATCH " chimer," strikes the boors, quarteis
" and minutes, also has sweep fifth second
tintiug hand, hunting, 14 K. gold case. Cost$385 ; price 8200. Horace Marione, Fort Wayne,
Indiana.

fiUTFIT jewelers fixtures on our hands. Write
u what yott could use, and if we have it will
give description and price. Ullrich Bros.,
Evanston, Ill.

AT 
half price, solid mahogany, beveled glassto fixtures for high-class jewelry store ; trays

for stone. MacMillan, optician, Scranton, Pa. 
CAMERA, 6312 x 8y, Anthony view camera. OneV plate-holder and carrying case. Price, $8.00.
Banks Thompson, Owingsville, Ky. 

jEWELER'S safe. I. 13. Powell, Greenwich,u Now York.

()HEAP. One No. 60 Seth Thomas regulator,U nearly new. Perkins Bros., Nacogdoches,
Texas.

LINAMELING furnace using hard coal, $10.
LI Ono usinggas without blower, $10. Winship,
Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill. 

ENEVA ophthalmoscope and retinoscope,U absolutely new, will be sold at a bargain for
cash. Address, S. P. Gibbs, M. Ti., 8:12 West
Polk Street, Chicago.

VEIV Century engraving machine, cheap.
II J. Stewart:Jr., Burlington, N. C 

nENEVA retinoscope and ophthalmoscope.
Cost $80 ; $50 cash takes it. Ad., "B832,"

care Keystone. 

A FEW second-hand travelers' trunks end trays.It Benj. Allen A Co., $ilversmiths' Building,
131-137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

fIENEVA trial ease, used but little. Cost 852;U will take $25. Quick. L. R. Herrick,
17 Broad Street, Elizabeth, N. J.

QOLID oak roller top bench, 10 drawers ; almostI) new ; $12.50. Itollin Eaton,Central City, Nebr,

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQU I PM ENT

HARDY trial case, almost new opthalmoscope
II and retinoscope. $25 take otttht. " II," 1218
Senate Street, Columbia, S. C.

()NE $15 direct current South Bend dentagne-
tizer 
' 
• good as new. Will sell for $10.

Morris dclloneyntan, Florence, Colo. 
BEER horns, slug's or in pairs, line eagle claws.

City Jewelry Store, Quinton, bid. Ter.

QHIP chronometer, Al condition. Made and
adjusted by Parkinson & Frodshatn, London.

Price, $75. James Logan, 1189 St. Clair Street,
Cleveland, Ohio.

TWO 8-foot plate-glass show cases and tables,
I solid cherryonahogany, finish ; second-hand,
cheap. F. C. Jorgesoti it Company, 11-17 North
Ann Street, Chicago.

fiNE steel-lined jeweler's safe, chronometer,U resit lator, 2 oak benelies, window show case,
up-to-date engraving mon•iline, line and clean
line of material. In fact, everything to start in
business in first-class shape. Reason forselling,
had to quit the bench. It will pity you to in-
vestigate. "L 322," care Keystone.

}MIR 8-foot cherry show cases and tables, 14
r inches deep ; 1 cherry case, glass all around,
:33 inches high, 40 inches wide, 6 feet long, end
glass, 1 light ; Shies 3 lights ; center light in the
door and swings ; 1 Eaton-Engle engraving
machine ; 1 cherry roll-top work bench ; 1
De Zoog refractometer. G. A. Donaldson,
Girard, Ill.

IEWELRY store fixtures—safe, show cases,U regulator, et,—in thriving town 700 people
Located Eastern Kansas. "II 370," care
Keystone.

ROMPLETE set watchmaker's tools, used butI.) few months ; with fixtures for entail shop.
Snap of a bargain to right party. " W 380,"
(.21re Keystone. 

RAMBLER automobile ; good condition ; dos-". a-dos seat, $250. Marsh motor cycle, $60.
F. Catlin, Winsted, Conn.

A NUMBER of watch, ring and plain trays.It Also several different optical instruments—
all practically new. Will be sold at about half
price. Send for list. J. F.Carr, Portsmouth,Ohlo.
RECOND-HAND engraving machine, good as
u ne 2 sets type ; all attachments. Very

If cheap, if sold at once. Do led answer unless
„vou want a machine. Martin Bock, Wilkes.
Barre, Pa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

11 HOUSES, rent for 8125 per month, price
87000; 5-roomed modern house, rents for

815 per month, price 81250; 7-roomed house,
rents for 825 per month, price 82000. Will ex-
change any of the above for stock jewelry of
equal value. Write for particulars, giving
descriptions of stock. Will. S. Wood, Cripple
Creek, Colo. 

QTOCK of watches, jewelry and musical instru-
u ments. Would prefer to trade for optical
goods, including tools, machinery, etc. " A 381,"
care Keystone.

NEW optician's trial ease. Retail price, $70;
want 853, or exchange for new watches:

Elgin, Waltham, Illinois or such American
makes. Fred. It. Lett, Orlando, Fla. 

fiNE hundred acres beautiful laud within 334
miles of the court house at Tampa, Fla.

25 acres just outside city Ihnits of Eureka
Springs, Ark.—great health resort. Will sell
either cheap, or trade for optical goods or stock
of jewelry. Prof. S. Johnson, refracting °Si-
clam, Eureka Springs, Ark. 

RENEVA retinoscope, Eaton & Glover engrav-
u log machine, 1 Beams engraving machine.
Good as new. Want trial case, wall case or
oplithahnometer. Shirley Bros.,Tayloraville,Ky.

2 011) ACRES land and residence for sale, or
du trade for jewelry stock. Farm is located

in fruit mid truck bell of"l'exas, 21,4 miles of
town 3500 people. Residence in town. Lock
box 105, Huntsville, Texas.

flASOLINE soldering and smelting outfit, enn-ui elan's traveling stock ease. Elite Jewelry
Co. Mapleton Iowa.

 —
SC() PRINTING outfit. Want graphophone,uu typewriter, optical goods. J. Kehoe,
Tawas City, Mich, 

INE watchmaker's bench, 1 lathe, made by theI) American Tool Co., 1 small safe. Either
article in good condition ; will sell at a sacrifice
for cash, or will take jewelry and optical goodsin trade. K Krone, Clarence, Pa.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDIE THI HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

TORE to let. Plate-glass front, well adapted
to watchmaker, silverware, stationery, etc.,

trade, One hour fron Boston ; pop. 7000. One
other watchmaker. Address, It. I.. Thatcher,
100 Federal St., Boston.

REMEMBER Wells' ring adjusters. Orderit sample dozen. Page 2068.

SPECIAL NOTICES

HUSINILISS opportunities. A well-known dna,LI established 40 years, would like to representan &it-of-town manufacturer of jewelry novel-ties in New York City. Address, N. J. Felix,18 John St., New York City. 

BETTER than anticipated" Grip." Page 2071.
IRON pyrites or sulphur stones supplied to theI trade. A. Leibson, Duryea, Pa. 

WRITE for free catalogue of The NationalCollege of Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for informs-
tion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,

143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

REST balance staffs on the market. Made by
I, an Elgin staff-maker. From $1.13 to $2.70,
net. Cash with order. Money refunded if not
satisfactory. Best balance jewels, 81.35. Tarbox
& Gordon, °Malta, Nebr.

8EWARE of second-hand Clement combinedlathe attachments offered for sale. They are
old zuodels ; they sell them to get our latest.
See our ad. in this number. W. D. Clement,
Waltham, Mass.

A LIFE scholarahip in ottr college, including
diploma and highest degree, for only $7.50.

See our advertisement, page ̀A060, and write for
new prospectus. South Bend College of Optics.
THE Clement combined lathe attachment,
A costs 840. See page 1821. Fine, new, com-
plete catalogue free.

11 ('RIP " pronounced the best card game pub-ii Page 2071.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

HIGHEST prices paid for diamonds, old gold,
II broken jewelry, de. New and second-hand
watches bought and sold. Benj. Gebhard, 735
Sansom, Philadelphia. 

VLGIN Horological School, the oldest and most
II practical school for watchmakers Send for
catalogue to Elgin liorological School, Elgin,I11.
WRITE for booklet giving particulars how to
" earn extra money by working 2 or 8 even-
ings a week. Art Enamel] ng Co., Marietta, Ohio. 
URRIP," the greatest card game what is. PageU 2071.

Ii in size stem-winders, American move-
ments only $1 each ; fair condition. Send

money with order. Swiss movements 10 cents
each. Broadbent, 4 South Forty-second Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 

I1ENJAMIN GEBITARD, 735 Sansont Street,LI Philadelphia. Watch ease and jewelry re-
pairing, engraving, mountings and special order
work of every description. Small jobs returned
the same day as received. Every job is given
particular care so that it looks exactly like new.
THE Clement combined lathe attachment, costs
I $40. See page 1821, lolite, new, complete
catalogue free.

YOU are looking for a good reliable firm to doyour watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.

WE make a specially of changing old antique" watch cases to stem-wind. Something that
has been refused by others. Have had 40 years'
exp. and can guarantee satisfaction. N, J.
Felix, 18 John Street, New York. 
NOW for holidays and Wells' ring adjusters.,T Page 2068. 

7arn4CE.—I have moved from 727 Sansom StreetLI to 807 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, where I
will continue to buy all kinds of old gold and
silver ; also refine all kinds of jewelers' waste
containing _gold or silver. send hv mail or
express and receive prompt attention. .J. L.
Clark. Established 1870.

WANTED, every one desirous of improving" themselves in watch work, jewelry workand engraving, to address Bradley Polytechnic
Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one of their latest
catalogs. A postal card will get, it. See ad. on
page 1838.

9Cc. FOR ingredients to make 2 quarts jewelryI4u wash equal to ally on the market. ContainsIto acid or poison. Will not injury the finest
articles. Guaranteed satisfactory. L. D. Lord,
Kirkwood, Ill.

WATCH repairing for the trade. Chas. IV.
" Thex ton, 530 W. Si xty-n int 11 St., Chicago, III.

TEWELERS I Send your watch work to the
lighting pivoter, E. It. Lewis, 7 S. Laurel,

Bridgeton, N. J.

ANY energetic watchmaker or engraver canLI greatly increase their salary by extra work
which is very fascinating. A _postal will bring
booklet. Art Enameling Co., Marietta, Ohio._

RAVE you tried the game "Grip." Two sam-
IL ple packs prepaid, 30 cents. Page 2071.

BUSINESS NOTICES

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engra
ving and

1 Optical Institute is the horological school 
of

the West. Its graduates are always in 
demand.

Everything up to date ; expert, instructors in

all branches. There Ilea never been a time it)

the past 8 years when this institute was 
able to

supply the demand for its graduates. 
Students

may enter at any time, as we do not 
instruct by

class but individually. Write for prospectus.

Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

Too Late for Classification

HELP WANTED—C, I'. Cross A Bro., Gadsden,

Ala., want good watchmaker and 
jeweler,

January 1, 1906. One who understands 
optics

preferred. Must be strictly sober, well recom-

mended. 
HELP WANTED.-First-class optical 

workmen

ml and surface grinders for the state of 
Minne-

sota. Must be thoroughly competent men.

State exp. and salary expected. " M 387," 
care

Keystone.
IVANTED—Old Willard or banjo clocks, hall

" clocks, English clocks, 
mahogany mantel

clocks, old gilt or inithogauy mirrors. 
Anything

antique. NV. J. Hooper, East Hampton, N. Y.

VCR SALE—Eaton A (hover new cen
tury en-

r graving machine, just as good as new ; 
has

not been used three dozen times; co
st me at

factory, with extra type and attachments, $98.50.

Will sell for $65. " V 386," care Keystone.

pEAnnin_s FBooRuGcHATSH
If a customer should bring you any Diamond

Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN .Sk co.
a Maiden Lane New York

where you can have an immediate Cash Offer

 Established 1880 

ig

Repairing
for the Trade

Our work is the kind you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
407 Masonic Temple CHICAGO, ILL.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated soul Ordinin.y

M'atelies,Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnet izing, etc.

' 
care-

fully and promp/ty done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

Learn Telegraphy & R. R. Accounting
850 to $100 per month salary assured ottr

graduates under bond. You don't pay us until

you have a position. Largest system (if to•legraph

schools in America. Endorsed by all railway

officials. Operators always in demand. ladies

also admitted. Write for Catalogue.

MORSE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY
Clnelooni1,0. Itotrolo. N.
La Crone. Wlo. Texarkana. 'res. Sim Cronelovo.

Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case

Repairing for the Trade
Send for our Price-List

Our Motto: Quick Service
Work returned same (lay as received

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
81 W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

411ORM" ;knew game just out. Lively,instrue-
tive and interesting for persons wear-

log rings. Price, 25e. Wanted,
some jeweler in every town to
sell this. It will boom your ring
trade.Sample pack,16c.;two,80c.;
eight, $1.00. Sent prepaid (only
on receipt of price) .Ask you dolt-
ber for Wells' Periect Ring Ad-
justers, or I will send at once an
assorted 1 doz.10

I doz. gold filled, $2.00; 1 doz. metal. 85c.
Address Cheshr Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

Boston Optical School
Practical course. Nothing useless taught

Students equipped for thorough work in tip-tis.

date methods.
Refracting in office and bench work on De.

For terms, write

M. F. Coavis, M.D.
its Charles Street Boston, Mass.

THE BEST SCHOOL
•I'llat's the one to attend. The all-import-

ant features are the instructors, if they arc

the best then the school is the best. 11,•

have them. Send for circulars.

Canadian Horological institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King Street

Toronto. Ont.
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THE PRIZE RING
Cupid is the acknowled,L,fed champion in this '' ring.

. . ,
Our ring is the acknowledged champion of all the

wedding rino-s
o .

 -
Buy the best weddino- rings rings of our manufacture,

and he sure of perfectry satisfied customers, and at no
additional expense to you, for our rings cost no more
than inferior ones do.

J. R. WOOD & SONS
RINOMAKERS

2 Maiden Lane, New York

11111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Have you ordered your

New Century
Engraving Machine

yet

There are mighty good reasons why you
should do so—we've been telling you why
for months past.

To sum up, you can take care of your engraving quicker,
better and at a fraction of what it now costs you.

This means more sales, larger profits and a bigger bank
account at the end of the season.

Isn't this worth your earnest consideration and
prompt 'action ?

Sit right down and send in your order to-day not
to-morrow nor next week—but NOW, and you will
make the best business stroke of the season.

THE EATON 8z GLOVER CO.
Sayre, la.

When in New York call at our down-town office
loS Fulton Street
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Io8 Fulton Street
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The handsomest pens we have ever made. Details are perfect. Retail prices, $12 00 to $50.00. Emblem mountings are in 14kt. gold only.
Enameled in official colors when attached to rubber holders mounted on a solid gold band surmounting cap.
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Solid 14kt. Gold, $2.00 Extra.

For the information of the Jewelry trade catering to high-class custom we desire to say that we can make, on order, pens handsomely enameled in colors on
gold with any figure, emblem, crest or motto called for by the books of the heraldry. Engraving, 6 cents per letter.

L. E. Waterman Co., 173 Broadway, New York
138 Montgomery St., San Francisco 136 St. James St., Montreal 8 School St., Boston 160 State St., Chicago
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on No. 14 Elks Pens, increases cost of pen 25 cents; Sterling Silver, 50 cents Extra. On No. 514, Rolled Gold Plate, $1.00 Extra

Solid 14kt. Gold, $2.00 Extra.
trade catering to high-class custom we desire to say that we can make, on order, pens handsomely enameled in colors on
figure, emblem, crest or motto called for by the books of the heraldry. Engraving, 6 cents per letter.

L. E. Waterman Co., 173 Broadway, New York
San Francisco 136 St. James St., Monti eal 0 School St., Huston138 Montgomery St., 160 State St., Chicago

•



Gift Watch
That May
Be Looked
In the
Works

Watches are probably the most popular of
all gifts. Yet too often the gift watch consists
of a showy case and an indifferent movement.

Impress upon your customers that the

ELGIN WATCH
is the proper gift watch because it lasts a life-
time and is a source of satisfaction where a poor
watch is a cause of annoyance.

See Jobbers' List for prices or write the
Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin
Art Booklet "Timemakers and Timekeepers,"
illustrating the history and development of the
watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U. S. A. New York Office, 11 John Street.
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago. San Francisco Office, 206 Kearny St.
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A
Acid

For pickel. Chloride, 1951
For testing gold. Testing, 959
Kind used to remove blue from steel.

chioritit•, 1951
diestment

ih.re lit, bet ween various. Isochro, 959
Not :dlecied by replacing staff. Adjust-

Mehl, 789
T„ tSsiI ion. Affect, 521

Agate,
Method of drilling. Agates, 429

Alcohol
Kind to use in cleaning watch move-

ments. Cleaner, 1301
Aluminum

Bright. cut ting on. Bright, 429
Remarks on soldering. Alumi, 1699

Balance
How to poise. Round and Etat, 1485

Balance Pivot
How to straighten. Stoppers, 1949

Balance Screws
Removing from whi.el when head is gone.

Balance Screw, 789
Balance Staffs

How to fit. Busher, 1301
Method of centering for pivoting. Offside,

2173
Replacing in an adjusted movement..

Close Timing, 1951
Batteries

how to fill. Bunsen, 1133
Books

On jewelry work. Solution, 97
Brass

Met lital of restoring color. Brassy, 95
Bristol Hoard

I I made. Bristol, 255
Britannia WW1

1 low soldered. Britatn, 2175
lion to plate. Britannia, 1303

Caliper Pest
\let hod of using. Caliper Rest, 959

Cards
For 1.,1,4 el Nvork. Card, 253
Rai,ed lel Ors on. l'rices, 1485

Cement
Diamond ttiters. Cutter, 431
For onyx. Clock Case, 97

Chains
Resttaring gold-plated. Plates, 1703

Chronographs
Remarks on repairing. Third Wheel, 1949

Chronometer
Changing to stem wind. Chronom, 621
Hairspring in. Support, 1301

Chucks
How to use Jumbo. Recess, 1485
Sizes of Webster-Whitcomb. Chucks No.

2, 97
Claw Setting

How done. Setter, 623
Cleaing Silverware

Method of procedure. Silver No. 2, 431
Clocks

Beats of various. Beats, 791
Constructing out-door. Street, 1135
Faults in nickel alarm. Trainer, 623
Solution for cleaning. Frenclay, 1303
To make st rite slowly. Fan, 1301
Trouble with small gilt. Small UM, 2175
Why they miss striking. Misser, 789

Clock Cases
Polish for. Brighten, 1301
Repairing onyx. Clock Case, 97
Restoring enameled wood. Diamond, 95

Caock Dials
Resilvering of. Clock Dials, 1699

Clock Mainsprings
Lubricant for. Diamond, 95

Collet Setting
How done. Setter, 623

Copper
Bronzing by heat. Cop, 1303

Copper Wires
Safe carrying capacity of. Electricity,

2173
Corn

Reproducing an ear in metal. Corn, 431
Curb Pins

Effect of moving. Three Cases, 2173
Cut•Glass

Process of manufacture. Cut Glass, 1135
Cutters

For wheel Cutting. Cutter No. 2, 1133
Cylinders

Fitting new. Cylinder No. 2, 957

Dampness
Removal of. Damp, 95

Demagnetizer
Wire necessary for. Coil, 2175

Demagnetizing
With add of dynamo. Magnetize, 789

Dials
Method of lettering. Dial, 97
Removing name from. Remover, 959

Diamond Cutters
Cement mused by. Cutter, 431

Diamonds
Danger of heating. Burnt, 789
Imitations or sira,, n.151
"Natural Colinlvt • :■1 195iitt,storing who, „.„1,1,,,.a ng

ring. Burnt, 7,9
Test for genii inc. I 1i:tinge ish, 9.59

Itivining Rods
lt'allacy of. Mineral Rod, 2173

Drills
How to sharpen. Sometimes, 1487

Dry Batteries
Recharging with current not possible.

Mercurv, 621
Refilling. Ratteries, 431

Eleell'ical NV
1:..01,11'1:,.. 4 ,11. Electricity 2173

Elect I 'ontoei
Ettr Cloek,.. Contact, 959

Enter:this
'Will they ,eratelt ? Stones, 1485

Enamel
Preparing white. 11'llitening, 1703

Engine
Making a hot-air. llot Air, 1949

Escapement
I ima or Metier. Riefler, 623
How to oil. Correct, 957
Remarks on drawing. Degrees, 95

Face Plate
Setting jewels with. Plates,1951

liluuts • •
I /eveloping roll. Develop, 1485

Fork and Roller.
Renitudis on action Pallet Jewel, 791

Freseoing
I low to do it. Fresco, 957

Frost
on show windows. Show Windows, 1703

1uiuuil tutu
Polish for. Furniture, 1135

Iages
Kind recommended. Chucks, 97

Glass
History of. Glass, 1699

Glass (stone) Setting
how done. Setter, 623

Gold
Acid for testing. Testing, 959
Extracting from photograph finishing

solution. N it rat o, 1485
Grades that will tarnish. Solution, 97
How to toughen. Toughener. 1303
Recovering frtati :mid solution. Recover-

ing. 1103
Recovering Iron] chloride solution. Dis-

solved, 1487
Remarks on melting. Pennyweight, 1703
Why it blackens. Blacking, 431

Gravers
For balance staff, Staffing No, I, 957
Shape of point. Gravers, 253

Hairsprings
Effect of rusty. Two Years, 621
How to remove. Busher, 1301
Putting In Swiss. Springer, 621
Timing by. Benzine, 1949
Weakening with acid. Weaken, 431

Hands
How to tighten hour and minute. Des-

cribe, 2175
Hardness

Of precious stones. Stones, 1485
Hektograph

lima constructed. Hektograph No. 2,1487
Hot Air Engine

llow made. Hot Air, 1949

Imitat ion Diamonds
I omposition of. Straws, 1951

Impression Wax
How made. Impression Wax, 2175

Iridiuu mum
Remarks on. Irida, 2175

Isochronism
How attained. Isochroual, 429

.1
Jewels

How to replace. Examiner, 1135
How to replace. Running, 1485
Tools for setting. Plates, 1951

Jewel Settings
Method of turning. Recess, 1485

Lacquer
Formula for Transparent. Transparent,

1487
Lathe

How to use Jacot. Jacot, 789

Lat he Al tachment
For holding pallet stones while grinding

and polishing. Attachment, 255
Lightning Rod

Theory of. Rod, 1133
Lockets

Holding joints for soldering. Solution, 97
Lozenge Setting

How done. Setter, 623

Magnetism
In watches, Affect, 621

Mainsprings
Should they be removed when cleaning.

Rockford, 1135
Mineral Rod

Fallacy of. Mineral Rod, 2173
Model

Of lever eseltpetnent. Modeler, 959
Motor

For window display. Movable, 789

Ormoulu Finish
How imparted. Ormoulu, 429

Overbanking
How remedied. Over-Banker, 1303

Pallet Stones
Attachment. for holding while grinding

and polishing. Attachment, 255
Remarks on ,et t ing. Pallet Jewel, 791

Pastel Hoard
Card used 0)r. l'ard, 253

Pay.. :••■•1 I
1 1..,W 111o111.. Set h.r, 623
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Lessens refraction of eye, J. B. S. 655

Albinos Have Nystagmus E. J. I'. 1167
Amid voids

In a deviating eye, R. W. C. 833
Retina. 11. E. U. 999

Atiisomoropia
Management of, C. j. W. 1755
Proper glasses in, G. (4. S. 1343

(i. S. 1543; F. A. S. 1543
A rgyrol for I [Attuned Lids. 0. F. C. 833
Astigmatism

Revealed by test case and retinoscope,
A. 'I'. It. 1343

As cause of headache, A. T. Ti. 1343
Cause of headache, C. N. H. 127
Compound hypertnetropic, R. E. S. 283
Suggested by vision of .18, R. E. S. 1543
Tested by radiating lines and by cylin-

ders, R. E. S. 1543
With the rule, T. N. 99
Compound hypermetrople, E. R. W. 999.
Bypermetropie mistaken for myopic,

S. E. 1'. 1167
Examination for, by trial lenses, S. E. P.

1167
Mixed, S. E. P. 1157
Changing from myopic to hypermetropic,

Compound hypermetropic, C. N. H. 283
Measured by retinoscope, F. J. S. 283
Should be corrected early in life, R. L. W.

283
Varies from time to time. A. D. P. 1755
Interfering WW1 l■■,I.k mauship,H.C.W.833

Asthenopic Symptoms C. It. T. 1543
Atropine

Dilates the pupil., F. B. S. 1755
In hypertnetropta, indicates glasses too

strong, W. B. 491
Sometimes necessary to uncover hyper-

metropia, E. C. K. 2217
In strabismus, 0. F. C. 833
Strength of solution, J. T. 999
In simulated myopia, C. II. S. 1343
Ideal case for, 5. D. K. 127
To determine between real and simulated

myopia, F. D. K. 127
Axis of Cylinder

Proper position of, R. L. W. 283

Belladonna
Use of, J. T. 995

Bifocals
Glasses WO SlliorlSed to be given to chil-

dren, .1 ( 655
How to ....mem, .1. T. 999
Of ...impound cylinders, A. IV. 1167
Segments must have curve to correspond,

A. W. 1167
Binocular Fixation

Loss of, E. G. L. 999
Blepharitis R. H. B. 833
Borsch; Acid

As an eye wash, J. T. 999
Bridge

Inclination of, 0. F. S. 1755

Cataract
As cause of Nystagmus, E. J. P. 1167
Causes myopia, C. W. 491
Changes caused by, C. W. 491

Canada Balsam
For cementing bifocals, J. T. 999

Centering of Lenses
To avoid prismatic effect, G. (4. S. 1343

Children
Care in prescribing glasses for, IV. C. 11.

1167

Ciliary Muscles
Paralysis of, E. G. L. 1167

Clouds Before Eyes, R. J. B. 2047
Colored Glass, H. C. W. 833
Concave Glasses

Strain ciliary muscle, J. S. B. 655
As weak as possible, P. A. 5'. 655

Concave Lenses
Cautiously prescribed in children. P.A.K

655
Concomitant Strabismus, R. W. C. 990
Convergence

Strengthened by exercise with prisms,
S. K 1'. 1167

Excessive relieved by convex lenses,
It. E. S. 283

Convergence and Accommodation, C. It. T. 1543

Convex Lenses
For esophoria, R. W. C. 833
To lessen effort of accommodation, 0. 1".C.

833
For strabismus, W. C. It. 1167
For weak accommodation, E. G. 1.. 1167
Lessened acuteness of vision W. C. It. 1167
For excessive convergence, R. E. S. 283
It, E. S. 283

Cornea, Inflammation of,
Botanic acid harmful, J. T. 909

Cross Cylinders
Iteduced to sphero-cylinders,W. H. B. 2217

Crystalline Lens
I hange in, from cataract, C. W. 491

Cu rvat Ire
_Least and greatest at right angles,W.H.B.

2217
Cycloplegie iu hypermetropia, IV. S. P. 2217
Cy hiders

Axis of, located by retinoscope,(1.( LS. 1343
As test for astigmatism, It. E. S. 154:1
Strength and position indicated by oph-

thahnometer, E. C. r. 2047
With oblique axes reducible to sphere-

cylinders, W. H. B. 2217
Convex to be tried before coneave,H.B.D.

127
Cause distortion, It S. W. 283 ; M. V. de

V. 491

Deviation of Eye Causes Amblyopia, R. W. C,
8:13

Deviation of Visual Axis, E. G. S. 999
Diplopia, l•:. G. S. 999

Vertical, E. ('. K. 2047
Distortion Caused by Cv I i oders, R. S. IV. 283.
Distant.° Between Pupils, I I, 5'. S. 1755
Drooping of Upper Lids, \V. II. C. 491
Duction Power of 1I uscirs, E. R. U. 999

Esophoria
Test for by prisms, E. C. K 2047
Test for by Maddox rod, E. C. K. 2047
May be ignoredl R. E. S. 283
Collection of, 14. J. S. 283
Measurement of, M. V. de V. 491
Caused by hyperon.' ropia, R. W. C. 838
Corrected by convex lenses, It. W. C. 833
Associated with hypermetropia, C. R. T.

1543
Caused by hypertnelropia, G. F. H. 2047
Correction by prisms, U. F. H. 2047
Corrected by convex lenses, G. 2047

Exophoria
Test for by prism, E. C. K. 2047
Test for by Maddox rod, E. 1', K. 2047
Overcome by exercise, W. E. I'. 2217
Corrected by exercise, C. R. T. 1543
S. E. P. 1167
At reading point, C. R. T. 1543
At near, with orthophoria at distant,

0. J. L. 283
Correction of, I,. J. S. 283

Exercise With Prisms, W. E. P. 2217
Examination by Test Case and Retinoscope,

A. T. R. 1343 •
Eyeglasses, Rules for Fitting, 0. F. S. 1755
Eyestrain Cause of Inflamed Lids, R. H. B. 833

Eye Wash, Boracic Acid, J. T. 999

Fitting Eyeglasses, 0. F. S. 1755
Fogging

Glasses for constant wear, J. C. C. 833
In hypermetropia, ( I. I,. II. 2047
Method in by permetropia, G. W. C. 1343;

W. S. P. 2217
Method in spasiii of accommodation, T. L.

1543
Method, E. C. K. 2217
System, method of, 11 B. D. 127
System in hypermetropia, J. C. C. 833.;

J. C. C. 655
Frames, Samples for Fitting, 0. F. S. 1755

Galvanism in Paralysis, W.11. C. 491
Glasses

Too strong cause complaint, 0.3. L. 288
Too strong, H. E. U. 999

Gymnastics, Ocular, W. E. 2217

Headache, C. J. W. 1755
Relieved by correction of astigmatism,

It. E. S. 283
Caused by astigmatism, A. T. It. 1343
Due to astigmatism or heterophoria,

C. N. H. 157
Neterophoria, E. C. K. 2047

Cause of headache, C. N. H. 127
Hypermet ropi a

Latent., C. N. II. 127 ; W. S. P. 2217
Becomes manifest after wearing glasses,

C. N. II. 127
Correction of, I.'. J. S. 283
With esophoria, F. J. S. 288; C. R. T. 1543
With exophoria, F. J. S. 283; C.1.1. T.1543
In a child, W. 11. 491
Latent, what proportion to be corrected,

IV. II. 491
To be presumed in a child until proven

otherwise. .1. C. C. 655
Measured by retinoscope and by fogging

system, J. C. C. 655
Causes esophoria, R. W. C. 833
Correction of, E. It, IV. 999
Determined by cycloplegic, W. S. P. 2217
Manifest, W. S. P. 2217
Absolute IV. S. 1'. 2217
A I ways suspected In children, E. C.K. 2217
Facultative, W. S. I'. 2247
As cause of nystagmus, E. J. P. 1167
A case of, G. w. C. 1343
As cause of strabismus, G. W. C. 1343
Measured by strongest convex lens, F.P.S.

1755
As cause of esophoria, G. F. It. 2047
Causes difficulty in reading, E. G. L. 1167

Hyperphoria
Prisms in, F. A. S. 1543
May sometimes he ignored, S. E. P. 1167
Corrected by prisms, B. w. M. 2217
Test for by prisms, E. C. K. 2047
Test for by Maddox rod, E. C. K. 2047
Correction of, F. J. S. 283 ; le. M. 491

Hypertrophy oCTIssues, W. H. C. 491
Hysteria, V. H. C.491

Inclination orBrillge, 0. F. S. 1755
Darn-Ovular Inflammation, R. J. B. 2047
Iris, Inflammation of, Boracic Acid Harmful,

J. 'I'. 999

ICeratitis, Boracic Acid Harmful, J. T. 999

Lashes Falling Out, It. H. B. 833
Latent Hy permetropitt, What Proportion to

Correct, W. B. 491

Drooping of, W. H. C. 491
Twitching of, A. L. 655
Inflamed, R. H. B. 833

Lids

Maddox Rod, E. R. W. 999 ; E. C. K. 2047
In exophoria, S. E. P. 1167
Use of, A. G. P. 1755
As test for heterophoria, E. C. K. 2047

Mercury Yellow Oxide of, R. II. B. 833
Miner's Nystagmus, E. J. I'. 1167

Muscle
Exercise by prisms, B. It. K. 127
Tests, also made at. near distance, 0..T. L.

28$
Balance varies from day to day, F. M. 491
Imbalance tested by prisms and :Maddox

rod, E. C. K. 2047
Muscles

Measuring duction power of, II. C. W. 883
Duction power of, L. R. W. 999
Internal, testing, E. C. K. 2047
External, testing, E. C. K. 2047
Inferior and superior reel', test ((f, E.C.K.

2047
Internal recti, exercise of, W. E. P. 2217

Myopia
Apparent, F. 1). K. 127
Real, It'. I). K. 127
Diagnosis by atropine, F. D. K. 127
Correction of I,. ,I. S. 283
With esophoria, F. J. S. 283
With exophoria, J. S. 283
Caused by cataract, C. W. 491
Of high degree requires weaker glasses for

reading, V. B. 491
Malignant, W. S. P. 2217
Progressive, W. S. P. 2217
Shnulated from spasm of accommodation,

C. IT. S. 1343
From spasm of fteenfilmodatIon, II. J. D.

1343
Calls for reading glasses with advance of

age, G. H. S. 491
impairment of vision In, IL E, W. 999
Simulated, F. M. 491

(2076)

Myopia
Doubt as to correction for reading, J. S. B.

655
Mirror

For use in testingl W. T. H. 2217

Near Point,
0. J. L. 283 ; P. A. F. 655; E. C. F. 2047

Neuralgia
Itelieved by correction of astigmatism,

It. E. S. 28$
Nystagmus, E. J. 1'. 1167

Occlusion of Eye in Strabismus, O. F. C. 833
Opacities in Refracting Medium, E. (..b L. 999;

E. J. P.1167
Optic Nerve

Lesion of, E. G. K. 999
Orthophoria, 0. J. L. 283
Oscillation of Eyeballs, E. J. P. 1167
Oxide of Mercury, Yellow, R. H. It. 833

Paralvsis
.of Levator Muscle, W. C. 491
Of accommodation, E. G. L. 1167

Caralyt h. St rabismus, R. IV. C. 999
l'Ior6.1)111,1,13, 'I'. B. S. 1543

opia
E. 1'. K. 2047 ; W. S. I'. 2217 ; W. C. H,

1167; C. J. L. 283
Prisms

Exercise, IV. E. 1'. 2217; S. E. P. 1167;
F. H. 491

Bases out increase convergence, F. D. K.
127

Bases out sti m tit a te accent modatiou,
1,. D. K. 127

Fixation of bases E. G. L. 999
1.0 hyperphoria, I,. A. S. 1543
In esophoria, U. F. H. 2047
As test for heterophoria, E. C. K. 2047

Progressive Myopia, W. S. P. 2217
Ptosis, 1V. II. C. 491
Pupils

Size of as influences reflections, H. J. D.
055

At a distance, 0. F. S. 1755
Dilation of by atropine, F. P. S. 1755

Radiating Lines as a Test for Astigmatism,
It. E. S. 1543

Reflection from Glasses, H. J. I), 655 ; it. J.
833

Refract ion
Hypermetropic, B. R. K. 127
Astigmatic, B. R. K. 127
Error of, causes twinkling of lids, A. L.

655
Retina

Lesion of, E. G. L. 999
Amblyopic, 11. K. W. 999

Retinitis, T. B. S. 1543
Retinoscopic Examination, A. T. It. 1343
Retinoscope

To measure hypemertropia or Astigma-
tism, T. L. 1543

To estimate hypermetropin,J. C. C. 655
In astigmatism, F. T. S. 283 ; CI. S. 1343

Retinoscopy, neutralization of movements is,
S. S. F.. 1755

Scales on Lids, Removal of, R. H. B. 833
Second Sight, C. W. 491
Slanting of the Floor When a Glass is First

Worn, E. IV. IV. 127
Spasm of Accommodation, F. H. 491; 'I'. I.. 1543

Spots, Floating, It. J. W. 2047
Strabismus

Convergent, 0. F. C. 838
Paralytic or Concomitant, R. W. C. 099
Convex lenses in, W. 1'. 11.1167
From hypermetropia. G. W. C. 1343
Invisible, I.:. c. K. 2047
Latent, E. C. K. 2047

Test Case Examination, A. T. It. 1843 ; 11. 13. D.
127

Toric Lenses, 11 J. D. 655
Twitching 01 Lids, A. L. 655

V
Vision

Impaired by eat atm.', C. IV. 491
Impaired in myopic, II. E. U. 999 '
Lessened by convex lenses, %V. C. H. 1167
811ity be normal in Itypermetropia. W.C.II.

1167
Examination of in children. W. C. H. 1167
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SUMMER IDYL PATTERN. cut size

802 Set-Large handles. 948 Set-Medium handles

SCARF PIN 638-639. Old English finish, Baroque Pearl
" " 634-637. Green finish, Old Coin

" 645. Rose and Green finish, Baroque Pearl
it

679. 
14 66 

" " Garnet Set
ii

COLLARETTE 226. Green finish, set with Topaz or Amethyst
NECKLACE 221. Green finish, Baroque Pearls
PENDANT 16. Rose finish, set with Turquoise, Pearl Drop

66
176 

64 66 
" " Amethyst, Pearl Drop

639

679

637

16

NECKLACE

221

17
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We Are
Headquarters

for Sets
and have 978 different
patterns and combinations
in Toilet Sets, Manicure
Sets, Shaving Sets, Smok-
ing Sets, Traveling Sets,
Desk Sets, Sewing Sets,
Scissors Sets, Mending
Sets, Baby Sets, and
almost every useful com-
bination that can be
made ; and they are put
up in handsome and ser-
viceable silk-lined cases,
covered with real and
imitation silk and with
leatherette.
We also put up Travel-

ing and some other sets
in fine leather rolls.

We also make

CHAINS

LOCKETS

SCARF PINS

HAT PINS

WAIST PINS

BROOCHES

BRACELETS

CROSSES

LINK BUTTONS

EARRINGS

HAIR CHAIN

MOUNTINGS

Sterling Silver and
Gold Filled Photo.
Frames and Useful
Silver Novelties

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co. M a n1u0f0a cuhrnitnogn d J sew eee lt e rpskaoncl yI D E  N cE Silversmithsk  I 
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Fine Gold Jewelry, Rings, Brooches, Cuff Buttons, Scarf Pins, Lockets, Fobs,
Tie Clasps, Neck Chains and Lorgnette Chains
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OUR GOODS ARE INSURED WHILE IN TRANSIT

Established 1866

2 Tulpstraat, Amsterdam
IMPORTERS

12 Maiden Lane oine flight tip)

P. O. Box 1625 NEW YORK

Large shipments
of DIAMONDS
specially cut for
us in Amsterdam,

constantly
received. The
" Rough " was
bought by Mr.

Max J. Lissauer
from the London
syndicate before
the late advance

ill prices.
We can therefore

offer you very
substantial

inducements.
You will find

it to your
advantage to give

us your orders.
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Headquarters for

E. & J. SVVIGART
JEWELERS', WATCHMAKERS' AND ENGRAVERS' TOOLS AND MATERIALSA GOOD STAKING TOOL is absolutely essential for doing perfect watch work. Below we quote prices on some of the best StakingTools made, all of which wc carry in stock. Any further information desired will be cheerfully furnished if you \VIII write us. Orders filled promptly

STAKING TOOL No. 7
Heavy nickel-plated, base finely finished. Die plate Ishard tempered steel, warranted true to venter. tint fit con-sists of 50 punches and 10 stumps.

Price, complete. $6.11 Net Cash

RIVETT STAKING TOOL
No. 3. With 54 punches and 13 stumps, $12.12 Net CashNo. 13. " 100 " " 20 " 18.80 " "

New style nickel-plated frame, with new fastening de-vice. Punches are carefully assorted for all 11805 in watchrepairing.

E. J. S. STAKING TOOL No. 11
We have this tool made to our special order, in largequantities, so we Mil offer an exceptional bargain. It ItasII large, extra heavy frame, finely nickel-plated. Kaelt toolwarranted perfect. It is of standard make, so punches andstumps can be replaced at any time. toll lit consists of 60punches and IS stomps.

Price, complete, Si8.82 Net Cash

STAKING TOOL No. 4
.Tappanned frame, with tempered die plate. The bestStaking Tool for the money ever made. Has 24 punchesand 4 stumps.

Price, complete, $2.35 Net Cash

SPECIAL STAKING TOOL No. 14
Heavy nickel-plated frame, full 11ickel-plated. Pilo( liesare fitted to new-style low base, whirl is suitable for roll-topbenches. Outfit consists of lo:\ punches and 21 stomps.hoagies and stumps are standard size, so can be replaced w benbroken or lost. Each tool guaranteed.
Special price, complete, $12.93 Net Cash

Patented August 26, 1902.
NEW MODEL STAKING TOOL No 12
No. 12. Same its illustration, $18.80 Net Cash
No. 21. With ball-bearing base, 19.74 " "

The latest creation in Staking Tools. Has new-style devicefor gripping die plate ; also friction sleeve in stand for holdingpunches while examining work on die plate. Outfit consists of100 punches and 24 stumps.
THE FINEST TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE yet issued is now ready for delivery to dealers in our territory. Send us your business card for
a copy of this book, in which you will find much that will be of interest and profit.

E. dc J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

Meyersdale, Pg.Goldsmith ttros.
Check received and is entirely satisfactory.

Yours respectfully, W. J. Scatter

Lowell Mich.
Dear Sir : Your check and estimate is satisfactory.

Thanking you for same, I remain,
Yours truly, U. B. Williams

Springfield, Ill.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentleman : Returns are satisfactory.
Respectfully yours, A. F. Gourley & Bro.

Seattle, Wash.Gentlemen : Your check for $306.60 in payment for
gold is received and is satisfactory.

Respectfully, H. L. Freyd

Hamilton, Mo.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Dear Sir : Received your check for 812.00 and am
satisfied with the amount.

Yours truly, Dr. A. H. Brown

Natchez, Miss.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago

Gold and bench waste sent you a few days ago brought
your check tor same, and almost within live cents of my
own estimate.

Yours, F. T. Bessac

Lake City, Minn.
Gentlemen : Your favor of 6th, enclosing cheek for

813.31 for old gold case, received with thanlcs. The offer
is quite satisfactory.

Very truly yours, J. H. Chalmers

Lincoln, Nebr.Remittance satisfactory for old gold and silver of 10th inst. Wealways feel so confident of absolute valuation that we are sometimesderelict in oar weighing. Very many thanks.
J. B. Trickey Co., Ltd.

Park City, UtahI am more than satisfied with the amount of the cheek sent me insettlenn nt of the gold sent you. You gave two dollars more than I waslooking for.
Yours most respectfully, L. E. Hubbard

ooXII: °MO 00 o° 00 ° oo 0° 00 0° 0.1)21,0 ° 0
o 0 0

'SEEING IS
BELIEVING"
That is one reason why we

believe in testimonials

We have so many com-
mending our methods that we
could publish them ad libitum,
but, as space is expensive,
we must content ourselves

bear Sirs: Check received 0. K.
Yours truly,

208i
Potsdam, N. Y.

W. E. Collins

Mobile, Ala.Gents.: Cheek received. Many thanks. Satisfactory.
Gus Brettel

Massillon, OhioGentlemen : We were very much surprised at thereturn for old gold. We did not suppose that we hadthis value lying around.
Respectfully, A H. Coleman

/Milwaukee, Wis.Gentlemen : We received your check for benchsweeps and are satisfied with the returns. Thanks.
Yours truly, Ed. Waldech & Co.

Greenville, Ill.Gentlemen : I accept check from you for silver sentyou on the 24th inst.
Respectfully, J. M. Hawley

Richmond, W. Va.Goldsmith Bros.
Dear Sirs : Your check for 830.38 for old gold andsilver to hand. I am well pleased with the price you paid.

I ours truly, J. E. Kessler

Jonesville, Wis.Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, III.
Gentlemen : Your cheek duly received. The same isvery satisfactory. Thanking you for your promptness inthis matter, we are,

Yours very respectfully, Hall & Sayies

0 0 0 0
.0NooX0X<X3Mo 0 0

0 15 0
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GOLDSMITH BROS.
WORKS, 5826 Throop St.

OFFICE, 63 Washington St.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners
and Assayers

New Albany, Ind.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Very wet] pleased with remittance.
Very respectfully yours, H. Cerf

Grand Island, Nebr.
Dear Sir Your check for old gold and scraps received

and is very satisfactory.
Yours truly, Max J. Eggs

Covington, Ga.
Gentlemen : Your favor received with $13.18 enclosed.

Thanks for your promptness.
Very truly, Bank of Newton Co.

New Bern, N. C.
Gents.: Your check for gold and silver received. Am

very well pleased and think you do an honest business.
Respectfully, J. 0. Baxter

Garner, Iowa
Gentlemen :—Your checks on both consignments weresatisfactory.

Very truly, D. Watterston

Perry, Iowa
Goldsmith Bros.

Check arrived 0. K. Returns are satisfactory, as they
always are.

Yours, B. Roy Emins

Macon, Ga.
Gentlemen: Check to hand and satisfactory.

Very truly, Otto von B. Dingelhoef

Henderson, Texas
Dear Sirs: Price for old gold is satisfactory.

Yours truly, Ras Redwine

by publishing only a few.
We have satisfied hun-

dreds of jewelers. WHY can
we not get your business and
HOLD IT? You to take
no chance in the matter. If
you are not satisfied with the
size of our check, return it,
and we will return your ship-
ment in exactly the same con-
dition as received, and pay all
charges. Make us a trial ship-
ment and be convinced.

Chicago, Ill.
EiriMagiater

East Liverpool, Ohio
Dear Sirs: Yours of the 18th, with 85.13 enclosed, came to hand

and contents noted. You folks are certainly all right. We thank you.
Yours truly, W. J. McKinney & Sons Co.

Greencastle, Ind.
Goldsmith Bros.

I received your draft for old gold and silver. You sent more thanI expected to receive. I thank you.
H. S. Wernecke

Kewanee, Ill.Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Gents.: Yours of tile 7th with enclosure meets ourexpectations and we thank you for prompt and politeattention.

Respectfully, IV. A. Bowen

Yates Center, Kans.Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Dear Sirs : Your check at hand and 0. K. Manythanks for same.

Yours respectfully, C. V. Johnson

Rockford, Ill.
Gentlemen : Your check for old gold and silver issatisfactory. Thanks for prompt remittance.

Yours truly,
The New Rockford Watch Case Co.

Eau Claire, Wis.Goldsmith Bros.
(lents.: Check received for 820.72. Thanks !

John Holt

Eagle Bend, Minn.Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen : Check of July 20th very satisfactory.Thanks.

Yours respectfully, August Melsness

Detroit, Mich.
Gentleman : Check for $63.92 came this morning 0. K.

Yours very truly, Wright, Kay & Co.

Dixon,
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen : Estimate on gold is satisfactory. Thanks
for prompt attention and check.

Yours respectfully, C. C. Burkart
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FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES

TO THE RETAILER :—If you cwant a line of RINGS that will sell
at sight and pay you a good profit—Rings that will not come back
TPith the stones out, to plague you—try the BRYANT RINGS.
We have made and sold them for 50 Years.

Trade-Mark

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
GIFTS OF THIS NATURE are appreciated for life

by both the giver and recipient

Let us serve you and send you a catalogue. Every
tool of our manufacture is first-class in every respect
and fully guaranteed.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGO. RV

HAROINGE BROS. "fAtiit

rj*.

With Trefoil Peep holes. Price, $8.00

Round-Faced Wire Chucks
I ,F all standard sizes of

at, hmakers' lathe. 60 cents
each.

EXACT SIZE

Hardinge Roller and Hand Remover
Price complete with 6 caps . . . . . $2.00
Price wi.hout caps . . . ...... 1.75

JIAIRDIIIGR,,_......._. -IN
PIVOT

POLISHER

Y2 SIZE

Hardinge Balance Chucks
On and after November 1, 1I103, until further notice, we will sell this tool at . .
Former price .

3.75
5.00

Complete in neat ease. Price, $30.00

Flat-Faced Wire Chucks
For all standard sizes of

watchmakers' lathe. 60 cents
each.

HARDINGE BROS., 1036 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Ni,. '23;

No. 240
Genuine Eagle Claws

No. 231
Genuine Eagle Claw

No. 57
Lapel Ito i ton

Genuine
Eagle Claw

No. 58
Lapel Button

No. 56. Lapel Bolton No. 236 No. 98 No. '137. Seal No. 53. Lapel Button

Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen emvloyed when not
B. P. O• E.

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. O. E. and R.
busy on special order work. •

If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidiouscustomer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

WENDELL 0 Co., 57 Washington St., CHICAGO to Retail Jewelers 
We sell these goods only103 anD 105 William St., NEW YORK

PRESENTATION JEWELS, MEDALS AND BADGES MADE TO ORDER IN GOLD AND SILVER

••• 

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS

No. 276 No. 277

No. 246

GENUINE ELK TEETH

No. 209 No. 24.5 No. 291 No. 249 No. 289 No. 262 No. 298 No. 298
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Keystone Originality ill Solid Gold Cases

The above illustrations of 0-size Brocades,
Etruscans and Romans are examples of
superb, matchless effects and color tones that are
exclusively of " Keystone" conception. There is
no other Gold Case line the size and magnitude
of the over 2000 Keystone patterns.

The continual active demand makes them
good sellers.

Remember Keystone 14 K. Solid Gold Cases assay
585 thousandths fine

YOUR JOBBER IIAS A FULL ASSORTMENT

New York
Chicago

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia Cincinnati

San Francisco

Latest and "Improved 1905 Model, Adjustable Combination" Polishing, Buffing, Grinding, Drilling,
Sawing and Turning Electric Lathe and Power Motors. Six Lathes in One, at Price of One

For JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS, OPTICIANS, SILVERSMITHS, DENTISTS, MACHINISTS, ELECTRICIANS, and for All Trades and Purposes.
Our Motors Save Time, Patience and Money, and Combine Simplicity, Economy, Strength and every known improvement in electricity
NOTE :-The strength of our 1-5 Horse Povver Motors are the equal of ot i th.. I, horse power motors of other makes on the market. We do not over-ratv 11, output of our Motors.

( Each Motor an entire workshop in itself.) Cost to run, lc. to Sc. per day." Nothing better can be made ; absolutely dust=proof, air and water=tight, and fully warranted." Instantly adjusted to any electric light socket and always ready for immediate use,no further adjustment being required. With reasonable
care these motors will last, in constant use, for 20 years.
Speed 500 to 3000 revolutions per minute as desired.

All chucks ADJUSTABLE and interchangeable.
" Our Motors have no equal at any price."

Showing W. Green & Co.'s
Latest and Improved Model,
Direct-Cu rrent Lathe Motor.
Type No. 4. 4 Separate Speeds.
1-5 Horse Power. With Brush
and Buffing Wheels on Spindles
in position ; also Drilling,
Grindstone, Emery (Sand
Paper) and Saw Chucks ; also
Single and 3-Cone Pulleys,
Adjustable Plug and Cord-all
used in connection with our

1-5 Horse Power Motors.

qvioioyOryW/10//1,,,m 

Showing W. Green & Co.'s Latest and Improved
Model, 1-5 Horse Power, Alternating-Current
Lathe Motor. Self-starting Type No. 5.

With new style Steel Switch and Patent Key
Attachtuent in front, Grindstone and Buffing
Chucks with Grindstone and Spindle in position ;
also Drilling and Emery Chuck, Adjustable Plug,
Cord, etc.

SPECIAL NOTE :-Our Nos. 4, 5 and 9-1-5 H. P.
Motors include following 5 Adjustable Attach-
ments, no extra charge

Two (lucks with tapered thread for holding the
brushes and buffing wheels, and three other chucks for
holding grindstones and polishing wheels of various
sizes, which meet the needs of average work.

Our Nos. 6 and 7-1-4 to 1 H. P. Motors include
Long Adjustable Spindles, Grinding, Turning and
Tool-rest .Attachment, no extra charge.
Separate and Extra Attachments for our Nos. 4, 5,

9 and 20 Motors
Adjustable Drill (or Burr) on Chuck . . . Price, $3.00
" Sand Paper (or Emery) on Chuck " 1.50
" Single Cone Pulley " " " 1.7 5
" Three Cone Pulley " " " 3.50

Net Wholesale Price

Voltage Horse
Power

52 to 110
115 " 220
52 " 1 10

1 1 5 " 2 20
52 " 110
Its " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110

1 1 5 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220

1-6
1-6
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-4
1-4
1-3
1-3
1-2
1-2
3-4
3-4

List of 1905 Model Polishing Motors

Direct-Current Alternating-
Motors Current Motors

No. Price No. Price
20
20
4
4

. .
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

$26.50
29.00
33.50
37.50

• . . • • •
53 00
57.00
61.00
66.50
75.00
80.50
85.00
90 50
115.00
125.00

5
9
9
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

. . $ 46.50

. . . 51.00
{ t 60,90
Speed)" 64.50

. . . 74.50
. . 79.00
. . 85.00

95.00
1 1 5.00
1 20.00
1 30.00
1 35.00
165.00
185.00

We can submit l000 reliable testimonials
on principle of the one shown herewith

CHARLES WELLER & CO.
JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS
STH AVENUE AND 2111TH STREET

NEW YORK, June 1, 1905.
M Fames. W. GREEN & CO., City.

Gentlemen :-We take pleasure in advising you that
we consider the W. Green & Co.'s Motors, which have been
duly installed in our factory, the most up-to-date nittellinery
on the market, and are unsurpassed for polishing and
huffing silverware, jewelry, etc. The entire eight motors,
viz : Nos, 4, 6 and 12, are doing excellent work, and we are
extremely pleased and satisfied with our new equipment.
We expect to send you an additional order very shortly.

Yours respectfully,
CHARLES WELLER & CO.

Important to Watchmakers
Is it not true that everyone admires an up-to-date

workman and workshop? In this enlightened age, no one
has time for old-fashioned notions or ideas. "To be wide-
awake and up to date" is the only true road to success.

The cost of a good foot-wheel is $10.00, occupies valu-
able room, and at the best is unsteady, uncertain and
decidedly s thing of the past. Why waste your time and
energy by its use, when a small electric motor, built especi-
ally for thispurpose can be procured for only $15.00, which
pays its cost in 60 days, by quick, better and neater work.
The breaking of pivots by unsteady action of the foot-wheel
Is therefore avoided.

Showing W. Green & Co.'s
Type No. 12, Electric
Power Motor and Dynamo.
indispensable For all trades
and devices. NI a d e from
1-10 to 5 Horse Power.
Our small power Motors,

Type No. 12, as shown in
cut, of 1-10, 1-8, 1-7 and
1-6 Horse Power, are made
expressly for ru nning watch-
tnakers', dental and other
small lathes, sewing ma-
chines, for laboratory and
various other purposes. For
reducing or increasing the
speed of these motors, our
three-cone pulley especially
arranged for
this small type
will be found
very useful.
We also supply
a special Switch
to enable the
lathe to be
reversed
If necessary.
Price-list of
Motors quoted
below.
Price of Revers-
ible Switch,
$1.00.
Price of nickel-
plated 3-cone
pulley fitted to
Motor instead of
single pulley,
$1.50 extra.

Horse
Power
Output

1-10

1■8

1.7

1.6

1-5

1-4

1-3

1-2

Voltage

6
115
6

1 I 5
6

115
6

to 110
250
1 10
250
I 10
250
1 10

" 250
" 1 10
" 250
" 110
" 2 50
" I 10
" 250
" 110
" 250

PRICE
Dircct
Current

Alternating
Current

$15.00
17.00
17.50
19.50
20.50
22.50
25.00
27.00
29.00
32.00
.33.00
36.00
45.00
48.00
5 1.00
54.00

$2.6.06 •
28.00
30.00
30.50
34.00

1 15 30.00
6 37.00

its   43.00
6 50.00

115 57.00
6 58.00

115 66.00
6 72.00
15 83.00

1-5,1-4,1-3 & 1-2
Horse Power, add 10,- to a

For price of Plating Dynamos,
bove prices

'N‘v=g;i:Pe;idi:cdiby"Greell's Impair Righ3st Gran Doillilo-Faceg Noll-Tarllisfialilo Rawl fluffs an BUS

No. Size
151. lx 6
152. 4x 6
153. 2x 8
154. 3x
155. 4 x 8
156. 4 x 10
157. 4 x 12
158. lx 6
159. 5 x 12

FOR SIL,VE,RWARE, CUT GLASS, LTC.

IMPERI'AL"NON"TAI*ISHABLE
FLANNEL ROLLS AND BAS FOR SII.VERWARE&CM GLASS)

W. GRE'EN &;Co.
MANUFACTURERS.

6 MAIDEN LAN( NEW YORK, U.S A.
'

PRICE-LIST OF BAGS FOR liOLLOWWARE, CUT GLASS, ETC.
Each Per doz. No. Size Each Per doz. No. Size Each Per doz. No. Size Each Per doz.

. g .20 . .81.11 160. fix 8 , 5,30, .81.60 168. 8 x 10 . 5.40 . .12.15 176. 10 x 18 . $ .40 . .f3.50
1.20 161. 6 x 10 . . .30 . 1.75 169. 8 x 12 . . .45 . . 2.35 177. 10 x 21 . ..50 . . 9.00
1.15 162. 6 x 11 . . .85 . . 1.85 170. 8 x 14 . .50 . . 2.65 178. 11 x 19 . ..40 . . 8.50
1.20 163. 6 x 12 . . .40 . . 2.00 171. 9 x 11 . . .95 . . 2.35 179. 12 x 13 . ..35 . . 3.25
1.40 164. 6 x 14 . . .40 . . 2.25 172. 10 x 12 . . .50 . . 2.65 180. 12 x 14 . ..40 . . 3,50
1.50 165. 7x 9 . . .30 . . 1.75 173. 10 x 13 . . .15. , 271 181. 12 x 15 . ..45. . 3.711
1 75 166. 7 x 1 1 . . .40 . 2.00 174. 10 x 14 . . .35 . . 3.00 182. 12 x 16 . . .50. . 4,00
1 10 167. ax 9 . . AO . . ZOO 175. 10 x 16 . . .35 . . 3.25 183. 12 x 17 . .10. . 4.110

Do not be deceived by cheap substitutes of inferior quality advertised at
low prices. Our Rolls and Bags are of finest material and workmanship.

We desire to eall the attention of the trade to our Non-Tarnishable Flannel
Rolls, which are the highest grade and of special manufacture, therefore will
never tarnish silverware, being of fast Maroon color and bound with woolen
Mohair braid, and are washable. These rolls have rapidly taken the place of
boxes and cases in all markets, and are far cheaper and much more convement.
They remain a lasting advertisement for the jeweler and silversmith. All our
Flat Rolls are marked with an embroidered silk label, showing contents.
Extra silk label, with firm's name and address on each roll, supplied without
extra charge, in orders of not less than 3‘.:, dozen of a size, and not less than
dozen assorted or separate pieces.
" Every householder needs one complete set of Rolls and Bags to

keep their Silverware, etc., in systematic and good condition."
" This cut has been designed to show the different styles of Table

Silverware for which the rolls are made."

PRICE-LIST OF ROLLS FOR

.30 .
. . .30

. .35

W. GREEN 0 CO.,Manufacturers, 6 m
Exporters,

FLATWARE
No. With 6 Pockets

Round 
With 12 Pockets

' Soup Spoons . . $ .60 . . $5.50
Each Per doz. No. Each Per doz.

95. . . $ .50 . . 84.50
100, Table Spoons . . .50 . . 4.75 120.. . .45 . . 3./5
110021.. TDeeassseprt00S0psoon.s .. .45 . . 4.00 121.. . .40 . . 3.50

103. Coffee Spoons . :3455 . • 150 
122. . . .35 . . 3.00

105. Dessert Knives . .45 . 

. 8.00 123.. .30 . . 2.60
104. Medium Knives .50 .

109. Oyster Forks . . .40 .

141. T

108. Dessert Forks . 45
107. Modicum Forks . .45 . : 84:5%0 112267: . . :4305 . , 33.5%0

110. 13utter Spreaders .40 . 4
190. Two-piece Salad Sets. two pocke a . . . . .35 . . 3.00

. 3.50

. 4.75 124. . . .45 . . 3.75

. 4.00

3.50 

00 128.. . .40 . . 3.50

130.. . .35 . . 3 00
129. . . .35 . . 3.00

12.5. . . .40 . . 3.50
106. Fruit Knives . .40

Three-piece Set for Brush, Cons),

143. Three-piece Carving Set ,
Cloth Brush, 

.55 . . 5.25

,70 7 On
.5.■ 5 25
lili 5.75

142. Pive-pleee Toilet Set, Comb, Brush, Mirror,

114. rive-pieCe Carving Set  

I I al tiro sit  

aiden Lane, New York



SWARTCHILD
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

Watchmakers', Jewelers
and Engravers' Supplies

ACCUIATF

& COMPANY
2087

Jewelers' Building, 134-138 Wabash Ave.

Established WO CHICAGO
Our 700-page catalogue sent frec on application

THE GENUINE MOSELEY LATHE
I N' 1)URARI—E STOCK UP FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Each and every individual manufacturer claims his goods as the best. There is but one best. The strongest
argument and most convincing evidence that our goods are the best is emphasized by the thousands upon thou-
sands of members of the various societies who are wearing CUS FOX CO.'s EMBLEMS. Our aim is to make the
very finest line of emblems it is possible to produce with high-class material and the best workmen to be procured.
At the same time we do not ask any more for our high-grade emblems than others do for cheap goods. We are the
creators of emblems for all orders. Our name FOX) stamped on the back of all our goods. Send for selection.

The Gustave Fox Co., 14.16 E. Fourth St.. Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.
Also San Francisco and Antwerp

The Moseley Chuck

11111! llIl

PRICES
2-CHUCK COMBINATION

Lath.. and With Taper
-, I I•W I; ,-hosh Cemem

1,11,1,, 2 ■•111Ors, Chuck. Novi:, Box for
Chock Block anti Belting   $29.00

10=CHUCK COMBINATION
2-chuck Combi n at ion with 8 Wire Chucks . 34.00

I 2=CHUCK COMBINATION
24'hut•k Combination with 10 Wire Chucks 35.00

17=CHUCK COMBINATION
b tick Combination with 15 Wire Chucks 39.00

If SWINGING HAND REST instead of RE( ;I

22-CHUCK COMBINATION
2-Chuck Combination with 20 Wire Chucks .

32=CHUCK COMBINATION
2-Chuck Combination with 30 Wire Chucks .

42-CHUCK COMBINATION
2-Chuck Combination with 40 Wire Chucks .

56-CHUCK COMBINATION
2-cimek (.0ffibination with 48 Wire Chucks,

5 Wheel chocks and Arbor Chuck .

I,. \ R im desired, add $1.00 to above prices.

. $43.00

50.00

58.00

69.00

\OIN Efk:
Swinging Hand Rest

THE MONARCH ENGRAVING BLOCK
with Attachments, $13.50

Pendant=Set Assembler
50 cents

Reliancc Balance Staffs and C. & F.
Jewels are American-made
and guaranteed to fit

American
Mainsprings

Weivlit, about 12 pounds.
Height, including pad, 634 inches.

Monarch Attachments.

A new and convenient device for
fitting sleeves to stems.

Consists of nickel-plated base with
four sizes of steel tips. To fit, place
sleeve on proper size tip and press
stem into same.

Simple and rapid.

are guaranteed to be the

most perfectly gaged and

best finished mainsprings

on the market.

Per dozen, $1.00

With your first order for
one gross of our Reliance Brand

Mainsprings we give you gratis
a handsome oak or walnut 20
drawer Mainspring Cabinet.

Jewelers' Findings are
made of the best grades
only

No.168. Balance Staffs, Hardened Tempered and
Polished . . . . . $1.00 per doz.

No.169. Balance Staffs, Hardened and Tempered,
Gray Finish . . . . . .60 "

No. 170. C. & F. Jewels in Polished Settings, Ruby
and Sapphire . . . . . $1.00 per doz.

No.171. C. & F. Jewels in Turned Settings, Garnet . .50 "

We send gratis a handsome cabinet and 12 bottles with 6 dozen
of our best grade Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels.

NOTE.—Only the best material and the most up-to-date automatic machinery are used
for making the Reliance Brand Balance Statik and Jewels. All our Balance Stairs and Jewels
are carefully examined as to their accuracy by experienced watchmakers before being put
on the market. We will be only too pleased to exchange any Balance Sian' or Jewel which
you may lind defective.

Orders Filled from any Catalogue

WE CARRY EVERYTHING KNOWN TO THE TRADE
WRITE US FOR PRICES AND CASH DISCOUNT

Brand

oo o

comp © --DCI

No jeweler should be
without our new Catalogue of
Jewelers' Findings. You can
obtain one by sending us your
business card.

KORONES BROS.
32 Maiden Lane and

38 Chrystie Street, New York

Importers
and

Jobbers of

Watches
Clocks
and

Jewelry

Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials

Jewelers'
Supplies

Optical
Goods
and

Silverware
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A GOLDEN RULE
Trade with us as you would have others trade with you

Get on our satisfied list and get the refining end
of your business off your mind

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY
Gold and Silver Refiners

102 and 104 Richmond Street

Providence, R. L

RELIABILITY—THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, the

business expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to get

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glass
and color of finish is to your individual taste..

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman

C./ Co. have
held the record
for High Art

Jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW
TO MAKE.

Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are at
your service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.

Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealer
to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES,

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WM. KLEEMAN 0 CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World

1
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Original and Artistic Designs
in these, "Our Lines"

re'
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H.S. MEIS KEY,
F. A.PETERS,
W. F M EISK EY.

NATIMINVOD4RIMBRIVAPANI,

Memorandum Packages Sent
to Reliable Jewelers
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. Elgin, Waltham and Being advantageously

I1 N. Y. Standard
..z..4 Movements m n.okiii ER. located for the Southern ix

trade, we solicit your ix
4rK

44 Keystone, Boss, orders, and guarantee Iniporter any ist+1 Crescent, Crown and 
every satisfaction regard- 4

.41 Royal Cases 
telhotesale 3:Dealer ing prices and qualities. 

i>
_?..1 Jewelry, Diamonds ict.,,,,
41 Optical Goods Special attention paid lit

4
x Tools and Materials RR HoTeth Charllas. 5R-taeq to mail orders, and Ix

-41/4 it
-s-x for Watchmakers memorandum packages

1/41 and Jewelers 13-alitfimoire„ Md.
cheerfully sent. rile-

31 
ill,:
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$1.00 Per Dozen

Staffs and Jewels
Our Long Suit

Queen City Material Co.
Mooney-Brisbane I3tiiidiiig

Buffalo, N. Y.

The Promptest House on Mail Orders in the
Material Line

UMW.

ILia6Sp9ro64 o
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds' 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
Watches NEW YORK

100 State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.



Radical Reduction

$8.90 Net Cash, f. o. b. Philadelphia

72.5

YEAR-LONG CLOCKS

J. B. BECI-ITEL & CO.
S. a 1144 rn trt

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing

BEFORE

OUR SPEC1ALTY—Changing- old Antique Cases to
Stemwind

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST MINIATURE PORTRAITS

DEMAGNETIZING

N. J. FELIX, 18 John St., NEW YORK CITY
AFTER

-■11111■1•1■•Th

TIDD'S BALANCE STAFFS
are made of Stubbs steel, finely tem-

--4=tri. p pered, accurately sized. Every staff is
guaranteed to fit, finish equal to any

made, made in. two qualities, viz :

Gray finish body, polished pivots — - $1.00 doz.
Highly polished for high-grade movements, 1.25 "

Single staffs matched, 15c. each. Try a sample dozen.

TIOD Sc CO., C.:olurriblana, 01110

■ 
"Star" F-7°°t nrid Lathes

High-grade complete screw-cut-
ting engine lathes, 9 and 11-inch
swing, with automatic cross-feed,
with or without compound rest,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling and
gear-cutting attachments, friction
countershaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument makers, optical, lab-
oratory and experimental work, for
profitable use in all lines of fine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog " B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
246 Water Street

SENECA
(.0

L. LELONG & BROTHER
Ti

-
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Gold un a Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwest Corner
1-lolsey an Mansholt Sts.

Nevvark, IN. J.

Rivett Lathes and

Rivett Jeweling Caliper Rest

Attachments
The Jeweling Rest is for set-

ting jewels in plates or settings, and

is useful for countersinking screw-heads, recessing

2088c

plates, and for all

kinds of fittings such as opening wheels for pinions, or bushings, turn-

ing barrel heads, etc. The cross-feed screw is so fixed on a swivel that

it will swing out of the way when not in use. It is one of the most

rigid tools made.

"[Lc Pivot Polisher is made to sit into the top of the Slide Rest.
bases on the Slide Rest, and the different angles at which the

Polisher can be set, give it more adjustment than any other tool

made for the same purpose: We have a movement which is

absolutely .necessary for snailing a plate or stem-winding wheel, etc.

Ask your dealer for Rivett Tools, or just address,

The two graduated

RIVETT LATHE, Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Rivett Pivot Polisher

Removed our
City Office and Salesroom

to the Heyworth Building, 42 Madison Street,
where We Sh011id he pleased to meet our customers.

F. H. NOBLE & CO.
Office and Factory, 59th 6: Wallace Sts.

CHICACi0
SALESROOMS
Chicago-42 Madison St
New York-51-53 Maiden Lane

How John Smith Managed
to defeat the difficulties which held him down, is explained here
to show how you can double your earnings without delay.

Your case doubtless is parallel to Smith's ; which is typical.
Smith learned all he could about watchwork in the store where
he was " apprenticed," but couldn't get above $to a week. He
knew that to earn more he would have to know more, and de-
cided on a course at our school, costing, with living expenses and
tools, about hoo. Then two different ways of financing the
matter presented themselves for his choice. He set down the
features of each plan as follows :

(a) Saving from His Wages
lie could lay ad de 5150 a year, re-

quiring two yea), to save tile aniiiiita
necessary ; si 50,11111S )•iit.

instruct ion, it woo hi take o-b,,/)
years to reach he point where he could
take a posit ion pay ug $18.00 per week.

(b) BORROWING the Money
lie could borrow =thi It ti per eidit.

interest awl collie ;

LI,cfltt 'it 1,0111111, rt.atly
t ;t lIj,,rr ii it-t.titt i)Iiit
I tt III, •,1 ?tomtit, It, ,k ill littvt.
0 Int, -1;S, 111.01, lIiuri ■•111.11:2.11 1,a)

II • ;1111,1illi 1...1.r.),"■.■1, 1111. 1111,,,I,
•-.. I ii 111,1 11,11 ll—herlf

I"' will ha" affit Paint
for, Ilk 11,1110r:0 rdiiratIffil
an.1 will living ex-
i)e uses, $11711.00.

Smith saw that to follow plan "b" would mean a clear
gain of over one thousand dollars, so he went to a busine,s
man, convinced him of his character, and arranged the loan. We
urge you to follow Smith's example, and suggest that you let us
convince the " business man" in your case, of the cash value of
our instruction combined with your energy and industry.

Write us ; we will reply with interesting information, and will
send you our catalogue.

The Ezra F. Bowman Technical School
of Watchmaking and Engraving

LANCASTER, PA.

'
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A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
bc yours iF you \\ill send your orders to

Timc

Morley

Worry
2 East Lexington Street

Baltimore, Md.
Selection packages sent upon request

Elgin and Waltham

Watches

Diamonds

Jewelry, etc.

NaiiIMI•101•1116.-

The Kenilworth Bracelet is the simplest and
prettiest bracelet (in the market. It is self-closing. There is no trouble in
putting it on or taking it off.

The KENILWORTH COLLARETTE is something entirely new as an
ornament for the neck. It works exactly the same as the KENILWORTH
BRACELET. Manufactured by

DORAN, BAGNALL & COMPANY
Successors to YOUNG-, BAGNALL & CO. Established 1870

New York-194 Broadway
Chicago-67 Wabash Ave. North Attleboro, Mass.San Francisco- 126 Kearny St.

.111•11■■11111

Landis School of Eng-raving

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

WINTER_ COURSI
Opens January 2, 1906

If you wish to take a course this Winter, please
WRITE US AT ONCE and we will assign and hold a
place for you.

We do not accept more than twelve pupils at one time,
devoting our entire time to their personal Instruction and
Advancement.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are the
founders of a New System in the Art of Cutting and Design-
ing, which enables a pupil, not endowed with artistic skill,
to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you could
accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L.. LANDIS, ii0 Mt. Vernon Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
NOTE NEW NAME OF STREET

Oilman Balance Chuck
.1■1•1■11.

For Refinishing Balance Pivots, without removing the Hairspring or Roller
and protecting them while the pivots are being polished

Over 1000 Sold the First Year
Made for the principal lathes and

will be made for any lathe for which
I receive 10 orders.

Hundreds of watchmakers testify
that this chuck iswhat I claim it lobe

Practical, Safe, True and the
Greatest Time - Saver ever
Offered to a Practical
Watchmaker.

Send for one and try it. Order from your material jobber or direct from the patentee and maker

C. CUlL,IVIAN

.316 N. Sixth :_its-Qet, ST. LOUIS, MO.

r Mt ill11111t
'44111111111111DIMI 
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We Make HO R.fin

Under )TO

DAHM
507-515 WaShiingeOLCA 5t.

TRADE MARK

c;
(■)i

We Guaranwee Every

5inme SeculeeIly 5et

BLOC-2-c

BUFFALO, H. 'Y.
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Are You Going to Decorate for Christmas?
Here's a Splendid Line for you to select from

144

No. 91057. HOLLY VINE
No. 91056. Holly Vine. 12 white leaves and 12 red berries to yard.

Per dozen yards, 75c.; per gross yards, $7.50.
No. 91057. Holly Vine. 18 white leaves and 18 red berries to yard.

Per dozen yards, $1.15 ; per gross yards, $11.50.
No. 91058. Holly Vine. 24 white leaves and 24 red berries to yard.

Per dozen yards, $1.50 ; per gross yards, $15.00.

1,11711" "(If

No. 91007. HOLLY VINE
No. 91006. Holly Vine, 12 green and white edged leaves and 12

berries to yard. Per dozen yards, 75e.; per gross yards, $7.50.
No. 91007. Holly Vine, 18 green and white edged leaves and 18

berries to yard. Per dozen yards, $1.15.; per gross yards, $11.50.
No. 91009. Holly Vine, 24 green and white eaged leaves and 24

berries to yard. Per dozen yards, $1.50 ; per gross yards, $15.00.

No. 91834. l'A 1,11 TREE
( l'otted)

No. Ft. high Lys. Each Pair
91830 7 12 8300 $5.50
91832 9 18 4.00 7.00
91834 12 24 5.00 9.50
No. 91814. PALM PLANT

(Unpotted)
No. In. high Lys. Each Doz.
91800 24 3 8 .18 81.75
91805 30 4 .25 2.50
91809 36 5 .40 400
91814 42 6 .50 5.00
91818 42 7 .65 6.50
91822 48 10 1.00 10 00
91827 60 12 1.50 15.00

No. 91016. WHITE GRAPE VINE.
Entirely new.

A beautiful article for Christ-
mas decoration, muslin leaves, a%
and 73/ inches in size. Per dozen
yards. $3.60

Owing to the immense size of
toe leaves, this vine will cover more
space, and therefore produces a
better effect in proportion than
cheaper vines. Nek.
No. 162. Loose leaves,

per gross 8480

Alt

No. 91029. White Oak
Vine. New and appropriate.
Per dozen yards. 14.50 ; per
gross yards, $15.00

ry7

No. 91797. HOLLY CHRISTMAS BELL
The charm of novelty being worn oil from the paper

bells, I have created something NEW a the above bell,
with the result that numbers were sold almost before sam-
ples were finished. The whole get-up is most thoughtful
and appropriate, as the popular Christmas bell is formed of
the Indispensable Holly, supplied with a tongue of mistle-
toe. Price:

No. Eaen
91797. 18-inch bell 85  00
91798. 12-inch bell . . . . . . . . 3.00
91799.• 8-inch bell . . . . . . . 1.50
FOLDING TISSUE PAPER BELLS

Red, let quality only.
5 inches. Per doz
8 41.

12 "

8  50
1  00
2  00

No. 91134. Holly Spray. 24
Inches long, very fine, per dozen
sprays, $1 50.

No. 91135. Holly Spray. 4 leaves
anti berries to spray, dozen, 25c. ;
gross, $2.50,

No. 91136, Holly Spray. 6 leaves
and berries to spray, dozen, 35e. ;
gross, $3.75.

No. 91137. Holly Spray. 12
leaves and berries to spray, dozen,
75c. ; gross, $7.50.

No. 91132 WHITE GRAPE SPRAY WITH BRILLIANT
GRAPES.

Is by all means the most. beautiful novelty of the season.
It is composed of 12 of my No. 162 white grape leaves, and
2 bunches of grapes made up of 6 dozen of either Silver,
Gold or Diamond dusted grape berries. State your pref-
erence.
Each spray $1  50

No. 91131. Same, without Grapes. Each . . . .50
This may be supplied with grape bunches in any de-

sired size, or any desired color or finish. See quotations.
A decoration of the above has been acknowledged the

finest display on State Street this season.

No. 91122. CHRYSANTHEMUM
SPRAY

Per doz.
No. 91122. 24th. long, very fine $3.00
No. 91121. 18 in. long 240
No. 91120. 14 in. long . . . 1.50
No. 9756. Paper Chrysanthemums.

Per dozen, 40 ; per gross 24.00
Crepe Paper Chrysanthemum Elec-

tric Light Globes, per doz.
$3.00

HOLLY WREATH W ITU BERRIES
Each Per doz.

12 In. diameter, . . . $ .18 $1.75

.642005 641005°00
15 " "

75 
. . . . .

7.50
2.50

'
very 
ve .2550 500
" " 1 00 1C.00

10500 15.00
20.00

No. 92200.
No. 92202.
No. 92204.
No. 92206.
No. 92208.
No. 91900.
No. 91902.
No. 91903.
No. 91904.
No. 91905.

18 "
21 "
24 "
12 "
15 "
18 "
21 "
24 "

GRAPE BUNCHES made of
beautiful Gold, Silver or Diamond
dusted berries. See illustration No.
91132.
No. In. Berries Each Doz.
91240 18 288 Round 05.00
91241 12. 144 Round 3.00
91242 8 72 Round 1.50
91243 5 24 Flat .40 04.00
91244 4 15 Flat .30 3.00

This grape is equally desirable
for a brilliant. window decoration
as for the Christmas tree itself.

For prices of natural colored
grapes write for circular.

Has my
Christmas
Circular
No. 9c
Reached
You?
Would certainly be
pleased to send you
same if you have not
received it.
Its good points and
suggestions for win-
dow and store deco-
rating are what you
want.

No. 91010. WHITE GRAPE
VINE.

12 beaut iful diamond dusted
muslin grape leaves, produce a
brilliant especially in il-
luminated windows.

Per dozen yards   $1.50
Per gross yards 15  00

Iso. 163. Loose leaves.
Per gross . . . . 1.25
No. 91013. Stone leaves in paper.
Per dozen yards $  75
Per gross yards 750

No. 164. Loose leaves.
Per gross   50

No.91863, SAGO TREE (Potted)
No. Ft. high Lvs. Each Pair
91862 5 15 83.00 85.00
91864 8 18 4.00 700
91863 12 24 6.00 11.00

SAGO PLANTS. (Unpotted)
No. In. high Lvs. Each Doz.
91851 24 4 8 .40 84.00
91855 36 5 .70 7.00
91857 36 6 1.00 10.00
91860 42 12 2.00 20.00

140 Wabash Avenue, Chicago
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Price, $2.50

Patent Roller and Hand Remover
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single and doublerollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty, and will removeall sizes of watch hands without injury to the dials. Expert watch-makers have pronounced it the most perfect tool of its kirld in themarket.

INSTRUCTIONS
The jaws can be adjusted for small or large opening, just byturning thumb nut ; it has two extra plungers for hand removing,and one extra plunger for roller remover, which are kept inside ofhandle when not in use ; the handle has a thumb screw in the backwith a steel sleeve to fit over plungers. When changing plungers,open the jaws, hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger, and putanother in for hand removing, and keep the others in handle.

For Sale by all Material Jobbers

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO INC., Sole Agents, John Street, NEW YORK

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRING" is Superior
1 st —It is guaranteed to be made of the Best Steel.2d—I t is made by Skilled !land Labor.
3d—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and silver Foil, which packing positively avoidsexposure to the moisture of the air, and therefore all danger of' rust is prevented.4th—Each Spring bears a Metal Tag, indicating the watch it is intended for, which a:tem.:icyis warranted.
5th—Each dozen is put in a neat Box, having hvvivi• partitions, one for each spring, so thehandling of sever:it springs at one time iN avoided.6th—The finish of the " Lafayette Spring" is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

IMPROVED STAKING TOOL
WITH NEW FRICTION SLEEVE

No. 12.
No. 13.
No. 14.

100 Punches, 24 Stumps
76 lunches, 20 Stumps
60 Punches, IS Stumps

The highest degree of
perfection yet attained in
staking tool improvement is
found in the new K. & D.
tool shown in the accom-
panying illustration. The
most notable new feature is
the

FRICTION

SLEEVE

for holding the punches up
while placing and removing
parts of watches from the
die.

This tool has also a new
device for tightening the
die in position, consisting of
an adjustable bolt and double-
bearing cam.

These improvements completely obviate vibration or displacement
and thoroughly safeguard watch parts while in the die.

Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. It

A s, WINTER " QUALITY CASE

01$'1 oiotiot

0EFIrrutiar

"Wiloief
Quality"

Jewelry Store
Fixtures,

from $300.00 up

Always full value

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of' its Kind Ever Issued

Plans, interior views, new suggest ions,
separate fixtures, Muir eases,
soda fou tt i ai 1 Ii xt ii

Illustrated fully, ileset Pied tinil listed ti
so plain a manner that ■ oil
05511 Its and estimate the eost i,l pull*II xtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents

THE LINE OF QUALITY. Not how cheap, not how much, but how good. At pricesthat are right. Ask our customers. Anything from a store stool to the most completeoutfit.

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Established 1865 The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for Louisiana,Mississippi and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. .ittsepli, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-sas, Nebraska, Oki:them Territory and Indian Territory.R. IL Birdsall, Boom 7, Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales Agentfor Washington and Oregon.l'exas Drug Company, Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for Northern Texas,Southern Oklahoma and Indian Territory.

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets?

2088g-

41, Mark our prediction, that the Christmas
rush is going to come earlier this year than

ever before. For this very reason the live

jeweler of the Middle West, the South and

the Southwest needs our New Holiday Cata-

logue in his business.

(I, You cannot well afford to place your

Christmas rush orders until you have seen this

Catalogue. Right now our line is full. Stocks

are unbroken. You can take your choice and

feel safe you'll get the goods.

41.. There are less than twenty days ahead of

you in which to attend to your rush orders.

Command us by wire, telephone or mail. If

you haven't our holiday Catalogue ask for it

to-day. It is absolutely free if you are a

retail jeweler.

ALBERT BROS.
THE QUICK-DELIVERY HOUSE

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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EXTRA F FINE

SWISS PATTERN FILES
"GOOD WORK REQUIRES GOOD TOOLS"

- 0 ,

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

PLATINUM
Special Sheet and Wire for Jewelers

Seamless Tubing

Platinum Scrap Bought

Highest Price

BELAIS & COHN
Metallurgists

13 Dutch St. NEW YORK

 412•••1

We Blank
Form
Swedge

>nr finish finest for

the money

Submit sample for
our price

A. N. Clark & Son, Plainville, Conn.

"South Bong" Domagnetliers

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $16.00
For Alternating" 6.00

Agents for England : GRIMSHAW & BAXTER, 29 doswell Road, London, carry stock

THE KNOBLOCK=HEIDEMAN MFG. COMPANY
Successors to

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY

Scluth Bencl, Indiana

Art Metal
Ceilings

FOR INTERIOR FINISH

Write us for information
and prices

Very attractive.

Admit of highest
degree of orna-
mentation.

A nice ceiling at
low cost.

\ATM not crack,
burn, peel or kill off

The right kind for
every jewelry store.

Insist upon having
" Canton Metal
Ceilings when you
remodel yourroom.
You will never r(•-
gret it.

The Canton Steel Roofing Co.
CANTON, OHIO

New York Agency, 157 West Twenty-third Street

rat. may 20, '02

The
Hold=On
Clutch

s6
Per Dozen
Price according to
Keystone Key

The best of
all safety
devices

HOOPS

in solid gold
and in superior
quality

gold tillcd,

the celebrated

" Sturdy" ti1(1
"Simmons"
makes.

Samples (-heel:fully sub milled

SIGNET RINGS (our own make)
a Specialty

0o,0-4>

Rosaries and
Colored Stone Necklaces
tkot1)...,0=a=0.-etr.

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory
51-53 Maiden Lane

te30 ",g-t1t-4 4%-filt-Ert)40-0-Cskro-ao-3-00413

47=49 Maiden Lane
New York

)

If there is any doubt
or question in your mind
about where to buy
your holiday needs,
just consult

AVERBECK'S 
No. 105 CATALOGUE
sent you recently. Thou-
sands of photographs and
prices of Reliable Finger

Rings and all the Jewelry

Needs of the Retail Jeweler.

Also a large line of Novelties
in Gold and Sterling Silver.
We have enormous stocks.

Your orders will be filled
promptly

M. J. AVERBECK
Importer, Manufacturer

New York Office

19 MAIDEN LANE
'I'elephone, 2161 Cortlandt Factory, Newark, N.J.
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Special Offer to Retail Dealers

If there is no wholesale dealer in your vicinity, on

receipt of $1.00 in cash or money order, we will

send to any express office in the I. Tnited States,

all charges prepaid, I dozen boxes, regular size

oE,g,52,92
SILICON

and 100 samples for free distribution,
handsomely packed in box for counter display.

Its exceptional merit has made it famous around
the world. Used by owners and makers of
Valuable Plate for more than a quarter of a century.

ELECTRO-SILICON SILVER SOAP, $1.25 per Dczen.

THE ELECTRO SILICON CO., 30 CLIFF ST., NEW YORK.

Our Latest Flat-Top Bench, No. 8
Made in Walnut, Quarter-sa,ccil Oak, Plain

Oak ;mil Ili rel.

PLAIN FACTS
We have been engaged in the

watchmakers workbenches or almost a q uarter of
a century. We are the originators of the modern
bench and know a thing or two about them.

Our benches are made of di I flie n L i rids of wood,
such as.)Iallogany, Wallin', Quarter-sawed Oak, Plain
Oak, Birch and Ash. They aro honestly and well
made in every detail and 4 the 1,est seasoned and
kiln-dried lumber. We finish them in any shade of
color desired. We ship our benches to every State
in the Union and to foreign countries as \VIAL

Besides benches we make Watch Repair cases,
.Tewelry Repair Cases, Material Cabinets, Material
Cases, Glass Cabinets, Mainspring Cabinets, Opt
Cabinets, Lens Cabinets, etc. We make to order
special benches and woodenware of every descrip-
tion that an up-to-date watchmaker needs.

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS
Send for our new illustrated catalogue anti order

What you saiit through your Jobber. Insist upon
getting our make. Our name-plate is on e‘■•,'
article we make.

Almost all Jobbers handle our goods.

JESSEN 0 ROSBERG, 397 to 405 W. Kinzie St., Chicago

NOVELTIES IN FANS
suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

S
A
M
S
'
 F
L
U
X
 

SAMS'

SAFETY 
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete . . . $12.50
Outfit without bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4.0o
Sams' Flux . . . . .25

Metal Specialities Mfg. Co.
k Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO Generator. Size 8'
high, 511,

f and Piece

it:SLAiD111.11'
:1

OSTRICH FEATHER FANS
Mounted in Pearl or Tortoise Shell

Mountings. All prices

IGNAZ STRAUSS & Co.
Manufacturers

Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK
Factories at Vienna, Paris, Hobe,

New York

11A PreS. C. W. BAKER, Yiee-Pres.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

GOLD MEDAL, Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition
P■olland, Oregon, 19o5

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N. J. 120 1.iberty St., New York City

"Time Is Money"

Clock Bank
Something entirely new and
novel for the holiday season.
Bound to appeal to your holi-
day trade.

Clock Cannot Be Wound or
Set Without Inserting a
Coin (Any Size)

As a timepiece the CLOCK
BANK is guaranteed. The
Bank apartment is of steel
construction with strong lock
and key. Casing finished in
Antique Brass of artistic de-
sign. Ornamental to bedroom
or parlor.

Where introduced the Clock Bank amounts almost to a fad

Reorders are invariably the case. It sells on sight.
Bz; first to introduce this to your trade. It beats all competi-

tion for a quick-selling staple or a popular holiday novelty.
We are prepared to fill holiday orders up to the last minute—

romptly too.

Ask your jobber or us
Retails $3.00
Trade, $24.00 dozen
We prepay carriage on dozen lots

The Goldsmith Company
811=A Lippincott Building Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 504
21 inches
high

Retails
for about

$6.60

Thousands of our

Cuckoo Clocks
are sold for

Christmas Gifts
to people who wouldn't ordinarily buy a clock.
You see, the Cuckoo Clock isn't just an ordinary
clock that merely marks time—it appeals to peo-
ple for the art there is in it, for its fine wood
carving, for its unique decorative effect, and—it
gives so much for the money.

!lave you our Book of Designs? It's worth know-
ing that we'vq got the the large,t Cuckoo Cloek plant
in Ile. Id right here in Philadelphia, aim ays read■
Ill 1111 ;111■ ■■■11 of an order for I 'ooltlio Clock,

01112110011 CUCKOO CalOk CO.
Philadelphia

528
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DIAMOND

KNIFE

EDGE

PENDANTS

9
These pendants are hand-made, extra heavy ill gold and set with fine, white, snappy

diamonds, weighing 34 ct. each. Complete, $14.20. Furnished as a mounting,
$5.20 each.

SOLITAIRE DIAMOND RINGS

- 4.1
Fat 60 61 63

Extra heavy gold mountings, set with fine, white, snappy diamonds, weighing 14.; et.
each. $10.50

000181.111111.11htersft,

4.470

10 K. GENTS' STONE RINGS

ti11111111111111111IiE„.„.
4046-4 dwt. 3025-3 dwt. 300R-3 dwt.

'rhese rings are plump 10 K., hand-chased and set with genuine .loublet3s0.73—Ei3ndiswhte.d ill
R01111111 or polished gold. 75c. per dwt. 10 K.

NVe manufacture a complete line of Gold and Diamond Jewelry and cli Ii r
Iktra.

WRITE FOR 0111 NEW EA 1.I. CAT:\ 1.01 E, .11 ISSUED

" Our Gold Always Stands the Test "

S. FRACKMAN, 51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
always ploased to Seed Selet inn package, to to,olors upon request

the retail

EfP.10,1-Nfle_FOIEEN1-0

rEfofg CORAL ggEEEunLg-g-2.-NREIM j

BORRELLI & VITELLI
CORAL MANUFACTURING CO.

401 Broadway

New YorkLarge Stock in Pink, Rose and White

CORAL STRINGS
BEADS BROOCHES SCARF PINS

Pg01-0

Telephone 5412 Frankhn
ía

Send for the New Radium Star Brooch and Pendant
'al .dited June '21, I'M Every mounting MUST be made in or own factory

No. 235..r.:, with fine whik carat Diamond, $50 ll,"

33 
Yrf1G- • 43 "

22355'2 35 "
This pattern has so fascinating an effect that you will find it the

most rapid selleryou have ever purchased. You will re-order it. The
center of this Brooch is convexed—the rays, being very highly
polished, have the effect of making the Diamond "koh" larger.
Also made in Platinum at $12 additional.
We have prepared for an unusually large business by making up

the largest, finest and most elaborate stock it Mounted Diamond
Jewelry in America.

ABEL BROS.& CO.
Importers and Cutters of Diamonds, Rubies, Sapphires, Emeralds,
etc - Makers of Rich Diamond Jewelry and Artistic Diamond
Mountings and Gold Jewelry

Abel Building, 64 0 66 John St., Cor. William Street, NEW YORK
Branches at Paris, Amsterdam, Antwerp, London, Mar, Oberstein
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There is a good deal more to be told about show cases than you might
suppose, and you can't afford to go about the matter ignorantly when it
comes to purchasing such things. Your store equipment is really as
important as the merchandise you offer for sale. ; perhaps more so.

Some makers will show you how they can save you a five-dollar bill on
a case, and you'll get corners that will pull apart, wood that's not properly
seasoned and glass of an inferior quality. Again we say you can't know
too much about show cases and you don't know it all until you know
about the best cases ever put together—

Phillips' 444

rdp•tor MARX

Our Catalogue is yours for the asking

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd.
Established 1854 DETROIT, MICH.

The Bachelor's Alarm
A Most Novel Alarm Clock

The figures on the dial are represented by
groups of tiny men in dress suits

' 
each group

a separate picture, forming by their vary-
ing attitudes the numerals one to twelve.

In place of hands on the clock's face
there is a dainty, beautifully-colored ballet
girl whose pointed toes in her journey
about the dial designate the time of day—
can you imagine her position at a quarter
of three?

The Bachelor's Alarm
has been universally pronounced the clev-
erest novelty produced in years. In the
bedroom, the cozy corner, the den—it's
wonderfully attractive.

A Very Big Holiday Seller
Every Clock Guaranteed for One Year
From your jobber or us direct

$9.00 Dozen
We prepay charges on dozen lots

We are prepared to
holiday orders up to the last
minute—promptly, too

THE GOLDSMITH CO.
811-A Lippincott Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Money Easily Made by Sending Me Your

OLD GOLD, SILVER AND PLATINUM
I remit same day as received, and if ammint is not
satisfactory, package will be returned at Inv expense

HOWARD S. KENNEDY
Sweep Smelter and Assayer

NEW YORK9-11 Maiden Lane

ItiCHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder of the

Jewelers' School of Engraving

17TH

'the Jewelers
IICISTA131.1SISIED

ISUCCI. V I Ti. 1AH

School of Cingraving
suite 1104 Heyworth l3iaildiiig, CHICAGO

Ft.I(JFIA RD 0. K.A-NDLIIR, PROPRIETOR AND CHIEF INSTRUCTOR

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL
OF ITS KIND

BEST AND ORIGINAL
SYSTEM

SEND FOR HANDSOME
NEW CATALOG

CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED

'90 Im1141,0137111371.11371771751

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to order
In Pencil, 25 and 50 cents I Send money With
Nina liik oi WittP1' 0'0101', $1.00 f order

SPECIMEN BOOK 51onogrants and Lettering, 75 cents

ENGRAVING TOOLS madv for use
Send fin. Price-List

TRADE ENGRAVING

RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDIO
1104 Heyworth Building, Chicago

UP-TO-DATE DESIGNS! UP-TO-DATE CONSTRUCTION!
THIS IS THE WATCHWORD OF OUR FACTORY

You will find nowhere
else the same artistic in-
sight into your store's
requirements that you
will in the designs we
are prepared to furnish
you!

Our force of expert de-
signers is more thor-
oughly 'schooled in art
applied to industrial

needs than that of any

other fixture firm in

our line.

As to our construction
and the finish of our
goods, we can but say
that they are " GRAND
RAPIDS'; that is, the
very best that your
money can command.

Our fixtures are in real-

ity furniture of the high-
est grade, substantial
and absolutely unsur-
passable in excellence.

Write to us at once explain to us your needs—we arethe best versed in the solution of all the problems that may arise in your outfitting, and shall gladly
lend you our experience. Write at once for copy of our Catalogue B and prices

GRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE COMPANY, Grand Rapids, Mich.
NEW YORK OFFICE-718 Broadway, same floors as Frankel Display Fixture Co. THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD

THE NEW TERM
of the

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL
will begin January 8, IQ06

ARKAICSA, PITY, KANS.

NM. 5, 1905.

St. Louis Watchmaking

Gentlemen:—Ph,u.., .end me one of

your catalogues, as I wish in give it to one

of my friends, who is very anxious

attend your school.

Since I have attended your sthool

an] getting along fine.

I have more than doubled my wages,

and for this reason I recommend your

school to all that I can. I remain,

Yours truly,

O. H. Mt:INTIM:.

From the many letters we are receiving daily, the indica-
tions are that we will have a very large attendance during
our next term.

Students wishing to enter our school next term, should
make applications at once, as it is necessary for us to know
how many students we can expect, so we may arrange
accordingly.

You can more than double your wages by attending
our school, and you certainly cannot afford to let such a
chance pass by without taking advantage of it.

Write to=day for our New Catalogue

St. Louis Watchmaking School, 5815 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.



Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
A Money Saver.

Our Motto—Keep
the Price low and the
Quality high.—We do
It TOO.

No man stands still I
Advance or retreat I I
WHICH WILL YOU
DO?

Have it on trial at
Your own store ; on
Your own lathe ; there
to decide.

WHEN IN DOUBT,
have it sent on trial—
FREE.

We furnish a Fine
Sectional Case to con
taM small parts.

RI:PLACING

I.—Plain Tallstock

2.—Screw Tallstock

3.—Swing Rest
Jeweling Caliper

4.—Slide Rest

5.—Pivot Polisher

6.—Filing Fixture

7.—Rounding-up Tool

8.—Milling Fixture

9.—Rusty Pinion
Polisher

10.—Profiling Fixture

1 I.—Turret Head

12.—Table Rest

11270f2 NVATQHMAKF.T2.S. (Patented)

Small parts furnished in fine sectional case

The whole outfit $40.00 STRICTLY NEI'

DOES

Turning
Facing
Recessing
Shouldering
Boring
Reaming
Milling
Drilling
Tapping
Counterboring
Sawing
Filing
Stoning
Surfacing
Jeweling
Traverse grinding
Polishing
Snelling
Damaskeening
Rounding up
Etc.

Very Practical for Damaskeening.
An Ideal Traverse Grinder.

Without attachments you can do
scarcely anything for which the
lathe was designed.

1 2 attachments in one ; 30 advant-
ages besides : at one-fifth the price.

Don't work 18 hours; work 8—and
have more work done, and DONE
RIGHT.

SAVES—Time, Money, Patience,
Inconvenience.

If you can't use tools—who wants
you ? What CAN they pay you?

Very Best Bearings at All Points.

It has been our life study. It WILL
do the work.

W.

Don't plug away by hand ; any old
fit, no job at all ; IT' RIGHT.

Rusty Winding Wheels Made New
by a Beautiful Job of Snelling.

Built upon WALTHAM HONOR.

To Fit a Pinion Properly this Fixture
is Necessary.

D. CLEMENT, Waltham, Mass.

Send for Catalogue

Does It Pay?
" Tha.V.S the Que.stion "

This letter, one of hundreds we have, will prove the
great value of an investment in this school

Mr. F. H. Eves. Amesbury, Mass., Nov. 8, 1906.
Deal sir —I t me pleasure to say that I have profited very

much from iny eourse under your able instruction. It
has been the mean, l to l si, ,t,.o ilO my earnings, and also getting me
a Inure desirable position. Thanking you and wishing the Rees Engrav-
ing School dm sucee, it I remain

Very truly yours, C. F. PILGRIM.
ARTISTS are demanded and are well paid

DOUBLE your salary by attending this School

It is easier to earn a big salary than a small one if you know how to do the work
We know, and know how to teach you

Rees Engraving School
Write to-day for particulars N. Y.

Patented

Don't wear out your,
Patience ; wear out
the Machine.

The next tool you
want is waiting to be
used.

Do your own work;
don't lose the profit.

If it isn't done right,
your competitor will
talk about you.

It's a pleasure to use
a rounding-up tool.

Pays for itself in one
year.

Makes you a ten times
better watchmaker.

We have spent thousands to have
this tool JUST RIGHT.

Diamond or Sapphire cutters of any
desired shape for jeweling work fur.
nished upon application.

You can now afford Lathe Attach.
ments. Here they all are, 12 in I.

To do modern work you must have
modern tools. If you can't do the
work you can't get the pay.
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FURNACES Kerosene, Gasoline, Natural
and Illuminating Gas

1111D1H ,111) I

Imi till 1 11

Gas Furnace for Enameling
Price

Size No. 3, $17.00

For Smelting or Enameling with blast

or natural draft.

Smallest smelting furnace takes to-

ounce crucible. Largest, 6 pounds.

Melting Arrangements for
Melting Down Scrap

Blowpipes
Foot Blowers and
Power Blowers

Catalogue "13. K." shows them all.

Want a copy?

Free for the asking

" I.. M.," writes concerning a B. D. M. Co.'s
Muffle Furnace:

"T am pleased to say that I have no trouble what-
ever to fusing hard enamel With tin I. MUM.. Furnaee.
I do not use as much heat its I get tillt ill' your
furnace, and I can fuse the hardest enamel."

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.
BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.

NQN1'

HERCULES JEWELERS' SAWS
CLASP

THIS IS THE LATEST AND BEST

It is neat and attractive.
It is strong and reliable.

It engages easily and it releases just as
It is made. right and is quite the nicest clasp that you have seen.

Ask your jobber for the HERCULES

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
42 Madison Street, Chicago PAWTUCKET, R. I.

BEST AMERICAN-MAIDE
Balance Staffs Balance Hole .Jewels

Gray Finish . . $1.00 per doz.
Bright Polished . . 1.25 "

Spectacle Screws, 50 cents per gross
Imperial Mainsprings, $12.00 per gross
Your mail orders are solicited, and will have our prompt attention.
Selection packages sent ii flit application to responsible dealers.

•• .

ARMS,

THESE ELECTRO -PLETING SALTS ARE
,.,PREFARATIONS IN)nINS/0));4 4'11 CONTAININGr/_ 4METALA CHENITCAL IN ACCURATE PRO,

PORTION,PRODUCING AT H 
At, CORRECT

SHRDES. IIISSOLVED NWATER; ThE BATH isATOPTCE
READY TOR USE_WORKED lam Ernit.R DINAMCiATTERY, SANE AS ,0THER 0

;arnets • . . . 51 on per doz.
Ruby and Sapphire, Fine Finish, 1 .5o "

Genuine Roller Jewels, Watch Crystals at catalogue prices
Many new styles in Ladies' and Gents' Fobs, Chains, Rings
Carded Jewelry and Emblem (ioods.

JEWELER'S GUILD DISTRIBUTING CO., Manchester, Iowa
.1. F. AleEwen, .NlanamT

SOME OF THE SALTS : Rose Gold, treen Parisian, Roman, I -I or IS K., Red, Guinea, Old Englisf
Guinea Green, Guinea Roe, (Mid I tip, Silver salts, French Gray Hp, Silver Ebonizer, Oxides, lite.
OUR ELECTRO.PLAIING Dark Green Gold A..e. Orange Rose GoldSALTS FOR

( Antique Greet)) (Orange Yellow)
are the leading shades now extensively used for single and double coloring. Directions for doing the
kind of work with order. Our Eleetro-Platiug Salts are universally used. Write for circular.

U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hirschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St., NEW YORK

Joh. Zeuner, of St. Goar, Germany, is famous
as the maker of

THE BEST SAWS

and has appointed us his SOLE AGENTS for the

UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Ask your Jobber for ZEUNER SAWS
if you want THE BEST

or write to us

Wiicn in imcii 4 Fine Files, 1JdIy remember
"American S •wiss0—our own make

E. P. REICI-THELM & CO.
23 John Street, New York

GREEN'S ELECTRIC
AUTOMATIC DEMAGNETIZER

(Patent applied for)

ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT
A perfect instrument "Simple—Quick—Sure"

.1 ii time to demagnetize a watell with this instritinent seconds — 12 watches demagnetized in
li; (5 Is, which pays cost or machine

I Complete in Polished Solid Mahog. 
Price,any, with flexible cord, socket, etc.

" FULL INSTRUCTIONS ACCOMPANY EACH

INSTRUMENT"

12.00 Net
One of the greatest necessities of a watchmaker's outfit al the ••

present time is a thoroughly reliable Demagnetizer. Every Jeweler
appreciates this 1)., essay, because of it, many watches w ilia daily
I ecome iii:igitI i. I by rinse contact with Electrical Machinery,

I 111111111S, I taller electrical machinery, etc.
),111;., (11.. .hdicate Mainpsrings mai Hairsprings being

alb...1,i the ,;)c. I, on

the watch to it, mope, standard once more, is to demagnetize the

ieing magnetized becomes useless as a time-
keeper, and ool■ means to destroy the magnetism, and to bring

movement by empl,,ying the alternating current In so doing.
This new automatic Demagnetizer is placed on the market to

supply a ,g-telt want in this direction, and is without doubt the
most useful article of its kind manufactured. It
not only transforms direct-current into alter. 0,

current circuit with the sante equally satisfactory

'Et:tuft:sic:current, giving absolutely perfect pulsa-
time:, but it can also hi. mcil tin an alternating..

There are no IvIleels, N■ iring allittli-
itiCuits or mechanical parts to get "id of miler on
this machine, and in this also it is etititcly iilli-
t•ILt to all other demagnetizers on I he market.

(4:1the design is uuett, compact, at tel ornamental.
It is finale of Solid Polished Mahogany, t tli nickel trim-
ming, inside and out, the drum cov civil in .,I ii leather and
IIIII•It I11,1110 With water-tight liwilictoid. All parts, both ex-
no ill! :11111 interior, are made it, It !WA iiiitl,iittl obtainable,

arningctl inside of hitSI', itV wit ii a short circuit is not possible, and other inipor-

simply rent., ing lamp from electric light sockci mol placing it in the socket on

permanently mail,. and soldered, the wiring

laid troubles are avoided. 11 may be used en any standard lighting circuit by

the top or instrument ; then tin :telt the plug inio rroni tt it I he 1111111)

With ordinary usage and reasonable care this instrinin•iii will last indefinitely.
eurrent is available, Si' illSt1.11111111i

it ill proillicc sante result....

'tORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER." If for any reason they
cannot or do not care

to obtain it for you, by writing to us we will advise you from whom you can
procure it in your section. W. GREEN £/ CO., 6 Maiden Lane, New York

Full Line of JEWELRY BOXES, CARDS, TAGS, Etc.
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Everything in American

Tools and Materials

Send for
Prices on our New
Nickel Alarm Clock and the
New Guaranteed Dollar Watch,

Stem Wind and Set.

Order from
any catalogue

Jobbing- Stones
Novelties and Souvenirs

Mail Orders our Specialty

L. COHEN & CO.
630 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

Patent appliad for.
No. I. 25 eta.

"CLINCH "
Hoffman's Safety Catch for

Scarf Pins

Newest and Most Practical Scarf
Pin Fastener on the Market

Fits tiny size pin. Has to grip like
a vise. N. broken finger nails.
Nothing to get out of order. Neat
and simple. II will not mar the pin

PRICES
Style Ni,. I. $1.50 doz.
st No. 2.

geld, 2.00 doz.
si vie No. 2.

I I K. Gold Plate.
polished, f,..1,00 doz.

Retail price.
25 eta.

35 Ms.

50 cis.

For sale by all leading jobbers
and material houses, or

The Hoffman Novelty CO-
ALBANY, N. V.

The wholesale jobbing trade sup-
plied by Sussfeld. Lorsch & Co..

No, 2 37 Maiden Lane, New York How the Clinch is oporated,
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THE "VINTAGE"
THE FLATWARE SUCCESS OF

MODERN TIMES

TRADE-MARK

" 1847 ROGERS BROS."
SOLD BY

LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Optical Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol,. 26 PhilocWlphict, Decembcr, 1905 No. 12
'opy tight, 1905, by B. THOR91, Publisher. All rights FeserVI'd. l':11IeFt'll tl I Iit Philadelphia Post-office as second-class matter January 11,

THE KEYSTONEKEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades

Subscription—One Dollar per yeatr, postpaid, to all parts
of the limited States, Hawaii, Porio Iliett,
inant, E. S. Island of saloon, Alex leo and canada

(exeept Newfoundland 1. single II,01)l4'A, FeBillar istotes,
15 cents: special issues, i1.3 (tents. To Foreign I nit III ries

10 Shillings I I49.l4 per year; single copies,
1 Shilling (1.5 (ents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, tvli titi by mail,
should lot niatht 1).y a Post -( ffice Aloney Order, I t:tilk check
or 1)111.11, ii tti EXIIIVSS ,Moliey Ilt•illicr of
these can he prot•IIITIt, send the money in :t litigistered
Letter. All Remit lances should be made payable
to TILE K El'S'I'ON

Change of Address—soltseril)ers desiring their address
changed, stunt Id give Ilie old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Advert sI ig rates furnished on ttpplicat ion.
No advertisements but those of a reputable tharateter will
be inserted.

To Advertisers—Copy cII 1 i,ii I IIIst reach us by
the 25th or otach month insertion in the issue of
the following month. Changes in advertisements should
reach us not later than the st It ,Ir t he previous month.

All communications should. he :uldressed to

CHICAGO OFFICE THE KEYSTONE
42 MADISON STREET i9rn & BROWN STREETS

LONDON OFFICE
45 HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.G. PIAILADELPHIA, PA

Index to Advertisers on page 2239
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Phenomenal Trade Activity

0 A seasonable duty of ascertaining the
views of the trade as to holiday pros-

pects in different sections, has been peculiarly
pleasurable this year. The 'country seems
veritably bubbling over with the spirit of
optimism, aud the " views " with which wy
have been favored evidence a state of mind
that is truly ideal. Business reports are pro-
verbially dull and cheerless reading, but in
these thrice-blessed days, they are the very
antithesis of sombre. Clothed in the light-
hearted phraseology that indicates supreme
satisfaction, they are at once poetry, enter-
tainment, inspiration—a tonic to ambition
and an irresistible stimulus to effort. So
enthusiastic, indeed, are' some of our corre-
spondents over the situation that they refuse
to be serious. A Southwestern subscriber
writes : " Never since the perusal of my late
uncle's will, which made me a beneficiary of
his estate to the extent of Po,000, have I
been so satisfied with conditions as at the
present time," and his enthusiasm is by no
means exceptional.

Fault-finding there is a-plenty, but it is
of a very reassuring kind. For instance, fault
is being found with the railroads because,
notwithstanding their immense equipment
and vast preparations, they are still unable to
handle the overwhelming tonnage of freight
that awaits transportation ; the railroads are
finding fault because the factories and steel
plants cannot turn out with greater expedition
the millions of dollars' worth of cars ordered
to meet the emergency, and the factory pro-
prietors are finding fault because they cannot
find sufficient labor to enable them to fulfill
their enormous contracts. So conservative
and conscientious a trade organ as Bi-ad-

s/reel's says :
Never .before was railway tonnage so heavy.

nor was it so well diversified. Field and factory
contribute remarkably heavy quotas to the grand
aggregate. Business comes to the roads unsolicited,
rates are well maintained, and in short the story is
one of inadequate terminal facilities, insufficient
rolling stock and overworked motive power. In-
deed, so congested are most of the roads that
relief in the situation is not looked for until spring,
These facts reflect the general development of the

country, the increased population, the enlarged
consumptive power, and last, but not least, the
record-breaking cereal crop yields. All of these
enable the railways to pile up huge earnings, and
this in turn permits the roads to make heavy ex-
penditures for wages, betterments and new stock.

S the railroads furnish a fairly reliable
barometer to the trade situation, there

is evidently good and sufficient reason for the
prevailing optimism. In its current weekly
review Brads/reel's says : "Activity is the
keynote of the industrial and commercial
situation. Colder weather and the corning
Christmas holidays have caused a heavy dis-
tribution in practically every section of the
country. Railway earnings are enormous.
Manufacturing lines are remarkably active.
Consumption of iron and steel is proceeding
at an enormous rate, with no apparent sign
of a let-up in the immediate future. Out-
door construction work is being conducted
on an enormous scale, and a shortage of
labor is reported from many sections. Corn-
modity prices are steady at close to the
highest. Real estate, the country over, is
very brisk. The outlook is very promising,
and, in short, all advices indicate the exist-
ence of flourishing conditions ; the South,
which is in a better shape financially than for
years, being particularly prominent in this
respect."

The entire country will be gratified at
the wonderful prosperity in the South, more
especially as the lifting of the fever scare
permits its full enjoyment. In a carefully
prepared statistical artitle, the Atlanta Con-
stitution proves. the South the most pros-
perous section of the country. Taking the
official reports of bank clearings for the first
week of November, it finds that the cities of
the North and West show an average gain
over a year ago of 15 per cent., while the
cities of the South show an average gain of
40 per cent. The record by cities is even
more imposing. Atlanta showed a gain of
45.1 per cent. over the record a year ago ;
Augusta, 45.4, and Savannah, 54. 2. Chat-
tanooga showed an increase of 79.9 per cent.;
Jacksonville, 66.5, and Birmingham, 38 ;
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while even New Oileans notwithstanding the

threatened plague, showed an increase of

46.4 per cent.

AS a further proof of Southern prosperity,

the Constitution tells us that in about

ten months of the present year 62 new bank-

ing institutions, with a total capital of $1,651,-

000, have been chartered in Georgia alone.

Most of the banks, we are informed, are

located in small country towns which have

not heretofore enjoyed banking facilities.

This banking boom is caused by the pros-

perity of the country people, who have

something to deposit—a condition they have

not known until the past two or three years.

In the entire year 1904 there were only 39

banks, with a total capital of $975,000, char-

tered, and it is further shown that up to

January 1, 1901, there were only 140 State

banks in Geogia, whereas now there are 322,

and this gratifying showing of Georgia, our

authority assures us, is .by no means excep-

tional in the South.
Surely, never in our conntry's history

was prosperity so great in degree or so widely

operative, and we trust that THE KEYSTONE

readers will be among those who will bengfit

most abundantly from the golden opportunity.

Leviathans of the Deep

THE apparently limitless magnitude of

human conceptions in this age of

mechanical achievement, is well exemplified

in the monster leviathans of the deep recently

constructed or now in course of construction.

We landlubbers, who regard the altitudinous

skyscraper with self-conscious pride, must

concede the palm to the great nautical archi-

tects who are responsible for the newest types

of trans-atlantic liners. The latest and greatest

of these is the Amerika, of the Hamburg-

American line, a craft of 23,000 tons burden,

which recently made her maiden trip across

the ocean. This floating and flying palace

has accommodation for 3400 passengers, and

her crew numbers 600 people, 4000 souls in

all ! Nor is she wanting in any of the con-
veniences of the modern skyscraper. A

swift passenger elevator. extends through. the

four decks, which are designated " Kaiser,"

" Washington," " Roosevelt " and " Cleve-

land." There is a well-equipped gymnasium

for the physical culturists, an a la carte
restaurant for those with mal-de-mer-proof
stomachs, a nursery with trained nurses for
those less fortunate, and a florist shop for the
use of the smitten Lotharios. The furnish-
ing of this ship is said to be on a scale of
artistic lavishness that rivals the most luxu-
rious of modern homes, and as the pam-
pered passenger sits in his ocean parlor and

KEYSTONE

reads wireless messages from friends ashore,

he can realize that he has many conveniences
which even the best home cannot furnish.

Such are the modern temptations to trans-

atlantic travel.
In warships, too, the marine engineer

has again started record-breaking. The great

naval powers agree that the lessons of the

Russo-Japanese war favor the big battleship,

and notwithstanding professions of permanent

international peace, England and Germany

have begun the construction of battleships
which, for immensity and effectiveness as

fighting machines, will surpass all previous

achievements. It is estimated that one of

these ships will cost the enormous sum of
$8,000,000, but we are told that they are
necessary to the preservation of peace ! So

may it be.

The Courts Enjoin Price-Cutting

DECISION of interest to all merchants

who handle patented articles was re-
cently handed clown by the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals. The litigation
had reference to the sale of graphophones at

cut prices. It appears from the legal report

that the owners of the graphophone patents

sold graphophones to a dealer, each instru-
ment having a notice affiaed to it that it was
not to be sold at a less price than stated
therein. These instruments, with these
notices still attached, were sold to a depart-
ment store, which then offered the instru-

ments for a sale at a cut price. Whereupon

suit was brought to enjoin this cutting, and

the court sustained the contention of the

owners of the graphophone patents and

decided that the department store had no

right to sell the graphophones at a cut price.

The decision as handed down by the

courts is a forceful recognition of the rights

of patentees. It asserts that " the owner of

a patent who manufactures and sells the pat-

ented article may reserve to himself, as an

ungranted part of his monopoly, the right

to fix and control the prices at which jobbers
or dealers buying from him may sell to the
public, and a dealer who buys from a jobber
Ivith a knowledge of such reservation, and
resells in violation of it, is an infringer of the
patent."

HIS legal declaration of the rights of
the patentee leaves him free to make

%%hat price agreements he sees fit, and the
court further declared that such price agree-
ments were unaffected by any so-called .anti-
trust laws either of the United States or of
the individual States. Hearken, ye proprie-
tors of patents, to the following pronuncia-
mento by the second highest court in the
land : " Within his domain the patentee is
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czar. The people must take the invention
on the terms he dictates or let it alone for
seventeen years. This is a necessity from
the nature of the grant. Cries of restraint
of trade and impairment of the freedom of
sales are unavailing, because for the promo-
tion of the useful arts the constitution and
statutes. authorize this."

The trade will find no fault with this
decision, which means the maintenance of
price and healthy competition. The pity is
that it should apply to patented articles only.

Constitutional Government for Russia

THE most sanguine hope which humanity
can entertain in regard to the present

situation in Russia, is that it is the proverbi-
ally darkest hour which precedes the dawn.
It seems, indeed, peculiarly deplorable as
well as somewhat inexplicable, that the pro-
clamation of constitutional freedom should
be followed, not by a national thanksgiving
and popular elation as one might expect, but
by such internal turmoil and bloodshed as
have not been surpassed during the darkest
days of hopeless despotism. The explana-
tion seems to be that the Russian bureau-
cracy is paying the penalty of its own auto-
cracy, and that the spirit of discontent and
desperation which its heartless oppression
has created is too revengeful and incredulous
to be suddenly allayed by proclamations and
promises heretofore made only to be broken.
li is the inevitable penalty of despotism that
it always creates an irresponsible radicalism
that will recognize no instrument of regene-
ration but violence, and the Russian ex-
tremists, who would do to the Romanoffs
what the French malcontents did to the
Bourbons, were maddened to desperation by
the constitutional pronunciamento. It seems
now, however, as if their efforts to engender
general lawlessness had proved futile, and
that those in authority will have ample oppor-
tunity to put into peaceful execution the
radical reforms which will give to the Rus-
sian people the long hoped-for constitutional
government.

As to the extent of the reforms outlined
in the Czar's historic manifesto, it is generally
conceded that they effectively transform the
autocracy of the past into a constitutional
monarchy, a-change so radical that it is little
wonder that its reality was at first accepted
with reservation. It authorizes a wide ex-
tension of the suffrage and an elected le2 isla-
tive assembly, whose approval shall be neces-
sary for the validity of any law. It is true
that the exact extent of the suffrage is not
yet defined, and that military and naval
affairs are removed from the jurisdiction of
the legislative assembly, but the reforms as
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far as they go are real, not nominal, and they

are sufficiently far-reaching to mean a fairly

complete transition from an autocracy to a

government of the people. In addition to

this the Czar has granted important agrarian

concessions, which will very materially re-

lieve the intolerable taxation burdens of the

peasantry. Fortunately, too, the appoint-

ment of Count Witte as prime minister is

universally regarded as an earnest of the

Czar's sincerity, and this will be a helpful

factor in establishing the new order of things.

OUT of the recent turmoil the Finns have
emerged peculiarly victorious, having

been granted a substantial measure of home

rule. By a ukase signed on November 4th

the Czar re-established in its integrity the

constitution which, as Grand Dukes of Fin-

land, Alexander I and all his successors

swore, on their accession, to respect, but

which since 1898 has been practically annulled

by a series of arbitrary encroachments, all

intended to promote the Russification of the

Finnish people. Every one of the ordinances

by which, during the last seven years, the

constitution of Finland has been violated has

been repealed by Nicholas II, and the his-

torical diet was convoked on December 20th

for the purpose of correcting by an approach

to universal suffrage the restricted franchise

of the old constitution.
The most deplorable feature of the law-

less outbreaks in Russia is the opportunity

they afford for the bloody gratification of

religious or race prejudice. The massacres

of inoffensive Jews are unspeakably abhor-

rent, and the very possibility of such un-

thinkable slaughter is a disgrace to civiliza-

tion of our time. If the new order of things

should put an end for all time to this savage

fanaticism, it will be a blessing alike to Russia

and humanity.

The Annuai Index

NEXT to the front cover in this issue

will be found a complete classified

index to the contents of Volume XXVI of

this journal, comprising the twelve issues of

the present year. We take this opportunity

to impress on our readers the great import-

ance of this annual index as a ready means

of reference to the vast wealth of practical

information contained in each volume.

Almost every day the jeweler, either in his

capacity of merchant or as workman, is con-

fronted with problems the solutions of which

may be readily found in a moment by the

use of the index in one or other volume.

The articles on technical, mercantile and

miscellaneous subjects will be found indexed

alphabetically under their respective head-
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ings, while the workshop notes are indexed

separately and in like manner for greater

convenience in reference. The contents of

the Optical Department are also indexed sep-

arately for the special convenience of opti-

cians and optical students. We would advise

all our readers—employees, clerks and work-

men—to study the method of indexing as

shown in this annual index, in order that

they may better appreciate its value and the

facility with which they can find the required

information on almost any subject that may

need elucidation. Note that the index to

the optical department is on a leaf by itself,

which will be a convenience to those who

wish to file or bind this department apart

from the rest of the journal.

Inviting Suggestions from Employees

TN no other country in the world has

system in commercial and industrial life

reached the degree of perfection attained in

the United States. It would seem, indeed,

as if the American worker were unique

among his fellows in his unceasing endeavor

to devise some improved means of doing

the work in hand, thus adding to his own

efficiency and assuring greater economy of

production. This peculiar characteristic of

our workmen is recognized the world over,

and to it is justly attributed the great

achievements in the evolution of automatic

and labor-saving machinery which has given

to American industries the leadership in

economic manufacture.
It is manifestly to the interest of em-

ployers to cultivate in their workmen this

instinct for improvement, and various ways

and means have been devised from time to

time to this end. Probably the most inter-

ing of these is the recent innovation known

as the " Suggestion System," now estab-

lished in many large factories in this country.

This system, as far as we can ascertain,

originated in the big factories of the National

Cash Register Co., at Dayton, Ohio, and

the story of its working in that model plant

is very interesting. In this factory we are

told that arrangements have been made by

which any suggestion from any employee is

easily and quickly brought to the attention

of the authorities. For handling these, and

all complaints as well, a department of com-

plaints and suggestions has been organized.

A head, an assistant head, and several sten-

ographers and clerks are kept busy receiving,

recording and investigating suggestions and

complaints as they are made.

THE method of procedure is as follows :

Any employee desiring to make a sug-

gestion for the betterment of the tools,
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methods or output in his own or another
department, writes it out on a slip of paper
and drops it into a suggestion box ; or, if he
prefers, he writes it out on a manifolding

autographic register, retaining the original

copy and leaving the duplicate copy in the
register. In all cases an employee signs his
name to a suggestion, and also the name of
the department in which he is employed.

The suggestion boxes and autographic regis-

ters are distributed in all departments, and

suggestions are collected from them twice a
week by a representative of the complaint

and suggestion committee. Upon the re-

ceipt of a suggestion it is given a number,

entered in a book provided for that purpose.

The secretary of the committee then refers
it to the head of the department to which
the maker of the suggestion belongs, or to
the party most directly interested, not dis-
closing the name of the suggester.

If, upon investigation, the suggestion
proves practicable, it is put into effect, and
the originator is notified by letter, which
authorizes him to receive one dollar from the
cashier in payment for the suggestion. If,
on the other hand, the suggestion is rejected,
the author is duly notified. At the end of
each quarter the best suggestions are selected
from those adopted during the three months
past, and forty-four quarterly prizes are
awarded. 'The amounts of these prizes vary
from time to time. At present the value of
the quarterly prizes is $750—quite an in-

ducement to cause the employee to look
around for something to suggest.

AS the value of such innovations as the
" Suggestion System " is determined

hy their practicability and success, it is

interesting to learn that the company referred
to is well satisfied with the results. Sugges-
tions have been made even by girls which

saved the management thousands of dollars

a year. Nor is the actual saving to the com-
pany the only valuable result of the system.

Under its encouragement the employees are

taught to think for themselves, and become
more efficient workers. At the same time

the man or woman who has originality is

brought to the attention of the management,

and in this way is placed in direct line for

promotion.
The moral to the trade is that it pays to

encourage employees to make suggestions.

Many a bright clerk is reluctantly suppress-

ing an idea that would be valuable to his

employer lest he should offend the unreason-

able self-sufficiency of the latter. There are

merchants who never can see any ability in

the clerk till he opens a store on the opposite

side of the street, a short-sighted policy

which many a jeweler has lived to regret.
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(TT The inquiries constantly addressed by the general
' public to the Gorham Mfg. Co. in regard to Gorham

Silver Polish give color to the suggestion that
jewelers fail to have on hand a constant supply.

a It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the 
'sessors of Gorham Silver have learned by experience

that the only way to maintain it, or any silverware,
good order is by the use of Gorham Silver Polish.

Cr Those jewelers, therefore, who keep Gorham
" Silver should as a matter of course keep Gorham
Silver Polish also.

some

pos-

in

GORHAM M'F'G CO.
Silversmiths and Goldsmiths
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street, New York

BRANCHES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LONDON

131 Wabash Ave. 21 Malden Lane 118 Sutter St. Ely Place

WORKS: Providence and New York
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Your Christmas Advertising

THE time to begin advertising for Christ-
mas is on January First. The cumula-

tive result is the thing always striven for by
the far-seeing and truly economical advertiser
who plans his " publicity " on a scientific
basis; and there can be no accumulation of
favorable public opinion " (which is the

broad purpose of advertising) by those mer-
chants who advertise only in the stirring
season of trade. But even these can do the
best possible under the circumstances, if they
will take heed.

Two Horns of a Dilemma

One thing to keep in mind, in these
strenuous days, is that every other live mer-
chant is pressing for trade. Consequently,
the advertising columns of the newspapers
are full to overflowing, crowding the news
columns into smaller space, or else necessi-
tating extra pages. Moreover, each adver-
tiser is keyed up to his best effort and the
announcements are generally more attractive,
both in form and matter, than in the dull
season. So that you are now " up against"
two horns of a dilemma: your advertisement
must attract attention among a larger num-
ber than usual, and must meet the intellec-
tual competition of others at their best.

Catching the Eye

To meet the first condition—to make
your investment in advertising space a profit-
able instead of a losing proposition—it is
absolutely necessary that you catch the eye of
the reader. But when you " catch the eye''
you must at once excite a favorable opinion.
A clown on the street, dressed in pink trousers
and a green coat, will attract attention; but
he also excites scorn, or only a certain con-
descending appreciation. " Display," in an
advertisement, can be so overdone as to re-
act against the sympathies of the reader.

It is necessary, therefore, that your ad-
vertisement should be, first, large enough to
stand out on the crowded page; second, that
it should attract favorable attention. It is
short-sighted economy to cut down the
inches of space at this time of year. If you
have anything to say, say it boldly enough
to be heard.

Effective " Display"

As to " display": The very strongest
display that you can make, when the news-
paper is crowded with other advertisements
in big lettering, heavy ruled borders and
much black ink in pictures and " poster "
type, is :plain white space. It is effective
because of its contrast with the surrounding
typographical shouts and screamings. If, for
instance, you have in mind, early in Decem-
ber, to make a " general " announcement of -
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your preparations for Christmas trade, take
a space four columns wide by ten inches in
length. Cut down your matter to, say, one
hundred and fifty words, or less. Have this
set in the center of your space so as to leave
at least an inch and a half of white paper on
each of the sides and an inch at top and
bottom. Instruct the printer to use the same
style of type throughout the advertisement,
in three sizes only; you cannot do better
than to use the very plain " Caslon," say
16-point for the body of the advertisement,
30-point for the heading, and 20-point for
foot—all in " lower case." Such an adver-
tisement will have more fetching " display,"
because of its surrounding white space and
pleasing type, than all the nightmares of
typography that could be unloosed from a
compositor's bad dream.

Give Details and Prices

Follow up this " general" announce-
ment with your specific mentions, in the
succeeding advertisements. Describe some
specially pretty piece and then give prices of
other things in the same line. Don't be
afraid to state prices, at this hurry-up time—
people want to know cost as they go along.
If your advertisement to-day is on silver-
ware, tell the kinds of things you have and
the range of prices in each kind. Now and
then publish a list of possible presents to be
given, from the grandparents clown to the
youngest, as a helpful guide in making up
the public's mind. And if you can put into
the writing the true Christmas-y tone and
spirit, you will strike many a reader at " the
psychological moment."

As to Cuts

If you use cuts, use only such as relate
to your business, or which have some senti-
mental relation to it. Do not show pictures
of rings that were worn ten years ago, or
jewelry that was fashionable in the Civil War
time. All the best manufacturers will be glad
to send you cuts of their latest goods for the
asking. Do not use half-tones in newspapers,
but keep to outline cuts if possible. Half-
tones, because of the porous paper and
rapid printing, will present only an unsightly
smudge.

Change your Advertisement

And change the advertisement in each
issue of the newspaper. Yes, you have time
to prepare them—or should find time, even
if a sale must be turned over to an incom-
petent clerk. For your advertisement should
influence a hundred prospective customers,
if it is properly prepared. There is no such
extravagance as saving lime in hurrying a
poor advertisement to the printer; or in-
structing him to " repeat." It is throwing
away dollars to save pennies.
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Various Mediums

Booklets dainty folders mailed in sealed
envelopes, street car cards—all these and
some other forms of publicity have strong
claims upon your consideration at this time.
Use as many good mediums as you can
afford—all will bring grist to your hopper, if
the advertising is properly done. But if you
must choose between these and newspaper
advertising, in the exercise of a necessary
economy, let your choice be the newspaper
as reaching the greatest number at the least
cost per capita. If you know how to say
much in four lines, the street car card will
produce excellent results. Local conditions
must determine, in the mind of the intelli-
gent and discriminating advertiser, as to
what is best in his particular instance.

But in some way, in some form, adver-
tise now.

Some Seasonable " Dont's"

ON'T look worried, if your big sales
have not been made by the 20th.

People like to buy of cheerful salesmen, and
an anxious face does not carry out the
Christmas idea. Besides, you can always
hope for the unexpected in the last few days
of the season, whatever your present outlook.

Don't put every single piece on view.
The thing that you have in the safe will often
decide the hesitating buyer, if you bring it
out with the proper flourish.

Don't fail to keep an off-color or dull
diamond on hand, to contrast with your
finest stones, and to meet the statement of
the 'buyer that she " can do better else-
where."

Don't " knock " your competitor; say
nothing that could be construed into a fear
that he was hurting you. Act out the
assumption that you are the only jeweler in
town that is really worth while. '

Don't ignore the little details of wrap-
ping, etc. Extraordinary neatness and taste
in such matters count.

Don't take for granted that the quiet
old gentleman is going to put you to trouble
without profit; and give your best attention
to the meek little woman who looks good for
only about a dollar. There are some big
surprises at this season in the intentions of
these modest folk.

Don't load your window so full that each
good piece loses its individuality.

Don't ignore the influence of a big
bunch of cut flowers on the show case, near
the entrance, and toward the close of the day
hand them out, singly, to ladies who have
not made a purchase. They may come your
way later.

Don't be too anxious to make the sale
and show it.
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Waltham Watches
WALTHAM Taper Shoulder Detachable Balance Staff( Patented)

As used in Os 1900, 12s Model B and les '99 Waltham Movements

This is an improved form of a detachable Balance Staff that is certain to appeal
to the Ivatchmaker, as it admits of easily and quickly changing a staff without
bending the balance arm or throwing the balance out of shape. The bevel seat-
ing in the hub "B" fits precisely the taper shoulder "F" on the staff, thus insuring-
a level balance. To drive out an old staff, we recommend using a tool as shown
in Fig. 4; to put in a new staff, a punch as shown in Fig. 3, bringing- the tapered
shoulder on the staff to its bearing in the hub. Tools designed for these staffs can
be obtained from watch tool manufacturers in sizes to fit regular staking tool sets.
The blue steel hub should always be left in the balance arm when changing- a staff,
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Quality as a Business Bulwark

TN buil mg up a retail business in any line
there are three chief factors to be con-

-,idered, namely: price, quality and service.

In the jewelry store the factor of service is

of great importance, but the character of the

business is such as practically eliminates the

I ossibility of delinquency in this regard.

"[he paramount considerations, therefore, for

I he jeweler are price and quality; and in for-

mulating a store policy, the capable merchant

should early decide to what extent each of

these should be utilized to best redound to

t he interest of his business. In the large

cities there are many stores in all lines which

make quality the distinguishing characteristic

of their business policy, ignoring altogether

the factor of price, except as a clue to the

richness of their wares. The word "bargain"

is never mentioned in their advertisements,

and any suggestion of cheapness is sedulously
avoided. A recently established grocery

store in Philadelphia has been named " The
Quality Store," the appeal for patronage
being made solely on this basis. There are
jewelry stores of similar character. If price

be mentioned at all in their advertisements, it
is such a price as tells of high quality and
proclaims the exclusiveness of the house and

the goods. Nor does this quality appeal
imply any exorbitance in price; the patrons
recognizing that a fair price is charged con-
sidering the character of the goods. These
stores cater, of course, to a wealthy class of
trade, whose patronage would be repelled
rather than attracted by announcements of
bargain wares or price reductions.

IT may be argued that such stores are ex-ceptionally circumstanced and not suffi-
ciently numerous to be accepted as a model
for the trade generally. This is true, and
yet it cannot be controverted that they
embody the ideal in the jewelry business,
even for the most unpretentious member of
the trade, wherever located. The jewelry
business of its very nature is the very anti-
thesis of a bargain business. Price induce-
ment of itself has a certain temporary attrac-
tiveness and pulling power, even in the
jewelry trade, but persistently used it begets
an idea of low quality, which is its own un-
doing. It is true that the strenuous compe-
tition of the time has forced the question of
price to the front. This is a trade misfortune
and makes regrettable the absence of organ-
ization, but the jeweler will best serve his
own permanent interests who will refuse to
be tempted into any local price war. Jewelry
buyers are not bargain hunters, especially at
this season, and they were never better

circumstanced to stand a good, substantial
profit.
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We would implore the trade, therefore,
to forget for the next few weeks at least
price inducement and competitive recrimina-
tion. Fix on a good profit-making figure
for your wares, and stick to it on the ground
of superior quality. There's Strength in the
argument, and it will appeal favorably to
ninety-nine customers out of a hundred.
Conceive for a moment the advantage at this
season which is enjoyed bv that competitor

vours, who during all his career made
quality the keynote of his business policy,
the foundation and bulwark of his reputation.
The gift purchaser wishes the prestige of his
name on the jewel box, the recipient of the
gift proclaims with pride the place of its
purchase. Such a jeweler is unhampered by
the incubus of a cheap reputation, and the
recognized status of his store is a veritable
magnet for the exacting gift purchaser. For
such a one the holiday season is, indeed, a
harvest time, and will compensate him a
hundred-fold for the minor losses he may
have sustained from time to time through
the discrediting policy of price-cutting corn-

petitors.

A Jeweler's Window Tableaux

-A TRAVELING man informs us that
during a recent visit to a town in Ohio

he witnessed the most effective achievement

ill window dressing that ever came under his

notice. A local jeweler who has a fine store

and capacious window, procured two life-size

wax figures, one male, the other female, and

by the aid of these evolved a series of dis-

plays which brought practically his entire

stock under the notice of the public in an
irresistible way, the people coming a long

distance to view the scenes of human interest

shown in the window. The figures were first

posed as sweethearts, the gentleman being in

the act of presenting the engagement ring to

the fair charmer by his side. The surround-

ings were very appropriate, and the goods

displayed consisted mainly of rings. A neck-

lace, brooch, comb, bracelets, chatelaine,

etc., were shown on the lady, while the pro-

spective groom gave evidence of his comfort-

able circumstances in a diamond scarfpin, a

set ring, gold cuff buttons, etc., all in excel-

lent taste. A prettily executed card called

attention to the jeweler's superb stock of all

the goods shown. A little cupid was sus-

pended from the top of the window holding

in its hand a wedding ring.
Two days afterwards the scene was

changed. The lady was seated at a desk

addressing invitations to the wedding guests,

and wedding stationery was made the feature

of the display. Invitations a la mode were

strewn around, and a central card showed an

enlarged Inc-simile of the form of wording
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and engraving most approved by fashion.
The desk afforded an opportunity for the

effective display of such correspondence

paraphernalia as fountain pens, inkstands,

penwipers, and desk appurtenances gene-

rally. A few days later the pair were shown

as invited guests to the coming wedding in

the act of selecting suitable gifts for the

happy couple. This afforded an opportunity

for an imposing display of wedding presents,
but the fourth scene \'as the most effective of

the series, showing the newly-married couple,

suitably dressed, gazing with admiration on

the presents received. Cut glass, silver-

ware, clocks, bric-a-brac, etc., were shown

in attractive confusion, and a dainty card

with the name of the jeweler was attached to

each. The fifth scene was an improvised

dining-room in the home of the happy

couple, showing the pair seated at their

dinner table. A well-stocked china closet

was in evidence, and a pretty clock and can-

delabra graced the mantel. The table fur-

nished the great opportunity for display,

however, the cut glass, silverware and china

exciting the admiration and envy of the

crowds who gazed at the pretty scene.
As an advertisement the series of tableaux

were wonderfully successful, resulting in a
record-breaking aggregation of sales as well

as making the store the talk of every house-

hold. And singular to relate, the displays

cost but a trifle. The figures were loaned

by a friendly dry-goods store, and the wife

and daughter of the jeweler attended to the

dressing, using the home furniture in the

work. Wonderful are the results of industry,

a clear head and a little enterprise.

Engraving Gift Articles

ONE branch of the jeweler's bench busi-

ness in which slip-shod methods some-

times prevail at this season is the engraving.

As the monogram and inscription fad still

prevails in all its intensity, an unusally busy

season for the engraver is a certainty. As

many jewelers advertise " engraving free,"

there is very often a disposition to slight the

work on this account, and there is no surer

way to make a dissatisfied customer. A

neatly-executed monogram adds materially

to the beauty of the gift, while rudely

scratched letters will have a cheapening

effect. There are few of the public now-a-
days who are not capable of differentiating

between good and bad work in lettering, and

the fact that the work is done free is no ex-

cuse for the poor workmanship. Let the

engraving be as creditable to the store as

the article sold, for a poor monogram may

very well counteract the effect of a satis-

factory sale.
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THE CALUMET
is one of our

Silver Specialties

A Word With You
About

Crescent Silver Cases

They are the best for you to buy, because
they are examples of the finest workman-
ship ever executed on silver watch cases,
and the variety is unlimited.

The beautiful white color of the engine-
turning and engraving is strictly a " Cres-
cent" feature.

Crescent Watch Cases are constructed in
all sizes and weights and in the following
models:

STERLING SILVER
including cap, with gold joints and crowns.
\ vith albata caps, silver joints and crowns.
throughout, including cap, gold joints and crowns, gold
tilled centers and pendants, with beautiful inlaid gold
decorations.

Screw Back and Bezel Screw Bezel and Swing Ring
Screw Bezel, Swing Ring, with gilt reflector in bezel

Investigate them at your jobber's

The Crescent Watch Case Co.
Main Office, 21 Maiden Lane, New York

Che Arnerciicmn verroua
he FazDefign Hetmla

Nlicso Benneta, oT qhe Chicago ATM llnaqfrevi,qe,
cogrcapaTed with vr©u EuTropean deafignero

By MERE SARGEHT

Comparisons made between examples chosen
from the work of various excellent designers in
the same branch of art, are always interesting
and instructive. From such comparisons the
student may learn methods of procedure safe
and suitable for himself. He discovers numerous
uses of natural forms, of linear combinations, of
historic elements, which may be equally legiti-
mate, although they differ widely among them-
selves. From such comparisons also he learns
how he may become independent, and indepen-
dence is the first long step toward originality.

Therefore, with the intention of

Eminent showing the value of study so
American Artist pursued, the present article is

offered; the work of a single
designer being selected to serve in successive
contrasts with cognate examples produced by
metalsmiths exercising their craft in the most
advanced countries of Europe. The artist here
selected to furnish the unbroken series of exam-
ples, is an instructor in design at the Normal
School of the Art Institute, Chicago: a young
woman whose early education was derived from
French sources, and who later was graduated
with the highest honors from a three-years'
course in design, which she followed in the insti-
tution where she now teaches. Outside of her
own school and city, Miss Bennett is known as
a designer and practical metalsmith, owing to the
constant appearance of her productions at arts
and crafts exhibitions, and at the more recent
world's fairs.

It is in this part of her work, that is, in her
visible creations, that she will attain her greatest
success; since the labors of a teacher, however
efficient and conscientiously performed they may
be, are lost in a measure : their impressions
passing through variously constituted minds, and
often becoming faint or perverted, through the
carelessness or the willfulness of students.

In all that pertains to the manual portion
of her art, Miss Bennett is greatly assisted by her
two brothers, who participate in experiments,
chemical as well as mechanical, made in the treat-
ment of metals, and who also cast, forge, and pro-
duce the delicate tools which every smith, worthy
of the name, should make for himself; fitting
them to his own methods, to each special piece
of work, and even to the hand which is to hold
and guide them. Thus, for instance, the chasing-
tool when seen from a distance in operation,
resembles a long iron nail in the act of scratch-
ing the metallic surface. But, if the same tool
be closely examined and handled by the ob-
server, it will be found to have a swell peculiar
to itself; while its working extremity is so fash-
ioned as to effect some special type of mark,
such as stippling, hatching, or any other of the
methods included within the engraver's art.

Assistance of the kind just indi-
Exactness in cated offers one of the surest
Artistic Detail promises of success; since how-

ever valuable the project, how-
ever high the ideal set for attainment may be,
good results are impossible, unless the most

Trophy cup for sailing yachts : silver, set with lapis lazuli designed and executed by Miss B. Bennett
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Fob: silver repousse, set with lapis lazuli and
malachite; desi,;ned and executed

by Miss It. Bennett

minute precautions are taken to
ensure accuracy and fineness of execu-
tion. These qualities, evidenced to a
notable degree in Miss Bennett's work,
are even more essential than when they
occur in designs of less pronounced style;
for in many of these examples a sure,
patient—one might almost say an affec-
tionate—touch, like that of the medi-
aeval goldsmith, is needed to defend
the work from an effect of crudeness.

The truth of this statement will be
apparent, if a sweeping glance be cast
over the accompanying illustrations,
which show numerous objects composed
of bold linear combinations, and yet
others executed in repousse work: the
designs recalling the metalsmithing of
the Celts, and of other artistic, yet half
barbarous peoples of the early Middle
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terity dis-
played by Miss

Bennett which places her beyond the reach of

the reproaches often, and, in many instances,

justly cast upon those of the art craftsmen of

to-day, who show extreme modern tendencies

in design and execution. It is plain even

to the not over-critical observer that kye have
here an artist who justifies her point of view

bv her success; one moreover who does not

force the ideas of the new school to the limits

of the fantastic. And not only in execution

does Miss Bennett bear comparison with the

best of the metalsmiths who follow in all

things the traditions of their craft; but even

in her compositions she remains sane and

reasonable; never becoming so radical as to

assert her principles at the expense of the

fitting and the beautiful, as do so many of

her colleagues, especially those producing in

various parts of Germany, in Hungary, and

in the Scandinavian countries.
But these facts vill be understood from a

KEYSTON

careful examination Of the
illustrations here presented,

better than by verbal expla-
nation and comment, in which
there always exists an element

of vagueness; while, on the
contrary, the pictured object
speaks to each observer in his
own language. Yet again,
before entering- upon our com-
parisons, it is vell that some
few words of the artist herself
should be given, although they
have been chosen from a
somewhat detailed account of
her work, and in such a man-
ner as not to warrant the use
of quotation marks.

Among- the best of the
ideas advanced by Miss
Bennett is one which she
expresses quite originally, by
saying that work which is
intended to pass the test of
time, must be /5 o si e

designed, and not simply put
together for
the purpose
of uniting a

I leasing
precious
stone ‘yith a
bit of metal:
a method

Nvhich she
would have
doubtless
characterized as ne;tralive,
had she so far extended the
ex pression of her thought.
In this positive, that is,.
logical, patiently developed
composition she finds the
secret of the beauty of those
pieces of wrought gold and
silver which have become a
part of the world's legacy
of historic design.

With this conclusion
no one can disagree, if the
long line of fanums metal-
smiths be recalled, from
St. Eloi of Merovingian
times down to Benvenuto
Cellini in the high Renais-

sance, who balanced his

passion for violence and

crime, his effervescence of
falsehood, by patience, fore-

sight, and honesty, in all

that pertained to the exer-

cise of his art. The fiosi-

five system of designing
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Designed ;Ind executed by .Miss B. Bennett
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followed by the old goldsmith, cannot fail
to be appreciated by the reader of his ''Auto-
biography," who may find, On any page, the
record of a sudden crime or folly, and, on
the succeeding one, the description of a care-
fully elaborated and balanced design; a fact

I) iii goes far toward proving that the
" temperament," impetuosity, and inspiration
attributed by the public to artists, do not
form the greatest factor in their success, and
that genius, as George Eliot so well expresses
it, is but the expenditure of " infinite
pains."

View Points of
Artistic Work

Therefore, the longer the
word positive is considered
ill the sense in which it is
used by Miss Bennett, the

happier in choice and the more suggestive

does it appear. It presupposes its Opposite

of negative in the same connection, while the

two Nyords taken together most aptly and

quickly describe the two methods of artistic

composition: the one producing- work des-
tined from the very facts of its birth to be

lasting; the othei as surely leading to nothing

but worthless re r fits.
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But this use of a specific word in Miss

Bennett's description of her own artistic craft,

is no more instructive and accurate than her
statement—especially true of the best modern
work—that, in most cases, the more simple

the general effect of a piece, the more subtile
are its proportions. In extension of this
statement we may add that, at all times, the
best artists have shown in their work the

!wail alol
lulo. •

.titli ..I Li;
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sitar') distinction between
simplicity and poverty, and
that the eye is as pleasurably
excited in following the softly
swelling outline of a small
Greek vase, whose beauty is
dependent upon the nice

adjustment of foot, body and

neck, as in tracing out the
intricacies of a Gothic cathe-

dral. Satisfaction arises from

a glance able to seize without

delay the contour of a design,

and this feeling, far from

being short-lived, is lasting;

since a careful observer will

note that his eye returns

again and again to an object

or composition, which is simple in plan to

the point of crudeness—like the Greek temple,

or the finest of the classic vases—provided

that no single element of the composition is

obtrusive, and that the ornament grows

naturally out of the structural lines.

An opinion less unusual and on the

whole to be expected in a metalsmith of the

new school, is contained in a modified disap-

proval of the diamond, expressed by Miss

Bennett. Still, this opinion is worthy of

quotation, as a warning against the false

taste, only too prevalent in America, which

prefers an inferior 14-em to a semi-

precious stone of tine color and

other beautiful qualities. In com-

mon with other artist-jewelers whose

judgments we have previously given

in the present series of articles, Miss

I3ennett emphasizes a belief that the

diamond, owing- to its extreme bril-

liancy, is liable to be unbecoming- to

its wearer; that, for this reason, it

must be combined with colored

gems, or used with the view of pro-

viding a white decoration. Thus

she would censure, from an artistic

point of view, the wearing- of large

single stones , while, on the contrary,

she would highly approve of the

compact masses of small brilliants

used with white enamel in the clus-

ters of wild carrot flowers, executed

by Mr. Louis Tiffany for the St.

Louis exposition ; and she would

also praise the treatment of the dia-

monds set in silver sleeve clasps,

which are noted by Mr. Brainerd

Thresher in his paper upon " Per-

sonal Ornament," as forming a
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Designed and executed by Miss B. Bennett

charming point of accent in certain portraits
of the old Dutch masters.

By means of these few coin-

Study of the ments chosen among the
many offered by Miss Bennett
regarding the art of the

metalsmith and jeweler, her own position is
clearly defined, and the character of her indi-
vidual work may be presumed. To deepen
and sharpen this impression it is necessary
only to pass to the study of the illustrations.

First, as an example of independence of
treatment, the trophy cup is best adapted to

Illustrations

Condo: Silver
Designed by Krich 1:1citthenipc1, Dresden
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begin the series. This, like a musical over-
ture, sums up succinctly and strongly the chief
features of the work which is to follow. It is
aggressive in treatment, and it arrests the eye
by its singular union of a suave outline with
a system of angular, perforated decoration.
Unlike the personal ornaments to be examined
later, it offers no point of comparison with
the pieces designed for similar uses which are
produced abroad; since the latter, invariably
based upon historic models, have the air of
museum objects, and, like all copies, lack
freshness and life. But in this object there
is marked innovation, the principal feature of
which is the substitution of a shallow bowl for
a tall cup, rising from a well-defined base or

, sot with opals
Designed and executed by Edgar sinipson, Nottingham, England

0 
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standard. The piece being in-
tended for a prize, symbolism in
color and special ornament are
introduced, although not in such
a way as to offer an enigma to
the casual observer, and so to
detract from the design con-
sidered technically. The colors
of the yacht club offering the
prize, are represented by the
silver of the body of the cup,
and the insertions of lapis
/azidi, the latter forming the
centers of highly conventional-
ized water-insect mot1/4, which
make the handles of the cup.

The triangular contour of the motif,
as Miss Bennett explains, symbolizes

December, 1905
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the out- more permanent satisfaction for the eye than
line of the racing-course, while the tense,
outstretched wings of the insects typify
strength and speed. Thus, it will be seen
that the symbolism, as it should be, is lost in
the design, which appears to the uninitiated
eye simply as a bold, distinctive combination
of curves and of angular, interlaced lines.

Equally interesting ob-
Necklaces of jects are found in five

necklace's designed and
executed by Miss Ben-

nett, which invite comparison with cer-
tain somewhat similar ornaments pro-
duced by foreign workmen. The two

more delicate and complicated com-
positions may be contrasted with
French and English models, the work
of M. Marcel Bing, of Paris, and of
Edgar Simpson, of Nottingham.

In Miss Bennett's examples one
of the qualities most to be praised is
the beautiful arrangement of material.
One pendant and chain show a fine
contrast of brilliancy and soft color,
produced by diamonds and chryso-
prase; while the other ornament
offers that subdued and pleasing
union of platinum and blue sapphires,
\\ h ich is often seen in the more costly
French jewels. In both examples
the linear treatment is more spirited
and vigorous than in the foreign ob-
jects: not certainly so harmonious as
the convolutions of M. Bing's tra-
cery, which is delicate almost to the
point of thinness and weakness; nor
perhaps so pleasing to the eye as
the swelling curves of the English
designer; but, all things considered,
a treatment capable of producing

Beautiful Design

the others, by reason of its already noted
vigor, which would cause it to be selected, first
of the three, by the majority of observers, as
the work of a man artist.

The three remaining necklaces produced
by Miss Bennett, set with less valuable gems,
are also, as is fitting, simpler in composition.

(continued on page 2113)

Necklace and buckle • Gold and pearls
Designed by Marcel Bing, Paris
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That will be the popular kind during December
We keep it in the favorite brand of
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the kind that has good profit margins in each item.
If you want a Punch Set in a hurry, telegraph us;

we'll ship it the same day. The same applies to any
article of our very complete, all-around excellent line.

Glad to have you make us prove it!

Everything made in Cut Glass

TINEF,

Address all communications to

BERGEN C
MeTiden, Conn.

New York
38 Murray St.

SALESROOMS-

Chicago Baltimore Boston
Silversmiths' Building 122 W. Baltimore St. 146 Franklin St.
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" Every piece has that

Jear, crystal, scintillat-

ing beauty that makes

the highest ideal of the

glassmaker's art."

H. C. Fry Glass Co.
Rochester, Pa.
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WAVE CREST
has made us famous as
manufacturers of most
striking novelties.

CUT GLASS
excelling in beauty of
finish and design. An
immense assortment of
novelties innumerable.

the proper thing. Richly gold mounted. A distinc-
tive style of artistic merit tied has made it a winner.

No. 531. Ariel Jog

STERLING SILVER
Originality combining every feature
goods.

Our new catalogue will show all our latest productions. If you want one mailed you, kindly advise

When in New York, by all means stop at our store, ground floor, 28 Barclay Street

of this line o

Egginton's
Celebrated Cut Glass
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Distinctly in a class by itself universally acknowledged as the

most artistic and beautiful line on the market—" none superior."
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excellence and quality.

engraved on each piece, a guarantee of its
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There is no time that confections are en-
joyed so much as during the Christmas holidays,
and at this time more than any other they should be served in dishes as
pleasing to the eye as the sweetmeats are to the palate; a footed Bon-Bon
is the dish for the purpose.

T. B. CLARK Honesdale, Pa.

"Look through the world,
'Tis neer met with elsewhere.'

468 Footed Bon-Bon, Ilarvard

The Pairpoint Corporation
RICH

CUT GLASS
WARE

A most
exquisite
showing of
Cut Glass.
Beautiful
and
Extra Deep
Cuttings.

ELECTROLIERS 
In all the

GAS PORTABLES.)
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OIL LAMPS

SUPERIOR

SILVER-PLATED

WARE

I _ _

We should be pleased to
loan to the trade our Photo-
graph Books showing our
Complete Lines.
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No. A217. Comport, " Wamsutta'

We have a
reputation for

the finest
workmanship

on all the
above lines,

which are our
products and
manufactured

by us.

BRANCHES

38 Murray St., New York City
120 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.
Temple Bldg., Montreal, P. Q.

FACTORY

New Bedford, Mass.
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Pendant : Hammered gold, with opals, rubies,
and platinum ornaments

Designed by Ferdinand Morawe, Pforzheim

(Continued from page 2108)

These may be instructively contrasted with
the work of Ferdinand Morawe, a represen-
tative of the new decorative art of North
Germany. In this instance, the comparison
is wholly to the advantage of Miss Bennett,
whose pencil, firm, sharp, and light, adapts
itself admirably to the ductile quality and the
hardness of metal, revealing on the part of
the artist much historical knowledge, which
is used almost sportively, after the manner of
a skilful musician executing a passage of
great technical difficulty; the theme being
here the familiar and beautiful interlaced
crescent motif. The German work, on the
contrary, shows a studied heaviness and ugli-
ness. a strained effort after barbaric effect

Pcndant : lIammered gold, with pearls, turquoise
and platinum ornaments

Designed by Ferdinand Morawe, Pforzheim

The American
versus

The Foreign Metalsmith

which is false and unpardonable in the
modern arts, fine or industrial. The natural
beauty of rubies, pearls, and opals should
have preserved them from the ill-assorted
unions in which we find them here involved,
through the drawing of a student who has
perverted his knowledge of primitive design,
in order to attain unusual results. But the
ornaments are without character or distinc-
tion. They have neither the crude, hardy
attractiveness of early art, nor the refinement
which should be inseparable from the modern.
Beside, their indefiniteness is so great that
were they seen in illustration, unaccompanied
by description, it would be quite impossible
to decide in what medium they were executed;
the testimony offered by the objects them-
selves inclining in favor of the baser metals.
Nor could the purpose of the objects be
diVined, as in themselves they bear no sug-
gestion of either use or ornament.

In one piece only Miss
The New Bennett shows tendencies
German School similar to those of the new

German school. This is in
'the fob executed in repousse silver, set with
lapis lazuli and malachite. But even in this
instance, we find muCh to justify her design.
She has emphasized the idea of suspension
in a pleasing manner, and has largely removed
from her composition the heaviness with
which the foreign work may be usually
reproached.

Again, as a contrast to the positively
ugly German designs, we select Miss Bennett's
charming pendant in gold, set with yellow
topazes of varying shades. This intricate
drawing is as pleasing and as carefully calcu-
lated as are the famous Moorish interlacings.
The full beauty of the piece can not however
be appreciated in the black-and-white illus-
tration; since the rich color of the metal and
of the stones, and the interest afforded by
the perforations are quite as important as the
linear treatment itself. But in the colorless
reproduction we can admire the suggestive
contour of the pendant, the balance of its
parts, and the skilful union of curves with
angles which it contains. It is a coherent,
refined, and most attractive composition.

Three combs by Miss Bennett hold
a middle position between the pieces for
similar use, executed, by such French
artists as Feuillfttre an Gaillard, and the
heavier, cruder work of the Germans. Two
of them contain strong suggestions of insect-
forms ; while the third and largest is not
without a faint memory of the same; as is seen
in the use of the wing pearls ; although in
this object the combination of color, being
pink, green, and white, belongs to the floral,
rather than to the animate world. When
contrasted with the German and Danish ex-
amples, here illustrated as instances of form,
Miss Bennett's objects show an adaptability,
a suggestion of pliancy, which are wanting in
the foreign pieces; the example of the Dresden
designer being almost vulgar in outline, and
that 'of the Danish artist undeniably stiff;
while furthermore, in the latter piece, the
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Pendant : Hammered gold, set with rubies
Designed by Ferdinand Morawe, Pforzheim

suspended cluster of grapes is of question-
able taste, and quite different from a wreath
of vine leaves and fruit, which would properly
be placed upon the head.

Continuing in the same way we might
indefinitely prolong the contrast of Miss
Bennett's work with that of German, Aus-
trian, and Scandinavian designers of conti-
nental reputation. And it is but just to say
that in most cases, the comparison would
be greatly in favor of the American woman.
But in the present judgment of her accom-
plishments enough has been proven by
parallel illustrations to give her a credit-
able place among the art metalsmiths of
the time, and to show the strength, the
independence and the refinement of her
style as a designer.

Pendant: Hammered gold, set with rubies
Designed by Verdinnud Morawe,, Pforzheim
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five shapes
of plain rings

There is a finish and shaping
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for uniformly plump assay that
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sell the best.

As such, do you not want our

line of wedding rings?

Every ring is stamped with this
trade-mark, which guarantees it

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
RING MAKERS
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New York Letter

The appended self-explanatory

24-Karat Club communication has been ad-
dressed by the 24-Karat Club to

each of its members:

Dear Sir the meeting of the 24-Karat
Club of New York City, a committee was appoin-
ted to obtain the opinions of the members upon
the following propositions, viz.:

I. To enlarge the membership of the club.
2. To regularly serve luncheon.
3. To secure suitable up-town premises.
The limit of membership is one hundred, and

the number now enrolled about ninety.
The club could not undertake to serve luncheon

unless the membership were increased to at least
three hundred, with an increase in initiation fee to
$5o, and in annual dues to $5o. To obviate in-
crease in membership, a combination might be
formed with a down-town luncheon club already
established. The rent of the requisite rooms con-
venient to Maiden Lane would be approximately
$5000 per year.

In order to open a home in the residental por-
tion of the city, a similar increase in membership,
initiation fee and dues would be necessary.

In the opinion of the committee, either of the
latter two propositions would require the issuing of
bonds to the extent of $ro,000.

Will you please express your opinion concern-
ing the above on the enclosed postal card?

Yours truly,
LEO WORMSER, Chairman.
JAMES R. GLEASON,
CHAS. F. BRINCK,
PERCY C. SAVORY,
HARRY C. LARTER, Committee.

This interesting organization will hold its
annual banquet on Tuesday evening, January
16th, at Deltnonico's restaurant, and the event
promises to be a most enjoyable one.. The club
has a notable record in the realm of entertainment
notwithstanding the comparatively brief period
during which it has been in existence. It is there-
fore safe to predict that a large and jovial corn-
pany will gather round its social board on the date
named, and that one more success will be added to
those already achieved by this hospitable organiza-
tion. The number of diners has been limited to
three hundred, and the notices issued by the din-
ner committee announcing the place and time for
the holding of the banquet have evoked responses
so promptly and so numerously, it seems safe at

this date to predict that there will be no vacant
places at the festive board of this young and

thriving organization. Indeed, it is by no means

unlikely that many will be disappointed, and it
should therefore be borne in mind that places will
be accorded to the first applicants. At this stage
the arrangements are progressing satisfactorily and
everything points to a most successful feast. A
speaker's committee consisting of C. F. Brinck,
John L. Shepherd and E. R. Crippen, the club's

president, has been engaged in the task of securing
orators for the occasion, and it is expected that a

number of men of contemporary note will honor
the event by addresses. The dinner committee
which is assisting President Crippen in arranging
for the function consists of : James R. Gleason,
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Wm. T. Gough, David Kaiser, John B. Wood and

Alpheus L. Brown.
Sometime between noon and
2 o'clock on Sunday, Novem-
ber 12th, the store of Charles

W. ShUrIlarM'S SODS, 937 Broad-

way, was robbed of silverware valued at from

$2000 10 $4000, and only the constructive security of

the big vault in the basement saved the firm's

immense stock .of diamonds and other jewelry.

The robbery was discovered, it is said, when

William Van Rist, the watchman, returned to the
store after an absence of some hours. Finding
the front door unlocked, Van Wist states that he

immediately began to inspect the place. Every-

thing seemed satisfactory until he went into the
basement, and here he found empty boxes, tissue

paper and cotton packing strewn on the floor. He

then went upstairs, and upon uncovering the wall

cabinets, discovered the theft of the silverware.

He telephoned to C. W. Shumann and George H.

Shumann, members of the firm, and also informed

the police. The goods stolen included thirty-two

dozen of spoons, knives and forks, all of which

bear the firm's name ; a quantity of pearl-handed

knives, carved paper cutters, gold suspender but-

tons, opera glasses, flatware a plenty. With a

hammer and chisel, the burglars pierced the cement

jacket of the vault in the basement, but ceased

their labors when they came to the solid steel wall.

There were no signs of the professional drill and

dynamite having been used, which is considered an

evidence that the perpetrators are amateurs, com-

paratively speaking. How they could effect so

big a robbery unheard or unobserved, is explained

by the supposition that they got behind the canvas

drapings suspended over the wall cases, and there

secured the booty. The watchman was probably

kept under surveillance, his hours noted and his

absence taken advantage of. It is supposed that

entrance was gained by means of a skeleton key.

Detectives have been working on the case, but up

to this writing no arrest has been made.
Business directories show a
decided increase in the enroll-

ment of women. This may not
indicate an actual increase in

the number of women who have embraced a busi-

ness career, but it certainly does indicate a dimin-

ished reluctance to have their names appear in

print in a trade directory. Only a few years ago

most women objected strongly to such a form of

advertising. No matter how successfully they

might be conducting their business, they threatened

dire punishment for the rash agent who breathed a

desire to enroll them among the city's captains of

industry. Now, apparently, they seek places in

the formerly despised list of tradesmen.
The regular monthly meeting

Jewelers' League's of the executive committee of

Nominating the Jewelers' League of New
Committee York, was held in the rooms

of that body on Wednesday,

November 8th. Among the members of the execu-

tive committee present were : President Street,

first vice-president Fessenden, second vice-presi-

(2r r5)

Big Sunday
Burglary

Women in
Business

dent Lissauer, third vice-president Karsch, Messrs.

Sloan, Gough, Wormser and others. The meeting

disposed of the routine business, consisting of the

admission of applicants for membership, the

approval of death claims and so forth. The treas-

urer's report showed a reserve fund of $312,936.60,

an increase of $7,658.56 since July r, 1905. The

following were appointed members of the nomi-

nating committee : G. H. Hodenpyl, Leo Worm-

ser and D. N. Smith. The committee includes

also the following members who hold over : W. E.

Montoux, Chas. J. Fox and M. Freund. The

committee will submit nominations of officers to

the annual meeting, which will be held Tuesday,

January r6th, in Assembly Hall, United Charities

Building.

The regular monthly meeting of

Jewelers' Security the executive committee of the

Alliance Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held November loth, the follow-

ing members being present : Chairman Butts,

President Sloan, Vice-Presidents Wood and Cham-

penois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes, and

Messrs. Abbott, Afford, Bowden, Brown and Stern

of the committee. The following new members

were accepted :

Sampson, S. A. & Co., Pitts-
burg, Pa.

Davis Bros., Galion, Ohio.
M. T. Hazlett, Depue, Ill.
John W. Jones, Mt. Sterling,

Kight
Ky.
 & Bright, Elizabeth

City, N. C.
Robert A. Lohnes, Worcester,

Mass.
Louis Luchteineyer, B1 u

Island, Ill.
J. L. Murphy, Livingston,

Mont.
B. M. Austin, Pawnee, Okla.
B. 11. CheytIleur, Norwich,

N. Y.
Frank S. Fisher, Danville, Ill.
F. D. Hebb, I /yersliorg, Tenn.
J. 0. Ingalls, Hock Island, Ill.
Mayo Bros., Battle Creek,

Mich.
Minter 8c Carlson, Lintlaborg,

Kans.
Stern Bros. &t., New York

Cit y.
1.i. h ■I yltem, Chico, Cal.
.1. I. I:, ans, Boise, Idaho.

Fountain Pen

J. 13. McDearmon, Carterville,
Mo.

T. E. McLean, Fairfield, Iowa.
C. 11. Norton, Idaho Falls,

Idaho.
0. W. Stewart, Pawling, N.Y.
John II. Drumgold, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
Lester E. Tirrell, Brockton,

Mass.
E. Thornberg, Park River, N.

Dak.
Mairice L. Reeder, Baltimore.

Md.
A. C. Norton, trolley, N. Y.
It. K Lockwood, Walton, N.Y.
Fred. N. Kist ner, Chicago, Ill.
Gray & Kamber, Kansas City,

Mo.
J. it. Cochran, Tipton, Ga.
F. Blumenstlel & Co., Charles

City, Iowa.
Thos. L. Bell, Americus, Ga.
T. K. Brunner & Son, Circle-

ville, Ohio.
Schutt & Petersen, Buffalo,

N. Y.
T E. Alyea, EnrIville, Ill.

The fountain pen factory, of
Herir.7 & Co., near John Street

Factory Burned atm Bioadway,wasbtirnedouton
Wednesday night, October 1st,

and a number of other establishments in the same

building were damaged by water. Hering & Co.,

sustained a loss estimated at $10,000, which,

however, is covered by insurance. The fire was

discovered by the night watchman, George Moritz.

It was a hard one to fight as the water tower could

not be brought into play. The front building is

separated from the rear one by a courtyard and the

firemen had to drag the hose and ladders through

a six-foot alley at 17 John Street. The firm is now

established at 47 Ann Street, and is filling all orders

with the usual promptness.

M. de M. Marsellus, of Marsellus, Pitt & Co.,

170 Broadway, was last month elected mayor of

Essex Falls, N. J., unopposed. Mr. Marcelles was

the candidate of the citizen's party, and his political

walkover was due to his general popularity in the

community in which he lives.

(Continued on page 2117)
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STOCK AND SERVICE 
Stock in New York Service in New York

SYNONYMS

Stock and Hardy Service and Hardy

An Exclusively Wholesale Optical House, filling no orders
except at wholesale and dealing exclusively in Optical goods

We announce the purchase of the entire wholesale and jobbing
department of E. 11. Meyrowitz, 104 East 23d Street, New York.
Our merchandise will be largely augmented by new purchases and a
complete stock of optical goods maintained. The convenience of
our new location is apparent—our new address found below being
immediately around the corner from the old location, 23d Street.

We solicit orders and R from all doing this work in the Eastern
Territory, and are ready to give to such orders the same service
both in

ACCURACY an PROMPTNESS

that has built up our business in Chicago, so that we handle the
largest volume of R work that is (I()ne by any house in the world.

We will gladly send our Catalogue and R Book upon request

F. A. HARDY & CO.
WHOLESALE AND MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

289 Fourth Avenue
NEW YORK NEW YORK

December, 1905

New York Letter

(Continued from page 2111)

The aggregate value of the im-

portations of pearls and precious

Record stones at this port during the
recent month of October, was

$3,509,390.53, being the largest for that period in

the history of the public stores. Hitherto October,

1904, held the record, the imports for which

amounted to $2,045,355.57, and were, therefore,

less by $464,034.96 than those for October, 1905.

Of the total for that month the cut stones amounted

Ii) $2,509,144.61 and the uncut to $1,100,245.92.

The continuous increase in the imports of these

goods is especially significant in view of the period-

ical advances made in their price for some time

past. The returns of Gen. George W. Midi!, chief

jewelry examiner at this port, show the classified

imports of pearls and precious stones for the month

of October of the past live years to be as follows:

Another Import

TIlE

Oct.
1305
1904  
1903
1902
1901

Cut. Uncut. Total.
$2 409 144  GI $1,100,245.92 $8,509,890,03
2,009,798.20 1,035,557.37 3,045,355.57
1  021,709.87 493,602.85 1,515,312.72

  1,734,806.31 684,173.39 2,418,979.70
  1,186,742.44 271,072.20 1,457,814.04

Pursuant to the policy adopted

Award by Jewelers by it some time ago, the ' Jewel-

Security Alliance ers' Security Alliance recently

paid $000 as a reward for the

arrest of a nocturnal jewelry thief, who plundered

a store in which the Alliance shield is displayed.

1/4 In this instance the award was divided between

Police Inspector Robinson, of Pittsburg, Pa., and

a negro, named Cousins, who assisted in arresting

4 Howard Rail, the man who broke into the jewelry
store of Graf & Niemann, of Pittsburg,some time ago.

A number of well-known

Jewelers Aid jewelers of this city have
Stricken Russians formed a committee, with Max

Lissauer, of Lissauer & Co.,

12 Maiden Lane, as chairman, the object of which

is to co-operate in the movement to extend aid to the

victims of riot and massacre in Russia. The com-

mittee is composed of Leopold Stern, of Stern

Brothers & Co.; Henry Untermeyer, of the Keller

& Ubtermeyer Manufacturing Co.; Alfred Krower,

of Albert Lorsch & Co.; E. Arnstein, of Arnstein

Brothers & Co.; Wm. I. Rosenfeld, and Leo

Wormser, of the Julius King Optical Co. The

foregoing will co-operate with the general corn-

mittee of fifty, which is composed of members of

the various trades, which have taken joint action in

the matter. At a meeting of the Jewelers' Relief

Committee held on Monday, November r3th, sub-

scriptions were announced as follows:

$250—Stern Bros. & Co., Leopold Stern, Liss-
auer & Co., Albert Lorsch & Co., Keller & Unter-
meyer, Arnstein Bros. & Co., Joseph Frankel's
Sons, 8z 

Co.
, Oppenheimer e heimer Bros. & Veith and L. & M.

Kahn 
Poo—Gattle, Ettinger & Hammel, Jacobson

Bros., .Wm. I. Rosenfeld, American Watch Case
Co., B. L. Strasburger & Co., Sussfeld, Lorsch &
Co., A. Wallach & dolph Schwob, Max
Freund and Eichberg & 

Co.,
do.

850—Charles Adler's Sons, Jonas Koch, H. Z.
& H. Oppenheimer, N. J. Weil, H. E. Oppenhei-
mer & Co. and Henry Zimmern.

$25—B. H. Davis & Co., Z. A. Oppenheimer,
M. Wendell, A. Roseman, Leon Hirsch, Jules
Ascheim, Jonas & Brode, Julius Mamluck, B. & L.
Veit, rAald J. W.i J .Prag. Rgieri Jaandr.coeb Horowitz, Dreyfus &
Meyer 

Trier 
$to—Pitzele & Baschkopf, David Meyer and
$15—Jacob Strauss & Son and I. H. Weinberg.

Of course, a great many who will not find it

practicable to meet the members of the committee
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personally will nevertheless be anxious to contri-
bute. To all such, a general invitation is extended
to forward their subscriptions to Mr. Lissauer at the

address given above or to any member of the
committee. Contributors should bear in mind
that checks for this fund should be made payable
to the order of Jacob H. Schiff.

Ralph Hamilton, of Hamilton & Hamilton,

Jr., Providence, R. I., and his wife, attended the

New York horse show last month, Mr. Hamilton
taking the opportunity to transact some business at

the same time.

Jewelers' Bowling

The tournament of the Jewelers'
Bowling League, of New York,

League is progressing very satisfactorily
and of late some interesting

contests have been witnessed. With the rapid

approach of winter and the inevitable rush towards

indoor amusements these games should take on a

fresh impetus both as a beneficial pastime for the

votaries of a sedentery trade and as agreeable specta-

cles for their friends and followers. While the

contests are not being followed with anything in

the way of partisanship, they are, none the less,

productive of active interest among all the younger

spirits of the metropolitan trade. This interest

ripens as the games are being played off and is

certain to culminate auspiciously, as was the case

at the close of last season's tourney,when there was

quite a display of enthusiasm, and Stephen Avery,

of Avery & Brown, presented a trophy from himself

in recognition of the fine showing made the team

representing his firm. The appended results have

been attained since our last report:

October 24th :
A. H. Smith & Co 821
Dennison Mfg. Co.   758

Octoberi.2fiittil,li25th:
& Co.   711

Lambert & Co.  669
OctobeLr.

2E6.tili aterman Co 721
Jos. Faltys & Co.   757

October 27th:Kh :
Julius ing Optical Co.   666
C. F. %Vocal & Co.  867

October 31st :
Avery & Brown   754

November 8th :
Dennison Mfg. Co 

642

s(t7;;;;:il

A. A. Webster & Co.  
November 1st:

Elgin National Watch Co.  

N. IL White & Co.   

761Udall &Balton  
November 2d :

Cross & Beguelin  

715
November 31 :

A. H. Smith & Co 
621Gorham Mfg. Co.  

741
Aikin, Lambert & Co 

November 9th:
794

lig ftElt.nlyV 
It a t ecrom a n Co 
 776

No v e nAi bveerr y10s:t h ri:

November 14t :
Jos. Pahys & Co.

h
t77117)007

rown  

Elgin National Watch Co 
Julius King Optical Co  653

November 15th :
C. F. Wood Co. 833
Cross & Beguelin   806

November 16th :
Gorham Mfg. Co.,   609

756

November 17th :
A. A. Webster & Co.  

Dennison Mfg. Co.   749
  711

N. H. White & Co. . .
21st

N. 
November 

 ldal I

  761

A. H. Smith & Co.  m

i:ng Optical Co 

77:0

Novenjibuelirti2s2Kci
722

L. E. Waterman & Co.  

Standing of Teams

Wi3

A very & Brown 11

n.

C. F. Wood & Co.  

Jos. Fahys & Co.  

25O Il.

Dennison Mfg. Co. 13

N. H. White & Co.   12

Cross & Bogue] i n   12

A. H. Smith & Co  11

Tiffany & Co.   9
aA. A. Webster & Co.  

Udall & Balton .   fi

L. E. Waterman CoCo.
Elgin National Watch Co  4
Julius King Optical Co. . 4
Atkin. Lambert & Co  3 12

Gorham 18 Mfg. CoCo.  

731 729
797 776

0:16 691
72:1 010

701 778
757 740

71:t 740
7-16 773

753 812
055 637

620 600
740 797

786 001
706 774

757 774
573 aaa
806 701
676 648

721 798
830 750

695 850
788 735

816 690
737 770

751 705
786 764

583 879
636 831

754 735
726 761

830 757
741 709

859 731
747 742

Per High
Lost. cent. score

2
3
4
5
6
6
7
6
9
9
II
11
14

.866

.800

.7:13

.722

.607

.667

.611

.600

.400

.4011

.388

.268

.222

.200

.000

867
850
944
838
858
831
859
882
831
797
778
RIO
770
760
600
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There is one thing that even a pawnbroker will
shy at, says the Sun. He doesn't want to have

anything to do with a bank book other than his

own. That is about the only article of any value

on which he refuses to make a loan. He does

strenuously object to advancing money on pro-

perty of that description. The requests to accom-

modate customers in this way are frequent. Many

persons with a small sum in the savings. bank
seek to tide themselves over temporary financial
difficulties by securing a loan on their bank books.
A deal of this kind would secure the required
funds for a short while without interfering with the
accumulating interest on the amount deposited.
Fortunately or unfortunately, the pawnbroker re-
gards the pass book with suspicion, and declines to
accept it as collateral.

The McGiehan Manufacturing Co., of this city,
last month filed a certificate of incorporation with
an authorized capital stock of $20,000 and the
following incorporators : Frank B. Seidel, 462 West
Forty-third Street ; Stanley D. Forbes, 137 West
Thirty-second Street, both of New York ; D. da
Costa, 165 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn.
' Judson C. Andress, of the C. G. Alford Co.,
has recently been appointed colonel on the staff of
the adjutant-general of the G. A. R., of this State.
Mr. Andress is a member of the Lafayette Post,
which is said to be the largest in the country, and
has always taken great interest in and been a

worker for the G. A. R.
G. A. LeRoy, of the Western Clock Mfg. Co.,

who has been connected with the New York office
the past year looking after the company's interests

in the large Eastern cities, is to go back again to

the main office and factory at La Salle, Ill., next

year. His duties in the East will be assumed by

C. S. Nordlic, who comes from the West. Before

resuming his duties at the main office, Mr. LeRoy

will take a trip abroad and spend several weeks on

the continent. His trip is to be one largely of

pleasure, but Mr. LeRoy will also look out for any

new ideas or designs that may be picked up in the

art circles of Paris that may he utilized for new

clock patterns. During his year's labor in the

East, Mr. LeRoy has made a host of friends in the

trade who will regret his departure, but are some-

what consoled by the knowledge that the change is

an advancement, and affords an opportunity for

wider usefulness in the interests of the company.

Henry Kirstein, the Rochester optical jobber,

accompanied by Mrs. Kirstein, were among the

out-of-town visitors who were attracted to this city

last month by the horse show. They came to this

city from Boston, where they both have many

friends.
The name of the firm hitherto known as Klein

& Medak, 40 Maiden Lane, has been changed to

Medak & Klein, and the business removed from

room 28 to room 14 of the building at the fore-

going address. This firm consists of Max Medak

and Leo Klein.
Benjamin J. Mayo, who had been engaged in

the diamond and jewelry trade in Newark, N. J.

for over thirty years, lately removed his business

from that city and established it in the Lorsch

Building, 37 Maiden Lane.

S. Messerer, the jeweler, of 15 Springfield

Avenue, Newark, N. J., who also holds the office

of city timekeeper, has opened a new jewelry and

optical store at 45 Kearney Avenue, Kearney, N. J.,

in partnership with Henry Messerer, his brother.

This establishment will be conducted under the

firm-name of Messerer Brothers, and will be in

charge of Henry Messerer, while S. Messerer will

carry on the Newark store as heretofore.

(Continued on page 2119)
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Single Stone Diamond Rings
We carry a large stock of Ladies' and Gents' Diamond

Rings. The tag of each ring is marked with a letter or number

to correspond with our " Grading System," to indicate the

quality of the diamond.

This is a time-saver for the expert and a safe and sure

guide for the inexperienced. Where they are marked as being

perfect we warrant them as being so.

We also have a complete assortment of loose diamonds

and can supply any jeweler's needs. Our prices will enable you

to meet any competition. Order of us and others, and compare

prices and qualities, when you have a prospective sale.

HENRY GINNEL & CO.
DIAMONDS and WATCHES

31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKEstablished 1835

IT IS NOT TOO LVFF TO BUY COPPER!
OWING TO THE IMMENSE DEMAND FOR OUR " METAL AND
WE WERE UNABLE TO MAKE PROMPT DELIVERIES.

GLASS" AND "COPPER,"

ABOVE SHOWS A FEW PIECES OF OUR " METAL AND GLASS
DESIGNED AND MADE IN "THE APOLLO STUDIOS"

WE ARE NOW PRE-

PARED TO FILL

ORDERS PROMPTLY

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED SHEETS

AND

SEND US YOUR ORDERS

NOW

APOLLO SILVER CO.
BERNARD RICE'S SONS

pRomirl oRs

542 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

4-6 MARION ST.
FACTORY

187:189 ELM ST.

December, 1905

Old Tiffany

New York Letter

T H E

(Continued from page 2117)

The building at the southwest
corner of Broadway and Fif-

Building Sold teenth Street, owned and until
recently occupied by Tiffany &

Co., has been sold to a firm of real estate oper-
ators. It will probably be remodeled to suit the
requirements of the wholesale clothing trade,

which is taking up most of the premises opposite

Union Square left vacant through the migration of
fashionable retailers to the Murray Hill section of

Fifth Avenue. The sale includes the lease of the

ground, about five lots, belonging to the Van

Beuren estate. The lease terminates in 1925, but

contains renewal provisions. The building. and

leasehold brought, it is said, about $185,000. The

buyer was the Moss Realty Company, 7 East
Forty-second Street. Tiffany & Co. occupied the
premises since 1870. As reported in these columns,
they moved a short time ago to Fifth Avenue and
Thirty-sixth street.

The sale of the wholesale optical business of
the Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co. to F. A. Hardy

& Co., of Chicago, that has been rumored about in
the trade for several weeks past, has been finally
consummated, and the transfer made the first of
December. F. A. Hardy & Co. have leased the
second floor of the Kennedy Building, 289 Fourth
Avenue, which is immediately in the rear and
around the corner from the Meyrowitz establish-
ment, where the business has been conducted for
so long. The establishment has been handsomely
fitted up with entire new equipment of furniture,
wall cases and a workshop in the rear. The latter
has been equipped under the personal supervision
of Superintendant McVey, who came on from the
Chicago office to see that the new branch was well
equipped in the mechanical department. This
department will probably be in charge of one of
the skilled mechanics who will be brought oil from
Chicago, and who is familiar with the standard of
work required in the Hardy prescription depart-
ment. Hardy & Co. have also acquired most of
the employees vvho have been engaged in the
wholesale department of the Meyrowitz Co. The
Meyrowitz Manufacturing Co. will continue to
manufacture their well-known " Javal " ophthalmo-
meter and a large line of surgical instruments, also
the " Finch " mountings and " Pivot " guards.
Tile company will continue to operate the new
factory which they recently occupied, and which
was described in these columns at the time, and
now that they are released from the cares of the
wholesale department, the management expects to
develop and perfect the manufacturing end of the
business. The factory has been unable to keep up
with orders for some time past, but the manage-
ment now expects to increase the force and make
arrangements whereby orders will be gotten out
more promptly than heretofore. The firm has recent-
ly been perfecting their X-ray and electro-therapeu-
tical instruments and apparatus, and they have
patented a number of improvements in the X-ray
coils, and now claim to have an article superior to
anything now marketed in this country or abroad.
The company will shortly make a number of
changes in their establishment at 104 East Twenty-
third Street, which have been made possible by
the sale and transfer of their wholesale department.

Jacob Strauss, of Jacob Strauss & Soils, 74
Maiden Lane, sailed for Europe last month on the
Kaiser Wilhelm II. He will visit the diamond
markets and make extensive purchases.

KEYSTONE;

Eight hours are to constitute a day's work in
the diamond cutting and polishing industry, under
an agreement reached on Tuesday, November 2 int,
by committees representing the Diamond Workers'
Protective Union of America and the Diamond
Manufacturers' Association. Nearly all the em-
ployees in this city, who number less than 400,
came from Amsterdam and Antwerp. They
worked ten hours a day until January 1st last,
when they insisted on a reduction of hours to nine.
The present reduction goes into effect at once.
Questions of wages for the coming year are also
being adjusted. In a number of the factories
the inen have been advanced on an average of to
per cent. in the last two months. The manufactu-
rers want to fix a wage schedule for a year or
two, and the employees are thinking this over.
One of the manufacturers is quoted as saying
that the men are now receiving about double the
pay they got three or four years ago. Some of
the cutters now get as much as $80 a week, and
there are polishers whose salaries are $60 a week.
The average is above $4o.

Arnold Wolff & Co., established at 1365 Broad-
way, is an excellent type of the store which com-
bines use and ornamentation in a happy degree.
This store.is practically new, having been opened
by the firm about three months ago. It affords
very fine display facilities, the show windows being
spacious and attractive. The interior of the store
is finished in white and gold, the show cases and
tables being in a similar color combination. The
ceiling is handsomely paneled, each panel being
eighteen inches square, with an electric bulb in its
center. The store is laid out most conveniently,
everything tending to accentuate display and facili-
tate the task of making sales.

It has been announced that Benedict & Warner,
27 Maiden Lane, have been appointed selling agents
of the recently incorporated American Sapphire Co.,
of which Henry E. Fanshawe is president and H.
R. Benedict, of the first-named firm, has been
elected a director. The American Sapphire Co.,
which is capitalized at $750,000, has acquired a
sapphire deposit in Fergus County, Mont., which
is considered a continuation of the veins which
have been worked by an English company under
the name of the New Mines Sapphire Syndicate.

The Electric Time Switch Mfg. Co. is the name
of a New York concern recently incorporated with
a capital of $700,000. The object of the company
is to manufacture clocks and machinery for auto-
matic lighting of electric and gas lights. Annie L.
Spiegel, Louis Spiegel and Adolph Fanto, all of
New York, are the incorporators.

The Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., 37 Maiden
Lane, has leased a floor in the new Myers Build-
ing at a gross rental of $20,000. The acquisition

of these quarters gives the company an aggregate
floor space of over five thousand feet, and will

enable it to cope with an expanding volume of
business.

U. S. Senator Frank J. Allee, who conducts
the leading jewelry business at Dover, Del., was a
buyer in this market last month. Of course,
Senator Alice was asked about the inevitable mix-

up in the political situation in his State, and ex-
pressed the hope that they were entering on a new
era, and that the reform wave which seemed to be
spreading over the country will likewise affect

Delaware, and help to solve the problems that

have been upsetting the State for so many years.

The Senator said the matter was something that

was discussed everywhere from the President's

dining room to the casual business acquaintances,

and there was a universal acclaim from every

21 19

quarter for the elimination of his erstwhile political
friend Addicks. The Senator expressed his con.
fidence in retaining his leadership in the party
councils, and fears nothing from the personal
attacks that have been made by Addicks as the
result of his repudiation of Addick's senatorial
claims. Senator Alice was a heavy buyer, and
expressed the opinion that the coming holiday
season was going to be an unusually good one and
prospects are very bright in his section.

The Julius King Optical Company Social Club
held their third annual entertainment and reception
Oil the evening of November 18th, at Majestic
Hall, 125 East One hundred and twenty-fifth Street.
The entertainment was in charge of a committee
made up of A. Pabst, W. Comer, E. Madlenger,
:4. Cohen and P. McCarron. The programme
consisted of vocal and instrumental music, recita-
tions and a one-act farce entitled "April Fools,"
the characters of which were assumed by Messrs.
McCarron, Wexler, Pabst and Cohen. The address
of welcome was made by H. L. Warren, past
president of the club, in a very happy and humor-
ous vein. The entertainment was followed by
dancing, which continued well into the night.

M. J. Averbeck, the Maiden Lane jobber, is
now mailing to the trade a special catalogue illus-
trating a line of new diamond mounting goods,
w,hich he has just added to his stock. The goods
are all made up in fine 14 and 18-karat gold with
platinum mountings and set with selected stones,
and embrace brooches, stick pins, pendants,
bracelets, etc. Many of the pieces are modeled
after very exclusive and high-priced designs, yet
are made up to sell at moderate prices. Any
dealer who has not received a copy of this catalogue
can have one for the asking.

Krementz & Co., manufacturers of fine jewelry
and collar buttons, Newark, N. J., announce that
their branch office in this city, hitherto at 170
Broadway, is now at I Maiden Lane, sixth floor.

At a meeting held last week by the board of
directors of the Jewelers' Association and Board of
Trade, the following firms were unanimously elected
to membership ; Cutler Jewelry Co., Providence,
R. I. ; B. S. Freeman Co., Attleboro Falls, Mass.;
John B. Humphrey Co., Boston, Mass. ; Michael
Wolf, New York City.

Bernard Rainess, 2136 Eighth Avenue, has
opened an additional store at 2665 Broadway, of
which his brother, Charles Rainess is manager.
Bernard Rainess continues in charge of the Eighth
Avenue store.

An attempt was made to swindle a number of
jewelers in this city, on Tuesday, November 21st,
by a time-honored trick which, in one instance, that
of George W. Welsh's Son, 256 Broadway, proved
partially successful. A prosperous-looking man
visited a number of jewelry stores and asked that
some diamond rings be sent to the Hotel Manhat-
tan for inspection by his wife. A clerk in the
Welsh store, named Behrens, took the desired
goods to the place named. The man, it is said,
intercepted him in the hotel lobby and, saying that
his wife was sick in her room, relieved him of the
rings. While the clerk was waiting the return of
the stranger the representative of another store
arrived. When the salesmen became tired of
waiting, the one who had given the man the rings
began an investigation, aided by a porter. The
room in which the lady was supposed to have
been inspecting the rings was tenantless, there was
no record either of an indisposed female in the
house or of a man answering to the description
of her supposed husband. The police arrested
the thief while on the street the next day.
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Our 850-page 1906 B. A. & Co. Catalogue

will be a valuable book in your store during December.

We have this year made unusual preparations to fill

holiday orders promptly, so that neither you nor your

customers will be disappointed by delays. We ask

you to be familiar with our Catalogue ; it is worth

some attention.

BENJ. ALLEN (5 CO., Chicago

December, i905 THE KEYSTONE
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The general business situation

in the West, Northwest and

Southwest remains fully as favor-

able as it was at the time of our

last report. Trade in all lines is excellent. The

record-breaking corn crop is assurance of a fine

holiday business and continued prosperity in the

jewelry and optical trades in the West and North-

west through the winter and spring. The tremen-

dous yield as shown by these figures is surprising

even to those best acquainted with the crop situa-

tion of the country. With the coming of the holi-

day season goods are moving more freely from the

jobber to the retailer, but retail trade just now is a

bit quiet on account of the near approach of the

Thanksgiving season. However, our big stores

report that they are already laying aside purchases

for Christmas presents. They all expect the holi-

day rush to begin earlier this year than usual. The

fine fall weather we have been enjoying has encour-

aged early holiday shopping in a measure. The

outlook in the West for a great December business

in all lines is certainly promising.
A large number of retail jewelers

A Hint to have visited the Great Central

Market the past two months.

They were here from all points

of the compass. Doubtless all have secured bene-

fits from their trip not directly traceable to the

more favorable buying. They found new ideas for

the arrangement of their stores, as well as business

building ideas that are furnished on every hand by

the big stores on State Street. They saw artistic-

ally displayed stocks, beautifully dressed windows,

and learned from observation, perhaps, quite as

much as by asking questions, for the jeweler who

grows in power and influence at home, whose busi-

ness expands in volume and increases in net profit,

is the man who is on the alert for new ideas and

has learned where to secure the ideas which are

new and worthy of his attention.
We are all imitators, more or less. But unless

we can see or hear of the best things, we cannot

incorporate them in our own experience. A man

may pass through a country with his eyes closed

and see nothing of the mountains and valleys,

farms and villages, cities and towns. He may go

to market and come away with nothing but bills

for his purchases. But the jewelers who visit the

Chicago market are not made that way, generally

speaking. They return home in possession of

much valuable knowledge that can be applied to

Condition of
Trade and
Prospects

Visiting Jewelers

their business with immediate and highly beneficial

results. Only the other day the writer was dis-

cussing with one of our leading wholesalers the

subject of out-pf-town jewelers visiting a great

central market like Chicago, and wondering if

many of them called at any of our big stores on a

tour of inspection. Take, for instance, one of

Chicago's great jewelry and art ware establishments

like that of Spaulding & Company. From this

discussion we were led to make inquiry at this

representative store and found that very few out-of-

town jewelers called there, or if they did they failed

to make it known that they were visiting members

of the craft. We were assured that Spaulding &

Company always welcomed a visit from out-of-

town members of the retail trade, and took special

pains to show these people through their establish-

ment. They mean this as an invitation for you to

call when in the Western metropolis on a buying

trip.
We advise our readers to accept this invitation

for the reason that one likes to see a thing as near

perfection as possible. Anything that is a model

in its way is an object of interest and admiration.

That is what you will find this great store to be.

Especially will the visiting jeweler find their art

room on the second floor an interesting place at

any time. A jeweler with the least bit of the

artistic in his nature could not stroll through the

Spaulding art room without finding some valuable

ideas in the store display and arrangement that

will help him making his home store more attrac-

tive. In this room you will find a large and ele-

gant display of rich and rare English china plates

that are priced at from $25 to $30 a dozen up to

$1200 per dozen or $too for each single plate.

Many of these patterns of plates were specially

created for this firm, and are exclusive, therefore

worth seeing. You will find their assortmnt of

cups and saucers equally as select, elegant and

unique as their plates. Then this firm's display of

English glassware of rock crystal cutting will cer-

tainly interest you, as it is large, comprehensive

and rarely beautiful. It is one of their specialties.

Right alongside of this display is the firm's stock

of American cut glass, which cannot help but be

interesting to you as well. Think of a stock of

glassware from which a dinner service may be

selected that would sell for $1800 ! The Spaulding

house had just made a sale of this kind to a well-

known Chicago lady of wealth and position a short

time before we called. This house are strong in

their display of French regulator clocks and hall

clocks. The same may be said of their stock of

bronzes, especially in mercurial gold finish bronze
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statuary. They show a very choice assortment of

these goods, which are always a delight to look

upon. We must not overlook mentioning the

jewelry and silver departments of this great store.

In both of these departments much of the unusual

in jewelry and silver goods is found, for this firm

is noted for the unique, the rare and unusual in

their stocks in these lines. Do not fail to spend a

few moments looking through these departments

and their department of leather goods as well.

Had we the space we could mention other inter-

esting sights to be found on every hand in this

widely-known jewelry establishment. But we will

close this article by saying that the visiting jeweler

in search for modern store ideas of the really good

and choice kind will make no mistake in spending

a short time in looking through the Spaulding

establishment the next time he comes to town.
It is a great sight these fine

November evenings to prome-
nade up and down State Street
and look upon the wonderfully

attractive window displays. The windows have

already put on their gala holiday trims. One of

the notable features of Chicago retaildom is the

uniform excellence of window displays. Indeed,

Chicago has gained an enviable reputation as a

leader in some branches of window decoration.

Scarcely a prominent store on State Street or

Wabash Avenue, or to follow the jewelry and

optical trades more particularly, that does not

deserve honorable mention on account of their

window •displays. These windows are a liberal

education in themselves. Several of our big

jewelry stores are fortunate in having a large win-

dow space, and these stores make the best possible

use of their windows in displaying their goods. At

this season there is not so much an effort put forth

to offer merchandise in such a manner as to make

those buy it who do not need it, or are not in search

of it, as the study of how to piace the most-wanted

articles so advantageously that the buyer constantly

chances upon articles well displayed with the plain

intent of suggesting a purchase. Goods are eagerly

bought up for gift purchases at the holiday season

that would go begging at other times. We can

offer but little criticism on these displays. Some

seem to have been designed with the idea of

quantity display only. We have always had an idea

that good taste in window displays calls for careful

and attractive arrangement of goods with pretty

color effects. Mere quantity may impress, but is

not likely to do the business that good taste will.

Window Displays
More Attractive
Than Ever

Personal Mention

Wm. R. Ritchie, for the past seven years a

faithful and well-liked employee of the Chicago

office of Reed & Barton, died at his home in this

city, November 20th, after a short illness from

pneumonia. Mr. Ritchie had been connected with

Lapp & Flershem for twenty-two years previous to

his entering the employ of the first-named firm.

Mr. Lane, manager for Reed & Barton, speaks

highly of the high character and faithfulness of

Mr. Ritchie and says it will be hard to fill his place.

Mr. Ritchie will be buried to-day from St. Vincent's

Church. He was fifty-two years old, but had never

been married.
Theodore Kuehl, of George Kuehl & Co., has

just recently returned from the East, where he

went on a business trip.

Harry W. Deters, formerly in the employ of

E. & J. Swigart, the well-known tool and material

dealers, Cincinnati, and laterly with Jos. Hornback

& Company, of the same city, is now with Swartchild

& Company, of this city in a house position.

(Continued on page 2123)
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A FEW ADVANCED STYLES IN FANS
from a large line purchased in Europe this summer. Every lady enjoys a pretty fan, and they are always acceptable,

whether for a Birthday, Wedding or Holiday Gift. Write for samples

1C30939—Empire shape fan, double-faced silk gauze, heavy fancy spangles, silk
embroidered designs, Inlaid bone sticks   $2.23 eachK 30323—Beautiful full spangled, raised embroidered and ettomine center and
edge, carved and inlaid bone sticks   $3.50 eachIC 308-3—Double-faced silk gauze, hand painted in three subjects with flowers, gold
'inlaid bone sticks $2  SO each

K 30942—Double-faced silk gauze, full spangled, real Duchess lace top, bone sticks, $3.00 eacn
K30944—Double-faced silk gauze, hand painted, two subjects and flowers, gold and

hand painted inlaid bone sticks   $4.00 each
K30945—Cream colored double-faced gauze, beautiful insertion, gold tinsel Otto-

mine, gilt spangles, gilt and flowered inlaid bone sticks   $4.50 each

K 30355—Real large fine quality white ostrich feathers, gold inlaid bone sticks . . $7.50 eachK30750—Genulne white ostrich feathers with real pearl sticks ..... . . . $4.50 eachIC 3O&56—Same as 30750, larger and finer feathers   $10.00 eachK 10747—Peacock feathers, handsome green and brown combination, with celluloid
shell colored sticks $2  25 each

K30351—White Maribou and ostrich feather fan with real brown bird raised orna-
ments, serpentine silver inlaid bone sticks

K 30352—Manbou and ostrich raised feathers, in two color effect, white
and white and heliotrope, inlaid serpentine wood sticksIC 30265—Fine quality large white ostrich feather fan, plain bone sticks

$1  50 each
and pink

$2  00 each
 $3.50 each

K 30906—Full size, double-faced silk gauze, full spangled. real white pearl sticks . $5.00 eachK 30953—Empire shape, double-faced silk gauze, Swiss but terfly embroidery, and
white face insertion, flower paintings, carved, gilt iitid colored feather shape
bone sticks    $5.00 eachK 30946—Empire shape, real Duchess lace, handsome carved bone sticks   $6.00 each

1(30874—Magnificent, antique and full hand paintings in old master colors on .
gauze and sticks. A beautiful gift $10.00 each

K30950—Full size, double-faced gauze and ettomine, full spangled, silver inlaid
real pearl sticks . ._ % • . . . ......... . . . . $9.00 eachK 30904—Beautiful artistic hand painted fan In high colors, with gold and colored
bone sticks, subjects painted by popular artists 89  75 each

Subject to 2 per cent. only

Kunstadter Brother, Manufacturers and.09 Importers

P. S.—A Iwity:s 1.4c)rriething New •

I Jewelry, Fans, Leather Goods, Hair
1 Ornaments, Belts, Gold Purses, etc.

238=240=242=244-246-248 Adams Street, corner Market Street, CHICAGO ILL
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Charles C. Hoefer, of the Woodstock, Hoefer

Watch and Jewelry Company, the widely-known

Kansas City wholesale house, spent a few days in

town the early part of the month, greeting his old

friends in the trade and calling on the manufacturers.

Paul G. Strom, Western and Southern traveler

for Reed & Barton from their Chicago office, was

married November 13th to Miss Mabel Wilson, of
Memphis, Tenn. The wedding was an extremely

quiet affair, at which only relatives and a few

friends were present. There was no reception

after the ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Strom leaving at

once for the Southwest for a trip of several weeks.

The young couple will make their future home in
Chicago. THE KEYSTONE joins with Mr. Strom's

many friends in the trade in wishing him and his

bride all sorts of good luck in their new relation.
Percy M. Smith, of the Geneva Optical Com-

pany, leaves for the East this week. He will spend
Thanksgiving at his old home in New York and

visit Rochester and Geneva, N. Y. before he
returns.

Herbert W. Allen is just out of the hospital
and able to be about business again, after a severe
attack of appendicitis. Mr. Allen underwent an
operation, which he has recovered from wonderfully
well on account of his splendid physical condition.

E. M. Lunt, Chicago and Western manager for
the Towle Manufacturing Company, is at his desk
again after a short Western trip.

Gossip Among the Trade

Benj. Allen & Company have just lately in-
stalled a complete and extensive private telephone
exchange to all departments of their extensive
establishment. This is proving a great conve-
nience in facilitating their business* which is to-day
larger than ever before in their history.

The following is a list of students who have
recently entered the Northern Illinois College, of
this city, for the study of optics : William Burs, of
Ohio ; Jacob M. Feingold, Chicago ; Frank R.
Krenzien, Ph.G., of Nebraska ; Frank A. Miner,
of Minnesota ; Edward Henry Hobbs, of Ala-
bama ; A. A. Stern, Henry S. Stone, of Missouri;
Max Bernstein, Chicago ; Samuel J. Dunbar, of
Wisconsin ; Charles H. Ziegler, Mr. and Mrs.
Swing, of New Jersey ; E. B. Ellicott, of New
York ; Theodore A. Thelander, of Chicago ; Mrs.
Mabel Phillips, of Ohio ; Jesse C. Edwards, of
Ohio ; Max Reiss, of Nevada ; H. A. Gilroy, of
Canada, and Edward Kenny, Jr., of Michigan.

F. A. Hardy & Company last month corn-
pleted the purchase of the wholesale and prescrip-
tion optical business of the Meyrowitz Manufac-
turing Co., of New York, and have moved the
plant into the new Kennedy Building at 289 Fourth
Avenue, that city, occupying the entire third floor
of that structure. The business will be known as
the Eastern branch of F. A. Hardy & Co., and
will bring the firm in close touch with the Eastern
optical field.

The Elgin National Watch Company has sent
us a copy of their large " Father Time and Lady
Elgin Calendar," a most unique and highly artistic
art treasure on which they have spared no pains to
make a perfect art calendar. That is what it is.
It is really so beautiful that it at once compels
your admiration. Hanging on the walls of any
home it will be greatly admired and cherished.

KEYSTONE

One of the good features about this calendar is
that it is entirely free from advertising matter. A
sample calendar may be had for the asking.

News from the Trade

Will. H. Queeman, representing the F. C.
Happel Company, in Eastern and Western terri-
tory, has been very ill the past five weeks at the
Hotel Fey, in Peoria, Ill., with a severe attack of
appendicitis. We are glad to say that Mr. Quee-
man has so far recovered as to be able to go to his
home in Milwaukee last week, where lie will rest
until December ist, when he expects to take the
road again.

Jeweler Otis F. Bowers, of Nevada, Iowa, was
married, November 16th, to Miss Margaret Peter-
son, of the same town. THE KEYSTONE extends
congratulations.

J. H. Denkhoff, of Dyersville, Iowa, has just
put in some new fixtures and otherwise improved
his store, in readiness for the Christmas season.

E. C. Burrows, of Dows, Iowa, has just recov-
ered from a serious illness, and is attending to
business again.

E. H. Carey, of LeMars, Iowa, has recently
put in some new fixtures and otherwise improved
his store in preparation for the holiday season.

Chris. Bergsvik, of Yankton, S. Dak., is now
located in his handsome new store, which is
modern and up to date in every particular, credit-
able alike to this thriving town and its enterprising
owner. Mr. Bergsvik is ready for a lively holiday
business, which he feels quite sure will happen.

J. C. Vickers, of Hull, Iowa, was the victim of
burglars recently to the amount of ilisoo worth of
stock. His safe was blown open and the thieves
helped themselves to this amount of goods. They
tried the bank first, but found the screw-door safe
too much for them. Rather than leave the town
without any plunder they worked Mr. Vickers'
safe with more success. He was insured in the

Jewelers' Security Alliance. At last reports there

was no trace of the robbers or the goods.
The following students have recently gradu-

ated in optics from the Northern Illinois College, of

this city : Arthur R. Bachmann, of Wisconsin ;

Fred. Much, of Wisconsin ; R. E. Everts, of Okla-

homa ; E. 0. Downs, of New York ; C. A.

Beswick, of Libertyville, Ill.; A. Race, of Massa-

chusetts ; J. M. Young, of Texas ; L. H. Oatman,

of Iowa, and C. A. Johnson, of Iowa.
E. E. Field, well known among the trade as a

former member of The Keystone Watch Case
Company's missionary force, but now covering the

Western territory for the Roy Watch Case Com-

pany, spent a few days in Chicago recently, calling

on the trade in the interests of his firm.

C. J. Petersen is a new jeweler at St. Charles,

DL He recently purchased his opening stock in

this market.
The Will. H. Beck Company, of Sioux City,

Iowa, have recently increased their store space by

putting in a gallery. They have also put in a new

ceiling, which has added to the attractiveness of

their store.
News has been received by the Chicago trade

of the serious illness of Jeweler J. A. Rice, of

Corydon, Iowa. At last accounts he was very low

and his recovery in doubt.
News has just been received by the trade here

that Charles Peck, for several years past with the

Arnold Jewelry and Music Company, Ottumwa,

Iowa, has just bought out the jewelry business of

Charles Braun, of the same town, and will con-

tinue the business at the old stand.
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G. E. Carlson, for a number of years in the
jewelry business at Ashland, Wis., but for the past
two years a resident of California, has returned
to his old home and opened a new and modern
store. Mr. Carlson spent several days in Chicago
the early part of the month, selecting his opening
stock.

Joseph P. Wathier, head of the J. P. Wathier
Company, 178 West Madison Street, this city, will
have the sympathy of the trade in the death of his
wife, who passed away November 2d.

George B. Stager, for the past ten years with
Jeweler S. W. Morgan, of Winona, Minn., spent
several days in the great central market the early
part of the month, selecting a stock of goods for
the new store he is just opening in Winona, under
the firm name of George B. Stager. The new
establishment will be modern in every particular,
and located in one of the best corner stores in
that town.

Thomas W. Roe, for over twenty years a
successful jeweler at Pratt, Kans., and widely
known in the Western trade as a genial, whole-
souled gentleman, is now in Chicago, confined in
the Presbyterian Hospital with throat trouble.
Though a very sick man when he came to the city
seven weeks ago, he is now on the mend and
expects to be up and about again soon. Mr. Roe's
trouble is of long standing, and his coming to
Chicago was from a desire to be under the care of
Dr. J. B. Murphy, the noted specialist, and he now
feels greatly encouraged under the doctor's treat-
ment. Mr. Roe brings the news that he has sold
out his business to Oscar J. Weseman, formerly
connected with the trade at Flint, Mich. He does
not expect to re-enter business again until he
regains his health.

E. F. Burnett, head of the firm of E. F. Burnett
& Company, jeweler-opticians, Lincoln, Ill., was a
visitor at KEYSTONE headquarters recently. Mr.
Burnett was in town attending the annual meeting
of the Illinois Optical Society and doing some
buying for the holiday season. He informs us that
his firm has recently made extensive improvements
in their store by rearranging it and installing new
fixtures. They have also put in a new steel ceiling
with ivory finish. Altogether, their store is now
one of the really handsome jewelry establishments
in Central Illinois. Mr. Burnett reports fine pros-
pects for a lively holiday season, and that they
have doubled their stock over this time a year ago.
He feels that if they do not have the Christmas
trade they anticipate, it will not be because they
have not made ample preparations.

Kris Falkenberg, who was mentioned in the
last issue of THE KEYSTONE as having just

opened up a new store at Walla Walla, Wash.,
had an opening day early in the month and writes
that it was a success, and that he is well pleased
with his new location.

A. E. Foster has just recently bought the old-
established business of Harry H. Thurlby, at
Creston, Iowa, and will continue it at the old
stand.

J. Ed. Lockwood, junior member of the firm
of Lockwood & Son, well-known jewelers, of
Chariton, Iowa, was married November 15th to
Miss Muir, at Opackqua, Ill. Mr. and Mrs. Lock-
wood spent their honeymoon in Chicago.

Henry Schmiel, for a number of years past
with the well-known retail optical house of A. J.
Schellman, of Grand Rapids, Mich., has resigned
his position, and is just opening up a retail optical
establishment for himself at III Monroe Street,
Grand Rapids. Mr. Schmiel purchased his open-
ing stock in this market.

(Continued on page 2125)



ELECTRIC LIGHTED WATCH SIGNS The Latest and Best

Electric Lighted
Watch Sign

The frame is made of stamped zinc
and covered with aluminum paint or
gold leaf. Dials are of heavy double
strength glass and bent in the shape
of a watch crystal, the hands are of
black paint On white stippled back-
ground on the inside of the dials so
as to be permanent.

The sign can be lighted from the
inside by two. i 6-candle-power incan-
descent lamps furnished therewith.
One of the dials is arranged to open
as a door so as to get at the lamps
when necessary.

The price includes an iron bar and
supporting chain as shown.

The size of sign is 24 inches over
all from left to right.

Weight boxed for shipment about
66 lbs.

When ordering state voltage and
system of electricity used.

Signs shipped in about two
weeks from receipt of order

No. 435. Decorated in aluminum . . $17.00
No. 436. Decorated in the best XX gold leaf 27.00
Extra for name on dials . . . 2.00

Electric Lighted
Watch Sign

An Electric Lighted Watch Sign
in front of your store with your
name baked in by a new and per.
manent process on the extra strong
opal finish glass dials brings you
into prominence in a manner which
no other advertising for a like
amount is capable of doing, and the
extra sales effected thereby makes
it a question of not whether you
can afford to purchase the sign, but
whether in justice to yourself and
your business you can well afford
to do without it.

Register your order now and
be in the lead.

How is Your Stock of Jewelry and Silverware Boxes?
Rush order for exacting people must be backed up by a large and complete stock, as orders of this kind are extremely

important and if landed at the wrong establishment will work disaster to all interested. If you need boxes now, you need
them urgently and without delay. Notwithstanding our unusually large trade in jewelry and silverware boxes this season we
still have a very large and varied assortment of plush; velvet, paper and Morocco boxes on hand at prices that are hard to beat.
with excellent facilities for taking care of the printing end of it with neatness and dispatch.

Paper Ring Boxes, velvet-lined in 4 sizes, printing
Included, from $2.50 per gross upwards

Paper Jewelry Boxes, 6 sizes in nest, printing in-
cluded, from $1.25 per gross upwards

Leatherette Watch Boxes, printing included, from
$1.75 per dozen upwards

Velvet Watch Boxes, printing included, from $3.25
per dozen upwards

Watch Tags, regular size, per thousand 25c.

Watch Tags, large size, per thousands5oc.
No. 504 Printed Wacth Tags, per thousand Soc.
Parchment Tags, from 25c. per gross upwards
Parchment Tags, from $1.25 per thousand upwards
Jewelers' Best Triple Carded Non-tarnishable Cotton,

from 4oc. per lb. upwards
Super Jewelry Cards at a reduction of 30 per cent.

from former prices

LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH

Our No. 16 Catalogue tells all about it.
We can save you time, money and annoyance—our large catalogues treat of goods actually in stock, hence our prompt

shipments.
Our stock is unusually large in every department—Diamonds, Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware, Tools,

Materials and Optical Goods—complete under our roof, suggesting an easy way to reduce freight charges by addressing
all orders to the Jewelers' Wholesale Headquarters.

OTTO YOUNG & CO Heyworth Building,
•9 Wabash & Madison St., Chicago, 111.
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C. W. Loper, formerly with Jeweler West, of

Tabor, Iowa, has recently embarked in the jewelry

business at Cumberland, in the same State.

Lavy & Berning is the name of the new retail

jewelry firm who have only recently embarked in

business at 1611 Milwaukee Avenue, this city.

Both members of the firm were formerly in the
employ of Jeweler William Lambrecht, the well-

known Milwaukee Avenue retailer.

Out-of-Town Visitors

H. J. Crawford, of Marcellus, Ill., spent a

day in this market recently, purchasing his holiday

lines.
H. E. Cole, of Mount Carroll, Ill., was in town

for a few days the early part of the month, select-

ing his holiday lines.
Frederick & Company, of Seattle, Wash.,

were represented in this market recently by Mr.
Frederick, head of the firm, who was selecting
goods for the firm's Christmas trade. Mrs. Fred-
erick accompanied him.

C. Jansen, of Davenport, Iowa, was a welcome
trade caller in this market recently, selecting his
holiday lines.

A. J. Leach, of Kasson, Minn., was among the
many out-of-town jewelers in this market recently,
selecting his holiday lines.

C. A. Cole, of Winterset, Iowa, was a visiting
buyer in the great central manket- for a few days
the early part of the month, buying liberally for
his holiday trade. Mr. Cole reports prospects as
very flattering for a record-breaking holiday trade
in.the Hawkeye State.

Jeweler Will Bashaw, of Centerville, Iowa,
spent a few day's in Chicago recently, selecting
goods for his Christmas trade.

Chas. E. Rose, the well-known and successful
jeweler, of Telluride, Colo., spent a few days in
this market recently, buying his holiday lines.

Anton Kuckuk, of Shawano, Wis., and wife,
were welcome visitors in this market last week,
attending to their holiday buying.

E. IV. Hicks, of Albion, Ind., was a recent
buyer in this market, selecting his holiday bills.

H. 0. Thomas, of Hampton, Iowa, visited the
Chicago market early in the present month for•the
purpose of selecting his holiday lines.

H. C. Leach, of Beaumont, Texas, spent a
few days in the Chicago market early in the month,
selecting goods for his holiday trade.

S. M. Ladd & Co., of Morrison, Ill., were
represented in this market recently by Mr. Ladd,
head of the firm, who was here on a holiday pur-
chasing trip.

S. T. Learned, of Fort Atkinson, Wis., was a
visiting buyer in this market the early part of the
month, selecting his holiday lines.

J. A. Gartland, of Rock Valley, Iowa, visited

buying
the  tgreatri pc.entral market recently, on a holiday

J. Segerstrom, Rhinelander, Wis., spent a few
days in Chicago recently, buying his holiday bills.

Eustis Brothers, the well-known retail jewelers,
of Minneapolis, Minn., were represented in this
market early in the month by C. B. Eustis, who was
here scanning the market for late holiday novelties.

S. M. Thomas, of Tabor, Iowa, spent a few
days in the Chicago market the early part of the
month, selecting goods for his holiday trade.

I. E. Hurst, of Bloomington, Ill., spent a day
In this market, recently, buying his holiday supplies.

Hal B. Smith, of Logansport, Ind., was a
visiting buyer in the great central market for a day
last week, selecting his holiday bills.

A. C. Wortley, of Kalamazoo, Mich., a well-
known buyer in this market was in town last week
on a holiday buying trip.

Chapman & Armstrong, of Galesburg, Ill.,
were represented in this market Monday of this
week by George Chapman, who was here on the
search for late holiday novelties.

D. A. Curtis, of Knoxville, Iowa, spent a few
days in the Chicago market last week, selecting
goods for his Christmas trade.

George M. Conklin, the well-known jeweler, of
Marquette, Mich., was in Chicago recently on a
holiday-buying trip.

C. Liebenow & Son, of Manitowoc, Wis., were
represented in this market recently by Henry Lieb-
enow, the junior member of the firm, who was here
buying holiday goods.

W. P. Richert, of Canton, Ill., was in this
market last week, selecting his holiday lines.

P. J..Koke, of Grand Rapids, Mich., was in
the city last week calling on our wholesale and
manufacturing trade.

L. W. Otto, a well-known jeweler, of the
Hoosier State, for years located at Crawfordsville,
spent a day in this market last week buying goods
for his holiday trade.

F. M. Smith, Woodbine, Iowa, was among the
many jewelers in the Chicago market recently from
the Hawkeye State, selecting his holiday bills.

Albert E. Wuesteman, the well-known and suc-
cessful jeweler, of Champaign, Ill., spent a day in
town this week on the lookout for late things for
his holiday trade.

G. T. Frazee, of Osage, Iowa, was a visiting
buyer in this market last week, purchasing holiday
goods.

Robert Ernst, of Vicksburg, Miss., was a wel-
come buyer in this market last week, selecting

goods for his Christmas trade.
A. A. Garner, of Lebanon, Ind., spent a day

in Chicago last week on a holiday purchasing trip.
L. M. Bauer, the well-known jeweler, of Elgin,

Ill., spent a day in this market last week, buying

holiday goods.
J. H. Ramsay, of Aledo, Ill., was here recently

on a holiday buying trip.
Frank Le Bron, Jr., son of Jeweler,Le Bron, of

Keokuk, Iowa, spent several days in Chicago last

week combining pleasure with some holiday buying.

C. H. Haney, of Hampton, Iowa, was a caller
at KEYSTONE headquarters last week. Mr. Haney

reports .November trade as somewhat quiet, but

said that dealers in his section of the country were

anticipating a fine holiday trade.
Theodore Leaf, of DeKalb, Ill., spent a day in

town recently buying goods for his holiday trade.

Dan. D. Williams, the well-known Kansas

jeweler, for years located at Emporia, under the

firm-name of D. D. Williams & Co., spent a few

days in the Chicago market recently, selecting his

holiday bills.
Charles Price, of Charles Price & Company,

Jacksonville, Ill., accompanied by Mrs. Price, spent

several days in the Chicago market last week,

attending to his holiday buying.

H. S. Knapp, of Bertrand, Nebr., was among

the many Western buyers in this market recently,

selecting goods for his Christmas trade.

H. Levin, a well-known jeweler, of Calumet,

Mich., spent a few days in town recently, calling on

the trade and doing some holiday buying.

F. J. Kellogg, of Woodhull, Ill., spent a day in

this market recently, on a holiday buying trip,
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A. W. Carpenter, son of Jeweler E. I-1. Car-
penter, Burlington, Iowa, spent last week in
Chicago, combining pleasure with some holiday
buying.

F. L. Kiser, of El Paso, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in this market last week on the lookout for
late holiday novelties.

A. L. Griffin, of Potomac, Iowa, was a trade
visitor in the great central market, buying holiday
goods recently.

S. C. Dickinson, of Hartford, Wis., was in
Chicago last week on a holiday purchasing trip.

L. W. Swem, of West Liberty, Iowa, spent a
few days in this market recently, selecting his hol-
iday lines.

Tyler & Enos, of Oregon, Ill., were represented
in this market last week by Mr. Tyler, who was
here selecting goods for the firm's Christmas trade.

Oehring Brothers, of McGregor, Iowa, were
represented in the Chicago market last week by
one of the brothers, who was here on a holiday
purchasing trip.

Mrs. G. N. Ruby, wife of Jeweler Ruby, of
Yorkville, Ill., was a visiting buyer in this market,
last week, selecting goods for the Christmas trade.

A. J. Zimmerman, of Peoria, Ill., was a liberal
buyer in this market recently, selecting goods for
h i s o v I d tKr ndeib.

B. all, of Tama, Iowa, spent a few
days in Chicago recently, selecting his holiday bills.

J. H. Knowles and wife, of Rushville, Ill., were
welcome trade callers in this market last week.
Mr. Knowles was buying liberally in holiday lines.

C. Bagley, manager of F. D. Day & Com-
pany, Duluth, Minn., spent several days in this
market last week, selecting goods for the firm's
December trade.

R. A. Knight, of Waterloo, Iowa, was among
the many Western jewelers in this market last
week buying holiday supplies.

Cole & Company, of Marshall, Ill., were rep-
resented in this market last week by Mr Cole,
head of the firm, who was here on a holiday pur-
chasing

K. C. Pedersen, and Mrs. Pedersen,Jeweler K. 
j

of Warsaw, Ill., spent several days in this market
recently, selecting goods for their holiday trade.

H. J. Doane, of Delevan, Wis., was in the
Chicago market for a day recently, purchasing holi-
day goods.

J. M. •Scribner, of J. M. Scribner & Son,
Attica, Ind., spent a day in the Chicago market
recently, selecting his holiday lines.

A. R. Murphy, Woodstock, Ill., was in town
for a day last week on a purchasing trip.

G. W. Tallman, of Lanark, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in this market recently, selecting goods for
his holiday trade.

Fesler & Demme], of Waterloo, Iowa, were
represented in this market last week by Mr.
Demme', who was here buying goods for their
Christmas trade.

D. Waterson, of Garner, Iowa, spent a few
days in this market recently, making holiday pur-
chases.

H. W. Butzine, of Port Washington, Wis.,
was in town the first of the week, buying holiday
goods for the home market.

J. W. Neasham, of Ottumwa, Iowa, was here
this week on the lookout for late holiday novelties.

W. H. Evans, the well-known and successful
jeweler, of Red Oak, Iowa, spent a few days in this
market the present week, selecting his holiday bills.

A. H. Frandsen, of Monmouth, Ill., was a
welcome buyer in the Chicago market recently,
selecting goods for his holiday trade.

H. W. Fields, of Plymouth, Wis., was a visit-
ing buyer in this market recently.

P. M. Slauter, of Farmington, Ill., visited the
great central market recently on a holiday pur-
chasing trip.

Arnold Buchman, one of the pioneer jewelers
of Central Kansas, for a number of years located
at Clay Center. spent several days in Chicago early
in the present month, selecting goods for his Christ-
mas trade.

S. R. Livergood, of Nora Springs, Iowa, was
in the Chicago market recently, buying his holiday
goods.

H. W. Yaseen, of Spring Valley, Ill., is in the
market to-day, selecting goods for his holiday trade.

S. R. Quigley, practicing optician, Elmwood,
Ill., was a recent caller at KEYSTONE headquarters
and reports trade as good in his locality.
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Waltham

Howard
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Nit Size

Betsy Ross

Chronographs
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Crescent
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Royal

Just to remind you
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RUSH
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a Specialty

We have the goods, dispo-

sition, prices and ability to

serve you well.

Save time bv sending us

your orders, with the as-

surance of their being

promptly and correctly

executed.
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1847 Ware

Wallace Ware

Clocks, All Makes
Etc., Etc.
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Local conditions are very favorable to a fine
holiday business. This city is reaping its share of

the general prosperity, and the fact will be agreeably

reflected in holiday trade. The past month has

witnessed an unusual influx of visiting retailers,

and all give evidence of their confidence in the

situation by liberal purchases from the local jobbers.

The big industries, for which the city is famous,

are working to their full capacity and this means

an abundance of cash for gift purchasing.

Harry Barry, of M. Sickles & Sons, has been

receiving the felicitations of his friends in the trade

upon the visit of he stork recently with an 1
pound baby girl.

The J. Castleberg Jewelry Co. has vacated its

premises in the Mint Arcade and is now established

in handsotm new quarters at 1511 Market Street.

H. Keller, of Edwin Keller & Sons, Allentown,

Pa. ,renewed acquaintanceship with his many friends

in the local jobbing trade last month. Mr. Keller

speaks hopefully of business in his section, where

conditions are most favorable for an unusually

large Christmas trade. Even at the time of his

visit the general prosperity was being manifested

by a firm and rapidly-increasing demand.
D. H. Krause, the North Wales, Pa., jeweler,

called upon the wholesale trade in Philadelphia

recently and made purchases of holiday stock.

He is most sanguine of a bumper business this

Yuletide and has made ample preparation.
A. N. Laricks, the Vineland, N. J., jeweler,

was buying in the local market last month. Busi-

ness conditions in his section Jeweler Laricks re-

ports to be most satisfactory.
Captain Geo. H. Bowen, the popular jeweler,

of Millville, N. J., was greeted by his many friends

in the jobbing trade of the Quaker City last month.

The genial captain was delighted with existing

business conditions and brimful of hope for the

most lucrative holiday track in his commercial

career. He vindicated his satisfaction with the

present and confidence in the future by liberal

purchases of choice stock.
L. H. Braley, jeweler, of Atlantic City, N. J

called on the Philadelphia jobbing trade lately and

secured some interesting lines for the holiday trade.

This latter he expects to be of unusual volume,
especially in the popular resort by the sea, where
the holiday spirit is a normal condition and the

spending impulse finds freest play.
E. C. Albertson, of Bridgeton, N. J., was

among the recent visitors to the Philadelphia

wholesale market. Jeweler Albertson anticipates
a very large holiday demand and made purchases

accordingly.
J. K. Laudermilch, the Lebanon, Pa., jeweler,

who called on the wholesale trade of Philadelphia
last month, reports excellent business conditions
in that section, with every prospect for a holiday
trade of unprecedented bulk. He secured some
choice lines to replenish his holiday stock and is in
good shape to meet all possible demands of the
season.

E. K. Bean, jeweler, of Lansdale, Pa., called
Upon the jobbing trade here lately and picked up
some choice goods for the Christmas season. He
is highly pleased with local business conditions.

H. S. Kratz, the enterprising retailer, of Sou-
derton, Pa., was a recent visitor to the Quaker City.

Jeweler Kratz made some interesting purchases of
stock to meet the demands of a brisk holiday
trade.

J. Lacey Tyler, of Laceyville, Pa., was a
visitor to the local markct last month. Jeweler
Tyler is confident of a liberal holiday trade and
made provision for this desirable contingency by
substantial purchases of seasonable stock.

Notes from Montgomery, Ala.

Prosperity in
the State

With the winding up of the year
now coming to an end, the State
of Alabama has many things for
which to be thankful. It has been

a season of unusual prosperity from the first, and

will go down in history as one of the notr.ble mile-
stones of the commonwealth journey. The taxable

values have grown from $323,000,000 id 1904, to

$344,,,00,000 this year, and the treasury, notwith-

standing a decrease in the tax rate of one mill, be-

gan the fiscal year, October xst, with much over a

million dollars as a balance. The convicts, up to

a few years ago a charge on the State, paid last

year all expenses of their management and sent, in

addition, $291,000 into the net earnings. Besides,

from everywhere comes the story of good times in

evry sphere, with the prospects for the continuance

of some for many years to come.

The cotton planters are handling
fully half the crop of the year for

for Higher Pi ices high prices, and are financially
able to do so. In cases where

they need money the banks are eager to supply

them, and there was never a period when pros-

perity was so nearly general as it is at this time.

The cotton crop is short fully one-fourth, and it is

becoming scarce. Following the advice of Harrie

Jordan, president of the Southern Cotton Growers,

planters of this section have put aside 20,000 bales

of cotton to hold for 15 cents. Warehouse men

and bankers are advancing all the money in-

dividuals need to keep the staple as long as they

choose.

Holding Cotton

Improving the

The State has begun work im-
proving the capitol, for which

Capitol $150,000 has been appropriated.
This building was erected in

1850, and was the seat of the first headquarters of

the Confederate States. In the senate hall, just as

it is now, the Confederacy was born, Davis and

Stevens elected and the provisional Congress

formed. On its front portico, marked now by a

large brass star, Jefferson Davis received the

oath of office February 18, 1861. When President

Roosevelt was here, October 24th, he stood on a

platform near the star, which was covered with a

large wreath of roses, red and white, the colors of

the Confederacy. The chief executive took much

interest in the spot, and insisted in stopping and

looking at it closely. Two wings will be added to

the building and the structure itself will not be

disturbed, thus leaving for coming generations not

only its sentimental history, but the very conditions

themselves.
Trade has responded to the

Trade Prosperous good times, and in every line

shows up well. Every jeweler

in the city has been forced to supply more room.

The Le Bron Co. has decorated and fitted up as

becomes the Christmas season. Entirely new furni-

ture and fixtures have been installed. The same

thing is true at C. L. Ruth & Sons, where the back

of the store has been entirely rearranged.
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Morris Pepperman has moved into a handsome

store in the new seven-story Exchange Hotel Build-

ing, and hopes to be straightened out soon, though

he has. been greatly delayed in securing fixtures.

Weiss & Son are also in much more convenient
shape, having taken the agency for a handsome
new line of optical goods.

Death has been busy of late in the family of
William Rosenstihl, at Union Springs, one of the
oldest in the State. Two weeks ago his son,
William, died in Birmingham, after a long illness,
and two days ago his wife, the companion of his
life, passed away at Columbus, Ga., where she had
gone to visit relatives. Now the old gentlemen is
in trouble with his eyes, they being so weak that
he is forced to almost stop any sort of work or

reading. William Rosenstihl, Jr., who died at

Birmingham, was secretary of the Alabama Retail

Jewelers' Association.
C. L. Ruth, senior member of the old time

jewelry firm of C. L. Ruth & Co., Montgomery,
has been elected vice-president of the Council of
his city.

Demand for High.
There is a marked demand for
the more costly goods, such as

Grade Goods precious stones. Not a week
passes but good sales of dia-

monds are made. There is also good movements
of heavy plate and cut glass, all indicating that the
people have the money. All the stores are stock-
ing up Christmas goods, as this is the most gene-
rally kept holiday of the South. While the pur-
chases are heavy, there is perhaps less tendency to
the frivolous novelties than heretofore, and more
disposition to lay in high-class stocks.

Inside Store Displays

There is room in plenty for taste, cleverness
and artistic (likewise business) ability when en-
gaged upon an inside store display.

A display to attract attention must possess
sufficient originality to at once arrest the eye
with a unique color arrangement or a scheme

so harmonious and beautiful as to be truly artistic.
It pays to give proper attention to interior

display.
They lighten up the store ; they soften and

subdue the hard business effect ; to the most pro-
saic merchandise they add a charm which alone

possesses a pecuniary value.
The most cultured admire a fine interior ex-

hibit. The most ignorant are influenced by it.

The great mass of shoppers are swayed by it.

Dollars and cents are hypnotized by it, and the
merchant who is wise always remembers this.

In every store there is a young man or woman

with the taste and intelligence to properly attend

to all displays. This person should be encour-

aged.
Just a little thought, just a few ideas, just a

little work, just a little leeway from the employer,

and something new and effective meets the vis-

itor's eye every day.
The employees do not see these effects as

quickly as do the customers. For outside eyes,

fresh with outside impressions, see these inside

ideas oftentimes quicker than inside eyes accus-

tomed day in and out to inside impressions.
Familiarity not only breeds contempt, but

begets forgetfulness.
He who is wise gets up an inside display to

accentuate the window display, which in turn em-

phasizes the display in the newspapers. The three
displays make a winning trio. —The Ad. WrIter•



The condition of business for the month indi-

cates an immense volume for the holiday season.

Many of the jewelers report such a splendid holi-

day business for the month just closed that the

most sanguine expectations are sure to be realized.

It is confidently expected that this will be the

banner December for the jewelry trade of this

section. Among the wholesale trade business is

on the boom, and out-of-town buyers are very

plentiful.
The Sigler Bros. Co. have just added several

new floor cases to their retail department, for the

better display of goods.
The Whittlesey Optical Co. have been suc-

ceeded by the Whittlesey, Wood, Hayes Co., who

will continue the business at the same stand. A
jewelry department will be added, and will be in

charge of R. A. Hayes, who for many years was
in the jewelry business at Morgantown, W. Va.

Gilbert L. Sigler spent a few days last month

iu Philadelphia on a business trip.
Webb C. Ball Co. are remodeling their show

windows by means of glass shelves to display
more goods.

Frank E. Force has taken his brother, Fred.

Force, into partnership, under the name of Force
Bros., and has taken larger quarters in the Cuya-

hoga Building, room 211. An optical department
will be added.

J. B. Jones, for some years past with J. Lee
Nicholson, New York; has taken the position of

bookkeeper for the Bowie! & Burdick Co.
James Logan, 1139 St. Clair Street, was quite

ill recently, but is improving.
M. Ginsburg, 339 Woodland Avenue, is 4n

New York on a business trip. He expects to
open a new branch store on Woodlana Avenue

near Case Avenue, about the first of the month.
This town has been very thoroughly worked

by a crook the past month. The scheme was the
old dodge of a loan on a " gold " watch and fob
until morning. A good many victims have parted
with the ten dollars which was always asked. The
case turned out to be brass, and an imitation
movement marked " Railroad Adjusted." So far
the police have not been able to catch their man,
and he has probably skipped the town.

Russell Clark, jeweler, 696 Willson Avenue,
was a victim of a peculiar loss of a box of dia-

monds worth $12oo last month. Mr. Clark went

into a place of business near his own and laid
down his box of diamonds, and went out, forget-
ting for a few minutes that he had left the box.
He returned in a few minutes, but the box had
gone. A reward of $zoo was offered for its reburn
but without results.

Louis Stotter has left the employ of Miller &
Deutsch, and entered the employ of Ferd Gunzen-
hauser, who announces the engagement of his
daughter to a brother of Mr. Stotter.

C. W. McClain, Marion, Ohio, has just opened
a jewelry establishment to sell on the instalment
plan.

J. W. Helfrich, Carrollton, Ohio, is remodel-
ing his store, and preparing to take better care of
his trade this month.

W. A. Golin has bought out the stock and

interests of D. L. Nielson, Vermillion, Ohio. A

winter in California is planned by Mr. Nielson.

M. E. Mowrey, druggist, Sebring, Ohio, will

add a line of jewelry.
A. J. Miller, Massillon, Ohio, was in town last

month to take in the Massillon-Carlisle football

game that was played here on the Case School

field.
H. Beddow & Son, wholesale jewelers and

importers, hitherto located at 411 Schofield Build-

ing, are now established in the Central Trust

Building, 176 Euclid Avenue, where they enjoy

increased space and facilities.
G. E. Jones has opened a retail jewelry and

repair business at Seventh Street and Cleveland

Aventfe, Canton, Ohio. He was formerly em-

ployed by a prominent watch factory and is a

skilled workman, who will no doubt achieve a

liberal measure of success in his new undertaking.

The following Ohio jewelers were in town

last week : H. S. Sumner, Akron ; A. R. Kimp-

ton, Oberlin; W. C. Fisher, Lorain; Frank Clark,

Lorain ; W. P. Crouthers, Oberlin; Wm. Schibley,

Wooster; \V. J. Higgins, Shelby; C. F. Gardner,

Newton Falls., Ed. Russell, Orrville ; Davis Bros.,

Galion ; M. R. Shingler, Wellsville ; Geo. High,

Medina ; F. H. Schinke, Pemberville; D. E. Leg-

gett, Woodville ; H. D. Davis and wife, Kent;

A. E. Kintner, Painesville; J.W. Wyckoff, Chagrin

Fans ; D. A. Beswick, Berea; C. R. Bickford,

Elyria; J. C. Joss, New Philadelphia; A. F. Roller,

Winesburg.

Business, as is usually the case at this time of

the year, is very active ; burcollections are a little

slow despite the good harvest and the general

prosperity. The retailers are already catering to

the persons that buy their Christmas gifts ahead of

the rush. All the stores have, been given their last

overhauling, and the employers are whipping their

extra help into shape to cope with the business

that falls to their lot with the holiday season. Con-

fidence is manifested everywhere over the coming

holiday trade, and predictions are freely made that

it will be the best ill years. There has been good

buying for the last six months, so the wholesalers

and jobbers report, and this is regarded as a fore-

runner of excellent holiday business. There has

been a splendid demand for all lines of high-grade

jewelry, especially diamonds. Unless something

unforeseen happens, the volume of business for

the next few weeks will surpass all records.

Oscar Gustaff, North Port, Mich., recently re-

ported to the police the loss of 300 gold rings, two

watches and a quantity of other jewelry by thieves, -

who broke into his store at night.
Wright, Kay & Co., of Detroit, Mich., recently

mode some improvements in their store that will

bring all the offices on the second floor. These

were formerly scattered all over the building. The

executive department will be partitioned off, ensur-

ing more privacy. The badge department„stock

room and a room especially designed for traveling

men to display their wares, and a diamond room

will be on the same floor. This will leave more

room down stairs, where the firm has felt the need

of increased accommodation for several years.

W. F. King, Jr., of Adrian, Mich., spent his

birthday in Detroit recently. It is a custom of Mr.
King to spend the day in this city.

Otto Stoll, who recently started an optical
business, has combined it with a fire and marine insu-
rance business and moved into new quarters at
464 Gratiot Avenue.

E. S. Barnes, of Rochester, has made two or
three trips to Detroit recently, to make purchases
of holiday supplies.

Norton Siegel, son of Jos. Siegel, one of
Grand Rapids' leading jewelers, met with a very
painful accident last summer. He was playing
with a knife and accidentally ran the blade in his
eye. A short time ago his parents had to take him
to an eye specialist in Chicago to have the injured
eye removed in order to save the good one.

J. B. McIntosh, recently opened up a jewelry
store at 64 Grand River Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Max Jennings, of St. Clair, was a recent caller
on the trade at Detroit. He was accompanied by
his wife, who spent a week with her daughter.

Fred. E. Platte, formerly connected with John
Hellerich, a jeweler, on Michigan Avenue, Detroit,

has started up in business for himself on Gratiot
Avenue.

P. J. Bedard, of Courtright, Ontario, made a
trip to Detroit recently and bought his holiday
stock.

C. R. Frank, 487 Gratiot Avenue, Detroit,
Mich., has had his store remodeled and new fix-
tures installed.

Herman T. Schneider, formerly connected
with H. W. Steere & Co., of Detroit, Mich., has
gone into the jewelry business on his own account
at 57 Fort Street West., Detroit. Thomas S. Rich-
ards, an optician, is in partnership with Mr.

Schneider.
Fred. S. Palmer, formerly of Rochester, Mich.,

has opened a new jewelry store at River Rouge, a

small town just below Detroit. Mr. Palmer bought

his stock in New York City.
John T. Eddington, Pontiac, Mich., made a

short visit to Detroit recently.
The Kennedy Optical Company of Detroit,

Mich., having outgrown their old quarters have

rented an addition in the rear of their old store,

which was formerly occupied by the Detroit Press

Club.
W. A. Sherwood, of Dundee, Mich., was a

recent caller on the trade in Detroit.
C. E. Marvin, of the firm of Marvin & Finley,

Howell, Mich., has been appointed United States

express agent at that place.
H. D. Bowman, head of the H. D. Bowman

Company, of Almont, Mich., was a welcome trade

caller in this market recently, buying his holiday

stock.
F. N. Pauli, of Pontiac, Mich., was among the

recent callers on the trade in Detroit.
Hugh S. Fechheimel has opened up a jewelry

store in Detroit.
John Allison, Marquette, Mich., has sold his

stock of men's furnishings and hereafter will devote

his entire attention to the jewelry business.

J. G. Davenport, of Battle Creek, Mich., has

removed from 269 E. Main Street to 40 E. Main

Street.
S. M. Cooley, formerly a resident of Mayville,

Mich., has leased a store at 6ao Loginan Street,

Flint, Mich., and is now conducting a jewelry store

there.
E. J. Strohm, now at zo E. Main Street, Battle

Creek, Mich., will move, January ist, to 19 E. Main

Street, a corner building owned by the Merchants'

Saving Bank. All of Mr. Strohm's fixtures will be

of the latest patterns.
E. D. Trebilcock, Detroit, Mich., was recently

away on a visit to Seattle, Washington.

• • •-•:•-•:•:•...

FULL LINE of this CHARMING
PATTERN now ready for delivery

Send for price-list if you have not
received our salesman's advance card

Only Jewelers Can Buy
Rockford Goods

Order early and you will have to order
often to supply trade

Rockford Silver Plate CO., Rockford III.
461-We shall have a full page in December McClure's

for the benefit of the Retail Jeweler



Meriden
Manntng, Bowman & Company, Connecticut

Nickel and Silver Plate

No. 28. A 1,1 NG DISI I ‘V ith "'ray Attachmont)

Thttent Ivory Emtnicled Food Pan

" METEOR"

New York
Chicago

San Francisco

Chafing Dishes

Table Kettles

Tea Ware

Baking Dishes, Etc.

Hotel Ware

Prize Trophies
Solid Copper with English Pewter

Mountings, and

English Pewter Throughout

Circulating Coffee Percolators
afford the best known method of making coffee of the finest flavor and save one-third

Send for Catalogue No. 40 K, illustrating complete line

High-Grade Monograms
For High-Grade Goods

4 07 I

This Christmas season will be notable for the high
quality of the gifts ; and each gift will call for a monogram.
Can you furnish such letter work as will enhance the richness
of the goods and appeal to the good taste of the customers?
A compilation that suits the season in this regard is

Hornikel's
Engravers' Text-Book

This book is the acme of cligta■ ii t art. Its sixtv-one page plates show every form of letter, cypher and
inscription for all manner of articics Iiich the jeweler tnay be called on to engrave—Watches, Lockets, Spoons,

Trays, Tea Sets, Cigarette and Match Cases, Loving, l'rize and Presentation Cups, Seal Rings and Fobs.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $6.00 (XI Ss.)

For sale by TH E KEYSTONE, yvorti BIIln i agStreet , Philadelphia, Pa.

Fifty per cent. more silver than standard plate is guaranteed on every piece of

''WORLD BRAND" SILVER
The great variety of beautiful designs, the exquisite finish and the wonderful dura-

bility of our siiver will appeal to every experienced dealer who looks over our line.

Write for trade catalogues, with " costs you " prices. Factory shipment as low

as Sm.

The Amelrfican SnliveIr Company411:=0z,
Po>Tistoll, Conn.

46 West Broadway, New York
Silversmiths' Building, Chicago, Ill.
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NOW, MOON MN
Harmonious combination of Beauty,

Solidity, Fine Workmanship.
All heavy 11 K. Solid Backs, Patent

,e1 with genuine stones.
These handsome effects are produced
by the artistic blending of Green

and Rose Colored Ciold

No. 147. $32.00.
NO. 145. $26.00.
No. 149. $37.00.
No. 150. $23.00,
No. 151 $27.00.
No. 152. $25.00.
No. 153. $27.00.
No. 134. $40.00.
No. 155. $23.00.

Cleopatra Head set with three Oriental full pearls, three rubies, two diamonds.
Gibson's Famous Head set with three pearls, three fancy-shaped real garnets and one diamond.
Grace and Beauty Combined. Three large real pearls, one diamond and six genuine rubies.
Brunhilda, Set with one real pearl, two garnets,
Art Nouveau Combination. Set with two real garnets, feu r rubies and one diamond.
Same as No. 149. Different stone decoration. Set with ■ine garlic!, timr rubies and one diamond.
The Debutante. Set with two large real pearls, one diamond and one garnet.
Classic Egyptian Head. Extra heavy, set with live diamonds and two rubies.
Eastern Beauty. Combination of beauty and grace. Set with one ruby, two large real pearls

and two garnets.

PRICES ACCORDING TO CATALOGUE DISCOUNTS

155

Leonard Krower
Manufacturing Jeweler

and Importer

536-538 Canal St.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Folding Xmas Bells (Red)
No. 2725, 5 inehes  per dozen, $ .50
No. 27211. 8 inches . 1.20
No. 2727. 12 inches 3.00
No. 2732. 18 Inches . . . each, 1.00
No. 273$. 24 inches   " 1.50

No, 2384. Holly Bouquet uf 3 sprays in a bouquet ; per
dozen bouquets, I . '21 1 ; per dozen single sprays, 40c.

No. 2585. Holly Spray, 5 berries and 4 leaves to each
spray, per dozen,

A Splendid Seller for 10c. Each, Single Spray
Especially decorative between jewelry in show window

Holly Wreath
No. 2770. 'folly Wreath, 12 inelies diameter .
No. 2771. Holly Wreath, 15 inch,: IiIitr
No. 2772. Holly diameter
No. 2773. Holly \V ,ti h, 1.5 iiieh(s liallIctir .
No. 2774. Irony II, 18 inches d tailipt er . .

Leaves -Berries Each
. 41 

.115

.511
. 144 120 .911

18ii 225 LAO

No. 2970. Holly Vines (Cut representing 2 yards)
No. Per doz. yards
2969 B. Red Holly leaves and berries 81  60
2969. White Holly leaves and red berries . . . . . . . 1.25

In natural green-colored leaves, white edges
2970. Holly Vine, 12 leaves and 12 red holly berries .  75
2971. holly Vine, 18 leaves and 18 red holly berries   1.25
2572. holly Vine, 24 leaves and 24 red holly berries . . . . . . .   1.60

,
4-ktiousi V

No. 288. Holly Spray in Glass
Per dozen, t8.6o

Holly Vines of Green Tissue Paper
and Red Bell
Per dozen, 81.20

Frank Netschert Co.
34 Barclay Street

NEW VORk

1

1
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'hi PeToonall ewellicy Wzol

One of the latest fads is personal jewelry, that is, jewelry

made to order for an individual. Sir Thomas Lipton is said to

be the possessor of a breastpin which is a perfect model of the

yacht Shamrock III The yacht floats on a sea of emerald, and

by twirling the pin, can be made to move forward and pitch and

toss as if actually in the sea.

A lawsuit lately reported from Dresden, shows that Sir Thomas

Lipton's breastpin is by no means unique in

freakishness. The subject of the suit was a lady's

bracelet, composed of a chain made up entirely of

tiny gold and jeweled motor cars. The lamps

were represented by diamonds, behind which

shown tiny electric lights.

More democratic is the taste of an English-

woman, Mrs. Weigein. All this lady's jewels in

some way refer to her husband's business, that

of a railway conductor. A necklace is made like

a section of rails, the metals being gold and the

sleepers coral. A brooch is shaped like a

turntable, while the signal lamps and flags, for

which her husband contracts, are inlaid in emerald

on a gold bracelet.
The German Chancellor, Count von Buelow,

wears a life-buoy breastpin. While staying at

Heligoland many years ago, he rescued a Ham-

burg gentleman who had fallen off a tugboat, by

throwing him a life buoy. As a token of gratitude,

the rescued man present,d his savior with the pin.

A marvelous watch has been made for a Nancy gentleman

named Ducrot. The double case, which is about as broad as a

sixpence, is made of two large emeralds hollowed out. Inside are

a dial and chronometer works, a compass and a guide to the move-

ments of the moon and planets. The watch, including the two

emeralds, cost over $40,000.
Musical jewelry is not unknown. A Milanese named Fassi-

como, is said to have given his wife a bracelet which tinkled forth

three different tunes.
An artificer in Odessa lives wholly by inventing jeweled

freaks. Among his productions are gravestone breastpins, bracelet
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puzzles, which can be unclasped only by turning the inset gems in

a particular way, and talking brooches. Talking brooches can be

made to flash forth such simple words as " yes," or " no," and are

in great demand among young ladies who expect offers of marriage.

A San Francisco gentleman has a jeweled pipe. The pipe is

made of meerschaum, covered with a thin sheet of gold, in which

are set pearls, sapphires and diamonds.

The tiara of a lady of the same city, represents the inmates of

Noah's ark. Round the edges are set jeweled horses, cows,

lions, bears, serpents and birds. At the back is an artificial oyster,

Modern Art Jewelry-Floral Design by Louis C. Tifiltny

carved out of mother-of-pearl, representing, according to the

owner's opinion, the crown of the animal creation.

In Leipsic is a lady who possesses a peacock brooch, the tail

of which is set with stones colored in exact imitation of that of the

real peacock. The tail distends or closes at the owner's will.

When the Kaiser painted his famous picture of " The Yellow

Pearl," a Berlin jeweler put it on the market in the form of a

brooch, the figures being depicted in enamel.

Another piece of " topical" jewelry was issued in St. Peters-

burg shortly after the investment of Port Arthur. It was a gold

brooch on which, set in colored gems, appeared a big Russian wrest-

ing a Jap flag from one of his diminutive enemies.

The King of Italy inherited from his ances-

tors a set of shirt studs, each of which is set

with a big diamond containing a sapphire. The

diamond completely surrounds the sapphire, and

where the joining is no jeweler has ever been able

to discover.

Among other articles of freak jewelry owned

by the same gentleman, is a scarf-pin shaped

like a lighthouse, the jeweled top of which re-

volves, and a pair of sleeve links containing

watch, compass and a snuff box.

Among the treasures of the Gaekwar of

Baroda, is a pair of earrings, each made of a

single ruby hollowed out and containing a few

drops of a precious perfume. Another Indian

potentate glories in a jeweled breastplate, show-

ing the possessions in precious stones. Three

years ago, the Czar Nicholas, sent as a gift to

Paris a map of France, with all the departments

shown in gems obtained in the Ural mines.Modern Art Jewelry-Ornaiiii.lit I )ragon Fly ; st Iver and gold, filigree wings set with opals. Necklace with brooch,

set with carved opals and other precious stones ; designed by Louis C. Tiffany
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AN ARTISTIC CREATION

Twentv-five pieces now ready

"THE VIOLET"
French l;ray Finish Send for Catalogue No. to

0111110000, Vit S.11..t1)

ST ( ) IA Lit V SI IX I'. I:- PLATED \V\RI

Ittiltifactured by

Simeon L. and George H. Rogers Company
\ lain micc, I larnord, Conn. 

I 1;11-1.6)1-(1, C01111. Factories 
I lartim

1*()1-1.; )0in 43-14 :\ Laden Lane 
\\'allingtoid 1

1 Conn.

GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES

ESTABLISHED 1872

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 A...39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil Holder

204

Neck and Locket Chains
New and Staple Patterns Latest 1)esigns in Pendants

0940 0953 •
2011
2612

2135

Fine Gold Filled and
Sterling Silver

Illustrations show actual size of links and pendants

2158L 25361.

2158N 2536N

,Nr.;o7.5

I11.1tian lleart l'entiant lib . n.

..
ill

1 
Hl II Transparent Entine.' . . :3;

Transipttrent. Enamel Pentlant   3.011

. .

3 2,50

X.1411 P.1/1111.111 CO 101 11 1.11I Opal 111111
e' fl 

NX
X 533 

•■•I With \Otte

1.■■■•1;et set wi;11 ['earls

St.ifie . . . 34.251:5
X559 119111:211 P1.114111111 ...pt with 0112.

110111■lIl imci:1•1 CO Milli Opal   
:2;,421151
2.75

205 206

2l1IlIl II (Ill, Si1V10', (ion 2lIlI, II net
1111101 E1111111el. lIIIlllItS dill 1111011 11'11111,1

No. Length Price
III. EI/Vh

2116-7711 Bright lit.ari Pendant   It "71.50

2442-644 Bright Ileac! Pendant . . . 13 1.25

2442-11114 Bright 11,1.. i'el0i010 . 13 1.50

2497-21111 Bright Cross Petulant set with NVItite
St.i,c Itrillinnt . . . . . 13 :LIM)

379.1-956 1101111111 I !earl Pendant set with 1010 Opal 13 1.50

1 215Si, . ............ 22 2.25

1 215SN   13 1.50

1 2176 
4.911

1 3020 13 2.75

I 25361,   t12 2.0))

125;6N   13 1..:i

No.

Nvio, 1 1„. kag-N1111 lath........
\yin, I l i,. I .:1101 , .

Length Price

i 2611
4..I612 ...
i :079
35
0
;46
411 Sterling Silver  

04S Sterling Silver  
$304

i 3855
I 5:11M
(5377
15457
-I 5156

:c.he above prices are subject to usual catalogue discount 1.11(1 regular discounts for cash

this illustration represents a page in our 11CW 240-page catalogue, which will be sent to dealers on application

BOGLE BROTHERS
White River Junction, Vt.

10. Eaeb
,2.09

13 1.25
22 2..111
1 3 2.011
tit 2.00
1:1 1.50
22 "Mit
1:1 1.511
22 3.00
13 2.50
22 4.00
13 2.75

Watches, Diamonds, jewelry
Novelties, Silverware

Clocks and Optical Goods
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WHEN YOU SEE
RINGS
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PRESIDENT Roosevelt's
Thanksgiving Procla-

mation has been issued.

He has something to be

thankful for. The people

have confidence in him ;

confidence is worth a

good deal ; to him, as

well as to the jeweler.

Our customers all enjoy

the confidence of their

trade, as well they may,

carrying our reliable

"Sellers." They can

have confidence too ; in

the future, because they

know they are bound to

do well with them. If

you are not one of the

happy number, it is still

time to let us assist you

to have cause for

Thanksgiving.

Henry Freund & Bro.
Diamonds, Watches and

Jewelry

9 Maiden Lane, New York

Elk and F. 0. Eagle Goods
a Specialty

PROMPTNESS and effi-

ciency in filling

orders ; that is what you

like to see ; well, so do

we. We are rather proud

of that feature of our

business. If there is

anything in gold jewelry,

watches or diamonds,

you want and it is in

the market, you get it

by return express.

Our facilities for

attending to orders are

better than ever, and we

hope to see them taxed

to the utmost.

We are fully prepared

for any contingency.

Henry Freund Si Bro.
Diamonds, Watches and

Jewelry

9 Maiden Lane, New York

Elk and F. 0. Eagle Goods
a Specialty

BUTTONS

STUDS

stamped with a Trade-Mark like the above,
you can positively guarantee the QUALITY
and CONSTRUCTION.

Many years of honest manufacture stand
back of this Trade-Mark.

4
over
40

years
Ring Makers

LARTER 0 SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane

New York City

A Luminous
Outlook

Now that the city election is
over and the November taxes
paid, local retail merchants are
prepared for an uninterrupted

holiday trade, which promises to be the best in

several years. There has been a noticeable in-

crease in the watch trade and a high-grade of goods

is called for. Out-of-town jewelers from all over

the State report business on the increase and

money plenty with both the farmer and the wage-

worker. Collections are said to satisfactory. Job-

bers and manufacturers are preparing to extend

the working hours into the evenings.

The annual November flower show drew the

usually large numbers of out-of-town vistors.

William F. Burnes, 208 Indiana
Avenue, is a well-known watch-
maker of an ingenious and

inventive turn of mind. He

invented and recently sold the patent for a phono-

graph repeating attachment that won instant ap-

proval by its simplicity and effectiveness. The

Burnes family has produced some skilled watch-

makers, the father, D. M. Burnes, who died a few

years ago, taught his sons his own well-mastered

trade. To-day four Burnes boys are in the trade in

this city. A. J. Burnes, watchmaker for Gray,

Gribben & Gray ; W. F., in business for himself ;

Herman, of Prosser & Burnes, manufacturing

jewelers, and Charles, watchmaker with J. C. Sipe.

Stoughton J. Fletcher, president of Fletcher's

National Bank in this city, has a round agate about

half an inch in diameter, which came into his pos-

session in a curious way. Mr. Fletcher recently

bought a duck on the city market, and when the

cook dressed the fowl, a large stone was found in

its gizzard The stone was taken to a local lapidary,

who pronounced it an agate. Mr. Fletcher in-

quired of the market man where the duck came

from, and found that it had been raised in Brown

County, that land of gold and precious stones.

Urfer Bros., on Massachusetts Avenue, have

filed a complaint in the Superior Court, asking that

a receiver be appointed to take charge of a $335

diamond ring which they sold to 0. E. Abel. Urfer

Bros. allege that Abel executed a note for the pay-

ment of the purchase price and that, as further

security, they took a chattel mortgage on the

diamond. They alleged that the ring was to be
taken from the State.

Chris. Bernloehr, of Chris. Bernloehr & Bros.,
retail, recently bought a nice piece of business

property at Nineteenth Street and College Avenue.
The Bernloehr brothers are firm believers in the

value of real estate as a safe investment and have,
within the past year, added several pieces to their

investments.
George F. Long, of New Richmond, Ind., has

been making frequent visits to the city, to visit
his father who is seriously ill at Saint Vincent's

Hospital.
Lou R. Mauzy, a Massachusetts Avenue jeweler,

is repainting and repapering his store room, putting
III new lights and otherwise brightening up his
well-located quarters.

Amory B. Swift, a trade watchmaker in the
State Life Building, reports work as " coming in
fast enough to keep us all hustling." Mr. Swift
has been given the contract of inspecting and over-

A Jewelry
Inventor

hauling all the recording machines for the Western

Union Telegraph Company, preparatory to the

company's removal into their handsome new

building. These records are of rather intricate

mechanism, as they record all the calls from the

innumerable messenger boxes placed in offices and

business houses all over the city.
After many years spent in the jewelry, optical

and material business, L. L. Norton has retired,

and will remove to Texas to take charge of an oil

plant that recently came into his possession through

inheritance. For many years Mr. Norton conducted

a tool and material wholesale house, first for Gil-

lette & Norton and later for himself. More recently

he has represented the wholesale firm of S. T.

Nichols & Co., in Indiana and Illinois. Mr. Norton

has a host of friends in the trade, all of whom will,

no doubt, join THE KEYSTONE in wishing him suc-

cess and a fortune in his new industry.

Fred. W. Nichols has taken the position re-

cently vacated by L. L. Norton, and will visit the

trade in the interest of S. T. Nichols & Co. Fred.

is well-known, as for two or more years he has

conducted the business during his father's absence

on account of illness. The senior Mr. Nichols has

almost completely recovered his health and ex-

presses his determination to return to an active,

hustling business life.

On November 6th, Charles

Mayer & Co's. store was con-

Display verted into a fairyland with its

wonderful display of Christmas

gifts and elaborate decorations of chrysanthemums,

American beauty roses and carnations. An orchestra

enlivened the scene. All the young women were

dressed in white, and every employee wore an

American beauty rose. The display of silverware,

A. Zoller, manager, and the watch display, W.

Springhorn, manager, were both elaborate and

artistic. The department occupies almost the en-

tire street floor and was a scene not easily forgotten.

Away up on the fifth floor, far from the noise and

bustle of the sale-floors, is a thoroughly equipped

workshop under the supervision of John A. Dyer,

who does all the steel and copperplate work for the

firm, who do an extensive business in visiting-

card, invitation and society stationery. Mr. Dyer's

assistants are C. L. Rymal, a watchmaker recently

from Chicago, and Frank Reeder, an expert en-

graver and jeweler.
Stanley & Lanham, Virginia Avenue, have a

new watchmaker, Mr. Wheat, from Franklin, Ind.

The firm recently lost goods valued at poo, through

one of their city salesmen who sold goods on credit.

He disappeared, evidently with the goods in his

possession. His whereabouts remain a mystery,

despite police investigation.

Last summer H. A. Winn, a

Brightwood, Ind., watchmaker,

Luxury considered himself a very lucky

man, but of late doubts have

entered his mind. During a visit to Chicago he

took a dollar chance on an automobile and won it.

That was luck. But since then, his friends claim,

that he has no time to repair watches, for he must

keep that automobile in repair. There's where the

bad luck began and it hasn't ended yet. Now the

question is, wouldn't it have been cheaper and

saved a lot of trouble to have left both the dollar

and the automobile in the "Windy City ? "

During the past three weeks, Geo. S. Kern, a

well-known watchmaker in the State Life Building,

has passed some very anxious hours. His son, a

lad of seventeen years, went on a visit to his uncle

in Atlanta, Ga., and developed a serious attack of

typhoid fever. When seen by THE KEYSTONE

An Impressive

An Expcmsive
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correspondent, Mr. Kern had just received word

from his wife, who went to nurse the sick boy, that

the crisis had passed and their son was on the road

to recovery, although very weak.
Horace A. Comstock, who for several years

has spent as many months as possible in a camp at

Broad Pipple, about six miles north of the city, has

recently added a fine gasoline launch to his camp-

ing outfit
Mr. Grohs, of the I. Grohs Jewelry Co., whole-

sale dealers, in the State Life Building,was recently

found head-over-heels in work. He reported their

holiday business as the biggest the firm had ever

had, with several good weeks to come. Night

work on mail orders had begun early this year.

Ikko Matsumoto, who *recently moved his

manufacturing plant into the Fitzgerald Building,

is congratulating himself upon the fact that he has

a five-year lease on his quarters. The building

was recently sold to parties who desire to improve

the building and have it for their own use. The

rapid growth of the city and the unwillingness of

business men to move beyond the established

trade boundaries, has made desirable business

quarters very scarce and has raised rents very con-

siderably.
Pearl fisheries have recently been extended to

the Kankakee River, in this State, where some

pearls have been found equal to those taken from

the Wabash River. Eastern buyers are protesting

against the method of opening the mussel shells

by placing them in hot water, a process that dis-

colors the pearls, often making a real gem almost

worthless.
A new jewelry store has been opened at 217

Indiana Avenue, by Streng & Lux. The firm

expect to commence with a retail jewelry business,

and after the first of the year to add a loan depart-

mentLeonard Schurr, 328 Indiana Avenue, has been

in practically the same localion for the past thirty-

five years. His father, Leonard Schurr, Sr., opened

a jewelry and repair store on.the avenue when the

street was little more than a country road with

gravel sidewalks, now it has become one of the

thoroughfares of the city, and no merchant on

its entire length holds a higher place in the estima-

tion of the public than Leonard Schurr. The

senior Mr. Schurr was born in Weurtemberg,

Germany, and learned the trade of watchmaker in

the famous Black Forest. Hanging in his sales-

room, Mr. Schurr has an old wall-sweep clock that

is kept running constantly and ticks off the time as

correctly as it did forty odd years ago when his

father made it all by hand.

On November loth, the fourteenth annual ball

of the German Ladies' Aid Society was given at

the German House, with the usual success both

socially and financially. The following well-known

jewelers and opticians assisted their wives and did

excellent work on the various committees : Carl F.

Walk, William Springhorn, Charles Mayer, Leo

Lando, Robert Kipp and Ferd. L. Mayer.

The Red Men held their annual great council

of the State in this city, October 17th. The order

has a State membership of 43,000. The great

sachem appointed Harry E. Negley on the corn-

mittee on legislation, and F. J. Garrett on the

committee on credentials. Both gentlemen are

members of the Fidelity Watch & Diamond Co.,

372 Massachusetts Avenue.

The watch business is new with Charles Mayer

& Co., " The Gift Store." The firm has placed

W. Springhorn, a well-known watchmaker, for-

merly with J. C. Walk & Son, at the head of the

new department.

, (Continued on page 2189)
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The Giant,., Quality
of

Collar Buttons 
in Sales
)

Millions of' Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

WHY?
Because of their 11 10 HEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, 01 V ;NG THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON=
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this We illVitt! 11-adt! " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz SI Co.,4ncliesinut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pttpil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this DIW.
or that approaches It iii e ,i-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
l'rinters' Ink's souvenir spoons
IS an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution
" The Story ofa Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
(((me toPrinters' Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of you order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality and Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. 8c ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

COMB HOUSE

We manufacture a complete line of

Fine Mounted Combs in 14 K.,
I() K., Sterling, Gilt and Gold
Filled.

Also, all kinds I It

Plain, Real and Imitation Tor-
toise Shell Combs

Selection Packages Ras-poi/R*61e Jak,elers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty
Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

The Highest Achievement'
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

V1101101011&00118111113
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

%11).01.1E ROkep

°NsTAtro
TRADE MARK.

THE LEADER ill I Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, solli
3 Maiden Lane, New York
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That Indianapolis has taken an

Beautiful advanced step in ecclesiastical

Memorial Window decoration is evidenced by the
fact that one of the most import-

ant and beautiful memorial windows ever designed
by Frederick Wilson, of the Tiffany studios, was

placed last month in the Second Presbyterian

Church, in this city. It is erected in the front of

the church, in the great five-lancet widow. The

subject is " The Ascension." The center opening

contains a magnificent figure of the ascending

Christ in a blaze of golden sunlight, below which

is shown the holy city in the distance. In the side

openings appear the apostles, and above them and

surrounding the figure of the Lord are innumerable

angels and cherubs. In the two small windows

some distance below the figures are the passion

flower and the vine, in colors that produce a beau-

tiful harmony with those in the large window above.

All these varied and beautiful colors have been

obtained through the Tiffany process of pot-metal

coloring and not by paints and pigments. The

only paint used in the entire window is upon the

flesh parts of the figures, and this has been put on

by a process by which it becomes an absolute part

of the glass, so that no change will ever take place

in the coloration. All the old widows throughout

the church have given way to new ones made of

the famous Tiffany favrile glass. This is the sec-

ond memorial window designed in the Tiffany

studios that have been placed in this city within a

year. The first one was in memory of President

Benjamin Harrison.J. H. Reed, a West Washington
Street jeweler, was visited by

two women of a gang of shop-

lifters operating hereabouts, but

as they failed to impress him with their sincere

intention to buy, he became very cautious in dis-

playing his goods. Two well-dressed, middle-

aged women visited the store and asked Mr. Reed to

show them diamond brooches. Contrary to his

usual custom,Mr. Reed showed only the particular

brooches that were designated by the prospective

customers. After looking at several articles of

jewelry, some of which were high-priced, the elder

of the two women asked to see a $375 brooch

which was on display in the window. Before going

for it, Mr. Reed replaced in the show case all the

articles he had been exhibiting. After a little more

conversation on the subject of diamonds, the women

said that they would have to consult their husbands

and left. That was the last seen of them by Mr.

Reed, who felt confident that there was some crook-

edness about the women. The next morning he

read a description of the women thieves who had

robbed the Rink fur house and immediately recog-

nized them as his visitors of the day before.

The gang contained four men and four women, all

well-known to the police, and most of them wanted

ill other cities. They are held in bail of $3000 each.
Harry Gould, engraver and watchmaker, with

J. C.. Walk & Son, has returned from a visit to

Madison, Ind., where he formerly conducted a

jewelry business of his own.
J. A. Pickett, Newcastle, Ind., an ever welcome

visitor to this market, recently spent some time

here selecting his Christmas stock and visiting his

son, Allen, watchmaker with Geo. S. Kern.

H. E. Cohen, of H. Cohen & Sons, as manager

of the Indianapolis polo team, is enthusiastic re-

garding the prospects of his team during the corn-

ing season, which opened the last of October.

Gang of
Shoplifters

HE KE YSTONE

Elmer Stokes, watchmaker, with Horace Com-

stock, was secretly married in September to Miss

Anna Martin, of this city. The young couple

expected to leave for permanent residence in Texas,

but owing to the serious illness of Mr. Stokes'

brother, the removal from the city was postponed

until January, and the marriage made public.

Lon R. Mauzy, a Massachusetts Avenue jeweler,

and wife,gave a handsomely-appointed dinner Octo-

ber 29th, in celebration of their wedding anniversary.

Geo. G. Dyer, who has just recovered from a

severe attack of typhoid fever, has added a new

line to his manufacturing business in the Newton

Claypool Building. He is now supplying the trade

with a high-grade of gravers, all made in his

(wit shop. Mr. Dyer was recently made official

j:weler for the Indiana " Delta-Tau-Delta" and

' Sigma-Chi " fraternities.
The wholesale tool and material house of Hoff-

man & Lauer, in the State Life Building, has yet to

celebrate its first anniversary, but has built up a

prosperous and growing trade. W. J. Hoffman,

manager, is waiting for the lull that comes to his

line of trade, during the holiday season, in which

to add mote fixtures and show cases in which to

store ther increased stock. The firm has recently

added a good-sized store room on one of the lower

floors of the building.
S. Drozdowitz, formerly of Ogden, Utah, has

opei.ed a new jewelry store at 22 North Delaware

Street.
The mail of the Columbus Gem and Novelty

Jewelry Co. has been held at the local postoffice

pending an investigation. It has been charged

that the firm has no existence except in name.

Gus Craft, of the A. P. Craft Manufacturing

Company, has returned from Wisconsin, where he

has business interests.
The marriage of Henry D. Peck, a jeweler, of

Little Rock, Ill., and Miss Bernice Child, of Madi-

son, Ind., occurred in October, at the bride's home.

Mr. Peck was formerly connected with a jewelry

firm in Madison.

W. P. Sandy, a jeweler, of Ellettsville, Ind., is

one of the directors in the newly-incorporated firm

of W. B. Harris & Son Co., which was organized

to do a general printing business in Ellettsville, with

a capital stock of $25,00o.

Since the death of Henry Rossier, Martinsville,

Ind., his sons have been continuing the business

with gratifying success, the widow keeping her

interest in the store.
Ritterman Bros., Evansville, hid., settled in

the handsome new building they erected one block

east of their old location. Up-to-date fixtures and

new stock place it among the nicest jewelry stores

in the State.
We are pleased to note that C. N. Hetzner, of

Peru, Ind., is convalescent after a long and severe

attack of typhoid fever.

H. D. W. English and wife, of Hartford City,

Ind., visited Cincinnati early last month, doing

some holiday buying for the home store, and visit-

ing friends. Mr. English recently opened a branch

store at Dunkirk, Ind.
Richard A. Brown, formerly of Gaston, Ind.,

has removed his jewelry business to Albany, Ind.

Haines, Ore., is the new location of Jeweler

J. J. DeFrees, who removed from Nappanee, Ind.

William Cravens has opened a new jewelry

store at Elkhorn, Ind.
Philip Koch, New Albany, Ind., recently suf-

fered an attack of partial paralysis, from which his

friends are hopeful of his recovery.
j. C. Wilson, formerly of Effingham, Mu., has

settled at Mooresville, Ind., in well-located quar-

ters with a new stock.
E. F. Starks, Newpoint, Ind., recently made a

purchasing trip to Cincinnati.
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B. C. Bartel, buyer for the jewelry store of
A. M. Bartel Co., Richmond, Ind., was an October
visitor to the New York jewelry market.

Mr. Turner, of Turner & Son, Arcadia, Ind.,
spent a few hours in the city, last month, on his
way to the southern part of the State, where he
intended taking a little vacation.

A rumor has reached here that the Kratzer
Jewelry Co., Peru, Ind., is soon to pass into the
hands of a new proprietor. Mrs. Nellie Smith is
the present owner.

Ed. Kelly, a well-known jeweler, of Sullivan,
Ind., has completed extensive improvements in his
store, which made it one of the handsomest in
Southern Indiana.

Joseph Kopcsay, at one time a well-known
dealer in precious stones, is now located in South
Bend, Ind., where he is manufacturing a patent
lawn sprinkler.

A number of persons in Wabash, Ind., among
them Joseph Miller, a jeweler, recently cashed
checks for small amounts drawn by a stranger, who
registered at the Tremont Hotel as J. D. Cunning-
ham, on a Fort Wayne bank. In a few clays the
checks were returned dishonored. Miller's loss
was small.

Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Rost, of Columbus, Ind.,
recently had as their guests Mr. and Mrs. Carl L.
Rost, of Indianapolis. The Rost brothers are well-
known and prominent jewelry merchants in their
respective towns. Carl also made a visit to his old
home at Crawfordsville, Ind., where he was in the
jewelry business, and left a host of friends.

Henry Smith, Logansport, Ind., recently spent
a few hours in the city- en route from Kansas City.

F. D. Bowers, a jeweler, of Lancaster, Pa.,
recently made a trip to this city, where he contem-
plates opening a retail store.

Garry Mohlman, formerly with L. N. Philbin,
has opened a new jewelry store in Lafayette, Ind.

Ross Kemper, of Kemper Bros., Greentown,
'Ind., recently joined the order of benedicts. Mr.
,aid Mrs. Kemper took a wedding trip to Ohio.

The time-lock that was part ofTime-Lock the safe in the Hagerstown, Ind.,Resistance National Bank, which was looted
by robbers the last of October,

was recently sent to a jeweler in Richmond, Ind.,
to be cleaned, put in condition and returned to the
factory to be placed in a new safe, the mechanism
operating as perfectly as when first put on the
safe. The time-lock is encased in a brass box with
a glass door, and although the force of the explo-
sion tore the steel frame-work of the door into
fragments, neither casing nor glass was injured.
The robbers carried the time-lock a mile out of
town and then threw it away. When found the
next morning it was ticking away as usual, the
indicator showing that the safe would be opened at
8.30 o'clock.

Roberts & Co. is the style of a new jewelry
firm who recently opened for business at Ho South
Main Street, Elkhart, Ind.

Rufus Wood, alleged to be one of the most
dangerous pickpockets and diamond thieves,
escaped from the sheriff on a Monon train near
this city, November 9th. He was en route to prison
at Jeffersonville, Ind., under guard, when he jumped
from the train. His escape had been well planned,
as it has since been discovered that he was met by
his " pals," unhandcuffed and supplied with a new
suit of clothes. He was soon beyond the reach of
local authorities.

Fred. Troster, Peru, Ind., has put a handsome
new front in his jewelry store and made other
improvements that have added very much to the
attractiveness of his store.

The Fidelity Watch & Diamond Co. recently
lost about $5oo worth of jewelry through one of
their salesmen, H. S. Slutzsky, who was afterwards
arrested in Columbus, Ohio.

Among the jewelers who visited the capital city
jobbers and manufacturers recently, were noted the
follow lug :

Geo. L. Spahr, Lebanon.
Jos. Hummel, Jr., Muncie.
C. W. Neal, F ranklin.
F. C. Sheldon, Shelbyville.
J. M. Washburn, Anderson.
Aaron Panel, Noblesville.
Eugene Collins, Franklin.
P. C. Seaton, Clayton.
D. S. Whitaker, Lebanon.
It F. Bennet, Lapel.
J. A. Miessen, Cicero.
L. E. Heaps, Silencer.
Chas. Haseltine, Kokomo.
A. W. Owen, Greenwood.

Martin Bros., Cart ersbu rg.
C. A. Russell, lelerson.
Charles Halo, Frankfort.
A. H. Pauley,
G. C. DeCaimp, shirley.
J. W. Thompson, Danville.
J F. 'Asher, Niorrisl own.
F. C. Jones, Alexandria.
F. Pennington, K nightstowu.
W. H. Markle, Pie,lon.
J. A. Picket, Newcastle.
H. L. Renner, Sandborn.
F. T. Harmon, Scottsburg.
Claud Howard, Frankfort.
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CORONAT1ON.PR ISM
CUTTINU

We have no connection with Corning
Glass Works and do not use their blanks

THE CORNING CUT GLASS CO.

Creators of Original Designs

Your trade will increase if you handle our
line, because it is striking, attractive and artistic.
It has the

Highest Quality of Finish

and Workmanship

Ask for Catalogue

THE CORNING CUT GLASS CO.
Howell Building, Corning, N. Y.

New York Office, 24 Murray Street Chicago Office, Republic Bldg., Room 1210

New Monarch Catalogue No. 60
Not only Bracelets of all kinds,

but everything a jeweler needs you
will find in our large and varied
stock of HOLIDAY GOODS.

Write, telegraph or telephone
your "Special Orders" and you will
have them filled- to your complete
satisfaction on the same day.

No jeweler can afford to miss our
No. 6o and 61 Catalogues. Our
Catalogue No. 6o contains watches,
diamonds and jewelry; Catalogue
No. 61 is devoted to rings only.

R., L. C./ M. Friedlander
Wholesale Jewelers

Jobbers in American Watches
Importers of Diamonds

30 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK
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The question, " What's the

The Holiday Rush news?" brings but one an-
swer from the Kansas City
jewelers, and that is, " The

rush is on." And it is on sure enough. The

enormous mass of business which will keep up

from now until Christmas has started out in an

unmistakable manner, and for the next few weeks

there are strenuous days in store for both whole-

sale and retail jewelers. The often repeated

warning to buy early, which has been more insis-

tent than ever this summer, has in a measure

deferred the Christmas scramble until now. People

did buy earlier—much earlier than usual, but now

they are rushing in to buy more, to add to their

already selected stocks, and to ortler additional

consignments of goods that the early trade has

marked for popularity. The purchases made

early in the season by the retail dealers are now

beginning to move, and that of course means the

buying of more goods from the wholesale houses.

Several of the biggest wholesale houses expect a

shortage on some lines of goods, for the factories

are not supplying them rapidly enough to meet a

concerted demand. Collections are very good,

sales are quick, and goods are kept moving con-

stantly, so that of course indicates much prosperity

for the jewelry trade.

Outside of the jewelry and

optical lines, business condi-

Good tions are just as good. Real

estate is high, but sales are

brisk, and there is much building. Work was

begun last week on a million dollar office building,

to be erected at Tenth and Baltimore Avenue. A

portion of the building is to be used for the new

Shubert theater, for which a lease has been signed.

The post office receipts for the month just past

are the greatest that the Kansas City office has

known for that period of time. The jump in

receipts was so remarkable that the postmaster

was at a loss to account for it, especially as the

time for the posting of Christmas packages has

not yet arrived to tax the capacity of the post

office. Kansas City has just had another show,

which will probably be the last big one for some

time. That was the flower show, which held forth

at Convention Hall for a week beginning Novem-

ber 13th. It was a thoroughly successful exhibit

tion, and florists who came from all over the

United States to compete were delighted with the

show and with the treatment they received in

Kansas City. Many people came from out of

town to attend the flower show, and all of the

railroads offered cheap rates throughout the week.

Paul Preston, formerly in the material depart-

ment of Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., has

joined the traveling force of that firm, taking the

Southern Kansas and Indian Territory trips. His

first trip was a very successful one.
L. Aolemyoerntihssb.ack at his post after an illness of

overt
w 

Miss Margaret Murray, of L. Meyer's office

force, was married November 15th to Alfred W.

Patrick. THE KEYSTONE offers congratulations.

Starts in Early

General Business

Channing M. Wells, treasurer of the American

Optical Company, of Southbridge, Mass., accom-
paMed by Mrs. Wells, spent some time in Kansas

City during their western trip. Mr. and Mrs.
Wells were guests of F. C. Merry and family

while here.
Mrs. W. J. Gurney and daughter have gone to

California to spend the winter.
Harry Snow is taking his first vacation in two

years.
J. N. Scott, of the Woodstock-Hoefer Com-

pany, was ill for a week, but returned to work the

middle of last month.
D. N. Leach, the jeweler, of Caney, Kansas,

suffered a large loss by fire recently.
Guy M. Shriner, of Gurney & Ware's, is the

proud papa of a handsome boy who arrived three

weeks ago.
F. W. Meyer, 1114 Main Street, is engaged in

remodeling his store.
Jeweler H. E. Fox, Albuquerque, N. M., as

in Kansas City several days last week purchasing

goods.
W. G. Howell and wife, of Delhart, Texas,

were visitors to the Kansas City wholesale houses

last month.
Gus Catchadal, of Superior, Nebr., was a

Kansas City visitor last week.
The floral show windows of J. R. Mercer were

a beautiful sight all during flower show week.

They were arranged by F. E. Woodington, who

received many compliments upon them.

H. H. Thurlby, of Creston, Iowa, bought

goods here one day last month.

Gorton Rushmer, of Pueblo, Colo., visited

the Kansas City wholesale houses last month.

A movement is on foot for the affiliation of

the organization of Nebraska opticians with the

American Optical Association. A meeting to dis-

cuss the combination will be held in Lincoln,Nebr.,

January 16th.
Dr. Aurelius Todd and Dr. E. B. Todd sailed

from New York October 25th, for Cabarien, Cuba.

They are preparing to open a large optical estab-

lishment there.
Among the opticians who visited Kansas City

recently were Dr. S. P. Shipley Neodesha, Kans,;

George. M. McEckron, Concordia, Kans. ; John

Erickson, Douglass, Ariz.; and Thomas L. Davies,

Falls City, Nebr.
New matriculates at the Southwestern Optical

College are H. D. Peebles, Springfield, Mo.;

George N. Parkwell, Jamestown, Kans.; Harris
Wax, New York •, G. H. England, Monett, Mo.;
W. P. Kennedy, Tyler, Tex.; F. E. Moore, Pleas-
ant Hill, Mo.; H. P. Lehreck, Sterling, Nebr. ;
Edwin R. Cary, Kansas City, Mo.

F. P. Hunt, president of the Kansas Optical
Association, is taking a post-graduate course at
the Southwestern Optical College.

A large number of out-of-town
Influx of jewelers visited the Kansas City
Buyers wholesale houses during the

past month. Most of them had
bought earlier, but came to add to their stocks,

and to secure the delivery of their goods before
the Christmas rush should he too great. Among
them were H. E. Turck, Ellinwood, Kans.; W.W.
Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; J. B. Hayden, Topeka,
Kans.. 

' 
W. D. Brotchie, Scandia, Kans.; C. L.

Wright, Webb City, Mo.; J. B. Hampton, Colby,
Kans.; A. F. Gantz, Stewartsville, M.o. ; W. H.
Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; T. S. Terry, Downs, Kans.;
W. L. Howe, Almena, Kans. ; S. P. Shipley,
Neodesha, Kans. ; H. M. Siglock, Keytesville,

Mo.; F. M. Dillon, Bonner Springs, Kans.; C. L.
Dock horn, Oskaloosa, Kans. ; W. R. Pearce,
Gardner, Kans.; Harry Beattie, Woodward, 0.T.;

S. T. Morrison, Iowa City, Iowa; J. S. Kelly,
Marshall, Mo. ; Walter Sperling, Seneca, Kans. ;

Gus Willman, Lawrence, Kans.. F. S. Hester,
Lawrence, Kans.; B. H. Beattie, Woodward, O.T.

2 1 4 1

SAN FRANCISCO )
LET -IL I),_

Eugene Wachhorst, head of the old-established

firm of H. Wachhorst & Co., of Sacramento,

passed through San Francisco recently with his

family, after spending a delightful vacation visiting

points of interest in and around Santa Barbara and

Los Angeles.
W. F. Wooster and wife, of Suisun, Cal., paid

this city a short visit last month, and looked over

the wholesale jewelry market for Christmas nov-

elties.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Engle, of Marysville, Cal.,

were among the out-of-town buyers in this market

last month, and returned home after laying in a

fine stock of novelties and staples for their holiday

trade.
The jewelry trade in San Francisco received a

severe shock last month by the sudden death in

his store, at 707 Market Street, of the well-known

retail jeweler, Joseph Schweitzer. THE KEYSTONE

wishes to join the many friends of his family in

extending its sincere sympathy in their great loss.

C. J. Klein, the enterprising retail jeweler, of

Santa Cruz, Cal., called upon his friends in the

wholesale trade recently and bought a large assort-

ment of holiday goods for his fall business.

"The Leslie" is one of the new Diamond

Parlor Jewelry Company's stores just opened at

x156 Market Street. This makes a total of three

stores that are operated on Market Street by this

company. The new store is an improvement on

the older ones, and should be a profitable venture,

as the retail trade in general has a tendency towards

the western end of Market Street.
Harry Morton, who recently conducted one of

San Jose's leading retail jewelry stores, is now

located in Oakland, and is doing a very satisfactory

business in his new location.
L. Hoffman, who formerly conducted a first-

class jewelry establishment in Dawson, Yukon

Territory, has made a strike and purchased the

stock and good-will of the Klodt Jewelry Co., of

Seatle. Mr. Hoffman will carry on the business at

the old stand.
J. D. Kennedy, the retail jeweler, of Hilo

Hawaii, H. T., sailed from this port recently for

home, after spending a vacation visiting his native

city in Scotland. Mr. Kennedy spent a very profit-

able time inspecting the large manufacturing estab-

lishments in Philadelphia and Elgin while en route

from New York to San Francisco.
H. W. Copp and wife, of San Francisco, have

returned from their wedding trip. The newly-

married couple visited all of the interesting points

between this city and Los Angeles, and Harry is

now down to business again.

Povelson Bros., who have moved into their

new quarters at 1526 Market Street, are receiving

the congratulations of their friends in the trade

upon the neat and complete appearance of their

new location, which is a big improvement over their

old location.
John Kocher, of San Jose, who is in business

with his father paid this city a flying visit a short

time ago, and after selecting a line of fine jewelry,

returned to his native city.
Charles Niner, of Pleasanton, Cal., was among

the out-of-town retail jewelers visiting the whole-

sale dealers in San Francisco recently in search of

novelties for the holiday season.

(Continued on page 2145)
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Marsh Combination
Patent appliod for

C. A. MARSH & CO.
Attleboro, Mass.

Makers of

Chains that SELL,

WEAR and give

S atisfaction

Request your jobber to send you
a nice selection of

C. A. M. & Co. Chains

FLE LJE17_1111 Eta

SPECIAL 

L_Eramr EE E3 E.9

DIAMOND MOUNTINGS

GOLD AND PLATINUM JEWELRY EMBLEM GOODS

FRATERNITY PINS

1_0121Er'

THE DORST CO.
MANUFACTURERS

What we make, we make good 
Ever try us?

WE ARE IN CINCINNATI, OHIO, and KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

SEND YOUR RUSH ORDERS TO OUR NEAREST FACTORY

EFFEW.Fq

1.7,3
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Manufacturers'
Association
Flourishing

Developments at the recent

annual meeting of the New

England Manufacturing
Jewelers' and Silversmiths'

Association, spoke eloquently

as to the flourishing condition of this important

trade body. The membership, finances and activi-

ties of the association, as reflected in the respec-

tive reports of the various officers, are all that

could be desired. President Harry G. Thresher,

who presided, declined to offer himself for re-

election, and William A. Copeland, of Martin,

Copeland & Co., Providence, was elected to suc-

ceedhhie m.T
other officers and committees as approved

by the meeting are : Vice-presidents, Albert A.

Bushee, Attleboro ; Theodore W. Foster, Provi.

dence ; George K. Webster, North Attleboro.

Treasurer, George H. Holmes ; secretary, Charles

E. Hancock, Providence.

Directors : Roswell C. Smith, Providence ;

Frank B. Reynolds, Providence ; Charles M.

Robbins, Attleboro ; Harry Cutler, Providence;

Arthur 0. Ostby, Providence ; Charles T. Paye,

North Attleboro ; Everett L. Spencer, Providence;

Everett I. Rogers, William P. Chapin.

Executive committee : Frank B. Reynolds,

Charles M. Robbins, Harry Cutler.

Membership committee : Everett L. Spencer,

Charles T. Paye, Arthur 0. Osthy, Everett I.

Rogers.
Auditing committee : Ralph S. Hamilton,

George H. Cahoone.
Honorary committee : Henry G. Thresher,

John M. Buffinton, Frank T. Pearce.

Advisory council : William P. Chapin, Provi-

dence ; George K. Webster, North Attleboro;

Roswell C. Smith, Harry Cutler, Arthur 0. Ostby,

Providence ; Albert A. Bushee, Charles M. Rob-

bins, J. Thomas Inman, T. S. Carpenter, Attle-

boro ; Charles T. Paye and Walter B. Ballou, North

Attleboro ; E. Crees, Everett L. Spencer, Everett

I. Rogers, George H. Holmes, Charles E. Han-

cock, Wade W. Williams, Alfred Potter, Harry

Mays, George H. Cahoone and Theodore W.

Foster, all of Providence.

Dinner 

An event of historic interest was

the banquet given on November

23d by Major Everett S. Hor-

ton, of the Horton, Angell Co.;

Edward C. Martin, with J. M. Fisher & Co., and

Emmons D. Guild, of the W. H. Wilmarth Co.,

all Attleboro firms, to those who, like themselves,

were imprisoned by the Confederate forces during

the Civil War. Among the guests were some of

the leading jewelry manufacturers in the town.

The event served to recall to the minds of many of

the participants weird and interesting memories

of the days which "tried men's souls."

Edwin Brown 

Edwin Brown, senior member

of the firm of E. Brown & Co.,

Providence, succumbed to a

stroke of paralysis on Novem-
ber lith. Deceased was forty-seven years old and
a native of Brompton. In his boyhood he lived in

Greenwich, whither his parents removed, and his

first work was in a grocery store. When the family

removed to Providence the boy entered the employ-

ment of W. Haskell & Co., manufacturing jewelers,

A War Prisoners'

Death of
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and after working seven years with this concern

went into business for himself in partnership with a

Mr. Cook, under the firm-name of Cook & Brown.

In 188o deceased formed a partnership with J. A.

Gerauld, and then it was that the firm-name became

E. Brown & Co. Originally, the business was located

at 38 Friendship Street. Subseqently, at 71 Peck,

and it is now at r 16 Chestnut Street.

George H. Chase, who has been employed by

A. Bushee & Co., Attleboro, for over twenty

years, and Mrs. Chase, were the recipients of con-

gratulations from their many friends upon the

recent celebration of their golden wedding

anniversary.
• Reed & Barton, the well-known Taunton silver-

smiths, have had a force of men engaged in clean-

ing the plot near West Britannia and Danforth

Streets, which they bought sometime ago to pro-

vide for an extension of their plant.

William A. Copeland

President New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths' Association

The firm hitherto known as Riley, French &

Heffron, North Attleboro, has given notice that

hereafter it will be known as Riley & French, this

change having been occasioned by the death in

August last of Frederick D. Heffron, whoThad

been the firm's Western salesman, and one of the

best-known men in that capacity in the trade.

George Robson,. & Co., designers and die and

hub cutters, of North Attleboro, have removed

from the Union Pdwer Building, where they out-

grew their accommodation and become established

in the Whiting Building on Chestnut Street, the

entire floor of which they occupy so far. This

space, however, is not sufficient, and A. H. Bliss &

Co., owners of the Whiting Building, have accord-

ingly agreed to erect an addition thereto, so that

the new tenants may instal a large rsoo-pound

hammer.
The Attleboro Electric Mfg. Co., having pur-

chased the plant of Greenwood & Daggett, of

Boston, has opened for business in one of the fac-

tories on County Street, Attleboro. F. E. Keeler

is manager of the establishment.

Joseph L. Sweet, of the R. F. Simmons Co.,

Attleboro, recently returned from Minneapolis,

where he had been attending the national conven-

tion of the Universalist Church as a delegate from

Attleboro. Mr. Sweet's services in this capacity

have earned for him marked distinction in the eyes

of his co-religionists. These services were ren-

dered by him as a member of a committee to

•
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which was referred a denominational question of

vast importance. The satisfactory adjustment of

the matter is credited solely to the sagacity and

judgment of Mr. Sweet ; qualities which, in this

connection, have not failed to evoke a liberal meed

of praise from those in a position to appreciate

their timely worth.
The Manton Patents Co., Providence was or-

ganized and incorporated, last month, with a capital

stock placed at Sroo,000, the object of the company

being to acquire, hold and deal in patent rights

and patents, and to manufacture and deal in

machinery. The organizers of this company are

Prince H. Tirrell, Jr., Joseph P. Manton, Jr., and

Walter H. Barney.
Horace Remington, of Horace Remington &

Sons, Providence, and Mrs. Remington celebrated,

last month, the forty-fifth anniversary of their

wedding. The happy celebrants entertained a

large number of friends at their home, and were

the recipients of numerous appropiate gifts.

In this section, where there are so many

jewelers, it is not surprising that members of the

trade are very much in evidence politically.

Jewelers returned as councilmen at the recent elec-

tion in Providence included Messrs. Parks, Bixby,

Reynolds, Miller, Waite, Kelso and Fletcher ;

while Walter B. Frost, editor and publisher of the

Manufacturing Jeweler, was elected to the school

committee.
Sidney 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Big-

ney & Co., Attleboro, having

Election prosecuted a vigorous cam-

paign, has been elected to the

Governor's Council by a large majority. This

result had been anticipated almost from the begin-

ning, but the contest was none the less interesting

by reason of the thoroughness with which the

campaign was conducted, especially during the

concluding stages. On Wednesday evening,

November 1st, Col. Bigney spoke at five meetings

in Boston ; next day, he addressed the voters at

Jamaica Plain, and on the Monday following he

spoke at a large gathering in Attleboro. These

activities were rather in the interests of the Repub-

lican party than for his individual success. In a

review of the successful candidate's career the

Attleboro Sun says :

" He has been thoroughly interested in the
welfare of the town of Attleboro and its institu-
tions, and has been a liberal donator to them.
He also has taken an active part in defending the
best interests of the jewelry industries in connec-
tion with national legislation at Washington. He
is president of the tariff committee of the Attleboros,
which did such splendid work to bring about the
defeat of the French treaty ; president of the Odd
Fellows' Building Association and the Attleboro
Co-operative Bank. He was also president of the
Attleboro Agricultural Association when it was in
existence."

The colonel has been overwhelmed with con-

gratulations upon his victory at the polls.

Col. Bigney's

American Tools in Russia
No better indication of the steady forward

march of American practical science could be had

than this extract from the letter of an Englishman

who visited St. Petersburg with the object of

doing something to extend British trade there:

" Here is an ironmonger's with its shop front

crammed with tools of every description—lathe

carriers, planer centers, saws, planes, ax heads,

speed indicators, stop-cocks, and the thousand

and one utensils of the engineer and mechanic.

My eye fastens eagerly on a dozen articles. I

look them over one by one. All made in the

United States of America I"
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EXCELLENT PRESENTS
Discriminating dealers are now stocking wares
that are suitable for the holiday trade.

The Sternau wares are suitable for the holiday
trade, because being both useful and ornamental
they make excellent presents. But they have a
stronger feature, which is, being practical and
useful they are salable throughout the year.

All element of risk is eliminated in buying the
Sternau wares, because they are guaranteed to
give satisfactory service. This safeguards the in-
terest Of the dealer and his customers.

These features make the Sternau wares very de-
sirable.

Send for our catalogue of Coffee • Machines,
Chafing Dishes, etc.

S. STERNAU ei CO.
New York Show Rooms:

Broadway Cor. Park Place,
Opp. Post Office.

.N R "WES T

Office and factory :
195 Plymouth Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 417

,

No. 1106

W & H XMAS LOCKETS W & H

Design
Illustrated
No. 7810

Look for our
Trade-Mark
in each
locket

TRADE

The very fact that we have been manufacturing lockets exclusively for fifty yearsis an assurance that we are Leaders in our line. Jewelers throughout the country recog-
nize our Product as Standard. W & H Lockets always make acceptable Xmas gifts,
3 Maiden Lane

New York Wightman & Hough Company Providence9 R. I

BOUDOIR ALARMS
Fitted with our celebrated Intermittent Alarm Movement, which rings
every twenty seconds for five minutes on a bell-metal gong on back of
clock. Alarm can be stopped by turning a switch.

EUNICE ALARM
Height, tiy4 in. Width, 434 in. Dial, 2 in.

Solid mahogany, with inlaid marquetry decorations. A number of
styles in Wood and Gold-Plated Novelties to select from

Dept. M

Write for illustrations and prices

The New Haven Clock Co.
New Haven, Conn.

Every one at this writing is on the anxious seat as

to just what December will bring forth for the retail
jeweler. The usual answer to the question, " What
kind of a holiday business are we going to have?"

is " We expect a larger trade than last year and

have every reason for it as buying is starting
unusually early and there is plenty of money in
sight." The better grades of goods demanded

mean larger sales, which will naturally increase

the amounts. This has been noticeable especially

to jobbers who have found the lower grades of

goods very slow, while good goods have found
ready sale. All jobbers agree that previous high-
water marks have fallen by the wayside, and 1905

will be in a class by itself. Travelers are jubilant
over the situation, and the enthusiasm is proving
contagious. Jobbers are certainly having their
troubles in running out of some lines and the only
satisfaction they can get from manufacturers is,

" We are doing our best, but the demand is some-
thing unprecedented." When a factory has to turn
down orders November 1st, and say they are full to
their utmost capacity to December 20th, there is
plenty of evidence of good sales. Collections are
coming in nicely along with orders for more goods,
so all are happy.

W. W. Thompson is now at the bench for
Baumbach & Holverson, Alexandria, Minn.

Geo. Videen, lately with C. E. Gronberg,
Alexandria, Minn., is now with W. H. Cowley,
Detroit, Minn.

Nordahl C. Unseth, Grantsberg, Wis., had his
store destroyed by fire November 15th. Loss, Poo°.

I. Goldstein, manager for A. B. Harris, 243
First Avenue, Minneapolis, disappeared last month
and it is claimed $4000 worth of diamonds and
$800 cash disappeared at the same time. Gold-
stein was apprehended in Milwaukee and will return
to face the charge.

J. C. Vickers, Hull, Iowa, had his safe blown
open last month and lost $150o worth of goods.
There is no clue to the burglars.

John Aamoth has Etarted in business at Adams,
N. Dak.

P. Ben Cordeau has opened a store at Currie,
Minn.

Edw. Crane has left Montevideo and gone back
to Granite Falls, Minn.

W. H. Wegner, Cassellton, N. Dak., spent a
two-weeks' vacation visiting his old home, Shako-
pee, Minn.

Bernhard Johnson has started in business at
Nome, N. Dak.

Mrs. Agnes Sawyer, Stillwater, Minn., was
married November 9th to Edward Elliott. Mrs.
Sawyer will be remembered as the first lady
optemetrist to successfully pass the Minnesota State
board's examination. THE KEYSTONE'S congrat-
ulations are extended.

Geo. J. Preston, for the past three years man-
ager of the optical department at Donaldson's,
Minneapolis, will open an optical parlor at 62034
Nicollet Avenue.

W. F. Baier, Granite Falls, Minn., has quit
business there and opened a store on Payne Ave-
nue, St. Paul.

Edw. Pelaut, Lonsdale, Minn., came in on the
excursion to the football game, but spent his time
looking over the local markets.

P. H. Nevill has begun business at Fairdale,
N. Dak.

W. H. Wegner, for the past two years with the
Casselton Jewelry Co., Casselton, N. Dak., will
start in business for himself at Antler, N. Dak.,
December 1st.

Robt. Swenson succeeds M. J. Lindahl, at St.
Hillaire, Minn.

Dillingham & Tripp, Aberdeen, S. Dak., have
moved into their new store, which is up to date in
every respect.

John Hilderbrand has started in business at
Basin, Mont.

M. L. Overn is the new jeweler at Slayton,
Minn.

mbrick Hansen, Fairfax, Minn., has moved
to his new store building.

C. W. Wick, Clark, S. Dak., is nicely settled
in his new store.

F. H. Smith, Williston, N. Dak., has added
new fixtures, which more than double his former
display space..

H. J. Robertson has re-embarked in the jewelry
business and is now at Campbell, Minn.

August Melsness, Eagle Bend, Minn., was a
liberal buyer of holiday goods in the Twin City
market last month.

W. G. Shane, Chisholm, Minn., has added
some new fixtures to further accommodate his
increasing stock.

G H. Haywood has put in a jewelry stock at
Osakis, Minn.

Geo. Greenleaf, well-known in Twin City
jewelry circles, met with an accident in a street car,
having the gates close upon him, which resulted
fatally. Mr. Greenleaf, at the time of the accident,
was instructor in engraving at Stone's School, St.
Paul, previous to which, for several years, he was
with Rentz Bros., Minneapolis.

E. S. Halstead, formerly at Glenburn, N. Dak.,
is now at Adams, N. Dak.

H. D. Wipperman, Barron, Wis., is all smiles
owing to the arrival of a " new girl " at home.

H. H. Starr, New Richmond, Wis., spent a
month's vacation in North Dakota.

Elmer E. Church, Clear Lake, Wis., came with
the class to the football game at Minneapolis and
helped swell the Wisconsin cheers at their victory.

J. B. Schultz is the new jeweler at Sebeka,
Minn.

L. V. Randall, Flaxton, N. Dak., was a liberal
buyer in the Twin City market law,. month.

M. Henrickson, Duluth, spent two weeks in
Chicago last month, taking a rest, as he puts it.

Ralph Siegrist, for the past eighteen months
material order clerk at Sischo & Beard's, St. Paul,
has gone to Salt Lake City.

J. W. Grainger, Rochester, Minn., has the
sympathy of a very large acquaintance through the
Northwest in his affliction in the loss of his beloved
wife last month.

The salvage of the Anchor Silver Plate Co.'s
stock, whose plant was destroyed by fire, is being
sold at auction at St. Paul.

Morseman & Feagan have opened what prom-
ises to be one of the finest jewelry stores in the
Northwest, at the corner of Sixth and Minnesota
Streets, St. Paul, Minn. Their opening day, Novem-
ber 22d, was certainly an eye-opener.

A. A. 'Wolter is reported as a new jeweler at
Waseca, Minn.

H. Kunath, Spencer, Iowa, has added more
show cases to better display his stock.

Benj. A. Fink, St. Paul, who was shot October
13th by a customer, has recovered and is again able
to attend to his duties.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the wit month
were J. M. Seifert, Wadena, Minn.; L. N. Lee, Ada,
Minn.; L. V. Randall, Floxton, N. Dak.;fltiellwrnahtaerr,d
Johnson, Nome, N. Dak.; F. Willman, 

s 

Minn.; W. M. Thurston, Kensal, N. Dak.; Theo.
Schaal, Hastings, Minn.; E. E. Church, Clear
Lake, Wis.; Carl L. Walman, Cambridge, Minn.;
August Gfrerer, Stillwater, Minn.; L. T. Dillon,
Litchfield, Minn.; Mary Norberg, Anoka, Minn.;
H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, Minn.; A. Swett-
ingsen, Moorhead, Minn.; E. F. Huhner, Stillwater,
Minn.; Aug. Melsness, Eagle Bend, Minn.; W. H.
Wegner, Cassellton, N. Dak.; Edw. Pelaut, Lons-
dale, Minn.; M. Henrickson, Duluth, Minn.; Chris.
Arveson, Sleepy Eye, Minn.; John H. Reiner,
Glencoe, Minn.; Frank G. Peterson, River Falls,
Wis.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; J. A. L.
Walman, Little Falls, Minn.

San Francisco Letter

( Continued front page '21 I i

Charles Haas, the venerable retail jeweler, of
Stockton, Cal., paid his quarterly visit to this market
last month and purchased a large line of goods for
his store. Mr. Haas is a good example of physical
preservation, as he is seventy-nine years young,
and gets around faster than some of us who are
from one to two generations younger.

Neil O'Neil .is another of our Market Street
jewelers Who have moved into better quarters.
Neil has fitted up a fine new store in the Hotel
Terminus, that has just been opened on lower
Market Street, near the ferries. This location is
one of the finest in this city, as the suburban traffic
passing this store will amount to at least two
hundred thousand daily.

Charles J. Noack, the Sacramento retail jeweler,
called on his friends in the wholesale trade recently,
while en route from Los Angeles to his home.
Mr. Noack was a delegate to the recent convention
of the order of the Eastern Star that was held in
Los Angeles.

The San Francisco Watch Co. is the firm-name
of a new jewelry establishment opened at 533
Dupont Street, this city, and from the appearance
of the store, we are inclined to think they will
reap a fair share of business, as this neighborhood
has been without a first-class store heretofore.

Miss Eaves, the daughter of Mrs. Eaves, who
conducts one of Santa Barbara's leading retail
jewelry stores, paid her friends in the wholesale
jewelry trade a visit a short time ago and was
extensively entertained while here. Miss Eaves
returned home after selecting a few desirable goods
for the holidays.

Geo. Bangle, who conducts one of Vallejo's
finest retail jewelry stores, was among the out-of-
town buyers in this market purchasing goods for
the hcilidays. Mr. Bangle looks forward to a ban-
ner holiday trade, as the adjacent navy yard is
working under full head of steam and the mechanics
are all in a prosperous condition.

H. C. Paulson, who is the buyer for the new
owner of Peter Johnson's Sonoma store, found it
necessary to visit the wholesale trade last month to
buy a more complete line of cut glass and silver-
ware for the expected holiday rush.

Mr. Doane, of the vel 1-k now n retail firm of
Doane & Rosenthal, of Goldfield, Nevada, called,
with his wife, upon their many friends in the whole-
sale jewelry trade recently, and returned to Gold-
field after buying a large line of good sellers for
the expected Christmas rush.

S. Jonasen and son have returned from Alaska,
after a very successful trip, and have opened a new
retail jewelry store in their old town of Goldfield,
Nevada.

Ed. Green, of G. W. Green & Son, the retail
jewelers, of Woodlands, Cal., spent a week recently
buying goods for the holidays. Mr. Green also
spent a pleasant time visiting some of the points of
interest with a few of his friends in the wholesale
trade.

S. Rasmussen, manager for the Bartlett Jewelry
Co., of Ventura, was among the out-of-town buyers
in this market recently and returned home with a
fine line of ready-sellers for the holidays.

Owing to the great rush in the jewelry business
in the last sixty days, the following retail jewelers
found it necessary to visit this market to replenish
their stocks for the holidays : C. A. Daunt, Modesto;
H. J. Kuechler, Stockton ; H. F. Hudson, Palo
Alto ; H. Annixter, Point Richmond ; Ben. Levy,
Newman.
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THE HOLIDAY RUSH
finds us amply prepared with abundant supplies to fill
quickly and satisfactorily every requirement of the trade
in all lines :

DIAMONDS
WATCHES JEWELRY

also CLOCKS, SILVERWARE, NOVELTIES

and all manncr of HOLIDAY SPECIALTIES

Our preparations were on the extensive scale de-
manded by the season, and our immense stocks safe-
guard our patrons against delay or disappointment. Our
central location, thorough system and prompt service
will be especially valuable in this season of hurry.

GEO. B. BARRETT CO.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

AND DIAMOND IMPORTERS

Elf 

347 FIFTH AVENUE

PITTSBURG, PA.Z
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A Prosperous

Every indication points to the
present holiday season being

Holiday Season one of the best in years in the
Pittsburg district for the jewelry

trade. The opinion offered by a large majority of

the more conservative members of the trade, all

runs this way. There has been a strong buying

movement among the smaller merchants, and from

the country towns and suburban districts for seve-

ral weeks. This has gradually swelled in volume

during the past few weeks to a surprising figure.

All of the smaller merchants who are in close

touch with the people, are sanguine of the future

and are carrying heavier stocks than usual. Here

in Pittsburg the larger houses say that they have

stocked heavier than last year. The problem of

displaying the stocks of imported goods has be-

come a serious one in many instances. It is a long

time since the proportionate amount of imported

stock has equaled this season.

Thanksgiving Day this year,
coming on the last of Novem-

Early Season ber, had been taken into ac-
count. This day usually divides

the real active holiday trade from the fall business,

but because of its unusual tardiness it is apparent

that the people are not going to wait for it this

season. Most of the trade say that they have

already put aside much stock for the holiday pur-

chasers, and that these selections have come un-

usually early. They also say that the class of stock

called for has been of a high order and usually

more costly. Reports from salesmen who are out

for the wholesalers are encouraging. As one of

the dealers put it, " The steel trade was never so

brisk ; the lumber business has seldom been so
congested and oversold in Pittsburg ; glass facto-

ries, as a rule, are operating more fully than ever

before ; coal mines are rushed with new business
and at advancing prices ; every coke oven in the
great Connellsville field is operating, and thou-
sands of workers are steadily employed, while there
is a scarcity of men in nearly all coke towns."

Bankers say that the money
All Industries Active market is a little tight, but

this applies to the speculative
market and legitimate trade is not lacking for all
that it needs ; railroads have under way enormous
extensions and improvements, and contemplate
more next year involving the expenditure of mil-
lions of dollars in this district ; in spite of the cars
and track service being quadrupled in recent years,
they cannot give more than 50 per cent. of the
service demanded of them. Thus, in almost every
leading line of industry and commerce, the entire
district seems to be in the throes of one of. the
most prosperous seasons that has come to this
section. Of course, the jewelers are benefiting
along with the rest. Collections are excellent.

That advance preparations for
this rush season have been
made, is apparent everywhere.
The shops look most attractive,

and have an air of well-filled shelves and cases.
Ihe display of novelties is brilliant, but it has not
reached its zenith yet. Window displays have
been rare. In one instance an unusual display was
made by James McCreery & Co.'s department
store, in which six huge show windows were given

An Unusually

Elaborate
Preparations

KEYSTONE

over to a show of every type of hall clocks. The
demand for these clocks is said to be greater at
this time than for many years. Jewelers are get-
ting a good share of this trade—Hardy & Hayes
recently making a magnificent display of the goods.
Then in the French clocks, the showing made has
become unusual. Bronzes, imported and domestic,
are a dominating factor also. Electroliers are more
popular than ever, and the size of the stocks held
this season indicates the general feeling of the
trade that they are to be in demand for a long time
to come. The chief domestic lines attracting atten-
tion are the cut glass and the sterling silver goods,
gold mesh goods and leather stock, which are all
active. Combs, women's accessories of all the
dainty kinds, and china and art goods are assuming
an important position in the jewelry store.

There has been a brisk move-
ment in advertising this season.
Not only have the newspapers
been utilized generously, but

novelties of various kinds are being sent broadcast.

Gillespie Brothers issued a series of desk blotters,
which have proven a good investment. Besides

this, the house has issued a new catalogue of over

TOO pages, which is handsomely illustrated and full

of clever ideas for holiday shoppers. Another idea

put into execution is the issuing of a handsome
leather-bound pocket diary, which the house has
sent to its customers. The store has been more
than doubled in size this year, but at the present

time it is crowded with new stock as it never has
been before. During last month a large consign-

ment of German importations have come in and

are being opened, while the stock of novelties is

unusually fine and is much admired by trade callers.

George B. Barrett Co. is enjoy-
ing a heavy rush of winter and
Christmas trade. This old house
has enjoyed a boom that has

been surprising to its friends, and the trade has ex-

panded over a broader field. The new stock for

this season is larger than usual to meet the greater

demand. With Heeren Bros. & Company the factory

is working full time and has been for some months.

The stocks in the big store are superbly arranged,

and the display is attracting large numbers of

people. Manager Montgomery, of M. A. Mead &

Company, is at present looking after a fast growing

trade in the watch line. The Pittsburg branch of

this house is too young to make comparisons with

other seasons as yet, but it reports a steady grow-

ing business that is reaching into the many sections

of the district and within the Pittsburg territory.

There has been a constant stream of trade

callers at most of the Pittsburg stores this winter.

Most of these are return calls after a trip West.

Nearly all of the salesmen coming in say that Pitts-

burg is the only city where return trips are made,

and that they nearly always pay them. Among the

interesting callers was Mr. Gayman, representing

the Hoffman Jewelry Company, of Columbus,Ohio,

who was here with his bride and on his return of

his wedding trip. He was a guest at the offices of

M. A. Mead & Company for a brief period.
The advent of the installment

houses in Pittsburg in such

Houses large numbers this year has

been watched with keen interest.

Inquiries among many dealers show that thus far

their influence has not been serious on the legiti-

mate trade, but that there has been more or less of

an effect on the small suburban stores, while the

old Pittsburg houses that developed this line of

business in recent years are feeling the competition

more than others. The Chicago house of Samp-

Vigorous
Advertising

Wholesalers
Very Busy

The Installment
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son & Company, which started a few months ago,

has augmented the Pittsburg force by the arrival of

Mr. Bastine, one of the veteran salesmen of

Chicago. Loftus Jewelry Company and the Castle-

berg Jewelry Company are making rapid strides in

business. There have been no new houses opening

of late. The older houses have been expanding
and have been getting shaped up for a most pro-

gressive winter season, however. Society has be-
come unusually active with the opening of the
Pittsburg orchestra season, and the wedding trade
has been quite brisk. Some of the more preten-
tious of these affairs are yet to come, and while

they are usually of a nature that do not benefit the

Pittsburg dealer the same as they do the New York

houses, there is always considerable trade devel-
oped through them.

Some comment is heard at this

Passing of the time on the apparent decline of
the number of cheap shops that
have been so conspicuous in

Pittsburg until the present year. The opening of
the Christmas season a year ago found them in
almost every leading business street and in large
numbers, but one by one they have disappeared,
until now there is a general scarcity of these shops.

Two reasons are assigned for this change. One is
the fact that high rents discourage the transient

trader, and the other is the influence of the install-
ment house. Some of these stores have been trans-

ferred to the suburban districts, and particularly in

the larger mill towns, where cheap stock has a

certain call among the workmen. The cheap watch

trade that these houses made a strong play for, has

become less voluminous, however, and the demand

for the better grade even among the better classes

of mines and mills has increased materially with
the generally better times among them.

Cheap Shop

Book Notice

The typical American boy is gifted with

mechanical genius in an uncommon degree. This

is an obviously valuable asset no less to the boy

than to his country. "The Scientific American

Boy," written by A. Russell Bond, and published

by Munn & Co., New York, is a book whose

special object is to stimulate this resourcefulness

in boys. It is not a text-b xik—although lacking

none of the text-book's pn-ctical value—but is

rather the story of the doings of a club of boys.

The scene of the narrative is an island in the Del-

aware River, whereon the club spends several

vacations in camp. Under the leadership cf Bill,

who is the " Scientific American Boy," and with

the occasional asAistance of Bill's Uncle Ed., who

takes a great interest in the boys, the club pro-

ceeds to develop the resources of the island, pro-

viding for their needs out of the material at hand,

and contriving a variety of useful devices for

amusement and diversion.
The progress of the club is chronicled in

detail, complete working drawings being given in

every case, so that they can, if desired, be repro-

duced by any American boy of average intelli-

gence, and they thus serve the purpose of practical

demonstrations. Instructions are given for build-

ing various types of bridges, making skate sails,

snow shoes and skis, sledges, ice boats, etc., and

there is an abundance of valuable information for

sundry emergencies in camp life.
The volume contains 320 pages, is handsomely

bound and, in addition to the drawings already
mentioned, is also illustrated with a number of

half-tones. The book can be had •rn this office

on receipt of publisher's price, $2.00.
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S uperior
market.

2CiNDO
Silver Polish

IS THE BEST

for Jewelers to handle—it is a
quick seller and positively
to any known polish on the
The patent cap used on jar for

is made to perfection.
\\Te call special attention to the im-

portance of a package for Silver Polish
that can be RESEALED after it is
once opened.

Samples sent when requested. Correspondence solicited

PAUL MFG. GO.
Boston, Maas.

The Emblem Jewelry Manufacturing Co.
Makers of Diamond Mountings

Fine r,pairing and stone setting. All job-
bing stem, furnished. Presentation jewels
and inedals. lirst-class work. Itetiners of
old gold awl silver; highest cash price paid.
D. Goldwasser, room 87 Jewelers' Bldg.
.373 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Klein School of Optics, Boston, Mass.
Tio• tvintoo lII( Ieui ellooI or( Tiles

begii,.lantiary Applicatill,,,hould 1,1 ilUtde

caily. 1111111, it. :."11111,•111' III IVO

1,61 kill, ill .1111

111,11,11 aild in office. .\ depart-
1111. special ilie

ii iV ii OII,I $pecial
arc ii me who do not take the regular

cour-, and will reeeieo Iriplount uiul ror the
studio, taken. Full co,r,..■ ,vill $75; single
les;01., $5; les.,■11,, $25 uiu uiiiutIi, 24 1,...,■ffis,
$35; 10 week's without mechanical instruction,
$50. Address,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

NigusiEScherty

ENGIAVER)
ROOMS 71.72

373 WASHINGTON Si. BOSTON
JEWELE3kOttic

(?.)

I employ six engravers the
year round. Can give prompt atten-
tion to mah and express packages.

BARRON'S
132 WORK for the trade satisfies.

Returned same day as received.
Send for the hest AXIS and FRAMELESS
chart ever printed.

Eyes Examined for the Trade
There is Money in it For You

GEORGE A. BARRON
Masmacturing and Refracting Optician

Room 22, 3 winter St., BOSTON

Makers of

TOWER aa STREET CLOCKS
For partieulars, write us, mentioning

THE I: riViIN it

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

WE DON'T CLAIM TO COVER THE EARTH
but our New England customers know that there is no other house
that fills their B work with more promptness or accuracy.
A trial will convince YOU.

C. A. L. LANGTON, Manufacturing Optician
Write or phone 419 Boylston Street, BOSTON

THE patronage extended

our line by the trade

has crowded our factory to

the utmost capacity. We

take pleasure in thanking our

friends for support and assure

them that all rush orders will

be executed.

Scofield & DeWyngaert
Makers fine Gold and Silver Jewelry

NEWARK, N. J.

New York Office-941 Maiden Lane

Watchmaker to the
Trade

Established 1893 4 Experienced AsSistanis

Watches Demagnetized
Repairing of all kinds

JOHN S. LOWELL
373 Washington Street

Jewelers' Building, Rosin 71-2 BOSTON

x...tIe ,lt)-' ,liiI, Li', ,1/44:41. t1em.fr Li', ,1/415‘ 5fi X

(I 
ix

- • r%
ZI• JOHN W BOYCE --i;_I IN;„, manufacturer of

ii-,-
+/"1 DIAMONDx. 

MOUNTINGS
...._

9 _.,
<al
4 and JEWELRY

ti PLATINUM 
11

-;(1 PLATINUM IVORK A SPECIALTY

-i.S. 

ix
I/

1(■1 
Dealer in Precious and 

Imitation Stones Stones I/4-- -4-xi I\
_s. Stone Setting and Repairing 4A
2 

a Specialty rx

,1

4.C-ki New Washington Building 6
,(I 387 Washington St., Room 705 IX

Ifi--a

I!
a--(I Telephone Boston, Mass. p
X ;(4,;(4,■(c.",i,i7.4C-.71,c7e.i,ST;74.17,,I,x-74•TI4C," x

Jewelers Having Tortoise
Shell Goods

that have become dull, call have them
repolished and made as bright as nem,
at a small expense, by sending them to
the manufacturer,

Wm. K. POTTER, PROVIDENCE, Fit,

Fl RST-C LASS

JEWELRY REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

DIAMOND SETTING

SPECIAL ORDERS PROMPTLY

MASONIC JEWELS

FINE HAND CARVING

FILLED

HARRY SMITH
JEWELERS' BuiLDING, Room 76 TEL. 1706-4 MAill

373 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON

F. Schnetzer, Jr., 8L Son
Watch Case Repairers

Gold Plating and Watch Case
Coloring Materials

Especial attention given to Watch Case
Repairing, Springing, Re-Engine Turn-
ing, Engraving, Polishing, etc.
Particular attention paid to Orders by
Express.

21 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.
Room 508

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone
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November was as usual a quiet

Bright Holiday month for the jeweler, though
.not any more so than in pre-

vious years. The last few days

of the month showed a very good record on the

b,ioks. The manufacturers throughout New Eng-

land are behind on orders, many of them refusing

orders for delivery before Christmas. Jewelers in

this section are much more heavily stocked than

usual, and the rush of business the latter part of

the month seems merely to be another example of

their good judgment in buying heavy and early.

Every indication seems to point to a record-

breaking December. Many conditions seem to

confirm this prospect. Financial conditions with

respect to New England in particular are in a

promising state ; labor troubles are perhaps less

general than for some years past ; and chief of

these conditions which augur so well is the energy'

and enthusisam with which jewelers have in the past

year enlarged and improved their .establishments.

The manufacturers have done their share this

year by .producing more beautiful and fascinating

styles than ever, thus facilitating the jeweler's task

by having goods which sell on sight.

The work on the Washington Street subway,

according to the contractors, is progressing finely,

but from outward appearances the casual observer

cannot appreciate any great advafice in its con-

struction. " The Washington Street ditch," as it is

termed by a Boston newspaper, still presents that

appearance on a stormy day.
An extensive trip of seven weeks, combining

business with pleasure, has been completed by

Herbert L. Gruber, of Boston, Mass.
A most unfortunate accident

Watchmaker's occurred to Harry S. Proodian,
Unlucky Accident of S. P. Pr oodia n & Son,

Boston. While standing by one

of the end doors of an elevated train, the guard

slammed the door to, jamming three of his fingers

so badly that he required medical attendance. As

Ito is a watchmaker, he fears that he will be ser-

iously handicapped in pursuing his vocation. He

will undoubtedly enter suit for damages.

Chas. S. Cook, president and treasurer of
A. Stowell &Co., Inc., of Boston, Mass., announces

that he has purchased from Abbott Maynard and

Alexander P. Maynard, their stock and interest in

Arthur 

throttcuorncern. • The officers of the corporation now

are : Chas. S. Cook, president and treasurer
‘ 

 ;

geneDn.d mCotgveirce-president, and C. S. Cook,

The sudden death of John F. McNabb, of
Newton, Mass., was a shock to his many friends
and business associates. Although not appearing
very well of late, few realized the seriousness of
his condition. It may well be said that he was one
of New England's most prominent retail jewelers,
having,d1 trdetin 

alike.
athes liieghestrespect and esteem of customers1

F. E 
suffering from tonsilitis, which has confined him
to hisi.

hot.nB , of Fort Fairfield, Me., has been

home.
W. E. Beard has purchased the stock and

fixtures of A. B. Leighton, of Everett, Mass.
A new front, with electric lights and several

other improvements as well, have recently been
made on A. W. Greely's store at Ellsworth, Me.

Prospects

KEYSTONE

A. P. Stratton, of Enosburgh Falls, Vt., has
closed out his jewelry business after a very suc-
cessful auction, and moved to Stamford, Conn.,
where he has secured a position.

Albert Rand, of Kingsley & Rand, of Man-
chester, N. H., has been very seriously ill.

J. H. Wood & Co., of Skowhegan, Me., have
recently moved into another store in the same

town near their old location.
Fred. R. Forbush, who has for the past twelve

years been with Frank I. Richards, has accepted a

position with Smith, Patterson Co., of Boston.
The Thrasher Clock Co., of

A New Clock South Manchester, Conn., held
a meeting at which the follow-
ing officers were elected : Presi-

dent, S. P. Thrasher ; secretary, C. E. Norton;
treasurer, J. T. Robertson ; directors, C. E. Nor-
ton, M. S. Chapman, H. 0. Bowers, J. T. Robert-
son, S. P. Thrasher, John 0. Shares and Levi T.

'Snow. The executive committee consists of : S. P.

Thrasher, C. E. Norton and J. T. Robertson.

Machinery has been ordered and manufacturing

will soon commence.
Fred. A. Towle, of Peterboro, N. H., %vho for

the past two years has been doing a watch and

jewelry repairing business in that city, has sold out

to W. W. Newcomb, of Fitchburg, Mass. Mr.

Towle is now located at Potter Place, N. H.
At the fire in the Clark Building, Brockton,

Mass., the stock of two jewelers, U. C. Smith and

I. A. Willey, was slightly damaged.
The jewelry store of Walter Coffin, of Bar

Mills, Me., was broken into and a few pieces of

cheap jewelry stolen. The post office and another

store in the immediate vicinity were broken into at

the same time. It was considered the work of

professional thieves.
A. J. Hurd, of Adams, Mass., has returned

from a New York business trip.
W. J. Spicer, of Burlington, Vt., has accepted

a position as watchmaker and optician with B. B.

Perkins Co., of St. Albans, Vt.

James J. Woodward, of Somersworth, N. FL,

has established a very unusual record among

jewelers, by completing the sixty-second year in
which he has been located in one store. He began
work as an apprentice to Albert Wakefield in 1843,
from which position he soon became a partner.
For the last forty years he has been the sole pro-
prietor.

Fred. M. Wood, of N. G. Wood & Sons,
Boston, Mass., accompanied the Harvard team on
their trip to Philadelphia to battle with the Penn
team on the gridiron. He has acted in the capacity
of official timekeeper at many of Harvard's games.

The recent death of George \V. Dobbins, with
A. Stowell & Co., of Boston, Mass., was sad news
to his many friends. He has been connected with
the firm for about thirty years as head of the silver-
ware department.

By the recent examination of the books of
the Goddard Manufacturing Co., a jewelry instal-
ment concern, of Boston, Mass., it was discovered
that some of the employees had established a
system of stealing. Immediate action was taken
and settlements made by the accused parties.

At the quarterly meeting and
The Jewelers' dinner of the Boston Jewelers'
Club Club, which was held at Hotel

Somerset, November 13th, it
was unanimously voted to.increase the club mem-
bership to seventy-five members. It is proposed
to enlarge and elaborate on the usual entertainment
and put the club on a more solid basis. New
York, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Chicago, Buffalo and
Providence all have jewelers' clubs, which are as a
whole, in a good, healthy and prosperous condi-
tion, whereas Boston's club is almost an infant

as compared to some of the larger clubs through-

out the country. The present membership includes
many of the people prominently connected with
the jewelry business In Boston, and the recent vote
of the club to increase the membership, will open

Company
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the social opportunities to many others. Among
the officers appear the following well-known
jewelers in the trade : C. 0. Lawton, president ;
Woodbury 'Welcher, secretary-treasurer ; H. B.
Burnham, G. XV. Hutchinson and Benj. F. Gris-
comb, executive committee. Among the members
taken in at the last meeting vere : Mr. Crippen,
president of the 24-Karat Club, of New York, and
Col. John L. Shepherd, a member of the same chub.

The fortieth anniversary of G. W. Fairchild &
Sons, of Bridgeport, Conn., was celebrated Novem-
ber 14th, by a special reduction sale for that week.
The original firm name %vas G. \V. Fairchild. In
1895, George A., the son, was taken into the firm,
which was afterwards known as G. W. Fairchild &
Sons. Four years later, Harry L. acquired an
interest. It is interesting to note that Mr. Fair-
child still takes an active part in the conduct of the
business.

Robert T. Reed, of Southbridge, Mass., has
been to New York purchasing goods for his holi-
day trade. He recently bought out P. H. Herbert,
in whose employ he has been for the past eight
years.

Orkin Bros., %rho for some time past have been
located at 21 Bromfield Street, have removed to
373 kVashington Street, Boston, Mass.

The case of 0. J. Rousseau, was called at the
meeting held before the referee in bankruptcy
at Fall River, Mass. Samuel 0. Reinstein appeared
for Rousseau, and W. E. Fuller, Jr. for the credi-
tors. Claims amounting to about $1500 were
allowed. The liabilities amounted to about $200.
The meeting was adjourned to the second Wednes-
day of December.

F. E. Rendall, of Rumford Falls, Me., recently
opened a new store in that city.

The Barmatyne Watch Co., of Ansonia, Conn.,
has filed a certificate of incorporation with the
secretary of state. The authorized capital is $45,-
000. Edward A. Harriman and S. Bigelow
Cheney, of New Haven, and Wm. L. Barnett, of
Derby, are the incorporators.

F. S. Dyke, of Barton, Vt., has accepted the
position of manager to Lang & Slayton, of North-
fie.ld, Vt.

Echvin Brown, a prominent
Death of Edwin manufacturing jeweler, of Provi-
Brown dende, R. I., died recently at

his home in that city. He was
born in 1848, entering the jewelry busiuess twenty
years later in the employ of Hoskin & Co. He
remained with them several years, after which he
became a member of the firm of Cook 8z Brown.
J. A. Jerauld was taken into the business in I88o,
after which the firm was known as E. Brown & Co.
Mr, Brown was unmarried. He leaves three
brothers and two sisters. Horses were his favorite
sport. He was well-known as a member of the
Providence Driving Club.

November i5th, was the tenth anniversary of
the opening of Baird-North Co., of Salem, Mass.
The growth of this concern is of interest because
of the rapid strides which it has made towards
becoming the largest store in the United States,
which is carrying on a jewelry mail-order business.
The business was originally started by William G.
Hussey, formerly a photographer in that city, in
November, 1895. The first year, one young lady
attended to all the mail-order business, whereas
to-day, it requires two hundred people to attend to
that end of the business. A few years later,
George L. Hyde became interested in the business
but retired a short time ago. After this the busi-
ness was incorporated as the Baird-North Co.,
with M. Hussey as president and treasurer, and
Albert XV. Holmes as secretary. The increase of
business has necessitated many enlargements from
time to time. The most recent addition is that of
the store next door, formerly occupied by Brown
Brothers.

The following jewelers were among the recent
visitors to this city : Chas. Sinclair, of N. C.
Nelson & Co., Concord, N. H.; A. C. Tucker,
Whitman, Mass.; Edwin Legro, Farmington, Me.;
F. \V. XVoolway, Newton, Mass.; A. T. Harriett,
Norwood, Mass.; C. F. Pettingill, Quincy, Mass.;
Percival Safford, of J. F. Safford & Son, Roches-
ter, N. H.; C. J. Houghton, Waltham, Mass.;
N. C. Squire, Lynn, Mass.; Hiram Merrill, Lowell,
Mass.; Herman S. Hewitt, Brockton, Mass.; L. P.
Brigham, Hudson, Mass.; E. A. Doyle, Lynn,
Mass.; G. A. Schmidt, Lawrence, Mass.; C. F.
Godfrey, Brockton, Mass.; I. A. Willey, Brock-
ton, Mass.
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A. G. SCHWAB 0 BRO., Cincinnati
Diamonds
Watches
Diamond and
Gold Jewelry
The Latest
Novelties
of the Season

SPECIALTIES
Bracelets anD Dog Collars

SILVER,

We offer
order to reduce

to our removal

CUT GLASS AND
CLOCKS

special inducements
()ur large stock preparator

to new quarters on

in

ri January 1st.

mo

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Ecclesiastical Art Metal Workers

203 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mother of Pearl

In Pure Stone
Amethyst, Topaz, Garnet, Crystal,
Onyx and Turquoise. Mounted
in 14 K. rolled-gold plate, Po. oo,
$12.00, $14.00 each. Mounted
in solid gold, $35.00 to $5o.00
each.

In Imitation Stone
Mounted in 14 K. rolled-gold
plate, stones of good color, clear
cut facets, Amethyst, Topaz,
Garnet, Emerald, Crystal, Opal
and Turquoise.

Prices—$2. oo, $2.50, $3.50, $4. oo and
$5.00 each.

Our new illustrated Catalogue now ready for
distribution. Mailed on request.

Selection package on application.

Our list includes Chalices, Ciboria. Osten-
soria, Crucifixes, Candlesticks, Candelabra,
Pulpits, Altar Lamps, Sanctuary Rails and
Memorial Tablets.

No. 3290
In ;7;terlitig $1.00 each

December, 1905
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Jewelry Store Lighting
made easy, effective and so to 75% cheaper than kerosene
gas or electric lights by using our

BRILLIANT or
HEADLIGHT Gasoline Lamps

Itrillian,y and glitter is i hey can be used anywhere
riii; ;my II iii tit; Mei. 100,00U in daily

dll ii n I I hi .ighl EVel'y \Ve
.ItI•flI ha, ill Iir 11('W Low Pressure and Gravity Gasoline

Lighting Systems. Writv I,r K. 5. Catalog; it tolls all about them.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.

42 State Street, HICA(10, ILL.

FANS
For Holiday and Wedding Presents

Made especially for the Jewelry Trade

LOUIS STEINR, Importcr

520=522 Broadway, New York

THE KEYSTONE

Notwithstanding the fact that

Prosperous Trade a heated State election was held
Conditions during the past month, pre-

ceded by an equally heated

' campaign, wholesale and retail jewelers have

enjoyed an unusually prosperous business. In the

wholesale line the activity was devoted to heavy

orders for the better class of holiday goods, while

the retailers were kept busy with shop work and

sales of the better lines of goods. Diamonds con-

tinue to be in heavy demand, also high-grade

watch movements. Jobbers report an active

demand for novelties and holiday goods.

Louis Klotter, a retail jeweler, at 2202 Central

Avenue, is selling out his stock at reduced rates.

He expects to have his lines so reduced by the

time the holidays are over, that he will be enabled

to dispose of the remainder in one bulk sale.
The Hohneck Jewelry Company was incor-

porated at Columbus a few weeks ago, with a
preliminary capitalization of $5000. The company

will conduct a retail jewelry business on upper

Vine Street and on lower Broadway. The incor-

porators are ; Lewis Hohneck, Emil Moegling,

William Hohneck, Charles M. Kissel and Henry

lohneck. The Hohnecks are already in business

at two of the places named, the intent being to

conduct the business under the advantages of the
State corporation law.

The first window smashing job

Robbery by of the winter season, occurred
Window Smashing the last of October, at the

recen t I y opened store of

George Newstedt, on Race Street, north of Fourth,

the thieves getting away with about a thousand

dollars' worth of set fraternal rings and other

jcwelry which had been left in the window over

night. The crooks visited the place just about

daylight, when the streets were deserted, and with

a boulder wrapped in a piece of carpet, broke a

hole in the large plate-glass window and made a

raid on the articles within easy reach. From the

manner in which the plunder was taken, the police

believe that the crooks were frightened away

before they could complete their haul. The broken

window was discovered a half hour later. This

makes the fourth time that Mr. Newstedt has been

visited by window smashers during that number of

years. The other raids were made on his stores on

Walnut Street, between Fourth and Fifth, prior to
his removal to his present site.

There was born to Mr. and Mrs. John Kappes,
at their home 844 Suire Avenue recently, a pair of
twin boys. At latest accounts the mother and

children were doing well. Mr. Kappes is the head

‘vatchmaker at the Duhme Jewelry Company's
store on West Fourth Street.

Elmer. Fell, of Guysville, Ohio, was among
the visiting jewelers who attended the annual meet-
ingofthe Masonic grand lodge of Ohio, which was
held here. Mr. Fell has been master of his home
lodge. 

A diamond brooch, valued at
Mysterious Theft $500, which had been shipped

to a customer in Harrison, Ohio,

by the Clemens Osk a mp
Jewelry Company some weeks ago, was myteriously
lost by the express company, and was subsequently
as mysteriously recovered without any arrest being

of ft Brooch

made. The brooch was the property of the wife
of Banker Frank Bowles, and had been sent to the
Oskamp establishment to be cleaned. After this
work had been done, the firm shipped it back to
Harrison by the American Express, and delivery
was made to the agent at that town, who receipted
for it. A messenger employed at. the Harrison
office was started with the package for the Bowles'
residence, some distance away. The messenger
was but a young boy, who says that on reaching
the house and finding no one at home, he left the
package lying on the kitchen table. A few days
later, Mr. Bowles communicated with the Oskamp
establishment, and asked for information as to
when the brooch would be returned. He was told
that it had been delivered almost a week ago.
The matter was at once reported to the Jewelers'
Safety Alliance, and agents came from Indianapolis
to take up the case. In a short time they recovered
the package, at a place several miles from town,
where it had been concealed by the thief. No
charges were made and Mr. Bowles, who accom-
panied the detectives, receipted for the package
with the express company The youth of the
guilty person led the banker to extend leniency in
the way of posecution.

A number of Covhgton friends of Charles J.
Nurre., the Main Street jeweler, recently tendered
him a reception on his return from the East, where
he had been touring for almost two months.

A. S. Carroll, Jr., of Bessemer, Ala., was
among the Southern retailers to visit the trade

during the past month. He reports business in the
South to be in a flourishing condition, and predicts a

heavy fall trade. The cotton-crop situation is such in
his opinion that money will be plentiful among the

planters for months to come, with chances of the

price reaching figures not touched for a number
of years.

J. H. Baber, of Marion, Ind., has been auction-

ing off his stock, having retained the services of

auctioneer J. S. Anderson, of Dayton, Ohio.
August Mahlman, of Lafayette, Ind., was here

a short time ago, buying fixtures for a new store

which he has opened in his own building.

Victor A. Gebhardt, of Gebhardt Brothers,

has been touring Northern States, and reports

indications generally very good for a heavy winter

trade.
H. D. English, formerly in business at Hart-

ford City, Ind., has started a new store at Dunkirk,
Ind. The store at Hartford City is in charge of
M. M. Johnson.

The plan recently adopted by
Buyer's Excursions the Business Men's Club of this

city for raising a fund for the
purpose of conducting an excursion bureau
through which to bring country buyers to the city
four times a year, is meeting with much favor and
financial support. The club expects to raise the
sum of ten thousand dollars a year, for the pur-
pose of giving four quarterly excursions into the
city from various States. The country buyers are
to be brought in, entertained by the club and
returned to their homes without any conditions
implied. If they desire to stay over a few days
and make purchases, they may do so and will subse-
quently be looked after by the wholesalers or the
Merchants' and Manufacturers' Association. The
first excursion will likely be given in the spring,
either from Central Kentucky or Eastern Ohio.

After having completed a course of study in
engraving in this city, J. H. Bovard has returned to
Newcastle, Ky., where he is conducting a jewelry
store.

W. S. P. Oskamp, the retired jeweler, accom-
panied by his family, is home from an extended
tour through Europe, covering the better part of
the past summer.

E. W. Muntz, of Hillsboro, Ohio, has opened
a new store in that town, and was recently in
Cincinnati buying a complete line of jewelry and
novelties and new store fixtures.
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Arno Dorst, Kansas City manager of the Dorst
Jewelry Company, is home for a few weeks, the
Kansas City plant having been put in good work-
ing shape. The company is cluing an extensive
Western business.

The jobbing firm of Wallenstein, Meyer &
Co., of 16 West Third Street, is anticipating mov-
ing into larger quarters uptown. The firm has
been in existence only a few years, but its business
has rapidly increased and forced the members to
seek larger quarters.

J. F. Carr, formerly of Kenton, Ohio, has
opened a retail jewelry and department store at
Portsmouth, Ohio, after having disposed of his busi-
ness at Kenton.

Local manufacturing jewelers
Factories Work have been kept so busy during
Day and Night the past few weeks filling holi-

day and early-winter orders,
that they are in most cases obliged to work their
forces late into the night. In several instances a
force has been kept on all night. Much of the
rush comes from the Southern States, which were
quarantined some months because of yellow fever.
The business from these sections is so heavy as to
far exceed that of other years.

C. Marcroffsky, an old Cincinnati jeweler, who
conducted a retail store at Fifth and Race Streets
a number of years ago, has opened a store at
Portsmouth, Ohio, and was recently here with a
view to making purchases of stock and fixtures.

R itterman Brothers, of Evansville, Ind., re-
cently purchased fixtures for a new and larger store
which they have opened. They also left generous
orders with the local wholesale trade for their
new stock.

Herman Keck, of the Keck Manufacturing
Company, is home from an extended pleasure and
business trip through Europe. His original mission
was for the purpose of purchasing diamonds, and
he secured quite a large quantity of high-grade
stones.

Joseph Noterman, of the diamond firm of Jos.
Noterman & Co., is out again after a brief illness
with the grip. William Pflueger, with this house,
is making a number of Southern and Eastern
States, while J. B. Osthoff is taking in Ohio and
the Northwest. All report a heavy demand for
high-class goods.

The following out-of-town buyers were among
the trade during the past month : Elmer Fell,
Guysville, Ohio ; Mr. Van Hoy, of Van Hoy &
Hill, Campbellsville, Ky.; Frank Fullilove, Owen-
ton, Ky.; R. H. Dilly, Cambridge, Ohio ; H.
Smith, of McIntyre & Smith, Brannon, Ky.; Frank
C. Taylor and wife, Carlisle, Ky.; Frank Emer-
ling, Hillsboro, Ohio ; J. H. Bovarcl, New Castle,
Ky.; A. S. Carroll, Jr., Bessemer, Ala.; Fred.
Ende, New Bremen, Ohio ; D. J. Dillard, Lebanon,
Tenn.; J. C. Ernst, Charleston, W. Va.; Frank
Carey, Lebanon, Ohio ; S. D. Fleenor, Jackson,
Ky.; 0. S. Boise!, Dayton, Ohio ; Walter Eisen-
smith, Charleston, W. Va.; W. S. Willis, of Willis
& Co., Crewe, W. Va.; P. W. Starks and wife,
Manchester, Ohio ; R. C. Beer, of Beer & Barth,
North Vernon, Ind.; H. R. Greyer, Muncie, Incl.;
John Hasselbrock, Liberty, Ind.; William Sivele,
Aurora, Ind.; G. M. Wilkinson, Mansfield, Ohio ;
Rude ,Meyer, of F. G. Wittlinger, Middletown,
Ohio ; J. H. Kreker, Huntingburg, Ind.; J. W.
Clark, Mt. Vernon, Ohio ; A. Clooney, Maysville,
Ky.; W. W. Roberts, Nicholasville, Ky.; Henry
Moser, Wapakoneta, Ohio ; William Schaible,
Troy, Ohio ; J. E. Holliday, Blanchester, Ohio;
J. A. Simpson, New Richmond, Ohio ; T. P. Fry,
Lewisburg, W. Va.; I. B. Wylie, Springfield, Ohio;
James Rollins, Loudonville, Ohio ; D. A. Sewell,
Wilmington, Ohio ; Frank Mayer, Jr., Middletown,
Ohio ; W. J. Ewing, Dillsboro, Ind.; J. S. Barnett,
Troy, Ohio ; J. S. Throp, Greensburg, Ind.; John
Webb, Corinth, Ohio ; W. W. Turner, Cedartown,
Ga.; Edward Israel, Harrison, Ohio ; William
Jep.on, Washington, Ind.; Frank Ende, New
Bremen, Ohio ; Saul Klein, Greenville, Miss.; H.
Murray, Danville, Ky.; J. Powers, Owensboro, Ky.;
F. C. Taylor, Carlisle, Ky.; J. H. Russell, Colum-
bia, Ky.; H. D. English and wife, Hartford City,
Ind.; W. W. Roberts, Nicholasville, Ky.; R. H.
Dilley, Cambridge City, Ind.; D. G. Luzader,
Pennsboro, W. Va.; H. E. Kinnear, Marion, Ind.;
J. Knocke, with Victor Bogaert, Lexington, Ky.;
C. C. Rhodes, Berea, Ky.; Walter Beutel, Hamil-
ton, Ohio.; Frank Yeager, Richmond, Ky.;
Charles Brock, of Brock & Feagans, Los Angeles,
Cal.
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The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Alabama

William Rosenstffil, Jr., well known in the
jewelry trade of Birmingham, died on November
2d, in his forty-seventh year. Deceased was the
son of William Rosenstffil, who opened a jewelry
business at Union Springs, in 1874, which upon
his retirement, some time ago, he turned over to
Henry J. Rosenstild, by whom it is now conducted.
Having learned the jewelry business in that store,
deceased came to Birmingham in 1883, and opened
business on his own account, subsequently admit-
ting another brother, John B. Rosenstihl, to part-
nership, when the firm-name of Rosenstffil Bros.
was assumed. About six years ago this firm was
dissolved, and deceased then entered the employ
of the Jobe-Rose Jewelry Co., Birmingham, with
whom he remained until about one year ago, when
he again went into business for himself. Ill-
health, however, necessitated his retirement about
a month ago, and his death ensued. A widow
survives him.

Arkansas

W. J. Hutson, formerly of Helena, is now
located in Clarendon, where he is opening a retail
jewelry and repair business, under the name of
Clarendon Jewelry Co. He is highly pleased with
his new location, anticipates a large patronage and
hopes to be in good shape to meet a brisk holiday
trade. His address now is Box 65, Clarendon.

District of Columbia

Galt & Brother, of Washington, recently de-
signed and executed a beautiful work of art-crafts-
manship in the shape of a jeweled chalice of gold,
which was presented to Rev. Dr. Stafford, of that
city, on the occasion of his recent home-coming.
The chalice is regarded as one of the finest exam-
ples of the goldsmith's work ever produced in this
country. The cup is of massive 22-karat gold and
the stand of 18-karat, beautifully hand chased,
studded with pearls, peridots and tourmalines of
the finest quality, and is ecclesiastically correct in
every detail. The paten is likewise 22-karat gold.
The design from which the chalice is made is that
of a solid silver chalice in the cathedral of Pistoria
in Italy, which Digby Wyatt, in his "Specimens of
Ornamental Metal Work," says is the most beautiful
chalice in the world. The doner of the chalice is
said to have arranged especially that it should be
made in Washington because of Dr. Stafford's love
for this city.

Georgia

The citizens of Fort Valley are now enjoying
the benefits of one of the most complete and up-
to-date electric light plants in the South. The
plant is owned by the city, and was installed and
every detail personally looked over by Mayor J. L.
Fincher, who has made a special study of the
problem. Mr. Fincher is well known in the trade
as head of the enterprising firm of J. L. Fincher
& Son, jewelers, at Fort Valley.

Indiana

Robert E. Scott, formerly of Greyer & Scott,
Muncie, has opened a business in rooms 155-157,
Johnson Block, Muncie, where he makes a specialty
of diamonds.

Iowa

Fred. J. Lindgren, the well-known jeweler, of
Ogden, has lately been passing the Havanas upon
the arrival of a bright-eyed baby girl at his home,
eight pounds avoirdupois.

Arthur R. Knights, son of A. R. Knights, of
A. R. Knights & Co., Dubuque, died at the resi-
dence of the family, 5o Grant Avenue, that city,
recently. Deceased was one of the best known
and most highly esteemed young men in Dubuque,

KEYSTONE

and the announcement of his death, after an ill-
ness of four weeks, was a shock to his many
friends. He was blessed with a fine physique,
and always enjoyed excellent health, but a cold
which he contracted developed into typhoid ma-
laria and resulted in his death. He was born in
Dubuque twenty-seven years ago, and, upon com-
pleting his education, entered the firm conducted
by his father under the name of A. R. Knights &
Co., this being his only business connection. He
was a young man of much promise, whose unex-
pected demise is a severe blow to his sorrowing
parents.

Missouri

The firm of Henninger & Wheeler, Columbia,
take a justifiable pride in their new store and its
equipnymt. This is a roomy establishment, hand-
somely decorated, well fixtured and conveniently
laid out. The show cases extending along the
wall, afford a splendid area for the display of
goods, and should therefore prove a valuable
factor in stimulating sales. The counter cases also
are salient and attractive, and the evidences of
modernity and progress are noticeable in all the
other features of this interesting store.

Montana

E. N. Hewer, watchmaker with L. R. Barnett,
the Glendive jeweler, expects to spend the holidays
with his friends in Utica, S. D.

F. K. Davis, who opened a repair shop in
Forsythe several months ago, is reported to be
making very encouraging progress.

Nebraska

S. Rhodes, of Ulysses, has sold out his stock
of queensware, glassware and stationery, and here-
after will devote all his time to jewelry lines.
Jeweler Rhodes is a business man of the pro-
gressive kind, and prides himself upon never
having missed a Single number of THE KEYSTONE
since 1880.

New Hampshire

James J. Woodward, the Somersworth jeweler,
recently celebrated the sixty-second anniversary of
his first connection with the trade. While yet in
his teens he entered the employ of A. Wakefield,
whose store occupied a corner on the market
square, Somersworth, next to what is now the
Boston and Maine Depot. In the beginning he
received a small but progressive salary. At the
age of twenty-one his apprenticeship term expired,
but he continued in the employ of Jeweler Wake-
field, at increased salary, and displayed such in-
dustry and rare business aptitude that eventually he
bought out the business and has since been its sole
proprietor.

New Mexico

H. E. Fox, the Albuquerque jeweler, re-
cently returned from a visit to British Columbia,
where he completed arrangements under which,
after January 1st, he will be vice-president and
secretary of the International Lumber and Mer-
cantile Co., with offices and headquarters at Spo-
kane, Wash., and a mill and yards at Kitchener,
British Columbia. He has closed a contract with
George W. Hickox, of Sante Fe, in which he
agrees to sell the latter the stock, fixtures and
good will of his jewelry business, possession to
be given the purchaser on January rst, 1906, until
which time Jeweler Fox will continue the business
as usual. He expects to do the largest holiday
trade in his twenty-six years' connection with the
;ewelry trade, to which end he has specially
installed a comprehensive stock of high-class goods.

New York

H. E. Child, of Clyde, has remodeled and
improved his jewelry store and considerably in-
creased his stock of jewelry, silverware, cut glass
and art china. He has painted and decorated the
interior in white, blue and gilt and installed new
golden.oak show cases and other display facilities.
He has also improved the lighting arrangements
by the addition of a brilliant electric flasher. The
name of Child has been long connected with the
jewelry trade, S. J. Child, father and predecessor
in business of the present proprietor, having fol-
lowed the jewelers' vocation for half a century
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prior to his death. With the advent of the son t ,
control the firm, always enterprising and progre
sive, took on a new growth and now enjoys ti•
confidence of a large patronage. Jeweler Child
assisted in his activities by George Hilbert, a watcI
maker of over twenty-five years' experience. Th •
Child jewelry store has occupied its present site f(
forty-seven years.

Jeweler I. H. McConkey, of Johnstown, had ,
narrow escape from serious injury lately, and .
the circumstances are, he will be handicapped in I
work for some time. He was mixing a solution
vitriol as a cleaning preparation, when the bot 
from which he was pouring the acid slipped in h
hand and a quantity spilled out in various direction -
striking upon the backs of both of his hands ai !
on his forehead. Mr. McConkey immediately im-
mersed his hands in ammonia, but the burnim:
was most severe, especially on the forehead, whit I
was not treated immediately with the amnion;
He went at once to the office of a doctor, x% I.
treated the injuries and no serious results ar
expected, although it is probable that a scar will I,
left on the forehead. Mr. McConkey was rnoi
fortunate in that not a drop of the liquid came in
contact with his eye, as it would have destroyed th,
sight.

North Dakota

W. A. Percy, the progressive dealer, of Wash-
burn, has been making some interesting improvt -
ments in his store, including the addition
handsome cases for the display of musical good. ,
novelties and special lines of cut glass, silverwar.
and jewelry. He is well prepared to handle a holi-
day trade of unusual proportions.

Pennsylvania

M. G. Sanes, of Wilmerding, has considerably
improved his store and increased his display facili-
ties by the installation of two new show windou
a recess doorway, nad new wall cases with brack, t
lights. The premises have also been newh
papered and painted, so that in respect of ston•
equipment Jeweler Sanes is in good shape to
accommodate a large holiday trade.

Mrs. J. Burkfield has purchased the stock and
fixtures of J. A. Hamilton, the Latrobe jeweler,
and will continue the retail jewelry and repair
business hitherto conducted by him. The pr -
prietress has enlarged the stock, rearranged the
store, and amplified the display facilities. 1-kr
new and attractive lines are showing to excellew
advantage in the well-dressed show window, and
will doubtless appeal forcibly to gift buyers during
the next few weeks.

Liljedahl & Lundborg, of Braddock, have in-
stalled additional show cases for the display of
their Christmas stocks of silver and bronze good-.
This firm reports excellent trade conditions with
unprecedented prospects for the holiday season.

F. A. Marx, the enterprising jeweler, of Brad-
dock, has recently completed a number of ini-
provements in his store. These premises ha N e
been enlarged to twice their former dimension,
a handsome new front has been installed, including
large and capacious show windows, new marblt-
base, plate-glass fixtures, show cases, and a
handsomely ornamented metal ceiling have also
been added, making this a thoroughly modern
store in respect of appearance, apportionment and
equipment.

S. Malthisky, the Braddock jeweler, has opened
a branch store at Wilmerding, which is in charg,
of G. W. Keagg, who has been with Jeweler
Maltinsky's Braddock store for several years.
" By the Sign of the Clock," is the title of a
sixteen-page booklet issued by this firm to expli
its various lines of jewelry, silverware and opt! ( I
goods. It is printed on enameled paper in hl.“
ink and appropriately illustrate41, Its reach'
pages evidence an excellent grasp of the wive-
tising business on the part of Jeweler Maltinsky.

Tennessee

C. S. Crane, a respected member of the retail
trade, of Chattanooga, who is now in his seventy-
fourth year and is still doing good work at the
bench, celebrated on November 8th, the golden
anniversary of his marriage. Jeweler Crane and
his wife are both natives of New Jersey. THE
KEYSTONE joins with their numerous friends in
congratulating the venerable couple.

New England Watches
Are Business-Builders

There is no other watch made that will bring more new
customers to your store than the New England.
IT This is because New England Watches are being advertised
more extensively than any other watch.
If We are i touch with more than one-third the entire population
of the United States with our advertising and follow-up work.
IT We are receiving thousands of inquiries from all parts of the
country, and these inquiries are being referred to the dealers
Who sell New England Watches. \\Te are actually selling the
goods for the retailer in many instances.
1, New England Watches are the

"BEST VALUE" WATCHES MADE
and the advertising we are doing in the newspapers and maga-
zines, supplemented by our direct advertising with watch buyers,
is rapidly increasing the business of those dealers who sell
New England Watches.

IT What we are doing for them we can do for you who are not
at this time handling our goods.

11 Will you give us the opportunity?

If If interested, write

Department of Publicity

NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
WATERBURY, CONN.

■11■■••••••■■



Made in two models, as illustrated.
Running full time on just these
watches has enabled the

6 Sizi- and (

THE BEST

WATCH

IN THE WORLD

FOR THE

MONEY

to build these timepieces for the trade
at a phenomenally low price, corn-.
pared with reliable service-giving
qualities. It is an improved model
all through new design of plates and
character of finish  

Price-List upon request- cumpensating balance
breguet hairspring

seven jewels
lever escapement

finishes—nickel damaskeened and
fancy gilt and nickel damaskeened

Pendant S el

An
American
Gentleman's
Watch

Absolute Accuracy
Exclusive Design
Fixed Selling Price Set by us
Made Complete at the Factory
Timed in Case

6-23 and 19 jewel grades are accompanied
by cc Record " or cc Time " Cards

Price Card with every watch
Handsome Silk-Lined Mahogany Box

gratis
-The Sole Product of the E. Howard

Watch Co. hence its best
Adjustment is Perfect
Your Profit is Exceptionally Attractive
Trade prices never published

Watches ;ire thc most profitable timepieces for you to handle

18 Size I-hinting and Open-Face

2:1 lathy and sapphire jewels f raised glI sett jugs ; ailjustell
to 5 posit ions, temperature :mil isochroitisin ; hai lig :
micrometric regulator ; gold train wheels 1iuiI roller ; sive!
e,feapc wheel ; sapphire pallet stone,: all steel part. highly
finished ; extra tine. hand-made, : timed in
the case and certificate of rating furnished with ea,h watch.

111 ruby and sapphire ,jetvels k p.1,1 faatings1 ; ail.iftsteil to
po.itimis, tempgcat tire and lHllI,IIiSIII ; lirigilil hairspring ;

micrometric regulater ; gold center NN 11111 : IflhIlh ull r;lrr

sapphire pallet Sl11111, : all S11.1`l II:111, highly
finished ; exti:a hue, Iiille-'uuI Ii ii ; timed in the
case and certificate of rating furnished with each watch.

1 7 ruby :mil sapphire jewels (gold settings) ; adjusted to 3
pic.it ions anti 11.1111101.:11111V ; Itregtiet hairspring ; micrometric
regulator ; gold iiei vIuel ; Itihl. ,1111.1' ; tf.cape wheel ;
sapphire pallet stones; :ill slel parts highly finished ; exti.a tine,
hanil-maile, double-sunk dial : timed in case.

1 7 rtilly and .appltire jetvels (gold set ings ; adjusted to
temperature ; Itregnet hairspring ; micrometric regulator ; gold

; steel ; sapphire pallet ,l11114, ; all

'414'1 highly ; iXtit tine, hand - made dial ;
timed in case.

Write for descriptive booklet and retail selling- pricc, itr1(1 we will fi)rwara list of jobbers from whom you can
obtain I loward Watches
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You are enabled to secure •

• Additional Profits • 
.

•
through the many exclusive points of merit'

. In Jas. Boss Gold Filled Screw Cases -
They excel in strength of frame, superiority of finish and

wearing qualities. The ease with which bezels and backs may be 
.

; removed.and replaced is evidence of the exceptional care exercised in
. turning the perfect threads. ,
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It's profitable for you to handle such "accurately
made" cases•

The Keystone Watch Case Co. :
1,...

1 1 
o 

Philadelphia
New York ncsan l 

n 
'rancisco

Ciinati
Chicag 

. . :

' .

,

•

1

 I

One

7=Jewel

Nickel

Pendant-Set

Movement ,

One
20-Year

Cium-anteed
0-Size

Jas. Boss
Case ,

assortment of timepieces

often inspires the purchase of an article expressing some particular purpose

or possessing associations of a certain historical nature.

(The Watch with a Reason)

made in Philadelphia, the Home of American Independence and in honor

of the maker of the first American Flag, will prove attractive to all

wishing a complete 0-size watch.

It will likewise find special favor with the 957,922 members of

The " Betsy Ross " Association, who are located in every one of the States,

Territories and Colonies of the United States.

Open-Face 0-size watches are generally scarce at this season of the year,

but we are prepared to Make prompt delivery of either Hunting or Open-Face.

A quantity Of interesting
folders in colors, illustrat-
ing the '' Betsy ROSS ''
Watch and telling how
and where Betsy Ross
made the first U. S.
flag. Send us your

i business card as a i
1 guide for copy.

THE KEYSTONE
WATCH CASE
COMPANY



215ilie Improved "Ever Ready" Plato Clock
Guaranteed to be mechanically perfect and to keep accurate time. Makes a most attractive window display

" [Faith the Time Ely"
NO HANDS, NO DIAL. Wound, set and regulated like any clock

lrr

""" H1111111 x11111'
111,

Design No. 2 Design No. 3 No. 4 Plain $8.00
$6.50 $7.00 " 5 Enamel 8.50

UPPER PLATES REPRESENT THE HOUR. LOWER PLATES, THE MINUTES

An appropriate HOLIDAY, BIRTHDAY or WEDDING GIFT
Elegant display case given free with order for eight clocks, two of each

ORDER NOW TO INSURE HOLIDAY DELIVERIES
For trade discount apply to your jobber or

ICAL,IBNIDAR No. 2160

This desk clock, 5J x 73 inches, made of black leather, is fitted with a perpetual calendar and a WESTERN movement, 
handsomely mounted with a

beveled crystal, ivorine dial and polished brass flange. It will prove a very appropriate present for the holidays and on

account of its attractive appearance will appeal to the highest class of trade

SOLE MAKERS OF' THE AMERICA ALARM

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg. Co., 304 Hudson St., New York City
LA SALLE, ILL.

WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

Litt 11S Marbleized Wood, Mission Mantel,
Mission Hanging.' Dutch Hall Clocks
A profitable line for you For sale by leading jobbers

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO.
Main Offices and Factories

Forestville, Connecticut, U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 37 Maiden Lane

PATENTED

VENTURA
31 inches high

7 2 I-23 Maiden Lane

ROY WATCH CASE COMPANY NEW YORK

206 Kearny Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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SHIP'S BELL" GOTHIC AND DORIC ; PARLOR AND BOUDOIR CLOCK3

For use on
Itesks,

Mantels,ete.

In Clubs,
Residences

aud
Ot!ices

  TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Lessons in Horology

Tells
eor reel
hour
and
half
hour

in dark
rounne,

COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By JULES GROSSMAN, I ii I t Horological School, of Loch , ,rland, and

HERMANN GlIOSSMA: ,̀ • , I the tiorolcgieal and Elect halt teal
sello1.1, 1 >,,iicluttel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES A LI X, ht., Charleston, S. Fortner pupil of the
Lode I I,•rological School.

[Copyrighted, 1905, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

Suitable for
ilegatta
Prize

TRAVELING CLOCK
,”114.1

2U IN. "SPECIAL" AUTO CLOCK

-

MARINE CLOCK

(Continued. Part XXIV.)

239. Evolute and Radius of Curvature of the Cycloid. The

evolute A'1 A of the semi-cycloid A B is a semi-cycloid equal to

its evolvent (218).
Let A A' be the base (Fig. 66), B f the axis of the cycloid

generated by the point M of the circumference T Al P. Let us

'r

THE " CHELSEA e for
lion Oil hIcks, Iiiiite1, 

etc. 

Ship's Bell is the hest form of St riT i,i,_!' Clock for use in sleeping rooms,
librari..s,

Clock in ifs round ,aso, alSO fit iii.Isl vjI I the Base. Hour and HalfHour Striking and Time i tira tii!ir 111111k fOrl/iNht.li jil SiOliiill'CaSeS
:111.1 When SO 1/1141.1.1.1,I. 1.1(1.w. a vol linislira en Cam's lind Bases,
.1111,i 1;-, always Yellew Brass, Ship's lion and Marine for Ilse on Valli's,

l'ontialsition Brass, and for use in Reside:let's, ()likes, Clubs,
Green Bronze, lied Brass, Yellow Brass, etc.

Above are a few of the many styles of Fine Clocks made by Chelsea Clock Co. All are 8-Day,
Best Jewelry, Nautical Instruments and Yachting and Automobile Supplies,

Liberal Discounts to Dealers. Catalogs on application. I Selling
fic 
Agents for

Paci Coast MORGAN

YOU want the BEST ? Ask for the 66 CfIELSEA" Clock {
" CHELSEA " C. C. Co. UTO CLOCK
(TRADE-MARK) (TRADE-MARK)

A 
(TRADE-MARK)

High Grade. These fine goods are dealt in only by Dealers in
and are used by parties demanding the Best.
& ALLEN CO., 64 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California

Chelsea Clock Co., 16 State St., Boston, U.S.A.
Largest :Stokers in A1111.1 i■ ;I id. EXCLUSIVELY 8-DAY, HIGH=GRADEI
Ship's Bell, Marine, Auto Clocks and Office Clocks

The Watch House of Philadelphia

Send us Your

Hurry Orders  for Watches

H. 0. HURLBURT 6 SONS
14 South Tenth St., Philadelphia

Fig. 66

describe a circumference on the diameter P P' = TP ; through

the point P' draw E F parallel to A A' ; then draw the lines M M' ,

if 7' and All P'. On account of the equality of the angles M P T

and P' P M', the two right angled triangles P Al T and

P Al' P' are also equal and one has

P P M

from whence
fir M' — 2 P M

The straight line M M' is the radius of curvature of the

point ii!; that is to say, the radius of the circumference which

has two consecutive elements infinitely small, common with

the curve at this point.
Thus the radius of curvature at any point whatever Moi

the cycloid is twice the portion Al P of the normal comprised

between the curve and the base.
Designating the angle M 0 P by 0,, by a the radius of

curvature and by r the radius of the generating circle, one has

=-- 4?. sin

It is thus easy to see that the foot A', of the evolute corres-

ponds with the summit B of the evolvent, while the summit of the

evolute blends with the origin of the evolvent.
240. Length of the Cycloid. The length of the portion A M'

of the cycloid A Af' A' is equal to the length of the radius of

curvature of the point Af of the cycloid A M B ; it is equal to

Al', since this is the length of the line unwound from the 
cycloid

portion A M'.
One, therefore, has

AAP= AfA1/ -=-2MP--- 4r. sin a.

In order to obtain the length P of the cycloid portion 1
1'1 M'

we have evidently the difference :
1/ = 4r — 4r sin a= 4Y (I — sin HOl.

The generating circle can either roll on the exterior or on the

interior of the director circle ; in the latter case the interior epicycloid

is called hypocycloid.
We have seen that this curve is employed for the form of teeth

in the gearing of two wheels turning around two parallel axes.

242. Drawing of the Epicycloid. This drawing is analogous

to that of the cycloid. Let us describe first from the center C the

director circumference on which the generating circle 0 should roll.

Mark on the circumference C a length A A' equal to the length of

the circumference of the generating circle 0. The latter being

tangent to the point A, divide its circumference and the base A A'

into an equal number of parts, 12, for example.
From the center C describe afterward a circumference with a

radius C 0 ; on this circumference will be the places occupied,

successively, by the center of the generating circle ; draw then the

radii C A, C1, C2, . . . etc., prolonged to the circumference pass-

ing through the center of the generating circle. Describe then

from the points to, 2,, 3,, . . . etc., as centers, circumferences

with radii equal to the radius of the generating circle.

Note now that when the center of the generating circle has

arrived at i, the point r, of its circumference is lowered 
to r ; this

point has, therefore, approached C the same distance that the

point A has been removed from it. On describing, therefore, from

the center C a circumference passing through the division 1, of the

generating circle, we obtain the point A, by the intersection of

this last circumference with that of the generating circle from the

point 2-0.
In the same man:- er we could determine as many points as we

wished, and on conn t sting them by a continuous line we would

obtain the epicycloid sought, as it is represented in Fig. 67.

243. Drawing of the Epicycloid of a Continuous Movement.

C and 0 being circular plates and A a pencil point fixed in the

circumference 0, one understands that on making the plate 0 roll

IF without slipping on the plate C, the pencil will trace the epicycloid

A B A' of a continuous movement.

244. To Draw a Normal, then a Tangent to the Epicycloid.

Identical considerations to those which have enabled us to draw a

normal and a tangent to the cycloid furnish us the means of drawing

these same lines to the epicycloid. If it is desired to draw a normal

TB

Epicycloid.

241. Definition. The epicycloid is a curve described by a

point of the circumference of a circle rolling without slippin
g on

the circumference of another circle.
(21150

e,
Fig. 87

(Continued on page 2168)
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Lessons in Horology

I Conttnued from pagc 2161)

to the point M of the epicycloid A MB (Fig. 68), we commence

by seeking the center of the generating circle
point

belon mogfintghe to thepiey.
epicy-

cloid, by laying off
from this point M, the
radius of the gene-
rating circle, on the
circumference around
which it is moved dur-
ing the rolling of its
center. From the
point 0 we figure
the position of the
generating • circle and
we find the point of
tangency P, of the
two circumferences.

During an infi-
nitely small period of
movement all the
points of the gene-
rating circle, as also
those which are un-
changeably connected
with them, describe
infinitely small arcs of
circles. Since the nor-
mal of an arc of a
circle unites with the
radius,we would have,
therefore, the radius
M P as normal to the

Fig. 68 point M of the epicy-
cloid A MB.

On drawing afterward from the point Ma perpendicular to the
normal, we would obtain the tangent M T This, tangent should
pass through the point T of the generating circle, since every angle
inscribed in a semi-circumference is a right angle.

245. Evolute and Radius of Curvature of the Epicycloid. We

have seen that the evolute of a cycloid is a cycloid equal to its
(,, filvent and placed in such a manner that the summit of the
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evolute coincides with the origin of the evolvent and the summit of the
evolvent is found on the same perpendicular to the base as the origin
of the evolute. Moreover, the two bases are parallel to each other
and separated from each other the diameter of the generating circle.

As regards the epicycloid, we will see, moreover, that its
evolute is a similar curve, but not equal. The summit of the
evolute and the origin of the evolvent at the point A (Fig. 69)
still coincide ; the summit B of the evolvent and the origin A," are
found on the same radius B C, but their generating circles are of
different diameters.

The two demi-epicycloids are contained in the same angle A C B
which we will designate by 0. If we call R the radius of the base of
the evolvent and r that of its generating circle, A" the radius of the
base of the evolute and r' that of its generating circle, we see that
the length of the base of the evolvent is

A' 0 - irr
and that of the evolute

A" 0 ir V'.

On dividing one of these equations by the other, one obtains

RB wr
R1 0 ii r"

Or

A'
R'

On the other hand, one should still have

I? — 2
from whence one draws

on substituting

and

R'
r ' 

R — 
2

A' 2r

— —

R2 
(1) -

Let, for example, R, 6o mm. and r 20 mm., we would
have, in this case,

an d

6o2 360o
R' — , , 36 mm.

oo -r 2 X 20 100

6o —
VI 

 36
— 12 nun.

2

246. The point M' (Fig. 69) is the center qf curvature of the
point M of the epicycloid A MB ; it is situated on the evolute
A11, kr A.

We have, in effect,
arc /1/ /' arc A P,

since the generating circle has rolled without slipping on

the circumference A A'. But,

arc MP=. and arc A P - R X angle A CF.

Let us call the angle A C P, Y and place

r R

ig. 69

one will then have
1

— a '

When the generating circle with radius r' has rolled

without slipping on the base B' Al", this length of arc

B' A," is equal to ir r'. One has also

II. V1 -= arc P All -+ nrc M' PI,

arc .13' AP arc P/ A,u,
arc P. AP = arc B'

arc P 1111 = e X angle P 0' AP,
arc .131 P' y,

will then have
r' X angle P 0'

then

and as

one

from whence

= 
 St

angle P Mr

But as we have

we will also have

from whence a
The point

properly to the

_ r
—
• 7  _

angle P Q MI'

angle P 0' Al'.
Al' thus determined
evolute.

[TO OE CONTINUED]

belongs, therefore,
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(Continued. Part XXX1V. Begun in March, 19133)

Engraving At Fig. 14o We illustrate a style of block letter

in Spoons
ind the bowls of teaspoons. These letters are simply

used quite extensively for engraving or etching
on Bangles

the invention of the engraver, who makes the

laters any style and form to suit his artistic eye and any space

in which the word is to be en-
graved. Of course, the general

form of the letter must follow a
certain style, the stylefollowed in

this case being, as above stated,
block or Gothic. A letter cut in
this style could be either bright
cut with a round-face graver or
wriggled with a flat-face graver,
and then bright cut along the lowee right side, the appearance of

which would be very effective if the bowl of the teaspoon were satin

finish, gold plated. Fancy script letters with a very large capital

designed in scroll shape, after the form of those mentioned in our

description of script letters, are also used, but heavier letters are

usually desired. The same class or style of lettering could also be

used for etching. This one style of lettering is not given to the

student for hirn to follow at all times. It is simply given to show a

form of letter that can be used, and the student must know that

many changes can be made, and should be made, as the case would

require, he using regular block or Gothic letters as a general form.
To hold a spoon while en-

graving is not an easy matter
for some engravers. We,
therefore, illustrate at Fig. 141
a block of wood with a spoon
thereon. A block of wood a

it_ very little larger than the bowl
of the spoon and about half an

inch thick can be used, in the top of which is carved or burned a

hole the form of the back of the teaspoon, so that when the spoon

is placed into it the edge of the teaspoon bowl comes even with the

surface of the block or a trifle above it. It is not necessary that

the hole in the top of the block should be very deep, neither is it

necessary that it be the exact form of the bowl, because wax is 
put

into it and then the bowl of the teaspoon is heated, which spreads

the wax around in the hole and fills up any of the crevices that may

be deeper than others and makes the foundation the exact for
m of

the bowl. To engrave a bowl of a teaspoon it is placed on this

block, the bowl being slightly heated and forced down on to th
e

wax. After it is allowed to cool the bowl is covered with the

transfer wax and then the words sketched in and cut through 
the

wax, unless the work is very fine, in which case the design could
be first sketched on, then scratched on very carefully, and then 

the

wax rubbed off, leaving the graver only the smooth polished 
surface

to work on. It is seldom, however, that a piece of work in the

bowl of a teaspoon is so fine that this method is adopted. You can

usually
,ryeven 

eeliigar 
and thin.
avetlirough your wax, the coating of which should be\e

Etching the bowl of a teaspoon is done by painting around the

letters with a fine camel's hair brush in the bowl of the spoon 
or on

the bowl of the spoon as the case may be, with asphaltum 
varnish,

one of the cheapest grades of varnish. After the letters have been

Painted on in some odd style, as has been described, a 
heavier

brush is used for painting the back of the bowl and up on 
the

handle as far as necessary to insure the acid not running on to it and

Fig. 140

57 Washington St.
Chicago
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along the edges of the spoon in an irregular way down nearly to

the letters forming the word, thus leaving in the letter space the

original surface Of the spoon. It is now dipped into a bottle of

one-fourth nitric acid and three-fourths water. This composition

will eat the silver where it is not protected by the asphaltum

varnish quite rapidly, and will leave a soft deadened finish. The

time required for etching the proper depth is a difficult matter to

decide. The best way to learn is by experience. If the point of

the stylus is placed on the extreme edge of the letter and then

allowed to drop off, one can tell if the letters are sufficiently deep.

It is not necessary for the acid to eat very deep around the letters.

Just little more than is necessary to deaden the finish of the article is

all that is actually required. After the spoon has been subjected to

the acid a sufficient time to allow it to eat in the proper depth, it is

washed off in water to remove any acid, after which it is washed

in turpentine. Only a small quantity of turpentine will be necessary

if it is put in the bowl of the teaspoon, the latter being then rubbed

vigorously with the finger, after which the spoon bowl can be

polished on the back and a very little in the bowl. The effect of

work done in this way is very artistic, leaving the letters apparently

embossed or raised above the surface of the background and thus

very prominent, the prominence being increased by the fact that

the surface of the letter and the background are of an entirely

different color, one being highly polished and the other a deadened

finish. Etching on steel can be done in the same way. It will be

found, however, that acid diluted slightly more than for silver would

be necessary.
At Fig. 142 we illustrate a very common border

Borders for medals, bangles and bars for medals, etc.
for Bangles, etc. This border is cut by first engraving two lines

parallel with each other, the distance apart to

be gaged by the size of the border wanted.
The wriggling in between the lines indicated
by the initial E should be so done as to allow
the outer edge of the flat-face graver to just
touch the outside line and the left side of the
graver to just come up to the inside line. The
wriggling should be done very uniformly,
leaving the spaces indicated by A and B exactly
the same size. Lines C and D can be wrig-

gled with the round-face graver after they have
been cut with the square graver, if so desired.
This method would elaborate the border. The spaces A and B

are cut with a flat-face graver starting at the point of intersection

of the wriggled stroke and the outside circle, and as the graver
is pushed forward it is turned down so as
to widen the incision until the widest part of the
space is reached, and from that point to the end
of the space the graver is gradually raised up,
thus decreasing the width of the incision.

At Fig. 143 we illustrate still another style
of border, the general method of cutting it

Fig. 143 being the same. The lines G and H are first

cut, as in the case of the border shown at

Fig. 142, and can either be left a heavy hair line or can be

wriggled as the engraver prefers. The space F is cut out with a

flat-face graver, as described for cutting out the spaces A and B,

in Fig. 142. The space J on the outside of the wriggling can be

filled in by adding a different style of ornament made by three

strokes of the square graver, as at It Fig. 143, or it can be cut out

with a square graver, beginning at the intersection of the wriggled

stroke and the outside circle and cutting half of the space out one

way, then throw the graver out and begin on the opposite side and

cut the other half out. The wriggling in this case should be

executed with great accuracy, as a poorly-wriggled border or

poor wriggling in any place produces a very bad appearance, while

very accurate wriggling is very artistic and produces the effect that

is desired in case of a fancy piece of engraving, such as borders.

The graver, in cutting this border, is started on the inside line,

cutting the crescent-shaped cut ; as the graver arrives at the inside

circle on the return, after making the first wriggled crescent, it is

turned, in order to start for the next trip, on the right corner of the

graver. By doing this the graver is in the correct position to start

for the next curve, and it will be seen that it will not be necessary

to remove it from the metal at all until the entire wriggling is

completed.

Fig. 142

• (TO DE CONTINUED)
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Continued. Part III)

The proper arrangement of battely cells

is a most important subject, and we will ex-

plain it more Wily. In general terms, to get

A greater E.M.F. you arrange the cells

tandem, or in series, \V ith the + pole of one

connected to the — pole of the next, the +

pole of the latter to the — pole of the next,

and so on through the series; to get greater

volume of current, you arrange the cells in

parallel, or multiple arc, or, as sometimes

expressed, arrange them " for quantity,"

conducting all their poles to one wire, and

all their — poles to the other wire of the

circuit; to get both greater E. M. F. and

greater current (volume), you arrange them

in multiple series, i. c., partly in series and

partly in parallel, according to the particular

result you desire.

The arrangement which must be adopted

depends on the current needed, and the cur-

rent depends on the apparatus and purpose

for which it is to be used. If the external

resistance (which includes the working appa-

ratus) is very small, the arrangement of the

battery will be very different from that adopted

with a high external resistance. All, there-

fore, depends on the resistance of the exter-

nal circuit. The kind of battery selected,

its internal resistance, and the arrangement

of the cells must be such as will furnish the de-

sired current through the external resistance.

All electric circuits can be

divided into three general

classes : External resist-

ance very low compared

with that of the battery. 2. External resist-

ance very large compared with that of the

battery. 3. The resistance of the battery

and that of the external circuit about the

same. In considering them, we will employ

letters or symbols to represent the different

terms, in order to save space and avoid repe-

titions of words. The internal resistance of

the entire battery, as arranged for work, we

will call r ; the resistance of the entire ex-

ternal circuit, including everything outside of

the battery, is R ;. the E. M. F. of one cell

we will call e ; that of the whole battery is E;

the number of cells is n ; c is the current

that could be furnished from one cell ; C is

the current through the entire circuit, both

internal and external. In considering the

different kinds of circuits, we will take the con-

dition most favorable for showing the charac-

teristic tendency of that class, and will sup-

pose that the external resistance in class

:Ind the internal resistance in class 2 are so

small as to be practically nothing. We will

; 11SO suppose that we wish to study the action

of 4 cells in all their possible arrangements.

Circuits and
Symbols

K 1RYSTONE

The internal resistance of each cell is x ohm,

and its E. M. F., e, is i volt.

Class I—External Resistance Nothing

Battery cells arranged in series, as shown

ill Fig. 5. The E.M.F. of one cell being

volt, e I. As the E.M. F.'s of the differ-

ent cells are added together when arranged

in series, the E. M. F. of the series is r X 4

4 volts, and E=--: 4. The internal resistance

of r cell is 2 ohms. As the resistances are

added when the cells are in series, the resist-

ance of the 4 cells will be 4 X 2 = 8 ohms;

therefore, r 8. The current in any circuit

is C: E r R. In this case, by sub-

stituting for the letters their proper value in

figures, we have 4 --:- 8 f o 54 ampere.

A single one of these cells, if the circuit is

closed through an external resistance, which

is practically nothing, as shown in Fig.

would give a current C = E r R, or

2 o = Y., ampere, as before.

We thus learn that, when the external

resistance is very small compared with the

Fig. 6 Fig. 7

internal resistance of the battery, as in some

electric lighting and other multiple arc

arrangements of the external circuit, the

current obtained from a series is that ob-

tained from a single cell. There is no gain

in current strength by adding on more cells

in series, but only an increase in the resist-

ance of the battery, and a higher E. M. F. to

the current. If we have sufficient volume of

current from I cell, we add on cells enough

to get the E. M. F. of current we wish.

Such an arrangement (through an ex-

ternal resistance, practically nothing) is also

useful for ascertaining the maximum volume

of current which a given cell can furnish.

The poles are connected by a short, thick

wire, which is called short-circuiting the bat-

tery through itself.

Where the same 4 cells are

Cells Arranged arranged in parallel, as shown
in Multiple Arc in Fig. 6, we get the follow-

ing current. The battery is

BOW SO connected that the 4 positive plates

act as one positive plate having their com-

bined area, and the same with the negative

plates. As the electrodes are therefore 4

times as large, the resistance of the battery

will be Si as much as a separate cell, e.,

2 4 -= ohm, and r= .5. As there is

now virtually but I large cell, the E.M.F. of
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the battery will be the same as that of i cell,

or E = e = i volt.
The current we will get is C=-- E r

4- R, or i .5 o =-- 2 amperes. This is

4 times the volume of current that I cell

would furnish through the same external

resistance (practically nothing), as we can

see by the equation c = e 2 = I 2

= .5 ampere, showing that increasing the

number of cells arranged in multiple arc in-

creases the volume of current, but not its

E. M. F., and it lessens the internal resistance

of the battery as a whole.

The internal resistance of a cell depends

largely on the size of its plates or electrodes.

Increasing their size (area) decreases the

resistance of the cell, and increases the vol-

ume of current that the cell can send through

a given external resistance. It does this, not

by virtue of its E.M.F., for that remains the

same, but because the value of C in the

equation C,---E÷r+R becomes larger

when r becomes smaller.

The E. M. F. of a cell does not depend

on the size of the plates, but on the selection

and arrangement of the metals and solutions

which produce* the current. A cell the size

of a percussion gun cap will have the same

E.M.F. as one the size of a hogshead, if

both are made and used in the same way.

But, of course, the internal resistance of the

large cell would be much less than that of

the small one. And small cells are sooner

exhausted than large ones.
This combination of the

series and multiple-arc

arrangements is shown in

Fig. 7, where there are 2

series, each series containing 2 cells; i. e.,

the battery is 2 in series and 2 in parallel,

making 2 X 2 = 4 cells. This arrangement

is equivalent to two separate batteries, each

having 2 cells in series, working together to

send current through the same exiernal cir-

cuit IV The coupling of them in parallel is

done in the same way as if the 2 series were

2 single cells, the positive poles of the two

series being connected together, and their

negative poles together, thus forming two

combination poles at the junctions of the

wires at w 70, marked and — as indicating

the poles of the battery, distinguished from

those of the cells.
The E. M. F. of a battery is the corn-

blued E.M.F.'s of all the cells in series

between the battery poles; hence, it is here

E=nX e, or, 2 X If = equal 2 volts.

The internal resistance of either series,

separately, is n X 2 ohms = 4 ohms. But

by coupling 2 series in parallel, like 2 single

cells, the internal resistance of the 2 series

together is one-half that of one alone, as r

4 2 = 2 ohms; the resistance of the whole

battery thug arranged being the same as that

(Continued on page 2169)

Cells Arranged in
Multiple Series
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(Continued from page 2167)

of a single cell. That is also the case in any

other multiple-series arrangement. where the

nienzber of cells in parallel is the same as that

.1•1 series.

The current obtained is C = E r --I-

R, or 2 2 o = I ampere, that is, the

4. cells, arranged as shown, give a current

having twice the volume and twice the

E.M.F. that a single cell would, Which

agrees with what we would expect from

merely inspecting Fig. 7.

Ride for finding the in-

ternal resistance of a bat-

of Batteries tery, where the cells are
arranged in multiple series.

It is not always so easily found as in the

above case, and a simple rule may be useful:

Multiply the resistance of one cell by the

number of cells in a series, and divide that

product by the number of cells abreast, or

in parallel. In the above case, we would

have r = 2 X 2 _= 4 2 = 2 ohms, as

before. For the arrangement shown in Fig.

4, we would have r = 2 X 5 -= to -÷ 2

5 ohms. This, of course, supposes that the

cells are all alike.

Internal Resistance

Class 2—Internal Resistance Nothing

In some kinds of work, as for instance,

telegraphy, some systems of telephoning,

electric alarms, calls, etc., the external re-

sistance is large, and the resistance of the

battery is practically nothing compared with

it. Let us see what effect this has upon the

arrangement of our 4 cells of battery. Sup-

pose the external resistance to be 200 ohms,

and the internal resistance of the battery to

be nothing. (In practice, it will be some

small fraction of an ohm, at least, but that is

too small to make any difference in the result,

and we call it nothing.)
Arranged in series, the E.M.F. of the

4 cells would be 4 volts; the current would be

C=E.÷-r-FR, or 4 o 200, = 510

ampere, which is strong enough to work

ordinary telegraph instruments.
Arranged in multiple arc. The E. M. F.

the battery is i volt, the internal resist-

is o 4 = o, and the current is o

200, = .2-6 ampere.
Arranged in multiple-series, as in Fig.

E.M.F. is 2 volts, resistance of battery

nothing, current 2 ÷ o ± 200, = ylny

vere; strong enough for telegraphy.

This shows us that when the internal

,istance is very small compared with the

ternal, the volume of the current increases
as we increase the number of cells in a series,

also its E. M. F. The parallel coupling is

useless.
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Class 3—Internal and External Resistances Equal

This is the usual condition of things in

actual work, excepting those kinds previously
mentioned. It is the general rule that the r of

the battery should equal the external R, and the

E. M. F. be sufficient to send through the circuit
the volume of current we need for working.

In calculating the current, we will take
some instance in practical work. For exam-
ple, we have an electric bell, whose resist-

ance is 8 ohms. It requires .2 amperes to

work it. How should our 4 cells be arranged?

We need not go through the calculations for
the different arrangements of battery shown
in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 for this class of cases, as
the reader is doubtless able by this time to
do it readily for himself.

When the external R is

General Rule for low, we must make the r
of the battery low, either
selecting those of low r,

or arranging them in multiple arc. Where

the external R is very high, we need a high

E.M.F. to send the current through it, and

so we arrange the cells in series. By com-

bining these two courses, as required, we can

send any desired current through any circuit,

and work it successfully. Suppose, for in-

stance, we have an external R = 50 ohms,

and we want a current of 34 ampere. The

cells are such as we have been figuring on,

e = I volt, and the resistance of a cell is 2

ohms. The total resistance of the circuit

must be r = R, and r R = too ohms.

Our E.M.F. must be 50 volts, to give

ampere through too ohms; i. e., 50 cells in

a series. The resistance of our series would

be too ohms, double what r should be.

Hence, we use 2 series in parallel, and r be-

comes 50 ohms.
Rule for finding the proper multiple-

series arrangement. Double the external

resistance, R ; multiply the product by the

current, C, and divide by the e of x cell ;

this gives the proper number of cells in a

series. Multiply that number by the resist-

ance of one cell, divide that by the external

R, and you have the number of series to be

coupled in parallel, to make r = R.

Selecting Batteries

(TO TIE CONTINITY.11)

Why Snow Bursts a Gun
In a discussion at the Royal Society in London

recently of some experiments on the effects of

sudden pressures, attention was called to a singu-

lar experience, which, it was said, people who go

shooting in winter sometimes have. If the muzzle

of a gun happens to get plugged up with a little

snow, the gun invariably bursts when fired in that

condition. Light as the plug of snow is, it re-

quires a definite time for a finite pressure, however

great, to get it under way, and during this short

time the tension of the powder gases becomes so

great that the barrel of the ordinary fowling-piece

is unable to withstand it.
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The Secret of Electric Fishes

There are about fifty species of fish known to

possess electrical organs capable of imparting a
shock. A special study of some of them has

recently been made by Professor McKendrick,

F. R. S., of Glasgow University, with the purpose

of ascertaining the source of their peculiar power.

He finds that the electricity is generated in special-

ized organs, which are either modified muscles or

modified glands, structures which in all animals

manifest electric properties. In economy of pro-

duction these electric organs far surpass anything

yet contrived by man, just as the light of the glow

worm excels in a similar sense our best efforts to

produce cheap illumination. In each case there

is a secret yet to be discovered.

The Supercessionof the Diamond
Drill 

Investigators in the field of scientific research

often discover more than they set out to find.

This is so with the discovery of the value of tan-

talumi a metal known for a century, but with

valuable properties which science has only begun

to discover. It has always been considered of

little industrial value, but it now appears that this

estimate was formed upon impure metal, and that

pure tantalum possesses ductility when hot and

extreme hardness when cold in excess of any other

known element or substance. Dr. Werner von

Bolton recently conducted experiments to discover

a better filament for incandescent electric lamps

than at present in use. He tried tantalum for this

purpose. The almost absolute purity in which he

succeeded in getting the metal is another triumph

for the application of electricity to chemical

problems. The net result of his work, as far as

concerns the primary object of his research, has

been that he has made lamps of 22 candle-power

with an energy consumption of 1.7 watt per

candle-power, or about half that absorbed by an

ordinary incandescent lamp. One pound weight

of the metal will suffice for the filaments of 22,000

such lamps. But more than this was found.

Tantalum with a purity of 99 per cent. can, when

red-hot, be readily drawn into wire or rolled into

sheets and foil. When cold it is so extremely

hard that it was found impossible with a diamond

drill to pierce a hole in a sheet only one milli-

meter (i.e., 0.39 in. ) thick. The drill, making

5000 revolutions per minute, played upon it for

over seventy hours in succession, and at the end

of that time the depression thus made was only 25

per cent. of the thickness of the sheet, while the

diamond was very much worn indeed. The test

was considered to establish the value of the new

metal for rock-drilling, and subsequent experience

by Dr. Bolton has confirmed the view.

The value of a ductile substance having the

drilling value of the diamond is obvious. The

difficulty of mounting diamonds in the ' crown "

or drill-head has always been a serious cause of

expense. The diamonds fall out among the sand

at the bottom of the core hole, and the chances

are that they cannot be recovered. A drilling

material which can be fashioned into any shape

suitable for its work, that can be formed with a

stem to be held in a chuck like any common steel

drill, and which is not liable to be rendered use-

less by fracture, is the thing that mining engineers

have dreamed about for decades.

"We cannot think of doing without The Key-
Stone."—H. Fin,7e1, Jeweler, Milledgeville, RI.
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Determination of the Length of
the Pendulum

j translated for Tint KEY, -TON E from the French of PROF. J.
LAVENARDE, in I.a France lIorlogere]

E know that the length of a pendulum is

the distance between the flexion point of

the suspension and the part of the bob,

which, placed on a knifeblade allows it to

p.)ise on the rod (Fig. 1). But the measurement

k generally made from the center of the bob to the

(•xtremity of the pendulum hook.

We also know that it is not the pendulum

l,•ngths that are to be compared, but their square

ro(ts, which are proportional to one another
Fig. 2).

The practice of many is to count the escape

wheel, assume a pendulum of a given length, to

adjust it, to count the vibrations for the half-min-

me, and to give one or two last touches. But why

feel one's way, when mathematical accuracy is

easily attainable ? Why run the risk of being

obliged to purchase a second pendulum because
the first has been made too short?

If we take a clock and increase the number of

teeth of its escape wheel, we will have to decrease

proportionally the square root of its pendulum

length. Suppose the escape wheel has thirty teeth

and the pendulum is one meter (too centimeters)

in length. If the number of teeth are made 6o,

the wheel has been multiplied by 2, and the root

must be aivided by 2. As the root of TOO centi-
meters is .0 centimeters, to divided by 2 gives 5 as
the root, so that the new pendulum will be 25 Centi-

meters in length.
Previously the clock beat seconds ; now it

heats half-seconds (Fig. 2).
But how when the number of teeth is dimin-

ished ? The wheel has 30 teeth ; now make the
number 15. The teeth have
been divided by 2 and the
root must be multiplied by 2.
For 30 teeth the correspond-
ing root is to ; for 15 teeth it
is zo ; that is, a pendulum of
4 meters (400 centimeters).

Supposing a cord pass-
ing over a pulley with a
weight at each extremity.
When one weight descends,
the other ascends, and in-
versely.. Thus, multiplying
the wheel by 4 we have

30 X 4 120, and dividing
the corresponding root by
4 we have to -:- 4 = 2.5.
'Iherefore, the rearranged
Pendulum will measure
2.5 X 2.5 6234 milli-
meters.

As a base, 30 teeth
ancl To centimeters are al-

ways taken, being the root

of a pendulum beating
seconds.

In all, or almost all,

our pendulum clocks, the

escape wheel makes two
revolutions per minute.
Suppose there are 36 teeth ;

72 will pass in a minute,

and we have the proportion

72 : TO 17 30 : X. Now TO ‘7‹

30 300, and as 72 X x

Fig. 1 300, we obtain the quotient

,
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4.16 by dividing 300 by 72. Therefore, 4.16 is
the root, of which the square (4.16 X 4.16) may
be represented by B.*

Now, inversely, we have a clock whose move-
ment requires a pendulum of zo centimeters,

whereas the frame will not admit a pendulum of
more than 16 centimeters, of which the root is 4.
The proportion is x : To :: 30 : 4 ; the product of
the middle terms is 300; therefore x =-- IA, which
gives 75 teeth for a minute, and 38 for a half-minute.

The formula D : to :: 30 : VB will now be

clear ; that is, the teeth are to to as 30 is to

the square root of the pendulum
In the accompanying dia-

gram, in which are represented
pendulums : A, beating secon-
ds ; B, beating half-seconds;
C, beating fourths-of-seconds;
it may be seen that the roots
are B1, half of ; and Cy,
half of B1 and one-fourth of
A ; and that each of these
roots is the side of an initial
square of a great square,
whose side is the total length
of the pendulum. This total
length is the side of the initial

square multiplied by itself ;
that is A'-o. to meter X o. to

meter = I meter. B-o.o5m.X
o.o5m. - 0.2501. C'-o.o25m.

X 0.025m. 0.0275m.
The functions of our pen-

dulums are, therefore, repre-

sented as follows :
A-1 meter ; o. to me-

ter ; 3600 vibrations per hour ;

I vibration per second ; 30

teeth per minute.

length.
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times D. So it is only the number of teeth passing

in a minute with which we have been concerned.

In clocks in current use the wheel making two

turns per minute, compared with that of 30, beat-

ing the second, has but half the number of teeth,

and so, for these clocks, we have the expression

: TO :: 15 : B. Now 150 divided by .D

1 I?; that is, 150, the product of 
the middle terms,

divided by the number of teeth of the wheel, gives

the square root of the length of pendulum sought.

Example, wheel, 44 teeth-44 : Jo :: 15 : x ; I50 divi-

ded by 44 =3.4, which,multiplied by 3.4 = t 1.5cm.

The wheel may be found inversely from the

0 A ig

to

to • ••

1"

Cs

60 .... .. .
;

.70 .... ..

e.,P3
; '

;
.....
•

....

80 t
1 I..-.1  " 

I

80 70 60 50 40 50 to .3

yo 60 110
leeth Meth teeth
/

sec. .ser. see.

It

1?-o.25m.; = -1/ o.o5;

7200 vibrations per hour ; 2

vibrations per second ;  6o teeth per minute.
C-0.0275 ; = 0.025 ; 4,400 vibrations per

hour ; 4 vibrations per minute ; Izo teeth per

minute.
From the diagram it may be seen that if the

30 teeth of A are multiplied by the corresponding

square root (to), the product is 300 ; that if 6o

teeth of /3 are multiplied by the corresponding

square root (5), the product is 300 ; that if the 120

teeth of C are multiplied by the corresponding
square root (2.5), the product is 300 ; that if any

number of teeth whatever is Multiplied by the

square root of the pendulum length corresponding

to this number, the product is 300 ; that if 300 is

divided by the square root, the quotient is the num-

ber of teeth, and that if 300 is divided by the

number of teeth, the quotient is the square root.

We may formulate thus : 6o : TO :: 30 : 5 (to

X 3o 3oo and 6o X 5 300) ; 120 : 10 :: 30 : 2.5

(10 )< 30 300 and 120 X 2.5 300). That is, if

the product of the middle terms is 300 and that of

the extremes is also 300 we have D : to :: 30 :

Then, dividing 300 by I), we obtain B, and

and dividing 300 by "1? we obtain D, which rep-

resents the number of teeth necessary for I minute.

But why has it been stated that to know the

square root of B (pendulum length) it is sufficient

to divide 150 by the number of teeth of the wheel?

When we N'rite the formula D : to :: 30 : v/B, the

operation is for one turn of the wheel per minute;

of course, if the wheel makes three turns per min-

ute, it will have one-third of the teeth, but if it

makes one turn in three minutes, it will have three

*0 number of teeth (dents) ; B - length of pendulum
(balaneier).

pendulum. This measuring 0.1156 meter, we look
for the number that, multiplied by itself, will give

us, as accurately as possible, oi.cm. ; it is 3.4, and

therefore we have the formula x : to :: 15 : 3.4 ; 150

divided by 3.4 = 44, the number of teeth required.

I have previously stated, in round numbers,

that a pendulum losing a minute in a day (24 hours)

must be shortened one-tenth of a millimeter for

every seven centimeters of its total length, and

inversely, if it gains that much. For example, a

clock has been going 3 hours, and it is 2 minutes

too fast ; in 24 hours it will be 16m. too fast, and

the length must be sixteen-tenths. The pendulum

is 20C111. in length, which is about 3 times 7, so we

lengthen it three times sixteen-tenths ; that is,

forty-eight-tenths, or smin. in round numbers.

This may seem to be empirical, but is only

apparently so. It is based on a principle for which

many figures are not necessary ; I will give a

simple explanation by taking as base a wheel

having 120 teeth for a minute, whose pendulum is

about 6.5cm. One vibration per minute causes,

with this wheel, a deviation of i minute in 24

hours, and, approximately, one-tenth of a milli-

meter corrects this deviation. Therefore, in the

pendulum to be regulated, as many times as it con-

tains 7cm., so many times, as nearly as possible,

will its root contain the root of the pendulum beat-
ing the quarter of a second. There will be as

many tenths of a millimeter to add or subtract as

there are minutes of deviation in 24 hours. To

avoid unnecessary detail, I take as a basis the tenth

of a millimeter to be added or subtracted for every

7 centimeters of the pendulum for a deviation of

minute per day.
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No Spring&
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" MAIDEN BALTIMORE"

As a jeweler you want exclusive
designs. This we give you.
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which you can sell with a guarantee (we
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Our latest patent DETACHABLE
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st,,h.,.riliers wishing inquiries answered in this department

, mime and ieldress—not for publication, but as an

• g. alit. No attention will be paid to anony-
.. Quest Mos will be answered in the

w h i t.1 1 Hwy ant. received.

/Alt EX te the questions answered in Workshop Notes
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:e iltgquestions,to refer to themots i I II I ar questions may have
a answered In previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to sub,11,1 eevertid in. each answer, and
he issue and page on which t I format ion may be found.

"Cannon."—We .have a,, ts- Watch that
looks as though it mig-ht be a .\i'7C England watch.
The hands won't carry up, The cannon pi II ion is
light, the roller jewel is tight, and I would like
you to /ell me Me trouble. This watch runs all Me
'lime, but /he hands do not move ; they are as tight
as Huy can be. The watch is an old one. It has
,,oht hands on it. You can lighten /he minute
hand, but it will work loose. We put on steel
hands, but it is no better now Man it was. We
tightened Me cannon pinion and roller jewel.—
If the watch continues to run as you say, then
there is no reason why the hands should not re-
volve. The trouble hes somewhere around the
hands, dial wheels or cannon pillion. First be
sure that the cannon pinion is tight enough ; the
chances are the trouble is right here. We have seen
many a cannon pinion go on the center pest very
tight, and all at once, when very near down, give
a snap in place, when it would be very loose. This
is caused by the center post being too large at the
top. After you have placed your cannon pinion
on, place your minute hand on and see if you can
torn the cannon pillion by pushing the minute
hand. If the hand is not extra heavy and the
cannon pillion turns when you push it, then the
pinion is not tight enough. If the cannon pinion
is correct, place your hour wheel in position and
see that it does not fit tight on the cannon pinion.
We have seen some hour wheels that fitted on the
cannon pinion nice and free but the socket was
thin, and when we put on the hour hand the wheel
would bind. The cause was the hour hand fit so
tight that it squeezed the socket of the hour wheel.
If you find these things to be correct, put on your
dial and be sure to see, when the dial is on, that
the hour wheel has some up-and-down play ; also,
when the hands are on, see that the minute hand
does not go down so far as to bind on the hour
hand. Turn the !lends around and at every quar-
ter or half hour try the hour hand and see if it still
has play. There are times when the center post or
cannon pinion is out of true, and the hour hand
will be free at places only.

" Turbine."—What is the principle of a steam
turbine—Steam turbines are heat engines, convert-
ing the calorific energy of the steam into directly-
available mechanical energy. From another point
ot view they are analogous to hydraulic turbines,
DLIII in design, construction and operation are con-
trolled by the same ultimate principles. At this
little, the turbine is more nearly a perfect steam
engine than any other known type.

"Offside."—(1) How to correctly center a
b:ylance or train-wheel staff for pivoting ; is there
a,tv tool that can be used to advantage that would

Me job correctly, Also, after drilling-, you
./, 1/ You are 08 to one side ; now would you
1-, nicety that difficulty  YThere is a small tool on
th- market called a centering tool, but it is one of
til )se unnecessary tools that some workmen buy.
V,'Ilat you want is a good, sharp, diamond-pointed
graver. There is no fixed rule for holding the
graver to get a center ; it is only necessary to
cfniter the staff or pillion, so that there is no " tit''
Ic the center. A double-eye glass should be used
to examine this ; or, better still, when you think
you have the center, place the point of a needle in
it and revolve the lathe—if the needle wabbles,
y!al know that the staff is not accurately centered,
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and it must be re-centered. If you should attempt
to drill a hole in a staff that is not absolutely
centered, your drill will run off and the hole you
drilled wilt be on one side. In this case, if the
hole will permit, you can put in a plug and turn it
true and to tit the jewel ; but the plug must
always be large enough to permit us to turn it
perfectly true before it fits the jewel, otherwise it
will not do.

(2) How would you fix a pivot that has a
ring cut in the middle, and the hole in plate true
and fits the pivot where not worn P—A new pivot
must be put in.

(3) Give advice on hard soldering. Are the
patent fluxes on market any good Y How to make
a good hard-soldering flux without borax Y What
is best solder to use for gold and silver work Y—
These questions have been answered in this depart-
ment. We would suggest that you procure Rowell's
" Hard Soldering." Price 75 cents ; can be had
from this office.

"Electricity."—(1) I sometimes have to do a
Nile electrical wiring- for show windows, etc., and
would like to know what size wire to use for a given
POW e' 1. —The following table gives the safe carrying
capacity of copper wires, as permitted by the
underwriters, and must be lived up to in the placing
of interior conductors :

Concealed Work. Open Work.
B. &S. Gage Amperes. Amperes.

woo   218   312

000   I8I   262

00   150   220

0   125   185

I   too   156
2   88   131
3   75   Ito
4   63   92
5   53   77
6   45   65
8   33   46
to   25   32
12   17   23

14 • 12   16
16   6   8
18   3   5

(2) A knowledge of electro-motive force, ten-
sion, ohm's law and amperag-e would be valuable
to members of our trade.—These points are covered
fully in the serial, " Electricity for Jewelers," now
appearing in this department. If you desire a
book on the subject, there is an excellent little
work published, entitled " Practical Electricity,"
which we can furnish at publishers' price, $2.00.

"Pallets."— What is the cause of escape teeth
stopping on end of pallets Y—We should say a bind
in the train, i. e., not power enough to force pallet
from one banking pin to another—a bent pivot on
the pallet staff. You can easily tell what the
trouble is by removing the balance and dial, then
move the fork and see if the escape-wheel teeth
leave the pallet. If they do not, you know that
they bind somewhere in the train. If the teeth do
leave the pallet stone, then the trouble must be a
bind in the fork or balance. But the chances are
that you will find the trouble in the train.

"Mineral Rod."—Is there such a thing as a
real mineral rod, something which will be attracted
by metals in the earth. There is supposed to be
money buried by people years ago, who were afraid
to trust the banks with their servings, and even be-
fore banks become so common. Many claim that
much money has been lost in this way by the one
dying who put it away, or being killed, or forget-
ting where it was. Such stones are common in
many sections —Such devices as this go by quite
a few different names, as, for instance, " divining
rod," " rod of Aaron," " wand of Mercury " vir-
Kula divina, etc., and generally consist of a forked
branch of hazel. Scientific men, who have be-
stowed any care on the examination of nature,
regard this alleged power of the divining rod as
an unconscious delusion, ascribing the whole phe-
nomenon to the effect of a strong impression on
the mind acting through the agency of the nerves
and muscles. The " Encyclopedia Americana " has
no faith in it at all, stating that it is " a forked rod
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or branch, by means of which, according to a
popular belief not yet wholly extinct, the presence
of Water, minerals, etc., underground can be de-
tected." The rod, when suspended by two prongs,
often between the balls of the thumbs, is supposed
to indicate, by a decided inclination, the spot over
which the concealed mine or spring is situated.
Other powers are ascribed to the divining rod, but
this is the chief. Some men, claiming to be scien-
tific, have been believers in the occult power
ascribed to this magic wand. Agricola, Sperlin-
gins and Kirchmayer, all believed in its super-
natural influence. So did Richelet, author of the
Dictionary. The learned Morhoff remained in
suspense, while Thouvenot and Pryce, in the latter
part of the eighteenth century, gave ample records
of its supposed power. Bayle, in his Dictionary,
under the word Abaris, gives some ingenious
arguments both for and against the divining rod.
In a work published by Dr. Herbert Mayo, 1847,
On the Truth Contained in Popular Supersti-

tions," he gave some curious illustrations of the
art, supposed to be possessed by one ill forty of the
Cornish millers. At Weilbach, in Nassau, he met
with one Edward Seebold, who, he says, possessed
the power, but afterward lost it. Arthur Phippen,
1853, published a pamphlet containing an account
of two professional diviners or dowsers. One of
them, named Adams, gave remarkable indications
of being able to detect water under ground. He
not only was able to discover the particular spot
where water might be found, he could even per-
ceive a whole line of water running under ground.
The efficiency of any rod or device that will indi-
cate the burial place of coin, etc., exists only in
the imagination of a few individuals.

"Ringer."—What is it in a watch that gives it
that " ring" when we put it to our ear 1—The
" ring " in a watch is caused by the different mov-
able parts striking one another, such as the drop-
ping of the teeth from one pallet stone to another,
the roller jewel striking the slot in the fork, etc.
When these parts are adjusted and fit one another
properly, we get the clear ring.

" Blue."—(1) How can we blue steel other
than by firer—Steel can be blued without heating
by applying nitric acid, wiping it off, then clean,
oil and burnish. A transparent blue varnish for
steel can be made by mixing thoroughly X gallon
datum- varnish and X ounce finely pulverized Prus-
sian blue.

(2) Does water change the color of pearls if
they are allowed to remain in it for some time P—
Not if the water is clean and pure.

"Three Cases."-117thin. the last five years
three cases precisely alike have come to my obser-
vation ; all three finely-adj./Isla American move-
ments one .18-size, one 16-size and one 12-size.
One was. brought in for cleaning, a.i/h Me com-
plaint that it had suddenly begun losing five
minutes a day. The olker two were brought in
for balance staffs and el Ca . After having put
each one of them in afittirciilly perfect order, I
found them to lose front 5 to 6 minutes a day. In
each case I made thorough e.t -aminalion of the
escapement (fit of staffs put in was perpet) and
other parts of movements, failing to detect any-
thing wrong. As a last resort, 1 lightened finer
screws of the balance by undercutting reposing
balance until I brought movement to lime. Each
one has since been timing as well as ever it did. —
There is just one thing that we can think of ilett
will cause this, and that is when the watches wcre
worked on the workman disturbed the hairspring
or curb pins. If the curb pins were open, it
would make the watch run several minutes slow.
Many workmen have trouble to regulate watches
to close time because the curb pins are too far
apart, and when they move the regulator the watch
does not answer to it. The curb pins of all watches,
especially railroad watches, should be as close as
possible—just so that they don't pinch the spring.
You will find that you will get much better results
in regulating them if placed this way. If you
should find a watch to gain time after adjusting the
curb pins as explained, it is better to weight the
balance than to open them.
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Power Rolling Mills
The progressive jeweler will

see the advantage in having a
modern equipped shop. Power
Rolling Mills are fast supersed-
ing the antiquated hand rolling
mills, not only saving your
strength and time, but doing
better work. 11 you are inte-
rested we would like to give you
an estimate cost of either of the
Mills here illustrated—for belt-
driven or electric-motor connec-
tion. Let us have your address.
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The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
MANUFACTURERS

1490-1492 Niagara Street Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

F. W. SCHULER

Special Advantages for
those who begin here in January

Almost every practical jeweler in the country knows the advantages to be
derived from the course of instruction where not theoretical but practical work
of the finer grade makes expert workmen—Watchmakers, Engravers and Opticians
—of our i)tipils. The first of the year with its other good resolutions, is a mighty
good time to begin.

Take our course of Watchmaking Engraving
and Optics and a good salaried position

is a certainty for you
Those who come with us in January are given the benefit of a large amount

of practical experience. It is the best time of the year to begin. We give special
instructions to pupils. The jewelry business is at its height and a larc amount of
work comes to us, whiclyadmits of extended practical demonstration. We
have some very interesting testimonials, and a couple of booklets that will prove
mighty interesting reading for the in who wants to improve his opportunities in
life. We have three inquiries for workmen where we have one to fill them. \\Thy
not place yourscll in a position to supply this want ? Write to-day. Don't wait.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
Broad and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

F. W. SCHULER, Principal
Established 1894
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:111,Wl•I',1 till, WT1111111,111

; ,11,1 iii Il4III I 1111.111,S- Ind Inr 11111ilkal lion, hill a. an

„f faith. Nn alti.nlioill will b.' paid I■3
1)111,1i■illS Will I uuui.' -..i•r. ill lie

I - II i•lujrli Iii i'>ai•r ire sit

/ have had considerable diffi-
Sallv with an o-size movement, especially i5'il/1
IhrildS, can you help me old ? the center pinion
has enough end shake and the cannon pinion is on
too tight, will this cause /he watch to slop ; ii, any
Taa/eh, The movement is a ilea, 011e
has been repaired. IL'hat are Me comuum deftils
i-c.:th this grade of movement ?-1"ou do nut say
what trouble you have with the hands. If a center-
wheel pinion has end shake and is perfectly free
iyhen the plates are screwed together, it does not
inake any difference how tight the cannon pinion
goes on, the wheel %%ill still be free and the watch will
II, 51 from this cause, unless the cannon pinion
went down Si) far as to rub on the plate. Try it for
yourself. Put the center-wheel pinion between the
plates without the other wheels, screw the plates
together, then try the wheel and see if it runs free ;
Iliac put on your cannon pinion and try it again.
The only objection to the cannon pinion fitting
very tight is, that in setting the hands backward, it
will take all the power from the train for the time
being, which will cause the guard pin to rub on the
roller table and, in some cases, stop the watch.
The fault you will find in this movement is the
same you will run across in the same grade of any
other make.

"Small (if/.'' I1'/' have a small c/o( k
and 1/ rims all Me lime and Me hands- will carry
up until i/ gets to within fifteen minutes of the
/roue, and then the hands Cr'aSe la MON'. The /10/1/'

and !Hi Wile Whet* are 110/ Ili' Waal yall le

la/ Its a,hat Me trouble is Me clock.—Let the
cliwk run while out of the ise until the hands
Come to the time when they vill not move, then
take hold of the hour hand and see if the hour
%diet.] is binding. Of course it should not bind ;
but if it does, you have found the trouble ; if that
is not the fault, then the center post is not tight
enough to carry the hands. Von Will find on the
center staff a thick brass washer, which, when
driven clown, will cause the center post to fit tight
III the center wheel. One thing you can depend
on and that is, the trouble lies either in the hour
wheel or minute wheel binding ; or the center post
may not be tight enough ill the center wheel.

” Attack .Vo. 2."— Will you kindly give me the
JOrmula for removing soft solder from go/d/
,ye our reply to " Attack," page 1487, Septem-

1,,,-, 1905, KEvsToNE.

" if /I you give us any information
,Tning Me metal used .for points on
pens ? Why do Mey use itfOr thal purpose ?—

II :ium is used for the points of gold pens because
.1-1■:Inh;It(r)scle,.non.-corr 

following
osiblemetal is necessary for

The t
m :liar), Chemistry " will, no dfrootnibl
nc-rmation you desire : Wh 

tFogwhi,eles;0`:iEtlilee-

en crude platinum is
in nitro-muriatic acid, a small quantity

I a a gray scaly metallic substance usually remains
behind, having altogether resisted the action of the
acid ; this is a native alloy of iridium and osmium,
called osmiridium or iridosmine ; it is reduced to

,.5.der, mixed with an equal weight of dry sodium
I•hloride, and heated to redness in a glass tube,
thlough which a stream of moist chlorine gas is
transmitted. The farther extremity of the tube is
connected with a receiver containing solution of
ammonia. The gas, under these circumstances, is
raPidly absorbed, iridium chloride and osmium
chloride being produced : the former remains in
combination with the sodium chloride ; the latter,
hemg a volatile substance, is carried forward into
th receiver, where it is decomposed by the water
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into ostnic and hydrochloric acids, which combine
wit-h the alkali. The contents of the tube when
cold are treated with water, by which the iridium
and sodium chloride is dissolved out ; this is mixed
with an excess of sodium carbonate, and evapo-
rated to dryness. The residue is ignited in a cruci-
ble, boiled with water, and dried ; it then consists
of a mixture of ferric oxide and a combination of
iridium oxide with soda ; it is reduced by hydrogen
at ;t high temperature, and treated successively
xvith water and strong hydrochloric acid, by which
the alkali and the iron are removed, while metallic
iridium is left in a finely divided state. By strong
pressure and exposure to a white heat a certain
degree of compactness may be communicated to
the metal. [Osmiridium, however, generally con-
tains platinum, ruthenium, and other metals of the
same group, which are not effectually separated by
the method above described. The complete sepa-
ration of the several metals of the platinum group
Ills of late years formed the subject of several
elaborate investigations, into which the limits of
this work will not permit us to enter.] Iridium is
a ‘vhite brittle metal, fusible with great difficulty
before the oxyhydrogen blow pipe. Devine and
Debray, by means of their powerful oxyhydrogen
blast-furnace, have fused it completely into a pure
white mass resembling polished steel, brittle in the
cold, somewhat malleable at a red heat, and having
IL density equal to that of platinum, viz., 21.15. By
moistening the pulverulent metal ‘vith a small
quantity of water, pressing it tightly, first between
filtering paper, then very forcibly in a press, and
calcining it at a white heat in a forge fire, it may
be obtained ill the form of a compact, very hard
mass, capable of taking a good polish, but still
very porous, and of a density not exceeding 16.0.
After strong ignition it is insoluble in all acids, but
when reduced by hydrogen at low temperature, it
oxidizes slowly at a red heat, and dissolves in nitro-
nmriatic acid. It is usually rendered soluble by
fusing., it with nitre and caustic potash, or by mix-
ing it with common salt, or, better, with a mixture
of the chlorides of potassium and sodium, and
igniting it in a current of chlorine, as above
described.

Illinois.'' send you an ./S-size movement
Mal I hail (*ailed aild pal in a raller ja7eT/.
stopped suddenly will e jail' down, with roller jewel
oid of folk and with ,;,ruard pin free from rale,
/able. Escapement is just as it wa.v b,fore being
brought to me. Please tell tee what the /rouble is.
This watch we examined and found that it took a
good action dial up, or while running on the
tipper pivot ; but when turned dial down, it would
take a sluggish action, and when stopped the roller
jewel was out of the fork and guard pin free, just
as stated in the question. At first thought one
would imagine that the lower pivot and jewel was
the seat of the trouble, but it %'as not ; it just
happened to be the opposite. The upper pivot
had a head On it and the hole jewel was cracked.
We polished the pivot and put in a new hole
jewel. The action now is the same in all positions.

" you inform mc how to 7,,ind Me
coil of a watch demagnetizer to use on a current of
Ito volts "—Procure four pounds of No. 25 double
cotton-covered magnet wire and wind a helix three
inches internal diameter and four inches long. If
the current is alternating, you need only mount the
helix on a base board, and after placing it in the
electrical circuit, introduce the watch or other
article to be demagnetized into it and slowly with-
draw. If, however, the current is of the direct
type, it will be necessary to add an alternator ill
order to send the current in reverse directions
through the helix. Such an alternator was fully
described in our reply to " Demagnet," gage 473,
April, 1902, K EvsToN

"Half Time."—When trying to run on half-
time lever instead of grasping roller jewel and
throwing if towards opposite bank has a tendency to
push 1/ aTcol', what's ?twang? Teeth of escape
wheel res/ on locking face of pallet about one and
a half deL,rrecs. but when drop off it seems lever
don't gel enough impulse. Pallet looks like as if
drop iS /00 7Cidt.—For a watch to run on half time
everything pertaining to the escapement must be
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in prime condition. The balance being pushed
away, may be caused by the pallets not having the
proper locking angle (too mudh draw). The more
draw a pallet has the more resistance it gives to
the balance wheel when unlocking. The drop in
the escapement is a clear loss of power, and if it
has too much it causes a sluggish action. Too
much drop can only be remedied .by putting in
wider pallet stones. Perhaps someone has re-
placed a pallet stone %vhich is not the proper width.

'Describe. "—Please describe a method €?/'
ltkhlening- the hour and minute hands of a watch
when Me holes in Mem are a trifle  large and they
do not press firmly into place after being once
removed.—To tighten it minute hand lay it on the
bench block and by using a ball-face punch a little
larger than the hole give it a tap with the mallet,
‘vhich will do the work. For an hour hand, or any
hand that has a socket like an hour hand, we select
II hollow concave punch from our staking tool that
just fits over the socket, and then a little tap will
drive the socket together. For a second hand, a
Very good and easy way is to place the socket in a
wire chuck ; when tightening- up, the chuck does
the work.

" Impression IIir.r."—ll'ill you ma a
recipe for au impression wa.t• fin taking imply.,
sionsofertie/es cut JO,- enamel I made a mi.i./111-c
of charcoal and beeswa,r, and alz,,ars ,1:()/ it el/hey-
/0o hard or too so/t, and it stuck to Me article.—
Ordinary glazier's putty does for test purposes.
The color of putty can be improved for the pur-
pose by adding dry Indian red or Vandyck brown,
as reason dictates. Such putty should be kept at
about 95° F., to obtain good,impressions. A good
wax is made of pure yellow beeswax one ounce,
olive oil one dram, Armenian bole half ounce.
The mixture is made by heating and stirring, and
while fluid pouring into cold water. The mixture
is made into balls of convenient size to take impres-
sions. The quantity of olive oil employed varies
with the temperature of the weather. The idea is,
the wax for taking an impression should be yield-
ing, and still of consistency firm enough not to fall
out of form on laying down for a few minutes. If
any trouble is experienced by the wax adhering,
dust the surface of the wax with powered talc
applied with a large camel's hair brush, brushing
away all excess, and then forcibly pressing the
articles into the wax. For obtaining the best impres-
sion of a seal employ the best sealing wax, and
heat the seal as hot as can be borne when held to
the lip. Smoking with a candle the article to be
copied will also prevent the adhesion of the copy-
ing wax. But in heating the article it must not be
heated enough to cause the wax to melt and adhere.
Pouring ice water on the article will also free it and
give the most perfect impression.

"Pietty."—Ilow Call I 7-CMOVC old, hard putty
_from window sash without breaking /he glass or
culling the sash bars to bits A red-hot iron
drawn slowly along in contact NVIII1 old, hard putty
will heat and soften such putty until it can readily
be removed. A Miner's soldering copper is much
better than a piece of iron. Whatever tool is
used, it should be maintained at a low red heat.
Let the iron heat while scraping away the softened
putty.

"13ritan."--Can you give me formula for
soldering britannia ware Y—Even though britannia
metal melts at a lower temperature than soft solder,
it can be repaired therewith, as a general rule. The
operation is performed with the aid of a soldering
copper by putting on a small portion of the solder
at a time and then removing the copper, in order
to allow the xvork to cool thoroughly after each
application.

"Roller."—I have had considerable trouble
with roller jewels, viz., I can find the right size,
but they don't stay in.—The reason your jewels
come loose is. you do not clean the roller jewel
and table before shellacing them. If the least
trace of oil is on the table or jewel, the shellac ‘i ill
not hold.
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Popular Form of Jewelry Advertisements

Individuality is a powerful factor in ativcrtising 1 hcr a mer-
chant or his business. The store which is given such distinct char-
acteristics as markedly differentiate it from its fellows, will always
command extra attention. The merchant of peculiarly agreeable or
imposing personality will also have a favored place in the public
eye. So it is with .newspaper advertising. Consequently many
jewelers, more especially the high-class jewelry establishments of
the larger cities, adopt as a rule a distinctive form for the daily
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OPERA!
GLASS
GIFTS
Some Novelties are
fads — here, to-day.
away to-morrow.
The Opeta Glass

Novelty is perma-
nent, its carrying
convenience makes
it so.

•The chief Objection
to the ususi etyle of
Opera Glass, is its
inconvenient bulk.

Our Novel importa-
tions include several
styles of marvelous
compactness, some
so small as to go
conveniently into a
man's vest pocket,
yet containing lenses
that are powerful
and with all the de-
sirable features of
perfect vision.

HENRY BIRKS 81 SONS
Gofd and Biluranlihs.

PHILLIPS SQUARE.

s'w!'et stern on in wfbw•16.

(If NEW
EFFECTS

IN
CUT GLASS
Our recent Importations

include an assortment of
English Rock Crystal,
quite different from that
hece-to-fore shown.

The Crystal Itself Is
hoavier and the millings
deeper than that of
ether yeers-.the effect
le Oven more plating
It differs from Birks

Cut Glue In that it
depends More &Wm
arthrtio tracery of de-
olgn. for it. beauty. ra-
ther . than brillisnef.

Rose Bowls. Flower
Centres. Decanters and
Ji4.,s arc most prominent
In the assortment, some of
which come mounted in
sterling silver: others plain
(ril HENRY BIRKS

AND SONS
Gold and Silversmiths,

Phillips Square, Montreal
16E6 
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announcements. The advertisements thus acquire an individualit,,
that identifies them momentarily, while a daily change of matter
relied upon to relieve them of possible monotony. We show oi
this page samples of this distinctive style of advertising as adopteil
and practiced by a Canadian jewelry firm. These samples, for
which we are indebted to the Trader and Canadian Jeweler, are
typical of a form of newspaper publicity now very popular with the
jewelers of the larger centers. What the advertisements lack it
boldness they make up in dignity, while the matter is of the plain,
tasteful, business bringing kind that would appeal with special force
to the better class of jewelry buyers.

St rripl.s of New.spaper Aclvertieiments

AN ---
INTERESTING

PIECE
FOR THE .HALL
Nett to a stately Grand.
father's Clock, a good
Barometer is the most
aterestiog furnishing for
the Ball of a home.
Always chuffing-al.
ways telling you In
adtonce or any change
of weather-alto/int..
Wetting.

We have many stIles at
many prices, and all
reliable..
One particularly cult-
able for gift-making
II &combination Ther-
mometer • rt d Baro-
meter. handumaly
Could In • trams of
pollehed Inlaid mob°.
guy. forty Inchis In
le net h. Length of
Therenoinst•r 11*
Inches. diameter o f
Barometer 71 Inches.
Price: 823.50. A very
handeoma SIG for •
gentleman.

Henry Birks and Sous,
0011 and 1311veraraltba

Phillips SgIbIrlie

WEDDING
SILVER.

q There is nothing more ap-
propriate for a Wedding Gift
than a piece of Sterling Silver.
It always remains an endur-
ing and pleasant reminder of
the friend who gave it.
The assemblage of beauti-

ful objects in

q BIRKS
SILVER

has been gathered with great-
er thought and research than
ever before.
q To-day we are showing a
most varied and artistic assort-
ment of American and Euro-
pean Silver, as well as many
handsome productions from
010 own workshops.

CT l HENRY BIRKS

I
AND SONS

Gold and 511vasmiths.
Phillips Square

rfland.P4EliercedWedding Silver
In taking a survey
of our Wedding
Silver one cannot
but notice the im-
portant display
made of Hand-
pierced Silver,
Fruit Dishes,
Flower Centres,
Bon Bon Dishes.

Visitor, to our work-
shops can most any
day see the careful
and Intricate process
necessary to the ac-
complishment of this
beautiful work.

Hand-pierced Bas-
ket Designs are
much in evidence
and range in price
from the small
Pon Don Dish at
87, to the elabor-
ate, Fruit Basket
At 11100.00. •.*

Selection' sent to out-
of-town (Mel mom" up-
on request

Henry Birks and Sons,
PRILL1PS SQUARE,

Wedding

41 Invitations
Old English

J Our engraved Old English
Wedding Invitations fulfil the
very highest ideals of fashion.

Such details as artlatlo
engraving. skilled wean
work and Pane, quality. it,,
given the irnportant &Alen.
Oen her. that the best cop•
Der-plate printing involver.

Samples of engraved Wed-
ding Stationery will be sent
upon request.

tTI HENRY BIRKS
AND SONS

Gold and Silversmiths
Phillips Square.

Graceful
Shapes in
'Birks' Cut Glass

TWO shapes are
noticeably

prominent as you
enter our Cut
Glass Department
—those of the
handled Basket
design a n d the
Comport, both of
which, in the
smaller sizes,make
very dainty bon-
bon dishes, while
those of larger sizes
are for fruit or
flowers.

Uniquely appropn-
ala aro these for
wedding gifte. Their
prices range from
no to 1125.

iI
lleury Birks' Sons
AIM". of Blob Col kit..

PHILLIPS SQUARE

(-------

(

41 Art-
Enamelled 1
Jewellery

q From Pforzheim, that fam-
ous jewellery centre of the old
world, comes an attractive as-
sortment of fine Art-enamel-
led Jewellery composed chiefly
of dainty Brooch Pins.

One cannot help hut
notice the effective
treatment Of thr it
ahlonable fiemPpreclous
stones, suoh 50 the
Tourmaline. tha Perldot.
etc .111 combination with
these Art Enamels.

q We have sought to make
these prices "exclusive,- and
to this end h ave imported but
one piece of a kind. We in-
vite your inspection.

Eli H ENRY BIRKS
AND SONS

Gold and Silvesraiths.
Phillips Square

for

Ii Card

Collectors.
a The almost universal
M custom of gathering "ff...

Souvenir Postal Cards, =
E. has led up to a demand .1."
EL= for something appro- =

priate, whereby they
can be cared for and
easily displayed. . . .

THE GREATEST SELLER

OF THE SEASON
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THE "STURDY" BRACELETPatened,.,45905
Patented February is, 1905

T., Direct from England come masa
very dna Album& Understudy

a_- bound lo Morocco and CIndowl

...--3 Calf leather ...tamped it gold.

..:-.-... full page holds two cards a

..,7.- and curlew i'elite" In the heavy
E. paper..., that tb• card. may be
a taken outand limited at win.

F.: Single Albums with a
E capacity for soo cards
g sell in Grained Calf at

4.5O and in Morocco. 

. . .Sets of three albumsin
handsome leather case
to match $18 and $2o.

111
111

111
111

111
111

111
111

111
1ff

ill
ill

 

Henry Birks and Sons Er=
=— OLD IRO SILVERSMITH.
— PHILLIPS SQUARE. =-a_
FAIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111114

Pearl
Handled
Dessert Sets

(J Ideally appropriate are these.
Dessert Knife and Fork Set'
for Wedding Gifts.

They come in hand•
namely ronsheo Woad

gcbitInvegt 'eilVenisj;■'4". the
contents and each Case
is inlaid with it bras,
shield for the Portiole
of engraving name or
monogram.

The blades of the knive
and forks are heavily plate
with pure Silver.
ig The handles are of the clear
est Pearl, without a blemisl
to mar their beauty.

we have sets 000,310-
In combina-
tions. from that of hair.
dozen pair. leo ItZ524
St III .5. to more elab-
orate gets up to 1100.00

CT HENRY BIRKS

AND SON,'
Gold and Silversmiths,

Phillips Square

J. F. STURDY'S SONS
MAKERS OF

The Sturdy Line of Standard Watch Chains

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

Attleboro Falls, Mass.

Established 1865

SALESROOMS

7 Maiden Lane, New York
713 Market Street, San Francisco



THE CHARM OF BEAUTY
Nothing more charming in design and perfect in workmanship than our jewelry. Our assort-

ment of bead necklaces, bracelets and brooches, embraces the widest scope of selection, as
well as the newest ideas. HIGH-CLASS JEWELRY AT POPULAR PRICES.

STERN BROS. & CO., 33=43 Gold Street, New York
SALESROOM AND OFFICES

Diamond Department
68 Nassau Street, New York

DIAMOND CUTTING WORKS BRANCH OFFICES
142 West 14th Street, New York 103 State Street, Chicago

29 Ely Place, London
12 Tulp Straat, Amsterdam
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No. 134
Itriglii finish Signet
[d renter

for 'Aliolograiii

THE "NORMA"
BRACELET GIRL

Tne " NORMA " is the acme of style, comfort
convenience and quality in adjustable bracelets.

eir

No. 114
Bright finish

Itose Center Nvillt
()Urine and Pearls
or linloy and Pearls

N. 1,2
Bright finish

set with tilivine or
Hu Ides No. 175 Baby

Plain Bright or
Roman hnish

0 B
Rings

N. 115
Plain Itiontin finish

No. 119
Bright finish
Rose Center

set with Pearls

N. 117

Roman finish
set with limitation

Olivine and
1)iitinonols, Or Ituhy

and Diamonds
Alternating

N'ery Effective

OUR product

always pleases.

It is a source of profit-

able pleasure to the

Jobber and Retailer;

a gratifying and
cheerful pleasure to

the purchaser or
wearer. Now that

December is here
and the opportune
time for Xmas Greet-

ings, we cordially ex-

tend a liberal share

to all our patrons and
friends.

Made in 14 K. -2Iu plate stock. Prices from $27.00 to $72.00 per dozenIdeal holiday stock. Patented and made only by

THE F. H. SADLER COMPANY
Manufacturers of Rings rand Jewelry

Attleboro, Mass.

No. 135
Iva! Signet

11115111 111. tohhiahi
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mation !
Ha Highness having appointed

us goldsmiths for the United States

she has issued a royal command

to every jeweler, upon penalty of

losing trade, to write at once for

a selection package from our fall

line of one thousand different

styles of ic) karat solid gold stone-

set rings.

The Queen brooks no delay !

•:"

Now for Xmas, 1905!
DECEMBER IS HERE ; probably an unnecessary statement, but a",reminder " to the Retail Jeweler who has not a complete assort-

ment of HB Rings in his trays. We have said before,
and now repeat, that holidays and HB Rings go

together! A "well-equipped" shipping depart-
ment (reinforced for Xmas) to give your

orders PROMPT ATTENTION.

HEINTZ
BROTHERS

Buffalo e'
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SHORTHAND FOR
RING

SUPERIORITY

THESE
SIX DIAMOND
RINGS $51" KEYSTONE.

The values in these six diamond ring's ot Pg-llt to bring us together. That's one reason why we offer them.
We want to send the rings, all charges prepaid. If you don't think they are the best ring values of thesend them back, all charges collect.
Let's be plain about it. We want your account if we haven't already got it.

Our traveling man in your territory may not have been able to reach you. These rings should. And no salesmancould introduce us any better. The rings talk value loud and strong. We believe they will get you started our way.
That's what we are working for.
And we have other selections—larger, and plenty of 'em. AVe believe you'll want one or some of them after yousee the value in this one. They all sell fast and make good mar;_;ins.

We want a start with you—this Season—now.

season,

WHAT WE DO
We don't stop at selling you these rings, we'll help you to sell them by furnishing you free of charge a single column newspaper cut(without lettering) like the above design.
The Kaufman idea is always to help.

LOUIS KAUFMAN C/ CO.
MAKERS OF GOLD RINGS 82 0 84 Fulton Street, NEW YORK
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The Merchant and the Mercantile
Agency

HE following experience related by a

writer in the Grocery World  presents

an object lesson which might \yell be taken

to heart by many members of the jewelry

trade

retail grocer, or rather a general storekeeper, and

:

I witnessed a scene the other day between a

a reporter for Dun's Commercial Agency that
started a train of thought in my mind.

The storekeeper's credit was being inquired
about and he very foolishly resented it. He's a
peppery, quick-tempered fellow, anyway, and he
said some things to the reporter that were hardly
politic to say, considering that the agency held his
business credit in the hollow of its hand.

Afterward I looked up the man's name in
Dun's rating book and found that it was in there,
but had no credit. I suppose somebody that the
retailer had tried to buy goods of had asked the
agency for information, not being able to get it out
of the rating book in the regular way. The agency
had sent a reporter out to get it and he had gone
straight to the man himself, which I'd rather have
him do any time than take somebody's hearsay.

It does seem as if a man was
A Necessary prying into your business, when
Inquisition he comes into your store and

asks. you how much you owe,
and how much stock you have and whether you
hold real estate ; and how much mortgage there is
on it, and all that sort of thing. Still, that's the
only sort of information on which he can form any
opinion as to whether a man is worthy of credit
or not.

laisttkl
ed 
Those

day. The storekeeper didn't like it a
Those are exactly the questions this reporter

" It's none of you people's   business
how I'm fixed !" he said. " Those are things I
won't tell any outsider—what right have you got to
come in here and try to pump me about my private
affairs? I don't give a   whether my credit

and if anybody don't want to sell me he don't
idliel‘p, ieeics on it or not. I've always paid my billst(1)v,i
n 

"Of course," said the reporter, " you can do
as you like, but you will probably regret not having
given me this information. Somebody has asked
fur a special report on you, probably to find out
whether it will be safe to give you a line of credit.
When we reply that you refused to give any inform-
ation, Pm afraid it will work against you."

don't give a   !" repeated the store-
keeper. '' won't give up my private affairs to
anybody ! You can tell your people what you
Please ! 

,

The Merchant's 
Everything that the reporter
said was as true as gospel. The
storekeeper was dead wrong
clear through. The agency was

doing him a big favor by sending a man there to
get his own story of his affairs. If it had been
me I v.'ould have given the reporter the best clear
Havana, two for, I had in the shop !

You can't ignore the power of the big com-
mercial agencies, boys. I mean Dun and Bradstreet.
They got you. What they say goes. If they
tell jobbers and manufacturers that you aren't
worthy of credit, you won't get it, and if they tell

th

\..ou are, you will.
Tile time may come this very week when you'll

mneuerde,e:tenda so itmoignh,ty bad. It's all right to blow out
a lot of hot air about always paying your bills and 

Smif Jim ith don't %%mit to sell you there's plenty

Mistake

• There aren't plenty more. There are others
jim Smith's business, but they kill have the same

information—from Dun and Bradstreet—that caused
him to turn you down. Don't you see? You're in
a net. You'd better give up.

Why, if I were in business I'd fairly sleep with
these big agencies. If I had a million dollars—
wait a minute, that thought nearly choked me—I'd
give up to the agencies everything I knew. I'd
give 'ern a statement in writing of all I had, even
to my two summer undershirts. I'd tell 'em all I
owed to the last cent.

I happen to know that the busi-
Candor and ness man who is frank with the
Honesty Pay mercantile agency gets a good

report if they can possibly give
it to him. Perfect frankness never paid better on
earth than it does right here. Whenever I hear a
retailer say he don't want a good rating, and don't
need one, I laugh like a horse. He is simply dis-
playing a big lump of ignorance. He may not
need a rating to-day, but to-morrow it may be the
very life-preserver that saves him from drowning.

The point is that a man can't possibly be any
worse off if has a good rating, and the wheel may
turn so that he'll be a thousand times better off.
Why, do you know that there isn't a wholesale
grocer or a manufacturer in all this land who
doesn't keep either Dun's book or Bradstreet's—
sometimes both—on his desk every day in the year?

Not one!
On these books he depends for the bulk of his

information about you—whether you are honest
111d prompt to pay your debts. On what these
books say he'll base his decision as to whether you
must pay spot cash for everything you get or
whether you can have time.

Think you can get away from it ? Not on your
life you can't ! Unless you do business in the
African jungle.

Ever gone into a place with an order without
the cash and expecting to get time, and had the
salesman say, hesitatingly, " I'm sorry, Mr. Foolish,
but we'll have to ask you for a check before those
goods are shipped."

Ever try to don a jaunty smile under those cir-
cumstances ? If you can do it you're a good actor,
for it won't be a natural smile.

Hundreds of perfectly reliable dealers have
heard that little song hind dance, not because they
weren't perfectly worthy of credit, but simply
because they had told the mercantile agency to
mind its own business.

It minded its own business, just as he said, and
it minded its client's business. And that is why
the salesman was sorry, Mr. So-and-so, but, etc.

I said a while ago that perfect
An Illustrative frankness paid. I heard of a
Case case the other day where a large

produce jobber was asked by an
agency reporter for some information about his
afiairs. He had been a little shaky and somebody
had asked for a special report. Well, the man
opened his books and took the reporter into the
very heart of his business. He disclosed a rather
uncertain condition of affairs, but he was so honest
about it that the reporter said to himself, " Oh,
well, here's a man who is maybe in a little tight
place, but he's as straight as a string and he'll pan
out all right." So he was led by his appreciation
of the jobber's frankness to color his report in his
favor.

But the fellow didn't pan out. He made an
awful smash inside of three months, and the creditor
who had asked for the special report lost a lot of
money, and is now suing the agency for damages
on account of it.

That's one case where it paid—the debtor—to
give up his private affairs, and if I had time I could
tell you a lot more.

Take an old man's word and never turn an
agency repprter down.

(2177)
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Have You Ever Noticed

HAT the fellow who is always late in

coming is usually the first one to go.

That the'clock watcher gets let out first

when trade gets a little slow.

That the clerk who politely passes things

to his patrons makes friends for the store,

while those that throw or tumble them out

drive trade away.
That the clerk who always has the cash

register in balance has a good friend in the

head of the house,
That the I'ell-kept want book is found

only in successful stores.
That the boss is proud of every clerk

who helps him and soon gets rid of those

who don't.
That the clerk who talks with his custo-

mer and not at him always has a customer to

talk with.
That the fellow who thinks he controls

the trade soon finds out he can't even control

himself.

That a polite " thank you " should com-

plete every transaction. It satisfies the

patron and costs nothing.

That the man who never argues with a

customer is the most successful.

That the clerk who always remembers

that he represents the store to the customer

is one that always has a job.

That cheerfulness is catching, and that

there is always room in the store for a smiling

countenance.

That in successful stores the floor is not

used as a waste basket, nor the counter for a

catch-all.

That the salesman who gets the custo-

mer's attention gives him his.

That there is no substitute or anything

else just as good as the truth.

That clean hands and clean linen make

a favorable impression, while the other kind

doesn't.
That a good clerk never makes the same

error twice while an indifferent one does and

generally loses out.
That you don't need to tell of your

ability if you possess any. Those interested

find out.
That the fellow who accomplishes most

is the one who makes the least fuss about it.
That the clerk who obeys orders to the

letter always has the least cause for regret.
—Pharmareuticae Era.



LMERGENCY MAIL ORDERS 
PROMPTLY FILLED AND SHIPPED

!EWES, 

Experience has taught us the art of being thoroughly prepared

for all emergencies.

Whatever may be the demands of the season, we have always on

hand the right kind of stock in such abundance as permits thc

promptest filling of orders.

Our supplies and system make delay or disappointment imp().

sible—now or the day before Christmas.

A letter gets the same prompt attention as a personal order.

STEIN ac, ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO

tt■■■mossaa MI 1

There i
Still Time

to get a stock of Ingersoll Watches for the Holiday trade.
We have made special arrangements to ship all orders

the same day they are received and every shipment will
contain, without charge, a nice advertising outfit for help-
ing to display and sell the goods if requested on order.

ELECTROTYPES FREE
to all new customers as well as to those already selling our
watches we will gladly supply electrotypes of the watches or
of complete advertisements ready for use in their local papers.
Ask for them !

The
4 4

4 4

4 4

PRICE=LIST—(Regular Styles)
Dollar Watch  per dozen, $9.00
Eclipse in solid nickel case   retail, $1.50 " " 12.00

Triumph—white metal, silver plated   4 6
1.75 " " ii4.40

Midget—six size, for women, boys and girls . . . ig
2.00 " " 16.20

Dollar Chain, satisfaction guaranteed   g d 4 4 7.50

All of these are heavily advertised and will have a big sale

Catalogs and information immediately on request

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.
51 Maiden Lane 304 Masonic Temple
NEW YORK CHICAGO

12 Drumm St.
SAN FRANCISO

One irtf CILIVe several Christ mins Ad Vt.!4.

The Universal Present #
For the Boy. His Father 't
and Big Brother
11-IE

14;kkt■

1

Watch
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5
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DOW? STAND !OR SUDSTTUTION.
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IRODT. IN.INGERSoLt.
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FREE lo jewelers selling Ingersoll N1'atelies, i „r
of our Christmas advcrlisements Oil lieliVy eoatrd 11:1111,

display purposes. They help the sales.
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A Review of the

” The holiday rush is now on,"
said Morris Eisenstadt, presi-

Trade Situation dent of the Eisenstadt Manu-
facturing Company, " but a little

late in starting. Of course, the quarantine regula-

tions in the South hurt trade in this market. In

some parts of the Southern country we had to take

our salesmen out entirely, but we have done a large
mail-order business from that section right along.

What is lost is lost, and can never be regained. How-
ever, I believe we are going to have a good average

trade from the South the next five weeks, which
means right up to Christmas. In most other States
trade is ahead of the average. Iowa has been
somewhat quiet the past three years, but this fall is
doing exceptionally well. Illinois is away ahead,
and in Missouri, except in some sections, trade is
first-class. • In the great Southwest things are
simply booming and there will undoubtedly be a
great holiday trade in that section. All in all, with
trade in many sections ahead of this time a year
ago, if we get an average late business from the
South, of which I am confident, there is no reason

why the year should not pan out a phenomenal one."
The abolishing of the yellow

Trade Good in fever quarantine in the Southern

the South States early in November, was
a source of much gratification

to the jewelry and optical jobbers and manufacturers
of St. Louis, as it opened a large territory which
practically has been closed to business for several
months. Purchases were delayed and supplies
were allowed to run down, and while there is no
heavy buying at the present time, the volume never-
theless is quite large. The railroads operating in
the South report a significant increase in traffic.
The business activity usual in the autumnal season
is beginning to assert itself, and the prospects are,
according to the best opinion, that the Southern
winter and spring business will be good. The
reports emanating from the railroads are corrobo-
rated by those coming from bankers and financiers.
Southern bankers aver that money is plentiful and
that the region has resources sufficient for the
development which is sure to ensue.

Jeweler A. Gerber, of Edwardsville, Ill., well
and favorably known in the market, was married
to Miss L. Stolz, of the same town, November 15th.

Gerber has just finished building a handsome
Niness block in Edwardsville, as well as fitting

Ill) a beautiful $5000 cottage for his bride.
Charles Pfaff has just opened up a new store

at 3215 Olive Street, this city, right in the heart of
a good residence district.

Philip Lucius is a new jeweler at Wyoming,
Ill., who bought his opening stock in this market
early in last month.

John Bolland, head of the John Bolland Com-
illy, retail, has just returned from New York

■% here he was selecting goods for their Christmas
tde.
C. V. Bates spent a week in this market last

month buying goods for his new store which has
Ht opened at Bartlesville, Ind. Ter.

E. C. Weidlich, of Wm. Weidlich & Bro., has
ic cently returned from a Western trip and reports
trade as unusually good for November.

John Booth, a familiar figure in this market,
%vas here last month selecting his holiday lines.

I). 1. Branham, of Seymour, Texas, was a vis-
iting buyer in this market last month, making liberal
purchases in holiday lines.

R. S. Conrad, Ohio and Indiana traveler for
the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company, has re-
signed his position to engage in business for himself
at Kokomo, Ind., his home. Mr. Conrad will
engage in other lines than the jewelry trade.

Ed. Massa, of the Bauman-Massa Company,
made a ten-day trip among the larger towns of the
Southwest last month and reports the jewelers
doing a good business and feeling fine over the
excellent prospects that prevail for a record-break-
ing holiday trade.

The Weiss Jewelry Manufacturing Company
sent out to the trade last month their new fall cata-
logue illustrating and describing goods of their own
manufacture entirely. If you have not already
received a copy, a postal request will bring it if you
are a regular jeweler.

Gilman & Dorsey, the well-known jewelers, of
Columbia, Mo., were represented in this market
last month by Mr. Dorsey, who was buying holiday
goods for their holiday trade.

J. M. Friede, of the Eisenstadt Company,

accompanied by Mrs. Friede and their son, paid
friends in Cincinnati a short visit last month.

G. W. Cameron, the well-known jeweler, of

Poplar Bluff, Mo., spent a few days in this market

last month purchasing his holiday lines. He was

accompanied by his son. Mr. Cameron reports

his town as growing and prosperous and said that

they were expecting an unusually good holiday

business and were buying with that idea in view.

E. E. Lawrence, of Doniphan, Mo., spent a

few days in the St. Louis market last month, buying

holiday goods for the home store.

J. B. Jetters, of Butler, Mo., was among the

large number of visiting buyers in this market, last

month, purchasing holiday supplies.
W. K. Ellis, West Point, Miss., was a welcome

buyer in this market last month. Mr. Ellis was

making liberal purchases in holiday lines and re-

ported times as prosperous in his section.
W. A. Milligan, of Coulterville, Ill., was here

last month on a holiday purchasing trip.
J. A. Allison, of Rolla, Mo., spent a day in

town recently selecting his holiday bills.

Joseph H. Linn, of Cairo, Ill., was in St. Louis

recently selecting goods for his holiday trade.

C. K. Shortess, of Coal Gate, Ind. Ter., spent a

few days in this market, last month, selecting goods

for his Christmas trade.
John R. Spradling, of Flat River, Mo., was a

visiting buyer in this market recently selecting his

holiday bills.
J. Altemueller, of Washington, Mo., spent a

day in town recently selecting goods for his holiday

trade.
M. H. Dickie, of Bunker Hill, Ill., spent a day

in this city recently, buying goods for his Christmas

trade.
Ed. Pitcher, of St. James, Mo., spent a day in

the St. Louis market recently on a holiday purchas-

ing trip.
T. J. Glascock, of Jonesboro, Ill., visited this

market recently and was selecting his holiday

supplies.
L. W. Goulding, of Alton, Ill., spent a day in

this market last month on the lookout for the latest

novelties in Christmas goods.

R. W. Lucius, of Mascoutah, Ill., was here for

several days last month accompanied by his son,

Phil., who is opening up a new store at Wyoming,

Ill. The father was assisting his son in selecting

the opening bill for the new venture.

2179

W. C. Rau, of Herman, Mo., has just opened
up a new store at that point and will go into the
holiday season with everything new and fresh. He
purchased his opening stock in this market.

T. H. Vinyard, of Piedmont, Mo., spent a day
in St. Louis recently making holiday purchases for
the home market.

Carl Shibley, of VanBuren, Ark., was a visiting
buyer in this market, last month, selecting his holi-
day bills.

Julius J. Meyer, of Berger, Mo., spent a day in
this market recently on a holiday-purchasing trip.

J. Harwell, of Litchfield, Ill., was in town for
a day recently buying holiday lines.

C. W. Scanlan, of Indianapolis, Ind., was a
welcome buyer in the St. Louis market last month.
He was selecting goods for his.holiday trade.

Frank B. Thayer, the well-known jeweler, of
Memphis, Tenn., spent a few days in this market
last month. Mr. Thayer was buying liberally in
holiday lines and reported that trade was looking
up in fine shape in his part of the country.

J. K. V. Keith, of Vandalia, Mo., was among
the visiting buyers in this market .last month.

H. Lichtenstein, the well-known jeweler, of
Salt Lake City, Utah, accompanied by his wife,

were welcome visitors among the St. Louis whole-
sale and manufacturing trade last month.

0. C. Stegmaier, of Washington, Mo., was
here for a day last month selecting goods for his

Christmas trade.
J. Karatofsky, of Hot Springs, Ark., was here

last month on a buying trip.
John Koetting, of Ste. Genevieve, Mo., a well-

known and always welcome visitor in this market
spent a few days here last month selecting his holi-

day lines. He reports his town as growing fast

and quite prosperous.
F. Herold, of Jerseyville, Ill., was a visiting

buyer in this market recently, selecting goods for

his holiday trade.
Silvester Gredzinski has just opened a retail

jewelry store at 622 O'Fallon Street, this city.

H. R. Cox, of Johnson City, Ill., was in town

recently stocking up for the Christmas rush.

F. L. Ellis, of Ensley, Ala., was among the

large number of Southern buyers in this market last

month, on a holiday purchasing trip.
R. C. Hailey, of Jonesboro, Ark., spent a few

days in town last month selecting his holiday lines.

S. G. Parker, of Dyersberg, Tenn., spent a
few days in the city recently buying goods for his
Christmas trade.

j. W. Matheny, of Cotton Plant, Ark., spent a

few days in this market, last month, selecting his

holiday lines.

Lusk & Hoffman have just opened a fine
jewelry store at Charleston, Mo., with handsome

new fixtures and a brand-new stock of goods.

Both members of the new firm spent several days

in this market, early in last month, selecting their

opening bills. They bought liberally, as they

expected to do a good business from the start.

Otto Bachmann, secretary and treasurer of the

Western Optical Manufacturing Company, 714 Pine

Street, St. Louis, was married to Miss 'Kathryn

Emile Moerschel, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob

F. Moerschel, on Saturday evening, November i8th,

in the New Cathedral Chapel, St. Louis. The cer-

emony was followed by a reception in Liederkranz

Hall. THE KEYSTONE joins with the numerous

friends of the couple in extending them felici-

tations and best wishes for a long and happy

wedded life.
J. F. Stewart, of Albion, Ill., was here for a

few days last month on a holiday buying trip.
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The "YONOIInjuslahlo Bracelet
Patented 

:\lat1(. n, ,w 1,oth narrow and w i:h. paticrim

FITS ANY SIZE OF WRIST

Comfort, Comeliness and Security

Simple in its parts and strong
liable to get out of order. Made in
Plain or with signet or locket top.

Many other styles of bracelets.
are particularly good sellers.

in construction, it ilurable and not
rolled-gold plate tie I sterling silver.

Our lin, of joint and catch goods

MASON, HOWARD & CO.
MANUFACTURERS

New York Office

NO Broadway

Factory

Attleboro, Mass.

COOPER DIAMOND CO.
8th Ave. and 18th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

NET PRICE-LIST FOR RE-CUTTING AND POLISHING DIAMONDS

Stone,
'4 Ct.

Ct.
Ct.

5/8 Ct.
ct.

$1.50 each
2.25 "

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

7. Ct. Stone, $5.00 each
I Ct. '' 5.50
1 1A. Ct. 6.25
I% Ct. 7.00
14 Ct. 7.50
2 Ct. 8.00

Above 2 Ct. at rate of $4.00 per Carat

Lapidary Repair Work, $1.00 to $3.00 each Stone

ti

300 NEW DESIGNS IN DIAMOND MOUNTINGS

If we have not got what you want, will make it

DIAMONDS SENT ON MEMORANDUM

%el

Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas

on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use

of individual readers, we do not hold our-
selves responsible for the views ex-

pressed. - Editor The Keystone.

The 4 Hawthorne" Clock

ED. KEYSTONE :—The article on old clocks in

your November issue interested me very much,

and I am sending you herewith a photograph of a

clock in my possession known as the " Hawthorne"

clock. This clock was made by Willard, in Boston,

about 1800 and has his old hand-bill

pasted inside of the case. It was owned

by Richard Manning, of Raymond,

Maine, the uncle of Nathaniel Haw-

thorne, at whose home the young

Hawthorne spent many of his boyhood

days, and it is, therefore, a genuine

souvenir of Hawthorne, who many

times looked upon its face. The

hand-bill mentioned was printed by

I. Thomas,Worcester, who also printed

the almanacs so well known in those •

days. Sincerely yours,

Portland, Maine. N. T.WORTHLEV, JR.

[Judging from the photograph, the
clock seems to be in an excellent state
of preservation, and reflects creditably
on the skill and memory of the old
Boston clockmaker of a century ago.
Its association with the distinguished
author of " The Scarlet Letter " gives
it, of course, a distinction quite apart
from that attaching to its venerable
age.—ED.] t.

Had Trouble with his Safe

En. KEYSTONE :—The following

annoying experience with my safe is, I

think, of interest to the trade generally

at this time. It refused to open on the

morning of October 21st, and an expert

from the factory in which it was made

was sent for. The task of opening it

proved a tremendous one, and took several clays

of the most strenuous work. A twenty-pound

sledge hammer had no effect on the steel doors,

and the safe had to be tilted over on its back,

where a hole ),g inch square was •cut through.

First came a half inch sheet of steel, then four

inches of cement, and then six-ply of chilled steel.

After the hole was bored through, it took six hours

to release the bolts. The drill just missed a big

two-inch bolt and a combination knob on an inner

department used for diamonds.

Trusting that no other jeweler will have such

an experience, I would warn any one who has had

any trouble with their safe to have it attended to at

once, as I would not go through the same experi-

ence again for p000, because if it %vould happen

during the month of December it would put me

clean out of business. The trouble was in the

burglar-proof locks of the inside doors, which

would not unlock for some unknown reason. As

the locks were all torn to pieces before we could

get in to see what the trouble was. I consider the

safe a good one, as this is the first trouble it has

given me in its forty-years' service, and to-day I

would not take any $1500 safe for it. The most
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remarkable feature about the whole affair is, after

using a twenty-five pound sledge hammer for

several days, not a watch was damaged ; in fact,

everything was packed well and in their place, the

same as though nothing had happened. Trusting

this will be of advantage to some one, I am

Yours truly,

Van 11'ert, CHAS. J. SCflOLLER.

A Novel Window Trim

ED. i■ r.vSTONE :—I am very much interested

in your window-dressing department and derive a

great deal of benefit from it. I recently designed

a fall display, which proved a good trade winner

and may be of interest to your readers. The

window was dressed in white velveteen. I used

open chestnut burs, almost filled them with cotton

—those grim handmaids of responsibility. There

are thousands of men nursing a single smokestack

or fostering a modest industry, struggling by day

and tossing on a sleepless bed by night in the

effort to get together the dollars with which to fill

envelopes for employees on Saturday night. This

hero of this so-called ' sordid and material age'

comes to the office to find bills payable and over-

drawn accounts.

" in these days industry is war, and he who

conserves the gentle teachings of his mother's

knee in the conduct of a factory or a ' trust ' is

greater than he who taketh a strong city. The

machinery breaks down, material fails to arrive,

a foreman is absent, somebody's baby is dying in

a crowded home—and the echoes of all phases of

life reach the counting room—the xvalking delegate

is busy with his message of discontent, veteran

employees, forgetful of the days when

they were befriended, are conjuring up

injuries, new rivals are establishing

themselves in business.
" Agriculture is a wholesome, beau-

tiful thing ; but Wiliam McKinley was

keen to recognize that it is but one of

the basal industries of the land—that

the smokestack is no less a pillar of our

prosperity as a people.
" The demagogues decry the em-

ployer ; fools envy him ; the malicious

annoy him. And often it is only when

the weary captain of industry ' turns

his head to the wall in death, when the

activity his genius made possible dis-

solves under his xvithdrawn hand, when

the big, idle factory pathetically echoes

to the steps of the casual passerby, that

the thoughtless are forted to concede

that constructive work and executive

ability are among the rarest and most

necessary factors in community life, and,

when conjoined with personal worth,

merit the highest commendation of God

and men."

The sportsmen shown in the illustration are Fran
k IT. lleytiohis ni the left)

and A. M inion ion the right), Milli of the stair of .1olin II. Motion, or
This la aim are sitid to liuld the record for ii lv squirrel

litintiog ill the Nutmeg Staie.

and then placed rings, lockets, small crosses, etc.,

in them. The back and sides of the window I

decorated with oak leaves on twigs, using differ-

ently colored leaves alternately, which made a very

rich background.
Here and there in the bottom of the window I

also placed a leaf, and I used a small placard with

the announcement " Fall Opening of Select Xmas

Gifts." 'File contrast between the white back-

ground and the colored leaves and chestnut burs

produced an excellent effect, and the display at-

tracted a great deal of attention.
Yours truly,

NVatkins, N. Y. A. J. PECK.

Capital and its Trials

Amos P. Wilder, editor of the I/ 7.,,•onsin State

Journal, recently said :

•' He who denounces the capitalist, as such,

knows not life. He who stands on the street

corner and carps at the employer of labor is an

ingrate and a fool—he knows nothing of the fret

of worry, the spectre of fear, the depths of despair

The Pearl and the Dentist

A most ingenious trick for obtain-

ing money has just been exposed by

the arrest and examination of a man

charged with defrauding in a district

of Paris. A dentist in the neighborhood was re-

cently brought in haste to his consulting room

to attend a man who appeared in the greatest

agony from toothache. The visitor explained that

he had been eating oysters in a restaurant, and

had bitten something hard, which had stuck in his

tooth. In his haste to be relieved he had run all

the way to the dentist's, leaving his coat and hat

behind. The dentist, after examining the patient's

teeth, was astonished to find a pearl in a hollow

one. He extracted it and handed it to the sufferer

with his hearty congratulations. The man ap-

peared highly delighted, and suggested that the

dentist should keep the pearl as a pledge until he

regained his coat, in which lie had left all his

money. The dentist at once offered to buy the

supposed gem, which changed hands at the price

of $1o. The-visitor thereupon took his departure.

Scarcely had he gone when the dentist, examining

the pearl more closely, found that it was false.

Dashing out into the street he gave chase and

succeeded in having the swindler arrested. The

subsequent police investigation showed, says the

Petit Journal, that no fewer than eight dentists

had been victimized in the same way.
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NOW IS THE TIME
to start in a course of
Watch Work, Jewelry and
Engraving, so that one
year hence you will be
fitted for a good position,
at a good salary. We
have sent out more than
two thousand successful
watchmakers, and there is
such a growing demand
for students from this
school that we can take
care of every young man
that we have room for in
our three-story Horologi-
cal building.

Send for catalogue

fo'
'el

VrAtriimi

WILL YOUR PAce APPEAR IN A SIMILAR PHOTOGRAPH OF STUDF.NTS TAKEN NEXT MARCH ?

HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT, Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill.
We have many Imitators but no Equals

MMIN•1111=111 1111■1M■mm111111.k.

SPECIAL VALUE Revell No.400K Outfit f
PRICES QUOTED UPON APPLICATION

Modern
ewelrylixfures

Show Cases

kexanaler iillevel124 G.
Dayton, Rees, Eastman Sts. & Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO

tt`'- tz farfu. r er

4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;
5 Show Cases and Tables, each
8 feet long;

2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

We can furnish you any quan-
tity of wall cases, show cases,
tables and screens immediately

Send list of each kind required and we
will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION

Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Class
double strength.

WALL, CASE
Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,
outside ; three drawers in center, cup-
boards either side with horizontal sliding
paneled doors. Upper part 54 inches
high, 18 inches deep, inside. One /c-
inch and one /2-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined with
(lark green felt. Two doors sliding up
and balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 14 inches high,
top glass 24 inches wide, front and top
in two lights each, hol izontal sliding
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN

66 inches high to top of rail, 71 inches
high over all, paneled below, glass above.
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Aivancing Salesmanship to One

of the Fine Arts

HIS is the day of advanced sales-

manship. The old ways of selling

goods are being discarded. A man

no longer goes to the place of 
business of

another and simply makes the statement that

he has a new style clothespin to sell at 
a new

price. The day of direct statement in sales-

manship is gone or going. The lightning

rod man to-day goes out after the shekels 
of

the rural cousin under the guise of a benovo
-

lent man of science ; the soap salesman is

only interested in the sanitary conditions o
f

the town he visits.

But it remains for certain men in differ-

ent lines of metropolitan business to intro-

duce methods, or rather a method, for selling

goods that makes the efforts of the lightning

rod man and the dispenser of soap seem

akin to the rough, coarse bungling of the

amateur compared with the bright, glistening

product of the finished artist. This method

is known in the few circles wherein it is

known at all as the " human nature system."

It is called thus because its first and last

principles of operation are based upon a

thorough knowledge of human nature. It

Might be called anything else, but the fact

remains that it is called effective by the men

who use it.

A New System
of Salesmanship

So far the originator of the

idea is unknown. It is un-

likely that he will ever step

into the breach to claim the

fame that his conception would bring him.

Also it is positively certain that no firm or

business house Using the " human nature

system " in making sales will own to the fact.

The reasons for this are many and obvious.

The system is fairly bewildering in its

simplicity. It calls for two principles, one of

them at least possessing the qualities of a

good amateur actor or actress. It is beauti-

ful to watch in its operation for the one who

is initiated, and there are no doubts as to its

.results. And the crowning beauty of it is

that it sends the person who has been sold

anything on his or her way rejoicing in heart

and thoroughly satisfied.

This is the modus operandi in a high-

class jewelry store, for instance : A woman,

for it is averred that women in particular are

susceptible to the system, comes and asks to

look at a valuable pearl necklace. The oblig

ing salesman shows her the finest in stock.

She looks and admires or condemns, as the

case may be, and asks the price. As pearl

necklaces run high when it comes to the

price, the buying is one that a woman will

not have over with in a few minutes. Per-

haps she will ask to have the jewelry laid

aside. She will come in next day, possibly

accompanied by a friend, to give her opinion

of the pearls.

The Salesman's
Supreme Effort

So far the system has not

made its appearance. Only

the usual methods of selling

goods have been employed.

It is not until the last moment, when the sale

is hanging in the balance of the woman's

indecision, that the new method is intro-

duced. Then it comes with a swiftness and

certainty of results that are wonderful. It

comes in the shape of a woman, the theory

being that a woman is much better than a

man for this kind of work. She is well

dressed and refined in appearance ; in fact,

to judge from looks, she moves in exactly

the same circle of society as the woman who

is examining the pearls.

The success or failure of the scheme

depends entirely upon the skill and finesse of

the woman " booster." She must know

just when the proper time to approach the

customer has arrived and how to make the

approach. She does not step up and recom-

mend the purchase of the jewels, nor com-

ment upon their extreme beauty. Far from

it. She steps hastily up to the counter where

lie the jewels. She is apparently troubled

slightly over something.

" Pardon me," she says, graciously, in

the most cultured and pleasing voice imagin-

able, with just a note of haste in her tones,

are these pearls sold ? " There is a world

of implication in her tones that she has been

longing from her innermost heart for the

jewels for a long time ; there is a hint in her

voice that if the answer is " No," she will

prompt1) snatch the pearls to her heart, no

matter what the cost, and fly away. Then is

the time for the 'clerk to look hesitatingly

from one to the other and to pause sugges-

tively before replying.
But it is the woman in the

case that does the work.

The idea that the pearls are

so desirable—that another

woman wants them—instilled in the mind of

the real customer, is the sole end and pur-

pose of the system. " What ? This woman

to get these pearls and come dangling them

before my eyes wherever I go, a constant

reminder that she beat me in getting them ? "

thinks Mrs. Customer. " 0, no." Then

she says languidly to the clerk : " Yes, you

may send these out to my house." At least

that is what she says often enough to make

the system a profitable one.

The jewelry line is not the only one

wherein this method is pursued with success.

The exclusive milliner or gownmaker has a

good opening for the woman " booster," and

in the renting or selling of real estate she is

also a well considered member of the busi-

ness force.

The Woman
in the Case
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In the renting business she makes her

appearance while the prospective tenant is

inspecting the rooms of the house. She is

greatly chagrined to find that there is any

one ahead of her. Her admiration of the

premises is boundless, and she points out

their best points delicately while indulging

in her appreciation. If, as is generally the

case, the person who is really inspecting the

place is a woman, the effect of another

woman going into ecstacies over the same is

sure to have some influence, and, besides, it

is asserted that woman is just cruel enough to

delight in taking away something that hap-

pens to be coveted by one of her own sex.

Whether this is true or not, the fact

remains that the gentle impetus which the

arrival of the woman at the opportune

moment gives to a nearly completed trans-

action is enough to warrant congratulating

the founder of the system, whoever he is,

upon his ingenuity.
—0. H. Oyen, in the Michigan Tradesman.

Don't Overload Buyers

One of the cardinal principles which a

salesman should observe is, never to sell a

customer more goods than he would pur-

chase himself were their positions reversed.

Sales of the kind mentioned always act as a

boomerang. Instead of making a " cus-

tomer," they have the opposite effect—the

salesman has simply secured one order, and

in getting it he has lost the confidence of a

possible customer.

The general manager once said to me,

when I was starting out for a new house,

" Remember, now, we don't care for orders;

what we want is customers." The remark

sounded so paradoxical that I inquired his

meaning, and he explained at length. He

didn't want his salesmen placed in a position

where their conscience would trouble them.

No man can succeed as a salesmen un-

less he wins the confidence of his trade.

And there is just one way to do this—by

fair and square dealing. He may pick up

occasional orders, and " load up a jay,"

here and there, but he will find in a short

while that his competitor is doing the bulk

of the business in his territory ; that is, if his

competitor be made of the proper stuff, and

guards the interests of his trade as zealously

as he does those of his employer. Unless

this is done, failure is the inevitable fate of a

salesman.
It frequently happens that a salesman's

suggestions are not asked by a customer.

More frequently, however, his advice is

sought, and when it is, it should be given

conscientiously and with an eye to the future

—not to the size of the single order he is

taking. —Chicago Tribune



DIAMONDS
LOOSE and MOUNTED

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY

512-5J4 RACE STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

DIAMONDS RECUT AND REPAIRED

IL A. LIITTLE,FffELIL) 5ffLVER, coop Mer s of
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Novelties in
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COLLAR BUTTON BOXES

HAT PIN HOLDERS, Etc.

FULL PLATE AND

EXTRA FINE FINISH

No, Ins 13()N-lit

Office and Facton.y, HEW 11-17,10FOR11), MA.

United States Smelting and Refining Works
L. ec /VI. WoL,L4sTE.IN
Office: 16 John St., New York

Works : 17 John St., New York
"te.iephone, 3644 Cortlandt

Sweep Smelter.s and As.sayers
Refiners of all kinds of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Waste

Manufacturers of Sterling Silver
Highest prices naid for Old (mold, Old Silver, Platinum ScrapsOre and Bullion Assays a specialty

Proprietor of Platina Melting Furnace and Gold and PlatinaFiling Separating Process of greatest advantage to manufacturersof Platina Jewelry

The Matchless
Pocket Cigar Lighter

Thu. only perfected cigar lighter on the market

Made in Bun Metal, Aluminum, Brass, Silver Plate
Gold Plate and Solid Bold

Write for Prices

The Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Co.

()IIice and Salesroom

16 John St., New York, N. Y.
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The Show Window

KEYSTONE

Seldom have we seen such excellent show-window philosophy
expressed in such a homely way as in the following article by
Frank Farrington, in Brains

Show-Window 
We've been putting plate-glass windows in our store this

Construction week. I say "we," but I mean the boss and the car-
- penters. They say it's a good sign if a new clerk calls

the fi'rm " we " the first day he works for them. I'm not a new clerk, but
I'm a " we" clerk just the same. I'm just as much a part of the concern
as if I got a slice of the dividends every year.

The old windows were pretty fair. They were big and let in a good
deal of light and we kept them clean and full of good goods with the prices
on them, and they made money for us ; but plate glass, of course, is the
thing and we had to have
it. All the neighbors
and our competitors were
ahead of us getting it,
but we had been so busy
getting the business that
we hadn't found any time
to tear the front of the
store all to pieces until
last week. We didn't
really have time then.
We took it.

When it came to
putting in the new win-
dows, the boss wanted to
know what I thought of
running them clear down
to the floor. Lots of the
windows nowadays, you
know, are right on the
ground. People used to
have their windows up
high. You had to stand
on your tiptoes to see in.
Then they all got an
attack of the notion that
low windows were the
thing, and most of the later-built windows represent that notion gone to seed.
Window panes that rest right on the sidewalk. You have to get down on
your knees to see what the goods really look like if they are small things.

The boss said he was going to put in one of those get-down-on-your-knees
windows. I told him to think it over a while first. He wanted to know
what my objections were. He said that nobody put their windows up high
nowadays, not even up as high as your knees.

I told him that if I were in his place it wouldn't make a bit of difference
to me what nobody
or anybody was do-
ing, because I
would want win-
dows the way I
wanted them and
that would be the
way I would have
them.

I said that my
idea of the right
height for a window
was, without regard
to the inside ap-
pearance or the
arrangement, to
choose a height
that would let every
one outside see the
goods %% ith the least
effort. That meant
that the bottom
and floor of the
window must be
low enough for the
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smallest person to see in and yet high enough so that no one would have
to bend down to examine the goods or to read the price cards.

About nine people in ten are more or less off in their eyesight and have
to get rather close to things to see them well. Make the bottom of the
window about two feet from the ground and you will suit everyone. Of
course, I would not raise a window at all if it were to be used for showing
goods like furniture or stoves or anything large, and on the other hand I
would put the window up to three feet if I were going to use it solely for
displaying jewelry and such very small wares. But for anything in the way
of ordinary goods, such as are sold in the average dry goods store, for
instance, two feet is my recommendation. That's what I told the boss.

Well, he heard my story and thought it over a few days
Best for 

Stores and ordered the windows up to twenty-four inches, andJewelry 
now that they are in we are all stuck on the height. It's

just right. The windows dress up to the best possible advantage with any
kind of small goods and the larger goods I make look lower by putting

them well back.
We had our vein-

Display of 11. Wykliaysen, Holland, Mich.

(lows made very deep.
The man who cuts down
the depth of his windows
to make room inside the
store is making a great
mistake. Windows gain
everything by being deep.
You can make them look
a hundred per cent. bet-
ter if they are deep, and
they'll hold lots more
goods, too. You can
make a deep window
look shallow if you want
to, but you can't make a
shallow window look
deep by any possible
scheme.

Hundreds of fine
show windows are
spoiled by being lighted
wrong at night, and in
the daytime, too. Some
merchants seem to think
that the idea is at night

to get all the light they can to shine out of the windows on the street, so
that every one going by will say, " My, what a bright light !"

That's all right if you want people to remember your store simply as
the store with the bright light, but if you are out to sell the goods, the
goods are what you want to show. The small stores can't afford to
patronize the amalgamated order of professional window gazers to draw the
crowd. The goods themselves have to be the attraction. If that is the
case, the goods must be lighted whether the pavement outside is or not.

Arrange your light-
ing scheme so that
the light will fall
on the goods.

During the day
I let our curtains
down about a quar-
ter of the way and
at night we have
the lights arranged
where they won't
he too prominent
themselves but will
throw their strength
on the goods and
not dazzle the eyes
of the people who
look in.

Well, our new
windows are fixed
right and lighted
right now and they
are doing a great
business for us, as
I expected.Display' of S. Prager, Terre Haute, Ind.
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We offer to the trade a new self-filling device in Fountain Pens that we believe for convenience, durability
and simplicity to be the best yet invented for this purpose, and shall be pleased to furnish samples to dealers
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Jewelers
We have the most
complete sample
book of Engraved
Invitations, Cards
and Society Sta-
tionery.
Do you wish to

represent us in your
city? Particulars
upon request.

CLEAN TO USE CLEAN TO HANDLE -CLEAN TO CARRY
The Student's Pen

The Business Man's Pen
The Ladies' Pen

THE PERFECT PEN is

IL CARRY
IN ANY POSII
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MOORE'S Nonleakable Fountain Pen
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BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE

System in Modern Business

The magazine, System, in a recent issue,

related a number of interesting instances of

the thoroughness in system that makes for

success in modern business.

One of these instances, of

special interest to the jewelry

trade, is as follows :

Three months ago, a

store in Minneapolis was

broken into and $800 worth

of Waterman fountain pens

were stolen. Two months

later a man walked into the

Chicago office of the firm

which manufactured these

pens and offered them for

sale. The branch manager

knew the care with which

such pens were sold, and his

suspicions were aroused when

he found such quantities be-

ing hawked about. He called

up the New York office,

notified them of the private

mark which the company

places on its goods sold to

its customers, and learned

that the pens under consid-

eration had, been sold to

the Minneapolis house ; the

alleged salesman was arrested

forthwith, and his trial is

now pending.
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No. 140. Sterling Silver. Tourist size -
No. 144. Gold Filled.
No. 246. 14 K. Solid Gold. " "

$ 0.00
10.00
40.00

No. 143. Plain Sterling Silver =
No. 145. Gold Filled. No. 2 Pen
No. 248. 14 K. Solid Gold

$10.00
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36.00
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EVERY PEN
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Fifty other patterns. Prices, $2.50 upwards

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO., Boston, Mass.

- $12.00
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Send for samples or catalog

ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER
Selling Agents

System that Pre-
vents Mistakes

This inci-
dent is note-
worthy. It
illustrates

the system with which the

L. E. Waterman Company,

of New York, records the

disposition of its goods by means of a private
code based on the firm's name. By means

of this code, claims on injured goods may be

adjusted, and missing goods located. This

incident, as the expression of a perfected

record system, appears in marked contrast to

the incident which caused its adoption six-

teen years ago.

" When I first entered the employ of

this company as a salesman," said Frank

D. Waterman, the president of the com-

pany, " I gave my first order to an office

boy, who at that time composed the order,

wrapping, recording; billing and shipping

departments. I watched him pick out the

goods called for, wrap them up and throw

the package into a basket for the expressman

to gather up.

" Within a few weeks one of my custo-

mers complained that his order had not been

received. I questioned the order depart-

ment. The order department pulled an old

envelope from his pocket and glanced over

a penciled memorandum. No, he had no

record of it—the order could not have

reached him. At least, so he thought.

tion of each district. It is his duty to visit

and report on each prospective buyer, and to

submit his report on him on regular printed

forms provided for the purpose, at least once

each year. In case the prospect becomes a

purchaser, this record is made on the back

of the order, to avoid any possible confusion.

These records are then filed in two divisions—

one file for prospects and one for customers.

As each order is received by the com-

pany, it goes to the order
department. Here the items

are transferred to a com-

bined order and shipping
sheet, made out in duplicate.
At the top of this sheet, ap-
pear the name and address
of the customer, the date,
order and file numbers. On
the left are the numbers of
each of the nineteen articles

of sale ; on the right is a

checked list of the supplies

that are sent free to each
customer in proportion to the
amount of his order. The

original copy, with the sales-
man's orders attached, goes
to the bookkeeper, who makes

out the bills for them. The
duplicate goes to the record
department.

E. D. Waterman, President of the L. E. Waterman Company

" What's on the back of that paper?'

I asked. The order department turned the

sheet over. Oh yes,' he exclaimed, ' here

it is—that package went out four days ago.'

" From that day," Mr. Waterman con-

tinued, " I looked after my orders myself,

until I had formulated a system that relieved

me of the burden."

From that incident has been

developed a practically

errorless order department

system, that to-day handles

the output of pens of two factories.

To-day this company has the United

States divided into twenty sales districts. A

traveling salesman is given exclusive direc-

Methodic Order
Department

System Stops

"This record
department is

Leaks practically the
leak-stopper of

our sales organization," ex-
plained Mr. Waterman.

" Here, every sheet order

must be compared with the
salesman's order. Every
mistake is caught. We

save nearly three per cent.
on our entire sales by this

means." And a reference

to the record for that day
showed six corrections on

the three hundred orders.

Each customer is given a number ; each

order is given a number ; each filing division

is given a number.

The distance from the old-envelope

record of the office boy to the automatic

order and shipping departments of to-day is

a long cry—as long as eighty-six, the num-

ber of employees sixteen years ago, is from

six hundred, the number of employees

to-day.
The vast amount of work to be per-

formed in any healthy business today necessi-

tates thorough systematization,and it will gen-

erally be found that the most successful busi-

nesses are those that have the best system.
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French Script Replaces English
Letters on Cards

(41:Kfp,

HERE are few changes in visiting
cards from those used last season,
but such as exist must be rigidly

observed, writes Rosanna Schuyler, in 7he
Telegram. Cards for married women are
three inches long and two wide in size, and
the board is gray, white and thin. Those
for unmarried women may be a bit smaller,
although olcler unmarried women may use
the same size as that. selected by their married
sisters, if they prefer. Men's cards are two
and seven-eighths inches long by one and
one-half inches wide, and the club address is
put in the right-hand lower corner. If a
man has no club the house address may
be used.

Good form still demands that the full
name shall be written out on-the card, and
Mrs. J. H. Brown or Mrs. James H. Brown
is not permitted. Mrs. James Henry Brown
is used instead, and on the lower right-hand
corner is put the address, which etiquette
decrees shall be written in full, no numerals
being used. For instance, a card reads :

Mrs. James Henry Brown
Seven hundred and two Park Avenue

In case of the address being so long
that it cannot go on one line it reads :

Mrs. James Henry Brown
One hundred and eighteen

Arlington Avenue

French script, either vertical
or slanting, is dividing

French Script honors with shaded old
English lettering, but

English script is always good form and in

vogue, because it costs far less than the other

two styles. It is not to be desired, however,
when the newer may be had.

Married women may use cards on which
both the husbands's and wife's name are
used, as

Mr. and Mrs. James Brown Smith

Revival of

H E

These are sent in when a woman is call-

ing upon another woman, but never if a card

is to be sent to the man of the family. In

that case Mrs. Smith sends one of her own,

and two of her husband's, one for her hostess
and the other for the hostess' husband.

Separate cards are still supposed to be sent
to each member of a family for whom one
asks, but the custom has been carried to such
an extreme that rarely more than two cards
are left now. If there are more than two
members of the family to be asked for, one
card is bent in the middle, up or down, and
one asks for " The Ladies," the bend signi-

fying that all were asked for.

KEYSTONE

When a wife is leaving her husband's
card for more than one person, his is bent as
well as hers.

Economy 05
Double Cards

The double cards, or those
with Mr. and Mrs., are used
for the most formal calling,
at receptions, and when

sending Its that come from both. If women
did but realize it, they are more economical
than separate cards vhere two or perhaps
I( ur are required all the time, when one of
the double is left. This reduces one-half Ow

Wedding Invitations
I )(H. work appeals particu-

larly to critical persons who
insist upon absolute correct-
ness in form, and appreciate
clear-cut and thoroughly elegant
mechanical execution.

We solicit your inspection
of our specimens of Invitations,
Announcements, Church Cards,

At Home and Calling Cards,
t.xhibited at our engraving
ci,untcr. if you cannot

conveniently call, Nve shall value

a request by mail to send our
samples to your residence.

Our prices are moderate.

it. Hoskins Co.

A Striking Stationery A ilvertis,inciit

cost of cards. The same is true of cards
that unmarried women use when there are

more than one in a family. Instead of using

always separate cards, the Brown daughters

who are out may have theirs engraved :

Misses 13rown

and thus divide the cost. It is of course
necessary that each of the Brown girls shall

have her separate card plate, so that when

she visits people who are not: friends of her

sisters, she will have her own to send in.

The best form approves of having the names

of daughters engraved on the mother's card

plate, as
Mrs. James Henry Brown

The Misses Brown

These are used instead of separate cards,

even when the mother does not actually
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accompany ner daughters, the theory being

that they do not visit without their mother's

formal consent and approval, and that their
friends are hers.

The prefix must be on the cards of all
unmarried women, and of girls as soon as
the latter are old enough to have visiting
cards. The prefix Mr., or whatever title he
has, must be used on the cards of men.

The widow continues to use the name of
her husband, although if one wishes the
maiden name can be resumed preceding her
married name. This, however, is not sanc-
tioned by the best usage, and is rarely done.
Mourning cards are supposed to be for two
years, and longer if one wishes, but in the
latter case the border is extremely narrow.
During the first year it is supposed to be
about three-eighths of an inch wide, decreas-
ing a trifle in the second year. The newest
mourning calling cards for this season are
oblong, being made of glazed linen.

Stick tc. Your Price
"I know of a retail hardware dealer who had

about as much chance of making money as a cigar
store Indian," said a traveler the other day when
discussing the reasons why some men fail in busi-
ness. " That fellow was a regular mark, for every
one knew his failing. He wasn't a had fellow all
around—in fact, I kind of liked him myself, and I
more than once did him a good turn in the matter
of price, but I might as well have soaked him for
the goods he bought, as he did not seem to know
how to get the benefits of an extra profit when he
bought goods low.
" I often asked him why he and the other two

hardware dealers in the town did not get together
and come to an understanding on the matter of

Prices. He told me that the other two dealers
had spoken to him about such an arrangement,
but that he was satisfied to paddle his own canoe.
I couldn't make him see where he was standing
in his own light, and I believe that if he had done
as I suggested he would still have been in business.

"As it was, a great many people of the
town, realizing his failing, would come in and ask
him for a price on goods, and then tell him that
the other hardware dealer was selling at ten cents
below that Price. He would always meet it, and
after each such an instance would flatter himself
that he had taken some trade from his competi-
tor. He never investigated to find out whether
the customer was lying or not ; in fact, he never
questioned their veracity. The result was that
whereas he had a business %%Inch should have
netted hint at the very lowest $2000 per year, he
dropped money each of the four years that Ile was
in business, and when he sold out he was about

$7000 poorer than when he embarked in business.
" I sometimes think that there are a whole lot

of other dealers in business who don't use any

more judgment than this man did. They will

take a customer's word as to what their competi-

tor's are doing in the matter of prices, without

investigating to see whether they are being worked;
when, if they knew their business, they would have

an understanding with the other dealers in their
line, and when a customer came in and said that
he could buy wire fencing down the street at so
much, they could tell him to go buy it."
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Fact and Fiction about Precious
Stones

Birthday Stones—Alleged Therapeutic Qualities of
Gems—Sentimental Significance of Precious

Stones —The Origin of the Names

I-IE traditions that cling around precious
and semi-precious stones seem to have a
p .cti liar fascination for the public, and for
this reason have considerable advertising

value f r the trade. A knowledge of these traditions
is consequently a recognized part of the educa-
tional equipment of the up-to-date jeweler. Almost
daily we receive queries in regard to precious
stones—birth stones, the stones associated with
certain months, the sentimental significance of cer-
tain gems, their reputed therapeutic effect, etc.,
and as a general answer to these queries, we have

article.
i()nri)iled all this information in the following

The Birthday Gem Tradition

There is something quaint and fanciful to the
custom at present very much in vogue, of adopt-
ing as one's " lucky stone " and especial property
the gem associated with one's birth-month.

The following are the stones associated by the
Persians with each month, together with the mean-
ings they convey : The garnet is sacred to January,
and it signifies constancy and fidelity in every
undertaking. The amethyst is February's gem;
it denotes sincerity, and brings peace to the wearer.
The bloodstone is for those born in March, and its
meaning is wisdom, courage and firmness. Dia-
monds and sapphires should be worn by those
who claim changeful April as their birth-month,
the former stones ensure innocency, while the
latter free the wearer from enchantment. The
emerald belongs to May, meaning beloved and
happy. The agate is claimed by June, and is said
to bring health, wealth and long life to the wearer.
Rubies are for those born in July ; these gems
bring contentment and correct the errors of mis-
taken friendship. The sardonyx is August's stone,
and denotes conjugal felicity. The chrysolite
belongs to September ; it protects from evil, and
brings success to the wearer. The lovely, change-
ful opal is for October ; it signifies hope and
strengthens the faith and sight of those who wear
it. The topaz is November's gem, and is emblem-
atic of friendship and true affection. The tur-
quoise is the stone chosen for December, and its
meaning is success and prosperity.

The ancients attributed many wonderful quali-
ties to various precious stones, and firmly believed in
them. Even in our own day there are people to be
found, who share, to some extent, this superstition.
Many there are, for instance, who could not by
any means be induced to wear opals, believing that
they bring tears and misfortune to the luckless
wearer. Queen Victoria did not, it is said, share
this belief, but attached to them the old, glad
meaning of " hope."

The ruby is thought by some to possess the
strange and curious power of foretelling the illness
and approaching death of the wearer. It becomes
dull and lustreless, and loses all its exquisite fire
and glare. It is also said that pearls, if worn by
persons of coarse and unrefined nature, do not
retain their creamy purity, but become dull of hue
and assume a curious discolored appearance.

Precious stones are associated with the signs
of the Zodiac, thus :

Aries, Ruby. Sibra, Jacinth.
Taurus, Topaz. Scorpio, Agate.
Gemini, Carbuncle. Sagittarius, Amethyst.

eCalmr, Emerald. Capricorn US, Beryl.
Leo, sapphire. Pisces, Jasper.
Virgo, Diamond. Aquarius, Guys.

16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

Individual instructions in
Watch Repairing., Engrav-
ing and Optics
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taken at a time

SEND FOR CATALOG

In relation to the planets, the stones are :

sal s ra   It   Lead
Jupiter . cornelion   Tin
Mars . Emerald   Iron
Venus   Amethyst Copper
lerettry Lienisome Quicksilver
Moon   Crystal   Silver
Sun I ti  nound  Gold

The ancients divided precious stones into male
and female. The darker stones were called the
males, and the light ones the females. Male
sapphires approach indigo in color, but the female
ones are sky blue.

KEYSTONE

Interesting Facts About Gems

Agate (Latin, achates ; so-called from the
name of the Achates, in Sicily, where it was first
found). A variety of quartz, found in loose rounded
pieces in rocks, or as loose pebbles in beds of
rivers or gravel. In a petrified forest in Arizona,
there is a natural bridge of solid agate forty feet
wide. Agates show various tints in the same
specimen, and the colors are delicately arranged in
strips or bands, or blended in clouds. They take
a fine polish, and are much used in the manufac-
ture of rings, seals, beads, handles for knives and
forks, cups, smelling bottles and many other orna-
mental articles. Burnishers for polishing, used by
bookbinders, are made of agate.

Amethyst (Latin, amethystus, from Greek
amethustos, without drunkeness, because the
ancients believed that liquor drank out of cups
made of amethyst would not intoxicate). A
variety of rock crystal or quartz of a purple or
bluish violet color, much used as a precious stone
for rings and other ornaments.

Diamond (Greek, adamantos.) The hardest
and next to the ruby the most valuable of gems.
It is supposed to be an eruptive rock periodite,
forced up through carbonaceous shale. Its crystal-
line form belongs to the regular or cubic system,
having generally eight or twelve faces. The best
diamonds are perfectly clear and colorless, and are
designated as of the first water. The peculiar
luster of the diamond distinguishes it from all
other substances, and the vivid brightness and
intense glow of its reflections are unsurpassed by
any other stone. It is also distinguished from
other gems by its excessive hardness. The value
of a diamond is greatly enhanced by cutting.

Emerald. A variety of the mineral, of a
beautiful green color ; when transparent it is much
prized as a gem. The finest stones come from the
United States of Colombia, in South America,
where they occur in veins in clay slate, hornblende
slate and granite. They are obtained in large
crystals in North Carolina and Siberia.

Garnet. The name of a mineral species,
which includes numerous varieties, differing in
composition, color and fusibility. It is generally
found in crystals belonging to the regular system.
Massive granular varieties also exist. It is hard,
brittle and more or less transparent. The red
variety is the most common, but brown, sometimes
green, yellow and black garnets are found. The
variety which includes the precious garnet, con-
sists of silicate of alumina, together with oxide
of iron. It is transparent, and of a deep red
color, and is much prized as a gem. Garnets are
commonly found in gneiss, mica, schist, granite
and hornblende rocks. The best come from Cey-
lon, Pegu, Greenland and South Africa, and from
Montana, Colorado, etc., in the United States.

Opal (Latin, opalus). A mineral consisting,
like quartz, of silica, but more beautiful. A
precious opal presents a fine play of bright colors,
and is highly esteemed as a gem for setting in
rings, brooches and other ornaments. The finest
is semi-transparent, white, yellow, green, red or
brown, and has no play of colors.

Pearl (French, perle). A white, hard,
smooth, shining substance, found in some shell
fish, especially in the pearl oyster, river mussel and
certain univales. It is highly valued for its beauty,
and used as a jewel. The shells are lined with a
secretion of extremely thin semi-transparent films,
and in due time layers of considerable thickness
are formed, which gradually harden into the
material known by the name of nacre or mother-
of-pearl. Besides the pearl lining of the shells,
rounded portions of nacre of mother-of-pearl are
found in the flesh of the oyster. These are sup-
posed to be formed by the intrusion of some for-
eign body, such as a grain of sand, around which
layers of nacre are deposited, one after another, as
many as from ten or twelve round pearls of differ-
ent sizes being often found within one shell.

Sapphire. A precious stone, also known as
corundum, of a light blue color, next in hardness
to the diamond, and next to the ruby in value. It
is made of alumina, colored differently. The red
sapphire is the oriental ruby, the green sapphire is
the emerald, the yellow the topaz, and the violet is
the amethyst. (Colorless or white sapphires are
sold as diamonds.) The finest blue sapphires
come from Ceylon.

Topaz. A mineral ranked among the precious
stones. It is found in Scotland, Cornwell, Saxony,
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Siberia, the United States, Mexico and Brazil.
The finest varieties are found in Brazil and the Ural
Mountains, and are of a deep yellow tint, while
those of Siberia are blue, the other colors found
being white and green. They occur frequently in
the cavaties of granite rocks, and consist of silicate
of alumina, in which fluorine takes the place of
oxygen. The topaz of the ancients obtained
from Topazos, an island in the Red Sea, was
chrysolite.

Turquoise (turkois), [same as turkish]. A
precious stone of bluish green or sky blue color,
brought from Persia. It is a phosphate of alumi-
num, its color being due to the presence of iron or
copper. Turquoise are also found in Arizona,
Montana, etc.

Beryl. A mineral found in granite together
with topaz. It is of light green color. It crystal-
lizes in six-sided prisms, it is very hard and difficult
to fuse unless mixed with one other substance,
such as borax ; and consists chiefly of alumina,
silica and glucina. This is found in India, Brazil,
Peru and Siberia, and now in Connecticut.

Jasper (Greek, raspis). A hard precious
stone of various colors (usually red or brown),
which takes on a high polish, is used for rings,
seals, vases and other ornaments, and also for the
decoration of costly buildings. It is one of the
varieties of quartz, and is found in veins and em-
bedded masses in niany rocks.

Jacinth or Hyacinth, is a gem of a red variety
of zircon. A species of pellucid gem.

Onyx. Chalcedony, consisting of parallel
layers of different shades of color, and used for
making cameos, the figure being cut in one layer,
with the next as a basis or background.

Carbuncle. A beautiful gem, of deep red
color, with a mixture of scarlet, called by the
Greeks anthrax, found in the East Indies. It is
usually found pure, of an angular figure, and
adhering to a heavy ferruginous stone, of the
emery kind. Its usual size is nearly a quarter of
an inch in length, and two-thirds of an inch in
diameter. When held up to the sun, it loses its
deep tinge, and becomes exactly of the color of a
burning coal.

The mineral here described, is probably the
oriental ruby, or at least some crystalized variety
of corundum. The carbuncle of the ancients is
supposed to have been a garnet. The name or
title " carbuncle " is often used now in connection
with any stone that is cut " en cabochon," as car-
buncle, ruby, sapphire, etc.; meaning that the stone
is cut with a round top, like an opal or a turquoise.

Chrysolite. A mineral, called by Hany and
Brogniart peridot, and by Tarneson prismatic
chrysolite. The prevailing color is some shade of
green. It is harder than glass, but less hard than
quartz ; often transparent, sometimes only trans-
lucent. It occurs sometimes in crystals, some-
times in small amorphous masses or grains, and
sometimes in rolled pieces. Olivine is a variety of
this species, of a bottle green color, it is dissemina-
ted frequently through basalt.

Carnelian or Carnelian. A silicious stone,
a variety of chalcedony, of a deep red, flesh red,
or reddish white color. It is tolerably hard,
capable of a good polish, and used for seals.

Bloodstone. A green silicious stone sprinkled
with red jasper, as if with blood ; hence the name.

Loads/one. The old orthography. Lodestone
would be preferable, as this word has no connec-
tion with the verb to load.

The native magnet, an ore of iron in the
lowest state of oxidation, which has the power of
attracting metallic iron, as iron filings, and of com-
municating to masses of iron the same property of
attraction, forming artificial magnets.

Lodestone. A magnet, an ore of iron, a stone
found in iron mines, of a dark leaden color, and of
considerable hardness and weight. It attracts iron
filings and communicates to iron the same property
of attraction. But its peculiar value consists in its
communicating to a needle the property of taking
a direction to the north and south, a property of
inestimable utility in navigation and surveying.

A name given by the Cornish miners to a species
of stones called also Tin Stones, a compound of
stones and sand of different kinds and colors.

Sardonyx. A silicious stone or gem, nearly
allied to the onyx. The color is a reddish yellow,
or nearly orange. We are informed that the
yellow or orange-colored agate, with an undulating
surface, is now often called sardonyx.

II
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The Undoing of the Boss

A Christmas Story

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The last echoes of the November election
had died away, but the air was still vibrant in
the after-quiet of the victors' rejoicings. The
tremendous struggle had been fought over
again and again, in the memories of the
combatants ; for the general interest of the
People in the cause of civic virtue had electri-
fied the whole body politic, and the breaking
down of all party lines for the furtherance of
municipal well-being was the promise of a new
order of things in local self-government. The
contagion of political unrest had spread far
and wide. The Boss was on trial everywhere.

Solomon Silverplate had been active in
the campaign and his jewelry store had been
the rendezvous of more sorts of " workers "
than his feminine customers found agreeable
to brush against. And when the returns
were all in, and Solomon realized that the
Third Ward had slipped from its ancient
moorings and was now adrift without its pilot;
his mind turned with gloomy forebodings to
his own political future.

Day after day, following the election, he
had puzzled over these returns, trying- to
analyze the causes of his overwhelming defeat
as a " leader." Day after day he had to
postpone the precise solution ; for to Solomon
it was inconceivable that a majority of the
voters should object to a Boss merely because
he was a Boss—if he was a good Boss and
Solomon's most intimate enemies freely ad.
mitted that there was no suspicion in their
minds as to his personal integrity He could
not realize that the revolt was against the
Boss idea. His mind always revolved in the
same circle of reasoning, but the solution of
the mystery of his defeat came not. He
dismissed the problem for the present and
plunged into his preparations for the Christ.
was trade.

Some weeks later, at the close of a busy
day; after he had turned down the gas and
pulled on his overcoat to leave the store, the
old puzzle once again came to his mind. He
was tired out and should have gone home to
bed, with Christmas only a week off ; but
the fascination of the problem was upon him,
and he sat down ( " for a moment only," he
promised himself ) to think it over. He
fastened his eyes, absently, on the dial of the
Regulator, in order to focus his thought;
and to his amazement that staid and dignified
piece of horological furniture put one of its
hands to its cannon pinion, developed fingers
and thumb from the end of the hand, and the
lingers, with the thumb as a base, twiddled at
him in scorn ; while the key-hole, growing
into an eye, winked at him a decisive wink.

Silverplate stared, open-mouthed, at the
astounding spectacle ; and his jaw dropped
farther when, on glacing fearfully around the
store, he realized that every single piece of
goods seemed conscious and alive and every
iingle piece was expressing contempt for him
in its own way. A silver Teapot hissed at
him, as if it were filled with already boiling
Oolong ; a Candelabra brought its four arms
into boxing position for a quadruple knock-
out ; and on the polished convexities of every
Bowl and Vase and Cup were distorted grins

and diabolical twitchings, as the gas-light
flickered on their surfaces. An energetic
Cuckoo Clock started up its bird to nod fero-
ciously at Silverplate and iterate " Cook you!
Cook you !" Every Alarm Clock in the
store started off in a defiant clatter ; and one
of the smallest, in an ambitious attempt to
outvoice all the others, broke its spring and
was carried off by sympathetic kindred to the
work-bench. This unhappy incident sobered
the madcaps and transformed the jeering mob
into a dignified and serious meeting ; see-
ing which the Regulator, stroking his face
thoughtfully tt,ith his minute hand, said :
" Friends and fellow-tickizens, without

a previous talk with any of you, I think I can
guess the common thought that is in all your
minds. We have been silent witnesses, in
this room, of the operations of the Boss in
politics ; and in some way the influence of a
recent example, as to the new relation of
the People to the Boss, has been felt by each
one of us, inanimate objects though we seem
to be. We have been inspired by the ex-
ample of the recent election, and encouraged
to assert ourselves. We want to cut loose
from our Boss and run this store according to
our ideas. Do I guess your thoughts cor.
rectly, friends ? "
" Yes 1" " That's it ! " " Right you

are, old boy !" came in a rapid fire of replies
from the audience, which by this time had
crowded around the Regulator.
" The ayes seem to have it," remarked

the Regulator, with a twelve-inch smile on its
benevolent twelve-inch face. " Now, will
some one please state the particular thing
that is on his or her mind, as a starting-
point for our Declaration of Independence ? "

There was a craning of necks to see who
would be the first to voice a specific griev-
ance ; finally a weak-minded Napkin Ring
said: " I'd like to hear from one of the
aristocrats first. Let Two-Karat Diamond
speak."

The supercilious gentleman, thus ap-
pealed to, picked his way daintily over to a
soft fold in a piece of blue velvet and, after
seeing that his background brought out his
perfections perfectly, thus began :
" My objection to the Boss is that he

doesn't play fair with the People. There
was a ' poor relation ' of mine here some
time ago—a sallow-faced chap with a 'feather'
somewhere in his vitals—whom the Boss sold
to an ignoramus at a price which would have
justified the Boss in thereafter eating straw-
berries in 'January. Like as not, when he
conies to sell me he'll not ask enough, and so
not play fair with me. The natural conclu-
sion is that it would be better all around if
each one of us undertook his own sale. What
do you say to the proposition, my humble
brethren and sisters ?
" That's what ! " shouted a Bracelet ;

and immediately retired in confusion at the
sound of its own voice.

A Rolled-Plate Chain wriggled its way
to the front and delivered itself Da follows :
" My sparkling friend has stated the

crux of the question. We can certainly give
the People a squarer deal, by explaining our-
selves to them, than ever they will get from
the Boss. For instance, here am I—a third-
quality Vest Chain, with about twenty-five
cents' worth of real gold spread over my per-
son, but bearing a printed tag, Guaranteed
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for Five Years.' The Boss pretends to his
conscience that as the guarantee comes from
a superior Boss (the manufacturer), it is all
right to tell the People that I'm good for five
years' wear. But he lies—and he knows he
lies ; and the People are fooled, in conse-
quence. Now, if /had the selling of myself,
after the Boss had been knocked out, I would
tell the People just what I really was, inside
and out. d the absolute truth, and they
could take me or leave me, as they choose--
but they would know what they were getting
or leaving. The People would triumph over
the Boss—hoop-la ! "

A gold-headed Cane stumped forward
and shook itself threateningly at Solomon
Silverplate, who cowered in his chair and
furtively glanced in terror from one to the
other of the motley company. " There
never was a Boss that meant any good to the
People ! " the Cane growled hoarsely ; but
an object in the show case rippled out a merry
laugh and sang out, " Oh, come now—the
Boss of the store may be all kinds of a fraud,
but the Boss ' in the show case is the sum of
all manufacturing and mercantile virtues ! "
and another peal of jolly laughter attracted
the attention of all to the last speaker, who
now rolled out on the counter, snapped his
" back " in acknowledgment of the general
applause, and flashing a smile upon the com-
pany said :
" I am very proud to be called the

Boss ' Filled Case, notwithstanding your
revolt against the Boss idea, in which
heartily join you. One must distinguish
between a Boss who stands for wrong prin-
ciple and the Boss,' which stands for all that
is right. I am not at all embarrassed at the
likeness in names—it makes the contrast all
the stronger, in my favor. Because ancient
Cain killed ancient Abel there's all the more
reason to respect our modern Cain who is
doing so much good among the poor on
Water Street. And if one of you has a
good reason to revolt against the Boss of the
store for his doing injustice to the truth in
in his representations to the People, I have a
stronger case ' against him than the worst
sufferer among you—for I have been the per-
petual victim of those who foist upon the
People a just as good ! ' "

After the racket which followed this
speech had subsided sufficiently to permit his
voice to be heard, the Regulator, rapping
with his pendulum for order, said, " There
seems to be a unanimous sentiment that the
Boss be deposed, and the Goods be allowed
to conduct the sale of themselves in their own
tvav, to the advantage of the People. What
is your pleasure as to the form of expressing
yourself to the Boss in person ? "
" Let's lock him up in the safe, and hold

him for trial ! " suggested a Bronze Figure.
" Let's throw him into the street ! "

came from a fat Bowl.
The Cane came forward. " I think ./

can take care of him, to the satisfaction of all
the company. Give me room, there, to
swing myself. Now —BIFF !"

And Solomon Silverplate picked himself
from the floor, having fallen out of his chair.
His eyes fastened on the dial of the Regu-
lator ; then he glanced around the store.
Everything seemed normal and natural. " I
must have been dreaming," he said.

J. T.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

A Study of Failures in the Practice
of the Refractionist

A few weeks ago Dr. G. M. Gould, in
the Medical Record, again investigated the
causes of failures in refraction work and, in
conclusion, gave the following fourteen reasons
for failure to relieve the reflexes of eyestrain:

I. The want of a single good refraction school
in the world. Instead of ophthalmology being, as
Helmholtz said, the most accurate and scientific of
the departments of medicine, he thinks it the most
inaccurate and unscientific ; and this is due to the
lack of systematic and adequate training in the
difficult art of refraction.

2. Bad case recording, omitting the life history
of the patient's ailments, or " the biographic
clinic," leaves the cure or non-cure unknown or
indefinite.

3. Changes in the patient's refraction, not fol-
lowed by re-testing and changes in glasses are
another source of failure.

4. Incorrect diagnosis of ametropia is .the most
frequent cause of failure.

5. The presence of head-tilting often causes
an inexact placing of the axis of astigmatism.

6. The morbid writing posture, coupled with
its result, lateral spinal curvature, continue the
consequences of eyestrain.

7. Non-allowance for the patient's personal
equations may frequently account for non-success.

8. Tenotomy for heterophoria does not cure
the cause of the heterophoria, which is ametropia.

9. Ascription of the morbid symptoms to
general disease will not end in cure if they are due
to neglected eyestrain.

10. Sub-normal accommodation is far more
frequently present than is suspected, and distance
correction of the ametropia alone will not give
relief.

" Hysteria," often caused by eyestrain,
inay persist when chronic, although the eyestrain
has been neutralized.

12. Patients living at a distance because they
cannot be watched closely, are likely to prove
" failures."

13. Despair of curing in an obstinate case may
lead to too speedy renunciation of effort.

14. The secondary results of long-continued
eyestrain may be too chronic or deep-seated to
cure at once or to cure at all. Despite all these
reasons, however, it is contended that in no depart-
ment of medicine are the cures so near too per
cent., so speedy, or so gratifying as in skilled re-
fraction work.

Astigmatism a Cause of Vomiting

That astigmatism frequently gives rise
headache is a fact well known among re-

ractionists, but that it also may cause very
)eculiar other symptoms is shown again by
Ile report of Dr. Aaron Bray in a recent medi-
al journal. He says : " It may be laid down
Ls a rule that vomiting in school children, not
, >receded by a sense of fulness, distress in epig-
astrium, epigastric pain, eructation of gases,
regurgitation of fluid, heart burn, fever and
chills, is caused by astigmatic errors of refrac-
tion. The toxic form of vomiting occasionally
met with in school children,is of uremic origin;

and is always preceded or accompanied by
headaches, dizziness and nausea, and is
almost independent of any gastric pain.
This form closely resembles the form due to
astigmatism." Bray reports three cases of
vomiting due to astigmatism, and one of
uremic origin.

Sick Headache and Its Connection
With Refractive and Muscular

Errors of the Eyes

A few weeks ago, at the meeting of the
American Academy of Ophthalmology and
Otolaryngology, in Buffalo, N. Y., Dr. G. M.
Gould, of Philadelphia, read a paper on the
ocular origin of migraine (sick headache).
The very decided views of this author are
well known to the readers of these columns
and need not be repeated here. It contains,
however, a very interesting account of the
gradual development of our knowledge on
the connection between ocular troubles and
nervous disturbances and also gives the pres-
ent views of many prominent ophthalmolo-
gists who more or less share the opinion of
Dr. Gould. We give here the following
excerpts :

To Dr. William Thomson, of
Eyestrain and Philadelphia and of America, is
Nervous Disorders undoubtedly due the credit of

first demonstrating in a general
way the casual relation of eyestrain to these nerv-
ous and migrainous disorders. This part of the
history I have elsewhere indicated and epitomized.
In 1876 Mitchell, in reporting Thomson's case,
might have honored himself and the profession by
seeing that migraine is due to eyestain. He came
near it ; but finally and clearly he balked, and
neurology again failed to realize its possibilities.

About the same time Dr. R. Brudenell Carter,
in his treatise on "Diseases of the Eye," 1875,reports
the case of a patient with palpitation of the heart,
headache and sickness (Anglice, nausea and prob-
ably vomiting), attributed to disease of the brain;
he gave up business and a proposed marriage, his
"prospects in life blighted." A pair of glasses
cured him of all symptoms.

The first physician to lay down clearly the pro-
position that sick headache is clue to eyestrain was
Dr. G. C. Savage. To him, therefore, all honor.
He was an American. He announced that he had
discovered the " real cause " of sick headache to
be hypermetropic astigmatism, and that its success-
ful treatment consisted in the use of proper glasses.
Savage made a minor and natural mistake in limit-
ing the cause of migraine to " hyperopia and
astigmatism, either alone or combined," but he
did not commit the egregious blunder of rushing
to tenotomy ; ht. did not even speak of hetero-
phoria. The brilliancy of the discovery and the
bravery in announcing it, on Savage's part, almost,
if not entirely, counterbalance his subsequent
silence, mysterious and insoluble, of twenty-five
years, on this revolutionizing subject. Savage
describes the circumstances that led up to his dis-
covery and the rationale of the method of the cure
of sick headache by glasses. His own is the first
case reported. [It is, indeed, a pity. that every
physician in the world is not a sufferer from the dis-
ease. He could, of course, be cured with ease,
and the generation-long shame of ignoring and
opposing a truth of enormous importance would
end as suddenly as yellow fever in Cuba]. Savage's
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mother had had as violent sick headaches as her
son, but age, of course, had cured her. Atropine
was as effective in our colleague's case, and glasses
made the cure permanent. His sister, too, was
cured in the same way, and also his preceptor,
Dr. Clark. Savage comments wisely on the false
views of the authors of text-books of medical
practice on the subject on their utter ignoring of
the matter ; he adds:
" Although sick headache is as common as it

is dreadful, Bartholow and other writers on the
practice of medicine have not said a word about it."

In 1883 Lauder Brunton, not a
Opinions of crank oculist, wrote as follows:
Physicians " But frontal headache is not the

only one which may arise from
abnormal conditions of the eyes, for megrim or
sick headache is very frequently associated with,
and probably dependent on, inequality of the eyes,
either in the way of astigmatism, myopia or hyper-
metropia."

In 1886 Dr. Ambrose L. Ranney said that " the
symptoms of sick headache are reflex in character,
to a large extent, and are due primarily in almost
every case to some optical defect."

In 1887 Dr. George T. Stevens issued his note-
worthy book, " Functional Nervous Diseases,"
etc., in which he made what I judge is the beginning
of a huge mistake in saying that " unlike the
ordinary forms of headache migraine does not so
frequently yield to simple measures of adopting
glasses to correct refractive errors." The common
inaccuracy at that time in correcting errors of
refraction may, at least partially, excuse this error.
It is noteworthy that of five cases reported in this
book the first four were reported as cured without
tenotomy. It is, I think, unfortunate that the oper-
ation was not also omitted in the thousands of cases
since.

The next, and of all hitherto the most scientific,
demonstration of the ocular origin of " migraine "
was made by Dr. G. Martin. He reports in all
352 cases, with details, of the ametropia, etc.
(mostly low degrees of astigmatism, of course)—a
truly noble work. One's patriotism suggests the
wish that he had been an American.

In 1889 George M. Gould re-
Gould's Researches ported the cure of cases of

chorea, severe dyspepsia, car-
diac palpitation, sick headache, sexual disorders,
etc., due to eyestrain, and in January, 1890, others
of similar nature, such as stammering, paralysis,
anesthesia, chorea, gastric disorders, aphonia, etc.
In August, 1890, he wrote, " Sick headache, there
can be little doubt, is very often, if not generally,
due to eyestrain," etc. In 1891, in reporting on
833 cases of headache, this man, found seventy-
three cases clearly to be classed as sick headache,
and he then said, " Ninety or ninety-five per cent.
of cases are due to the eyes." He now says 99
per cent.

Dr. George E. de Schweinitz, in an address
before the medical and chirurgical faculty of Mary-
land, April 26, 1900, said :
" It is unquestionably true that fully 75 per

cent. of ocular disorders depend on anomalies of
the refraction, accommodation and motility of the
eyes. Correction of such faults is followed by the
greatest good to the eye and to the general organism
in which the strain has been interpreted by symp-
toms not necessarily suggestive of their origin.
When one comes to think about them, these symp-•
toms stretch out into an extraordinary train, but we
have ceased to worder, and as a matter of course
investigate or cause to be investigated the eyes
whenever searching for the etiology of headache of
all kinds, vertigo, nausea, pseudo and habit chorea,
neurasthenia and other disease phenomena of similar
manifestation. We have learned that many so-
called gastric troubles, tachycardia, flatulent and
other types of dyspepsia, indigestions, night terrors,
especially as they occur in children, may have a
like origin, and we have found out that pains

(Continued on page 2197)
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Sick Headache and Its Connection with Refractive
and Muscular Errors of the Eye

limn pow, 219:”

strangely and persistently situated in the nape of
the neck, between and under the shoulder blades,
at the end of the spine and deep in the mastoid
may owe their origin to the same cause. These
facts are widely, I think I may say universally
known, although, curiously enough, many of the
most important of them find no place in the most
used text-books on general medicine."

Dr. James Hinshelwood writes : " Such head-
aches due to errors of refraction may be extremely
severe, sometimes accompanied by vomiting., and
fluty even interrupt the patient's work (sic ! ).
They resemble an attack of megrim, but they differ
from the true megrim in their bilateral distribution,
and in the absence of any of the higher visual
phenomena, such as fortification figures or defects
in the visual fields."

One is glad to have the testimony, all the more
convincing because of the writer's residence in an
etymologic and clinical antiquity.

Dr. S. W. S. Toms reports a
Many Instructive case of " typical " sick headache
Cases in a man of twenty-six, existing

since he was a schoolboy, with
vomiting, prostration, fainting attacks, facial pallor,
small, thready pulse of high tension and frequency,
the attacks lasting from one to three days. There
was numbness of the extremities, scotoma scintil-
lans, etc. For eight months after Dr. Toms ordered
glasses the man had no attack ; then there \vas one,
due to bent spectacle frame ; later he broke his
frame and there was another attack. Other cases
similar in nature are reported by Dr. Toms.

Dr. Peter A. Callan, of New York, writes of
migraine : " I have frequently found that correct-
ing .25 D. of astigmatism has given complete
relief." He cites one case of " a lady, ten years
ago, who laud suffered long and frequently from
migrailw, who was cured by wearing glasses." He
concludes, from an extended experience of years,
vial hundreds of cases, that he is " forced to regard
eyestrain as the cause in over 75 i)er cent. of all the
cases of functional headache and migraine." This
was in 1891 ; in a personal letter Dr. Callan says
that years before this he " claimed that eyestrain is
the cause of migraine," and acted accordingly.

Sydney Stephenson reports a case of headache,
four times a week, usually lasting all clay, and
'" now and then terminating in vomiting, In four-
teen months after glasses had been prescribed there
had been only a few slight attacks." Another case
reported in the same article was that of a medical
student with such severe headache and nausea that
his parents thought to put him to another occupa-
tion. He was entirely cured by glasses. Both
these patients had unsymmetric astigmatism. In a
second article Mr. Stephenson says " megrim is an
affection that in my exerience is often connected
closely with ocular defects. This," he adds, " is
no new observation."

Drs. S. Solis-Cohen and A. A. Eshner, general
practitioners, of Philadelphia, were the first in any
American text-book on medical practice (issued in
1892) to acknowledge frankly that migraine may be
due to eyestrain. In 19(34 Dr. Cohen has said
further :
" The dependence of migraine on eyestrain as

an exciting cause in a large number of cases can no
longer be denied by the most doubting Thomas.

* * Unquestionably it is a truth of vast
significance. Unquestionably physicans have not
yet fully realized that significance."

Dr. J. Herbert Claiborne says : " I can cite
several cases [of migraine] in young adults, in
whom the recurrence of the periodic attack and all
the accompanying symptoms have been absolutely
prevented by the correction of an ocular defect.

* * I reiterate the statement that I have
had a number of cases in my practice in which the
recurrence of sick headache has been absolutely
prevented by the corrections of refractive errors."

Dr. Green's 
After a half-century of personal
experience in conscientious re-

Conclusions fraction work, Dr. John Green
says : " To me the central and

very significaat fact is that the prostrated sufferings,
always alleviated by rest from eye work and always
recurring with the resumption of studious pursuits,

KEYSTONE:

as portrayed in the several biographies from which
you have culled, are such as ophthalmic practitioners
recognize as dependent, in many persons, on com-
mon ocular defects, and as preventable or curable
by. properly directed optical treatment. * *
It is surely not an extravagant contention that eyes
which do not perform their function perfectly in all
respects and under all conditions, or whose use is
attended or f■ dlowed either by local disturbances or
by headache, nausea, insomnia or other reflex
manifestations, ought witlu an exceptIon ti be
promptly and critically examincd. That such ex-
amination tvil I very often bring I iii.Imt a previously
unrecognized ocular defect, and s,■ point the way to
urgently needed relief through ■■ caring properly
chosen and properly adjusted' spectacles, needs
only to be stated to command assent. The knowl-
edge that relief from headache may come from
wearing glasses is becoming more and more widely
diffused ; but comparatively few physicians have
learned, as yet, to recognize the protean forms
which reflex disorders of ocular origin may take
on, or to estimate at its true value the service which
a wise and conscientious ophthalmic specialist may
be able to render.
" The investigation and treatment of functional

disorders dependent on structural imperfections of
the visual organs call for the exercise of the min-
utest care, and often of almost infinite tact and

I atience. That the essential qualifications are
sometimes conspicuously lacking in men eminent
for their achievements along other lines is also true.
Careless or perfunctory refractive work by an
I phthalmic specialist vill 3,ield no better results
than similarly defective work done by persons of
inferior scientific attainments and of vastly less
reputation."

At the 19o5 meeting of the American Academy
of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology, either pub-
licly or by personal communication, many members
expressed themselves as assenting. in a general
way and in varying degrees to the propoit ion that
'a migraine " or sick headache is caused by eye-
strain. Dr. Carhart, of New York, said that %Olen
we are able to overcome the total ocular defects we
can cure all cases. Dr. Weeks said that perhaps
75 per cent. of cases are curable by ocular treat-
ment, but that the claim of a higher percentage
was not justified. Dr. Baker, of Cleveland, said,
" Let us be honest and frank. We all cure such
cases every clay."

Dr. Howard F. Hansell, Phila-
General Medical delphia, writes : " I believe that
Recognition sick headache is one of the

symptoms of eyestrain, and I
have known patients that were cured by ocular
treatment."

Drs. Stockton, Starr, F. Park Lewis, Pohlman,
Phillips, Hubbell, of Buffalo ; Jackson, of Denver;
Ellis, of Los Angeles ; Roberts, of Pasadena ;
Westcott, of Chicago ; Willetts, of Pittsburg. ;
Lovett, of Langhorne, Pa.; Ball, Sherman, d Cleve-
land , N. Bennis, of Jamestown, N. Y. ; Spald-
ing, of Portland, Nle. ; Alleman, of Brooklyn, N.
Y. ; Pyle and Thorington, of Philadelphia, assent
to the following : " I believe that sick headache
often depends on eyestrain, and have known cases
that were cured by ocular treatment."

Subnormal accommodation, I suspect, is far
more common than is supposed, and I have sug-
gested that it largely accounts for our failures, as
oculists, to cure migraine. I have reported a num-
ber of cases in which correction of this weakness,
besides the distance glesses, as tiff( wals, alone ena-
bled me to cure in many most distressing cases of
sick headache. Cite was that of a boy of twelve,
with most alarming and continuous vomiting.
Despite my best distance-correction, the pernicious
vomiting came on daily when he began to study.

By adding I.50 D. to his distance glasses as a
(premature) presbyopic or bifocal segment, there
was instant and pertnanent relief. I have pre-
scribed bifocals in a healthy child of nine years of
age, in which the premature presbyopia was from
1.50 to 2.00.

I could give the details of perhaps a thousand
cases of " migraine " or sick headache cured by
glasses. I should sity that 91) per cent. of cases

are immediately curable, and a large proportion of

the rest curable in time, and so soon as the second-

ary systemic functional effects have been overcome.

A few cases are incurable, because these secondary

effects have become organic or too chronic to allow

any cure. There are also rare cases in which men-

tal reaction has become impossible.
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A German View About the Latent
Disturbances of the Muscular

Equilibrium of the Eyes

At a recent meeting of the Ophthalma-
logical Society, of Heidelberg, Germany,
Dr. A. Bielschowsky, of Leipsic, gave his
view about the importance of the latent dis-
turbances of the muscular equilibrium of the
eyes (the heter(uphorias). He examined 400
cases atur comes to the conclusion that in
neuropathic individuals (neurasthenics, hys-
terics and epileptics, etc. ) the percentage of
disturbances in the vertical and the horizon-
tal equilibritan of the eyes is not higher than
in healthy individuals. According to him,
the view first :id vanced by American ophthal-
mologists iind later accepted in Germany by
Schocn, that the disturbances of muscular
equilibrium especially in the vertical direc-
tion are the source of ‘videly different nervous
diseases, is not upheld by his researches.
He argues that because considerable degrees
of heterophoria are to be found in healthy
people who are free from any complaints, Ow
same troubles should not be able to produce
nervous diseases in \Taker people. The
author himself admits, however, that. indeed
the absolute degree of the muscular disturb-
ance gives no measure for the asthenopic and
nervous reflexes that may arise from it, and
that these latter depend upon the condition
of the whole organism and especially the
nervous system. It NV011id seem, therefore,
that his denial of the possibility that these
heterophorias might occasion grave nervous
troubles in certain nervous people is not
justified, although it must be admitted that
in this ccamtry many authors are inclined to
go too far in the opposite direct i4 ,n.

Slight Errors of Refraction and their
Influence on the Nervous

System

1 ,a wk., I )r. C. [. I 'r■ 'tiger, in the Lancet,
emphasizes the fact that slight errors of re-
fraction may give rise to pronounced disturb-
ances in the nervous system. He invariably
found errors of refraction in nervous cases,
which, not corrected, "led to insomnia, ex-
treme depression, great irritability, difficulty
of concentration of thought, lack of self-confi-
dence, apprehension, weariness, exhaustion
and a general want of stability of the nervous
system." The doctor insists, therefore, that
in every case of neurasthenia all errors of
refraction should he fully corrected.

Blows through his Eyes

The following notice went lately through
the different Philadelphia papers :

Professor La Cora Nlichael, of Naples, who
calls himself " the world's only kinetical marvel,"
is in town. His bid for fame is his ability to blow
through his eyes. In other words, Professor
Michael can use his (yes for breathing purposes as
well as seeing. He came from sunny Italy to
exhibit his marvelous powers. At his hotel yester-
day Professor Michael demonstrated that his claim
to his title was not an empty one. With nostrils
plugged and mouth tightly closed he extinguished
the flame of a candle several feet away from him.

By means of a glass tube applied to one of his
eyes he inflated a toy balloon almost to the bursting

(Continued on page 21591
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An oculist and optician in Baltimore, Md., writes as follows : " Have used EYE-FIX in my practiceunder personal observation, and found it to do all that is claimed for it."
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Blows Through His Eyes

(Continued front page 2197)

uoint. He used one eye to draw smoke from a
cigarette and puffed it out of the other eye. In

Adition to this he operated a miniature glass-

blowing plant with wind from his eyes. Professor
.1ichael intends to give exibitions on the stage, and
ill appear before the clinics of several medical

colleges.

Now the reviewer must admit that he

has had no occasion to observe the peculiar

exhibitions of this man, but to his mind there

can be no doubt that the blowing did not
occur through the eyes. Most likely this

man has a very patulous tear canal through

which he easily can blow some air from his

nose. This is not so very wonderful if we
remember the researches of Dr. Samuel The-

obold, who showed that there are some
individuals who have a tear canal as.wide as

seven millimeters or about one-quarter inch.

This tear canal opens near the inner corner of

the eye so that one may easily get the impres-
sion that the person blew the air through his
eye, while in reality the air only comes up
from the lungs through his nose and out
through the tear canal. An eye that has
good vision certainly can have no canal for
leaving air through from the air passages.

A Severe Case of Asthenopia Due to

Latent Hyperphoria

That sometimes heterophoria, and espe-

cially hyperphoria, will give rise to very severe

nervous symptoms is again shown by a case

of Dr. C. De Wayne Hallett. He describes a

case of severe and agonizing neuralgic head-

ache, which had occurred frequently during a

period of fifteen years. The headache would

incapacitate the patient for work and confine

him to a dark room for several days at each
occurrence. He had been treated by two

competent oculists without relief. There

was a combination of astigmatism and lack

of muscular balance in the eyes, the muscu-

lar error in the two eyes being exactly oppo-

site. After correction by prisms of the
hyperphoria revealed by examination, it was

found that there was a larger amount of

latent than of manifest hyperphoria, and an

increased correction was made on two occa-

sions, with the result of permanent relief of

the headaches.

The Normal Acuity of Vision

Alt hough every experienced refractionist
has seen many cases in which the acuity of
vision was greater than r, there thus far
seemed to be no exact investigation about
the real value of the visual acuity in normal
eyes. This gap in our knowledge has been
filled lately by Prof. J. v. Siklossy, of Buda-
pest, Hungary. He examined 408 persons
with normal eyes in the order in which they
presented themselves for the civil service
examination, and found that 96 per cent.
had a higher visual acuity than that which
was designated as normal by Snellen. The
average acuity was 1.4 against i of Snellen,
and he concludes therefore that the smallest
angle under which two points are first recog-
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nized as two is not one minute, but only
43". He doubts whether this new unit will
soon be introduced into practical work, but
reminds us that it should be constantly be-
fore our mind in the daily work of refraction.

On the Importance of Testing the

Muscle Balance of the Eyes for
Near as well as for

Distant Vision

Very frequently the balance of the
muscles is tested only for distant vision, and
it is taken for granted that the heterophoria
thus found will not differ much from that
present in distant vision. But the careful
refractionist ought not to be satisfied with
this assumption. He ought to test the
muscle balance also at the reading distance,
especially in all those cases where marked
asthenopia is present. The importance of
this double test has been emphasized lately

again by Dr. Samuel Theobald. He advises

that, when muscle imbalance exists for near
vision, glasses adapted for near work, that is

to say, lenses correcting not only the refrac-

tive error present but also the existing
muscular difficulty, should be ordered. The

doctor occasionally goes so far as to prescribe
bifocal lenses even for young patients if he
finds a great discordance between the far and

the near muscle balance. Recently, he has

observed several cases of hyperphoria which

was present during near vision only and

which proved to be a very important factor

in the causation of the rather severe asthen-

opic symptoms. He also reports several

instances in which there was hyperphoria for

distant vision and hypophoria during near

vision. These findings certainly indicate the

value of making tests of the muscle balance

both for far and for near vision.

Wild Animals Farsighted

" The defect of nearsightedness appears

to be altogether a product of civilization, of

our method of living," says Dr. Grier. "The

natural condition of the eyesight for all kinds

of animals is what is commonly termed far-

sighted. Wild animals are invariably far-

sighted, and remain that way even after cap-

ture by man and confinement in menageries

or zoological gardens. Animals, even as

young as four and five months old, when

captured continue farsighted in the zoos until

their death, but the animals born in captivity

are always (there may be some exceptions,

though I have never heard of any) near-

sighted. This is probably due to the con-

stricted range of their vision, for winch

nature endeavors to adapt their eyesight to

the best advantage.

"Among human beings it is very nearly

the same. A hunter, trapper or sailor, a man

who spends most of his life in the open and

has an unlimited range for his vision, has the

natural eyesight and can discern objects a

great distance beyond that possible to the

eyes of dwellers in cities. We have little

need to see far away in a city; and the tele-

scopic power of our eyes, therefore, dimin-

ishes perceptibly from generation to genera-
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tion—until in the course of time it is probable
we may all be nearsighted, without the power
to see distinctly over a hundred yards.
" The many hours each day a child

spends in the schoolroom, with its restricted
area, help spread the nearsightedness a great
deal. The little one before it enters school
can see much farther than it can a few years
after having begun its scholastic career.
Then for a half dozen hours daily it is called
upon to look no greater distance than to the
teacher's desk, less than thirty feet away, so
its eyesight becomes adapted to seeing clearly
at thirty feet, but not so well at a hundred
feet, a decided contrast to the quality of the
primitive eyesight."

An Artificial Eye

In order to increase the resolving power
of the microscope, Doctor Kohler, of Jena,
employs for illuminating the object to be ex-
amined the ultraviolet rays of the spectrum,
which, although very effective in photog-
raphy, are totally invisible to the human eye.
For focusing and adjusting the image a kind
of artificial eye is employed, which consists
of an eye-lens of crystal glass and a " retina''
of fluorescent glass. The image formed on
this retina by the ultraviolet rays can be ex-
amined visually through an ordinary lens.
The fluorescent light, however, is injurious
to the eye, and this method of examination
is sparingly used.

The Temper of Steel Frames

The temper of steel frames used for
spectacles is always very carefully scrutinized
by an expert buyer. Well-tempered frames
are a source of constant pleasure and satis-
faction, but ill-tempered ones are found to
be prolific causes of bad spectacle fitting,
general inconvenience and annoyance. When
too hard and unyielding, steel spectacle
frames may break lenses, ride-up on the face
and do other inconvenient things ; whilst if
too soft they quickly get out of shape, fit
badly, cause asthenopia and headache, and
frequently lead to the rejection of lenses that
if mounted in a highly tempered frame
might have proved perfectly acceptable. To
judge the quality of the temper of spectacle
sides, they should be examined between the
thumb and finger of the right hand with the
peculiar stroking touch easily acquired by
practice and experience. The temper of a
bridge may be judged by placing the thumb
inside one eyewire and the first finger inside
the other, exerting with both an appropriate
pressure inwards on each side of the bridge,
at the points of its attachment to the eye-
wires.

We have recently seen an optician's
frame and face-measuring rule that has grad-

uations upon the face in inches and fractions,

and upon the back in centimeters and milli-
meters. Its novelty lies in the fact that

both edges of each face are graduated, and

the numeration of the graduation is re-

versed and commences from opposite ends

of the rule. The advantage of this lies in

the fact that whichever way the rule is
picked up in the hand it is ready for imme-

diate use. —British Opttcal Journal.
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The center of motion of the eyeball approximates more closely
to the geometrical center of the eye on looking downwards than on
looking in any other direction, showing that the mechanical resis-
tance is least during this motion and, moreover, the eve can make
a more extended excursion downwards than upwards. The superior
oblique, therefore, which is a subductor of the globe, might be
expected to have the most advantageous arrangement accorded to
it. A free muscular belly, even though complicated with a pulley,
is perhaps if not stronger, at least more delicately efficient than a
muscular belly which traverses tissues in contact with the globe and
is embraced by a check-ligament (Fig. i x . If, on the other
hand, both muscles had pulleys, the pulley-complication %would be
doubled unnecessarily.*

Everything for Speed.—In sonic other parts of the body the
muscles are constructed for strength rather than speed, but with
the eyeball everything is adapted for speed.

The greater the number of muscular fibres ranged side by side
the stronger is a muscle, and the greater the number arranged end
10 end the quicker it is. The bi-penniform arrangement, e. g., of
the rectus femoris, is a beautiful example of adaptation for strength
at the expense of speed, the muscular length being considerably
less, and the muscular breadth being considerably more, than the
actual length and breadth of the muscle as a whole. The muscu-
lar length is found by measuring along the lines of fibres from one
tendon to the other. There is no such marked arrangement as
this in the muscles of the orbit, where speed is more desirable
than strength and where, therefore, a certain length of belly is
indispensable.

Touching Point.—The point at which a muscle, as we trace it
forwards, first touches the globe, or its momentary insertion, is
continually changing its location with every movement of the eye.
The " arc of contact," therefore, along which the muscle remains
applied to the globe, and which extends from the touching point to
the anatomical insertion, is correspondingly ever varying in length.
Its variations, I believe, however, are tempered by the disposition
of Tenon's fascia, so that in the extreme rotations of the eye, the
arc of contact is not abolished so quickly as calculations based on
the muscles only would lead us to expect.

Thus, in the case of the internal rectus, it is easy to calculate
that the arc of contact, while the eye looks straight forwards, is about
36° (from the center of motion), yet many eyes can be adducted
500 or perhaps even 6o° at a push, and it is not likely that the arc
of contact ceases at 36° or the eye would be tugged at and dis-
torted. The " collarettes " or " intra-capsular ligaments," as they
are called, must tend to bind the tendon longer to the globe so as
not to let them so soon part company.

Terminology.—When the cornea is drawn toward the temple
the eye is said to be abducted ; when towards the nose, adducted;
when raised, we may call it elevated ; when lowered, depressed.

When the eye is twisted about its own axis so as to make the
cornea revolve like a wheel, we may call it for/ed; in/or/ed when
the upper segment of the cornea revolves towards the nose, and
extorted when it revolves towards the temple. I have found it
convenient also to speak of dextroduction, laevoduction, dextro/or-
Sian and laevotorsion.

Prime Muscular Functions.—Each eye possesses one muscle
pre-eminent for abduction—the external rectus ; another for adduc-
tion—the internal rectus ; for elevation—the superior rectus; for
depression—the inferior rectus ; for intorsion—the superior oblique ;
for extorsion—the inferior oblique.

Subsidiary Functions.—But besides these " prime" actions,
each muscle has "secondary "-I- actions. This is least so with
the internal and external recti, which are pure adductors and

*Mauthner has shown that. in paralysis of the inferior oblique the vertical separation of
I he double images is greater than in paralysis of the superior oblique. Hut then the superior
remus is very much weaker titan the inferior rectus, and Mauthner's observation may only
show that the difference between the obliques is less than that between the reeti.

Xt Prot Savage's suggestion, I have altered the word "subsidiary " to " set tindery," as
snore euphonious.
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abductors respectively, excefa when the eyes are elevated or
depressed.

They have subsidiary vertical and torsional effects, but I
believe to a far less extent than has been supposed, owing to
the restraints imposed by the collarettes and Tenon's fascia, which
make the tendons share to some extent any change of direction
imparted to the eye.*

Medial Origins of Muscles.— With regard to the secondary
effects of the superior and inferior recti and the obliques, we may
assist the memory by recollecting that all the ocular muscles, with-
out exception, spring from origins nearer the plane than
their insertions.

Hence, the superior and inferior recti, being inserted into the
anterior hemisphere oi the globe, pull it nearer the median plane,
1. e., adduct the cornea ; xvhereas, the obliques, being inserted into
the posterior hemisphere of the globe, pull their insertions towards
the median plane, i. e., abduct the cornea.

Moreover, in consequence of the same medial disposition of
the muscular origins, those muscles which proceed to the upper
hemisphere of the globe by pulling their insertions inwards intort
the cornea ; and those which proceed to the lower hemisphere of
the globe, since they also draw their insertions inwards, extort the
cornea.

We may say then that the superior muscles cause intorsion,
and the inferior muscles extorsion ; the obliques abduction, and
the recti (superior and inferior) adduction.

Thus the superior rectus, besides elevating the cornea, intorts
the eye, because its insertion is " superior," and adducts it because
it is inserted into the anterior hemisphere.

The inferior rains, besides depressing the cornea, causes
extorsion (being " inferior " ) and adduction (being inserted into
the anterior hemisphere of the globe).

The superior oblique causes, besides its proper intorsion
(from being " superior " ), depression of the cornea from the upper
character of its insertion, and abduction (being inserted into the
posterior hemisphere of the globe).

The inferior oblique causes, besides its proper extorsion (from
being " inferior "), elevation of the cornea because its insertion is
inferior and its origin anterior, and causes abduction from the
posterior character of its insertion.

Inverse Proportions of Prime and " Secondary " Actions.—We
now come to a point of considerable clinical importance.

All the secondary effects of the various muscles which we
have just recounted are at the expense of their prime actions.
The energy expended in producing them represents so much loss
in the prime action of the muscle.

In those positions of the globe, therefore, where we find
secondary effects of a muscle at their minimum, the prime effect is
at its maximum, and vice versa.

Lateral Superductors and Subductors.—The superior rectus is
a " lateral " sursumductor, and the inferior rectus a " lateral "
dursumductor, because their elevating and depressing effect is
greatest when the eye is sufficiently abducted towards the temple
for their vertical power to be uncomplicated and their secondary
effects to become practically nil.

The more the eye is, on the other hand, adducted, the greater
become their secondary adducting and torsional effects, and the
less efficient they are for the vertical movements of the eye.

When we come to the diagnosis of ocular paralysis we shall
find the advantage of knowing that the maximum torsional effect
of a muscle occurs when the eye looks to the opposite side from
that in which its maximum vertical effect occurs.

Medial Superductors and Subductors.—The obliques have
their greatest torsional effect when the eye looks outwards,
because then they form the greatest angle with the optic axis,
and since their greatest effect on the vertical motions of the eye
is found on looking towards the nose, the superior oblique is

a " altiolerd. 
" ial depressor, and the inferior oblique a " ''medial

elev 
While the reasons for these facts are no doubt self-evident,

their fuller consideration requires a study of the "muscular planes"
and " muscular axes."

*Though the reader need concern himself hut little with these unimportant considera-
tions, on looking up, the external meats must be a slight superducter and intortor, and on
looking down a slight subductor and extorter. On looking up, the internal reeinx must be a
slight superdueter and extorter ; and on looking down, a slight subductor and intortur.
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If you would like to know, for your own satisfaction and
profit, how few men and women balk at a little extra cost when

COMFORT AND GOOD LOOKS

are in the balance, introduce your customer to the only bifocal
glasses that don't vex the eye and don't " look old."

KRYPTOK "INVISIBLE" BIFOCAL LENSES
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A CONSTANT DELIGHT
Are Triangle Guards

10 K. Gold Triangle Guards, - $7.50 per dozen
10 K. Gold Filled Triangle Guards, 2.00 "
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Less 6 per cent.

Sample pairs, postpaid, Gold, 75c.; Gold Filled, 30c.;
German Silver, 15C.
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How are 202-' Century
Ear Guards sold?

Who sells them?
Why do they sell them?
Why do some opticians sell

so many while others sell
so few?

What objections are found
with them?

These questions and more will be answered In The Keystone. Meanwhile,
would like to ask the readers of this paper to solve a problem for me.

In the past nine months I have sold 590 dozen pair of these guards in Canada, while I have
shipped less than 90 dozen pair to New York. Now, the population of Canada hardly equals
that of New York, I believe, and I am puzzled to know whnt's the matter with New York?

I sold some ear guards to an optician once when I first started out ; they were alumnico.
I called on him later and asked him why he didn't order more. Well, he told me that he
couldn't sell them because people expected him to give them away. I didn't know what
to say. lie admitted that the guards were very satisfactory in all other respects. I couldn't
answer his objections, so I called on one of my customers who sold a good many guards and
asked him how he did it. Well, he went behind the counter and pulled out a neat little box,
with three compartments in it. One compartment was nearly filled with alumnico guards,
another with gold filled and the other had about a dozen pair of gold guards in it. They
looked pretty in that box, and he told me that when one of his customers complained of the
glasses hurting behind the ears he showed them the box of guards ; he said he often gave
away the alintinico to a good customer who didn't want to put his money in gold without
knowing that they would really make his ears comfortable ; he said those customers
often came back in a few weeks and bought gold or filled guards, and with a knowing wink
he said, " they send their friends here who were fitted elsewhere after the guards and I get a
good deal of business that way. I never give away guards to other people's customers."

Now, gentlemen, you couldn't imagine how much good that plain talk did me. It showed
me how my guards were sold, who sold them and why he sold them. What a difference
there is between salesmen I There's also a difference between jobbers. Drop a postal to me
and I will send you a list of jobbers who can show you the best things in your line. I will
also send you a nice little history of how I happened to invent these guards.

Read the Ear Guard News In next month's Keystone—look for my name
in the index. I've said things last month and month before; I'll be back
next month to say some more.
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Certain Phenomena of the Retina

Paper read by M. C. MOLTEZOS before the Congriss Medical
Panhellenique, at Athens

I have endeavored to collect whatever is known
of the phenomena of the retina, and, keeping in
view the opinions of others, will present some per-
sonal observations, particularly on the functions of
one of the retinal elements.

It is a long time since I observed (what must
also have attracted the attention of many persons)
when my eyes are fatigued by the sight of illlumi-
nated objects, the fatigue of the retina grows less,
and some relief is experienced when I look at green
objects, as grass or the spring leafage of trees ;*
green colors of average intensity are referred to.

This phenomenon is not readily explained by
the Young-Helmholtz theory of the perception of
colors, while it can be easily comprehended on the
Hering theory of assimilation. During the fatigue
of the retina there are disassimilated elements, and
by the sight of green objects the inverse action,
assimilation, is accelerated.

I will call attention to another phenomenon.
That light should be perceived it is known that a
minimum of luminous intensity is necessary, the
luminous minimum of Charpentier. In darkness
this minimum is lowered from the fovea centralis
towards the periphery ; that is, in darkness the
retina is more sensitive to luminous rays at the
periphery than at the center.

With these facts in view, I made use of a pro-
jecting lantern, whose luminous source was the
flame of a candle, and by projecting the pencil of
rays through small openings on a screen I obtained
in darkness luminous spots distributed in circular
form. In my experiment the luminous intensity
of the central spot, from the point whence I ob-
served it, was about .5Iu of a candle.

I then noticed that if I fixed my
attention on one of the lumi-

Retinal Cones nous peripheral spots, this spot
after a little while appeared less

brilliant ; a part of it was extinguished ; finally,
the spot disappeared altogether. After a little
further time the perception of light returned,
and then was extinguished again, and so on. It
may, therefore, be said that there exists a kind of
oscillation of the value of the luminous minimum
at the time, the other factors remaining the same.
The phenomenon has been observed by those
to whose theories I have referred.

During the time of this oscillation, the perime-
ter of the spot is confused and varies, while the
spots perceived by the peripheric vision do not
appear to be extinguished. The phase of the dis-
appearance of the spots observed by the central
vision may be extinguished at will by the move-
ment of the eye or the winking of the eyelids.

In another observation, when there were some
feeble images formed by a street gas jet on the wall
of a dark chamber, and arranged in vertical series,
the luminous intensity was nearly -dm of a candle.
Then the phenomenon mentioned commenced
from the first moment of the observation, and was
more nearly complete. This phenomenon of varia-
tion of the luminous minimum is due, I think, to
the antagonistic reaction of the central part of the
retina, where are only cones.

* This observation did not escape Aristotle. In his prob-
lems under the title " Those Relating to the Ryes," he says;
" Why is it that while your eyes, fixed with attention, are
generally fatigued, objects of pale or light green color rest
them ? Is it because the color is intermediary between white
and black, which are difficult to look at intently without troub-
ling the sight? There must be between the two sensations an
intermediate point which does not inconvenience the sight, but,
Cu the contrary, is reposeful."

Behavior of

What I observed on fixing my attention directly
in front in complete darkness (and this after having
passed several hours in darkness) is that in the
central part of the visual field a very feeble lumi-
nous spot may be distinguished confusedly, which
is contracted by an obscure ring, and then the spot
becomes slightly less feeble, as if the confused
light experienced a concentration of a little dura-
tion. But oftener the phenomenon is quite irregu-
lar. There must, therefore be, I think, in the part
of the cones especially, some movements or trans-
formations, extremely slight, of those ends of the
optic nerve, excited by the brain when the atten-
tion is fixed on the central part of the optic field,
which are super-imposed on the very feeble ex-
terior luminous impressions.

To the preceding observations
I will add the following : It is
well known that if a bright light
is regarded, and then the eyes

are closed, or are fixed on a dark spot, the positive
consecutive image is obtained. This image gene-
rally grows feebler, and the enfeebling takes place
more quickly at the periphery, so that this image
becomes less in size. Finally, as is known, the
negative image appears. Different eyes behave
differently with respect to these images. The more
readily the retina, or, rather, the more readily the
different parts of the optic nerve, which participate
in the act of vision, recover their original state, the
weaker and of less duration is the consecutive image.

The point to which I wish to draw attention is
this : The same eye, under the same conditions of
illumination, at the same time, behaves differently
with regard to the consecutive image. For ex-
ample, if the flame of a candle be regarded fixedly
and with attention, no consecutive image will be
perceived, or one very feeble, while a little after-
wards, on regarding the flame listlessly, without
attention, quite a strong consecutive image will be
obtained.

This new observation is conformable to the
preceding, and proves that if the brain places its
attention exclusively on the optic phenomenon, the
portions of the optic nerve in the central region
acquire greater elasticity, or the degree of their
power of restoration increases.

By this phenomenon may be

Amblyopia ex explained one of the maladies
Anopsia of the eye, amblyopia ex anopsia

(want of use). This malady
occurs when from the earliest youth an eye is the
seat of a visual trouble, preventing the formation
on the retina of distinct images. Among these
troubles is the strabismus of an eye from infancy,
because, according to Fuchs, the perception of
images formed in this eye is impeded or suppressed,
and the eye excludel voluntarily from vision ; in
other terms, the brain places its attraction only on
the image of the normal eye, while the affected eye
is not capable of reacting against the strong impres-
sions, and finally it suffers a kind of paralysis, its
elasticity being enfeebled, and if later the strabismus
ceases the retina cannot recover its normal power.

Light falling on the retina excites different
elements of the optic nerve. Yet the fibers of the
optic nerve are not directly excited by the light;
this acts on the extremities of the nerve, the cones
and rods, as well as on other elements of the retina.
Under the action of light there are three kinds of
transformations.

Chemical Transformations.—Kuhne has shown
that photographic images are formed on the retina,
which generally disappear. Besides other chemical
relations, the retinal purple secreted by the pig-
mentary cells and occupying the external parts of
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the rods, is discolored by light and regenerated in
darkness.

Transport of Matter.—The cones and rods are
in contact with the pigmentary layers, and in the
spaces between the cones and rods are prolonga-
tions of the pigmentary cells. The light attracts
the pigment from the hexagonal cells, as has been
demonstrated in the case of birds, of mamifers
and of man. This displacement commences before
the discoloration of the purple.

Mechanical Transformations.
—Under the action of light,

not Indispensable the external parts of the rods
swell as well as those of the

cones. This phenomena takes place at the same
time in both eyes ; even when but one of them is
illumined. In the same way the internal parts of the
cones, like isolated particles, are transformed by
the light.

The migration of the pigment between the
cones and the rods, forms a layer insensible to
light and diminishes their sections ; and it is not
improbable that other transformations occur, tor-
sions, for instance, since some present longitudinal
striw, and others transversal strix.

I will not enter here on the discussion of the
theories proposed for the luminous perception and
the chromatic perception—those of Young-Helm-
holtz, of Hersing and of Weinhold. I think that
none of these theories explains the vibratory move-
ments of the transmission of the oscillations on the
retina stated by Charpentier, as well as other
phenomena, among them those noticed above.

But in conclusion, I think that it is not without
interest to discuss specially one of the effects of
light on the retina, the moving of the epithelial
pigment. We have seen that under the influence
of light, the pigment migrates between the cones
and the rods ; after this migration the retinal purple
bleaches ; then the cones are pressed by this sub-
stance, the thickness of the layer being capable of
rising to 1-1.5 micron. And as a lapse of time is
necessary for the migration, the inverse movement
also does not occur instantaneously. These move-
ments,in any opinion, are produced only by means of
the cones and rods. This hypothesis may be strength-
ened by the existence of a well-known malady, slow
atrophy of the retina, called pigmentary degenera-
tion. This gradual degeneration is accompanied
oftenest with a migration of the pigment occupying
the retina. It commences at the periphery and ap-
proaches the center. In the same measure the reti-
nal functions are lowered, the parts of the retina in-
vaded become of obtuse sensibility, but still remain
excited by vivid light ; later, they lose all excitability.
In some cases of this malady, the migration of the
pigment is not observed. When, after a long time,
the retina has become entirely atrophied, it con-
sists only of a reticulated tissue, containing pig-
mentary cells, but the nervous elements have
disappeared without leaving traces.

From this description it appears that when the
progressive atrophy of the optic nerve has begun
to affect certain cones and rods, these are no
longer capable of exciting this migration, and
usually are not capable of reacting to restore the
function to its primitive state. Further, the exist-
ence of the epithelial pigment is not indispensable
for vision. Albinos are deprived of it, and yet are
not blind.

From these facts I infer that the epithelial pig-
ment serves also as a curb to the great and conse-
quently perilous movements of the extremities of
the optic nerve, opposing friction to their move-
ments, as the eyes of Albinos show, who, under
feeble light, suffer from photophobia.

Epithelial Pigment
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Continued. Part XII)

The center of motion of the eyeball approximates more closely
to the geometrical center of the eye on looking downwards than on
looking in any other direction, showing that the mechanical resis-
tance is least during this motion and, moreover, the eve can make
a more extended excursion downwards than upwIrds. The superior
oblique, therefore, which is a subductor of the g lithe, might be
expected to have the most advantageous arrangement accorded to
it. A free muscular belly, even though complicated ‘vith a pulley,
is perhaps if not stronger, at least more delicately efficient than a.
muscular belly which traverses tissues in contact with the globe tind
is embraced by a check-ligament (Fig. If, oh the other
hand, both muscles had pulleys, the pulley-complication would be
doubled unnecessarily.*

Everything for Speed.—In some other parts of the body the
muscles are constructed for strength rather than speed, but with
the eyeball everything is adapted for speed.

The greater the number of muscular fibres ranged side by side
the stronger is a muscle, and the greater the number arranged end
to end the quicker it is. The bi-penniform arrangement, e. g., of
the rectus femoris, is a beautiful example of adaptation for strength
at the expense of speed, the muscular length being considerably
less, and the muscular breadth being considerably more, than the
actual length and breadth of the muscle as a whole. The muscu-
lar length is found by measuring along the lines of fibres from one
tendon to the other. There is no such marked arrangement as
this in the muscles of the orbit, where speed is more desirable
than strength and where, therefore, a certain length of belly is
indispensable.

Touching Point.—The point at which a muscle, as we trace it
forwards, first touches the globe, or its momentary insertion, is
continually changing its location with every movement of the eye.
The " arc of contact," therefore, along which the muscle remains
applied to the globe, and which extends from the touching point to
the anatomical insertion, is correspondingly ever varying in length.
Its variations, I believe, however, are tempered by the disposition
of Tenon's fascia, so that in the extreme rotations of the eye, the
arc of contact is not abolished so quickly as calculations based on
the muscles only would lead us to expect.

Thus, in the case of the internal rectus, it is easy to calculate
that the arc of contact, while the eye looks straight forwards, is about
36° (from the center of motion), yet many eyes can be adducted
500 or perhaps even 600 at a push, and it is not likely that the arc
of contact ceases at 36° or the eye would be tugged at and dis-
torted. The " collarettes" or " intra-capsular ligaments," as they
are called, must tend to bind the tendon longer to the globe so as
not to let them so soon part company.

Terminology.—When the cornea is drawn toward the temple
the eye is said to be abducted; when towards the nose, adduckd ;
when raised, we may call it elevated ; when lowered, depressed.

When the eye is twisted about its own axis so as to make the
cornea revolve like a wheel, we may call it torted ; intorted when
the upper segment of the cornea revolves towards the nose, and
extorted when it revolves towards the temple. I have found it
convenient also to speak of dextroduction, laevoduction, dextrotor-
sion and laevolorsion.

Prime Muscular Functions.—Each eye possesses one muscle
pre-eminent for abduction—the external rectus ; another for adduc-
tion—the internal rectus ; for elevation—the superior rectus ; for
depression—the inferior rectus ; for intorsion—the superior oblique ;
for extorsion—the inferior oblique.

Subsidiary Functions.—But besides these " prime" actions,
each muscle has "secondary "t actions. This is least so with
the internal and external recti, which are pure adductors and

*Mauthner has shown that in paralysis of the inferior oblique the vertical separation of
the double images is greater than in paralysis of the superior oblique. But then the superior
rectus Is very much weaker than the inferior rectos, and Mauthner's observation may only
show that the difference between the obliques Is less than that between the reeti.

t At Prof. Savage's suggastion, I have altervd Ihe word "subsidiary " to "souondary," as
wore euphonious.
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abductors respectively, excePt when the eyes are elevated or
depressed.

They have subsidiary vertical and torsional effects, but I
believe to a far less extent than has been supposed, owing to
the restraints imposed by the collarettes and Tenon's fascia, which
make the tendons share to some extent any change of direction
imparted to the eye.*

Medial Origins of Muscles.— With regard to the secondary
effects of the superior and inferior recti and the obliques, we may
assist the memory by recollecting that all the ocular muscles, with-
out exception, spring from origins nearer the median plane than
their insertions.

Hence, the superior and inferior recti, being inserted into the
anterior hemisphere ot the globe, pull it nearer the median plane,

e., adduct the cornea ; Ivhereas, the obliques, being inserted into
the posterior hemisphere of the globe, pull their insertions towards
the median plane, i. e., abduct the cornea.

Moreover, in consequence of the same medial disposition of
the muscular origins, those muscles xvhich proceed to the upper
hemisphere of the globe by pulling their insertions inwards intort
the cornea ; and those which proceed to the lower hemisphere of
the globe, since they also draw their insertions inwards, extort the
cornea.

We may say then that the superior muscles cause intorsion,
and the i/Vcrior muscles extorsion ; the obliques abduction, and
the reel/ ( superior and inferior) adduction.

Thus the superior rectus, besides elevating the cornea, intorts
the eye, because its insertion is " superior," and adducts it because
it is inserted into the anterior hemisphere.

The inferior rectus, besides depressing the cornea, causes
extorsion (being " inferior " ) and adduction (being inserted into
the anterior hemisphere of the globe).

The superior oblique causes, besides its proper intorsion
(from being " superior " ), depression of the cornea from the upper
character of its insertion, and abduction (being inserted into the
posterior hemisphere of the globe).

The inferior oblique causes, besides its proper extorsion (from
being " inferior " ), elevation of the cornea because its insertion is
inferior and its origin anterior, and causes abduction from the
posterior character of its insertion.

Inverse Proportions of Prime and Secondary " Actions.—We
now come to a point of considerable clinical importance.

All the secondary effects of the various muscles which we
have just recounted are at the expense of their prime actions.
The energy expended in producing them represents so much loss
in the prime action of the muscle.

In those positions of the globe, therefore, where we find
secondary effects of a muscle at their minimum, the prime effect is
at its maximum, and 7'ke versa.

Lateral Superductors and Subductors.—The superior rectus is
a " lateral " sursumductor, and the inferior rectus a "lateral "
dursumductor, because their elevating and depressing effect is
greatest when the eye is sufficiently abducted towards the temple
for their vertical power to be uncomplicated and their secondary
effects to become practically nil.

The more the eye is, on the other hand, adducted, the greater
become their secondary adducting and torsional effects, and the
less efficient they are for the vertical movements of the eye.

When we come to the diagnosis of ocular paralysis we shall
find the advantage of knowing that the maximum torsional effect
of a muscle occurs when the eye looks to the opposite side from
that in which its maximum vertical effect occurs.

Medial Superductors and Subductors.—The obliques have
their greatest torsional effect when the eye looks outwards,
because then they form the greatest angle with the optic axis,
and since their greatest effect on the vertical motions of the eye
is found on looking towards the nose, the superior oblique is
a " medial " depressor, and the inferior oblique a " medial''
elevator.

While the reasons for these facts are no doubt self-evident,
their fuller consideration requires a study of the "muscular planes"
and " muscular axes."

*Though the reader need concern himself but little with these unimportant considera-
tions, on looking up, the external rectum must be a slight. superductor and intortor, and on
looking down a slight subductor and extorter. On looking up, the internat reetus must be a
slight superduetor and extortor ; tiiil on looking down, a slight subductor and intortur.

[TO lIE CuliTINUEDJ
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KRYPTOK

READING AND
DISTANCE GLASSES

(WITHOUT LINES)

If you would like to know, for your own satisfaction and
profit, how few nien and women balk at a little extra cost when

COMFORT AND GOOD LOOKS
are in the balance, introduce your customer to the only bifocal
glasses that don't vex the eye and don't " look old."

KRYPTOK "INVISIBLE" BIFOCAL LENSES
will be sold to you at the lowest trade prices by the manu-
facturer controlling your territory.

MANUFACTURERS
WHO SUPPLY THE TRADE
A. S. ALOE CO., M3 Olive Street, St. Louis.

MISSOURI, ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA.

JOHN L. BORSCH & CO., 1324 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia. PENNSYLVANIA,
DELAWARE, NEW JERSEY.

CHINN-BERETTA 0 P TIC A L CO., 991
Market Street, San Francisco. CALI-
FORNIA.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC., 74 State
Street, Chicago. ILLINOIS, WISCON-
SIN, IOWA, MICHIGAN.

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO., Deliver, Salt
Lake City and Omaha. TEXAS, MON-
TANA, NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLO-
RADO, UTAH, OKLAHOMA, WASH-
INGTON and OREGON.

ECKLEY OPTICAL CO., Memphis, Tenn.
TENNESSEE.

F. H. EDMUNDS, Washington, D. C. DIS-
TRICT OF COLUMBIA.

CHAS. A. EUKER & CO., 312-314 Howard
Street, North, Baltimore, Md. MARY-
LAND.

E. KLEIN & BRO., 435 Race Street, Cin-
cinnati. OHIO.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washing-
ton Street, Boston. MAINE, NEW
HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT, MASSACHU-
SETTS, RHODE ISLAND.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 104 East 23,1 Street,
New York ; 604 Nicollet Avenue, Min-
neapolis; 360 St. Peter Street, St. Pau!.
NEW YORK, CONNECTICUT, MINNE-
SOTA, NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA.

JOHN L. MOORE & SONS, Atlanta.
GEORGIA.

WEDEKIND OPTICAL CO., Louisville,
Ky. KENTUCKY.

JOHN WIMMER, 16 North Pennsylvania
Street, Indianapolis. INDIANA. 1

A CONSTANT DELIGHT
Are Triangle Guards

10 K. Gold Triangle Guards, -
10 K. Gold Filled Triangle Guards,
German Silver Triangle Guards,

$7.50 per dozen
442.00 "

I.00 41

Less 6 per cent.

Sample pairs, postpaid, Gold, 75c.; Gold Filled, 3oc.;
German Silver, 15C.

Geo. Mayer & Co.
Nicirlufracturing Opticisams

134 S. Eighth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

How are 202-1 Century
Ear Guards sold?

Who sells them?
Why do they sell them?
Why do some opticians sell

so many while others sell
so few?

What objections are found
with them?

These questions and more will be answered in The Keystone. Meanwhile,
would like to ask the readers of this paper to solve a problem for me.

In the past nine months I have sold 590 dozen pair of these guards in Canada, while I have
shipped less than 90 dozen pair to New York. Now, the population of Canada hardly equals
that of New York, I believe, and I am puzzled to know whnt's the matter with New York?

I sold some car guards to an optician once when I first started out ; they were alumnico.
I called on him later and asked him why he didn't order more. Well, he told me that he
couldn't sell them because people expected him to give them away. I didn't know what
to say. lie admitted that the guards were very satisfactory in all other respects. I couldn't
answer his objections, so I called on one of my customers who sold a good many guards and
asked him how he did it. Well, he went behind the counter and pulled out a neat little box,
with three compartments in it. One compartment was nearly tilled with alumnico guards,
another with gold filled and the other had about a dozen pair of gold guards in it. They
looked pretty in that box, and he told me that when one of his customers complained of the
glasses luirting behind the ears ho showed them the box of guards ; he said he often gave
away the alumnieo to a good customer who didn't want to put his money in gold without
knowing that they would really make his ears comfortable; he said those customers
often came back in a few weeks and bought gold or filled guards, and with a knowing wink
he said, "they send their friends here who were fitted elsewhere after the guards and I get a
good deal of business that way. I never give away guards to other people's customers."

Now, gentlemen, you couldn't imagine how much good that plain talk did me. It showed
mo how my guards were sold, who sold them and why he sold them. What a difference
there is between salesmen I There's also a difference between jobbers. Drop a postal to me
and I will send you a list of jobbers who can show you the best things in your line. I will
also send you a nice little history of how I happened to invent these guards.

Read the Ear Guard News in next month's Keystone—look for my name
In the index. I've said things last month and month before ; I'll be back
next month to say some more.

A. A. LAPOREST, St. Louis, Mo.
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Certain Phenomena of the Retina

Paper read by M. C. MoLTEzos before the Congres Medical
Panhellenique, at Athens

I .have endeavored to collect whatever is known
of the phenomena of the retina, and, keeping in
view the opinions of others, will present some per-
sonal observations, particularly on the functions of
one of the retinal elements.

It is a long time since I observed (what must
also have attracted the attention of many persons)
when my eyes are fatigued by the sight of illlumi-
nated objects, the fatigue of the retina grows less,
and some relief is experienced when I look at green
objects, as grass or the spring leafage of trees ;*
green colors of average intensity are referred to.

This phenomenon is not readily explained by
the Young-Helmholtz theory of the perception of
-colors, while it can be easily comprehended on the
Hering theory of assimilation. During the fatigue
of the retina there are disassirnilated elements, and
by the sight of green objects the inverse action,
assimilation, is accelerated.

I will call attention to another phenomenon.
That light should be perceived it is known that a
minimum of luminous intensity is necessary, the
luminous minimum of Charpentier. In darkness
this minimum is lowered from the fovea centralis
towards the periphery ; that is, in darkness the
retina is more sensitive to luminous rays at the
periphery than at the center.

With these facts in view, I made use of a pro-
jecting lantern, whose luminous source was the
flame of a candle, and by projecting the pencil of
rays through small openings on a screen I obtained
in darkness luminous spots distributed in circular
form. In my experiment the luminous intensity
of the central spot, from the point whence I ob-
served it, was about .5-13y of a candle.

I then noticed that if I fixed my
attention on one of the lumi-

Retinal Cones nous peripheral spots, this spot
after a little while appeared less

brilliant ; a part of it was extinguished ; finally,
the spot disappeared altogether. After a little
further time the perception of light returned,
and then was extinguished again, and so on. It
may, therefore, be said that there exists a kind of
oscillation of the value of the luminous minimum
at the time, the other factors remaining the same.
The phenomenon has been observed by those
to whose theories I have referred.

During the time of this oscillation, the perime-
ter of the spot is confused and varies, while the
spots perceived by the peripheric vision do not
appear to be extinguished. The phase of the dis-
appearance of the spots observed by the central
vision may be extinguished at will by the move-
ment of the eye or the winking of the eyelids.

In another observation, when there were some
feeble images formed by a street gas jet on the wall
of a dark chamber, and arranged in vertical series,
the luminous intensity was nearly Th- of a candle.
Then the phenomenon mentioned commenced
from the first moment of the observation, and was
more nearly complete. This phenomenon of varia-
tion of the luminous minimum is due, I think, to
the antagonistic reaction of the central part of the
retina, where are only cones.

Behavior of

*This observation did not escape Aristotle. In his prob-
lems under the title " Those Relating to the Eyes," he says:
" Why is it that while your eyes, fixed with attention, are
generally fatigued, objects of pale or light green color rest
them? Is it because the color is intermediary between white
and black, which are difficult to look at intently without troub-
ling the right? There must be between the two sensations an
intermediate point which does not inconvenience the sight, but,
on the contrary, is reposeful."

What I observed on fixing my attention directly
in front in complete darkness (and this after having
passed several hours in darkness) is that in the
central part of the visual field a very feeble lumi-
nous spot may be distinguished confusedly, which
is contracted by an obscure ring, and then the spot
becomes slightly less feeble, as if the confused
light experienced a concentration of a little dura-
tion. But oftener the phenomenon is quite irregu-
lar. There must, therefore be, I think, in the part
of the cones especially, some movements or trans-
formations, extremely slight, of those ends of the
optic nerve, excited by the brain when the atten-
tion is fixed on the central part of the optic field,
which are super-imposed on the very feeble ex-
terior luminous impressions.

To the preceding observations
I will add the following ; It is
well known that if a bright light
is regarded, and then the eyes

are closed, or are fixed on a dark spot, the positive
consecutive image is obtained. This image gene-
rally grows feebler, and the enfeebling takes place
more quickly at the periphery, so that this image
becomes less in size. Finally, as is known, the
negative image appears. Different eyes behave
differently with respect to these images. The more
readily tile retina, or, rather, the more readily the
different parts of the optic nerve, which participate
in the act of vision, recover their original state, the
weaker and of less duration is the consecutive image.

The point to which I wish to draw attention is
this ; The same eye, under the same conditions of
illumination, at the same time, behaves differently
with regard to the consecutive image. For ex-
ample, if the flame of a candle be regarded fixedly
and with attention, no consecutive image will be
perceived, or one very feeble, while a little after-
wards, on regarding the flame listlessly, without
attention, quite a strong consecutive image will be
obtained.

This new observation is conformable to the
preceding, and proves that if the brain places its
attention exclusively on the optic phenomenon, the
portions of the optic nerve in the central region
acquire greater elasticity, or the degree of their
power of restoration increases.

By this phenomenon may be
explained one of the maladies

Anopsia of the eye, amblyopia ex anopsia
(want of use). This malady

occurs when from the earliest youth an eye is the
seat of a visual trouble, preventing the formation
on the retina of distinct images. Among these
troubles is the strabismus of an eye from infancy,
because, according to Fuchs, the perception of
images formed in this eye is impeded or suppressed,
and the eye excluded voluntarily from vision ; in
other terms, the brain places its attraction only on
the image of the normal eye, while the affected eye
is not capable of reacting against the strong impres-
sions, and finally it suffers a kind of paralysis, its
elasticity being enfeebled, and if later the strabismus
ceases the retina cannot recover its normal power.

Light falling oil the retina excites different
elements of the optic nerve. Yet the fibers of the
optic nerve are not directly excited by the light;
this acts on the extremities of the nerve, the cones
and rods, as well as on other elements of the retina.
Under the action of light there are three kinds of
transformations.

Chemical Transformations.—Kuhne has shown
that photographic images are formed on the retina,
which generally disappear. Besides other chemical
relations, the retinal purple secreted by the pig-
mentary cells and occupying the external parts of
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the rods, is discolored by light and regenerated in
darkness.

Transport of Maller.—The cones and rods are
in contact with the pigmentary layers, and in the
spaces between tile cones and rods are prolonga-
tions of the pigmentary cells. The light attracts
the pigment from the hexagonal cells, as has been
demonstrated in the case of birds, of inamifers
and of man. This displacement commences before
the discoloration of the purple.

Mechanical Transformations.
—Under the action of light,

not Indispensable the external parts of the rods
swell as well as those of the

cones. This phenomena takes place at the same
time in both eyes ; even when but one of them is
illumined. In the same way the internal parts of the
cones, like isolated particles, are transformed by
the light.

The migration of the pigment between the
cones and the rods, forms a layer insensible to
light and diminishes their sections ; and it is not
improbable that other transformations occur, tor-
sions, for instance, since some present longitudinal
strix, and others transversal strix.

I will not enter here on the discussion of the
theories proposed for the luminous perception and
the chromatic perception—those of Young-Helm-
holtz, of Hersing and of Weinhold. I think that
none of these theories explains the vibratory move-
ments of the transmission of the oscillations on the
retina stated by Charpentier, as well as other
phenomena, among them those noticed above.

But in conclusion, I think that it is not without
interest to discuss specially one of the effects of
light on the retina, the moving of the epithelial
pigment. We have seen that under the influence
of light, the pigment migrates between the cones
and the rods ; after this migration the retinal purple
bleaches ; then the cones are pressed by this sub-
stance, the thickness of the layer being capable of
rising to 1-1.5 micron. And as a lapse of time is
necessary for the migration, the inverse movement
also does not occur instantaneously. These move-
ments,in any opinion, are produced only by means of
the cones and rods. This hypothesis may be strength-
ened by the existence of a well-known malady, slow
atrophy of the retina, called pigmentary degenera-
tion. This gradual degeneration is accompanied
oftenest with a migration of the pigment occupying
the retina. It commences at the periphery and ap-
proaches the center. In the same measure the reti-
nal functions are lowered, the parts of the retina in-
vaded become of obtuse sensibility, but still remain
excited by vivid light ; later, they lose all excitability.
In some cases of this malady, the migration of the
pigment is not observed. When, after a long time,
the retina has become entirely atrophied, it con-
sists only of a reticulated tissue, containing pig-
mentary cells, but the nervous elements have
disappeared without leaving traces.

From this description it appears that when the
progressive atrophy of the optic nerve has begun
to affect certain cones and rods, these are no
longer capable of exciting this migration, and
usually are not capable of reacting to restore the
function to its primitive state. Further, the exist-
ence of the epithelial pigment is not indispensable
for vision. Albinos are deprived of it, and yet are
not blind.

From these facts I infer that the epithelial pig-
ment serves also as a curb to the great and conse-
quently perilous movements of the extremities of
the optic nerve, opposing friction to their move-
ments, as the eyes of Albinos show, who, under
feeble light, suffer from photophobia.

Epithelial Pigment
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A Case of Hypermetropia, Illustrating the Fogging
Method

J. A. H., twenty-five years of age,
machinist by occupation, complains princi-.
pally of headaches.

We find the acuteness of vision even
better than normal, as the patient can name
at least half the letters on the No. 15 line.
This practically excludes astigmatism ; and,
of course, myopia is not to be thought of.

But in accordance with the routine
method of examination which I advised at.
our last clinic, we x'ill first make use of the.
ophthalmometer, which shows a slight over-
lapping in the vertical meridian. As this is,
the normal condition of the cornea, that is,
as the curs.ature of the vertical meridian is
usually a little shorter than the horizontal,
%ve may assume in this case, at least as far as
the cornea indicates, that astigmatism is
absent.

We now ask our patient to return to the
chair facing the test cards in order that we
may make a trial-case examination.

We have excluded myopia and astigma-
tism, and therefore we have no use in this
case for concave lenses or cylinders. The
visual acuity not being below the standard,
the refraction must be either emmetropic or
hypermetropic, and in order to determine
this question quickly, we place a pair of
H- 1 D. spheres before the eyes, asking the
patient if he can still see the same line. He
replies that he can and names the same letters
he saw before. Therefore this case is proven
to be one of hypermetropia by the acceptance
of these convex lenses ; and it only remains
for us to measure the amount and to test each
eye separately.

As several members of the class have
asked me about the " fogging system," and
expressed a desire for instruction in its use, I
will embrace this opportunity to demon-
strate it.

And, first, what is the fogging system ?
Many students seem to have a hazy idea of
it, while other practitioners of optometry
who perhaps have some knowledge of the
method, do not appreciate its full value ; so
that between ignorance and undervaluation
of the fogging system, it is probably not
used nearly as much as it should be.

The fogging s is a subjective
method of determinerhe full amount of
hypermetropia in an eye under examination,
by an endeavor to produce a relaxation of
the accommodation, which is concealing a
certain amount of latent defect.

Latent hypermetropia is the bugbear of
the refractionist, and in the endeavor to
uncover it, the optometrist makes use of the
fogging system, while the oculist falls back
on a cycloplegic. The advantages and dis-
advantages of " drops " have been bitterly

argued my medical and non-medical refrac-
tionists, and we will not attempt to decide
which side is right; but I want to thoroughly
instruct you in this method, which in so
many cases detects the latent defect and
renders the use of atropine but seldom.
necessary

In a hypermetropic eye as soon
as opened, the accommodation instinc-
tively comes into action in order to afford
perfect vision, which is accomplished by an
increase in the refractive power of the eye,
This. being continued year in and year out
becomes a liked habit which is not easily
.abandoned.

1‘)Ve %visit to supplement the insufficient
refraction, or in other words correct the
hypermetropia, by means of convex lenses.
In order to allow us to do this, the ciliary
muscle must retire from the field of action ;
but on account of its fixed habit of con-
traction, this is impossible for it to do at
once. Therefore the convex lens is rejected,
because it in connection with the active
accommodation, produces an excess of refrac-
tive power and a consequent blurring of

We overwhelm and disconcert the accom-
modation by means of a strong convex lens.
The strength of the lens needed will vary in
different cases, but it should be strong enough
to make the large letter E (marked No. 200)
barely discernible, so that the patient is in
doubt whether it is an E or an F or a B or
an H.

The optometrist should then busy him-
sslf with some little matter at his desk, while
the patient is instructed to quietly look at the
letter for a few minutes in an effort to deter-
mine exactly what it is. In most cases the
letter gradually becomes entirely legible, and
he can perhaps even make a guess at the
two letters on the too line. This proves
that there has been some relaxation of the
accommodation.

You will understand that when a strong
convex lens is placed before the eye, its
refractive power is greatly increased, the rays
of light are brought to a focus in front of the
retina and a condition of artificial myopia
produced. Any contraction of the accom-
modation under such conditions only makes
vision worse ; while any relaxation would
afford an improvement in vision. This
furnishes an incentive to relaxation as the
natural instinct is for clear vision, and in this
way with a little patience, some lessening of
the ciliary contraction may be expected to
occur. The strength of the convex lens
may now be gradually decreased until the
patient's vision is raised to fl. By this
method we have tempted the accommodation
to relax, or we might say we have caught it
off its guard and captured a large part, if
not all the hypermetropia.

Now a little attention as to the details
of the procedure. In the first place, instead
of an opaque disk before the eye not under
examination, place an exceedingly strong
convex lens, which while affording no real
vision of the letters, at least allows the
blurred effect of the light and card being
seen at the usual distance of twenty feet,
thus favoring a relaxation of the accommo-
dation much more than an opaque disk
would do.
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In the second place, do not reduce the
convexity before the eye by substituting
weaker convex lenses one after the other. Per-
haps you have started with + 5 D., and after
allowing a few minutes for the eye to adapt
itself, you have replaced it with a + 4.5o D.,
which again you have replaced with a + 4 D.,
and so on until you have reached a lens that
permits of the normal visual acuity.

If this has been your idea of the proper
procedure in the fogging system, you have
been on the wrong track, as this is not the
correct manner of reducing the strong con-
vex lenses. Let us consider this matter
in detail.

You start with a + 5 D. lens with which
you expect to coax.a relaxation of the ciliary
muscle. Then you remove it and replace
it with a + 4.50 D. Now what have you
done ? As soon as the -I- 5 D. is removed,
all restraining influence upon the accommo-
dation is taken away and it is stimulated into
action again to focus the letters upon the
retina. Then you put on the 4.50 for the
purpose of restraining the accommodation ;
then you remove it and again give the
accommodation full swing. Thus you alter-
nate from 5 D. to nothing, then to
+ 4.50 D., then to nothing, then to + 4 D.,
again to nothing, and so on. Can you ex-
pect to restrain and relax the accommodation
in this way ? Are you not rather stimulating
it into activity ? You aggravate the very
condition you are endeavoring to modify by
such a method of procedure ; and you get
no better results, if as good, as the usual
method of commencing with weak convexes
and gradually increasing their strength.

Perhaps you are commencing to ask
how you shall proceed, and I am glad to be
able to instruct you in the proper way. After
you have placed the + 5 D. before the eye,
leave it there ; do not remove it for any pur-
pose, but instead get the effect of -I- 4.5o D.
by replacing — .5o D. in front of it. Then
increase this latter lens to — i D., then to
— I.50 D. and so on as necessary. In this
way the restraining influence of the original
convex lens is constantly before the eye, and
no opportunity is afforded for stimulation of
the accommodation, but on the other band
every inducement for it to become passive.

The concave lens is increased until
normal vision is afforded, and the difference
between the two lenses will represent the
amount of error that has been uncovered.
You can readily see that this is the only
proper way to employ the fogging system in
order to gain its advantages. In fact, it is
not fair to apply this term to the method
first described. Therefore, if some of you
have failed to get satisfactory results from the
fogging system, you should not condemn the
method itself, but rather carefully scrutinize
your manner of conducting it to see if you
have been sufficiently careful, accurate and
painstaking.

We will now make use of the fogging
method in the case before us. We want to
reduce his vision to 1-2/Pis scant. We place
this + 6 D. before the right eye and a
-I-- to D. before the left. These lenses fog
his vision to such an extent that he says he
can barely distinguish the card much less
any letters upon it. We therefore replace
the + 6 D. with a -I- 5 D. over the right

(continued nu page 2207)
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eye, and now he tells us he can make out the

form of the large letter at the top but he

cannot name it. We ask him to look at it

quietly for a moment or two while we make

the entries of his case in our record book.

When we return he tells us the letter is an

E although he says it is not sharp and dis-

tinct. We have thus secured a slight relaxa-

tion of the accommodation and placed the

eye in a favorable position for further exami-

nation.
This eye is to all intents and purposes,

for the time being at least, myopic, and

keeping this fact in mind we proceed with the

test lenses as we would in any other case of

myopia. Where a case is already myopic

the fogging system is not applicable, but it is

only of value in estimating the refraction of

an eye that has some form of hyperme-

tropia, either simple hypermetropia or

hypermetropic astigmatjsm.
We place a — .5o D. in front of the

convex lenses ; this improves vision, makes

the E distinct and brings out the letters on

the next line. We increase to — i D. and

then to — 1.50 D., each change affording a

still further improvement in vision, until

now the patient can with difficulty discern

some of the letters on the No. 30 line.

Now we must increase more gradually, and

we try a — 1.75 D. next. This makes the

No. 30 line clear and brings out some of th
e

letters on the No. 20 line. We now advance

to — 2 D., with which vision is if clearly
,

and a few letters on the No. 15 line can 
be

guessed at.
Now what have we in the trial frame?

A + 5 D. and a — 2 D., which by algebr
aic

addition equals ± 3 D., and this represe
nts

the amount of hypermetropia present. W
e

examine the left eye in the same way, a
nd

find an equal amount of defect.

We have then in this case uncovered

3 D. of the hypermetropia, which the cil
iary

muscle is constantly overcoming. For all

practical purposes this represents the to
tal

hypermetropia, although it is barely possibl
e

that a strong.cycloplegic might show a 
slight

increase. But the measurement of the

amount of hypermetropia and the pro
per

glass to prescribe are two different mat
ters.

I do not think it wise in this case to at
tempt

to correct the total amount of error.

There is no hard and fast rule as to jus
t

how much should be deducted, and aut
hori-

ties do not agree on this point. We 
must

be guided by the circumstances of each 
case,

the age, occupation, whether glasses 
have

previously been worn, and the conditi
on of

the muscle balance. When esophoria is pres-

ent, we would be justified in prescribing

nearly the full correction ; while in the

presence of exophoria, we would ma
ke a

liberal reduction from the total error, fo
r the

following reasons : in esophoria the s
tronger

the convex lens, the less the esophor
ia, and

we more nearly approach the normal 
rela-

tion that should exist between the ac
commo-

dation and convergence. While in exo-

phoria, the stronger convex lens in
creases

the divergence of the visual axes, a
nd het.ce

we give preference to the weaker lens i
n order

to lessen the disparity between accommoda-

tion and convergence.
Therefore, before deciding on the glasses

to be prescribed, we will inquire info the

muscular equilibrium. We will make use of

the Maddox rod, which is the most satisfactory

all-around muscle test. The rod is placed

over the left eye and patient's attention

directed to the light across the room. In

answer to our inquiry as to the position of

the red streak, the gentleman tells us it is

to the left. This is a condition of homony-

mous diplopia, which we know must be clue

to an inward turning of the eyes, in other

words to esophoria ; the amount of which is

measured by the strength of prism base out

that is required to bring the streak back to

the light. After trial of a few prisms we

find that 8° is the measure of the esophoria.

We are now in position to determine the

lenses to be prescribed. Even in view of

the decided amount of esophoria, we hardl
y

feel justified in attempting to correct the

total amount of error, and especially as the

young man has never worn glasses before ;

but on the other hand the esophoria that is

present indicates that the glasses should not

be too weak, and therefore taking all the

circumstances of the case into consideration
,

we will order + 2.51 D., which we will

advise to be worn constantly. These glasses

will probably seem somewhat annoying a
t

first, and we will prepare our patient by tell
-

ing him that they may cause the ground t
o

appear to slant, and that he may see som
e-

what better without them, but that he shou
ld

persevere in their use, and in a week or two

they will be entirely satisfactory.

Blows on the Eye and Myopia

M. Bourgeois records three cases in

which blows on the eye caused marke
d de-

crease in the depth of the anterior c
hamber

accompanied by permanent myopia with

diminished visual acuity even after corre
ction

with glasses, and attacks of increased 
tension.

In one of these cases, according to the 
Ophthal-

moscope, an iridodialysis also followed 
the in-

jury, and the eye had to be removed 
owing to

the rapid development in it of a sarco
ma. Bour-

geois thinks that this tumor had co
mmenced

to form before the occurrence of the
 accident

and helped to cause the iridodialysis, an
d

considers that ocular traumatisms 
accompa-

nied by myopia, which did not 
previously

exist, should be regarded as very se
rious.

Impairment of Vision Caused by H
air

Dye

Serious effects of one kind or ano
ther

have on various occasions been tr
aced to the

use of substances which alter the color of

the hair, states the Lancet's Paris 
correspon-

dent. Oxygenated water which makes dark

hair light colored may bleach it and dyes

containing aniline products have of
ten given

rise to severe and intractable sk
in diseases

spreading from the scalp to the 
face. Dr.

Berger has just recorded a case 
of a kind

hitherto unknown in which impairment of

vision occurred without any recognizable

cause except the use of a dye b
ought from
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a hairdresser and found to contain an ani-

line product. The patient, who was a

young woman in good health, had trouble

with her left eye which, upon examination,

was discovered to have a central scotoma.

As she at the same time complained of

headache, Dr. Berger concluded that her

condition might be due to poisoning by the

hair dye, and when it was discontinued all

the symptoms disappeared in a few days.

Opticians should advise their clients to use

the utmost care in regard to hair dyes.

Mimic Blindness became Real

Mrs. Elizabeth Conger Heaton, of Des

Moines, Iowa, niece of E. H. Conger, ex
-

minister to China, recently took part in a

dramatization of Dickens' " Cricket on th
e

Hearth," playing the part of " Blind

Bertha."
The night the play was given Mrs.

Heaton was praised for the intensity of her

acting. The following day, while walking

on the street, Mrs. Heaton discovered tha
t

her vision was gone. She procured assist-

ance and was taken home and medical assist
-

ance summoned. It was found that she had

been stricken with retinal divison, that the

sight of one eye is gone and that the mos
t

expert treatment may be unable to restor
e

the sight of the other. Mrs. Heaton is but

twenty-three years old.

Light from the Electric Arc

It is perhaps not generally known that

in the so-called arc lamp the light come
s

from the incandescent carbons, the elect
ric

arc itself being practically non-luminous.

One of the chief aims of inventors has be
en

to make the arc luminous instead of the c
ar-

bons. In the Steinmetz magnetite lamp this

is effected by making the pencil for the neg
a-

tive electrode of a combination of magneti
te

iron ore with titanium oxid and other ch
emi-

cals. Virtually, all the light of a Steinmetz

lamp comes from the arc, for the elect
rodes

are not heated to a temperature high en
ough

to render them incandescent. The life of 
the

lamp is thus prolonged..

Strabismus and Convergence

Jocqs, in a report on strabismus of 50

degrees — absence of convergence — again

advocates his method of musculo-capsular

advancement. He relates a case in which,

while lateral movements of the eyes 
were

good, there was no converging power a
t all.

Both eyes were operated upon, but in
 the

right (the habitually deviating eye), the

conjunctiva was adherent to the capsule
, and

5 mm. of the conjunctivo-capsulo
-muscular

flap were excised. Both externi were care-

fully tenotomized. The result was not only

cosmetically good, but the convergence

function was restored. This, Jocqs points

out, states Ernest Thompson, in the Oph-

thahnoscofie , must mean that the case
 was

not one of failure of convergence i
nnerva-

tion, but of pure muscular failure. 
Conver-

gence requires a much greater muscular

effort than associated lateral movement
s.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

B. B. CLARK, President, Itochester, N. Y.
Wm. E. 11r:4'ya:az, Secretary, 1:ansas City, NI°.

Nleets annually. Next meeting to be held in Rochester,
N. A., in 1906.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(162:11

fl .i. ALBAN G. IF. (;oots, il. P., Master.
toi.. '1`. El:. A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

I. W. Dr xSi*.:N1111.:, F. I. 0. A., President.
.1. II. sr ti Li rt , E.Ii.s. L., F.D.( Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury A ettUe, Lnlidoll, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (189d)
1.1 i 1

IL J. i;i4;.; a, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CIIALNIERs, President, Springhttrn, Glasgow.
D. L. )1 l'RRA Secretary, 621 Duke Street., Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)
HA a RACT,01,1:1E, IL O. A., President.

A. A. C. litmus, II. G. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)

Jung C. Env ii I I A um', Pre,ideut.
C. S. IlAtur, Seeretary, Lynn, Mass.

The Optical Specialists' Association of America (1904)

.1. C. CLARK, l'reSidellt, Sion x City, Iowa.
G. E. linycg, Secretary, \Vaterloo, low(.

American Association of Wholesale Opticians (1893)

J. '1'. BEA (''('IN, Prosillellt, Chicago, Ill.
A. REED M■.1 NT I PI:, Seey., 723 Sa 1,1111 St., Philailelphia,Pa.

Next nicci jug., in NOW )...1•1:, in ltalr1.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1394)

Abut4ir C■ici
G. A. 1 kRa■■■:, :-.0en.lary, .1 Whom. si., ii Mass

'Meets ihird Tuesday of each month, exeept July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. IV. GRA [RM.:I:, PreSidellt, It00110,1er, )1itin.
E. C. Itontorrs, Secretary, lied IV ing, Mina.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society ((895)

IL E. HERMAN, President, 1Villiant,port, Pa.
C. A. LON0STawrii, Secretary, 228 Market Phila., I's.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

IV. W. IlissELL, President, Rochester, N. Y.
Rouritt E. W i Ltd Ams, Secretary, 455 Main St., Bulthlo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

.1. 11 ELLts, President, South Bend, Ind.
Miss NIA 111■A RE r .1. 1.atsmA N, Seel'elltry, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Society of Optometrists (1896)

P. Senot.t.iii, President, I lanenek, SI iii.
Kit, Secretary and TEO:1,111W, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

E. E. ItiorAuo, President, kelikIIIC, Iowa.
B. M. lithlis, Secretary, Vinton, low a.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. RohEits, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. IIALBE •R, SeCrelary, a4A '111140 Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

E. IV. LAuFmc, President, Dukland, Cul.
ALBEicr .1. st .11 It it A 1', S■.cy., 308 II ayes 101., SIDI Francisco,Cal.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

11. CLAY EVERSDLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDlitt Burr, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. Witim, Pi esident, Concord, N. 11.
W. E. liuncEE, Secretary, Iltitellester, N. 11.

Meets thin! Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

A. Si orssEL, President, Nlilwaitkee, Wls.
E. E. T111131.18, Secretary, 5111watikee, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)
F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. E.
SAMUICI. RA CVDIIT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. W. BROWN, President, Ortonville, Minn.
C. A. sivem., Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn,

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. Monuoca, President, Portland, Nlaiue.
Roamicr B. Sw.trr, Secretary, Portlattd, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
11. J. Cook, President, Knoxville, Tem].
CrEO. R. CALItohN, Secretary, I I I and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, Tenn,

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. F1Neit, President, I ten ver, Colo.
R. II. 1111,:w.3., Secretary , 636 Sii teen IL st., Iteliver, Colo.
)11ss E.11.CILIPMA:‘,Ctir.Secy., 11;5.5 \■ clout st., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)

E. \V, HUNT, President, Burlingaine, Rains.
11. '1'. CousoN, see). and Tia.as., 1:ansas (Sty, Karla.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

C. M. Plesident, Columbia, Nlo.
ELmAn II. Sill al I I r, ;tool reas., Washington, Mo.

Next meeting, NI :13 6, 1906, in Kansas City.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

W. 1VAYT ROYALL, President, Martinsville, Va.
E. S. Gitt:EN, Secretary, Roanoke, Va.

Next I II I i lag, rehritary, 1906.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. WALLIS, PreSit10111,
EDWIN IA JON IS, SCCretary, Sandusky, ((hill.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

1.. .1. Kul: es, President, Louisville, Ky.
A. S. Iti.:EvEs, Secretary, Winchester, It)'.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

CONYNE, 5I111111811, N. Dak.
W. It. BLAKELY, sel•EOlary, N. leak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1(103)

Fatimmica If. II tAvi.ETT, I'l'l' 11111, Paterson, N. .1.
J. .1. IlAtcrmAs, Secretary, 16 (Ill Ill) St., Newark, N..1.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLI a al 11. I l Ill,, President, Sioux Falls, S. Bak.
D. (i. I 1.1 I, ,.eretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

WEST CATI1cART, PreSidellt, 1;1110,1011, 'retitle.
B. It, STOCK 1 N la, S■.crelary, Belton, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1(103)

WAL'rEit BLAKE, President, Providence, It. I.
G. l'agniotic !WANE, Secrolary, 1:111 Alathewson Street,

Providence, IL I.
Meets second Monday "r Vaell 11101101.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. Avanv, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. R. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)

It. DR President,
P. G. Mot' N'I , Si.OEOlary, col% SI. Denis and 1)oreliester Sts.,

Nlont real, ()nvitee.

Georgia State Optical Association (1(104)

C. E. Vifisiim, Prositiont, Is Whitehall SI., Atlanta, Ga.
C. II. K rrritELL, eretary, titt,

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. METROWITZ, President, New Y. Irk City.
A. SIIA \V, Secretary, 11-I5 Itroadway, New York City.

Louisiana Optical Society (1905)

Louts CLAutiat„ President, New Orleans, La.
S. 1'. SetteEssLEit, Secretary, Baton Rouge, La,

Nova Scotia Optical Society (1905)

A. C. NV11 trrEami, President, Halifax, N. S.
lInlinninnE, Secretary, Halitlix, N. S. •

New Mexico Association of Optometrists (1905)

Ovro I t. IlEttne3t, President, Albuquerque, N. Mex. .
Ggo. EviatETT, Secretary, Albuquerqoe, N. Mex

LOCAL

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LEIt1ty RYER, President.
R. M. 1 AWN W01/11, itl`e. SIT., 1191V. Fillemillt St., New York.

)leets second Wednesday or each month.
Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY NT. liEs•rnit, President, Rochester, N. Y.
C. I. SUMERISKI, Secretary, liocliester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PRRLEN, President
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

F.NRWCOM ft, President, State and ..Iilatris SM. Chicago, Ill.

0. J. A .  BE Secretary,408A Trude Building (..:11totigo III,
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Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS 1101.•sl., Pt ...HI. DI, Wetland, I ii I. •
1,. G. Dui.,e set,. tat ■ ;old '1 re:1,1111, St. Catharines, Out.

Optical Society of Western New York (1903)

ROOER WILLIAMS, Il(' 10111.
ERN EST V. SY IWO ER, Secretary, 11 Genesee St., lin Halo, N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLICS 111111401B, II" 1,1101.
LEANDER 11I-1 I Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1(103)

Ftwo. 1 IL:Tm Ens, President.
F. LEE FrI,I,Elt, Seeretary, Tats Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN II. II EN Hy, Presi111.111, P111.1■111, Ode.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)
F. C. r1"1.1.', Prot:Mont.
3. A: M''A "v. '7"'"'larY: 1..w"11, 'lats.

51.1,111141 Thursday of Septonther, November.

Southern Tier Optical Society of New York (PAII)

V. I . President, Elmira, N. Y.
F. .1. JORDAN, SI'CrOlary, Elnlira, N. '1'.

Optical Trades Association (1905)
(New Nod: City)

F. Scum iirr, President, New Void: City.
Jos. FicIEDLANLiEtt, Secretary, s NI a tlIll 1...1111.,NewYorkelty.

Detroit Optometry Club (19ico

A. 'W. KrAinT, President.
Flutn. H. PREWPIN, Secretary, 42 Slott Ave., Detroit.

Southern California Optical Society (1905)

I. I I Ell -id. 111.
1. N. I 111 -, s.. t.lry, Los Angell,. .'a

Credit for Optical Advancement

ED. K ,NE ,I;ttt! through the

colunms of y, air paper km. 11111ch credit is due for
the advancement in optical respectively to
men in the medical professi, Hi :11111 those outside.
minneapons, minn: Yours truilvi,x

BEN L. MUNNS.

BY 
"optical science," we presume our

correspondent means that branch of it

concerned with eye refraction. In this special

field of optical research the medical profes-

sion has been pre-eminent, and can claim

practically the entire credit for our present

knowledge of the eye as an instrument of

vision. The list of investigators in this field

comprises such a galaxy of scientific lumina-

ries as must ever shed luster on the noble

profession of medicine. From the day of that

of distinguished scientist-Thomas Young,

M. D., who ,discovered astigmatism in his

own eye, the long line includes such immortal

medical scientists as Purkinje, Donders,

• Helmholtz, Wollaston, Javal, Tscherning,

Graefe, Landolt, Bull, Snellen, Hess and a

host of others, living and dead, whose re-

searches make up the present vast aggregate

of human knowledge on this subject. And

to-day the medical investigators in this field

are more numerous than ever. The names

of Knapp, Jackson, Gould, Thompson,

Risley, Burnett, Wieland, Roosa, Würde-

mann, Oliver, Savage, Horne and a host of

others ill our own country are familiar to

most students of refractive science, and all

merit the moral encouragement of public

appreciation. Medicine has been aptly

(Continued on page 2211)
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MONEY-MAKING HOLIDAY GOODS
FOR WIDE-AWAKE OPTICIANS AND JEWELERS

Opera Glasses
k Our Own Importations)

Black Morocco and Kid

Leather ; White, Oriental,

Smoke, Persian. and Havana

Pearl ; Fancy Enamel and

Inlaid Enamel on Pearl. All

the latest goods.

Opera Glasses
(Our Own Importations)

Folding Pocket Opera

;lasses in Black and Fancy

I.eathers, and with Gold-

Plated Wrist Chains for ladies.

Plain and Fancy Handled

Operas, Everything that is

111(1 up to date.

At this time of the year the sale on Eyeglasses and Spectacles drops off Why not offset this by carrying a
line of our OPERA GLASSES, LORGNETTES (in Shell, Zylonite, Gold, Silver and Plated), READING
GLASSES (with black and fancy handles), GRAPHOSCOPES, STEREOSCOPES and VIEW, and FANCY

THERMOMETERS (to retail from 25c. up).

Send for price-lists of above goods

Globe Optical Company, Boston, Mass.

THE

ROCHESTER LENS MEASURE
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Simple, Accurate, Practical

One-Half

Regular Size

Inexpensive

A new vest
pocket instru-

ment. It mea-
sures the power,
the size, the axis of
cylinder, the p.d., the

t. d. and the height of
nose. It will outlast
any lens measure in use.

In order to introduce it I
will mail postpaid one instru-
ment to any one whose order
and remittance of $2 is received
before February 1st. After that
the price will be $3 or more.

Send for free descriptive circuhr

6
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Look It Up

Now

JAMES E. BRIGGS, Cutler Bldg., Rochester N. Y.
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Attention
PROPRIETORS AND CLERKS

You elm have It big increat.e in your business and inecine I. running III 

DEPA RT IV1ENT 
OPTICAL

in connection with your other business. We teach you the
..eienee et' OPTICS in a way so practical and thoroughly scientific as to make you an
EXPERT OPTICIAN —.enabling you to easily test and fit eyes with perfeut

eXaCtileSS 11141 sal is1;10

WHY NOT DOUBLE YOUR INCOME?
our cour, hy correspondence Cliii be taken without any detention from your Nisi-

111.S.4. We an. .111.ring REGULAR $25 COLLEGE COURSE BY CORRESPONDENCE
for $8.00 (.2.(u) down and balance $1.00 II week. It costs you only a 2-cent stamp to
learn all about It. Write to-day to

American Optical College
DETROIT, MICH.

Optical Advertising Booklets
An up-to-date optician is a professional man, and as such

Ills advertising should be dignified, forceful and instructive.

The Keystone Advertising Booklets have all these qualifica-

tions. Thousands of opticians have used them and continue

to use them with fine results. One thousand will cost you

only $4.00, and your name only will be printed on them.

Send for sample and prices for different quantities.

THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

December, 1905 TIIE KEVSTON IE

Credit for Optical Advancement
,c,,liti1,110.1 Irma paw..

designated the noble profession, and in no
branch of pathology or physiologic research
have its achievements been greater than in
the field of ocular refraction.

Sight-testing Bill in Parliament

T I IF, measure drafted by the Worshipful
Company of Spectacle Makers, of Lon-

don, for the regulation of the practice of
optometry in the British Isles, will be intro-
duced in Parliament next session, and in
order that its introduction shall be given all
possible prominence, it has been decided to
introduce it in the first instance in the House
of Lords. As the court of the Spectacle
Makers Company has among its membership
two members of the House of Commons and
one of the House of Lords, it will be seen
that the measure will not lack for aggressive
sponsorship, and it is within the range of
possibility that Great Britain will outstrip the
United States in the matter of professionaliz-
ing the refractionists. Only few States of
the Union can so far boast of such legislation,
though the fight for legal recognition was
begun in this country. We wish success to
our British brethren in their gallant struggle.
A victory for them would be an invaluable
moral argument for our own opticians in their
fight for similar legislation.

Administration of Optometry Laws

CONSIDERABLE opposition to the opto-
metry law and the manner of its ad-

ministration is said to have developed in
California, and there is even a possibility of
a movement to bring about its repeal. The
conflict will quite likely terminate in the
courts when the constitutionality of the law
will be passed upon. It was, no doubt, oppo-
sition to the law which inspired the State
Optical Society to send letters to the trade
and invite answers to the following questions:

Are you in favor of the optometry law as it

now stands?
Are you in favor of an amendment to the

present law that will be of benefit to the optome-

trists?
Are you willing to give your moral support to

the California State Association of Optometrists in

upholding the law?

The answers to these questions will reveal,
no doubt, with fair accuracy the views of the
trade on the subject.

The members of the Oregon State Board
are taking their duties with becoming serious-
ness, and threaten prosecution of all who do
not comply with the terms of the law. One

of the nicrnber is quotyd 45 Pying ; We

intend to prosecute opticians found practicing
without a license. The members of the pro-
fession are anxious to have it protected from
imposters, and that is what we consider any-
one who cannot pass an examinntion upon
the rudiments of the profession."

The Board recently secured an opinion
from the attorney general of the State,
declaring that the optometry law applies to
optometrists residing outside of the State
who visit the State to practice optometry, as
well as those residing within its borders.

Buffalo Optical Society
The Buffalo Optical Society of Western New

York met in the new Gruener Hotel, Buffalo, on

Friday evening, November 3d, when the following

code of ethics, as adopted by the Rochester Optical

Society, was unanimously adopted. For the benefit

of those interested the code is printed below:

ARTICLE I

LOYALTY

Section 1. Every member of this society shall

feel it a duty to further the interests of the society,

not only by attendance at meetings and payment of
dues, but by supporting the work proposed by it.

Section 2. An optometrist can best show his

loyalty by his personal conduct and the character

of his professional work.

Section 3. An optemetrist should avoid unkind

criticisms of other optemetrists, as being unwise

and unprofessional.

ARTICLE II

DUTIES TO A PATIENT

Section 1. The confidence shown in an optome-
trist by a patient placing his case in his care should
under no circumstances be abused. No exaggera-

tion of a patient's visual imperfection should be

made to influence a sale. The welfare of a patient's

eyes should be above the desire to make a sale, and

if glasses are not necessary he should be frankly
told so.

ARTICLE III

DUTIES TO PHYSICIANS

Section t. Cases that in any way indicate the

need of medical treatment should be referred to a

competent oculist or to the family physician, and it

is deemed unwise to suggest any kind of drug or

eye lotion, but advise all cases to consult medical

authority.

ARTICLE IV

DUTIES TO THE PUBLIC

Section 1. An optemetrist should be diligent in

enlightening the public regarding the care of the

eyes and the causes and dangers of defective vision

and eyestrain. He should constantly endeavor to

raise the standard of competency among optome-

trists, and do all in his power to secure legislative

recognition of the practice of optometry, and after-

wards being vigilant to keep it effective and ben-

eficial.

ARTICLE V

TITLES

Section i. Every optemetrist should condemn

the use of such titles as would create the imprea,
sion that he was a mediolpracthiumr,
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New York City Optical Society
The iLlinual banquet of this society was held

under very pleasant auspices at Reisenweber's

Circle Hotel, Eighth Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street,

Oil Wednesday evening, November 1st. Following

the happy precedent of the last previous banquet,

the wives and lady friends of the members graced

the proceedings by their presence. The dining-

room was tastefully decorated, an excellent menu

was provided and the feast was marked by good

feeling and good cheer.

The president of the society, E. LeRoy Ryer,

presided, and a pianist furnished select music.

President Ryer inaugurated the speechmaking by

a graceful address, in which he extended a hearty

greeting to the diners, saying in part :

It is with sincere pleasure that I, in the name of
the Optical Society of the City of New York, wel-
come all present.

Somewhat more than a year ago we met on a
similar occasion, and the after feeling was that
never in the annals of the society had a more
Pleasant or a more sociable evening been spent.
The motto of our society is " Forward." Forward
it urges, not only in optometrical science, but upon
these occasions forward in pleasure, and it begs
you, therefore, not to be retrogressive, but to enjoy
yourselves still more to-night than you did at your
previous gathering.

He afterwards called upon A. Jay Cross for an

address. Having obtained permission from the

ladies to " talk shop." Mr. Cross said in part :

For the advance that has been made in our
profession much of the credit is due to the optical
associations, including the Optical Society of the
City of New York. It has done a great deal in
inculcating a spirit of brotherhood, and this spirit
is spreading, not only in our city, but in all the
cities of the country, much to the benefit of all.

In relation to the outlook and possible legisla-
tion, I do not know that there is any great prospect
of the adoption of the much-coveted bill, for which
we have been working for some years. Sometimes
I think that we do not deserve it. Perhaps we

have not worked hard enough. We may not have
knit our organizations as closely and firmly as we
should have done. Still there is no doubt that we
are advancing. From my talks with medical men,

I am convinced that they are getting less and less
opposed to our efforts.

The crying need of the profession, in my

opinion, is to have a school of optics in the East,
and probably in New York. I do not know how
the establishment of such a school or college is to
be brought about, but I am sure it will come.
When it does, we must have such an institution as
will command for its faculty the best talent that is

to be obtained.

Addresses were also made by P. A. Dilworth,

Wm. J. Benn, R. M. Lockwood and A. M. Frankel,
in the order named.

New England Association of Opticians
The regular monthly meeting of the New

England Association of Opticians was held in

Young's Hotel, Boston, Mass., on Tuesday even-

ing, November 21st. The lecturer of the evening

was Harry G. Wright, of Salem, Mass., whose

subject was " Diseases the Optician Should Recog-
nize and Why." Francis Hofman, of Cambridge,

was admitted to active membership. A number of

valuable suggestions were given by the members

regarding the issuance of the minimum price-list.

"During- the last fifteen years I have ab-
sorbed much information front the columns of The
Keystone that has been of great value in the prac-
tice of my profession. Don't see how The Key-
stone can be unproved upon."-1-1, W, Ligffett,
Optician, iliontnis, rennosec.



Fox Lasso
Eye=glass
Mountings

Rapidly taking
the place of ordi-
nary eye-glass
mountings.
Over a million

pairs of Lasso
Guards are al-
ready sold.
These big im-

provements over ordinary mountings
were made and patented by Mr. Ivan
Fox, who has given nearly a whole
lifetime to the study and perfecting
Lf eye-glass mountings :

The Lasso Guard. Made with a noose-
shaped end large enough to allow the flesh of the
nose to gently adapt itself to the opening, thus
helping to steady the glasses.
A series of grooves following the outline of the

guard comes in contact with the nose and further
contributes to the steadiness of the glasses.

The Spring in the guard allows the free move-
ment of face and nose-muscles without moving the
lenses.

The Tubular Spring is concave on the inner
surface, giving greater strength and more resiliency.
Makes a much neater appearance than the spring of
ordinary eye-glasses.

The Screw-Lock Ends. Both the Lasso
Guard and the Tubular Spring have slightly concaved
ends so designed that when screwed to the stud they
press outward against the screw-head, making a sure
lock, which prevents the screw from coming loose.

Write to-day for samples. We'll send also our book
written by Mr. Fox entitled, " Eyes Worth Having."

Fox Optical Manufacturing Co.
P hi I ad el ph ia

PAT MAR. 22:04.
PAT4PP.,)0,04 10.mAR 16;0 ) PAT MARAD2

1.11
PAT.TWN6:02

No. 1 is the guard most generally used—will fit
most eases.

No. I..13 is he guard to raise the lenses fordiatant use.
No. 1-R is the guard to lower lenses for reading

and near use.

The Human Eye and Nervous
System Requires the Skill of the
BEST INFORMED Specialists.

All Graduates of our School can GUARANTEE to remove the
cause of eye or nerve strain or refund the money charged for
their services.

We satisfy the students or return the tuition paid. Write for
additional information to

Rowley Ophthalmological College
IN( ■I:Po It AT I..D

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI

•

OR.S.W.LANE,Pacar. DR.I.R .LAN ay. OR .E.A.LAN C, Is

45CHOOL FOR SCIEN1IfIC.Pgn

c

5uI7.E202 HiSSOuRi trido  

1023 GRAND AVE.

eslORE11C4ONSOlinotnopricsiii Alk

Elisfororncsussrutoirs----"
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KANSAS CAT Y. Cl.

PHONES.
HOME 02S4 MAIN.

BEL L 3153 X MAIN.

We are making a Special Rate of Tuition that if you are the least interested in an
Optical Course it will pay you to Investigate.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALO(il I.—JUST OUT

Address, DR. S. W. LANE, President and Founder
Suite 202 Missouri Building 1023 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

OUT TO-DAY AND YOU WANT IT

, •

. St( rio■71;i

REFORm

Send for our new cir-
cular, "Artificial Human
Eyes " and the " Empire
Eye Cabinets." It con-

, tains something of inte-
rest for every dealer in
optical goods. Our " Empire " Cabinets are a new
feature and will save you time and money.

AMERICAN THERMO-WARE CO.

Nuremberg, Oermany
Paris, France

INCORPORATED

Manufacturers and Importers

16 Warren Street, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Your Optical Library
is hopelessly incomplete if you have failed to procure a copy of the masterly

new work on ocular optics

The Principles of Refraction in the
Human Eye

Based on the Laws of Conjugate Foci
By SWAN M. BURNETT, M. D., Ph. D.

This work has revolutionized and simplified the study of optics to a won-
derful degree. Its author is one of the most noted ophthalmologists, and the
text is elucidated by 25 original drawings, executed by Chas. F. Prentice, M. E.,
the eminent optician.

Sent postpaid to any part of the worid on receipt of price, $I .00(4s. 2d.)

Published by TH KEYSTONEE 
19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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Annual Meeting of the Illinois
Optical Society

The annual meeting of the Illinois Optical

Society convened in Chicago, October 31st, at the

Lexington Hotel, and though the attendance was

not what was expected, the meeting was interesting

and profitable to those in attendance. The adop-

tion of the proposed addition to the by-laws marks

a new era in the history of the society, and gives a

professional standing that this society has not here-

tofore enjoyed. It is an advanced step in optical

organization and should make the society stronger

than ever.
President Rogers was in the chair and delivered

the opening address. He dwelt upon the work of

the society during the year, reviewing the legisla-

tive work at length. He believed that it was not

yet time to give up getting a bill through the State

Legislature, though the society's efforts in that

direction met with failure at Springfield last winter.

But rather that this failure should urge the mem-

bers on to unremitting efforts toward the passage

of a law in Illinois recognizing the practice of opto-

metry as a profession.
The next matter in order was the reading of

the treasurer's report for the year ending with

October 30, 1905. Treasurer Boyle's report showed

cash receipts from all sources during the year to be

$949.65, to which was added $78.87, the cash bal-

ance from last year, making the total amount of

cash handled during the year at $1082.52. The

total amount of cash paid out on vouchers signed

by the president and secretary was $948.47, leaving

a balance of cash in bank of $80.05. These expen-

ditures itemize as follows : Paid out for expenses

toward legislation, $407.25 ; bills paid on account

of last year's convention, $35.70 ; bills paid on ac-

count of last year's banquet, $224 ; bills for print-

ing and paper, $147.95 ; paid out for postage,

$75.17, and for typewriting, $42.10. This report

was accepted.
The report of the legislative committee was

then read and accepted.

The secretary reported that he believed that

enough was made on the convention programme

to pay all expenses of the meeting and to cover the

amount the banquet always costs the society.

President Rogers spoke of the lecture given

before the meeting by Dr. Lindlahr on the "Diag-

nosis from the Appearance of the Eye," as very

instructive and greatly appreciated.

The forenoon session then adjourned.

AFTERNOON SESSION

The afternoon session was more largely at-

tended than the morning, and was given over

almost entirely to new business.

The first business transacted was the admission

of new members. The following list of applicants

were admitted to full membership : R. E. Ingel,

Chicago; J. S. Anderson, Batavia ; F. Weinecke,

Chicago ; Miss T. Wigforss, Chicago ; F. 0. Zeitz,

Chicago ; F. B. Meyer, Coffeen ; W. D. Turner,

Chicago ; J. V. Bowers, Chicago ; W.W. Diederich,

Chicago ; F. H. Craig, Champaign ; E. Covitz,

Chicago ; 0. Savill, Canton ; R. W. Doig, Chicago;

J.W. Lindstrom, Joliet ; H. J. Brennecke, Chicago;

J. E. Carlson, La Salle ; L. C. Lewis, Belvidere ; W.

W. Herbeck, Chicago, and E. T. Burnett, Lincoln.

The proposed addition to the constitution and

by-laws was thoroughly discussed, and was adopted

with corrections as printed.
Section i. It is hereby provided that from and

after the date of this meeting, no person shall be

admitted to membership in this society who fails to

pass a thorough examination in technical and
practical optometry ; such examination to be at
least as rigid as those of the State boards of exami-
ners in States in which such boards and examina-
tions are established by law.

Section 2. It is further provided that all pres-
ent members of this society shall, prior to the
next annual meeting, submit to the same test, and
that those only who pass such examination shall
continue upon the roll of members, exemption
from the above rule being necessarily made for the
officers serving on the board of regents, established
by a subsequent section.

Section 3. At the present annual meeting there
shall be elected three members of known pro-
fessional attainments to act as a board of regents;
one member being chosen for three years, one for
two years and one for one year, and hereafter
there shall be elected at each annual meeting one
member to succeed the one whose term expires on
that date. The president and secretary shall be
ex-officio members of the board.

Section 4. Examinations for membership shall
be held quarterly, to wit : in the first week of
January, the first week of April, the second week
of July and during the week in which the annual
meeting is held. Three days shall be given to
examinations on each occasion. But the board
may require that a minimum number of applicants
for membership shall be necessary before an official

date and place for such examination is announced,

and unless there shall be such minimum number

of applicants no examinations shall be held.
Section 5. Members of the board of regents

shall receive as compensation for attendance at

such examinations the sum of $5 per day, or $15

per session, and their traveling and other necessary

expenses, the latter not to exceed $2 per day or $6

for one three-days' session ; and the above com-

pensation shall be paid from the funds of the

society upon the order of the president, attested by

the secretary. The secretary shall receive, in lieu

of the above, a fixed annual salary, to be deter-

mined by the board, proportioned to the service

required of him and the funds provided for such

special service.

Section 6. Every person desiring to become a

member of this society shall make written applica-

tion to the secretary, showing a receipt from the

treasurer for $3, which shall be the initial fee. He

shall thereupon receive from the secretary a permit

to appear before the board for examination at its

next regular meeting, and the board shall admit

him to such examination and pass upon his quali-

fications. Should he fail to pass the examination,

he shall not on that account be barred from a

subsequent trial, nor shall any additional fee be

required of him for another examination at any

regular meeting of the board.

Section 7. Any person who succeeds in passing

the examination by obtaining a grade of seventy-

five per cent. in both technical and practical optom-

etry and other branches of knowledge deemed to

be necessary, shall be notified verbally by the

board to that effect, and upon the payment of an

additional fee of $7, he shall receive from the

secretary a certificate signed by the president, the

secretary and other members of the board ; and

sealed with the seal of the Illinois Optical Society,

setting forth with due formality the above facts.

No additional fee shall ever be required of a mem-

ber thus certified, except the regular annual fees

for membership in the society ; and no Oresent

member of the society shall be eligible to take

such examination while in arrears for membership

dues up to October 1, 1905.
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Section 8. All moneys received for fees as

above provided shall be turned into the treasury of

the society and become a part of its funds. The

treasurer shall not be required to give a bond, but

shall deposit the funds as funds of the Illinois

Optical Society in the bank selected by him, and

they shall be drawn therefrom by check drawn by
the treasurer and signed by him as treasurer of
the society ; and no funds of the society shall be
paid out in any other way. Of the fees herein
provided for, $3 shall be considered as the regular
membership fee for one year, but the funds of the,
society shall not be classified, but be one composite
fund. The treasurer shall keep his accounts in
such form and so up to date that he can at once
report upon request of the president the balance on
hand and available for any needed purpose.

Section 9. The secretary shall keep, in system-
atic form, a record of the proceedings of the
society and of the board of regents and the exami-
nations, applications for membership and certificates

issued. There is hereby appropriated from the
funds of the society a sufficient sum of money to

provide all needed blanks for applicants and a
creditable, lithographed certificate for membership.
The secretary is also instructed to procure a seal
for the imprint of the society's name and sig-
nature to certificates issued by it to qualified
members.

It was carried that the secretary cast a ballot
to elect George A. Rogers to succeed himself as
president. Philip Saul, of Springfield, was elected

first vice-president, A. R. Mills, of Streator, was
unanimously elected second vice-president, and

A. F. Pierce, of Milford, was also elected unani-

mously to succeed himself as third vice-president.

R. Wallace Doig, of Chicago, was unanimously

elected treasurer and secretary. A. R. Mills,

Streator ; 0. Lamphear, Galesburg ; A. R. Cham-

berlin, Aurora ; W. C. Sommer, Springfield;

C. C. Burkhart, Dixon, and A. E. Wuesteman,

Champaign, were elected to succeed themselves as

the executive committee.

It was moved and carried that the president

appoint a board of regents as the addition to con-

stitution and by-laws specifies.
The following papers were read by title on

account of the lateness of the hour : " Measure-

ment of Nerve Force," by President George A.
Rogers ; " What We Learn from Our Foreign

Exhibit," 0. J. Halbe ; " Accommodation and
Convergence," by E. G. Trowbridge, M. D.

Following the meeting, a banquet was held.

This was a delightful feast both in its social and

gastronomic features. An elaborate menu was

provided, and during the progress of the feast, it

was evident that the diners were glad of the oppor-

tunity to commune with their professional brethren

around the social board. George A. Rogers,

president of the society, introduced the toast-

masters of the evening, George W. McFatrich,

M.D., president of the Northern Illinois College of

Ophthalmology and Otology, who made a very

appropriate response, and discharged the functions

of his interesting office with rare ability. Music,

speechmaking and recitations alternated on the

programme, giving variety and charm to the

evening. Among the speakers were : David S.

Geer, who responded to " The Ladies," and Rev.

James McGee, who spoke on "The Scientific

Way." The musical pieces were well chosen and

admirably rendered.
The success of the banquet was all that the

executive committee could desire, and will doubt-

less inspire still greater efforts on their part in

respect of future entertainments.
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RIF, AMERICAN As SO GI ATION OF
ANNUAL CONVENTION AND EVIIDIT,ROcti Es

The directors of the American Associa-
tion of Opticians have selected Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, August
6th, 7th, 8th and 9th, as the dates for hold-
ing the eighth annual meeting in Rochester,
N. Y.

The association is in receipt of a coin-
munication from the Bausch & Lomb Optical
Co. expressing their willingness to heartily
co-operate with the local society in entertain-
ing the convention.

The association is in correspondence witli
the New York Optical Society relative to a joint
meeting upon the dates selected by the national.
If this can be arranged, the association has some
assurance of a better railroad rate than ever be-
fore obtained at any national convention.

To aid in procuring legal recognition in dif-
ferent States, the association has in preparation a
booklet containing statements from several well-
known workers for the advancement of optometry,
giving their reasons for advocy of such legal
measures.

President Clark has appointed a legislative
committee consisting of Edward K Arrington,
Rochester ; Nelson K. Standart, Detroit, and
Frank A. Upham, St. Paul, with Mr. Arrington
as chairman. The object of this committee will
be to co-operate with, advise and assist different
State societies that are striving for legal recognition,
to collect the different laws and to secure unifor-
mity in the acts and proposed acts of the different
States. Officers in the States should correspond
with the chairman, Edward E. Arrington, Roches-
ter, N. Y.

The officers are in correspondence with nine
foreign countries, in an effort to secure consign-
ments for the contemplated display, "Sight Helps
of All Countries." The idea originated with 0. J.
Halbe, of the Illinois Optical Society.

The following seventy new members have
been added to the roster during the quarter end-
ing November ist :

Geo. E. Bentley L. (1. HutIterg
Chas. E. Shultz Chas. F. Johostot
Dr. A. C. Kelly Lon is coattey
W. L. Smith A. E. Caegel
II. Morrison C. statteke
J. II. Beanie'. lloy I. Frazier
John M. Nix Fred. .1. liallin
John James Lewis F..1. stelthins
W. A. ItobillStill C. I I. 12111.1'11a

II. G. Merrill w.

Oscar .1. 11. B. I.:111.stad
Syver A wen J. Klimek
c. t. Payne Jelin Itasendalil
Ira L. Morgan 1. II. 'radii
.1 114) liii Palmer .1. 11. Zimmerman
Edward Walker llermati Schrader
W. II. Btielonasler
J. A. Mee Chas. II. Clark

11. Foie I. SCOT11;111

Geo. J. Feige James r. MvI:eon
Chas. E. Bailie F. Lyman
Wm. Riley Loots Ilansen
II. II. ./(1)111S1111 D. I ialiCti

(.11:1S. Blakeslee 0.11. Tripp
(;. 10. itrilt.1. .1.11111.1. I )I.. I. T. Leys
Dr. .1. A. 1'1.1101 Greve
W. D. Tallier 8. A. Itliodes

r. u hi is lax II. Sehleuder
11.41, O. II. Simons
1Alw K. Gaylord 11. II. Duty
Reuben L. Antos A. A. Haar
A. C. Hoherts E. IV. thievish
Neil Smith .1. A. L. Walman
W. H. Magarrell Fred. J. King
L. C. Shovel, Alfred V. Na4er

The association is continually growing in mem-
bership, and a new affiliated society will be
organized in Nebraska next January to swell the

KIEV- STONE
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organization.
The early
date at which
the matter of
t h e annual
meeting has
been taken

Lip assures unusually complete preparations and a
programme which will be irresistibly attractive to
all ambitious opticians. There seems to be no
doubt that the Rochester convention will be the
banner one in numbers, programme attractions
and results. All who possibly can, should lay
their plans so as to be in attendance.

Quebec Optical Association

At the last monthly meeting of the Optical
Association of the Province of Quebec, held in
the office of the secretary, in Montreal, there was
a fairly good attendance. Two committees were
appointed to interview Montreal opticians and
solicit from each of them a subscription of ten
dollars towards a fund to be used in defraying the
expenses of a delegation to Quebec, the mission of
which is to have the association incorporated. The
members hope that this movement will be success-
ful, and the secretary of the association, P. G.
Mount, is working zealously to this end.

New Jersey State Optical Society

This society held a meeting in the Continental
Hotel, Newark, on Thursday evening, November
16th. The principal feature of this meeting was
an address by Professor R. M. Lockwood, entitled
" Practical Points on'Retinoscopy." A number of
matters of practical interest were discussed and the
meeting was in all respects a very instructive one.

California State Association of
Optometrists

The regular quarterly meeting was held at the
California Hotel, San Francisco, on November 6th,
Vice-President Kuttner in the chair. The board
of directors submitted a report calling attention to
the injustice done a number of registered optome-
trists in publishing their names as having been
stricken from the list of practitioners by the State
board of examiners. A motion by Harry Nord-
man was here entertained that the secretary be
instructed to express the regret of the association
at this premature action, since the parties had, in
the majority of cases, already recorded their
certificates with the respective county clerks, who
failed in turn to notify the board ; and, further-
more, that the secretary republish these names in
order to set those concerned right with their com-
petitors and the public at large. This motion was
carried.

The matter of replies to postal cards recently
issued for the purpose of learning the attitude of
the optometrists on the optometry law, was next
taken up. The secretary reported the receipt of
and produced some odd three hundred replies, of
which possibly five or six took a stand against the
law ; the remainder, representing ninety-eight per
cent. of those heard from, bespoke the greatest
enthusiasm and ardent hope that the law might be
perpetuated and improved upon if possible.

It was next suggested that a committee on
legislation be appointed to keep in touch with the
members of the next legislature to the end that the
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interests of the optical profession would be amply
protected. W. A. Meyer and a number of other
members agreed that the time was not yet ripe for
such action—consequently, there was no action
taken.

In accordance with a provision in the by-laws,
the chairman announced as the auditing committee
for this year, Messrs. H. S. Calm, Harry Clark and
Louis Kuttner.

A paper by W. H. Hare was next read, in
which he explained the great advantages to accrue
from the existence of an optical law. The paper
was attentively listened to by those present, who
in the main thoroughly agreed with Mr. Hare.

It was moved and carried that the next annual
meeting, which takes place hi February, 1906, be
held at Sacramento

It has been ascertained since last meeting that
the certificates of the following-named optometrists
have been recorded as required by law : J. G.
Gobel, 217 Kearny Street, San Francisco ; Ashbel
Patterson, St. Helena, Cal.; John H. Tyler, Lower
Lake, Cal.; J. J. Wilson, Dunsmuir, Cal.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry

The above society met in Providence on Mon-
day, November 13th, this being the first meeting
to be held since the society decided to change the
meeting date from the first to the second Monday
of each month. Certificates of membership, voted
on some time previously, were distributed at this
meeting, and officers were elected as follows:
President, W. J. Davis, of Woonsocket ; first vice-
president, J. F. Dodge, Providence ; second vice-
president, T. H. Tarbox, Pawtucket ; third vice-
president, IV. T. Wilson, Providence ; treasurer,
H. Fellman, Woonsocket ; secretary, Mr. Dodge,
Pawtucket ; financial secretary, G. F. Beane, Provi-
dence. Executive committee : H. T. Baxter,
Providence ; I. H. Masterson, Providence ; Herbert
Blake, Providence.

Minnesota State Board of Examiners
in Optometry

The State board held a meeting at the State
capitol, St. Paul, Minn., October 25th and 26th.
Sixteen candidates appeared for examination, of
which eight were successful, as follows : J. M.
Seifert, Wadena ; Carl L. Wallman, Cambridge ;
John R. Appleby, C. D. Sprague and 0. A. Holmes,
Minneapolis ; Lewis N. Lee, Ada ; Miss Mary
Narberg, Anoka, and L. T. Dillon, Litchfield.
One of the successful candidates scored go per
cent., two of them 78 per cent., one 77 per cent..
three 75 per cent. and the other 73 per cent. One
candidate gave up the struggle very early, and the
lowest paper presented complete received 29ç per
cent., which is another good piece of evidence
of what noble work would have been done in the
State by alleged experts were it not for the require-
ments of the State law. The board had no time
for anything but the examinations on this occasion,
owing to the lengthy examination, which took
most of the candidates the two days to complete.

J. W. Grainger, of the board, was unable to
be present, owing to the death of his wife, and
the secretary, in behalf of the board, wired the
sympathy of all members present, tendering their
good will in his hour of need.

A business meeting of the board will be held
the last week in December and the next examina-
tion in March, 1906.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this deport-
ment must send name and address—not, for publication, but
as an evidenee of good faith. questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to aiwnyt,mus e ((((( munications.

To enahk• u, to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it
Is essential I hal we be furnished with a complete history of
each ease al.! accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (11. not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? how long and what
number?

3. Vistial acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses

4. Hauge of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test I'm ntitscular insufficiency.

"W. H. .B."— Young man, age eighteen, neve,
wore glasses, complains of headache and bad
stomach, A'. E. V. N, with I - .5o C ax. 135°
R. F.!'. ; I..J r rejects spheres,
both plus and minus, will/ 2 C ax. ro5° +
2 C It.1. /SO° ViSi011 ;;;; notice the cylin-
ders are no/ at right angles, to rotate either
tylinder to right angles blurs vision consider-
ably, to weaken or strengthen either cylinder
has the sante effect (makes V worse). This
is the .101110 er7Se nt eight years' tractice I
have me/ with Ma/ look cross 0,/ imh.rs, not at
right angles, ant/ no/ in a sinf; /e case could I
get the pa/ len/ /0 (licit/ Mem a/ rigld angles
to each o/her without/ decidedly b/urrini,r the
vision ; 11/ two of the cases I gave the correc-
tion, which was worn with salisfittlion ; the
third did not take ,glasses and the one above is
the fourth. Can you e.rplain I/O' theory of /his?
According to the laws of risfraction, would not
the rol,iting of the one tylinder away.from the
fiosilimi of right angles to /he other, simply
partially neutralize the sfrength of both cylin-
ders? If that is so, why would nol slightly
weaker tylinders at right angles have Me sante
effect as the above cross cylinders not at right
angles?

Ordinarily we may say, that the meridians of
least and greatest curvature are and must be at right
angles to each other. And yet it is possible to
conceive a cornea of such irregular curvatures
that may be an exception to the rule. At the
same time it must be remembered that two cyl-
inders with oblique axes are always reducible
to a cross-cylinder at right angles or to a sphero-
cylinder.

Certainly the turning of one cylinder away
from the other begins to neutralize each, and gives
the effect of a new cylindrical combination. We
do not know just how our correspondent conducted
his examination, but we think it is possible (at
least we have always found it so in our experience)
to so handle the test lenses as to reach the final
result with a sphero-cylindrical combination.

" W. S. P."-1. nal would you term malignant
myopia and how be treated?

2. A man fifty-five years old lakes — 2.25 cyl. ax.
5°. What will be the best and cheapest way
to give him reading glasses?

3. To know if I ant correct, tell me how should
a person having latent, manifest fizeullative
and absolute hypemertropia act and see
during the examination?

I. When myopia increases even after adult life
is reached, when in spite of every precaution the
defect goes from bad to worse until perhaps finally
all useful vision is lost, the term malignant or pro-
gressive myopia is used. In such cases even if the
myopia remains stationary, atrophy, hemorrhage,
opacities and retinal detachment still threaten the
eye. Attention to the general health, avoidance of
indoor occupations that require constant and close
use of the eyes, preference for outdoor work and
sometimes a total abstinence from reading, are
important points in the treatment.

2. A convex lens of sufficient strength to neu-
tralize the presbyopia, must be added to this con-
cave cylinder to afford reading vision. The
strength of the convex lens must be determined
by the near point, the amount of available accom-

modation and the desired reading distance ; per-
haps + 2.50 D., perhaps + 3 D. This may be
given in the shape of a sphero-cylinder, or as a
bifocal. If + 2.25 D suffices, then the result would
be the following convex cylinder + 2.25 D cyl.
axis 95°.

3. A part or all of the hypermetropia may be
overcome by involuntary contraction of the accom-
modation. The defect is in this way concealed,
and is then said to be latent. Such a patient may
have good distant vision or it may be slightly
impaired ; he will reject convex lenses and may
even accept concaves.

Its existence may be determined by a retino-
scopic examination in a darkened room, by the fog-
ging method, or by the use of a cycloplegic.

When the ciliary muscle is able or willing to
relax, the hypermetropia is no longer concealed by
it, the defect is then said to be manifest, and it
is represented and measured by the strongest con-
vex lens through which an eye can maintain clear
distant vision.

Manifest hypermetropia may be either faculta-
tive or absolute. The former is that portion of the
hypermetropia which can be overcome by the use
of the accommodation, and is a condition of youth,
vision being good with or without a convex lens.
Absolute hypermetropia cannot be overcome by
the accommodation and occurs in old age. The
visual acuity is impaired, and a convex lens is
required to raise it to normal.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"W. E. P." —Miss III R., age six-teen, test August,
1902, showed 27° exophoria. Would not accept
any filus or minus lens. V. No astigma-
tism. Comp/a/Wel of double vision and one eye
turning out occasionally ; could not read long
at a time. I gave her 5° prism, base in, in
each lye. 100 in all—which was salisfactoly.
She returned .-Ingust, 1901, complaining that
old .symplom.r 7t'el? returning. 7'est showed
exophoria 26°. V. r= 8 ; with + .75
Peeve//bed + with 6° prism, base in,
0. U, 2° in all, which she could not war;
so (ma month later gave her + .25 with 7°
prism, base in, 0. U, .rit° in all, which she
has 700/W eZri" since and seems satisfied. lain
not satisfied, however. I would like to give
some kind of exercise to develop the internal
recti. How would you advise me to proceed?

A great deal can be done in the way of strength-
ening the weak internal recti muscles by systematic
exercise, which is known as ocular gymnastics. In
order that such a method of treatment shall be
successful, there is required of the patient a hearty
co-operation and much perseverance.

Several methods of procedure may be em-
ployed :

I. The first method may be carried out by the
patient at home. Instruct him to fix with both
eyes the point of a pencil or the tip of his finger
held at arm's length, and then slowly bring it
nearer. The closer it is approached the greater
the effort of convergence that is necessary to main-
tain binocular vision, and in this way the internal
recti muscles are exercised. As soon as diplopia
results, the pencil must be receded, and the test
commenced again from the regular distance. This
can be done a number Of times at each sitting, and
repeated several times each day.

Another home test, which is somewhat similar,
is to have the patient converge as strongly as pos-
sible, to try to look at the end of his nose, or in
other words, " to look cross-eyed."

2. Prism Exercises. The patient is directed
to fix a small point of bright light, and prisms of
gradually increasing strength are placed over the
eyes with bases outwards, until the strongest are
found with which it is possible to maintain binocu-
lar vision. These prisms are raised from the eyes
for a few seconds, and then replaced, when two
lights will probably be seen, which will gradually
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fuse into one as the patient exerts his power of con-
vergence. This exercise may be repeated every
day and a number of times at each sitting. It will
soon be found that stronger and stronger prisms
can be overcome as the interni increase in strength.
The effort should be made to reach at least 300 of
prismatic power ; that is, 15° over each eye, and
the exercises should be continued until this point is
reached, by which time the exophoria will have
largely disappeared. These exercises should be
conducted by the optometrist himself in his own
office, if possible.

."W. T. 111"—Woukt like to know if /n making the
2o-foot les/ with the looking-glass 0/ makes
any difference if the patient sits in front or
back oft/it lest type, and al what height should
the test type be ? My room is only Li feet, and
in order to gel light on the card I have to place
the card back of the patient, which gives me
the 20 feet.

The light travels from the test card to the
mirror and back to the patient's eye : the sum of
these two distances represents the apparent dis-
tance of the test card from the eye.

If you wish to make use of the 20-feet test,
you must seat your patient in front of the card at
such distance from the mirror that, added to the
distance from card to mirror, equals 20 feet. For
instance, if the mirror is 14 feet from the card,
your patient must be seated 6 feet from the mirroi
in order to make the twenty feet, which would be
8 feet in front of the card.

The test card should be about the same
height as patient's eyes, and should be adequately
illuminated.

"B. W. II!"—Centleman, fifty-three, eyes accept
-I-- .67 for reading, but no lenses comect it. The
annoying feature of looking at distant objects
is That with /he right eye it (the object) drops
about twelve inches, but is stationary with
the left eye. I have tried prisms but without
ben( lit.

If this gentleman, at age fifty-three, requires
only + .67 for reading, there is some departure
from emmetropia. It may be myopia or myopic
astigmatism. We are told that vision across the
street is confused, but we have no record of the
visual acuity. If no improvement can be afforded
by lenses, there is something abnormal in the con-
dition of the eyes. As we are without the usual
data asked for from every correspondent, we fail to
gain an intelligent conception of the case.

If the object seen by the right eye falls twelve
inches, there must be a hyperphoria of this eye,
due to a shortness or contraction of its superior
rectus muscle. This lowered image can be raised
by a prism, base down, before this eye. We are
told prisms were tried without benefit, hut a prism,
base down, must raise the image of this eye, and if
of the right strength (perhaps 6° or 8°), place it on
a level with that of the other eye.

".E. C aged thirteen, healthy, vo
trouble, vision poor at school, no history,
family all normal, father hyperopic, 0. D.
.,;2„"„, with —3, la; with 3, ;Ig ; near
point six inches, far point sixteen inches. I
did not give glasses because it does not look like
myopia. How can I further satisfy myself?
Re/inoscopy shows — 2.50, before reversal.
Some one has given her — 2.50, and she says
they ntake her headache.

In the case of a child it is proper to suspect
hypermetropia, unless proven otherwise. In this
case if the near point has been correctly measured,
the amplitude of accommodatton is less than
normal, a condition which indicates hypermetropia,
while the test case examination and the retino-
scope both point to myopia. If the fogging method
fails to change the result of the test-case examina-
tion, we think our correspondent would be justi-
fied in asking a physician to instil a solution of
atropine in order that the true state of the refrac-
tion may be determined. If it should prove to be
myopic, we think the — 3 D. lenses are an over
correction, the error probably being not more.
than 2 D.

411.
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Only One More Class in Optics at
Seven Dollars and a Half

The above is the name of a large eight-page circular that we have just printed.
It gives full particulars of the last opportunity that any student will ever have to

secure our full Correspondence Course and our highest degree, "Doctor of Optics,"
at a low tuition fee.

It tells how we have been able to give the benefit of this low price to jewelers and
opticians during the past few months, and why the same offer will never be repeated.

This last class will not be a large one.
We shall only enroll as many students as we can handle thoroughly.
We do not Nvan t so many that we cannot give personal attention to the individual

advancement of each pupil.
As soon as the required number

applications under the $7.5o rate.
It will therefore really be a case Of first come, first served.
If you intend at any time to take a complete course in optics now

to do it.

If you are interested in a thorough optical training under the largest and best-
known institution of its kind in the world, this is the best opportunity you will
ever

are enrolled we will decline all further

is the time

have.

Prominent opticians and physicians in every civilized country on the globe are
graduates of the South Bend College of Optics.

Several thousand of them paid us $25.00 for the same course that you can
secure this one. time for $7.50.

And yet, they did not hesitate to write us that our course of study was worth to
them a good many times what we charged them.

If you have not already received a copy of this circular we will be glad to
mail you one in-imediately upon request.

It will only take you a minute to write us a postal and it will bring lull
particulars by return mail.

Write us to-day.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporate( I)

No. i McDonald Building South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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An Ideal Optical Store

We show herewith a view of the interior of the

new optical store recently opened in Providence,

R. I., known as the Villers Modern Optical Shop

and conducted by Fred. Hamilton, the well-known

New York refractionist. The interior fittings of

the store are mahogany. The walls are paneled

with an imitation of mahogany wood so perfect as

not to be suspected to a height of seven feet, above

which is a covering of green burlap. As will be

seen by the illustration, the main part of the store
is divided in two by a wooden archway, which
separates the waiting-room in front, in which are
located show cases for optical goods and wall cases
for opera glasses, thermometers and other instru-
ments, and the middle section of the store, which

is devoted to examination work. The booths

shown in the center of the store are virtually dark

rooms and are lined entirely with black and fitted

up with the latest appliances for eye examinations.

The test cards and muscle tests are

located twenty feet away and are worked

by the operator from the booths by

wires concealed in the wall and floor.
In the center of the examination

room is a table for the adjusting and

fitting of frames ; back of this is the
ophthalmometer, and in the rear of the

latter is the safe containing the card

index records, etc. In the extreme rear

of the room is another partition, with

hanging curtains, which divides off an
apartment used as a store and wash

room and also affords room for doing

mechanical work, which would be out of

place in the handsome show room or

examination room.
In the front part of the store the

large bulk window is bayed out toward

the street, affording a cozy corner with

seating capacity for a dozen or more

customers ; and on a near-by mahogany

table, in harmony with the rest of the

fittings, are the latest magazines. The

store is lighted by electric lights set in

heavy frosted globes suspended from the ceiling,

while the show cases are all lighted up from the

interior and the light shaded and so arranged that

the different cases can be separately lighted, if de-

sired. Great care has been exercised in having

all the appointments of a high order. As a whole,

the store is probably the handsomest of any store

if its kind in the country.

KEYSTON

witz will retain his retail business, which he will

conduct, the same as usual, at the old stand.

The new establishment will be known as the

New Ydrk branch of F. A. Hardy & Co. It will

typify the modern spirit as applied to the wholesale

and manufacturing optical business. Business in

this line is now conducted in a manner totally

different from the old way. The rivalry has grown

so keen that only the manufacturer and jobber who

stamps his individuality upon his business is a

factor in the race. Specializing is the secret of

success, doing one thing and, by applying your

whole energies and resources to that one thing,

doing it better than the man who attempts many

things. The firm of F. A. Hardy & Company are

distinctively optical specialists, and as such have

gained the magnificent business and high standing

that they enjoy.
The growth of this house is remarkable, even

in this remarkable era. It had its beginning in

Chicago in 1884, and has since established branches

in Atlanta, Denver, London, England, and now
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put in charge of the Chicago business. Mr. Hardy

and Mr. Hardin are both in New York this week,

looking over the proper launching of their new

branch.

Expansion a Well-Known Chicago
Optical House

Again the business of F. A. Hardy & Company

has expanded. On Tuesday, November 14th, the

papers were signed and delivered by which the

wholesale and prescription optical business of

the Meyrowitz Manufacturing Company, 104 East

Twenty-third Street, New York, was taken over

by F. A. Hardy & Co., who immediately began

moving the plant just around the corner to the

new Kennedy Building, at 289 Fourth Avenue,

right in the center of the school and hospital dis-

tricts, where they will duplicate their Chicago plant

both in the manufacturing and jobbing depart-

ments of the business, devoting especial attention

to their specialties. The new premises will include

the entire third floor, which means about four

thousand square feet of floor space. Mr. Meyro-

-Ntodoro Optical Shop

they have entered the Eastern field with a branch

in New York. The Atlanta branch was established

in 1900, the Denver branch in 1901, and the London

branch only in the present year. In addition the

firm have had a buying office in Paris for a number

of years. It is claimed that this business is the

largest of its kind in the world, and its attainment

of this distiction must naturally be attributed to

the causes usually underlying such growth, viz : a

sound business policy, progressive methods and

intelligent management. Reliable goods and satis-

faction alike to retailer and consumer have built up

a trade confidence which grows stronger as the

years go by.

The opening of their New York house will

make several changes in the personnel of the work-

ing force of the firm. John H. Hardin, vice-

president and general manager, will have entire

charge of the New York branch as well as all the

other branch establishments, spending half of his

time in Chicago and the other half in New York.

James K. Bass, who has been manager of the

I)enver branch for several years past, will be Mr.

Hardin's assistant in New York. Ed. A. Inskeep,

of the Chicago store, has gone to Denver as Mr.

Bass' successor. Charles Chambers Inskeep is

already in charge of the London office. On account

of Mr. Hardin's frequent absence from head-

quarters in Chicago, Edward E. Swadener has been

Granite State Optical Association

The regular meeting of the Granite State

Optical Association was held at the parlors of

Brown & Burpee, Manchester, N. H., Wednesday
evening, November 15th. After the usual routine

work was transacted, there was an extended dis-

cussion on the question of legislation, and some

important issues were laid on the table to be acted

upon at the next regular meeting. The library

books were exchanged and looked over. This

feature is proving very popular with the members.

Nebraska Opticians to Organize

Nebraska opticians, assisted by Secretary

Wm. E. Huston, of the National Association, are

organizing an affiliated society. A call

just issued for a meeting at Lincoln, Tues-

day, January 16th, is signed by about fifty

of tlie best-known opticians of the State,

who pledge themselves to be present.

This method of organizing insures a
successful meeting and a splendid organi-

zation right from the start. An inter-

esting programme is beim.: prepared,

at which Dr. S. W. Lane, of Kansas City,
and Dr. A. 0. Tarbox, of Omaha, will
be the principal speakers.

Board of Regents of Illinois
Society

In accordance with instructions re-
ceived from the society at their last
regular meeting, the president appointed
the following to act on the Board of
Regents : W. C. Sommer, Springfield;
Chas. E. Linnig, Peru, and A. E. Wues-
teman, Champaign, to serve three, two
and one year in the order named. There
was a meeting of the board held at

the office of the president on November 21st.

Plans for conducting the examination of members

and applicants as to their eligibility to become

members were outlined and put in shape. The
opticians of Illinois will very shortly have all
particulars sent them. The board will meet
January 23, 24 and 23, 1906, to examine applicants.

Rochester Optical Society

At the last regular meeting of the Rochester
Optical Society, held in the office of Clark &
Bowen, Rochester, N. Y., November 14th, one of
Rochester's most prominent oculists read a very
interesting paper on " Squint," which he illustrated

by the aid of drawings, at the same time explain-
ing the best method of treatment for cases of that
kind. Upon motion by Mr. Clark, a rising vote of
thanks was unanimously extended .to the doctor
for his trouble in preparing such a very interesting
and instructive paper.

"Enclosed find one dollar for The Keystone,
as no jeweler or optician can get along without it.
The optical work in The Keystone is worth more
than a thousand times what the journal costs."—
W. C. Grigsby, Jeweler. Optician, Bards/own,
Kentucky.
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42 N. Broad
Street

JOHN L. MOORE SONS
Manufacturing, Wholesale and Importing

OPTICIANS

Every 'Why" Has a 'Wherefore'

Atlanta
Georgia

The growth of this Prescription Department interests every seller of optical goods in the South.
The business wouldn't have doubled and doubled again.
And now that it has grown too big to again double quickly, it goes on showing a handsome

increase each month over the month before
And why does it keep on growing?
There's just one reason.
The right sort of Prescription Filling and the right sort of service.
We are the Pioneer Surface Grinders of the South, and we are constantly learning new

methods that still kccp us in the var

Write for Catalogue
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An Invaluable Eye Remedy —The Original
and ONLY

GREAT GERMAN EYE WATER
From the formula of the late lir. Agnew.)

A HAMMES'S PREPARATION WITH WONDERFUL
CURATIVE PROPERTIES

Twenty-five years on the market ; sold by thousands of Jewelers
and Opticians throughout the United States and Canada with per-fect satisfaction. This preparation is invaluable for all persons
whose business requires use of the eyes at close range several hours
daily. It should be used after exposure to winds or dust, its anti-
septic properties destroying the germs and preventing acute inflam-
mation. Its immediate effect in cases of chronic or acute Conjunc-
tivitis, Blepharitis or Scaly Eyelids, Burning, Smarting or Itchingof the Eye, or Inflammation from any cause, is phenomenal. For
the Toilet every one should use it. Two or three drops in the eyes
In the morning not only give brilliancy runt luster to the eyes, butgive clearness of vision and prevent disease.

This formula fs not the product or any Optician or Eye Spe-
cialist, but is from one ot America's Greatest Ophthalmic
Surgeons. lieware or imitations that are inferior or injurious.
Remember, Dr. Agnew's portrait is on every box. PRICE, $19.50per gross, $1.63 per dozen. Order from your jobber or direct
front the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN, 7 I BOO; Streetfe 
MASS.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES

WHAT Is A REMEDY? Any substance or pii pitration tt,cil with Ow view or curing orallaying 1111/111i11 MI iou AS it WOIlid require many id the valuable pages 1,1' Tim KEYSTONE to1uhI,Ii,.I I Is lest I5oTI lals l'ecl`iVI.I1 11,111 ill'alel'S 11.1111 tIser, The tireat ii•I'111;01 1.:y1' Water, I refer111.:11erS in optical goods to a flev or the leading 11111iI•iiInS ill lilto. ni parts of the country, sellingthis remedy. Hi, 111 Ilisiu ui ii Ore 111;11120 hi, remedy is NOT for sale in drug stoles,but toy t Ii optical rade f.:X1.1.Ual VE1.1. No / \ I NE in lIii forniliaL

REFER-
ENCES:

\V. tuillunuult, IthIllerord, Me,
NV. Folsom, Sommers \worth, N.

Dr. W. AV. Hutchins, New Vt.
D. Chapin, Springfield, Mass.
Eastman Co.. Pro% Hew,. IZ. I.
F. Lyman, Itridaeport, Conn.
.folifi Utiea. N. 1.
13. II. Brooke, Ii i kIii, N. I%
August 1:iist„ir., .ler,ey City, N. J.

Corbett, Sharrshurg,
S. Fogwiller, Mansfield, Ohio,
\Vitt. Uross, hid.
11. D. & C. II. Lock \Voila, 'Toilet, Ill.
Dr. L. 1'. INEerar, Itlarinette,
1/r. A. C. Eaton College Mound Mo

\Iuuvluiuuiiey & Ryan Co., Omaha Nebr.
.1. s. J enson & Sons, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Win. Wilson, Oakland, Cal.
It W. Chamberlain, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Hight & Fairfield Co., Butte, Montana.
C. L. Cook, Clarksville, Tenn.
Dr. E. ii. Armstrong, Jacksonville, Fla.
The G. A. Bahn Dia. & Optical, Co., Aus-

tin, Texas.
W. I. ITaynes, Liverpool, N. Y.
If. Castleherg, Baltimore, Md.
C. S. Hart, Lynn, Mass.
Mermod & Jaccard Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Oscar Muller, Panama.

And NOB others.
The Following Jobbers In Optical Goods are Selling Agents for The Great German Eye Water:

Itrown, 740 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa. tilobe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.Jos. I iedlatilder & Bro., 8 Maiden LIITIC, New York. Chinn-Beretta Optical Co., San Francisco, Cal.
John Scheitlig & Co., 43 Maiden Lane, New York

" l'1 WINKS"

We make all kinds of
Electric Signs

Electric Plashing Eye Sign 
(For LINC I

THE BEST SIGN

FOR THE

LEAST MONEY

Made of select poplar and heavily painted
to stand the weather. Both sides are alike and
it is wired ready to hang and connect the wires.
It flashes 15 or 20 times per minute by means
of the " Firefly Flasher."

Price,

$0.°°complete,
F. 0. B.
Factory

All jobbers, or write us direct

Starkey & Tombaugh, Minerva, Ohio
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Ax Engli.h Optficnan'a OpfinAon

of the Amezican Opacitan

The English representative of the Amer-

ican Optical Co., after a three-months' visit

in America, the greater part of which time

was spent at the American Optical Co.'s

factory and the remainder in visiting the

wholesale and large retail opticians in the

Eastern States, upon his return to London

writes thus to one of the English trade

journals :
America is a most interesting country,

and full of enlightenment and advancement.

My experience of the American optician is

that he is exceedingly up-to-date, and a man

who knows all that he is talking about.

Whether he is a wholesaler or retailer

he conducts his business in a very sys-

tematic way, directing his work and keep-

ing his stock in a thorough, business-like

manner.
My study of the retailer proved him a

most exacting man in his work, and though

the larger people in this way only did an

oculist's prescription business, doing very

little refractionist's work themselves, I always

found him most particular in his fitting. The

average American wearer of spectacles and

eyeglasses is an individual who insists upon

having perfection in this direction, and he

gets it, too.
Of course, nearly everything is made

up in the rimless form, and exceedingly

inart they look on the wearer's face.

I must say that the thing

which impressed me most

in the States, which stands

out so prominently above

anything else, and in which the optician, and

still further, the oculist in this country, seems

so very little interested, was the all-important

" toric lens." At least this is the view the

American takes of it.

I think, it is safe to say, it is the lens of

the future. It is such a universal com-

mercial commodity with the American

optician that they are stocked by him in

the same way as we find the sphero-cylin-

dric lens is stocked in this country—and

all the stocks are usually kept with 6 D.

base curve.
Seeing so many of these lenses worn, I

felt interested in finding out from the wearers

what they thought of them, and how they

liked them. Therefore, the first person whom

I thought could give me some intelligent

Tribute to
Toric Lenses

information from an optician's point of view,

I closely questioned. The opportunity oc-

curred quickly. I was introduced to a gen-

tleman wearing a beautiful pair of toric lenses,

and who willingly answered all my questions.

He told me that he had worn a pair of sphero-

cylindric lenses for years, but he never knew

what it was to have real, comfortable vision,

until one day he was advised to have a pair

of toric lenses made up to his prescription,

and the difference, he told me, was a most

agreeable surprise.
He found there was no dis-

tortion of vision from any

angle, and on account of the

lens fitting much closer to

and—may I say it—round the eye, he never

had any reflection from the inside surface,

which causes so many people so much trouble,

and which this gentleman complained of par-

ticularly. I may further add that all that

was told me by the latter was corroborated

by everybody else I spoke to and ques-

tioned.
I well remember having an explanation

given me by.a gentleman (of whom I might

say that " what he does not know about a spec-

tacle lens is not worth knowing " ) concerning

the tonic lens. In his remarks he called me

back to the early days of photography, and

we all know the kind of lenses we had to work

with then. He likened this to our ordinary

form of spectacle lenses, and then he came to

the perfect photographic lens of to-day, with

its wide angle of field and the most perfect

picture it produced, and he likened it to the

up-to-date toric lens.

I thought this a very forcible compar-

ison, and when our ophthalmic-surgeon—and

optician—only follows his American cousins,

and finds out for himself the opportunity he

is losing in not studying further the tre-

mendous advantage of this form of lens,

he will not only gladden the heart of

many an astigmatic person, but he will

advance the craft in the eyes of the public

enormously.
The above represents very accurately the

opinion of other foreigners who visit the

United States. All comment very favorably

on the optical pre-eminence of this country

and the wonderful progress made in recent

years in reducing eye refraction to an exact

science. But much remains to be done.

The Acme of
Comfort
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Relation Between Myopia and
Corneal Opacities

M. Frenkel has carefully examined a

series of thirteen hundred and fifty cases of

corneal opacity, with a view to ascertaining

the relationship between this condition and

myopia. From an analysis of his results,

and of the statistics previously published on

the subject, he draws, in Anna/es d' oath's-

ague, the following conclusions :

I. In at least one-third of the cases in

which they are present central corneal opaci-

ties produce myopia, which tends to be

progressive and to be associated with lesions

of the fundus.
2. Bilateral corneal opacities usually

cause bilateral myopia. When the leucomata

are unilateral, the myopia is usually unilateral

the eye affected being, as a rule, that which is

used by choice for near vision.

3. The age of the corneal opacities

appears to have some connection with the

degree of the Myopia.

4. In addition to irregular astigmatism,

corneal opacities produce an astigmatism

which can be measured, which averages 1.5

D. to 2 D. , and which is a factor in the causa-

tion of the myopia.
5. The myopia caused by leucomata is

axial and not due to changes in the corneal

curvature.
6. To the diminution in vision due to

the corneal opacities is added, in course of

time, a further impairment resulting from

increase in the myopia and from fundus

changes.
7. The mechanism of the causation of

this form of short sight is similar to that of all

other forms of acquired myopia, but in addi-

tion to the mechanical causes, the influence

of extension of inflammatory processes to the

posterior segment of the globe, and of the

relationship between the intra-ocular tension

and the corneal resistance, are worth consid-

eration in certain cases.

8. With regard to the question as to

whether acquired myopia is due to the effort

of accommodation or of convergence, the

observed cases of unilateral leucomata asso-

ciated with unilateral myopia appear to have

depended on accommodation, but the problem

is too complex to be solved without more

extensive researches.

9. The occurrence of myopia as a result

of leucomata calls for fresh endeavors to pre-

vent or to cure as rapidly as possible all

forms of keratitis.

10. Patients with leucomata should have

their refraction accurately corrected, and care-

ful attention should be paid to ocular hygiene,

with a view to checking the progress of the

myopia.
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Practical Points for Amateur
Photographers

)II.ED water, when cold, is nearly
as good as distilled water.

Weak sulphurous acid will remove stains
caused by amidol developers.

Je

All chemicals will act with considerable
more vigor when warm than when cold.

An even temperature of about 700 is
most suitable for chemicals and dark room.

Gelatino-chloricle prints always dry a
shade darker in tone than they appear when
wet.

Sulphite of soda in the developer
preserves it and prevents the film from
staining.

The face or film side of bromide paper
can always be distinguished by its curling
inwards.

.4 .4

Ruby glass chimneys are said to be
unsafe when they have been in use a con-
siderable time.

Amidol does not keep well in solution ;
eikonogen only a short time ; hydroquinone
and metol keep well.

A plate (hied in a warm atmosphere
will become more intense than when dried in
a cool or draughty place.

..4

Glycin is a very suitable developer when
hard results are wanted ; black and white
work, copying engravings, etc.

Greenish tones on bromide paper are
caused by under-exposure and by the use of
too much bromide in the developer.

Hypo can be quickly dissolved by tying
the desired quantity in a piece of muslin and
suspending it lmlf way dol,vn in 4 jug of miter,

K EYST ONE

Double tones on print-out paper are
caused by the use of too much sulphocyanide,
too little gold, or a partially exhausted bath.

Rocking the dish vigorously generally
gives plucky dense negatives ; on the other
hand, if the dish be rocked slowly a thin
negative, but full of detail, is the result.

When exposing with a cap, take it off
with an upward movement and hold it above
the lens ; it will then act as a sky-shade and
prevent too much top light entering the lens.

.4 .4

Platinum prints can be told from bro-
mide by placing them in a solution of mer-
curic bichloride. If the prints disappear they
are bromides, but if they remain unaltered,
platinum.

.4 .0

Sulphite of soda can be used in the place
of hypo for fixing, the strength of which
should be four ounces to a pint cif water. It
is, however, much slower and more ex-
pensive than hypo.

.0 .4

Metol is an excellent developer
lantern slides and transparencies, but
development must be prolonged until
whites of the plate begin to discolor, or
slide will lack density.

.4 .4

for
the
the
the

When pouring from a bottle hold the
label upwards and grasp die bottle from
above, not sideways. Stray drops will run
down the same track, thus preventing- the
hands or label becoming stained. .

.t4

Hard negatives should be printed in sun-
light, as a bright light reduces the contrast.
Weak negatives can be printed in sunlight if
under green glass, or two or three thick-
nesses of tissue paper, but otherwise in the
shade.

.4 .0

If you wish for clear brilliant negatives,
keep the dish covered as much as possible
during development, for even red light acts
upon the plate in time, and, of course, from
this point of view, development should be
performed as quickly as possible.

Foggy negatives are caused by over-
exposure, stray white light gaining access to
the sensitive plate ; too much light during
development; Qld developer ; presence ef
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hypo in the developer ; developer too warm,
or too much carbonate of soda or potassium
without bromide.

.4

The softness of gelatine prints is often
a source of trouble to the worker. They
can be made waterproof and as " hard as a
brick " by immersing, after toning and
fixing, and a thorough washing in the follow-
ing solution : Powdered alum, 23 ounces ;
tannic acid, I34 drams; water, zo ounces.
Leave in this bath for ten minutes, which can
be used over and over again till exhausted.

.4 .4

Rapid plates are better than slow ones
for photographing waterfalls, because, as a
rule, waterfalls have dark banks, so that
there is extreme contrast, and rapid plates
would minimize this. On the other hand, to
obtain sharpness in the falling water and
detail in the dark banks, one wants, in the
first case, a short exposure, and in the latter
a long one, so that if all is to be obtained on
one plate, something, and generally a little
of both, has to be sacrificed. By far the
best plan is to use two plates, one for the
falling water and the other for the banks,
and if care is used so that the camera is not
shifted between the exposures, it is very easy
to print from the two negatives, masking out
the banks in the water negative and the
water in the banks negative.

- ta lc News.

Development of Over-Exposures
Over-exposure is a fault (,1 r.tre occur-

ence on this side, and we h;tvc more than
once shown that it is one easily cured ; indeed
over-exposure even to the extent of fifty
times the normal is less an evil than its oppo-
site to the extent of only twice, and that the
more especially because of its tendency to
lead to over-development with its outcome of
" soot and whitewash." We have, in this
connection, already shown the power of ace-
tone sulphite, but a good thing will bear a
second telling, especially when it comes from
such an experienced worker as T. Thorne
Baker. Dealing with the treatment of over-
exposure in The Amateur Photographer , he
recommends the keeping of a solution of
acetone sulphite io parts, edinol i part and
water 'co parts. As soon as over-exposure
is discovered a portion of this should be
added to the normal developer, the quantity
depending on the extent of that over time ;
adding that plates or films that had got fifty
times more than they should could be made
into excellent negatives by the addition of
twenty-five per cent, of the acetone sulphite
soltitien,
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An American Academy of
Optometry

The regular monthly meeting of the New

York City Optical Society was held at Fifth Avenue

Hotel on November 15th. The business transacted

included the voting of an allowance of $25 per

annum honorarium to the secretary, and empower-

ing that official to send a notice to each member

containing a complete list of the membership,

from which each member can select his choice for

candidates for the various offices for 1906.
Mr. Merchant offered the office of A. Martin,

17 West Twenty-eighth Street, as a meeting place

for the society. The offer was gratefully accepted,

the dark rooms and optometrical appliances here

available being an important desideratum. The

next meeting will be held in these offices.
Apart from routine business, the feature-in-

chief of the meeting was an address by President

E. Le Roy Ryer, advocating an academy of

optometry as the best available means for the intel-

lectual advancement of the profession. Mr. Ryer

spoke as fliows:
To my mind the time has arrived

The Value of for optometrists to formulate
some definite policy, and force
that plan of action to a con-

clusion. There can be no doubt in the mind of

any careful observer but that the most important

issue confronting us to-day is the general edu-

cational status. This must be elevated or optom-

etry will remain just where. it is, namely, upon an

unsettled basis, too strong to be ignored by its

enemies, yet too weak to ignore those enemies.

What makes our position as strong as it is ?

Is it not purely the knowledge we already possess

of our subject ? And if knowledge is the source

of our strength, does it not follow that we will gain

power as we extend our knowledge ? Therefore,

when we endeavor to place our calling upon a sure

and recognized footing by legislative action and

find that we are defeated by crafty, unprincipled

medico-political trickery, what shall we do ? Try

to gain our point by employing the same means,

bring ourselves down to the same level ? No!

Rather lose all than our sense of justice and man-

hood. Let us not seek to employ political trickery,
but instead let us so increase our usefulness and

knowledge, that of their own unaided weight they

%vill crush all unjust opposition and insure just

recognition.
Is is not plain then that our best

An Educational policy will be to institute an
Campaign educational campaign ? Who

can doubt it or who can offer a

more feasible plan, " let such now speak or for-

ever after hold their peace."
The general opinion is that %ve need a real,

live college of optometry ; this is true, but to look

for that now is, it seems to me, putting the cart

before the horse, for there are other things we must

accomplish before we can hope for a genuine

college ; the most urgent want now is for some

means, some arrangement, some condition whereby

a man will be repaid for study and advanced

knowledge and rewarded so well that he will strain

every fibre to gain that reward. In other words,
the condition of affairs should be such as to force

every man to aim at higher education if he wishes

to succeed. Once create such a condition, once

make it imperative that a man reach a certain

educational standard before he be permitted to

work on an equal basis with those who have quali-

fied, and the college would be a natural outcome
of the demand,

Knowledge

1K EYST ONE

Suppose a college was established in New
York city, replete in advantages to the student,
how many, do you dream, would take up even a

three months' course of study in it ; and who if

any would take up such a course, would it be the
man who most needed it? No, those who would
enter would be the men who, at this very moment,
already possess the greatest ability and who, there-

fore, appreciate the real value of extended knowl-

edge. Therefore, as affairs now stand a college, if

established, would not be properly supported,

there would be the supply without the demand, and

success under these conditions would be impossible.

To have a college then is it not

American Academy evident that a demand must
of Optometry be created ? This brings us to

the vital point, namely, how

shall we create that demand ? I propose and shall

endeavor to aid in the establishment of the
American Academy of Optometry as the solution

of this optometrically momentous problem.

Any new movement, however meritorious, is
destined to meet with more or less adverse criticism,

and this is well insofar as it tends to guard against

rash actions ; still, criticism to be of greatest

value must be just, and to be just, it must be made
understandingly and without prejudice.

I am fully aware that this movement will meet

with its share of criticism, but I am also aware that

this criticism will be of little amount, inasmuch as

it will come mainly from men who have been sail-

ing under false colors, pretending that the super-

ficial knowledge they possess is real knowledge,

ainj ready to condemn any movement that will put

those pretentions to the test and separate the

really deep minds from the shallow ones.
Their argument will be that this proposed

society is partial, favoring one particular class ; so,

for the benefit of those who think thus, let me say

most emphatically that this is the very aim of the
undertaking, namely, to select the real, sincere,

scrupulous worker from the fakir and semi-fakir.

Those who object will be those who, in their own

hearts know that they dare not come up to the

scratch. It cannot be too select, for it is high time

that some distinction were drawn between those

who have the interest of their calling at heart, and

those who are in it only for the " graft." At

present the real, well-educated optometrist has no

advantage over the fakir, and this I maintain is un-

just and demands a remedy.

Have we any organization that

A Recognized does justice to the superior class
of intelligence, have we any
that offers sufficient reward to

warrant men to strive to attain membership, have
we any that draws any real distinction between the

well and the poorly educated, and have we any

that so sets its standard that those who are mem-

bers are, by reason of that standard, somewhere

near an equal basis? No, yet we have numerous

societies. Is there not something lacking?

I am not on a tearing-down expedition, but

hope rather to aid in building one step higher.

The American Association, the State societies, the

local societies are all doing good work and are
essential and must be maintained, but that does

not make it less essential that one be formed that

is sadly needed. At present no society takes

proper care of the scientific element of our frater-

nity, none enhances the value of advanced knowl-

edge, none contains men only who have the same

interests and the same regard for the welfare of

those interests.
The Optical Society of the City of New York

has made many advances, and the result of its

Want
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work warrants this further step ahead. To speak

plainly and with no offence being meant to any,

that part composed of the more intellectual mem-

bers has outgrown its present limits and desires a

wider field. This must be felt in societies all over
the country, and upon this basis I claim that the

Academy of Optometry should be formed, and
somewhat on the following lines :

I. Membership in this not to
Nature of the interfere in any sense with

membership in a n y or a I I
societies.

2. Only those making a specialty of optometry

eligible3. Entrance examination to be of so high a
standard that passing it will be sufficient evidence

that applicant is fully qualified to practice optom-
etry.

4. The reward offered in the way of credentials

to be of sufficient value to repay the recipient for

the study required to gain entrance.
5. Regulations so well arranged that neither

money nor influence can take the place of knowl-

edge.
6. Provision be made to stimulate original

research and foster careful, organized thought upon

optometrical subjects.
7. Aim to bring into closer union the best

minds engaged in the calling throughout the United

States, making possible thereby an interchange of

ideas that will broaden views and eliminate narrow

bigoted notions.
8. Make it imperative that each member once

each year do some original work, and make a
report of the results.

9. At each meeting a vote be taken as to what

is the most vital optometrical question confronting
the profession at that time. This agreed upon, let
each member work upon it and contribute all that

is possible at the next meeting. The reports to be

discussed and condensed and the total results

widely and unrestrictedly published for the benefit

of the profession at large. Thus the knowledge of

the best men in the country can be concentrated

and employed to the very greatest advantage.

This organized thought is bound to surpass any
individual efforts, and will prove our strongest
argument in favor of legislation.

Academy

Stilling's Myopia Theory Controverted

Professor Stilling's theory is that myopia is
caused principally by the action of the superior

oblique muscle, for it is the only one which can

exert pressure on the eye-ball by means of its

tendon. This can occur only in cases where the

orbit has a short vertical diameter, for then the
tendon lies along the eye-ball for some distance,

and during contraction of the muscle exerts a

pressure upon it. Stilling is able to show that there

was, in many cases, a definite hollow produced by

the pressure of the tendon. Myopia, according to

his theory, is largely a question of race. Those

with broad low orbit become myopic as a result of
near work, while those possessing the opposite

condition did not. Hamburger, who has gone
over Stilling's work, and has devised, states A.

Levy, in the Ophthalmoscope, new experiments of
his own, comes to the conclusion that Stilling's

theory cannot only be maintained, but can be shown

to be definitely wrong. According to him, the

incidence of myopia bears no relationship to the

orbital index, while many of the conditions de-

scribed by Stilling arc either ante-facts or post
Inorecut changes,
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Optical Notes

4$ W. J. Davis, of Woonsocket, R. I., the
newly-elected president of the Rhode Island Optical
Society, was married last month and has been re-
ceiving the congratulations of his many friends in
the trade.

.+1 Preparations are already being made for
the annual banquet of the Rhode Island Optical
Society, which will soon be held. At a recent
meeting, President Dav:s appointed the following
committee to make the necessary arrangements:
W. T. Wilson, chairman ; G. Frederic Beane,
J. A. Masterton, Frederick L. Blair and Clarence
I... Holmes.

" I think," said the dealer, " that more
thermometers are sold in winter than in summer.
In summer, when windows are all open and the
temperature is the same indoors and out, people
can make a closer guess at the temperature with-
out a thermometer than they can in winter, when
they are part of the time in warmed rooms and
part of it in the colder outer air."

41 Dr. George Schneider, of Sacramento,
Cal., has been receiving the congratulations of his
many friends upon his recovery from a rather
severe attack of typhoid-pneumonia, which incapa-
citated him for several months. Dr. Schneider is
favorably known to the optical fraternity of Cali-
fornia chiefly through his excellent services in the
organization and advancement of the optical
society of that State.

,01 Ben. Hillsbury, who has been on the travel-
ing force of the Meyrowitz Mfg. Co. for some time
past, has accepted a position with the E. Kirstein

Sons Co., of Rochester, N. Y., and will travel for
the latter concern. Mr. Hillsbury is a bright young
salesman, who has made many friends in the terri-
tory he covered, by his pleasant manner and earnest
desire to further the interests of both his customers
and the house he represents, and he will prove a
valuable acquisition to the Kirstein traveling force.

.0 Mrs. S. Eastman, wife of the refractionist
of the New York office of the Julius King Optical

Co., died at Providence, R. I., Sunday, November

12th. Mrs. Eastman had been a sufferer for quite

a long time, and went back to Providence, her

home city, to have an operation performed by the
family physician. The operation uncovered a more

serious malady than the diagnose pointed to, and

resulted fatally after several weeks of severe suffer-

ing. Interment was made at Providence. Mr.

Eastman spent a short time in the East recovering
from the long strain of his wife's illness and the

shock of her death, before resuming his duties

with the King Company.

Write for free catalogue of the National Col-

lege of Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. —Adv.

Transillumination of the Sclerotic

I I. R. Swanzy, of Dublin, states in the Oth-

Mamie Review that he believes transillumination

of the sclerotic as a means of diagnosis for intra-

ocular tumors is entitled to more consideration

than it is accorded. He describes an instrument

designed by Leber, which consists essentially of a

small electric lamp enclosed in a metal capsule.

The anterior end of the lamp is in contact with a

short glass rod which is covered with a hard rubber

jacket. The lamp requires a current of not more

than eight to ten volts. When the current has been
switched on, the light of the lamp is transmitted
along the glass rod, and the exposed end of the
latter is then placed on the sclerotic of the cocain-
ized eye. If the eye be normal, or even if a ripe
cataract be present, the lights show the familiar
red glow from the chorioid. But should an intra-
ocular new growth be present, internal to the spot
on which the glass rod is applied, the pupil does
not light up—it remains dark. The glass rod
becomes gradually warmer until it is too hot to be

borne by the eye, but there is usually ample time

before that to complete a clinical examination.

Three cases are cited in which this procedure was
of value.

Control in Development

There seems to be a tendency among amateur

photographers to believe the negative the chief end

in view in making an exposure, says a writer in the

Pholografthic Times. The professional is not so

impressed with the same mistaken idea. Experi-

ence has taught him that the negative is but a step

toward the end in view—the making of the print.

Consequently, he does not endeavor to make all

his plates produce the same kind of results ; but,

instead, varies according to the process he is using

in the printing frame. But how does he vary these

results ? He must develop his negatives differently

somehow. Then, if he be able to make anything

he wants, that is proof positive there must be con-

trol over the process, and it naturally follows that

there is no reason why it is not possible to get

almost anything desired out of a negative by vary-

ing the exposure and development. And this is just

the truth. If one understands the capabilities of

the solution he is employing, he can easily attain

any result aimed at.
This, in the first place, is indicative of the

necessity of understanding your compounds, and

also why one should ahould a one-solution devel-

oper. We all know how the pyro is developing

agent, and how the soda is only the accelerator,

but if they are all mixed in one dish and require

but the addition of water to make them work, what

control have we over them and what good is that

knowledge going to do us?
My own experience teaches me that when a

strong, bold negative is required, a pyro or hydro-

quinone developer is the one to be used. Perhaps

the pyro is better adapted to bring out detail with-

out losing strength than the other, but either will

answer very well. Eikonogen and metol, on the

other hand, are the solutions to be used when one

wants a soft, delicate negative. Metol, by the way,

is great for demanding lots of restrainer. In

using it, one must watch closely for over or under-

exposed plates, and treat them as soon as they are

discovered. Douse the over-done plate in the re-

strainer and develop the one that is under-done in

a much diluted solution. With metol, more than

any other developer, quick development with a

strong solution means lack of gradation and chalki-

ness. More water, of course, is all that is re-

quired to remedy the difficulty.

It is not my intention here, however, to go into

the subject fully and tell you bow everything is

done and why to do it. That would occupy this

whole book and probably would not be finished

then. I merely want to attract your attention to

the fact that you have a great control over your

developer, if you will only make a little study of it

and go through one or two experiments. Experi-

ments, anyhow, will teach you more than a whole
book of reading matter,
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The Pressure of Light

Light is the last thing in the world with which
the idea of force would be associated ; and yet that
force has been detected and, what is more, actually
measured. The stream of sunlight that floods the
heavens each clay exerts a pressure on the earth of
some seventy-five thousand tons. That seems
vastly more than it really is. It amounts only to
about one-millionth of a grain to the square inch.

The pressure of light would have been ex-
plained much more simply a century ago than it is

to-day. Then the corpuscular theory held full
sway—a theory that assumed light to consist of
minute material particles shot out from the sun and
the stars at a speed of 200,000 miles per second.
Eighteenth-century physicists even constructed
apparatus to measure the force of this infinitesimal
hailstorm of luminous particles ; but that apparatus,

strangely enough, responded least when it was
most sensitively constructed.

It was when Clerk-Maxwell, three decades ago,

gave us our present electro-magnetic theory of light

that we began to realize that light must exert some

pressure. We know now that his electro-magnetic

waves are the same on a very small scale as those

which play so prominent a part in wireless tele-

graphy.
It has been left for the English physicist, Pro-

fessor Poynting, to show that a beam of light exerts

a pull when it strikes a black surface. In every

wave of light he finds there is a back pressure as

well as an onward push. Although the sun's pres-

sure is too small to exert any appreciable effect on

the earth, there is a possibility that it plays a more

important part elsewhere in the universe. The

75,000 tons of light weighing on the earth are as

nothing compared with the tremendous pull of the

sun. Professor Poynting has advanced the inter-

esting view that if a planet while still radiating

scuh active energy on its own account, captures

and attaches itself, as a satellite, a cometery cloud of

dust of different grades, it may be possible that in

course of time the radiation-pressure effects will

form the different grades into different rings sur-

rounding the planet.

Literary Notice

The Youths' Comfiallion, the most popular of

home weeklies, has planned a most notable cam-

paign for 1906. Among the attractive features will

be a number of serial stories, each a book in itself,

reflecting American life in home, camp and field;

special articles contributed by famous men and

women—travelers, essayists, soldiers, sailors, states-

men and men of affairs ; thoughtful and timely

editorial articles on important public and domestic

questions ; complete stories by the best of living

story-writers — stories of character, stories of

achievement, stories of humor ; notes on current

events and discoveries in the field of science and

natural history, together with bright and amusing

anecdotes, items of strange and curious knowledge,

poems and sketches.
And the quality of this literary pabulum will

be fully equal to the quantity. The paper is inter-

esting without being sensational, bright without

being flashy, elevating and strengthening without

being prosy—a paper for every member of the

family. The new subscriber for 1906, who sends

$1.75, the subscription price for one year, will

receive free all the remaining issues for 1905, in-

cluding the double holiday numbers ; also The

Companion's "Minutemen" calendar for i906,

lithographed in twelve colors and gold,



Engraving in Spoon Bowls
Made Easy

The secret revealed at last.
Did you ever try to engrave in a spoon bowl and find you

could not get a clean, smooth, bright line, strain your nerves
and temper, and finally give it up as a poor job ? If so, you
have never tried the Asphalia Clamp for holding spoons, and
experienced the pleasure of doing an attractive and presentable
piece of engraving in shorter time and with less effort.

These clamps were designed by a practical engraver of long
experience and fill a long-felt want ; namely, something that will
hold a spoon firmly and securely without marring it.

The Asphalia Clamps are made of hard material and will
last a lifetime.

They can be fitted to any engraving block and will be
found a great help and time-saver.

They make it possible to do an artistic and attractive piece
of engraving in a spoon bowl, as easily as on a flat surface.

The Asphalia Clamp saves time and money. Will im-
prove your spoon bowl engraving 50%.

Will make it possible for you to engrave in spoon bowls as
well as any factory can do it for you.

Send for this Clamp at once and get your spoons engrvaed
before the Holiday rush.

Price complete, $2.00, postpaid

Asphalia Clamp Company
Lock Box No. 223 CHICAGO
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and most eminent teachers of the science are the
Grossmanns, father and son, heads of the two most
famous Swiss horological schools. These men have just
finished the masterly treatise

LESSONS ON HOROLOGY

the most complete and authoritative work ever compiled
on the theory and practice of horology. THE KEYSTONE

secured the sole right of translation of this work into English, and Vol. I is now ready.
This volume covers the principles of cosmography and mechanics relating to the measurement of

time, motive force, mainsprings, trains, gearings, etc., and has over ioo original illustrations.
The work was compiled by the Messrs. Grossmann at the instance of the Swiss government, and is

intended to supersede all other treatise as the great permanent classic on this subject.
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J. S. Pieringer, of Bedford, Iowa, anticipates
a holiday trade of unusual proportions and has
made provision accordingly. He has enhanced
his display facilities by the installation of a beauti-
ful show case.

The Gustave Fox Co., manufacturing jewelers,
of Cincinnati, Ohio, has issued a catalogue and
price-list of " Fox Emblems." It contains seventy-
two pages, is profusely illustrated, systematically
arranged and will be found a useful source of refer-
ence in ordering emblem goods.

Among the recent arrivals at the Philadelphia
College of Horology were : R. Bayley, Beaver

Plain, Wis. ; C. H. Smith, Delmar, Del. ; Ira
Hearne, Philadelphia, Pa.; Fred. Heustead, Port-

land, Me.; Oscar Bryan, Lehighton, Pa.; F. E.
Cooper, Stanley Bay, New Zealand ; Wallace Gab-

ler, Lafayette, N. Y.

William D. Foley, of Tulian & Foley, Alpena,

Mich., was married recently to Miss Rose Fitz-

patrick, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fitz-

patrick, of that town. The ceremony was per-

formed in St. Bernard's Church, Alpena, and the

happy couple afterwards left on a honeymoon trip

to Detroit, Buffalo, etc.

Max Kellner, ii N. Charles Street, Baltimore,

Md., has largely increased his space at that address

and now occupies two entire floors. He has

installed additional burglar and fire-proof safes,

improved his material department and provided

ample facilities for thoroughness and dispatch in

the handling of all material orders.

While Al. Cantor the genial road representa-

tive of Nordman Bros., San Francisco, Cal., was

calling upon his friends, the retail jewelers of New

Mexico, the stork visited his home in San Fran-

cisco, and left a fine bouncing baby boy. Needless

to say, Al. came home to introduce himself to the

young man, and then resumed his trip. We are

pleased to report that thenewcomer and his mother

are doing nicely.

S. Kronholtz, the Stamford, Conn., jeweler

and optician, recently completed extensive altera-

tions in his store—having put in a new plate-glass

front, redecorated the premises and installed new

and attractive signs. The equipment of his work-

shop has been augmented by an electric motor for

jewelry, polishing and optical work. This is now

one of the prettiest and most complete jewelry and

optical stores in that section.

T. Hausmann & Sons, 818-820 Poydras Street,

New Orleans, were awarded the contract for making

two unique souvenirs presented to President Roose-

velt upon the occasion of his visit to the Crescent

City. One of these souvenirs was a mosquito but-

ton, the gift of the women of New Orleans. This

button was of solid gold, bearing on its face a rep-

resentation of the dread Stegomyia Faciala or

yellow fever conveyor. The other memento had

more agreeable significance, consisting of a stick,

three and a half feet in length and made of solid

silver in exact imitation of a sugar-cane, with hol-

low end, making it suitable as a bouquet holder.

The President expressed great admiration for the

beauty and excellent workmanship of both gifts and

commented especially upon their fidelity to nature.
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The Asphalia Clamp Co., of Chicago, is a new
company organized to manufacture the "asphalia "
clamp, an ingenious new device for holding spoons
while being engraved. The artistic engraving of
spoon bowls is one of the knotty problems of the
engraver's art, and the makers of the new clamp

claim that their device has solved the difficulty.

In the case of Henry Zimmern & Co., of
New York, against Eugene P. Ledos and Charles
Nobs & Son, of Newark, N. J., for a preliminary
injunction restraining the defendants from manu-
facturing, using or selling watch case springs, made
in infringement of letters patent, No. 411,800,
issued to one James H. Fleming and assigned to
the defendant, Judge Goss, of the United States
District Court, refused the application.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., store furniture
manufacturers, of Sheboygan, Wis., reports a wave
of store improvement throughout the West. Among

the jewelers whose stores were recently fitted up
by this firm were the following : Chas. E. Davis,
Great Falls, Mont.; C. F. Ingalls, Waukegan, Ill.;
T. L. Basket, Chillicothe, Mo.; B. G. Rich, Col-
ville, Wash.; E. H. Overton, Westfield, N. Y.;
A. Dobrousky, Redding, Cal.; Jones & Roberts,
Columbus, Wis.; Wiegand Bros., Racine, Wis.

J. K. Roumain,of Baton Rouge,La., recently had
a formal opening of his handsome new store, and
from early in the afternoon of the opening day
until a late hour at night a constant stream of visit-
ors inspected the premises and were enthusiastic
in their praise of the store and its wares. The
furniture and fixings are extremely handsome and
elaborate, and the effect at night, with the many
electric lights, was very brilliant. To each of the
lady visitors Jeweler Roumain presented a dainty

pin tray as a souvenir of the occasion.

In a recently concluded bowling contest be-

tween the employees of Heintz Bros. and White,
Wile & Warner, both ring manufacturing firms, of

Buffalo, N. Y., the team of the first-named concern

carried off the honors. The match was bowled at

Goettelmen's alleys, on High Street, Buffalo, and

both teams had a strong following of " rooters."

The players on both sides partook of an enjoyable

feast at the conclusion of the contest. The games

were a gratifying success and may serve to further

popularize the bowling pastime among the jewelers

of Buffalo.

H. H. Hawley, formerly of the firm of Morgan

& Hawley, Dallas, Texas, has opened a wholesale
material business at 312 Main Street, that city.
Mr. Hawley has added to his comprehensive lines

the stock of tools and material of Zimmerli &

Ritter, heretofore located at 304 Main Street, Dallas,

and both members of the firm have accepted posi-

tions with the new house, Mr. Zimmerli as head.

watchmaker and Mr. Ritter as traveling salesman.

R. E. Allen, formerly with Jos. Linz & Bros., and

Joe Wilson, formerly with R. C. Glover, have

opened shops at 312 Main Street, with H. H.

Hawley, the former as watch repairer, and the

latter as engraver.

Large Silica Beds Leased

The Paul Mfg. Co., of Boston, recently secured

what is claimed to be the largest silica beds on this

continent. They are located on the Bass River in

Nova.Scotia, and the Paul Mfg. Co. have secured a

lease for ninety-nine years. They estimate that the

beds contain about a million tons of infusorial

earth. They will have taken out about six hundred

tons this season before the ground freezes. The
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company has erected dry houses and kilns on the
spot, and after the silica is well dried it is shipped
to the company's grinding mills in New Hampshire,
where the final processes are given it according to
the purpose for which it is intended. This earth is
used by the company not only in making their
Cando silver polish, but they also sell it to manu-
facturers of smokeless powders, tooth powders and
a number of other preparations. It can also be
used in filling in between the outer and inner shells
of warships, as it is very light and one of the best
absorbents of water that there is, the dry earth only
weighing about forty pounds to the barrel. It is
stated that the supply of this earth is getting very
scarce, which makes the lease of these beds secured
by the Paul Mfg. Co., all the more valuable. They
formerly obtained their supply from New Hamp-
shire, and more recently from Hickemer, N. Y.
The Nova Scotia beds were discovered some years
ago by engineers in the employ of Armour & Co.,
of Chicago. After the death of Mr. Armour, Sr.,
the company seemed to lose interest in the project,
and their option on the beds having run out, the
same was promptly taken up by the Paul Mfg. Co.,
who were informed about them by Armour's
engineer when they first went to Nova Scotia to
investigate these beds. The beds being located
near the river helps the shipping facilities.

New Goods and Inventions

[The illustratimi and description of new goods and Inven-
tions ;IN hereunder Im a ',misuser'', feature of THE I: HYSTONJE j
our t wofold object being to keep the jeweler and optician
thoroughly posted on the very latt,t tool most salable goods,
and the workman at the bench equally ,c11 iM the newest
Inventions and improvotociits in tools anti appliances.]

New Watch for Ladies and Young
Folks

At this time, when
watches are in so much
demand as gifts for young
folks, the introduction of
the new " Midget " ladies'
watch, here illustrated,
is peculiarly opportune.
This is one of the latest
additions to the com-
prehensive line of Inger-
soll watches,though some-
what higher priced
than the famous "dollar
watch,"so long associated with the name. It is a
dainty, serviceable little timepiece and will solve
the Christmas-gift problem for many parents.

A New Lens Measure
A new device for facilitating the work of the

optician is an improved lens measure, which has
been named the " Rochester," being the property
of J. E. Briggs, Cutler Building, Rochester, N. Y.
This measure is unique in that it combines with a

lens surface or refractive power measure these
additional tools always in use by the optician :
An inch rule, a metric rule, a lens size measure,

a nose crest measure, a table or scale of

diopters, + or —, and inch locus equivalents, an
axis measure for all kinds of cylinder lenses. By

an optician and his workman all these tools are in
constant use, and it is naturally an advantage to

have them all combined in the same instrument.

Being properly a pocket tool, the measure is fur-

nished in a leather case the thickness and size of a
postql card folded lengthwise.
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ARE YOU GETTING FLAG PIN MONEYYOUR SHARE OF
Thousands of Jewelers, the country over, are adding to their profits by selling Bastian Bros.'

Flag Pins and Class Pins. Our extensive advertising in all the leading magazines does the selling—
all you have to do is keep the goods in stock. Our handsome new catalog is free.

Flag Pins, as illustrated, in Sterling Silver, $1.88 a dozen.
We have dies on hand for a great many school pins. Write us, and if we have the die you wish

in stock, you can order in any quantity. We will make a special die for any school if the order
amounts to $5.00 net. These pins are rapid sellers at 25 cents each, and you have our guarantee
of satisfaction.

'We also make to order Badges, Medals and Buttons in Gold, Silver, Bronze or Ribbon. Special
designs and estimates free of charge.

BASTIAN BROS., R, 21 South Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

HENRY ALLSOPP

Ladies',

A*
TRADE-MARK

ALLSOPP BROS.
Manufacturers of

Men's, Misses', Children's

GEO. A. ALLSOPP

RINGS
As well as a

Pull Line of Signet, Lion and Grotesque Rings

SELECTION PACKAGES TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS

Allsopp Building, Camp ec Orchard Sta. NEWARK, N. .1.

GIVF.S

5 TIMES More Light
than acetylene

6 TIMES More Light than electricity
10 TIMES More Light than kerosene

100 TIMES More Light than a candle
COSTS LESS THAN KEROSENE

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-
where. A pure white, steady light.

NO OMR! NO win: NO GREASE t NO SMOKE!
LITTLE ilEAT1 SAFE!

Over 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use

AGENTS WANTED—Exclusive Territory
Write for catalog, lists and discounts

THE BEST LIGHT CO., 259 E. Fifth St., Canton, Ohio

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair 
rrg,,eanrtiocriernieltethieorgerwsaarnreelainser;ernwaking new parts to match the old ones,

We RepigtD any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,mtu Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb Company
F. H. PUTNAM, Manager CHICAGO
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Are There Diamond Mines in
Kentucky?

•

TITE a sensation has been created in the
blue-grass State by the startling investiga-
tions of a recent noted visitor, David
Draper, geologist and curator of the

South African Museum of Mines and Minerals,
Johannesburg, South Africa. Mr. Draper is a
recognized authority on diamonds in the country
where he worked for more than thirty-six years.
He has discovered mines which brought him sev-
eral fortunes, one of which he lost as a Boer
sympathizer during the late British-Boer war. Mr.
Draper voluntarily visited the Kentucky field, and
has agreed to come to the United States and take
charge of working the land of promise. Mr.
Draper made a report on the " Kimberlite " out-
crops in Elliott County, Ky., in part as follows:

" The discovery of diamond mines in South
Africa in 1870, led to the development of the
greatest diamond mining industry in the world.
Previously diamonds had been found in alluvial
washes in South America, Borneo and India. In
South Africa the diamond-bearing mineral was
found occurring in extinct volcanic craters (known
as pipes) filled with minerals and foreign inclu-
sions, which, so far as is known to date, only
accompany diamond-bearing ' kimberlite.'
" Kimberlite,' is a serpentinized-olivine brec-

cia, bluish gray in color when unweathered, and
altering into a yellowish colored mass upon exposure
to the atmosphere. Three grades of decomposi-
tion are recognized in ' kimberlite.'
" I. The yellow ground, occurring on the sur-

face. This is the complete decomposition product,
in which only the harder minerals can be dis-
tinguished. This mineral can be treated directly
Without any exposure to atmospheric influences.
" 2. The blue ground,' a less weathered con-

dition for the rock. This mineral requires exposure,
varying in length of time from a few months to a
couple of years, before it can be run through the
washing machine.
" 3. Hard bank ' or hardibank,' the unde-

composed mineral which is unworkable by present
methods.

" The following accessory min-
Accessory Minerals erals are found in ' kimberlite ' :

Garnets of the variety known as
pyrope, always in the rounded grains, varying in

size from atoms, scarcely visible to the naked eye,

to masses of several pounds in weight. The greater
proportion of the garnets are very much fractured,

and rarely fit for jewelers' use. Ilmenite, known

in South Africa as carbon, a jet black mineral con-

taining oxides of titanium and iron. This mineral

is found irregular in quantity and size, but abund-

ant in all the Kimberley pipes. Olivine, in rounded
form, rarely over two carats in weight. This

mineral possesses a rich green color, is semi-
transparent, and may be used in jewelry. Diopside,

generally of a bright emerald-green color, and

showing distinct lines of cleavage. Mica of the
variety known as 'vaalite.' These minerals all occur

in quantity. The following only in isolated grains:

" Zircon, rutile, licotite, cyanite, perofskite,
enstatite and bastite. The bulk of the rock con-
sists of decomposed olivine. The foreign rocks
included in kimberlite ' are of a great variety :
Ecklogite, granite, mica, schist, diabase and shale
are plentiful. Always rounded and vary in size
from an inch in diameter to several tons in weight.

" So far as is known at present, the only oc-

currence of kimberlite ' outside of South Africa,
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is in Elliott County, East Kentucky. In the region
lying between Ison and Creeches Creeks, an area in
which ' kimberlite,' identical with that contained in
the South African pipes, has been discovered. In
both the general mass, as well as the accessory
minerals, and the foreign inclusions, there is the
most remarkable similarity with the South African
kimberlite,' so much so that it is impossible to

distinguish the Kentucky mineral from that of the
South African pipes. Not only are the similar
minerals to be found therein, but they occur in a
distinctly similar manner. Every special character-
istic of the South African minerals can be duplicated
abundantly in the Kentucky kimberlite.'
" The garnets, ilimite, olivine, diopside and

mica occur in the same form, and show the distinct
kelyphite rings, so characteristic of the South
African occurrences. The included masses of
foreign rock are similar in composition and form.
The weathering of the mineral is the same, and
the crater-like mode of occurrence of the pipes is
identical.

" It is impossible at present,
Surface Indications owing to the heavy growth of

vegetation on the surface, to
determine the exact dimensions of the Kentucky
occurrence, but to all appearances the group of
craters exceed in area that of the principal mines
owned by the De Beers Company. These craters
lie in close proximity to each other, and it is highly
probable that they will have underground connec-

tions forming one great pipe. The rocks with

which they are in contact on the surface belong to

the carboniferous period. Coal beds occur in close

proximity to the craters. These surface rocks are
disturbed to a considerable extent, showing the

intrusive nature of the " kimberlite ' pipes ; even

the walls of the craters can be observed in several

places, notably near Ison's mill on Ison Creek.

" From personal examinations of the occur-

rence of ' kimberlite' in the area described in
Kentucky, the writer has no hesitation in stating

that the mineral matter filling the craters near

Ison Creek is identical in every detail with that

occurring in the pipes in South Africa, and further,

that the craters are similar in structure, and contain

the same accessory minerals and included masses

as those in which diamonds are found so abundantly

in the Kimberley and Pretoria districts.
"The most important question arising is the

possibility of diamonds being found in the Ken-

tucky mineral. So far there is only legendary

evidence of the occurrence of diamonds in this

spot, yet the fact must not be overlooked, that

though the Transvaal possesses the richest diamond

mine in the world (the New Premier), for over

twenty-five years the existence of diamonds in the

Transvaal was as legendary as that of the Ken-

tucky diamonds at present.

" So far no actual work has been done in this

locality to prove the value of the ' kimberlite'

crater. Only by careful sorting of large quantities

of the mineral can this point be cleared up. The

method hitherto adopted in digging holes and

investigating small portions of the mineral exca-

vated is a mere waste of time. Kimberley was

prospected for several months by different parties

before a diamond was found, yet the mine was

exceptionally rich. Thousands of loads are gener-

ally tested in South Africa before a diamond mine

can be considered proven. When the fact is taken

into consideration that the diamonds form but a

very minute proportion of the mineral contents of

even the richest pipes, and that the diamond occurs

very irregularly, even in rich pipes, it will be con-

ceded that it is essential to work a -very large
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quantity of mineral in order to form an estimate of
the value of a diamond-bearing pipe.

" The yellow ground being in
an advanced stage of decompo-

of Working sition can be most easily worked.
Rotary pans are used for con-

centrating the heavy mineral in the yellow.' These
pans are very simple in construction, consisting of
a set of rakes revolving in a circular trough. They
are not by any means costly. Machinery for the
treatment of five hundred loads per diem could be
put down at a cost not exceding $5000. A load of
diamond-bearing mineral is sixteen cubic feet, and
the treatment, including milling and all contin-
gencies, ranges from eighteen to forty-eight
cents per load, according to facilities, water, cost
of labor, etc.
" The blue ground ' requires exposure for a

term varying from two months to two years ; after
that the cost of treatment is similar to the yellow.'
These are the costs in South Africa. In this
country, where machinery and coal are cheap,
the cost of plant and working should be con-
siderable less.
" In South Africa the diamond mines are situ-

ated in a level country, all the mineral has to be
hauled from the mines to the working machines and
the tailings have to be elevated by machinery after
they have been treated. In Kentucky the craters
are situated above the level of the country in gen-
eral, and there would be no necessity to haul any
of the mineral to the machines.
" Coal costs $22 to $22.50 per ton at Kimberley

Food is dearer and wages for white artisans and
overseers higher than in the United States. Ordinary
unskilled labor could probably be obtained here at
about the cost of natives in South Africa.
" Each acre contains about four thousand loads

for every foot in depth. It is impossible to estimate
the extent of the Kentucky mines, but it may safely
be assumed that they occupy an area of five thou-
sand acres.
" From the foregoing it will be seen that in the

State of Kentucky there exists an out-crop of min-
eral identical in every respect with that in which
diamonds are found in South Africa. The next
question of importance is how to prove the exis-
tence of diamonds in the pipes of Elliott County.
The usual mode of procedure after the discovery
of the pipe is to institute washing operations. For
this purpose a small plant capable of treating from
one hundred to five hundred Kimberley loads of
mineral is erected, the necessary excavations are
commenced and the test of five thousand to ten
thousand loads of decomposed mineral is put
through the machines.

" The cost of the machinery, including engines,
washing pans, tramway, spades, shovels, etc., suffi-
cient to treat five hundred loads per day should

not exceed $5000, and the cost of treatment in
Kentucky, taking all the natural advantages into
consideration, should be about thirty cents per
Kimberley load. The quantity of water required

is about forty gallons per. Kimberley load, or

twenty thousand gallons per day of five hundred
loads. The staff required to manipulate the ma-

chinery and do the necessary sorting would not

exceed ten men, and the miners, say thirty.

" Having examined the Kentucky ' kimberlite '

occurrences near Ison Creek and Creeches' Creek,

I have come to the conclusion that during my

experience in diamond mining in South Afriv,

extending over a period of thirty-six years, from

the earliest discovery of diamonds in the Orange

Free State to the present, I have not come across

a more favorable locality for cheap working."

Method and Cost
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We Prevent the
After-Holiday

Slump
During January and
February people are
inclined to repent of
their Xmas extrava-
gances; and, unless
some unusual incen-

tive is brought to bear upon them, your business will suffer. Herein lies your opportunity.
We will provide the incentive. We will bring the people to your store, obtaining for you a
handsome profit on your up-to-date goods and cleaning out your dead stock at considerably
more than invoice value. In short, we will make your business for what are usually the two
worst months in the year, equal the big Holiday trade. More than this, a Mitchell and
Tillotson Auction will

Better Business for the Whole Year
We never sell by misrepresentation. The result is every purchaser is a satisfied cus-

tomer—one in whom we have started the habit of buying from your store. This question of
beneficial "after effects" is one many do not appreciate. We can prove .positively, by the
experiences of others, that a M. & T. "Business House Cleaning" will not only dispose of,
at a profit, all the goods you find "unsalable," but will help you sell the new goods you put
in stock. Let us send you our letters. They contain points that are worth money to you,
and are yours for the asking. Write for them to-day, telling us the size and condition of
your stock and whether there have been any auctions in your town recently.

Mitchell and Tillotson
Jewelry Auctioneers 37 Maiden Lme, New York
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Extracting Gold from Sea Water  1
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BOUT forty years have passed since

the first authoritative announcement

of the presence of small quantities of

gold In sea water. Repeated examinations

by competent analysts have shown clearly

that, while special conditions have resulted in

an apparently complete disappearance of this

metal and its salts from the surface waters off

the coasts of the continents discharging large

rivers into the sea, nevertheless the water of

mid-ocean and that far removed from the

mouths of large rivers contain gold and gold

compounds in quantities varying from one-

half to one grain (32-64 milligrams) per ton

of water. The value of the gold contained

in a ton of sea water would thus be from two

to four cents. Can a process be devised

which would render its extraction profitable?

Professor de Wilde discusses this ques-

tion in a recent number of the Archives des

Sciences Physiques el Nalurelles (Geneva).

He begins his paper by discussing the origin

of the gold of the sea—the wearing away of

the gold-bearing rock of the mountains by

the action of the elements, of glaciers, etc.,

and the transportation of the pulverized

material by streams to the sea. This form

of natural hydraulic mining has been in

progress for ages. As is well known, a

considerable proportion of the gold obtained

from the Transvaal mines exists in so fine a

state of division that it will remain, when

stirred with water, in a state of suspension

for days, even for weeks. It is easy to see

how, therefore, in the troubled waters of the

ocean notable quantities of this " floating

gold " may be carried in suspension for long

periods. It is not unlikely that much of it

passes into a soluble form, as is well known

in the case of the silver found in the sea

water and sea plants ; ultimately, especially

in those parts of the ocean where rivers

discharge great quantities of finely divided

organic matter into the sea, it assumes a

denser form and settles to the bottom.

After discussing at considerable length

the methods employed by the several investi-

gators to ascertain the presence and amount

of the gold contained in various samples of

sea water, in rock salt and other saline

deposits, in sea plants, in oyster-shells, etc.,

Professor de Wilde points out that these

methods, though serving well for the purpose

for which they were devised, would be of no

value for the actual commercial extraction of

the precious metal, because of their excessive

cost. If Professor Liversidge's calculations

are correct, the water of the oceans contains

over one hundred billion tons of gold, of a value

of seven billions of billions of dollars? Yet,

enormous as this quantity is, we must remem-

ber that it is distributed through about four

hundred million cubic miles of water, and the

value of the share of each ton of sea water

is reduced by such subdivision to the modest

amount of from two to four cents!

Assuming with M. de Foville,

at one time director of the
Process Paris mint, that all the gold

ever mined would not bulk

more than about twenty-one thousand tons,

a wonderful opportunity is here given the

statistician to calculate the result of the dis-

covery of a really economical method for the

extraction of the ocean's hoarded treasure !

Passing now to the consideration of the sev-

eral patented processes (including his own)

which have been devised for this purpose,

Professor de Wilde admits at once that no

gold-bearing rock could be mined and ex-

tracted at a cost anywhere near four cents

per ton. But with ocean water the problem

presents entirely other features. The econo-

mical operation of pumps ; the possible

employment of the power to be derived from

tides ; the automatic or semi-automatic trans-

ference of large masses of water by taking

advantage of tidal movements ; the compar-

atively small cost of land at suitable points

on the coast ; the automatic maintenance of

the supply of fresh sea water by the ocean

currents—these and many similar considera-

tions are passed in review.

The chemical operations in-

The Chemical volved are quite simple. In
Operations de Wilde's method a diluted

acid solution of stannous

chloride (" tin salt ") is mixed with the sea

water, the gold present being thus converted

into the well-known " purple of Cassius."

Addition of milk-of-lime then causes the

formation of a precipitate of magnesium

hydroxide (at the expense of the magnesium

chloride in the sea water), which settles

quickly, carrying down all the " purple of

Cassius " with it. The supernatant water is

Economies of

run off, and fresh quantities of sea water are

stirred with the precipitate until the latter

has become deep bt!on n in color, indicating

saturation. Treatment of the deposit with a

very dilute solution of alkali cyanide dis-

solves every trace of the gold and leaves it

pure white again, ready for further use.

From the cyanide solution the gold can be

extracted by any one of several common

methods ; de Wilde prefers precipitation with

copper chloride. The resulting mixture of

copper and gold cyanides is heated in the air

and washed with acid ; the gold remains in

the metallic form. There is practically no loss.

Within a year a company has been organ-

ized in England for the commercial extraction

of gold from sea water. Sir William Ramsay

is reported to have been retained as consult-

ing chemist. The extraction method to be

employed is kept secret, but the probability is

that one has been devised which is sufficiently

economical to give satisfactory returns. Pro-

fessor de Wilde closes his paper with the

statement that the presence of gold to the

value of not less than two cents per ton of

sea water can, in his opinion, make its extrac-

tion profitable.

The Road to Ruin

There is one sure, quick, easy road to

commercial ruin, and every year sees thou-

sands of retailers traveling that road. That

is to " let stickers stick."
No buyer is so shrewd but that his stock

will gather some slow-selling goods, but

that's his own fault if they stay there.

Every one of the much-talked-about

big city stores has an iron-clad rule which no

buyer dare evade ; seasonable goods must

not be carried over, and no stuff dare be

kept on hand beyond a certain time.

Watch the advertising of these houses.

See how they knife the slow sellers. They

don't call 'em stickers, of course, but you,

who have been there yourself, can read

between the lines. If laggard goods will not

sell at one price, the knife goes in again and

if need be, yet again, until the desired re-

sult is wrought.
The first loss is the smallest loss. The

longer you wait, the less goods are worth.

A dollar invested in quick-turning stuff soon

becomes two dollars. In stickers that linger

on the shelf a dollar quickly shrinks to fifty

cents and by and by to nothing.

Don't fool yourself. An article is worth

not what it cost, but what it will bring.

Goods that have outstayed their welcome

never improve in value. Tied up money

earns you nothing. Better have one dollar

in stuff that turns over and over and earns

you a profit at every turn than three dollars

in shelf warmers.
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THE AUCTIONEER
WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102-156 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

References gained by honesty and profit sales
Correspondence Confidential

A. E. GREGORY

THE NVIZARD OF THE HAMMER
THE MAN

WHO TI![INS JEWELRY INTO MONEY

MR. JEWELER
Appreciating your position,

when it becomes necessary to
raise money quickly, I know
you first think of a cut price
sale, then comes the question
of an Auction Sale. You re-
alize you have a stock of Cut
Glass, Spoiled Gold and Silver
goods, and last but not least
a good reputation to protect.
To select an Auctioneer is a
great deal like gelecting a bank
cashier, he must be absolutely
honest, and understand his
business to the smallest detail.
An Auctioneer must have both
of the above qualities, and in
addition he must have the
ability to describe the goods
he handles, as well as to know
how to read human nature, he
must also be able to please and
entertain his audience so as to
inspire their confidence. Such

a man will not hurt your reputation and you will find increased pat-
ronage resulting from the advertising an honestly-conducted Auction
Sale always brings. If you are contemplating holding an Auction Sale
in the near future, and are looking for an auctioneer who has all the
above-outlined qualities, with the best of reference to sustain his claims,
I will be pleased to hear from you.

Yours very truly,

A. E. GREGORY, Jewelers' Auctioneer
167 Dearborn Street, Suite 617, CHICAGO, ILL.

A Jewelers'
Auctioneer
Experience

of
Twenty
Years

Conducting
sales for
jewelers in
the United
States and
Canada.

ADVICE

Beware of
loud
pretenders
that perform
miracles.

BEST OF
REFERENCE
FURNISHED

Write for
instructions
how jewelers
should
conduct an
auction for
their own
interest
and be on
the safe side

E. E. NEWTON, Post Office BOX 226, Indianapolis, Indiana
A MAN AMON° MEN

EVERY SALE A PROFIT

Right After
Xmas
Is the best time in the

whole year for the re-

tail jeweler to hold

an auction.

Why not have a good
man make a successful
sale for you then ? Write
for the best plans and
methods of conducting

an auction sale that you ever read. From the best thoughts of
the best auctioneer. Acquired by years of ekperience. That's
what all my clients say. Shall you be on my successful list
for the New Year ? Write for references, dates, terms, etc.
I succeed where all others fail. Try me.

H. B. LINDSEY
AMERICA'S LEADING AUCTIONEER

204 East i2th Street KANSAS CITY, MO,

Home Phone, 3701 Main
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ACT, used in selling goods, is half
the battle. Having had expercience,
I can say with atisolute certainty that

many customers are lost at the outset of a
transaction by not using tact, writes Burton
Allen, in the Michigan Tradesman. Take,
for example, the man who comes to the fur-
nishing department in search of . a necktie.

He is large and florid, and his eye at once
alights upon the most brilliant thing in the

case. He seems perfectly satisfied, and the

clerk without tact sells it to him. The man

goes home, and his wife, with her womanly

sense of the fitness of things, sees the mis-

take directly and speaks of it. This man, as
many men do, relies on his wife's superior

judgment when it comes to things of color

and texture.- He mentally hates the clerk for

selling him such an unsuitable thing. He

will not admit, even to himself, that his taste

was poor enough to admire it ; so he blames

the clerk, who is not directly at fault except

in this : He did not use tact.

It is very easy to tell how to do things—

like how to become beautiful, for instance, or

the performance of magic ; but it is another

thing to do them. What I would suggest, if

I may take the liberty, is something that the

average clerk can do.

When the customer with the
eye for brilliancy steps up to

Judging Your Man the counter the clerk should
form a mental estimate of

his man. He should ask himself these ques-

tions : " Can the prospective customer be

led? Will he receive suggestions kindly?

If not, the best way is to sell him what he

wants regardless of what its appearance on

him will be." A man who will not listen to

a clerk's suggestion will not pay a great deal

of attention to what anyone says, so there is

no remedy. If the clerk thinks the man will

heed a little advice then is the time when tact

comes into play. The clerk might say that

the tie the man has in mind is very nice, but

that case contains some others just as attrac-

tive. This brown or black is something very

fine in texture, one that can be recommended

to wear well, and that, to your taste, it is

better suited to the gentleman's style and
complexion.

In nine cases out of ten the customer
will take the tie the clerk recommends. He
will see that what the clerk says is true. Men
do not lack taste in dress, as many women
suppose ; they simply do not pay as much
attention to their personal appearance as
women, and their taste and judgment in this
direction not being exercised, lies dormant.
They will be awakened by a clerk's sugges-
tions, if the suggestions are made with dis-
crimination and tact. If a man's wife or lady
friends admire his taste in getting the kind of
tie he did, he will immediately take to him-
self all the credit and will remember the clerk
and store kindly.

This seems like a great ado
over the purchase of a small
article, but small things
count in the retaining or

driving away of customers, as will be shown
by the following incident : A gentleman left
an order at a clothing store, which had a tailor-
ing department in connection, for some buttons
to be covered. The man who ordered them
could not conic for them, so his wife came
in his stead. She was a timid, retiring little
woman, and, although the buttons were not the
exact shade ordered, she was browbeaten into
taking them by an officious clerk. The lady
took the buttons, but none of that family
ever came into the store again. Thus was a
good customer lost by half a dozen buttons.

I once knew a farmer who, whenever a
certain store was mentioned, would say :
" Huh ! I wouldn't go into that store—all
the clerks act as if they are too good to wait
on a farmer." He was foolishly sensitive,
perhaps, and probably had met with no direct
affront, but sensitive people have to be dealt
with as well as others, and tact is the thing
to use in dealing with them successfully.

A clerk can easily " spot"
a person, if the term may be
used, who is not a regular
customer of the place. He

is unfamiliar with the different departments,
and unless waited on at once wanders around

A Case in Point

Treatment of
Strangers
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aimlessly. If the clerk wishes to make
friends for the establishment, now is his time.
Here again the clerk must form an estimate
of his prospective customer. Is he the sort
of person who knows what he wants, gets it
and hurries out, or is he an undecided man,
who wants time to consider ? If the former,
deal with him as he would be dealt with—
quickly and to the point. A man of this
description does not notice trifles and his
becoming a future customer will depend upon
his impression of the place as a whole. The
other customer is the one to handle carefully
and with tact. A clerk should not show this
man something, and then, while he is exam-
ining it and mentally debating as to whether
or not it suits him, stand with hands in his
pockets or on the counter and force him, by
his attitude, to make a too hasty choice
which he will regret after leaving the store.
This makes a dissatisfied feeling, and the
slow person will next go where he knows a
clerk who gives him plenty of time in which
to decide, and does not say by his manner :
" Hurry up, now l You are taking up too
much of my valuable time."

A clerk's time is not valuable to his
employer except as a salesman of goods and
a maker of friends for the store. When this
man, who is slow to decide, once gets in the
habit of going to a store, he will prove a val-
uable customer, as one who is slow to decide
is as slow to change his decision when once
made.

Therefore, in closing, I would say to
clerks : Use tact on all occasions and you
will increase your value to your employer
many fold. Cultivation of this most essential
business quality will go a long way toward
making a good salesman out of a poor one.

The Parent of Radium

If the earth, says Prof. E. Rutherford,
were supposed to have been composed, initi-
ally, of pure radium, the activity 20,000
years later would not be greater than the

activity observed in pitchblende to-day. But,
since there is no doubt that the earth's age
vastly exceeds 20,000 years, it is necessary,

in order to account for the.existence of radium
at all in the earth, to suppose that it is
continuously produced from some other sub-

stance. At the present time it seems most
probable that uranium is the parent substance.

The observed activity in a good specimen of
pitchblende is about what should be expected

if the uranium contained in it spontaneously

breaks up into radium. Radium itself is
continuously transformed into an emanation

which, in turn, is changed into other types of
matter, and there is no evidence that the
process is reversible.
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Repairing for the Trade
40 year,' ex pet• li illse. hie-Ilay docks altered

to eight-day. All kinds of Watches aud Clocks
repaired, altered and made to order.

El..K3E4B INAIRC31E1...,B
Watch and Clockmaker

1220 Filbert St., Room 14, Philadelphia

ELK TEETH  and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sera On selection to reliable

Hiatt ufacturing jewelers

L. W. STIL WELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

F. C. KLEIN

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Mange Chronometrs

EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.

CHICAGO. 1093 P*018,1089 13u4Nc, 11359

Very good Cunoxostk-
TERN 011 }Mild; second-hand
Chronometers in ti rst-classeon-
dit ion. Repairing, springing
tool adjusting Chronometers.

Swipe wheels, locking
springs etc. Also title
watch repairing for
the trade.

JOHN SCHROEDER
& CO., Inc.

T. C. REDFERN, Mgr.
Bottestors to H. D. Ill pt.),

192 Water Street, NEW YORK
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

Jewelers' Show Cases

-

4.‘ ■‘„
0 4

Ow.
■om..1....IMMIMMA■MIMM■

I 6
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JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
Enquiries solicited by

C. B. RICHARD & CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

Victory P.iitt on ftick

GEBHARDT BROS. OPEN CL-115

Makers Of VICTORY
PAVE)

Diamond Mountings J97AUTOMATIC
SAFETY

Class Pins and Badges CATCH

Victory Attachments Jobbing a Specialty

Samples and New Price-List on application LION BLDG., CINCINNATI

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

„ I I he known by
h. SIgIIIL I 012

I lie card of

:tro imitations and are an infringe-
,, 11 1,tent5. All in fringedients will be
lId I, the full extent of law.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 483 Ogden Avenue, Chicago

fitearn
Lapidary

DIAMOND CUTTING
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones

tf9ID 6
j.7 1 /1-261. A01.

Attractive Cuts for
Christmas Advertising
Of course you have an advertise-

ment in your local paper just now,
but are you getting as much benefit
from it as you ought? A suitable
illustration will double its value. We
have cuts to fit any jewelry ad. and at
a very low price. Send for a sheet of
illustrations, with prices.

THE KEYSTONE
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Our Small ROSEWOOD MOULDING
STEEL LINED CASE

We Challenge the World to Produce a •
Better Case

F. C. JORGESON 8,L CO.
II to 17 North Ann St.

CHICAGO

Makers of all Kinds of

REINHARD

QUICK SELLERS IN

HOLIDAY GOODS

ALL LINES

& PATTERSON,

WEttclie

Jevvelry

235
554 W. Baltimore St.
BALTIMORE, MD.

ORDER TO-DAY

GOODS SHIPPED

PROMPTLY

li1.11111 [ft,

91-70 -1041
.041:11,—"Abeir ,a 0•111■1111111111

Engraved Souvenir Spoon.s
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

—7;
• - ,

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence. B. I.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
°Mel.] Watch Inhvetor for the N. Y. C. te II. It. R. K.

Massone, N. Y.
I take pleasure in saying that the watch re-

pairing you have done for me during the past
live years has given entire satisfaction and I
cheerfully recommend you to jewelers who are
too busy to do all their own work and who
want return promptly. A. J. NELSON.

Jewelers' Fixtures
Write for illustrated circular

OUR MOTTO: The Best of Everything

A Practical Book by a
Practical Engraver

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON HMG 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHiNG 

BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

W. H. Craft
210 Pearl Si., Buffalo, N. Y.

Miniature Portraits
on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES

and LOCKETS

Our work will not fade or peel off

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from any Photo.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.

45 Maiden Lane, New York

2210E
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Signet
Ring

The drawback to most technical books is that they arc
written by men who thoroughly understand the theory but
who would be failures as practical workmen., You, who expect
to live by the skill of your hand, do not want a book of this
character. That well-known treatise

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

is a practical book by an expert engraver and experienced teacher of engraving. Its purpose
is to make practical engravers who will be masters of their work, be equal to any position
and worth .th.e highest salary obtainable. The course of study in this book, the illustrations,
the methods, etc., are all original with the author and conceded to be the best yet devised.
He has embodied in the volume his own successful method of teaching, so well known to
hundreds of expert engravers.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by The Keystone, 19th 0 Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa,

Foot=Power Lathes
Correct in principle.

{I ligh-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

6310

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. (Sc. John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.

Our well-known
Two-Screw Patent
can be applied to
any ring. Have your
stock or job rings
fastened this way.

is BULOVA CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

51 and 53 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK
Globe Lever and Link Lever Button Back

For hard-soldering. Can be applied to any button If you have not received our new catalog,

Made in Solid Gold, Gold Filled and Silver 
write for one

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

This cut represents Twenty-Three
Nickel Plated, Finely Finished SIZE RINGS 4 

Dwt. (1,4 inch) width

These Rings are a.ccurately made to ALLEN'S OACie., 4 
to IS

Note the larger sizes, you have needed them. These wide size rings are

especially desirable in sizing for plain oval, wide flat band or society rings.

Manufactured by the RACJNIE JEWELRY 
MANUFACTURINO CO., RACINE, WIS.

For Sale by all Tool arid Material Deniers

Price per Set, $1.25

G.F.WRISWOith
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Every thing in
the iinc of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
Silver Plating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changke Old

Englioh andSIvim
CAIHIS to take

American IL IT.
Movement, my

opecleity.
OLD CASES

MADE NEW

Silversmiths'
Building.
131.137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO
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5 Years'
Experience
Gained in 1

The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn Engraving, to
grasp the tiner points of %Vittchinaking and Optics, finds it necessary to
spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a thorough
knowledge of the business. In less than a year's time this complete
knowledge (gin be gained at our college. We get telegrams and letters
every day, otliTing positions to our graduates, which shows what prac-
tical illoreke,pors think of our course. Semi 6.r prospectus now. A
positiou awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. Schuler, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advertisement, page 2174

HAIR CHAINSAND
RING BRAIDS

MA1 CllED AND MADE TO ORDER

GEO. -SIEGFRIED
7$ STATE 57ttt LT CHICAGO

Fdrit/440.57:747477P/en. EL/SI

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
give eitt-e, per.olialattention to repairssent me.

Promptness toy motto. Soffit rid. my printed
Price-List, loeh is ,s• 1,, 11,,.

ColumbusMemorialBldg .103 StaleSt.,Chicago

BE A
WATCHMAKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

Write for Imr Free Book, " flow to he a Watch-
maker." A postal will do. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, t ;lobe Iluilliiug,st. Paul, 11iiiii.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

For Scarf Pius, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most praetical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price.$1.50 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelers a lid materialhouses.
Samplebymail,25e; in 10K. gold,81.00;14K.$1.25.
M.CROFINdikr.L•Isvir.413 & 50 MaidenLane,N.Y.

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells iings
cannot afford to be without an
assortment of Wells' Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when %vilified. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.75 ;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes.
$2.00;1 doz.metal.astd..85c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at 8111110 tithe, prepaid, 0111. game
of " Grip" for each dozen A.ljuste., ordered.
Address,Chester Wells,leweler.Meshoppen,Pa.

"Cuts that Print 
Send ear

Csta1o0 &Sheet of
LETTERHEADS & ADVERTISING CUTS

StSMITH HHOS.pintririkpi
\set/ext., ie vetx xtoixfie,t),,t),,t,„t„,..t., x
itxl

31 RUDOLPH NOEL It
& CO.

<1 _...,_,- 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK I);•-4-

4,1* ,...,,, 

Importers of-6-•

r;
Jek-1 )4,7tamonbe, Pcarle i -
s'l
._;I 

Precioui.; .6
. 1. ZcinioPrecioti9 anb F-
41 limitation %tonce
x I,
141

',1 l't4-•

.)(74:x7,-41174x7.71:77i,F+,q747741774:-.'x

Fine Series of Scientific

RUBIES

Jewelry, Watch and Watch Case
Repairing for the Trade

$end for eur Price- List

Our Motto: Quick Service
%Vork relented satin' day as received

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
SI W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

c=zzy 2

dif==zz 3.

The E. P.

, Snap complete

Outside of Snap

Inside of Snap

H. Patent
Non-pull-out Neck Chain

Snap is a patented snap that
insures the wearer against
loss of

CHAIN or CHARM
for it positively not pull
out.

Made in 10 and 14 Karat Gold 

and in Gold Filled

Can .be had of the following
Wholesale Selling Agents:
Messrs. W. Green & Co.

6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
M. Sickles & Sons

PHILADELPHIA

E. & J. Swigart
CINCINNATI

Swartchild & CO.
CHICAGO

NordMan Brothers
SAN FRANCISCO

Leonard Krower
NEW ORLEANS

Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.
ST. LOUIS

E. A. Cowan & Co.
BOSTON

—PRICES-

1 Small, 2.7.00 per doz., net
( Large, 7.50 .•

id

id

44

64

14 Karat

10 Karat f Small, 0.00
a. Large, 0.50

Gold Filled / 2'0°Large, 2.25

aa

at

at

4.6

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.

High-Grade

Cuckoo
Clocks

1106 Columbia Ave., Philadelphia
Write for Catalogue

RSI

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPot iN la )N1' LS at
Popular Priees

Satmlle lilt MI der,per doz.
Buildings $3.00
Nairn, . . . . 1.00

dist it. )lotiogratil and Letter
Higravilig. Reliable Plating.
1 tr..p postal for ;mit c-Ibt.

UL,L,STROM CO.
NI‘illst-tustkot

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Al k eli l'ine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

BA RfINA INS Jewelry
'American Movements

and Swiss Watches
We send selection packages on ilemand.
We carry the best material and sup-

plies at reduced prices.
An assortment of discontinued Amer-

ican movements always on !HURL
We do work for the trade.

Send .fiAr Latest hist

Philip Katz 0 Co.
51-53 Maiden Lane

New York

Established
1839

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and eases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

z6r Broadway 688 Broadway
Below Cortlandt Street 1;,4ow Fourth st eel

723 Sixth Avenue
Iiet 1111l1 42(1 Sheets

NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
chanped to fit
American
Stem. Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in 1;old and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price-List

-Nni■
1 COLUMN 2COLUMN
$ 1.00 $2.00

TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS

COPYRIGHTS &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether all
Invention is probably patentable. Communten.
lions at-Jetty confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest turoney for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Rtnerican•
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir-
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year: four months, 1.1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co 361Broadway, New York
Branch Office. 1.125 F St., Washington, li. •

CLARKE"'"'""PRINTING CO.
MILWAUKEE, 'U. S.A.
A RTISTS = ENGRAVERS a PRINTERS.

Only Direct

"5) 
.e.", All-Water Route

Between

New York, Boston and
Charleston, S. C.

Jacksonville, Fla.
St.Joims River Service between
Jacksonville, Palatka, De Land,
Sanford, Enterprise, Fla., and in-

termediate Landings
The " Clyde Line " is the favorite route be-

tween NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA,and EASTERN POINTS, and CMAELEaToN, H.
C. and JACKSONVILLE. FLA., making directnconection for aa points South and Southwest

Fast Modern Steamships
and Superior Service

THE0. 411. EttEit, It. M.

WM. P. CLYDE & CO., General Agents
19 State Street, New York

Our New Cntalogue
READY Dec. 10, 1905

LINDNER & CO.
Jewel ems' Supplie.s

S. W. cor. Fourth and Walnut
CINCINNATI, 01110

LON BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio
Manuraclurer of Eine siGN

Watch & Spectacle
Eleetrie Maeda/tied and

I''""iii"ml""'". Durable, Elegant and A It rad ive
t3 usT SIGNS ON EARTH

Send for Catalogue

(LEJZ —F LOE8
TRADE MARK

Write for our rwe book, "HOW TO HARD
SOLDER." A postal will do

EZ-PLOB CHEMICAL, CO.
Globe Building, St. Paul, Minn.

LEARN GOLD COLORING
BY MAIL

and increase your salary one half. A jewelry
repairer of to-day must be able to restore the
color to almost every piece ofjewelry undergo-
ing repairs.
Are you capable of performing this operation?
If you are not, then let me teach you the latest

and most up-to-date method of compounding a
Hold Coloring Solution that will positively
It, sluce as tine and as rich a Roman, Old Rose
I r English finish on jewelry as is possible for
anyone to obtain. You are taught by mail how
te collating. the whole operation of making the
s,,Istii..11 from start to finish, also how to obtain
I it • • I i tli•rptit colors from the solution. It's easy
5%11..11 you know how. Write to-day fer my plait.

Ad'imss' STANDARD GOLD COLORER
126 Munroe Ave., MUSKEGON, MICH.

FINEST QUALITY

LEATHER
WATCH FOBS
With Gold-Plated

EMBLEMS
of all the popular orders

WRITE FOR LIST

Rctails for so cents

Weaver Mfg. Co.
Mt. Holly, N. J.

AND ALL JOBBERS

Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situuttiona Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for tirst twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under ail headings except "Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials anal abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part Of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line bait 1;0 letter.

To insertion money must we-
 pany all orders for advertimementa,
%lid copy  t relleil is 110t later titan
Use 211th of each  th for insertion Its
the following  t la's Issue.

If answers UFO to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS In postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
ad vertimer must ace pany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
POMO; send 15 cents (special ISSIIPR 25
cent a) If they desire a copy of the paper
ill vl, lilt their advert lye anent appears.

Add ream,
THE KEYSTONE

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Coder fhb, headlep,ONE CENT per word, for lint

twenty.Ihu. word,. A.tttt tonsil porde and advertleemenle,
TIME 1E115 per word, No adverilbeinvIli Inserted
for le. than 25 14•0114.

rin6q4.1 ASS watchmaker, capable handling' '
railroad and other high-grade work. Gilt-

(sage refs. Can wait on trade if necessary.
P. 0. Box 271, Marion, Ky.

IS watchmaker, by January, 1900. Have own
.1 tools, speak Engliall and German, wait on
trade. Young man, good habits, exp. Refs.
fur nisloql front present employer. E. 1,1. Ilewer,
Utica, S. Oak.

BIPY a young man if exp. in general lettering
and monogram engraving. Willing to begin

with moderate salary. Address "5," room 1104
Hey worth Building, Chicago.

AN opportunity of finishing trade under thor-ongit, competent watchmaker and jeweler.
Had about 6 months exp. Nobody but good,
practical watchmaker need answer. "A. 11. E.,"
811 W. Main St., Muncie, Indiana.

PY ocular refractionist, graduate New York
U School of Optometry. No preference as to
locality. Salary $15 week. " D 405," care
Keystone.

fIRADUATE of Klein School of Optics desires
1. a position January 1st. Herbert F. Guilford,
Leominster, Mass.

pNGRAVER, young num, 5 years' exp. at
L. letter and montgram client v I lig, .lesires
permanent position atter January 1st. Willing
to assist ia store. Al refs. Samples on request.
"IL 401," care Keystone.

AS traveling salesman, January 1st, by young
Al man, 30 years old, with 15 years' exp. in
jewelry business. West, Middle West or Pacific
Coast. preferred. Emmett E. Veurit 17 East
12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

pLAcE by young man to finish trade. Can do

▪ 

clock and jewelry repatinag and assist in
watch work. Good salesman. A. Byrd Runkle,
Sandy Lake, Pa.

TANUARY 1st—watchmaker, jeweler, engrav-

• 

er, graduate optician. An all-arotiod good
man, well exp., good sales111:111. I Is S 5' t■101:4,
optical, also instruments, cottqt,t,iti to take
entire charge. Refs. lirst-class Address,
" Watchmaker and Optician," Lock Box 925.
Fort Collins, Colorado,

A FIRST-CLASS watChmaker wants position.
I' Have the skill, exp. and tools. Reference.
Address, " D 345," care Keystone.

MARRIED man, age 30, good appearance, no
al bad habits, as manager ofjewelry and opti-
cal depart al c ti t in a department store. Ain first-
clams watchmaker, optician, engraver, jewelry
repairer anti salesman. Ilave been manager of
a jewelry and optical department for the same
firm the pamt 9 years. Ilave money to put in
the stock or will run tite same on commission.
"H 413," care Keystone.

pOSITION by watch repairer, 16 years' practical

• 

exp.; clean stoek-keeper, window decorator.
Of good appearance ; single. Box 90, Bloomfield,
Iowa.

pOSITION with prospects of buying out later
I on, or location in the West. "13 411," care
Keystone.

POSITION as watchmaker and jeweler in some
1 Western State—California pref. 14 years'
exp, as repairer and mfg. jeweler, and 4 years
as watchmaker •, engrave fairly well and im-
proving. Own full set of tools. " F 424," care
Keystone.

pOSITION either as traveling salesman or retail
1 salesman willing to assist with work ; ex-

p

-
erienced. 'About. January 1st ; best reference.
W 414," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

I/Y all-around manufacturilig jeweler, stone-
U setter, with tirat-clausa retail jewelry store.
State salary in first reply, or I will positively
not answer. "C 227," care Keystone.

1/1' plain watchmaker, clock and jewelry re-
u pairer, 6 years' exp., not afaird of work,
best ml's. Ad., 1'. 0. Box 101, Roston, Texas.

VXPERIENCED salesman, watchmaker, opti-
Li clan, etc., competent to take charge business,
desires position February 15th. Age 82, Ririctly
temperate, married. Salary $13 to $15. "W 420,"
care Keystone.

/OAT appearing voting man of 28, 11 years'
exp. at bench. Gllt-edge ref.; total abstainer;

go anywhere. Antos B. 11 atson, Kimbell llouse,
Elyria, Ohio.

AS traveling salesman for jewelry or kindred
15 line about Jam 151h. AI ref. Barnished ;
also photo. if desired. " B 417," care Keystone.

IIIRST-CLASS refracting optician, frame-fitter

• 

and salesman. Capable of taking charge of
store or department. Strictly tirst-class in
every particular. Replies from convents able
to pay good salary solicited. " It 428," care
Keystone.

AS assistant watchmaker and cloak repairer.

• 

Speak German. Central Illinois prof.
Address, "F," box 31, Montgomery, Ill.

YOUNG man, 6 years' exp., situation as assist-
, ant watchmaker. Can do watelt, clock and
jewelry repairing. Best refs. F. Tukey,
11assuchusetts Ave., care V.11.('..A., Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

HELP WANTED
THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

Qat LES11AN—Leading Eastern wholesale watch
U house wants representative (Jan. 1st ) for
Pittsburg and centingent territory, and South.
a.W 261," rare Keystone.

QTRICTLY lirst -class watchmaker and en-
13 graver. Must he able to take full charge of
department; permanent position. Southwest.
Single man pref. Send sample of engraving and
refs. Address, " E 349," care Keystone.

vr once, good watehmiker, fair engraver.
Li Good wages and a permanent position to the
right man. Send ref. and wages expected in
first letter. "M 404," care Keystone. •

TRAVECINt; salesmen who have an est ablished

• 

trade with retail jewelers. Rockford IVateli
Co., Silversmiths' Building, Chicago, Ill.

A rtnsT-CLAss general workman for perine-
a nent position its good Mississippi town.
/trust be able to take entire charge of watch,
clock and jewelry work and engraving. Salary
$20 per week. Must begin January 1st. Address,
Davidson & Wardlaw, Oxford, Miss.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, engraver,
C salesman ; young single man with refs.,
tools, preferred. Pitte Bros., Ilazielm rat, Miss.

ptusT-er.Ass watchmaker who can do engrav-

▪ 

ing and help wait on customers. State wages
wanted in first letter. "S 407," care Keystone.

A YOUNG inan with exp. in the opt Mal basi-
n ness, as salesman. Refs. required. Address,
Spencer Optical Co., 12 Maiden Lune, New York
City. 

YOUNG man for permanent position in large
1 Chicago wholesale house, with splendid
chance for advancement. Must be competent.
watchmaker, able to take care of repair depart,
anent. State refs., exp. and salary expected.
Address," Holland & Co.," room 1201 Heyworth
Building, Chicago.

A SALESMAN to handle a line of Aver goods
It in New York City and vicinity for a well-
known house; office on Maiden Lane. Address,
P. 0. Box 226, Attleboro, Mass.

ASSISTANT watchmaker aud good monogram
LI engraver, up-to-date salesman. Tall man of
Otis appearance, age 25 to 85. Fine up-to-date
store exp. Wages $20 per week, steady place.
Town of 20,000. Best ref. Address, "Jeweler
2028," Jacksonville, Ill.

APTICAL man at once. Exp. in edge grinding
u and prescription work. Grand Rapids
Wholesale Opticians, 400 Houseman Building,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

AN ex. 
traveling salesman to carry our line of

solid gold rings in 'the States of New York
and Indiana. Preference given to one who has
established trade in this territory. Highest
refs., regarding character anal exp. required.
Address,Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

IVANTED a number of good, live salesmen fordifferent territories of the United States
for a high-class line of novelties for jewelry
and drug trade. This is a first-class opportu-
nity for the right parties. Address, "E 408,"
care Keystone.

VIRST-CLASS jeweler awl engraver, permanent

• 

position. Send ropy of reference, sample of
engraving, state amount of salary expected.
J. Leviuskl, Waco, Texas.
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HELP WANTED

L'IRST-C LASS engraver, jeweler and salesman
wauted January 1st, for Southwest. Good

salary and permanent position to right man.
References required as to character and ability.
"S 416," care Keystone.

1/Y January 1st, good watchmaker who can
I. handle all grades of watch work rapidly, one
that can repair them to give satisfaction, also
good engraver. To a his kind of a man 1 will
pay good wages and guarantee steady position.
Address, A. Y. It...sell, Tulsa, Ind. '1'er.

1/1' an ohl-as:tahli,losi wholesale jewelry and
material him, 1 or 2 a.xp. traveling saleamen

to represent as \V csa et the Missouri river.
Permanent position and good salary to the
Ii ght parties, but no intemperate people need
atop], . State age, refs. and exp. Address, Sol.
iterg.nnt11 Jewelry Co., Omaha, Nebr.

WANTED—the address of first-class Tante-
" Omahas and salesmen who are thoroughly
conversant with the optical business. 1Ve have
a number of positions open. Columbian Optical
Company, Denver, Cola

FIRST-CLASS engraver and salesman. Perma-nent position. Send refs., sample of en-
graving, state amount of salary expected. J.
Levinski, Waco, Texas.

WATCHMAKER for trade work in Philadel-
phia. State exp., salary and ref. "C 419,"

care Keystone.

AT once, first-class watchmaker and engraver.
" Al 418," care Keystone.

TWO first-class traveling salesmen, 11111s1 be
1 hustlers, to handle an up-to-date line of
jewelry. Alen with Dade in a Mio, 1 odiana,
Illinois, Kentucky at.11 iSSIIII l'i preferred. '-'alary,
expenses and ('ommission. .1 pplieations t tettted
strictly confidential. NN'allettsteiti, Alat).er .1.
Cinciunati, Ohio.

NU11131311 of enterprising, live hustlers, in
it varions territories of the Canted States, by
a large NI,V ork City optical house. This is
an .11 opportit oily for the right man. Address,
" 409," care l ey st on C.

Vt liST - CLASS watchmaker and engraver.
I. Salary $20 to $25 it week, permanent position,
SPI141 sample of engraving, copy of reference.
.1. Levin ski, 1V am, l'exas.

IAN. 1st. Find - class widelimaker, jeweler,
engraver and salesman ; single man pref.

$lust own watelimakers' tools ; permanead
position. Sample of engraving, ref. ; state salary
first letter. These without ability need net a ell.
J. W. Campbell, jeweler, Its.■v ling Green, Ky.

(1, F. Cross & Bro.
V. watchmaker an,
One who understa
strictly sober, well

PIRST-CLASS opt
I grinders for a It
be thoroughly cent;
salary expected. "

, toelsden, Ala., want good
I eler, January 1, 19)6.
Its)- optics pref. Must be
1.1,1.1111`1141ed.

IC:11 Nr■wkitlan and surface
• S-isis st 11 inneseta. Moat
sscot mc... State exp. and

;:,7," cam Keystone.

lEIVELER, second watchmaker and good opt i-
°inn. State salary, send photo. and ref. first

letter. At. ODCP, or 1.■ Jan. I, 1906. Will L.
Fredeking, Hinton, W. Va.

1 EWELER, optician and engraver. Good posi-
tion for right man. Unless good man do not,

apply. Agreeable position. " D 429," care
Keystone.

VOUNG man famililkr with watch material line.
1 Ad., L. 11. K., 64 Stntsan St., New York City.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

IIANUARY 1st, by a young aatlesman of)! years'
II exp., a manufacturer's line to sell direct to
the retail trade. A gold line preferred. Well
acquainted with the Middle Western trade.
Address, Samuel Perkins, Room 1201 Iley worth
Building, Chicago.

(;001) sterling silver line on commission, by
U experienced man. " 11 383," cam Keystone.

QECOND - HAND American movements. E.
Li Ittidoiph , 5;) Lock Street, New I haven, Conn.

ATE st y le engraving machine. Must be cheap
L. for cash. A. R. Koehler, Macedonia, Iowa.

IIPTICIAN'S trial case complete, lens tamer
U and drill, engraving machine, also 2-l'oet
lathe, with milling and wheel-cutting atm. la-
ment. Must. be first-class make :Ma eider.
E. I). Smith, Magog, Quebec.

WATCIIMAK ER, jeweler, engraver, optician
.. with a little money as partner—openinK Itt
thriving town. C. C. 0lis, Thermopolis, 11 yo.

IOBBER to furnish me jewelry, etc., on com-
mission ; repairing is good for small town.

Al refs. to honesty, etc. " 13 422," care Keystone.

VOUNG man with some money desires to buy
I established jewelry business in the West.
About Feb., 1906. Those who can give good
reasons for retiring need answer. "B 410,"
care Keystone.

(Continued on page aR.p8)



223S
WANTED

(Continued from page 22U'
TO buy goed-pay isig jewelry and optical busi-
1 Hess. Int-eke Mimi $2000; town of 2000 to
5000 pop. Prefer New York State or East.
" M 397," care Keystone.

pNGRAVING machine, second-hand, wanted.
LI J. L. Roark Estate, Greenville, Ky.

flPHTLIALMOMETER, Geneva lens measure
1/ and punctumeter. Must be very cheap.
0. E. Day, Mohawk, N. Y.

LENS drilling machine in good order and
u reasiatable. Kronholtz, Stamford, Conn.

ol T I oN for jewelry store, State Washington.
1, Will buy Meek not over $2500 in town 3000
tis 51)114). " .1 399," care Keystone.

fiNE or two lines of gold jewelry on commission
I/ basis for Midgle West and Pacific coast
trade. Can furnish necessary credentials. Will
be East early part ot January. Address,
"C 426," care Keystene.

QID1 Ii ne wanted for jewelers by responsible
U salesman for West and Northwest by Jan. 15th.
1Vhat have you? Ad., P. 0. box 4, Denver, Colo.

HOOD trial case, cheap for cash. P. R. Miller,
1/ Calhoun, Mo.

(IENEVA rat inoseope and ophthalmoscope corn-
' 1ii lied, also oplithalmometer. Address,

4, n care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WO MO

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

A SNAP—jewelry business in lively town in
11 California, in the richest oil district In the
stale. Poor health makes this move necessary.
Get. in before hid ',lays. "S 355," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, hest situation on Alain Street.
9 Niost beautiful mei healthful nart of CUB-
fonds. Pop. 4000. Reason, wish to dissolve
partnership. "C 406," care K.eyetone.

HURRY I Hurry !! flurry !! I Buy my jewelry
11 store and get benefit of Xmas trade. My
services free till January. See September ad.
Phil. Levy, Henderson, Ky.

RETAI tjewelry business in a good residence
Li district in Chicago is offered at, a bargain.
Fine opening for practical man. The best
reasons for selling. Address, Ed ward Brown,
room 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago.

VAR E opportunity for jeweler with $400 to 6800.
IL Chance to advance. Pays now $100 month.
Chanei• l'or optician. No opposition. In fruit
belt II l i■Aligsn. Dickinson, Eau Claire, Mich.

-AN -tahlished watch repairing business in
Boston. Full record of books given to reli-

able part kis. First-class opportunity for some
one. Plenty of work guaranteed. Address,
"1-1 400," care Keystone.

PIXTURES, etc., no stock, of old-established
I jewelry busineieL Good man, with small
()metal, can step into a good thing. Will give
pessession Jan. 1, 1906. Best. repair trade in
county. F. C. Richard's Sons, Bellefonte, Pa.

HI to It-PA 1' I NG jewelry and optical business
u est:thlisbei 16 years. Prosperous town, 2000 ;
hog • I...ensiled lug territory. Repairing more
than 4/111' nian can do. V. F. Cantwell,
Doniphan, Mo.

THE best-paying business in the United Stales,
1 in vote,. :thou t $4000. Cash sales, $10,000 per
year ; re fiat rs, $125 per month. Best location in
Missouri city of 8000 ; 2 railroads, shops and
division Point—Pay-roll $75,000 per menth.
Reason for selling, dissolution of pail 11ershil4
Must be sold quick—lease to suit ; low rent.
Address.," B 398," care Keystone.

liKIVELRY and optical business in Central
" Wisconsin town of 2790. Established 10 years.
Stock about $2800 ; fi xt ii res $700. For sale Jan. 1,
1906. Paved streets, electric lights waterworks.
Annual sales past 3 years over $8000. Large
optical and souvenir business. Books open for
inspection. Will take 85e. On the dollar. Poor
health, going South. Address, 00 402," care
Keystone.

APRIL 1st, fixtures, stock, etc., only jewelry
11 store—mfg. town 2300 Eastern New York.
Good line work ; chance for young man. Low
rent. Going in other business. Address,
"G 392," care Keystone.

HOOD-PAYING jewelry business in Illinois
U town of 12,000 inhabitants. Best location—
been established 35 years. Good reason for
selling, and will sacrifice. "II 394," care
Keystone.

PINE optical office in large office building, New
I York. All new fixtures in good shape to do
business, Chance for some one. Price, $500
cash. Chas. Gray, 492 Marion St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

ALL ter tools, material and small amount of
11 jewe ry. Everything in thin shape nod new.
Write for list, Snap. " Ii 388," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

HEST jewelry store, largest stock, best location;
13 30,000 pop. (irowiug city on Puget Sound,
Wash. Cash business $30,000 annually for past
4 years. Invoice about $24,000; can reduce.
Cash only considered. Address, " B 395," care
Keystone.

TEWELRY stock in mfg. town of Western
Ii Michigan. Pop. 2000, and town is growing
fast. Invoice 5000 ; can reduce sonic. Must be
cash. Address, "It 396," care Keystone.

A W ELL-ESTA 11 LISI I ED jewelry business in
a prosperous Illinois town of 5000 pop. Good

farming country su Tree n di n g ,• considerable
manufacturing. Stock will invoke $4500. Fix-
tures good as new. Can be had at a bargain for
cash. Good reason for selling. Address,
"Charles Warren," room 1201 Hey worth
Building, Chicago.

On CENTS on the dollar buys leading jewelry
i111 business doing over a4200 per annum ;
little opposition. Illinois mfg. city of 3300.
About $1800 required; fine opening. "C 391,"
care Keystone.

$650BUYS a good jewelry and repair btainessin a growing mining town of 1500 pop.
Good territory, 2 railroads. Bad hearing,
reason for selling. This will bear investigation.
Address, Reuben ilegarty, Madera, Pa.

$311flWORTH of watchmaker's tools, materials,uu etc. (complete shop outfit), for sale at
your own price. Address, Edward Smith, 194
Twelfth Street, Salem, Oregon.

A CHANCE for a good, live man—balance of
n stock and fixtures of the late firm of
Buchanan & Liaison. Invoice about $4000; will
be sold at a bargain. Did about $15,000 last
year ; good repair trade; main business street.
J. C. Buchanan, optician, 1115 I' Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

flOOD-PAYING jewelry business for sale in
U growing town in North Dakota. Best terri-
tory in the State. No competition. Stock and
fixtures invoice about $2600. Terms cash.
Owner has interest in Europe and intuit sell at
once. " A 389," care Keystone.

A PAYING jewelry store in manufacturing city
is Massachusetts ; pop. 15,000. New II x to res
$750 ; stock $3600. %%911 reduce stock to suit.
M. Stilson, 19 Maiden Lane, New York City.
•
TEWELRY stock and fixtures in New York

State ; town of 1200. Invoice about $2500;
easy competition ; watch inspector for railroad.
Must sell on account of health. "E 425," care
Keystone.

QTOCK watches, clocks, jewelry, cut glass,
h, musical instruments and hand-painted china
cheap for cash. F. E. Leuhart, Argyle, Minn.

ABOUT $4500 cash or bankable paper buys
established optical and jewelry business In

growing Minnesota town 2000, in dairy and
!mak raising section, where pop. is mostly
German and American. Buyer must be an
optometrist. Optical work seldom less than $100
per month ; repair work same. Correspondence
invited. " E 421," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical store invoice about $3000.
11 Good mfg. town, 18,000—Western Pennsyl-
vania. Good reasons for selling out; if you
have the cash, write "J 415," care Keystone.

AN old-est alit ished jewelry store for sale in best
Li section of Virginia ; pop. 1800, county seat ;
line country. $3500 cash. Reasons for selling ;
failing health. " D 412," care Keystone.

111Y Argentine or Olathe, K11118., stores ; pop.5000 and 4000 respectively. Invoice $3000
and $4000 respectively ; can reduce. Answer if
you mean business. W. L. Speer, Olathe, Kans.

pLEVEN years established jewelry and optical
0 business. Stock and fixturt•s, $4000. Can
reduce stock. Normal school, 2 railroads; pop.
1100. Ideal climate for lung trouble. Real
estate agents and auctioneers need not answer.
T. It. Jones, Tempe, Ariz.

TI1E best-paying jewelry business in Central
Indiana town of 4000. "1'430," care Keystone.

QTOCK of about $2000 in town of 1200 in Central
11 Iowa, located in drug store. Half cash,
time on balance if desired. Moderate rent;
wealthy community. "It 432," care Keystone.

TN Colorado (fine climate) jewelry business
1 doing $15,000 year. Last December's business,
$3800. Railroad town, 6000 ; pay-roll $125,000.
Will take about $5000. Must get out at once—
have struck a mine. Big repair work and
optical business. Chance of a lifetime. " D 427,"
care Keystone.

A GOOD-PAYING business, $10,000 stock and
11 fixtures; Minnesota city, 10,0000. Reason,
dissolution of partnership, "C 291," care
Keystone.

Quinn BUYS first-class jewelry and optical
oftatiuu store, combined with loan office ; boom-
ing town, 161),(00—veritable gold mina Invoke
$7000 ; can be reihteed. Loans oit watches mid
diamonds only. Interest, 10F a month. Reason
for selling. "1' 403," cure Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

HOOD-PAYING jewelry business in Colorado,
U $15,000 per year. Fine growing town of
10,000 pop., aud growing ; fine climate; fine
place to live. Will take about $8000 cash to buy.
" W 431," care Keystone.

$30flfl BUYS a first-class jewelry and optical
uu business, tixt lies and tools, in a thriv-

ing Southern town of 3500 pop.; only jeweler.
Repair work fine. Business established 15 years.
Will sell now or the first of January. Ad.,
D. A. Mount, Humboldt, Tenn.

TEWELRY and optical store—stock. fixtures,
in etc. After first of year about $2500. Main
street. Good Easter, summer and holiday trade;
growing town of 40,000. 1628 Atlantic Avenue,
.1flatitic City, N. J.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUI PM ENT

half price, solid mahogany, beveled glass
11 fixtures for high-class jewelry store; trays
for sante. MacMillan, optician, Scranton, Pa.

HREAT bargains. Several Rivett lathes, Jewet-
t! lug calipers, chucks. Latest model, practi-
cally new. Keyskue, Lancaster, Pa.

A $150 trial case, made for an oculist, for sale
Li for $75. Oak tray with special contents.
Bausch-Hommel Optical Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

GENEVA trial ease, DeZengs• refractometer,
11 Cross retino-skiameter, Ilardy adjustable
table, Brown & Burpee test type cabinet, 28 in.
Cragleith stone, auto bicycle. " W 390," care
Keystone.

A FEW second-hand travelers' trunks and
11 trays. Benj. Allen A ca, silversmith Build-
ing, 131-137 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

THE Keystone for 7 years, beat offer takes them
F. 0. B. C. Hentrighous, Hoopeston, Ill.

pATON & Glover engraving machine with 3
Li sets type, $35. Reason selling, have 2
machines. L. J. Wick & Bro., Highland, Ill.

PATON & Glover engraving machine, cost $85.
Si Good as new. 3 fonts type, scrolls, etc.
Coffin plates, hollowware, rings and universal
holders. Largest check by December 15th gets
it. J. B. Settle, Elkton Ky.

PINE, large jeweler's fire and burglar-proof
I safe for sale cheap. Located in Northwestern
Iowa. Address, F. .1. Kamber, 528 E. Bijou St.,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

HOOD as new. Geneva ophlhalmoseop,, and
rl retinoscope combined, i u II tat-class condition.
What is your bid? W. L. Speer, Olathe, Kans.

WE have 2 second-hand 10 foot center floor
1' eases, cherry frames and all plate glass for
sale. I,. C. Jorgeson A Co., 11 North Ann
Street, Chicago.

'JEWELRY fixtures, all ottk : 2 wall eases, 8
9 feet ; 6 eases, with tables, 8 feet long ; I um-
brella case ,• 1 Eaton & Glover engraving nut-
chine, cost $100, 3 sets of letters ; t I tielatlil safe,
All nearly new. Lock box 42, 1latimin, 111.

I AMIE Mosier jeweler's safe. Full particulars.
1, IL Rat'', 45e Sixth Ave., New York City.

HENEVA refinoseope, new ; never used. Cost,
U $67.50 ; s1:50 cash takes it. "11 436," care
Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

QH I P chronometer, Gray's, tine condition. Will
U trade for optical instruments or diamond.

• 

scot I, Alariet ht, Ohio.

WEBSTER-Whitcomb universal head and
V slide rest, with 3 slides, all attachments,
new, 'I at $60—will trade for 1.111111101111. "T 393,"
mire Keystone.

$10 Olt new Elgin No. 148 movement takes
engraving machine and it sets of type.

Hustle. C. G. Work, Dolgeville, N. Y.

pry RI G HT of Campbell's combined watch

• 

register, most complete book published, sell
cheap or exchange for diamonds. 0. M. Camp-
bell, Abingdon, Ill

HAVE 3 antique watches 
' 
• want regulator or

u offers. Walter Fasold, Keswick, Iowa.

(1.111,AP, Siiirke's " D " lathe, used 2 months,
.P1911104 set el attachments ; oleo twist

and material. Will sell at atteriflee, or tratie for
screw - cutting lathe. 1111u. Triebel, Pough-
keeled°, N. Y. 

$.1 1 c WORTH watch glasses for engraving
111 machine, or what have you ? Also waleh

sign mid lot of tools. Clark Bros., St. Cloud,
nit••sot a.

JAPTICA I. goods wish to sell, or will exchange
u for rolling ndll, E. J. Tyler, Fayette, Ohio.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

HOTGUN, Remmington, double barrel, haun-
t/ merless, automatic ejector, 12 gage, fine con-
dition ,• list $65. Want trial case. C. C. Miller,
1Vest Bend, Iowa.

pon good stock of goods, fine fruit ranch, with
I fine 8-roam house, barn and fine improved.
Three miles city limits. Write B. F. Humphrey,
San Diego, Cal. R. F. D. route 1.

IVE formerly sold optical goods but quit over a
11 year ago, because we did not feel competent
to fit people scientifically. Our stock of specta-
cles, eyeglasses, cases etc., will invoice at $100.
We will dispose of tliese goods at a bargain for
goods we can use. in ourjewelry stock or cash.
What have you to oiler? Address, H. W. Sells,
Clay Center, Kans.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

OST or stolen—diamondsring with NY„ carat
•14 stone in a high setting ; the band made with
hinge so it would open and clamp 011 fill ger
without going over knuckle. The setting was
screwed in ring, and could be removed and
used as a stud. $200 reward for its recovery or
information leading thereto. J. P. Ellington,
Charlottesville, Va.

WANTED—Opticians to absorb a Mile of the
" "How " and the " Why " crop of the eighth
annual convention of opticians, to be held in
" The Optical City," Reehester, N. Y., August
6, 7, 8, 9, 1906.

WRITE for free catalogue of The National
11 College of Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

JUST one more opportunity to secure ottr full
u course in optics and highest degree diploma
for $7.50. See our advertisement page 2218.
Seat!' Bend College of Optics.

HEWARE of second-hand Clement combined
" lathe attachments offered for sale. They are
old models; they sell them to get our latest.
Sec our ad. in this number. IV. D. Clement,
Waltham, Mass.

HMAIIA balance staff factory makes the best
u sten on the market. livery Mall' guaranteed.
Put up in sealed packages. Order direct and
be sure you get the best. Tarbox & Gordon.

fiNLY one more clams in optics at seven dollars
11 and it halt See our advertisement page 2218.
South Bend College of Optics.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for i it forma-
1U• Hon. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

TRE Clement combined lathe attachment,

• 

costs $40. See page 1821. Fine, new, com-
plete catalogue free.

POUND—at Rochester, N. V. a progressive
✓ opt kittii, waiting for the eighth annual coil-
ventien and exhibit of the American Assoeiss-
tion of opticians, to be held in "The ()wield
City," Noeliester, N. Y., August 6, 7,

THE last class in optics that will ever Inc given

• 

at seven dollars and fifty cents. This is an
opportunity of a lifetime. See our advertise-
ment, page 2218. South Bend College of ()Mies.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

liddinEsT II III I paid An' diainnink, ■.1,1 gnhl,
In.nketi Ile. New and second-II:n.1

watches Innighl and sold. Benj. Gebliartl, 735
&mom, l'hiladelphin.

IEWELERS ! Send your watch work to the
II lightning pivoter, E. 11. Lewis, 7 S. Laurel,
Bridgeton, N. J.

TII IC Clement COM billed lathe at tachnntit, costs
$40. See page 2094. Fine, new, complete

catalogue free.

YOU are looking for a good reliable firm to do
1 your watch work. Here is the 'Mice. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.

WE make a specialty of changing ald antique
11 watch eases to Stem-wind. Something that
has been refused by others. Have had 90 yews'
exp. and can guarantee satisfaction. N. J.
Felix, 18 John Street, New York.

VOTICE. have moved front 727 SilliS011i Street
0 to 807 Sansoni Street, Philadelphia, where I
will continue to buy all kinds of old gold and
silver ; also reline all kinds or jewelers' waste
containing gold or silver. Send by mail or

trios and receive prompt attention. J. L.
I 'lark. Established 1870.

WANTED, every one desirous of improving
" themselves in watch work „jewelry work
11111 smartly] tig, to address nrailley Polvtechnic
Imtittite, Peoria, III., fnf their latest
cat ;dogs. A nwsl al card will get it. See ad, on
page 2182.

BUSINESS NOTICES

PLGIN Horological School, the oldest and most
Li practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin Horological School, Elgin.III.

ItENJAMIN GEBHARD, 735 Sansom Street,
U Philadelphia. Watch case and jewelry re-
pairing, engraving, mountings and special order
work of every description. Small jobs returned
the sante day as received. Every job is given
particular care so that it looks exactly like new. 

1100111 for one or two students to learn engrav-
u log, watchmaking, manufacturing, in trade
repair shop. Terms, 825 mouth. "CI 434,"
care Keystone.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and
I Optical Institute offers better inducements
and gives more actual work and practical in-
structions than any school of this kind in exis-
tence. Every young man has a chance to reach
the highest point of success. Why not embrace
the opportunity by taking a course in this in-
stitute and tit yourself for an expert in this
work? Every man can, if he will, increase his
knowledge and salary by improving his spare
time, many large firms are searching for capable
workman to take charge of the bench work, and
this institute will fit you to hold such a position.
Write for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

Too Late for Classification

QITUATION WANTED. —Wat eh m aker, jeweler
I) and engraver, good on ordinary work ; 7
years' exp. Abstainer, single. Prefer positien
where I can get experience and instruction on
complicated railroad watches. Middle West or
Northwest pref. Have tools. Box 572, Rice
Lake, 1Vis.

QITUATION WANTED. — Watchmaker and
U salesman desires permanent situation with
reliable house. Can take charge when neces-
sary ; can give best ref.; own tools; state salary.
" hi 433," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.— First - class watchmaker,
11 engraver and jeweler. 13est wages and per-
manent position. Earl J. G. Lovett, Titusville,
Pennsylvania.

H ELP 1VANTE1)—First-class watchmaker and
11 engraver ; strictly temperate. State ttge, if
married, salttry expected and full refs. T. It. .1.
Ayres & Sons, Keokuk, Iowa.

HELP WANTED—Watchmaker and engraver
11 at once; permanent ; $20 start. F. D. Hebb,
Dyersburg, Tenn.

PEARLS FB 00 Rt GcHATs H

If a customer should bring y ou any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pettrls to sell, and you do not
care to bey them yourself, send them to
C1-11A.Si. S. GROSSMAN dk CO.
3 Maiden Loarse New York
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer
 Established 1880 

Reduce Your Stock
At a Profit

Sell Entire Stock at Cost
I Iankruptey Prevented

"THE NEW IDEA MEN"
460 Monon Bldg.

CHICAGO
Write for particulars

Holiday and Comic

Souvenir Postal Cards
You will never regret
ordering them. Jewel-
ers who now carry
them are buying in
greater quantities than
ever. Start at once and
convince yourself of
the immense sale and
big profit that you will
realize anti enjoy on
souvenir postale.

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR $10.00

With your first order
1000comic colored post-
ala of 50 subjects, this
fl ne rotary d isplayst and
FREE. Stand alone is
worth $5.00 aunt cards
retail two furtive cents.
Price In Iho trade of the
cords Mono. 500 for PA.41)

BURNT LEATHER
POSTALS

have the largest sale of
any souvenir postals in
the country. $ per 100,
75 assorted subjects,
name of your city put
on free, retail 10 cents.

Christmas and New Year Souvenir Postals
will be sold by the millions. Order at envy. Ile-
gall t stssort men t of them fur $5.00 and $10.00.

TAG POSTALS—Latest Novelty-52.50 per too

GEO. GARTNER

Medinah Temple, Chicago, III.

Repairing
For the Trade

of Complicated and Ordinary
Watches, W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, I temagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

'1,111'499 Lancaster, Pa.

High-Class

Repairing
for the ll'rasicle

Our work is the kind you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
407 Masonic Temple CHICAGO, ILL.

LEARN
JEWELERS
ENGRAVING
"The Engraving School That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor ha the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill f if
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him toaster of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

When g Started
a Jewelry Store

I wanted a way of guaranteeing watches
that would satisfy the customer and safe-
guard myself. 1 devised such a guarantee
and hada few blanks printed. Sonic peo-
ple who saw them wanted seine, so I had
them copyrighted and have since sold a
good many. There aro "Guarantee for
Sales" and "Guarantee for Repairs,"
put up in berets. Eitlier kind costs:
No. 2 size 2 to page, $1.00: No. 3 size,
3 to page,' $1.50 ; No. 5 size, 5 to page,
$2.25. The No. 2 size can be expressed
or mailed for 10 ets., the No. 3 for 15 eta.,
and No. 5 for 25 eta. You can buy them
from your jobber or from me.

Harry Emrie, Cincinnati, Ohio

THE BEST SCHOOL
That's the one to attend. The all-import-

ant features arc the instructors. If they are

the best then the school is the best. We

have them Send for circulars.

Canadian Biological Institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King Street

Toronto, Ont.
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No. 378. Onyx No. 376. Onyx
No. 382 No. 380

No. 385

No. 392

No, 387

No. 395

SEE THIS JOINT?
The only five-knuckel jointed helmet on the market. Cannot
wabble, work loose or break apart.

High-Grade 14 K. Hand-Made
Knights Templar l Consistory Charms.
Send for selections whenever you have calls for some-
thing better than you carry in stock.

Wendell & Company
New York or Chicago

Our Emblem Rings are different from the other kind.
They are 14 K., 6 and 8 dwt,, with center emblem raisedand side emblems cut in bas-relief, finely modeled and
enameled. They sell well because they are fine goodsat reasonable prices. Our catalogue tells all about them.
Selections sent.

No. 379. Onyx No. 383

Nu. 361 No. 351. Reverse
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When in New York, call at
our down-town office

108 Fulton Street

COI 

 1 DE

:No r E§ WHEN You REED THE

lE CENTURY
E,WGR Vll NG MACHINE

Et WM save your time, money, liabor,
and heap you to thorouzhRy pRease
your customers with your holiday
trade.

Write or telegraph—but do it NOW.
We can ship IFYOUTMTpeitY.

THE EATON (&) GLOVER CO.
saylre, Fa.
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Opera Glass Holders New Mack and Spencer
Patent For the Holidays, Opera Glasses and Lorgnettes

",..

t rz 1
. ‘,' .

CAN BE

mid-
I
smo....irem..,1

ATTACHED AND DETACHED TO

— .,..., 

THE OPERA GLASS in a

i

No. 1600 in

moment. Being

Also importersSole Agents for THE "AUDEMAIR of cheaper grades.
CHEVALIER, LAMEILLEURE, Etc.

Superior optical construction. All the Latest Designs and
Novelties in Pocket and Chatelaine effects.

practical, the use of a holder is both graceful and elegant. Made in Pearl. 3 styles also in
Aluminum, Sterling Silver, Celluloid. Moderate prices.

.,,u0A„,...,,

Lemaire'i Audemair
Spectacle and Eyeglass Frames

GOLD FILLED 10 K. SEAMLESS in 3 QUALITIES
1-10, 1-20, 1-30. All styles, also frameless. From $3.50 to $6.50 per doz.

12 K. and 14 K. 1-10. The equal to gold in Style and Finish

0 E

-
/....11A,, i
.

- .....

i i 1 
liiill

i 
.

.

N.J.1 
OPERA GLASSES

W■th Patent Automatic Focusing

:4' i Handle.

/ C' i 
Elegance andi • ,4 .e.' Comfort, Utility 

.

HERE IT IS ! Just What You Are Looking For

99
. A/ : ,r'li! ‘,1,1 

The greatest improvement in opera
glass mechanism. The handle is

'Me 66 HOLDFIRM
, \ T

4 I

" 

...,. ', • /

s ''',.Prices are t
'Xk:' ..

as follows :

GUARD

( (1

N 

I , 1

0

i

telescopic and folding and attached.ti.. 
i When closed occupies no more

space than other opera glasses.
Hence not an incumbrance. The
price is lower.

LO,RnsGolidNGEoldT. GrroldEFSille 

d,
Sterling and Gun Metal. 's \ '-...

10 K. (iold, 86.00 $0.00 $8.00 $5.20 $9.00 $6.00 ) PER DOZEN
Gold Filled, 2.25 2.25 2.50 1.40 2.00 2.25 `,- PAIR
Muffin°, .85 .85 1.00 .50 .75 .85 1

TRY a sample card of each. 6 styles on a card, i pair each as above.
Alumna, 42c. Gold Filled, $1.o8. lo K. Gold, 3.42$

• 9, The Anglo-German \\,, , .

" Opticura American ,lEYEWATER •

Cures sore eyes. Potent, yet harmless. i.

Price, $1.63 per dozen.

QuPromptness and Accurate ServicePrescription Work A No. I Quality and Low Price

Try us and we will prove it READING GLASSES iv.A, SIZES.
2-Inch to ch diameter

T H E, Ou rP8Te IsC_AALt t eSnCrn paL, jib& oBr ur es! np e. snsd eMn ec ne :Spencer Optical Institute Write for booklet.
CELLULOID in Tortoise Shell, I. Also in Nickel. All Qualities.Ivory and Onyx J

The Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, New York, N.Y.



A bright.prospect is before the retail jeweler who buys his diamonds
of us, because then he has his diamonds at the lowest possible prices.
He is also sure the stones are exactly as represented.

Consequently no competitor can sell equal goods for less, so his
chances of selling are greatly increased.

J. R. WOOD Ci SONS

Cutting Works
1327-1329 Atlantic Avenue

Brooklyn

DIAMOND CUTTERS
2 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK


